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find London's largest selection of

newest and besfmolors of all types
and makes, and genuine second-
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ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST
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ke the lady sit in an uncomfortable

sidecar f She'll enjoy the ride much

better in a IVIilKord new

pattern Chair.
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EFFTCIENT
RPRTH

RELIABLE

ARNOS
For SPEED, COM-
FORT, POWER,
and above all

RELIABILITY.
ARNO MOTOR CO., Ltd..

Gosloid Street, CoventrY.

London Agents:

Holbom .^utochange. »l.\S\JARl> 2i .\KNO.
100, High Holbom. As riddc-n by t. s. L.^KIi in LO.NUON-KDINBORO'.

The LIGHTVVEIGHT Of ESTABLISHED RELIABILITY.
!t lii'l the nay iiml still kad-^. No othi-r Hsluwi.-ight has been subjt-'Lli'il to so
man , tests, or h.is su successfully faced all condiliuiis. Unly the rider u( a Llouglas

kn nvs the real luxur\' of mot-.T cycling.

DOUGi.AS BROTHERS, King^swood, BRISTOI-
LONDON ; S36, GOSWELL ROAD, E.C.

Telephone: 3269 City. 'reli-phone, \S"orks; 51, Kingswood, Bristol,
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n AVIQA1V "JGH-CLASS TANKS WITH THE ORIGINAL ANDUA f lOUll NOW UNIVERSAL PETROL AND OIL GAUGES.

Send for list of Davison Adjuncts, alt of which add
something to the convenience or pleasure of riding,

A. C OAVISOIM,163,Arnni;ton Rd., Camden Town, LONDON, N.W,

NO NEED
to take extra space in which to advertise our

successes. At time of sending in "copy for this

advenisement we did not know the result of either

Senior or Junior T.T. Race. But who ever won

in either or both, was assuredly

B o w d e n

Wire Ltd.,

Pratt Street,

C^mdenTown,

London, X.W.

BOWDENISED
They all were !

'50% BNCREASE m IVIILEAGE PER GALLON"
BY USING A MILLS PATENT PETROL ECONOMISER AND FILTER.

Proved by the folluwiag letierreceived joAWii.
Dear Sir,

Vou ask me to let vou know how I found the "Economiser."
I think itis ]usc spienciLCt, with a jet bored out to gi\-e me the
same power and take the same amount of air as the "Econoniiser.'*
I do 60 miles pec gahon on my •\\ h.p. Inamph inotor cycle.

With the " Economiser' I do 90 miles per gajlon, that is to'say,

I use two-thirds of the petrol or set 50"o more miles per gallon.
Tlie machine runs perfectly with :'-, and as oroof of thi^ I \\'as

Ssond in me (-amoncige university Motor Cycle Club bpeed
Trial, and First in their Hill Climb, although J nad the second
smalbst engine m the Class, ana was carrying 35 Uh, more weight
tji an anyone eise, 1 was First oa Time and on Formula. Vou
may use this letter as you like. J. ri.

(Ovicina! at office.)

-i^Lj. ECOMOMISER aives a fine scent spray which is insta:itaneou3 gas.
'^'^ ADAPTABLE for all types c i Carburettors on car ana cycles.

GUARANTEED io improve the Carburation or the cost refunded.

\\rnc for particulars giving claims and testimonials w^

ALBION FREE ENGINE CLUTCH
ADJUSTABLE PULLEY

gives perfect control in

traffic.

Will fit any engine.

Gi\-es a Low Gear.

Smallest and Lightest.

Tree Engine and
2-Speecl Hubs.

HARRIS &SONS,
Upper Higrhgate Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

Motor Cycle."
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KERRY-ABINGDON MOTOR CYCLES

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Illustrated

with

Sidecar.

2-SPEED GEAR
& FREE ENGINE.

MODEL 31 h.p.

85 mm. X 88 mm. M.O.
valves. Bosch Magnet} with

Handlebar cut-out. B. & B.

Carburetter with Handlebar

Control. PRICE 51 Gns.

Sidecar f 7 15 extra.

Superior in every detail of

specification. Fully equipped.

TWO-SPEED GEAR. FREE ENGINE CLUTCH AND TRANSMISSION. PATENT DEVICE, Multiple

Disc Clutch, Chain Drive on Low Gear, Belt Drive on High Gear, Handle Starting like Car, or Foot Starter to order.

Absolutely Reliable and Efficient.

SETS OF PARTS FOR THE ABOVE—to fit any Standard Machine, 8 Guir.eis.

A CORONATION VICTORV.
In the Belfast M.C.C. Run for " Jappa " Cup on Coronation Day (in pouring rain) two novices, Barbour and
Holmes, on Kerry Abingdons' completed the double journey (165 miles) both making Non-stop Runs.

KERRY=ABINGDONS.
LONDON :

29-31, Great Eastern St
BRISTOL :

101-102. St. Thomas SL
SHEFFIELD:

Kerry House, Furnival St.

Unique
Sidecar
Success.

The M.C.C. Team Trials again provided

striking proof of the perfect reliability of the Ghater

Lea No. 7 Sidecar machine; 100% results for third
year in succession in this competition.

Started: all non-stops.
l^"J^f/ff*f This splendid performance was the outstanding feature of the event,

l-ff^'iVM and, following on the many successes in recent trials, proves conclu-

•-'I^lfc^V sively that for sidecar work on the road the machine is the

This is the

Chafer Lea
8 h p. twin

for sidecars

or runabouts,

as used in

all the Trials.

<^'li:^^' Chater Lea No. 7.
This is the machine specially constructed for sidecar work ; distinctive in design, with 8 h.p. Chater Leaengine,

multiple disc clutch, three-speed gear box, chain drive, handle starting, etc., and, in common with every-

thing bearing the Chater Lea trade mark, perfect in material and workmanship. The No. 7 is a sidecar

machine, not a compromise; it will give private owners entire satisfaction, will take a

sidecar anywhere, and is the ideal machine for sociable touring over hill and dale.

W ILL YOU HAVE A TRIAL SPIN? WRITE fornew descriptive booklet.

CHATER LEA, LIMITED,
Golden Lane, London.
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GAMAGES Send for our New Motor
Catalogue for 1911. It is a
liberal education in what
is required by ttie motorist.

The Premier Motor Tailors.

The "Minerva"

Double-breasted

Waterproof Snit.

Jf stout double
icxture material,
ileep storm collar,

\v i th button-up
ab. Sleeves with

c utside straps, and
lilted inside with
expanding wind
cuffs. All seams
sewn, taped, and
cemented. Com-
plete,with overalls

to match.

Price . . 27/6

Waterproof
Leggings.

Note.—There is no
opening in front

to let in wind or

rain; ample pro-
tection is provided
where it is most
needed.
These leggings are

our latest and
most improved
pattern, and are
proof against the
severest weather.

—In fawn colour.

Price .. 15/11

Postage 6d. extra.

The "Triumph"

Single-breasted

Waterproof Snit.

Of stout double
texture material,
deep storm collar
with button-up
tab. Sleeves with
outside straps,and
fitted inside with
expanding wind
cuffs. All seams
sewn, taped, and
cemented.

Complete, with
overalls to match.

Price 25/-

What ' Motorcycling'
says aoout Gam;ige*s PONCHOS.

SLEEVED PONCHO.
•'All motor cyclists appreciatca coat that will

keep tliemdry, aad asso much depends on the

design of the cut, putting aside for the moment
thequestionof :Tjatcrial,itis worth while to take
a look at Gamages Poncho for touring motor

cyclists, Ii has a short cut at the neck
s 'Cured by one or two buttons, after

which the breast is in one piece, as in

the case of an umbrella coat
As can be seen from the illustra-

tion, the collar buttons up well

round the neck, and substantial

sentilators are situated in the back,

\ et this design does not let the

water in, as guard flaps are fitted.

The sleeves are provided with cuffs

tiat are really wind-tiglit, and the

1 ae;th can be made to cover as mucli
")f the rider's knees as he desires.

The best way to test the coat for

ihis is to try it on when sitting on
T "hair as one would do on a motor
cycle, when the amount of protection

needed can be easily ganged."

Prices—18/11

25/6, 31/6, 36/6.

The "Moto" Frieze Cycling Jackets.
Fitted with the "TRIPCOL " COLLAR.

Lined throughout body and sleeves with leather or fleece.Double-bteasted.

No. 1. Grey Frieze, lined Fleece
(Fig. i) .. 21/9

No. z. Grey Frieze, lined

Leather (Fig. i) 23/9
iS'O, 3. Grey Frieze, Superior

quality, lined Fleece
(Fig. I) . . 30.'-

No. +, Grey Frieze, Superior
quality, lined
Leather (Fig, 1) 35'-

flOUBOl^N.
g(:r^''^,^.g?^g>tg>Ggr^!^

No. g. Grey Frieze, Superior
quahty, lined detach-
able Leather (Fig. 2) 40/-

No. 6. Real Irish Frieze, assort-

ed colours, lined

Fleece, (Fig. i) .. 40'-
No. 7. DittOj lined Leather

(Fig. T) 45/-
No. 8. Ditto, lined Detachable

Leather (Fig. 2). . 50.'-

BENETPlNK&Cots"

Fig. 2.

'^^^^^^^^'i
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What the Junior Tourist Trophy
Race has taught us.

(HE Junior Tourist Tropiiy Race, which was
brought to a conclusion last week, has taught

several useful lessons to motor cycle makers and
users. When the details of the event were first

discussed it was intended to allow pedalling

gears on the assumption that machines with such small

engines could not reasonably be expected to propel

their riders up the mountain rnad unless some exterior

aid were forthcoming. This suggestion met with strong

opposition on the part of the writer, who, though
he knew that some exterior aid was necessary for the

engine, was convinced that such outside assistance

should be mechanical, and emphatically not human.
After a hard fight the day was won, and no pedals

were allowed in either of the T.T. races, and widi

what result? The dearest dream of all those who
have had the development of the motor cycle at heart

has been at last realised—almost every machine in the

Junior event was fitted with a change-speed gear, and
there were but four single-geared motor cycles in the

whole list of entrants. The race, therefore, has shown
up the reliability of change-speed gears in general

and one make in particular, as the first four machines
to finish were fitted with this form of gear. It is true

that certain gears gave trouble, but this is a good
thing for the manufacturers of them, as they can now
readily locate the cause and remedy it without delay.

Not one of the single-geared machines came in for a

place, and in consequence this state of affairs is

exceedingly gratifying to us who for so many years

have advocated the use of change-speed gears on
motor bicvcles. These devices are bv no means a

new idea, as the older of our readers are aware, and

several were described in issues which appeared

during our first year of publication. But they have

Been admitte(Jly a long time reaching their present

stage, for the simple reason that there has been little

opportunity for them to have been tested to destruc-

tion. Just as when years ago passenger machines of

the lightest and raciest description with single gears

were entered for and were successful in competitions,

and it became desirable to frame rules so that cJiange-

speed gears literally had to be fitted, .so has it come
about that their compulsory use in competition has

brought out a very marked improvement. We are yet

far from perfection, but w-e are approaching it. An-

other lesson learned has been that now the gears have

proved themselves to be satisfactory for racing pur-

poses, engine sizes may safely be reduced in next

vear's Junior Race, if the authorities see fit, and so

little by little the really efficient go-anywhere light-

weight will be evolved. The thanks-, therefore, of those

enthusiasts who follow the pastime closely are due

to the A.C.U., whose officials, in spite of opposition,

cho.se the more difficult course, and thus brought the

modern machine one step nearer development.

It is more than interesting to note that with one

exception the first nine men to finish rode twin-

cylinder machines, therefore the allowance of 40 c.c.

larger capacity is still too great to allow the two

types of engine to compete on level terms. The one

single-cylinder which was second in the race was
ridden by a man of great experience and skill, and

is therefore the exception which proves the rule.

The advantages of chain transmission are at times

undeniable, but that the first four machines were belt

driven is a fact which must not be overlooked.

AIS
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THE T.T. RACES.
Mechanical Features of Competing

Macliines.

Premier.
Outwardly only the larger filler caps to

the petrol and oil tanks and a foot brake
that can be worked by either foot (this

is shown in the first of the accompanying
sketches) distinguish the Premier T.T.

The double pedal brake used on the Premier.

models from the ordinary standard
-machine, but inside the engine a few
modifications have been made with a view
to lightening the reciprocating parts.
This has been done most notably in the
piston, which has been considerably pierced
in tlie walls, and the weight has been
brought down to a very low figure indeed.
As will be seen, only a single piston ring
is used, and the gudgeon is drilled right
through. The head is strengthened by
the addition of a thin web, which also
serves to make the walls more rigid.
The Premiers are fitted with Armstrong
gears.

N.S.U. Development.
The Junior N.S.U.'s are quite new

piodela, which will no doubt be standard-
ised for nest season. The single-cylinder
engine lias a bore and stroke of 69.8 mm.
by 78 mm., giving a total cubic capacity
of 299 mm. The inlet valve is operated
as in the single-cylinder 3^ h.p. motor, by
a long pull-rod driven from the under-
side of the exhaust camsliaft. The valves

are well on the

I

laige size, and
made of nickel
steel. The frame
IS looped, and a
pi eminent feature
IS the large ex-
ternal contracting
band brake on
the right-hand
side of the near
uheel. An ad-
justable pulley of
\ ei y neat and

The N.S.U. adjustable pulley simple design is

fitted to the Junior machines, employed, "and
this is illustrated

in the subjoiued skctcJi. The outer flange,
which is niilh>d at the edge, runs on a
thread, and is locked in any position by a
email locking ring. One of the best
features of the piUley is its compactness
and the absence of any overhang.

The exhaust valve, instead of having
the usual plate and cotter to secure the
spring, has its stem threaded at the
end, and on this is screwed a shoulder
piece and lock-nut, which, in addition to

forming a spring washer, performs also

the function of an adjustable tappet, and
at the same time provides a valve foot,

which on account of its large surface

should stand any amount of wear with-
out showing signs of hammering down.
Another interesting point is the belt

fastener, which employs a stout gun-metal
bush instead of the usual steel one. The
fastener plates also obtain a better grip

of the belt by bending tlie lower part of

each, so that it has a tongue which
engages with, the transverse grooves
moulded on the lower surface of the belt.

The new Rudge spring fork. This is at present
being used on the T.T. models, and will in future
become standard practice.

M.R. Twin.
For all the tininess of its cylinders, the

little M.R. twin has as healthy a bark
and as strong a pull as many an engine of

greater capacity, and no doubt a good
deal of this is due to the use of mechani-
cal inlet valves. These are quite a new

introduction for the M.R., and we there-
fore append a rough ' sketch indicating
how the arrangement is carried out. The
great strength of the valve tappet guides
will be noted. The tiny little cams with
which the overhead rockers are driven are
held in a small box applied to the outside

M.R. overhead inlet valve mechanism, and special

cooling arrangement of cylinders.

of the crankshaft, which also forms the
cover of an extension of the exhaust cam-
shaft. It will be seen that in order to

^ain additional cooling surface the radiat-

ing flanges are cross-pinned with thin
brass tubes clinched over top and bottorn.

No doubt this is necessary, for when the
Armstrong gear is put into the lowest
ratio the little M.R. engine literally hums
like a bee, and its revolutions per minute
must be something enormous.

A TEAM OF BEDELIAS.

A group of runabouts, taken outside the Punch BoweHotel—a popular resort of Liverpool

motor cyclists.
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JULY QUARTERLY TRIAL.
THE A.C.U. Northern Centre July Quarterly Trial

will be held on July 22nd. A map of the course

was pubUshed last week (see page 663). The
following description of the route will be of interest to

competitors as well as spectators and readers, who
will rely on these pages for an account of the per-

formances.

The start wilJ be made in Newcastle, and the

route ther. skirts the town till the Newcastle-Carlisle

road is reached and followed for five miles to Heddon
on the Wall, and on from there to Corbridge, where a

left turn down a sharp incline over the I'yne bridge

brings the traveller on to the Hexham Road. On
reaching Hexham the Tyne is again crossed, and four

miles further on is Brunton Bank. This hill has a blind

turn to the right at the bottom and is about a mile

long, with a fairly severe gradient, but it should be

taken by a touring mount in good trim. Four miles

further on a turn to the left is taken, and the Roman
road is followed for twenty-three miles as far as EH-
shaw Bridge, o^er the River Reed. A sharp turn to

the right is here taken, and, after passing through

Otteibum and Elsdon, and taking a turn to the left,

an undulating road is followed through Thropton to

Roth bury. Some four miles from this place the
return route is crossed between Whittingham Station

and Longframlington. The road is very hilly to Aln-
wick, and some beautiful views are obtained in

passing Two hills, najuely, Lakeside Hill and
CcrLy Bank, are specially severe on this stretch. On
arrival at Alnwick luncheon will be partaken, after

which the road for Ilderton Station through Egling-

ham is followed, and thence, on turning sharply to

the left at Ilderton Station, which marks the most
northern point of the route, the road continues almost
in a direct line in a south-easterly direction past

Whittingham Station, through Longframlington, Long-
horsley, Morpeth, Stannington. and Gosforth, back
to Newcastle.

This last section of the road is fort\'-two miles long

and offers no gradients of special severity. The dis-

tance covered before lunch will be 74^ miles, and
after lunch 55 J^ miles, making in all a total distance

of 1 'O iViileS.

AN ABERtCAN CROWD.—The phciosrapn. laken ai the start of a motor cycle race in the Slates, gives a good idea ol llie vast number ot sj-eUators

present on such occasions. It should be noted, however, that the tracks are usually small and the riders always in view.

AI9
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E qUESTIoNS^^^ REPLIES
iil
livlIIllillllllillillUlllI

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Overheating.

I shall be glad if you can tell

me why my engine overheats.
It gets plenty of oil and a good
draught. Machine is rather heavy
for a 5 h.p. air-cooled engine, but

the country is flat, and it pulls up in
about ten miles, only to start again in

a tew minutes.—C.W.R.
We should recommend you to take the
cylinder heads off and remove all carbon
deposit. Carefully choose your brand of

lubricating oil. Look after your valves
and see tliat the valve springs are suffi-

ciently strong.

Timing of Magneto.

Since the magneto of my 5 h.p.

twin Rex has come ba<;k from
the makers the engine runs splen-

-I-l didly from cold, but only fully

retarded. If advanced, it runs
very sluggislily and badly, but when
retarded runs well again, and only runs
in the fully retarded position. After
about six miles the engine overheats.
It is well oiled. The magneto has not
been touched since it -came from the
makers. Is the carburetter or magneto
at fault with regard to the overheating?—R.S.T.

We should be inclined to think that the
magneto timing has been set wrongly. Set
the magneto, when it is fully retarded,
with the points about to break and No.
1 piston at the top of its stroke.

Condenser Trouble.

With accumulator ignition and
make and break contact I find
the platinum points get pitted
rather badly after a few miles'
running. Do you think the con-

denser causes the bad sparking which
takes place, and, if so, what should I
do? Would it be an improvement to
make the coil into a trembler, and, if

so, would it be a very difficult job?
About how many miles to tlie gallon
should a 3 h.p. cycle run? Which is

the best method of repairing a cracked
celluloid accumulator?—J.A.H.

The trouble is due to the condenser in
your coil not working properly. Every
coil has one. Under the circumstances,
it would be best to get the coil lover-
hauled by an electrical firm. It would
not be advisable to convert the coil to a
trenibler, as it would detract from the
efficiency of the engine. The machine
should run about ninety miles to the
gallon. You can obtain a suitable repair
outfit from any motor depot.

?

Faulty Coil.

Will you advise me in the
following difficulty? My machine
has dry ignition with plain make
and break, and the tip of the
contact bLade soon gets pitted,

and both points get sooty, though the
tip on the screw does not wear. I

have had two new genuine platinum
tips put on the blade, but they still

pit and soot. A new special plain ceil

has not made any improvement. Is it

possible that the ignition cam, which
is flat-nosed and not sharp like the old
Minerva cam, could cause pitting and
sooting through too long a contact, or
could the tip on the blade, being of
softer material than that on the screw,
cause it to pit and soot? My wiring is

in good order, and I have changed the
direction of current without improve-
ment.—H.S.

We do not think there is any doubt that
the trouble is due to the coil, the con-
denser of which is at fault. It is quite
possible that in buying another coil you
have one which is also at fault as regards
the condenser. We should therefore re-

commend you to Gomihunicate witli the
firm from whom you bought it. We do
not think the cam would affect the pit-

ting. We cannot reaUy see how the
trouble can be due to any other cause
than the condenser.

Double Firing.

Recently my 3^ h.p. Phelon
and Moore has started a most
extraordinary firing ; I call it

double firing, or firing exactly
Like a twin. It will keep at it

for miles when running easy, but when
I come to a hill with sidecar it fires

regularly, and as soon as I reach the top
and pick up speed it starts again.
I have tried every means of curing this
trouble I can think of. Can you help
me in any way ?—IK 479.

We are inclined to think that the
machine suffers from misfiring, due to the
exhaust valve either sticking in its guide
or not having a sufficiently strong spring.
There is also a possibility that the high-
tension carbon brush in the magneto may
not be making proper contact, but we
think the trouble is more likely to be due
to the valves.

Oft to business in Madras. A Durkopp and F.N. in the East. Riders, J. A. MacGill and A. C. Hanbury.
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oiling a new Mount.

I have recently purchased a
new 2 h.p. Humber lightweight
1910 model. (1.) What amount of

oil should I give it? (2.) Should
the oil tap be turned off when

running: I seem to lose a lot, as the
engine casing is always thick with it

after a run. (3.) Should there be any
play on the shaft of the engine? When
I pull the pulley out, there is about
an eighth of an inch.—C.C.H.

When the machine is new give half a
pumpful evejy five miles. The oil tajj

should be turned off as soon as the

charge has been given, otherwise the oil

is likely to run into the engine. A littk'

bit of end play does not matter, but
there should be up and down play of

the engine shaft.

A Lubricat'on DiOlculty.

I am riding a four-cylinder
motor cycle, and have had
trouble with the piston rings
being seized into the grooves
with carbon after every 200 or

30O miles. The makers tell me that
it is my own fault from over-lubrica-
tion. This, I Jcnow, is not the case. The
oils used have been Vacuum, Price's,

and the oil lecomniended by the
makers. The front piston ring gives no
trouble, and the others start seizing on
the exhaust side, and always the top
ring first. Can you tell me what is

the probable cause? There is always
a carbon deposit on the e.xhaust side

of the pistons below the rings.—P.O. A.
We should be inclined to think that the
trouble is due to excessive overheating
through over driving or inefficient cool-

ing, and the fact that the front

piston gives no trouble further sub-

stantiates our theory, as this, of course,
gets the maximum amount of draught,
and, at the same time, shields the others.

If there are no holes drilled in the piston,

it would be worth while trying a couple,

or better still an oil groove turned in the
piston to ensure a film of oil reaching
the piston rings at all times. You could
then cut down the quantity of lubricant
without fear of the piston running dry.
If you give this experiment a trial we
shall be interested to hear what the

result has been.

Too Much Air.

My 1809 7-9 h.p. motor cycle

and sidecar with automatic car-

buretter does not give good
results. The maclune starts easily

"with all main air supply closed,

and I have to keep it closed when
running. Sometimes, when cold, the
engine starts, runs about half a minute,
and stops. After - doing this two or
three times it goes off well. I might
add that the machine runs better on
low gear than on high, tlie misfiring

occurring at slow speeds on high gear.

Can you help me?—U.B.

We think the trouUe with the carbu-

retter can be quite well cured by a small
adjustment. You should find a.i adjust-

ing screw at the side of the carburetter,

which will cut out one of the air holes.

You might try adjusting this, or, if you
caiuiot get any satisfaction, take the

whole carburetter down and scrupulously

clean it. The fault is due either to too
much air or to too little petrol.

Causes of Knocking.

Granted : (1) That an engine
begins to knock when ascending
a hill with extra air one-half and
throttle one-third open ; (2) that
the knock ceases if the air is

gradually closed and the throttle un-

touched
; (5) tliat this result is caused

by enriching the mixture—then wliy

should not the kmxking cease if the

extra air is left one-half open and the

throttle is gradually opened to one-half

or two-thirds? Would not this opera-

tion enrich tice mixture just as effec-

tively as in the former case? And yet

the knocking becomes very nuich worse.

Hence is knocking really stopped liy

enriching the mixture, as stated in the
textbooks? May it not be that the

total volume of mixtnre drawn into

the cylinder is diminished, and that
con.sequently the charge is fired while
under less pressure? This would tally

with the fact tliat knocking is stopped
by retarding the spark.—il.]5..I.

The knocking that you experience with
your machine is a trouble which is

rather difficult to explain, and has
piiz/.led quite a considerable number of

people. In the first place, knocki?,^'
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anly occurs when the ignition is really
too far advanced, remembering, of cotrfse,

that there is a certain amount of auto-
matic advance on a magneto inde-
pendent of the situation of the advance
lever. Moreover, the exact point at which
the mixture ignites can be altered accord-
ing to whether it is very weak or very
ricli, so that with a weak mixture the
knock often occurs rather earlier than it

otherwise should. Undoubtedly the best
way t-o stop it is to obtain a ri'di mixture
by closing the extra air, but it can also
be stopped on occasions by opening the
throttle extremely wide and leaving the
air lever in the same position. There
are many occasions, however, in which
opening the throttle somewhat merely
increases the knock, and this is mainly
due to the fact that the engine is aJready
going too s" iwlv, and that it takes a con-
siderable movement on the part of the
throttle to enrich tlie mixture in a
corresponding manner to that effected by
a comparatively small movement on the
part of the air lever. We do not think you
will find that any alteration in pressure
due to the amount of tlu'ottle opening
will have much effect on the ignition
jxiint, but it is undoubtedly true that,
other things being equal, an increase of
volume raises compression, and knocking
is thereby increase''

READER'S REPLY.
Carburetter Adjuitmenl for S'decar Use.

With refiMPuce to your reply in the
issue of .June 15th to "A.B.M." I had the
same trouble with my 1910 Trimnph and
.sidecar. The remedy is to raise petrol
level, when machine will be all riglit. It
only occurs on a stiff hill, and is caused
by carburetter running dry owing to low
gear and riding all out. which you have
to do with sidecar. I found out by ti-y-

ing a hill on whicn I had come" to a
standstill a second time and rai.sing needle
valve, when machine went up splendidlv.
—A. Wabd.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"(XE." (Edinburgh) Motor cycling

in Holland.

' C. T." (Germany). Motor cycling

in Berlin, Leipsig, or Dresden.

SS^vr- ,i2i£2XS5aIS^-r5£a^aRSS^^.'.-i^.-

"SCOTTSMEN" AT THE CAPE.
A group ol seven riders (all on 1911 Scotis except tlie one with a Lowen sidecar attached).

Western Province.
This group inclaies all tne ScJti nisrs ia the
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SPECIAL FEATURES

THE INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CYCLE
TOURIST TROPHY RACES.

Complete and Graphic Description of the

Isle of Man Events.

A NEW INFINITELY VARIABLE GEAR

Police Traps.

Between Nevvcastle (Staffs) and Trent
ham.

B.A.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

Included in the comprehensive racin,

programme arranged by the B.A.R.C. at

Brooklands on July 20th are two motor
cycle handicap events, for all classes of

machines. Entries close at noon on
July 8th.

One Thousand Miles without Opening the

Toolbag.
The above trial, which has been

postponed owing to the illness of the
rider, W. Pratt, will take place from
July 10th to the 15th. It will be re-

membered that we published a paragraph
in these columns on May 11th to the
effect that Pratt would try and cover the
whole of the 1,000 miles without opening
the toolbag. On July 15th the rider and
others will journey to Brooklands, where
they will witness the international motor
cycle races between C. R. Collier (Match-
less) and Jake do Rosier (Indian), and
then continue on to the R.A.C. premises
in Pall Mall, where the trial will conclude.

The Gritting of Streets.

A very sensible letter has been - ad-
dressed by the secretary of the Roads
Improvement Association to the various
local authorities in the Metropolis, enclos-

ing a memorandum containing recom-
mendations for the gritting of the streets

of the metropolis. Motor cyclists, and
indeed all users of rubber-tyred vehicles,

are well aware of the destructive effects

of the large pieces of flint \vhich are now
used, and which aro of little use as a pre-
ventive of slipping until they have been
crushed by heavy traffic. It has now been
urged that gritting material should not
exceed a gauge of '^h'.., and it is claimed
that this gauge would prove both more
efficient in providing traffic with a foot-

hold and more economical, as bulk for
bulk it would cover a considerably
extended area.

Manx Jury's Eider at Inquest on V. J
Surridge.

At the inquest on the body of poor
Surridge, held at the Glen Helen Hotel
on Tuesday of last week, a verdict of
" Accidental death " was read out by the
Coroner, who expressed the sympathy of
the jury with the relatives of the de-
ceased. The Auto Cycle Union, through
its legal adviser, also tendered the deep-
est sympathy with the relatives, and
spoke on behalf of all the competitors
who were present in the island.

424
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The jury agreed with the verdict, but
recommended that the A.C.U. should
shorten the course on any future occa-

sion, and stated that the reason for

coming to that opinion was the number
of bends on the course and the difficulty

competitors had in remembering them all.

The Coroner and tJie legal representa-

tive of the A.C.U. then pointed out that

the length and nature of the course had
nothing to do with the accident, as the

point where it occurred was part of the
old or shorter course. The Coroner
mentioned that, although the jury had
the right to express an opinion of that
kind, it formed no part of the verdict.

Red banners were at each awkward
turning, and' competitors were warned by
them.
Judging by local reports, there was

some jealousy this year in Peel and dis-

trict because the new course embraced
Douglas and neglected the Western por-

tion of the island, and this may have
had sometliing to do with the jury's rider.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

... 9.16 p.m.

... 9.15 p.m.

... 9.13 p.m.

... 9.11 p.m.

An Amazing Theft.

The Harry Smith gold cup for the
M.C.C. Brooklands meeting on July 8th
has been stolen from the Holborn Viaduct
premises of the Rover Co. The window
was smashed about one o'clock in tjie

morning and the cup taken.

'The Motor Cycle in Italy.

A correspondent in Italy has focwarded
us sorao interesting opinions upon the
progress of motor cycling in Italy, and
the great boom which the Turin Exhibi-
tion will make as regards English touring
machines. The exhibition gives British
manufacturers a long desired opportunity
of collectively exhibiting their latest

models, of which hitherto much has been
heard tut little seen. The sport has for

several years suffered from neglect, due,
we understand, entirely to the use of
powerful machines without clutches or
variable gears, and, therefore, so
unsuited for Italian roads. Now that
motor cyclists in Italy can be introducfed
to the latest free-engine models, equipped
with variable speed gear, there will be a
striking revival in the popularity of the
pastime. The Italian roads need extra
heavy tyres and complste control of air

intakes, and in the case of two-speed
machines ample provision for extra air

because of the intense heat and intense
cold which have to be encountered all

over Northern Italy. So far the only
machines really known in Italy are the
Triumph, although our correspondent adds
that the B.S.A. mounts have recently
been noticed.

Competitors in the Middlesbrough M.C.C. 200' Miles Reliability Trial, on June 28th. Checking in

at Harrogate^
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SUCCESS
after success crowns the efforts of the

We cannot too strongly emphasize tlie fact that the British-built Bat succeeds

not merely in speed events, not onlj' in tests of regularitj^ but in all tests and
not occasionally only, but continually. The following are some more of the

results to hand at tlie time of going to press.

TEAM TRI ALS.---M.C.C. Team Trials, June 7th, 191 1.

BATS GAINED 3 SILVER MEDALS.
HILL-CLIMB—^^^°''^ University M.C.C. Hill-climb, Irondown Hilh

Deddington, Passenger Class

—

BAT & SIDE-CAR FIRST.
Have a British-built Bat, witli Bat-J.A.I'. Engine, Bat Spring Forks .and Sprinp 1 rjivic. I'rolected Magneto,

Automatic Lubrication, etc., etc.

3^-4 h.p., ^48 los. 5-6 h. p., /58

The Book
of the Bat
Free on request

7-8 h. p., ^60.

Bat Manufg.
Co., Penge,

^ London, S.E.

9. 8cH.

}n an-?}rfn'it'j Ihl^ f_ ihrrfi'rnimr ti U <li ^ii'tlih tc im iiftnn ' Tht Mniny Cyvle.
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HUNTS IM THE CITY AND WEST
END MOTOR HOUSE, 117

THE HARTFORD ROUGH RIDER GRIPS.

The ideal grip for motor cycles. IMade of stout
fluted rubber. Only half the handle is fixed to the
rigid bar, the end remaining free. This gives a grip

which completely absorbs the slightest vibration and
for long non-stop runs will be found a perfect boon.

Size 5 in. or r in. Price per pair, 4s.
Postage 3d.

THE HUNT DRIP FEED LUBRICATOR.

For inserting in existing oil pipe. Adjustable to any
number of drips. Oil can be forced through by

pump if desired.
Price (plated) 5/6, postage 2tl.

SPARE PETROL CAN.

and compact-
vvifh metal loops

Neat
Designed
for strapping to carrii

Enamelled green wil

brass stopper.

I gall size each 3/-

Postage sd.

1/9

THE HUNT MAGNETO
AND ENGINE
PROTECTOR.

for axing in front of
engine, and thereby pro-
tecting engine and mag-
neto from mud and dirt
In solid leather, both
siJes enamelled black
l'nce4s.6i. Postage Vl.

THE HUNT HELLESEN
DRY CELL.

Ko corroding terminals. Ko acid.
No charging. Always ready.clean,
and dry. The "Flash." Heiaht
6Jx4ix2jin. Approx. mileage,
with single-cylinder engine, i-joo.
Price 6/6. The " Flight" dii to.
Height 5tX5jX2jin. Price 6/6.
The "Midget" emergency ditto.
Height 5i>;4S>;igin. Will iu„
approx. 300 miles. Price 4/4.
Postage 6d. extra.

MOTOR
CYCLISTS-

CONVEX LENS
MIRRORS.

Enables the
rider to see what
is behind him.
and, what is

more important,
the police trap.

Fitted OQ
handlebar.
Made so that it

can be adjusted
to any angle.
Adjustable in
height.

For attaching

to

handle-bars.

Price, plated.

No. I. s. d.

sin. lens. .411

No. 2.

4in. lens. 5 11

No. 2 is fitted

with ball-joint.

Postage 4d.

THE "HUNT" REGD. COAT.

llli-^ 1. ML iz. L-^^i LUiail\ a -.luiiii o.it 1 min the collar,

wheie the optiiin^ i-. '^taited undei a uateitif^ht pocket,
to the bottom the fastening is cut on a curve, so as
to fall perpendicularly and down the side of the wearer
when riding. This excludes the severest bead storm,
and gives the user a coat the equal of the sleeved
poncho without its disadvantages. Pockets are placed
not on the liips, where but little can be carried, and
with inconvenience, but on the chest. The large one
is pleated, and takes Bartholomew's ^in. scale motor
map, and has a small cash pocket within. On the
other side is a smaller pocket, suitable for a " vest

"

screw-hammer and minor tools. The contest and
trials rider will find this coat a boon, for by means of
the push buttons used it can be fastened and adjusted
while riding, notwithstanding the thickest gloves being
worn.
Manufactured of Double Texture Paramatta,
thoroughly waterproof, fitted with collar, wind and
rainproof sleeves, ventilated under arms. Best guar-
anteed proofing. Length 35in. Stocked to fit chest

.]oin., 42in., 44in. (outside measurement).
PRICE, quality No. i. 40/-

., . „ .. =' 25/.

The Hunt North Road Overalls, suitable for wearing
with the above coat.

These meet a long-felt
want. They can be in-

stantly sHpped on over
the ordinary trousers.
They fasten round waist
with a leather strap and
buckle. Being made in
one .piece, they are a
great protection to the
stomach, also it is impos-
sible for the rain to drive
in as with the ordinary
overalls. Made in three
lengths—short, medium,
and long. Shaped to go
over boot. Patent.,side
fasteners.

Manufactured of Double
thoroughly waterproof,

PRICE, quality No. i.

Texture Paramatta,

Price per pair, 8/6. Postage 4d,
Mlusfci-a.tecd Ca^talogrue sent s^ratis and

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR AND
MILEAGE 'RECORDER ^Guaranteed),

.nitactied by any motorist, and once fitted requite
attention or adjustment whate\er. It vvjil!- cent
lo render good service as long as it is attached to
cycle, foe it is constructed throughout of thebest
most suitable materials by expert British mecha
nl Kcw Gardens.

Price, iu N'ickel, 84 '-, carriage paid.

THE EXCELSIOR
WATCH AND HOLDI
Weather and dust-p

case. Watch guarantee
stand vibration. ' Cai
wound and adjusted v

out removing from
case or handle-bar.
attachinjg to the hai

bar. -

Price- 5;. 6d. Postag

SPECIALLY PREPARED REPAIR BANDS.

For use on outside ot

cover after same has
burst or been gashed.
The outside edges are
tucked inside rim,
i.e., between rim" and

cover.

Price 1/-, postage 3d.

Motor Cycle Box Spanijf

Contaiuiug eix siz<'s.

tommy. English uu,i
ture. Guaraut'-'i.c

Sizes 2^, |§, -^, f, f^}.,

Price 2/6 set, postagi!'

THE AUXILIARY AIR INLE
Fitsou- inlet pipe. Gives a
raii^'e of mixture. Useful

hot day.
Price 3/6. postage 2d.

The Hunt
Valve Spring Remover.

By means of tl'.i

compound action tl

stoutest spring is easi.

raised by a slight turi

of the winged nut,
leaving both hands free

Price, 2/6 post free.

PATENT CARBIDE AND WAX VESTA CARRII
With lighting-up table. Will take two chan
carbide. Fastened to frame with the ordinar
pump clips. Price, nickel-plated, 1/6. Postagt

K>0£>± -Fi-ee.
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ong Acre, LONDON, W.C. l.'.m S'mk.
THE HUNT ACETYLENE LENS

MIRROR HEAD LAMP.

English manutactuie. Width of
front 4] in., Mirror 3^ in., Weight
30 ozs., solid Brass or Nickel-
plated, Co,.'i)er riveted, powerful
lens rairror, will throw a beam of
light 150 j'ards, fitted witli Bray's
burner. Price complete, with
generator, 19/11. Postage 6d.

Strong Tubular Carrier.

Size. 21 \ Sin.

Can be supplied to fit D or oval
s'ays, with or without dropped
cuds. Price complete with straps,

6/6. Postage 6d.

THE HUNT MAGNETO
COVER.

Manuf.aclured of best
patent leather, far superior
to rubber as i I does no t crack
or perish. Will lit all types
of magnetos.
Price 2/3. Postage 2d. extra.

Protects the magneto from
dust, dirt, rain, etc.

itage 4d. THE HUNT DRAWER BAG.
Urawer Bag occupies a space underneath the

t earner, fastens with three stout straps on
rail and nng lock on flap. Made of best lealhc r
rawer IS hned with fla.xite, and is strong ami
. tools and spares are most accessible here
le drawer is provided with a stop to nic \ent
ig pulled out altogether.

THE HUNT SIDE-CABRIER BAG.
11 two sizes. No. i,gjx5x 35ins., price, 7/-.
8 X 4i X 3{ins., Price 5/-, postage ^d.
isastrong bagspeciallv designed to meet the
3f the rider who prefers to carry his tools on
rier side, and use the carrier top for larger bags,
jmplete, compact, and very accessible. Selected
, lined flaxite, hand-sewn. It has end pockets
ind petrol cans, and is attached by metal clips

THE SERPENTINE HORN.

nigtli, liin. Piire ii/e.

An entirely
new model,
loud and penc-
trutiny, (jivea
ofl a deep,
loud, la.nius
note, and can
tie heard from
a great dis-
tance- tiLteii
with be.^t rub-
ber bulh and
plated dust

cover,
postage 4d.

1 1 1usi:r^'te ci

LONDON ASENTS
FOR

MILLS AND FULFORD
SIDECARS.

A fuU range of 1911 jModoIs now on view, slocked to
fit all makes of machines. Iinniediate delivery.

Prices from £6 6s. Od.

THE HUNT BELT DRILL.
(Not Punch).

Drills a clean hole.

Very easy to manipulate.

Price 1 /6, postage i<J.

Stocked to suitbeltsjin., Jin.,iio.

THE HUNT TOP TUBE
GENERATOR
BRACKET.

Supplies a long- felt

want.
Adjustable to fit all standard tubes.

Price (plated) 2/6, postage 2d.

DOUBLE MOTOR
CYCLE LAMP
BRACKET.

Suitable for two
Lamps, crone Lamp
and Generator.
Sizes, |in. and lin.

clips.

Price," 4s

.

Postage 3d.

THE HUNT
ARMOURED

LAMP CONNECTION.
Will not break or peris ti.

Supplies a long-felt want

Price 1/-

Postage 2d.

THE NEW MODEL
MUD PROTECTOR.
With Side Wings.

jMaiinfactured of test
patent leather, strengthened
with iron supports. 1 1 is

attached by means ol thumb
screws to front mudguard,
and can be fitted to any make
of machine in one miuute;
protects both rider and motcr
from all dust and mud thrown
up by the front wheel.

Price 5/-,

Postage 4d. extrai

BELT REMOVER AND
PUNCH.

Made for all size belts.

iVice 2/-, Postage 2d.

THE HUNT
RELIABILITY
TOOL BAG.

Fits on tank top,
over top rail of

,,.,, , -—^, frame. Size:

€? IW/I/Jl'' "--J i'— 7 ;. .1 4 i •1 6ms.

Price, with tool
roll, 8/3, postaga—

-

4d.
At the request of many

riders for a very accessible
fool bag which can be reached

I . .
while seated on rvrle

rtakronfr'i'' f"^ P^'i^"-- The ride? can'^^en
t, take out contents, and fasten it while ridin" and

Its extreme usefulness in this connec on has"'beenproved in use in the Reliability Trials Besulather

a"tSolrnn '!'rT"' '?="="i"g5
'o frame, and insWe S

?o'°pSt";att?inT
"= """' "P ^°'=—

" ""P'-^'o

THE " TINOL •• SOLDERING LAMP.

This Imudy apijlianco should be in every worKsuop.
The "Tinor- Pocket Soldering Lamp supplies a

ons-fclt want lor r small, neat, and portable blow-
lamp. It H an excellently contrived, niekel-plated
lump, without valves or parts liable to pet out of
order. It is thoroughly reliahlp, and explosions are
iniposiihle. The dimensions of the body of the lamp
are 3x2.' xlin. For use with racthj-lnted ..^irit.The lamp burns very quietlv. and produce.s a Hamoof intense heat from 4 to 5 inches long. It may be
curtied with Qlwdnto safety in the breast pocket
rea.ly for nae. Price ol lamp only 1/6, postage 2d.

"TINOL "SOLDERING
PASTE

lor use with the " Tinol ''

lajpp.
By flie use of " Tinol

"

Paste Spider oh metals, with
the e.xception m aluminium,
can be soldered or tinned
without any previous clean-
ing or prefinration. and
Without the assistance

ol a flux.

Price per tin, 6(1. and I/.,
postage Id.

THE 'PATCH-
QUICK'
REPAIR
OUTFIT.

Motor cyclists

will find this

equipment a
boon and a
blessing, and
win save them-
selves much
leg-aching and
heart-breaking
by being able
to repair their

worst punc-
tures, etc.,
within five

minutes.

iTtce 3/-, post free^

THE HUNT SPARE BELT & TUBE CASE.
-Holds spare belt in the
outer compartment,
and spare inner tubem
the centre space.
Size : gj x sjins. Price

7/-, postage 4d. Spar-
tube case only 3/1,
postage 3d.

serTl grra^tis Eind pos't Fi-ee.
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The Newest : : :

Rubber-Studded

Motor Cycle Tyre.

It's galling to be stopped by tyre trouble

at any time; it's demeaning when the

stoppage occurs in a busy street, and a

crowd of curious children of all ages

surround the rider.

Prevent this humiliation by fitting

THE CLIPPER RUBBER-STUDDED TYRE,

which any experienced motor cyclist will

allow is a first-class article, and exceptional

value for the money.

The cover design is a good one, pre-

venting slips and skids ; and the thickness

of the tread—shaped out of real rubber

—

protects the inner tube from the mishaps

that lead to annoying breakdowns.

*•' Clipper " Rubber-Studded

Motor Cycle Tyre.

Price of Tyre - - - £1 16

Price of Cover - - - £1 6

Price of Tube - - - 10

(26 X 21 Beaded Edge.)

For best Motor Cycle Accessories,

ask for "CLIPPER" BRAND.

THE CLIPPER TYRE CO., LTD.,
52-60, STEELHOUSE LANE.
LONDON— IS. Chiawell St, Finsbury Square. t.C

BIRMINGHAM.
COVENTRY—Alma St

A2S
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THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE.
Preliminaries.

AT 10 a.m. on Tluirsday the competitors in llio

Junior Race repaired to " Woodlands "—the start

and finisliing point of both races. For this purpc'^e

the place is not nearly so good as St. Jolm's has been
on previous occasions, as tliere is no nice open space in front,

and tlie view is almost as restricted. Tlie timelceeoers and
their assistants had a com-
fortable wooden shed built

for them, but members of

the press had to occupy a
room in an unfinished cot-

age, which commanded a
good view of the scoring
board, but gave a very
limited glimpse of the course.

The position of tlie start was
about one and a half miles
from Douglas, and waa just

above the steep slope leading
down to Quarter Bridge.
Just after 10 a.m. the men
were marshalled in more or
less- numerical- order along a
side turning known as Sel-

bourne Koad, and each
machine was then examined
to see if it complied with tho
legulations. Every machine
was found to be in order
except one of the N.S.U.'s,
which had the end of tho
silencer taken out, and this
was immediately ordered to
be replaced. A heavy down-
fall of rain, which began just
after lunch and continued till

late in the evening, gave
poor promise of a tine day
on, the, morrow
At six o'clock tht same evening tliero was a meeting of

marshals and competitors at the Sefton Hotel, at which the
competitors weie advised to express their views, and the
necessary instructions weje isisued to the officials.

The marshals were instructed to keep under observation
each machine as it drew up for replenishment, and to enforce
the rule that only one attendant was allowed, who should only
assist in tho replenishment of the machine, all adjustments,
repairs, or tyre changes to be done by the rider.
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Examining the macliines at Woodlands, Douglas, on Tlinrsday last. Hr.
J. W.G. Brooker is measuring the tyres, while Mr. V. Hart takes the dimensions
of the mudguards.

The Day of the Race.
It was, indeed, a pleasure to observe that the sun was

shining brilliantly at breakfast time. An hour later at
Woodlands, whither all concerned were to be found at
9 a.m.. a rather cool and fairly strong south-westerly wIikJ
was blowing. Clouds, however, hung over Snacfell and
South Barrule, but thev eventually cleared away. The fii'st

incident was the departure
of the two judges, Messrs.
A. Sharp and H. P. E.
Harding, in company with
Mr. C. Hughes Game, the
chairman of the Highway
Board, in a car, who went
to sec that the officials were
at their posts. Next the

depots were arranged in an
excellent manner—in groups
—so that all riders of one
particular make had their
stores placed next to 'one
another. The mad ines were
drawn up on either side of

Selbonrne Eoad, and when
the time for the start

approached the men were
brought up by different mar-
shals in their proper order.

The start was in the hands
of Mr. J. R. Nisbet, who was
aided by Mr. R. D. F. Paul,
while the two timekeepers,
Messrs. F Straight and C.

P. Glazebrook, etood ready
with watches in hand.
There was a fair gathering
of spectators at the start,

but a still more numerous
throng may be seen on Mon-
day. All waited in silent ex-

pectation as the minutes fled by, when at last ten o'clock

came round, and punctually to the second the first man.

Huch Gibson (New Hudson), was given the word to go.

He got away in good form, changing up as he disappeared

liom view. Haslam (Zenith Gradua) made an excellent

start, his gear giving his machine splendid acceleration,

t'lough the engine was rather noisy. Gassert (N.S.U.) got

away well, but dropped an oil tin off his machine %s Mon

as lie was in the saddle. Sain (Alcyon) started with .-omo

A
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difficulty with iiis stand down. Colver (Enfield) started

easily on his high gear, Canale (Alcyon) had some difficulty

in starting, and then stopped again farther down the road.

H. R. Fowler (New Hudson) made a good start, but

Johnson (Humber) was not so fortunate. Bolton (Martin),

Wright (Humber), Dixon
(New Hudson), H. A. Collier

Matchless), Alexander (Rex),

Evana (Humber), whose ac-

celeration was remarkable,

JDouglas (Douglas), Martin
(Martin), Slatter (Alcyon), who
did better than his Gallic

confreres, Weatherilt (Zenith),

whose machine also showed
splendid powers of accelera-

tion, Fenn (Humber), Brown
(Manx Humber rider), Kick-
ham (Douglas), and Cox (For-

ward), all got away without
incident. Drechsler (N.S.U.)

missed fire at first. Corke
(A.J.S.), Boldt (N.S.U.), and
Wilberforce (Douglas) all

started well, but Fletcher

(Douglas) was not quite so

quick in getting away, and
he mounted on the fight-hand

side of his machine. C. R.

Collier (Matchless) started

amid the cheers of the crowd,
who have now learned to

respect his capabilities.

Stevens (A.J.S.) and Grange
(Humber) got away without
trouble, but Bell's M.R. suf-

fered misfiring. Greaves (En-

field), Griffith (M.R.), and Sirett (N.S.U.) started with-

out difficulty. The non-starters were H. Heaton (N.S.U.),

who smashed up his machine at the last moment, Stanley

(2 h.p. Singer), who arrived too late to practise, arid S. T.

Tessier (2| n.p. Bat).

Notable Spectators.

An interested spectator of the start was His Excellency

Lord Raglan, the Lieutenant-Governor of tlie island, who
afterwards watched the whole of the race from the time-

keepers' box. Shortly after his arrival from the inspection of

the course, Mr. Hughes Game informed us that the road was
in splendid condition on the whole, though there was a

small amount of greasy mud in some places under the

trees.

W. W. Douglas (2 J h.p. Dou

A short wait, and a telephone message was received that
Martin broke his valve lifter, and at Ballaugh his control

wires came adrift and forced him to retire. Next the tele-

phone announced that Gibson and Colver were the first men
to pass Ramsej'.

Bolton, another Martin rider, had to withdraw at Sulby
owing to a broken frame. In
this, the first lap, Drechsler
and Alexander had to dis-

mount on Snaefell. It was
evident, even in this early

period in the race, that Bal-
lacraine corner and Ballig

Bridge presented no terrors

to the competitors on this

occasion, as the machines
were naturally not so fast as

those competing in the Senior.
Race. The wind was in

favour of the men ascending
Creg Willey's Hill, but
against - them on their way
up the mountain road.
After nearly an hour Gib-

son was the first to pass the
starting point, having gained
a good deal on Colver, who
had started after him.
Wright (Humber) stopped to

wire up his broken change-
speed controlling rod. Boldt
(N.S.U.) had had a tumble,
and in falling lost a good
deal of petrol, so he stopped
to fill up. The first six

at the end of the first lap

were :

m. s.

... 54

... 55

... 56 26

... 55 55

... 56 11

... 56 14

3.

4.

5.

6.

;las) passing Kirk Michael.

1. P. Weatherilt (2| Zenith) ...

2. P. J. Evans (2| Humber) ...

H. Gibson (2| New Hudson)
H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) ...

H. A. Collier (2 Matchless)
J. F. Sirett (2i N.S.U.) ...

In the next lap Gibson and Sirett were absentees, and of

these the former suffered a broken big end ball bearing
and the latter was reported to have magneto trouble. Sain
and Canale, the two Alcyon men, were missing, while
Griffith had engine trouble and retired at Ramsey. Bell

had overheating troubles, fell off more than once, and was
very late. Colver, who forged to the front before Creg
Willey in the next lap, sheared his counter-shaft small

Bstneen Creg Willey's Hill and Kirk Michael. K. Gassert (N.S.U.) leaping Ballig Bridge.

4.30
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This Talks, i^ T^ii^i
HAVE BEEN WON IN ENGLAND BY THE MARVELLOUS

FOR GENTLEFOLKTOSACOC
NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE NO CrnNASTICS

in competition with all other motor cycles, but if those won on the Continent are
counted— in conjunction with cups and other trophies—they are far too numerous
for us to mention off-hand. The Motosacoche has proved itself

by its performances in the hands of the public
to be the most perfect lightweight motor cycle for gentlefolk. We do not claim
sheer speed—that is a detail only— and not required by those who dtisire a
MOTOSACOCHE. Ask for the "A" Catalogue.

Footrests can now be fitted at slight extra charge.
MOTOSACOCHE Ltd., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.

Telegrams—"Motosacoche, London." Telephone— Holborn 5439.

10 Golds in a Week
won by

'em^M^
riders

and the LYCETT Trophy
by Mr. S. C. Perryman in llie Birmingham lo Land's End and back reliability trial.

3 1 H.P. Model,

with Free Engine
and Variable Gear,

Price - - £50.

Catalogneon request.

Makers:

ARIEL
WORKS,

Bournbrook (Dept. 2),

BIRMINGHAM.

/„r/
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In the HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
CHANCERY DIVISION.

AN ACTION /or an injunction to restrain a certain

Firm from infringement, and for the recovery of damages,
has been commenced. Purchasers and Riders are hereby

informed of the proceedings pending, and warned against

buying or using infringing gears, or machines fitted with

infringing gears.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,
of Weybridge, have taken this action for the purpose of
protecting their rights to the well known

GRADUA GEAR.
The above warning is also extended to Manufacturers.

The N.S.U. on top in INDIA.
In competition with other machines of well-
known make in Bombay Reliability Trials, a
6 h.p. Twin N.S.U. won the FIRST PRIZE
with a performance of exceptional merit.

The following letter from Bombay states the facts.

Dear Sirs, 7th June, 191 1.

It may interest you to know that in the Reliability

Trials, held on Sunday June 4th last, under the auspices

of the Bombay Motor & Autocycle Club, a Twin-cyl-
inder, 6 h.p. N.S.U. ridden by Mr. J. Smith, Chief
Engineer of the local branch of the Vacuum Oil Co.,
was the only machine to cover the entire course of the
Trials, 1 30 miles, m an absolutely non-stop run.

The night before the trial it ramed heavily and
the entire length of the road outside of Bombay was in

a very bad state, which makes the performance of the
machine all tr.e more credi able.

It is always at the top you find N.S.U. m.:chines, because they have
no superior in steady, powerful running, and qualities of endurance.
In the recent London-Edinburgh Trials they gained TWO GOLD
MEDALS, whilst the TRIUMPH CUP fell also to one of these
famous mounts. Write us for particulars of all models.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,
Offices and Shov/ro::ms : 186, Great Portland Street, Lond:n, W.
Goods and Repairs: 83-85. Boliover Slreal. London. W.

The 6h.p. N.S.U.
Twin, fitted with N.S.U. Two-Speed Gear
and Free Engine is a magnificent mount

for SIDE-CAR WORK.

In am^vKriTiq f/ipxp ad ixrliscments it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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sprocket near Keppel Gate, and had to withdraw, while

another incident was the loss by Boldt (X.S.U.) of one of the

inlet valve tappets of his engine, so that be continued

to drive with one valve working mechanically and the

other automatically. A quarter-mile beyond Sulby Bridge

Rem Fowler ran over a stone which pitched him off. in-

juring his knee and breaking his carburetter control, which

he repaired with wire. Ihe completion of tlie second lap

provided plenty of incidents at the Douglas depot. Evans

(Humber) was the first to stop for oU and petrol, and very

heartily was he cheered as he left. H. A. Collier, Gassert,

Haslam, Douglas, Fenn, C. E. Collier (who also tightened

his belt), Stevens, Greaves, Boldt, AVright (who also

tightened his plug terminal), and Slatter all stopped tor

replenishments, while Fletcher, who also stopped, went off

in blissful ignorance with some spilt petrol alight on his

machine which had been set fire to by the exhaust. A
spectator got wildly excited, but all to no purpose, as the

Third Round Positions.
The order of the first six was :

h. m. s.

2 43 26
2 49 24
2 55 43
2 57 25
2 58 38
2 58 40

1. P. »J. Evans (2-J Humber)
2. H. A. Collier (2 Matchless)

3. D. Bro.vn (2J Humber)
4. E. Kickham (2-J Douglas)
5. K. Gassert {2i N.S.U.)
6. H. J. Cox (2J- Forward)

It was now not long before the winner would be known,
but people felt fairly certain Evans would retain his lead,

and every time a competitor appeared guesses were made
right and left as to his identity. More excitement was
aroused by Ross telephoning to say C. R. Collier had
gained 3m. on the last lap, and when he did arrive every-

one ui'ged him to come on, but owing to several punctures,
a faulty sparking plug, and a slipping belt, he did not
complete the course. What the message really meant was
that Collier had Insi 3m.

Mr. J. R. Nisbet,

with megaphone,

clerk of the

course,

signalling to the

chief marshal to

stop competitors

at end of fourth

lap.

H.
C.

E.
D.

Jlame blew out in an insiunl. .lohiisnn repiuu-ii ivil-

troubles. Wilberforce stated he had had spills at Braddon
Green and on the mountain. Wright, we were pleased to
note, had made a satisfactory repair to his change speed
•rod. Drechsler arrived very late.

Second Round Positions.
The order of the first si-ii was

;

h. m. s.

P. J. Evans (21 Humber) 1 48 34
H. A. Collier (2 Matchless) . 1 53 23

.. 1 57 56
. 1 58 30

... 1 58 44

... 1 59 26
On the completion of the third round, the leader Evans,

svho Wiis gaining ground, was heartily cheered, and H.
A. Collier, who was holding second place, was going well.
Incidents were now few and far between. Cox stopped
for fuel ; Dixon and Weatherilt came in almost together
to replenish, while Weatherilt reported having lost ground
through a broken petrol pipe. Drechsler stopped for petrol,
and stated he had had tyre troubles. At this stage of the
proceedings rain fell slightly, but soon passed over. \ext
came a telephone message to" say that Evans had just passed
Ramsey, and there appeared to be everv chance of his
winning. Many people then tried to excite" Mr. H. Belcher,
of Humbers, Ltd.. but all efforts failed, and he succeeded
in preser>'ing cjuite an unruffled demeanoui. ('.range next
rpassed with his stand down.

.\s rc<

Evans (21 Humber)
Collier (2 Matchless)

J. Cox (23 Forward)
\i. Collier (2 :\latchless)

Kickham (2| Douglas)
Brown (2J Humber)

^ rds wliat hupix'ii.d on the (jther part of the course.
Fowler's engine was knocking badly on the " goose-neck,"
Alexander dismounted on the eame "portion of t)ie mountain
road, and Wilberforce's two-speed gear seized up and caused him
to be thrown over the handle-bars. Fortunately Dr. O'Kalferty
was liard by, and, after examining him, he reported that
the sufferer was more affected by shock than anything else.
Tumbles were by no means rare, but poor Wilberforce's
contretemps was the only really bad fall. He was removed
on a stretcher hastily rigged up by the Boy Scouts.
As was anticipated, Evans finished an eiisy first, and was

liearlily received on his arrival ; in fact, "it was a most
popular win. H. A. Collier, the second man, also received
an ovation. Cox, who had the honour of being the first
private owner to finish, c.ime in third, and received an enthu-
siastic welcome. Evans made by no means a non-stop run.
as liis tcKil bag cann- off, he lost a spare belt, and had to stop
to put up his stond, which had fallen. C. Collier suffered belt
and other troubles. Douglas Brown, of whom the islanders
were justly proud, .^topped too soon and had to walk in, and
curiously enough his petrol pipe union becanre unscrewed just
as he pulled up, The second private owner to finish was'
another Humber rider, F. P. Johnson. Humbers, in fact,
have done .-i performance of which they may be justly proud.
They provided the winner, the second "private owner." and all
their team completed the course. Their new model was
described for the first time five or six weeks ago, the engine
having offset cylinders, side-by-side mechanical valves, flat-
fnced valve seatings. and a single ring to each piston. All the
Humber machines had Armstrong-Triplex gears. E.M.P.B.

THE RACE FROM FIVE DIFFERENT POINTS.

A BRIGHT fine morning was a welcome change to the
dismal conditions prevailing on Thursday. An hour
previous to the start I set out from Quarter Bridge

. ,

to take up my position on the steepest part of Creg
WiUeys Hill, as I started with the intention of seeing liill-

-climbing, high speeds, and corner work. The road surface
was by no means dry, and under the trees it was just suffi-
ciently tacky to call for cautious driving. However, the
road was rapidly drying, thanks to a fairly stiff south-
westerly wind. Through Union Mills and Crosby the going

was not of the best, the road being twisty and moderately
undulating, and also lumpy and pot-holey. Ballacraine corner
did not convey the same meaning to the competitors this
year as last, the turn being a very gradual and easy one
which could be taken at anything up to 35 m.p.h. In Glen
Helen the roads were wet and heavy, but improved during
the ascent of Creg Willey, and thereafter were almost ideal to
Ramsey except for three long avenues which dried slowly,
being protected from the drying wind by the thick foliage
overhead.
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I had just settled down after selecting a point of vantage

200 yards from the summit of Greg Willey when the official

car "passed,- intimating that the road was closed. As I

listened intently for the distant bark of Hugh Gibson's New
Hudson—I felt confident that he would retain his lead—the
noise of racing engines resounded through the air, and

proved to be H. H. Bowen on a 3^ h.p. Singer and F. C.

it was dangling down in dangerous proximity to the rear

wheel as lie passed. Harry Martin, the next arrival, made
the most noise, bi.it was losing no time. W. W. Douglas's

twin purred along very smoothly. E. Kickham (Douglas)

held unconcernedly between his lips an unlighted cigarette.

The Douglas riders, I knew, were not out to take risks

with an idea of winning, but to make i, good performance

on their standard two-speed machines ; all credit to them

!

The sharp curve

approaching

Sulby Bridge.

One of the most

dangerous points

on the course.

North on a three-speed Ai'iel, who were on their way to

take up positions on the course.

The minutes dragged along slowly as I waited impatiently

for the echo of the J. A. P. engine resounding in the glen

below. At last I could hear the buzz of the engine, brought
in waves by the following wind. What a crackle the new
overhead J.A.P. has ! Gibson came over the steepest part
excellently on the direct drive, changing to top gear near
the summit. He was closely followed by J. Haslam, who
manipulated his Gradua gear to advantage, then K. Gassert
(N.S.U.) followed within 100 yards.
A lighter and more continuous buzz signalled the approach

of a fast machine, which overtook and passed Gassert on
the steepest gradient with ease. It was Colver on the
Knfield, which was travelling magnificently. Bolton (Martin),
the next arrival, was going well, though his belt appeared
very slack. Sain made a fine climb on his single-geared
Alcyon. but the rear mudguard was bouncing up and down
alarmingly. Rem Fowler changed up too soon on liis three-
speed Xevf Hudson, and had to change down again, whilst

An enthusiastic

crowd at Ramsey

watching the

riders as they

passed on their

way towards the

mountain road.

the httle Humber ridden l.y Sam Wright siuiplv bounded
over the steepest portion. P. Johnson vfas not so" fast on a
similar mount. Good ascents were made by all the remainder
with the exception of A. H. Alexander," who had to run
alongside on two occasions until his Rex picked up speed.
Penn managed to keep his Humber going by vigorous di<Ts
on the ground with his right leg. P. J. Evans (Humber)
had not fastened his spare belt on tlie carrier securely, for

H. J. Cox (Forward) struck me as going very promisingly.

V. Wilberforce had a spare tube tied round his waist, which
came adrift, and liis confrere, G. L. Fletcher, rode along-

side to acquaint him of the fact. Making a speech at

30-35 ni.p.h. is not exactly an easy matter. A. J. Stevens
(A.J.S.) made a steady ascent, and 0. R. Collier (Matchless)
passed, looking cool and unconcerned, as though a T.T. race
were an everyday occurrence. H. Greaves (Enfield) had
crept up a place, and W. E. Grange was obviously quite
happy, waving his hand to friends as he sped up the 1 in 10
gradient on his Humber.
Then followed a long wait, so I walked briskly along the

course for a mile and a half to bej'ond Cronke Voddy, where
there is a slight decline and competitors accomplished their
best speeds. Some struck me as not exerting themselves
unduly, yet a mile of straight open road is where valuable
seconds are gained. The best speeds I should estimate
at 55 m.p.h. H. A. Collier was fiddling with his tool bag
as he raced past, and the screwdriver and tools dropped out,
so he pulled up and put matters right. I watched all the

conipeLitors ;it tliis point un the secund round, the first
arrival being H. V. Colver, whos* twin was going better
than ever. The time was 11.13 p.m. Foirr minutes later
P. J. Evans passed, having overhauled ten competitors in
one lap. Next in order of arriv-al were H: A. Collier, K.
Gassert, and H. Renr Fowler. 0. R. Collier was actually
twenty-five minutes behind Colver, though he started but
twelve and a half minutes later. These two old stable
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companions were fancied by most to be likely winners.

Next I sped along a stony and rutty by-lane on my
machine, which brought me out near the Devil's Elbow, then
scurried along the coast road to Kirk Michael. Here I watched
the riders on the third lap. Evans was now the leader, H.
A. Collier being second and K. Gassert third. They were
all apparejitly extending themselves in this lap, for the

comers were being taken faster and closer, and the riders

lay low, pushing their engines to the utmost. Practically

every competitor who finished two laps came round a third

time, twenty-four passing me in Kirk Michael.

Here I learned that a train was about to leave for

Ballaugh, so I boarded this and came across Harry Martin,

whose machine looked spick and span, but his retirement

was caused by a broken valve lifter wire and a throttle
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wire coming loose—what a trivial thing to cause a with-
drawal ! I was also told here that Kickham had pushed his
machine into Ballaugh. JMoving once again to Sulby Bridge
I obtained my fifth view of the competitors, this time
observmg a splendid exhibition of corner work. However,
no one took risks; some, in fact, were over-cauti(tus, and
lost much time. The Germans, however, were particularly
fearless at the corners. Cox was the only one who came
close to fouling the bridge, and just avoided a fall by
pushing at the parapet with his hands. I was extremely
sorry when A. J. Stevens misjudged the corner on the las't
circuit. He, along with Corke, had travelled most con-
sistently throughout, but he quite under-estimated his pace,
and charged the grass bank, which fetched off the driving
chain. and the rear cover. He was off again in five minutes,
and was among the fourteen gold medal winners. G.S.

HAIRPIN, RAMSEY DEPOT, AND SULBY BRIDGE.

THE dual attraction of lurid cornerwork and gear

changing led me to take up my position on the
hairpin bend at the start of Snaefell climb.

Within a quarter of an hour no le5-:s than fifteen

riders passfed, headed, as was proper, by Hugh Ciibson

(No. 1). Their cornerwork was simply magnicent. Let
it be understood that cornerwork in a 150 mile race

and in a Kop Hill sprint are two entirely different things.

At a timed short sprint you must snatch every fraction of

a second you can ; hence a ditch-shaving skid, a .^en.-^ationaj

recovery, a cloud of dust and a hundred hearts in a hundred
throats are proper t-o cornerwork in a mile sprint. In a

150 mile race you must get round with a minimum of risk.

It IS the part of the machine to supply the speed ; of the
man to supply the restraint.

Hence I say the hairpin wcnk
was gorgeously magnificent.

The men tackled the V in

various ways. Some swung
wide, some cut in, but every
man observed supreme cau-
tion. They ran up to witliin

100 yards as fast as their

engines could yank them ;

then up went the valves, and
round they crawled, like

mice suspicious of a bit of

cheese. Once round, most
of them slammed in a lower
gear, banged their throttles
open, and shot upwards with
re-echoing exhausts—wonder-
fully reverberating is the roar
of a tiny T.T. engine ! As
I have said, there were no
thrills, no frame-twisting, no
scraped back tyres, no ditch-
shaving. Gassert (X.S.U.)
was probably responsilile for
the finest corner. Weatherilt
undoubtedly picked up best
above the U— his engine bel-
lowed like a stampeded herd
of a thousand bulls. Alexander
was overheating, and his
sprint alongside until out of sight was as plucky as it was
pathetic. Though tliis cornerwork was magnificent, it was not
spectacular—" valve-lift, semi-circular swerve, gear change,
throttle slammed open," about expresses it. So when every-
body had passed on lap 1, I tramped off to where I had left
my machine in a by-lane, and went down to the Ramsey
depot for lap 2 ; en, route I was just in time to see Grange
remount after a roadside adjustment.
A good crowd had lined the road at Ramsey depot, and

was taking the keene.st interest in it all. Everybody who
passed was either a Collier or Douglas Brown (son of the
proprietor of the IsU of Man Times). An assortment of the
prettiest girls were obviously infatuated with a certain good-
looking mai-shal. A horde of small boys continually proffered
lia'pence for the red and blue air balloons which "two wide-
awake attendants had tied to the palings to inform their man
where his petrol lay. I had barely joined the crowd before
Colver shot in on his Enfield, and made a greased lightning
replenishment of both tanks in fifty-four seconds. Graham

J. Haslam (2} b.p. Zenith) rounding the hairpin corner at Ramsey.

Dixon squeezed llie adjustment of his valve-lifter, plus two
tank fillings, into 110 seconds. Others were longer, and more
than one had difBculty in restarting due to stretched lifter
wires or adjusters having shaken loose. Weatherilt actually
managed to hold down the stiff spring of his overhead valve
J. A. P. with the fingers of one hand—no m«in feat!
Most of tlie men relied on tlie Douglas depot, and few

stopped here, but those who ran through were slow, not
having had time to recover speed after the twist at the
entrance to Ramsey. Wlien all the men were through I rode
down the by-lanes to Sulby Bridge for the third lap. Here
genial John Gibson was dividing his attention between a
packet of sandwiches, a pair of field-glasses, a score of
venturesome urchins, and liis mount for Monday's race, a

brand new Rudge with the
expanding engine pulley and
rear belt rim. The corner
work here was a repetition
of that on the Ramsey
hairpin — commonsense and
caution personified — no
thrills. Cox, on the For,
ward, was the only man I
saw graze the parapet of
the bridge, and he had two
excellent excuses for being
" rattled " as de Rosier calls

it. It is exciting for an
amateur to run high up in
his first race, and two other
competitors were hunting
him hard.

On the next lap I heard
Stevens completely failed to
take the corner ; the rest
were slow, but sure. Per-
fect cornerwork of this char-
acter soon palls, and I

returned to Ramsey depot
for the fourth and last lap.
Tlie leading nlen were now
separated by intervals which
made alteration of the
placings impossible, except
through spills or serious

trouble. P. J. Evans passed through 8m. or more ahead, a

lead which gave him time to free-wheel in from the Bungalow
and win, if only his luck lasted till he reached the mountain
top. By the roadside was a tall post, temporarily connected
to the local telephone system, and Marshal Alec Ross stood
with his ear glued to the receiver. At intervals his sten-
torian voice bawled out the Douglas news to the eager crowd :

we heard how one by one the leaders had all climbed
Snaefell Summit, and kept the order in which they passed
us. Presently we were agog with excitement again, wonder-
ing whether all the members of the Humber team would
finish. Sam Wright went through safely, and when later

W, E. Grange on the sixth and last Humber roared healthily

past the Humber attendants became pardonably and envi-

ably hysterical. They tied two laths to the screen of their

supply car, stretched an old sheet across, and rudely scrawled
thereon with lampblack the legend "Humber wins! " Tying
two or three gaudj' air balloons on. behind, they were ready
for a Iviumphal procession into Douglas. B.H.D.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE MOUNTAIN CLIMB.

ONE of the most interesting points on the course from
the spectacular point of view was "the gooee neck."
From here it was possible to obtain an excellent view
of the machines from the moment they rounded the

hairpin bend till they reached the summit of the steepest

gradient above my vantage point. Moreover, additional

interest was given by watching the manipulation of the

various types of change-speed gears.

Although a mist prevailed for some time during the

earlier hours of the morning, the sun eventually contrived

to make its presence felt, and the roads rapidly approached
their ideal condition. At twenty minutes to eleven a small

dot was seen travelling at considerable speed from the hair-

. pin. The machine proved to be Hugh Gibson's 2| h.p. New
Hudson, which rounded the corner well, if a trifle wide^ and
disappeared over the rise, while its rider energetically flooded

his carburetter. Close on its heels followed Colver, the

Ejifield swinging round the corner well on its low gear.

The others followed in close succession. No sooner had
one man disappeared in flame and smoke than another came
up to the bend, changed smartly, if jerkily, to a low gear,

and vanished. The winning Humber passed eighth at a
very fast speed (he started seventeenth), hugging the corner

at "the approach side and swinging wide beyond.
Quite the most exciting ascents were made by the Zeniths,

whose riders would come round the corner, then reduce

their gear, whereupon, in every case, the engine would
emit a tremendous roar, gradually sinking in key as the

gear was raised. Slatter created a sensation by coming up
well and fast, belching clouds of smoke the while. The
gear changing as a whole was good, generally taking place

above the bend during this round.
After the passing of Grange's Humber there was an

interval, and a general comparison of notes meanwhile took
plaoe. Then the energetic boy scouts spied a machine in

the distance. It stopped, however, about a quarter of a

mile away, and after a five minutes' delay was restarted,

and proved to be Bell on the M.R.
In the second round Colver passed first, taking the corner

well and fast, with one leg scraping the ground, while

Evans's Humber took the turn wide and was but a few paces

from the bank. Drechsler made a splendid turn, as, indeed,

did all the German competitors, whose riders had apparently
made a special study of this corner. Rem Fowler showed
signs of trouble, as he arrived extremely late in the round
with his left knee bandaged.
In the third round a number of the competitors changed

to a lower gear at the approach side of the bend, some
changing up afterwards while still upon the gradient. Gassert

gave an excellent exhibition of corner work, taking the bend
without cutting out and without any signs of a falter. Quite
a number took the comer close on the approach side, and
came perilously near the gutter on the far side, one giving
a wandering photographer perched on the said bank the
shock of his life.

The riders now began to string out, as during the third

round intervals of considerable length ensued. These inter-

vals were useful, as they enabled the spectators to get up
the usual wordy argument concerning the exact round in

which certain machines were and the accuracy of each other's
watches—points which were loudly debated until Collier's
Matchless broke into the argument with a roar, nearly sufier-
ing a bad skid by getting too near the ditch.
At this point the leading files began to mingle with the

laggards, and lap four saw the arrival of the winning
Humber, and H. A. Collier's Matchless before the passing
of the tail of the third round. Just as the spectators were
congratulating themselves that no smash of any description
had occurred, Fenn's Humber roared up, took the corner
hard, heeling over at an acute angle. He assisted as much
as he could with his leg, but eventually came down against
the far side bank. The engine raced for .t, moment, and an

P. J. Evans (2J b.p. Humber) at the (list bend alter the Ramsey hairpin.

ugly twist appeared in the snaky exhaust pipe, and the
handles, together with the footrests, showed signs of the
fall. Fenn was away again without overmuch waste of
time, but was obviously uncomfortable when his machine
got going. Johnson's Humber ran by as Fenn was extri-
cating himself, fortunately without going wide.
Most of the competitors seemed to be using their lowest

gears on the approach side, and one or two emitted strange
metallic noises and knocked ominously. Slatter's Alcyon
passed still steady despite its single speed, but with a distinct
ring about the spur gearing. The unfortunate Rem Fowler
had still further trouble, as his machine failed, and, despite
his wounded knee, he pluckily scrambled alongside for some
distance. After the last man had passed a call came through
for a doctor, as Wilberforce had jammed his change gear
and been thrown. He was considerably upset by shock,
although his injuries, we are glad to report, were not 60
serious as might have been expected.

S.H.D.

SPEED AND CORNER WORK.
AFTER a run' round the course I decided that the best

point for my first view of the race would be somewhere
in the neiglibourhood of Hilberry. I had a good view
of the riders coming down the mountain, and how

they did travel, too. After leaving Keppel Gate the road is

decidedly rough to Craig-Na-Baa Hotel, after which the sur-

face rapidly improves, and becomes perfectly ideal towards
Cronk-Na-Mona, where there is a dead straight run of a good
long mile down a gradient of 1 in 14. The Humbers, particu-

larly Fenn's, hummed down this stretch at an extraordinary

speed, which cannot have been much short of 70 m.p.h.
Colver's Enfield was equally speedy, but the second lap found
him descending the hill not quite so fast and in dead silence

with his engine out of gear. The N.S.U.'s, thanks to the
weight of the riders and their great skill, came along very fast

and smoothly, but it was obvious that they could have done
with a higher gear for this part of the course, at any rate.

Another who was very fast was Slatter, on the Alcyon, but
it gave one furiously to think when one noted that the

wheels were inches out of track. Of e.xciting incidents here-
abouts there were none, but on the first time round H. A.
Collier and P. J. Evans had a heroic, and, as it turned out,
prophetic struggle for a mile or two, the latter shooting
ahead just beforei the comer, and taking it in a style that
was pyrotechnically brilliant compared with Collier's quiet
sweep round.
Cronk-na-Mona corner is nothing to speak of, but as it

is fairly sharp and at the apex of two hills of opposite
gradient, it is especially a turn that rewards clever corner
work. In this respect Sam Wright P. J. Evans, and W.
Douglas showed themselves excellent, They nipped round
it " all out " and away on the sky line towards Hilberry
almost before one had time to jot down their numbers.
Hilberry Corner, a mile or two nearer the finish, is one of

the " show " places of the course, but there was little doing
here except a most commendable display of restraint, and it

was quite clear that practice had demonstrated the advis-

ability of doing this in preference to rushing at it. only to
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The winner, P. J. Evans, wah his 2, h.p. Humber ntted with Armstrong
Triplex gear,

pull up. Few riders checked flieir speed at all down tlic

twisty, narrow road between Hilberry and Willaston. and a
grand display of fine riding was to be seen, in spile of the
tameness of the procession into which the race had developed
by the time I reached this point.

A little more excitement was to be had at Willaston,
which is without doubt the most ditHcult turn on the course,
as it is both sharp and blind. There were a couple of
tumbles here, to say nothing of numerous "very nearlies."'
Boldt took the corner too sharply, and came down pretty
hard, following it up with a series of graceful rolls over and
ovei\ However, he was up like an acrobat, getting away
almost before one could realise wliat was afool. Shitler .il.-'.]

Harold J. Cox (2} h.p. Forward), who finished third, taking in petrol at the
Douglas depot.

took a toss by slithering across the road, and a number of
others took the turn far too wide, some of them performing
rather badly. Alexander cut across in fine style, scraping the
road with his belt pulley guard. Wilberforce, whose tumbles
had by no means improved his face, came along very warily,
and so did Evans, who with several minutes in hand was
wisely refraining from running anv risks. Gassert by leaning
well over swept round the fastest of all. ,J. D. Corkeand Rem

The first single cylinder and second to finish, H. A. Collier (2 h.p.

Matchless-Jap), who also used an Armstrong gear.

Fowler came ih>\vn the hill neck and neck, witli tlie former
rapidly overhauling the latter. They were practically a dead
heat at the turn, when Corke, who could easily have cut

across in front, willi most commendable restraint hung back so

as to avoid any possibility of baulking Fowler, and afterward.s

succeeded in catching him up. Another neck and neck at

the corner was put u]) liy Sam Wriglit and Fletcher, both
of whom actually took the corner as if joined by coupling
rods. The widtli, however, after the turn was insufficient

for tlie redoubtable Sam, who promptly ran over the gras:

bank on to the footpath, upon which he ran a few hundred
yards, and succeeded in finding a soft place for diving across

into the road again. The most hair-raising performance
was accomplished by one of the N.S.C riders, who by
opening up his throttle to the full wlien just about to take
llie turn made his little machine fairly leap, and it was as

much as he could do to get round, but he- wisely steered

into the grass gutter to prevent a skid, and got away without
having to slow down at all. W.G.A.

INTERVIEW WITH THE WINNER.
P. J. Evans, who was the popular winner nf the .Junior

Tourist Trophy R.ice, is qiite a novice as regards road racing.

He is a well-known motor cycle agent in Birmingham, and
up to the jiresent lias devoted his attention chiefly to local

club competitions. Meeting him at the conclusion of his

splendid ride, we exchanged the usual greetings, and asked
him how he had fared.

"Quite nicely." replied Mr. S^vans. " Xaturally, I had
to slow up for the corners, but the course, which is not too

terrible if taken carefully, did not cause me much trouble,

though, as yo-.i know, i did not make an absolutely non-
stop rvm."

" Had you many exciting e-xpeiiences?
"

" Xo." replied our victim, " except that I had no foot

brake for tfie last part of the course, and had to rest my
foot on the silencer. You see the sole of my boot is half

burnt away."
" You look pretty fit after your strenuous ride? " we

\ enlured.

"Yes." replied Evans, "and I feel it."
" What gears did you use, Mr. Evans? "

"The ratios were 4. 6, and 8^ to 1."
" And did your gear give you any trouble?

"

" No, not the slightest. I consider it to be nearly

perfect."

As Evans had sprung to fame suddenly from comparative
obscurity, others monopolised him, and we were forced to

renew our congratulations and say good-bye. Noteworthy
features of his driving were his consideration for others,

his calmness, skill, and caution.
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THE SENIOR T.T. RACE.
A Aagnificent Triangular Contest. Three Competitors lead at intervals.

C. R. Collier finishes second and is disqualilied. along with De Rosier.

General view ol the crowd at ttie starting and finishing point at Woodlands.

ON Monday a bright sunny morning with a cloudless

sky gave promise of a magnificent race, under the
most favourable conditions, which expectation was
fulfilled. Excitement in this event had almost

reached fever heat, and there was no doubt that the higher-

powered machines commanded the most attention. Practi-

cally everyone had a favourite, and strangely enough they
were in the majority of cases different riders. It is a fact

that there were nearly a score of riders tipped as probable
winners by even trade prophets, which rendered the event
all the more interesting, and keenly anticipated. People
epoke with bated breath of the terrific speed of De Rosier,
Godfrey, and Moorhouee on their Indians, and the Collier

brothers and their MatcTiless machines, the likelihood of

Philipp and his Scott getting home first, and the corner

work of the fearless Bat trio—W. H. and J. T. Bashall and
H. H. Bowen. Nor were those all, for some confessed

astonishment at the speed of some of the single-cylinders,

and were even sanguine of success. The four Ariels had
created an excellent impression, the. two Premiers were run-

ning as no single-cylinder Premier has run before, and the

Ruage men with plenty of experience of the course, and the

Singers were all reg.irded as dangerous opponents of the

Triumph, which machine has only once been ousted from
its position as first single-cylinder. Nor were the new pat-

tern water-cooled single-cylinder Rex machines without their

supporters. There was a large crowd at the starting point

at Woodlands, and also at the petrol and replenishment
depots, one immediately beyond Quarter Bridge—half a mile
from the start, the other at Ramsey.

B. V. Jones (on bis 3ih.p. Fiemier) starting bom Woodlands, loUowed by S. C. Ferryman (3ih.p. Ariel) and H. A. Collier (4b.p. Matchless^
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A. Boldt (N.S.U.) and C. R. Collier (Mafohless) at Cronk-ny-Mona.

A Punctual Start.
The competitors were marshalled along a by-road, and

punctually at 10 a.m. the holder of the trophy—0. R. Collier—^was given the word to go, and as he pushed his machine
along to start he received a tremendous ovation. His engine
fired promptly, and he was soon over the brow of the hill,

at the foot of which lies Quarter Bridge and its right angle
corner. Charlie had one thing to be thankful for, he had
no dust until he caught the tail end of the procession. At
half-minute intervals the remainder followed to the number
of sixty, the non-starters being W. Houghton (3^ Rudge),
E. V. Stevens (3^ Dot), who broke his leg in practice, W.
E. Grange (3^ Bradbury), and J. Woodhouse (3_i Ivy Pre-
cision), who were disqualified for presenting their machines
for examination after time, J. H. Slaughter (3^ L.M.C.l,
whose engine was not running well; J. Healy (3i Rudge),
who was withdrawn by Rudge-Whitworth in consequence of

the unfortunate accident to V. J. Surridge ; and W. L. T.
Rhys (4 Bat), who damaged his machine in practice.

Before the start 0. E. Collier broke his exhaust lifter

wire, but was able to replace it in time, whilst J. Prender-
gast pulled out the nipple of the wire controlling his two-
speed gear. Especially good starts were made by H. A.
doUier (Matchless), Edmond (Premier), and Newsome
(Triumph). C. E. Murphy and J. A. Carvill, amateur riders
of Triumphs from the Green Isle, received a big cheer. H. H.
Bowen (Bat) took mighty strides, slipped, and almost fell.

The diminutive but intrepid Godfrey pushed slowly on the
low gear for some yards, but once in the saddle accelerated
in wonderful fashion.

W. Creyton (Triumph) trod on the brake in mounting, and
promptly brought his machine to rest. J. L. Norton, the
eldest competitor, received an extra special cheer. Philipp,
in violet coloured leather costume to match his Scott, shot
away from the mark at the word to go and was guickly out
of sight. De Hosier's attire was even more striking, for he
wore black tights, running shoes, and a light blue woollen
hat. He got away well. The brothers Bashall made fine

starts on their Bats.
Once there was a funny incident. A dozen competitors

were spread across the road awaiting their turn to start'

when there was a cry that a competitor was approaching

—

de Rosier, someone yelled. There was a sudden stampede
of competitors, marshals, judges, and timekeepers, who re-'

treated helter-skelter to the roadside, only to find that it

was a ruse, for less than 30m. had elapsed.

Sproston, on a Rudge, demonstrated in how short a

distance an engine will fire, and the wonderful acceleration

powers of a good 3^ h.p. in combination with a three-speed

gear. The last rider to start^-B. Plews (3^ h.p. Calthorpe)—
ran for sixty yards before his engine would fire. The names
of the starters and details of the machines they rode are
given on a subsequent page.

Early Incidents.
Once all the competitors were on their way, spectators

turned to discussing the chances of the leaders. A. Boldt
(N.S.U.) suffered a temporary stop at Ballacraine, announced
Mr. J. R. Nisbet through the megaphone. The gap between
the departure of the last competitor and the arrival of the
first on the second round was not great, but the moments
dragged slowly. The impatience of the crowd was relieved

by a message from Ramsey that No. 1 (C. R. Collier) had
passed, and, shortly afterwards, eyes were strained to catch
a gUmpse of him drop down Bray Hill haU a mile from the
starting and finishing banner. The enthusiasm had cer-

tainly never been equalled in any previous race. For one
thing, the race was more of an international character than
any other held hitherto, for not only were the English and
American champions engaged, but also a team of Germans,
who were certainly going very well, and a Frenchman.
Forty-four minutes and no Collier, forty-five and still

absent, 'forty-six and a cry went up a-3 he swept round the
Hilberry corner, and shot full speed down Bray HiU, and
literally flew over the line in 46m. 33s. The course
measured 37^ miles, and it had been said that laps were
covered in 43 and 44 minutes in practice, but this amateur
timing was now doubted. Collier was noticeably being
bumped about considerably on the rou^h surface at the
smnmit of Quarter Bridge hiU. A gap ot two minutes, and
Quentin Smith (Triumph) roared past, having completed
his lap in 48m. 45s., and passed H. Hem Fowler (3| h.p.

Ariel). Two competitors now approached in "Indian file,"

and though B. V. Jones (Premier) crossed the line first, F.

A. Applebee buzzed past him on his two-stroke Scott within
100 yards. 0. C. Godfrey (Indian) was to the eye fastest

by the press box, though his time proved to be exactly
the same as C. R. Collier's—46m. 33s. Edmond (Premier)
pulled up as he crossed the line, and yelled out for a knife

to cut his legging adrift. De Rosier was travelling magnifi-

cently, and had picked up several places. His time was
45m. exact—the best so far. Elce (Rudge) and North
(Ariel) raced down the hill neck and neck, the former
crossing the line fifty yards ahead. Adamson (Triumph)
was the fastest of the single-cylinders in this first lap.

Weatherilt (Zenith) suffered a burst tyre, and lost some
minutes replacing the tube. As Sproston (Rudge) raced

John Gibson (Rudge) and Jake de Rosier (Indian) turning oS the mountain toad.
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C. B. Franklin (Indian), second place, and F. A. Applebee (Scott)

on the road to Snaefell.

past it was noticed tiiat his toolbag had jolted open. His
time of 48m. 59s. was exactly the same as Lister Cooper's,
and strangely enough they started together. Alexander, on
the water-cooled Rex, stopped half a dozen yards from
the finishing line, and reported that iiis engine ball-race

was damaged and squeaking. After talking with Mr.
W. Williamson for a few minutes he conlinued.
The leaders at the end of the first lap and their times

are as under :

First Lap.

1. Jake de Rosier (3J Indian)

2 /C. R. jollier (4 MatcMess-Jap) ...

m. s.

46
46 53
46 33
47 19
47 33

47 48

{o'. C. Godfrey (3| Indian) ...

4. A. J. Moorhouse (3| Indian)
5. F. A. Applebee (4 Scott) ...

6. C. B. Franklin (3| Indian)

In the initial round, W. H. Bashall (Bat) stopped twice
to fit new belts. T. L. Rankin (Singer) charged a wall a

quarter of a mile past Sulby Bridge, and was taken to

Ramsey Hospital suffering from serious injuries to the skull,

besides a broken a-nkle. G. E. Stanley (Singer) and J.

Gibson (Rudge) fell in negotiating Sulby Bridge—always
a stumbling block—but immediately continued. C. E.

Murphy (Triumph) suSered from plug troubles, and aftei

using all his spares was obliged io withdraw. The ranks

of the Bat were soon depleted, for H. H. Bowen damaged
a front big end at Greg Willey, and though he did his best

to keep going was forced to retire at Sulby. H. Martin
(Singer) and R. Lord (Rex) punctured.

The Second Round.
C. R. Collier retained his position at the head of the

procession, and had already passed several of the stragglers.

His time was an improvement of his first circuit, but
probably only the difference between a standing and flying

start. Later it was reported that he had filled up with
petrol at BaUacraine, and talk of disqualification ensued,

as the rules stated that petrol must only be taken at the
depots at Ramsey and Quarter Bridge. H. A. Collier also

mysteriously ran out of petrol in the second round, though
he told us that in practice the tankful would carry him
for three rounds. Unsuspecting the real trouble, he took
off the petrol pipe to clear it before he tra.ced the absence
of petrol. Quentin Smith (Triumph) was only a minute
or two slower than Collier, and was riding in first-rate
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style. Then followed a succession of competitors, all going
at high speed. De Rosier lost his first place owing to tbe
fact that he slowed considerably, whereas C. R. Collier
improved. Already there was a, thinning in the ranks and
the gaps were longer. Creyton was seen to pull up fifty

yards from the banner and glance at his rear tyre, telling
an attendant that he had punctured and stopped because
he imagined the tyre was going down again. (Godfrey was
a few seconds slower in this lap. A rider who was going
in fine style was Albert Berlie on a new model M.R.
with overhead valves and bore and stroke of 63 by 80 mm.
But for .the fact that his three-ply leather belt pulled
through at the fastener three times he would have had to

be reckoned w-ith in the results.

Second Lap.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

h. m. s.

1 32 29
1 33 13
1 33 27
1 34 53
1 36 45
1 36 52

C. R. Collier (Matohless)
Jake de Rosier (Indian)
0. C. Godfrey (Indian)

C. B. Franklin (Indian)
A. J. Moorhouse (Indian)

F. A. j\pplebee (Soott)

Involuntary stops were suffered by R. Lord (Rex), who
cut his back tjTe clean through between Crag-na-baa and
Hilberry ; J. R. Alexander (Indian), who feU near Willaston,
cut an ugly gash in his knee, and damaged right grip con-
trol; A. Boldt (N.S.U.) fell at Quarter Bridge; Stanhope
Spencer (Rudge) fell at Sulby ; J. L. Norton (Norton) seized
piston at Ramsey ; B. V. Jones (Premier), shortage of petrol,

due to leaky tank, pushed into Ramsey ; W. F. Newsome
(Triumph), puncture; P. Weatherilt (Zenith), puncture;
Howard Smith (Triumph) changed plug. H. Collier, W. H.
Bashall, and Q. Smith replenished with petrol. The Arm-
strong gear of F. G. Edmond's Premier refused to hold on the
second and top gears, so he retired, as also A. J. Sproston
(Rudge) with timing gear trouble and G. E. Stanley (Singer),

who fell at the last corner on the second lap.

The Third Lap.
In lap 3 C. R. Collier again stopped for petrol, but

recorded a time of 48m. 16s. At Quarter Bridge several
competitors had narrow escapes, one or two runnmg on to
the pathway. P. Brewster (Norton) fell, but scrambled up
again, and was off in a moment. Later his three-speed
gear seized when travelling at full speed down the mountain,
this and Edmond's, we believe, being the only gear troubles.
Taylor dropped the end of the silencer off his Rudge, P.
Weatherilt had to inflate his tyre again, Howard Smith had
perforce to use a third plug. Lister Cooper ran out of petrol,

and W. F. Newsome stopped for some mysterious reason

Frank Philipp ('J-ta.p. Scott) at full speed, just past tlie hairpin bend at

Ramsey.
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The International Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Races.- Bingle-cylinder rider, had the compression tap blow out, and
thus settled his chance.
The leaders on this round were :

The winner, 0. C. Godfrey (Indian), passing over Ballangh Bridge.

near the Bungalow. Newsome first took out the plug,

which was found all right, then dissected the carburetter

(likewise all right), and on reassembling the engine started

immediately. Frank Philipp (Scott), who was known to

have covered laps in practice at 46 mins., accomplished the

fastest circuit in this lap—time, 44 mins. 52 sees., equal

to a speed of over 50 m.p.h. '

Thibb Lap.

1. C. R. Collier (Matchless)

2. 0. C. Godfrey (Indian)

3. J. de Rosier (Indian)

4. C. B. Franklin (Indian)

5. A. J. Moorhouse (Indian)

5. Hugh Mason (Matchless)

The Fourth Lap.

h m. s.

2 20 45

2 21 39

2 21 52

2 23 25

2 26 45

2 29 8

C. R. Collier lost his lead in this lap owing to a puncture,

but Godfrey recorded a very fast lap, and now led by 2m. Is.

over Franklin, who was improving, and 2m. 7s. over tlie

former leader. On this round the great de Rosier was
held up at the Ramsey control with inlet valve and plug
troubles, and the delay of 20m. which ensued settled his

chance, even if he had not committed a breach of the rules

by, procuring eitra spares. W. H. Bashall (Bat) again had
to replace a belt. H. Lister Cooper broke a valve near
Hilberry, W. F. Newsome punctured, G. Fenton (Zenith)

changed a plug, the magneto sprocket of Eric Myers's Scott

slipped, whilst Frank Philipp passed with his engine running
on one cylinder. He afterwards reported that one of the
pistons had turned round in the cylinder. F. Mackay
(Singer), who had been travelling very consistently, punctured
m this lap, and W. Creyton (Triumph), last year's first

Fourth Lap.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

h. m. s.

3 9 12
3 11 13

3 11 19
3 16 12
3 19 44
3 25 57

0. C. Godfrey (Indian) ...

C. B. Franklm (Indian) ...

0. R. Collier (Matchless) ...

A. J. Moorhouse (Indian)
H. A. Collier (Matchless)
J. A. Carvill (Triumph)

The last lap was the most exciting of the lot, for. it was
still anybody's race, and a short involuntary stop by any of
the leaders would settle the destination of the Tourist
Trophy for another year. It was to be a duel between two
Englishmen, C. R. Collier and 0. C. Godfrey, though both
of them afterwards admitted to us that they did not know
their respective positions. Could Collier pull back the time
he had lost in replenisliing with petrol and repairing his
tyre? The suspense was an anxious one for many. "No. 1,

C. R. Collier, has passed Ramsey," bawled out the holder of
the megaphone. Meanwhile, de Rosier passed with still

another lap to go.

A few minutes' wait and another message said that Collier
was safely round Willaston Corner, which only increased the

C. R. Collier (on his 4 h.p. Matchless) rounding the corner in Ramsey.

J. A. Carvill (Triumph) and A. Boldt (N.S.U.) about to round Bray Hill

corner, half-a-mile from the finish.

buzz of excitement, and in a moment or two he was seen
travelling at a tremendous speed, and he flashed past the
post, never having been passed. But it was noticed that
his rear tyre was almost flat. Now the question was, would
Godfrey remain consistent in his lap times to the end? He
started about ten minutes after C.R., and with another fast

lap could win. No one could tell yet as to who would win.
Watch in hand, Mr. H. H. Collier, the senior of the Match-
less firm, counted each minute, the crowd straining their

ears to catch the distant roar of Godfrey's Indian. " Here
it is," the cry went up, as Godfrey swooped round the bend
and covered the remaining distance at an awe-inspiring speed,
a winner for the first time by Im. 3s. Though his mount is

a foreign one, Oliver C. Godfrey is an Englishman bred
and born.
The six leaders are given hereunder ;

The Fifth and Final Lap.

1. 0. C. Godfrey (Indian) ..,

2. C. R. Collier (Matchless) ...

3. C. B. Franklin (Indian) ...

4. A. J. Moorhouse (Indian)

5. H. A. Collier (Matchless) ..

6. Hugh Mason (Matchless)

h. m. s.

. 3 56 10

. 3 57 13
. 3 59 52
. 4 5 34
. 4 9 42
. 4 15 35
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The depot at Ramsey. Lister Cooper (3}b.p. Triiunpb), and F. Phllipp (Scott), stop to make an adjustment.

Quite a number had not completed their fourth lap as the

winners completed the full distance—187-^- miles.

In the last lap, Howard Smith, still unfortunate, replaced
a belt and the thread of his 1910 pattern carburetter stripped,

which meant that he had to hold the carburetter on to the
engine for some miles. Lister Cooper covered his final lap

without trouble. F. P. Johnson (Matchless) had trouble on
Snaefell with his variable engine pulley, which heated up
so much that it was as black as the cylinders when he
finished. Weatherilt had another stop to inflate his rear

tyre. F. Mackay fell and damaged his Singer, putting
both brakes out of action, but he pluckily finished. In all

there were twenty-eight survivors.

All the leaders were loudly applauded by the big concourse
of spectators for their plucky exhibition, whilst willing

officials rushed forward to wheel their machines off the
course for the final examination.

All the engines were found to be of correct size, and
we noticed particularly the good condition of the machines
at the conclusion. Every part fitted beautifully after dis-

mounting the cylinders for verification of the measure-
ments. It was not a doubtful win. The leading
machines could have stood a very much longer test despite

the severity of the course, although all the leaders except

C. R. Collier said that they were heartily glad when the

five laps were completed.

C. R. Collier and de Rosier Disqualified.
Subsequently a protest was lodged by C. B. Franklin

and A._ J. Moorhouse against C. E. Collier on the grounds
that he infringed one of the regulations by taking in petrol

at a point other than the recognised controls. The judges
—Messrs. H. P. E. Harding, Victor Hart, and Archibald
Sharp—considered the protest and decided that it be

W. F. Newsome iSth.p. Triumph) rounding tlie hairpin bend near Ramsey.
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upheld. The same fat 3 befell Jake de Rosier for fitting new
parts not carried on his machine.

It will be seen from our table of results tliat it was a

field day for variably-geared twin-cylinder
^

mounts, which

type of machine scored heavily. The first six home had V
type engines and change-speed gears. The first single-cylinder

machine was a Triumph ridden by J. A. Carvill, a success-

ful Irish rider. He used a single gear of 4^ to 1, and

experienced no trouble of any sort, except for the engine

suddenly pulling up in the first round. He was well backecl

up by Quentin Smith, the Manxman, and H. Lister Cooper,

who suffered very hard lines. G-S.

^^(SCLS JULY 6th. igii.

PRESENTATION OF THE TROPHY.
The trophy was presented by His Excellency the

Governor-General of the Island, in the presence of a large

crowd, and the wina.^r, 0. C. Godfrey, was loudly cheered.

When Mr. Nisbet announced that the second was C. B.

Franklin, the crowd did not hesitate to show their dis-

approval of the A.C.U. judges' decision to disqualify

Collier, though Franklin was well received. A. J. Moor-
house, the first private owner on a twin, was vociferously

cheered. Subsequently, Mr. H. H. Collier, sen., was chaired

and carried around the Ball Room shoulder high, amid great

scenes of enthusiasm.

SENIOR T.T. IMPRESSIONS.

adopted a similar policy

at the start of the

the Ramsey hairpin,

appearing, and had gained

in turn, had left Rem

on
My

movable positions in the Junior T.T. had proved

so satisfactory that I
^ '

in the Senior, and
race stationed myself

Charlie Collier w?^ not long in

2m. on Quentin Smith, who.
Fowler behind. Harry Collier had already picked up three

places, and other men who were clearly passing up through

the field were Applebee (4 h.p. Scott), who had gained three

places; Franklin (Indian), four places; Carvill (Triumph),

four places; Godfrey (Indian), eight places; Creyton

(Triumph), eight places; Moorhouse (Indian), eleven places;

Philipp (Scott), fifteen places; de Rosier (Indian), eleven

places ; and Mason (Matchless), fourteen places. The men,

like the Junior riders, showed excessive caution, only Howard
Smith and Nixon having spills, and Nixon made a lightning

recovery, so that he hardly lost a second ; he was warmly
cheered. Poor Prendergast broke the wire actuating his

N.S.U. gear, and being unable to negotiate the mountain

road on his 4 to 1 top gear, had thus early to retire. What
I saw at this hairpin convinced me that a twin-cylinder

victory was inevitable. Almost all the singles "conked"
badly after negotiating the bend, and even when the

knocking ceased their acceleration was not speedy. I saw very
little gear changhig, and it struck me that the two-speeded
men were finding their low ratio too slow and their high
ratio too high.

It will be remembered that in a separate hill-climb aft€i

the races last year Newsome defeated all the big twins when
he was able to suit his gear to the gradient. But this year

the singles were obviously over-geared for the mountain, and
for some reason few of them used their low speed. I imagine
that practice had shown either that the low gears were too

slow, or that the high rate of r.p.m. was too severe on the
engines. At any rate, only the men with multi-speed gears

such as the Matchless or Zenith, appeared to go in for a

change. With the twins the case was utterly different. They
rounded the bend nicely, and shot off with thunderous rever-

berations. The Indians and Scotts performed best ; the
Matchless machines knocked a little in the initial stages ol

picking up. One great disappointment befell us, namely, the
absence of Bowen on his Bat ; \ve Tiad trusted him for a
couple of sensational laps at the least, and faintly hoped for

a smashing win if he dodged Nemesis at the bad corners.
After the first lap I went down to the Ramsey depot,

where the large entry had made things uncommonly busy.
I had scarcely arrived before Charlie Collier roared past
at phenomenal speed. His brother and Quentin Smith were
close together 5m. behind him. Smith replenished his petrol
tank in the record time of 24s. It was already clear that
the single-cylinders were hopelessly out of the hunt, and
that only the Indians and Scotts could beat the Matchless
if the Colliers' proverbial luck held out. Franklin, Godfrey,
Moorhouse. and de Rosier were a trifle behind Charlie
Collier on nett time, as also was Phihpp. The Scotts were
rather handicapped by their heavy consumption of oil and
petrol, and their refills were slow, and occupied l^m.
on an average. Poor B. V. Jones pushed in from the
entrance to the town, having sprung a leak in his petrol
tank. Luckily it was near the top, so he was able to
proceed, but he had to fill up once m each lap. Here we
found Murphy, who had already used up the three spark-
ing plugs he carried, and was forbidden by the rules to
borrow more. Norton presently joined him with a seized
piston, and news filtered through that Rankin had been
badly injured in a collision with a vrall near the Sulby Hotel,
and was now lying in Ramsey Hospital.

Proceeding down the by-lanes to Sulby Bridge, I found
poor Bowen in a heartbroken condition, his front cylinder big

end having commenced to give trouble on Creg Willey, and
finally collapsed at Sulby. The corner work on the ill-famed

bridge was fast and good, de Rosier and the Scott team
being star artists. Stanhope Spencer took a bad toss, but
savagely kicked all bent parts straight, and roared off

within two minutes. .Johnson nearly mulled the corner, as

he was bending down adjusting some detail, but he saved
himself magnificently at the last minute.
Returning to the Ramsey depot, to my astonishment I

found the redoubtable .Jake in trouble with his footrest, rear

inlet valve, and rear sparking plug. He was very shaky,
and quite unfit for mechanical adjustments, and after wasting
a lot of time and breaking the rules, despite official protests,

by taking a nut and a plug from his attendants, he departed
very late. Hard luck ! One's sympathy goes out to a visitor.

Willaston Corner, a left-hand turn at right angles. F. P. Johnson (Matchless)
glances round at a competitor overtaking him.

and his terrific speed and beautiful riding position had won
universal admiration. J. R. Alexander had taken an ugly
toss; his knee was cut, his footrests gone, and his right grip
control of ignition- and valve lift disorganised. Jolm Gibson,
who had previously been well up amongst the singles, lost

20m. replacing a stretched exhaust valve. Interest now
centred on the Matchless-Indian duel, and great was our
patriotic jubilation when Charlie Collier passed with 45s. in
hand of Godfrey, as far as we could tell ; but wise heads
wagged ominously, for Charlie Collier had been driving
furiously on the two concluding laps, though dogged by
trouble, and had presumably nothing left up liis sleeve,
whereas Godfrey hurtled past at a greater speed, and we
knew he had Collier beaten on the mountain. Ere long the

—

to Englishmen—mournful news came through that Godfrey
had picked up 108s. on Collier between Ramsey depot and
the finish : so we were left to congratulate an English victor,
even if he rode a foreign machine. This should atone for
Lee Evans's somewhat unlucky defeat in 1909. B.H.D.
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THE WESTERN SECTION

IN
order to observe the effect of Oreg Willey hill on the
competitors during tho opening round, I took my
station near Cronk-y-voddy cross roads, where a clear

view of the course can be obtained for about half

a mile. At 10.15 C. R. Collier (Matchless) came up
the gradient a great deal slower than would be expected.

Exactly one rriinute afterwards Quentin Smith (Triumph)
went by, preceding Hem Fowler (Ariel) and Jones (Premier).

Obviously, the gradient appeared to have a marked eflfect

on all the machines, and very few passed at any exceptional

speed. The Matchless, Scotts, and Indians appeared to

the best advantage. Competitors passed at very short

intervals, and this added to the interest from the spec-

tacular point of view ; frequently there were three men
in sight at the same moment. The peculiar sitting position

of the N.S.U. riders was most noticeable, and must have
proved anything but comfortable. De Eosier passed hotly

pursued by Lang (Matchless), but neither gained any ground

JULY 6th. igii.

OF THE COURSE.
Being desirous of witnessing some fast cornerwork, 1

journeyed by the old course to the corner before Kirk-

michael. Here some of the finest riding could be seen,

as a skilful man could negotiate the turn " all out," and.

in this respect no one equalled Philipp and Applebee on
x-heir Scotts. Approaching the corner with their smooth
peculiar hum, these machines swung out, tilted inwards,

their rider's leg scraping the ground, and went by with
a swoop wonderful to behold.

How much can be gained at corners was clearly demon-
.strated, as the leading men invariably took them with
as little fuss as possible, while those less fortunate, or less

practised, cut out too long, slowed down, and finally went
wide.
The best at this corner, besides the Scott riders, seemed

to be Godfrey, Franklin, and de Rosier on Indians, C. R.

Collier (Matchless), Gassert (N.S.U.), and Carvill (Triumph).
The sporting instincts of the spectators were aroused when^

F. stanhope Spencer iRaflge) leiilin-, and J. T. Basnaii ^iiat) rounding HUberry Corner. iSote the straight open stretch and the dust.

during the time they were in sight. Rankin on his Singer
provided a momentary thrill by showing a horrible wobble,
but eventually managed to get straight again just before
disappearing from view.
The riding position on the Rex machines appeared to

be much lower than that on any of the others, and at a
distance they presented the curious aspect of riderless run-
aways.

Fenton's Zenith was running badly, for it could be heard
coming slowly up the rise, and it passed in a hesitative
mood, while its rider vigorously flooded the carburetter.
Apparently he overdid it, for ' he stopped a little way
further up. eventually restarting in clouds of black smoke.
Whilst people were waiting for the tail end of this round

an impromptu entertainment was provided by the antics
of a bull, which was being led by fully eight yards of rope,
one end of which was attached to its" horns, whilst it was
accelerated from behind by two men with sticks. The
animal invaded the course with its guardians in to-w, and
refused to be turned off, until the combined force of mar-
shals, special constable, and crowd ejected it, and saved
what- might have been a very dangerous situation.

Lang (Matchless) and Haswell (Triumph) rounded together,

the former getting the lead a short distance further down
the village. Butler appeared to be enjoying some private
and personal joke, for his countenance betrayed a wide
and appreciative grin as he passed.
From further down the road, actually in Kirkmichael

itself, the spectacle was one of pure speed, without any
of the excitement o'ccasioned hj a corner. Newsome's
Triumph roared by very fast ; Reed's Dot appeared slower,

but not a whit less noisy, and Gibson's Rudge with its

particular exhaust note passed well, jumping a little under
the influence of a particularly vile piece of road. Mason
(Matchless) and Alexander (Indian) came by in grand style,

the latter seeming rather the faster. It was at this point
that a rumour came through, fortunately untrue, that
Alexander (Rex) had smashed into Sulby Bridge, and that
he was badly hurt.

Thrills at Ballig Bridge.
One of the most sensational parts of the course is Ballig

Bridge, .and I arrived there just as Brewster (Norton)
came over, jumping the front wheel only. During the
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C. R. Collier (Matchless)—who Qnished second but was disqualifled—travelling

down Bray Hill at 70 m.p.h. A large crowd congregated at this point.

second round Alexander (Rex) shed his belt in mid-ait- at

Ballig, and lost valuable seconds thereby. Taylor (Eudee)
lost the end of his silencer in the same place during the
jump. Quite the most awe-inspiring passage was that of

Philipp (Scott), who came up to the bridge all out, left

the ground a clear foot, and landed with a tremendous
bump some six yards ahead. Most riders shut off and
reduced the jump to a minimum, especially the N.S.U.
men. Collier and De Rosier, who were londlv cheered,
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provided fair jumps, which resulted in blood-curdling
wobbles, while much interest and sympatny was aroused
for J. R. Alexander, whose knee was seen to be badly cut

and his leg dangling in a nasty position.

At all three points the race was full of incident, which
in many casei bordered on the sensational. S.H.D.

DOWN THE MOUNTAIN.
HAVING left my machine at Hilberry, Noel Drury and

I set off to tramp up the mountain with a view to

seeing how the machines fared a mile or two above
Keppel Gate ; with plenty of time in hand we made

ourselves as useful as possible collecting puncturiferous
articles off the road—by no means a light task, as the yield

generally panned out at about a handful of hairpins, ends of

telegraph wire, horseshoe nails and other hardware, per hun-
dred yards. Arrived at a point where the machines could
be discerned on the sky-line a good mile away we awaited
the coming of the leader with some little excitement. A
puff of dust on the hillside and the faint roar of an engine
indicated that someone was coming along, and in a few
moments C.R. was roaring past us " all out," and a moment
later was sweeping out of sight down towards Keppel. At
this point C.E.'s time was 38m.—very good going indeed

—

but Quentin Smith's performance—he was next along in

40m.—was perhaps even more admirable, and it was quite
clear from the way he took the bends that he had learnt
the course to a hand's breadth. The same time was done
by H. A. Collier, who, however, was bettered to the extent
of half a minute by Godfrey. The Triumphs appeared to be
going exceedingly well, and were picking up place after place
in a remarkable manner ; for instance, Lister Cooper, start-

ing 61st, was the 31st rider past me, and Haswell, who
started 56th, the 41st. De Rosier managed to pick up
twenty places, and so did Berlie, who rode the 4 h.p. M.R.
in the most amazingly clever manner. The finest per-
former here, however, was Frank Philipp, whose Scott juBt

slid down the gradient at about 70 m.p.h. as easily and
silently as if the rough road had been a smooth wooden track.
Applebee and Myers also came along at a silky mile a minute,
but Philipp, smartly attired in purple leathers, was undeni-
ably the " star."

Ihe comer below this point is decidedly deceptive. It is

really one that, although on the down gradient, can be
taken "full bore," in approaching it, it is almost impos-
sible to persuade oneself that one is not going clean over the
bank and down the side of the mountain. Here it was that
the value of Hili?ent practiop made itself felt. Berlie went

0. C. Godbey crossing the finishing line on liis 3f h-p. two-speed Indian. His average speed was approximately 471 in.p.h.
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ALL SMILES. 0. C. Godfrey, the winner, with Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Wells.

round very warily with much cutting out (only for the first

circuit, however), and J. T. Bashall lost seconds by drop-

ping down to quite a trot for it, but De Rosier, although hav-

ing a sort of wavy roll on, occasioned by the trickily puffy

wind, roared away around it in regular flying kilometre style.

Adamson, North, Elce, Norton, and J. R. Alexander came
along in a bunch, and these men deserve the greatest credit

for the clever way in which they sorted themselves out in a

long string before taking the bend. Haswell and A. H.
Alexander also had a fine long neck and neck struggle, which
lasted, I was afterwards told, almost to Hilberry. There
was, thanks to the rough surface, a good deal of rolling and
dodging, about the most notable performance in this respect

being by Holder,

At Keppel Gate.
This is one of the most exciting points on the course. The

road, after sweeping round a wide curve, drops sharply
down to Crag-na-baa Hotel, the turn at Keppel being made
all the worse by the fact that it is partially obstructed 'by the

rails which support the gat-eposts, and these, by the same
token, considerably obstruct the view. This is the sort of

thing which puts A. J. Moorhouse on his mettle, and he
just galloped down the hill and whipped through the gate,

bouncing and bumping over the road inequalities with a look
on his face as though he were at last in his happiest element.
The Scotts, as usual, made no more fuss than if they were
flying above the road instead of rolling along it. Godfrey
put in some tremendous speed. Adamson, misjudging the
curve at Keppel Gate, swerved across the road into the turf-

covered wall, and everybody expected to ' see a few dusty
somersaults. However, he made a most magnificent recovery
when it seemed quite impossible for anything but a smash to
happen, and a moment later was going as merrily as ever
and just as fast. Hugh Mason got a bad wobble on just
above the turn at Crag-na-baa Hotel by putting on his foot
brake too suddenly, but a little dexterity soon enabled him
to right himself again.

Judging by the crowd that was assembled here, the locals
evidently regarded this as a great point of vantage, and
indeed there was a good deal of sensational riding to be

seen. The German N.S.U. team put in some fine corner
work, adopting the lean-in-machine lean-out-rider principle.

Stanley and C. R. Collier arrived neck and neck, came
round the corner in single file, and then proceeded to go
in for a hot scrapping match down the hill, in which the
honours, for the time being, went to the single-cylinder.

Sproston, coming wide, had a near shave for the wall,

and the great Jake and F. A. Applebee put up a fine

match, which showed that as far as speed was concerned
they were as nearly as possible equal. Applebee was, how-
ever, easily the quicker round the turn.

A little lower down I came upon Lord looking down his

nose at a tyre that was cut, evidently by a sharp stone,

clean round from bead to bead, and quite beyond any
temporary patching up. Mason's Matchless appeared to

cease firing for a short time, probably owing to a stopped-
up jet, for the rider's vigorous float-tickling got it to fire

again, and there appeared to be no recurrence of the trouble.
Jolinson's Matchless presented a pecuUar appearance, as the
back mudguard was broken, and dancing about upon its

supports gave the appearande that the whole machine was
taking spasmodic jumps.

At Hilberry.

An exciting bit of speed work was seen here when Jones,
Franklin, and de Rosier came down the long straight all

together and at a huge speed. The first-named held on
with full throttle right through, and, whipping past the
others just before the corner was reached, negotiated the
turn in fine style and with a wonderful spurt. W. H. Bashall
was also prominent here, and flung himself round with a
look about his chin that said, "Finish, at all costs." As
for Berlie on the M.E., he proved quite the most
wonderful corner-man in the race, and was perceptibly taster

at this point than any of the others. Leaning over at an
extraordinary angle, he went round as though no corners

had any terrors at all and cheerily waved his hand to

me. His ovntion -was tremendous, and everyone at Hil-

berry would have liked him to finish high up. His
machine, by the way, weighs only 120 lbs. Lister Cooper
stopped on his fourth lap with a broken exhaust valve and
made a smart replacement, only occupying six minutes in

the process. It was no surprise to him to experience further
trouble, for ill-luck dogged him throughout. C. R. Collier,

suffering from an almost flat punctured tyre, took the
corner in his last round in a decidedly alarming manner
and rolled considerably. Brewster arrived with his gear
seized up, but eventually got away with the belt rim spokes
strapped to the wheel spokes.

W.G.A.

Measuring the engine

dimensions in a private garden

immediately after the finish

of the race.
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Hew the Winner Fared.
Godfrey's success was an extremely popular one, and his

face beamed with joy on being informed of his success.

W. H. Wells seized him by the arm and paraded past the

crowd at the enclosure, amid cheers from the spectators.

The race was well won, but it had been a terrible strain on
the riders.

Godfrey won a most uneventful T.T., having practically

no enforced stops at all. He filled up with petrol at the
end of the second lap, but had no other occasion to visit the

depots. The Indian mechanical oiler worked perfectly, and it

was only on the last lap that the hand pump was used as a

measure of precaution, as, at the Ramsey hairpin, C. E.
Murphy had signalled to Godfrey the position he lay in by
holding up a single portentous finger. Godfrey was not
aware or had any idea of the positions he held during the

race up to that point, and henceforward the speed was
piled on, the machine not having previously been opened to

the last notch. The low gear was used practically only for

the hairpin bend on Snaefall and for picking up after the
" gooseneck."

l^j^OT^ILE, 697

There were only two incidents of any note. A sparrow
flew into the driving chain near Sulby, and got badly
mangled, causing the breakage of eight chain rollers, and
afterwards Godfrey had a narrow squeak passing another
competitor near Crag-na-Baa. The man in front was on his
wrong side, and Godfrey had to go wide over some very
rough ground. His only bit of scrapping was with H. A.
Collier, whom he managed to pass between Quarter Bridge
and Crosby.
An hour after the finish, when other competitors were still

encircling the course, Godfrey was in bed in peaceful
slumber.

The party of Dutch motor cyclists who visited the island

especially for the T.T. Races attracted much attention. They
all carried tiny flags on the handle-bars.

A half-crown sweepstake was organised in connection with
the T.T. by the A.C.U. officials at the Sefton Hotel, the
]X)ol being £50. V. A. Holroyd drew the winner and
received £25 ; Owen Clegg seconii, £15 ; and C. H. Bramley
third, £10. Ten per cent, of the total was deducted as a
contribution to the Douglas Hospital.

1. O. C. Godlrey (SJ Indian), winner of tlie

Tourist Trophy. Godfrey's time was 3h. 56m.
lOs., which equals a speed of 47^ m.p.h.

4. C. B. Franklin (8} Indian), who upheld the honour of Ireland and was
second, only 3m. 49s. slower than the winner.

A GROUP OF WINNERS.
2. Quentin Smith (3* Triumph), second of the

single-cylinder riders to flnish.

3. A. J. Moorhouse (3} Indian), a popular
Mancunian, third in the race.

J. A. CarviU (3i Triumph), first single-cylinder. Carvill's time was
4h. 16m. 49s., equal to a speed of 43} m.p.h.
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The Kilometre Speed Trials on Tuesday.
The flying kilometre trials were run off on Douglas

Promenade in a depressing drizzle, and in the presence of

fuUy 40,000 spectators. The wet made the concrete track

extremely tricky, and the oflScials wisely cancelled the

second half of the programme in which the competitors were

to take a return run in the opposite direction. Notably

Harry Martin lost a good deal of time through the rather

haphazard manner in which the signal that the competitors

had passed the finishing line was given. De Rosier made
a good burst of speed, but was never all out, and he started

cutting out a hundred yards before the line. In stopping he

had to correct a decided wobble.

The times were as follow :

OUR ARTIST'S lAPRESSIONS OF THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

Class B.
Time. m.p.h.

D. C. Bolton (2 Martin-Jap) ... 39s.. .. 57.35
H. V. Colver (2J Enfield) ... 43|8. . 51.54
P. Weatherilt (2J Zenith-Gradua) ...

Cl,ASS C.

... 44is. ... 50.6

J. T. Bashall (4 Bat-Jap) ... 35i8. .. 63.34

W H. Bashall (4 Bat-Jap) ... 35fs.
... 36|s.

.. 62.48
S. A. Newman (3| Ivy-Precision) ... .. 61.45

Ci^s D.
J. De Rosier (7 Indian) ... 29fs. .. 75.57

H. D. Shaw (7 Indian) ... 31#s. ... 70.34

J. J. Cookson (7 Matchless-Jap) ... ... 36s. .. 62.13

CLUB NEWS.
Oxford M.C.C.

The hill-climbing competition advertised to take place at
Kop Hill on Saturday has been postponed.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The results have now been declared for the twelve hours'
trial, which was held on June 24th. The following qualified

•for gold medals

:

Marks l&st.

H. W. Ballardie (3i Triumph)
R. M. McCulloch (3i Triumph)
W. Deans (3i Rudge)
G. W. Orr (3i Ariel)

F. Blair (6 Zenith)

York County M.C.C.

The second Quarterly Trials were held on Saturday last

over a 94 mile course to Austwick and back. The following

made non-stop runs, qualifying for silver medals : W. E.

Asquith (1910 Triumph), R. W. Glenn (1911 Triumph), J. 0.

Mitchell and Miss J. Mitchell (1911 3^ h.p. Premier and
sidecar).

Derby and District H.C.C.

In the flexibility hill-climb held on Hazlewood HiU on

Saturday last, and decided upon greatest difference in fast

and slow times, the winner proved to be A. Ainsworth

(3i Rudge), E. G. Boissier (3i h.p. H. and M.) being second.

and C. Foley (3^ h.p. Bat) third.
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Club News.—
Liverpool A-C.C.

On the 9th inst., there will be a, speed-judging contest for

ladies in sidecars, in«et at the Stage, at H a.m., while the

following week, on the 16th, a run to Kendal has been
arranged, meet Sefton Arms, at 10 o'clock.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

The open hill-climb on July 15th includes a division for

amateurs only, and also another for ladies, so that a

bumper entrance should be assured. Entries close July 9th.

and further particulars can be obtained from A. V. Deacock.
" Sonning." Highgate Avenue, N.

Cork and District M.C.C.

A gymkhana was held at Garryvoe Strand on .June 22nd.

but owing to the wild and wet weather only two events

could be run off. Results :

Tilting at the Ring.—1. P. A. Egan (34 h.p. Triumph) ;

2, M. J." Chambers (3^ h.p. Eudge).
Flying Half-mile.—1, R. S. Russell (3i h.p. T.T. Match-

less), 3bis. : 2, L. Dobbin (34 h.p. T.T. Rudge). 36s. : 3,

R. Atkinson (3i h.p. Rudge). 36?s.

aas

6gg

Nottingham and District M.C.C„
His Grace the Duke of Portland has again kindly lent the

track at Clipstone for the next meeting on August 19th.
There will be seven open events for various classes of
machines, and entries close on August 10th. Particulars
from J. King, 8, Shakespere Street, Nottingham.

Willesden Green C. and M.C C.

There will be a reliability trial and speed-judging contest
on July 16th, the course decided upon being from head-
quarters to Coventry and back. All entries must be sent
to J. C. BaU, 166, Chapter Road, Willesden Green, before
July 10th. The first and second prizes are a pair of Kemp-
shall tyres and a Whittle belt respectively, presented by the
manufacturers.

Pontefract M.C C.

The hill-climb for the Robson trophy took plcae at Mins-
thorpe last Thursday, the winner being Col. J. R. Shaw,
J. P., the club's president, on a 4 h.p. Scott. W. Bentley and
H. Marshall, i-iding 3^- h.p. Triumphs, tied for the second
place. Fastest time, T. Dunk (T.T. Triumph). A knock-
out competition was won by A. H. Buriiell (T.T. Triumph).

A group of

competitors in the

Sydney M.C.C.'s

hill-climb at

Eastwood,

N.S.W.

THE COAST RIDE.
IN

our last issue we briefly referred to the completion of

F. Dover's ride round the coasts of England, Scotland

,

and Wales. Exigencies of space pi-evented the publica-
tion of many interesting details last week, and doubtless

many of our readers will be interested to read a few addi-
tional particulars which it was impossible to include in the
daily reports sent to us by post, these naturally being of the
shortest possible description, owing to the fact that they had
to be hurriedly written at the completion of the day's journev
and posted the same night.

State of Machine and Accessories.
When our representative strolled round to Lawrence's

Hotel, Liverpool, on June 25th, at noon^ and in a deluge
of rain, Dover and Sawer (his riding companion for

the last four days) rode into the Square looking fit and well.
The 3i h.p. Premier, beyond being very dirty (it had not
been cleaned during the whole of the ride), was in excellent
order. The footrests were bent, the speedometer out of
action, and the horn dented, but nothing else was .amiss.

With regard to the tyres, the front one still had the
Clincher Dreadnought pattern on the tread, and had been
punctured once. The back cover had been replaced at Brid-
lington. There were eight patches on the back air tube,
but both tubes were still in order. Two Lyso belts were
carried, the new one being used during the wet weather
as a precaution against belt slip. The old one still looked
good for a lot of wear.
With regard to the seals, those on the engine and on

the frame were intact, but that on the front wheel forks
had broken off through vibration. Those on the back wheel
forks had to be removed to replace the tyre. With regard to
the engine, Mr. Dover informs us that the sparking plug
was never taken out or the e.xhaust valve removed, and it

was pulling as well during the last tw^enty miles as at the
commencement. No attention was paid to the carburetter,
and no tools were used on this portion of the mechanism,
neither did the Bosch magneto receive any attention w-hat-
ever, except for lubrication at different periods.

Dover's tales of the North-west of Scotland will not
encourage the motor cycle pastime there, for he says he

averaged one hundred dismounts per day, most of them
to enquire the way. The usual answer to this query was
" Nae sae far," an estimate that often proved to be thirty

miles. 'rime moves so slowly in these districts that the

inhabitants have no idea of expedition as we know it.

On one occasion a funeral party was disturbed, who were
carrying all their food and utensils for a long journey,

and they could not have travelled less than fifteen miles

on foot from the nearest place from which they could

have come. In many places the crofters ran away when
they heard the machine's approach, and in some of the

villages the inhabitants were so frightened by the engine
explosions that they would not go within ten yards of

the machine.

In some of the wild parts of Scotland the sheep ran in

front of the machine for miles till they could run no longer,

when they lay down exhau.sted, and the rider was able to
pass. The horses in some instances ran till they were tired

out, and then, pressing their heads into a bush or hedge,
trembled until the machine had passed.

At one place in Scotland, after suffering eighteen spills in

one day owing to the loose state of the road surface, Dover
decided to cut that bit out and take the steamer to Thurso.
Upon making enquiries, he was told that the steamers ran

often, but this proved to he once a month, and as the steamer
had left three days before his arrival he was compelled to

finish the journey by road.

Ready to Go Again.

Dover told us that, with the exception of the North-
west of Scotland, he was ready to go over the whole journey

ag.iin. He summarises the whole trip by saying that he

would not undertake it again without a companion. The
long journey is too lonely, and the long distances mean all

riding and "sleeping, with no time to look round and admire

the various points of interest en route. For a long tour of

this description, Dover thinks that one hundred miles per

day is quite sufficient, pro\nded one takes an intelligent

interest in all the architectural and scenic beauties of the

route.
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THE TITAN SOCIABLE CARETTE.
THE little three-wheeler of which we give two

illustrations was lately brought before our

notice hy the makers—the Titan Motor Wheel

Co., Far Gosford Street, Coventry.

Outwardly this vehicle is built very much on car

lines, being fitted with a hood and artillery wheels.

E\ery care has been taken by its makers to provide

for the comfort of the passenger and driver, and the

Titan is said to be capable of a speed varying from

four miles to forty miles per hour.

effected by threequarter pitch roller chains. The
change of speed is controlled by two pedals, and which-

ever gear is required the pedal for same must be

depressed and held down by the foot. When both

pedals are released free engine results. Only very

slight pressure is required to keep the pedals down,

and as they are placed in a comfortable position they

serve as footrests. The frame is made of armoured

wood laterally supported by steel cross members.
Laminated elliptic front springs and grasshopper

a
A rear view of the Titan carette. Thi

The motive power is a single-cylinder 5^4 h.p.

water-cooled engine with B. and B. carburetter; the

ignition is by high tension Ruthardt rhagneto. The
epicyclic two-speed gear box is bolted to the crank
case and driven by gear wheels from the engine

crankshaft, and the speeds provided are in the ratio

of 6 and 9 to i and transmission to the rear wheel is

j-wlieeler, o£ whicii we give a description, ready for tlie road.

inverted rear springs ensure easy riding. The steer-

ing is by rack and pinion, and the wheelbase is six

feet, the track being four feet. Two internal

expanding brakes are fitted to the rear wheel only,

one operated by foot and the other by hand. The
engine is controlled by the throttle only, the lever for

which is on the steering column.

>-•••—<

REMOVING CARBON WITHOUT DISMOUNTING CYLINDER.

AFE^\' weeks ago we had an opportunity / _ ,

of witnessing a demonstration of the Watkins
;

-

patent internal carbon deposit remover, the 1

results obtained being excellent in every way. The i'

apparatus consists of a cylinder of oxygen, connected :!

to which, by means of a flexible connection, is a length
of copper tubing. The valve caps being removed and
piston placed at top of compression stroke (both valves
closed and cylinder walls swept by piston now being
covered), the oxygen is forced into the cylinder and a.
light applied. The terrific heat obtained completely
burns away all carbon deposit in a very short time.
Messrs. T. J. Sully and Co., of Old Town, Clapham,
are, we understand, the only people possessing the
necessary appliances, and are willing to clean a single-
cylinder motor cycle engine thoroughly by the above
method in under fifteen minutes at quite a nominal
charge. What a boon this invention will be to the
motor cyclist who will be able to obtain a clean
engme m so short a time with practically no trouble a P"' "f 'he erecting shop at the Scott Engineering Company's worts,

and at a low figure ^^^ Vtaee machines in course of erection are the T.T. models ridden by
6 E. Myers, F. A. Applebee, and F. Philipp in the Senior Race on Monday.
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A NEW INFINITELY VARIABLE GEAR.
BY the courtesy of Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

we had an opportunity last week of examining

a new infinitely variable gear which is extremely

simple and not particularly costly to manufacture, and

which, on account of its efficiency, promises to be very

successful.

Briefly, the gear consists of an expanding pulley on

the engine-shaft with a correspondingly expanding

belt rim on the rear wheel. The operating mechanism
for contracting and expanding the two pulleys is inter-

connected, so that when the engine pulley is expanded

the belt rim contracts, thus taking up the slack of the

belt, an arrangement of the leverage compensating for

any variation in the opening of the flange. It will

readily be seen that, owing to the difference in the

diameter of the two pulleys, it is necessary to provide

a compensating arrangement of this nature, otherwise

the tension on the belt would be variable, whereas
with the device under review the belt tension remains

constant. The gear ratios vary from 3^ to 5 J:; to i.

The engine pulley has a fixed and a loose flange,

the latter being the one nearest to the crank case.

Surrounding the pulley is an aluminium case, similar

to the rlutch cover already fitted to the Rudge-Whit-
worth machines. This has cams formed on its face ;

a dis.' \'^*h. corresponding cams lies against the edge
of the case, .md the disc is suitably connected to the

loose flange. Pall races are provided to take up the

thrust, and a coil sj;iing keeps the washers in p sition

Sectional view of tiie

eogine pulley. The black

portions represent the
movable flange and the
cam disc.

and also prevents any possibility of the balls dropping
out. To operate the cam disc a long flat lever is

suitably fastened to it, working in a quadrant on the

tank. A rod is attached to the disc and extends to

the rear hub operating mechanism, so that when the

cam disc is partlv rotated the motion is communicated
to the hub mechanism, and the two work in unison.

The rear wheel is built up with a special hub over

which slides a sleeve. The fixed portion of the belt

rim is attached to the wheel spokes, but the loose flange

is spoked to the, sleeve. Five studs in the sleeve pass

through slots in the wheel hub and into a bush, so that

the drive on the loose flange is partly taken by the

spokes of the wheel hub and partly by the studs. The
bush is connected to a rod passing up the centre of

the hollow axle. When the rod is operated by a

lever pivoted on to the chain stay, the loose flange of

the belt rim moves outwards, and allows the belt to

drop furthc! down the groove. The lever, as already
mentioned, i> connected to a rod passing to the cam

Part sectional

end view of rear

hub and belt rim.

The sliding flange

is shown black.

±a_
disc of the engine pulley, so that one movement of the
hand lever expands one pulley and contracts the other
and vice versa. A coil spring is provided in the hub,
which keeps the loose flange at the lowest gear
position.

At the time of writing several of these gears were
being made for use by the private owners of Rudge-
Whitworth machines who had entered for the T.T.
Senior Race. We think it worthy of mention that it

was only on the morning of June 23Td that the draw-
ing office work on this gear was commenced ; the

drawings were handed to the works on Monday,
June 26th, and the first machine fitted w^ith the gear

was on the road on June 28th. By working night and
day the firm was able to send complete gears to the Isle

of .Man by the following Thursdav. |une .'9th, a record

in rapid construction which we think would be difficult

to enuilate and hard to bent.

One of the T.T. Rudge-Whitworths Dtted with the new inllnilely variable

gear described in the accompanying article.
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The B. and B. Variable Jet.

1 am now busy testing the B. and B. variable jet

carburetter, and am absolutely charmed with it. A
case of spare jets is well enough, but it is an awkward
job to change loose jets. To make their sockets petrol

tight is not always easy, and if a .speck of dirt be left

on the fibre washer there will be a leak, while these

fibre washers are delicate and brittle, often breaking

in process of detachment.
With the variable jet you can make a toolless

adjustment from the saddle, and get precisely the

aperture }ou want. With the aid of a few^ file marks
on the butt of the spray chamber you can further

return at any instant to any adjustment that you have
found useful for a particular purpose in the past.

Before long three or four differentiated settings

will be punched on the outside of my carburetter, and
whether I am competing in a petrol consumption
trial or a speed test my carburetter adjustment will

only demand a second or so in the making.

Cutting out the Float.
The meaning of the above headline may not be

obvious at first sight. It refers to a practice I adopted
in racing work on twin^cylinder machines some years

ago. When the engine was running at a very
,

high

speed I discovered that a few extra miles an hour
could be obtained by pressing down the float tickler,

and so letting the petrol run straight through from
tank to jet without any intermediate cut-off at all.

In more than one event I beat the trade rider of my
machine simply and solely by means of this device.

I never quite worked out the theory of the notion to

my satisfaction. One would have thought that if the,

float chamber were never allowed to fill up with spirit,

owing to the savage suction on the jet, no extra

supply could have been gained by mechanicallv

holding the float out of commission, but, anyhow, the

fact of extra speed was indubitable. Of late years

I have ridden single-cylinders almost exclusively, and
for several seasons past I have tried the same plan

on them without the least success. Not long ago 1

particularly wanted to outstrip a rival machine in an

all-out sprint, and the makers told me to hold

my float down when I had worked up speed. I com-
plained that both hands were required to keep' this

particular machine on the road, for speeds have gone
up since the time when I first adopted the notion.

The makers replied that it was only necessary to hold

the float down for a second or two. The r.p.m.

would immediately rise, and, would remain at the

higher figure, which is distinctly curious. I tested

their information, and for the first time in my experi-

ence I found the plan paid with a single-cylinder. I

have performed one or two experiments, e.g., riding

without a float at all, and keeping the petrol tap

closed until the speed has risen. Finally I got a
Bowden carburetter tickler and fitted it permanently
to my machine. The engine will do somewhat over a

mile a minute for short distances. When it is

travelling at this speed I cut out the float ;for a few

seconds, and the speed immediately rises two or three

miles an hour, and does not drop again when the

float is released. Readers might send their views or

similar experiences to the Editor.

Hill-climbing and the Scottish Trials.

By all accounts the Scottish Trials will not be a

mere picnic on the level, even though the trade desire

for decent surfaces has influenced the promoters to cut

out Amulree and Cockbridge Hills. I hear that Cairn

o' Mount is no ordinary pimple. It is over two miles

in length with a decent gradient all the way, and in the

upper portion there is a S bend resembling the Devil's

Elbow on Cairnwell, but consisting of an infinitely

stiffer gradient. We have to go north of the Tweed
nowadays to find hills which really test motor cycles

without throwing the burden of trick riding on the

jockeys. Excessive length," combined with a rational'

degree of twistiness and a sustained gradient, are the

excellent features of the Scottish climbs.

Explosive Puncture Sealers.

I am all of a tremble. On June 15th I gave a recipe

for a home-made puncture sealer, alleged to be popular
in America. This week a writer, signing himself
" Chemist." remarks that this recipe produces a most
powerful explosive ; should a tyre so filled hit a large

stone at high speed the result of the impact would be
"Sailing, sailing up into the blue.

Front wheel and back wheel and motor cycler too '
"

I have not had time to verify this remark as yet,

but let me hastily ejaculate that I can only be seen
at the oflice by special appointment.

The trio of Frenchmen in the Junior T.T. Race^who were entered on
Alcyons: Francois Sain, Michel Canale and J. Garbero. -tThe Alcyon
machines are gear and chain driven.
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Service Tweed Caps.

Scotch, and Irish Tweeds.

Brown and Grey Shades, 3 6.

Holland Dust Caps, 2/11.

The Service All-weather Suit,

For all Seasons,

is the best e\er offered at the price, 25/-. Jacket and Leggings. Thoroughly Water-
proof, \\'indproof, and Dustproof. Approval. Deposit,

Fawn Double Texture Material, seams stitched and solutioned.

Jackets 36 in. long, fitted with storm cuff. Leggings button at side, and fasten on
Trousers with strap. Jackets only, 16/6. Leggings, 8/6.

Waterproof bags, with leather straps for carrying All-weather Suit, 2/6.

Black *'Asbestor' Gloves.

Best Quahty curved glasses, trimmed
Chenille, Gauze sides, 3/6.

Rubber Goggles.
1 /9, with spare lenses.

Everclean Collars.

3 for 1/6.

iiin. deep, sac \vrist. extra strong leather,
double palms. 3/3.

The Service Anklets and Trousers

Protectors,

Thoroughly waterproof. Price 1/-

Strongest glove made. Guaranteed to
stand the test of heat, steam, water,
and washing. Price 6/6 per pair.

Dust Suits.

Holland Jacket and Leggin^-s, 10/-.

Holland Trouscr Overalls, with Apron,

THE SERVICE COMPANY, LIMITED,
292 and 293, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. (Established 1889.1

New Trouser Overalls.

Fitwn Double Texlnrc
Wiit'Tproof Material, ciuir-

unt.iKl.

Made to fasten Toimd
waiMt. also strap under
tciot.

State in«ide lei? meas-
ureiiiont. Our priee, 13/6-
Suld elsewhere 16/6-
Ja.tcts IG/e-

JUNIOR T.T. RACE ISLE OF MAN.
21 h.p. M.O.

VALVES,
Bosch Magneto
38 Guineas.

«ftFORWARD" THIRD.
beating 35 well-known

lightweights.

First Amateur

Rider to Finish.

Only One Forward

entered.

A Marvellous

Performance

Machine was fitted with the

New C.A.P. Carburettor and Reliable Forward Belt
Fastener.

Forward Cycle Co., 9, Edmund St., BIRMINGHAM.

Ill ansirering these advertisements it i-i desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle
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* * English - weather - proof
'

' Garments at

Dunhills
Specially suitable for the vagaries of an English summer

This

Little

Book

Waterproof Cape-
With sleeves and pockets.

Every freedom and very
practical. With patent
fastener and strap at neck.

18/6.

No 109S.

Dust Cap.
Made in a light washable
material to match dujt
t-oats. With curtain to
protect the back of the

head from dust, 3 6.

Waterproof
Cap Cover.

For wear over an-ordnary

cap, with curtain to cover

the back of the head and

ears. In black waterproof

material and dustproof

material' 4/6.

No. 2985.

Waterproof Coat,
Double texture, double
breasted, guaranteed for

two years.

16/8, 21 -, 33 -.

No. 2qi.

Doiible-Breasie<I Tweed Jackets.
291. Drencher proof, covert coat length, deep extension

storm collar, sleeves fitted with wind cuffs. Also in

fancy check frieze and Devon cloth. Send a postcard
for detailed particulars and self-measurement form.

Trouser Overalis.
The cheapest on the market and til a best. Guaranteed
absolutely waterproo.' for 2 years. Practically untearable.

2865. Without seat •.
. .

.

18/6.

2983. Second quality, ditto . . . . 13/6.
3014. Extra stout material, ditto .. ..£11/-
2865a. With seat . .. .. .. €1 1/-

2984. S:cond quality, ditto .. .. 16'6.

3015. Extra stout material, ditto . . ..£15/-

"The Best is Cheapest in the End"
Go to Piinhill's and find out that it

is also cheapest in the beginning.

Write for new Illustrated Catalogue.

359-36l,EUSTON ROAD,LONDON, N.W.
GLASGOW— 72, St. Vincent Street. MANCHESTER—88, Cross Street.

//' riiisu-i-rinf/ tliig ndvri'tisement it is desirahh to navtioii "The Motor Cycle.
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iDITOR
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his <:orrespondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

"Records."
[5707.]—The present glut of records is very depressing

reading, particularly laiv-breaking six days' rides, and I

beg to enter a protest against sucli records, and hope motor
cyclists will join in a movement against them.

This sort of thing is bringing the sport into great odium,
is highly dangerous to the public, and is certain to lead to
more systematic and constant police traps all over the country.

G.C.

The Vicious Dog.
[5708.]—Quite lately, while the dog trouble was at its

worst, I made application for membership in the A.A. and
M.U., asking them at the time of writing whether they could
lend a helping hand in this matter. A most kindly reply
came from Mr. Stenson Cooke, stating that they would be
perfectly ready to act if I sent in the name of the owner of

any dogs who should on more tlian one occasion in the future

cause me trouble.

Wliile heartily endorsing the remarks of "GP5684" regard-
ing the necessity of legislation, it would be far better to
obtain the assistance of the existing societies rather than
inaugurate anv new institution for the purpose.

W. A. DOUGLAS-HAMILTOX.

The Coast Ride.
[5709.]—In looking over Fred Dover's log, I see he has

an entry for June 12th, " Jolm-o'-Groat's to Fraserburgh, no
hills," which is a little strange if he took the proper coast
road to Fraserburgh. We have not more than nine miles
away the famous Pennan Hills, or Braes as we Buchan
people call them, and, owing to their very steep nature, the
cart wheels have to be spragged on descending, and the road
surface is very bad on tyres.

We have a good few motor cyclists in tlie Broch, who
own first-class 1911 machines, and when they require them
tested to the fullest they can get that done on Towie and a
great many others quite as stiff as Rest and be Thankful or
the Devil's Elbow, on the coast road between John-o'-Groat's
and Fraserburgh. BKOCHER.

Saddle Comfort.
[5710.]—I feel it my duty, in the interests of motor

cyclists, to write and ask you to put before your readers tlio

following experience.

I ride on an average some four to five hundred miles a

week, and until about nine months ago never felt that the
various saddles I tried were quite what they ought to be
from a point of comfort. I then tried one of the XL'AU
anatomically moulded and cantilever sprung saddles. The
difference this saddle made to one's comfort is difficult to
imagine. I can now ride 150 to 200 miles at a stretch with-
out feeling any discomfort.

At Whitsuntide I was persuaded to try one of the same
company's pan saddles. I rode tliis saddle in the Birmingham
to Land's End and back competition, doing 288 miles at a
stretch without any discomfort whatever ; in fact, the
saddle gives one the sensation of sitting in a comfortably
padded armchair minus the arms only.

I have absolutely no interest whatever in the makers,
and it is simply because I wish the virtues of this type of
saddle to become known to fellow motor cyclists that I

ask you to publish this letter.

R. VERNON C. BROOK,
Hon. Secretary Birmingham M.C.C.

Tyres Blowing off Rims.
[5711.]—We notice from time to time mention of tyres

blowing off rims, and latelv have seen cases where riders

have had their holiday spoilt through this fault. It may
interest some of your readers to know that three or four

layers of tape put round tlie inside of the rim is an almost
certain cure. We have had so many cases of this trouble

brought to us that we are surprised this tip is not better

known.
CROYDON CENTRAL MOTOR CO.

A Combined Handle-bar and Lamp Bracket.

[5712.]—We notice in the issue of June 22nd that a Mr.
Milne has patented a carrier for lamps and generators. We
have already made, advertised, and sold such a carrier in an
improved form to the one your correspondent refers to.

Your correspondent has one fatal error in his drawing,
and that is the generator socket has a slot in it which will

become squeezed with the tightening up of the whole carrier.

It will then be necessary to loosen the carrier to detach
the generator. There are only two machines on the market
as far as we know at present that could use your correspon-

dent's style of carrier at all.

HALL AND SONS, LTD.

StiU Another Conversion,

[5713.]—I enclose a photograph of a 6 h.p. Singer
tricar which I have converted into a sociable. I thought
it would be of interest to you and your readers. Practically

i

\

1

^ ^R^^ ^w \

i

1 M
r^X

Th5 cost ot converting this tricar to a sociable was about £7. (See

accompanying letter.)

I have rebuilt it myself, and reduced the weight by about
1 cwt. It is most comfortable, and far exceeds my expec-

tations in running. No doubt other readers will repay
themselves in a similar way, the cost not being heavy

—

between £7 and £8. JONAH BADGER.
A3S
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Great Reforms in the Scottish Six Days' Trial.

[5714.] - Mr. Pratt'j letter [No 5678J on the above

calls for some little coinment.
Alttiougii the route this year will possess a better se of

road surfaces, this does not mean that it will be no test,

as Mr. Pratt seems inclined to think, and it is not easy

to understand his attitude in hoping for increased severity.

In the matter of hill-climbing, Mr. Pratt must not forget

how all tl>e changa speed mounts were completed " outed
"

at Arrochar.
I think, in all fairness to the other competitors who did

£0 well on hills, that this should be pointed out.

.J. DONALDSON.

An Experience of a Two-jet Carburetter.

[5715.]—Noticing several enquiries recently regarding the

iJinks two-jet carburetter for motor cycles, I thought a little

account of my experience would not be amiss.

I have one fitted to my 34 h.p. two-speed Humber, and

find it a very great advantage both for flexibility and power.

There is only one lever to manipulate, whilst for slow

running only one jet is in operation, for fast work the two
jets are brought into play, the result being that a much
finer mixture is produced in tliis way.
The difference is particularly noticeable on my Humber

—

whereas the explosions used to be woolly, they are now
more crackly. This enables me to mount hills which were
hitherto impossible on the top gear.

There is also a noticeable saving of petrol, as for slow and
'ordinary running only the small jet is in operation. The
carburetter is very flexible, and engine picks up much more
rapidly without knocking than any other that I know of,

also it is wonderfully easy to start. A. C. BOBBINS.

Change Speed Gears and Sidecars.

I [5716.]—In reply to your correspondent under the above
heading, I have ridden and driven motors of various makes
since 1902, and purchased my first Scott in the early spring
of la«t year, and purchased a 1911 model this year. I used
my last year's model almost exclusively for sidecar work.
The machine was always ready for its work, and took me
over a very considerable portion of the English counties.
My sidecar was the Millford spring wheel, and when on

tour with my wife we carried over 60 lbs. of spares and
luggage.

I never knew I had a two-speed gear except for occasion-
ally giving it a kick when requiring to change speed or
starting. Starting was in itself a pleasure instead of a task,
as with a simple kick of the starting lever after having
flooded the carburetter, I was able to sail away much to the
astonishment of the usual crowd.
As for your correspondent's statement that we only use

our sidecars for two or three days a week or for a sixty
miles spin, I went a tour on mine last year, starting eight
miles south of Hitchin, running right up to the Lakes with

A prettily-decorated motor cjcle which was seen at the Eastbourne
Coronation festivities. The machine—a 34 h.p. Triumph—is the property of
Lionel 0. Hudson of that town.

A34
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one stop for the night at Boston Spa, and on next day
with one stop for lunch at Kirkby Lonsdale to Portinricale.

Whilst in the Lake District I climbed every hill which

came in our rounds, including Red .Bank, which is about

1 in 3i (but on this particular hill I had no luggage and

had to drop my passenger), and after a fortnight's running

round I motored back here with one mechanical trouble
.

near Ilkley. That in itself is not a bad record for a machine

I was warned was not prepared for th'e heavy work it had

to tackle. NORMAN HODGSON.

[5717.]—In your issue of June 15th I notice a letter on tne

above subject. I consider I am qualified to answer several

points raised therein, for the following reasons. I reside in

a remote corner of the British Isles, where the best roads

average 6 to 10 feet wide, full of deep ruts, boulders and
holes sharp angles, and gradients from 1 in 4. Against the

unanmious advice of all who ought to know, I purchased a
sidecar. My mount is a 3^ h.p. two-speed P. and M. I

have driven the sidecar about 2,500 miles in this country, and
I think for severity of gradient, etc., this district (Shetland)

would be hard to beat in the United Kingdom.
The result of my experiences is as follows. I had much

difficulty in getting into the steering, but it is now perfectly

simple. I find the combination comfortable to both pas-

senger and driver. The frame stands the strain, and wear
on tyres is not at all excessive. When engine, etc., is tuned
up and gears gripping well and road conditions good, I can

take a ten or twelve-stone passenger up a long 1 in 6 'or

1 in 7 gradient. With delicate handling I can work up a
short 1 in 4 gradient.

But (and this is the crux of the whole business) to get any
satisfaction out of such a combination, the machine must be
kept up to concert pitch. T clean my- cylinder out evei-y five

or six hundred miles—a three or four hours' job. Grease is

apt to work on to the rings and cause slipping of the gear.

This must be carefully attended to^ I never drive all out,

the average with sidecar being fifteen or sixteen miles an
hour. I cut down all weight to the last ounce, and do not
like a heavier load than ten stones, preferably less. This
simply means I have to tune up my machine as if for a race

every five or six weeks, and is certainly a drawback, but
what would you have? You cannot have it all one way. I

cannot afford a car, and I want to take my wife and children

out for an occasional spin. To do so I must give my machine
constant and assiduous attention, which I do rmgrudgingly.

I have had none of the trouble experienced by your corre-

spondent, and can only suspect that he has been expecting
too much and has not been giving his machine proper care
and attention. CHAIN DRIVE.

[5718.]-^Sitting disconsolate in an hotel in a small town
in Somerset I turned for solace to Thf, Motor Oyde, dated
June 15th, which had just been forwarded to me on my
tour. In it I read letter No. 5675 from "Never Again" on
the unreliability . of change-speed gears. The latter might
have been written by myself, so completely am I in sympathy
Vi/ith the writer.

After ten years of India, I had looked forward to this

holiday with eagel' anticipation. The idea was to get a
motor cycle and sidecar and .take my wife for a prolonged
tour, lasting three months, through Britain. I had had three
years' riding experience with 3^ h.p. machines and sidecars,

but my district in the Punjab was as flat as a pancake, and
the roads excellent.

The advice of several well recognised experts in England
was to get a high-powered machine fitted with a change-speed
gear for this country with its hills and dales. Behold me
then with an 8 h.p. machine of well-established reputation
fitted with a two-speed gear, which, though usually fitted by
the firm, is not of their own make. The fixed sidecar was
also made and supplied for the machine by the firm, the
combination costing over £100. , •

We started, and for 300 miles all went well. From that
time to this we have done in all 2,500 miles, but never more
than 200 without more or less serious trouble, in nearly
every case due to the two-speed gear.

A fortnight ago our troubles came to a climax. The gear

seized up ten miles from anywhere, and the combination
had to be conveyed in a cart to the nearest garage. On
being taken down the balls in the gear bearings were found
to be double cone shaped and the spindle hopelessly fired.

The gear was returned to the firm, who sent me a new
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RELIABILITY
2,025 MILES IN SIX DAYS

ON THE

I
Vibrationlcss Lightweight

H. V. Swilt. who, riding a 2} h.p. Dougbs
covered 2,025 miles in six days.

Ihat are

startfi?—T.R..^
wc

\ry.

Six Days' Hide on a Lightweight
H. V. Swift, of the Sheffield and Hal-

lanishire M.C.C., completed his six days'
ride on a 2J h.p. Douglas at 9.30 p.m.
on June 21st, having covered 2,025
miles. The daily distancea, routes,

etc., were given last week, see page
626. In a telegram handed in at Shef-
field within a few minutes of the com-
pletion of the ride, he says :

" Finished
9.30 p.m. 2,025 miles in six days. Little

Douglas stood the great test remarkably
well." Mr. Swift was checked by mem-
bers of his club and timed by a member
of the staff of the SheiKeld Daily Tele-
graph.

fo)/

Hon

F lurlher proof is necessary as to the efficiency, comfort, and reliability of the Douglas we refer readers

to the remarkable results achieved in the M.C.C. LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN in Which
SIX DOUGLAS'S entered and gained SIX GOLD MEDALS; fonr retnrning
obtained FOUR SPECIAL GOLD MEDALS while Mr. Eli Clark secured
SECOND PLACE for the CHALLENGE CUP with a total variance of only
7 mins. 5 sees, being only a difference of variance of 2 mins. 39 sees, from the winner ; a 3J h.p.

machine. Then there is the END-TO-END LIGHTWEIGHT RECORD STILL UN-
EQUALLED—you are missing the joys of motor cycling until you ride a Douglas. Let us prove it

to you to-day.—Write

London 0FFI0E-S86, Gosweu Eoad. EC, DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL. Telephone—51.

In an.iwcring t/i}S jcl vert isemen t it is desirable to rnenfion ''The Mofor Oj/ch/' A35
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PoweU & Hanmer
<

* Manufacturers

^ With thirty years' experience. You can there-

^ fore rely upon these lamps.

Complete with Generator,

27/- each.
The best value in the market.

Every Lamp Guaranteed.
Write for our new list, we make several

patterns.

Works: Chester St., Birmingham.

4^^^%^%%%%%%%^^v«^^%%^^^^»^^

The BROOKS B 104^
{padded top). Price
{enamel finish on'y),

29/-

now is the ideal touring time, BUT

—

The tour- itself will lack In perfect
pleasure if you fail in preparation.

In such the Saddle must ever be a first

consideration, for no other fitment will

influence that pleasure to a like degree.

Hence when you

specify
the saddle choose a BROOKS, because
there is none othe.r which can embody
the BROOKS Patent Compound Springs

—the springs which have a perfect

compensating action and make the

roughest road—" vibration-less."

And the bag—let that also be a

BROOKS
for behind every one that bears that
name there is an actual experience of

the Motor Cyclist's needs, and every
one makes for your comfort and con-

venience

Ask for the Motor Cyclist's edition of the

BROOKS BOOK now— before the tour .

J. B. BROOKS 81 CO., LTD.,
49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.

Note that samples 0/ all BROOKS Saddles, and Cycle and
Motor Cycle Accessories, can be seen ai our Lotidon Slum-

rooms : II, Grape Street, Shajtesbury Avenue, W.C,

The BROOKS
Carrier Bag—

B 96S2.
Price 26/-.

Reg. No. 5475-7'

In answering tnest aav'ertisements it is desirable to mcniion "The. Motor UijcU."
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spindle, but disclaimed all responsibility, saying that lubri-

cation was at fault. I knew this was not the case, as the
gear had been freely lubricated before every run. However,
I accepted what they said, and off we started again. The
gear bearings on this occasion were packed with grease, but,

nevertheless, twenty-five miles had not been covered before
the gear had seized again, leaving us unfortunates with five

miles to the nearest town, and here we are again for an
indefinite period with the gear once more returned.

Oh for a reliable variable gear ! I feel hopeful, however,
that your advocacy and this year's T.T. race will bring it.

It will find an eager purchaser in PUNJAB.

[5719.]—In reference to "Never Again's " letter, when
I firet thought of investing in a sidecar machine I had visions

of similar troubles with a heavy twin, and so finally decided
on a 3^ h.p. two-speed Humber, to which I fitted a light

Key sidecar, and I have no reason to regret my choice.

In four months I have covered close on 3,000 miles, and as
most all of my journeys have been between 150 and 300
miles, I think "Never Again" will agree that this is

genuine touring.

I think that a motor cycle that will pull a sidecar from
Manchester to Aberdeen through rain and snow in March
in twenty-two hours is all that can be desired ; the distance
between these two cities is 333 miles.

As for the two-speed gear. I have found this well up to
its work, and it requires very little attention.

Like "Never Again," tyres and belts are my only trouble;
they wear out far too quickly.

The other points raised in his letter I think are rather
exaggerated, or else he has been very unlucky.

For myself I believe the 7 h.p. and 8 h.p. engines will

in the future only find favour on quad cars.

B. LEE SUTCLIFFE.

Insurance.
[5720.]—With regard to Mr. Priestley's letter [5703]

respecting my previous letter [5656], there is no "peculiar
clause" in my policy beyond the statement, "number of

Eersons carried, one,'^ and as this is evidently intended to
e a condition of the policy, the fact of carrying two persons

upsets this condition.

The policy referred to is an A.C.U. policy, and I accepted
the decision of the insurance company that they must
repudiate liability for the reason stated above. I judged it

advisable to make the fact known in view of the increase of

"carrier seats" one sees on the road.

ADSUM.

Lon? Distance Runs.
[5721.]—It would appear that we are to witness a surfeit

of long distance runs, and I write to ask you if you do not
think that such runs are absolutely unconvincing and totally

misleading to the public?

Such runs should be offidally observed, and so we should
know exactly what has been done to the machines whilst the
rider is asleep. I write in no carping spirit, but I venture
to think that were a car to start on such a t«st both the
motorcarist and the press would scarcely take any notice of

it. Nowadays any runs not observed by the R.A.C. bear
no weight, for a very good reason. I met a friend of a
rider who recently made an attempt to beat a long distance
record, and he told me that every night as the rider finished

two friends collared his machine, and ripped' off the cylinder,

ground in valves, or fitted new ones, and generally over-

hauled it, so that the rider practically started on a new
machine every morning.

Pratt has hit the right thing in arranging his trial under
A.C.U. observation. HARRY G. BELL.

The London-Edlnboigh Bun.
[5722.]—As a sidecar passenger in the above run I shall

be glad if you will insert this letter. There were no fewer
than a score of cars entered in this M.C.C. event.

The cars started immediately behind the sidecars, and
several of them being high-powered, they, of course, caught
up the sidecars very quickly, very often passing at a high
speed, thereby raising a cloud of dust, which, beside being
very unpleasant for tlie competitors, was, in the majority ot

instances, highly dangerous, as it was impossible to see any-
thing for some time after they had passed.

705

One or two of these cars would pull up by the roadside,
and shortly after come tearing up again with another cloud
of dust in their wake. This, I may add, happened the whole
way to Edinburgh.
We heai 1 no end of grumbling at Edinburgh by the side-

car competitors, and also by the back motor bicyclists. If the
car owners want a reliability trial let them organise one
on their own, and not interfere with the motor cycle trials.

PULVIS.

Power and Sidecais.

[5723.]—Referring to the correspondence which has from
time to time appeared in your columns regarding power neces-

sary for sidecar work, I thought you might be interested to

know that I had the pleasure the other day of a ride in a
sidecar propelled by a little single-cylinder engine of only

65 mm. bore, geared about 6 to 1. This tiny engine will

with two up attain a speed far above the legal limit, climb
steep gradients without pedal assistance, throttle down to

four miles an hour, firing regularly, and even take ordinary

gradients at this low speed. It was a revelation to me, and
will doubtless surprise those of your readers who champion
tremendous twins. The little machine weighs over 140 lbs.,

and the weights of the driver and the writer were 10 stones

and 11 stones respectively. H. F. HENDRY.

[5724.]—In view of the correspondence in Tha Motor C'l/rle

from time to time on hill-climbing sidecar machines, etc., the

enclosed photograph may be of interest. It depicts my 1911

3i h.p. two-speed Premier and sidecar on the steepest part

of Sutton Bank. I made two clean ascents, with an eleven-

stone passenger, as in photograph, on June 22nd. The com-
bination is most satisfactory, as besides its hill-climbirg

J. C. Bennett Mitchell, wtio climbed Sutton Bank on a 3^ tup. two-speed
Premier witti sidecar attaclied.

powers it has a very decent turn of speed on the fiat, and is

economical to run. Moreover, it is a fairly low-priced outfit.

J. C. BENNKTT MITCHELL.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
H. Lutwyche wishes to thank a fellow motor cyclist who

offered him the use of a cover to ride home with, although
he was a perfect stranger to him.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way (or

loss of copy In the torm ot manuscript, drawings, or pliotographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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The WaU Trijvcle.

To distinguish tlie tricycle chassis illus-

trated on June 22nd from otlier products

of the Roc Co., it will be marketed under
the title of the Wall tricycle. The frame,

fork, clutch, and gear are all covered by
patents or registered designs.

Agencies Wanted in South Australia.

A firm already representing a fail

range of motor cycles in South Australia

is on the look-out for new agencies.

Manufacturers of motor cycles and acces-

sories who are not represented in this

portion of our Empire can obtain the

name and address of the firm in ques-

tion on application to the editor.

How to Cross the Channel

We are informed by the Borough
Engineer of Folkestone that the Zeeland'.

Steamship Line on the Queenborough-
Flushing route now only 'runs day
steamers, the night boats now running
from Folkestone leaving that town lor

Flushing at 10.45, and . arriving at

Folkestone from Flushing at 5.30 a.m.

Return ticket (available for eight days)

:

First-class 26s., second-class 15s. Single

fares for motor bicycles 7s. 6d., motor
tricycles 15s., double-seated motor tri-

cycles 3Cs.

The Brooks Sparking Plug.

The name of " Brooks " being practi-

cally a household word among motor
cyclists, they will be interested to know
that the Brooks sparking plug, which
we reviewed a short time ago in these

pages, is giving universal satisfaction.

Among its merits may be mentioned its

ability to withstand the hottest spark,

the finest glazed steatite being used in

the manufacture of the insulator, and the
electrodes are produced from pure
niokel. Another advantage of this plug
is that it is perfectly gastight, its con-

struction being such as to render leakage
impossible. No packing is used, and
the body of the plug— which is made
throughout of steel—is rendered rust-

proof by a special process. Readers who
are on the look-out for a first-class plug
ehould make enquiries from the makers,
J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham..

Making Joints and Stopping Leaks.

Conrad W. Schmidt, Limited, Car-

penters Road, Stratford, E., sell a large

number of preparations which will especi-

ally appeal to motor cyclists. " Coverole
"

is a material for stopping leaks in petrol

tanks, pipes, unions, etc. Any prepara-

tion which will cure trouble of this kind
should be heartily welcome. " Jointilak

"

is a specially prepared gold size for maK-
ing oil-tight joints on crank cases, etc.

Goggles for Shortsighted Riders.

An exceedingly serviceable pair of

goggles has lately been placed on the

market by .
Messi-s. Jaquemin Brothers,

Hatton Garden, E.C. The lenses, which
are of chlorophyll glass, and obviate

JULY 6th, igii.

Speel and Voltage,

It is not generally known that the
H.H. battery used by F. A. McNab is a
6 volt one, and it is interesting to record

that he used this system of ignition in

one of his recent record
_
perform-

ances. He hopes to use it again in an
attempt on the hour record which he will

shortly make.

When Sending Repairs.

We are asked by S. Hall and. Sons,
18-20, Swinton Row, Edinburgh, the
makers of the F.R.S. lamps, to caution
readers when sending repairs to write
their names and addresses fully on the
labels and to pay carriage. A lamp has
been delivered at their Birmingham depot
hearing .a M.U. and A.A. badge, but
there is no address on the label, and the
firra. have received no letter of instruction.

The raihvay labels are marked Hazel
Grove. Will the owner kindly commu-
nicate with them ?

Repairing Cracked Horn Bulbs.

R. Surridge, 28, George Street,

Camberwell, S.E., has introduced, a
device known as a "horn bulb patch."
This is a rubber covering designed to the
shape of and made to tit over the horn
bulb. It prevents the bulb /rom wear.

The useful pair ol motor goggles made by Msssrs. Jaquemin Brotliers.

A pi'Iion basket seat which can be fitted in four
different positions. It is made by Messrs. Hender-
son, Camden Street, North Shields.

A3S

all irritating effects of the sun's glare, are
oval in shape, and are of ample size.

The goggles, which are compact, dust-
proof, and well ventilated, adequately
protect the eyes and lit comfortably over
the face, and possess the advantage of

being capable of being worn over pince-
nez or spectacles, a fact which will

strongly appeal to all short-sighted riders.

Being made by a firm who have had a
long experience in the manufacture of

goggles, those under consideration are
optically perfect, and, in consequence,
cannot injure the eyesight. They are
Kold ni a neat and compact case.

New and Second-hand Mounts.

An interview with Mr. Webster, of the

Holborn Auto Exchange, Ltd., 1991. High
Holborn, W.C, elicited the fact that the
company was doing a brisk business in

second-hand machines. The company
has also a very good stock of new
models, including Bradbury, M.R., and
Douglas machines, and one of its speciali-

ties is the H.A.L., a smart little ma-
chine fitted with either a 3^- h.p. J.A.P.
or Peugeot engine ; the fittings through-
out are Chater-Lea. The machine has
also Druid spring forks, and the wheel-
base is shorter than the usual motor
bicycle. One of these machines gained
a gold medal in the London to Edinburgh
run.

and will enable a cracked one to be used.

It is quite effective, as we have tried one
personally, and it possesses the advantage
of being considerably cheaper than a new
bulb. It is sold by the Service Companv,
Limited, 292-293, High Holborn, W.C."

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of the latest booklet
issued 'by the Union Rubber Co., of

Manchester, and 4, Great Eastern Street,

E.C. In it are found references to the
latest type of Turco tyres and every kind
of rubber accessory, including repair out-

fits, tyre plasters, gaiters, motor soap,

carbide, waterproof clothing, and nu-
merous other useful accessories. It may
be had on application to the firm.

New Pattern Goggles.

W. and R. .lacobs, 39c, King William
Street, E.G., inform us that in response

to the suggestions made to them by users

of the Le Grand Reflex goggles, they are

now making the front lens in two pieces,

divided in the centre, with a small metal
.fixing clip. In this way fracture of the

glass is extremely rare, as there is a

certain amount of "give" in the centre

of the frame, while in the remote case

of breakage the cost of a new half lens

is, of course, half of what the complete
fitment would be.
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MOTOR BICYCLES
The Choice of those

who "know."
The best points of all other Standard Machines, and the many

exclusive, common sense improvements devised by ourselves, com-

bine to make the ROVER 3^ h.p. Motor Bicycle

The Most Practical All-Ronnd
Machine on the Market.

Men with actual road experience— whether they ride for

pleasure, for business; or to win—choose the ROVER, because

they know that for Reliability, Comfort, Economy, and

Speed, it stands alone.

At any of our addresses, we shall be pleased to demcn

strate the many practical points of this serviceable

machine, or Catalogues will be sent on request.

The Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry.
LONDON—S9. 61. New Oxford Street, W.C. and

1 9. Holbom Viaduct. E.C.

CROYDON— 9a, George Street

LIVERPOOL—Central HaU .Buildings. Renshaw
Streel-

NLWCASTLEON-TYNE - 86, Norlhumherland
EtreeL

LEEDS— 36. Guildford StreeL

DUBLIN— 23. Westmoreland'StreeL
BELFAST-81. King Street

Price complete, with Free Engine Clutch, £55.

An
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Ride in Luxurious Ease
^

,

ON AN

Price 20/-,

23/-, aQd
30/- each.

SADDLE.
Throw away your present torturer

and R.I.P. evermore.

We are so confident of

pleasing the most exacting

customer, that we undertake

to return the full amount

paid to us for any XL-ALL
Saddle should it not, in his

own judgment,' surpass
every other saddle in any

respect.

This Week's Testimony—
Cox's Motor GaragCj," St. Andrews Hill, Cambridge,

Gentlemen, June 28t]i, 1911.

The representatives of the Motor Cycle firm have
seen my XL'ALL Saddle. I told them they ought to fit

them as Standard.' You will hear from tbem I am certain.

I have shown it to another Motor Agent, Mr. ,»and he

is delighted with it. Can you let me have the agency.
Yours truly, Y. T. COX.

Birmingham Motor Cycle Club,
Gentlemen, June 28th, 1911.

I am writing to tell you how pleased I am with your
Pan Saddle I rode this saddle in the Birmingham-Land's
End-Birmingham Competition, a chstance of 288 miles at a
stretch each day, and at the end of the run was as comfortable
as if I £had fceen sitting in an easy chair. '

I suflered neither
soreness nor backache, both of which were common to other
riders in the competition. I am quite confident that your
saddles are The Only Saddle. 1 am continually urging ray
friends to have one. ^^'isbing you every success.

Yours faithfully, R. VERNON C. BROCK, Hon. Sec.

IT SPRINGS MORE than any
OTHER MAKE.

IT NEVER VARIES ITS TILT
LIKE ALL OTHERS.

IT SPRINGS AT THE PEAK
AS MUCH AS AT THE BACK, WHICH

NO OTHER WILL DO.

A LOWER SEATING POSITION
CAN BE OBTAINED THAN WITH

ANY OTHER,

THE SPRINGS ARE ADJUST-
ABLE TO ALL RIDERS, WHICH
CANNOT BE DONE IN ANY OTHER.

Our output has tretled in 6

weeks, yet not a single saddle is

in stock, so order early to get

quick delivery.

XL-ALL, LTD., 6 & 7, IVioselev St., BIRMINGHAM.

MAGNETO
can be fitted or dismounted
even by inexperienced hands

y

Other features which should not be overlooked are the following

:

The "N.F." Magneto, by reason ot its simple construc-
tion and few wearing parts, has a much longer life

than other makes. The armature cannot burn through
even when considerably overloaded, on account ot

a very special insulation and suitable spark gaps.

Space does not permit of mentioning other im-
portant features, we therefore ask you to

send for a booklet, post free on request.

S.WOLF&Co.,115,SouttiwarkSt.,London,S.E.

Telefrranis'

"Widei-stand, Lontlon.'
Telephone

:

5172 Central.

Agents for fitting " S.V." Magnetos :

Tilann A Oveiton, Ltd.,].'., Com-
intircinl lloail,Ein!Uin;rhara

I'alaiJfc Koad, S.V

-STEADY AS A ROCK-
Accarate as tbe Greenwich Time Ball.

"JONES"
MOTOR CYCLE SPEEDOMETERS

aie

:

Unapproachable
for

RELIABILITY.

ACCURACY, AND

GOOD SERVICE,

MODELS :

25, Speed to 6o m.p.b., a id

Season's Mileage t.i to.ooo

mik's £3 3

31. Includes also trip nitlea?-!;

and automatic reset

£4 4

Zi. Above with addition
ot maximum sueei
hand £5 5

FULL PARTICULARS OF

MARKT & Co, (London), Ltd.,
6, City Road, LONDON, E.r.
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f^k THERE IS
NO DOUBT

that to secure reliable and efficient service means
reliable goods. These to be so must be well designed,
skilfully made, and excellently fin shed, all qualities
of which are embodied in the belt that has
the always gripping, never slipping qualities—the

VATAWATA
BELT.

A belt that will enable you to obtain every ounce
of power out of your engine without wastage of

petrol and increase of running charges.

Urile for BookUl B.

O. & W. ORMEROD, LTD.. :: ROCHDALE.
LoDdoD : W. B. BROOKE, 16a, British Grove, Uammersmilh, W.

,1 ujisu-cnnrj these adi-eili^rinciils it is desirable to iiunlion, "The Motor Ciidu n.|I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these columns
—First a words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately,

Name and address must be counted. In the
case ot Trade Advertisements a series of
thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters shou.'d be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"
Coventry, or London (20, udor S(reet, E.G.), by
the firit post on Friday morning previous to
the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hnnd

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, .IS many readers like to know what machines arc
lor sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further aiaeld.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, andKorthumbcrland,

Westmoreland.
SECTION 11.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION TIL
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Clieshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
j

SECTION V.
I

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.
'

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmartlien, Cardigan, and Pembroke. '

SECTION vn
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Comwall#

SECTION X,
Scotland,

SECTION XU
Ireland and Isle of Man.

FOR VALUE
AND SQUARE
TREATMENT IN

ALL EXCHANGES

WAUGHOPE'S
ARE EASILY FIRST.

Send details of your present mount, and receive

approximate cash allowance we ofer in part pur-
chase of a New 1911 Model of any best make.

OUR STOCK INCLUDES:
3931. 5 h.p. 1910 Tourist REX £35
3560. si h.p. 1910 Tourist REX £36 10

I h.p. 1910 Lady's MOTOSACOCHE 30 Gns
4039. sjh.p. 1911 ARIEL, variatjle gear £45
393+. ^th.p. lO'O ROYAL ENFIELD .. £27 10
+o'S7. 5 h.p. 1911 Toiirisl REX 30 Gns
li'll- ijh.p. igro MOTOSACOCHE .... £22 10
to()0. ij h.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO £22 10
3509. 3j h.p. 1909 MINERVA £22 10
1040. 7 h.p. igro Two-speed INDIAN . . 50 Gns
4110. 3j h.p. igro 17ree-ensine TRIUMPH £43 10
3923. 3jh.p. 1910 ZENITH GRADUA . . £40
4033. .)-(> h.p. 1909 Two-spcfd F.N 28 Gns
4011. H h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .. £25
4078. 9 h.p. 1908 Twin BAT 40 Gns
4004. 2} h.p. l9ro DOUGLAS £26 10
4107. 3J h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH 30 Gns
3933. 6 h.p. 191b Two-speed ROC & sidecar £47 10

3387. 6 h.p. 1909 EAGLE Runabout ... . £35
4100. 6h.p. 1909 CHATER-LEA Carettc 28 Gns
4086. 5 h.p. 1910 T\nn REX DE LUXE and

sidecar £46
3847. 3J h.p. FAFNIR £16 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH £20
4046. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £12 10
3'io7, ijh.p. J908 Two-speed N.8.U. .. 20 Gns
3947. 25 h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £24
4006. 2 j h.p. 1910 Two-speed F.N £27 10
3812. 31 h.p. 1910 PREMIER 2tt Gns
4093. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S £56
4084. 3Jlh.p. 1910 KERRV-ABINGDON 30 Gns
3099. 4"h.p. Twin N.8.U £18 10

296'i. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE 20 Gns
3323. 2} h.p. 1910 Twin N.S.U £22 10

1037. 3j h.p. 1906 REX £12 10

1530. 5 h.p. 19 10 Twin V.S £3!i

1092. 23 h.p. MINERVA £17 10

3189. 3ih.p. 190S Two-speed N.S.U. .. £22 10

5485. iJh.p. J.A.P £15

vois. 31 h.p. ARIEL £10 10

1726. 2} h.p. BRADBURY £10 10

1795. 2} h.p. F.N 9 Gns
2818. 3ih.p. ANTOINE £13
34ro. 3jh.p. N.S.U £18 10

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe L-ane, Floet St.,

1.0ND0N, E.G.
Telegrams : " Opificier, London."
"Phone : 5777 Holbom.

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to njention

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers,- ieUers may b«

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, zd. will be cliarged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies sliould be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London "

Lb added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

^-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by avaiLmp themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be dcposiie'd with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
.

goods is three days, and if a sale is eflected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we reiurn the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
/^lo the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lUflc and Eons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication th t the : oods advertised have
slrcady been disposed of. Adverliscrs often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacb

cno by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

O-l h.p. 1907 Triumph, handle-bar control, mapneto,O2 new tyres and belt, perfect condition; £23.—
Johnston. West Flatt, Egremont, Cumberland.

1 Q 10 SJh.p. Triumph, free ensine, new belt, new
J- «-'

- Dunlop non-sl:i(l cover, horn, bfad lamii and
generator, perfect; £40.-1, Market Place, Egremont,
Cumberland.

6 h.p. N.S.TJ.. 2-?poed and free engine, Whittle' belt,

Clair silenrer, p*?rfect Bide^^ar mnr-liiiip; exchange
single good malci-.— Stout, jun., Egremont, Cumberland-

3ih,p. Minerva, m.or , new back tyre and tube, re-
li een'Jy orerbaiiled. trood climbi^r, rea&on for

selling; £8.—Longritall, Cleatlara. Winston, Darlington-

REX. 1908. 3ih.p., Amac carburetter, new Palmer
cord back, studded front, lamp, good order; £l!G/10,

with Fit-all 2-Kpeed £18/10; will separate.—Box 7,747,
TJte Motor Cycle Offlees, Coventry.

MOTOSACOCHE, in perfect condition, free engine,
Whittle belt, latest frame, brand new, spring forks,

tuhukir stand and carrier, dry battery, new Palmer 'tyre;

£20.—Taylor, Pooley Bridge, near I'ehrith.

MOTOB Cycle for sale, in splendid eondition, Chater-
Lea, Pahnera, FN. carburetter; bargain, £7/10,

complete, ready for the road.— Glcnright, Sandersons
Terrace, Cramlington, Northumberland.

TUIUMPH, 1910. free engine model, perfect condi-
tion, mileage 2,200, no accidents. Palmer cord

back, new spare Clincher cover, new Antotjlipse lamp
and Lucas generator; £43; bought car. — 7,846, The
Motor Cycle Offlcea, Coventry

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

IQO8 N.S.U.. magneto ignition, 24x2i wheels; £17-—
J-t/ Burnel], Ferrybridge.

REX. 1908. 3ih.p-, magneto, splendid eondition; £18.
—Talman, Ocean Rd-, W'alney.

1 Oil 3ih.p. Free-engine Model Triumph, brand new;
Xt? £55.-35. Uueeusgate, Bolton.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, accumulator, good condition; £15/10.
Henshaw, wheelwright, Stockport.

lO^O 3ih-p. Triumph, in new condition, all tools and
S.fJ spares; £35.—R. Gill, Castleford-

1Q10 Scott, as good as n-ew; £40.—Smith and Son,
XiJ motor engineers. Monk Bar, York.

HTTMBER, 3ih.p-, 1910, free engine, 2-speed; £33.—
Aynscough, Beaufort St-, Nelson, Lanca-

1 QlO 3ih.p. Rex, practically as new; £28/10.-2,
-Ltf Victoria Buildings, FiaJiergate, Preston.

LATE 1908 Moto-Reve, magneto, twin,' complete.; sell,

or exchange higher.—32, St. Mary*9, York.

"1 Qll Bradbury; purcliaser unable to take delivery;
ii/ ofEers.—Booth, Artillery St-, Heckmcndwike.

T'^.X'^'ArrH, 1908 in perfect order; a genuine bar-

gam at £28.—Barker, joiner, Grassiuyton-

" The Motor Cycle.''
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Immediate Delivery Guaranteed
iQii 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, tree engine £63
igii 7 h.p. REX DELUXE, mth coach built sidette £84
IQII 3* h.p. PREMIER Tourist £47 10

iqii 34 h.p. Tourist TRIUMPH £48 15

IQII 35 h.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHITWORTH., .. £48 15

igioj 3 J h.p. Magneto REX, 1911 forks 38 Gns
Special 3.^ h.p. Magneto REX, with pedalling gear 35 Gns
igioJTwln REX DELUXE, igii forks and fittings £54 10

1910 5 h.p. Twin INDIAN, spring forks, green finish £52 10

1910^3* h.p. Magneto REX, 1911 forks, Continental
non-skids 39 GnS

Special 3J h.p. Magneto REX, Continentals, fitted

with pedals 35 Gns
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-suids 40 Gns
igio^ 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2jin. non-skids, 1911

fittings, cylinders, mechanical inlet valves . • £54 10

1910J 3J h.p, REX, 1911 spring forks, Continental
non-skids 39 Gns

19 10 3 1 h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever seat, non-skids 38 Gns
i9ioi'5h.p. REX DE LUXE, mechanical inlet

valves, two speeds, etc £54 10
igio 3J h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks, Cantilever 38 Gns
1910 3J h.p. Tourist REX, plate clutch and free

engine, pedals 45 Gns
igioj 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE. M.O.V., Cantilever

seat, 1911 forks and fittings £54 10

1910 3ih.p. Tourist REX, footrests, Caalilever,

Continental non-skids 38 Gns
i9iot 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, 1911 forks and

fittings 40 Gns

Special 3jh.p. Magneto REX, fitted with pedalling

gear, as illustration ; 35 Gns. Write for par-

ticulars.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"IQll 3ih-p. Zenith-Gradua; 1911 clutch model Pre-
JLiJ miei; delivery from stock; second-hand mactune.-i:
1910 5h.p. 'green Indian, little used, offers invited

;

2ih.p. Eex, maj;neto, new Dunlop tyre and belt, £16;
5h.p. Bex, twin. £14: 2ih.p. Bradbary. £5; 21i.p.

Minerva, £6 ; 1 ih.p. Minerva. £4.—Myerscough and
DunsmoTe, 25, Liverpool Rd., Gt. Crosby.

1 Qll 8h.p. Matchless, V.S. 2-speed, delivered month
-t-iJ apo, complete with P. and H. lamp, generator,
born, several minor spares, also Mills-Fnlford Herald
sidecar, everything absolutely as new. and only done 234
miles; cost £80/10. will take £68 cash, or accept Tri-
umph, Phelon and Moore, Scott. Douglas, or E-S.A
free engine, cash adjustment; must be in fine conditijn,
and 1911 model.—Box 7,835, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

1 Qll Triumphs. Bradburys, Hnmbers^ames, Zeniths,X «/ Enflelds. New Hudsone. Eudge-Whitworths, and
Douslas from stock; one 1911 Humber. 2h,p., light-
weight, as new, £30: one 1910 twin Moto-Eeve. £20
fq\m\ to new; one 1910 Ees. 3ih-p., T.T. model, new
'-tudded. tyre and new belt. £35. equal to new; one
Tritmiph. £30. sell at sight; one 3ih.p. N-S-IJ-, mag-
neto. £20; one 3;h-p. Eex, handle-bar control, £11

;

nne Bradbury, magneto, handle-bar control, jxxst been
overhauled, new tyres. £17: the above motors are tit.

ooraplete, and burcains.—Hebden. 149, Bt. James' St..
Burnley. Tel.: 488.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby.
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

UST Sell-—Et-Iiable motor cycle; any trial; excep-
tional barpain. £8.—Ison, Old I^ane. Bioxwich.

^BIUMPII. 1909, free engine model, tyiea and
machine perfect; £35.—Below.

UMBER. 2-epeed. and sidecjir, 1911 model, ridden
300 miles only; £47.—Bilow.

TRIUMPH, 1907. splendid order. £24; 1906 model,
Dnnlop studded, £20; Quadrant. 4h,p., Bosch mnc-

neto, £18: N.S.U.. magneto. £12.—Oswald Parker, Mel-
bonrne. Derby.

EAliliCRT, 2ih.p., h.b.c Just overhauled, re-

bushed, new coil, battery, belt, good condition: £10.

CLEMEXT-GAERAED Lightweight, h.bc. good
rrder. tpJendid tyres: £7. offers.- II, Fisher St.

Willenball.

.p. Lincoln Elk, 1911, lamp, horn; seen on

M

H

B

3i^

loio 3i h.p. Tourist REX, Continental non-skids. . 38 Gns
I'jioJ 5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, 2jin. non-skids,

latest improveraents £54 10
3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks, pedalling gear 35 Gns
33 h.p. Magneto REX, 84! x 89, h.b. control, fitted

with pedals 35 Gns
3J h.p. Magneto REX. Illustrated specification on

request 35 Gns
1910^ 3j h.p. Magneto REX, ion forks and fittings 39 Gns
1910 3j h.p. Standard Tourist REX, Continental

non-skids 38 Gns
1910 3! h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever seat, spring

forks 38 Gns
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, standard model. . 40 Gns
1910 3i h.p. Tourist REX, non-skids, Bosch mag. 38 Gns
1910 3.1 h.p. Tourist REX, plate clutch, free engine 45 Gns
1910 4 h.p. N.S.U. Model de Luxe, spring forks £36
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat 40 Gns
igio 3I h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever, spring forks,

non-skids.

1910 3j h.p. REX, tinished French grev 38 Gns
1910 3} h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever scat, spring

forks 38 Gns
Ditto ditto ditto ditto
Ditto ditto ditto ditto

1910 5 h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks. Continental
non-skids 40 Gns

1910 SINGER Moto-Velo, magneto, Druid forks. . £26
1910 3j h.p. Magneto REX. Continental non-skids,

spring forks 38 Gns
1910J 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, M.O.V'., 1911 fittings £54 10
1910 3j h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever, B. and B.. . 38 Gns
1910 34 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, free engine £52 10
1910 3 j h.p. Plate Clutch REX, free engine, pedal

starting 45 Gns
Kew Sidecars from £3 10s. Improved Exhaust Whistles,

3/9, post free. Send for List of Second-hand Machines.
Discount to Trade, and offers considered for

19 10 Madiines.

the Halifax Motor Exchange
LARGEST REX DEALERS.

16, Weste:£ite, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection.'*

Business Hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Australian Agent—Allen, 6, Westboume St., Petersham,

N.S.W.

HOBART, 2)h.p.. £38 model, in crate, just delivered;
flriit cherjue £34 secures.—Wheel era. agent, Chester.

ROYAL Enfield. 1911. brand new; cost £45. nearest
offer to £40— Particulars 27. Whitegate Lane.

Wrexham-

1 Qll Triumph and Royal Enfield free encine motor
J-*7 crclea deliverd from stock.— Oakley's, Station E'L,
Tlodnesford.

DOUGIvAS. brand new, in crate, 1911 model, pin^'Ie

speed, runnot take deliverr; £35.—Welliofrton Wks.,
Melbourne, Derby.

HUMBER Liffhtwoight, 2h.p., one month old; prod
reason for selling r £30.—A., Perkins, Sandford.

Nantwich, Cheshire.

ZENITH-GRADUAS. 3ihp.. in stork for iiniiiedinte
delivery.—Sole distriit agents. Paskells, Ltd.. 250.

Stafford St.. Wal;all.

BRADBURYS.-All models in stock for immedial*>
delivery.—Sole district agents, Paskella, Ltd-, 250.

Stafford St., Wal^nM.

DOTTGIjAS, 2;h p., 1910. splendid condition; any
examinatit n : Roi; fyres ; £28/10. — Nowlands,

Arboretum Ed.. Walsall.

1 Qll B.S.A., as now, ridden under 50 miles, take
J-t/ sidecar anywhere; any trial; cash offers at once.

—

Deane, Matlock Bath. Derbyshire.

1Q11 Models from stock; 2h.p. Humber lightwei^lit,
JL«7 3.'h p. standard B.SA.. 3jh.p. free engine Bnd-
bury.—Everitt's Garage, Droitwich-

,

3 ih.p. V-S- Motor Cycle, 2 speeds, new last. August,
2 and not scratched ; cost £59. accept £35 cash

;

idtMl for sidecar.—Ehe. Leawood, Matlock.

1 Q lOi T.T. Triumph, special machine, winner la^t
J-«7 Bradford speed trials, absolute new tonditu n
throughout, and nn-scratched. Cowey speedometer, tool^
oinplete; .sacrifice £41.—R. Else, Leawood, Matlotk.

TRIUMPH. 3h.p., £21; Minerva. 23h.p.. £16; ja?t
from works, re-enamelled and plated like new, mag-

netos-—Boothby, South Normanton, Derbyshire.

HUMBER, 1909i. 2-speed. excellent condition, witb
new Miiiford cane sidecar; £36, or exchange good

lichtweight and cash-— Gee, hairdresser. Mill St., Congle-
ton.

1Q11 7h.p. Eex de Luxe, and Miiiford sidecar, 2-

M-tJ speed gear, absolutely perfect: any trial; lowest
£50.—SomerTille, schoohnaster, 42, Eayleigh Rd., Wol-
verhampton.

CALTHORPE, 3ih.p., 1910, condition as new. Brcwu
and Barlow, new Dunlop belt, horn, and full kit cf

tools, epare<. eti\ : bargain. £28, no offers—T. Hodion,
High St. Eloswich-

DERBY Motor Exchange. 121, London Ed-, Derby.-
Zeniths, Ariels, Douglas from stock; 1910 3jhp

Minerva, never been on road, to clear. £35; 1909 Tri-
umph, perfect, £33 ; accumulator machines from £8

:

send for list; accessories London prices.

SIEMENS-!

.
OBACH .

DRY

BATTERIES!
are being used by some of the leading

motor cyclists of the day in preference

to accumulators or magnetos.

This size, price 7/-

with an economical coil, will supply

ignition current for a single-cylinder

engine for some thousands of miles.

H See result published last week.

Non-trembler Coil and Bat-

tery, as illustrated, £10

I Trembler Coil and Battery,|£l 3

Leather Case, with straps

for battery, 7/6

" Sizes to suit any space.

Write for Catalogue.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
ft Co., Ltd.,

CAXTON HOUSE.

WESTMINSTER, LONDON,
s.w.

v..
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to menlion " The Motor Cycle.' A45
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Farrar's

Sidecar
Guarantee,

We will repair or replace, within twelve months
from dale of delivery, parts which are, or become,
faulty through defective material or workraansliip.
Tliis guarantee does not include the cost of re-

fitting nor tyres, and no other responsibiUty, either
expressed or imphed, is accepted,

THIS
IS OUR MODEL DE LUXE.

Complete. £5 5 ~ O Complete.

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Atsolutely the finest value on llie market.

NOTK OUR Iront arm -which grips llie sidecar
CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this attach-
ment

.
AH our Sidecars are nnw fitted with Farrar's

quiclt detachable joints and cranked back axles,
refinements found nn verv few other makes.
Model ' DE LUXE " £5 5
MODEL C. with cane body £6
MODEL ' D," with coach-built body £7
MODEL E," with reversible child's seat.. £6 10

All complete with mudguard and

HUTCHINSON or CONTINENTAL TYRES
Discount to the Trade.

Delivecv from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
I Ov:. M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, SI KONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SPRUNG LIKE A CAR.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Clincher Dreadnoughts, rubber-studded.
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26x2!

30/-
30/-

Hulchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2} 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 IS/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

ENGINES. ENSINE3.
4 h.p. ROC and Bosch magneto £9

5j h.p. DE DION Pattern, water-cooled £7
5-6 h.p. SAROLEA, brand new, loio model,

fitted magneto, silencers, driving pulley.

etc £14 14
BRAND NEW 5* h.p. Twin N.S.U £9 10
iJh.p. DE DION, air-cooled £1 15
Phejon and Moore Engine and Frame £5 10
4* b,p. HUMBER, water-cooled £6 10
21 h.p, MINFRVA, cood puller £•; 10
2' h.p. SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10
2jh.p. RED STAR Engine, Frame, and

Wheels £3 10

Other engines accepted in part payment.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
1911 B. and B., complete 25/-

£910 .Amac, variable jets 22/-
5/- allowed for old carburetter.

igio Amac, second-hand 15/-
jQTn Am^c. twin outlet 15,'-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 23, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ''"'""'"'""

Telephone 919.

*^A*?

irom G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
21h-p. Lifrhtweig'lit, dropped frame, h.h. control,

2 footre&ts, a<:ijusta.ble pulley, Dimlops, recently
piat-ed and enamelled, £10; treadle latoe, 4in. centre,
back erear, slide re-st. etc., 10/-: C-A-V. 20 amp. accu-
mulator, 5/6; trembler coil, 5/6; wanted, 26x2i coTer,
beaded; back Te>"t.~25, Derby St., Burton-on-Trent-

THE Norfh Wale-s Motor Escliange, Rhosddii, Wrex-
ham,—Try UA for new Rudges. Beginners :^end

for lists of clieap motor cycles, iu good going order,
from £5; 31i p- Twin Rex, Bosch magneto, perfect tyres,

rubber-covered footboards, i^prin^ forks, very low built-

in lovely condition, splendid sidecar maclime, £25.

NOW or Never; giving up buainess.—First cheque
secures- Come over with cash and ride away; too

rheap for correspondence; must be liold within a week-
1911 3^h.p. Lincoln Elk, £26; 1911 3ih.p. Kerry, un-
n.-*ed, £39; 1911 S^^h.-p. James, T,T, model, tomb 60,
guaranteed, £36; 1907 S^h-p. Trimuph, Bosch, 1910 B.
and B.. £20 ; twin Douglas, Bosch magneto, perfect,
£16/10; V.S-, 5h.p., free engine, with sidecar, £27;
1911 3ih.p. Kex,- footboards, cantilever seat, £36. —
Motor Mart, Cavendish S%., Chesterfield.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Jutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

3ih-p. Rex, h-b.e., new condition; £17—W. Harper,
2 The Callis, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

1 Qll Bradbury (standard), ridden once only; £43.—
J- tf Morris, Coten End, Warwick.

1 QlO 3ih.p. Ariel, free engine, easy starting device,
-i-l' all spares; £37.—Morris. Coton End, Warwick.

1 Q08 4-cyl. F.N., gorji condition throughout: £18.—
-I- *y Morris, Coton Knd, Warwick.

1Q11 Bat-Jap, 8h.p., new; £60; in stock.—Brayshaw's
-I- *y Garage, Loughborough Rd-, Leicester.

3ih.p. Humber, free engine, chain driven; £4/15; good
2 order.— 55. Russell St., Peterborough.

FOR Sale, 1910 J.A-P. 2Ah.p. motor cycle, in perfect
order; £23.— Dniry, Sturton, Lincoln.

TWIN N-S.F;, 2ih.p., lightweight, 1910, nlmost new:
£28.—C. Chapman, Duston, Northampton.

10^ Free Engine Triumph, little ridden, like new;
£45.-4, Morton Terrace, Gainsborough.19

F-N. ; £17 ; good as new, tyres, etc, not scratched,
4-cyl.—Photograi)her, 193, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

DOUGLAS (1910), excellent condition throughout; ex-
pert examination invited; £29. — T. A. Morris,

Bourne.

3JLh-p. Bradburj»3, free engine and standard modesl in
2 stock for immediate delivery.—Main. 36, Parade,

Leamington-

ROYAL Enfield, twin belt, equal new, done 100, Pal-
mers. Brooks, lamp, etc; £35—174, Victoria Rd.,

Aston Manor-

TRIUMPH. 3ihp-, perfect condition, studded tyres,
spare belt; £34.—Burrow?, 3, The Crescent. Hock-

ley, Birmingham-

WESTERFIELD, 4h.p., J.A-P., Druid forks, new
tyres and belt; £12/10.-Hawthorne, Pollard

St., Kettering.

ZENITH-GRADUAS, 3ih.p., in stock for immediate
delivery.—Sole district agents, Paskells, Ltd., 62,

High St. Leicester.

DOUGLAS, Model D, in stock for immediate de-
livery.—Sole district agents Paskell's, Ltd., 62,

High St.. Leicester.

GEO. MAIN and Co., Hotel St., Leicester, can make
immediate delivery of Humber lightweight and 2-

speed motor cycles.

JAMES, new 1911 T.T. model, with big engine (86x
96}. only run 200 miles, guaranteed perfect; bar-

gain. £42.—Mos-s, Wem.

B. 8.A. Motor Bicycles ; immediate delivery.-Wat-
kins, the B.S.A. agent, Showell Green Corner,

and Stoney Lane, Sparkbill.

1 Qll 2h.p. Humber Lightweight. 2 months old, Pahner
XfJ tyres, no fault: £33 cash.—Box No. 7.749. The
Motor Cycle O-fflces, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., magneto, h-b. control, lamp, harn
;

£20, or excJiange casli for 1910 free engine.-White-
head, Braunstone Gate, Leicester.

DOUGLAS, Motosacoche, and Premier Lightweight;
inquiries invited; prompt delivery.—Midland Cycle

Depot, 15. Hales St., Coventry.

HUMBER, 3ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, new July
21.st. 1910, not run 700 miles; £34.-J. E.

Mounteney, 45, Ashby Rd,, Loughborough.

f)h.p. 1911 Lady's Singer Moto-Velo, slightly soiled;
'W 30 guineas, or exchange 3:lh.p. Triumph or other
good make.—Main, 36, Parade. Leamington.

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, new condi^on, standard model,
2 spring forks, magneto. Ma^on free engine ad-

iu^-table pulley; £30.—Bent. 99, Tung Richard's Rd-,
Leicester-

Ih.p. Lady's Motosn-coehe, standard model, spring forkii,

m;igneto, only ridden 6 miles; cost £42, sacrifice a1

£32.—Bent, 99, King Richard's Rd., Leicester.

Qilh p- Minerva, fast., reliable, condition as new;
/W4 XL'all forks and saddle. Kempshall. Clincher,
and St-anley belt, all new; £18. — Pearson, painter
Cleethorpes.

Farrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX '^"° -^in.ules

Irom G.P.O.)

Telephone 919.

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
j|-h.p., low, Rex spring forks, 1910 Amac. . £14

(I h.p., igio, with rgii spring forks £35

iJ h.p., igio, black finish £32
il h.p., rgio, grey finish

'. £32
(^ h.p,, rgog, Tourist, very good £28
1 h.p., igo8, Featherweight magneto .... £18
(ih.p., 1906, Tourist, M.O.V., spring forks £14

3i h.p., 1905, low machine, M.O.V £11

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.

y6 h.p., igo8, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
5-6 h.p,, spring forks, 26in. wheels £16 10
5-6 h.p., special model, rgog, magneto.... £27 10
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, cIuAch nredel £24
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, rgo8, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-6 h.p., rgoS, two-speed de Luxe, 1909

enguie £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto. . . . £21
5-6 h.p., rgo?, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch £23

N.S.U.'s. N S-U.'S. N S.U.'s.

5^ h.p. Magneto, 2 speeds £25
1908 Lightweight, Bosch magneto £17

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.

1909 Triumph, clutch model £35
igii New Hudson, three speeds £47

5 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V. , very good £18

ii h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., grand goer £12
3A h.p P. ana IW., magneto, 2 speeds £27

5-7 h.p. Twin Antoine, Bosch, 1910. B. & 13. £21

iglo Twin MotO-Reve, almost new £29

J h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, V belt £16

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

5-0 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar .. £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1909 Rex and sidecar .. £40

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

.f3 HAUN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
SiTO llUWn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.

3i h.p. Brown Bicar, M.O.V £110
2I h.p. Minerva, good £7
2 ii.j,. Humtier,,;^uodgoer £7
2 h.p. Iviinerva, M.O.V.j spray carburetter . . £7

3^ h.p. Rex, vertical, M.O.V., 26m. wheels . . £11

.01 T\A\a/N SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3J'* liUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.

3i h.p. low Rex, 1908, spring forks £14

3i h.p. Fainir, M.u.V _. £12

3i h.p. rQ06 Rex. M.O.V., ?rrinji forks £14
3" h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, V belt £16

CARS AND TRICARS.

5J h.p. Humberette car, 2 seater £18
5^-6^, h p. Kcxet.e, twosrecUs. a beamy £24
One ditto, re-varnished £20
t) h.p. Rover incar.uood yoer £17

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Cowey Speedometer, only done 5S2 miles.

.

Second-hand sidecar, rigid

Mills-Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar
Vertical Frame, with 26in. back .wheel, etc.

Prested accumulators, new, 1 5 amp
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new
Kew Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/109
T<ew Frame for vertical engine

New Sidecar Baskets, green or red

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils

£3 3
£3 10
16 6
£1 15
a/6
35/-

4/11
15/-
30/-
23/-
15/6

WANTED. WANTED.

Triumphs, Rexes, Mincrvas, N.S.U.'s, Douglas's,
Moto-Reves, and other magneto machine?.

Cash waitings

In answering these advertiaements it u desirable to mention '* The Motor Cycle.''
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w
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ILTON Cycle Co.,

VICTOEIA. SW—See barsains below; all best makes
in stock.

WILTON.—Bradburys in etock. free engine models ;

£54/10.

WILTON.—Clyno; sole S.W. asents; trial by appoint-
lueat-

WILTON.-Mafohle.ss ; sole S.W. agency; early de-
lireries.

TIT'ILTON.-igil Kerry-AbingJon, Sih.p. ; £45.

TX/'ILTON'.-lDll Moto-Eeve, 2Jh.p.; £45.

WILTON.—1911 Indian, 7h.p., with accessories; cost
£70 a week ago, accept £58.

"ryiLTON.-New Enfield ; £36.

WILTON.—1910 Douglas, new condition. 1911 im-
provemeats; £32.

WILTON.-1910 Moto-Eeye, 2h.p., with accessories:
£25.

WILTON.—7h. p. Brown, twin, Bosch magneto. B.
and B. carburetter, just overhauled; £32.

WILTON.-1909 5h,p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea, 4 speeds,
new Druid forks. B. and B. carburetter, Bosch

magneto, new Rom on back; £30, bargain.

W^^T0J<l—3ih.i). Excelsior. B. and B. carburetter,
£8/10; 2Jh.p. Precision-Enfleld. £6/10.

PPILTON—Tricar, 6h.p. International engine, water-
»f cooled, Ecnold patent 2-specd gear, Eenold silent

clams, wheel steering. 760x90 tyres; £30.
TI/lLTON.-Humber tricar, chain driren, free engine*' good ortler; £10/10.

""o'ue,

WILTON C^le C ... 110. Wilton Ed., Victoria. Lon-
»' don. S.W. 'Phono, 5115 Westminster.

ENFIELD, 2ih.p.. twin, both models in stock; ex-
changes entertained.

J^OUGLAS. Model D, in stock, immediato delivery.

TTOBAET. 2;h.p., in stock; exchanges entertained-
.1 , "°?? ^'''''es ?"'cn fqor magneto machine.^.—The(.royjon ilart. 86, South End, Croydon. Tel.: 797 P.O.
llli.p.Motosacoche. magneto. Dmids. spares; £22.-
-••i Dr. Hodges, Walton, Herts.

2g-''-'';.,'^'i'''°,''?'
^f^wsories. low, powerful; £8/10-'*-= 54. Euskm Av., Manor Park.

TUOTO EEVE; £20; 1909. 1910 magneto, twin, 21,.p._-L'i 24, Albert St., Eegent's Park.

F"?.,^"'*,' ? '"i Pi,JaP-Chater.Lea -Apply, Mr. Wynne
27. Nelgard Ed., Catford, S.B.

''''•"• "J°°«-

2f ''^.1 ^''Si "?? '^™'J'*'''°- «a«t. rcliable.-16. Coler-'•4 idge Ed.. Fjnsbury Park. £11.
y.S. 3ih.p. a.s new; £24; day tirae.-Eoberts 3, Alpha» Place, Manor St.. Chelsea. S.W.

^
JP4/10.-Minerva, lih.p h.b. control, good condition.t* -May, Electricity Works, Leathcrhcad.

'-"°""""'-

S°°rt?'' ^tl?- i>°f/^i'"'$^ speedometer, horn, tools,-' etc.; £43.-Bndge Ed., Walthamstow.

M°'^AIm^^^„"i''' *'?'• »"*«' condition; cheap.-^'.^ Alma, 52, Streatham Hill. London.
Qihp Kerry engine; will give sidecar trial; £5/10-"2 Carpenter, Motor -Wks.. St-imford HilL

pEJ 5. Heath St., namp,slcad. can give iramcdialel-i.*- delivery of following 1911 machines: '"""^"'""i

pEADBUEY Standard Free Engine or 2.speed Model

'

•»-» immediate delivery from stock.
ii"." -uouci

,

H°','!'^'?"''"V- ?'''J- ""-<P';"1 and free engine Imodel : immediate deiivery.
i"b"it

gAT, 7-8h.p., 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £60.

T'^'lFv?f^.^i4'8'/li.
"°'"''"* "'"'='• "" i°™edi«te de-,

B°^;?^„^e'-dll'.'v'e?y. ""' '"'•""^- "°''^' D= '-

'

F'^ilnll^late'l^lfverJ.'"'
""^ "="'"'^"^'>«' ^-o-s^e.^-]

LINCOLN Elk. 3ih.p.. 1911. £34; or 2,h.p., £28/10-
'

no waiting.

HANDY Hobart, 3Jh.p. twin, 1911. or 2Jh.p. • no
waiting. ^

I

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in stock-

!

no waiting.

Jg.S.A-. 1911. SJh.p., for immediate delivery; no wait.

"DAT, 6-6h.p., in stock, for immediate delivery.

TEUTMPH. 1911, free engine model, for immediate
dehvery; £55.

A LL the Above for immediate delivery; terms, cash^ exchange, or extended payments.—Only address,
Bey. 5, Heath St., Eampstead. Teh: 2678 P O.

. . ALBANY . .

Motorcycle Clothing
" ALL-
SEASON "

JACKET.
Guaranteed abso-

lutely waterproof.
In G rey-gree n
Do u ble-texture
Cloth to matcli
" Special " and
"Standard" Over-
alls, Double-
breasted and fitted

with best Detach-
able F[ee:e Lining.

You may put away
that Leather
Waistcoat and
Jacket, which are

vejy bulky and far

too hea\'y. The
Fleece Lining will

kr?ep you warm in

the- coldest weather
and if too hot can
cisily be detached.
It is light in weight
but very warm. An
ideal Jacket for

Touring.
A grand Coal ifym
are Campiug Out. Price 25/-

ALBANY

"STANDARD" SUIT.
Guaranteed absolutely waterproof. In Grey-green or
Fawn Double-texture Cloth.

«IAOiCETS only. Double-breasted, deep
storm collar and adjustable strap to exclude rain and
dust from neck. Inside and outside wind cufls, etc.,

etc. 18/-
L.EGOINOS only. Leather adjustable
bout straps. V-shaped gussets and patent dome
fasteners to keep out dust, rain, and wind. Extended
gaiter, etc., etc. No tiresome buttons. Easily slipped
on and off. 8/-.

Complete Suit 25/~
The

Albany 'Special'

Leggings.
A new design to protect

stomach from wind and rain.

Made in Grey-green Cloth to

match " All-Season " and
" Standard " Jackets, and
also in Fawn. These special

Leggings include every de-

sirable improvement. Tliey

come well up o\tr the
stomach and have Leather
Adjustable Boot Straps, also

Gussets and Patent Fasten-
ers. WithoutSeat. 13/11.
With Seat, including fly and
special convenience,15/11.
Our correspondents tell us
thc-sc are the best designs

and value on the market.

Thesi: Leggings, together with
an " All-Season" Jacket
li-ill protect you from the

severest weather.

VULCANISING & RETREADINa
Don't throw your Old T^tcs away because they have
burst. Send them to us and we will examine them
and let you know whether they are worth repairing.
No charge will be made for adWce given.

Terms, nett cash with order. Goods, if stock sizes,

sent by return. Send chest measurement and length de-
sired for Jacket, and inside leg measurement only for
Leggings. Send now for Catalogue & samples of cloth to

G. RAWS & SONS,
Motor Clothing Specialists,

The Albany, Oldhall St., Liverpool.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES.-Humber. 1911. S.th.p., 2-speed model.

Palmer lyres, as new; £40.

EAGLES—Triomph, 3h.p.. Hellesen ifrnition, h.b. con-
trol, many improTements : £12-

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 4h.p. twin. 1910, Bosch magneto,
m.o. valves, 1911 spring forks, 2-speed gear, free

en.ijine: £35; nearly new.

EAGLES.-N.S-U.. 2Ah.p.. 1910 twin, Boseh magneto,
m.o. valves, under-geared pulley, climbs Dashwood

and Rectory Hills, as new; £25.

EAGLES.—N.S-U.. 3ih.p-. ma::neto ignition, sprinj
forks, fine condition; £17/10. 1908 model.

EAGLES.—Singer Velo liphtweight. 1910, Bosch maff-
neto. Druid forks, adjuatable pulley, latest improT&'

ments; £21.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche. 1910 model, nearly new
Palmer tyres, Whittle belt; £20.

EAGLES—Moto-Eeve lightweight, 1910. single-cvL,
little a«ed; £18.

EAGLES.-Bradbnry, 3ih.p.. 1911 model, in stock;
immediate delivery.

EAGLES- — We have a few brand new single-cyl.

NS-U.'s. magneto ignition, spring forks, improved
carburetter, h-b. control, tool case, full set of tools,

; 3h.p.. £27 ; 3ih.p., £31 net cash ; deferred payments
arranged.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery of the N.S.U. 2-5pGed
gears, all sizes in stock; £5/15.

I
RAGLES.—Any cf the above can be had on approval;
-J deposit pystem.

EAGLES and Co.. High St., Acton N.S.TJ. West
London district acency.—Early delivery of 1911

models ; liberal allowances for machinee in part
pftyment.-Tel. : 556 Chiswick.

HAMPSTEAJ) Bargains.—Eey. 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead. TeL: 2678 P.O..—As below.

HAMPSTEAJD.—1909 Douglas, splendid condition;
£24 and £22; all accessoriea.

HAMPSTEAD.—Douglas. 1911. any models, from
ttot-k; 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—Bradbnrys, 1911, any models: im-
mediate delivery; cash or extended payments if

desired.

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumph. 1911, free engine model,
almost new; £50 with accessories.

TJAMPSTEAD.—1909 P. and M., good order, Trith
XJ. aecessoricri; bur;{ain price. £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Lincoln Elk, shop Bohed only;
spetial price, £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 Lincoln Elk, mugneto, good
condition, with accessories; bargain, £15.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Scott. 3ih.p., late, good condi-
tion, with aceesaorics; bargain, £35.

HAMPSTEAD.—MotOiyicoche, pood condition, new
Diinlop tyres; t;i3; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 brand new standard Triumph
in stock ; only house lu London for immediata

delivery.

HAMPSTEAD.— Sole London wholesale and retail

at,'ent3 for Lincoln Elkg; in fitoct-

HAMPSTEAD—1911 F-N-. 4-ryl.. latert type, onlj
len- wcek^ old ; £44.

HASEPSTEAD.—F.N.'a, lateet models. 1911. in stock;
no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—3h. p. Advance, fine condition, all

accessories ; a bargain. £8.

HAMPSTEAD.—2ih.p P.N.. latest model, all acces-
sories: £24.

HAMPSTEAD.—3h.p. N.S.XT.. magneto; £12; all ao-
cessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumph, 1910. splendid order, all

aeeessories; £38.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Eex, 3ih.p-, spring fork, mag-
neto; £20; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 5h.p. Indian, blue, almost new;
£50: all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-Humber, 1910, 2-5peed; £30; good
order.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Bradbury, splendid condition;
£35; all accessories.

MOTO-REVE, 1909, new condition, with accessories;
£18.

HAMPSTEAD.-Eoyal Enfield, late 1910. splendid
condition, nil accessories; £26, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Douglas, almost new, with ao-
cessoriea; £36; condiUon like new.

BEADBURT. 3ih.p , late model, condition like new;
special bargain; £3}.

HAMPSTEAD.—3ih.p 1911 tw^>-speed Hnmber.
almost liew, with accessoijc^- i45.

HAMPSTEAl 1 —Only hou^.e for great bargains and
qiiicfc delivery of iitw IGll rna' hines you cannot

get elsewhere; a~ont» tor all m;ifcr-i, mid tnukers of tne
lamoir.;* Ee}'s -:J(,<:ar ancl rxhoti-t wiilsWe.—Only ad-
dress, 5. H^-ath St. TeL: 26?d I'M., Horopstead.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention "The Motor C]fcU: |A4J
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WANDSWORTH—Indian, late 1910, 5-6)).l). twin,

m-ov., magneto, as new; 40 guineaa-

WANDSWOBTH.-V.S., late, 5-6h.p. twin, magneto.
Trnffault loiks, Whittle, practically new: £29.

WANUSWOTEH—Eoc, 41i.p.. m.o.v., anaBncto. 2
speeds, Wiiittle, absolutely unmarked ; eai rifice

£28/15.

WANDSWORTH.-Eoc, ai.p., m.o.T., ma-ncto, 2
iipeeds. good older; dieapp ; clearance, £23/10

WAND3W0ETH.—Boc, SJh.p . magneto, li'ce engine
clutch, running order; must sell; ofEers.

WANDSWORTH.-FN., late 1909, 5-6h.p., ma:;ueto,
guaranteed, 60 m.p.h., like new ; .£.'28.

WANDSWORTH—r.N., 4i-5h.p., magneto, Bpring
forks, good order; extra cheap, £19/19.

WAND.5W0RTH.—F.N., 4J-5h.p., magneto, spring
forks, excellent condition: bargain, £22/10.

WANDSWORTH—FN. Ughtweiglit, 1909, magneto,
spring forks, new tyres; very cheap. £15/10.

WANDSWORTH.-Clyde, 3-;h.p., m.OT., magneto,
h.b.c-. good running order; bargain, £10/10.

WANDSWORTH.-Ees. 3sh.p., m.OT., spring forks,
nearly new, tyres excellent order; £12/10.

WANDSWORTH—Bat, SJh.p., spring frame, nice
condition: to clear £12/15.

WANDSWORTH.—Quadrant, running order; £4/16;
e.x'hanges.-WanJsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

St., Wandsworth.

3ilh.p. Enfield, as new. ju?t from works; £39.—W.
4 Kilby, Caterham Valley, Surrey.

MOTOR Cycles, second-hand, all prices ; write foi

lists—H. 3. Kettle, Smarden, Kent.

TRIUMPH, 1909, excellent condition: nearest 29
guineas —74, Croydon Ed., Eeckenham-

M0T0.3ACOCHE, late 1910, as new; £25.-jMoffatt,
406, Garratt Lane, EarlsJield, Surrey.

N.S-U-, 5h.p., 2-speed, free engine, magneto, and side-
car: £30.-36, Hurlingham Ed., Fulham.

Id 11 Triumph, free engine: immediate delivery.—Ap-XU ply, Poxon, North St., Asbford, Kent-

IDEAL. 33h-p., h.b.c, adjustable pulley, perfect order;
£10, or offer.— 5, Furlong Rd., Highbury-

31.b.p. Minerva throughout, good a.s new; £18.—
2 Young, 241, High St., Berkhamstead.

CLYDE, 3ih.p.. m.ov.. magneto, h.b.c-. an absolute
bargain, £9/16.-2, Trewint St., Earlsfield.

Sih.p. Wolf Cvcle, grey, footboards, spares, low

:

2 £10/10.-114, Markhouse Bd., Walthamstow.

REX', 3ih.p., good condition, tyres new: £15.-335,
St. James's Ed., Old Kent Ed., London. S-E.

MINERVA, 3.(h.p., spring forks, h.bc, excellent con-
dition; £13.—S8, Grove Lane, Stamford Hill.

3h.p. Minerva, Amac, h.b. control, light, low, perfect
order; £9.—Aust, 864. High Ed., Tottenham.

31h.p. Triumph, new condition ; £30, or near offer

—

2 Willard, builder, Tangmere, near Chichester.

1 Q08 Triumph, splendid condition, magneto, and speed-
X«7 ometer; £55 —Hubbock. St. Mawes, Seafotd.

3ih.p. Eudge-Whitworth Motor Cycles : immediate de-
2 livery.—Salter, 9, Pavement, Crouch End, N.

6h.p, Twin De Dion Cycle, £12; forecar, £2; after
8.—12, Rose Villas. Devonshire Rd,, Merton.

TElirMPH, 2^h.p. Jap engine, new tyres ; sacrifice,

£6/10.-393, Southwark Park Rd,, Bermondsey,

7h,p. 1911 Wilkinson. T,A.C, ; caeh offers wanted,—
Box 7.828, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3ih,p, Eex, magneto, fast and comfortable, good
2 tyres and belt; £15,-13, Cedar Ed., Cricklewood.

2^h-p. Minen-a, B, and B,, h.b.c,, spring forks, just
4 re-bushed; £8/10.— L. Marshall, Ferndale. Staines

BEAND New Moto-Reve. just been left on our hands
accept £31/10 clear.—Barker, High St., Kensington

5-6h,p, Brougb, Peugeot, Chater-Lea 6, Bosch, 1911
Barlow, smart; £32.-84, Rodenhurst Rd,, Clap-

ham,

N,S.TJ., 3!h,p,, 1911, spring forks, ridden 900 miles;
£23/10,—Bodley, 2, Tavistock Ed„ Westbourne

Park,

23,h.p, Kerry in splendid condition, good tyres, spares;
4 £10/10,—F, Withers, 13, Eleanor Ed., Waltham

Cross.

FAIRY. Lightweight, 2ih.p,, twin-cyl., splendid con-
dition; £12.-172, Prince of Wales Ed,, Kentish

Town.

3ih.p, 1909 Triumph, perfect condition, all acces-
2 sories, tyres good; £33,-7, Circus Ed,, St, John's

Wood,

ALCYON. 5h.p., twin, good tyres, easy starter, fine
condition: £13; after 6 evenings.—124, Hollybush

St.. E.

5h,p, Sarolea, everything in perfect order, fine sidecar
machine; trial; £14.—Bradford, 169, Malvern Rd..

Kilburn.

.T,A,P,, Palmer, drip lubrication, ab-
£36.-84, Rodenhurst Rd,,

-iqil 4h.p
-*-V solutely unused
Claphara.

A50

[ii=<tt=<ttz^zzife<fc=<fcrli

New Oil or Grease Injector.

Solid Brass. — 7 in. Lonj.

Specially suitable for chain drive or gear-box
machines.

Fig. No. 313.

HELLESEN
DRY

BATTERIES.
Sold in every part of the

civilised world.

"FLASH" size.

Price, 6/6

H.H. SPECIAL
ECONOMICAL

COILS.
Plain 1-cyl. . . 13/6 each.

„ 2., ..21/- „

Trembler 1-cyl. 15/- „

„ 2 „ 30/- „

Consumption I /5th ampere.

jiZSi

"ALL-METAL"
SWITCHES.

THE 1911 SUCCESS.

No. 430 1-way, 2/3 each

„ 435 2 „ 2/9 „

("BAR For ^b" bar
CROSSBAR.

Price, 1/6 each.

The New
Combined
Belt Punch
and Cutter.

You cant cut or
punch your belt

incorrectly.

Guaranteed.

Price, 5/- each

NEW PATTERN
MAGNETO
"CUT-OUT."

Fig No. 410.

Price, 1/6 each.

A distinct improve-
ment over similar
switches.
Beautifully finished.

Any Width — Now 6/6 each.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
i SEND FOR CATALOGS— FREE.

I
A. H. HUNT,

I
CANNON STREET,

}
LONDON, E.C.

j

{Telephone: Bank 8114.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
M.M.O., Sib. p., 1910, B. and B., free engine clutch,

splendid machine; £17.-100, Albert Ed., Dal-
ston, N-E.

INDIAN, 5h.p., double cyl., little used, only wants
seeing; £38, bargain.—" S." 41, AsMord Ed.,

Cricklewood.

5h.p. P-N., 19093, excellent condition, lootboards, ac-
cessories, li.b-c. ; nearesft. £23.-74,' Croydon Ed-,

Eeckenham.

3ih.p. Ees, with sidecar, magneto, h.b. control,
2 sprinp: forks, runs well; £25.—9a, Trevelyan Ed.,

Tooting. S.W.

3b. p. Twin Moto Eeve, genuine bargain, in first-rate

condition; &acrifice, £16.—McHaffie, 66, Lichfield
Rd.. Bow, E.

5h,p. Motor Cycle, Sarolea tivin engine, Chatei-Iiea
frame, good order; £16.—Carpenter, Motor WkB.»

Stamford Hill.

1Q11 Douglas, ridden 630 miles, Jones speedometer,
-LU valise, all accessories; £36.-14, Goldstone Villas,
Hove, Brighton.

AETEL-MINERVA. 2Jh.p-, mo.v., B.B. carburetter,
h-b. control; £13/10. - Wrigiit, 41, Beech St-,

Barbican, E.G.

VINDEC SPECIAD, late 1908, powerful, grand con-
dition, complete; bargain, £24.—Clements, 145,

Hampstead Ed-

1 QIO Peugeot, 31b p., iiiagn
X •/ variable jet, footboards,, h.b. coniTOl; £22.-70,
Evering Ed-, N.

r.N., 2?hp-, Amac, h-b- control, magneto, in splendid
running- order; burgain^ £19.—Wellington, Baddow

Rd., Chelmsford. , .

7h.p. Wilkinson, T.A.C., new 1911 model; nearest
£60—Box L3.668, The Motor Cycle Olfices, 20,

Tudor St., E.G.

BAT, 3Jh.p., 1910 Bo3ch, h.b.c. Amac, Michelin eeli-

sealing back, perfect; £16; after 7.-27, Magdalen
Rd., Wandsworth.

£7/10.—23h.p. Minerva, Palmer corded tyres, in per-
fect condition, ready for the road.—51, Clar^mont

Ed.. Forest Gate.

£15/10.—3ih. p. Quadrant, L.M.C. Varia pulley and
free engine, good condition; after 6.-37, Upper

Market St., Woolwich.

3ih-p. Bucbet, low, h.b.c, speedometer, F.E.S. lamp
2 and generator; £7/10; seen runnmg after 7 p.m.

-149, Camden Ed.

TOTTT^NHAM.-Bradburv. 3^h.p., 1911, standard.
£48; chitcli' model, £54/10; 2-speed model, i,55;

delirery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Triumph. 1911. cluteh model. £55;
standard, £48 ; delivery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Eudge-Whitworth, 1911, clutch model,
£55; standard model; delivery from, stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Himiber, 1911, 2-speed model; de-
livery from stock; £50.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Humber, 1910, 2-speed model, 1911
improvements, as new ; £40.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Humber lightweight, 1911; delivery
from 8toi;k ; £37.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Triumph, 1911, standard model;
delivery from stock; £48/15.

TOTTENHAM.—Fafnir, 4ihp., Simplex, new engine
and magneto. Whittle, spring forks; £27/10,—

Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Kerry. 5h.p., twin, free engine, and
coach-built sidecar: £20.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Kerry, Sh.p.. twin. Bosch magneto,
rebored, rebushed, and new pistons fitted; £20-—

Below.

TOTTENHAM.-M.M.G.. S^hp., Bosch magneto,
^powerful machine; £20.—Below.

TOTTENHAM. -N.S.U., 5h.p., twin, Wliittle, mag^
neto, low built, sidecai Chater-Lea, spring forks;

£33.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Rex. 1909. 5h.p., twin, tourist model,
all as new; £28/10—Below.

TOTTFNHAM.-Eex, 1910. 3'.h.p., tourist model,
slightly soiled; £32.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Rex, 3ih.p., single-cyl., 1909, mag-
neto, grand machine; £25,— Below.

TOTTT'^N[-IAM.—Triumph, Sih.p., perfect order, vrith
sidecar; £20.-Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128,

High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone 1982.

3ih,p. Minerva, spring fork and seat pillar, new
2 belt, carburetter, and piston; £10.-159, Clive

Rd., West Dulwich.

33.h.p. Quadrant, tyres good, new tube, perfect, work-
er ing order; £5/10; between 8 and 8.—Williama,

Manor Lane, Sutton.

BAT. Sih.p., good hill-climber, B. and. B. carburetter,
new back tyre; £14.—F. Taylor, 55, West St,

Harrow, Middlesex.

SACRIFICE.—2h.p. Clement 1910 lightweight. Ohatei
No. 9 pattern frame, free engine, handle-bar con-

trol throughout; £12.—Desoutter, 12. New Burlington
St,

In answering these advertiscmints it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.*^
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'THERE IS NOTHING LIKE LEATHER"

PRIME HIDES OF ENGLISH CHROME TAN

NAGE, SOLID COPPER RIVETS & WASHERS
and a reputation from Anno Domini rgoi.

'In fact it is a difficult matter to thorougUy we
lironfh Chrome Leather when it is once dry."

^ —Text Book by C. T. Davis
Specially treated and stretched.

|in.1/6. Jin. 1/9. iin.2/. tin. 2/3. lin.,

4-p!y 3/- per foot.

Sleaned by wzishing or brushing only
lanufactured by EDW. & JAS. RICHARDSOH,
Elswfck Leather Woriis, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

Sole Sales Agent,

F. U. ANDERSON,
, Fui-mlwal St., kONDON, E.G.

HE "P.B.
JJ

ECIAL MOTOR CYCLE POLICIES,

(ISSUED at LLOYD'S.)

ANY "'^ir 20/-
iver issued by telephone or telegraph.

ERGY BUTLER & Go.
d Office

:

Manchester : 3, St. PETER'S SQUARE.
phones : 2132 & 2282 Cmil. Telegrams :

" ButUrisms."

Liyerpool: 34, CASTLE STREET.
phone: 20s Cent. Telegrams: " Fanum.^'

London : 114, Northcote Rd., Clapham Junction.

Telephone : 1310 Batlersea,

Fullest possible particulars on application.

PLICATION FOR AGENCIES INVITED.

">( m
Ifyouhavea " V,S." or " N.S.U." machine I

DP Two-speed Gear requiring attention send
j

It to us. Oup special knowledge enables us
|

to ensure satisfaction Soai^s and Re-

placements in Stock. Exchanges apranged
|

for new and secondhand machines. Write |

DP call.

1-4CLIPSTONE STREET,
;T. PORTLAND*ST. LONDON. VNT.

Castings of
CYLINDERS,

PISTONS, RINGS.
BUSHES. Etc..

for REPAIRS.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,

BIRMINGHAM.

o

MISCELLANEOUS. I

JONES £3/3 Motor Bike Speedometer for sale, not
used, found after burins it would not' fit on ma-

chine ; best cffers-—Write only to Fletcher, 80, Newland3
Park, Sydenham, LcndoL

LIGHT Car Axle, cardan drive. £2/10; 40 amp.
and 15 amp. a^icmnulators, 10/-. 5/-; 26x2i beaded

cover. 6/-: Alpha J-ead lamp, £1/5 ; letters only.—
(J. McLauphin, C5. JefErey'3 Wood, Clapham. S.W.

C HATER-LEA Frames and Fittings.—Beware of
fraudulent dealers from private houses and pawn-

brokers selliuf; imitation Chater-Lea goods as genuine.—
A\~hen in doubt writer Chater-Lea, Golden Lane. London.

MOTOR Cycle duita; 2u/-, complete; madt ,from
double te.xiture material, thoroughly -waterproof:

stock sizes despatt'hed by return; send for illustrated
li<^t and patterns.-Standard Supply Co.. Charles Henry
St., Birmingham.

1Q11 L.M.C. Autovaria Free Engine, fit Triumph,
J-t/ £2/5; Mabon clutch, fit Bradbury. £2; Clincher
studded tyre, 15/-; Bradbury pulley, new, 3/6; leiin
coat, fit short' man, cost £3, sell 17/6.—Dugdale Milner.
Westbourne Rd-, Selby.

LAMl'S.-Absolutely new 1910 F RS, lamp, hinped
back, complete with 1911 plated bracket. 30/-. ap-

proval, deposit: all be=-t lamp'i stocked; big allowance,'-

for old lamp3 or other accessories in exchange-—Service
Co., 292. High Holborn. W.p.

BARGAINS-—Stepney wheel, 700x85, complete, Con-
tinental tyre. £3/5; Michelin tube, 700x85, 106:

car accumulator, 45 amps-, charged, 15/-; hood, suit 2-

scater, good condition, 25/-; first cash secures-—Phil-
pott. 172. Newfoundland Rd-, Bristol

6iin.i6ft. Screw-cutting Lathe, £18/10; self-contained
2 sensitive drill, £6; 2;b.h.p. oil engine, £12/10;

get list of machine tools and engines which have been
taken in exchange for new oil engines-—Frank Ellis, Oil
Engine Works. Lister Lane, Halifax-

PULLEYS for any motor, De Dion, M.M.C., 6/6; An-
toine. Bex. N.S-U-, Brov.n'i;.- 5/6: Triumph. I'l-u-

geot. Sarolea. Minerva. Fafnir. Kerry-Abingdon, 4/9

;

Mt'tosacoche, 4,'-: plated, guaranteed; carriaye paid. -J.
I'erkins, High Rd., Lcyton, London.

LD Frame made up to date from 17/6- No. 6 and
9 frame, with girder, £3 : long ha'Ddie-bar, 4/-

;

Triumph pattern tankd 21/-. torpedo 14/6 ; anything
made to special order.— Oglander Works, 1, Choumeit
R-d-, Peckham. Tel.: 744 New Crosa.

OSBORNE 4-spced Gear and free engine, fit Eex,
L.MC-. etc-, hardly used, 35/-: Longuemare car-

buretter, complete with control levers and induction pipe,

7/6—Harvey, Fqrsey. Parbstone, Dorset.

1 Qll Brown and Banow Carburetters, 27/6; new
Xt7 Michelin covers, beaded. 26x2 14/8. 26x21 17/-.

26x2i 21/-. tube^ 8/6; Crov.-n adjustable pulleys, 9/-;

Lyso rubber belts from 1/3 foot; everything for

motorists.—Miller and Co., 16. Narrow Wine St-. Bristol.

WHITTLE Belt, 8ft-. lin., 14/-; 12/6 Eotax volt-

meter, in case, 6/6; Wolf safety lamii, offers;

copper tank, 4/6; 3 photographing washing tins, new,
2/- ; Rotas jack. 4/- ; wanted. 24x2i cover, and butt-
ended tube, dust coat, fun, for 6h-p. N-S-U-—Bower,
Clmrch Rd., Wilmslow-

ACCtTMULATOR Box, mahogany, 10/-- 6h.p. Sarolea
engine. £6; petrol tank. 10/-; oil tank, with

pump, 5/-; two plain coils, 6/- each; new U.ll. twin
coil. 16/-: L.A.C. spring forks, 10/-; long footboards,
7,'-; frame. No. 7 pattern. £1; stand, 4/-; the lot £10.—
23. Henry St., St. John's Wood

NO. 9 Frame, with latast Colonial head. tank, and
wheels. £5/15/9; Fitall 2-speed, as new. £3/18/6;

twin plain coils, 10/- : Stewart speedometers, 5 guinea
j=ize, £4, new; new Bosch magneto, DU2, £5; new
C.A.V. for dual ignition, 4^yl., £7/10.-Oakleigh Motor
Co.. 65a, Rosendale Rd.. W. Dulwich.

STARTING Made Easy.—The Tim stand folds up.
fastening itself securely, with touch of heel, aftpi

starting engine; price 5/11. "I beg to acknow-
Ied;:o receipt of Vim stand, and find it i.s just what 1

wanted " [Mr. Jubber, Grove Lane, Denmark Hill, S.E.)
—Slack's Garage, Stockport.

THE Vim Belt Brake, witb flexible cable, com-
plete; 93. 6d.

THE Vim Front Elm Brake, with flexible cable, is

easily fitted to any handle-bar or front forks; our
price, 53. lid. " Received front brake. Am Tery
pleased with it- It exceeds my expectations by far.

and is good value for money." Mr. Rodgman, Avenue
Rd Itchen-—Slack's Garage. Stockport-

CHATEE Frame, 26in. wheels. Palmer tyres, spring
handle-bars and seat pillar, mudgnards. tanks,

pedalling gear, bargain, £3/10, oi separate; trembler
coil, perfect, 6/6 ; bench lathe, complete, chuck, slide

rest, etc., 15/-; powerful breast drill and chuck. 10/-;

exchanges entertained.-7, Ccwdrcy Rd-, Wimbledon,

O Qx2i Nearly New Dunlop. 17/6; 26x2i brand new
/W O non-skid Continental, 28/6; nearly new accu-
mulator. 6/-; nearly new saddle, 10/6; lar^e new tool-

bag. 4/6: 8ft. of new Centipede belting. Im., also lin.

unused, cost 18/- each, accept 14/-; stand and carrier.

2/6; lone handle-bars. new. 6/6; mirror headlight,
accept 5/-- approval, deposit, with pleasure.—Shandon.
Chesterfield.

31,h.p. Hnrober Engine, ch£dn drive, with free en^ne
IS clutch, £3/10; 2h.p. engine, new condiition,

£2/10; 21h.p. inclined Minerva engine, with carburet-
ter, silencer, and adjustable pulUy, £3; Humber tricar

frame, wheels, and tank, £1: Xl'all saddle, new, 17/6;
Fitall. 2-3peed gear, ofl Triumph, perfect, £3.—Cliffe,

17. Fylde St.. Pres:ton

^^

The 'LEAMINGTON" Patent

Motor Cycle Passenger Chair. 11668

Full size with strong: wood seat .

.

21/-
FuU size with strong wicker seat .

.

is/6
Child size {state age of child) .. 12/6
Postillion Seat 12/6

Spring Cushions, 5/- extra.
The rrice includes—Hair stuffed cushion, strap, and full set
of flttiiiK to fit any make of Motor Cyclo Lnggnee CarriGr.
\VritG t- r List and Testimonials. TllE TRADE BUPPlilED.
Sole Manufacturer and Patentee—

W. J. BRADLEY,
116, Regent Sl, LEAMINGTON SPA.

r———

=

A splendid opportunity
to acquire a fast mount |
for a moderate outlay •

^^

'^=

We have for immediate disposal a few
SPECIAL T.T. SINGLES & TWINS
(500 c.c. and 750 c.c.) used only in
competition work. They are verv
fast—and reliable.

N.S.U.
MOTOR CO., LTD.,
186, Gt. Portland St., London.W.

" UKANTES

"

DRIVING SPANNERS.

In answering thc.<i' advcriis-ancnrs H '•" desiiabli to mention " The Motor Cydt."

Finest SteeJ Forgings.

SET OF THREE IN BOX:—

l/-^"rand^"1/-
'6d., J'8d.,J"11d. each.

RRICE & CO.,
R08EBERY AVENUE, E.C,
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I

nHOW LONG HAS YOUR MOTOR
CYCLE BEEN ON ORDER ?

Perhaos weeks—perhaps months.
There is no r.ced to let the best part or )

the summer pass if you will set in

touch with us.

We can deliver from stock

Triumph, Douglas, Humber,
Premier, and Motosacoche

IMMEDIATELY.

TOM NORTON, LTD.,
"The Palace of Sport,"

-LLANDRINDOD WELLS-

CLYNO
PULLEYS

12 /e, plated.

CLYNO Eng. Co.,

WOLVERHAMPTON \ A'^

Motor Cycle Suits 71/=
DOUBLE TEXTURE & OILSKIN, *"*|

We repair our own suits FREE.
PARA RUBBER Co. ""'"'' bright st.,

Waterproof Specialists, Birminghain.

CHEAP MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.
THE

BEST IN ENGLAND.
Write for illustrated

cataloETue posi free 'to

South Western
Timber Co., 3\v

35, West Hill, .%i
Wandsworth, London
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MISCELLANEOUS.
BRAND New 1911 B and B. Carburetter, with

unions, 25/-; Autoclipse lan:ip, ^vitJi anti-dazzlin?

slintter and fieenratoT, brand new, co,st 45/-. accept 30/-;

specially made 6in. Triumph adjustable puHey. cost 25/-

accept 12/6, never used ; also new Tnuiupu exhaust

valve, 3/-; brand new DA2 Bosch magneto, cost 94-,

accept 80/-; brand new Cowey speedometer, cost 84/-,

accept 70/-; all apprnval.—Lv!e, 26a. Turnc-r'd Rd-, Lon-
don, B.

ELEPHANT'- Motor Mart.—Phoenis open frame w.c.

tricar, with 2-speed gear, complete escept enijine

and tjies, bargain, £10;'"4-cyl. F.N., Bosch magneto,
(guaranteed, £ 15 ; 3ih.p. engine, £2 ' 1 ; coach-built

0idei-ar body and sprinKS, 15/-; wicker ditto, 10/-;

650x65 new Gaulois' non-skid, 15/-; small trembler
coil. 7/6; job Hue belts, aueumulators. covers, and tubes
at ridiculous prices; our Elephant adjustable pulley at

7/6 still leads.—10 and 12, Elephant Rd., London.

LONGUEMARE Carburetter, good condition, 4/-;

Fuller accumulator. 20 amp., 4 volts., brand
new, 9/6; motor cycle frame, with forks, new, un-
enamelled, 22/6;. Brown and' Barlow'earburetter, latest

1911, new, handie-bai control. 24/-; Res de Luxe frame,
good condition, 35/-; Flin magneto, high-tension, brand
new.-ti guaranteed, 57/6 ; Dnvminond £12 lathe, with
Cushman self-centring chuck, only been used two months,
£9; De Dion bronze gear wheel, perfect condition, 12/-;

sidecaj body, wicker, second-hand, 12/6; ditto, new,
12/6 ; dynamo or motor, 230 volts, jh.p., like new,
£6; dvnamo, 16 Tolts 8amp3., good condition, 37/6;
N.S.U. fan. 'ball bearings, 7/6; F.E.S. back rest, wauta
slight repairs. 2 2/6; electric horn, 6/-; wanted, lathes
and vertical drills, exchange anything motorish.—
Maudes'. 136. Great Portland St., London. W.

NTE'S Offer the following bar^'ains for immediate
disposal for cash, oflered subject to being unsold

before this advertisement appears-. New Smith's speedo-
meter for 26in. wheel, 50/- ; several new mirror lens
head lamps,., from 12/6 ; set of Bosch car magneto
parts, 20/-, in case, new; 7h.p. J.A.P. engine, adjust-
able pulley, silencers, induction pipes, bargain, £12;
3 garage electric inspection lamps, 6/- each, cost £2

;

Bosch twin magneto, 1910 type, 63/-; 3ih.p. De Dion-
Bat motor cycle, in good order, £7 ; Mills and Fulford
sideifar, £5: Motosacoche, wants adjusting. £6/10 ; 2
electric motor cycle head lamps, new, 8/- each; 1911
..Mabon clutch, new. with all fittings, £3; several pairs
goggles, 1/- per pear, co.st 3/6; 26x21 Continental cover,
12/-. good order, extra heavy; 26x2 Palmer, new, 20/-;
2 1911 Triumph valves, complete, 4/-, new; many other
bargains; list free.—Nye's, . 69. Leather Lane, Holborn,
London, E.G.

TYRES and Accessories.—The a^eatest ofiei of the
season; your own 26x2, 26x2i. or 26x2i cover be-

treaded with genuine Goodrich 4in. rubber studded
tread with their name on and fitted by them fox 14'6;
hmited quantity only, so order at once; usual price
27/6 ; we have secured sole control of above. New
covers at extraordinary prices; Gotania first-class cover,

26x2i, 14/6, usual 22/6; Haxburg and Vien, 26x2,
15x6; Gotania steel-studded, 30/-, usual £2/2; Three
Spire non-skid, heavy, 26x2i, 32/6. usual 42/-; Meteror
rubber-studded reliable covers, 26x2 or 28x2 22'6. 26x2i
23/6, 26x2^i 25/6; tubes, best quality, 26x2,- 7/11, 26x
2i 8/11. 26x2i 9/6. 28x2 7/11, 28x2i 8/11; butted
tubes. 26x2i 11/6. 26s2i 12/6, 28x2 11/6; every make
at cut prices; waterprf>of suits, special. 12/6, same as
srld at 25/-; accumulators. Fuller's new 4 volt 20 amp.,
lO'll, usual 18/6; belting, Goodrich, the best in exist-

ence, Jin. 1/5. lin. 1/9. lin. 2/2 per foot.—The Ban-
croftian Co.." 64, Bishopsgate, London E.C. Tel:
9897 London Wall.

TO Save Money write P.O. for motor cycle accessories
1911 catalogue, over 500 illustrations.-Juno motor

cycle, £43, or 12 payment"; sidecars from £4; number
plates, 7d. ; exhaust whistles, 5/-; footrests, 4/6 pair;
footboards, 8/9 pair; fibre magneto covers. 3/6; speed
indicators, 31/6; h.b. magneto controls, 8/6; silencers,

3/3; mudguards, 3in. wide, 2/6 pair; mudguards, 4in.

,

wide, 3/9 pair; handle-bars, five patterns, 5/6 to 6/3;
motor cycle lamps, ftl'te-=n patterns, from 11/-; genera-
tors, 4/6 to 20/-; 4in. handle-bar mirrors, 3/6; beaded
belt rims, any size, 5/6; motor tyre valves, 9d. ; swan]
neck seat pins," 3/9;'spring seat pins, 6/6; drip feed:
lubricators, 5/3 : double texture fawn waterproof suits,

}

26/3: double texture overalls. 8/6; double breasted;
nil.'^kiu jackets, 6/9; tanks made to order from 13/6;.'

tJnito couplers. 21/-; Perry's free-wheels. 4/6; 26x2*'
steel-studded covers, 35/-; belt rim brakes, 15/6; domed
valve caps, 2/2 ; enamelling, plating, repairs, pulleys
made to any pattern.- M.C. Dept.. Metropolitan
Machinists Co.. Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
IN Tanks, we specialise No. 9 or any shape; send

for prices.—Winder Bros., Woodhouse St..>Leed.s.

CLEMENT-GARRARD Genuine Parts; repairs, and
overhauling.—Frank Walters, 82, New St., Bir-

mingham.

TRANSFERS, 1/6 dozen; lining, complete set, 1/6;
registration numbers, 1/- set.-Rumbold Transfer

Co. {Dept. C.E.), 52, Green St., Forest Gate.

THE TURNER
LIGHT PETROL C/

^9H.R

1 ^135
12 cylinders;
Worm drive; _
STEEL FRAME - GEAR fi

, RUNNING COST.UTTU MORE THAN A MOTOR (

TORNERS MOTOR Mf§C
WOLVERHAMPTON

AT
JUST ASK

HARVEY
of 6, Chapel Street, or 227, De ans

MANCHESTER.
Motorially he is the

"AT YOUR SERVICE" MA
Agents also for

BAT. CLYISIO. and ARIEL MACTTT^^

AQim

To ENJOY
MOTOR CYCUNi

ALWAYS USE

theSlvern belt

BCST&GOESFARTHES]
rSEVERN RUBBER C?D
LWEWHALL STREET BIRMINGHAl

'UKANTES' POPU
STANDS.

BACK OR FRONT WHI
7/6. LA GRANDE
Over 100,000 in us

PRICE & C4
25, ROSEBERY AVENUE

GET A

B.S.A.Motor Bicycle

PEUGEOT New T.T. m.

ENGINE,
35-4 h.p., Single Cyi. Parallel IVI.O.I

' F»ei-fect in Every F»aft
TKOM ^, R, MACBETH,

286, HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.

;

217, KING STREET, HAMMERSMITHc
B^S A . Motor Bicycle Catalogue post free.

j

In answering thesa advtTtisenienis it is dcnmhh to mention ' The. Motor Cycle

SEND FOR LISTS.

Sole ^^^lolesaleAgent—

J, TAYLOR, 318, Percy Rd., Birming
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What the T.T. Races Teach.
//WWTHAT a farce it is to call the race a
• • lAf Tou^rkt Trophy!" was an expression

VV occasionally heartJ in the Isle of Man,

f I the critics proceetding to enlarge upon
the freak character of the machines

which conteste(J the two thrilling races.

The secret history of the Junior T.T. gives the lie

direct to this criticism. The Junior Race has simply
been forced upon a very largely reluctant industry by
the wisdom and firmness of the A.C.U. It is simply

an educational experiment, brilliantly planned ami
executed by a coterie of individuals, whom some,
critics term "unpractical." Twelve months ago the

trade was almost entirely concentrated upoii the

33^ h.p. touring roadster. Good business was being

done, and if certain firms considered that another
type of machine might secure an even larger demaml
they dared not face the certain cost and possible

disappointment which go with the tJesigning, the

advertising, and the popularising of a novel type.

Here the A.C.U. stepped in. They believed that a

variably-geared mediumweight would in time secure
an e\en larger riding public than the best 180 lb.

single gear could ever hope to command. They knew
that the indivitJual firms in the trade dared not

experiment. They knew that any bold pioneer,

ploughing a lone furrow, might fail, and even if he
did not fail, was sure to make ground slowly. So
they planneci a special race for variably-geared

mediumweights, and -the hands of the traide were
more or less forced. A few fimis were already sell-

ing machines conforming roughly to Junior T.T. out-

lines; their rivals had to enter the breach in self-

defence. We do not suppose that any of the A.C.U.

prophets expected half such a brilliant success, and
we doubt if so many entries were anticipated. The
winning machine's average speed of nearly 42 ni.p.h.

over so stiff a course has surprised everybody, and
the most sanguine anticipatetj that the inevitable

\ariable gears would be freakish in design, and
unreliable in the race. Now that the race is over,

you have to hunt for the A.C.U. 's critics with a

searchlight. For the fastest Juniors—riding variably-

geared mediumweights—beat more than half the field

of the Seniors for sheer speed, and so far as reli--

ftbility goes, in the Junior event, 21 starters out of

34 finished four laps, i.e.. 61.80%, and in the Senior

event, t,t, starters out of 60 completed four laps, i.e.,

64.51%. The race has, therefore, shown that over

as difficult a course as can be found the variably-

geared lightweight is the equal of the standard tour-

ing roadsters, the advantages of the latter being in-

creased speed and power for passenger work.

Compared with the Junior event, the Senior Race
can only claim a sporting interest. Its technical and
evolutionary value is small by contrast. The " ashes

"

have gone to .-\merica, and if there is a Senior' Race
next year, it will give British manufacturers an oppor-
tunity to recover lost kudos from foreign shores.

America has always concentrated on the big twin. We
in England plump for the ultra-efficient

.3J/3
h.p. single.

America thirsts for speed before all else; we rank

touring efficiency and convenience foremost, and
racing is the pastime of a small minority. A
remunerative share of our motor cycle market can

only be secured and kept by thrashing us with he

3J^ h.p. single-cylinder, and the Americans have a

very long furrow to hoe before they . can ,
approach 11.1

in that direction.
An
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An amateur, H. Lister Cooper (Triumph) nintli to finish, descending Bray
is seen

AFTER the Tourist Trophy Races a leading manu-
facturer asked what in our opinion was the most
striking feature, and we did.not liesitate to reply

the wonderful efficiency of the smaU twin-cylinder

engine, and the advantage derived from a good but

light change-speed gear. . Think of it, the ^Yinner of

the Junior Race, using a twin engine of only 339 cubic

centimetres capacity, averaged 41}^ miles per hour
(included in this are three stops), and the winner of

the Senior -T.T., with a twin engine of 584 c.c,
averaged 47 J4 miles per hour, with only one stop.

The comparison is most certainly favourable to the

lightweight, and in using the term we should like to

make it clear that the tw'in Humber was as much a
lightweight as any machine in the race It may not

be generally known that some of these so-called juniors

weighed fully 180 lbs.—more, in fact, than the weight
of a T.T.. single-geared 3^ h.p. From a study of the

valuable tables published m our last issue, giving the

specifications of all the machines used by the survivors,

together with the individual lap times, some interest-

ing and instructive data are obtainable. Four belt-

driven machines led the vanguard in the Junior T.T.,
and, what would cause no consternation to those lucky
enough to possess them, all four had Armstrong-
Triplex gears. The next three machines in order of

speed had two ratios, two of these employing chains

Hill, which is situated just outside Douglas. The starting and Dnishing point

below the X

.

for the transmission. It is clear from the results thai

the present day single of 300 c.c. is no match for the

twin of 340 c.c, for eight of the first nine iiiachines

were twins, and seven of these were of the V type.

The Originality of the Winning Humber.

Four of the eight were by no means of conventional

design, and in view of the superiority which they

demonstrated, it gives one furiously to think whethei

there is not more in the off-setting of the cylinders

than the average motor cycle manufacturer supposes.

We all know the wonderful efficiency of the 2 h.p.

single-cylinder Humber, and the makers ascribe a great

deal of its successes to the desaxe cylinder, and

consequently adopted it in connection with their new
twin. Another reason .why I admire the Humbei
victory so much is the fact that the engine is a genuine

tourist—in other words,., a broken valve head would

not necessarily fall into the cylinder as in the case of

most overhead valve engines—and, further, each valve

is independently and much more readily removable

when placed side by side. As we pointed out last week,

.

flat faced valves are a feature of Humber engines,

and here again one must pause for a moment and

Consider whether valve troubles are not the very least

source of trouble with Humber engines. They cer-

tainly did not go through the practising without o-\-er-
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hauls and replacements being needed, but no case of

valve breakages came to our ears. A single piston

ring. Why are more ever used ? 1 queries the reader.

AVell, there is this to be said, that, although admittedly

more efficient, a broken single ring would place a

machine hors de combat, but with a reserve ring the

loss of compression would be less noticeable. We
have not yet exhausted the original features of the

Humber engine, for the connecting rods are mounted
in a manner different from those of other engines of the

sarne type. One of the rods has side supports formed on
.it to receive the bearing of the other rod. Thus a

double bearing is used, and although the bearing sur-

face is increased the crank pin bearing can be much
narrower, and the crank
case more compact as a

consequence. The
Humber engine is the

work of a clever young
designer in H. H. Rush,
who is also responsible

for the Humber quadcar.
Of the twenty-one sur-

vivors of the Junior T.T.,
thirteen used twin-cylin-

der engines and eight

used singles. Belt trans-

mission was used on
seventeen, two had com-
bined . chain and belt

two were chain-driven

The double-hinged bearing of the
T.T. Humbers.

drive, and the

throughout.

ih?" L^ ""L''i!"';''i
J- T. Bashall

( 4 h.p. Bat-Jap
) is seen approachinff

sfoD hewa,ri^ k^-J-'k""';.'"' S'"'-"'- ^'"""Sh accomplishing a non-stop, he was beiten by his brother Harry, who had three slops to change belt.

The Winning Senior Machines Reviewed.
Like the Junior Humber, the two-speed 3^4; h.p.

Indians were specially designed and built for the T.T.
Race. Hitherto it has been impossible to buv a two-
speeded twin Indian under 7 h.p., so that this fulfil-
ment of a general demand may be directly ascribed to
the adoption of the Snaefell course—always so strongly
urged by this journal. It is not going too far to say
that in the seven months which have elapsed since the
mountain course was decided upon, three vears' pro-

A. H. Alexander (3 J h.p. water-cooled Rex) on the outs'.irte of Kirkmichael.

gress has been made in the change-speed gear move-
ment, taking the former rate of advance as a basisl

Why only two single-geared lightweights finished the
race, and neither of them gained gold medals ! \ Iii

the Senior Race .there were eleven single-geared

machines among the twenty-eight which survived, and
the first one was seventh in order of speed. In direct

opposition to the Junior event, chain transmission
scored decisively, three of the four fastest machines
having chains. Although disqualified, we must take

C. R. Collier's times into account in this treatise, as

they must remain for all time, and the fact that

he stopped six times for petrol and tyre troubles, yet

was only sixty-three seconds slower than O. C. Godfrev,
proves how fast he travelled when on the move. Seven
in all of the twenty-eight employed chain transmission.

Singles v. Twins.
In the battle of the cylinders, the twin easily won,

and created no surprise, for it was long ago realised

that the single-cylinder was too heavily handicapped.
It is a strange fact that, although each year the

capacity of the multi-cylinder machines has been
reduced, the speed has been increased in inverse pro-

portion. Another year it is felt that equal cylinder

capacity will provide a most sporting race, and Mr.

At full speed on the mountain road from Ramsey—J. D. Corke (2 i h.p. A.J.S.)
leading, followed by V. Wilbertorce (2J h.p. Douglas.)

A15
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Eric S. Myers (4 h.p. Scott) at the famous hairpin bsnd on the Snaetell road.

M. J. Schulte, managing director of tlie Triumph Co.,

mentioned to me in conversation that in his opinion

the twin would liaye to give the single-cylinder an

advantage in a year or two. It is an open secret that

the average tmn of 1909 was hopelessly inefficient,

and it is only in recent years that this type of engine

has received the attention it deserved.

The Bore=stroKe Ratio.

Turning to the ratio of bore

and stroke, we are forced to the

conclusion that there is little or

nothing in it. I have heard Mr.

S. F. Edge say that he considered

speed was governed solely by

cylinder capacity, and he thought
little or nothing was to be gained

in this connection by adopting
a long or short stroke. And his

remarks are absolutely confirmed

SOME OF THE TEAMS IN THE T.T. RACES,

JVLY 13th, 1911.

by the result. In the past, it has usually occurred that a
short stroke engine led, with a long stroke engine a close

runner up ; this year the conditions were reversed.

Further, though a 70 by 76 mm. engine won, a 74 by 62
mm. engine accomplished the fastest lap, and but for

trouble might have kept the lap times consistent, but
we desire to' contradict the statement that Frank
Pliillips's retirement was due to trouble. with his timing
gear as reported to the press steward, Mr. F. A.
Hardy ! Again in the Junior Race there is a perfect

medley of bores and strokes. A twin of equal bore
to stroke won, a short stroke single was second, and
a long stroke twin third. It is worthy of mention that

for the first time on record a two-stroke twin proved
itself the fastest machine.

In a nutshell, the small twin-cylinder engine has

received a magnificent advertisement. Change-speed
gears have demonstrated their worth, and, above all,

their reliability—of a 75% proportion the troubles with

gears did not total half a dozen. There are few other

striking lessons. Take, for instance, the burning ques-

tion, which is the best position for a change-speed gear?

In the Junior Race, the first four liad three-speed gears

in the rear hub, but the designer would pardonably
waver in his mind on turning to the Senior Race, in

which the winner used a counter-

shaft two-speed gear, the second
to finish a variable engine pulley
(as opposed to the adjustable
engine pulley), the third and
fourth counter-shaft two-speed
gears, fifth and sixth variable
engine pulleys. Finally, the
go-anywhere mediumweight is'

among us, and threatens to be-
come a rival to the 3}^ h.p. s.c.

single-geared mount. G.S.
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COMPETITORS IN THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES, AND
INCIDENTS CONNECTED THEREWITH.

(1) W. W. Douglas. (2) H. A. Collier. (3) Hagh Gibson. (4) A signaller. (5) Francois Sain. (61 A pretty gate ornament. (7) Lord Raglan.
(8) V. Wilbertorce. (9) Tbe winner o( the Jnnior race. (10) R. Drechsler. ill) D. Bolton. I12j O. C. Godfrey, winner ol the Senior rai.e, crossing Quarter Bridge.

(13) C. R. Collier. (14) Petrol tanks make good seat:. (15; A German rider refreshing himself. (16) D, Brown pasbiDg his machine past the post,

(17) A Senior T.T. competitor grazing the footpath at Quarter Bridge.

Al-
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Valve Position.

One detail received further enlightenment in the

T.T. Races. It has long been a commonplace of motor
engineering that the " overhead " type of inlet valve

makes for greater engine efficiency, and some critics

have wondered why some of our leading firms retain

the side-by-side type on their touring engines. The
answer was plain to any observer in the Isle of Man.
If anything goes wrong with the exhaust \'alve, it is

much simpler to remove a cap than to extract an

overhead valve and its top hamper. One or two riders,

using side-by-side valves, rectified slight exhaust valve

troubles inside three minutes. Others, who had to

unfasten a petrol pipe or inlet pipe, a valve dome,
and a long tappet, spent nearly a quarter of~an hour
over the same job. Moreover, the side-by-side '.'alves

are more getatable
;
present designers, therefore, make

their selection between convenience and efficiency.

The Open Frame.
Somebody said last year that the Scott machine

" stuck to the road at racing speeds, like a postage

stamp." This is a slight exaggeration, as anybody who
saw Frank Philipp with both wheels clear of the ground
for ten feet at Ballig Bridge, or heard the thump with

which he landed, can testify. Nevertheless, there is no
doubt these open-framed machines do not bounce and
buck like the diamond, and one wonders why other

firms do not experiment with similar patterns. The open
frame has very obvious advantages from the winter

clothing aspect ; the Scott outlines prove that it need
not look freakish or ugly, and its smooth travel

seems to claim pronounced comfort for it. Who will

be the first to gi^•e us an open-frame four-stroke ?

I
Success of the Armstrong Hub Gear.

For ten years past the industry has been trying to

produce an epicyclic two-speed hub, which should be
absolutely reliable ; and though of late years a few
hubs, such as the Roc, Nala, etc., have made good,
as the Americans call it, yet there still exists a distinct

prejudice against internal hub gears, bred of the

troubles of the past.

If anything could slay this blind unreasoning preju-

dice, the giant-killer should be found in the T.T. Races.
In the Junior event no fewer than sixteen Armstrong
hubs stood up so well in practice that they were used,

and used successfully, in the race. Six of the hubs
also figured in the Senior Race, although when first

* brought out the makers only recommended the gear
for use with small engines.

During the race a certain rider was slow in appear-
ing on one of his laps, and a voice was overheard to
speculate that his Armstrong hub had gone amiss. An
Armstrong director immediately offered to bet the voice
;£2o to ;£i against hub trouble being the cause of the
disappearance. This sporting method of denial shows
the confidence existing in the minds of those who are
responsible for the production and sale of the crear.

\i8

Junior Weights.
Several publicists were doing their level best to

persuade the gentlemen at the head of firms which

figured well in the Junior T.T. to publish the actual

weights of their victorious machines. One wily person

asked leave to have a certain machine weighed to settle

a heavy wager he professed to have made, but

apparently his astuteness went unrewarded, for nobody
seems to know at all accurately what the " light-

weights " really scaled. This concealment is really

rather foolish, for the heavier any particular machine
weighed, the more creditable are its speed and hill-

climbing.

Nobody supposes the Junior machines weighed as

little as 80 lbs. ; probably no single mount used in the

race came within measurable distance of 120 lbs.,

unless maybe the Alcyons—they looked^and " hefted "

—^light. Probably the average was a solid 155 lbs. at

least. It was a distinct omission not to weigh all

machines entered for both events, though without fixing

a weight limit. Next year the A.C.U. will probably

insist on the weights being verified and published, even

though no limit is imposed.

Petrol Reserves.
A refinement which deserves more attention

is the safeguarding of the petrol supply. In these

long distance days no motor bicycle can be said to

carry as much fuel as is desirable ; and since a huge

tank disfigure.?, a machine, it is Avell that some method
of warning the rider that his tank is nearly empty
should be universally adopted. Several three-way

petrol taps have been patented, but you will have to

search hard to find one on a standard make. One
machine is fitted with a small trap-wall in the petrol

tank, which holds up a few ounces of petrol ; the idea

is that when the engine stops, ^ou lift the front wheel
in the air, the reserve petrol overflows the dam, and
you go on rejoicing to the next garage.

..;,

;

Relying. on this fitment in a trial run the other dayj

I neglected to verify my petrol, and my engine stopped
only six miles from a garage. But the patent trap

only trapped enough petrol to take me four miles.

Spider Quads.
Our correspondents appear to concentrate their

attention on the commercial and manufacturing aspects

of this problem. The argument surely is that thei^e is

and always has been a steady and extensive demand
for a vehicle which does not skid and which pro\ides
better protection from the weather than the average
motor cycle. The desire to accommodate an extra
passenger also is a factor in the question. These three
demands cannot well die out, and my own impression
is that they will continue to press the idea of a three

'

or four-wheeled motor cycle upon the trade until sooner
or later a -capitalist and an engineer succeed in solving
the serious technical problems involved. There ma)
be delay—long delay, possibly—but the demand wiL
some day create a supply.
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THE party of Dutch motor cyclists who visited this

cguntry for the Tourist Trophy Races have now
returned to their native land, and on their way to
Harmch we were afforded an opportunity of again

meeting tliem, this time at the Enfield Cycle C'o.'s works at

Kedditch, where they had been invited by the directors to

make a halt in their journey from Liverpool to C'ambiidge on
Wednesday of last week. Soon after eleven o'clock in the
morning the advance guard from Kidderminster rode in at the

works gates. The remainder journeyed from Newport (S.ilop)

and Chester, and arrived later. The names of the riders and
iheir machines are :

Ruyter (2 M.R.)
Raymakers (2i Vulkaani)
M. Bergmans (4 Simplex)
Manheim (3^ Humber)

C. W. Wilson (3i 1'. and JI.)

A. Citroen (6 Matchless-Jap) N,

). Ferwerda (5 F.N. 4-cyl.) P.

J. C. Neurdenburg (3^ Rudge) - J.

A. J. Kerbert (2| Douglas) A.
G. Eweg (4^ Minerva)
H. de Vos (5 F.N. 4-cyl.)

One of the F.N. machines had the carrier specially

strengthened with wipod suiiporting stays, to enable a very
heavy touring bag to be carried ; otherwise the machines pre-

sented no special features. The Vulkaam is a Dutch machine
with Z.L. engine, and the Simplex is also Dutch witli a

% h.p. German engine. One member carried a small ciiie-

Diatograph apparatus, and several had hand cameras.

C. \V. Wilson is the captain of the Cambridgeshire M.C.C.,
and met the Dutchmen at Cambridge on the outward journey,

and accompanied them right through.

A. Citroen is the hon. secretary of the Dutch M.C.C., which
has about four hundred members out of the 3,000 motor
cyclists in Holland. He told us the party thought the tour

the finest they had undertaken, and the roads were a great

improvement on those they were accustomed to ride on.

Ureatly to their surprise, they found the steepest hills in

Douglas, and nowhere on their route in England did they
find the steep hills which- they had read about in The Motor
Cycle. We explained that these hills were exceptional, and
if they had had to cross Wales or Scotland to get to the
Isle of Man they would have told a different tale.

Questioned regarding the T.T. Races, our friends from
HolLand said the most surprising thing to them was the
high speed of the Junior machines, and the great popularity
of the change-speed gear in both events. The smoking con-
cert at the Sefton, where they met the A.G.U. members,
was much appreciated, and they wished to thank through
the medium of these pages all who had assisted them
in connection with their tour; on all sides they had met
with the greatest kindness,

After exchanging cards and gi-eetings, the guests were
conducted over the clean and well ordered Enfield factory
by Messrs. R. \V. Smith and J. W. Davis (directors), and
appeared to take a keen interest in all that was shown
them. The track was also visited, and trial runs were made
on a 2J h.p. chain-driven Enfield, whilst some tried their
hand. at batting in the centre of the track, the bowling
being performed by an ingenious machine which has been
made at the Enfield works to ensure a middle stump every
time !

At the luncheon, which was served in the board room,
^[r. Davis proposed the toast of "Our Dutch Visitors," and
said how pleased they were to see them. Mr. Citroen
replied, and called for a Dutch cheer, and a responsive
" lliep. hiep, hoera " immediately followed. The menu card
was printed in the Dutch colours, and among the items were
" chickens from our own ''En-field "—a little joke which was
fully appreciated.
Soon after 3 p.m. a stai't was made for Northampton vid

Daventry. where we bade goodbye to our Dutch confrhc,
who crossed from Harwich to Amsterdam next day.

Six memlers of the Dutch M.C.C. at the Enfleld Cycle Co.'s Works on their return journey Irom the Isle of Man. The party consisted of ten in all.

A2I
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THE MOTOR CYCLIST'S MECCA.

1 AM coming to regard the Isle of Man
as the motor cychst's Mecca.
What a contrast it provides

with England. As I rode up
from Northampton to Birken-

head on the Wednesday before

the race, my T.T. Rudge won
many a sour look along the

road—the dust it kicked up,

the nervous tremor its healthy

bark sent quivering down the

spinal cords of horses, the

peculiar confusion its mere presence on the highway
occasioned in the timid bosoms of elderly ladies ; we
felt we were only tolerated on the roads, and that a

majority of the populace. would possibly welcome our

entire suppression. This was especially the case in

Cheshire, where every point policeman took our time

and number—^most unwelcome attention, for I had
broken an inlet valve, and a large circular piece blew
clean out of Geoffrey Smith's back tube and completely

disappeared, so that we had to hustle to catch our
boat. It is true the voyage across is an unpleasant

business ; it grieves the heart to see thirty or forty

machines chucked ina bristly mass against a bulkhead,

and roughly lashed together. It. is an odious business

to lug a heavy machine up a hundred steep steps at

low tide, and haggle with a surging crowd of cadging
Manx porters. But once landed, one forgets tlie dis-

agreeables. The sporting islanders welcome us with

enthusiasm, and tacitly suspend their speed laws for

A WEEK IN THE ISLE OF MAN.
By B. H. DAVIES.

our benefits. They prefer us to roar through their

villages at forty miles an hour; the buxom Manx wives
the men cheer, the kiddies wave.kiss their hands.

. At the examination of the competing machines. We need hardly say that
the paper which the group in the centre (which incliirffis the brothers Collier)

are busily perusing is " The Motor Cycle."

P. J. Evans (2} h.p. Humber), the winner of t(ie Junior T.T. , at Ballig Bridge.

It was noticeable that the bigger machines jumped much further than the
lightweights.

They prefer us to. remove our silencers, so that they

may know from the clean sharp bark of the exhaust

what tune our engines are in. The horse drivers keep
to their proper sides—even the pigs seem anxious to

apologise for that defect of temperament which makes
their progress at times a trifle wayward. Yes, the

Island is the motor cyclist's Mecca, and T.T. or no
T.T., I hope I may often revisit it. I am a patriot

to the backbone, and my old friend Billy Wells will

pardon me for saying I should like to have seen an
English machine first as well as an English rider;

but one crumb of comfort we all got from the red

Indian's smashing victory—there had been talk of

bringing the T.T. series to an end;, but now, after its

licking, the English trade cannot decently dispense

with at least one more race.

The Procedure on Landing.

Once landed in the Island, there is much to be done
in the intervals of waiting for the great day. The
younger and more sportive visitors remove all impedi-

menta from their carriers, tie a gaudily coloured
cushion thereon, and spend their leisure giving free

pillion rides to dashing little flappers from the card-

rooms of the Lancashire cotton mills, who spend theii

" wakes " week in Douglas, and have susceptible hearts

where a handsome youth in gaiters is concerned. 1

leave it to my colleague "Road Rider" to prepare

some useful hints on this su' ject before igi2. I w'ill
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The Motor Cyclist's Mecca.—

only menrion two incidents. One youth secured his

fair passenger in Atholl Street, and having no free

engine, was fain to first of all seat her on the carrier,

then push off, step on his foot-rest, and throw his

right leg forward over the tank. In this process he

SCENES DURING THE ASCENT OF SNAEFFLL.

OT©s((TCiys 715

was a long and tearsome tusk, which projected fright-
fully from an otherwise no doubt beautiful mouth.
So, "Road Rider," before the next T.T., publish a

few notes about the superior safety of sidecars, and
the wisdom of surveying Lancashire lassies by daylight
before putting a carrier at their disposal for a week

!

More sedate and elderly riders like my-
self found other modes of occupation.
We had our half-dozen "blinds" round
the course. We foregathered with old
acquaintances from every corner of
England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales.
We visited the lovely glens of the Island.
Each—if you can trust its proprietor—is
" the beauty spot of Mona." We saw the
early morning practice, if we woke in
time. We went hill-climbing along freak
by-roads ; we talked till all was blue about

A last stretch of road, near the Bungalow Staiiin Hotel. The gradient at this pent is

approximately 1 in 15.

kicked his handle-bar. He flew off towards the port
side, she towards the starboard, and the bicycle con-
tinued alone, though not for far. Remounting, an
Irish terrier fetched them both off again within ten

yards. But the sporting lassie fra' Lancashire did
not mind in the least, and when I next sighted the
intrepid couple they were taking a beautiful toss at the
Ramsey hairpin in an effort to surmount Snaefell.

Another rider of repute was foolish enough to make
the acquaintance of a lady of the shuttle late one night

during the fireworks ; and when they met next morning
bv daylight, he discovered her most striking feature

A twisty section of the mountain climb. The bends are

Just too severe to be taken at full speed. The coast line is

discernible in the background.

the probable winner. We went the round
of the qtiiet depots far from the madding
crowd, and were granted secret peeps al

weird fakements and at portentous pistons,

resembling the Irishman's coat.

An Experience -with 'Wired=on Tyres.
On the Saturday I had an instructive road

experience. I was using wired-on tyres,

and my Rudge was in her best " sixty
'

'

form, and just about all out, when " bump,
bump, bump," betokened a back wheel puncture. As
everybody knows, a wired-on cover spins round in the

rim like a Gnome engine as soon as the tube is deflated,

and before I could pull up, the cover had worked round

for 180°, and the place where the valve of that tube

used to grow was a long and fearsome slit. Perhaps

that is why the Colliers seldom if ever use one. A
passing Triumph courteously fetched me a new tube

from the Rudge depot. I fitted it, and began to make
up rime. Within a mile the same thing happened
again, and a passing Motosacoche fetched me yet

another tube, to the great amusement of the Rudge

A25
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mechanics. Friday's race has already been reported

in great detail, and is now stale history. I will only

say with what glee a veteran variable gear enthusiast

saw the long-delayed apotheosis of the multi-speed

machine. The riding was of a much higher class than

has ever before been witnessed. Most of our races

have been disfigured by the presence of a lot of mad

voung fools who expect to win at record speed the first

time of asking. This year nearly every man rode as

though he wanted above everything to finish. The

res raint at the corners Avas magnificent. I am still

quite undecided as to the best method of viewing the

race. I always adopt the pohcy of mobility, and using

my machine along the by-roads contrive to see the race

from half a dozen different points each year ;
this pays

from the spectacular standpoint, but if the race is as

tight as Monday's event, it is difficult to be quite sure

whac is happening. To follow the race Avith certainty,

one must squat opposite the scoring board at the start.

Unequal Conditions.

The great disappointment of Monday's race was that

the twins had not been handicapped down to the level

of the singles, as practice had already warned us.

Some people say the singles were quite as fast uphill

as the twins, and that the twins only scored on the

level and downhill by touching seventy or seventy-five,

as against the sixty of the singles. I am personally

quite certain that the twins snatched a few seconds

wherever acceUratian was demanded, especially on the

uphill corners, such as the "Goose-neck'' and the

hairpin. I have seldom heard such a heart-breaking

exhibition of conking as some of the quite fast singles

gave at the hairpin, and even at some of the flat

corners. There was a very marked difference in pick-

up between the two types. My contention is rather

borne out by the times taken in the flying kilometre on

the promenade. The entries were law, but the twins

did not show a very marked superiority in speed on

the level. I believe they scored in the race almost

exclusively by dint of superior acceleration ; and, if

this is so, the twins may continue to win even if they

race against singles of equal cubical capacity. One
point deserves mention, which is that the roads were

distinctly faster on Monday than on Friday. In the

Senior event they were practically perfect throughout;

JULY jjth, igii.

in the Junior event several quite long patches were not

dry until after a couple of laps, and a skid was quite

feasible on one or two portions of the mountain road,

and along three avenues of the Kirkmichael to Sulby

road, where interlacing trees meet overhead for a mile

at a time.

A Tribute to JaKe de Rosier.

In the Senior event, I think Jake de Rosier showed
himself to be as fine a rider as there is in the world.

He handled his machine magnificently, and his riding

position is absolutely perfect. "We must remember it

is rather a task to ride in a foreign land, through

crowds of spectators who would obviously prefer to see

their own countrymen victorious, and Jake put up a

•\'erv fine race. In two points he has something to

learn. He is by no means as good a cornerman as

manv of our own boys, fur his speed experience has

mostly been gained on the track, and he seems to know
very little about " cutting in," though in wide work he
is probably faster than any English rider who takes his

bends far out. It further struck me that he is more
of a rider than a mechanic. It may be unfair to judge

a rnan on a j^erformance accomplished when he has
said good-b)e to all chance of a win which he has
travelled thousands of miles to gain, and when he is

physically exhausted by four trying laps at 45 miles

an hour, but Jake's work in the endeavour to put two
or three very trifling details to rights at the Ramsey
control was %ery poor. He fumbled and muddled and
lost a deal of time that might have been saved. His
flying kilometre on the Wednesday morning ridden

against the wind was a great deal better than 75 m.p.h.

sounds, riding on a narrow curving track slippery with

rain. His famous 7 h.p. "No. 21 " is a beautiful

machine, lighter than most low-powered touring

machines, and wheeling with extraordinary ease when
the valve lifters are in operation.

This year I made the experiment of travelling by
the midnight boat. It is only to be recommended when
necessity compels it. The bar is situated at the end
of the sleephig saloon, and there is apt to be noise,

while in hot weather tlie atmosphere is intolerable. If

tlie night boat is used on the return journey, some
arrangements should be made for petrol at the landing

stage, for all Liverpool is asleep when the boat gets

in. It would pay a wideawake garage to send a cartful

to meet the returning night boats next year. ' '

R. Dreeh-.ler

(N.S.U.)

at Baliig Bndg«

The

three German
riders greatly

impress3d the

spectators by

their fine cornel

work.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Motor Cycle in Ceylon.

[5725.]—Motor cyclists do not know what they are miss-

ing by not touring in Cej'lon. The hills, scenery, and
places of interest in this beautiful and prosperous island

would well pay anyone to make Ceylon their holiday resort.

Petrol is kept at a good many of the rest-houses en roiitr,

and I could furnish a list of petrol depots to any intending
tourists. A. J\l. WRIGHT.

Ceyloii.

Stolen Machines—A Suggestion.

[5726.]—Reading letter 5705 in the issue of June 29th. I

came across your footnote in which I see you raise an objec-

tion to have numbers on the crank cases as suggested by
your correspondent. 1 think his idea sound, and send you a
method which we used to employ at a small foundry where I

worked. Some of our castings were numbered, and to do this

the numbers were carved separately, and gummed liglitly on

to the pattern for the casting, so that to change from No. 11

to No. 12 all we had to do w-as to remove the " 1 " and
fasten a " 2 " in its place, and so on. Might not this idea

be applied to motor cycle crank cases?

H. C. TREHERNE, R.N.

Vulcanising Inner Tutes Alter Punctures.

[5727.]—I have read with interest the remarks of your
contributor " Ixion " on the necessity of vulcanising inner

tubes after punctures, and beg to differ. For the last three

: years I and two friends have never used anything but
' Chemico solution and pieces of old inner tube, and have

never had trouble from patches working loose, and we
have had our share of punctures. We cover from 4.000 to

8,000 miles each per annum on the following machines

:

2| h.p. T)e Dion and trailer. 3^ h.p. Matchless-.Tap and
sidecar. 5 h.p. Matchless-Jap and sidecar. I think you
will admit that this list is fairly representative.

J. CAJirP.ET.L.

Lady Motor Cyclists' Performances.

[5728.]—I notice that comparisons are being made in the

press between two performances by ladies on motor cycles,

the -first being the record set up by Mrs, Baxter at i\ew
Brighton race track, the other being a performance at

Clipstone.

Without going into the question of the povrer of tin-

machine or the advisability of ladies entering such events ns

these, I think it would be fairer and better taste if. the com-
parisons mentioned above had been omitted when tln

reports were sent to the papers. If the comparisons were
necessary, it should have been stated fully that, whereas
Mrs. Baxter's performance was made on New Brigliton
track (on which male motor cycli^ts are not accustomed to

travel at speeds much over forty miles per hour), the second
performance was made on a straight road, without the
bends and other dangers attending the track performance.

Personally, I do not, think that such performances wOl
increase tlie popularity of motor cycling. I trust, however,
that you will find room to insert this letter in fairness to
Mrs. Baxter. I may say that my only interest lies in the
fact that we both live in Liverpool. I have only met the
lady once, and have no other interest whatever.

S. W. PHILLPOTT.

Insurance.

[5729.]—Quite recently I had an accident to my motor
cycle and sidecar through slipping and running into an
obstruction when starting.

1 advised my insurance broker, Mr. Ernest Bass, of

Bishop's Stortford, next day, and he immediately came and
saw nie, with the result that an estimate which I had in

the meantime got from a firm of repairers, amounting to

£8, was passed, and I received the cheque the following
morning. E. LEWIS.

A Dastardly Trick.

[5730.]—Myself and friend had a slight accident on
the Knutsford lload between Piekmere and Tabley which
necessitated our leaving the machine and sidecar for the
night, and when we went for it the following morning,
the engine, which was a 1911 twin J. A.P., was removed
from the frame and found in a field a quarter of a mile away.

Every wire was cut, the petrol and oil pipes were t-orn

in two, and various other parts were strewn about the road.

In fact, the machine, which was a 1911 Zenith-Gradua,
was a complete wreck.

Trusting you will give this a prominent place in your
pa(jer, as a warning to any other motor cyclist- who may
be obliged to leave his macliine, to place it under lock

and key, or otherwise remain with it if at all possible,

P. E. TETLOW.
P.S.—A reward of £5 is offered for information which

will lead to the arrest and conviction of the offender or
offenders.
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. Arnold Keyzer, our Capo photographer, who won the flrst open hill

climb promoted by the Cape Peninsula M.C.C, on the Red Hill, gradient

1 in 4. He used a 1910 Scott, bat now has a 1912 model on order
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Great Retoims in the Scottish Six Days' Trials.

[5731.]—In your issue of the 29th ult., I notice a letter

from "T.S. 345," re. hill-climbs. " T.S. 345" states that

immediately after the six days' trial riders had passed over

Amulree, J. W. Adamson, of Perth, made a clean ascent

with a passenger on the carrier. J. W. Adamson got as far

as the hairpin bend, when his passenger dropped off, and

Adamson finished the ascent alone. I believe Adamson is

quite capable of taking the hill with a passenger, and would

have done so on that occasion, but I think his passenger's

nerves must have got the better of him, and he decided he

had had enough. When J.W.A. is well exceeding the

limit—especially round corners—it is not quite a picnic for

his passenger. AD SUM.

Change-speed Gears and Sidecars.

.[5732.]—I eiwlose two photograplis of my sidecar com-

bination, which I think might be of interest to a section

of your readers. The .machine is a 6 h.p. N.S.XJ. I have

owned this machine for eighteen months, and driven it

in all weathers over all sorts of roads, and I cannot praise

it or its N.S.U. two-speed gear too highly; in fact, nothing

ever does go wrong with it except a

new clutch spring now and then costing

a few pence. Tyre troubles and belt

slip are practically all my worries, and
it is not surprising, seeing that the

combination is weighty, and very

often there are three full-sized people

on board.

I often think, when reading in vcui

paper of , disappointed users - of two
speed gears, that they have not had
experience of the N.S.U. gear. I have
never met. any but satisfied owners of

it as yet.

My sidecar is a Montgomery ; the

.body I built myself. The- top lid lifts

up on hinges, carrying tlie wind screen

(celluloid) and the horn with it; tlieie

IS a side door allowing easy entrance
for passenger. It is very roomy inside,

contains two large cupboards for spare
tubes, etc., and is padded all over,
making it very cosy in cold and rainy
weather. The screen is adjustable up
or down. I can easily do 40 m.p.h. (by
the Cowey) on the level

I suppose it is hardly necessary to
say I am only interested in the N.S.U. and Montgomery
"Companies to the extent of being a vei'y satisfied private

owner. Wishing your paper the best of luck,

A. BAKER.

lie transmission. To my mind the twin belt of the ilatchless

is perfect, no slipping, and in wear it equals a single belt

machine of half this h.p. In short, it fully justihes any
claim "laid down for it by Messrs. Collier. My wife and
two children, who frequently accompany me, are not acro-

bats, and for my part I consider the steering smoother than

that of a car.

As a medical man I use my machine night and 'Say, and

.n all weathers and on all roads. F. C. WEIGHT.

The Tourist Trophy Races. Are they Iistructive?

[C"o4.]—It is such an easy matter to moralise and be

after-wise, that if it did not seem essential oiie^ would not

like to refer to the fatal and other serious iccidents in

the practice for the T.T., but it is quite time we asked
ourselves the question, "Is it worth the risk?"
That we have derived much benefit by road racing in

the past and that experiences thus gained have helped tfll

evolve the present motor cycle no one can deny. There
is, however, no further need io take such risks, and such
spectacles as these are only for the) morbid. What the

would-be motor cyclist wants is not to know if a certain

ui.-ike of machine, properly faked and as much unlike >. a

[5733.]—In your issue of June 15th there anpeared a
grumble about two-speed gears and high h.p. macnines used
with sidecars.

As I have ample experience .of above combination in' an
b h.p. Matchless and rigid type M. de L. Montgomery side-

car which I had delivered to me in March, I think in justice

I should relate my brief though varied experience.

I have ridden a considerable distance since then (two to

three thousand miles), and that over ihe worst roads in

Christendom (as admittedly some Irisli roads are), without
the slightest mechanical trouble. In particular the two-
speed gear^ fitted on my Matchless is a very fine piece of

mechanism, enabling me to glide off with a full load of from
3 to 4 cwts. from low speed as smoothly as the most efiiciently

clutched car I know. The. change to top when under way
is a very simple and convenient procedure, and with the
high horse-power one can run almost constantly on top even
in fairly hilly parts—a great advantage.

' I have had no trouble from slipping on top, and as this

gear is arranged I don't see how slipping could take place.

Re tyres. Your correspondent's eKperience is not mine,
having had a car. I grant you the non-skid tread wears off

smartly, but with a sidecar there is no danger of skidding.
I would remind your correspondent that there is a difference

in the strain of 14 to 15 cwts. (weight of most small cars)

coming down on a tyre in a pothole- in the rna.rl and the
3 cwts. of bicvcle and sidecav.

A 6 h.p. N.S.U. with two-speed N.S^U. gear and special IMontgomerj siaecar, belonging to Mr. A. Balier, ol

Brighton. (See accompanying letter.)

standard j machine as possible, can peg .along at sixty to

seventy miles an hour for'<a short distance, but if a standard

;
machine with full touring kit will take him anywhere at

a good average speed.

It only requires a good lead from motor cyclists for

the A.C.U. to doom such' misnamed sporting events'as the
T.T. arid to support in a whole-hearted manner the genuine
attempt to bring out the best in all makes of machines in

such genuine competitions as the A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

G. "PHEBY. -."

[We publish our correspondent's letter as an evidence o£m
• what some motor cyclists think about the T.T. races.

With regard to the accusation respecting standard
machines, we refer readers to our leaderette page in

this issue.

—

Ed.]

Eidin,? in Long Coats—A Warning.

[5735.]^Perliaps this letter may be of warning to othei

motor cyclists, who, like myself, wear long macintoshes 01

coats. I have ridden thousands of miles with a long ccat

and always preferred it to a short one, and I did not thini

they were dangerous. The other day', while returning homt
riOj Saxmundham, I was sailing along when without the

slightest warning my coat tail caught in the chain (5 h.p.

Indian) and I was hauled off the motor backwards, and had
a very bad spill. Should have been in a very poor plight

if it had not happened near some cottages, as motor was
on top of me, and I was pinned to the ground and quite

helpless. I should like to thank the rider of a Triumph whc
helped me in every possible way, as he must have .stopped

some considerable time in effecting repairs to motor.

Trustina' this letter will act as a warning, IL 125.
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Change-speed Gears an 3 Sidecars.

[5736.]—Aneiit tiie cori-et-poncieiice with reference to the
power and reliability of mtichiiitii for sidecar combinations,
I.'ara runniag a Jj,- \i.)i. N.S.U. ior touri-iig. wovk with every
satisfaction. The engine is 80 x 80 mm., thus being some-
what smaller than this year's model and most of the standard
3^ h.p. m^achines. The sidecar is a rigid Jlillford. The
weights of passengers are 11 stones and 8 stones respectively,

to which must be added a small luncheon basket, a photo-
graphic outfit, and frequently a kit-bag weighing close on
2 stones when packed, while the dog weighs a stone and a

The 3! h.p. sidecar comDination referred to^by H 8376.

half. I can do 20 m.p.h. on good average give and take

roads, and riding recently from London to Ross-on-Wye, the

only hill I could not climb to the top with full load w"as

Dashwood Hill. Returning, the long hill out of Stroud
necessitated discharging the passenger, and White Hill, on

the London side of Henley, had to be negotiated by running
alongside the machine for the last half of the climb.

A. friend has a 3i- h.p. two-speed Humber with sidecar

which he has used extensively for nearly two years, and he
finds only an occasional hill he" cannot climb. The other day we
rode from Brighton to London together in the raui and with
heavy roads, and he had a total load of 28 stones. There are

times when we should welcome a little more power, but on
the whole we score in the matter of sim|)licity and economy.
Belts seem the heaviest item, an inch rubber belt only doing

about 1,000 miles. Regular lubrication is essential, and thick

engine oil is pwjferable to grease for gear lubric.-)tio'i.
" H 8376.

Conduct in the Isle of Man.
[5737.]—I cannot, help referring to the disgustino- and

dangerous conduct ot many of' the motor cyclists attendiuT
the T.T. meeting in the island—conduct which must eventu^
ally close to us the only roads open for speed trials
The way the promenade was crowded with mad motorists

was certainly most dangerous, but luckily no accidents
occurred to those immodest women who seemed to let all

decency ily.

Possibly these motor cyclists will remember that the
Sahara Desert will soon become the only speed trial ground
left to us if such conduct is'peisisted in. Where, were the
police? SUNLIGHT.

Foreign Machines and English Riders.

£5758.]—The success of three American machines in the
T.T. race must be rather a disappointment to natives of
Great Britain. It certainly is to me, and on looking at
tlie results I find that the riders are all English, and that
tiie American uiachme ridden by Americans did not ni;ike
nearly so good a show.
As -i designer of things myself, I would be soriy to belittle

the • winning ' machines. They must have been good to
succeed ; also I would give any ctedit for their riding ability
to the pilots of tliem, but greatly regret that their patriotism
is not in tlie same class. If a foreign machine riclden by a
foreigner of any nationality can win, by all means let us
congratulate him, and then learn what we can from his
victory, but for our best riders to select such machines for

their mounts to assist the astute Yankee to sell them here,
instead of allowing him to demonstrate their merits him-
self, is poor patriotism and commercial lunacy.

Let us hope that by next year a few new stars will have
arisen with equal ability and more love of their own country,
and I am sure their success will , be applauded as it will

deserve. A. C. DAVISUX.

Acetylene Gas as a Fuel.

[5759.]—In your issue of the 15tli idt, we find some
very interesting remarks under the heading " Acetylene Gas
as a Fuel."
We would like to point out that the fears expressed in

your footnote are -a little over-stated. There are dozens of

stationary engines in this and other countries which have
been working for years with acetylene alon>^, and they work
quite satisfactorily. The reason w'hy acetylene has not been
adopted on a much larger scale for motors is simply one of

cost, elaborate e.xperiments having s'lown that tli^j cost for

the fuel is 50",-, to 100"^, more than if petrol or petroleum

be used. The high temperature obtained through the com-
bustion of acetylene, while making it an economic medium
of light, does not play so important a role when u.-'cd in

explosion motors. GHAS. BINGHAM AND CO.

Will the person who recently wrote to J. B. Dall, Lady-

bank. Fife, from the Post Office. Talybont, Talycafn, N.W.,
enclosing a remittance, kindly forward his correct address

to Mr. ball?

THE INVERNESS AND DISTRICT M.C.C, HILL-CLIMB.

A group of competitors and members. R. Campbell, who made fastest Ume on his 3i Triumph.
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M.C.C. Third Race Aeeting at Brooklands.

Competitors speeding round the tracii in the first lap o[ the club championship race for touring motor cycles.

BEAUTIFUL weather, which was at times almost intoler-

ably hot, especially to those whose point of vantage
was the shelterless fork, favoured the M.C.C. third

race meeting and gymkhana which was held at Brook-
lands last Saturday. The meeting provided good fun to a

very creditable number of spectators, the principal attrac-

tion being Jake de Rosier's successful attack upon world's
records, and there was also some excellent flying during
most of the afternoon and evening. The programme
embraced altogether no less than thirteen events, including

three gymkhana competitions.

Jake de Eosier. who had been sitting' in the shade of the

judge's bo.x, and viewing the events with a non-committal
complacency, got his 7 h.p. Indian "21 ".out shortly after

6 o'clock, when the suir had been robbed of most of its

penetrative powers, and there was little or no wind. It

was announced that he would make attempts upon Avorld's

record times for the flying kilometre, flying mile, aird flying

five miles. The two former were timed over the railway
straight, and in order to give the spectators at the fork a

show of speed Jake de Eosier got a start some little distance

up the track and came past them all out.

At the first time of asking it was perfectly clear that, his

machine was in good fettle, aijd he skimmed over the track

with a musical purr that to the practised ear indicated

plenty of power and thorough lubrication. Taking the bank
under the members' bridge fairly high up he got a fine

down-hill start oir to the straight, and with his helmeted
head tucked well down upon the handle-bars disappeared
from view behind the railings, only to reappear again in a

remarkably short space of time in the neighlDourhood of the

aeroplane sheds. This preliminary effort was apparently

abortive as Jake de Rosier fell a victim to his besetting sin

of bumping his chin upon the handle-bars, and as sooir as

he arrived at the fork several handkerchiefs were tied round
the bars and another round the' rider's chin to act as a

buffer.

Owing nc doubt to the fact that in the programme Jake
de Rosier was merely announced to go for world's record,

the majority of spectators failed to realise the exact nature of

the kilometre trial, and were quite under the impression that

he would go all out for several laps, instead of which, he,

of course, slowed down immediately aft€r passing the kilometre

finishing line.

With the improvised protection over his chin he was soon
off again, and this time got going thoroughly well, and
succeeded in covering the kilometre in 26gS., or at the rate
of 85.32 m.p.h. As soon as these figures had been put up
by Jlr. W. H. Wells upon the blackboard there was quite
a considerable outburst of cheering, and it was realised by
the "doubting Thomases " that the great Jake was fairly

m earnest and meant doing things This was further

Jake de Rosier (7 h p Indian), who broke three world's records at Brooklands
last Saturday, the highest speed he reached being 87*38 m.p.h.—the best ever
accomplished on a motor cycle. When confirmed, this performance will super-
sede .Henri Cissac's long-standing record of 87'32 m.p.h., made on a machine
ot greater capacity.
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Lining Dp [or The^tart of tbe 560 c.c. handicap race.

ensmed by the next run round, in which, after getting away
past the spectators, he went out for the flying mile. Ji^vi"-

dently his motor was improving rapidly, for under the same
weather conditions as he had for the kilometre he succeeded
in covering a mile in 41J;S., or at the rate of 87.38 ni.p.h.
From the spectacular point of view, the five miles was the
best distance of any, as de Rosier came twice pa.st the fork
at full speed. Crouching low over his machine, and sitting
it as though riveted to the saddle, he flew along as if

the track were as smooth as a billiard table. The engine,
although very highly 'geai'ed, was fairly humming round, the
machine leaving behind it a faint trail of blue smoke. In
an incredibly short space of time he again passed the specta-
tors, and, bearing towards the inside of the track, was
hugging the railings on the big banking.
The live miles was covered in 3m. 43s.. giving a ispeed of

80.72 m.p.h. The 7 h.p. "21," with the'exception of the
latest type of spring forks, looked for all the world as though
the big twin engine, had been planted in the frame of a path
racing push cycle. Only such things as are absolutely neces-
sary find a place on the machine, and there are no throttle or

brakes. The engine is .standard in every respect except that
the valve tappets are lighter and not adjustable, and that
auxiliary exhaust ports are drilled in the cylinder walls.

Jake's costume is also worthy of note. He wears a padded
steel helmet, a brilliant blue sweater, black tights, brown
leather gaiters, and black sand shoes. He used the American
Blue Streak tyres.

The Touring Machine Classes.
The first event on the programme, the Class A motor cycle

race for ordinary touring machines with sing c-cylinder
engines not exceeding 550 c.c, brought out seventeei starters,

the distance being three laps of the track. The result was :

Handicap.
Rider and marfiine. m. s.

1. E. A. CoUiver (3i Z-enith-Gradua) 1 15
2. G. T. Gray (3i Rudge) 18
3. G. E. Purchase (3i Triumph) 18

A. W. Brittain (3^ Rudge) ran into second place, but was
disqualified for not using mudguards. Class B race was for

touring mounts with engines between 400 and 1,000 c.c, for

the same distance. Thene were only two starters. Dr. C. J.

Stanley (5 h.p. Indian) giving 18s. to C. Perciva) (6 h.p.
Zenith). The lat-ter won by 300 yards, aftei- a good race.

Any Type Class.
The next event was for single-cylinder motor cycl-^s, any

type. not. exceeding 560 c.c, for tliree laps o^ the tracic. and
open to any member of the M.C.C. McXab, on a 3^ h.p.
'lliunp-.lap, looked like winning this race, but towards the
end of the last lap the belt rim ptcied up a stone, which
caused the belt to jump ciT. Tlie first- tlit-ee positions were

:

Handicap.
Rider and machine. ni. s.

1. A. Baker White (3^ Trump-Jap) 21
2. Alan Hill (3i Rudge) 36
3. Rex G. Mundy (2'Alcyon) 2 54

The filth event was an inter-'varsity ra::e, Oxford v.

Cauibridge, but, unfortunately, no Oxonians v;ere present to
defend their alma maltr, and the competition became there-
fore a two-lap "scrap" between half a dozen Cambridge
men, the winner being A. E. Sheppard, with — Gray second.

Class E motor cycle race was an open event for motor
cycles with multi-cylinder engines of between 400 and
1,000 c.c. capacity, distance four laps. There were only three
starters, and the resiilt was S. Tessier (5 h.p. Bat-Jap),
scratch, easily beat V. Oisson (8 h.p. Oxted-Jap).

^

The ten-lap club championship, for the "Harry Smith"
Gold Challenge Cup, open to ordinary touring motor cycles,
under handicap, produced twenty-two starters.

B. il. Marians (2^ h.p. P. and M.), 0. L. de Lissa (2^ h.p.
Motosacoche), and J. Holroyd (2^ h.p. Motosacoche) were
given a liberal handicap, and went a considerable distance
before anyone else started. At the end of the first lap, de
Lissa was just leading Marians, but a lap later both the
Motosacoches had dropped out of the race. N. D. Slatter
(2 h.p. Alcyon) went very well, but the lap and a half he
had had to give to Jlarians was more than he could pick up.
A big bunch of singles went off at 5.40 p.m., or nearly a

quarter of an hour after the first lightweights, and of these
A. W. Brittain (3^ h.p. Rudge) was easily the fastest, and
travelled very consistently. The scratch man was Arthur
Jloorhouse (7 h.p. Indian), who was giving some minutes
aw-ay to S. T. Tessier (5 h.p. Bat-Jap). Moorhouse immedi-
ately got going at a tremendous speed, and overhauling com-
petitor after competitor easily came Iionie first. Result

:

Handicap.
Rider and machine. ni. s.

1. A. Moorhouse (7 Indian) scr
2. B. Marians (2i P. and M.) 19 30
5. L. A. Baddeley (3i Brown) 5 40

Brittain ran into third place, but was again disqualified.
Breakdowns were extremely common, and a bare half of

the starters completed the distance. ,

After the racing was over there were three gymkhana
events. The first was a motor cycle "Life Belt" race, in
which the competing machines were placed on a line, the
driving belt having been removed to the satisfaction of the
judges. The competitors, starting from a lina of about one
hundred yards from their machines, had to run to tlieni,

carrying the driving belts and their fittings, refitting the belt,
and riding the machine back to the finishing line.^ Some
extraordinarily quick work was seen. The result was : 1.

H. A. Cooper (5i h.p. Bradbiirv) ; 2, A. W. Brittain (3^ h.p..
Rudge) ; 3, W. F. Guiver (3^ h.p. Kerry-Abingdon).

Arthur J. Moorhouse (7 h.p. Indian), winner of the M.C.C. club championship, /
which carries with it the " Harry Smith" gold challenge cup.
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THE greatest event of the year in the motor cj-ele

world is the International T.T. Race, which assembles

the cream of the best competition riders from all

parts of the United Kingdom, as well as riders

from Europe and America. The course of 37^ miles has to

be covered five times, and competition is so keen that many
of the entrants spend a fortnight or even more in so accus-

toming themselves to the course that they can take corners

and bends at almost twice the speed that the average tourist

ever attains in similar circumstances.

A Practice Day.
A few words on a typical day's work during this prelimi-

nary practice. Our headquarters are in a quiet little hotel

close to the course, but away from the bustle and distrac-

tion of town life, so that rest can be obtained after strenuous

work, for, as Jake de Rosier remarked, practising for the

T.T. Race is no "tea party." Roused by the Boots at

3 a.m., wet or fine, we growl and go to sleep again. The
unrelenting Boots, however, returns just as one is enjoying

a few minutes' "cosy," and you have to get up muttering

unkind anathemas against this rude disturber. A few
minutes for dressing and donning racing cap and goggles and
we are soon down in the workshop ; machines are quickly

wheeled out, with a hurried glance to see that everything

is in order, and we are on the course, petrol and oil tanks

having been filled overnight.

On the Mountain Road.
It does not take long to reach the foot of Snaefell, the

mighty hill that everyone thought no single-geared machine
hot from racing could climb. The hairphi corner soon comes
into view, and speeds are slackened to about 15 m.p.h.,

safely to negotiate the bend. Just as I am gathering speed

again the sound of an overtaking machine reaches my
ear, and it passes in a few seconds at a good pace, for is it

not one of the machines fitted with two or tliree gears, which
can do such splendid corner work on account of the "pick
up " on the low gear? But I know my machine is fast and
well up to its work this morning, and before another mile is

travelled I have passed this rider, and have the road to

myself again. The " Goose-neck " is the iie.xt difficult

corner to get round, but by keeping well out till half-way

round and then cutting close in it is soon conquered, and
then for the next few miles the mountain road is narrow

and very loose, but after several days' practice little notice

is taken' of the surface. The fog or mist which is frequently

met with on the mountain is very disconcerting, and unless

great care is taken one finds oneself approachnig an acute

beiid in the road "all out"—brakes have to be jammed on

in a most uncomfortable manner, and the corner taken with

perhaps a nasty skid, which may or may not result in a fall.

Leaving the "mountain past the last gate, where the gate-

post on the left seems to stand out in the middle of the road,

the fastest part of the whole course is reached, and the

machines tear down the hill at speeds clcse on 70 m.p.h.

The single-geared engines are literally shrieking as they

revolve at tremendous speed owing to the comparatively low

gear used to make the ascent of Snaefell possible.

However, pumping in oil every four or five miles, one lap of

the course is completed, and I stop where my timekeeper

is located, who reports still further progress, and I am
pleased to find that another two minutes have been docked
off my previous best.

There is no riding at high speed on the road after six

o'clock, as farmers' carts, cows, and sheep are about, and so

make practice dangerous. There is, however, time for

another lap to be done at medium speed, just to get used to

the course, with sundry stops here and there to greet old

acquaintances. The morning's work is, however, not yet
done, as the hotel yard is quickly filled by other com-
petitors arriving, and is transformed into a crowd of

workers, all striving their utmost to make their engines just

1 m.p.h. faster.

Hence an hour or so is spent in cleaning and making
adjustments to the machine, and the gong goes for breakfast,

which of all meals throughout the day is the most acceptable.
The forenoon is occupied, as a rule, in taking off and

examining cylinders, cleaning pistons, and truing up valve
seatings and other odds and ends, although sometimes the
gi-eater part of the day may be occupied in remedying a

bad mechanical breakdown. Such is an average day's work
whilst preparing for the race.

The Race—Starting.
The eventful day at last arrives, and as the start- does

not take place until 10 a.m. we decide, as our machines are
quite ready, to remain in bed until 7.30 a.m., and get all

tlie rest we can to prepare for the coming ordeal. After a

good breakfast and one or two sandwiches taken to the
start, to be consumed before the race commences, by 9.30
o'clock we are on the road at Quarter Bridge, which pre.sents

a scene of animated excitement. Some competitors, of a
nervous temperament, are still bu.sy adjusting their machines
and tinkering here and there, and all is hurry and bustle.

At last, thank goodness 10 a.m. arrives, and the first

two men are despatched with a hearty send off.

A few minutes elapse before I get the word to go, but
it nevertheless seems a lifetime ; at last, however, the signal
is given, and with one final look at the machine I am
soon off amid cheers from friends and well-wishers, but
before I have thoroughly got. going, the brakes are jammed
on and speed reduced to about 10-15 miles an hour to enable
me to get round the right angle bend at Quarter Bridge.
Once over this and the race has begun in earnest, for tlie

road is fairly straight up to Ballacraine Corner.
i\ly engine is behaving splendidly and is pulling well. I

endeavour to catch the man that started half a minute in

front of me and so get at least one position better. Giving
the engine a good pumpful of oil and crouching low down
on tne machine, the engine begins to rear and I soon over-
take the one in front, which proves to be a single-cylinder
of a different make from my own but fitted with a gear.
Passing and repassing each other for the next few miles,

I am at last able to show him my back wheel for good,
past Ballacraine Corner, which is taken in the opposite
direction to that of last year. Through Glen Helen I tear
at almost full speed, for I know this part of the road well,
being part of the old course. After Ballig Bridge, where the
machines are thrown into the air, comes the ascent of
Creg Willey ; the bottom corner is taken with care, for the
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The T.T. Races from a Competitor's Point of View-
fatal accident to Surridge during the practising is

remembered, and we are determined to run no risks.

The Intoxication of Speed.
Thfi road down hill to Kirk ilichael corner is very fast

with a good surface, so down this portion I grip the handle-
bars, hold the tank with my knees, and tear along with
engine doing over 3,000 revs, a minute. I begin to wondei
whether the engine will really stand it, so great is the pace.

The sensation is superb and yet appalling, for the intoxica-

tion of speed is on me as I am launched forward like a
human projectile, but I have full command of my senses,

and know that the perils of tliis very race for life, so to

speak, are like skating on the thinnest of ice.

On and on, rounding a bend in the road and almost
skidding round a corner, I proceed, passing a competitor
here and there by the way side, until Sulby Bridge is reached,
where brake* are frantically jammed on, pace slowed down
as the bridge tui'ning is made, and, bearing to the left,

speed is again increased. Another pump of oil and we come
to what is perhaps the roughest part of the road, that lead-

ing into Ramsey for about four miles.

-My front wheel is jumping all over the road, caused by
the potholes—veritable death traps—but wrists are strong.

Hamsey is reached at last, and turning to the right and
again quickly to the left we are soon past the depot, where
supplies of petrol and oil will be taken in on our next round.
At the foot of Snaefell I am wondering how I shall be able

to take the hairpin bend and also the goose-neck further on
with a hot engine. However, these are conquered in succes-

sion, and the rest of the mountain climbed, swerving first to

the right, next to the left, and slowing down to a bare
20 m.p.h. for some of the corners on this wild mountain road
among the clouds.

Further down the other side can be seen a gate, the post

of which stretehes well into the middle of the road, and
necessitates a slackening of pace. Hark! what is thai

crackle in the rear that gradually .seems to get nearer and
nearer as I race down the mountain helter-skelter, full of

forebodings. It passes, and I see it is one of the Indians
with their two-speed gears, ridden by Jake de Rosier. On
top gear the machine is several miles an hour faster down-
hill, but nearing the bottom I hold him for the next mile or

so on the straight and uphill, but later he gets clear.

A Keen Eye and Steady Nerves.
In the distance is a bend in the road that 1 know from

previous practice can be taken all out, but this is where
careful judgment and cool nerve are required, for the mis-
calculation of an inch or two means the end of all things.

On and on I go, until I reach tlie start again. SluiU I

finish another four laps? Rounding the Quarter Bridge and
giving another pumpful of oil to the engine. 1 again get
ready for another tew miles of speed work on towards Balla-

eraine Corner, and on again through Glen Helen, up Creg
VVilley's Hill, down again to the corner in Kirkmichael,
where last year so many spills were recorded. This year we
take an easy bend to the right instead of the ditBcult turning
to the left, and tlien on through the narrow streets, of

which the houses appear almost to touch both sides as I

tear through at fully 55 m.p.h. I feel sure of myself and the
road, for have not notices been sent round to all those
living on the course that all children and domestic animals
must be under proper control, under the penalty of a heavy
fine? Sulby Bridge again is heralded by tlu-ee large red
banners across the road at intervals to warn competitors of
its extreme danger.

It is just here that I am passed by another twin rider
who has been hanging on for a mile or two. He was not
quite so fast on the flat, but has evidently had some practice
on the corners, for he takes the corner beautifully, and is

away in the distance before my machine can pick up its

speed. This does not worry me unduly, tor it is only the
second lap, and I maj- meet him again on the roadside doing
a repair job Who knows?
Over the bumps again, one sits tight for very life. The

front wheel jumps over the road, and only with herculean
strength is it every time brought back to its correct track.
Who is it that thinks it does not require an athlete for

T.T. racing under these conditions? The palefaced. over
nicotined youth who spends his spare time in the billiard
saloons or in front of hotel bars would not stand ten miles

of this gruellmg. A broken arm or leg is easily earned, and
it requires the teeth to be set hard and a watchful eye kept
on the road at every moment if life and limb are to be pre-
served and a finish well up in the list to be achieved.
Rounding the bend .at Ramsey we remember that a stop

has to be made at our depot and petrol and oil are quickly
taken in. At the same time the chance is taken to remove
a slipping belt.

With eneery words from my helpers I again make a start
and soon reach the foot of Snaefell, and further along the
mountain we come up to our friend on the twin who has
landed himself into the ditch by taking a corner too fast
and going wide. A mile or two of this searching, bumpy,
perilous riding over the rough mountain roads and all at once
I detect some slight irregularity of running which soon slows
the engine, and as the machine races down the side of the
mountain I can hear an occasional and annoying misfire.

Wliat can it be? Is it an inlet valve spring weakened? a
seating warped or cracked? or perhaps it is a defective plug?
It becomes worse. Quickly jamming on brakes and dis-

mounting, the plug is examined first, and though almost red
with heat it is extracted with gloved hands and examined.
The central electrode has given way under the furious battle
of flame, so another one is in.«ei'ted, and I am on once more,
retarding the sjjark a shade to prevent that ominous " konk "

that engines will give when their load is great at starting
and they are tired. Fingers gradually advance the ignition
lever, and the engine is once again coa.xed to |Tut forward its

best—a pumpful of soothing oil is given and it responds.
Further along the mountain top come t.'ie bumps which
nearly throw one clear of the bicycle altogether.

The Desire for Sleep.
Passing through the last gate on the mountain which is

taken with caution, we give a furtive glance at the spot
where a number have collided with the bank.
On and on, passing one after another, till the procession

grows tliinner, the weaker ones falling out by the roadside.
Past the start again, the course seems to get harder and
bumpier; the muscles soften and tingle as the thoughts of
welcome rest and sleep force themselves upon me, but bracing
myself together and steeling my nerves for one more dash,
putting desire tor comfort and sleep on one side, the corners
and bends are taken with a little more recklessness, and
visions of houses, hedges, people, etc., scurrying past in
their headlong flight come to me as I am launched forward
for the last tipie tlrrough Glen Helen and over the
liumpy Ballig Bridge, which is taken with a daring leap
right into the air, landing on the other side with a sickenirg
thud. The tired engine is not emitting that healthy crackle
of the exhaust denoting perfect fettle, but its note seems
to the rider more like one long drawn out sigh, as though
it.would fain take a long, long rest, but it turns over and
over, still as fast as ever, obeying the will of its master.
One or two riders pass me on this lap, but as I have also

in my turn passed many I know I am still holding a good
position. Will my trusty steed take me through the next
twenty miles? I have great confidence in it, for it rarely
plays me false. After rounding Ramsey corner for the last
time, the brake is jammed on, and the machine is brought
obediently to a standstill for more petrol. Supplies are taken
on in a few seconds.

Quickly making a start, I am sure my wrists are beginning
to feel the strain, though they are good for more liard
work before they give out, A sharp corner on Snaefell is
taken too fast, and my heart leaps into my mouth as I
vide for several yards "on the edge of a ditch, but lifting
the valve has slowed the pace and enabled me once more to
gain the right track. After this the next corner is taken
ii shade slower, for I am riding to finish, and the slightest
swerve may put me lixn-s de. combat at any moment.
Two more miles and with luck it will be over and the

race run. One last pump of oil is given, soothing the bear-
ings of the engine already very very tired, the valves
badly charred and burnt and their springs robbed of all their
vim. softened by the punishing work they have done. Up
the last hill we tear, and finally hurl ourselves past the
winning post. B'riends rush forward to shake hands, machine
nd rider are carried away amid cheers from the crowd.
We enjoy the feeling of perfect rest for some minutes, whilst
lefreshments are tendered and. eagerly taken.
And so ends the T.T. Race. The reward—a gold medal

!

Hun'ah ! Thus is the curtain rung down upon the ever
:>'omorable battle of cylinders in 1911. PETEor..
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

M.C.C. RACE MEETING AND GYMKHANA
AT BROOKLANDS.

THE T.T. RACES REVIEWED.

NEW LADY'S MODEL.

Police Traps.

Caution should be exercised in Walsall
and district ; the police are active owing
to several acidents which have occurred
lately.

Thieves at Work Again.

A 1909 8 h.p. Matchless with Nala two-

speed hub gear was stolen from a garage

at Croydon on the evening of the 30th

ult. The owner is R. Sraee, 18, Canning
Road, Croydon, who will be glad to have
information respecting it.

Sidecars and Change-speed Gears.

Tlie Enfield Cycle Co. are placing a

4 h.p. sidecar machine on the market
for next year, but have not yet decided

wliether tlris will have a twin or single-

cylinder engine. However, the Enfield

cliange-speed gear and chain transmissioir

will be used, wliicli are particularly suit-

able for passenger work.

First Open Hill-climb at the Cape.

The first open hill-climb organised by
the Cape Peninsula M.C.C. was held at

Red Hill the usual A.C.tJ. formula be-

ing adopted. The distance of the climb

was 1,600 yards. The competition

resulted in a win fo." A. Keyzer (4 h.p.

Scott), the second being J. Thornton

(35; h.p. Bradbury).

Proposed Record Attempt.

In preference to riding in the T.T.

8. A. il. Witham has been sp&nding

his time tuning up for a record a 5 h.p.

twin Bat-Jap. It is much on standard

lines, except ior a huge petrol tank.

This rider is also expectiirg delivery

shortly of a new pattern 8 h.p. overhead
valve Matchless-Jap. The bore and
stroke of the engine on this new machine
are 90 x "774 mm.

Lyons M.C. Race Meeting.

T'lj£ Motor Cycle Club of Lyons held a

m&eitrno' at the Velodrome L(yons on tlie

2nd' ifist > which i-esulted as follows :

Hour Race (quarter litre).—Escoffier

(Magnat-Debon), 61.3 kilometres = 38
miles.

Club Championship (five kilometres).

—

Bebeaune (Rene Gillet), time 3m. 55|s.

= 47^ miles per hour.

Hour Race.—Maaue on a machine of

his own construction, witli engine not
exceeding .333 o.c, su.cceeded in coveting
just under 46 miles in the hour, which
d les not compare very favourably witli

the British hour record for 350 c.c.

engines (52 miles 1,650 yards) made by
Golvtr on a, BiitLsh-built Matchless.
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Cy-^kt

July ISth

„ 15th

„ 17th
,, 19th

A Correction.

The lady in the pliotograph published
last week on page 696 is iladam Frasetti.

We offer our sincere apologies for the

error in the inscription, and for any
annoyance which may have thereby been
caused.

Spanish Road Trial.

At Tarragona, on the 2nd inst.. the
Sama Cup. which was competed for in

a road trial, was won by De Vay on a

2| h.p. Magnat-Debon in five hours, dis-

tance 210 kilometres, equivalent to 130.4
miles.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

9.10 p.m.
9.9 p.m.
9.7 p.m.
9.6 p.m.

Slow Vehicles in London Traffic.

A draft byelaw has been prepared by
the London County Council which will
render it compulsory for slow-moving
vehicles to keep to the left or neai side
of the road.

Speed Limits.

Local Government Board inquiries into
the applications for ten-mile speed limits
at Stony Stratford (Bucks) and Rhayader
(Radnorshire) were recently held. Repre-
sentatives of the R.A.C. and A. A.
and M.U. who Wi.-re present were
ready to concede a portion of the
main Holyhead Road in Stony Stratford
where there are cross roads, but the
remainder of the application was fought
on the grounds that the conditions exist-

ing did not justify the imposition of a

reduced limit.

With respect to Rhayader the applica-

tion was strongly opposed, but finally

an agreement was come to between the
applicants and the objectors. Two por-

tions of roads in Rhayader regarding
which the applicants and objectors could

not agi'ee were left to the discretion of

the L.G.B. inspector.

Our series of photographs "Married Couples who Motor Cycle " have created much interest. The above
photograph depicts the Rev. J. Morcom Taylor and his wife and children, of Scarborough, on their 1911
Motosacoches. They ride a great deal, and often carry their children on cushions on their carriers for some
distance, the children taking hold of a Ijelt round the. rider's waist
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Number oJ Motor Cycles in France,

According to the latest returns the

total number of motor cycles in France

in 1910 wr.s 27,057, against 26,140 ot

the previous year, an increase of only 917.

World's Record Speed.

0:;ly for the second time in England

was 87 m.p.h. exceeded on a motor cycle

last Saturday. Henri Cissac was the first

motor cyclist to attain such a speed,

when at Blackpool on July 27th, 1905. he

covered a Hying kilometre in 25|s.=

87.32 m.p.h. Cissac rode a 12 h.p.

Peugeot. Last Saturday, Jake de Rosier,

riding a 7 h.p. Indian, was timed to cover

a mile in 41|s., which is equal to a speed

of 87.38 m.p.h

French Eoad Race.

The Grand Prix des Motocyclettes,

organised by the Moto Club de i\larseille,

will be held on August 27th on a tifty

kilometres course, which has to, be covered

four times, making a total distance of

124^ miles. The event will be divided

into four classes—Class I., machines with

engines not exceeding 250 c.c. ; Class

n., 333 c.c; Class III., 500 cc. ;
and

Class. IV., engines of any power.

A Novel Track Racing Event.

During the first week in August the

Sutton Coldticid A.C. will liold a race

meeting on the Aston track for light-

weiglil machines complying with the T.T.

regulations as regards size of engine.

There will be scratch races ar.d handicaps,

and tlie principal event of tlie day will be

the half-hour efficiency race, prizes for

which will be awarded for the best per-

formance on a formula which will take

into consideration the four following

factors: lotal weight of macliine and
rider, distance travelled, size of engine,

and petrol consumption. The last-

mentioned event should arouse a great

deal of interest, for it is believed to be

the first -of its kind ever held.

British Imports and Exports of Motor
Cycles.

Fur the last three years the value of

June imports of motor cycles and parts

were :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

£5,415 £6,289 £5.973
Parts thereof

—

£1,951 £4,615 £4,144

£7,364 £11.004 £10.117

£5.551 £11,428 £17,139

Open
July 1

3—Irish End-to-end Run.
,. 15—North Middlese:c M.C.C

climb.

„ IS—B.M.C.R.C. Open Race Meeting.

,, 15—A.C.U. Mid. Centre Open Hill-climb
at Much Wenlock.

,, 22—A.C. U. Quarterly Trial (Northern).

,, 22—Torbay and District i/I.C.C. Open Hill-

climb.

,, 22-23— Bradford M.C.C. Open Reliability

Trial to Dunbar and back.
„ 24-29—Scottish Six Days" Reliability Trial

., 29—Bradford M.C.C Third Annual Open
Hill-climb.

,. 29— R.A.C. Associates' Gala Day at Brook-
lands. Cars and motor cycles.

Au?7-8— Dublin and District Open Two Days'
Reliability Trial.

,. 14-19—A C.U. ANNUAL SIX DAYS-
RELIABILITY TRIAL. HARRO-
GATE AS A CENTRE.

The exports during the month of June
in each year are represented by the

following figures :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Mo( or cycles

—

£3.293 £7.859 £13.408
Parts thereof

—

£2,258 £3,569 £3,731

The Figures for Six Months.

For the six months ended June 30th
the imports showed a total of

—

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

£23.624 £26,974 £28.528
Parts thereof

—

£11,736 £28,344 £33.413

The Britisli exports are given here-

under :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

£19.814 £44,019 £95,878
Parts thereof

—

£16.522 £19,006 £30,393

£36.336 £63,025 £126.271

It will be noticed that the exports for

the first half of this year are double the
amount they were in 1910.

Yorkshire Open Hill-climb.

The Biadfurd .M.C.C. will hold its

an:!i:al open hill-ilinib at Baden Moor,
near Easby. on Saturday, July 29th, com-
ni^-ncing at 2 p.m. Nine' classes are
induded in the programme, embracing
every type of machine. An electrical
timing apparatus will be used this year.
Entry for.ms may be obtained from the
sec, Albert Bdgs"., Vicloria Sq.. Bradfmd.

Saturday's Open Hill-cUmb.

A big and representative entry has
been received foi Saturday's open hill

climb at Much Wenlock, organised by the-

Midland Centre of the Auto Cycle Union
Contestants will again race in pairc

! International Motor Cycle Races.

The international match at Brooklands
next Saturday between C. R. Collier on
a British Matchless - Jap machine, and
Jake de Rosier, the American champion
on an Indian machine, is creating great
interest. Great keenness is being dis- -

played by both riders, and a purse ot

£130 is being given in addition to other
prizes, to the winner of two of the thre,.'

races over five, ten, and twenty-five miles.

In addition to these contests there will

be a full racing programme by the British
Motor Cycle iTacmg Club, while, weather
permitting, there will be Hying by the
aviators engaged in the forthcoming
£10.000 circuit of Great Britain.

Parties of motor cyclists are being
arranged in different districts to travel to

Brooklands for the Collier v. de Rosier
match next Saturday. There is every
promise of a big attendance, and the
B.M.C.R.C. deserves all support for its

enterprise.

The Barnet Shooting Case.

The mysterious outrage which occurred
near Barnet, when S. Si^litters. a motor
cyclist, was attacked by a pedal cyclist

named G. D. Hay, and dangerously
wounded, was solved on Saturday last at
the Old Bailey. Dr. Dyer, of" Brixton
Prison, described the case as unique, and
in reading extracts from Hay's diary, said

he had no doubt he was of unsound
mind. The prisoner appears to have been
conscious that he was suffering from a'

mental infirmity, and struggled against

it. The jury returned a verdict of guilty
but insane, and Hay was ordered to be
detained during His Majesty's pleasure.

£35.360 £55,318 £61,941
Essex M.C. Hill-climb at Bottledown, Councillor Leymann changing gear on his twin-cylinder N.S.U.

and sidecar.
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A Criticism of the New 2 h.p. Lady's Humber.
With a v^ew to giving the new model 2 h.p. lightweight lady's Humber an exhaustive test, Mrs. M. C. Cooke,

the well-known Triumph rider, has been riding the machine for some weeks, and has kindly written the brief
criticism which appears below. The 2 h.p. lady's Humber will eventually be listed as a standard model.

IT
is now some years since I had my

first Humber featlierweigbt push-
cycle. I little thought then that
some evening I should find waiting lor

me a Humber motor cycle, built on as

graceful lines as those of its predecessor.

It is said "Everything comes to liim

Mrs. M. C. Cooke witn the new model 2 h.p.
lady's Humber.

who waits." At the Olympia Show last

November I had a chat with the designer
of the Humber products, and from what I

gathered then I formed an idea of what
the machine would be like. The first one
has been made, and I am not disappointed,
i.or have I any doubts that when placed
on the market it will be the lady's mount
]}a7- excellence.

The model in question is fitted with a
2 h.p. engine, and weighs about 100 lbs.

The engine and magneto are fitted under

Essex M.C. Hill-climb.

On Saturday, the Essex Motor Club will

hold a hill-climb at Upminster Common
Hill (near Harold Wood), starting at
4 p.m. There are five classes on the
programme.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
The competition for the President's

Challenge Cup took place on the 9th inst.,

the winner being S. C. Davis (Kerry),

3^ marks lost ; 2nd, J. Tassell (6 h.p.

Matchless-Jap), 4^ marks lost ; 3rd, C.
Busbridge (4 h.p. Chater-Jap), 6^^ marks
lost. The special prize presented by Mr.
.J. Tassel! for the best performance by a
passenger machine was won by E. Phil-
pot (5 h.p. M.O.B.M. and sidecar), 16^
marks lost.

the down tube, and are a marvel of neat-

ness and compactness. The beautiful

curve of the down tubes from the steering

head to the seat-pillar gives the impres-
sion of great strength and gracefulness.

There is little need for me to describe
the power unit, for it is exactly the same
as used on the now well-known 2 h.p.

men's lightweight. The cylinder, which
is offset, has a bore and stroke of 50 hy
70 mm.
Although single-geared, it is one of the

easiest machines to handle, for several
of my non-motoring friends (who had
not been on a motor cycle before) have
tried it, and the ease with which they
mounted, started, and dismounted was
quite a revelation.

Tlie macliine is most comfortable to ride,

and runs very quietly and .smoothly,
while its ability to carrv a lady almost
anywhere at a speed well over the legal

limit, if need be, or even at a walking
pace, makes it a most acconmodatir.g and
desirable acquisition. I understand tliat

future machines will be fitted with tlie

Armstrong three-speed gear.

All the parts are well protected, and
there is no danger of getting a dress oily

on the engine. The. dressguard on the
back wheel is of cord, to which I rather
object, as the cord so soon gets dirty and
untidy looking. With a little arrange-
ment, however, this can be dispensed
with.

Several motor cycling friends are ask
ing if I ha^'e joined "the light brigade,"
and my reply is " to a certain extent,

yes," in that I have discarded the push
cycle altogether in favour of the light-

weight motor cycle. Nine out of every
ten ladies who ride a pedal cj'cle would do
the same if they once tried tlie easier ard
more modern motor.
On the other hand, those of us who

scour the country, sometimes for days
together, and whose husbands drive T.T.
Triumphs, or other equally fast

machines, have to be equally well

balanced with them in respect oi power
for everybody's peace of mind.
In conclusion, may I say that Messrs.

Humber, Ltd., are to be congratulated
un the excellence of the design, the

simplicity of the working parts, and
also for their enterprise in thus catering

for the ladies.

(Mrs.) M. C. Cooke.

Showing the neat design ol t.ie lady's Humber I Shtweigfli.

British and American Times.

Some months ago when reports from
America spoke glibly of speeds of ninety
miles an hour on motor bicycles, and
more than one competitor riding identical

machines were unable to get within ten
miles of such a speed at Brooklands, we
suggested that probably it was " in the
air." O. C. Godfrey, it will be remem-
bered, pleaded that the ro'.igh state of the
surface at Brooklands was the cause, and
offered a wager that the member of our
staff who wrote the paragraph could not
exceed 75 m.p.h. at Brooklands, although
his machine is capable of quite 80 m.p.h.
Needless to add, the challenge was not
accepted, but an animated discussion
followed, a number of readers offering to
accept the wager under certain condi-

tions. We are reminded of tlris amus-
ing incident by a telegram signed
"Indian Wells" which reads : "See The
Motor Cycle, November 25th, it is not
the air, it is the engine." Many thanks,
Mr. Wells. English people were always
sceptical. We, are convinced.

Hill-climb on Mont Ventoux.
This famous Continental hill-climb will

be held on August 5th and 5th, and a
class for motor cycles has been instituted.

The entry fee is £2 per machine, and
application should be made to the secre-
tary, 9, Place Crillon, Avignon, France.
The hill is approximately 13^ miles long.
The steepest section, near the summit,
averaging 1 in 7^ for five furlongs, pro-
vides a searching test, after climbing
for nearly thirteen miles.
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Mechanical Details of T.T. Aodels.
WE contimie our description and

illustrations of the special

mechanical features of Tourist

Trophy machines used in the
Isle of Man.
As we have already indicated, practi-

cally all the T.T. njachines were provided
with a brake pedal, which, instead of

being mounted on the footrests, and
therefore standing a chance of being
tlirown out of action by a spill, was
arranged quit« separately. The old

arrangement of carrying the brake
pedal on the footrests was adhered to in

the Matchless machines, but in order to
prevent any damage a special stay was

Matctiless girdcrej tootrest, to prevent damage in

case of a fail.

arranged, as shown in fig. 1. The same
sketch also shows how the foot brake
was applied through a rocker arm work-
ing on a pivot carried inside the pedal

biacket of the frame.

New Model M.R.
The little 4 h.p. M.R., whose rider

deserves very special n.ention tor his

remarkable corner work, was a new
model full of good points. Perhaps the

chief feature of interest was its lightness,

weighing, as it did. onlv 110 Us. ready
for the race. Unlike the smaller twin
Moto-Reve, which has its valves arranged
-one above the other, the 4 h.p. engine
has both valves in the head, where they

.are worked by adjustable rocker arms and
tappet rods, as shown in fig. 2. The

Overliead valve gear on the new model 4 h.p.

M.R. ridden by A. Berlie in the Senior Race.

attachment of the cylinder to the flame
tube by means of the lug shown is niost

unusual, and we are inclined to duubt its

advantages if the clip be held tightly, as
there is no means of allowing for the ex-
pansion of the cylinders. However, it

proved no disadvantage in the race itself,

and the little engine kept buzzing along

M.R. brakes operating on both sides of the belt

rim.

with most comniendable regularity, and
it wa:5 only belt trouljles which prevented
Albert I'erlie Irom getting a higher place

than twenty-fifth. The engine has a bore

and stroke of 63 x 80 mm., and a total

cabic capacity of 499 c.c, so that com-
pared with other twins it was at a

decided disadvantage-

The arrangement of

the hand and foot

brakes is shown in

fig. 3. Both of these

are extremel.v large,

and work upon the

external and internal

sides of the bell rim
respectively. Both are
applied b.v means
nf Buwden wire,

the hand brake em-
ploying a bell crank
lever which pushes
forward a pUms

M.R. belt tensioning
lever.

on the end of which is mounted the
brake shoe. The drive is by means of a
V belt, which passes over a jockey pulley,

a free engine position being obtained
by slackening the latter so that the belt
slips over the engine pulley. The lever

for this purpose is illustrated in tig. 4

and is provided with a very neat internal
pawl which engages with the ratchet
shown.
Ths new Alcyon carburetter is shown

in fig. 5. This is of the single jet type,
with the main air inlet below the jet,

and an additional inlet above. The
throttle is of the plain butterfly type, and
is contained in the short inlet pipe. It
will be noticed that the main air is drawn
through a series of holes drilled round
the base of the jet chamber, and not as
is the usual practice, through a semi-
annular orifice around the base of the jet.

Features of the T.T. Scott.
We have already described some of the

innovations on the 4 h.p. Scott which put

Alcyon carburetter,

up such a remarkable performance in

making the fastest lap. Figs. 6 and 7
illustrate the principal points. The first

is an e.xterior view of the carburetter,
and illustrates the control in which both
air and throttle levers are worked from
one side, and both are worked from the
handle-bar. There are two separate jets,

each of which has its own independent

The carburetter control mechanism on the
T.T. Scott.,

automatic air valve which abuts on the
further side of the engine. It will be
seen, that for greater security the spring-
on inlet pipe is held down to its seat by
a small thumb nut. The illustration also
shows the end plate of the rotary dis-
tributer, the arrangement of which is

shown in more detail in fig. 7. It is con-
tained in a casing cast on to the cylin-
ders, and is driven by a light chain. We
are not at liberty to explain the dis-

tributer in full detail, as we under.' t and
tlie patents are not yet completed,
but the principal point is that its use
allows a verv rapid opening of the inlet
ports. .At all events it appears to work

The new distributing valve usej for the first time
on the T.T. Scotts.

extremely well, to judge by the manner
in which the Scott negotiated the
mountain. The lubrication of the dis-

tributer is effected very simply, as it

draws in its own lubricant when the tap
connecting its casing to the oil tank is

opened.
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A Long-distance Ride without a Toolbag.
Punctually at 9 a.m. on Monday last, W. Pratt, on a

P. and M. "motor bicycle, started on his long distance ride

which lie hopes to accomplish without the use of any tools.

Punctures do not count. Mr. Martin Duncan observed on

behalf of the Auto Cycle Union, and followed the rider in a

car lent by the Kempshall Tyre Co.

At the time appointed for the start the weather was cool,

but later the sun shone forth, and the remainder of the day
was ideal for the purpose.

On Tuesday morning Pratt continued his ride vid Watford,.

Aylesbury, Aynho, and Banbury, to Leamington, where a.

halt was made for lunch. The ride tlu'oughout was under-
taken in a blazing sun, and there- was no incident. The
afternoon run was vid Stratford, Oxford, and High Wycombe
to Uxbridge.
On Wednesday, Tuesday's route was retraced to Enstone,

where the left-hand road was taken for Broadway, Evesham,,
to Worcester for lunch.

AN ATTEMPT TO RIDE 1,000 MILES WITHOUT A TOOL.

%
«^s»«l^

^y ^^^yn
• ^^

^_._ _

' -

W. Pratt (3 J h.p. two-

speed P. and M.) who is

this week attempting tO'

cover 1,000 miles with-

out a toolbag.

In the otllcial car are

Mr. M. G. Duncan, the-

A.C.U. official observer,

andMr. F.A.Hardy, the

Dress representative.

The first day's route selected by the Royal Automobile
Club was via Rickmanswoith, Watfoid, St Alban's, Hatfield,

Hertford, Ware, Standon, Bishop's Stortford, Quendon, New
port, Great Chesterford, Cambiidge, Huntingdon (where
lunch was taken), Caxton. Godmancliestei, Royston, Baldock,
Stevenage, Welwyn, and Hatfield back to Uxbiidge, the
total distance being 155 miles.

Pratt found the road veiy dusty after the recent diy
weather. A remaikable featuie of the first day's iide was
the regularity with winch Pratt kept to scheduled time m
spite of the fact that he carried no speedometer
Lunch was taken at Huntingdon, which was reached at

1.15 p.m., and a stop for tea was made at Hatfield.

Several motor cyclists turned out on the route to give
Pratt a cheer. Apait from this the ride was without mci
dent, and the first day's run was accomplished -iMthoui the
aid of a tool of any description. The petrol consumption
for the day's run of 155 miles was just Under one and a half
gallons. 'The P. and M. machine is fitted with Kempshall
ivres.

Leaving the Chequers Hotel yard, Uxbridge, followed by the oOicial car.

SIX DAYS' LIGHTWEIGHT RIDE.
The six days' lightweight record, held by H. V. Swift

'2| h.p. Douglas), v.-ho rode 2,025 miles, has, we understand,
been beaten by James Merton (2-| h.p. M.R.). who rode
2,157 miles—132 more than the former total.

Merton started at three o'clock on Saturday, the 1st
inst., and finished on Friday, the 7th inst., at three o'clock.
The route was in the Eastern Counties, starting from London
to King's Lynn, Yarmouth, Newmarket, Cambridge, etc.

Merton, who finished in very good condition, liad not pre-
viously ridden more than 200 miles in one day. The distance
covered on the first day was 410 miles—an excellent per-
forTiance.

Merton's M.R. was fitted with Simnis magneto, Amac
carburetter, Hutchinson tyres, Stanlev Dermatine belt,

Bluemel plugs, Cowey speedometer, F.R.S. lamp. Middle-
more saddle, and a Clair silencer. The engine was lubricated
with Wakefield oil, and Pratt's spirit was used.

BRISTQL CLUBS RELIABILITY TRIAL.
The results of the Bristol B. and M.C. reliability trial

held on the 8th inst. to Bath via Glo'icester, Birdlip, Ciren-
cester, Faringdon, and back through Faringdon, Cricklade,
and Malmesbury, were : Points lost

1. Eli Clark (2-| Douglas) 2
2. E. Kickham (3^- Rudge) ... ... 3
- fW. W. Douglas {2| Douglas) 4
''

1 G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas) 4
On the outward journey the competitors had to ascend Birdlip
Hill, a task everybody was able to accomplish.

C. R. COLLIER'S NEW RACER.
In his match with De Rosier at Brooklands next Saturday,

C. R. Collier will use a new type 8 h.p. J. A. P. twin engine
on his Matchless, with a bore and stroke of 90 by 77.5 mm.
The speed capabilities of tliis machine are not yet known
exactly, but are enormous.
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An Irish Lady Motor Cyclist.
Mrs. K. G. Townsend. of Ballyshannon, gives her Experiences.

A few months ago had anyone toid me that 1

slioald shortly be riding a motor cycle I should

have jeered at him or her with scorn and derision.

Now, having become an enthusiast, I %vonder

how I possibly managed to do without one for so

long.

My husband is . a civil engineer, with a practice

extending into six counties, and railways here

being few and far between, he does pi'actically

all his work by motor cycle. I often wished to

accompany him and explore the country, and did

try once or twice on ray ordinary bicycle, but found
it too hard to keep up at even slowest speeds when
pedalling by myself, and too dangerous to be
towed along owing to the bad road surfaces.

It was after one of tliese attempts that he first

suggested a ladies' motor cycle, and I was horror-

stricken at the idea of attempting to ride so compli-
cated an animal.
However, after turn-
ing it ov'er in my
mind (the idea, I

,mean, not the motor)
for a few weeks, I

finally ventured to sit

on my husband's
machine in the hall

while he started the
engine, and showed
me how to manipu-
late the levers. I soon
learned how to do this

and then longed to

try it on the road.
Having arrived at

Uiis stage, it did not
lake long to induce
me to order a motor
cycle for myself.

iVIy First Experience.

This arrived in

due course ' by pas-

senger train, and
after having un-
packed it and filled

up the tanks with
pelrol and oil, I

started off within an hour of its arrival for a run

with my husband. We did twenty miles straight

off. and" I returned home simply charmed with the

machine. The sensation of sitting still on the

saddle and being hauled up and down hills without
having any pedalling to do was delightful, and the

levers which looked so complicated were really

very easy to manage.

The next day being a holiday (St. Patrick's Day).

we started off for a whole day's run to Killybegs

and back, 66 miles. Altogether, during the first

week the machine was m my possession. I did 700

miles without any trouble and with only one punc-

ture, caused by a sharp stone.

I am sure more ladies would take up the pastime,

if only they knew how easy it is to learn to control

the machine, and how cheap it is to run. A gallon

of petrol, which costs one shilling and twopence,
will carry one from 120 to 140 miles, and the wear
and tear of the machine is very small.

The Machine for Ladles' Use.

I- am much interested in the discussion going
on in Thi: ilolni- Cycle between Jliss Berend and

Mrs. K. G. 1 ownsead

others anent the suitability of a lightweight or

heavyweight motor cycle for ladies to ride, and with

all due respect to Jliss Berend, who rides a 3^ h.p.

Brough heavyweight, I think that for ordinary

everyday riding, a 2 h.p. lightweight, if suitably

geared, is the proper mount. My machine is the

new 1911 2 h.p. Motosacoche, weighing (unladen)

about 90 lbs. It is geared seven to one, and with

this gear I can get up anj' hills about here (and it

is a hilly country with abominable road surfaces)

without pedalling at all, not even the L.P.A., so

frequently jeered at by heavyweight entluisiasts,

and I can comfortably average over fourteen miles
an hour on long runs ; and, after all, what more
does a lady want'^

The Wearing Qualities of Lightweights.

With regard to the oft repeated statement that
lightweights lose
power badly after

having run about 500
miles, my husband's
experience s h o \v s

very much to the
contrary. He rides a
lightweight Motosa-
coclie, and his pre-

sent mount is the
third one he has had
of this make, rnd
they have proved
mo.'st satisfactory. He
is out in all weathers
and frequently does
120 to 140 miles in a

day. He has never
yet been left on the
loadside by his

machine, and he
fin<ls two or three
thousand miles make
no difference worth
-peaking about to

the pulling powers of

ihe engine ; it is still

lull of life. His
machine is also

on her Motosacoche. geared to seven to

one, and he can comfortably average eighteen miles

an hour, and very rarely has to pedal on hills. I

think also a lightweight must be a great deal

easier to manage in grease. I have no difficulty

at all in keeping mine going over the greasy lime-

stone roads of Donegal, and they are very greasy,

and there is no comparison between the ease of

pushing about a heavyweight and a lightweight.

I have tried both.

The Clothing Question.

The question of suitable clothing for ladies when
motor cycling is very simple. On long rides I

usually wear a short thick skirt, a flannel blouse,

and over all an overcoat, about three-quarter

length, made of blanket cloth, and in case of being
overtaken by rain I have a light waterproof coat

strapped on to the carrier. For head covering I

wear a tweed hat and motor veil.

The large shields which enclose the engine on
my bicycle are most effective in protecting my dress

from oil and grease. Altogether, I am very pleased

with my venture, and am looking forward to long

tours all over Ireland this summer.

Jn ansiperinii this advertisement it is desirable to Tnev.tion "The Motor Ci/cle.
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THE INEVITABLE
"

VICTORIES IN BOTH

TOURIST TROPHY RACES
WERE

A FOREGONE CONCLUSION
To all who knew THE SUPERB
QUALITY of these famous Tyres.

1st DAY (Junior Tourist Trophy):
P. J. EVANS on a Light-weight " Humber" FIRST

2nd DAY (Senior Tourist Trophy)

:

O. C GODFREY on an "Indian" FIRST
At the Speed Trials, July 4th :

D. C. Bolton, on a Martin-Jap fitted with Continental

Tyres, won the flying kilometre, accomplishing the distance

in 39 seconds.

Write for Booklet, "The History of the Motor Cycle." post free.

CONTINENTAL TYRE & RUBBER CO. (GREAT BRITAIN), LIMITED,
THURLOE PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W,

BIRMINGHAM. BRISTOL. DUBLIN. GLASGOW. MANCIIKSU.T;K. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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run held on 24tli

i^'ilver cup ; Grin-

Cumberland County M.C.C. (Western Section)

The postponed reliability trial of the above club will take
place on July 16th, starting from Piel Wyke.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Next Saturday, speed trials are to be held in Lowther Park,
Penrith, by favour of the Ilight Hon. the Earl of Lonsdale.
Good prizes are offered for the three classes, and the pro-

ceedings commence ;it 4.30 p.m. prompt.

Mansfield and District M.C.C.

Tweuty-two members turned out for the club's second run
on the 1st inst. to ilatlock t id Chesterfield and Baslow,
and back by nay of Ambergate and Alfreton. With a

membership of thirty-three, the club promises to be a

flourishing institution.

York County M.C.C.

Awards in the Leeds-Londo.i and back
and 25th ult. were : Langton (Triumph),
stead, gold medal, and Moorfoot (Kex and sidecar), silver

medal. The two days' run tn Edinburgh and back will be
held on July 15th and 16th.

Inverness and District M.C.C.

The first hill-climb wa.s held at the Leachkin. a promi-
nent ridge on the west side of the caual nearly half a mile

long with two steep pitches well within single figiue gradient

and a water splash which required to be crossed with cir-

VV
cumspection. The formula used was Trm- and the wimiers

were declared as follows : 1, R. Milne (Triumph) ; 2, K.
Campbell (Triumph) ; 3, Jas. Marr (B.S.A.) E. Campbell
was first on time with P. Douglas (8 h.p. Bat) second.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

A very successful hill-climb was held on Saturday last at

High Drenton Hill, South Cave. 'J'here were eight cla.sses

and a very good number of entrants. Jtessrs. Plewes

(3i h.p. Calthorpe), Slingsby (3i h.p. Paidge). and Ellis

(3^ h.p. B.S.A.) made very fast times. The results are not
yet to hand, having still to he given out by the committee.

Oxford M.C.C,
Social runs will be held on July 13th and August Bank

Holiday to Deddington and Howberry Park respectively. In
the first in.stance the club' will be entertained by a vice-presi-

dent, Mr. G. Horatio Jones, ;uid in the second by the presi-

dent, Mr. Harvey DuCros.

Essex M.C.

For the annual members' hill-climb ne.\t Saturday, on Up-
minster Common Hill, competitors must be ready to weigh
in at three o'clock.

The 200 miles non-stop competition, postponed from June
24th. has been changed to 100 miles, and will be run off on

•July 22nd. Further information can be obtained from Mr.
E. Bass. Bishops Stortford.

Ayr and District M.C.

On .Jul}' 5th a .<^peed-jndgiiig competition without watches
or speedometers was run off from Cocker's garage to a point
near' Mauchline and back. First prize was awarded to

Geo. Cocker (5 h.p. Rex), who drew IG^ m.p.h. and arrived
Im. 5s : late. Second. Jas. Gilchrist (3^ h.p. Triumph).
11^ ni.p.h.. Ini. 10s. loo soon. Third. W. Lawson (3^

h.p. Triumph). 18 m.p.h.. Im. 15s. too soon.

The Coronation hill-climb postponed to the 28th of June
owing to the inclemency of the weather, was held at Brae
Avenue, and took the form of a flexibility test, the awards
being two heavy non-skid tyres presented by Mes.«rs. I'he

Kempshall Tyre Co., Ltd. Electrical timing with supple-

mentary telephones was nsed, and the results on the for-

mulse
T X D= N X VS

W and
F

F-HS
SlNGLE-OYUXDini Cr..\ss

are as follows ;

1.

2.

3.

Jas. Senior (3i Rudge)
Fig. of Meri;

... .6039

... .5499

... .5496\Vm. Allan, jun. (3i Tiiumiih) ...

TwiN-cvi,iNi)i;n. Ci,.\.s.s.

1. Miss Mav Senior (2J two-speed Douglas) .5141

2. Geo. Cocker: (5 ]!ex) 4795
3. Alf. Sommerville (5 Rex) ... .4724

Miss Senior was privileged to use a reduction gearing (about

10 to 1). the rest of the members having to use a direct

drive.

Hull and East

Riding A.C.C.

Hill-climb at

South Cave

last Saturday.

Scene at the

starting point.
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Measuring out the luel allowance in the Edinburgh M.C.C. Petrol Consumption

Test on Saturday last.

Mersey M.C. I

The following riders won silver medals for non-stop runs I

in the 100 miles non-stop reliability trial held on the 9th

inst : F. C Jonfs (Bradbury), V. S. Horsman (Bradbury),

J Morley (Triur pli), S. W. Carty (N.S.U.), H. Kershaw

(Douglas), S. W. Phillpot (Humber), and A. JIason (N.S.U.)-

Parley and District M C.C.

The result of the iiexibility hill-climb, held last Saturday

at Tilburstowe, was as under :

Difference.

4ni. 15s.

3m. 56|s.

3m. Zi!^

1. E. G. J. Charlesworth (3i Zenith)

2. D. H. Ebbutt m Precision)

3. S. H. Eoutley (3i Bradbury)
Zigzagging was allowed, and was largely responsible for

Mr. Charlesworth's slow climb, althoughHie had probably the

lowest gear of any.

North-west London M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the Thomas challenge cup was held

on the 1st inst., the course being through Guildford, Farn-

ham, Basingstoke, Oxford, Buckingham, Cambridge, and

Biggleswade, finishing at Jack Straw's Castle. Fifteen com-

petito 5 started, of whom two retired—Williams (8 h.p.

Chate -Lea and sidecar), engine trouble, and Printz (5 h.p.

Bat), 4'res. There was a very close finish, three competitors

losing only one mark each ; but F. A. Rose kept nearest to

schedule time. Results:

1, F. A. Rose (Tri\uuph), one mark lost; cup and gold

medal; 2. G. H. HoUis (2| h:p. Douglas), one mark lost,

silver medal ; 3, Hal Hill (5 h.p. Bat), one mark lost, silver

medal; 4, Glynn Rowden (Triumph), two marks lost,

silver medal.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The hill-climb held on Walesby Hill last Saturday

an exceptional entry. The results were :

Class A. Single-cvlindeks.
Position

on time,

W. 0. S. Bament (3i Rudge) 1

G. 0. Brunwin Hales (3i Triumph) ... 3 ... 2

F. Richardson (3-i B.S.A.) 2 ... 3

CL-A-SS B. Mrl-TI-CYLINDERS.

A. B. Goold (5 V.S.) 1 ... 1

A. Sutclifie (2|- Douglas) 3 ... 2

W. Richardson (5 F.N
;

2 ... 3

C X Ti-5
The formula used was tr

The prizes won during the present year will be presented at

a social n)«eting to be heid at Skegness on the 23rd inst.

attracted

Position
on formula.

1
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The twelve hours run to Bath and back wiD take place

next Saturday, starting from Station Hill, Coventry, at

7 a.m. There are over a score of entries. The awards aye
The, Motor Cycle. 50 guinea cup (to be held for one year) and
a replica in silver presented by the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Second, Humber gold medal ; third, club gold medal ; fourth.

Rex silver cigarette case. The route is rio Evesham,
Cheltenham, Gloucester, Birdlip, Stroud, Nailsworth, and
the total distance 200 miles.

Herts County A.C.

On August 5th-7th the successful precedent of last year
will be repeated in a tour to the Lakes, combining with it

a reliability competition for each of the -six classes of entrants.

Members desiring hotel accommodation at Kendal and
Barnard Castle should at once communicate with the secre-

tary, from whom full particulars of the route and conditions
can be obtained.

Dublin and District M.C C.

A series of speed trials ,was held on Saturday at Port-

marnock, tlie three races resulting as follows :

One Jlile Handicap.—1, C. Pardo Kird (3^ h.p. Triumph),
160 yards; 2, J. A. Carvill (3^ h.p. Triumph), 130 yards; 3,

C. E. Murphy (3^ h.p. Triumph), 150 yards.

Four Miles Handicap.—1, P. Brady (3i h.p. Rudge), 45s.,

time 5m. 32|s. ; 2. J. Healy (3J- h.p. Rudge). 55s.. 5m. 25s;

3, C. E. Murphy (3^ h.p. Triumph), 35s., 5m. 28s. ^Yon by
2s.. there being 3s. between second and third.

Twenty Miles' Handicap.—1, P. Brady (3^ h.p. Rudge),
5m., time 28m. 11-ls. ; 2, J. A. Carvill (3^- h.p. Triumph),
4m.; 27m. 26s. ; 3, T. Green (4 h.p. Waverley), 4m. 27m. 43s.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The fast and slow hill-climb was held on Saturday last at

Gaitshake, near Dumbarton.

Cl.^ss I.

J. S. Grant (3i Triumph)
— Wilson (3^ Singer)

D. S. Baddeley (3^ Rudge;

CL.i,SS II
— Hunter (7 Indian)

W. Deans, (3^- Singer)
D. S. Baddeley (3i Rudge)

The results were :

Singles.

Fig, of

Slow. Fast. Merit.

... 10.51 32 3.04

... , 9.41 27.7 2.94

... 8.57 24.83 2.89

Twins.

... 8.83 33.5 3.79

... 10.29 32 3.11

;e) ... 10.69 29.4 2.79

M.C.C. Brooklands Race Meeting.

B. Marians (2^ h.p. P. & M.) finishing second in the club championship eveD
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Club News.

—

Streatbam and District M.C.C.

The hill-climb fixed for Satui'day has been postponed till

August 5th in consequence of the B.M.C.R.C. Collier u,

de Ivosier match at Brooklands.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Ckib runs for the month are as follow : July 16tli, to

Aslidown Forest and Brighton ; July 23rd, to Winchelsea-on-
ISea ; July 30th, to Pulborough.

Surrey M.C.C.

The petrol-economy competition on July 5th, over a.

triangular corffse of 15i miles (Guildford, East Horsley,
llipley, Guildford), which had to be covered twice, resulted

;i3 below : 1, E. Cox (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar).

91j m.p.g. ; 2, F. Smith (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), 133

m.p.g. ; 3, H. K. Owtvam (3^ h.p. Triumph), 140^ m.p.g.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

At a most enthusiastic meeting of local motor cyclists at

the Victoria Hotel, Wolverhampton, on the 29th ult., the
forjuation of this club was decided upon. Any who may
Ije interested are invited to attend a general meeting at

tlie same place on the 14th inst., when officials will be
•lected and rules submitted for confirmation.

Worcestershire M.C C.

The ' President's Cup'" 150 miles reliability trial resulted
a.s below, subject to confirmation by committee: iinrk«loat~

. _ .
.

. g

u

I

F. G. Boddington (4^ h.p. two-speed Precision)

MS. Lewis (5-5 h.p. two-.speed Eex)
Ll. Dudley (2^ h.p. three-speed Hobart)
H. E. BrVant (3^ h.p. T.T. Triimiph)
1-". Smart"(3i h.p. T.T. Budge)

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

'the result of the hill-climb held at Sandon on the 25th
lilt, was :

Fig. of Merit.

1. H. J. Scale (3i T.T. Scale-.Jap) 73.1

2. A. Cotterill (3i Zenith-Gradua) 76.68

3. R. J. Ashton (33 Scott) 79.46

.Scale was awarded a gold medal, together with I. \V.

Ilentley (8 Dot-Jap), who made fastest time.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Teams of six each are being .selei ted by the Newcastle,
Lancashire. Bradford. Cumberland, and Westmorland Motor
Cycle Clubs to represent their re.spective counties in the liill-

clinib on the Greyhound, near Kendal, on August 5th. There
are to be no conditions. \'alualjle medals are to be pre-

sented to the winning team, and further information may be
obtained from C. B. Kobinson. lion, secretary. Ferney iTreen.

Kendal.

Putney aud District M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial to Sali-sbury and back
on the 2nd inst., for a pair of Kempshall tyres, and a
Haslam belt presented by the manufacturers, were as follows
.•n order of merit : 1, P. E. Shackel (8 h.p. JIatchless and
sidecar); 2, JI. G. Drew (3^ h.p. Triumph); 3, A. Verdon
Koe (3i h.p. Humber) ; 4, H. H. Buckmaster (3i h.p.

Triumph), There were eleven starters.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The 1(X) miles non-stop run was held on the 29th ult.,

liver a very stiff course, starting at Hatfield, and . thence
through Hitchin. Barton, Sharpenhoe Hill, Aston Hill.

Princes Kisborougli, Missenden. St. AUians. and back to

Hatfield. As the route v»-as entirely unmarked, the com-
jietitors who did not know the course were at a considerable
disadvantage. Of the twenty-nine entries, twenty-four
-larled, and the following gained medal.* :

M.itor bicvcles. -P. H. Bentlev (3^ h.p. Triumph, R. B.
Clark (5 h.p". Indian), R. C. 0. Wells (3^ h.p. Bradbury). J.

P. Le Grand (5 h.p. Rex). A. G. Peppercorn (3i, h.p. Brad-
burv), H. Karslake (4 h.p. Dreadnought), G. T. Gray (3J, h.p.

Rudge), H. E. Davison (5 h.p. Rex), W. F. Guivei- (3^- h.p,
Kerry-Abingdon). and C. C. Cooke (H^ h.p. Triumph). C.
S. Lake (2J h.p. .-Vrno). had one stop, petrol tap auto-
matically shut off.

Sidecars.—C. F. Halsall (5-6 h.p. Clyno), B. A. HiU (3^
h.p. Rudge), and C. Percr\-al (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua)

Western District M.C. (London).
The results on formula of the Dashwood hill-climb held

on the i4th ult. have been worked out as follows : 1, A.
C. Robbms i2 h.p. Humber) : 2. W. Tyndale (3^ h.p.
Triumph) ; 3 E. Kennedy (3i- h.p. Triumph).

Chesterfield and District M.C.C
The awards on the A.C.U. formula in the Hardwick

and Amber hilLciimbs were :

Hardwick Hill.—1, Lawrence Smith (3 h.p. N.S.U.) ; 2,
J. S. Wilcockson (3i h.p. Bradbury).
_ Amber Hill.—1, W. Wood (5i h.p'. Triumph); 2, B. Cutts
(5j h.p. Bradbury).
The next liiri-climb is on Stanage Hill on the 19tli inst., the

programme including a sidecar class and a flexibility climb.
For entry forms, apply the hon. trials sec, J. j", Kelly,.
Olive Mount, Newbold" Road, Chesterfield.

Leeds M.C.C.
Below are the results of the Leeds to London and back

reliability trial, which took place on the 1st inst. Fourteen
of twenty-four starters finished in schedule time

:

Gold Medals.—1. T. Bullus (P. and M.), lost 18 points,
wins Langton Cup; 2, F. K. Langton (Triumph), lost 25
pomts; 3, R. Ellis (B.S.A.), lost 26 pomts ; and 4, A. C.
Gray (Rover), lost 59 points.
Silver Medals.—T. H. Dunstan, Doncaster M.C.C.

(Rudge), lost 76 points, and E. Goult, Doncaster M.C.C.
(Triumph), lost 77 points.

Bronze Medals.—S. J. Woolley (L.M.C.), lost 81 points

;

S. Crossley (Rover), lost 86 points; J. Mackay, Harrogate
-M.C.C. (Singer), lost 86 points; J. Davis, Harfogate M.C.C.
(Triumph) : J. McConnochie (Rex) ; and A. Lunn (Rover).

Sidel-.vr C'la.ss.—C. Foster (Rudge and sidecar), lost 77
points, wins Kelly Cup, and W. Grinstead (Rex and sidecar),
lost 86 points.

This invitation run included teams from a number of clijbs
in the North, the winning club being the Doncaster M.C.C,
two of its members being placed fifth and sixth.

PockUngton and District M.C.C.
'ihere was a large gathering of the club's supporters and

their friends at the hill-climb at Kilnwick Percy laet Thurs-
day. Two events comprised the pcogramme—(1) for single
cylinders of under 500 c.c. and (2) any machine, and in both
of these Dr. Fairweather, on a 3^ h.p. Triumph, made the
i.i-'test time, being followed in each case by G. Whitwoithon
a 3i h.p. Zenith-Gradua in the first and 2% h.p. Enfield in the
second. The finnl results remain to be worked out on
formula.

Dr. Angus Fairweather, who made fastest time in two events of the Focklington
and District M.C.C. hill-climb. Dr. Fairweather also owns a Napier car.
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SOME QUERIES FROM MANXLAND.
IS IT TRUE

THAT the Indian came home with a beltful of scalps?

That a certain well-known artist ran over a hen?

Or that he had only burst a carrier cusliion?

That the Manx tradesmen were sold out of big straps and

Jarge cusliions by Thursday, June 29th ?

That the fair visitors could tell you why this famine arose ?

That to get a skirt in the belt rim is a finer brake t lan the

best rim shoe?

That some of the riders devoted more attention to tuning

themselves than their engines?

That champagne proved less helpful to these riders than

<:arborundum to a valve seat?

That our visitors from the Dutch club were real sports?

That for once Bowen was able to turn within the radius

of the coast line?

Tliat therefore his engine trouble was real. hard luck?

That the Bashalls have restrained themselves wonderfully,

and might win outright nest year?

Tliat the Colliers will use bigger tanks in future?

That ilurphy is advertising for a reliable sparking plug?

That some motor cyclists' affections are quite as inflammable

as petrol?

That in response to Collier's latest protest everybody who
finished has been disqualified ?

That some engines used enough oil to add five per cent, to

Price's 1912 dividend?

That Brooker smiled visibly whenever he saw the oil-

squirts scjueezed into a lubricating tanic?

That we don't think anything of Ballacraine now?

That Sulby Bridge wants rebuilding?

'That tile mountain road was laid out by an intoxicated

corkscrew manufacturer?

'Lliat if you have no free engine you should carry notlung
tenderer than a spare belt on your carrier?

That the Armstrong hub is rather more reliable than a

saddle ?

That a certain twin engine (by no means last to finish)

was built up during tlie night preceding the race ?

That another competitor could rattle the "innards" of his

engine about by grasping tlie engine pulley?

That the brothers Collier had the thirstiest and fastest

J.A.P. engines ever made?

That thieves pilfered the toolbag of a comjieting machine
-whose rider had been taken to hospital?

G. L. Fletcher {2, h.p. Douglas) negotiating tlie awkward turning at
Quarter Bridge.

That >vorton is a tough old sport, and has the Old Age
Pension ?

That Jolui Gibson treated Sulby Bridge with great
respect on his third, fourth,, and fifth laps?

That Triumphs cannot overheat easily if they can career
round the new course all day on a 4^ gear?

That de Hosier's kilometre at 75 m.p.h. on a wet and
crooked track was marvellous?

That one of the Bat riders had a bad back wheel skid in

the kilometre at 60 m.p.h., and kept upright?

That Humber shares were freely wired for on Friday
night ?

That a racing lightweight can bark like a 1,000 c.c. if you
know how to tune it?

That Arthur jMoorhouse is tlie finest amateur rider in the
country.

Tliat not one single-cylinder machine finished the Senior

Race without an involuntary stop?

Tliat in race week the lower deck of the Manx steamer
looks like a marine stores?

That our bicycles must be pretty tough to survive such

heartless treatment?

That for three men to carry a 7-9 h.p. Indian and sidecar

over a 2ft. gangway and up seventy-three steps is worthy of

Sandow ?

THE KILOMETRE SPEED TRIALS ON THE DOUGLAS PROMENADE.

(1) Jake de Hosier, who accomplished the best speed—75.57 m.p.h.—in the kilometre race on the Douglas promenade, riding his famous 7 h.p. Indian

brought specially from the States. (2)- H. A. Collier (Matchless-Jap) crossing the finishing line.
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QUESTIONS 6i REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of thi paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

A Loss of Power.

J am in trouble witn my 5 h.p.

twin King motor cycle, about si.x

years old, accumulator ignition.

It ought to. do about 45 m.p.h.,
but it does not seem to-'go any more
than about 20. The valves are right,

everything seems right ; machine tires

regularly, and yet no power. Why? I

have just fitted a B. and B. carburet-
ter, h.b. control, but. no difference is

apparent. Gould the piston and cylin-

der heads be covered with carbon?—
H.R.L.

We should say, first of all, that the lift

of the inlet valves is slightly too large

;

also, probably the valve springs are too
weak. You should also take off the
cylinders and remove the carbon deposit.

You might get fari. better results out of

the machine if magneto ignition were
fitted.

Excessive Carbon Deposit.

I am having some trouble with^ carbon deposit. About two months
^ ago I cleaned the top of my
-iJ piston thoroughl.V, and. now I

tind quite a quarter of an inch of

carbon deposit upon it.
'

(1.) Does over-

oiling cause this? (2.) Would new
'piston rings improve or stop it? for I

. noticed when I moved the piston up
and down oil began to appear on Uie top
of the piston. It worked past the side

of the piston ;head and the cylinder. (3.)

How often should the carbon deposit be

removed from average machines? (4.)

Is there anything I can apply to the
piston to stop the accumulation?

—

S.W.H.
Not only over-oiling, but the exceedingly
dusty nature of the roads would cause
the excessive amount of carbon deposit.

A very large percentage of this deposit

is road dust. All you can do is to clean

the cylinder, from time to' time. Some
engines will carbonise as quickly as every
1,000 miles. New piston frings might
mitigate the trouble to some extent.

Overheatin?.

The 55 hp. White and Popfu
engine on my tricar is giving
nie some trouble. After running
a few miles, the exhaust pipe
and the part around tlie valve

gets very hot, and wlien a small hill

is encountered the engine stops alto-

gether through overheating. I have
had new inlet and exhaust valves put
in, and there is splendid compression.
The top of piston head and end of
cylinder have been cleaned, and are
quite free from carbon. After current
is switched off, engine continues to fire

for quite a time when healed up. It is a
Longuemare carburetter, and it will not
take very much air. Can you suggest
a remedy?—W.R.J.

We should be inclined to think that the
trouble is due to too weak an exhaust
valve spring. Be careful also to use a

sparking plug, the points of which do not
project too far into the cylinder, and use

only the best quality lubricating oil.

Too weak a mixture is also quite aa

likely to cause overheating as too strong
a mixture, and you might try a slightly

smaller choke tube, also check lift of

exhaust valve.

TImJDg Exhaust Valve, etc.

I have a 2^ h.p. motor cycle,

accumulator ignition, plain coil,

automatic inlet valve, and should

be obliged if you would kindly
answer me the following ques-

tions : Please give directions for

timing exhaust valve of above.

Will one platinum on contact breaker

work with, <say, a Jebron point, or

must they both be alike? Does it

matter if the points separate more than
•3'jin., as in the case of a magneto?
When the points make contact a

spark appears between them as well

as at the plug. I suppose this will bum
away the points? How can I cure

this? Of what use is a detachable

circuit plug? Will size 7-22 electric

cable do to make all necessary connec-

tions with? If not, what kind must 1

use? When retiming the ignition,

at what position must the spark lever

be?—P.E.M
Set the e.Khaust valve to close at the

moment the piston is on the top of

exhaust stroke. We should advise you to

have both contact points on the contact

A private owner,
J. R. Haswell

( 3 Ih.p. Triumph),
at the first bend at

Ramsey, leading

to the hairpin

bend and moun-
tain climb.

Although the Tri-

umph machines
had s'ngle gears

they climbed the

mountain each
time.

A35
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breaker of the same material. With
regard to the adjiistmsnt of these points
you should so adjust them that, while a

firm contact is made, it should be im
firmer than necessary, otherwise you will

have slight loss of speed. " The best waj
to adjust the points is to screw up the
contact screw so that a good firm contact
is made, start the engine running, un
screw until misfiring begins, turn the
screw in the reverse direction 'half a

turn, and then lock it. Yes; the spaik
will burn away the points. A small
amount of sparking cannot be avoided
The condenser in the coil, if it is a good
one, will keep down the spark at this

point. You are evidently referring to

the old type of switch plug inserted in

the low tension circuit of a batterj

ignited engine. When this was with-
drawn it prevented waste of current it

contact points were toucliing. For
wiring connections use ordinary low ten-

sion wire, obtainable from any motor
dealer. When retiming battery ignition it

is best to have the lever threequarters re

tarded, and piston on dead centre..

Obstructive Cattle Drivers.

I shall be very grateful foi any
information as to the legal

responsibility of owners of cattle

whose drovers refuse to clear

the road for motor traffic. I was
recently held up by a herd of cattle,

the driver of which absolutely refused
to clear the road, and rudely stated that
if we found cattle in the road we must
stop. I was obliged to do so, and even
then he kept his cattle in front of me,
and I could not get through, as the
cattle were going the same way as
myself. I had a sidecar and passenger
and had the greatest difficulty in get-

ting along. This happens constantly,

and I want to know whether there is

any redress.

—

(Rev.) C.O.E.W.
Our legal adviser writes : "Your corre-

spondent can apply to the police court
having jurisdiction for the district in

which the cattle were obstructing the
road for a summons against the drover
for wilfully obstructing the free passage
of the highway. If the justices, are
satisfied that the drover was not using
the highway in a reasonable manner, and
that he was, in fact, wilfully obstructing

other users of the road, they could inflict

a fine not exceeding 40s."

Miss Buttertleld, of Birmingham, on her 2} h.p.

62x70 mm. two-stroke Levis. The machine weighs
but 851bs., the wheels measuring 24in.,(iiam.

Liability for Damage.

I was recently riding on a

^1 motor cycle about twelve miles

"5 per hour on the left-hand side
-2J of the road, when I saw a pedal

cyclist coming out of a side

street on the same side that I was
travelling on. I steered across to the
right hand side of the road, and the
cyclist went the same way, and a
collision resulted. The man was not
hurt, nor was the machine knockednor was
over on the ground, but still he says
that the impact buckled his rim and
knocked his frame out of alignment.
He made a lot of bother, so I took the
machine to a cycle repairer, and left it

there to be put right. I paid the man
the price he asked. A few days
ago the man I collided with came to

my home and said the machine was not'
right, so he took it to the firm he Was>

JULY ijt/i, igii.

buying it from on the hire system,
and they state that it wants a new
rim and a new down tube, which will

cost probably about £1. If I pay the
owner, not the hirer for the job, shall

I cease to be liable?. I have heard that
the hirer is going to make me pay lor
loss of time in coming to see me about
it. Can he do so?— VV.A.

Our legal adviser writes: "'W.A.'
seems to have given away any chance
he had of successfully defending an
action for damages, as he has practi-
cally admitted liaoility by already having
had the machine repaired. If the cycle
repairer he employed is a competent
man, he could see him and enquire
wheLhar he considered the cycle was put
m as good condition as it was before the
accident, and whether a new rim and a
new down tube were really necessary.
If the fii'st cycle repairer put everything
right your correspondent is not liable for
any further biU. He certainly ought not
to pay the biU for the second repair with-
out obtaining a receipt in full discharge
of all liability, and, under the circum-
stances, it would be best to get this
signed by the owner and the hirer. The
hirer cannot make your correspondent
pay for loss of time in coming over to see
him about it."

READER'S REPLY.
Exhaust Whistle or Horn.

I read the query from Mr. P. Mao
Cann r« the Exhaust Whistle and your
reply. I have a whistle which will blow
even when I wheel the machine. The
great effaciency of this whistle is obtained
by having two valves (butterfly), one in
the exhaust pipe and the other at the
base of the whistle, so that when the
one in the exhaust pipe is open the other
is closed and vice versa. By just press-
ing a pedal a mellow note is heard ; it

works just as well when the exhaust valve
is Ufted, better in fact, because at every
up-stroke there is a charge sent through
the whistle which makes a practically con-
tinuous note.—R. Neville.

EXPERIENCES WANTED, :

"CM." (Birkenhead). The Armstrong
and Millennium hub' gears.

" G.H.T." (Godalming). T.A.C. 7 h.p.

Indian, and Scott for touring solus.

'c^";>"''^jpi ;̂:;»5^>ji^'^ife8H'^^W)w:ipi«s^««Bg^w«-^^

Competitors

lining up for the

start of the

Senior Race at

Woodlands,

on the outskirts

of Douglas.

Bray Hill is seen

at the right hand

top corner.

A30
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FASTEST TIME
OF THE DAY

AND 2 FIRSTS
OXFORD UNIVERSITY M.C.C. HILL CLIMB, DED-
DINGTON. June 18. 1911, on a 3|h.p. T.T, NORTON.

Powerful. .

Flexible.

Comfortable.

• • • FOR . .

.

TERRIFIC
. . HILiLS. . .

Catalogue
free from—
NORTON
MANFG.
CO. LTD.,
D er i t e nd
Bridge ,

Floodgate St.,

Birmingham.

A NEW PASSENGER MODEL WITH ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF A CAR.

The 4 H.P. ;^^^. QUADRANT.

Write tor particu-

lars of the famous

3V li.p. Quadrant.

A perfect motor

cvle.

2 SPEEDS. RROMRT DELIVERY. FREE
Send -For list—not merely a. catalogue, but a book of useful information.

EASV PAYIVIENTS ARRANGED.

ENGINE.

Can be seen at

Wliiteleys, LONDON. QUADRANT, LAWLEY STREET,
BIRMiNGHAM.

Jn anficcriirg these advcrlisemcnls it is desirable to mcniion " T/ie Motor Ci/c!e." A^g
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.
Name and address must be counted. In the
case of Trade Advertisements a series of
thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"
Coventry, or London (20, udor Street, E.C.), by
the fir.t post on Friday morning . previous to
the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shouU
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-
tricts, as many readers Uke to know what machines are
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
hirtlier afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Nortbumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV;
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford,

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
jloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XU
Ireland and Isle of Man.

WAUCHOPE'S
DAILY BARGAINS.

ASK FOR
TO-DAY'S

LIST.

London's Largest Selection,

new and varied From day to

day, but always the same for

satisfaction and unequalled

value.

TO-DAY'S OFFERS INCLUDE:
tiiy. 5 h.p. 1910 Twin REX DE LUXE 37 Gns
liig. sJh.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH £32 10
4120. 3* h.p. 1907 Standard TRIUMPH £22 10
4123. 2I h.p. J910 DOUGLAS £30
4125. 23 h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £32 10

4130. 3l h.p. 1910 Tourist REX £25
4133. 2J h.p. ARIEL £8 10

4135. 5 h.p. J907 Twin REX DE LUXE
and sidecar £22 10

4138. 6 h.p. 1909 Twin REX DE LUXE
(J..'^.P. engine) and sidecar 40 Gns

3 h.p. 1907 N.S.U .....£15
I h.p. 1910 Lady's MOTOSACOCHE 30 Gns

3934. 2ih.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .. £27 10

3894. ilh.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE .... £22 10
4060. lih.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO.... £22 10

3S09. 3S h.p. 1909 MINERVA £22 10
(040. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed INDIAN . . 50 Gns
jiio. 3i h.p. igio Free-engine TRIUMPH £43 10

3923. 3|h.p. 1910 ZENITH GRADUA . . £40
4033. 5-6 h.p. 1909 Two-speed F.N 28 Gns
lo'ii. 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD ..£25
to78. 9 h.p. 1908 Twin BAT 40 Gns
4004. 2^ h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £26 10
4107. 3J h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH 30 Gns
^933. 6 h.p. igio Two-speed ROC & sidecar £47 10
33S7. 6 h.p. 1909 EAGLE Runabout £35
(loo. 6h.p. 1909 CHATER-LEA Carette 28 Gns
4086. 5 h.p. 1910 Twin REX DE LUXE and

sidec^ir £46
3847. 3J h.p. FAFNIR £16 10

4046. 1} h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £12 10
?'io7. 3} h.p. 190S Two-speed N.S.U. .. 20 Gns
3947. 2-3 h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £24
4006. 2 J h.p. ig ID Two-speed F.N £27 10
3812. 3J h.p. ig JO PREMIER 28 Gns
4093. 7 h.p, igio Two-speed V.S £55
10S4. 3jh.p. 1910 KERRY-ABINGDON 30 Gns
iogg. 4 h.p. Twin N.S.U £18 10
1965. 2 h.p. igog MOTO-REVE 20 Gns
1323. 23 h.p. 1910 Twin N.S.U £22 10

V137. 33 h.p. 1906 REX £12 10
1^30. 5 h.p. 1910 Tivin V.S £3S
i.)92. 23 h.p. MINERVA £17 10
1989. 3< h.p. 1908 Two-speed N.S.U. .. £22 10
US'!. 2|h.p. JJX.P £15
•04'l. aJ h.p. ARIEL £10 10
726. 2} h.p. BRADBURY £10 10
-.-gs. 25 h.p. F.N 9 Gns
(410. sih.p. N.S.U £18 n
Write tor copy of List, which comprises the be«

1911 models of all most famous makes, and
great variety of genuine Second-hand Machin
repaired, renovated, and fully guaranteed.

WAUCHOPE'S
a Shoe br^ne, Fleet S-t.,

' kONDON, E.C.
Telegrains : " Opificier, LoDdon."

L. 'Phone : 5777 Holbom.

I NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers^ Jetters may bf

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes naust be senl
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear ir

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/r
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

SI^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amouni
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s, 6d. is charged, when under

£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and mnnt^y orders should be made
payable to IlifEe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed oi. Adiertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaeh

une by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberlaud, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

TRIUMi'HS, numbers, B.S-A., Royal Enfield motoj
cycles, lightweiglits, 2 speeds, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland- TeL: No. 626.

Sih.p. Triumph, Roc 2-sDeed gear and free engine,
2 1911, practically new, with Millford castoi

steering sidecar ; owner just bought, but is now going
in for a car; what oflers?—D-, c/o Turvey and Co,, Motor'
Garage, Sunderland-

3ih.p. 1910 Triumph, only ridden 950 miles, prae-
2 ticallv no wor>e than new; lor quick sale accepi

£35-—Turvey and Co., Motor Garage, Sunderland.

ENFIELD, 2ih.p.. new Easter. 1911, only done 1,200
miles, splendid order; eost £40, first offer over £30

secures. — Full particulars, Winter Jackson. Galgate;
Barnard Castle.

1 SECTION n.
IVork and Lancashire.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, new 45/- tyre on; bargain, £20.-17,
Moorgate, Bury-

5b.p. Indian, 1910. coudition and tyres like new; £38.
-18, Louis St., Leeds.

"I Q09 Triumpir. standard, not run 1,000 miles, aa
J-t/ new.—King, Wigginton, York.

Kh.p. Twin Rex, accumulator, good condition; £15/10.
t' Hensliaw,_ wheelwright, Stockport.

£10. — Modern Motor Cvcle. first-class conditioa—
Letters, 88, Rugby Place, liradford.

rpilIUMPH, 3^h.p.. magneto, overhauled; 20 guineas.—
J- 140. Church St.. Elsecar, Barnsley.

NEARLY New Sih-p. Res, 2 speeds, climb anything,

I

perfect; £34.-6, Peel St.. Oldham.

N.S.U.. good order. £12, Rex, magneto, £16; new
tyre

JIQll Bradbury; purchaser unable to take dPlivery;
' JL t/ offers.—Booth, Artillery St-, Heckmondwike.

TOll 2ili-p- F.N., brand new; must sell; £44. 01
Xt/ offers.—Hind, Recks Mount, Wyke, Bradford.

41.h.p. Twin Minerva Cycle, good condition; £18, oi
2 exchange tiTigle.~26. Ventnor St., Rochdale.

ZENITH, 1911, 3;h.p., Gradna gear, immediate de-
livery, unpacked.—Fred Lee, Poeklingtjn, York.

ENFIELD Lightweight—Sole agents for Manchester

,

and district, Newton's, Blacklriars St-. Manchester-

3ih-p- Lloyd .Lightweight, new tyres, re-b«shed, «-
2 cellent condition; £12/10.-68, Wellington Ed..

I Stockport.

23.h.p. Atlanta Lightweight. £10/10; IJh.p- F-N-
4 lightweight, £7/10; great bargains. — Mackwell,

Masham.

SINGER, free engine, new Palmer cord tyres; whai
offers? owner going abroad—93. Machon Bank

] Sheffield.

A40 I71 answei'lnfj these advertisements it is desiralle to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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NEW MACHINES
FROM STOCK.

Call, wri e, wire or 'phone.

50 NEW MACHINES to choose from.

GREAT REDUCTIONS IN

NEW 1910 REXES
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED.

3I h.p. Mapmeto Rex, M.O.V 38 Gns
5 h.p. Twin, grand sidecar mount 42 6ns

3J b.p. Plate Clutch, free engine, pedalling gear . . 45 Gns
igir de Luxe Sidecars to fit these models £B 6
1911 de Luxe Sidebars to fit these models £6 6

CONSIDER THIS.
Brand New 1910J 5 h.p. Two-speed Twin Rex de

Luxe, igii cylinders, forks, M.O.V., magneto,
and other 1911 fittings, fully guaranteed,
26 X 2jiii. non-skids £54 10

SECOND-HAND REX BARGAINS. All Guaranteed.
I911 3-1 h.p. Tourist Rex £37 10
1910 Twin Rex, special M.O.V, engine, very fast. , £31 10
1910 3! h.p. Magneto Rex, 84^ x 89 £32 10
I910 5 h.p. Magneto Rex £35 10
1910 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, fine sidecar machine . . £44
igro 3J h.p. Rex, very fast, special machine .... £27 10
1909 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe £38 10
lgo8 3-6 h.p. Rex Lightweight, ma^l to £16 10
3907 5 h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks £16 10
1907 3J h.p. Magneto Rex, spring forks £19 19
f i h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, Roc clutch, spring forks £2* 10
i gio^ M.O.V. Twi'i Rex de Luxe, trood £43 1 6

We have a few special 3,^ h.p. (new) REXES, a? Illus

tration, with pedalling geaV ; 35 Guineas. Descripiiv*
pamphlet post free on application.

-| Q-| 'I REXES, RUDGE8. BRAOBURYS,
M.UM.X TRIUMPHS. PREMIERS.

?i h.p. Vi.ldc;, two-speed, mag £29 10
Quadrant, 3 h.p., nice order ... £11 lo
HumUer, 2 h.p., splendid condition £11
2i h.p, J.A.P., liglit and handy £10
6 h.p. J.A.P., twin, magneto £25 15
Twin Werner, liaht and low £19 10
3 h.p. Singer, 26in. wheels, magneto, h.b. control.
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £19
13 h.p. F.N. Lighiwei;^ht. "GOOD" £9 10
si h.p. Magneto Quadrant, spring forks £24
3I h.p. Magneto Minerva, special finish £18

E.A.SY P.WMEXTS QUOTED.

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.
1910 Twin Coach-built Rex Sidette, two speeds,

very fine order and condition £54 10
Sjh.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, magneto ignition. Roc

clutch, handle starting and new rigid sidecar £27 10
Sj b.p. N.S.U., free cnj^ine, N.S.U. sidecar, very

smart turnout £33 10
51 h.p. Two-speed Rexette, carries three £25
Brand New lyiol Twin Rex de Luxe, 191 1 fittings,

and new ign de luxe sidecar £59 15
5j h.p. Twin Rex, with shop-soiled sidecar £19 19

LARGEST REX DEALERS.
16, Wests'a.te, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

Business Hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Australian Agent—^Allen, 6, Westboume St., Petersham

N.S.W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUIIPH:, 1910, gjod order; owner going in for

stronger macbine for sidecar work; £37.—Baguley,
Aston Manor, Newport, Salop.

3ih-p. Humber, free enirine, nearly new tyres, low,
2 powerful, and reliable: £11/10.—Seen at Station

House, Adlington, Macclesfield.

~f Oil Models from stock; 2h.p. Humber lightweight.
-Li/ S^hp- standard B.S.A-, 3ih.p. free engine Brad-
bury-—Eyeritt's Garage, Dr.-itwich.

ZENITH. 3^h.p.. 1910. standard, in exceptionally pood
condition, will take a ^ideiar up Sunrising; £40.

—

Jones, 283. Birchfield Rd., Handawcrth.

MOTO-KEVE. 1910. twin, adjustable pulley, lamp,
hern. f-tc. ; £27/10; buying Triumph—Geo. Sale,

Cooperage, Newcastle St., Burslem, Staffs.

Oh-p. Fafair, Brown and Barlow. Bosch. Clincher non-
^' ikid. new Whittle, saddle, 28in. high: bargain, £20.
—Harris, 94, LaitTence Lane, Old Hill, Stafl.-^-

ENFIELD Two Chain-driven 2ih.p. Lightweights,
twin, 1911, for immediate delivery: 41 guineas.—

.\. Adams, Palatine Ud- Cycle and Motor Wts.. Northen-
den. Cheshire.

rEIUMPH, actual winner 1910 Tourist Trophy race
(single-cyl- class), praiticully 1911 machine, little

n.ed, belt and tyres new; £40—A. R. Bloekley, Hadley
Park. Wellington, Sulcp.

1Q11 7h.p. Indian, ireo engine, absolute new eondi-
J-tf tion, and uuscratched, month old; 55 guineas:
tno fast: or exchange lower power with cash.—Hallum,
ilath^, George St-; Boxton.

TQll 6h-p. A.SL-. practically new, perfect rendition,
-Lt/ Peuye.t engine, run about 800 miles, spares, will
lo 55 ea,^ily. ride 50 miles to pnrcliasrr; cost £60, tuko
£42.-MalcoIm Nicholson. Hii,'iiticld Hall, Leek.

3ih-p. Antoine. lu.o.v., spring forks and saddle, low,
2 h-b-c-, 26in-x2;iu., French grey, every accosscry,

perfect condition, beautiful machine, fa-st, reliable:
£15/10: photo and lull particulars- — Poplar House,
Madeley. Salup-

ENFIELU Twin, SJh.p. lightweight. Clincher tyres,
boiuht Miiy 2nd. 1911 model; cost 41 ginneas

'-n.^h, first ofle/ ever £36; bought sidecar and 3ih.p.
motor.—A. Adamd, Palatine Ed. Cycle and Motor Wks.,
Norihcnden. Cheshire.

rRICMPH. free engine npdf^l. new Ausust, 1910. thor-
oughly overhauled by makers May last, condition as

new. Ju.nes speedometer, Lucas headliKht. and hern,
lork, tjied unpunctured, .-pare cover and tube, spare

h'lt. unused, spare valve.-), etc: »45.—Frank Dodd, Chol-
luondeley, Malpas. Cheshire.

rHE North Wales M.tor Exchange, Rhosddu. Wrex-
ham- Tel. : 283.—H'.ro you are lor .-idecar ma-

i/hines. 5h.p- He.K twin, Bosch magneto, handtc-bar etm-
trnl. brand Ufw Continuntal tvro and tube on buck wheel
very low built, a bartrain, £25: 5h t>. Re.x. Bosch mag-
iM'to, handlL-bar control. Roc clutch, handle .sturting.
£25; 2Jh.p. F-N-, Bosih magnet.!, chain driven, free
I'ugine, will climb auythiuk'. a beauty. £17; 6h-p. Rover
lar. 3 speeds and revt-rjc, all complete with lamp?, liof»d,

tuola, etc., any trial, £55. motor cycle taken part; photo-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln. Leicester, Jutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

IQll Bradbury, new Easter, little m=ed; £39.— 0.\.Ky.
X if Desford, Leicester.

REX. 3ih.p . good going order, grey finish. Whittle
belt; £11—402 Aston Lane, Witton, Birmingham-

WOODGATE for Triumphs : deliveries from stuck
of all models; no waiting.

WOODGATE for Singers, clutch, standard and Moto
Velo ; immediate delivery.

WOODGATE lor Ariels with decompressor ; easiest
starters on the market.

WOODGATE for Royal Enfield and Douglas light-

weights ; a fine lance on \iQ^.

W700DGATE for a Splendid Selection of second-
V y iianda and txiai models, ranging from £5 to
£45: .'sidecars fron £5/5; exchanges and payments ar-

rarged-—The Motor Cycle Depot, 543. Coventry Ed.,
Birmingham- Tel. : 372 Victoria.

1 Qll BradbuTv {-standard), ridden once only; £43.—
J-*' Morris. Coteu End. Warwick.

1 QlO Sih.p. Ariel, free engine, easy starting dpvice,
-L*? all spares; £37.—Morris. Coton End. Wurwi-.k.

1 Q08 4-cyI. F.N., good condition throughout; £18.—
J- 1? Morris. Coton End, Warwick.

31h.p. Rex. powerful, fast, reliable; £8, or nearest
2 ofler.-Hatfield. Edenham, Bourne-

1Q10 Bradburv. 3;h-p . perfect condition, tyres new:
XtF £32--M., 25. Chester St-, Coventry.

DOUGLAS (1910), excellent condition throuffhoat : ex-
pert examination invited; £29- — T. A. Morris,

1 Q09 Triumph, perfect condition:
J-tf bargain.—169. Station Rd-,

£28, complete, great
L.>ng Eaton, Not-

HUMBER, 3ih-p., T.:nrist Trophy, only been ridden
a few miles; £40, or offer.-23. Bang Edward Ed.,

Coventry-

ACCESSORIES
to meet a long-felt want.

CHEMICO
BACK

MOTORBIKE
REST,

as the name implies, has been produced as

an antidote lo that continual strain that the

back is subjected to during motor cycling.

The use of this ingenious contrivance \viU

reveal the vast amount of support and com-
fort it is possible lo get from a back rest.

The CHEMICO MOTOR-BIKE B.A.CK

REST releases the rider at will, the mere
leaning of the body for^vard being sufficient

to detach. Attached or detached instantly.

Not unsightly or cumbersome. Undoubtedly
a boon to the distance rider.

Price - 7/6 each.

CHEIVIICO MOTORBIKE
VALVE GRINDER,

12/6 each.

an ingenious tool for the attention to Motor
Cycle Valves, has been designed to supersede

the clumsy and bulky devires at present in

vogue. Worked upon the ratchet principle,

it is possible to work at ease upon the most
awkward positioned valves. A cam arrange-

ment enables this tool to be used with a

right or left-hand motion at wilL

A Booklet further describing these articles can
be had free on applicaiion and post free.

COUNTY CHEMICAL CO.,
Ltd.,

Chetnico Works,
Bradford Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

London. Manchester. Glas^ovvr.
Dublin, Cardiff.

E.D A.

In an^werina Ihe^a advertisenieiils it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Vycl' Mj
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This is our Model de Luxe.
Complete £5 : 5 : O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

This is our Model E for Adult
and cliild.

Complete £6 10s. Comoleie.

NOTE OUR front armiwhictf grips the sidecar

CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this attach-

ment
AH our 'Sidecars nre now fitted with Farrar's

quick detac Me joints and cranked back axles,

refinements found on very fevv other makes.
MODHL"DE LUXE" £5 5
MODEL "C." with cane body £6
MODEL *' D," with coach-built body £7
MODEL " E," with reversible child's seat . £6 10

All complete with mudguard and

HIJTCHINSON or CONTINENTAL TYRES
Discount to the Trade.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
^J' &. M.'s. N.S.U.'e, etc.

LIGHT. STRONG. AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SPRUNG LIKE A OAR.
Sole Aeent for Australia and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
CIii>cJier Dreadnoughts, rubber-studded. . .

.

30/-
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26x 2J .... 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2^ ... . 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, aU sizes, guaranteed 9/6

ENGINES. ^ E.MGINES.

4 h.p. ROC and Bosch m"ag3ieto £9
Sjh.p. DE DION Pattern, waterrcooled . £7
5-6 h.p. SAROLEA, brand ne '' rgio model,

fitted magneto, silencers, driving pulley,

etc £14 14
BRAND NEW 5* b.p. Twin N.S.U £9 10
i§h.p. DE DION, air-cooed n 15
PbelOn and Moore Enfiine and Frame £5 10
4^ h.p. HUMBER water-cooled £6 10
2i h.p. MINRRVA.cood nuiler £110
2~ h.p. SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10

Other enfrines accepted in part payment.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
1911 B. and B., complete 25/-
1910 Amac, variable jets , 22/-

5 /- allowed for old carburetter.

1910 Amac, second-hand ,. 15/.
1910 Amac. twin outlet i5/_

farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX TrZrp'Io.)
Telephone gig.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OFFERS wanted for 6h.p. free engine J.A-P—Apply,

67a, Osborne Ed., Sparkbrook, Birmingham. ~

DOUGLAS, December, 1910, perfect condition; seen
or tried; £32; oilers considered.—Greg, 42. Murray

Rd.. Riisby.

ZENITH-GRADUAS, 34h.p., in fftock for immediate
delivery.—Sole district .agents, Paskella, Ltd., 62.

High St.. Leicester.

DOUGLAS, Model D, in stock for immediate de
livery.—Sole distriL-t ageuta. PaskeU'B, Ltd., 62.

High St., Leicester.

GEO. MAIN and Co., Hotel St-, Leicester, can make
immediate delivery of Humber lightweight and 2-

speed motor cycles.

23.h.p. Minerva-Chater-Lea, B. and B., latest tyres,
i and everything in good order; £10.—Dickinson,

Stretton, Oakham.

1Q10 3ih.p. Humber, "with 1911 Roc 2-speed, just
J-*7 overhauled, and in perfect condition; £33.—Kerby.
14. Little Park St., Coventry.

B.8.A. Motor Bicycles: immediate delivery.—Wat-
kins, the B.S.A. agent. Showell Green Comer.

and Stoney Lane, Sparkhill.

1 Qll 2h-r. Humber Li jrhtweight. 2 months old. Palmer
JOy tyres, no fault: £35 cash-—Bos No. 7,749. The
Motor Cycle Gifices, Coventry.

DOUGLAS, Motosacorlie, and Premier Lightweight;
inquiries invited; prompt delivery.—Midland Cycle

Depot, 15, Hales St.. Coventry.

HUMBER Birmingham Depot, 78. New St. Tel-:

Central 7298. All moaels now in «touk. including
French grey and all black 3ih.p. 2-tipeeds.

HUMBER.—We are now showmg, and booking orders
tor, the famous " Twin Lightweight " T.T. winner

Give us a call and see this marvellous solo touring
mount and hill-climber-

HUMBER. 2-sreed, Aih.p-, ideal and economical for

sidecar work; trials and exciianges arranged;
Humber repairs executed on the premises.

HUMBER 2 Speeds.—One or two second-hands. always
on view, and in excellent conmtion, from £25.

HUMBER Depot.—A few second-hand motor cycles

taken in part exchange on sale from £10 upwards.

HUMBER Motor Cycle Riders—If you are in want
of advice on any point please give us a call--78.

New St., Birmingham, or 'Phone, Central 7298.

SCOTT 2-stioke, 1910, twin-uyl.. free engine, 2 speeds,

handle-bar control. P. and H. headlight ; accept

£38.—Brown's. 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

rRTUMPH. 3h.p-, magneto, 1911 B.B. carburetter,

tyres perfeit: a genuine bargain, £15; also Ariel

coupling, new, cost 3 guineas. 30/-—T. Ingram. Med
bourne. Market Harborough-

"I 010 Rex de Luxe. 5-6h.p., twin, free engine, 2j
Xt/ speeds, handle starting, spring forks and seat

pillar, fitted v.-ith coach-bxiilt sidecar turnout: £45.—
12 Bull Ring, Birmingham.

{

N.S.U. 1910 Twin-cyl. 2ih.p, Lightweight, magneto,
handle-bar controlled carburetter, geared pulley.

spiing forks; bargain. £23/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring,
Birniiaghain,

REX Tourist, 1910. 3ih.p., m.o.v.. Bosch magneto,
B. and B. carburetter, spring forks, condition

as new; bargain. £29/10.— Brown's, 12, Bull Bine. Bir-

mingliam.

F.N- Lightweight, 2ih.p., magneto ignition, nnder-

geared pulley, spring forks; accept £16/10.—
Brown's. 12. Bull Ring. Birmingham.

MOTO-REVB. twin-cyl., 2h.p., magneto, Druid spring
forks, Brook-J saddle; accept £19/10.—Brown's,

12. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

LIGHTWEIGHT Rex, 2ih,p., magneto ignition. Amac
carbureiter, low ouilt; bargain. £15/10.—Brown'^,

12. Bull Ring, .Birmingham. -

1 Qll 3Jh.p. Tourist Bex, magneto, done 200 miles,
J-t/ aa new;: £38.—W. Adams, 94, Alcombe iid.,

Xorlhampton. . , .

HUMBER Lightweight Motor Cycle, 2h.p., 1911 pat-
tern, been u-^ed om-p: uili accept £35 for im-

mediate sale —R. M. Wright and Co-. Lincoln.

aLTMBER, 3J^h.p., 2-speed, late 1910, perfect condi-
tion, just oveiJiauled by makers, Whittle belt; £35.

-Rev. \V. Bet.ion, St. Leonard's. Vicarage. Newark.

RES de Luxe, Roc clutch, 2-spped gear, Bosch mag-
neto, B. and B. i.-arhuTPtt^r, everything is as new

:

bargain. £28.-64, Tilton Rd-, Small Heath. Birmingham.

REX de Luxe, 5-6h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, lin.

Whittle belt, splendid sidecar machine ; bargain.
40 guineas; will take -unele in part exchange.—56.
Sutton St., Aston Manor

FOR Sale. Premier {1910), White and Poppe engine^
splendid condition, tools, spares, first-rate touring

niacliine ; good reasjn for selling; bargain, £28/10.—
Whiteman, 87. Raglan St-, Coventrj.

IQII 21h.p. Royal Enfleld Motor Cycle, fitted with
A*/ Armstrong 3-speed and free engine, Dunlnp tyres,

and BrnokA saddle, not run 300 tniles, perfect; cost
£52, price £40.—Keinn. Rockingham Rd.. Kettering.

DOUGLAS, 191Q. only ridden 1,000 miles, perfect
condition, fully equipped for long touring, all

^jpares, etc., in leather cases, leatber touring bag; owner
must sell at once; £32.-31, Westfield Rd-, Edgbaston,
Binningham-

FARRAR'S
MOTOR

EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX -'"° ?'"""
Irom G.P.O.;

Telephone gig.

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
aJh.p., low, Rex spring forks, 1910 Amac. . £14
ii h.p., igio, with igii spring forks £35
3 J h.p., ig 10, black finish £32
3i h.p., igio, grey finish £32
3i h.p., igog, Tourist, very good £28
3 h.p., igoS, Featherweight magneto £18
3J h.p., 1906, Tourist, M.O.V., spring forks £14
3I h.p,, 1905, low machine, M.O.V £11

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
3-6 h.p., iQoi-, two-speed, and s^idecar .... £32
5-6 h.p., spring forks, 26in. wheels ' £16 10
5-6 h.p., special model, igog, magneto,... £27 10
s-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igo8, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe. igo8, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, igog

engine £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto.... £21
5-6 h.p,, iyo7, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch £23

N.S.U.'s NS.U.'s. NS.U.'s.

5i h.p. Magneto, 2 speeds 125
190S Lightweight. Bosch magneto ., £17

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, h.b. control £19
191 1 New Hudson, ibree speecis £47
^ h.p. Triumph, M.O.V. , very good .

,
, £18

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., grand goer £12
5-; h.p. u\in Antoine, .>oscii. lyiu, B. &B. -zl
igio Twin Mt/(.u-iveve, almost new £29
3 h.p. Singer, Bo&ch magneto V belt £16

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6h.p. Chiir' MnHfl Rex and --ov -rlecar . . £29
5-6 h.p. 2-speed igo8 Rex and Sidecar .... £33

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks,

X^'i HAWN SECURES ANY CF THESE.
dG#0 UUWll bALAKCt S Wt._KtY.

zj h.p, Kinge, vertical, 26in. wheels £8

2I h.p. Pninerva, good £7
: i,.| . Humter.goodgoer £7
2 h,p. Minerva, .i.U. v., spraycarburetter .. £7

5J h.p. ..c^, vci Lical. M.O.V., c6i '. vvii, eis . £11

X*/l nnWN SECURES ANY OF ThESt.
3if^ UUWn tALAKCE 6/- WEEKLY.

3i h.p. low Rex, igoS, spring forks £14.

3J h.p, Fafnir, M.O.V £12|

3^ h.p. 1906 ..ex.M.O.V„vpringiorks' £14
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, V belt £16

CARS AND TRICARS.

5J h.p. Kumbeceite car, 2 s^•ate^ £18 C

5 -6 h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty £24
One ditto, re-varnished £20 b

ij. I'. Rover iLiL.ii,:.uO(,:^uer , £17

IVilSCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Cowey Speedometer, only done 5S2 miles.

.

£3 3
Second-hand sidecar, rigid £3 10
Mills-Hultord Castor Wheel Sidecar £6 6
Vertical l-rame, with 2t)in. back wheel, etc £1, 15
Prested accumulators, new, 15 amp ,. &/fc

Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine ,, 35/-
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new t/1\
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L./109 15/-
New Frame for vertical engine 30/*
New Sidecar Baskets, green or red , 2S/-
Ncw Prested Midget Trembler Coils ., 15/6

WANTED. WAf'.TED.

Triumphs, Kexes, Minervnc N.S.U.'s, Douglas's,
Moto-Reves, and other magneto machines.

Cash waiting.

'aa4 In o.nswering these advert ise7ne?ifs it is desirable to mcniinn " The Mofor Cycle.''
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MOTOB BICYCLES FOR SALE.
rXT-ILTON Cycle Co..

VICTORIA, S-TV—See baisaina below: all best makes
in Ktock.

WILTON.—Bradburys in stock, free c^jne models:
£54/10.

Wl-LTON.—Clyno : sole S.W, agents ; trial oy appoint-
ment.

WILTON'.—MatcMess ; Bole S.W. aKcncr: eatly de-
liveries-

TX/"ILT0JJ.-1911 Kerry-AWnsdon, 3;ii.p. : £45.

TI/'ILT0N.-19U Muto.Eeve, 2Jh.p. ; £45.

WILTON.—1911 Indian, 7h.p.. with accessories; cost
£70 a week ayo, accept £58.

wILTON.-New Enfield: £36.

WILTON.-1910 Douglas, new condition
proveiuents; £32.

W^I^t

1911 im.

1910 Moto-Reve, 2h.p., with accessories:

WILTON.—7n, p. Erown, twin, Bosch niapneto, E,
and B, carburetter, just overhauled: £32.

"\T7'ILTON.-1909 5h.p. Sarolea, 'Chuter-Lea, 4 specd-s,
V» -new Druid forks, " -
magneto, new Roni

B. and ii. larburetter, Bosch
back; £30, bargain.

WILTGN.-Sih.p. Excelsior, B. and B. v carburetter,
£8/10- 2!li,p. I'recision-Enfleld, £6/10.

WILTON—Tricar, 6h p. Intcrnationiil engine, water-
^cooled, Eenold patent 2..speed gear, Eenold silent

chains, wheel steering. 760x90 tyres : £30.

WILTON.—Humber tricar, chain driven, free engine,
good order; £10/10.

WILTON Cv.le C... 110. Wilton Rd.. Vietorio, Lon.
don, S.W. 'Phone. 5115 Westmin.ster.

REY. 5. Heath St., Ilampstead, can give immediate
delivery ot following 1911 machines:

BRADBURY Standard Free Engine or 2-speed Model-
-immediate delivery from stock.

HUMBER. 1911. 3)li.p., two.specd and free engine
juodol :, immediate delivery.

DAT. 7-8h.p., 19U. new, for immediate delivery; £60.

TRIUMPH. 1911, standard model, for immediate de-
livery; £48/15.

standard, model D; im-

model E, two-speed and

3ih,p., 1911 model; for im

DOUGLAS, 21hp,,
mediate delivery.

DOUGLAS. 2;ii.p.,

handle starting;

KEERY-ABINflDON,
mediate delivery.

1911
£48.

F''^-;„™Jb.„^5L',.'!.„!"'' ""'^ lightweight, two-speed
immediate delivery.

INCOLN Elk, 3ih.p,
J no waiting-

TJANDY Hobart.

1911. £34

Sjli.p. twill.

or 2;h.p. £28

1911. or 2)h,p.

, 1911. 3:h p.. for immediate delivery: no wait.
; £50.

5-6h.p., in stock, for immediHte delivery.

waiting.

RUDGE T,T. Standard and free engine now in stock
no waiting.

B.S.A
in;

gAT

ALL tiie Above for inirtiediate delivery; terms, cash,
eschanse, or exlcnded payment 5.— Only a(ldres3,

Key. 5, Heath St.. Hjiuipsteud. Xel- : 2678 P.O.

WANDSWORTH -Indiun late 1910. 5-6h.p. twin,
IU-OV-. iuat;iiL-to. as new; 40 Ruiueas. .

WANDSTVOETH—Wilkinson T-A.C.. late 1910. 7-8
b.p., ma,^'Di*to. ^ speeds, like new; £45.

Twin, magneto,
£29.

m.o.T., magneto. 2
unmarked ; safrifiue

late 1909, 5-6h.p.,
like new: £?.&.

WANDSWOETH—V.S., late. 5-6h.p
Trutlault lurks, praLtically new

WANDSWOETH.-Rofi 41i.p..
ppt-od-s. A/iiittle, absolutelv

£28/ IB

WANDSWOETH--Eor. 3il].p., magneto, free engine
chitcli. go(Ki order ; cheap to i-lear

WANDSWOETH-
fe'uaranteed, 60 m.p.h.

\T7AND3WORTH-FN..,..4^5h p., innpneto,
*» iorks, esifllent order; bargain, £22/10.

WANDSWOETH.-F.N- lifjhtweicht. 1909. mnpneto,
.'^prini,' forks, new tyre:;; extra chyap. £15/10.

"\X7"A2S^DSWOETH. - Griffin. 23h.p. Zedel engine,
*» innv hpi.ntifui order, very last; i£12/10.

WANnsWOETH.~Eex. Sib.p.. m-o-v., sprini;
nearly new tyres, nice order; £12/10-

WAADS\\ORTH. - Quadrant. 2h.p.; £4;i5: ma-
chine': K'ujirantf'pd, — Wandsworth Motor Ex-

nia.iueto,

Bprini

rhance?. Ebner St.. WantLswortli.

NTSW Sinper Liphtweisht in stock, for trials; £.
anv cxihan^'i'-— CIiffcird'3 Garage, Sidcup-

HUMBEE, 3h.p., : Ions bars, low popition, in goinp
order: onlv iS.—Ddncaster, 240, High St., Acton.

Premier Motor
Company, Ltd.,

The MOTORETTE.
The best tiling in Hghc Two-seaters.

6-7 h.p.. Water-cooled, Two-speed. Reliable as

any car. 90 Guineas.
Made also as delivery vehicle.

We are now able to give EARLY DELI\'ERY.

In stock for immediate delivery
1911 Models.

TRIUMPH, slandard, 3J h.p.

REX, tourist, 3J h.p.

REX, cone clutch, 3I h.p.

REX DE LUXE, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p.

REX, cone cluich, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p.

INDI.-\N, two-speed, 7 h.p.

ARIEL, standard, 3I h.p.
HU.MBEK. two-speed. 3J h.p.

Second-hand Machines.
\Vc have al\v.iys*'a Rood stock of high-class and

reliable Secoiul-hand Machines of various makes.

List on application.

P.MC. *QIJICKFIT" Couplings
FOR SIDECARS.

P,\TEST 1442.

With our Quick6t Couplings any sidecar can be
attached in sixty seconds and detached in forty

seconds, single-handed. No tools required. SAFER
than ordinary fittings—no nuts to come off or bolts

to " strip." The strain on frame tubes is greatly

reduced. Price 30/- the set of three couplings, to

fit »any make. 5/- allowed on old fittings (any
make).

Send fon List of the famous P.M.C.

Sidecars. Early delivery.

By far the best value obtainable.

MOTOR B5CYCLES FOR SALE.
n''RIUMI*H. 1910, verv good order. Solar lamp, spares;X f35.-l-\-l!ows. 26.i. Clarses St.. Piccadilly.

LATE 2-speed Twin, damas:ed or otherwise; full par*
ticulars-—Hope Cottage, Fortis Green, ) Is-

TRIUMPH. 1909. lilie new. lamp, "spares, etc.; f-^-"^:

T-A.C. wanttd.—Killin, jevreiler, Hounslou.

3.I1 p- Rex. 1908, magneto, B. and B.. splendid order;
'W4 £14.~Dilks, 59, Westbore Ra.. Cricklewood.

TRIUMPH. 1910. new belt. Palmer^ cord back, per-
fect .condition; £40.—Clifford's Garage, Sidcup.

Oh.p- Matineto Brown, "WTiittle. Continentals, perfect;^ £11. or ofIer.-83, Dover Rd-. Wansiead Park.

5 h.p. Peugeot, Bo.«cL, very low and fast, splendid con-
dition: £24.—New 244, Mitcham Rd., Tootintr.

1 Q08 Trinraph. splendid condition, magneto, and speed^LO ometer; £55.—Hubbock, St. Mawes. Seaford.

71i p. 1911 Wilkinson. 't.A.C : cash ofler3 wanted.—
Bos 7,828, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

Olh.p. F.N., late 1910; £26.-99, Churchfleld Rd-;^4 Acton, W.

SCOTT. 1910. perfect condition, very little used; 40
guineas.—Kelsey, Maldon, Essex.

1 QlO T.T- Roadster Triumph. July model, perfect eon-
-Lt/ dition; £36.-30, Arlington Rd.. Surbiton.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909, speedometer, lamp, and
generator, and watch; £35.

MOTO-REVE, 1910. 2;ii.p.. B-S-A. frame, tools, and
lamp; £17—Streatham Mot^r Supply Co-, Grey-

bound Lane, Streathum.

EAGLES.—Minerva. 3h-n., mnpncto, low built, adjus-t-

able pulley, b.b. control, tine condition; £1711^.

EAGLES.-Humber. 1911. SJh.p., 2-speed model.
Palmer lyres, as new; £40.

EAGLES.—Triumpb. 3h-p., Helle.'en i;;nition, L-b. con-
trol, many improTemeuts; £10.

EAGLES.—X.S.U. 4h.p. twin. 1910, Bosch magneto,
m.o. valves, 1911 spring forks, 2-speed gear, iree

engine; £35: nearly new.

EAGLES.—X.S-U.. 311i.p.. magneto ignition, Bpring
forks, flue condition; £17/10. 1908 model,

EAGLES.- Singer Velo liphtweiprbt. 1910, Bosch mag-
neto, Druid forks, adjustable pulley, latest improvft-

meats; £20.

EAGLES.—Motosacocbe, 1910 model, nearly new
Palmer tyres. Whittle belt; £20.

EAGLES-—Moto-Rere Ifgbtweigbt, 1910. Bingle-cyL,

little used; £18.,

EAGLES—Bradbury, 3ih.p.. 1911 model, in stockj
immediate deliTcry.

EAGLES- — We bavc a few brand new single-cyn

NS-U.'s. magneto ignition, spring' forks, improved
carburetter, hb. control, tool ca.*e, full act of tjola,

3h.p.. £27; 3ih.p., £31 net cash; deferred payment!
arranged-

EAGLES.-Tmniediato delivery of the N.S.TJ. 2-spec(l

gears, all sizes in etock; £5/15.

EAGLES —Any of the above can be had on approTal;
deposit eystcm.

EAGLES and Co.. High St., Acton. N.8.U. Wert
London district OKeucy.—Early delivery of 1911

models ; liberal allowances for machines in part
payment.—Tel.: 556 Chiswick.

f>3.h.p. Peuceot. perfect condition, very low: £8/10.—
^^4 Martin, 20. Charles St-, Sej-mour St.. Euston Rd*

TRIUMPH, magneto, 25m/'06. excellent condition;
£20--Write. D-, Chngf-rd House, W. Kcnsingtoo.

BHAXD New Moto-Reve. just been left on our hands;
accept £31/10 clear.—Barker. High St. Kensington.

TRIUMPH, 3Ih.p.. September. 1909, lamp, occea-

sories, almost new; £35.—Gordon Grellicr, Epsom-

TRIUMPH 1909 ex'-ellent condition, accessories;

nearest 28 guineas,-74. Croydon Rd-, Beckenham-

Ijih-p. Clement Engine, Cliater-Lea cycle, climbs well,

4 new; £13-—10, Woodricw Gardens, Archway Rd.,
N.

TWO SPEED 5h.p. Rex de Luxe, spare?, also sidecar;

bargains.-Ebdell. 63, Dover Rd., Muncr Park, Loa-
don-

21b-p. Lightweight, eondition perfect : bargain : ex-

2 clnmgc small, car.—16, Uascoync Rd., South Hack-
ney.

T'EIUMPH, 1909. splendid climber, good tyres, all

acctssories; bargain, £28.-L. liehvay, Cheshunt,

REX 1908 Miigneto 2-;h.p. Lightweight, Clincher
studded tyres; £17.—JSTicholl;, Bromstonc, Broad-

stairs.

£7/10.—3ih. p. Kerrv. long bar^. footboards, etc-, per-

fect order. — Smith, 205. Kiug St., Hammcr-
emith.

MOTO-REVE, 1909. twin beautiful condition, fast,

n.'liable, silent- bargain, £1S.— Ualker, \V..=t St.,

Harwich.

M0T05AC0CHE. 1911. 2ih.p-. as new, not ridden
100 miles; sacrifice £30.-Walkur, West St., Har-

wich.

REX 5h-p., twin. 1909 model, perfect condition,
powerful, fast; f25.-WuIkijr, \Ve=t St. HrirniiU.

In ansiveriuQ these advertisements it is dcsirahh to mention *' Vhf. Motor Ci/cle.^* A47
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P., 42li.p., new last May, fitted in 1909. Minerva

guaranteed perfect; £25.—Louglanda, Clacton-on

Sea,

£10.—Wants seeing; Sh.p. Peter-TJnions, handle-bai

control, perfect condition-—Middleton, Kestaurant
Uxbridge.

KERRY, 231i.p-, inclined, Longuemare, accumulatoT
pedaU, engine le-busbed; tried 5, Beresfoid St..

e.E. £10.

DOUGLAS, 1911 model, single speed, very little used
spares; price £37.—Musgrave, 5, Coptball Gardens

Folkestone.

MIDGET-BICAIt, 3ih.p., B. and B-, entire b.b.c.

low. splendid condition; £16.-24, Sidney Rd
Forest Gate.

MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition; £12 cash, oi

easy terms, spares.—W. Fairlight, High Rd.
Wealdstone.

ANTOINE, 4h.p, Chater-Lea, splendid conditioi

throughout, stand, carrier, etc.; £9/10.-5, Biooksb
St., Islington.

EXCHANGES.—Liveral allowances for machines ii

P'lrt payment; fair dealing.—Laffeaty, 7, Vale Tei

race, Chelsea.

BAT J.A.P., 4h.p., spring frame, first-class conditinr'

£13: might exchange real lightweight.-15, Epsom
Rd., Croydon.

ARIEL-MINERVA. 2ih.p., m.o.v,, B.B. carburetlei
h.b. control; £13/10. — Wrigiit, 41, Beech St

Barbican, E.G.

QUAnRANT, Sih.p., excellent conditiop, Eowden con
trol: £12, offer.—Seen, Earl's Court Garage, Earl

Court Station.

MOTOSACOCHE, accumulator, good going order: 1-

iruirpn«,—Stored at Chadwick's, 73, Queen's Rd
Peckham, S.E. '"

7h.p. v\ iUanson, T.A.C., new- 1911 model ; neare?

£60--Box L3,668, The Motor Cycle Oltices, 2t

Tudor St., EC.

MOTO-REVE Twin, 2ih.p- 1910 engine, pprfect condi

tion; 25 guineas.—Williams, 52a, Boundary Kd
Hove, Brighton-

TO 10 Triumph. Millford sidecar, Mabon, lamp, hon^
XU Cowey etc.; £55.—Attwood, 30, Belleudea Rd
I'eckham. S.E-

TRIUMPH, standard. October. 1906. magneto, h.b

control, spring forks, perfect condition; £20.-51.

High St., Bexley.

1 Ol(} Peugeot. 3sbp., magneto, Chater-Lea, Amai
J-t/ variable jet, footboards, h.b. control; £22.— 7C

ETerin? Rd-, N-

MINERVA. 23h.p.. Chater-Lea, excellent order, gO(.<

Dunlop and Rom tyres; £9/10.—Highbank, '11'

Mount, Guildford.

TRIUMPH, 1910, Rom tyre, lamp, accessories, almos

new; £37; by appointment-- 59. Fairfield Nortl

Kingston-on-Thames-

5h.p- Peugeot, Chater frame, wheels, stand, carriei

21 tyres, engine brand new; £20.—Butler, 22

Kosemont "Rd., Acton.

BRADBURY. 1911. new last month, perfect; £3?
no ofiers.—Harry, 47, South Lambeth Rd., Vans

hall. Tel.: 3134 Hop.

2ih.p. Rex. light, in excellent condition, magneto, jiv

2 overhauled, new tyre ; seen or tried any time--Se
Sellons Av., Harlesdeu.

3ih.p. N.SU.. 2-speea gar, free engine, magnet(
2 condition; £17, -with sidecar £19-— 131, Ecu

church Rd.; Brighton.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., T.T. model, as new, fitted con

plete, with' speed indicator, lamps, etc.—Seen u

110. Hisb St.. Croydon.

PEUGEOT. 3ih.p-, Bosch magneto, spring forks, Pa'
mer cords, etc-, condition as new; £17/10.—6E

Church St.. Kensington.

3ih.p. 1908 V-S-, Bosch. Amao. Trauffault fork

2 new Dunlop and Palmer, fast, perfect; £18.-1
Gascoigne Rd.. Barking.

F.N.. 4-cyl.. 5-6lLp.. 1909. h.-bar control, in pcrfn
order Palmer cord bark, Riches tube; £19.-4'.

South Lambeth Rd.. S.W.

1 Q09 Peugeot. 6h.p., Chater, magneto, £26/10; e.\

Xtf change lower power and cash.—Lees, 2, Dunn St-

Shackelwell Lane, Dalston.

F.N-. 5-6h.p., h.b-c-, headligh-t. 2iin. tyres, Rom com-
bination, butted tubes, watcli, etc.; nearest £22.—

74. Croydon Rd., Beckenham.

FIRST Cheque £48 secures 2-sreed Douglas. Modt
E. free engine: actually in stock.—Maudes', 156

Great Portland St., Loudon, W.

1 Qll 5h.p. twin Rex, 3 weeks old, condition as new,
X iJ perfect ; msut sell : sacrifice £38.—White, 30,
Adelaide Rd., South Hampstead-

£11.— 2;ii.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea fittings, mnnin;
order, spnres, lamp. Bowdeu control.—Cranmore, 17

Clifton Rd-, SouthaU, Middlesex.

1 Q09 Triumph, perfect, and carefully used machine
-tt7 climb anything; £29.—Bourne, The Rosery
Trinity Grove, Bengoe, Hertford.

MOTO REVE Twin, very little used, in excellent con
ditioii. lamp, horn, all accessories; £21/10.—Chap

man, 64, Loudon Rd., Sauthwark-

2,000
MILES

-FOR-

TOTAL 6/6 COST

This is what is possible from a
STANDARD "FLASH" TYPE

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERY,

Nnmbers of riders obtain this mile-
age— you can do the same. Write us
and wo will give you every assistance.

Ct, Why pay more for Accumulators
and have the additional worry and
expense in continually charging

tUem?

COILS
arc the most efficient Coils on the
market, for the pimple reason that
they are specially manufactured for
nso with Dry Batteries which neces-
sitates a lew current consumption to

to obtain t]v maximum mileage.

1911; delivery 26th July;

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TOTTKNHAM. -Bradbury. 3ih.p., 1911, standard

£48; clutch model, £54/10; 2-speed model, £55;
delivery from slock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Triumph, 1911. clutch model, £55j
standard, £48 ; deliyery from Btock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Eudge-Whitworth, 1911, clutch model.
£55 ; standard model ; delivery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Hiunber, 1911, 2-speed model; de-
livery from stock; £50.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Humber,' 1910, 2-speed model, 1911
improvements, as new; £40.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Humber liRhtweight, 1911; deliverj
from stock ; £57.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Triumph, 1911, standard mode?:
delivery from stoi'k; £48/15.

TOTTENHAM.—Fafnir, 4ih-p., Simplex, new engint
and magneto. Whittle, spring forks; £27/10.—

Below.
~"

TOTTENHAM.—Kerry, Sh.p., twin, free engine, anc
coach-built sidecar: £20.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Kerry, 5h.p., twin, Bosch magneto,
rebored, rebushed, and new pistons fitted; £20.—

Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Scott,
best oft'er.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.—N.SU"., Bh.p., twin. Whittle, mag-
neto, low built, sidecai Chater-Lea, spring forks;

£33.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Rex. 1909. 5h.p., twin, tourist model.
all as new; £28/10.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Res, 1910, 3ih.p., tourist model,
slightly soiled; £32.—Below. ,

rOTTENHAM.—Rex, 3ih.p.. single-cyl., 1909, mag-
neto, grand machine; £25.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.—Triumph, 3ih.p., perfect order, with
sidecar; £20.—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128,

High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone 1982.

31.h.p. Rex, Hellesen ignition, adju-^table pulley, long
2 and low, accessories, good running order; £8/8.—

12. Market Sq., Horsham, Susses.

BARGAIN —2^h p- twin lightweight, in splendid con-

dition ; accept £16, or near offer. — Apply, 8-

Matthias, 76, Battersea Rise, S.W.

iTRIUMPH, free engine, faultless, only wants seeing;
fir.st offer over £29 secures, or exchange Douglas,

etc-Field,' 37. Battersea Rise, S.W.

7h,p. VS., and rigid sidecar, 1910, 2-speed, very little

used ; owner bought cftr r £60 ; seen by appointment.
-WC-M., 40, Alleyn Rd-, Dulwich.

23.h.p. mo.v. Minerva, very low built, BlOO, h-b-c-,

4 new tank, quiet, powerful; any trial; £10.—W-
G. Bunce, 106, Church St., Chelsea.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, Birkbeck victim, must sell;

run 500 miles, lamp, horn, spares, guaranteed;
£31/10.-10. Emmanuel Rd., Balham. .

1 QlO Douglas, searchlight, N-A.B-, spare unused belt.
J-t/ exhaust valve, plugs: any examination, trials

£28.—Motor, 26, Grant Rd., Croydon.

F.N. Lightweight, 2ih.p., good climber, overhauled. 2.

accumulators, accessories ; £12 : after 6 ; all day
Saturday.-83. Drewstead Rd-, Streatham.

B.S.A.—Early deliveries of these splendid mounts
from tne Cripps Cycle and Motor Co-, 24-28,

Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. London. E.

"jQll B. and B. Handle-bar Controlled Carburetter,
M-iJ brand new, with unions; 25/-; approval; carriage'
paid—Lyie. 26a, Turners Rd-, London, E.

MOTO-REVE, 1910. twin, good condition, spare cover,
-tube, exhaust, inlet, and belt; £23.—Hayter,

45, Westbourne Terrace, North Paddington.

MOTO-REVE. 2h.p.. recently overhauled by makers,.
extremelv fast splendid condition; £16, or offer*

—18, Nightingale Rd., Hampion. Middlesex.

MAGNETO- 2fh.p. Clyde, "just overhauled, pood going
order; £10; near otter ronsidereo.-Box No- L3.780.

The Motor Cycle Onices, 20. Tudor St., E-C.

3ih-p. Chater-Peugeot. Bosch magneto, spring fork.g,

2 1911 B. and B., Palmers, fast, powerful; £21;
exchanges entertained. —Sinclair, . East Molesey.

Sh.p. Res, smart machine, fine condition, Stewart speed-
ometer, F.R. S. lamp, spare tubes, all complete

;

£32; no offers.— 9, Mortimer Rd,, Kensal Rise.

SINC^R, 3;h.p., clutch, latest 1911, not done 10
miles, unscratched; exceptional bargain, £4.5.—

Letters, Oarnielo, 88, Fenchurch St., London.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, h.b.c, new combination
front tyre, back uncut, new Dunlop belt, very

fast; £25.—171. Church St.. Edmonton, N.

INDIAN, 1910, red, 5h.p., many extras, machine re-

cently thoroughly overhauled and renewed, magnifi-
cent condition; £.36.—Down, Harpenden, Herts-

23^h.p. Minerva^ new condition, 2 accumulators, low
4 position, long handle-bars, very fast; £12; triaL

Hibbs, 18, Lettsom St., Camberwell Grove.

DOUGLAS, 1910. magneto, splendid condition; saeri-

fice £22, no offers; seen after b p.m. or SundaySr
—32, Lawtord Rd., South Kentish Rd.. NW.
1 Qll Triumph, free engine, £55; also 2-speed Enfield
-1-*-' lightweight, ready for immediate delivery; apply
at once.—Baker, Triumph agency, Ealing Green.

A4C In answeriuQ tliese advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'"
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RUDGE-WHITWORTH. free engine, new, for sale.

or escLixnge any model Triumph, not earlier tlmn

1910, cash adjustment.—30, Fnlham Ed., S.W-

23.h p Kerry, perfect order, good tyres, h-b-c. B-

4 and B-: reason for selling, having sidecar; bar-

gain. £9/10.—Ricks, builder, Kingfleld, Woking.

31h-p. 1908 Triumph, magneto, splendid condition,

2 footboards, all accessories; £28; appointment--
Moyse. 15. Uuriby Rd., N. Kensington, London.

1 1 1 Bradbury, new, just delivered, lidden onc-e,

X«/ under 20 mile.=, too fast and powerful for owner;
what offers.—Perry, 120, High St., St. John's "Wood.

5 b. p. Indian, late 1910 model, complete with spares,

lamp, and generator, en^'ine just overhauled by
makers; £37/10.—A. H. Colliver, Chaulden, Boxnioor.

P.
and M-. 3;h.p., late 1909, in excellent condition;
any trial

;
good sidecar machine : no reasonable cfler

refused.—Owner, 4^ Eobsart House, Kenton St., \>.C.

1 Qll Lightweight (see letters to Editor in " The Motor
J-t/ Cycle," 1st June), for sale, £12/10, or exchange
for higlier pjwer-—Ameye, 29, St. James's Place, SW.
6h.p. Speedwell, excellent running order, Kemp-hall

non-skids buck, Victor Ve^ts fitted front, lamps;
trial; £48.-Owner, 216, Clive Ed-. West Dulwicb, S.E.

A.
H. GOLD, special agent for the Brown; full ralue
allowed lor second-hand machines in part pay

ment.—Motor Cycle Works, Underbill, New Barnet.

A.J-S-, 2-speed. and Singer lightweight, 1911 models,
shop-soiled only, what offers? F.E. Triumphs and

Eurlgea, immediate delivery.—Morriss, 139, Finchley Ed..
N-W.

3ih.p. N.S-TJ.. 2-spRed gear, free engine, magneto.
2 Palmer cord pud Continental tvres, splendid bill-

clmiber; £19, or offer-—51. Norbury Gardens, Norburv,
6-W.

DOTTGLAS, 1910, pplendid condition, Cowey ppeedn-
meter. lamp, new Dnnlcp b^^lt, spare.'i, et<;. ; £29'10

-C. 20. Southend Rd-, Beckenham. 'Phone: Bromley
losa.

BABY Peugejt SJh-p. Car, 2-soater, Dunlcp tyres, with
hood ru'd screen. Stepney whe^l. with Michelin tyre

on. in good running order; price £45.—F., South Lodge,
Pinner.

33.h.p. Gavandin. Cbnter-Lea frame, h.b. control, mag-
4 ncto. Brooks 105 saddle. Palmer tyre.s, 28x2

fflteels: £15.-W., 30. Queen's Terrace, St. John's Wood.
After 6.

AEIELS. 3JII-P-. frpe engine, yariable gear, £50; de-
livery from -stork; easy payments, £3/9/8 monthly

-

trials arranged.- District agents. Parks, 10. Sangley Ed.
Catford-

A. H. GOLD. New Barnet. — Immediate deliveries
Brown, Res, Brndburys; cash. eschan^'e or

pradual payments.—Motor Cycle Works, Underbill, New
Barnet.

IF Ton Want Bargains in second-hand motor cvcles.
you can get them at Waucliope's.—Wauchope's-

9. Shoe Lane. Flept St., London. E.G., jns-t off Lud
gate Circus.

"lih.p. Minerva, new B. rnd B. carburetter, trembler
--4 coil, tyres pood, handle-bar c.ntrol, two accumu-
l«tf rs, good working order ; £6-—Pye, Cobham, near
Gravesend.

TpXCELSIOE, 3h.p., just been thoroughly overhauled
-L^ and enamelled, in good condition, tvres pcrfeit
price £9—C. Dickenson. 5, Wliarf, Amberley Ed., Pad-
dington, W.

TRIUMPH. 1910, 2 .'jpeeds. free engine, not run 1.200
1911 sidecar, absi lutely perfect c.-)ndition : anv

trial: £47. offers--L. Hudson, Jcsmoud, Arlington Ed.,
Eastbourne.

J .A. p.. 3ib-p , Helleson and ancnraulator, Advanre pul-
ley. Whittle and Watawata. Chater-Lea. Palmer

cord back, quantity of spares; £20.-4, Eflra Parade.
Brixton, S-W.

Qh.p- Quadrant, free engine dutch, accumulator, cut-

*f oirt. in good condition and good running order:
£10. a bargain— Oglander Works, 1, Choumert Rd-,
Peckham, Londoi^

F.N-, Ub.p-, Bosch maErneto, condition as new, p>^r-
fectly pquipped, includin? 1911 F.E.S. hunp; £20;

any reasonable trial.-Dc'tt, 93, Chingford Ed., Ching-
ford Mount. Essex.

3h-p. Sarolea, fast, verj* low, footboards, accumulator
icnitinn. platine. belt, pulley. ba<k tvre new: bar-

gain, £10/10: appointment.—23, South Hill Park Gar-
dens, Hampstead, N.W-

TEIUMPH, 3ib.p.. magneto, excellent condition, new
Amac carburetter, h.b.c, 2 new Clinchers, excellent

lamp, tools, spares, had very^careful use; £32.—Coles,
6. Watts Av.. Eocbester.

3ih.p- Centaur, magneto, h-b-. i^.B., Whittle, tyrp.>^
2 perfect, fine goer ; also Phoenix 2-speed. fit

«ame. old sidecar; £18 lot, or separate.—H.B. , 3. Brack-
nell Gardens. Hampstead.

IQlO Free-engine Triumph, almost new. perfect, all
-t-«/ accessories. Miiliord sidecar, good condition: lot
£44. honestly wortli £50: casli only.—Pope, 41, White
Horse Lane, Mile End, £.

LIGHTWEIGHT 13h-p. F.N., magneto, spring forks,
just fitted new engine, tyres perfect, tools, spares,

numbptH, also now suit DunhiUs best overalls, rider 5ft.
9jn. : lot £16.-Write, F-, 11, West View, Higbgate Hill

THE

EASTERN
GA RA G E

COY.

In view of the urgent demand for new

high -class Motor Cycles, we have made
special arrangements which enable us to

offer the following:—

-

New Machines in Stock.
TRIUMPH
itriumph
i
zenith gradua ..

'zenith gradua ..

i

douglas
Irudge-whitworth
rudge-whitworth
bradbury .. ..

bradbury .. ..

MOTOSACOCHE
REX (19101 .. ..

REX (19101 , ..

MILLFORD SIDECARS

Clutch Model.

Standard Tourme.

3i h.p. J.A.P. Engine,

6 h.p. J.A.P. Engine.

Standard Model " D."

Standard Touring.

Clutch Model.

Standard Touring.

Clutch Model.

2i h.p. Free Engine.

5 h.p. M.O.I.V. Touring,

3j h.p. Clutch Model.

Eight Models.

\\"e have various other machines due. and shall be pleased
to quote delivery dates of NUMBER, INDIAN, SCOTT
P. & M., BAT, etc.

The following is a selection of our

Second-hand Machines.
ZENITH GRADUA, 191 r, 3} h.p £47

L.M.C., 1900, 3* h.p., two speeds, free engine, ?prinR
forks, Bosch magneto, B. & B. carburetter, h.b.c. £28

REX, 1910, 5 h.p., tourist, Lucas headlight set, etc. £35

DOUGLAS, loio, Model D £28

GHATER-SAROLEA, 1910, 5 h-P. twin, B. & B. carbu-
retter and Bosch magnclo, both h.b.c, finished grey £30

TRIUMPH, ifjio, 3i h.p., touring model £35

REX, 1909, 5 b.p., standard tourist £25

MINERVA, 1907. 2j h.p., stand, carrier. Brooks
saddle, spare belt £12

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910. 2 h.p., latest model, with
Druid forks, free engine, \\liittic belt £25

P. & M., late 1910, 3J h.p., two speeds and free engine £47

REX, lyio, 5 h.p,, No. 3 Speed King, touring handle- .

bars and saddle, Cowey speedometer, Lucas
lamp set, etc £36

INDIAN. 1910. 5 h.p / £37

TRIUMPH, 19 10. 3I h.p., free eDsioc model £43

CHATER-JJ\.P., 1910, 5 h.p., overnead valves, ball

bearing engine, J. A. P. carburetter, Bosch mag-
neto, both h.b.c., Chater spring forks, stand and
carrier. No. 9 frame, Davison's tank, Mabon clutch.

Brooks best saddle, zjin. tj-res, all possible
refinements, soiled only £56

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, magneto, spring forks. Whittle
belt £21}

HUMBER, loii. 3I h.p., two-speed model £45:

CHATER-PEUGEOT, 5 h.p. tmn, B. & B. carburetter,
b.b.c. Brookssaddle £Vi

The above machines have all been thoroughly overhauled
in our workshops, and we guarantee them to be perfect.

The EASTERN GARAGE co.

418, Romford Road,

FOREST GATE, E.

Telephone :

Stratford 10.

Telegrams

:

" Egaraco, London.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUaiPH, late 1909. new Rom tyres, watch, Cowey,

picked engine; £35—84, Green^ide Rd-, Croydon.

DE DION. 3ih.p.. new Dnnlop tyres and tubes; £10.
—Slienfield. Ureenside Ed-. Croydon.

5 h.p. Rex de Luxe. 1909. 2-speed, tree engine. 1910
adjustable pulley. Whittle belt, tyres back new.

front good, accessories anu spares-—Seen at liaker'j

Garage, Hi|?h St., Tonoridse.

I Qll T-T. Bradbury, not run 800 miles, Lucas lamp,
Xt/ generator, horn, Triumph carburetter, Rom tyres,

in perfect'conaition: cost £56. price £40.—E. Johns, 33.

jj.jiia^'ton Rd., Crouch End, N.

MINERVA^ 23h.p.. inclined engine, m-o.v., aceumn-
later, Longnemare carburetter, Dnnlop (perfect).

Michelin (new). Whittle belt, fast, reliable; £9/10.—
Gosden. Heath Rd., Wcybridse.

3 h.p. Singer, 1911, B. and B. carbxuetter, "Whittle belt,

Rom non-skid, Bosch magneto, overhauled this

year by makers; genuine bargain; any test; 17 guineas,

iowest—Lamb, Sutton, Dartford-

Sih.p. Chater-Lea, No. 6 frame, M.M.C. en^ne,
2 Davison's tank, petrol gauge. 26in. Palmer and

non-skid spring forks, grey, quite reliable, fast.—Apply.

Holborn Autochange. 100, Holborn.

TRITIMPHS.—One 1909. 3ili.p.. Mabon clutch, first

class condition. £35; one 1906-7. 3h.p., B. and

B- hb.c, engine as new. all in gocd condition, £17.—A.
Howard. The Drive, Oatlands Park. Surrey.

3ib.p. Humber, chain drive, accumulator, fast, es-

2 cellcnt hiil-cliraber, 26in. new Kempsball. ex-

cellent condition, bought 1911 model; lowest, £8/10.—
Conyer. 30, Calverloy St., Tunbridge Wells.

SCOTT. 3ih-p-, 1910. everything in almost new cod
dition. guaranteed perfect running order, 191

fnrk=i just fitted, and machine overhauled by "lakers

£44.—Everingham, 37. Auckland Ed-, Ilford-

MINERVA. 3lb.p.. witb forecar, nccumulatnr. nei

cylinder, vjlvs. belts, and B.B. h.b.c. carburetter

eood tyres, adjustable pulley; £16. nr offers; appoint

ments—Parrott, 187. Garrett Lane, Wandsworth-

CHASE, fitted with 23h.p. Buchet engine, B. and B.

hb-c, re-enamelled, new Stunley-Uermatine belt

tvre'^ nearlv new. lamp, and generator, horn, complete

TtTV fast; £11-—F. Aldridge, 19, Eusbey Greeu. Catford

S-E.

1Q11 Phelon-Moore, and 1911 Millford radial casxoi!

J-t/ wheel sidecar, 14 guinea model. 2 lamps, 2 gene^

mors (K.R.S. and Lucas), horn, mirror, pmup, tools, tubi

case, and epare valve; £65--Matthews, pawnbroker, W
Croydon- ,

lOlli JA.P., 4h.p., Bowh magneto, B. and B.
XJJ carburetter, patent adj«t>tablo pulley operated bj

hand, handle starting, not done 200 miles, very powerfa'

and absolutely reliable; £31/10.-23. Aberdeen Ed.,

Highbury.

6h-p. Brown Motor Cycle, B^sch, B.B-, Clinchers, etc,

lamp, and tools, ridden only few hundred mi leg:

roi.dition f.nd order absolutely as new; export examiual
tim invited; £30.—The Eowans, 8, St. Jolin's Rd., urixi

ton. S-U.

TRlUilPn, 3h.p., in excellent condition, magneto;
nearly new. Clincher studded tj-res, new Deruiatino,

new piston fitted, spring pillar, tools, and accessoric.i:

bargain, £17.—Manning. St- John's, South End Ed-^
Hampstead.
3h p. Lin.in, 80s80, in good order, new Dunlops, new

belt. £10, a bargain; IJb-p. Minerva. 66x70. id

good order, new Dunk ps, now belt, guaranteed 1 6C
miles to gallon, £9: must- sell, going abroad.—E. Davis
Great Bookham, Surrey.

4ib.p. Twin Minerva, copper tank, sidecar, Clyno aa
2 justable pulley, all fittings and spares, £25: 6b.n

twin Res. forecar, h.b. control, good order, £12; 3ih.p.
CIiater-Lea motor cycle, b.b. control, £15.—Cackett, 15
Tbe Promenade, Seven Kings-

3in. p. Res. Brown and Barlow, 1911 handle-bar con-

, 2 trol. finished Frem-h grey, long bars, oxccllcnl
jrder. Palmer front, new Michelin back, new 5pare belfe

lamp, accessories, only need? seeing; £10, or offer.— Glass,
Laukester Gardens, East Finchley.

IMMi^DIATE Delivery of Win motor cycles. 1911
model, standard throughout. Precision engine;

£<J5'10 ca^ 01 gradual payment £2 monthly; further
particulars on application.—The De Nevers Automobile
Agercy, Empire House, Piccaditly. W.

SALM0N.-1911 Triumpb, as new, £45: 1908 Tri-
u-nph. new tjTO, genuine bargain, £25; 1908 31

h.p. Brown, fine order. £15; 4jh.p. twin Minerva, £16;
3h p. Alldays and Onions. £7.—Salmon, High St.,

Guildford.

V.S., 7b.p., with sidecar to mat^h, late 1909, free
encine and 2-3peed. will climb any bill, fii ed

with every accessory, Cowey speedometer, etc. ; ^jxpct
examination ; £59 for immediate* sale ; ownei ?oiag
abroad -Apply, H. E. Young, 100. Higb St.. Chat-
ham. Kent.

FINSBTJEY Park- — 2h.p. Minerva. Dunlops, ra-o.v.

perfect. £8/10: 3h.p. Fafnir, £10: 3ih.p. Brown
£14: 8h.p. Eom -Minerva and eide-ar, perfect. £40
9h.p. Jap-Bat and sidecar, perfect. £60; 3rii-p. Eex, Ion

frame. £12; 3-.speed tricar. Bollee, £12—Nigjiolaa. 36.
Stroud Green Ed.. Finsbury Park-

WIN Precision Motor Cycles —Immediate deUverr *^i

1911 model Druid forks. Bos<:b; magnetc. It-

and B. carburetter. Dunlop tyres. £45/10: ...i^l' .a

gradual payments, £2 monthly: trial by appoini- ent
anv r*'''='"'>ibl'^ di^ame.—.Jennings. 268. Hornsey Rd
ear Public Baths). Holloway, London

7n answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mcttdon " The Motor Cj/cle, AJ.J
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RADIUM.— Motosacoche, 1910. as new, £21 ; Radium—

3ih.p., uiasneto. new throuRbout, £30; Radium—
Rapid, 2h-p., £8, good machine; Radiimi—Ant^ine twin,
5-611. p., good siderar machine, Mabon free engine, £15;
Radium—Rexette. fine order, £25, or ezcbange motor
cycle; Radiujfl—Douglas, as new, £30.-336. Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C
HAZEL Lightweight Motors.—We are now in a poei-

tion to give ttarly delivery of our 2ih-p. model,

the lowest, shortest, and lightest machine of its pcwer
OD the market, litted with Jap engine; price 35 guineas;
second-hand machines in part payment ; many good
second-hand maciiiues in stock at reasonable prices.—The
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28, Woodford Kd.,
Forest Gate, London, E.

"IQlOi Dot, 7-9h.p. twin, B- and E-, Druid spring
J-t/ forks, frpp engine, and 2-speed gear, absolutely

foolproof, magneto, adjustable pulley, aut-^matic J.A.P.

drill feed lubrication, new Rom combination and Paliner
cord tyres, extremely low and pretty machine, everything
the best, hai very little wear, and carefully used, com-
plete -with very -low, comfcrtable coach-built sidecar, cup
board at back, lamp, generator, and spares : no fault

:

perfect; owner buying car; cost £73^ accept £55; no
oflers,—Godfree and Applebee. 208, Great Portland St

,

"VV.

CRIPPS-—T-T- Triumph, in splendid condition, can
do 55, £34; 3ih-p. Bradbury, done less than. 800

jniles. Whittle belt, magnifirent condition, £40; 3ih.p
Bat, spring frame, engine just been thoroughly over-

hauled, very fine condition, £15 ; 3h.p. Quadrant. Uti

frame, handle-bar control, spring forks, vertical engine,
£12; 3h.p. Rover, in good condition, just being over
hauled, special price £12; 2Jb.p. N-S-U., £12: 2Ah.5
vertical; J.A.P., £11; Sh-p- pacing Jiuchet, £30; Bink^
4-cyl., with clutch, £17 : exchanges : early delivery oJ

B.S-A. models.—Cripps Cvcle and Motor Co-. 24-28.
Woodfjrd Ed.. Forest Gate. London, E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

Weymouth. Triumph agent. — Deliver
^ ' " week; £55.

Singer agent. — l-'roe clutch, £55, ii)

jjradbury agent : roadster

DAN Gur.
clutch model nest

DAN GUT.
stock.

AN GTJT. Weymouth.-
models in stock; £4c(.

D^

N^

D
"pkAN GUT— 1911 Moto-Velo, shop soiled, only £30.

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—1908 Triumph, guaranteed
condition; £28/10.

DAN GUT, Weymouth,—1909 P. and M.. splendic
order, good for sidecar; £35; offers.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1909 Douglas, good running
order and condition; £24: offer's.

VAN GUT. Weymoutli^^l910 Enfield, absolutely a;^

new; £28.

DAN GUY, Weymouth-—4h.p. Antoine, splendid condi

tion; £16.

DAN GUT, Weymouth.— 1911 3ih.p. Jap-Bat. prr.pertv

of officer, as new; £42.

DOUGLAS, 1911, model E-. hand starting, 2-speed;

£48 ; in stock.—Moffat. Yeovil.

5h-p- Twin Sarolea excellent condition, for tricar

or sell £20.-39, East St, Bndport.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.P', standard clutcli model, new. no1

taken out of crate; £53.—Cowell, Honiton.

fEW HUDSON and Moto-Reve in stock for imme
diate delivery.—Duggua, agents, Raleigh bt

Plymouth.

3ih.p- Brown, 1908, magneto, B.B., footboards, per-

2 feet; £20; exchange 5-6U.p. F.N- — Knight
Creech, Taunton

FRANK REYNOLDS. Broadwey. Dorset. Tel. : No
8, Upwey- Telegrams : Reynolds, Upwey. Nv^w

B.SA. motor cycles lor hire-

4h.p. Single-cyl. Antoine, in grand condition, not done
1,000 miles, accumulator ignition; £14; approval

—Reynold, Broadwey, Dorset.

HUMBERS, Rovers, Singers, Zenith-Graduas, Eat
N.S U., Douglas, F-N.'s; Cornish agents,- Hammom.

and Jefleries, Watering, St. Austell-

6h.p. J-A-P-A-S-V-, Chater-Lea throughout, Palmers.
accuuiulator, clutch, E- and B,, h.b.c, low, perfect

;

nearest £22.-95, Wells Rd., Bath.

Sl.h-p. Hiuuber, good Palmer.s, low, good condition.
2' £10, cycle part; new Matchless silencer, cut-out,

15/-, or lamp.—Lee, East St-, Taunton.

3h.p. Fafuir, in good running order, new rings, Wliittle
belt, long bars, very low: £14, or nearest offer.-J-

Thomas, 5. Ebrington Rd., St- Tliomas. Exeter.

1 Qll 3;h.p. Lincoln Elk, free engine, spare belt,
J~tJ lamp, horn, watch, little used; £30, nearest offer,

—Box 7.895, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 3ih,p., 1909, Clincher studded tyres, with
lamp, horn, etc., in splendid condition, had very

little use; £35.—Truscott, Vivian Terrace, Truro.

^JCOTT, 1910, perfect cndition, new cover and tubes;
' best offer over £35- "The Motor Cycle" deposit

system.—Box No. 7,906, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

2ilh.p. Minerva, Roc 1911 2-speed ball bearing gear,
4 Advance pulley, 1911 B. and B. carburetter, new

^res, condition guarantted as new; bought Rover car;
J319, or cft"e^^;.—Berg, ciiemist, Hatherleigh, Devon.

. . ALBANY . .

Motorcycle Clothing
" ALL-
SEASON "

JACKET.
Guaranteed abso-

lutely waterproof.

In Grey-gree u
Dou ble-texture
Cloth to match
" Special " and
"Standard' Over-
alls. Double-
breasted and fitted

'

with best Detaoh-
able Fleece Lin'rng.

You may put awav
that "Leather
Waist coat and
Jacket, which are

very bulky and far

loo heavy. Tlie

llcece Lining will

k';ep you warm in

the coldest weather
Luid if too hot can
cisilv bedetaciied.
It islight in wuight

bit very warm. An
idea) Jacket for

Touring.
A grand Coat if you
arc Camping Out, Price 2 5/"

ALBANY

"STANDARD" SUIT.
Guaranteed absolutely waterproof. In Grey-greeu or

Fawn Double-texture Cloth.

JAOKETS only. Double-breasted, deep

storm coUar and adjustable strap to exclude rain and
dust from neck. Inside and outside wind cufis, etc.,

etc. 18/-
UEOOINGS only- Leather adji stable

boot straps. v-shaped gussets and patent dome
fasteners to keep out dust, rain, and wind. Extended
gaiter, etc., etc. No tiresome buttons. Easily slipped
on and off. S/-.

Complete Suit 25/~
The

Albany 'Special'
Leggings-

A new design to protect

stomach from wind and rain.

Made in Grey-green Cloth to

match " All-Season " and
"Standard" Jackets, and
also in Fawn. These special

Legginps include every de-
sirable improvement. They
come well up over the
stomach and have Leather
Adjustable Boot Straps, also

Gussets and Patent Fasten-
ers. Without Seat, 13/11.
With Seat, including fly and
special convenience,15/11,
Our correspondents tell us
these are the best designs
and value on the market.

These Leggings, together with
an " Ali-Season" Jacket
tt'ill protect you from the

Severest weather.

VULCANISING & RETREADING.
Don't throw your Old Tyres away because tlicy have
burst. Send them to us and we will examine them
and let you know whether they are worth repairing.
No charge will be made for advice given.

Terms, nect cash with order. Goods, if stock sizes,

sent by return. Send chest measurement and length de-
sired for Jacket, and inside leg measurement only for

Leggings. Send now for Catalogue iX samples of cloth to

C. RA^AfS & SONS,
Moto Clothing Specialists,

The Albany, Oldhall St., Liverpool.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EXCELSIOR, 31.t.p. MMC. engine new tyres a

tubes. Palmer and Eom, B. and B. carburetteti
lib. control, swan neek seat pillar, perfect condition

;

any trial here; £14.—J Salway, Shepton, Beauchamp,:
llniinster.

ONE 2£h.p. Humber. niapneto, en^'ine ju5t re-bored,
and new pi.^ton fitted, spring fcrks, new tyres, climb

any ordinary hill without pedal assi>i:ance, £12; 2h-p.
Moto-E-eve, matjneto, handle-bar control. £17; ..no 4;hp.
Minerva, maf,^neto, B. and B-, carburetter, handle-bar
control, sprins;' forks, £18; one 2Jhp l)e Dion, handle-
bar control, B. and B. carburetter. £10; one 1909 iJoug-
las. with all spares, in splendid crder, £22; one 4h.p.
Centaur, maj^neto, handle-bar control: just been re-bored
and new piston fitted, £20; 2h.p. Minerva, in running
order, £7-—Quirk, Honiton and Axuiinster-

SECTION X.
Scotland.

VINDEC Special Twin, peifect order, tyre.s, tubes,
uupiinetured; cheap.—Particulars, Koss, Tayavaller,

Falkirk.

31.h p. Fafnir, magneto, li-b. control. B.- and B- car-
2 buretter; bargain. £13.—Chauffeur, Rolland St,

Dunfermline-

3ih.p. Twin Peugeot Motor Cycle, very low and com-

,

2 fortable, maeneto, Whittle, accessories; cheap.—

-

Dick, Carluke.

3,h.p. Griffon Motor Cycle, just been overhauled, new-
'W4 accumulator, sprini; forks, very j^ood order; £11-—
H. Fownes, 17, Spring Gardens, Edinburgh.

r.N.. 4;h.p., 2-speed gear, h.b." control, drip lubrica-;
tion. Cowey ^speedometer. FE.S. lamp and gene-

rator, splendid condition; £25.—Ford, 4, Nile Grove,-.=

Edinburgh. j

6h,p. N-S.U., with Millford castor wheel sidecar, S-2

speeds, rree enpini', new tyres and belt, spare;;
over and belt, all accessories, splendid condition; trial;',

i:36,—Fenton, Minstrie.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycling Firm. — Don't i

wait for months on your new mount. We can given
immediate delivery o'' Indian, Premier, Doufjlas, Zenith,

'

B S.A.. NS-TJ.. and Lincoln Elk. Besides these, we
-fork P. and M., Eoe, and Norton, and can supply any i.

'ther make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian JEtd., ,n

Edinbur^'h. . _ ^ I

SECTION XI. r|
Ireland and Isle of Man.
TraU-Vi'HS, 1911 models; immediate delivery from^j

stock ; no waiting—Higgms, agent, Athenv, Ire-
land. ~ -

7h.p. 1911 Indian motor cycle, ridden 900 miles, newR|
in .May; too -powerful :- £55.—G. Ornlrod, MagU-.-

ligan Gamp, Bellarena, N. Ireland.

QUADCARS.
PHGENIX Quadcar, 7h.p. Fafnir, just thoroni,''hly over-

hauled ; any trial.—P. Ingham, Great Missenderi.'

PHCENIX Quadcar, in perfect order, newly painted,
several new improvementa, side doors, powerful '

lamps, new spare tyre, miniature car in all respects;
.,

£34; may he seen, tried, and given every test bj |i|j

appointment-—O. G. Pike, 96. Grange Drive, Wihchmor* J
Uill, N.

TRICARS FOR SALE. ^:

TRICAR, 4h-p. Kerry, good condition, hill-climber-; .;j|

£11.-137, Field Rd., Forest Gate-
-'

A.S. Sociable, good condition, lamps and extras; £68,- ,1

write only.—R., 56, Elsenham St., SoutJ. fields. ;

/?hp- Rex Tricar, splendid order; bargain; bike ex-
change considered —Chriss, Mj-tchett, Frimley Green.

61i.p. Rexette, 2 speed-s, spare tyre and tube, lamps,
etc; must sell, £15.-66, GrantJ Parade, Harringay.

4ili.p- Humber. w-c, 2 speeds, coachbuilt; £9/15;
2 appointment--68, Vanderbilt Rd. , Wandsworth,

,

S.W.

ALLDAYS Traveller, holds three and child ; seen
evening by appointment; £22.—Crees, Rayleigh,

E&sex.

BARGAIN.—Tricar, 5h.p. Stevens, w.c., 2 speeds,
perfect order ; £25—6, VaHey Ed., Lye, Stour-

bridge.

6h-p. Humber Tricar, 2 speeds, cpen frame, wheel
steering; as new, £33; 4jli.p. ditio, £16-—Jefferiea,

Lichfield.

A.C- Sociable. 1911. fullv equipped, perfect condition.
—Everidge, 14, Glyn Mansions, Av^nmore Rd-, Ken-

sington, W.
9h.p. Singer Tricar, extra large tyres, two perfectly new,

mechanically in perfect order; £49/10.-33, East
;aade. Harrogate.

TRICAR. 6h.p., 2-speed, as new, Palmer tyres, wheel
steering, chain drive; £25; daytime.—Roberts, 3,

Alpha Place, Clielsea-

31.h.p. Rex, Palmers, Dunlop, h.b. control, Watawata
2 belt, powerful, good going order; £12.-301,

.

Goldhawk Rd-. Shepherd's Bush.

NO. 6 Frame, fitted with forecar attachment, bucket
seat, wing guards, very low; £3/10--A. Richards,,

ol, Pembroke Ed-, Walthamstow.

5-6h-p. Rex Tricar, h.b. control, Amac carburetter, a
good goer, good condition, belt drive; £25; cat

wanted.—E. L. Gladwin, l''elsted, Esses. <

A^c In ansxvcrino these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Thj>. Mnfor Cvcle,^^
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
'h.p. Kerry-Abingdon Tricar, twin a-c. eugine, 2 speeds,
' chain driven, urt cane, equal new: £27/10: wanted,
otor cycle.—Edge, Victoria flace, Marple.

"JUADEANT Triear, 6h.p., twin, 2-speed, free en-
» gine, coach-built, climb anything, perfect condi-
gn : £12. or t offer.—Sibley. Parade. Brentwood.

'b.p. Tricar. 2 speeds, free engine, sprung frame, back
' »and front/ coach-built, in splendid condition : £25,
nearest otfer.—R. Durant, Chapeltown, Sheffield.

' ih.p- Eesette Tricar, 2 extra child seats, perfect con-
' 2 dition : -any trial : £20 : part exchange cycles or
r tyres, 810x100.—Herage. Frimley Green, Siirrcy-

>ILET Tricar, 9h,p., twin, 3-speed, reverse, free
l* engine, in perfect running order, all tyres sound:
!5.—W. Halsteav. 54, -Guildhall .Kd., Northampton.

IUMBKKETTE Tricar, 5-6h.p., coach-built, car drive,
2 speeds, water-cooled, wheel steering, new gears,

res good; £25, or ofler.—Eounce, Church St.. Cr.imcr.

h-p. Tricar, White, and Poppe engine, water-cooled,
' 2 speeds and free engine, 2 bodies, in perfect run-
ng order.—Can bo seen any time at 739, Old Kent Ed

1RI0AR. 4ih.p., water-cooled Hurnber, free engine,
good tjTes, abio lady's and gent's Rover push cycles

;

change lot for motor cycle, twin preferred.—44, Archerv
I., Eastbourne.

'EICAR. water cooled, 4!h.p., new piston, speeds,
clutch, open frame, coach built. 2 brakes; £10

Quick sale: seen any time.—Osborn. 11, Lever St.,
swell Ed., E.G.

Ib.p. "Raleighette, water-cooled, pood condition, in-
2 eluding tyres, coach-built body, colour carmine,
speeds and free engine: 10 guineas.-Carnforth Cycle
i Motor Co.. Carnforth.

h.p Tricar, double belt drive, handle-bar control, ccach-
built foreiarriage, very low and fa.st, new belts.

x2! L.enip3hall on back, as new: genuine bargain, £15.
i.pply. Manager, 30. Tilliers St.. Strand.

.C Sociable, in excellent condition, several real ira-
. provements. Cape hood, large tank, feed lubrication.
lac carburetter, and* numerous accessories: price £60
letcher, 162, Darnley Ed.. Gravesend.

OTTENHAit.—Tricars : SJh.p. Trinmph, water cooled
single-cyl. engine, £15: SJh.p. White and Pcppe.

Sle-cyl water cooled, 2-specd gear, £14.-Stamford
II Motor Co., 128 High Ed., Tottenham. 'Pnone

b.p. Cliatcr-Len Tricar, Buchet twin engine,' Palmer
cord tyrca, wheel steering and control, two speeds

3 engine, chain drive, starts like a cat, in pirfc-t
cr: any trial or examination; £35, or oSors.—Buddie
Ider, Ramsgatc.

.C. Speed Sociable, late 1910, in sound condition and
running order, new front tyres, hood and glass

ien. headln;bt, elec-trio side and tail lights, quantity
spares and accessories; £73.—Sterling's Motor « orks,
ney Ed.. Stockwell.

iLE or exchange, 3Jh.p. Wolf tricar, perfect condi-
tion, free engine, 2 speeds, liand stjirting, Chater-

. water-cooled, very little used: £20, or tiler- cx-
t)ge for good motor cycle and casli.-Loch, 31, Char-
ster Rd., Bournemouth.

i.p. Tricar, Antoine twin engine, magneto and accu-
mulator ignition. 2 speeds, handle-bar control Pal-
cord tyres, painted grey: what oflers? cr exchange
a Triumph 1910 motor cycle—P., c/o Messrs. Tur-
and Co., Garage, Sunderland.

Lh.p. w.c. Eiley tricnr. Eiley 2-sreed gear box and
. clutch, studded 700x80 at back, front good as
.

B. and B. carburetter, ana spare, all in flr-t-
1 condition and ready for road; owner buying car-
-Lander, 5, Porter St.. Hull.

SCELSIOE Tricar, 4ih.p., water cooled, 2 speeds,
handle starting, heavy Palmer tyres nearly new.

jlstered leather, whole turn-out very magnificent
well htted up, go anywhere sacrifice for £23 or
ange magneto motor cycle.-Bear, St. James St..
^•

tIMO Forecar by Pho-nix Motcrs, Ltd., most beauti-
ful one ever made, artistic cane body, upholstered
pockets and side touring lunch baskets, complete
J?,„''"''' "" '''"= '"^"' fl' nny motor cycle; cost
±20, accept £6, or e.vihange motor cycle.-Bear.

lames St., Lynn.

LiT E Tricar, fitted new 5-6h.p. twin Eex engine,
m.o.i.v., new Bosch magneto, new B. nnd U.
;rman 3-speod gear box, chain ilrive, coach front
Brooks spring seat back, brass acetylene lamrs
rols same as car. Palmer tyres, light, powerful, and
in perfect order and good as new; trial any dL^-
!;.IuU spares: honestly worth £50, t-iko £32 for
! sale; photo.-34. Meanley Ed., Manor Park.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
toS^Ei.''ft!"-Jo"ffi 1?^.''"°^ '>•"-=' ^='"°'''-

f7';\^or?lf^i"."so'u?i;p°o?r"'
*' " ^^^'"•^--

ILFOED Sidecar, 9 guineas, 1910 model, nearly
new; £6.-Eobin3on, Broadfleld, Eeigate.

itIINEA Model Sidecar, brand new, Cliater-Lea fit
rings; i5/5.—Matthews, pawnbroker, W. Croydon.
E Sale, coach-built sidecar, very smart: £4/10—4
Alpha Terrace. Epping New Ed., Buckhurst kill.'

THE
GARNER
patent

M.G. Alarm

Unexcelled.
Very easy

to -fit.

Blows
at very Slow speeds.

Users Everywhere are
positively deligrhted.

Here is one
Carlton Hotel,

London, 1/7/1 1.

"I am writing to let you know
how pleased I am with your exhaust
whistle that I received last week, and
as a proof of my satisfaction, I here
send you P.O. for another for a friend
who IS wishing to enjoy a clear road
like me. Hoping to receive it per return.

Yours truly. C. B. ,"

All say the
Garner M.C. Alarm.

is the best alarm out.

It is well made of solid brass.
Beautifully musical.
A full range of bird-like notes.
Best English manufacture.

P^ce 12/6 pe^""ij^12/1l

Sole Makers:

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
Tulefe-ranis

: Dcpcudallo, Modcloy. Tlioncs, Soutli 3 & i.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.''

I

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECARS, brand new. beautifully uvliolstered. fit

any make; £3/10.—Rey. 5. Heutb St-, Hempstead.

SIDECAK (Brown), new last month : cost £8, accept
£5/5.—Hammond, Garage, Cberry Orchard Ed.,

East Croydon.

F.N. Repairs Departmeut, Highbury Barn. N.— Special
sidecais for i''.N.?s, 2iin, n.s. tyie; first-class de-

sign; from £8.

SIDECAR. Chater, adjustable risid. art cane> uphol
sterod ira leather; £4.—Caniyre, Presburg Ed-,

New Maiden, Surrey.

RIGID Sidecar. Tvith apron, new, perfect, never usedj
cost £6/15. nearest £5, a bargain.—Anderson,

Bank House, Croxdale, Durham..

SIDECAR, left, Michclin 26in. tyre, apron, fitted also

leather coat, gloves ; oliers or exchange.—Aldis,
Rosedale, Grove Rd Hounslow.

CORONET Sidecar, each, new April, Amac carbur-
etter, done 20 miles ; approval, deposit system.—

Walker. 62, Parker St-. \Varringtoi).

SIDECAR. Maxfleld-Gnrrard, L.H., 26in. -wheel, r.r-w

Inst "Whitsuntide; £3/15. co?t £5/5.-Jenkins, 70.
Summer Rd.. Ed.Kb«ston, Birmingham.

C.CR. Sidecars, best that money can buy; 6 guinc;i8
upwards ; trade supplied : catalogues free.—C-CR.

I

Motor Works, Fold St-, St. Ann's Well Ed-, Nottinglium.

SIDECARS, best v.. w..- jnarket, lowest riding pcsi*
i

tion, strongest Uiga; Lomplete, mudguard, tubs,
tyre, apholstered in green pegamoid; £5.—HitcheL'ts,
iLuston^Ed., MoreLumbe.

MIDDLETONS'.—Aduit sidecar?, original design, per-

fect alignment, Fiteasy couDlings, best materials
i

;end for list^-—Watson St.. Kewington Green, London,
X. 2126 Dal.-ton. Trade also-

WILTON Cycle Co.—£5/5, in stock, to suit any motor;
better quality. £6/6; spring wheel models, £7/10,

£8/10, £10'10; Chuter-Lca registered qoiuk joints, etc—
110. Wilton Ed.. Victoria. S.W

SIDECARS; largest stock; best value in England; all

built of Chatcr-Lea fltliii;,'3; prices, £6/10. £5/10.
£4/15; Bccjnd-huuds from £3/15, fitted free while yoa
wait—C- A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd-, N.

CHATEE-LEA Sidecars and frames.—Don't be de-

ceived by Iruudulent advertisers traaing from pri-

vate houses, pawnbrokers' sJiops, etc., and offering in-

lerior goods aa genuine Chater-Lea. W'heu in doubt write
Golden Lane. London.

rOTTENHAM.—Sidecarji; 1911, nicely upholstered
fit any iua<Jiino, £3/10/6; quick detachable.

£3/17'6: ilillford Herald, £6/6; Mills-Fultord quick
dctui-hiible cane body, £11, in stock.—Stamford Hill
Alutor Co.. 128, High Ed., Tottenham.. 'Phone._1932.

THEEE is no firm, in existenre besides ourselves that
can budd a sidecar througuout of genuine Chater-

Lea finings at £5 and reap ft profit Yet every part
o( an Oaklcigh is guaranteed genuine Chater-Lea. All
the profit we get is 10/- on ea<'h one. It is the enoi-

mouc quantity that wo build that enable U3 to do theaa
at £5- Five years' euaruntee.—Oakleigh.^ Sidecars. Ltd.,

65a. EosendaJe Ed.. West Dulwich-

PILOT Sidecars are unrivalled aa high-clasa, easy
and perfect fitting sidecars; superior in every

df-tail. perfect in every part: we first introduced easy
deta<'hable clips, side entrance bodiea, aud every real

improvement in sidecart* for years; we manufa<;ture, uot

a.^^emble or factor them ; numerous models from £4

:

gradual paj-ment'** arranged : write postcard now.—Pilot
Cycle Co., Soho Ed.. Birmingham.

COMPAEE This Specification with any other, and
note the good value you get off me; double cee

-priuKs. wivkor body, upholstered with cushion, cranked
ba<-k asle. briuBim? the car wheel in line with cycle
whc*^l. plated wheel, with 2i tyre, mudijuard, quick
detachable fittinps, be?t cold drawn weldlpsi* steel tub-
ins: orders leteived before JBly 15th pn-eented with.
sidpcar apron free; complete, £5/5; iinmediate de-"
livery.— Burgess, sidecar manufacturer, 59. Oldham Ed.,
Manchester.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6h-p. Eex and sidecar; exchange for lightweight, oi

sell cheap.-Sydney Batten, t'eather.-itone, \ orks.

5-6hp. 1909 F.N., Bosch magneto, Eom tyres. Liberty
car; £28.— Waterton. 88. Shepherd"3 Bush Ed., W.

5 h.p. Sarolea and sidecar, magneto, Druid spring forks,
Mabon clutch; £25.-H. Hall, 25. Maple St., South-

prt-

6 h.p. 2-3peed N.3.U. and Sidecar, new November last;
£42 : as new.—Eoberts, 1 3, Craven St., Colne,

Lane 3-

TWIN Eex and Sidecar, spring forks and saddle, lamp,
horn, Whittle, spare cover; £25.-59, West Ed.,

Shoeburyness.

5i-6h.p. Res and Sidecar, thorough good condition;
2 £22. or nearest offer.—W. A. Eooke. 43. Huns-

don Ed.. New Cross. 8.E.

5-6h.p. Waverley-Peugeot, with sidecar, 1910 engine,
Mabon clutch. Whittle, Druid. B. and B.. lamps;

best offer.-48. Belmont Ed., Liverpool.

5-6h.p., Chater No, 6. Simros magneto, B. and B.,
Pahners. Cliater upholstered sidecar; £30. offer;

after 7 p.m.—23, Bulstrode At, Hounslow.

6 h.p. J.A-P-, and sidecar, coach-huilt folding car, 2
speeds, free engine, climb anything; nearest offer to

£30; must selL-E. Durant, Chapeltown, She^s^eld.
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ESTABUSHEDZOrEARS) In THE HEAR!
,onn£ trade"

^JGdlmoreDepotP
Birmingham.

STOCK of all the

BEST MAKES.
Matchless,

Enfield,
Zenith,

Douglas,
Bradbury,

Premier,
Bat,

Chater-Lea,
Indian.

GASH. EXCHANGES.

INSTALMENTS.

Any of these sent

ON APPROVAL.
1908. TRIUMPH, Zenith Gear .... .. £32

1909. TRIUMPH, Good condition .. .. £32

1910, SCOTT, Splendid condition .

.

. . £45

1911, MATCHLESS, 8 Vi.p.. 2 speeds, free

engine .

.

£60

1911, MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Albion clutch £50

1911, BRADBURY, Clutch model .. .. £44

1911, BRADBURY, Fixed Engine .. .. £39

1910, 21 h.p. ENFIELD, Good condition .. £24

.1910, MOTOSACOC.HE, Perfect mount .. £24

1811, DOUGLAS, Standard model, only
ridden 100 miles .. .. .. .. £85

1909, MINERVA, 31 h.p., Magneto
Torpedo tank .... £28

1910, MOTO REVE, 2i h.p. .. £21

CBlmore Depot,

35, COUMORE ROV«r,

BIRMINGHAM.
ALSO

261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High St., Leicester.

250, Stafford Street, Walsall.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
|

3ih p. N.S.U., 2-sijee<i, free enRiiie. magneto, uev '

2 Palmer cor(l:5, Mills-Fulford sideeai, splendK

condition; £30.-Allon White, Post Office, Cranfleld

Beds-

Sib. p. Minerra, 1911, 2-!5peecl, free engine, B. anf.

a B 1911 carburetter, overhauled, Chater-Lci

cane sidecar. (?ood condition; £20. offers.—Hall, Pan
dock Wood, Kent.

NS U- 6h-p., twin, Bosch magneto, spring forka, h.'

control, 26x24. tyres, 1911. 2-«peed gear, frc

engine. Chater-Lea sidecar; any trial; £56.—Eagles an

(JO., Hiffh St., Acton.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910, 6h.r-. twin, 2-Epeed, fri

engine, rigid sidecar, many accessories, perlec

condition; cost £80, accept 55 guineas.—A. Huxtabk
95. Maple Bd., ' Surbiton.

81i p. Bat-Jap, new June, 1910, P. and H. 2-speed geai

• Bat carburetter, new S-G- belt. Millford .cast(

i-oach-bnilt sidecar, nearly new tyres, in splendid order

£55.-W. Cottis and Sons. Ltd., Epping-

1 Qll Eudge-Whitworth, free engine, with <tidecar, ab
J-t/ solutely new condition; cost over £88/10, aci-epi

£65; owner baying car; fuller particulars see adverti.-^_e

ment June 22nd.—Martino. Sutton Coldfield.

5ih-p. N.S.tr. and Sidecar. 2-speed and free engine
2 Whittle belt, magneto, spring forks, new Peter

ITnion steel-studded on rear and Continental on front

Clair silencer; £20.—Apply to E. Barton, Station Ap
proach, Shepperton.

1Q11 2-speed Red Indian and Millford sidecar, wit

A.*J torpedo side entrance body new Palmer cord>

Cowey, lamp, and all spares, only run 2.000 miles; £70
good reason for selling—Box No. 7.903, The Motot

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

5 h.p. Ees de Luxe, 2 speeds and free engine, handlf

starting, B- and B.. h.b.c-, gennine Chater-Le
sidecar, special all cane side entrance car to own design

all in good order, ready for season; £38 the lot.—Hall

Conant Arms, 41, Stainsby Ed., Limehouse, E.

REX. 5-6h.p.. and sidecar, Bosch magneto, spring fork>

Bleriot bead lamp, perfect order, good hilt-climbci

£25; Minerva. ai-Sh-p , Bosch, free engine, sidecar, 191:
Ainac, lamps, tyres, horn, as new, perfet-t order; £30, ci

oiTer: both seen any time--Grimes, 18, South Brutoi
Mews, Bond St.

TEIUMPH Sidecar Combination. 3ih.p., 1911, free

engine, first grade lamp, mirror, exhaust -whistle,

horn, new Dermatine belt, Dnnlop tyres, new March
last; cost £69/10 ca^h, complete, first offer over £54
accepted; trial arranged; owner buying cdr.-A. Adams,
Palatine Ed. Cycle and Motor Wl:s.. Northenden,
Cheshire.

IQIO 3ih.p. Humber, 1911 Eoc 2-speed, Mills and
*-*y Fulford 13 guinea cane sidecar, with canoe front
and side door entrance, new Easter, perfect condition,

£42, accept lightweight part exchange; Mills and Ful-

ford rigid, cane, canoe front, and side door entrance,
cost 13 guineas at Easter.—Kerby, 14, Little Park St.,

Coventry.

7 h.p. Twin Brown, with sidecar, enamelled grey. Brown
and Barlow, Whittle belt, Mabon free engine

adjustable pulley, nearly new tyres, and very low
machine, ana ail handle-bar controlled, trial given any
evening, all eqtial to new, £36 ; also Kerry lightweight,
new ,condition, £5/15.—Aseell, " Bletchenly," Elm Ed.,
Purley.

8lip. Chater-Jap and Sidecar, late 1910, only ridden
6 timas, m.o.v. Jap automatic carburetter, Bosch

gear-driven magneto, Mabon variable clntch, 2 Ciatef
brakes. Brooks saddle. Whittle be't. 650x65 steel-studded
tvre, stand, and carrier, Clair silencer, extra pres.^ure

fed, copper tank, all accessories ; trial ; £60, or near
offer.—Stalord, dentist, 247. Camberwell Ed., S.E.

CHATEE-LEA No. 7 Model, Lowen sidecar, with
extra child's seat, plate clutch set, spare plates

largo padded pan Brooks seat, back rest, 8h.p.
.
J.„.P.

engine, J.A.P automatic carburetiter just overhauled by
makers, with lots of spares, tyres, cycle 26x2i front,

650x65 back car tyre, Dunlops,- sidecar both 26x24'
Palmer cord, Eiches tubes all roxind, registered cycle
tax. aJl in perfect condition and funning order; eo^t
£108 late 1910, saorifi'^'C for qui k s-ole £"'0; buying
car—Box 7,904. Tfie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

CARS FOR SALE.
E DIETEICH. 12-16h.p.. 4-cyl.. seats 5, magneto;
bargain, £55-- 1, Ebner St-. Wandsworth.

6h.p. Rover, climb anything, hood, screen, spares, 3
lamps and acetylene headlight; £68.-18. Louis

St.. Leeds.

CLEMENT 2-seater Car, perfect order; sacrifice, £20,,
or exchange magneto cycle.— Gilbert, 27, Shaftes-

bury Av.. London.

8-lOh.p- Argyll, 2 or 4-seater, exchange for twin ,

cvcle and Sidecar, or sell £35 or offer.—12, Pont 'J
St. Mews, Brompton Ed.

1 0-14h.p. 2-cyl. Wolseley Landaulet, splendid condi-
-L-V tion throughout ; 50 guineas for quick sale.—56,
Cleveland Gardens, Barnes, S.W.

SMART Little 2-seated Dennis Car, 10-12h.p. Aster
2-cyl .engine, perfect condition- must sell, £45.—

1 8. Waterloo St-, Hammersmith.

61h.p. De Dion-Regal 2-?eater, splendid condition ;

'

|2 £26; entertain part exchange.—A. Miirray, 37a,
Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.

~\ Oh.p- Panhard, perfect order ; see article " The Auto-
j-^ car," June 3rd, page 805; offer, exchange, cash

|

iidiustment.—Ramione- Hill St., Coventry.

THE MOTOR

D

AND

EVERYTHING ON IT

MORE FACTS ABOUT OUR BUSINESS
METHODS.

" Sunday, July 2nd.
" Dear Sirs,—I am wrifing to tell you that

the goods ! ordered arrived quite safely and in

good time, and were exactly as I wanted. I

can't tell y»« what a pleasure it is to deal with
a firm that does send out its goods exactly as

ordered.. " Yours truly,
" O. B. SMYTH."

If you have our list you can safely shop at'

home. Every useful figment will be found in

our loo page accessory list.

MOTOR CYCLE
DEPARTMENT.

MACHINES IN STOCK OR FOR EARLY
DELIVERY.

Cash or exchanges, arranged,

igil 3j h.p. P. & M., 2 speed, new . . £56 10
igii 2^ h.p. A.J.S. Lightweight^

2 speed, new T. . . £46 4
igii 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, Model E,

2 speed, handle starting, new .... £48
igii 3ih.p. TRIUMPH, free engine,

new £55
igll 2% h.p. DOUGLAS, Model D, new £39 18
igll 3jh.p. ZENITH-GRAOUA, new £52 10
igio 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speed,

grand order £39
Premier Sidecar for same, only

used 200 miles £3 10
igog 5i h.p. Tonrist REX, French grey

model, powerful engine £26 15

3ih.p. FAFNIR, Chater Lea, handle
bar control £12

3 h.p. ROC, magneto. Roc clutch,

starting handle £14

SIDECARS.
Special London Agents for Millford Specialities.

Castor Wheel, Torpedo model £13 13
Other models from £6 6

BARGAINS.
OLD LAMPS FOR NEW.

We are prepared to purchase loo Good-class

Second-haud Lamps in part exchange for

new ones.

F.R.S. Special
jftvW Stockists for
a^-1 London.—

8oof t. beam,
c o m p i e te,

58/6.

^ \.W ^t.iHl—
I,OOOft,

S^^_^ ^^^ifr beam,
c om p I e te,

68/6.

TAYLOR'S BRITISH LAMP SET.—Com-
plete, with double bracket to fit over handle-
bar stem or separated with frame or handle-
bar fixing for generator. Price 27/- complete.
Cannot be beaten. Liberal allowance for your
present lamp.
TAYLOR'S VALVE GRINDER.—Enables

valve to be easily ground true, and saves wear -

of cylinder exhaust ports. Price 2 '6. Post 3d.
SPECIAL OFFER OF HOLLAND DUST

SUITS.—Complete, jacket and leggiiigs shaped
to fit leg. Price 10/6 ; superior quahty, 13/6.
LUGGAGE VALISES.— We carry the best"

and most useful assortment, tiring your
machine and allow us to fit you up for a tour.
Valises complete from 4/3 to 40/-.
REX SPARE PARTS.—The only London

house that carries a stocli. . . .

TOURIST TROPHY RELIABILITY
MACHINE.—The AJ.S. Sensible Lightweight.
2-speed Models finished fiftli and sixth in single-

cylinder class. Trial runs, arranged.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
21a, STORE STREET,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams : Telephone

:

M.
" Dynamometro." 10957 Centra], ^

A52' In answering these advertisements it is < desirable • to mention " TAei Motor Cycle."
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The Six Days* Trials Route.

THE
(detailed description of the Six Days' Trials

route which we publish in this issue comes
from the pen of a motor cyclist who is inti-

mately acfjuainted with the roads in the York-
shire di.strict, and it can, therefore, be

accepted as an accurate survey. The article con-
cludes by stating that in his owm case the writer has
found a 6 to I gear very useful at times in covering
parts of the course, and this on a 7,% h.p. standard
machine. Reading between the lines, those who know
what a 3J^ h.p. is capable of with such a low
reduction will hot need to be told that'the trials course
is very severe. It is hardly to be expecterl that riders

of single-geared machines will attempt to cover the

six days' routes with a fixed gear so low as this. They
will, therefore, either do one of three things. First,

use a higher ratio and trust to skill to aid them in

climbing all hills; second, they will stop to adjust the

engine puliey to suit the gradients ; third, they will

use a variable gear. Few- will deny that the most
.suitable method and the one most likely to appeal
to the average tourist rider is the variable gear, and
the performances of the machines so fitted will be
watched with the keenest interest.

There is no question of doubt about the severity of
the trials this year, the only query being whether the
routes are not a little too stiff. Every motor cycle used
for touring purposes should be capable of climbing
any hill met under ordinary touring conditions, and
the A.C.U. is to be warmly commended for selecting

an arduous and trying test, otherwise the machines
could not be tested to the point of elimination. There
is, however, the weather to be reckoned with, and if

we are unfortunate enough to have a very wet and
windy week next month, it is possible that there will

be a good many failures. We mention this not with a

view to discouragement, but as a forewarning to our
readers not to expect impossibilities if conditions are

unfavourable.

Agents and Design.

THE
comparisons made in an article published

under the heading of " Tendency of Design
elsewhere in these pages anent the difference-

between British' and American manufacturers'

methods in the settlement of <lesign are worthy

of special attention from manufacturers. We should
not like to go so far as our contributor and say that

no British firms consult their agents, the word agent in

this sense meaning the retailer, but we agree that many
do not take them into their confidence as much as thev

might do. When the industry was new, comparati\ely

few agents took any interest in either riding or the sale

of machines, but they have all realised their error, and
are now- keenly enthusiastic. Enthusiasm is always

. -helpful w-hen it does not pass the bounds of prudence,

and few-, if any, manufacturers can fail to learn some-

thing from " the man on the spot." Several firms hold
periodical meetings of travellers and agents and discuss

future design, but few- submit their new models to

criticism before our annual public inspection at the

Show. Yet how can a designer who restricts his atten-

tion to roads and touring conditions in his own district

satisfactorily cater for, say, a motor cyclist in the

North of Scotland. The man conversant w'ith diffi-

culties is the one most likely to overcome them. We
commend the suggestion to those interested -with the

best of intentions
A13
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,_. The Route for the Six Days' Trials. _^
Illustrations and Description of flie 1,000 Miles Trial Course in Yorkshire.

The twisty hill -over the mocrs telween Fateley Irid^e and Kitkby Ualzeard. The surface of this rise is in a very loose condition, rendering
dry skids a possibility.

IN
a very few days the event next in importance to

the T.T. races will be upon us, and although the

T.T. races are generally of much educational

value, equally so is the Six Days' Trial, but rather in a

different direction. Therefore in this issue it may be

of some use to run over the ground, not by means of

the motor cycle as a power-propelled instructor, but

by means of The Motor Cycle as a teacher. I also

have pleasure in referring my readers to the double

page map published in the issue of March 2nd.

The A.C.U. Committee, in choosing Yorkshire as

a testing ground, could not have chosen a better centre

than that famous inland watering place Harrogate, for

the district abounds in good roads, splendid scenery,

and numerous steep ascents, both straight and twisty,

so that the completion of the i,ooo miles in six days

will require a good and reliable machine combined
with a competent and careful rider.

First Day, Monday, August 14th—177J miles

Consideration of each day's runs in detail shows that

the competitors will have oil the first day-p-Monday,

August 14th—to cover the same route as was used in

the April Quarterly Trial—177% miles—^and it would

be needless to cover this portion again, except the

extra bit, namely, Thirsk to Helmsley, via Wass Bank,

and Helmsley to Harrogate, which is easy except for

Wass Bank. This is a long hill, terminating at the

top with an exceedingly stiff ascent of about 300 yards

in length and an awkward bend, with the surface often

greasy. At the foot lies the pretty Abbey of Byland,

and just past it there is a dangerous but short descent

ending in a water-splash. The roads there are twisty,

with one or two small ascents, but as far as Harrogate

are generally to be found irT splendid condition.

Second Day, Tuesday, August 15th—170J miles.

The second day will be more exacting, and likely to

cause some trouble unless I am very much mistaken.

From Harrogate to Masham there are good roads with

one or two minor ascents, but care should be taken

at Ripon, as there is an exceedingly dangerous bend
into the market place, where a sharp left turn must
be taken at the " Clock Tower," and the road is then

easy to follow up to Leyburn. Care must, however, be

taken at Tanfield, with a turn to left, and at Masham,
vi'i'-h one to the right, where there is a nasty ascent into

the town. Past Middleham, where a glimpse of the

old castle may be obtained, we go into Leyburn, and,

running right up to the "Town Hall," (?), turn to the

right, and proceed as if to Richmond, up a rather stiff

incline, and just before Halfpenny House turn to the

left, and, further on, again to the left to Reeth, where

follows a grand stretch of road until the ascent right

up to Tan Hill is begun, a matter of about 1,200 feet

rise, which may occasion a great deal of fun ! The
road goes from bad to worse, always ascending.

This road, although a main road, is a mixture of

ploughed fields, unrolled stones, and moorland track,

and for the A.C.U. to consider for one moment the

question of having a hill-climb on it would be the

height of folly; much rather had they better have a

couple of hours' stop at Tan Hill Inn, and allow the

competitors time to rest, refresh the inner man, and
visit the proprietor's private coal mine situate within

100 yards of the inn. From this old mine the inn-

keeper at present obtains his coal, and he will sell it

at the rate of 6s. 8d. per ton, delivery at the pit head.

Unless the proprietor is informed early of any intention

to stop there, victuals will be very much at a premium.

Leaving this famous hostelry, we run down to Barras

over vile roads, and take a dangerous corner under a

, railway bridge, when the road begins to improve, and

eventually becomes excellent, a nice run taking us to

Appleby, whence we return and take the road to Kirkby

Stephen and o\'er undulating roads to Hardraw. A
very satisfactory hill is met just after passing over the

pretty bridge (which is narrow and must be taken care-

fully) of Thwaite House, and on to Redmire, after

which we tackle a stiff hill, and part of the way up
turn to the left under a railway bridge, and then keep
straight on, away from the main road, and proceed

up a narrow and bad by-road for Scarth Nick, where

a hill-climb is supposed to take place. It is said locally

that the repair of this hill is rendered impossible by

the stones rolling to the bottom. The acclivity is about

half a mile long, overhung with trees, and goes through

a veritable quarry. Continuing over Leyburn Mooi
with a turn to the right, atrocious roads drop down
into Leyburn, and so on to Harrogate.

Third Day, Wednesday, August 1 6th— 1 8 9 J miles,

After the comfortable run to York, the route passes

under the interesting Micklegate Bar, and straight on
over Ouse Bridge, through the market place, and
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turning to the right in front of the Old George Hotel

brings one to another of the famous bars (Walmgate).

Three miles further the left turn at the fork roads

is taken to pretty Stamford, with its dangerously

hinnped bridge, where one turns to left, then sharp to

right, and then again to left. .Soon the engines should

be primed with oil for tackling Garrowhy Hill, with

its average gradient of i in 8 for nearly two miles.

737

Fourth Day, Thursday, August 17th— 167:} miles.
.\nother day of sharp comers, possibly clouds of

dust, and one brute of a hill. A gentle jaunt over
easy and good roads to Ripon, vid Acomb and Borough-
bridge, then to Grantley Bank, which has to be care-

fully approached by a short sharp descent over a
prettily situated bridge and up an incline beautifully

o^•erhung with trees, terminating at the top with a
slight left hand bend for Pateley Bridge and Greenhow

A very bad corner leading to a ile^o bat s^ort
bill after descending Kexgill I ass (fo jrth dav).

From the top we have a delightfu

down gradient practically to Brid
lington, which w-et alone can spoi"

the roads over the Wolds liciiig

• made of limestone. From Brid-

lington is a nice run on undulating
roads to Filey, whence there are
two routes to Scarborough, one
by the coast bringing the riders to
the Valley Bridge (>^d. toll), then
past the station, wliere, especially
in August, there is always a motley
assemblage of tramcars, fish carts,

waggonettes, and trippers. The
other route is the better one, and
comes into Scarborough, via

Seamer, at the top of Falsgrave
Road, where left and right turns
are taken for the village of Scallj\

,

which is approached by a verv
dangerous left hand turn. A few-

miles further on is Cloughton,
where turn left at the signpost for
Whitby, to avoid the now famous
Stoupe Brow, and proceed along
the new route up the ticklish little

incHne of 'Cloughton Bank and o\er a switch-back mour
road to Whitby. Trouble will be experienced here to
find the correct route, but once outside the town the
road is very good past Ruswarp and Sleights, and there
is a grand climb for o\er three miles up the famous
Blue Bank, which is at present in a very loose condi-
tion. Once past Hell Corner (Salterga'te Inn), com-
petitors may rejoice, for the road home {via Pickering,
Malton, and York) is comparatively easy.

Gi^ntley Bank, between Ripon

Dangerous corner at

Another view of the same corner which takes

the competitors to Otiey.

Hill. This, rising nearly i,ooo

feet in two miles, is certain to prove

unsadsfactory to the unwary. The
first portion is very stiff, and is

•followed by a sharp right corner,

atid then—on probably the stiffest

portion of the hill—a sharp left

turn," and competitors who safely

negotiate this with plenty of power

need ha\e no fear about the rest of

the hill, which is a gradual climb

up to Greenhow village. A straight

run now takes us to Grassington,

over the River Wharfe to Airton,

and then Settle, with its peculiar

little market place. The road to

Hawes from here as far as Ribble

Head is bad, twisty, and narrow,

rising nearly 6oo feet ; on the left

hand may easily be seen the

mountains Ingleborough and
Whernside, and on the right Pen-y-

Ghent. From Newby Head the

road into Hawes is distinctly bad,

but" leaving Aysgarth there is a

good surface to Thoralby, a village both approached

and left by dangerous and stiff descents requiring great

caution. A mile or two further is Kidstones Pass, a

very stiff climb, with the surface in a disgraceful con-

dition, which the A.C.U. intend to use, among others,

as a timed climb. I say without fear : or favour that

this hill is not a fair test against the watch, as engines

will have to be very flexible and in good fettle to climb

it at all. Tliis stone-strewed track safely p.assed,

"5

and Pateley Bridge (fourth day).

Thoralby (fourth day).
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The Route for the Six Days' Trial.—
care must be taken for about two miles, as the road

is," one continuous run of wash-out channels, and after

Buckden rather narrow lanes through Starbottom on

to Kettlewell, where across the river is one of the

most beautiful runs in the North, down Wharfedale,

past Kilnsey Crag on the right, also Barden Towers,

and Bolton Abbey on left. From Bolton Bridge there

is a stiff ascent with plenty of corners, then a lovely

run down Kexgill, locally called Blubberhouses Pass,

delightfully Alpine in its character, and at its foot is a

|Hicklegate Bar, York, through
which the competitors ride on the

third and fifth davs.

right hand corner up a

very stiff but only short

hill, which makes any-

thing like speed an im-

possibility, and then to

Otley. To avoid going
right into the town, turn
to left for Farnley,
thence to Norwood Edge,
which is a hill with a
nasty left and a right

hand turning at the bot-

tom. The long climb
which follows would
prove a good alternative

for the timed climb in

place of Kidstones Pass,
and if from its summit
the route ran vid what is

known as the Rough
Road and Birk Crag,

long but easy gradient, passing through a fine avenue
of trees and coming out directly in front of Harewood
Park gates. Turning here to the right, proceed down
Harewood Bank, which has a dangerous left hand turn,

and continue straight along to Pool, and just through
village turn to left and on to Otley, where a very

dangerous right and left turn must be taken, the surface

here being bad setts. Now a nice run to Ilkley follows,

and a real good hill, viz., Keighley Gate, about two
miles long, with one very tricky corner, but fairly good
surface unless cut up by the dry summer. From
Keighley Gate there is a drop down to Keighley into

Airedale, through the town and traffic of Bingley, and
up to Heaton, a suburb of Bradford, only to encounter
a shockingly difficult hill through Heaton Woods. The
surface is not of the very best, and with the gradient

about I in 5 and a corner or two it will be no light

work. Descending Hewenden Brow and along to

Haworth some fun may be expected on a narrow,
very stiff, and roughly-paved road, which is hemmed
in by houses, and usually called the main street.

Crossing over Keighley Moor
with what is known as Trawden
Forest on the left, there is a bad
road to Colne, which improves
to Settle, vid Gisburn, but for

the occasional setts. Following
the same route, but in a different

direction from that of the fourth
day, we come from Settle to

Pateley Bridge, where proceed
straight ahead up a hill with
numerous corners and partly

paved with setts. Passing the
old ruined church on the right,

Approach to Grantley Bank, between Ripon and Pateley Bridge
(fourth day).

Ripley, cross and stocks, with castle in background. First and
second days of trial.

another nice Httle hill would have to be surmounted,
|

but I anticipate a run home vid Skipton Road.

Fifth Day, Friday, August 18th— 181$ miles.

The first part of this day's run, from Wetherby to

Tadcaster, vii Wighill and Newton Kyme, is not
marked out quite satisfactorily on the maps already
Dublished. There is a by-road from Wetherbj to Wig-
lill and thence to Tadcaster, and frum there to Hare-
vvood, vid Newton Kyme Station (not' village, which is

away on the right on the banks of the River Wharfe),
Boston Spa, and Collingham Bridge, where keep to

the right over the river and railway bridge, and up a

Looking down Greenhow Hill, near Pateley Bridge.

there is a rise of nearly 700 feet to Brownstay Ridge.

Thence through Kirkby Malzeard, Grewelthorpe

(famous for its splendid cream cheeses), and through

very pretty country lanes to Masham, and thence to

Thirsk, joining the same route as on the second day.

Sixth Day, Saturday. August 19th— 122J miles.

After the excitement of five days of severe hills,

twisty roads, and bad corners, this day's run of approxi-

mately 1 20 miles over good and practically level roads

should come as a welcome sedative. There may be
extra traffic when passing through York, seeing that it
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is market day, but a passage in the early morning

should not be attended with much trouble. Two toll

bridges have to be negotiated within a very few miles

of one another, one at Selby, and the other at Bubwith.

During the whole of the Trial I should advise the

competitors to refrain from " dusts-up " with other

riders, for the roads are twisty and the corners in most

cases very loose, especially on the moors. With

machines in good trim and the gears low. all the hill;

can be taken, but some of them, more especially Kid
stones Pass. Arkengarthdale, and Si-arith Nick cannot

be rushed. I have practically cohered the whole of the

course on a t,% h.p. motor cyide, and found a 6 to i

gear very useful at times. The Trial should be wel.

supported, and, w-et weather or fine, should provf

useful and instructive to riders and manufacturers.

H. W. Fortune.

There are two roads between Kirkby Malzeard and Masham,
one by the Watersplash, the other round by the church down
a dangerous little hill. Photograph shows the Watersplash.

The worst corner on Greenhow Hill, near Pateley Bridge.

Showing the shocking state ol the

surface ol Arkengarthdale Hill,

leading up to Tan Hill Inn.

Kidstones Pass, which has lo be negotiated on
the fourth day.

Selby Toll Bridge (sixth day).

OFFICIAL AWARDS IN
The fullowiug is a complete official list uf awards in the

Junior and Senior T.T. Races issued by the A.C.U.

The Junior Race.
1. P. J. Evans (2| h.p. Humber), iBoO and gold medal.
2. H. A. Collier (2 h.p. Matchless), £20 and gold medal.

»3. H. J. Cox (2| h.p. Forward), £10 and gold medal.
4. D. Brown (2| h.p. llumber), gold medal.
5. II. Greaves (2J h.p. Enfield), gold medal.
6. K. Gassert (2^ h.p. N.S.U.), gold inedal.

7. W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), gold medal.
8. A. G. Fenn (2| h.p. Humber), gold medal.

*9. F. P. Johnson (2| h.p. Humber), private owner's cup
and gold medal.

10. J. Haslam (2| li.p. Zenith), gold medal.
11. P. Weatherilt (2| h.p. Zenith), gold medal.
12. G, L. Fletcher (25. h.p. Douglas), -gold medal
13. H. G. Dixon (2J h.p. New Hudson), gold medal.
14. S. Wright (2| h.p. Humber), gold medal.

The Senior Race.
1. 0. C. Godfrey (3| h.p. Indian), £40 and gold medal.
2. C. B. Franklin (33 h.p. Indian), £25 and gold medal.

^3. A. J. Moorhouse (3| h.p. Indian), £10 and gold medal.

THE T.T. RACES.
4. 11. A. Collier (4 h.p. Matchless), gold medal.
5. Ungh !Mason (4 h.p. Matchless), gold medal.

*5. J. A. Carvill (3i- h.p. Triumph), first private ownei's
cup and gold medal.

*7. W. H. Bashall (4 h.p. Bat), second private .owaia-'s cup
and gold medal.

'8. Queiitin Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), gold inedal.

*9. H. Lister Cooper {5!^ h.p. Triumph), gold medal.
*10. J. T. Bashall (4 li.p. Bat), gold medal.
11. H. Reed (4 h.p. Dot), gold medal.
12. W. F. Newsome (3^ h.D. Triumph),- pold medal.
* Private owners.
When the list of awards was announced on the 15th

inst., the silver cup presented by the Dunlop Co. for the

first private owner was awarded to J. A. Carvill. A. J.

Moorhouse, another private owner) who was in the first

tkree, has lodged a protest, which the Competitions Coiri-

mittee have ignored, and has now put the matter in his

solicitor's hands. Jloorhouse claims that as the presentation

of this cup was announced on the official programme distri-

buted in the island to be given to the first private owner in

each race this aimomicement is binding on the A.C.U.,

whereas that body maintains that the conditions_ binding

them are those on the forms signed by the conipetiters.

A17
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WHEN future, historians write about motor cycle

happenings during the first decade of the

twentieth century, they wdll have to set down
the statement that, broadly speaking, design remained

stagnant throughout the whole ten years. We have

been annually persuaded that the then current models
embodied the last possibilities in design, construc-

tion, and material, and little consideration is required

to prove how afraid were the majority of designers

to strike out on fresh lines of investigation, the

majority preferring a follow-the-leader policy.

Looking back over past occurrences, the thought

arises that too many of those responsible for the

settling of patterns and models were not practical

riders. More's the pity, because departure from con-

servative ideas typical of the average British manu-
facturer ia any sort of business would have permitted

consultation with, and advice from men \qualified to

judge the likelihood of future demand.

English versus American Methods.

In this connection, \ve can well copy United States

factory methods, and boldly invite assistance from
people directly in touch with potential purchasers.

It is the agent almost solely who is able exactly to

gauge requirements for twelve months ahead and
who can keep his mind free from prejudice. To our

American friends must be accorded the credit for

thoroughly appreciating the advantages of co-operative

a,dvice, and for many years it has been customary

over there to invite the leading agents from e\ery

quarter of the Ijil; country to a conference at a factory,

just prior to the final settlement of designs for the

next yearr At these -meetings, rough models of the

proposed patterns are produced for inspection and
free criticism, whilst every man present is invited to

say frankly whether the proposed ideas will help sales

in any or all districts.

In British factories, the invariable aim of all con-

cerned is to keep everything secret about. new year's

models until a few days before the annual show in

London, for fear a competitor may steal ideas. This
policy defeats its own end, whilst prohibiting the

calling together in council of the very men who daily

learn about defects in parts and yet rarely secure

opportunity for passing their knowledge on to the

factory, other than by letter. The perfunctory couple

of hours' ramble through a factory, that seems to be
the only general means of honouring agents in

England, could easily be extended into a couple of

days at little extra expense to the organisers of such
affairs, and the eventual benefit to all concerned is

.hardly measurable in ^ s. d.

Going back only two years, attention of designers

ivas, at so recent a period, mainly directed to de^•eloJJ-

ing the single-cylinder engine, and but for the far-

seeing efforts of the Competitions Committee of the

Autr Cycle Union we might to-day be witnessing ttie

evolution of single-cylinder monsters up to 8 h.g.

The restrictions of this type to the now generallv

accepted 500 c.c. capacity—the popular 3J4 h.p.-

is wholly due to the limitations placed by the governing

body of the sport on the T.T. classes in rgog and

1910, and, despite all that critics state to the contrary,

such limit has compelled designers to re\ise a multi-

tude of details.

So far as the writer is aware, no brake horsepower
tests of 500 c.c. single-cylinder engines have ever been
published, consequently true comparison of merit is

out of the question. Yet judging by racing results at

Brooklands, leading open hill-climbs, and practical

touring experiences over long distances confirm the

general opinion that the 1911 eiigine develops about
I h.p. more than the same size built early in 1909.
The features contributing to this desirable end are

many, but among them may be mentioned increased

valve diameters, more direct exit of waste gas from
the exhaust chests, better and thinner cylinder castings

thanks to magnetos in the case of twin-cylinder

with smoother radiating flanges (synchronised ignition

engines), and more particularly o\-erlapping of the inlet

and exhaust "\'al\-e timings.

The Effects of Valve Timing.
The enormous difference in power developed by

comparatively slight variations in opening and closing

the vah-es is well understood by most designers.

Theoretically, the exhaust should close dead on the

top of the stroke to pre\ent blow-back Avith entry of

fresh charge, but experiments conducted on a four-

cylinder car engine at an American University pro\e
that if the e.vhaust opening is continued some degrees
beyond the top. of the stroke, concurrrently with fresh

gas coming in, a scavenging effect is secured which
materially helps toAvards a maximum possible quantity

ready for explosion at the firing moment.
On this important matter of valve timing, each chief

designer seems to have his own formula, and although
it does appear feasible for engines having different

A'alve areas and lifts to need cam profiles suited for

each, it can be definitely asserted that these items are

almost negligible, provided the opening and closing

moments are deduced from careful experiments on
the test bench. Quite naturally, makers who have;

carried out such^tests for themselves are not Avilling to

publish the result, but were it possible to collate the

iigures, they would be astonishinglv correlate.

Possibilities Controlling Future Design.
The long-derided tw'o-stroke engine has at last come

to the frontj thanks to the persistent belief in this
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principle being placed on practical competition basis

by Mr. Scott. Mention of this machine brings us

naturally to consideration of the possibilities likely to

control future design as a result of the 1911 T.T.
Races. Frank Philipp on a Scott in the Senior Race
made the star performances of the day in respect to

time, for not only did he obtain the honour of tlie

fastest lap during the third round in 44ni. 52s., but

he also made second fastest time of the day in the next

round, doing 45m. iis.
'

Taking the rest of the machines that finished, the

twin- cylinders proved them.sehes immeasurably
superior, the first six men (C. R. Collier's disquali-

fication can be ignored here) all having engine capacity

close up to the limit imposed by the regulations, the

three Indians being 584 c.c. and the three Matchless

580 c.c. J. A. Car\ill, (^uentin Smith, and Lister

Cooper were the first single-cylinders in that order,

W. H. Bashall (Bat) coming in between them and
spoiling the continuity of their results. They were all

on similar machines—Triumphs 499 c.c. The winner's

time on a twin-cylinder was T,h. 56ni. los., and the

best single-cylinder performance was 4!!. i6m. 4ys.,

a difference of 20m. 39s., exactiv 4m. 7%s. per lap.

Now Godfrey's speed throughout averaged 47J-2
m.p.h., whilst Carvill's was practically 43^4 m.p.h.
We thus arrive at the very interesting fact that the

584 c.c. twin is four miles per hour faster over the

T.T. course than the 499 c.c. single-cylinder.

Should Twin-cylinders be Handicapped ?

These figures are indisputable, and finally dispose

of the arguments put' forward by scientific experts who
have contended So fiercely on the alleged superiority

of the single. When the conditions of the 1909 race

were being formulated, the twins were given fifty per

cent, greater capacity on the wrong assumption lliat

the added friction of the extra cylinder piston, valves,

etc., and the admittedly larger fuel and oil require-

ments (needing bigger weight carried to cover the same
distance) would handicap the machine to an equality

at the finish. Twin-cylinders romped home by the

proverbial "streets," and the runaway win wa-;

repeated in, 1910, when the twin capacity was reduced
to 670 c.c.

It is all very, well to bring forward scientific formulae

when devising race rules for road work-> but the writer

of these notes has contended in the past, and finds no
reason to alter his opinion, that the only sound and
reasonable method for bringing together different types

—whether they Ije engines, gears, or complete
machines—is to depend solely upon recorded times.

It is none too early to discuss 1912 T.T. arrange-

ments, for, despite unfounded rumours to the contrary,

it can be taken for granted that the Isle of Man
authorities, manufacturers, riders, and the Auto Cycle
Union desire the races to i)e continued. The Irish

brigade and the majority of well-known private riders

are as keen as ever, and always provided the entry fees

are not raised beyond the existing sum, will race until

they become grey-headed.

Coming to the essence of the subject—some means
of bringing twins and singles together at th finish

—

we need not worry about petrol consumption or other
obsolete ideas. The "standard" single-cylinder of

SCO c.c. capacity is here to stay, and its power is

' more than ample for all solo uises, arid we can place

that figure as the basis for considering twin dimen-
.
sions. Supposing the tivins are reduced to 540 c.C;
they w'ould still be two miles per hour faster than the

singles, and anyone who cares to work out the figures

of the Senior 191 1 race will discover that the twin ol

500 c.c. capacity is just about equal to the single ol

the same cubic capacity.

Overboard therefore goes the handicapping theory,

and next year's tussle will have to be fought out on
the single hmitation applying to all alike, ignoring the
number of cylinders or cycle of operations.

A Big Future for the 'Variable Gear.
If any machine of unusual construction can win,

why so much the better for the objects the A.C.U.
has never lost sight of in organising the T.T. Races,
viz., development of design and attainment of perfect

reliability.

Another feature that must govern future design was
the almost universal use of change-speed gears in both
races, and the fact that the five leaders' mounts in

the Senior Race and the first sixteen in the Junior were
so fitted.- If the race had emphasised nothing else,

it would have been worth while going to all the trouble

invohed in organisation by settling once and for all

time the merits of some form of hand-operated gearing.

A feature of this year's race was that all the J. A. P.

engines in tlie Senior Race were absolutely free from
oil on the exterior. Would there were many more
engines in respect of which orw could say the same !

We are no nearer a solution of the chain versus

belt problem than we were two years ago, ami theorists

nuist now cease to claim that a short stroke engine

with big bore is infinitely better than the converse.

What of the future ? To my mind the design of

the future will be twin-cylinders at 90° angle, outside

flywheel, two-.speed gear, chain drive throughout and
completely enclosed from dust or mud, uni\ersal

handle-bar control, including clutch, magneto and oil

pump, and automatic or semi-automalic lubrication.

V.H.

Hastei T. Thompsan, the youngest motor cyclist in Portsmouth, who has
just completed 1,000 miles on his 21 h.p. Douglas.
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Infinitely Variable Gears v. Arbitrary Ratios.

We now have several more or less infinitely variable

gears on the market, and it is becoming a burning
question whether the evolution of variable gears is

to proceed along the gradual lines of a power curve,

or whether two, three, or four step ratios, separated

by marked gaps, are preferable. The case for each
type is easily stated.

The gradual gear is in theory more suited to solo

work; it is capable of more even speed, it is less

severe on the engine, and it enables the rider to use

a gear which is at all moments adapted to the work
in hand, instead of one which is much too high or

.nuch too low. The fact that such gears have been
barred in several hill-climbs indicates their efficiency.

On the other hand, all such gears increase the

strain on the belt, and especially upon the fastener,

which is the weakest point of every good belt ; and
further, manufacturing considerations limit their

lowest ratio to a figure which cannot cope with every
conceivable emergency.

Step gears of the two or three-speed variety, on the

jther hand, show a distinct inferiority in respect of

efficiency; but they need not strain either belt or

fastener unduly, they lend themselves more readily to

the incorporation of a practical free engine clutch,

and they set no limits to the bottom ratio.

On the whole, the gradual type of gear would seem
to be superior for solo work, and would commend
itself to the maker of a machine not intended to be
regularly used for passenger work; whereas a step
gear should be nearly as suitable for solo work, and
considerably better adapted to passenger work, because
of its sparing the belt, because of its - free engine
possibilities, and because of its low bottom ratio.

Patching v. Vulcanising.
My remarks of June 22nd regarding the above head-

ing have brought me several letters from the vendors
of patent patches. I merely retailed an actual experi-
ence with a certain make of patch which 1 have found
absolutely reliable and satisfactory as a puncture
repairer. 1 stated that on overhauling a kit of old
tubes, and soaking off the patches, I found that the
lioles beneath the patches had expanded, -and the
rubber surrounding them had chafed. That such a
process is inevitable is surely obvious. No patch fills

up a hole. There are two ways of filling up a hole;
one is to use some of the hour glass shaped plugs of
rubber marketed by certain specialists ; the other is to
weld a caulking plug of rubber into the o'rifice by

'

means of vulcanisation.

I am perfectly willing to admit that patching is

quite satisfactory for prolonged periods. My own
experience tells me that a puncture repaired by a
modern patch, properly afifixed, Avill give no trouble
for at least one season. But if there are any riders

who, like myself, carry a stock of mended tubes over
from season to season, my experience is of interest.

The internal air pressure of an inflated tube concen-
trates at the weakest point. At the point where a
puncture has existed, the even contour of the rubber
walls is interrupted. The patch affords extra armour-
ing. But round the locality of a puncture there exists

lines of .rending force, radiating from the original

punctured hole.

The state of my old tubes shows that in time,

especially on fast heavy machines, these lines of force

are strong enough to enlarge the hole, -and weaken the
• rubber both of the patch itself and of the tube surfaces

surrounding the hole. Hence I infer that when old

tubes, used on fast mounts, are carried over from year ,

to year, \ulcanisation appears to be advisable.

Two makers have sent me supplies of their patches,

and asked me to make a comparative test. I am grate-

ful for their courtesy, but it is evident that I can make
no report within a twelvemonth. I must wait for the

punctures to come, work the repaired tubes hard, and

after the period indicated, soak off the patches, and

see what has happened beneath them.

None of my correspondents touch upon a point that

should lend some support to their arguments, viz.,

that not every vulcaniser can be trusted to use his

machine properly. Vulcanised patches are not always

accurately " cooked."

Conduct in the \f-\e of Man.
I think " Sunlight " [letter No. 5737] takes rather a

jaundiced view of what happened on Douglas pro-

menade during the Manx Week. Last year a few'

riders were undoubtedly guilty of most disgusting and
ungentlemanly conduct, especially in a certain skating

rink, but I fail to see that any but the most strait-

laced and puritanical critic could take exception on

ground of public decency to the carrier riding which

was seen along the front this year.

The "immodest women " who, according to "Sun-'

light," "let all decency fly" were in most instances,

quite young girls from the Lancashire cotton mills'

enjoying what struck them as a tremendous lark in all

innocency. I admit the practice can be deprecated

from the standpoint of danger, as many of the

machines were driven rather recklessly at considerable

speeds, but there was no other obvious reason for

the police interference which "Sunlight" appears to

have desired.

An objectionable element is, of course, usually

present when a crowd of high spirited young men are

collected together, and this year's race was no excep-

tion. A number of motor cyclists were requested to

leave a certain hotel in which they had taken rooms,^

the police were called into another house, and certain

competitors were so intoxicated during a part of the"

practice that the heads of their firms seriously con-'

templated withdrawing an entry or two.

Personally, I thought the average standard of con-,

duct in the Isle of Man was as high as could be-

expected, and that the objectionable elerhent who'
lose no opportunity of bringing discredit upon us were-

kept in the background as far as possible. Certainly,

(here is no fear of our being unwelcome at Douglas
should we seek permission to hold another race.

I should, however, like to see the A^C.U. exercised

discretion in the selection of competitors and cancel
'

the entries of riders who are known to have been fre-

quently intoxicated during practice. There should-
be no difficulty in making it an invitation race, when
known undesirables could easily be excluded.
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Colonial Aotor Cycle Competitions.

J. D. Elliott (203), W. Millar (365), riders of 3i h.p. L.M.C.'s who have
lately disvinguished thsmselves in Australian hiU~climbing comDetitioiT;.

THIS week's mail has brought us news of a

number of motor cycle contests in Overseas

Dominions, although at the time the letters were

despatched the motor cycle season

was on the wane in the countries

mentioned.

N.S.W. HilNclimb.
The New South Wales Molot

Cycle Club held an open hill-climb

on the Baden Hill, at Coogee, on

May 2oth. The contest was run off

in pairs, the final being won by J.

D. Elliott (3>^ h.p. L.M.C.), handi-

cap 4S., time 31s., from W. Millar

(3/^ h.p. L.M.C.), handicap is.,

time 30s. The last-mentioned com-
petitor, in defeating E. A. Rigg (3^-2

h.p. Triumph) in the second round,

created a new record for the hill

—

2f)S., length Yz of a mile.

Sydney Club's Flexibility Test.

There were twenty-three compel i^

tors in the Sydney M.C.C. flexibility

A. G. Ogilvie (3! Triumph) making fastest time, and also winning the

Tasmanian M.C.C. Hill-climb. He beat twins of 7-9 h.p.

_ hill-climb. Fa.stest time was
-^- — • made by T. W. Green (8 h.p.

Matchless), but he failed in the

slow ascent. The winner proved
to be R. Robinson, riding a 2^4
i.p. F.N. His fast time was

_s.. slow trial 31T1. I5%s.
.A. hill-climb by the same club

was won by H. I. Clements (8 h.p.

J.A.P.), F. Cooper {2,% h-P-

L.^[.C.) being second.

Tasmanian HilUclimb.
The Tasmanian M.C.C. held

a hill-climb at HolDart early la.st

month, on a I in 6 gradient. A. G.
Ogilvie {^% li.p. Triumph) made
fastest time.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN NEW SOOTH WALES. The above Ulustrations from photographs cent b.v A. E. Garling, of Cilgandra, N.S.W,, depict a couple of
Iriompbs undergoing tests with passengers on a stiU rise near that town.
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QU&STIoNS 6t REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects. ,.-. _

Carburetter Sliles JammsL
I should be greatly obliged if

^^ you can. tell me the cause of my
^ gas piston in carburetter stick-
-iJ ing frequently on a long run,

when engine gets hot. I may
say that I have rubbed it down with
fine emery-cloth several times. The
trouble does not occur riding about town.
Can you account for this?—W.C.P.

The trouble is simply caused by dust
jamming the slides in the carburetter.
If you rub a little graphite on these it

will probably prove effective. If not,

they should be still further eased.
Maturally, when you ride in a town this

does not happen owing to the absence
of dust.

Royston-Ware Police Trap,

; On the Royston - Ware Road
I fell into a police trap,
that is to say, I heard a whistle
go, and about sixty yards further
on came across a policeman

with a watch in his hand. Hearing
the whistle I naturally slowied down,
but no one asked me to stop. Can the
police take proceedings, as nothing
(vas said to me at the time?—M.T.

The legal position is this : Proceedings
may be taken, although nothing was said
at the time. Under the Act warning of
the intended prosecution is to be given
at the time, or notice must be sent with-
in such time afterwards not exceeding
twenty-one days, as the Court may think
reasonable.

Ko Spark.

Could you explain why I can-
not get any spark from my plug?
I have tried all new wire con-
nections, new coils, new plugs,
and I have taken precaution to

see that there is no shorting anywhere.
The accumulator is fully charged. I

can get a good spark from contact, but
none from the plug.

—

Puzzled.
Are you perfectly certain that the wiring
is connected up in the right manner,
because it seems from the list you give

that there must be absolutely nothing else

which would cause the trouble. If you
will remember to put the -f wire of the _

accumulator to the -f wire of the coil,

the negative wire of the accumulator to

the frame of the mach'ne. the high ten-

sion wire of the coil (generally marked
H.T. or B.) to the plug, and the remain-
ing wire (marked C. or V.) tn the contact
maker, with the new coil, etc., it would
seem impossible not to obtain a spark.

A26

Liability of Road Surveyors.

I am sending for your in-

spection a sample of granite
chippings which have been spread
indiscriminately on a fairly hard
surface and left for the traffic

to work them in. Once riding over
them I managed to get three of them
through my back tyre, and I should
suppose other motor cyclists have had
a similar experienco. Is there no
legal remedy against such acts as this

on part of road surveyors?—H.A.U.
In regard to the above, our legal adviser
writes : I have perused " H.A.U. 's " letter

and cannot recommend hira to .lornmence
an action unless he is prepared to go to
en siderable expense. Trta amount
cli.imed would not be large, and in fight-

inj an action of this sort there would
ha ,'e to be expensive witnesses, such as
surveyors and experts 0.1 each side. In
addition to this, he should obtain the
services of one of ohe best solicitors in

tht diitrict, as the case would have to b« '

Norman Gray and his SJh.p. Triumph on wliich
he has been remarkably successful in competitions
this year. Gray has already won eight medals
in hill-climbs, and is one of the mainstays of the
Cambridge University M.C.n.

very carefully handled, as legal points

would arise. The point is that there is

a duty cast upon a local authority to use

due care to prevent danger to the public

being caused by the mode of executing
any authorised work on the highway. II

your correspondent can satisfy the court

that the material used in the repair of

the road was either unsuitable for the

purpose, or that it was left there for an
unreasonable length ol tim.e without being

properly rolled in, then there should be
a prima facie case against the local

authority. The defence might be that

your correspondent himself was guilty of

contributory negligence by riding a motor
cycle over a road which had only just

been repaired. The nearest case which
r can find similar to the one suggested
by "H.A.U." is one decided in 1905,

brought by a ]Mr. Holloway against the

Birmingham Corporation. There, the tar

which underlay the s.u'face of stone setts

oozed up between them and caused the

plaintiff's horse to slip. Mr. Holloway
did not succeed in his action, as in this

case it appeared that the road had
originally been made up in a satisfactory

way. Had Mr. Holloway proved that

the road liad been repaired improperly,
it looks as if he would have succeeded.

A Sluggish Starter.

My 7 h.p. twin V engine, with

qI spray carburetter and high-teii-

> sion magneto ignition, will

-^ not start under any condi-

tions. The magneto seems all

right when tested by putting the:

spanner on the terminals ; it sparks.

but sometimes the spark is larger than
at other times, The magneto is timed
to fire when the front piston is on the
top of the compression stroke, points

just about to break with lever fully

two-thirds retarded. The compression,
is fairlj' good, as the wheel will skidi

before it will take the pistons over the
compression. I have been trying 'to

get it to fire on one cylinder, but cannot
get an explosion. Please advise.—T.T.

Prom the symptoms that you give, we
should unagine that your trouble is

entirely due to a stoppage in the carbu-
retter jet. Also, it Vfould be better to

advance the magneto a little further than
you state, in order to facilitate starting.

This is done by fully retarding lever when
timing. We think the best plan would
be to take the carburetter entirely to

pieces, and to make absolutely sure thai

pvery part of it is fmictioning properly.
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fire.

Regular Running at Slow Speeds.

I have a 1911 2J h.p. Douglas,

and find that when running on a

weak mixture the rear cylinder

fails to fire, hut on cutting off

the extra air it tommences to

The trouble is that in order to

get both cylinders to fire one has to

use a mixture of such strength as to

make travelling on the level too fast.

Spark and valves o'eem correct. Can
you account for this?—^A.A.tJ.

It is usually necessary to close the air

lever entirely when running slowly, and
close the throttle i almost to the lull limit.

As long as the machine pulls well with-

out a great quantity of extra air you
would do well not to attempt to alter the

existing adjustment. Using the brake
elightly is one way of slowing a machine
in traffic, with the enghie still filing regu-

larly.

Mlsflrlng at Slow Speed.

I have a free engine machine and
am troubled with misfiring when
running at slowest speeds with
clutch out or when going down
hill with air and throttle opened

as little as pos.^ible. (Increasing the

air has only the effect of stopping tlie

engine.) As soon as the engine has any
work to do, such as going up an incline,

or when the clutch taken up the drive,

misfii'ing ceases without any further

manipulation ;of levers. This trouble
is of no great consequence, but drive

and e.xplosions are intermittent, and
something apparently is not normal.
Plug, carburetter, and magneto, are all

perfectly clean. Can vuu account for

this?—H.A.K.F.
We think if you were to make absolutely
sure that the extra air slide closes com-
pletely, the uiisfiiing effect you complain
of would cease. It is possible that you
could get all-round better results if you
were slightly to enlarge the jet.

Inlet Valve Opening.

I have a 1910 torpedo Fafriir

4^ h.p., and have been trying

to make it more efficient. The
e.xhaust and inlet valves are

actuated by the one wheel, the
exhaust closes on top of the stroke,

and the inlet starts to open a quartei

of an inch down the stroke, and does

not close until the piston has gone half

an inch upon the compression stroke.

What is your opinion as to when the

inlet valve should close? I have fitted

footboards, and my machine weighs
194 lbs. in touring trim, and my weight
is 10^- stones. With what gear would
you say I could climb 1 in 8 ; also what
should the petrol consumption be?

—

D.A.D.N,
The best opening for the inlet valve is to

allow the cam to lift the valve when the
piston has just commenced the return
stroke, and to close a little after tha
commencement of the compression stroke.

In this way you allow for any lag of the
mixture, while, the somewhat late opening
allows a certain amount of suction in

the cylindei> before the lifting of the
valve. The exhaust valve should, of

course, close on the top of the exhaust
stroke. The nearer you can get to this

setting the better the engine will run.
With the weights you specify, and the
engine pulling well, a gear of approxi-
mately 45 to 1 should enable you to climb

th

1 in 8 The petioi consumption ought
to be somewhere in the neighbourhood
of ninety miles to the gallon depending
entirely on what amount of jet opening
is used, on the machine, and the level of

the spirit in the jet.

Sooty Carburetter Springs.

I am having lots of trouble
—

I

with my carburetter. The
> springs controlling the air and
-iJ petrol valves get rusty and

sooty and 'stick' up. and I cure
troubl<» by washing springs irt

paraffin and coating with vaseline, but
100 miles sees the trouble again. Kitst

is, probably, due to damp sea air which
rusts everj'thing here. But why soot?

Is there a blow back through over-

head inlet valve not closing rapidly

enough. All appears in good order,

but there is at least -^in. of play be-

tween end of adjusting valve rod and
rocking lever that shuts the valve. I

am afraid to close up this play lest

I make it too tight and break some-
thing. Soot only on springs, nowhere
else on or in carburetter. Jfachine
would climb a precipice.—W.F. (Shet-

land).

We think you will find that tlie trouble
will cease if the springs are ijuite

thoroughly cleaned and wiped occasion-
ally with an oily rag. If the conditions
are such that wet air is additionally

likely to rust the springs, we should
advise you to communicate with the
iT.anufacturer.'s, and obtain from them a
special spring for your conditions. The
so<jting is caused by the extreme clear-

ance between the end of the tappet rod
and the inlet valve operating arm. The
actual clearance between these two
should bo l-64in. instead of ^in. If you
adjust it in accordance with the above
you will find that the sooting will

iinmediatelv cease.

Starting with Sidecar.

I bought a 1909 8-10 h.p.

machine, intending to use it with
sidecar. It was fitted with
Mabon clutch and starting hai die

(single-speed), which is inoptv'a-

tive with the sidecar on the near sid'!.

-

(1.) Is there any serious objection to
the car being fixed upon the off sidet

(2) What is the slowest speed I could
throttle the machine down to with pas-

senger? (3.) In the event of the side-

car being fixed on the near side, could 1

staii/ the machine by having the back
mudguard fitted with .ii hinge, and pull-

ing the back wheel up over compres-
sion?^.©.

(1.) There is 110 serious objection to the

sidecar being fixed on the off side, e.xcept

that the passenger is the first person to

see round an obstruction. There are
many who can only rido with the sidecar

on this particular side of the machine,
and you will find that, if care is used, it

is perfectly satisfactory. (2.) The slowest

speed you can obtain depends entirely ou
what gear you are employing and exai;tly

what state the carburetter is in. It

ought to be quite easy to drive at ten
m.p.h., or even slower, without operating
the clutch. (3.) You can certaijily start

the machine by pulling up the back
wheel, provided a hinged mudguard be
fitted, aftd also that you take care to

have the plug gaj) as small as possible.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.E.T." (Leeds). A. C. Sociable and

P.M.C. Motorette.
"T.T." (Knutsford). ("Jeueral criti-

cism 2J h.p. Levis tv.d-slroke.

"Mid 947" (Birmingham). Carrying a
passenger <ui carrier of 1911 Scott.

•• H.T." (Leicester). P.M. gear fitted

to 6 and 8 h.p. IJal-.Jap and sidecar.

"S.H.H." (Devon). X.S.U.
ge;u- fitted to a Bradlniry.

two-speed

C. Norttiway and W. M. Erskine and their Bat-Jap machines on Devilurai Estate, Ambalangoda. In
sending ttie photograpli Mr. Northway mentions ttiat these machines have been riiatn over all kinjs 01

roads, including those fldoded with water.

A2g
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

MI letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Causes of Fire.

[5740].—We should like to relate a very curious incident

which actually happened on the 12th inst. in our Cheapside
premises. A magnifying reading glass, exhibited in the
window, so intensified the sun's rays that it set fire to a
rubber cycle tube, and had it not been observed at the time
of ignition, the probability is that the whole of our premises
would have been involved. JOHN PIGGOTT, LTD.

Conduct in the Isle of Man.
[5741.]—I fully endorse the remarks of " Sunlight " in your

last issue. The conduct of some of the motor cyclists who
visited the i.sland was positively disgraceful. To ride up and
down the crowded promenade at speeds ranging from twenty-
five to forty or more miles per hour is a sure way of closing

the door to the many privileges we are allowed when visiting

the island. Particularly conspicuous were two youths on a

3i h.p., whose sole amusement was to career along the front

at the highest speed possible, scattering the crowds of visitors

right and left. On one occasion I saw them four times in

the space of thirty minutes. I believe the police eventually
had to take action, and they were twice-reported. I sincerely

trust they will be prosecuted and punished in a manner fitting

to those whose conduct brings odium to the whole body of

respectable motor cyclists. MODERATION.

Sidecar Starting Handle.
[5742].—Whilst enjoying my copy of The Motor Cycle of

May 25th, whicli is the current issue here, I came across an
article, " A Itun Hound some London Factories," and in a
paragraph on Bat progress you describe their new starting
handle on the outside of the sidecar.

Now I own a 6 h.p. Bat-.Jap and sidecar, and some months
ago, finding I v.'as iii;abl6 to use tlis starting handle \vith

A Side \ie\v of bracket to fit sidecar frame.

B End views of brackets. C Sidecar frame tube.

^D Tubular portion of starting handle, ?;in. diameter,

E Oil holes. F P. & M, clutch.

H ?.in. steam socket screwed to tube and pinned,

sidecar attached, on account of front stay of sidecar being in

the way, I fixed up an extension spindle to outside of sidecar
almost identical with the one described in your article.

Enclosed you will find a sketch of the arrangement, which
can be made up very cheaply, and may prove useful to other
riders of a similar combination. C. H. STAHL.
Joha mesburg.
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Magneto Handle-bar Control and Stolen Machines

[5743.]—I have often wondered why more makers do not

fit handle-bar controlled ignition to their machines. It seems
to me so much more convenient. There are many cases v^hen
one does not want to take one's hand otf the handle-bars—on
greasy roads and twisty hills, for instance. What is the actual
advantage of the tank control? With regard to the "thief
question," surely "prevention is better than cure" in the long
run. Unless one knows the intending purchaser, he should
not be allowed to try the machine himself or should be made
to pay a deposit before he does so. For machines left alone,

I suggest a special switch in the form of a lock, of which
only the owner of the macliine has the key.

BL765.

A Eara Avis in Lytham.

[5744.]—Last Saturday I rode into Lytham from South-
port, and, judging by the enclosed newspaper cutting, the
people of Lytham are rather behind the times. I have ridden
a motor cycle for the last four years, and, notwithstanding
various little drawbacks, such as adjusting a slipping belt,

etc., watched by an admiring crowd, I think a motor cycle

the joUiest thing a lady can possess. I never feel at all

fatigued after a long ride, and have experienced no difficulty

in looking after the machine, doing small repairs, etc. I

hope some other lady motor cyclist will visit Lytham and
complete the shock 1 (Miss) W. E. BROWNE.

What Next?
Women will not be outdone. Surely there is no hold-

ing them down. On Saturday afternoon a female sped
along the main streets of Lytham on a motor cycle ! It

looked for all the world like the ordinary bicycle : the
engine and apparatus were almost invisible, but the " te.iff-

teuff " of the engine was plainly audible.

Unofficial Long Distance Runs.

[5745.]—In reply to Mr. H. G. Bell, I have to say that

I do not think it necessary that such runs should be always
under the supervision of any one body, as that is incon-

venient and sometimes impossible.

In my opinion these long distance runs are very convincing,
and help the public in cheesing the best machines.
Your correspondent is evidently in ignorance of what a

Jong distance ride means, and I presume that when h.e

goes on a long ride he will not have his machine touched
or made into a new one as he put it, but perhaps he will

be glad to have a friend to take his machine from him at
the end of the first day's run, not to mention the remain-
ing five days. Is there any sense in expecting a machine
to go six days, of twenty hours per day, without fitting

new valve springs or other small adjustments, and to suggest
that a cycle engine can be generally overhauled and ma-de

into a practically new machine in less than three hours
clearly proves there is not much wrong with it.

I respectfully remind the writer that what his friend told

him may not be the whole truth, and that it is not very
manly to write letters on hearsay which may be to the

detriment of good sport.

I know that some people are always troubled with
the success of others, but I, as a sporting cyclist, very much
admire the performances of the very few long distance

riders—good health to Gatt and others. A RIDER.
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Dutch Motor Cyclists' Visit.

[5746.]—I am very glad to inform you that all the

members of the Dutch M.C.C. arrived well and safe at

Amsterdam. We all enjoyed our trip very much, and shall

certainly return next year for the T.T. Races.

We wish to thank The Motor Cycle for giving us such a

nice route, the A.C.U., the Mersey M.C.C, and the directors

of the Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., for the cordial way in which
they received and entertained us. Further, our thanks

are due to Messrs. Wallis and Wilson, of Cambridge; to

Mr. Percy S. Clews, of Tunstall ; and to all the members of

different clubs, who received us everywhere in the most
cordial way, so that we shall never forget our first official

visit to England.
^

A. CITROEN.

Explosive Puncture Sealers.

[5747.]—I see that an individual, who signs himself

"Chemist" (Why?) hns written to " Ixion " to say that the

puncture sealer I in'ormed him about is a high explosive.

[f chloro-glycerine was formed by reaction between the

glycerine and HCl. beiriT unstable, it would probably react

to form the very stable products, silica and sodium chloride.

So much for the theorv.

As for practice, I have heated up the mixture in a naked

flame till red hot. The stuff did not even burn, much less

explode. I know of no explosives which would do this.

As for explosion on impact, I have endeavoured to explode

the mixture between hammer and anvil with no result. I

can therefore reassure those readers who may have already

injected some of the mixture into their tyres that it is not

the simplest method of suicide. PR.^XTS.

The Coast Ride

[5748.]—Mr. Fred Dover has singled out llie North-

west of Scotland for special treatment in his account to yon

of his famous ride, and although we must regard Mr. Dover
as a first-class humorist, some of his remarks seem to be

taken somewhat seriously by you, and call for a reply

from that benighted quarter.

But in the first place kindly allov, me to .'tate that I hi'

one hill which Mr. Dover failed to climb is not unrideable.

He, no doubt, refers to Appagiil Hill, near Tongue. Suther-

landshire. which he failed to surmount after ai.\teeu or

eighteen attempts, and was ultimately towed up by a donkey.

The road surface of this hill certainly presents a formid-

able obstacle to any machine which is incapable of climbing

a severe gradient at a slow pace, as the rider has to pick

his way thro\^gr the locsa gravel verv carefully. However,
given a suitable variably geared macliine the ascent of the

hill is quite a simple matter.

I started motor cycling tei. months ago, and nn my
maiden trip T surmounted .-\.|ipar,ill without any difficulty.

Since then I have ridden over it regularly—often three times

weekly—even when the hill was covered with snow.
' Occasionally. I have had to dismount on the steepest portion.*

to tighten a slipping belt, but never otherwise. That opera-

tion on my 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradna. with the sliding back

wheel, is a delightfi:liv simple matter, and there is no diffi-

culty in restarting on any gradient (start the machine down-
hill—put on free engine, turn machine round-, and gradually

engage the gear).

Fred Dover's account of his vicissitudes between Ulla-

pool and Wick would be enough to scare away the existing

generation of motor tourists, and incidentally deprive them
of an acquaintance with that most romantic and interestii 'z

of Highland districts—the Reay country.

I am afraid, however, that m his troubled sojourn Mr.
Dover has been unduly touched with the "romance." His
tales have afforded us as much amusement as has his

association with the donkey, but while he was treating your
editorial ears to these stories of fu.ieral processions,

frightened natives, ostrich-like hoi.= is, etc., he, no doubt,
was vigorously winking the other eye. It would be quite

wrong for him to convey an impression that he is a pioneer
in the remote Highlands, and. probably, he is surprised tc

find that The Motor Cyjt fin^i its way to the village in

which I reside, forty miles from a railway station, but had
his famous trip been made even seve.i years ago he might
have met in theso parts local "barbarians" mounted on
Minervas, Excelsiors, and chain-driv>:-r Centaurs. ^fy
Zenith take^ m on official duty, into every inhabited corner

in an area of 1,200 square miles, comprising the North-west
corner of Scotland, and, far from being scared, the natives
have always shown a most intelligent interest in the
mechanism ot my mount.
"The inhabitants have no idea of expedition as we know

it." Oh, Mr. Editor! Does not The Motor Cycle circulate
there? Has Fred Dover taught the potential motorists of

the North-west or Scotland how the modern motor cycle
can climb hills? Rather, has he not succeeded in demon-
strating to them the utility of a donkey to the pastime?

1 Happy thought, perhaps those runaway beasts of burden
I

which hid their heads in the hedges knew something.

I

Now, Mr. Dover, don't be afraid again to venture into
the North-west of Scotland, make Tongue a stopping place,
and I will promise you a jolly evening, and with six yards

I

of rope I will see you safely over Appagill in the morning.
I

Tongue, N.B. " P.L.

Sidecars and Change-speed Gears.

[5749.]— I must really reply to some of the keen sidecarists

who replied to 5676 (" Never Again "), a letter I wrote.
5698 and 5719.—A two-speed Humber with a light sidecar

and all superfluous weight kept down may not fail in districts

where the roads are fairly level and the surface not too bad,
but, in spite of the certain wonderful achievements quoted,
cannot and should not, undertake long journeys in very
hilly districts of 100 to 150 miles in a day with two up or
e\en one up and an empty sidecar. I had "a 6 h.p. twin 1911
model, which had to be driven carefully in the teeth of a
strong wind with the sidecar empty. But these light com-
binations are wonderful makeshifts.

S699.—Mr. Thomas does not state his gear, but I think he
once admitted that it took six days, VTorking eighteen hours
per day, to take it off. Having been hard at work with
gears ['!) for three years, I should, perhaps, be less keen on
the job than I used to be. And is he not one of the
"push off uji 1 in 6 with 550 pounds up" brigade';

5700 has evidently done well, but the Indian is sent out-

with no means of starting except by the old way, and no
handle-bar control to the clutch.

5700.—I admit they are very fast and as reliable as most,
but I have a prejudice. The gear itself has the glory of
being the only gear box, except Chater-Lea, to resist a really
powerful engine.

5701.—The Armstrong gear will perhaps solve the difficulty.

Although it did well on small twins on the T.T. course, there
is some difference in passenger work.

5718.—I can heartily sympatliise with you. I was unfor-
tunate to own the same machine as you evidently have. But,
cheer up, you have still lots more trouble to find.

5717 has been very lucky, in spite of the laborious work
and care bestowed on engine. If he can get up 1 in 4
with two up, or even with sidecar empty, on decent surface
he has evidently done very well. NE'VER AGAIN.

Transport of Machines to the Isle of Man.

[5750.]— I should like lo give my experience when visit-

ing the Isle of .Man, particularly regarding the transport of

machines on the Isle of Man Steam Packet Co.'s boats. No
provision or help is given in getting machines on board, or
in stowing them when they are there.

On arrival at Fleetwood with a heavy 8 h.p. twin and
sidecar I found a narrow gangway leading to the upper deck
which was twenty feet above the quayside. There was no gang-
way to the lower deck, whicli was almost level. On enquiry
I was told I had to get my sidecar aboard myself, the com-
pany's hands refusing to touch it.

The sidecar was detached, and with outside help wafl

carried to the upper deck, and we were then promptly told

to carry it down below. After protests it was got down.
Then came the machine, which weighs 300 lbs. This also

reached the upper deck, and we found a corner out of every-
one's way into which it was stowed. In the meantime
several other motor cyclists had arrived, some with and
some without sidecars.. On seeing this the captain came and
insisted on my taking my machine down to the lower deck,

slating as the reason that others would want to put their

machines on the upper deck. I pointed out that if a gang-
w ay was put to the lower deck from the shore the others
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could wheel their machines aboard without having to carry
them up and then down again, but this was not done.
The other arrivals and I had a consultation, and we

then approached the railway company, who own the dock,
and got one of the large cranes at work, for which, of

course, they had to pay. Though we had return tickets we
preferred to forfeit them' and travel back via Heysham.
By this route the treatment was the exact reverse. We
were assisted aboard at Douglas. AH the help we needed
(m tact there was no necessity personaUy to touch the
machines) was cheerfully given in stowing and lashing them,
and then they were carefully covered and could not possibly

get damp or wet. These operations were done under the

supervision of one of the chief oflficers. At Heysham, on
arrival of the Manxman, the machines are lifted ashore by
electric cranes complete without detaching sidecar, and a

petrol store is close by where fuel is supplied by the Mid-
land Railway Company.
On the return journey fifteen out of the twenty-two motor

cyclists with machines aboard stated they had forfeited their

return tickets rather than go back the other way, so I pre-

sume I was no more unfortunate than many others.

SIDECARIST.

Foreign Machines and English Eiders.

[5751.]—We have read with interest the last issue of Thr
Motor Cijcle, both literally and between the lines, and we
have come to the conclusion that the fact of an American
machine being so successful in the recent Tourist Trophy
Race has been exceedingly painful to your editorial staff.

It really is quite a pity that anything but a British-made
machine should win this event ; in fact, it really is not fair

that any other country than England should exist in this

large world, and if you are ready to start a crusade to oust

all American stuff, let us know and we will be with you.

It really is not right that all these British firms should be
using American typewriting machines, it is not right that

the biggest cycle and motor factories m the Jlidlands should
be so fully equipped with American and German machinery.
Nor is it right that British papers should utilise the wonder-
ful inventions of the Germans and Americans to aid them in

getting out quick copy.

1 am sure that Godfrey, Franklin, and Moorhouse were
most unioyal when they es.sayed to ride any other than a
IJritish machine. They have all got plenty of money, and
there was no reason in the world why they should ride a
machine which would bring them in the £ s. d. I feel sure
they would have been perfectly satisfied had they ridden
British machines and been amongst the " also rans."
What a pity it is that so many firms in the Midlands use

German magnetos on their ' ail-British " machines. Why
not get after them hot and heavy? Try and convince them
that any old magneto will do as long as it is British. The
.>=ame applies to tyres, and we certainly expect that next week
you will get after the .H umber Co. good and strong for dar-
ing to let any xof their riders use a tyre which is not "all-
British " make.
Keep up the good work. You will undoubtedly have our

small contribution weekly for advertising space, and all this
helps in the crusade. Let us reverse the socialist cry of
"Britain for the Briti.?h," and let us have "British for the
Britons."
We cannot help but note with interest the winding up of

your editorial article, and we hope to have the pleasure
before long of hoeing a long furrow to your complete dis-
gust. What we have done with twins we can do with singles.
Just make a memorandum of this, as we may have to remind
vou of it a little later on.

THE HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO'.

W. H. Wells.

[So far as the first part of our correspondent's letter is con-
cerned it deals with a letter written by Mr. A. C. Davi-
son, and we must leave h.im to reply. Touching the last

paragraph, this refers to our leading article last week, and
we should like to point out that we made no sort of com-
ment which could be translated into a feeling of disgust
should the Americans do as well with the single-cylinder
engine as they have dont> with the twin. We should like to ask
our correspondent if he has forgotten the prominence given
in our columns to his victory? We know of no other
country in which a foreign victory would be thus im
partially dealt with. We can mention this with good
grace, as we do not parade it as a virtue but merely men-
tion it as a characteristic.

—

Et).";

->-C2.0C

CLIMBING THE WREKIN.
SEATED on the top of Shropshire's little mountain' within

a few hours of the close of the Midland Centre A.C.U.
Hill-climb, we were one of a party vfho were discussing

the events of the competition, when the sound of a well-

tuned engine was heard, apparently in the valley below.
Second thoughts, however, convinced us that the sound could
hardly tj'avel so far, and the motor cycle must be actually

coming up the hill path. It proved to be I. B. Hart Davies
on the warpath with his T.T. Triumph, and when he
unconcernedly dismounted on the spot where the beacon fire

recently informed the surrounding country that our King was
crowned he told us that Howard Smith and Rupert May (two
more enthusiastic Triumph riders) were not far behind.
Those of our readers who have walked up the Wrekin on a

hot day will know what it means to ride up on a motor
bicycle. First there is a hairpin bend of the most atrocious
description and a stiff climb over a loose surface to the half-

way house; then follows a stretch of very slippery grass for

some distance, followed by a rock-strewn path, culminating
i.n a narrow gorge, where boulders protrude in all directions.

Then there is an easy bit for a few yards across the grass
track and another narrow path and more boulders.
The first climb was accomplished with a 5 to 1 gear by

dismounting at the worst places and running alongside.
Howard Smith adopted a different plan. He stopped about
five times in all, and each time he wjnt back a few yards
and charged the obstruction like an American snow plough,
and finally reached the top after a nasty fall. Those who
know Rupert May's c.c. and resultant avoirdupois will not be
surprised that he did not get beyond the halfway house, but
that is a feat in itself.

Hart Davies was not satisfied with his performance, and
after lunch he asked us to witness another attempt and to
place witnesses at all the difficult points. The gear was
reduced to 6i to 1, and after two failures at the first of the
two narrow gorges referred to he actually made a clean ascent
of the hill. For the final attempt paper marks were used

to define the course to be taken to miss the 'ooulders. With-
out this aid it is alnrost impossible to avoid striking theui

—

in fact, Howard Smith had a nasty fall in the morning through
hitting one at speed. When it is considered that he had no
clutch or pedals, and that he weighs 14 stones 5 lbs., the feat
is a surprising one, and, although others will doubtless
emulate this hardy rider's performance, Hart Davies is the
first to go clean up the Wrekin without a stop. We have the
names and addresses of all witnesses at the important points.

Manchester Motor Club Hill-climb at Heyden Bridge. Weighing and inspect-
ing the competitors' machines.
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COVENTRY TO BATH AND BACK.
Twelve Hour Trial for Coventry Club Championship.

THE club championship event of t)ie Coventry and War-
wickshire Motor Club was held last Saturday, and
took the form of a twelve hours' reliability trial to

Bath and back—a distance of approximately 200
miles. A start was made at 7.0 a.m., Mr. A. J. Urry acting as

timekeeper, and ilessrs. J. V. Pugh, H. \V. Staner, and V.
A. Holroyd chief marshals. Competitors were despatched
at half-minute intervals, and journeyed via Kenilworth,
Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon, Bidford, Evesham, Tewkes-
bury, Cheltenham, Birdlip Hili (non-stop section), Stroud,
Nailsworth, Crosshands, Cold Ashton, Bath. The rules

stipulated that competitors should average twenty miles

per hour throughout, and timed I'outo cards were made out
accordingly. H. Williamson (Bex), W. W. Douglas (2| h.p.

Douglas), ajid Roy W. W'alker (New Hud.^on) did not

start. At Cheltenham, yiv. F. Williams had arranged for

the ubiquitous boy scouts to direct the riders through tin.'

town.
The first check was at Birdlip Hill, and np to this point

the competitors ran most consistently, but this famous Cols-

wold acclivity proved a serious stumbling block, and rendered
the task of finding a winner much easier. Mr. P. Curr.ill

and others observed the competitors at this point. B. S.

Gorton (3^ h.p. Rex) was geared too highly and stopped.

but the reason given by T. C. Pearson (31. h.p. Triumph) for

his stop in the middle of the hill, viz., that he imagined he
was at the top, was, to .say the least, distinctly humoro'is.

E. A. Gorton (7 h.p. Rex) complained that he was impeded
by another motor cyclist, and undoubtedly made the fastest

ascent at the second attempt. Other failures due to over-

gearing were: D. Elson (Triumph). G. Van Vestrant (3^ h.p.

Rover), J. H. Pountney (34 h.p. Rover). .1. R. Haswell (31.

h.p. Triumph), and E. A. Isherwood (Triumph).
A timed check had been arranged at the hill summit, but

the official car—a 15 h.p. Singer, kindly lent by Mr. J. D.

Blakemore—bearing the timekeeper, was delayed by tyre

troubles.

The next section to Bath, over extremely dusty roads,

proved the most trying, but all arrivtJ close to time at tlie

Wallace Garage, Bath, where Jlr. H. W. Duret was in

charge. Here T. C. Pearson and C. S. Burney arrived

exactly on time. Troubles were few. and the trial was voted

most enjoyable. G. Van Vestrant arrived 14ni. late owing
to a puncture, and retired.

The Return Journey.
After an excellent lunch at the Royal York House Hotel,

one and a half hours being allowed, a move \vas made for

home. A. L. Ommaney found a puncture in his tyre, and
was late starting. The first timed check was at the summit
of Birdlip. and it was interesting to observe the keen manner
in which the contest was being fought out. Wntch in hand.

a competitor would wait outsiae lA'.e control, counting the
seconds as they passed. J. K. Haswell and G. Smith were
nearest at his point with but 3s. error. C. S. Burney, who
had not lost a second to Bath, had apparently made a mis-
calculation, for he was 7m. 15s. slow, after whiling away the
precious time almost within sight of the check.
A halt of 30m. was allowed for tea at the Royal George

Hotel, and on the last section a secret check was announced.
Competitors crawled along for mile after mile dead to

schedule until a mile from Tewkesbury, when Messrs. Urry
and Hai'dy were espied in the hedge bottom lurking behind
a milestone. David Elson was nearest witn but 7s. error.

B. S. Gorton being next with 54s. This was the last of the
intermediate checks, competitors scurrying home to make
sure they arrived to time. The finish was exceedingly close,

D. Elson again being first, despite a couple of punctures
''II mule, so that his failure on Birdlip must have been a
bitter disappointment. The officiai results are given here-

under. The winner—Geoffrey Smith, of The Motor Ci/rle—
takes the fifty guinea challenge cup presented by the pro-

prietors of that journal, and won by the Coventry Club in

the M.C.C. Team Trials three year's ago, as also a ten guinea
silver cup presented by the Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd. Second,
gold medal, value £5 5s.. presented by Huniber, Ltd. Third,
chib gold medal. Fourth, silver cigarette case, presented by
the Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Deviation prom Schedule Spited of 20 m.p.ti.

Name of Rider and Machine. Bath.'
Bird-
lip.

Secret
Checl<. Finish.

Total
Error.

tieoffrcy Smith (3^ Triumph)
> A El'wn f^l Trimiiph)

11). ^.

.10

.10

I

1

nil

2 30
3

ni. s.

3
15

2 2
2

7 I.S

I
«

8 24

-in. s.

I 6

55
3 31

7 16
R 27
8 S

m. s.

18
22
31

55
1 5
I 8
I 5

m. s.

I 57

r. T. Mill'i (^i Triumph) 7 A

ii 10

15 3O

10 5"
20 37

. S. Wright (3'i 2-5pced Humber)

1. .\. L. Ommaney (3J RudRe)
T. R. Lord (3i water-cooled Rex)

'I'he under-mentioned motor cyclist competitors failed en
P>irdli]i at the first attempt, but will be awarded souvenirs,

as they did not vary more than ten minutes from schedule
at any of the checks.

Name of Rider and Machine. ; Bath.
Bird-

I

Secret I Total
lip. 'check. Finish.] Error.

T. C. Pe.TTSon (3} Triuniphl
B. S. Gorton (3J Rex)
E. .A. Gorton (7 Rex)
I>. Elson (3 J Triumph)
I. R. Haswell (ij Triumph)
IZ. A. Isherwood (3I Triumph) . . .

H. \>k^i Smith fzs Hillman car)

m. s. m. s.

nil 3 33
30 7 52

I 9 22
15 256

3 5
I 30 17
I 30 50

m. s.

1 10

54
1 41

7
8 41
1 59
2 19

5 28
10 12

13 29
3 21
16 44
4 7
5 18

J. H. Pountn?y i\) Rover) exceeded lime limit at linisli.

(">. \*an \"e-tr.iiil (\\ R'j\i-r) was 14 mln^. Icitc at B.ith an.l r 'lii

Survivors of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. 200 miles trial to Bath and back, held on Saturday last.
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CUQRE

SPECIAL FEATURES.

Ch-at

ROUTE FOR THE SIX DAY!. TRIALS.
Description and Illustrations.

TENDENCY OF DESIGN.
B.M.C.R.C. MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.

Half-yearly Index

An index to The Motor Oijde for the
first half of the current year is now ready,
and a copy may be obtained by forwarding
3d. in stamps to our publishing offices.

Police Traps.

Another police trap is being worked
on the Pinner-Rickmanswortli Road. It
is slightly downhill, and very little traffic
passes over the road in the daytime. The
convictions are numerous.

The Interest in the T T.

The Dutch motor cyclists who came
over specially for the T.T. Races enjoyed
themselves immensely. A letter of
thanks from the hon. sec. is published
in our Correspondence pages.

Convalescents in the Isle of Man.
Readers will be pleased to hear that

T. L. Rankin and A. J. Stevens, who are
at the Cottage Hospital, Ramsey, Isle
of Man, are both well on the way to
recovery. Rankin was ready to go
home last Monday, but Stevens will be
there for some two or three weeks yet.

Putney Bridge Traffic Census.
In taking the Seventh Annual Traffic

Census on Puttey Bridge lat-ely, organised
by H. H. Griffin for our contemporary
Motor Traction, there was a great increase
in motor cycles over the previous year, and
with regard to torecars and sidecars, the
latter predominated, there being only a
few instances of the former method" of
carrying a passenger. The total showed
1,15Y motor cycles and 78 with passenger
attachments.

T.T. Donation to Ramsey Hospital.

£30 has been contributed by motor
cyclists visiting the Isle of Man towards
the funds of the Ramsey Hospital, writes
Mr. J. R. Nisbet. The following are
details of the subscrijitions

;

Collected by Mrs. W. G. Aston :

July 4th, in Douglas ...£12 11 10^
July 5th, on steamer to

Liverpool ... ... ... 4 5 3
Mrs. Mary Ann Spibev ... 5

flfll 17 1^
Collected by Miss Brooker :

July 4th, in Douglas 1 17
Donation from Hotel Rpfton

.sweepstake 5
A. N. Other 1 5 lOi

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

July 20th
,, 22nd-
„ 24th
.. 26th

9.5 p.m.
9.1 p.m.
8.57 p.m.
8.54 p.m.

Circuit of Britain Flying Race.

In connection with the flying race

round Britain for the £10,000 prize

offered by the Daily Mail, our contem-
porary, 2'7(,e Aero, is issuing a 12 page
booklet which contains a map of the

course, a full list of the entrants, their

order of starting, the make of machines
and the nationality, and -a short biography
of the pilots, together with scoring sheets

for each section of the race, in which
those who are interested can fill in the

times at which the flying men arrive at

and leave the various controls. A copy
of this booklet will be sent free of charge

to any reader of T1i« Motor Cycle, who
makes early application to the proprie-

tors. Thf Aero. 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

Auto Cycle Union News.
Pkotests.—At the Competitions Sub-

committee, on the 13th inst., the protest

lodged by C. R. Collier against the T.T.
winners was not upheld.

Membehship.—205 touring members ;

were elected, and nine full members.

Affiuation.—The following clubs were
affiliated : Torbay and District M.C.C.

.

Tunbridge Wells and District M.C.C,
and Mansfield and District M.C.C.

CotiNciL Meeting.^—The date of the
next council meeting is suggested some
time in October, and the Midland Centre
have written suggesting the Friday
before the Quarterly Trials, and that it

be held somewhere in the Birmingham
district.

QxTAiiTERi/Y Triais.—H. G. Cove has
suggested that the October Quarterly
Trials course should take the south-west
direction, so as to include Bristol.

Cl^ss Records.—The following class
records were passed : Class C.—Fifty
miles, 48m. 37s., G. E. Stanley (Singer),
at Brooklands, June 21st. Class E.

—

Flying kilometre, 26gS. ; flying mile,
41-^s ; and flying five miles, 3m. 43s.,

Jake de Rosier (Indian), at Brooklands,
July 8th.

i

A.C.U. (MIDLAND CENTRE) HILL-CLIMB AT SMUCH LWENLOCK.

(-1

£30 H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision) travelling weiL By the time, he reached this point he had left all

his opponents except W. F. Newsomc.
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Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Thirty-six entries have been secured
for the Scottish Trials which will start

from Edinburgh on Jlouday next under
the control of the Edinburgh and Dis-

trict SI.C. Fifteen of the machines are
twin-cylinders and twenty-one single-

cylinders. There are only two passenger
machines, both sidecars. Widespread
interest is being taken in the event.

Tiii P. & M. Toolbagless TriaL

-Motor cyclists will sympathise with
\V. Pratt, who was compelled, through
no fault of his own, to abandon his self-

imposed task of riding 1,000 miles in six

days without opening his toolbag. He
had covered 600 miles, and reached Seven
Springs en route for Gloucester, without
misadventure on Thursday last when he
encountered a young colt, which was
being broken in on the high road. Pratt
was riding at a moderate speed, ^nd had
to take the bank to avoid the colt's heels.

He was thrown off and bruised and
shaken, his machine being too badly
smashed to enable him to continue.

Sutton Coldfield Speed Trials.

The second annual speed trials took
place last Monday morning in Sutton
Park. There was a large number of

spectators present who enjoyed the eport.

Results ;

Class I. (for lightweight singles 300
CO., twins 345 c.c.)—First on formula, J.

J. Woodgate (2^ Singer) ; second, H. C.
Newman (2^ Ivy-Precision) ; third, H. V.
Colver (2| Enfield).

Class II. (for single touring machines
up to 600 c.c.)—First on formula, C.
Roper (3i Ivy-Precision) ; second, H. C.

Newman (32 Ivy-Precision) ; third, A. P.
Ansell (3i Ivy-Precision).

Class III. (for T.T. machines).—First

on formula, Jack Woodhous© (Dot-Pre-
cision) ; second, Frank Magee (3i
Triumph) ; third, K. Clark (3i Corah).

Unlimited Class (for any type of

machine).—First on formula, J. J. Wood-
gate (2i Singer) ; second H. Pickering

(2i A.J.S.); third, N. Kickham (2i
Douglas). There were two unfortunate
accidents, G. A. Swingler colliding with
a non -competitor, and later a car full of

passengers was overturned.

Transporting Motor Cycles to the Isle
of Man.

In our letters columns a motor cyclist
this week ventilates a serious grumble as
regarao 'he arrangements for shipping
and transhipping motor cycles on the
Isle of JIan boats. It appears that an
electric crane is used at Heysham. Would
that the Isle of JIan Steam Packet Co.
would follow the Midland Railway Co.'s
example.

FUTURE EVENTS

Julyz2—A.C U. QuarterJy Trial (Northtrnj

.. 22—Torbay and District M.C.C. Open Hill-
climb

. J2-23—Bradford M.C C. Open Reliability
Trial to Dunbar and back.

„ 24-29—Scottish Six Days ReliabiUly Trial

.. 29—Bradford M.C.C Third Annual Open
Hill-cliir.b.

.. 29—R.A.C. Associates' Gala Day at Brook-
lands. Cars and motor cycles.

,, 29—Exeter and District M.C.C. Open Hill-
climb.

Aug 7-8— Dublin and District Open Two Days'
ReliaMlir/ Trial.

., 14-19—A C.U. ANNUAL SIX DAYS'
RELIABILITY TRIAL. HARRO-
GATE AS A CENTRE.

Military Motor Cyclists.

The War Office has again requested the
A.A. and il.U. to furnish a contingent
of motor cyclists to do duty with the
Directing and Umpire Staffs during the
forthcoming army mancEuvres (September
16th-26th). The rates and allowances,
etc., by the War Office will be the snnie

as last year, viz. : (a) Third-class railway
fares for cyclists, and rail conveyance
for their motor cycles between their
homes and the manoeuvre area. (5)

Cost of messing whilst in camp, or pay-
ment of bills for food and lodging at
hotels. (c) Special allowance of six

shillings and sixpence per diem, not in-

cluding days on which train journeys are
performed, to cover cost of petrol and
np-keep of motor cycle, including insur-
ance of machine against accidents. It is

proposed, as last year, to arrange a two

days' instruction in camp immediately
prior to the manoeuvres. Motor cyclists
who are interested should communicate
with the secretary, A.A. and M.U.,
Caxton House, Westminster, S.W.

Speed Trials at Capstone.
-it the Nottingham Club's speed trials

at Clipstone last Saturday, J. D. Mitchell
(Triumph) won the single-cylinder class,
F.^ P. Johnson (5 h.p. Matchless-Jap)
being successful in the twin class.

A Coincidence.

A motor ryclist passing thi'ougb Eppinfi
Town pulled up to see to something that
had gone wrong. Another moto.- cyclist

pulled up, offering help. A policeman
noticed that both numbers were alika. and
asked for their licences. One man pro
duced his. The other stated that he had
left his at home,

k Surfeit of Six Days' Records.

Uq Monday, the I7th inst., at 12 a.m.,

a rider of a 3^ h.p, Rudge, .\. W^. Brit-

tain, of Buxton and Cambridge U. M.C.C.
left Buxton in an attempt on the six days'

record. The records received at our
office show that he had completed 372
miles by teatime. On Salisbury Plain

he suffered a ba-d cut in the back tyre

and retired.

Another rider, J. Guzzwell, is to make
a similar attempt on a 3i h.p. Triumph,
starting next week.

Next Saturday''s Quarterly Trials.

The following entries have been received
lor next Saturday's A. C.U. Quarterly
Trial : H. Mason (4 Matchless), A. Keen
(5 A.C.), A. Hill (SjL Rudge), E. Ware
(8 Chater-Lea and sc.), E. -Merrall (3i
P. and M.), G. Bell (3^ New Hudson).
A. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson), B, Cooper
(3^ Premier), P. Hall (3^ Bradbury), H.
McManus (3^ Scott), F. Smith (5 Clyno
and sc), G. B. Hall (4 .Matchless), F.
Wasling (2% Enfield), C. Burncy (3i
Rudge), A, J, Stevens (2i A,.J.S,), J.

.Stevens (2i A,J,S.), J. Henderson (3i
Precision), K, Bates loi Scott), W. Apple-
bee and L. Clark (3i Dene-Precisions), L.
Rosenvinge (5^ Ariel). J. Wood (3^ Dene-
I'recision), J. Baty (4i Dene-Precision),
and R, Spencer (3^ Bradbury). The start

is from Newcastle-on-Tyne.

HONDAY UOBMING'S SPEED TRIALS OF THE SDTTON COLDFIELD A.C.

C. Roper (3ih.p. Ivy-Precision) winner of Class U. {See results on this page.)
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THE B.M.C.R.C. MEETING.
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Some Excellent Racing. De Rosier narrowly beats C. R. Collier.

THE B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands on Saturday
was favoured with ideal weather. The sim was for

once in a way hidden behind clouds, and the cool

breeze blowing from the North-east made the fork

a much more endurable point of vantage than it generally

is. Sufficient publicity had been given to the de Rosier-

Collier match to attriot support from the general public,

and the crowd at the fork was quite the best we have ever
seen at any purely motor cycle meeting at Brooklands.
The programme opened shortly after three o'clock with

the first de Rosier-Collier match. Tliis tussle between the
national champions was spread over three separate events,

namely, 5^ mile«, 13^ miles, and 27 miles, any two out of

the three matches deciding the winner. The men were given
a rolling start and mounted their machines below the fork

at the point where the big banking flattens out towards the
finishing straight. They toured along towards the fork

tank. It became clear that, whatever the Matohless might
be doing, the Indian .still had something in hand, and de
Rosier was evidently so confident in the ability of his mount
that he could let his opponent do a little pacemaking for

him. Again coming from the bridge the Englishman was
several lengths in front, but halfway along the railway straight

the American had drawn level. After passing the aeroplane

sheds the two machines seemed to merge into one, but the

hope of England was dashed to the ground as they rounded
the curve, for it could be seen that the white-jerseyed Collier

was acting as a background to the crouching leather-covered
Jake. With a roar and a whizz they flashed over the finishing

line, de Rosier winning by about a length after probably
the most exciting race 6n record.

Jake de Rosier's performance was as follows : Time, first

lap, 2m. 4^s ; time second lap Im 58|s ; total time, 4m.

2fs. ; speed 80.59 m.p.h Collier was ^s slower

^^

Specification : J.A.P.

twin engine, overhead

valves, 90 mm. ^^ 77.5

mm.= 985 c.c. capacity.

Tyres : Extra heavy

26 X 2iin. Hutchinson.

%

CHARLES R. COLLIER,
the British Champion,

mounted on the Match-

loss-Jap on whieh he

sintested a series of

three races against the

American Champion.

abreast of the official car, in which stood Mr. Ebblewhite
armed with a red flag. This was dropped a few yards on
the hinder side of the starting line, and away the machines
went, crossing the line very close together. This principle

of starting was employed in all the international matches,
and proved very successful, as it entirely prevented the more
athletic capabilities of the rider from afl^ecting the issue of

the race. C. R. Collier was riding his red Matchless twin
with 90 mm. boro by 77.5 mm. .stroke (985 c.c. capacity),

whilst de Rosier bestrode his Indian "No. 21," 994 c.c.

In the first match Collier was first over the starting line,

with Jake hard upon his wheels. Up the hill the English-
man at once commenced to establish a promising lead. |)robably
due to the use of a rather lower gear. Sweeping on
towards the Byfleet banking with the wind almost directly
behind them, there was scarcely any perceptible space between
the tAVO machines. Turning into "the fork, it was seen tli.it

Collier was a litt'e in front", and about a length and a half
separated the men at the completion of the first lap. From
the way in which de Rosier rode, he adopted a far more
erect position than C.R. , who crouched right down on his

Ten Laps Scratch Race.

iiie second race was a ten lap open scratch race for 500 c.c.

engines, and brought out six starters—A. Baker-White
(Tvump-Jap), W. F. Guiver (Kerry-Abingdon), F. A.
.\IcXab (Trump-Jap), W. A. Oldman (Zenith Gradua), G. E.
Stanley (Singer), and R. N. Stewart (Trump-Jap).
Oldman was quickest away, and, thanks to his gear, was

easily leading the field until the railway straight was reached.

Here, Stanlev, travelling very well, got in front, followed

by JlcNab and Baker-White.
The end of the first lap found Stanley leading McNab by

fifty yards, with Baker-White third by a similar distance.

The same positions were maintained at the conclusion of

the second circuit, except that Oldman passed into third

place by picking up Baker-White, whose valve lengthened.

The same order was maintained until the end of the race.

Stanley lengthened his lead over the giant McNab to 120
yards in the third lap, but failed in the next seven circuits

to increase it any further, while Oldman gradually got

further and further behind McNab.
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The B.ffl.C.R.C. Meeting.—
Stanley completed the distance (about twenty-seven miles)

in 27m. S^s., McNab in 27ra. 9s. and Old-nnn m 28m. 49|s.

Winning speed, 60.31 m.p.h

Collier Wins the Second International Match.
, The third event was the second de Rosier-Collier match
over five laps, equal to about thirteen and a half miles.

As before, the lead which Collier managed to get against

the wind and up the hill was neutralised before halt a lap

was gone. The completion of the first lap found de Rosier

hanging a wheel's diameter behind the leader. The second

lap found the position entirely unchanged, but the see-saw

struggle behind the hill was repeated once more. In the

middle of the third lap a tremendous shout was raised when
it was seen that de Rosier was stopping, and that Collier had
flashed out of sight behind the sheds ere his rival had leached

the Byfleet banking. Collier completed his third lap amidst
ringing and enthusiastic cheers, and hardly slackening his

speed held on two more laps, and crossed the line an easy

winner, thus making the match "all square."

O. C. Godfrey (7 Indian)
J. T. Bashall (4 Hat)
W. H. Bashall (4 Bat)

C. G. Garrard (4 Blumfield) ...

S. A. Denman (4 Bat)
H. Hunter (4 Bat)
A. J. Luce (4 Bat)
G. E. Stanley (3i Singer)

F. A. McNab (3^ Trump)
R. N. Steward (3^ Trump)
A. Baker White (3i Trump) ...

H. Martin (2| JIartin)

W. A. Oldman (3i Zenith)
H. S. Powell (3i Trump)
F. G. Flanders (3i Triumph) ...

W. F. Guiver (3i Keny-Abingdon)
A. G. Jepjicott (2i Singer)

G. L. Temple (2i Singer)

R. .;. Bell (2 M.-R.)

*i-<Lm.._

m. 8.

scr.

1 35

2 15

}2 50

}2 55

1

3

15

}3 25

J4 50

9 20

Specillcation : Twtn

Indian, auxiliary ex-

haust ports, overhead

inlet valve;. 82.5 •< 93

mm. = 994 c.c. capa-

clly. Tyres : 28in. x

21n. Blue Streak and

Continental.

\4:

Shortly after he had finished the American came ambling
nonchalantly in on the rim, with the front cover hanging on
the fork stay and the shreds of what had once been an inner
tube flapping in the breeze. When the crowd realised what
had happened it awarded de Rosier the mighty cheer liis pluck
and cleverness deserved. Flying along the railway straight

at wliat must have been only a fraction under ninety miles an
hour, a small stone had pierced his front tyre, with the result

that it was flat in a second or two. That the rider managed
in sucli circumstances to keep on his machine speaks volumes
for liis nerve and resource, but how he managed it will remain
a mystery. ( )n his arrival willing knives hacked the cover off,

liut, unfortunately, no spare was to hand, and accordingly it

was arranged that de Rosier should use Godfrey's front wheel
after the conclusion of the next race. Collier's time was
10m. 12s. and speed 79.9 m.p.h.

Tlie All-ComerB Open Handicap brought forward the follow

ing starters :

The titar performer was Godfrey from scratch. Getting
away in his best style, he was soon up to his old game of

overhauling the field, and one by one they fell behind him.
The T.T. winner takes a different line from anybody else

in coming down past the fork, as he cuts across quite close

to the extreme outer edge of the track, thus giving the lap

scorers a sensation in the way of speed, as he nips along

literally under their noses, and in doing so appears to leap

about in an alarming manner. This, however, is more or

less of an optical delusion, as directly he is " end on " again

his steadiness is obvious enough.
Godfrey's speed proved to be too hot for the others, and

his lap scorer was given plenty to do in recording the circuits

he was reeling oft. He passed his last rival on the big

banking, and roared home an easy winner by 17.s., with

Martin second, and McNab a close third. 20s. behind the

winner. Gross time, 20m. 17s, : nett time. 10m. 57s. :

speed, 74.46 m.p.h.
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G. R. Collier (England) and Jakeide Rosier (America) starting in tlie second International race.

^i'ow came the great deciding niatcli of the international
contest, this time over a distance of ten laps (about twenty-
seven miles). Excitement ran high, as it was thought that,

although Jake had the faster machine. Collier's possibly

better staying powers might wear him down, and odds of

5 to 4 on Collier were freely offered and taken. Godfrey's
2in. Continental tyred wheel was soon in the place of de
Hosier's battered rim. The first start was a false one
owing to Jake experiencing some ignition trouble. The
magneto carbon brush was eventually found to be at fault,

and on the Insertion of a new one everything went all right.

The starting line was crossed with C.R. three lengths
ahead of the Indian, but Jake finished the first lap a.vrheel

ahead of his opponent, only to drop back again behind the
aeroplane sheds. The second lap found Collier just in front with
de Rosier so close at his side that the riders might have
shaken hands. A laji later de Rosier was ahead by over
two lengths, but on the straight Collier picked up this distance

and as much again by the railway, and covered the half-mile

in 21-|s. He was still leading at the end of the fourth lap,

and seemed to be going so well that hope that England
would annex the honours ran high. The worst of bad luck,

however, was to come along, for shortly after completing the
half distance his handle-bar switch jumped into the "off"
position, and to the accompaniment of a gasp of dismay
C.R. slowed down with a puzzled look on his face. A few
seconds sufficed to locate the trouble, but they were fatally

long ones, for already Jake was half a mile ahead of him
and going as strong as ever. Collier got his machine going
magnificently, and on completing the sixth lap was given a

roar of encouragement from the crowd, but his position was
now seen to be hopeless. Jake, leaving nothing to chance,
hammered along at a tremendous speed, and Collier was never

able to make up so much lost ground.
l)e Rosier crossed the line amid gieat enthusiasm, willingly

,11(01 li'ff by an admittedly paiti^an crowd for hi'J fine per-

formance and equally so for the thoroughly sporting condi

tions of the match. Jake accordingly wins the puj-se of

£130, with added money, and there is none who can say

that he does not deserve his triumph.

Scene during the ten lap race. A Bristol biplane over the heads of the spectators.

I

The winner's time was subsequently announced as

20m. 44|s. Speed, 78.64 miles per hour.' Collier was 20s.

^_.

The line-up ol compelitors m the All Comers' handici.i. T.ie greatly improved attendance will be noted.
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A.C.U. (Aidland Centre) Open Hill-climb.

ON Saturday last Harley Bank, near Much VVenlock
(Salop), was again tlie -venue of the open hill-climb

promoted by the Midland Centre o£ the A.C.U. The
nine clubs comprising the centre, of which the hon.

secretary is Mr. Harold C. Pickering, had secured an ex-

cellent entry as will be seen from the names of the con-

testants in the list of reoults. and it was again
decided to run off the events on the "knock-out"

At the rendezvous. Much Wenlock.

principle. The compelitois started in paiis; the winner ul

each pair met in the fulluwiug heats until the victor alone

survived. Inside position (left hand) was tossed for, and the

ordinary rule of the road enforced. Comiielitors had to

allow at least three machine lengths befoie cnltini; into

in.^ide position.

The finisliing point was about forty yards lower than it

was la,<it year to minimise any chance of acci<leiit at the
last bend, which curves rather sharply to the right; no
spill occurred here, but Reg Edward.? ran nito the bank at

the bend below when endeavouring to pass H. 0. Newman
in the second rouTid of Class E, fortunately without serious
injury to him.self or machine.
The competition was advertised to start at 2 p.m.. but it was

nearly an hour later when the lighlwciglits opened the ball,

and delays were rather lengthy, chielly due to the facts

that the hill is on an important main road between Shrews-
bury and Worcester, and ordinary traffic had to be considered,
and the foolish behaviour of a ninnber of non-competitors
who rode up and down the bill for no other appar,=nt
purj)Ose than to show they could get u]) at t-ouring s')eeds.

The organisation cannot be blamed for this, but snectators,
and in some cases competitors should remember that these
events are held to provide "an afternoon's sport for the
majority, and their conduit i.- an impediment to future per-
mission being obtained.

Some Exciting Duels.
Some particuUuly fine racing was witnessed in all the

classes, especially in the long straight stretch before the
bad bend near the summit ; on this straight many of the
races were won or lost, as a competitor who lost his position
before the bend seldom regained it, but had to take his
rival's "back wash" in the form of dust. There were close
finishes in Class D between Ashley (Triumph) and Edmond
(Premier) ; in Class E. Evans (Triu'mph) and C. T. Newsome
(T.T. Rover) rode almost a dead heat. Woodhouse had
entered in the 500 <•.(-. touring clnss. but the indges would

not pass his Ivy-Precision mount, as it had rigid forks and
a dropped lacing handle-bar.

Newman's performance is worthy of special notice, as he
handled his 3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision with masterly skill in

Classes D and li, beating Roper on another 3^ Ji.p.

machine of tiie same make in Class U, and after a close

finish with the redoubtable W. F. Newsome (Triumph) he
landed home his T.T. Ivy-Precision lirst in the event for

Senior T.T. mounts.
Newman, who is an e.tceedingly clever rider, wore a rac-

ing helmet. His engine had a tle.'^ible tubular connection be

tween the crank case and the Amac carburetter, which gave
a forced feed to the jet and helped to vaporise the petrol.

A tap was provided close to the exit of the [lipe from the

crank case, and the pipe union was fitt«d over the timing
gear cover. Newman is 23 years of age and weighs nine

stones. An objection was made to his engine at the close

of the competition, but on tlie cylinder being removed it

was found to be within the size permitted. Newsome rode
I he same machine he used in the Isle of .Man. E. .T. Bolton
liad an Amac carburetter on his Indian, which is unusual.

In the twin lightweight touring class Evans (Humber) and
Colver (Enfield) were making a fine race of it till the bend.
V hen Evans appeared to miss the change and lost ground.

1ji the variable gear class riders had to bring their road
V. heels to a standstill between two lines, and then to restart.

This test was carried nut on one of the steepest parts of

I he hill, and as the men rode in pairs it was additionally

instructive. Colver (Enfield) was very smart in stopping
and getting away, but had grwd runners up in R. W. Duke
(Zenith Ciraduaj and G. Patterson,' jun. (New Hudson).
Those who overshot the line were allowed to restart from
between the lines provided they did not stop their engines.

The meeting was not over until after seven, and many spec-

tators and competitors in the earlier events had by that time
gono homo.

Results.
Class A.—Single-cylinder lightweights not exceeding 300 c.c.

1st Round.—H. 0. Newman (24 Ivy-Precision) beat G.
Hell (2i New Hudson).
2nd Kound.—.J. D. Corke (2i A..1.S.) beat H. VV Mahler

(2i Levis, two-stroke).

F'ttHil.—Corke beat Newman (Newnum's engine refused to

fire at start, terminal detached from plug).

CL.4SS li.—Twin-cylinder lightweights not exceeding 550 c.c.

1st Round.—H." O. Di.\on (23 New Hudson) beat H. J.

Cox (2| Forward).

H. 1. Cox (Forward) and H. Graham Dixon (New Hudson) starting in the (Irst

round ot Class B of the Wenlock Edse Hill-climb. H. G. Dixon wo.i.
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2nd Hound.— H. V. Colver (21 Enfield) beat P. J. Evans
(3 Humber).

Final.—Dixon beat Colver.

Class D.—Single-cylinders not exceeding 500 c.c.

1st Round.—E. W. Ashley (3^ Triumph) beat F. G.
Edmond (3^ Premier) ; R W. Duke (3i Zenith) beat P. E.

Tolfree (3i Matchless); B. A. Hill (3i Rudge) beat S. H.
Davis (3^ Rex) ; C. Roper (3^ Ivy-Precision) vpalk over.

C. Roper (Ivy-Precision) in tlie seconj round of Class E in tlie Wenlock Edge Hill-

climb. He overtook and passed W. D. South (Triumpli) on this bend at a great

speed, afterwards nearly fouling the bank, scattering spectators in all directions.

2nd Round.—Dulte beat Ashley ; Roper beat Hill. Byes :

H. Riddell (3^ Blumfield) walk over_; S. . Crawley (3i
Triumph) beat A. Clarke (3^ Dene-Precision) ; H. C. New-
man (3i Ivy-Precision) beat Iv. Holden (3^ B.S.A.) ; S. C.

Ferryman (3^ Calthorpe) walk over.

3rd Round.—Roper beat Dnke ; Crawley beat Riddell

;

Newman beat Perryman.
Semi-final.—Roper beat Crawley.

Final.—^Newman beat Roper.

Tourist Trophy and Racing Machines.
Class C.—Singles and twins, .Junior T.T.

1st Round.—H. G. Dixon (2| New Hudson) beat C. Keyte
>(2| Enfield) ; F. Smith (2J Enfield) walk over.

2nd Round.—Dixon beat Smith. Byes : H. Cox (2| For-
ward) beat H. V. Colver (2j Enfield) ; P. J. Evans (3 Humber)
beat J. Dudley (2i Hobart) ; G. Patterson (2| New Hudson)
ibeat A. J. Stevens (2i A.J.S.)

Semi-final.—Dixon beat Cox : Patterson beat Evans.
Final.—Patterson beat Dixon.

Class E.—Singles and twins, Senior T.T.

1st Round.—W. R. Jones (4 Ixion-Jap) beat P. Brewster (3^
Norton) ; J. W. Woodhouse (3^ Dot-Precision) walk over

;

•G. Potts (3i Triumph) beat F. P. Mayell (3i Triumph);
P. J. Evans (3i Triumph) beat C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover)

;

S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) beat R. N. Corah (3;^ Corah) ; W. F.
Newsome (3^ Triumph) walk over; J. H. Slaughter (3i
L.M.C.) beat V. G. Underbill (3^ Norton) ; W. Creyton (3^
Triumph) beat A. Clarke (3^ Dene-Precision) ; H. G. Newman
(35 Ivy-Precision) beat K. H. Clark (3i Corah) ; Reg. Edwards
(3i Triumph) beat K. Holden (3i B.S.A.)
2nd Round.—Woodhouse beat Jones ; Potts lieat Evans ;

Newsome beat Crawley ; Creyton beat Slaughter ; Newman
beat Edwards. Byes : C. Roper (3i Ivy-Precision) beat W.
D. South (3i Triumph) ; Howard Smith (3i Triumph) beat H.
Goldman (3i Premier) ; S. C. Perryman (34 Calthorpe) beat
H. L. Cooper (3i Triumph).

3rd Round.—Potts beat Woodhouse ; Newsome beat
'Creyton ; Newman beat Roper ; Howard Smith beat Perry-
tman.

Semi-final.—Newsome beat Potts ; Newman beat Smith.
Final.—Newman beat Newsome.
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Class F.— Unlimited.

1st Round.—E. J. Bolton (7 Indian) beat Newman (35
Ivy-Precision) ; R. N. Corah (3^ Corah) walk over ; H. G.
Potts (3^ Triumph) beat S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) ; A. D.
Arter (3^ James) beat F. G. Brock (7 Rex) ; W. F. New-
some (3^ Triumph), Reg. Edwards (3^ Triumph) walk overs ;

W. Creyton (3^ Triumph) beat J. Slaughter (3^ L.M.C.) ; J.

J. Cookson (7 Matchless) beat T. Pollock (3^ James) ; Howard
Smith (3i Triumph) beat E. Smith (4i Regal) ; E. F. Baxter
(7 Rex) beat H. Goldman (7 Rex).

2nd Round.—Bolton beat Corah ; Potts beat Arter

;

Edwards beat Newsome ; Cookson beat Creyton ; Baxter beat
H. Smith. Byes : K. H. Clark (3^ Corah) walk over ; J. W.
Woodhouse (4^ Dene-Precision) beat W. D. South (Sj

Triumph).
3rd Round.—Bolton beat Potts ; Cookson beat Edwards

;

Baxter beat Clark ; Woodhouse w.o.

Semi-final.—Bolton beat Cookson : Woodhouse beat Baxter.

Final.—Bolton beat Woodhouse.

Free Engine and Vakiadle-geak Class.

1st Round.—H. V. Colver (2i Enfield) beat J. Dudley i2i
Hobart).

2nd Round.—Byes; H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) beat H. (J.

Dixon (3i New Hudson) ; A. J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.) walk over

;

G. Patterson (3^ New Hudson) beat J. D. Corke (2^ A.J.S.);
R. W. Duke (3i Zenith) beat S. C. Perryman (3^ Calthoipe).

Semi-final.—Colver beat Stevens ; Patterson beat Duke.
Final.—Colver beat Patterson.

TO-DAY'S BROOKLANDS MEETING.
Er.tries for the two motor cycle events

Brooklands to-day (Thursday), viz., the fourth
and the fourth "Long" race, are as under:

Bore
\V. H. Bashall (2 cyl. Bat -Jap)

R. N. Stewart (1 cyi. Trump)
H. Martin (1 ryl. Martin-Jap)
A. S. Mclntyre (1 cyl. Triumph)
J. T. Bashall (2 cyl. Bat-Jap)
G. B. S. McBain (1 cyl. Douglas)
H. Shanks, jun. (1 cyl. Kingfisher)
,1. de Rosier (2 cyl. Indian)
J. G. Birch (1 cyl. Triumph)
S. T. Tessier (2 cyl. Bat)
V. Wadham (1 cyl. Zenith)

C. R. Collier (2 cyl. Matchless)
H. A. Collier (2 cyl. Matchless)
W. Johnson (1 cyl. Buchet)
G. E. Stanley (1 cyl. Singer)
A. G. Jeffcott (1 cyl Singer)

G. Lee Temple (1 cyl. Singer)
J. R. Haswell (1 cyl. Triumph)
A. J. Luce (2 cyl. Bat)
J. Gibson (1 cyl. Martin-Jap)
F. A. McNab (1 cyl. Trump)
A. Baksr White (1 cyl. Trump) ...

A. ,J. Dixon (1 cyl. Rudge)
Stanhope Spencer (1 cyl. Rudge)
S. T. Tessier (2 cyl. Bat-.Jap)'

Racii.;;- star'ts at 12 noon.

to )e held at
" Short " race

anc Stroke.
75 X 64
90 X 77i
85i x60
85 x88
76 x64
62 x62
85 X 60

82i x-93
85 x88
76 x 64

85i X 85
90 X 77i
76 x64
76 x73
85 x88
69 X 79
69 X 79
85 x88
85 x65
76 x65
90 x77i
85i x85
85 x88
85 x88
76 x 64

SATURDAY'S B.IH.C.R.C. MEETING.
R. G. Bell (M.R.), who, in the All Comers' Handicap, received'' nine minutes'

start and completed a lap before the other competitors had- started.
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Sheffield and HaUamshire M.C.C.

In the annual reliability iiiii on the 15th inst. , i'loni

Sheffield to Holyhead and back, a distance of 350 miles at

a speed of twenty miles per hour, the results were as

follows : 1, Daniel Bradbury .(3^ h.p. Norton), lost two
marks, wins first prize and " Hutton " shield ; 2. J. A.
Stacey (3^ h.p. U.ndge), lost three marks: 3, C. Bellamy

(3i h.p. Zenith), lost three marks.

Marlborough Athletic Club (Motor Cycle Section).

The 100 miles reliability trial on July 2nd from Kilburn
to Bicester and back secured eleven starters. The winners
proved to be 1, R. White (2| h.p. Minerva); 2, A. W.
Loughlih (3^ h.p. Peugeot) ; 3, P. Bounds (8 h.p. J.A.P.)

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A slow race on the 8th inst. proved a great success and most
interesting. Results

:

Fixed Gears.—1, Mr. Scholzig (3^ h.p. Triuujph) ; 2, Mr.-

Bennett (3^ h.p. T.T. Norton); 3, Mr. Lowe (3^ h.p. Lincoln
Elk).

Variable Gears.—1, Mr. ililger (3^ h.p
Bocock (4^ h.p. four-cylinder F.N.); 3.

H umber); 2, .Mr.

Mr. Dangerficid

(3i h.p. Zenith;

Leeds M.C.C.

A reliability trial from Leeds to Edinburgh and back took
place last week-end. A large concourse of riders assembled
in City Square, Leeds, at five o'clock on the 16th inst. There
were very few non-starters out of a total entry of forty,

including five in a. special class for cars only. We give a list

of survivors: W. Moorloot (2| Enfield); R." Ellis (3i U.S.A.),
valve trouble; H. Wilkinson (5| Scott); J. K. Kelly (3i Re-f)

arrived; P. Plews (5i Kudge), punctures; W. T'etley (3J
Rover), [mncture and Inirst tyre ; G. Crosslev (3J Rover),
slight belt trouble ; G. P. Finn" (2| Enfield), tightened chain ;

S. G. Fenton (3i Zenith); P. Cockroft (Si Triumph); W.
Bateson (3^ Triumph), broke valve and punctures; J. and II.

Gash (6 B.G. and sidecar), puncture; G. Smith .(3| Scott):
J. Robinson (5 V.S.), punctures; T. H. Baker i5 Rex ami
sidecar); S. Woolley (5^ L.M.C.), lost way; F. Roberts (3^
Singer); G. Spence (3^ Premier), slight skid in Newcastle;
R. Glenn (o^ Triumph); W. E. Asquifh (3^ Tri\imph), broken
belt; H. Brook (3i Triumph), broken belt; (!. Sharpe (3^
Rover), burst tyre; J. Delmore (3^ Rover); A. Gray (i\
Rover), not reported ; T. Hainsworth (3i Rover) ; J. Dockray
(3^ P. and M.). lost way.

Irish End-to-end Trial.

Nineteen competitors started in the above il. C.U.I, event
on the 13th inst. from Mizen Head, to ride to Fair Head,
a distance of 394 miles. The early hour of 1 a.m. did not
prevent the sporting inhabitants from witnessing the etart.

A group of the survivors : M. J. LinsJay, P. Phillips, J. Stewart, J. Healy,
E. Clark, W. H. Humphrey, W. J. Chambers, L. Dobbin, T. Sloan, J. A.

Carvill. ani C. E. Murphy.

The fir.'^t prize v. ;is the Palm*, r Cup. Douglas BrtJS. pre-

sented the eecond, tho B.S.A. the third, and the Jie.\ Motor
.Manufacturing Go. gave a special prize. At Ballyroy the
lesiilts showed that the following had scored full marks at all

0|K'ii controls : J. Stewart, M. J. Lindsay, J. A. Carvill,

P. Pliiilips, and W. 1. Cliamber.';. To determine the final

winner it was necessary to utilise the times taken at the
secret controls. 1, J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph); 2. W. J.

, Chambers (3i h.p. |5..S.A.) ; 3, M. J. Lindsay (3i h.p.
Trinmnh. G<ild medals were also won by .J. A. Carvill (3i
h.p. Triumph) and P. Phillips {2| h.p. "Douglas), and cer-
tificates by E. Clark (2? h.p. Douglas), .1. Healy (3^ h.p.
Rudge), L. Dobbin (3^ h.p. Rudge), W. Humphrey (3^ h.p.
Humlier), P. Sloan (3i h.p. Rudge). and C. E. Murphy (3^
b.li. Tri n'i:>!iV

Start from the City Square ot the Leeds M.C.C. 24 hours' tdiabiluv triai to Edinburgh and back last week end.
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Some ol Ihe competitors at the start of the Norfolk M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

Ripon and District M.C.C.

(Jut of fourteen entries only two failed to complete tlie

course in the 150 miles reliability trial for the President's
Trophy last week. W. Hemsworth (5 h.p. Rex) and J. H.
Roatron (3^ h.p. Triumph) tied for first place, C. Kay (3^ h.p.
i-tex) being second, and A. D. Calvers (3^ h.p. B.S.A.) third.

Walthamstow M.C.

A competition for the Henbrey Silver Cup was held on
July 9th over a circular course of about twenty-three miles,

which was covered four times. Watches and speedometers
were barred. Competitors had to ride as near twenty miles
per hour as possible. The following are the results :

Error.

Rider and machine. Award. m. s.

1. T. C. Dutfield (34 Triumph), cup and gold medal 7 20

2. G. Humphreys (2 Centaur), gold medal 8 3|

3. W. Wilson (3i Minerva tricar), gold medal ... 8 14

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The second competition of the series for the presidents
cup took place last Thursday, at Pickthorn Hill, the results

being as follows :

Rider and machine.

F. H. Dunstan (3^ Rudge)
T. W. B. Durant (3i J. A. P.
E. R. Scott (3i Premier)
E. Goult (3J, Triumph) ...

The club desires to convey its thanks to the many willing

helpers whose assistance so greatly contributed to make the

rnrnpetition a success.

Position Position

on on Marks
time. formula. awarded.
X . .5260 ... 100

3is. . . .5626 ... 93.5

4is. . . .5813 ... 90.48
X . .5353 ... 88.37

Hampshiie M.C.U.

At the first gymkhana at Winchester on :he 12tti inst., the
prize winners were : 1, K. Dickson, 5 h.p. ^'indec Special

(Southampton); 2, E. H. Lavves. 5-6 h.p. F.N. (Aldershot)

;

3, G. Lapthorne, 3^ h.p. Humber (Southampton). The
August event will be held near Bournemouth, when the F.N.
cup, presented by .Mr. A. f). H. Alsford, will be competed
for.

Pontefract M.C
The second twelve hours' reliability trial was held last

Thursday over a course which included York, Staxton,
Scarborough, Whitby, Harrogate, and Pontefract—190 miles
in all. Only three out of nine starters completed the course.

1, H. Craven (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar) ; 2, E. Lee
(3| h.p. Scott) ; 3, Col. J. R. Shaw (4 h.p. Scott). Thanks
are due to the Scarborough, Middlesbrough, and Harrogate-
clubs, and to Mr. F. Topham, of Ripon, who kindly worked,

the controls and several of the secret checks.

Manchester M.C.

A very successful scratch hill-climb was held on Saturday
last on the usual club hill at Heyden Bridge. A large-

number of cycles and sidecars put in an appearance, owing
no doubt to the perfect weather conditions. Entries were
taken at the start, and the results were made on horse-power,
time, and previous performances in club competitions. The
following are the results oir handicap : 1, H. Birkett (3Ji h.p.

Triumph) ; 2, G. H. Wilson (3^ h.p. Premier) : 3. D. Sykes

m h.p. Dot) ; 4, S. Jackson (2 h.p. Humber) ; 5, W. Hough-
ton (3i h.p. Rudge-Whitworth) ; 6, J. Oliver (5 h.p. Match-
less). P. Piatt (3i h.p. Bradbury) won the passenger class-

with sidecar.

Competitors in the Eoncaster and District M.C.C. hill-climbing contest tcr the President's Cup series, the results of which appear on this pajs.
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Club News.

—

Harrogate Club's Severe Long Distance Trial.

On the 9th inst., in glorious weather, the annual reli-

ability trial for the Muratti Trophy was held over an ex-

ceedingly diificult course of 214 miles. The course included

HAEROGATE & DISTRICT M.C.C. 214 MiLES RELIABILITY TRIAL.

-Essex M.C.
The 200 miles non-stop competition, including flexibility

tests, arranged for June 24th, has been changed to lOO miles
and will be run off on Saturday, July 22nd, starting from
headquarters at 3 p.m. sharp. Will any non-competing

members who would help in any way kindly
communicate with E. J. Bass? On July
23rd the second standard ride is being held,
full particulars and route cards from T. M.
Tyson, 29, Osborne Road, Forest Gate.

Mersey M C.

A secret hill-climb for members will take
place on July 23rd. Competitors will be
advised of a meeting place, and will then be
conducted to the hill. • At the same venue
will be re-run the hill-climb held at Cilcain
on June 22nd, the times at thi.? event having
been taken incorrectly. Only entrants in the
postponed climb will be eligible.

Sealing the competitors' watcbes prior to the starL

such famous liills as Greenhow, Kidstones, Shap, Hart-
side, and Killhope, also the famous miniature Stoupe
Brow from Stanhope over the moors to Eggleston.
The riders had to keep up an average of twenty miles

per hour, and were likely to be checked at thirty-one

places, of which no less than twenty-two were work-
ing. Taking the hot weather and the steep hills into

account the majority of the entrants ran well, but the
loose and dangerous corner of Kidstones Pass. Killhope
Pass, and the hill out of Stanhope, brought practically

the whole of the riders off, Kidstones being the scene
of a number of falls, and up the .Stanhope Hill, which
is all loose stones and sharp corners, none of the com-
petitors made a clean ascent in the saddle. The result, how-
ever, which is worked out on the marks lost at controls is

very close, but strange to relate all the winners rode eingle-

geared machines, the three two-speed geared machines soon
being behind their schedule times. The result showing the
number of marks lost and trouble experienced is as follows :

l\

Name of Marks
Rider and Machine. Lost. Remarks.

T. C. Atkin.son 1 rur.utuie

{3J Triumph)
1. ] If. W. Fortune 1 Broke valve, and failed on

(3| Triumph) Killhope through shpping
belt

3. S. Clay 2 Failed on Killhope throuah
(3i Triumph) slipping belt

4. E. R. Davies
(31 Triumph)

7 Broke valve, and puncture

0. F. .Strafford

(3i Triumph)
22 Punctures

0. W. B. Atkinson .... 23 Foil at corner of Kidstones and
(3| Triumph) daniaojed machine

7. Jim Mackay 37 Broke valve and high tension

(3J Singer) wire
*C. P. Finn — Seized engine.

(2J Enfield, 2-sp.)

*C. Nettleton Gear trouble and punctures
(3A Humber, 2-sp.) -

*J. Tranmor — Failed on Kidstones

i, (31 Norton)

•fE. Barret

(7-9 Rex) how. Burst back cover.

tJ. J. Day — Collided with cow, and dam-
(31 Bradbury, 2-sp.) aged machine

* Lost oyer lUO marks. t Dill not finish.

A group 01 competitors al the starting point.

Exeter and District M C.C.

A reliability trial was held last week-end over a circulai

course. Competitors had to ride at a schedule of 20 m.p.h.
from Exeter to Minehead, 15 m.p.h. Minehead to Barnstaple,
and 20 m.p.h. Barnstaple to Exeter. The competitors were
checked at Minehead, at Lynton, and at Barnstaple at the

Golden Lion Hotel, and again at Exct«r. Result : 1, P.

Pike (3i h.p. Humber, two-speed) ; 2, A. M. C. Scott (3i h.p.

Rudge) ; 3, T. H. Birdsall (2| h.p. Moto-Reve). There were
fourteen starters. This is believed to be the first reliability

trial to include Porlock, Countisbury, and Lynton Hills.

Otago (New Zealand) BI.C.C.

The hill-climb on the North of the Kilmog Hill a few
v/eeks ago resulted in some excellent performances. Owing
to the difficulty of timing over such a long hill, competitors
ran in pairs, the winners meeting each other in the
final. Results: Singles (private owners)—McDougall (5^ h.p.

Triumph) beat McDonald (3^ h.p. Norton). Singles (trade)

—

Gray (3| h.p. Norton) beat Maddox (31 h.p. Triumph).
Twins (open)—^Dickson (6 h.p. Indian) beat Winpenny (Douglas).

The Motor Cycling Club.

In consequence ot the interest excited by the Collier v.

de Rosier match, the annual petrol consumptiou trial has
been postponed until Saturday, .Tuly 29th. Entries will now
be accepted until Monday, July 24th, by the trial hon. sec,
L. Vcdy, Breydon, Buckingham Road, South Woodford.
For August Bank Holiday a novel form of competition has

been arranged in the form of a tour to Barnstaple and back
rid Minehead, Lynmouth, and I'arracnnibe, with two brake
tests and a hill-climb on the otitwaiil '.ind two Inll-ciimbs and
one brake test on the return journey. Competitors complet-
ing both journeys in twelve hoars will qualify for a gold
medal, and Mrs. Charles Jarrott and E. H. lluil will give

first and second prizes for the brake tests and hiU-clim!i.=i.

Full p.articulars may bo obtained from E. Gwynne, White
Lodge, Crediton Road, West Hampstead, N.W.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Messrs. the Bowfn and Odery Manufac-

turiiig Co., Sentinel Works, 62, New Cross

Koad, S.E., have recently placed on the

market several new and practical acces-

sories, which when described will not fail

to interest our
readers. The
Sentinel generator
is a splendid piece

of work. Its ex-

terior is smooth,
and as free as pos-

sible from projec-

,tions, and is in

'consequence easy
to clean. It is

compose'd of three
brass spinnings,
while the water
compartment is

strengthened by
the central tube,
whioh prevents
any strain on the
main joint of the
feed pipe, which
might be caused
by a,n accident or ^ well-Jesigned generator,
rougli treatment.
On referring to the sectional illus-

tration, the central strengthening tube
will be seen, through which the water
valve rod runs. This rod has a screw
thread cut at the top instead of at the
tottom, so that the joint at the upper
part of the generator is water-tight. The
water is fed through a long hole of small
diameter, in which a wire closely fits,

thereby ensuring a steady drip. The gas
pipe shown at tlie side is of ample bore,

and is consequently unlikely to "become
stopped up. The central filler tuhe of the

container > is drilled throughout its entire

height, thus allowing the water always to

attack new carbide. No felt filters are

used anywhere, as the generator is

specially ' designed not to clog up, and
apparently does nox.

Yet another feature, which is illustrated

separately, is the water tank filler cap,

which is ingeni-

ouslj made so as

to prevent splash-

ing, and this it

does most etiec-

tively. The capa-
city is ^ lb. of

carbide, and a

seven houre' light

is claimed to be
given. The clip

is of neat and
simple design, and
is heavily plated
on oopper.

Next to the

generator, the new
Sentinel lamp

In the first place,

the excellent adjustable swing bracket
is a splendid fitting. The wing nuts

with springs and washer fall into a

recess in a fork at the end of the bracket
arms, and when screwed up the lamp
remains firmly fixed in any position the

rider desh-es, while they only need be
loosened to allow the lamp to be removed
completely. The lamp, it may be "pointed

out, is an entirely new model, and an
exceedingly interesting point about its

consti'uction is that no rivet or solder is

used, screws only being employed, so that

the whole lamp may be taken apart or a

damaged part replaced with a minimum
amount of trouble. The particular type
illustrated will, it may be seen, employ
gas or electricity as an illuminant. wliile

lamps may be had using either svsteni.

The burner or electric lamp holder is

fixed in a slot, so tliat it may be

focussed to suifthe taste of the rider.

A non-splash filler cap.

deserves attention.

The Sentinel lamp for gas or electricity.

The mirror is of the Mangin type, and is
'

of the best quality. The burner is screwed
into an adjustable brass socket, which in

turn is screwed into a hollow tube con-

"

taining cotton-wool for filtering piirposes,

while the adapter on the burner allows it

to be attached to the connection of any
bicycle pump, so that it may be easily

blown through.

Yet another
simple and reli-

able device re-

cently introduced
by Messrs. Bowen
and Odery is a
magneto cut-out,

which is illus-

trated herewith.
It is strong and
well made, has
only one moving
part, and is un-
likely to get out
of order. As stated in the makers' lis^

it is a smart, handy, and unobtrusiv^
fitting for the handle-bar.

A neat handlebar switch.

Continental Tyre Success in the T.TJ'Races.
The Continental Tyre Co. are naturally

jubilant over their success in the T.T.

races. P. J. Evans's Humber and
0. C. Godfrey's Indian were both fitted

with Continental tyres, which gave no
trouble of any kind.

Another New Exhaust Whistle.

Maude's Motor
Mart, 136, Great
Portland Street,

W., and the Ser-

292, High Hol-
vice Co., Ltd., \

born, W . C . ,

;

have both sent us
;

a (new exhaust
whistle, which wu ;

illustrate. Among i

the advantages
j

claimed for this
:

road clearer arc

that it is not
i

necessary to cut

the exhaust pipe in

two to fit it. All

that is required is

simply to cut ;i

long slot in tin-

.
pipe and insert tlu'

butterfly valve,
clamping the
whistle to the cipe
by means c) 'the

bi'ass band.

Change of Address.

Acer, Ltd., who specialise in cylinder
grinding, have transferred their premises
from Hanwell to Leabourne Works, Har-
row. A revised price list is in course of

preparation, and when ready will be sent
post free on application.

German Reliability Trial.

About one hundred motor cyclists--from

all parts, of Germany recently took part
in a reliability trial. Each rider had to

start from his own town with Naum
berg as an objective. About fifteen or

twenty only arrived, due to the bad
weather. Two riders of 5 h.p. Rex de
Luxe machines each completed a dis-

tance of 250 miles without any trouble.

A hill-climbing competition which was
to have followed the reliability trial was
prohibited by the » authorities.

Catalogues Received.

Alfred Noble and Co., ^Stoneleigh

Works, Hill Street, Coventry, specialise

in alterations to existing frames, building

and redesigning frames and engines. The
same firm also market a set of parts for

constructing a 3 h.p. motor cycle engine.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue of Messrs. Bransom and Kent, 40,

Great Eastern Street, E.C. This is a
large and voluminous publication, the
contents of which are classified in a par- jeti

ticularly convenient manijer.

A Multiple Jet Adapter.

Among designers 'and manufacturers
some doubt exists as to the supe-riority

of a single or multiple jet tor motor-
cycle carburetters. Jlessrs. Leader and -

Naunton, 1, Park Grove, Battersea Park
Road, S.W., have introduced a detachable
adapter which can be fitted over the jet-

of an ordinary carburetter so that motor
cyclists may test for themselves which is

,

the better. The adapter, which is sim- 5

plicity itself, consists merely . of a short
piece of tubing with a conical top in ,

which are drilled six fine holes through
j

which the petrol from the single jet
.]

passes on its , way to the engine, so-:

breaking up the spirit into six fine

columns. It is claimed that an increase',"

of power is obtained owing to the homo- ^

geneoiis mixture it gives ; also that a
,

minimum of valve pitting occurs owing •

to complete and instantaneous combustion.
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THERE IS
NO DOUBT

that to secure reliable and efficient service means
reliable goods. These to be so must be well designed,
skilfully made, and excellently finished, all qualities
of which are embodied in" the belt that has
the always gripping, never slipping qualities—the

VAIAVATA
BELT.

A belt that will enable you to obtain every ounce
of power out of your engine without wastage of

petrol and increase of running charges.

Urili- lor Booklet D.

O. & W. ORMEROD. LTD.. :: ROCHDALE.
London : W. B. BROOKE, 16a, British Grove, Hammersmilb, W.

1:.-^^^

TKie icJea.1 Tourings meichine
Fo r a. 1 1 a. gres

Mil
THE WILKINSON

4-CYLINDER 7 H.P.

CAR SPRUNG,

THREE SPEEDS,

WORM DRIVE.

BUCKET SEAT,

STARTING DEVICE
(Operated from seal).

T. A. C. (TOURING AUTO CYCLE)

BOSCH M.^GNETO.

B. & B. CARBURETTER,

26 X 2S TYRES,

LOW CENTRE OF
GR.AV1TY,

ABSENCE OF SIDESLIP.

CENTRAL INLET PIPE,

NOTE THE MUDSHiELDS.
THE COMFORT
OF A CAR WITH PRICE 70 GUINEAS.

THE SPEED AND ECONOMY OF A MOTOR CYCLE.
WILKINSON T.A.C. COMPANY, LTD., 53, PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.

y^9
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

ease of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oiTices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, udor S'.reet, E.C.), by

the fiiit post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shoull
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers ol second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know wha't machines are

8or sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
fiBTthcr afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Northmnberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland-

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION HI.
Csmarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Stiropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincota, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Iceland and Isle of Man.

WAUGHOPE'S
OFFER
ALL
THE
ADVAN-
TAGES
you can get else-

where wath some un-

obtainable anywhere

else. Tlie greatest

Ask for To-day's show, the Best

I :aA m£ Dmmwm:«a Values for Cash, and
List of Bargains,

„^^ ^^^ y,^;^ ^^

which include: aU exchange systems.

4141. 3 h.p. 1910 LINCOLN ELK £17 10

4147. 5 h.p. igii Cone Clutch BEX .... 38 Gns.

4151. 3 h.p. QUADRANT Tricar 10 Gns.

4153. 5 h.p. 1911 INDIAN, free engine
model £50

4154. 5 h.p. igio Two-speed Twin ROC 40 Gns.

4157. 23 h.p. 1910 Standard DOUGLAS £28
4158. ijh.p. 1910 SINGER MOTO-VELD £22 10
4160. 2 h.p. 190S MOTO-REVE £15
4161. 2} h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .. £23 10

4163. 5 h.p. :go8 V.S £25
4093. 7 h.p. igio Two-speed V.S 45 Gns
4040. 7 h.p. 1,10 Two-speed INDIAN . . £47 10

4123. 2j h.p. loio DOUGLAS £30

4125. 2i h.p. iqio DOUGLAS £32 10

4133. 23 h.p. ARIEL £8 10

4135. 5 h.p. 1907 Twin REX DE LUXE
and sidecar £22 10

3 h.p. 1907 N.S.U £15
1 h.p. 1910 Lartvs MOTOSACOCHE30Gns

3934. 2j h.p. jgio ROYAL ENFIELD .. £27 10

3894. iSh.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE £22 10

4060. ijh.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO £22 10

3509. 3.1 h.p. 1909 MINERVA £22 10

4040. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed INDIAN . . 50 Gns
4110. 3! h.p. 1910 Free-engine TRIUMPH £43 10

3923. 31 h.p. 1910 ZENITH GRADUA .. £40

4033. 5-t' h.p. 1909 Two-speed F.N 28 Gns

4051. 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD . . £25

3933. 6 h.p. 1910 Two speed ROC S: sidecar £47 10

33S7. 6h.p. 1909 EAGLE Runabout £35
4100. 6h.p. igor, OHATER-LEA Carette 28 Gns
3S47. 3i h.p. FAFNIR £16 10

4046. ijh.p. MOTOSACOCHE £12 10

3'i07. 1(5 h.p. 190S Two-speed N.S.U. .. 20 Gns

3947. il h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £24
4006. 2]- h.p. 1910 Two-speed F.N. .... £27 10

3812, 3'i h.p. igio PREMIER 28 Gns

4093. 7 h.p. igio Two-speed V.S £55

3099, 4 h.p. Tmn N.S.U £18 10

2965. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE 20 Gns

3323. 2j h.p. igio Twin N.S.U £22 10

3937. 3i h.p. 1906 REX ..: £12 10

3530. 5 h.p. igin Twin V.S £3.;

4092. 2| h.p. MINERVA £17 10

3989. 3! h.p. 1905 Two-speed N.S.U. .. £22 10

4045. 3-J h.p. ARIEL £10 10

3726, 2) h.p. BRADBURY £10 10

3793. 2? h.p. F.N 9 Gns

3410. 3;, h.p. N.S.U £18 10

Write For copy of List, which comprises the best

1911 models of all most Femous makes, and a

great variety of genuine Second-hand Machines

repaired, renovated, and fully guaranteed.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers; letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration^
ind thre.e stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
ior forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in
-he advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000. c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London "

IS -idded to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C

SWrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ouii

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
! oods is three days, and if a sale is etTected we remit the
c moimt to the seller, but if not we return the amount
I'o the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
?5rriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

vi-lue, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
'10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
.'oventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffc and Eons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

arswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
Iready been disposed of. Adiertisers often receive ^0
many enquiriesUhat H is quite impossible to reply to eacli

pne by Dost.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

11 p. and M.'b aurl 1911 Biadbury^;, 2-speGd, clutch,
or standard models, for quick delivery.—Walker's.

"I O09 P. and M-. £34; 19C9 Triumph, £52; N-S-TJ.
J-i? Jiglitwoislit, £15; S.Ui.p. twin Ecs. £15: 4h-p.
R:.c, clutch model, £20; all the above in order.—Walker's,
Fishbum, Ferrj-hill.

h.p. Bnchet and Sidecnr; anj' trial; 26 ijnineas, or
exchang'e smaller power.—Grceuwood, Keswick.

10 Standard Triumph, new condition, fast, cuaran-
tced faultless; £35.—T. Smith, Wooley Terrace,

WAUCHOPE'S
S, ^Koe ksLne, Fleet St.,

I.ONDON, E.G.

Telegrams : " Opificier, London."

'Phone ; 5777 Holbom.

19

6
19

iyUh-V- Minerva, splendid traveller (guaranteed), ready
'V4 for road; paerifice £7/5, lowes"t—Write, 221,
Alice St-, South Shields.

N.S.1J-, 1907. Sili.p. twin', luatjnefo, 2-speGd, in good
order; £25: exchange Tpiumpli, Ariel, and cash.—

Agar, Womb^vell Si-, Spennjinoor, iDurham.

TRIUMi'HS, Humbers, B.S-A., Royal Enfield motor
cycles, ligbtwr-iylits, 2 speed-;, free engines ; writs,

wire, or 'phone for inuuediate deliveries.—Turvey and
Co., Tlie Motor House, Sunderland- Tel-: No- 626.

3ih.p. Triumph, Roc 2-.^peed gear and free engine,
2 1911, practically new, with Millford castor

'Steering' sidecar ; owner ju>t bought, but is now going
in for a car; what offers?-D-, c/o Turvey and Co., Motor
Garage, SunderJaud-

3ih.p. 1910 Triumph, only ridden 950 miles, prac-
2 ticallv no wor^e than new; for quick sale accept

£35-—Turvey and Co., Motor Gaiase, Sunderland. .

NS.U., 3ih.p., 19C9, spring forks, niasDeto, handle-
bar control, new tl^ontineutal and tubes, spares,

splendid runninj," order (in dailv u-se) ; first cheque
£24/10.-Mark, 57, Leafteld Rd-, Darlingtou.

IQll New Speed Model Bradbury, fifted with drof
-!-«-' liandlc-bars, or rai.sed. £48, first; rbetjue secures;
1910i Bradbury, fitted with 2-ipced gear, only done
1,000 miles, quick saje £38-—Loekerbics, cycle and
motor factor^', Carlisle.

SUCTION II.

Vork and Lancasliire.

WOLF, 1910. 21i.p., A.J.S. eusine, new tyres; £23.-
26, Emerson St., Weaste.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Trinmpli, gord condition, standard model:
J-ir £29.-7a, Bradford St. W., Bolton.

1 Qll 3ih.p. Eradbury, condition as^now, not run 1.000

£29.-7a, Bradford St. W., Bolton.

1 3ihp. Bradbury, condition as now,
miles; £43.—Eudd, "leadon. Torks.

, 5h.p-, Roc 2-speed sear, just re-enam
and overliaujed. very fast; £32.—Below.

J

V.S-, 5h-p-, Roc 2-speed gear. jnt?t_ re-enamelled, plated,
ai

'

REX, 1908, 5hp-, in splendid condition, stand, car-
rier, etc.; bargain, £25.—Below.

REX, 1908. 3ib p., just le-enamelled, plated, and
overhauled. fiiiS macliine; cheap, £24--Stanley

.y^Ltor Garage, Westbroofc St., Bolton.

HUMBER, 3ih.p.. 1910, free engine, 2 speed; £33.-
Aynscough, Beaufort St., Nelson, LancB.

A4r In ansiccrinc/ these adverilscmcnis it is dc^lrahh to mention " Th^c Mt^lor Cyrh.''
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Immediate Delivery Guaranteed
iQii 3ih.p. PREMIER Tourist £47 10

iQii sih.p. Tourist TRIUMPH £48 15

1911 sih.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHITWORTH .... £48 15

1911 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, free engine £63
I9ii7h.p. REX DELUXE, mthcoachbuiltsidette £84
19T0J 3i h.p. Magneto REX, 1911 forks 38 6ns
Special' 3^ h.p. Mapneto REX, ^\ith pedalling sear 35 Gns
igioi Twin REX DE LUXE, 1911 forks and fittings £54 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin INDIAN, spring forks, green finish £52 10
loroj 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, 191 1 forks, Coatinental

non-skids 39 Gns
Special 3! h.p. Magneto REX, Continentals, fitted

with pedals 35 6ns
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-skids 40 Gns
igioj 5 h.p, REX DE LUXE, 2jin. non-skids, 1911

fittings, cylinders, mechanical inlet valves £54 10
igioj 3^ h.p. REX, igii spring forks, Continental

non-skids 39 6nS
X910 3j h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever seat, non-

skids 38 Gns
igio| 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, mechanical inlet

valves. 2 speeds, etc £54 10
1910 3ih.p. Tourist REX, spring forks. Cantilever 38 Gns
1910 3I h.p. Tourist REX, plate clutch and free

engine, pedals 45 Gns
1910J 5h-P. REX DE LUXE, M.O.V., Cantilever

seat, 1911 forks and fittings £54 10
igio sih.p. Tourist REX, footrests, Cantilever.

Continental non-skids 38 Gns
1910J 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, igii forks and

fittings 40 Gns

THE ACME OF LUXURY.

cUUT lUOi SIDECAR WORK.
1910 3j h.p. Tourist REX, Continental non-sldds. . 38 Gns
igioi 5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, sjin. non-skids,

latest improvements £54 lo
3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks, pedalling ge.ir 35 Gns
3i h.p. Magneto REX, 84ix 89, h.b. co.itrol, fitted

with pedals 35 GnS
Sj h.p. Magneto REX. Illustrated specification on

request 35 Gns
'910J 3j h.p. Magneto REX, loii forks and fittings 39 GnS
1910 3i h.p. Standard Tourist BEX, Continental

non-skids 38 Gns
1910 3i h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever seat, spring

forks 38 Gns
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, standard model. . 40 Gns
1910 3i h.p. Tourist REX, non-skids, Bosch mag. 38 Gns
1910 3} h.p. Tourist REX, plate clutch, free engine 45 Gns
19 10 4 h.p. N.S.U. Model de Luxe, spring forks . . £36
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat . . 40 Gns
1910 3i h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever, spring forks,

non-skids.
1910 3j h.p. REX, finished French grey 38 Gni
1910 3i h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever seat, spring

*°r'<5 38 Gns
Ditto ditto ditto ditto
Ditto ditto ditto ditto

I910 5 h.p. Tourist REX, spring forks, Continental
non-skids 40 Gns

1910 SINGER Moto-Velo, magneto, Druid forks.. £26
1910 3i h.p. Magneto REX, Continental non-skids,

sprmg forks 38 gp,
1910J 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, M.O.V, iqii fittings £54 10
1910 3i h.p. Tourist REX, Cantilever, B. and B . . 38 Gns
1910 3l h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, free engine £52 10
1910 3j h.p. Plate Clutch REX, free engine, pedal

^t^'i"?
•; • 45 Gns'^iw SlDEc.\KS from £3 lOS. upwards.

Discount to Trade.

The Halifax Mii^rExchange
LARGEST REX DEALERS.

16, Wests-a.±e, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 7G6. Telegrams, "Perfection "

Business Hours, g a.m. to 6 p.m.
Austrahan Agent—AUen, 6. .\S'estbourne St., Petersham

N.S.W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITH-GRADTJAS. Sih.p., in stock for immediate

delivery.—Sole district agents. Paskelli, Ltd., 250,
Stafford St., WaUalL

BRADBimyS.—AH models in stock for immediate
delivery.— Sole district agents, Paskella, Ltd-, 250,

Stafford St.. WalsalL

TEIUMPH. 1910. etandard, excellent condition, engine
jn5t overliauled by Triumph Co.; £35 cash-—Shar-

^iian. Market Place, Brackley.

TRIUMPH, 1910, good order; owner going in for
stronger machine for sidecar work; £37.—Baguley.

A^on Manor, Newport, Salop-

IQll Models from stock; 2h.p. Humber lightweight,iv Sih-p. standard B.S-A., 3ih.p. free engine Brad-
bury.—Everitt's Garage, Droitwich.

B.S.A-, 3ih.p., free engine model. Just received, not
uncrated; coat £56; immediate purchaser, £50.—

Dnposit. Bos 7,949, c/o The Motor Cycle O&ces, Cot-
tutiy.

4h.p. Antoine-Chater-Lea, very low, Hellesen ignition,
adjustable pulley, re-bushed throughout, new pis-

ton, climb anything, in perfect order; £13.—Atterbury,
22 Alton St., Crewe.

LINCOLN Elk. 3ih.p., magneto, frotboards, Xl'all
spring saddle, new Dunlop tyre bark wheel, h-b.

control, Druid spring fork, in Al order.—"Wire best offer

to R. Ivor Jones, Blaenau. t'estiniog-

8 h.p. Twin, m o-v., Minerva throuehout, Bosch mag-
neto, spring forks, torpedo tank. Eoc clutch, and

2 ppeed-i, Wuittle belt, enamelled grey, excellent condi-
tion; £26— J. Lidderdale, BerkswiLk, StuTEord.

rRITJMPH. 1910. free engine, grand condition, re-

bushed and cylinder ground on the 5th inst, by
makers, Clincher tyrss (front unpunctured) ; price £45;
owner bought new machine—Bailey, solicitor. Walsall.

DOUGLAS. 1911 model, scarcely soiled, standard
model, tools, and spares, any trial, £30 : Huinber

2h.p. lightweipht, 1911, run very little, guaranteed as
new, £28: Triumph. 1908. standard model, perfect ma-
!.bine, guaranteed, £28.—Chetwood, Nantwich. Cheshire-

THE North "Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddu. Wrex-
ham. Telephone 283—They are all here to be

.ried, bring your cash and ride tbcm away: Hex, 5h.p.
win, Bosch, handle-bar control. Roc clutch, fine siaecar
iiatliine, £25 : Rex, 5h.p. tn^n. footboards, Bosch,
landle-bar control, very low built, lovely condition
Iiroughout, new tyre. £25; Rex, ijh.p., Bosch, handle-

:>:tr control, spring forks, black and gold line. £20;
X.S.U. lightweight. Bosch magneto, spring forks,
VVl.ittle Belt, a little beanty, like new throughout.
'.)jrgain, £20; 3ih-p. Peugeot. Simma magneto, new
'-eit. footboard-^, adjustable pulley, climbs Birdlip. a
tlier. £18; 3;h-p. Rex, Bosch magneto, new 1910
Aaac fltted. footboards, new belt, adjustable pulley,
-pring folks, good tjTes. £14: here you are, 5h.p, twin
Uex and sidecar, spring forks, a grand combination,
:;<>od tyres, a bargain, £14. Beginners send for bargain
li^t.

SECTION IV.

Nottiagbam, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

WOODGATE for Triumphs: deliveries from stock
of all models; no waiting.

WOODGATE for Singers, clutch, standard and Moto
Velo ; immediate delivery.

WOODGATE for Ariels with decompressor; easiest
starters on the market.

WOODGATE for Royal Enfield and Douglas light-
weights; a fine range on view.

A\7"00DGATE for a Splendid Selection of second-
Vt hands and trial models, ranging from £5 to

±'45; sidecars fron £5'5; exchanges and payments ar-
ranged.—The Motor Cycle Depot. 543, Coventry Ed.,
Birmingham. Tel- : 372 Victoria.

TWO New Free-engine Triumphs in stock; 3ih-p. Bat.
£11.—Crosher, Melton Mowbray.

3b. p. Humber, chain drive, free engine; sell cheap
(exchange).— 63, London Rd., Grantham-

3Xh-p. Enfield, only soiled, latest pattern; best offer
4 accepted.—38. West Gate, Mansfield.

3ih.p. Riley, runnins order, with acce.^sories ; £5.—
2 Fisher. 30, Harnall Lane West, Coventry.

4h-p- Bat, free engine, with Millford sidecar, first-class

condition; £35/ owner buying car—Roe. Lincoln.

3ih.p- Standard Premier, unpacked; sacrifice 35
2 guineas, nj offers.-Sanders, builder, Barnt Green-

HUMBER Lichtweight. 2h-p., perfect order; £27/10.
—Meadow View, 159, Learn Terrace, Leamington.

INDIAN, 7h-D.. 1911. 6 weeks old, clutch, spare.''

;

£60: exchiinge single and cash.-Rodway, Horaefair,
Birmingham.

TRIUMPH, 1909. November; first cheque for 31
guineas secures.-Davies, 55, Highfield Terrace.

Leamington.

GENTLEMAN will sell bis 1910 free engine Triumph
for 40 guineas, with accessories-- 68a, Regent St.,

Leamington.

GEO. MAIN and Co., Hotel St., Leicester, can make
immediate delivery of Humber lightweight and' 2-

speed motor cycles.

DRY
BATTERY

IGNITION

WRITE TO—

SIEMENS BROIHERS

& Co., Ltd.,

CAXTON HOUSE,
WEST MINSTER,
LONDON, S.W.

WHO WILL SEND
full particulars of remark-

able results obtained with

their Siemens-Obach system

and full instructions in the

method of employing this,

the simplest, cheapest, and

most reliable form of igni ion

Batteries supplied to suit

all reasonable space.

COIL AND BATTERY
complete from £1.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'l/de." A43
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LESS POWER.
It is -rlniitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the marlcet.

This is aur Model de Luxe.
Complete £5 : 5 : O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the fTnest value on the market.

This is our Model E -for Adult
and child.

CompGete £6 fOs. Complete.

fron t arm which grips tlie sidecar

Nothing lopsided about this attach-
NOTE OUR

CENTRE.
ment

All our Siriecars are now fitted with Farrar^s

quick detachable joints and cranked hacl^ axlos,

refinements found on very few other makes,

MODEL "DELUXE" £5 5
MODEL " C; with cane body £6
MODEL *' D," with coach-built body £7
MODEL " E," with reversible child's seat . £6 10

All complete with mudguard and

HUTCHINSON or CONTINENTAL TYRES
Discount to the Trade.

Delivery- from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. &. M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SPRUNG I.IKE A CAR.
Sole Agent for Australia and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

ENGINES. E\IGIN£S.
5S h.p. DE DION Pattern, water-cooled £7
5-6h.p, SAROLEA, brand ii w, igio model,

fitted magneto, silencers, driving pulley,

etc ; , £14 14
BRAND NEW 5.1 h,p. Twin N.S.U £9 10
ijh.p. DE DION, air-cooled £1 15
Phelon and Moore Engine and Frame £5 10

4j h.p. HUMBER,water-canle<' £6 10
2i h.p. MINERVA, gODd puller £3 10
2" h.p. SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10

Other engines accepted in part payment.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
191 1 B, and B., complete 25/-
1910 Amac, variable jets 22/-

5/- allowed for old carburetter.

1910 Amac, second-hand 15/-
1910 Amac, twin outlet 15/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23,23, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX '?"° "-""""

Telephone 910.

A44

Irom G.P.O.:

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITH-GEADUAS, 34hp., in stock for immediate

deliTery.—Sole district agents, Paskells, Ltd., 62,

tligh St., Leicester.

DOUGLAS, Model D, in stock for immediate de-

livery.—Sole district agents Paskell's, Ltd., 62,

High St., Leicester.

11 Triimiph, Tourist Trophy roadster, new April,

Kempshall, pic kod machine, hem, 2 spare -valves,

etc. : 43 guineas.—Below

S-lOh.p. J A. P., overhead valves, Bosch, Chater-

Lea, 2tin. Dunlups, J. A. P. adjustable pulley and
caTburi-tter, luxurious touring or lacing mount, excep-

tionally fa.st and comfortable, short and low, practically

new.—A. Mackenzie Cott, 44, Holyhead Rd., Coventry.

MOTOU Cycle, 3-!h.p-, 2-scroke, Bosch magneto, handle-
bar control, new April ; bargain, £27/10.-12, Bull

19^
etc.; '

19 \

Rins, Birminsliam.

REX Tourist, 5-6b-p., twin-i

forks; baigaiii, £24/10.
Kinuin^bam.

REX de Luxe, 1910, twin-cyl-,
speeds, magneto if^uitioii.

yl-, Bosch magneto, spring
-Brown's, 12, Bull Ring,

19 °B

AltlEL, 1910, 3ih
firear. B- and B.

turnout £38/10,-

5-6h.p-, free engine. 2
prinf,' seat and forks,

fitted with iiandsome coauh-buiit sidecar; turnout £47-—
Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, BixininKham.

Rex Tourist. 311i-p., m-o.v., Bosch magneto.
B. and B carhurL'tier, -rand order; bargain,

£29/10.^Biown's, 12, Bull Ring, Binningham.

WOLF, 21i.p., Stevens engine, magneto ignition, very
ligiit; bargain, £14/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring.

Birmingham.

1 QlO Twin Rex de Luxe. 5-6h.p., mo.v.. Roc 2-speed,
Xi/ gear and free engine, .'spring forks, grand sidecar
njacliiue; £39/10.—Brown's. 12, Bull Ring, Binningham-

, W. and P. engine. Roc 2-?peed
rburetter. fitted with sidecar; ;*elj

Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Binuingham-

3h.p., magneto ignition, B. and B
handle-bar control, .spring forks ; bar-

u'ain, £10/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

ANTOINE. 3:.h.p.. m.0.7., magneto ignition, torpedo
tank, handle-bar control carburetter, Ly.so belt ; bar-

gain. £14/10.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham-

N.S IT., 4';b.p., twin-cyl., magneto ignition. E. and B-
Larburetter; bargain. £14/10.—Brown's, 12. Bull

Riug, Birmingham.

IQll Bradbury, only ridden. 200 miles ^ owner must
J-«7 =ell> ill health; £40, or nearest offer.—Bunting.
King's Rd-, Oakham.

rRlUAirH, 1910i, little and carefully used, new
belt, power ::uarantecd as new ; cxijert examination

invited-—Wynn, Alcerter.

"IQll Centaur. S^J.h.p., perfect condition, very little
X«7 used; £35 —J Wrigliton, 257, "Wellingborough

MOTOR Cycle,
carbxtretter.

Rushden, Northants.

P- PN.,
25/-.-

£36: both
Leudbeuter,

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles: immediate delivery.—Wat-
kins, tlK B,S A (itrent, Showell Green Corner,

;ind Stoney Lane, Sparlihill.

"IQll 2h.r. Hmnbt^r Lightweight. 2 months old, Palmer
X«7 tyres, no fault r £33 cash.~Box No. 7,749, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

IQIO Triumph, £35; 1911 5-6b-p.
Xt/ perfect; Xl'a.' latest raddle,
Wellingborough Rd., Northampton-

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists.—See my half column
advert- for a-selci'tion of bargains-—P- J. Evauf^,

558, Stratford Rd.. Birmingham.

K[-6h.p, Ees de Luxe, 1908. clutch, recently overhauled,
*^ very powerful. 1910 L.b. control; £23; exchange
lightweight.-Warcing, Sutton Coldfield-

HITMBFR Birmingham Depot, 78, New St. Tel-:
Central 7298. All models now in .stock, includiii:.'

French grey and all black 3ih.p. 2-speed^-

HUMBER.-AVe are now showing, and booking orders
lor. the famous " Twin Lightweight " T.T. wiuapr

fiive us a en II and ^ee this maivellous solo touring
uount and hill-climber-

3ih.p., ideal and economical for
trials and exclianges arranged

:

Humber rcpair.s executed on the premises.

HTIMBER.—A splendid selection of second-hand motor
cycles, all in good condition, from £10 upwards

HUMBER, 2-speed
sidef'ax work;

HUMBER Motor Cycle Riders-
of adv'

If you are in want
e on any point- please give us a call-— 78,

Birmingham, or 'Phone, Central 7298.

MINERVA, S.Jh.p..

tyres excellent.

3ih.p. 1907 Quadrant, perfect order,
2 bidden riding, I'ady's cycle part exchangt

seen and tried.— Binks,

Amac, 1910. .
Whittle as new,

all a'Ci'essories; bargain, £16.—
Commercial Rd-, Grantham.

all spares, for-

,-.,._ ' „ . £15
Benedicts Sq-, Lincoln.

5 h.p. Twin Rex, 1911, new, just delivered; Handy
Hobaxt, 2ihp., 1911 model, new: what ofler.s?—A.

T. Robertson, 15a, Bi.vLid Bridge St-, Peterborough.

TWIN Pengent, 3;-4h.p., i91i frame, enamelled grey,

as new; £17/10: send piioto. or ride 50 miles.—
\'it.toria, Shirley Rd., _' cocks Green, Birmingham.,

3ih-p. Standard 1911 Bradbury, little used, be^t
2 oSer, or excliangf lightweight, preferably open

frame, cash adju-tmcnt — Blundell, 33, Bowling Green

In atuircrihg flirsc

Leicester.

FARRAR'S
MOTOR

EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane,

HALIFAX
Telephone 919.

v'lwo rainutesi

iromG.P.O.J

=;/

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
Sjh.p., 1910, with i9ri spring forks £35

3I h.p., 1910, black finish £32

3,\ h.p., rgio, grey finish £32

3^ h.p,, 1909, Tourist, very good £28
3 h.p., 1908, Featherweight magneto .... £18

3^ h,p,, igo6, Tourist, M,0,V,, spring forks £14

3I h.p., 1905, low machine, M,O.V £11

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p, de Luxe, two speedSj M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p,, iqo-*^, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
5-6 h.p,, spring forks, z6in. wheels £16 10
5-6 h.p., special model, 1909, magneto,... £27 10
5-6 h.p,, de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-bh.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igo8, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p,, de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-6 h.p., igo8, two-speed de Luxe, lyog

engine £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto.... £21
5-6 h.p., 1907, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch £23

N.S.U.'s N^.U.'ea N S-U.'s.
5 h.p. Twin, Bosdi magneto £19
5A h.p. Magneto, 2 speeds t^S
1908 Lightweight, Bosch magneio £17

OTHER) MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
rgri New Hudson, three speeds £47
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V. , very good £18

3i h.p. Fafnir, M,0,V„ grand goer £12
1910 Twin tnoto-Keve, ainiosi uew £2J

3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto. V belt £16

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Modf-l Ren and i''"' sidecar , , £29
5-6 h.p. 2-speed rgoS Rex and Sidecar £33

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Clincher Dreadnoughts, rubber-studded.... 30/-
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26 x 2l .... 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26X 2i 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26X 2 . , . . : 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

X'O TVAlAfN SECURES ANY OF THESE,3&0 JUUWn BALAWCE 5 - WEEKLY.
2j h,p. KInge, vertical, 26in. wheels £8
24 h.p. Minerva, good £7
2 h.p,Minenfa,.Vl.(J.V.,spraycarbureuer . . £7

3i h.p. Rijx, vertical, .M.O.V., 2bin. wheels . . £11

J^A IMiUI'K SECURES ANY OF TriESE.
d&M' UUWll BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3i h.p, low Rex, 190S, spring forks £14

3i h.p, Fafnir, M.O.V i12

3^ h.p. 1906 Rex, M.O.V., sprjig forks £14
3' h.p. Singer, Rosch magneto, V belt £16

CARS AND TRICARS.
5J h.p. Humberette car, 2 seater £18
5J-6', h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty £24
One ditto, re-varnished ". £20
6 h.p. Rover Tricar, ;ood goer 117

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Brooks Bioo saddle 9/6
RR.S. 58/- Laraps^t 30/-
Cowey .Speedon leier, only done 582 miles.

.

£3 3
Second-hand sidecar, rigid £3 10
Mills-Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £6 6
Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc. £1 15
Prested accumulators, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new 4/11
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/iog 15/-
New Frame for vertical engine 30/-
New Prested Midget Trembler Coils 15 (6

WANTED. WAWT-.r.
Triumphs, Hexes, Alinervrs, N.S.U.'s, Douglas's,

Moto-Reves, and othrr magneto machines.

Gash waiting.

't 24 d '.''! ir< (hi c to mention. " The Motor Ci/dc.^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
jHAMPSTEAD Barsains.-Eey, 5, Heath St., Hamp-

steafl. Tel: 2678 P.O.,-As below.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Douglas. Bplendid condition;
£24 and £22 ; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—DonBlas 1911, any models, from]
stock: 5 per cent, extra for easy payments.

It \MPSTEAD.—Bradburys, 1911, any models; im-

'

-I mediate deliyery; caali or extended payments if

desired.

HAMPSTEAD.—Tnutnpb. 1911, free engine model,!
almost new; £50 with accessories.

|

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 P. and M., good order, -with]

accessories; bargain price, £30.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Lincoli; Elk, shop soiled only;
special price. £30.

HAMPSTEAD.—Motosacocbe, good condition, new
Dunlop tyres; £10; all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.— 1911 brand new standard Triumph
in stock; only house in London for immediate

deliyery.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole London wholesale and retail

agents for Lincoln Elksf in Btock.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 F.N., 4-cyl.. latest type, only
lew weeks old; £44.

HAMP!3TEAD.—F.N.'s, latest models, 1911, in stock;
no extra for easy payments.

HAMPSTEAD.—3h. p. Advance, floe condition, all

accessories; a bargain, £8.

HAMPSTEAD.-2Jh.p F.N., latest model, all acces-
sories; £24.

HAMPSTEAD.—SJb.p. V.S., magneto, spring forks,

all accessories; £3 2.

HAMPSTEAD.-Alraost new 1911 5h.p. blue Indian,
clutch model; £48.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 free engine Triumph, good
condition, with accessories; £39.

HAMPSTEAD.-Eex, 19D9, magneto, spring forks,

good order; bargain, £19.

HAMl'STEAD.-4.cyI. F.N., 4Jh.p., goo<l order; £16 ;|
all accessories. i

HAMPSTEAD.-Humher, 1910, 2-speed; £30; good
order. I

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Bradbury, splendid condition;!
£35; all accessories.

[

HAMPSTEAD.-Eoyal Enflcld. lolo 1910, splendid!
condition, all accessories; £26, special bargain, j

HAMPSTEAD—1911 Douglas, almost new, with ao\
cessories; £36; condition like new.

]

HAMPSTEAD.-3ih.p. 1911 two-speed Humber, I

almost new, with accessories: £45.

HAMPSTEAD.-Only house for great bargains and
quick delivery of new 1911 machines you cannot

get elsewhere; agents for all makes, and makers of the
famoua Key's sidecar and --xliaust whistle.— Only ad-
dress, 5, Heath St. Tel.: 2678 P.O., Harap.stead.

FOE Sale, a 4h.p. Jap-Chater-Lea.-Applr, Mr. Wynne, I

27, Nelgard Ed.. Catford, S.E.
'

I

RES, 1911, not ridden 100 miles: £35, lowest.—56,
Pulborough Ed., Southfields, S.W.

I

MOTO-EEVE: £20; 1909, 1910 magneto, twin. 2h.p.-

!

24, Albert St., Eegent's Park. '

Eock St.,j

MOTOR Cycles, second-hand, all prices; write for
lists.—H. E. Kettle, Smarden, Kent.

3JLh.p. Eex. in splendid condition, lib. control; £12.
2 —10, Bentbam Ed., South Hacknev.

Premier Motor

Company, Ltd.,
Astort Roa^d, BIRIVIINOHAIV].

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

TEIUMPH, 1908 ; £26.—Loveaey, 25,
North Finsbury I'ark Tube, Londou.

pOVEE, 2ih.p., rorfcct conrlition. Wliittle bolt: £8/10 I

XV near offer-—176, Hisb Ed., Leytoustone.
,

F.N-, Hh.p.. perfect condition: £5; exclinnce pnch-l
cycle and cash-—40, Ueplinsham, Southficlds-

1 Qll Bradbury. 3;ii.p.. never been ridden ; £44.—
Xt7 Kerapton, Music Warcbou--e, Faversham, Kent.

,

3ih.p- P. and M., 1910. with accessories; £49.-7,
2 Tictoria Place, Eastbourne

5-6h.p. OVin Kes and Sidecar; £15/10.-61. Coke-
stone Crescent, Dalstonc, N.E.

1 Qll Standard Bradbury. 6 weeks old, all aLxessories;XV £45.-106. Albert Ed-, Pecldiam.

£8. Bargain, £8.—3h.p. motor cycle. Ercwn eu^'ine,

good condition.—Brown, 271a, Tooley St.

HUMBEE Liphtweitjht, as new: £32.—Box Xo- 7,965,
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St-. E-C.

3 ill. p. F.N-, everything first-class, spares: £11; any
2 time— 3, ICingsbury Ciescent, Keasden, N.VT-

"I Q 11 Bradbury, free ensine iuo<lel, 2 weets old. neverXO ridden; £52.—Smith, 52, HiffU St., Southend-

INIJIAX, 1910. 5h.p. twin, little ridden, grand ma-
chine; £58, bargain.—41. Ashford Ed-. Cricklewcod.

DOUGLAS, 1910, perfect condition ;-^25. no ofiers-
-56, Pulborough Ed.. Southftelds. SAV.

4li T' Motor Cycle, low, liaudle-bar control, accumulator;
±13.10.-586. Fore St-, Lower Edmonton

The MOTORETTfi.
The best thing in light Two-seaters.

6-7 h.p.,Waler-cooIed. Two-speed, Reliable as

any car. 90 GuineaS, less Hood and Screen

Made also as delivery vehicle.

We are now able to give EARLY DELIVERY.

Why wait for delivery ? We can supply from
Btock the following 1911 models:—
TRIUMPH, standard, 3.I h.p.
REX, tourist, 3.J h.p.

REX, cone chitch, 3^ h.p.
REX DE LUXE, twin-c>-UndiT, 5 h.p.
REX, cone clutch, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p.
INDL'\N, two-speed, 7 h.p.
ARIEL, standard, 3.V h.p.
HUMBER, two-speed, 3! h.p.

B.S.A., standard, 3 .\ !i.p'.

Second-hand Machines.
We ba\e ;ilways a good stock of hifrh-chiss and
reliable Second-hand Macliincs of \:irious makes

Cash, Exchanges, or Deferred Payments.
List sent (ree to anv address.

P.M.C. "QLICKFIT" Couplings
FOR SIDECARS.

PATENT 1442.

^^ith our Quickfit Couplings any sidecar can be
attached in sixty seconds and detached in forty
r,ccond?, single-handed. No tools required. SAFER
than ordinary' fittings—no nuts to come oft or bolts
to " strip." The strain on frame tubes is greatly
reduced. Price 30/- the set of three couplings, to
fit any make. 5/- allowed on old fittings (any
make).

Send for List of the famous P.M.C.

Sidecars. Early delivery.

By far the best value obtainable.

T>EY. 5, Heath St., Uampstead, can
delivery of following

ive immediate
1911 machines

:

T> EX. Ssh.p., brand, new, 1911 clutch model, handleXX starting; £42.

BEADBTTRT Standard Free Engine or 2-speed Model

:

immediate delivery from stock.

HUMBEE, 1911. 3ih-p., two-speed and free engine
model ; immediate delivery.

T>AT, 7-8h.p„ 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £60.

TEIT7MPH, 1911, standard model, for immediate de-

livery, £48/15; and clutch models.

T^OUGLAS. ^2?h.p., 1911, standard, model D; tm-

model E, two-speed and

3ih,p., 1911 model; for im-
mediate delivery-

F.N., 4-cyI., 5-6h.p.. 1911, and lightweight, two-speed;
immediate delivery.

LINCOLN Elk, 3ih.p., 1911. £34; or 2ih.p., £28/10;
no waiting- »

HANDY Hobart. 3ih.p. twin. 1911, or 21h.p. ; nO
waiting.

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in stock;

no waiting.

B.S.A., 1911, Slh.p.. for immediate delivery; no wait-

ing; £50.

"DAT, 5-6h.p.. in stock, for immediate delivery.

ALL the Above lor immediate delivery; terma, caah,

exchaDge, or extended payments.—Only address.

Hey. 5, Heuth St.. Hampstead. Tel. : 2678 P-O-

F.N. 4-cyl., shaft driven, perfect ordi-r; bargain,

£22/10.-73. Church St., Camberwcll Qreen-

4-CTL. F.N-. 1909. with acc^-.^sories, in perfect run-

niug ordi-r.-Wilsoii. 86, High St., Southend-

mediate delivery.

DOUGLAS, 23h.p., 1911
handle starting; £48.

T^ EERY-ABINGDON.

E^^

NS TJ 5I1 p.. 2-spoi>d, free enEjne. magneto, and side-

car': £30.-36. llurlinglinm Ed., Fulham.

TEIUMPH. 1910, very good orier, Solar lamp, spares;

£35.—Fellows, 261, Clarses St., Piccadilly.

Saii.p. J.A.P. EatinB Cycle, as new, perfect order, low,

4 fast; £18. olters.—13, Maple Ed., Surbit.m.

EAGLES. — Hunibor, 1911, 3il-.p., 2-specd model.

Palmer tyres, Wliittlc belt, almost new; £10.

EAQLES.-N.S.TJ., Slli.p., 1908. magneto, fpring forks.

Whittle belt, perfect cfmultlon; £20.

EAGI-ES.-ilin.TVa. 3b,r., magneto, low bnilt adjust-

oblo T'llKw, h.b. control, hnc condition: fl7;iO,

\GI/ES-NSU. 411.P. twin. 1910, Boscb magneto,
"

m.o. valves, 1911 spring forks, 2-speed gear, free

en.-ine: :£3S; nearly new.

EVrtLES.-Singer Vcio lightweight. 1910, Bosch moB-
"

ueto. Druid forks, adjustable pulley, latest improve-

ments; £20.

EAQLES-Moto-Eere lightweight, 1910, BlDgle-oyl.,

little used; £18.

T71AGLES. - We have a lew brand new single-cyl.

Ill NSU-'s. magneto ignition, spring forUj, improved

c^buretter, h.b. control, tool case,- full set of tools,

31i.p., £27 ; deferred payments arranged.

E^^^AGMB.-Imiiicdiatc delivery of the N.S.U. 2-sper>d

gears, all sizes in stock; £5/15.

AGLES and Co. ^ ._,„,,,
part

EAGLES and Co., High St Acton N.SU. West

London district agency-Karly delivery of 1911

; models- liberal allowances for machines in

nnyment.-Tel. : 556 Chiswlck.

O h p Minrn-a, long bars, tyres good, low, good runmng
u.p. flimnia, ^;^ __ wir;,=i,io Oakhill, Snrbiton.

caKh offers wanted.—
!3"

7'"Bo""82T'«c"M"<»r Cl/cic Offices, Coventry.

order ; £7.—Heap, Elrusidc.

T.A.C;

£36/10.m-nlTIMPH 1910, Cowey. perfect condition.rpEIUMl^H.^ 13
rilborough Rd., Southflcld«. S.W.X lowest.

mil Standard Eiidge, Kop Hill winner. £40

ly speedometer, 50/-.-Di.Kon, Bedfords. Enf

mulUMl'H Jlotnr Cvcle. 2;h.p. J.A.P., ^Vhittle belt

T ta.-lMn^-. «ori-t. 200. Hte St., Walthamstow

Smith
Enfield.

BRAND New Mr.to-Reve. just been left on onr hands;

^cept £31/10 clear.-Barker, High St., Kensington.

S\EOLEA 2Sh.p . perfect order, fine climber splendid

tyres; £12.-Bogers, 1. South Norwood Hill, B.E.

EXPIELD 2ih.p., Dunlops, only done 100 miles, a"

riewrf35.-H.. 57. Florence Ed., Stroud Green, Ji

HUMBEE, 3h.p., long bars, low position, in going

order; onlv £8.-Danca3ter, 240, High St., Acton.

W.
REX 31h p and sidecar, spray, going order; £8/10:

fipply alter 6.-0., 74a. Garthorne Kd., I'orest Hill.

S.E.

TEIUMPH 1909, good condition, lamp, spares, etc.;

£31 -Jackson, 119. Breakspears Ed., Brockley.

S.E.

JAMES, 1911, safety model, free engine, used twice;

£50 or near offer.- Gray, 1, Old Oak Bd, Acton

Park.

NOBLE. 23h.p.. Chafer, Brown-Barlow. I'almer.s. Der-

matinc, reliable; £10. — Atkinson, Hcathfteld,

Sussox-

In ansircrina these -.dvr.rtifements it is desirable to mcvlion "' T/ie Motor Ci/rlc. -^47
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WILKINSON T.A.C., late 1910, 7-8h.p-; ma;?ncto,

3 tTpfeds. like new; £45.-1, Ebnei St., Wands
WOTtll-

INDIAN, lato 1910. 5-6h.ii., twin, m.o.T., magneto, as
new; £42/10.— 1, Ebner St., "Wandswoitb.

tf>3.ii.p. De Dion Pattern, accmuulator, in perfect con-
fW4 ditiou; £12.—Anganidc, 59, Robsart St., Brix-
ton, S.W.

31]i.p. Trimnpb, late 1909. exhaust whii^tle and acces-
2 sories; £29.—Write, J. Le Grand, 16, Havt:rstock

Hill, N.W.

7h.p. 2-speed Indian Motor Cycle, good condition, very
fast: £47/10.—At Waucbope's, 9, Sboe I^ane, Fleet

St., London.

N.S.U,, 4h.p., 2-speed gear, horn, tools, etc., ridden
onve only; £50; exebange entertained.-Bunting,

Weal-ustone.

HUMBER Ligbtweigbt, 2h.p.. new in May, net a
eeratcb; 28 • guinea?.—Bunting, Wealdstune.

PHELON and Moore, 1910: £47: seen any time—
Popbam, 297, l*'ore St. Louer Edmonton. Lon-

don, N.

BARGAIN-—3ib.p. Asoot. fine .condition ; £9, or near
oner; seen after 7.—Jeweller, 50. Eiebmond lid..

Bayswater-

TRIUMPH, 1911. standard, delivered .Tuly, unridden,
brand new; Tvbat offers, cash onlyP—Fiith. 326,

Essex Rd.

3lb. p. Excelsior, Dimlop tyres, good condition; must
2 sell: £6/lO.—Evans, 685, Seven Sisters Ed-, Tot-

tenbam, N-

ANTOINE, 4b.p.. Gbater-Lea, splendid erndilinu
tbrougbout, stand, carrier, etc. : £9/10.-5, Bri,oksby

St., Islington. .

N.S.U., Sjb.p., m.o.v., magneto, Gradua gear, foot-

boards, nice order; sacrifice, £18/10.-7, Treitint
St., Eailsfield.

QUADRANT. Sjb.p., excellent conditio?, Bowden con-

trol: £12, offer.—Seen, Earl's Court Garage, Earl'.s

Court Station.

4b. p. Lagonda, just overhauled, new Lyso belt,

Piilmers. B. and B., hib.c. ; £12/10.-191^ Philip
Lane, I'ottenbam-

F.N., l£h-P-, geared pulley, splendid compre:?sion and
order, little used; £15 lowest.—Motorist, 4.

Lloyd's Av., E.G.

LATE 1909 3ib.p. Humber, with Roc 2-speed gear, in

excellent condition; £25, no offers-—E. MnGrath,
Gillingbam, Kent-

31.h.p. Centaur, m-cv., 2 accumulatoi?, spring forks,
2 tyres as new; £16, near oficr.—Lee, 69, Grove

Lane, Camberweli.

ALCTON. 5b. p., twin, good tyres, easy starter, fine

conditio!] ; £13,—After 6 evenings, 124, Hollybu.-h
St.. Plaistow, E.

MATCHLESS. 6b.p., 2 speeds, new tyres, perfect con-
dition : £50; also sidecar.—E., 4a. Belsiae Grove,

Hampstead, N.W.

3.1b.p. Minerva, -B.B. carburetter, 2 accumnlatcrs.
2 footboards, reliable; £13/10—128. Highbury

Hill, Highbury. N-

"I Q Guineas.-3ih.p. M.M-C, B. and B-. Clinchers,
J-/W footboards, lamp, accessories; offers.—55, Hag-
gerston Rd.. N-E.

F.N., 2-ih.p.. 2-speed. shaft drive, late 1910, in perfect
rendition, eonal to new; 27 guineas—534. High

Rd., Tottenham, N.

3ib.p. Shaw for Sale, splendid order, must sell;

2 £6/15, a bargain.—Apply, A-P., Densworth Cot-
tage, Chichester, Sussex.

AUTO, 4h.p., 90x90, B. and B., 2^ cords, new back,
plain c. il : inspection any time; £8/10.-351.

Moncga Rd.. Manor Park.

DOUGLAS, late 1909, 5in. belt, macbiue in excellent
order, ridden very little; £25.—Motor, luglesiiie,

Qolden Manor, Hanwell, W.

DOUGLAS. 1910 (July), perfect condition, practically
unpunctured ; expert examination invited ; £30.—

Rogers, 2, Biggin St., Dover.

23.h.p. Erimeau, light, low machine, two accumulators,
4 Stanley D. belt; £5710—20, Malham Rd., Forest

Hill.

MINERVA. 22h.p-, Bosrb, lib.c. Amae, new tvres,
perfect tliroutzhout.—Moti.r, 23, Fairview Kd., Nit-

bury.

CENTAUH. Sib.p.. good coudifion, c.d:, reliable, with
accessories ; -£10/10.-Henry, 107, Cornwall Ed.,

Brixton.

RTrDGE-WinTWOPi.TH, 1911. 3ih,p., elutrh model,
in stock.—Eccno. 301, Gi^ldJiawk Rd-. Sbrpberd',^

Bush, W-

TRIUMPH, 1910. sound as a bell: any trial; £37.-
Box No. 7,966, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor

St., E.G.

TWIN Sih.V; will do over 40m,p,b. : £12, or offer-
Seen running nt 9, King's Parade, Church End,

Fincbley.

T.A-O. 7h,p. 1911 Engine, gear box, and trau.smis-
sJon, perfect order; £50, or near offer.— 4, Church

Rd.. Acton.

2,000
MILES

-FOR-

TOTAL 6/6 COST

This i3 what is possible from a
STANDARD "FLASH" TYPE

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERY.

,f
Numbers of riders obtain this mile-
age—you can do the same. Write us
and wo will give youevory assistance.

(L Why pay more for Accumulators

and have the additional worry and
expense in continually charging

Uicra i

COILS
are the mo.'it efficient Coils on the
market, for the simple reason that
they are specictlly manufactured for
use with Dry Batteries which neces-
sitates a lew current consumption to

obtam the maximum mileage.

Fio.

3.

ri.icii

13/6

NEW TYPE /*tJr\. ALL METAL

HANDLE-BAB SWITCH.

New model now ready with iin-

proved actidn. The large number
sold enables us to fix the price as

before.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, Cannon St„ London, E.G.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TOTTENHAM,—Bradburv, 3ib.p., 1911. standard,'

£48; tlutch model. £54/10; 2-speed model, ±55;
delivery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM,-Triumph, 1911, clutch model, £55;
standard, £48; delivery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM—Budse-Wliitworth. 1911, clutch model.
£55; standard model; delivery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Hnmber, 1911. 2-speed model; de-

^

livery from stock; £50.— Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Huniber, 1910, 2-?peed model, 1911.
improvements, as new; £40.—Below. ',

TOTTENHAM—Humber lightweight, 1911; delivery
from stock; £37.—Belon'.

TOTTENHAM.—triumph. 1911"; standard mode';
delivery from stock; £48/15.

TOTTENHAM.—Fafnir, 4{hp., Simplex, new engiae
and magneto. Whittle, spring forks; £27/10.—

Below.

TOTTENHAM,—Kerry, 5h,p., twin, free engine, and
coach-bnilt sidecar : £20.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Eerry, 5b. p.. twin, Bosch magneto,
reborcd, rebnsbed, aud new pistons titted; £20.—

Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Seott. 1911; delivery 26th .July;
be?t offer.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.-N.S.U., 5h.p., twin. Whittle, mag-
neto, low built, Bfldecai Chater-Lea, spring forks;

£33.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Res, 1909, 5h.p., twin, tourist model.
all as new; £28/10.—Below.

tourist model.

1909, mag-

TOTTENHAM.-Rex, 1910. 3ih.p.,
slightly soiled; £32.-Below.

rOTTKNHAM,-Res. 3ib.p.. sin-Ie-cyl

neto, grand raaebiue ; £25.—Below.

TOTTT'^NHAM.—Triumph. 3ih.p , p.^rfect order, with
sidecar; £20.—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128,

High Rd., Tottenham. "Piiouo 1982. .
;

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909. perfect condition, lamp,"
generator, horn, tools; £32.-7. Circus Hd., St."

-Tobn's Wood.

"I 008 Triumph, excellent condition, nearly new belt
i-t/ and Palmer cord back tyre.; £29—Baker, 67, St.

Aubyn's, Hove.

B^EIUMFH, 1906. coil, handle-bar control, 1910.
i- perfect condition; £15.—Johnson, 15, Golden
Manor, Hauwell. -

,

"

1 Qll F.N.. 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., latest type, as new, .lamp,
jL«^ mirror, horn ; bargain. £38.—Harrison. 442.
High St., Lewishara.

BRj\JDBIJRT. 1911 300 miles, handle-bar mirror,
liorn. watch holder, etc.; a bargain, 39 guineas.

—

50, Clapham Ed., S.W.

BAT, 3ibp. MMC, spring frame, 191Q Bosch, tyres
splendid condition. Amae. perfect; £15.-27, Mag--;

dalen Rd., Wandsworth.
vi

31.h.p. Brown, magneto, new piston and cylinder,, i:

2 Kempshall and Duulop ; £24.-38, Hinton Bd.,
;

.V:i]!ington, Surrey. - -;;

~l QIO Indian. 5h-p., fine machine, in new condition, I

Xe7 spares, and accesaorie,-; ; £35- — W- Cook, The..!

. Lirn.'n, Wanstcad..
"-

1 Q08 Motor Cycle, 2Jb.p. Kerry engine, torpedo tank, -

i*? footboards, good condition; £12.—Putney Garage
On., High St., Putney.

REX, 3ih.p., perfect condition, accessories; trial run
if ncees.sary, Amae; nearest £16-—Write, Motorist,

14, Heath Rd., Twickenham.

1 QIO Triumph, iree engine model, new 1911 engine,'
J- *y latest imiu-ovemeuts. condition excellent : £48.— -"

Owtram, solicitor, Hah^lemere- .;

"I Q 1 1 l''.E. Triumph ; immediate delivery ; the best/
J-t? over net price.—Car Supply Oo.; 5 and 6, Gov-

'

ontry St., W. Gerrard 7561.

BUCHET, ?.ib.p.. low, spring forks, h.b.c, stand,"
carrier, lamp, tools, spares, etc.; £7/10, or o^er.—

55. Lyuton Rd., Kiiburn. N-W.

j Djll Rex, 3Jh.p. and 5 h.p. models, in stock, readyi
i«" for immediate delivery; be^^t exchange terms.—

i

Wrench's. 120. Hampstead Rd. 1

REX Motors, latest models ready for immediate de-
livery; any model you require will be brought lor

.

vr.iir inspection witliout obligation within 20 miles.

—

'~,

Wr.'Ufb'a, 120, Hampstead Rd. -T

6h,p. Stevens Twin Engine, w.c-, 2-6peGd, chain drive,
wheels perfect; t^ers. or exchange motor cycle.

—

'

Mitchell, 36, ^elsey St., Bow, E.

Oih.p. m.o.i.v. Fafnir-Chater, low frame. No. 6. h.b.'r'
'lP2 control, good tvres, seen any time.—Smith,' 122,
Crci.^k Rd., Deptford, S.E-j £12.

2JLb-p. MotosacQche, 1911 model, only ridden 3
2 months; bar-^ain. £25.—Particulars, Box 7,956,

The Motor Cycle Oflices. Coventry-

5-61i.p. Twin Kerry, twin coil, silencers, induction
pipes, adjustable pulley, cradle-plates all perfect;

£6/10.—Henley, Frimley, Surrey.

HUMBEB, 3h.p., chain drive, good headliijht, tyres,

excellent running order ; £7 ; by appointment.—

;

BF., 43, Clarendon Rd-, Putney. ,

A^8 III au'ircri/uj fJic^c advcrti'^cmcnfs it is-- desirable to mention " The. Motor Cydc.^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T-S. 3ih-p-. magneto. 1911 B and B.. TrxiffaTilt forts

|

new B104 saddle, tools, siiarea; £18.-4, Forest

lew Av., Wlupp's Cross Lertoa.

'hp Free-engine 1911 Rex, m.o.v., just aa new, clnttl
• model, -tourist; 38 eruineaa.—At Wauchope's, 9,

loe l.ane, Fleet St.. London. E.G.

911 Indian, 51i.p-, Bed. purchased May. 1,500 miles

good as new, free euRine clutch; £46/10.—Thomp
n, 112, Hatfield Ed-, St. Albans-

7.N.. IJhp-. Ughtweig'bt. magneto, 26in. wheels. Con-
tinental tyres, excellent condition: £15.—West, 46.

he Promenade, Seven Kings, London-

>Ah,p Brown, handle-bar control, B. and B., gnaran-
''4 teed perfect condition, starts easy, tools and
Kires: £9/15.-98, High St., Hornsey.

}h p Kerry, epring forks, new belt, spare accumulator,
' belt, tabed sidecar, excellent condition, 26x2

;

12/10.—E., 72a, Mure St, Hackney.

HRICrMPH. 1909. £30: owner will ride it anywhere
L in England to meet bona-fide purchaser.-No.
,952. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry,

)^;\p. 1911 Motj-Eeve, all latest improveraeDts, twin,
• 4 never been used: £37-—Box No. L3,841. Tht
hjtor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St-, E.G.

r* 1 3.—7-9h.p. twin Peugeot. Bo'?ch magneto, 2-3pecd
w coar, B. and B. , spring forks. low built, grand
At^-Ai machine.—Sinclair, East Molesey.

ITINERVA, m.o.v., B and B., 1911 carburetter, h-b.
li control, DiinLp!', excellent engine, going order;

guineas.—Pawnbroker. 13, Peckham Eye.

3ih.p. laiperi, with Bjsch magneto, will Fell eepni
2 ate. it required, in good going order; £9.—Apply,

:7. King's Rd.. Fairfield Ed-, Edmonton.

EXCELSIOE. 3ihp., vertical, low built, no pedals.
very good order, complete machine, with accessories:

12; after 5 p-m,-40. Balham Grove, S-W.

FAFNIE, 3h p., Amac carburetter, magneto, foot-
boards, good solo machine, very low; £16; after 7.

-T:ite. 24, Comerford Ed-, Brockley, S-E.

BS.A.—Early deliveries '-. these splendid mounts
from ttie Cnppa Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28.

Fuo<iford Ed., Fore'-^t Gate. London. E.

I>1U p. Peugeot. Truflault. Hellesen, h.b.c., excellent
-^2 Londition, very low ; £14/10; lightweight part
schanKG.—Eowans, Conway Ed., Southgate.

IQlO late, Hoyal Enfield, new condition, Palmer
Li7 cords, iin. belt new, lamp, pump, tools, etc-; £24
ash. no offers.-Jibb. 165. Hook Ed-, Epsom.

rTS an Indian, single-cylinder, 1910, perfect order.
L climb anything from 4 to 40 per liour ; first chequu
jl £25—Rogers, 1, South Norwood Hill. 8.E.

Vf0T03AC0CHE. 1910. Palmer tyres. Whittles belt.
-*-i Druid spring forks. luajjneto, etc; accept £20-—
fiimpson, 6, Battersea Eise, Clapham Junction.

MOTOE Cycle, 2Jhp., De Dion engine, hb. control.
sprins fork-s, tyres and general conditi;ns perfect;

|318, or near offer-— 2. Thornsctt Ed , Anerlcy.

5h p. Eex. smart machine, fine condition, Stewart ppred
ometer. F.E.S- lamp, spare tubes, all romplftt-

,

i32 ; no offers.— 9, Mortimer iM,, Kenaal Eise.

IDAT. 1911. 3ih.p-. very little used, faultless, and as
'*-* new, spare belt and accessories, guaranteed-—Bail-
|Vard, E.N-. H.MS. P'ormidable, Atlantic Fleet-

ir\0UGTjA3. 1909. a very fine machine, in splendid

'f-^
condition, not dene 3,000 miles; price £24/10:

Approval, deposit-—Eose, Motor Works, Usbridge.

OnOLAS, latest models in stock.—Eose, Meter
Works, Uxbridge.

in 10 Eoyal Enfield, as new, ^^•hittle and rubber
Lt/ belts, new heavy Dunlcp studded tyre, 60/- wcrtl.
jpares; bargain, £28.—Talbert, 46. Surrey Sq-, S-E.

F.N . 2ih.p.. 2-3peed, late 1910, beautiful condition.
Palmer cord and butted tube on back: £27/10, or

:lose offer.—V.H.B., 13. Kidderpore Av., Hampstead-

31.h.p- 1910 Triumph, clutch model; cost £55. for im-
2 mediate sale price £43/10; first-class condition.

-At Wauchope'8. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London.

3h.p. Quadrant, free engine, accumulator, in good con-
dition and good mnnin? order; £10, a bargain. --

Oglander Work."* 1. Choumert Ed.. Petkham, London.

A. H. GOLD, special agent for the Brown; full value
allowed for secondhand machines in part pay-

ment—Motor Cycle Works, Underbill, New Barnet

INDIAN, 1910. 5h.p-, fully equipped with accessories
and epare.^, jery fart, and in perfect order ; will

accept first offer over £38—R.. 170, High St., Lewes-

3ih.p. Minerva, spring forks, h.b. control, Whittle, i.
2 electric horn, 2i tyres, splendid condition, also

forecar to fit same; £11.-70, Deimiark St, Plaistow, E-

F.N . 4-cyl., in new condition, £25; also 9h.p. Singer
tricar, in splendid going order, lamps, tpare tyre

and spares, £45.—Taylor, 112, New King's Ed-, Fulham-

MATCHLES3, 7h-p., late 1910, Chater-Lea coach-
built sidecar, free engine, 2 speeds. Whittle belt

Michelin studded tyres; £59.-239, Broadway, Crickle^
wood-

A-J.S-, 2-speed, and Singer lightweight, 1911 modelar
shop-soiled only, what offers? F-E. Triumphs and

Ei^es, immediate delivery.—Morriss, 139, Finchley Ed.,

D

THE

EASTERN
GA RAGE

COY.

In view of the urgent demand for new

high -class Motor Cycles, we have made

special arrangements which enable us to

offer the following;

—

New Machines in Stock.
TRIUMPH
TRIUMPH
ZENITH GRADUA ..

ZENITH GRADUA ..

DOUGLAS
RUDGE-WHITWORTH
RUDGE-WHITWORTH
BRADBURY
BRADBURY
MOTOSACOCHE
REX (1910)

REX (1910)

MILLFORD SIDECARS

Clutch Model.

Standard Tourine.

3l h.p. JJV.P. Engine.

6 h.p. J.A.P. Engine.

Standard Model " D."

Standard Touring.

Clutch Model
Standard Touring.

Clutch Model.

2j h.p. Free Engine.

5 h.p. M.O.I.V. Touring.

3i h.p. Clutch Model.

Eight Models.

We have various other machines due, and shall be pleased

to quote delivery dates of HUMBER, INDIAN, SCOTT,
P. & M., BAT, etc.

The following is a selection of our

Second-hand Machines.
ZENITH GRADUA, loij, 3J h.p £47

L.M.C., 1900, 3I h.p., two speeds, free engine, spring;

forks, Bosch magneto, B. & B. carburetter, h.b.c. £28

REX, 1910. 5 h.p., tourist, Lucas hcodlight set, etc. £35

DOUGLAS, 1910, Model D £23

CHATER-SAROLEA, 1910, 5 h.p. twin, B. & B. carbu-

retter and Bosch magneto, both h.b.c., finished grey £30

TRIUMPH, iQio, 3} h.p., touring model £35

REX, 1909, 5 h.p., standard, tourist £25

MINERVA, 1907, 22 h.p., stand, carrier. Brooks
saddle, spare belt £12

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, 2 h.p., latest model, with

Druid forks, free engine, Whittle belt £25

P. & M., late 1910, 3I h.p., two speeds and free engine £47

REX, 1910, 5 h.p.. No. 2 Speed King, touring handle-

bars and saddle, Cowey speedometer, Lucas
lamp set, etc £36

INDIAN, 1910, 5 h.p £37

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3I h.p., free engine model £43

CHATER-J.A.P., 1910, 5 h.p., overhead valves, ball

bearing engine, J.A. P. carburetter, Bosch mag-
neto, both h.b.c, Chater spring forks, stand and
carrier. No. 9 frame. Davison's tank, Mabon clutch,

Brooks best saddle, 2 J in. t>Tes, all possible

refinements, soiled ouly £55

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, magneto, spring forks. Whittle
belt £20

HUMBER, 1911, 3ih.p., two-speed model £42

CHATER-PEUGEOT, s ti.p. twin, B. & B. carburetter,

h.b.c. Brooks saddle £16

The atjove machines have all been thoroughly overhauled

in our workshops, and we guarantee them to be perfect.

The EASTERN GARAGE co.

418, Romford Road,

FOREST GATE, E.

Telephone :

Stratford lo.

Telegrams ;

*' Egaraco, London."

In answering tJicse ad'xrtiscments xt is desirable to mention " The Motor Curie."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p.. irood condition. Whittle belt,

fiprins forks, accumulator, and dry battery, new
Palmer back; £12.—Briant, 71, Sheen Ed.. Eichmond

33.1LP. Douglas Motor Cycle Irom. £20 ; call and in-

4 spect our larpo and varied selection of liKht-

weighta.—Wauchopo's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.

iriTNEBTA, 23h.p- Tertlcal. Lonpneniare, 26in. wheeU.
lT± low, good order; £12. or ofEera; would ride <50

miles to pnrchaaer.—Jaa. H, Wadey, Five Oaks, Billing*-
hurst.

3ih.p. Motor Bite, Ariel, en^n© perfect condition,
2 £7 : and 2}h.p. De Dion, less tyres, frame

slichtly dajnaged, £6.—Bond, 15, Atherton Ed., Forest
Gate.

A.
il. GOLD. New Barnet- — Immediate deliveriei
Broft ;j , i; ex. Bradbuxya ; cash, exchange, or

Kradual paj..i..ijts.—Motor Cycle Works, tJnderhill, New
Barnet.

ENFIELD. 1911. 2ihj)., perfect, speedometer, back-
rest, Testophone, Garner whistle, Palmer corda,

Brt-oka big 250 seat; sacrifice, £32.—Soar, High St.,

Ealing.

TWIN Peugeot. Sh.p., KempshallB. Whittle, adjust-
able pulley, new tubes, low. fast, any trial ia

i^idecar: £22; sidecar £3/5—40. Talfoura Ed,, Peckham
Ed.. S.E.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cyclei,

yon can get them at Wauchope's.—Wauchope't,
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. E.C, just ofl Lud-
gate Circus.

5-6h.p. Twin Eei. Mabon clutch. Whittle, h.b-c-, sprinr
forks and saddle-pillar ; owner wants light ma-

chine; £14, or nearest ofler.—Wilson, 297. High Ed.,
Streatham-

8 h.p. Twin Minerva, Mabon dutch, Cowey speeds
meter, 2iin. tyres. h.b.c-, practically new ; 30

guineas.—Garagied Eayensbourne Garage, Southend, Cat-
lord, S.E.

SINGLE F.N.. 1910, with up-to-date fittings. 2 Bpeed^
speedometer, lantern generator, and spares, in per-

;.it rendition; £28, or offer.—Manchester, 3, Princo'i
5t.. Southend.

TRIUMPH, SJh.p.. new 1908, with 1911 sidecar,
marvellous engine, thoroughly reliable. e.^ceptioQal

. ondition, etceteras; £29.-271. Lauderdale Mansions,
Maida Vale.

<^h.p. Fafnlr-Chatpr-Lea, footrests. foot brake, long
t-* bars, good machine, £10; also 2h-p. Minerva, new
Dunlop tyres, perfect, £9.—Humphries, 8, The Village^
Charlton. S.E.

NO 6 Chater-Lea Cycle, complete, leea engine, occa-
mulator and coil, footboards, very low; £6/10. or

Lv ud push cycle. 23in-, and caah—Gates, 106, Camber-
^vAl Grove, B-E.

1 Qll Standard Douglas, week old, receipt shown, nn-
J-t/ scratched, 3 spire vaUes, tube, horn, tools, etc:
£37: ttonght sidecar machine.— Barnard, 77, High St-,

St John's Wood.

BEADBUEY. 1911. only done 300 miles. Cowey
;iipedometer, F.E.S. lamp, watch, mirror, jpare%

etc. r absolutely perfect; £45.—Thwaitea, 55, Nevill Ed.,
Stoke Newin.glon.

4Xh.p. Minerva Twin, h.bc, adjustable pulley, spring
12 fjrks. ?plendid condition, just overhauled, 2 new

CA V iiccumulators. too powerful for owner; £22.—
Jen:i' .Shortlands, Kent-

3ih.p. Triumphs; Sh.p. and 7h p. passenger machines;
2 largo variety of good sound second-hand ma-

Lines for immediate delivery —Wauchope's, 9, Sho*
X^ne, Fleet St., London.

"I Q09 F.N. Lightweight. Uh.p., magneto, spring
Xt7 forks. Palmer studded tyres, like new: £17/10;
exchange B.C. lathe and cash.—Aero, 2, Dunn St.,

Starklewell Lane, Dalaton.

MOTOSACOCHE. Druid spring forks. Whittle and
round belts. Rom back. Clincher front tyres, all

r-:i.i7'- and acces3oried, in perfect condition; £13.—Miller,

1. U'iijth Gardens. Twickenham.

MOTOSACOCHE. lih.p.. dry cell, spring forks.

Palmer, Dunlop, new ptilley. belt, battery, ra-

buahed, excellent order; take first oflei over £9.—
Newell, Boiith Park, Eeigate.

5-6h^. Twin Eex, Bosch magneto, B. and B. carbn-
rettei, new Lyso inch belt, new Continental. 2 new

tubes, -very fast, good for sidecar; £20.— S. B. Cole, 82,
Pellatt Oiuve. Wood Gre*.n, N-

Sh.p. Singer. 1911, B- and B. carburetter, Whittle belt,

Eom non-fkid. Bo:Jch magneto, overhauled this

vear by makers: genuine bargain; any test; 17 guineas,
lowest—Lamb, Sutton, Dartford.

1 Q09 Minerva. 3ih p-, spring forks. Continentals,
J-v butted tubes, h-b- control, very^ powerful lamp,
and accessories; £13: machine very little used.—Lamber-
hurst. Priory Av., Southend-on-Sea-

LIGHTWEIGHT Uh-p. P.N., magneto, spring forks,

just fitted new engine, tyres perfect, tools, spares,

numbers, also new suit Dunhills best overalls, rider 5ft
9in.: lot £16.-Write. F., 11, West View, Highgate Hill,

N.

TEITJMI'H, 3ih-p-, 1908, guaranteed absolutely perfect,

not ridden 200 miles since new, piston rings, en-

gine bearings, and valves renewed, climb any mortal hill

—Can be seen and tried at 2, Milner St., Cadogan 9q..

S.W.

UO-
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Iilip Motosacoclie, 1910. in perfect condition, free
2 t-ii^'inc, Wliittle belt, .spring forks, magneto, tubu-

lar stand and carrier, footrcsts : £23.—Harley, 95, Vic-
toria Dock Ed-, Cauninfr Town, E.

RENE-GILLET, 5n.p. twin, nearly new, low dropped
frame, tyre^ hardly u=pd two new extra rovers .and

tubes, toolbag, stand carrier, etc-; £24, great bar-
gain-—Mote r, 168. Wandiwortn Ed-, S \v.

3i-4b.p. Roc, 1910, Cliater No. 9 frame, E.oscli maj,'-

2 ncto, Amao variable carburetter, tyres almost
new, Continental, i'plcndid sidecar macliine; £16; must
sell.-Dcsoutter. 12, New Burlinstou St-, W.

WI^^-a*RECISION Motor Cycles; Immediate delivery
1911 mode], gradual payments, £2 monthly, cash

£45/10; purticulars on tipp)ication.—De Nevers Automo-
bile Agency, Empire House, Piccadilly, W.

1 Q lOi Triumph, free engine, r.ew condition, little
JL«7 used, perfect order, guarantee over SOm.p.h.
WMttle belt, exhaust whistle, spares, tools, horn
cumbers ; £43.-28, Wellesley Ed.. Chiswick.

MOTO-EEVE. 23h.p. twin lightweight, late 1910, done
800 miles, perfect condition ; expert examination

invited; complete, ready for tour; bargain, £26/10
Motorist, 105, Evering Ed-, Stoke Newington.

"IQIO 3Jh-p. Eex de Luxe, £26/10, no offers; late
JLtJ sprins forks, cantilever seat, low, drip lubrication,
free engine hnb, ball bearing magneto, in excellent eoU'
dition throughout.—93, Hesael Ed, .West Ealing.

BAT Motor Cycle, 6-7h p., magneto, good running
order, Rom tyre nearly new. Whittle belt, Mabon

clutch, Autoolipse lamt' and generator, spares ; £24.—
Head, The Chestnut, Cumnor Ed-, Sutton, Surrey-

TEITJMPH, just been overhauled at a cost of £7
inehiding new cylinder, piston, bushes, re-enamelled,

and plated, spring forks, guaranteed perfect ; no time
to ride; £18.-B. Russell. 128, High Ed., Kilburn.

MOTOSACOCHE. lih.p-. Whittle, spring forks, Stur-
mey-Archer Tricoaster, stand, carrier, Iiaudle-bai

control, capital condition, and powerful, low build: £15.
—Keene, 301, Goldliawk Ed-, Shepherd's Bush, W.

PREMIEE. 20, Holbom Viaduct, London.—Immediate
delivery 191 r models; 3ih-p.. £47/10; free en

gine, £7/7 extra; 2-speed, £10/10 extra; catalogue and
particulars free ; trials ananged ; agents everywhere.

3ih-p. Quadrant, B. and B. carburetter, h-b. control
4: dry battery, £7/10 : or would exchange for 1;

h.p. Motjsacoche; also sidecar 26x2in. Michelin tyre, ii

good condition, £2/18.—Winchelsea, Manor Ed., East
Moiesey.

6]i.p. De Dion, w-c engine, like new, perfect, complot*
with contact, valve.s, carburetter, clutch, and pump

£12/10; 3-3peed gear box, new, light, £3/10, suit quad-
car, etc.; the lot £15/10— G-, 39, Culverden Downs,
Tunbridge Wells-

3ih.p. 1910 Tourist Trophy Eex, all spares, £35; 3i
2 h.p. 1908 Vindec, Truffault spring forks, all

Spares, £26; 7-9h-p. 1909 Peugeot, Chater-Lea fittings,

and sidecar, all spares, £30.—Mebes, 181, Gt. Port-
land St., W.

2ih.p. Motor Bicycle, loop frame, low, light, reliable,
4 good condition throue-hout, nearly new Palmer,

new battery, engine perfect; bargain, must sell, sacriiice
£6; sern any rime, trial.—Thomson, 77, Haudcroft Ed.,
West Cxoydoi..

3ih.p'. Aster, powerful, pulls sidecar anywhere, Cliater-
2 Lee spring forks, Peter Union tyres, Longiie-

mare, tyres, aL'<-uiiiulator. belt. ovHrrcng iroorl '

tion; trial; accessories; bargain, £10/10.-17, Bedford
e<i., Clark St.. E.

SPECIAL 3h.p., Minerva engine, and Bosch mag
neto. £6/10: Phoenix 2-speed gear in 26x2^ wheel

with steel-studded tyre, £3/10; Phcenix Cob frame am'
tnnks. £2: offer.—J. Chapman. 47, Highbridge St-.

Waltham Abbey-

GRANDEX.—1910 Moto-Eeve, 2ih.p., beautiful con-
dition, worth £30, for £24 cash, on approval;

midget bicar, 3ih.p- Fafnir, £11. Grandcx,— 1 demon-
Btration 2ih.p. Grandcx. only used 100 miles, £28/10.—
28, Gray's Inn Rd, W.O.

1 009 Triumph, epeciallv low frame. Xl'all spring
J- «7 seat, front wheel stand, new back tyre. Advance
pullev, and many detail improvements, recently over
hauled by makers; £35.—Box No. L3,845, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

MOTO-EEVE. 2ih.p., twin-cyl., 1910 model, wry
little used, spring forks, magneto, Kempshall non

skid, lamp, horn, tools, etc., French grey, beautiful
condition, fast, and splendid climber; sacrifice £21.—
11, Thornsett Ed-, Anerley, S-E.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Win motor cycles, 1911
model, standard throughout, Precision engine,

£45/10 cash, or gradual payment £2 monthly; further
particulars on application.—The De Nevers Automobile
Agency, Empire House. Piccadilly. W-

TRIUMt^H (August, 1909), fitted Eoc 2 speed, handle
starting, new Palmer cord. Whittle belt, engine jupt

overhauled, with new 1911 piston, £36; sidecar to fit

Bjune, nearly new, £40; without Roc 2-speed and side-
car £28.-45, Culford Rd-. Southgate Ed., N-

1 QIO Triumph, TT- roadster, new July, magnificent
JL t/ condition, very little used, really trustworthy ma-
chine, tyres uncut, very fast, do 60, and climb anything,
Antoclipse lamp, exhaust wlustle, spare valvpa, rings,
tools, etc.: £36.-101. South Norwood Hill. S.E.

The fawn suit is ideal

for this weather, and
strongly recommended.

ALBANY
Motor Cycle

, Clothing
and other Specialities.

'STANDARD'
SUIT.

In grey-greep or iawn double
texture Paramatta cloths.

Guaranteed absolutely
waterproof.

JACKETS ONLY.—Doable
breasted. Deep storm collar

and adjustable strap to keep
out rain and dust. Inside
and outside wind cuffs.

Seams stitched and solu-

tioned, etc., etc. 18/-.

LEGGINGS ONLY.
—Leather adjustable boot
straps, V-shaped gussets,

and patent dome fasteners to

exclude rain, wind, and dust.
Extended gaiter. No tire-

some buttons. Easily slipped
on or off. 8/-.

Complete Suit, 25 /-

The "ALLSEASON" Jacket.
In grey-green double texture waterproof cloth, to

match Standard and Special Leggings, Equipped
with warm detachable fleece lining. 25/-. An ideal

coat for touring.

The Albany " Special " Leggings
In grey-green or fawn double texture cloths. Made
specially to protect the stomach froin wind and rain.

Without scat. 13/11. With seat, including fly and
special convenience, 15/11. An absolute necessity for

tourists.

Albany Motor Cycle COVERS.

Hex.igon Rubber-studded Non-skid disigii.

Prices t 26 or 28x2 . . . . 18/6
26or28x2i .. .. 20/-
26 or 28x2! .. .. 21/-

An excellent Sidecir cover. Unprecedented value.

ALBANY
Motor Cycle' INNER TUBES.

Best red rubber, 26x2}
Other sizes pro rata.

Motor Cycle HEAD LIGHTS.
*' Rushmore " pattern. With separate generator,
14/6 each. " End-to-End " Model, 6 inches face and
hood. Complete with tubing and 6 inch brackets.
Atmospheric twin burner. Divided glass face. 21-/-
each.

Terms : Nett cash with order. Goods sent carriage
paid by return. Send chest measurement and length
desired for Jackets, and inside leg measurement only
for Leggings, Send now for illustrated catalogue to

—

G. RAWS & SONS,
The Albany, Oldhall St., Liverpool

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE. new September, 1910. ridden on

1.700 miles, just overhauled, new tyre, perft
condition, free engine, extra larpe saddle, variat
puHoy. Whittle belt: what oftersP—Gilbey, Olb'i,

Abcrsoch, Carnarvonshire ; machine in LondoL.

SINQEE Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., magneto ignitic
spring forks, and saddle, new cover rear whe

cost £50, just overhauled, perfect condition, musjb i

sold, owner poing abroad; will accept £18, bargiun,
p..TVins, 145, Brigstock Rd.. Thornton Heath.

IMJTEDIATE Delivery from stock of 1911 models-
2-speed Bradburys, free-engine Itudges, 2-st)e

Duuixlas. tree-engine Ij.M.C., and other tirst-class makt
so difficult to jirocure without waiting.—Call or wri
to \Vauchope'3, 9, Shoe Lane, I'Meet St.. London, E.C

TRIUMPH, 1910. free engine model, fitted vi
horn, lamp, generator, Lucas reflex light, spa

Watawata belt, and Mills and Fulfcird castor whe
sidecar fl.tted with self-contained acetylene lamp ; £4'
uo offers.—C. Moss, 1, St. George's Mews, JPrimro
Hill.

V.S-, 1910. 7-9h.p. 2 speeds, steel studded back tya

spare cover. Whittle belt, butt-ended tubes,
spares, Cowey speedometer, F.R-S. lamp, Montgome
spring wheel sidecar, with lamp, etc-, luggage oarrie!
£45; -no oflers—Dr. Goodden, 5, Oxford and Cambridi
Mansi jSs, N-W.

tf>h.p- Moto-Revc (1909J magneto. Whittle belt, tyr
r^ and engine perfect ; tlie machine is in magniflce;
order throughout, and nicely fitted up; oil and pebi
gauges control all on the handle-l)ars; sacrilice, £19.
Svdenbani Autocar Co., 153, Sydenham Rd., Sydenhar
S.E. Tel.: Syd. 435.

3111 p. 1908 Browa, Mabon clutch, free engine, sple
2 did condition, " lamp, generator, horu, all i-par

and tools, Mills-'Fulford sidtjear, with locker under saui

tyres -like new, Whittle b'^lt. complete; £25.— Metr
politan District Gai ige, 1'. Mebes and Sons, e^tabiislii

1893. 181, Great Portland St., W.

WIN Precision Motor Cycles-^Immediate delivery .

1911 model Druid forks, Bosch magneto, '.

and B. carburetter, Dunlop tyres, £45/10;" cash .

gradual payments, £? monthly; trial by appointmer
any r<^asonable distance.—Jennings. 268, Horn.'^ey R
(near Pubjic Eath-^), Hollo\vay, London.

MOTOR CyLk*.—4b.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea frame, ju
been overhauled, rcplated, re-enamelled, loi

handle-bars, Kerry head lamp and gencratorj B. and ]

I'arburctter, tyres as good as new, also a spare on
very low and fast, 50 miles an hour, can do over;
bargain, £35, or near offer.—H. E. Ashdown, Eunn
mcde, Willington Rd., Hounslow, S.

HAZEL Lightweight Motors.--We are now in a poi

tion to give early delivery of our 2ih.p. modt
tlic lowest, shortest, and liglitest machine of its pow<
on the market, fitted with Jap engine; price 35 guinea:

socond-hand - - machines in part payment ; many goc

-'/(oud-hand machines in stock at reafionable prices ~T1
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co.. 24-28. Woodford Ec
l-'circst Gate, London, E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

"pVAN Gtri", Weymouth, Triumph agent.

D.VN GUY, Singer agent- — Free clutch, £55.
stock.

T\AN GUT, Weymouth.—Bradbury agent : roadst-

"r^.VN GUy—1911 Moto-Velo, shop soiled, only £30

DAN GUr. Wevmouth.—1908 Triumph, i:uar;iiite'

condition; ^28/10.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1909 Douglas, good runuii

order and condition; £24; offers.

DAN GUY, Weymouthi.-1910 Enfield, absolutely
new: £28.

DA::sr guy, Weymouth.—1909 Phelon-Moorc and sid

car, enamel, engine, and speed gear in splendi

condition; any trial; £55.

DOUGLAS. 1911, model E., hand starting, 2-8peed
£48 : in stock.—Moffat. Yeovil.

FN-, shaft driven, good cor
Rashleigh, Citadel, Plymouth.

MOORE, 3ih,p., 1911, as
miles; £52 cash.—Pitt, chemist, Barnstaple.

J, 1910, Dunlop tyres, good condi
£28/10, lowest.—Overmass, South St., Eseter._

ck for imr
:ent<, Raleigh bt

3ih.p. FN-, shaft driven, good condition, 1910; £2'

T>HELON-MO_ORE, 3ih.p., 1911, as new, ridden 50

T^OUGLAS, 1910, Dunlop tyres, good condition

NEW HUDSON and Moto-Reve in stock for imnn
diate delivery.-Duggna^

Plymouth.

1Q10 N-S.U-, 2-speod, free engine; any trial or e]

XJ/ amination; £28, offers*—Coffin, Holwell, She
borne, Dorset-

3ih-p. Clyde, magneto. Amac carburetter, in goo
2 running order; £8, or near offers.-Westen

Uflculme, Devon.

31.h.p. Res. powerful, low, practically new Palmt
4 tyre back, new trembler; bargain. £10,—Hoike:

Petersfield House. Chard.

P.
and M., 2-speed, late 1909 spjre cover, lamp, etc

perfect order throughout ; £34, lowest.—Woo<
photographer, Barnstaple.

In answerinq these advcriisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Ci/de,'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. |l

(KASTK REYNOLDS. Broadwey. Dorset. Tel. : No. ll

8, Upwer- Telegrams : Jieynolds, Upwey. New
||

: JA. moior cycles for hire. I|

h:p. Single-cyl. Antoine, in grand condition, not done
1,000 miles, accumulator ignition; £14; approval-

leynold. Broadwey, Dorset.

1 OVERS, numbers, Singers, Zenith-Graduas, N.S.CT.,

\t F.N.'s; Cornisli agents. Hammond and Jeflenea,

itering, St. Austell : immediate delivery.

3.h.p. Fairy Twin Lightweight. Bosch magneto, just

4 re-bushed, spring forks; bargain, £12/10.—Wal-
J, Golden Hill, Stourton Canndle, Stalbridge. Dorset-

ih.j. Humber, 1911, 2-Bpeed, hand starting, flrst-

2 clase condition, makers' guarantee unexpired,

th Montgomery sidecar. F.RS- lamp, full accessories.

)ls -Email spares, luggage hold-all, owner purchasing

r; price £45.—Eeid and Evans, Garage, Exeter.

SECTION X.

:otIand.

IWO Model E. Douglases with 2-fpeca and hand
. starting, in stock; £48.-Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

1EITJMPH, 1909, standard, plating and enamel very

- good back tyre and belt almost new, footboards,

are valve and plug; £29.-No. 7,942, The Motor Cycle

flees, Coventry.

DUNDEE.—Sole agents for Douglas, New Hudson,
etc , second-hand machines always in stock ;

every-

ing lor the motor cyclist; repairs.—Dundee Motor and

K\e Co., Nethergate, Dundee.

'GOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycling Firm. — Don't

wait for months on your new mount. We can give

imediate delivery of Indian. Premier. Douglas. Zenith,

8 A. N.S.U.. and Lincoln Elk. Besides these, we

3ck P. and M-, Eoc. and Norton, and can supply any

her make-—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Ed.

iinburgh.

SECTION XI.

'eland and Isle of Man.
EIUMfHS. 1911 models; immediate delivery from

stock; no waiting—Higgins. agent. Atheny, Ire

nd.

h-p. 1911 Indian motor cycle, ridden 900 miles, new
in May; too powerful: £55-— G. Ormrod, Magil-

gan Camp, Bellarena, N. Ireland.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
>ih-p. Humber, 2 speeds, free, chain driveu ;

£12-—
'2 Franklin, London Ed-, Kingston.

^LLDAYS TruTeller, holds three and child; seen

evening by appointment; £22.—Crees, Eayleiph

ssex.

7"ERY Ha:idsome Tricar: a barpain ; will drive par-
r chaser 50 miles.—9, Kind's Parade, Church Knd,
inchley.

h.p. Coachbuilt Magneto Forecar; sell £15, or ei-

cbange lightweight.—Walker, 49. Belvois St.,

eicestcr.

^h.p. Water-cooled Tricar, in splendid condition; eell
* or cxclianse for good moior cycle.-Hannam, Lon-
on Ed.. Sheffield.

|.^hp. Quadrant Tricar, wheel steering. 2 speeds, chain
J drive, good condition, reliable: £18.— Quadrant, c/o

[ooper and Batty, 15, Walbrook, E-C.

HUMBERETTE, 5-6hp.. w.c. 2 speeds, car drive,

wheel, new tj-res, beautifully Bprung-; trial after 7;
20.—Nelson. 8, Park Lane, Stoke Newington.

Ih-p.
Stevens Tricar, B. and B-, h-b-, magneto, 2-Bpeed

gear bos. pedal clutch, new tyres and tubes, in
erfect order ; £20.—Western, Uflculme, Devon.

!iih-p- Water-cooled Tricar, Coronet engine, Osborne
.' 2 4-speed pulley, tyres in excellent condition, fast
nd powerful; £11.—Evans, 4. Penrallt Rd , Bangor.

DINGER Tricar. 4ih.p.. splendid condition, magneto,
5 2-speed, new tyres, B. and B. carburetter, tools,

pares, etc.; £18.~Wilson, 6. The Promenade, Golders
reen.

h.p. Coachbuilt Tricar. French grey, red lined, water-
cooled. 3-speed, worm drive, wheel steering, electric

imps, in beautiful condition; £45.— George Burke, 313.
tanley Ed., Liverpool.

OTTENHAM.-Tricars; oih.p. Triumph, water cooled.
- single-cyl. engine, £15: 3jh,p. White and Poppe.
infde-cyl., water cooled, 2-spped gear, £14-—Stamford
liir Motor Co., 128, High Ed., Tottenham. 'Phone
982.

A .C. Sociable, late 1910, new condition. Cape hood.
-*• wind screen, electric side and tail lamps, head-
ight, new tyres, accessories; £73. — Sterling's Motor
Vorks, Sidney Rd., Stockwell-

Bih.p. Raleighette Tricar, 2 speeds, water-cooled
2 Fafnir engine, coachbuilt seat^. almost new.

imps, horn, tools, accessories; £27.—Wait and Co..
ltd.. Motor Clyde Works. Leicester.

aih.p. w.c. Himiber Tricar, coachbuilt, h.b.c, chain
2 drive, 2 gears, free engine and clutch, grand

onditioo, plenty spares, running daily ; £20, or near
fEer.—Phillipson, Whittington, Oswestry.

.^h.p. Zenith Tricar, low and smart, spring frame, 3
^ speeds, spring bucket seat, brand new non-skid
pare tyre, tubes, valve?, splendid condition ; first cheque
"32 secuies—28, Wellesley Ed.. Chiswiclc.

THE
GARNER
patent

M.G. Alarm

Unexcel led
Very easy

to -fit.

Blows
at very Slow speeds.

Users Everywhere are
positively deligrhted.

Here is one
Carlton Hotel,

London, 1/7/11.
" I am writing to let you know

how pleased I am with your exhaust
whistle that I received last week, and
as a proof of my satisfaction, I here
send you P.O. for another for a friend

who is wishing to enjoy a clear road
like me. Hoping to receive it per return,

Yours truly, C. B. ."

All s£iy the
Garner M.C. Alarm,

is the best alarm out.

It is well made of solid brass.

Beautifully musical.

A full range of bird-like notes.

Best English manufacture.

Price 12/6 J^roZ-r., 12/11

Solo Makers'

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAIVI.
Telcgnuns ; Dependable. Moseley. Phones. Soutli .s A ).

TRICARS FOR SALE.
1 Q08 Rex Litette. 6h.p., 2 speeds, handle etartinff,

J-t/ luagneto. water-cooled, adjustable pulley, coach-
built. 3 lamps, just overhauled. £6 worth spares; £32.—
Wilson, Dison'B Yard, St. John's St., Chester.

TEICAE, powerful De Dion, w-c-, wheel steering, open
frame, two Rpeeds. new Dunlop car tyres, B. and B-

carburetter, Bowden control ; sell or excliange good motor
cycle.—14, Bridge St., Middlesbrough, Yorkshire.

RALEIGHETTE, 2-3peed, foot clutch, 2 bucket
seats, Binks carb-, car tyres, Hellesen ignition,

new Eenolds. spares for every part, perfect £26.—
Craggs. 548, IJverpool St., Weaste, Manchester.

SPECIALLY Built Sih-p. Light Tricar, twin-cyi., air

cooled, Bosch magneto, h.b. controlled Amac, semi
automatic, Eoc gear and clutch, anatomical-seat: cost

£75; any trial; £33.—Motoriste, Asylum, EiuiiuBter.

RES 1911 7h.p. Sidette, perfect condition. Eom tyra

on back, Lacas lamp and generator, full kit of tools,

the original machine as shown at Olympia ; owner buy-
ing car.—Edwards, Bandford Kd-, Syston, near Leicester-

6 h.p. Chater-Lea Tricar, Buchet twin engine, Palmer
cord tyres, wheel steering and control, two speeds,

free engine, chain drive, starts like a car, in perfect
order; any trial or examination; £35, or offers.—Buddie,
builder. Eamsgate.

6h.p. Tricar. Antoine twin engine, magneto and accu-
mulator ignition. 2 speeds, handle-bar control. Pal-

mer cord tyres, painted grey; what offers? or eichango
for a Triumph 1910 motor cycle-—P-, c/o Messrs. Tur-
vey and Co., Garage, Sunderland.

REXETTE, 6h.p.. 2 speeds, wheel steering, water-
cooled, coach-built, B. and B. carburetter, in splen-

did condition fliroughout ; trial by appointment; price
£40; would consider mot^r bike or Trimo in part ex-
change.—Copping 12. Moulsham. Chelmsford.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
OAKLEIGH Sidecar, not done 200 miles, not punc-

tured, fit Triumph.-Ball, Blagdon, Bristoi-

SIDECAES built to order from £5/5. or for hire--
British Eclipse Motor Works, 86. High Ed-. Lee.

RIGID Sidecar, coachbuilt. apron, 26in. Pahner;
£4/10—J. Norris. Little Pagehurst, Staplehurst-

GUINEA Model Sidecar, brand new, Chat^r-Lea fit-

tings; £5/5.—Matthews, pawnbroker, W. Croydon-

SIDECAES, brand new. beautifully upholstered fli

any make; £3/10.—Eey, 5. Heath St-, Hampsxead.

RIGID Sidecar, 26x21, good tyre and tube, nicely up-
holstered; bargain. £3/10.-11. Normanton St-,

Brighton.

F.N. Ecpairs Departmetit, Highbury Barn, N.—Special
sidecars for F.N.'s, 2iin. n.s. tyre, first-class design;

irom £8,

ILLS-FULFOED Eigid Sidecar. 1911, £14 new,

8

M^ cane torpedo body; what offers?—Hatterslef, 51,
Otiey Ed-, Headingley.

MILLS-FtJLFOED Spring Frame Forecar, good con-
dition, complete lesi tyres ; 50/-. — Oaiter.

Heather, Ashby- de-la-Zouch.

FOEECAR Attachment. £6in. wheels, Palmer tyrei.

splendid condition; £3/10.—Murray's, 37a, Charles
St.. Hatton Garden. Holbom.

5 h.p. Eex-de-Luse. late 1910. 2 speeds, handle start-

ing, and sidecar, been very little used, and in first-

class condition; £48.—Davies, 43, Henry Ed., Gloucester.

WILTON Cycle Co.—Sidecars, £5/5, £6/8, £8/10;
Chater-Lea spring wheel models. £8/8 and

£10/10; delivery from stock.- 110. Wilton Ed., Victoria,

SAV.

MORBISON'8 Spring Wheel Sidecar, protected,

cheapest and beat spring wheel on the market

;

8 guineas; write for list-—Morrison and Co-, Dover St.,

Leicester.

BEOWN Forecarriage, foot brakes, rubbered foot-

boards, would convert monocar; room wanted; &c-
i>pt best offer received this week —Grocock, Horncastle
Rd.. Boston.

SLDECAES. best on the market, lowest riding posi-

tion, strongest logs; complete, mudguard, tube,

tyre, upholstered in green pegamoid; £5.—Hitchen'a,
Euston Ed.. Morecamhe.

MIDDLETON' S. wholesale, retail, export, sidecar

manolacturers; 12 models, 2-3eaters, commerciaL
narrow doorways, et^;.—Watson St.. Newington Green,

London, N. 'Phone, 2126.

SIDECAES.-A iHwtcard will bring you illustrated Urt

of the best, cheapest, and most up-to-date sidecars

on the market ; trade supplied.-Jack Cairns, sidecar and
fittings manufacturer, London Ed-, Preston.

SIDECARS; largest stock; best value in England; all

built of Chater-Lea fittings; prices, £6/10. £5/10,

£4/15; second-hands from £3/15, fitted free while you

wait.— 0- A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Ed-, N.

KEERY-ABINGDON. 1911, 3ih.p., 2-3pe6d gear, and
8 guinea coach-built sidecar, new Whittle belt,

Michelin steel studded back, lamps, belt, and tube case,

the whole aa new; £55.—Walter Heath. Bakery, St.

Albans-

CHATER-LEA Sidecars and frame3.-Don't bo de-

ceived by fraudulent advertisers trading from pri-

vate houses, pawnbrokers' shops, etc., and offering in-

ferior goods as genuine Chater-Lea- Whon in doubt write

Golden Lane, London.

In ansiccrrng these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Curie.' h%l
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
TOTTENHAM.—Sidecars: 1911. ukely upholstered

m any machine, £3aO/6; qiuck detachable,

£3/17/6; Millford Herald, £6/6; ILilU-FuUord quicli

tletacliable cane body, £11, in stoLk.-Stamford Hill

Motor Co., 128, High Ed.. 'Xotteuhuui. 'Pliojie, 1982.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—The makers of the famous Phce

nix motor bicycles bet? to ud-vise that they are no^

makinff a Phoenix sidecar of the lii^^heet grade at a low

ijnce, i.e.. with Continental. Michchu, or Hutchinson

lyres, 6 guineas nett, fitted free; a few second-hand

hiderars Irora 60/-; sidecars on hire.-Vhoemx Motors.

Ltd.. Motor Cycle Depot. 736, HoUoway Rd., London. N-

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
31h-i>. Rex M^'tor Cycle and eidccar ;

£13.—Knight,
4 105. Churcli Ed.. WiUesden.

5-6h.p 1907 Rex, nearly new sidecar; £18U5, or

Eeparale.-18. Uueen's Rd., Dalston, Lonuon.

5-6h-p- 1909 F.N., Bosch inapneto, Rom tyres. Liberty

car; £28—Waterton. 88. Shepherd's Bush Ed., W.

FN 4-cyl., 1911 model, 2 speeds, torpedo sidecar,

screen, etc.; £55.—Earl, 10. Kelvin Rd., High-

bury, N.

31h.p. Free Engine Model and sidecar, must sell;

2 £20, or nearest ofier, complete—48, Queen's Ed.,

Norwich.

ion 2-speed Humher and Sidecar. Palmer cord, new
X«7 last week; any trial; £51.-84, Rodenhurst Rd-,

Clapham.

4hp N.S.T7., 2-Epeed gear, only once ridden, with or

without sidecar; £50, or near offer.—Bunting,
Wealdstone.

7L.p. Vindec Special, 2-speed, free engine, with new 14

guinea Millford ca^-tjr wheel sidecar; £45, or ofEer-

—33, Killyon Ed-. Clapham.

5h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1910^, Roc 2 speeds, magneto,
sidecar, as new; £49; apDointment. — Rex, 68,

Vanderbilt Rd.. Wandsworth. H-W.

4h.p. J.A.P., 2-3peed, Bosch, Palmer.?, sidecar, perfett

throughout; £33; light solo part considered.-

Batchelor, Crossgate, Cupar, Fife.

7-9h.p. Twin Peugeot-Chater, 2 accumulators, art cane
Mdecar, rigid, new condition; great bargain, £23

—F-, 41, Ashford Rd.. Cricklewood.

CHATER-LEA, 6b. p., twin, coach sidecar, W^Htio
1911 B. and B., adjustable pulley, 2iin. Palmer

cords; £25.-40, Repliugham. aoutuneius.

6h-p. Antoine, free engine, and sidecar, bandle-bai

control, B. and B-, wants lightweight; £20, lowest.

—Wingrove, Tea Gardens. Burnham Beeches, Bucks.

35.h-p. N.S.U-, magneto, 2 speed, free engine, Millfcri

4 sidecar, srare.s ; seen any time ; trial : splendic

tondition; £28.—Owen. 56. Wood St., "Wa 1thamstow.

F.N., 2-speed, 2i Palmer cord, special sidecar, electrii

lamp, spares, splendid condition ; 35 guineas ; ap
pointment —111, Mount View Ed., Stroud Green, N.

I Q 08-9 Twin Rex dS Luxe. Roc free engine, gor.t,

X«7 tyres, 'Whittle, Chater-Lea sidecar, adjustabh
pulley; bargain. £25. — B., 101, Ledbury Ed., BajM
water.

QUADRANT Light Sidecar Combination, good con-

dition. Whitile belt, bargain. £13; head lamp an(
Autoclipse generator, 7/6.-58, Trentham St-, South-
fields.

"IQIO F.N., 5-6hp.. 4 cyls., with sidecar, in excellen'
X«/ condition ; £28. or near offer; available earl.

August; owner going abroad.—J. Hamilton, Capel House,
Kew.

6h-p. Twin Antoine, magueto, Druid spring forks, ail

instable pulley, and ligid sidecar, apron, and ac
cessories, nice order; £19/19; — Stewart, Market Sq ,

Horsham, Sussex.

5h.p. V.S., 2-speed. magneto. Liberty sidecar, enamellpr
red, in perfect condition, all spares, 3 belts, F.R-b

lamps; owner giving up riding; seen any time.—127. H(i(

St., Walthainstow.

3ih.p. Rex, sidecar, brand new, 2i Continental tyre>-

2 tubes, back tyre studded, lamp, generator, hcin,
2 accumulators, complete, ready for road; £20,—Maee
Brunswick St-, Hanley.

8h.p. Bat-Jap, new June, 1910, P. and JH. 2-speed gear.
' Bat carburetter, new SG. belt, Millford . castor

coach-built sidecar, nearly new tyre^. in splendid oiii>i ,

£55-~W. Cottis and Sons. Ltd., Epping-

LATE Model P. and M. 2-speed motor cycle and Mill
Fulford castor wheel sidecar, complete with lamp

horn, speedometer, and all spares; cost over £70, accep
£38.—Hough. Her Majesty's Theatre, Walsall.

4ih.p. Bat, spring forks, cylinder, tank, hb-c-, am
2 eaue sidecai, plated springs, fast and poweriii

combination, tyres as new; £21, or exchange lower powci
and cash.—H.S., 33. St. Stephen's Ed.. Bow, E.

IQIO 3ih.p. Hmnber, 1911 Roc 2-speed, Mills an(?
-L^ Fulford 13 guinea cane sidecar, with canoe front
Eind side door entranH'c, new Easter, perfect condition
£42, accept lightweight part excliange.-Kerby, 14. Litt'i

Park St.. Coventry.

8h.p. Matchle,<s-Jap and sidecar, 2-speed and cluti !j

spring forithoard.s, rif'V/ Bronki B25ni-» seat, br-'
new Miehelin, 650x65. steel studded, spares; cost £90
last September, perfect condition throughout; £55: must,
6ell.—Oscar Greig, Pensile, Nailsworth, Gloucestershire.

ESIABUSHED 20YEARS In THE HEART
.OFTHETRADf

IN STOCK

NOW!

Casli, or Exchanoes,

or Instalments.

TRIUMPH, free engine and
GLORIA coachbuilt sidecar,

£73 18

MATCHLESS, 6 ii.p., two-speed,
with Millford cane spring-wheel
sidecar, complete . . £84

DOUGLAS, Standard, 38 Gns.

DOUGLAS, Two-speed .. £48

ZENITH 3| H.P. .. 52 Gns.

BRADBURY 3| H.P. .. £48

PREMIER, free engine . . £55

ENFIELD 2| H.P., shopsoiled,very
slightly only, reduced to £40

MATCHLESS, 31 HP., 43 Gns.

A.J.S. 2i HP. 37 Gns.

TRIUMPH, free engine, with
Millford sidecar, £66 complete.

Colmore Depot,

35, COI.ftfIORE ROV»',

BIRMINGHAM.
261 » Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High St., Leicester.

250, Stafford Street, WalsaS!.

1 Qll Morgan Runabout, 8h.p., J.A.P. engine,
i*-*^ speeds and free

A52 III answerinr these advertisements it is desirable to mention

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6h.p. Twin N.S.U., 1911, new 18th March, |;.

spring fork, automatic carburftter, 2-speed
free engine, new Palmrr back. Continental ii

aermetic-tyrp pMo--- £47. any trial.-W.CSV.,
Vshdown Ed-, Wcrtliing.

j 010 5h.p. Eex de Luxe, 2 speeds, new Druid i

At/- jurf: fitted. tjTcs perfect, inch Whittle belt,

usual siiares, together witli riRid sidecar, the vrh'A-

rraiid condition,; trial run willingly arranged; £Z
Wcrrall, Upluuds, Brentwood.

MATCHLESS, Sli.r., 1911. and sidecar, d-ii

March, twin helt^, cost with acees?orii-'>

Cowey speedometer, perfect condition; any trial; •,

tyre, tubes, tools'; aceept £77/10; owner buying ear.

Turner, 5, 1'rince.s Gate West, Liverpojl-

4h.p. Scout and Sidecar, splendid running order,

bushed throughout, and new timing gear last Ma
vVatawata, Bpare new Dermatine, fast, excellent cliin

spares; sacrifice £14; would exchange lightweight.—;
jiour. 8. Broadway, Addiycombe, Croydon.

IQIO Eex de Luxe, 2 speed.s, free engine, VThiiif cantilever, trip recorder, lamp, etc., and Mills-]

ford sidecar, tyjes as new. all in perfect order; trial

.inpointment. 40 guineas; al~o portable sTied for >a

£4; owner buying car.-Clark, Harden House, Wavr-
Rd.. Enfield,

TANDEMS.
41i.p. Eoc, 2-srefid, tandem bicycle, bucket, t^eat*, 2(

from gromid, see description, " Motor Cj'cIil

March 14th; £26.-HasE. 11, Dod St., E.

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

6h.p. Eunabout, convertible to tricar, eicelleut c

dition ; first reasonable otfer accepted; room wan
-Lidderdale, Weeping Cross. StaSora.

GLORIA Sidecar, run about 500 miles only; i

£16/16 will accept £12. or very near offer-—

:

7,955. The Motor Cycle Offices^ Coventry:

5h.p. Sociable Runabout, good condition, complete «
accessories; photograph in "The Motor Cycl

June 15th; £30.—Rowley, furnisher, Skegness-

3h.p- Tricycle, water-cooled, and Whippet trailer, L
guemare carburetter, perfect condition ; £7 : m

eH.-Toothill, tobacconist. Duke St., Park, Slieffiek

FOE Sale, cheap, or exchange, 2-seater wheel .steer,

three-wheel runabout, tyres ahnost new, 2 spee
ue spare tyre, minus engine, or with engine; photo t

:>articular3.—A. Moyse, Kessingland.

J.A.P.
engine, Bosch magneto. Dun

:ir tyres; cost £S0 two months ago, accept £60; offi

luyiug car.—Apply, 42, Duke St.. Norwicli-

BEAUTLFTJL Little Fafnir Racing Runabout, a
hp-. magneto, 2-eyl., 3 speeds and reverse,

outer. Cape hood, electric lamps, every refinement, bv
aess reverses reason for selling ; practically new ; ca
Ji part exchange for 1910 or 1911 N.S.T7. or Trimnpl
27a, Clifton Hill, Brighton.

pi ENT'S Tricycle, maker, Hobarth, London, in ex(

LT lent condition, can alter to fix or free wheel
iece<?ity, tyres good condition, had very little wej

ost £27 when new; will take £7, or near offer, a g<

jareain; gentleman confined to bed no more use for
— H- E. Ashdown. Eunnymede, Willington B
Jiounslow. S.

QUADCARS,
TWO Small Chassis, with wheels and steering ge

suitable for runabout; £10 each-—Porter, build
rottenham.

PHCENIX Quadear, 8h-p., seats side by side, Bof
macrneto. 2 speed-}, reverse, in "gdod order; trii

£30.—Nadin, Haltwhistle.

PHCBNIX Quadear, 7h p., Fafnir, water-cooleil, m:
neto, splendid condition ; 30 guinea.?, exchange 1

umph or Bradbury.- Gealy, Tumble, Llanelly, Wales.

CARS FOR SALE.
WE Have to dispose of the following, car?', all of whi

are in excellent running order:

/*h.p. Minervette, 2-seater, lamps; £27/10.

6h p. De Dion-Swift, 2-seater, exrelieat running cid
£15. -Below.

5h.p. Renault, 3 aud revi.-r<e, ne.nU- new grooved Di
Icps; £20.— Be-OT.

7-91i-p. I'aahard. 4 speeds and reverse, hood and su'ei

Stepney, lamps: £45.

81i p. De Dion (genuine), 3 eiieeds and reverse, i

panding' clutches, detachable tonneau; £50.

8h.p. Speedwell, hood and screen, spares, and lam;
tyres in very good condition; £40.

1 jf»-22h.p. Dennis Limousine, Aster engine, worm dri
1-\J extremely silent and good appearance : £95
5u]Iy and Co., 10, Old Town, Clapham. 'Phone Batten
1781.

ARGYLL Car, 6-8h.p., good condition; trial; £22/
quick sale.—14, Upper Kennington Lane.

6h.p. De Dion, Model Q, Stepney, lamps, and ace
series; offers ?—David, 2, Cromwell Rd., Rugby.

" The. Mofai^ Cycle.'"'
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A Surfeit of Six Days* Records.

THE
number of riders who are .ittenipting to cover

the greatest possible distance in six days con-

tinues to increase, and there is a fresli aspirant

to fame practically every week. When the

A.C.U. announced its decision to suspend all

riders who exceeded the legal limit of speed in connec-

tion with road reconls, we made it particularly clear

that we concurred with the Union's desire to prevent any

excess of the limits prescribed by law and reason.

'; Suspension, however, does not seem to have had the

slightest effect, and the nature of the attempts is be-

•^coming almost farcical. We fail to see that anyone can

prove that such records are of any benefit to the

pastime, because were it nece.ssary to demonstrate that

a machine would run six days without being fitted with

new parts, it would ije more sensible to employ a relay

of riders to ride the machine until it would run no
further either owing to failure of some part of the

mechanism or to destruction of the tyres. Every motor
cyclist, and practicallv everv prospective motor cyclist,

knows that, with ordinarv running repairs to tyres and
relays of riders, a good make of motor cycle is capable
of a continuously higher speed than has been accom-
plished in one of these six days' records.

It is, therefore, more a trial of the man than the

machine, and has developed into a physical endurance
contest which is illegal. In addition the checking is

becoming more difficult, and not enough precautions

are being taken to check the actual mileage covered.

Another phase of the movement is that we have six

days' lightweight records, and it is very uncertain

where to draw the line between light, medium, and
.:. heavy weights. In the -absence of any control over

those riders who wi.sh to attempt these feats of endur-

ance, we sincerely trust that manufacturers ami

accessory dealers will consider the best interests of the

pastime and refrain from assisting riders who may be

conteinplating further onslaughts.

Looking Ahead.

IT
may seem very early indeed to talk about regula-

tions for the 1912 Tourist Trophy Races, but if

we are to see this contest held again another year

it would be distinctly advantageous, ijarticularly

to the manufacturers of die machines, if the

Competitions Committee of the A.C.U. could meet as

early as possible and settle the lines upon which the

races are to be run. It is evident that it would greatly

as.sist the industry if the 1912 T.T. models could be

exhibited at the Show in November. All the lessons

we are likely to learn from the 1911 races have been
duly absorbed, and there is really no reason why there

should be any delay in announcing the regulations for

another year. The all-important questions seem to be—(t) Are we to level up the singles with the twins of

585 c.c, (2) or further cut down the twins to the 500
c.c. single-cylinder standard, or (3) shall the difference

be settled by mutual concessions ?

The T.T. machine is, with modifications, usually

the touring mount of the following year. Why
not be still further advanced and exhibit the 191

2

touring and racing mounts together ? While on this

subject various' suggestions have been made for lessen-

ing, if possible, the danger of racing at high speeds on

a twisty course. The suggestion to limit the speed and
develop the contest into a high-speed reliability trial

is a distinctly good one. We further suggest the adop-

tion of a formula taking into account weight of the

machine and rider, speed, and cvlinder capacity.

A13
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THE QUESTION OF WATER COOLING.
STRAWS, we are told, show how the wind blows,

and on these premises one may .argue that since

the Green and Rex Companies iiave been experi-

menting with water-cooled single-cylinder engines there

is a tendency for motor cycle manufacturers to think

seriously about using thisemethod of cooling. It is

a question, however, whether this is a step in the

right direction, and, to see if this be so, it is perhaps

as well to contrast the advantages of the system with

the disadvantages. In a motor cycle the former are

few. First and foremost comes the fact that water

cooling allows a higher compression ratio to be used,

and, therefore, there is the distinct probability of the

efficiency of the engine being increased. Secondly,

the fact that there is a volume of water and tu'o

thicknesses of metal between the explosion and the

air slightly reduces the noise made by the engine.

Thirdly, the fact that the valve chest is kept at a

reasonable temperature results in long life to the

valves and seatings. and most undoubtedly obviates

the risk of the exhaust valve lengthening to any

appreciable extent. Fourthly, the overheating bug-

bear is exorcised. Fifthly, carbonisation is very largely

reduced, and, sixthly, owing to the absence of carbon
deposits and the comparatively low temperature of the

engine, " konking " is practically avoided.

Disadvantages of Water Cooling.

On the other hand, here are some of the disad-

vantages: First, extra complication; second, extra

cost; third, increased weight; fourth, increased

liability to damage ; fifth, possibility of cylinder

jackets bursting in Avinter.

With regard to the weight question. This in the

ordinary type of machine is evidently an important

one, as if the thermo-syphon system of cooling be

employed it means that the radiator and tank must
be placed somewhat high, and the result is a decided

liability for the machine to be top heavy. In the

cases of the Green engine and the Scott the same
remark scarcely applies, as topheaviness is avoided

in the first case by carrying the bulk of the water on a

le\'el with the engine, and in the second bv placing the

engine low down in the frame.

The risk of burst- jackets is, I confess, not a very

large one, yet still worthy of consideration, but it

cannot be denied that with a small engine .and with

a small volume of water the liability to freeze is very

much greater than with the ordinary car engine.

During the past winter I was using a water-cooled

rhachine, and cannot but testify that it was decidedly

a nuisance to have to empty the radiator and jackets

when there was any likelihood of frost occurring

during the night.

The Improved Conditions when Water Cooled.

Of the advantages I consider the fact that the

valves "work under much better conditions to be
probably the greatest. The increase of efficiency

made possible by the use of a high compression is a

rather more questionable one, as laigh compression in

a single-cyFinder engine is all against, smooth running at

low speeds. This fact does not, of course, applv to

the Scott engine, which for all practical purposes is a

AI4

four-cylinder one, and hence the high compression
does not make itself felt in any disagreeable manner.
On the other hand, there is just the possibility that

a, water-cooled engine may run too. cool, and it is a

well-known fact that when running below a certain

temperature an explosion engine loses considerably
in efficiency. The generally accepted axiom is in

fact that the hotter the engine can be run the better

it is, but, of course, there is
^ a limit which it is

inadvisable to pass. There is nc -ma.sking the

advantage of a water-cooled engine when a two "or

three-speed gear is used, but it is open to argument
wiiether in the hands of a moderately careful rider

it is capable of giving any better results than a well

designed air-cooled engine.

Risk ofGamage in Case of a. Fall.

As to the risk of doing damage to the, radiator,

this is a point that cannot be overlooked, as spills

with motor cycles are not at all infrequent, and if the

radiator become damaged to any extent, as is likely,

even in the event of a mere side-slip, it is a matter
which, besides running the owner into a fairly high

bill for repairs, will probably result in his having to

ride home by train.

If the machine be designed purely and simply for

sidecar work the question assumes rather a different

aspect, as in the hands of a novice it is undeniable

that a water-cooled engine with a two or three-speed

gear would give jjetter results in the long run than an

air-cooled one, but for single-cylinder solo w-ork I

look upon water cooling as a refinement pure and
simple, and it cannot, after one has seen what the air-

cooled engine can do, be regarded as a paramount
necessity. Eldorado.

THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH—ENGLAND v. AMERICA.

Collier v. de Rosier. Tliis photograph gives a good idea o. -now me two
champions kept close together throughout the whole series except when one

or other suffered a stop.
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An Experience of the Lightweight Humber.
IT

is now some weeks since Mr. H. L.
Davey invited us to test the cap-
abilities of the 2 h.p. lightweight
Humber, an invitation we were not

, slow to accept. We are now in a posi-

tion to relate our experiences and
opinions, and can do so more confidently

after being privileged to give the
machine an extended test in its

everyday life, so to speak. By this

we mean that our trial has not been con-

fined to a single spin on a machine speci-

ally tuned for the occasion, but rather
to the only reli-

able guide to
a pros p e c t i V e

buyer — frequent
runs day in and
day out. First of
all, we may re-

capitulate the
mechanical fea-

tures of this in-

teresting little

machine, and in

doing so we
should like to

impress the
reader that this

entirely British
production is no
copy; indeed,
careful study of

its design would
lead one to the
opinion that it is

the most original machine on the market.

An Offset Cylinder Explained.

The principal departure from standard
practice is the offset or dei^aJ:e crank-
shaft—the Humber being the only British
built motor cycle engine embodying this
feature. In the first illustration a verti-

cal line has been produced through the
centre of the crankshaft, and it will be
observed that it does not coincide with
the vertical centre line of the cylinder ov
gudgeon pin. This practice, which is

common to cars, and we believe first

standardised by the Brasier Co., is based
on the theory that this relative di.«posi-

tion of the cylinder and crankshaft en
ables the connecting rod to exert a more
direct thrust on the crank pin during
the firing stroke, thus eliminating, or,
at any rate, considerably reducing, the
side pressure of the piston on the cylin-
der wall. By this arrangement tlie" in-

The offset c.vlinder ot

the Humber. The dotted
vertical line shows the
extent ot the offsetting.

ternal friction or negative work of the
engine is reduced to a minimum, and the

utmost efficiency being essential in the
case of a lilliputian engine such as the

Humber, we must commend the makers

2 h.p. m.o.i.v. Humber lightweight engine,
magneto and parts.

for their enterprise in thus leading the
way. It is claimed that an engine with
offset cylinder is (1) more powerful, (2)

runs more smoothly than the more ortho-
dox type, and (3) gives more rapid accel-

eration. It says much for the mechanical
efficiency of the engine when we assure
readers that the little 60 x 70 mm.

Method of supporting the engine, also showing
magneto platform cast in one with the crank case.

Footbrake mounted on left tootrest.

Humber, geared 6 to 1, has without
pedal assistance frequently carried an 11^
stone rider up Stoneleigh HUl, Warwick-
sliire, with its gradient of 1 in 9.

A SparR Lever Suggested.
The engine runs very smoothly, and,

above aU, silently. It has a wonderful
pick-up for its size, though we mu.'^t admit
that knocking has manifested itself on

several occasions due to the fixed igni-

tion. We are strongly of opinion that

an advance spark lever would mitigate

this trouble to a large extent. At first

we were troubled with the belt fastener

pulling through, which happened every

150 miles. We came to the conclusion

that it was due to disintegration of the

canvas strands of the belt caused by the
belt passing over the small contour of
the engine pulley. After raising the gear
ratio from 7 to 5 to 1 by means of the
adjustable puUeyJ our trouble in this

direction disappeared.

The Well Proportioned Parts.
The design of every part of the light-

weight Humber, however minute, is in
keeping with the special features of the
machine. The tiny petrol taps, the
baby B. and B. carburetter, the light
foot brake and handle-bar levers, the
smallest sized magneto, all go to make
a pleasing f&ut enscmlle ; in fact, it is a
3j h.p. standard pattern machine in
miniature. For town work the little

Humber would be hard to beat on account
of its ease of starting and general handi-
ness. It is an exceedingly popular
machine for running down to tennis
courts or golf links, and we have con-
stantly used our machine for that pur-
pose, and never
once has it failed

us. As regards
speed, this brave
little 2 h.p. has
surprised many a
motor cyclist, for

thirty - three miles
per hour is under-
stating its powers.

Altogether, the
machine is well
fitted up, has a
finish that is ex-

ceedingly good, and
is highly to be re-

commended for be-

ginners. A number of tyros have
sampled the running of our machine, and
two we know were soon afterwards writ-

ing cheques to Humber, Ltd. By the
way, we had almost forgotten to men-
tion its wonderful economy, which is

excusable to some extent when we men-
tion that the '. engine runs on a mere
''whiff" of petrol, and one seldom has
recourse to the garage. Further, tyre

troubles are practically non-existent. Our
machine has Palmers—a fact which may
account for the makers' apparent belief

that a repair outfit for the toolbag would
be superfluous. VI The Hiunber is not an

engine of the kind which gums up every

time it is left to cool down. It always

seems free, and seldom if ever refuses to

start at the first push of the pedals.

Foot brake shoe acting on
belt rim.

The silencer which has aluminium end plates and

a single outlet for burnt gsses.

A15
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TWO NEW CHANGE-SPEED GEARS.
A Three=speed Hub Gear.

NOW that so much enthusiasm has been raised

regarding change-speed gears by the success of

these devices in the Manx races, a description

of a three-speed hub gear designed by a Coventry

engineer, Mr. J. W. Player, 57, Old Allesley Road,
will be of more than usual interest.

The gear provides three separate ratios, the middle
one being direct. A single sun pinion A and a set of

planet pinions B are used, supported on each side

A. Sun pinion.

B. Planet pinion.

Bi. Planet carriers.

C. Driving sleeve.

D. Internally toothed
ring on hub shell.

Dr. Internally toothed
ring on driving
sleeve.

Player's Three-speed Hub Gear.

E. Hub shell.

F. clutch ring,

li. clutch expander.

J. Clutch cone.
K Clutch spring,

L. Belt rim hub.
M. Clutch lever.

N. Gear operating
lever.

O.P. Dog clutches for
locking sun pinion.

Q. Thrust bearing.

R. Main bearings.

S. Bearing for clutch
and belt rim hub.

T. Pedalling clutch.

U. Chain stays.

V. Fork ends.

by a planet carrier Bi, but two internally toothed
rings are employed, one being the driving and the other
the driven member. The planet pinion carriers have
teeth on their peripheries which can be engaged with
the internally toothed rings by the sliding of the gear
members. The sun pinion can also be locked to the
spindle by the dog clutches O P when in each of its

extreme positions. As shown, the gear mem-bers are
in central position which gives a direct ratio ; the
planet pinions being in mesh with both internally toothed
rings. The low gear is obtained by moving the gear

AlS

members to the right by means of the gear lever N
and the rod working up the hollow spindle to which
the gear members are attached. This locks the sun
pinion ; the planet pinions are in engagement only with

the internally toothed ring on the driving sleeve Di,
but the left pinion carrier remains in mesh with the

internally toothed ring D of the hub. This causes
the hub to revolve at a slower speed than the driving

sleeve. The high gear is obtained by moving the

gear members to the extreme left ; this leaves the right-

hand planet pinion carrier in mesh with the internally

toothed ring on the driving sleeve whilst the planet

pinions are engaged Avith the internally toothed ring on

the hub shell. This causes the hub to revolve at a

faster speed than the driving sleeve. To enable the

gear changes to be made readily the driving sleeve

is frictionally connected to the belt rim hub L by the

clutch rings F operated by the lever M, and to avoid

any chance of damaging the gear teeth the changing
and clutch operating mechanisms are so connected that

the clutch is always disengaged before gear changing

takes place.

The Matador Variable=speed Gear.

Still another variable pulley gear in which both

pulley grooves expand and contr&ct has been brought

to our notice by Mr. M. H. Thompson, of 2, Crowhurst
Road, Brixton, S.W. It has been designed by Mr. H.
Moulding, of Preston, who recently demonstrated to

us the effectiveness of his gear. A wide range of ratios

are obtainable, from 3 to i to 11 to 1, a further move-
ment giving a free engine. The outer flange of the

engine pulley is worked by a coarse-pitch thread, and
slides on four keys formed on the .shaft of the innei

flange. The opening and closing of the rear pulley

flange is controlled by four double screws and four

keys, the keys being fixed between the screws. The
inner flange is secured to the spokes. The sectional

drawing, which wdll be found reproduced on the next

page, illustrates the niethod of controll?ng the

movable flanges. By moving the operating lever, pedal,

etc., the two levers attached to the engine pulley (which
are interconiiected Avith two on the screw box of the

back wheel) are brought into action. The movement
of the screw box causes the shaft which runs through
the hollow spindle of the back wheel to be pushed in

or drawn out, thus actuating the lever X, which sets in

motion the levers attached by connecting rods tothe
four double screws.

An adjustable nut is mounted on the bar A, so that,

should the belt stretch, it is possible to take up the
slackness without cutting the belt.

It is possible to use the engine pullev as a variable

pulley or the belt rim in conjunction with any existing

adjustable pulley.

The gear has been tested in London traffic, and
afterwards with a sidecar and 1.1 stone passenger from
Coventry to Pre.ston on a 3^^ h.p. Jap-Moveo. The
original model, which we inspected and tried, was
certainly much heavier than it need be, but that is

more a question of standardisation. Seated in the side-

car, we were restarted twice from a standstill with very
little effort on the'part of the engine on a gradient of
I in 12. In traffic the low gear ratios were a decided
advantage.
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Sectional drawings of tlie Matador variable gear described on previous page.

A Conversion and How it was Effected.

To convince a male pedal cyclist of the joys of

motor cycle riding is no difficult matter in these

days of perfected machines. But the other day

I determined to try a bold experiment. I chose as my
subject a young lady of twenty-three, who loved riding

in a luxurious motor car, who hated pedal cycling, and

was in? every sense the last person in the world to whom
one would imagine motor cycle riding would appeal.

The young lady in question, who, b\- the way, is my
niece, is one of a nervous family, and at first I was

somewhat diffident in broaching the subject to her.

However, I did so, and she agreed to take the plunge

if I thought she could manage it. I confess I doubted,

but having so far committed myself, I had to say I

thought she would. So far so good.

The next thing was to get hold of a suitable mount,

so in my trouble I turned to Mr. O. L. de Lissa, who
proved to be a friend in need, and kindly placed two

Motosacoches at my disposal, one for my niece and

the other for myself. Not only did he do so, but per-

suaded his wife to bring the machine to a secluded

road and give that valuable instruction which in cases

like this is so welcome.

Eventually on one glorious May afternoon we met at

the appointed rendezvous, tlie lady's machine was

jacked up on its stand, and Theodora, who knew not

the carburetter from the magneto, was told to seat her-

self in the saddle. " This thing." said Mrs. de Lissa,

pointing to the exhaust lifter, "is what you hold up

when you want to start
;
you let it go after pedaUing a

little way, and pull it up when you want to stop."

The KnacK of Starting Overcome.
Theodora said she understood, but she reall\ didn't,

and started to pedal. She dropped the lever, which

Mrs. de Lissa had been careful to call a " thing," with

the result that the other thing stopped her dainty feet

from going round, and nothing happened.

Naturally she lacked the knack of starting a magneto

machine, but on the third attempt the engine fired, and

maintained that gentle teuf-teuf so peculiar to the

Motosacoche. Theodora then obediently pulled up the

first-mentioned thing, and let it go again several times,

so as to be quite sure, as her mother had been careful

to tell her, to know how to stop.

She started the engine on the stand two or three

times, and managed quite well, when Mrs. de Lissa

showed her that other " thing " (the throttle lever),

which made it go fast or slowly. This she experi-

mented with, and at last felt confident enough to start

on the road.

Now Theodora has just gained a " first aid " certifl-

ca.te, and though she has never had a case, I veritably

believe she thought she would herself be the first person

on whom her skill would have to be expended before

the journey was over. But after a push off she started,

and in a few minutes she was playing with the levers,

going fast or slow at will, and passing motor cars and
horse-drawn carriages as though she had long been

used to motor cycle riding. About a couple of miles

had been covered, and the first hill (quite a decent

one) had been negotiated without a touch of the

jjcdals—a fact which speaks volumes for the behaviour

of the Motosacoche in the hands of an utter novice.

I had made a convert, who is now an enthusiast long-

ing for a motor cycle of her own. The only dit"ficulty the

[lypil experienced was that of starting—a difficulty

which on a Motosacoche is in reality non-existent, and

to prove this Mrs. de Lissa several times mounted and
started with ease, even on an up .grade, just to show
how easily it could be done. It is merely a knack.

I myself followed on one of the 1911 2% h.p

Motosacoches, which pleased me greatly. Ailette.

TJt; !

I^-WIHBBBsA^jli*.

The only lady motor cyclist in or near Pickering—Mrs. Wright, who rides

a 24 h.p. twin N.S.U. Her mount is capable of ascending all ordinary hills.

Mr. Wright's machine is a M.R.

A17
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THE ADVANTAGES OF TOURING ABROAD
COMPARED WITH A HOLIDAY IN ENGLAND.

HAVING left my motor bicycle one day in a pro-

vincial garage, the proprietor asked me when
I returned the meaning of the letters " G.B."

that were fixed on to the back mudguard. He told

me that three or four young men had been arguing

about it. "What's that," said one.' "I don't know,"

said another. "Do you know?" "Not the vaguest

idea." "Oh, you idiots," chimed in another,

"don't you know they stand for Gordon-Bennett?"
" Of course they don't mean that,' but are for use

abroad, and stand for Great Britain." This brings

me to my point, \'iz., touring abroad. Having myself

once embarked on a Continental tour, I am bound to

say that the contemplation of another tour will always

take my thoughts first of all abroad. No, it's not

patriotic perhaps, but one goes touring not for patriotic

reasons, but for pleasure.

The Boredom of an iLnglish Tour.

After a couple of tours in England it gets rather

tame, the general scenery is nearly always the same,

and in a very short time one can see all of the best

known beauty spots, and, then, perhaps, there is a

long ride through dull, uninteresting country to the

next place. At nights when we put up at Coke\ille,

in Mudshire, bur chief aim and object in life is to

lea\'e it as soon as possible. In most ordinary coun-

try towns there is nothing to see, nothing picturesque,

nothing of interest, and for the most part everything

is deadly dull. Then, again, Sunday is always rather

a difficulty. How different it all is abroad ; as soon

as we land' "we come into contact with new customs,

new faces, new languages—^in fact, everything is

entirely changed. When one is on a steamer and
enters an English port one is interested in it as a

whole, the dock porters are scarcely noticed, the

railway officials in their dark uniforms- are not very

different from the Customs officers who presently will

try their luck with our baggage. How different on
entering a foreign port, French say. You go up on
deck and watch everything with a very different kind
of interest ; first the quaint blue-bloused porters

attract your attention, then some swaggering Customs,
officer with blue uniform and an enormous cloak.

Next you are staring with awe at some fierce and
mighty under-chief stationmaster in gorgeous uni-

form. Then, after having successfully emerged from
the Customs, you start off into the town ; everything^

is so different, old-fashioned buildings meet you at

every turn, even a common or garden tramcar comes
in for its share of attention. In England you would
drop into an inn and ask for a glass of beer almost
without noticing it—the dropping in I mean, not the

beer—^abroad it is a novel experience in itself.

Vou've first got to try and make the proprietor under-
stand you, and then you've got to try and not get

swindled over the cosi or the change. Then, again,

in England in the open country 3-ou spin along
without looking at the country, while abroad every-

thing attracts your attention, every turn of the road
opens up something fresh ; every peasant is well

stared at, and if perchance you meet an ox-drawn
cart your first thought is probably to photograph it.

More Sources of Amusement Abroad.
When in England you arrived at Cokeville during -'M

the afternoon you never thought of gouig out to see
"

the sights, simply because there were none, but in

any French town, however small, there is always

something of interest—perhaps a chSteati, possibly a

cathedral, or a fine church, or at least a certain

amount of amusement and enjoyment can be obtained

by walking through the streets and studying the people,

and there are sure to be several little naiTow side

streets that will well repay a visit.

It is ne\er dull. I remember once at Rouen navmg
quite a crowd round me, while I was trying to persuade

the waiter at a cafe that a bottle of wine would not

only fill my flask but leave me a glass or so over.

Then, again, if you chance upon another Englishman
quite complacent about the perfection of his French
and his accent, who also takes every opportunity of

airing it, you will be sure to get some fun. The
reader may have seen in Punch a short time ago the

picture of the English lady on a steamer about to leave

France, who, wishing to air her French, shouted to

her children, who were still on the quayside, " Mes
cnfants, jt''en.ez garde ne jjas Hre gauche derriei-e."

Such priceless gems can really be picked up sometimes.

I don't know whether a foreign tour is actually more
interesting, but the fact remains that in a foreign town
one finds it hard to see all that there is to be seen in

the time at disposal.

The Actual S s. d. of a Foreign Tour.
The actual touring portion will be found to be much

cheaper than in England, the hotels are far better in

every way, and food is much cheaper. I am not, of

course, referring to the large palatial hotels, but to

those that the average motor cyclist is likely to

patronise—'the average fourth or fifth class hotel

mentioned in the Michelin guide book, a book, by the

way, no tourist should be without. Hence, money for

money, I consider that better value can be obtained

abroad. "What about the Channel crossing? " some-
one will say; "you can't do that on nothing." True,
but it wi]l be found that, as a rule, the longer the sea

passage taken, the cheaper proportionately is the fare,

and there is no need to travel first-class. But there

are more ways of killing a cat than by drowning it, so

there are more ways of crossing the Channel than in

the usual steam packets belonging to the various rail-

way companies. If an intending tourist take the

trouble to find out, there are several lines of steam-
boats, from London and elsewhere, to the Continent
which Avill take him and his machine at S'ery low
rates indeed, but he must not grumble if they are not

as comfortable as the Liisitania. The enterprise of

our motor and cycling clubs have made it so easy to

go abroad nowadays; nearly all the bother formerly
met with from the customs being eliminated, it is

really worth while to give the Continent a serious

thought when,the next holiday tour is under considera-

tion. Do not try to do too much—eighty miles per

day is quite enough, and should be covered in the

morning for preference, leaving the afternoon fpi

sight-seeing, etc. Take my tip and go—you wUl like it

Peteolia.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
MOTOR cyclists must be hard to

please if they find themselves
nowadaj's unable to obtain just

the little fitments and acces-

sories they require. So apparently infi-

nitely various are the devices and con-

trivances made for the motor cyclists'

LOnvenienoe that their manufacture may
be regarded as quite an industry in itself.

Ws recently had an opportunity of in-

specting some of the 'many motor cycle

accessories" sold by A. H. Hunt, Ltd.,

of 117. Cannon Street, E.G., whose name
is well-known in connection with the
Hellesen dry cells, and we illustrate three
of them.

A Spring Plug Terminal.
The first is a sparking plug terminal

which should appeal to a large number
of motor cyclists, as much by its neat-
ness as by its universal adaptability. It

will be seen that it comprises a vulcanite
cover tor the cable-joint, which screws
on to a boss terminating in a spring^

A spring plug terminal sold by A. H. Hunt.

push-plug. The latter fits into, and holds
itself secure in, a brass terminal which
is permanently attached to the sparking
plug. This terminal, besides liaving a
central hole, is drilled aeross in two

directions, so that the spring plug can be
pushed into it in three different posi-

tions, and consequently the most suitable

fixing can be made according to whether
the high tension cable is attached to the

plug from above, from below, or from
the side.

A great many terminals fail under the
strain which is imposed upon them by a

long high tension cable, more especially

wlien the cable is not brought in a direct

line to the plug
_head. The fitting

described avoids
this entirely, and
permits not only
the strongest but
the neatest wiring
arrangement to be
made. At the
same time, it is

extremely
made, , and
quite well.

Of the

veil-

looks

two
Hunt's two way handle-

bar switch.

switches illustrated the first is of the
change-over two-way variety, and has a
body of ebonite. The three contacts are
on the upper face of the body, and are
let into it almost Hush. The middle one
IS connected up through the contact
spring to the terminal attached to the
thumb-piece, whilst the other two com-
municate with screw terminals at either

side of the switch.

A S^'itch with Screw Interrupter.

The second switch is of a somewliut
similar sort to the last, and has also- a

vulcanite body, but is only of the single

way type. The knurled thumb-nut in

the pivot on which the thumb-piece turna
is an interrupter which when screwed
down makes contact to earth through
the metal of the handle-bar which is

directly underneath it ; a half turn of the

nut is sufficient to interrupt the current,

and it is, therefore, unnecessary to carry
about a separate
interrupter plug

—

which nearly al-

ways gets lost.

The above firm's

latest catalogue is

just to hand, and
a copy wUI be
gladly supplied to

any reader on
application. _ The
latest type of

Hellesen dry bat-

t-ery is tubular in

shape and designed
to fit on specially

made clips, manu-
factured after the manner of pump clips,

on to a convenient part of the frame of

the machine. One of these clips forms
the earth connection. The casing is of

fibre and will not crack. 'The firm supply

specially wound induction coils for use

with their dry cells which consume a

minimum of current. These should be
specified in conjunction with a make
and break contact maker. Another recent

introduction by the firm is a 5in. grease

injector for Douglas, and other machines
fitted with change-speed gears.

A handlebar switc!- wi(!i

screw interrupter.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR AOTOR CYCLISTS.

ABSENCE OF (JOMPIiESSlOy AFTER
VALVE GRINDING.

S5*7. It is not uncommon to hear
a motor cyclist say that his compression
totally disappears after he has ground
in his valves, but that it reappears as

mysteriously after tlie engine has run a
few miles. Such phenomena are usually
due to imperfect cleansing of the valve

chest after grinding. Particles of car-

bon or, worse still, of the abrasive, are

left on the valve seats, and prevent the
valve sitting down tight to its work,
and they often score the seating before

they are blown out through the e.xhaust,

and so nullify the labour spent on the
grinding.

The orifices leading to the combustion
chamber should always be plugged with
wadding during grinding operations.
and when they are finished the seat-

ing and valve chest should be most care-

fully mopped out with a damp rag and
sluiced with paraffin. If the compres-
sion is poor when__operations are com-
plete the engine should not be run until

the intruding particles have been found
and removed.

RUSTY BELT SCREWS.

A machine came into my
hands for repair the other day, and"
amongst other things I found the
screws of the belt fastener rusted so

By ROAD RIDER.
tightly home by a long sjiell of work
in wet weather that it was all but
impossible to shift them. I will there-

fore give directions to riders who may
find themselves stranded with • a like

mishap when they are miles from any-
where," and the belt too slack to propel

the machine any further without adjust-

ment.
The best makeshift on the road is to

raise the gear by means of the adjust-
able pulley. Struggles may oijly spoil

the fastener, and perhaps another is

not available. Failing this expedient,
examuie the slot in the screw heads.

If this is in good order, and has not
' been burred by rough usage, sit down
on the road with one leg on each side of

the back wheel ; leave the belt over
both pulleys, and turn it till the joint

lies in the rear pulley rim about level

with the clip of the stand. Get out your
longest screwdriver, put one hand on
the inside of the rim to get a purchase,

and screw with all your strength. If

this will not shift the screw, deepen
its slot by very gingerly filing it out
with the edge of a fine file, such as is

sold for the purpose of trimming platina.

Tf this method fails, you will have to

cut the screw out with a cold chisel, or

file the head square and turn it out
with pincers or spanner. The latest

types of fastener have screws with
square heads for a spanner.

}IA(;.\ETO CONTACT BREAKER GAPS.

3S9. The manufacturers of
magnetos wisely recommend a very
small gap or break at the platinum
points of the magneto, usually about
j-Q-in., but in actual practice a wide
margin is permissible, and I have
known magnetos fire satisfactorily

with a gap nearly five times as wide.
Nevertheless it pays to keep the
break acjurate. Too wide a break may
have the effect of cutting out the
Ignition if the spark advance lever be
used to its full range.

Stopping by the roadside recently, 1

could not persuade my engine to
restai-t for a long time, and finally I

found the adjustment of the fixed
platinum on the magneto contact
breaker had shaken loose, so that the
gap was very wide on the break ; but
the engine fired perfectly except on the
last tluee notches of ignition advance.
Adjustment of the gap restored the full

range of control.

It is better to adjust these points
too closely rather than too widely,
and some magnetos a/3 very sensitive
or. the point. It no gauge is handy,
use a slip of ordinary writing paper

;

see that it is nipped tight between the
two platina in the " make " position,

and that it just slips out freely in

the " break " position.
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QUESTIONS 61 REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries snould be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and v/hether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of tha paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from Questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Blowback from Carburetter.

My motor bicycle has an air-

cooled engine, and, when run-
ning, it sprays back from the
carburetter a little. Can you
tell me if this is right, and how

to remedy it?—R.
The ' blowback in question is caused by
lither the inlet valve closing late, in

Tyhich case the piston has already begun
,to -deliver a negative pressure along the
kilet pipe, or by the sudden closing of the
valve and the rebound of the mixture
from tlie same. In the first case, it

Vfould be bad, and in the second also

;

but one can be cured by altering the
timing of the valve, and the other by
the'-'fitting either of a long pipe from the
extra air, or some description of funnel,
whifch will prevent the waste petrol from
leaving the carburetter.

Analysis of Petrol Combustion.

I want to know something
about what might be called the
physiology of the motor, that is,

the mechanism of oxidation ot

I petrol by the magneto spark.
Do you look upon the spark as a heat-

producing mechanic sufficiently potent
to combust, or ratlier start the com-
bustion of petrol? Or do you think
that certain peroxides, such as ozone,
are formed by the spark which materi-
ally alter the temperature at which
petrol combustion takes place? Do
you know of any jjublished work that
deals with the intermediate products of

petrol combustion and their variation
with increments in the air take?—S.

E. WlLLUMS.
One would be inclined to look upon the-
ignition mechanism as a means of pro-
viding an, intensely hot spark, which will

ignite a rather variable mi.xture of atom-
ised petrol and air, as the so-called gas
in the cylinders is rather more composed
of minute particles of petrol floating

about in air than of gas. It is just

possible there might be a minute trace
of ozone, due to discharge, but we can-

not remember any exhaust analysis which
showed a trace of the same. Some time
ago there was a paper read before the
I,I.x\.E., which dealt with the exhaust
analysis of inter, lal combustion engines.

Doubtless, if you were to obtain a fopy
of this you would be able to .see for your-
self exactly what the products of combus-
tion were, and you will find that there is

a great deal more petrol than is, gener-
ally supposed at certain speeds

Accuracy of Valve Surfaces.

I bought a second-hand 3 h.p.

g^\ bicycle a few months ago, and
^ recently had occasion to replace
-iJ the inlet valve (automatic).

.
The

compression was no better than
when I used the old one, and so. I again
ground in the new one. I then thouglit

the bad compression and loss of power
might be due to exhaust valve, so ground
that in, with the same result. Is it

necesary that valve should hold petrol

when ground in?—A.O.

We imagine that the trouble in question
is entirely due to the strength of the
springs on the valves. If j'ou had
a much stronger exhaust valve spring and
a rather stronger one to the inlet you
would find that all trouble would cease,
provided the valve fitted perfectly on
its seating. You can discover tins by
brushing the surfqce of the seat with
red lead and oiien placing valve firmly
on tile seat, noticing what points on the
valve are not -touched with the lead.

\n

'::/

L. E. Forster, ot Warrington, with his 5 h.p. twin
cylinder Rex. He covered a kilometre in the
Douglas promenade speed trials at the rate ot 61 i
miles per hour.

Excessive Vibration.

My mount is a 3^ h.p. Peugeot,
automatic valve (inlet), and B.
and B carburetter, magneto
ignition. When on the road the
engine gives jerky explosions (not

misfiring), ^wliich cause excessive vibra-
tion, so much so that it has nearly
broken the petrol pipe on two occa-
sions. This happens when the throttle
is about one-third open and the air

lever about one-half open. If I close
the throttle a little it reduces the vibra-
tion. I may say that the petrol seems
to waste from the carburetter and over-
flows the lid of the float chamber round
the needle. Does the needle want
grinding ; if so, how is it done, and
will it not alter the petrol level?

—

A.B.J.
We think you wQl find that the grinding
in of the iioat chamber needle would im-
prove matters considerably. You can do
this quite easily by removing the float

chamber and placing a little extremely
tiiie crocus or carborundum powder on
tire seating, and very carefully turning
the needle round in exactly the same
manner as when grinding in a" valve. The
needle, being delicate, should not be
ground in over much, and if carefully
done we do not think you will find there
IS any material alteration in the level of
the spirit.

"Hunting."
When my machine attains a

speed of 43 m.p.h. for some un-
known reason it automatically
cuts itself out, which I believe
is commonly knovn as " hunt-
and refuses to go any faster. 1

fitted new valve springs and a

magneto contact breaker spring,
have also written the manufac-

turers on the subject, who advised me
to

_
clean the back of the contact

breaker. I have done so, but there is

absolutely no difference. Perhaps you
may be able to throw some light on the
subject?—T.C.B.

Your trouble seems to depend entirely
on what strength of valve spring waa
fitted in place of the old one. When
going very fast it is absolutely necessary
to have an exceedingly powerful valve
spring, otherwise when a certain critical

speed is reached the vilve begins to
float, and a "cut out" effect is at once
felt. It is just possible that the same
effect might be cau ed by dirty or defec-
tive carbon brushes, and the renewal of
these would clear you of your trouble

have
new
and
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SELECTION OF POPULAR
j

TOURING ROUTES.
"C.S." (Oxford).—Route from Oxford

'to Newport (Men.) Your best route

from Oxford would be—Faringdon, Lech-

lade, Cirencester, Malmesbury, Bristol,

cruss by the -railway through the Severn

i'luinel, Tunnel Junction, Newport.

" C.M.T." (Birmingham).—Route from
Birniingliam to Scarborough : Birniiiig-

'ham, Sutton-Coldfi^ld, Lichfield, Burton,

Derby, Mansfield, Worksop, Tickhill,

Doneaster, Selby, York, Jlalton, Sher-

burn. Seanier, Scarborough. Distance, ap-

proximately 166^ miles,

"L.G." (Camden Town).—Route from
London to Exeter and Newquay : London
to Brentford and then proceed via Staines,

Basing.stoke, Whitchurch, Andover, Ames
bury, Wincanton, Ilchester, Chard,
Honiton, Exeter, Okehampton, Launces-
ton, Bodmin, Newquay.

"A.W.B."—Route from Leeds to Tor-
quay; Leeds, Doneaster, East Retford,

Newark, Nottingham, Loughborough,
Leicester, Lutterworth, Rugby, Leam-
ington, Stratford-on-Avon, Evesham,
Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Bristol, Ax-
bridge, Taunton, Exeter, Chudleigh,
Newton Abbot, Torquay. Care should be
exercised with regard to police activity

at Doneaster, East Retford, Glas.tonbury,
Taunton, and near Bath.

E.S.L." (Bodmin).—Route from Bod-
min to Windermere and back throiigh
Llangollen and Ciloucester : Bodmin,
Launceston. Okehampton, Crediton,
Tiverton, Taunton, Axbridge, Bristol,

Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Worcester, Kid-
derminster, Bridgnorth, Wellington,
Whitchurch, Chester, Warrington, Wigan,
Preston, Lancaster, Kendal, Winder-
mere, It would be extremely awkward
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SCATTERING THE DUST.

E. Goult (3^ h.p. Triumphj \y\n^ (or lastest time in the Doneaster M.C.C. speed trial. Tnis photograph
is an objBct lesson in itself [or the dust is not being churned up by speed alone, but owing to the fact
that the owner arranged the exhaust gases to blow direct on to the ground—a trouble not unknown on
standard pattern machines.

to avoid some of the towns and would
take you considerably 'out of your route.

Bristol is tor some reasons preferable to

Bath for tralKc riding. Worcester, Lan-
caster, Whitchurch, and Chester present
no difficulties, but Wigan can be avoided
bv proceeding via St. Helens and Orms-
ku'k to Preston. Lancaster is quite easy.

A good return TOi-ite "would be Preston,
Ormskirk, Liverpool, across tJie ferry .to

Birkenhead. Chester, Wrexham, Llan-
gollen, Oswestry, Welshpool, Mont-
gomery, Ludlow, Leominster, Hereford,

CLIPSTONE TRACK SPEED TRIALS OF THE NOTTINGHAM M.C.C.

lio.ss, CTloucesler, Bri.^lol, Axbridge.
Bridgwater, Taunton, Bampton, South
Moiton, Barnstaple. Torrington, Hols-
worthy, Launceston, Bodmin. There is

not very much difference in the dis-

tance. Appro.ximately, the outward
route is 404 miles, and the return journey
would be about forty miles more.

" R.A.G." (West Hartlepool).—Route
from Durham to Portsmontli ; Durham,
Darlington, Northallerton, Boioughbridge,
Wetherby, Aberford, Knottingley, Don-
caster, Bawtry, East Retford, Newark,
Grantham, Stamford, Alconbury, Buck-
den, St. Neots, Bedford. Luton, St.

Albans, Watford, Rickmansworth, Icken-
ham, Uxbridge, Colnbrook, Staines,

Basingstoke, Winchester, Twj'ford,

Bishops Wallham, Wickham, Fareham,
Cosham, Portsmouth. The distance is

approximately 312 miles, and although
somewhat more devious- than could be

set out, the roads are certainly the best.

"A.S.K." (Bristol).—Route "from Bris-

tol to Hull : Bristol, Thornbury Heath,
Berkeley Road, Gloucester, Tewkesbury,
Evesham, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick,
Coventry, Sharnford, Leicester, Lough-
borough, Nottingham, Radcliffe, Newark,
Lincoln, Brigg, New Holland, then
crossing the River Humber by boat to

Hull, making the journey total up to 220
miles. An alternative route, which is

238 miles in length, not necessitating the

crossing of the ferry, is the same as far

as Nottingham, but branching off here,

and going through Mansfield, W^orksop.

Tickhill, Doneaster, Selby, Howden, N.
Cave. S. Cave to Hull.

"J.S.B."—-Route from Northampton
to Llandudno : Floore, Weedon, Daven-
try, Coventry, Stonebridge (turn right),

Castle Bromwich, Brownhills St. Georges
(turn left), Shrewsbury, Llangollen, C'or-

n en, Bettws-y-Coed, Llanrwst, Llan-

dudno, Approximate distance 177 miles.

J. Trnmsn (5 h.p. Bat-Jap) and F. P. Johnson (5 h.p. Matchless-Jap) at lull speed half way along
the course io the twin-cylinder class, which was eventually won by F. P. Johnson.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"K.S.K." (Winchester). Roc two-

speed conversion fitted to a Triumph.
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Tackling Steep Hairpin Bends.
Some riders are not acquainted with the adjustment

employed bv experts for negotiating very acute bends

on steep gradients, when the corner is so abrupt that

the engine has to pull, and pull hard at very low

speeds indeed. The usual plan is to obtain a ver)'

fierce suction at the carburetter jet, and so to pro-

vide the engine with plenty of rich mixture. The
desired conditions cannot always ;be obtained by

shutting the extra air, and hence crack climbers of

the' freak variety often partially obstruct the bottom

air supply, either by using a liner in the choke tube,

or by fitting a shutter to the main airholes.

For an occasional freak climb it will suffice to put

wooden plugs in one or two of the airholes, or to

. stuff a drilled cork in the stub funnel of a B. and B.

carburetter. But when a rider has frequently to nego-

tiate one of these freak climbs, it will pay him to

lit a permanent main air shutter, with a short lever

to operate it. Personally, I consider that such a

shutter is a desirable fitment on most machines. If

the engine is obstinate in starting at any time, the

chance ' of constricting the main air supply is very

useful; and I often use, one in starting my engine by

pulling up the back wheel, or when I have to push

off on an adverse gradient.

Variable Jet Carburetters.
Quite a number of riders are now using the novel

B. and, B. variable jet carburetter, and a hint may be

of service to those untutored in its manipulation.

It is a mistake to regard a variable jet carburetter

as a substitute for a case of loose jets of different

sizes, i.e., to wangle its lever in the hope of identifying

one particular jet opening which will give an ideal

adjustment for all sorts and conditions of work. The
jet aperture of such devices should be constantly varied

with the work in hand, and the best expedient is to

enlarge the jet opening in harmony with the throttle.

To give a practical example, when riding my new
B. and B. in traffic, I run on a small jet and a small

throttle opening. When indulging in a sprint on the

level, or climbing a bad hill, I open up the jet as I

ope;i up the throttle. In fact, I should be of the

opinion that the jet lever might well be linked up to

the throttle lever in ordinary riding, and I may per-

haps experiment in that direction.

Hall Caine on Motor Cycling.

i
Mr. Hall Caine has been spreading himself in the

columns of Tlie Isle of Man Times, denouncing motor
cycling in general and the T.T. races in particular.

Fortunately for the future of the Manx races, a prophet

is often without honour in his own country, and the
.

feeling in the island generally is not sympathetic

towards the famous novelist's prejudices.

In fact, a semi-editorial column of the same issue

takes a diametrically opposite line, and, with that de-

lightful frankness characteristic of journalism in a

countrj; where the libel laws are flimsy, administers a

rebuke Co our critic for driving a foreign-made car.

The novelist draws a harrowing picture of sick

people clamouring for doctors, whom they are unable

to obtain because the roads are closed for a race.

There are no days in the year when the inland residents

of the island can so easily obtain medical attention as

on the race days, for the A.C.U. provides doctors and

ambulance men all round the course.

The Collier=de Rosier Match.
It often happens that great athletic tests, to which

the world of sport is eagerly looking forward, an

marred by some trifling mishap, and the great Collieri

de Rosier match was no exception. De Rosier won
the shortest sprint with less ease than we had imagined
probable. In the intermediate distance his front tyre

collapsed, and Collier's victory was, therefore, of no
significance. In the long-distance race. Collier's switch

lever caused him to lose a good deal of ground, and,

barring this trouble, Collier might have won, and,,

again, he might have lost, for de Rosier knew he had
only to keep going to scoop ^t3o, and had, therefore,

ever)- inducement to spare his engine.

It is to be hoped that another meeting can be
arranged, and that in the event of either rider en-

countering trouble the event may be re-run.

Waterproof Collars.
I notice that my colleague "Road Rider" always

recommends celluloid collars for tourist wear. Some,
riders dislike them, both because of their bluey appear-,

ance, and also because of an alleged inflammability,

which is probably non-existent. May I therefore men-
tion a patent collar known as the " Artee," procurable
from most hosiers, which is made of waterproofed
linen. It looks exactly like an ordinary collar, can
be cleaned with a wet sponge, and is said to keep its

shape perfectly in drenching rain.

Group of competitors ready for the start of the final in the Clipstone Track
speed trial, arranged jointly by the Notts A.C. and Notts M.C.C. F. P.
Johnson (5 h.o. Matci-'ess-JapKoR. A. Johnson (3! h.p. Premier), J. W.

Mitchell (T.T. Triumph). (See page 751 last week.}
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

r. All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," £0, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Conduct in the Isle of Man.
[5752.]—Referring to the correspondence in The. Motor

: Cycle regarding conduct in the Isle of Man daring T.T.

race week. One youth was checked to ride a T.T. mount
past the hoase I was staying at on Douglas Promenade
lorty-sevea times on Sunday, July 2nd, with the exhaust
pipe out of silencer resting on magneto chain cover and
making a dreadful noise. Several motor cyclists made some wild

remarks about his conduct. I think the Douglas authorities

will fight against another race meeting being held on the

island after such e.xhibitions as the above, and not the only
eample. The only que.stion I will ask is. Why don't such
men enter for the race? AN OLD KEADEE.

:;, Silence.
' -[5753.]—For the past two years in India I have kept a.

Motosacoche, which never failed me, and I was particularly
pleased with the silence of the machine. I noticed from
your paper that the question of the e.xhaust was receiving
attention in England, and I hoped on returning home to find

that it had been solved. You may judge of my surprise

v/hen I find that there has been practically no improvement
in the last five years.

In looking about for a machine which would he . easy tn

run, and up to a sidecar, I finally chose a , and one of

the points which took my attention was the large exhaust
box. The noise, however, is as overpowering as on any other
motor cycle, and I freely admit it gels upon my nerves. Is

there no method of re.ally silencing a motor cycle V I hear
the Scott is absolutely silent. If so, cannot the four-stroke

s'ngle-cylinder also be made silent?

In the accounts of the Jlanx racing, I was 'struck by the
unanimity with which all the writers dw'elt on the "roar
of the engines " as they went dashing past.

Noise is delightful to youth, and perhaps it is this fact

which retards improvement in the direction which I have
indicated. But I despair of the rapid increase of riders

among the older generation (to which you so often look
forward) if noise is to be the invariable attendant of the
motor cj'cle, and if silence must for ever flee before her.

R. B. WOOD.

A Suegested 1912 Design.
[5754.]—I have a 1911 two-speed twin lightweight which

at present gives me every satisfaction, but, like every one
else, I have my own ideas on the subject of lightweights,
and would like to give a short description of my ideal
machine for 1912. with the object of finding out whether
anyone would build me such a machine (cost not to exceed
£50), and also if snch a machine were built would it be
successful? My weight in riding apparel is 10 stones. Speci-
fication is as follows

:

Engine.—2| h.p. twin, of any well-known make, with
mechanically operated valves and cut-out.

Ignition.—Bosch magneto, controlled from handle-bars.
Carburetter.—B. and B. lightweight.
Gear.—Zenith-Gradua. with free engine position.
Transmission.

—
'Whittle belt, not less than |in.

Saddle.—Xl'all spring saddle.
Stands.—Front and back.
Frame.—Strong and low, fitted with footboards and Druid

spring forks, wide mudguards, with side shields.
Tyres.—26 x 2^ non-skid.
Carrier, tools, etc., would be included, of course, as on

every other motor cycle.

I do not think the weight should be much over 120 lbs.,

and the machine should be able to go anywhere, and
be extremely comfortable.

I should be most pleased to see any suggestions from
readers, the oidy points on which I am quite determined are
a Zenith-Gradua gear, with a free engine position for wheeling
the machine about in and out of garage, etc., a twin engine
for comfort and easy starting, and no hand brakes.

TITUS.

The Motor Cycle as a Scouting Mount,
[5755.]—I am sending you a photograph of myself on a

7 h.p. twin Indian.
As a scoutnig mount this machine proved itself a great

success at the recent Norfolk Yeomanry Camp at Wells.
Its silent running amongst the horses, power to start up
any hill, and great petrol capacity, to my mind make this
machine an ideal mount for mihtai-y work. I had most
awful roads to traverse, very ofJ,en on grass, but not once

Lc. Cpi. C. Ecluuson. ,See ieiur No. 5Tj3.,

in sixteen days (worldng about six hours per day) had I

occasion to open the toolbag.

I send you this, thinking it might be of interest to vour
readers. Lc. Cpl. C. BETTINSON, K.O.R.R.N.Y.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5756.]—Having seen from time to time in your paper
photographs of ladv motor cyclists, 1 thought that perhaps
my experience would be of interest to some of your readers.

My machine, which is a 2^- h.p. Condor, was converted from
an ordinary diamond to an open frame (as shown by the

photogr-aph) by the Condor Motor Co., Coventry, and has

proved very satisfactory during the time I have been riding

it. It will be noticed that the dressguarding is very simple,

but it has proved to be quite sufficient. The outer covers,

wheels, and frame were second-hand. All other parts were
new w'ith the exception of the engine, which was thoroughlv
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The Condor machine referred to by Miss "E.H."

overhauled, new piston rings, connecting rod and valves

being supplied, the engine now pulling with great flexibility,

and I have not yet come across a hill that I cannot climb.

The entire conversion came out at a very reasonable figure,

and if any of your readers who are thinking of a smiilar

venture would like further particulars I should be pleased to

supply same.
I must add the usual disclaimer, being only interested in

the firm so far as being a satisfied customer. E.H.

Foreign Machines and Biiiish Eiders.

[5757.]—I am sure every reader of your excellent paper
will be pleased to note the dignified tone of your editorial

comment on the letter of Mr., W. H. Wells which you print
below his communication on page 748 of the last issue.

You are quite right when you say in effect that in no other
country would a foreign victory be so impartially dealt with
as here. Certainly it, would not be in America—last of all

nations to accept defeat gi-aciously in any shape or form.
As to Mr. Wells's gibes about foreign, and especially

American, machinery being employed in this country to assist

our manufacturers and others to carry on their work, one
can find in the United States, wherever one looks, examples
in plenty of good British machine tools (some of them
Coventry made), British typewriters, and other products, and
all are spoken of in the highest terms by their American
users.

Tliere is such a thing as good taste in writing a letter to
the press, and if some of our foreign trade friends cannot
learn anything else from the British, I think there is just a
possibility that, in this direction at least, they might be able
perhaps to take a lesson from the inhabitants of this
"effete" (?) country.

It will, I am afraid, serve the purpose of our foreign
rivals in the motor cycle trade but little if they throw away
v.-hat they gain through victories by flouting the good
opinions expressed with subsequent exhibitions of vain-
glorious and altogether unwarranted egotism.
We are, I am sure, all greatly obliged to Mr. Wells for

explaining the reason why some British riders prefer to ride
foreign machines in competitions. Of course, none of us had
associated the matter with any idea of £ s. d. previously.

' CHAS. S. LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

[5758.]—I find it impossible to comprehend the attitude
of your correspondent, Mr. A. C. Davison, which he exposes
in a letter under the above heading, published in the issue
of .July 13th.

He appears to regard everyone who rides an American
machin"* as being necessarily devoid of all sentiments of

ii30

patriotism, whilst it would appear that Messrs. Godfrey,
iianklin, Moorhouse, and Alexander are not only, traitors

to their country, but "commercial lunatics"—whatever thatj
might be—in addition. Why this should be sc I utterly!

fail to see. The 3J h.p. Indian, in winning the T.T., has
demonstrated conclusively that, for the time being at any
rate, it is the best twin racing machine of its size in Great
Britain.

This fact may be an unwelcome one to the British manu-
facturer, but surely it cannot fail to have an ultimately salu-

tary effect upon him. He has shown during the past three

years that the only policy which he dare adopt in the manu-
facture of motor cycles is generally a somewhat slavish

foUow-my-leader procedure, and his innate conservatism has
led to the design of motor cycles having reached a stage at

which it may be not unfairly described as "stagnant."
In my opinion we have no cause to fear that the Yankee

will come along and swamp the motor cycle market, for, as

far as I can see, there is only one Americaii machine worth
serious consideration and that is the Indian.,

I must now hasten _to add that 1 have no interest other

than that of a user in anv motor cycle. British or foreign.

PRIVATE OWNER OF AN INDIAN.

[5759.]—As one who has known American business men
on both sides of the Atlantic, I have admired the way in

^vhich in such a short time Mr. W. H. Wells lias absorbed
and assimilated their methods. Parenthetically I would ask,

however, what Mr, Wells finds particularly to crow and flap

about in the result of the Senior Tourist Trophy,
I reside in this little village (Lambouvn) in an atmosphere

of horse-racing, and weights in this neighbourhood are known:
to half a pound. In the T.T. no mention whatever is made
of this movst important particular. As a matter of fact, the

second machine in point of time was disqualified for a tech-

nical breach of the rules which made the Im. 3s. by which
it was beaten look very small. This machine was concedin<;

4 c.c. capacity in the engine, and at least three stones weight
in the rider to the winning machine, about whose magnifi-

cent performance Mr. Wells has let himself go "hot an I

heavy." I have laid stress on the weight carried in com-
petitions in various letters written to your columns during
the last six years in order that our racing resrlts might be

of some scientific value.

In the Junior event the time of the faste.st little twin >v?.3

within one and a half miles an hour of the fastest single-

cylinder of 160 c.c. larger capacity. No data as to weights
of machines and riders are given. Two other most important
points ha\e not been officially noted. The first is that

Mrs. Kirkpatrick, of Bedford, and her nev.Iy-acquired three-speed 21 h.p.

Handy Hobart, of which she is a delighted owner.
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the Junior gold medal winners were all multiple-speeded,

Willie all the single-cylinder gold medal winners in the Senior

were single-speeded, and all of the same make. I am glad

to notice a complete absence of cock-crowing and wing-

tlapping on the part of the Triumph Co. I would remind

lUr. \\ells that there is an old English proverb "that goo<.

wine needs no bush."
CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.C.S.

[5760.]—Oh, sir, pathos itself is plumbed when Mr. Wells

himself, an American gentleman, I presume, accuses Britishers

of wanting to oust another nation's goods! Such a method
of America is indeed the only one I know that England
could copy with advantage. 'Ihat 1 am unbiassed is proved

by the tact that I can sign myself a J.E.W.

[5761.]— I have read with some surprise tne letter on

this subject penned by the Hendee Manafacturing Co., and
digned on their behalf by Mr. VV. H. Wells, and can only

.onclude from the tone adopted that their head has been
turned by their success. I am sure that Mr. Wells will be

the first to admit that patriotism counts for much in these

degenerate days, but 1 am at a loss to know which country

can claim Mr. Wells's allegiance. It does not seem so long

ago that he was selling Yindec machines, fitted with French
cr.gines, and now he is selling American goods. I am surely

stating the bare truth when I say that Godfrey's win was
acclaimed more on account of his personal qualities as a

rider, etc., than nn the success of a foreign firm. It is after

all quite natural that we should prefer an English victory,

bat to state that we were tilled with disgust at an American
victory is whoUj' untrue. Mr. Wells must surely remember
the many congratulations he received in the island, my own
amongst the number.
Every credit was given to the Hendee Manufacturing Co..

and to Mr. Wells in particular, for the splendid way ill which
he has managed the firm and brought them to the forefront,

lint I fail to see why we must necessarily be elated at an
English defeat, and also be debarred frnm legitimate criti-

cism. With regard to his remarks about the singles, I should

have preferred him to " make good first."

I have no doubt that the win has been a splendid adver-

tisement, and one which was thoroughly deserved, but at the

same time the British public will not h(- the gainers thereby.

-Mr. Wells infers that we should not iisf anything foreign if

we are to be consistent, but I think that he has missed the

whole point of the argument.
We are sorry, as is only natural, that the British machine

did not win. Moreover, we only buy foreign articles for use

when we find them superior to British-made goods ; things

being equal we naturally give the preference to English
goods, that is why German magnetos are largely used, and
sometimes tyres for racing purposes. Here in England we
believe in a fair field and no favour, and I congratulate Thr
Motor Ci/rle on the impartial tone in which it has reported
this and other races. . I very much doubt whether an English
rider in America would meet with such a cordial reception

as Mr. de Rosier has met with in this country. It has
enabled him to give of his best in England, and I am more
than pleased to note what a splendid rider he has proved
himself to be and his modestv in the hour of victorv.

IVAN B. HART D.VVIES.

15762.]—Mr. Wells's a.\e-grinding letter is really too hot.

I have not the pleasure of knowing any of your editorial
staff, but I am sure that, however painful the" result of the
Senior T.T. may have been, they swallowed it like

sportsmen.
The remarks about typewriters, machinery, etc., do not

want airing in the motor press.

There are many besides myself who agree that Godfrey,
''ranklin, and Moorehou^e, were unpatriotic in using
.Vmerican machines. They will dispute also .vhat is said
about "British machines" and "also rans."

Tfte Motor Cycle dealt with the incidents nf the race
and the result with an absolutelv unbiassed pen. The
winners were congratulated and the losers consoled in a
way nobody could find fault with.
There is certainly no country where a beating such as

we got would have had the same prominence allotted to
it in its press.

I wonder whether the American contemporaries say
anythina ali.iuf Phailie Collier's hard luck with petrol tank.

Whether they have gathered that . . . but I must not
finish this. Charlie Collier lost, in fact he was not in it.

By all means let Mr. Wells " hoe his furrow " and rub
our noses in it if he can. I hope you have made the memo-
Mr. Editor, that he suggests. W.A.P.

[5763.]—In letter 5751 in your issue for July 20th Jlr.

W. H. Wells seems to have missed the point of ilr. A. C.
Davison's letter iu your previous issue dealing with the
above subject. Mr. Davison obviously means that in an
international race each country's representative machines
sliould be ridden by riders from that country. Can JMr.

Wells give us a single instance of an "all-British" machine
fitted with a German magneto?
And this brings us to another point in his letter which is

very interesting. He refers to " an American (italics pleasej

machine being so successful in the Tourist Trophy Race."
Is . it not a fact that the Indian motor cycle which Ava.<

awarded first place in the Tourist Trophy Race is fitted with
EngUsh chains, German magneto, English mudguards, Con
tinental tyres, frame tubes of English steel, and ridden by
an Englishman? Truly, an international combination. As
this correspondence has arisen from the fact that a foreign
machine has been awarded the Tourist Trophy for the first

time, it is as well for our American friends to remember
that, although Collier was disqualified, along with the only
American representative, he is regarded in England as the
virtual winner. Anyone who has studied the reports of the
event can easily see that Collier's net ruutnng time was
bv far the bes^t. HAROLD KAR SLAKE.

[5764.]—My word ! Mr. Well dons the warpaint and
brandishes the tomahawk over the head of my liarmless littlo

letter in a manner truly terrifying. Thank goodness he
includes the editorial st.aff : I believe they are fine fellows,

and my scalp feel.s safer.

But why drag in the typewriter and other bric-a-brac?
The fact that we liee certain usjful American articles in

other directions, or that Mr. Wells and his countrymen use
Brooks's saddles and Rcnolrl chains on their motor cycles,

and wear English clothes, does not disprove the fact thai

it is more patriotic for a Briton to ride a Brili.«!i machine.
I would readily concede Mr. Wells equal patriotism if he

had not so recently changed from championing a German
bicycle. His defence of the riders is unfortunate— for them.
To begin with, he suggests that I accuse them of "dis-
loyalty." I certainly did notbing so absurd. In all prob-
ability every Briton in the race was as loyal a subject as

our King could desire. I suspect that Mr. Wells (perhaps
pardonably, as English idioms are very trying to the foreigner)

imagines "patriotism" and "loyalty" to be synonymous
terms. Then he says plainly that they rode the machine
which would bring most £ s. d. Quite so! regardless of llie

credit or discredit of their own country, \vhich was just what
I suggested. He would al.«o find it difficult to show logic-

ally why the three riders placed first would have been amuii;.;

the "also ran" on other machines The American machines
ridden by Americans were very much among the " also ran,"
so that it was apparently the riders who made the differ-

ep.<e, and why they should be slower on a machine like Mr.
Collier's, which w*as the fastest in the race, is not apparent.
In Mr. Wells's last paragrafih about what they are going

to do to complete our abasement I seem to recognise the

note of that noble bird, the great American cock-a-doodle.

By all means let Mr. W'ells go on. with the aid of his own
tribe only though, and when the rising of the sun does
happen to coincide with the crow of his chantecler, then
we will bow down and plough with our noses the unpleasantly
long furrow he promises .'^o genially to provide. In the
meantime, let him try to complete his present task of demon-
strating that a Briton riding a Briti.sh machine for the
honour of his own country is not a nobler spectacle than one
selling his services to the highest bidder.

A C. DAVISON.

[5765.1— In reference to Mr. Wells's letter (No. 5751) in

last week's issue it may be as well to clear the ground and
get to fpcts as distinguished from international jealousy.

There are points more important than those of mere nation-

ality which tend to produce the success or otherwise of any
particular make of motor cycle. There are motives other

than thnsp of patriotis-"i which influence the motor cyclist.
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pailicularly if he is a professional, in the choict of a muunt.
To be a success a machine has (1) to be produced, (2) to

be ridden, and last, but greatest of all, it has to be
" handled " in the trade sense of the tent.
Given a soimd machine and a good rider it will be

powerless without sliilful "handling" in business. I will

leave Mr. Wells to draw his own conclufiions from this. The
Indian is not good merely because it is American. Godfrey,
Franklin, and Moorhouse do not ride it merely because it is

American. American machinery is often splendid stuff, and
is employed where it excels just as are other foreign goods
in all kinds of business and as English goods are used in the
U.S.xi.. in spite of tariffs. And have we not heard of

American shoddiness and scamped work somewhere or other?
Your editorial was most moderate in its terms. There

was no disparagement of Americans or of the Indian. What
about Yankee journalism under like conditions? If any
international bickering is to ensue it is Mr. Wells who began
it. No aspersion was cast on Godfrey, Franklin, and Moor-
house ; all that was expressed was the regret now felt that
they had not been riding British machines.
Two of them, at any rate, I know personally for as good

sportsmen as ever walked, and I, in common with others,

think none the less of them because they did weU when they
were riding American machines.
Mr. Wells's remark about his advertisement in your

columns shows a pettiness of feeling which you might reason-

ably have censored before going to print. It comes a surprise

to me to learn that " Britain for the British " is a Socialist

cry, but then, Mr. Wells surely knows what he is writing

about. Mr. Wells has been long enough in England and
knows English sportsmen too well to think they would gener-

ally adopt the absurd attitude he attributes to you.

Good gracious I What difference does it make to England
that an American machine should win by a small margin
such as this? B. C. DE W. SIFFKEN.

[5766.]—Although I was one of the first motor cyclists

in this country I am not a person who is unable to mind
his own business, but I cannot let pass the letter from Mr.
W. H. Wells in last week's issue. If it were not for your
exceeding fairness you would never have published such a

letter as that from Mr. Wells, but American ideas of

"sport" have always been somewhat strange to us on this

side of the pond, so he must bear me no ill will if I take up
the cudgels where you cannot well do so yourselves.

His would-be sarcastic and greatly exaggerated letter

defeats its own objects, and I am sure many will feel that

there is at least one advantage in British machines, and that

is tliat they are sold, not by Americans

!

Surely Mr. Welis is not blind? Has he not seen how
liberally his machines are always treated in your paper?
Does he not realise, that from the beginning you have given

both himself and his machines a most extraordinary degree

of prominence?
Again, as regards his advertisements, would he like to

stop them, and does he never make use of your columns?
No, Mr. Wells, if the victory had been one of English

machines in the " TJ-nited " states, then we might have had
cause for complaint, as aiiyone will realise who reads their

?apers, and as far as his "victory" is concerned I admit

am astonished more people do not realise exactly what it

consists of.

The vast majority of people like a machine that is com-

fortable and clea,n ; perhaps he did not happen to notice the

condition of the J. A. P. engines after the T.T., there was
hardly a speck of oil on the crank cases. In both T.T. and

the recent matches the Indian machines have been lucky, and

thus have been "victorious," and if Collier had not had
the misfortune we all know about, the Matchless machines

would have again won the T.T., and with plenty to spare,

in spite of the fact that Mr. Wells's entry makes one think

of "Indian, Indian everywhere, and just for the a.d.v."^

I bear no grudge against Mr. Wells ; in fact, I heartily

admiro him, yes and his splendid machines, for such they

certainly are, but, " Mr. Indian," don't, don't forget what
the Riitishers you jeer at have done for you.

A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I., etc., etc.

[5767.]—The American idea of sportsmanship is pro-

verbial, and what could be more typically American than

the Iclter you publish from the Hendcp Tilanufacturing Co.'

I read Tht Motor Cycle carefully, but failed to see m it

any resentment, veiled or otherwise, regarding the Indian
victory-in the Senior T.T. Race. Indeed, the attitude of the
press has been justly generous in its recognition of tlie

winner's success. It remained for Mr. Wells to strike the

.

first discordant note. Of course, it is open for anyone to

"read between the lines" of your publication, as did the
Hendee Co., but you can hardly be held responsible for dis-

torted constructions placed upon your words. These riatur-

ally would vary with the temperament of each reader.

We should all have rejoiced at a British win, but on this

side of the Atlantic we do not treat a foreign victor as the

Hendee Manufacturing Co. evidently expected to be treated.

I fear Mr. Wells's sour letter will prove an advertisement .

of the vrrong sort for his firm. R. WADE.
[The letters published above are but a selection of a very
large number we have received on the same subject.—En.]-

Route for the Six Days' Trials.

[5768.]—I have been a regular reader of The Mitln,

Cyde. since September, 1907. I note the remarks re the

Six Days' Trials in the last issue. On page 707, fourth day,

the route is given, but mention should be made that between
Newby Head and Hawes there is a moorland gate blocking
the road. I hope the A.C.TJ. will have a man stationed

here to keep the gate open, otherwise there will be much
delay. REV. JOHN HODGKIN. .;

The International Match. Two Sportsmanlike OiTers.

[6769.]—As there seems to have been a certain amoui.t of

bad luck on both sides in the International Match at Brook-
lands on the 15th inst. , it seems to me that a second n;atch ^^

would be very interesting. k
I see by your report of the matches that the deciding one

would have been very much closer if Collier had not had
bad luck, and also the second one if de Rosier's tyres had^

not given trouble. -^

So if de Rosier is still in England, and another match could
be arranged, I should be very pleased to pub up £50 towards
the stakes. W. MACNEILL.

[5770.]—England has been beaten, and we must salute the.i

makers of a faster machine, the rider of which gave a very ^

definite proof on the 15th that he can do as he likes.

It must have been very evident to those present that the')

difference in speed of the two machines can mostly be f

accounted for on the score of weight. The lighter engine of^

the Indian, with its lighter flywheels and crank case, the;

lighter cylinders, made possible by the aid of steel tension i

rods to hold the head down to the crank case, does noti

require the heavy frame that the J. A. P. engine does.
The 2in. tyres are also faster, and it is questionable whether

"C.R." would ride them on account of the risk.

However that may be, it is pretty certain that if the .I..A,P.

people will build a spocial light engine, and the Matchless
people left to finish the rest in accordance with the weight,
to be carried, the result of a second match might bel

different.

Many of your readers will say that both riders had the
same opportimities, but they do not realise the difficulties

of building what is, to all intents and purposes, a new type-
of machine with a powerful engine. Let it be under.=tno(l

that in no way is any slur intended against the Indians.

They have proved themselves what they are, in the last few
weeks, but we still have the men, and in England the sports-

men, so that on the face of it the position is this : England
with all her large motor cycle manufacturers, very unfairly,

leaves it to one firm, and that not a large one.

The results of the T.T. Races and this match have their

effect the world over, especially in the case of a sweeping
victory. And I suggest that those who take a sportsman^
like interest in seeing England keep her end up should join

in contributing to a fund to be formed to build a machine
capable of competing with the Indian on even terms. Ap
your contributor recently mentioned, MeFsrs. H. A. and
C. R. Collier have for years past been England's leading

racing men, which has meant an outlay which it would be

safe to say no other firm would have faced, and this should;

give all motor cyclists who have the sport at heart an oppor-

tunity to show it in a practical way. Should this idea t,ike

sha))c T enclose cheque for £5 5s.

E. RARNF.ATHER'.
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INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB.
OXFORD M.C.C. V. NOKTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.

THIS annual meeting was brought off successfully

on Saturday at Kop Hill, near Princes l-iis-

borough, under rather extraordinary circum-

stances, inasmuch as a pedal cycle hill-climb was being

run off at the same time.

Most motor cyclists would ha\e thought Kop Hill

unclimbable to the ordinary cyclist, but three hardy
i-ompetitors, panting and puffing, jerked their machines

over the top, most of the others failing early on the

iast steep portion. Both motorists and rxclists went

away seemingly with increased respect f(jr the others'

powers.

The Oxford M.C.C. had evidently taken the match
more seriously than the North-west London men, for

their machines, besides including se\-eral light-

weights, were heavily loaded with 56 lb. weights and
(jther means for taking advantage of the now admittedly

weak A.C.U. formula. This, however, nearly led to

their undoing, for two of the lightweights failed to

reach the top, preventing their club from completing

the necessary six to count. In order to qualify, J.

Webb uncoupled the sidecar from his Triumph,
l)Orrowed a large jet, and made one of the best climbs

of the day. This keenness carried his side to victorv,

as the figures show.

As to the individual ascents, Hal Hill, on his 5 h.p.

Hat, made by far the fastest ascent, and must be learn-

ing by now every stone on the hill—numerous tliongh

they are. His clubmate, Brunton, on a similar machine,

was next fastest, and his appearance round the corner,

just as one of the pedal cyclists was indulging in his

last expiring wobble, was exhilarating.

Hill (Oxford) was fastest single on his 554 c.c.

Bradbury, and Viggers, on the twin Enfield, was faster

than most of the singles. Hilhouse, weighing 15 stone

odd, scored well ow his Triumph in spite of using an

ordinary jet, having lost his specially prepared one.

The results, given below, show that Oxford scored a

comfortable win, repeating last year's success :

Oxford M.C.C.
Time.

H. G. Hill (3i Bradbufy)
R. U. \iggers &l Enfield)

Askew (3i- Triumpli)

J. Webb (3i Triumph)
Hardy (3i T.T. Norton)

W. Collier (3^ Ariel)

W. A. Matthews (7 Indian)

S. Collier (2J Enfield), failed.

J. Beard (2J New Hudson), failed.

47is.
57s.

58|s.

56s.

54s.

67s.

43s.

Formnla.
672
696
743
767
831
865

1.020

Total sLx best ...

NoilTII-\rE.ST LOKDON M.C.C.

S. Hilhouse (3i Triumph) 629.

Hal Hill (5 Bal-.Iap) 38s.

G. B. Owen (3i Zenith) 62s.

Brunton (5 Bat-.Tap) 41s.

J. Pooley (3i Premier) ... 62s.

Rowtlen (3i Triumph) 7318.

H. Hollis,(2i Douglas) ... ... 129s.

iVitnl six best ...

H
G,

G,

4,574

703
753
831
846
88i

1,083

1.341

5,099

Fafte-H time of the day, Hal Hill (Bat-Jap), 38s.

The scene 01 the inter-club hiil-climb last Saturday —Kop Hill, near Princes Risboro.

BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
This club is holding its third annual op<'n hill-climb next

Saturday, the 29th inst., commencing at 2 p.m. The classes,

which are twelve in number, embrace every type of motor

cycle.

The hiU. which is at Baden Moor, near Skipton, has,

within the last we«k or so, been repaired, and will be swept

on the day before the climb.

Class 1 (for lightweights) is open to T.T. models which

may be stripped.

Classes 2a (for touring machines up to 560 c.c), 6a (for

vino-le-cylinder racing machines up to 500 c.c), and 8a (for

any machine up to 1.000 c.c), and classes 2, 6, and 8 respec-

tively, are synonymous except for the fact that the three

former are for amateurs only.

The prizes for the three classes are :

Class 2a, a set of Lucas headlight and generator, presented

by Messrs. J. Lucas, Birmingham,

Class 6a, a pair of Palmer tyres given by Messrs. the

I'almer Tvre, Ltd. '
.

Class 8a, a pair of Continental rubber-stndded tyres given

liy Messrs, the Continental Tyre Co,

The other classes are :

Class 3, for multi-cylinder machines up to 750 c.c.

Class 4, for variably geared single-cylinder machines up

to 560 c.c.

Class 5, for variably geared multi-cylinder machines up

to 750 c.c.

Class 7, for multi-cylinder racing machines up to 58b c.c.

Class 9. for passenger machines up to 1,000 c.c.

Will the patentee of the Cape antivibrator kindly com-

niunirate with the Editor?
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THIRD 01=^ '^TtiE^

HORTLY after 8
a.m. on Saturday
last the head-
quarters of the

Newcastle and District

Motor Club presented an animated scene when the rather

meagre number of entrants for this event were started, in

beautiful weather. The route lay through Hexham, ChoUer-

Five competitors m the A.C.U. Quarterly Tnah who rode Dene-Precision motor
cycles. Left to right: A. Clark, W. Appleby, R. Henderson, J. H.Wood, and
Isaac Baty.

ford. Four Lane Ends, Elisham Bridge, to Rothbury, return-

ing by Alnwick and Ilderton, an approximate distance of

130 miles. Out of twenty-six competitors, of which three
were passenger machines, there was only one non-starter,
viz., Dr. Hugh McManus, who competed in the Yorkshire
centre event. He had entered his 3| h.p. Scott.

Though the entrants were fewer in number than usually,

most ran very regularly, and the percentage of non-stop
riders was much greater rhan usual. OnJy one rider had
to retire through tyre trouble. The most serious difficulty

experienced was that by A. B. Keene with the cooling and fans
of his sociable. He was most unlucky, for he is a well-known
Northern motor cyclist, and has driven his sociable success-

fully for some months. The riders were despatched with
promptitude and soon left the tramlines of Newcastle
behind, proceeding on undulating roads against a nasty head
wind which made the dust very trying. Passing through
Hexham we were soon upon the first timed hill, namely,
Brunton Bank, close to ChoUertord. which is not difficult,

and had it not been for a rather avirkward right angle turn at
the foot, all the riders would have negotiated it with ease.

First Failure at Brunton Kanh.
As it v/as only one man failed, and this through four or

five competitors endeavouring to take the corner at the same
time. The unfortunate had a slight skid, and his engine
refused to recover itself. The timed ascent of this hill

proved how regularly most of the riders were running. G.
B Hall (4 h.p. Matchless) was first, only l^s. error: second,
A. -J. Stevens (2^ h.p. A.J.S.). 2-|s. error; third, Frank
Smith (5 Clyno and sidecar), 5|s error.

the worst hills-

who had to run

his mount. The
spite of the very

After Brunton Bank the road to Rothbury was fairly easy',

though the surface caused some uneasiness by reason of its

loose and stony nature. At Rothbury, most charmingly
situated amidst trees and hills, a stop v.-as made for lunch

at the Queen's Hotel, where the service might easily have
been improved.

Leaving Rothbm'y, Lakeside—one of

proved the undoing of W. Appleby,
for a short distance by the side of

remainder made satisfactory ascents in

loose surface. Once up Lakeside, wlrich is about two miles

long, a magnificent view could be obtained of the Northum-
berland hills, and also of the next timed climb, which
resulted in E, L, Bates {3-J h.p. Scott) recording only |s.

error, Alan Hill (5-^ h.p. Uudge) coming next with 11^

error, his confrire, C. S. Burney (3-i- h.p. Rudge), being third

with 12|s, deviation from the standard speed. From Corby
Bank, which was soon reached, and, like all the rest, easily

surmounted by all, came a grand run into Alnwick, and from
now onwards the roads were in splendid condition, the only

bit of e.xcitement being at the \\ atersplash. near Ilderton'.

Here a large number of competitors, v.iiose discretion tem-
pered their sense of valour, dismounted and pushed over the

little footbridge. Those who rode through experienced for

the next mile or two no little anxiety from slipping belts,

etc. It was a fine sight to see the cmnpetitors charge the

water, but E. B. Ware's charge was " grand." He after-

wards stated he went at the watei- at titty miles per hour,

and probably he did, for he caused a fine upheaval, Aftsr

the Watersplash the run home v'ld Morpeth was '.easy, the

majority of the competitors riding within a few yards of one'

another. Tea was served on arrival at the Newcastle_head-
quarters, and thanks are due to the officials of that club for

its unstinted kindness and generosity, all the competitors and
officials being made hon. members for the occasion.

One of the three competitors on passenger machines : A. B. Keene and
his A.C. 9<iciable.
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CENTRE QUARTERLY TRIAL

Rider, H.P., and Machine.

Alan Hill (3J Rudge)
Geo. Bell (3^ New Hudson-Jap) .

.

H. G. Dixon (3i New Hudson-Jap)

F. E. Wasling "(2J Enfield)

C. S. Burney (3J (Rudge)

A. J. Stevens (2 J A.J.S.)

J. Steven.? (2|- A.J.S.)

*L. Rosenvinge (3| Ariel)

*W. F. McCullaugh (3J Scott)

Frank 5 mith (5-6 Clyno & sidecar)

*E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea & sidecar)

*J. A. Henderson (SJ Precision) . .

.

B. Cooper (3i Premier)

*T. W. Hall (i\ Bradbury)

*R. J. Spencer '(3|- Bradbury)

*E. W. MerraU (3| P. and M.) .

*E. L. Bate.s (3J Scott)

W. Applebee (3J Dene-Precision).

.

L. A. Clark (3| Dene-Precision) .

.

*J. H. Wood (3J Dene-Precision) .

.

F. Turvey, jun. (3^ T.T. Triumph)

*G. B. Hall (4 Matchless)

H. Mason (4 Matchless)

A. B. Keen (5 A.C. Sociable)

Cyl Dimen-
sions.

85 x88
85i X 85

85i X 85
54"x75
85 x88
70 x76
70 x76
85 x85
70 x63Jj
89 x76
85 x85
86 x88
85 x88 i

89 x89
x89

82 x88

70 x63J

86 x88
86 x88
86 x88
85 x88

76 x74
76 x74

90x102

Capa-
city.

c.e.

499
488
488
343
499
292
292
482
486
643
964
510
499
554
554
465

Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
1 stop

486 !
1 stop

510
510
510
499

584
584

1 stop

1 stop

1 stop

1 stop

2 stops

3 stops

Remarks.

048 4 stops

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

Fust-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

Crank case oily

Oil exuding from auxiliary ports and tappets
Oil exuding from tappets

Oil exuding from tappets
Stretched valve ; cranio case oily ; slight

play in back wheel.

Puncture
; play in back wheel ; oil leak-

ing from compression tap and oil pump.
Ran alongside up Lakeside
Puncture
Soote.l plug ; crank case oily

Puncture ; oil exuding from tappets and
crank case joints.

2 sooted plvigs ; crank ease oily

Tyre troubles ; tyre deflated at finish ;

magneto chain unprotected.
Broke fan twice, high tension wire, and

oil pipe.

Brunton
BanJf

Hill-cUmb.

Posi-

tion, sees.

14 + 8i
20 -fSl

19 -f30|
-lOi-
+ 8f-n
—24
-22§

22 +45
3 — 5J
8—291

13 —391
16 +151
21 +37
5 —20|
9 —31!

Corby
Bank »

Hill-climbs

4
15

2

7

6

Posi-

tion, sees.

2 —HI
6-18?
4-151

10 —32?
3 -ni
16 —441
20 —55
13 —40^
23 + 6s
8 —26J

22 —71^
i

14 —42
:

1 -24i
9 —28f

11 —33i
17 —i5l

18 +28i
I

1

12 —34^
10 —32*
11 -33g

12 —39|
18 -^81
19 —49i

6 —22f ;
21 —56^:

1 — li
I

15 -42%
17 +26i i 5 —17

24 +108! 24 +19;!

LMMEB QUARTEF.LY TR AL PICTURES.

Waiting for the signal to start. H. Mason |4 li.p. Matchless), E. W. Merrall Checking the competitors at the Queen's Hotel, Rothbury, where lunch

(3 J h.p. P. & M.), and G. Bell (3 J h.p. New Hudson). was provided.

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno and s.c.) negotiating the water-splash near Ilderton.

T. W. Hall (3 J h.p. Bradbury) rounding the right-angle bend ot the ascent E. L. Bates (3; h.p. Scott), hon. sec. of the Newc stle Club, climbing

of Brunton Bank. Mr. F. Straight is timekeeping at the corner. the second test hill—Corby Bank. A magniQcent panoramic view was
obtainable from this point.
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A.C.U. JUDGES' REPORT OF THE SUMMER QUARTERLY TRIAL.
ihe third Quarterly Trial was held on Saturday, July

22nd, starting from Newcastle and proceeding vid Hexham,
Brunton Bank, and Otterburn to Rothbury, where lunch was
partaken of, and returning vid Corby Bank, Eglingham, and
Morpeth, a total distance of 130 miles being covered. The
entries, unfortunately, were far below the average, and con-

sisted of twenty-one heavyweight machines, two lightweights,

and three passenger machines. All started e.xcept one. The
weather was exceedingly fine, and the roads in excellent

condition as a whole, though rather rough in places. It will

be seen by the tabular report that eleven entrants received

first-class certificates and thirteen certificates of performance
were granted, several competitors who made non-stop runs
being disqualified from receiving first-class certificates in

consequence of defects to their machines. On the outward
journey it was noticed that certain machines were very
noisy, laut at the luncheon interval competitors were requested
to close their cut-outs, and, in consequence, the noise was
diminished. The tappets on one make of machine and
tappets and auxiliary exhaust on another were noticed to

exude oil, as in former trials. One competitor on a Scott

machine was nicely enveloped in a rug, much to his comfort.

The new Rudge gear, in its ' experimental form, made its

first appearance in a Quarterly Trial and though rather

rough and large, appeared to answer well, and will doubtless

be improved in course of time, whilst another novelty was
an internal-expanding brake actuated by a Bowden wire and
fitted to the wheel of a sidecar. The brakes on several

machines did not work well, failing to come off when pressure

was released. Only one competitor failed to finish, the cause
being tyre troubles. One competitor on a T.T. Matchless
fitted with a new six-speed gear unfortunately thought it

desirable to appear in racing costume, but it is as well to

point out that this is a touring trial, and everyday costume
is preferable. The wheels of the Chater-Lea sidecar were
shod with car tyres, which doubtless added to the comfort
of the riders and minimised the likelihood of puncture. The
course was the easiest of this year's series, and it is a regret-

table feature that the trial, being the first held in the North,
was not better supported. Great thanks are due to the
members of the Newcastle and District M.C. and N.E.A.A.,
who rendered valuable assistance in marking and marshalling
the course.

H. G. Cove and D. K. Hall, Judges.

THE BRADFORD-DUNBAR-BRADFORD 24 HOURS' TRIAL.
Under favourable weather conditions twenty-fivfi out of

the twenty-eight entrants in the Bradford M.C.C. reliability

trial last week-end faced the starter, and of these fifteen

survived the twenty-four hours' ride. The only two solo

riders who were competing for the William Briggs Trophy
to finish on schedule time were T. G. Bullus (riding a 3^ h.p.

P. and M.) and Miss Pickles (riding a 3J h.p. Scott). Amongst
others to finish were A. Kilburn (3^ h.p. Triumph) and A.
Grimshaw (Sj h.p. Rex). In the teams' class a good per-
formance was put up by the Batley Club's team, captained by
C. Sydney, and including S. Todd and S. Horsfall, ail

mounted on Triumphs, Tlie Ilkley M.C.C. team members also
finished complete ; whilst another team arrived one n:an
short, who had retired about twenty miles from home with
engine troubles. In the passenger class J. N. Longfield, with
a 3-J h.p. Scott and sidecar, put up an excellent performance,
being closely followed by P. Shaw with a 3^ h.p. P. and M.
and sidecar. Mr. Russell (on a 7 h.p. Chater-Lea and side-
car) also came through successfully, but Mr. Bennett on a
similar machine was unfortunate in losing his way. The
numerous punctures were a feature of the trial, only one or
two being free from trouble in this direction.

Preparing lor

the start of tb&

Scottish Trials

last Monday

morning.

Several of the

competitors rode

up to Edinburgh

after competing

in the Quarterly

Trial last Satur-

day.

ENTRIES FOR THE SIX DAYS' TRIAL.
Considerable interest is being shown in the forthcoming

six days' trial in Yorkshire, to be held from August 14th
to 19th next, starting from Harrogate as a centre each day.
Entries are now being received by the A.C.U., and every-
thing points to the trials being very successful. Entries

:

W. Cooper {3i Bradbury) J. Tassel (8 Matchless & sc.)

E. Ware (8 Chater-Lea & sc.) A. Abbott (8 Matchless & sc.)

A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber) H. H. Bowen (4 Bat-Jap)
E. A. Colliver (3i Zenith) W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph) H. V. Colver (2| Enfield)
V. Wilberforce (2i N.L.G.) H. Greaves (2| Enfield)
B. H. Davies (34 Rudge) P. Weatherilt (U Zenith).
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) J. Haslam (6 Zenith)
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) R. W. Duke (3i Z.G.)
R. Owen Wells (3^ Bradbury)

Messrs. Colliver, Cooke, and Wilberforce will comprise

the Herts County A.C. team competing for the prize for the
best performance by a team of three private owners nomi-
nated by an affiliated club. There is also a prize for the
best performance by a team of three machines entered or
nominated by a trade representative.

Entrance fees.—Trade entries, first machine, iG5 5s. ; each
additional machine. £3 3s. : Private owners, £3 3s. ; ditto,

members of A.C.U. or its affiliated clubs, £1 Is. Not more
than three entries will be accepted from any manufacturer
or agent. Entries close on Monday, July 31st. at the above
fees. Late entries will be accepted up to and including
Saturday, August 5th, at double fees, and must be sent to
the secretary. Auto Cycle Union, 89, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
A large number of local motor cyclists and agents have

kindly oflered to assist the Union along the route by direct-
ing or checking the competitors. Still more are required.
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THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
MOST of the thirty-seven entrants arrived in Edinburgh

on Saturday, and as there was no official parade of

the machines until 7 a.m. on Monday, the interval

was spent in attempting freak hill-climbs. Com-
petitors mustered at the Murrayfield car terminus, a dozen
Laving been working at their machines most of the

Start of the Scottish Trials from Edinburgh on Monday last

night. An Edinburgh rider trained up to London and back
on Saturday to fetch parts, but he was there up to time.

Allan Hay, who always provides the comic relief of the
Scottish Trials, had dropped Ids spare cover overnight on a

trial run, and only appeared at 6.55. Pigott withdrew his

Zenith. The thirty-six starters were, therefore, as follows :

Passengkk and Lightweight Class.
Allan Hay (2 Alcyon) H. V. Colver and Gerard
J. Morrison, G. L. Fletcher, (two-speed Enfields)

P. Phillips, and W. B. Gibb F. Smith (5 Clyno and sc.)

(two-speed Douglas) E. B. Ware (Chater Lea, sc.)

J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche)
[

TouEiST Class.
B. H. Davies, G. T. Gray, i

Silver and Fontaine (single-

A. Hill, and Moiiat (Rudges
[

geared Quadrants)
with N.S.U. 2-sp. gear)

VV. H. Elce and C. S.

Burney with Rudge gear
W. Houghton (Rudge)
T-hompson (8 Bat)
C. McGregor (5 Bat)
E. Jlor-ison (5 Bat)
Smith (8 Bat)
Alexander and Pratt (3^
two-speed Humbers)

Dr. Diijb (5 two-speed Rex)

Dixon, Bostock, and Bell

(3 sp. 3^ New Hudsons)
Westwood and Pennington

(3i T.T. Triumphs)
R. Downie (3i single-geared

Brown)
F. Downie (3^ single-geared

Ariel)

Scott (3^ single-geared B.S.A.)
Donaldson (5 single-geared

Norton)
Pennington had trouble with a big-end of his 1910 Triumph

on his way to Edinburgh, and fitted an engine borrowed
from a 1908 Triumph, wliich he had formerly owned. The
weather at tlie start was ideal, fine and not too hot; and,
indeed, some consolation was needed to atone for the atroci-

ties of the ride into Stirling, which was a nightmare of

cobbles, pot holes, bumps, tramlines, dogs, bare-legged
children, and ugly villages. Half a mile from the start I

espied the ever radiant Hay pedalling his engine on the
stand enveloped in clouds of smoke.

Stirling was reached without incident. The sky had grown
dark and lowering, but we hoped this wBs merely due to the
smoke cloud of a large industrial city ; also as we struck
off west towards the bonnie banks and braes of Loch Lomond
rain began to fall heavily, and continued tliroughout the day.
Long before the luncheon control at Arrochar was reached,
most of the riders had been suffering with slipping belts,

and if some astute dealer had turned up with a big stock
of leather belts, he would have done a roaring trade.

Monday Afternoon's Run.
Hay's Alcyon was the only machine unaccounted tor when

we left Arrochar after lunch; and, rounding the end of

Loch Long by an execrable roaid, we struck up into the pass
of Glencoe to tackle the famous ascent, which terminates in a
hairpin bend at "Rest and be Thankful." As this climb
covers five miles of road, it is impossible to say who made
clean ascents.

From the summit the roads were atrocious for sixty miles.
The hard stony patches were pleasant compared to the deep
soft rutty patches, which hurled the back wheels in all

directions and led to several heavy falls. Rain fell inces-

santly, and the vile surfaces combined with countless blind
and slippery corners and many short steep hills, made the
day exceptionally trying. After leaving Glencoe we dropped
down to the shore of Loch Fyne, rounded it to Inveraray
Castle, then across another pass to Loch Awe, and then
round a shoulder of Ben Lui to Killin, at the head of Loch
Tay, along which we ran into Kenmore at the foot of the
worst side of Amulree Hill, and so into Aberfeldy.
The following are ray impressions of the performances on

the top pitch of "Rest and be Thankful.'' It should be noted
that many uf the riders who reached the concluding hairpin
in the saddle had stopped lower down with belt or overheat-
ing troubles, while quite half the entrants were caught
napping by the deceptive knuckle near the foot, and suffered
short stops there. Class 1.—Colver, splendid ; Jlorrison,
Fletcher, Phillips, and Gibb, aU four Douglases, made clean
ascent-i, i.nd Holroyd (Motosacoche) came up well, pedalling.
Clyno sidecar excellent ; Chater sidecar dropped passenger.

Class 2.—Thompson, excellent ; Davies, slow, steering one
handed, other hand keeping low gear in; MacGregor, failed;
Gibb, excellent ; Morrison, excellent ; Gray, good ; Hill used
his Rudge gear cleverly ; Smith ran alongside corner ; R.
Downie and Pennington magnificent performances on single
gears ; F. Downie, walking alongside, belt slipping

; Mouat,
failed corner; Westwood, ran above corner; Bell, pedalling;
Pratt, very good; Bostock, excellent; Elce, failed corner;
Burney, good ; Houghton, tried to cut inside Dibb on
corner and stuck; Silver, excellent: Fontaine, failed on
corner. G. L. Fletcher stripped the timing and retired at
Killin ; Donaldson, delayed Arrochar with broken crank
case; Silver had bad fall; Gerard's Enfield, magneto trouble
near Stirling; Scott, missing; Hay, missing; Pennington
broke valve.

Class 1.—Lost marks; Hay. 60; Gerard. 60.

Class 2.—Lost marks : R. Downie, 18 ; Mouat, 8 ; Donald-
son, 60; Alexander, 49; Pratt, 33; Bostock, 60; Scott, 60;
Pennington, 60; Silver, 17; Fontaine, 60 ; iVfacGregor, 60.
The missing men all arrived in the sma^l hours.

At the checking station at Stirling on the first day's run. The competitor
on the right is Tom Silver and his Quadrant, probalily the most experienced

member of the trade in this week's trial.
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SPECIAL FEATURES

FOREIGN MACHINES AND BRITISH
RIDERS.

THE SUMMER QUARTERLY TRIAL
IN THE NORTH.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIAL
(Illustrated).

Aie Britishers Sportsmen?

A sum of £55 5s. is ofiered by two
readers in our letters pages this week
towards stakes for another Collier-de

Rosier match.

A Colonial Issue.

On October 12th a special Colonial

issue of The. Motor Cycle, will be pub-
lished, the contents of which will be of

particular interest to our numerous
readers in overseas dominions. Further
details of this issue will be announced
shortly.

Associates' Gala Day.

The inter-club meeting and gala day
of tile Associated Clubs takes place at

Brooklands next Saturday, commencing at

12 noon. For the A.C.U. Short Distance

Handicap of five and a half miles there

are twenty-four entries. In the Inter-

club Team Race the following clubs have
entered: North-west London M.C.C.,
Purley and District M.C.C., Surrey and
District M.C.C., Herts County A.C., and
Streatham and District M.O.C.

The End-to-end Sidecar Record.

On Monday at 2.55 a.m. Hugh Gibson,
of Southport, who is the present holder
of the End-to-end sidecar record on a

3^ h.p. Triumph, left John-o'-Groat's in

an attempt to heat his own figures of

40h. 47m. Gibson tliis time rode a Brad-
bury and sidecar, with two-speed gear,

and minus pedals. At the start the weather
was dry, and there was a slight side wind.
A telegram signed Morison advised us that
Gibson left Beauly (134 miles from the
start) at 8.10 a.m., and a postcard gave
the time at Perth (266^ miles) as 1.50 p.m.
Wigan was left at 12.40 a.m. on Tues-

day, and Gloucester at 6.57 a.m.

Attempt on the Six Days' Record.

A. \V. Brittain, of Cambridge and Bux-
ton, whom we referred to last week as hav-
ing commenced an attempt on the six days'
record, started again on Wednesday last

week at midnight. He covered nearly
500 miles on the first day, and on Friday
morning he called upon us, looking
fairly fit, having added 300 miles to the
total. Returning from Cheltenham in

the evening he almost staggered into oui

oflSce his limbs being nearly immovable
owing to cramp, due to sitting in one
position for so long. Our remarks to him
were certainly not of the most encouraging
kind, though we were bound to admire
his pluck and tenacity. A postcard next
morning advising us that he had retired
at Leicester, as he simply could not walk
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owing to cramp, caused us no surprise,

but a footnote saying that he hopes to

start again in about a week made us
wonder where British pluck finds a limit.

If six-day record aspirants had seen Mr.
Brittain on Friday as we did, we are

convinced that such prolonged physical

tests of endurance would cease, yet our
description of the spectacle to another
motor cyclist, who showed us privately

his timetable, proved no deterrent, and
he assured us that, in his opinion, success

was wholly a matter of careful prepara-

tion for such an arduous task.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 27th 8.54 p.m.

„ 29th 8.51 p.m.
„ 31st 8.48 p.m.

Aug. 2nd 8.46 p.m.

Six Hours' Lightweight Record ;

C. Stanley Franklin went for a six
'

hour record attempt at Canning Town
track on Saturday, 22nd inst. His machine
was a Hazel, made by the Cripps Cycle':
and Motor Co. The engine was a 2^ h.p.
J. A. P., 70x76 mm., Amac carburetter,
Dunlop |in. belt, Hutchinson 26in. by
2in. beaded edge tyres. The machine
was also fitted with a Cowey speed-
ometer. The following are the times and
distances accomplished :.

-

Hours.
1

2

3

4
5

6

Miles.

50
100
150
200

At 100 miles Franklin stopped to take
in petrol, his tank only holding a gallon.

After riding four hours he stopped for

refreshment. Mr. J. H. Hurley, oflScial

timekeeper R.A.C. and A.G.U., held the

watch.

Mis. Yds.
34 587
69 808

101 1,740
136 1.595
169 392
203 222
H. M. s.

. 1 26 29|

. 2 54 7
. 4 26 141
. 5 54 151

THE WATER-SPLASH IN LAST SATURDAY'S QUARTERLY TRIAL.

The brothers Stevens, riding 3^ h.p. A.J.S. machines, braving ttie water near lidenon. They ran
most consistently.
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i'iie Quarterly Trial.

Tile commitlee of the Newcastle and
District M.C. kindly arranged tor all

competitors and officials in the Quarterly
Trials to be made honorary members of

their club during their stay in Newcastle.
Ther Newcastle Club has one of the most
comfortable club quarters in the pro-

viiiceSj and its hospitality was much
appi eclated.

Another Six Days' Record Attempt

J. Guzzwell, of Grimsby, whom we
meutior>ed last week as about to com-
mence an attack on the Six . Days' Road
Record, advised us on j\Ionday that he
expected to start to-day (Thursday).
Guzzwell first waited to see how Brittain
fared, and a further delay was due to

non-delivery of his tyres.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Ill addition to furnishing a contingent
of motor cyclists to do duty with the
Directing and Umpire Staffs, the A.A. and
-\I.U. has been requested to furnish des-

patch riders for service with the 1st and
2nd Divisional Telegraph Companies,
Royal Engineers, during the period of

Inter-Divisional, Command and Army
iUancEuvres from llth to 21st September.
There will also, probably, be vacancies
at the headquarters of the Aldershot
Command during the same period. The
rates and allowances are similar to those
previously announced for the Direct-
ing and Umpire Staffs. Full parti-
culaj's. r^n be sent upon application to
the . ileal Manager, Caxton House,
8.\V.

\ Road Race Run on Formula.
Continental motor cycle organisations

seem to be awakening to the importance
iif competitions, as the Liege JMotor Club
will hold a challenge cup race on August
6th. The event is confined to members of
the Antwerp and Lifege clubs, and is for
touring machines. The route is Aywalle
to Bastogne and back, about 125' kilo-
metres." The results will be decided on a

P X V
formula , P being weight of rider

C
and machine, V sp^ed in metres, and C
cubical capacity, ihe above strikes us
as rather a good way of deciding a speed
event, light and heavyweight riders and
machines appearing to have an equal
chance.

Jcj^OT(gCILIS

Italian Road Race.

The Turin Sporting Society is holding
a motor cycle race on August 13th on the
road from Suse to Cenis. In addition to
Italian riders, members of the Lyons
Jlotor Club and other French riders, also
Swiss competitors, are expected to take
part- Owing to the popularity of the
Turin Exhibition, this Italian event will

doubtless be the most important motor
cycle contest that has ever been held in

Italy. English firms who are exhibiting
at the Turin Exhibition and intend to
take part should comninni'-ate with the
president of the Turin Sporting Club. Via
Cuneo y 3. Turin. Italv.

FUTURE EVENTS

July 24-29—Scottish Six Days' Reliability Trial

,, 29—Bradford M.C. Third Annual Ooen
Hill-climb.

., 29—R.A.C. Associates' Gala Day at Brook-
lands. Cars and motor cycles.

,, 29—Exeter and District M.C. Open Hill-
climb.

,, 2g—North Middlese.^ M C.C. Open Hilt
climb.

Aug. 7-8—Dublin and District M.C.C. Open Two
Days' Reliability Trial to Glengarrifi
and KiUarncy.

„ M-19—A.C.U. ANNU.'J. SIX DAYS'
RELIABILITY TRIAL. HARRO-
GATE AS A CENTRE.

Sept. 2.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C
Annual Open Hill-climb.

Rear Red Reflectors.

The Automobile Association and Motor
Union has decided to distribute 10:0C0
retlex rear lights to cyclists for fitting to
their bicycles.' " Ixion," it will be re-

membered, suggested some months ago
that cycle manufacturers should lit them
gratis for the cyclists' own benefit.

Collier-de Rosier Match.-

The official measurements of de Rosier's

Indian (No. 21) used in the international

races against C. R. Collier's Matchless-
Jap are as given below. These measuie-
ments were taken bv' Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, jV.M.I.A.E., official measurer
to the j\uto Cycle Union : De Rnsier's

engine—Bore 82.55 mm., .stroke 91.87
mm., C.C. 983.6. C. K. Collier's Mntcliless

was entered as 90 x 77.5 mm.
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Sstnrday's^uarterly Trial.

Although the entry for the .A..C.U.

Quarterly Trial in the Northern Centre
was not so representative as it usually
is, the results show a striking advance in
the percentage of non-stop certificates
gained. Fifteen of the twenty-five starters
completed the course of 130 miles without
experiencing trouble in any way. twelve
of that number being awarded first-class

certificates.

The next and final event of the 1911
series will be held in the Jlidland Centre
ne.xt October. It has been suggested that
the competitors follow a westerly course,
and include the Cotswold Hills.

Motor Cycle Camping.
.A.n August Bank Holiday camp is being

arranged by the Amateur Camping Club
at Ashdown Forest Sussex. The Not-
tingham District Association has also
arranged a meeting at Willoughby, Oiler
ton. Large attendances are anticipated.
Non-members interested in the fascinating
pastime should communicate with the
hon. sec. whose address is 4, New Union
Street. Moorgafe Street. E.C.

I

The Auto Cycle Union and the Army
Manoeuvres.

A number of motor cyclists will be
required to do duty with the directing
and umpire staffs during the forth-

coming army manoeuvres on the 16th
and 22nd September. The rales of

allowance will be as follows; (a.) Third
class railway fare for riders and rail

conveyance for their motor cycles betwee:i
their homes and the manoeuvre area,

(b.) Cost of messing whilst in camp, or

payment of bills for food and lodging at

hotels, (c.) Special allowance of 5s. 6d.
per diem-, not including days on which
train journeys only are performed, to

cover cost of petrol and upkeep of motor
cycle, including insurance of raachinn
against accidents. Motor cyclists wishing
to place themselves at the disposal of

the War Office should niak' application
to the -\uto Cycle Union, R.A.C. Build-
ings. Pall Mali. S.W.

Erratum.
E. V. Stevens i.-s the T.'l'. competitui

still in the Ramsey Hospital. He rode
a Dot in practice. Last we-.k we con-

fused his initials with A. .T. Stevens, who
successfully rode one of the three-speed

chain-driven A..J.S. machines in the

Junior Race.

Leaving Ihs

Hull control in

the Hull and

East Riding

A.C.C.

Twelve Hem's'

Reliability

Trial on

Thursday last.
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BROOKLANDS
JULY MEETING.

As usual, most brilliant weather favoured the

Brooklands mid-week meeting. The sun was
blazing hot, but some relief was granted by a

stiff breeze, which, blowing down the finishing straight,

made itself rather unpleasantly felt by riders upon
emerging from behind the members' bridge, where the

wind smites them broadside on, and causes them to be
swept up the banking. The tAvo motor cycle events

on the programme were well patronised, bringing for-

ward respectively nineteen and seventeen starters.

.Additional interest was lent to both events by the fact

that in them Jake de Rosier and C. R. Collier were
afforded an opportunity of fighting their championship
battles over again, and as they started practically level

in both cases, these riders were followed with great

interest.

The following started in the Third Short Motor
'Cycle Handicap, over a distance of 5 ^4 miles, the

winner receiving ^10, second ^£5, and third ^3, or

cups at option :

m. s.

Scr.

2

J. de Rosier (994 c.c. Indian)
C. R. Collier (984 c.c. Matchless) ...

H. A. Collier (580 c.c. Matcliless) 44
S. T. Tessier (580 c.c. Bat) 1 6
Oordon Bell (580 c.c. Bat) 1 6

G. E. Stanley (499 c.c. Singer) 1 8
F. A. MacNab (492 c.c. Trump) 1 14
R. N. Stewart (492 c.c. Trump) I 14
H. Martin (345 c.c. Martin) 1 20
A. Baker White (488 c.c. Trump) 1 24
J. R. Haswell (499 c.c. Triumph) 1 32'

A. S. Mclntyre (499 c.c. Triumph) 1 40
J. G. Birch (499 c.c. Triumph) ... 1 46
v. Wadham (488 c.c. Zenith) 1 46
H. Shanks (340 c.c. Kingfisher) 1 52
J. Gibson (295 c.c. Martin-Jap) 152
A. G. Jeflfcott (295 c.c. Singer) 2 36
G. Lee Temple (295 c.c. Singer) 2 36
G. B. S. McBain (340 c.c. Douglas) 3 8

De Rosier had picked up over forty yards on Collier

by the time these two reached the railway, and from
this point onward they had a fine struggle, in which
CoUier managed to take a leaf out of Jake's own book,
and for once in a way let the champion do a little of
his wind cutting. The T.T. Bats showed themselves
possessed of a fine turn of speed, especially Gordon
Bell's, for, in spite of his belt breaking when he was
half way down the finishing straight, he managed to win
by a good forty yards, largely owing to the strong
following wind he had. Tessier ran second, and C. R.
Collier, who had managed to nip out from behind
Jake and overhaul him at the fork, had a good scrap
with Haswell for third place, which he got by about a
length, with de Rosier running fifth, about the same
distance behind Haswell. Speed, 641^ m.p.h.

The Second Event.
The Third Long Motor Cycle Race (a handicap);
"'

" 8?4 miles; winner ^10. .second ^^5, third

^3. or cup at option. The entrants were the same as

in the previous race except that McBain and Birch did

not ride. Gordon Bell was penalised thirty-six seconds

for winning the previous race, and he, therefore, had
to give away three seconds to H. A. Collier. The
result of the race was much the same as before, except

that the back-markers were rather handicapped out of

it. As might have been expected, Tessier (im. 39s.)

on hi^ original handicap came home an easy first 1)\

100 yards, with Haswell (2m. i8s.) second by the same-
distance from Gordon Bell '(rm. 3s.). Martin arrived

a good fourth- -a very creditable performance consider-
ing his " tea-cip " motor.

The Jake de l-losier-CoHier scrap was just a reversal

of what had happened a few minutes before. Hanging
behind Collier, Jake kept clear of the Matchless back
wheel, and after a couple of laps swung out at the fork
and got home twenty yards ahead of the Englishman.

It would be interesting to know what explanatic'i
there is for the fact that, unlike all the Brooklands
machines—both cars and motor cycles—^and contrary
to the expressed regulations of the track, Jake de
Rosier is allowed to ride a machine with open exliausts.

distance,

A HAPPy TRIO.
The winners of last week's Brooklands motor cycle handicaps. S. T Tessier

and Gordon Bell, who rode 5 h.p. Bat-Japs. A. J. Luce, the owner of the machine
ridden by Bell, is at the extreme left.
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Twcnty-flisl anniversary picnic and ladles* dfty of the Gloucester City

Norfolk ril.C.C.

Tho result of tlie 200 miles reliability trial held recentlj'

by the above chih was : 1. C. Duberley (3^ li.p. Ariel) ; 2,

B. Horner (3i h.p. Ariel) snd A. Milligan (7 h.p. Indian)

;

3, R. 0. Clarlio (2i h.p. F.N. and sidecar). Mrs. F.

Flanders, who finished eighth on her 2| h.p. Duuglas, was
the only lady competitor. The start was from Gorleston-

on-Sea station at 7 a.m., the first stop being at Cromer. for

breakfast. From here they proceeded to Ely for hmclieon,

;::iJ on through Bury St. Edmunds and Boccles. finishin;;

: ':'in at Gorleston.

Leeds M.C.C.

'I'he result ot the sixth Leeds to Edinburgh and back com
Iietition held on July 15th and 16th was: 1, Jas. H. Kelly(5-i

Re.^) and H. Wilkinson (3J Scott), tie for Langton Cup.
both losing 23 points ; 2. 1'. 11. Cockroft (3i rriumph),

and G. Fenton (3i Zenith-Gradua). gold medals, both lost

30 ooints; 4, C. P. Finn (2J Entield). bronze medal, lost 35
points; 5. J. Camobell Gray (3^ Rover), bronze medal, lost

37 points; 6, J.. \V. Delmore (3J Rover), bronze me<lal. lost

Z9 points; 7, F. \V. Roberts (ii, Singer), bronze medal, lost

47 points. Eighteen others lost over 50 points.

Sidecar Class.—1. S. H. Baker (5 Rex), gold medal, lost

56 points; 2, J. H. Gash (5 B.G.). gold medal, lost 63 points

Car Class.—J. C. Stewart (Humber) and R. Smith (Ford),

both tie for Winn trophy, losinij 32 points.

Cycling Club, in wbicil the newli-IorniPfi motor rycie section took Dart.

Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

It is gratifying to iw-'ar that this popular cycling club has

now inaugurated a motor cyde section, which has been joined

already by eeveral members, and bids fair to become a most
successful undertaking. Runs have been arranged for all

Saturday afterncoas, as well as several week-end and holiday

tours. Any motor cyclists in tlte neighbotrrhood who may be

interested should conininnicale with H. Gordon Barrett, 54,

Florence Road. Stiuad (rrr>en. X.

Westmorland M.C.C.
Iti <u.ijunction with llie Cumberland M.C.C., the club

held a vorj successful speed trial on the 15th July, and
through the kindness of the Right Hon. the Earl of Lons-

dale was enabled to make use of half a mile in Lowtliei

Park. A Hying start was allowed, and timing was by the

telephone. Results

:

SiNi;:-K Class.

H. B. Little (5i h.p. Rudge)
T. M. Somervell (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Hal Harrison (3J, h.p. Rudge)

Twnx Class.
E. F. Orton (2? h.p. Douglas)
I. W. Nelson (3' h.p. 'Scott)

R. Shaw (3i h.p. Scott) ...

Fastest time of the day by. W
Triumph). 3O5S.

1.

2.

3.

Westwood

, of merit.

45.C0
46.22
46.24

56.00
56.6

61.00

(3i h.p.

BRADFORD M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL TO DUNBAR AND BACK LAST WEEK-END.

fSe Ilk!e.v team : C. Thackeray (3.1 h.p. J.A.P.l, A. Drummond i5 h.p. Rex
,

and A. Denby (3.; h.p. Rndgei.
The Leeds M.C.C. team ; W. Tetley, G. E. CroSley, and G. E. Sharp, all on

3 ! h.p. Rovers.
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iUenbank

*1. K
2. R
0, H
4. J.

lime. Fig. of merit.

65|s. ... 86.4

66s. ... 105.0

70s. ... 110*
90s ... lilt

Club News."
Aspatria College M.C.C.

For the liill-climb on the 8th inst., up Isel Hill, near Cocker-

mouth, the club was sntertained to tea at Isel Hall by Sir

Wilfred Lawson, who was not present owing to his Parlia-

mentary duties, and later to .supper by Mr. and Mrs. Hill at

. The results were as follows :

Rider and machine.
. M. C. Neill (3i Zenith) ..

. S. Biscor (3^- Bradbury) ..

. C. Webb (5 Indian)
R. Robinson (3^ Humber)..

Fastest time, K. M. C. Neill (3-^ Zenith), 63|s. " '

Two tyre covers were presented as prizes by the KempshaU
Tyre Co.

PONTEFRACT M.C.C. 12 HOURS
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

The nrst competitors to check at Harrogate,
where tea was taken. On the right is Colonel
J. R. Shaw (Ex-mayor of Pontefract and
president of the club) and E. Lee, who both
rode Scotts.

The winner on the only passenger machine entered—H. Craven and his 8 h.p.
three-speed Chater Lea-Jap and sidecar—who is seen starting from the Harrogate
control on the return iiu:-nev.

Competitors in the Bradford M.C.C. Reliability Trial to Dunbar and back.

J. R. Kelly (2J h.p. Enfield), Morman Longfleld (3| h.p Scott and s.c), and two
Rover riders.

Ceylon iyi,C,C.

In Coronation week some twenty motor cyclists in Colombo
met and formed the Ceylon Motor Cycle Club, and since

then the membership has increased to forty -nine. The
subscription is 10s. a ye?,r with an entrance fee of 5s, ; th?
first fifty niember.s being exempt from the latter. The hoii.'

sec. is A. T. G. Gardner. Shamrock, Horton Place, Colombo.

York County M.C.C.

The awards in the two days' run from Leeds to Edinburgli
and back, held on July 15th and 15th, were: 1, H. Wilkin-
son (3-| h.p. Scott), cup; 2, G. Fenton (3^ h.p. Zenith
Gradua), gold medal, and P. fi. Cockroft (3^ h.p. Triumph),
gold medal; 4, G. Spence (3;^ h.p. Premier), gold medal; 5, R.
ElUs (3i h.p. B.S.A.), silver medal ; 6, R. Glenn (3^ h.p.

Triumph), silver medal ; 7, W. E. Asquith (3^ h.p. Triumpli),
silver medal; 8, Harry Sykes (3^ h.p. Rover), silver medal;
9, Langton (3^ h.p. Triumph), silver medal. The twelve hour.s'

reliability run will be held on July 30tli over a 200 miles
course, from Leeds to Keswick and back.

Willesden Green C. and M.C.C.

The result of the trial to Co\entry and back resulted ii! a

win for A. W. Loughlin (3i h.p. Peugeot), second J. C. Ball

(3i h.p. X.S.U.), and third C. N. Salford (3i h.p. Humber).
W. Stennett (3^ h.p. Triumpli) and H. Wilson (Bat and side-

,'

car) were gold medal winners, not losing move than ten per
cent, of points. Great praise is due to the committee for th?
way the course was marshalled and marked ; not one com-
petitor left the course. The next trial will be over a secret
course on August 13th.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

On the 13th inst. the club had a very successful members
hill-climb on Buncombe Hill, for which thirty-five entries.'

were received. The results were as follows :

Lightweight.

1. , H. F. Putter (2? Enfield)

2. R. C. Westla\e (23 Enfieldi ...

3. F. G. Arnold (2-^- Motosacoche)
Si.K competed.

HE.^VYW-lilGHT.
*1. C. R. Roper (3^ Triumph-) ...

2. A. E. Hemfrv (3i Triumph) ...

3. W. E. Phillips (i\ Triumph) ...

Eight competed.
Fi.E.XlllILITl'.

1. W. G. Potter (3^ P. and .M.j ....

2. S. Nutt (5 Rex)
3. C. R. Roper (3i Triumph)

Twelve competed.
* Fastest time of th" dav.

il. .s.

X
33? slow
361 slow

12 slow
141 slow

6 36? variation

4 48* variation

4 95 variation
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Club News.

—

Cap? Peninsula M.C.C.

There were nine competitors in the Coronation Day con-

sumption contest round the mountain, a distance o£ a little

over thirty miles. Results :

Combined Con- Figure
weigtit. snmption. of
Founds. Ounces. Merit

402i 35 11.5

334i 38 8.99

358i 43 8.33

442 56 7.89

341i 48 7.54

364 50 7.28

Kider and macliine.

1. H. Kunne (3^ Triumph)
2. A. Douglas (3^ 'Jriumoh) ...

3. T. R. Butler (3^ Zenith-Gradua)

4. W. H. Eastoe (3-^ Bradcurv)
5. R. H. M. Hill (3i Ariel) '...

6. J. Thornton (3^ Bradbury) ...

The winner's time was Ih. 38m.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

A novel and successful motor cycle trial was recently

carried out in the form of a non-stop reliability trial and
petrol consumption contest over a selected course which the

BEDDITCH M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB, which is to be re-run owng to a timekeeper's
watch varying.

Bolton and District M.C.C.
For the annual hiU-c.n.ii np..\-t Saturday competitors meet

at headquarters at two u'clocii prom|.. Four classes will be
represented, the fourth being for Jion-members.

Amman Valley an District M C.

At the hill-chmbir.g contest hild on July 13th in ideal
weather on the Black iMounta ns, there was a good attend-
ance, and some excellent sport.
The hill is a difficult one with 'some exceptionally bad

corners, and is the same as was used by the Welsh Auto-
mobile Club on July 1st. Results :

Open Class.

Luther Davies, Garnant (3^ h.p. James),
Handel Davies (3^ h.p. Rex)
Dd. J. Llewelyn (3^ h.p. Triumph)
J. A. Morgan"(3i h.p. Rex)
Lewis M. Davies (3^ 11. p. Rex),

Time.

2m. 58is.
3m. 32^-B.

3m. 5bs.

3ra. 585s.

4m. 32s.

Cumlerland County M.C.C. (Western Section).
The twice postponed reliability trial of the

above club for prizes presented by iUessrs.
Quirk, of Keswick, and Messrs. Stout, of Egre-
mout.- was run off on July 16th, and resulted
as follows :

1. H. Cook (3i h.p. Bradbury).
2. H. Johnston (3^ h.p. Rover).
3. J. Davidson (3^ h.p. Triumph).

There were nine starters.

It. is proposed to hold a reliability run to
Harrogate and back on August 6th and 7th to
decide the holder of the challenge cup presented
by the proprietors of the Pheasant Hotel,
Bassenthwaite. Members wishing to take part
ehould send in their names as soon as possible
to H. Braithwaite, joint hon. sec. West Croft,
Egreniont, Cumberland.

Weighing competitors' machines at the foot 01
Willersey Hill.

competitors had to traverse ten times. Any
Etop whxtever, except compulsorily caused by
traffic, was sufficient to di.«qualify. Amongs't
the competing machines Avere a number of
\vell-known makes with engines of varying
sizes and capacities, each having different
allowances for petrol consumption, and a stan-
dard time was fixed for the completion of each
circuit of the course with a maximum and
minimum variation of three seconds only. It
can be readily understood that with' such
stringent regulations many competitors failed
to survive, and in the end only two finished,
both of them riders of Ariel 3i'h.p. machines.
The winner, A. F. Downie, was closest
to s<:'hedul6 on time, showing a petrol con-
sumption equal to 130 miles per gallon.
On July 15th a closed speed contest was

held on Dolphinton Moor, when some very fast
speeds were attained. Class winners

:

Cla.ss 1. (one mile).—A. B. Lindsay (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).
Class II. (one mile).—R. S. Smith (8 h.p. Bat).
Class III. (one mile).—E. S. Smith (8 h.p. Bat).
Class IV. (one-third mile flexibilitv).

Class v.—A. H. Alexander beat R. S. Smith.
Position on formula. Fitr. of merit.

1. A. H. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian) ... 8.60
2. D, Dobson (5 h.p. Indian) 5.62
3. A. F. Downie (3i h.p. Ariel) 5.42

I

L. L. Sealey (3J h.p. B.S.A.) at the bad corner. This rider is supposed to have
made fastest time.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The run to Willersey proved a very successful day's out
ing. A hill-climbing competition was held, and very fast

riding and fine corner work was witnessed. A timekeeper
was stationed at each end of the course, but owing to the
stop watch varying from some unaccountable cause, the

committee made no awards, but decided to run the event
again early in August.
A move was made to Bidford-on-Avon for lunch, nearly

thirty members taking part.
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Tyre Successes.
At Much Weiilock riders of Dunlop

lyres won four classes.

Prepared Patches for Air Tubes.
The Severn Rubber Co., 94, Newhall

Street. Birmingham, are makers of some
excellent patches for motor cycle tyres.

These patches are specially backed and
prepared to render them adhesive ; they

A WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE.
E. 0. Clark, who successfully drove a 2.1 h.p. two-
speed F.N. with sidecar and 12-slone passenger in

the Norfolk M.C.C. 200 Miles Reliability Trial, at

the schedule speed of 20 m.p.h.

also have bevelled edges, which make
them lie closely to the surface of the
tube.

Enterprise.
British manufacturers are often

accused of lack of enterprise in con-

nection with the printing of catalogues,

etc., the accusation being that they dO'

not eend out printed matter in other

languages than their own. Kudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry, is one ex-

ception to the rule, and doubtless there

are many others. The above firm is,

exhibiting motor cycles at the Turin
Exhibition, and in connection with the
exhibits has prepared a booklet for dis-

tribution to visitors printed in English,

French, German, and Italian.

A Special Shaped Toolbag;
We have received from Messrs. H.

Taylor and Co.. 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W., a toolbag of

considerable length, so designed that it

can be fitted 'underneath the carrier in

front of the ordinary hanging toolbag.
This space in most machines is abso-
lr;-tely wasted, and the bag in question
is designed to allow of the transport of

considerably longer tools than can be
carried in the ordinary pannier or hang-
ing bag. Undoubtedly, it is a great ad-
vantage, not only because longer - tyre
levers can be carried, but also because
there are many machines on the market
lA^hose kit must contain a hammer for

the easy adjustment of their pulleys.

When not used for other tools it forms
a very convenient receptacle for spare
inner tubes.

A36

A Rubber Preservative.
W. Green, 92, Crescent Road, Plum-

stead, Kent, has submitted to us a

sample of a preparation for preserving

and softening indiarubber. It is claimed
that if the outsides of tyre covers and
inner tubes are occasionally treated with
the liquid they will never become hard
or lose their elasticity. Samples of

partly-perished sheet rubber, both before

and after treatment, have been submitted
to us, which substantiate the claims

made for this preparation.

Catalogues Received.
The latest catalogue of New Hudson

motor cycles is a greatly enlarged edition

containing, in addition to illustrations of

the machines, valuable hints and part
sectional drawings of the three-speed gear,

which is one of the leading features of

these machines. Copies may be obtained
from the New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Summerhill Street, Birmingham.

The Lady Motor Cyclist and her Apparel.
Realising the fact that motor cycling

among ladies is gaining ground, the
Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn,
W.C, has placed upon the market a long
lady's macintosh with wind cuffs and belt,

which is a really serviceable looking
garment ; also several types of chamois
leather waistcoats and tan leather waist-

coats, which may be had with or without
sleeves. Naturally, these articles of

clothing are equally suitable for ladies

w'ho ride as passengers in sidecars.

]VLY 27th, igii.

Lubrication.
The list of notable successes achieved

by riders using Huile do Luxe lubricating
oil is too lengthy for us to publish in
egctenso, but we may say that a very
large number of the most prominent men
on road and track use this lubricant.
Very few, if any, competitions are held
in which the peculiar and not unpleasant
odour this oil imparts to the exhaust
gases is not noticed by spectators and
competitors alike. It was first introduced
in the T.T. Race two years ago, and has
been in remarkable demand ever since.

,

A New Model.
A comparatively new model is the Ruby,

sold by the Royal Ruby Cycle Co., Great
Ancoats Street, Manchester. It is a

The 3; h.p. Ruby Cob touring model fitted

with L.M.C. engine.

low built 3i h.p. machine, the top tube
bemg but 27in. from the ground.

Racing Motor Cyclists' Apparel.
The tight fitting leather suit which

Jake de Rosier wore in his match with
C. R. Collier was designed and made by
Messrs. Dunhills, of " Motorities " fame.
It is very light, and made in such a way
that it can be worn close fitting, or let

out to take padding. It should be >a

popular and suitable dress for all racing
motor cyclists.

CONSUMPTION CONTEST AT THE CAPE.

/

Assembling in the Greenmarket Square [or the first consumption trial of the Cape Peninsula Motor
Cycle Club. (See Club News pa^es.l
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"H. A. Collier's Matchless was abso-

lutely spotless after the race. There
was not a sign of oil on the engine, and

only the finest sprinkling of dust on the

frame. The piston was devoid of

carbon deposit."

—

Motor Cycling.

" The engine of his Matchless Twin
was as clean at the end of the raca

as at the start. The new six-speed

gear appeared lo be in perfect

order."

—

Motor Cycling.

MATCHLESS
OTOR CYCLEIJr

Catalogue from

H. COLLIER
& SONS, LTD.,
Matchless Motor
Cycle Works,
PLUMSTEAD,
LONDON. S.E.

FINIS H E D
SECOND IN
BOTH SENIOR
AND JUNIOR
T.T. RACES.

Blumfield, Ld.,
70, LOWER ESSEX ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

FOR DESIGN, FOR SLOW PULLING ,

MATERIAL, ACCELERATION,

WORKMANSHIP, COOL RUNNING,

WEARING QUALITIES,

THE

HIGH SPEED,

(( »»

BLUMFIGLD
%5 2 STROKE oilNviLiJli

IS 44
SIMPLY

SAMPLE ENGINES AT SPECIAL
PRICES TO THE TRADE ONLY.

Ill aiis'.ccriiii/ i/irxe udirrtisenienis it is dcfirable- to '.mention "The Motor' Cijelc.' 439
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS n? these columns
First li- words or less 1/6, and Id, per word

after. Each paragraph is charged separately.
Name and address must be counted. In the
ease of Trade Advertisements a series of
'hirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'semerits in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, ' and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"
Coventry, or London (20, lUdor Street, E.G.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
ijsue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers ot second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers Uke to know what machines are
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

/

SECTION r.

MorthTimberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashure.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X. ,

Scotland.
SECTION XIr

Ireland and Isle of Man.

WAUGHOPE'S
'em UNEQUALLED

FOR
VARIETY:

UNBEATABLE
FOR

VALUE

:

Cordially invite inspec-

tion of their great stock

J, I £ ^ J . of Motor CvcleBargains
Ask for To-day S and consideration of

their sale methods
List Of Bargains, which are praised by

all for fairness and sav-

which ' include : ^^s buyers £ s. d.

4179. 5 h.P- rgli Twin REX DE LUXE 50 Gns
4180. 2} ta.p. BRADBURY £8 10
4181. 3>h.p. rgoS BROWN £22 10
4r82. ijh.p. MOTOSACOCHE.-. £11 10
4183. ijh.p. igio MOTOSACOCHE .... £21
4188. 25 h-,p. iqoij DOUGLAS £23 10
4190. 3 h.p. 1906 TRIUMPH IS Gns
4193- 5 b.p. 1909 Tourist REX £25
4194- 8 h.p. 1911 Two-speed MATCHLESS

and sidecar '.
. . 70 Gns

4195. 3i h.p. igo8 Two-speed P. and M. £30
4196. 6 h.p. igo8 Two-speed N.S.U. and

sidecar £32 10
4197. 3i h.p. 1908 Two-speed P. and M. £30
4198. 3* h.p, rgog MINERVA £25
4199. 2j h.p. EXCELSIOR £12 10
4200. 7 h.p. igro Two-speed MATCHLESS

and Lowen sidecar . .- 65 Gns
4151- 3 h-p. QUADRANT Tricar lOGnS.
4153. 5 h.p. 1911 INDIAN, free engine

model £50
4154. 5 h.p. 1910 Two-speed Twin ROC 40 Gns.
4i.')7. 2j h.p. rgio Standard DOUGLAS £28
4158. ijh.p. rgro SINGER MOTO-VELO £22 10
4160. 2 h.p. 190S MOTO-REVE £15
4rSi. 2jh.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .. £23 10
4163. 5 b.p. 1908 V.S.. £25
4093. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S 45 Gns
4040^ 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed INDIAN . . £47 10
4123. 25 h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £30 O
4133. 23 h.p. ARIEL £8 10

4135. 5 h.p. 1907 Twin REX DE LUXE
and sidecar £22 10

3 h.p. 1907 N.S.U £15
1 h.p. rgro Lady's MOTOSACOCHE 30 Gns

3934. 2ih.p. igro ROYAL ENFIELD .. £27 10

3894. I,! h.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE .... £22 10

3509. 3J h.p. igoq MINERVA £22 10

4051. 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD . . £25

3933. 6 h.p. igio Two-speed ROC & sidecar £47 10
33S7. 6 h.p. niog EAGLE Runabout £35
4100. 6b.p. 1909 CHATER-LEA Carette 28 Gns
4046. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE* £12 10

SSO?. 3} h.p. 190S Two-speed N.S.U. ... 20 Gns
4006. 2} h.p. igloTwo-speed F.N £27 10

309g. .4 h.p. Twin N.S.U £18 10

2965, 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE 20 Gns
3323. 23 h.p. 1910 Twin N.S.U £22 10
4092. 23 h.p. MINERVA £17 10

3989. sih.p. 190S Two-speed N.S.U. .. £22 10

Change your present machine for one of the

latest most satisfactory rgil models. Send details

of it, and recei\e our liberal offer for same in part

payment of a new up-to-date machine of any lead-

ing mal;e. The fairest exchange system extant.

Study our second-hand models, repaired,renovated.

and fully guaranteed, and you will find them really

matchless for value and reliability. The stock

numbers as above will be found attached to the

different machines in our showrooms.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owins to the Aug^ust Bank Holiday,
the issue o-F "The Motor Cycle"
for Augrust 10th. wfill be closed for
press ea.rlier thsLn usual. All copy
and instructions for paragraph
advertisements in this issue must
therefore be in our hands at
Coventry not later than first post
on Thursday, Aug^ust 3rd.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe l.a.ne, Fleet S-t.,

LONDON, E.O.
Telegrams : ** Opificier, London."

Phone : "i^?? Holbom.

NUMBEHED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, Jetters may h

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle " 0£6ce
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sen
.or forwarding replies. Only the number \vH\ appear ir

-he advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No
-lOOj c/o ' The Motor Cycle/ Coventry "

; or if " London

'

s added to the address, then to the number given, c/<
"The Motor Cycley" 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

S^DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ou]
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

:;oods is three days, and if a sale is eflected we remit tht

imount to the seller, but if not we return the amouul
o the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay;
arriage one way. For all transactions exceeding jf10 it

alue, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when undei

!io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with a)

-oventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ihffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive nt

inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard thi

-.ilence as an indication that the goods advertised have

Iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive st

nany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaet

ne by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, aiif

Westmoreland.

E5CELSI0R, 3ih.p-, De Dion engine, in sood order.
£11, or near oHer.—Hyslop, Riffg, Carlisle.

3ih.p. Singer, magneto, B. and aj. carburettex, ani

4 Whittle belt; £18.—Park, Milnthorpe, Westrndt
land-

Oh.p. 1911 Sing^lQ Moto-Reve, good condition; owne,
-V going abroad, nearly new.—\Vln-t alter, Linthwaite
Bowness-

10 Free Engine Triumph, perfect condition; anji'

trial and examination ; £42.-1, Market Place
Egrement, Cmnberland. .

PHELON-MOORE (September; 1910), with Fulfori
spring wheel sidecar ; cost £72, accept £47.—K.

Riverside, Ambles^ide.

TRIUAIt'HS, Humbeis. B-S-A-, Royal Enfield moto
cycles, lightweights, 2 speeds, free engines ; write

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries.—Turvey aft

Co., Tlie Motor House, Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

3JLh.p. Triumph, Roc 2-speed gear and free eiigine
2 1911, practically new, with Millford casta

steering .sidecar; owner just bought, but is now goi%
in for a car; what oflersr—D-, c/o Turvey and Co., Moto
Garage, Sunderland-

3ih.p. 1910 Triumph, only ridden 950 miles, prac
2 ticailv no worse than new; lor quick sale accej

£35.—Turvey and Co., Motor Garage, Sunderland.

1 Qll Standard Triumph, free engine Rover ail"

Xt7 Douglas lightweight, in stock, all absolutely new
first cheque secures-—Stont's Garage, Egremont, Cumba
land.

TRIUMPH. 1910, £33, Pahner cords, horn, tocifi

spare parts, brand new spare Lyso, never used, nW
spare studded cover, never used. Brooks belt cariria

splendid condition, good as new.—Thompson, 53. Wint
sor Av., Elj-th,. Northiunberland.

SliCTION II.

York and Lancashire.

TRIUMPH, 1909. not run 1,000 miles, as new.—Kin{pi
Wiggiuton^. York. r"

ROVER, 2ih.p., magneto, new, tyres; £15.—Alldre<
241, Middleton Rd., Oldham.

19

A40 In ansu-erinrj these advertisements U is desirable to mention " The Motor Cvde.'
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MMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

EXCHANGES CONSIDERED.

Bi

911 MACHINES IN STOCK.NEW
3i h.p. Tourist Rex

7 h.p. Sidette

3Jh.p. Bradbury

sih.p. Twc-;pced Bradliury

3J h.p. Rudge-Whitwortii .

.

43 Ghe
80 Gn*
£4S
£55
£48

NEW 1910 MACHINES IN STOCK.

3^ h.p. Magneto Rex, crey finish

3J h.p. Magneto Rex, Cantilever seat

5 h.p. Twin, grand *;idecar mount
3i h.p. Plate Clutch, free en^ne, pedalling

;ear

4 h.p. Magneto N.S.U

35 Gns
38 Gns
42 Gns

45 Gns
£36

CONSIDER THIS.

d New 1910J 5 h.p. Two-speed Twin Rex de

Luxe, 191 1 cylinders, forks, M.O.V., magneto,

ind other 19 11 fittings, fully guaranteed,

6x2jin. non-skids £54 10

19 f

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.

Twin Rex de Luxe, with coach-built sidecar,

ised for demonstration only, two speeds, very
ine order and condition £54 10

si p. Twm Rex de Luxe, magneto ignition, Roc
:lntch, handle starting, and new rigid sidecar £27 10

,ji p. N.S.U., free engine, N.S.U. sidecar, very
.mart turnout £33 10

34 >. Two-speed Rexette, carries three £25
Brp New 1910^ Twin Rex de Luxe, 1911 fittings,

and new 191 1 de luxe sidecar £59 15
Two-speed Rex Litette, w.c, very smart and

)Owerfiil . , £29 10

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN STOCK.

Twin Rex, special M.O.V. engine, very fast,

.

3 J h.p. Magneto Rex, 84 J x 89
5 h.p. Magneto Rex .

.".

5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, fine sidecar machine .

.

3J h.p. Rex, very fa=t, special machine ....
5" h.p. Rex de Luxe
3-6 h.p. Rex Lii,'ht\vci;.;ht, magneto
5 h.p. Twin Rex, s^pring forks

3J h.p. Magncti) Rex, spring forks
J, Twin Rex de Luxe, Rue clutch, spring forks
y. late type Two-speed Number

il rant, 3 h.p., nice order
ii ier, 2 h.p., splendid condition

p. J.A.P., light and handy
I. J.A.P., twin, magneto, free engine
Werner, light and low

.""

t Singer, sfiin. wheels, magneto, h.b. control
I Magneto Lightweight

F.N, Lightweight, " GOOD "

Magneto Quadrant, spring forks
Magneto Minerva, special finish

Bradbury, free engine
EASY P.WMK.NTS FROM £3 DEPOSIT,

[

£29 10
£32 10
£35 10
£42 10
£27 10
£38 10
£16 10
£16 10
£19 19
£24 10
£32 10
£11 10
£11
£10
£26 10
£19 10
£16
£16 10
£9 10
£24
£18 16
£10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Qll Eradburrs Humbers fall models). Enfields. I

-L*? Eudges, New Hudsons, from stouk : one 1911
Humber lightweight, as new,-£30: one 1910 T T. Res,
as new, £35 : one N.S.TT-, 3ih.p-. mu^'neto. grand order.

£20; one 2ib.p. Bradburv. magneto, carburetter, tvres,

etc., new^ £17; one S^h.p- Rex. h-b-c-, perfect. £11. a

bargain: one Triimiph, 1908, tyres as new, guaranteed.
£29 : one Phelon and Moore. 23b.p.. magneto, tip-top

(Tder. £15/10. a gift—Hebden's M..tor Mart, St. James'b
St., Burnley.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

1 Qll Bradbury in stock for immediate deliTery.—W-
J-t/ Barnes, agent, Ashbourne-

RTTDGE, 1911. 4 weeks old. condition as new, had
little use; £40.—Trott, Meale, Shrewsbury.

BRAND new free-engine Rudse. in crate, teat; cash
offers.— 8,012, The Motor Cycle Omces, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, standard 1910. as new, guaranteed per-

fect ; owner bought clutch lucdel ; £38.—Moss,
Wem.

PHELON and Mocre, brand nfv.-, 1911 racdela, for
immediate delivery.—Moss, Wem.

2ih.p. Brough. new Dunlops, and accumulator; £5 for
2 quick sale.—Wat.son. Brookhill Hall. Alfreton.

3ibp. Quadrant, veiy powerful, h.b-c., 2 accumulators.
2 good order; £16; cfiers.-Allen, Upton, Maccles-

field.

IQll Triumph and Royal Enfield free engine motor
-Lf cj-cles deliverd from slock.—Oakley's, Station Rd..
nedneeford.

SINGER 2h.p. Moto-Velo. quite new; cost £35. best
offer; bought AC.-The Lodge, Wcstou, Hawk-

etone, Salop.

BRAJND new Bradbury, in crate, mirror lamp. 3 note
horn, .-pare valve; ofi'ers.—D. Fox, LichHekl Bar-

ra*:k3. Staff?.

ZENI'TH-GBADUAS. Sili.p., in stock for immediate
delivery.— .Sole district agents, rnskells,. Ltd., 250

Stafford St.. Walsall

BRADBURYS.—All models in stork for immediatf
delivery.-Sole district ugents, Tuskells, Ltd.. 250.

Stafford St.. Walsall.

31h.p- Minerva, good going order, inclinejl onfrine; £6:
2 mu>1 .sell: poing away; what offers?-Wheeldon.

Coisbaw Hall, Kjiutsford-

3ih-p, 1911 F.E. Rover and cash in exchange for
2 7h.p. 1911 Indian, 2-speed preferred.-Norman.

Tunhall. Stoke-on-Trent.

3ih.p. Quadrant, h.b. control, spring forks. peEfect
4 running order and condition; £11.—Capwell, Dove-

holes, Buxton, Uerbyshire.

DOUGLAS. 1911. Model V, new end of May. not
ridden 30 miles, perfect: £36. — \\oolley. Field

jiouse, Sandbach, Cuesnire.

LATE 1910 V.S. Motor Cycle, 3ih.p.. 2 speeds; cost
£59. and not scratch-d; sacrifice, £32.—Mineral

Water Wki.. Leawood, Matlock.

IQll 3ih.p. Premier, absolutely brand new, un*
Xt/ .scratched throughout, not run 30 miles; sacrifice.

£36.—R. Else. Leawood, Matlock.

CLEMENT-GARRARD. 2h.p.. spring forks, accumu-
lator, trembler coil, prand beginner's mount, new

.\jnac carburetter; £7.—C. Jaimoh, Oakdene, Wrexham.

ARIEL. 1911. new May. run 600 miles, decompressor,
variably cear. and free engine, absolutnli- perfect,

and like new; £42, or offers-- 59, Douglas Ed., Hands-
worth.

"I
Qll 3fh.p. Ruilge-Whitworth. free engine, run 1.023

Xt/ miles, us new. Jones speedometer, absolutely per-
iCL-t. nil spares; £49. — Mak-olm Nicholson. Highfield
Hall. Leek.

THE Cheapest Bargain Ever Offered.—Latest pattern
Tourist Rex. Sib. p., used 3 times only, new 3

weeks aco; tost £45 nett cash, accept £35-—Sbandon,
Chesterfield.

5 h.p. Peueeot, Bosch, B. and B., everything up-to-
date, and nearly new sid^^'ar. lamp. horn, spares;

50 mile trial; £39; photo, penny stamp.-Spaven, South
iNormanton, Alfreton.

PREMIER, 1910i. 3ih.p., condition absolutely per-
fect. Lucas headlight and horn, new Dunlop belt,

.Dunlop studded tyres, all accessories: any trial; leason-
jable offer.-Archer, 21, Wolfa St., Derby.

L.M.C. T.T., there months old. done 800. nnpnnc-

,
tured, 2 valves, horn, Cowey spe*idometer, written

I

guarantee, racing and touring bars, euamelling, platine
perfect; nearest £40.—C. Rice-Oxley. Shrewsbury.

O O JLxSTnam. Rudge [Roper, Wolverhampton), B. andO O2 B., h.b.c. carburetter. 19in. frame, new lin
Dermatine belt, and heavy studded eover. very powerful
perfect condition; £12/10.—J. Lidderdale. BerkswicL
Stafford,

TRIUMPH, 1909. Mabon free engine, clutch, neari

^^^^^ .L,.,,,-. ,1^,1, w.,. n.n- I
^^w tjreg. excellent condition, price £31; sideoo

'.ufcUan Aeent—Allen fi' uvSwrnf'S-" v^t^^h. '*o^ ^**^- £2/10; also 4-ryl. F.N.. overhauled, new mae.u^udQ Agent AUen, 6, \\c?tbourae St. Petersham, .ueto, £18.-Apply, Crescent Motor Co.. Liscard VUlage,
Cheshire.

FECIAL OFFER.—Two Brand New 3* h.p. Rexes,
84i bore, Sg stroke, spring forks, verv low frame,
ball bearings to engine-shaft, Bosch magneto
ignition, Brown and Barlow handle-bar control car-
buretter, foot and hand bralies, Jin, Li.'so belt,

26x2i Continental t^xes, footr^ts, nuraber-plates,
toolbag, tools, spares, stand, and carrier. Bargain
price, 32 Gns.
NEW SIDECARS trom £3 10s. upwards.

Discount to Trade.

he Halifax Mobr Exchange
LARGEST REX DEALERS.

16, Weste-SL-lie, HALIFAX.
*Phone, 766. Telegranis, "Perfectioa;"

Business Hours, g a.m. to 6 p.m.-

N.S.W

iffBieiil

i!C0UNT7CHEMICA£C^i
fecturingChcmistsiOjIiRefine
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LUBRICATION is a matter

of utmost importance to the

motor cyclist, and an item

which is apt to be too lightly

considered. You cannot give

loo much attention to this, or

exercise too much care in the

selection of a suitable oil.

GHEMIGO

MOTOR
BIKE

OIL
has had our careful altenlion,

coupled with our wide know-

ledge of oil, exercised in its

production, which with every

confidence we recommend.

CHEMICO MOTOR BIKE
OIL is exceptionally high m
(lashpoint, will not carbonise

the valves, or soot the plug,

but will circulate everywhere

necessary and keep the engine

perfectly cool.

We Urge every motoi

cyclist lo test CHEMICO
MOTOR BIKE OIL, and give

attention to the running of the

engine during lest

Note Iiow sweetly it runs and how
clean ttie valves keep.

PRICES.
Quart Tins . . 1/6 each.

Half-Gallon Tins 2/6 „
Gallon Tins . . 4/6 „

C
H
E
IVI

I

c

In answerina tlienK advertisetnenls it i$ de^irahU lo mention " The Motrrr CvrJi>
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CAR PATTERN

MUDGUARDS
can be fitted without

extra chargre.
This is our Model de Luxe.

Complete £5 : 5 : Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.

NOTE OUR front arm which grips the sidecar
CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this attach-

ment.

" All our Sidecars are now fitted with Farrar's
qnicK detacnabic joints and cianked i.>ai k axles,
refinemeriis found on very few other makes,

MODEL" OR LUXE " £5 5
MODEL " C," uith cane body £6
MODEL ' D," with coach-built body £7
MODRl "E," with reversible child's seat.. £6 10

ALL COMPLETE WITH MUDGUARD & TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

Dehvery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
K &. M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LiCHT, STRONG. AND SPLENDID VALUE
SF>RUNO LIKE A CAR.
Sole Agent for Australia and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY. N.S.W.

ENGINES. ENGINES.

6-7 h.p. Twm Antoine, fine puller £6 10
5-0 b.p. SaKOLKA, brand r ew, rqio model,

fitted magneto, silencers, driving pulley,
etc £14 U

lib.p. DE DION, air-cooied £1 15
Phelon and Moore Engine and Frame £5 10
4\ h.p. HUMBER, water-cooled £6 10
ait h.p. MINERVA, cood puller £3 10
2 h.p. SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10

Other engines accepted in part payment,

NEW CARBURETTERS.
igii B. and B., complete 25/-
1910 Amac, variable jets 22/-

5/- allowed for old carburetter.

ig 10 Amac, second-hand 15/-
1910 Amac, twin outlet 15^_

FARRAR'S
Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane,

MM.*m,M^M.m: .tm..^%. i^a^ g.p.o.)

Telephone 919,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, actual gold medal Thinner, June,

1910, London to Edinburgh trial, two sets of tyree
and tubes, Whittle and spare round belt, lamp, h-.ra,

watch, spare.i, etc ; 22 guineas-—Micklewright, The Nar-
rows, Ludlow-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

1011 Bradbury, touring model, not unpacked; what
At/ offers?—Below.

1 QIO Premier, twin, 3|h.p., free engine, just thor-
-Lt/ onghly overhauled by makers, perfect; £32/10,
cost f 60.—Forinton, furnisher, Boston.

Griffin, one new tyre, in good order;
Plastow, Grimsby.

£44.-R. Turnill. 3,

Qh.p,O ]

RUDGE, free engine, as new

;

Barrack Rd., Northampton.

31i-p. Minerva, Anel frame, good condition-—Apply,
25, King Richard St., Coventry.

WOODGATE for Triumphs; deliveries from stock
of all models; no waiting.

WOODGATE for Singers, clutch, standard and Moto
VelQ; immediate delivery.

WOODGATE for Ariels with decompre&aoi ; easiest
starters on the market.

WOODGATE for Royal Ehfield and Douglas light-

weights; a fine range on view.

WOODGATE for a Splendid Selection of second-
hands and trial models, ranging from £5 to

i:45; sidecars fiooi £5/5: exchanges and payments ar-

ranged.—The Motor Cycle Depot- 543, Coventry Rd.,
Birmingham. Tel.: 372 Victoria.

BIRIdTNGHAM Motor Cyclists. — Inspect my half-
column advert for bargains.—P. J. Evans, Sparkliill.

F.N". 2ih.p. 1911 Lightweight, shaft drive. 2-speed,
free engine: list price £47/5, sell £35.-358, Strat-

ford Rd-, Birmingham.

DOUGLAS Lightweight, 1910 model, as new, com-
plete; £28.-Evans, 358, Stratford Rd-, Birming-

ham. ^ ,.

MATCHLESS, 1911 3;h.p.. 2-speed; cost £60, accept
£45.-358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

T^OTJGLAS, 1910,_2Jh.p., perfect condition
covers, spares; £26.—Guyver, -Alcester.-

e order, all accessori
Fancourt, Stamford.

- p.

Tay, King's Noiton, Birmingham.

J.A-P-, 4h.p., 1911, in fine order, all accessories, nothing
to buy; £29.-

MUST Sell.—New 3^h.p. Alldays, Roe 2-speed
ticular; " — - -. . .

QJLh-p. Minerva, m-o-v.. just re-bored, new piston,^2 fast; £9, offer.- 62, Parade, Leamington. *

5-6hp- Twin N-S.TI., magneto, excellent order through-
out; £23/10—Rudkin, Swinegate, Grantham.

3ih.p. Rudge, free engine, as new, lamp and horn;
2 first cheque £48.-7, Queen's Rd., Nuneaton.

3ih.p. Magneto Rex, 1909, good tyres and belt, and
3 condition good: £20.-J. Fancourt, Stamford-

HUMBER, 3ih.p., 1910J, 2-speed, free engine; £38.
—10, Lincoln St., Balsall Heath, Birmingham.

1 Qll 3ih,p. Premier, onlv ridden 100 miles; nearest
J-t^ £37/10" seeures.—Hazell Smith, Leamington Spa.

REX, 5h-p., twin, Bosch magneto, overhauled, splen-
did condition; cheap.—72, Earsldon Lane, Coventry.

SINGER Lightweight, Bosch ma.gneto^ excellent con-
dition ; £23.—Perkins, house furnisher, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1908, new cylinder and piston, spring
forks, everything up-to-date, "excellent condition.—

Below.

BRADBURY, 1910. 1911 tank, inverted levers, en-
gine, overhauled, new belt, tyres good, splendid

.aachine.—Below.

PREMIER, twin. 1910, footrests, original tyres
excellent, machine little used, splendid condition.

GENUINE Bargains
ward and Ball,

for immediate cash sales.—Hay-
Stratford-on-Avou, agents for

Bradbury, Indians, and Rex.

Sih.p. 1910 T.T. Trimnph. first-class condition, very
2 fast; £40.-Apply, Pilldngton and Co., Eailsdon,

Coventry.

3 h.p. Minerva, low, smart, perfect, long bars; £5/10.
offer '

~ ------
bargain.—Toms, 138, Catherinemiast sell

St.. Leicester.

Oih.p. Motor Cycle, in good condition, new £3 tvre
'W2 this year; must "sell; £8/10.-30, Albert St.,

Brigg. Lines.

ZENITH-GRADUA8. 3ih,p., in Btock for immedinte
delivery.—Sole district agents, Pa.'ikellB. Ltd., 62,

High St. , Leicester.

OUGLAS, Model D. in stock for immediate de-
livery.-Sole district agents. PaskeU's, Ltd., 62,

High St., Leicester.

33.h.p. Hohart, splendid condition throughout; £8/10
4 or near offer.—J. Beck, 6. Manners St., Gran-

tham.

TRIUMPH, 1909, in fine order; £50; including
lamp and generator and all spares,-J. Fancourt,

Stamford.

D^

FARRAR'S
Motor Exchange
19,21,23,25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX '?"°'"-'°-"^'
from G.P.O.

TelephonTi 919,

Sih.p.,

3i t.p.,

3i t-p.,

3i t-P-,

3 h-P-.

3ih,p.,

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910, with igii spring forks.

1910, black finish.

1910, grey finisli

rgog, Tourist, very good
1908, Featherweight roagneto
1906, Tourist, M.O.V., spring forks

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V. ......
^-6 h.p., 190*^. two-speed, and sidecar ....

5-6 h.p., special -model, 1909, magneto....
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model..
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special,

good
5-6 h.p:, igo8, two-speed de Luxe, rgog

engine
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto....
5-6 h.p., igo7, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch

£35
£32
£32
£28
£18
£14

£43
£32
£27 10

£24
£28
£23 3

£29 10

£32
£21
£23

N.S.U.'s N.S.U.'Sl N.S.U.'s.

5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19

5j h.p. iVIagneto, 2 speeds £25

1908 Lightweight, Bosch magneto £17 Q

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
6-7 h.p. Twin Antoine, Bosch, B. & B £21

rgii New Hudson, three speeds £47

3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., very good £18 C

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., grand ^oer £12

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar . . £29
5-6 h.p. 5-speed 1908 Rex and Sidecar .... £33

One ditto £32

7-9 h.p. two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.

Continental, rubber non-skids, 26x2^ ..

Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26 x 2^
Continental, beaded, 26x2
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed

3O/-1!:

18/e

13/6

9/6

.00 nnilfN SECURES AIUY OF THESE.
SbO l»UWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
2i h.p. Minerva, good £7 (

2 li, p. iVSinerva, M.O.V. , spray carburetter . . £7 (

^/l nfWtlfl SECURES ANY OF THESE
dbl- WUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.

ii h.p. Mineova, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £14 I

3I h.p. Brown Bicar, 2Cin. wheels £12 (

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V £12 i

3* h.p. 1906 Rex, M.O.V., spring forks £14 I

CARS .AND TRICARS.
5S h.p. Humberette car, 2 seater £18 (

5^-6J h.p. Rexelte, twospeeds,abeauty £24 (

One ditto, re-varnished £20 I

6 h.p. Rover Tricar, 50od goer £17 (

IVItSGELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Forecar Attachment, good 35/-

Brooks Bloo saddle 9/1

F.R.S. 58/- Lamp set.. 30'

Cowey Speedometer, only done 582 miles.

.

£3 '

Second-hand sidecar, rigid £3 1

Mills-Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar ..:... £6 1

Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc. £1 1

Prcsted accumulators, new, 15 amp SJ/li
,

Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35

Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new 4/1

New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/iog ^ 15/

New Frame for vertical engine 30/

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils „. t, .. 15/

WANTED. WANTED.
Triumphs, Rexes, Minervas. N.S.U.'s, Douglas'

Moto-Reves, and other magneto machines.

Cash waiting.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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^>TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TON Cyclo Co.,

OEIA, BW—See bareains below; all best mates
D stock.

TON.—Bradburys in stock, free engine, £54/10;
2-spced. £55.

TON.—Clyno; sole S.W. agents; tnai by appoint-
ment ; early delivery.

TON.—Matchless; sole S.W. aBency; early de-

liveries.

TON.—1911 Kerry-Abinsdon, SJli.p. ; £45.

iTON.—1911 Moto-Eeve, 23b. p.; £45.

TON.-New Enfield; £36.

TON.—Bradbury, 3 ^eek? old, 1910 standard
model, all accessories, as new; £35.

TON.—P.N., 4-cyl., 41h.p., good order; £25.

TON.—Humber, 3ib.p., 1910 standard, acces-

sories; £25.

TON.—Exchanges and instalments, reasonable
terms.

TON.—1910 Moto-Iteve, 2h.p., with accessories,

£25.

TON.—7h.p. Brown, twin, Bosch magneto, 11.

and B. carburetter, just overhauled; £32.

TON.—1909 51i.p. .Sarolea, Chater-Lea, 4 speeds,

new Druid forks, B. and B. carburetter, Bosch
?i 3, new Eom on back; £30, bargain.

TON.—32h.p. Excelsior. B. and B. carburetter.

£8/10; 2!h,p. l>recision-Enfleld, £6/10.

TON.-Tricar, 6h.p. International engine, water-
cooled, Eenold patent 2-speed gear, Renold silent

wheel steering, 760.\90 tyres; £30-

TON.-HumbPr tricar, chain driven, free engine,
;ood order; £10/10.

TON Cv. le On., J 10. Wilton Ed., Viitorio. Lon-
don, S.W. Tlione, 5115 Westminster.

GE. free engine, almost new: £46, or exchaDge.
L'indcr, 9, Glebe Ed., Bromley-

fl LN, 1910. 5b. p. twin, little u.sed, with or without
lecar.-ll. Honor Oak Ed., SE.

2-speed Humber. new, £46 ; appointment. —
Eastleigh, Cookbam Rise, Berks.

jh.p. Minerva, perfect order; bargain.—Rutlivcn,
Wiverton Ed-, Sydenham, S.E.

r( 3E Cycles, second-hand, all prices; write foi
ts.-H. Kettle, Sniarden, Kent.

. Triumph, magneto, h.b.c, perfect order; £25.-
5. J. Smith, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

Motor Cycle and Sidecar, in good going order

;

E9.—154. St. John's Ed., Hoxton.

W N.S.U., 4h.p,, just delivered, with latest 2-
;ed gear; £50.-Dunting, Wcaldstone.

61 - Pro-Peugeot, brand new condition; £7/10
isor Attilla. 190, Brixton Hill. S.W.

ES.-N.S.U.. 2(h.B. twin, late 1910. Bosch
igueto, m.o. valves, 1911 lluish: £22.

.ES-Minerva-B.S-A., 2Jh.p., spring forks, h.b.c.
instable pulley; £12.

^ES.-N.S.U., IJh.p. 1910 lightweight, Bosch
igneto, nearly new; £20.

ES. — Humber, 1911. 3)h.p., 2-,?peed model,
liner tyres. Whittle belt, almost mew; £40.

ES.-N.S.U.. 3Jh.p., 1908. magneto, spring forks,
little belc, perfect conuition; £20.

ES.—Minerva, 3h.p., magneto, low built, adju-t-
e puUe.v, h.b. control, fine condition; £17/10.

AiES.-Singer -Velo liglitweight. 1910, Bosch inog
."-., HiuiJ forks, adjustable pulley, latest improve-

A ES.
3.U.'

£20.

We have la few brand new single-cyl.
.
magneto ignition, spring forks, improved

mjter, h.b. control, tool case, full set of tjols,
27 ; deferred payments arranged.

-A4ES.—Immediate delivery of the N.S.IT. 2-spced
irs, all si/.es in stock; £5/15.

,ES and Co.. High St.. Acton. N.S.U. Wosl
ndon diBlritt agency—Early delivery ot 1911

lei liberal allowances for machines in part
Tel.: 556 ChiBwirk.

Premier Motor

Company, Ltd.,
Aston Road, BIRIV1IIMOHAIV!

The MOTORETTE.
The best thinj^ in light Two-seaters.

6-7 h.p., Water-cooled, Two-speed. Reliable as

any car, 100 GuinCSS, less Hood and Screen-

Made also as delivery vehicle.

We arc now able to give EARLY DELIVERY.

Why wait for delivery ? We can supply fronn
stock the following 1911 models:—
TRiUMPII, standard, 3,', h.p.

HEX, tourist. 3A h.p.

REX, c_^ne clutch, ^f, h.p.

KEX UE LUXE, twin-cylinder. 5 h.p.

KEX, coue clutch, twin-cvlindcr, 5 h.p.

INDLAN, two-suced. 7 li.p.

ARIEL, stiiud.ird, 3J li.p.

HUiMBER, two-speed, 3-! h.p.

B.^.A., standard, ^i h.p.

Second-hand Machines.
We have always a good stock of high-class and
reliable Second-hand Machines of various makes.

Cash, Exchanges, or D feired Payments.
List sent Iree o any address.

P.M C. "QUICKFIT" Couplings
FOR SIDECARS.

( SiJKp. rpii^fot, Chater-Lea; £20— Gidner, 95.
' ;il Ed., AVest Croydon.

Hull, 24.Stevens, new B. and B. ; £10.
schurch Ed., East Cioydon-

N- SLD, 2-j'pced and free engine ; 'phone or wire
secure.—Baker. Ealins Green.

^ ^7A' ^J^^P-. in exopllent condition: £10-—H-,
Aielrose Gardens, I^ew Maiden-

i.pt'afnir. magneto, brand new; £22/10, lowest-
Stockwell Park Ed., London, S,W.

-Immediate dulivery from stock.—Co?tin, B.S-A
nts. 29, Leigii Ed. E-, Southend-on-Sea-

PATENT 1442.

With our QuickQt Couplings any sidecar can be
attached in si.\ty seconds and detached in forty

seconds, Single-handed. No tools requiredL SAFER
than ordinary tittings—no nuts to comeofl or bolts

to " strip." The strain on frame tubes is greatly
reduced. Price 30/- the set of three couplings, to

fit any make. 5/- allowed on old fittings (any
make).

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REY. 5. Heath St-, Hampstead, can give immediate

delivery of the following 1911 machines:

REX, 3ih.p., brand new. 1911 clut<jli model, handla
starting; £42-

BEADBURY Standard'Free Engine or 2-speed Model;
immediate delivery from stock.

HUMBER, 1911. 3ihp., two-speed and free engina
model : immediate delivery.

"OAT, 7-8h.p,, 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £60.

TRIUMPH. 1911, standard model, for immediate de-
livery, £48/15; und clutch models.

DOUGLAS, 23h.p., 1911, standard, model D; Im-
mediate delivery.

DOUGLAS, 2;h.p., 1911, model E, two-speed and
handle starting; '£48.

LINCOLN Elk. 3ili.p., 1911. £34; or 2ih.p, £28/10;
no waiting-

HANDY Hobart. 3ih.p. twin. 1911. or 2ih.r.; no
waitiuji.

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in Etock;

no waiting.

B.S.A-, 1911. 3ih.p.. for immediate delivery; no waiU
ing; £50.

ALL the Above for immediate delivery; terms. ca,^h,

exchange, or extended payuieuts.— Only addiesi,

Uey. 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

31 h.p, Ees. 1909. Roc 2-spoed, 1910, good condition;
^ £29.-St. Ives, Drake Ed-. Westell II-jn-Sca.

KEEEY. 3Jh.p., late 1911, new sidecar: 43 guineas.

— Eadlan Garage. Bcckenham Ei, Penge. S.E.

TEIUMPH. 1911. month old. .'Speedometer, etc-, ai
nev: £48.-CampbeU, 9, Glebe Ed, Bromley.

F.N. 4-cyl., 5-61i.p.. 1911 carburetter and engine, new
Dunlop tyres; £35.-tj9. Ashley Av., Cheriton.

23.h p. Minerva, good ruuninc order, newly overhauled;
4 £!-.:.—Bridges, 59. Wightman Ed., Hurringay.

HUMBER Ligiitweishts. from stock; write or call.—

Boyce, 23, Grand Parade, Archway Ed., Highgata,

1 O"^*^ 2Jh.p. Minerva, in very fine condition, many ro-

XJ/ flnemeutd, lamp, two belts, spares; ±12.—Below.

"I Q09 L.M-C, 3ilLp.. 2 speeds and free engine,
JLt7 spring forks, stand, carrier, Busch magneto. U.
:i!id B. carbiuetter, h.b.c, excellent condition; £28.—
BlIuw.

IQlO 5h.p. Tourist, rondilion perfect, Luca.<j lamp,
-!-•? horn, etc.; £36,— Below.

1 Qll 3;h.p. Premier, latest type. Mabou clutch,

JitJ Wiiittle belt, us new throughout; £38.— Below.

-JQIO F.N. IdgMweight, 2ih.p., 2-speed and fre«

J-V engine mode!, iierfect order and condition; pnco,
with tricycle conversion set, £30.—Below.

1Q11 Humber 3?h,p., 2-specd model, quite lika

J-*y new. fitted with \^^little belt, speedometer,
lamp, horu, watch, mirror, etc., tools and spares; £44.—
Below.

1 QIC P. and M.. 2-si^et-d 3ih.p. incxlel, ^ew Sep-

Send for List of the famous P.M.C.

Sidecars. Early delivery.

By far the best value obtainable.

1 Q09 N.S.U.. 6h.p. twin, Bosch magneto. B. and B.
X*/ carburetter, h.b.c. ; £18.—Below.

l QlO Triumph, SJh.p. roadster model, perfect in
XtJ every detail; £35.—Below.

1 QIO Tritmiph. 3.Ui,p. free engine model, Lucas fcoro
Xt7 and lamp; £43.— Below.

IQll Res. 3ih.p, Tourist model. a3 new throughout;
Xi7 £36.-Below.

IQlO Indian. 5h.p. model, new last September, con-
X t/ dition and ajipeurance perfect ; £36.—Below.

IQIO Chater-.Tnp. 5h.p. en^iue with overhead valves,
1- *y Chater-Lea new sprini: forks. Jap carburetter,

Bosch magnet-^, both hb-c-. filabou cjutcli, 26x2i tyres,

Uiivison's tank, with gauges, all possible refinements;
£55.—Below.

I 010 Mntosacorhe, magneto iirnition. spring forks,
XtF "Whittle belt, a splendid Uttio machine; £20.—
Below.

1 QlO 5h.p. Rex do Luxe. 2 spced.i and free engine,
Xt/ Mith Eex coaclibuilt sidecar, Cowey speedometer,
Lncf.3 05/- lamp set, and Solar lamp. Lucas horn, many
rertnemcuta and spar>.v. perfect order and condition:
£55—Thu Eastern Gar-T^-e Co.. Romford Rd., Forest
Gate, Ivicj'hoiic: Stratford 10. Telegrams: Egaraco,
Iiondnu.

TRITIMrU, mndel 3h-Ti.. benutiful running order, new
tyres; £15; triul-~37. Beaufort Ed-. Surbiton-

CEOWNFIELD-GIVAUDAN. 23h.r.. low. fast, good
condition; £14.-M-, 2, Station E4-. Fiucbley, N-

ROC. 2-spepd Amac. li.b.c.,' and sidecar, nearly new;
£28.-After 7. Hewion, 47, Great Ormond St.,

W.C.

IQll ''-cyl- FN.. £40: sidecar. £5: both practically
Xi/ new.-C. L). Swiuhoe, 15, Trebovir Ed-, Earl'4
Court.

/* h.p. Roc, magneto. 2 speeds, perfect: trial, examina-^ tion; bargain. £22.-15, Algernon Ed-, Hendon*
N.W.

Iv answprinrf these advrrii^rjjirnfs if ?'' dcsirahh to mention "The Motor CijcJc.''* A47
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RET, Harap^tead.—Great Barsaius.— 5, Heath 5t.,

Haiupstead. Tel. ; 2678 P.6- Bargains as below.

HA:mPSTEAD.—Douglas 1909- splendid condition
with all accessories. £2? ; 1910, nice condition,

£26, bars'aiE.

HAMPSTEAD—1911 Triumpli, free eKgine>inodel,
almost new, ivith accessories ; £49 ; special bar-

i>:ii"

HAHP8TEAD.-P. audM-. 1909, good condition, -all

aucessories. fitted with 2-SDeed gear; £30.

HA.jMPSTEAD.— 1911 Lincoln Elk. shop soiled only,

Sih.p., Palmer tyres; special price £30-

HAIVEPSTEAD. — Motosacocli.e, splendid condition
with all accessories; great biirgaiu. only £10.

HAJMPSTEAD —1911 Triumphs, brand new, for im-
mediate' delivery -from stock; free engine models

3i' standard-

HAilPSTEAD
no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD.-3hp
low fr

HAMPSTEAD
and tyres? like

F.N.'s, latest 1911 models, in stock,

3 extra, for extended payments.

Advance, fine condition, very
all accessories; great bargain, £8.

3h.p. E.g.A., spring frame, condition
new, requires cylinder only ; bar-

HAMPSTEAD.— 2i'h.p. V.S-. magneto and spring
forks, all accessories; special bargain, only £12.

HAMPSTEAD. — 1911 5h-p. T^vin Indian, clutch
model, blue, almost new; £48; special bargain.

HA:\rPSTEAD-—1911 3Ah.p. Premier, almost new
condition, witai all accessories; special bargain,

HAMPSTEAD. -4-cyl. F.N-, 4ih.p..
all accessories; only £16.

good condition,

"rTAMPSTEAD.^1911 Bradbury
with acces-sorie

like new condition,
sidecar machine; £35, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD, -Royal Enfield, late 1910. splendid
condition, all accessories; £26, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD —1911 Douglas, almost new, with ac-

cessories; £36; condition like new.

HAMPSTEAD.-34h.p. 1911 two-speed Humber,
almost new, with accessories; £45.

HAMPSTEAD.— Only house for -great bargains and
quick delivery of new 1911 machines you cannot

get elsewhere ; agents for all makes, and makers of the
famous Key's sidecar and exhaust whistle.—Only ad-

dress, 5, Heath St. Tel.: 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

ENFIELD. 2ih.p-, Dunldps, only done 100 miles, as
new; £35.-H.. 57. Florence Ed-, Stroud Green, N-

WANDSWORTH.—Indian, late 1910, 5-6h.p., m.o.v.,
magneto, spring forks, as new; _ sacrifice, 40

,

guineas.

WAJs^DSWORTH
magneto.

Triumph,
spring forks.

-Roc. 4h.p.. ni.o.T., magneto.
Whittle belt, nearly new, i

WANDSWOETH-
speeds, b.b.c,

scratched- £28/15.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N., late 1909, 5-6h.p,, 4 cyls.-

magneto, spring forks, h.b.c, as new; sacrifice.
£28.

WAJs^DSWOETH.-F.N., late 1909, 5-6h.p., 4 cyls,.

mas'neto, spring forks,, i.b.c, perfect order; bar-
gain, £26.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S. 5-eh.p,. twin, magneto, per-
fect ; £23 ; exchange.'!-. -Wf.ndsworth Motor Ex-

change, Ebner St.. Wandsworth.

tt^DMUNDS and Waa<ieH, ' The Brooklands
Cycle Exchange, Vv eybridge,

Motor
enuine clearance

sale.

1 nil Bradbury; £43.

1 Qll Rex, 2-2peed, free engine, as new; £52.

I
QlO Bradbury, N.S.TT. 2-::;peed gear; £44; and

X*/ Chater-;Lea sidei =!r.

"j 010 V.S., 2-speiJ, and sid?csr, 7-9h.p. ; £49.

jCJll Matchless, 5h.p., T.T. model; £45.

1 O09 Motosaccfche, 3-speed, free engine; £18.

1 Q09 4-cyI. F.N. ; i;23.
^

4h.p. Peugeot, magneto; £19 ; best prices given for
any make in exchange.

TLEIUMPH. 1910, iu excellent condition, poes well;
£37.—Willoughby, Old School House, Merstham,

Surrey-

free engine, immediate delivery:
Baker, Trimnph agency, Ealing

1 Qll Triumph
jL»? 'phone or wire.

REX, 3ih.p.. 1910, ran 200 miles, good as new; £33.
—Streathaui Motor Supply Co., Greyhound Lane,

itreatha-m.

3JLh.p. Triumph, late 1909. exhaust whistle and acces-
2 sories; £29.—Write. J. Le Grand, 16, Haverstoek

World Famous

Dry Batteries

M.C = e

6-6 ou.y.

UNDOUBTEDLY
the most reliable dry batter>' made
proved by the (act that not only are
they used by the British but also by sev-
eral Foreign and Colonial Governnients

SAVE MONEY
by installing on your motor cycle or car

The H.H. HELLESEN DRY BATTERY
SYSTEM

you will find it far more satisfactory than
acid-hlled accumulators, for not onlj' is

the " Hellesen" cheaper in first cost
but it costs you nothing whatever to
maintain—in fact after once fitted you
need not give it a thought.

REMEMBER THAT
a special coil is not always necessary,
merely send us brief particulars
as to the ignition as now fitted

on your motor cycle or car and
we will advise and help you
willingly and gratis too.

Illustrated catalogue on request

A.H.HUNT
1 15-117.

Cannon St

,

LONDON
EC.

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALl'
Qlh.p. Centaur, belt drive, tyres new, 1911 B «ii

Biriesam' **"' ''"''''''' *13'l0.-22a, Draj-ton

mth sidecar, powerful, good laijSili.p. Pafnir,
4 ordi

Blackiieath.

Ol.p. F.N., new tyres, footboards, h.b.c, sprini; i.fj no reasonable offer refused—22, Halliford
i,ssex Rd. '

TITIDGET Bicar. grey, Sih.p., Pafnir, entire
-L'-t low. splendid condition; photo; ofler3--'24 S!
Ed., Forest Gate. '

Oilip Griffin, been rebuslied and rebored. new^2 belt. B. and B. hlb.c: £10.-40. TlorM '

Forestjate.

"MTOTO-EEVE. new condition, all grey lamn

T^OUGLAS, late 1910, splendid condition, as
-*/ faultless; £2S.-Japo, Holywell Hill, St."

A

(20 miles London)-

]VrOTOSACOCHE, gent's, magneto, spare belt,J.TX tyres, accessories; £20; seen any time.-
Junction Ed'., N.

IQll 2i-h.p. Royal Enfield, equal new horn. IJ-*/ and Hamuer lamp: £55.-F. E. BaileT.
AtlioH, Chertsey-

1 Qll Bradbury standard, little used, acres^i
-*-^ ?pare belt; no time: £39.-Eotl)umley, 56, J
fold Rd., Ckipliam.

TQCS Res, Sili.p., magneto, spring: forlis, l.b.c,
JL*/ Jow and fast, as new: £19/10.—Peacock,
High Rd., Balham.

3ib.p. N.STJ. Motor Cycle, Bosch magneto, epl'

2 condition, £17; with sidecar, £19,-131,
cliurcti Rd., Brighton.

TRIUMPH. 1911. free engine model, for imini
delivery: £55.—F. Spearman, Motor Works, t

Hampton, Middlesex.

TRIUMPH,^ 3ih.p., 1907, magneto, Tery little

spares, ready for use; £22.—Aldeburgh, 1

Lane, Siieufield, Esses.

MOTO-REVE, 2Ii.p-, boucrlit new Mav. 1911;
£33, accept £2S.—Rose, The^-Firs, NightingaK

St-, Bishop's Stortford.

DOUGLAS, a910.
Tcrv little used

274. High Rd.,

OlO^ o;

Rom tyres, 1911 improve
new condition; £29/10.—Pei:

Balham.

for 3h.p. De Dion-Brown, low, fast, spl A

order ; bift-gain, or exchange tricar.—Uptou I,

Isliugward St., Brighton.

3ih-p- Quadrant, Bosch magneto, h-b-c, spring j,

2 lamp, tools: £20.—Arthur Ne\7man, Dorset a.

Liorchester Rd.. AVeybridgc.

TRIUMPH, 1910, only ridden occasionally, spl li

condition throughout ; accept £38, bargaiu I,

High St., Tunbridge Wells.

NEW 1911 Bradbury, fortnight old; ccst £48. i i

£43: exchange Indian, or other pjwerfui '
-

Miller," Seacroft, Southwold.

PREMIER, 3ih-p., White and Poppe engine, 4

magneto, fast, powerful, perfect condition ; i
-

1, Grosvenor Rd-, Highbury.

5h.p. Sarolea, 26in. wheels, low and fa.st. Whittled
I -. . .

1, Gascoigne Rd-, Barkini

3h.p. Chater-Lea-Whitetey. jusi

part.^, low frame; £12, oi

55. May St.,

;t overhauled, manj '

or "nearest cffer.—114
\Ve.4. Eensington-

am. N.W.

DE DION, 3h.p., Chater-Lea, h.b.c. 60 amp. a-

mulator. new back tyre and tube; 13 guii

'

Owner, 19, Alston Rd., Barnet.

33.h-p. Werner, new piston, re-bored, Clincher d-

4 tkid back wheel, powerful and. reliable

14, Keetons Rd.. Bermondsey-

-j Q09;, Triumph, good- condition, £32/10: 1911 «-i

it/ ward. 2sh.p. twin, run 300, £32; appoint 'Ll

Eastleigh, Cookham Rise, Berks.

5h-p. Motor Cycle, twin engine (maker Rogers
Keuuington, and Montgomery sidecar; p"

-12, Seymour St-, St- John's, S-E.

INDIAN. 1910, new condition, little u.'^ed, fastesj
chine extant, oulv wants seeing; £58, bargsuif

41, Ashford Ed.. Criiklewood, W. \

ARIEL, 3h.p.. low, good condition, Amac vari^
h.b.c, adjustable puHey, new Lyso beltf-&|

Stone, 30, York Rd., Leyton, N.E. - ^'

F.N., 2Jh.p., Chater-Lea, accessories, new bel^L
or offer ; after 6.30 : ready for tour.—lul

55, Elaudford St-, Baker St-, W-

B.S^A.—Early deliveries of these splendid' in
j

from tne Cripps Cycle and Motor Co.,
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate, London. E.

,

TRIUMPH. 1911, free engine, delivered new if |

complete with lamp and accessories; a
£48/15—23, Aberdeen Rd.. Highbury. N.

3ih.p. Fafnir Motor Cycle, has Just been overljj

2 and re-enamelled, air latest improvements;
lor ofler.-W-H., 17, High St-,

In ctn%weriy\g these cdvertiseinents it is d'esirabh to mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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lOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I'TKNHAM. -Bradbury. 3Jli.p., 1911, standard,

£48; tlutch model, £54/10; 2-speea model, i55
ry from slock.— Below.

PTBNHAM.—Triumpli, 1911. clutcll model, £55;
standard, £48; delivery from stock.—Below.

rl 'TENHAH.—Kudse-Wliitworth, 1911, clutch model.

L £55; standard model; delivery from stock.—Beiow

r CTENHAM.—Hnmber, 1911, 2-speed model; de-

L livery from stock; £50.—Below.

r ["TENHAML—Triumph, 1911, standard model,
L delivery from stock; £48/15.

r rTENHAJiI.—Fafnir, 4ih-p., Simplex, new engine
L and magneto, Whittle, spring forks; £27/10.-
e '.

p CTENHAM.—Kerry, 5h.p.. twin, free engine, ;aDd
L coach-built sidecar: £20.—Below.

r rTENHAM.—Kerry, 5h.p., twin, Bosch mapneto,
L rebored, rebushed and new pistons fitted; £20--

r rTENHAM—N.S.TT., Sh.p., twin, Wliittle, mag-
neto, low built sidecar Chater-Lea, spring forks.

-Below.

r CTENHAM.—Eex. 1909, Sli.p., twin, tourist model
L all as new; £28/10.—Below.

r rTENHAM.—Rex, 1910, 3lh,p., tourist* model
L slightly soiled; £32.-Below.

r rTENHAM.-Eex, 3Jh.p., single-cyl., 1909, mag-
L neto, grand machine; £25.—Below.

r rTENHAM.—Triumph, 3ih.p., perfect order, with
L sidecar; £20.—Stauiford Hill Motor Co., 128,
li Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone 1982.

TTKNHAM,—3;h.p.. magneto, brand new, guaran-
L ml 12 mouths, £3/1216: ditto, lightweight, £3/2/6;
II .vnI—Stamford Jlill Motor Co., 128, High Bd-.
II iihaui.

08 Lightwei.ght Re.t, 2ih.p., magneto, Amac, per-
fi-Lt condition, lamp, horn, t:.6l3, new overalls

;

1 -Sren at 319, Stanstead Ed.. Catford-

i; )'r0S.lC0CHE, sp/ing forks. Brooks, new accuran-
- latrir, 2 belts. h.irii, lamp, excellent condition, tyres
31 £11.-2, Railway Side, Barnes, S.W.

r [UMPH. 1909. new tyres, lamp, generator, with
L ools, etc., complete, splendid condition: 30 guineas-
1 H. Hunt, 115-117. Cannon St., B.C.

C JMBEE. 31h.p., 1909. in new condition all round;
L. trial or ...,i .l L-.Kaniination ; £32, or exchange
ot lightweight.—Ling, Ockendon, Essex.
"" ATER-lEA, 6h.p.. twin, coach sidecar. Whittle,
-^ 1911 B. and B.. adjustable pulley, 2iin. Palmer
)i ; £25,-40, Eeplingham, Southfields.

LfNERVA. 2h.p.. new piston, valves, and rod, long
", bars, boards, low, tine climber; £9/9, or good
tf -Tmker, 191, Upper Thames St., E.G.

iHOLEA, 6h.p., Chater-Lea, late 1910, Bosch, Amao,
-^ h.c. Whittle, just been overhauled and rc-euam-
1< £27/10.-53, Willesdeh Lane, Kilburn.

"^ NUINE IJh.p. Werner Lightweight, vertical. 26in.
J wheels, less coil, in good condition ; sacrifice,
4 ).— 16, Haycroft Lane, Stevcnago, Herts.

I

11 5h.p. twin Rox, 3 weeks old. condition as new,
L perfect- must jiell; saciiflce £38.—Wliite. 30,
lc lide Rd., South Hampsiead. Seen after 6

, 23h.p., h-b.c. 2i tyres, almost new, Denuatine
belt new, nelleson ignition, spare <*eU : a bargain,

i 0. -Marshall, 56. Ripley Ed-, Seven Kings.

'J IDEC Special, new April, 1910, 7-9h.p.. 2 speeds.
' fitted new 8 guihca sidecar; any trial here; £50;
^J ite £45 and £7.-28, Buigate, Canterbury.

i 1. Twin Ees, 1907. in perfect condition, h.h. con-
' trcil, very fast: what oilers? must sell to make room
)t ar.-Marshall. 50, Queen's Rd., Richmond.
> jp. P. and M.. 2-spced and free engine, Cowey
> speedometer, Kempsliall: £30, splendid bargain.\ ichopc B, 9. Shre Lane, Fleet St., London.
C ADBURT. 1909. rer*"rt condition. 3:h.p Bcsch,
I- Cowey indicator, headlight, new belt, tyres, tubes-
3 -(j., 7b, Richmond Parade, Ea^t Twickenham.
A H GOLD, special agent for the Brown ; full value
3 allowed tor se'ond hand machines in part nay
j£ -Motor Cycle Works, Underbill, Kew Barnct.

ADEANT. 3ih.p.. Palmer cord tvres, free engine
t^ and clutih, sprin.g forks. Millers lamp, and spiires'M :t condition—28, Five Ash Ed., Northfieet, Kent.

'

k/ TO-EEVB., 1909. twin, very little used, in splen-
'- did condition; £22: Eirh's tubes, spare ditto
In two valves. etc.-Garrett. Sntton-at-Hone, Kent.

^1

. Rex, spring forks, Amac, h.bc., smart machine
pxiellent tyres: photo; any trial: .£15, or near
P. Huggms, 26, Gt. Guildford St., Southwark, S.E.

Militan- Eoc, free engine, handle starting, Bosch
:Qagneto, Brown and Barlow carburetter h b c •

0, for Quick sale.—Apply, 9, Birkbcck Ed., Enfield'
'.p. 1908 Magneto Rex, engine re-bushed this rear
1 iVo' Vi'^

™^"*' refinements, overalls, etc, guar-
1; 1.18.—Harrison, Limes, Queen's Ed., Leytonstonc

j_ . 1909 Overhead Valve Bat-Jap, spring frame, tank
•; magneto, take sidecar anywhere, J.A.P. h.bc. earm er; bargain, £25.-14, Ealeigh Ed., Richmond, S.W

in the confidence of the

public owing to straight

and generous treatment.

1st in experience and know-
ledge as demonstrated by our
winning the T.T. ist with

delivery, owing to our large

contracts with all the prin-

cipal manufacturers. If you
are in the market to buy or

sell a new or second-hand

machine, CcJl or write at

once. Your old machine in

part payment. We especially

want second-hand motor
cycles with sidecars. Have
you one to sell or exchange ?

Ride it up.

SPECIAL
::AGENC Y::

FORINDIAN
MOTOCYCLES.

We can deliver all models
within

3 WEEKS OF ORDER.

\^'e also have special

facilities for carrving out

INDIAN REPAIRS
by experts. Lowest charges..

Utmost dispatch.

We are Sole London Agents
for Scotts and Morgan Run-
abouts, Sole West End
Agents for Bradbi r>-s.

Special Agency for Zeniths.

Cash, Exchanges, or Gradual
Payments.

GODFREY &
APPLEBEE, Ltd.,

"THE SPECIALISTS,"

208, GT. PORTLAND Si'.,

LONDON.
^elegrams : *' Gofrabike, London."

Telephone: 4350, jMayfair.

in the
Race

Tourist

on an
machine.
1st with

Trophy
Indian
We are

deHver\^

S. &H.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
.

MINERVA Twin, 4ih.p.. Ciiater No. 6, Rom?, latest
Amac, ppeedometer, new Os'no pulley, £22: sidit

car. 50/-; Iightweif,'lit part.—43, Kihuorie Rd., Forest
Hill.

A.J.S-, 2-speed. find Singer ligh-tweiffbt, 1911 models,
shop-soiled only, what offers? F-E. Triumphs and

Rudpes, immediate delivery.—Morriss, 139, Finchley R^.
NW.
MOTOSACOCHE. li.p., perfect condition, all acceg-

sories, few spares, free engine,, very low huilt.
accumufator: £10/10; no offers.—37, High St., Sheer-
ness.

5h.p. Rex .de* Luxe. 1909, 2-speed, free engine, ad-
justable pulley tyres excellent. Whittle belt,

accessories and spares; £30.—Annison, High St.. Ton-
bridge.

A. H. GOLD, New Barnet. — Immediate deliverieg
Brown, Res, Bradburys; casli, exchange, or

gradual payments.—Motor Cycle "Works, Underhill. New
Barnet.

3ih-p. Rex. adjustable pulley, Hellesen special igni
2 tion. long handle-bars, low riaing position, acccy

series, good order; i7/10.—12. Market Sq., Horshani.
Sussex.

7-9h.p. Twin Peugeot, magneto, 2-9peed, spring forks,
splendid condition, £25 ; also Montgomery sidecar

new condition, £6/10.—Taylor, 112. New King's Rd.
Fulbam.

31 h p. Clarendon Motor Cycle, ball bearing engin'i,
2 Continental tyres, head lamp, about 1908 model,

in now condition; £16/10.—Warren, 20, Clyde Rd-, Tot-
tenham.

5-611 p. Peugeot (Cbator No. 6? new tyres. Beech, Amac,
footboards, Jones fpeedometer, lamp, horn, pump,

watch, mirror, tools; £26.-228, Harrow Ed. 'Phon(
266 Padd.

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles,

yon can cet them at 'Waue hope's.—Waucliope's,
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G., just off Lnd-
gate Circus.

ARIEL, 2rb-p-. magneto, B. and B., h.b.c, spring
forks, tyres good fast, and reliable, spnrc Tnlves,

belt, trre: £16, no offers—Butcher, 2, Fern Cottages
Whj-toleafe-

BROWN, 2Jh.p.. Palmer cord. Ixmguemare carbn
iftter. sound throughout; any irial; ftr-;t appli

ant £8 or exchange.-Traveller. 97, Dartniyuth Rd.
Forest Hill.

3ihp- 1910 Triumph, 2 speeds and free engine, run
2 1.500. 1911 Millford sidecar, absolutely perfect;

anv trial; £47, offers-—L. Hudson, 12, Terminus Rd-,
Eastbourne.

31h.p. N.S.TT-. in good running order, Peter-TTnioc
2 tyres. .24in. wheels, new Dormatine belt, acca-

'nnlalor: £9/9.—F. Darling. 69, Skinner St., Gilling-
ham, Kent.

TRIUin'H, 3ih.i).. new 1908, witb 1911 pidocar,

marvellous engine, thoroughly reliable, exceptional
condition, etceteras; £29.-271. Lauderdale Mansions,
Maida Vale.

5h.p. V-S. Twin, magneto. Brown and Barlow, h-b-c,,

spring forks, engine and tyres in gojd order; £23,
or offer for quick sale--Wliite, 8, Orchard Rd., Farn-
borough, Kcnt-

FORMKELY the property of Mr. S. Witham-— Bh.p
T.T. Jap-Bat. overhead valves, beautiful condition:

bargain at £40 cash--Seen at Nye's, 69, Leather Lane.
Holbom. E.C

TRIUMPH. 1907, magneto, Mabon clutch, 1911 B.
and B., new tjTO^. new belt, perfect order, condition

throughout : lowest £25.— 1 1 9. Cambridge Gardens, N
Kensington. W.

F.N. Motor Cycle. 4-cyl.. Amac carburetter, h.b. con-
trol, with cc-ntral intikc. in fir-st-class running

order; best offer accepted. — Mylam, 364, High Rd.,
Streatham. S.W.

TRIUMPH. 3Jh.p., late 1907, had new from works'
April. 1908. handle-bar control, accessories, in-

I luding apecdometcr, lamps, etc-; £27.—Smith, 28. Dorn-
toD Rd., Balham

3ih.p. 86x95 Motor Cyeie and sidecar. Chater-Lea f
2 tings. Atalier engine. Whittle, spare:', good tyres;

trial given; low, good climber.-Garbutt, 95, Barkworth
Rd.. Rothcrhithe.

DOUG LAS, 1911. standard, new, unscratched. out
twice, spare cover. Rich ulbe, 3 valves, horn, tools:

£37: bought sidecar machine.—Barnard, 77, High St.,

St. John's Wood.

BAT. 9h.p., 2 speeds, and 2--wheeIed Bat sidecar, Lucas
horn and lamps, numerous spares, including spare

driving wheel, thorough order; £70.—After 7 p.m., 9
Sta:: Lane, EdgTvare.

3Xh.p. N.S.U-. Roc ball bearings 2-.':peed gear, Bosch
2 magneto, B.B.. h-b.c., rigid sidecar, reliable, and

rendy for tour: or exchange Triumph--Castlenau, Villa
Park Rd-. Farnham-

1 Q09 F.N. Lightweight. 12h-p.. magneto, spring forks,
Xi/ Palmer studded tyres, like new : £17/10 ; exchange
treadle S.C. lathe aad cash--Aero. 2, Dunn St., Shackle-
well Lane. DalstoiL

3Xh.p. Minerva, free engine, new tyres, 1911 B- and
2 B.. do 40m.p.h. ; any trial; good r(?ason selling,

guaranteed perfect : £15, or offer.— S. Wilson, Ru^kin
Manor, Denmark Hill.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention '' The Motor CiideJ A4^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SJLli.p. Humber, chain drive, steel studded back tyre,

2 acciunulator, powerful machine, ready to ride
^way; £8/10, or exchange for forecar.—J.B.. 57, Allen
ltd., Stoke Neiviusiion.

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p.. accumulator ignition, perfect
condition, just been overhauled ; any trial given

;

vranted, S^h.p. magneto machine-—The Beeches, Florence
Ltd., Sandersteiid, Surrey.

ENFIELD, 41 guineas, 19ll, 2^h.p., chain drive,
delivered last May, not done 300 miles ; £34

;

owner buying runabout; trial Saturdays or Sundays.—
78. Shakespeare Ed., Acton.

3ih.p. Fafnir-Chater-Lea, excellent condition, new
2 tyre, spares, recently oveihanled, low, very power-

ful ; bargain, £12/10.—C. Grout, c/o Butler and Co.,
Edinburgh Rd., Walthamstow.

'

TRIUMPH, 1909J, new tjTes, nice condition, been
carefully used, accessories, £33; Mabon clutch.

Dearly new, 35/-, offers; wanted, Cowey, inch \VhattIe.—
G. Lewington, Enfield Wash-

iyiNDEC Special, Ssh.p., 1908, Bosch, TrufEault. Pal-
7 iner cord, and Moseley, Lucas headlight, ; stand-car-

rier, accessories, good condition; £17, or ofEer.'—Ross, 3,
Ripple Ed., Dagenham, E3§ex.

J-A-P-, "2ih.p., Chater-Lea, B. and B., h-b-c, spring
forks. Whittle, adjustable pulley, stand, carrier,

etc., perfect condition and running order; 15 guineas.—
|2, Cavendish Gardens, Clapham.

TRIUMPH 3ih.p., 1908, Whittle, lamp, generator,
a-ccessories. £25; Mabon clutch, inch Stanley belt,

N.A.B. pillar, offers; wanted, Cowey, inch. WJdttle, lamp.
—G. Lewington, Enfield Wash, N-

3.h.p. "Royal Enfield. Palmer tyres, new condition,
r/W4 new belt and accumulator, suit tall rider; also
motor trailer, Mills-Fulford, -good condition ; £3.—
Eogers, 42, Church Ed., Hendou, N.W.

KEERT. July, 1910, just fitted Arith free engine and
2-speed.-gear, splendid condition, takes sidecar well,

all accessories; sacrific, £40. or near offer,—Cooper, Den-
mark House, Maple Rd-, Surbiton, Surrey.

MINERVA 44h. p . twin, new condition, had very
"little wear, just enamelled and plated, spring

lorks, Brooks saddle, adjustable* ipuller. Whittle belt,

etc. ; £20, lowest.—24, Southgate Ed., N.

RES, 3ih-p., fast and reliable, low riding position,
tyres good, new Elswiok belt, lamp, horn, spares;

seen any time after 6.30 by appointment; £8/10 cash--
D., 69, Connaught St-. Hyde Park, W-

WIN-PEECISION Motor Cycles; immediate delivery
, 1911 model, gradual payments. £2 monthly, cash

£45/10: particulars on LippJioation.—De Nevers Automo-
bile Agency, Empire House, Piccadilly, \V.

P.
and M., late 1909. in excellent condition, lamp,
generator, horn, watch, tyre, . valves, tools, spare

tube and case, sidecar; £40, or offer.—Letters only.
Motor, 22. Little Eussell St., Bloomsburr,'bW.C.

CLTNO,'' 5-6h.p-, 2-speed, chain drive, foot starter,
new machine May last, only run 1,000 miles, climb

anything, fine for sidecar work. Palmer cords, 2^, every
comfort; £50.—Chirney. Station Rd., Harpenden.

3ih.p- Singer, 1911. delivered July, lamp, horn, and
2 registered numbers added; owner going abroad;

cost £50/15. sell £45; perfect machine- — Box No.
L3.926. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E-C.

8h.p' 1911 Matchless J-A.P., twin engine, V.S. 2-speed
gear, lamp, horn, tools, with wicker sidecar, spares,

twin belt drive, etc.; 70 guineas; splendid condition.—
At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Liine, Fleet St., London, E.C.

13.h.p. -'[ Minerva, accumulator ignition, good running
4 order, spare belt, pump, norn ; owner purchased

Zenith-Gradua ; no reasonable ofl'er refused; no agents.
—Applications, A.W.S., The Ship Hotel, Weybridge.

3ih.p. Swift-Ariel Motor Bicycle, 1911 model, new,
2 shop-soiled only, free engine, variable gear, patent

decompressor, and spring scat-pillar; special cash jjrice
£45.—Write, Swift Cvcle Co-, 15, Holborn Viaduct, Lon-
do" ---.-. -

Oih.p. "^ex and* Sidei'ar, spring forks, 1911 BrownO2 and Barlow, )iandle-bar control, low,. spares, £14;
also Lycett's La Grande saddle, cost 22/-, perfectly
new. 12/-.—82, Sherringham AV., Romford Rd., Manor
Park.

3ih p. Kerry-Ablngdon, September, 1910, IPalmer
2 -s cord back, lamp, generator, horn, spares, condi-

tion pcri'ect, excellent on hills; nearest £35; with new
sidecar £40.—T. H- WiUey, Bridge St.. Leatherhead.
Surrey- ,.

* -^

FOR Sale, 1911 Rex motor cycle with new sidecar,

"tyres nearly new, free engine, 5ih.p. twin cylinder,

magneto, clutch, etc., good going .order.—T351, Rev. J.

Swinnerton. Vicarage, Tolleshunt Major, Witham,
Essex. •

. _^

3' ih.p;„ M-M.C. Chater-Lea, magneto, Hyres new, 2L-in.

2 . Hutchinson and Michelin, B. and B-, lamp and
generator, carrier, all "spares, top hole condition; £20.
'Phone Bank 5342.—Hartley, 5, Harley Rd., Swiss Cot-
tage, N-W.
BARGAINS I-Kerry Sih-p., low, fast, £8/10 ;'"2i-h.p.,

F-N., low, really good order, £8/10; Clement-Gar-
rard, IJh.p., good order, £5; 3;h.p. Eex, magneto, cream,
fast, £18/10.' Exchanges .entertained- — 12, Bang St,
Tv":ck3:iiar •

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, 40 guineas; Palmer
studded, Michelin butt-ended tubes, almost new,

25/-; lamp, spare belt in case, mirror, 2 horns, every-
thing brilliant condition, hardly used..— 1*^ FuJham
Rd., London.

.

.

ALBANY .

.

Motorcycle CBothing:
and other Specialities.

" ALL-
SEASON "

JACKET.
In Gr ey-gre e n
Double-texture
Cloth, Guaranteed
absolutely water-
proof. Double-
breasted, deep
storm collar, inside

and outside wind
cuffs and fitted

with a. vvarin De-
tachable Fleece
Lining. As the
name suggests, this

J acket can be used
invall seasons. If

weather is too hot,

the linin g can easily

be taken out, being
held only by patent
fasteners. Beside
being light and
warm it is abealthy
Jacket, the mois-
t lire being absorbed

the woollen

W very desirable Coal for Touring.
Feels very comfortable and prevents price ^^ ^5 / ^

catching cold. ^™ ^'Z

"STANDARD" SUIT.
Guaranteed absolutely waterproof. In Grey-green or
Fawn Double-texture Cloths.

UAOKETS or»ly.- Double-breasted, deep
storm collar and special strap to exclude rain and
dust. Inside and outside wind cuffs, etc.. IS/-
LEOGINGS only. Leather adjustable
boot straps. V-shaped gussets and patent dome
fasteners to keep out wind, rain, and dust. No tire-

some buttons. Easily slipped on or off. S/-.

Complete Suit 25/"
Albany ^Special'

Leggings.
In Grey-green or Fawn
Double Texture Water-
proof Cloths. Made specially

to protect the stomach from
wind and rain. Leather
Adjustable Boot Straps.

V-shaped Gussets and
Patent Dome Fasteners.

These Legging have every
desirable improvement, m-
cluding a special design to

prevent tearing at the fork.

Price.without Seat, 13/11,
With Seat, including special

convenience, 15/11,
For complete protection

you cannot do better than
secure a pair of these

T r u s e r Waterproofs.
Excellent shape and com-
fortable.

These Leggrngs^ together with

an "All-Season" Jacket
_

will protect ^yoil from the

severest weather.

Motor Cycle Acetylene Gas Headlights.

Rushmore " pattern. With separate Gc'nerator,

Atmospheric Twin Burner. Best quahty Reflector

Lens, 4^ins. Divided Glass Face. Price, complete,
14/6. ' End-to-end. Model, as above, but, with 6in.

Face and Hood, complete, with tubing and 6m
Brackets, 21 /-. ' The Best Quality at the right price.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
"I
Q09 Hurst, 3)h.p-, Eex patent engine, very -;

J-tJ built, new rubber studded back tyre, CA V
i.'umulator. Marconi coil, 1911 B. and B-. footbo i

lieadlight, etc., splendid condition; £12.— 16, Storl i

I'ark Cresi-eut. S-W ' '

3h.p. Mitchell-Abinfjdon, vertical, lionguemare, Trin
i

adjustable pulley," Clinchers, long and low «

away, £7/10; 3ih.p. engine, vertical, complete ';.

r.)Om wanted : after S p-m- and Sundays.—R., 36 S(

'

wark Park Rd., S.E.
'

5-6h.p. Twin Rex, free engine, Bosch magneto, . ,

forks, B. and B. carburetter, h-b. control,
\

fast, in sound, going order, also coach-built sidebar
gain, £25rfor immediate sale; no oilers; any tria
The Broadway, rit. Margaret's-on-Thames-

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., 1910, guaranteed perfect, ar
ance as new, Kemp.~hall back tvre, neurlv

new belt, etc., £37; also Miner\-a, 3:;h.p.. splenrlirl .'

dition. all spares, lamp, horn, etc., £19.—H. Brown
Girdlers Rd., Brook Green, London, W-

WIN Precision Motor Cycles-—Immediate dclivo f

1911 model. Druid forks, . .Bosch magneti
i

and B. carburetter, Dunlop tyres. £45/10 ; ca= r

^Tadual payments, £? monthly: trial by appointi i

any reasonable distance.—Jennings. 268. Horu'^fey i'

(near Pubjic Baths), Holloway, London.

MOTO-REVE, 23h.p., twin, 1910, magneto, m
feet condition, just been overhauled by tho jti

£19/19 ; also lady-'.< Moto-Reve, 1910. 2h.p., ^

1911 engine, hardly been ridden, Whittle belt, ;ill ,

series, as new, £20/10.—Apply in first instance hv 1
-

45, Achilles Rd-, "West Hampstead, London, N.T\

HAZEL Lightweight Motors.— VTe are now in a i

tion to give early delivery of our 2^h.p. n ,

the lowest, shortest,- and lightest machine of. its r

on the market, iitted with Jap engine; price 35 mn
second-hand machines in part payment; many
second-hand macriiues- in stock at reat^onable prinr-^ ..

Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28. Woodford
Forest Gate, London, E.

SPECIAL Dot, l_910i, 7-9h.p. JA.P., drip bi t-

tion, magneto, free and 2-speed gear, Druid
B._ and B. adjustable pulley, extremely low, prit*
chine, complete- with coach-built sidecar, epeiiali'
for ideal comfort, ^-cupboard, new Rom, Pahncr. ]<

lot better than new, -carefully used fine week-i=nd~
lamps, all spares; travelling, no timer accept f-
-G., 208. Gt- Portland St., W.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

DOUGLAS. 1911. model E-. hand starting, 2-s ,

£48; in stock.— Moffat. Teovil.

-IQll-12 Enfield, 2;h.p., 2-speed, in stock, grej >:

J-*-' guineas.—Varcoe, Motors, St- Austell.

5-6h.p. Rexette. twin, 2-speed, majmeto, B.B. i

buretter, splendid condition, hpavy Dunlop i\-

£25.—Below.

5-6h.p. Twin Res Motor Gvcle, magneto, free e ^
good order; £16.—Below.

3h.p. Humber, very low, magneto. B.B. carbui r,'

£15.—Batten Eros., Cullompton.

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p., accumulator, firat-clas a-

(.lition throughout; £9, or nearest ofiers.—Wi a.

Uffculme, Devon.

FRANK RETNaLDS, Broadwey. Dorset. Tel. o,.

8, Upwey- Telegrams : Reynolds, ITpwey. )'

E.S-A. motor cycles for hire-

HTIMBER Lightwei^^ht, one month old; sell ou" i

or exchange for more jower and sidecar. 3

No. L3,909, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St. i

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—Free clutch Trimnph, 5

free clutch Singer, £55; 1909 Douglas, £^4: A'

Triumph, £28; 1909 Phelon and Moore. 2-speed *

£35 ; in stock, all guaranteed- . ;

AN GUT, "Weymouth.—1910 Enfield, enamel, .^_
engine the he^t of condition, little running; «D

5h-p. Twin Rex de Luxe, 1909, like new. engin
overhauled by makers, Roc clutch. 1911 Ama<

Ly^o and "Watawata, , new Michelins and tube,

F^R-S- and generator, footboards, stand, carrier,

exhaust pipe, whistle, tools, and Montgomery" s

»

practically new; £35, or sell separate.—Pope, 27"'

rave Crescent, Bath. -

?

Terma nett cash with oriiei'. Goods scut hy return and if uot
approved of. money refunded. If artielL'S returned witliin S days
uni-iamaEed. Send chest measurement and lengUi desired for
jackets and inside leg measm-ement only tor lesginps. "

Send now for Illustrated Catalogue and Patterns to
fi

G. RA^^S & SONS,
The Albany, Oldhall St., Liverpool.

SECTION X.
Scotland. J

FAIRT Li2:htweight, SJh.p., twin, accumulate irt

done 500; £12—Reilly, 92, Hilltowa, Duuc

21h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cvcle. in excellent n nJ

i2 order; accept £12.-ATni. Alexander, 1 '•i^

Turriff.

3ih,p. Minerva, in excellent running conditio] ^^

2 control, good tvres, very powerful; £11.— J
i"'

ton, 46, .Hierh St., Paisley,

MILITART Officer, . selling free engine Tri

bought Februarv. 1910, new .studded tvres,

splendid order; £35.-7,992, The Motor ^itclc i

Coventry-

DUNDEE.—Sole "asents for Douglaa, New B i^

etc, second-hand machines always in stock; '',-]

thing for the motor cyclist: repairs.—D'indee Mot '"*

i Cycle Co-, Nethergate, Dundee.

A^O In anf^}ccrir\g th-.f^e aa-'^f.rr-uemeiUs it is desiraMe' to •memion '' The^ Motor Cycle.'
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OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IR-MINERVA, 2^1i.p., new Palmer cord^. d'^w

B carburetter, h.b.*.'., new tank, stand, carrir-r,

toolbag; owner's illness; Post Office or'ier £8
—Stotsou, veterinary surgeon, Hattou. Abfi-

LAND'S Lar^'est Motor Cycling Firm. — Don't

]it foi months on vour new mount. "We can ffive

ate deliverv o"" Indian, Premier, DouKlas, Zenith.

Rex, N.S-U-, and Lincoln Elk. Besides tliese, we
and M., Eoc, and Norton, and can sup.nly any

lake.—Aln-xander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Rd.,

r;,'h.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
[PSE.—3U].p. Kerry wicker iorecar, splendid

rdei; £11/11.

IPSE.—44h-p- Hniuber, w-c, 2 speeds; £10-—
:cliDse, 255, Eiirl^field Rd., Wandsworth, SW-

Tricar, w-c-, free engine, 2 speeds; £8—18,
olsley Rd., Blaclrpool.

D Li^'lit Tricar, 6h.p. J-A.P-, Cliater-Lea ; £18.—
urlint;. Boughton, l-'avershaiu, Kent.

EX Sociable, bucket scats, 6-8h,p. twin, tv.c, 3
.peeds reverse; £29/15.-1, Ebner St-, Wands-

) 2-speed F.N. Lightweight, in. perfect order and
ondition; £25, or offer.-3a, Bridge St.,

,dge.

Quadrant Tricar, open frame, backet scats

heel steering, 2 sneed-^; sacrifice, £12.-37, Bearle
lesterton, Cambridge.

Speed Sociable. 1910, in good, condition, 2

mps and generator, luggage carrier, spare new
36.—H., 24, Fulham Rd.

p. Rexette complete with lamps, B. ond B. win-el

fontrollod carburetter, new Dunlop'on back; £10.
,unn, Bridge St-. Evesham-

JD30ME 7-9h.p Peugent-ChaterrLea Trienr, just

en reborcd and new Bosch fitted, tyrea good;
ir ofEers.-44, Sclby Ed., Anerley.

p. Wuite and Poppe Foreear, Palmer tyres, Fuller
roil. Whittle belt, with spare wheel to convert
inowles, 1, Pembury Rd.. Tottenham.

DETTRY near, 4ihp-, wator-c:oled, fr?e cnt'ino,

2 .siJPeds, ni'W Duiilop grooA-ed rear, f;i)urc.s, yuod
order; £50—Liuicbeer. Headcorn, Kent.

KY_ Tricar, 6h.p., water-cooled, 3 speeds and
?verse, wheel steering, Itunlop car tyres, coacli-

[terfect condition ; any triul.—Ulmppell, The Elms,
Bromwi<^h-

;^AR. light. 3 speeds 5-6h-p. twin engine, ni;iK-

etc atfd gears nuw, chafu drive, all ju'rlei-t ord. 1 :

ly distance: ph.^to
;

price £28.-34, Meauley Rd .

Park, Esses.

Sjciable, a.c, engine, 2 speeds, ohnin drive, coilu-

nd screen, hood, 26 wheela, 2i cord back, m-w
ar: in-pection invited; £45, bargain.—237, Hcrt-
!d., Edmonton.

Riley Tricar, splendid condition, twin, frc
ngine, 3 speeds, reverse, splendid tvrp«, brnud
tcel-studded Keinpshall back ; £50.—Tate. Sali.^-

lace, South Shield."*.

p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled, 2 spP'idg, foot
clutch, ov-rhaulod and ro-painted French grey.
re on back wlir-fl: only want.'= seeing und tiyinj;

;

Jayland, Uicconson Terrace, Wiguu-

AR Runabout, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,- Boscli mag-
eto, twin bui kct seats, inclined steering- whe''l. 2
clutch, Chatt-r-LiM clmseis; bargain. £48, cr ofler.

y, 200, Church Rd-. Willesdcn. N.W.

TER-LEA Tricar, SJh.p. Minerva, 2 spced-^,
chains, chiti-h, new tyres, tubes, etc; £20. nr
offer, nr exchange piau. I'urte.—Redimm, 24, B.
York Terrace, Regent's Piirk, London.

: 1911 7h.p. Sidettc, perfect condition. Rom tvrr
n back, Lncas lamp and generator, full kit of t ol^
iginal machine a.^ shown at Olympia: oHuer l)uv-
r.—Edwards, Saudford Rd., Syston, near Lciceslcr

; Litette 6h-p., 2 speeds, magneto, water-cooled
coach-built, handle startim;. Whittle, everj-thing
, lamp, spares: tny trial; £30, or exchange prod
cycle.-33, Headingley Rd-. Handsworth. Birmiug

TENHAM—Tricars; 3ih.p. Triumph, water cco'ed
mgle-cyl. engine, £15; 3ih.p. White and Pcppe.
yl., water cooled. 2-speed gear. £14.-Stamfurd
lotcr Co., 128, High Rd., Totteuhum. 'Pnone

CH-BtJILT Tricar. 6h.p. De Dion cugine. 2
peeds and reverse, chain drive, wheel steering, 700x
es, in good runnin?,' order; £25- will take gcod
cycle part exchange — Wilson, 16, Trinity St-,
orouf*h.

Jap-Chater-Len Tncar, w-c, free engine, 2 ."speeds
bain- drive, cane forciar, car tyre back, 2;in. front.
ds, E. and B., h.bc, lamps, spares; £25 cash,
rs; photo; trial run by appointment.— 5,Wood St.
'rd-on-Avon-

EY Tricar, 9h.p.', twin, water-cooled, wheel steer-
nS, 1911 B. and B.. new non-skid baik tyre.
) grooved fronts. 3 speeds and reverse, fa--t and
ti J*°Zr

"*"'^^' £^5.-App!y, Morris, 2, Plashet
Test Ham, E.

"VERY GOOD."
" EXCELLENT,"
"QUITE THE BEST,"
"JUST IT"

—and all that

—

are the expressions of delighted

users of

THE
GARNER
patent

M.C. Alarm
You can't be quite
happy until you
have one.

The " GARNER " is-
Truly Musical

;

Fully Chromatic;
Pleasing Everyone;
Not Objectionable;
Heard I of a Mile Ahead ;

Fiae in Traffic;
Not Cheap Foreign Make;
B2st bnglish Work;
Finest Material and Design

;

Selling in Thousands;

Price
only 12/6 oo^'^roTu'ro. 12/11

Money back if not satisSed.

WARNING.

The "Garner" Alarm is protected by
Patent. The Oariier is *o good that
already it has been copied. This copy-
ing is being stopped, and the Patent
Rights will be supported at all costs.

This is a warning to makers, sellers,

and users. Please don't forget it.

Sole Makers a.nd Patentees:

HENRY GARNER, ud.,
The Best English Alarm Makers,

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRIV3 INGHAM.
Wires— '" Dependable, Moseley,"
*^Phones—South, 3 & 4.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h-p. Triciir, Antoine twin en^'ine, ina^'neto nnd aocn-

niuhitor ignition. 2 ?peed.-, handle-bar contrnl, I'eiI-

mer cord tyres, painted grey: what offers? rr eXL;lirin^:c

for a Triumph 1910 motor cycle-—r., e/o Messrs. Tur-
vey and Co., Garage, Sunderland.

1 Qli NS.TJ. Tricar, 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds and free
J-t/ engine, brand new Continentals in front. Petei
Union back, just been retreaded, 'acetylene headhimp^,
splendid conrlition throuiihont; am- trinl ; £50.—App.y,
A. Cullum. Victoria Rd., Diss, Norfolk.

5h.p. Riley Tricar, 1909 model, water-ccoled en;?ine, 2-

speeds, wlieei steerinir, with ear cc^ntrol. has lnr;;e

well-built box to so in place of front seat if required;
teen any Wednesday or Saturday mornin'' ; £30.—Mac-
kay. 36, Wuverley Rd., Plumstcad, S.E.

3 ill. p. Rex l''orecar, convertible to motor eytle 1

5

2 minutes, splenaid powerful engine, fast, coach-
built bodv, new belt, Lanjruemare trembler coil. -BinR
niudpiiiirds. perfect condition tnrougliout,' accessories,
trial: barpain, £12/10.-45 Charles St., Stepney.

NAVAL Officer ordered abroad, obliged sell 7-9]i.p
Lagonda tricar, absolutely ready for road, porfcLt

condition, new tyre back wheel, £5 worth spare parts anil
tools, wheel drive, 3 speeds, water-cooled. 2 accumu-
lators, 3 lamps, etc: unusual bargain, £30.—East Grin-
stead Motor Garage, Ltd-, Sussex.

5-6h.p. Twin Brown Tricar, accumulator and magneto
ignitions, Palmer tyres on front wheels (almost

new), new Dunlop on back wheel, band brake on frcnt
and Bowden on back, almost equal to new; too pt.wi r-

ful only reason for sellin.? and ill-health; bargain, £50.
—F C. Pass, Antrobus St-, Congleton, Cheshire.

3ih.p. Tricar, "U'hite and Poppo 1910 engine, in =p'en-
2 did condition, tyres as new, Duniop fitted to

driving wheel, Longuemarc carburetter. 'Wbittlc, new
lamp, horn, spares, all in first-class c, nditi' n .- sacriti c
£16/10: buying car. — Box 8,016. The Motor Ci/cle
Offices, Coventry.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
Sjni-:CAI{, left. riL-id, little use; £3 10—5, Furlong

Rd., Highbury, N.
• ^ '^^

MILLFORD Castor "Wheel Sidecar, now Dunlop 21
tyre.—Dr. Lathbnry. Ashton Av., Dunstable.

8 GUINEA Model Sidecar, brand new. Clmtcr-Lea fit-

tings; £5/5.—aratthews pawnbn ker, W. Croydon-

SIDECARS, brand new. beautifully upholstered, fit

any make: £3/10.-Rey, 5. Heath St-, Hampsteii<l.

SIDECAR, Montgomery Model do Lnxo; cost £14/10
new, what oners!'—Henry Gorrood, solicitor, Led

bury.

SIDECAR, good condition, fit any motor ; seen any
time: lowest, £3/17/6.—91, St. Juines Rd., Hollo-

way.

F.N. Repairs Department, Highbury Barn, N.—Special
sidecars for F.N.'s, 2iiii. u.s. tyre, flrst-elass design

;

from £8.

IQll Montgomery Sidecar, loaf spring wheel, fit
--»/ Scott, couplings for any make, new; £9.-1,
Powis Grove, Brighton.

STRONG neat wicker liodies, splendidly upholstered;
bargain, 19/-, carriage paid, cash with order.—

Board. 49. Church St., Bridgwater.

1 Qll Millford Sidecar, suit Rex, Humber, or Chulcr.
-l-«7 as new; £5--H. \V. Dixon. ''Beaumont," East-
wood Rd.. South Woodford, N-E.

FORECAR. good condition, new Mii^helin tyres, fit

any machine, cheap; also Dunlop cover, 26x21,
10/..—102. Station Rd., Addlestone.

MONTGOMFRT de Luxe, rigid or flexible, coach-
built, apron, 26in. Palmer; £8, bargain. — J.

Norris. Little Pagehurst. Stnplehurst.

WILTON Cycle Co.-Sidecars. £5/5. £6/6. £8/10;
Chater-Lea spring wheel model.^. £8/8 and

£10/10; delivery from stock.—110. TVilton Rd., Victoria.
s.w.

NYE'S Oflor two new £10 sidecars, complete with
fyi'es, aprons, extended chassis, to fit any machine,

at £6/18 each to clear.—Seen at 69. Leather Lane, Hol-
bcrn, E-C

C~i ARRARD-MAXFIELD Sprung Wheel Sidecars save
T tyres, take ihp. less to pull • wind screen and apron

crii.biDed, suit any sidecar, 25/-. on approval.—Aston Ed-,
Birmingham.

SIDECARS, best on the market, lowest riding pnsi
tion. strongest lugs; complete, mudguard, tube,

tyre, upholstered in green pegamoid ; £5.—HitchenV,
Eurton Rd.. Morecambe.

MIDDLETON'S, wholesale, retail, export, sidecar
manufacturers; 12 models. 2-seaters. commercial,

narrow doorways, etc.—Watson St., Newington Green,
London, N. 'Phone, 2126.

SIDECARS.—A postcard will bring you illustrated' list

of the best, cheapest, and ra-fit up-to-date sidecars
on the market: trade supplied.—Jack Cairns, sidecar and
fittings manufacturer, London Rd-, Preston.

SIDECARS: largest stock; be.^t value in England: aU
built of Chater-Lea fitting's ; prices, £6/10 £5/10,

£4/15: second-hands from £3/15, fitted free whilu vou
wait-—C- A. Edgar, 123, Holioway Rd-, N.

CHATEU-LEA" Sidecars and frames.— Don't be de-
ceived by fraudulent advertisers tradin-.: from pri-

vate houses, pawnbrokers' shops, etc.. and clEering in-

ferior goods as genuine CJiater-Lea- When in doubt write
Golden Lane, London.

In ansircriuo these aclvc7-(i.?cii,ent$ it is dtsirahh to mention " The Motor Cycle." A_5I
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
11 Millford Ripid Sidecar, latest cane side entrance

body; cost 13 guineas; xised once; sell best offer.

—22. Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

WE can now deliver our famous Oalcleigli sidecars,
that tave a world-wide leiiutation. in 4 days

:

only the best of evers^-hing" used; price £5; all orders
tJiken in rotation-— Oakleigh Sidecars, Ltd., 65a, Bosen-
dale Ed., West Dulwicli-

TOTTENHAM.-Sidecars; 1911, nicely upholstered
iit anr machine, £3/10/6; quick detachable,

£3/17/6; Miilford Herald. £6/6; Mills-Fnlford quick
detachable cane body, £11, in stock.—Stamford Hill
Motor Co., 128, High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone, 1982.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
"I
QlO Triumph, Millford sidecar. Lucas lamp; £42 —

-1-t? Whitehall, Green St., UDton Park.

1 Q 10-11 Res de Luxe. Sh.p., Montgomery sidecar;
J-t/ £45.-'- Tidburj'," Dunheved Ed., Croydon.

5-6h-p. 1909 FN., Bosch magneto, Rom tyres. Liberty
car; £28.—Waterton. 88, Shepherd's Bush Rd., W-

3JLh-p. Humber and sidecar, 2-Epeed. very little used;
2 owner gone abroad.—F. Pinckney, Eastinount,

Sulisbur.y.

5h.p Twin Sarolea, Chater, and sidecar. Roc gear. Pal-
mer cords, h.b. control 4 £40.-9, Queen's Ed.,

Wimbledon.

3ih-x). Quadrant, Nala 2-speed, h.b.e-, new tyres, side-
2 car, good condition; £20—104. Thoinlaw Ed-

West Norwood. '

BARGAIN, £40.— 6h.p. motor cycle and sidecar. 2-

ppeed, chain and belt, perfect condition.— 1, Well
Hall Parade, Eltham.

1 iilO; Phelon-Moore. excellent running order, withX 9J brand new sidecar ; £48, complete.—Marthews,
pawnbroker, W. Croydon.

TWIN Rex and Montgomery sidecar, Cantilever, spring
forks, comfortable as car, good condition; £L9.—

165, King's Rd., Reading.

HUMBER. 2-speed. latest model, new Whitsun, Mill-
ford castor attached, all acces^sories; rare bargain,

£50.-Bunting, Wealdstone.

5h-p. N-S-TJ., 1909, speeds, Millford sidecar, everytliinc
complete, excellent running order; £30.—Parrott.

55, Nigel Ed., Forest Gate-

TRIUMPH (late 1908) and sidecar, fast machine,
Wliittle belt, Rom, Palmer, good condition; £27

—119, Newington Butts, S.E.

5h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1910i, Roc 2-speedBj magneto,
sidecar, as new; £49; appointment, — Eex 68

Vanderbilt Ed-, Wandsworth.

5ih.p. Twin N.S.U., 2 speeds, free engine, ilo^jch ujag-
2 ueto, good liill-climher, with new sidecar; £56

bargain.—74, Kellett, Brixton.

T.A.C., 7h.p.. 1911. with specially-built sidecar, side
entrance only done 600 uiiteft; forced sale; accept

£60--Ohadwick, Eanuoch, Erougiity Ferry.

6h.p. N-S.U. and coach-built sidecar, 2-^peed gear, twin-
cyl. engine, nice condition ; £32/10.—At Wau-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Si.. London, E-C.

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, sidecar, 1910i, fast, magnet..
2 speedometer, spare covers, adjustable pulley,

Whittle, accessories; £30.—Cook, 757, Lea Bridge Ed.

1 Qll P. and M. and Montgomery castor wheel side
X«!/ car. perfect condition, with accessories auL
si ares; cash ofEers wanted-—103, Westboume At-, Hull

TEIUMIPH, 1907. purchased 1908. with sidecar, new
belt and tyres; £27/10; 3ih-p., magneto; pass

expert examination.—Fordham. 28, Dalston Ltine.
Dalston.

MINEEVA. 4i-5h.p., Bosch, 1911 Amac, Mabon clutch. I

variable pulley, sidecar nearly new, perfect order ;

,

£26. close ofier.— Grimes, 18. South Bruton Mews,
Bond St.

4h.p. 1911 F.N. 2-speed Motor Cycle, with sidecar,

absolutely perfect condition; cost about £65, accepl
40 guineas--Captain Bearne, St. Ives, Maidstone Rd.

.

Chatham.

BAT, 9h-p-,. with upholstered cane sidecar, clutch,
new steel-studded voiturette Michelin, Whittle

almost new condition; £45.-19, Maiden Crescent, Chalk
Farm. N.W.

5-6h.p. Magneto Eoc. free engine, h.b-c-, Lucas, new
Wliittle, and sidecar; 25 guineas, or exchange

lower power and cash; appointment.—16, Cheshara Ed-,
Bury, jjancashire-

5-6h.p Brough, Peugeot. Chater-Lea 6. smart, Bcsch.
1911 Barlow, adjustable pulley. £32 ; £16/16

Montgomery, coach-built, rigid or flexible, £6/10-— 84,
Ecdenliurst Rd., Clapham-

PEEMIEE. S^h.p-, free engine, and Millford radiai
castor sidecar, new June, perfect, unscratched.

bouErht lady's motor c-^cle; cost £67, sell £55.—Bartlett
51. Barton St-. Gloucester.

REX, 5-61i-p-, Bosch magneto, low, racy sidecar, ex-

cellent hili-climber, large Bleriot head lamp; seen
any time, perfect order; £25. close ofier.—Olive, 18.
South Bruton Mews. Bond St.

6hT). Twin Antoine, magneto, Druid spring forks, ad-
justable pulley all accessories, and rigid Libert.y

?.idei-ar, with apron, tine condition ; £21. — Stewart,
Market Sq,, Horsham. Sussex-

I

E5XABUSHED 20YEARS iNTOEHEART
.ofthetrade"

flG)lMOREDEPOT|
-i". Birmingham. »^

IN STOCK TO-DAY

FOUR SPECIAL

SIDECAR MOUNTS
Fresh from Works.

Very Rare Models.
FIRST ORDER SECURES.

1. COLMORE, 3i h.p.,

with Roc two-speed gear and free
engine, Druid forks. Clincher
studded tyres, Bosch, Amac, etc.

A powerful machine for sidecar
work. «j-|» n ONLY.

»»*W U Sidecar extra.

2. PREiVIIER, 3i h.p.,

with the famous ARMSTRONG
combined free engine and three-
speed gear, will climb anything,
and travel any speed from 5 to 50.

ffiA A Sidecar extraSOU U to opder.

3. TRIUMPH,
free engine model, newly received
from works, fitted up complete
with specially built 18 Guinea
coachbuilt Gloria sidecar.

£73 18 ^^o*^"^'®*®-

4. MATCHLESS, 6 h.p.,

Twin, with V,S. -two-speed gear,
complete witli £14 14s. iVlillford

spring-wtieel cane sidecar.
Splendid. ftgd Q complete.

Stock of all

A.J.S.
BAT
BRADBURY
DOUGLAS
ENFIELD
MATCHLESS
PREMIER
ZENITH
MILLFORD

SIDECARS

the Best Makes,

CASH,

EXCHANGES,
OR

INSTALIVIENTS

Colmore Depot,

35, COI.IVIORE ROW,
BIRMINGHAM.

261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High St., Leicester.

250, Stafford Street, Walsall.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS,
F-N-, 4-cyI., 2-(^peed, Chater-Lea sidecar, i

new, accessories, tools, spares, overall

having ear; £35.—Davis, c/o G- Beaton and
James* Sq., Notting Hill, London, \V.

HUMBEB, S^h.p.. 1910, 2-speed, Mil:
spring wheel sidecar, Cowey speedometi.'r,

belt, 2 lamps, horn, tool box, condition new; ,jiiv

£45.—W.P., 21, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.

5 'h.p. 1910 Eex de Luse, 2-speed, free engirjc-
,;.

neto. Whittle, Chater-Lea sidecar, all dlv, .,

in perfect condition, ready for road, all d<' t

£45.—Masters, 7, Shakespeare Rd-, Heme Hili

4h.p. F.N. and sidecar, splendid puller, low ai,i -^

engine overhauled, gear new, speedometer, u'

strong rigid sidecar; bargain, £22/10, lowest, < {.

(.hange cheap machine part-—12, King St., Twickeni

CLTNO, 5-6h-p-, 2-speed, chain drive, foot starte *
machine last May, only run 1,000 miles, ep y

I ondition, climb anything, Montgomery sidecar, ti ij

body; lowest £55.—Chirney. Station Ed., Harpen

POWERFUI* 4h.p. Motor Cycle, grand climber, i;

new, large sidecar, Whittle belt, adjustable i j-

L.b-c-, excellent tyres. Bates studded. Palmer cord ij

irial; first £16 secures.—Hope Villa. Pretoria Rd., n,

iord.

1 Q09 5-6h.p. Rex de Luxe, fr^e and 2-5peed, it tj

Xt/ castor £12 sidecar, lamp, horn, watch, epart i

tube, valve, etc., just bushed and overhauled, sp j
ondition; £40, or near offer— G-, 89, New Rd., £

wich- ;.

3ih-p. Triumph, free engine, 1910, bought fron i.

2 unipli Co. last March, excellent condition i^

1911 improvements added, sidecar' bought May t,

Chater fittings; £47710—Sunnjmede, The Avenue, -

well Hill, N.

3JLh.p. Quadrant,- B. and B. control, new Lyrrt n

2 and Palmer cord tyres, sidecar -and luivjh! a

splendid order, and ready, for immediate ase ; tri.- u

LTiven; £25-—Forrest, 22. Somers Rd-, vVa!tlj,iu -,

Tel.: 275 Walthamstow.

1 Qll Dot-Jap, 8h.p., and sidecar, Lake and ;

JL«7 2-speed free engine, handle starting, B. ar
,

uU accessories and spares, new April; cost £80; -i

wants seeing; sell, £65; "no offers; good reason i,

Berkley Av.. Levenshulme, Manchester.

LIGHTWEIGHT Rex and special juvenile ai r,

Bosch magneto, _Amac carburettor, extni valve'

^

adjust-abie pulley, -will demonstrate with passengc
|

l-'eppvs Hill. New Cross, to intending purchaser; i,

a bargain—Photographer, 167. Old Xent Rd., S.!

5 h.p. Vindec, 2 speeds, free engine, tjTes nearly r,

Whittle belt. Amac carburetter, magneto igc i,

Cowey speedometer, new adjustable pulley, F-Pi.-S- k

and castor wheel sidecar, finished grey enamel ; tl

:riven; price £37/10.—Roffe, 81, Crown Lane, Bk {,

Kent- -
I

MATCHLESS-J.A.P.. 1911. Sh.p.. standard, i
j

fixed engine, lamp, horn, Cowey spcedoi t

and spares, and sidecar, absolutely new couditioi d

nn^rcratched, two months old. ridden 1.000 miles; it

£75, will accept £60^ or near offer; any trial; rl

buying car.—W. Foreman, " Bird-in-Haud," Brc ',

Kent.

QUADCARS.
jPHCENIX Quadcar, 7h.p. Fafnir, just overhaii

J

King, motor agent, Great Missenden.

PHH^NIX Qaadcar, 7h.p-, in good running (
;

oflers wanted.—Eeuuy's Garage, " Camborne.

TWO Small Chassis, with wheels and steering i)

suitable for runabout; £10 each—Porter, bi (

Tottenham. '

PHCRNIX Quadcar, excellent condition, Bosch f

tion ; accept £25 for quick sale--Osbourn, t

leigh, Surrey.
,!

SUNBEAM Monocar, 2 speeds, De Dion engine, i S

cooled, £18: 3i-h.p. Bex, .£10 ; excellent con< a

both.—Davies, Motor Stores, Morriston, Glam. _ \

PHCENIX Quadcar, 7h p., Fafnir, water-cooled, f

neto. splendid condition ; 30 guineas, exchangi t

umph or Bradbury.—Gealy, Tumble, Llanelly, Wal

6 h.p. Monocar, fitted with J.A.P. engine, Bosch ;

neto, 3-speed gear box, live axle ; £65, <.'r J

ronsider exchange twin motor cycle and eidei-ur-- ',

Westbourne Grove, W.

PHCENIX Quadcar, 7h.p. twin-cylinder water-( i

- engine. 2-speed and reverse, in good cond;
-j

ofEers wanted for cash or exchange.—Seen at H g

Bros., Ltd., 1, King St., Maidstone. 8

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

3ih.p. De Dion Tricycle, free engine, handle eta \

4 footboards, good condition; bargain, £15..*

61, Oxford St., Wellingborough.

3ih.p. Brown Special Tricycle, could be usef *

2 extra passenger or luggage, spec-ial good '

car tyre on bark wheel, magneto, 2-speed gear; *

£70; in good order; £20.—Tiiuberlake's Garage, ^^ ^

TRAILERS.
TRAILER. Millford, little used; cost 12 gu '1

ofieis.—Williams, Woodley, Romscy, Huuipsh
'

A52 In answerinc these aavertisements it is desirable to mention " The Mot&r Cycle.'
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Silence.

THE
oft-quoted adage that silence is golden has

its application to-dav in respect of motor cycles,

more pertinently, perhaps, than in the particular

circumstances in which the aphorism was first

conceived in the brain of its maker. The virtues

of silence in motor cycles is not a new s.ubject, and has
been animadverted upon in the pages of The ilofur

Cycle almost to a point of wearisome reiteration, but
• no unbiassed person can deny that most motor cycles

are unpleasantly noisy, and forfeit a large measure
.of popularity, which would otherwise have a most
encouraging effect upon the progress of the industry.

. The same degree of improvement in the attainment of

silent running in modern motor cars is by no means
^'apparent in the case of the motor cycle, and in this

,
resjject more than any other vehicle used for purposes

of ])leasure, it has to suffer for the shortcomings of

its designers. For a vehicle that occupies so small a

j. space on. the roads and pursues its speedv way without

''raising the ire of passers by against blinding clouds of

gritty dust and the emission of noisome fumes of vapor-

ised oil, the motor cycle still, both on the country roads

.and the busy streets, lacks the unqualified approval of

^the public, purelv by r.eason of the sharp, irritating

; noise of its exhaust. Every explosion fastens itself

on the unwilling ears of the neighbourhood ; "some
• machines arc worse than others, whether they are fitted

; with silencers or not, but a deplorable feature of the

'evil, we are sorry to observe, is that the fault lies in

the indifference of the riders.

An absolutely inaudible exhaust may still be an
unrealised ideal, but that there are means of reducing

'' noise to a minimum which will hardly offend the

tenderest sensibilities of the public there is no doubt.

We have heard single-cylindered motor cycles cooing

like the dove, and whether this desirable consum-
fnation was due to; somq specially fitted silencer

or to some ..inherent excellehce of the engine, wo
.should prefer not to commit ourselves. The impres

sion. however, was rather that the prevalence of this

offensive noise, may. be attributed in some measure to

the point of view from which the rider regards the sus-

lepiibilities of the public. This is not the place to

embark upon any technical dissertation on the sub-

ject of efficient silencers—all that we desire to do is

to instil into the hearts of our readers who ride, a

compassionate consideration for the weakening nerves

of this peace-loving generation. The spirit of

democracy is abroad in the land, and with it goes

hand in hand a total indifference to the personal com-
fort and well being of anyone but the individual for

liimscir. This unfortunate phase is exemplified in

tliat most despicable t\'pe of road cad who charges

through towns and villages With an open exhaust at

any hour of the night or day, and excites a prejudi,:e

which takes years to dissipate.

The craze for the utmost limit of power an engine

lan only give l)y having its exhaust unchecked by a

silencer is not wholly excusable, though the tempiatlon

is admittedly a strong one, and in the enjoynieni of

speed all other considerations are forgotten. Motor
cvclists are daily increasing in numbers all over the

country, the restraints imposed by distance are rapidly

disappearing, and few, indeed, are the places in

which the " teuf-teuf " of the exhaust has never been

heard. We would, therefore, exhort all whnp-' it may
concern to make their enjoyment commcnsiiraie with

a chivalrous regard for the comforts of the communi-
ties in which they find themsehes.

A13
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THERE is hardly any doubt that t}ie

sidecar is theoretically a bad
means, quite possibly the worst,

for carrying a passenger with a

motor cycle, but for all that it has so

many practical advantages that it has
fairly gripped the popular esteem, and.

judging by the number of passenger

Fig. 1—Basket without shackles.

motor cycles which are met on the road,
it may be said that at present there is a

boom m this type of vehicle. Very few
motor cyclists, however, according to the
writer's opinion, get anything like the
best out of their sidecars, and in the
following article it is proposed to show
how this desirable end can be achieved.

First of all with regard to alignment.
Failure to get this correctly set out is a
very common cause of tyre wear. Some
sidecars are sent out from the manu-
facturer with the clips fixed in the verti-

cal plane so that no alignment is neces-

sary ; but. on the other hand, a good
proportion of sidecars are not so sent

out, and have to be set in alignment by
the purchaser. The fixed clip idea is

very e.xcellent as far as it goes, the only

Fig. 2—Basket with shackles and bent diagonal
bar.

trouble being that when, as not infre-

quently happens, the motor bicycle is

ch.mged and the sidecar retained for use
with the new mount, the alignment is to

a certain extent thrown out owing to the
probable slight differences in the frame
construction of the new machine. On
the other hand, with the sidecar which

AT4

has to be aligned, it is quite common to

find that this procedure has been carried
out inaccurately, although it is quite a

simple matter, and when once accom-
plished requires no further attention.

How to Set the Wheels in
Alignment.

The easiest way to do it is to get a
couple of lengths of string and stietch

them tightly between pegs about 9in.

high driven in the ground-, and so placed
that one string just touches two points
on the wall of the back motor cycle tyre,

whilst the other applies in a similar

manner to the tyre of the sidecar. The
latter must then be adjusted so that the
two pieces of string are perfectly parallel.

Long straight boards supported by bricks

can be used instead of string, and are

rather better if anything for the purpose.
With a castor wheel sidecar alignment
is, of course, unnecessary. Theoretically,

there is only one position in which the

sidecar can be properly attached to the

on the driving tyre and not on that of

the sidecar wheel. In turning a corner with
the axles placed non-symmetrically. it is

obvious that either the back wheel or

sidecar wheel must slip to a certain extent.

An idle wheel rolling over the ground is

far less susceptible to skid in any form

Fig, 3.—Suit case carried on luggage board.

motor c,ycle, and that is the one in which
the centre line of the sidecar wheel axle
is a direct production of that of the back
wheel of the motor cycle. If so arranged,
the rigid wheel sidecar satisfies the re-

quireitients for correct steering, as in any
position the centre lines of all three wheel
axles, if produced, meet in the point about
which the turn is being made. Very few
rigid sidecars, however, are made in this

manner, as, for one thing, such an ar-

rangement leads to the passenger having
to sit . considerabl,v behind the driver.

The general rule is to find the sidecar
axle some six or eight inches in front of

the back wheel axle, and, as a conse-
quence, the steering is no longer truly

correct. The difference, however, is com-
paratively slight, although by no means
negligible. By advancing the sidecar
a.xle the passenger occupies a better
position from the conversational point of

view, but the advantage so gained is

probably more than outweighed by the
additional wear of the tyres. Unfortu-
nately, this additional wear takes place

Fig. 4.—Fiat luggage case unier chair.

than a wheel through which the propul-
sive effort is being transmitted, and hence
it is the sidecar wheel which holds the

ground and the back motor cycle wheel
which slips, and it is in the avoidance of

this trouble that the castor wheel sidecar

has its principal advantage. On the.

other hand, it does not, like the rigid

sidecar, act as a preventive of skidding.

Position of the Basket.
One of our staff has made a point of try-

ing every sidecar that he can get per-

mission to climb into, and the result of this

experience is the statement that ninety-

nine out of every hundred sidecar seats

are not half as comfortable as they might
be. The fact is that the man who buys
the sidecar and fixes it up very rarely

has to ride in it, and the friend who does
so is generally so unmechanically minded
as to be ignorant of how matters might
be improved. Nearly all sidecar chairs

are perched up much too high, and as a

Fig. 5—A second space for a luggage case.

result the basket and the passenger offei

a great deal of head resistance—a factor

that does far mnre in slowing the com-
bination than anything else—and not
only are they nearly always too high,

but the backs are generally much too

straight. What the sidecar pas.^enger
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wants, and what the motor cyclist ouglit

to realise as the- beet arrangement for his

machine, is a low reclinuig position, for

not -only does this result m the redue-

tion of' head resistance as much as

possible, but the fact that the centre of

gravity of the combination is low results

in a maclune that can be whisked round

corners with perfect safety, and this

altogetiier apart from the ccmfort tii the

passenger. It is not at all a difficult

matter t-o altei- the aiii^le of the sidecar

Fig 6.—A space for tools in the foot of tfie sidecar.

seat from the usual sort of "church-
pew," effect into something approximat-
ing to -a hammock. The easiest method
is to inu'oduce shackles between the main
C springs and the cross bar which
supports the seat.

These shackles should be as long as

possible provided they do not allow a,

passenger to bump on the diagonal cross

bar. This last member is very frequently
placed in such a way as to give the chair

very little latitude of up and down motion.

The Diagonal Member
extending from the saddle-pillar of the
machine to the sidecar axle has really

very little work to do, as its whole
function is to keep the motor cycle up-

right." Hence there is v reason why
it should not be considerably bent so as
to allow the sidecar basket to be placed
in an extremely low position. As a
matter of fa-ct the diagonal cross piece
is somewhat of a nuisance, but until

something new in the design of motor
cycle frames comes out we shall have to
put up with it. In one or two racy
looking sid-ecars which we have inspected
recently, the basket is placed com-
pletely in front of this diagonal tube and.
consequently, the lowest possible position
can be adopted, but with this anange-
ment it is needless to .-:ay that leg room
has, to be considerably restricted, and it

is, tlierefore. not one which can be
recommended for any puipose in which
the passenger's comfort Hgures to an
appreciable -extent. With regard to the
bending of the diagonal tube this can
easily be done in a l'<:w minutes by any
cycle mechanic who has a brazing li'oartli,

but it results unfortunately in a small
amount of enamel . being burnt off. The
ugly spot can, however, easily be
touched up with a little hand ^applied
enamel or if a day or two is not of much
consequence the" tuba can be properly
stoved. Figs. 1 and 2 show more or les"s

diagrammatically how. by the mere appli-
cation of shackle links ."and the bending
of the tube, tho position, of the sidecar
basket can be greatly improved in every
TesDect.

Luggage Carrying.

The only possible advantage. of a side-

car basket that is perched up in the air

is that it clears the sidecar- chassis by a
suiBeient margin to allow enough clearance

for the introduction of a suit case or other

similar article. This, however, is a poor
return for the endurance of discomfort,

lu shackled sidecais. in which there is

insufiicient room at this point to allow for

a v-easonably sized package to be carried,

the luggage board, to be of any use at

all, should be extended rearwards, so that

tliere _ is enough ledge si)ace behind the

basket to allow for a suit case to be

carried tipped up on end. and not lying

flat on its side. The method of carrying
the case is shown in fig. 5, . and is one
which has been found very satisfac-

tory. The case is strapped down to the

luggage board, as shown, with two long

straps ; and, by meai's of two smaller

straps, these large ones are secured to tlie

back curve of the Cee springs. The
result is that the whole affair rides ex-

tremely easily and securely. With very
little "trouble the luggage board can be
made, when not in use, to slide right

underneath the seat, and thus when a suit

case is not being carried, it is practically

out of sight. '

To those who make their combination
more or less a fi.xture. we would recom-
mend the use of toolbags fixed to ihe

sidecar chair, instead of in the ordinary
way to make part of the motor cycle.

The advantage of this method of carry-

ing the tools is that the weight is entirely

sprung, and ,hence

they caw be pa-cked

quite loosely without

any fear of the'u-

knoc-king each others'

corners off and set-

ting up a rattle. At
the same time, far

more commodious
cases for tools and
spare jiarts can be

fitted up in various

places on the sidecar

than could be carried

on the machine itself,

'and there , is the

further advantage that

they leave the carrier

free to support a con-

s i d e r a b 1 y larger

amount of" luggage

when touring. " In

figs. 4 and 5 are shown
ways in which certain

spaces can be utilised.

There is nearly

always room, even if

quite long shackles

be used, to fit a flat

case between the

bottom of the sidecar

seat and the luggage

board, the case being

placed so as not to

foul the bent diagonal

cross members. On
the writ-er's sidecar

this case measures
15in. long, 3in. deep,

and 5iu. wide, and
is thus amply large

enough to carry a

spare tube, a pound
tin of carbide, and a-

789

spare quart of oiL to say nothing of

various other small odds and ends.

Under the tasket seat, and in front ol

tlie diagonal stay, there is a second space

that can be made use of, as shown in

fig. 5. In this position the best form
of case that can be used is one tliat has

a long, drawer in it,' the body of the

affair being bolted—using large metal
washers—to the seat. TL^'s case measui'cs

4in. deep, 1ft. long, and 7in. broad, and
holds the complete too-!-kit a.-id a tre-

mendous quantity of spare pails. ,rt-c. It

is necessary to use some sort of uiawer
in this case, as otherwise the contents of

the box are not easy to get at. The above
eases arc made out lof brown fibre, such
,as is used, for cheap suit ca.ses. It is

quite light, very stiff, and waterproof.

Nearly all saddlers stock the material, and
no'. ditticulty ought to be met with m get-

tii'ig a ca.se of anysize and ^llape made up.

Ill our opinion by far tho best form
of sidecar is that with the torpedo-shaped
footpiece, as it is not only graceful in

outline, but gives a most desirable amount
of leg room for the passenger. At the

same time tho sc.iltle-sliaped front pre-

sents anotiier space, which can be used

to aciiantage without affecting the comfort

. of tlie passenger. Fio 6shows an arrange-

ment which tlie writer has fitted up in

his own sideciU', and wljich proves ex-

tremely useful for the bestowarof various

odds and ends, especially such things as

may be recjuircd for use during a non-

stop journey. Tlii po.-.ition of the. pocket

allows the passenger to get anything that

is waited without the necessity of siop-

EQUIPPED FOR A TOUR.

Siiowing the luggage carrying capacity of a motor bicycle and sidecar,

including carrier, vaiise, suit case on sidecar platform, and spare lyre.

The sidecar is a special Montgomery with liigh-backed chair.
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ping the machine. Since the pocket in-

clines downwards, there is no necessity

for any lid. Like the other cases, this

affair is also made of brown fibre, and
just fits snugly into the upper groove of

the torpedo forefoot.

In fig. 7 is shown still a further waste
space, which can be utilised without de-

tracting in any way from the passenger's

comfort. For this purpose all that is re-

quired is a sheet of fibre or fabric-covered

millboard placed athwart the chair, so as

to make a vertical pocket about Sin. wide
behind the passenger's legs. The vvriter

has no personal experience of this last

type of arrangement, but saw it on Mr.
Frasetti's Indian sidecar, where it was
used for the accommodation of overalls,

various tools. Thermos flask, etc. .

Fig. 7.—A vertical pocket for overalls, etc.

Njlfter making a number of experiments,

the writer has hit upon a lighting installa-

tion, which has proved as nearly as pos-

sible ideal. On the near side of the side-

car is a Solar head lamp, and a second
one of the same kind is carried on the

usual place on the steering-head. Both
these are served by a " Tricar size " Allen
Liversidge generator, which is clipped to
the vertical tube which supports the side-

car chassis from the motor bicycle down

THE NEW END-TO-END SIDECAR RECORD.
The start from John-o'-Groat's at 2.55 a.m. on Monday, July 24th.

'tube. The sidecar lamp is focussed so as

to spread a broad beam of more or less

diffused light practically all over the road,

whilst the head lamp is arranged to give a
long, penetrating beam. The tube used
throughout is flexible metallic, which is

bound at intervals to the frame, along
which it is conducted, with insulating

tape. A short length of rubber tube leads

from the generator to one end of a Y-
piece, made of brass tubing, from the
other ends of which proceed tubes to the
sidecar lamp and head lamp respectively.

The A.L. generator supplies two full-sized

burners easily, and the fact that by merely
turning a tap the supply of gas generated
automatically regulates itself to anything
between maximum light and no light at
all is very convenient. From the writer's

observation, it appears as though only a
few of the motor cyclists who run side-

cars think it necessary to put a lamp on
the near side of the latter. This is, how-'
ever, a- very important point, and should
not be neglected, as drivers of oncoming
veliicles frequently fail to realise that the
motor cycle has any attachment tojt, and
do their best to force what they believe to
be a solo machine either into the" hedge
or the gutter. Apart from the fact that
the sidecar lamp is valuable as an illu-

mination, showing up particularly clearly

the left side~of the road, it is well worth
its cost as a safeguard against damage.

THE NEW END-TO-END SIDECAR
RECORD.

HUGH GIBSON'S attempt to improve
upon his own figures of 40h. 47m.
for the journey from Jolm-o'- •

Groat's to Land's End with a

motor bicycle and sidecar proved success-

ful, the time being reduced by exactly two
hours. His original record was created on-

June 6th and 7th last year, Gibson on
that occasion using a standard single-

geared Triumph, 85 by 88 mm., with
Slills-Fulford sidecar. Although several

attempts have been made to improve upon
the figures none have proved successful

until this one. The new record was
accomplished on an 89 x 89 mm. Bradbury
with N.S.U. two-speed gear. In both
records Gibson was accompanied by Geo.
Wray in the sidecar.

;

Postcards duly signed by Hugh Gibson
and witnessed by local checkers were
posted to The Motor Cycle at the follow-

ing towns en route, giving the times of

departure

:

Left John-o'-Groat's

„ Beauly (134m.)

,, Perth (266Am.)

"Arrival of Hugh Gibson and George Wray at Land's End 38 hours 47 minutes later, beating previous

record bv exactly two hours. The machine is a two-speed Bradbury.

„ Wigan (520m.) ..

,, Gloucester (654m.)

,, Okehampton (787im.)
,, Penzance (876m.)

Arrived Land's End (886m.)
Dunlop tyres, Lyso belt, Bosch ignition

Lucas lamps, and Shell spirit were used.

I.Ion. July 24.

... 2.55 a.m.

... 8.10 a.m.

... 1.50 p.m.
Tuesday, July 25,

12.40 a.m.

6,57 a,m.
1.27 p.m.
5.19 p.m.
5.42 p.m.
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A Run on a Two-speed Enfield.

A part sectional view of liie engine.

THROUGH the courtesy of the Enfiehl Cycle

Co., Ltd., we recently had an opportunity of

a ueek-end ride on one of tlie 2J4 h.p. cha'ni-

drixen two-speed Entield lightweights, and are pleased

to give our readers

the benefit of our

experiences with it.

^Ve also append
three illustrations

of the details of

this most -interesting

machine.
To commence

\\ith, it is .particu-

larly easy to con-

trol, owing to its

efficient type of

change speed gear

and free engine. A
handle is provided

for starting, but we
found it just as e.isy to jnit the lever in the low gear

])osition, lift the valve, and push the machine along

at a walking pace, when the twin-cylinder engine

immcdiatflv lired and tlie machine could lie mounted
without the slightest

exertion in the form
of running to start.

Once under way,
the change speed
lever is pushed over

into the high gear

]iiisiiioii. pressure

licing kept on it

until the high gear
is well home. All

semblance of jerki-

ness. is removed on

account of the fri<-

(111

and
at

the

as

r3aE^£i«Ti*iC!B»t' - - Jt3it„

The rear carrier stand and extended
wings to the mudguard. Observe the
iiiethod of securing the toolbag.

tion clutch

engine-shaft,

while running
ordii)ar\' speeds
transmission is

snioolh as if the marhine were fitted with a belt.

At very \n\\ spe<?ils some slight difference : may
be detected, but it is so easv to change on
to the- low gear thai ik) one would emplov the high

L,'ear for slow rmiuing in traffic. The special form of

magneto tran.suiission fitted to the Enfield machine
enables the .spark to he retarded and advanced within
its fullest range, whilst retaining the maximum heat

of the s]iark. This is an ad\antage which can only
be appreciated when controlling the m.i-chine in traffic

or getting the last ounce out of it on a steep hill.

Some Useful Fittneats.

Among the refinements fitted to the Enfield
driven mount may be mentioned a petrol

:hain-

gaug.
marked in quarter gallons, an oil gauge witJi red-

coloured barkground, which shows the level of the
oil much better than the ordinary type. As no
pedalling gear is required on this machine, double
loiitrests are fitted, so that the rider can chanije his

Arrangement of twin engine, change speed gear, magneto, and
carburetter on Ihe2i h.p. Enfield.

position from time to time—a desirable feature when
iiuilertaking long rides.

During the lime the machine was in our possession

we did not ,ha\e the slightest trouble with it, and
we were considerably surprised at the speed that could

be attained with an engine of comparatively small

dimensions. As regards its hill-climbing qualities,

these arc well known, the combination of the chain

drive and two speeds [jcrmitling any hill to be climbed
which is met with in the ordinary course of touring.

Our trial, although not a lengthy one, was sufli-

cient to cause us to part with the machine with con-

siderable pangs of regret.

FURTHER SPEED TRIALS ON THE CLIPSTONE TRACK
The secontj^ series of open speed trials will be held

by the Xottinghani and District M.C.C. at Clipstone

on August 19th, when there will lie five open events.

.\ special g<jld medal is offered for the fastest flying

mile over this course irre.spective of clasa of machine.

!«ANCHESTER RIDERS OF SINGLE-CYLINDER TWO-STROKE MACHINES.

A reader recently asked for experiences with the two-stroke Levis motor cycle,

which has led F. Mahler, of Manchester, to send us the above photograph of four

Levis riders in his district.

.\I7
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TWO HOURS' SINGLE-CYLINDER RECORD BEATEN.

ON Tuesday last week, Lieutenant R. N. Stewart,

Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders, and
Mr. F. A. McNab started at 4.16 p.m. from

the railway straight at Brooklands in an attempt on

the hour and two hours' records.

Stewart was going Avell and averaging well over

60 m.p.h., riding very close in to the edge of the

track, but on the fourth lap he had to stop through

the air lexer becoming janmied. McNab was going

at a slower pace, and was co\-ering the laps at

2m. 50s. Almost at the end of his hour, Stewart,

axeraging about 59 m.p.h., stopped through the oil

leaking into the petrol tank. McNab stopped about

the same period to change his belt, which had become
rather oily. The stop, however, was of brief duration,

and the second hour saw McNab the holder of the

two hours' record, having covered in that period

no miles 297 yards. The 100 miles time is also record

— ih. 49m. SV^s. The pre-

vious best two hours' ride ^^—

%

( CJ
Scene during F. A. McNab's two-hour "^

record ride on a 3i h.p. single-cylinjer
Trump-Jap.

was by G. Lee E\ans on an Indian, 82.5 x 93 mm..
499 c.c, on November 13th, 1909, in which he
covered 108 miles 1,367 yards. McNab's mount was
a Trump, fitted with the new J. A. P. engine. 90 x 77.5
mm. The machine was shod, with Continental tyres,

Dunlop belt, and Hellesen dry battery He used Vacuum
oil of a new brand known as "8.H," specially made
for racing machines. At the end of the hour, McNab's
laps were as low^ as 3m., but lie increased the pace
to 2m. 55s. towards the end of the two hours; he
would have made better time had it not been for a

stretched valve. At the end of the fifth lap, McXab
complained of being obstructed at different times in

his attempt by carts lea\ing the aeroplane shed with-

out warning, and by both pedal and motor cyclists.

At se\en o'clock. Lieutenant Stewart, after fitting

^IcNab's tank to liis machine, made a further attempt

on the hour record. He .started at a speed of about
fifty-seven, which he increased

to sixty, but too late to lower

the existing figures.

F. A. McNab finishes his two-hour ride.

Lieut. R. N. Stewart slaiting on his one-hour record attempt.

ROUND THE WORLD ON MOTOR CYCLES.

T\^0
interesting and interested persons were at

the start of the last Quarterly Trials, on the

22nd ult., in William Streiff and James Esler,

both Americans, at present engaged touring

round the world on motor cycles. The former, it

will be remembered, rode a 3>^ h.p. N.S.U. from

San Francisco to New York, 3,836 miles, in twenty-

eight days and three hours, under most inclement

weather conditions.

Streiff is at present riding a 33-2 h.p. N.S.U. fitted

with Peter Union tyres, Shamrock-Gloria belt, Bosch
magneto, and is using Wakefield oil. and Shell spirit.

James Esfer, his companion, is riding one of the now
famous Lidian machines.

Both these riders startei] from London on Thurs-

day, July 20th, and intend to touch Newcastle, Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, crossing over to Ireland, then back. to

London, afterwards on to the Continent, touching

France, Belgium. Holland, North Germany, Switzer-

land, Italy, thence via Russia back to America—an

approximate distance of 5,000 miles.

Mr. Streiff thinks the roads in England are fine,

but does not approve of police traps, and would like

.to be without the sharp turns in the roads. -

AlS

Wm. SlrielT and 1:' es Es , boih Americins,
globE-girdliii; N.i

standing besi-e the former's
.U.
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qU&STIoNS 6i REPLIES
A selecfion of questions of general intereit received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of ths paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Jly machine is a 1909 3i li.p.

magiietu Sometimes on switch-
ing off the current a loud explo-,

sion tates place in the silencer.

The same thing happens when
switching on again. \Vheu the current
is, off and the throttle closed smaller
reports aie heard in the silencer. Can
you explain the reason of this? The
throttle lever does not close off the
gas entii'ely.—J'.N.M.

The explosion in question is caused ty.an
unfired charge being pumped by the cylin-

der into the silencer, and, in the first case,

tired by the hot silencer, in the other by
the flash of the charge Kred inunediately
afterwards, when the current is switched
on again. Its vohnne is eiitirery limited
by the extent of the throttl'^ opening.

Overheating 01 Crank Chamber.

For the last week or two I

Q have had Ihe orauk case of my
^ 3^ Fafuir overheat badly. I can
-i-l quite understand it getting a

little warm, but now it gets

too hot for the hand by a long way,
and retains its heat long after the
cylinder is cold. Tlie compression is

quite good, and everything else is ap-
parently in good order.—C..T.P

AVe .sh'juld advise you to veuiove the
cylinder and to examine carefully the
joint of each piston ring. In the event
of one of these being broken, or in the
event of the rings themselves leaking
(hiough their beanngs surface, the crank
chambir wotrid get hot in exactly the
manner described, and it would eventually

upset all the -bearings and the. cylinder.

Incorrect Magneto Timing.

I have <;reat rlitticulty in getting

^1 my 05 li.p. lour-cyjinder F.X.

V 1907 model machine" to start. Tt

-iJ begins to fire in oije or two cylin-

ders after I have travelled about
200 yards downhill. The machine runs
well when warmed, but wfien spark
occuis 6 mm. before top 01 stroke, it has

no power on hills. This timing is correct.

However, when njachihe is warm, it will

start much easier, so it would seem
as if carburetter is at fault. Tiie |X)ints

of the .sparking plugs aie set at .5 mm.
I have throttle two-thirds open^ and
extra air shut.—H.O;

We think that if you were to time tlie

spark so that with the lever almost re-

tarded it occurred on the dead centre, you
would get better all-round results. Any
iiiacliine would start a good deal easier

climbing arthor street,
"edinburgh, with its
Notorious gradient

OF 1 IN 3'.

when it is warm, but it is conceivable that
an additional device for shutting off some
of the main air running past the jet niiglit

be of service in this dnection, .5 mm.
is jirobably a trifle large, . and we should
advise you to experiment w'ith a sliglitly

decreased gap. The adjustment of the
inlet valves is all-important.

No Power.

I have a single -cylinder
^T] machine with a.o.i.v., accumu-
^ lator ignition, and Longuemare
-SJ carburetter. It is rather hail

' to start, and when started goes

about one mile on the level with-
out, any extra air, gradually slowing
down and finally stopping. If I give

a little extra air the macliine, instead

01 increasing speed, stops altogether.

It is also accompanied by sudden
cracks, but no misfires, and engine be-

comes lather hot. Compression is very
good, the spark is perfect, and the

valves are all right. What is the

matter?—R.S.W.
We should advise you to remove the jet

and examine it for any slight stoppages

which may occur in one of the numerous
slots of the Longuemare carburetter. -\t

the same time, care must be taken la

for

THE
DOUGLAS AND RUDGE

SCOTTISH
TF.IALS TEAKS

'zi
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notice that the throttle is actually

fastened to the lever which operates it,

and that it opens and closes with the.,

hand leveiv A modern piston-controlled

carburetter would be an impiroTement.

"

Knocking at Intervals.

On a recent Sunday I came
from Streatham to Dover in two
and three-quarter hours. The last

mile or two of the journey I

could hardly proceed . at all

because, although I retarded the spark,

it would- knock badly. - This, I con-

cluded, was due to overheating. But
now comes the peculiar part ; I stayed
at Dover four hours, and, of course,

the engine got quite cold, but when I

left there the knocking- began again
and continued till I got to. Sandwich,
where I had to stop for the toll man to

let me through the gate (waited about
ten minutesj as he was in bed). Then
when I left Sandwich to my very great
surprise there was ho knocking, and
there has been none since—why was
this? I am an experienced rider and
gave the machine pleiity of air all the
time.—H.N.

The only thing we should be inclined to

put the knocking down to would be a
detached point belonging to the spark-
ing plug, pre-supposing that you were
using one with a multitude of points,

which had become incandescent, and was
firing the charge in ' advance of the
electric ignition. It is just possible that
this lodges in some places where it would
be exhausted with the mixture, and con-

sequently the knocking ceases. We
should imagine this was considerably
more' probable than the carbon deposit
theory, and, of course, it can be easily

verified by a glance at the plug. In the
event of it not being the plug point,

it would not be a bad plan carefully to

examine the cylinder casting and see that

U^S'lJ^ILIS

there is no minute projection in any
part of the valve pocket or the top of

the cylinder which might, under certain

circumstances, become incandescent for

some time, as this has been known to

cause similar trouble in other macliines.

Missing at Speed.

I should be very much obliged

if you would kindly advise me
as to my trouble. When on the

road doing about 30-35 m.p.h. my
machine runs splendidly, but on

opening out it puts on another "^ or 4
m.pi.h., and then starts missing badly,

as much as four and five explosion
strokes at a, time. On coming to a hill

it slows down a bit, but the firing is

as good as ever, and it climbs well.

. This fault is not in the plug, as it is

the same with a new one. The valves,
I know, do not stick.—M.W.L.

rWe are of the opinion that your trouble
is due either to a very weak exhaust
valve spring, which allows the valve to
float when the engine is turning round
fast, and working in a normal manner
wli.en the speed falls. There is also a

possibility that the petrol pipe is slightly

too small in bore to allow a sufficiency of

petrol on full throttle. From your re-

marks we should gather that you could do
with a slightly larger jet. You do not
mention ignition

;
probably the contact

points are in need of attention.

READERS REPLIES.
Regular Running at Slow Speed.

JMay I suggest that "A.A.U." tries a
small extra air hole in the front cylinder
inlet pipe of his Douglas, as it appears
the momentum of the air causes the back
cylinder to get more air than the front.

This is, of course, presuming that valves
and ignition are O.K. Wishing The Motor
Cycle, from which I have gleaned much
information, every success.—R. E. GtOLden.

AUGVST 3rd. igii.

Referring to the difficulty experienced
by your correspondent "A.A.U." re mis-
firing of the back cylinder of his Douglas,
the symptoms point to the back cylinder
getting a weaker mixture than the front
one. The reason is probably an air leak
in the induction system, either due to the
rear end of induction pipe bsing not
screwed tightly down to the cylinder, or
to the so-called " compressioii " tap over
the inlet valve being partly open or leaky.
If "A.A.U." will search for leaks on these
lines, I tliink he will be able to secure
even firing, at anything down to five

m.p.h., assuming that, as he says, the
spark and valves are all right.—S. J.

Tayloe.
"A.A.U." should first make cjuite sure

that his valve spring tensions are equal,

as described on page 49 of the " Douglas
Motor Book." Then, when'the machine is

I'unning, act as follows : (1.) Retard the
magneto lever a little. (2.) Fully close

the estia air short lever. - (3.) Bring back
the long *hrottle lever as long as firing

continues re<!;ular. (4.) Put the foot on the
brake. Under this treatment the Douglas
will travel as slowly as four to five miles
an hour on top gear, or three to four miles
an hour on low gear, provided the inlet

springs are of equal tension and the carbu-
retter has not been tampered with. I

have just given the Douglas E model a
thousand miles of Dartmoor testing, and
I have nothing but praise to offer. The
engine responds to the slightest touch of

the lever, and travels anything from three
to thirty-five miles an hour, taking every
hill under right treatment. My five years'

experience with the heavyweight pales
before the pleasure given by the little

Douglas.—CO 475.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.K." (Oxford). 1911 5 h.p. Indian.
"R.B." (Blackpool). Turner petro)

car and G.N, runabout.

LIKE A FLASH ! AN IMPRESSION OF JAKE DE R03IER AT SPEED.
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o
that the trial may be more easily

Hav, 60; Gerard, 60.

R Duwnie. 18: Mouat, 8; Donald-
Pratt. 33; Bostock, 60; Scott, 60;
17; Fontaine. 60; MacGregnr. 60.

UR last is.sue dealt with the incidents of the first day's
rnn from Edinlnirgh to Aberfeldy—173 miles approxi-
mately—which inclnded the ascent of Rest and be
Thankful—bnt we lepeat the list of competitors who

lost marks on that day
followed.

Class 1.—JIarks lost

:

Class 2.—Marks lost :

scin, 50; Alexander, 49;
Pennington. 60; Silver.

Second Day.— 106 Miles, including Cairn-o'>
Mount.

1"he first excitement on Tuesday moining consisted in

the belated arrival of Allan Hay, Donaldson, and Gerard,
who turned up just before breakfast. They were delayed
at Arrochar until dark on Monday, and crossed the peril-

ous moiMitain road by night. The three men had but
one lamp between them, and that was carried by Hay,
who had no brakes. Hay's troub4'^ was puncture.'!.

Doiialdsun's cylinder was noticed to be lifting at Arrochar,
as his crank case had cracked across, but he merely Com-
plained that he was losing a lot of oil. However, he finally

had to go back to the smithy at Tarbet, where the Scotch
A iilcan improvised two large iron clamps. Gerard's magneto
(iroved his hih: iin'iri:. The trio had many adventures in the
darkness. We had asked Hay at Edinburgh why he entered
a 2 h.p. this year, since in "l909 and 1910 his "3; h.p. had
failed on all the hills. '" Man." he retorted. " if she'll no
climb. I can carry her. but I canna carry a 3^ h.p." True
to his word he carried his Alcyon over the Rest, with .some

help from Donaldson. At 7 a.m. the three reached the
t'rianlaiich Hotel in such a jjitiable condition tliai they were
refused admission. However, the compassionate proprietor
provided them with breakfast in the strect-

\Ve had hoped for a fine day after yesterday's downpour,.
I'lit the proverb which says " Always wear oilies in Scotland "

was justified, for the heavy rain which had been falling

most of the night soon recommenced. The judges added
fifteen minutes to the standard half-hour for adjustments
I efore starting, and several men found the extra time very
wilcome. Davies had broken his carrier at Kenmore on
Monday, and it had cut his new Kempshall almost in half.

He took out his rear wheel, fitted a new tyre, and repaired
his carrier in the forty-five minutes. Others were equally
busy, but everybody excepting poor Fletcher, whose timing
aear stripped, was ready to start at 10 a.m.
The day's run was short, but undoubtedly severe, the

roads varying from dry to greasy and from greasy to flooded
during the 106 miles. We began b? following the southern
bank of the Tar into Dnnkeld : the slimy surface and sharp
corners were the only trouble here. The roads are so heavily
cambered that it is unsafe to take a right-handed corner
wide, and the unusual spectacle of expert riders cutting
sharp right-hand corners fine along the inside camber was
frequently visible. Several men took heavy tosses. Leaving
Dnnkeld a wicked V corner introduced us to a steep twisty
hill w'ith a treacherous surface ; it witnessed many failures.
The road improved towards Blairgowrie, and for a few miles
the surface became dry and hard before; Kirriemuir. This
is n villainous little town entered bv a short stiff hill, at the.

top of which you twist sharp right and sharp left down
narrow alleys. One well-knowu rider thought to treat the
assembled crowd to a thrill, and tackling the hill at 40 m.p.h.
hit a grid projecting 6in. fvcmi the roadway, over which his
machine leapt a foot into the air, concluding with an S
swerve, and a frightful conking under the very eves of the
Chief Constable.

Torrents of Rain.
Leaving Kirriemuir for Ed/ell the rain recommenced, and

thi.s time the dow iipoiir was of the " clear-the-streets-in-ten-
spcorids " variety. 'J'lie roads were soon awash, and belt-
slipping was the order of the day. Poor Ware had a succes-
sion of six punctures in the driving wheel of his Chater-
Lea sidecar. After lunch at Edzell engines were carefully
nursed for the dreaded ascent of Cairn-o'-AFount, eight mile's

away. This hill is a far more genuine pimple than Rest
and be 'J'hankful. Allhoiigli.-like all Scotch passes, it conducts
you to the summit in "steps." it is credited with an aver.-

ago gradient of 1 in 9 for two miles. When the entire
countryside rises with the road, a stretch that looks like a
level "landing" is probably 1 in 10 or 1 in 12. Anyhow
it troubled the competitors exceedingly. The first mile's
climb commences with a very bad knuckle, at which a

proper rush is unobtainable: this brought the variably
geared brigade off top speed with a \engeance. Then the
grade undulates between 1 in 15 to 1 in 6 for a mile, until two
hundred yards below the one level resting place a dreadful
jirospect saluted us. The road on a patch of 1 in 12 was
covered with soft sand, mud. and broken bricks to a depth
of eight inches for two hundred yards. A semi-practicable
cycle track had been left at each side, but the rain had soaked
this narrow avenue (not a foot wide) into the semblance of a

ploughed field. We did not see one rider surmount this

patch, but a labourer told us several men had biickjumped

The stirt from AberfpMy on Tuesday morning last week, en whicti day
Calrii o'-mount was ascendej— in more ways than one !
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along the outer side, skirting the steep diop into the

valley; most of us tried the right-hand. side, and got stuck

in a deep mud hole half-way along. After this nightmare a

very little climbing brought us to a level patch, above which
there is nearly a mile of heavy climbing, culminating in a

double Devil's Elbow on a single figure gradient. Hereabouts
iiany of the early failures got re-started. The impression is

;hat not half a dozen men made clean ascents from bottom
to top, but owing to the length of f;he ascent it was im-

possible to observe the riders' performances properly, and

the subjoined notes of individual performances were jotted

down at the Devil's Elbow just below the summit.

Observations on Cairn=o'=Mount,
Class 1.

1. Allan Hay (2 Aleyon), not observed. ,

2. John Morrison (two-speed Douglas), failed below first

)end, remounted, rounded second bend, kicking with his feet.

3. J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche),

ounded both bends finely with pedal

issistance.

4. F. Smith (5 C'lyno and sidecar),

excellent performance.
6. H. V. Colver (two-speed En-

field), failed first bend, remounted,
took second bend well.

7. P. Phillips (two-speed Dougla.s)

rounded both bends . well, kicking

with his feet.

8. E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea and
sidecar), excellent performance.

9. W. B. Gibb (two-speed Douglas),
got up kicMug liard with both feet.

26. W.

CLIMBING CAIRN-O'-MOUNT.

17. G. T. Gray., (34 Rudge with N.S.U. two speed gear),

very Ihie climb indeed.

18. A. HilL (3-i Rudge with N.S.U. two-speed gear), almost
stopped first bend, conked out at second bend.

19. Smith (8 Bat), very fine climb.
- 20. 1!. Downie (3^ Brown), excellent.

21. F. Downie (3^ Ariel), had a good wind, ran alongside

for 100 yards.

22. Jlouat (3^ Rudge with N.S.U. two-speed gear), fast,

pedalled to relieve slipping belt; one could smell the charred
leather.

23. Donald.sbn (4^ Norton), the star performance of the

day; his huge single-cylinder engine (82x120 mm. Ni rton)

came up very fast and quite smoothly.
24. Alexander (3^ two-speed Humber), stopped lower down,

got up with kicking.

25. H. G. Dixon (3^ three-speed New Hudson), came up
well with the aid of kicking and pedalling.

Westwood (3^ T.T. Triumph), excellent.

27. Geo. Bell (3^ three-speed New
Hudson), pedalled at second bend.

28. Pratt (3i two-speed Humber),
Ijushed round first bend, remounted,
and got up kicking.

29. Bostock (3i three-speed New
Hudson), failed first bend, remounted,
good round second bend, -

30. Scott (3iB.S.A.). not observed.

31. W. H. Eke (3i Rudge with
R.-W. gear), excellent.

32. C. S. Burney (3^ Rudge with
R.-W. gear), excellent.

34. Pennington (3^ T.T. Triumph),
good, but kicked a little.

(2) J. Moirison (8 h.p. Bat-Jap).
(4) Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno and sidecar).

lli 3. Fontaine (Qaadrint).
(3) L. Pennington (T.T. Triumph).

(5) E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater-Lei anj sidecar).

10. Gerard (two-iipeed Enfield), broke his cliain below
first bend.

Class 2.

11. Thomson (8 Bat), excellent.

12. B. H. Davies (3^ Rudge with N.S.U. two-speed gear),

seized low gear halfway up hill, pushed remainder.
14. C. MacGregor (5 Bat), sooted plug several times on

liill, took bends well.

15. Dr. Dibb (5 two-speed Rex), failed first lend, re-

mounted, took second bend well.

16. Reay Morrison (5 Bat), fast, ran alongside on second
bend.

55. W. Houghton (3^ Rudge), excellent on first bend, was
unluckily baulked b}' a slower rider at the second liend.

36. T. Silver (3^ Quadrant), failed, but got going again,

had a trying time.
37. Fontaine (3^ Quadrant), similar performance to Silver's.

The following have lost marks on Tuesdav's run :

C^LASS 1. E." B. Ware 28 and Gerard 30".

Class 2.- Smith 36, R. Downie 34, ilouat 26. Donaldson
60. Alexander 60, and Silver 20.

"

The following have lost no marks at all up to date :

Class 1. J. Morrison, J. S. Holrovd, F. Smith, H. V.
Colver, V. Phillips, and W. B. Gibb.
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Class 2. Thomson, B. H. Davies, Dr. Dibb. R. Morrison,

G. Gray, A. Hill, F. Downie, Dixon, Westwood, Bell, W.
Elce, C. S. Burney, and W. Houghton.
Allan Hay is the only starter not yet arrived.

Whatever happened amid the privacy of the foothills,

most of the riders reached the summit a long way behind
time, and judging fronr their language on the score of

lubber belts and wet weather, I could make a shrewd guess
at the commonest cause of failure. Nor was the next
.section adopted for picking up lost time. For sixteen miles

the road was und\ilating, rough and twisty. It was composed
of a soft red sandy material, in a state of liquefaction,

scarred by deep ruts, and the tracks showed that the
machines had been jumping about in the most vivacious

fashion, while deep slashes in the soft mud at every corner'

pioved that sjjiUs had been frequent. However, the rain

had ceased, and fifteen miles from Aberdeen we ran on to a
hard, dry, broad, and straightaway highway. Here—for tlie

first time in the trial—we had a chance to make up time,

and " Teeteeing " was freely indulged in. I regret to say

that more than one machine came near covering these fifteen

Inverness on a score of occasions, and has always found it

either raining, or leaving off raining, or just begnining tc

rain. To-day it was dry whether in honour of the Trials
or of the Show deponent knoweth not.

Allan Hay got in late last evening, having driven his
Alcyon up Cairn-o'-5Iounfc with a couple of resfs to cool
Gordon Fletcher turned up smiling at 5.30 this morn
ing, and has recommenced to iini officially. He took his

Douglas to Perth by train, had a new timing pinion made,
rode back to Aberfeldy, and started at 8 p.m. on Tuesday
to cover thg route on which we had started at 10 a.m.
His impressions of the Cairn—ridden in darkness—were lurid.

It remains to be seen what view the judges will take of the
fact that his machine did not cover a few miles of Monday's
route under its own power; but as he is permitted to check
ill. he Will presumably be awarded a bronze medal if he
finishes.

Third Day's Run Easy by Comparison.
As to-da_v's run was childishly easy, incidents were few

and far between. Elce lost his way, and had a heavy fall

while scrapping to regain lost time, cutting his hand so
severely that a d')ctor's sei'vices , had to requisitioned. The

C. S. Burney (Rudgc)

at the first bend ol

Cairn-o' -Mount, which

long ascent unseated a

great many competitors

miles in fifteen minutes. I even saw three riders with their

lieads down doing a good forty-five miles per hour along the
tramlines into the Alierdeen control. The secret history of

many a gold -medal for "reliability " would be interesting
reading, and a little "T.T." e.sperience comes in handy
when one has pushed up a two miles hill.

Wednesday's Run, Aberdeen to Dingwall,
140 miles approximately.

To-day's run was a perfect picnic after the trying roads
and weather of Jfonday and Tuesday. We had only 143
miles to cover, and except fiu' a few light showers the
weather was fine. The roads were broad, hard, and prac-
tically level, though in many places they were atrociously
bumpy, owing to the heavy traction engme traffic between
the distilleries and the railway ; wherever trees overhung
the road, there were real possibilities of a bad skid. Leaving
Aberdeen at 9 a.m., we cut across in a N.W. direction to
touch the sea coast at Banff, and then hugged the coast-
line v'ul Elgin and Inverness into Dingwall. The scenery
was very tame as far as Forres, which was disappointing
in view of the fact that we were unable to take our eyes
off the road on. Monday and Tuesday. After Forres there
was plenty to look at. The route was very scantily marked
with arrows, and many of us went astray ori several
occasions.

Inverness Actually Fine.
The traffic in Inverness was very heavy, -owing to

the Highland Show. The writer has previously visited

Just over the steepest portion ot the climb.

machines I saw most of during the day's run were the Big
Bats, the Rudges, the Douglases, and Colver's Enfield.

The gigantic Bats reel off the miles at high speeds, with
their engines barely ticking round on 3 to 1 gears, but
Thomson had his front wlieel bearing out at Inverness.
Fast as the Bats are, the tiny Douglases keep level with
them, in spite of only being geared 6 to 1 on top. These rapid

little engines can touch 40 m.p.h. on this gear. Colver's

Enfield is always spluttering away in the van, its exhaust
having the true Junior T.T. cracfcle. Houghton's Rudge is

another very fast machins, being a single-geared T.T. model

A29
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The team of Rudge riders in the Scotch Trials.

with dropped bars and cellar door filler holes. This rider

is usually half an hour ahead of time at the controls, and
has shaken many of his fittings to pieces by hard driving,

but considering that he has only a single gear, he is putting
up a very fine performance, especially on the hills.

A Series of Serious Troubles.
Several riders have had 'serious trouble along the road.

Gerard has thrice broken the driving chain of his Enfield,

and when last seen he was coaxing a lady cyclist to let him
remove sundry small bolts and washers from her machine to

mend his chain with. Bostock is not in yet, having suffered

a host of minor troubles with his Humber. His engine
developed a squeak, which he ascribed to a broken piston

ring. In removing the cylinder he twisted the compression
tap in half, and wasted a long time in obtaining a bolt to fill

the hole. One of the cars accompanying the trials broke its

petrol pipe, and after a long ride on a borrowed bicycle the

driver unearthed a blacksmith, Avho said he could mend it.

After an hour's work the repaired place bulged like a graft

on a fruit tree, and on being removed from the vice promptly
fell in half. The exasperated owner asked the smith if he
had ever used a soldering iron before. The smith scratched
his head, and admitted that "he mended a bucket fifteen

years ago 1

"

McGregor's Misfortunes.
Campbell McGregor has now forfeited all his marks, and

is riding along comfortably, with no hope beyond the finisher's

award. He broke a big end bearing of his Bat a week before
the trials, and at the end of last week had to train up to

London and back for spare parts. He Just got his engine
reassembled in time to start, but it was in very poor form,
and he was gradually tuning it up throughout Monday's run.

As a consequence, he had many stoppages on the hills, and
when he tried to run alongside on the stone-strewn grades
he fell over, being a small light man. He had six tumbles
from this cause on a single hill—the very awkward climb
beyond Dalmally. These falls bent his front forks, and when
h scrapped into Aberdeen last night his front wheel lay

er at ib°, with the machine vertical. Kind friends told

im to drop his Bat on its other side a few times to straighten
. . buti.he' took the front wheel out this morning and
I .
renched the forks true w'ith a huge crowbar. His ill luck

1 oiitinued, for his adjustment pulley went wrong to-day. He
p iicured a new flange from somewhere, but it did not fit,

and ithe delay in getting the thread combed out cost him
another 60 marks. So he took matters easily, and went to a
concert in Inverness.

How Cairn=o'=Mount Troubled some of the
Competitors.

A. D. Scott (single-geared B.S.A.), who was missing last
night, is rumoured to have withdrawn, after nearly killing
himself in trying to push up the last mile of Cairn-o''-Mount.
Dayies and Silver looked very exhausted last night for the
saraeyreason. Dai'ies had scrapped the Rudee handle-bar
A30
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wire control of his N.S.U. gear in favour of the Ge_rman
tank lever type, and hopes to have no further trouble with
'the gear. He has had a trying time, as he pushed up the
last mile of the Cairn on Tuesday, owmg to gear troubles,

and on Monday his carrier broke and gashed his. Kempshall
cover through to the canvas a]l round However, by hard
riding he avijided loss of marks on both occasions. The
slower riders report having encountered heavy rainstorms
to-day, which the earlier starters and faster men escaped.

Wednesday's Marks Lost.
The following have lost marks to-day [it should be noted

(a) that nobody can lose more than sixty marks in one
day, however late he arrives

; (6) that gold medals are
awarded only to those who lose -no marks at all

; (c) silver

medals to all losing less than seventy-five marks
; (d) bronze

medals to all who finish after losing seventj'-five marks or
more]. List of marks lost : Hay 60, Gerard 60, McGregor
60, and Bostock 60.

The difference made by easy roads, devoid -of hills, and
by good weather, is-thus amply demonstrated ; nobody lost

a single mark except these four men, who experienced serious
mechanical troubles.

FAMILY SinECARS.

.- (1) W. Edgar, of

Hull, and his S'.h.p.

Bradburywilh N.S.U.
gear and sidecar.

(2) Rowland Hill, ol

Southport. His machine
is a 5 h.p. Norlon' with
Montgomery sidecsr,

which usually carria?

four oersciii
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Fourth Day.
i'he Scottish Trials lived up to their reputation to-day in

every respect except weather. The scenery was absolutelj'

superb, according to those who travelled in the back seat

of the otEcial car. All the motor cyclists had to keep their

eyes glued to the road, and could see little else. Fortunately,

'OJ^BMKWJSM^'fpf^S^^g^:^
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The Lat Team—which iucluded S.J.Thompson, C. McGregor, K. Morrison,
and R. S. Smith— at the Onish ol the Lcjtlish Trials.

the sun shone brilliantly for most of the day. Had the entire

route been wet, few would have escaped loss of marks. After
leaving Dingwall, we proceeded by a magnificently broad and
smooth road into Strathpeft'er, four miles away ; the road
then narrowed and Ijecame loose and cornersome as far

as Uarve.

Eighty Miles—A Nightmare.
A little way beyond Garve we turned down a narrow, grass-

grown, rock-strewn cart track, and the going was simply
villainous for about eighty miles. The narrow track wormed
in and out between loch.-' and mountains, dropping and rising

at Nature's behest. Most of it was bordered by a deep ditcli

on one side and a giddy precipice on the otiier. The si.x-

toot "fairway" between was freely .scarred with deep ruts
and potholes, twisted into the craziest liair|jin bends, zig-

zagging across countless huuiiibacked skewbridges, etc. Une
rider said he had never imagined such a road in a nigl"';nare,

even after partaking of dressed crab and porkpie .t n.id-

niglit. The surface was ii.describably liud. Tlie road's
central hump was generally piled with loose 2iii. granite
lumps, protected on either side by deep ruts of" soft red
loam, outside which large jiotholes, full of water ,or rubble,
warned you to keep away from the ditch or p''-iipiee. \o
wonder that spills were frequent, and serious smashes not
altogether unknown. The men never knew what was in store'
round the next corner. To quote three surprise packets

:

near Poolewe a wicked corner ended in twenty yards of
loose broken granite a foot deep; at the apes of Gruinard
Hay a sand-drift a foot deep guarded the approach to a
skevvbridge

; and past Gairloch Hill a bad hill that np^-ded
rushing had a patch of deep quagmire clean across it ' ufway
up. Each of these claimed its victims. Understand nie, the
going Was not so bad but that a crack rider on a good machine
could average a speed in excess of legal limit ; but at all

points a mistake was literally perilous, and the tracks of the
wheels showed that skids, wobbles, and spills had been
irinumerable. As regards hill-climbing, the difficulty of Little
Gruiiiard has been much exaggerated. The skewbridge at the
foot is so far from compelling a standing start that many of
us got round at 30 m.p.h. The gradient is not excessive, and
the hill is short, while the surface is quite fair (for Scotland.
hieii enfeiidv), though stony round the bend at the top.
Poolewe Hill was actually the more trying ascent of the two
to-day, for the wind was roaring straight down it at
40 m.p.li., while Gruinard was sheUered until we rounded
the bend, where the wind hit us flop ! The three-mile cUrab
beyond Kinlochewe was also a severe test in the teeth of the
gale. Most of the riders seemed to find the first twenty-five
miles past Gairloch Hotel more trying than anything else,
as the grease in the pine forests was exceptionally treacherous.

Some of the Victims and their Fate.
It was fine when we started, but dour black clouds,

patched with a ghostly white light, tung round the mountain
tops, and seemed to threaten rain. In Strathpeft'er we saw
the evergreen Alan tiay worsted by a quite trivial gradient.
A little further on Gibb had the worst of an argument with
a skewbridge, and has ever since been trying to borrow a
footboard. Presently Davies was seen mending a couple of
punctures, and varices other riders were busy straighten-
ing out footrests. etc., after tumbles.- The vanguard were
half an hour early at the first check, as usual, undaunted
by the bad going, and by nipping on to their machines had the
best of an enterprising petrol salesman, who wanted to
charge each man 2s. 6d. for a about qjart of petrol on the
ground that he had no measure. "We were all filling our
tanks brimful wherever we saw a petrol can, as considerable
doubt existed Avhether further supplies w-ould be obtain-
able for 100 miles or so ; these regions are considered quite
populous if there is a shepherd's hut every ten miles, and
for leagues together we did not see a soul.' Nineteen miles
before lunch came _ the aforementioned ascent of Little
Gruinard, about which a well-known sidecar owner had
created a perfect scare. In reality it is a fairly simple
climb, and most of the men made light of it, the far worse
surfaces previously encountered having prepared us for ita

scanty sprinkling of small stones. As it was an "officially
observed" hill, I append individual notes:

Notes on Little Gruinard Hill.

Cuss I.

J'^xcellent.—J. Morrison, F. Smith. G. L. Fle'.cher, P.
Phillips, E. B. Ware, W. B. Gibb, and -I. Gerard.

.J. S. Holroyd.—Clean ascent, but not without pedal
assistance.

Colver ran alongside up part of the straight, but re-

mounted before the corner.

Class II.

Excellent.—Thomson, Davies, M'Gregor, Dibb, K. Morri-
son, Gray, Hill. Mouat, Dixon, Westwood, Bell, Elce,
Burney, and Pennington.

R. S. Smith came up fast, cut out at the corner, and stuck
immediately above it.

R. Downie pedalled all the way, and stuck just round the
corner. His brother pedalled up tile entire distance, but had
sufficient breath to remark "Fine view" to the judges, as he
plugged round,
M. Pratt was slow but sure.

Houghton came up very fast, lifted his valve at the
corner, and conked out when the^gale struck him through the
gap above.

Silver and Fontaine both came up very fast ; .both skidded
on the loose stones at the corner, and came off.

Hay, Donaldson, Alexander, and Bostock had not arrived
when the judges' car left the hill.

SErr '^Es^

5. Fontaine and T. Silver, who rode 3^ Quadrant machines in the Scottish
Trials which came to an end last Saturday.
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Scottish Six Days' Trial. A. F. Downie (3-5 h.p. Ariel) on Amulree.

One individual was indeed heard to remark, " If this is

Little Gruinard what must Big Gruinard be like? " but as

his engine was out of tune, his surmise may be ignored.

Lunch at the Gairloch Hotel on the shore of a magnificent

loch, open to the sea, came as a pleasant relief, and most
of the men were creditably inside maximum time, the

"scare" having led us to expect much worse than we got.

We were charged Is. lOjd. a gallon for Ross petrol, which is

only Is. in less outlandish places ; the faces of the sidecar

and car men were a study, as they needed several cans
apiece. After- lunch we had twenty-five miles of dreadful
going, after which the road became tolerably good, and as

the district was uninhabited, high speeds again became the

order of the day.
Reverting to individual incidents, Graham Dixon has been

the most unlucky. A red car forced him off the road among
the mountains, and his back wheel was buckled. He rode
on to within four miles of Dingwall, where a 6in. arc of the
rim cracked clean off. Ware's sidecar played the Good
Samaritan, and brought in both Dixon
and his machine in addition to its

usual load. Fontaine came over very
heavily through taking a stony hail

pin near Auchnasheen at high speed
h? is badly cut about. Davies mended
two punctures and took out his back
wheel to fit his third cover since Mon
day, all without once being late

Donaldson is reported to have smashed
up his Norton near the foot of Little

Gruinard, and was last seen carrying
his machine into a solitary house there
quite early this morning. Some anxietv
is felt about Bostock, who is reported
to have charged a cottage at Poolewe,
while no news is obtainable of Alan
Hay, but we never expect him till next
morning when the day's route is severe.
Houghton (3i h.p. T.T. Rudge) has
been disqualified for a breach of the
rules at the Dingwall control, after

finishing to-night.

The following have lost marks : R.
S. Smith. 59; A. U. R. Downie, 60:
G. A. Alexander, 60; Silver, 2; and
Fontaine, 59. Hay, Donaldson, and
Bostock will all be penalised 60 marKs.
if they arrive at all. Elce's pluck
deserves special mention. He cut the
guide of 'nis left thumb in a smash
yesterday, started in defiance of the
doctor to-day. and rode all day prac-
tically one-handed.

AUGUST 3rd, igii.

Fifth Day.

To-day has again proved a regular nightmare. The
arrangements were particularly bad, as the men were set to

do ore hundred miles before lunch, and in addition there was
a delay of two and a half hours at Fort Augustus, for the
purpose of the optional hill-climb up Glendoe. When the

men reached Fort Augustus, no officials were present, and
the timing telephone had not been laid down. Moreover,
the road from Dingwall to Fort Augustus was poorly marked
with arrows, and several riders went up to twenty miles out

of their way, wliile those who adhered to the official route
had considerable difficulty in keeping inside maximum time,
owing to the indescribably treacherous surfaces, especially

up Glen Urquhart. The first riders were free to leave Fori
Augustus at 12.50 p.m., and they then had to cover a further
sixty miles before lunch at Newtonmore, on the Grampians.
A few patches of this road provided excellent going, but the
greater part of the distance was soft, rutty, and slimy to a

degree. Spills were frequent, and everybody had an exhaust-
ing time. The fastest men did not get in to lunch until

3.50 p.m., and had tasted no food since 6.45 a.m. breakfast.

Hence complaints at the oificial arrangements were loud and
numerous.
To revert to Thursday's run, Alan Hay got in at 1 a.m.,

having lost most of his time in ministering to Bostock, who
smashed up his Humber through a bad wobble at high speed
on a treacherous part of the road. Donaldson was not
injured, as reported last night, but blew his cylinder off

once more, and spent many hours at the Gruinard smithy.
He and Hay had a thrilling ride over the perilous roads, with
but one lamp to illumine their path in the gloom and rain.

Houghton appealed against his disqualification, and has been
allowed to continue the run, pending the official decision.

Graham Dixon built a new rim on to his damaged wheel last

night, and started this morning, but it presently collapsed
again, and he has now finally retired. His partner, George
Bell, on the other New Hudson, has had similar trouble with
his front wheel to-day, and has also retired. E. B. Ware
and B. H. Davies have had endless tyre troubles. Davies has
used up three covers and four inner tubes in the five days,
and, owing to his inflator connection breaking to-day, had to
race into Newtonmore control with his back tyre practically

flat. He presented a weird sight as he tore round the flooded
road bordering Loch Loggan, rolling fearsomely all over the
road, and sending out a whirl of spume from his front wheel
like the bow wave of a motor boat. Several men have
executed smart changes of covers on the road, Alan Hill
getting his Rudge back wheel out and in again within eleven

Tho start on Friday for the Glendoe Hill-climb, a supplementary competition for which entianoe
was optional and the awards made separately.
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E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea and sidecar) in Glendoe.

nimuLes. Houghton broke an exhaust valve, and Mouat a

valve guide. Elce had to change a cover, and lost a lot of

time through the collapse of a front wheel cone. Frank Smith
and his sister are having an anxious time with their Clyno
sidecar. They have not lost a single mark, and tlieir

machine has performed magnificently ; but on Tuesday morn-
ing the outside crankshaft bearing fell off, and the engine
driving sprocket has been kept in place for tliree days by tlie

key only.

The day's ride falls into two sections—one hundred miles
before lunch, and fifty-six miles after lunch. The former
was perhaps the most exacting of the entire trial, owing to
the greasy surfaces. Rain was falling when we left

Dingwall, but the going was fast as far as lieauly. From
Beauly to within ten miles of Newtonmore (one hundred miles
away) a bad skid was always possible. A Bat rider drove
in front of me for thirty miles with liis feet trailing the
niiole way. Scarcely a hundred yards of the road was
itiaight, the surface consisted of grease, deep soft ruts, and
[iocjIs of water, while most of the corners were "blind."
Quite rialf the men missed the turn for the bridge at Inver-
iniiiiston, and travelled some distance towards CUmy. At
Fiut "Augustus we were compelled by the foolish regulations
to spend two and a half hours at the foot of a lonely hill.

with no shelter from the rain, and no food, drink, or petrol
ivailable, after which we had to negotiate sixty miles of
atrocious road before lunch at 3.30 p.m. Fortunately, we ran
nto sunshine near Newtonmore, and the run to Aherfeldy
ifterwards was quite a picnic. We coasted down off the
jrampians along a road which is now broad and hard and
•niooth for most of the distance, having been absolutely trans-
uuned by an energetic surveyor since 1903, when I first

luiiijied over the old road in vast discomfort. The sun shone
iiilliantly all the way home, and the Pass of Killiecrankie
las never looked half so lovely.

I'lie officials are keeping the times and formula results of
!ie Glendoe hill-climb secret for the present, as they are to be rr-

lombined with those of the Amubee climb to-morrow. The
:limb is quite distinct from the trials, being optional, with a
separate entry fee. The climb consisted of 1,000 yards,
iveraging 1 in 7.54. The surface was a trifle stony," with
me or two ruts; the wind was up the hill, and a short flying
tart downhill was given, though its benefit was cancelled by
he grease on the bridge at the foot. Individual impressions
ollovr

:

Class II.

J. F. Morrison (Douglas).—Verv fair ; did not change gear
ill far up.

Q. L. Fletcher (Douglas).—Excellent ; apparently the fastest
ightweight.

H. V. Colver (Enfield).—Only one cylinder firing on his first

ittempt; he conked out, but afterwards went up well.
P. Phillips (Douglas).—Excellent.

W. B. Gibo Douglas).—Took the gradient easily.

E. B. Ware.—The powerful Chater-Lea sidecar devoured
the gradient greedily.

S. J. K. Thomson (8 h.p. Eat).—Positively terrific ascent.
Easily the fastest of the day. The spectators held their

breath when the giant twin got in a rut for at least one
hundred yards, and wobbled as if it must come over.

C. M'Gregor (5 h.p. Bat).—Steady but sure. Lost several
seconds by taking the ditch well up the hill. The rider
steered out again most adroitly.

R. Morrison (5 h.p. Bat).—Slow, and swayed A good deal.
G. Gray (3^ h.p. Rudge).—Went up easily.

B. A. Hill (3^ h.p. Hudge).—Bad start, but picked up
grandly.

R. S. Smith (8 h.p. Bat).-^Slow considering his power;
cut out at all the bends, which are not difficult.

A. F. Downie (3i h.p. Ariel).—Went up creditably.

J. Donaldson (5 h.p. Norton).—Good ascent.

W. Westwood (3i h.p. Triumph).—Magnificent climb.
Almost as fast as Thomson's 8 h.p. Bat. Easily the fastest

single. Immensely creditable, considering the gruelling the
machine, has had in the trials.

W. Elce and C. S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudgea).—Good ascents.

Burney's engine was noticeably misfiring.

W. Houghton (3i h.p. Rudge).—Quite fast.

The following have lost marks to-day : Hay (still missing),

60; Mouat, 17; Alexander (not yet in), 60; Dixon and Bell

liave both retired ; Elce, 60 ; Silver, 4 ; and Fontaine, 14.

Special credit attaches to Fontaine, wlio was so cut about
yesterday that he can hardly stand ; to Elce, whose injured
hand proved a great handicap in repairs to his tyre and front
wheel bearing ; and to Fletcher, who had a bad crack on
the head, owing to the scales tripod collapsing while he was
being weighed m at Glendoe.

Sixth and Last Day.
The last day of a trial is always the most anxious, and

we all started in a half-concealed anxiety lest some serious

trouble should crop up and nullify our week's hard work.
The half-hour before the start from Aberfeldy was excep-

tionally busy. The back tyre of Frank Smith's Clyno out-

fit had split yesterday for Sin. along the bead, and he did

well to fit a new cover within thirty minutes. Mouat re-

placed his broken valve guide, and Davies had a rare

wrestle with his back cover. Overnight he had noticed the

tube showing through a stone cut close to the valve, and
it took three men to get the bead into the clinch. The
weather was fine, and the first section consisted of the seven-

teen miles to the foot of Amulree Hill, up which an optional

hill-climb was held, terminating below the first bad corner,

so that riders to whotn the hill was new should suffer no

disadvantage. The officials conducted this climb with com-

mendable promptitude, a strong contrast to the Glendoe
muddle. The machines were weighed by Norman McMillan

A helping hand near Blair AlhoL
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Leaving Aberleldy on Saturday. Alan Hay (2 h.p. Alcyon), G. Piggot (6 h.p.

Zenith-Giadua), and one of the Douglas riders.

in the farmyard at the hill foot, and the trials were en

route again in an hour. Judged by eye alone, the perform-

ances were as follows

:

Class I.

Morrison (Douglas) misfired and stopped low down.
Fletcher (IDouglas) good.
Colver (Enfield) excellent, took the skewbridge at the

bottom better than anybody else.

Gibb (Douglas) good.

E. B. Ware (Chater-Lea sidecar) roared up. Hearing that

no sidecar had ever made a clean ascent of Amulree, Ware
continued past the timekeeper, and tackled the infamous
S bend, but stopped above the first corner, as he had
wrenched his handle-bar round in its socket. On returning
to below the first bend he galloped up to the top in grand
style.

CL.4.SS II.

Thomson (8 Bat), a terrific ascent ; the machine leapt clean

off the ground on the skewbridge.
McGregor (5 Bat) distinctly fast.

R. Morrison (5 Bat) fast and workmanlike.
G, T. Gray and B. A. Hill went up well on their Rudges,

but lost time through tackling the skewbridge very cautiously.
They picked up well afterwards.

R. S. Smith (8 Bat) seemed nervous of the hill, and cut
out his engine frequently ; nevertheless made a fast climb.

F. Downie (3^ Ariel) went up fast in clouds of smoke.
J. Donaldson (5 Norton) went up beautifully ; the big

Norton single cylinder has a beautifullv smooth hum on bad
hills.

W. Westwood (3^ Triumph). His ascent was not to be
compared with his Glendoe climb. Possibly he was over
geared. Fast, but not so brilliant as in the other climb.

0. S. Burney (3^- Rudge) went up well considering his
engine was missing one explosion in ten.

W. Houghton (3^ Rudge), apparently the fastest machine
of this make.
About 11 a.m. we all got the word to continue on our

way towards Edinburgh, and within 100 yards Davies was
seen with his back wheel out fitting his fourth cover of the
week. A flint got wedged in the stone cut sustained yester-
day and gashed right through the stout gaiter into the
inner tube. Alan Hay was tor once well up to time, and
his Alcyon roared down into Crieff with the pedals spinning
round at 3,000 r.p.h. A little further on Elce was seen gingerly
picking his magneto to pieces with his uninjured hand. He
lost nearly an hour, most of which he afterwards recovered
by fast riding. The ride into lunch at Callander was
singularly lovely, the scenery along the wooded banks of

Loch Earn and Loch Lubnaig being marvellously beautiful.
Dry roads gave us almost our first opportunity to gaze about
us, though now and again an atrocious pothole or a wicked
hog-backed bridge brought our eyes back to the road with a

jerk. After lunch the ride into the finish through Stirling,

Falkirk, and Linlithgow was abominably dull and bumpy,
while a blinding drizzle drove in our faces for the last few
miles, so that the dreary car terminus at Murrayfield outside
Edinburgh seemed a veritable haven of rest. Here Messrs.
Tolfree and McMuUan overhauled the machines which
finished, and at about 5 p.m. we were free to depart in

peace. Men, machines, and clothing showed signs of the
severe buffeting they had received. The route was un-

doubtedly easier than that of the 1910 trial, but the veteran

competitors are inclined to regard the two trials as equally

e.xacting in view of the fearful weather which has been
experienced this year.

The competitors felt specially grateful tc the Vacuum Oil

Gompanj', who by sending a car round enabled lis to
replenish our tanks when we were fifty miles from a garage

;

to the Anglo-American Co. for forwarding supplies of
" Pratt's " to the most outlandish places and to the officials,

for their uniform courtesy and kindliness. Before recording"

the official results I should like to emphasise Frank Smith's
wonderful achievement in driving his 5 h.p. Clyno sidecar
outfit round this terrible course without losing a. single mark.
The feat is a record for the Scottish trials, no sidecar having
previously gained even a silver medal, and the Clyno could
not have put up such a faultless score if it had experienced
trouble, for no passenger machine could hope to average
more than twenty miles per hour on this route, and Smith
plugged steadily away all the week at about this pace.

Some of the credit goes to his passenger, Miss Evelyn Smith,
who looked after the times and the route ; the pair were
greeted with a tremendous ovation at Edinburgh, as was the
veteran Alan Hay, who did well to coax a, single-geared

2 h.p. machine over such roads, and acted a.'< Good
Samaritan to all the injured, and general mirth provider

to the men. One of the riders caught a hedgehog last night,

and when a competitor went to bed after rather too many
"wee drappies" of the native liquor, the hedgehog was
put to bed with him, but the' " wee drappies " were so

potent that the victim did not notice his prickly

bedfellow till next morning. Ware on the Chater-Lea side-

car would have equalled Frank Smith's performance but for

never-ending tyre troubles. On Saturday alone he took his

back wheel out seven times, and must divide with Davies
the unenviable distinction of breaking a'l records for tyre

troubles. His engine has run magnificently throughout, and
has seldom required first speed, it conquei'eil Glendoe on

second gear with ease.

We should, like especially to thank the Vacuum Oil Go,

for their courtesy in placing a seat on their car at the dis-

posal of our photographer who accompanied the riders

throughout the trials. The ofiicial table of results and '

awards will be found on the next page.

Alan Hay arriving at Edinburgh on his 2 h.p. Alcyon.
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OFFICIAL RESULTS.

Rider, H.P.. and Machine.

Marks Lost.

1st

Day
2nd
Day

3rd ! 4th I 5th

Day Day Day
6th

Day Total

Remarks.

CLASS. 1.—
J. F. Morrison, 2f Douglas (2-sp.)

P. Pliillips, 23 Douglas (2-sp.)

VV. B. Gibb, 2| Douglas (2-sp.)

J. S. Holroyd, 2| Motosacoche (single gear)

H. V. C'olver, 2J Enfield (2-sp.)

F. Smith, 6 h.p. Clyno s.c. (2-sp.)

E. B. Ware, 8 C'hater-Lea s.c. (3-sp.)

G. L. Fletcher, 2J Douglas (2-sp.)

.John Gerard, 2| EuHeld (2-sp.)

A. A. Hay, 2 h.p. Alcyon (single gear)

CLASS 2.—
S. J. K. Thomson, 8 Bat (.single gear) .

R. Morrison, 5 Bat (single gear)

B. H. Davies, 3.V Rudge (N.S.U. 2-sp.)

G. T. Grav, U Rudge (N.S.U. 2-sp.)

B. A. Hill. 3i Rudge (N.S.U. 2-sp.)

C:. S. Burney, 31- Rudge (N.S.U. 2-sp.)

W. L. Dibb, 5 R'^x (2-sp.)

A. F. Downie, 3i Ariel (single gear)

W. Westwood, 3J Triumph (single gear)

M. Pratt, 3i Humber (2-sp.)

T. Silver, 3i Quadrant (single gear)

R. H. Mouat, 3i Rudge (N.S.U. 2-sp.)

L. Pennington, 3 J Triumph (single gear) ...

(with borrowed 1908 engine)

W. H. Elce, 3J Rudge (Rudge (i-sp.)

R. S. Smith, 8 h.p. Bat (single gear)

A. U. R. Downie, 3i Brown (single gear) ...

C. M'Gregor, .5 Bat (single gear)

George Bell, 3^ New Hudson (.irmstrong 3-sp.

S. Fontaine, Z\ Quadrant (single gear)

Failed to Finish, etc.—
J. Donaldson, 5 Norton (single gear) .

G. A. Alexander, 3i Humber (2-sp.)

H. Graham Dixon, 3i New Hudson
(Armstrong 3-sp.)

A. G. Bostock, 3J Humber (2-3p.)

A. D. Scott, 3J B.S.A. (single gear)

W. Houghton, 3^ T.T. Rudge (single gear) . .

.

ciJ
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26 17

60
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34 60
60

60
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60 60 _
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60 — -

.53

128

1.50

340

33
43
.51

60

81

95
112

123

120

133

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.

Silver medal (tyre troubles).

Bronze medal (strippe^l timing gear).

Bronze medal (chain and magneto troubles).

Bronze medal (general trouble).

Gold medal and fastest liill-oUmb jjrize.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal.

Gold medal and formula hill-climb prize.

Silver medal.

Silver medal.
Silver medal.
Silver medal.

Bronze modal (tyres and magneto trouble).

Bronze medal.
Bronze medal.

Bronze medal (jammed adjustable policy).

Bronze medal (wrecked front wheel rebuilt).

Bronze medal (several falls).

Retired at Comrie on 6th day through broken
, crank case.

Retired at Blair Athol on 5th day with gear trouble.

Retired at Fort Augustus on 5th day after collapse

of rebuilt rear wheel.

Retired at Gai-ve on 4th day (bad fall and gear

troubles).

Retired at C'airn-o'-Mount on 2nd day, unable to

get up the hill.

Disqualified for breach of rules in Dingwall control on
Thursday. Checked through to the finish, pend-

ing oiScial confii'mation of the traveUing marshal's

verdict.

HILL CLIMBS.
Note.—No rider was allowed to take a hill-climb prize if he lost 100 reliability marks. The times of the two

climbs (Glendoe and Amulree) were added together, and put into a special formula. The big twins came out

badlv. because their riders were unable to let their machines out.

For- Time up Time up
Rider, H.P., and Machine. mula. Glendoe: Amulree.

CLASS 1.—
1 m. s. m. s.

1. A. V. C'olver, 2} Enfield (2-sp.) . . . 3809 1 43i 1 47i
2. W. B. Gibb, 2J- Douglas (2-sp.) . . . 2724 2 3 2 3J

J. F.Morrison, 2J Douglas (2-sp.) .
_ 1 51 Failed

P. Phillips, 2J Douglas (2-sp.) - Failed Did not

start

*G.L. Fletcher, 2f Douglas (2-sp.) .
- 1 38? 1 43j

tE. B. Ware, 8 Chater s.c. (3-sp.) . . .
- 1 42i 1 45*

CLASS 2.—
1

1. W. Westwood, 3J Triumph (single gr.
)i
6470 59 1 105

2. G. T. Gray, 3J Rudge (N.S.U. 2-3p.) 6289 1 10 1 15|
3. B. A. Hill, 3i Rudge (N.S.U. 2-sp.) 6285 1 10 1 lis
4. C. S. Burney, 3J Rudge (Rudge 6-sp.

)

6213 1 loj 1 261

For- Time up Time up

Rider, H.P., and Machine, mula. Glendoe Amulree.

CLASS ll.—(Conlirmed.) m. s. m. s.

5. F. Downie, 3i Ariel (single gear) .... 5913 1 8i 1 19?

6. S. J. K. Thomson, 8 Bat (single gear) 5339 o4f 1 1

7. R. Mon-ison, 5 Bat (single gear) 5073 1 1 H
8. R. Smith, 8 Bat (single gear) 2939 1 20 1 iij

*.J. Donaldson, 5 Norton (single gear) - 1 13 1 22

*C. M'Gregor, 5 Bat (single gear) - 1 1 1 lOf

The special prize for fastest time in the two chmbs, added

together, is awarded to S. J. K. Thomson, 8 h.p. Bat.

* Disqualified by losing over 100 reUabihty marks.

f Exhibition climbs.
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The finish

of the

Scottish Trials

Inspsct.on of

machines

at Muirayiield.

EXETER AND DISTRICT
This hill-climb took place at Newt's Hill, Tiverton,

last Saturday, and comprised nine events, for which there

were a fairly representative number of competitors. The
proceedings were marred somewhat by a severe thunder-
storm, but this interlude was not allowed to interfere with
Ihe running off of the events. One or two of the competi-

tors had narrow escapes from accidents owing to their in-

ability to see their way in the lightning and rain. Some of

the riders were timed incorrectly, but as they pedalled

their machines on the hill it is not probable that their per-

formances were xif much importance. The club is especi-

ally indebted to jNIessrs. E. Gould, F. Dee, E. J. Hancock,
and the Bros. Woodgate, as well as to the police superin-

tendents for their kind assistance. The results on fastest

time were as follows, the final results on the A.C.U. formula
not yet being made known.

>—•!

ENTRIES FOR THE A.C.U. SIX

M.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
Event 1 (lightweights).—W. W. Douglas (2J Douglas).

Event 2 (touring singles up to 500 c.c, and multi-cylin-

ders up to 750" c.c.)—L. W. Broadbear (3^ Premier).

Event 3 (club lightweights).—H. P. Overmass (2| Dougla.-),

Event 4 (touring singles with fixed gear).—C. Roper (3j

Ivy-Precision).

Event 5 (racing motor cycles up to 1,000 c.c.)—1, A. L.

Ommaney (3^- Rudge) ; 2, A JI. jNIyott (5 Indian).

Event 6. (club singles).—F. T. Wilson (3^ Rudge).
Event 7 (racing singles).—1, C. Roper (3^ Ivy-Precision)

;

2, S. J. Saunders (3i Rudge).
Event 8 (club multi-cylinders).—Cancelled.
Event 9 (club racing, any machines).—1. A. C. Hardy (3^

Norton) ; 2, R. Holloway (34 Premier).
A. C. Hardy also wins the medal presented by Mes.srs.

Nye and Co. for the fastest club time of the day.

Rider and Machine. Cyls.

*W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury), 1

*E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea
and sc), 3

*A. Bobbins (3^ Humber), 1

"E. Colliver (3^ Zenith), 1

*C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph), 1

•VV.Wilberforce (3^ N.L.G.),2
*B. H. Davies (3J, Rudge), 1

W. Douglas (2* Douglas), f
W. Douglas (2i Douglas), f
R. 0. Wells (3i Bradbury), 1

J. Tassell (8 JIatchless

and sc), 2

A. R. Abbott (8 Matchless
and sc), S

H H. Bowen (4 Bat)
H. Colver (2| Enfield), S
H. Greaves (2J Enfield), 2

R. W. Duke (3^ Zenith), ./

P, Weatherilt (3J,- Zenith), 1

]. Haslam (6 Zenith) 2
P, Shaw (3i P. and M,), /

Pratt (3i P. and M.). 1

Moffat (2j Douglas), -2

Baker (3j Triumph), 1

'C. Williams (3J, Triumph), 1

F. Dover (3. Premier), 1

H. Morgan (8 Morgan), S

\Y

<P,

J

0, Godfrey (7 Indian, sc), 2

*G. Whitworth (2| Enfield), 2

W, Heaton (2^ A.J.S.), 1

A. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.), 1

*E. Merratt (3i P. and M.), 7

J. Crickmore (3^ Premier), 1

F. Edward (3^ Premier), 1

*G. Piggott (6 Zenith), $

*S. Sawer (3^ Premier), 1

F. Philipp (3i Scott). 2
L. S. Parker (3| Scott), 2

*.J. Baker (3| Scott), S
V. Smith (5-6 Clyno—sc.),2

*C. P. Finn (2| Enfield), 2
T. Pollack (3i James), 1

A, D, Arter (3^ James), 1

C. S. Burney (3^ Rudge), 1

B, A. Hill (31 Rudge), 1

*H. M. Jameson (3^ Zenith), 1

»G. Ruscoe (2| Forward), S
\V, T. Munroe (34 RoVvn-), 1

C, T. Newsome (3^ Rover) ]

*P, Grout (2| Douglas), 2
F. Banks (3^ Invincible), 1

P. Castagnoli (34 L.M.C.), 1

N. Woollen (34 L.JI.C), 1

J. Slaughter (34 L.M.C.), 1

J. I. Day (3i Bradbury), 1

H. Dixon" (3^ New Hudson), 1

DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.
5. T. Tessier (5 Bat), 2

J. Babbington (5 BU), 2
W. H. Eggington (6 Zenith-

Gradua). 2
"F. G. Boddington (4i Pre

cision), 1.

Rider and Machine. Cvls.
T. C." Atkinson (34 New

Hudson), 1

*G. Wray (34 Bradbury), 1

*H. Gibson (84 Bradbury), 1

*H. E, Ashby (3^ L.Jl.C). 1

*W.Houghton (34 Bradburv),;
T. Silver (34 Quadrant). 1

*V. Busby (3J Precision), 1

Hnmber, Ltd., have entered three machines.
* Denotes private owner.

*H. Hughes (6 N.S.U. & sc), 2

*D. 0'DonovanJ34 Singer), /

*A. Uffleman (64 HumlDer), 1

IRISH HILL CLIMB.
The results of the Dublin and Distiict M,C.C. tria

hill-climb held on the 22nd ult. are as under :

F. J. Walker (34 h.p, Rudge)
J. Healy (34 h.p. Rudge)
R. H. taafte (34 h.p. Triumph)
T. J. Dumphy (34 h.p. P. ana M.) ...

P. Brien (34 h.p. Rudge)
T. Green (4 h.p. Waverlev)
R, Walshe (34 h.p. Triumph)
N. E. Drury (7 h.p, Indian)

J. H. Taylor (34 h.p. Rudge) ,

R. Dumphy (34 h.p. Triumph) ,,,

W. S. Cornborough (34 h.p Triumph)
F. Keagh (34 h.p! Triumph)

and

abilitv. Hills. Total.

ICO .. 83 .. 180
100 . 80 .. 180
99 .. PC .. 179
99 ,. 80 .. 179

^98 ., 80 .. 178
97 . 80 .. 177

95 . 80 .. 175
91 . 80 ., 171
97 .. 70 ., 167

97 ,.- 70 167
97 70 167
94 ... 70 ., 164
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SPECIAL FEATURES

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS

:

Detailed Description and Official Results.

R.A.C. INTER-CLUB MEET AT BROOK-
LANDS.

^ EQUIPPING THE SIDECAR.
BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

Police Traps.

On the Chatham-Citnteibury Road,
approximately between the first and
third mile posts out of Canterbury. It

is, as usual, grossly unfair, being on a
perfectly safe stretch and the timing is

done by cheap watches.
Tlie Walsall police liave again been

busy trapping motorists.

Stolen Machines.

On Tuesday {25tli ult.), two men called

at 5, Routh Road, Wandsworth Com-
mon, S.W., the house of Mr. E. L. Ford,
handed in a bogus card, desiring to buy
a motor bicycle. After trying it on

the stand, one of the would-be buyers
tried, tlie machine on the road, the second
writing out a cheque for tlie required
amount, which after they had left was
proved to be a forgery. In this way they
managed to relieve Mr. Ford of his motor
cycle, the particulars of which are

:

New 1911 Royal Enfield ; two-speed free

engine, painted naval grey ; nickel-plated

carburetter witli extra air inlet pipe

;

Uunlops ; No. LA 2751 ; frame Xo. 1192
;

engine Xo. 16424.

Two More Attempts at Six Days' Records

At present there are two attempts
being made by motor cyclists to capture
the .six days' record—one by J. Guzzwell,
of Grimsby, who is riding a free engine
Triumph, and the other liy A. W. Urit-

tain, of Buxton and Cambridge, on a
Kudge. It will be remembered that last

week we mentioned that ilr. Brittain had
retiied at Leicester, but a footnote added
to his card showed liis intention of making
another attempt in a weelf or so, which
he lias done, having recommenced last

Saturday at midnight. Since then we
have received cards posted from various
places en rotile, showing the total dis-

tance covered up till seven o'clock on
Jlonday night as 1,000 miles, whicli is

an average of five hundred miles i>er day.
A telegram from Britain on Tuesday
reads :

" Speedometer 3.863. feeling fit,

machine given trouble." He therefore
retired with 1.205 miles to his credit,

ilr. Guzzwell slaited at 12.15 a.m. on
Saturday. July 29th, just twenty-four
hours before Brittain. . The total dis-

tance covered by liim on Saturday,
Sunday, and up till 6 p.m. on Monday,
when he checked at our Coventry
office, was 1,252 miles. On leaving, he
remarked that he intended riding another
2d0 miles bv midnight if possible, thereby
bringing his total up to 1,500. or an
average of five hundred miles per day for
three days. Guzzwell seemed in perfect
condition, not looking any the worse
for tlie first half of the streiuious task he
is undertaking.

&04A

HAT
TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Lugust 3rd 8.44 p.m.

„ 5th 8.40 p.m

„ 7th 8.36 p.m.

„ 9th 8.32 p.m.

Hill-climbing at Wagga Wagga, N.S.W.

A correspondent sends us an account
of a privately organised hill-climbing

competition at W'agga Wagga. about
300 miles from both Jlelbourne and
Sydney. The hill is two miles in length,

but the gradient is not recorded. The
result of the contest was a triumph for

Triumph riders, the fiist three .1. E.
Lucas. R. Mclnto.sh, and S. Ralston, all

riding that type of machine, and reach-
ing the winuing post in 48s., 49s.. and
50s. respectively. There are many motor
cyclists in this district who use their

mounts for business purposes only, and
so far have not taken much int-erest in

the sporting side of the matter. As a
result of the climb a meeting is being con-
vened for the purpose of forming a club.

A Postponement.

Owing to insufficient entries and the
beginning of the holiday season, the
M.C.C. petrol consumption trial has been
postponed until after the holidays.

Brooklands Bank Holiday Meeting.

The foUow'ing entries have been
secured for the Fifth Short Motor Cycle
Race at the August Bank Holiday meet-
ing on Monday next. The motor cycle

race commences at 2.30 p.m. There are
several races for cars, and motor cyclists

who do not intend to leave town for the

Bank Holiday v.ill find plenty to interest

them at Brooklands.

B. Pattison (1-cvl. Brown).
F. E. Wasling "(2 Enfield).

Paul Smidt (2 X.S.U.)
H. Shanks, jun. (1 Kingfisher).

E. T. Btilton (2 Indian).

G. Griffith (1 Zenith).

H. S. Gaskell (1 Triumph).
C. R. Collier (2 Malchless).

H. A. Collier (2 .Matchless).

A. J. Sproston (1 Rudge).

J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph).
A. J. Luce (2 Bat).

T. G. Meeten (1 Rudge).
Stanhope Spencer (1 Rudge).
Hugh .Mason (2 Matchless).

S. G. Fenton (1 Zenith).

Scene at ihe start of the Bradlord M.C.C. Open Hill-climb. (See page 809.1



Last Saturday's Short Distance Handicap
at Brooklands.

In addition to The Motor Cycle cup
awarded to H. Hunter (5 h.p. J.A.P.) in

the A.C.U. Short Distance Handicap at

Brooklands last Saturday, the foUowin
prizes have been won : The second rider.

H. Martin (2| h.p. ilartin), receives a

silver salver ; the third, M-. Campbell

(3^- h.p. Triumph), a silver salver ; and

the fourth, S. T. Tessier (4 h.p. Bat), a

handle-bar watch.

The Sidecar End-to-end Record.

H. Gibson and his passenger, G. Wray,
will in all probability be disqualified by
the Auto Cycle Union for exceeding the

legal limit of speed in their recent success-

ful attempt on the End-to-end sidecar

record. If this disqualification takes

place, both riders will, of course, be
unable to take part in the vSix Days'
Trials, for which both iiave entered.

The Scottish Six Days' Trials.

The judges in this event have awarded
the special prizes as follow : Ross Prize

—

C. S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudge, N.S.U.
two-speed). Lightweight Prize—W. B.

Gibb (2| h.p. Douglas, two-speed). The
Trade Team Prize has been awarded . to

the Rudge team, composed of C. S.

Burney, B. A. Hill, aiid W. H. Elce.

Elce and Burney rode six-speed Rudges,
and Hill a Rud'ge with N.S.U. gear.

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

As we go to press we learn that tlie

following entries have been received for

the Six Days' Trials in addition to the

list given on page 804 :

.1. S. Holroyd (2 Motosacoche)
H. P. Maurice (3^ Premier)
G. T. Gray (3i Radge)
S. Crawley (3^ Triumph)
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
W. Creyton (3^ Triumph)
W. A. Jacobs (3-^ Rex, water-cooled)
S. Fontaine (5^ Quadrant)
A. Clark (2|- Dene-Precision)
F. W. Applebee (3^ N.S.U.)
A. R. Abbott (3i Bradbury)
The Motor Cycle will present gold

medals, as in previous years, for the best

performance bj' a private ovi-ner in the
bicycle and passenger classes. The
awards will be made in accordance with
the judges deri^^ion

pT®lOfCILE

THE LIGHTWEIGHT SIX HOURS'
TRACK RECORD.

C. Stanley Franklin who, riding a 2^ h.p.
Hazel-Jap, set up a new six-) ours record for

light-weights, covering 203 miles 232 yards in
that time (See page 780 last week 1
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A Catholic Bishop appeals Jor a Motor
Cycle.
As evidence of the very practical use

to which a motor cycle may be put by
the clergy, it is interesting to note tiie

letter of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Chisholm,
Bishop of Aberdeen, in the Catholic
papers, pointing out that his diocese is

the largest and the i^oorest in the king-
dom, and that many families in glens and
distant places, ten, fifteen, and even thirty
miles from church, are compelled to live

out of touch with their spiritual advisers.
Tliese difficulties could be overcome and
greater opportunities afforded to children
lor instruction it a priest could have the
use of a motor cycle. An earnest appeal
is made by the Bishop to Catholics in his

diocese to enable him to provide a machine
for the use of a travelling priest.

Lady Competitors at New Brighton.

In the motor cycle eveirts which were
included in the programme on Saturday
last at N€w Brighton, Mrs. E. Baxter
and her sister-in-law. Miss Baxter, took
part in a mile pursuit race, both mounted
on 3^ h.p. Rexes, Mrs. Baxter winning
by about 100 yards. Subsequently in a

mile scratch race, Mr. E. S. Baxter, rid-

ing his wife's machine, was easily beaten
by L. Mogridge (5 h.p. twin Vindec). In

an attempt on his own three miles record
of 3m. 24s., Mr. Baxter failed on a 7 h.p.

twin Rex. but succeeded iir beating his

pre\'ious five miles record by 24is.

Non-stop Run in Yorks.

The second of the series of 100 miles

non-stop runs uirder the auspices of the

Hull and East Riding A.C. took place

on Saturday last, the route taken being
r'lc'i: Haworth Arms, Beverley, Lund,
Tibthorpe, Wetwang,
N orth Grimstone,
Eillington, Sherburn
hv Hill. Dotterill,

Held, Hull.
The following riders made non-stop

runs and thus qualified for medals:
C. Edgar (3^- h.p. Bradbury), J. W.

Noble (3i h.p. B.S.A.), B, Hodgson
(2| h.p. Torpedo). J. Fletcher Walton

{3i h.p. Rudge), C. Mehew (3^ h.p.

Rudge), A. H. Walker (5 h.p. Rex arid

sidecar), -E. A. Downs (3^- h.p. P. and M.),
A G Hearfield (3i h.p. Rex), and E. L.
Blown (3i h.p. B.S.A.)

Fimber, Wharram,
Norton (Malton),

Ganton, Hunman-
Bridlington, Drif-

On the lelt are lVIr= Baxter and her sister-in-liw, Miss Bixter, with tneir 31 h p. Rexes on the track at New Brighton, while in the right-hand picture
Mr. Baxter is preparing to mount his wife's machine to race with L. Mogridge on a 5 h.p. twin Vindec.
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North-west London A.C.C. Tour to Lyons.
THE afternoon ol Jnly 2SLh and the early hours of the

50th saw sundry members of the N.W.L.iM.C.C.
converging on Folkestone, the first stage of their

journay to Lyons, cherishing designs on the " Circuit

du Ehone," and intent on cementing the Entente Cordiale.

Jly run to Folkestone with my 8 h.p. Chater-Jap and sidecar

calls for little description as it was devoid of any incident

The North-west London M.C.C, tour. Riders with their machines on the quay
at Boulogne last Saturday wailing to pass the cu^toms.

of note, nor does the journey over to Boulogne. Some time

elapsed before we conid get clear of Boulogne as the whole
of an immense quantity of baggage was dealt with first ; liow-

ever, once flie machines were landed we progressed rapidly

and found Uie passage of the customs by no means the fear-

some process we had anticipated. Needless to say we are

A LONG DISTANCE COAST RIDE,

*%.

all provided with the E.A.C. international pass, without
which no motor cyclist should tour abroad, unless he is

looking for trouble

Cheered by a vociferous bon voyage of the inhabitants we
left Boulogne, keeping carefully to the right, and following
Route Nationale No. 1. Our curiosity regarding pnn; did

not for long remain unsatisfied, for we struck frequent
patches almost at once. It is terrible stuff, and careful driv-

ing is absolutely essential. Halting at Pont de Briques, a

few miles outside Boulogne, where we had been directed to

an English speaking restaurant, we were at home in two
minutes, my passenger and I enjoying glorious omelettes.

A heavy thunderstorm delayed us somewhat, but we were
soon bowling along again through e.vcellent country luill-

marked with the prosperity of a landed peasantry. Here
abouts Ashworth's sidecar tyre went flat, a hasty examina-
tion disclosing both sides of the tube torn by a flat-headed
nail of the kind laijgely used in the boots of villagers.

This trouble dealt with we made good progress except for

frequent pare to Mnntreuil. where we struck a dreadful
sample with a steep winding hill into the town. Soon after-

wards we came upon several of our men in trouble, Hal
Hill being the worst off with a punctured float and no hope
of a soldering iron until the morning. Several of the party

thereupon decided to stay in the small village of St, Martin,

where they filled the only inn, Ashworlh and I proceeded

over vile roads with Baxter on a Triumph to .-ibbeville.

where we put up <onifortably at the Hotel de la Tete de

Bceuf. The rest of the parly came in next morning, and
we are now off in glorious weather to Rouen,, and as far

beyond as circumstances will allow. More anon. W.
->—«»••—<-

STANDARDISATION OF AOTOR
CYCLE RIAS.

It is gratifying to announce that the sub-committee ap-

pointed by the Cycle and JNIotor Cycle .Manufacturers' and
Traders' Uiiiun, Ltd,, have issued their report, and that the

opinions frequently ventilated in these columns have at last

borne fruit. This' committee have confined their investiga-

tions to standardisation of dimensions of rims (not design),

whereby the interchangeability of all motor cycle tyres may
be secured.

2-17'1 85"

K ^^'

r?^

2&2.jR"^s ? '/j RIM

standard rims [or beaded edge tyres.

The circumference and diameter of each rim arc measured on the extrefiie

lop of the ly»ads.

26in. X 2in. and 20in. x 2jin. z6m. v ^Jiii.

71 1^ inches. Cir., 66j incliu>.

22Jinches. Dia., 21J inchis.
Cir.,

Dia.,

Harry Long (Triumph), who recently completed a Ion? distance coast ride,

being accompanied by A. P. Maurice, a Premier rider. The photograph shows
the two passing through Paignton.

As a result of communications with the following firms of

tyre manufacturers—Messrs. Bates. Clijiper, Clincher, Con-
tinental, Coventry Rubber Co., Dunlop. East London Rubber
Co., B. F, Goodrich, Gorton Rublier Co,, Kempsliall, Macin-
tosh, Palmer, ROM, Avon, Liberty, etc,—the dimensions of

rims as delineated in the accompanying illustration have been
approved, and it is now recommended (1) that rims of these

dimensions should be adopted by the trade, (2) that these

rims should be known as the standardised rims, and (3) that

manufacturers when ordering either tyres or rims should
always specify "' standardised sizes."

Ali tyre and rim manufacturers are being informed that

only rims of such sizes and only tyres suitable to such rims

will be ordered by the motor cycle manufacturers after

September 1st, 1911.

The importance ' of this recommendation will be fully

recognised by all motor cyclists, and should be of equal

service to manufacturers.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible £or the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should tie accompanied hy the writer's full name and address.

A Tip lor Cleaning Crank Cases.
[5771.]—I do not know if the following way of cleaning

a dirty engine is of any use to you. Procure an old bicycle

pump, fit a gin. brass tube in place of connectioir, fill with
petrol, and squirt at the engine with it. I have found this

a very quick and satisfactory way of removing oil and filth.

E. DAVIS.

The International Match.
[5772.]—I have not the" pleasure of knowing either Mr.

JIacneill or Mr. E. Barnfather who are good enough sports-

men to offer to put up a sum of £55 between them for another
match with Mr. C. R^ Collier. I agree v;ith Mr. Macneill
that it was unfortunate that both of us had bad luck in the
International match ; it would have been much better and
probably more satisfactory all round if Collier and I had
arranged beforehand that, if either one had tyre or other
troubles, the race should be re-run, but in view of the

fact that Collier did not offer to run the second match race
over, I could hardly be blamed for taking the third match
and claiming the championship after Collier had his trouble
ill the third race.

Much as I would like to give the English public an oppor-
tunity of seeing another "iptch race, I regret that this will

be quite impossible, as I have already booked my passage
back and am sailing on the 5th August, but I would like

to take this opportunity of suggesting to Mr. Collier, whom
I consider one of the finest riders in the world, that he come
to America. J+ist at this season of the year I can myself
easily make upwards of £150 a week at racing, and Mr.
Collier, after the splendid performance he -put up against
me, would be a great drawing card at any meet in America
(and there are on an average three a week), and could with-
out difficulty nett a still larger sum.

I hope Jlr. Collier will carefully consider the advisability

of coming over to America, and I am sure that if he does
he will have the same splendid 'reception that has been given
me by the English newspapers and the motor cycling fellows
I have run across. I hope to have an opportunity of com-
ing to England another year, and if there is another T.T.
race I want to have a go at it. I was handicapped this year,

as I have not done any road riding for the past seven or
eight years, but if I go in another T.T. race I shall do a lot

of riding on the road and get prepared months ahead.
.JAKE DE ROSIER.

[5773.]— I congratulate your many contributors on their
very gentlemanly and sportsmanlike replies to Mr. Wells's
letter. If Messrs. Collier and de Rosier are to be matched
again I consider the follow-ing conditions should be added :

1. Both machines should fie either belt or chain driven.
2. Competitors to be started at intervals, as in the T.T.

Races.

It would be a question of "all out" then, and no mistake.
A. J. ATKINGS.

Tendency of Design.
[5774.]—I was extremely interested in the article "Tend-

ency of Design." the last paragraph, regarding the future
construction of motor cycles, especially appealing to me, as
at present single and twin cylinder machines of the follow-

ing specification are undergoing vigorous road tests : Direct
chain drive in conjunction with a shock absorbing device.

both of which are completely enclosefl in an oil-tight chain
case, two speeds, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, auto-

matic carburetter and lubrication. Your correspondent's
predictions are truly remarkable, as the above practically
fulfils them. Although neither machine will be complete '

m many details, one will be entered in the A.C.U. six days'

trial, and such a severe test should lend valuable data to the
construction of 1912 models which may shortly be placed on
the market. -

'

F.B.

Change-speed Gears and Sidecars.
[5775.]

—

Apropiits the recent controversy re the above,
I thought I might let you know my experience which so
far has been most satisfactory. For the past three years
I have driven a 3^ h.p. N.S.U. and sidecar, fitted with the'
N.S.U. two-speed gear, and have found this gear so satis-

factory that upon changing my machine for a 6 h.p. model
I fitted the same gear. This gear has now taken me about
15,000 miles without the slightest adjustment (except, of

course, new pulleys), and I find it will take prajtically all

gradients without any sign of slipping.

With regard to tyres. I have so far experienced no trouble

in this direction. I use the Dunlop special, and find they
give every satisfaction. In my opinion I consider the life

of a tyre is governed by the wav one drives, especially on

high-powered machines.
'

ERNEST G. NORTON.

[5776.]— I was very interested in Mr. A. Barker's remarks
re his N.S.U. two-speed gear in the issue of July 13th. I am
riding a 1911 N.S.U. also with a two-speed, but I cannot
get the low gear to hold. The makers have only allowed
threequarters of a turn of the gear handle for this gear, and
if I don't hold the handle all the time I am on low gear
it works round to the free, engine. This is the only fault
I have with the machine at all. Perhaps one of your readers
can explain this curious fact. My machine pulls" twenty per
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cent, better with the cut-out closed. I have tested this fact

with the speedometer and by testmg it with anotlier motor.

The cut-out does not let out the exhaust gases against the

wind, but sideways, also before the gases enter the silencer.

I have asked several people to explain this, but they have

been unable to do so. I might say that I have ridden motor
cycles for ten years, and I nave never heard of another case

like this. H. G. PARKES.

Regulations for the 1912 louiist Trophy Races.

[5777.J—Vour opinions on motor cycles contests are so

generally acceptable from the sporting point of view that

the last few lines of your editorial in 2'he Motor Cycle of

July 27th come as a great surprise. You say that " the

suggestion to limit the speed and develop the contest intij

a high speed reliabiUty trial is distinctly a good one." From
whose point of view? Certainly not from that of the amateur
lider.

I do not think I am far wrong in attributing the great

support accorded to the T.T. by this class of competitor
entirely to the fact that the race offers the only satisfyi.ig

outlet in the year to those who look for a road contest whtrc
the result depends entirely upon speed, and is completely
devoid of the irksome plethora of checks, controls, and
formulae which already infest a quite sufficient number of

the year's trials (in every sense).

Once this fungus is permitted to overgrow it'the T.T. will

bo damned entirely from the sporting point of view ; it will

interest neither the racing amateur, the trade (who already
have the Six Days and Quarterly Trials), nor the islanders,

-upon whose enthusiasm we depend for the very existence of

the event.

We have been unfortunate in the matter of serious acci-

dents this year, it is true ; but if it is not considered that
their effect will be to act as an ample warning to " first-

timers," then surely there are other means at hand to secure
the same end without making a farce of the whole thing.
Fatal or serious accidents occur in the hunting field, yet one
never hears of the hard rider to hounds being placed under
a speed Hmit, still less of the abolition of this virile sport.

H. LISTER COOPER

Foreign Machines and British Riders.
[5778.3—The seriousness with wliicli most of your corre-

spondents in last week's Motor C'ljclc have treated my
letter on this subject would, indicate that I have signally
failed in my efforts to be humorous. As a matter of fact,

as I explcined to you personally, this letter was never sent
to The Motor Ci/ch with any idea of having it published.
No one appreciates more than I do the splendid reception
the British public has given the Indian motor cycle since
it has been on this market, but when I read IMr. A. C.
Davison's letter, and the rather pointed remarks in your
editorial in regard to the single-cylinder machines, bott of
which appeared to me to be somewhat uncalled for. I could
not help indulging in a bit of sarcasm. W. H. WELLS.
[Mr. Wells's letter was addres.sed to The Motor

Cycle. It was a reply to Mr. Davison's letter published
the previous week. It was not marked private, and as it

referred to another correspondent's views and to editorial
statements it was given publicity in the u«ual way.

—

Ed.]

[5779.]— I should like to make a comment on Mr. W. H.
Wells's attack on your article re English riders and foreign
machines. I con.siclered tlie article very fair and I'.ritish, as
no doubt would the majority of your readers, and any spleen
that was shown was on Mr. Wells's side in his answer.
He infers that anyone using a British machine would be

amongst the " also rans "—but had not Collier made the un-
fortunate mistake about his petrol capacity the Indians
would have been very much amongst the "also rans," and
also as regards the appearance of the machines at the finish
there was absolutely no compariso".
There is really no necessitv for a crusade to oust the

American stuff; let us remain English, and give the Yankees
sufficient rope and they will oust 'themselves.

JNO. H. CASTLE.

[5780.]—There is a strong flavour of the Noble Red Man
about the utterances of Mr W. H. Wells.
He has been " reading between the lines " and, look you,

no matter how you obliterate the t'-ail, his keen eye will

ii05

detect every trodden blade of glass, and he is upon you with
a tomahawk in the twinkling of a wigwam.
His gentle ways remind you of the Redskin, strutting

around the council fire of his tribe, flourishing his scalps,

bragging of his prowess, and belittling the courage of his

adversaries.

What your correspondent lacks is perspective and sports-

manship. There is a pitiful spirit behind his outburst, and
apparently he has yet to realise that the trade on this side

of the water has not yet reached his primitive throat-cutting

level.

Let our friend " Gobbler-of-the-Lightning " take as many
prizes as his ability will gain him, and good luck to him,

but let him beware of showing a spirit of mean rancour at

an English paper's pardonable satisfaction when British

products hold their own. PALE FACE.

[5781.]—'The letter in your issue of July 20th, under
the above heading from Mr. W. H. Wells will come as a

surprise to most readers.

The Indian machines and their crack rider Mr. Jake de
Rosier have been received in a really loyal manner here,

and the reception of recent achievements has been reported

in such a generous way in The Motor Cycle that the most
critical American could not help feeling that a compliment
had been paid. (I am not aware whether Mr. Wells is an
American by birth.)

Considering that the machine in which lilr. WeDs is inter-

ested has accomplished what he desired, it is a pity he should

now try to create a nasty taste.

I note the usual confident tone, of repeating deeds with

the singles, and trust that when this treat comes along

"C.R." will once more be out with his "all right" machine.

'Nough said. S. K. JONES.

[5782.]—In common with a great many other motor
cyclists, no doubt. I was disgusted with the tone of letter

No. 5751, and can only suggest that your correspondent

has been reading The Motor Cycle with exceedingly

jaundiced eyes. Personally, my loyalty does not prevent me
from enjoying a run on a foreign machine, but I do not

see the object of buying one. Of course. I suppose the

fact that Godfrey holds a special agency for the Indian

machine had nothing to do with his choice for the T.T. Race,

as having plenty of money he could have no object in

advertising and selling Indians. Finally, may I remind

Mr. Wells that just as the Indian was defeated by tyre

trouble last year, so this year the British champion was
ousted from first place by tyre trouble.

H. E RENDALL.

[5783.]—In reply to Mr. W. H. Wells [letter 5751] in

your issue before last, I as a_ private owner (and riding a

3i h.p. Trimip-Jap) am prepared to meet anybody he

chooses to put up on a single-cylinder machine (500 c.c.

class) for any distance over fifty miles at Brooklands as soon

as a meeting can be arranged, although I by no means be-

little the performances of the Indian twins. However, 1

should like to show that England can still hold her own on

the singles. (Lieut.) R. N. STEWART.

[5784.]—While I have interest neither in the commercial
aspect of the Tourist Trophy Race, nor the ethics of

subsequent advertisement by means of Letters to the

Editor, I am moved as an amateur competitor in the race

and as a native of a country which extends a more generous

hand to the foreign rival than any other " in this large

world," to reply from ray own point of view to the ill con-

ceived effusion which appeared in your issue of Juh' 20th

over the signature of Mr. W. H. Wells.
Rightly or wrongly, we in this country supplement our

sporting traditions of scrupulous fair play to the foreigner,

by absolutely unhindered admission of his goods into our
markets, and by entirely unprejudiced treatment in the

press, but I believe I am right in suggesting that Mr.
Wells comes from a country where the would-be commercial
rival has to climb the barrier of a 40% duty before securing

a market under any conditions. Is this a case of Sat-an re

proving (imaginary) sin : or just a little forgetfulness?

Wading further through this same effusion, we gather on

Mr. Wells's disinterested authority that to ride anything but
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one of his machines was to condemn oneself inevitably to

the fate of an " also ran." There seems to have been quite

a number anxious to qualify under this category.

The difficulty is, however, to know beforehand whether
this simple rule is going to apply ; for one seems to recollect

that last year a candidate for this distinction could hardly
have done better than ride an Indian. True, tyre troubles

were held largely responsible for this ; but here again there
seems to be a fallacy, for the tyres used were of the same
nationality as the machine—a mistake one notes which has
this year been rectified. And herein lies the truth, which
is, not that any one machine is necessarily better than all

the others, but that—^as I once heard Mr. Wells himself
say—the winner is among those few who get through without
a stop ; and stops, as we all know, are due as often to bad
luck and bad judgment as to faults in design.

Lastly, we are told that a long furrow is about to be hoed
to our " complete disgust "—that is, of those who with
curious perversity prefer to see an English machine win

—

with the single-cylinder Indian. Though there has so far been
singularly little cause for "disgust"—at any rate on the
part of its rivals—at the performances of the 4 h.p. Indian,
Jlr. Wells may rest assured that he has sown more " dis-

gust " in the minds of the general public by his letter than
he is ever likely to do by any victory in open competition.
As one who has never been, and never expects to be,

within measurable distance of winning such a race as the
T.T., I can only say that the victor is entitled to the very
greatest credit for the performance of his team, but not to

the ridiculous claim that all who do not happen to ride his

machines are ipso facto, foredoomed to the position of " also

ran." A glance at any published account of the race will

reveal the absurdity of this. H. LISTER COOPER.

[5785.}—Considering the amount of space you gave to
the Indian victory, I thought Mr. Wells's letter a piece of
gross discourtesy, and I am extremely glad it did not come
from an English firm.

Undoubtedly, Mr. Wells's most amusing remark was that
about the British also rans. I heard—but, of course, I may
have been misinformed on the subject—that if a well-known
British rider had not had to stop for petrol in out of the
way places, he would have had a lead of some minutes,
but then what are a few minutes to these fast American
machines? As to his last remarks on agriculture, no doubt
they export some pretty tall plants from America, and we
await the Indian single-cylinder record breaker with bated
breath. G. L. HUNTING.

[5786.]—I have been much amused by reading the
different letters connected with the above heading. As one
of the unpatriotic competitors in the T.T. Race, and a rider

of an Indian motor cycle, might I presume to take up a
little of your space, by commenting upon a few of the letters,

and explaining my want of patriotism, so far as motor cycles
are concerned.

First of all, it has been remarked to me quite a number
of times by different riders of alleged all-British machines,
"If the Indian were a British built machine, I would buy
one to-morrow," or words to that effect. Well. I must con-
fess that no such scruples trouble me. What I want is the
best motor cycle I can get, and when a better one than my
present mount comes along, then as an enthusiast for a

_ good motor cycle, and without regard to whether it is

British or foreign, I shall get it. In this policy, I am only
agreeing with Mr. Hart-Davis when he says, "We only buy
foreign articles for use when we find them superior to British
made goods " [letter 5761].

Now I come to letter 5763, wherein Mr. Karslake says
that Collier's net running time was by far the best. Mr.
Karslake must evidently have counted accurately the number
of Collier's stops, and the time taken by each stop, before
he was in a position to make such an assertion about net
running time. I wonder if he was in. a position to check
this. I might add that the Indian machines were equipped
with tanks which held almost enough petrol to complete the
race, and eaoh nia<;liine had plenty left at the finish.

In letter 5764 Mr. Davison becomes amusingly melo-
dramatic when he talks about the spectacle of a rider
"selling his services to the highest bidder." It may be
news to Mr. Davison to know that I, an Indian rider, paid
all my own expenses, and received no remuneration whatever
for my services.

I cannot allow letter 5756 to pass without comment. Mr.
Low therein says, "In both T.T. and the recent matches, the

Indian machines have been lucky, and thiis have been
victorious." What poor sport and utter nonsense! And
further he says. " If Collier had not had misfortune, the

Matchless machines would have again won the T.T., and
with plenty to spare." I think it is rather unnecessary to

bring in suppositions- In a like sense, I might say that if

Indian motor cycles had not had tyre troubles, and Bat
motor cycles also had not misfortunes in last year's T.T.

Race, the Matchless machines would not have been in the

first three.

It seems to me that the matter has developed into a

comparison between Matchless and Indian. Well that is

quite easy to look into so far as the T.T. is concerned. Five
Indians started and five finished, taking the three first

places. The two Indian riders who were not placed were
"lucky" enough to be spilled, which spoilt their chances
of finishing well up. I was one of the lucky ones, being
brought down three miles from finish of first lap, my time for

which was forfcy-se\'en minutes fifty-two seconds. I am sorry

that Mr. Karslake was not there to see how much time 1

lost, otherwise he might have been able to give me my net

running time for that lap. I was later on lucky enough
to get two punctures, which pleased me greatly.

Then again in the Match Race, we all know the exceeding
good luck which came to de Rosier in having his tyre

come off. As I have said, five Indians started in the T.T.
and five finished. In short, what other make of machine ir.

the race had 100% finisli, and first, second, and third places.

I think I will stick to mv Indian yet awhile, even although
unpatriotic.

'

J. R. ALEXANDER."
[Letters on the above subject continue to reach us in laigc

batches, but those published will indicate the general trer.d

of feeling in the matter.

—

Ed.]

A Long Distance Ride without a Toolbag.
[5787.]

—

Be your article in July loth i-ssue under al)ovc

heading, I should like to say tliat I bought a P. and il.

motor bicycle, 35 h.p., three or four months ago, and have
since travelled over 2,000 miles without having to use any

s^^Sim^al^ --

T. H. Walsgrove with his 3J h.p. P. & M. and sidecar. (3aj a; conipanying
letter.)

of the toolbag contents for the bicycle, except once tor

sparking plug, punctures not counted (liaving once to pu
an ordinary tube in back tyre, having only the sidecar spaiS
with me). Most of the distance has been done with the sidecC^
and passenger.

I have since had tiie cylinder head off and cleaned, everj
thing being in excellent condition. I was sorry to read
Mr. W. Pratt's accident in your issue of July _20lh, for
feel sure that the distance, under the conditions stated ^
July loth, could easily have been accomplished.

Needless to say, I have no interest in Messrs. P. and M^
only that of a very satisfied u.ser. T. H. WALSGROVE.
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THE INTER-CLUB AEET AT BROOKEANDS.

The scene in the Paddock at Brooklands last Saturday, on the occasion of the R.A.C. Inter-club Moating and gala day.

THE Royal Automobile and associated clubs held a most
successful meeting at Brooklands on Saturday last. It

was a glorious day, as hot as ever, and the number of

events, the excellent entry list, and splendid organisa-
tion and capital sport witnessed were to some extent a com-
pensation for the Intense heat. Naturally, some of the events
dragged a little, but this can only be expected when there is

a large number of entries for one event. Naturally, as the
Auto Cycle Union is one of the principal bodies afjijiated to

the parent organisation, two motorcycle races figured on the
programme. These provided excellent sport, and were greatly
appreciated by the spectators. Just as the first motor cycle
event was ready to start, His Royal Highness Prince Henry
of Prussia arrived in the car he has been driving in the
Prince Henry Tour. He took the keenest interest in tl.e

event, and at his request Lieutenant D. J. McGillewie. Fv.N.,
one of the competitors, was presented to liini, with whom he
engaged in conversation for some minutes.
The event was down in the programme as the Auto Cycle

Union Short Distance Handicap ; distance, about five and a
half miles. (This and the other motor cycle event started
from the fork.) ' For all classes of motor bicycles owned and
ridden by members and affiliated members" of the A.C.U.
First prize, a cup presented by The Motor Cycle ; second
prize, a silver trophy ; third prize, a silver trophy ; fourth
prize, a trophy. The majority got away in good form, but
Geoffrey Smith unfortunately broke a be'lt fastener as soon
as his engine began to fire. The order at the end of the first
lap was : Campbell, D. C. Bolton, Ebbutt, Spencer, Martin,
Hunter, Colliver, Davis, Tessier, Dixon, Nicholson,
McGillewie, Potts, Luce, Cooke, C. R. Collier, and E. T.
Bolton. Collier was travelling well, but this was the Ir.st
occasion on which he appeared, as his belt fastener pulled

through, while Dixon broke an exhaust valve. Thanks to Mr.
Straight's excellent liandicapping, there was a close finish,

though it is curious tliat of a group of seven riders who had
Ira. 30s. start one rode a free engine Rudge, another a

Triumph complete with stand and mudguards, and ethers
rode stripped machines. The machine ridden by the winner,
Hunter, had been timed to do 68 m.p.li. in practice. The
result was as follows :

Rider and machine.
1. H. Hunter (5 J. A. P.)
2. H. Martin {21 Martin)
3. M. Campbell (3i Triumph)
4. S. T. Tessier (4 Bat)

L. F. Ebbutt (3i Kerrv) .

E, A. Colliver (3^ Zenith).

J. Forgan Potts (5 Indian)
A. J. Luce (5 Bat)
W. S. Spencer (3i Rudge).
E. T. Bolton (7 Indian) .

L. U. Nicholson (5^ Triumph)
Lieut. D. J.- McGillewie.

R.N. (3i Rudge)

-

S. R. Cooke (3i Rudge)
F. L. Davis (3i Rex)
D. C. Bolton (2 Martin)

The winner's time was 5m. 57|s.

The next motor cycle event was the A.C.U. Inter-team

Race for teams of three motor cydes entered by clubs affili-

ated to the A.C.U. Each team consisted of one single

machine up to 500 c.c, one multi-cylinder up to 670 c.c.

and one passenger machine up to 1,000 c.c. All had to be

standard machines fuUv equipped for the road. Marks were

Bore and Start.

Cvis stroke. c.c. m. s.

2 85 x58 666 I 10
1 85.5x60 345 1 25
1 85 x88 . 499 1 45
a 74 x64 580 50
1 85 x88 499 1 35
1 85.5x85 488 1 40
2 70 x83 638 50
2 85 x65 740 45
1 85 x88 499 1 30
2 82.5x98 994 5
1 85 x8B 499 1 30

1 85 x88 499 1 30
1 85 x88 499 1 30
1 84.5x87 489 1 50
1 76 X55.5 297 1 40
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The Inter-club Meet at Brooklands.-

>.^te%ob<»fis>^«i^ifesi~ -

Starters (or tbe A.G.U. short distance handicap at Brooklands.

allotted as follows : First over the finishing line one mark,
second two marks, and so on. The winning team was the
one the riders of which together obtained the least number
of marks. The winning team received a silver cup, and
each member was to receive a silver Herkomer medal. Each
member of the second team was to receive a bronze Herkomer
medal. All the machines started together, CoUiver, thanks
to his Gradua gear, making quite the best acceleration at
the outset. T1ie ^MlIl^ and Pisitiirf team tlioii(;h dis-

qualified for not having a sidecar machine among the number,
started, and one of their members (Ebbutt) had a nastj
toss just by the entrance to the railway straight. Mr. Orde
was the first to notice the accident, and went off to his assist-

ance, while Prince Henry, borrowing a pair of glasses from
a spectator, showed the greatest concern about the contre-
tcmps. Baker White, in the Surrey M.C.C. team, had his
belt pull through and twist round his rear mudguard. The
result was as follows :

Streatham and DiSTiiicT Team.
1. S. T. Tessier (5 Bat). Time, 5m. 13|s.
2. W. 0. Oldman (3i Zenith).
4. A. R. Hunter (8 Zenith and sidecar).

7 points.

North-west London M.C.C.
3. E. A. Colliver (3^ Zenith).
8. R. L, Prinz (5 Bat)'.

11. A. E. Woodman (7 Indian and sidecar).

22 points.

Hert,s County A. and AeC; (M.C. Section).

5. C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph).
7. G. S. N. Carter (5 Matchless).

10. G. W. Dixon (7 Rex).
22 points.

The two clubs last named tie for second place.

The Surrey M.C.C. lost one man, A. Baker-White, and
the Purley and District team, as stated above, was dis-

qualified.

BRISTOL M.C.C. TRIAL TO LAND'S END AND BACK.
This event started last Friday evening at seven o'clock,

the distance of two hundred miles having to be completed
in the schedule time of ten and a half hours, fifteen minutes
each being allowed at Exeter and Bodmin for replenishments.
Gold .medals were awarded to all riders completing the
journey within the total eleven hours.

Of the eighteen original entries, only seven started, the
deficiency being doubtless due to counter attractions in the
•Scottish Trials and tlie Exeter open hill-climb.

Troubles soon made themselves apparent, and only P.

Grout, E. Kickham, and Eli Clarice, all on Douglas raacliines.

reached Land's End on time, Davies (3^ h.p. 1-tudge) being
only l;^m. late through losing his way. On tlie return

journey, E. Clarke ran over a dog at Camborne, and broke
his frame, thus leaving only Grout and Kickham in the

running, and they reached Bristol dead up to time, theii

DougHse<; doing the whole journey without ,1 hitch.

^tttfyi£BSXr'

The Streatham

and District

Team

—

winners of the

Inter-club team

race for " The

Motor Cycle
"

Cup.

The three riders

who represented

the cl b are seen

with a number

of their fellow

members.
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IN
comparison with the last open hill-climb on the acclivity

on Barton" Moor the management was good and the
weather somewhat sultry. There was a satisfactory

entry, and a few crack riders present stimulated the
interest in the event.

A Ne^v Timing Apparatus.
The event was started over one hour late, caused chiefly

through a fault in the electric wire of the new electrical

timing apparatus, which worked splendidly when once
started. The apparatus, which is the invention of Mr. A,
Griffiths, manager of the Bradford Electrical Engineering
Co., employs one watch only, and that at the foot of the
hill, and is worked by means of threads which are broken
by the competitors themselves. These threads both start

and stop the watch, so that the personal element is alto-

gether eliminated.

When all was in order E. Myers, on a 2| h.p. Enfield. '

opened tne proceedings in Class I. for lightweights conform-
ing to 1911 T.T. regulations. Results :

Rider and machine Time.
1. E. Myers (2% h.p. Enfield) 69|s.

2. T. Hargreaves (2^ h.p. Enfield) 104|s.

Class II.—Standard singles up to 500 c.c.

1. S. H. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision)... 53ts.

2. J. Bottoms (3i h.p. Bradbury) 54|s.

3. J. H. Slaughter (3J, h.p. L.M.C.) ... blU.
Bottoms punctured at the first attempt so was allowed

another run, whilst Newman nearly lost his chances by a

most alarming bump immediately after the start.

Class IIa.—Same as Class II., but for amateurs only.

1. J. Bottoms (3^- h.p. Bradbury) 54^8.

2. W. J. Sproule (3^ h.p. Premier) 67|s.

3. D. Wilson (3^ h.p. Bradbury) 68s.

Class HI.—For standard touring twins. Strange to

relate, all the classes confined to twin-cylinder machines
were abandoned owing to lack of entries.

Class IV.—For standard two-speed gears.

The only starter, G. Riddiough (3i P. and M.), when called

upon to stop and restart on the hill was very unhappy, and
finally fell on top of his machine.

Class V.—Confined to members of the Ilkley M.C.C.
1. Harold Moore (7 h.p. Rex) Sis.
2. J. A." Hoffman (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) ... 54|s.

3 f J. N. Longfield (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph)
{ J. K. Campbell (5 h.p. Indian)

•}55|s.

Erie Uyers on a 2j h.p. Enfleld, tbe first man to be dispatched.

Bradford M.C.C. Third Annual Open Hill-climb. F. Scriven weighing a
•ompttilor. The ballast used by the competitor will be noted, which in this

case consisted of two larje stones.

Class VI.—For single-cylinder racing machines not exceed-
ing 500 c.c.

Newsome had a few jumps at the bend, and his machine
seemed to run very quietly in comparison to the others, his
exhaust pipe being attached to the silencer and not detached
as all the rest. His time not having been taken on the first
ascent he was allowed another trial.

1. W. F. Newsome (3J; h.p. T.T. Triumph)... 50|s.
2. J. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Dot-Precision) ... 51s.
3. W. G. McMinnies (3'- h.p. T.T. Triumph) 53?s.
Class VIa.—Same as Class VT. for amateurs only.

1. S. Grange (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 54is:
2. .7. H. Hoffman (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) ... 55s.
5. W. G. McJIinnies (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 55^s.

Class VIII.—Any machine up to 1,000 c.c.

1. A. J. Jloorhouse "(7 h.p. Indian) 49^s.
2. W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)... 51|s.
3. J. Woodhouse (3;^- h.p. Dot-Precision) ... 53|s.

A I S. A. Newman (3i- h.p. Ivv-Precision) ... Ic/i,

^•IH. S. Shaw (7 h.p. Indian) ... ...
^''ts-

Class VHIa.—Same as Class VII., for amateurs only.
Shaw made a very fast ascent this time, making no

mistake, and finishing up with the fastest time of the dav.
1. H. S. Shaw (7 h.p. Indian) 48s. "

2. S. Grange (3i- h.p. T.T. Triumph) . S3|s.
3. J. N. Lon.gfield (3^- h.p. T.T. Triumpn, ... 58s.

4. V. Pratt (3i- h.p. Ivy-Precision) 58-Ls.

No formula was used, but each rider had to bring '"in

weiirht up to a set standard, the machines not; b''ing weighed.
'I he judges and marshals worked extremely hard, and it

would have been as well if the number of the latter could
have been larger, especially at the top of the hill.
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CLUB NEWS.

Competitors at the start of the Birmingham M.C.C. Lincoln and bacli Reliability

Trial (or the Sangster Trophy on Saturday.

Burnley A.C.

On Saturday, August 5th, a hill-climb has b?eii arranged

on Thorney Hohne Brow, and a start will be made from
headquarters at 2 p.m.

Weybridge and District M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held at the Ship Hotel, Wey-
bridge at 8.30 p.m. on August 3rd, and riders attend-

ing and enrolled as members will be regarded as founder

members.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

Several members spent a most enjoyable time on Thurs-
day Ikst at Stapleton Park, near Pontetract, kindly placed
at their disposal by Mr. W. H. Hope-Barton, on the occa-

sion of an inter-club competition for nrembers of j^he

Northern League. This competition, the first of its kind
organised by the Doncaster Club, took the form of a flying

kilometre handicap, and proved a great success. The party
of about forty included riders from the Doncaster, Barnsley,
and Pontefract clubs. The winner turned up in W.
Brenchley, of the Doncaster Club, F. Lee, of the Ponte
fract Club, being second. The fastest time of the day was
made bv Tom Dunk Biinsle\ Club who io\eied the

I

kilometre in 34s. The club has to thank the lady .'Keinliuit

of the party for providing a most sumptuous tea, which was .,

much enjoyed under the magnificent trees of Stapleton at 1-

the conclusion of the afternoon's sport. -3&

Newcastle and District M.C.
'"

The two days' reliability trial on August 6th and 7th,

1911, fro\n Newcastle-on-Tyne to Stranraer and back will

start from the club garage at 6.30 a.m. Any local motor
cyclists desiring to join the club will be welcomed, and
will be eligible to ride in the trial. Application ^should be
made to Mr. E. Hawkins, secretary, 3, Saville Row, New-
castle-on-Tyne

Birmingham M.C.C.

The club held its second annual reliability trial to"

Lincoln and back on Saturday last. There were twenty-one
entries and nineteen competitors faced the starter at Perry
Barr, Birmingham, at 8.0 a.m.
The outward route was vid Ashby, Nottingham, and

Newark, whilst the return had to be made vid Nottingham,
Derby, and Burton to Birmingham, a total distance of 173

miles. Miss N. Hough pluckily drove her 3^ h.p. Alldays
and sidecar over the whole distance, though she had trouble

with her compression tap blowing off, and later ran out of ',

petrol, which necessitated her and her passenger pushing the
'

combination some distance. She completed the double

,

journey, however, in just under the schedule time.

The following competitors completed the journey within

nine and a quarter hours, excluding the one and a quarter

hours lunch stop, and, therefore, qualify for bronze medals:
H. Ball (Triumph), Seymour Smith (3^ h.p. Norton), F.

E. Hill (3i h.p. Zenith), S. Wright (3^ h.p. Humber), S.

K. Jones (5i h.p. L.M.C.), A. Young (3^ h.p. Abingdon),
V. Underbill (3^- h.p. Norton), W. H. Egginton (5 h.p.

Zenith and sidecar). Miss Hough (34 h.p. Alldays and side-

car), R. W. Duke (3i h.p. Zenith), K. Clarke (3i h.p. Corah),

R. N. Corah (3^ h.p. Corah), J. Pollock (3^ h.p. James),

S. A. Eowlandson (Eudge), and S. C. Perryman (3^ h.p.

Ariel).

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

More entries have been received for the Kendal run than
was the case last year when the tour Avas most popular.

The Sunday portion of the tour does not form part of the

competition, but a most interesting and varied "go as you'
please " run has been mapped out through Windermere,
Grasmere, Thirlmere, Keswick, Troutbeck, Ullswater, Patter-

dale (a look at Kirkstone Pass), Penrith, Appleby, Brough,

and Barnard Castle. The tour affords a good opportunity

for those who are contemplating entering for the six days' -

trial, as a large mileage of the actual Six Days' Trial route

will be covered. The entries closed yesterday, but they will
'

be received bv wire up to this (Thnrsdav) evening bv Mr.

C C Cool e North i\[imms IlaUitl 1

Bristol M.C.C. Run to Land's End and back last week-end. A group of competitors at Land's End. (See page 808).



A. W. Brittain. of Cambridge and Buxton, uho recently made two plucky
attempts to capture tlie six days' record. In tlie second attempt, which commenced
on Wednesday midnight, he covered approximately a thousand miles in two days,

but had to give up on Friday evening owing to a bad attack of cramp. His mount
is a-Rudge.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The proposed timed reliability run to Torquay has been
dropped in favour of a speed-judging and reliability com-
petition on August 7th. for which an interested gentleman
has offered a ten guinea silver challenge bowl and a gold

medal. The events arranged for August are : 5th. Speed
trials, Kulland Ward; 7th, reliability trial; 19th. hill-

climb (Cross-o'-the-Hands) ; 30th. two miles speed event at

Hilton.

Chesterfield and District M.C.C.
There were thirty-eight entries for the hill-climb held on

July 19th, and awards were made as follows :

Sidecar and passenger.—W. H. Ward (3^ h.p. Triumph
and sidecar).

Novices' climb.—W. Wa-ddingtcin (3 h.p. N.S.U.).
Members' hill-climb.—W. H. Wood (3^ h.p. Triumph).
Flexibility trial.—E. Stacey (Roc).
There will be. open speed trials in Hardwic_k Park on

August 16th, and tlie hon. sec, Mr. L. Smith, of "Ro.se-
mont," Chesterfield, v.ill be pleased to hear from any motor
cyclists desiring to compete.

Sii

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The Land's End and back reliability trial on August 26th,
27th, and 28th will be open to all motor cyclists in Worces-
tershire ; entrance fee, 2s. 6d., and 2s. will be charged ntn-
menibers for one day's membership. Particulars on receipt
of entry fee. Hon. sec, E. H. D. Cook, Foregate Press,
Worcester.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

Full particulars of the Members' Hill-climb to be held on
the 5th August can be obtained from Mr'. E. B. Ware, 38,

Rainbow Street, Camberwell, S.E. The venue of the hill

will be published the day before on the club notice boards
at the Ci'own and ScepU'e Hotel, Streatham Hill, and f:he

Clayton Arms, Godstone. Competitors will be divided into

six classes, including lightweights, single and multi-cylinder
touring machines, machines up to 500 and up to 1,000 c.c,

and passenger motor cycles. Prizes in Classes 1, 2, 3, and 6

will be awarded on formula, and in 4 and 5 oir time.

On August Bank Holiday there will be a social run to

Selsey Bill leaving headquarters at 7 a.m.

Scottish Border M.C.C.

The hill-climbing test on Gladswood Hill and Redpath
Rig, near Melrose, on July 22nd, resulted as below :

Cl.vss I.—Single-cylinders.
Points.

123.0

119.0

116.0

1. J. Laing (Triumph) ...

2. W. Kirkpatrick (Triumph)
3. W. P. Gaylor (Calthorpe)

Cl.vss II.—Lightweights
1. Tom Gillies (Douglas) 106.0

2. G. Pringle (Enfield) 78.0

3. Ale.\-. Longmuir (Douglas) 76.4

Cl.vss III.—Multi-cvlindcrs.

1. A. .1. C. Lindsay (Matchless) 109.8

2. J. Burns (Indian) , ... 102.4

3. T. Scott («oc) 79.7

All the winners used Ross petrol.

Cork and District M.C.C.

A race meeting was 'held on the .sands at Ganyoe nn

Saturday last, which provided some very interesting contests.

The venue is not altogether a suitable one, as the tide does
not go out far enough to give much room for turning, and
further, owing to the hot vv'eather, the sands dried very'

quickly, and were loose in consequence. Nevertheless the

racing was exciting and was witnessed by a big crowd of

spectators.

The results of the three events were are follows :

Flving Half-mile.—1, P. A. Egan (3i h.p. Triumph), 35^3.
;

2. G'. Goode (5 h.p. V.S.), 38is. ; 3, U. J. Chambers (2J h.p.

F.N.), 40s.

Two Miles Handicap.—1, M. J. Chambers {2J h.p. F.N.) ;

2, P. H. James (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, W. G. Hosking

(3i h.p. Triumph).
\

Four Miles Handicap.—1, W. J. Hosking <3i h.pl

Triumph); 2. M. J. Chambers (2i h.p. F.N.); 3, P. H.
James (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Special prize presented by the hon. sec, R. S. Russell

for the best performance by a novice, was won by P. H
James.

The start of the

Bradford M.C.C.

Reliability Trial

to Dunbar and

back.

A big crowd

nisembled to see

the co.Tipetitors

start on their

long ride.

A35
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Catalogues Wanted.
Messrs. Sevcro Dantas and Co.. Rua

7 de Setembro 41, Bio de Janeiro, will

be glad to receive catalogues of motor
cycles and accessories.

U.H. Magnetos.
Messrs. S. Wolf and Co., of 115,

Southwark Street, London, S.E., announce
that they have taken- up the agency for

U.H. magnetos, starting froni August
1st.

Second-hand Bargains.
For a firm of dealers in second-hand

machines to satisfy everybody is by no
means an easy matter, and when such a

happy state of affairs exists, it reflects

no little credit on the principals con-

cerned. That being so, we desire to

place on record the fact that several

readers have \Yritten us lately testifying

to the fair square dealing that they have
recei ved at the hands of the Hitchen
Motor Exhange Co., Ltd., Euston Road,
Morecambe

A Combined Belt Punch and Cutter.

The Duco combined belt punch and
cutter is. a particularly handy tool for

_ motor cyclists, and re-

duces the number of

accessories carried. An
important iJoint which
might be overlooked in

connection with this

tool is that it obviates
the necessity of cutting
the belt after punch-
ing, which frequently
results in either cutting
too near or too far from
the hole—in the former
case resulting in the
fastener pulling through
very quickly. We find

that, in using the tool

the wing screw is diffi-

cult to tiirn when the
cutter comes in contact
with the belt. It would

be much easier were the cutter diagonal
in shape. Tlie article is sold by Brown
Bros., Ltd.. Great Eastern Street, E.G.

A Reliable Rubber-studded Cover.

A month or two ago we fitted a Mid-
land rubber-studded • cover to the front
wheeJ of one of our 3^ h.p. machines,
&nd covered 2,100 miles without experi-
encing a single puncture. At this dis-

tance the cover was removed, as the
owner of the machine wae about to start

a tour, but there is no sign of a cut or
gash in the s, cover. It would certainly

last many hundreds of miles yet in its

present condition, but we consider that
retreading the tyre will at least double
its life. Round about Easter time we
had excellent opportunities of proving
the efficacy of the Midland cover as a
non-skid.

^^^LE

Auxiliary air cliimncy, as fitted to T.T. Douglas
motor cycles. It is surprising how this little

fakement is being adopted on different makes of

competition machines.

S.36

An All-weather Saddle Protector.

V. W. Hart Johnson, Falienham, sends
particulars of an all-weather >saddle pro-

tector w-hich he has patented. Briefly

the device consists of a waterproof cover-

ing carried in the metal case just below
the saddle cantle. The covering works
on a spring roller. When required '.the

cover is unrolled, pa'ssed over the peak
of the saddle, and . fastened to a hook
on the saddle pin,

Irish Motor Directory.
The latest edition of i the Irish Motor

Directory has just

been published bv
W. Tempest",
printer, Dundalk.
The book has
grown consider-

ably since we first

knew it, and is

now a volume of

no mean dimen-
sions. It gives
special articles on
automobile affairs

for the past year
in Ireland, avia-

tion, motor cy-

cling, automobile
law, and a motor
directory, which
is most useful to

A novel petrol tank filler-

cap designed by Mr. White,
of Coventry. As may be
seen this cap is not screwed
on but affixed by means, of

a small spring.

those who are seeking for small registra-

tion nimibers of which a few may still be
obtained in Ireland

AUGUST 3rd, igii.

A Useful Series of Maps.
We are in receipt of the latest R.A.C.

map, edited under the direction of the

RovaJ Automobile CSub by George Philip

anj Son. The particular section referred

to is Sheet ^, wlrich deals with Carnarvoij,
Den'iigh, aji A Anglesey. These maps are

noted lor i-Vir clearness and accuracy,

md with eacurs given a list of hotels i\n<\

repairers and , the

various golf courses

in the neighbour-
hood.

The Rey Exhaust
Whistle.

Still another pattern
of exhaust whistle, is

the one illustrated on
this page and brought
out by A. P. Bey, of

Heath Street, Hamp-
stead, N.W._ It is

specially designed ioi

use oil . free engine -

Triumphs, and is

made of .brass through-
out This whistle is

:'lainied to give a note '

at very low speeds
and also with the

exhaust valve lifted

for running, do'vii

hills. Its construction

will ba grasped from
the accora p a n y i n 2

sketch:

A Fine Climb.
Chas. S. Lake, the well-known mecliani

cal engineer and motor cycle expei't, ha;

just witnessed the clmibing of Bow
Brickhill Hill, Buckinghamshire, by ilr,

jMellor Jameson, on a 3^ h.p. Zenith

Gradua. In addition to ilr. Lake ther

were four other witnesses. It will be

seen, from the accompanying contour that

there is a small section of 1 in 3g near

the. sunnnit, and it is interesting to note

that the surface consists of three inches

of loose sand, unbroken metal, and other

obstructions.

Bey exhaust whistle.

^
BOW BKICKMILL HILL

SECTlOiN.

M

, VERTICAL 20 FEET TO AN INCH,

HORIZONTAL 80

M^:

0^-\

DATUM 300 FEET ABOVE O.D,

'

'''
\

' 'ittiiiiiiigikai^fcia^
siossosMiM 7iora?5«»iiosso80035om«i»i»o i«imi!-oaioi3somo»«is»6SOiEooiesoi?iioi"ri)Ko isomisoBS""
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The Two A. J. S. Machines which secured First Class Certificates in the Norlhcrn Lcn re

Quarterly Trial.

The competing machines were absolutely Standard Models , exactly as sold to the Public.

London : H. TAYLOR & CO.. Store Street. Tottenham Court Road.

AGAIN
THE 2V A.J.S. LIGHTWEIGHT
PROVES ITS SUPERIORITY.

In the A.C.U. Summer Quarterly Trial

(Xortliern Centre Event) wh'ch took place

on July 22nd,

Two A. J. S. 2! h.p. Lightweights
were entered. BOTH made non-
stop runs, and BOTH secured
First Class Certificates.

Thus repeating the previous unprecedented
perlormance of the A.J.S. Team in the
Sprng Quarterly Trials (Yorkshire Centre
Event).

"

If you «.int a machine on which you catr rely

undir all circumstances, which is easy to handle

and will climb any ordinary hill, let us send

you particulars of the 2! A. J.S.

A. J. STEVENS & CO., Ltd..
Retreat Street. Wolverhampton.

Success of the RICH in tlie London & Edinburgh and Six Days Record

ONCE USED

ALWAYS
FIRST IN 1904. FIRST EVER SINCE.

Guaranteed air tight.

Have them fitted to vour new machine-
PRICE LIST.

EXTRA HEAVY.
2Sin.

13/-

17/6
19/6
22/-

less.

IJ

HEAVY.
20in.

.. 12/-..

.. 16/-..

.. 17/6..

.. 20/-..
24in 6d.

28in.

25/-
, 29/-
35/-
42/-

24in. 1/- less.

Larger sizes to order.

C. Dept..

THE RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE Co

26in.

.. 23/-

.. 26/-

.. 32/-
38/-.

ONE OF THE THOUSAND OPINIONS.
Sheffield, June 9th.

I am pleased to tell you that in preparing for the London and Edinburgh run, I fitted one of your
Covers and Tubes to my ir.otDr cycle, along with a tyre and tube of another make. Am pleased to

say that your tyre gave me no trouble at all, I had not even to use the pump, and gained highest
award. Have done about a thousand miles on it now, and it appears none the worse for wear. I

am fitting another of your tyres on the other wheel, as I am riding a six days' record nest week.
Yours faithfully, HEDLEY V. SWIFT.

Sheffield, 2lst June.
I am pleased to let you know that in my ride of Six Days, covering in all 2,025 miles, I had no trouble

at all with my tyres, excepting one puncture. This trouble was soon overcome by taking out the punctured
tube and fitting a new one. I did not on any other occasion put a pump on either valve, clearly proving
that your system of Detachable Tube is excellent. I was on some very bad roads, and am delighted to say
I can find not even a small cut in either tyre. This speaks well for your tyres, because those long rides are

just the kind to test their worth. You may use this letter to any purpose you desire.

Yours faithfuUy, HEDLEY V. SWIFT.

Thf abore are iib--olutcly uni^olivitcn. tli>'

rider liaring pun-bused in thi- ordiuary \yay

of busin-his, aud rode tlieni on thuir owu
inerit.'^. We can Lonestly «iy we liave nevrr
^iven a cover or tube or a-k-d anyone to

ridp them in order to puin u te.stiiuoni;i!.

and we can sliow a tbou^ud. Our Tiibr^

liave figured in more tlian out- Eud-to-Kud
and other Eeeord- and Trials, al?o on Brcok-
l;mds and Canniuj; Town Track--.

DONT GO BY THE FIRST COST,
BUT BV THE MONEY YOU SAVE

IN USING THEM.
Pedal Cycle sizes, 7/6.

"he RICH Cover.

See you get ihe cliti ct size and instruction
^ card.

Don't spoil your Holiday by delay
with punctures. Carry a Spare.

If you cannot obiafn ihem frotn your
agent, write direct. Sent per return yio^t.

For further particulars, write for Booklet.

NON-SLIPPING AND RELIABLE.

CRAWLEY, SUSSEX, (only address).

PRICE LIST.
Wired Beaded

Size. Cover. Cover.

26 X.2 .. 30/-.. 32/-

S0x2J.. 34/-. .36/-

BEST VALUE ON TH
MARKET.

TRY ONE.
OTHEK SIZES TO

•;6 x2l.. .38/-.. 40/- OEDEE.

In an.iu-erinij tlirse adccrtlsements it is dfiirahlt lo mention " T/ic M"h,i- (.' \n.q
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Pilot Head Lamp
The IDEAL Lamp for Motor Cyclists.

The Frojector is

stamped in one pince

and is fitted with a

genuine

Mangin
Mirror Lens.

BRITISH
MADE.

Price per set,

30/-.

OF AIT..

.AGENTS.

Tlie Generator is on

o\ir famous aulo-

malic system. Un-
aliixned by vibration,

(ias can be turned

"U rir oii at will.

Burns 5 to 6 hours.

Refuse
Substitutes.

Gives perfect

projection.

Width of Front

Five Inches.

wholesale only :

The ROTAX Motor Accessories Co.,
43 & 45, at. Eastern Street, LONDON, E.C.

Works : London and Birmingham.

MATCHLESS
MOTOR CYCLES

for S. Africa.

IIVIPORTANT TO S. AFRICAN CUSTOIVIERS.

Don't waste time on enquiries, which are

referred back to me as the makers' recognised

S. African Agenh

Home Price Lists on apphcation.

Orders executed direct.

Discount to the trade ; local Agents in

S. Africa appointed where not represented.

UNION MOTOR WORKS & GARAGE,
56 - 62, Skinner Street, J. Van Zwieten,

Pretoria, S.A.

S.A. Agent for H. Collier & Sons, Ltd.

SABELLA
Motor Car Co., Ltd.,

Oi-iginatcii-s of the Mono aiul

L'uo Car movi-iiient in Engliinil.

THE
IDEAL RUNABOUT.
For Sport, Business, or Pleasure.

Speedy & Reliable -

From 59 gns. to 100 gns.
omces & Showrucms : 33, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND.

Telephone—73o0 Gcrranl.

BOOKS
FOR

Motor Cyclist-Photographers
E\'cry Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will
hiid ihese boohs instructive and interesting.

Photography for All.

Practical Slide Making.
Practical Retouching.

Photography by Rule.

The Hand Camera.
Toning Bromide Prints.

ry/tY of any oj Ihe .ibo'ce

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2.

Send

Postcard

for fuU

List of

Photo-

graphic

boo'ts
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A £48 Machine for

£36.
By purchasing one of these N.S.U.'s yon save

jfi2. This is a tremendous discount. If you
wish to secu re one of these Special Sidecar
Machines apply now. To-morrow may be too
late.

THE N.S.U. 4h.p.M0DEL DE LUXE

Brand new igroj models fitted with igii spring
forks. Frame extra low. Back stay ends allow
back wheel to be easily detached. Engine
M.O.V., double row of ball bearings, bore 82 mm.,
stroke 105 mm. Magneto ignition, gear driven.
Carburetter N.S.U. improved model, handle-bar
control, with special air regulator. Foot brake
and internal expansion brake. Toolcasc. Stand.
Carrier. Footrests and number-plates lUted.

£36 each. Two-speed Gear, £5 15s. extra.

Exchanges entertained. £3 allowed for push cycle.

Special prices (0 cash buyers.

5 h.p. RR.\ DF LUXE, 1910, two speeds £42 10
5 h.p. RFX Twin, 1910 £29 10

3 J h.p. RKX Tourist, 19 ro £29 10
5 h.p. REX Sidette, 1910 £48 10
3* h.p. REX, 1909, Tonrist £22 1

3i h.p. REX, 1909, two speeds £32 10
6 h.p. Twill N.S.U. , 2 speeds, spring forks £29 10
5i h.p. N.S.U. Twin, two speeds £27 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, igo8 £20
3I h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto £17 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto £16 10
3J b.p. HUMBER Two-speed, 190Q .... £2^ 10
3ih.p. HUMBER, two speeds, igio .... £33 10
7-9 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT, Chatcr-Lca,

accumulator ignition £16 10
3J h.p. BICAR, magneto, 1909 £16 10
3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto £16 10
3! h.p. N.S.U., 1910, two-speed gear .... £32 10
SJfi.p. REX, Roc clutch, magneto £21
aih.p. MINERVA, vertical engine ... £7 10
2ih.p.CLEMENT-GARRARDLiL:!.iunyht£7 10
2|h.p. KERRY, 26in. wheels £9 10
ajh.p. HOBART, low built £8 10
3 h.p. MITCHELL, spray £6 10
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical engine £7 10
ajh.p. F.N. 1910, two-speed model £28 10
5-6 h.p. F.N.. four-cyUnder £20 1

3 h.p. N.S.U.. M.O.V £12 10
2 h.p.MINERVA,M.O.V.,h.b.control .. £7 10
5 h.p. Twin REX. with forecar £12 10
3 h.p. ROVER, chain drive, P. ^S; M. gear,

complete with Sidecar .....' £18 10

TRICARS AND CARS.
9 h.p, DARRACQ Car, three speeds .... £19 10
16 h.p. EAGLE Four-cylinder, five-seater £32 10
4 h.p. STEVENS' Tricar, Roc two-speed £17 10
5 h.p. REX Twin, Fit-all two speeds ., £17 10
4J h.p. PHCENIX, magneto, two speeds. . £17 10
•j.\ h.p. REX, open frame, two speeds . . £18 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Carburetters—Longuemare and F.N 4/6

I .. . B. & H. or Amac 5/6
I

Long Handle bars, drop ends 5/6 and 6/6
1
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3 '3 and 4/6

\
XL ALL Sprmg Forks 9/6

i
Gripskin Belling: Jin. 9d,, |in. lOd.^'ihi. lid.

I Mabon free engine clutch 25 '-

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LATE 1910 Triumph Motor Cyole, Trith spares and

accessories, as new; £37/10; pprfet-t.

31.h.p. N.S.TJ.. magneto, just overhauled, very fast;
2 a sacrifice. £15.

3ih.p. Minerva, magneto, perfect running order and
2 lovely condition; £15/10.—Loynds, Duckworth

St., Darwen.

V.S., 5h.p . Eoc 2-ppeed gear, just re-enamelled, plated,
and overhauled, very fast; £32.—Below.

REX. 1908. Sh.p:, just overhauled and in splendid
condition, ^niart machine; cheap, £25.—Below.

PREMIER. 1911. 3ih.p., not been used much, in
perf'-ct condition, with several fitments; £40.—

Stanley Motor Garage, "U'estbrook St., Bolton.

1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, h-b.c, "W
At/ etc-, complete, excellent cond:

N.S-TJ. 2Jh-p^ Lightweight, 1911.- brand new, under-
geared pulley, muf,*neto; £36.—Below.

10 Singer Moto-Velo, 2h.p., lightweight, magnetOj

"Watawata belt, lamp,
ition; £22.—Below.

19
1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, new cylinder, pist.in, car-
X«7 buretter, h.b.c, just back from makers; £24.—

new tyres, two new belts; £23.—Below.

7 Triumph, maj
buretter. h.b.c,

19 11 BS.A.. Rover, and Triumph, free engine models,
from stock.—Harth-y Clegg, Ltd., Burnley.

J^lip. Indian, 1910. green, excellent condition; £37;
txrhange for I'-M.- 18. Louis St.. Leeds-

IQll Triumph ,-fne eusine: 1911 Bnidbiiry, can de-
Xt/ liver immediately.—Lord, agent, Rochdale.

1 Oil T.T. Triumpli, as new. will top SOm.p.h..—Box
V*y Xo. 8,000, The Motor Cycle Oftlces, Coventry.

"I Q09 3;hp. Standard Triumph, in excellent cooditinn

;

JlU £29. bariTJiiu.—7a, Bradford St- West, Bolton-

ENFIELD Lightweight—Sole ogentg for Manchester
and district, Newton's, Blackfriars St.. Manchester

MOTO-REVE, 1910;., 2h.p. twin, perfect order, spares;
trial; £25.-Holme9, Wellington Mills, Huddersfield.

ON Sale, N.S.U., 2-?pped gear, overhiiuled Feb-, splen-
did conditi^^n; £3/10-— 19, Mayfair Gardens, Roch-

dale.

1 h.p. Lloyd- Lichtweight. new tyres, re-bushed, er
^"2 cellcnt condition: £12/10.-68, Wellington Ed.
StcKikport.

~f Qll Standard Triumph, owner going abroad; £42.
-1- «^ or neureist oSer--Dr- Sephton, County Asylum..

"IQll Bradbury, 2-.-;peed mcdel, brand new: £49;
-L Zf reason for selling, bought car.—35, Market St-,

SLaw. Oldham.

NS.IT.. 1908. macneto, 3;h.p.. splendid running order;
£14 —J. Smith, seen at H. Burrel. cycle engineer,

York Rd., Leeds.

MOTOSACOCHE. late 1910. perfect order, absolutely
relinhic; £18, hargftin.-8,069. The Motor Cycle

Offlue?, Coveutry.

SINGER Motor Cycle, with the engine in back whe^I.
uiaimt'To ignition, perfect running order ; £6.—F.

I'arkard, Settle-

A.J-S-, single gear, belt driven, or 2-3peed, chain driven;
both in stock.—Sole Manchester district agents.

K'T^. 162. Deansgate-

MATCHLESS, world-renowned, twins and sinple'i in
stork, at Manchester district agents, Keyd. 162.

1 i-.iin'-n'ate.

1 Q08 Rex. Bosch. Triumph carburetter. Advance, Con-
Xt/ tioentals, new belt; £17, nearest.—Lee, 158, Sef-
ton St., Southport-

5 h.p- Twin Rex, spring forks, footboards, horn, good
condition, easy starter; £15.-Henshaw, wheel-

wright, Stockport-

gear, Bosch magneto, B-
N.S-U-. 1911. 3ih-p., model de luxe. 2-speed and free

engine and Roe 2-?-peed gi '" ' - *-

St. Aunes-on-Sea

7-9h.p.
nt

]

engeot. very low, powerful sidecar machine,
perfect : £18. or exchange for lightweight —8,

Laurel Grove^ Southp^rt.

LIVERPOOL Agents for Moto.«acoehe, B-S-A., Thelon
and Moore, and F.N. motor cycles.-British Cycle

Co., 1 and 3, Berry St.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1910. magneto, first rate condition.
jusT overliauleJ, Whittle and h.b.c- ; £22.—Muir,

42. Pf-ansgate, Manchester.

HUMBER, 3ih.p.. 1909, 2-j-peed, free engine, and
sidecar, new belt, I'almers: £30, or sell separately.

-Gregory, Bridge St., Sheffield.

BBADBtJRT, magneto, new, B. and B-, holt, liandle-
liar=. tank, tvres, excellent, accessories; il6/10.—

Balmforth, Park Rd., Ormskirk.

5-6h.p- Dot-Jap, magneto, Druids^ h.b.c. Palmer tyres,
in Rplendid condition : £21.—Auto Machine Pro-

ducts Co., Lane End, Eccles, Lanes-

N-S.U.'s spring franle. anl
free.—Merrick's Stores.

Tel. : "2439.

ARIEL, 1511, free engine, variable gear, sparer, new
Whitsuntide, also rigid sidecar ; lot £46.—Eng-

land, aur;tioneer, Dinnington, Rotherham-

INVINCIBLE Bradbury:
liirhtweights in stock; Jist

174. Listerhills, Bradford.

Model E.—-£7. Model D.—£7123. 6d.

Insfntcdre Caffdogite post free, giving
innstrafioj}JS anii full jjfirllculars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Ecery model certain to

satisfy and save moncu for buyers. FuU of
improvements. Quiclc detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudnnards. Wicker, cane,
or coacffbuiU bodioi. Child's reversible secU,
Excellent upholstery.

Deliven.- from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.i, KEXES, P. & M.*s. BRADBURYS, etc

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE SEAX-Rll-LJVR.

'/

each.

TVRES. TYRES. TYRES-
Dunlops, -S.'cS or zi, beaded, 14x9 ; wired 10/6
Chpper Reflex, 34x2 or 2J 8/6
26x2i Tubes 6/9; 28x2, 6/9 ; Butted .... 7/9
Covers, bc-st make, 2^111., 17/6 ; ain 15/6

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES,
2f.x2 14 8 28x2 16 '9 beaded

26x2i 17 - zSx^l 18/3 „
26x2i 21/- 2Sx2i .. .. 22/6 „
26x2 12/3 28x2 li/- wired

26X2i 14/- 26X2i 16/-
R.O.M.'s, SHAMROCKS, PALMERS, etc.

Old covers taken in part payment.

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin X.5.U., with Bo£.ch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from niakeii ....

5 h.p. DALMAN, brand new, water-cooled,
boat or stationary-. M.O.V

3^ h.p N.S'.U., ' M O.V., with gear-driven
magneto, brand new from makers

si h.p. N.S.U., accumulator ignition

4* h.p. DE DION', genuine, water-cooled.
3-1 h.p. BROWN', M.O.V., with magneto .

li h.p. \Vater-cooied boat engine

3! h.p. AiTOMoTo £2
ij h.p. Minerva £1 8
3 h.p. OCADRANT £3
2 4 h.p. Trent . . £1 18

2I h.p. De Dion £2 5

2 CVCLONE, m.o.v,

3 J h.p. Brown .

.

3" h.p. Antoinl
2 h.p. Antoine
3 h.p. Zedel .

.

Exchange? entertained.

£11 15

£11 10
£7 5
£7 15
£7 10
£2 10
£1 15
£5 15
£2
£1 8
£3 15

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
\\"e have a large stock of the best makes trotn

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
22/- and your carb. secures a new 1911 B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new igii
Amac with variable jet and h.b. control

Delivery per retunu

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(oS PeUon I^ne), HALIFAX. TeL : 1062.

In answering these advertisements It As ch'siralh to mention "The Mm.Sr A4.^
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SPECIAL SALE.
Usual
Price.

aLl prices reduced. Sale
Price,

INDIAN, 5 h.p,, 1910 model, green finish,

tyres as new, just been overhauled.
£36 Guaranteed £30

BAT, a h.p., 1911 latest T.T. model, grey
£52 finish, overhear] valves. Guaranteed . . £45

P. and M., latest 1910 model, sJh.p., two
speeds, been very c^irefully used, com-
plete with Portland £6 6s. sidecar.

£58 Guaranteed .-. £52
P. and M., 1909 model, two speeds, Bosch

£36 magueto, veryftne order. Guaranteed. . £30
T.A.C. (Wilkinson), four-cylinder, three

speeds, sprung all wheels, handle start-

ing, complete with T.A.C. special sprung
£68 sidecar, igi I throughout. Guaranteed.. £60

N.S.U,, 6 h.p., two speeds, 1910 model,

.

Bosch magneto, spring iorks, M.O.V.,
Gomplctc with Chater-Lea sidecar. Guar-

£40 anteed .'.
. . £33

REX, 5 h.p., 1909 model, spring forks,
£32 Bosch magneto, very fast. . Guaranteed £2S

. MOTO-REVE, ai h.p., practically new, 1910
model, grey finish, low, m^agneto, twin

£30 model. Guaranteed £25
IWOTOSACOCHE, 2^ h.p., latest 1911 model,

M.O.V., Whittle, belt, free-engine model,
not done goo miles, and as new. Guar-

£32 anteed £26
PEUGEOT, sJKp., Chatcr-Lea fittings,

Bosdi magneto, verv low built. Guar-
£28 anteed £22

PEUGEOT, 5-6 h.p., twin, Oiater frame,
"Bosch niagiicto, very fine order and con-

£30 dition, exceptionally low. Guaranteed.. £24
TRIUMPH, 3I- h.p., 1909 naodel, footboards,

spring iorks, Bosch magneto, very .good
£37 order. Guaranteed £29

REX, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks, very
£21 low built, and fast. Guaranteed '. £15

ARIEL, ^Jli.p,, magneto, low built, foot-
£35 boards, 1910 model. Guaranteed £28

INDIAN, 5 h.p., clutch model, latest 1911,
£55 blue finish, perfect order. Guaranteed.. £50

QUADRAFJT, 3^ h.p., 191 1 model, magneto,
£38 had verv little usage. Guar-anteed £30

QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., two speeds, Bosch
magneto, spring forks, very iine sidecar

£25 machine. Guaranteed £16
ROC, 4h:p., two speeds, Bosch magneto,

£29 handle starting £25
HALIFAX STOCK.

F.N., 4JI h.p., practically' new engine, low
£29 built.' shaft drive. Guaranteed £22

"

QUADRANT, si h.p., new igti model,
never been on road, spring forks, Bosch

£43 magneto. Guaranteed £42
N.S.U., 2 J h.p., twin, spring forks, free

engine, 1910 model, Bosch magneto, per-

£26 feet. Guaranteed , £20
REX, 5 h.p., Speed King, 1909J, just been

thoroughly overhauled and rebushed,
£32 like new throughout £28

SCOTT, two speeds, water-cooled, Bosch
magneto, just been ' overhauled. Guar-

£37 anteed ". £33
HUIVIBER,3-^ h.p., 1969-J- model, two speeds,

very low, Bosch magneto, very fast, cora-

£37 plete with sidecar. Guaranteed £32
TRfCARS AND CARS.

REXETTE, 5 J h.p., water-cooled, open
frame, two speeds, handle starting, very

£24 good order £20
NUMBER, 4J h.p., two speeds, wheel steer-

ing, open frame, coacJi built, handle
£26 starting £17

STAR Car, 9 h.p., two-seater, three speeds
and reverse, handle starting. t\Tes like

£40 new, a bargain £20
50/- deposit secures under-mentioned:

*2 h.p. Rex £8
*^ ii.p. De Dion . . £11
*-,lrh.p. F.N £12
*2 h.p. Quadrant £7
*?. h.p. Chase .... £8
*23 h.p. Barter . . £8
*2 h.p. Minerva . . £7

Dehvery upon first payment.
ENGINES.

*AUTO-MOTA, 3 h.p., very powerful £3
SAROLEA, 2 h.p.. braiitl new, complete with

Bosch niagneto, plug, silencer, etc £B
SAROLEA, 2 h.p., as above, but with contact

breaker, new and gnaranteed £6
Sidecar Combinations Wanted for Cash.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
t36, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.

Telephone 552 Mayfair.
Telegrams : "Abdicate, London."

20, POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone 433 Naiional.

Telegrams: " Petrol, Halifax."
(LISTS POST FREE.)

ijh.p. Antoine . £8
•3 h.p. L.C £10
•^5 h.p. Antoine . £10
*3 h.p. Lloyd's £11

2I h.p. Quadrant

.

£8
•2 h.p. Singer . .. £b
*2 h.p. Brown . . .

.

£l>

Balance 5/- weeldv IJe

19

MOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE
1 QlO Triumph, .Tones speedometer, exhaust -wJiiRlli.',

J- 1/
. watch, lamp, horn, spare belt, et-e., esrtdlent

inav-liine; £38.-39, Sitwell Ed., Sheffield.

LIVERPOOL Agents for Triumph. Douglas. Match-
less, Singer, and A.J.S. motora.—Hitehiuga, Ltd..

7^. Bold St. Cower Epeedometera in etook.

SINQEE Clutch Models in stock; immediato delivery;
crated and carriage paid to your door from Hitch-

ingB. Ltd., 74, Bold St..' Liverpool, official agents.

10 6h.p. N.S.U., .-speeds. Millford sidecar: £40, oi

exchange small ear.—Packer, Cromer St- , Ycrk

8 h.p. Chater-Lea. No. 7. brand new, heavy Kempshall
voituiette covers, J.A.P. en?ic-e^ cost £36, ofiers

wanted.—A. H. Buinen. 26, Aire St-, Castieford.

ZENITH, 3^h-p.. liran<l new condition, guaranteed not
run 200 mil'js; £51: (iT.st cheque secuies.—Embrc.

Cyde and Motor Co-, 191, Holderness Ed-, Hull.

"JQIO Eex, new last September, in good condition,
j-iJ- with all spares, includiup lamp, belt, tube, etc.;

£55.--Sugden, 6, Eolton St., Low Moor, Bradford-
.

NEW Speuial B.S.A-, flier, lat-est variable jet. B. and
B. carburetter; cost £52/10 last week; drme 70

miles; £45/10; bought ear.—Lord^ Mountfield, I'n.-'-twich

MOTOE Cycle, 'N.S.U., 6h-p., 2-spped gear, fr^p en-

gine, spring Jorks, equal to new; £30-~\Villiain
Eothwell, 5, Hf^ywood St-, Great Haiwood, near Black-
burn.

Pa(KXIX-MINEEV-A Motor Cycle, £2; flexible

leather beltin;:', 3 9d.. 2 1/-, i 1/3. lin. 1/6. per
fo:t.—H. Jowett, fpper Spen Terrace, Gomersal, York-
"iiire-

j Q07 Triumph, perfect condition, h.b-c-, new DavisoD
-i-iy tank, front Tyre, tubes, and belt at Wliitsuntide.
<riarc valve?, tube, belt; £23.-Haigh, Kins St-, H^d-
der.-rleld.

31L p. Hex (June, 19091, new SLamroek studded bai'k
2 new Michelin front, Ainac, h-b-c-, new Lyso "belt,

spare valTe and Riches tube; £23.—Taylor, 20, Brig'gatc,
Knaresboroug-li.

Kih.p. N.S.U.. twin-cylinder. 2-speed gear and free
t-' 2 engine", take eidecar anywhere, too powerful foi
owner; what offer-s?— Parker, c/o B^ntley, 61, Bolton
St., Chorley, Lancif.

PHELON and' Moore Mntor Cycle. 1910. Pplendid
condition, just thoronr^hly overliauled by makers,

1911 improvements; .seen by appointment; price £49/10-
no ofit.*rs.—Dr. Sproulle. Mirfield.

1 AlO Enfield Lightweig-ht (August), lamp, "ppares,
-i-^ absolute new condition throughout : £28 c-ash

:

fjive a.bove and cash for sidecar jaacliine, Phelon-Moore
prefeiTed.- Dosser, Slingsty. Yorks.

MOTO-REVE, 2h.p. lif,'htweiglit, new condition
throughout, touring trim; private owner; only

wants seeing ; £20 : ride 50 miles to prospective pur-
chaser.—Larrad, Horbury, "Wakefield.

MINERVA Twin, 4ih.p., equal to new, magneto,
Mabon clntijj. new Continental studded, com-

plete; real bargain, £25, or nesir ofier.- Moseley Motor
and Engineering Co., near Manchester.

8 h.p. Bat-Jap, August, 1909, Mabon clutch, export
model, Wtiittic and Dunlop belts, lamp, many

spares, excellent sidcrur maj^lnne; any trial; nearct^T

£37.—Scott, "95. Caledoniun Ed., Leeds.

NEARLY New 1911 P and M., fitted with chaiii
cover, tube case, et-c.. tyres unmarked ; ill-health

cause of selling; lowest £54/10.—Local agents. Emhrc
Cycle and Mot-or C^., 191, Holderness Ed.. Hull-

1 Qll Preniicr. 3'ih.p., free engine, h-b.c. auxiliary
Xf/ exhaust, lamp, gcnerartor, horn, ridden 400
miles; £45 cash ; owner buying -motor car.—AppIy,
" Premier." c/o Gynmasiuni, Duke St., St. Helens.

T.T. Model Twin Dot-Jap, overhead valves, 85x58.
chain drive, ]\ ancf M. 2Tspeed gear, B. and B. or

J.Al'- carbur-^tier, vrrv fast machine, condition a.s new;
£50.—IVrry Entlcr. 3, St. Peter's Sq-. Manch^ester.

TO Sell. 3,^h.p. 1911 Ilninhrr motor cycle, 2 sp^rd and
free engine, and several iirri->s.-^i.iric-, iurladiDL' one

butt-end inner tube, not ridilcn 500 miK's. oiiiv u-fd two
months; nett. £46.-"W"hitae]d, Eamsden St., HuddcT^finkl.

1 Q 1 1 Scott, in perfect condition, as received from
it? makers, only been used a few weete, unscratched.
and will bear expert examination; what offers ? ownei
buying car.— 8,0S4. c/o "The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov
entry.

BAT- J. A. P., 7-8h.p., 1910. and sidecar, or sell

separate, guaranteed perfect-, as new, fully

equipi)ed, pleutv of spp.res; £50.—J. H. Kearns, Carl-
ton Villa, 57, Northumberlahd Ed., Old Trafford, Man-
chester.

3 h.p. Chater-Miuerva, new condition, long laars. low,
Amac, li.b.c, new Jin. Lyso, oomprcssiou, bt^ar

13 _«tones on pedal, excellent condition; £1"5,- or cx-
hange for powerful twin.—Eadcliffe, Lee Bridge,

HaUfax,

RES, 1909. 3ihp., ,2-spced, free engine, magneto,,
Cowcy. front I'ahner cord, back Rom steel studded,

spare Continental, lamp, spares, excellent condition

:

b;irgain4 full particulars; £26. cash.—N. Slater, Tennys^^n
Ed- Mill, Preston.

1 006 Eex Tourist, 3ih.p., m.o.v., spring ' forks,
J-U Lyeett's spring saddle, h.bx., 1911 E. and B.,
lamp, tools, spares, excellent condition ; sauifice,
£15/10; bought nionocar.—Allsopp. 461. " Mill St..

Bradford, Manchester.

£3 15
' £3 15
' £3 15

£3,15

£7 15

' £^

Clearance of Accessories

'

If its not in the air, and its not in the
engine, its in this Ust, Q.E.D.

Below ooGurs a special opportunity of procuring j

some indispensable article at pounds or shillings '

under cost price. All goods on appro., and new
where stated. Subject to being unsold.

BOSCH Magneto, high tendon, twin-cylinder,

D.A.V. ^5°
Ditto ditto ditto 50'^

Ditto ditto ditto '

45"

Ditto ditto ~ ditto 50'

FEIN Magneto, single-cylinder, liigh tension
brand new £215

MILLFORD "Gloria" Coach-built Sidecars,
Dunlop twes, brand new, never been used.
List price, ^18 18s. Our price £12 12

SAROLEA Entwines, 2 h.p., brand new, and
guaranteed. List price £16. With .new.
Bosch magneto :

SAROLEA Engines, tor coil and accumulator,
brand new ,_

BELT CASES, brap.d new, take any size, each
F.R.S. Lamp, back door openini;, latest 36/6

rgii model, with plated, carrier, onlv once
"tjsed .'.

.'

27 6
F.R.S. Lamp, back door opening, Mangin lens,

with plated carrier 2d'-
F.R.S. Lamp, sUghtly dented, otherwise per- '

feet, with hood -and carrier 15/6
F.R.S. Patent Generator, slightly dented .. */-
PRINCE OF WALES Lamp, complete with ..i

generator, dinded glasses 7/6
Electric Lamp, 4-\'oH, complete with -lamp... 4/6
^LARE Car Electric Head Lamps, brand new. s

List price f,^ los. each. Clear at 35/-
GLARE Electric Car Sidelights, new. List .;

price 62 /6, Clear at )

G. and A. .Automatic Carburetter, like new.

.

LONGUEMARE MINERVA, extra air and
throttle ,

LONGUEWARE, twin outlet air and throttle

B. and B., brand new latest 191-1 -handle-bar
controllec! models. List price 30/-. Our
price

B. and B., extra, air and throttle, good order $/6
HUMBER, aluminium bodv. -good order .... 3 '-

TRIUMPH Toolbag, fits carrier ,
"

'S '6

ACCUMULATOR Haf;. brand uew .
«''-

Several PANNIER Bag^ 6 '- to 15.'-

TOOL ROLLS, less tools i/3
Fuller Accumulators, 4-volts, all brand new

and perfect, 20 anips.

ditto 16 amps.
ditto 12 amps.
ditto 10 amps.,
high speed tremblers,

30/-

8/6

"5/-

25,'-

9/-

?;6

1!-

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Special C.A.V. Coil:
. ., .

guaranteed twehe months 13 '3

tubular Carriers, complete with straps .... 4/-

Contour Books, under license from Gall and
jTLglis, each '"/fl

Ked Sidecar Aprons. Clear -at 5/5

Sidecar bodies, new W/'
STEWART Speedon.-rter. good order 42/B

COWEY Speedometer, milea-;e recorder .... 62.'6

VEEDER Distance Recorder'. . :
4'6

Handle-bar MIRRORS, perfect 2/11

EXHAUST Whi=;tles, new^nd perfect 3/1
AVrist MIRRORS -/"

N.S.U. TWO-SPEED Gear, perfect order .. ,£3

Inner Tube'^, all sizes, second-band, but good
condition '. 5/

26 X 2 ROM Combination Covers, birand new.
List price 52/-. Clear at 40/

2Sx 2 ROM Combination Covers, brand aiew.

. List price 54 /, - Clear at 4D/'

26x2i- Continental-_F.N. Studded pattern, to •

suit P.N.'s, only used once, perfect .... 15/-

24 X 2\ Peter Union, retread, never since used,
e.xlra heavy „ 't2

24 X 2\ Peter Union Steel-studded, brand new T2/(

24x2^- Shamrock-Ejccelsior, extra heavy,
studded, brand new 22, t

26x2i Kempshall .A-nti-skid, brand new .. .
27,£

20 X 2| Shamrock Special Studded ^^'i^ed

Co\-cr, new 55/-

2Cx ?}. ditto ditto 4itto -25/-

NOTE.—Above-mentioned t>Tes are not cle.aranci

lincK, but all genuine.

Oilier goods too numerous to mention. Seiid i;:

^•our reqnirements,
SUCH OPPORTUNITIES MAY KEMZR OCGUF

AGAIN.

IVIAUDES' IVIOXOR IVIART,
136, Great Portland St., LONDONi W-:

Also Powell Street, HALIFAX.
'Grams- "Abdicate, London " Tlione ; ^,n2 Mayfair. ^

U[ III an-'^ircrinf} flie.'-T a(h:i':rhyrtnc/it,s il i-'i J<.<irahJr. to mcntu'ii ''The Mol"r Ci/fle
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SATISFACTION-
the cheapest form of

ADVERTISEMENT !

We are seeking to give yoa- satisfaction. Our
UNIQUE system of business makes it impossible

for you to t>e dissatisfied in dealing with us, as

if you order anything from us that does not suit

you, you a^e at liberty to return it at once and
have vour MONEY BACK. We do this whether
the amount is l/sj for a pair of goggles or £45
for a motor cycle. You get it immediately the

goods are returned to us. If you have not TRIED
US, do so. REMEMBER, we are the ONLY
FIRM in the woole World who do this. DEAL
WITH THE MONEY-BACK FIRM.
NOTE.—It is not a question of crediting you

with this, that, or the other ;
it is not a question

of, exchanging the gootfs, but when an article

does not suit you, you lirue the MONEY YOU
PAID RETURNED At ONCE, WITHOUT DEDUC-
TIONS, as with others.

NOTE the following SPECIAL CUT prices FOR
CASH, .^t these prices we tannot swap.

MOTOSACOCHE £14
N.S.U., xjh.p E13
MOTOS.ACOCHE, 1910. free engine £24
F.N., igio, 2.specd £21

I'.N., Ijh.p £12
DOUGLAS. I90<) £21
DOUGLAS, 1909, fine order £22 10

DOUGLAS, 19 10, fine order £29
SIMMS, iJh.p £12
ENFIELD, c-spec-J, 191 1, -is new £36
ENFIELD, 1910 £28
DOUGLAS, 1910 £28
F.K., 2? h.p., 1910, a-specd £19

SIDECAR MACHINES.
GREEN INDIAN". 1910 £36
REX, =; h.p., fine order £29

J.A.P.-CHATER-LE.V 8 h.p £39

ROC, 4 h.p., 2-speed : £25
B.^T, 19IJ. li h.p £35
PHANOMEN, 2-spced, 5 h.p £21

RED INDIAN, 5 h.p., 1910 £37 10

V.S., 2-specd, 5 h.p £39
P. and M., igog, strong puller £34
HUMBER, 1910, 2-specd £30
P. and M., 1909 £33
BAT, 1910, fi

h.p., good order £39
N.S.U., 1910, 2-speed, 4 h.p £31

PEUGEOT-CHATER-LEA,5h.p..2-speed £40

VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p., 2-speed .... £25
N.S.U., 2-speed, 4 h.p., 191 1 £35
N.S.U., 2-speed, 5 h.p £25

NEW 1911 MODELS READYFOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

MOTOSACOCHE, 191 1, free engine £38
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed. I9II £45

CLYNO. sh.p., igti £64
SCOTT, 1911 £65
ZEN1TH-GRADU,\, 5h.p., I9!t £69 6

ZENITH-GR.ADUA, 3jh.p., 1911 £54 12

HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed £50
DOUGLAS, 19TI £39 18

DOUGLAS, 19JI, 2-specd £48
B.AT-J.A.P. 8h.p., 1911 £60
B..\T-J.A.P., 1911, 3) h.p £48 10

BAT-J.A.P., igtl, 5h.p £58
RUDGE-WHITWORTH, 1911 £48
BRADBURY, 1911, 2-specd £55
BRADBURY, 1911, single-speed £48

HIGH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, 1909, Roc conversion £36
TRIUMPH, 1909, Mabon variable gear . . £35
BRADBURY, 1911, as new £45
F.N., i-cylinder £18 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p £23
N.S.C. 1 h.p £17
TRIUMPH, 1909 J £28
TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine £40
TRIUMPH, 1910, Mabon clutch £39
I UADRANT, 3} h.p., strong puller E19
SIMMS, 3} h.p £14
ARNO, 3* h.p., as new £30
SIMMS, 2j h.p., magneto ignition £10 10
TRIU.MPH, 1909, fine order £34
TRIUMPH, 1909, fine order £32

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GOING Abroad.— 6h.p. iwin 1910 Chatei-Lea Sarolea,

unseratched. perfect; fiist cheque £36.--Morley.
18. Wainwright St., Nottingham.

MOTOR Cycle, 4h-p., sidecar machine, lamp, hern,
stand, etc., I'almer tvres, good condition : £12.—

26. Old AUesIey Ed.. Coientry.

TRIUMPH, 1908, in perfect condition, used very little:
can be seen and overhauled by mechanic ; £25.—

Vicar, All Saint's Vicarage, Coventry.

QUADRANT. 3ih-p-. thoroughly overhauled and re-
bushed, good tyres, new belt, accumulator: £10, or

nearest ofler —Comley, Burges, Coventry.

1 Qll 2h.p. Humber Lightweight, 2 months old. Palmer
-*-*/ tyres, no fault: £33. or nearest offtr.—Box No.
7.749, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TQll Bradbury, fixed gear, new March, all sp:ires,
-t-«.r spare belt, grand .sidecar bike: owner buviug
A.C. ; £44.—Maddock. Hatton I'ark, Wellingborough.

HUMBEE Lightweight, guaranteed not ridden 200
miles : cost £37, will accept £30 immediate cash.

reat bargain.—Eichardscn, Newlands, Northampton.

TWIN Eex, 5h.p., 1911 B. and B. carburetter, perfcit
condition, powerful: £18/10, or exchange for a

3ih.p. machiDe.—W. H. Warr. Duncombe St . Grimsby.

AEIEL, lato 1910, 3:h.p.. White and Poppo enfjine.
Eoc 2-speed gear. B. and Ji. carburetter, sidecar

fitted: sell £35/10.—Brown's. 12, Bull Eing, Birming-
ham.

DOUGLAS. 1911. 23hp. twin, spring lork.s. only used
few times, equal new; £33/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull

Ring. Birmingham.

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N.. 2ih.p.. Bosch magneto, spring
forks, h.b.c., good order: £19—Brown's. 12. Hall

Ring, Birmingham.

MOTO-EEVE. 2h.p., magneto itruition. Druid sprinp
fork.=. h.b.c. good order; f19.—Brown's, 12, Bull

Ring. Birmingham.

3 h.p. E. and P., Bosch magneto. B. and B.. -h.b.c.
carburetter: sell great bargain. £17/10.-Brown's,

12. Bull liing, Birmingham. ~

AENO, 31h.p.. 1911, magneto, Druid spring forks.
Amae. h ti.c.. full accessories, equal new; £32.—

Brown's. 12, Bull Eing, Birmiucbam.

N.S.T7.. 2ih p., lightweight, twin. 1910 model, mag-
neto, spring forks, h.b-c.. carburetter as new;

£23/10.-lirown's. 12. Bull Ring. Bimiin^-ham.

1Q10 Twin Rex de Luxe 5-6h.p.. Eoc 2.specd gear.
X cr Bosch magneto, sprimr fork.s. fitted with band-
^uje sidecar; £45/15.— Brown's. 12, Bull Eing, Bir-
minRham.

1 QIO Rex Tourist, 3ih.p.. m o.v., Bosrh magneto,
I-*' B. and B. carburetter, erand order; bargain.
1)29.—Brown's. 12, Bull Eing. Birmingham.

WOLF, 2h.p., Stevens engine, magneto, very light;
bargain. £14/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Eing. Bir-

mingham.

ROTAL Enfi»ld. Inte 1910. excellent condition, with
Broadhurst lamp and horn ; must sell, beugbt

hieher power and sidecar: 21 guineas.- 7, Dover St.,
Leicester.

TAP., 4h.p. (85x951. CLaler-Lea. Druid forks, free
engine. Palmer cord and Clincher tyres, iiowerful

Mdeiar machine, n .t run 2.000 miles; £22.—Curtis, Hill
>t-. Birmingham-

5ih.p. N.S r. 2-Bpeed and F.E., magneto. Whittle.
2 Continentals, recently overhauled, excellent con-

.lition, Montcomerv .sidecar ; bargain. £25.— Brookdene,
I'lrk St., Grimsby.

FN . 21h-p., belt, accumulator, perfect condition, in-
cluding tyres; worth £12: best cash cfler. or ex-

liange 3-speed cycle, or jewellery and cash.—37. Har-
I art St.. Newark.

A ELEL, late 1910. free engine, variable gear, spring
^^ seat. latest patent deeoinpressor, not ridden 500
miles; any trial freely; 35 guineas, cash.—77, Birch-
field Ed.. Northampton.

REX de Luxe, 5-6h.p.. 2 speeds, handle starting, lin.
Whittle belt, splendid sidecar machine, spares:!

bargain. 40 guineas, take single in pnrt exchani;e.— 56.
'

Sutton R<L. Aston Manor.

HUMBEE Birmingham Depot. 78, New St. Tel.:
Central 7298. T.A. : Dependable. Birmingham. All

Qiodels now in stock, including special French grey and
All Black, 2-specd, 3Jh.p.

HUMBEE. T.T.. twin lightweight.—We are now book-
ing orderjf for this marvellOTis solo machine;

lelivery end of August.

HUMBER. 3jh.p-. 2-speed. free engine model, ideal
and ecrnoraieal for sidecar work ; £50 : trials and

exchanges arranged.

HTIMBER Depot.—We have a few bargains to offer.-
1911 2.spced Humber. condition as new, £40;

1911 liffhtwei^ht demonstration machine, £31: 1910
twin Norton. 5b, p.. 2 speels, free engine, £35.

CALTHOEPE-PEECISION, practically new. £39:
Humber. 1909J. just overhauled, brought up to

date, and re-enamelled at Works. £30.

HUMBER Repairs ese,^uted on the premises. 'Phone
call, or write to 78. New St.

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
REX, 3 h.p., poor condition of enamel . . £6 10

BRADfeURY, 3 h.p., strong machine £9 10
HUMBER, 3» h.p £9 10

WERNER, 2J h.p: £8 10
ARIEL, 3* h.p £9 10

.MINERV.'\, 2j h.p., good machine £9

MINERVA, 1} h.p £7 10

HUMBER, 2i h.p £9
KERRY, 2J h.p., useful model £7 10

CLEARANCE TYRE LIST.
5 DUNTOPS. 28X2, B.E 17/6
5 DUNLOPS, 28 X 2i, W.0 11/6

3 GORTONS, 28 X2i IS/6
I GORTON 28x2 14/3
I GORTON," 26x2} 13/-

4 REFLEX, 28 X2j. ., 15/-

3 MICHELINS, 26X 2. W.0 13/-

t MICHELIN. 26x:i, W.0 15'11}

5 CONTIKENT.\L.S, 26 x 2, W.0 15/11*
5 WINBORNE.S 26 x 2}, B.E 16/-

3 Special Ribbed, 2Sx2f. B.E 17/11J
I SEVERN, 20x2i, B.E- 15/11

J

I Special Ribbed, 28 X2i 15/1U
I REFLEX, 24 X2i 14/11i
r AWON, 28x2t 15/11J
Special AJ.\C Steel and Rubbl'r, extra

heavv, for sidecar machines. 26x2^ 35/-

MORECAMBE Studded, old pattern 14/11t
MORECAMBE Studdcil, new pattern .. 19/11}
Heavy MOR£C.\MBE Studded, new pat. 23/11}

Note.—These are CASH PRICES, and we cannot
entertain allowan:es (or old cavers off same.

SPECIAL LINES.
Mabon tqrl Free Engiric £2 15

Large Side Bags 5/11}
Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/5J
Any make Rubber Belting, Jin., per foot 1 '10}

Handle-bar Watch and Holder 3/11}
Butted Tubes, all sizt-s. brand new 12/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6

Long Handle-bars 4/11}
Large Triumph Pattern Horn 4/11}
Exhaust Cut-outs 2/11}
Handle-bar Mirrors 2;9

Large size dl tto 3/11}
Parker Self-contained Ulinp 15/11}
Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23 6

F.l.E.N. Magnetos £3 4 11}

B. and B. Carburetter?, h.b.c, init .... £13
TulK .and Belt Case;; 5/11}
Bells, 7jxi 6/11}

Special H.B. Watch Holders' . . 10}d. and 1/11}

New Self-contained Limp. large =170 .... 13/11}
Special Twist Horn 3/11}
New F.R.S. Generators J 7/-

Rubber Goggles 1 /5}

Brass E.xhaust Whistles 2/11}

Tubes, 26 and 28x2, brand new 4/11}
Leather and Steel-studded Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30 /-

S.H. F.R.S. Lamps, complcle 35/-

Garner's \VhistIes, post free 12/6
Trembler Coils 6/11}
Non-trembler Coils 6/9

S.H. Bosch Plugs 1/7}
Carbide Carriers 1/10}

Lamp Brackets, all patteriis 1/11}
Horn Grips 2/4}
Longuemare Carburetters, h.b.c 12/6

T.B. Handle Starter 12/-

Cantilever Spring Seat-pillar, Triumph .. 7/6
S.H. P. and H. Generators, complete .... 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete .... 6/9

New Generators 4/11}
Holhand Motor Cycle Suits 9/11}
Long Holland Coats 7/1}
Waterproof Leggings 4/11}
Ditto ditto with fronts lO.'ll}

Ditto Suits 19/11}

Tan Gloves, with gauntlets 4/6
S.H. Whittle Belts from 1/- per foot.

Belt Fasteners, post free' -/6}

Vulcan Belt Fasteners - /10}

Magneto Cut-outs 1/11}

Dark Goggle Glasses, per pair -/6}

Unito Couplers 8/6

New Specification List now ready, post free.

Hitchen's Motor Exchange Co., Ltd.,

Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.
Telephone 112. Wires :" Motor."

In answering these adver(ise7nents it is desiralh to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A47
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITH Gradiia, 3^h.p-. 1910. ju^t overhauled, splen-

did cnudition, Eom bnuk tyre, Wliittle belt, new
Slanle)^ belt, unii-sed, spares, and tools ; £35-—Laston,
postmaster, Ripping'alf. Bourne.

ROYAL Enfield Motor Cycle, 2ili.p., maanetn, in per-

fect ruiiuing: order, ivitli all anjessoiies. very re-

liable, new last July; no time to use: price £24 cash-—
Carlin. Rtdlaud Grove, Carlton, Nottingham-

P.
J. EYANS. 358, Stratford Rd., Sparkliill, Birming-
ham, lias one of the finest selections of motor

cycles in the Midlands, hoth new aud second-hand; look
down my half-column advert for bargains-

TRIUMPH, 1910^, clutch, done 2,000 miles only,

plate, enamel as new, WTiittle, Kempshall ba^ck,

lamp, horu, all spares, Fulford castor sidecar; £45,- or
sell separately.—Down, 132, St. Luke'fi E-d., Birming-
ham.

TRIUM1'H3. delivery from stock; T.T. model, £50:
standard model, £48/15; als.") one fre_e eugine

model, titli^d with a sidecar, for a special order; order
dropped throu.di ; combination for sale.—The Colmore
jJcpot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

REX. 3ih.p., 1911, new April, fast, perfect condi-

tion, enamel as new, with Serpentine horn, Cowey
speedometer, Autoclipse and generator,' spare Con-
tinental and 2 spare tubes, new Hutchinson back cover;

£39; trial allowed.— S. AVLittle, Great Glen, Leicester.

3rih-p. Rrx, renovated and engine renewed last year,

latent Dunlop 26x2 rear and Silvertown front
lyres. E-I.C. accmnulator and B.M. coil, h-b-c, first-

class running order, and! trood for sidecar or trailer

work in this country; £14/10; photo--Apply. Gladwin,
Woodhall Spa.

1 Qll 5h.p. Twin Eex de Luxe and coacli-built sidecar,
XJ? extra spring seat, 26x2i Continental non-sltid
tvres. King of the Road lamp, spare belt and tubes, and
tnoL<; cost £75, will take £65. -or offer; giving up riding.

-J. Tyler. 153, Pershore Ed-, Catlieridge, King'a Nor-
ton, Birmingham.

IQll 8-lOh.p. J.A.P,. cverhead valves, Bosch, 2Un.
X?7 DuiiloTis, -adjustable pulley, Cowey, registering

lOOm.p.h., luxurious mount, exceptionally fast. . run
450 miles, lamp, carrier, toole, etc. ; co=t £70. 42
guineas

;

' going abroad.-A Mackenzie Cott, Ashby
ilagna Vicarage, Lutterworth.

THE Osborne Motor Cycle. J.A-P. engine, 4-.-peed

and free engine, no belt silip. pat-ent eccentri^^

Hiring foxlw, takes sidecar and" climbs steep Jiills; trials

ny appointment : testimonials from delighted ctistomeis;
:inly trial required to provi; its great advantages-—Write.
Osborne, PrlMLc^3 Works, Lincoln.

SECTION V.

Norlolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

£12 SAVED.
MAKERS' PRICE f^S. OUR PRICE, £36.

Brand new 1910 3:<v Tourist Rex.

SPECIFICATION.—S+i bore, 89. stroke, spring forks,

very low dropped frame, cantilever seat, ball bear-
ings to engine-shaft, Bosch magneto, liandle-bar
contro], foot and hand brakes, ^in. Lycett's Lyso
belt, 26x2}in. Coutineutal rubber non-skid tyres,

footrcsts, number-plates, tools, toolbag, stand, - and
carrier.

Note.—Reduced price, £36. Two speeds, £5 15s. extra.

NEW MACHINES ON HAND.
igir ^i h.p. PREMIER Tourist
1911 ^l h.p. Tourist TRIUMPH
igji si h.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHlTWORTH ..

igiol sJ^h.p. Magneto REX, 1911 forks
Special 3^1). p. Magneto REX, with pedalling gear

19 10 J Twin REX DELUXE, rgii forks and fittings

inroi 3*^ h.p. Magneto REX, igrr forks, Coatiu-
enta! non-skids

i Special gjh.p. Magneto REX, Continentals, fitted

with uedals
igii 3H1.P. BRADBURY ,..
rgro 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-skids ^

igioi 5 h.p. REX DELUXE, 2^in. non-skids, igii
littinj,'s, cylinders, mechanical inlet valves ,

.

1910 s h.n. REX, s:rey finish

£47 10
£«!! 15

£48 't;

3SGns
£32
£24 10

36 Gns

£32
£4S

42 Gns

£54 10
£38 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-, frum Ptoclt

;

:K-Ut tonditifln.

EASY PAYMENTS.

JAMES, standard, £48 ; also till.'

Qnadraut, 3rh.p., acfninulator, t:
£12.— Garage Company, Cowbridye-

TWIN Epi, free engine, Hoc clutch, h.b.c, aroesEoncs ;

run 900, perfect condition ; £27/10.—ilcredilli e' '

IJixon's Green, Dudley, Worcestershire.

3ih.p. V.S-, 2-speed, free engine new Sijamror k > . It

2 and Rich tube, only done 5,000 loiles, per)., t
condition; £23.—Wood, llorlais St., Dowlais.

"DRADBUET, new 1911. F.E. model, specially self, t.d
J-» engine: in stock; £54-; delivered any distiince; first
cheque secures

; exchanges entertained.— Glover, I'ershore. i

MATCHLESS, SJh.p., 1911, practically new, fpecially
adapted tor racing or touring, perfect :

."8

guineas; offers?-" Matchless," ci'o Haves, Clev.]...]'..

Malvern. -

'
'

8h.p. Bat, P. and M. 2T5peed gear. Bat sidecar,
ridden 500 miles, 2 months old. extra heavy

Kempshall tyres; £70.—Thomas, 13. Dartmouth St.,
Milford Avon.

M0T0-EE\T: 2h.p. Twin, bought May. 1910,-spleu,li,l
condition, complete, all spares; illness cause nf

selling; a great bargain, £19. cost £36.—Box No. 3 963.
The Uotor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

TRIUMPH. 1908, all worn parts renewed, 1' 1! S. kniiii

carrier, and generator, magneto shield, NA B. >eat-
pillar. Miller mndshield ou back, new belt, tvres excellent
Cowry speedometer; £32—A. Dcre, The Kovtcl, liiildn-
minster.

REX de Luxe, 1910, twin-cvl.. 5-6h.p., m.o.v., free
engine and Roc 2-speeu gear, iioscii magneto, Ji. .

and B.. h.b.c. carburetter spring forks, cantilever seat. ,
complete with sidecar; £45.— Lanca.ster, 103, Heelev Hil., H
Sclly Oak. Worcs.

'

|

SFXTION VH. I
'Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, '

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

Oih.p. B.S.A., in stock, utw: cil.i-?

Oih.p. Twin, in stock, new; oi^er^?

5-6h.p. Roc Twin, 1910 model, 2-sreed. n. w K
treads on Dunlop-, new condition; oifcr^?

K-6h.p. Indian, in perfect order, 1910 model; offer.:

NE\T Triumph, free engine, new Bradbury, new Hum-
ber, 2-sreed, in stock.—Lambert. Thettord.

TEIUMPH, motor cycle, new Xoveraber,, 1910, good
condition ; £45.—Crawley, St. Mary's, Bedford.

3111. p. BroAvn, h.b.c., sprinp fork.?, new belt, in per-
2 tt'vt order; £15.—J. Gamble, Loko Ed.: King's

Lynn.

Oih.p. Alldays, 1910, rnagneto, b.b. control, as ne-.v;

/^ 2 £23, or exchange Sih-p-—Fraueie, cycle work^,
Mar+liam, Norfollc. ^

IX Stock, Triumph and Bra-dbnry, F.E. models, new;
Bradbury standard, nearly new, £44.— 1-'. Wildor-

i-pin, High St., Chatteris.

-pQll Standard Triumidi, perfect order, not done
Xt7 1.000 miles, new lamp, etc. ; best offer over
±40.— E. Meech, 11, "Wh'eeler St., Cambridge.

03.lJ.P- F.N., ma-neto, B.E., belt, tvre^, pvervthin^^
t^4. perfect condition; £16/10; will t-.ik" ^idccar
part —H. Ward, Crown Hotel, "Wcrr-hiun. Stoke l''errv,

Xorfolk.

THE Big Douglas, Model D. 2Jli.p., in .stock, carri;fge

paid anywhere.. Agents note— Sole district agent
for the renowned Motosacoehe. Ea.«y terms arranged.—
Albert List. Ip.'iwich.

THE Big Douglas, Model D, 2Jh.p., in stoi-k. carriage
paid anywhere. Agents note.—Sole dii^trict agent

for the renowned Motosacoche. Easy tenns arranged-
—Albert List, Tpiiiwich-

1011 (late) 5h.p. Vindec Special, in perfect order,
At/ little u-;td. too powerful for owner, fitted with
Mabon clutch, and spare complete 2-Rpeed wheel; £35-
— Fred Flanders, 11, Regent Ed., Great Yarmouth.

TRIUMPH, 1910^. in perfect condition and ready to
go anywhere, new Dunlop studded cover to back

wheel, spare belt and butted tube, etc; a bargain,
£35. —Jo^. "VA'ilkiuson, 61, Harrington Ed., "Workington.

1 QIO 2ih.p. Enfield Lightweight, good condition,
X»/ Whittle belt. Dunlops, - plating and enamelling
xcellent. £24/10. easy terms if nece.'fsary; 1910 4h.r.
Quadrant, Albion free engine, also fixed pulley, . new
tyre on rear, just overhauled, all new parts required
fitted, £35.-Parker and Son, St. Ive.^ Hunts.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

2 ill. p. Minerva, Whittle "'-lielt, low, in excellent con-
2 dition: bargain quick sale, £10.—Hall, Kyelands

Efl., Leriminstcr.

DEPOSITS from £3 3s. upwards. Write us

2^ !i.p. J.A. P., accumulator ignition

QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks. . ,

.

F. N. Lightweight, rnagneto. spring forks
REX Twin, 5I h.p., spring forks, fast

QUADRANT Trike, low, good
BRADBURY, 2^ h.p., good value
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., good condition
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto, 26in. wheels
Twin Magucto WERNER, spring forks
6 h.p. Twin Magneto J.A.P "

ii h.p. N.S.U., free engine and sidecar ;.

.

REX, 3* h.p., 84J-X89, BRAND NEW
HUMBER, 3J h.p., two-speed, etc
REX, 1910, ^i h.p., *' hot stuff "

QUADRANT, 3|- h.p., magnetos, h.b.c
REX TOURIST, igro, sih.p., very fine order
F.N. Lightweight, good order
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forl^s

Two-speed Water cooled 3A h.p. REXKTTE ..

Two-cvlindcr D.AIMLHR, running order
A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

£9 10
£24 10
£19 19
£19 10
£6 6
£9 10
£12 15
£17 10
£16 10
£23 10
£33 10
£35
£32 10
£23 10
£2« 10
£3S 10
£9 10

£19 IO1
£25 0'

£16

3 ih.p. Singer Moto-Velo, 1910 mcVl, rxcoll<=nt coij

dition; offers?—Randall. Andov. t

AYTON.-N".S.lf.", 32h.p., 1908, 2-sp.-.n. >i.riii-M'(Tk5;
J £17/10.

N S-U., Ssh.p., aecumulator igniti.-m,

sound condition; £12/15..
i4in. wheel, vcn

COLLIER'S

'SUPERBE"

SIDECAR,
£6-6-0
Complete.

SPECIFICATION.—Frame best quality we]dle.-,s ^tcol

tube, with our latest design of quick detachable fittings,

splendid C springs, wheel with rustless spokes, 2^ beaded
tyre of best make, large nmdguard securely fastened.

Body finest wicker, well upholstered blue or green, large
apron to match, with loops, studs, and storm flap.

Other Models from £3 15$. to £7 ISs.

ALL QUICK DETACHABLE FITTNGS.
Send For Illustrated List. FREE ! ;

Collier's Motories,
VtfESTGATE, HALIFAX,
ENGLAND.

31h.p. Minerva,
2

N.S.C, 2^7i-p., 1910 twin, magneto, free-engine, gear^i

pulley, spring forks, and spring ^ont-'pillai-, ver 1

fine specimen ; £22.—Layton"*, Biee.'^tPT, Oxon.

B.S.A. Motor Gvcles: fmm -tock —Trinder and Osborne
2a and 3. Broad St.,' B;mbury.

Sih.p. Hutnbcr. h-b.c.. fitted with 1911 improTcineut'?
2 £10.-Dunster, 253, Mnrk< t St., Eastleigh.

IMMEDIATE delicery B-S.A. and Premier mrto
cycles--Eyles aud Eyles. St. Aldates, Oxford-

IMMEDIATE Delivery of free eugine Singers and siik

^ cars for same—Gibson aud Co., Alingdon, lierki

BRABBURATS— 1911 Bradbury^ in <=:..; k; imniediat
delivery; trade supplied.— Giiigc-r M'.toi?; JlaribTirj

low. po-\verfu], rlimb uiivthiug. i»-
overhauled; £13.-Hobb^. jnu., P;nk St., Bristo

£5/10, rare bargain,—Motor eycli^, Minerva engine; 2

h.p., runs splendidly.—C. 45, Biirrholomew St.. Nc\i

Ijury-

3Xh.p. Triumph, 1911. April, u-^ new, £43: 2-spf(

2 Humber. 1911. Miuvh, £40.-W:itt«. Rr.scm.m
Lvduey.

RUDGE-WHirWORTH Motor Cviles from stoil

standard model, £48/15-—Balfour'.s Motor .Wbs
Banbury.

BROWN Lightweight, new, 2:.-3Im).. co«t £36, acccr

£30; 2Jh-D. t'.N., pertcLt. new fvie-s ±12.—EficWe.' ,i

4, Corn St., Witney-

ARIEL, 3h.p.. Druid forks, Wliittle belt. 26in. wheels
any trial here: £10.—Williams, Bronk«idc, De

borough Park Rd-, High Wycombe-

"I Q08 Triumph, re-enamelled and overlianlid, giiawi

Xt? ted perfect condition. tyr(=p excellent; £25, TiHf

bargain.-Moore and Sons, Ahdover- -

DOtJGLAS, late 1909,. cost 38 ^Miinens. engine -ar

tvres condition exceptiouiil ; price £25, or ne;

ofler.—52. Whiteladies' Rd., Bri.stol.

TRIUMPH, 1910, in splendid condition, new Contii

ental tyres, spare I'Minlop and belt, £34; new si 'I
,

car to fit; £4/10.—Roberts, Basingstoke-

33.h.p. Lightweight Bradbury, in splendid runDii
4 order, h.b-c- tvres, belt, two net uinulators, aliu'

new: £8/10-—Taylor's Farm, Cliesham, Bucks.

MOTOSAOOCHE, 1911. 2ih.p.. new 9 wpeki= ago, m;i

noto, Whittle, large saddle .splendid londiiipi

sacrifice £26; bought car.~rhilpntt, 172, Newfoundkn
Rd-, Bristol.

hi n.-nsewering these advcrfhcmrnts 'it is diRirahh to mention "The Motor Cyde.\
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5h-p. Res Speed Kin^. 1910, as new, scarcely used.

all accessories, fullest particulars
.
given : bargain,

£32—Box No. L3,991, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,
Tudor St., E.C.

5h-p. Twin NS-TJ., Amjc ^ carburetter, 2-speed gear,

free engine, magneto, lafup, and spares, tyres good;
any trial or examination; £30, or neur offer.—Harris's
Garage, Slough.

6h.p. 1910 N-S.XT., 2-speed gear, just been rebuslied
and new rings fitted, new tyie on back wlieel, new

belt, etc., in splendid condition; £35, with sidecar £40.
—Golf Club, Cirencester.

REX, 5h.p. twin, de luxe model, Bosch maeneto, free
engine, 2 speeds, new tyres, Palmer cord and Con-

tinental, just overhauled by manufacturers, with eideear

;

price £37/10.-Owner, 44, St. Giles, Oxford.

THE Speedv Singer in stock, free engine; reliable
Premier in stock. £47/10; several second-hand

machines to be cleared at low rrices; exchanges enter-

tained.—Martin, Station Hill, Chippenham.

O^h-P- Minerva, mo- v., Brown-Barlow, h.b-c, Clyno
/V4 adjustable pulley. Lycett's Lyeo. new belt rim,
practically new engine, 2 accumulators^ Dlain coil, frame
I'ut down, long handles. L.A.C. spring forks; £10.—
Winfred, 493. Oxford Ed., Reading.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

TT/'ILTON Cycle Co..

VICTORIA, S-W-—See bargains below; all best mnlte-
in stock.

WILTON.— Bradburya in stock, free engine, £54/10;
2-speed, £55.

WILTON.-Clyno : sole S.W. agents; trial by appoint-
ment; early delivery.

WILTON".—Matchless; sole S-W. agency; early de-
liveriea-

TlT'ILTON.-igil Kerry-AbingdoD, Sih.p.; £45.

XX7'ILTON.-1911 Moto-Reve, 23h.p.; £45.

"ryiLTON.-New Enfleld; £36.

WILTON—Bradbury. 3 weeks old, 1910 standard
model, all accessories, as new; £35.

TX/'ILTON.-F.N.. 4-cyl., 4ih.p., good order; £25.

WILTON.-Humber, 3ih.p., 1910 standard, acces-
sories; £25.

WILTON.—Exchanges and instalments, reasonable
terms.

WILTON.— 1910 Moto-Reve, 2b. p., with accessories;
£25.

WILTON.—7h. p. Brown, twin. Bosch magneto, B.
and B. carburetter, juiiit overhauled; £32.

WILTON.-1909 5h.p. Sarolea, Cbater-Lea. 4 speeds,
new Druid forks, B. and B. rarburetter, Bosch

magneto, new Rom on back; £30, bargain.

WILTON—3ih.p. Excelsior, B- and B. carburetter,
£8/10; 2ih.p. Preeision-Enfleld, £6/10.

WILTON.—Tricar, 6h.p. International engine, water-
cooled, Renold patent 2-speed gear, Uenold silent

chains, wheel steering, 760x90 tyres; £30.

ILTON.—Hiimber tricar, chain driven, free engine,
good order; £10/10.W

WILTON Cvcle Co., HO. Wilton Ed.. Victorin. Lon-
don, 8.W. 'Phone, 5115 Westminster.

31h.p. Brown, 1908, ilubon cUitch, free engine, and
2 sidecar; £25.

3iU.p. Vindcc, 1908. "magneto, all spares, £24:
2 several rubber.t;tu'lded eovers, brand new. at bar-

join prices.-Mebes, 181, Gt. Portland St.. W.
3h.p. Kerry, ready lor the road ; filO—Eoberls, 49. Gap

Ed., Wimbledon.

Sib. p. Lancaster,' Tonii'do tuuk, low, loop frame; £9.—
4 8, Criefl Ed.. Wandsworth.

MOTOE Cycle, 2Jh.p. Humbcr, cheap for cash.—Apply,
91, Bollenden Ed.. I'eckham.

311ip. Minerva, like jiew, tvres perfect : £16.—Young,
2 241. High St., B.rkhamsted.

CJCOTT, 1910, £34, no t.ff./ra. no letters.-C. Moss, 1.
*-^ St. George's Mews, Primrose Hill.

£5/10.— l}h. p. Lightwoigbt.' excellent tyres—Apply,
after 7. 68, Browning Ed.. Enfield.

HViP-P'<:raier. 1911, latest model; £39.-Wood. 33.".i Cornhill, City. 'I'houe 7646 Wall.
Qh.p. Kerry, good running order; £6/15. or near oUcr." -hpecchley, 45, Church Ed., Acton.

IVTOTOR Cycles, second-hand, all prices: write for
.L'J- hsts.-H. E. Kettle. Smarden. Kent.

pjOJJGLAS, 1910, like new: £28: want sidecar com-
--' bmation.-Ponzio. Whipp's Cross, N.E.

TITO'TOSACOCHE. lih.p., escellent order, dry cell igni-
-LTi tiou—Lewis. 48. High St.. Kingsland. N.E.

Premier Motor

Company, Ltd.,
Aston Road, BIRIVIINGHAIVI

WHY WAIT
for weeks for your new machine or sidecar ? We
can deUver FROM STOCK.

SPECIAL TERMS TO CASH BUYERS.

Exchanges or Instalments arranged.

NEW 1911 MODELS.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., standard £48 15
B.S.A., 3i h.pr standard £50
B.S.A., 3 j h.p., free engine £56
INDIAN, 7 h.p., iwo-specd £75 10
REX, tourist, -sJ h.p 43 Gns
REX, 3l h.p., clutch model 48 Gns
REX, 5 h.p., de luxe 60 Gns
REX, 7 h.p., de luxe 65 Gns
REX, 5 h.p., clutch model 51 Gns
HUMBER, 3.Vh.p., 2-speed (special offer) £45
ARIEL, si h.p. (special oficr) £43
DOUGLAS, -i h.p., model E, 2-^pcc<l .

.

£48

SECOND-HAND SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

TRIUMPH, 3jh.p., clutch model, with
Millford castor wheel sidecar (cost

over £70) £45
5 h.p. REX Speed King, Roc 2-speed gear,

P.M.C. sidecar £42
ROC, 1910, 4 h.p., single-cylinder, a-speed

gear, special torpedo sidecar £35
We have a good slock of Second-hand Magneto

Motor Cycles. Every machine thoroughly tested.

List sent free upon application.

P.M.C. GLICKFIT" Couplings
FOR SIDECARS.

PATENT 1442.

With our Quickfit Couplings any sidecar can be
attached in sixty seconds and detached in forty

seconds, single-handed. No tools required. SAFER
than ordinarj' fittings—no nuts to come off or bolts

to "strip." The strain on frame tubes is greatly

reduced. Price 30/- the set of three couplings, to

fit any make. 5/- allowed on old fittings (any
malie).

Send for List of the famous P.M.C.

Sidecars. Early delivery.

By far the best value obtainable.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q07 22h.p. Minerva, in very fine condition, many re-
J-i/ flnementg, lamp, two belts, spares; £12.—Below.

1 Q09 L-M-C, Sih.p., 2 speeds and free engine,
LiJ spring forks, stand, carrier, Bosch magneto, B.
and B. carburetter, h.b.c., excellent condition; £28.—
Below.

IQlO 5h,p. Tourist, condition perfect, Lucas lamp,
J-*y horn, etc.; £.^6.—Below.

IQll 3ih.p. Premier, latest type, Mabon clutch,
J-*/ Whittle belt, as new throughout; £38.—Below.

1Q10 F.N. Lightweight, 2ih.p.. 2-speed and freo
Jt-t' engine model, perfect order and condition; price,
with tricycle conversion set, £30.—Below.

IQll Hnmber 3ih.p., 2-speed model, quite like
-I-*/ new, fitted with Whittle belt, speedometer,
lamp, horn, watch, mirror, etc., tools and spares; £44.—
Below.

"I
QIO P. and SI., 2-speed 3ih.p. model, new Sep-

JLt7 tember last, condition perfect ; £46.—Below.

1 Q09 N.S.U., 6h.p. twin, Bosch miigneto, B. and B.
J-U carburetter, h.b.c; £18.—Below.

T Q 10 Triumph, 3ih.p. loadster model, perfect in
-L*/ every detuil; £35.—Below.

IQiO Triimiph. 3ih,p. free engine model, Lucas horn
Xf/ and lamp; £43.—Below.

IQll Res, 3;b.p. Tourist model, as new throughout;
it/ £36.-Below.

"IQIO Indian, 5h.p. model, new last September, con-
J-*y dition and appearance perfect; £36.—Below.

1 QlO Chater-.Tap, Sh.p. enpine with overhead valves,
-»- */ Chatcr-Lca new sprinp forks. Jap'- carburetter,
Boach maynetii, both h-b.c. Mabon clirtch, 26x2i tyrea,
I tavison's tank, with gauges, all possible refinements;
£55.—Below.

1 QlO Motosacoehe, moBucto ignition, Bpjing forks,
J-*/ Whittle belt, a splendid little machine; £20.—
Below.

IQlO 5h.p. Rex de Luxe, 2 speeds and free engine,
-I*/ w-ith Rex roaehbuilt sidecar, Cowey speedometer,
Lucas 55/- lamp ?et, and Solar lamp, Lucas horn, many
:«'flnement3 and spare.^j. perfect order and condition;
£55.—The Eastern Garage Co.. Romford Rd., Forest
Giite. Telephone: Stratford 10. Telegrams: JEgaraco,
London.

B.S.A-—Immediate delivery from slock.- Co.'^in, B.S.A.
ayeuts. 29, Leigh Rd. E., Southend-on-Seo-

1 Q 1 1 Bradbury. 3ih.p., never been ridden ; £44-—
X f Kempton Music Warehouse, Faversham, Kent.

ROVER. 1911. 3ih.p. : £55, with Triiunph free engine
clutch, in stoi-k.—W. Levermore, Weybridge.

KERRY, 3h.p., sprini: forks, h.b-c., low, grand con-
dition; £12.—la. Angler's Lane, Kentish Town,

REY. 5, Heath St-, Hampstcad. can give immediate
delivery of the following 1911 machines:

REX, 3Jh.p., brand new, 1911 clutch mode!, handle
starting; £42.

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 1911, now 2-5peed gear, for im-
mediate delivery; 62 guineas; no waiting.

ZENITH. 1911, 3ih-p-. and 6h.p., also 8h.p., for im-
mediate delivery, no waiting.

BRADBURY Standard Free Engine or 2.speed Model:
immediate delivery from stock.

HUMBER. 1911. 3ih-p., two-speed and free eogina
model; immediate delivery,

"DAT, 7-8h.p., 1911, new, for immediate delivery; 4i60.

TRIUMPH. 1911. standard model, for immediate do-
livery. £48/15; and clutch models.

DOUGLAS. 2Jh.p., 1911, standard, model D; Im-
mediate delivery.

DOUGLAS, 2eh.p., 1911, model E. two-speed tDd
handle starting; £48-

LINCOLN Elk. 3ih.p.. 1911. £34; or 2ih.p., £28/10;
no waitin;;-

HANDY Hobart. 3ih.p. twin. 1911. or 2ih.p.: do
waiting.

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in stock;

no waiting.

B.S.A, 1911. 31h.p., for immediate delivery; no wait-

ing; £50.

ALL the Above for immediate delivery; terms, cash,

exchange, or extended payments.— Only address,

Rey. 5. Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

TRIUMPH, 1911, month old. speedometer, etc. a>

new; £48.—Campbell. 9. Glebe Rd-, Bromley.

£8 —3Jh-p. M1M.C.. Chater frame, in good condition.

—FijTL'ins. 15, Boxworth Grove, Barnst>ajy, N-

2ih.p. J.AP., macneto. little used, very fast, tyres

2 as new; £16.-4, Behnont Av-, Pahuer s Green.

F.N.. latent 1909. 5-6h.p-. 4-cyl., mapneto. spring forks,

as new; £28.-68. Elmsleigh Rd., Wandsworth.

MIDGET Bicar, 3ih.p. Fafnir, B.;^ and B-, eBtire,

h-b.c, low; Dflers.-24. Sidney Rd., Foiefit Gate-

311) p. Riley magneto, just overhauled, good ordor,

2 re--bii^lied: barcain, £15.--^ 92, Hi.^h St., Tooting-

A49
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EY. Hampstead.-Gieat flarsains—5, Hwith St.,

' Hampstead. Tel.; 2-678 P.O. Ear,i?aiais as -below.

[AMPSTEAD.—1911 Triumph, free engine model,
L alu4-a''t new, iritli aeeessories; £49; special bar.

H

HiiMPSTEAD.-1910 Uouplaa. splendid condiMon,
almost nfiw tjTes, N-S-, and accessories; £24, a

I)ari,'ain.

HAMf.STBAB—1910 SlL-p- Premipr, i^plcmlid con-
ilition, all accessories; great bargain, uulv £26.

HAMl'STEAD.—1911 3ih.p. Lincoln Elk, sLop-soilecl
only;' £29, special bargain.

HAiIPSTEALi.-1911 3i:h.p. Ruage, soiled condition
t>nly; special bargain, irith accessories, £39.

HAMP'STEAD.—1911 Triumphs, brand n^w, ioi im-
mediate deliverv from stock; free engine models

:)L- 'standard.

HAMPSTEAD.-FJ^.'s, latest 1911 modeU, in stock-
no waiting, no extra for extended pajuneuts.

HAMPSTEAD—3b-p. E.S.A., spring franre, condition
and tyres like new, requires cvlinder unlv; bar-

sain £7-

AMPSTEAD. — 1911 Sb-p. Twin Indian, clutch
model, bine, almost new; £48; special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 3J.b.r. Premier, almost new
condition, witb all accessories; special bargain,

£34.

HAMPSTEAD..— 4-cy]. F.N-, 4ihp., good condition,
all. accessories; only £1G,

HAMPSTKAI).—1911 Bradbury, like new condition,
witb.^ar.cessories; a sidecar machine; £35, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Royal Enfield, late 1910, splendid
condition, all accessories; £26, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD,—1911- Douglas, almost new. with ac-
ceasories; £36; condition like new.

AMPSTEAD, -3Ah.i). 1911 two-speed Humber.
almost new, with accessories ; £45,

HAMPSTEAD —Only lionse for great bargains and
Quick delivery of new 1911 machines you cannot

TCt elsewbere; agents for all makes, and makers of the
famouH Bev's sidecar and exhaust whistle.-Onlv ad-
Ircss, 5, Heath St. Tel.: 2678 P.O.. Hampstead.

10 A-h.j). J.A-P.,. Palmer' cords, lamp and spares,
picked engine; £25.-84, Greenside Rd., Croj-dom

11 3-/h.p. Bex ToTirist, footboards, only rnn a few
hundred miles ; £35.—Taj-lors, 21a, -Store St.. W.C

H

19

19
9Il.p. Bat. magneto, clnteli : £36. or exchange lower

power 2-.=peed.—James Gosuold, draper, Folkest^Dne.

BEADBUEY. 3J11.P., spare parts in stock.-Accnts,
Briglit and JKayles. Chnrcli St., Camber-well Green.

BEADBtIRT Catnlosne.'i post Iree.-Agents, Bright
and Hayles. Cauiberwell.

NEW Hnd-son agents. Bright and Hayles, 73, Church
St., Camberwell Green.

31h,p. Bradburr, 1910 model, guaranteed perfect;
2 £34/10.-73, Church St., Camberwell.

F.N.. 4-eyi-, splendid condition; b.argitin, £22,'10.—
73, Church St., Camberwell.

EAGLES. -Matchless, 8h.p. twin, 1911. latent T.T.
mode], perfect conditioii ; £44; exchange lower

oower.

T^AGLES.—Motesacoehe 1910 Lightweight, nearly
J-* new, Bosch magneto, Druid ^iiring forks, "Whittle
;)elt. Palmer tyicj; £20.

I^AGLES.-N.S.U,, 2*h,p. twin, late 1910, Bosch
J magneto, m.o. valves, 1911 finish: £22.

EAGLES.—Minerva-B.S.A., 23h.p., spring forks h b c.
adju.stable pnlley ; £12.

EAGLES. -X.S.U., ilh.p. 1910 lightweight, Bosch
magneto, nearly new : £20.

EAGLES—N.S.U., 3:li.p., magneto, spring forks.
Whittle belt, perfeit condStiou; £20.

EAGLES.— Minerva, 3h.p.. nragneto, low built, adjust-
ahle pulley, h.b. control, tine condition; £17/10.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3h.p. JsT.S.U.'s.
single-cyl., magneto ignition, spring -forks, in>

iiroved carburetter, tool case, full set of tools; £27 n.-:tt

L-aeh : deferred payments arranged.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery of the N.S.U. 2-Epced
gear.5, all sizes in stock; £5/15.

TjlAGLBS and Co.. High St., Acton, N.S.U. West
-Li London district Bgency.—Early delivery of 1911
models; liberal allowances lor machines in part
rnyment.—Tel. : 656 Ohiswici.

WAXDSWOETH.-V.S... 1909, 6-6h.p. •twin, mag-
neto, h.h.c, Truffault forks, good order; cheap

clearance, £23.

WANDSWOETH
m.o.v., magneto, sprin;

Indian, latest 1910. 5.6h.p.,
fork.s, absolutely like

new, perfect ; 38 guineas.

WiVNDSWOETH.-P.N., latest 1909. 6.6h p„ 4-evl3.,
magneto, spring -forkiS, h.b.c. as ne^\-. giiaran-.

Seed; £28.
-

I

WANDSWORTH. - Roc, 3;h.p,. magneto, clurch-'
cheap £15/10; exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor'

Kxchange, tiiner St.. Wap.ds-worth,

World's

Records
—WITH THE—

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERY

IGHITION SYSTEM
AT BROOKLANDS.

Mr. F. A. McNab
riding a

31 h.p, TRUIVIP-JAP

captured

2 HOUR RECORD
Covering 110 miles 297 yards.

IDG MILE RECORD
Time :

—

109 min. 8J sec.

Mr. McMab used an ordinary stan-

dard HELLESEN Dry Battery and

" H. H." COIL taken from every-

day stock, which, as usual, gave

' perfect satisfaction. This perform-

ance again proves the superiority

of the " HELLESEN " system over

every other form of ignition, yet,

although the best system, it is the

cheapest.

Install this system on your
motor cycle or car. We
will give you every assist-

ance willingly.

Catalogues sent free—anywhere,

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

f II a::'!irrnj,i/ t'lme adrcriiscmcnts it is Ufilit' to iiirit/ioii

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3h.p. N.S.U-. magneto, h.b.c.. very low, perfect; bar

gain, £15.—Townsend, 81, Stoke Newington Ed.,
N. - ^

4h p. Twin Norton, B. and B. -carhuretter. - magneto

;

£20, or offer.—Olby, 167. Beckeuhnm Ed., Tenge,
S.B.

4-CYL. F.X.. just overhauled, tyres like new; great i

barsain, £17/10.^P.A.. 31. Tournay Ed., iFulham, '!

S.W. .

'Oih.p. Spiin;: -Frame Eat, rebored, rebushed, like '

'

02 new; £11'10.-51, Warbeik Ed., Shepherd':-

Bush.

TEIUM-l'H, 1911. T.T. raidstcr, not rnn 1,500, as new,

money wanted; £42—Altair, Sntherkind Ed-, W.
Ealing.

3h.p. Zedel. m.ov.. very low frame, 26in. wbeejv
wants' little attention; £5/10.-9, Parkholme Ed.,

Dalston.

DOUGLAS, engine made as new by maters, new Taives,

etc ; £17/10, bargain.—Holmes, Mason's Av., Guild-

hall, B.C.

"IQIO Trinmph. very little used, lamp, accessories;

X«7 £34.—Woods, 8, Market Place, Kingston-on.
Thames.

23.h.p. Minerva, in good going order, tyres in grand
4 order, a good hill-climber; £6/10.-121. Kingston

Ed., Ilford. -

B-\T,' 3ili-p., Palmer and Clincher* tyre, Bosch mag-
neto, 1911; pricT! £18. — 145, Sydenham Ed..

Sydenham,

BAT,- 3ih.p. and 5h.p. models ; immediate delivery

from ft IJresser and Garle, Regent House, Eegeut
St., London.

MOTOE BicveJe, Usht, so.il ordir: bargain for cash.

-Brookes, Milk St. Hou--. London, E.C. By
appointment.

21h.p. Kerry, h.b.c, spring forks, new coil and accu-

4 mulator, low, and fast; £8/10.-6, Carlisle St.,

Edgwsrre Ed.

TEIUMPH, 1909, ven- good condition, lamp, spares,

etc; £30. — Jackson, 119, Breakspears Ed,
Brockley, S.B.

3h.p. Quadrant, low, 26in. wheels, new, coil aiic

accumulator; £4/17/B.-Samuel, 49, High St.

Kingston, S.W.

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery from stock ; also sidecars.

—J. Costin, B.S.A. Agent, 29, Leigh Ed. E.,

Southeud-on-Sea.

ROVBE Lightweight, 2ih.p ,
pcrfei-t, spring forks, new

tyres and belt, accumulator; £9/10.-176, Higb
Rd-, Leytonstone.

31h.p. Fafnir-Oliater No. 6, h.b,.-., good tyres, in ex- i

2 eellent order; £12; offers;'—Smith. 122, Oireek

Ed., Deptford, S.B.

31hp. J.AP., Whittle, good tvres. splendid runnilis :

2 ordc?r, trial, accessories; £6/10 the' lot.-200,

Hoe St.. Walthamstow.

TEIUMl'H 1911, free engine model, for immediate
delivery;' £55—1''. Spearman, Motor Works,' bridge

St., Bishop's Stortford.

F.N.,'2Jh.p., 2-speed, shaft drive, late 1910, in perfect

condition, equal to new ; 27 guineas.— 534, High

K.d., Tottenham, N.

REX. -Sh.p., co.achbnilt sidecar. Palmtts,- cord back;

trial hv appointment: £17.— Shaw,- -29; Brunswick

St.', South Haetney.

1 QIO^ L-M-C, S.li.p., and sidecnT. Aiito-Variagcar an.l

Xtf free engine, splendid condition; £35.-19. St.

Andrew's Ed., Bnfteld.

Oihp.- Magneto Motor Cycle for sale, good, runnius
/V2 order; £9.-Apiily. between 6 and 7, 29, Bed-

ford Ed., S. Tottenham,

Sh.p. Minerv'a. h.b.c, very fast, French grey, low, iu

good order, spares; only wants, seeing-—H.B. , 79,

Teviot St„ Poplar, East.

4h.p. Twin N.S.U, and Chater Sidecar, in perfect con-

dition; £20, or exchan-.:e 3ih.p. single and cash.—

104, Paletta Ed., Acton,

BEOIVN, 3ih.p., magneto, new piston, cylinder, Kenip-

.shall heavy, Duulop, Xl'all; .23 guineas.— 3, Rail-

way Approach, Waliington.

SINGEE Motor Cycle, 3;h.p-, magneto, spring fnit'

and saddle; quick sale £16.— I'erkius, 145, Bri-'-

stock Ed., Thornton Heath.

QUALITT.—1909 twin Moto-Ecve. new tyres, etc ,

eipial new; £18/10, or exchange.—Ill, TValtoii

Ed., East Moltisey, Surrey,

£6/10.— 2^h. p. Minerva. Palmer corocd tyres, ^engine

in iiertecT condition; can, be ridden away.— 51, •

Clarcmont Ed., Forest Gate.-

23.h.p. Moto-Ecve, 1911, ridden 400 miles;" sai-rifi '.

4 best -oiier; owner buying sidecar machiue.-
BrCtt, High St., Sandwich.

J.A.P., 2 Hi. p., lightweight, not ridden, just built, low.

magneto; a bargain, £26.—AppLv, Overstrand, DerbJ

Ed;, South Woodford, Essex.

MOTO-EBVE 2h.p. Twin, late 1909. with 1910 im-

provements, condition as new; £18/10.—Egbert.

Spearman, Bishop's Stortlord.

DOUGLAS, 1909, nii;e condition, not done 2,000;
£23/10, or exchange for Motosacoehc— Moore, ;€1,

Plumsoll Ed., Finsbury Park.

'The Motor C'lidr.."
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VICTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
iTTF.XHAM—Bradbury, 3ih.p., 1911, ftandaid

£48; tlutch model, £54/10; 2-speed model, ±55
ery from stock.—Below.

)TTENHAM.—Triumph, 1911. chitcb model. £55
fctandard, £^8; delivery from stock.—Below.

jTTENHAM—Eudge-Wliitworth, 1911, clutch model
£55; standard model; delivery from stock.—Beiow

ITTENHAM.—Hnmber, 1911, 2-speed model; de

livery from stock; £50.—Below.

iTTKXHAM,—Triumph, 1911. standard model.
.ielivery from stock; £48/15.

)TTENHAM:.—Fafnir, 4ih-p., Simples, new eneine

and magneto, Whittle, spring fork3; £27/10.-
^.

iTTF^r^HAM.-Kerry, 5h.p., twin, free ensine, anc
iuiiLli-built sidecar: £20.—Below.

)TTENHAM.— Kerry, 5h.p., twin, Bosch mapneto.
rebored, leboihed, and new pistons fitted; £20.—
r.

)TTENHA-M.—N.S.TJ.. 5Ii.p., twin. Whittle, mag-
neto, low built sidecai Chater-Lea, spring forks;

^Below.

)TTENHAM.—Res. 1909. 5h.p.. twin, tourist model
all as new; £28/10— Below.

)TTENHAM.—Rex. 1910, Sili.p., tourist mode'
slightly soiled; £32.-Below.

)TTENHAM.—Rex, 3ih.p., sincle-^yl., 1909, loa^:-

neto. grand luauhine: £25.— Below.

tTTENHAM.-1910 Motosacoi-hi-, ju^t overbnulcd

by 7uakers; £25:—Below-

JTTENHAM—Triumph, 3ih.p.. pf^rfect order, with
sidecar: £20.-Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128.

I) Ed.. Tottenham. 'Phono 1982. .

EtOWN, 3ih.p., low, ?peedy, splendid LilU-Umber,
h.b.c, excellent condition ; can be seen.—Ifenneus,

Proispect Rd., St. Albans.

.p. Minerva, mechanical, new Dunl.p tjres. £9: also

Uh-p. MotosacoL-he. sprintr forks. £6.—Humpbrie:*,
nie Villaf^e, Cliarlton, Kent.

:)UG1JAS Lightweight, 2Jh.p. twin, fine condition,
Ittle 1909; bargain, £20. no otters. — Goddard,

er, Wimbledon. Broadway.

Lh.p. Magneto Lightweight, equal new, tyres. B.B-
carburetter. h.b.c, splendid condition ; £12/10.

^atton, Shepherdswell, Dover.

DLAN, 1910, 5h-p. twin, hardly soiled, grand ma-
chine; too fast for owner; £38, bargain, offers.-
U, Ashford Rd., Cricklewcod-

DUGLAS, 1908. magDeto. perfectly new crank case
and engine, owner gone abroad; £16.—Seen at
hoirs. Deposit before trial.

ij.h.p. Eex and £5 to £10 given for higher powered
magneto or sideetir combination.-Particulars.

Chipley St-. New Cross, S-E.

' BARGAIN.—5-6h, p. twin Surolea, h.b.c, fine con-
dition, low position, will take sidecar; £15.—Wil-

: 189. Churiih Rd.. Willesden.

l.h.p. Rex Cycle, blather-studded back, h.b.c, £8/8.
I
bargain ; also tricar, le^s engine and tJres, £3

;

i;.^?— Bourne, grocer, Canterbury.

ijECIAL Bargain.— 2 Jh. p. Miner%-a, torpedo tank.
^ G.A. carburetter, evt-rything up-to-date and as
H £12,-56. Knightsbridi-'c, London.

ds.A.—Early deliverieg of these splendid monnt-
- from the Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28
I'liford Rd., i'ore*t Gate, London, E.

ijp. Twin .T.A.P. Racer, cylinders set 90 deg., .T.A.P.
- automatic carburetter, adjustable pulley ; £33.—
[n. 202. Vuuxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.

09 Wolf Lightweight, raa;:neto, pood running order:
£12/10, 01 near offer: seen by appointment-

bund, Lenham, Church St., Ep^iom.

lO; Triumph, free engine, condition as new,' per-
ffct order. exliau.st whistle. Whittle belt. spare.-i:

uiiieas.-28, WelhMiey Rd-, Chiswick-

kjlTOSACOCHE. 1910. 2h.p., free engine, excellent
' londition, Wliittlc, new lamp; genuine bargain,
-—Allen, 25. Homt-sdule Ed-. Bromley.

PJUGLAS, 1910, with all >pares and acce.-'-i'ories,
LI ^nud cmdition: soen any time: £27. or nearest-—
[jVdams, Rocklauds, Borkhurst Hill, Essex.

5J[<.
Rex, torpivlo tank, ftiotrests. B. and B., low,

J, uan be riddeu away; sf^n alter 7p,m. ; £8/10,
•!t.-Stab!e>. The Thorn. Hayes Middlesex. '.

^jiATfORD — 21h.p. Minerva, vertical, new tyre-^
- bi.-lt, and tank, £10/10; 2h.i). IVboc £8- 3;h p
. Mk\. £10/10.-Godiree's. 124, Romford Ed.

'

LuKE Bargain.-1910 TT. Bradburv [late modeli
L' IiruuU, etc.. nice condition: mu-t be sold thi-
i; £28.-Ayre,-i, 221. Streathara High Rd-, S.W.

^

r;r.^ 5-6h.p.. with 2-speed and free engine, new in
L, Aii-ust. 1910. condition as new; cost over £60
xhtiuiial bargain, £35—32, Hi?h St., Peckhara-

jilOi Piiclon-Moore, e.xcdlent running order, with
Li »*;w eidecur. £48: aNo 1910 lightweight Phelon-
i.c. i28.—Matthews, pawnbroker, W. Croydon.

]
10 Triumph, almost brand new condition lampL -enerator, horn, tooU; £36.-Matthews, pawn-

r r. W. Croydon.

WHAT YOU
BUY, WE
STAND BY

f

THAT means we
Guarantee every

NEW & SECOND HAND
machine we sell.

What other firm does that?

It is one of the secrets of our

success, and if you are thinking

of buying a motor cycle we

^ . invite you to call and inspect

our large actual stock, or

write, stating your

requirements.

GODFREY
ApplebeE

LTD.

Our stock is large and

varied, and constantly

changing. If you find it incon-

'd
venient to call, we will send a

representative to you May we?

YOUR PRESENT MACH-
INE IN PART PAYMENT
FOR A NEW ONE .

i^ SPECIAL -K ^
AGENCY

FOR INDIAN

MOTOR CYCLES

—delivery V/ithin 3 weeks of

order. Write at once. '

EXPERT INDIAN REPAIRS.

Sole London Agency for Scotts
and Morgan Runabouts. ,Sole

WcstEndAgents for BraOburys.
Special Agency for Zeniths.

9AQ GREAT PORTLAND
6UO, ST., LONDON, W.

Teleymms : "Gofrabike, Lon 'oii,"

T.-lt-i>ll -nor ItGO. Mnyfair, S, .v H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, late 1909, free engine, fitted Cowey. vit. h

in case, new F-R.S.. all spares, splendid coudit;':i;
£37/10, no offers.-Wilson. 23, New Ed-, Woolwiili

A. H. GOLD, special agent for ii?e Brown; full value
allowed for second-fiand machines in rart [j.iy-

raent.—Motor Cycle Works, Underhill, New Barnct.

A. H. GOLD. New Barnet. — Immediate deliTeriea
Brown, Kes. Bradbnrys; cash, eschanfje, Oi

gradual payments—Motor Cycle Works, Underhill, Now
Barnet.

3ih.p. Arno, late 1909. magneto, Autoclipse larnp,
2 spire belt and tyre, overalls, splendid sido<ar

inaciiiufc; £22, or near ofler-—Crosley. 3iliuwood, Croy-
don.

"I
Qll 5b. p. Speed King Kes, few weeks old, fitted for

Xf/ touriv-t, cfindition as new; must sa^-rifice. £38;
seen after six.—White, 30. Adelaide Rd., South Haaip-
stead.

1 Q 11 Triumph Roadster, nut siratched, climb aay-
X*/ thiiiK. t-'"«riiatecd perfect, £43'10: 1910 Tri-
uuiph. tu^t muehine, £56/10.—Wright, Feathers, Ri.k-
tuanswortli.

MOTOSACOCHE. IJb.p.. good condition. Whitllo belt,

Urntd fcrkji, accumulator and dry batterj-. new I'^i-

nifr back: ±;12. or nearest offer.—Briant, 71, Sheen Ed-,
Richmond-

JF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycle*,

you can cet them at Wauclippe's.—Wauchope's.
9. Shoe Lnne, Fleet St., London, E.G., just off Lud-
sate Circus.

FAFNIR. 3ih-p., 1911 B. and B- carburetter. T)nvis< c

tank, \\ hittlt; b'-lt. Uimlop and i'ahucr inrd tyrt-s.

j^nlenuid cnuditiuu; only waitts seeing. — Apply, H.
Hornsey Ri>c.

DOUGLAS, 1910J. perfect condition, all acces.<orie^.

complete spares. Brooks B1051* saddle, Rom tyres
(unpunctured), motor suit: £50.-29, St. Peter's S(i-,.

Hammersmith.

3 lb. p. Triumph. late 1909. Miehelin studded tyros
2 new; £30; also 4-cyl. l''Js^, nearly new. £24;

aUo Minerva. 3ih-P-. magneto. £18.—Taylor,, 112, -New
Kiuc's R<i., t'ulham.

33,b.p. M M-C, engine in good condition, low. top
4 tube 31in. from ground, good tyre."? and Enamel;

£6 : Guildford.-Box L3,992, The Motor Cycle Offl'.es.

20, Tudor St., E-C-

41i.p. J-Al*. and .sidecar, now tyres, good couditi-in,

£25; al.«:o nidccar. 35/-; 2 ladies' motor cycle,-:, 3j
h-p. Minerva cylinder and piston, trailer wanted-—C.
\\L-<t, Wuking Village.

4 lb. p. Twin NS-tJ. M -tor Cycle, in good condition,
2 magneto, uearly new 2-speed gear, N-S.U. pat-

tern. Watuwatu belt, and accciscries; 20 gmnoai.—
Willctt. Sloane Sq., S-W.

MAGNETO LightwciKbt 2Jli.p., nearly new, perfect,
low and smart. Chater fittiugA. Bosch, Amac;

b'st offt-r over £25: coQsider exchange.-Wicks, 41.
Huddow Rd.. Chelm,-ford.

)EXHAM--5h.p. Vindec. 1909. Bosch, Mabou r.d-

justablf pulley clutch. Rom tjTe back, new front,
ifuMy fitted up thrrtughont, splendid sidecor mo-
: £28; exchange urransed.

(ENHAM -3;b.p. 2-speed rremicr, 1910. Bo?ch.
Solfir heodligbt. Lyso belt; cxieptional price,
ideal f*idecar machine

)ENHAM.-2h.p. Moto-Revo. 1909i, Bosch, Whittle
belt, tyres fine: sui rittco £19.

JENHAM —SJi.p. Rex. entirely re-buMt. AmQc,
hb.c, Rnm tyic-i ri-(ently fitted; accejit £6('13. -

SY PENHAM Autocar Co., 153, Sydenham Rd., Svdea-
ham. SE- Tel.: Sydenham 435.

DOfGLAS. 1911. 2-r:need, open frame, ridden 10
mil's. £40 ; Premier. Sihp., 1911, brand new,

£37/10: Enfleld, 23h.p.. 2-spced, shop-soiled, cheap.—
Ilatchelor. Clarence St.. Kings-ton-

Iih.p. Moto.*aeoche. splendid machine, h.b.c, Druitb,
4 Brooks, round and Whittle belts. Rom baik,

Cliniher front, lamp, horu, all spares; trial; £15/15 —
Stugieton, 1. Besley St-, Streatham.

rt3.h-p. Griffon, Bosch mapneto. B. and B- carburettir,
^4 h.b.c- in perfect runiiing order; £15; .=eeQ :;:iy

time by appointment.—A. C. Stephens, High St., ^^tt)^l•

ford Green, 'i'lione, Woodford 169.

3ih.p. V- and M., 1909, and sidecar, ju-t been thrr-
2 oughly overhauled, splendid condition; only

reason for seliiag. owner buying 2-seateT car; price £:3-
— rarticalars, L., 7. Bedford At., Barnet.

WIN-TRECISION Motor Cycles: immediafe delivery
1911 model, gradual paj-mcnts. £2 monthly, cash

£45(10; particulars on app'ication.—De Nevera Automo-
bile Agency. Empire House, Piccadilly, W.

3ib.p. Clyde, free engine. H.T. magneto, 1911 Am ii"-,

2 h.b-c-, tyres, plating and enamel perfect, JM.st

r-verbauled and rebusbed ; ready to ride away; £16; 10.—
Mcars, 43, West India Dock Rd., Limehouic.

FOR Sale. 1910 late 2Jh-p. Douglas, n<w I'almcr rn
back. Continental front lamp. Jioru. and acici-

-r.ries; £28. or nearest offer-—T. J.tfioss, Isle of Wigi.t.
W;tiwick St., Deptford Kent. Tel. : New X1317.

3ib.p. Kerry^ low, fast, powerful, takes sidecar auy-
2 where, 26in. wheels, tyres, engine, /'verytbijit:

-plf'udid ci'indition, Longuemare, all auces^.-ries : trial;

bar-ain. £9/10.-17, Bedford Sq., Rutland St.. E.

beaut
chiue

gv,

£36:

In ansiccrinn these adiriiiscments it is dcsir:ilj!e to mention " The Motor Cycle' /•SI
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
rail F.N., 4-fyl., like new, with F.N. ?idecar and

»' Joneis £5 speiidometer, ijlated beaded edg'e riiu.s

:

fo.-l over £70, EK-fept £40; no offers; owner is buying
Lar—Write to C. Kcinhard, Beclands, Streatham.

"IQll Triumph', like new, "very little used, all neces-
J-*-* pary -spares, owner lias no use for same, bought
r.E. model for sidecar work; £43.—Apply by letter,

Weaver, Upperhouae Court, Shamley Green, Surrey..

HUMBER, 1910, 3ih.p., 2-!;peed, Mills-Fulfnrr
£14/14 sprintj wheel sidecar, Cowcy siH-ed.auctiT

Whittle belt, 2 lamps, toolbox, condition new; wouli
t-rpaiate ; £45.—W-P-', 21, Manor tiardens,. HoUoway. N.

~|Q11 Rudse, slightly soiled only, otherwise exactly a-

Xt/ new, 3ih.p.. free engine, variable pulley, with al)

tool:?, bags, stands fcir each wheel. Brooks Bi04 saddle; i.

"bargain at £46.—Keene, 301, (ioldhawk Rd-, Sheplierd'^
Bush.

MOTOSACOCHE, lai-p., \\njittle. spring fLrks; a-.r
niulator, 26 wheels; £12-—Above-

5h.p. Sarolea, very low and fast, dry cell ignition, spring
forks, variable- jet Aniac, new adj'ustable p.uJli'>

Shamrork belt, and R.S. Clincher, splendid conditinn
all spares; bargain, £19/10.-35. St. Stephen's Rd.
Bow, E-

V-S., late 1910. 7h.p., '2-speed, and. Millford siderai

I'fter-Union tyres, steel studded on bauk, Wliittu
b<'It, speedometer, many spares, including new Lyso bell

exiellent condition ; low price— Apply. 244, Claph;iu.

Rd, S-W.

IQll? 3ih-p. Piemier, delivered July 12. Annstn n;

it/ 5-speea gear. Dunlop hutted tubes, Lucas lamp
pcrit.'ct and unscratihed: cost £61, reasonable ofi< r^-

only.—Owner, St, John's, Cloude^ley Rd., St. Leonards-
on-Sea. . .

-

3h.-p. -Lightweight, Bosch magneto, h-b-c, B. and B..
just fitted" new rings and rebushed, fine rnnnini;

order, lamp, horn ; £10 : cash or deferred payment-
arranged. — Taylor's Motorics, 237, Hereford Ed-,
Edmonton.

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, 40 guineas; Palmer
studded. Michelin butt-ended tubes, almost new,

25/-; lamp, spare belt in case, mirror, 2 horns, every-
thing brilliant condition, hardly used.—168, FuUiam
Rd,. Londou-

7-8h.p. Bat-Jap. 1911 P-M- 2-speed, IVElls-Fulford 15
guinea sidecar, Kempshalls, Cowey speedometer,

Rushmore lamp and generator, extra tyres, and all spares;
icst over £100 last March; sacrifice £75."269, Cit\
Rd., London, E.G.

3Xh.p. Motor Bicvcle, perfect condition, climb anv-
2 thinj:. £12/10; twin magneto lightweight, nice

order, £15; both running well, h.b.c. etc.; sacrifice one,
must sell; trial, seen any time.—Thomson, 77, Hand-
croft Rd., West Croydoiij

1 Q09 (late) Minerva Tvrin, 4ih.p., condition perfe)?t,
-LU just thoroughly overhauled and enamelled, new
cord and belt, F.ES.-lamp, and long footboards; any
trial by appointment; no exchanges; 30 guineas.—
Meeton, West St., Dorking.

MOTO-REVE, 2:lh.p,. twiu-cyl.. 1910 model, very
little used, spring forks, magneto, Kempshall non-

6k id, lamp, horn, tools, etc., French grey, beautiful
fonditiou, fast, and splendid climber; sacrifice £21--
11, Thornsett Rd., Auerley, S.E.

IQll Bradbury, T-T. roadster, 3ih-p., low built, very
-It/ fast, do 60, and climb anj-thing, Rom tyre.s, many
spares, valves, rings, etc., 2 spare tyres, lamp, tools,. etc,
new from, makerri April this vear; sacrifice for quick sale,

£38.-11, TJiorusett Rd., Anerley, S.E.

1Q10 Scott, in absolutely new condition, enamel anr"
I-*/' plating unscratched, engine and gears just over-

. hauled by Scott people. F.R.S. lamp coinplete, Trinote
tiorn. botli Tyres ii'nv uncut, guaranteed peifert; 3£
ri'.inen.s; seei- any time.— 186. South Lambeth Rd.

IQll 7h.p. Rex de Luxe, m.o.i.v-, II guinea Millfrj'
J-tf- spring wheel sidecar, new chair, witli reversibii
(hild'-i sejit, 2 lamps. 2 generators, Cowey, watch, mirror
foothoards. spare tyre^ and tube, valves, belts 2 WliittS-r-

perfect: 70 giii'ioas..— Taylor. 67, High St-. Hounslow.

3ih.p. Triumph, late 1909. Millford . castor whcpJ
2 sidecar. Stanley Show model, wind screen, all

recently sto\ e-eiiaiiieiled FrencU grey and re-nickel!ed.
2--P'^ed gear, free engine, sprinir seat-iiiliar. lamp, horn,
hmiiJIe-bar watcli. all aces^ories, etc.; £48—Carr, 27.
aiaii-field Rd.. Utord, Esstx.

OTOSACOCIIE. 19U. 2ih.p., magneto, free engine,
Wliitiie belt, Druid spring forks. Palmer epecial

complitlo n-itli horn, too! bags, spares, etc., pur-
ed a I'etv woe-k? ago, bcautifiil machine; owner pnr-
;nd sidecar; price £28.— Aildrees, H.G.C., c/o 8,063,
S!otr,r Cycle OlHrc:^. Coventry. ,

AIK^AIXS wlitch inn-^t bo cleared.—Ifhp. Bleriot-
Miiierva. iiiftiiiiein. ]t. nr:<l B.. f 10 ; 2h.p. Buchet.
l,tli.p. Cleifient. 2-speed. £fl; lih.p. Valter. B. and
£8: 2jh p. Kenv. £7; li^li P. Brown, £9; all above
nghly overlianleil ami gn:iranteed in perfect working

rj'lfT,- ICelco Molnries, Srnarden, Kent.

W'lN Precision Motor Cvclcs-—Immediate delivery of
1911 model D.'niil forks, Bosch magneto, B

nnd E. cjiriinretter. Duiilo;? lyres, £^15/10; cash 01
gradual Pfiytueuts. £? montlily; triiil by appointment,
any reasooable disian'f.— Jennings. 268, Hornsey Rd
(uear Public R:ltll^), Jk!!ovv:iy, London.

'1 I':H.— Tintiiedinle delivery 2h.p. lightweight.
-1 £35: Sih.p. mode!. £47/10; 33h.p. twin, £52/10;
Premier free engine, £7/7 extra; 2 or 3-speed gear
£10/10 extra ; the best macliine, and no waiting; a
trial in your own district by arrangement.-The Premier
Cycle Co., Ltd., 20, Holborn Viaduct. E.G. Agents every-
where-

M
tvrc

ii.-i.
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. . ALBANY .

.

Motorcycle Clothing
and other Specialities.

"ALL-
SEASON "

JACKET.
In Grey-green
Dou ble-texture
Cloth. Guaranteed
absolutely water-
proof. Double-
breasted, deep
storm collar, inside

and outside wind
cufls and fitted

with a warm De-
tachable Fleece
Lining. As the
namesuggests, this

Jacket can be used
in all seasons. If.

weatherjs too hot,

the liuiny caneasily
be taken out,being
heldonly by patent
fasteners. Beside
being* light and
warm itis ahealthy

Jacket, the mois-

ture beingabsorbed
by the woollen

f J - 7 r /- / / T lining.

Feels very comforlable and prevents price ^P ^5 / ^
cjtching cold. ^^ ^^'

ALBANY

"STANDARD" SUIT.
Guaranteed absolutely waterproof. In Grey-green or

Fawn Double-texture Cloths.

«IAOICETS only. Double-breasted, deep
storm coUar and special strap to exclude rain and
dust. Inside and outside wind cuffs, etc.. 18/-
LEOGINOS only. Leather adjustable

boot straps. V-shaped gussets and patent dome
fasteners to keep out wind, rain, and dust. No tire-

some buttons. Easily slipped on or off. S/-.

Complete Suit IZS/""

Albany 'Special'
Leggings.

In Grey-green or Fawn
Double Texture Water-
proof Cloths. Made specially

to protect the stomach from
wind and rain. Leather
Adjustable Boot Straps.

V-shaped Gussets and
Patent Dome Fasteners.

These Legging" have every
desirable improvement, in-

cluding a special design to

prevent tearing at the forU.

Price,witbout Seat, 13/11.
With Seat, including specia'

convenience, 15/11,
For complete protection

you cannot do better than
secure a pair of these

T r o u s e r Waterproofs.
Excellent shape and com-
fortable.

These Leggings, logcther with
an "

.-l U-Season '

' Jacket_

will protect you jrom the

severest weather.

Motor Cycle Acetylene Gas Headlights.
" Rushraore " pattern. With separate Generator,
Atmospheric Twin Burner. Best quality Reflector
Lens, 4iins. Divided Glass Face. Price, complete,
14/6- End-to-end .Model, as above, but with 6in.

Face and Hood, complete, with tubing and 6in.

Brackets, 21 /-. The Best Quality at the right price.

Terms neit cish uitli orjer, Goods sent by return and if not
ni>i»'ove<I ol. money refunded, if aniclcs reunnod within S days
tin'lainnceil Send ehe&i meAniuemmiE and Idnuth desired for

jackt'ts :iii.i iptido leu meascusment onlv (or lecuings.

Send niiw for Ill;i3trale<i Catalogue and Patterns to

G. RAV^fS & SONS,
The Albany, OlJhall St., Liverpool.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MATCHLESS, T.T., 8h.p. overhead J-A.P., en;.

;

from makers, and £20 deposit paid, but .-till .

delivered; as unable to wait, been oblit'ed pureba^t- 1.1

make, and therefore prepared to forfeit £5 to iuv.

who will take delivery.— Chrner, 6, Lon-^ficld Gar-1
Romford.

NEW Hud-on. 1911. fitted with Armstront; 3-1

:

gear and .dutch, 2Jh-p. J.A.P. engine, quite 1

.

only ridden 150 miles, with -aece.=fiories; lowest ji

:

£40, owner buying motor car; can be peen and ti
:inv time after 6 o'clock or Saturday 2 o'clock.—Fn
Ward. '* Rannock View,'' 470. Seven Sisters Ed., 1

bury Park, N-

REX, 3ih.ii-, low built, spring forks, 1910 A
carburetTer [variable jets). Michelin tyr^^s :

studded bafk). new belt, automatic pulley, elimli

hill, m splendid condition; selling- becaui^e of ilJu

£12: also nearly new portable house for above, ±

McKnight. Hatfield Lod^e, - Northside, Waud^wi
Common, S.W .

HAZEL Lightweight Motors.—"We are now in a i

.

tion to '^ixe early delivery of our 2ih,p. th
the lowest, shortest, and lightest nxadiine of its y
on the market, fitted with Jap .engine; price 35 giuij';

second-hand machines in rart payment; many -

second-hand maciiines in stock at rea,*onahle priups.—
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-^8.. Woodford J,

Forest Gate. London, E.-

SFECIAL Dot, 1910i, 7-9h.p. J-A-P.^ drip lain-

tion, magneto, free" and 2-speed gear, ]Jruid h
,

B. and B. adjustable pulley, extremely low, pretty
chine, complete with coach-built sidecar, specially f

for ideal comfort, cupboard, new Rom, Palmer, pert
lot better than new, carefully uspd_ fine week-ends c,

lamps, all spares; travellinir. no time; accept £4&
-G-, 20a. Gt. Portland St-. W.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
"1 on Bndge-\Vliitworth, 3ih.p-, fixed engine, in ?t^
JL»/ £48a5.-Moft'at, Yeovil. -

3h.p. Excelsior, good condition, splendid climber;
—AVilliams, 5,' Kingsley Ed-. Mutley, Plymti

Ijevon.

FRANK REYNOLDS, Broadwey. Dorset. Tel.'*

8, Upwey. Telegrams: Rej'nolds," Upwey. If

B-S-A. motor cycles for hire-

Scotland.

SECTION X.

'WIN-CYL: Rex, goQtl running condition, ir

equipped; £12, or near.— Grant, Friockheini.

11 Tourist Trophy Medallist 4h.p. Twin J-A.r3
speeds; £48-—Linton. ^-ycle agents, Kirkcak

NDIAN. 5h.p, tmn. 1911. done 120 miles.—A r

to No. 8.035, c/o The Motor Cycle Otfice:?, Cci-

19

TRIUMPH, 1907, h.b.c, good tyres; owner tiii j
higher power ; offers.-^Wilson, surveyor, Re>

,

BKrwickshire.

TWO 2-speed Model E Douglases, in stock, £48 c-;

;

free t-ngiue Triumph, delivery 10 days.— li,

L'.ulybauk, Fife.

MOTO-REVE, 1909. twin. in;igneto, 2h.p.. little rl,

original tyres good. Watawata, Perfecta, Dn;

:

£19.—Stevenson, Lhanbryde, Elginshire.

LADY'S 2h.p. Tmn Moto-Reve, 1910, guarauJ
perfect, .spares, etc. ; cost £46. accept £1

Apply, No. L3.981, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tr
8t., Loudon, E.C-

DUNDEE.—Sole agents for Douglas, New Huci,
etc., second-hand machines always in stock; e"-

thing for the motor cyclist; repairs.-Dundee Motor d

Cycle Co-, Nethergate, Dundee.

LATE 1910 3ih.p. 2-epeed Humber, as new, il

ridden 1,000 miles, ui-wly fitted Cowey SP'

'

meter, lamp, generator uuu-ed; satisfactory reason^^r >

disposal,-Ofiers to 8.034, The Motor Cycle Offices,

(^utry: approval, deposit.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycling Firm. — I 't

wait for months on your new mount. We can 1

immediate, delivery of Indian, Premier, Douglas, Ze:i,

B.S-A., Rex, N-S-U-, and Lincoln Elk. Besides the.^fe

stoL'k P. and M-, Roc. and Norton, and can supply J

other make--Alexander's Motor Exchange. Lothian
Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.
TRIUMPHS, 1911 models: immediate di-livery :

u

stock ; no waiting-—Higgins, ageut, Atheiiy,
'

land-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LUXURIOUS 9h.p- Riley Triiar, fast, strong, r

£35, cost £150-—Rickard, Naucogce, Gunnislal

8h.p- De Dion engined tricar, w-ater-cooied, 2 ep s,

wheel steering, car tyres ; £1 5-—Saunders, B a-

tree.

BARGAIN--5h,p. tricar. Dunlop tyres, chain ie.

wheel steering; £12.—No. Ill, Humberst^ne -,

Leicester.

8h-p. 2-cvl. Water-cooled Sociable Tricar, as new, ie

doors; photo; £30. — Thornton House, Fri T
Green, Surrey-

6h-p. Sarolea Tricar, 26in. wheels, in splendid c- i-

tion throughout ; lowest cash £12/1 5.—426, '9

St-, Walthamstow.
4ih.p. Humber Tricar. 3 speeds, chain drive, s^'

'

2 did going order; £16/10.—Ayden Eros., '

Blackstock Rd-. Finsbury Park, N.

A52 //( ansicitring these adverfiscjueufs if is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.*^
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l Standardisation,

THE
brief announcement we made last week

regarding the standardisation ot' motor cycle tyre

rims was heartily welcome to all classes of

motor cyclists, and is a distinct proof that the

Manufacturers' Union does not intend to allow
the grass to grow under its feet whenever the wishes of

the general body of motor ryclisls are un.inimous on
any question pertaining to their convenience. As we
pointed out, the question of i-im standardisation -was

first mooted in The Motor C'l/cle and'never lost sight of.

This question of standardisation of such an im-
portant part of a motor cycle as the wheel rim.s. leads

;One to think tliat it might reasonably \x possible to

bring manufacturers to agree to make many other
important details of a modern machine more inter-

changeable than they are at present.

It is one of our duties to try a number of acces-

sories from time to time on machines belonging to

the staff, and we invariably find that such accessories
as lamps, generators, and speedometers, to mention
only three articles, usually require some alteration to
the machine or the articles themselves before they
Avill fit. Xamp irons require filing down to suit the
bracket on the lamp, or the lamn fouls some portion
of the spring fork or brakework, generators cannot
be fitted n-ithout obstructing free access to tank filler

<'aps, and numerous other petty annoyances which do
not take long to overcome, but are irritating and
cause inconvenience and delay.
We should not like to see every machine so stereo-

typed, that choice no longer existed, but ^ve are too
far away from such a state of affairs, and it is only
in the direction of what are indispensable accessories
that we plead for more uniformitv.

A Sidecar Suggestion.

LAST week our leaderette dealt with the old ques-
- tion of silence as applied to motor cycles, and

although we know the designers' difficulty in

making a quiet single-cylinder engine, we think

the sidecarist who drives a siandard single is

perhaps the least to be blamed if he runs his machine
almost continuously with an open cut-out.

A standard .single-cylinder machine has all it can do
to propel a sidecar, and unless the cut-out is open
overheating soon occurs, due to the greater amount
of gas passing through the engine and the load being
often in excess of the gear and power. To make an
engine really quiet requires a very large silencer, and
it has occurred to us that sidecar owners might obtain

a very much quieter running engine it a large silencer

were fitted under the long tube of the sidecar, and so

constructed that it could be coupled to the usual small

motor bicycle silencer by a flexible metallic tube. We
suggest a flexible connection with some form of bayonet

joint to enable the pipe to be quickly detached and
left in fitu on the sidecar when the bicycle is used

solo. There should be no difficultv in the way of

manufacture, and the benefit of more silent running to

passenger, driver, and public would be considerable.

Anyone who has drix'en a standard single-cylinder

sidecar combination all day with the cut-out open
and mostly on half throttle will admit that the noise

gets on one's nerves after a few hours, and there is

no reason—^beyond that of extra weight^why a large

silencer should not l)e carried on exery sidecar.

The attachment of a large silencer across the front

axle of a tri..-ar some years ago converted a Catling gun

of an engine into an approximation to a Silent Knight

Why should'. not .a sjdecar.be similarly treated?
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THE innocent reader of Tlie Motor Cycle sees that

Jones obtained a gold medal in a certain Six

Days' Trial and that Jones lost no marks. He
fondly imagines that Jones merely sat in the saddle

for six days and gazed blandly at the beautiful scenery

selected for the route by a considerate secretary. I

believe there are gold medal Joneses who have enjoyed

such an experience, "but it has never fallen to my lot,

for I have never yet got through a trial without bad
trouble ; if it has not been my machine, it has been

my tyres or my belts, or losing my way, or so on, and
I propose to recount my most recent experiences.

The goddess Fortune had already told me in un-

mistakable terms that she proposed to give me a

dickens of a time with tyres this summer. Before July

began my car had used up five covers and eight tubes,

and I had also had some thirty

punctures on motor bicycles, so for

the Scottish Trials I fitted the

thickest and fattest non-skid cover

money could buy to the back wheel

of my motor bicycle. I rode it

340 miles to Edinburgh for the

start, and it got there unmarked.
I patted it lovingly, and mused
that whatever tortures might come
my way, at least I should escape
punctures.

We started off from Edinburgh
at 8 a.m. on Monday, July 24, and
before long things ''ommenced to

go swimmingly,
by which I

mean it rained
" cats and
dogs," and rub-

SCENES IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.

ber belts would not grip. However, as I had n|
trouble, a slipping belt contrived to get me inta

Arrochar for lunch up to time. After lunch eigM
miles of villainous road conducted us to the famou
ascent of Rest and be Thankful, and as soon as th

front wheel smelt the gradient in the downpour ther

was a sound as of 20,000 Jake de Rosiers finishing

record lap at Brooklands, and the machine stoppe
moving. Belt-slip, of course.

I fitted another belt while the air was blue witll

over-lubrication and language all round, for quiti

twenty men were stalled in the same way. Ere long

my hot engine said, "Low gear,, please!" in its mo^^
imperious accents, so I tried to give it, only tol

find that the special handle-bar control I was- using

on my,N.S.U. gear would not work. So I held il

the low gear with my left hand!
which is the only hand I can even
steer with, and tried to curb the

machine with my right hand.
What this meant up a twistyi

rutty, boulder-strewn ascent o|
eight miles I leave the reader te

imagine. I nearly went off the

road at three corners, gave a foot-l

ball charge on another bend to al

competitor who was shortening his

belt, and finally scraped round the

hairpin with my features contorted
in agony.

Then followed a nightmary road

into Aberfeldy— hills, ruts,

grease, bould-

ers, corners

—

in the midst of

(1) Filling up on Gairlock Hill

(2) E. B. Ware (8 h.p. three-speed Chater-T.ea and sidccir) on
Rruinard Hill.

(3) B H. Davies (3i h.p. two-speed Rudge) rounoing the bend
on Gruinard Hill.

I
AI2
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The History of a Gold Medal.—

which my carrier snapped, sat on the back tyre, and

tore it down to the canvas all the way round. Luckily

I reached the night control without a burst.

A writer in The Glasgow Herald reviled us for

I

" riding through some of the finest scenery in Europe

as if we were passing slag-heaps," but our eyes were

J necessarily glued to the roadway. The first difficulty

J
was to keep the machine upright ; the next was to

i average legal limit—no mean feat with such going

I

to grapple with.

I Tuesday w'as a very similar day, except that the

I

going was better, barring the Edzell-Banchory stretch
;

1 more rain—roads under water in 'many places—more

i
belt-slip.

After lunch came Cairn o' Mount, another bad
djeam indeed. A steep i in 4 pitch at the foot set

my belt slipping, and a quarter of a mile up the engine

was ready to seize. I shortened the erring belt, ami

spying a turfy patch on the moorside, pushed up

Luncheon interval at Gairlooh

Hotel.

The next control was over thirty miles away, and
I had less than an hour left; several others -^vere in

like case, and in Aberdeen the unwonted snectacle

was seen of three usually decorous Englishmen
" blinding " along between the tramlines at more than
double. legal limit, what time a pawky Scotchman on
a big Bat passed them. going still faster—nc marks
lost. _
Wednesday was a picnic— flat roads, fine weather.

We needed both.

Thursday was another day which caused the eyes

to start from their sockets with fear. The roads were
mostly unspeakably bad, the bad grades were stiffened

by hurricanes blowing down them, while the grease
was awful. We never knew what to expect on round-
ing a corner. A skewhridge and a short patch af

I in 5 might be confidently reckoned upon. Possible
additions W'ere six inches of unrolled stones, one foot

of mud, two feet of loose sand, or a motor char-a-

banc blocking a five-feet "road." Nearly everybody

Competitors being checked a;
Dundonnell.

E. B. Ware stops to change the tyre on the
rear wheel of his Chater-Lea.

among the heather, and charged down off the moor
on to the road at an angle. All went well till I came
to the deep soft repaired bit of which Bischoff had
warned us—200 yards of deep mire, with enough
cover for a patrol of Boy Scouts in the ruts. A six-

inch track bordered each side of this fearsome patch,
hugging a precipice to the left, a ditch to the right

;

but both tracks were choked by pushing men. I took
the centre, and for a time thought I was going to buck-
jump clean over it, but alas! after 100 yards I struck
a deep quagmire, sank in over the rims, and my
machine was ignominiously extricated by three

labourers.

-HilUclimbJng under Difficulties.

I pushed up till the road hardened, and essaying
to get started again, seized my low gear. The engine
would not pick up its load on a 4^:; to i gear, the
grade being severe, and I pushed some more, till we
came to an easy landing place; here all three belts

slipped, and finally I pushed up a mile with an
average grade of perhaps i in 9, kindly officials

easing my struggles towards the top, where I was
done to the world.

had several tumbles, Bostock and Fontaine taking

fearful tosses. I got through pretty comfortably,

except that my carrier broke its lashings (three harness

straps, whipcord, and copper wire) and neatly slit my
second back cover in half. Fortunately the last

twenty miles for the day were good going, and getting

near the night control twenty minutes ahead of time,

I was able to take the back wheel out and fit cover

number three.

Fifteen Miles in One Hour over Awful Roads.

The fifth day was "ghastly''—there is no other

word for it. The grease and ruts were so bad that in

the first hour after starting \ did exactly fifteen miles,

though I never once left the saddle. The good road

on which I hoped to catch up time never came; and

when at last I cast fear to the winds and opened the

throttle, I left the official route owing to an unmarked

turn (the marking was bad all through), and went

miles out of the way, till the road got so bad that I

knew it could not possibly form part of the Scottish

Trials.

Reaching Fort Augustus no control could be found,

till at last I learnt it was situated on a bleak hillside
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a mile from the town, where there wns neither "puh,"
shelter, nor garage. Here we wasted two and a half

hours for a timed hill-climh, as the result of which

we had no food between breakfast at 7 a.m. and lunch

at 3.30 p.m.
Worse was yet to come. The remaining sixt)' miles

of road before lunch were perhaps the most trying of

all the week; and along them I had two more punc-

tures, tcre out a tvre valve, had an inner tube go at

the join, and finally broke my inflator connection, so

that I had to average over 30 m.p.h. for a long dis-

tance over villainous roads with the back tyre partially

deflated and the machine rolling like a tipsy sailor.

One Prolonged "T.T. Blind."

Here the weather sa.ved my gold medal ; for there

had been no rain on the Grampians, and the last few .

miles into Newtonmore were dry and fast. One com-
petitor had never been in a trial before ; he said he
had expected a sedate tour when he entered, but owing
to the i)ad weather and the "long control" system

favoured by the Scottish promoters, it degenerated into

one prolonged "T.T. blind." Beautiful roads over

the Grampian summit into Aiierfeldy ; no marks lost,

but, alas, when just entering the night control I spotted

a stone cut in mv back tyre an inch long.

Next morning mv hands were so sore with handling

the tyres that I did the silliest thing of mv life. The
cut was just by the xalve, and I thought the simplest

thing would be to fit an inside gaiter. That coxer was
the tightest thing in covers ever seen, and after I had
completely knocked myself up in the effort to get cover

plus gaiter clinched in the rim, Thomson and Mac-
Gregor came to my rescue, and the three of us just

got it on in time.

We went out to Amulree for another h.ill-climb, and

^OTC^dui AUGUST loth, igii.

when we started away again a flint got wedged in the

. cut tyre, and ate through gaiter and tube in no time.

I took no more risks, but tore the back, wheel out,

and slijipcd on my fourth cover of the trial. Scrap-
ping fo recover lost time, I again missed my way at an
unmarked turn, and lost several miles; but no further
rontydciivp^ occurred, and after a busy and anxious
week I trjcklcd mildly into Edinburgh without having
lost a mark. If such were the ex-periences of a gold
medal winner, what must some of the "also rans

"

have passed through?

A Splendid Test of Men and Machines.
The pluckiest and most unfortunate man in the

trial was J. Donaldson, whose crank case broke before

lunch on the first day. Three times at three separate

smithies he fixed it on with iron bands and huge plates,

only to have it come hopelessly adrift when almost
within sight of the finish ; and between these herculean
labours he sandwiched the most thrilling experiences.

Did not he and two others ride from Arrochar to

Aberfeldy over ninety miles of most perilous roads on

a pouring night with but one lamp between them ?

Rumour says Donaldson drove all three. machines ovei

Rest and be Thankful, twice returning on foot to the

bottom with the precious lamp in his hand to drive up
another machine.

At one point along this road I think a coach and
four were buried in a rut last winter ; at any rate, the

surveyor was underlaying the road with new founda-

tions, and had exca\'ated half its width for this purpose
just round a bad corner. I nearly fell into this pit in

broad daylight, and how the gallant trio escaped this

and other dangers in the dark I know not.

The Scottish Trials remain unrivalled as a test of

men and of machines; but regarded as a picnic

well! B.H.D.

—^—^aOOT>—^—

Motor Cycle Racing in Russia.
THE annexed photograph shows how the pastime

is being followed in Russia, where races for

different types of motor, cycles have just been

held on the Nolkonka Road, St. Petersburg.

The first event was a lightweight race over 10 versts,

and was won by Yourgins (TJ2 h.p. Wanderer) in

13m. 503.

The second event was an open race over 5 versts,

and was won bv nn Englishman named f''. Holdon,

(5 h.p. Indian), who accomi^lished a Russian record

for the distance, viz., 4m. 7%s.
There were twelve entries in the third e\'ent—

a

JO versts handicap—the result being: First, Belling

(7-9 h.p. Peugeot), from scratch, in 8m. 24%s.

;

Holden on his Indian being second.

The fourth event was a 40 versts race, t_he result

ending in a Triumph landing home first in 4rm.,
followed by an N.S.U. in \2vn. (A verst= § of a mile.)

A STOup 0! British and Russian riders and oHlcials who took p rt in the races described in the accompanying letterpress.

^14
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How to Illuininate the Speedometer.

So many of the motor cyclists wliom I

met in the Isle of Man were kind
enougli to express some little ad-

miration tor a simple little home-
made electric speedometer light which I

had rigged up on my 7 li.p. Indian, tliat

it struck me there might be others who,
if they had it put before them, might
avail themselves of the idea. As a njaltor

of fact, several people have since written

to me asking for directions how to make
the little affair, whilst others have paid

nie the tacit compliment of "criL.bing"

the notion wholesale. Tlie m.ore who do
this, however, the better shall I be

pleased.

Truth to tell, there is little that is

original about it, but it is so cheap and
easy to rig up, so small, so handy, and
so varied in its uses that I have quite

decided never to be without it. It is not

only useful in night riding, but in my
opinion it lends an added interest to this

kind of work, for it seems to me that if

a speedometer is of any value by day, it

is equally, if not more so, by night

—

when unfortunately nearly all motor cycle

instruments are invisible.

When I fir.st decided I must have a

light iov my si^eedometer, I had an idea

that what 1 wanted was something capable
of giving a dull glow just sulHcient to

illuminate the dial constantly, but on
fixing up an arrangement to accomplish
this end I speedily found that it was
worse than useless. To begin with, it

wasted current in such a prodigal manner

Fig. 1.—The complete lamp showing attachment to
speedometer,

that in time it would have formed a
serious item in upkeep, and not only was
it not, in practice, required to be con-
iStant, but it was decidedly inclined to
dazzle one's,eyes and prevent one seeing
distinctly such distant objects as the head
lamp revealed. The glowing dial directly
under one's eyes has, of course, a tendency
to get on one's optic nerves, by inducing
one to look at it.

I therefore introduced a small switch in
the circuit, and thus completed the outfit
which is here described. It has proved a
success in every way, as I find that a
flash of light on the dial is all that is

required either for noting the speed or for
reading the trip mileage. The ability to
do this at night is most valuable.
The business part of the apparatus is

shown in the .'sketch (fig. 1), which indi-

cates how I have fixed up the light to

illuminate my .Tones speedometer. The
lamp and its holder are supported in a

little bent brass strip bracket clipped
under the head of the bolt which tightens

Fig. 2.—The component parts of the lamp and
its nttings.

the handle-bar clip of the speed indi-

cator. .\ carbon tilament lamp is to be
preferred to a metal filament, as it is

cheaper, consumes less current, and gives

more than sufficient light. A higli effi-

ciency lamp is apt to dazzle one's eyes.

Indeed, unless one has a powerful head
lamp, it is pei-liap.'; as well to reduce the

illumination of the carbon tilaincnt by
gumming a little thin tissue paper (a

cigarette paper, for instance) over the

bulb. This diffuses the light, and pre-

vents one's eyes catching a reflection of

the incandescent filament in the dial glass.

Fig. 2 illustrates the component parts

of the lamp and its fittings. On the left

is the bent brass bracket also shown in

tig. 1 ; on the right is the lamp, which is

ol the kind used in the ordinary shilling

four-volt pocket Hash lamp ; whilst in the

middle is the insulated adapter, into

which the bulb is screwed.
This adapter can be easily bought, but

in any case should present little difficulty

in manufacture, as it consists of a little

piece of biass tube threaded to take the

screwed shank of the bulb, and filled in

at the back with a plug of insulating

material, between which and the brass

bracket is introduced a thin washer of

fibre or indiarubber. Considering, how-
ever, that the price of the ready-made
adapter complete with a little foot piece

(which is not in this particular applica-

tion required) is only twojjence. it is per-

haps easier bought than made. Through
the side of the brass tube pas.^es a small

binding screw, which serves for the

attachment of one of the battery wires.

The other is earthed to some suitable

point of the frame, and is thus in connec-

tion with the brass bracket. The latter,

again, is in connection with the central

stud of the glow lamp through the screv,'

which holds the whole affair together.

Covering the glow lam.p, adapter, and
the terminal is a small piece o£ india-

rubber tube, which, in addition to fornt-

ing, as shown in fig. 1, a cowl for tl»
lamp, prevents the latter from shakii-g

loose, and finally makes everything water-

proof and of neat appearance.
The arrangement of me push switci

is shown in Hg. 3. Ihe battery, whiik
costs sixpence, and is of the kind used

in pocket flash lamps—these small

cells can be bought almost anywhere

—

is carried in the pannier tool-pouch,

where it takes up very little room,
measuring only 2iin. high, 2in. wide,
and |in. thick. So long as it be used
only for "flashing. ' which is all that is

necessary, this type of battery has quite

a long life, and in ordinary cirrumstancf<5
should last a whole season. The switch,
which is connected up by ordinary house-
wiiing "tiex. " costs threepence, is a

niudel of a bell-push, and is secured t»
the tank by a pat of shellac, which when
dissolved in spirit comes away without
leaving any mark behind. On my ma-
chine it is fitted close up to the saddle,
the short earth wire being conducted,
as shown, to one of the tank clips. \t

preferred, there need be only a single
wire in the whole circuit, as the battery
in the toolbox can be permanently
earthed to the carrier, and the switch
introduced in the return wire. On my
machine there was no clip handy, and
I therefore carried the earth wireto the
tank. It is important to leave enough
Hex at the steering-head to take up the
motion of the handle-bars.
My total cost for fitting was Is. lid.

Fig. 3.—The arrangement of the push switch.

1 use the little affair lor the follow-
ing additional nocturnal purposes. As-
certaining what petrol I have got, as I
have no gauge, I unhook the lamp, and
pop it inside the tank through the filler

cap. The same' applies to the oil supply.
As I always exlingui.<sh the head lamp
when filling up out of. the spare petrol
can. it comes in handy in this connec-
tion, the reflection from the dial being
enough to steady one's aim for a.scer-

taining the level of oil in the crank
chamber sump. To detach the lamp it

is only necessary to slack off the bolt of

the speed indicator clip.—W.G.A.
AI5
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The Life of a Patch. -^

Some weeks ago I described the present condition

of two tubes which I patched over a year ago, relating

how the rubber of both patcli and tube had chafed and
ivom thin, and liow tlie rubber beneath the patcli Iiad

lorn. That this is not true of all patches is plain from
a tube sent me Avhich sustained two \e,ry bad punc-

tures while being ridden home from the A.C.U. trials

last summer (1910). It was mended by the roadside

Avith Surridge's patches, and its present condition is

absolutely perfect. Neither patch e\-inc2s the slightest

tendency to peel or lift, though the tube has been in

constant use ever since, and the material, both of the

patch and of the tube underlying them, is as sound
and solid as if the patch and the tube wee brand new.

Another correspondent reminds me tl at vulcanisa-

tion also has its drawbacks, as it is only in very few
cases that a rubber tube will stand being "cooked "

twice.. For instance, if a tube be punctured, and the

damage be repaired by vulcanisation, should a further

puncture be made through the repaired part, or close

to it, a second vulcanisation is not likelv to be success-

ful, for the second cooking may, and often, does, ruin

the nature of the rubber, and start its disintegration.

Beltslip.

I am told by some of my motor cycling friends that

my belt experiences are rather unusual, especially in

relation to the amount of slipping I get when the roads
are awash with surface water, or when I am riding in

a heavy storm. Some of my critics inform me that I

try to get too big a mileage out of my belts, and that

I ought always to use a new belt in bad weather, as a

rubber belt never slips if it is the right length, and i,

not old enough to have lost its elasticity. However, 1

again return to the charge with some new e\-idence.

I have heard that in the Scottish trials most of the

men had heart-breaking struggles to make their belts

grip on the hills when the heavy downpours com-
menced, and that many of them were telegraphing to

England for leather belts, with which they had little

better .success, for—^as everybody knows—^leather belts

jtake some running in, and a new leather belt in rain

'is as bad as an old rubber belt.

Then, again, Mr. Catt complained after his six days'

record that he had trouble with his rubber belt in the

wet, and my own all-Aveather experience amply bears
out'these statements. Now that two-speed gears are

becoming almost standard, the trouble in some cases
isidikely to be aggravated, for I find wet belts slip

worse the faster they are run. I do not see how belts

can be improved verv materially, and I feel sure the
all-weather rider of a belt-driven machine will continue
to be at the mercy of this nuisance under exceptional
conditions until we get protected belts or bigger belt

pulleystand larger contact area.

\^6

'The "Long Control" System in Competitions.

I am very strongly of opinion that the plan of using

"long controls " in a reliability trial which is not an

absolute non-stop ought to be abandoned. The recent

Scottish trials form an excellent example of my point,

and especially' if they are contrasted with the A.C.U.
Six Days' Trial. In the Scottish event, the riders are

not checked oftener than once in forty miles; in the

English trials the length of the controls varies between

extremes of eight and forty miles, but twenty miles is

probably about the average.

L. us see how this works out. In the Scottish trials

we 'ill suppose a rider breaks a piston ring and has

a pu cture near the start of a forty miles control, for

whicl his maximum time is 2h. lom. He may take

an ho r or more to remove the broken ring and mend
his tyr', and he is left with forty miles to do in an

hour or a little more. He takes a sporting chance,

"blinds along all out," and gets in without loss of

marks.

On the short control system of the A.C.U. he could
not possilily escape loss of marks. The English system

is, therefore, better calculated to exhibit the real per-

formances of the machines, and to reduce public

danger to the ^'anishing point. I fully sympathise with

the wish underlyuig the Scottish policy, which is to

enable men to catch up time after delay on the vile

roads ; but surely this desire could be better satisfied

by using shorter controls and setting a lower speed for.

the villainous sections.

It is notorious that some of the medal winners in the

Scottish trials encountered frightful trouble, but saved
their marks by racing home o\'er long control sections

;

this may be creditable to the riders in one sense, but

it is highly undesirable in the public interests, and it

is scarcely fair to those competitors Avho got through

ithout any trouble at all. ;

The inter-club team race at Brooklands on the 29th ult. Prince Henrv oi

Prussia, it will bn noticed, is an Interested spectator.
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A SMART SIDECAR.

ff^^i^MS Hig

QUITE one of the smartest and most comfortable side-

cars we have yet had the pleasure of inspecting is

about to be placed upon the market by ilr. Graeme
Fenton, whose address for the present is 219, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W.C. As can be seen from the

accompanying sketch of the complete car it is designed on
quite original lines, yet there will, we think, be few to deny
that, if only on the score of appearance, it possesses great

advantages over the more generally accepted type. Follow-

ing, as it does, upon the lines of a flush-sided torpedo motor
car body, it is remarkably roomy and comfortable, and the

position and arrangement of the seat gives the maximum

Fig. 1.

—

A cewly-designed sidecar possessing several novel and nsetol {eatares.

of freedoni to the passenger. The car is made of cane, and

has a door on the open side only, the other fixed side

serving as an excellent means of excluding draughts, and

preventing Ihc likelihood of the basketwork "sagging"

—

as with hard use most basketwork does.

Another very admirable feature is that the passenger need

not use a waterproof apron, as he. or she, is so largely pro-

tected by the roomy scuttle-shaped footpiece and the high

side pieces. The apron i? accordingly quite small, forming,

as it were, only the lid of the b_aske"t. and this being so it

can be attached and detached by the passenger himself.

This point will be appreciated by users of ."idecars in which

it is necessary at every stop to get down and fumble with

the apron straps belovv the basket in order to release the

passenger. Still another point is that the apron is furnished

with fasteners, so that when the storm-e.xtension is not in

use it can be clipped

down and thus pre-

vented from Happing

about in the wind.

The apron is al.so

provided with a very

large pocket. The
whole of the interior

of the basket is

nicely upholstered.

It will be readily

seen that the easy

curving line of the

basket bottom is a
point which makes
for the greatest re-

duction in wind resist

ance. and at the same
time it should be

particularly good in

;he prevention of dust raising. There is. however, an additional

idvantage, namely, that by using this shape a very convenient

cupboard space is automatically provided beneath the

passenger's seat, and is of sufficient size to stow away every-

thing that is likely to be wanted. The cupboard is well

out of the way, and being sprung there is no tendency for

the spares, etc., to rattle. A sketch showing the accessibility

of the cupboard is given in fig. 2
As will be seen from fig. 1, the framework of the under-

carriage is somewhat unusual, but we understand that

baskets of the above type can be modified to fit existing

undercarriages.

Fig. 2.—The conveniently arranged cupboard
fltied to the Wolbrook sidecar.

There is one point in the design of this sidecar Avhich may
have escaped notice, and that is the protection jof the fore-

part against the percolation of water when driving- in rain

or snow. In the_ case of the ordinary sidecar the forepart

is protected by a waterproof apron buttoning right over the

front. The extremity, therefore, of the footpiece should, we
think, be rendered waterproof so as to keep the feet of the

passenger dry, and also to allow rain easily to run off.

The tiesign is, like all other good things, the result of

much thought and careful consideration and exijeriment.

Without commit'.ing ourrelves to too strong an opinion we
must say that the "Wolbrcok'' (for that is its name) seems

to have an excellent future.

A NEW DRIP FEED LUBRICATOR.
• E recently had the pleasure of examining a new

drip feed lubricator which has just been placed

by Best and Lloyd, Ltd.,

Handsworth, Birmingham.
upon the market
Cambray Works.

The device, a sketch of which
is given alongside, is quite
small, but thoroughly com-
plete in every way, and we
should say that it would meet
with quite a good demand.
It consists of two parts. The
first on the left-hand side is

a plain pump barrel of con-
siderable diameter, which fits

into the ordinary oil tank and
is secured tli,>'cto in the
usual manner. At the bottom
of the pump is a filter

through which the oil is

drawn by the plunger when
the handle is lifted. The
plunger is backed by a strong
spring, which forces the oil

through the horizontal delivery
pipe at the top end of the
pump to the screw-down
needle valve which controls
its egress through the visible
drip feed and thence to the
engine.

'i he needle valve is oper-
ated by a milled thumb-
screw, on the lower face of

which is a ring of holes,
which, with a small spring
plunger, allows very small
adjustments to be made and
maintained. The drip-feed is

open to sight all round so that its operation can very easily
be observed. The needle valve with the drip-feed body is

screwed to the pump body so that in the event of the latter

being inclined, as it generally is, the drip-feed can still be
arranged vertically. The feed can be adjusted in extremely
small stages at anything between a few drops of oil a minute
and a straight through flow. Thus, should the necessity
arise for giving the engine a sudden large dose of oil, all

that is required is to turn the needle valve thumbscrew a
complete revolution when the oil jet will be opened to its

fullest'. Afterwards the screw can be turned back to the
point at which it was previously adjusted.

Messrs. Best and Lloyd are also making a drip-feed lubri-

cator for use with pumps that are placed outside the tank.

>—•••—<
TEAM PRIZE IN THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS

In connection with the Team Prize, to be awarded to a

team of three machines entered or nominated by a trade

representative in the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials, we are

requested to point out that a manufacturer may nominate one

private owner of his make of machine to complete his team.

A private owner so nominated may, therefore, be eligible to

i;om)iete for both team prizes ; that is to say, he may be

nominated by the manufacturer of his machine, and he may
still be eligible to compete for his club in the team prize

offered for the best performance by a team of three' private

owners nominated by an affiliated club.

Aig

The new drip-feed lubricator,

showing on the left the pump
barrel, and on the right tte

needle valve.
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STI5NS 6t REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries sho.ild be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

beiring on technical subjects.

Dripping Petrol.

When I flood my carburetter
the petrol iinmediately begins to

drip very fast from underneath
the vaporising chamber and I

waste such a lot of petrol. Can
it be that I have not put the vaporising
chamber liigh enough or too high?

—

G.E.P.
J'he leak in question is entirely caused
by petrol flowing out of the jet when you
flood, owing to the increased height of

the petrol level. So long as the petrol
does not run out whilst the machine is

running you are ijot wasting any more
than any other machine does. In the
event of it dripping out whilst you are
running it would be well to e.xamine the
little fibre washers fitted to the actual
jet itself and replace these in case cf
damage.

A Miscellany.

(1.) How far can one drive
a motor cycle on the level

without stopping to cool engine?
(2.) I am about to leave my
motor cycle nnused for a couple

of months. Should I inject some engine
oil into compression taps before leav-
ing? (3.) When coasting down a slight
hill with e.xhaust lever raised, should I

close throttle? (4.) Oil gets on my belt.

It. seems to come from the gear box.
How should I prevent it? My machine
is a tw'O-speed Douglas.—E.J.D.

(1.) The distance a motor cycle can be
driven on the level without stopping to
cool the engine depends entirely on the
design of the cylinder, the speed at which
it is driven, and the conditions under
which it is driven. Taking the aver-
age English day, it would be possible
to drive the average 3^ h.p, single-cylinder
until the petrol ran out without the
slightest signs of overheating, at a speed
of not more than thirty miles an hour.
(2,) There is no need to inject oil into
the compression taps when leaving the
machine, but all outside bright parts
should be vaselined, (3.) It wonld be
well to keep the throttle open when coast-
ing downhill, as the engine can then get
a certain quantity of cool air, which
will help considerably in the internal
cooling, (4,) With regard to the oil, it

would be possible to have some sort of

cover to protect the belt, but we should
advise you to examine the gear box in

question and see that it is not worn or
that the outsida cr.p has not become
loose.

Running with Throttle Lever Closed,

Jly machine is a 1911 standard

J— 3i h.p. Singer with B, and B,

^ carburetter and Bosch magneto.
Once started I can entirely close

gas lever, and even then can
open air lever to its fullest extent, and
with magneto lever midway I can
travel between fifteen and twenty miles
an hour on level. Coming through
traffic it is almost impossible to travel

at a slow speed, as I cannot throttle

down at all, and if I retard the mag-
neto more than a notch or two the
machine stops, I invariably run on
level with levers set as above, and yet

Ijetrol consumption is very high,

—

E.J.

W« should imagine that the throttle con-

nected to your handle-bar mechanism is

either sticking or the wire has broken
inside the casing. If this proves not to

be the case, the jet is perhaps too

large for the type of machine you are

using. We do not think wrong timing
would have very much to do with it, but
if the inlet valve opens shortly after the

piston has started on its downward careei

and the exhaust valve closes exactly 00

the top of the exhaust stroke, all should '

be well in this direction.

Licences.

I have applied for and received

a new registration number, fee

5s., and have since then received

a form for taking out a new
licence. I thought the licence

already taken out would do for the new
motor cycle till December 31st. Will

you inform me if this is the case, or

must I pay another guinea this year?

—

A.B.

Unless you have already done so, you
must cancel the registration for the

machine you have sold, unless the number
has been transferred either by you or

the new owner. The local ta.xation licence

(£1) entitles you to ke.>p a motor cycle

for twelve months from January 1st. It

would be advisable for you to inform the

local taxation authorities that you have
either cancelled or transferred the regis-

tratir'H nf thf old machine.

A sroup of competitors in the Scottish Trials at oiie ot the controls.
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Knocking.

I shall be very grateful if you
can explain the following : ]My

3^ h.p. machine runs very well on
the iiat, but when it encounters
a long pull or two steep hills in

succession it always begins to knock
badly, and no matter how I regulate

the levers and spark the clanking in-

creases until the engine stops dead. I

believe the knocking is caused by over-

heating. The bicycle takes a good
deal 01 air, and I always give it as

much as it will take so that the mix-

ture is not too rich. Do you think a

fairly large jet would cause this over-

"

heating?—G.B.

We are of the opinion that the knocking
in question is probably caused by your
driving the machine up hill with an
excessive amount of air. You will pro-

bably find that to close the air as the

machine slows will have a benehcial effect

on the hill-climbing powers. You do not

say exactly what setting you have given

to the ignition, but this should not be

too much advanced, as you should have a

certain range of retard beyond the ex-

treme limit. It is also Avell to keep the

plug points fairly close.

Collision with Push Bicycle.

Recently, while riding- down
^T] one of the main roads of Man-
^ Chester on a twin Rex, with friend

-SJ on carrier, on coming to a car

crossing at Grey Mare Lane, there

was a tramcar about to cross, and,

sounding hooter, the driver pulled his

car up. Just at that moment a push-

cycle came round the car on the riglit-

hnnd side of the car, and we collided,

my machine knocking him down and
damaging his machine, for which he
asked 23s. 6d. for damage. Am I in

fault?—T.A.

Our legal adviser writes : Your corre-

spondent is not necessarily in fault or

liable to pay the damage, but it all de-
pends upon the evidence the cyclist can
prove against him. At what rate was your
correspondent going ? and at what rat« was
the cyclist going? Unless the cyclist can
show that your correspondent was riding
recklessly or negligently, no damages can
be claimed. Of course, special care should
have been taken under the circumstances,
and unless your correspondent was going
very slowly indeed, the judge would pro-
bably "hold liim liable.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regard-

ing accessories, etc., both " Lost

and Found," which we are unable

to find space for. As these particu-

lar matters are of interest to two
persons only, viz., the finder and
the loser, we have decided to keep
a list of such articles, and ail that

are notified to us will be inserted

in this list. Should we receive a
letter from the finder which corre-

sponds to the article lost, the two
persons will be put into communi-
cation, but it must clearly be un-
derstood that we cannot enter into

correspondence on the matter be-

yond this.

Hill-climbing with a Tricar.

I have a tricar titled with a

^. M.M.C. engine (80 x 85). which
> I cannot get to take hills of any
-S-l length or gradient, especially if

the machine has been running
live miles or more. New piston and
rings have been fitted, and it has a

good compression. Surface carburetter

is used. Could I obtain more power
w'ith a jet carburetter, and if so could

I combine the two. as I wish to retain

the surface carburetter on account of

its easy starting property?—.T..\.R.

New pistons and rings are liiiely to give
you less power until they have been run
in, but undoubtedly you would obtain
much gi-eater satisfaction with a jet

carburetter, so fitted and suitably tuned
up to the size of the engine. The surface
carburetter seldom gives a satisfactory

mixture for any length of time, and is

much inclined to vary with the weather
conditions for all-round work. Starting
with a jet carburetter is quite as easy

;

in fact, in some cases it is easier than
with the surface carburetter. We should
advise you also thoroughly to grind in

both valves.

Overheating of a Tricar Engine.

Early this year I bought a
runabout chassis, to which I

fitted a 5 h.p. J. A.P. twin a.i.v.

engine, fitted with a Brown and
Barlow carburetter and large

Matchless silencer. It is a two-seater,
has three wheels (weight of self and
passenger 17 stones). It was fitted with
a bonnet with an open front. The trouble
from the very first was overheating, so

I took off the bonnet ; this sliglitly

improved matters. I then thoroughly
overhauled it, with no results. I then
fitted a 12in. diameter fan, which .yery

much improved matters. I can now get
a fair turn of speed on the level, but
cannot climb. When I get to a hill I

go up half-way. turn round, run down
with the exhaust open to cool the
engine, and I can then roar up every
hill I have come across. It is single-

geared, and the higher I gear up the
better it runs and the cooler it keeps.
It is geared up 4 to 1. and at that will

climb anything w-hen cool. I have triod

several makes of oil, have tried giving
carburetter full air, half air, and no
air. and it runs best with a little extra.
Will you kindlv advise me how to cure
the trouble?—A.H.

You might perhaps get better results by
.using a particular type of lubricant which
will stand exceptional heat, but, in any
case, it looks as if the machine was con-

siderably heavier than such an air-cooled

engine of this size could be e.xpected tc

pull up hills. A fan of the Sirocco type,
together with a funnel through which to

direct the air on to the exhaust port,

would be almost certain greatly to im-
prove the running. It would appear to

be rather a question of over-heating than
of a new or altered carburetter. It would
be as well to see that there is not too
much clearance in the valve tappets, as

this is a frequent cause of very bad over-
heating, and it would also be well to tune
the carburetter up so that it takes con-
siderably more air when running on the
flat, and leave you a distinct range for

hill-climbing. The compression might
also be reduced as an experiment.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.J.M." (W^althamstow). 5-6 h.p.

Clyno and sidecar ; also 7 h.p. two-speed
Indian and sidecar.

"F.K." (Carrickfergus). Fit-all two-
speed gear on a Triumph. Does a gear
fitted to engine shaft cause excessive

wear of crank shaft bearing?

Doujlas rider coming up Gruiurd Hill on the fourth div ol the Scottish Trials.

We should like to remind our readers

that all queries must be accompanied by
a stamped and addressed envelope.

A^3.
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Increasing Popularity of the

Now recognised as the most perfect machine on the road. Its distinctive

iinish, its silence, pDwer, and smoothness or running are points that are

fully appreciated by those who have ridden other makes. The many

refinements and careful construction of the B.S.A. have made it not

only the most comfortable and easiest-riding machine, but also the most

reliable. Its chief constructional features ;ncluae the alummium Magneto

Cover, special Spring Fork which is responsible for the absence oi

vibration on the handlebar, patent Gudgeon Pin to piston, B.S.A.

Locking Screw to pedal, all of which are fully illustrated ana described

in the B.S.A. Catalogue, a copy of which will be sent free on request.

r,!r. E. C. WAKE,
Polaii] Grange,

Darlington, writes:

" I have had several well-known makes of

motor bicycles, but never one that s:iti;iledme

so much as the B.S.A. has done. Tl e absence

of vibration, and exti-eme flexibility of the

machine has been the comment of many people

who have seen it. It is a splendid hill climber

and very iast. In fact, it is an ideal machine in

every respect. I shall be glad to show it to

anyone interested, and am sure if they want a

really good machine, they cannot do better than

buy a B.S.A."

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE NOW.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,

102, Small Heath,

Birmingham.

In answering this advertisement it is desiraUe to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions cf his correspondents,

letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

a job -Offset Cylinders.

[5788.]—lu your comments upon the Humbev light-

weight engine you mention that this is the only British built

engine set disaxi. May we correct this, for our small

engine (our lightweight, which through stress of orders for

the 3i h.p. model is not yet ready for the market.) is set

disaxi, and likewise the Scott. This latter, we think, is the

earliest motor cycle engine to be offset, Mr. Scott evidently

realising the advantage for motor cycle engines earlier than
anyone else. "THE NORTON SlANFG. CO., LTD.,

Jas. L. Norton.

A Wonderful Sidecar Performance.
[5789.]—I am a rider of a 2^ h.p. two-speed F-N., and note

the wonderful performance of Mr. R. 0. Clark with a side-

car and 12 stones passenger (July 27th, page 786). 1 liave

wondered if this little machine could take a passenger, and
this success prompts me to ask if there were any hills on
the 200 miles trial, also if the machine is any worse for the
severe test. Again, would Mr. Clark say what type of side-

car is suited to this machine, and if most of the running on

inclines had to be done on the second speed ?

I hope I am not troubling too much, but I would be very
pleased if Mr. Clark would let me have some further particu-

lars. The passenger I purpose carrying is 10^ stones, w'hile

my weight is rather under. Our hills in the North are fairly

stiff, but I would be quite satisfied to get up 1 in 12 or 15
on slow speed. Any information Avill be gladly welcomed.

F. N. BARROW.

The Vicious Dog.
[5790.]—Seeing from time to time letters complaining of

dangerous dogs and their attacks on motor cyclists, I should
like to describe a plan I always find successful in circum-
venting them.

Firstly, procure a fairly stout walking stick of oak or ash,
remove the ferrule, and insert a U-shaped staple. Next buy a
slender dog chain, and divide it into three portions. Fix
these on to the staple, in equal lengths (about twelve inches
long). Then get one of those devices sold by accessory dealers
for holding a walking stick, etc.; by means of a clip on the
handle-bar and a socket clamped on to the front forks. Carry
this stick and chains always. It can be taken out of its
holder absolutely instantaneously, and when the dog comes
alongside he can be given sucli a painful blow with one or
all of the three dangling chains that he will be never at all
likely to repeat his assaults.
The horrified surprise and rapid rout of all the dogs I have

applied this treatment to has been most satisfactory and
unfailing, so far as my own experience has gone, in all parts
of the United Kingdom, and it has the recommendation that
It does not in any way permanently injure them. If I come
across a vicious or niiscliievous terrier or collie, the lesson
I give him is never forgotten, and as the chains splay out it
IS really almost impossible for even a duffer to help" hitting
the creature somewhere or other. CA^TS CANEM

Unbusinesslike Methods.
[5791.]—One so often sees in vour columns letters from

readers who "have no interest other than that of a satis-
fied user ' that I think it only fair that vou should some-
tmies show up the other side of the question.

Let me give you an example. In April this vear I bought
a sidecar from a very Avell-known maker in the 'Midlands.

After about 500 miles running one of the tubes started to
give way, and I therefore, on the 13th June, sent the frame

up to the makers for repair under their guarantee-
which might have occupied half an hour.

On the 14th the makers replied that they would repair

the defect and return the frame to me " at the earliest

possible moment."
Nearly seven weeks have elapsed, but not a sign of

the frame.
The makers do not reply to my letters or prepaid tele-

grams. Indeed, I have requested them to return my frame
unrepaired, or in whatever state it may be in, but still with
no result.

Now can this sort of thing be termed "businesslike"?
Further, what possible end could the makers hope to attain
by treating one of their clients in such a manner, as the
free advertisement they have let themselves in for cannot be
calculated to do them any good?
Perhaps if you would be so good as to publish this letter

it might attract the makers' attention, as everything else
has failed to do so. BERNARD A. SU.MNER.

R.I.A. and Warning Posts.

[5792.]—With a view to obtaining the opinions of road
useis as to the comparative visibility by day and night of
signposts painted in various ways, the Roads Improvement
Association has erected five triangle posts (of which I en-
close a photograph) at Tibbets Corner, at the top of West
IIill. Wandsworth. Two of them are painted black and
white, two red and white, and one entirely red. The
secretary of the Association invites the opinions of motorists
and others in the matter.

JOHN B. TWYCROSS.

Five sample warning signs erected by tiie R.I.A. at Wandsworth. Motor cyclists
who see them are requested to communicate with the R.I.A.„ Caxton House,
Westminster, S.W., stating which they consider the easiest to discern by night
and day.
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Fitting|Nail Catchers.
[5793.]—In reply to R. H. Adams, I have had nail

catchers fitted to my machine tor the last 4,000 miles, but

have never found any damage
done to my tyres tlu-ough

them. They are so effective

in preventing punctures that
it is surprising that all motor
cyclists do not fit them.
Mine are made out of a pair

of ordinary cyclists' trouser

clips, heated and let cool to

remove temper. They can then
be bent to shape and placed
between the mudguard and
stays in the manner shovpn 'hy

rough sketch enclosed.

The cost of the clips at any
cycle dealer's is l^d., and
they save many shillings in

patches, besides time and
trouble. B. LEE SUTCLIFFE.

The Tune of the Lightweight.
[5794.]—In view of the suggestions recently made that

the tune of a lightweight soon "falls off," it is interesting

to note the "consistent lap" times made by the light-

weight type in the Junior T.T. Race. As a rider of a

Douglas (which, I am happy to say, does not give me any
mora trouble than my 3^ h.p.), it interested me much to

note the consistent running of this make ; although these

little engines were obviously going all out (and a jolly good
all out too) for the whole 150 miles, the variation in lap

times was only a matter of seconds, and both riders who
finished reported non-stop runs in respect of trouble.

Then there was Mr. Swift who made such a splendid

hix days' performance, taking different routes each day and
looking after his own machine, not, as in the case of an
effort made since, having a couple of assistants to do it.

Beyond a belt fastener and new valve springs, oil and
petrol bills, my machine has cost me nothing since

I paid the makers on delivery, and I have just done 3,600

miles. LAWRENCE H. REDDING,

Broken Piston Rings.
[5795.]—It w-ould be interesting to know if any of tile

readers of The Motor Cycle have had similar experiences

to mine. On removing the cylinder of my 4 h.p. engine

lately I found all three piston rings broken, and the over-

lapping pieces of the step-cut ends had completely dis-

appeared from each piston ring. The engine had been running
well, and the cylinder was not scored nor was the piston

injured. What I want to know is, where are the pieces?

They cannot have got into the crank case, as there would
not be room for them to pass down between the piston

and cylinder ; nor did the pieces fall down unnoticed while

cylinder was being removed. The engine had run some
1,200 miles since the cylinu^r was last taken off. I might
mention that the engine has done 2,800 miles without clean-

ing cylinder and piston, or touching the valves, and was
quite free from any suspicion of knocking or overheating.

If anyone can suggest the fate of those six broken ends

off the piston rings, I should be most interested.

S- H. CROW.

De Rosier's Parting Message.

[5795.]—I take great pleasure in writing a few lines

to you before I depart for America.

In reference to the T.T. Race, I am not the kind of

rider that generally makes excuses in regard to a race,

because I do not believe in doing so ; but since that event

I have read in your journal accounts of the different

excuses of the troubles experienced bv some of the com-
petitors, but it seemed to me that my real trouble was
always left out.

The real reason for mv not making such a good show-
ing, and being amongst the " also rans," as someone puts

it, was simply through my carelessness—which I admit

—

m not having my toolbag securely strapped up the way
it should have been. On my first lap of the race you no
doubt noticed that I was travelling pretty well amongst
the leaders, but during that lap I lost all my spare parts

and tools out of my toolbag, which left me with nothing to

repair the machine with.

When my trouble commenced, I could have fixed it in

a very few seconds if I had had the parts and tools to do
it with ; but I was compelled to continue riding until I

had my fall half a mile from Sulby Bridge, from where
I was obliged to start on one cylinder and ride three miles

into Ramsey. With my tools and an extra spark plug, 1

could have continued, and been ajnongst the leaders.

I noticed in an article in your paper some time ago
one of your contributors described me as not much of a

mechanic. It is pretty hard to be a mechanic in the posi-

tion I was in with no tools. In order to continue in the

race I had to borrow tools and spare parts at Ramsey
to get my machine in running order. I did this after 1

knew that I was out of the winning position, and because
I have never had the nam* of being a quitter. I knew
very well that 1 was going to be disqualified.

I thank you very much for the way your paper has
generally treated 'me since I have been in England, and
I would like to say that the English motor cyclists are

the best lot of sportsmen I have ever met.
JAKE DE ROSIER

Hill-climbing.
[5797.]—How is this for a hill, and this is only part of

the sixteen miles?

W. C. Grange on his 500 c.c. Bradbury and self on a 3^
h.p. ilatchless, single gears, are having great fun at the
comers. W. FAWCETT.

The Stelvio, a famous pass on the frontier of Austria and Italy mentioned in ttie

letter from W. Fawcett. There are no less than eighty hairpin bends in a distance
of seven miles. He does not say if he and his companion reached the summit.
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The A.C.U Six Days' Trials.

[5798.]—In your issue of the 3rd you omitted to asterisk

my name in the list of entrants for the Six Days A.C.U.
Trials, making me a trade rider, whereas I am a private

owner. I am anxious foT this to be corrected for obvious

reasons. R. C. OWEN-WELLS, B.A., Barrister.

Silence.

[5799.]—I was very interested in the latter part of Mr.

H. G. Parke'.s letter re silencer and cut-out.

Personally, I dislike cut-outs, as their use brings dis-

credit on motor cycles. Five years or so ago I had a cut-out

(opening into the air) fitted to my 2i h.p. C'lement-Garrard.

As a rule the machine climbed hills fairly well; with the cut-

out open it would not look at an incline, »iucli less a hill.

An explanation as yet for this loss of power has not bc-en

forthcoming. i\I.D., M.B.

The International Match— Special Racing Engines.
[5800.]—We have read with some interest .Mr. ]?arn-

father's letter in your issue of the 27th ult., relating to

special racing engines. We feel we must, in reply, say that

we have so far not considered it desirable or necessary to

build a special racing engine.

It has been far more satisfactory to us, and, we believe,

also to users of the J. A. P. engine, to see our standard pro-

ductions used for all racing and competition work.

As soon as our standard engines are unable successfully

to compete with special engines of other makers, an exclu-

sively racing engine will be forthcoming.

J. A. PRESTWICH AND CO.

The Six Days' Record.
{5801.]—You report in your issue of August 3rd further

attempts at the six days' road record, and state that two
riders maintained an average rate of 500 miles per day for

two or three days.

Will no union or influential club make a public protest

against this kind of thing? It is piteous in the extreme—the

boys must be maniacs. G.C.

[In cases of this kind all the governing body can do is to

suspend the offenders if they are members, and if they are

not, -to refuse to allow them to compete in any competition
held under the A.C.U. rules. This procedure is followed

in every case.

—

Ed.]

Foreign Machines and British Riders.

[5802.]—Readers of your paper who liavi- followed the

correspondence on the above subject may be interested to

know that the price of the T.T. Indian machine is alleged

to be £200.
There must be something very far removed from standard

about the machine to warrant the fixing of such a prohibitive
price, and I am sure it would interest your readers gener-
ally if the makers could see their way to explain what it is.

CHAS. LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

[Every manufacturer and dealer who enters a machine for

the T.T. races must sign an undertaking to list and sell

machines, conforming in every respect to a specification to

be supplied to the A.C.U.. for a period of six months
following the date of the race. The T.T. Indian macldnes
were originally priced at £200, but this was subsequently
reduced to £90.—Ei>.]

The Sidecar Record.
[5803.]—I notice in your issue of August 3rd, comment-

mg on my recent sidecar record, that you state that I {Hugh
Gibson) and my passenger, G. Wray, will probably be dis-

qualified from taking part in the Six Days' Trial for exceed-
ing the speed limit.

Now I could fill several columns of The Motor Ci/de with
arguments and reasons why I should not be suspended by the
A.C.U., but as I know that space is precious, I will be brief,
and viiW just repeat one or two paragraphs that I have taken
from your columns. Reporting upon the Scottish Six Days'
Trials, your correspondent says :

" Here—for the first tijne
in the trial—we had a chance to make up time, and ' Teetee-
ing' was freely indulged in. I regret to say that more than
one machine came near covering these fifteen miles in fifteen
minutes. I even saw three riders with their heads down

doing a good forty-five miles per hour along the tramlines
into the Aberdeen control. The secret history of many a

gold medal for 'reUability' would be interesting readmg,
and a little T.T. experience comes in handy when one has
pushed up a two miles liill."

Again :
"

. . . assembled crowd to a tlirill, and tackling

the hill at 40 m.p.h^ hit a grid projecting 6in. from the
roadway, over which his macliine leapt a foot into the air,

concluding with an S swerve, and a frightful conking under
the very eyes of the Chief Constable."
And again : "... pin near Auchnasheen at high

speed ; he is badly cut about. Davies mended two punctures
and took out his back wheel to fit his third cover since

ilohday, all without once being late."

I notice that one competitor, i\Ir. B. H. Davies, was dogged
throughout the trial bj' tyre troubles. This rider was credited
with mending numerous punctures and changing his back
wheel and fitting three new covers without being once late

at controls. As the schedule was worked out on a 20 m.p.h.
basis, I leave readers to judge at what speed Mr. Davies
(and other competitors) had to drive in order to reach the
controls to time. Remember, there is the time lost in signing
checking slieets, climbing (?) hills, taking in petrol, etc., in

addition to roadside repairs, all of which has to be made up
somehow.

Further on I note that Mr. B. H. Davies was awarded a

gold medal. This is rather different treatment from what the
A.C.U. is dealing out to Wray and myself.

Being barred from all A.C.U. events will not detract one
iota from my pleasure in the sport of motor cycling. It is

not the being suspended that I mind, so much as the incon-
sistent, Gilbertian attitude of the A.C.U. in suspending me
for averaging 23 m.p.h. (or driving at 30 m.p.h. if vou prefer
to look at it in this way), when in the past (and certainly
in the future) Six Day's Trials every competitor, and more
particularly tne ofBcial car and other observers, have driven,
and will drive, most consistently at 30 m.p.h., and a bit

over occasionally.

Of course, there is no A.C.U. fee attached to a record
attempt, and probably this fact has more to do with the
A.C.U.'s attitude than people tliink.

However, I must remember my promise to be brief, and in
conclusion wish to say that / am not a spoil sport, and I

sincerely wish the A.C.U. officials and competitors a jolly

good time in Yorkshire—free from all police traps.

HUGH GIBSON.

Equipping the Sidecar.
[5804.]—We have read the article in the issue of August

3rd on the equipment of sidecars, and can fully endorse the
writer's views with one exception.

In the first and second illustrations, wherein he suggests
bending the telescopic arm, we would point out that this

makes the arm considerably weaker, as not being in a
straight line, it cannot carry a strain equal to that which
an ordinai-y telescopic arm is capable of.

Regarding the position of the body. We beg to point out,

that on our latest models we are now fitting dropped
bearer bars, which give the body a drop of some 2ip. to 5in,

according to the type of bar which is used. Further, with
the latest "C" springs, the front bearer is slightly raised,
the two combining to give what, in our opinion, is the
finest position a sidecar body can obtain.
We should also like to be permitted to point out, that

we supply carriers, where desired, very similar to your
illustration No. 5, with the exception that the opening is

from the top and the box extends the full length of the
vertical slope given to the body in this position.

MAUDE'S MOTOR JIART.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Messrs. H. P. and V. C. Stafford-Badger wish to thank

the unknown motor cyclists with the four-cylinder F.N.
and sidecar who assisted them on the night of the 29th ult.

Will J. Seyfreid kindly note that he omitted to enclose
his address when corresponding with Messrs. H. Taylor and
Co., 21a. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W. ?

0. Deiiham wishes to thank the unknown motor cyclist

who rendered hini assistance at King's Worthy, near Win-
chester, on the 20th ult.

{,\ n-imber of letters are unavoidably held over until next
week.

—

Ed.]
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CUQRE^:

SPECIAL FEATURES

HOLIDAY TOURS AND COMPETITIONS.
THE HISTORY OF A GOLD MEDAL.

THE SIX DAYS' RECORD.

Rear Reflex Lights.

It has been suggested that clubs associ-

ated to the R.A.C. and A.C.U. might
arrange local demonstrations to show the
practical utility of the rear reflex lights
for the edification of county and loca'

authorities, farmers' associations, and local

cycling organisations, etc.

Reflex Lights Free to Cyclists.

Over 2,000 applications have been
received by the A. A. and M.U. in

response to the preliminary notice offer-

ing 10.000 reflex lights to cyclists. All
future requests for these lights should
be made to the A. A. and j\I. 0., Centra'
House, New Street, Birmingham. Notice
vrill be given when the lights are ready
for distribution.

Military Motor Cyclists.

The A. A. and II. U. is still open to

receive applications from expert motor
cyclists with first-class machines for duty
in connection with the autumn manoeuvres.
September 11th to 21st, as despatch
riders to the 1st and 2nd Divisional Tele-

graph Companies Royal Engineers.
Enquiries for the necessary application

forms should be addressed to Mr. Alfred

B. E. Cheeseman, Caxton House, West-
minster, S.W.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.
T.T. Conditions for 1912.—The ques-

tion of engine sizes in the 1912 Tourist

Trophy Race has been referred to a

special Technical Sub-committee of the

Auto Cycle Union.

Six Days' Thial.—As was predicted in

our issue of last week, the entries of

Messrs. Hugh (iibson and G. Wray have
been cancelled, in consequence of their

contravention of the A.C.U. regulation
governing unauthorised trials on the road
in which the speed limit is exceeded.
The entries amount to eighty-one in all.

Of these, thirty-four are from private
owners and six are passenger machines.
All or any of the following test hills may-
be observed, at the discretion of the
officials : Monday—Wass Bank (morning)
and Sutton Bank (afternoon). Tuesday^
Arkengarth Dale (morning) and Scarth
Nick (afternoon). Wednesday—Garrowby
(morning) and Blue Bank (afternoon).
Thursday—Creeiiliow (morning) and Kid-
stones Pass (afternoon). Friday—Heaton
Woods (morning) and Brownstay Ridge
(afternoon). Competitors will be given due
notice as to ths hills on which they will

be observed. The offer of gold medals by
The Motor Ci/ch for the best perform-
ances of private owners in the motor
bicycle and passenger classes in the Six
Days' Triiils has been accepted with
gratitude by the A.C.U.
The secretary has had to make two

alterations in the list of luncheon places

AUGUST loth igii.

Ch-at

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Vugust 10th 8.30 p.m.

12th . . . 8.26 p.m.
14th ... . 8.23 p.m.
16th 8.19 p.m.

in connection with the above trials. On
Thursday lunch will be at the Commer-
cial Hotel, Settle, and on Friday at Fell

House Hotel, Burnsall.

ThK MANtrFAC'TUllEBS' UNION .AND

Engine Sizes.—The Motor Cycle Manu-

facturers' Union has written a letter to tlie

A.C.U. asking that body to use its

influence to limit the size of engines

employed in competitions organised by

affiliated clubs to 500 c.c. The A.C.U.

considers that such a procedure would be

inadvisable.

Next Ye.ar's T.T. Regiilatioxs.—Im-
mediately following our leaderette " Look-
ing Ahead "' on the T.T. races, comes the

announcement that a joint meeting of the

representatives of the Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' Union and the Auto Cycle

Union will shortly be called to discuss the

sizes of engines to be used in next year's

Tourist Trophy Race. The Standing
Joint Committee will for this particular

occasion be increased by tln-ee members
a side. The extra names nominated by
the A.C.U. are Messrs. Archibald Sliarp,

Otto Thomas, and W. C). McMinnies.

_ MEJiBERSHir.—One hundred and twenty
members were elected at a recent meeting
of the A.C.U. Committee.

Affiliation. — The Wolverhampton
M.C.C. has become affiliated to the govern-

ing body.

The Mont Cenis Hill-climb.

The Mont Cenis Hill-climb, organised

by the Societa Sportiva di 'Torino, will

take place on Sunday next. This year

the maximum bore for lightweights has

been extended to 290 c.c. In the second

category for machines with a maximum
capacity of 500 c.c. a maximum bore of

85 mm. has been fixed for single-cylinders.

N.W. LONDON TOUR IN FRANCE.

Some ot the party at Neutchatel. Note the pave
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A Motor Cyclist's Successful Action.

A motor c-yelist of Castleford (Yoiks)

was, at the Leeds Assizes, successful in

recovering £130 from the Castleford

Urban District Council for personal

injuries sustained through riding into a

heap of manure left in the road at night

ana unlighted.

Passenger Carrying—A Warning.

At the Selly Cak Police Court, near
Birmingham, on Wednesday last week,
Wm. Locke, of 79. Heeley Road, Bourn-
brook, was summoned for not having a

visible identification plate on the back
of a motor cycle, as required by the

Registi-ation Order, 1903. Inspector

Kitchen saw the defendant riding along

the Bristol Road with a friend on the

carrier, and noticed that the lattev's

coat hid all but the last two numbers of

the identification plate. Defendant said

it was not done intentionally, and there

was a number p!at« on the front. Supt.

Chare said it was the first prosecution

for that class of offence, but it was be-

coming a common practice for people to

fide on the buck of motor cycles, ar.d

it was brought more as a warning to

other persons. Defendant was ordered
to pay the costs.

Round the World on Motor Bicycles.

The GloVie-girdlers. William Streiff and
James Esler, the former on a 3|^ h.p.
N.S.U., and the latter on an Indian,
called at our Coventry offices one day
last week on their way to London ri'a

Stratford-on-Avon and Oxford. Mr.
Streiff told us that he found the roads
from Dublin to Cork were not at all good,
and were particularly bad near Limerick.
They experienced a considerable amount
of rain in Ireland, and crossing from
Cork to Liverpool they toured through
the Lake District, and were further
tioublcd by heavy rain showers. After
making a stay of three or four days in
London they left for the Continent "early
this week, travelling via Dover and
Calais. Their total mileage in Great
Britain was about 1,500. and they in-

formed us that they had experienced
no machine troubles" e.\cept punctures.
Our readers may expect to hear of Mr.
Streiff and "

his

N.S.U, again very
shortly, as he ha"s

promised to send us
brief notes of his
journeys.

Inter-club Meet and Gala at Brooklands.

Tile J. A. P. enginetl niacliine on which
H. Hunter won TJif Molar Ci/cle cup in

the short distance handicap on the 29th
ult. was a 5 h.p. Bat.

Mont Ventoux Hill-climb.

The results of the Mont Ventoux hill-

climb are : Class 1—1st, Aurus. Class
2—1st, Lonbier (Regeuce); 2nd, X
(Regence tandem); 5rd, Astruc (Peugeot).
The fastest motor cycle time was 35m.
38.'^. by Loubier ; the fastest car time
being 19m. 45|s., made on a Oiand
Prix racing car. The length of the climb
is 13^ miles, and the total rise 5.541 feet.

The :Mont Ventoux is in the B.isse Alps,
and 250 miles north-east of Avignon.

Open Record-breaking Meeting.

Following their very successful July
race meeting when the Collier-de Rosier
matjhes were run, the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club has arranged a highly
attraetiv? programme for Augu.«t 25th.

The priiK-ipal event will be ,n. one hour
race for all cla.'^ses of motor bicycles, and
to encourage owners of the fastest

machines to give of their best, the club
will give five pound notes for new
records in any of the five classes. Ridcr.«

who prefer a trophy may select a cup
to the same value. The other event is

the second 1911 time trials for one kilo-

metre, one mile, and five miles. ilr.

C. R. Collier has been elected to fill a

vacancy on the i-ommittee.

THE NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.
TOUR TO LYONS.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Thirteen motor cycies bearing the regis-

tration E are attached to the military
camp at Elan Valley, North V\ ales.

These machines are used for despatch
carrying. There are three regiments in

camp from Lichfield and other part.s.

Another Attempt on the Hour Record.
Jwieiitenaiit 1!. N. fc'tewart made a

further attempt on the hour record on
Saturday last, but was again un-
successful. On his first attempt he
was pulled up with valve trouble after

one and a half laps, on his second attempt
the belt came off at the start, and on his

third attempt the belt fastener broke
after he had covered eleven laps. His
best three laps were made at an average
of 60.92 miles per hour, but the average
speed as a whole was hardly fast enough.
The weather was dull, it rained at times,

and a strong southerly wind was blowing.

Racing at the Aston Track.

The results of the race meeting at the
Aston Track on the 2nd inst. were :

Event I.—Two Miles Scratcli Race

:

Heat 1: H. C'olvcr (2J h.p. Enfield). Jleat

2: H. J. Woiidgate (23 h.p. Douglas).

Heat 3: W. W. Douglas (2' h.p. Douglas).

Final: 1, Jl. Colver (gold medal); 2, W .

\V. llouglas (silver niedyl).

Event II.—Half-hour Efiiciency Race :

1. W. W. Douglas (2.5 h.p. DougUis),

special gold medal; 2. Jack Woodhouse
(2^ h.p. Ivy-I'recisi(iii), silver medal; 3,

P. Brewster (2^ h.p. Forward).
Three Miles IlandicMp.—1, H. Colver

(2| h.p. ICnfi^ld). g.ild medal; 2, W. W.
Douglas (2| h.p. Dougla.«), silver medal.

Echo ol the M.C.C. Team Trial

.\l the quarterly meeting of the Oxford
shiie County Council. .Sii- George Dash-
wood drew attention to a report in con-

nec.ion with motor cycle competitions on
the public roads. On June 17th he
pointed out that 116 motor bicycles

started from Bicester and rode round a

circuit four times. .\ldeiman Colonel

England said Ije thought that could

hardly be called the legitimate use of the

roads! Another enlightened member
pointed out that it was equal to 600
motor cycles going over the roads. It

was agreed to refer

the matter to the
Roads and Bridge.*

j' ' Comnrtttee and sec
VSt:;:^^ what power thev^~-

had.

Stop for Inncfa at the Cafe Restaurant, Pont-de-Briques hreo miles out of Boulogne.

Machines being taken on board at Folltestone, The two sidecar machines which went *o Lyons in the N.W. London
French tour about to embark at Folkestone
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A.C.C. Standard Reliability, Hill-climbing, and
Brake-testing Trials in Devon.

STARTING from the Bear Hotel, Hungerford, at eight
o'clock on Saturday morning, the 5tli inst., the above
competition was successfully run off. Doubtless the
novel nature of the competition and the exceedingly

stiff course accounted for the small number of entrants, bat

this only gives greater credit to those who did compete. The
entrants were :

1. E. Gwynne (7 Indian), single gear.

2. E. Pond (3^ Rudge), single gear.

3. W. Pratt (3i P. and M.), two speeds.

4. Eli Clark (2| Douglas], two speeds.

5. E. Kickham (2J Douglas), two speeds.

6. H. A. Cooper (3^ T.T. Bradbury), single gear.

7. Stanley Webb (3^ Bradbury), single gear.

8. R. B. Clark (5 Indian), single gear.

9. P. H. Bentley (3^ Triumph), clutch.

10. C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover), three-speed gear.

11. Fred Taylor (7 Indian), clutch.

12. F. C. Wasley (2| Douglas), two speeds.
13. Rex G. Mxnidy {3^ T.T'. Triumph), single gear.

14. G. T. Gray (6-^ Rudge), all-speed gear.

15. T. Silver (3^ Quadrant), single gear.

16. G. L.. Fletcher (2| Douglas), two speeds.
17. Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno ana sc), four speeds.

Of these, Newsome failed to start in consequence of non-
delivery of his gear, and Silver was also an absentee.
The competition as originally formulated was to include

timed hill-climbs on Porlock. Countisbury, and Barbrook Hills,

but the timing on the two latter was abandoned in conse-
quence of the bad surface. The brake tests were also left

out on these two hills for the same reason. The standard
performance, for which gold medals were awarded, consisted
of completing the journey between Hungerford and Barn-
staple in twelve hours, and the return journey in the same
time, climbing all observed hills without dismounting, and
coming through the brake test successfully.

The hill-climb was divided into three classes :

Clafis A. Bicycles with engines up to 340 c.c. and side-

cars with engines up to 650 c.c. to climb the hill at a

minimum speed of eight miles per hour.
Class B. Bicycles with engines (single-cylinder) up to

500 c.c. and (twin-cylinders), up to 650 c.c, and sidecar

machines with engines above 650 c.c. to climb the hill at a

minimum speed of twelve miles per liour.

Class C. Any other machine, to climb the hill at a mini-

mum speed of 15 m.p.h.

How the Winner was Determined.

For tlie purpose of finding the winner of the first prize

(sapphire and diamond tie pin presented by Mrs. Chas.
Jarrott) and second prize (silver cup presented by Mr. H.
E. Hull), marks were av?firded in the hill-climb at the rate

of five marks for every mile per hour in excess of the mini-

mum. This gave each class of machine an equal chance of

winning these prizes. Silver and bronze medals to be
awarded at the discretion of the committee for all other
riders outside the standard performance.

It should be noted that only six entrants used direct

driven machines, and at least three of them are now sworn
change-speed enthusiasts after their experience.

The quiet little town of Hungerford, on the Bath Road,
was quite livened up by the arrival of a number of entrants

in the early morning of Saturday, and quite a number
turned out to see the competitors sent off at one minute
intervals from eight o'clock onwards. Mr. R. H. Head
(chairman of the committee) rode down from London in the

early morning to act as starter.

All got away smartly, many doubtless thinking from the

fine weather and the course that they were away on a

pleasant holiday jaunt. That this was not so will be shown
later. After leaving the Bath Road at Beckhampton
for Devizes, a strong headwind was met, and this troubled

some of the competitors, as they wished to save their engines
for the hills. Dark clouds began to blow up, and near Rad-
stock rain began, which continued all the way to Minehead.
It was of such severity that nearly everyone was wet
through. Bentley had the bad luck to get a front wheel

puncture near Radstock just as the rain started, and as he
was not provided with overalls, got soaked through very

soon. Later on Smith was strapping up a bad gash in the

back tyre of his Clyno, and nearing Wells, Gwynne ran out of

petrol. Karslake, who went through the run on a new 3^ h.p.

Rover, to help the oflficials, provided him with the needful
petrol. In Wells a number stopped for petrol, and Fletcher

came in with Taylor on his carrier, who reported engine

troubles with his Indian four miles outside, and at Barn-
staple a telegram arrived to report that it was a broken
piston. And then the rain came down in real earnest.

Several competitors suffered misfiring, and Eli Clark skidded
in some newly laid tar and got in a terrible mess. To add
to his troubles tire men with the tar brushes treated it as a

huge joke, while several competitors scraped Clarke as clean

as possible. Kickham and our photographer lost their way
and went many miles off the course, arriving at Minehead
very late. As an interval of one and threequarter hours
was allowed at Minehead, nearly all spent the time in drying

their outer garments as the rain had stopped. Many altered

their gears, and R. B. Clark changed the chain sprockets of

his Indian to give a 6 to 1 gear. After luncheon a move
was made for Porlock Hill, which is about six miles from
Minehead. Several competitors had stops on the way thercj

evidently through imperfectly adjusted belts. Quite .a>

number stopped in Porlock to have a final look over their

machines and then proceeded to the start of the hill-climb

in a farmyard near the bottom of the hill.

Porlock HilUcIlmb.

Mr. F. T. Bidlake was in charge of the timing at the foot

and Mr. G. J. M. Walker at the top, two and a half miles

distant. Porlock Hill does not call for much description, as

it has been so often mentioned, but it is as well to remember
that it is two and- a half miles long, and rises over 1,200 feet

in that distance. There are two very bad corners Avith a

quarter of a mile of 1 in 4,^ between them, and several

hundred yards of 1 in 5 to 1 in 7. To add to the difficulty

of climbing the hill, the rain had made it greasy in places,

and this was the cause of several failures. It is remarkable
that only one of the competitors should succeed in nialdng a

clean ascent, and tins honour fell to W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
Gwynne, who was down as first to start, elected not to try,

as he did not care to chance it with a single gear. Therefore
Pond was first to start, and he ran alongside at the first

corner, mounted later, and went out of sight round the
second corner running again. Pratt came next, and, as pre-

viously stated, made a clean ascent. He was loudly
applauded by the spectators on the first corner, and well

deserved it, as he came round with excellent judgment, and
went out of .sight in a straight course. Eli Clark assisted

from the first corner to the second, and then his machine
sideslipped. He remounted and finished the hill. Kickham took
the corner well, but had to dig with his feet to keep going.
When last seen he was still doing so, and later reported a

traffic stop from a restive horse some distance up. H. A.
Cooper ran after rounding the first corner, and soon stopped.
Stanley Webb stopped on the corner through getting into a

rut. R. B. Clark on .the Indian used his clutch on the
comer, and stopped immediately afterwards. P. H. Bentley
was coming up well when Ids clutch started slipping, antl

he came to a standstill just round the corner. Rex Mundy
was the only rider with a single gear to remain in the saddle.
His performance was very fine, and well deserving of the ;

applause he got. He was also quite the fastest. Wasley
pedalled round the corner, and failed one hundred yards

,

higher up from misfiring. . Gray on the six-speeder came up
too fast, and fell on the corner. His performance was quite a
sensational one, and had he not. been travelling too fast"

would undoubtedly have scored a clean ascent, as he did so

later on. Fletcher was the only one to take the outside at
the corner. He got round all "right, but had to run and
mount in stretches, and so doing went out of sight. Smith
on the Clyno travelled slowly, as his back wheel would not
grip, but he put up a marvellous performance, and only pulled
up after clinibing the worst portion because his rear tyre
refused to bite- He started again, however, and finished.

'
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Smith is said to be the first sidecarist to get beyond the first

bend, and would undoubtedly have made a clean ascent at

the first attempt on a dry day. Several of those who failed

made the ascent in short stretches, while others preferred

to use the toll road, which is longer, but much easier.

Descent of BarbrooK Hill.

Passing "on over Exmoor, through marvellously beautiful

scenery, the precipitous descent into Lynmouth had to be

taken, and as it was very muddy several competitors had

quite an exciting time. The Watersmeet Road was then

followed for about three miles, and over the ridge to the

top of Barbrook Mill Hill. Practically no one rode down
without assistance from a crowd of small boys, who netted

a small fortune by hanging on to the back of the machines.

Be it said that Karslake's Rover was the only machine to

get down without assistance, but perhaps this was because

he knew the hill. Many of the riders thought of having

to ride up this acclivity on the Monday, but Ihey were
saved this, as will be shown later. After the hill, a left-

hand turn is taken for Parracombe, and after climbing for

a mile or more there is a sharp corner with a steep pitch

of about 1 in 8. To show how competitors take a hill like

this on the run, it is interesting to note that Bentley used

his clutch after getting round the corner and stopped. He
restarted and finished pedalling. Pond ran after rounding
the corner and lemounted. Cooper made a clean ascent,

although somewhat slow, as did Stanley Webb. Wasley
used his low gear and pedalled. Gwynne was slow on the
corner, but finished fast. Mundy ran part way and re-

mounted, but ran again near the top. The course then went
down into Parracombe and on to Blackmore Gate, where
the main road was left to go across to Barnstaple. The
headquarters were at the Imperial Hotel, and with an excel-

lent garage the competitors did remarkably well. The hotel

people were very kind in drying our clothes and making us
comfortable, and with a good hot dinner quickly served
everyone was soon in the best of spirits. Many were the
remarks about the vile C(jndition of the roads. Several con-
fessed they had thought of the ru_;i as a picnic, but lived to

realise what real hills are. After a general exchange of

opinions it was decided to hold a meeting on Sunday morn-
ing, as it was considered that Barbrook Hill was quite
impracticable in its muddy condition. At the meeting an
alternative route was suggested via Watersmeet, Brendon.
and Oare, and so to the top of Porlock Hill, but a majority
were for going straight down Lynmouth' Hill and trying
Countisbury Hill as an observed climb. They would then
proceed to' Porlock Hill for the brake test.

"
It was also

decided to alter the starting time from 8.50 to 8 o'clock, to
allow more time for the twisty road to Parracombe. It

should be clearly undeistood that it was impossible for the
r>fRcials to foresee all the diflicnities of the route, as it was
"ver entirely new ground for competitions. Even with a
liberal allowance of time many com|iptitors were unable to
keep to the schedule on the outward journey over the hills.

Observed Climb on Countisbury Hill.
On Monday morning the competitors were sent off hv ,Mr.

Gwj'nne, who followed afterwards. As the hill-climb on
Barbrook Hill was cancelled, competitors rode past the foot
and straight into Lyinnouth for the observed climb of Countis-
bury. As the surface had dried somewhat it was quite ride-
able, and all but two made a clean ascent. Observations
above the Tors Hotel Garage were that Pratt v.-as quite fast
on low gear. Eli Clark came up st^eadilv, Bentlev fast, and
Pond ran and stopped. Karslake gave him a push off. and
ha got away all right. Pond now thinks a change-speed
gear absolutely necessary for North Devon. H. A. Cooper
wa^ fairly fast, as was "Stanley Webb. R. B. Clark was
quite fast, but geared low. Kickham came up steadily, as
did Wasley. Smith, on the Clyno, came up in his invincible
style, looking quite pleased. Grav was going well on one of
his low gears. Fletcher was very slow, as his belt had

,

"™™ o^'"' ana was slipping, and 'he stopped to tighten it
ifter the steepest part. JIundv was not observed, as he
irnved late m consequence of losi'ng his wav.
Competitors proceeded straight on to the top of Porlock

Hill for the brake test, and here we found H. G. Bell, South-
^omb May, and F. Mussell to greet their fellow members,
^or the brake test a strip 20ft. wide was marked off with
apes, and each man had to come to a standstill between

them. The gradient was 1 in 8. Gwynne and Pond came
down slowly and stopped satisfactorily. Pratt was fast and
made a very quick stop. Eli Clark and Kickham were slow
and stopped. Cooper came at a fair speed and stopped. S.

Webb and R. B. Clark were slow and stopped, and the
latter's brakes squeaked. Bentley was slow and stopped,
and was baulked by the Lorna Doone coach which met' him
in the test strip. Wasley skidded his back wheel and
stopped, as did Mundy. Gray was very fast and skidded
his back wheel, and only just stopped inside the tape.
Fletcher was also fast, and skated into the measured piece
from some distance. Smith was very slow and stopped
satisfactorily.

It is cui-ious to note that up till now, "although the route
was over most difficult country, only one competitor had dioppe^
out. Proceeding to Minehead for lunch, the competitors left

for the easy run to the finish at Uungerford. The lovely
scenery was greatly enjoyed by all, and, the weather condi-
tions being ideal, there was every pro.^pect of a successful
termination to the trial. Porlock "Hill was in ideal condition,
and was in distinct contrast from Saturday, when it was so
greasy in jilaces. The only incident on the" return to Hunger-
lord was Gwynne breaking the inlet rocker of tlie front
cylinder. All" who started completed the trial, with the
exception of Fred Taylor, whose retirement is recorded
earlier. Although the course is over some of the rougliest
roads in England, it is remarkable that there was only one
punctured tyre. A feature of the trial was the ronuirkalilc
running of the little Douglases. Several climbed Countisbury
Hill without their riders pedalling or dismounting. The
Clyno sidecar also put up a very fine performance, and is the
first sidecar to make the ascent of Porlock Hill with a -

passenger. Smith had no trouble with the machine through-
out, and climbed, all hills with a reserve of power. It should
bc> noted that this is the first competition in North Devon,
and includes the first timed hill-climb on Porlock Hill.

The provisional result.
Subject to coiifirniatioii by the committee, W. Pratt wins

the first prize, as he was tlie only one to qualify by making
a clean ascent of Porlock Hill. He tliinks "the" trial an
excellent one, and of the kind which has been wanted for
years. All the competitors would certainly go another year,
but several single gear enthusiasts would"now only go "witli
a change-speed gear.
Thanks are due to Mr. Bordsall, of Exeter, for goin<' to

iiarnstaple to check the men in, and also to Mr J° K
Starley for the official car (12 h.p. Silent Knight Rover), ably
driven by iMr. A. H. Marsh.

^u,
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Flashlight photograph ot the start ot H. V. Swiffs allempt to break the six days'
long distance record for lightweight motor cycles. Our photograph was taken on
Saturday midnight outside the General Post OHlce, Shemeld. His mount is a
2i h.p. Douglas.
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SIX DAYS' RECORD BEATEN.
J. Guzzwell, of Grimsby, averages 467 miles per day.

As mentioned in our last issue, J- Guzzwell, of

Grimsby, started on Saturday, July 29th, on an
attempt to improve on the six days' tigures set up by
W. J. Clarke, of Doncaster. Guzzwell brought his

machine to our offices previous to the start and asked us to

seal the engine to the frame. Signed postcards were received

daily at our offices, giving the distances registered by the

Cowey speedometer. This instrument was new at the com-,

mencement of the ride, and had been tested for the occasion.

The mileages were reckoned from Gall and Inglis's Contour _

Road Book. Each postcard, in addition to the above par-

ticulars, was signed with the name, and in nearly all cases

with the name and address of the checker. A wire handed
in at Grimsby on Friday morning last reads as follows

:

"Finished ride midnight, 2,801 miles.—Gnzzwell." The

The new six days' record holder, J. Guzzwell (free enjine Triumph), who
rode the unprecedented distance of 2,801 miles.

previous best, viz., Clarke's ride, was 2,700 miles, accom-
plished between June 6th and 11th. Gozzwell's daily rides
and distances are as follows :

July 29th.—Grimsby, Nottingham, Bartoji,' Bourne, Lin^
coin, Brigg, Grimsby, Lincoln, Bourne. Barton, Sleaford,
Brigg, and back to Grimsby, Distance by road book- 553
miles, by speedometer 556 miles,
July 30th,—Grimsby, Nottingham, Barton, Bourne, Brigg,

Bourne, Brigg, Grimsby, Di.stance by road book 411 miles,
by speedometer 415 miles,

^
July 31st,—Grimsby, Nottingham, Brigg, Grimsby, Not-

tingham, Coventry, Newark, Grimsby, Distance by road
book 404, by speedometer 405 miles.
August 1st.—Cirimsby, Nottingham, Brigg, Bourne, Brigg.

Bourne, Brigg, Nottingham, Lincoln, Distance by road
book 469, by speedometer 472 miles.
August 2iid.—Lincoln, Nottingham. Lincoln, Notting-

ham, Grimsby, Brigg, Nottingham, Brigg, Lincoln, Brigg,
Nottingham, Brigg, Lincoln, Brigg, Nottingham, Distance
by road book 435,!,-, by speedometer 423 miles..
August 3rd.—Nottingham; Brigg, Nottingham, Brigg,

Lincoln, Brigg; Lincoln, Brigg. Lincoln, Brigg, Lincoln,
Brigg, Grimsby, Brigg, Lincoln, Brigg, Lincoln, Brig^,

Lincoln, Grimsby, Distance by road book 529, by speedo
meter 530 miles.

The rider finished at 11.55 p.m. Guzzwell rode his 3^

h.p. 1910 Triumph fitted with Kempshall tyres, Stanley-

Dermaline belt, L.M. plugs, Lucas lamp and generator, and -

XL'AU pan seat, Pratt's spirit and Moebius oil were used.

From the reports received Guzzwell finished in excellent,

form, but was sunburnt and weatherbeaten. In addition to

.

checking by means of the piostcards sent to these oiticES,

Guzzwell has duplicates of all the signatures obtained written

in a book corresponding to the cards received by us. In

taking the distance from the Contour Road Book odd fur-

longs have bee'i omitted, which will account for the slight

discrepancy between the road book distances and the dis--

tances registered by the speedometer.
In the course of an interview on the day following the

completion of the ride, C4uzzwell, who is of powerful
physique, and showed little signs of exhaustion, said the

only thing that had affected him was that he wondered why
he could not hear the throb of the engine, and everything
seemed strangely quiet.

He had two spills. On the Monday morning he buckled
the back wheel; and, although able to ride from Lincoln
to Grimsby, he had to have a new wheel of the fixed

engine variety fitted until he could get to Coventry, where
a free-engine wheel was replaced. He estimates that he lost

from seven to nine hours owing to this, and that it spoilt

wdiat chance he may have had of making a 500 miles a day
average.

On the Wednesday niglit, on the road to Grimsby from
Lincoln, he was forced on to the kerb by a motor car, with

~the result that he had a spill, and bent the control rods

of the free-engine clutch. This was put right, however, the

same night at Lincoln.
On the Bi.=hop Bridge Road, in the neighbourhood of

ilarket Rasen, an extraordinary thing happened. Riding at

night a number of hares and rabbits were attracted by the

lamp, and a hare running under the engine just scraped

the belt. Light as its touch must have been, it was suffi-

cient to remove the belt.

The most trying part of the ride, however, was on the

Thursday morning, when there was a good deal of rain.

" I was an hour and a half doing the first twenty-four miles,"

said Gnzzwell, "and I Avas wet through into the bargain

on arriving at Lincoln. But I had to let my clothes drv

on me, for I had no spare ones with me,"
There were a good many police-traps, wdiich he manage 1

to dodge, and only once was he challenged by policemen
that being on the Newark Road from Lincoln. "Then,"
as he put it, " I was in too much of a hurry to stop."
Asked for some details as to how he managed about sleep.

Guzzwell estimated that he only had eleven hours' rest in

the six days. He rode practically continuously for forty-

eight hours during the later stages of his run. and on no

occasion did he rest more than four hoiu's at one stretch.

With regard to food. '" I took a meal when I had the

chance." he said. " Crenerally speaking, meals were not

ready when I wanted them, and I could not afford to lose

the time to wait for them. During the last three days I

existed chiefly on milk and Brand's m^eat extract lozenges,

which I found quite sufficient, for I had no desire for a

hearty meal. The only liquid refreshment I touched was
milk, which was both food and drink,"

A. 'W. Brittain Retires through Collision
with a Dog.

A. W. Brittain did not retire at 1.205 miles on Tuesday
of last week, although his telegram led us to believe that be
had done so. He continued th« ride, and on the oOth lie

had a very good day and touched absolutely nothing on the

machine ; but on the 31st he broke three belts in the first

fifteen miles, and ran out of petrol near Fenstanton, but
managed to get to a petrol store hy using the- spare petrol,

behind the dam in the Rudge tank. Subsequently he hr.d

trouble with the rear wheel spokes, had two punctures and
live broken belts, and on the 1st inst, five punctures betv.'een

Leicester and Cambiidge, although he started on a brand
new cover. The atte npt was brought to an end by collidirg
with a dog when travelling at only eight miles an hour.
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DE ROSIER'S LAST

JAKE DE ROSIER succeeded in annexing two records before

leaving England last Saturday. Starting in the

early hours of Friday morning, and using his famous

7 h."p. Xo. 21 Indian, he covered the tlying kilometre in

25^-s., which equals a speed of 83.77 miles an hour, and thus

beat the late M. Cissac's record, which he attained on a 12

h.p. Peugeot motor cycle at Blackpool in 1905, covering the

distance in 25|s. Tlie mile was covered in 40|s., wliich

means 88.23 miles an hour, tlius beating his attempt on .luly

8th on the occasion of the M.C.C. race meeting, wlien he

covered the distance in ^-Igs., and beating his record at Los

Angeles. It was a fine morning, witli a side wind, and de

Rosier elected to ride down the railway straight towards

the members' bridge. He stated that lie felt the bumps
very much, and on one occasion he was thrown right off the

faddle and came down with a crash, hurting himself severely,

,3o that lie wondered for the moment if he could steady him-

self again. Two tries were made fur each event, the time-

keepers being Messr.';. A. V. Ebblewhite and F. T. Bidlake.

GRUINARD HILL AND ITS

DAYS IN ENGLAND.
On the same evening de Rosier was entertained at a fare-

well dinner at Frascati's restaurant by ilr. H. Collier, sen.,

at which were present Jlessrs. C. R. and H. A. Collier, Mr.
Turner (Mr. Collier's partner), and Mr. E. M. P. Boileau {The
Motor C'ljch). This was an exceedingly sporting action on the

part of Mr. Collier, which will be apprfciattd. De Ri sier,

who looked in much better health than when he first arrived

in England, treasured most among his numerous trophies

the M.C.C. special gold medal, which was awarded to him
on the occasion of his victories of July 8th. C. R. Collider

is anxious to go to America to try his luck, but has not

made any definite arrangements, especially as intei-esting

developments may be expected of Matchless Motors, Ltd.,

shortly. One thing has impressed itself on de Rosier, and
that is that Englishmen are true sportsmen and play the

game, and this is the greatest compliment he could pay us

as a nation. De Rosier has proved himself to be a good
exponent of a good machine during his sojourn in England,
and it was with great regret we said good-bye to him.

CHARMING ENVIRONMENTS.

rf'^L
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Some idea of the magnifleent scenery passed through by the Scottish Trials competitors will be gathered from this illustration, showing H. V. Coiver

nearing the summit of Gruinard Hill on his two-speed Enfield-

THE SIX DAYS' LIGHTWEIGHT RECORD.
With the intention of reclaiming the lightweight six days'

record H. V. Swift (2^ h.p. Douglas) started from Sheffield

on Saturday at midnight, accompanied for the first part of

his journey by J. Haslara, of the Sheffield and Hallamshire

.M.C.C. His dtstination was Bangor to Sleaford, the total

mileage for the first day being 500 miles. He is being

checked by the ofBcials of the Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C. (See page 829.)

~<

BANK HOLIDAY RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
Tile last race meeting of the summer season has seldom

provided such excellent sport as that which was seen last

Monday. It is to b; regretted that only one motor cycle event
formed part of the programme, and that this event should
have obtained only fifteen entries. However, an excellent
race resulted in iSlanliope Spencer (3^ h.p. I^.udge) leading
the field home, pursued by A. J. Sprcston on a similar
machine, and Has .veil's Triumph finished third, well up to

the second man. Wasling, on an Enfield, received 2m. 8s.

start, and although travelling well, was overtaken in the

second lap, and had no chance at the finish. The Colliers'

handicap prevented thenr from picking up the others in the

hi miles, but during that time C. R. Collier had passed all

but four of the field, and needed but another mile or so to

have accomplished his object. Beyond the first four men
the luindicapping was excellent.
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Herts. County A.C. Holiday Tour to the

English Lakes.
THAT enterprising body, the Motor Cycle Section of the

above club, held its second annual holiday tour and
competition run to Kendal and back, on August 5th

to 7th. This tour is considered one of the most
sporting and enjoyable runs of the year, and although the

distance is, roughly, six hundred miles, it is not an arduous

undertaking, there being no secret checks or irksome regula-

tions.

The awards in connection with the run are unusually valu-

able, and great keenness is displayed by the competitors.

Following is a list of the prizes : The Triumph Challenge

Cup for single-cylinder machines ; won last year by Bert
Yates. The Indian Challenge Bowl for twin-cylinders ; won

W. W. Douglas (Douglas), E. A. Collivcr (Zenith), and R. M. Marians (P. & M.),

the first arrivals at Harrogate.

by G. S. Carter. The Douglas Lightweight Cup ; first year.

The Humber five-guinea gold medal for passenger machines ;

first year. ' A pair of Kempshall tyres, given by Kempshalls.
Silver cups are given at discretion of committee, and bronze
medals, for completion of both journeys within one hour of

respective schedule times.

The list of Competitors.
The route taken followed the North Road to Wetherby,

where the road veered to the left for Harrogate, then on to

Blubberhouses Pass (where the first hill-climb took place),

thence to Settle, Kirkby Lonsdale, and Oxenholme (where

the second hill-climb was arranged), and lastly Kendal.
Below is a list of the starters :

C. C. Cooke (3i T.T. Triumph)
R. M. Marians (2^ P. and M.)
B. T. Rice Pyle (8 Bat-Jap

and sc.)

C. M, Down (2-1 Royal
Enfield, two-speed).

A. Peppercorn (Sj Bradbury)
W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
Alan Hill (Sj Rudge and sc.)

E. A. Colliver (6^ Zenith)

W. W. Douglas (2J Douglas,
two-speed)

A. J. Dixon (3i Rudge)
C. Patterson (7 Indinn iind sc.)

V. Wilberforce (2J N.L.(4.)

P. Phillips {2| Douglas, two
speed)

A. N. (Jutteridge (3i Clutch-
Triumph)

G. S. Carter (5 Matchless)

J. S. Harwood (3^ Humber
and sc.)

Soon after 5 a.m. on Saturday Gray's garage was the

scene of great activity as the competitors arrived to be
weighed and prepare for the start of their long journey.

The weather was somewhat dull and cloudy, but everyone

was in good spirits.

A. J. Peppercorn (3^ h.p. Bradbury) was the first to stop,

suffering with carburetter trouble but was soon going again.

Reaching the top of Digswell we were given a very hearty

cheer by some members of the club who had ridden over to

witness the start. After leaving Baldock J. S. Harwood was
held up with a sooted plug. Continuing along this popular

road, which is now very loose and dusty, great caution was

exercised on entering Biggleswade, where the roads had
been taken up for drain laying.

After clinibing Alconbury we encountered G. S. Carter

struggling with his back tyre, and further on V. Wilberforce

was in like distress. Hereafter the roads improved. At
Stamford breakfast was provided, and as we were leaving

the George Hotel W. "W. Douglas arrived, and told us he

had taken his back tube out no fewer than four times betyveen

Hertford and Stamford. (A curious point about this is

before starting on the run W. W. mentioned in a casual

way he had not suffered from punctures all the season.)

Surely they must have all come together ! Sympathising

with him. we proceeded along through the most uninteresting

part of the run to Grantham, where Harwood was delayed

again with a stretched exhaust valve, and Dixon who was
complaining of a cracked valve seating on his Rudge. As
this part of the route presents no terrors in the way of

nasty twists or hills, they most instinctively opened their

throttles. Approaching Newark, Cyril Patterson was passed

repairing his front tyre.

Whilst waiting to go into the Doncaster check, which was
situated one mile from the racecourse garage, Down passed

rairying the chain cover under his arm, and reporte4 the

sprocket chain wheel had come adrift some miles farther

bark. He was travelling splendidly, and the lovely purr of

the Enfield brought forth much admiration from his fellow

competitors.
Lunch was taken at the Earl of Doncaster Arms, and

everyone had come through successfully so far. At Wetherby
we - encountered the first storm, and adjustment _ of belts

ensued.
Harrogate check was in charge of H. W. Fortune, who is

always ready to give a helping hand to the Herts County
A C. After a most excellent tea at the Clarendon Hotel,

we wended our way to Blubberhouses Pass, where the first

hill-climb took place. The timing arrangements were in the
hands of Messrs. Fortune and Tindall, who worked most
energetically throughout the climb.

The Hill-clitnb at Blubberhouses.
Taking .into consideration the severity of the weather,

which had by now become a regular cloud, burst, " a charac-
teristic of tills range of hills," some wonderful times were
observed. Stanley Carter (Matchless twin) came up well,

W. Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury) and J. S. Harwood (35 h.p. two-speed Humher
and sidecar) arriving at Harrogate in pouring rain.
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followed by C. C. Cooke (T.T. Triumph), who was tre-

mendously last, aud in order to save himself was obliged

to run over the grass riglit past the timekeepers. Others to

make creditable ascents were E. A. Colliver (Zenith) and W,
Cooper (Bradbury), who had great difficulty in starting owing
to a -slipijing belt. Alan Hill (3^ h.p. Rudge and sidecar)

came up well, and J. S. Harwood (3^ h.p. Humber and
sidecar) made an excellent climb.

I'roceeding after the climb, G. S. Carter was seen busily
occupied in adjusting his magneto, ahd just as we were
approacliing Settle K. M. Marians (2,J h.p. lightweight P.
and M.) was unfortunately in trouble with his magneto.
The ever energetic and hard-working hon. secretary, C. C.

Cooke, experienced a loose pulley hereabouts.

Kirkby Lonsdale was the scene of the second control, and
several of the riders were caught napping.

The Second Hill=olitnb.
Leaving I-Cirkby Lonsdale, a beautifully graded surface

was experienced to Oxenholme, where the second and
final hill-climb was awaiting the

arrival of competitors. Several of the

riders went astray before the hill, and
reached Kendal before time, and had
to return to be timed up the test hill.

Every starter reached Kendal, where
a great crowd was waiting our arrival.

The arrangements at the Commercial
Hotel were excellent, and the general

comment of all was that this tour has
been " the " tour and competition of

the year.

Sunday opened with a deluge of

rain, but, in spite of this, at 11 a.m.
machines were out, and all started for

Barnard Castle, the majority by Kes-
wick and Penrith, and a few by Shap
Fell. Before starting not a single oil-

skin or sou'-wester could be obtained
for gold, owing to the heavy down-
pour. It was pleasing to note the
happy feeling that existed amongst the
competitors. The scenery to-day was
tlie best so far—in fact, magnihcent

—

and although the roads were in better
condition after the rain, they were
quite severe. The A\S gradients saw-

many of the riders " coiik " out.

Tea was taken at the George Hotel,
Penrith, and rain was still falling

^Vhen we arrived. After drying several

of our garments at the hotel fire,

we proceeded tu Baniard Castle.

The only incidents of note to-

day were that A. G. Peppercorn,
after leaving Kendal, in trying to

The Return Journey on Monday.
Everyone was a.stir by 5 a.m. getting machines ready for

the return journey. The weather conditions were certainly

much brighter than Sunday, although rather dull.

E. G. Carter despatched the hon. secretary first at

6 a.m., other competitors following at one minute intervals.

The roads were in a deplorable state as far as Scotch Corner
and atrocious as far as Greta Bridge.
Approaching the toll-gate several nasty skids were noticed,

Down missing the wall by inches. Alan Hill was passed
tyre repairing.

Joining the Great North Road at Scotch Corner, a very
strong wind had sprung up, catching us sideways. Ideal
weather conditions now prevailed, the sun shining magni-
ficently, and roads were perfect to Aberford. Light refresh-

ment was taken here. While refreshing the inner man,
several members of the Doncaster Jlotor Cycle Club passed.
They were holding a reliability trial, and greetings were
exchanged on to Ferrybridge. ' Hill had now run out of

petrol, and called at a wayside cottage for paraffin, and ran
to Doncaster before repleni.^shing.

HERTS COONTY A.C. TOUR TO THE LAKE DISTRICT—NEARING RETFORD.
In the pttotogtaph may be recognised W. Cooper (Bradbury), C. C. Cooke (Trinmph), and

E. A. Colllver (Zenilb).

__ ^ __ -. o negotiate a twisty

bend, struck" the wall and came a bad cropper—a hard

piece of luck. Another competitor, Cyril Patter.son (7 h.p.

Indian and sidecar), unfortunately broke a chain and suf-

fered a few other minor mishaps." Considering he had never

driven a sidecar before, and only took delivery two days

preyious to the run, he performed excellently.

Doncaster Kirkby
checks. Lonsdale.

jMarks lost. Marks lost

G. C. Cooke 1 ... 25

R. M. Marians 1 ... 49

R. T. Rice Pvle 5 1

C. M. Down 3 2

A. N. Gutteridge 1 ... 17

G. S. Carter 1 6

J. S. Harwood 1 2

A. G. Peppercorn 2 ... 24

W. Cooper 1 ... 13

Alan Hill 1 2

E. A. Colliver 1 1

W. W. Douglas 1 1

A. J. Dixon 1 1

C. Patterson 2 ... 13

V. Wilberforce 6 ... 24

P. Phillips 1 1

Several further mishaps have to be recorded. Near Bawtry
W. W. Douglas met with engine troubles, and had to be
towed to the station by a non-competitor, and later W.
Cooper (Bradbury) had the magneto cradle break.

A ChecK at NewrarK and a Trap at Grantham.
The first check was two miles from Newark. Clinton

Arms, Newark, was the stopping place for the midday
meal. The absentees were Rice Pyle (Bat and sidecar),

W. W. Douglas, and H. G. Cove, the official judge.

After lunch we were all advised to drive with great

caution through the village of Long Bennington, where the
famous four-mile trap was being worked. Cyril Patterson

(7 h.p. Indian and sidecar) was the next unfortunate, being
hung up with a seized gear box, but he got going again
later. Several stayed at Norman's Cross for tea, and Dr.

Moss Blundell had driven over from Huntingdon to meet
the competitors.
The last check was two miles from Hatfield, and the

majority were well prepared for it.

Among the lightweights, the P. and M., Enfield, and
Phillips's Douglas have made excellent performances, and the
same may be said of Cooke's Triumph, CoUiver'a Zenith, and
Harwood's Humber.

Tlie results are not yet available, but, judging by the

running, Colliver should win the Triumph Cup, G. S. Carter

the Indian Bowl, and Down or Phillips the Douglas Cup.
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FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
use the

2 h.p. Lightweight.

If you play Golf, Tennis, or Cricket, this

handy little mount is indispensable It weighs

under 100 lbs., is every bit as useful as the

heavier machines, and will carry you to your

destination with absolute certainty. It has

recently secured

GOLD MEDALS
in the following events :

July 5tli. Scarboro' Motor Cycle Club's Hill Climb.

„ 13th. Doncaster & Dist. Motor Cycling Club's

Hill Climb.

„ 15th. Mersey Motor Club's 24-hour Reliability

Trials.

„ 17th. Western Dist. Motor Club (London) Hill

Climb.

We can give Immediate Delivery.

HUMBER Ltd., Coventry.
Telephone No. -,22 Covctury.

DEPOTS: Ti'loDlione Xos.

I nXTTiriM • 3-' I'o'lio™ Viaduct, E.C. 5560 it i^lu HoLbarn.LAjr^UKjy^ . 60-64, Brampton Road, b.W. \g%\' Kensini-ton.

MANCHESTER : 33, Blackftiars' Street. 780 Cily.

NOTTINGHAM : Grey Friar Gate. 3303 Noili'u;ham.

SOUTHAMPTON : 27 London Road. [070 Sou'liampton.

AGENTS EVERYWHERE.
London Repair Works : Canterbury Road Kilburn, N.W. t^gj Paddmgton.

^ — J
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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The N.W. London M.C.C. Tour to Lyons.
A British rider and machine

THE party liiiving closed up at Abbeville during tbe early

morning of July 30th, we got away in group order
on our journey South, the weather being perfect and
the road, on the whole, first class. Tlie approach to

Neufchatel, which lies in a valley, provided a splendid
specimen of road engineering, the long climb oat uf the town
being erjually well graded and the scenery very good. Some
of us took a breather here, and sipped the coffee, which is a

revelation to the uninitiated, while The Motor Cijde photo-
grapher took a snap.

A party of N.W. London M.C.C. members during their tour to Lyons,

Beyond Neufchatel to Rouen the road is not so
and some of the pavi brought on a general idea that
one's machine might go to pieces at any moment. After a
time, however, tliat feeling wore otf, and confidence born of
sitting over English workmanship returned, ('areful driving
oyer yaci was. however, always necessary, especially with the
sidecars.

A long drop into Rouen found us struggling with a big
dose of pavii and trams, the Seine being close (jii our right
for some time, until we crossed it at Pont de TArclie, where
we found a fair in full swing. One found it dilKcult to realise
that it was Sunday, and we stayed awhile watching the novel
scene, and being instantly diagnosed as " les Anglais," before
pushing our machines through the crowd and making, via
Ijouviers, for Evreux. where we .slept. Two miles outside
the town I had trouble with my hack tyre, which delayed
me some time, but dinner in France seems to be always done
to a turn whenever one arrives, so the set-back was soon
forgotten.

ilonday morning saw us off immediately after pttit
Jeji'iiiier. which to an Englishman is rather a poor apology
for breakfast, and bowling along over a good level road,
boulevarded, and often dead straight for many miles. So
far we had met very little traflic outside the" towns, and
passing on the right was quite a simple matter.

Passing Drenx. which is a curious old-fashioned town of
narrow streets, in which to lose the way is much simpler
than to find it. we entered a long stretch of flat, dreary
country, with scarce a tree in sight and a burning sun over-
head. The monotony was broken temporarily at Chartres.
only to be renewed as far as Artenay. where we hnnhed in

the cool dungeon of a village inn 'dated 1642. Reaching
Orleans, the country changed completely, and with frequent
glimpses of the Loire on our right, we made gojd progress
through Chateauneuf and Gien to Cosne, remaining there
for the night.

Passing through Pouges les Eaux the next morning we
found Hal Hill and "CJ.O.K." Thomas, who had been some-
what in front from Abbeville, the latter having taken a
toss on a dusty bend downhill which necessitated resting
for a fewhonrs. Leaving them to follow we passed through
Nevers, after which I struck puncture troubles which delayed
me some hours, together with Ashworth. who stood by' to
land a hand. Sub.^equently we were both caught ni a
thunderstorm and c-eurried for shelter as best we could, the

win the 180 kilometres race.
others having now practically reached Lyons. The storm
having passed away, Wednesday morning seemed hotter than
ever, but a high temperature is more bearable than at home
owing to the dry atmosphere.

Entering the last stage of our journey of over 500 miles

from Boulogne we proceeded via Moulins to La Palisse, strik-

ing some execrable surface ni roiile, much of it resembling
a miniature pebble beach. '

Lunching at Eoanne we thereafter passed through magnifi-

cent scenery for many miles, the road winding lound the

shoulder of hill after hill surrounding well wooded valleys

dotted with delightful hamlets.
Reaching our journey's end. we were most hospitably

received by the members of the Motor Cycle Club of Lyons,

who left no stone unturned to make us feel thoroughly
at home, and gave our men every opportunity to become
well acquainted with the course of about thirty-seven miles,

which had to be covered three times in the Circuit du Rhone
on Sund.xy. Having made personal acquaintance with it,

I can testify to its extreme severity. For the greater part
tile road is narrow and the surface bad. It abounds in hair-

pin and S bends, and there is little or no flat travelling any-
where. The principal hill is five miles long, with sliarji

bends and corners in rapid succession, and rises some 1,500
feet. The shortest possible wheelbase is necessary to take
the bends at anything like speed.

We shall none of us regret our visit or forget the kindness
and hospitality which we have met, not only in Lyons, but
throughout the whole journey through France.

Circuit du Rhone.
F. A. Rose (3i h.p. Triumijli) won the circuit of 180 kilo-

metres (III5 miles) in 3h. 22:ii. 10s., beating the next best,

a French rider of a 5 h.p. Magnat-Debon, by 4m. 54s. There
were eighteen starters.

n. M. s.

1. F. A. Rose (3i Triumph) 3 22 10

2. Escoffier (3 Magnat-Debon) 3 27 4

3. Venne (3 Magnat-Debon) 3 32 18

4. Mazue (2| Xlazue) 3 37 22
5. Colnmb (2| Mazue) 3 54 20

6, Molinard ; 7, ilerinet ; 8, Devaux ; 9, Lorriii ; 10, Rozand.
Escoffier made the fastest lap, 59ni.

The HilUclimb.
In the hill-climb on the Cote de Lucre, the Lyons Club

won by 456 points against 473. The results are:
1. Debeaune (9 Rene (iillet) 4 4
2. Escoffier 4 49
3. F. A. Rose 5 29

A banquet followed, and Mr. C. Williams, who has con-

tributed the above report to T/ie Motor Ci/ch. assured the
Lyonnais that the N.W.L.M.C.C. would certainly compete
again next year.

C. Williams has still more lyre trouble at the village of Molry.

The villagers are consoling him.
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CLUB NEWS

Sutton Coidfield

M. C. C. Race
Meet ng at Aston

Track. J. W.
Woodhouse (Ivy-

Precision), H. V.

Co'ver (Enfield),

and P. Brewster

(Forward) start-

ing in the first

race won by
Colver (see page

827).

West Essex A.C.

The following result of the 100 Miles Motor Cycle Cup
(Competition has been confirmed ; 1, W. E. Gunnett (3-^ h.p.

Triumph), cup outright (third year) ; 2, W. M. Gunnett (3^

h.p. Triumph), medal.

Huddersfield and District A.C.

A reliability trial over a sealed course was held on August
2nd, for which there were ten starters. The prize was a

silver rose bowl presented by Mr. J. Candy, and was won
by W. A. Lockwood (3^ h.p. James), J. E. Wortley (3i
h.p. Triumph) being second.

North-eastern A.A. (Motor Cycle Section)

The hill-climb in conjunction with the Durham and
District M.C.C. was held at Quarrington Hill on July 29th,

and resulted as below :'

Single-cylinder Class.

Rider and machine.
1. R. B. Smith (3i standard Ariel)

2. C. W. Smith (2^ New Hudson)
3. F. Turvey (3i T.T. Triumph) ...

TWIN-CYLINDKR ClASS
1. F. Turvey (2| Enfield)

2. — Ellis (4 T.T. Matchless)
3. W. Baxter (2| Enfield)

Fig.

Time. of merit.

60s. ... 68.20

77is. ... 63.45

50|s. .. 71.60

70-is. ... 74.07

53ts. ... 79.60
63^s. ... 81.13

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Result on formula of the fuel consumption trial held

August 2nd ;

Rider and machine.
1. J. Dale (3i Triumph)
2. J. Gilchrist (3^ Zenith) ...

J. Challans (3^ Premier)

Fuel.

Benzol
Benzol
Petrol

Average m.p.g.
217.3
154.5

153.8

Points.

. 100

. 99

. 99

. 99

Scarborough and District M.C.
The results of the trial on the 30th ult. are ;

1. H. Frain (3i Zenith)
1 3. W. F. Xranmer (3i Norton)

2. J W. B. Atkinson (3i Calthorpe)
IC. P. Finn (2^ Enfield)

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The two days' opeu reliability trial for the club fifteen-

guinea silver cup took place on Monday and Tuesday, and
there were eighteen starters.

Precisely at six o'clock on Monday morning the first man,
Healy, was sent away from Inchicore Bridge, a landmark
just outside Dublin. Monday's route was from Dublin to

Crlengarriff, 212 miles. The return to Dublin took place on
Tuesday via, Kenmare, Killarney, and Mallow, 224 miles.

Twelve reached Glengarriff in schedule time. The roads
were good except between Inchigeelagh and Glengarriff,

where bad roads cjsused tvre troubles.

Scene at the start

of the Manchester

Motor Club's Re-

liability Trial

(117 miles over

Cheshire and

Shropshireroads).

W. J. Munro (3i

h.p. Rover) and

C. Kettle (3^ h.p.

James) starting

from the control

at Old Tralford.
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Olub News.—
Sarum and District M.C.C.

I'he results of the second hill-climbing competition pro-

moted by the above club, on the 26th ult., are as follows;

1., Mr. King (3^ h.p. Triumph), 55|s. ; 2, Mr. Foster (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 57s. Slow climbing test.—Mr. Edwards (3^ h.p.

Premier).

nkley and District M.C.C.

In announcing the winner of the hill-climb for the Dawson
trophy a mistake was made, and the amended result is as

follows: 1, Chas. Thackray (3^- h.p. Contrast-Jap)), winner of

trophy, Triumph and the club gold medals; 2, J. H. Hoffman
(3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), silver medal; 3, J. N. Longfield (3^

h.p. T.T. Triumph), bronze medal.

Scottish Border M.C.C.

The result on time of the hill-climb (Class I.) on Redpath

Rig was as follows : Time.

1. Mungall (3i h.p. Rudge) 51|s.

2. Kirkpatrick (3-^- h.p. Triumph) 56-^s.

3. Laing (3^ h.p. Triumph) 57|s.

Wansbeck M.C.

In glorious weather on the 30th ult., numbers of the

members of the Wansbeck, Morpeth, and the Alnmck Motor
Clubs turned out for a combined series of hill-climbing com-

petitions. The contests were held on the difficult Kirby Bank,
between Longframlington and Alnwick, and much keenness

was manifested and some excellent times recorded. Results :

Competitor and machine. On On
time, formula.

G. Middleton. Newcastle-on-Tyne (3i Triumph) 1 ... 2

R. B. Smith, Newcastle-on-Tyne (3^ Ariel) ... 2 ... 1

J. Charlton, Morpeth (3^ Bradbury) 3 ... 5

Stockport and District M.C.C.

The club's second hill-climb was held on tlie 30tli ult. at

Castleton, Derbyshire (one of the worst liills in the district),

in fine weather. The following are the results on time :

Class 1.—Lightweights.

1. E. Woods (2f Levis)

2. H. ColUer (2-^ Enfield)

Class 2.—Singles.

1. H. J. .Scale (3i J.A.P.)

2. F. C. Coops (3i T.T. Triumph)
3. J. Whyte (3i T.T. Triumph)

Class 3.—Twins.
1. H. Marsden (5 MatcMess) ...

Class 4.—Sidecars.

1. J. Emerson (5 M.S.L.)
2. W. Bentley (5 M.S.L.)
3. A. Hibbert (5 Rex)

Slower than X.
... 52s.

... 69s.

... 4is.

... 5|s.

... lOis.

X

... Slfs.

. , 108|s.

. 199is.

The results on formula will be published later.
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North Staffordshire M.C.C.
The second reliability trial for the Ashton cup was held on

the 16th ult. over a course of forty miles, which was covered
three times. There were fifteen starters. Result : 1. H.
Madeley (3^ h.p. Lincoln Elk), lost 1^ marks, gold medal

;

2, H. Blair (7 h.p. Indian), lost 5 marks, silver medal ; 3,

T. Rodgers (3^ h.p. Rudge), lost 6i- marks.

Western District M.C.
The following are the results of the Williams Shield Reli

ability Trial held recently to Tetsworth and back, subject
to confirmation by the committee: 1, H. Hughes (6 N.S.L'.
and sidecar), 13s. fast, non-stop ; 2, W F. Ritchie (5 N.S.U.),
16.8s. slow, non-stop ; 3, H. Butler (9 J.A.P. and sidecar),

57.5s. slow, non-stop; 4, J. Babbage (2i N.S.U.), 3m. 38s.

slow, non-stop
Mersey M.C.

A most successful twenty-four hours' reliability trial was
recently held by the above club. Out of sixteen entries four-
teen started, and eleven finished the course in schedule time
and received gold medals. The prize winners were

:

T. Henshaw (Victoria-Jap), W. C. Smith (Singer), J.

Rimner (Matchless), A. J. Mason (N.S.U.), S. W. Phillpot
(Humber), E. Birch (Bradbury), F. C. Jones (Bradbury),
V. S. Horsman (Bradburv). J Henshaw (Douglas), 0. Lake
(Scott), and S. W. Corty,' Captain (N.S.U.),

Westmorland M.C.C.
The reliability run on the 23rd ult. over a course of 200

miles, viz., Kenoal. Keswick, Carlisle Dumfries, iloffat
and back to Kendal, resulted as follows : 1, T. A. Arm-
strong (3i h.p. Triumph) ; 2, J. M. Somervell (3^ h.p.
Ti'iumph) ; 3, A. Somervell (3^ h.p. Zenith).

Owing to a mistake in the weighing at tire Orton hill-

climb, L. Pierce is placed second and J. M. Somervell first.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
At a loiumittee meeting uf the above cluli held last week,

the arrangements for tlie forthcoming open hill-climb on
September 2nd were discussed. It was decided to have six

classes for the following types of nracliines : Tourist, light-

weight, T.T., ladies', tourist twin, and variably geared
machines. The ladies' class will doubtless attract consider-
able attention, now that so many ladies are riding motor
cycles, and the committee hope to secure a representative
entry for this event. Two prizes will be given in each event
for the first on formula and the first on time, and in addition
a special members' prize will be awarded in eacli clas."! to
members who have never previously won a prize in a hill-

climbing competition. A team prize and a fastest time of
the day prize w-ill also be offered.

The committee hope that their liberality in , regard to
members' prizes will induce novices to come forward and try
tlieir luck, as every inducement will be offered to secure "a

large and representative entry.
Printed particulars will be ready shortly. The venue of

the hill has not yet been decided.

Competitors and others who took part in the hill-climb promoted by the Sarum and District M.C.C.
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Tyres in the Scottish Trials.

We hear that machines fitted with
Kempshall tyres gained three gold, one
silver, and two bronze medals in the

Scottish Trials.

Bow Brickhill Hill.

Several readers have asked ns for the

L'xact location of Bow Brickhill Hill.

This hill lies to the right of the main
London-Holyhead Road, one and a hall

miles on the London side of Fenny Strat-

ford. After descending Little Brickhill

on the main road the first turn to the
right is taken, and then on sighting a

pair of level crossing gates bear right,

and in two minutes Bow Brickhill village

is reached, and the hill starts in the

csntre of the village.

A Universal Belt Punch.
Quite a novel form of belt punch has

been placed on the

nrarket by the

Splunx Mfg. Co..

240, Bradford
Street, Birming-
ham. The cutter

B screws into the
sleeve A, which
may be inserted
into the different

lioles marked 1, 2,

5, and 4. These
holes are suitable

for belts of lin.,

Jin., gin., and
gin. The article

is well made, and
is manufactured of

brovened st e e 1

.

The drawing ren-

ders the instru-

ment self-explana-

tory.

The " Sphinx" Universal
belt punch, of which we
give a description on

this page.

A Tyre Company Change.
We learn that Mr. George Neill, man

ager of the Charing Cross Road branch
of the Margetts Sectional Tyre Company,
has purchased the See Band and Tyre
Co., of Denmark Street, W.C., and will

carry on the business under the same
title but as a private concern.

Tyre Strength and Sizes.

There is not the slightest doubt that

the majority of sidecar users employ a

rear tyre which is too small when sub-

jected to the extra strain caused by the
use of a passenger attachment. A corre-

spondent who has exrperienced a lot of

trouble with tyres which were too small
for this purpose has had altogether a

different result after fitting a 650 mm.
by 65 mm. Rom. In all he has covered
4,000 miles with sidecar and passenger iu

a hilly iSJorth of Scotland district, and
only had one puncture, the machine used
being a- 5 h.p. twin V.S.
We also hear that nearly twenty-five per

cent, of the riders who completed the
journey in the Scottish Six Days' Trials,

and were entitled to awards, used these
tyres.
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The Sidecar Record.

Wakefield-Castrol oil was used by Hugl,

Gibson on his recent sidecar record. Tlii-

brand of oil is marketed by C. C. Wake
field and Co., 27, Cannon Street, E.G.

Another Pierce Agency in England.

Donald B. Larke^ Stoke Holly Cross,

near Norwich, is sole agent for Norfolk
and Suffolk for the Pierce four-cylinder

and single-cylinder models.

Catalogues Received.

The Anglo-Saxon Stores, 31, Newgatt
Street- London, E.C., have forwarded ua

a brochure which contains much that

IS of interest to the motor cycle rider.

This firm makes a speciality of repairs.

Novelties at John Piggott's.

Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd., Cheapside,

B.C., are keeping
thoroughly up to date

as regards motoi
cycle clothing. Their

new pattern overah

breeches for wear in

wet and m u d d >

weather have been
improved by the addi

tion of a special flap

to the seat through
which the belt is

threaded at the back.

This protects the

rider if the saddle

should get wet. The
firm has just issued a

special catalogue foi

the convenience ol

motor- cyclists, in which it will be seen

that the various commodities are priced

at a most moderate figure.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR AOTOR CYCLISTS.

AN ADJUSTABLE PULLET TIP.

360. If no adjustable belt fasteners
are carried, a very simple device is to

order a few extra feet of belting, and
divide the belt in use into a long and a
short section,' the short section being, say,

1ft.in length. The extra bits can be cut up,
say, into 13in., 14in.. and 15in. lengths,
each provided with a half fastener of the
simplest and strongest type. Then, when-
ever the pulley is adjusted to a different

gear ratio, the short length of belt is mi-
hooked and a spare length inserted.

The plan has another advantage, in that
whenever a belt requires shortening, one
can choose Avhich ol four ends shall be
cut. and select that which looks most
like giving way, or that which has the
screw loose, or fitted on the skew.

PREPARING A WATAWATA BELT.
361. The one bad point about the

Watawata belt, is the difficulty of punch-
ing out one of the burred over rivets

when the belt has to be shortened. This
IS an easy job at home in the garage,
v.'ith a big file, a vice, a hammer, and a
proper punch available, but it is often a
(ricky business by the roadside, with
Jnly small and makeshift tools at hand.
Before fitting a Watawata belt I always
punch out the three or four rivets next
the fastener bolt at each end, and sub-
stitute common wood screAvs, which are

locked by means of the copper washers
and a small square nut cut from leather.

By ROAD RIDER.
Then if the belt requires shortening on
the road, no tool is needed except a

screwdriver, and the job is performed in

a few seconds.

VALVE GUIDES.
S«S3. Few riders ever give a thought

to their valve guides, a detail deserving
close attention on any much-used engine.

If the guide be badly worn two ill effects

will follow. The stem will be a slack fit,

which, in the case of the inlet valve,

results in a weak mixture through air

being drawn in between valve and guide,

with loss of power and obstinacy in

starting, and in the case of the exhau.st

valve may be responsible for unnecessary
noise. Or again, the valve may rock a

little, the lift of the tappet often having a

suspicion of side thrust in it, when the

compression will be reduced.

On the other hand, a tight guide, full

of burnt oil and accumulated filth, maj
cause a valve to work very' stiffly (witli

consequent loss of power), or even to jam
altogether, with disastrous effects on the
timing gear. Therefore, whenever ai

engine is properly overhauled, the valvi

guides should be cleaned, and if veri
much worn, replaced by new ones. Thi
guide usually screws in, and can be ea.sib

removed when the cylinder is dismounted"

The Garrard Maxfleld Co., of Aston Road, Birmingham, have recently introduced a special wind screen and
apron for sidecars, which we illustrate. The sidecar is a new model which the same lirm will place on

the market shortly.
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^

Strikingf Successes of
the Speedy Sing^ers.

Emulating the success of the 3!

h.p. model, Mr. J.J. Woodgate,

riding the 2| h.p,

SINGER
LIGHTWEIGHT

at the Sutton Coldfield Speed Trials

on loth July, succeeded in gaining

FIRST
place in Class I., and again in

the UnUraited Class he came in

FIRST
At the B.iM.C.R.C. Meeting,

:5th July, G. E. Stanley, rid-

ing the 3.', h.p. model, gained

FIRST
place in the Ten Laps Open
Scratch Race, covering the

27 miles in 27m. SJs.

The 3.', h.p. Singer also holds the

50 MILES
RECORD
accomplished at Brooklands, 2i,st June, in

4onri. 37s.

All these Successes simply go to provi

that, besides being remarkably speedy

the Singer is also wonderfully reliable

and consistent In running. You can

prove this for yourself by writing for an

appointment to make a trial run on

one of these famous machines.
In aiiswerino this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor C.i/cle." A25

SINGER & CO.

(19 9) LTD.,

COVENTRY

London Showrooms:

17, Holliorn Viaduct,

E.c.
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THE

UP HILL

BLUMFIELD
99

O 9. STROKE O 1 IN va Lj £t

DOESN'T
u

CONK,
99

IT CONQUERS

!

THERE ARE
GOOD

REASONS WHY.

BLUMFIELD LD., 70, LOWER ESSEX ST., BIRMINGHAM.
SAMPLE ENGINES AT SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE ONLY.

Powell & Hanmer
Manufacturers

With thirty years' experience. You can there-

fore rely upon these lamps.

Complete with Generator,

2 /" each.
The best value in the market.

Every Lamp Guaranteed.
Write for oar new listj we make several

I

ALBION FREE ENGINE CLUTCH
ADJUSTABLE PUI-I-EY

gives perfect control in

traffic.

Will fit any engine.

Gives a Low Gear.
Smallest and Lightest.

Free Engine and
2-Speecl Hubs.

ALBION ENGINEERING
CO., LTD.,

Late HARRIS & SONS,

Upper Hishgate Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

patterns.

Works: Chester St., Birmingham.

]yiarOT@CLE
LIBRARY OF

USEFUL BOOKS

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.
14th Edition, now on sale—replete with essential informatioa,
well illustrated with original photographs and drawings.

Price 1 /- net. Post free 1 /2.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
2nd Edition, containing a multitude of useful hints on the
repair and improvement-of the motor bicycle.—Information
on the quickest and most economical method of '* tuning up."

Price 1 /- net. Post free 1 /I.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
An invaluable companion on the road. Ensuring comfortable
touring free from inconveniences associated with travelling.

Carefully chosen routes with best surfaces throughout ttie

whole of the British Isles.

Price 1 /6 net. Post free 1 /9.

Obtainable from " THE MOTOR CYCLE " Offices, 20, Tudor St., Lonilon, E.C.

*26 In ansiL-eriny these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci'cle.'
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Air Cooled

TO USERS OF SIDECARS
AND TRICARS

Your chief trouble is your rear tyre. Unless very fortu-

nate, you are continually in trouble. Why ? Because

the ordinary motor cycle tyre cannot stand the strain. It

cannot be expected to do the work of a car tyre.

A CAR TYRE will not fit your rim. The only alternative

is to fit a cover made on car tyre lines for a motor cycle

rim. You also want something stronger than rubber on

the tread. The tread should be of special hard steel studs

that will not break off or pull out, and the casing should

be specially rc-inforced. Then you have an ideal tyre fcr

your work. The ma.ximum of strength for the minimum
of weight. The tyre illustrated is made on these lines, and

costs very little more than an ordinary rubber cover. Ycu
can have the same tread fitted to your own tyre.

Particulars and prices on application to

—

THE LOMAX TYRE CO. (Dept. Y),

Resilient Works,

William Street. BIRMINGHAM.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns'—Fist 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per woidi
altai. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the
cas& of Trade Advertisements a series of

tir.rteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofEces ol " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.
To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices o£ " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
th3 first post on Friday morning previous to

t.'ie day ol issue.

AH letters relating to advertisements should
slate distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers ot second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

rian showing division of England into Sections.

Dxirheun, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

Tork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, FUnt, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV,

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, O.tford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel IslaUsls.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,

Iceland and Isle of Man.

A.so In answerinq these

EXAMINE & TBI
under the sever-

est, most exact-

ing conditions,

and you will fail

to discover any
cause of com-
plaint against

either new or

second-hand

MOTOR CYCLES FROM

WAUCHOPE'S
^SK Machines of many makes, all give most
^OK perfect results, because each is thorough-
'-IST. ly overhauled and perfectly tuned up for

Call the road before sending out. Second-
& hands renovated as necessary, and all

SEE, fully guaranteed.

TO-DAY'S BARGAINS.
42o-i. ilh.p. Twin PEUGEOT £17 10
4205. 2i h.p. 1910 Two-speed F.N. .. £23 10
4207. sih.p. 191C Tourist REX £32 10
4208. 7 h.p. rg 10 Two- speed V.S. .. £45
4215. 2} h.p, BROOKLANDS and sidecar £16 10
4216. 3* h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH 37 Gns
4217. 3* h,p, 1907 TRIUMP.H - £23 10
4218. 7 h,p, 1909 Two-speed V.S. and

sidecar.

4219. 3J h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P £25
4220. 5 h.p. 1911 Standard INDIAN 48 Gns
4226. aih.p. 1910 MIDGET Bicar .

.

£22 10

4227. 3i h.p, 1907 TRIUMPH £23 10

4229. 8 h.p. 1910 Twin BAT .... £45
4233, 3i h.p, 1911 F,E. TRIUMPH ,... £48
4179. 5 h,p. 1911 Twin REX DE LUXE 50 Gns
4180. 2j h.p. BRADBURY £8 10
4181. 3.^h,p, 1908 BROWN £22 10
4183, lih.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE £21
4190. 3 h.p. 1906 TRIUMPH 18 Gns
4196. 6 h.p. 1908 Two-speed N.S.U. and

sidecar £32 10

4197. sJ h.p, 1908 Two-speed P. and M. £30
4198. 3i h.p, iqog MINERVA £25
4199. 2I h,p, EXCELSIOR £12 10

4200. 7 h.p, 1910 Two-speed MATCHLESS
and Lowen sidecar , , 65 Gns

4151, 3 h.p. QUADRANT Tricar 10 Gns.

4153. 5 h.p. 191 1 INDIAN, free engine
model £50

4154. .5 h.p, 1910 Two-speed Twin ROC 40 Gns,

4158, jih.p. 1910 SINGER MOTO-VELO £22 10

4160, 2"h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE £15
4161, 2jh.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .. £23 10

4093. 7 h.p, 1910 Two-speed V.S 45 Gns
4040, 7 h,p, iglo Two-speed INDIAN , , £47 10

4123, 23 h.p, 10:0 DOUGLAS £30
4133, 2jh,p, ARIEL £8 10

4135, 5 h.p, 1907 Twin REX DE LUXE
and sidecar £22 10

3894, iih,p, 1910 MOTOSACOCHE £22 10

3509, 3J h.p. 1909 MINERVA £22 10

4051. aih.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD . . £25

3933, 6 h.p, 1910 Two-speed ROC & sidecar £47 10

4100, 6h,p, 1909 CHATER-LEA Carette 28 Gns
4046, ijh,p, MOTOSACOCHE TB12 10

3')07, sjh.p, 1908 Two-speed N.S.U. ,, 20 Gns

3099, 4 h,p. Twin N.S.U - £18 10

2965, 2 h,p, 1909 MOTO-REVE 20 Gns

3323, 2ih.p. 19 10 Twin N.S.U £22 10

4092. 2i h,p. MINERVA £17 10

3989, 3|h,p, 1908 Two-speed N.S.U. ,, £22 10

Change for a better. Send details of your

present mount, and receive our liberal exchange

oBer in part payment of a new 1911 model of

any leading maite.

"WAUCHOPE^
9, SHoe L.sino, Flee't 8*^01

B.ONDON, E.G.
Telegrams ; " Opificier, London."

'Phone : 5777 Holbom.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may }itl

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,"
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,'
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No,
000, c/o ' The McTtor Cycle/ Coventry "

; or if
*' London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
'The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

2W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availmg themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are ad\'ised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

g:oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each part>' to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
I'lo the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

:;Iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive sc

many enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to eaeli

•-ne by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I,

Northumberland, Cumberlaud, Durham, and,
Westmoreland.

TQll Plielon-Mottre, S-jh.p., Terr little u=ed, good as'
-M.9J new; £50.-0. Gibson, 1, Parkside ltd.. Kendal.

J QIO Free Engine Triumph, perfect condition; any.A t^ trial and examination ; £40—1, Market Place,
Egremont, Cumberland-

OHOiNIX, 8h-p., 1909 model, magneto. Stepney, often
J- invited ; Plielon-Mo^re sidecar wanted.—Motorist, 9,-

Winifred Terrace, Sunderland. J

6 h.p. N.S.F., 2-^peed, and free engine, in perfect coo-"
dition, good sidecar machine; exchange single, good

uake, and ca,sh to adjust-— 4, Salford Terrace, Egremont.
Cumberland-

pRIUMl'HS, Humbers, B.S-A., Royal Enfield motoi
-iL cycles, lightweights, 2 speeds, free engines ; write.
nire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries.—Turvey anc
Co-, Tlie Motor House, Sunderland. Tel-: No- 626.

SUCTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

1 Qll Free Engine Rover, unscratched; £52. wit!
JLU sparer.-Wards, North St., Wetherby.

TRirMPH. 1907, magneto, h.b.c, accessorits; £22;
ofllers invited.— 543, Green Lane, Boitou.

SINGER. 5-ih-p., free eus:ine, June, 1911, as new;
£45.-Cottam, St. Mary's Gate, Lancaster.

3.h.p. Minerva, new studded tvros, perfect condition;
-^4 £12/12.-Richards, 125. High St., Bolton.

3 ill. p. Rex, 1908, Eogth, new Aniac, Whittle belt,

2 iplendid condition; £18—93, Wallgate, Wigan.

1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, h.b-c, Watawata belt, lamp,
-3-«7 etc-, complete, excellent condition; £22-—Below..

N-SCr. 2ih.p. Lightweight, 1911, brand new, under- f

geared pulley, magneto; £36-—Below.
;

;i 10 Singer Moto-Velo, 2h.p., lightweight, magnet
7 new tyres, two new belts; £23.—Below.

T|07 Triumph, magneto, new cylinder, piston, ca
y buretter, h.b.c, just back from makers; £24.

"I Qll B-S.A-, Rover, and Triumph, free engine models, j

i-tf from stock.—Hartley Clegg, Ltd., Burnley. -

ENFIELD Liglitweight-—Sole agents for Manchester (

and district, Newton's. Blactfriars St., Manchester.
'*

2ih-p. Lloyd Lightweight, new tyres, re-bushed, ei-

2 cellent condition; £12/10.-68, Wellington Ed.,

Stockport.
,

!

IQIO Rex, 3ih.p., just been fitted with 1911 P.M. i

-L t/ 2-speed gear, chain drive ; offers ?—Burnell,

Castleford.

PREMIER Motor Cycle for sale, 3|h-p. twin, almost

new, magneto, and h-b.c- ;
price £32.-17, Market

Sq-, St. Helens.

N.S.U-, 1911, 3ih.p., Model de Luxe, 2-speed and free

engine, new; £42.—Graydon, 19, Kensington Rd.,

Anne's-on-Sea.

advertisements it ie desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.''
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IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY.
EXCHANGES CONSIDERED.

NEW 1311 IHACHINES IN STOCK.
911 3I h.p. Tourist Rex 43 Gn!

911 5 h.p. Two-speed Rex de Luxe
9117 h.p. bidetle 80 Gn;

911 3J h.p. Bradbury . . .-. £43

911 3J h.p. Two-speed Bradbury £55

911 3i h.p. Rudge-Whitworth £43

NEW 1910 MACHINES. REDUCED PRICES.
910 3A h.p. MaKneln Rex, ;;;rey finish 32 Gns
910 3'i h.p. Magneto Rex, Cantilever seat 35 Gn
910 5 h.p. Twin, grand sidecar mount 42 Gns
910 3i h.p. Plate "Clutch, free engine, pedals.. 44 Gns
910 4 h.p. Magneto N.S.U £3ti

irand New 1910* 5 h.p. fwo-speed Twin Rex de

Luxe, 1911 cylinders, forks, M.O.V., magneto,
and other 191 1 fittings, fully guaranteed,
,fiv,ii.. ^r.„.o\rU

_ £53 '0

THE EXCHANGE '

^

1911 RIGID

SIDECAR

|£4 19 6

e Luxe type, with best tyre, apron, etc £d 6
iitto, with reversible child's seat £7
titto, with best c ach-built body £7 12 6

nproved quick-detachable joints arc fitted to all models.
rompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U. 's,

Indians, and any other make.
Discount to trade. Kxchangcs entertained.

l-H:>6ci<l.ili.\ CO.MtSlNAnonS.
Jll.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, magneto ignition. Roc

clutch, handle starting, and new rigid sidecar £27 10
\ h.p. N.S.U., free engine, N.S.U. sidecar, very

smart turnout £33 10
i h.p. Two-speed Rexette, carries three £25
irand New 1910V Twin Rex de Luxe, 1911 fittings,

and new 191 1 de luxe sidecar £59 15
h.p. Two-speed Rex l.itette, w.c., very smart and

powerful £29 10

SECOND-HAND .VIACHINES IN STOCK.
)ll 3i h.p. Tourist Rex, done 750 mill's £36
)io 3J h.p. T.T. Triumpli £38 10
)I0 Twin Rex, special M.O.V, engine, very fast.

.

£2!) 10
)I0 3S h.p. Magneto Rex, 84 J x 89 .....'. £27 10
)io 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, fine sidecar machine . . £42 10
)I0 3J h.p. Rex, \erv last, special machine £27 10
)09 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe £35 10
)o8 3-G h.p. Rex Lightweight, magneto £17 10
)o7 3i h.p. Magneto Rex, spring forks £19 19
)07 3i h.p. Rex, spring forks £15 10
! h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, Roc clutch, spring forks £24 10
rb.p. late type Two-speed Number £32 10
uadrant, 3 h.p., nice order £11 10
h.p. Antoine, h.b. control £16 10

i
h.p. J.A.P., light and handy £10
h.p. J.A.P., twin, magneto, free engine £26 10
win Werner, light and low £15 10
.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10
h.p. Magneto Quadrant, spriiii; forks £24

;Ji.p. Eclipse, l.iw'fr.imr. ;i,ii,. wheels £8 10
>ASV I'.WMf.XTS I l;ii.M £3 DEPOSIT.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 ill. p. Res, magneto. B- and B., h.bc , spring forb3,

2 engine, as new, new Valmcr cord back. Whittle;
£17/10.-24, Cornewall St., Hereford.

FAIRY Lightweight Twin, B. and B., 1911 h-b-.
CA-V, new coil and accumulator, splendid little

mount; £13/10.—Watkind, Lye House, Lye.

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, speedometer. Nightin-
gale whistle, mirror. Parsons no-skid chain, Luca>

King of the Road lamp, not ridden 1,600 miles; 45
fjuineas.—Barber, 8, Cambrian I'iace, Swansea-

4]i.p. Bat. spring frame, Stephen's engine, tyres nearly
new, in good condition, £12; 3rh.p. Zenith Gradna.

.-spring frame, Fafnir engine, magneto, in splendid going
order, any trial ,£16 ; 2h.p. Clement-Garrard, spring
f rks, torpedo tank, in good order, £6.—Crown Motor and
Cycle Co., Itridge St., Kvesham.

SECTION VH.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

Oihp. B.S-A., in, stock, new; offers?

Oih.p. Twin, in stock, new; offers?

5-6h.p. Roc Twin. 1910 model, 2-Bpeed. new Rom
treads on Dunlops, new condition ; offers ?

K-61i.p. Indian, in perfect order, 1910 model; oflerf-r

>i>ih.p. Singer Moto-Velo, 1910 model, excellent con
^^4. ditiou : tffersr—Randall, Audovcr.

B.S.A. Mutor Cycles from stock.—Trinder and Osborne
2a and 3. Broad St.. Banbury.

NEW 1911 Douglaji, only iiwd for trinl t\\u^\ £32.-
Gr^enn', motor agents, Haverfordwest.

TRIT^MPH. 1908, deofnt order and condition;
£27,10-— Il-'vbouru, Motors, Maidenhead.

T M MEDIATE delirery B-S.A. and Premier motor
-2- cycles.—Eyics and EyleH, St. Aldutea, Oxford.

DOT'GLAS. 1911, splendid conflition, little ustd,
£33il0.—Heybourn, Motors, Maidenhead.

IMMEDIATE Delirery of free engine Singers nud side
cars for .'tame.—Gibson and Co., Alingdon, Beiks

BRAMBI^RYS— 1911 Bradbnr>'s in s:otk: immediate
delivery: trade supplied.— Ginger M'.tois, Bunbtiry

1Q11 I"'K. Triumph. 1911 stiindiird Premier in stoik
-i-v at Wliecler's M-tur and Cycle Jieput, Newbury

1 Qll; Itnidbiiry, not done 500; cost £50, accept £40;
' JL*y bought 71i.p. Bat — GoIdinghafU, Nibley, J:)ursley-

,
Tj^N'FIELD. 41 guineas. 1911. 2ib.p., chain drive, ."hop-
Xj soiled only, never used; £36.— Ginger Motors, Ban-
hiiry.

I^RITTMPH T.T., not nnpaeketl, immediato delivery,

priy carriage; £50.—Pugh, 40, High St., Haver-
inrdwL'st.

RUDGK-WHITWORTH Motor Cycles from rtock
standard model, £48/15.-Balfour'3 Motor Wkb

Banbury.

MOTO-REVE, 2Jh.p. twin, few weeks old, perfe* t

condition; £33, " — • -

Maidenhead.

i

burgaiu.-Heybourn, Motors

n FECIAL Or-rKR.—Two Brand New ^\ h.p. Rexes,
Hh bore, Sg stroke, spring forlcs, verv low frame,
ball bearings to engine-shaft, Bosch magiictc
ignition, Brown aiid Barlow handle-bar control car-
buretter, foot and hand brakes, ^in. Lvso belt,
26x 2^ Continental tyres, footrests, number-plates,
toolbag, tools, spares, stand, and carrier. Bargain
price, 32 Gns.
NEW SIDECARS from £3 lOs. upwards.

Discount to Trade.

The Halifax Motor Exchange jR
LARGEST REX DEALERS.

16, Wes-ts'si-te, HALBFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, "Perfection."

L -* 1-
Business Hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m

ustrahan Aeent—AUen, 6, Wcstbourne St., Peter^ha
N.S.W.

KERRY, 22hp., necnmulator ignition, now piston and
rylinder, <oinpression perfect; £8; trial.—Whincup,

Wyeouibe. Bucks.

•>ih-p. Rex Lightweight, magneto, new tyro.^ and en-
'V 2 gine, re-euamelled and re-plated, whole n* new;
I'lfers.—Cuversham Motors, Reading.

1 QlO 3^h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, "WTiittle belt, lamp and
XJJ separate generator, all spares; 29 guineas, or nejir

offer.-Wood, 6, Hughendcn Rd., Clifton, Bristol.

ETLES and Eyies. 113. St. Aldates, Oxford, have in
stjck Bat. 4h.p-. 2-speed. free engine; B-S-A-. 3^

li.p-, free engine; and Premier, 3ih.p., free engine; also
-sidecars".

THE Spcr-dv Singer in ?toi k. free engine ; reliable
Pn-iniir in >^ock. £47/10 ; several second-hand

n.'irbin.:-^ tn lie cleared at low prices: exchanges enter-
t. lined.

—
'Martin, Station Hill, Chippenham.

6 h.p. Humber Forecar, Humber fittings thronghout, 2-

sXiecd gear, free engine, LJunlop car tyres, new con-
dition : cost £98 ; just overhauled ; price 20 guineas,
Wditli double; room wanted--Breeze, 103, Victoria Rd-,
Aldor.-^ljot.

TRIUMPH, new September, 1908. carefully used,
speedometer, lamp, new Palmer studded back, com-

plete, £30; also specially tnned free engine Rover, 1911.
brand new, £55.— Write, Biggs, engineer, 18, Mafeking
Ed.. Southsea.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
nd Sussex.

.S.A., 1911 standard motor cycle, shcp-soiled, never
been on the road; £43/10.

1 QlO Standard Triumph, in new condition, not been
J-t/ 3,000. re-trea-ds on both tyres; any trial or ex-
amination : £38.

1 Qll Free Engine Triumph, ridden under 2.000,
XtF fir«t-rate condition ;- any trial or examination

;

£48.— L. R. Tippins and Son, Triumph agents, Mistley,
Essex.
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LUBRICATION is a matter

of utmost importance to the

motor cyclist, and an item

which is apt to be loo lightly

considered. You cannot give

too much attention to this, or

exercise too much care in the

selection of a suitable oil.

GHEMIGO

MOTOR
BIKE

OIL
has had our careful attention,

coupled with our wide know-
ledge of oil, exercised in its

production, which with every

confidence we recommend^

CHEMICO MOTOR BIKE
OIL IS exceptionally high in

flashpoint, will not carbonise

the valves, or soot the plug,

but will circulate everywhere

necessary and keep the engine

perfectly cool.

We Urge every motor

cyclist to test CHEMICO
MOTOR BIKE OIL, and give

attention to the running of the

engine during test.

Note how sweetly it runs and how
clean the valves k^ep.

PRICES.
Quart Tins . . 1/6 each.

Half-Gallon Tins 2/6 „
Gallon Tins . . 4/6 „

Injanswerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention Mofnr Ci/de. A33
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CAR PATTERN

MUDGUARDS
can be fitted without

extra charg-e.
This is our Model de Luxe.

Complete £5 : 5 . O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.

NOIH OUR front arm which grips the sidecar
CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this attach-
ment.

All our Sidecars are now fitted with Farrar's
quick detachable joints and cranked back axles,
refinements found on very tew other makes.

MODEL "DE LUXE " £5 5
MODEL " C," with cane body £6
MODEL " D," with coach-built body £7
IIODI'I " E," with reversible child's seat.. £6 10

ALL COMPLETE WITH MUDGUARD & TYRES.

Discount to the Trade.

DeUvery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. &. M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT. STRONG. AND SPLENDID VALUE.

SPRUNG I.IKE: A CAR.
Sole Agent for Austraha and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

ENGINES. ENGINES.

6-7 h.p. Twin Antoins, fine puller £6 10
5-6 h.p. SAROLEA, brand new, igio model,

fitted magneto, silencers, driving pulley,
etc £14 14

Ijh.p. DE DION, air-cooled £1 15
Phelon and Moore iSngine and Frame £5 10
4* h.p. HUMBER, water-cooled £6 10
2I h.p. MINERVA, good puller £3 10
2" h.p. SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10
3 h.p. DE DION, variable pulley £2 5

Other engines accepted in part payment.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
igil B. and B., complete 25/-
1910 Amac, variable jets 22/*

5 /- allowed for old carbiu'etter.

Second-hand Amac, h.b. control 12/6
Longuemaxe, Amac, and others 5/- each

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
fT/'ILTON" Cycle Co.,

yTCTOBl-4. S.W— See bargains below; all best maVe^
» in stock.

WILTON.—Bradburys in stock, free engine, £54/10;
2-speed, £56.

WILTON.-OIyno; sole S.W. agents; trial by appoint-
ment : early delivery.

WILTON.-Matchless;
liveries.

S.W. agency; early de-

VYILT0N.-1911 Kerry-Abingdon, 31h.p. ; £45.

TTAILTON.-igil Moto-Eeye, 23h.p. i4S.

FARRAR'S
Motor Exchange

HALIFAX *^™" '5'5'"^^

Telephone 919.

A34

"\yiLTON.-

WILTON—Bradbury, 3 Tveeks old, 1910
model, all accessories, as new ; £35.

\yiLTON.-

WILTON.-
sories; £25.

WILTON.—Exchanges
terms.

New Enfield; £36.

standaid
accessories, as new; £35.

F.N., 4-cyl., ^ili.p., good order; £25.

Humber, Sjli.p., 1910 standard, acces-

and instalments, reasonable

1910 Moto-Reve, 2h.p., with accessories.

Brown, twin, Bosclt magneto, li

FARRAR'S
Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23,25,HopwoodLane,

HALIFAX <""°»>-"'-^=
from G.P.O.)

Telephone gig.

Bosclt magneto,
" £32.

WILT0N.-7h.p. Brown, twin,
and B. carburetter, just overhauled

WILTON.—1909 51i,p. Sarolen, Chuter-Lea, 4 speeds,
new Druid forks, B. and Li. carburetter, Bosch

magneto, new Bom on back; £30, bargain.

WILTON"— 3^h-p. Excelsior, B- and B. carburetter,
£8/10; 2ih.p. Prfcision-Enfietd, £6/10.

WILTON —Tricar, 6h.p. International engine, water-
cociled, Renold patent 2-6peed gear, Renold silent

chains, wheel steering, 760x90 tyres; £30.

WILTON.—Humber tricar, chain driven, free engine,
good order; £10/10.

WILTON Cvrle Co., J 10. Wilton Rd-. Viftoria, Lon-
don, S.W. 'Phone, 5115 "Westminster.

£10.-Roberts. 49. Gap3h-p- Kerry, ready for the rood

;

RRd., AVimbledon.

QUADRANT, 3^h.p., just overhauled, tyres new; £10.
—Seward, 38, Bellevue Rd-, Ealing.

MOTOSACOCHE, l^h.p.. 1910. good condition; £20.
-Shepherd, Guildford St., Chertsey.

prices

;

Kent.
MOTOR Cycles, second-hand, all

lists.—H. S. Kettle, Smarden,

T.AC., 7h.p., 1911, perfect order; £50, or exchange
Triumph and cash.— 4, Church Rd., Acton-

31,h-p. M.M-C, B. and E., toolis, lamp, accessories;
2 £11/10. ofiers.-55, Haggerston Rd.. N-E.

REY, 5, Heath St-, Hampstead, can give immediatf
delivery of the following 1-911 macJiines:

RES, Sih.p-, brand new, 1911 clutch model, handle
starting; £42.

BRADBURY Standard Free Engine or 2-3peed JJoo'pi

immediate delivery from stock.

HUMBER, 1911. 3ih.p., two-speed and free engiji
model; immediate delivery.

"DAT, 7-8h.p., 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £60

TRIUMPH, 1911, standard model, for immediate de-

livery. £48/15; and clutch models.

model D ; im

model E, two-speed anr

1911. £34; or 2ih.p., £28/10;

Hobart. 3ih.p. twin, 1911. or 2ih.p.; nc

T^OUGLAS. ,22h.p., 1911, standard
mediate delivery.

DOUGLAS. 2;h.p.,
handle starting;

LINCOLN Elk. Sili.p.

no waiting.

1911,
£48.

HANDY"
waitinj

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in stock,
no waiting.

for immediate delivery; no wait-"D.S.A., 1911, 3ih.p.
ing; £50.

ALL the Above for immediate delivery; terms, cash
exchange, or extended payments.— Only address

Key, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678 P.O-

£22.— 3ih-p. Rex de Luxe, Roc clutch, spring frame,

late model ; any trial —30, Arlington Rd-, Surbiton.

QUADRANT-MINERVA, IJh.p., good working order;
" £5.-Apply, 52, Westend Rd., Southall, Middlesex-

BRADBURY, 3.'.-h.p.. ppar,e parts in stock.—Agents,
Bright and Hayles, Church St., CambcTwell Green.

1

BRADBURY Catalogues post free.—Agents, Bright

:

and Hayles, Camberwetl.
\

NEW Hudson agents. Bright and Hayles, 73, Church
St., Camberwell Green.

Bradbury, 1910 model, guaranteed perfect;
£34/10.-73, Church St., Cnmberwell.

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3^ h.p., igio, with igii spring forks £35

sl h.p., igio, black tmish £32

3J h.p., igio, frey finish £32
3^ h.p., rgog, Tourist, very good £28
3 h.p., rgoS, Featherweight magneto ,... £18
3jh.p., 1906, Tourist, M.O.V., spring iovks £14

TWIN-CYLENDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £43
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
5-6 h.p., special model, 1909, magneto..., £27 10
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igoS, two-speed model, . £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igo8, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-6 h.p,, 1908, two-speed de Luxe, igog

engine £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto. . . . £21
5-6 h.p., igo7, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch £23

N.S.U.'s N SU.'s. N S.U.'e.

5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19 D

5^ h.p. Magneto, 2 speeds £25
1908 Lightweight, Bosch magneto £17

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
6-7 h.p. Twin Antoine, Bosch, B. & B £21
igii New Hudson, three speeds £47
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V. , very good £18

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., grand goer £12

SIDECAR COMEINATION?.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar . . £29
5-6 h.p. 2-speed igo8 Rex and Sitlecar .... £33

8 One ditto £32
7-9 h.p. two-speed Rex and Sidecar ...... £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks,

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.

26 X 2 and 26 X 2 iin. wired-edge covers 12/6
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26X2J or 2jin. 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26 x 2j 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

JOA J\fi\lJN SECURES ANY OF THESE
dCl'+ I/UWVll BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY,

3i h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in, wheels £12
3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V £12
3.U1. p. 1906 Rex, M.O.V,, spring forks £14

^£ii nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3Sa%? l/UWn BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY,

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto ., £17
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £18
1908 Magneto Rex, low and smart £18
5-6 h.p. Twiu Rsx, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
5i h.p, Humberette car, 2 seater

|5i-6i h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty
One "ditto, re-varnished

6 ii.r> RoverTricar, good goer

4^-5^ h.p. two-seater Alldays car

IVilSCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Forecar Attachment, good
Brooks Broo saddle

F.K.S. 58/- Lamp set

Cowey Speedometer, only done 582 miles,

.

Second-hand sidecar, rigid

Mills-Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar
Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc.

Prested accumulators, new, 15 amp
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/109
New Frame for vertical engine

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils

19, 21, 23, 23, Hopwood Lane,

Two minute!
Irom G.P.O.)

7(1 ansu-erinr/ these rnh-ertii?ementf it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

2 i

F.N., 4-cyl., siilendid condition;
73. Church St., Camherwell.

bargain, £22/10.-

£18
£24
£20
£1T Q

£16

35/-
9/6

30'-

£3 3

£3 10

£6 6

£1 15

9/S
35/-

4/11
15/-

30/-
15/6

WANTED. WANTED.
Triumphs, Rexes, Minervas. N.S.U.'s, Douglas's,

Moto-Reves, and other magneto machines.

Cash waiting.
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We advertise LESS MACHINES!

THAN what we nave got;

other people advertise MORE
MACHINES THAN they have

got.

If we put all the machines in our list we should
want a couple of pages, and, at our cut prices,

this would not pay. We HAVE the largest stock

in ALL ENGLAND ; there is no cod about us.

Ask anyone who has been to Morecambe, and they
will all tell you the same storj-

—"The place was
bunged out to the doors with stocli, and we never
saw so many in our lives." We have this repeated
DAILY. Come and CONVl.N'CE yourself before
buying elsewhere, or write us.

WE H.'WE weekly deliveries of the following

new machines ; if, when you write us, we are sold
[

out, we shall have one in the week afterwards.

Wc purchased SOME HUNDREDS at the Show, I

and we are out to SELL THEM on our money-
back terms. [

The Canary is STILL IN SONG—come and
see it.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
DOUGLAS, 1910 £28 '0 I

F.N., 2'^ h.p., 1910, 2-speed £19 '0

ENFIELD, 2-speed, 1911, as new £36
ENFIELD, J910 £28
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £29
SIMMS, ij h.p £12 10
DOUGLAS, 1909 £21
DOUGLAS, 1909, fine order £22 10
F.N., 1910, 2-speed £21
F.N., ih h.p £12 10
MOTOSACOCHE £14
MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, tree engine £24

SIDECAR MACHINES.
VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p., 2-specd .... £25
N.S.U., 2-spced, 4 h.p., 1911 . £35
N.S.U., 2-speed, 5 h.p £25
BAT, 1910, 5 h.p., good order £39
N.S.U., 1910, 2-speed, 4 h.p £31
PEUGEOT-CHATER-LEA, 5 h.p., 2-specd £40
P. and M., 1909, strong puller £34
HUMBER, 1910, 2-speed £30
P. and M., 1909 £33
BAT, 1911. 3j h.p £35
PHANOMEN, 2-specd, 5 h.p £21
RED INDIAN, ; h.D., 1910 £37 10 I

J.A.P.-CH.\TER:LEA, S h.p £39
ROC, 4 h.p., 2-speed £25
GREEN INDIAN, 1910 £36
REX, 5 h.p., fine order £29
VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p.. Auto variable

pulley £25 |

VEW 1911 MODELS READYFOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

WDGE-WHITWORTH, I9tr £48 I

JRADBURY, ion, 2-spced £55
)RADBURY, 1911, single-speed £48
JAT-J.A.P., 1911, ,i h.p £4S 10 I

i.'^T-J.A.P., I9ir, 5h.p £53
lOTOSACOCHE, 1911, free engine £38
lOYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed, 1911 £52 10
;LYN0, 1 h.p., J9it £64
COTT, 1911 £65
POUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed £43
UT-J.A.P. Sh.p., 1911 £60
HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed £50
)OUGLAS, 1911 £39 18
ENITH-GRADUA, 5 h.p., 1911 £69 6
ENITH-GRADUA, 3J h.p., 1911 £54 12

^IGH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
INGER, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
RIUMPH, 1909, fine order £34
RIUMPH, 1909, fine order £32
JMMS, 35 h.p £14
[MMS, 2i h.p., magneto ignition £10 10
RIUMPH, 1910, free engine £40
RIUMPH, 1910, Mabon clutch £39
S.U. 3 h.p £17
RIUMPH, 1909 £28
RADBURV, I9ir, as new £45
S.U., 3} h.p £23
SIUMPH, 1909, Roc conversion £36
MUMPH, 1909, Mabon variable gear .

.

£35
Also several low-priced magneto machines

about £10.

w

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES.-Matohless, Sh.p. twin. 1911 T.T. model,

perfect condition ; £44 ; exchange loiirer power.

EAGLES.—N.S.TJ., 3ih.p., popular magneto, spring
forkrf, li.b.c, excellent condition ; £19; 10.

EAGLES. — Motcv^acoche. lih.p.. lightwei-ht. 1910
model, magneto, Druid spring forks. Whittle belt,

Palmer tyree; £20.

EAGLES.—Minerva, B.S.A., 23h.p.. m.o.v., spring
forks, adjustable pulley, h.b.o. : £11/10.

EAGLES.-Triumpb. 3h.p.. 1905. Helle.sden ignition,
B. and B. carburetter, in gocd order; £3/10.

EAGLES.—MineKa. 3h.p., m.o.v., magneto, adjustable
pulley, h.b.c, very lew built; £17/10-

EAGLES.—Triumph. .O:-!. standard model, for im-
mediate dL'livery; £48/15.

EAGLES.—Bradbury. 1911, stancJard model, for imme-
diate (lelirery; £48.

EAGLES.—We have n few brand new single-cylinder
X.S.L'.'s just delivered, gear-driven magneto, im-

proved carburetter, h.b.c. Sliamroek bfits, 1911 spring
forks and other improvements, complete with tool case,
full fiet of tools, stand,- etc.; 3h.p. £27, 3ih.p. £31
nett cash ; deferred payments arrunged.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery of the N.S.U. 2-speed
gears, all sizes in stock; £5/15.

EAGLES and Co.. High St.. Acton, N.S 0. Wist
London district aeency.— Early delivery of 1911

tiiodels : liberal allowances for machines in part
pnyment—Tel, : 556 Chiswick.

ANIlSWOETH.-Eex. latf 1908. 5-6L.p.. twin, inag-
n-to, Eoc frn..- engine clutch, nui>i well; £18/10.

WAXOSWOETH—Hoc. 4h.p.. m.o.v.. ningneto, 2
ipciHl-i. h.b.c, Clyno pnlley, nearly new, un-

marked; £28'15.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S., 5-61i p. twin, magneto, h-b.c.
Trutlault .spring fork;;. adju^iabIe pullev, good

order; £23.

WAXDSWOETH—Eoc, 3iU.p., magneto, free engine
cliitih, very low built, runs well: cheap, £15/10-

WANI)3\V0ETH.-F.N.. late 1909. 5-6h,p.. 4 cyls..
nia-Ufto, «j)riUB lork'. giuiranteed an new: sacri-

fice £29.

WAxnswonTH-
iua:,'iiL't(,i, hb.u

£17.'10.

AXUSWOETH.-F.X.. late 1908. 4^5h.p . 4 cyK.
mai^n'-to. ceutnil intake, h.b.c-, spring forks, per-

t>rt: £22ao.

WAXnSWOETH.-Gn'flon. 23h.p.. m.o.v.. fine mu-
cin n*-; cheap. £12' 10; ext-hances.-Wandsworth

M tcr prxchange. Ebncr St.. Wandsworth-

EY, Ilampsteail.—Great Bargains.— S. Heath St..
Hamp-^tead. Tel. : 2678 P.O- Bargains as below-

AMl'STEAI).-DougIa.s. 1910. nice condition: £26.
bar-^aiU'

AMPSTKAD.-1911 Triumph, free engine model,
almost new, with accessories : £49 ; special bar-

AMrsn';An,-1911 Lincoln Elk. »hop-?oilp4. only.
3;li.p.. I'iiliner tyres: special price £30.

AMPSTEAD.— 1911 Triumph.'?, brand new. for im-
mediate deilvcrj- from stock t free engine modeh

4andard.

XS.U.. late 1908. 3ib-p., m-o.T.. i

, Gradua gear pulley, nice order

W

R
H
H
gain.

H
H

H

HAMPSTEAD.-F.X.'s, latest 1911 models, jn stock,
no waiting, no extra for extend>'d payments,

HAMPSTEAD—3h.p. BS.A-. spring frame, condition
and tyres like new, refiuircs cylinder only; bar-

gain. £7.

AMPSTEAD. - 1911 5h.p. Twin Indian, elntch
luodel, blue, aimost new; £48; special bargain-

HAMPSTEAD— 1911 3ih.p. Premier, almo^-t new
condition, with all accessories ; special bargain,

£34.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Bradbury, like new condition,
with accessories: a sidecar macJiine; £35, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD-Eoyal Enfield, late 1910. splendid
condition, all accessories; £26. special bargain.

H A.MPSTEAD.-3ili.p. 1911 two-speed
almost new, with acces-^ories ; £45.

Humber.

HAMPSTEAD.—Only house for creat bargains and
quick delivery of nt'w 1911 machines you canDot

cet elsewhere; atrents for all makes, and makers of the
faiuoua Key's sidecar - and exhaust whi.<tle.— Only ad
dress. 5. Heath St. Tel : 2678 P.O.. Hampstead.

TRUJAIl'H. 3h.p., .spring forks, h.bc, B. and B.:
£18.—JB.. 71), Riclunond Parade, East Twii ken-

bam.

3Xh.p. Fafuir, Chater-Lea, Food order: trial given;
2 new tyre.s, plating good; £11.-9, Park Ed., Mer-

ton.

SHAW 2Jhp. Motor Cycle, sijleniiid running order; £5.
-E., 52. Larden Ed., Uxbridqe Ed-. Shepherd's!

Bush.

1Q10 Pouglas, in perfect order, and new condition
1 «7 throughout, Eom tyres ; £29.-7, Chepstow Ed-,
Croydon.

F.N., 2Jh.p. liijlitweifiht, in good riding order; £9.
—Printers, opposite Hertin - Hounslow District i

Station.

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
HUMBER, 2,V h.p £9
KERRY, 2i ii.p., useful model £7 10
MINERVA, 2j h.p., good machine £9
MINERVA, I J h.p £7 10
WERNER, 2ih.p £8 10
ARIEL, 3l h.p „ £9 10
REA, 3 h.p., poor condition of enamel .

,

£6 10
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., strong machine £9 10
HUMBER, 3J h.p £9 10

Also several more.

TWO-SPEED GEARS.
Of these we stock S.H. N.S.U., Mabon, Auto

Variable Pulleys, Roc, at prices to suit all.

State wants.

SPECIAL LINES.
Sidecar Aprons 7 '3

Mabon 191 r Free Engine £2 15
Large Side Bags 5 Hi
Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2,'9

Specially Strong Carrier 4 '5A

'Any make Rubber Belting, ^in., per foot 1 'lOJ

Handle-bar Watch and Holder 3/111
Butted Tubes, all sizes, brand new 12/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6
Long Handle-bars 4/11

J

Large Triumph Pattern Horn 4/llji

H.xhaust Cut-outs 2/11

J

Handle-bar Mirrors 2j9
Large size ditto 3/11i
Parker Self-contained Lamp 15/11

J

Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23 '6

F.I.E.N. Magnetos £3 4 llj
B. and B. Carburetters, h.b.c., 1911 23/-
Tube and Belt Cases 5/11i
Belts, 7SxJ 5/11i
Special H.B. Watch Holders .. lOJd. and 1/11

J

New Self-contained Lamp, large size 13/11 i

Special TwLst Horn 3 /11

J

New F.R.S. Generators 7/-
Rubbcr Goggles 1 /5i

Brass Exhaust Whistles 2/11

J

Tubes, 26 and 2Sx 2, brand new 4/11 j

Leather and Stecl-studderl Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30 /-

S.H. F.R.S. Ijmps, complete 35/-
Gariier's Whistles, post free 12/6
Trembler Coils 6 / 1

H

Non-trembler Coils 6 '9

Carbide Carriers 1 /10J
Lamp Brackets, alf patterns 1/114
Horn Crips 2/4i
Longuemarc Carburetters, h.b.c 12/6
T.B. Handle Starter 12/-
Cantilever Spring Seat-pillar, Triumph .. 7/6
S.H. P. and H. Generators, complete .... 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete .... 6/9
New Generators 4/11i
Holland Motor Cycle Suits 8/11

J

Long Holland Coats 6 1

H

Waterproc)f Leggings 4/114
Ditto ditto with fronts 10/11$
Ditto Suits 19/llJ
Tan Gloves, with gauntlets 4/6
S.H. Whittle Belts from 1/- per foot.

Triumph Compression Domes 2/2
New Specification List now ready, post free.

CLEARANCE TYRE LIST.
5 DUNLOr.S 28x2, B.E 17/8
5 DUNLOPS, 28 X 2l, W.0 11/6
3 GORTONS, 28x2t 18/6
I GORTON 28x2 14/3
I GORTON, 26x2} 13/-

1 REFLEX, 28 X 2j 15 /-

3 MICHELINS, 26x2, W.0 13/-
I MICHELIN. 26X2*, W.0 15'IU
5 CONTINENTALS, 26x2, W.0 15/11i
5 WINBORXES, 26 X 2}, B.E 16 '-

3 Special Ribbed, 28 X2», B.E 17'in
I SEVERN, 26x2i, B.E- 15/11

J

I Special Ribbed, 28 X 2t 15/1H
I REFLE.X, 24X2i 14/11i
I A WON, 2Sx 2i 15/11i
Special .\J.AC Steel and Rubber, extra

hca\'v, for sidecar machines, 26x2^ 35/-
MOREC.\MBE Studded, old pattern 14/1U
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern .. 19/11*
Heavy MOREC.XMBE Studded, new pat. 23/1U
Note.—These are CASH PRICES, and we cannot

entertain allowances for old covers off same.

Kitchen's Motor Exchange Co., Ltd.,

Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.
Telephone 112. wires :" Motor.'

In ansicering these advertiseinents it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cycle." A35
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OUR STOCK
s at your disposal. Communicate with

us and we can

SAVE YOU MONEY!!
1911 MODELS.

5 h.p, REX DE LUXE 60 Gns.

jlh.D. PREMIER Tourist £47 10

3* h.p. Tourist TRIUMPH «48 15

3J h.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHITWORTH £48 15

OTHER NEW MACHINES.

3 J h.p. BRADBURY
1910-^ 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, 1911 fori<s

£48
38 Gns
32 Gns
£53 10

£52 10

37 Gns

32 Gn

40 Gns

£53 10

Special 3i h.p. Magneto REX, with pedalling gear

igioJ-TwinRRX DELU.XE, iqn forks and fittinss

1910 5 h.p. Twin INDI.^N, spring forks, green
finish ,

1910A 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, 191 1 forks, Contin-
ental non-skids

Special 3J h.p. Magneto REX, Continentals, fitted

with pedals
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-skids

1910^5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, ^Hn. non-skids, rgii
iittings, cyUnders. mechanical inlet valves .

,

SECOND-HAND BARGAIN
loio 5 h.p. REX. grev finish £26 10
REX iqro 7 h.p. Twin, a " Nut " £39 10
1909 REX DE LUXE, two-speed, etc £38 10
TRIUMPH 1910 T.T £39 10
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £41 10
5 h.p. Twin Magneto J.A.P £28 10
5j h.p. N.S.U., free engine and Sidecar £33 10
kEX iqoQ 3j h.p., as new . £32 15
HUMBER, 3* h.p.. two-speed, elc £32 10
RE.X, 1910. 3j h.p.. " hot stuff " £29 10
SU.ADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, h.b.c £24 10
REX Tourist, 1910, 3.J h.p., very fine order £35 10
[<EX 3;^ h.p., vertical, good £10 10
F.N. Dightweight, magneto, spring forks £19 10
REX Lightweight, good £17 10
Two-speed Water-cooled 5! h.p. REXETTE £25

ft CALL WILL REPAY VOU.

SPECIAL OFFER.
New igiol Twin REX DE LUXE, 1911 fitting

Guaranteed.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q07 2;h.p. Minerva, in very fine condition, many re-
J-t^ finements, lamp, two belts, spares; £12.—Below,

19

19

19
19
19

19
19
19

£53 10

Our Sidecar List wil) interest you. Drop ui. a line for it.

Ei!^SV Ri^ViVa KILT'S-
DEPOSITS from £3 3s. upwards. Write us!

?.} li.p. I-A.P., accumulator ignition £9 10
Quadrant, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks £24 10
l-.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks £19 19
RKX Twin, 5^ h.p., spring forKs, fast £ig 10
;!UADRANT Trike, low, good fg 6
;>UADRANT, 3 h.p., good condition £yi 1^
ROTHAVLLL, very good indeed £13 10

MISCELLANEOUS.

26x2} Extra Hpavy Tubes, 7/6; 26x2 J, 8/S.
r.R.S. Lamp, with special generator £i 9 g
1911 Stewart Speedometer for 26in. wheel, NEW 55/-
New Large Lycctt's Saddle 10/6
26 X 2 New Continental Cover 16/0
Twin Rex Frame £2 7 6
20 X 2 J Heavy Tricar Covers, best make 25 /-
Ne\v Sidecar Basket 17/6
fit. 6in. NEW i'iu. Continental Belt 11 /S
Sidecar Body, art cane, new 19/6
The " Westgate " Hook Fastener - /g

Kushraore Pattern Lamps, mirror lens, complete.

.

12/11
*' Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners , 1/6
Double-Twist I loms '_, 4 /g

Tyre Bargain List on application.

Collier's Motorics,
VfESTGATE, HAL.)FAX,

ENGLANO.

1 Q09 L.M.C., Sib. p., 2 speeds and free engine,
J-t/ sprinti forks, stand, carrier, Bosch magneto, B.
and B. carburetter, h.b.c., excellent condition ; £28.—
Below.

10 5h.p. Tourist, condition* perfect, Lucas lamp.
horn, etu. ; £.S6.—Below.

11 3ih.p. Premier, latest type, Mabon clutch
Whittle belt, as new throneTinut: £38.—Below.

J Q JO F.N. Lightwei.ght, 2^h.r., 2-speed and free
-fi-*? engine laodel, perfect order and condition; price,

with tricycle conversion set. £50.—Below.

1 Q ^1 Humber Ssh.p., 2-speed model, quite like
J-*y new, fitted with Wliittle belt, speedometer,
lamp, Horn, watch, mirror, etc., tools and spares; £44.—
Below.

10 P. and M., 2-speed 3ih.p. model, new Sep-
tember last, condition perfect ; £46.—Below.

09 N.S.U.. 6h.p. twin, Bosch magneto, E. and B.
carburetter, li.b.c. ; £18.—Below.

10 Triumph, S^h.p. roadster model, perfect ic
every detail ; £35.—Below.

10 Triumph, S^h.p. free ens^ine model, Lucas horn
and lamp : £43.—Below.

11 Eex, 3ih.p, Tourist model, as new throughout;
£36.—Below.

10 Indian, Sh.p. model, new last September, con
dition and appearance perfect; £56.—Below.

"IQlO Chater-Jap, Sh.p. engine with overhead Talves,
-L*J Cliater-Lea new spring- forks. Jap carburetter,
Bosch niagnet.i, both h-b.c-. Mabon clutch, 26x2^ tyres,

liavison's tank, with gauges, all possible refinements;
£55.-Below.

1 QlO Motosaeochp, magneto ignition, epiing forkf
J-t/ "Whittle belt, a splendid little machine; £20.-
Below.

"JQIO Sh.p. Rex de Luxe, 2 speeds and free engine,
i-iy with Rex coachbuilt sidecar, Cowey speedometer,
Lucas 55/- lamp set, -and Solar lamp. Lucas horn, many
refinements and spares, perfect order and condition;
£44.-Tlie Eastern Gara.c;p d-, Romfcrd Ed-. Forest
(_i:itP. Tolephon-x'; Slr;itford 10. Telegrams: .Egaraco,
London.

TjOll Free Engine Triumph, lamp, horn, etc., un-
-Lty Tifed; £55—No. 8,127. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

3.1h-p. Ariel, in perfei't condition, jusf overhauled, eu-
2 gine as new; £l3, near offer, or exchange.-Ayton,

1 Hmiuow.

JA.P. Racing Cycle. 221i.p., as new, accumulator; have
no time to race; £17.—White, 13, Maple Ed..

Surbiton.

DOUGLAS. 2;h.p., in first-class condition, includins:
tyres : prire £24. bargain.-Rose, Motor AVcrks.

TJxbridge.

"j Oil Bradbury, brand new. unused; owner goiu^
J-t? abroad: best otters—Booth, Artillery St-, Heck-
mondwike.

TRIUMPH, late 1907. h.b.c. over £10 spent overhaul-
inir, now perfect; lowest £23-~Spencer, Linden Cot-

tage, Sevenoaks.

3ih.p. Eat, cjil ignition, new back tvjc. just been
2 overhauled, good hill-climber: £10—F. Taylor, 55,

We.-t St.. Harrow.

3 h.p., De Dion engine, good condition, new tyres and
tubes^, long handles, horn^ seat; £8.—Barton, Shep-

pcrton, Middlesex.

MOTO-REYE, 2h.p-, bouglrt new May. 1911: cost
£35, accept £26.-Eose. The Firs. Ni^htinyale Rd.,

Plaiiiptun, Middlesex-

6 h.p. Twin N-S.U., magneto, N-S-U. 2-speed gear, .spring

forks, ^\^little, new tyres, and sidecar; £29/10.—
Sinclair, East Molesey-

41ip. Twin Zedel, powerful, B. and B., new belt and
tyre, numerous spares, perfect order : £14.-16,

Bride St., Barnsbury. N-

BROWN, 3ih.p-, magneto, new piston, cylinder, Eemp-
shail heavy, Dunlop, A.rall ; 23 guineas,—-3, Rail-

way Approarh, Wallington.

QUALITY.—1909 twin Moto-Reve. new tyres, etc.,

equal new; £18/10, or exchange.—Ill, Walton
Rd., East Molesey, Surrey.

MOTO-REVE 2h.p. Twin, late 1909, with 1910 im-
provements, condition as new; £18/10.—Egbert

Spearman, Bishop's Storttord.

<r>3.h.p. Enfield, eham driven, fine appearance, and con
^•4 dition, tyres gtod, acLe;?sories ; £12, or oflers-—
En^,'ineer, Epping Uni..n, Essex.

ROYAL Enfield, 1911. excellent condition, perfect
in every detail, climb anything, us new; £52.—

Hudson, Ltanover Rd., Woolwicji.

B.S.A.—Early deliveries of these splendid mounts
from tue Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28

Woodford Rd., Fore-^t Gate. London. E.

F.N-. 2ih-p.. perfect condition, good puller; only fault,
tyres want seeing to; £10, or neare.st offer.—R-

Horsley, Station Hotel, Amersham, Bucks.

23.h-p. Minerva, new condition, 2 aceumulatcrs, low
4 position, long handle-bars, very fast; £12; trial.

—Hibbs, 18, Lettsom St-, Camberwell Grove.

Premier Motor

Company, Ltd.,
ARton Road BIRn/IINGHAM

WHY WAIT
for weeks for vour new machine or sidecar ? We
can deUver FROM STOCK.

SPECIAL TERMS TO CASH BUYERS.

Exchanges or Instalments arranged.

NEW 1911 MODELS.

TRIUMPH, 3* h.p.. standard £48 15
B.S.A., 3| h.p. standard £50
B.S.A., 3^ h.p., free engine £56
INDL\N," 7 h.p.. two-speed £75 10
REX, tonrist, 3J h.p 43 Gns
REX, 3I h.p., clutch model 48 Gns
REX, 5 h.p., de luxe 60 Gns
REX. 7 h.p., de luxe 65 Gns
rex; 3 h.p., clutch model 51 Gns
HUMBER. 3ih.p., ^-speed (special offer) £45
ARIEL. 3* h.p. (special offer) £43
DOUGLAS, 2S h.p., model E, 2-speed . . £48

SECOND-HAND SIDECAR 1 COMBINATIONS.

TRIUMPH, 3lh.p., clutch model, with
Millford castor wheel sidecar (cost

over £70) £45
5 h.p. REX Speed King, Roc 2-speed gear,

P.M.C. sidecar £42
ROC, 1910, 4 h.p., single-cylinder, 2-speed

gear, special torpedo sidecar £35
We have a good stock of Second-hand Magneto

Motor Cycles. Every machine thoroughly tested.

List sent free upon application.

P.M.C, "QUICKFIT" Couplings
TOR SIDECARS.

PATENT 1442.

With our Quiclc&t Couplings any sidecar can be
attached in sixty seconds and detached in forty
seconds, single-handed. No tools required. SAFER
than ordinary fittings—no nuts to come off or bolts

to " strip." The strain on frame tubes is greatly

reduced. Price 30/- the set of three coupUngs, to

fit any make, 5/- allowed on old fittings (any
m.T-lfel-

Send for List of the famous P.M.C.

Sidecars. Early delivery.

By far the best value obtainable.

A'^6 in iiiQ these odvertisernents it is desirable to mention ** The Motor Cycle.'^
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Jorld's =
= Recorils
— WITH THE—

HELLESEN
DRy BATTERY

IGNITION SYSTEM
AT BROOKLANDS.

EVIr F. A. fVicNab
riding^ a

3^ h.p. TRUmP-JAP
captured

2 HOUR RECORD
Covering 110 miles 297 yards.

100 MILE RECORD
, Time:—1G9 min. 8J sec.

Mr. McNab used an ordinary stai-

dard HELLESEN Dry B^i^ll^
" H. H." COIL taken from every-

day stock, which, as usual, gavl

perfect satisfaction. This perform-

ance_^ain_proves the superiority

onheJ-HELLESEN ;;jystem over
every other form of ignition, vst

although the b st system, it is th-'

cheapest.

Install this system on your
motor cycle or car. We
wOl give you every assist-
ance willingly.

Catalogues sent free—anywhere.

A. H. HUNT,
1 15-117, CANNON STREET

LONDON, E.G.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
TOTTl^NHAM.-Bradbury, 3!h.p., 1911. standard

£48: ilutch model. £5 '

lelivery from stock-—Below.

pOTTENHAM.-Triumph. 1911. clutch model. £55
•- standard, £48; delivery from stock —Below.
pOTTENHAM.—Budge-Wlitworth, 1911, clutch modei
*- £55; standard model: delivery from stoc-k.—Beiow

rOTTENHAlI.-Hnmber, 1911. 2-speed model; de
^ livery from stock ; £50.—Below.
r OTTENHAM.-Triumph
J- delivery from stock;

pOTTENHAM.-Fafnir, 4ih.p.. Simplex, new cnirini-
J- and magneto. Whittle, spring forks; £27/10-
Below.

nOTTENHAM.-Kerry.
-*- coach-built sidecar

:

1911,
£48/15.

standard mode'

Sh.p.,
£20.-

twin. free engine; 4ini

Below.

poTTENHAM.—Kerry, Sh.p.. twin. Bosch moEneto
rebored. rebushed. and new pistons fitted; £20-

Below.

pOTTENHAlr.-N.S.D-., Sh.p., twin. Whittle, ma?
„,, HS'"' '"" t""!'* siileeai Chater-Lea, spring fork-
£33.—Below.

rOTTEXHAM.-Ecx. 1909. Slip., twin, tourist mode
all as new; £28/10.—Below.

rOTTEXHAM.-Rcx. 1910. 31h.p.. touristA sli;;htlr "'-
' "-" " •oiled; £32.-BeIow.'

pOTTFNHAM.-Et;;, 3;h,p.^ .sin.sle-ryl,. 1909, map

pOTTE_NHAM.-1910_Mntosacoche, just overhauled

wit I

128

by makers ; £25.—Below.
POTTENIIAII-Triumph, 3Jh.n., perfect order.
J- sidecar: £20.-Staniford Hill Motor Co.,
Ir-'h Rd.. Tottenham. 'Ptione 1982.

/^HATEE ^"o. 6. complete, less euKinc, all uroy; alsr
^~' IJh.p. liglitweisht. spring fork.^i. wants tunini;
a.-li ofler.— 165. Keiupton ltd.. East Ham.
pKIUilPtl. 1909. nb.soluto perfect condition, all
J- acoc'sories, new tyres. Whittle, sood climber, take
iJecar; £33.-15, Llanover Ed,, Plumstead.

pEIUJIPH, 3h.p.. nci-nmulutor, just thoroughly cver-
1- hauled, new cvlind^" ^.i--

.
.

-E. Eu.ssell, 4S.
piston and beuriuprs us new

Corniva'I Kd.. Bri.\ton.

Q Ih.p. Minena. CHintcr-Lea frame, spare acctimnlntcr,

"l . i'"""' '""i'T. acoeasories. eood nmninc order
ivhot offers;'-60, Charlton Ed., Cliarlton, S-E.

Q-CTL. ruuxhnll. 7-9h.p.. painted grey. hood, screen.

i
overhaulMl. uew chains, in good condition tbrough-

ut; £50.—Apply. Gainjiford. Wnodside, Hitchin.
PEIDMPH, free engine. 1910. .litted with lump, gener

.r ,1- „™- '""' '""'^ Uatuwata belt: £39.-C
M.03S, 1, bt. George's Mews, Primro.se Hill, ^^W.
2,¥'''',-3°^''^ Enfield Twin (late 1910). like new. hai'-'4 little use; £26/10. lowest, all accessories—Gaul
12. Hiivcrgal Villas, Green Lane,s South Tottenham.
trUMBEE. 3!h.p., only done 260 mile.^. powerful, low

I f,-1:n\ r^ ?'1"'","^"S'J^'^IP'';
""» "Plendid condition;

£16/15.-Cod«brook, 258, High St., Bcrkhump..tcd.

"I ih.p. Clement-Garrard. spring firks, long handle-bars

r ,

"'=™™,'>l'''0'' "gui'ion.. running order; whafofters--Apply. Fuller, cycle agent, Brownhill Rd.. Cattord.
Qlh.p. De Dion nccmuulator. Whittle, .sidecar, all^.^ new tyres: £15. or exchange 2ih.D. .T.A.P lifl.t
weight, or good make—132. King's
^Ih.p Rex, adjustable pulley. Hpllesen ignition, long

\ri ^°'"
'''i^M'"X

™ , riding position, accessories,
rood order; £7/10.-12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sus-sex!

A.
H GOLD, special agent for the Brown; full valut
allowed lor ^e..nnd.linn,1 v-in..!.;..^.. ;_ pj,j.I

! ir.ent.

I A'
i
crur

; Karnet,

|:iih.p.

£18. —
Essex.

-Motor Cycle Works, Underbill, New Barnet.
H. GOLD. New Barnet. — Immediate dehverie-

„, .1
B^wn. Ee.x. Bradburys; cash, exchange, oigradual payments.-Motor Cycle Works, Underbill. Nei>

nVri:'!EEVA, 3}h.p.,
] ITX Watawata, "

F.^.. Bosch magneto. F.E.S.. 1911. condition
perfect: nanicrou.s.spares; any trial: bargain,
Devitt, 93, Chingford Ed., Chingford Mount!

. . Chater-lea No. 7, Continentals
, . , :,

^B. and 1!., h.b.c, guaranteed sound ma-

'Balham
"hable: £12/10.-88, Louisville Ed.,

TF Tou Want Bare.iins in second-hand motor cycles

lo o, ''"'-J
'''"' ^.''* *'""" »* Waucbcne's.-Wauchope's

9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London, E.G., just off Lud-
I gate Circus.

"p.X., 4-cyI.. 5-6h.p.. 1911 engine and carburetter,
-«- new Dilnlop tyres. £3S ; SJh.p. motor bike, new
Ji.B. .arburetter, in very good order-, £15.-69, Ashley
Av., Cheriton.

S|-6h.p. V.S.. B. and B. carburetter, hb.c.. K.mpshall
"-» rear cover, new belt, inasneto, !«)lendid etndition:
'S'";.""''„*24.

(ir with nearly new sidecar f30.—King I

Station Ed., Be.xhill.
i

Eex. m.ov., ii.b.c-. footboards, Hellesen, long
bars, L.w position, just overhauled, whi.stle

bought twin: £12. or nearest.-H.C B. 22 Mor-
Kingsland. N.

^¥-'
nwn
timer Ed

,

Qb.p. infnir, accumulator, torpedo tanks, low frame
I y .spring forks. Whittle belt, h.b.c, F.N. carburetter

I J?™""! ''S,"'?' ,?** splendid condition; £8.-E.. 50'
^
Croydon Ed., Penge, S-E.

In answcrinq these adnrliscmcnts il is desiralk
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THE NAME-

GODFREY &
APPLEBEE,

Ltd.,

"TBE SPECIALISTS."

The Specialists on everythini
appertainin.g to Motor Cycles,

with Mr. 0. C. Godlrey at

your service.

THE PLACE—

2 Oft GREAT PORTLANU
fc,vu,

ST., LONDON, W.,
where we shall be pleased to
show you our splendid stock
of New and Second-hand
Motor Cycles of every
description, every one of

which we are prepared to
guarantee.

THE POLICY-
we adopt is this : If you can-
not come to us we will come
to you. Our stock lai'ge and
constantly increasing. We
are not bound to any one
make, and can advise inde-

pendently.

' TBE SPECIAL AGENCIES-

we iiojd are as follows :

Special Agency for

INDIANS.
Special Agency for

ZENITHS.
Sole London Agents for

SCOTTS.
Sole London Agents for

MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
Sole West End Agents for

BRADBURYS.
EVERY OTHER
KNOWN MAKE
PLIED.

WELL
SUP-

THE TERMS—
we offer are the fairest-
Cash, Exchange, or Gradual
P a y m e n ts . Your old
machine taken in part pay-
ment for a new one.

Telegrams : " Gofrabike, London."
Telephone: 4350 Mayfair.

to mention " The Motor Cyde.' A37
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ALBANY

Motor Cycle ClotliinD.

"Standard" Suit

In grey-green or fawn
double texture cloth.

Guaranteed absolutely

waterproof.

Jackets only, double
breasted, deep storm
collar fitted with
special adjustable
strap to keep out wind
rain, and dust. Inside

and outside wind cuffs

etc., etc., 18/-.-

Leggings only, leather

adj ustable boot straps,

V shaped gussets, and
patent dome fasteners

to exclude rain and
dust. Extended gaiter

etc., easily slipped on
E.\ccUent shape, com- ff o /
fortable fit, and every or on O/-.
desirable iniprovement Complete suit. 25/.

Albany " Special " Leggings.

In grey-green or fawn doub'e texture cloth

Guaranteed absolutely waterproof. There
is a great tendency to feel the cold round
the stomach, and these overalls are speci-

ally designed to overcome this trouble.

They are made to come well up the chest

and fit and feel very comfortable.

Price : Without seat 13/11;
With seat including fly and special

convenience 15/11.

Albany "Allseason" Jacket.

In grey-green double
texture cloth only
Guaranteed absolute-

ly waterproof. If you
are buying motor
cycling clothing you
cannot do better

than secure an
" A 1 1 se ason."
Fitted with "a

detachable
Fleece Lining it

forms an excel-

lent jacket for

winter wear and
b y detaching

the Woollen lin-

ing can be used,

in the hottest

weather. This
Coat has now
been on thi

market twelve
months, and
has met with
unprecedented success.

This Jacket together with a pair
of Special Overalls will protect
you from tlie severest weather.

orders being re-

ceived from ail parts of the country. You
have an up-to date machine, why not up-
to-date c'.othing ? Price 25/-
TeiTna r.ett cash with order. Goods sent by return carriage
paid. If notaiiproved of and returned uudajnaged within 8 days
money iefiin.le.1 Send now for catalogue and pattama to—

G. RAWS & SONS,
The Albany, Oldhall St., Liverpool.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
33.li.p- Spring Frame Bat, M-M-C. engine re-bored,

4 new piston, li.b.c-, variable jet Amac, Mabon
clutch, Simnis uiagneto, Watawata, new hubs —Parkes,
101, Grosvenor Ed.., S-W.

1 Qll Triumph, free engine, good as new, Autoclipee
X tJ lamp, liorn, exhaust whistle, spares, includin
platinum points and new belt, fittings for. sidecar
—Adam, West Mailing, Eent.

3ih.p. Triumph,
2 1,000 miles;

£54.

3F*-

bought December, 1909, not run
any trial and examination ; studded

tyres; £28, extremely good value-—A. C. Ciombleholme,
11th Hussars, ShoruchfEe, Kent.

TVn^ Rex, 5h.p., Bo&ch mas^ieto, 1911, h.b.c, per-
fect order, as new, fitted for sidecar; owner too

nervous; £30, or ofier.—Proprietor, Prince Alfred, 35,
Lismore Ed., Gospel Oak, N.W.

SACRIFICE.—l?h. p. Motofiacoche, splendid order, new
spare belt, 2 spare aceumulators, must be sold:

also 4ih.p. Automoto, £10; and 2ih.p. Werner, £9.—
Fuller, 253a, New Cross Rd-. London.

TRIUMPH, Millfoid sidecar, late 1910, free engine,
Cowey, Triumph lamp, Brooks carrier, spares, all

new coudition; cost over £80. sell £60; no oifers.—H.,
7, Cleveland Rd., Acton Green, Chiswick.

WIN"-PRECISION" Motor Cycles; immediate delivery
1911 model, gradual payments, £2 monthly, casli

£45/10; particulars on application.-De Nevers Automo-
bile Agency, Empire House, Piccadilly, W

Ariel, m-o. valves, E.B. carburetter, 2 accimiu-
lators, new Lyso belt, tyres in fine order, good

hill-climber, suit sidecar; £10. or part exchange good
push bike.—Huggett, Frith Farm, Walton-on-Hill, near
Epsom-

1 0il Triumph, complete with all accessorie?, done
X*/ about 300 miles, owner obliged to give up; £47.
—Cafa be seen Cheyne Garage, 93, Manor, Chelsea, or

write, Warren Hastings, 5, Pond Place, South Kensing-
ton, S.W.

TRIUMPH, standard, 1910, run 4,000 miles, extra
pair footrests. W hittie belt and spare, engine just

overhauled, new Michelin tyre fitted, general couditicin

perfect ; owner buying car; £39.-85,- Kingston Rd..
Wimbledon.

1 Q09 (late) Minerva Twin, 45h.p., condition perfect,
Xi/ just thoroiighly overhauled and enamelled, new
cord and belt. F.R S. lamp, and long footboards; any
trial by appointment ; no exchanges ; 30 giiineas.-
Meeton, West St., Dorking.

BROOKER'S Trusty Triumph, one stop since Sep-
tember, 1909, Pahner cords, new F-R.S- search-

'light, Eowden magneto control, special piston, extra
back mudguards, toolbags, and Michelin butted tubes,
ma-nificent condition; i37.— 15, Park Rd., Wandsworth,
S.W.

3Xh.p. 1911 Amo, new June, perfect order, with F.R.S.
2 lamp, Jones Kspeedometer, spare tube, belt in case,

all spares, also nearly new Cliater-Lea Comly sidecar i:<

match, splendid turnout; together £40, separate £37/10.
and £4/15; trial williugly—W.T., Gordon House. Roland
Rd.. Walthamstow-

1909. 5-6h.p.. only done 4,350 miles, Davison
] and petrol gauges, special inlet pipe, long

handle-b;xx,s, new Continental on baek. front unpunc-
tTired, does from 5 to well over 50m. p.h., now being
thoroughly overhauled, perfect condition ; £27/10.—
Cecil Harland, Harefteld Vicarage, Uxbridge.

WIN Precision Motor Cycles-—Immediate delivery of
1911 model. Druid forks, Bosch magneto, B

and E. carburetter, Dunlop tyres, £45/10 ; cash or
gradual payments. £? monthly: trial by appointment,
any reasonable distance.-Jenriiugs, 268, Hornsey Rd-
(near Pubjic Baths), Holloway, London.

AZEL Lightweight Motors.—We are now in a posi-

to give early delivery of our 2;h-p. model,
the lowest, shortest, and lightest machine of its power
on the market, fitted with Jap engine; price 35 guineas;
second-hand machines in ptirt payment; many good
second-hand maciiines in stock at reasonable prices.—The
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28. Woodford Rd.,
Forest Gate, London, F.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

1 Oil Rudge-Whitworth, 3-lh-p., fixed engine, in stock;
XJ7£48/15.-MofEat, Yeovil.

LATEST 3ih.p. Triumph, with free engine, new; have
purchased car; £52-—Gundry,- Red House, Dor-

chester.

BRADBURY, 3ih.p., accumulator, enamelled green,
g.iod orderj bargain--Strpntand Came, Lostwithiel,

Cornwall.

Oihp- Quadrant, Bosch, spring forks,_ B.^-, hjic.

ford, Pitt, Uflculme.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

Motosacoche, late 1908, magneto, Palmer tyres,

good running order; accept £14—Frazer, Scone
Perth.

QUADRANT,
' out

Stirling.

p.N.._

HAZI
tio

"I
Ih.p.

X2

3h-p. (choice of two), perfect through-
bargains at £12 and £9--M'Laren, Craigmill,

2-speed Model E Douglases, in- stock, £48 each
ensi: *"

"

Ladybank, Fife

TWO . ...
free engine Triunujb delivery 10 days.—Dall,

"VERY GOOD,"
" EXCELLENT,"
"QUITE THE BEST,"
"JUST IT"

— and all that

—

are the expressions of delighted,

users of

THE
GARNER
patent

M.C. Alarm
You can't be quite
happy until you
have one.

GARNER IS

—

The
Truly Musical

;

Fully Chromatic;
Pleasing Everyone;
Not Objectionable;
Heard i of a Mile Ahead ;

Fine in Traffic;
Not Cheap Foreig-n Make;
Best Engiish Work;
Finest Material and Design;
Selling in Thousands;

Price 10/C Post free, iO/11only l^/D per return, I Z/ I I
Money back if not satisfied.

WARNING.

The "Garner" Alarm is protected by
Patent. The Garner is so good that
already it has been copied. This copy-
ing is being stopped, and the Patent
Rights will be supported at all costs.

This is a -warning to makers, sellers,

and users. Please don't forget it.

Sole Makers and Patentees

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

The Best English Alarm Makers,

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
Wires—" Dependable, Moseley."
'Phones—South, 3 & 4-

A3& In answering these advert isemenls it is desirahle to mention ^^ The Motor Ci/de.''
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M A Valve Transposition.

^ SUGGESTION is made elsewhere in our pages
A this week with regard to overhead exliaust

'A valves. It is pointed out that in the case of^ overhead inlet valves there is some amount of

delay in removing an exhaust valve when the

itter is situate underneath the inlet, as compared with

le rapid removal of the exhaust valve when it is

lerely covered by a screw cap. Our correspondent
iquires why not make the exhaust valve overhead
id the inlet valve underhead, basing his querv on
le fact that the inlet valve seldom requires either

:tention or renewal, whereas in the case of the
ihaust valve it usually requires replacement, grind-

ig, or some form of " tuning up " about every
lousand miles, and perhaps more often when the
lachine is driven all out for prolonged journeys. Any-
ne will admit that if the exhaust valve and its seating

>uld be readily detachable from the cvlinder top
ithout disturbing the inlet valve, it would be a time
iver in grinding and replacing, as it would be
ossible to carry a complete valve dome, spring, etc..

1 fitted up, and to change the whole dome
hen compression weakened through pitting of the
live or total failure occurred due to a broken valve.

At first sight the suggestion seems quite easy of
;complishment, and, of course, overhead exhaust
lives are no novelty, but we do not know of an over-
ead exhaust in conjunction with a mechanicallv
perated inlet valve underneath it. The chief
bjection to the idea in motor cycle practice is the
ick of head room. The e.\haust valve requires a strong
iring and rocker, and these mean space in which
> allow them to work. A separately constructed seating
so means some amount of weight in metal to enable

a suitable form of seating to be cast which will not
distort with the heat. The o%'erhead arrangement
would also necessitate a somewhat stronger and
heavier tappet rod owing to its length in comparison
with the shorter and better supported tappet of the
conventional type. Among the advantages of the

arrangement are the above-mentioned accessibility,

probably better cooling of spring, guide, etc., owing to

their removal from close proximity to the heat of the

cylinder, and the ease with which the tappet rod could
be made adjustable to allow for stretched valve stems
and wear of valve foot and tappet rod end.

The etliciency of engines with both valves overhead
is known, but the drawback of possible damage to the
piston if either valve were to break and fall into the

cylinder is also known. With one valve made over-

head and the other underhead in a separate valve
chamber, some objection to breakage is overcome,
because it is possible so to design the chamber that

the valve heads in case of breakage cannot enter the

space above the piston. There still remains, however,
the question of rapid remo\'al of the exhaust valve,

and this has caused our correspondent to bring

forward what may be considered a valuable sug-

gestion, particularly to those makers who have
adopted the overhead inlet valve and are faced with

the i]nestion of a comparatively slower method of

e.xhaust valve replacement. We do not think there

is vpry much to choose between the two systems when
it comes to a question of a quick change of exhaust

valves, but if there is anything in it the valve which

is covered bv a screwed on cap certainlv has it. Other
advantages and disadvantages may make themselves

known, but to be able to fit a machine on tour with a

complete umvorn seat, exhaust valve, and spring with

a minimum of trouble and time is a laudable desire.

AI3
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i^i; London M.C.C.

Tour to Lyons.

DURING the few days remaining before the race our

men spent the greater part <jf their time on^ the

course, which requires some knowing, and is in

places very dangerous. There are three level cross-

ings and the gates are frequently closed. -, Most of the cir-

cuits were done early in the morning before the heat be-

came severe. Puncture.s were fairly frequent, and all tyres

were very thoroughly overhauled.

On the evening of Friday, the 4th inst., we were received

at the rooms of the M.C.C. of Lyons, and M. Bouget, acting

on behalf of the president, M. Bouvard, who is unfortu-

nately ill, made a formal speech of welcome, the usual

replies and felicitations following. We broke up early to

secure as much sleep as possible, the start being at 5 a.m.

from La Place de la Demi Lune, on the outskirts of Lyons.
There was a handicap of one minute per h.p. which

worked out fairly well considering the nature of the course.

Three circuits of about 37^ miles each had to be covered,

making about 112 miles in all of the most difficult going it

is possible to imagine, the corners, sharp bends, and gradi-

ents being numberless. Fairly well up to time the first four

men were pushed off in a row, being followed in a few minutes
by five more in the same manner ; this method of starting

in a comparatively narrow lane being a 'decided novelty to

US. Our starters for various reasons were reduced to four,

Printz, who arrived late overnight, having come through

from Dieppe in two days being among them. Thomas had

a trial ride round the course on his Premier after the swell-

ing of his knee had subsided, but found it impossible

to race, and M. Martin, one of our French friends, who was

exceedingly keen on getting astride an English machine,

undertook to ride in his place, so that nominally we had

five starters.

All got away well, and we settled down to wait for the

first irrival. Escoffier was the first in, having passed seven .

or eight others, and making a first round time of 59m. Rose

came through in Ih. 4m., and Printz put up a splendid per-

formance in doing Ih. 7m. on a course he had never seen.

Hill, who was our great hope, picked up a huge nail, and
had no sooner remedied this trouble than he picked up

another, and was so late the first time round that he was
thus early out of the race. Rose continued to run splendidly,

however, and, having no trouble of any sort, ultimately ram
home a winner by 5m. on actual time, or by 2m. on handicap, i

The French took our win in excellent part, and their con-

gratulations were none the less hearty because they never

dreamed we should beat their crack' cornerists.

At a well-attended banquet in the evening, to which we
were invited, we were thoroughly feted, and there is no
doubt our visit will do much to promote good relations

between the sporting communities of the two countries. _|

C.W. !

NOTES ON THE CIRCUIT DU RHONE RACE.
BY THE WiNNER,

The English team was certainly not as numerous as was
to be desired. Hal HiU was our hope, for none of our other

speed men had turned up, and we soon learned to respect

the Frenchmen with their Little engines and absurdly light

machines. They are certainly very daring on corners, and with
good reason, for the roads for a hundred miles round here
are nil corners, and it is considered no crime in this country
to take them at full speed—if you can.

On Thursday morning the only available riders were Hill

(5 h.p. Bat), Westacott (3^ h.p. Zenith), and Rose (3^ h.p.

Triumph): Thomas (3i h.p. Premier) having already .sampled

the corners and damaged his leg. We were slujwu I'ound the
course on Thursday by Yeune, one of the, ]i>cncli riders.

It is a very sporting course, full of impossible corjiers, loose

stones, and hills. It crosses two mouniain passes, and has I

200. l^ad corners to the lap—600 in all.
'

WO' began to understand why they favour light machines'
|

here, and why handicaps in the race arc so small ; it is a i

course for lightweights and small engines.

On Sunday morning we all turned up at the start. There
|

was some delay, as nobody bad thought of bringing pins to

fijc 0T\ our numbers, but eventually we got away in batches
according to handicap. The first few miles were exciting.

I had a ding-dong race with Valenzano over the na.rrow

twisty roads, but he soon punctured, and I pushed on and
passed one or two of the weaklings. On the first moun-
tain road I overhauled a Frenchman, and managed to pass
him at the top of the Col de la Cioix du Blanc. Down
the other side caution was necessary on account of the
turns, especially as the road was in no way closed to the
public, and I passed sundry cattle and farm carts. I

checked in at St. Bel just as Escoflier was leaving, and
hoped to catch him before starting the climb to the next
pass, but I little knew my man—all I caught was a cloud
of dust.

Climbing the twisty road to the. pass, I found my 4J to

1 gear none too low. *Th6 gradient was easj', but picking up

F. A. ROSE.
after the corners was hard work for a hot engine. Some-
one was in front, but I could not pass till the top was
reached. Then, opening out, I got ahead, found an evil

corner, skidded in the dust, and rolled over. I had not

counted on finding three inches of dust, but no harm was
done, and I was soon off, the other man having courteously

slowed to ask if I was all right.

The worst of the first circuit was now done. A long run

down a good road, twisty at first, but straightenuig after-

wards, a mad blind down a village street- full of people win:

had turned out to see the fun, then into the main road and
eight miles back to Lyons with the engine roaring at about

3,000 r.p.m. Would something break? I lay down and
waited, and as I was microscopically adjusting the spark
advance something went past at about seventy. It was not

Hill ; it must be Debeaune on the big Rene Gillet, and I

felt sad, for I knew he must have passed Hill. As I ran

into the control everyone shouted, "Hill, ou est il?" Hnw
should I know? I pushed off. feeling that the reputation ol

the English contingent depended on my efforts alone
The next circuit was miich like the first. I thought I saw

Debeaune starting oft' just as I rounded a bad bend, and
hoped to catch him on the mountains, his long wheelba.se

being in my favour. I never saw him, and afterwards heard
he had given up because his gear was too high. I wondei
ii he conked ; I know I did.

'

Halfway round the circuit I saw Thomas by the roadside.
He waved me on frantically, and held up three fingers.-

'J'hat made me think. On the liome straight I saw Hill

resting. He shouted me to go on. I thought him ratliei

heartless, for my poor engine was racing as though it could
not last another nrinute.

At the end of the second lap they said I was in front.

That seemed impossible, for I had seen ileither Debeaune,
Yenne, or Escoffier, but it gave me hope, and I kept the

engine hard at the load. I was beginning to know the .

corners and to like them till I took one just a little too fast
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W The crowd at Ihe starting point. (2) Mr. Yenne (Magnat Debon) of the Lyons club taking a corner in the hill-climb. (8) The chief control.

(4) Weighing in lor the inter-club hill-climbing contest. (5) Hal Hill (Bat) who punctured >n the first round-

(61 F; a. Rose |3! h.p. Triumph) after winning the Circuit Race for the North-west London M.C.C.

Ai;
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and went up a bank. No damage except a scraped hand
and bent footrests, so off we went minus a pump. Then I

sighted a filagnat-Debon, and followed it up the mountain
till it punctured. Later I saw Printz sitting in a ditch,

and, unfortunately, with his hands bandaged. His hands being
oily had slipped from the- bars, and he had come a cropper,

smashing his three-speed gear. The last few miles was a

triumphant procession, then on to the finish, sign, and

—

drink. I was thirsty.

Escoffier and Yenne came in at intervals of five minutes.

They had had punctures and sooted plugs, and Escoffier had
hit a dog. Their engines must be wonderfully efficient to

have picked up so much lost time. They congratulated me
as though they would have been sorry to beat me. These

.

French motor cycUsts are real sportsmen. F. A. Rose.

A FRENCHMAN'S OPINION OF BRITISH AACHINES AND
THEIR RIDERS.

We have received from Mr. Schilling, the secretary of the
Motorcycle Club de Lyon, a copy of the local sporting journal,

which gives a detailed account of the race and hill-climbs

organised by the club in connection with the visit of the
N.W.L.M.C.C. Its comments on the English machines will

be of considerable interest to our readers. " Tlie English
motor bicycles," it says, " are heavier and more powerful
than those generally used by French riders, and this is

accountable for the fact that the powerful English motor
bicycles have never given the same troubles which were
inherent in the powerful French machines which appeared
ten years before their time. We do not say that these models
from the other side of the Channel are {aster, although au
Englishman has vv'on the cup, but their constructors have
transformed excessive power into comfort. The English com-
petitors were not, like ours, crouched on their machines so

as to offer the least resistance to the air, and it was at once
apparent that the engine power was amply sufficient to propel
the machine at a great speed. Tlie English machines carried
every accessory for serious touring. We even found that one

of these machines had a speedometer. Several saddles wer^^
provided with backrests, a thing we have never yet seen ift^

France, and to start by means of a clutch the pedals were
fitted, which is also unknown in tliis country. The footrests

on certain machines are very comfortable, and the cooling,

appears to have been particularly well worked out. Several

machines had clutches and change speed gears, and those

which do not possess these refinements are provided with an
easy and simple means of reducing, the gear by altering the

width of the pulley flanges. Lastly, the sidecars which came
by road showed to us tliat this economical means of touring

for two people is popular in England. Rose deserves every

congratulation. In fact, I was particularly pleased," continues

the writer of the article, " with the indeecribable^ enthusiasm
with which Rose's fellow members greeted him when he came
into view of the control and showed that the laurels rested

with Uie N.W.L.M.C.C. What attachment to their colours

must these sportsmen have, and how we would like to see

in every sporting club in France the esprit dc corps flourish-

ing to such a degree."

->-•••—<-

Track Racing in England and America.
THE casual visitor to Brooklands on a race day, be it

a B.M.C.R.C. or B.A.R.C. meeting, is probably struck

by the fact that the attendance is, to say the least

of it, meagre. The much-talked-of " man in the

street " does not care for motor cycle racing, and yet some

TERHITORIALS IN CAMP AT DOVER.
Rev. Hassard-Short, chairman of the A.A. and M.U. Motor Cycle Section, and

Chaplain to the Kent Cyclist Battalion, on his P. and M. He ij taking a very

active part in this year's manceuvres.

years ago push-cycle races used to attract quite big crowds.
True, there was a fair attendance for the International

match, Collier v. de Rosier, but nothing like the crowds one
sees in the United States. Speed apparently has no attrac-

tion for the average Englishman, for not even Nazzaro and
the prospect of some 120 odd miles an hour had the effect

of seriously depleting London's population and swelling that

of Weybridge for the day.
In America, enthusiasts flock from all the countryside to

witness motor cycle racing, which is about as popular as

horse-racing is in England, possibly owing to the fact that
there is an official ban on the latter sport. Excitement is

intense and enthusiasm runs high at a motor race meeting

—

a very different state of affairs from that in England.
At Brooklands it is admittedly difficult to follow the pro-

gress of a race intelligently, more especially a handicap,
owing to the enormous size of the course. Even a car race

is difticult enough, but motor cycles appear but mere specks
on the Bj-fleet banking. There is notliing in America like

Brooklands. the Parkway track being, I believe, much bigger
and more in the nature of a road race track. The. tracks

which attract the American crowds are circular, or nearly

so. and much smaller, resembling in size the Canning Town,
track or some of the Parisian velodromes. They are made
of wood, and banked the whole way round.
The cement) surface of the Brooklands track is naturally

somewhat bumpy, wliile the comparatively smooth wood
surface of tlie American tracks, of which practically every
town of any impoilance has one at least, is far more con-

ducive to liigh speeds.

Of course, it must be remembered that Brooklands was
primarily intended for cars, and that they feel the bumping
far less.

Enthusiasm naturally runs much higher when the spec-

tators are alilc closely to follow the doings of the riders,
,'

and it is naturally impossible on a small track to run fields

of, say, twenty or thirty, as is done at Brooklands.
It is certainly a pity that more enthusiasm is not shown in

this countrv. but tlie fact that Brooklands is so far from
town and tlint it is so difficult to follow the races may
account for this.

I have heard a rumour respecting a saucer track on

Yankee lines to be constructed in London. If it were to be
taken in hand, I believe it would be a success, provided the

racing were conducted on proper lines. P.G.C.
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A NEW MODEL
PREMIER.

ALTHOUGH not common know-
ledge, it has been known to us

for some time that the Premier
Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, were

devoting their attention, to the produc-

tion of a medium weight single-cylinder

machine, and the outcome is the 2^ h.p.

model illustrated on this page. Its lines

are not yet definitely settled, but so far

as the engine and its appurtenances are

concerned, these are of 1912 design. It

is quick to show its capabilities to all

and sundry, for it is being ridden in

this week's six days' Yorkshire reli-

ability trials of the Auto Cycle Uniou
'j. H. Crickmore. The principal

Pulley side of engine showing disposition oi

magneto, carburetter, and brake pedal.

departure from standard practice in the
case of the engine is the de-taji or offset

cylinder, the advantages of which type
of construction were dilated upon in a
lerpnt issue. The bore and stroke are

Power nnit of the new model 21 h.p.
Premier.

66 by 72 mm., giving a cubical capacity

of 246 c.c. ; mechanically-operated side

by side valves and a ball bearing crank-
shaft are used, which is the usual
Premier practice. In general appearance
the power unit is a replica of the now
well-known 3^ h.p. Premier, the mag-
neto being carried on a platform abaft
the cylinder, where it is well protected
from foreign matter, and the B. and B.
carburetter is fitted at the rear of the
niaEtnctn. It will be oh.served from the

illustrations that a dropped frame is

used on this new model whicli gives au
extremely low saddle position, a rider

of short stature being able to rest his

feet on the ground with ease. Another
departure is the Druid girder spring

forks. For tliis week's ditKcult trial in

Yorkshire Jlr. Crickmore has had special

fittings on the machine, such as a three-

speed hub gear, the Armstrong Triplex

being the one selected. We understand
that the machine in its complete form
as illustrated weighs in the neighbour-

hood of 150 lbs., and its preliminarv

The new 2. h.p. three-speed Premier describ d on this pa^*"

J. H. Cricltmore, who is riding the 2; h.p.

Premierin this week's A.C.U. 1,000 miles trial

in Yorkshire,

trials have proved that it i.= a fast and
handy little mount, which should appeal
to that section who look askance at the
comparatively heavy 3i h.p

A.C.U. INTER-TEAM CHAMPION-
SHIP.

The preliminary regulations with regard
to the above competition, to be held on
Saturday, September 16th, are now ready,
and will be sent to the secretaries of cluos

interested on application to the Auto
Cycle Union, K.A.C. Buildings, Pall MalL
S.W. The awards are—the winning team
to receive a silver trophy and its mem-
bers gold medals ; teams finishing second

and .tliird to receive silver and bronze

medals respectively, provided not less tliar

ten teams enter. Competing machines

sbould be standard touring motor cycles,

but T.T. machines are eligible, pro-

vided they are sufficiently silenced. Cut-

outs are prohibited. Our readers wijl

remember that the winners of last year';

competition were the team representing

the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.,

whose six members all accomplished a

non-stop run over a 156 miles course in

Derbyshire.

A2?
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Silencers in the A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

If I read the regulations aright, the A.C.U. do not

propose to seal silencer cut-outs in the 191 1 Six

Days' Trial, as I fancy has been their invariable rule

in the previous trials; but, of course, marks will be

awarded for silence and deducted for noise. Now I

hope the judges are not going to misread the popular
opinion on this point. I have known occasions when
they have taken notes of noise or silence on freak hills

across lonely moors, when the engines were opened
out to the last notch on low gears with their cut-outs

open, or their drilled silencers permitting the maximum
of noise. Nobody is annoyed or injured by a sharp
barking noise on a lonely hill where there are only

grouse and sheep to hear, and it really does not matter
twopence whether a machine is noisy under these con-
ditions or not. I trust therefore that no occasion of

this sort wll be selected for making the silencer obser-

vations. On the other hand the sharp flat bark of a
well-tuned engine on open exhaust is a public nuisance
in populous places; and nobody could grumble if the
judges inflicted severe penalties on any competitors
noticed to be driving on the open exhaust in towns
or villages or when passing other traffic. I believe

the A.C.U. committee are firm belie\'ers in the abso-
lutely noiseless motor cycle as an ideal ; but I also

believe they have the wisdom to recognise that the
feeling of the motor cycling community is dead against
them on this point, and that, therefore, they will only
attempt to enforce silence where silence is required of
every gentlemanly rider as a matter of courtesy.

The Toolbag Question.
" Ready for the road " is an elastic term, and as such

is glibly used by the compilers of catalogues; but
when one examines their definition, one is driven to
wonder if they have ever ridden a machine on the road
at all.

^
I recently took delivery of a modern machine,

for which I paid an inclusive price " ready for the
road." When I overhauled it, I found it had two small
toolbags, mounted one on each side of the rear carrier.

The one was filled to suffocation by a neat leather
tool roll, holding all the spanners, etc., I could reason-
ably require. I thought hastily that my surplus spares
were intended to be housed in the other. On opening
the other, I was disappointed of the anticipated
vacancy. It, too, was filled to suffocation with a tyre
repair outfit, two big spanners, a selvyt, and a cleaning
cloth. I eyed my brace of spare valves, my spare
sparking plug, my spare belt fastener, and my spare
belt with pain—where were they to go ? There is no
accommodation for them on any of these " ready for
the road " machines. The belt is admittedly a puzzle.
When I anl on a tour, my personal luggage occupies
the entire carrier, and my spare belt is looped untidily
round the handle-bar ; when I am on a short run, my
belt ties on to the carrier top. But for the enumerated
spares there remain only two alternatives—^both bad

;

one is our pockets, the other is in the luggage with the
tooth powder and shaving soap. There ought to be
a third bag a la Enfield filling up the space usually

wasted between carrier top and mudguard tail ; this

would just hold the usual spares, and only leave the

spare belt and tube to be catered for by individual

fancy.

Dirty Oil TanKs.
Many suggestions rain in on us for the improvement

of the motor bicycle, but I do not remember that any

critic has ever laid his finger on one very simple defect,

which could easily be remedied. I refer to the

normally filthy condition of the average tank in the

neighbourhood of the oil-filler hole. Of course, users

are greatly to blame for replenishing their oil tanks

without the aid of a filler, so that the green mess slops

all over the tank. But the maker must also bear his

share_ of the nuisance. A large milled cap is usually

set so close to the top tube and a tank clip that the

resulting chinks and crannies cannot be easily cleansed :

there are also often quite permanent leaks from the

vent hole of the filler cap, from the spindle of the

pump piston, and around the ball valve at the bottom
of the pump. I have only once owned a clean oil

tank. It had an outside pump, with good sound union

joints, and the filler cap was carried on a short curved

elbow, projecting from the tank side just below its top.

Only gross clumsiness could soil the top of this tank,

and if soiled it was very easily cleaned, while good
workmanship had altogether obviated a leakage at

every point. The outline was not so neat as the

modern standard flush-sided tank, but a neat outline

is of little value if the surfaces are permanently filthy

Who will give makers a lead at the next show ?

80 M.P.H. ON A SINGLK CYLINDER—PERHAPS

!

S. Matthews, an American rider of a Thor IV. A cutting from a leading

Cliicago newspaper accompanying this photograph says :
'* Matthews thrilled the

20,000 spectators. At times this midget speed demon was travelling at the rate of

80 miles per hour. He averaged 75 miles per hour." Are we expected to believe

that there are single-cylinder machines in America capable of averaging or even
attaining 75 m.D.h. ?»
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THREE SPEEDS
IN CONJUNCTION WITH 2} H.P.

IT
is some weeks since we referred

briefly to a spin on a 2| h.p. three-

speeded New Hudson, but since that
time we liave been enabled to enjoy

an extended trial, and our further
icquaintance with the machine has even
iniproved the high opinion we formed of

it oil the occasion of oiir initial test.

Easy to start, a really speedy machine
lor its size, economical to run. and abso-

New type of gear-changing lever and Liackei

fitted to the forward part of top tube. The fluinfs

are larger and stronger than hitherto DtL?d (0

Armstrong gears.

utely reliable and dependable for liill-

;Iimbing under all conditions, no wonder
t is taking a powerful hold of the motor
ycling community.
Why, only a couple of years ago people

fould have laughed at the idea of such
lilliputian enguie climbing Snaefell

ilountain unaided, yet the little New
Judson recently sailed up with ease

vith our 11^ stones in the saddle, and
lever once required the low-est gear. It

licked up after the hairpin and the

jooseneck in surprising fashion, and
inly once did it exhibit signs of requiring

. further reduction of the ratio.

The New Hudson, with its gracefully

wept down top tube, enables the lowest

saddle jjosition of any standard mount we
have yet ridden, and the increased feel-

ing of comfort and security as a result

is most pronounced.

The Well Balanced Engine.
The engine of the machine we tried was

the new model mechanically-operated

side by side valve J. A. P., and the

absence" of effort on the part of this

engine when running between 20 and

50 m.p.h. greatly impressed us. Of all

the excellent J.A.P. pro

ductions we have been
privileged to try we do
not hesitate to charac-

terise the 23 h.p. as the

best yet. Knocking and
labouring are practically

non-e.xistent ; it responds
to the throttle in a manner
suggestive ol applying
spurs to a war-horse, and
in conjunction with the
three-speed gear we
found we could do more
than we could with the
finest of Sj h.p. single-

geared machines, and
with a good deal less

fuss and risk to the
rider, which is saying a

good deal.

It seems almost un-
necessary for us to refer The power plant,

to the bicycle work of The change speed

the New Hudson, for

this company always made a pretty
bicycle, and if we say that they com-
menced designing motor cycles where
other people left off we consider we have
hit the nail on the head.
To revert to the gear, this is simplicity

itself to manipulate. Although a clutch

operated by a pedal on the right fopt-

rest is provided, one may ignore it»

presence, for by merely raising the
exhaust valve lifter and moving the gear
change lever to the required notch, shock
or jar is entirely absent. What we par-
ticularly like about the Armstrong gear
is its direct middle ratio. In riding
through crowded thoroughfares or along
narrow by-lanes, the midway ratio is

the one most generally used. It is not
low enough to overheat the engine, which
also signifies .that it is not so low that

with which our trial was made.

also showing control of the Armstrong-Triptex gear,

lever is now placed immediately behind the steering

head.

the engine is racing round at an uncom-
fortable speed with the bicycle only just

moving ; further, there is no noise but
the regular beat of the engine. With the
lowest ratio in engagement, one may
crawl at a speed limited only by the capa-

hilitj' of remaining ujiright, which dis-

counts fully two-thirds of tlie fears asso-

ciated with traffic riding. Once or twice
in riding the machine in traffic, we have
been brought to a standstill, but have
remained seated in the saddle until an
opening occurred, and by digging on the
ground with our feet with the lowest gear
in engagement, the engine fired immedi-
ately on releasing the valve lifter.

During our trials of the machine we
have been convinced over and over again
that, notwithstanding the extra complica-
tion incidental to a change-speed gear
of the type under review, a variably-

geared mount is the simplest to manage.
On tortuous hills a single-geared mount
is most difficult to control and keep
going, and many are the risks taken by
their riders in approaching blind corners

at too fast a speed, whereas the non-
chalant owner of a variably-geared mount
progresses upward and upward at a com-
fortable pace, slow but sure, utterly

oblivious as to the number of twists and
hairpins which may abound. And these

are in brief the main reasons which have
caused us to thoroughly believe in tlie

ultimate future of the variably-geared

motor cvcle.
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A TANDEM MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE.

THE motor cycle engine illustrated herewith has

been designed by Mr. Prentis, of Messrs.

Packer and Prentis, Ilford, and was brought to

our notice bv Mr. J. Rowe, 189, Ilford Lane, E.

It consists of two

vertical cylinders

with opposed
cranks, and is in-

tended to be carried

tandem fashion in

the frame. On the

two flywheels H and

J are the pinions

E and G, which
mesh with the inter-

mediate wheel F,

which revolves at

half the crankshaft

speed. The square

shaft M and the

pulley-shaft N are

provided with dog
clutches at either

end, so that the drive may be taken either through the

central pinion F from E and G, or through the small

pinions X and Y (shown in fig. 2) on the other side of

the engine to the large central pinion Z. Owing to the

fact that the cranks are opposed, and the flywheels

revolve in opposite directions, the engine should be

practically perfectly balanced. By setting the cylinders

tandem fashion an ideal protected position for the

magneto is provided, namely, between the two
cylinders.

The two-speed gear, it will be seen, is of a simple

type. The wheels are always in mesh, and there is

no doubt about the gear getting well lubricated, and
the possibility of the_oil leaking is exceedingly small.

It is possible to make the counter-shaft M to run

through both sides of the crankshaft, so that on one

side provision might be made for handle starting.

The fact that the shaft N runs about half the speed

of the engine enables a very large belt pulley to

be used. This engine resembles in some respects the

old pattern Lanchester car engine, which had its fly-

wheels geared in a similar manner, but the cylinders

were horizontally opposed.

A SOCIABLE PASSENGER VEHICLE.

THE accompanying illustrations are of a sociable

which has been built by Mr. A. J.
Adcock, of

the Handsworth Garage, Crompton Road,

Handsworth, Birmingham. The principal features of

this model are a 4 h.p. Aster water-cooled engine with

thermo-syphon circulation, two speeds by sliding gears

in an oil-tight gear box with gear

wheels always in mesh. The
ratios are 8 and 16 to i, with a

28in. by 2]f^,in. back wheel.

Transmission from engine to

gear box and thence to road wheel

is by roller chains, a cone clutch

being fitted to an extension of the

gear box shaft.

The vehicle is sprung fore and

aft, the front axle being on sem.i

elliptic springs; the rear wheel is

provided with a fulcrum lever and

coil spring in tension, a device

which is said to give excellent re-

sults. The braking is well studied,

a motor cycle belt rim brake, of

which there is none better, being

fitted to the rear wheel ; this brake

can be applied by pedal or side

hand lever. A chain passing over a

sprocket attached to the steering

column conveys motion to the

the stub axles through the medium of a steel

cable, a spring being inserted at each end of the cable

wfaere it is coupled to the steering arm. The- circular

tank at the rear is divided into compartments for the

petrol, oil, and water, the radiator being situated

nnderneath the tank. ^ It will be noticed that the

engine, etc., is completely covered, side louvres en-

abling the entrance of air to assist in cooling.

The design will doubtless appeal to those who are

interested in a self-contained form of vehicle as apart

from a sidecar combination. Readers are now fully

aware of the reasons why the rigid tandem tricar type

of vehicle has declined and the sidecar combination

has to a great extent taken its place.

*«s>^

Three-quarter side and rear
The machine

steenng of

views of a sociable passenger vehicle made by A. J. Adcock, o( Birmingham. _-

has a 4 h.p. Aster engine, and is sprung at all three wheels.

The sociability and springing of machines of the

A.C. type and the one under review largely compen-

sates for the imperfection of three tracks. The springing

reduces the vibration arising from the fact that the

three tracks seldom, if ever, fitted the inequahties of

the road ; if the track was made wide enough to fit the

usual wheel ruts, the machine was heavy and cumber-

some ; if made narrow, the wheels were first up on on"

.side and then down on the other.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shorld be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," £0, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Overhead Exhaust Valves—A Suggestion.
[5805.]—One hears a good deal at present about the

advantages of a mechanical inlet valvo placed over the
exhaust valve. The objection raised against this seems to
be the trouble e.xperienced in having to remove the inlet
valve and seating to get at the exhaust valve.
What is the objection to having the exhaust valve over-

head and the inlet below? With the exhaust valve in this
position such operations as grinding in would be extremely
simplified, as both valve and seating could be removed.

MAC.

I mention abroad, I should feel very grateful for a short
resume of their experiences, and perhaps they could also
tell me if the fact of the luggage being mounted on the
actual frame (no springs) in any "way detracts from what,
otherwise, appears to be a very good idea.

(Captain) C. A. M. HOWAED.

Stteplechasing on a Motor Cycle.
[5806.]—I should like to draw the attention of your

readers to an interesting mishap which occurred to me the
other day when riding my 1911 3^ h.p. Rex.

I was visiting a camp situated in a park, and on leaving
the grounds I started my machine on the grass. Not noticing
a deep ditch that crossed my path, I was on it before there
was time to think ! The bicycle entered the ditch (6ft.

wide by about 2ft. 6in. deep) and jumped the other bank,
landing me safely on the other side. Nothing happened to
the machine

!

Possibly some other reader has had a similar experience?
VICTOR J. DE SPIGANOVICZ.

Silence,
[5807.]—As a rider of a 1911 N.S.U. I was greatly

interested in Mr. Parkes's letter [5776] in which he remarks
on the falling off of speed on opening the cut-out of his

machine. A friend of mine who rides a similar machine,
and myself, have both noticed this peculiarity, but unlike
your correspondent neither of us have made a test by
speedometer. Nevertheless, the closing of the cut-out causes
an increase in speed which is unmistakable.

Will one of the readers 'j your excellent paper give an
explanation of thin cut-out effect (which appears to be
against all preconceived ideas of the action of a cut-out)

and also a remedy for same if possible, as I still wish to

retain the open cut-out if beneficial to cooling, etc., of

engine, but without the lowering of speed which now occurs.

TOM TIT.

Continental Touring with a Sidecar Attachment.
[5808.]—Having noticed lately on several occasions,

motor cyclists touring with luggage, spares, etc., carried on
their sidecar frame—the basket being detached—the idea
has struck me as being particularly suited to Continental
touring, as it enables one to carry a quantivy of luggage.
The various big organisations seem to think that such a

combination abroad will s riku the authorities (French and
Italian in my case) as coming under the heading of a light

car, and advise me to prepare accordingly.

If any of your readers have taken such a combination as

Formulae in Hill-climbs.

[5809.]—Having noticed in your pages that Professor
Calleiidar's formula has been found by the A.C.U. to be
unsuitable, I thought it might interest you to know that
the local motor cycle club (in South Australia) found this

to be the case some two or three years ago when a certain
competitor mounted on a machine of large h.p. would have
had to have ascended tlie hill in question (not an easy one)
at over 60 m.p.h. to liave won the eyent.
The committee immediately .«;et to work to rectify this,

and the outcome was the following formula :

W
C xT"

W = Total weight of machine and rider (in lbs.)

T" = Square of time taken (in seconds).

C = Piston displacement (in c.c.'s.)

For twin-cylinder machines C is taken as 9-lOths of actual.
After being used at all hill-climbs held since it has been

found to be very .satisfactory. In practice it may possibly
not work so well on smooth surface straight hills as cii

rough tortuous climbs (the former are almost unknown here),

but in any case it i.= a great improvement on the present
A.C.U. formula.
The accuracy of this method of working out results is

quickly noticed if past climbs which have been run in

classes are groupsd and calculated as only one class.

With it there is no necessity to have different classes. A
competitor on 8 h.p. has just the same chance as one on

li h.p.

In the same issue as your leaderette on this subject
appeared is the report of a hill-climb of the M.C.C. of South
Australia. This was run under the above formula, and as

the first two placed men were very evenly matched as

regards the personal element and rode machines of same size,

the details may be interesting. (See table at foot.)

Personally. I have ridden in hill-climbs without classes

under this formula mounted both on low and on high-

powered machines with equally satisfactory results.

As I am the originator of the above formula I have taken
the liberty to write at length on the subject, and I shall

be only too pleased to explain it more fully (if necessary)

or discuss its merits per the medium of your columns, but

of course there is always the delay of a couple of months
in getting replies from Australia.

Trusting that the A.C.U. will consider favourably the

advisability of giving this formula a fair trial,

Norwood, South Australia. G. R. CHURCHWARD.

Weights.
-; Gear.

Size of

Engine. Distance. Time.

Eestilt.

On above
Formula.

U A.C.U.
Formula were used.Machine. Rider.

Competitor A
(trade rider)

Competitor B

182 lbs.

229 lbs.

133 lbs.

1.54 lbs. 5J

499 c.c.

499 c.c.

4 miles

4 mUes

6m. 44s.

7m. 26s.

386.7 points

385.S points

390 points

430 points

(amateur rider)
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Continental Touring.
[5810.]—May I take up a little of your valuable space

to mention that in crossing vid the Folkestone-Boulogne

route Mr. W E. Grange and myself were charged £1 for

the machines only, and that for a 1| hours' passage. Need-

less to say, we returned by a different route, and found the

Bennett line from Boulogne to Hull more satisfactory ; the

passage for ourselves was only 7d. each more, whUst our

machines cost only 3s. 5d. each. W. FAWCETT.

Hill-climbing.

[5811.]—I notice in your issue of August 3rd that a

Zenith-Gradua has climbed Bow Brickhill Hill. I believe I

was the first rider of a single-geared machine to climb this
" bump." I did so in the presence of two witnesses (both

motor cyclists, who left their machines near the bottom) in

September, 1909, on my 3^ h.p. L.M.C., gear 4-J to 1, and
my weight 14 stones 2 lbs.

I can corroborate Mr. Lake's description of the surface of

the latter half of the hill. Both times I skidded into the

hedge, and almost stopped ; it was literally ploughing the

sands. The last one hundred yards or so leave the road
and run over a track (the surface prevents "rushing"). It

is a sporting hiU to try, but not one calculated to improve a

machine.
Mr. Gazeley, motor agent, of Fenny Stratford, on the

main Coventry road, two miles off, is always ready to give

directions and information. HAROLD BEVIR.

[5812.]—We notice in a paragraph in your issue of

August 3rd, on page 802, a suggestion that Amulree has
never been climbed with a sidecar (clean ascent). We wish
to point out, however, that Mr. F. W. Annandale, of

The Vale, Polton, Midlothian, climbed this hill three times
one afternoon in competition during the year 1909 on one
of our 8 h.p. standard Matchless motor cycles fitted with
Mills-Fulford rigid sidecar, his speed being over 20 m.p.h.
Mr. Annandale is at present in Scotland recruiting his

health before returning east, and has pointed out to us your
remarks. He would have written himself, but is not able
to do so at present. H. COLLIER AND SONS, LTD.

[5813.]—On Bank Holiday Monday, August 7th, I

climbed Matlock Bank on my 3i h.p. Zenith-Gradua, with
sidecar and passenger. I was told by residents there that
this was the first time that a single-cylinder machine so
loaded had successfully climbed the hill.

I should be interested to know whether this statement is

correct. It is just possible that others have climbed the
hill without the knowledge of these particular residents.

I might say that Mr. A. E. Catt and other motor cyclists

saw me ascend the hill. W. BARE.ATT.

The Noise of Motor Cycles.
[5814.]—I write to ask you to keep up your influence to

induce motor cycle riders to pass throTigh villages and towns
as quietly as possible. I have the misfortune to live in a
village near Portsmouth, through which all traffic to and fro

the latter place must pass.

For the last half dozen Sundays we have had a stream of
motor cycles passing through the village at hours varying from
3.30-7.30 a.m., all apparently with their cut-outs fully open.
Now this state of affairs is quite unnecessary ; the noise at this
time of the morning awakens people, many of whom are tired
after a hard day's work, and in addition to this makes the man
in the street object strongly to motor cycles. If an open
exhaust is necessary, it simply shows that the design of the
exhaust box is wrong, and the sooner the makers recognise this
the better. These noisy motor bicycles are keeping more people
from joining in the pastime than anything else. If all cars
made noises in proportion to their horse-power like the bic_ycles
do, life would not be worth living. My little machme, a twin,
opposed cylinders, is practically noiseless, and I should never
dream of buying a noisy machine, whether it had done 1,000
miles an hour at Brooklands or had climbed five miles of 1
in 2 in five minutes. Machines can be and should be made
silent, and no cut-out should be allowed on' the road. This
latter abomination is used, as a rule, by the youth who wears
his cap peak backwards, and who thinks that, because he is
makn\i5 an objectionable row, he is "doggy" and up-to-
date. If makers would only understand that a silent machine
appoalv to the public, they would, in addition, sooii find that

a greater number of the public would take to motor cycling.
An additional grumble. Why do makers of motor cycles

retain the top tube? It is quite unnecessary (vide the Scott),
and is only a remnant of the push bicycle days.

A MOTOR BICYCLIST SINCE 1898.

Saddle Comfort.
[5815.}—Mr. Vernon Brooks's recent letter "Saddle Com-

fort " impels me to endorse all he says. I have ridden all the
well-known makes, and never on Irish roads could I honestly
say I was comfortable, though I alwavs tried to think so.
When I bought my new Scott I ordered an XL'all pan seat,
mainly on Mr. Vernon Brooks's opinion. It was a revelation,
and I now ride in absolute comfort and- the seat is the admira-
tion of all who see it. It is very easily adjusted.
And a word of praise for the Scott. No one who has not

ridden one can realise the comfort, silence, cleanliness, and .

ease of starting of this machine. The complete water-cooling'!
and semi-automatic lubrication have added enormously to itsf
efficiency. I do not wish to say other machines are notl
excellent—everyone knows they are—but they will have to be!
a lot better yet to induce me to desert the Scott. If theS
quadcar or light four-wheeler is a sound proposition, surely i

here is the engine, rather than the big four-stroke air-cooled.j
twin or single. (Colonel) H. G. KENNARD. '

An Experience of Cornish Roads.
[5816.]—I would like to draw the attention of sidecaristsi

to the high camber which prevails on many of the Cornish!
roads. This is a source of some danger when a motor bicycle]
and sidecar are taken up a hill too steep to allow of the.l
passenger being carried. I have had narrow escapes fron
this cause on two occasions. There does not seem to be muchi
trouble so long as one adheres to the left-hand side of the
road, but it happened that I had to pass carts on the right-
hand side, going uphill with an empty sidecar ; when steer-
ing on to the crown of the road again, the sidecar wheel left

the ground and caused the. bicycle to run into the hedge. I

have driven right through several counties over a thousand
miles without the wheel rising in this way. The only way of

obviating this, as far as I can see, is for the driver to steer

from the sidecar seat if lie has to lighten the load by dropping
his passenger.

I recently tra,velled to the Isle of Man, and would recom-
mend motor cyclists wishing to ^o from Chester to use the
New Ferry at Birkenhead. In this way a very disagreeable
road is avoided, and the passenger is landed in Liverpool
at the same pontoon . as if he had crossed from Birkenhead
itself. The fare for two persons, motor bicycle, and sidecar
totalled to 7d. onlv.

'

F. TRAFFORD.

THE LUGGAGE-CARRYING PROBLEM.
F. Ellmore (8} h.p. Triumph) after completing a non-stop run from Beacliy

Head to Leicester. He tells us that numerous people expressed surprise at the
Quantity of luggage it was possible to carry, secured to one side of the machine.
The bags and ooDtents weigh approximately ISO Ibj.
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An Explanation.
[5817.]— I find that a number of people imagine my tyre

troubles in the Scottish Trials were experienced with
Kempshall covers, and in justice to Kempshail Tyres, Ltd.,

I should be glad if you will allow me to explain.

The Kempshail non-skid on my back wheel was in perfect
condition when my carrier broke and cut it in half. Being
unable to obtain a spare Kempshail cover at Aberfeldy, I

Ktted a rear cover of another make. B. H. DAVIES.

Six Days' Liihtweight Record.
[5818.]— I notice in last week's issue of T}ie Motor Cycle

that a Mr. Redding, in letter 5794, speaks of Mr. H. V.
Swift " looking after his own machine, not as in the case of

an eflort made since, having a couple of assistants to do it."

As I am the only rider who has succeeded in beating Mr.
Swift's lightweight six days' record, the writer seems to

refer to me, and I beg to inform Mr. Redding that I had
no assistants or help, and that my machine required no
"looking after." JAMES MERTON.

Reliability Trial in North Devon.
[5819.]— I have just read with considerable interest the

account of the North Devon reliability trial just held, and
would like to correct a little misunderstanding in your
columns. The Eastbourne Private Motor Tourists organised
and carried out a reliability trial in North Devon and Corn-
wall, and an observed hill-climb on Porlock Hill, last Easter,
which were reported in the motoring press. In the climb
half of the competitors made the ascent of Porlock, one a
single-geared Triumph, and the remainder took the new
road to Oor Post. During the trial members of the party
on single-geared machines made clean ascents of Barbrook
Mill Hill, Lynmouth Hill, and Beggar's Rcost.

I shall be glad if you will make this correction on behalf
of the E.P.M.T., as I think we are quite the first to con-
duct a 600 miles trial through that country.

CAPTAIN E.P.M.T.

Hill-climbing.
[5820.]—Regarding the Stelvio Pass I wrote about last

week, this pass requires no exaggeration to do it justice, so I

should esteem it a favour if you would correct a little mis-
print, no doubt due to my sending the particulars written with
a blunt pencil. The hairpin bends number forty-eight on
the ascent and a similar quantity on the descent, which is in

Italy. The distance up is sixteen miles, rising from under
3,000 feet to over 9,000 feet, and giving an average gradient
of 1 in 13 for the sixteen miles. The letter was sent from an
hotel about halfway up, where we spent half an hour
imbibing something wet and cold. We, however, did reach
the top after having about five stops, three of which were
failures, chiefly owing to trjdng to take some of the corners
at over six miles an hour. I may say tliat I do not think I

could ride straight up, even if I had a macliine geared 20 to 1

and water-cooled, as I should certainly "foozle" at least
one of the forty-eight corners. W. FAWCETT.

The Question of Water Cooling.
[5821.]—In your issue of July 27th I noticed an article

about wat«r-cooling on motor cycles. Although I do not
possess a macliine, the articles publislied in The Motor Ci/clr

have furnished me vidth a good knowledge of motor cycles
and some of their chief detects.

Disregarding for the moment the favourite old troubles of
tyres and belti tlie motor cyclist's great foes are, to my
mind, overheat 1 engine, conking, and sooted plug. Now it

seems to me tha; on the water-cooled engine these troubles are
practically done away with. Is this alone not worth the
extra weight?

It is certainly strange, but nevertheless true, that a great
30 to 40 h.p. car makes le.^s noise than an insignificant

3i h.p. motor cycle. How beautifully smooth these cais
run, too. If makers could get motor cycles to run as quietlv
and smootlily as a car, I tliink that mo'tor cycles, in spite of
their present popularity, would become niorc popular. If
water-cooling reduces noise, this is another great point in
favour of its adoption. How often I have heard exclamations
of disgust at the noise of passing motor cycles, and they have
been new ones, too. How often have I and others been
surprised at the ease with which a car starts and Mides

noiselessly away. Then, again, if water-cooled engines run
cooler than air-cooled, does this not mean less oil? And if

the efficiency is increased, does this not mean less petrol
consumption ?

To my mind, the most perfect motor cycle would be a
four-cylinder water-cooled one, with either chain or shaft
drive—as near approaching a car as possible, the weight
being its only drawback. R. GROSE.

Silence—A Sidecar Suggestion.
[5822.]—Having read your leaderette on the first page of

last week's issue, which deals principally with silence, I would
like to make known my own experience.

I have a large 8 h.p. J. A. P. combination, and thought at
first of having an auxiliary silencer fitted attached to the
sidecar, such as you suggest, but before resorting to this
somewhat clumsy makeshift I was persuaded to fit a
silencer made by Harry Reed, of Dot Motors, Manchester,
and have done so with the greatest benefit, for with out-out
closed it is impossible to hear the engine explosions. The
only noise to be heard is made by the valves clicking. There
is apparently no back pressure whatever, for the engine runs
as fast and as cool w'ith the cut-out shut as it does with it

open. I might add that the latter attachment is a splendidly
thought out arrangement. ERIC LONUDEN.

Compression Ratio for Racing Purposes.
[5823.]—Through the medium of your valuable paper, I

should like the experience of other readers on the following
points. I have been using a well-known make of twin 7 h.p.

for competition work this year, and have been puzzled that
the compression seems to be only 40 to 60 lbs. per square
inch. I am assured by the makers "that this is quite as

high as I can expect," but it strikes me as being very low
for racing purposes. I have used an Amac carburetter, v/liich

I consider an excellent one, but I find that unless I ])ass liot

air through it moisture collects along the outside of the
inlet pipes, and the engine " hunts." It seems curious that
this Should be so, as Collier uses a similar carburetter on his

Matchless, and mine is placed between the cylinders, as in

his case. I have also found that tlie exhaust valves pit badly,
especially on the front cylinder, and I should be extremely
grateful to anyone who could recommend a make of valve that
would stand up to the work. Someone else's experience would
be verv welcome. SAPPER.

We have received a copy of a long letter written bv Mr,
Hugh Gibson to the A.C.U. Committee concerning his sus-

pension in connection with his recent End-to-end sidecar

record. In it, he points out that although his average speed
was twenty-three miles per hour, three-fourths of the journey
was on practically deserted roads, and he was never cautioned
or challenged by a single policeman.
He lays particular emphasis on the fact that all the Six

Days' Trials competitors exceed the legal limit regularly, and
Mr. Gibson considers there is much less danger to the

public in an End-to-End ride thnn there is in a six days'

trial.

New Models in the Trials. 31 h.p. Steelhouse-Precision. Tbis machine, whion

U being ridden by V. Busby, has a Brampton variable gear.
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MECHANICAL ^^^ Six DAYS' trial
DETAILS °^ MACHINES.

NEARL'S all the competing machines
in this week's A.C.D. 1,000 miles

trial are standard in every

respect, and even in the excep-

tions it is generally only in minor details

that any departures have been made. We
describe and illustrate below the amend-
ments in design, which will, in most
cases, appear on 1912 models.

Scott.
A neat device has been incorporated

in the carburetter, which is intended to

allow the engine to take the fullest

^^-^sO.Va\^V_

Fig. 1.

possible charge of gas. This device con

sists of a small lever attached to the

swivelling jet cover, as shown in fig. 1,

which can be operated by hand, and, in

consequence, the air inlet can be added
to by the area of the orifice through
which the jet is inspected. This hole is

some fin. in diameter, and its opening
allows a somewhat larger jet than usual

to be employed. The cover is attached
to a knurled collar, which fits round the

base of the inlet pipe, as shown.
A rather more important detail is the

new method of regulating the supply of

oil abi.vered to the engine by the small

'automatic pump, which is embodied, as

described in previous issues of The Motor
Cycle, in the crankshaft bearings. In

Fig. 2.

previous machines the delivering of lubri-

cant could only be adjusted by the intro-

duction of oil nipples of different sizes,

and as this could not be done whilst the
machine was being ridden, the oiling

system lay under certain disadvantages.

These have now been done away with in

Fig. 3.

a very neat and ingenious manner, which
has the very admirable feature of intro-

ducing practically no extra complication.
The arrangement is as follows :

The pump spindle . carries below the
leather washers a small extension which

Fig. 4.

bears against the head of a small mush-
room valve situated between the gauze
filter of the oil inlet and the ports

through which oil is fed to the crank
chambers. This small valve is held off

its seating by a spring, and thus opens
to the fullest extent when the pump

plunger is withdrawn. When the plungei
is " hon;p," i.e., with its small bayonet
pm tucked under the lid of the pump
barrel, the valve is open to a certain ex

tent, and the feed to the oil pump is

taken through it. A small folding handle
is fitted to the barrel cap, and as the

latter is screwed, rotation of this ca]i

Fig. 6.

causes the plunger to be lifted up or

depressed as the case may be. Thus, -.

when the barrel cap is screwed down it

carries with it the pump spindle and its

extension, and the last-named, pressing

upon the valve, decreases the supply of

oil permitted to the pump. This neat

device entirely overcomes the disadvant-

ages to which the pump-feed is prone.

Another new point in the Scott is the

employment of lugs brazed on to the

down tubes for the purpose of securing

the honeycomb radiator. Previously this

was held in position by a couple of clips,

which, however, over very bumpy roads

had a slight tendency to allow the whole

affair to slip. The new arrangement is

^illustrated in fig. 3.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 7.

Alcyon.
Fig. 4, which is practically self-

explanatory, shows the new brake pedal

fitted to the Alcyon machine. It i«
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Mechanical Details of the Six Days' Trial

Macliines.—

earned out in the simplest possible

manner, and is particularly effective

when the necessity arises for brake ad-

justment. The hole in the pedal lever

through which the valve is passed is

coned out so that the angularity of the

lever puts no lateral strain upon the rod.

N.S.U.
Fig. 5 illustrates a very ingenious

method by which the N.S.U. two-speed
gear has been provided with an adjustable

pulley on Mr. H. J. M. Hughes's sidecar.

The outer pulley flange is, of course,

owing to the arrangement of the -gear,

not available for this purpose, and the
adjustment has tlierefore been incor-

porated in the inner flange. As shown
in the illustration, this flange abuts
against a castellated ring working on a
left-hand thread, and pulley adjustment is

very easily effected with a tommy bar
inserted into one of the castellations. The
device is so neatly carried out that it

scarcely makes any- appreciable difference

to the appearance of the gear, and we
are infont.ed tliat in practice it gives

most excellent res\ilts. and that in future

it is likely to become a standard fitting

on N.S.U. machines.

P. and M.
Two new fitments liave been put on the

P. and M. nincliiTies. They consist of a

silencer cut-out and a Front wheel stand.

The first is iUuslrafed in- fig. 6, and i.s

quite a sjiiall contrivance attached to the
rear end -of the silencer. There are two
end plates, each of which has four holes,

and, whilst the inner one is tixed to the
silencer shell, the outer one is rotatable

by means of a ratchet; operated by a small
pedal. The ratchet is so arranged that
the thrust upon the pedal makes the cut-

out alternately '" on " and " off " The

front wheel stand, which forms an excep-
tionally neat fitting which is well out of
the way until required, is shown in fig.

7. It is pivoted to the footrest bearer
in front, and in the rear is, when out of
use, clipped to a small lug on the silencer.

Matchless.
Mr. J. Tassell lias fitted a novel kind of

exhaust valve lifter to his 8 h.p. Match-

851

less-Jap, which is illustrated in fig. 8. As
will be seen, the Bowden wire is conducted
tlirough an elbow tube fixed in a
lug brazed on to the inlet pipe. The dis-

tribution of lift to the exhaust valve
levers is accomplished thrnugh a branched
piece of cycle chain, and the result is a

saving in friction and an easiness in opera-
tion that is quite remarkable. In fact, in

Fis. 9.

spite of the strong springs, the exhaust
lift lever can be held up almost witli the
pressure of a single finger.

L.M.C.
The new type of sight feed oiler fitted

to Slaughter's L.M.C. is shown in fig. 9.

It operates on a similar piinciple to that
of the J.A.I". drip feed oiler, but owing
to the glass dome there is no impediment
to its bein" clearly visible under all con-
ditions. The thumbscrew at the side
allows the drip to be adjusted when riding.

CLIMBING SHEFFIELD'S
STEEPEST HILL.

F. Dover, of coast ride fame, .ndded
vwt another laurel to the recmds he has
made on his 3^ h.p. Premier. Last week
he climbed Turner's Hill, which has a

gradient of 1 in 3. and a surface made
up of round cobble stones, and is .-ros.sed

every len feet by a gutter running al

right angles across the same. Mr. Dover's
machine now has an Armstrong three-
speed gear. The first attempt was a
failure, owing to Mr. Dover letting down
the stand of his machine to act as a
sprag in the event of tlie engine failing,

but in crossing the second rise—a gutter
face—the side of the carrier caught in
the nick nf a boulder and broke, the
side mounting up into the back wheel
and throwing the rider over the front.
The second attempt proved success-
ful, the speed of the machine being
about twelve miles per hour. Mr.
Shepard Sawer, riding a similar machine
to yiv. Dover, also made the ascent, and
his time was the same as JIi-. Dover's.
Both are riding their machines in this
week's 1,000 Miles Trial.

Fred Dover, the coast rider, climbin" Turner's Hill, SheCBeld, on his 3.J h.p. Ihree-spccJ Premier. This
hill has a gradient of 1 in 3 and, as will be seen, the snrface is composed of rough cobble stones.

Dover's ascent was the first on a motor cycle.

CUMBERLAND M.C.C.
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

A trial from Ba.ssenthuaite to Harro
gate for a cup and gold medal took
place on August 6th. There was a heavy
downpour of rain on the outward jour
ney. and only three checked in at Kendal.
The ultimate winner proved to be H.
Robinson (3^ h.p. B..S.A.), two mark.=
lost. W. V. Beck (3^ hip. Triumphj
being second.
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REUABIUT^ TRIALS
Preliminary Preparations.

THIS is u'litlen on the eve of the great trial after a
busy morning's work. The Clarendon Hotel yard
from breakfast to lunch time was full of machines,
most of which were undergoing tuning opei'ations,

and even at an early hour competitors were putting finishing

touches to their mounts, seizing the last few moments that
I emained, after the lapse of which the time for attention is

The com]-et:n:; machines beiiu examined by the judges in the Clarendon Hotel
Yard, Harrogate, the day before the stirt.

all too limited. Tuning, however, was quite a side line in

the morning's work, as the chief duties of the officials -were

to examine and seal, seal in the bJazing sun.

The hotf'l yard is capacious ei:cug'h, bi.t lock-up accommoda-
tion was scarce, cxuite as scarce as sleeping apartinent.s, which,
i'l Harrogate, are well nigh impossible to get. The A.C.C
has made a mistake this year in holding the trial so late, -as

Harrogate is at the height of the busiest season it has had
for many a long day. Sir. Nisbet. the ever active and able

clerk of the course, w'as occupied in superintending things
generally in his biisiiresslike way. Mt Sharp, tht highly

technical judge, was going over each machine \\\ detail, and
seeing if it eonforiired tc the official rec]uirements. Most
machines did so. and Mr. Sharp told me that his task had
been f, simple one. There were s, few exceptions, however.

Det^^ils for Attention.
N. I>. Slatler's Alcvon exhausted directly on the gronird,

which wn-^ cmitrary to regulaticns, so he haa to alter things
by covering up the offending holes and drilling fresh ones.
I'iini's Enfield had a broken carrier, and a conjjie of chipped
ladiai-iiig fins, damage which had been sustained on the rail-

way. Si These points were noted so that his record in the trial

might not be impaired. Piggott, riding a 5 h.p. Zenith,

had no number-plates and no lamp, as he had been touring
al-.oat the country and had not seen the final regulations.

H:> was told to find number plates, and the machine was
;iliuwed to be sealed. Immediately after Messrs. Sharp or
I3i' inker had examined a motor bicycle it was handed over
In the sealeis. who worked with a will all the morning.
Messrs, Ross, Gibson, Abbott, and Boileau were among tho.se

who were busy with seal, wire, and pliers. By lunch time
nearly every ma.chine had been examined, sealed, and stored

awav. and the following men w-ere found to be missing ;

'

.H. H. Bowen (4 h.p. Bat), A. .J. Stevens (2^ h.p. A.J.S.),

D. R. O'Donovan (3^ h.p. Singer). G. Riddiough (3i h.p.

P. and M.), and E. B. 'Ware (Chaler Lea and sidecar). Of
these Bowen was badly hurt in an accident, and had to

spend several days in a cottage in Keighley ; Piiddiaugh is a

non-starter.

F. Smith has been ill but arrived in time for the start on

Monday. Most of the machines are of standard design,

there are a few newcomers (most of wliicb we illustrate),

but of the well-known nrakes entered only detail alterations

are to be noticed. These are dealt with in a separate article

in this issue, illustrated by line drawings.

Monday's Run, 177f Miles.
The start of the first day's run of the Six Days' Trials was

made ixauc-iually at eight o'clock oit Monday morning. Mr.

ij. R. Nisbet being the official starter. The machines were
arranged in a very businesslike manner round the large yard
oi' the Clarendon Hotel, aird as they_were in numerical order,

and had to pass practically one by one through the bottle-

neck entrance to the yard, there was no hurry or clians, but

just a steady stream of competitors. The machines lett in

groups of four at intervals of one min.ite, so that the eighty

odd competitors were cleared in about twenty minutes. The
non-starters were H. H. Bowen (Bat), D. R. O'Donovan
(Singer). Oeorge Riddiough (P. and M.), A. P. Maurice
(Premier), and E. B. Ware (Chater Lea sc.)

The list of starters, together 'with a specification oit their

machines, is given on the next page, ficrai which it will be

noticed that practically e\ery well-known make is re|>re

.seated. There were seventy-seven starters, made iiji as

follows: Single-cylinders. 53: twin-cylinders 24. Mnlor

bicycles, 72; with sidecars. 4. and one self-contained iiassen-

ger machine.
The popularity of belt transmission is snown by the

number of machines Htted with this form of power conveyer,

57 being so supplied. Chains were noticeable on 16. and 4

were both belt and chain drivem There are no gear driven

machines in the trials, nnforfunately. Out of the grand

total 58 have variable gears and 19 a fixed ratio.

New Models in (he Trials. 31 h.p. Invincible-Jap, chain driven. This mac^iln"!

is fitted with a V.S. two-speed gear—41 and 9 to 1. The riler is F. Banks.
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COMPLETE LIST OF COMPETITORS AND DETAILS OF THEIR MACHINES.

No. Entrant.
Malce and H.P. of

Machine.
Cliange Speed Gear and

Transmission.
Cvls.

Bore and Capa-
Stroke. city.

Rider.

*1

*2

*3

*i

. *6

r *7

8

9
*10

- 12

U
15

' 16
''17

-18

19
*20
*21

*22

*23
*24

*25

26

27

28
29

*30
»31

32

33
*34
*35

36

37
38

39
40
41

*42
*43

44
45
*46

*47

48

49

50
*51

52
53

«54
*55

*.5B

57

58

59
*fiO

31

(i2

li3

136

67

68
69

70
71

73

74
75
'76

*77

*79

80

81

82
*83

I

f
W. Cooper

i A. C. Bobbins

I
A. R. Abbott

! ( E. A. ColUver
! C. C. Coolce
i

I V. WUberforce
B. H. Davies

W. W. Douglas
W. W. Douglas
B. Owen Wells

Enfield Cycle Co., Lt<l

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd

j
Zenith Motors, Ltd

\ Zenith Motors, Ltd
I Zenith Motors, Ltd

I

Phelon and Moore,. Ltd

1
Phelon and Moore, Ltd

I E. W. MerraU

I

P. W. Moffatt

I
Jack Baker

I C. Williams

E. Dover
G. E. Wliitworth

A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd. .

A. J. Stevens and Co.. Ltd. .

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd
Premier tlycle Co., Ltd
G. G. C. Pigott

S. Sawer

f
Scott Eng. Co., Ltd

j
Scott Eng. Co., LUl

I Jesse Baker
C. P. Finn

< James Cycle Co., Ltd
James C^'cle Co., Ltd

I James Cycle Co., Ltd

I

Rudge-Whitworth, JAl
Rudgc-Whitwurth. Ltd

I
Rudgc-Whitworth, Ltd
H. Mcllor Jamcsiin

G. W. 0. Ruscoe
Rover Co., Ltd
W. T. Munroc
P. Grout
F. Banks

[
Lloyd Motor Eng. Co., Ltd. .

I Lloyd Motor Eng. Co.. Ltd. .

I
Lloyd Motor Eng. Co., Ltd. .

Jo hua J. Day
New Hudson C'ycle Co., Ltd.
New Hudson Cvcle Co., Ltd.

H. E. Ashley .'

W. Houghton
V. Busby
Bat Motor Mfg. Co
Bat Motor Mfg. Co
W. H. Eggiugton
F. G. Boddington

' Humbor, Ltd
Humber, Ltd

! Humber, Ltd
N. D. Slatter

N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd
f Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd

I Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Dene Motor Cycle Co
A. J. Sproston
" Quadi-ant "
" Quadrant "
J. S. Hoboyd
W. E. Grange
J. Tassell

H. F. S. Morgan
Godfrey and Applebee, Ltd. .

.

'Clyno Eng. Co
H. J. M. Hughes

3^ Bradbury
J

Single, belt

3J- Humber ' 2-speed Humber, belt . .

.

3i Bradbury
|

2-speed N.S.U., belt

3|- Zenith
|
Gradua variable, belt ....

3i Trium]-)h ' Single, belt

2} N.L.G : Mabon variable, belt

^ Rudge ' 2-speed N.S.U., belt

2| Douglas 2-speed Douglas, belt & eh.

2|- Douglas I 2-speed Douglas, belt & oh.

3i Bradbury 2-speed N.S.U., belt

2f Enfield 2-speod Enfield, chain . .

.

2^ Enfield 2-speed Enfield, chain . .

.

3i Zenith Gradua, belt
6' Zenith Gradua. belt

3| Zenith , Gradua. belt

3.V P. and M 2-speed P. and M., chain.

.

^ P. and M I
2-speed P. and M., chain . .

3i P. and M ' 2-speed P. and M., chain .

.

2 1 Douglas
j

2-speed Douglas, belt & eh.

3i Triumph ' Single, belt

3| Triumph ! Single, lielt

3J Premier : 3-speed Armstrong, belt .

.

2J Royal Enfield 2-spced Enfield, chain . .

.

2^ A.J.S ' 2-speed A.J.S., chain ....

2! A.J.S
:
2-specd A.J.S., chain ....

21 Premier I 3-speed Armstrong, belt .

.

3 1 Premier i 3-speed Armstiong, belt .

.

6 Zenith ' Gradua variable, belt ....

3.1 Premier 3-spt^ed Armstrong, belt . .

3J Scott 2-speed Scott, chain

.jj Scott 2-speed Scott, chain

3J Scott 2-specd Scott, chain

2i' Royal Enfield 2-speed Enfield, c:hain . .

.

3i James 3-spced .Armstrong, belt ,

.

3,1 James ' 3-speed Armstrong, !)eit .

.

3.5 James 3-speed Armstrong, belt .

.

3| Rudge
I

Rudge variable, belt ....

3.V Rudgo Rudge variable, belt ....

3.5 Rudge
I

Rudge variable, belt ....

3 J Zenith Gradua variable, belt ....

2
J
Forward

;

3-spced Armstrong, belt .

.

3 \ Rover 3-speed Armstrong, belt .

.

ol Rover 3-spced Armstrong, belt .

.

i ; Dougla.s 2-speed Dougla.s, belt & cli.'

3.1 Invincible Single, chain

:-!.l L.M.C I Single, belt

3.1 L..M.( ' 2-speed L.M.C. Ijelt

3l L.M.C :
Single, belt

3i Bradbury ' 2-speed N.S.U.. belt

31 New Hudson 3-speed Armstiong, belt .

3.1 New Hudson 3-3peed Armstrong, belt

.

3.1 L.M.C ! Single, belt

3.^ Bradbury Single, belt

3J Steelhouse-Precision Brampton variable, belt

.

5 Bat Single, belt

7-8 Bat
I

Single, belt

6 Zenith
I

Gradua variable, belt . .

.

4i Precision ' 2-.speed P. and M., chain
' 2| Humber

[
2J Humber
3i Humber .

2 Aloyon .

.

i3V N.S.U. ..

3.V Triumph
3i Triumph
3i Triumph
3| Dene

;
3-speed Armstrong, belt .

.

2-apeed Humber, belt . . .

3-speed Armstrong, belt

.

2-speed Roe, belt

Single, belt

2-speed N.S.U., belt

Single, belt

Single, belt

Single, belt

3i Rudge

3J Quadrant
3i Quadrant
2J^ Motosacoehe
U Bradbury
8 Matchless Sidecar .

8 Morgan Runabout
7 Indian Sidecar . . .

.

5-6 Cljmo Sidecar . .

.

6 N.S.U. Sidecar . . .

.

Rudge variable, belt

Single, belt

Single, belt

Single, belt

2-speed N.S.U., belt

2-speed Nala, belt ! 2

3-speecl Morgan, chain ... 2

2-speed Indian, chain .

2-speed Clyno, chain .

2-speed N.S.U., belt .

,

89 X
83 X
89 X
85 .Vx

85 x
76 X
85 X

X
X
X
X
X

60
60
89
54
54
85ix
76 X
SHx
82 X
82 X
82 X
60 X
85 X
85 X
85 X
54
70
70
66
85
76
85
66
66
66 X
54 X
86 X
86 X

85 X
85 X
85 X

85Jx
56 X

85
76
90
83
60
83
62
85 X
85 X
85 X
85 X
86 X

X
X

X
X
X
X

82ix
76 X
75 X

89
88
89

85

88
65 .>

88"

60
60
89

75

75
85
85

85

60

88
88
88
75

77i

77i
72
88
85
88
63

03

63

75
96
96
96

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

85 X
89 X
85 X
76 X

554
476
554
488
499
297
499
340
340
554
343
343
488
770
488
465
465
465
340
499
499
499
340
298J
298'

246
499
770
490
486
486
486
343J
557"

557
557
499
499
499
488
338
499

88 499
60 340
85 482
88 499
88 499
88 499
89 554
85 482
85 482
88 499
89 554
88 499
85 770
85 964
85 770
96 600
88 476
60 339
88 476
82 248
88 499
88 499
88 499
88 499
88 510
88 499
88 499
88 499
75 242
89 554
85 964
85 964
93 994
82 643
90 796

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
6. L. Fletcher

P. Philhps

Entrant
H. V. Colver

H. Greaves
P. Weatherilt

J. Haslam
R. W. Duke
P. Shaw
W. Pratt

i

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entiant
W. Heaton
A. J. Stevens

J. H. Crickmore
F. G. Edmond
Entrant
Entrant
F. Philipp

L. S. Parker
Entrant
Entrant
Tom Pollock

A. D. Arte.-

Howard Newey
C. S. Burnev
B. Alan HUl ^

G. T. Gray
Entrant
Entrant
C. T. Nowsome
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
G. Castagnoli

S. J. WooUey
J. H. Slaughtei-

Entrant
H. Graham Dixon
T. C. Atkinson
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
S. T. Tessier

E. BabingtoB
Entrant
Entrant
P. G. Evans
Sam Wright
H. Berwick
Entrant
F. W. Applebee
S. Crawley
W. Creyton
W. F. Newsorae
A. Clark
Entrant
T. SUver
S. Fontaine
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
0. C. Godfrey
F. Smith
Entrant

*Signjfie3 privat* oimer. The teams competing for the team prizes are bracketed.
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Scenes at the starting point. The competitors were sent of! in groups of four. Mr. F. Straiglit will tie noticed on the right ol each picture, note-book in hand.

First Day, Monday.
©ircular run from Harrogate via, Thirsk, Byland Abbey,

Wass Bank (observed hill), Helmsley, Pickering, Whitby,
Saltburn, and back via Stokesley and Sutton B?,r.k.

177| miles.

The first day of the great Six Days' Trial was gloriously
fine, though in the early hours a mist hung over the country,
which cleared off about an hour after the start. On leaving
the headquarters, I turned to the left, following part of the
Spring Quarterly Trials route. I was mounted on a 3|- li.p.

Scott, kindly placed at my disposal by the Scott Engineering
Co., wliich glided along the road in a delightful manner,
And later proved itself to be a good hill-climber as well as a
most comfortable machine, ily companion was ilr. H. W.
Fortune, hon. secretary of the Harrogate club, and it was
our intention to get well ahead of the competitors and arrive
at Wass Bank in good time.
Some few miles from Boroughbridge. whence Fortune struck

off on a short way of his own, we stopped for a moment, and
after the restart my companion disappeared round a corner,
and in a minute I was wondering which of four cross roads
he had taken. However, after seeking help from a map and a

couple of countrymen, Coxwold, nestling at the foot of the
Hambleton Hills, hove in sight, wliile behind it was the
Great White Horse, a well-known, and for me a welcome,
landmark for miles around. Just after the village a diminutive
water spla.sh had to be negotiated, and a few minutes after-
wards that glorious old ruin, Byland Abbey, came into
view. Wass Bank was now at hand, and at its foot was j\li

Nisbet's car, bearing Messrs. Ross, Brooker, and McDonald
The hiU, the first to be observed on the day's run, wat

somewhat disappointing, Sutton, I knew, and Greenhow, 1

knew, having climbed the latter twice the day before, but
save tor a hump in the middle of about 1 in 5 there was
nought to cause anxiety, save the wicked surface, furrowed
with water courses running transversely across the road.
As regards the climb, it is necessary and right to assume

that the modern motor bicycle, if well driven (and I am
sorry to say some of those competing were not), is a gcrod

hill-climber, so I propose only to deal with the really in-

teresting features of the event.

Robbins (Sj h.p. Humber) was very slow, Colver (2J h.p.

Kufield) was missing fire and eventually stopped. Grout
(2| h.p. Douglas) engine missing, and rider had to pedal
fairly vigorously, as later one cylinder failed altogether

however, he reached the top. Grickmore (2^ h.p. Premier)
and Slatter, (2 h.p. Alcyon) were other unsuccessful corn

petitors; while Greaves (2| h.p. Enfield), who had the same
trouble as Colver, was another companion in trouble.

.Tust at this time an official car appeared, choosing a very
inopportune moment at which to climb the hill. G. T. Gray
(3J, h.p. Rudge) and B. H. Davies similarly mounted, both

skidded in a rut at the top of the hump. Sam Wright (2J
h.p. Humber) was conspicuous on account of bis machine's
silent running. Slaughter, on his single-geared L.M.C., made

'

light of the bank; while those fine old veterans of early

days, T. Silver and F. W. Applebee (3^ h.p. Quadrants,
single-geared) made good ascents. Finn (2-| h.p. Enfield)
stopped with plug trouble, while Newsome's 3^ h.p. Triumph
jolted the throttle wire off the carburetter and stopped, but its

clever ridei' made a wonderful restart on the 1 in 5 by means
of his clutch alone. Hughes (5 h.p. N.S.U. and sidecar) was
another unfortunate, as he broke his belt less than halfway
up the hill. f
On to Helmsley and from thence to Pickering there was s

nothing to trouble the men. Abbott had a puncture near^
Wass, but stoppages were few and far between. Some fine

moorland country had to be traversed over which a sea fog
hung thick and heavy, and it became somewhat cool. Blue .

Bank was descended, an observed hill in Wednesday's route,
and most of the riders took considerable interest in it.

The Fun Begins.
But it was after Whitby that the fun began. First of

all a good steep hill had to' be chmbed to get into the town,
and then the load was narrow and hilly, turn succeeding '

jL«>. -,

G. L. Fletcher (2 ; h.p. Doug.as) plunging through a water splash
near Coxwold.
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The A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

turn, and hill succeeding hill. Sandsend ix>ll gate was left

open by arrangement, and then after negotiating the coast

road with its pretty glimpses of cliff scenery Lythe Bank
was reached. Here several dismounted, among whom was

R.. C. 0. Wills (3^ h.p, Bradburyj, who was obstructed by a

dog. Afterwards Hinderwell Boulby Cliff came into sight, but

the competitors left it for the main roa<J to Loftus, which

was a pity as it is a stiff climb. I'he rest of the morning's

run ended with the zig-zag climb up to the Zetland Hotel,

Saltburn. and many complained of its severity.
^
After

haggling over petrol, the arrangements for distributing

which were chaotic, the men enjoyed an excellent lunch,

and then set out for Thirsk via Guisborough and Stokesley.

For many miles B. H. Davies, W. Cooper, and, Colver

were my companions. Eventually Sutton Bank was readied,

and at the foot a lar^e assembly congregated to cool their

engines and make a tew adjustments. Sutton Bank is a

good deal stiffer than Wass, so the number of failures was
slightly greater. Early in the procession a car stuck quite

low down, but was soon put to one side. Parker (3| Scott)

was the first man to dismount. Colver {2| Enfield) appeared

to let his low speed clutch slip. Finn (2J Enfield) dis-

mounted. Jameson (3^ Zenith) was baulked by a com-

petitor and failed to make a clean ascent, while poor Hol-

royd (2^ Motosacoche) was also bi-ought to a standstill.

Robbins (3^ Humber). Abbott (3^ Bradbury), Silver (3^

Quadrant). TasselJ (8 Matchless and sidecar), Ruscoe (2|
Forward), WooUey (3^ L.M.C.), Slatter (2 Alcyon), and^ F.

A. Applebee (3^ N.S.U.), all shared a similar fate. Crick-

more (2^ Premier), pedalled.

The remainder of the journey through Helmsley (check),

Oswaldkirk, Easingwold, Boroughbridge, and Knaresborongh,
presented no difficulties. At this early stage of the run
there have been several retirements. A. D. Arter (3^
James) through a broken connecting rod at the foot of

Sutton Bank, Piggott (5 Zenith-Gradua) through his machine
being generally out of tune, and Hughes (5 N.S.U. and
sidecar) through failing to climb Sutton Bank.

Official Results of Firat Day's Run.
Tlie following is an official list of riders who failed on

Sutton and Wass Banks

:

Sutton Bakk.—Jlills, Robbins, Abbott, Cooke, Wilberforce,
Parker, Finn, Arter, Ruscoe, Busby, Applebee, Creyton,
and Tassell. Burney was not observed.
Wass Bank.—Colver, Greaves, Banks, Dixon, W. F. New-

some, and A. Clark.
Both Sutton and Wass Banks.—Crickmore, Woolley,

Slatter, J. S. Holroyd, and Hughes.
Marks were lost on Monday by the following : Robbins,

22; Wilberforce, 24; Fletcher, 3 ; Burney, 33; Banks, 87;
Castagfloli, 36 ; Stevens, 5 ; Crickmore, 6 ; A. Clark, 4 ;

Slatter, 5; Applebee, 11; J. S. Holroyd. 9; and Grange. 18.

PASSENGER MACHINES NEARING THE SUMMIT OF WASS BANK, THE FIRST OBSERVED TEST HILL.

(1) J. Tassell with his 7 h.p. Matchless sidecar.

Second Day, Tuesday.
Tuesday's run started in fine, duU weather, which turned

into glorious sunshine. At midday all left Harrogate except
fhose stated to have retired in yesterday's report, but
Crickmore (2^ h.p. Premier) and Banks (3^ li.p. Invincilile)

have to be added to the list of withdrawals. The beginning of

"the run was over ordinary country, which became prettier as

we penetrated farther into the wilds, lint the most renuirkuble
feature of the route was the number of villages in which
there were steep hills, the negotiation of which called for a
good deal of skill. After Leckburn the road mounted
steadily, but the surface was good, as it had been all

the morning; in fact. t)ie soini;, save for at times too many
•corners, was perfect. Suddenly, without any warning, the
beginning of Arkeugarthdale Hill—the pass over the moors

—

•was encountered The observed portion was quite short, and
•consisted of a bridge, after which the road turned sharply at
right angles, then ascended with a gradient of about 1 in 7,
finishing with a .'somewhat severe turn, after which the hill

became easy for some distance, the surface was covered with
loose ;4ranite, rough as any Scottish acclivity The first to

.ascend were Philipp and Parker, who did well, but Baker,
whose engine sufi'ered loss of crank case compression through
a blowhole in the casting, had to assist the machine by
lieeliiio the ground with one foot.* Stevens came up slowly,
but his colleague, lleaton. managed better. .Moifatt came up
•with his stand down, which he cleverly kicked up again. Finn
was the first man to have to dismount. Holroyd came up

. well with pedal assistance. Busby dismounted. Slaughter
•came up well, liiit v,as ratlier hampered by Haslam. Davies

12) 0. C. Godfrey (7 h.p. Indian sidecar).

made quite a sensational ascent, flinging the stones fai

and wide.

Eggington dismounted and baulked Wilberforce, who
cleverly slipped in between him and the edge of the road.

Slatter skidded at right angles in the loose stones, but made
a smart recovery and a clean ascent. Applebee dismounted
and let his machine fall. Silver also dismounted. The
remainder ascended the bill in a highly satisfactory manner.
Of passenger drivers, Godfrey, F. Smith, and Morgan
came up particularly well; the hill, however, was quite a

detail in the morning's run, for much worse was to follow. A
mile from where I stopped to observe the men the surface
suddenly deteriorated, and for many a mile was in an appall-

ing state—so loose and rutty that even on the level and
downhill those who had low gears were glad to make use
of them. How the lightweights stood it no one knows,
but evidently it will teacli the makers how to build colonial

models. Part of the road was grass-grown, but that was a

quite unimportant detail. In the midst of it all I came upon
])0or Morgan, whose two-seated runabout had been perform-
ing so well. He was put out of the running by a broken
chain which could not be repaired in time. The descent from
the moorland road into the valley revealed some glorious

scenery, the whole country looking beautiful in the bright
sunshine, but it was indeed good to have 1-eft that terrible

road. Scartli Nick, so 1 am told, is both rougher and steeper

than what we have had this morning, but how we fared

thereon shall be related next week. Krrkby Stephen was
reached about a quarter past twelve, and here lunch was
served at the King's Arms Hotel.
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THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS : HARROGATE AS A CENTRE.

SEVERAL NEW MODELS.
THE N.W. LONDON M.C.C. TOUR TO LYONS.
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AUG. 17th
1 9th
21st
23rd

8 17 p.m.
8 12 .,

8 8.,
8 4,.

Hill-climbing.

J. N. Longfleld (3^ h.p. X.T. Triumph)
won the Ilkley and District M.C. mil-
climb last Saturday.

A. L. Ommaney on a variably-geared
Rudge made an observed climb of the
Wrekin last Tuesday.

Six Days' Trials, Routes.

The routes for the remaining three days
of tlie trials are ;

Thursday.—Leave Harrogate, Knares-
borougli, Boroughbridge (check, 37 miles),

Ureenhow Hill (observed hill), Grassington
(check, 67 miles), Settle (84 miles, lunch
at Commercial Hotel), Horton-m-Ribbles-
dale, Aysgarth (check, 115^ miles). Kid-
stones Pass (observed hill), Bolton Bridge
(check, 148 miles), Harrogate (177 miles).

Frid.w.—Harrogate, Wetherby, Tad-
caster, Otley (check, 365 miles'), Ilkley,

Heaton Woods (ob.served hill), Haworth,
Colne (check. 71^ miles). Settle, Hellifield,

Burnsall (check, 113^- miles, lunch at Fell

House Hotel), Brown Stay Ridge (observed

liill), Masliam (check, 137;^ miles), Thirsk,

Ijoroughbridge (check, 162-^ miles), Harro-
gate (check, 172| miles).

Satueday. — Harrogate, Harevvood,

Selby (check, 33?; miles), Great Driffield

(clieck. 73-i miles), York (check, 101^

miles, lunch at Royal
Station Hotel), Weth-
erby, Harrogate
(check. 124i miles).

Total, 1.0121 miles.

An Attempt to Abolish the T.T. Races.

A section of the industry which is

opposed to racing is endeavouring to
obtain promises from all the firms which
have previously engaged in the T.T.
Races to hold themselves aloof from next
year's events. Should they be successful
it will mean that to amateurs alone will

be left the task of trying to win back
the Trophy which is now held by an
American machine.

Coventry Club's Annual Open Climb.

The sixth annual open hUl-climb of the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club
is fixed to take place on Saturday,
September 2nd. This event is always
among the most important of the year,

and a record entry was received for the
last event. Six classes are down on the

programme as follows :

1. Single-geared single cylinder tour-

ing. 2. Lightweights. 3. Tourist

CLIMBING SALTBURN BANK ON THE FffiST

DAY OF THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

Trophy machines fixed gears. 4. Lad.ies-

5. Single-geared multi-cylinder touring.
6. Variably geared touring.
Entry forms and full particulars will

be ready this week, and copies may be
obtained from the ton. sec., Mr. Geoffrey
Smith, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

The Six Days' Trials.

To lovers of statistics the subjoined
table of percentages may be interesting
as showing in as brief a form as possible

the percentages of the different types of

machines, gears, etc., employed in the
Six Days' Trials

:

Single-cylinders 68.83%
Twm-cylmders ... ... 31.17%
Motor bicycles 93.51%
Sidecars 5.20%
Runabouts ... 1.29%
Belt drive 72.73%
Chain drive 22.07%
Belt and chain drive ... 5.20%
Variable gears ... ... 76.62%
Fixed gears 23.38%,

M.C.C. Reliability and Brake-testing Trials.

The results of the M.C.C. reliability

hill-clirabing and brake-testing trials are ;

Winner of Mrs. Jarrott's prize.—W.
Pratt (3^ h.p. P. and M.). who also won
a gold medal.

Winner of cup presented by Mr. H. F.

Hull.—No award.

Winners of silver medals.—E. Kickham
(2| h.p. Douglas), G. L. Fletcher (2? h.p.
Douglas), Eli Clark (2?- h.p. Douglas),

and Rex G. Mundy (3^- h.p. T.l.

Triumph).

Winners of bronze medals.—E. Pond
(3^ h.p. Rudge), P. H. Bentley (3^ h.p.

Triumph), R. B.
Clark (5 h.p, Indian),,

F. C. Wasley (2| h.p.

Douglas), and F.
Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno
and sidecar).

(1) J. H. Slaughter (3! h.p. L.M.C.) at the top corner.

'2) J. Baker (31 h.p. Triumph) rounding the same corner. (3) H. V. Colver (2 j h.p. two-speed Enfleld).
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Ihe London Strike.

During the strike last weelc a motor
cycle carrier owned by tlie Great Western
Railway Co. was smashed up by the

strikers.

Stolen Machines.

We aM iniovmed by ilr. Robert Cole-

man, 22, A.shdale lload, Terenure,

Dublin, that his 2| h,p. Model K
Douglas, engine No. 1993, was stolen

from the above address on July 30th.

'I'he registration No, is IK 473.

Belgian Road Bace.

The result of the Belgian motor cycle

race, held on the 6th inst., is tliat iSarolea

machines finished first, second, and third.

The result was decided on a formula.

Px C
—'

, P being the weight of lidor and

machine, V the siwed in nicUes, and C
the cubical capacity.

World's Record Speefi.

The fastest speed yet accomplished on
a motoi bicycle of any power now stands
to the credit of an Englishman, C. R.
ColUer last .Saturday aniiexiT:g tliree re-

cords ar.d attaining a speed uf 91.57 m.p.li.

Tlie natui'al (piestion is, why did not
Collier attain such a speed in his nialcli

with de Rosier? The answei seems to be
that C. R.'s .LK.V. engine had ..nly ha.l

one week on the road prior to the inter-

national match, but is now getting
run in Who said it is not ic the air, but
in the engine?

British Imports o£ Motor Cycles.

The imports of foreign niotur cyiles

during July compared with |irevioiis

\cars were :

19C9, 1910. 1911.
Motor cycles

—

£5.578 £4.090 £2.971
Parts thereiif

—

£4,799 £4.622 £7.267

£8,377 £8.712 £10,233

For the se\en months I'jiding Jidy 31st
the figures show a sicady increase.' The
values were :

1909. 1910. 1911.
JMotor cvcles

—

£27',202 £31,064 £31.499
Parts Ihereul—

£16,535 £32.966 £40.680

£43,737 £64,030 £72,179

British Exports Increase Enormously.
The e.xports .'1 _ l.ist month are giXen

hereunder :

1909.

i\Iotor cvcles

—

£4'.388

Parts thereof—
£2,376

£6,764

1910.

£9,642

£2.358

£12.000

1911.

£24.411

£5.249

£29.660

During the seven complete months of this
year our exports have increased over
100% compared with the corresponding
period of last vea. . Details :

1909. ' 1910. 1911.
Motor cvcJes

—

£24.202 £53.661 £120,289
Parts thereof-—

£18,896 £21,364 £35,642

Track Racing at Cambridge,

Tlie results of the three races at

Cambridge Mammoth Sports on the 8th
inst. are ;

Five Mile.5 Open Handicap,—1, Harry
IMartin (2-| h.p, Martin-Jap) ; 2, Storey
(2| h.p. Caeco)-; 3. P. V. Wallis {2| h.p,

Vin), Time. 8m. 44|s.

Three Miles Open Handicap.—1, Harry
Martin (23 h.p, Martin-Jap) : 2, P. Y.
Wallis (21 h.p. Vin); 3, F. W. Dayrell

(23 h.p. Martin-Jap). Time, 5m. 15§s,

Aug, 26—Mersey M.C, Open 1-lill-ctIinb.

Sept. 2—M.C.C, Members' Hill-climb.

,, 2—Coventry andWanvicUshire M.C.
Annual Open Hill-climb.

„ 9—Torbay M. C. C. Annual Open
Hill-climb.

iC—Auto Cycle L'nion Inter-club

Championship, in the Mid-
lands.

Oct. 12

—

The Motor Cycle Special ColoniaJ

issue,

,, 1,1—A.C.U. Qu.irterly TriiU (.Midland

centre) fourth and last of

i»)ii series.

®a^^. ^L^
Five Miles Open Scratch Race,—1,

Harrv .Martin 42^ h,p. Mar(iii-Jap) : 2,

P. V. Wallis (23 h.p. Vin): 3, V. E.

Barker (2? h.\i. I'.rooklands), Time,
8m. 44|s.

k somew hat unusual accident occurred
in the final of the last race. H. Potter

had his left foot joked off the fimtrests

and caught in the belt, partly lucking the

wheel and causing his machine to skid.

Both rider and machine daslieil into the

cr<jwd. and a lad was knocked down and
injuied. Potter escaped with a few bruises
and a sprauied finger.

.\ three la|) scratch obstacle race in

which c-ompetilors had to change plugs
and bob for aj'ples. .resulted in a win fur

W. Chitty (J..\.P.). who was very smart
in changing' 1 lugs. Uayrell (.Martin) was
second, and W. Flodgkinson (J. A. P.) tli;rd.

[^O^^^

B.M.C.R.C. Brooklands Meeting.
The ne.xt meeting of the B.M.C.R.C.

will take place at Brooklands on Saturday,
the 26th inst. We understand that there
was some grumbling at the prices charged
for admission at the last meeting, on the
occasion of the .de Rosier-Collier matches,
but the expen.ses of running this meeting
on account of the amount of the prize
money were ^'ery great, and when the
accounts were settled \\\\ the club was
only Is. 5d, to the good. At the meet-
ing next week the usual charges will

be in vogue, namely, Is, per head, and
no charge will be made for machines.
The events are: 3 p.m., the Second 1911
Time Trials, 4 p,m., the Omniclass Hour
Race,

Serious Bridge Complaint.

Communication ways lietween Lanca-
shire and Cheshire are all too few', con-
sidering the thousands of cycle, motor
cycle, and car users who ride out of the
former county into the other, the latter

having attractions in the shape of far

superior roads. The pretty village of

Lymm is a very popular resort for wheel
travellers between the two sliires, but it

has narrow and tortuous approaches, and
streets that demand careful going. Hard
by the old village, on the Warrington
side, is a bridge of the type that is

most stronglv condemned by all motor
cyclists: incleed, the C,T,C., N.CU,,
.i,C.U., and A. A, and M.U. ouj'lil to

unite iu protestations. The bridge is

only wide enough for one vehicle, and
has a hump which prever's trattic on
OIK' side seeing what is coming up the
other side of the hump. Cais and motcu'
cycles must be rushed over, if they are
to surmount the top bit of 1 in 4 or 5
gradient, and should two vehicles meet
it is only by a- violent application of
brakes that a smash can be avoided. It
may be argued that road users from each
side ought to .sound their horns freely.

I'jven so, the antiquated bridge wants re-

lilacing with ,something up to date, and
a constant source ^,1 public danger per-
manen,-lv removed.

£45,100 £75,025 £165,931

THE GREAT LONDON STRIKE.
The above is a scene outside the Smithlleid meal market. The carmen would not return to work-nntU
all Ihe other strikers had had their grievances setlled. so an enterprising butcher ufiiised his twin
Rex aiotor cycle and sidecar to carry his supply of meat. He is seen loadinj up the sidecar with sheep.
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THE NEW TWO-SPEED BRADBURY.
IT

iij some weeks since we referred tu

the fact that Bradbury and Co.,
Ltd., Oldham, were experimenting
with a countershaft two-speed gear,

and it was lioped that one of these

Fig. 1.—The new Bradbury countershaft two-speed
gear box.

machines Avould be reaay in time for the
Six Daj'.s' Trial. At the last moment,
however, it was decided not to allow it

-*-

to ti.ke part, although it was driven to

Harrogate for the start, where it was
keenly examined.
The new model is chain driven, and

a few notes of its new points cannot fail

to be interesting. A shock-absorbing
sprocket on the engine shaft (shown in

fig. 2) transmits power through a chain
to the gear box which is situated immedi-
ately behind the engine and supported on
the chain stays as shown in fig. 1. This
bo:>: gives tw;o speeds and a free engine
on the same principle as the old Riley
and Humber tricar gear boxes, that is to

say, the transmission is direct on high
gear and indirect on low, the pinions be-
ing thrown into engagement by positive
dog clutches, the lever for operating
which passes through the lid of the box.
The gears are always in. mesh, and the
shafts have ball bearings throughout, a
double row being fitted to the main
shaft at its driving end. Fig. 2 shows
the arrangement of pedal bj' which the
change of gear it actuated. Pressing the
rear pedal down engages the high gear.

A Villiers plate clutch is embodied in

the back hub, and is operated from the
handle bar, the lever being provided with
a ratchet so that the clutch can be set

to slip to any desired degree. A start-

ing handle driving; the fixed clutch

member though a tl.air is attached to

the cham stays, and can be operated with
the foot.

Fig. 2.—Shoclt-absorbing engine sprocket.

The bicycle part of the machuie ts

similar to the standard Bradbury, the

engine measuring 89 x 89 mm. This
machine when placed on the market
should be in great demand for sidecar

work. We note with pleasure tli« con-

tinued interest which this firm dL-ipiays

toward passenger machines, particulaily as

the Bradbury tricar of early days wa.'- one
of the best.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR nOTOR CYCLISTS.
MENDING WATERPROOF LEGGINGS.
S6S. It is a simple matter to

repair waterproof overalls when the
damage is young, though it is impossible
to repair them neatly. The edges of the
cut should be lightly drawn together with
a needle and cotton. No strain must be
put on the thread, or it will rip through
the fabric. Then the leg may be turned
inside out, and a large patch solutiontd

on to the reverse side, exactly as in

mending a tyre. The "prepared" can-

A'as found in the tyre outfit is a good
material for repairing stout overalls. For
the lighter patterns use sheet rubber cut

By ROAD RIDER.
from an old cycle inner tube, A similar

method may serve for the repair of water-
proof reefer jackets, but if the parts
around the buttons or pockets are thus
repaired, they should be thoroughly
stitched up first by a clever needlewoman,
and, in this instance, the stitches should
be allowed to remain. After impairing

leggings, I usually cut the cotton out
when the solution has dried.

TO MAKE A CYLINDER WASHER.
SG'^:. When a cylinder is taken

off for the removal of carbon deposits,

the paper washer between the cylinder

"^^

^te--a.=>..

The new 3i h.p. two-speed chain driven Bradbury described above.

spigot and the top of the crank case is

usually torn, and requires replacement.
It is an awkward job to uiaik out a new
one in pencil on a sheet of papei-, and
their sniiJ it round witli a pair of scissors.

A perfectly fitting washer can be made
in a few minutes by the following old

engineering shop dodge. Take a sheet
of brown paper a little larger than the

required size, lay it over the cyllndei
spigot, and stretch it taut. Then lake

a verj' light hammer, and tap the ))aper

gently against the edges of the cylindev

spigot and the four holding-down bolt

holes. The taps will cut the jiaper

through against the metal, and a perfect
washer will be obtained iu a very few-

seconds. Soak it in oil, and refit in its

proper position.

TO PREVENT PETROL SPRAl'lNG
PROM FILLER CAP VENT.

365. There are many ways of p
venting petrol spraying from the vent 111

a filler cap, the most popular being to

solder a small hub lubricator over the
vent hole on the under side. The
simplest of all is to remove the leather
washer from the inside of the filler cap,

and cut it in two. The cutting ihie

should be a chord of tht circle, coming
about midway between (entre and cir-

cumference. Lay the smaller piece of

leather across the inside of the cap, >uid

lay the largeu piece over it. and at light

angles to it. This will cure petrol t^pray-

ing or oil oozing.

THE N.S.U. TWO-SPEED GEAR.
3SS. Users of the \.S.U. gear

need never be afraid of over-lubricating
it ; the gear will swiftly throw out any
excess, which is caught by the shield at
the foot of the control lever, and deflected
harmlessly to the ground. If the gear be
under-Uibiicatcd, on the other hand, there
is 'some danger of the planet pinions
seizins^ on tlieir spindles.
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SENSATIONAL RECORD-BREAKING.
C. R. Collier rides a mile at 9137 miles an hour—the fastest speed ever accomplished

on a motor cycle.

BKI'ilSH motor cyclists have cause ,to rejoice in that

C. R. Collier, "the brilliant Matchless-Jap exponent,
has gained from the smart American rider all the

records the latter hoped would remain unconquered
for- some time after his departure. Collier and de Rosier

last met on the occasion of the little dinner at Prascati's.

which was reported in our issue of last week, and there

was nothing in the quiet aemeanour of the former to indicate

that in just over a week he would have accomplished that

which would set the whole motor cycle world a-talldng.

In their usually quiet and businesslike way, the Colliers

went to work. Not a word was said to anyone, and on

Saturday morning last the news flashed round, and caused a

great stir among those who keenly follow the pastime.
Friday evening was ideal for record-lireakiiig ; what little

wind there was blew in favour of the rider, and the weatlier

was typical of what we have been having this glorious

summer.
The day was a memorable one for AJatchlets niotor!>, who

have regained the lead for England, and we offer the .Messrs.

Collier our most sincere congratulations.

Collier's first attempt was on the five miles Hying start

record, standing at 3m. 43s. After riding a lap to get up
speed, he completed the five miles in 3m. 35s. = 83.72 mile?

per hour, which is Briti.?h record, the American record foi

this distance being 3m. 29^,s., made by J. de Rosier, at Los
Angeles, California, on February 7th, 1911.

The next attempt was on the kilometre flying start of

25^s., made by de Rosier the day previous to his leaving for

America. Starting from the fork, Collier was soon going
well, and shootin| under the members' brfdge he came off the
banking to the railway straight at a terrific speed, but almost
on the kilometre mark his engine seemed to lose its hum.
due to the air lever shifting after striking a bad hump.
Collier's time for the kilometre was 25s. = 89.48 m.p.li..

being world's record.

After returning to the fork to shorten the belt. Collier nc.\l

attempted the mile. This attempt was even a finer spectacle

than tlie kilometre, as the engine seemed thoroughly warmed
up to its work, and gave out an even roar the moment he
shot from under the bridge. His speed was such that, taking
the banking after leaving the railway straight, his machine
\yas well up above the SO feet line used by cars. Collier's

time for the flying mile was 39|s. = 91.3'7 miles per hour,
another world's record, and the fastest speed ever attained on
a motor bicycle. This beats de Hosier's record of August 4th
by lis.

At the completion of the attempts, the brothers Collier
' showed no signs of pleasure ; if anything, they were rather
sad at the thought tliat they had "not sufficient time previous
to the match with de Rosier to do what they have now done
with their machine.

The machine was tlie Red Matchless as used in the
tliree matches with de Rosier, fitted with a twin-cylinder
.I.A.P. engine. No. 10,516, size 90 x 78.4 mm., Araac"carbu-
retter. Bosch nuigneto, Mutchinson lyres, and Gloria belt.

Vacuum oil and I'ratl's spirit were used.

Records by C. R. Collieh.
Flying kilometre, 25s. = 89.48 m.p.h., world's record.
Flying mile, 39|s. = 91.37 m.p.h., world's record.
Flying five miles, 3m. 35s. = 83.72 m.p.h., l?ritish record.

Previous Bests.

Flying kilometre, 25^s. = 88,77 ni,p.h., J. de Hosier, August
4lh, 1911.

Flying mile, 40|s. = 88.24 m.p.h., J. de Rosier, August
4th^ "1911.

Flying five miles, 3m. 43s. = 80.72 m.p.h.. J. de Rosier,

.luly"8th, 1911.

Above were timed by Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite and A. G.
Reynolds, official timekeepers to the A.C.U., who were careful

to observe that Collier kept his course outside the ten feet

line.

The evening was warm and sultry, and if any breeze blew
at all it was liehind the rider on the railway straight.

A FREAK CLIMB.
Hanson Knabs Hill, leading from Uovedale, at Dove Holes,

to Hanson Grange, has hitherto defied all motor cyclists'

attempts to climb it, so we are told, and we can well under-

stand the veracity of the statement when the state of the

boulder-strewn surface is considered. (See illustrations

below.) A. Ainsworth. riding a variably geared Rudge.
cU.ims to have accomplished the first ascent, which must be

(onsidered a really wonderful achievement, not solely on
account of the steep gradient, but on account of the vile

surface. We do not recommend any reader to attempt to

emulate Mr. Ainsworth's feat, unless he has no regard for

his machine or tyres; in fact, we marvel how the rider kept
in the saddle. The gorge is 1,000 yards long, and in some
places the gradient is 1 in 3.

Albert Ainsworth, of Ashbourne, climbing Hanson Knabs Hill, Derbyshire. The surface of this incline appears to be a boulder-strewn grass track.

See paragraph above.
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CLUB NEWS
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ShelHeld and Hallamshire M.C.C. Reliability Trial wliich started [rom Millhouses, where our photograph was taken.

Herts County A C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The results of the timed hill-climb at Oxenholme were :

1, G. S. Carter (5 h.p. Matchless) ; 2, C. C. Cooke (3^ h.p.

T.T. Triumph) and E. A. CoUiver (3^- h.p. Zenith).

Cork and District M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial to Limerick and back,

held recently by the above club, were: 1, P. A. Egan (3^ h.p.

Triumph) ; 2, S. R. Hosford (2| h.p. Enfield) ; 3, J. Atkinson

(3i h.p. B.S.A.)

High Wycombe and District M.C.C.

The Hugo Cup competition was run off recently,

and resulted as follows : 1, G. Hugo (3^ h.p. P. and M.),

cup and gold medal; 2, H. Eccles (4^ h.p. Rlinerva), Palmer
cover kindly presented by Palmer Tyre, Ltd. ; 3, E.

Gibson {3 h.p. Quadrant), silver medal; 4, E. Pugh (4 h.p.

Stevens), bronze medal.

Derby and District M.C.C.

There were eleven entries tor the speed trials oir August
5th, the winner on handicap being D. C. Bolton (2 h.p.

Martin), second A. Ainsworth (3^ h.p. Rudge).
The Henmore Cup Trial was a most interesting and

enjoyable affair. The route was laid from Ashbourne to

Wirksworth, and return via Cross o' th' Hands Hill.

Harry Baker (3^ h.p. Triumph) and Edgar Russell (3^ h.p.

Bradbury) tied on points. Baker winning the re-run.

North-£astern A.A.

The following is the result on formula of the reliability

trial held in conjunction with Newcastle and District Motor
Club on the 7th inst. : 1, G. B. Hall (3i h.p. Matchless)

;

2, G. Raper (2^ h.p. two-speed A.J.S.) and R. Crosier (3^

h.p. Ariel; 4, T. Smith (T.T. Triumph).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The members of the above club held a series of reliability

trials on Saturday last. Route Millhouses, Baslow, Buxton,
and back to Hathersage. The result was that Mr. Durant'B
team won with 41 points, Mr. Stacey's team being second
with 21 points.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climbs up Brigsteer Brow (a) on
August 8th, and Underbarrow Scar (b) on August 10th were
respectively as below :

(a).—\, 'H. Westwood (3 h.p. Triumph) ; 2, J. W. Somer-
well (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, J. Braithwaite (3^ h.p. Braith-
waite). Fastest time of day, G. A. Gregson (8 h.p. Bat-Jap).

(h). Single Class.—1, J. W. Somerwell (3^- h.p. Triumph)

;

2, W. Westwood (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3. L. Pierce (3^ h.p.

J.A.P.)
Twin Class.—1, J. W. Nelson (3i h.p. Scott); 2, L. S.

Parker (5 h.p. Indian).

Variable Gear Class.—1, G. W. Braithwaite (3^ h.p.
Zenith). Fastest time by Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

New models in the Six Days' Trials. First appearance in competition of the S h.p. Morgan two-seated runabout.
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OLD ESTABLISHED but ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE.

1911 IN STOCK.

f-^
H.P,

31.

3J

2J
3*
3
H
2
2
23
3!
31

2i

iJliLIVEKIKS.
BRADBURY (standard) . .

dltlo T.T.
ditto 2 speed

DOUGLAS (D)
ditto 2 speed

REX
WANDERER

ditto V Magneto) . .

HUMBER
ditto (Soiled

MOTOREVE
HUMBER (2 speed)
ROVtR (free engine)
2-speed ENFIELD

48
50
55
39 18
48
45 3
45 3
36 15
37 O

d.

34
45
50
55
52 10

CLYNO. 10 days. 3J h.p. P. & M.. 10-14 days.
ZENITH, 3i-6 h.p. 10 days

SERVICE SIDE CARS, £6 6s. Od.
from Slock to suit all Motor Cycles.

We also have a laree selection of Second-hand Machines-

The WANDERER.^^

The WANDERER Motor Cycle is admitted

to be the ideal machine by all who have ti ied

it. It IS unsurpassed for reliability and efficiency,

which is proved by the fact that it has probably

gained more awards in competitions in

proportion to entries than any other

machine. Don't accept our statements but

avail yourself of our month's approval terms.

Liberal allowances for old machines m exchange

or supplied on our extended payment terms.

Our Cash, Exchange and

v^
—write for list stating requirements

trade.Extended Payment Terms are absolutely the best in the

The SERVICE CO., Ltd., 292-3, Hig^h Holborn, London, W.C^
THE CHOICE OF AN OIL.

J'jdging by the remarks in one or two
letters recently received, there appears
to be an impression in the minds of a
fev/ experienced riders that our Huile
de Luxe, whilst a brilliant success for

speed work, is not as suitable as our
Motorine for general touring.

As a matter c^f fact, Huile de Luxe is superior to Motorine
for machines such as the Triumph, Rudgs, Premier, and
Norton, and for most of the lightweights. We have
pleasure in referring to Mr. Harry Long's magnificent
total of 20.(X)0 miles in six months on a 3i h.p. Triumph,
lubricated throughout v/ith Huile de Luxe. The engine
was recently examined by the Triumph Co., who reported
that the lubrication was absolutely perfect.

Huile de Luxe although comparatively light in body,
which means free running, is very rich in refined neutral

fatty matter, a constituent that ensures the minimum of

carbon deposit and almost entire freedom from sooted
plugs provided that reasonable care is taken in lubrication

Another point of importance to the
tourist is the fact that fatty oils when
heated retain their lubricating efficiency

better than pure hydrocarbons. Wear
of the bearings must therefore be less

with Huile de Luxe than with an oil

that is lacking in fatty matter.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hub Lubricant—post free— ' lb. tins, 9d. ; 1 lb. tins, 1,'-

We have emphasized the merits ol the

BROOKS PLUG
Now, we show it you in section

—

Its desijrn we claim to be perfect tor its purpose
and its etficiencv unequalled, and tliat claim is

supported bv ttiese facts

—

It is perfectly t:astii:;!it—without packin«?—its body
is of rustless steel—its insulator oi the finest fflazed

steatite— its electrodes of pure nickel and

—

It will successfully withstand the hottest of the intensely

hot sparks associated with the modern i'^'nition svstems.
You would lik^ tj know mori;—then ask for leaflet.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LIMITED
{MjktTS of the World-tamed Brooks Saddles),

7, CRITERION Works, BIRMINGHAM.

In aii.^irfrhvj th'-sc ad uei tisements it is desirable to meiUion "The Motor Cycle.
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Club News.

—

Torbay M C.C.

The first annual open hill-climb under A.C.U. licence and
rules takes place on Saturday, September 9th. This being

the first open event organised by the club it is hoped all

motor cyclists in the surrounding districts will compete

;

representatives of the trade are specially invited. There
will be about nine classes, including a passenger class, and
one for ladies. Full particulars will be published later. The
secretary is Mr. A. Powell, 37, Fleet Street. Torquay.

Surrey M.C.C.

The reliability competition from Farnham to Lyme Regis

and back, held on the 19th ult., resulted as follows: 1,

C. J. Feeny (31 h.p. Triumph), error 2m. 5s., McNab Cup;
2, H. R. Owtram (3^ h.p. Triumph), error 3m. 30s., gold

medal; 3, A. L. Ommanney (3^ h.p. Rudge), error 4m. 5s.,

silver medal; 4, L. Kennard (3^ h.p. Zenith), error 13m. 10s.,

bronze medal. The errors represent the results of timing at

Winchester, Ringwood, and Dorchester on each journey, in

addition to the terminal controls.

Tunbridge Wells and District M.C.C.

A most successful reliability trial at the schedule speed

of 20 m.p.h. was held on the 29th ult. over a course of some
forty-three miles. The Kempshall Tyre Co. of Europe pre-

sented the first two prizes, while the third prize was a Lyso
ruhber belt, kindly given by Lycetts, Ltd. The results were
as follow: 1, H."S. Boghurst (3^ h.p. B.S.A.). 30s. error;

2, R. Carey (3^ h.p. Ariel), 2m. 30s. error : 3. H. B. Stevens

{3g h.p. Triumph), 3m. 30s. error.

Further reliability trials will be held on Wednesday,
August 30th, and Saturday, September 2nd.

Newcastle and District M.C.
Twenty entrants started in the club's annual two days'

reliability trial to Stranraer and back on the 6th and 7th
insts. The first check was at Brampton (47^ miles), and the
secret control three miles from Castle Douglas, at which
point all were checked with the exception of Dawson (5 h.p.
N.S.U.), whose belt rim had dropped off, leaving him
hors de coynhat. Dinner was taken at New Galloway,
and here many casualties were reported. Atrocious
weather had been experienced, rain pouring down, >'_

and the only competitors who had not lost marks were jl'

Crosier, on a brand new Ariel, and Roper, whose new A.J.S.
was used direct from its packing case. The day's run
finished at Stranraer (162| miles from Newcastle). Belt slip i

and tyre troubles were reported, but several got home with-
out losing marks.
Bank Holiday dawned favourably, and the weather all day

was fine.~ Roads were greasy in places, but dry on the
whole, and dustless. The return route was superior to the
outward one, as instead of wild moorland roads, full of

awkward, curly twists, there was a level coast line for many
miles. The arrivals back at Newcastle in good time were
Crosier and Roper, and as neither had lost any marks at

any of the controls, including the two secret controls, the
contest between the two for the cup will be decided by
seconds only. Other safe arrivals home in good time were
T. Smith '(^ h.p. Triumph), Howitt (2 h.p. Humber),
Hall (31 h.p. Matchless), Baxter (2| h.p. Enfield), Coble (3i

h.p. Triumph), Middleton (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), Cooper
(3|^- h.p. Triumph), R. Smith (34 h.p. Ariel),' Adams (3^ h.p.

Rover), and J. Reed (3^ h.p. Rover).
Thanks are due to Mr. Kirsopp for the loan of his Humber

car, and to Mr. Nelson Simpson for his Singer.

SNAPSHOTS DURING THE ASCENT OF PORLOOK HILL IN THE M.C.C. STANDARD RELIABILITY,

AND BRAKE-TESTING TRIALS IN DEVON.
HILL-CLIMBING

(1) Eli Clarke (Douglas). (2) R. B. Clark (Indian).

(3) E. Kiekham (Douglas). (4) F. Smith (Clyno and sidecar). ( 5) H. A. Cooper (Bradbury).

The individual performances were referred to on page 828 and 829 of our last issue, W. Pratt (P. and M.) and R. G. Mundy (Triumph) being the oal,-

competitors to successfully ascend the hill.
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qU&STIoNS
A selection of questions of general inteitst received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries sno.ild be

addressed to the Editor, "The IVIotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Slow Running in TraSlc.

I am but, a novice, and should

?' be glad of your advice on how
to get my machine to run slowly

-IJ tlirough traffic. It is a Sj h.p.

Minerva, and I have found that
it will not run slowly for town riding ;

also that when I lift the valve and
slow down to turn a corner it often
stops firing altogether, and I have to
get off and restart it.—H.J.

Probably you would secure improvement
in the running of your machine by fitting

a more modern carburetter. What you
are suffering from at present is too weak
a mixture for slow running, which also
accounts for engine stopping when you
slow down. What you should do is so
to arrange the carburetter that you can
practically e.xclude all the air when you
require to run slowly.

Unligbted Railway Crossing Gates,

Whilst riding from Diiflneld to

f^l Hull via Beverley on the evening

^ of July 26th about midnight, I un-
-iJ fortunately took a wrong turn to

the left, about 2-3 miles before
leaching Beverley, and to my utter dis-

may about five or si.x yards in front of

me there loomed up a railway crossing
gate, into which I collided at about 7-8

ni.p.h., buckling sliglitly the front wheel
and the forks. Could I claim damages
against the N.E.R. for not having a
light on the gate?—L.R.M.

Our legal adviser writes: This query is a
difficult one to answer, and it would be
best for " L.R.M." to consult a solicitor,

and let him write to the railway company
olaiuiing the damages he thinks he ought
to have. I think it is doubtful whetlier
a railway company is boimj to light up
die gates at a level crossing, because such
spates are put up in pursuance of a statute
authorising them to be there, and the Rail-
_way Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, Sec-
tion 47, while making provisions as to the
opening and shutting of the gates, does
not say anything about their being lit up
at nights. Even if there was no light on
the gate itself, I think there must have
been a light somewhere near, and a signal

box and a man in charge. If there was
no one in charge of the gates at the time,
or if the gates were shut when they ought
to have been open, your correspondent's
chances of success are improved. On the
other hand, it might be held that there
was contributory negligence on his part,
through not riding with great caution at

midnight. If the damage done is slight.

he had better not spend money on the
matter, but if it runs into a few pounds
he should, as before stated, consult a

solicitor.

Strength of Automatic Inlet Spring,

I have a motor cycle with a

^] small engine of 70 x 75 mm.,
> and I have had a good deal of

-JJ trouble with the automatic inlet

valve. I should b6 greatly
obliged if you would tell me wliat
you consider would be the correct
tension of the spring for an engine of

this size.—D.A.I'.
We are afraid that we are unable to

inform you of the exact tension necessary
for the spring of an inlet valve for your
engine, because this varies so very much
with the actual design of tlie engine.
We should advise you to experiment with
the adjustable nut at the top of the valve
spring collar, by which the tension on
the spring can be materially altered. If

the spring is allowed a weak tension.
the inlet valve will open with greater
rapidity, and starting will tlien become
greatly facilitated. With the stronger
spring starting is not so easy as before,
but a higher speed can be oljtained on
the road, and better all-round results.

Sale o( Stolen Machine.

Your kind advice on the

following case would be very
greatly appreciated. I purchased
n machine from a man I know
very well, and some little time

afterwards I exL-hanged it for another
machine and cash. The original

machine now turns out to have been
stolen, and the party with whom I

effected the exchange will have to give

. it up. He informs me that he will su^

me for the value of his machine and
the cash. The man I bought it from
purchased it from the actual thief

Can I be forced to pav?—W. P. B.

O'Reii.i.v.

Our legal adviser's opinion on the case

cited above is as follows : The true-

owner has a right to recover his

motor cycle from the party in whose
possession it actually is. When .Mr.

O'Reilly sold it him there was an implied

warranty that he had a good title for it.

Therefore, Mr. O'Reilly is liable to

make its value good. On the other hand,
Air. O'Reilly can sue the party from
whom he purcha.sed it for any expense
lie may incur.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN WARFARE.

^^'i^r^ ''

^

Auto-Carrier tricars attached to the 25lh London Cyclist Battalion, carrying Maxim guns. The 2Sth

are the pioneers of military cycling. The members are in carap at Rye, Susssx, and number 40n

officers and men—80 per cent, of their establishment.
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Sluggish Acceleration-

Vour assistance in the follow-

ing would be much appreciated :

My machine is a 1910 3^ h.p.

(m.o.v.) with Simms magneto,
B. and B. carburetter gear 4^
It is very sluggish in accelerat-

but when once into its stride it

lot of slowing down again.
mg
takes a Jot 0:

With a shade throttle and half air it

do€S 18 m.p.h. ; after running at 40 or

so for hah a mile it will do 25 on the
same setting as formerly. How can 1

cure this so as to get along smartly?
The engine carbonises very quickly.

I give half a pumpful of oil every five

or six miles. Can I reduce this with
safety? About how much oil do you
recommend for ordinary touring run
ning? The petrol consumption is very
heavy (60 or 70 m.p.g.) ; level is cor-

rect, but the jet seems rather large—

a

number 30, I should think. Would a

27 or 28 cure this? I always drive on

as little throttle and as much air as

po.ssible.—W.B.R.

We think your machine -will pick up a

great deal better if you give it more open-
ing on the throttle and considerably less

air, although the petrol consumption does
seem decidedly abnormal. We think it

is better to drive, not with as much air

as possible, but rather with the air lever

in the position at which the engine
pulls best. Modern high compression
engines are very prone to carbonise
exceedingly quickly, and we think you
might be able to give half a pumptul
every eight miles instead of every six

miles. If there is little or no improvement
the piston rings should be replaced. As
a general rule, a machine is badly carbon
deposited at the end of every thousand
miles One other thing might have a

great effect on the picking up, and that
is the exact amount of advance which is

given to the magneto ignition. We should
advise you to try various settings, and
see whether a great deal of difference

cannot bo made in that way.

Excessive Overlieating.

1 was not satisfied with the

running of my new 5 h.p. machine
and sidecar received a month
ago ; the rear cylinder was faster

than the front. I took down the

front cylinder and cleaned it ; valves

wanted grinding. Since cleaning I

have run the machine 150 miles. The
engine got rather too hot occasionally,

but not seriously so. On attempting to

start the engine th ; other morning I

found the piston had jammed in the

cylinder. I injected paraffin and got it

to L^tart, but decided to take the cylin-

ders down to see what was the matter.

The fi-ont piston inside and webbing
of crank case were covered with tliicj;,

black greasy deposit, and one ring was
gummed in its groove. Outside, the

piston wall was badly caked with the

same deposit. I ran the engine again,

and the improvement was marked.

CLIMBING PORLOCK AND COUNTISBURY HILLS

IN THE M.C.C. AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY TRIAL.

Can this be due simply to ovei
heating, under lubrication, or over
lubrication with good oil? Anothi.i

point which puzzles iv.i is tlict when
the machine climbs a lull, the throttle

and air full open, ignition full advanced,
the engine will not knock, but after

reaching the top of the hill and
accelerating on the other side, if I shut
off the throttle without almost com
pletely cutting off extra air simulta
neou.'ily, tlie engine knocks badly.—L.H,

We fear the symptoms you describe in

your letter are the result of excessive

overheating, which may have been caused
by bad quality oil. There is also nc
doubt that the front cylinder is getting
more oil than the rear, so that it may be
necessary to fit a baffle plate so as to

reduce this. The last symptom means that
the engine naturally does not get over
hot until the summit of the hill has been
reached. If the hill were longer it would
perhaps start knocking before you
reached the top. Otherwise, we can onl'y

suppose that you attempt to pick up spee()

with the air lever too wide open, which
usually results in knocking.

READER'S REPLY.
Regular Running at Slow Speeds.

In reply to "A.A.U.'s" question r-

1911 Douglas, "Regular Running ill

Slow Speeds," July 20th, I have had the
same little trouble, but have always put
matters right by fitting a new washer
under the inlet pipe of the cylinder which
is at fault.—V. H. Thornton.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
C.H.S." (Woodbury, S.O.) The

I'edelia runabout.
"Y647." (Yeovil). Ariel coupler with

low powered motor cycle.

(1) W. Pratt (two-speed P. and M), who
covered himsell with glory in the M.C.C.

Devonshire trials.

(2) Adjusting helts and tuning up for the ascent. (3) A Rudge rider suffers a fall at the llrst corner.
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If you

cannot honestly

ika'ifS^ HIH'V' *^^ *'^^* ^°"''
^KT"" KiB A magneto is per-

fect fit a

'<*WT WW »»

MAGNETO.
It does not require an experienced mechanic
to put it into place. It is essentially simple
in every way, and yet highly efficient. The
task of fitting and dismounting is amaz-
ingly simple. Once in position, it needs
no further attention, and the motor
cyclist in search of a really reliable
magneto must on no account fail to
send at once for full particulars.

S. WOLF & CO.,
us, Southwark St., LONDON, S.E.

TeleKrtims:
' Widoratand. London.'

Telephono:
5172 ContriU.

The best motor cycle belt is unquestionably
the ROBERTS. Itis the most durableand
smooth-runninff belt made; it is moulded
to the exact length required,and there-
fore non-warptne^ ; drives straight and
true, with no waste of power.

From all agents (belt and outfit),

or direct from

The Roberts Motor /^

Co., u^

Gripwell Works.St.Mary's /..
Row, BIRMINGHAM. // t^
Telephone— 12 9S /s:z. -

~
Central,

Tyre

/ bo not bu>

/ anoutfil until

you have seen

the Vulco Motor
Cycle Outfit. It is

better value, con-

tains more material,

and is generally of higher

quality than any other

Jtfit on the market. Price

3/-. Send for list, which also

gives details of the Roberts

Retreading. iVlotor^-cle covers

a speciality.

London onic3 and Warehouse :

13-14, King Street, Cheapside, E.C.

Telsrh')ne-5360 Bank.

WHY the RICH Detachable Air Tubes are the
ONCE USED BEST and CHEAPEST.

BECAUSE—They are made of the best rubber and of substantial thickness.

Have no butt ends to burst. Save you hotel and train e.xpenses. Enable you
to keep an appointment. Can change a tube in five minutes. Can repair on
the inside with an ordinary piece of rubber. No expensive prepared patches

required. No friction of the patch on the cover. Last longer than any other

tube. Prolongs the life of cover Saves a lot of worr". time, and temper.

IMPORTANT—We draw special attention to the trace and users of our tube,

to turn the female end. No. 1, in before joining, also to use a small quantity of

our lubricant on the male end.

ALWAYS
RST IN 1904. FIRST EVER SINCE.

Guaranteed air tight.

Have them fitted to vour new machine.
PRICE LIST.

Pelal Cycle sizes, 7/6.
HEAVY.
2Uin. 28in.

I .. 12/-.. 13/-
; .. 16/-.. 17/6
;} .. 17/6.. 19/6
;.i .. 20/-.. 22/-

24in. 6d. less.

No. 2, a little moisture will revive

this when once used. Our tubes

are often condemned through

these omissions. See that you

get the instructions, lubricant,

and correct sizes. .

DON'T GO BY THE FIRST COST,
BUT BY THE MONEY YOU SAVE

IN USING THEM.
We can show a thousand unsoliiited

testimonials.

The RICH Cover.

EXTRA HEAVY.
26in. 28in.

21 .. 23/-.. 25/-
2i .. 26/-.. 29/-
3 .. 32/-.. 35/-
31 .. 38/-.. 42/-

24in. 1 /- less.

Larger sizes to order.

M.C. Depl„

THE RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE Co.
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX. <only address.

Don't spoil your Holiday by de'ey

with punctures. Carry a Spare.

See you get the correct size and instruction
card.

// you cannot obtain them from the
trade, wrife direct. Sent per return post.

For further particulars, write fcr Booklet.

NON-SLIPPING AND RELIABLE.

PRICE LIST.
Wired Beaded

Size, Cover, Cover.

26 x2 .. 30/-. .32/-

26 x2l.. 34/-.. 36/-

26 x2i.. 38/ ..40/

THEBEST VALUE ON
MARKET.

TRY ONE.
OTHER SIZES TO
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per wo!.d

after. Eacti paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series 0!

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should bi;

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oflices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

To ensure insertion letters should be posted ir

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), bj

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood tcfore" going
further afield.

Flan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION T,

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
^Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton.

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, .Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckinghan), Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islan/ls.

SHCTioN vni.
lli^rtford, Essi:x, Middlese;;, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX,
- Somerset, Devon, Dorset, axid Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Mnn.

For MOTOR BARfiAINS
THAT
STAND
THE MOST
CRITICAL
TESTS

Keen buyers should
call and examine the

bii stocks of all best

makes at

WAUCHOPE'S
The latest productions in tlie best and most

famous 1911 models, and the most reliable second-
hand machines renovated, improved, and put into
thoroughly satisfactory condition for the road.
New or second-hand. Every machine a satis-

factory bargain that will stand the most critical

tests,

TO-DAY'S LIST INCLUDES':

4234. alh.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH.. £29
4238. 6 h.p. 1909 Twin MATCHLESS . . 30 Gns.

4247. 3ih.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £47 10
4249. sih.p. itjii BAT 40 Gns.
4250. 3j h.p. 1910 SCOTT £45
4252. 2j h.p. 1911 3-speed NEW-HUDSON 40 Gns.

4253. 2I h.p. 1911 model E DOUGLAS.. £44
4260. 2i h.p. BRADBURY 10 Gns.

4261. 3.i h.p. 190S BROWN £12 10
4263, 6-7 h.p. 1910 T.A.C £55
4264. 3* h.p. 1911 BROWN £35
4268. 3I h.p, 1910 TRIUMPH 38 Gns.

4269. 3* h.p. 1911 free-engine RUDGE .. £43 10
4270 3^ h.p. 1911 free engine RUDGE . . £45
4276. li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £12 10
4277. ij h.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO £22 10
4278. 3.Vhp. 1911 2-spiedN.S.U £37 10

,; h.p. 1911 REX Sidette 48 Gns.

7 h.p. 1911 REX Sidette 65 Gns.
4205. 2i h.p. 1910 Two-speed F.N. . . £23 10
4207. 3jh.p, 1910 Tourist REX £32 10
4208. 7 h.p. 19 10 Two-speed V.S. "

. . £45
4215. 2j h.p. BROOKLANDS and sidecar £16 10
4216. 3j h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH 37 Gns
4218. 7 h.p. 1909 Two-speed V.S. and

sidecar.

4219. 3i h.p. MATCH LESS-J.A.P £25
4220. -j h.p. 1911 Standard INDIAN 48 Gns
422f). 3j h.p. 1910 MIDGET Bicar ..£22 10
4220. 8 h.p. 1910 Twin BAT .... £45
4180. 2^ h.p. BRADBURY £8 10
4i8r. 3i h.p. 1908 BROWN £22 10
4198. 3j h.p. 1909 MINERVA £25
4200. 7 h.p, 1910 Two-speed MATCHLESS

and Lowen sidecar . , 65 Gns
4151, 3 h.p. QUADRANT Tricar 10 Gns.

4154. 5 h.p. igro Two-speed Twin ROC 40 Gns.
4160. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE £15
4093. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S 45 Gns
4040. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed INDIAN .. £47 10
4123. 2} h.p. loio DOUGLAS £30
4r33. 2:} h.p. ARIEL £8 10

4135. 5 h.p. 1907 Twin REX DE LUXE
and sidecar ...-.-, £22 10

Get a copy of oiu" list, whidi is full of money-
saving bargains in big abundance. Send details

of present machine, and receive by return our cash

ofler for same in part payment of any new model.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, SHoe Ua-ne, Flee-t S't.,

LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams : " Opificer, London."

'Phone : 5777 Holbom.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given; c/o

" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

D*-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons '

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
j

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amomit to the seller, but if not we return the amount
i

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in

value, a' deposit fee _of ss. 6d. is charged, when under
lio the fee is isr All deposit matters are dealt with al

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad«
payable to IlifEe and Eons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive m

^nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard th«

'Alienee as an indication that the loods advertised hav4

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive se

many enquiries that it is cuite impossible to reply to eacl

cne by p^st.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

1 Q 08 Moto-Reve, 2]i.p., twin, magneto, Druids, es-
-!-«/ celleiit condition; £13.-23, Melrose Av-, Moult-
seaton-

1 10^ Bradbury, 2-.speecl gear, perfect condition

;

JLf/ £40, or near offer—No- 8.156, The Motor Cycle
Offli.'es. Coventry.

3 h.p. Quadrant motor cycle, in excellent condition
and going order, accumulator ignition; bargain,

£5.-Bai!ey. 120, Park Ed.> Wallscad-on-Tyne.

TRIUMPH (August, 1909). 1911 piston, new Pal-
mer cord hack, and Whittle belt, Clincher studded

front, separate generator lamp, horn, tools, perfect; 29
guineas.—Booker, Wereham, Stoke Perry.

TRIUML^HS. numbers, E.S-A., Royal Enfield motor
cycles, lightweights, 2 speeds, free engines : write,

wire, or 'phone lor immediate deliveries.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland- Teh: No. 626.

3ih.p. Minerva, m.o.v., accumulator ignition, brand
2 new 55/- steel studded on back, Pahrier on front,

first-class going order: £6/10, or offers ; will swop for
3-speed p\i6h cycle and £3/10.—Dyer, Ghyllwoods, Cocker-
mouth.

1 Qll T.T. Triumph, brand new, as sent from
J-*J makers, accept £48; 1910 T.T. Triumph, very
fa^t, accept £40, or nearest offer, owner unable to ride,

doctor's orders.—Hngh Wood, Rainton House, Fence
Houses.

Sih.p. N-S.TJ.. late 1909. magneto, Wliittle belt, ad-
2 justable pulley, B. and B-, hb.c, new rings and

busTies this season, and magneto thoroughly repaired by
makers, steel studded tyre, new tube ; nearest offer to
£20.—Tait. Stillington, Durham.

FOR Sale. 6h-p. Matchless-Jap, 1911 model, 2-speed
gear, not out of crate ; retail price £70, will accept

£62 cash, reason for disposal, owner buying car; Brad-
bury, 3ih-p., 1911 model, new, not been run, £46 cash;
Triumph, 3-ih-p., magneto, 1909 model, complete with
lamps and spares, in splendid condition, £30 cash.—Ap-
ply, Loclcerbies, Cyi;le and Motor Works, Carlisle.

SliCTlON II.

York and Lancashire.

3ill. p. Res, h.b.i"-, pr^rfect order; cheap.— 13, Chcster-
2 field Rd., (Jt. Crosby. --,

FREE Engine Triumph, jus't delivered; £55 for lash-—
Cross, agent, Rctherham.

BARGAIN-—3ih. p. Rex, very low, new tyre^ £9.-269.
Manchester St-, Oldham-

"p. and^ M-^ 1909, perfect coiulitiun ; what cash offers?

-Vero, Market Place, Batley-

1 Triumph, free engine; -191
liver immediately.—Lord, agent, Rochdale.

jQll Triumph, free engme;-1911 Bradbury,^ can de-

"IQll F-N-. 5-6h-p., 2J- Palmer cords, perfect order;
X«/ £33.—Wilkinson, Wortley Ed., Annley, Leeds.

T7NFIELD Lightweight-—Sole agents for Manchester
-Eli and district, Newton's. Blackfriars St., Manchester."

A7S 7n an.^ircri/u) t'hci^. adverdsemenis it is dcsirahh to mention ;.ZThp. Motor Ci/de.''
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I

iThQHaljfaxMflitor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS.

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766, Telegrams, '* Perfection."

Busiaess Hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Australian Ace-\t.—Allen, 6, Westboiirne Street,

Petersham, .N.S.VV.

EXCHANGES CONSIDERED.

NEW 1911 MACHINES IN STOCK,

1911 5 h.p. Two-spccil REX DE LUXE . . .

.

1911 7 11. p. :MdeLLe
1911 3ih.p, BRADBURY
1911 3', h.p. Two-spceil BRADBURY
1911 3* h.p. RUDGE-WHiTWORTH

PASSENGER GOlVltJiNATIONS.

5l h.p. Twin rttX DE LUXE, niajiiiclo igni-

tion. Roc clutch, handle starting, ami new-

rigid sidecar

5j h.p. N.S.U., Ire.". en;;iiie, N'.S.U. sidecar,

very smart turnout

.si h.p. Two-speed REXETTE, carries three

Brand New igiol T«in KEX DE LUXE, I'jIT

fittings, and new 1911 rle In.'ce sidecar .

.

6 h.p. Two-speed REX Litette, w.c, very
smart and powerful

£63 I

30 Gns.
£4B

I

£»i
£48

I

£27 10

£33 10
£25

I

£59 15

£29 10

MOTOB BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUilBEK Lishtweight, as new, £29: 2-speed 5h.p.

Ees and sidecar, £27: Siti-p. lies, tootbuariL.,

splendid hill-climbpr, new tyre=i, £24: Mot -Keve. r^pleu-

did condition, £19: 1910 tree engine Triumph. x42

;

other bargains in stock.—Hainsworth. Branch Bd-, Batley-

MOTO-EEVE. 1908, 2h.p., twin, magneto, engine jni4

tlioroughly overhauled by nmliPrs, unu.-ed since,

bought passenger machine, belt, adjustable pulley, un-
used LiLi-as lamp, horn, spares: 17 guineas; approval.

—Apply immediately. Dr. Brayahaw. Wellgarth House.
Armley, Leeds-

SrCTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
StaHorcl. Sliropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

HOTIAKT, 2ih p , in crate {overstocked) : first cheque
i:32.-\VhceJc.-, agent, OhCftcr.

Oh.p. MuloU.v,
'V offers. -Fn.-:.

'. new; cost 32 guineas, best
Lichftcld Golf Club. Statls.

cash

5 GOOD THINGS.
1. 1910 REX, 3| h.p.,

84^x89, cantilever seat, h.b. control, Rnsch
magneto, 26x2|in. non-skids, stand, carrier,

tools, spares, and hag, brand new. Makers
price, £48 ; our price,

34 Guineas. Makers' Price, £18.

2. 1910 New Twin REX,
Bosch magneto, cantilever seat, 26x2jin,
Continental non-skids, li.b. control, stand,
carrier, tools, spares, and bag. Maker's
price, 1")$ ; oui price,

42 Guineas.

19i0?> 5 h.p. Two-speed Twin
REX DE LUXE,

brand new, 191 1 cylinders, forlvs, M.0.\'.,
magneto, and other 1911 fittings, fully

guaranteed, cGx^Jin. non-slcids.

£54 10s.

4. New 1910 3^ h.p. REX,
Plate clutch in rear hub, free engine, pedal
starting, rnbber non-skids, Bosch n^ ' neto.
stand, carrier, tools, spares, and baf. Maker's
price, £54. 6s. ; our price,

43 Guineas.

5. The EXCHANGE SIDECAR,
best npholstered wicker body, well pla'e-d

and enamelled, welt sprung, Continei tal
motor cycle tyre, and quick detachable tittings

£4 19s. 6d.
LIST ON APPLICATION.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN STOCK.
niT 1' h.p TO'jrist REX £16
1910 7 ^-P- Twin REA, M.O.V £37 10
1910 T.T. TRIUMPH, grand machme £38 10
njio Twin KEX, special M.O.V. engine £29 10
1910 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, 84IX 89 £32 lU
1910 5 h.p. Magneto REX £3j 10
i9[0 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine m- ec.tr

machine £ 12 10
lOio 3i h.p. REX, vorv- fnst, special niai.hni._- £27 10
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE U8 10
1908 3-f»'i-P- REX Lightweight, niagtnlo .. £16 10
1907 5 h.p. Twin REX, sijring forks

1907 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring' fork-.

5* h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Kr-c clutci

sprint- forks

3J h.p. Liite Tync Two-speed HUMBER .

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., nice order £11 10
3i h.p. Two-speed BROWN £16 10
2i h.p. J.A.P., hghinn.l handy £10
6 h.p. J.A.P., twin, maiineio, free cni:tno . . £26 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, 26 wheels, verticiil engine , . £10
F.N. Mapneio Li^hiw<_-i'iht £16 10
Four-cylindtr F.N., spring forks £19 19
34 h.p. Magneto QUADRANT, spring forks.. £24

EASY PAYMENTS FROM £3 DEPOSIT.

£16 10
£19 19

£24 10
£32 10

"I
009: TriiuMi'h, hcantiful condition throughout, little

J-*y ustd; £.50.—K. EU&, lieawood, Matlotk-

PHEIiDN mid M<"ire, Triumph, Zenith, and Douclas,
prompt *lulivories or" new 1911 models.—Mo6s,

Wem.
rmUMl'ir. 1911 frf'C rpyine model, practically new,

nnruiiaiin:d. on'j" ridden few hundred miles; bar-

::a.in, £49 —.Muss, Worn.

ClIATKR-AUNKKVA. .^ih.p.. perfect running order,

spaieri: £10 lm.-^Ii— Scjirlett, 55, Lichfield Ed.,
tafford

IQlO Ariel, free enpiuf, excellent CDndition, tyres
J-*/ :?pleudid : £35, near ofTer-*— Maciver. Heswall,
ChesJiire.

ZENITH-GRADUAS. 3ili-p., in stock lor Immediate
delivery —Sole district ogeuta, PaskelU, Ltd., 250.

Stafford St., WaUnll.

BRAJDBURYS.— All modeh in stork for immediate
delivery.—Sole diHtrict oeents, Paskelta, Ltd-, 250.

itaflord St., Walsall.

DOtrOLAS. 1911. 2Jli.p., model T)., new and perfect,

only ridden 30 miles; £35.-\Voolley, Field House,
Sandbaeh. Cheslnro-

KERRY. 2ih.p., green, light, low, 26 wheels, perfect,

written cuarautee: huyinj; car; sacrifice 9 Kuinea.s-

—Palmer, Stavelcy, Derbys.

rEIUMPH. 1910, standard, eKcelleut condition, engine
juat overhauled by Triumph Co. ; £35 cash—Shar-

nan, Market Place, IJraikley.

TO Bradburv Apenta wanting immediate delivery—TV-
Barnes, Ashb-urne, 1 Jerby.sliiro, can supply 1911

uaehines from stock on small commisaion.

3h.p. N.S-1T.. 1908. accumulator, less ipnition ayatem.

cood order, £11; enciue and carburetter for same,
cparate, £5--Lavender, Bishop':* Castle, Salop

rEIUMPH, 1911, free engine, new Easter, very little

rimniru; in perfect order lamp, and acceasories

c^t ofJer secures-—Bacon. Wellinpton, tJaloD

MOTO&ACOCHE, late 1910. 1911 improvemen-io, new
Whittlo belt, free enpine {from bundle-bar), eplen-

-i rondition: nearest £22—Moore, College St., Long
EatoD-

I Q08 Triumph, splendid condition, new piston Just
L*7 fitted, engine overhauled hy makers last Septem-
<-T. new lamp, spare tyre, belt, etc- : £26-—Mains, Gray
"arm, Mottram-

A RIEL, 1910, 3ih.p.. free engine, rariable gear, de
A. (ompressor. Kempahall back tym and spare, com
nlete kit of tools, Lura? lamp; £29, no ofEers; bought
lew.—James Wiley, Darla^tf.n.

"1 10 Moto-Rcve Ligbtweigbt. 2h.p-, good running
L*y order. saLTitire 16 guineas; 1910 Roy.Tl Enfield,

2Jh p.. guaranteed perfett, Bo.-^ch, Palmers. Brooks, bar

Tain, 26 guineas--Jones, Brynttalem, LlanfairpwU-

MINERVA. 3;h.p-. magneto, 1910 Ar.iac, new Mid-
land bark tJTP, Miciielin front unpunctured. low

Uliug po-^ition. carrier, footrests, perfect thr. ughout

;

£18, or near offer--Eev. Owen, Hope Village. Mold-

ARIEL, 3;h-p-. justr delivered, not been on road, spring
seat, variable gear, frep engine, patent decompreaacr

or easv -laniug- and upholstered sidecnr, leather
pron, etc.; £'*8, no offers.— 67, Foregate St., Chester-

1 009 4-cyI. F.N-, 5-6h p., h-b. control, every reflne-

l-tJ mcnt, nnt done 200 milen since July, 1910. con-

litiou like nc-vr. watch, mirror, speedometer, long foot
•oanis, with specially fitted tool and spares boxes, 3
'iinij)s fitted, numerous -'pure> ; what offers:-' owner bought
ar.—Maek, Norman Rd-, Rii'iey. Derbys-

C HATER-LEA. 3ih-i).. pi-^rerfnl, Simmn magneto, ex-
le'.Ient machine: also 3h-iy. Brown, re-built with new

pirt-;. rurliurt;tter. .saddle, tyres, tubea. Matchless silencer,

(lutrests. foot brake, all new, bargain: cash offers for

itlier al)oro: exihange^: all latest models at epecial

l^irices.— Write. "Watson, Motors, Ripley, Derby.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester. Hutland,
Nortliamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

IQII Bradbury, unriddeu. too late to stop delivery
Xt/ £40—2. King St., Leicester.

11 F-E. Triumph, run 500 miloa, absolutely as new;
£50.-Higg3. St. John's St-, Stamford.

TO BE
CONVINCED

19

that the

SIEMENS-
OBACH
DRY
BATTERY

is the cheapest and most reliable form

of ignition

Write for
COPIES, POST FREE, OF—

Results,

Testimonials,

Instructions,
AND

Catalogue.

Siemens Brothers & Co.,

Limited.

GAXTON HOUSE,

Westminster, LONDON, S.W.

In answering tkest adveriisenienls it is desirable to mention " The Moinr Cycle.
" A31
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WE TOLD YOU SO.
Six months ago we predicted our cranked axle side-

cars would catch on. Everybody now is wanting
them. Don't have the old-fashioned straight axles

or your tjTe bill will mount up.

This is our Model de Luxe.

CoiYipiele £5 : 5 : O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market,

LESS POWER.
Tt is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, iar less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.

NOTR OUR Iront arm which grips the sidecar

CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this attach-

ment.

All our Sidecars are now fitted with Farrar's

quick detachable joints and cranked back axles,

refinements found on very few other makes.

MODEL " DE LUXE " £5 5
MODEL " C," with cane body £6
MODEL " D,'* with coach-built body ". £7
MODKL " E," with reversible child's seat.

.

£6 10

ALL COMPLETE WITH MUDGUARD & TYRES.

Discount to the Trade.

DeUvery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. &. M.'s, N.S.U.% etc.

LIGHT. S7R0NG. AND SPLENDID VALUE^

SPRUNG LIKE A CAR.
Sole Agent for Australia and New Zealand:

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

ENGINES. ENGINES.

6-7 h.p. Twin Antoine, 6ne puller £6 10,
5-bh.p. SAROLEA, brand new, 19:0 model,

fitted magneto, silencers, driving pulley,
etc £14 t4

3} h,p. GORICKE and Bosch Magneto .... £810
3I h.p. Water-cooled Auto-moto £4 10
ijh.p. DE DlUN, air-cooied ,. £1 15
Phelon and Moore Engine and Frame £5 10
jjh.p. HUMBER, water-cooled £6 10
2* h.p. MINERVA, good puller £3 10
2' h.p. SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10
3 h.p. DE DION, variable pulley £2 5

Other engines accepted in part paymeot.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
igi I B. and B., complete 25/-
igio Amac, variable jets 22/-

5 /- allowed for old carburetter.

Second-hand Amac, h.b. control , 12/6
Longuemare, Amac, and others 5/- each

FARRAR'S
Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane,

HALIFAX *^"'' ?""""'

Telephone 919.

trom G.P.O.)

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
lO^l Standard Triiunphs, two just arrived, immediate
it/ ' delivery ; excJianges entertained. — Plastow,
Grimsby.

ENFIELD Lightweiffht. late 1909. not ridden 1.000
miles; £25. or near cash offer.—Owen, Sleaford,

Lincolnshire.

ZPJNITH-GRADUAS, 3ih.p., in stock for immediate
delivery.—Sole district agents, Paskella, Ltd., 62,

Hiph St,. Leicester.

DOUGLAS, Model D. in Block for immediate de-

livery.—Sole district agents. Paskell's, Ltd., 62,

High St., Leicester.

1"iRIUAIPH. jurit overhauled makers, and fully equipped
X at cost of £14, bargain, £35.—Nixon, 38, Reservoir
Rd., Birmingham-

REX, 3ih.p.. very fast, not run 1,000 miles, good
reason for selling; £15, cr offer.—Hemsley, Mount

St-. Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

"I
QlO Bradbury, done about 500 miles, all accessories;

Xt/ £37/10, no offers; wanted, rigid sidecar.—Larring-
ton, Moulton, Spalding.

DOUGLAS and Motosacoche-—Get particulars heforii-^

buying elsewhere
;
prompt delivery.—Midland Cycle

Depot, Hales St-, Coventry.

FOR Sale, Rex Sjh.p. motor cycle, in first-claas con-

dition; £8 cash, cheap.—Banson. The Mill, Bar-
ton-on-Humber, Lincolnshire.

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles ; -1 immediate delivery.—Wat-
kins, the B.S.A. agent, Showell Green Corner,

and Stoney Lane, Sparkhill.

DOUGLAS (1910), excellent condition tJiroughont

;

approval arranged: great bargain, 25 guineas--
Morris, photographer, Bouiue-

ROYAL Enfield, 1911 (June), model 150, Brooks,
Dnnlops, not soiled, guaranteed.—Harch, Wenlotk

House, Witham Bank, Boston-

HUMBER Birmingham Depot, 78, New St. Tel-:

Central 7298. T.A- ; Dependable, Binningham.—All
1911 models in stock foi immediate delivery.

HUMBEK Depot--We have a few bargains to offer.—
1911 2-speed Humber, condition as new, £40;

1911 lig:htweight demonstration machine, £51 : 1910
twin Norton, 5h-p., 2 speeds, free engine, . £33 ; Cal-
thcrpe Precision emjine, practically new, £39; Hiunber,
1909i. just overhauled, brought up to date, and re-enam-
elled at works. £30.

UMBER Depot-—Repairs executed on the premises.
'Phone, call, or write to 78, New St., Birmingham

1 Qll 2h.p. Humber Lightweight, 2 months old. Palmer
X«7 tyres, no fault; £33, or nearest offer-—Box No
7.749, The Motor Cycle Otflce.'', Coventry.

3ih.p- Birmingham Quadrant, perfect order, all spares,
a 2 accumulators, low, fast, good climber, forbidden

riding; £15.—Binks, Benedicts Sq-. Lincoln.

BRAND New 1911 Bradbury and Premier, had trial

run only; sacrifice, £39 each.—Clifford, Eastwood,
Notts. Hmnber 23h.p. T.T. lightweight, £40.

3ihp. Trimnph, clutch model, new August, 1909,
2 condition as new, just overhauled and new tyres

fitted; £36—Motorist. 37, Clarendon St, Coventry.

RES. Motor Cycle, 6h-p., just been re-hushed and new
pistons fitted, h-bc-, new tyre on front, cantilever

seat, just the thing for sidecar; bargain.-188. High
St.. Harborne-

3JLh-p. Motor Cycle, just been overhauled, h-b-c. B,
2 and B. carburetter, new tyres and belt, adjustable

pulley.—188. High St., Harbome-

ADVERTISER, having paid deposit on 1911 3.ih.p-

Premier, free engine, but unable to take delivery,
can arrange for transfer of same for £45.—Bates, 46.
Bowden Rd., Smethwiek-

3ih.p. laenuino Coventry Riley, in running order, 5
2 belt, footrests, belt rim foot brake, Ukantes

stand, lamp, horn, etc; trial; £9.-112, Arbury Rd.,
Stockingford, Nuneaton.

INDIAN, 3h.p., 1910, new FeDmary, 1911, just
overhauled by makers, £37/10. including spare

tube; Triumph, 1909. perfect condition, very fast, £30.
—Guyver'9 Garape, Stratford-on-Avoa

BRADBURY. 1910. perfect conditiofi, £30; Phelon
and Moore, 1909. just overhauled, with Millford

sidecar, castor wheel, aud new back Kempahall tyre,
£39.—Quyver's Garage, Stratford-on-Avon

1 Qll 3ih-p. Free Engine Excelsior, run 600 miles,
X«/ Palmer cord tyres, Dunlop belt, spares, £30; also
1911 Montgomery sprinj? wheel coach-built sidecar, £8-
—Jenkins, 15, Aylestone Rd-, Leicester.

"I
Q09 3ih,p. Brown Motor Cycle, in ffood order; any

Xif trial; h-b-c, B-B. carburetter, spnng forks, Boscli
magneto ignition, good tyres and spares; £26. deposit
•jvstom ; Mabou clutch. — Apply. E. Clarke, builders,
Tealby.

REX 5h.p. De Luxe Twin, 2 speeds, free engine, most
|

excellent machine, 1909 model, bought new June
1910. good sidecar attached, has just completed toui
in Wales without a falter; £38-—Baxter iun., Paraile.
Birmini^am.

|

CLYDE-J.A-P.. 4h.p.. £42, been 7.000 miles without
mechanical stop, 120 to gallon, very silent, speedy,

reliable, accessories as new, or exchange Clyde, 2ih.p..
reason selling friend rides Clyde, 2ih.p. ; Shamrock-
Gloria }, §, 2/- each, only run 40 miles.—" Pennard."
Biratall Hill, Leicester.

10^ DISCOUNT
from any of the following machines for spot cash.

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3A h.p., 19 10, with 19 1 1 spring forks £35
3* h.p., 1910, black finish £32
3^ h.p., igio, grey fimsh £32
3i h.p,, 1909, Tourist, very good £28

3 h.p., 1908, Featherweight magneto .... £18

3J h.p., igo6. Tourist, M.O.V., spring forks £14

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar ....

5-6 h.p., special model, 1909, magneto....
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igoS, two-speed model..
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special,

good i

5-6 h.p., rgoS, two-speed de Luxe, 1909
engine • • • •

5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto. ...

5-6 h.p., 1907, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch

N.S.U.'s. N.S.U.'s« NS.U.'s.

5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19

5^ h.p. Magneto, 2 speeds £25
1908 Lightweight^ Bosch magneto £17

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
3 \ h.p. 19 10 Glut ih Triumph, very fine .... £45
6-7 h.p. Twin Anlo:ne, Bosch, B. & B £21
19T1 New Hudson, three speeds £47

3 h.p. Triumph, M.( J.V., very good £18
3ih.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., grand goer £12

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar . . £29
5-6 h.p. 2-speed igo8 Rex and Sidecar £33
One ditto £32
7-9 h.p. two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

£4S
£32
£27 10
£24
£28
£28

£29 10

£32
£21.

£23

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES,

26 X 2 and 26 X ajin. wir^d-edge covers .... 12/G
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26 x aj or ajin. 30/-

HutchinsoD, ribbed tread, 26x2^ 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, ail sizes, guaranteed 9/6

-Oyi HAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.3&4 UUWll BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3i h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in. wheels .' . . £12

3t h.p. Fafnir. M.O.V £12

3J h.r. igo6 Rex, M.O.V.. spring forks £14

.0A nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.S^O ilUWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
HjoS N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .. £17
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26jn. wheels £18 .0

1908 Magneto Rex, low and smart £18
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, BosrJi magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
6} h.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35
5i-b,', h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty. . .

.

£24
One ditto, re-varnished £20
6 ri. p. Rover Tricar, good goer £17

4i-5 i b-P- two-seater Alldays car £16'

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

1911 Coronet Sidecar, coach built £4 17 6
Forecar Attachment, good 35/-
F.K.S. 58/- Lamp set 30'-

Cowey Speedometer, only done 582 miles.. £3 3

Mills- Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £6 6

Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc, £1 15

Prested accumulators, new, 15 amp ,, 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine ; ,., 357-
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new ... -4/II
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs^ L/109 15/-

Kew Frame for vertical engine 30/-

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils 15/6

WANTED. WANTED.
Triumphs, Rexes, Minerva^, N.S.tJ.'s, Douglas's,

Moto-Reves, and other magneto machines.

Cash waiting.

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

(Two minute
Irom G.P.O.)HALIFAX 7"° "'"""

In answering these advertisements it is desirahh to mentu

Telephone 919.

The Motor Cvde."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TTt/^ILTON Cycle Co.,

VICTORIA, S-W-—See bargains below; all best mokes
ill ?toct.

WILTON.—Bradburys in stock, free engine, £54/10;
2-spee(1, £.55.

WILTON-—Clyno ; sole S-W. aRCnts ; trial by appoint-
lueiit; early delivery.

WILTON.-Matchless
liveries.

^ILTON.-

yyiLTON.-

yyiLTON.-

B.W. aeency; early de.

1911 Kerry-AbinsiJon, 3Jh.p.; £45.

1911 Moto-Heve, 2Jh.p.; £4a

New EnSeld: £36.

NOW
IN STOCK

FOB IMMEDIATE DELIVEBY.

Special Terms for Cash.

Exchanges or Instalments Arranged.

WILTON—Bradbury, 3 weeks old. 1910 standorrl
model, all accessories, as new; £35.

^ILTON.- -F.N., 4-cyl., 4;ii.p., good order; £25.

WILTON,—Himibcr, Sib.p., 1910 standard, occes.
series; £25.

ILTON.—Exchanges and
terms.

instalments, reasonabl'

1910 Moto.Eeve, 2Ii.p., with accessories

w
WILTON.—7h,p, Brown, twin, Bosch matrneto, i>

and B. carburetter, just overhauled; £32,

WILTON.—1909 5h.p. Sarolea. Ohater-Lea, 4 speeds,
new Druid forks, B. and Ji. carburetter, Bosch

magneto, new Rom on back ; £30, bargain.

WILT0N.-3ih.p. Excelsior. B. and B. carburettei
£8/10; 2!hp. Prreision-Enfleld, £6/10.

WILTON —Tricar, 6h.p, International engine, water
cooled. Renold patent 2-speed gear, Eenold sileni

chains, wheel steering, 760x90 tyres; £30.

WILTON,—Humber tricar, chain driven, free engine
good order; £10/10.

WILTON Cn le O... ) 10 Wilton Ed.. Victoria. Loi
don. S.W. Thone. 5115 Westminster.

"UIIMUNIIS and Wadden. Wcvhridgc.. -Clearance sale
•i-^ The liniise for genuine bargaili.s,

1Q11 l''rce E.iginc Triumph; £55.

IQll TT. Triumph; £45.

•JO 10 V.S.. and .sidecar, 7-9.hii : £43.

iqio [Standard Triumph; £34.

JO 10 Urudbiiry: £34.

"1 Q09 I'.N.. 4.cyl.: £25.

IQIO Cliatn-I.ca Riicing Muuut; f2G.

"IQIO Motosacoche; £18/10.

/Ih.p. PciiBCot, magneto; £18.

1
qiO llouglas; £25.

EDMtTNnS and Wadden, The Brouklands Motor Cycle
Exchange, \\ eybridge.

£18,-Mi.to-Revc. 1910. magneto, 2h.p., twin; bar
cain.-24. Albert St., Regent's Park.

MOTOR Cycles, second-hand, all prices; write fo
lists—H. 3. Kettle, Smarden, Kent.

3;,h,p.. Brown and Barlnw, tvrcs good
£15.-34, Balfour Ed.. Ilford.

'
MINKEVA.

rcliabl..

;

MINFEVA, 4;h.p. twin Idcvehps 61i.'p.), little used
£30,-Urur. Retreat, Theydon B.is. Essex.

MOTOSACOCHE. good condition, girder forks, :
belts; £10.-785. Hi;;h Ed., Lcytcnstone.

3-SPHF]) riiiiiiboT. 6 weeks old. must be sold; besi
o«cr.-785, Ilifh Ed.. Lej-tonstonc.

"I
Ihp. Lightweight F.N.. utdcr-goarcd imlley, B. and

;7.
, ,P;

cjirburetter, spring forks; £20, or ncar.-785'
High Rd,. Leytonstone.

"VTOTO-EEVE, all grey, late 1910, nlmcst new: seen
.LTX evenings.- 2, Tugela St.. I'erry Hill, Catf.ird.

"1 Oil 3ib.p. 2-speed Hombcr, brand new; £44- ap-t-^ piiintincnt.-Eafitleigh, Ctiokham Else. Berks.

IQll Ecx. 3ihji, tourist, brand new. ridden 50 miles-
-•-•^ £33.-56. Pulborough Ed., SciithHelds. S.W.

'

IQIO Douglas, perfect condition, anv trial; £24; ju.st
J-tf orernaulcd. — 56, I'ulborjngb Ed., Soiithllelds,
b. W.

£6— 2;h-p. Minerva, in excellent condition and run.
<=*' fc nmg order.— 21, Ridley Av.. West Ealing.

P^'''-^J?^J"*" '^'O' ^J"-"- •"cn very little used;-t £40.-West<-liH Motor Garage. Wostclifl-on-Sea.

2-t''"''. ''J'- PPI'^"'!''! macbine for learner, guaranteed(V4 'in flrs-f-class conditiou.-199, King's Ed.. Chel-

Latest 1911 Models
TRIUMPH, FREE ENGINE £55
TRIUMPH, STANDARD • £48 15
B.S.A., 3j h. p. Standard £60
B.S,A„ il h,p., Free Engine £56
INDIAN. 7 h.p.. Two-speed £75 10
REX. 3i h.p., Tourist 43 Gns
REX, 3} h,p„ Free Engine 43 Gns
REX, "i h.p., Free Engine 51 Gns
RE.X, 5 h.p., dc Luxe, 2 Speeds 60 Gns
REX, 7 h.p., de Luxe, 2 Speeds 65 Gns

SPECIAL.
HUMBER, il h.p., ion, 2 Speeds £45
ARIEL, 3j ii,p,, loll, Dcc.jnipressnr £12

SECOND HAND MACHINES.
We have a good stock of guaranteed machines
and sidecars. List tree on application.

P.M.C.*'QUICKFIT' Couplings
FOR SIDECARS.

r-ATEST 1442.

With our Quickfit Couplings any sidecar
can be attached in sixty seconds and de-
tached in (oriy seconds, sino|>han!]ed.
No tools retiuircd, SArER than ordinary
fittiiifjs—no nuts to come off or bolts to
" strip," The strain on frame tubes is

greatly reduced. Price 30/- the set of
three couplings, to fit any make. 5/- allowed
on old fittings (any make).

Send for list of the famous P.M.C

Sidecars. Early Delivery.

By far the best value obtainable.

THE

PREMIER MOTOR Co. Ltd.

Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams

—

*' Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone

—

Central 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Sfh.p. Twin, h-bc-, adjustable pulley: sellin? at bargain

price— 9, King's Parade, Church End, Fincbloj'.

TWIN Rex, 5h.p., clutch, handle starting: £20; ex-
change small car-—17, St- Leonard's Ed-. Hove-

IQll 4-cyI. F.N.. splendid condition, all spares.—
-"-t/ Wi.sbart, Orchard View, Bridge Bd., Chertsey.

"IQll Douglas, 2 speeds: £40; owner going abroad.—
J-t^ Apply, Capt. \v'iItoD, Read's Garage, Sheerness.

1 Q07 2Jh.p. Minerva, in very fine condition, many re-
A t/ finements, lamp, two belts, spares; £12.—Below.

I Q09 L.M-C
LtJ spring i. .... , ____^

iiid B. carburetter, h.b.c; excellent coDdltion
Below.

I QlO 5h.D. Tourift Res. condition perfect. Lucas lamp,
*-t^ horn, etc.; £36.-Below.

IQll 3ih.p. Premier, latest type. Mabon clutch,
*-*^ WJiittle belt, as new throughout; £38.—Below.

IQIO F.N. Lightweight, 2ih.p.. 2-speod and free
*•*/ engine model, perfect order and condition; price,
ath tricycle conversion set, £30.—Below.

IQll Humber 5ih.p., 2-speed model, quite like
*-«^ new, fitted with ^Vhittio belt, speedometer,
!imp. horn, watch, minor, etc., tools and spares; £44.—
Melow.

IQIO P. and M., 2-spe&d 3ih.p. model, new Sep-
--«/ tombcr last, ' "

* ' ~ '

and free engine,
to. B.
£28.—

IQIO Triumph, 3}h,p. j'oadster model,

ondition perfect; £46.—Below.

. - - _ _ _ _ . perfect ii
every detail ; £35.—Below.

J
QIO Triumph. 3ih.p. free engine model, Lucas horn

»-*J and lamp; £43.—Below.

I Qll Rox, 3;h.p. Tourist model, as new throughout;
It/ £36.-Betow.

IQIO Chater-.Tap. 5h.p. engine with OTerhead valves.
*-«/ Chater-Lea new spring forks. Jap carburetter,
[(i8ch magneto, both h-b-c-. Mabon clutch. 26s2i tyre^,
'avison's tank, with gauges, all possible refinements;
CSS.—Below.

IQIO Moto.-iacLK:he, raasneto ignition, .ipriug forks,
tcT Whittle belt, a splendid little machine; £20.—
li.'IOW.

IQIO 5b. p. Rex de Luxe, and Chater-Lea sidecar, all
I*-' tyrod as new, c.imiilcte accessories, ready for the
Hi.U: £4S.-Bolow.

IQIO Dougln-s. new Sfpfember last, in pprfoct condi-
'-«.' tinn insi<h! and out, equipped with laran and
urn ; £28 —Below.

1 Q II 7h.p. Rex Speed King, with Tourist spring
-•^ fcrks, gtaiid, carrier, and saddle, tin:«hed u'rey:
£38.-BcIow.

31h.p. Quadrant, spring forks. Bopch rangnd:n, B. and
2 B. cirljurctter, li.b.c. Whittle belt; £16.—Below.

IQIO Rpx. 3ihp.. clutch model, soiled in f:li:-wroom
J-t/ nnlv: £40—The Eastern GnraRO Co.. 418. Rom-
ford Rd.. Fore.4 Gate. Tel.: Stratford 10. T.A. ; Kgar-
iLO, Londi u.

f QIO 3ih-p. Kerry-Abinpidon. perfect order, aece^oories,
J-*/ and snares; gacriflce £32.—Mott, c'o 6a, Tliph
St-, Hamiisf'-ad.

T ATE 1910 Seott, perfect order; bargain, £42.

IQll HiiTiibL-r !ightwei^-ht, mosneto, perfect, Enares;

1 QIO Sli.p Indian and sidecar, grand order; £40, near
-L«-' f iTrr ccn^^idered.

IQll Rex. 5-61i.p., 2-speed. free engine, and sidecar,Atf tib-< Intely new condition: owner wants cash, £5S.

REX. 3Ii p.. £3/10: Brown, ojh-p., £8/10.-Gardner,
6a. Hich St-. Hamp.«tead.

"PAGLES.-Triiiuip'i standard, late 1909, had little
J-^ use, non-skid tyres, spare cover, all accessories;

EAGLES. - N.S.U.. 3;h.p.. mairneto, spring forks,
h.b.c, excellent condition; £19/10.

EAGLES.—Minerva, B.S.A.. 23h.p., m.o.v., Epring
forks, adjustable pnlley. h-b.c. ; £11/10.

EAQLES.-Triumph, 3h.p,. 1905. Hcllesden ignition,
B, and B. carburetter, in gocd order; £8/10.

EAGLES.—Minerva, 3h.p., m.o.v., mafjneto, adjustable
pulley, h.b.c, very low built; £16/10.

EAGLES.—Triimiph. 1911. standard model, for im-
mediate delivery; £48/15.

EAGLES.—TVe have a few brand new Bingle-cylindei
N.S.U.'s just delivered, gear-driven mapneto. im-

proved carburetter, h.b.c. Shamrock belts. 1911 spring
forks and other improvements, complete with tool case,
full set of tools, stand, etc.: 3h.p. £27, 3ih.p. £31
nett ca.'th : deferred payments arranged.

EAGLES and Co.. Hiph St., Acton, N.8.U. West
London district atrcncy,—Early delivery of 1911

models; liberal allowances for machines in part
payment,—Tel : 556 Chiswict.

5-6h.p.. 1911, in perfect order; £30—Earl's
Court Motor Co., adjoining Earl's Court Station,F-^,

3 h.p. in o.i.v. Cbater-Fafnir, new piston, cylinder b|
makers, perfect condition.—Gognold, diaper, Folkft

T.'i
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
K;ij.p. Pen;ji-ot, engine new, Chater-Li?a frame, wheela,

etc., 2i tyres; £20.—Butler, 22, Eosemont Rd.,
Acton.

SINGER. 3ili.p-, 1911. 5 montlia old, very little used;
bargain, £36 cash.—Eawson, South View, Belmoi't,

Sutton-

1 QlO LiRhtweight, 2Jbp-. exceptionally low and racy,

-1«7 do 40 m.p.li.; £18.-176, Hainault Rd., Leyton-
f.tone.

8/10.—4ih. p. twin Sarolea, fast, h-b.c, i Wliittle
ot' belt, good condition.—A. Covell, 16, Monson liA-,

Eedhill.

DOUGLAS, 1911r model D-, 2-speed, free engine, not
ridden 800 miles, faultless; £40-—Walker, We^t St.,

Harwich.

DOUGLAS. 2Jh,p., late 1910, bargain, guarnnter-O,

splrndid condition- — Soutliey, 53, Chapel Ed^.
Wcirtlnn^;.

TRIUJIi'H. 1910. little ridden, splendid condition, all

a.-iP^MiM-; £36/10.-31. Gt. Sutton St-, Clerk- n-

v.Tll. E.C.

KERRY. 2;ij.p.. aocnimilator.h.b.c, reliable machine,
sii'piiilid <liiiihi?r: £12. offers.—Seen, 140a, Camden

Rd., N.W.

"IQll Quadrant, 3ih,p., as new. spare Whittle, tube;
-II*^ £39, ofler=;.—Leedale, 5, Kersley Mews, Batter-
sea Park.

23h.p. Minr-rva. low, long bars, reliable: £9/10.—
4 Walford, 38, Dorchester St., New North Ed.,

Hi-'xton.

4b. p. Excelsior, with foreeatriage, 2 speeds, handi'=
starting, excellent condition ; £12,—Scott> Clan

don, Surrey.

31h.p. Vorv Powerful Minerra, E. and B., h-b-c, Pal
2 mer cords; trial; £12/10--Herington, Merstun.

Cliichester-

WANlJSWORTH.-V.S., 5-6]i.p. twin, magneto, h.b.r..

Trufiault spring forks, adjustable pulley, goiju

order; £23.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N., late 1909, 5-6h.p., 4 cyl^-,

magneto, spring forks, guaranteed as new; sacri-

fice £28.

WANDSWORTH.-N.S.tr., late 1908. 3ih.p., m-o.v",
magneto, h-b-c-, Gradua gear pulley, nice order

;

£17/10.

WANDSAVORTH—Roc, with sidecar, 5-61i.p., twin,
magneto, 2 speeds, nearly new; bargain, £56-

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. Lightweight, late 1909, mag-
neto, spring forks, nearly new tyres, perfect:

£15/10.

"117ANDSW0RTH.-Indian. latest 1910, 5-6h.p. twin,
»V luov,. jnagneto, h-b.c-, erring forks, as new; 38

WANDSWORTH.— Grifion, 23h.p., m.o.v-, fine ma-
chine : cheap, £12/10: exchanges.—Wandsworth

Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth-

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., bought 1908, 1911 sidecar, per-
fect condition; £29.-271, Lauderdale Mansions,

Maida Vale.

SACRIFICE.—3ih.p. Peugeot, spring forks, magneto,
B.B., h.b.c; headUght, perfect; £16/10—Sinclair,

.lilast Molesey.

DOUGLAS, 1911. ridden 630 miles, Jones speedometer,
valise, spares, etc-; £34.—Brewer, 14, Goldstone

Villns, .Hove.

1TRIUMPH, free engine, 1911, straight from works
July 24tb; no premium; £55.—Lawson's, 225,

Kdgware Rd.. W.

r.N-. 4-cy]-. 5h.p.. fart, splendid condition, good tyres;
£19. sidecar £3; no offers.— 10, Woodview Gardens.

Archway Rd,, N.

ff -6h p, 4-cyl. F.N., enamelled cream, central car-
f-f biir.'tter, in splendid order; £25.—F.N. Repairs
D<;pi.. .Hi:;'hbiiry.

21_lj.p. Miiicrv;!., m-ov-, good engine but requires over-
2 hauliui,': what offers?—Hunt. 50. Meadow E-d.,

ShoTll.'inds, ICeut-

QUALITY.—1905 Moto-Eeve-Minerva, as new, new
ivre, etc.: £18/10, or exchange.— Ill, Walton

Ed., lOast Molcsey.

31h.p. ilc.iriietb Minerva splendid condition, spares,
2 inmpj Iicjid, etc-—Brown, 32, Girdlera Rd., Brool:

Green. LoiiMon, W.
QIXGEH, magneto slightly out of order, otherwise
^^ porluct: £5/10, or useful exchange.—208. Camber-
«^I1 Ri'.., London.

/Jh.i). Chafer-Lea.
'i* Palriicrs, very

twin. B. and B., Whittle, 2^
^w; £18/10.-40, RepUngham Rd.,

.S.;ntl!field*. S-AV

ftRADBURV. 2ih.p.. perfect condition, just over-
i^priug fork.s new belt; £12.—White, 48.

Noitli Hill, Hi;.-lisate.

Ol.h.p. 1907 Aricl-M-incrvn. perfei't condition, had littl.-

*J'2 n<p_, non-skid tyrer:. spa, arc cover, all acccs.sotics

;

Ellington Ed,. Siirbiton-

OXh.p. V.S-. ]Jcp.'h, 1911 li.B., Trnflaults, -naraut<T-<i
"J'Z pprfr-i't; £15/10; nftcr 6. — The Hollie-. St.
Awdrcy^; Ed., Farkin;,--

^J'h-li. 1911 2-?peed Blue Indian, practically new ii]!
* diiini: ; £61 , no offer°.~Kjugpr. 25, Canonbnrv

l';;rk iS'r.rt!' Cjar.nbnry.

World's ^
= Records
—WITH THE—

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERY

IGNITION SYSTEM
AT BROOKLANDS.

rV9r. F. A. McNab
riding a

3i h.p. TRUMP-JAP
captured

2 HOUR RECORD
Covering 110 miles 297 yards.

100 MILE RECORD
Time :—^109 min. 8i sec.

Mr. McNab used an ordinary stan-

dard HELLESEN Dry Battery and

" H. H." COIL taken from every-

day stock, which, as usual, gave

perfect satisfaction. Tliis perform-

ance again proves the superiority

of the " HELLESEN " system over

every other form of ignition, yet,

although the b st system, it is tho

cheapest.

Install this system on your
motor cycle or car. We
will give you every assist-

ance willingly.

Catalogues sent free—anywhere.

A. H. HUNT,
tl5-117, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 ill. p. Brown, new May, 1910, 2 accumulators. 2-

2 speed, fine condition, gx)od tyres; £21.-16.
Albert Ed., Wimbledon-

DE DION, Chater-Lea, 3h.p., excellent condition;
trials given; £12; exchanges entertained. — 164,

Broadfleld Ed.. Catford.

5hp. 1908 Twin Eex, free engine, adjustable gear,

magneto, excellent condition: £20.—Sund, Hypatia,
Belgrave Ed., Wanstead.

Oihp, J.A.P., fast machine, grand condition; Bacii-

'S^a fice, £11; will ride 50 milus.-Turuer, 78, Chnich
Xd.. Willesden, London.

rEIITMPH, 1909. Michelin Btudded tyres, new con-

dition, spares and acceasories; £30.—Taylor, 112,

New King's Ed., Fulbam.

IQIO Standard Triumph, first cheque £37 secures;
XtJ 3ih.p. magneto Brown, h.b.c, £22/10—Adams,
iI:.tor ^Vork^, Woodbridge.

BRADBURY, 25h.p., splendid goer, good order. £9;
Eex, 3'lh.p., fast, reliable, gOod condition, £10.—

iwilker. West St., Harwich.

F.N.. 4ih.p., fl-cyl., 1909, magneto, spring forks, low,

fast,' perfect; £23/10, no ofiers.—12. Terrace Ed„
Upton Manor, Plaistow, E.

rOTTENHAM.—Bradbury, 3ih.p., 1911, standard
£48; clutch model, £54/10; 2-speed mcdel, Jb55:

lelivery from Block.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.—Triumph. 1911, clutch model, £55;
standard, £48; deUveiy from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Eudge-Whitworth, 1911, clutch model.
£55; standard model; delivery from stock.-Beiow.

rOTTENHAM.—Himiber, 1911. 2-speed model ; de-

livery from stock; £50.— Below.

rOTTENHAM.—Triumph, ISll, standard model;
delivery from stock; £48/15.

rOTTENHAM.—Fafnir. 4ih-p., Simplex, new engine
and magneto. Whittle, spring forks; £27/10.—

Helow.

rOTTENHAM.-Kerry. 5h.p., twin, free engine, and
coach-built sidecar : £20.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.—Kerry, 5h.p.. twin, Bosch magneto,
rebored. rebushed, and new pistons fitted; £20.—

Below.

TOTTENHAM.-N.S.U., 5h.p., twin, Whittle, mag-
neto, low built Bideeai Chater-Lea, spring forts;

£33.-BeIow.

TOTTENHAM.—Eex. 1909, 5h.p., twin, tourist model,
all as new; £^8/10.-Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Eex, 1910, 31b, p., tourist mode'.
i- slightly soiled: £32.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.—Eex, 3ih.p., siugle-cyl., 1909, mag-
neto, grand macliiue; £25.—Below.

rOTTENHAM.—1910 Motosacoohe, just overhauled

by makers; £25.—Below-

TOTTENHAM.—Triumph, 3ih.p., perfect order, with
Eidecar; £20.-SVamford HiM Motor Co., 128,

ligh Rd.. Tottenham. 'Phone 1982.

~| Oil number Lightweight, from stock; your old

Xt/ machine taken in part payment.—Boyce, 23,

arand Parade, Highgate.

f?h-p. Twin Magneto, B. and B., Matchlei53 pulley, all

as new; £25. or exchange twin lightweight.—Glen-
Hirn, Worcester Ed. Sutton.

1 Q08 Motor Cycle, 2fh.p. Kerry engine, low. foot-

JL«7 boards, spring forks, good running order; £10.
-Putney Garage Co., High St.

03.h.p. iF.N., new magnieto {not converted), 1911
'V4 Auiac, low position, belt driven; £15.—Tubbs,
iVhite House, Hemel Hempstead.

MOTOSACOOHE, Hh.p., magneto, h.b.c., ^ust been
tiit>niii<,''bly overhauled, in spiendid condition; £16,

/iew--Kenilworth Garage. Putney-

Oi^-P- F.N., 1910A, 2-speed, Palmer cords; exchange
.^4 for 3ib.p. or take £30 lowest.—Norria, Ordnance
Rd., Enfield Wash, Middlesex.

Kh.p. Sarolea-Chater, Brown and Barlow,, h.b.o , and
^ sidecar, ^ood condition; £15. — Derracle, 41,
Leonard St., Silvertown, Loudon.

i/S-, 7h.p., 1910. 2-siM:ed, splendid condition, guavan-
T teed sound, spares; £42.—Box L4,044, The Motor
hjcle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.C

JQIO Triumph, with Mabon clutch, free engine, in
1- */ splendid condition, lamp, horn, spares ; £40 —
Battcrsby, Dunbar, Woodside Park, N-

rRIUMPH. 3Ah.p.. 1909 pattern, Mabou, free engine,
spare tyre and belt, and accessories; £32.—*' ,St.

v'alery," Cavendish Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

5 QIO Phelon-Moore, 2 speeds and free, splendid coii-

L •? dition and order, £26, no rffers; sidecar, us'

d

M-ice, £5.-2, Pemdevon Rd.. Croydon.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p. 1908, lamp. Whittle, Palmer cord
i- back. £25 r Mabon i>hitcb, fit Triumph, wanti^d
""(.'Wty, etc.—Lewington, Enfield Wa.<b.

Slip. Twin Rex, beautiful sidecar machine, estremrly
low built ; £ 1 8, bargain, or near offer.—A., 3,

.Yoodstock St., Barking- Rd., London, E.

B.S.A.—Early deliveries of these splendid moniits
from the Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28,

V'^f dford Rd., Eore-;t Gate, London. E-

K^6 In <tn-^\vc rh\[) tJte.<e advertise'iTient^ it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.^^
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The Six Days' Trials.

IT
has been our privilege to attend every trial the

Auto C\c]e Union has ever held. Almost without
exception each one has been more severe than its

predecessor, which is only right if we -are to con-

tinue progressing. Last week's trial in Yorkshire
has been no exception, and it proved far and away
the stiffest ever held. On the whole the organisation
has been really good for such a huge task, and the

work of the officials has been very painstaking.

The hotel accommodation, both as regards head-
quarters and luncheon stops, has left a good deal to

be desired, but it is always difficult to find room for

a large number of people, and the fact that the Harro-
gate season is at its height had a great deal to do with
the unsatisfactory arrangements. A mistake has cer-

tainly been made in announcing previously the names
of the observed hills. That the engines should be
allowed to be cooled down, gears lowered, and adjust-

ments made at the foot is entirely wrong. Several
competitors certainly took some of the hills on the

run, but got little or no credit for so doing. But this

is the true test of the hill-climbing abilities of a motor
cycle. No tourist is satisfied to have to wait at the

foot of every severe hill or commence shortening belts

and altering gear- ratios.

As regards the result of the trial, there is one thing
absolutely certain, and that is that change-speed gears

are now undoubtedly reliable. Tlie Motor Cycle has
advocated their use for eight years, and is rejoiced

to see that its work in this direction has borne fruit.

The Auto Cycle Union has done the right thing in

selecting a course on which these fitments were prac-
tically indispensable, and it is our pleasure to record
that gear trouble has been practically non-existent. No

one who has not been over the course can realise its

severity, yet the gears have stood the test, and engines

have kept cooler and have endured the strain even
better than was anticipated. One of the lessons of the

Junior T.T. Race was the wonderful advance made in

the perfecting of the variably-geared twin-cylinder

medium weight, ami it will he recalled that we pre-

dicted that this machine would sooner or later become
a serious rival to the popular 3^/2 h.p. single cylinder.

The performances of this type of machine in last

week's trial have proved that our prediction was not

far short of the mark, practically all the siarters finish-

ing successfully. With such convincing demonstrations

of speed and reliability what more rlocs a prospective

buyer want. Fittings have been good, and in

the main lamps remained rigid, but horns have been
proved to be the most flimsv of accessories. There is

one point, which we refer to in all seriousness, and that

is that notice should be taken of motor cycle clothing.

The average overall mackintosh suit serves its purpose

well when new, but becomes stained, torn, and
absorbent with too great rapidity. We do not suggest

that such articles should actuallv be entered for the

trial, but note might be made of their condition before

and after the test. The trial has been a great success,

and the A.C.U. deserves the heartiest congratulation.

The system of awarding marks must certainly be re-

vised another year. Last week a competitor who was

unfortunate enough to puncture near a control lost a

gold medal, whereas failing on one of the test hills did

not involve loss of the premier award. There has

been a good deal of bad luck in this, as there has been

in every trial ex&x held, but bad luck can never be

eliminated, and those who have suffered it have our

most sincere sympathy.
A.13
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TWO NEW CARBURETTERS.

'\Lsh'\

Sactional sketch of

the Connolly vaporis-

ing chamber.

ME. LAWRENCE J. KETTLE,
27, Northumberland Road,
Dublin, informs us that he has
been getting exceptionally good

results from the " Connolly " carburetter,

of which we annex a diagrammatic ill us

tration of the mixing chamber.
Tlie carburetter consists of a cylin-

drical chamber W, an admission valve,

a disc D, and a spindle S, of whicVi the

valve V is a part.

The method of its working is as

follows : The engine on its suction stroke

causes, through sue-
.

tion, tlie diaphragm
or disc D to be de-

pressed towards the
petrol union P by
t h e atmospheric
pressure on the side

of the diaphragm
furthest from the
opening I. This
carries with it tlie

spindle S, which
moves the fuel ad-
mission valve from
its seat F, and
allows petiol to
enter the chamber

;

at the same time
air enters through
the ports A, and

if mixed with the petrol ; the mix-
ture is then drawn into the engine
tlirough the inlet port I. The fuel

admission valve can only open tlie

amount controlled by the locking de-
vice K. When the suction on the dia-
phragm or disc ceases the valve is re-

turned to its seating by the agency of

the spring B. It will be noticed that
this carburetter is of the simplest possible
kind, and that it is practically impossible
for the jet to get stopped up.

In the course of his experiments, Mr.
Kettle informs iis he succeeded in get-
ting from 15 to 20 per cent, better petrol
consumption on a standard type of

machine, with which he used a sidecar
carrying a twelve stone passenger. In
fact, under these conditions, he states
he could run eighty-live miles to the
gallon. Another advantage of the car-
buretter is that it works in any position.

The C.A.P. Carburetter.
The C.A.P. carburetter, the invention

and design of Mr. Harold J. Cox, is an
entirely new departure in cijirburetters

h>c motor cycle engines, the mosi;
important features being the horizontally
arranged jet chamber and the absence of
" bottom air." These features, combined
with the adjustable jet, special valves,
and general design, have proved them-
selves, after prolonged road tests, to give
excellent results.

The carburetter is formed of two main
parts— (1) the jet or vaporising chamber,
(2) the iioat or constant level chamber.
The jet chamber is of an entirely new

construction. In the centre of its length
is situated a combined adjustable jet and
spraying cone. On each side of this,
and placed equi-distant, are the air and
throttle valves. The main air intake is

protected by a fine gauze of large dia-
meter. Inside the valves, which are
controlled in • the • usual way from the

/^I4

handle-bars, are placed the springs which
return the valves to their closed positions,

this position effectually protecting them
from dust and wet. The valves 'are

arranged so that they open in opposite
directions, the air valve opening anti-

clockwise, and the throttle valve opening
clockwise. By this arrangement the current

of gas passing through to the engine is

deflected over and towards the jet,

thereby effecting good suction on partial

throttle. The .
valves themselves are

made in the form of a tube passing at

right angles through a tube so that when
in the open position they virtually con-

stitute a part of the tubular way through
from atmosphere to engine. This is a
very important point, and one worthy of

special attention. With full air and
throttle there is an absolutely straight,

unobstructed passage from the atmosphere
to the engine devoid of any turns.

Sectional elevatio.i through centre of jet chamber,

A. Air valve. F. Float chamber.
B. Throttle valve. G. B.and clip.

C. Jet (adjustable). H. Contractinq lock ring

D. Jet adjusting screw. for induction pipe.

F. Locking spring. J. Dust gauze.

The float chamber is secured to the
jet chamber by means of a band clip,

which allows the chamber to be moved
into various positions and makes it easily

detachable from the body. The needle
valve is of the inverted type, properly
guided, and provided with a slot at one
end for grinding purposes. The valve is

all made in one piece, and the float, care-

fully designed to float vertically, is

secured in position by a castle nut, which
screws on to the valve, and is held in

position by a split pin.

The adjustable jet is more easily under-

stood by referring to the drawings than

by a description. As will be seen, thp

mouth of the jet is trumpet shaped, the

size of the small hole at the bottom of

this being .04in. bore. Directly over the

jet, and axially in line with it, is situated

the jet adjusting screw with its conical

point and spraying cone. The point of

this screw fits right into the .04in. hole

when screwed down. As this is un
screwed it allows petrol to flow into the

conical space between the mouth of the

jet and the point of the screw. Thesj
surfaces being parallel to one another
the petrol is split up .more and more as

it rises, until, at last, it emerges from
the jet in the form of a mist, as. can be

seen by looking into the carburetter with
the engine running. The jet itself is very
easily removed by unscrewing one nut.

Prolonged tests were made of this gas
plant during the winter months, and very

"

satisfactory results ' obtained. The
machine to which it was fitted—a 1907
3^ h.p. m.o.v. Quadrant—was easier to

start, more powerful, kept cooler, could

be throttled down to a mere puff, and
accelerated to full speed on full air by
using the throttle valve only. This latter

is a great point in its favour, and it was
only found necessary partially to close

the air for picking up after slowing down
on corners or in traflSc. '

Under ordinary touring conditions,

with the jet adjusted to pass sufficient

petrol to give an explosive mixture on
full throttle, it was possible to drive on
full air all the time, oblivious of other
levers. In action it was automatic, but
it sliould be clearly understood that it is

not designed, described, or sold as an
autoriatic carburetter.

Petrol consumption, over 145 miles of

give and take roads, on a raw Saturday
afternoon last December, 1 gallon ^ pint,

or, to put it rouglily, nearly 140 m.p.g.
It is very pleasing to the inventor to

record that more than one competitor
used it in this year's T.T. races, and that
several motor cyclists have ordered one,
even before any, except the experimental
models, were made, simply on the strength
of a verbal description.

The C.A.P. has already shown itself

worthy in competition work this year,

and, it will be remembered, was fitted

to the Norton machine with which Mr.
P. Brewster did so remarkably well at

the Bristol hill-climb.

The device is now on the market, and
enquiries should be addressed to the
C.A.P. Carburetter, 102, Colmore Row,
Birmingham.

(!) Foot brake clutch inter-connecfed

with the pedals 00 the Wanderer.
(2) Rear external expanding

band brake.

(3) Foot brake adjustment.
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THE ALBION DISC CLUTCH HUB.
THE Albion Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Tower Works, Upper Highgate
Street, Birmingham, are placing
upon the market a very cleverly

arranged hub for motor cycles, containing
a disc clutch, which lias so many neat
points that it cannot fail to be of interest

to our readers.

The external appearance of the hub
itself is shown in fig. 1, and with a total-

width of about y^in. over all its weight
comes out at some 12 lbs., which, con-
sidering its robust construction and great
strength, is by no means excessive. It is

suitable for powers from anything up to
about 7 h.p.

ib'ig. 2 illustrates the component parts
of the hub, whilst fig. 3, which is a half

section througli it. indicates its general
arrangement, and in conjunction with the
following description will make its opera-
tion quite clear.

The clutch itself consists of twenty-four
steel plates, one series of wliieh is directly
coupled to the flange from which the belt

and upon which they are secured by a
cover plate and lock-nut. On the external
periphery of the sleeve are half a dozen

Fig. 1.—External view of Albion clutch, complete.

rim is spoked, whilst tlie other series are
^similarly coupled to the shell of the wheel
hub. The manner of the attachment of

tlie.'se plates is made clear in fig. 2. Re-
ferring to that part of the photograph
wliich depicts the plates of the clutch, it

will be seen they are assembled on a
sleeve wliick has three slots cut into it,

Fig. 2.~Ttie clutch shown dissembled.

keys which fit into slots cut on each
alternate clutch plate. On the right-hand

side of fig. 2 is shown tlie interior of the

wheel hub shell, in which the attachment
of the plates—in this case by keys on the

internal periphery of the shell—is made
clear. The clutch plates are held together
by half a dozen helical springs which bear
against the end plate, which is much
thicker than the frictional plates, and is

furnished with three cars wliicli pa.ss

through the three slots cut in the sleeve,

and against the ends of which press tlie

three pins of the ball bearing thrust collar

tlrrough wliich the clutch is operated.

Tills thrust collar is illustrated in fig. 2,

and is, wlien the hub is assembled, situ-

ated inside the inner sleeve, through the

three slots of which its points emerge.
The collar is operated by a push r.;d

actuated by a quick thread drum, shown
on the extreme right-hand side of fig. 5.

The frictional area of the clutch is 275
square inches, and that it embodies very

admirable points as well will be clear

from a consideration of fig. 3, whence it

will be seen that it provides an absolutely

ilirect engagement between the belt rim

and the hub shell. There is, of course, a

complete absence of end thrust. Another
very excellent feature is that the whole of

the clutch, as shown in fig. 2, can be
withdrawn from the hub by undoing a

single lock ring, and we may say that'

these same good points characterise a hub
two-speed gear in which the clutch is

similar to the above, and which the
Albion Co. are now in process of produc-
ing. Att€ntion is also directed to the
fact that the engine can be started by
the pedals when the back wheel is at rest

upon the ground, as the belt lim shell is

connected through the internal sleeve to
the chain wheel on the right-hand side,

as shown by fig. 3. Tiie free-wheel for

the pedal gear is rot. as usual, included in

the chain wheel, bat is fixed completely
inside the hub, w'here it is impervious to

mud and dust. The free-wheel, although
of comparatively small diameter, is very
strong, and has very large wearing sur-

faces. The clutch hub illustrated is in-

tended for use with the usual type ol

brake attached to the special belt rim.

Fig. 3.~ Part sectional drawing of the Albion hub clutch

A second model is. however, made with an
internal expanding brake, wliicli is com-
pletely enclosed, and operated by a rod
on the outside. In both hubs ball bear-

ings are provided at every point, and the

shell holcfs sufficient oil to enable it to be

run for a considerable time without any
attention.

LATEST WANDERER IMPROVEMENTS.
Several interesting little improvements

have been incorporated in the 3 h.p. twin-

cylinder Wanderer motor bicycle, sold by
the Service Co.. Ltd.. 292-293. Holborn.

W.C. Heavier flywheels and connecting

rods are now fitted, and in cqnsequencc,

we are informed, the machine is nnuh
faster. The rear band brake is now much
larger in diameter, and is operated by
means of a ratchet grip lever on the

handle-bar, allowing the bralie to be left

on while a long, steep hill is being

descended. The pulley rim brake is

worked by a pedal, the angle of which is

adjustable. This pedal is situated on the

footrests, and in the event of the foot-

rests becoming damaged a trip may be

put into action and the brake converted

into a back-pedalling one. Further im-

pro\ements are a stand which, when out

of use, springs up automatically into posi-

tion, and a locking switch, which can be

made to short circuit the magneto and
then permanently tightened, so that the

machire cannot be used during the rider's

WanJersr hand brake lover and ratchet. Exhaust litter and catch. Locking switch.

absence. Other int;rest-

ing points about the

machine are neat little

carriers for the paraffin

and oil cans, handle-bar
magneto control, and a

very excellent luggage carrier. This yMt
the" makers have reduced tlie gear ratio

from 6i to 1. The machine is full ot good

points, and is distinctly pleasing in

appearance, even to the most casual ot

otiscrvers.

AI7
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The Six Days' Accommodation.
An amateur competitor in tlie A.C.U. Six Days'

Trials writes me as follows:

"I daresay you noticed that the A.C.U. specially

in\ite private owners to compete in their Six Days'

Trials, implying that to compete will make a very jolly

week's holiday. Personally I am always pleased to

see amateurs riding in these events—their perform-

ances mean more than those of trade riders, who
bestride specially picked and tuned machines, and who
have previously familiarised themselves with every

inch of the course—especially the hills ! But I do
consider amateurs ought to be "warned that the trials

cannot possibly form ' a pleasant holiday. ' I am not

thinking of the difficulties of the road, the hustling at

the checks, or the limitations of a close time schedule,

but simply of the headquarters' accommodation, which
deprives the men of all ease and comfort in the short

intervals between their exhausting rides.

"This year the headquarters were at a small hotel,

which in the ordinary way could probably house thirty

or forty people in tolerable comfort. Competitors,
officials, press men, trade representatives, etc., must
compose a total of at least 100, and though many of

them 'were sleeping out over shops, etc., the discom-
lort was most pronounced. The over-burdened staff

could not possibly minister to our needs, at meals we
often .Availed ten minutes between courses, the bath
rooms were i turned into bed rooms, etc., etc. Much
the same applies to garage. Forty of the machines
were crammed into a small two-chambered laimdry,

entered by a single narrow door 3ft. 6in. in breadth,

while the remainder were tightly packed into three

small and odorous stables. All our work during the

daily adjustment period (7.30 a.m:-8 a.m.) was done
in the open, and the heat wave did not render the

Avork an easy task. The arrangements were simply
scandalous."

[Note.—The amateurs who have been induced to

enter by the suggestion that the trials would provide a
pleasant holiday, seem to have a genuine grievance.

I make no doubt that it is difficult for the A.C.U. to

secure suitable accommodation in August, and suggest
that July Avould in consequence be a better month.
The garage accommodation at the headquarters in the
Isle of Man was inadequate, although no complaint
could possibly be made respecting the hotel.]

Concealed Tapiess Oil Pumps.
I notice the trend of design is all in fa\-our of con-

cealed oil ^umps sunk in the tank, and without doubt
this pattern attains a neat and homogeneous appear-
ance. But I have heard countless Avails during the
season of the shortcomings of these pumps. They
leave the lubrication system Avithout any A'isible indica-

tor, and Avhen a machine commences to run badlv the
unlucky owner cannot be sure whether his engine is

mechanically amiss, or Avhether shortage of oii is the
sole trouble. The noA'ice is likely to seize his piston,

fail on hills, etc., because of the eccentricities of these
^ |

concealed pumps. If the pumps Avere both simple and '

reliable, I Avould not say a Avord against them, but in

most cases the "automatic." valve at the pump foot

is of a delicate and complex nature. The makers I

patronise have presented me Avith no fewer than five

of these vah'es this year, and at the moment of Avriting

the sixth is misbehaving. Nor is this surprising, as a

single small fragment of grit, entering Avith the un-

filtered oil, is sufficient to put the vah'e hors de combat.

In the Avorst instances these valves may lead to sad

trouble. When they are disorganised by a scrap of

grit, the handle offers the usual resistance, but only

half the usual quantity of oil gets through, and the

engine begins to give trouble. . Presently the rough

usage still further disorganises the valve, and the seams

between the pump and the tank burst under the pres-

' sure of the pump piston. Honestly, I have heard so

many complaints this year that I have hankerings after

the ancient and ugly outside pump, Avith sight glass

and two-way tap. I know several riders Avho have

fitted such pumps to their smart rgir models in sheer

desperation.

Shoddy Tyre Pumps.
At the risk of being styled a chronic grumbler I

should like to ask Avhether a ^50 motor bicycle is nol

Avorthy of a decent tyre pump ? Inflating a 26in. by
2i4in. cover is hard work in a heat Avave, even if a

big garage pump is available, but \A'hen Ave try to use

the pumps proA'ided on some machines 1 Mine is

undersized, and really only suitable for a push " bike."
Its connection is about as stout as valve tube rubber,
and is staunchly secured to its screAV ends by bits of

tinfoil. These pumps cost very little Avhen contracted
for by the thousand. Some firms I knoAV supply
folding foot pumps, with first class connections and
barrels of reasonable dimensions, and these possibly

cost a little more, but thev are Avorth it. Si sic omn-es.

A Tip about Overhead Valves.
Overhead valves are becoming quite the rage, and

not every user is aware of one of their- eccentricities.

The slender, tappets employed to operate these A'alves

wen 1 Avith some rapidity, and it is as necessary to keep
the gap betAveen Aah'e and rocker small as Avith the
side by side A'alve. The necessity of continually
adjusting the exhaust vah'e tappet tight up to its work
would be obvious to anybody, but a little considera-
tion is needed to see that the same applies to the
ijilet Aalve. Last Aveek my inlet tappet wore doAvn
perhaps ^in., and as I had very little time to
spare, I delayed to adjust it. Meantime the engine
ran A-ery sluggishly and overheated. I rashly imagined
that the malad.iustment of the tappet would tend to

keep the engine ccoi, as a smallpr charge of gas Avas

being; inhaled. I overlooked the fact that this mal-
adiustment had altered the timing of my inlet valve,

and th's was the sole cause of my trouble.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shocld le addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," £0, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's IslI name and address.

Sidecars and Change-speed Gears.

[5824.]—Referring to tlie manj' letters wliich have appeared
in your valuable paper re gears and sidecars, I have
been patiently waiting for someone to mention the never-
failing qualities of the Zenith-CJradua gear. I cannot believe

your correspondent could have liad experience with a Gradua,
or he would not write as he did.

As regards " Ixion's " remarks in a recent issue as to the
two adjustable fasteners in one belt to save shortening on
the road, the Zenith belt adjustment is ju.st ideal, as all that
is needed is to undo one nut, adjust your belt by increasing
the distance between the back wheel and pulley (wliich is done
by a quarter-turn of the gear handle), and tighten your nut
again, and away.

After about 8,000 miles with a 5^ li.p. and sidecar, I have
nothing but praise for it. I have no interest in the firm, bar
that of a satisfied owner.
The belt I was using was a one inch intermediate Wata-

wata. EDWAKD COX.

The Vicious Dog.

[5825.]—Many of your correspondents have de.-^cribed

various ways of dealing with vicious dogs. One or two have
confessed to partial success only, but a correspondent [letter

5290] in a recent issue, lays claim to "most satisfactory

and unfailing" success by a generous use of a "fairly stout

walking stick of oak or ash with a U-shaped staple " (re-

placing the ferrule) to which he attached a slender dog chain
divided into three parts.

You fasten this to your handk-bar (in the manner described
in the letter, if you like), and then—Why, then, when you
are in the midst of traffic or greasy roads with treacherous
tramlines, or when jolted out of your saddle on our suburban
roads, why, then, as a Newfoundland suddenly darts out at

you, just remove this instrument and apply it to the dog.

Has your correspondent, sir, and have those others who
have suggested similar methods of dealing with (\Tcious)

dogs, followed out their directions under circumstances such
as those described above? I, a short time ago. followed

out the suggestion of merely raising the arm in a threatening
attitude. The method was certainly successful, but not at

all agreeable. My machine slipped to one side of the road
.

and myself to the other, to " the horrified surprise and rapid

rout" of the-^Newfoundland attacking me.
I have come to the conclusion that the only safe and sound

method is to stop and address a word of warning, etc. , to

the owner of the dog, and insist upon the dog being held

back tiU I am well away. If I cannot discover the owner, I

generally find that the dog will not go for me again as it

seems satisfied with its first protest. G.C.

A Sidecar Suggestion.

[5826.]—With reference to the leaderette, " A Sidecar
Suggestion," in a recent issue, we might add that we have
experimented in conjunction with manufacturers of flexible

metallic tubing with a view to utilising this tubing for the

exhaust pipes of motor cycles, and we must say the results

have been far from -satisfactory owing to the difficulty of

maintaining the joint between the tubing and the thimble
connection. We believe all these connections are soldered,

and as we are informed by one of the leading manufacturers
of flexible metallic tubing that there is no other method of

doing it, we have been obliged to abandon the idea. You
will quite see that the slightest overheating would cause the

solder to run. We might mention that only a few weeks
ago we supplied one of our Clair silencers for a sidecar,

but in this case the pipe work was more or less a fixture,

the rider in question scarcely ever using his machine
separately. We think possibly a suitable steel pipe could be
utilised connected to the ordinary silencer by means of a
union nut. One could have tlie ordinary small silencer fixed

to the motor cycle for solo work with a threaded outlet pipe,

and have a large silencer fitted under the sidecar frame
as you suggest, and it would mean but a few minutes to

attach the union nut to the outlet of the small silencer. We
are of opinion there is a good deal in your suggestion, and
are quite willing to let any of your readers have a silencer

on approval for trial. J. C. LYELL AND CO., LTD.
[Our suggestion was a flexible, connection, not necessarily by
means of the Flexible Metallic Tubing Co.'s piping.

—

Ed.]

Businesslike Methods—The Other Side.
[5827.]—I notice a letter in the last issue of Thp Motor

Ci/cle giving " the otlier side of the question," and am
gi'eatly interested.

A friend of mine recently (1911) purchased from the makers
a certain 2^ h.p. lightweight. He has had a lot of trouble

with it from the first in many ways—leaky tank, defective

accessories, etc. The only satisfaction he can get from the

company is to be told that he has driven it badly—which I

know is not the case—and other unpleasantness from an
extremely bumptious director of the company.
For myself, I purchased a li h.p. machine second-hand

from the Service Co. (no connection other than satisfied

user), and these people have laid themselves out to give me
every satisfaction, and most courteously, too, yet it was only

an accumulator macliine, and of low price.

The climax was reached the other day when I had the

pleasure of towing home this celebrated 2^- h.p. " no gym-
nastic " machine." C. R. GRIFFIN.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS IN YORKSHIRE.

H. V. Colver (2 J b.p. Enfield) leading a string of competitors over the water
sulash near Coxwoid.
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A Home-made Lubricator.

[5828.]—iJe Messrs. Best and Lloyd's new drip feed

lubricator and your remarks relating thereto. I have had

a very similar irrstrument in use for about 3j years. It

was originally a J.A.P. sight feed lubricator which from

some cause, which I could not understand at the time, had
" gone on strike," but having got tlie lubricator apart to make
the additions I found the horizontal tube to the needle

valve choked with sawdust.

The pump I " concocted '' out of an old pattern cycle

inflator, and the completed article, which I have found to

be a most useful accessory, differs from Messrs. Best and

Lloyd's only in mijror details. I have no gauze at the

bottom, but a fin. steel ball acting as valve. The plunger

or bucket is an inverted inflator washer fi.xed between two

steel plates which on the downward stroke allows the oil

to pass from the fact of the valve at the bottom being closed.

Immediately, however, the plunger rod is pulled the leather

washer expands and brings all before it, and, naturally, by

suction, draws in a fresh charge past the ball valve. I

thought at the time I made the alteration that the sub-

stitution of the pump barrel for the small down tube, m the

tank, would interfere with the automatic action of the drip,

. but in this I, was mistaken. . .

Of course the needle valve requires to be regulated accord-

ing to temperature of the air. W OOD.

Road Hogging.

[5829.]—I feel I should like to call your attention to an
"incident that happened recently. I was driving a car contain-

ing four passengers along the road between Whitney and
-Willersley on the main road from Hereford to Hay. On
coming to a double bend in the road I noticed a cloud of

dust rising over the hedges about 200 yards in front. I

pulled in close to my own side and glanced at the. speedo-

meter which registered just 17 m.p.h. The next moment a
motor cyclist came round the corner on his wrong side at a

terrific speed, not less than 40 m.p.h. He swerved violently

to avoid me, and I swerved right over on to the grass and
proceeded to pull up as I was pretty certain he would not
be able to get round the corner.

The next instant another motor cycle with two riders

came round the corner at the same speed. They were so

';lose that they actually brushed the front mudguard of the

:;ar, although I had driven over a foot on to the grass. The
first cycle managed to get round the corner somehow, but
the second one ran into the hedge about thirty yards
farther on.

There is no sense nor reason in this sort of thing. My
master (who is a doctor) and I went back to see if anyone
was hurt. No was was hurt, but they were considerably
shaken and the cycle damaged. I remonstrated with the
rider of the first cycle on his abominable conduct in taking
corners at such a speed and endangering the lives of other
users of the road, and he was most insolent, and remarked
that we were on our wi'ong side and travelling at about
40 m.p.h.
Now I pulled up within five yards without effort with a

car weighing 24 cwts., and containing five people. Could
such a thing have been done if I had been travelling at more
than 17 m.p.h. I have driven thousands of miles, and I

say it could not. My master and I pointed out to him his

own tracks which were on our side within two feet of the
grass, and also the marks where they had both swerved and
torn up the stones in the road, showing clearly that they
must have been travelling at a terrific speed.

I have never yet met a more unspeakable cad. "When we
had clearly proved to him that he was entirely in the wrong
he had not a word of apology for his abominable conduct.
Such cads disgrace the name of motorists. The other two
riders did not say anything, as they were pretty badly
shaken, but their method of using the road is equally to be
condemned with the other. I am sorry for the passenger
as, of course, he had no chance of doing anything in the
matter.

I may say I own and drive a motor cycle, therefore, I
speak without prejudice, and in the hope' that others who
may be endangering lives in the same way as tlTese two
will, when they read this, try to remember that they can
get no end of pleasure out or a motor cycle without the
slightest danger or inconvenience to other users of the road.
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I must apologise for taking up so much of your space, but
it is such a bad case of road-hogging that I do not think it

right to let it pass unnoticed. Had I been driving a horse

instead of a car there would have been an awful smash.
E. C. MORRIS.

That Fibre Bush.
[5830.]—Two or three times lately I have been unable

to start my machine owing to the swelling of the fibre-bush

on the pivot of the bell crank lever in the magneto machine.
I do not remember the same thing on a previous machine.
It is a very trilling point, but on the first occasion was not
located at once. Is all fibre liable to this objection, or can
the makers obviate the trouble by allowing a shade mors
clearance? I have heard of other cases besides my own.

AB 668.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
F. R. Davis wishes to thank the rider of a P. and M.

his assistance between Staines and Sunbury en the 7th.

THE HAMPSHIRE M.C.U. INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB.

for

(1) A rider of a 5 h.p. Indian, who made fastest time in the inter-club hill-climb
held recently at South Harting, near PctersOeld.

(2) Rolphe (T.T. Premier) who was only 1 sec. slower than the Indian rider.
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DREADNOUGHT
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

Eminently suitable for high powered motor cycles, possesses marked
resiliency, and is very speedy. The tread also makes it an ideal non-skid.

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD.,

PRATT'S PERFECTION MOTOR SPIRIT

ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS BEATEN
by Mr. C. R. Colliei--, at Brooklands, Aug. 1 1th,

on his Matchless-Jap Motor Cycle.

1 Kilometre in 25 sees. = 89.48 Miles Per Hour.

1 Mile in 39% „ = 91.37 „ „

which constitute

WORLD'S RECORDS
all accomplished on

PRATT'S PERFECTION MOTOR SPIRIT

ANGLO-AMERICAN OIL CO., Queen Anne's Gate, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Jn aihsictriua tht^e advertisements it is desirabl?. to mention "'flic Mulor (Jt{<li-
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Specification of 3 i h.p. Moiel de Luxe.

85 X 88 engine, double row ball bearings to engine shaft,

gear driven, Boscli magneto, handle-bar control,

M.O.I.V., low frame, internal expanding brake and

belt rim foot brake, spring forks. Long comfortably

arranged handle-bars, rear half of back mudguard

detachable, stand, carrier, tool case, etc. Can be fitted

with two-speed gear and free engine pulley at extra cost.

3ih.p. N.S.U. Model de Luxe.

You might as well buy a "star"
machine when you are about it.

A few successes do not make a "star": it is consistent succers

season after season, both in private service and open competition.

What matters to you is the pleasure and service that your

money can procure in a particular machine. The long

record and the universal reputation of N.S.U.

machines for reliability, long life and economical

upkeep point definitely to them as a certain source

of satisfaction—satisfaction with their behaviour,

satisfaction with your own judgment, and the profitable

investment of your own money. The N.S.U. motor cycles

are "stars" by virtue of merit and achievement in every land where

the motor cycle has entered. Get our Catalogue, see the machines and

we have no doubt you will feel abundantly justified in preferring an

N.S.U. to any other.

Specification of 3 h.p. Twin-Cylinder N.S.U.

Twin-cylinder engine, 396 g.c.m., 58 x ,75 mm.,
M.O.I.v., gear driven, H.T. Bosch magneto, new
pattern carburetter, drive by |in. v belt, spring

frame, new type spring forks, new type petrol and oil

tanks, divided mudguards, automatic spring stand,

tivo brakes, Sin. wheels fitted with 2in. tyres, engine
clearance 6in., gear ratio 6-1. Delivered as standard
with under-geared pulley of improved design.

3 h.p. N.S.U. Twin-Cylinder.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED.
Offices and Showrooms— 186. Gt. Portland St.. London. W. Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsover St.. W.
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Second Day, Tuesday, August 15th.—Harrogate
to KirKby Stephen.

Kirkby Stephen, Aisgill, Askiigg, Scartli Nick, Bedale,
Baldersby Gate, Thirsk, Knaresborougb, Harrogate.

After lunch at Kirkby Stephen, the competitors followed a
fairly good road, for which they were genuinely thankful, and,
save for a jjatcli of loose metal on a bridge on the railway just

after leaving Kirkby, the surface was quite good. J'here

were, however, numerous sleep pitches, mostly on the down
grade. The valley is sadly reminiscent of the railway accident
early in the year at. Aisgill, which we passed. The scenery
was particularly lovely from- Askrigg to Scarth Nick, and
on tlie Way to the latter Bolton Castle was pas.=ed—a fine

old ruin in which ilary Queen of Scots was incarcerated.
Scarth Nick is otf the main road, and a special driour was
made to ' include it.

The surface was terribly rough, but the stones could be
dodged by riding on the grass at the side until an official

car" wliich is fond of doing these things stuck for some
minutes, and made people ride among the "boulders." As
regards gradient, it was longer, but probably not steeper,
than Puncliard Hill, the correct name of the place where
the men were officially observed this morning.

It was a lovely spot, shaded by trees, and from which a
fine view could be obtained over the valley. Many people
have 4;rumbled aliout the surface to-day. but it must be

remembered that the route through Arkengarthdale and over
Tan Hill is a main road, given in the Contour Book, and
Scarth Nick is just the hill that some people ride up and
write to the papers on their achievements, and then object
to climbing it in competition. It proved, liowever. to be
moderately easy, and tlie only failures were those of Colver
(2| h.p. Enfield), Busby (53 h.p. Precision), and Slatter

(2^ h.p. Alcyon). ilaurice (oj h.p. Premier) came up with a
spare belt in his mouth, much to everyone's amusement,
o^olroyd (Motosacoche) pedalled, but got upj. Pratt and
3haw on their P. and M."s;climbed the hill on top gears.

The dav's run has certainly been somewhat stiff. The
iwful. surface of Tan Hill was a severe test, and tiiere were

(Continued {rom page 852
)

numerous steep pitches to be negotiated which have not been
specified. Nothing so steep and long as 'Sutton Bank lias

been encountered to-day, and taJkiug of' Sutton reminds me
of Gray's. performance yesterday. His Rudge had a dry skid

at ti.e corner above where I was. standing, turned round
pointing down the hill, then was turned up again and con-

tinued without the rider dismounting. From Scarth Nick,
Leyburn, Thirsk, Topclitfe, Boroughbridge, and Knares-
borougb presented no ditliculties.

There was some grumbling as regards the distance of the
Brough check from l^eyburn. The distance on the route

card was given as twenty-seven and threequarter miles, but
a number of competitors afterwards proved by their distiince

recorders that the exact distance was thirty-one miles.

This, of course, led to several competitors being late, and
many marks were lost thereby. VV. Creyton unfortunately

suffered three punctures in succession, which 'caused him to

arrive thirty minutes late at the next control. The loose

condition of the roads accounted for a great many tyre

troubles, 0. C. Godfrey (Indian and sidecar) not being free

from this worry. Poor Applebee, ever unlucky, noticed that

his engine was running freely after climbing uj) to Tan
Hill Inn, and, dismounting, found that the rea." bolt pulley

had been lorn from the whec'( rim. He was towed home by
a farmer's cart, and had to retire.

Competitors had to touch Appleby and return by the

same route. It is said that some of the stragglers, hearing

that there was no check at Appleby, turned before reaching

that place, and enquiries are proceeding in consequence.

An Irate Farmer.
There was an amusing incident just before the last ciieck

on this day. .V number of riders found that they were
some time ahead, and they were all amnsed at the energy of

V, Busby, the Steellibuse-Precision rider, who actually took
the cylinder otf and scraped away the carbon, eventually

checkuig in to time, his task completed. C, P. Finn re-

ported on arrival at Harrogate that he had collided with a
cyclist who rode out of a byroad, and whom he was unable
to avoid, but not much damage resulted

J. H. Slaughter (31 h.p, L.M,C.) and H. G. Dixon (3.; h.p. New Hudson) on Wass Bans.

AJS
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A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials.—
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N. D. Slatler (2 h.p. Alcyon) repairs a puncture on Tan Hill on the second day

of the Six Days' Trials.

Near Kirkby Stephen, Eggington and Cooper, while taking

a corner, suddenly encountered a herd of cattle. Eggington
hit one and finished in the ditch. Cooper lectured the

farmer in charge on the subject of loose cattle on the high-

way, which so roused the ire of the latter that he staiied

to chase the offender, and had not Cooper's engine fired the

result may only be conjectured. The other competitors who
had now arrived were much amused by the incident.

Official List of Failures on Arhengarthdale Hill.

L. S. Parker, C. P. Finn, V. Busby, W. H. Eggington,
F. W. Applebee, W. Creyton, and T. Silver.

Tuesday. Marks Lost for Reliability Only.
A. C. Eobbins, 35 ; C. G. Cooke, 25 ; V. Wilberforce, 2 ;

P. W. Mofifatt, 3; Jack Baker, 3; C. Williams, 3; C. P.

Finn, 10; G. T. Gray, 7; H. M. Jameson, 5; W. T.

Munro, 1; G. Castagnoli, 48; S. J. WooUey, 11; H.
Graham Dixon, 7; H. E. Ashley, 63; W. H. Eggington. 23;
P. J. Evans, 5; N: D. Slatter, 30; S. Crawley, 2; W.
Creyton, 19 ; A. P. Maurice, 4 ; T. Silver, 12 ; S. Fontaine,

18; J. S. Holroyd, 5; J. Tassell, 10; and F. Smith, 6.

F. W. Applebee and H. F. S. Morgan retired.

Thirty-seven competitors had lost no marks on Monday's and
Tuesday's runs.

Third Day, Wednesday, August 16th.
Harrogate to Scarborough, via York, Garrowbr, Great Drif-

field, Skipsea, Bridlington, and Filey, returning by
Wliitby Blue Bank. Pickering, York, and Wo'therby.

193^ miles.

To-day's run was the longest in the trial, and on account of

its length somewhat monotonous, but tha two. test hil's,

though stiff, were ordinary main road acclivities, which every
modern machine ought to climb. We are now halfway through
the trial, and looking back on the last three days, I am
pleased to say the organisation has been good on the whole.
Every morning the machines are started at eight o'clock by
Mr. Nisbet, and previous to that hour tliey are taken from
their lock-up houses, and are placed opposite the various
stptirtns in the yard which are marked with their numbers.
Competitors may thus spend thirty minutes on preparations
and adjustments. The men are despatched in different

order every morning. Wednesday morning was dull and
somewhat cold, and the first part of tlie run through Knares-
borough to York was quite easy. The tramlines in the city

were freshly watered, but fortunately there was not very
much of them, and it is mv pleasant duty to relate that tlje

way through was well marked, as has been the case all along
the route, thanks to the fact that an official car is sent
ahead every morning to see that the arrows are in place.

A 26

For thirteen miles out of York the road was good and
over flat country ; then Garrowby Hill loomed into view. It

is a sudden rise over the flank of hills which break the
monotony of the great plain in which York is situated. The
surface is fair, and I do not think the gradient is much worse
than 1 in 8. Consequently there were few incidents. Holroyd
(Motosacoche) got up comfortably with pedal assistance.

Slatter's little Alcyon made quite a good ascent. Smith
(Clyno) and Godfrey (Indian) made excellent performances,
while Tassell's Matchless was another passenger macliine
wtiich did almost as well. Of the fastest motor bicyclists,

Weatherilt (Zenith), Edmond (Premier), Pratt (I*, and M.),
and Newsome (Triumph) may be mentioned as shining con-
spicuously. Finn (Enfield) ran alongside. On this occasion

I handed over the Scott to a colleague, and, thanks to the
courtesy of Mr. John Gibson, I was given a seat on his Little

Briton car, with which he has done valuable work for the
A.C.U.

Blue Bank Hill.
This ascent from the valley at the head of which Wliitby

lies rises abruptly from the village of Sleights on to the
moors, and has a maximum gradient of about 1 in 7. Finn
(Enfield) was the only competitor who had to dismount.
Holroyd on the diminutive Motosacoche clinrbed the hill well
with pedal assistance. Quite a conspicuously good ascent
was made by Pratt, who climbed the steepest portion on top
gear. All the other competitors made clean ascents. There
was a large number of spectators who had come from Whitby
specially to see the event. The run from the summit of this

long hill consisted of sixteen miles of beautiful moorland,
over which the sun shone brightly, making the purple heather
look its best.

Wednesday was in striking contrast to the blazing sun of

the two previous days, the conditions c\ erhead were none too
promising, and it was distinctly cold. The lOad surfaces

Avere exceedingly good, and the long run along the coast with
all too brief glimpses of the Nortli Sea was much enjoyed.
The first to stop this morning was W. F. Newsorae, who

suffered a back wheel puncture. Really the luck seems to

be all against the Triumph team this' 3'ear. In York crowds
hafi colle(t<^d along the streets to witness the long procession

A. J, Stevens on Arkengarthdale Hill. This photograph gives a good impression
of tho state of the road at this point.
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Two competitors

on Blue Bank,

traversed in

Wednesday's run.

of competitors, and many were the comments of the man in

the street, as 10 which type of machine he considered best.

Most certainly the buzz buzz of the Scotts excited their

admiration, and the ease with which tlie ^'ompetitors with
change .speed gear's got away after stopping for the check
vas duly appreciated.

Along the Coastline.
The second check was at Great Dritiield, and for the

Becond time, unfortunately, the mileage on the A.C.U. cards
was found to be incorrect, as several competitors an'ived

too early, and their chances of a gold medal were jeopardised

thereby. At a meeting in the evening the judges decided
not to deduct marks for errors at this check. The coa.sl

line was reached at Skipsea, and then the competitors struck

due north, passing through Carnaby, rnd Bridlington. Here
two riders retired—P. Grout, through the connecting rod
brasses of his Douglas giving out, and P. Smith (Clyno),

who experienced trouble with his experimental four-

speed gear and decided to give up, not because
it was an irreparable breakdown, but simply because he
felt too ill to set about putting matters i-ight immediately.
He has been off colour for over a week, and was in bed
until the day prior to the start. Effecting a repair in the
afternoon he returned to Harrogate by road. The sea was
noticeably choppy as Bempton and Reighton were passed, and
1 glimpse of the waves dashing over Filey Brig attracted the
-iders' notice. All ran regularly to Scarborough; in fact, it

was remarked how splendidly the machines were behaving
on this gruelling day's run.

After an excellent lunch at the Cambridge Hot«l, a move
was made via Burniston, Falcon Inn, High Hawsker, to

Whitby (check), then to Ruswarp and Blue Bank, the
second observecl hill.

On the mountain road a curious thing happened. Crossing

a patch of stone.s in a bunch, A. J. Sproston, 0. C. Godfrey,
and G. T. Gray all drew up simultaneously with cuts in their

tyres. Godfrey's tyre had a 3in. gash, and, borrowing a

gaiter, he first used his bootlaces to secure it, and later,

when it gave way again, his mother's waist belt was utilised !

Mrs. Godfrey- vows she will inspect the tyres before she
ventures with her son again. Eventually a gaiter lent by
Mr. John Gibson, who was passing, enabled Godfrey to

reach flarrogate with a minimum loss of marks. The return
run was via Bickering. Malton, York, and Wetherby, only
an occasional puncture spoiling the riders' enjoyment. S. J,

WooUey was delayed by a broken inlet valve—the second
to-day. His confrire, J. H, Slaughter, good-naturedly re-

turned several miles to hand over his own spare. Kearing
Harrogate, a mile of newly spread tar considerably checked
the competitors' speed. The crowds to witness the arrivals
liad noticeably increased.

At the end of to-day's run seven more had spoilt their
hitherto {perfect scores, and the number of retirements now
totalled seven.

Wednesday's Marks Lost.

W. T. Munro, 48; S. J. Woollev, 88; H. E. Ashley, 15;
A. J. Sproston, 16: and 0. C. Godfrey, 44. F. Smith (four

speed gear wrong) and 1'. Grout (connecting rod) retired.

Competitors

leaving Kirkby

Stephen control.

A29
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A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

Fourth Diy, Thursday, August 17th.
Harrogate to Settle and back, ind Allerton, Manleverer,

Boroughbridge, Ripon, Pateley Bridge, Grassingt-on,
Linton, Settle, Hawes, Aysgarth, Kettlewell, Bolton
Bridge, Blubberhouses, and Norwood Edge. 177 miles.

Sixty-nine competitors were started from Harrogate this

morning by Mr. Davies, of the Kempshall Tyre Co., whose
car has bean of great assistance to the A.C'.U., and were

E. W. Merrall and P. Shaw, both riding 3.V h.p. P. and M.'s, on
Tan Hill, on Tuesday, the 15fh inst.

timed out by Mr. Straight. While the men were gettirg
their machines ready, Air. Nisbet announced througli the
megaphone that, in view of the railway disturbances, there
might be a shortage in petrol, and consequently riders were
advised to carry as much as 'they could, as it might be
difficult, if not impossible, to get any more. As a further
precaution, the A.G.U. officials asked Mr. John Gibson to
take a few tins aboard his car, and he arrived at both hills

in time to be of service in this respect, B. H. Davies suffered
a seized engine bearing one hundred yards from the finish
last night—an incident which so dislieartened him that he
said he would retire. However, this morning pluck and
perseverance prevailed, and he freed the bearing and started.
The early part of the morning's run was over ordinary

country to a point just outside York, thence the route went
via Allerton and Manleverer to Boroughbridge, the first

check, and through Ripon to Pateley Bridge, immediately

-

after which Greenhow Bank is encountered. Here numerous
competitors stopped to alter their pulleys or shorten their

belts, and in some cases to pour water over their engines to

cool them quickly, - which certainly appeared to be a

dangerous proceeding. The P. and M. team was busy aa

usual with the cleaiiing rag, so that after this attention the
enamel and plating were resplendent. Berwick (Humber)
stopped at the foot, and, like several others, ran back some
distance to get a good start. Castagnoli (L.M.C.) made a
standing start and climbed the hill in admirable style. P. G.
Evans (Humber) went straight up without stopping at the
foot. Greenhow Hill is certainly severe, as it rises abruptly
from the end of the village, is steep at the outset, and liiountE

up in a series of steps for two and a half miles. The surface
is good as a whole.

Those who were not fortunate enough to make clean ascents
were: Fontaine (Quadrant), who stopped on the first steep
section; Woolley (L.M.C); H. G. Dixon (N. Hudson), who
failed quite near the top, due to the fact' that there was a

blowhole in his cylinder through which the compression was
escaping; Busby (3| h.p. Precision); and Clark (5| h.p. Dene),
the latter coming to a standstill on the second steep portion.
News came to hand at the foot of Greenhow that Slaughter
IL.ILC.) had retired near Boroughbridge through a broken
I onnecting rod.

After the hill had been surmounted the route lay over
moorland country, which included several stiff ascents to
Grassington, and through fine scenery to Linton, Gargrave,
and Settle, where lunch was served. Three miles from the
latter town F. Dover (3^ h.p. Premier), was forced to with-
draw from the competition through a faulty plug which
could not be withdrawn from the valve cap, and two and a
half hours were wasted in sending it to a repair shop. After
lunch the route lay through Horton-in-Ribblesdale and Hawes
to Aj'sgarth, wher.e the check was in charge of jMr. A. A.
Scott, the clever designer of_ the machine which bears his

name. Very sooii after tliis village the road begins to ascend
preparatory to going over Kidstones Pass, which reaches a
height of 1,376ft. The severity of the climb lies chiefly; in

its length, the worst gradient being probably not worse than
1 in 6. The surface is rough, but quite rideable, and not
to be compared with that on Tan Hill, which was traversed
on Tuesday. On the whole, the competitors did well at this

point, taking it into consideration that it was severe, and
that people thought it was worses than it was.

The whole day had been gloriously fine and sunny, and
the view from the top, down from which a strong wind was
blowing, was glorious, Clark, who failed on Greenhow,
made quite a good ascent ; Babington (7-8 h.p. Bat) made
a very good showing ; Tassell (Matchless and sidecar) was
brought to a standstill through a slipping belt ; Parker
(Scott) came up slowly ; Houghton (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
baulked Shaw (P. and JM.) and failed; C. T. Newsome
(34 h.p. Rover) swerved, nearly fell, but recovered smartly

;

]3usby (Precision) dismounted, and ran and then stopped

;

Wells (Si h.p. Bradbury), Baker (3i h.p. Triumph), Woolley
(L.M.C), and Jameson (3^ h.p. Zenith), all came to a

standstill on the stiffest portion; Holroyd (Motosacoche)

The

market place,

Driffield,

through which

town the

competitor;

passed on the

third day's

run.
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The A.C.U. Six Days' Reliabiliiy Trials.—

pedalled till be could pedal no more, and stopped ; Finn
(Entieid) and Williams (Tliumph) dismounted ; Ashley
(L.M.C.) was hampered by an empty sidecar. Many failures

were due to those who had change-speed gears not knowing
how to use them, and dropping into the low gear too late.

A notable feature of Kidstones Pass was the number of

bad canixnaux wliich were found on both sides. Halfway
down the pass the Toad became much better, and lay
through Kettlewell to Burnsall, where we noticed an inter-

esting quadcar bearing the registration letters .l.K. It was
driven by an 8 h.p. twin. Chater-Lea engine, and had a three-

speed gear box and chain drive, all \vheels were sprung.
The seat was ot wicker, and probably the whole did not
weigh more than 4 cwts. It would be interesting to hear
further details from the owner. The. d.ist was white and
thick as flour and most unpleasant. The King was eirpected

in Bolton Abbey, and the: competitors passed through a large

crowd which was awaiting him. After Blubberhouses there

was a steep ascent known as Church Hill, in which there
were two or three hair pin bends, which caused many to dis-

mount. Gray who was late csime off at several corners while
trying to make up time. Abbott had trouble with his car-

buretter and oil pump, and at Kidstones was beliind time.

Norwood Edge was the last hill of note to be ascended.

Thursday's MarRs Lost.
Marks were lost to-day by the following ; Abbott (Brad-

bury), 3; Castagnoli (L.M.C), 12; Ashley (L.M.C), 32;
A. P. Maurice (Premier), 15 ; and S. Fontaine (Quadrant).

Fifth Day, Friday, August 18th.
Harrogate to Otley, Bingley, Heaton Woods, Colne, Settle,

Burnsall, and back via Brown Stay Ridge, Masham, and
Boroughbridge. 172| miles.

Friday morning was rather dull, and a strong westerly
wind was blowing, which would affect the riders perceiJtibly

on all the hills as far as Settle. Many competitors were
attending to their valves this morning, as the run was to be
the stiffest of the sis days. I made a rather late start, and
just before leaving the hotel Maurice (Premier) came into
the yard and reported that magneto troubles had caused him
to retire. On account of the strike, 2s. 6d. per gallon had to

be paid for petrol. Most people seem to agree that the Auto
Cycle Union made a great mistake in choosing Heaton
Woods as the observed liill, when Keighley Gate was tar

more suitable for the purpose, and in my opinion there is no
doubt that the longer hill was the better. The early part of

the morning run was over easy country, which became pretty
on reaching Otley. The fact that Keighley Gate was ignored
by the officials seemed to be good enough reason for Tlit

Motor Cycle to take note of the performances. The hill rises

directly out of the town of Ilkley, and is fairly steep even at

the beginning. Then come several steep sections, approached
by sharp corners. From the steep portion where my observa-
tions were made there was a fine view of the surrounding
country, and also of the major portion of the hill. The wind
blew strongly down the course, and at times a fine rain

fell. Xewsome (Triumph) was the first man to dismount, his

pulley being set to too high a gear, and he was baulked by
another competitor. His first attempt at restarting on tiie
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clutch was a failure, as he ran into the bank. Godfrey
(Indian and sidecar) made, as usual, a good ascent, but was
baulKed by the machine in front of him, Tassell (Matclilcss
ana sidecar) stopped, and baulked Weatherilb (vienith), Duke
(Zelatft,, Crawley (Triumph), Fontaine (Quadiant) who
pecalled, Slatter (Alcyon), Haslam (Zenith) and Edniond
(Prennerl but the-y all maaage-d to avoid the oLstructicti.
HolrnysJ managed to S'j.nno<Ant the s-teeji purtion l" <. t of
laborious pedalling. Motfatt (Douglas). Silver ifAiad ai t)
Davies (liudg-* "'i'-' '""--•- , . ,> '

,. "
'^

^ ,, Williams (Triunip-.ij, and iraker ,8cctt
skidded on the loose surface and ran into the La:,k but
restarted in good form. After two atte<.npts. Dixon (Hudson)
and'seveial others. stopped lower down the hill, one of these
being Finn (Fnfield),^ An;.ong other unfortunates were .-'ishley
(Roc), tg-gington (Zeiuuij, who skidded and turi.ed lio-ht
round, Boddington (Precision), Jameson (Zenith), and Ruse e
(Forward).

Some Unlucky Accidents.
Heaton Woods was a short stiff hiU among woods which

is said to resemole the hairpin corner at Ramsey. Weils
failed through his belt coming i.ff at' starting, butihis second
attempt was successful. Silver, Creyton, Finn, Baker, Fon-
taine, and Burney failed to make clean ascents. The road
over the moors was very rough, and: on this section steep
ascents and descents abounded. One drop at Wilsden was
exceptionally steep, and the road into Colne was in itself
a severe test, and in additior. to the hills and rough surface
gates had to be opened, and to nialce matters worse a heavy
shower was encountered. Ccxtper, while crossing the moors,
struck a big stone which threw liim right on to the grass;
these boulders and gulleys require careful watching. Berwick
(Humber) struck the big canivea.v on Keighley gate and
completely smashed up his rear \7heel, so that he was forced
to retire, thus spoiling the chances of the Humber team,
which up to that point had lost no marks. Nearing Colne
one and a half miles of 'tramlines were encountered. Colne
was the third case of incorrect measurement on the route card,
and^ the wet lines were not appreciated by those who were
anxious to make up time. Coming into Settle Pollock
(James) crashed into the wall of a bridge, hurting his hand
badly and cutting his knee.

A Surprise HiU and its Viciims.-
Lunch was served at Settle, where the petrol arrangements

were excellently managed by Mr. Hackblock, of the West
Yorkshire Automobile Co. Abbott arrived late owing to more
carburetter trouble and two punctures ; Fontaine (Quadrant)
was also delayed through tyre troubles. He had hurt his
leg in the Scottish trials, and had to remove a bandage to
strengthen a weak place in his cover. After leaving- the
main road at Hellifield a byroad vjas struck with good sur-
face but with many bends. Riding back from the Burnsall
check to Pateley Bridge, the hill leading to Skytholm Jloor
took us completely by surprise, so we decided to take notes
of the performances. The rise commences with left-hand
hairpin bend on a gradient of 1 in 6, and the undermentioned
tailed, but it should be added that the competitors tackled
the ascent with hot engines and were unprepared : Cievton.
CoUiver, Greaves, Sawer, Baker, Stevens. Slatter. Finn.
Cooper, Colver, Tessier, Gray, Ashley, Houghton (who had
four attempts). Busby, WeUs, Whitworth. and Grange. In

A group of

competitors

outside tlje

Scarborough

controls.
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some eases batches of riders attempted the climb and im-
peded one another. Jesse Baker and Merrall restarted from
the points at whictj they were nindered and Hnished the climb
magnificently.

Irom here to Pateley Bridge tliere was a splendid run
over the grand undulating road which leads to the summit
of Greenhow. Descending this slope, the men entered
Pateley, to hnd part of the main street up. There were three
hundred yards of bumping over stone setts, which became
steeper and steeper until competitors reached Brownstay
Kidge, a really stiff ascent, which appeared to be mucn
worse than Keighley. The gradient was about 1 in 5. There
was one bad corner with the usual gulley, and the surface
was rather rough at the summit. The following machines did
not make clean ascents: Baker (Triumph), Finn (Enfield),

Silver (Quadrant), Woollcy (L.M.C.), Fontaine (Quadrant),
Eggington (Zenith), Atkinson (Hudson), who had altogether
thiiteen punctures and \va.s in a hurry, Duke, Colver (Zenith),

Parker (Scott), and Abbott (Bradbury). Curiously enough,
the majority of the machines maxle remarkably good
performances, and some, although this was the last hill-climb

in the trial, appeared to be going better than ever. Baker's
failure was due to the breaking of a belt. In Masham a com-
petitor had to pay as much as 3s. a gallon for petrol.

Babbington punctured just short of the control here, and
was almost reduced to tears, while Atkinson suffered the
last of his punctures near Boroughbridge.
Everyone agrees that to-day's run has been the most

severe of all. Much sympathy is felt for Berwick, whose
retirement is reported above, and for Duke on his failure

to climb Brownstay, thus spoiling the chances of the Zenith
team on the last observed hill of all.

The Last Day's Run.
A circular run from Harrogate, passing Harewood, Selby,

Market Weighton, Great Driffield. York, and Wetherby,
124^ miles.

To-day's run has been a mere holiday jaunt compared with
its predecessors ; in fact the only reason for its existence

was to make up the mileage to 1,000. Si.xty-five competitors

S77

left the starting point on a beautifully fine morning, which
as usual, developed ir.to a warm sunny day. The Leeds Road
was taken as far as Harewood. Godfrey, Robbins, and
Cooper were our companions for many miles. The machines
of aH of them were running well; in fact, the same may be
said of all the surviving motor bicycles, which have stood
the severe test admirably.

Near Selby about thuty or forty competitors drew up out-

side the town, as they were, as usual, ahead of time, and the

interval was spent in cleaning up and making adjustments.

Wilberforce found nothing to do to his Douglas, so he lay

on the grass and basked m the sun. Philipp and the other

Scott riders did likewise. B. H. Davies, however, was busy
with his belt. His arrival created a stir, as one sleeve of

his coat was black with oil, some kind person having spilt

a tin of this "matter out of place" over it. Petrol was
pretty dear at Selby, and, in consequence, the threepenny
toll was not appreciated. How much more annoyance, there-

fore, was caused by another threepenny toll which was
encountered unexpectedly a few miles further on, the big

gate of which was guarded by a policeman. Taken as a

whole the roads were excellent, a little twisty at first, but
more often than not smooth and straight, and there were
practically no hills. The dust, however, was very trying.

-It Market Weighton one or two riders, myself among
them, stopped for petrol, which was on sale at a chemist's

shop, suggestive of some remote place in Italy or Austria, not
only on account of the fact that it was bought from the

local druggist, but of the cost, which was 2s. a gallon. The
run to "lork after the Great DrifBeld check vras over a

straight, smooth, though rather loose road, and the miles

fiew quickly by. Of ificidents there were practically none.

Cooper, who always appears to have an affinity for loose

animals on the highway, had an exciting chase after a run-

away horse. Robbins had a puncture, and Silver several.

The catering .Txrangements at the luncheon stops have
been, on the whole, very indifferent. York Station was
guarded by soldiers, and the whole neighbourhood upset

by the strike. Petrol was 3s. a gallon. All the sixty-five

starters arrived safely at Harrogat«, the first man coming in

at 3.30 p.m. Of the seventy-seven starters on Monday,

W. T. Munroe

(Zl h.p. 3-speed

Rover) on

Salter's Bend—

a

pretty curve on

the return from

Blue Bank.
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W.E. Grange (3J h.p. two-sjeeil Bradbury), tolloweJ by S.J. Woolhy iS'.h.p.

L.M.C.), on ths ilrst stiil part of Brownstay Ridge, the last observed hill.

there were only ' twelve retirements, so that the general
behaviour of the machines may be regarded as excellent, and
a striking advance upon any former demonstrations of reli-

ability, notwithstanding the increased severity of the test.

The following competitors retired for reasons stated :

J. H. Crickmore (2A h.p. Premier), second day, owing to

fall.

A. D. Arter (3^ h.p. James), first day, engine trouble.

P. Grout (2f h.p. Douglas), third day, engine trouble.

F. Banks (3-^- h.p. Invincible), second day, tyre troubles.

J. H. Slaughter (3^ h.p. L.M.C.). fourth day, engine
trouble.

F. Dover (3^ h.p. Premier). lourth day, ignition troubles.

H. Berwick (3v^ h.p. Humber), fifth day, buckled wheel.
F. VV. Applebee (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), second day, belt rim

came adrift.

A. P. Maurice (3^ h.p. Premier), fifth day, ignition trouble.

H. F. S. Morgan (8 h.p. Morgan runabout), second day,
broken driving-shaft between clutch and gear box.

F. Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar), third day, owing to ill

health.

H. J. M. Hughes (6 h.p. N.S.U. sidecar), first day, failnre

to climb hill.

L. S. Parker (3.} h.p. Scott) and H. E. A-=hley (31 h.p. L.M.C.) on the
steepest part of Kidstones Pass.

THE TEAM PRIZES.
The Douglas and P. & M. riders declared

joint winners.
The findings of the judge. Professor Archibald Sharp, as

to the performances of the various teams in the trial aie as

follow :

Trade Team Prize.—The team of Messrs. Douglas Bros,
and of Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., lost no marks for

reliability, did not fail on anv hills, and finished with the
machines in good condition, and are bracketed as equal. The
riders were : G. L. Fletcher, P. Phillips, and P, W. Mofl'att,

all riding 2| h,p. twin-cylinder two-speed Douglas's ; P.

Shaw, W. Pratt and E. W. Merrall, riding 3Ji h.p. single-

cylinder two-speed P. and M.'s. Nine teams comi>eted.
Club Te.\m Prixe.—The best performance was uy the

Yeovil and District M.C.C. team. Riders: P. _W. Moffat)

(2| h.p. Douglas), Jack Baker (3ii, li.p. clutch Triumph), and
C. Williams (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph). Baker failed tln-ee

times and Williams once on the test hills. Four teams com-
peted representing the N.W. London M.C.C, Herts County
A.C., Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C, and Yeovil and
District M.C.C

A. Clark

(Dene-Precision)

ascending

Keighley Gate,

one of the

steepest hills on

Friday's route.
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GENERAL IMPRESSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS OF THE TRIALS.

W. Cooper (3J h.p. Bradbury) and S. Wright (2J h-p. Humber) on the rough suilacs

o( Tan Hill. Both these competitors gained gold medals.

Undoubtedly the most severe six days' reliability trial not

excluding the Scottish trial was the general opinion, yet

thirty-three were successful in gaining the premier award.

At least half a dozen competitors lost gold medals owing
to puncturing in close pro.ximity to a control, and being
late in arrival. Hard luck indeed I

Crawley and Babington lost their gold medals owing to

punctures when nearing a control, Asliley iatraced his wlieel

marks some two or three miles t« ait the part of Good
Samaritan to another L.M.C. rider and vvas late in conse-

quence at the next control, leavin ifssier, the solitary

winner of a gold medal, with ;•. single geared machine.

Until Friday there were four teams in keen competition
for the special team prize without a single mark lost. They
were the representatives on Zenith, Humber, Douglas, and
P. and M. machines. Berwick's buckled wheel in crossing

a gully at Keighley Gate, and Duke's failure on the very
last test hill owing to screwing his gear so low that the

free engine came into operation, were unfortunate accidents

that would have tried the patience of Job.

Some of the unobserved hiOs caused more failures that
others under official surveillance. This suggests the desir-

ability of withholding any announcement as to the observed
climbs in future, which would automatically put a stop

to the practice of cooling engines at the loot of every test

hill, and constantly altering gear ratios, tightening belts,

and making other necessary adjustments.

W. Cooper and W. E. Grange used the first of the

new Rom belts. They were of lin. section, and they told

us that throughout they had given no trouflle. Cooper also

used Rom tyres, even the rear one of which was practically

unmarked at the finish.

The scenery was magnificent, although owing to the
undulating nature of the course, and the myriad of twists and
hairpin bends, necessitating a watchful eye on the road,
competitors were unable to appreciate it to the full.

Which was the more unfortunate, to be obliged to retiri'

on the 6rst day or the last?

Brownstay Ridge, the last observed hill, is known locally

as Bedlam—quite an apt naming, so the riders think.

Only four riders of single-geared machines successfully

climbed the ten test hills. They are worthy of special

mention : S. Crawley (3^ h.p. clutch model Triumph), H.
E. Ashley (a private owner of a 3^ h.p. L.II.C). S. T.
Tessier (5 h.p. Bat-Jap), and E. Babington (7-8 h.p. Bat-
Jap). One cannot sufficiently appreciate the merit of these
performances without an inspection of some of the hills.

A competitor on Kidstones Pass. Note the loose condition o( the surface.

The check at Pickering. W. Creylon, W. F. Newsome, and J. H. Slaughter

may be seen in the foreground.

The Triumph team used a new nattern Dunlop cover, tlie

tread of which is composed entirely of lozenge-shaped rubbei

projections, the continuojs central rib not appearing on tne

new cover.

W. Pratt's P. and M. is probably the fastest of its kind

ever seen. It took the major portion of the test hills on

top gear. We noticed a newly-desiened double-barrelled

jiiston-controUed carburetter with an ordinary single jet on the

P. and M.'s. These machines were always spick and span,

and glittering in the sunlight.

Petrol was only obtainable at famine prices on the last

two davs. Fortunately, Mr. Straight had made adequate

arrangements with the Shell and Pratt's spirit agents befoie-

hand. and, thanks to Mr. J. R. Barnes, competitors were

supplied to the end of the week Jrd for their iourney home
at Is. 9d. per gallon, although 2s. 6d. was Friday's local

price and 33. 9d. on Saturday. Mr. Baires did other useful

work in superintending the erection of arrows.

The A.C.U. decided to rule out two checks at Driffield and

Brough owing to the distances on the route card—which
were taken from the C.T.C. route book—being wrongly

stated.
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Thanks to the assistance of cars lent by Mr. J. R. Nisbet,
Messrs. Humber, Ltd-, Mr. Evans, Mr. tlohn Gibson, Hutch-
inson Tyre Co., and the Kempshall Tyre Co., officials were
taken wherever they wanted to go. Each test hill was
efficiently observed at every point, and each morning a car

preceded the men to see that the arrows were in place.

It was a big task for the A.C.U. officials each day, and
the smartness with which the mass of figures was got
through evolved general admiration. A little less grumbling
on the part of the competitors at loss of marks would have
pleased many.

On the second day a group of competitors, desirous of being
in fashion, threatened to strike unless the times of the
Brough check were ignored.

Though many v;ere the complaints of the noise of some
of the machines, the buzz of the Scotts was immensely
appreciated. Of their reliability and sweet running we can
speak from experience, as a 1911 3| h.p. Scott carried our
representative throughout th six days, with only two stops
to clean the ca 'b-uretter.

S. T. Tessicr (5 h.p. Bat-Jap) climbing Scarth Nick on Thursday last. Tessier was
the only single-geared rider to climb all hills and gain full marks.

Atkinson and Munroe shared twenty-iive punctures on
Friday's run alone, mostly caused by small stones. Their
determination to keep going is another example of British
persistency. It may be added that six minutes is the usual

time lost in fixing a i-epair patch. How many tourists take
less than a quarter of an hour?

Every day was fine and br'ght, and there was only halt an
hour's rain during the whole week. Competitors have never
been so fortunate m this respect.

W. Pratt assured us that none of the P. and M. team
suffered an involuntary stop throughout, excepting for two
punctures in Shaw's back wheel.

The way the lightweight A.J.S., Douglas, and Forward
machines climbed the test hills excited great admiration.
The Enfields appeared to be over-geared.

Slatter (Alcyon) and Holroyd (Motosacoclie) are surely

deserving of premier awaxds for completing such an arduous
test on their small single-geared single-cylinder machines.
Slatter failed on both hills on Monday, but was successful

on all the others. Holroyd, in addition, found Kidstones
too st«ep for him, but both performances must be considered
really wonderful. It was no course for lightweights.

J. Tassell's Matchless-Jap sidecar ran most regularly. He
wins The Motor Cycle, orivate owner's medal for the second
year in succession, but he had a most enjoyable run com-

3!S

A. J. Stevens (2i h.p. A.J.S.) and J. Tassell (8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar) after

rounding the lid corner on Keighley Gate Hill. Tassell failed a few yards further

up owing to lack oi petrol.

J. Haslam (Zenith) at the right angle bend at Blubberhonses, leading to Otley.
There were several failures here, as there is a steep gradient to surmount.

pared with last year's End-to-end on the same machine, when
ill-luck with tyres dogged him almost throughout.

Sam Wright was another of the fortunate ones, his light-

weight twin Humber never requiring a tool, repair outfit,

nor even the belt shortened, which surely constitutes a record.

There were two cases of sidecar axles breaking, and in

each case officials of the A.C.U. were more or less injured.

The performance of the Douglas team was midoubtedly
most meritorious. For 2J h.p. twins to climb such precipi-

tous hills so consistently is indeed an achievement of which
Messrs. Douglas Bros, may be justly proud.

As a test of accessibility it was intended to time a member
of each team while he took out the rear wheel. R. W.
Duke took out his Zenith wheel and refitted it in 11^ mins.

,

Arter was also busy with a James, but here the matter seems

to have ended, to the delight of the competitors who did not

relish the work of providing such useful data.

The majority of the competitors returned to their respective

homes lay road last Sunday ; for that matter, the train

service was still very uncertain. Quite the biggest contingent

were bound for Coventry and Birmingham. There were
representatives of the Triumph. Rover, Douglas, Humber,
James, and Enfield among a fast-moving section we accom-

panied along the Great North Road, but the ranks were con-

siderably thinned at the finish.
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TWO UNOFFICIAL TEST HILLS ON FRIDAY'S ROUTE.

On ihs hairpin corner of Kei?hley Gate HiM. which was included in Friday's

routs, and observed by " The Motor Cycle." The riders are P. J. Evans and S.

Wright, o( the Humber team. There were quite a dozen lailurcs.

The following facts provide food for tliouglit. A com-
petitoi' wlio was awarded a gold medal finished with practi-

cally all the spokes missing from one side of his wheel.

Another was included among the best, although he had a

blowhole in his cylinder which hi.ssed ominously. Seveial

gold medal winners failed on one hill. Compare the two
following cases : Young Crawley (still in his teens) climbed
every hill with a single gear, and was but four minutes late

at one control owing to a puncture. He only gets a silver

medal, which fate also befel l!abington for precisely similar

reasons. The obvious query is, " Which is the more serious

—to fail on a test hill op- to [lick up a nail in the tyre?"
The A.C'.U. decide differently from everybody else.

A long-distance reliability trial for motor cycles with tool-

l.>ags sealed is suggested for next year, punctures not to

count.

There were many quick changes of covers. Only half an
hour was allowed each morning to prepare the machine for

the day's run, il always being under lock and key from the

finish to 7.30 ne.\t morning.

At the finish, we observed a number of badly battered

rims, two or three brake and e.vhaust v."lve lifter wires

snapped, tyre gaiters in position. spi;kes bent and missing, etc.

The railway strike at York proved an interruption to an
otherwise uneventful day's run. JMissiles wer thick in the

air at one time in the neighbourhood of the station, and

one, so it is said, nearly hit a competitor.

Mr. G. N. Higgs has reason to be proud of the perform-

ance of the little Alcyon in which he is interested. It is

true the machine failed on the two first test hilis due to a

inaladjustment of the carbu etter, but one this was fiut

right by that capable rider, N. D. Slatter, the machir.e

climbed everything in good form and made quite a cieditabl.?

performance.

Luckily there are no flints in Yorkshire ; were this the-

case the number of tyre troubles would have been appalling.

There were enough as it was. in fact f;^r too many. anJ
there appe.iis to be still room for improvement in motor
cycle covers. It is dithcult to say that one tyre is better

than another.

In the open country competitors kept up a high average
speed, sometimes to make up time after a stop, and sonw-
times to keep a little in hand in case of trouble. This fast

driving adequately tested the machines, but th'Sre was tof>

much of it, and something ought to be done to keep dcwn
the speed within reasonable limits. Probably next year
surprise checks will have to be instituted, so as to cptch
those who are travelling in excess of 20 m.p.h.

Great credit is due to .Major Nott-Bower. Chief Ci.nstahle

of the North Riding, for the splendid manner in which he
placed his men at dangerous and doubtful points along the
route. On Saturday constables with uplifted hand slowed
down the men in certain villages, and waved them on again
when the road was clear. All those who took part in the
trials feel that they owe Major Nott-Bower a deep debt of

gratitude.

Mr. P. G. Tacchi, the designer of the T.A.C. four-cylinder
motor bicycle, informs us that the adjustable pulley fitted to

the N.S.U. two-speed gear, mentioned in our issue of 17th
inst., should be known as the T.A.C. adaptation. The
device is Mr. Tficchi's design, and a limited -number can
be obtained from Messrs. Eagles and Ccmpany, Acton.

THE A.C.U. OFFICIALS.
The Auto Cycle Union ollicials to whom the success of

the trial is due are mentioned hereunder: Chief marshal,
Mr. .J. R. N'isb't : jiidtfe. Mr. A. .Sharp; mar.shals, Messr;-.

H. P. Beasley, .T. W. G. Brooker, Victor Hart, A. S. Ross,
and A. J. Macdonald ; secretary, Mr. F. Straight ; prefa
steward, Mr. F. A. Hardy.

Everybodv in Yorkshire called il a " race." and probably
took more interest in the event on that assumption. Even
a leading Yorkshire dailv '-(Jterred to the trial as "The Great
Six Days' .Motor Cycle Race."

After the trial a number of machines were weighed, and
the figures may be of interest, although several were loaded
up with spare cover, tube, and .>-pare part.=. Motosacoche,
130 lbs. ; 3;^ h.p. Bradburv. 2001bs. ; 3^ h.p. Zenith. 220 lbs. ;

Douglas, 155 lbs, ; Enfield 163 Ibf.; 5 h.p. Bat, 253 lbs. ;

3i h.p. clutch Triuin|)h, 215 lbs. : Scott. 234 lbs. ; James,
240 lbs. ; 2-J h.p. Humber, 159 Ib.-^. : Alcvon, 138 lbs. ; Rudge
gix-speed, 284 lbs. ; 2| h.p. Forward. 16l'lbs. : 2^ h.p. A..J.S.,

1631bs. ; L.M.C.. 2141bs. ; 2| h.p. New Hudson. 1661bp.

A cute Harrogate motor cyclist, anticipating the peti- I

famine, sold his motor cycle and bought as much petn!
with the proceeds as he could store. Three days later he
sold the whole lot at 4s. 9d. per gallon.
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The successful Douglas team used Hutchinson tyres and The hairpin bend al the foot of the sleep climb leading to Skyreholme IMoor.

Lvso belts, whilst the P. and -M. team which tied with the We observed thirty competitors fail at this corner, the gradieni being approxi-

Douglas had Kempshall tyres and Renold chains. "^'^'^ * '" ^-
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Table showing 1,000 Miles Trial Results at a Glance
(WITH REVISIONS).

JSlo.l Rider, H.P. and Machine.
I

Change
Speed Gear.

Trans--
mission.

Marks Lost.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur Fri. Sat.

I

No. of

I

Failures

on
Observed!

Hills. I

Remarks.

15

16

18
19

20
2\
-25

-29

31
32

34
36
58
40
•41

44
51
57
61

12
14

17

23
£2

J5
70

79
60

66
73
12

2

3

5

6

10

26
27
53
59
42
43
48
53
58
68

71
81
22
69
56
55
45

49
54
59
74
75

76

77

*W. Cooper, Si Bradbury
*E. A. Colbvef, 3i Zenith

*B. H. Davies. 3J Rudge
G. L. Fletcher, 2f Douglas (2)

P. PhUlips, 2| Douglas (2)

P. Weatherilt, 3i Zenith

J. Haslam, 6 Zenith (2)

P. Shaw, 3i P. and M
W. Pratt, 3"i P. and M

*E. \V. Merrall, 3^ P. and M
*P. W. Moffatt, 2i Douglas (21

*G. E. Whitwoith, 2|- Royal Enfield (2)

F. G. Edmond, ^ Premier
*S. Sawer, 3J Premier
F. Philipp, 3| Scott (2)

*Jesse Baker, 3| Scott (2)

Tom Pollock, 3|- James
Howaid Newey, 3^- James
B. Alan Hill, 3i Rudge
'G. T. Giay, 3i- Rudge
C. T. Ncwsomc. 3.1 Rover

*J. J. Dav, 3.1 Bi adturv
S. T..Tessic.C 5 Lat-.lap (2)

P. J. Evans, 3A Humber . ;

Sam Wright, 21 Humber (2)

H. Greaves, 2| Enfield

R. W. Duke, 3^ Zenith

|*C. Williams, 3-J- Tiiiimph
H. Graham Dixon, 3'J New Hudson .

.

'*\V. Houghton. 3i B;adbury
W. F. Nev.some,"3J- Triumph

*J. Tassell, 8 Matchless Sidecar (2) ...

*F. 6. BodJington, 4^ Precision

N. D. Slatte:-,''2 Alcyon
A. J. Spioston, 3 J- Rudge
H. V. Colver, 2| Enfield (2)

*A. C. Robbins, U Humber
*A. R. Abbott, 3f Bradbury
*C. C. Cooke, 3J T.T. Triumph
*V. Wilherforcel 2-J Douglas (2)

*R. Owen Wells, 3i Bradbury
W. Heaton, 2J A. J.S

A. J. Stevens, 21 A.J.S
L. S. Parker, 3J Scott (2)

C. S. Burney, 3i- Rudge
*H. M. Jameson,' 3J- Zenith

*G. W. 0. Ruscoe, 2| Forward (2) . .

.

G. Castagnoh, 3J L.M.C
T. C. Atkinson, 2| New Hudson ....

*E. Babington, 7-8 Bat-Jap (2)

S. Crawley, 3 J Triumph
A. Clark, 3J Dene-Precision
0. C. Godfrey, 7 Indian Sidecar (2) . .

*Jack Baker, Z% Triumph
W. Creyton, Z\ Triumph
V. Busby, 3J Steelhouse-Precision

*C. P. Finn. 2 J Enfield (2)

\V. T. Munroe, 3i Rover
,

S. J. Wooley, 3;^ L.M.C
*H. E. Ashley, 3i L.M.C
ft . H. Eggington, 6 Zenith (2)

T. Silver, Zh Quadrant
S. Fontaine, 31- Quadrant
J. S. Holroyd, 2| Motosaooche ......
*W. E. Grange, 3J Bradbury

N.S.U
Gradua . .

.

N.S.U
Douglas .

.

Douglas .

.

Gradua . . .

Gradua . . .

P. and M. .

P. and M. .

P. and M. .

Douglas .

.

Enfield . .

.

Armstrong

.

Armstrong

.

Scott

Scott

Armstrong .

.

Armstrong.
Rudge ....

Rudge ....

Aimsti'ong.

N.S.U. ....

Single-gear

Humber-PkOC
Armstrong. .

Enfield ....

Gradua ....

Single-gear .

Armstrong. .

N.S.U
Single-gear .

Nala ......

P. and M. .

.

Single-gear .

Rudge .....

Enfield ....

Humber-Roc
N.S.U
Single-gear

Douglas .

N.S.U
A.J.S. ...

A.J.S. ...

Scott

Rudge
Gradua . . . .

Armstrong. .

Single-gear .

Armstrong. .

Single-gear .

Single-gear .

Armstrong .

.

Indian
Single-gear .

Single-gear .

Brampton .

.

Enfield ....

Armstrong .

.

L.M.C
Single-gear .

Gradua . . .

.

Single-gear .

Single gear .

Single-gear .

N.S.U

Belt

Belt

Belt

B. & C.

B. & C.

Belt

Belt

Chain
Chain
Chain
B. & C.

Chain
Belt

Belt

Chain
Chain
Belt
Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Belt

Belt

B. & C.

Belt

Chain
Chain
Chain
Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Belt
Belt

Chain
Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

5

22
19

24

9

5

33

36

4

9
11

9

5

8

28

55

11

16

44

48
88
15

0^

' 0'

•

3

12

32

20

3

27

- 7

3

2

32

12

7

5

166

19

7

24
13

8

2

2

1

2
1

1

1

3
2
2
1

1

1

1

3
3

6

8

5

3
4

6

3

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Aledal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal
Gold Me.lal.

Gold Medal.
Gold M'dal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.-'

Gold Medal-
Gold Meda

.

Gold Medai.

Gold Medal.
Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal,

Gold Jledal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

Gold Jledal.

Gold Medal.

Gold ilr.lal.

Special iiedal.

Silvor Medal.

Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.

Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.
Silver Medal.
SUver Medal
Silver Medal.

Bronze MedaL
Bronze Medal.
Bronze Medal.
Bronze Medal.
Bronze MedaL
Bronze MedaL
Bronze MedaL
Bronze MedaL
Bronze MedaL
Bronze MedaL
Bronze MedaL
Disqualified,

cha'ged wheel.

* Private owner.
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A NEW SIDECAR MACHINE.
THE great popularity of the sidecar has caused manu-

facturers to turn their attention towards the con-

struction of special machines suitable for hauling

these attachments. Singer and Co., Ltd., have just

completed the construction of the first Singer sidecar machine

with their own make of variable gear. This gear is of

time. We saw it done in less, but we are making an allow-

ance for shop appliances. This is an immense advantage.

Surrounding the plate clutch case C is a pinion D, which
drives a pair of wheels E F running on a spindle H. These

wheels are constantly in mesh with two other gear wheels

J and K mounted on the spindle L, which is the final

countershaft, carrying on its right extremity the belt pulley

M. In addition to the wheels J and K on the

shaft L there is a sliding dog clutch N. This dog clutch

is, of course, keyed to L and revolves with it, but is free

to move laterally When it is moved to the left it locks J
to the countershaft ; when moved to the right K is rigidly

attached to the same shaft.

This arrangement of gear wheel.s and number of teeth in

them allow for a reduction in the box between the engine

shaft and the countershaft, and by fitting pulleys of various

diameters one can obtain gear ratios of considerable varia-

tion, e.g., with a 6|in pulley and a 20in. belt rim the top

ratio is 4^ and the bottcmi 6.38 to 1 ; with a 5i in. pulley

5.22 and 7.36 to 1; and with a 5in. pulley 5.76 and 8.12.

Part sectional plan of the variable gear of the new Singer.

the counter-shaft type, and runs in an oil bath in an extension

of the engine crank case; it also includes a multiple plate

clutch on the engine-shaft. Reference to the part sectional

line drawing of the crank, clutch, and gear cases, which are

formed practically by one self-contained casting, shows that

the engine-shaft A is extended some distance to the left, and
carries on it the plate clutch B. This plate clutch has been
so designed that it can be leinoved bodily in its housing from
the engine-shaft in five minutes and replaced in the same

The large driving pulley is shown in this Ulustration. The pedal chain is

connected to the crankshaft

The 191 1 i model Singer with bottom bracket two-speed gear.

Another interesting feature of this gear is the starting
clutch, which is made just like the handle starting used for

cars and some motor cycle.». but is adapted for pedal in-

stead of manual propulsion. The pedal axle chain wheel is

frictionally mounted on its shaft, so that in the event of a
back-fire the engine would turn the chain wheel backwards.

Lubrication has been provided for by oil ducts between the
engine crank case and the gear box.

.Now to describe how the gear changes are operated. On
the right of the liandle-har an inverted lever and Kowden
cable are connected to the crank O, so pushing inwards the
clutch release pin 1' and compressing the clutch spring Q.
This crank has an adjustment by means of a set-pin and
lock-nut S. To start the machine from a standstill with
the hack wheel resting on the ground, the moment the clutch
is withdrawn, the gear striking handle, which is carried in a
bracket firmly secured to the tank, is pushed from the rider
and the low gear slips in without a sound. It must, of couisc,
be placed in the central or neutral position before starting
the engine.
To obtain the high gear, the inverted lever on the handle-

bar is again lifted and the striking handle turned towards
the rider. The striking handle and rod are connected to the
pinion T which engages with the rack on the striker .shaft

TJ. Several detail improvements are ttill to be made, bit
the machine was sufficiently far advanced for us to ride it

twelve or fifteen miles as a solo mount. The gear changes
with the greatest of ease, and the pl.ite clutch picks up the
load excellently. Tnere is no shock or jar in the trans-
mission, and with a gear ratio of 4^ to 1 the machine v^fill

ascend a 1 in 12 hill with a twelve stone rider at a spee 1

equal to an ordinary belt-driven mount of ecjual power
thereby proving that there cannot be very much internal
friction in the gear.
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Military Motor Cyclists.

On account of the cancellation of the
military manceuvres the War Office has
notified motor cyclists that their services
will not be required.

The Next Open Hill-climb.

Another class has teen added to the
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. hill-

climb programme. Class 7 will be for all

comers, to enable single and twin-cylinder
machines to compete together, and also

fixed and variably geared machines. They
may be stripped or otherwise. Entries
close this week at ordinary fees, to Mr.
Geoffrey Smith, 19, Hertford St., Cov-
entry.

The International Matches at Brooklands.

Readers will remember that we
published the dimensions ..of De Rosier's

racing Indian immediately after the
international matches at Brooklands.
We were unable to publish the capacity
of C. B. Collier's Matchless-Jap as it was
not measured. The J. A. P. has now been
calibrated by Mr. T. W. Loughborough
the bore being 90 mm. and the stroke
78.4 mm., which means 988 c.c.

Phenomenal Consumption.

A competitor iii the Glasgow M.C.C.
petrol consumijtion trial on tJie 19th inst.

Tode thirty-five miles on a 3-2 h.p. T.T.
Triumph with a consumption of 277 miles
to the gallon. This must be a record.

The second man on an Ariel rode 206
miles per gallon, and the third on a

2j h.p. Douglas 198 miles per gallon.

The rules read :

'

" Competitors will

be provided with petrol at the rate of one
pint for 300 lbs., one and a half pints for

60O lbs., and two and a quarter pints for

1,200 lbs.

The Si.K Days' Lightweight Record.

H. V. Swift, who started for the six

days' ride, had the misfortune to run into

some cattle when taking a crossing in the
dark, and in the smash following he

damaged the side of his engine. When the
repairs are finished, he informed our repre-

sentative of his intention to make a fresh

start, as his little Douglas ran without
any trouble all the time, and at the time
of the collision he was well within the
record time, and as he had been riding for

twenty hoars in heavy rain, and over the
Welsh section of his task, it speaks well

for the quality of his machine.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS IN YORKSHIRE.
Graphic Description Numerous Illustrations, and Official Results.

TESTING A NEW TWO-SPEEDER. A NEW SINGER SIDECAR MACHINE.

Amulree Open Hill-climb.

Mr. Percy Tolfree, 47, Falcon Avenue,
Edinburgh, has been re-appointed hon.
trial secretary in connection with the
Edinburgh and District J\I.C. open hill-

climbing on Amulree, on September 18th.

Six Days' Trial Results.

The official results of the above
strenuous trial appear on page 880b. As
is our usual custom, the thirty-three gold
medal winners have been arranged first

for ease of reference, the names of the
twenty silver medal winners coming next,

and the eleven bronze medallists last.

Strike Items.

Seven shillings and sixpence a tin was
the usual price for petiol last week-end.
Motor cyclists on tour could be seen with
two-gallon tins of petrol strapped to their

carriers.

Visitors to the seaside who had motor
cyclist friends and acquaintances and
found it impracticable to return home by
train last Saturday, found a seat on more
than one motor cycle carrier. More con-

verts to the pastime are expected as a
result of the strike.

A large firm of kinematograph operators
employed a corps of motor cyclists during
the recent strike for the purpose of distri-

buting their films to various towns in the
North of England.

Non-stop Trial in Wales.

Under the auspices of the Shropshire
M.C, a non-stop run to Lake Vyrnwy
and back to Shrewsbury was held re-

cently. Only three riders made non-
stop runs. The winner proved to be
C. R. Oxley (3^ h.n. Triumph) with lOfm.
error in time, followed by H. G. Potts
(5 h.p. F.N.), and J. Payne (5-6 A.C.
tricar).

Coventry Club's Annual Welsh Run.
The above run was held on Saturday

last from Coventry to Aberystwyth vi'd

Worcester, Leominster, and Devil's
Bridge, and_ proved most enjoyable.
Fourteen competitors left Coventry" from
7 a.m. onwards, being started in pairs,

j

at one minu'^e intervals. Within a few '

yards of the starting point two companies
of the Munster Fusiliers were met march-
ing into the city to safeguard the pro-
perty remaining undelivered at the rail-

way station owing to the strike. Lunch
was taken at Leominster ; tea at Devil's
Bridge. All completed the distance
within the schedule time of 11^ hours,
including three hours' compulsory stops
for meals.
The return journey was made vid

Llanidloes, Newtown, Chin Valley, and
Ludlow next day.
The run was voted a great success, and

no one reported delay, except from
punctures

The Six Days' Trials.

An analysis of the surviving machines
in last week's 1,000 miles trial will prove
instructive to students of design.

Starters, 77.

Finished, 65 84.41%

Showing the operating levers of the Dew
Singer two-speed and free engine machine,

described on the previous page.

MEDALS (64).
Gold, 33 51.56%
Silver, 20 .. 31.25%
Bronze, 11 ... 17.19%

'gold MEDALS 33).

Tr.ansmission.
Belt, 22 66.66%
Chain, 8 24.24%
B. and C, 3 9.10%

Cylinders.
Single, 23 ... 69.70%
Twin, 10 30.30%-

GiEAES.
Variable. 30 90.90%
Fixed, 3 9.10%

SILVER AND SPECIAL 20).

Tr.4nsmission.
Belt, 14 70%
Chain, 5 25%
B. and C, 1 5%

Cylinijers.
Single, 15 75%
Twin, 5 25%

Gears.
Variable, 15 75%
Fixed, 5 25%

BRONZE MEDALS (11)

Transmission.
Belt, 10 90.90%
Chain, 1 9.10%

Cylinders.
Single, 9 81.82%
Twin, 2 18.18%

Gears.
Variable, 5 45.45%
Fixed, 6 64.55"/.
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The Olympia Show.

Whilt we are in the throes of the Six

Days' Trials, and there remain several

weeks of summer weather, it will per-

haps sound premature to talk about the

show, but we have pleasure in stating

that the whole of the space, with the

exception of a few stands in the Annexe,
has been allotted, and readers may look

for-^ard to a record exhibition next

November.

Reflex Rear Lights.

The popularity of the offer made by the

A. A. and M.U."to distribute 10,000 reflex

rear lights free to pedal cyclists is

evidenced by the fact that, although the
announcement of the Association's inten-

tion was only made a mouth ago, over
10,000 applications for the lights have
been received. The list is therefore now
closed, and the reflex lights are being
sent out as fast as delivery can be
obtained. Every care is being taken that
the applications are dealt with strictly

in the order received. -Those applicants
whose requests have arrived too late will

be notified to that effect.

Turner's Hill, Sheffield.

In our last issue we illustrated Mr.
F. Dover climbing Turner's Hill, Sheffield,
and accepted our correspondent's state-
ment that this was the first ascent of the
hill made on a motor cycle. We have
received two letters pointing out the
inaccuracy of this statement, and from
them it appears that tliis freak hill was
first climbed on Good Fridav in 1909
by Mr. C. Wightman, of ShefBeld. on a
i\ h.p. Triumph. The Rudge-Whitworth
Co. also write that in the presence of
several witnesses, whose names and
addresses they give, Alan HUl negotiated
the hill on a 3A h.p. Rudge on March
29th last.

Reliability Trial in North Devon.
In our issue of August 17th, under tlie

above heading. Captain E.P.M.T. referred
to the M.C.C. standard reliability trial

as not being the first to be held over the
North Devon route. To clear up any pos-

sible mistakes in the future, Mr. H.
Karslake writes us to the effect that the
M.C.C. was the first recognised club to

organise a trial over this route, that its

inclusion in the M.C.C. programme for

this year was referred to by the motor
cycle press long before Easter, and that
the club which first includes a trial in

its programme for the year is entitled to
a prior claim for originality. It may be
added that Mr. I. E. Hart-Davies has
several times similarly conducted parties
of friends round the hills of Somerset and
North Devon,- and this was during the
last four years, long before the M.C.C.
trial Vvas formulated.

Southampton to Aberdeen by Motor Cycle.

.Ml'. Ernest Frasetti wrote to us on
Saturday last that he had such confidence
in his I-.dian and sidecar that he intended
to travel by road fromJhe Hippodrome.
Southampton, to Aberdeen after complet-
ing his engagement on Saturday night.
There is a great difference between a trip

of this kind and one undertaken for

pleasure, as it was absolutely essential

that he should reach Aberdeen in time for

rehearsal on Monday morning. Mr.
Frasetti accomplished his object, as in

spite of serious lamp tro -ble he was able
to send us a telegram from Aberdeen
announcing his arrival there early on
Mondav.

881

Climbing the Wrekin.

A. L. Ommaney, who made a successful

ascent of the Wrekin Hill—the perform-
ance was referred to in " Current Chat,"
last issue—informs us that he did ride a
Rudge variably-geared machine, but the
ratio was fixed, and he did not alter it

from about 6 to 1, which was the lowest
gear but one he could obtain. The
machine weighed complete 240 lbs., and
the rider 11 stones 10 lbs. Ommaney told
us that at the first attempt Iris front
wheel struck one of the protruding rocks
in the second gorge near the summit, and
he fell, but got up the whole lot at the
second trial, steering to the left of the
rocks through the first gorge. This
brought his tracks on to the dry grass,
but he nevertheless succeeded in getting
up. The climb was witnessed by five or
sis motor cyclists, who were clamorous to
obtain Ommaney's autograph. He rode
down from top to bottom with a lady on
the carrier, wlio must have had consider-
able confidence in the steersman, as the
descent is no child's play. The surface,
owing to the continued drought, was, of

course, as bad as ever.

Illumination ot Number Plates.

The reports published in the daily
papers that a motor cyclist of the name
of H. Hunter had been convicted at

Cobham for not having his rear number-
plate illuminated has resulted in many
statements reaching us to the effect that
such a conviction is illegal. Mr. Hunter
informs us that the daily papers were in

error, and that he was charged and fined

for having his front number-plate placed
crosswise. We sympathise with Mr.
Hunter in the treatment he received, as

it is hard lines to suffer for a trivial

matter, but it should be observed that

a front number-plate placed crosswise

is difficult to illuminate. Then
again, in some districts it is hardly
safe to be seen with a motor of any
kind. Surrey is becoming known
for burglaries and assaults on children.

Verh. sap.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIAL IN YORKSHIRE.

H. Berwick (31 h.p. Humber) followed by W. Creyton (3i h.p. Triumph)
on Kidstones Pass last Thursday.

0. C. Godltoy (7 h-p. Indian and sidecar) at the top ot Brownstay Ridse.
His mother is the occupant of the sidecar.
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SPEED TRIALS AT CLIPSTONE.
Open Race Aeeting organised by

THE above trials were held on a mile course in Clipstone

Park last Saturday afternoon, the weather at the

start being glorious.

The first event was the Club Handicap, the prize

(a gold medal) being won by J. H. Watson (3^ h.p. Triumph).
The winner of the second event—scratch race for touring

models—proved to be TI. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision),

who covered a mile in Im. Ofs.—an average speed of 59.2

miles per hour. J. H. Watson (3^ h.p. Triumph) again
proved his racing abilities by securing the prize for the
scratch race for T.T. machines. In the scratch race from
a standing start, which followed, George Brough, (two-

cylinder Brough) gained first place. In his heat, however,
he was beaten by F. P. Johnson (two-cylinder Matchless),

who was disqualified, thus letting the former in for the

second round. The last event of all was the special time
trial, in which each competitor had a separate run down the
course to attempt the record, which is at present held by
H. D. Shaw—77 m.p.h. This was not, however, accom-
plished, George Brough (Brough) being the nearest with
48s.—only l^s. on the wrong side. L. Smith blew the

cylinder head off his Bradbury, and, of course, could not
ride. F. P. Johnson (Matchless-Jap) was travelling at a

good speed when his wheel got into a rut, with the result

that the tyre was wrenched off, and caused a bad spill.

Fortunately Johnson was not injured.

the Nottingham and District M.C.C

The final heat. Left, J. Harrison Watson (SJ h.p. Triumph), who beat
J. D. Mitchell on a similar maoliine.

In the second event, H. C. Newman and Victor Pratt,
both Ivy-Precision riders, were drawn together, but Pratt
yielded up his place to his confrere in the final.

The following is the tabulated Ust of results :

Event 1.—Club Handicap.
Heats.—F. P. Johnson (2| h.p. Humber) beat B. Blanksby

(2J h.p. Douglas); A. E. Lole (4-cyl. F.N.), bye; H.
Dawson (3i h.p. Bradbury) beat A. F. CuUen (8 h.p. Bat),
scratch; J. D. Mitchell (3i h.p. Triumph) beat R. S. Buck-
man (7-8 h.p. Buck) ; E. S. Brittain (3^ h.p. Rudge) beat
R. A. Johnson (3i h.p. Premier) ; J. W. Cox (3^ h.p.
Triumph) beat H. B. Halford (3^ h.p. Rover) ; J. H. Watson
(3^ h.p. Triumph) beat N. 0. Soresby (3^ h.p. Rudge).
Second round.—Dawson beat F. P. Johnson ; Lole, bye

;

Mitchell beat Brittain; Watson beat Cox.
Third round.—Lole beat Dawson; Watson beat Mitchell.

Final.—J. H. Watson beat A. E. Lole.

Event 2.—Touring Class Open Scratch Race.
Heats.—H. 0. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision) beat W. S.

Spencer (3^ h.p. Rudge) -^ Victor Pratt (3^ h.p. Ivy-
Precision) beat N. 0. Soresby (3^ h.p. Rudge) ; R. A.
Johnson (3^ h.p. Premier) beat Harold Petty (3^ h.p. Rex).

Final.—H. C. Newman beat R. A. Johnson

Event 3.—Tourist Trophy Class (Scratch).
Heats.—H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision) beat F. P.

Johnson (4 h.p. Matchless) ; J. D. Mitchell (3^ h.p. Triumph)
beat N. 0. Soresby (3^ h.p. Rudge) ; J. W. Cox (3i h.p.

Triumph) beat E. V. Pratt (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision) ; W. S.

Spencer (3^ h.p. Rudge) beat R. A. Johnson (3^ h.p.

F. Johnson at full speed. The photograph was taken just before his front
tyre came off, when travelling at nearly 70 m.p.h.

Premier); J. H. Watson (3i h.p. Triumph) beat H. B.

Halford (3^ h.p. Rover). jii

Second round.—Mitchell beat Newman; Spencer beat Cox;
Watson, bye.

Third round.—Mitchell beat Spencer ; Watson, bye.
Final.—J. H. Watson beat J. D. Mitchell.

Event 4.—Open Scratch Race.
Heats.—L. Smith (3^ h.p. Bradbury) beat A. F. Cullen

'

(8 h.p. Bat); Geo. Brough (7 h.p. Brough) beat F. P.
Johnson (8 h.p. Matchless) ; W. S. Spencer (3^ h.p. Kudge)
beat H. Dawson (3>^ h.p. Bradbury) ; J. D. Mitchell (3^ h.p.

Triumph) beat R. A. Johnson (3^ h.p. Premier).
Second round.—Brough beat Smith; Mitchell beat Spencer.
Final.—Geo. Brough beat J. D. Jlitchell.

Event 5.—Special Mile Time Trial.

Geo. Brough (7 Brough) ..".

W. S. Spencer (3^ Rudge)
H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision)
J. D. Mitchell (3^ Triumph)
R. S. Buckman (7-8 Buck)
A. P. Cullen (8 Bat)

R. A. Johnson (3^ Premier)
Brough rode magnificently, and came near to beating;'

record. Stanhope Spencer's speed of 72.58 is several miles!

per hour faster than the previous best single-cylinder time.

m. s. m.p.h
48 . .. 75
491 . .. 72.58
52 . .. 69.23
52-L

. .. 68.96

521 . .. 68.70

55-t . .. 64.51

1 0* . .. 59.4

THE FINISH OF THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Competitors signing the checking sheet at the finish of the most severe trial evsr
organised. The group in the photograph are Owen Wells, T. C. Atkinson,

Jesse Baker, and C. S. Burney. Mr. Herbert Synyer was in charge hsre.
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3-SPEED MOTOR CYCLES.
THE PERFORMANCE OF THESE MACHINES IS MORE IMPORTANT TO THE
SHREWD BUYER THAN ANY ASSERTION WE MAY MAKE.
THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THEIR MAGNIFICENT ACHIEVEMENTS,
ACTUAL PROOF OF THEIR RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY, PROOF THAT THEY
ARE BUILT TO WITHSTAND THE HEAVIEST WORK & MOST RIGOROUS SERVICE

A.C.U. QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIALS January. KM.

FIRST CLASS NON-STOP CERTIFICATE

1st & 2ad.
2nd & 4tb
ist.

Kop HQl Climb (Open) ^pril SIh, 1911

TWO FfRSTS I
Class I Tourist Trophv

i,Vrb^ 5JL„„.™« Class 2 Lightweights
'

TWO SECONDS! Class 7 VanaWo Cears

Two Gold n/ledals.
Harrogate Hill Climb, Halton Moor (Openi April tstli. 1911.

THRFF FIRSTS (
Class 4 Lightweights - 1st & 2nd.

-T-IjSrc cVz-^vVri-wc C'^*^' 5 Touring Singles ist & 2nd
THREE SECONDS I Class S ah Comers. Singles ist & 2nd.

Three Gold Medals. Three Silver Medals.

April 1 7<A, 1 91 1

.

Class 1

Class 2

Fastest Time.

Second & Third.

Shap Fell Hill Climb (Open)

FIRST (on Time)
SECOND

THIRD
A.C.U. Quarterly Reliability Trials. April SIh, \9iy

TWO FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATES (only six awarded).

Bristol Hill Climb. April 29/A, 1911

TWO FIRSTS I
?'???' ^"-^t i Fastest Time

t Uass la Fastest Time.

Birmingham Hill Climb .^prU 29th, 1911.

TWO FIRSTS {'^'=^'^- First on Time
y First on Formula

Streatham Hill Climb, Tilburstow ^prii 29th,

FIRST

TWO FIRSTS
{

,£.'^= ' Lightweights.
Class I,

Kop Hill Climb (OpenJ 250 Entries. May 6th, 1911.

SEVEN FIRSTS
SEVEN SECONDS FOUR gold:
THREE THIRDS )

New Hudson Three-Speeds win 17 places at one meeting.

Glasgow Hill Climb, Stoney Moulin Hill, May 6lh. 1911.

FIRST (on Formula)! i„ciassi

SECOND (on Time)!
LONDON TO LAND'S END &, BACK (650 mUesI reliabUity trial.

J. W. Woodhouse (Double Journey) silver Medai.

S.E. LONDON Hnx CLIMB (Open) May 13/ft, 1911.

Two Firsts. Four Seconds. Two Thirds.
BR00KLAND3 TEST HILL (1 in 4), May <)lh, 1911.

OFFICIAL CERTIFICATE 'ABC-ndcdtromStJuidincSUirt)

COALPORT HILL CLIMB, Mayiath. 1911.

KIR ST I
Class 4 Uolimited ist. 2nd. and 3rd.

1 Iixo 1 , I ,-|^5 , Lightweights

SECOND THIRD' Three New Hudsons started and finished

Birmingham Hill Climb Open) Shelsley Walsh, yun<- 10//1, 1911.

*PIRST *QPPPkMn ,
Class I "ist, '2nd & 4th on Formula,

r il\0 I , OILV^yjl^U, I Class 3 3rd on Formula

THIRD. FOURTH
'i

" ''«'' "«" ""imSy" °' "" **" '"

LONDON TO EDINBURGH 24 Hours' Reliability Trial.

GOLD '^'"''' arriving al EdinburRh Mr. Roy \V. Walker continued
_ --,-^

J.
, on .-» Tour ot i ooo ntih-s without opening toolbags. and as-MtUAL tended ..\rthur St.. Edinburgh (I in 3J) from Standing Start.

LANCASHIRE HILL CLIMB, Sawley Bank. Jum \:th. 1911

;
New Hudson 2J h.p. Fastest Single Cylinder,

""*=
j beating all 3} h.p's.

rmula' Gold MedEil.
JMB Junf 10(/i, 1911.

Class 3. Variable Gears. 1st-

^ABILITY TRIALS

ERTIFICATE H. O. Beard.

SHREWSBURY TO LLANDUDNO AND BACK.

?)P CERTIFICATE s. w. moss.

AM TO LAND'S END
WIEDAUS. OnlyTwo New Hudson 3speeds entered

lOR TOURIST TROPHY RACE, Is'e of Man.
{ISO miles, including 4 ascents ol Snaeleil.)

ri. G. Dixon. 2} h.p. New Hudson 3 speed. A.C.U. Gold Medal.
.Average speed 35 miles per hour, including stops.

WENLOCK EDGE HILL CLIMB, A.C.U.. MIDLAND CENTRE, OVER 100
ENTRIES, RUN IN HEATS

TWO FIRSTS TWO SECONDS.
3 CHAUUENGE CUPS AND TROPHIES

for Hill Climbing in Two Days' events.

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. Juni 10/A, 1911

G. Patterson, Jim., 2J h.p. New Hudson 3.speed, wins

CHARLES JARROTT SILVER TROPHV & GOLD MEDAL
Best Performance of the Day for Efficiency.

HARROGATE M.C.C. Juiti lOI/i, 1911

C. Nettleton, 2j h.p. New Hudson 3-speed, wins

THE PILCHER TROPH'V. Hea\iest Rider on Lowest Powered Machine.

LANCASHIRE M.C.C. June Mlh, 1911

Hugh Gibson, 2} h.p. New Hudson 3-speed, wins

HAROLD tCCLES CUP & GOLD MEDAL.
Beating all 3A h.p's. on Time and Formula.

Auto Cycle Union Third Quarterly Reliability Trials*
KEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, July 22nd. 1911

2 FIRST-CLASS NON-STOP CERTIFICATES.
Two New Hudson 3 speeds, 3^ h.p., only entered.

EV\^ HUDSON CYCLE CO., LTD.,
Works—BIRMINGHAM.

In ajiswering this advertisement il is desirable to mention

LONDON :

4.3, Gr-sty's Inn Road, W.C.
Tkt Motor Cycle.'
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The only machine to climb Porlock unassisted in the M.C.C. Devon-
shire Tour was the Phelon and Moore.

The Perfected Motor Cycle. Order now for early 1912 delivery.

PHELON & MOORE, Ltd.,
CHECKHEATON,

YORKS.
4, Percy Street, W.

Mr. C. R. Collier, riding a Matchless machine, fitted with

BOSCH Magneto
established the following sensational records at Brooklands

:

FLYING KILOMETRE - - Speed : 89-48 ni.p.h. - - World's Record.

FLYING MILE -

FLYING 5 MILES
Speed : 91*37 m.p.h.

Speed: 83*72 in.p.h.

World's Record.

British Record.

Thus again events prove that the only ignition of any standing worth menticning is the
world-famed 'BOSCH."

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LIMITED,
40 & 42, NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

Telegrams:— " Bomag, London." Telephone :~Gerrard 430 fs lines).

In answering these advei tiscnients it is desirable to mention "The Moloi CycLt
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Scene at Ihe lork of hill before Iho start of the inter-club hill-climb at South Harting. (See page 886.)

WEEK-END EVENTS.
(Mersey M.C.C. HiU-climb.

We have been rjsived to announce that the Mersey- M.C.C.
are compelled to cancel the open hiU-climb fixed for August
25th, owing to the inability of the committee to obtain a

suitable hill with the necessary permission to use it for the
purpose advertised.

Hartlepools and District M.C.C.
The result of the reliability trial from West Hartlepool to

Keswick is as follows : 1, J. J. Clark (3^ h.p. Triumph),
winner of the Palmer tyre, presented by the Palmer Tyre,
Ltd.; 2, H. Durkhi (four-cylinder F.N.); 3, Eric Forslind

(05 h.p. Zenith). The competition was carried out under
adverse weather conditions, heavy rain falling practically the
whole of the journey.

Chestertield and District M.C.C.

The official results of the lull-climb which was held at

Stone Edge on the 19th inst. were as follow, events 1 and 2

having to be abandoned for lack ut ejitnes -.

Event 5 (novices, open).—G. H. Hall (35 h.p. Triumph).
Event 4 (members).—W. H. Woods (3i h.p. Triumph)

;

lastest time, L. Smith (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
Event 5 (members).—L. Smith (5i h.p." Bradbury).
Event 6 (open, singles, 600 c.c.)—L. Smith (3i h.p.

Hradbury).
Event 7 (open, singles, unlimited).—G. Brough (7 h.p.

Brougli).

Fastest time of the day.—G. Brough (7 h.p. Brough), 35|3.

Fastest single-cylinder.—L. Smith (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 38|s.

The lenc'tli of flie hill was half a mile.

F-'E^i'-'r?!?^

toiLttulors in the Cheiterfleld and District Open HiU-climb at Stone Edge. The riders are : L. Smith, W. H. Woods, J. J. /iell/, George 5coaih, C lieliy,

R. A. Johnson, and E. S. Brittain,
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How fo Remove an Obstinate Pulley.

THE other day the writer had occasion 10 remove

an engine pulley which had run upwards of a

thousand miles. 1 he pulley in question was on

an N.S.U. engine, on the shaft of which is cut two
keywa\s.

This holds the

pulley as firm as a

rock ; in fact, so

firmly that it re-

C]uires considerable

force to remove it.

To overcome this

difficulty, the makers
hax'e constructed an

outer nut which
screws on to a boss

on the pulley and
screws it off with-

out difficulty. In

the writer's case it

was a two-speed
pulley which has

not any means of

detachment. Hav-
ing unscrewed the

locking; nut, the
Removing a pulley with a garden fork.

\yere given aliout half-way up the handle of the iork

with a heavy hammer. The pulley came away at

once. This procedure cannot possibly damage the

crank case, as there is no leverage placed on the engine

at any point, it all being between the pulley flanges.

If the fork is long enough, its points may be stuck in

the ground and tapped, as this gives additional

le\erage.

In the \\riter's case, this method removed in two

seconds a pulley which had defied all otl^er methods
for a whole morning, and has never failed to act with

other pulleys. In tlie illustration a plain pulley has

been used to show the method more cleaih He has

usual methods were employed for the removal. The
engine was run on the stand for some minutes, but the

pulley remained as firmly fixed as before. Wedges
between the crank case and pulley were next tried

without success. In desperation an iron crowbar was

next tried, by the use of whi'h the crank case was

badly scratched and indented, and having no proper

pulley drawer or access to a garage possessing such a

tool, the writer was at his wits' end how to remove

the pulley. The machine was then ridden for six miles

with the lock-nut unscrewed. l)Ut at the end of the

run the pulley was still as firm as e\er.

Then a bright idea struck him, and, .as the photo-

graph illustrates, this was nothing more or less than

a garden fork or prong. This was placed between the

belt flanges. of the pulley, and one or tyvo smart taps

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS

C. C. Cooke (3^ h.p. Triumph), at the finish iast Saturday afternoon,
crowd collected to see the survivors' return.

A large

since found that if the garden fork prongs are inserted

between the f)ack of the pulley and crank case and the

top of the handle of the fork tapped' smartly with a

hammer, the pulley will at once come away. This
method, however, places a strain on the crank case,

and is only an alternative method for those who.9e

pulleys are too big to allow the fork to pass down
between the belt flanges.

'1

A.G.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

F. Pliilipp (Scott) finishing the ascent of Greenhow Hitl, Pateley Bridge.

PLAIN TALES OF THE HILLS.
As told i)y a Successful Trials Compatitor.

I've come Irom YorksMre highways, I've ridden thro' its

dale.s,

Of 11.S steep and stony mountains I can tell you many tales.

On the first day Wass and Sutton were the worst I ever saAv,

Such surface as on Punchards was ne'er met tefore.
Until with exigine roaring on my steed so strong arid quick,
I romped up Scarth's acclivity which there they call the Nick.
GaiTowby was nothing, nor the bank they call the Blue,
But Greenhow Hill and Kidstones were stiff, twixt me ar.d

you.
\'Vnen Kids were non-existent, but stones there were galore,
rill the sweeper came and swept 'em, and there still seemed

all the more.
As to Heaton in the Woodland, its stiffness ceased to be,

But Keigiuey Gate and S'.cyreholme, which the judges did
not see,

As the steward said of Zoi;os, they nearly did for me.
With the hill best known as Brownstay my storj' I will close.

As my gallant mount soared skyward I sang as up I rose,

For I'd conquered all the steepest of those verj' dreadful hills.

And I never suffered punctures or any other fearsome ills.

All that's left to tell you is I'm happy as a cricket
To think my sturdy steed and I were good enough to stick it.
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IT
was obviously my bounden duty to buy a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder Indian two-speeder for 191 1, seeing

that nearly six years ago I suggested in these

columns the possibilities of the very gear box this

machine embodies as applied to solo work. I get few

opportunities of long rides now-adays, but luckily within

a week or two of delivery urgent matters compelled me
to ride from Northampton to Devon and back. I always

like to give a new machine a thorough gruelling as soon
as possible, comprising if possible a day's ride at higli

speed and a second day of sheer heavy mud-plugging.

Some riders term this process " breaking in the

machine," and, of course, it is a fine method of unearth-

ing any weaknesses of design or construction. But I

prefer to regard it as "breaking in the driver," for per-

sonally I find it takes me some time to become accus-

tomed to a novel mount, and not for 200 or 300 miles

does that centaur-like feeling arise which betokens that

I and my jigger understand each other.

Advantages of a Change=speed Gear.
Rain was falling in torrents when 1 left home at

6 a.m.., and the value of a change-speed gear was at

once manifested. The owner of a single-geared

machine would usually, after wrapping himself in eight

bearskins and an oilskin at such an hour on a cold

morning, discover that his petrol squirt was in the inner-

most pocket ; and after re-dressing himself he would
become what Mantalini used to call " a demned moist

unpleasant body " in maintaining a ten mile an hour
trot to get started.

With a two-speeder you don't bother about injections ;

you just walk powerfully alongside the stone-cold

machine for one yard, and it's off ! The rain cleared

off after Oxford, and except for dodging milkcarts amid
the slimy tramlines of St. Aldate's. and circling round
.one or two- forgotten signposts, I might almost as well

have been on a single gear ; the one constant advantage
of a two-speeder is that you use the machine as a

chair when you stop to light a pipe or mop your goggles,

and paddle it off again with your feet, without ever
quitting the saddle. As the roads dried up, . I de-
cided the day befitted the speed test rather than the
mud-plugging, and I drove it down to Torquay a trifle

in excess of End-to-end record pace.

The Engine developed a Mysterious Thirst.
Only two incidents marked the westward run. The

first was the sudden development of a mysterious thirst

on the part of the engine, which sopped up i 3^ gallons
of petrol in the eighty miles between Newbury and
Yeovil. I cannot account for this, as I could not detect
either flooding or leakage, but anyway the tank ran dry
at the foot of a hill just outside Yeovil, and I had to

push in. Here the low gear scored, for instead of

pushing off uphill, I started downhill without an effort,

turned round in the street, and went back uphill.

Testing a New
Two-speeder

^'^j-^ B. H. DAVIES.

The second set of incidents occurred on leavin"
Teignmouth up Shaldon Hill ; I had forgotten the
severity of the bends, and, in scrapping a biggish car
up the hill, had reason to be grateful for the excellent
design of the Indian steering. I diversified the ride

by once driving for five miles on the low gear, throttle

full open and cut-out shut, till I came to the foot of

a long steep hill, where the higii gear was slammed in,

and the engine accelerated as if it had just had ten

seconds' warning for a timed hill-climb. But on good
roads in decent weather the low gear seemed a com-
paratively useless appendage.

Incidents of the Return Journey.
The return journey was destined to prove much more

exacting. I wanted to reach Northampton early on
Saturday, so left Torquay in sunshine at 4 p.m. on
Friday with the idea of sleeping at Lyme Regis.

Before long the rain came down in solid lumps. I

rode via Teignmouth, and found the use of a low gear
when tackling the Haldon Road. Coming from Shal-

don, it twists sharply round the corner of a small
church, and shoots up for a mile over a steep shoulder.
The corner was blocked by two carts and smeared with
grea.se, but I ambled gently round on the low, banged
in the high, opened up, and disappeared like a rocket
over the summit, where I ran into the heaviest storm I

have struck for years.

The engine presently gave a despairing cough and
stopped, as it had not been " readied for rain." Diag-
nosis proved the carburetter was full of mud and water,

as I had lost the cap over the float needle; the plug
was shorting ; the higii tension terminal on the mag-
neto and the switch were shorting. As fast as I dried
one part another got sopped, and I draw a veil over
an extraordinarily prolonged drive into Exeter, con-
sisting of stoppages under every bush and bridge to dry
out, followed bv a short, mad sprint and another drying
effort.

A Haven of Rest in a Country Inn.
In Exeter I dried the machine throughout, protected

the terminals with vaseline, and made a new cap for

the float needle, but still the machine would not start,

though each test proved,- with the most relentless logic,

that there w^as nothing wrong. At last I hit on the

trouble. My spare plug was not a Hedstrom, and
though it screwed easily into the orifice provided, one
of its points was shorting against the internal metal

of the cylinder. Hence, there was a fine spark when
the plug was out, but none at all when in.

It was now onlv a minute or so to lighting up time,

and I was only carrying a toy lamp which was un-

charged. Hating to sleep in a town, I pushed on lamp-

less in the gathering gloom in search of a country inn.

Pub after pub I paused at, but all were full, and
. nobody could supply me with even a pin;h of carbide.

«3f
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Testing a New Two-speeder.

—

Finally, after the breathless descent of a twisty and

precipitous hill in Tartarean inky darkness, I arrived

at a haven called Newton Poppleford, where the

Cannon Inn did me more comfortably and cheaply than

I have ever been done at an English inn before.

Arrayed in some of the landlord's clothes, I devoured

a gorgeous supper, and then went out to clean the

red Indian.

The Real Joy of a Tw^o=speeder.

Next morning I was faced with many miles of treacly

slime and mud plugging along the greasy roads of

Devon and Dorset ; I frankly own that on a single gear

I should have funked the climbing of several precipi-

tous hills on the treacherous grease, especially where

the road turns callously back upon itself under trees

up a I in 6 grade, as is the wont of roads down West.

Good examples are the right-angle turn half-way up
Trow Hill, and the awkward start of the hill out of

Lyme Regis, which begins in an exceptionally narrow,

crowded, slippery, and cambersome street.

Here the real joy of a two-speeder became manifest.

I could circle these dangerous bends with trailing hob-

nailed boots serving as Jacknoskids, and presently bang
in top and shoot away up the straights. But I blush

to sav that during the morning's skating practice I twice

failed up hills on the low gear; of course, it was only

the work of a moment to push off again, but it was
considerably disquieting to be baulked on the low gear

of a 4 h.p. by very ordinary single-figure grades.

I began thinking furiously, and before the third stiff

mountain loomed up the secret was out. Two things

were afflicting me. The first was weak mixture, due to

the spare jet being smaller than the original. The
Indian automatic carburetter widens its choke tube
as you open the throttle ; the result was I got a weak
mixture when I most needed strong stuff. The second
wag that the automatic oiler had struck work, as the

first shove of the hand pump proved. I did not enquire
why, for the pump was already buried under four

inches of clogged Devon loam, so I was content to use

the hand pump at intervals ; nor did I bother to reamer

out the spare jet, but only opened the throttle one half,

so.retaining thenarrow choke tube.

After this all went as merrily as a marriage bell till

I ran over a packet of pins and perforated my rear tube

all the way round. This, of course, occurred in another

heavy storm, when repairs were no joy.

In spite of these mishaps, I easily averaged a speed
in excess of legal limit between Newton Poppleford and
Northampton. Herein shows the contrast between trial

riding and freelance work. The tiny troubles I en-;

countered

—

a. crop of pinhole punctures, the shaving of

a tiny whorl of rubber off a G. and J. tyre valve, water'

in my carburetter, fitting a small jet, and an unsuitable

plug, would each have sufficed to rob me of a gold

medal in a scheduled trial, but in a freelance record

ride not one of them need have been reported. Now
let me pay my tribute to the Indian's excellences. !

Her engine is magnificent from a tourist's standpoint.

It needs no humouring and will never run hot. Its

gear is simply ideal for a chain-driver; there are only

two chains, and each possesses its own simple and
positive adjustment; each is encased, and the front

chain in particular does not even require cleaning after

450 miles in the mud. The clutch is not a substitute

for a variable gear, and could never vastly increase the

hiU-cUmbing capacity of a single gear, but it answers
admirably for its proper purposes—starting from rest,

free-wheeling, and gear-changing.

A Clutch Test.

My pet test of a free engine clutch is as follows, but

I do not recommend everyone to try it, as the conse-

quences might be serious if the clutch for any reason"

refused to slip or was too tightly adjusted : Free-wheel
as fast as you dare down a steep hill; towards the

bottom let the clutch in with a bang against full engine
compression, if you can remain in the saddle, the

clutch is a good one, and accurately adjusted. I found
the Indian would stand this test. The spring fork
leapt at one bound into the list of the two or three
really satisfactory forks I know. It levels up the road
without a soupgon of bouncing, and it steers as easily

and as truly as a straight, rigid, racing fork.

CLUB NEWS.
Pontefract M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition, over a secret course of twenty-
four miles, was held on August 17th. The following finished
within two minutes of their correct time : 1, Will Beutley
(Sg h.p. Triumph and sidecar), 15s. early; .2, H. Craven
(Chater-Lea and sidecar), 30s. early ; 3, Dr. Moxon (3^ h.p.

P. and M.), 105s. slow; 4, H. Holmes (3^ h.p. Triumph and
sidecar), 120s. early; 5, H. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph and
sidecar), 120s. late.

Fleet and District M.C.C.

A hill-climbing contest against the Winchester, South-
ampton, and Eastleigh M.C.C.'s was held on South Harting
Hill on the 16th inst., the results being decided on the
A.C.U. formula, and the side whose six best performers
secured the best average figure of merit being declared the
winner. The fastest times were made by S. T. Figg, of

Fleet, on a 5 h.p. Indian, and C. C. Rolph, of Fleet, on
3 T.T. Premier. The latter made a splendid ascent,

ind took the corner better than any other rider.
L'. Dear; on a Rudge, a member of tlie Hampshiie
-"•n, got up in 54|s., and secured the best perform-
ance on formula. In the resulf^^ the Fleet club proved
somewhat easy winners. A Bradbury v. Triumph contest
which was on th6_r.voarammetfailedi to materialise owing

to a shortage of Bradburys, and a Triumph v. Indian was
substituted. This was .decided on time alone, and., the
Indians just won, chiefly owing to the performance of S.

T. Figg, who climbed the hill in 52s. Great credit is due
to the officials for the promptitude with which the event
was run off, and the formula results announced.

Rider, machine, and club.

S. T. Figg (5 Indian), Fleet ...

C. C. Rolph (Premier), Fleet ...

T. Dear (Rudge), Hants^
C. F. King (Bradbury), Fleet ...

S. B. Wilks (5 Indian), Fleet ...

N. Kennedy (Triumph), Fleet ...

A. A. Longiey (5 Indian), Fleet ...

S. Smith '(Triumph), Fleet

T. E. Little (Triumph), Fleet ...

W. J. Harrison (Premier), Hants
E. Ingram (Triumph), Hants ...

J. Tuffin (5 Indian), Hants
A. Nelson (Kerry-Abingdon), Fleet

Average figure of merit.—Fleet, 208, 1st ; Hants. 273.

Best performance on formula.—T. Dear (Budge).

Place
Time. on formula

53s. ... 10

53s. 3

54is. 1

55-^s. . 4
56is. 5

56is. 2

58ts. 9

63|s. 6

64|s. 7

87s. 8

122|s. ... 11

Failed

Failed
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Club Ne.vs—
Essex M.C.

The annual gymkhana has been arranged for the 26th inst.,

of which particulars may be obtained from Mr. S. (j. Edwards,
100, Mount Pleasant Lane, Clapton.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

Final arrangements are now being made for the inter-team
competition with the North-west London iLC.C. on Satur-
day, August 25th. It will take the form of a reliability

trial, probably including the ascent of one or two steep hills.

Mersey M.C.
On August 27th team trials wiU be held for teams of three

for Mr. Lake's prizes. Meet Eocket Hotel, Broad Green, for

Buxton, rid S\ arrington, Knutsford, and Macclesfield, re-

turning same route. The start is at 10 a.m.

Oxford M.C.C.

Owing to the holidays the hill-climb an-anged for

September 9th will be postponed until a later date. Several
new members have been elected during the past few weeks,
the total membership now being 152.

Durham and District M.C.C.
Another hill-climb was held un Jubilee Bank, Willington,

on August 2nd, for the Triumph gold medal, and the follow-
ing are the results :

Fit;, of mt'iit.

1. R. B. Smith (Ariel) 70.7
2. F. Turvev (T.T. Triumph) 79.2
3. A. Clark (Dene-Precision) 80.2

This event was followed by a slow climb on the .same hill

for the club silver medal, and was won by W. P. Cross
(Bradbury), 3m. 37§s.

Liverpool A.C.C.

An amusing competition was held on August 12lh in the
formof a crock hill-climb. The machine provided was a 4 h. p.

Hamilton, and the rider to take it the farthest up the hill,

without l.p.a.. was to be the winner of the total entry fees.

An interesting feature of the competition was that two lady
members of the club also rode the "crock" sitting side-

saddle. The winner proved to be Mrs. Ba.\ter with E.
Hardisty as runner-up. The club are holding a run to
Bettws-y-Coed on August 20th, starting from the landing
stage at 9 a.m.

Norwion and Dist.ict M.C.C.

On the 8th inst. the second annual motor cycle race meet-
ing was held at Great Yarmouth. The card comprised six

events, and it is somewhat remarkable that every event was
won by the same rider, A. \V. Lincoln (3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph). Although the number of spectators was not very
large the meeting proved very successful and reflects the
greatest credit upon its organisers.
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Aberavon, East Talbot, and District M.C.C.

This club, which has recently been formed, held its

initial competition in the form of a speed-judging contest
over a sealed course on the Cowbridge road. Out of a field

of twenty-two A. J. .James (3^ h.p. Humber and sidecar)

proved the winner. The secretary, Mr. 0. H. Locke, 51.

High Street, Aberavon. East Talfiot, will be glad to hear
from any motor cyclists in the district who may wish to

join the club.

Dublin and District M.C.

The reliability trial from Publin to Glengarriff and back
(442 miles) proved a very interesting competition, and, con-

sidering that part of the route covered was in extremely bad
condition, the result was satisfactory, eleven of the seventeen
actual starters completing the course. Of the sis men who
dropijed out, two bad broken timing pinions, two had bad
punctures, one had magneto trouble, and another, colliding

with a wandering sheep, fell, and was so cut about the face

that lie sought the nearest r;iilway station and came home
direct. Subsequently tlie returns from the open and secret

controls resulted in the Club Cup, with accompanying gold

medal, being awarded to T. J. Dunpliy. who drove a P.

and M. H. Greaves (2| h.p. Enfield) and R. Walshe (3^ h.p.

Hex) were awarded ^o'"^ medals, while silver medals w-ent to

T. Woods (3J h.p. Premier) and L. J. Kettle (3^ h.]).

Triumph). The committee decided to award special certifi-

cates to all those who covered the full distance without gaining

a prize, and these were the following: P. J. Bradv (3^ h.p.

Rudge), F. J. Walker (3i h.p. Rudgc). J. H. TavloV (3^ h.p.

Rudge). J. Healy (3i li.p. Rudge), 0. S. Baker (3i li.p.

Triumph), and T. D. Rollins (3^ h.p. Rover).

Ayr and District M.C.

The fourth annual reliability trial took place on Wednesday,
the 16th inst., in ideal weather, the route being from Ayi
via Dumfries, Carlisle, Penrith, over Shap summit to High
Borrow Bridge and back, a total distance of 251 miles, to

be covered at 20 m.n.h.
The following out of seventeen entrants qualified for gold

medals, being up to time at all the controls : Miss May
Senior (2^ h.p. Douglas), D Armstrong (3 h.p. Triumph),
H. Andrew (5^ h.p. Triumph). J. Brown (35 h.p. Excelsior),

(Jeorge Cocker (3i h.p. Triumph). Q. Clark (SJ h.p. Rev),

F. K. Dickson (3i h.p. B.S.A.), J. Gilchrist (3^ h.p. Triun>T)li).

J. Hutchison (3i h.p. Singer), W. Munro (2| h.p. Douglas),

J. Meredith (5 twin Indian), D. McGiU (3i h.p. Adler), T. L.

Kankine (Sj h.p. T.T. Singer), and J. Robertson (3i h.p.

Triumph).
This being the final competition of the season, the marks

for the various events have now been allocated, with the

result that the President'.? silver cup goes to Jlr. George
Cocker (34 li.p. Triumph) for the highest aggregate of 576.5

out of a possible 600.

Some members of tlie nswly-formed Weybridge anl Disirict M.C.C. who took part in the opening run oj the ISii inst., starling from the Ship Hotel. It promises

to tie a very successful club.
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QUESTIONS 6t REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

Leicester to the Lakes.

What is the best route to the
Lake District from Leicester, so
as to steer clear of Manchester?
My machine is a 4 li.p. Jap-
Campion. We are thinking of

making Bowness our centre.—R.G.W.
Your best route would be as follows

;

Leicester, Melton Mowbray, Grantham,
Newark, Retford, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,
Aberford, Bramham, two miles soutli of
Wetherby turn left and go through Hare-
wood, Otley, Illdey, Skipton, Settle,
proceeding by Ingleton, Kirkby Lonsdale,
to Bowness.

Valve Grinding.

In view of what is said in

?'
" Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them" with regard to
-^ the damage done to valve seat-

ings by grinding in the valves,
would you advise fitting new valves
in the place of those that require grind-
ing owing to pitting'/ Are not the
seats injured at all in cases where the
valves are pitted?—R.G.C.

No. The valve suffers more than the
seating. A little grinding in will do the
seating no harm, but, as has been stated
in " Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," it is better to grind the valvo
first of all with a dummy seating, and
th«n finish it off on the proper seating.
To fit new valves in every case would be
rather an expensive item, but the makers
will usually true them up on a grinder
when they are almost equal to new.

Varying Gear wltli Belt.

I have a 3^ h.p. Midget Tricar
without pedals, geared about 65
to 1 when the belt is on the
bottom of the engine pulley, but
I find I am unable to climb all

the stiff hills here (Berkshire), and not
being able to go to the expense of a
two-speed gear, I shall be glad to know
whether the fitting of a size larger belt
rim pulley to the wheel would bring
the gear to 6^ or 7^- to 1. If this were
done, would this gear be too low and
overheat the engine^ and would it assist

me in climbing hills? Mine is an old-

fashioned F.N. carburetter. Would the
substitution of the latest B. and B. be
any advantage for bill-climbing?—J.T.

We should advise you to have two sepa-
rate belts, one giving 4^ or 4| to 1 gear,

and the other to use with the re-adjusted
pulley, giving you 5J or 5 to 1 gear.

Your machine, however, should be able

to climb hills with the gear you mention
with perfect ease, so long as it is not
used for going fast on the level with the

same gear, as it would then undoubtedly
overheat. The alteration you mention
would further result in the engine heating
up to a very b,ad degree. A 1911 Brown
and Barlow carburetter would be a dis-

tinct advantage.

Starting a Sidecar.

(1.) What are the correct sizes

^1 for low and high tension insu-

^ lated wires for a 3^ h.p. motor
-IJ cycle? Would the same sizes be

the best for a 6 h.p. twin? This
useful little point seems to be omitted
from " Hints and Tips." (2.) I rm
going in for a sidecar combination.
Please advise as to whether I

should purchase a 5 h.p. twin with
two speeds or 3^ h.p. with, say, Arm-
strong three-speed? Is the 3^ h.p.

really sufficient for the hills on
main roads? (3.) How is a

sidecar combination usually started?

I am told that handle starting is

generally impossible with the sidecar

fixed on the left. Is it a difficult

matter to push "off on the low gear as

Avith the solo cycle? Or can the back
wheel be raised on the stand, the

engine started with pedals, put on
"free," andjStand raised, and machine
started tbv slipping in the low gear?

—

\

C.C.V.R."

(1.) The usual type of motor cycle £ize|

high and low tension wire is suitable forj

all makes, either for a 6 h.p. or a
3^"J

h.p. (2.) We should advise a 6 h.p.-^

twin for preference. 3^ h.p. is e-nough'

if you caji obtain a lowest ratio of about
10 to 1. (3.) By putting in the low gear

and pushing off. One soon gets accus-

tomed to mounting on the wrong side of

the machine. Of course, you can start

\>j jacking up first of all, as suggested.

Some engines can be started by (hand
with the driving wheel on the ground.

Harry Martin, who, at Parkheai, Glasgow, on the 12tli inst., riding a 2 1 h.p. Martin-Jap, lowered three motor
cycle records—namely, the three miles standing start, five miles standing start, and the mile standing start.

Martin's times respectively were : 3min. 24J sec.,5min.30g sec. (world's record tor 2i t:.p.).and 1 min. 155 sec.
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OUaining jEn-ajes for Accident.

I would like your legal adviser's

-^1 opinion as regards an accident.

^ Riding along a main road I ov«r-

-iJ took a pleasure party in a brake ;

there were cyclists riding at each
side of the brake, and as I was about
to pass them the brake swerved and
caused the cyclist at the right side to

cross in front of me. To save the

cyclist I ran into the hedge, breaking
the fork and front spindle. Can I re-

cover damages?—il.O..C
Our legal adviser states : If your
correspondent can prove to the satis-

faction of the court tliat he was rid-

ing cautiously, and gave sufficient warning
of his approach, lie should succeed in

recovering the amount he claims, but he
had better not commence an action unless

he has a good witness to support him.

The action would be in the county court
where the defendant lives.

Tricar Queries.

I have a 9-11 h.p. Riley tricar,

^ri water-cooled, V-shaped engine,

> and would like to know as
-i-i follows : (1.) AVhat sort of oil for

engine and how often to oil or

charge? (2.) What sort of oil or grease

for gear bo.\? (3.) \Miat sort of

dressing for clutch? How and when
to apply same? (4.) Petrol sometimes
drips on clutch from carburetter.

Does this matter? (5.) Distance from
valve stems to tappets is about equal

to thickness of thumb nail. Is that
sufficient? (5.) Can you advise the best

method to make the engine as silent as

possible? Could I wrap silencer in

asbestos or something?—R.I. P.

(]..) The best sort of oil for the engine in

question is a good water-cooled oil such
as the leading lubricant companies can
suppi}' you with the greatest ease. It

would be best to allow the engine half a

charge of oil about every five miles. (2.)

For the gear box. a good, plain yellow

grease, fairly thick, mixed with a litlie

quantity of the oil used for the engine,

and put into the gear box so that one of

the shafts is practically running in it,

would be the most suitable arrangement.
(3.) Collan oil is excellent for a leather

covered clutch which is at all fierce, and
should be applied the moment any " fierce-

nef s " is felt. (4.) Petrolought not, under
any circumstances, to drip on to the
clutch, and it Avould be well to arrange
some fitment which would obviate this, as

it is most injurious to the leather. (5.)

The distance mentioned between valve
stem and tappet is approximately correct.

You want just enough clearance to pre-

vent the valve touching the tappet when
it stretches due to heat, and not sufficient

to retard th-a opening. (6.) The engine
of this tricar ought to be fairly

silent, but if it is- not so there is not
very much you can do beyond fitting

another type of silencer. We should not
advise you, under any circumstances, to

wrap the silencer in asbestos, as it is

absolutely necessary that the silencer

should get rid of as much of its internal

heat;-. as possible, and asbestos would
seriously impede this.

Uill-climblng.

During a recent ride I had
occasion to ascend Westerham
Hill on my free engine Triumph
geared 4^ to 1. and strange to

say I failed early on the hill.

However, I made a second attempt, and
succeeded in getting within fifty yards
of the top, when I failed again. Being
only a beginner, I shall be glad if you
will advise rrn the best way to

approach hills such as Westerham,
whether "all out" or only medium
throttle, etc. I am siu'e my machine is

capable of climbing such a hill as it is

in very good tunc. My weight is

12 stones, and speedometer registers

700 miles ojily. Tiie engine was fairly

hot as I had done over twenty miles
before I came to the hill.

—

Ci.t'tih.

Apparently all you need is a little

practice. First of all try gearing a little

lower, say 4| to 1. Approach a hill on
half throttle and then open out as soon
as the steep pait is in sight. This
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should carry you safely to the top. At
any sign of lagging slightly close the
air. If then you find the engine inclined

to knock, slightly retard the spark.
A New Oil.

A traveller called upon us,^ offering us a. brand of oil

> eminently suitable for air-cooled
-I-l engines. He absolutely guaran-

teed that this oil %vould not car-

bonise under any conditions. Have
you heard of such an oil, and what is

the best way of testing the guarantee?

—

Dewdhop.
All motor cycle oils are sold as being

suitable for air-cooled engines. What
you had better do is to get a sample and
submit it to the Birmingham University
Laboratory for analysis. You will then
be told if the maker's claim is justified.

READER'S REPLY.
In a recent issue "E.J.D." makes

some enquiries about a Douglas. I am
using a 1911 two-speed machine of this

make for solo and occasional sidecar work.

If he can supply the machine with petrol

and oil I don't see why he should not

keep it running anywhere in England till

the tyres wear out without being

troubled by engine overheating. As for

oil on the "belt mine gets a lot, I think

from the chain which is automatically

lubricated. It does not seem to have

any bad effect en the rubber, strange as

this may seem. Jline has run over 2,000

miles in about three months, and is the

healthiest looking rubber belt for its age

I have ever seen. It is a |in. Lyso.

—

J. C. Benn'ktt Mitchell.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"W.R." (Ilford). 1911 Scott with

and without sidecar.

"E.C.W." (South Devon). Centipede

belt.
'• P.A.L." (Cheriton). 7 h.p. Indian

and four-cylinder F.N. with sidecar for

use in the Punjab.
C.H.A. (Buckinnst Hill). 1911 5 h.p.

Indian.

AUTO CYCLE

UNION SIX

DAYS' TRIALS.

Competitoro'

machines

arranged in order

in the Clarendon

Hotel yard prior

to the start oa

the first day.

^m^'&

A4«
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Additional Premises.
Nye and Co.-, motor agerrts, have opened

additional premises at 138, Gray's Inn
Koad, E.G.

Hill-cllmbins.
At tlie Belfast and District' M.C.C.

Iiill-clinib, held recentlj-, out of eighteen
'entrants, a Kerry-Abingdon machine
ridden by a novice made iastest time.

Martin has a Field Day.
Harry Martin won the five miles open

handicap, the three miles open handicap,
and the five miles open scrat-ch race at the

Cambridge Mammoth Sports on the 8t.h

inst. He rode a Martin-Jap machine, and
nsed a Dunlop belt. He also used a

Dunlop belt on the 12th inst. when he
put up new figures at Celtic Park.
Glasgow, referred to elsewhere in. this

isi-ue.

Changes of Address.
Owing to the large demand for Clincher

tyres, it has been found necessary to obtain

mcch larger warehouse premises. . On
and after the present date, all goods and
repairs should be sent to the new
address, Mercer Street, Long Acre,- W.C.
The tyre sales offices still remain at Bed-
ford Chambers, Covent Garden, "W.C.

A. T. Stanton advises us that his

address is changed from Colvestone
Crescent to "Kingsbury." Harlesden Road,
"Willesden Green, N.W. Mr. Stanton
recently sustained rather a serious acci-

dent through a burst front tyre, but is

now almost better again.

A motor cyclist press photograptier who lias ridden

motor cycles for eleven years, and owned over
twenty different macllines. In a lettar to tlie makers
of his machine, he states that his business takes

him over all sorts and conditions of roads, and his

Rover takes hira up the b ggest hills with ease.

AUGUST 24th, igii.

Two New Accessories.
Several ingenious accessories have lately

been placed on the market by Messrs.

"

Packer and Prentiss Roden Street, Ilford,

among which we may mention the Mixa
fan, -which is fitted in the inlet pipe.

When in position, it is spun round by
the suction of the piston on the induction

stroke, and in turning thoroughly mixea.^

the gas and air. Great improvement in'

running is claimed by the makers for this

device. The other accessory which we
' illustrate is Messrs. Packer and Prentis's_
" belt fa'stener, which, it will be seen, has

an extia screw hinged on it. The fact

that each side is attached at two points

,
should avoid any possibility of the fastener

coining adrift.

Route Cards.
Jones and Co., motor engineers, Lich-

field;, present all motor cyclists who call

at" their garage with a heat little folding

pocivet motor map and guide, which gives

all the important routes passing through
Lichfield and the mileage along the roads
to important towns. Tliis is an enterpris-

ing' feature which will doubtless recom-
mend itself.

An Ingenious Two-speed Gear.
The engine crankshaft A carries loosely

mounted upon it a belt pulley B, which
can be clutched to it the operating lever

C. The half-speed shaft D, which actuates

the valves, is made sufficiently strong to

take the drive, and it carries a chain

sprocket E, which gears by a chain on
to a sprocket F fixed to the belt pulley B.
When the operating lever C is moved in

the opposite direction the chain sprocket
E is clutched to the half-speed shaft D,
and the other clutch, securing the belt

A^2

¥wm^
ffr BY

ERIC.W WALFOPUFCfPA

pulley B to the engine crankshaft, is dis-

engaged. The power, therefore, goes
through the half-speed shaft, and returns
to the belt pulley through the chain at a
reduced speed. This invention provides a
two-speed gear, with the ability to start

on the clutch on either gear, with the
addition merely of a pair of chain wheels
and a chain, the half speed gearing for

driving the camshaft being, of course, an
essential in any case, whilst for the
present invention it is merely iriade

slightly stronger than usual.—G. D.
Leechman, No. 12,827, 1910.

A Spring Seat Pillar.

The two tubular portions A and B iire

connected by a

circular spring
portion C. Heli-

cal springs may
be used as at D
to accommodate
riders of different

weights. There
are thus no
pivots or bear-
ings to wear out
and make a

noise.—R. Bay-
liss, No. 24.345,
1910.

The Triumph Luggase Carrier.
In order that a low saddle position may

be obtained, the luggage carrier A does
not project as far forward as usual, but
stops short at the vertical rods B, and

is secured to the stays C by means of the':

bar D. The toolbags E P are arranged be-,

neath the carrier.—Triumph Cycle Co.,
Ltd., and C. W. Hathaway, No. 17.947,
1910.

1,
<

Lost and Found.
We receive many letters regarding acces-

•

sories, etc., both "Lost and Found," which
we are unable to find space for. As these
particular matters are of interest to. two
persons only, viz., the finder and the loser,
we have decided to keep a list of such
articles, and all that are notified to us will
be inserted in this list. Should we receive
a letter from the finder v.-hicli corresponds
to the article lost, the two persons will be
put into communication, but we cannot
enter into correspondence on the matter.
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THE iiALCYON" LIGHTWEIGHT

IVl£ikes you BncJepenclen± of Ra.alwa.v Strikes.

M.C.C.
London-Edinburgh

Run.

GOLD MEDAL.

SSESS

1

1/ J
Junior T.T. Race.

FASTEST SINGLE
GEARED MACHINE.

M.C.C. Gymkana,
Brooklands.

''-^H^^HH

l^m4-' 1
-

3-Iap Race.
THIRD, against very
severe handicapping.

••^ ^ ::?! :•-.,..•

Paris-Trouville Race.

FIRST.

2 h.p. ALCYON,
complete

—

Price £39.

Agents wanted
where not
repr e s e n t e d.

Telephone

—

Victoria 1215.

Alan Hay ar Iving at Edinburgh on hii 2 h.p. Aicyon.

G. N. HIGGS, 31, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.

g:raM£5 f

THE REWARD OF MERIT.
In consequence of the phenomenal success

of the Gradua Gear, no less than 10 different

motor cycle clubs have found it necessary to

place restrictions upon its use in their compe-
titions. The monotonous n. n of Gradua suc-

cesses discouraged other riders from enterirg.

H/^RPy s|
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these eolumnr'i

—First 14- words or less 1/6, and Id. per wor.

alter. Eacli paragrapli is cliarged separately

Name and address must be counted. In th<

case of Trade Advertisements a series

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should b

accompanied with remittance, and be addressee

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry
To ensure insertion letters should be posted h
time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), bj

the first post on Friday morning previous tc

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements sboulc

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines arp

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
furtlier afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

6/

Northumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION T.

Cumberland, Durham, and

SECTION 11.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford.

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton.
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Sufiolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth.

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kcnt^ and Susses.

SECTION IX
Somerset, DevoUj Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
Ecolidd'J.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

For SATISFACTORY
RESULTS

As well as

SATIS-
FACTORY
PRICE
when
seeking a
Motor
Cycle

Bargain

GO TO
WAUCHOPE'S
The City Agency for all the Leading Makes

ol Motor Cycles. The House with the largest

stock of Latest Models and finest selection of

Genuine Second-hand Machines, renovated and
fully guaranteed. Every Machine perfectly pre-

pared for riding, a Bargain certain to give satis-

factory results as well as satisfactory price.

TO-DAY'S LIST INCLUDES :

iHi.p, 191a MOTOSACOCHE .... 20 Gns
3ih.p. iqio TRIUMPH £38
3 h.p. FAFNIR £20
2} h.p. MINERVA £17 10
3* h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £38
7' h.p. 1910 REX DE LUXE and

sidecar £*7 10
3ih.p. 1908 Two-speed N.S.U. .. £22 10
3* h.p. 1911 F.E. BRADBURY .. 40 Gns
i|b.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD.... £5
3* h.p. igu Standard BRADBURY £37 10

3J h.p. igio Two-speed HUMBER £35
7 h.p. 19 10 Two-speed V.S. and

. sidecar £52 10
3* h.p. 1910 Two-speed P. and M. £36 10
6 h.p. 1909 Twin MATCHLESS . . 30 Gns.

Sih.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £47 10
3^ h.p, 1911 BAT 40 Gns.
3* h.p. 1910 SCOTT £45
2i h.p. 1911 3-speed NEW-HUDSON 40 Gns.

2i h.p. BRADBURY 10 Gns.
3! h.p. 190S BROWN £12 10
3J h.p. 1911 BROWN £35
3i h.p. 1911 free-engine RUOGE .. £43 10
1} h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £12 10
Ii h.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO £22 10
5 h.p. 1911 REX Sidette 48 Gns.

7 h.p. 1911 REX Sidette 65 Gns.
2:1 h.p. 1910 Two-speed F.N. . . £23 10
3j h.p. 1910 Tonrist REX £32 10
7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S. . . £45
si h.p. BROOKLANDS £16 10
3il!.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH 37 Gns
7 h.p. 1909 Two-speed V.S. and

sidecar.

3ih.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P £25
35 h.p. 1910 MIDGET Bicar .. £22 10
8 h.p. iqio Twin BAT £45
2j h.p. BRADBURY £8 10
3i h.p. 1908 BROWN £22 10
3l h.p. 1909 MINERVA £25
5 h.p. 1910 Twij-speed Twin ROC 40 Gns.
2 h.p. igoS MOTO-REVE £15
7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed INDIAN . . £47 10
2} h.p. igio DOUGLAS £30
23 h.p. ARIEL £8 10
5 h.p. 1907 Twin REX DE LUXE £22 10

LONDON'S M^ST SATISFACTORY BARGAINS
FOR CASH OR EXCHANGE.

ASK Send brief particulars of your present mount
FOR and receive liberal cash allowance offer for

LIST, same in part purchase of any new machine.

42S4.
42S7.

4288.
4291.
4295.
4298.

42-)9.

4310.
4335.

4238.
4247.
4249.
4250.
4252.
4260.
4261.
4264.
4269.
4276.
4277.
4285.
42S6.

4205.
4207.
4208.

4215.
4216.
4218

4219.
4226.

4229.
4180.
4181.

4198.

4154.
4160.

4040.
4123.

4133.
4135.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, SHoe l.a.ne, Fleel: S'f'.:

kONDON, E.G.
'Phone—5777, Holbom.
Telegrams—" Opificer, London." J

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be .(

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle ". Office, i;

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration, n

atid three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent *

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in i
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No. •'

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or ii " London"

i

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o i

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

S)ff-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
PersorLs who hesitate to send money to unknown persons i

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our r

Deposit System. If the money .he deposited with " 'fhe
'

Motor Cycle," both 'parties are advised of this receipt. i

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of ttie

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we retjjm the amount
lo the depositor, arid each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ,rio-.ln

value, a deposit fee of 2s, 6d. is charged, when under

{.lo the fee is is"^ All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifie and Sons l.imited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

"•nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

iilence as an indication that the roods advertised have

ajjeady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so :

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacb ij

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
^

Westmoreland.

1 QOS Triumph, N.S.TJ. free enj^ine a.nd 2-.=;peed. es-
X iJ cellent condition, tyres E,'Ood, new belt, P. and H.
lamp, numerous spare.s.—Cropper, Tiaiiage, Penrith.

3ih.p. Triumph Cyi-le, 1909 model, in, perfect running
2 order: at £33—Turvey and Co-, The Motoi

House, Sunderland-

3ih.p. Triumph Cycle, 1907 model, h-b-c., magneto
2 ignition, in good running order ; at £24.—Turvey

md Co., The Mutor Hou:>e, Sunderland.

3JLh-p. Res Motor Cycle, 1909 model, Amac carbur-
2 etter, h.b-c-, and magneto, grand running oid°r;

at i'23; inspection and trial.—Turvey and Co., The Motor
House, Sunderland.

Triumph;?, Humbers, B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motoi
cycles. lightweights, 2 speeds, free engices ; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries-—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. Tel. : No. 626.

SUCTION n.
Vork and Lancashire.

FREE Engine Triumph, jus"t detivered ; £55 for caHh--
Cross. agent, Rotherhaon.

REX, 3ih-p., magneto, h.b-c., spare.^; £18.—Talman, (

Ocean Rd., Walney.

pRlUMPH. 1910. completp, perfect, new tyres; £33,
J- —81, Long Jjaue, Preston.

"1 Qll^ Bradbury. 2-sneed, F.E..
-l-t/ and overalls; £55.—Below.

Cowey, new lamp,

A4-i Jn ansiverinrf these advertisemefits it is desirable to mention

1 Qoa Triiuuph, 1909 improvements, Palmer oord
ii/ tyres, ahiio^t new, mirror, all accessories; 30
irnineas.—Wiirinj^, Miirket. Sq., Lj-tham-

ZENITH. 3ih.p., lyil. first-class condition; £42--
Smith, 9, Ranby Ed-, Sheffield.

ROVER, 1911. free engine, not run 200 miles; £45.
—Smith, Hi^h Skellgate, Ripon-

"jQll 2h.p- Lightweight Premier, brand new; £29/10.
Xt/ —Garland, ironmonger, Warrington.

1 Qll Premier, 3ih.p., just like new, in perfect condi-
J-t' tion, extra fitments; bargaiu, £38-—Below-

TRIUMPH, T-T., 1909, jnst had new belt and non-fl

skid covers fitted; first £30.-Below-
^

REX, 5h-p-, 1908, in the best of condition; only wantsJ
seeing : £24. cheap.—Below. - -

I HAVE several other mapnets machines from
also accumulator machines from £4, new-^ai^

second-hand sidecars, etc-—Stanley Motor Garage, WesM
brook St-, Bolton.

"BQll Triumph, free engine; 1911 Bradbury, can delX «/ liver inuuediately.—Lord, agent, Rochdale. " I

3ih p. Rex, Iateil909^ perfect condition, verv low nnci

^ fast; cheap.—17,* Barlow Moor Rd., Didabuiy-

MOTOSACOCHE, 2ih,p., 1911. spares, free engine!
perfect condition: £30.—Motor, 151, Mayor St,i

Bolton. .

" The Motor Cucle.''
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IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY.
NEW 1911 MACHINES IN STOCK.

mil 1! h.p. Tourist Rex 43 Gns
1911 5 h.p. Two-speed Rex de Luxe £63
1911 7 h.p. bidette 80 Gns
1911 3ih.p. Bradbury £48
J911 3! h.p. T\vo-,pctd Bradbury £55
i9it 3* h.p. Rudge-Whitworth £48

NEW 1910 MACHINES. REDUCED PRICES.

1910 3i h.p. Magneto Rex, grey finish 32 Gns
1910 3i h.p. Magneto Rex, "Cantilever seat 35 Gni
1910 5 h.p. Twin, grand sidecar mount 42 Gni
1910 3I h.p. Plate Clutch, free engine, pedals . . 43 Gns

The iQio machines all bear makers' guarantee.

THE EXCHANGE
19ir RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4 19 6

B

£0 6De Luxe type, with best tyre, apron, etclype, witn Dest lyre, apron, etc to
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7 (

Ditto, with best c< acli-built body £7 12 (

^ed niiirk-dptnr.li.ible ioint?; are fittprl tn nil mmlfk
, 1 c< .icii-uuiiu uuuy tii yz \

Improved quick-detachable joints are fitted to all models.
Prompt dcUvery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s,

Indians, and any other make.
' '- .— -1- ExchanRes entertained,

. inaians, an
Discount to trade.

PASSENGER CO.'VIBINATIONS.

5* h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, magneto ignition, h-k
clutcli, handle starting, and new rijiid sidecar £27 10

5j h.p. N.S.U., free enguic, N.S.U. sidecar, vcrv
smart turnout ". £33 10

5I h.p. Two-speed Rexette, carries three £24 10
Brand New igioi Twin Rex de Luxe, igir fiiti'i;;':.

and new 191 1 de Juxc sidecar , . £58 15

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN STOCK.
1911 35 h.p. Tourist Rex, done 7so miles
igio 3j h.p. T.T. Triumph, grand machine
igio 7 h.p. Twin Rex
[91b Twin Rex, special M.O.V. engine, very fast.

.

(910 3j h.p. Magneto Rex, 84 J x 8g
[910 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, fine sidecar machine . .

1910 3 J h.p. Rex, vtry fast, special, machine-
910 3 h.p. N.S.U. , magneto
i h.p. Tourist Rex, smart and good
908 3-0 h.p. Rex Lightweight, magneto
y07 3! h.p. Mai^neto Rex, spring forks

907 3j h.p. Rex, spring foriis, runs well

J h.p. Twill Rex de Luxe, Roc cluteh, spring fork:^

[UVdrant, 3 h.p., nice order
h.p. Antoine, h.b, control

J h.p. J.A.P., light and handy
>h.p. J.A.P., twin, magneto, free engine ......
h.p. Fafnlr, good order, low

|J'h.p. 4-cyl. F.N
N. Magneto Lightweight _

.

\\ h.p. Magneto Quadrant, spring forks . .

,

'' h.p. Eclipse, low frame, wants attention
.

£3G
£38 10
£37 10
£29 10
£27 10
£22 10
£27 10
£19 10
£24 10
£17 10
£19 19
£15 10
£24 10
£11 10
£16 10
£8 10

£26 10
£10
£19 19
£16 10
£20
£4 10

S

FECIAL OFFER.—Two Brand New 3i h.p. Rexcs
84A bore, Sg stroke, spring forks, very low fra;ne.
ball bearings to engine-shaft, Bosch magnetr
ignition. Brown and Barlow handle-bar control car-
buretter, foot and hand brakes, gip. Lyso belt,
26x2} Continental t\Tes, footresls, number-plates[
toolbag. tools, spares, stand, and carrier. Bargain
price. 32 Gns. With 2-spc':-ds, £5 15s. extra.

C.isii o[i<_-is. Exchanges liberally Lonsidered.

The Halifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS.
16. \A/es-ts-a.te, HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, "Perfection."'

Business Hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
itraliaa Agent—Alien, 6, Westboume St., Petersham

N.S.W,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LADY'S Singer Lightweight, new. £33: Humber light-

weight, gent's. £34 ; Minerva, second-band, £15 ; :

Bioscope (Butcher's), £15; exchange eonaidered.—Mit-
cheU's, Stalford.

CALTHOKPE. 3ih.p.. 1910, condition aa new. just
overhauled by makers, Brown and Bartow. Dunlop

belt, lamp, Lorn, spares^ tooU, etc. ; £25.—Hodson, 153.
High St., Bloxwich.

"I Qll Triumnh, free engine modeld, from stuck: second-
Xi/ band sidecar for Triumph, £3/10: Chater-Lea.
Fafnir, 3h.p., magneto, ,

splendid order, £17/10.—Jones,
|

Triumph agent, EiailuenTdd, Pwllheli.
j

TEIITM.PH, 3ih.p., free engine model, new September.
1910, enamelling and plating" perfect, ryres and

belt as new, l*owelI?and Hanmer laiup' and ^generator,
horn, and all .spares, enciue perfect ; tan he .^cen or tried

any time; £43. — S. B. Joyce, Wickated Hall, \Tliit-

church.

1011 i'ree Engine Rover, equal to new. £42: 1909LU Triumph. £30; 1910 free engine Triumph, £40;
1910 twin Clvno. 6h.p., £35; -1911 Bradburv. latest

model, £48: 1911 free engine Triumuli, £55: 1911 2-

<P'-r-d A.J.S.. £46: 3h.p. Quadrant. £7; 3h-p. Eex. £7/10.
—Marstons's, 26, Bridge St., Chesf-n--

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Nortliamptonshire. and Warwickshire.

ARGAIX.-Twin 2-=pfed Rex de Luxe. Whittle belt;
£25—52, Florence Ed., Acocks Green.

TRTTTMPH, free engine, just delivered.—W. Brandish,
Trimuph a^ent, Great Heath, Coventry.

TRIUMPH. 1910. standard, excellent condition, engine
just overhauled by Triumph Co.; £35 caah.—Shar

num. Market Place, Braokley.

HUMBER.—Birminghiira and district wholesale and
retail depot, 78, New St. 'Phone: Central 7298.

HUMBER. 3ihp., with free engine) and 2-speed
pear, the fanmus sidebar machine, " eflleient and

"fonomii-al; deliveries from stock.

HUMBER LiKhtweicht. with S-ispeed Armstrong
«i*nr and free encine; aUn demonstration niugle-

geared 2h.p.. only slightly .«oiled. £31-

HOMB ER. 3 :h.p. , 2-jipepd. complete with torpedo
coach-built aideear, the ideal combination; £60.

ENFIELD Lightweight, late 1909. not ridden 1.000
mile-; : £25. or near cash offer.—Owen, Sleaford.

Lincolnshire.

ZEN1TH-GRADUA9. 3ih p., in itock for imraedlatp
delivery.-Sole district agents, PaskellB. Ltd.. 62.

Uigh St., Leicester.

DOUGLAS. Model D. in slock for immedint* de
livery.—Sole district ogeats Paskell's, Ltd., 62.

High St., Leicester.

Q 3.h.p. Minerva, Dunlop tyres, lamp, st^ind, horn, new l|

'W-l engine, perfect coudition; cheap.-Wood. Woin-
tloet.

BRADBURY Standard Models, in stock. SSgns.

;

Premiers, 33gns. to clear.-Saunders' Garage, Alve-
ihureh.

HUMBER Motor Cycle, 2;h.p., good nmning order;
£5/5, offers.—24, Cliiremont Rd-, Sporkbrook, Bir-

niin;,-i:am.

3ih-p. Trimnph. with 1910 cylinder, piston, valve?.
2 h.b.c-, pertect; £25 cash.—Stamford Garage,

Stamford.

TRIUMPH 1910, condition new; open to expert ei-
omination. with necessories; £3?--Gittiuga, 67.

RaU'ieh St-, Walsall.

"I
Qll Bradbury, tixed engine and gear, Dunlop front.

J-tf Rom back, all spares; £37.—No. 8.X96, The Motor
Cycle Officer, Coventry.

3ih.p. 1911 Standard Bradbury, perlect order, littk-

2 u^ed. ai new; best offer--Medicus, c/o Wilson's
Gjrage, Loughborjugh, Leice--<ter.

1 Q^f 3ih.p- Free-engine Excelsior, ran 600 miles.
jL*y Palmer cord tyres. Dunlop belt, spares; £28 —
Jenkins, !.'> Avtft«tone Rd. Leicester.

1 Oil 2h,p. Humber Lishtwelght. 2 months old. Palmer
XI/ tvres. no fault; £33. or nearest offer.—Box No
7. 7-19, the Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3 ill. p. 2-.-;peed Humber, Mny, 191 1. splendid condi-
2 tion. new Kempshall, and Dunlop belt: 40

uineas, or near offer-- \^'.B.S., 101, Hunter St-, North-
ami'ton.

FREE Engine 3ih.p. Triumph. 1909 good conaition.
lamp, horn, tols, and spares, splendid running

ord-^r: £i3.—Leslie. 44, Oakfield Rd., Cannon Hill, Bir-
mingham-

1 Q08 Fairy, 23h.p.. magneto ignition, light, low. good
Xt/ order, £13; new standard Triumph, £48/15;
1907 31h.p- magneto Triumph, excellent condition.
£19;i0.— Plastow, Grimsby.

MINEBVA. 3:h.p-, Bosch magneto, Druids, h-b.c-,
Brooks saddle, Lyso- belt. Palmer and studded tyres,

long footboards, Trimnph pattern handle-bars. lamp.
horn, generator; any trial; £18.—Peers, Rednal, Binning-
ham-

1Q11 Res, 3Jh-p.. nearly new, condition perfect, foot
XtF board-i, magneto. Cowey speedometer, Autoclipse,
hDrn, new spare cover. 2 spare inner tubes, new, watch
on handle; bargain, £38.—Williams, V-M.C.A. Buildings,
Leicester-

j
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OIL
has had our careful attention

coupled with our wide know-
ledge of oil, exercised in its

production, which with every

confidence we recommend

CHEMICO MOTOR BIKE:
OIL is exceptionally high in'

flashpoint, will not carbonise

the valves, or soot the plug,

but will circulate everywhere

necessary and keep the engine

perfectly cool.

We Urge every motor

cyclist to test CHEMICO
MOTOR BIKE OIL, and give

attention to the running of the

engme during test.

Note how sweetly it runs and how
clean the valves keep.

PRICES.
Quart Tins ,. 1/6 each,

Half-Gallon Tins 2/6 „
Gallon Tins . . 4/6 „

G
H
E
M
I

C

LUBRICATION is a mattei

of utmost importance to the

motor cyclist, and an itena

which is apt to be too lightly

considered. You cannot give

too much attention to this, or

exercise too much care in the

selection of a suitable oil.

GHEMIGO
MOTOR
BIKE

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." M7
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All FARRAR'S
SIDECARS

are now fitted with SPECIAL

Quick DETACHABLE JOINTS
as illustrated below.

This is our tViodei de Luxe.
Complete £,5 : 5 : O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

L.ESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.
NOIK OUR iront arm whirh grips the sidecar

cnNTRE. Nothing lopsided about tliis attach-
ment.

All our Sidecars are now fitted with Farrar's
quick detachable joints and cranked back axles,

refinemeiiis found on very few other makes.
MODEL "DE LUXE " £5 5
MODEL " C," with cane body £6
MODEL ' D," with coach-built body £7
MODRl " F.," with reversible child's seat. . £6 10

ALL COMPLETE WITH MUDGUARD & TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
i\ i^. M.'s. N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT. STRONG. AND SPLENDID VALUE
SRRUNO LIKE A OAFS.
Sole Assent for Australi.i and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunler Street. SYDNEY, N.S.W.

ENGINES EN&I.NES
6-7 h.p. Twin Antoine, fmc pnlier . ... £6 10

3i h.p. GORICICE and Bosch Magneto £8 10

3I li.p. Water-cooled Auto-moto £4 10
lib. p. DE DIUN, air-cooled £1 15
Phelon and iMoore Enpine and r-'rame £5 10
4i h.p. HUMBER,water-cnoie.-| £6 10
2^ h.p. MINERVA, cood puller £3 10
2 li.p. SIMMS Engine (\-erlical) and Frame £2 10

3 h.p. DE DION, variable pulley £2 5 .

OUiCT r'nL'Hipc an-pnU^ii 111 nart pavmciU

MISCELLANEOUS BARQAENS.
New 1911 B. lV B. ' Carbiiretters.HJ:^.. control 25/-

5 '- allowed for old carburetter.

I.onguemare, B. & B., F.N., iv others from 5/- each
Triumph Saddle (B 200), padded 14/6
Powell and.Hanmer Generator 7/6
Price's Ukantes Standsr pair 5 /6

Special Heavy 26 x 2^ Tubes, guaranteed. . . . 7/6

FARRAR'S
mOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX 'lZt?T^
Telephone qiq.

A 18 /" nn-^ueriiKj

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Twin Tourist Rex, free engine, Bosch, Amac,

h.b-c-. tyres perfect, just thoroughly overhauled, le-

enamelled and plated, very fast, ideal sidecar machine :

trial here; £20, or nearest offer.—H. Bryan, Colesbill,
Birmingham-

THE Osborne Motor- Cycle, J.A.P. 4-speed, free engine,
sliding back wheel, belt slip impossible, eccentric

spring forks, absolute freedom from vibration. Splen-
did te.stimonials, thus :

" I ran yesterday 90 miles T\ith

sidecar and passenger- I never had to touch the ma-
chine in any way-"—Write, Osborne, Princess Works,
Lincoln-

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

N^EW
Triumph, free engine, in stock,

Humbers, etc—Lambert, Tlietford.
ilso Bradburys,

BRADBURY Motor Cj'cle, 3ih.p., new, unused, com-
plete in crate; c^Bh offers.-Bailey, jeweller. Soham-

T Qll 4h.p. r\vin N.S-U-, Chater-Lea frame, magneto,
JL*J B. and B. carburetter, Davison tank, linht, low,
fas-t, and like new; £19/10.-P. Wallis, Barnabas Rd..
Cambridge.

NEW Triumphs, standards and two free engine models,
in stock : also standard, only done 500. Cowey,

lamp, horn, spares; best offer accepted.—Ewen, Triumph
a.ijent, King*'; Lynn-

TRIUMPH (August. 1909). 1911 BJS^on, new Palmer
cord back, and Whittle belt. Clincher studded

front, separate generator lamp horn, to'ols, perfect; 29
guiaeas-—Booker, Wereham, Stoke Ferry.

"V["EW 1911 Lady's Hobart, 2ih.p., Armstrong 3-sp(^ed
-L^ and free en.trine, Cowey, lamp, horn, spares, not
done 300, climb anything, good reason i^ale, eveij-thinK
perfect; £40.-Kirkpatrick, 40, Tavistock St.. Bedford.

Oih.p. F.N., 2 speeds. 1910, £23; 5h.p. Indian. 1910.^4 £53; twin Roval Enfield. 1910. £22; Moto-Reve
twin, 1910. £21; Sh.p. Bat-Jap, 1910. £56; 3ih.p. Arid,
1910, £32 ; 1910 Motosacoclie, £16-—3a, Bridge St

.

Cambridge.

3ih,p, 1910 Triumph, free engine, absclntely perfect
2 (.'ondition, pnifhasi^d last October, only used

once weekly. P. and H. laiup and generator, spare br^lt

and accessories : lack of time only reason for selling

;

£42.-8,149. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

5b-p. Twin Rex, L-M-C. variable pulley, and free en-
gine, 1911 B. and B-. hb-c. ignition, new Bate^

studded tricar tyre, new Bowden band brake, foot brake,
new Ly.s:i belt, lamp, spares, splendid condition; trial;

£22.—Smith, 36, Constable Rd., Felixstowe.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

MOTO-REVE Twin Lightweight, just overliauled by
makers; bargain, £13. — Diiwsou, Silverdalo,

Builth.

1Q11 Tritrmph, new July, ridden about 6 times, abso-
J-^ iTitely unscratched; aci^ept £42/10—Walker, Stour-
bridge Rd;, Kidderminster.

I CAN deliver immediately from stock the following
mator cycles: Bradbury, B.S.A., and Homber —

Everitt's Garage, Droitwith-

IQII Free Engine Triumph, just delivered, not un-
X*/ crated; accept £52: bought car.—Box No. 8,171,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

IQIO (late) Standard Triumph. 'P. and H. lamp, ex-
J-iy haust whistle. Diinlop belt, spares, perfect order:
£37.-67, Gwydr Crescent, Swin^^ea

"I Qll 3ih-p. Tourist Ivy-Precision, ridden 60 miles 3
X«/ weeks old, lamp, hom, tools, etc., Dunlop tyres;

aucept £36.v-Wise, ironmonger, Kidderminster-

REX de Luxe, twin, latest B;seh, B.li., and adjustablp
pulley^ Roc clutch, lirst-cla.-^s condition : exehaiij-'c

j

3^h.p.. cr sell with or without sidecar —70 Fa--t fiai''
:

St., Cowbiidge.
j

"IQIO 34'h.p. Twin Premier, perfect, with 1911 ini
' XtF proTernent-;, tyres perfect, with all spares and ar-

[

cessories; £29/15 cash, no offers-—Belsten, 31, Cannon iH

St.. Aberdare- i"

3ih.ii. Humbor, 1911. almost new and in perfei't
|

2 Louditinn. with t^jiare belt, butt-ended tube, bolt
|

|iand tube carrier, s]inrf valve, belt punch. 2 spare plug's.
(

' liorn. kit bag, etc.; £47.—Capt. Boyd, Laurinton House.;
Hereford.

j

FOR Sale, Sh.p. Bat. 1910, splendid <,ondition
|

tiiioughout. new non-skids, plate clutch, Whittle, i,

I -pare tubes, racing pulleys, other spares *of every ^g
description, climb anything, 7 to 70 miles per hour,

\

; winner of several hill-climbs; owner ordered abroad;
; sacrifice, £35,—E. P. Thomas, c/o Aitaur Weale, ^

' Cantilupe Rd., Ross, Herefordshire.
|

SECTION VII.
i

: Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
,

{

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.
j

REX de Luxe, 5h.p. twin, Bosch magneto, free eu I

gine, 2 speeds, new tyres, just overhauled by makers,
||

'Oih-p. 1911 F.N-. run 400 miles, belongjing to officer
|j

-^4 ordered abroad.-Victoria Garage Clifton, Cridtol-''

102 DISGOU
Ironi any of the following machines for spot cash.

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3J h.p., 1910, with 1911 spring forks £35

3i h.p., 1910, black finish £32
3A h.p., igio, grey finish £32

si h.p., 1009, Tourist, very good £28
3 h.p., 1908, Featherweight magneto .... £18
3h h.p., igo6, Tourist, M.O.V., spring forks £14

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
5-6 h.p. 1909 two-speed de Luxe £35

or with sidecar attached £39 10

7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £43
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32 0'

5-6 h.p,, special model, 1909, magneto.... £27 10
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch £23
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p., de LOxe, 1908, two speeds, special,

pood £29 10
5-6 h.p,, 1908, two-speed de Luxe, 1909

engine £32
5-6 h.p., igoy, Tourist, Bosch magneto.,.. £21
5*6 h.p:, 1907, Lloj'd's variable gear, Bosch £23

N.S.U.'s. N.S.U.'s. N.S.U.'s.

5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19

5 J h.p. Magneto, 2 speeds £25
1908 Lightweight oscli magneto £17

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
3^ h.p. 1910 Glut -h Triumph, very fine £45
6-7 h.p. Twin Antoine, Bosch, B. & B £21

191 1 New Hudso.., Ihree speeds £47
3 h.p. Triumph, M.* .V., very good £18

3i h.p. Fafnir, M ' V., grand goer £12

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Chitcl Model Rex and uew sidecar . . £29
5-6 h.p. 2-speed lyoS Rex .-vnd Sidecar £33
One ditto £32
7-9 h.p, two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.

26 X 2 and 26 X 2 J in. wired-edge covers .... 12/6
Continental, rubber non-slvids. 26 x z^ or 2iin. 30/-

Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2} IS/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

X^yi nAWN SECURES AMY OF THESE
dC#4 liUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.

3J h.p. Brown Bicar. 26in. wheels £12
r^i h.p. Fafnir, M.o.\ £12 o

.^£t l\(\\kIK SECURES ANY OF THESE.
afoO l/UWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.

4J-5 ', h.p. N.S.U., Bosch, B. .S: B. carb £19
1908'N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .. £17

3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £18

1908 Magneto Rex, low and smart £18
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRECARS.

6i h.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35

Sh-bi h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty. . . . £24
One dittOi re-varnished £20

6 h.p. Rover Tricar, good goer 5.17

4i-5 a ^-V- two-seater Alldays car £16

iVilSOELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

12 guinea Fulford sidecar, good £6
Farrar's sidecar, 26 x 2 i £4

One. ditto 26x2]- £4

191 1 Coronet Sidecar, coach built . . . ; £4 17 6
F.R.S. 58/- Lamp act 30 /^

Cowey 'Speedometer, oidv done 582 miles.. £3 .3

Mills-Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £6 6
Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc. £1 15

prested accumulators, new, 15 amp " ii/6

Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-.

Lycett's Tutiular Carriers, new 4/11

New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/iog 15/-

New Frame for vertical engine. 30/-

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils 15/6

WANTED. WANT E 3.

Trium^^hs. Rexes, ^lincrvn-, N.S.U.'s, Douglas's,

iMoto-Reves, and other rnagneto machines.

Cash waiting.

iFarrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
(Two minute
Irom G.P.O.)HALIFAX '^"""-'"-"i"?

these adverlisements it is sirahle to mention

Telephone gig.

rU Motor Ci/ck."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
rOTTENHAM.-Bradbuiy. 3ihp., 1911. standard

£48: tlutch model, £54/10; 2-speed model, j.65
ieliverr from slock.—Below,

rOITENHASI.-Triumph, 1911. cintch model, £55
standard, £48; delivery from stock.—Below.

rOTTENHAM-Eudse-TVhitwortli, 1911, clutch modei
£55; standard model; deliTery from stock.—Ueiow

rOTTENnAlI.-Humber, 1911, 2-speed model; de
livery fro;u stock; £50.—Below.

roTTKNHAlI.-Triumph, ISll, Btandard mode!.
I- delivery from stock; £48/15.

rOTTENHAM—Pafnir, 4Jhp., Simplex, new eneine
and magneto. Whittle, spring forks; £27/10.-

rOTTENHAlI.-Kerryl 5h.p.. twin, free engine, an.
L

I uach-bnilt sidecar: £20.—Below.
poTTENHAM.-Kerry, 5h p., twin, Bosch moBncto
S- rcbored, rebuihed, and new piston.s fitted; £20.—

pOTTEXHAil-N.S.U., 5h.p., twin, Wliittle, mag
L iieto, low built sidecar Chater-Lea, spring forks
33.— IJelow.

pOTTENHAM.-K<-c, 1909. 5h.p., twin, tonrist model
all as new; £28/10.-Below.

pOTTENHAM.-Eex, 1910. 3'h.p., tourist mode'
L £li;;htly soiled; £32.—Below.
rOTTKNHAM.-Ecx, 3ih.p., .sinsle-cyl,, 1909, mag
L neto, grand raacliine; £25.—Below.

riOTTENHAlL-igiO Motosacoche, just overhauled
L hy makers; £25.—Below.

tl

28
nOTTENIlAM.—Triumph, 3ih.p., perfect order, wi
L sidecar: f 20 —Stamtdrd Hill Motor Co., 12
i-'ii Kd.. Tottenham. 'Plione 1982.

tl.]'. Uotor-Eeve. lute 1910, equal to new, splendid
' liill-ilimberj all latest iinprovements ; bargain, £20.
51, I!urnt Ash Ed., Lee.

'II Cliatcr-Lea-Eafnir, magneto, fast, powerful, "splen-
' 'lid order; £16, lowest; forbidden riding.—Rectorv
iiiii. liestin,i,'thori)e, Essex-

•Xli !' Ariel, in good condition, cylinder rebored. new
"^ pi-ston, complete; £8/10, or nearest oner.—
II 1^ ITurstpicrpoint, Sussex-

ii
I Twin Magneto, B, and B., Matchless pulley, all
I* n.'w; f ?5. or exchnugr; twin lightweiBht.— Glcn-

II fl orcester Ed.. Sntton-

T.VI lELD. 1910, 2ih.p., splendid conditibn, ne»
J iiri-s; £28/10; all accessories.—Dodd, 11, Palmers-
I

I I ^1 ent. I'aliuers Green, N.

U:ll .Mi'H, 1907, in good condition, new cylinder
- I^,''

tvrii co.upVtc, lump, liorn, etc., ready for road

:

3 -62. Ws-thes Ed., Silvertown, E.

'KHMPH iDeceraber, 19061, Mabon clutch, mjigneto
tlr-t-class condition; £35. or near ofEer.—Howard
I'rivc, Oatlamis Park, 'Weybridgc.

ri'MHEE, 1910, 2.spf.ed, absolutclv perfect, just brer
>-

'
I' rhaulcd by makers: £32/10, or e.xcliaugo twin.-

r iiv, 153, \Vc"t Ureeu Ed., Tcttcnlium.

riXKRVA. lib. p., good order, rc-bu.'hed. new accu
i^ mill Iter, new I'almcr; buyer can ride away; £8/10
lili-, 44, Union Ur_ve, Clapham.

an TriimiTili: £50; Tourist model, everything as" iii'W, 1-,H..S. lamp and generator, tj'res unpunc-
I -I'raricr, Beresford Sfi., Woolwich,

l:ii"-Ml'H, 1907, 3,h.p., magneto, 1911 improve
mints, new belt, all accesscries; £20, no offers —

ii., 15, Craven Terrace, Hyde Park.

' A —Early deliveries of these splendid mount-
irom tue Cnpps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28

iliiird Ed.. Forest Gate, London, E.

:>09 Moto-Eeve. twin, 2h.p., magneto. Druids, splen-
lid condition, jn.it been nverbnuled by makers-

• --Miitj-Eeve Works. Acton Vale, W.
liTlSACOCHE. 1909. 2;h.p.. .spring - forks, newml and ii'iiimulator. e.xcellcnt tlircnghout; £13
(Ilk sale-— Matthews. Henham, Essex.

\ 3;h.p.. excellent condition, Amac. h.b.c. ad
table pulley new tjTCs; suiiifi. e £12'15.—

3

I Orescent, South Haciney Cjmmou.
I.-

1

iKC Special, 1910 7h.p., 2-.si)TOd, free engine, witli
« 8 guinea sidecar; £46, lowest—Box L4 124

'-' '-T CikU. Offli.es, 20, Tudtr St., E.C.
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks, tyres

I -rfci t. engine- new. horn, and tools: £14/10-
-y

. 11, West View, Highgate Hill, N,

iMHEE. 1910. Sih.p,, 2-speed, free engine. Whittle
^',:^;, Ciwey speedometer, lamp, condition new;
-\\ P:. 21. Mmc-r Gardens, HoIIoway.

iiToSACOCHE, 1910, Druids, Wiittlo. free engine
lliiteliinsoas. stand, larrier, first-class order

-

'i-Hiint. 17, Tamwnrth Park, Mitcham-
Twin Pcugeot-Chater, Bosch magneto. Brown

I
1 Barlow, h.bc., large tank, very low, in splen-
ntion; £21—9, M.-reton ftrrace, Pimlito-

I Kerrv-Abingdnn, in splendid condition through-
it. new Palmer cord, comnlete with all acces-

i;28: a genuine bargain.— 541, Fnlham Ed;
I Tl-'OED —3Jh.p. Triumph, perfect. £26: 2Jh,p
ilMi.-rva. Ainac carburetter, engine as new, £13/10-
Pcbok, good tyres, £7/10.-124, Eomford Ed. '

1

lf\
you are considering the purchase of a Motor
Cycle or Sidecar Combination, it will pay you
to write us, or call at our Shoivrooins. We
are always pleased to advise as to the most
suitable type of machine, and can give pros-
pective purchasers a trial run. Owing to our
large contracts we can give

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK
of the following 1911 models;

TRIUMPH, free engine, 31 h.p £55
TRIUMPH, T.T., roadster; 3} h.p. . , £50
TRIUMPH, standard, 3J h.p £48 15
B.S.A., 3} h.p., standard £50
B.S. .A. , 3i h.p., free engine £56
liNDIAN, 7 h.p., two-speed £75 10
RE.X, 3j h.p., tourist 43 Gns
Kl^^f 3* h.p., free engine 48 Gns
RE.X, 5 h.p., free engine 51 Gns
REX, 5 h.p., de luxe, two speeds .

.

60 Gns
REX, 7 h.p., de luxe, two speeds . . 65 Gns
DOUGLA.S, .Model E, two speeds . . £48

SPECIAL TERMS FOR CASH.
Exchanges or Instalments arranged.

SPECIAL OFFER.
HUMBER, 3j h.p., rgrr, 1 speeds ., £45
.'^RIEL, 3^ h.p., igrr, decompressor

for easy starting £42
N.S.U., gj h.p,, igro, twin-cylinder,

lightweight £28
P.M.C.,35 h.p., igrr. Precision engine £38

BRAND NEW.

We have also a good stock of reliable and
guaranteed

Second-Hand Machines
and Sidecars, Any of these can be suppUed
ou " The Motor Cycle " approval system. As
these machines have been taken in part pay-
ment of new motor cycles or cars, we can
oflfer them at exccptioiially low prices.

SINGLE-CYLINDERS.

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., roto, engine No.
8312, searchlight lamp, horn, excel-
lent condition £37 10

TRIUMPH, 3j h.p., ir/9/08, excellent
machine £27 10

HUMBER, 3i h.p., special Brooklands
racing model, overhead ,\1.0.
valves, chain drive, equal to new £30

N.S.U., 3ih.p., 1909, magneto, h.b.
control ; £20

'N.S.U., sjh.p., rgo8, magneto, h.b.
control £15 q

TWIN-CYLINDERS.
REX, rgro, s h.p.. Speed King, with

" Roc clutch and two-speed ge.lr,"
not done r,ooo miles , . . . . £38

ROC, r<)09, 5 h.p. twin - cylinder
Peugeot engine, clutch and two-
speed gear £33 a

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., latest model,
191 1, 6 h.p. twin-cylinder, guaran-
teed equal to new,' and perfect in
every respect £45 Q

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ROC, TQio, 4 h.p. single-cylinder, two-

speed gear and clutch, rigid side-
car, Kempshall tyres, lamp, and
horn £35

full list sent free on application.

THE FAMOUS
P.M.C. SIDECARS
are by far the best value ob-
tainable. Early deliver>'. Send
for lUts and copies of testimonials

THE

PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams

—

" Priraus, Birmingham."
Telephone-
Central 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
pilIUMTH. 19093. Clinoliers, lamp, watch, mirror.
-«- exhaust whistle. .=ijlendifl iLondition, masnitiLent
climber; £33.-73. Onsbw Gardens, Mu^well Hill.

Qih.p. Triumph (1909). racing, just home from makers,
^J ^ as ^'(.oa as 19X1 model, £55: also 3ih p. Sinijer,
ma;4neto. £13.-Clififord Cant. BraiswicK. Colchester-

3h-p. De Dion, magneto, spring forks, h-b.o., lamp
'^4 and generator, in perfect order, just overhauled:
^15. or ofler— Grimes, 16, South Bruton Mews, B.ud

Olh-p. Minerva, perfect condition. Mabon clutch, rprinff
V^ forks, h.b.c-, all latest improvements: anv trial
given: £16. — Devonshire Lodge, Friern Park, North
tinchley.

pEUGEOT-CHATEH-LEA. 3ih,p.. perfect order.
J- Whittle, Ix)nguemare, I:.ng footboards, verv Ir,w,
take sidecar; trial; £12.-Clark. 40. Tork St., Bin king-
ham Gate.

IF Tou TVont Bargains in Eecond-hand motor cyclei,
you can cet them at "Wauulir pe's.—Waufhope'-*,

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G., just off Lud-
gate Circus.

1Q11 Sih.p. Premier, ridden 200 mile-. £36: 1911At/ 2-speed Douglas, ridden 10 mile^s £40; 1911 2-
spced Entleld, brand new, cheap—Batihclor, Clarem e
St-, Kingston.

NYE'S, the specialists for quick sales; no charges;
free tire and burglary iujiurance.-; appl.v for par-

tuulars. many testimonials.— 138, Giuy's Inn Kd. Tol.

:

6299 Holborn.

4h.p. J.A.P., as good as new. Bosch ma.?neto, hood
lamp and generator. B. and B. carburetter; saori-

floe. £25, or near offer. — 126, Wellington Rd.,
Honnslow. S.

33h-p. Griffon-Zedel. B-B. h.b. carburetter. Whittle
4 belt, adjustable pulley, 26x2i Miihelin tyres.

tools, ftc. perfect; £10/10.—Apply, 480, Garrett Lane,
Earl.-ifield, S-W.

MINERVA. 4jh.p., ai;Ld sidecar, late 1909. qiiantitr
spares, new Davi.«on*s copper tank, adjustable pul-

ley, excellent condition; £23.—Picklesf, 8a. Vauxhall
Bridge Rd.. S-W.

F.N-, 4-cyI-. magneto, spring forks,' tyro3 nlmsct new,
2iin. bended edge, plated rims, spare tube, valvea,

and magneto spares; good bargain, £22.— Mcrriaon, Glea-
garrifl. Cobham.

HUMBER, 1911. 3ih-p.. 2-speed. free engine, l.ead-
litrbl. hooter, tooi^ and spares; ha.^ not run

more tl'au 500 miles; £42. — May be seen at 234.
Biittor-ea Park Rd.

3 h.p.. Cbator Xo- 6 frame, ]J. and B., h.b-c-. spring
forks and seat-pilhir. .etudded tyres, fo.-.tboards, Ion?,

low. and powerful, almost new; bargain, £17.-28, Lower
Addiscombc Rd-, Croydon.

5 h.p. Vindec, 1909. twin-cyl., Mabon clutch. Bosch
rsngneto, B. and B rurburetter. h.b.c. Rom bark,

ev.^rythine in perfect condition, all acccdaories, splendid
sidecar machine; £26.—Below.

3ih.p. Premier. 1909. 2-.speed pear —Sydenham Auto-
•^ car Co., 153, Sydenham Rd.. Sydenham, S.E.

13,b.p. Werner Lichtweicht. splendid condition. iii.;t

4 overhauled and euamelled. new coil, accumulator,
and Amac carburetter: great bargain, £8/10; buying
tricar.—Morter, Colchester.

F.N.. 4-cyI.. h-bc-. magneto. Rom non-skid tj-res, foot-
boards, iu perfect condition, entirely new engine,

having just been tltted: £25-—Jcnner, Enderley, Ditton
Court Rd., WestcIifl-on-Sea.

VIN'DEC, 5-6h.p. Twin. Peugeot, free engine, mag-
uet3, B. and B.. h.b.c-. Whittle, Continental tyre-i.

Bidecnr. unused, cost £7: will separate; £30; money
wanted.—29, Leyton Hd-, Handsworth.

4ih p. J.AP.. overhejid valves. B. and B., Bowden
2 control. Mabon " export " cluteh, sidecar, new

belt, two new tyre<. arc'^s.-ori'^s, spare tyre ; £30 —
Younc. 220. High St-, Stcke iS'ewington.

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles in stock for immediate
delivery ; standard and tourist mndels : write for

our special raah nuotation; exchanges arranged —Storey
and Co.. 337. Euston Rd., London. N.W.

TRIUMPH, December, 1908, free engine clutch, mag-
neto, nr^i-cla-^s condition, engine flud tyres, lamp,

horn, and acce^sorie.s; £35, or near offer.—Howard, The
Drive. Oatlands Park, Weybridge, Surrey.

WliS'-PEECISION Motor Cycles: immediate delivery
1911 model, gradual payments. £2 monthly, caah

£45/10: particulars on j.pp'ication.—De X-vtrs Automo-
bile Agency, Empire House, Piccadilly, W.
6 h.p. N.S.U-, and coach-built sidecar, with new 2-

speed gear and free ennine. new B. and B- car-
buretter, h.b.c, recently overhauled: anv trial; £37/10.
— Quinn, 169, Lei.^-h Rd-, Westclitt-on-Sea.

TRIt'MI'H. standard. 1910. ex> fptirnallv g.od Tn-
dition. one new tyro, other run 200 miles, engine

thrroughly overhauM la?t mnnth. W]n>t'- bf-It. usual
fittings; £37.-83, Kingston Rd., Wimbledon.

3ib.p. Premier. 1911 model, auxilinry exliauet, in
2 good condition, £38; 3h.p. Smg-^r, magneto. B-

iiid B. carburetter, h b-C, 26in. wh^-ph. tyres good,
£15.-Pase, 74. East Hill. Dartford. Kent.

5-6h,p. Peugeot-Chater No. 6, Boech, B. and B.,
h.b.c, footboards, lamp. pump. tooN. climb

Westerham. Cudham. 6in. adjustable puller: £20, offera.
—Gordon, 5. Chatsworth Gardens, Eastbour ne.

In answerino these advertisements it is desirable, to mentwn The Motor CycU:* A51
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

1 QlOi standard Triumiih, date on engine 5/5/10, com-
X«7 piete with headli-lit and generator, horn, pimip.

tools, spares, etj., i;i very pink of condition; £40, no
offers—Eit;by. Eo.?etta, Brighton Rd.. Purley, Surrey.

T QlO N.L.G., 3.)h.p. Peufit^ot, m.o.i.y., Bosch magneto,
-L*J' hauled July bv l''.N. Company, and new tyres and
tubes fitted, which '-'C't £8/10: accept £24, or neare:^t

offer: all spares included.— iVLuir, 13a, Bow Lane, E.G.

"JQIO N'-L-G-, 3ih.p. eugeot, m.o.i.y-, Bosch magneto,
Xt/ nearly new extra heavy Kempshall on. back wheel,

footboards, F.R.S. lamp, tools, and aecessories, guaranteed
in perfect condition ; £38/10-—26, Highbury Grove, N.

HUMBERS. New Hudsons, Quadrants, Moto-Reves
James, Grandex-.Taps, Calthorpes, immediately

from .stock; easv payments at an extra charge of 2

per cent, only.—William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd.,
London.

CLEMENT Lightweight, Palmers, 26in., good run-
ning order, £8/10. or exchange for higher power

one with small repairs not objected; 2ih.pi engine,
30/-: 2 Longuemares. 4/- and 5/-.— 95. Boundary Rd.,
Woking.

BRADBURY, 3^h.p., 1910 machine and sidecar, 2-

speed gear, and free engine. Whittle belt, B.B
carburetter, JJruid forks, mirror, Kempshall. etc.: abso-
lute bargain, £45-—NiehoUs, 4, Kustjn Mews, Notting
Hill, W.

"jQll Humber. Sih.p., 2 speeds and free engine, and
J-^ Millford cane sidecar, Antoclipse lamp and
ppires, new just before Whitsuntide; £45, or wituout
sidecar £40.—Adams, 73, Elderton Rd-, Westclifl-on-
Sea, Essex.

"IQll (May) Campion Middleweight, N.S.U., aih-p-
X-vJ twin, geared pulley; <:ost £5ti : done 300 miles;
bargain, £30 ; condition and appearance splendid ; ex-
change Triumph, etc., clutch preferred-—37, Battersea
Rise, S-W.

TRIUMPH, 1911. Eom tyres, Cowey speedometer,
horn, dust suit and sundries, ridden 1,600 miles

only, absolutely uusoiled and perfect throiTghout; £47;
Saturday afternoons or evenings.-40, Croxted Rd-, West
Dulwicb. S.E.

TRIUMPH, 1911 standard roadster, perfect condition
througliout (including tyres], all tools and acces-

sr.ries, 2 spare valves, spare belt, plugs, etc., lamp, and
generator : 40 guineas.— S. B. Wood, BroomhiU Lodge,
Gocdmayes, Essex-

BARGAIN.—Brand new IJh.p. Clement engine, car-

buretter, pipes, etc., commutator, coil, attach-
mentiS, to fit any ordinary cycle without alterations

;

Tock price, complete, £6, quick sale.—Richard Holloway,
York Rd, Acton.

T>EX 1911 3-ih.p. Tourist, tool.'?, spare valve, head-
X(b light, generator, Cowey speedometer, perfect con-
dition tliroughout, new Dunlop on back wheel; going
in for sidecar coiiibiuation; 36 guinea's— 8, Richmond
Rd.. Ilford, Essex-

F.N.. lib. p., magneto, new engine, in perfect condi-
tion, tyres good, spare butt-end, nearly new P. and

H. lamp and separate generator, horn, lot spares; £18.
—Call, Newling. 8. Manor Parade, Stoke Newington,
6 to 9 p.m. ; no letters.

Qih.p. Magneto Twin Clement Lightweight, h.b.c,02 spring forks, climbs well, £14/10; S^h.p. Brook
lands, 1910 model, very fast, strong and good, £12/10;
must sacrifice one, seen any time; trial.—Thomson, 77,
Handcroft Rd., West Croydon

lOll T.T. Roadster Triumph, splendid condition, very
Xi/ iani, all accessories, June delivery. £45/10, it

Jones maximum hand speedometer £4 extra; wanted,
5-6b.p. Bat-Jap T.T. racer.-Write, L.C.C, 51, Ken-
sington Mansions, Earl's Court, W.

TRIUMPH, 1911. standard model, better than new,
purchase May, guaranteed perfect; owner buying

puiall car, only reason for selling; all accessories, includ-
ing new Whittle belt ; seen by appointment ; £45.—
Grimaldi. 2, Hillside Gardens, Higiigate, N.

Sih.p. Minerva. 1911 B. and B., free engine, new belt
2. and tyre, do 40 m-p-h., £14, or offer, very power-

ful; also 2>'ih.p. Ariel. Simms magneto. 1911 B. and B .

spring fork.s, just overhauled, £12, guaranteed perfect.
and great bargain.— S. Wilson, Ruskin Manor, Denmark
Hill, London.

ff»l0 Secures -Delivery, carriage paid, of any motor^ cycle ou the market; 2 per cent, only is cliarged
for 12 months' credit; Humbers. New Hudbon.s,
Quadrants, Moto-Reves. James, Grandex-Japs, Cal-
thorpes, in stock,—AVilliam Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's
Rd., London.

Ii^.N.. 5-6h.p. (July. 1910), latest automatic car-
buretter, drip lubrication, handle-bar magneto con-

trol, footboards, new R.O.iM. combination, Solar head-
light, Jiorn, mirror, all toolp. spare tube, gear just
overhtiuled by maki^-s ; £35.—Joseph Patterson, Wood-
ville. Farnham. Surrey.

INDIAN. 1911. 7h.n., 2-.speed. clutch, footboards, Mill-
ford coach. built sid'^car Cowey speedometer, two

-!amp^. spare tyre and tube, faultless condition throiigh-
'nit. co.st over £100 June In-it. o'wner buying car; prii;e

£85 complete: seen by appointment.—Radford, Lynd-
hur^t. tJi-ilis Park. Finchlev.

1Q09 3Uip. Rex, clutch, 2-speed. new B. and B.,
-H-t?

. Ji.b-c. carburetter. Bosch magneto, and sidecar.
all re-plated and -enamened to match, engine just re-
buslied throughout, cylinder re-bored, new piston, new
rear wheel, spare valves, springs, and iihigs; £35 the lot-

—5, The Parade, Belmont. Surrey-

"EBONITE" SWITCH.

No. 404, 1 way, 3 /-each

„ 407, 2 „ 4/- „

„ 406,1 „ 3/6 „

(Latter with plug).

SPECIAL COILS.
(Guaranteed.)

PLAIN TYPE.
No. 3, 1-cyl., 13/6 each.

TREMBLER TYPE.
No. 70, 1-cyl., 15/- each.

The most efficient and eco-

nomical coil on the market.

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES.

For motor cycles,

tricars, and cars.

LASH SIZE,
'RICE 6/6 EACH.

Write for Special

Catalog.

Accumulators.

The best m
every way, yet
by far the
cheapest.

4-volt sizes

20-am.p, ,. 12/-

40-amp. ..17/6

6o-amp. .. 24/-

ADHESIVE INSULATING TAPE.

Neatly packed in strong tin box.

A Convenient Necessity.

Price only 3d. per tin.

EVERYTHING GUARA:NTEED.
SEND FOR CATALOGS—FREE,

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET,

LiOE^DON, E.G.

Sg;?<s»>%i»fe^g'%>^^(N yDf-^^Sm^^f^i/f^^M̂

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
HAMPSTEAD.-Only house for great bargains aDd

quick delivery of new 1911 maeliines yoa cannot
'^et elsewhere; agents for all makes, and makers of the
famoua Key's sidecar and exhaust whistle.— Only ad-
dress, 5, Heath St. Tel.; 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

TTAMPSTEAD.—Douglas, 1911, model 1.)., almost new,
-*-J- all accessories, run about 200 miles: £35.

Tq"AMPSTEAB:-Douglas, 1911, 2-specd and free en-
J-i- ?in6 model, condition like new ; bargain, £43.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Eex, SSh.p., brand new, clutch
model, handle starting! £39. Bpecial bargain.

T:XAMI>STEAn.-1911 T.T. Rudge, almost brand new,
J--1. with accessories: special bargain, only £42.

lJAMPSTEAD-1911 free engine Triumph, almostXX new, run about 300 miles : great bargain, £48.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 2Jh.p. Eoyal Enfield, latest
model, chain drive, new condition : £36, a bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-3h.p. Centaur. B.'and'B., all acces-
sories, good tyres; bargain, £8.

TXAMPSTEAD.-Sih.p. 1910 Premier, eplendid cot.XX dition, with all accessories: a bargain-, -only £26.----"'''

XTAMPSTEAD-—1911 Triumphs, free engine, T.T.XX roadster, or standard for immediate delivery from

—F.N., 4Jh.p , 4-cyl., good order, with
very cheap. £15.

stock.

HAMPSTEAD.
accessories

;

T> ET. Hampstead.—Great Bargains.— 5, Heath St.,Xt Hampstead. Tel.: 2678 P.O. Bargains as below.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Triumph, free engine model,
almost new, with accessories; £49; special bar-

gain.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Lincoln Elk, sJiop-soiled only.
3ih.p., Palmer tyres; special price £30.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Triumphs, brand new, for im-
mediate deli-very from stock ; free engine models

or standard.

AMPSTEAb.-1911 standard Triumph. 3 weeks old,
condition almost new; £39, special barg-ain.H

HAMFSTEAD.-^Sih.p. Quadrant, mairnoto
forks, fine order, all accessories : £15-

and spring

HAMPSTEAD.-23b.p. V.S.. masntlo, and .spring
fcirks, nice order, all accessories; £12.

HAMrSTEAD.-3h.p. B.S.A., condition and tyres like
new, requires cylinder only; bargain, £7-

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 3ih.p. Premier, almost new
condition, witli all accessories: special bargain,

£34.

1911 Bradbury, like new condition,
a sidecar machine ; £35, bargain.

HAMPSTEAD
with accessories

HAMPSTEAD.
almost new.

-3Ah.p. 1911 two-speed
with accessories ; £45.

Humbe)^.

5. Heath St-, Hampstead. can give immediate
'

1911 rnaclanes:

H

REY
delivery of the fctllowini

REX, 31h.p., brand uev., 1911 clutch model, handle
starting; £42.

P. and M-, 1911, in stock, 6h-p. Zenith, and 3ih.p-
Zenith.

BRADBURYS. standard, free engine, or 2-speed: iui- ;

mediate delivery ; no extra for extended payments.
|j

DOUGLAS. 1911 models, in stock; 2-speed and stand-

J

ards ; no waiting ; 5% extra lor E.P. .]

HUMBER, 1911. 3ih.p., two-speed and free engiflo
'

model ; immediate deiivery.

"DAT, 7-8h.p., 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £60...

INCOLN Elk, 3ih.p., 1911. £34; or 2ib.p., £28/10;:
J DO waiting;.

ANDT Hobart. 3Jh.p. twin, 1911, or 2ih.p.; nd]
waiting.

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in stoA;
no "waiting.

B.S.A., 1911. 3ih-p., for immediate delivery; no 'wdi«

ing; £50.

ALL the Above for immediate delivery ; terms, cash,

exchange, or extended payments.—Only address,

Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

F.N. Motor Bicycle, 1910. 2ih.p., 2-speed, shaft driven,

fitted with following extras—2iin. . Palmer coid

tyres, hb- chitch control, advance spark lever, foctrests,

triple note horn, best F.R.S. lamp and generator. Rough-,
rider handle grips, switch; offers near £26. — Major

Clowes, Constitutional Club, W.C
MOTOSACOCHB 1911, 2^h.p., magneto, free engine,

WJiittle belt, Druid spring forks, Palmer special

tyres, complete with horn, tool bags, spares, etc.; pnr-

fhased a few weeks ago, beautiful machine; owner pur-

chased Indian with sidecar; price £28.—Address. &,221,

c/o The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

HAZEL Lightweight Motors.-We are now in a posi-

tion to give early delivery of our 2Ah.p. mudel,

the lowest, shortest, and lightest machine of its power
i

on the market, fitted with Jap en-jine; price 35 puipeaaj

second-hand machines in rart payment ; many gMw
second-liand machines in stock at reasonable prices.—1^0'

Orippq Cvr\Q np'i Mntor Co., 24-28, Woodford Ed.,

Forest Gate, London, E.

A52 III answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Next Year's Thousand Miles Trial.

EXCELLENT as was the urbanisation ol the

1 911 Six Day.s' Trial in most respects, we
heard a certain amount of criticism and

fj;rumbling at its conchision. We take it that

the sinctre purpo.se of these trials is to .set a

very exacting standard of performance. If this i.s the-

real object, no efforts must be si)ared In eliminate

tlie element (jf luck as far- as possible ; and from a

motor cyclist's point of view "luck" may often

be translated "tyres." At present the tyre element
- is absolutely ignored, yet from the private owner's

standpoint the t\res are probably the most uncertain

-item of everv machines equipment. To ''observe"

', tyres will not greatly complicate matters. Each man
- would be allowed two covers and three unpumturcd
• tubes at the start, all of them officially markeiJ. On

coming in at night, any marks lost up to, say, 15

wouhl be cancelled if he were able to show a repaired

puncture. At the conclusion of the trials there would

be' a report as to the numljer of stops and replace-

riients sustained with each make of tyre, and of their

finishing condition.

.Secondly, the regulations are very weak regarding

belts and chains. Competitors and others would

laugh if the owner of a chain-driven machine started

with three sets of chains, but to fit a new belt every

other morning of a trial is not unknown.
Then we come to the hills. The general level of

the performances was excellent, and few of the vari-

ably-geared machines were ever fully extended. It

will be almost impossible to find steeper hills in

England, or to cram' more than two bad hills into

each day's ride. In number and severity the hill

tests were satisfactory, though they could have been

improved if a paid official of the A.C.U. had ridden
<iver the course three months ago. Similar tests will,

of course, be included in every future trial. As a

few machines fitted with variable gears failed to

negotiate some of the as<:ents, it cannot possibly Ije

argued that a variable gear is an absolutely certain

means of climbing an exceptionally .steep hill. By
the same rule, the contrary is not proved because
some fixed geareil machines were successful. The
])crs<>nal element is too strong, particularly in hill-

climbing, for failure or success to be decided alone
by the mechanism of the machine. It is well known
that a good many of the ctmipetitors and a large pro-

portion of the A.C.U. officials were unacquainted
with the severity of the course, despite the articles

that we have published concerning it and the strong

warning we issued. Had every competitor gone over

the difficult parts with his niachine previous to the

trial, it is possible the gear ratios might have been
considerably lowered, anil the failures on hills

would have been turned into successes. Hill-

climbing

—

cateih paribus— is merely a question of

gearing, and, provided the gear is low enough, almost
any machine will climb the hills over which the com-
petitors journeyed.

The accommodation must be improved for another

vear, or a new body will spring into being and
organise an opposition trial. Competitors will iicjt

suljmit twice to the discomforts endured this year.

The 20 m.p.h. axierage should be made a fact and
not a farce. The number . of gold medals would
then be halved or quartered, for there were very few

who did not save their gold medals at least ohce by

a prolonged scorch after some comparatively lengthy

stoppage; and this defeats the purpose of the trial,

except, perhaps, so far as tyres are concerned.
Alq
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s
EVERAL years ago I competed in an A.C.U.

Six Days' Trial, and was allotted No. 13, now
extinct! Needless to say, after a host of minor

troubles I stripped my timing gear. This year I

was given No. 7, whicli is supposed to be lucky; at

any rate I found it so, and if I did not get through

without that spice of trouble which adds a savour to

all riding, at any rate I enjoyed a. very passable picnic.

My mount was a 3^ h.p. Rudge, which had aiieady

won -a gold medal in the Scottish Trials, and covered

about 2,oco additional miles in ordinary touring

work, and it was specially equipped for the formidable

hills with a N.S.U. two-speed gear; I scrapped the

handle-bar control, which proved unsatisfactory in

Scotland, and substituted an ordinary "coffee-

grinding control." I let myself be unnerved by a

lot of old wives' fables about the severity of the hills,

and selected 5 and 7 % to i for my gear ratios, with

the result that the engine was hopelessly under-

geared all through. Sutton Bank turned out to be
our worst climb, and, as everybody knows, a 6^ gear

is quite low enough for it. One other detail of the

machine deserves mention. We were told we must

make clean ascents of nine put of the ten " observed
"

hills, to secure a gold medal, and T dislike a very

sensitive carburetter in climbing unknown hills with

bad surfaces and hairnin bends.

B. and B. Carburetter Made Automatic.

As some riders know, it is possible so to adjust a

B. and B. carburetter that it is practically automatic.

I set mine so that the air le-^er was thrown wide
open at starting, and that once going a fairly accurate

mixture can be obtained at all throttle positions with

out again touching the air. Consequently I nevei

moved my air lever throughout the trial except wher
starting, and if 1 wanted more power on a hill 1

had only to jab the throttle wider. This is very

pleasant when the machine is buck-jumping all

over the road, and it is anxious work to free a hand
for- a gear change. The defects of the adjustment

are heavy petrol consumption (in my case about eighty

miles to the gallon), and a certain loss of flexibility.

Furthermore, as the judges demanded sure rather
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General view at the top ol Blue Bank, on3 ol tie observed test hills. The riders are P. Weatherilt (Zenith-Gradua) and F. Philipp (Scott).
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CLIMBING WASS BANK IN THE 1,000 MILE; TRIAL.

A. R. Abbott (3! h.p. Bradbury), P. W. Moflatt (2; h.p. Douglas), anil

B. H. Davies (31 h.p. Rudge).

than swift ascents, I made it a rule to change gear

very early if a rough hill promised to become too

steep for the high gear.

Now to our muttons. Receiving the machine l)v

train from the works on the Friday before the trial,

I trained up to York, and rode out to Sutton Bank,
in lieu of surveying the entire course, as many (jf

the trade riders thought advisable. To my horror,

the engine would not look at the famous "bank"

—

the Trough made her conk out from either a hot

or cool start.

Valve Adjustment Necessary.

I reuiodied several small adjustments without effect-

ing a very rDTrked improvement, and only the inlet

valve tappet seen.sd in need of further attention.

This I could not shift with the tools at my command,
and I went off to Harrogate in some anxiety. How-
ever, the valve adjustment put the coping stone on
her tune, and when we startcij on the Monday Tknew
she was in champion fiirm. Mondav's run was
exceedingly dull and uninteresting until we reached
Byland Abbey. Hereabouts three or four water splashes

set a rubber belt slipping, and then several of us

went off the route, and so got to Wass Bank a trifle

late. Lingering only to tighten the belt. I rocketed
up over the bricks and gullies on top gear, being
Aery thankful that I had the road to myself with such

bumps to traverse, until at last I fell into a deep
trough across vhe road, whereupon I prompih
changed down, and lifted the valve at the succeeding
bumps. It was well I did so, for sexeral wheel
rims were badly kinked on this climb. The gradient,

was contemptible.

On our way into Whitby we took special interest in>

two hills now to be descended, but to be ascencled on
the Wednesday. The first was unofficial, a short, steejj

hairpin; the second was Blue Bank, real grachoit

towards the top. The trip from Whitby to. Saltbum
proved exceptionally exciting, being a crazy succession

of blind corners, and short, single figure gradients

with two or three hairpin bends on e'ach.

On these the value of the variable gears was demon

=*9J

strated, for almost all the single-geared machines
failed three or four times apiece. Let me not boast,

for I twice had a petrol lock along this stretch, and
should never have scraped up a third hill if two Bats,

two Triumphs, and two Douglases had not all mulled
a corner just ahead of me, and so warned me that the

road had gone mad. Sutton proved a simple matter

now that my inlet valve was opening fully, but several

other competitors came to grief just for want of such

a test climb as I had made on the previous Saturday.

Vox inrtance, by some strange mischance a No. 28

jet ha<^! got into the carburetter of poor Robbins's

Humber, instead of the No. 34 or 35 he usually

employs. Before the day's run ended, we were all

l; rowing to loathe the flat roads on the plain of

\'ork, along which we were daily given at least two
exercise canters, just to pile up the mileage towards
the sentimental r,ooo deemed essential for a six

ilavs' trial. On Monday night various Yorkshiremen
came in, and drew kirid pictures of tlie freak hills

awaiting us, all of which proved to be fabulous.

I had my throttle two-thirds open on the Trough of

.Sutton on Monday, and I never again needed so much
gas all the week. On Tuesday we started with the

usual preliminarv breather along dull, flat roads,

which we should have appreciated more if we had
known what a nightmare the Reeth to Brough section

was to be.

A Regular Nightmare.
The hill-climb at Arkengarlhdale was by no means

all that fell flat on this stretch. I saw four men un-

saddled within a single furlong, while many others

were creeping along on their low gears, cutting out

everv few yards. The " observed '' hill was a \ ee

pitch of insignificant gradient, claiming a \illainouF'y

stony surface and a sharp S bend as its only terror.'-'

,

I crept cautiously round on low gear. After this, for

several miles the road resembled a river-bed, and mf
Scottish practice came in handy. Those of us wl o

are used to mountain roads easily exceeded the

oni<:ial speed limit ; others, who had never encoun-

tered similar surfaces before, maintained that it was

impossible to average 20 m.p.h. over such going.

Luckily for them, the section proved to be three

Competitors scrambling to sign the checking sheets, at Leytrarn.

.17
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miles longer than the route card stated—a common
failing of these very inaccurate cards—and all lost

marks were subsequently cancelled. Luncheon, as

usual, was very uncomfortable. The afternoon roads

were good, but deep in a blinding white dust, which
served one good purpose, in that the clouds churned
up by the leaders gave us early notice of any abrupt
corner.

£lboracian Exaggeration.
-Scarth Nick—the afternoon hill—was a climb about

which the local riders had given their fancy free play.

It was described as being so steep that we must be
careful to dodge the stones' rolling down it. Its

surface was not a patch on' Little Gruinard, and the

gi"adient allowed me to go up on top gear until a
slower man, who was deaf, baulked me. After this

we trickled comfortably home, beginning to wonder
whether we need believe a word the locals had said

about the se\-erity of their hills. Wednesday was a
chequer day for me, at any rate. We had a ridicu-

lously easy run in the morning (Garrowby Hill being
a. half-throttle top-gear sort of climb), and a coin-
fortable lunch at .Scarborough.

I had felt distinctly uneasy about Blue Bank, which
had impressed me when I coasted dow-n on it on
Monday, and, as my belt had broken leaving Whitby,
I had no time to cool the engine ; indeed, few people
had. for at least twenty men had tyre stops between

AUGUST 31st, 1911.

Scarborough and Whitby, their covers being gashed

through by sharp stones. Gray and Burney did smart

work on this section, having several punctures apiece

on a short check ; indeed, at this stage it was unusual

to see Gray except with his back wheel out, fitting a

new cover. Blue Bank proved illusive, for the engine

took it w ith much more in reserve than Sutton Bank
;

later on, the'raoorland hairpin nearly ga\e me a toss

—

I rushed it much too fast, skidded, and found myself

in the ditch still on top gear with the engine loudly

conking; just as I coffee-ground the low gear in, and
the machine scrambled out of the ditch, I saw a callous

photographer with his lens not tw'O yards away. Nice

easy run home, which made my engine inconceivably

hot—the right footrest felt almost incandescent.

A Seised Engine and its Release.

I stopped once or twice to cool down, and just out-

side Harrogate the engine seized. There was no time

to investigate or to use paraffin; Gordon Fletcher

helped me to free it temporarily by pulling the belt

backwards, and then I had to check in. I engaged the

low gear, and pushed it by the longest route into

garage, but it seized up again at the door, and I went

to bed convinced I should not ha\e the chance to test

the local fairy tales about the remaining hills. Next

morning I armed myself with a couple of quarts of

paraffin, and you may be sure I was inside the garage

the instant Nisbet megaphoned his "Open, sesame!
"

SNAFSHCT3 DUEING
THE TRIALS.

(1) W. Pratt (3;-h.p. P. & M.) and F. G. Edmor.d (3.', h.p. Premier)
at the acute bend on Sutton Bank."

(2) J. J. Day (3! h.p Bradbury) and A. P. (3) T. C. Atkinson (2, h.p. New Hudson) and G. L. Fletcher
Maurice (31 h.p. Premier). (2i h.p. Douelas) at the summit of Scarth Nick.

AlS
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First of all, I whipped off the timing gear cover—all

right there ; then in went the low gear, plus a lot of

paraffin, and Victor Hart helped me to push it round

the yard until the engine was at least movable. A
little more paraffin, and five minutes before the official

starting time the engine was heavily, creakily, movable.

Now at last it was possiljle to get the cylinder off and

pour paraffin direct into the crank ca.se, so as to

loosen the big end or whatever bearing was the culprit.

Joy! the engine was at last

quite free. Half a can of

Vacuum was poured into

the crank case, the cylin-

der slipped on again, and
we were off with a sport-

'

ing -chance of not being

late at the first check.

Four miles off the road

md four miles back again

did not enhance the sport-

ing chance, and Hugh
Gibson would have revelled

in the fashion of mv entrv

day. Some of the riders professed great respect for

Kidstones. My engine cook it much more easily than
Sutton, possibly because I climbed all the hills e.vcept

Kidstones with my inlet valve spring in three or four

pieces. I was using an experimental type of spring,

no .sample of which remained unbroken for more than
ten miles. I put a new one in for Kidstones, because

1 had heard such marrow-freezing stories about it; but

the engine did ' not seem to mind very much whether
thi\inlet spring was intact or in four pieces.

On Friday I had my
second worrying patch in

the trial. Outside the

Otley check, by some
strange mischance thirlv^or

forty of us w-ere hdjwhn
hour ahead of time, -^oth
Bradbury Abbott to me,
" I think I i^hall take this

chance to fit a new exhaust

valve." (>uoth I to Ab-
bott, "I shall let well

alone." Not being as

good as mv Avord, I be-

is obliged to run alongside on Keighley Gate owing to
his inlet lappet adjustment shaking loose.

She
the -^

rcrtuoiis
nature of the

Six Days
Trials Course.

C. T. Newsome i3i h.p. three-speed

Rover) climbing Blue Bank.

into Boroughbriilge—there

was a trail of Ijlue smoke
behind me right up to

lunch. The probable-

cause of this seizure was a

speck of grit in the auto-

matic valve of the, oil

pump; several other com-
jietitors suffered .similar

i rights, but without "the
added anxiety of having
to leave their engines to

cool down wdthtiut paraffin,

The morning hill, Greenhow, was a snorter as

viewed from the street at its foot, and the sight of a
redoubtable non-competing Scott descending for its

third attempt did not cheer me up perceptibly, for I

was unaware that its jet v/as full of jelly. I stayed to

cool as long as I dared, ran out the waste oil, injected
six pumpfuis of fresh oil—and roared up the hill on
half throttle. This looked as if the big end was free

enough by now, and the machine ran on excellently,

making light of Kidstones, the second hill for the

Competitors on Saltburn Bank,
leadi

F. Smith 15-6 Clyno and sidecar;

on Arkengarlhdale UUI.

guiled the wait by adjust-

ing my inlet tappet closer

up to the rocker. Outside

Ilkley we struck Keighley

Gate—probably the only

y- hill in the trial which
could compare at all with

Sutton.

On the first stiff patch,

my belt broke. I mended
it, went up the bank,

charged down a i in i

grass slope on the low

gear, and presently with a sad heart heard the

flat, sharp bark of my exhau.st soften down into

a low woolly mumble. It wa.s no place in which

to restart a 2 cwt. machine, so I hopped off

and ran till I could run no more; when the in-

evitable happened, and my wind was exhausted, I

took out a file to shorten an imaginar)' stretched

exhaust valve. Horror! The exhaust tappet was

nice and easy. "Cracked valye seating! " I moaned
to a sympatKetic spectator, who gave me a shove off.

S. Crawley ISJ h.p. Triumpn.
ng.
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More penny numbers followed, my thanks for the

last push being due to W. G. McMinnies. Reaching

the top, the . machine would not travel on the level

or downhill, and 1 wearily prepared to see whether

fitting a spare \'alve would enable me to crawl ignobly

into Harrogate as "retired." As I gingerly put out

my hand to withdraw the inlet tappet, I spotted with

a thrill that the engine was almost stone cold. Reader,

did you e\er conk out on a hill with a stone cold

engine? It shows the pitfalls of a mental diagnosis;

if I had only lool-ed carefully at the engine down
the hill, instead of tltinhing about it, I must have

noticed that the inlet tappet lock-nut had shaken

loose, and that the valve was barely opening 3^in.,

and then I might have romped up. Next came the

official hill, Heaton Woods—a paltry little S bend
between stone walls, alleged to be 1 in 4, about

which I should say there is a doubt with a capital

D. I took it on the run, and almost immediately

received a reminder from the goddess Fortune that

there is something in luck. I was using a belt fastener

which I had never known to snap, and apparently

my trials batch were over-tempered, for I broke

four in as many miles. >

Mistakes in Time and Distance.

Next the spectacled rider's worst enemy assailed

me—drizzling rain with dusty roads. My glasses were

promptly covered with a thin opaque paste, and I had
to get off every mile to clean them. Finally, getting

within sight of Colne, I resolved to use up the time

margin in overhauling my cut belts, and when 1

entered the check found the official mileage too short

and the checker's watch wrong, so that I had a very

narrow escape of losing marks. Several men lost a
few marks at this control, and they have my sympathy,

for I am convinced that there was a distinct error both

in distance and in time. The -lanes round Settle

resemble Scotland in their grades and corners, but

the surfaces are usually good; they provide very

sporting riding. We had plenty of hills in the after-

noon. Skyreholme Moor fetched nearly thirty men
out of the saddle, thanks to a steep hairpin coming
in most unexpected fashion. I thought the crowd of

stalled men were in doubt about the route, but my
low gear was equal to both corner and climb at a
fraction of a second's notice. Skellgill later on dis-

mounted almost as many as Skyreholme; and, oddly
enough, Brownstay Ridge, which was worse than
either, hardly puzzled any of us ; so much difference

does a cool and a tightened belt make at times. I

made an ass of myself on Brownstay Ridge. My
valve lifter was temporarily demoralised^at the foot,

and I opened my compression tap to facilitate belt

shortening. Then I actually started up the hill with
the tap open, and was greatly puzzled by the weird
noise. I thought my sparking plug was loose, or -

that my cylinder had cracked, until I w'as up the first

steep bit on top gear. Then the tap came back into

memory, and I got a priceless burn on my thumb in

shutting it. Immediately after, thanks to dust on
liiy spectacles, I failed to dodge a fearful hole in the
road, and on reaching the top was overjoyed to find
my back wheel still intact.

Here I took a breather and a smoke— it was corr>-

fortins to know that 1 had made clean ascent^ of all

ten official hills, and had only to finish with a cbean 1

time-sheet to secure the coveted " gold." The usual
canter over the plain ended a sporting and exciting .-

day. Saturday was unfortunately ^a dies noU—a mere
lio miles of fiat road, with nothing to take one's

mind off the chance of a puncture just outside a

, check,- and a last minute failure. Surely Jhe sixth

day ought to be a scorcher, to weed out the weaklings,

several of which just managed to finish and qualify

for gold medals owing to the simplicity of the final run.

Reviewing the trial as a whole, I should say it

failed to be really difficult, principally owing to the

weather. True it included a record amount of hill-

climbing, but there was no hill of which a first-class

3 J/3 h.p. geared 6j4 to i ought not to rnake a clean

ascent at the 'first shot; still less was there any hill

likely to puzzle a variably-geared t,% h.p. in what I

call " threequarter tune." Now that variable gears

are becoming standard, hills are automatically deposed
from pride of place in a trial ; they will possibly

resume their terrors for a year or so when a restart

on the worst patch is demanded of us. ' The real

difficulty of a trial depends on the possibility of

making up time after a stoppage. Thanks to the fine

weather, it was possible to make up time throughout
the whole of the route. The Tan Hill stretch was
the sole patch where slow travelling was imperative;

hence the trial was not extraordinarily difficult. Many
men had a lot of trouble, and made up several hours
which they would have lost had the roads been _

greasy. A week of showers might hahe the number
of gold medals awarded over this course, when allow-

ance is made for the resultant belt troubles and the

perils of "blinding." The Scottish Trials struck me
as far more exacting; their hill-climbing tests were
inferior in both frequency and calibre, but there were
so many sections along which lost time could only
be recovered at grave risk. In respect of organisation
the trial was, generally speaking, excellent, and
especially must the splendid route-marking be noticed.

In an A.C.U. trial you can rely on finding an arrow
wherever an arrow is necessary.

Room for Improvement.
Two serious causes for complaints remain for im-

provement. The one is the' great inaccuracy of the
distances on the route cards, which is inost unfair to

the men. They are threatened with the loss of a

gold medal if they arrive, four minute.5 late at a check
or if they are caught waiting outside it; yet the route
card bristles with errors, amounting in some cases to
six miles on a single check, and in addition the
checker's watch may be se,\-eral minutes wrong. When a

ten-guinea entry fee is charged, it should be possible
to send a reliable paid official over the route before-
hand with a calibrated odometer. This w^ould relieve

the men from anxiety, and the officials from wearisome
protests, . some frivolous, ethers well founded.
Secondly, the accommodation was very bad, especially
at some of the luncheon stops. The food was indif-

,

ferent, the attendance was non-existent, and there was
no shelter for the machines. If the weather had been
wet, the friction might have materialised into some
formidable shape. As it happened, the organisers may
be as grateful as the riders for the steady sunshine,
which, though alleged to have influenced industrial
disturbances, did not apparently shine strongly enough
to rouse the ire of hardworking motor cyclists.
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BROOKS
That name on your Saddle means comfort—pleasure—health. It means that vibration—your deadliest
enemy—will never trouble you—and why? Because, it is the only Saddle that can embody the
BROOKS Compound-Spring, and that spring is the only spring which entirely absorbs vibration within
itself, and, at the same time, by its perfect compensating action, ensures an absolute immunity from
bounce. Such are the exclusive advantages of the BROOKS

•^

COMPOUND - SPRING
Saddle—the saddle that is manufactured by a firm whose
experience in saddle making extends over a period of

thirty years, viz.,

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,
49. CRITERION WORKS. BIRMINGHAM.
Bear that fact in mind, and when you buy a Motor
Cycle, no matter what the make, specify the BROOKS

V.

ISADDLE 1
Samples of all BROOKS Saddles and Cycle! and Motor Cycle .-tccessorUs may be seen at o-.ir London Sho-jjroo.ns, 1 1, Grape St., Sfiaflcsbiiry .-irenue, ii^.C.

.J

SIMMS!
BRITISH MAGNETO. ^

Lanesley House, Maidenhead. ""^^
Simms Magneto Co., Kilburn. 28/6/11. ~^^
Dear Sirs,—Last Jan. I took delivery of a Bradbur)' fitted with one of your majjnetos. and "^^
the only fear 1 had was that the valuable bo.x of spares I had for another make would not —^^
fit. 1 may now say 1 have ridden since Jan. 1911, 6.300 miles, won London-Edinburirh^ —^Bl
Edinburgh-London gold medal; London-Land's End-London silver; and .M.C.C. 100 mile —^^
non-stop silver (highest award). I have ridden in the wet and mud and the little bo.x you —^^
supply has always prevented misfires. I never carry magneto spares now. „^^

lam absolutelv satisfied with it and wish your firm every success. _^^
I am, Yours faithfullv, _^E

R. C. Owen Wells, B.A. ~^^

Fit a Simms Magneto in conjunction with Simms Plugs and enjoy life ! .^^

^^2 Let us send further particulars. ,^^^

^ THE SIMMS MAGNETO COMPANY, LIMITED, Welbeck Works, Kimberley Road, Kilburn, London, N.W. I^
^^~- Telephone—38 n Paddington. Telegrams—" Expansible, London." —^
<^— NEW YORK, U.S.A. : 1780 Broadway. PARIS : 12, Rue de Coorcelles. i>
4^_ Representatives in Austria, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, HoUand, Russia, Spain and Portugal, Norway, Canada, Tasmania, New Zeatond, South _^^
^fc_ Africa, Argentine, Paraguay, Japan, Strait? Settlements and Siam. Represe.\tatives for Australasia: Messes. Bennett & Wood, Ltd., bvdney; ,.^^
^^_ Messrs. Bennett, Wood, Roaehe Propy, Ltd., 239 and 241, Swanston Street, Jlelboucne ; who have stocks always on hand. , —^^

In ansioerina these adcerlUements it Is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cycle. A23

^ Moral.
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Abridged Specification of

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder N.S.U,

N.S.U. twin-cylinder engine; ""V96
ccni., 75 X 90 mm., M.O.I.V. gear-
driven, hi.2:h-tension Bosch mat:-
neto, new type carburetter, drive
by lin. " Y '.' belt. This machine
can be delivered with either a
spring frame or a rigid frame,
the latter where the motor cycle
is intended for sidecar work.
New pattern spring forks, divided

mudgnards, automatic spring
stand, separate tanks for oil and
petrol of improved design, two
powerful brakes, 26in. wheels
fitted with 2iin. tyres, engine
clearance 5in.

This motor cycle is delivered as
standard with an adjustable
pulley, but. if specified, can also

be supplied fitted with our two-
speed gear and free engine
apparatus to- the engine shaft
at a small extra price. Weight
200 lbs.

6 h.p. Twin-Cylinder. Best for sidecar.

Abridged Specificalion of 31 h.p. Model
de Luxe.

85 X 88 engine, double row ball bear-

ings to engine shaft, gear driven.

Bosch magneto, handle-bar con

trol, M.O.I.V., low frame, in-

ternal expanding brake and

belt rim foot brake, sprin

forks. Long comfoi tably

arranged handle - bars,

rear half of back mud
guard detachable,

stand, carrier, tool

case, etc. Can be

A
GREAT
TRIO.

fitted with two-

speed gear and

free eiigine

pulley at

extra

cost.

Reliability and efficiency are the

outstanding qualities of these machines

—the qualities upon which hang your

pleasure and profit. Any of the models illus-

trated will give the utmost satisfaction ; of this

you can be perfectly certain.

Do not be influenced by ingenious arguments, or the

flash of bizarre performances. Trust to reputation, to the

known facts of long standing.

In all parts of the World the N.S.U.'s have rendered splendid

service, and the evidence of their superiority is overwhelming.

In hill-climbing, speed, flexibility, smooth running, ease of control and

economy, they are " top hole." See the machines—they will convince you,

N.S.U.
Abridged Specification of 3 h.p. Twin-

Cylinder N.S.U.

Twin-cylinder engine, 395 cm., 58

X 75 mm. M.O.I.V., gear driven,

H.T. Bosch magneto, new pat-

tern carburetter, drive by |in.

V belt, spring frame, new

type spring forks, new

type petrol and oil tanks,

divided mudguards, auto-

matic spring stand, two

brakes, 26in. wheels

fitted with 2in. tyres,

engine clearance

6in., gear ratio

6-1. Delivered

For performances of, and awards to, machines in the A.C.U. 6 Days'
Trials fitted with N.S.U. TWO-SPEED GEARS, see last week's issne

For catalogues and fiirLber intormalion write to

—

THE N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LTD.,
Offices & Showrooms : 186, Gt. Portland St., L'ondon,W.,.^ Goods & Repairs : 83-85. Bolsover Si., London. W.

as standard

with under-

geared pul-

ley of im-

proved

design.

3 h.p. Twin-Cylinder.

A24

3; h.p. Single-Cylinder Model de Luxe.

J II riiisurrrina this advertisement, it is desirable to mention The, Motor Cycle.'
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The Reliability of Variable Gears.
What charms me most about the report of the Six

Pays' is the absolutely clean sheet scored by variable

gears. So far as I have been able to ascertain, there

was not one single solitary suspicion of trouble with

any competing variable gear. So much for those

mournful prophets who used to lament the folly of the

variable gear enthusiast, on the score that variable

gears meant complication, and that complication meant
trouble.

• The variable gear is likely to take its place along-

side the magneto, as the most complex and withal the

most reliable item of our specification. 1 grant you
that sundry single geared machines did excellently , in

the trials, but, as in all go-anywhere riding, their riders

had a poor time of it compared to the variables. At
the foot of each of the ten official' hills the single-

geared man had a dirty and breathless lime. He had
to fish out a spanner, and perhaps a hammer as well,

unlock his pulley, take off the belt, uncoil a second
belt from his person, or the carrier, or the lamp, and
fit it to the machine. Even thus his gear was not low

enough to leave him any marked reserve of power, and
he ascended the hill in a perfect fever of apjjrehension

lest he should mull a tricky comer, or be baulked by
a slower man, or make some driving blunder.

^loreover, the single-geared men had other burdens
to bear, in that several unobserved hills were worse
than some of the otTicial hills, and took the riders by
surprise. The variably geared owners simply touched
a lever ; the Single geared men, after an unavailing

struggle, returned to tlie bottom, got out spanners and
spare belts, and began all o\er again.

So it will always be. The varialjly geared machine
is the only mount for the rider who wants to go everv-

where without a lot of fiddling by the roadside. In
estimating the value of certain single-geared perform-
ances it must be remembered that several of the riders

had taken the precaution to survey the course in

advance. I hjjar much interesting news about "191

2

gears, but until the Show Forecast Issue !

Carry Your Own Filter.

I wonder how soon motor cycle designers will fit

their petrol filler caps with self-contained gauzes.

Almost every modern car of any standing has a slip-in

wire gauze filter lying snugly under its filler cap.
At country garages we sometimes get a funnel with the

gauze torn or rnissing. Why should we not all have
loose gauze filters resting within our filler holes, like

-the Scott and Triumph? It would always be a

convenience, and on club runs, where there is a scrim-
^inage for the one and only garage funnel, it would
be a real boon. Now that large filler holes are
becoming standard, I regularly pour the .spirit direct
from can to tank. A small compact filter embodied
in the jietrol pipe is, of course, equally" serviceable,
and -perhajis better, as the mesh can be finer.

Driving onj Throttle or Valve Lift.

A good many riders drive one-handed, except, of

course, when they are out on a sidecar record ; and
the other night I heard a fierce discussion between two
of them as to the proper method. The one man was
left-handed, and was an advocate of driving on" the

valve lifter over ordinarily decent roads. His points

were that, like most of us, he was a left-handed

steersman tor preference, and the valve lift is on the

left grip; that if driving on the valve lifter is severe

on the valves, the nioijern valve is good enough to

stand it, and that this method throws less strain on the

enguie bearings than driving on the throttle does.

The other disjjutant countered with a series of direct

negatives. He .said he was a natural right-handed

steersman, that the modern valve will not stand being

driven on the lifter, and that throttle driving is a

good deal easier on the engine.

There are ti)e materials for a controversy here. For
myself I plead guilty to adjusting my engines to a

certain normal road speed, which I dare not mention
till Mr. Gibson has been mollified. Then along all

decent higiiways 1 steer left-handed, and cut out with

the valve lifter for tem'porary slows. On wh.it may
be termed sporting courses, I keep both hands on the

steering-liar, and drive on the throttle and the spark

as well as on the exhaust lifter. I believe the ques-

tion is settled for many riders involuntarily by the

shape and [wsition of the throttle lever.

Some carburetters have a control which does not

readily lend itself to this delicate and expert mode
of use. One machine I know has a stumpy and
ill-placed throttle lever, which is only steady in one
position ; and by the same token it was this machine
which first betrayed me into my ))resent rough-and-

ready method of driving on the valve lifter. It is

lucky I have no T.T. aspirations : it would take me
months to develop into an expert engine nur.se by
driving exclusively on the throttle.

W. stanhope Spnncer. who, riding the .3! h. p. Rudge illustrated, is credited
with covering a flying mile- in 49.' sees. = 72.58 m.p.h. "The previous best limed
speed for a single cylinder was 68.28 m.o.h. by H. Martin on a Martin-Jap.
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Heard in the

Harrogate Smokeroom

THAT Sutton Bank was easily the worst official hill,

with Kidstones a bad second.

That Keighley Gat« was as stiff as Sutton, or,

according to those who conked out on it, a shade
worse.
That the hairpin on Skyreholme was a frame-twister.

That Patcley Bridge is best described as ''pocketed

amongst pimples."
That two men retired with connecting rod trouble, and

several others freed seized big end bushes on the road.

That therefore some people must be.; very careless about
lubrication, or aiternatively, then automatic oil pumps are

not all they might be.

That a certain competitor's language was frequent and
free on Wednesday night ; when you are paying 10s.. 6d. a

day for board and lodging, with the privilege of sleeping

in the hotel bathroom, it is a bit rough to come in dirty,

and find a lady is having a "bath in your bed," as the

boots phrased it.

That some of the holes on Wass Bank and Brownstay
Ridge were enough to shiver a traction engine; and the

officials who sent us' up without warning us to go slow
must hold shares in a rim manufacturing company.
That there were liardly any big or little troubles all the

way through, and if it had not been for belts and tyres

many men could have got through without toolbags.
- That the continuous sunshine left the belt v. chain con-

troversy "as you were." but if it had rained much, we
should have seen a lot of round parcels on the breakfast

table.

That one evening you could hardly get into Mackay's
garage for jostling competitors; yet the rules say "each man
must do all his own repairs—and in running time."

That several heathen Chinese had a bad habit of taking

their spare belts and tubes up into their bedrooms under

their overalls for secret repairs.

That anybody who wants to improve his eornerwork should

practise averaging thirty round Settle.

That the speedometers on the official cars were minus
maximum hands, and that Hugh Gibson was in a low way
in consequence.
That Billy Cooper has mistaken his vocation; he ought

to have been a housemaid ; he could be seen outside every

check fi.lling a little can with petrol, and digging dirt out

of the corners of his jigger with a stiff paintbrush.

That he must have been wroth when the officials decidel

not to "observe" cleanliness; the "housemaid brigade"
got badly scored off over this.

That Davies had a colossal brass bedstead knob to wind
up his N.S.U. gear with'.

That the crowds on the test hills beat all records, and
that they were callously disappointed to see so few failures.

That two sidecars which came up north to lend a hand
had their a>:le3 broken.
That tlie car which met one of the flying sidecar wheels

coming straight down the road all by itself at 40 m.p.h.,

just managed to catch it bending, and dodged it.

That the Scott machines must have their silencers removed
before another trial; they gave us the jumps by overtaking

ns so quietly.

That if any of the judges had known anything about the

hills, Arkengarth, Garrowby, Scarth Nick, and Heaton
Woods would never have been thought worth observing,

but that Norwood Edge, Skyrehohne, and Keighley Gate
would have been watched.
That some of us are very glad they were not.

That young Crawley did jolly well to climb all ten hills

on a single gear ; and that he was very unlucky to lose

his gold by a crop of punctures on a section which was
wrongly measured and wrongly timed.
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That it is about time tyres were taken into account, when
one man uses up five covers in six days.
That the judges soon grev; tired of asking men to demon-

strate the accessibility of back wheels ; they sat on pack-
ing cases for two hours watching one man at work, and then
the whistle blew.
That the Rudge men were sitting up on their hind legs

waiting to be asked to demonstrate their back wheels;
but they never got a look in.

That since we watched the scales at Harrogate, we shall

never again talk of "801b. lightweights," "1201b. medium-
weights," or "1501b. tourist types."
That there has never been so little "conking" in a trial

before. We never heard that dear old " hammer-on-anvil

"

noise, except when some unfortunate tried to restart after a

long blind into a check. .

That the A.C.U. officials are talking of secret hills next
year

!

That the officials also talk of forbidding waits at the foot"

of official hills.
_

That the variable gears disappointed the croakers by
giving practically no trouble at all.

That some of the single-geared men grew to loathe the

sight of their pulley spanners and spare belts by Thursday.
That the rules provided no penalty for "blinding" unless

competitors were found within' one mile of a check fifteen

minutes ahead of time.

That the roads were fringed with men who were smoking
and chatting outside all the checks, but that the fringe ternii

nated a,bruptly just where the milestone or fingerpost said

" 1 mile to'X-^^ ."

That these waits were principally sociable. Few men did

anything except clean up, or shorten belts. Two or three'

years ago the waiters were working for dear life.

That it was odd how seldom a public house was handy
one mile from » check.
That some ridei-s started their watches from twelve o'clock

at the start of each section—a good tip for simplifying

timing. .^

Scene nearins a control in the Six Days* Trials. B. Alan Hill {Rudge) and H. G.

Dixon (New Hudson] relate their experiences.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Visibility

[5831.]—Referring to a p

posts appearing in a recent

remark that black and whiti

inches or a foot, are the best,

worth signs, but speak from
A comparatively slender flag'

visible for great distances,

be made narrow it obviously
grey at a distance.

of Signs.

hotograph of warning sign-

issue, may I be allowed to

e in broad bands, say, ten
I have not seen the Wands-

experience in land surveying,
pole in black and white is

But if the bands of colour
degenerates into a kind of

A B 668.

Continental Touring.

[5832.]—We notice Mr. Fiuvcett complains that he was
charged £1 for his motor cycle when crossing from Folke-

stone to Boulogne on his recent tour. We have never found
this charge made for motor cycles before, and we think

he must have encountered some officious person at the

docks. In any case, our invariable rule when we are in

trouble and we cannot get reparation is to appeal to one of

the A. A. officials, who generally rove about the ports. We
think they can deal in words with some of the gentlemen
referred to in a better way than ordinary civilians. We
think the badge of the A. A. and M.U. takes one a verv
long way. CAR SUPPLY CO.

'

Nail Catchers.

[5833.]—Referring to letter No. 5793. I quite agree as

to the value of nail catchers. My pi'esent machine has a

kickup stand, and by bending the spring so as to give very
little clearance, I am practically free from punctures. The
puncturing implements (nails, etc.) are thus intercepted
almost as soon as they rise from the ground. On the front

wheels I arrange the mudguard similarly, and have never had
any trouble ; but I may say I use Clincher Dreadnought
tyres on both wheels and Peter Union puncture-proof rubber
bands in both, being 14 stones in weight, and riding a heavy
3^ h.p. two-speed machine (Norton, with P. and M. gear).

The flints have cut the back cover a good deal this dry season
but I have got off with one puncture (nail) in about 2,000
miles. AB 668.

Continental Touiing.
[5834.]—In France a motor cycle is treated as a motor

cycle (12 frs. per annum) for the purpose of taxation if it

can be propelled without the engine, i.e., if it has a pedalling
gear.

An additional tax of twelve francs is levied for each
passenger besides the driver, whether carried on the motor
cycle, or in a sidecar or trailer, etc. I have been riding a
Triumph and sidecar for tluee years in France, and pay.

therefore, twenty-four francs each year. A motor cycle

without pedalling gear might, according to law, be con-

sidered as a car and taxed according to horse-power.

H. E. SKEPPER.

Hill-climbing.
[5835.]— I should be interested to hear if any of your

readers have ridden from Glenelg to Shiel (or rice versa) in

the West Highlands? From Glenelg the road rises for six

miles, never very steeply, but the last three miles contain

several bad corners, and the surface is very soft and rough.

This is nothing to the climb out of Shiel at the head of

Loch Duich. however. This road rises over 1,200ft. in two
and a half miles, exceedingly steeply in places, the surface

being very bad, and hairpin comers are too numerous to

mention. It would be a severe test for any motor cycle. I

should like to see a hill-climb here, though I doubt if m,tny
machines would accomplish it. CUTHBERT.

[5836.

would, in

pi])e bein

the burnt
assisting

expelled,

reach the
help the
pheric pr
explosion

of others

Increased Power with Cut-out Closed. f"

'

-With reference to letter 5807 on ths above, I

all humility, suggest that it is due to the exhaust

J short. With a long pipe, it seems to me that

gases must create a good deal of suction, therefore

the next charge of burnt gases to be quickly

On the other hand, with a short pipe the gases

open so quickly that there is not time for them to

next expulsion, therefore, air at ordinary atinos-

essure mnst be expelled from the pipe at each

It would be very interesting to have the opinion

ders. A. D. E. CRAIG.

Rear rellex :ights v.hicli have Idcch specially designed tor use on t.'^.rmers'

carts. An active campaign in lavour ot their general adopUon is being instituted

by the R.A.C. They are made by Lea arid Francis, Ltd., Coventry.,

Improved Starting Arrangements.
[5837.]—One is constantly liearing about the perfection

of the modern motor bicycle, but I think there is still great,

room for improvement in the starting arrangements. I have
had some experience lately of a 3|^ h.p. single with a geared

up starting handle, and, although in pretty good order, I find

handle starting far too exhausting, and the ordinary run and
jump method more practical.

The other day, it was only by sheer luck, in being at the
top of an exceptionally steep hill, that enabled me to start

my 5 h.p. twin. The engine was cold, and the belt being

soaked by the rain i-efused to take the engine over com-
pression at ordinary running speeds. For easy starting it

seems essential to have (1), rigid drive; (2), small multi-

cylinder engine or a half compression device, similar to that

fitted to the old Hiunbers. It is curious that this has not

been more widely adopted, as it is of real value.

Again, can a belt-driven machine be called really reliable

unless protected by more or less unsightly belt guards?

My four-cylinder F.N. has frequently pulled me through to

my destination on days when I shoidd never have dreamt

of" relying on a belt-driven machine. The increased use of

chain "drive and small multi-cylinder engines is the begin-

ning of a movement that will, in my opinion, extinguish the

present standard 3^ h.p. single. H. E. KENDALL.
A2g
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Police Methods.

[5833.]—On August 17th I was unfortunate enough to

consent to take a friend from Wisbech to Cambridge in my
sidecar (7 h.p. Indian). On arriving at March I noticed a

constable hold up his hand in a very friendly sort of way,

as if he might have been saying, "How are you, old sport?
"

or I tliought perhaps he wants me to slow up, which I did

at once, from about 15 to 10 m.p.h. (Note, the energetic

yoimg policeman did not exert himself to. leave the pavement
or call), but when w-e arrived at the next village (Chattel .s).

about eight miles from March, we found two more of oi;r

obliging friends planted in the middle of the road.

Of .course, I pulled up at once, and was told by the

inspector that he had received a telephone message from
March saying that I would not pull up when requested by
the police. My licence was demanded, which, needless to

say, I had left quite safely at home, so gave my name and
address.

I have now received no fewer than three summonses for

this offence—two from my March friend and one from
Chatteris—(1) for driving to the public danger, (2) for not

stopping when requested, (3) for not producing licence.

I should like to know if any of your readers have ever

experienced anything of this sort? ^ I think if we poor
motorists are subject to this sort of thing the sooner we get

aeroplanes the better. The cases are on September 5th and
12th respectively. ' CHAS. BETTINSON.

Variable Gears in Hill-climbs.

[5839.]—You will doubtless be aware of the war we have
been waging in different parts of the country with motor
cycling clubs who have been barring us from their com-
petitions.

We regret to say that this stale of affairs is on the in-

crease, and it is hardly the way to encourage developments
and improvements, for clubs, w-hose members must be inter-

ested in the future of motor cycles, to put obstacles in the

way of my firm, who have always been noted for the

originality of their productions.

Owing to the practically unvarying successes of our
machines in hill-climbing events, certain clubs' ruled that

riders of our machines must have their gear sealed in one
position, and not be allowed to benefit from its use. There
was a considerable outcry against this, with the result that

clubs who wished to pursue this policy framed their rules

in a way which, without directly referring to Zeniths, had
the desired effect of keeping them out.

We were exceptionally successful at the open hill-climbs

held by the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club in

1909 and 1910. This club is very largely supported by the

Coventry manufacturers, and for us to practically sweep the

board there two years running, meant that we were defeat-

ing the large majority of picked trade riders.

•In 1909 we secured seven first awards, and were first,

second, and third on formula in the class^ for touring

machines.
In 1910 we secured six first awards.
This year their programme only allows us to compete in

the lightweight class and in the variable gear class.

[In perusing the regulations we notice that of the seven

classes variably geared machines are eligible for foirr.

—

Ed.]
There are several points which I would ask your readers

to note with regard to the 1911 programme, which point.5

are all very much up against Zeniths.

1. Variable gears are not allowed in the touring class

limited to 500 c.c. This is strange considering that in the

six days' trial there were only nineteen fixed gear machines
against fifty-eight variable gear machines.

2. T.T. machines are to have fixed gears. Fixed gear

machines were considerably in the minority in the T.T.

3. There is no passenger class this year, though this is

almittedly a sidecar year. (The 5 h.p. Zenith has never

been bealien when we have run it in passenger events.)

4. There are separate classes for singles and twins with

fixed gear. The variable gear singles and twins are thrown
together in one class. It rather looks as if they were not

wanted. W. G. BOWER,
Managing Director Zenith Motors, T.td.

it is very difficult to get attention fi'om some makers when-
replacements are wanted. My case, although not quite the.'

same as that of the writer of letter 5791, h«s the same result,

i.e., that I am without the use of my motor cycle for

several weeks during the most favourable time of the year -

for riding. An acknowledgment of the order for a new
]jiston and valves has been received after waiting a fortnight,

but it will be another three weeks before they are delivered
if I have to wait as long as on one occasion last summer:
As these sort of incidents are talked about amongst motor

cyclists it must do the makers, who treat their customers 1 in

tlris way, harm in the long run, as it js much more necessary
for the private owner to be able to obtain replacements
promptly, than to know that the particular make of engine
or motor cycle they are using is continually winnii:g
prizes.

The disappearance of the broken step-cut ends of the piston

rings mentioned in letter 5795 can be accounted for by their

being rapidly worn away. Recently my three rings broke in

tho way referred to, and on opening up the cylinder the
pieces had altogether disappeared from one groove, had
worn to quite small irearly round pieces in another, and were
considerably worn and the corners rounded oft in the remaining
groove. H. M. W. DAW.

The Quality 0! Modern Tyres.

[5841.]—The increase in the pastime, following the con-

tinued improvement of the engines, is being seriously
checked by the retrograde quality of the tyres. Now, after

the trials, the futility of evading the matter will be evident.
It is the same cry everywhe-e, tyre troubles, in spite of '

delusive advertisements following record trips and rides.

It is one of two things. Either the present-day machines
are under-tyred, or the quality has deteriorated. In my
own case, an old motor cyclist, I had my new clutch
Triumph shod with a famed fabric tyre, paying the extra
cost to rninimise the- possibility of trouble willingly. After
normal use of a slow touring nature (no hill-climbs or reliability

trials) the back tyre is a wreck, after less than a thousand
miles, though my avoirdupois is under twelve stones. I

have previously had tyres of the same make which, under
the same conditions, have run well over three thousand
miles. The present back tyre since the first day has regu-
larly punctured each ride, though pumped board-hard to

get better results, at the expense of comfort. In this case

it is unquestionably one of poor quality. But why not
standardise 2^in, tyres for driving wheels, instead of 2{\n.

It would help to lessen this bugbear, which is seriously

affecting the popularity of motor cycling, and will prejudice
it. If motor cyclists would voice their troubles through
the press, instead of privately hurling anathemas, the volume
of complaint would affect the necessary result—better quality
and larger tyres. CLARENDON.

"

THE VICTORIOUS DOUGLAS TE.4M IN THE SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

Unbusinesslike Methods.

[5840.]—It will be a blessing to many private owners
when the present boom is over or at .-ny rate relaxed, as

A30

P. Pliiltips, G. L. Fletclier, and P. W. IMoffatt.

Tlie above riders tied with the P. & M. team for the special team prize.
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Silence.

[5842.]—Your correspondent [5814] in the last issue oi

your paper voices the desires of all riders of motor cycles

who have some consideration for the feelings of others.

The noise of open exhausts is bringing the pastime into

ill-repute, and many people refuse to associate themselves

with it. The psychology of the open exhaust is interesting.

The association of noise with power is atavistic, and goes
back to those instincts which made our ancestors howl
through the tree-tops, and, later, to whoop and hallo when
going for an enemy.
The man who roars and bangs through a peaceful village

with an open exhaust is showing degeneration, and, by
his quaint attire and desire to attract attention, showing
some of the attributes of moral imbecility. Not content

\NLith all this, he must needs proclaim his presence with
an alarm making a noise like a wailing babe or a trod-on
dog. Do, sir, use your influence to stop these brainless

bounders making a pleasant pursuit a public nuisance.

I ride a lightweight, and can go quite fast enough
without annoying anybody", but the noise of the " Galling
guns " whizzing under my windows wearies me to an

OPEN EXHAUSTION.

Motor Cycle Insurance.
[5843.]—I think possibly some of your readers may not

have realised the narrow interpretation placed upon the

phrase "used solely for private pleasure purposes," which
occurs in some forms of proijosal. I have recently learnt

with surprise that riding to ; nd from an oflSce or other place

where one carries on business does not come within this

category and necessitates the payment of extra premium.
CHARLES J LUCAS.

[We submitted the above to our legal adviser who replies as

follows : "Regarding your query as to an insurance policy

covering motor cycles when used solely for private 2}leasurc

purposes. It seems to me that these words are unneces-
sarily restrictive, and it is difficult to know exactly how the

court would construe the phrase. It is evident that it

would exclude more than the words ' for private purposes
only,' and with the word ' pleasure ' added I think it

is extremely doubtful whether a motor cyclist would be
legally covered under such a policy if he used the motor
cycle for going to and from his business every day. He
would then be using it for private purposes, but it could

hardly be said that he was using it for private pleasure
purposes." All motor cycUsts should look at their policies,

and if similar words are inserted they should request the

insurance company to rectify the matter.

—

Ed.]

Record Performances.
[5844.]—My brother and I intend to endeavour to ride

our machines (an 8 h.p. and sidecar and a T.T. )

for twenty-four hours' non-stop round Wimbledon Common
at a speed of sixty miles per hour. In order that we may ensure
this magnificent and eminently useful feat rmining a normal
course and reaching its inevitable, we hope you will be
generous enough to print us a iew copies of this letter. I

should be most grateful for any suggestions or if you will

call my attention to any omission.
" Dear Sir,

—

Re my little affair of 1,440 miles in 24 hours.

I have no doubt you will be pleased to learn that in the above
amble my machine was fitted with your . I not only
attribute my success chiefly to the admirable behaviour o
your excellent , but we feel sure I could not have pvit up
such a pcrfornianc;? without it."

We should want to send copies to the manufacturers of :

(1) Engines, '(2) saddles. (3) plugs, (4) lamps, (5) belts, (6

tyres, (7) magnetos, and (8) The Isowden Wire Co Have I

emitted anything'/

I ought to add we shall be unable to do this ride a devx
since I have lost every atom of respect for my l^rother.

Apart from his riding an 8 h.p. , I had always con
sidered him to be, otherwise, sound until to-day. when t^

my horror I find in his sidecar—what do you think? Noth-
ing less than a hairpin ! It is trr.e it is. a castor whee
."idecar, but that seems to be totally insufficient grounds to

allow some maiden to " castor " incidentals and my brother's
reputation to the four winds
We have quarrelled regrettably, but .ve are still whole-

heartedly united in one idea
We wish, oh we do so wish, Hu'-h Gibson would ring nff.

' R. B. ROBERTSON.

Tapless Pumps.
[5845.]—I am pleased to see " Ixion's " criticism of the

concealed tapless pump, because 't agrees exactly with the
results of the experiments I made. This " Lxion " could
have easOy obtained, and the mechanism is just as reliable
as the two-way^ tap without the drawbacks. My advice to
riders is to avoid every pump, concealed or external, depend-
ing entirely on a valve. Sooner or later the inevitable little

piece of grit will get in, and the pump will fail. There are
several others without this risk to be obtained.

A. C. DAVISON.

A Quadcar seen during. the Trials.

[5846.]—While reading The Motor Cycle of last week,
f notice you would like further details of quadcar AK 1918.

However, as the machine is not finished, I did not send them
to you, but will do so at a later date. We have built and
sold one on similar lines, which is giving every satisfaction.

The machine weighs 4 cwts. as stated, and has an 8 h.p.

Chater-Lea engine and thre->-speed gear box, chain-drive

to one rear wheel, and is weU-sprung back and front. It

climbs the hill out of Burnsall on top gear with two up.

I have done so in the presence of well-known motor cyclists.

I will send photographs and further details when the

machine is completed. W. GILYARD.

Reliability Trial in North Devon.
[5847.]

—

Be your note in last week's "Current Chat," JMr.

Karslake is quite in order when he states that the M.C.C.
is the first recognised club to hold a reliability trial over the
North Devon route. What I inferred was tliat the E.P.M.T.
is the first club to hold a trial over that ground, and I should
also like to point out that the trial in que.'ition was formu-
lated during last November Show, and that Easter was the
first opportunity that members had of carrying out the trial.

We are not, as a club, affiliated to the A.C.U., but the
majority of our members are also members of the A.C.U.
individually, so there is no object in affiliation, as the
E.P.M.T. is essentially a touring club.

I may also mention that Mr. I. B. Hart Davies's tours are

nothing new to us, as many of our members have repeatedly

toured that country since 1907, but the last trial at Easter
was of absolutely a different character, so cannot be classed

as a conducted tour as you infer. I thank you for allowing

me to use your valuable space.

FRANK H. CHRIMES (Capt. E.P.M.T.).

WISHER OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE" PRIVATEjfOWNERS' MEDAL.

F. G. Boddington Hi h.p. Prccisioni, who paiDed all possible marks in the

A C.U. Six Days' Trial, and finished with his machine in good condition.

His performance has been adjudged best of the private owners, although

flje others ran him very closely.
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Broken Piston Rings.
[5848.]—I had the same experience as your corre-

: pondent " S. H. Crow" [5795] with a 3^ h.p. engine.

Ill my -ase the cylinder required reboring, and tlie

engine had not been running well. On finding that

compression had all but vanished, I removed the
cylinder and found the overlapping portions of the step cut
ends of two out of the three rings had disappeared. The
cylinder was perfectly smooth. I sent the engine away to

be overhauled and never heard whether any trace of the
bits were found, but the oil on the baffle plate was very
discoloured, and I have never seen it so thick before or since.

It seenied impossible that the bits could have been ground
up, and I was as puzzled as your correspondent. J.L.

The A.C.U. and Road Record Performances.

[o849.]—I note that Mr. B. H. Davies states that he
drove from Northampton to Torquay " in excess of End-to-
end record pace." I presume he means in excess of " average
record pace." In any case, such action is hardly consistent

with his pronounced views on the whole question of End-to-
end records. Time after time has he denounced the record

on account of its danger to the public, and now he openly
states that he has had a miniature End-to-end on his own.

I trust that I am a fair-minded person, but I cannot help

feeling a little upset and disgusted that one of our leading

scribes and A.C.U supporters should openly claim such a

deed in the course of an article penned by himself and yet

condemn a similar action in others. I reluctantly pen this

letter in the hopes that the A.C.U. Committee will realise

that pace on the road is not confined to a limited few.

I was banned in the words of the A.C.U. Committee " on
the printed reports which appeared in the press." What is

sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander, and if the A.C.U.
Committee will be consistent they will immediately suspend

Mr. B. H. Davies. The case of Mr. B. H. Davies is not, of

course, an isolated one, the Scottish and Six Days' Trials

were a glorified blind and nothing else. I, personally, do
not object to the action of the A.C.U. in suspending me, but

[ do object to their encouragement of blinding en tnasse. It

does not appeal to many of us as typical of British fair

play. The whole question ought to be thrashed out now,
and if necessary new regulations framed for forthcoming

trials, otherwise there is trouble in store.

IVAN B. HART DAVIES.

I'he Six Days' Trills.

[5850.]—I have read with some amusement the long list

of gold medal winners in the recent A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

I would like to point out the conditions laid down by the

A.C.U. for a machine to gain a gold medal, which rule reads

as follows :
" A sold medal will be awarded to the enlrant of

each machine which obtains 100 per cent, of marks for

reliability, does not fail on more than one hUl, and completes

the trial with the whole of its parts in good condition."

Anyone reading the results would imagine that all those

thirty-tliree gold medallists fulfilled the above conditions.

That this was very far from being the case was apparent to

the most casual observer who saw the machines in the Claren-

don, Hotel yard last Saturday. One of these machines had
nearly every spoke in the back wheel broken, and could not

possibly have done many more miles without the back wheel
collapsing under the rider. Another gold medallist had his

vims so much dented that it was with difficulty he could

keep the tyre on the rim. Another rider, who rode to

Coventry next day, had to stop and actually strap his

engine to the frame, as it was practically dropping out.

Whilst, I admire the pluck of these riders, who, against all

difiiculties, brought their niacliines through such an arduous
test, yet I consider that when the A.C.U. make a rule they

should stick to it, and not award gold medals to machines
which evidently have not fulfilled the necessary conditions.

A suggestion I should ILie to make for next year's trials is

that the sealing might be carried a little further. The only

two seals that were attached this year were one round the

cylinder and one round the frame, but why not seal the

valve caps, which could easily be drilled by competitors

beforehand, also the tool bags. I admit it would be a

difficult matter to prevent competitors carrying tools in their

pockets, but if an official car followed behind, and disqualified

any competitor found using anything but a tyre repair outfit,

then we should have a reliability trial indeed.

ERIC W. MERRALL.

Road Dressing.

[5851.]^There is a length of road alongside the river
Soar, between Kegworth Bridge and Kingston-on-Soar which
several years ago was paved with a kind of asphalt. 1

should say it has been down over four years. It is now
quite as good as the day it was laid. I believe it was put
down as an experiment. Being such a splendid piece of

work one wonders why it has not become more generally
used. Perhaps this will meet the eye of the Nottingham-
shire surveyor, or someone interested who can give the reason.

H. UTTING.

The Vicious Dog.

[5852.]—Seeing the letter in last week's issue concerning
vicious dogs and their treatment, I am reminded of a little

device, with the same object in view, which I have used
with great success for the last year or so. I dare say most
of your readers, at one time or another, have come across that
useful appliance for spraying plants, in which the supply of

fluid is forced from a tank, strapped on the operator's back,
by a small hand lever on the_ side of the tank actuating a

pump.
It has been my invariable practice for the last year to

carry one of these apparatuses whenever , I go out on my
motor cycle. If a weak solution of ammonia be put in the

reservoir the effect is most disconcerting (to the dog).

Hoping this tip may be of use to any fellov motor cyclists

who have suffered at the hands—or shall we say teeth—of

these malicious pests of our highways.

CAVE CAVE CANEM.

Variable Gears for C'lmwaU.

[5853.]—-I have just completed a tour in Cornwall on a

single-geared Triumph, without free engine, and although I

am quite charmed with the county from a motor cyclist's

point of view, yet I am now satisfied that in order to obtain

the fullest enjoyment from motor cycling down there a free

engine, plus a two-speed gear, .is necessary. The principal

main roads perhaps would not necessitate this, but get off

them, and what do we find ?—quite a succession of steep hills

with, in many cases, a sharp bend in the steepest pa.rt,

where, if one is stopped, it is almost impossible to get going

again. The surface of most of the roads in Cornwall is really

excellent, and I had no puncture in my tour of nearly 1,100
miles, but I feel constrained to unburden myself to you on the

question of a variable gear.

I mean to visit Cornwall again as soon as I have an oppor-

tunity, but I shall go in for an efficient gear first.

I should like to know the views of some other readers on
this subject. C. E. STUART.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will the two motor cyclists who kindly helped a lady

and gentleman with Triumph and' sidecar outside Leather-

head on the 13tli inst. communicate witn F, Lacey, the Dell,

Camden Road, Sutton, Surrey?

A new lightweight Calthorps model which has just been placed on the

market by th3 Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co., Birmingham. It was ridden

into second place in the Belfast and District hill-climb on the 5th inst.
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B.M.C.R.C. SIXTH AONTHLY MEETING.
FIVE NEW RECORDS. NOTES ON THE TIME TRIALS AND HOUR RACE.

Scene at the start of the hour race at Brooklands, in which there ivere 17 competitors, two brealiing the existing hour record (or 500 c.o. engines.

THIS meeting (under the rules of the A.C.U.) was held

in fine but cloudy weather. There was a fresh

breeze blowing, which hindered the competitors in

the hour race, especially those on lightweight
machines, along the railway straight. The mile and l^ilo-

metre trials, which were taken together, were run in the
reverse direction, to give the riders the benefit of the wind.
Five new records were established, the most notable per-

formances being C. R. Collier's kilometre record of 24.52b.

in Class E, made on a twin-cylinder Matchless-Jap (90 x 78.4
= 998 c.c), which is nearly half a second inside the old

record, also by Collier. This equals a speed of 91.23 m.p.h.,
and it is the first time the kilometre has been covered at a

speed in excess oi 90 m.p.h., though it does not quite reach
Collier's speed of 91.37 m.p.h. made in the mile on August
11th last. ,

_

H. Martin (twin-cylinder Martin-Jap, 76 x 55 mm., 498
c.c.) made v.-onderful times in Class C for machines of a

capacity not exceeding 500 cc reducing the kilometre record
by over 2^s., and the mile by over 5s., his times being
—kilometre 30.25s., mile 49.39s. These records give speeds
of 73.95 and 72.89 m.p.h. respectively, an increase in speed
of 4.67 m.p.h. for the kilometre and 6.71 m.p.h. for the mile.

The existing kilometre record was also beaten in this class

by G. E. Stanley (3i h.p. Singer) and W. H. Eke (3^ h.p.

Rudge-W'hitworth), and the mile record by both the riders

just mentioned, as well as by S. Spencer (Sj h.p. Rudge-
Whitworth).
A new record for the mile was set up in Class D (not

exceeding 750 c.c.) by S. T. Tessier on a twin Bat-Jap
(85.5 X 54 mm. = 735 c.c.) of 48.76s. beating the former
record by half a second, his speed being 73.83 m.p.h.
H. Hunter, on a Bat-Jap of smaller dimensions, was also

inside the previous record, and only just over a quarter of a

second flower than Tessier. The kilometre records were not
lowered in this class, nor were the five miles records in any
class. This fact was possibly due to the wind, which was of

assistance in the mile and kilometre trials, being a consider-
able hindrance in the longer distances.

The Second 1911 Time Trials.
Class A (not exceeding 275 c.c).—W. Cliitty made fastest

time. H. Martin lost his beit while running well, and in

the five-mile trial his cylinder head was blown off. No
records were broken in this class or in Class B. Chitty's
machine seemed to be missing fire occasionally.

Ci,.4.ss B (not exceeding 350 c.c).—H. Martin made fastest
time, and set up a new record for five miles, there being no

previous record for the distance in this class. He was,
however, nearly a second outside record in the kilometre, and
rather more than a second in the mile.

Cl.^ss C (not exceeding 500 c.c).—Martin's re.-ord speeds
have already been mentioned. S. Spencer returned with his

belt hanging loose, but had another trial. The best time in

the five miles trial (4m. 43|s.) was made by G. E. Stanley
(Singer), but this was 7ss. outside record. Rhys (Triumph).
Elce (Rndge), and Spencer (Eudge), also exceeded 60 m.p.h.
for the five mi!es.

Cl.\.ss D (not exceeding 750 c.c).—S. T. Tessier (Bat-Jap)
was fastest in this class, and knocked half a second off the
mile record. Hunter also exceeded the previous best.

Class E (not exceeding 1,000 c.c.).—C. R. Collier was the
only rider in this class. He started high up on the banking
and came by at a great pace. His record has been already
referred to.

Godlrey, Haswell, and Stanley racing neck and neck at over 60 m.p.h. Som>
very close racing was seen in the hour^aoe.
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Class A. Existing Records, K. 35.77s., M. 57.93s., 5M. 5m. 1.2s.

AUGUST 3ist, 1911.

Name and Machine. Bore and
Stroke.

Time.

Kilo. Mile. 5 Miles

W. Chitty, Frays-Jap . .

.

mm.
76 x60 272

sec.

37.19

sec.

61.69

m. s.

6 22

Class B. Existing Records, K. 32.76s., M. 54.57s., 5M. no record.

H. Martin. Martin-Jap . .1 85ix 59-^1 343
I
33.68 I 55.6 1 7 8|

J. Cocker, Singer
|

69" X 79
|
295

|
41.43 1

07.36
|

—
Class C. Existing Records, K. 32.76s., M. 54.4s., 5M. 4m. 36s.

G. E. Stanley, Singer . . .

.

F. A. McNab, Trump-Jap
W. H. Rhys, Triumph . .

.

W. 0. Oldham, Zenith-

Gradua-Jap
W. H. Elce, Rudge
S. Spencer, Rudge
A. J. Sproston, Rudge . .

.

S. D. Timson, Rudge . . .

.

N. Gray, Triumph
*H. Martin, Martin-Jap .

.

85 -x88
90 x77|
85 x88

85J x 85
85 x88
85 x8S
85 x88
85 x88
85 x88
76 x56

499
492
499

488
499
499
499
499
499
498

32.04

33.26

35.18

33.48

32.11

32.96

33.78

34.43

30.25

52.3

54.69

56.66

56.36

52.42

52.37
56.61

56.91 5

43-1

9-5-

5Sf

Si
471

57-J

15|
13
15i

49.33
;

—
5M. 4m. 18.4s,

53.32

4S.76

49.04

4 57|

4 27-t

Class D. Existing Records, K. 29.78s.,^M. 49.26?.,

*A. Moorhouse, Indian ...'70 X 76 584
;

32.18

*S., T. Tessier, Bat-Jap ... I 85i x 64 735 30.06

*H. Hunter, Bat-Jap
I

85|- x 58 666
!
30. 17

Class E. Existing Records, K. 25s., M. 39.4s., 5M. 3m. 35s.

*C. R. CoUier, Matchless-
I

I I I I

Jap
I

90 X 78.4
I
998 \ 24.52 \

40.44
|
3 38^-

*Twin-cylinder.

Figures in italics denote improvements on existing records.

The Oinni=class Hour Race.
Tliis trial was mucli more interesting from a spectator's

point of view than the sliorter runs, which were run off

one at a time—obviously the best plan for these trials, inas-

much as all the competitors were on the track at the same
time, and men were constantly passing at high speeds. In
the hour race H. A. Collier (Matchless-Jap) at once took
the lead and kept it until, after doing sixteen laps, he was
unfortunately obliged to retire with a cylinder head blown
off. He had by this time lapped most of the other com-
petitors. The most exciting part of this trial was the
very keen race between Haswell (Triumph) and Godfrey
(Indian). First one led, then the other, and twice they
passed neck and neck, but towards the end of the race
Godfrey's inlet valve rocker broke, and his valve then
worked automatically. Naturally, his pace dropped, and
though he beat the old record by upwards of two miles he

Great enthusiasm was^sbown in J. R. Haswell's success. Some o{ the competitors
and spectators^are^seen, carrying him shoulder high,

could no longer keep with Haswell, who was travelling

wonderfully well. Haswell covered 63 miles 194 yards in

the hour. G. E. Stanley (Singer) stopped at the end of

twenty-one laps (over 57 miles) iialf a minute before time
I

for want of oil. H. V. Colver (Enfield), whose machine was
! , running with the utmost steadiness, was only 504 yards-

I

outside record, and by far the fastest in Class B. Glass A
also produced two good performances, W. Chitty (Frays-

Jap) and R.* 0. Clark (F.N.) both exceeding the old record,

the former by more than ten miles. R. 0. Clark's little

engine did its work well. P. A. McNab, who started well,

suffered a puncture and had to retire with only two laps to

his credit. There were no riders in Class E.

In the table of results those who did not finish are

credited with the number of laps they had covered at the

time of retiring.

Class A (existing record 39 miles 1,615 yards).

Distance,

Bore and stroke, c.c.

/) ... 76 x60 270
... 65 x75 249 41

Rider and machine.

W. Chitty (Frays-Jap,
R. 0-. Clark (F.N., 1)

Class B (existing record 54 miles 726 yards).

H. V. Colver (Enfield, S) ... 54 x74 340 54
J. €ocker (Singer) ... . ... 69 x79 295 43

Class C (existing record 60 miles 783 yards).

mis. yds.

50 239
1.454

J. R. Haswell (Triumph, 1)

0. C. Godfrey (Indian, 7)

85 x88
82.5x93

W. L. T. Rhys (Triumph, 1) 85
85
85
85

W. H. Elce (Rudge, 1)

G. E. Stanley (Smger, 1) ...

S. Spencer (Rudge, 1)

A. J. Sproston (Rudge, 1) ...

S. D. Timson (Rudge, 1) ...

G. Griflith (Zenith-Gradua, 1)

F. A. McNab (Trump-Jap, 1) 90 x77.5
W. 0. Oldham (Zenith-

Gradua, 1)

85 x88
85 x88
85.5x85

499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
488
492

63
62

59
57
21
18

14

6

5

2

122
410

194
1,147

1.072

1,060
laps

85.5x85 1 lap

H. V. Colver (2} h.p. Enlleld) who covered 54 miles 122 yards in an hour.

Class D (existing record 64 miles 445 yards),

A. Moorhouse (Indian, S) ... 70 x76 584 55 1,020
H. A. Collier (Matchless, S)... 85.5x58 666 16 laps

Colver used a C.A.P. carburetter. McNab, Tessier, and
Hunter the J. A. P. automatic, and C. R. Collier an A.M.A.C,
but the B, and B. was most in evidence. Sproston had an
extra air hole in his inlet pipe covered by a slide.

Most of the machines were belt-driven, the exceptions
being the Indian and Enfield (chain), and the F.N. (gear
driven). Several had no silencer or practically none. Colver
had two long exhaust pipes extending to the back hub.
The whole meeting was excellently managed by Messrs.

T. W. Loughborough and A. V. Ebblewhite, and the latter

gentlemen, assisted by Messrs. A. G. Reynolds and T.
Button, got out the times and distances in wonderfully short

time considering the amount of work entailed.
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INTER-CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL.
NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C. v. NORTH MIDDLESEX M.C.C.

The rules of this competition called for a team of ten
riders from each club, each competitor to make a non-slop
run over two circuits of the course, the second round only
being timed.
Our correspondent found a very strong muster present

from both clubs at the starting point at Bell Bar. The start

was delayed by the late arrival of the official responsible
for the numbers, who, poor fellow, had had two encounters
with the police in the short fifteen miles from town.
The first pair were despatched about 4.30, and this was

the last seen of them till the competition was over. They
missed their way at the first corner, and had quite a pleasant

trip of their own untrammelled by regulations and speed

limits.

Tiie course was rendered by no means an easy one by
the numerous surprise or sharp corners, but on the other

hand, the competitors found it excellently marked with
arrows.

Doubtful Stops.
The performances were tjuite good, for there seemed to

be only one stop due to the machine, and of that we are not

sure. Miss Berend (N. Middlesex) was seen stopped at the

top of Justice Hill ; apparently her belt had turned over in

the rim. The stoppages were evenly divided between the

two clubs Bennett (N.M.) and Pccley (N.W.L.), both find-

ing the bottom of the same ditch at a very sharp narrow
corner \vhere the surface wa.^i very loose—no great damage.
Cherry (N.W.L.) took the wrong road and dismounted
hurriedly just in front of another rider.

This incident raises a debatable point in regard to these
competitions. Cherry rode a fixed engine machine, one of

the opposing club a free engine—the latter when in error
apj5eared to stop his machine, leaving the engine running,
and paddled into the right direction with his feet. He is

credited with a non-stop, while the otlier suffers the full

penalty. The reading on sueh points needs to be made
clearer. Fortunately, this did not affect the result, for on
calculating the times it was announced that the N.W.
London club had won with a score of 43 against 57.

Unfortunately, we a-re unable to publish detailed perform-
ances, but we learn that H. Karslake secures the N.W.
London prize for best performance, he and his venerable

mount being the essence of regularity.

One of the charms of this event was the delightfully

peaceful yet varied scenery throughout the entire run, and
the fact tliat these roads on the east of the North Road are

not more used by motor cyclists must, we suppose, be due-

to the exceedingly loose surface in places.

COVENTRY CLUBS OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
Over 100 entries have l)een received in the seven classes

of the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club's sixth annual

hill-climb next Saturday. Nearly all the best known riders

will take part, and practically every make of motor cycle will

be represented. There is a big list of awards, including four

silver cups. The venue of the contest will be made known
by programme, a copy of which will be posted to competitors

this evening. Readers may obtain a copy, price 6d., on

application to the hon. sec. Mr. Geoffrey Smith, 19, Hert-

ford Street, Coventry.

EXETER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

The final results of the open hill-climb, July 29th, were:

Event 1 (lightweights).—1st on A.C.U. formula, W. W.
Douglas (2| h.]!. Douglas), silver medal; 2nd, ii. Spive^

(2| h-.p. Moto-Reve), bronze medal; fastest time, W. \\

.

Douglas (2J h.p. Douglas), silver medal.

EvE.VT 2 (touring).—1st on .X.C.U. formula. .-V. L. Oninian-

ney (3i h.p. Rudge). gold medal ; 2nd, L. \V. Broadbear

m h.p. Premier), silver medal ; 3rd, J. A. Neumann (5i h.p.

Rudge), bronze medal ; fastest time, L. W. Broadbear

(3^ h.p. Premier), gold medal.

Event 3 (club lightweights).—1st on A.C.U. formula.

H. P. Overmass (2J h.p, Douglas), silver medal: 2iid, C. S.

Hoskins (2| h.p. Douglas), bronze medal ; fastest time, H. P.

Overmass (2^ h.p. Douglas), silver cigarette case presented

byT. H. Birdsall.

Event 4 (touring).—1st on A.C.U. formula, A. L. Omman-
ney (3^ h.p. Rudge), silver medal; 2nd. C. Roper (3i h.p.

Ivy Precision), bronze medal: fastest time, C. Roper (3i h.p.

Ivy Precision), silver medal.
Event 5 (racing).—1st fastest time, A. L. Ommanney

(3^ h.p. Rudge), silver medal; 2nd, A. M. Myott (5 h.p.

Indian), bronze medal.

Event 6 (club single).—1st on A.C.U. formida, F. T.

Wilson (3i h.p. Rudge), accessories presented by the East

London Rubber Co. ; 2nd, P. Pike (3^ h.p. Humber), silver

medal: 3rd, W. P. Harding (3i h.p. Rudge). bronze medal;

fastest time, F. T. Wilson (3^ h.p. Rudge), pair of covers pre-

sented bv the Kem) shall Tyre Co.. Ltd.

Event 7 (racing).—1st iastest time. C. Roper (3i h.p.

Ivy Precision), silver medal 2ud, S. J. Saunders (3i h.p.

Kudge), bronze medal.
Event 8 (club multi).—Scratched through lack of entries.

Event 9 (club racing).—1st fastest thne. A. C. Hardy

(3i h.p. Norton), silver medal; 2nd, R. Holloway (3i h.p.

Premiei), bionze medal.

A. C. Hardy wins the gold medal presented by Nye and

Co. for the fastest club time of the day.

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB
The M.C.C. members' hill-climb will be held on Saturday,

September 9th, at 3 p.m., on a hill within easy reach of

London, to be announced later. Commodore Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot has presented a silver cup as a prize for Class

2. Machines must be standard touring pattern, fully

equipped for the road. Free engine clutches and variable

gears are eligible to compete in all classes.

(1.) For motor cycles of engine capacity not exceeding

300 c.c. for singles and 340 c.c. for twins.

(2.) For single-cylinder engines not exceeding 300 c.c.

(3.) For multi-cylinder engines not exceeding 340 c.c.

(4.) For passenger machines, unlimited capacity.

(5.) Any motor cycle; fastest time to win.

(6.) For cars limited to 30 h.p.

The awards in Classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 will be decided on the
W

foiTuula

T X C

SHROFSHUtE M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT WENLOCK EDGE LAST WEEK-END.
Hardwiek iJ.A.P.), closely toUowcd by Owen (Bradbury).
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A NEW SIDECAR TYRE.
Messrs. Charles L. Cutlibe and Co., 67,

Great Eastern Street, E.G., have intro-

duced a .special tyie for sidecar work
which is known by the registered name
of the Max Cycar tyre. As will be seen

by the illustration, the tread consists of

two prominent ribs, and in the space
between the lozenges are moulded in the
rubber. The pattern appears to be one
which should he most effective in minimis-
ing the risk of side-slip. The tread is

most substantial, and the amount of

rubber generally in the tread is quite
worthy of notice. The whole is built up
with four layers of fabric. The tyre is

made in all the usual sizes. This tyre has

been on the market about a year, and has,

we ar^ assured, been most successful.

Another Max speciality is a rubber belt,

which, though- it possesses outwardly no
special features, has met with approval
among motor cycle riders.

Prevention of Tyre Leakage.
Climax Leakure is a preparation which

is intended to be injected into inner tubes
with a view to preventing leakage in the

ease of a puncture. One of its chief

features is that if it oozes through a hole

in the tube it can be easily washed off,

and it does not in any way prevent patches
from sticking.

Tyre Stopping.
Climax Tyre Stop is a tyre stopping of

a different nature from any we have seen

before, and the method of using it quite

dimple. The material consists of a brick-

red slab of rubber preparation. Both it

and the cut to be filled up are first

warmed by holding a hot iron near them,
and then the preparation is pushed into

the cavity. Though it is desirable to
warm the cut, this is not absolutely neces-
sary, and the preparation may in cases of

emergency be warmed on a radiating fin

of thp engine, after the latter has cooled
down a little.

A HANDY BENCH LATHE.
Motor cyclists who are mechanically

minded enough to handle their own
repairs, provided they have the necessary
tools, will be interested in the little bench
lathe illustrated. This is one of Drum-
mond Bros.' machines for repair work. It

is self-acting, sliding, boring, and mill-

ing, and will cover a very wide range
of work. Thought out at first to supply
the needs of model makers, etc., it was
soon seen to be an almost ideal tool for

small repairs to motor cycle engines, etc.

Its dimensions are : Length over all, 2ft.

llin. ; length of bed, 2ft. 4in. ; height
of centres, 4in ; length between centres,

12in , diameter of work admitted over

saddle, 6in. The bed of the lathe is.

circular, allowing varying heights of the

the long levers to the steel bar connecled
to the Bowden wire through a contracting

screw. The handle-bar control is in the

shape of a trigger fitted with a ratchet

and release arrangement.

saddle and slide rest for nnlling purposes,

on which, without extra appliances plain

milling, slotting, and keyway cutting can

be done as well as turning, boring, and
screw cutting. The makers say their

lathe is guaranteed accurate to one-

thousandth of an inch and rigid enough
for the heaviest work it can hold. For
those who wish to fit this lathe to their

own benches a separate treadle is made,
but the machine can be supplied on stand

with treadle complete. The maker's
address is Guildford, Surrey.

EASY STARTING.
The decompresser put on the market

by the Aston Jlotor Accessories Co.,

Ltd., ought to come as a boon to motor
cyclists who have any difficulty in start-

ing their engines, or if they are unable

to run them slowly in traffic. With this

device it is possible to decrease the com-
pression very gradually. The thread is

the same as an ordinary sparking plug,

and it may be fitted at any convenient

place ; for instance, in a valve cap.

It consists of a small double-seated

cylindrical valve with a seating at each

end. On the side of the walls are longi-

tudinal slots, through which the gases

are allowed to escape, and then out

through holes in the cap at the top of

the device. This valve is free to move
between its two seatings, and under com-
pression, firing and exhaust strokes it is,

of course, making a joint against the top

seating, returning to the bottom seating
again on the suction stroke. The time
allowed for the escape of gas through the
slots is the time it takes the valve to

move from the bottom to the top of the
seating on the compression stroke, and
as the top seating is movable through
the medium of a Bowden cable from the
handle-bar, this time may be regulated,

and, as a result, more or less decompres-
sion will take place.

The system of levers as shown in the
illustration makes it possible to positively
lock the valve seating when the device
is out of action. The top ends of the
short levers are pivoted to the body of

the decompresser, and the top ends of

HINTS AND TIPS FOR
AOTOR CYCLISTS.

TO AVOID NIPPED TUBES.
36*7. When a rider is fitting a new

tube at his leisure, he usually rolls back
the second bead of the cover to make sure

he has not nipped the inner tube any-

where. This is a comparatively lengthy
process, and not everybody is acquainted
with an alternative process, which is

almost as reliable. After both beads of

the cover are engaged, bounce the loose

wheel on the ground ten or a dozen times,

or hit the cover all round with a mallet,

the tube containing as much air as was
pumped in during the fitting of the

cover, or a trifle more. The bouncing
will generally cause a nipped tube to roll

out from under the beads, and adopt its

proper position.

TO GET COVER AND VALVE BOLE IN
REGISTER.

36^. Sometimes when a motor
cyclist has laboured long and perspiringly

to get a new stiff cover on to s wheel,

he finds to his disgust that the valve:

slots in the bead do not register with
the valve hole in the rin_. Of course if

any help is available, two men can
usually haul the cover round the rim with
their hands, till the holes are all regis-

tered accurately ; but if the fitter is

single-handed, the following garage tip

often used for car tyres, may be of

assistance. Fit the wheel in the forks

of the machine, and fake up some sort

of stop wiiich will allow the wheel to

revolve a few inches, but not more.

(The writer put a tyre lever wrapped
in a cloth through the spokes and rest-

ing" on the forks.) Then put both hands
on the tyre, and pull the wheel sharply
against the improvised stop. The stop

will check the wheel rim suddenly, and-

all the force of the pull will come upon
the tyre, which will shift a little in the

required direction. Two or three

repetitions will shift the cover as much
as a foot, no matter how tightly it fits.

Care is needed in applying this tip to

motor cycle wheels, but even wire cycle

spokes will stand it, though, of course,

it is more workmanlike in dealing with
the wood or wire spokes 01 a car wheel.

BROKEN INLET VALVE SPRING.
369. On a recent run I was

bothered for two hundred miles by
erratic running, which appeared to be

due to a partial petrol starvation, caused
by a floating piece of dirt in the jet or

in the petrol tap. Sometimes when I

endeavoured to accelerate, the engine
would not run up to its normal speed,

and perhaps without any further change
of the lever setting she would take the
bit between her teeth and bolt off in her
best form- I did not discover the real

cause till I happened to remove the

.

cylinder, when I found that the spring

of an overhead inlet valve was broken in

a concealed position. Sometimes the

spring acted as a full spring, sometimes
as a threequarter spring only, which
explained the erratic running. Owners of

overhead valve engines should note: this.
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ESSEX !\,C. GYMKHANA.

Belt fixing competition ; G. L. Fletcher

The above annual event was satisfactorily run off at the
Essex Track, High Beech, Lougliton, on Saturday iast.

The attendance was not so good as it might have been, which
was partly attributable to counter attractions elsewhere.
The first event ou the programme was a belt fixing com-

petition, which was won by G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas).
Then followed tilting at the ring and Turk's head cutting,
the winner being L. A. Baddeley, who rode his 5 h.p.

Baddeley-Jap.
The chicken stealing event was somewhat novel, the com-

petitors drove sidecars and cars, and had to circle the track
once, the passenger had to steal a chicken from the run,
return to the vehicle, which was again driven round the
track, and return the annc.xi>d biped to its pen. This pro-
vided .=omo amusement, and w'as eventually won by Jlr.

Bates with a 20 h.p. Ford car, Ahm Hill (3i h.p. Rudge
and sidecar) being second.
Bobbing for apples and needle threading followed, both being

won by G. L. Fletclier, and then camp the Hovver show race
for passenger machines. The lady j assenger selected six

flowers, the vehicle was driven round the track, and on
arrival at the Hower beds each flower had to be planted in a

different plot and to be again coUecied. Tliis was won by
the driver of the Ford, with Alan Hill again second.

2i Douglas), on the right, proved the winner.

Jhisical chairs was won by G. L. Fletcher, who is quite

an adept at gymkhana events, having won four prizes at this

competition alone.

Our illustrations prove that an enjoyable afternoon was
.spent by the members and their friends.

A little incident of the day was that the hon. sec, Jlr.

F. G. Smith, borrowed Fletcher's machine for a spin around

the track, and underestimating the speed of the Douglas

collided with the railings, fortunately without injury to,

himself.

Essex M.C. Gymlcbana at High Beech. The chicken-stealing race, in which
competitors had to descend from a sidecar and capture a live—very live

—

chicken from a pen, and then scurry to the finishing post. The rider is B. Alan
Hill (Rudge and sidecar), who flnished second.

LATE NEWS FROM THE CLUBS.
North Middlesex M.C.C.

There will be a social run on the 2nd September, followed

by a general meeting of the club at the Abercorn Arms,

Staumore. at which it is hoped there will be a full attend-

ance of all members.

Scottish Border M.C.C.

A succes.^ful speed-judging and petro! consumption trial

was held on the 26th inst. A. Wilson (Triumph and sidecar)

won the latter with 98| miles to the gallon. J. McKie
(Doi'CTlas) won the speed-judging contest with a total error

of 58-is.

Essex M.C.

The Essex Motor Club's annual twenty-four hours York
run. for the Triumph Challenge Cup. takes place on Septem-

ber 8th and 9th. Entries close first post Tuesday, September

5th. Full particulars and entry forms from B. C. de W.
Siffken. Forest Side. Buckhurst Hill.

North-west London M.C.C.

The gymkhana to be held by the N.W. London M.C.C. at

the Stadium, on September 9th. comprises fifteen events,

\nz., scratch and handicap races for lightweights, singks up

to 500 c.c. singles of any size, multi-cylinders, and sidecar

machines. There will also be potato, Turk's head, air

balloon, relav, and sidecar punting races, and musical chairs

(1) for lady "passengers and (2) for solo machines. The last

event is a handicap race of four miles for any machine.

Mersey M.C.

The winning team in the club's team trials held on Satur-

day last, over a course to Buxton and back, is given below.

These team trials are very popular in the club, and a good

turn out is always assured. The prizes for this event are

presented by a committeeman, Mr. Lake. Winning team :

S. W. Philipol (Humber lightweight), F. Rees (Bradbury),

F. C. Jones (Bradbury), and G. Morley (Triumph).

On September 9th a" team of four riders of the Mersey Motor

Club are meeting a similar team of tlie Birmingham M.C'.C-

in a two mile race at the New Brighton Tower tracV.
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A COMPETITOR'S IMPRESSIONS OF THE SIX DAYS' TRIAL.
THE JUDGE'S REPORT.

B.M.C.R.C. MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.

The Single-cylinder Hour Record.

J. R. Haswell's triumph of last Saturday
IS likely to be short-lived. As we closed for

press on Tuesday we were advised that

0. C. Godfrey was to go for the hour
record on a single-cylinder Indian in the

evening at Brooklands.

International Matches at Brooklands.

A. printer's error crept into our

"Current Chat" columns last week with
reference to the cubical capacity of the

J.A.P. used by C. R. Collier in the inter-

national matches at Brooklands. The
correct figures are 998 c.c, not 988 as

published. By the way, if the bore of

motor cycle engines increases very much
T/ic Motor CycU cubical capacity table

will rec^uire revision. At present it only

goes up to 90 mm.
Keen Competition at Perth.

It will be remembered that in the

Perth and District M.C.'s reliability trial

on June 5th for the Club's challenge

trophy and gold medal and the Kemp-
shall Tyre Co.'s and other prizes, six

members tied with full marks for first

place. A run-off in the form of a fifty

miles non-stop trial succeeded in elimi-

nating one competitor only, and on

Wednesday, August 16th, the remaining

five again toed the line in a thirty miles

non-stop trial on a 20 m.p.h. basis over

the Rhynd Circuit, near Perth. Tlie

conditions were stringent, disqualification

being the penalty for a stop, while two

chronometric controls were in operation,

one mark being deducted for each second

in arrear and two marks for each second

in advance of schedule time at each con-

trol. Mr. W. Murray, who,' unfortunately,

punctured a few dozen yards from the

start, wa-s the only contestant who failed

to make a non-stop run.

The results, which have jUSt been

issued, are as follows .1, D. Batchelor

(3^ h.p.-T.T. Triumph), minus 446, club

challenge trophy and gold medal ; 2, J.

Y. Cairnie (3^ li.p; T.T. Triumph), minus

634, Kempshall heavy non-skid cover,

presented by the Kempshall Tyre Co. of

Europe, Ltd. ; 3, Bruce' Syme (3-l h.p.

tourinc; RudgeV minus <720, Kempshall

anti-skid coveri presented by the Kemp-
shall Tyre Co. of Europe, Ltd. ; 4, J. W.
Adamson (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), minus

1,029, spare tube in case. The time-

keepers were Messrs. Peters, Lyle-Watt,

sind Robertson.

Benevolent Fund Picnic.

The Manchester centre of the G. and
M.T. Benevolent Fund are holding their

fifth annual picnic to Styal on Sept. 6th,

and cordially invite all motor cycling

members of the centre to attend. The
meet will be at the White Lion, Withing-
ton, at 2 p.m.

BtOTOUE [S^EKTTS

Sept. 2—Coventry andWarwickshire M.C.
Annual Open Hill-climb.

,, 9— M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

,, 11—Torbay M. C. C. Annual Open
HiU-climb.

,
16—Auto Cycle Union Inter-club

Championship, in the Mid-
lands.

„ 18—Edinburgh and District M.C
Open Hill Climb at Amulree.

„ 23—B.M C.R.C. Race Meetmg a\

Brooklands.
Oct. 14—A.C.U. guarterly Trial (Midland

centre) fourth and last 01

igii series.

An Unmarked Danger Spot.

Tliere is an unmarked danger spot on
the Edinburgh and Berwick-on-Tweed
cross-roads between Cockburnspath and
Ayton. It takes the form of an S curve
with high hedges on both sides. Several

accidents have occurred there, the last

being a collision between a motor car and
a motor cycle.

Saturday's Open Hill-climb.

Entries for the Coventry and War-
wickshire M.C. hill-climb next Saturday
have again assumed record figures. Every
class has filled, including the one for

ladies, in which there are five entrant.".

Class 7, open to> " all comers," which was
only included after the regulations had
beeij circulated, has proved a most popular
event. The entries are divided as follows :

Class 23 coinpetitois

8
33
5

6
7

30

J. R. Haswell (3i h.p. Triumph), the new holder
o( the hour record, the distance he covered
beine 63 miles 194 yards. Mr. Haswell is a private

ow.ier, and resides at Crick, near Rugby.

Besides the above there are several teams
of three in completion for the team prize.

The venue remains a secret until to-

morrow (Friday), in order to prevent
practising on the hill. A cinematograph
operator will be m attendance.

The Albion Disc Clutch.

The overall width of the Albion clutch
hub, described in the last issue, is any-
thing required from 5^in. to 6jin.

More Records Broken.

Yesterday (Wednesday), at Brook-
lands A. Sloorhouse, on a twin Indian,
82^ by 93 mm., beat the Class E hour
record, riding 70 miles 1,388 yards. Fifty
miles w>re covered in 40m. 59|s. Mr.
A. V. Ebblewhite took the times.

The Irish End-to-end Record.

Hugh Gibson writes us from Hotel
Metropole, Cork, where he is at present

sojourning with his ej-e on the Irish End-
to-end record. He is quite jubilant over

the fact tliat if he exceeds the legal limit

in Ireland, the Auto Cycle Union will

not be able to inflict any further penalties.

Bj' the way, aspirants to road record

honours might do worse than apply to the

House of Keys for a permit to go round
the T.T. course till time was up. Isle

of JIan authorities are always ready to

listen to enterprising ideas for popularising,

the island and amusing the visitors in the

otf season.

The Danger of Skidding with a Passenger
on Carrier.

A somewhat serious accident occurred
at Brighton Eoad last week as a result

of which Wm. Gardee, 28, of 33, Bethnal
Green Road, is lying in the Croydon
Hospital suffering from injuries to his

leg and hip. Gardee was sitting on the

back of a motor cycle, which wa.^ being
driven by a friend of his, when the
machine skidded, fell across the tramlines
and under a passing tramear. Gardee
was caught in the cow catcher, but the

rider escaped without any injury beyond
a shaking. He was taken to the
Croydon Hospital, where it was found
that he was suffering from dislocation of
the right leg, severe bruising of the hip,

and bruising about the head. The
machine was badly dainaged, and it was
some time before it could be got out;

from underneath the car.
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A new walking and riding waterproof coat,

the tails of which may be wrapped and secured

by spring buttons round the rider*s legs to

serve the purpose of overalls. It is sold by
Wilks Bros., St. Simon Street, Salford,

Manchester, and should especially appeal to

motor cyclists.

Lancashiie's Loss is Londcn's Gain.

A. J. Moorhouse, of the JIaiicbester and
other motor clubs, is leaving Cottonopolifi

to take up other duti<;s for his firm in

London. He has, probal^ly, won more
prizes than any other northern amatenr
motor cyclist. Further, he has won
hosts of friends.

A New Pattern Douglas.

W. W. Douglas has had a 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder machine built up on the

lines of the world-renowned 340 c.c. twin.

and is about to make tests of it with a

sidecar attached. It is not proposed to

market this type next year at any rate,

but there has been such a pronounced
demand for a big horizontal twin that
Messrs. Douglas Bros, have in their

usual thorough style commenced experi-

ments early. Mr. Douglas told us last

week that he expected to journey to the
Coventry club's hill-climb next Saturday,
but will not take part.

Saturday's Duel at Brooklands.

The most exciting duel witnessed at

Brooklands since the Collier-de Rosier
matches was the one between J. R.
Haswell and 0. C. Godfrey at Brooklands
last Saturday, in which the privat-e owner
emerged successfully. It is an interesting

fact that both beat world's record. It is

said that Godfrey's Indian had been sent
specially from the States for racing on
Brooklands, and it is certainly the fastest

of its kind yet seen on this side of the
Atlantic, and it is not likely that the
hour record wiU be allowed to stand
where it is at present. The now famous
quotation, " It is not in the air, it's in

tiie engine," was a common expression.

Ihe A.C.U. and Yorkshire Farmers.

A lively correspondence has been run-
ning in that anti-motorist journal, the
Yorkshire Post, anent the Si.x Days'
Trials. Some horse owner's animal was
alleged to have been badly frightened one
day by a motor cycle, vcith the result that
a long letter appeared adversely criticis-

ing the trials, competitors, and the route
chosen. One of the chief points seems
to be that on one day a farmers' market
meeting was disturbed, but why farmers
and others should be allowed to block
the traffic of market towns, and yet
motorists may not stack their machines in

the public square or anywhere else without
a protest, is merely because new ideas
take longer to assimilate.

The A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

As we pointed out last week in giving
the weights of some of the Six Days'
Trials machines, they were in several

cases loaded up with spare cover, tube
and belt, and the t.anks were full. G. L.
Fletcher advises us that his Douglas had
one and a half gallons of petrol, one
quart of oil, spare cover, tube, and two
belts, beside a suit of waterproof overalls.

T. Silver writes to say that he was
timed by A.C.U. officials to remove the
rear wheel of his Quadrant in 5 mins.
Incidentally, he adds that the lowest gear
he used throughout was 5 to 1, which
says something in favour of the power of

the new Quadrant engine.

As will have been observed from our
t^abulated list of results which appeared
in the last issue, only three riders of

single-geared machines scored full marks
for reliabilitv. and gained gold medalf.
Thev were S. T. Tessier (Bat-Jap). C.

Williams (3^ h.p. Triumphl, and W. F.

Newsome (Sj h.p. Triumph).
In our report of Friday's run we men-

tioned A. J. Stevens among the failures

on the steep climb leading to Skyrcholn;','

Moor. .Mr. Stevens has since written

assuring us that he succeeded in climb-

ing every hill, but as his number is

quite clear on our list, we can only pre-

sume that the member of our staff at

909

that point booked il in error. The A.J.S.
riders had no necessity to take off their

cylinders for cleaning purposes, grind in

valves, or tinker in any way.

A Novel Challenge.

A party of cyclists of the Bristol Bicycle

and ;\Iotor Club who toured through
North Devon at Whitsuntide offered a

gold medal to any motor cyclist in the

club who would ride over the exact route

on his motor cycle, the cyclists claiming

that this road, owing to its bad condition

and very severe gradients, was unrideable

by a motor cycle, and that this was proof

of the superiority (sic} of the p.ish-cycle.

The route lay through Dunster, Whed-
don Cross, Exford, Simonsbath, thence
the new road to Lynmouth, across

Exmoor, on via Lynton, Lee Abbey,
Woody Bay, Hunters' Inn, to Ilfracombe.

One member—Mr. Adams on his two-
speed A.J.S.—set off from Bristol on
August 14th at 8.30 a.m., arriving at

Wheddon Cross at 11 a.m., Lynmouth
12.25, Lynton 12.27, and Ilfracbn.be at

2.30 p.m. He had to check at each post

olKce on the route, and send an official

card with the time and a signature. The
two minutes' difference between Lynmouth
and Lynton shows how his machine
climbed the hill between these two places,

well known as such a terror to cats and
cycles. The worst part of the road was
where a fallen wall had been replaced by
wire fencing and only a part of the stones

broken up ; some were quite ten inches
square, and owing to his footrcst catching
against one, he ran over another standing
about si.x inches high which fouled the

crank case, the bicycle acting as a see-.'^aw

until he lifted it clear. After this he
walked alongside, slipjiing the clutch, with
the low gear engaged. The hill to Hunters'
Inn and Parracombe llill were both very
loose and steep, very similar to Lynton
Hill, but Mr. Adams had no trouble with
either machine or tyres on both journeys.

The party of cyclists who acted as a com-
mittee were unanimous in opinion that

he had covered the exact route after his

description of t)ie road.

WSS!Sf?Smm^.

AFTER THE 1,000 MILES TRIAL.

A group of six days' trials competitors just previous to leaving Harrogate for their journey South. The riders

are left to right : P. Phillips, W. W. Douglas, W. Creyton, H. Greaves, S. Wright, F. G. Edmond,

P J Evans, H. V. Colver, and P. Grout The official Humber car is seen In the background.
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THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS IN YORKSHIRE.
THE JUDGE'S REPORT.

General.^Thb 1911 Six Days' Trial, with Harrogate as a
centre, has been the most severe yet the most successful of

the series. Each day's route included long stretches of

rough moorland road ; ruts, stones, and dust inches deep, in

many places making severe tests of the riders' skill. The
riders were required to ride to schedule between speed limits

of 18 and 20 m.p.h., their times being checked at intervals

of thirty miles on. the average, under a penalty of one mark
lost for each minute outside the maximum or minimum time.

They Avere further required to make clean ascents of ten
hills on which observations were made, pedalling being per-

mitted only in the cases of machines having single-cylinder

engines less than 300 c.c. capacity, or twin-cylinder engines
less than 340 c.c. capacity. The observed hills were Wass
Bank, Sutton Bank, Arkengarthdale, Scarth Nick, Garrowby
Hill, Blue Bank, Greenhow Hill, Ividstone Pass, Heaton
Woods, and Brownstay Ridge.

The conditions for the awards were : A gold medal to the

entrant of a machine which did not lose any marks on time
checks, did not fail on more than one hill, and finished

in good condition ; a silver medal to the entrant of a

machine which did not lose more than 100 marks on
time checks and did not fail on more than two hills

:

a bronze medal to the driver who finished within two
liours of Iris maximum time on Saturday evening, but
did not obtain any other award. These conditions were
so onerous that before the beginning of the trial and
even after the completion of the first day's route, the most
liberal estimate was that ten to fifteen gold medals might be
won. The great number of gold medals won (thirty-three

out of seventy-seven starters) is a tribute to the excellence

of the machines, to the skill of the riders, and (not an un-

important factor in such a trial) to the splendid weather
conditions from start to finish.

Of the machines which finished but lost marks on time

checks, it may be said in general that tyres were the only

trouble. The conditions of the trial permitted stoppages

without penalties, provided the times of arrival at the check-

ing stations were inside the limits. This was generally taken
advantage of, for the purpose of cooling engines at the foot

of an observed hill. On several hills which were not officially

observed the failures were more numerous than on the stiffer

observed hills. In future trials, the regulations might be

framed so thaj the machines should climb the hills on the
j

run, without stopping to cool engines.
I

Becommendations for Awards.—Tlie gold, silver, and '

bronze medals are automatically settled by the performances
of the machine, and the regulations above referred to ; the

only detail left to the judge's discretion being the interpreta-

tion of the phrase " completes the trial with the whole of its

parts in good condition."

For the Trade team prize, the teams of Jlessrs. Douglas
Bros., and of Phelon and Moore, Ltd., lost no marks on
tiine checks, did not fail on any hills, and finished with the
machines in good condition, and are, therefore, bracketed equal.

For the Club team prize the best performance was by the

Yeovil and. District M.C.C. team. The regulations state

that "this Special Prize will only be awarded provided at

least five teams are nominated." As only four teams were
nominated I cannot make any recommendation as to the

award.
It is a difficult matter to allot Tlie Motor Cycle, gold medal

for the best performance by a private owner on a motor
bicycle. It will be seen on reference to the tabulated results

Lhat the following six private owners have perfect records

of performance viz.: No. 20. E. W. Merrall : No. 21, P.

W. iloffatt : No. 25, G. E. Whitv.'orth ; No. 34, Jesse Baker

;

No. 51, J. J. Day; No. 60, F. G. Boddington. All six

machines have two-speed gears, the engines varying from 340

to 600 c.c. capacity.

I have no data 'to determine tha hest performance of the

six, but if the award were left to my discretion (or caprice)

I might award it to No. 60, F. G. Boddington. His machine
has a 4^ Precision engine, 600 c.c. capacity, Phelon and
Moore chain drive, two-speed gear, and Chater-Lea parts

;

and his performance might be said to include the design of

his machine.
However, this expression of my opinion cannot necessarily

be binding on the donors ; it might justly be urged that

the lightweight small engine machines should have the

preference.*

Tlie Motor Cycle gold medal for the best performance by
a private owner on a passenger machine is won by No. 79,

J. Tassell.

The performance of Nc. 55, W. D. Slauter, en a 2 h.p.

Alcyon, with a sma'l engine, 248 c.c. capacity, and only a

single drive, was remarkable He failed to make clean

ascents of Wass Bank and Sutton Bank, but succeeded on
the other eight hills. He also lost five marks on time checks.

The award of a special medal is recommended
Frames, Wheels, Brakes, etc.—The structural parts of the

machines leave little to be desired. A pair of front forks

bent by collision, a few carriers and stands loose or damaged
by collision, and a few cases of broken spokes in back wheels,
sum up the casualties, A few front wheel brakes were more
or less inoperative at the finish of the trial.

The Power Plant.—^A few retirements are reported due
to engine trouble. One competitor reported on Thursday
morning that a seized piston would compel him to retire.

He evidently got it going again all right, and completed the

trial in good style.

The tanks, their fastenings to the frame, and their pipe
connections seemed all in perfect condition at tlie finisli.

Silencers are not yet as silent as is desirable.

Transmission and Speed Gears.—One retiral was due to

the belt rim coming adrift, and the Morgan runabout retired

owing to gear transmission trouble.

Of the machines with single speeds, only four won gold

medals, three others climbed all the hills, but lost marks
on time checks, seventeen single speed moior bicycles started,

so the performance of the single speed machines is on the
average distinctly inferior to that of the variable gear
machines. Both the big engine single s^-eed Bats made clean

ascents of all the hills.

There were many varieties of variable speed gears repre-

sented in the trial, the Armstrong three-speed hub gear
being the most notable addition since last year. Most of

these gears are combined with a clutch, most useful for

traffic riding, permitting of slow riding or the stoppage of

the machine without stopping the engine. One of the most
valuable features of the Armstrong three-speed hub is its

easy adaptability to almost any machine. Of the seventy-
seven starters, fifteen were fitted with Armstrong gears,
eight gaining gold medals. Of the others, three retired owing
to engine or other troubles, the remaining four had only
three hill failures divided between them.

Tyres.—As already stated, loss of marks on time checks
were due principally to tyre trouble. Many machines have
the back wheel quickly detachable so as to give easy access

to replace a faulty tube or cover ; other machines leave much
to be desired in this connection. Now that tyre manufac-
turers have standardised the sizes of motor cycle wheel
rims, tyre trouble may become less and less in future.

Accessories.—The various accessories and the methods of

fastening them to the machines seemed quite satisfactory.

Perhaps the only qualification that need be made is that the
clips for fastening horns are unsatisfactory, most of the
horns having been somewhat loose on the handle-bars.

Weight.—A few representative machines were weighed at

the finish of the trial, in the same condition as they had been
running during the week. The so-called lightweights varied
from 130 lbs. to 163 lbs. ; the greater weight being- that of a

machine which had just been filled up with petrol. The 3s
h.p. machines varied in weight from 200 lbs. to 284 lbs

Even allowing for weight of petrol, about 7 lbs. per gallon,

these weights are rather startling.

Conclusion.—This year's trial reveals a considerable im-
provement in the reliability of the motor bicycle. The con
ditions were more severe than those of last year's trial, yet

the percentage of gold medals is more than doubled. For
next year the conditions must be made still more onerous,
so that the percentage of gold medals awarded may be again
lowered to a reasonable figure,

—

Arohib,4.ld Shakp, Judge,

* Mr. Boddington wins the medal, as decided by the judge, but as Mr. Sharp
is ahBost equally impressed with the perfonnances of the other five riders
mentioned, we have decided, subject to the approval of the A.C.U., to offer
souvenirs in the form of silver medals to Messrs. Merrall, Mofiatt, Whit-
wbrth, Baker, and Day.

—

Ed.
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CLUB NEWS.
w

y-\r~x:-

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Start ol the 44 miles penalty contest last Saturday from Owler Bar.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial held August 19th
are as below : 1, E. Downs (3^ P. and M.), marks lost :

2. J. F. Walton (3i B.S.A.), 6 ; 3, A. E. Brown (3^ B.S.A.),

7, and E. B. Thomlinson (3i Acme Kestrel), 7.

'

Torbay and District M.C.C.

With regard to the open climb on September 9th. the
secretary desires it to be known that wherever " two or three

speeds " is mentioned in the entry forms, it is intended to

cover aU such gears as the Zenith-Gradua. The last day on
which entries can be accepted is September 2nd.

Sheffield and HaUamshiie M.C.C.

On Saturday last a penalty contest was held, starting and
finishing at Owler Bar. The riders started at minute intervals,

and proceeded across the moors via Baslow, Calver, Froggatt^
Edge (a steep winding gradient). Fox House Road, and back
to Owler Bar—a circular run 01 eleven miles, whijh had to

be covered four times. Competitors to lose marks for every
five minutes they were early or late from a time allowance of

tliirty-five minutes.
The results are as follow : 1st, Durant (3^ h.p. Durant-

Jap) ; 2nd, Dakin (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 3rd, Short (8 h.p. Chater
Lea and sidecar); 4th. Hill (3^ h.p. Triumph); 5tn, Stacev

•3i h.p. Rudge).

Marlborough Athletic Club.

Tlie London-Coventry reliability trial on the 12th iiist.

secured an entry of twelve, and seven competitors made non-

stop runs. The first and second prizes were presented by the

Kempshall Tyro Co. (1 heavy non-skid cover and 1

light non-skid cover). Results were : 1st, W. Coodhugh
(3^ li.p. Brown) : 2nd. A. W. Loughlin '3^ h.p. Peugeot) ;

3rd. A. W. Hunt (5 h.p. Sarolea) and .1. C. Ball (2| h.p.

N.S.U.)

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition was held last Thursday over

a circular and very deceptive course through Conisborough,
Edlington, and Batley, which had to be covered four times,

making a total of about 35 miles. The first prize (a pair of

Palmer cord tyres with inner tubes), a« well as the second and
third, were kindly given by the Palmer Tyre Co., Ltd., to whom
the club is most grateful. Twelve started, and the accuracy
with which they judged their allotted speeds was remarkable
considering the strong head wind experienced towards Conis-

borough. The final results are given below :

Rider and machine.
1. J. S. Smith (3i Bradbury)
2. F. H. Dunstan (5i Rudge)
3. T. H. W. Dew (3i Triumph) ...

4. L. Baker f34 Rex)

Average error.

... 76.8s.

... 145.47s.

... 165.5s.

... 207.3s.

Memiers ot the Hawick M.C.C. (Edinburgh) setting out lor a hiU-climbing contest last Saturday at Haughhead, Hawicli
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Saturday's speed trials of the M.C.U.I. (Ulster centre) at MagiUigan.
tor the start of the ten miles scratch race.

Preparing

Derby^and District M.C.C.

ihe winner ol the hill-climb held on Saturday, August
^^th last, was Albert Ainsworth (3^ Rudgfe). Second .on

formula and fastest time, E. T. Bolton (7 Indian). On
(Saturday last an excellent afternoon's sport was provided in a

reliability and speed competition for a speedometer, the donor
of which prefers to remain anonymous. E. Lee (3^ Triumph)
was the fortunate winner.

Bradford M.C.C.

The awards for the Bradford-Dunbar-Bradford 24 hours'
reliability trial, held on August 22nd and 23rd, are

:

Class I. for Solo Machines.—1, T. BuUus (P. and M.)
points. Triumph cup and gold medal ; 2, jVIiss I. E. Pickles
(Scott), 23, silver ; 3, F. Mlburn (Triumph), 245^, silver.

Class II. for Passenger Machines.—1, J. N. Longfield (Scott
and sc), 3^ points, Phelon and jMoore cup and gold medal

;

2, P. Shaw (P. and M. and sc), 10-i, silver; 3, H. Russell
(Chater-Lea and sc), 47-i, silver.

Class III. Teams of Three Riders.—1, C. Sidney (Tiiumph),
Batley, gold medal; S. Todd (Triumph), Bradford, Wm.
Briggs cup and gold medal; and R. A. Horsfall (Triumph),
Devv-sbury, gold medal. 2, C. Thacksay (J. A. P.), Ilkley,
silver medal; A. Drummond (Rex), Ilkley, silver medal; and
A. Denby (Rudge), Ilkley, silver medal.

M.C.U.I. vUlster Centre),

The results of the open speed trials held at JIagilligan
Strand last Saturday .-by the M.C.U.I. were :

. Ten Miles ScBATCa for machines not exceeding 500 cc
Rider and machine.

A. Kirk (3^ h.p. Triumph)
L. Jrivisack (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

W. F. Adams (3i h.p. B.S.A.)
Seventeen competitors.

Twenty Miles Open Handicap.
H'cap.

Rider and machine. m.
A. Combs (3i h.p. Premier) .... 5i ..

J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... Ij ..

C. R. Martin (3^ h.p. Triumph) 2| ..

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Eighteen competitors.

M. S.

10 39
10 41i

10 42

Time.
M. s.

20 45|
20 40
22

Fifty Miles Open Handicap.
H'cap.

Rider and machine.
.A. Combs (3^ h.p. Premier)
G. Lavery (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

J. Sloan (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

W. F. Adams (3i h.p. B.S.A.)
C. R. Martin (3^ h.p. Triumph)
G. Simpson (3^- h.p. Triumph) ...

8. L. M'Kisack (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Sixteen starters. An unfortunate accident occurred in this

trial, whereby W. J. Chambers received a compound fracture
of the right leg through colliding with another competitor.

M.
14
12
4

12

7

7

4

Time.
M. s.

66 33i
69 27
61 35
71 3

66 7
66 43|
65 15-1

69 43

Scene at the start of the Manchester Motor Club's Hiil-ciimb at Woodhead on Saturday last. The group in the foreground are ofllcials watching Bottoms
detaching the cylinder of his Bradbury ior the purpose of measurement.
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Club News

—

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The result of the Aberystwyth Run has now been

announced after consideration of the times at the three
controls and two secret checks. Two competitors tie for
the awards, viz., A. Elson (3^ h.p. Triumph) and A. L.
Ommaney (3^- h.p. Rudge.)
Those who won souvenirs were: S. H! Davis (3^ Rex),

R. Lord (3i Rex), and J. F. Spencer (3i Singer and side-
car). The following completed the journey within II4 hours,
but exceeded the time limit of 20m. at one or both -of the
secret checks : G. H. Spicer (3^ Triumph), W. Grew (3i

•Rudge), V. A. Holroyd (3i Rudge), C. T. Lloyd (3i Rex),
A. C. Riley (3i Triumph), and H. Clarke (3^ Triumph).

Helensburgh M.C.C.

A successful hill-climbing competition was held on
Wednesday, August 16th, at . Garshak-e Hill, Dumbarton.
Competitors were divided into two classes, single and twin-
cylinder machines respectively. The principal results were :

Fig. of Merit.
... 527
... 514
... 463

... 251

... 214

Class I.

1. R. M. McCulloch (3i Triumph)
2. H. W. BaJlardie (3^ Triumph)
3. J. Grant (3^ Ti'iumph)

Cla.ss II.

W. Watt (2| Royal Enfield)

C. Watt (2J Royal Enfield)

Essex M.C.

Members and others are reminded that the annual
Snaresbrook-YorkrSnaresbrook twenty-four hours' reliability

run takes place on Friday and Saturday, September 8th and
9th. In addition to the Triumph Challenge Cup, gold,
silver, and bronze medals are offered, and there are also
special prizes for the best amateur performance, the best
lightweight performance, and the best passenger performance.
The trial is for both motor cycles and cars. Full particulars
may be obtained from Mr. Bernard C. de W. Siffken, Forest
Side, Buckhurst Hill.

9^3

The Motor CycUng Club.

The autumn hill-climb will be held on September 9th,
when the cup offered by Commodore Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bart., will be competed tor in a dass open to any single-
cybnder machine over 300 c.c. The hill chosen will be one
within easy reach of London, and classes for all types of
machines are being included.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
The results of the series of competitions for the Presi-

dent's Cup are subjoined. Marks awarded in the respective
competitions :

Speed Hill- Reliability Total
Name of trial. c imb, tri.il. marks
competitor. June fith. July ISUi. AojC. 7Ui. awarded.

1. T. H. Dunstan 100 81.5 543 *724.5
2. L. Baker 70 68.78 503 641.78
3. E. Goult 98 72 457 627
4. L. Bassett 93 absent 511 604
5. .J. S. Smith ... 92 65.5 406 +563.5
6. C. Barnsdale ... 90 64 401 +555
7. E. R. Scott ... 88.5 73.7 314 +476.2

*President'.s Cup. tBronze Medal.

Glasgow M.C.C.
This year's consumption trial, held on August 19th, is notable

for the startling record made on a T.T. Triumph by J. G.
Grant, who covered a distance on his allowance equal to
277 miles to the gallon. The course was triangular, starting
from Clarkston Station, with East Kilbride and Eaglesham
as the other two points. Riders were not allowed to dis-
mount, and had to go on until their allowance of petrol was
exhausted. The three best performances were:

Miles
Rider and machine. covered.

•I. G. Grant (3>i h.p. T.T. .Triumph) 35.2
G. W. Orr (3^ h.p. Ariel) 29.2
W. Hutchison {2| h.p. Douglas) ... 23.1

Miles per
gallon.

... 277

... 206

... 198

THROUGH WARWICKSHIRE LANES ON A SINGER AND SIDECAR.

W' ITH reference to the new Singer sidecar model
described and illustrated last week, by the courtesy
of the firm of Singer and Co., Ltd., we were
recently allowed a short trial of the machine, and

accompanied by the head draughtsman decided to visit that
well-known Midland acclivity Edge Hill. The high speed
ratio was 6 to 1, and the low 8 to 1, and with this com-
bination, a Millford castor wheel sidecar, and a combined
weight of twenty-four stones, the 22 miles between Coventry
and Kineton via Warwick and Gaydon Inn were covered

I

in one hour. At Kineton the petrol tank was filled up to

give a good head of spirit at the jet, and the hill was made
for at a fair touring speed. At the first attempt the combi-
nation, failed to get more than half-way up, but there were
circumstances which prevented a good performance being
made ; however, after descending and making a few adjust-

ments, with the same passengers it reached the first bend
on top gear, when in went the low, and the engine romped
away towards the top. Within twenty yards of the summit
the engine stopped, not from conking or overheating, but
from being overloaded ; an indirect 8 to 1 gear is barely
low enough for a 3^ h.p. engine on hills like Kineton, and
to prove it was due to gear and load the same combination
brought the writer and a boy weighing together 17^ stones

right over the first knob on the top, then the low and high
ratios were used alternatively for about fifty yards, and
finally the low to the summit. The way it took the last

section of gradient was excellent, the engine doing about
2,000 r.p.m., and the machine travelling at about 18 miles
an hour.

Now with regard to the general behaviour of the machine.
First the engine starts remarkably easily with gear lever

in neutral ; the clutch manipulation by inverted lever on
handle-bar is a charm, the whole combination starts readily
on low gear by steadily releasing the lever and there i.s no
jerk. Changing gear is rapid and reliable, no grinding
takes place, and the clutch picks up the load without it

being necessary to manipulate the levers gingerly. Of
course, the machine is not a milestone devourer, as it has

not been built for that purpose. We should say it would
average nearly twentj' miles an hour on give and take
roads, and w.itli a slightly lower ratio on bottom gear
would go anywhere except on heavy winter roads and against
a .strong head wind when a little bigger engine might be used
with advantage.

The two-spe3d Sinser siiecar cDmbinition halt-wav un EJze Hill.

A^l
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qUESTIoNS 6t REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on technical subjects.

A Machine for Ireland.

Being a prospective purchaser
of a. motor cycle, and not know-
ing much about them, I would
be thankful if you would give
me information on the following

siibjects. My height is 6ft., weight
li stones. Tlie district here is fairly
hilly, several hills of 1 in 10 gradient,
and some of 1 in 6 ; (1.) What is the
lowest horse-power I could use with
comfort under such conditions? Would
23 h.p. be too low? (2.) Could I get a
Jeliable second-hand machine for £15
or £15? (3.) Would the ordinary height
of frame suit me?—C.E.H.

(1.) What we should recommend is a 3g
h.p. ^ (2.) If you could go to about £20
you would get a good magneto machine.
(3:) Yes, the ordinary frame would suit.

Touring Abroad.

I think of taking a holiday in

France, Germany, Belgium, or
Holland with my motor cycle.

How shall I arrange for tax and
driver's licence?—A.S.

First of all you had better take steps to
become a member of one of the motoring
organisations, and through this take out
an international pass. The organisa-
tions also issue these passes to non-
members, but you could - not expect to
obtain other facilities from them without
becoming a member. The international
driving licence is available in all the
countries you name. Through becoming
a member of one of the motoring organi-

Miss Connie Vine, who, after only one day's
instruction, drove an A.C. sociable from London
to Birchington-on-Sea. The A.C. is becoming
popular among ladies, the tiller steering rendering
it wonderfully easy to handle.

A3^

.nations you can take your machine into

France, Belgium, and Holland free of

duty, but not so intC- Germany.

Rebushing.

Jly machine, after 13,000

fy\ niile^, is still running very

^ sweetly, but shows loss of power
-iJ upon the worst hills and against

the wind. T sliould like~ a little

enlightenment with regard to what I

believe is the crankshaft. The ends,
which are visible upon each side of tlie

outside of tlie crank case, seem to have
a little play, and I have been recom-
mended to have them rebushed. Is the
macliine likely to suffer any damage by
IJOstponing tliis until there are more
definite signs of trouble?—W.S.

^'o, as long as you dO' not put off the re-

busliing too long, you will do no great
liarm. Rebushing is only necessary it

there is serious vertical play. A little

end play does not matter.

Lubrication of Free Engine Clutch.

I have lately had delivery of a
standard 1911 free engine machine
and have ridden the same 500
miles. For the last fifty miles
or £0 I have had a lot of trouble

with the clutch. As soon as I operate
the lever to let in the clutch the back
wheel, instead of taking up the drive
smoothly as formerly, refuses to move.
On lowering the gear from 4^ to 5 to

1 I find this difficulty with the clutch
has disappeared. Can you let me know
why this should be? As regards lubri-

cating the clutch the makers recom-
mend a certain brand of oil which is

not obtainable locally. Will ordinary
cylinder lubricating oil do instead, and
if so how often should it be applied,
or would it be better to use grease as

for the magneto chain?—F.C.M.
We should imagine that in the case in

question the clutch is liable to slip when
the high gear is used, but that this slip

is not sufficient to prevent the machine
moving when the low gear you mention
is fitted. Special oil of thin nature should
be used for the clutch, as exceptionally
thick oil, such as is sometimes used for

engine lubrication, would cause the plates
to adhere and prevent the satisfactory

withdrawal of the clutch. We should
imagine that at the present moment you
are over-lubricating the clutch in ques-

tion, and should, under no circumstances,
.idvise you to put grease into the back
hub. It would be much better to obtain
p thin oil and use that instead.

?

Unbusinesslike Methods.

What would you advise me to

do in this case? About the end
ot April last I sent my back hub
to be. rebuilt with new rim and
belt rim. On May 18th I received

a letter from the firm saying that
some delay had occurred with the belt

rim, but that it was now in the works,
and the wheel would be despatched the
next day. Gettmg no further com-
munication for a month, and. the wheel
not having arrived, I wrote four times
within a fortnight, and only at the
fourth time did I get a reply—that was
last week. I was then informed
that delay Jiad occurred with the belt

rim but that wheel was being sent that
very day. It has not yet arrived. You
Avill eee that they liave had my hub
for eleven weeks (also my money), and
for the last eight weeks I have been
expecting it. "What can I do? I have
written as strongly as I can', but when
they deign to answer it is only to put
me off for a few more days. In fact,

the only answer I got was when I

wrote demanding the return of my hub
and money.—W.W.

Our legal adviser's reply to the above is

:

Your correspondent "W.W." can sue
the firm he mentions for the. return of

the back hub, or its value, and also for

the return of the money paid. He should
first send them a letter by registered

post,, telling them that unless this is done
by return he will immediately place the
matter in the hands of his solicitor.

An Aylesbury motor cyclist named F. S. Morton
who has driven his Motosacoche with the above
carrier attachment 3,482 miles in 'four months. The
total weight of machine is 203 lbs. driver 147 lbs.

and the average weight of goods carried is 98 lbs.
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Sparking at Contact Breaker. Overheating.

Recently 1 bought a second-^ hand motor cycle, wliich I

> believe' is a 1905 model. It is

_Jj fitted with a Longuemaie h.b.

controlled carburetter, and is fired

with an accumulator and trembler coil.

The compression is very good, and the
engin> has run about 300 miles since

cew, rings were fitted and the deposit
wa- cleaned off. For a while it ran-

all right, but lately it has developed
the following defects: (1.) I get a spark

' at the contact breaker when machine
IS running. (2) Engine overheats very

. badly. (3.) Where I could get nearly
30 "all out," now I only get about
12 m.p.h. (4.) The engine has spas-

modic fits of misfiring, and will only
climb hills very slowly that it used to

"roar up."—A.S.H.

(1.) It is not surprising that you get a
spark at the contact breaker when the
machine is running. There is nearly
alway.s a weak sparK at this pomt. (2.)

Overheating may be due to a variety of

causes : bad oil, excessive carbon de-
posit, or to too strong a mixture. (3.)

The symptoms almost seem to indicate
that you have a partial obstruction in

the carburetter. It is difficult to help
you without seeing the machine, but a
good repairer ought to be able to put
iHe machine right without much difll-

culty.

A Mysterious Clank.

. I have a 3^ h.p. 1911 Humber

qI which runs and climbs splcn-

> didly; compression and every-
-iJ thing is Al.- On favourable

stretches when the engine goes
taster owing to falling gradient, and
when run fairly fast on stand I get a
single loud clank now and again in the
engine. There is only one clank at a
time, at various intervals. The same
thing occurs sometimes if I lift the
exhaust valve at speed. It can also bo
brought about by suddenly opening the
air lever and occasionally when going
over a bump when coasting down hi

To what is it due, and how can it be
remedied?—O.B.S.

It is e.\tremely hard to tell what this
clank is, as there are ' so
many kinds of noises, each
of which might roughly be ^ V

/jcalleda "clank," and, each of- which is

due to an entirely different cause. If

you could give rather fuller particulars

of this type of noise, as, for instance,

does it slow the machine, and does it feel

like a backfire, we might be able to put
you on the right track. Turn the
pulley round carefully when you have
the cylinder off for cleaning the deposit,

and listen for any strange noises in

the crank chamber, in which event it is

imperative that the, engine be taken down
at once.

A.C.l.V. Trouble.

I have a great deal of trouble
g-l with the a.o.i.v.'s of my 1911

> I machine. With strong • springs
-iJ there is great power at high

speeds, but the machine will not
run slowly, as the engine is unable to

open the valves sufficiently. With
weaker springs the bicycle slaris easily,

and can be run slowly, but cannot
develop sulticient power. I also find

that after removing ana replacing tlie

inlet valves the engine runs very badly

for the first ten miles or so, as if there

were a loss of compression. It is also

very difficult to fit two springs of

equal tension. Would it be possible to

replace the valve cups and cotters with

a screw-on cap. so that the tension on
the springs could be adjusted?—^T.H.J.

This is one of the difficulties of auto-

MOTOR CYCLISTS TN THE TERRITOKIAL
MANtEUVRES.

matically-operated .valves which cannot
be overcome,^ and this is wherei the
mechanically-operated valve scores over
the other. There is obviously no cure.

Probably there is really a loss of com-
pression after replacing the valves, and a
little oil and carbon gradually seal ^jp the
joints. Yes, you can fit a nut and lock-

nut on to the valve stem for adjustment^
purposes, but really, with the ordinary
cotter system, it is easier to get fairly

good adjustment by means of different

sized washers.

Faulty Ignition."

I have purchased a second-
hand 1^ h.p. Minerva, and as
far as getting it to start and
keep running while on the stand
everything seems to be in per-

fect order, but when taken on the road
it requires some pedalling to get it to

start, and then when started will fire

two or three times, then miss one or
two, and go on this way for a hundred
yards before you can get it under way,
and in some cases will stop until again
assisted. (1.) Can you explain it?- (2.)

I am thinking of fitting in one of

Siemens dry batteries, and if so will

It work with a plain coil, or is any
alteration required? (3.) Should the
spark on this machine when starting

be advanced or retarded, and where
shall I find out when moving the lever

that I am doing right?—Strathdon.
(1.) We should advise you to examine
the ignition and see' it the contact

[joints are pertectly clean, and that the

spark occurs regularly at the plug. (2

and 3.) The spark, when starting, should
be retarded. In order to verify this,

note the way in which the cam rotates,

and then that movement of the lever

which alters the contact blade in the

direction of rotation will retard the spark.

EXPmUEXCES WANTED.
" H.B." (Putney). 7 h.p. T.A.C.

sidecar.

"Less Noise" (Hertford). 33

Scott and sidecar, reliability of gear,

"R.W." (CJothenburg, Sweden]
h.p. Scott with sidecar.

" S.S.T.S." (Bury). 5 h.p. Indian and

3J h.p. Bradbury, particularly

as to cost of running and
manijiulatiott in traffii'.

with

h.p.

etc.

3i

fl) H. Eeadman, jun., whose twc-speed Humber gave every satisfaction.

(2) A group of riders attached to the motor cycle ; cc -on of '!i*

London Cyclist Battalion.
(3) Motor cvciists at the Territorial Camp, Eoyal Engineers,

TheKord.

-^391
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Shall 1 Buy a Aotor Cycle?

AUGUST 31st, igii.

By "Pedal-Cyclist."

J"-

I

WOULD introduce myself as a fairly enthusiastic

pedal-cyclist wondering whether propulsion by

muscular action of his legs is not an unneces-

sary "fag," and so contemplating with a certain

amount of hesitation the purchase of a motor cycle.

Mi? hesitation may be attributed to ray perplexity as

to' whether the ' advantages of the motor-driven

machine suflficiently outweigh its disadvantages— so

I may term them^o allow of my buying one with

the feeling that I am getting a good bargain. And
I have no doubt that there are hundreds of others

in very mucli the same state of mind—debating

whether to become motor cyclists or not—who may

be interested if I state my case more fully.

The Crucial Point.

The main question I am asking myself—and, if I

were certain of being able to answer it
_
in the

affirmative, I should hesitate no longer—is this : Can

I, with my very limited mechanical knowledge and

entire lack of experience of petrol motors, regard it

as reasonably certain that the machine will keep in

decent running order without large and frequent

repair bills? Friends who motor cycle assure me
that I can be fairly sure of that, as the modern

machine of a good make has now reached such a

state of excellence that mishaps are of rare

occurrence. Just use a little commonsense, they

say. This is all very well, but besides this useful

quality one must possess a certain amount of neces-

sary knowledge, and this is what I am afraid I have

not got. Although I have read up all the informa-

tion on the mechanism of motor cycles I have been

able to obtain, I confess I am not yet quite clear as

to the functions of the various parts of a rnagneto,

while the idea of dismounting a cylinder or taking a

carburetter to pieces and cleaning and replacing it

fills me wdth something like dismay. [" Pedal-

Cyclist " can rest assured that hundreds of motor

cyclists do not know the exact functions of a magneto,

and beyond a little attention to the contact points these

machines will run a whole yearwithout being touched.

—Ed.] I hJive no doubt that while it is new the machine

will run excellently without need of much, if any,

attention on my part; but I want it to last, and it is

the condition of the engine after six months' or a

year's hard riding, of which I am apprehensive. I

daresay after a little experience one can adjust and

keep in good condition these (as it seems) extremely

complex components of the power plant, but it will

be understood that to one used to the empty frame

and absolute simplicity of the pedal cycle such a task

seems rather formidable.

Amongst the pleasant visions that I liave of

spinning along a straight level road at something over

the legal limit there also come less pleasing fore-

bodings in which I see myself one evening stranded,

A40

through some trouble which I am entirely unable to

locate, on a country road miles away from anywhere,

wdth the result that I have either to push the machine
or pedal it at a rate of about iive miles an hour

towards the nearest town or railway .station'.

Initial Expenses and Upkeep.
Then there is the matter of expense. The light

weight model which I have provisionally selected

costs, with lamp, horn, and licences, approximately
_^4o—a considerable sum compared with the cost of

a pedal cycle of very good quality. Do you get pro-

portionate value for this discrepancy ? Again, the

yearly sum necessary for the upkeep of & motor cycle

is out of all proportion to that w'hich has to be spent

by the owner of a pedal cycle. Thei latter's outlay

is practically confined to the purchase of a, new pair

of tyres every year or eighteen months, a new chain

at longer intervals, and occasionally, if he has not

much spare time, a general overhauling of the

machine by a repairer at the cost of a few .shillings.

On the other hand, the expenditure required for a
motor cycle appears very considerable to one with a

limited purse. Tyres, cost about three times as much
and (so one gathers) wear out a good deal more
quickly than those on a pedal cycle. There are, too,'

the running costs for petrol and lubricating oil. as

well as the numerous "spares" of all sorts which dt

is presumably necessary, or at least advisable, to

carry. These, with the frequent repair bills, which,

as hinted above, I am anticipating, seem almost to

demand a greater sum than 1 am prepared to afford.

Other Points that 'Worry one.
There are one or two other apprehensions I may as

well mention. 'With regard to lubrication, it appears
that if by some mischance I should forget to give oil

at the correct intervals (though this, I hope, is scarcely

likely) I shall ruin the engine- altogether; but if, on
the other hand, determined to be on the safe side, I

give more oil than the engine' needs, I shall encounter
trouble in the shape of sooted plugs and so on. Then
there is the question of cleaning the machine. One
can pound through the thickest winter mud on a pedal

C}'cle with the certainty that half an hour's or less

attention on the next dav will do all that is necessary.

With a motor cycle under similar circumstances one
would imagine that the time needed to bring the

machine into decent condition would run into hours.

Also those minor adjustments and repairs which I may
learn to do myself seem likely to take up a very great

portion of my spare time.

Another rather important consideration is that of

the weight of the machine and- the resulting modifica-

tion of that ability to go almo.st anywhere that is a

great draracteristic of the " push '' l)ic}T:le. I have

had many enjoyable rides through lanes -and along

footpaths where there have been stiles and closed gates
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Shall I Buy a Motor Cycle?—

to negotiate, and with my 30 lb. light roadster to

surmount them was quite an easy matter. With a motor
cycle of about four times the weight, however, these

AN INCIDENT OF THE 1,000 MILES TRIAL.
A. C. Robbins (3J h.p. two-speed Humber) passing through the water near Coxwold. There were

lour water splashes on the course.

obstacles would not by any means be easy to tackle.

At the same time, I realise that for unobstructed lanes

and tracks, that scarcely can be called roads, the

motor cycle is generally very nearly as handy as its

les.5 speedy prototype.

However, all these (I suppose) quite unavoidable

defects—or, let us say, points wherein it falls short

of perfection—in the motor cycle (which I have per-

haps painted rather too black in the attempt to

illustrate my point of view) do not outweigh the incon-

trovertible fact that an effortless

speed of anything up to thirty miles

an hour is beyond all comparison
with an average speed of only , ten

miles an liour produced by physical

e.vertion, which causes, after forty

or fifty miles, a decided " weariness

of the flesh." If (as is probable) I

decide on the purchase of a motor
cycle, and determine to take my
chance of any of these unpleasant

consequences, I trust I shall be able

to sail up hills which previously T

either had to walk or else surmount
by an altogether disproportionate
expenditure of energy ; to run along
a le\el road at a speed that really

will get me over the grouyd ; and
when forty or so miles lie between
me and home, far from being rather

uneasy at the thought, that I shall

look forward to the run, confident
that on arrival there I shall not be
in a more or less tired condition,
but as fresh as the proverbial daisv.

1 look forward, too, to tours on a
machine which will enable me to

reach and explore the districts I se-

lect with far more comfort and in

much less time than I could ever dream of on a pedal
cycle. In view of all the.se benefits, then, which the
motor cycle confers on its owner, I ought not to insist

any further on my conception of its disadvantages,
which are possibly rather more apparent than real.

Such, at any rate, I hope they may turn out to be.

An Italian Hill-climbing Contesf.

THE Mont Cenis hill-climb for this year has

been a conspicuous success. All records have

been beaten, and the first five men in the half-

litre class have succeeded in lowering Riva's record,

namely, 28m. 5s., which was established in 1905.

The following are the results :

Lightweight machines, cylinder capacity not ex-

distance for a hill-climb,

does not exceed i in 12.

but the maximum gradient

reeding 333 c.c.— i, Luigi Semeria, 8%^
Jean Borgotti, 25m. 36%s. ; 3, Facchetti, 26m. o%s.

Half-litre class.— r, Riva Alexandre, 22m. 32^5.;
2. Delia Ferrera, 22m. 53%s. ; 3, Berlie, 23m. 34%s.

Class for machines with cylinder capacity exceed-

ing half-litre.— i, Gelasio, 32m. 7%s.
The Stampa Sportiva Cup for machines with engines

not exceeding 290 c.c. rests with the S.I.A.M.T.
This latter, thanks to Riva, also gains the Turin

Motor Club Cup, and w"ith Borgotti and Peracchio
the prizes for the first machines in the 333 and 250 c.c.

classes. Semeria rode a 290 c.c. machine.

Thanks to the excellent organisation, and to the

fact that the principal makes and riders took part, the

Mont Cenis meeting this year has been one of the

finest ever held in Italy. The length of the climb
was about thirteen and a halfmiles, which is a good

WINNERS OF THE MONT CENIS HILL-CLIMB.
From left to right they are: Peracchio, Riva, Luigi Semeria (inventor and

maker of the S.I.A.M.T.), and Borgotti.

-Ml
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A New Puncture Locator.

Below we publish an illustration of a
new form of punctui-e locator, which has
been designed by Mr. H. L. 0. Gough,
of Carlton Road, Nottingham.

The puncture locator designeS by Mr.

fixed a long four-leaf flat spring, which
extends in front of and behind the fork
to the extent of about a quadrant of a
circle. To each end of the flat- spring is

pivoted a rod B, which is also hinged at
the lower ends of the forks. The forks

Gough and described on this page.

Showing the wire gauze backing and the
method oj fixing round tyre.

-As v.'ill be seen, it is composed of a
surai-circular piece of wood, and a folding
handle to keep it in place when on the
tyri5. In the middle is a nietal case

witii a glass 4,roiit, and on the underside
:i piece of gauze enclosing a quantity of

aluminium foil. The whole thing is

passed over the tyre, and when it passes

over the puncture tlie foil will be dis-

tributed all round the glass, thus obviat-

ing the necessity of taking the whole tyre

out and immersing it in water.

A New Pattern Spring Fork.
The spring fork, of which we publish .

an illustration, has been designed by H.

Lanzerotti Spina, of 19, Upper Woburn
Place, W.C. It may be described as

follows :

To the heavy crown A of the fork isi

A42

Front view showing metal case with the aluminium
loil behind the glass cover.

are composed of two hollow upper parts

C (pivoted to the heavy crown), and of

two lower parts D, which slide in -the

hollow of the former, or they may be as

shown in fig 3, vjz., with upper parts

that slide in the hollow of the lower. A
spiral spring F is set between the two
parts in each case.

The upper ends of the rods B B, as

well as being attached to the end of the
flat spring, work on a pivot fastened to

the mudguards, which latter are hinged
fore and aft of the heavy crown A,
or they may be fastened by bolts which
pass through a slot in the mud-
guard (see fig. 3). Thus, when the spiral

spring F is depressed, the mudguards
are forced upwards and outwards with
the flat springs, being supported on
hinges attached to the fork crown.

As may be seen in the drawing, when
the cycle meets with an obstacle the

front wheel is forced upwards and the

long flat leaf spring helped by the spiral

spring is claimed to absorb any kind of

shock received by the machine.

The Lindum Pulley.
No one will deny that it is extremely

advantageous to be able to adjust the

engine pulley without the aid of tools.

The Lindum Engineering Co., St. Peters-

at-Gowts, Lincoln, have recognised this,

and in designing their new quick adjust-

able pulley they have made it so that it

is readily adjustable by finger and thumb
without the aid of tools. The puKey is

composed of the three usual parts—the
fixed flange and boss, loose flange, and
adjust;7-:g nut. In the locked position

the outer ring covers two steel balls

which act as keys and hold the loose

flange in different,, positions. When the

ring is pressed in with the thumb and
finger the balls rise into an internal
groove in the adjusting ring. The outer,

j

flange can. then be moved to any posi-

tion desired, and on releasing the ring
small coil springs force the ring back
until the balls register with the nearest

slots. The pulleys are made in three
sizes—45iii. for lightweights, 5Jin. for

medium weights, and 6in. for heavy

weight twins. We append an illustri

tion of the pulley which has been sub
mitted to us for inspection.

Countershaft Gears.
The annexed sketch of a well-know^

make of engine illustrates the arrang

ment of a countershaft gear which
likely to become popular on 1912 model!
As will be seen, though the lineal spee
of the belt is reduced, this drawback
counteracted by the fact that a 'vexM

mucli larger pulley is employed, givin^_

a bigger gripping surface for the belffl

Our experience of this type of trans^^

mission is that there is no more slipl

than is usually allowed by the interven-j
tion of a belt between engine and roadi
wheel, which gives an ideally elastio.--

drive, and is, moreover foolproof.
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The REFLEX-CLIPPER

"IDEAL'' TYRE
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

WHAT'S IN

A NAME?

Respecting Tyres—the name Reflex-Clipper

stands everywhere as the hall - mark of

excellence. The Reflex - Clipper " Ideal
"

Tyre for Motor Cycles gives fullest expression

to that sentiment.

Just notice the build of it. Made entirely

on Car Tyre lines. Of perfect proportions.

Has v^eight v^'here most needed, yet Al for

speed. Is secure agamst side-slip, and stands

foremost m the quality line.

Price of Tyre £2 8

Price of Cover 1 18

Price of Tube 10

(For 26 X 2i Beaded Edge.)

For best Motor Cycle Accessories

always ask for " CLIPPER Brand.

THE CLIPPER TYRE CO., LTD.,
52-60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON— 18. Chiswell Sl, Fintbury Sc.uare. E.G. COVENTRY—Alma St.

In nnxweriuii i/iis advcrl.isr-mcnf. il is rhsiralU to mention " The^M'.lm Curia. Mi
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these eolomns;
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per won
alter. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. In th<

case of Trade Advertisements a series 0:

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should br

accompanied with remittance, and be addressee

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry
To ensure insertion letters should be posted it

lime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), bj

the first post on Friday morning previous tc

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate ni-ighbourhood before going
further afield.

pjan showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton.
Warwicli.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth

Glamorgan, Oirmartlien, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middiesi'M, Sunty, Kent, and Susses.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,
Ireland and Isle of Man.

If D ERFU
II I SHOW OF
ft I B ARGAI N
THAT APPEAL
TO ALL WITH
YYIZ

A I Bargains in newesi models of all best makes
of Motor Bicycles at prices that cannot possibly

be beaten. Ai Bargains in genuine second-hand
machines, renovated, tuned up for the road, and
fully guaranteed.

GET OUR TO-DAY'S LIST,
which includes

—

4312. jJh.p. igio Standard TRIUMPH £37 10

4313. 3I h.p. loot) IreeEngineTRIUMPHfSS 10

4318. 2I h.p. DE'DION Pattern £12 10
4322. 3.'. h.p. 1911 Two-speed N.S.U £37 10

4323. 3>, h.p. igii Two-speed HUMBER £40
4287. 3' h.p. 1009 TRIUMPH £38

3U1.P. 1910 KERRY-ABINGDON £29
4240. 3! h.p. roil Slandanl BRADBURY 40 Gns.

4284. li h.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE 20 Gns
4295. 3J h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £38
4298. 7 h.p. 1910 REX DE LUXE and

sidecar £47 10

4299. 3l h.p. 1908 T%vo-speed N.S.U. . . £22 10
4305. jJh.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD... £5
4307. 3* h.p. 1910 Two-speed HUMBER £35
4308. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S. and

sidecar £52 10

4309. sih.p. 1909 Two-speed P. and M. £36 10

1238. h.p. 1909 Twin MATCHLESS . . 30 Gns.

4247. jih.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £47 10

4249. 3A h.p. 191 1 BAT 40 Gns
4250. si h.p. 1910 SCOTT £45
4252. il h.p. 191 1.3-speed NEW-HUDSON 40 Gns
4260. 2 1 h.p. BRADBURY 10 Gns.

4264. 3.5 h.p. 1911 BROWN £35
4269. 3I h.p. I9ir free-engine RUDGE . . £43 10
4276. i\ h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £12 10,

4277. li h.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO £22 10

4285. 5 h.p. 19J1 REXSidette 48 Gns^
4286. 7h.p. jgn REX Sidette 65 Gns;
4207. 3ih.p. 1910 Tourist REX £32 10
4208. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S. . . £45
42r6. 3j h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH 37 Gns
4218. 7 h.p. 1909 Two-speed V.S. and

sidecar.

4219. 3Jh.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P. ....£250
4226. 3J h.p. 1910 MIDGET Bicar ..£22 10
d229. 8 h.p. 1910 Twin BAT £45
4180. 2j h.p. BRADBURY £8 10
4181. 3? h.p. 1908 BROWN £22 10

4198. 3J h.p. 1909 MINERVA £25
4154. s h.p. 1910 Two-speed Twin ROC 40 GnSd
4160. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE £15
4040. 7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed INDIAN .. £47 10
4133. 2? h.p. ARIEL £8 10

4135. 5 h.p. 1907 Twin REX DE LUXE £22 10

THE HOUSE THAT GUARANTEES—
London's most satisfactory value in every deal,

whether for cash or exchange. Send brief de-
tails of present machine, and we will forwai'd

liberal cash allowance offer for same in part
purchase of anv new macliine.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe l.£Lne, Flee-t St.,

LONDON, E.O.
'Phone—5777, Holbom,
Telegrams

—

" Opificer, London,'*

I NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b«

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sen!
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or ii
" London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
'The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

EW^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ouu
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
fo the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 ia
value, a deposit fee of cs. 6d. is charged, when under
fio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lEfle and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

Silence as an indication that the t oods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.*

IQll 6h.p. Matchle.ss, V.S. 2-speed; immediate <1'--

JiiJ livery; £70.

"IQIO Pheloii-Mcoro and Millford sidecar and Ppftn j^,

LiJ done 2,000, in splendid condition; cost over £70.
sell at £54; owner bought car.

BRADBURY, new 1911 model, Slh.p., ju.-^t out of
iTiite; list price £48, duick .sale £44; no cUcr^-- ,

"I O08 T.T. Triumph.^ in ^pjendid ojder, Kke new; £28-
-Lockerbies, Motor Works, Carlisle.

3ih.p., magneto,
New Rd-, Kendal-

'DEX, 3ih. p., magneto, torpedo tank;- £6/10.-JaflfSO]

TRIUMPH, 1909. engine splendid condition, fast, good
climber, original front tyre; £29.—jones, tobaccd;

nist, Crook.

3JLh p- Triumph Cycle, 1909 model, in perfect rmiiiing
2 order; at £33—Turvey and Co-, The Motor

House, Sunderland.

3ih.p. Triumph Cycle, 1907 model, h-b-c., magneto
2 ignition, in good running order; at £24.—Turvey

luj Co., The Mutor House, Sunderland.

3 ill p. Rex Motur- Cycle, 1909 model, Amac earburi
2 etter, h.b-e-, and magneto, grand running order;

It £23; inspection and, trial.—Turvey and Co., The Mutor
House. Sunderland-

TRIUMPHS, numbers, B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motor
cycie.s. liglitweights, 2 speeds, free engines ; write,

wire, or 'phone lor immediate deliveries.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

1 Q09 Triumph, C:.wey speedometer. Lucas liead lamp;
J-tf plating unscratebed, splendid order; £35.—W-
Waiker, The Gables, Hurworth, Darlington.

41i.p. Roc, magneto, Chater-Lea frame. 26 x 2^ tyres,

B. and B. eqrburetter, footboards, very fa^t, per-
fect order; £27.—Box 8,264, The Motor Cycle Officeti,

Coventry.

3ih.p. Trimuph, 1907, fitted with new cylinder and
2 piston late 1910, machine in complete rtmning

order, inclndins tyres; £25.—Hayward, Skinneryate,
Darlington.

'PHE Following can be delivered immediately from
,

-*- stock: 3^h.p. free engine Singer, now,, £55; 2ih,i).
A J.S. liglitweiglit, 2-?i)eed and free engine, new, 44

. -'iiinc;!^ ; Slip. Twin Rex de Luxe, slightly used, cus-
tomer baight 7h.p. Sidette ; £55.—Hayw^ard, Skiunerg-ate,
Darlington.

I

pRIUMl'PI, 1910. free engine, £40; l9ll 3ih.p. Sin-
ger, not run 400. miles, £42 r 6h.p. N.S-U.. 2-speed,

free engine, £33 : all perfect--Stout's Garage, Egremout,
Cumberland-

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, accuuiulator, torpedo tank,
lamp, and spares, good tyre.q. very powerful and

jfast; £21.—Box 8,265. The Motor Cycle Offices, Co\"-
.entry- I'hotos on application.

A44 /n answcriiiQ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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BARGAINS
in New Solo and Sidecar machines.

Makers Price, £48. OUR PRICE, 34 Gns.

BRAND NEW 1910 3^ h.p.
TOURIST REX.

SPECIFICATION.—841 bore, 89 stroke, sprin^

forks, very low dropped frame, cantileve''

seat, ball bearings to engine-shaft, Bosc't

magneto, handle-bar control, foot and
hand brakes, ^in. Lycett's Lyso bell,

26x2jin. Continental rubber non-skio
tyres, footrests, number-plate, tools, tool-

bag, stand, and carrier.

Sold under maker's catalogue guarantee.

NOTE.—Reduced Price, 34- gns. Tw.
speeds, £5 15s. extra.

NEW 1911 MACHINES IN STOCK.
ii)it 3S h.p. Touriii Rex 43 Gnr.
I'jii 5 h.p. Two-speed Rex de Luxe
IQU 7 h.p.Sidclte SOGns.
itjii 3J h.p. Bradbury £48
I') 113! h.p. Two-speed Bradbury £55
ijn 3!h.p. Rudgc Whitworth £46

BRAND NEW 191C' 5 h p.
TWO-SPEED TWIN REX DE

LUXE,
1911 cylinders, mechanical overhead inlet

valves, Bosch magneto ignition, cantilever
seat,spring forks, extra large capacity tanks
and filler caps, special sidecar fittings,

handle starting and other 1911 fittings,

fully guaranteed, 26x2<in. nonskids,
£53 10s.

In L-encrai design and appearance the onl\- inalerial
difference between this machine and the 1911 inoJel at
£63 is the position of the magneto and foottioards, are not
fitted. As a snccessful passenger machine it will bear the
most searchini^ criticism and tests.

£4 DEPOSIT and 5 - WEEKLY SECURES-
2 h.p. NUMBER .. £7 10
3ih.p. REX £8 10
3 h.p. ROTHWELL £10 10
2j h.p. J.A.P £8 10
zjh p. QUADRANT £7 10

3Klutch NUMBER £9 10
3lh.p. REX £15 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR . . £10 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £11 10
= lh.p. ROYAL .. £9 10

.^sk for full list.

TheHalifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS,

16, Westgate, Halifax.
'Phone, 766. Telegram?, " Perfection."

Bu=.iness hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Australian Aeen- : Allen, 6, Westbourne St., Petersham
N.S.W.

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h.p, 1909 Rex. 2-speecl. free ensine, Bosch, splen-

2 did order, only irants seeing, £29 ; also 1908
3;h-p. maguto Eex. very good, £20. — "W. i\ Jones, I

Lon^den. near Shrewsbury.
|

TEirMPH, 1908, splendid condition, new piston just
iittc'd. sp:ire tyre, belt, etc., Powell and Hanmer

lauip ; £26, or will exchange for secand-hand push bike
and cai-h-—Lowe, Mains Gray, Mottram-

1 Qll T.T. Rudge, very fast, knee grips, horn, long
-LiJ exhaust pipe, spares, tools. £40; also two Dun-
lop covers and tubes, 35/-; Brocks bas, 5/6; Jin. Lyso,
7'6.~E. S. Brittain, Orient Lodge, Buxton.

3h-p. Clement-Garrard. 2-sreed gear, 1910 B.B. car-
buretter, h.b.c-, spring forks, handle starting, rub-,

ber covered footboards, polished ccpper tanlf. all com-
plete with stand, horn, and toolbag; any trial; bargain,
£8/10—W- Jones, 64, Ehosddu Ed.. "Wrexham.

3ih.p. Chater-ilinerva, 1911 B. and B., Bosch DA2.
.
_2 N.S.TJ. 2-?peed (foot operated), spring forks, new

Continental, Lomax band (bark), Veeder trip, foot-
hoards, exhaust whittle, very low, take two anj-where

;

£26, or exchange lightweight and cash.—Stoak Farm,
near Chester.

NEW Hud=on, 23h.p , Armstrong gear and clutch,
only bousht this month, not done 400 miles, with

FR-S. lamp, hjrn, Veeder cyclometer, spares, cost, over
£53 tyres unpimttured. selling owing to ill-heath,

-I lendid inafhine for medical man; price £44, no offer?;
could ride.&Jiort di?tani:c to purcha/vcr.—Capt. Beadnell,
Hafod. Llandinam, Montgomeryshire.

THE North Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddu, Wrex-
. lium-—Every machine a genuine bargain : 191

1

Humber liglitwpicht absolutely like new iJniid fork;,
£30'; 190': iir.-i. Lif^K. ball be:irine t-u^'iub very low
built. irtjULh gn?y flni?b, splendid puller, £26; I'eugeot.
Sih.p., h-b.c., adjustable pulley, magneto ignition. fo'"'t-

hrards, will climb anything, absolutely reliable. £17/10:
Res, 3Jh.p-, Bosch magneto, 1910 Amac, spring forks,
Olyno pulley. £15; Minerva, 3ih.p., 1911 BB. carbur-
etter, spring f:-rks, just been overhaulc-d. niue condi-
tion, complete with carrier and stand. £13; don't miss
it; beginers send for lists; some wonderful bargain?.

SECTION IV.

Xottingham* Lincoln. Leicester, Rutland.
Northamptonshire, and M'arwickshire.

PEUGEOT Lightweicht. 2h.p.. lew built, uewly done
lip; £10; photo.—Bate, Xewtown Row, Birmineluim.

ENFIELD. 1910. 2ih.p., tjTes perfect, splendid con
dition; £21.-3. Wellingborough Ed., Northampton.

BS.A-. 1911. 3:h.p., new, in stock, fully equipped:
£50.

1911, iree engine model, fuliy

, , __w: in gtock :

Co.. Peterborough.

in 10 4-crl. F.N., Rom tvrc:
JLt^ Dorking Ed., Nottiughau

•>5.h.p. Wolf Lightweight. Amac, perf'^ct, ready rid-'

^^4 away; £9'10.—63. Loudon Ed., Grantbam.

R1-:X de Luxe. 5h.p.. Roc clutch, free oncine ; £25:
pliota.— 10, Lincoln St., Bnlsali Heath, Binningham

"I Q 11 Bradbury, just delivered, in crate; £40 rash
J-«^ only; no offers— Grocock. Liberal Club. Boston.

1011 A.J.S.. 2ih.p.. 2-speed cear, rhain driv.\ ridden
« ^' 400 miles; £39/10.—Albert Cccke, Ruddinglon.

Nott.<i.

MOTO-REVE, 2h.p. [November. 19091. pplendid con-
dition, just overhauled; £17. no offers.-2, CoIcb>

St.. Lincoln.

ENFIELD Lightweight, late 1909. not ridden l.OQD
miles ; £25. or near cash offer.-Owen, Sleafoio

Linrolnshire.

3ih.p.. 1911. Triumph clutch. Palmer
corde. absolutely as new; £42.-41. Horsefair,

Birmingham.

ENFIELD, 19X0. 21h.p.. Dunlop tyres, Brroks saddle,
in excellent condition ; £24.—Colmore Motor Cycle

Depot. Birmingham-

DOUGLAS. 1910. 23b.p., E.im tyres, only used for
deMion>tration purposed; £27.—Colmcre Motcr Cycle

Dipot, Birmingham.

PREMIER. 3:h.p., 1910. Dunlop rtudded tyre**.

Brooks -saddle, in cf od condition ; £32.—Colmori
Motor Cycle Depot Birminsham.

TRIUMPH. 1908. 3ih.p.. Mabon clutch, just had £10
spent on it. perfe^^t condition ; £32.—Colmore Motor

Cycle D-not, Birmingham.

iOCOTT.
1910. 3;h.p.. water-cooled 2 speeds. PalmerO (ord^ take sidecar easy, only wants ijeeiug; £42.—

Colmore Motor Cycle Depjt. Birminiiham.

T> EX, a&ud. twia wLtei, ciatuu, Shp- been re-busbed.
XV new tyres, new carburetter, grau'l C4decar inounT

:

£26.—Cotmore Mctnr Cycle.Depot. Bi? ngham.

"DOTAL Enfield. 2in.p., 1910, bought^ lastOctobpr

:

ca-ile-

PEK-^nER. 3ih.D..
rcpiippc'd. new; in gtock; £54'ld.—\Ve8tgnte Motor

like new; £33.-17,

TJ OVER,

buying heavyweight.—Apply, 40. East St., Horn-

MINERVA. 2h-p-, m-o. valves, t-b.c, low frame, 1 ng
bars: £5; first P.O. has it.-St. Edmund Garage.

Northampton-

PEECISION 3ih-p., Mabon clutch, new May, Kemp-
shall back, perfect, with sidecar £45. without £39.

1

—St. Edmund Garage, Abington Sq.. Northampton- (
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In ansu-eri7i^ Ihfse advertisements it is desirahh to mention "The. Motor Ciirh-." A '7
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All FARRAR'S
SIDECARS

are now fitted with SPECIAL

Qnick DETACHABLE JOINTS
as illustrated below.

This is our Model de Luxe.
Complete £5 : 5 : O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely tlie finest value on tin. nnrlet.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

"-Sidecars than any other style on the market.
NOTE OUR Iront arm which grips the sidecar

CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this attach-

ment.
All our Sidecars ..are now fitted with Farrar's

quick detacliabie joints and cranked back axles,

refinements found on very few other makes.
MODEL ' DE LUXE " £5-5
MODI'L " C," with cane body £6
MOni't. '• D," with coach-built body £7
MODEL " li," with reversible child's seat.. £6 10

ALL COMPLETE WITH MUDGUARD & TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

Delivery from sleek to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. &. M.'s. N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT. STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SPRUNO LIKE A OAR.
Sole Agent for Austraha nnd New Zealand

:

Mr. T. HARRIS. Hunter Sfreet, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

ENGINES. ENGINES.
Brand new 4 h.p. N.S.U. and Bosch magneto £11 11
6-7 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, fine puller £6 10
3^ h.p. GORICKE and Bosch Magneto £8 10

3I h.p. Water-cooled Auto-moto £4 10
i^h.p. DE DlUN, air-cooled £1 15
Phelon and Moore Engine and Frame £5 10
4^ h.p. HUMBER, water-cooled £6 10
2ih.p. MINERVA, pood puller £3 10
2 h.p. .SIMMS Engine (verticii!) and,Frame £2 10
3 h.p. DE-DION, variable pulley £2 5

Other r>i):rinr= arrentr-.l id nnrt ni\-mcn.t

St'.SCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Powell and Hanmer Lamp and Cenerator . . 12/6
New 19 1 1 B. .*i B. Carburetters.H.B. control 25/-

5 /- allowed for old carburetter,
Longuemare, B..& B,, F.N., l^ mothers from 5/- each
Triuraph'Saddle (B 200), padded 14/6
Powell and Hanmer Generator 7/6
Price's Ukantcs Stands pair 5/6-

Special Heavy 26 x 2| Tubes, guaranteed. . . . 7/6

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane,

HALIFAX IZf^^^
iT^elephone 919.

A48

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBER— EirminR-ham and district depot, 78. New

St. 'Plione: Central 7298. T.A. : Dependable,
Birmingham.

HUMBER, 34h.p., the ideal sidecar machine, handle
startinp:, delivery from stock, £50; with torpedo

coach-built sidecar, £60; the perfect combination.

HUMBER Lightweight, demonstration machine, per-
fect condition, studded tyres, new I.yeo belt,

Garner whistle; £31.

UMBER 2-speed, 1911, excellent condition, £38;
with Mills-Fulford rigid sidecar, £42/10.

HUMBER Depot, 78, New St., Binuingham.—In ad-
dition to the above, we_ alwaj's have a few bargains

in se-cond-haud machine. Garner whistles supplied and
titt(Ml

ZENITH-GRADUA3, 3ihp., in stock for immediate
delivery.— Sole district agents, Paskells. Ltd., 62,

High St.. Leicester,

DOUGLAS. Model D, in Etock for immediate de-

livery.—Sole district agents Paskell's, Ltd., 62,
High St.. Leicester.

TRIUMPH, 3ili-p.. iwrfei't conditi.^n, tyres and belt

nearly new; £33.— Glenruy. Wake Green, Birming-
ham-

£8.—Humber, 3h.p. h.b.c, footboards, low, comfort-
able, easily started, t-'ood tyres.—Gleuroy, Wake

Green, Birmingham-

T^NGINE. .7.A.P., 4b.p,, water-cooled, new, aUo C.A.V.
X!j magneto;- bajgaiu, £12. — 56. Sutton St, Aston
Manor.

3ih.p. Hmuber, free en^^ine. h.b.c-, tyre;^ good, pplen-
2 did order; £11.— Dennis, J-eicester Rd-, Lough-

borough.

-

4 h.p- J.A-P-, 1911, battery ignition, complete touring
trim, perfect; £29, or near offer.—J. Faneourt,

Stamford.

TRIUMPH, 1910, pcrfeit condition, Lucas 50/- lamp,
and -spares; £33.-6, Weatheroak Rd-, Sparkliill,

Birmingham.

T Q 1 1 Bradbury, free engine, very little used ; 43
JLtJ «uinea«, near ofler considered-—Gallington, Spa
Villa, Hinckley.

IQll Clutch Trinrnph. done 500 miles, £50; another
Atf D-D. engine, £46; both perfect.- Hazell Sniitii,

Leamington Spa. ^

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909. accmunlator, good going
Older, tyres eaual new ; £10.-3, Wellingborough

Rd., Northamiiton-

4h.p. Quadrant, tree engine, magneto, in perfect
order; sale, or exchange good lightweight. — 4.

Birstall St-, Leicester.

IQll Scott, lamp, horn. Cowev, only run 600 miles.
X«7 perfect condition; £52.—Box 8.274, The iuotor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. "

VINDEC Special, 5-7h.p-, first-rate order, goes best
with sidecar, or good weight, non-skids ; £25.—

Skinner, Bank, Sleaford-

TRIUMPH, 1911, Tourist Trophy roadster, quite new,
lamp, etc. ; £45. near offer--Box No. 8,252, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventri-.

DOUGLAS *1910; excellent "condition throughout;
approval arranged; grent bargain^ 25 guineas.-

Morri-;, photographer, Bcuine-

TRIUMPH, 190S, recently m'erhauled, splendid con-
dition, lamp and spares; £27.—Box 8,273. The

Motor Cycle Officpfl, Coventry.

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists, see my half column
advm't. for bargain.s; finest selection in the Mid-

lands.-P. J- Evans, Sparkhill, Birmingham-

TRIUMPH 1911 Tourist Trophy Roadster, all acces-
sories and spares, including Cowey and Luc^is

lamp; £40.— Armstrong, Crop.>^tone, Leicester.

1 Qll 2h p. Humber Liirhtweight, 2 months old. Palmer
-fLtJ tvres, no fault; £33, or nearest offer-—Box vNo
7.749, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIU'.MPH. free engine, -new August 14th, 1911,
accessories, including horn, lamp, waterproof suit:

wlifit offers?—R. Parker, Graham St., Leicester.

DOUG-LAS 23h-p- Twin (1910), good condition, lamp,
and everything complete for tlie road; £27, or

nearest offer.—Applv, Guzzwell, 43, Duke St-, Grimsbj

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911. 2ih.p., free engine, not
ridden 20 miles; owner leaving coiinxry ; cost £38.

take £30.-B6x 8.263. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

F.N., 4-r-yl
, magneto, spring fork.'^, central intake,

h-b.c-, excellent condition, not changed hands sinn'-

new ; lowest iiash £18. bargain.-Willerton, Hnlhpach.

^Xhp 1908 Rex Lightweight, magneto, 1910 B- and
.^2 li. carburetter, new Dunlop .studded tyre, engine
re-bushed, exi^elleiit rnndition: £14/10.—P. Wilcox. Dvke
Bourne-

MIN'ERVa, 4i]i P-, magneto. Roc free engine, 2
speeds, h-h-c, automatic lubrication, perfect con-

dition: any trial- £28.-95, Tintern Rd... Witton. B.ir-
min^'ham-

TRIUMPHS, ItflO, special I'.'J.'., spare cylmaer, wneeis,
handle-bars, eti-., 39 guineas; Triumph, gradmi, 45

guineas; both overhauled recently; genuine bargains.-
Full details Roy Walker, New Hudsyns, Bi;mingham

MOTO-fiEVES.
We have secured a fine consigimient of Moto-

Reves, some being brand new. All have magnetos
and handle-bar control.

1910 2 h.p. Twin, soiled only £21
1910 2J h.p. Twin, brand new £24
1910 2| h.p. Twin, fine order £24
19 10 2 J h.p. Twin, soiled only £26 10
1910-ir aj h.p. Twin, done 100 miles .... £26
19 1

1

Single-cylinder, record machhie £22
1908 2 h.p., fine value £18
1909 Twin, very fine order £20
1911 2J h.p. Twin, three-speed gear £38
1911 3 h.p. Twin, M.O.V., three-speed gear £42
1911 Special Single-cyUnder, done 200 miles £22

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3J h.p., igio, with 1911 spring forks £35
si h.p., 1910, black finish £32
3I h.p., 1910, grey finish £32
3J h.p., 1909, Tourist, very good £28
3 h.p., igo8, Featherweight magneto .... £18

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
5-6 h.p. 1909 two-speed de Luxe £36

or with sidecar attached £39 10
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
5-6 h.p., special model, 1909, magneto.... £27 10
5-6 h.p,, de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p,, two speeds and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-5 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, rgog

engine £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto.... £21
5-6 h.p., 1907, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch £23

N.S.U.'s. N.S.U.'s. N-S.U.*6.

5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19
1908 Lightweight, oscb magneto £17

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
3i h.p. 1910 Clutch Triumph, very fine .... £45
191 1 New Hudson, three speeds £47
3 h.p. Triumph, M.i .V., very good £18

3J h.p. Fafnir, M.I 1. v., grand goer £12 Q

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar . . £29
5-6 h.p. 2-speed 190S Rex and Sideoar .... £33 \6
One ditto £32
7-g h.p. two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
26X 2 and 26X 2jin. wired-edge covers .... 12/6
Continental, rubber non-skids. 26X2A or 2 Jin. 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26 x 2i

.'. 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

^A I\AWN SECURES ANY OF THE
Sf<+ i/UWil BALANCE 6/- WEEK

ESE.
EEKLY.

3i 11. p. Brown Blear. 26in. wheels £12
3f h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V £12
3^ h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., B. and B. carb. , . £14

^€^ WfWkJK SECURES ANY OF THESE.d&O 1/UWn BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
^A-5J h.p. N.S.U., Bosch £19
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto .. £17
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £18 0'

1908 Magneto Rex, low and smart £18
5-6 h,p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
6i h.p, Peugeot Cat, two-seater £35
5j-bA h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty £24
One ditto, re-varnibhed £20' 0-

6 li.p. Rover Tricar, good goer £17

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Rigid Sidecar, 26in. v.'heel 50/-
Farrar's Sidecar, 26in. wheel £4
Coronet Sidecar, coach-built £4 17 6
F.R.S. Lamp, mirror back 12/6
Bosch Magneto for V twin £3 15
Bosch Magneto for 3^ h.p. single £3 5
Vertical frame, with 2um. back wheel, etc, £1 15
iPrested accumulators, new, 15 amp. 3/fr

Tricar Frame, suit G h.p. engine. 35/-

Lycelt's Tubular Carriers, new , 4/1t
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/109 15/-
New Frame for vertical engine 30/-
New Prested Midget Trembler Coils . 15 <6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane,
Telephone WM A W "WW? A '^T (Two minutes

J,. tlil.ljXJ:'AA. (torn Q.P.O 1

In answering these advcrtisemeiusct/ is desirable to mention 'f^.-'c Motor CucJe.-'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES.-Dou?las 2;h.p. Twin, late 1910, had little

use. nearly uew ; £28/10.

EAGLES.—N.SIJ., 3ih.p.. 1908, magneto, s|iriDS

forks, B. aud B- carburetter, tine condition;
£18/10.

EAGLES.—Res de Luxe. 5h-r., twin. 1910, Bosch
inapneto. cantilever seat. 2 speeds, free engine,

Millford sidecar: £42/10; any trial.

EAGLES.—Mntosacoche Liffhtweidit. Helle?den igni-

tion, Whittle belt^ fine condition; £11/10.

EAGLES. — N.S.TJ.. S^li.p., mafjneto. spring forks,

h.b.c., excellent condition; £19/10.

EAGLES.—Minerva, E.S.A., sni.p.. m.o.v., Bpring

forks, adjustabie pnlley, li-b.e. ; £11/10.

EAGLES.—Minerva, 31i.p., m.o.v.. niat,'neto, adjustable

pulley, h.b.c, very low built; £16/10.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3h.p. single-

cvlinder N.S.U.'s just delivered, gear-driven mag-
neto, improved carburetter, h-b-c-. Sbamrock belts, 1911
spring fork.s and otber ioiprovements, complete witb
tool case, full set of tools, stand, etc-; £27 nett cash;

deferred payments arranged.

EAGLES and Co.. Jdigh St., Acton, N.S 0. West
London district nBency.—Early delivery of 1911

models; liberal allowances for machines in pari

paynienl.—Tel. : 556 Cbiawiclc.

3.b.p. 1908 F.N. throughout, tyre.? as new, all spares
4 and lamp, horn, generator, etc.; £16.—Below.

3Xh.p. Vindec. 1908. Truffault fork.^, f^plendid con-

2 dition, ready for the road, lamp, horn, generator,

etc. ; £20.—Below.

41h.p. Noble Tricar, coach-built forecar. painted
2 French grey, 4 speeds, splendid condition, all

spares and tooU; £18.—Below,

1 iQOa. lih.p. Motcwacoche, magneto, splendid eondi-
Xt/ tion, tyres as new, all tools, and spares, lamp.
generator, etc. ; ca^^h or exchange, £16.-Mebea and
Son.s. 181. Gt. Portland St-, W.

3ih-p. N.S.U"-. magneto, good goinc order; only £15
2 —ChriHs. Mytchett, Frimley Green, Surrey.

AT. 3ih.p.. Palmer and Clincher tyre, magneto; price

£18. or offer.— 145. Sydenham Rd., Sydenham.

I
3.h.p. Light Motor Bicycle. Michelin tyres; £4, or

L4 exchange push bike.—73, High St., Outerhum.

11 Motosacoche. 2h.p:, only been 50 miles. Wliittle

belt; £30.—Boyce. 23. Grand Parade, Highgate.

ALEIGII. 3h.p. Fafnir, excellent condition, tyres

good; £12.—Rofe, Atlas Works. Hayes, Middlesex.

MINERVA, 2h.p-. wants accumulator and small
repairs; £3/5.-46, Acacia Rd., St. Jobn'a Wood

31h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, Brown and Barlow, side
2' tar. brand new Continental tyres, death of owner

excfptional bargain, £16.-40. Egremont Place, Brighton

£16.—Kerry. Sihp-, nmgneto, h.b-c, perfect running
order, new tyres.—Clark, 3, Artillery' Rd., Guild-

ford.

CELEMENT Lightweight, 1911, B. and B., petrol and
' oil gauges, low, perfect; £9.-357, High Rd..

llford.

£7/15, bargain.—23hp. Kerry, fine order, new tyre,

splendid condition-—134, Highgate Rd-, Kentish
Town.

"1 Q07 Triumph. 1911 improvements. onomelUng. plat-
JLt? ing as , new, perfect; £25.—Clifton, Cudham,

B
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WATCH
THIS COLUMN

during the next few weeks.

WE are going to make Motor Cyclists an
unprecedented OFFER each week, viz. :

A Brand New 1911

Motor Cycle
at a BARGAIN PRICE

\A/E DO NOX otTcr you a 1910A

(so-called) model, fitted possibly with an ex-

perimental spring fork, etc., which the makers
have now discarded ; or a 1910 niacliine with

a few of tills year's improvements. BUT
the machines we shall otier are Lbe very latest

igii models, and carrying

MAKERS' FULL GUARANTEE.

UMBER, 1911 model, 3Jh-ii-. raapneto, 2 speed?
Druids, like new: £38/10.-36, Skeibrook St-, EailsH

field.

33h.p. Douglas, 1911 model D.. not run 100 milps,
4 condition new; £36.—Budd, 10, Hazelmere Rd..

Kilbarn.

2ih.p. Minerva, m-o-v., B. and B. carburetter, h-b.c.

;

2 £7/15.-Yarley, 7. New St. Cottages, Wilton Rd-.
Victoria.

DOUGLAS. 1910. nm 2.500 miles, splendidly
equipped, perfect condition.—R., 73, Birkbeck Rd..

Enfield.

MOTOSACOCHE. fine condition. 2 belts, horn, lamp:
trill: sacrifice, £14/10.—Singleton. 1, Besley St..

Streatham.

REX Twin. 6h.p.. Bosch, 1910. 2-f!peed. Araac. all as
nr-w : £26 ; after 7 o'clock--68. Leigham Yale.

Streatham.

DOUGLAS, single geared, late 1910, engine better
than new, spares; £28.—Tayler 19. Clifton Rd..

Wallington.

5-6h.p. Twin Antoine-Chater, spjing forks, h.b.c., long
bars spares; £15,-138. Kevei^toke Rd., South-

fields.

3ih.p. Minerva, B. and B.. h.b.c., good 1yre3, accumn-
2 lator. low, fast, reliable; £15.-34, Balfoui Rd.,

llford.

CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT. 3ih.p.. 1910. magneto,
Amac. h.b.c; £21. — 70. Everiug Rd.. Stoke

Newington.

3ili.p. Ariel-Swift. 1910. just overhauled, perfect con-
2 dition, tyres new; £25.—Owen, 7. Belsize Grove,

Hampitead.

r THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL OFFER.

LATEST MODEL 31 h.p.

1911 ARIEL
with Decompressor and Spring Scat,

for £42
(List Price, £48 15 O).

>> >

We have also in stock for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,

TRIUMPH,

REX,

NUMBER.
SPECIAL TERMS FOR CASH.

Exchanges or Payments by Instalments
arranged.

Great Barg^ains in Second-hand
Motor Cyclcis.

Full list on application.

THE FAMOUS
P.M.C. SIDECARS
are by far the best value ob-

tainable. Early. delivery. Send
for lists and copiesof testimonials

PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.

Aston Road, Birmingham.

Telesrams

—

Primus, Birmincbam."
Telepbone

—

Central 4.3 ro.

j

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N., 2ih ]) 2-spced, 1911 model, practically new;

£36." _'J. Motor Agency, 106, Great Portland

good running order, trembler footboards,
" ' £8—Seen 19, Montague

REX. 3ib.p.
new bai_k tyre anij belt

R<L. Croydon.

MINERVA, 4ih.p. twin, new Roma, acceaaorieR, speed-
(.meter, extremely low: nearest £18.-^41 Burnt

Ash Hill, Lee.

DOUGLAS, 1911, ridden 630 miles, Jones speedometer,
vali.se, spares, etc-; £34.—Brewer, 14, Goldstone

Villas, Hove.

41.h.p. Bat, splendid condition, very fast, tyres and
2 belt as new; £15. or near oflier.—Allman, Ruifper

Rd.. Horsham.

BAT, 8h.p., 1911, J.A.P. engine, spring frame,
Roms, Chater sidecar; £52/10.-50, Manor Rd,,

Brockley, S.E.

rRIUMPH. 1910, 3ih.p., Mabon clutch, and sidecar;

£40, no ofEers; appointment.—Lafleaty, 7, Vale
Terrace, Chelsea.

winner in five reliability trials,

166, Chapter Rd.,

1911. Sih-P . splendid condi-

£20.-N.S.U., 3Jh.p,.
condition perfect, suit novice.

Willesdeu Green.

rr ERRY-ABINGDON.

Crouch Hill, N.

IQll Free Engine Triumph, two months old, with
lU fittin;;s. spares; £46, no offers.—Aldridgo. Juu.,
Valtham Abbey.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, magneto, Wliittle Ult, per-

leci Londiiion; £17.—Simpoon, 6, Battersea llise,

Jkipham Junction.

>3.h.p. Kelecom, good running order. Shamrock belt,
•V-l: Palmer, Bates tyres; £9.-34, Lea Hall Rd-, Lea
Bridge Rd; Loyton.

rUIUMPH, 3i]Lp., magneto, 1908, excellent condi-
tion; bargain, £27, or offora. — Tobacconist, 66,

Ugh St-. Kingston.

rRIUMPHS. — 1911 Free Engine Models now in

stock; £55.—F- Spearman, Motor Wks., Bridge
t.. Bishop's Stortford-

1 Q 1 1 Free Engine Triumph, just delivered, not
J-t/ scratched; £55; will ride 50 miles to facilitate

dctirery if required.

IJLh.p. Motosacoche, accumulator, free engine, very good
2 condition ; £13.

1Q11 Singer Moto Volo, in good condition; £20. or
-L«^ near offer.—L. R. Tippins and Son, Triumph
.igents, Miitley, E&^es.

WAND3W0ETH.-Fairy Lightweight, 1909. 23-3h.p.,

twin magneto, spring forks, beautiful order; bar-
-ain. £14/10.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Griffon. Zedel engine. 3h.p., m.o.v-,

1911. Bosch macneto, h.b.c-, perfect; sacriflce,

;i2)'15.-Below.

WAJ^D3WORTH.-Roc with sidecar. 5-6hp., twin,
magneto, 2 speeds, like new; cheap. £36.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—V.S., 1909 model, twin, magneto,
Truffault forks, h.b-c-. splendid order; £23.—

Iclow-

WANDSWORTH.-F.N., late 1909, 5-6h.D., 4 cyls.,

magneto, spring forks, guaranteed as new; £28-

WANDSWORTH—N.S.U., late 1908. 3ih.p., m.o.v.,

maj?neto, Gradua gear pulley, nice order; £17/10.
-Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Chater-Lea. .Sih.p. M MJJ. engine,

low position, very fast.

-Below.
reliable; ch^p, £10/10.

m.o.v., extra23-3h.p..
-Wandsworth Motor

WANDSWORTH.-Griffon,
nuicbine; £11/10; exchanges.-

Oxchange. Ebuer St.. Wandisworth.

nRIUMPH, 3;h.p., 1909, splendid condition, tyres

i- good, accc.'i-'nries, tools, spare belt; £30.-7, Circui*

Id.. St. John's Wood.

ORACLE Motor Cycle, about 3ih.p., very good con-

dition, iast. reliable; £12/10.-35, Manor Place.

Vmhurst Rd-. Hackney.

MOTOSACOCHE. lih-p.. 1908. witb spare accumu-
lator, free engine Whittle belt; £12.—P. Bounds,

".3. Willesden Lane. N.W.

£10.—3Jh'p. Rover engine. Chater frame, variable pulley,

h.b.c, splendid condition, many spares. — 81,

Ijernball St., Walthamiitow.

3ih.p.. condition perfect; £52;
ly.-Hoo '" -

\hQ^. Clapham Junction, S-W.

Oih.p. Minerva, perfect running order, new tyres,

I
-W-t brass tank; bar.-jain, £6/10. — Martin, 14, Im-

hiL-rial Rd., Gillingham, Kent.

3 h.p. Kerry-Abingdon ; £11. or exchange with cash foi

higher power magneto machine and siaecar. —
' ioberts. Gap Rd-, Wimbledon.

V.S., 2-ppeed, £31; 1911 _Humber, ^ 2-spe_ed,

1011 P- and M.. ,. . - ^- ^LU appointment only.— Hooper. 56, Lavender Gar-

119^"
raontlj'3 u?e, £42; 1911 J-A.P., unused, £35.-

34. Eodenhurst Ed.. Clapham-

ntHTMPH. 1911. standard, all uanal spnies, mud
i. shields at lear, verjr little used, just like now

;
£41.

-Weawer, Shamlej Gieen, Surrey-

In aiisu'trijiQ th^^t adveriisavicitts it is desiraole to menciO'i " The, Motor CycU." A^I
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
TOTTENHAM.-Bradbury. Sih.p., 1911, etandaicL

£48; clutch model, £54/10; 2-speed model, i,b5
delivery from slock.—Below.

TOTTENHAML-Triumph, 1911, clutch model, £55;
fi-tandard, £48 ; delivery from stock.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Rudge-Whitworth, 1911, clutch model.
£55; standard model; delivery from stock.—Beiow

TOTTENHAM.-Humber, 1911, 2-speed model; de-
livery from stock; £50.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Triumph, ISll, standard model,
delivery from stock; £48/15.

TOTTENHAM—Fafnir, 4ih.p., Simplex, new enpine
and magneto. Whittle, spring- forks; £27/10.—

Below.

TOTTENHAM.—Kerry, 5h.p,. twin, free engine, and
coach-built sidecar: £20.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Eerry, 5h.p., twin, Basch magneto,
rebored, rebushed, and new pistons fitted; £20.—

Below.

TOTTENHAM. -N.S.U., 5h.p.. twin. Wliittlo, mag-
neto, low built eidecai Chater-Lea, spring forks;

£33.-Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Rex. 1909. 5h.p., twin, tourist model.
all as new; £28/10.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-Rex, Sih.p-, single-cyl.. 1909, mag-
neto, grand machine; £25.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.-1910 Motosacoche, just overhauled
by makers; £25.—Below-

TOTTENHAM.-Triumph, 3ih.p., perfect order, with
sidecar ; £20.—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128,

High Rd.. Tottenham. 'Piione 1982.

31.h.p. Kelecom, m.ov,, new accumulator and belt,
2 tyres good; £8/10, or exchange pianu. — W.

Harris, 62, School Ed.. Woking.

TRIUMl^H, 1910, delivered February last, splendid
condition, Powell-Hanmer lamp ; £44.-23, Kin-

mont Terrace, Willesden Junction

BRADBURY, 2ih.p., splendid condition, just over-
hauled, spring forks, accessories; what ofSers?

—

White, 48. North Hill. HigOigato.

SCOTT, 1910, excellent condition, owner taking de-
livery new Scott ; trial, appointment ; £37.—Ender-

wiek, 43, Kellerton Rd., Lee, S.E.

LIGHTWEIGHTS. — New Enfield, as new, £29;
Premier, 1911. as new, £50; exceptional bargains.

—Lafleaty, 7, Vale Terrace, Chelsea.

£14.—3ih.p. Clarendon, in good running order, new
tyres and tubes, eniiriue just been overbauled.—

167. Bnrdett Rd., Bow, Loudon, E.

31.h.r. Minerva, with sidecar, free engine, 2-speed,
2 ntw cylinder, new tyres, perfect order ; £20.—

Batty, Lewes Rd., Newhaven, Sussex.

3JLh.p. AG. Motor Cycle, Longuemare carburetter, low
2 position, perfect order; bargain, £8", or offer.-

Harding, 98. Canal Rd., Mile End, E.

TRTtJMPH, 1909, 3Jh.p., standard model. In perfect
condition, new rime, lamp, horn; £33.—Longley,

Giflord Lodge, Grove Rd., Suiftiton.

TRIUMPH, 1910. free engine, sidecar, and all acces-
sories, perfect condition; £38/10.—Walker, Fair-

view, Woodstock Av., Golders Green.

GRIITON-ZEDEL tJiroughout. 3h-p-, m.o.i.v.. very
low. perfect condition: sacrifice, £7/15- — 33,

Cadogan Terrace, Victoria Park, N-E.

31^h.p. Quadrant, good going order, B. and B., h.b.c-,
2 new tyre on back, new belt: £5718.—Mr. G-

Gibbs, 88, Iverson Rd-, W. Hampstead.

"1 Qll Triumph, £50 Tourist model, everything as
M-*y_ new, F.H.S. lamp and generator, tyres unpunc-
tured.—Draper; Beresford Sq., Woolwich.

TRIUMPH, 1910. perfect condition, appearance as
new: £37; Kempshall back. — H. Brown, 32,

Girdlers Rd., Brook Green, London, W-

HUMBER, new May, 1910. 2-speed. free, engine,
condition like new, Cowey speedometer ; miist

sell, £36.—Avondale, Bective Rd., Putney.

£30.-1909 3ih.p. Bradbury, Druid spring forks, new
tvres, lamp, horn, tools, etc. : callers after 5 o'clock.

—J. Weston, 16, Comptou Rd., Canonbury.

6h.p. Twin NS.U-. magneto, spring forks. Whittle.
N.S.U. 2-speed gear, with rigid sidecar; £29/10.

lower power part—Sinclair, East Molesey.

Q3.h.p. Racing J. A.P., built April, accumulator, £17;
/W4: 2ih.p- lightweight, new tyre and tube, lebushed,

£7. exchange.—13, Maple Rd., Surbiton.

B.S.A.—Early deliveries of these splendid mounts
from the Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28,

Woodford Rd.. Fore^^t Gate, London. E.

13.h-p. F-N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks, tyres
4 perfect, engine new, horn, and tools; £14/10;

write.—F., 11, West View, Highgate Hill, N.

TRIUMPH (September, 1909), A.S.L. seat pillar,

lamp, and all accessories, been carefully used, con-

dition as new; £35.—C, 130, Brixton Rd., S.W-

23.h.r. Kerry, just teen overhauled, fast, and light,

4 new accumulator, new Palmer tvres; £14, or
near ofler.—Robinson. 21. SuSolk Rd., Dartford-

TRIUMPH T:T. Roadster. 1911, F.R.S. lamp, back-
rest, and whi-itle, Cowey, spare cover, watch, valve,

etc.; £48.-47. Shooter's Hill Rd.. Blackheath, S.E.

ARE YOU AWARE THAT

HELLESEN

"FLASH '

motor!

CYCLE

TYPE.

DRY BATTERIES
can be' used with

equal advantage with

TREMBLER COILS
AS WELL AS

PLAIN COILS.

Althoug'i a Trembler Coil consumes

slightly more current than a Plain

Coil it is only necessary to fit a

larger size battery to allow for

increased current consumption.

We will test, absolutely free of

charge, any type of coil with

which it is proposed to use

HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES
provided it is forwarded to us

carriage paid.

At all times are we only too

pleased to assist and advise in any

matter regarding the well-known

HELLESEN DRY BATTERY
SYSTEM OF IGNITION

Remember, Hellesen Dry Batteries

are far cheaper than accumulators,

whilst added to this they cost

nothing to maintain.

Write us so thai we may write you.

We send our Catalogue to you

for nothing.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET

LONDON, E.C .

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE, i

BARGAINS. — Rex, Sih-P., nua^ne-tc, good ordci
£17/10: 2^h.p. F.N., low- perfect order, £8/10 i.

13h.p-, boy's Minerva. £4/4.-12, King St-, Twickenham- ^

31h.p. Triumph {1909), racing, just home from makers i

2 as gcod as 1911 model, £35; aL-o S-ih-p. Siag<>r >

inasneto, £13.—Cliflord Cant, Clifl Hotel, Felisstowf;. i

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, spring forks, spring aeat „

pillar, spare belts, etc., in first-clasa order; pricf
19 guineas.-Davenport, Vernon, Ltd., High Wycombe '•

LOOK.—I want £12 for one of the smallest niaehim^
ou the road, do over 50, 3;h-p. Ariel engine, io i

perfect order, most comfortable.—Richard Jensen, Hern-
ham-

LIGHTWEIGHT Huiuber, with accessories au'l
spares, in perfect condition, new February last

price only £25.—E. Gibba, 45, Helix Rd., Brixton Hj]I,
•1. W.

ZENITH Gradua. 1911 T-T., 3ih.p., new June, perf . vt
condition; owner bought twin Zenith; first cheqiu

£48 secures.—Fentoa, 65, Upper Gloucester Place, Lou-
don, W.
8ih.p- Centaur, magneto, Druid forks, h-b.c-, splendirl

2 condition, new 26x2i non-skids; £16: lightweight :

Douglas or F-N. in exchange.—Hall, 55, Upland Ed-
Croydon.

"I nos N.S.U-. 3h.p., magneto, 1911 Brown-Barlov,

,

-*~^ new Continental on back, tools, lamp, horn, et(

-piendid condition; £15.—Elliott, 19, Shakespeare Ed
iianwell.

'iih.p. Chater No. 6. new this year, enamelled grc-v,^2 magneto, splendid condition ; bargain, must s^ li,

-24, no oflers.-Brou^hton, Heston Hd., Spring Grcvi
Islewortb.

31h.r- Royal Enfield. 1910 model, first-class coudi-
4 tion, £24; 2h^. Motosacocbe," 1910 engine, in

;uod running order. £16; bargains--Robins and Dav.
Rochester.

£17-—Minerva, 3ih.p., in good condition, 1911 B- and
B., spring forks, nearly new tyres and belt, light

sidecar (trailer converted}.—Anstey, Fire Station, South
wark, S-E.

IF You Want Bargains in Eecond-hand motor cycle>,

you can tret them at Wauchope's.— VV'auchope's,
3. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., liondon, E.G., just off Lud-
-rate Circus.

rRIUMPH, clutch model, new August Srd, 1911,
only ridden 100 miles; £45, cost £55, original re-

eipt given. — Bat Motor Manufacturing Co., Penge,
hondou. S.E. _ ... ,

NYE'S, the specialists for quick sales ; no charges-;
free fire and burglary insurances; apply for par-

ii.'ulars, mauy testimonials.—138, Gray's Inn Rd. Tel.:
299 Holborn.

•>3.h.p. Royal Enfield. 1911 model. 2-speed and free
'W4 engine; 2ih-p- Douglas. Model D; 2h.p. Humbei
Lightweight: ah new, immediate delivery.—Robins and-
Day, Rochester.

1 Q 11 Special 5h.p. London-Edinburgh clutch Rex,
Xt7 with handle starting; all accessories and spares;
hriniediate cash £41, or with Millford, £45.—Frank, 3ff,

Mortimer St., W.

\TOTOSACOCHE. late 1910. 2h-p., spring forks,
iTX Whittle belt, free engine, extra wide juudguards,
L'tc. ; not ridden 600 miles; £23.—J-B-B.,' 35, Palmerston
ad.. Forest Gate.

.

Oh.p. Minerva, h.b.c, new back cover and tube, new^ Fuller accumulator and coil, absolutely flrst-claBS

unning order; only wants seeing; £12;i2.—11, Churdi
Id., Brixton. S-W.

8-lOh.p. J.A-P. type twin engine, m-o-i-v^, with Bosch
O.A-V. magneto, B. and B. carburetter, and silea-

.er; £17/17-H. Murray, 14, Alford Rd-, Wandsworth
Ud., London, N-W.

.

3ih.p. Brown. Druid spring forks. Brown and Barlow
2 carburetter, li.b-c., accumulator ignition, Clin-.

her tyres, perfect running order; £14.-C. Rolb, Heath
'id., Harpenden, Herts.

i>3.h.p- Minerva-B-S-A., 1911 refinements, everything'
-W-i new, only ridden 2,000; write for particulars; ap-
pointment; sacrifice £12/10, no offers.—11, Groombridge
ad.. South Hackney. N.E-

3ib.p. Scott, 1910, just overhauled, perfect condition
2 throughout. 1911 forks fitted, also F.R.S- lamp,

generator, watoh. horn, tooU. et€- ; £42.—Everiugham,
37. Auckland Ed-, Uford.

1 009-10 6h.p- Vindec Special, as new, un scratched,'"
J-t' new Palmer studded, 1911 B- and B-, Whittle,
rrufl'anlt forks, etc^. : cash needed; £28/10.-14. Bushey
Rd-, Harliugton, Middlesex-

;

Th.p. Tv-in Ohater-Pt-ugeot, magneto, practically new,
ideal sidee-ar machine: £33, decent accnmulatoi

nachine talien in part payment.—if-, '12,' Shrubberj
Villas Bushey Rd., Sutton.

LADY'S 1911 3ih-p- Erough, excellent condition, nif^
"

overhauled, winner of many competitions ; £35,
<T near offer; having faster machine.—Miss Berend, 2,

Vimeida St.. Higlibury. London.
'

ROC 2-speed Gear, brand new rim, jus^t overhauled''-
by makers, perfect condition, to fit Triumph,'

£5/15; also nearly new sidecar, to fit Triumph, £^4/10.
45. Culford Rd,, Downliam Ed., N.

ZENITH Gradua, 1911, 3ih.p., little used, good as
new, complete wiUi all accessories; £43, cost

£54/12 three months ago ; seen any time.—Dear, 58,
I'arkhill Rd.. Havcr.stock Hill, N.W.

A52 //I answcrina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlte Motor Cycle.''
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Sociable or Tandem.

IT
is rather a strange coincidence that, despite the

booming in some circles of the quadricycle type

of vehicle, this pattern appears to hang fire a

good deal. However, there are one or two experi-

menters at work, and in a few months we may see

some results of their efforts in the form of new pattern

runabouts which will be a welcome addition to those
vehicles which are already running and in some cases
giving satisfaction to their owners. The fact that

such machines are being used on our roads, and the

possibility of them becoming ere long keen competi-
tors of the motor bicycle and sidecar, causes one to

ponder on the advisability of making the seats of this

type of vehicle side by side or tandem.

Every sidecar user knows that nothing tries his

engine more than a strong head wind. The continual
hard work the engine is subjected to calls for a big

throttle opening, and the area of the sidecar, motor
bicycle and passengers is considerable. In conse-
quence the engine very often overheats rapidly, and if

a stiff hill has to be taken after riding a considerable
distance against a strong head wind the engine is very
likely to fail. This is one of the disadvantages of

sociable seats, and as a large amount of the wind
surface is reduced by placing the driver behind the
passenger, it is not improbable that on this question
alone tandem seating may be finally adopted.

Everyone with a knowledge of motor cycles will

agree that the ideal passenger motor cycle is one of
low power and great simplicity; if it is made with
sociable seats and a car type of body, it is almost
essential to employ a powerful twin-cylinder motor
cycle engine, owing to the weight and windage. We
should not like to say that, because the windage is

reduced and seats placed tandemwise, all the designer's

troubles in connection with this type of vehicle

would be over, but we do say that, with tandem seats

and a very light construction of framework and
wheels, it might be possible to obtain excellent results

with a 500 c.c. engine. If this were possible, with
the aid of a good variable gear, a considerable saving
would be made in tyres, belts, chains, etc., and al-

though a machine of this type would not average very
high speeds, it would be in many ways superior to the

detachable pattern.

Our original arguments on this subject still hold
good, viz., that the moment a powerful engine is

fitted to a motor quadricycle type of vehicle, the

framework, tyres, transmission, and other details

require to be strengthened up until it is difficult to

differentiate between vehicles of this type and a small

motor car. The majority of motor cyclists have had
very little experience of fast passenger work, and do
not realise the cost of upkeep involved with a com-
paratively heavy passenger vehicle travelling at an
average speed of twenty-five miles an hour, which is

about the ideal sought for by those who favour this

form of vehicle.

The old types of quadricycle were fitted with three-

horse engines, geared 8 to 1, and averaged about

eighteen miles an hour. Their total weight was just

over 4 cwts., and their seats were placed tandem. Had
they been sociable seats we are certain they would
not have done as well as they did. Allowing for

improvements in general construction, it is doubtful

whether an up to date tandem quadricycle could be

made very much lighter even with a single-cylinder 500
c.c. engine. The sociable seats have great advantages

in other ways, but can the vehicle be made and sold

at a moderate price .'•
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Why not a Vapour-driven Machine?

THE little four-wheeler described and illustrated

on this and the following page is one in which
the designer is attempting to obtain the silent

running and flexibility of the steam-driven car in a

light vehicle built on motor cycle lines. It will perhaps

be well to state at the outset that the machine is being

built, and that the power plant has already seen several

years' service in a launch. The latter is not an untried

experiment, -nor is it a mere idea existing only on
paper. I mention this advisedly," since everyone to

whom I have described the engine have had their

doubts that it will work, others have expressed their

conservatism by avowing that they would prefer to

sit on a barrel of dynamite at a fifth of November
celebration. This is probably the view many motor
cyclists will take when they learn that the power is

derived from vapour made by boiling petrol in a flash-

point boiler, and using the gas expansively, instead of

by internal combustion, as in the petrol engine with

which we are so familiar. Hence it is necessary to

state that these engines were so popular in American

launches that one firm alone—the Gas Engine Power
Co., of Morris Heights, New York—have built

thousands during the past fifteen years, and so safe

are they considered that their owners are not required

by law to engage a qualified engineer, as is the case

when steam is used.

Expansion versus Explosion.

The internal combustion engine has largely taken
their place owing to its greater power for weight,

but there are now to be seen many of these boats still

doing good service, while younger sisters engined by
internal combustion motors have been scrapped as

worn out.

I have a photograph in my possession taken from
an American yachting paper some fifteen years old,

which depicts a motor boat race in those days, and
the five power craft shown are all equipped 'with this

type of engine. Further, one may often see a launch
of this type -in the Solent whenever any of the older
American steam yachts, which carry them as tenders,
are in the vicinity. The German Emperor, the late

Khedive of Egypt, and Prince William of Wied were
among the many yachtsmen on this side of the Atlantic

who have owned this type of launch, while for several

years the late President Cleveland used a launch which
was equipped with an engine made by the same firm

*I4

and identicalin every way with the one I am about tc

describe.

Built by the Marine Vapour Engine Co., of Jerse)
City, U.S., this engine develops 7 h.p. under normal

conditions, but for short spurts it is possible, by
increasing the pressure, to obtain something like 10
h.p.

Although apparently very complicated, it is really

very simple in action, and a few minutes' study of the

accompanying drawings will show this to be the case.

Details of the Engine Mechanism.
The three cylinders are arranged at an angle of 12c

degrees apart, with the three connecting rods working
upon one crank, but its greatest feature is the valve
motion. The valve (fig. i) is an annular disc, with
twelve admission and twelve- exhaust ports, the disc
being so geared that it is made to revolve once to
tweh-e revolutions of the crankshaft, thereby eliminat-
ing friction to a greater degree than is possible with
the usual type of steam .slide valve.

The riding cut-off valve (fig. 2) admits of expanding -

the vapour to any extent, and a forked shaft controls
it, and the reversing rack (fig. 3) through the medium
of rollers and cams (see fig. 4). When the motor is

running ahead with the lever at the point of greatest:

expansion, and the lever is then moved quickly to
the reverse position, the cut-off valve (fig. 2) is brought
to a point which gives admission of the vapour the
whole length of the stroke before the moving valve
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Why not a Vapour-driven Machine?—

mechanism is influenced at all. This overcomes to some
extent the dead centre effect. The boiler, as originally
equipped, is very small, and consists chiefly of a single
coil of steel tubing, but the owner, who, 'by the way,

'

is not the writer of this article, contemplates using an
even smaller aff'air with four coils of tubing which
will be hydraulically tested to 1,200^ lbs. per square
inch, which, with a working pressure of 200 lbs.,

should guarantee safety at this point.
The boiler will hold about six pints, and will be

automatically fed by a drum pump, which will be
driven from a coun-
ter-shaft embodied
in the gear bo.x

ca.sing. Another
pump feeds the bur-

ner with cheap
grade petrol or a

mi.\ture of petrol

and petroleum,
which will be car-

ried in a tank at the

rear. A third pump
will return the

petrol to its welded
tank beneath the machine, while a fourth will give a

strong blast of air to the burner. For starting, and as

a stand-by when the engine is not working, an auxiliary

burner with hand pump will be used. A few strokes

of this pump is all that has been found necessary, and
it is possible to get under way within two or three

minutes from cold.

The condenser will he placed beneath the chassis,

and will consist of steel tubing with radiating outer

surface, while the funnel will be a long pipe running
along the off side of the machine, turning in and
under the frame work to discharge clear of the wheels.

Tills pipe will not be of the dimensions shown in the

drawing, but much smaller, and enclosed is a light

tube lined with asbestos.

A final w-ord or .so regarding the power plant.

Safety valves are fitted iioth on engine and boiler, dis-

charging into the exhaust. These valves will be set at

250 lbs., and should a leak occur within the generator

the vapour will burn like an ordinary gas jet, hence
danger at this point does not exist.

The entire power plant, including gear box and
differential, is estimated to weigh about 300 lbs.

General Design of Chassis.

With regard to the machine in general, the drawings

are sufticiently clear to need little description. The
chassis, being built of steel tubing, will be left open
as . shown in the drawing, no body work being em-
ployed for two reasons ; to "save weight and because

the owner desires a motor cycle type of vehicle and
not a car in miniature. Two bucket seats will be

fitted, the front one being carried on four coil springs

and the rear seat on two.

All four wheels are sprung, and the steering will bf
effected by means of a drum on a horizontal shaft,

which will be connected to the steering column by a

short flexible shaft. The gear box contains- a variable

gear, drum brake, and reverse, but the latter will not

be connected up in view of the fact that the engine is

of the reversing type.

g2i

The oil tank and pump will be carried outside and
on. the left side of the chassis, while behind it a tool

bag will be located. On the right side of the machine
a carrier will be fitted on the lower framework. Three
inch tyres will be fitted, and the dashboard will carry

the auxiliary burner tank and pump, and the accumu-
lator for the two small swing lamps on the mudguards,
all enclosed in a case, on either side of which will be
a speedometer and a pressure gauge. Forward of this

case will be the generator for the head light, which
will be on a revolving stand and connected to the

steering-shaft by means of Bowden wires, so that the

^ ^ :^
,r^ir

1
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The completa design o[ vapour-driven quad with tandem saats.

rays will illuminate the course of the machine in round-

ing corners as in the case of a single tracker

[Thi.s form of searchlight lamp, thoifgh desirable fo:

many reason.s, is not legal in Great Britain.

—

'Ed.]

Two band brakes will be fitted to the rear wheels,

which, like the drum brake on the cardan-shaft, will

he controlled by pedals. The engine control lever will

be carried to the steering wheel, while two levers or

the diagonal connecting tube will control the burnes

and exhaust valve.

Such is the design as at present laid out, but no
doubt many alterations will be found necessary when
the machine is assembled. Spf.s.

THE MICHELIN GUIDE.
Most of our readers who have travelled abroad

have leamt to appreciate to the full that most excel-

lent little work, the "Guide Michelin," the infor-

mation contained in which is full, reliable, and of

the greatest utility. It is with pleasure, therefore,

that we ha\e to record that a '' Michelin Guide to

the British Isles " has now been issued, price six-

pence. The excellent system preserved in the Conti-

nental publications of the Michelin Company has been

followed in the British guide. The book contains

hints on tvre management, which is then followed

bv a most useful list of circular trips in the most inter-

esting portions of England, Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland. Next follows an alphabetical list of towns,

with exits, routes, and distances. A small' wheel

placed near the name of a town indicates that Michelin

tyre stockists are to be found in this place. The
method of denoting the style of hotels is a good one.

A small- map, in which the streets are numbered

clearly, denotes the way through the town. At the

end of the book is an atlas of great utility.

A17
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WE have already mentioned that manufacturers

have had under consideration the question of

supporting or boycotting tlie Tourist Trophy
Motor Cycle Race as held under present A.C.U. regu-

lations on the four-inch course in the Isle of Man.
This is not a trade journal, and it is not our practice

to argue trade points until they have been deliberated

in the trade councils and the industry has come to

some definite conclusion respecting them, but as riders

are particularly interested in the T.T. Races, we feel

bound to" discuss the situation as it develops. There-
fore, in the event of the Isle of Man races being

quashed, it will be advisable, perhaps, to suggest alter-

natives and point out whether the Isle of Man event

or an alternative competition would be more ad\'an-

tageous to motor cyclists. ,

Reasons for Dissatisfaction.

We gather that a good deal of dissatisfaction in

connection with the Isle of Man races has arisen in

certain quarters due to the number of accidents that

have occurred in the past, the expense of holding the

races, and the fact that the events are not won on
standard machines which can be supplied to the

public, and in many instances accessories such as tyres

and other details are employed which are equally

unobtainable by the general body of riders. There is

a certain element of truth in this, and it has occurred
to us that in the event of the A.C.U. being sufficiently

persuaded and influenced not to hold the race, and
provided it is not participated in by the bulk of the

industry, it is advisable to look around for alternatives

to keep up
,
the interest in what the trade must

recognise as an incentive to the purchase of motor
cycles and a means of improving their general

efficiency.

Quite early in the history of the Tourist Trophy
Races it was suggested in this journal that, in con-

nection, with the difficulty of the selection of what was
a standard touring mount, a committee of the govern-

ing body should select a machine from a manufac-
turer's stock which should be sealed and not. used
until the day of the race. It has also been suggested

in these pages that, in the event of the Isle of Man
authorities refusing permission to hold the race, it

might reasonably be held on Brooklands Track. Of
course, the same conditions would hardly be in

evidence, owing to the absence of hills and corners

at Brooklands, but if the desire of the promoters of

the T.T. Race is to test motor cycles and their engines

to the limit of destruction there are very few better

places than Brooklands on which to do it. A good deal

of the sporting element in corner ^vork, hill-climbing,

etc., would be eliminated, but the race would be better

than nothing.

Roadster Models of Standard MaKe.
With regard to the selection of roadster models of

standard make, this again presents difficulties. Those

AT 8

who legislate for the industry hardly appear to realise

in this connection that there is a process known as

"tuning." A committee might select an absolutely

standard machine, and unless it was placed under lock

and key and carefully guarded until the day of the

competiiion it might be transformed very easily into

a semi-racer bv any e.\pert rider who was accustomed

to making those little adjustments which are essential

to high speed and power. We__ cannot help thinking

that to some extent the industry is making an error in

its desire to eliminate the T.T. Races from its pro-

gramme. Of course, wa are referring here to the

majority who are not in favour of any race. Possibly

they imagine that we have practically reached finality,

but we do not agree with them.

It is generally conceded that the T.T. racer of to-

day possesses features which are embodied eventually

in the flexible roadster of a year or two later. This

is true to a limited extent. A real racer possesses

features which must be modified to some extent

before they can be embodied in a comfortable and

easily controlled roadster ; but the mere efficiency

of the engine fitted to this type of machine is ofter

so attractive that it is purchased in preference to

heavier machines of possibly a more comfortable and

flexible type. That being the case, there is, of course,

\\T.ove, raisotv d'etre for the race than appears at first

sight. The experiences gained by manufacturers in

the races in one way and another enable them to take

the coarseness out of the running of the racing

machine without very much impairing the all-round

power efficiency of the engine.

Will the Races be held ?

Our article must not be taken as conclusive proof

that the race will not be held, because in all

probability, if the A.C.U. is sufficiently influenced to

withdraw from the Isle of Man event, the' race may
be held by another organisation. It is almost cer-

tain that sufficient support would be forthcoming from
amateur riders to ensure the success of a race, whether

it be held in the Isle of Man or at Brooklands. In

the meantime We must ask our readers to bear in

mind that no definite decision has been arrived at.

To stop all forms of racing leads to stagnation of

design, and the industry would fall to the level of ?.

sordid manufacturing ideal, which could only b
likened to the production of sewing machines or som(

similar article of commerce—a humdrum, wearying

output of goods on the Transatlantic principle, which
may be money-earning, but is not calculated to keep
thi.^ country in the forefront of progress : a position

it now holds, and w^hich we hope it will retain.
i

What has placed the British motor industry in its

premier position is nothing more or less than first-

class reliable workmanship, assisted by competitions
such as the T.T. races, the i,ooo miles trials, and
other events.
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T
5 HOSE motor cyclists who attended the Army

Manceuvres in years past as despatch carriers and
generals' orderlies are beginning to wonder whether
there will again this year be an onportunity of com-

bining a delightful holidav together with military instruc-

tion during September. It will be remembered that in these

j^^ges an 'earnest appeal was made to all civilian motor
cyclists to. refrain from again offering their services to the

military authorities until such time as the latter saw fit to

provide a suitable organisation for creating a volunteer

motor cycle corps. Already two committees have bad this

matter under consideration. The one appointed by the

A.C.U. forwarded a rejxirt more than a year ago to the

War Office, of which no notice has since been taken ; whilst

the other committee, appointed by the War Office, has done
little.

A Deadlock.

The result has been a deadlock, and in the meanwhile it

has been decided not to hold the Army Manoeuvres in

Cambridgeshire on account of the drought, and civilian

motor cyclists will not be invited to take part in whatever
maniBUvres may be held. Durfng the past year several

motor cyclists have been added to tlie establislmient of Royal
Engineer units, and also many officers in the regular Army
have taken up the motor cycle pastime. It is believed that
the military authorities are fondly relying upon these two
sources to supply them with such motor cyclists as they may
require pending the formation of a volunteer motor cyclist

corps. On paper this sounds a very feasible idea—in fact,

just the sort of idea which would be likely to commend itself

to the theorists of Whitehall—but in practice, as every
practical motor cycUst will realise, especially if he has had
much to do with motor cycle amateurs, the idea is absurd.

To the theorist, a motor cyclist, no matter what the experi-

ence of the rider or the make of his machine, is a man-
macliine capable of averaging thii-ty miles an hour over any
roads, under any weather conditions. We civilian motor
cyclists are responsible for having inculcated that opinion
into the minds of the General Staff. We have sent them our
best riders mounted on their best machines, each one of

whom was not only deadly keen to excel in the work he
undertook, but each one of whom was extremely well equipped
in the matter of experience, knowledge, anci ingenuity to

undertake the work that falls to a motor cyclist at army
manoeuvres.
The motor cyclists who have lately been incorporated

in the Royal Engineers are doubtless good all-round
mechanics, but so far as motor
cycling is concerned they cannot be
compared with the expert enthusiasts
who have volunteered for this work
in the past-; whilst as regards the
officers who, having become possessed
of a motor cycle during the past twelve
months, are now willing to come out
and help the General Staff on
manoeuvres, there are few who would
be likely to shine in a reliability test.

Despatch Carrying.
In despatch carrying for military

purposes, you not only require the
very best kind of man and the very
best and most suitable kind of
macliine, but it is essential to liave a
man who has every reason to place
iiuplicit confidence in himself and in
his machine.
The ordinary motor cyclist is

usually content and more or less

competent' to tootle along the main roads at twenty
miles an hour, stopping at a repair shop when adjustments
are to be made or at tiie nearest hostelry when the weather
becomes inclement or night suoervenes. For this purpose, a

lightweight machine in fair ruirning order is all that is

required, but that- is not the sort of mount that is suitable

for the orderly who has to " puff " for a general at army
manoeuvres. Tmnrbnis, he has to carry all lie wants for the
duration of the manoeuvres on his mount; he has to traverse

roads which are not onlv blocked with troops, but which
have been cut to pieces bv the transit of army transport
waggons and traction engines. More usually his journeys
have to be accomolished at night, and it is seldom that he
has an opportunity of getting on to a high road. What he
requires is a high-powered two-speed mount with a free

engine which is both fool-proof and weather-proof. If he
is wise, he ^viil carry all his spares with liim, and he must
know how to replace ihem himself, as repair shops are infro-

qgent in the track of an army, and even when one is foirnd

it is liable to fall into the hands of the enemy. Personally

—

and I speak with considerable experience—I ueiieve that the
motor cyclist who goes through aijiy manceuvres without a
breakdown lias, qualified for a first place in the most stringent
reliability test that man's ingenuity could contrive, and it

is no a.spersion on the motor cycling knowledge and capacity
of the average R.E. or subaltern when I say that very few
of them are fit to enter for such a test.

Will the Authorities take notice ?
Let us hope that the authorities will realise these con-

siderations as facts, and that:-.during the w-inter they will

in earnest take up the matter of forming a motor cycle corps
of e.'cperts. Among the various sugge-stions already offered

to the W'ar Office in this connection the three following
schemes appear to be the most practicable, and if. is probable
that at least one of them, if not all three, will be a-dopted.

(1.) One officer and seventeen motor cyclists added to the
establishment of each of the thirteen authorised cyclist

battalions.

(2') Two officers and forty motor cyclists to be attached 10

the headquarters of each of the fourteen Territorial divisions

(3.) Twenty groups of motor cyclists, each consistine of

one officer and twenty men armed with Rexer automatic
rifles (250 rounds a minute) for coast defence in case of war,
and for staff duty on manceuvres.

In each instance it is sugge.^ted that the men should be
attached for drill purposes to the Territorial unit nearest to
their homes in order to enable them to learn the first rudi-

ments of military knowledge.

A CRESCENT RUNABOUT fltted with the Aslill patent easily-folding hood. The maker of t .0

machine demonstrated to us a few days ag» the ease with which the hood may be opened and

closed without leaving one's seat.
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Garage Assistance in the Six Days'.

The weirdest incident of the Six Days' was tlie close

discussion between the officials as to whether C. T.
Newsome should receive a gold medal, seeing that,

though he finished with full marks for reliability and
hill-climbing, his machine had a broken front brake
wire at the last check.

Surely the officials are aware that the " parcel
scandal " was as much in evidence as ever. Many
men rode for a day or two minus some fitting quite
as vital as a brake wire, and receiving a replacement
from the factory, fitted it during the concluding stages,

and scored full marks for bringing their machines to
tlie finish "in good condition." As Mr. Merrall men-
tioned in our issue of August 31, one machine had
nearly every spoke broken in the back wheel, and is

- described as being "in good condition" in Mr.
Sharp's report. (N.B.—I do not blame either machine
br^ rider, as the men should have been warned' to
climb some of the rough hills slowly.)

Another rider broke his stand, and exchanged
stands with a private owner he met on the road; the
report read, " Machine in good condition." ' For this

-the officials need not be criticised, as they were
unaware of it ; an extension of the " sealing " is their

sole safeguard here.

- Here is another graver item. Many men removed
portions of their machines before entering the Harro-
gate -garage at night, and then visited a repair shop,
a' plumber, etc., during the evening. 'A garage close
to the hotel was literally crowded with competitors
one evening.

Another man broke vital parts, made measurements
with bits of string and wire,' had new parts made at

a repairer's during the evening and fitted them next
morning. While admitting that the officials cannot
watch all the garages along the route, I think they
might stop the influx of parcels another year; and I

think they might keep an eye on the garages near
headquarters; also, they might compel competitors to
leave their overalls, spare belts, tubes, etc., in the
locked garage at night.

Perhaps the motor cycle has reached a stage when
it_ is possible to seal the toolbags, and to do away
with the half-hour for " adjustments " each morning.
If such rules are a shade too stringent for present
development, they could be applied and temporarily
eased by a brief returit to the old system under which
a rider could lose a small percentage of marks and
yet receive a gold medal. This would show up the
performances in more accurate colours, without unduly
penalising small adjustments.

When the official awards are out, competitors begin
to unseal their lips; and I have heard many sensa-
tional items since the medals were allotted. But it is

only fair to add that the great majority of the gold
medal winners got through without trouble and with-
out infringing the rules.
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Overheating or Overloading ? A Curious
Phenomenon.

On August 24th I described an experience with a

overhead inlet valve. The tappet and rocker had worn
down a trifle so that the' valve opened late and closed

early, the spring being too strong to permit the valve

to function automatically, independently of the tappet

action. Loss of power naturally resulted, accompanied
by abnormal engine heat. A week later one of my
most precise readers objected to my use of the word
"overheating" in describing the behaviour of the

engine. Almost simultaneously I notice a report by

Mr. E. H. Davies of a somewhat similar trouble with

an engine of a different make, when he was climbing

Keighley Gate in the Six Days. In his case the tappet

adjuster nut shook loose, and reduced his inlet valve

"drop" to -^in. Like myself, he suffered from loss

of power, but no heating accompanied it. In fact, he

goes so far as to say that after he had climbed the hill

on the instalment system, running alongside for much
of the ascent, his engine was almost stone cold. I

instantly verified the diverse results on my own engine.

If my inlet valve is adjusted with a slightly excessive

gap at the tappet and rocker, I get loss of power plus

a hot engine ; if the gap is made so excessive that the

valve hardly opens at all; I get loss of power plus a

verv chilly engine. The real trouble in both cases is

no doubt correctly described as "overloading."

Which is the Stiffest Trial ?
A discussion has been raging amongst the leading

competition riders as to which six days' trial has proved
the most severe on record. I have been exchangjjig

views with a number of the riders, and with, pressmen
and others who have attended all the recent events,

and their almost unanimous opinion places the trials

in the following order of severity

:

1. The Scottish Trials of 1910.
2. The Scottish Trials of 1911.

._ 3. The A.C.U. Harrogate Trials of igii.

Last year's Scottish Trials are considered to have
combined the greatest amount of severe hill-climbing

with the worst surfaces on record. Such hills as

Glendoe, Cairnwell, Cockbridge, and Amulree were
notably worse than any of the Yorkshire acclivities,

while the surfaces were notoriously execrable. The 1911
Scottish Trials were probably inferior to the Harrogate
Trials, so far as the compulsory hills were concerned,
but on several days the going was simply dreadful from
start to finish, a rare combination of grease and rough
roads being provided.

In the Harrogate Trials there was a record quantit}
of hill-climbing, but not one of the hills exhibited that

conjunction of phenomenal gradient and unique
cornering which is calculated to unseat a first class
rider on a first class variably geared machine, while
there was not one mile of grease in the entire trial.

Had the weather been bad in the A.C.U. Trial i1

could probably have taken first place for severity.
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A COMFORTABLE LOW-BUILT SIDECAR.
THE accompanying illustrations are of an interest-

ing sidecar attachment of registered design, sub-

mitted to us by Mr. W. S. Turner, Wynacolm,
Streetly, near Birmingham. The shape of the low-

built sidecar is distinctly original, and its uncommon
appearance attached to an equally low-built four-

cylinder three-speed T.A.C. attracts mucti attention.

We are told—and we can readily believe—^that the

attachment is perfectly weather and wind proof with

its covered in canoe-like front, and the sitting position

is recumbent like a modem two-seated car. The
screen and top lift up for the entrance. Being long

and low it gives the minimum of wind resistance.

Since the photographs were taken a hood has been
added and the passenger is kept cosy and dry, even

if rain is pouring in torrents.

The sidecar has undoubtedly come to stay, but so

far comparatively few makers have launched out on
original lines. There is no reason whv every sidecar

should not be handsome in appearance as our illus-

trations testify.
Mr. W. S. Turner's registered design sidecar.

THE SPIDER QUAD. some Experiences and Deductions.

FOR more than four months I have owned and
driven a light air-cooled quadcar, and in my
opinion it is perfectly practicable, and is no

more limited in its scope than a motor bicycle and

sidecar. The machine I have weighs about 5 cwts.,

and cost about £,<)$ As regards comfort it takes

precedence of a bicycle and sidecar, as anyone who
has driven both types in a storm of wind and rain

wAW readily admit. Now, to my mind, one of the

real difficulties in designing a quad is to decide on the

nature of the body. Sheet-iron, backed 'by wood, and
wicker-work both have their drawbacks. The former

is much inclined to rattle, and also magnifies sound

;

the latter does not last well, and looks extremely
" gauche " and out of place. Of the two I should

prefer a sheet iron body properly stayed. My own
car has a bodv of this description, but this origin-

ally was not sufficiently stayed, -and rattled a good

deal. A writer in this journal some time ago

jnade very disparaging remarks about seats of the

deck-chair type. Now, I can assure him that I find

my seats verv comfortable, and so do my 'passengers.

Thev are simply leather, arranged on the lines of the

ordinary canvas deck-chair, and their weight is just

8 ounces.

If a man wants a padded, upholstered easy chair

style of seat, he had better buy a car.

Let us remember that these four-wheeled Spider

quads are a compromise, and for ;£<)o or so do not let

us expect the comfort and luxury of a £-,00 car. For
his ^^90 a buyer of a well-designed quad gets more

than the comfort of a sidecar, and more than the

speed ofanv car up to 20 h.p. My little quad will

now do forty-eight miles an hour with a gear of 4%
to I, which speaks well for the 7 h.p. twin J.A. P.

Now one word about gears, and I ha\'e had my say.

Why will makers of these quads fit a dog clutch

gear? In mv opinion, it is too tricky to handle.

Mine collapsed twice with most careful handling, and

I see that a similar fate overtook Morgan—a plucky

pioneer—in the Six Days' Trials. Why not fit an

epicyclic gear, which a novice or a lady can easily

handle ? This is a good " talking point." At any

rate, let us have no more clutches with their jar and

clatter, and their need for the greatest care in

chanKing gear. "Mugwump, M.B."

-W'Tse^. S3

Furltier views of the low-buill T A.C. and sidecar reljrred to on t:.is pngc
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A New Lucas Lamp and Generator Bracket.
FOR ii^e with their well-known "King

of the Road" motor cycle pro-

jectore aiwi generators, Messrs.

Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Great King
Street, Birmingham, have recently intro-

duced a new adjustable bracliiefc which is

quite one of 'th-e most effective things

of its type that we have yet seen. 1^

will be remembered that the earlier com
bination .brackets designed to support

both the -generator and the lamp from
the handle-bar, were intended to be
affixed to the handle-bar stem. The new

Fig. 1.

pattern, however, is clipped to the handle-
bar itself and thus allows the combina-
tion to be fitted without alteration on
almost any motor cycle, whether there

be a fixed existing lamp bracket or not.

Fig. 1 illustrates the combination carrier

which it will be seen comprises no cast

lugs, etc., all such portions being steel

stampings, which in addition to being
much neater in pattern, are also much
lighter in weight. The various members
of the carrier are articulated to one an-

other in such a way that they can easily

be made to fit handle-bars of anv and.

RS

Fig. 2.

every shape, and they allow also for a

very wide choice in the relative positions

of "the generator and head lamp. Fig.

2

illustrates one of the^e positions in which
the lamp is kept high. As a matter of

fact, however, it can be put even higher,

or can be brought down so as to be level

with thej-geiierator.

Fig. 3 indicates how useful the bracket
is in the event of punctures or other

repairs having to be carried out by the

roadside at nigHt To obtain a light on

the rear of the machine it is only neces
sary to undo one of the wing nuts which
bind the head iamp to one of the carrier

clips, and to swivel the lamp on the other
clip, when it can be faced backwards, as

shewn in the diagram.

A Ne;w Generator.
In the annexed diagrams is shown a new

type of generator which Messrs. Lucas
have reijeatly introduced, and which
takes the place of the type with the

underneath swing clip for ; binding the

carbide container to the water chamber.

Fig. 3.

Fig. i.

The new type is shown in fig. 4, and
is of very smiple and sound construction.

The rim of the carbide container is forced

against a rubber washer attached to the
base of the water container by a per-

forated cup, on the top edge of which are

two small ledges which engage with a

coarse cut thread in the base of the
water container. This thread consists of

a helically wound strip, and there is no
possibility of "crossing" the threads, or
screwing up in any but the right manner.
The attachment of the clips has also

been strengthened by carrying them in a
stout ring encircling the water container.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR nOTOR CYCLISTS.

SOME RUDGE.WHITWORTH TIPS.

S*70. To remove an R.W. exhaust
valve, unscrew the sparking plug and
put the handle of the Quickgrips through
the plug hole. This will keep the exhaust
valve down on its seat, and a little lever-

age with a screwdriver will instantly raise

the spring and enable the cotter to be
withdrawn. This plan is quicker and
easier than the use of any patent tool

on this engine. •

In removing the cylinder there is

no need to disconnect the exhaust
pipe. Simply loosen the nuts on the
front footrest, lower the silencer, and then
raise the cylinder when the exhaust pipe
will lift out of the silencer. The exhaust
pipe may be withdrawn with the cylinder,

if the connecting rod is at the back of

the slot in the crank case, and the piston

is tilted forward. The cylinder should
be turned round to the pulley side of

the machine, and it may then be pulled

off with the exhaust pipe still attached
to it.

Oil the overhead inlet valve rocker at

intervals, or its spindle will wear loose in

its carrier, and become noisy.

By ROAD RIDER.

Whenever the rear axle nuts are

touched their threads should be cleaned
with paraffin and oiled, otherwise the
advantages of the quick detachable
wheels will be lost, owing to one nut or

the other becoming tight on its thread.

A screwdriver slot may be filed in one
end of the spindle, which enables the
spindle to be held while the nuts are

removed. The cone adjustfng nut on
both axles is on the left-hand end, and,
of course, the axle nut and cone on the
right-hand side of the spindle should be
tight home before the cone is adjusted.

The oil pump ball valve is, as is usually
the case, a somewhat delicate fitting.

If the oil pump appears to be working
irregularly, delivering a small charge, or

very stiff to operate, the valve should
be unscrewed from the underside of the
tank and washed in paraffin, to clear out
any grit. There is no need to take it to

pieces. If there is oil in the tank, an
ordinary whisky cork will plug the hole

while the valve is out.

A BELT TIP.

S*?!. When a belt requires shorten-
ing always cut that end which was not

cut on the last occasion of taking a bit

out. Thus you ensure the alternate re-

newal of each bolt hole and reduce the
probability of a pull through to the
minimum. Some inexperienced riders cut
off either end at random, and, as a conse-

quence, their belts often pull through and
become too short. If a belt becomes so

short that the insertion of a second
fastener is necessary to restore it to a
working length, fit one fastener of the
fixed type. If a belt contains two hook
fasteners it is irritating to handle.

CARRYING A ROUTE CARD.,
5*72. In competitions, or indeed

on any lengthy ride across a strange
county, it is convenient to carry a route
card somewhere on the machine in con-
etant sight, without having to ferret in

the pockets at intervals. A good tip is

to lay the card against the acetylene
generator (now usually mounted on a

bracket projecting backwards from the

steering head), and secure it by slipping

a couple of rubber rings round the top
and bottom of the generator barrel. The
card is then always in sight, and being

vertical, no rain will remain on it to spoil it.
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Ask for Catalogue A.

TO VANQUISH ^kchirsln"! 1,000 MILES trial

TAKES SOME DOING. IT WAS DONE BY THE

FOR GENTLEFOLKfOSACOC
NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE

In the

NO VIBRATION]

NO CYMNASTICS

Scottish Trials.! 1910 won 3 GOLD MEDALS
and in 1911

it won ANOTHER.
At the OL.YIVIRIA SHOW we will show them to you—as well as many more—also Cups. Ask

other lightweight motor cycle makers to show you all their lightweights have won I I

WHAT WE SAY IT DOES-IT DOES. Ask any user.

FOOTRESTS FITTED IF DESIRED.
Ask for our Ca.talog:uc A.

IViOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, I.ONDON, E.C.
Telcfframs— " Motosacochc, London." Telephone— Holborn 5439.

THE MOTOR CYCLE TO RELY ON IS

THE
SUCCESSFUL I^.M

(SINGLE-CYLINDER TOURING CLASS.)

Sydney M.C.C. HiU Climb, February 11th, 1911.
Brooklands All Comers' Penalty Hajidicap, March 18th.
Oxford M.C.C. Hill Climb, April 8th, 1911.
Shropshire M.C.C. Speed Judging Competition, April
Bristol M.C.C. Hill Climb, April 29th, 1911.
Sydney M.C.C. Hill Climb, April 29th, 1911.
Walsall M.C.C. Hill Clinnb, May 13th, 1911.
M.C.C. Members' HiU CUmb, May 13th, 1911.
Norfolk M.C.C. Hill CHmb, May 18th, 1911.
Sutton Coldfield A.C. HiU Climb, May 20th, 1911.
New South Wales M.C.C. Hill Climb, May 20th, 1911.

RELIABILITY TRIALS.
Leeds M.C.C. Leeds to London and Back.
Norfolk M.C.C. Team Trial.

Manchester M.C.C. Team Trial.

9th.

FIRST
NON-STOP

Free Engine, Variable Gear. Starts like a car. Jast the machine for yonr holiday^
Catalogue and leaflets sent po<;t free.

Makers—THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
L.M.C. WORKS, 132, MONUMENT ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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HUNTS Lt<L
The City &West End Motor House RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

117, LONG ACRE, LONDON, w.c. Londoii's Lowest PricBS

*' ANTARNISH."

A non-greasy, weather - proof and

INVISIBLE Lacquer ior applying

to the p!ated parts of Motor Cars,

Cycles, etc., and also to bare clean

steel, brass, or any other metal.

Price per tin, 9il. Postage 2d.

» COVEROLE.'

For Repairing Leaky Petrol Tanks.

Directions :

For Worn
Unions, — Paint
the treads and
cone liberally

with Coverole,

screw up tightly

and give a final

application to

the outside.

Pipss, Unions, etc.

For Cracked
P i p e s , & c .

—

Smear a piece of

paper, canvas,

tape or similar

material with
Coverole, and
wrap tightly
round the pipe.

Price 1/-. Postage cd.

'' ROSCO "

CYLINDER PAINT.

Keeps' the engine cool, prevents

overheating, prod\ices a smooth
dead black surface, UnaSected by
heat or water.

Price per tiri, 6d.

Postage 2d.

THE H.H. BELT PUNCH
AND CUTTER.

Both the cutter and punch
are easily removable for

sharpening, and either can
be immediately renewed at

the cost of a 'few pence

—

this is an advantage not to

be obtained in any other

punch.

Suitable for all size belts.

Price 5/-,

Postage 2d.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of Motor Cycle Tyres. All
standard sizes stocked.
Clincher A Won, rubber-
studded, 26 x 2, 33/- ; tube
11/-. 26 X2j,35/-; tube,
11/-. London Agents for
Continental Tyres. All
standard sizes stocked.
Standard patt. 26 X 2 24/6,
tube 9/-, 26 X 2\ 29/6, tube
10/9, 26 X2i 32/3, tube
11/6. Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2 32/9,
2O X 2j 40/9, 26 X 2i 43/9. Continental combination
rubber and steel-studded, 26 x 2i 81/3, 26 x 3 110/-.
Rom combinations, rubber and steel studded non-
skids, 26 X 2, £2 12s. 26 X 24r, £2 15s. 26 x 2,1,

£2 17s. 6d.

THE HUNT
EXHAUST WHISTLE.
A splendid road clearer.

Operated by the foot.

Easily fitted.

Fits on e.xhaust pipe.

Effective on one or more
cylinders.

Price 5/6, postage 3d.

9
aa^T

The Auxiliary
Air Inlet.

Fits on inlet

pipe. Gives a
wider range of^ mixture. Use-

"" ful on a hot
day. Price 3/6
Postage 2d.

THE "HUNT" REGD. COAT. BRADBURY MOTOR CYCLES,

Tills coat 1^ estieiitialb a storm one. Troni the coUdi, where
the opemiiK i-i staited imder a watertiRlit poiket to the hottom
the fasttuin^ is cut 011 a cuiTe. so as to fall perrendicularly and
do^vTl the side of the ^\earer when ridiue. This excludes the
severest head btorm, and gives the user a coat the eaiial oE the
sleeved poncho without its disadvantages. Pockets are placed
not on the hips, wheie but little can he carried, and with incon-
venience, but on the chest. The large one is pleated, and takes
Bartholomews ^in, scale motor map, and has a small cash
pocket within. On the other side is a smaller pocket, suitabl e
for Br" vest ' screw-hammer and minor tools. The contest and
trials rider will find this coat a boon, for by means of the push
buttons used it can be fastened and adjusted while ridintr, not-
withstanding the thickest gloves being woni.
Manufactured of Double Texture Paramatta, thoroughly water-
proof, fitted with collar, wind and rainproof sleeves, ventilated
underarms. Best guaranteed proofing. Lenath36in. Stocked
to tit chest 'iOin., 4'2in., J-lin. (outside measurement).

PKICE, (juality Ko. 1, 40/-
.

Quality No. 2, 25/-,

The Hunt North Road Overalls, suitable for wearin?

with the above coat.

These meet a long-felt

want. They can be in-

stantly slipped on over
the ordinary trousers.

They fasten round waist
with a leather strap and
buckle. Being made in

one piece, they are a
great protection to the
stomach, also it is impos-
sible for the rain to drive

in as with the ordinary
ovei-alls. Made in three

lengths—short, medium,
and long. Shaped to go
over boot. Patent side

fasteners.

Texture Paramatta,Manufactured of Double
thoroughly waterproof.

I^RICE, quality No. i. 24/- per pair.

16/6
13/6

THE HUNT DRIP FEED LUBRICATOR.

For inserting in existing oil pipe. Adjustable to any
number of drips. Oil can be forced through by

pump if desired.

Price (plated) 5/6, postage 3d.

The Hunt

Valve Sp.ing Remover.

By means of the
compound action the
stoutest springis easily

raised by a slight turn

of the winged nut,
leaving both hands free

A2S

lllustr£L'tecl Oa.-tsLlos-ue sen±
III anf^UH'ring this' adverthement it is d,

Bradbury 3^ H.P
Immediate delivery. Price £48.
With two speed and free engine, £55.

LONDON AaENTS
FOR

MILLS AND FULFORD
SIDECARS. l^^^^^i

iirahh to :

A full range of 1911 Models now on view, stocked to
fit all makes of machines. Immediate delivery

Prices from £6 6s, Od.

THE HUNT HELLESEN
DRY CELL.

No corroding terminals. No acid.
No chargmg. Always ready,clean,
aud dry. The "Flash." Height
6Jx4jx2Jin. Approx. mileage,
with single-cylinder engine, 1500.
Price 6/6. The "Flight** ditto.
Height 5iX5^X2jin. Price 6/6.
The "Midget" emergency ditto.
Height 5iX4gxigin. Will run
approx. 300 miles. Price 4/4,
Postage 6d. extra.

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR AND -

MILEAGE RECORDER (Guaranteed).

Registers a speed .

up to 60 miles per
hour. Mileage
recorder registers
up to loooo miles,
then automati-
jcally starts again.

'

The indicator can
be easily attached
by any motorist,
and once htled
r e q u i res n o

attention or adjustment whatever. It will continue
to render good service as long as it is attached to the
cycle, for it is constructed throughout of the best and
most suitable materials by expert Britir.h mechanics
at Kew Gardens,

Price, in Nickel, 84/-, carriage paid.

THE "ACME" WATCH
AND CASE.

These Watches are construeted
to stand vibration. Each -watch
guaranteed for twelve months. To
clip on handle-bar. Very neat .

M;ide in Aluminium. Complete
uith IngersoU 'Watch.

Price 8/6, postage 2d.
Case only, 3/6.

The "Hunt" ALL Metal Switch.

The desisn of this Switch is so ex-

tremely simple that there is Dothins
in it to get out of order ; the contact
is auick and definite for hoth make
and break.-. The whole oE the switch
is made out of heavy sheet brass well
finiBhed and nickel-plated, the termi-
nal is insulated with extra large ebon-
ite washers and the fixins clip is attached by a bolt and n

paasini; through the sides of the metal ca^e, thus ensuri'

reliable attachment to the handle-bar.

Price. One "Way, 2/3. Two Way, 2/9. Postage Id.

pos-t -Free.
" The Motor Cycle.''

nuM
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The Editor does not hold himself respon

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

A New Zealander's Views on a Knotty Question.

[5854.]—Probably by the time this reaches you all interest

in the subject of which wheel of a sidecar combination lifts

will have been dropped. However, I think I have solved

the question, at least to my own satisfaction. Driving a

Montgomery No. 5 castor wheel sidecar with a light passen-

ger and car fitted on the left side, I took a right-hand

corner a great deal faster than I ought. The corner is

sharp, a good deal sharper than a right angle. I felt the

outfit tilt in a rather curious way, and as I had to stop a

few yards further on, I went back to look at the tracks.

There had been recent rains and the tracks were quite clear

and not at all obscured by other tracks. The sidecar wheel
had not left the ground at all. nor had the rear wheel of

the bicycle, but the front had lifted for 12ft. H 075.

sible for the opinions of his correspondents,

street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

On January 11th, 1911, I received a reply: "We beg to

acknowledge your esteemed order as below, and same shall

have our very best attention." From then till now silence

has reigned. '
I begin to think the article I sent the firm

could not have been mine at all, though I did originally buy
it from them and paid hard coin of the realm for it.

-\lr. Editor, what would vou do now? Or will readers

advise?
"

ONLY A MEIDICO.

The Advantage oJ Advertising Prices.

[5855.]—May I have a grumble? Some little while ago
I wrote to the Co. for a new mudguard for my sidecar.

also asking them for a price list of spares, and I had a cun
reply to the effect that they only dealt through agents.

This market is only now opening out for motor cycles, so_

is, I suppose, not worth any attention from the makers,
hence their letter.

It might interest you to know that two years ago there
were not more than five motor cycles in Biitish East Africa.

Within the last si.x months something like another fifteen

have been added.- and a good many nmre are on order.

Triumphs and F.N.'s so far hold the market. Of course,

this is vei'y small, but so is the place.

Nairobi, "British East Africa. S. T. LYDFORD.

Businesslike Methods.

[5856]—Will vou allow me to give readers of your instruc-
tive paper a diary of a " business " transaction, not yet
completed ?

On June 24th, 1910, I wrote to a sidecar manufacturing
firm in the Midlands to ask for a quotatioti for alterations
to a sidecar frame of their own make in my possession.

On June 28th I got their quotation, and that the job could
be done in fourteen days.
On July 7th, 1910, the firm acknowledged receipt of sidecar,

quotations having been accepted by me.
On July 20th, 1910, the firm wrote saying spring wheel

parts had not been delivered from Chater Lea.
On July 26th, 1910, Chater Lea wrote me saying that no

order had been given by the firm, only enquiry made.
Froin that time until September " 8th, 1910, I waited.

Then, in reply to a note of mine, I was told the firm had
again written to Chater Lea.

I now got rather worried over the high speed of the
business, and asked the firm to fit their own spring wheel,
and on September 19th, 1910, they wrote and said the job
had been put in hand.

I felt mildly pleased tliat we were moving, if ever so slowly.
However, my joy was short-lived. Christmas came, so did the
New Year, but no sidecar. So another attempt at a start
was made, and on January 6th, 1911, I sent a registered
letter, as ordinary letters seemed to go astrav in the post,
for replies were not received.

This mild remonstrance of mine brought a reply on
January 8th, 1911, full of various excuses, and proposing I

should take a complete new stock frame of their own at a
revised quotation. This estimate I accepted, provided
delivery was made in one week.

landem Geared Engines.

[5867.] last issue a description of a

multi-cylinder engine having

separately geared crankshafts.

Herewith I send you an old

specification of mine, which
illustrates, describes, and
claims an engine somewhat
similar to the one you illus-

trated. You will note there

are two adaptations of this

engine—one for a heavy tricar

engine—one for a heavy tricar
^ CHAS. Y. HOPKINS.

The Mont Cenis HUl-cbmb.

[5858.]—Why do not our manufacturers compete in the

Mont Cenis iiill-climb? As an interested spectator in the

recent contest on this famous pass on August 13th, I should

like to say tiiat a more difficult test for motor cycles would
be hard to find. The hairpin bends are terrible, and the

course is a long one. Three teams of Italian makes, besides

several French machines and one English machine, competed,
and an Italian machine called the S.I.A.M.T. carried every-

thing before it. Their new 500 c.c. twin, ridden by
Hiva, the holder of tlie record of 1905 on a 12-14 h.p.

Peugeot, actually beat his own record, and made an average

speed of over 60 kiloms. (57i miles) per hour in this climb

of 6.000 feet in 23 kiloms. (or 14i miles). I think there

are ten or eleven real hairpin bends on this small pimple,

and only li kiloms. of anything like straight road.

It was interesting to watch the competitors, including the

winner, on their single-geared machines, jam on their brakes,

jump off at the hairpins, and run. with their engines still

firing, round the corners—a gymnastic feat which is necessary

owing to the sharpness of the turns. It may be also inter-

esting to note that the S.I.A.M.T. won every class, and that

the 290 c.c. single-cylinder averaged 34^ m.p.h. for the climb.

An exhibition being held in Turin, and several magnificent

exhibits of British machines being shown, it was very dis-

appointing to us to find that only one of our most famous
makes competed, although it was said that two of their

special racing models arrived too late for the contest.

Let us hope to see quite a number of English machines
make a show next year, as motor cycling is fast becoming
a favourite pastime in Italy, and, as shown by the marvellous
times on the hill-climb this year, the Italian machines have
apparently exceptionally efficient engines. [Wo published the

times in our last issue ; see page 917.

—

Ed.]

Perhaps it will be remembered that the famous Nazzaro on

a 140 h.p. F.I.A.T. took only 19m. (record) for this climb.

No doubt in the near future you will have the S.I.A.M.T.

machines in England, as I he'ar that an English firm has

secured the agency for this handy little lightweight motor

cycle. I do hope to see a few of our manufacturers enter

tiext vear in such a fine contest as the Mont Cenis hill-climb.

Turin. CYRIL A. SNIPE.

429
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Road Hogging.

[5859.]

—

Ue E. C. Morris's letter in issue of August" 24th
on road hogs. I experienced a few days ago a most un-

pleasant sensation while riding over the Hog's Back towards
Farnham.

I noticed a car coming towards me, about a mile aAvay, at

a very rapid pace, and when the distance got to about 200

yards, a second car shot out from behind and got along-

side the front car. The pace was terrific and neither

seemed to give waj' ; they came along neck and neck with not

a foot of the road to :Spare. I feel, had I left it a moment
later to dash at the bank, which at this point 'was about
eight inches high, I must have been killed instantly ; as it

was I came off the machine and seemed to turn four or five

somersaults while the machine was on the grass bank a few
yards away. When I had collected my wits again, the cars

were specks in tlw distance. I, fortunately, escaped with a

scratch or two, but tlfe machine seemed all doubled up.

On examination the back carrier Avas twisted all out of

shape, lamp and controls were smashed, and several other

minor damages. You will imagine my feelings to be run

off the road in this dastardly manner, while on the other

hand not a soirl was near to witness this to enable me to

benefit by my insurance policy. C. H. COOK.

Change-speed Gears and Sidecars.

[5860.]—I have read with interest the several letter^

written on the above subject, but do not think that anyone
has mentioned the very excellent N.S.XJ. two-speed gear.

I have had tor the last two' years a 5 li.p. twin N.S.U.
fitted with this gear, which has not given me a moment's
trouble, and has only needed one operating roller renewing,

.which can be done in one minute without removing the
gear. The low gear clutch will start the machine and side-

car With 22 stones and luggage comfortably oh hills of 1

in 15 or so, and Avill do so on 1 in 10 if the driver walk
alongside while putting in the clutch until the machine lias got

a bit of "way" on it, and he can then step on board. I

have used my present machine for three holiday tours to

Land's End and back via the coasts of North and South
Wales, Derbyshire, South Dorset, and Devon, and it has
never failed on any hill, and my single trouble has been
one broken inlet valve.

Engine averages sixty to eighty miles to the gallon. The
sidecar tyre is in its third year, and the ribs are still on
the tread. The front cover has just been replaced because
it was worn through to the canvas. The present is the

second back tyre, and will probably finish out the season.

The section is 2;!rin. on bicycle and 2|in. on sidecar.
'

• AX 37.

The Life of Tyres.

[5861.]—I have often seen complaints in your correspon-

dence columns about the life of tyres, particularly from
those who drive high-powered machines either solo or with
sidecar. jNIy own experience may interest you. .

I bought a 650 by 65 mm. grooved Dunlop last summer
for £3 5s., when the price of rubber was at its highest.

I put the tyre on the back wheel of my 8 h.p. Bat driven
solo throughout, and it stayed there for 4.280 miles, tlie

first puncture occurring just before 3.000 miles. I had the
tyre retreaded and relined by the Dunlop Co. and put it

on the back wheel of my new 8 h.p. Bat at Easter. It is

now worn down to the canvas, but has completed 2,735
miles all on the back wheel, of which 1,655 miles have "been
with sidecar. The tyre has thus a mileage crt 7,015 on the
back wheel of an 8 h.p. twin to its credit.

I have driven fast over Lancashire and Yorkshire
roads, the Devonshire hills and Lake District passes, and
though there is no doubt that the spring frame on my
machine adds greatly to the life of tyres, yet this does not
lessen the credit which I think is due to the makers. The
wonderful wear of tyres on my machine enables me to run
it at a less cost than a 3^- h.p.

If those who complain about their tyres and tyre troubles
would only fit accessories which are suitable to the power
of their machines and the work thev have to do, we should
hear less of them. G. ARTHUR GREGSON.

P.S.—I have no interest in either tyre or machine beyond
a purely personal one.

Variable Gears in Hill-climbs.

[5852.]—I am obliged to you for inserting my letter on
the subject of variable gears in hill-climbs, but I think that
your editorial note apparently discredited my complaint.

.
I would now like to answer your note with a view to

showing that the complaint is real.

First of all, the original programme only included six

events, and then (I understand to meet our objections)

another class was added. This seventh class is open to
any machine without restriction, so that any freak machine
of any weight, and whether stripped for racing or not, can -

complete. This does not, in my opinion, meet the objection.

When you say that out of seven classes variable gear
machines are eligible for four, you are including this seventh
class and also the class for ladies, whieh with the lightweight
class and the variable gear class make up the four.

There is no doubt that the public are more concerned with
the classes for Ti'^ h.p. machines, and of these classes there
are two—one "for touring machines and the other for T.T.
machines, and Zenith-Gradua machines are barred from^

both these classes.

The only classes in which an ordinary variable gear
machine can compete are the variable gear class, in which
singles and twins are lumped together, and the new class

No. 7 in which any freak can run.

I think you must, therefore, agree with me that, youi
editorial note,, though qiiite correct in fact, gives a totally

wrong impression, and an impression which could only be
removed by careful analysis of the programme.
The significant fact to niy mind is that whilst single-

geared singles and single-geared twins have separate classes,

the variably geared singles and twins are thrown together
in one class, despite the fact that the variably-geared
machine is more largely used for' trials than the single gear
machine. -

'

Bear in mind that the single-geared 3^ h.p. singles and
the single;geared twins get three classes exclusively to them-
selves, whilst the variably-geared 3i- h.p. and twins get
one class only, excluding the classes for lightweights, ladies,

and freaks. W. G. BOWER,
Managing Director Zenith Motors Ltd.

[In arranging the classes those receiving the least support.
last year were deleted by the Coventry and Warwickshire :';j

Motor Club. We .should like to point out to Mr. Bower
that there were only seven variably-geared single and twia-
cylinder machines in class 6, so that separate classes would [3

hot have filled. There were twenty-four and thirty-three '•

single geaied machines lespectively in classes 1 and 3.

—

Ed.]"

Miss'May Walker and her three-spejo Handy Hobart of which she is a
delighted owner. Miss Wallter was a competitor in the CovDnlry & Warwick-
shire IVI.t. Hill-climb last Saturday.
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A CUSTOMER^ WRITES-^
"... I purchased a ij h.p. machine, second-

hand, from the Service Co, (no connection other

than satisfied user), and these people have laid

themselves out to give me ever satisfaction, and

most courteously, too
;
yet it was only an accumu-

lator machine, and of low price."

NEW MACHINES IIV STOCK OR FOR EARLY DELIVERY
most of which we are prepared to supply on

BBADBUKY. 3!h.r. Stnndard.
BEADBUEY, T.T. Model.
HEX. 3JhD. Tourist.
SERVICE. 3;,h-p. Tourist.
JIOTO-EEVE. Z'.h.S). Twin.
HUMBEB. 2b.p. Liflitweigllt.
WAIs^DERER. 3h.D. Twin.
TRITjMPH. 3;h.p., free encioa.
ARIEL. S^bp,, variable gt^T.

B.S.A . 3Jb.p. Stanrtard.
DOU(iLAS. 2:li.p. LiRhtweisbt.
DOTJGL.\S. 2;b-p.. 2 speefis. free engine.
HTJJIBKR, 2 spi-.-'ds. handle starting.
WAJN'DEREE. lb p. Li^btweieM. in stock.

EUDGE-WHITWORTH, 3;b,r., free engine.

F.N., 5-6h.p,, 4-cyl.

F.N.. 2ih.p.. 2-speed. ligbtweigbt.
PREinEE. 3ili-p. Standard.
EOVEE. 3ih.p., free engine.
ZENITH-GEAnUA, 3ih.p.
ZENITH-GEADUA, 6 or Sh.p
TEIUilPH. 3Jli.li. Standard.
And otbers.

extended payments at net cash prices.

A few Second-hand Selections.
103. EED INDIAN. 1910. 5-6h.p. : £37.
lasc. N.S.U. Lisbtweight, 1'li.p.: £18.
146r. 1911 Free engine 3;h.p. SINGEE: £47.
145i;. 1911 5b.p. EEX DE LUXE and Millford side-

car, with .'Pare5: ^55; oners. ,

657. HUJIBEE Liirhtweiglit. soiled only: £34.
140c. AEIEL. 1910. variable gear and free engine: £25
604. F.N.. 4h.t1., 4;b.p.; £21.
147c. DOUGLAS. 1911. nearlr new; f34.

DOUGLAS. 1909; £23/10.
.797. P. AND M.. late 1909. overhauled and parts

renewed: £40.
20. P. AND M.. 1908: £30.
692. EEX. Grey Speed King. 1910, 5h.p. ; £37.

Cash, Gradual
Payments, or

Exchanije.

THE SERVICE
C* LIMITED.
e,a2-3, HIGH
H O L B O R N,
LONDON, W. C.

Ml
DREAX)NOUGHT
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

Should be fitted to machines which are in continual use over all sorts of roads, and in every kind

of weather. The rubber studded tread is designed to take advantage of any projection or inequality

of the road surface, and thus gives the highest non-skid efficiency possible. The studs wear down

evenly and (owing to the thickness of the tread) after they are entirely gone, the cover is as good

as an ordinary round tread. Tyre upkeep is the bugbear of the Motor Cyclist.

"STUDY ECONOMY." "SPECIFY CLINCHERS."

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD.,
T/,re Siilts Department :

—

Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
'Phone : Gerrard 8578 and 8579. Wire : " Nobritire, London."

In answering these advertisements it is desirabli to mention " The Motor Cycle." A31
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1

GOLD
MEDAL

SILVER
MEDAL

The Book of the Bat

free from

THE BAT MOTOR
MANFG. CO., —
PENCE, LONDON,
S.E.

3!-4h.p. £48 10s.

\ 5-6 h.p., £58.
7-8 h.p., £60.

LOST
NO

MARKS
nphat*s the way to emerge from i.

the Six Days' Trials— with-

out the loss of a smgle mark. That

is what Mr. S. T. Tessier ac-

complished on his 5 h.p. BAT
thus proving absolute reliability

and constructional perfection.

Mr. E. Babington a private owner
j

lost only 7 marks throughout the

whole 1 ,000 miles. You cannot

do better than invest in a British

built Bat with Bat Spring Frame, I

Bat Spring Forks, Protected |

Magneto in Tank, Automatic

Lubrication, and many other ex-

clusive feature.

REMEMBER—the Bat,

created another Class Record at]

Brooklands on August 26th inj

the B.M.C.R.C. Speed Trials.

i

J II answering tins advertisement it is dpsirnhle f.n -mfiiiinn "The Motor Cycle.'
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Continental Touring.

[5863.]—In your last issuo the Car Supply Co. say,
" We notice Mr. Fawcett complains that he was charged
£1 for Iris motor cycle when crossing from Folkestone to

Boulogne." Will the Car Supply Co. please read my letter

again, and they will see I said for my machine and Mr.
Grange's, a totally different thing. W. FAWCETT.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

[5864.]—With reference to my previous letters on the

above subject and Mr. A. H. Priestley's reply [No. 5666,

5703, and 5720], I now beg to say that as a result of Mr.
Priestley's intervention, the Insurance Co. have admitted
my claim, and sent me a cheque for the full amount. I

may say that my fu'st letter was not intended as a
" grumble," as I considered the argument perfectly logical,

but as a warning to others, who, like myself, might eir

unthinkingly. " ADSUM.

[5865.]—Your correspondent in th3 last issue raises a

point of vital imporiaT ce to motor cyclists who use their

machines partly or cl.ietly for business purposes, say, com-
mercial travellers, doctors, etc.

I gather th il drctors get their motor cycles insured at the

"pleasure" rale without question, and as they have to be

out at all hours of the day and night, and in any weather,

and are offer- called to urgent cases, they can hardly be con-

sidered a good risk. At any rate, the commercial traveller,

who is more concerned to get along steadily and reliably

than to "scorch," and who prefers to get his business over

during regular business hours ; in fact, has to do, would
seem to be a much better risk.

Yet, in half a dozen proposal forms, I find similar restric-

tions. The A. A. and I\1.U. and a Lloyd's form specify

"private pleasure purposes," the A.C.U. and the Car and
General say " private purposes," and only the C.T.C. thinks

of " combineJ pleasure and business." TPiAVETiLER.

Hill-cUmbs—A Suggestion.

[5866.]—When the competitors do not all ride, one cannot
be sure whether the last man in any class has ascended the

hill. It is even more uncertain when post entries have been
accepted and not printed on the programme.
This uncertaintj' entails some risk to spectators when, say,

a lightweight class is followed by an open class, and a clear

road is needed for fast machines.

It is suggested that the last man in each class should wear
a red sash handed to him by the starting marshal. Then
all wo-.ild know the class was completed. OLDHAM.

Broken Piston Rings.
[5867.]— I thought I should like to mention that I have

had a similar experience with a broken pist-on ring. On
coming up a very slight hill one night my machine (riiiniing

well at the time) started a m.ost weird knocking and pulled

up in a few yards. On trying to start again it fired as

though blowing past rings, but Hnally picked up well enough
to take me home. AVhen I had the cylinder down I also

found that the small overlapping piece on the underside of

ring was missing, and there were no traces of it, cylinder as

bright and polished as whiU nev,'. I am sure that the piece

did not go in crank case, as that has been taken down to

fit new bushes which I foimd was the cause of the trouble

that I asked von about some time ago.

MORTIMER W. LAKKIN.

The Six Days' Trials.

[5858.]—I was surprised to see in the Ust of private
owners competing in the A.C.U. 1,000 miles trials a person
who works daily at the trade at a dealer's shop, and who
did not own the machine used in the trials. This extract is

from a newspaper published where he lives.
" A notable triumph has been achieved by Mr. —— , head

engineer to , of the cycle and motor works, on
one of the famous motor cycles. With his usual enter-

prise, who has always had full confidence in the ,

decided to be represented in the A.C.U. Motor Cycle Reli-

ability Trials. Riding a taken out of the works,
rode 1,100 miles and covered the steepest hills in York-

shire, Wass Bank, Sutton Bank, Blue Bank, Whitby, and
Garrowby. Mr. not only made a clean ascent of all

the hills, but out-distanced many of the professional riders

who were representing some of the biggest firms in the trade.

He was awarded fuU marks and a gold medal for his fine

performance, which also enhanced the reputation of the
machine locally and nationally

"

As this rider figures amongst the six from which the best
amateur performer was selected, a decided injustice would
have been done to any genuine private owner had it been
awarded to him.

Surely it is time the A.C.U. made some enquiry into the
status of some of the so-called private owners.

PLAY THE GAME FAIR.
[The A.C.U- inform us they do make enquiries.

—

Ed.'

Shall I Buy a Motor Cycle ?
[5869.]—On reading last week c issue of your paper, I

came across the article by " Pedal Cyclist."
I was considerably interested in it, as I have a friend

who was in a similar predicament. However, he took the
hazardous step, and invested in a well-known make of light-
weight twin.

I may say, without any discourtesy to my friend, that his
knowledge of petrol engines 's a minus quantity ; and the
reason w-hy the thing should go at all, so far as he is con-
cerned, is an addition to the seven wonders of the world.

I took upon myself the arduous duty of instructing him
how to start the machine, lubricate, aiid control it.

I am glad to say he more or less digested tliis, but when
I gave him a general description of the mechanism, he looked
nonplussed ; it had all gone out the other ear.
However, he now makes journeys of a considerable length

with great success. Punctures he cannot mend. He has them
done where he can, but engine trouble has practically-: been
non-existent. -

_ ;

I undertake the cleaning of the plugs and carburetter
periodically. He finds the gardener competent enough t-o

keep the machine clean externally.
He has now ridden for some nine months, and I may sav

lie derives a considerable amount of pleasure from the pas-
time, as he has often told me, though ignorant of the
mechanism of his power unit.

If " Pedal Cyclist " took the rash step, I feel sure thai
curiosity and a little experience would produce the required
knowledge in time. J. E. M.

Will 0. J. Taylor, who gave the address G.P.O., Carlisle
and lent a spanner to a motor cyclist between Kirkham and
Blackpool, kindly communicate" with Arthur ilartin. oc
the Editor? A communication addressed to him has been
returned marked " Not called for."

ANCIENT AND MODERN.
Harry Long on an old boneshaker with his Triumph alongside. Mr. Long

had completed 80.00Q miles when this photograph vis* taken. (See page 937.)
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THE NEWNHAM HILL-CLIAB.

Competitors* mounts rangsd in order on Newnham Green. A space was allotted to each class, so that riders knew exactly where to place their machines. The
excellence of much of the local organisation is due to the eflorts of a Daventry memhsr, Mr, Hubert Reynolds,

UNDER the above title the Coventry and Warwick-
shire M.C. open hill-climb may not be recognised
except by competitors, officials, and the actual
spectators, so vrell had the secret been kept. Newn-

ham hill was selected by the Coventry Club committee last

week, although permission had also been obtained to use
Willersey Hill, the steeper gradient used last year, but
which was ruled out on account of its dangerous nature, the
bad corner and rough surface not being suitable for fast

speeds.

The selection of Newnham proved a popular one, though
it certainly would have been better if the gradient had been
more severe.

The surface was in very fair condition generally, but the
corners were just gradual enough to necessitate extrerne
caution at speed. A record entry for the club was again
the result, the entries numbering 120 with the teams.

Preliminary Operations.
The weighing ^v'as carried out in the morning on Newnham

village green, the machines being subsequently examined by
the scrutineer, Mr. B. H. Davies, only one touring machine
being prevented from starting, as it had dropped handle-bars
in contravention of the rultis.

After being passed by the examiner, the machines were
ranged in thoroughly business-like order alongside pegs bear-
ing numbers, and the big assembly of machines glittering
in the sunlight was indeed a sight to behold.
The horse-power was calculated on the Coventry and

Warwickshire Motor Club's formula, which is

—

D= x V'S X N
H.P. = . —

and the formula was :
-

18,000
H.P. X T

W
Where T = time in seconds, W = weight in lbs., D = bore

in mm., S = stroke in mm., and N = number of cylinders.

The lowest figure of merit denoted the winner.
A start was made soon after 1 p.m. in glorious sunny

weather. There were few spectators at this stage, owing to
the early start, so that the task of the boy scouts and mar-
shals was a comparatively easy one.

Single=cylinder Touring Machines.
There were twenty-four competitors in Class 1 for single-

geared, single-cylinder touring machines up to 500 c.c, S.
Russell Cooke (Rudge) leading off the ball. The Ivy-Precision
team created a great impression, as also N. Ayres and his

3i h.p. Singer, and Geoffrey Smith, whose new model 2^ h.p.
Singer romped up the hill, putting to shame many a 3^ h.p.

machine. E. A. Burney wa- a non-starter, owing to a
cracked cvlinder, and W. F. Newsomc withdrew.

The results on time and formula are as under. In cases

where position numbers are alike it indicates that the riders

lied :

Glass 1. Single-geared single-cylinder touring motor cycles,

with engines not exceeding 500 cubic centimetres
capacity.—First on formula, the President's cup. Second
on formula, club prize. First on time, Triumph gold

medal. Second on time, club prize.

Cyl.

Bore
and

Stroke.

Position.

Rider, H.P. and Machine.
On

Time

On
Form
ula.

J. Wood house, 3|- Comet-Precision
H. C. Newman, 3J Ivy-Precision .

.

V. Pratt, 3* Ivy-Precision

J. H. Pountney, 3-| Rover
N. Ayres, Zh Singer

H. Rem Fowler, SJ Ariel

J. H. Slaughter, U L.M.C
B. Alan Hill, 3^ Rudge
A. L- Ommaney, 3J Rudge
C. S. Burney, 3i Rudge

mm.
85x88
85x88
85 X 88
85x88
85x88
85 X 86i
85x88'
85x88
85x88
85 X 88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
69x79
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x85
85x88

1

2

3

4
4
5

I

1

8

9
9

10

11

12

13

13

13

13

14

15

3

9

6

5

2

12

8
-16

4

11

W. Stanhope Spencer, 3-i Rudge . .

Capt. H. Clarke, 3|- Triumph ....

W. J. Spittle, 31- Premier
J. R. HasweU, 3"* Triumph
S. Russell Cooke, 3J Rudge
G. Smith, 2| Singer

7

14

13

12

15

1

C. R Roper, 3J Ivy-Precision .... 18
10

Reginald W. Ashley, 34 Triumph
S. C. Perryman, Z\ Ai'iel

17

19

F. P. Davies, 3|- Rudge 20

In Class 2, for lightweights, there were only six entries,

Roy Walker (New Hudson) winning on formula, although liis

stand dropped down during the ascent, and slowed him
somewhat. R. H. Viggers (Enfield) was fastest.

Class 3, for T.T. machines, attracted thirty-four entries,

and some splendid speeds were witnessed, the machines
hardly slowing a tick on the last stretch of 1 in 6. The belt

on Stanhope Spencer's Rudge was apparently slipping. H.-

Goodwin (4 h.p. Blumfield) slowed almost on the finishing

line, owing to the air control wire coming adrift. He passed
the post and was timed, but, of course, he was out of it.

Singularly enough, the next man " A. Gee " (3^ h.p. Pre-
cision), whose belt had become smothered with oil, repeated
the performance. He succeeded in passing the line, but only
on foot. W. Creyton (3^ h.p. Triumph) unfortunately fell at the
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. hiil-dimb. Weighing competilors and ihelr

machines on Newnham Green. Tlie lady on the scales is Miss Baxter with her
3! h.p. R3X.

cross roads, and was lucky to get oft' wiLli but a lew skin
abrasions. Creyton and other Triumph trade riders always !

wear leather suits, a wise precaution in these events. Woollen
clothing in Creyton's case would have meant serious flesh

svounds. \V. F. Nevvsome (Triumph) rode splendidly in

making fastest time. Results of Classes 2 and 3 :

Cl.\ss 2. Lightweight motor cycles in touring trim. Single-

cylinders up to 300 c.c. ilulti-cylinders up to 340 c.c.

Fixed or variable gears.—First on formula, club prize.

First on time, Britannia Foundry Co.'s gold meaal.

Cyl.

Bore
and

Stroke.

Posi ;ion.

Rider, H.P. and Machine.

On
Time.

On
Form-
tola.

R. H. Viggers, 2f Enfield

Roy W. Walker, 2J New Hudson.

.

H. V. Colver, 2? Enfield

2

1

2
1

1

mm.
53x75
76x65*
53x75"
70x76
70x76

1

2

3
4
5

4

1

3
J. Dudley, 2i Hobart-Precision . .

.

George Bell, 2i New Hudson
2
5

CL.iSS 3. Tourist Trophy machines. Conforming to the
A.C.U. definition. Fixed gears. Single cylinders up to

500 c.c. Multi-cylinders up to 585 c.c.—First on for-

mula, silver cup (presented by the Dunlop Tyre Co.,

Ltd.) Second on formula, club prize. First on time.
The Motor Cycle silver cup. Second on time, club prize.

Results

:

Rider, H.P. and Machine.

1 ]
Position.

Bore
: Cyl. , and
i

I

Stroke.

W. F. Newsorae, 3i Triumph
, 1

8. T, Tessier, 4 Bat-Jap
|

2
.J. AVoodhouse, 3i Comet-Precision
H. C. Newman. 3i Ivy-Precision .

.

F. G. Edmond, Si Premier
A. L. Ommaney, 3.V Rudgc
.J. R. Haswell, 3i Triumph
K. Clark, 3J Corah-Jap
S Crawley, 3i Triumph
C. T. Newsome, 31 Rover
C. R. Roper, 3.1 Ivv-Precision

G. W. L. Meredith.- 3^ Triumph .

W. G. McJlinnies, 3i Triumph .

.

Howard Smith, 3^ Ti iumph
P. Brewster, 3i Norton
B. Alan Hill, 3'A Rudge
A. B Jepson, 3i Triumph
J. H. Slaughter," 3.V L.M.C
V. Pratt, 3i Ivy-Precision

John Gibson, 3i Rudge
A. Mackenzie Cott, 3i Triumph .

S C. PeiTyman, 3.V Ariel

C. S. Burney, 31 Rudge
Capt. H. Clarke, 3* Triumph ....

G. L. Haydon,i3.V Calthorpe
G. Smith, 2^ Singer

H.^Goodwin, 4 Blumfield
E.^B. Ware, 3* Rudge
R._^N. Corah, 3i Corah-Jap
W. Stanhope Spencer, 3i Rudge .

W. H. Elce, 3i Rudge ."

A. " Gee," 3J Precision

W. Creyton, 3Jt Triumph
Newsome's time is equal to a speed of 51.8

is a truly marvellous pace for a 500 c.c. engine
as Newnham, which, although fairly straight,

and has a rough surface.

mm.
85 x 88
76x64
85 X
85x88
85 X
85x88
85x88
85 x 85
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
79^x100
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x85
85x88
85x88
85x88
69x79
67x83
85x88
85x85
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88

9
10

10

11

11

12

13

14
15

15

16

17

18

19

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
Fell

21

23
11

6

10

13
12

7

17

15

14

15

4
9
19

18

20
26
1

28
22
24
29
27
30

m.p.h., which
on such a hill

is very steep

J. Woodhouse (31 h.p. Comet-Precision) starting in Class 3. Woodhouse was third on time and second on formula, whilst riders of Precision engines

in Class 1 were first and second on time.
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The Newnham Hill-climb

—

Class 4. For ladies' riding touring pattern motor
_

cycles

adapted for tlieir special use. No other restrictions.

—

First on formula, Mr. Edward Lycett's prize. First on

time. Rex Motor Mfg. Co.'s gold medal.

Cyl.

Bore
and

Stroke.

Position.

Rider, H.P. and Machine. On
On 1

Form-
Time.

1

ula.

Miss Muriel Hind, 5 Rex
Mrs. K. H. Simpson, 3|- Rudge . .

.

Mrs Baxter 3-i Rex

2

I

1

1

1

mm.
771x80
8.5 X 88

84i X 89

82|x88
70x78

1

2

3
4'

5

5

1

2

j\Iis3 Nina Baxter, 3 J Rex
Miss May Walker, 2| Hobart

3

4

Ol.vss 5. Multi-cylinder touring motor cycles. With fixed

gears. Engines 'up to 1,C00 c.c.—First on formula, club

prize. First on time, Messrs. Douglas Bros.' prize.

Rider, H.P. and Machine. Cyl.

Bore
and

Stroke.

Position.

On
Form-
ula.

J. J. Cookson, 7 Matchless

S. T. Tessier, 4 Bat-Jap
H. Graham-Dixon, 2| New Hudson
Miss Muriel Hind, 7 Rex
G. E. Cufie, 5 Indian
R. H. Viggers, 2f Enfield

mm.
2 85x85 1

2 76x64 2

2 60x60 3

2 84J x 89 4
2 70 X 82* 5

2 53x75 6

Glass 5. Variable-geared touring motor cycles. Single-

cylinders up to 500 c.c. Multi-cylinders up to 1,000 c.c.

—In this class a standing start must be made without
assistance, and competitors will be required to bring

the road wheels to rest between two strips in the middle
of the hill, and restart without assistance at a given

signal. First on formula, prize (presented by Messrs.

Hobart Bird and Co., Ltd.) First on time, club prize.

H. C. Newman .3i li.p. Ivy-Precision} passing the cross reals. Newman
rode with good judgment, and succeeded in securing second position on

time in Class 1.

Gear. Cyl
Bore
and

Stroke.

Position.

Rider, H.P. and Machine.
On

Time.

On
Form
ula.

B. Alan Hill, 3J Rudge ...

C. T. Newsome, 3J Rover
A. L. Ommaney, 3| Rudge
H. V. Colver, 2f Enfield .

.

Vernon Busby, 3| Precision

N.S.U. . .

.

Armstrong
Rudge . .

.

Enfield ..

Armstrong

1

1

1

2

1

mm.
85x88
85x88
85x88
53x75
85x88

*

1

2

3

4

*

1

4

2

3

*Allan Hill made fastest time but, as he failed to stop
between the strips, the prize was awarded to C. T. Newsome.

I. B. Hart-Davi;s

(scoutmaster) stop-

ping a competitor

between tlie strips

in tlie variable gear

3lass. Tlie scouts

rendered yeoman

service in Iseeping

tli3 course.
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The Newnhara Hill-elimb.

—

933

The All Comers' Class.
Naturally the most excitement was in Class 7 open to all

classes of motor cycles, no restrictions being made. 0. C.

Godfrey's failure to put in an appearance with his 7 h.p.

Indian caused some disappointment, as the duel between him
and the Coventry Club speed amateur A. Mackenzie Cott

was expected to provide a close race. As it was Cott made
the fastest ascent of the day on his 8 h.p. J.A.P., to which
he had fitted a C.A.P. carburetter with wonderful results,

though W. F. Neweome on his T.T. Triumph was less than

a second slower. On formula G. Smith (The Motor Cycle),

riding the touring 2^ h.p. Singer, was again successful,

despite the fact that his magneto machine came adrift and

had to be held on to its platform by means of straps. It is

worthy of mention that this is the thirtieth different machine

Mr. Smith has ridden this year. Roy Walker, on an over-

head valve New Hudson-Jap, was second on formula. The
leading positions will be found hereunder ;

As was expected.

Miss Hind made

fastest time in the

ladies' class, riding

her usual mount, a

5 h.p. Rex. Mrs.

Simpson, 3.V h.p.

Rudge, was Qrst

on formula. Un-

fortunately, our

pictorial artist did

not secure a good

photograph of this

lady.

AU the events had been run off by 3.45 p.m., greatly due-

to the efforts of chief • marshal Holroyd and his staff of

helpers. Further, the results were posted in Daventry be-

I'oie 5 p.m., thanks to the energy of the results calculators,

Messrs. J. W. Roebuck. Wh. Ex., J. L. Milligan, B.Sc,
and C. B. Waterlow, B.Sc. The official awards on formula
in Class 1 were withheld on Saturday evening, as G. Smith's

2i h.p. Singer on which he won had a 2in. tyre on the front

wlieel and a l|jn. on the rear wheel, thus giving the impres-
sion that the smaller tyre was not standard. As soon as the-

makers produced their printed list showing that IJin. tyres

are the standard equipment, the results were passed by the-

committee.

Coventry being the seat of the motor cycle industry it i&

not surprising that the industry was more strongly repre-
sented than is usual at motor cycle competitions, the leading
lighte in the trade from Coventry, Birmingham and district,

being oilher lookers-on, ofEciale, or competitors.

W. F. Newsome

rushes for the cross

roads at full speed

on his 3V h.p.

Triumph. Newsome

only just missed

fastest time of the

day by fractions of

a second.
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Rider, H.P. and Machine.
Bore

Cyl. i and
' Stroke.

The Newnham Hill-climb.

—

Class 7. All-comers . No restrictions as to equipment of

machine.—First on formula, Rudge-Whitworth cup.

Second on formula, club prize. First on_ time, the club

cup. Second on time, club prize.

Position.

; On
On

I

Form-
Time. ula.

A. Mackenzie Cott, 8-10 J.A.P. ... 2

W. F. Newsome, 3i Triumph ! 1

J. J. Cookson, 7 Matchless 2

J. Woodhouse, Z\ Comet-Precision 1

S. T. Tessier, 4 Bat-Jap 2

F. G. Edmond, 3i Premier \ 1

W. Stanhope Spencer, 3J Rudge .

.

'

1

E. F. Baxter, 7 Rex .

.'.
....1 2

C. S. Burney, 3-1- Rudge I 1

W. H. Elce, 3|- Rudge 1

Tom Pollock, 3i James 1

AV. G. McMimiies. 3i- Triumph ... 1

G. W. L. Meredith, 3i Triumph . . 1

A. L. Ommaney, 3-J Rudge 1

P. Brewster, 3-J- Norton 1

A. B. Jepson, 3i Triumph 1

J. H. Slaughter," 3\ L.M.C
|

1

J. Gibson, Z\ Rudge . . .
.•

|

1

B. Alan Hilll 3-|- Rudge '

1

M. F. Pilkington, 5 N.L.G.-Jap . .

.

'

2

H. V. Colver, 2£- Enfield i 2

Miss Muriel Hind, 7 Rex ! 2

H. Greaves,
2-J-

Enfield
I
2

O. Smith, 2J Singer
!

1

Roy W. Wallcer, 2J New Hudson . . 1 1

S. Crawley, 3|- Triumph ;
I

F. P. Davies, 3.| Rudge
'

1

Other Prizes.
The Midland Daily Telegraph prize was awarded to A.

Mackenzie Cott for the fastest ascent of the day.

Special Cotentrt Club Members' Prizes.—Club prizes

for the best performance on formula by a member who has
not won a prize in a hill-climb were awarded as follows : In
Classes' 3 and 7 to A-. B. Jepson (3^ h.p. Triumph) and C.

S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudge). The special team prize was won
by the K.N. team : J. Gibson (3^ h.p. Rudge), Geoff. Smith

mm.
85ixSo 1 23
8.5x88 2 9

85 X 85 3 22
85 ,, SS 4 3

70 X 64 5 21

85 X 88 6 S

85 X 88 7 16

84^- X 89 ; 25

85x88 8 4

85 x 88 9 13

8(3 x 96 10 20
85 X 88 11 12

S5 X 88 12 12

85 X 88 13 6

79.', ; 100 13 10

85 V 88 13 14

85x88 14 11

85 x 88 15 o

85 x 88 16 18

76 X 85 17 24
53 X 75 18 V

S4.V X 89 19 26

53 X 75 20 15

69 X 79 21 1

76 X 65J 22 2

85 X 88 23 17

85 X 88 24 19

j; ii,C. T. Ncwsome who, riiiing a 3J h.p. Rover with Armstrong three-spaed gear,

won the variable gear class both on time and formula. In the photograph he is

seen restarting between the strips.

(2^ h.p. Singer), and Roy Walker (2| h.p. New Hudson).
With regard to the placing on formula it should be noted
that A. Mackenzie Cott would have had to ascend the hill

at something like 80 m.p.h. to have beaten Geoff. Smith,
supposing the latter's pace to have been about 25 m.p.h.

Obviously an impossible performance. This points to the

need of a new formula. While the present formula is in

use, if the h.p. i.« dcuble for a given weight of machine and
rider the speed must also be doubled. This is, of course,

quite out of the question, for air resistance alone increases

as the square of the speed. For this reason it is probable
that the formula suggested in our correspondence columns
a few weeks ago would give better results. This formula is

w -

CxT=

A last climb was made by S. T. Tessier on a 4 h.p. ''ai-Jap in Class 3 when he ran second to W. F. Newsome, but he was not quit? fast enough to get,

level with the Triumph crack.
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THE TRIUMPH TWO-SPEED GEAR.

FOE some months past we have known that the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, were experimenting with

a two-speed countershaft gear fitted in a bos behind

the usual pedal bracket, but at the special request ot

the makers we refrained from mentioning it in these pages.

However, as a contemporary has seen fit to publish a photo-

graph and descriptioa of the gear our hands are no longer

tied, and we now have pleasure in reproducing a line sketch

showing the external arrangement of the drive and the gear

The Triumph experimental countershaft two-speed gear with combined chain
and bjit transmission. It is not yet ready lor the marliet.

box, and append a technical description of the gear. It is,

however, advisable to point out that the Triumph Cycle
Co. are not in any way prepared to deliver this gear, antJ
only last Saturday, in conversation with their works manager,
Mr. Hathaway, we were informed that the final design was
not yet decided upon, and tliat before the gear was ottered
to the public there would doubtless be some alterations.

'The chief features of the gear are that starting can be
effected on either high <-i low speed without the use of a

separate clutch, and that the chain connecting the gearing
to the engine can be easily adjusted. The gear mechanism
comprises a small gear box with two shafts passing through
it, one of the shafts carrying two expanding clutches, some-
what of the type used on the earlier De Dion cars. By
expanding either clutch starting can be effected on the
corresponding gear, the higher of which is direct, whilst in

the lower the power passes through the gearing, giving a

reduction of speed. The expansion of the clutches is effected

by means of a rod sliding through one of the shafts, and
actuated by means of a link from a double-ended pedal.

When the pedal is in one position, both clutches are out of

engagement; when one end of the pedal is depressed, one
gear is engaged ; w-hilst to change speed the other end of

the pedal is depressed, bringing the first clutch into the
neutral position and engaging the second. There is thus
no sliding of gear wheels or engaging of positive clutches,

and consequently starting can be effected gradually and
easily on either gear—which is a very important point, as

it obviates the necessity for employing any external starting

clutch or "free engine."
One of the gear box shafts can be fitted with a starting

handle if desired, enabling the engine to be started wi{h the

machine stationary. As will be gathered, the engine trans-

mits the power to the gear box by means of a chain, and, as

can be seen in the illustration, the motion is transmitted from
the gear box to the back wheel by means of a belt. The
method adopted for proriding simple means of adjustment
of the chain is very clever.

The exterior of the gear box is made circular, and it is

carried in a circular bracket or housing, which forms part

of the main frame. The centre of the chain sprocket is

eccentric to the centre of the gear casing, so that if the
casing is rotated the chain sprocket is moved nearer to or

further away from the corresponding sprocket on the engine-

shaft. Thus the chain is adjusted by merely rotating the
gear box slightly, whilst it is held firmly in place by means
of a simple form of clamp carried by the gear 1k)x housing.
This type of gear should be almost fool-proof.

SCORCHING. By B. H. Davies.

As Mr. Hugh Gribson and Mr. Hart-Davies have been
taking my name in vain somewhat freely of late,

I am asking the Editor's permission to reply, especi-
ally as I am charged with inconsistency. I was un-

aware my name had ever appeared at the foot of an article

condemning End-to-end record breaking, but possibly these
gentlemen are correct, and my position needs explanation.

Let me say at once quite frankly that I see nothing
dangerous in averaging tliirty miles an hour over the majority
of our good roads, that I should welcome the extension of
the speed limit to 30 m.p.h. if we are to be permanently
afflicted with a speed limit, and that like 999 out of every
1,000 motorists I not infrequently drive at speeds in excess
of legal limit.

These opinions are perfectly compatible with the strongest
condemnation of the End-to-end record rides. It is one thing
for a solitary rider to average thirty miles an hour over a
broad, straight road for a short distance, up to 250 miles
or so. He selects this pace because he regards it as safe
under the circumstances, and because he enjoys it. If grease
or corners or traffic or a change in the character of the road
suggest that he should slow down to 10, 15, or 20 m.p.h.,
he generally does slow down. Anybody who saw me passing
through a village, or approaching a hidden corner on one
of my worst "blinds," would take me for the tamest rider
on earth.

The circumstances of an End-to-end record are as different
as chalk from cheese, and this is just what the outlaws refuse
to recognise. -"V combination of forces urge the record
breaker to snatch ^very available second. He has devoted
his annual holiday to the attempt, he has possibly laid out
a sum of money on the affair, he knows he can only succeed
by a very small margin, and when danger looms ahead, all

these influences combine to make him take risks. The odds
are 100 to 1 against his slowing down when he ought tn,

"whereas commonsense has free play with the fast touri,«t.

We have to add to this the fact that only one record
breaker in twenty is wholly compos mentis over the conclud-
ing stages of the classic route. Averaging thirty iniles an
hour for tw'o stages of Iw) raile.s apiece between meals is a

very different thing from averaging thirty-five miles an
hour including stops for nearly 900 miles ; there is a certain
intoxication which results from prolonged compulsory speed,
combined with a degree of physical exhaustion, or at least

abnormal physical conditions.

I have more than once seen a record breaker "blind"
through a small and tortuous village, preceded by his
"pilot" and rear-guarded by his "followers," the whole
ci'owd roaring along at nearly 40 m.p.h. with their cut-outs
open, and their hooters tooting madly, and each man in

the team excited, or, as I put it above, in an abnormal
physical and emotional condition. They do not shrink from
risks like the fast tourist ; they rather trust to luck and to
superb steering to override risks. Surely there is some
justification of the A.C.U. attitude in these considerations.

I need hardly say I am completely at one with Messrs.
Gibson and Hart-Davies in desiring to see "blinding"
eliminated from the English and Scottish Six Days'. I do
not think either trial has produced much reckless driving,

though the desire to save marks now and then has just the
same effect as the desire to smash a record, but if the
" .=.corching " is not undertaken to save marks, it is not
essential to the trial; and if it is done to save marks, it-

implies unpenalised trouble, and is therefore a defect.

5Ioreover, the fast riding of large clumps of riders may
render motor cycles unpopular, and add to prejudice. I

sincerely hope, therefore, that in the 1912 trial there will

be two" surprise checks per diem, and that the present 20

m.p.h. average, which is a wild farce, wiU be strictly en-

forced. But I repeat there is not the least danger in a

sensible driver averaging 30 m.p.h. for short distances over

suitable roads.
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7th
9th
11th
13th

7.31 p.m.
7.27 p.m.
7.22 p.m
7.18 p.m

Scottish Motorists' Protest.

Motorists in the North are grumbling
very much about the state of the roads,
sign-posting, etc., on the main Deeside
Road, which passes Balmoral Castle and
leads to the Devil's Elbow. The corre-

spondence in The Aberdeen Daily
Journal is both long and loud.

Provincial Motor Cycle Shows.

It is probable there will be no local

or provincial show of motor cycles this

year. Manufacturers and others who
are members of the Manufacturers' Union
are bound under heavy penalties not to

show at any other than the society's exhi-
bitions in Great Britain.

The A.C.U. Club Championship.

The team chosen to represent the
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. in the
A.C.U. Club championship is made up
as follows : Alan Hill (3^ h.p. Rudge
N.S.U. gear), S. Wright (2| h.p. twin
Humber), Geoffrey Smith (3^ h.p.

Triumph), E. A. Gorton (7 h.p. twin Rex),

C. S. Burney (3^ h.p. Rudge), and A.
Elson (3i h.p. Triumph).

Hill-climb at Ballymacroe.

Tile Dublin and District M.C.C. held its

concluding hill-climbing competition of the

season on Saturday last, when a prize

presented by one of the members, Mr. J.

Healy, was competed for. The hill se-

lected for the competition was at Bally-

macroe, near Ashford, Co. Wicklow, a

very steep hill leading from the coast-

line to the watershed ot the Vartry, some
parts of which have a gradient of 1 in 6.

Tlie afternoon was favourable for the
competition, but the surface ot the hill

was in a very loose condition, and conse-
quently the times were not so fast as was
expected. The competition was decided
on a rather unusual plan, the men being
sent off in pairs, and the winners of each
heat met in the second round, and so on
until only two were left in. Tlie heat
winners of the first round were : P. J.

Brady (3^ h.p. Rudge), 15 sees, start ; T.

Green (4 h.p. Waverley), 12 sees, start

;

G. Tyson (3^ h.p. Rudge), 15 sees, start

;

0. B. Franklin (7 h.p. Indian), scratch

;

P. J. Walker (8 h.p. J.A.P.), 5 sees. The
second round resulted as follows : T.

Green beat G. Tyson, F. J. Walker beat
C. B. Franklin, and P. J. Brady beat
J. Healy (a bye). The latter went into

the semi-final round as fastest loser, but
was beaten by Walker, and P. J. Brady
beat T. Green. The final lay between
Walker and Brady, and the first-named
won. The distanoe was 1,144 yards.

Our Colonial Issue.

The above special issue, which will be
published on October 12th, will contain
among other interesting features the
following articles : A list of colonial and
foreign customs, tariffs and freight
charges compiled from information
obtained from shippers and the con-

sulates. The Colonial Mount : Advan-
tages of a Change-speed Gear for the
Colonies, etc., by B. H. Davies. Our
Export Trade ; A chart showing the
rapid rise of the British motor cycle

exports. Experiences and opinions from
Overseas Readers of The Motor Cycle.
My Ideal Specification, by Expert
Colonial Users. Numerous illustrations,

etc. The price will be one penny as usual.

South African Hill-climb.

The Pretoria Motor Club held a very
successful open hill-climb for motor
cycles last month. Results : 2| h.p. and
under.—1, Metzer (H. and R. Precision),

39|s. 2, J. Hodgkinson (Hobart), 42s. ;

3, W. Bosch (Wanderer), 47|s. 4 h.p.

and under.—1, R. Cotter (T.T. Triumph),
32is. ; 2, E. Rose (F.E. Rudge), 34s. ; 3,

J. Hodgkinson (F.E. Triumph), 34|s.

After this event a sweepstake open to all

machines on the ground was held, which
resulted as follows : 1, R. Cotter (T.T.

Triumph); 2, Cutting (T.T. Bradbury);
3, Mozer (T.T. Bradbury).

A. HiU V a Hill.

Mr. Alan Hill called at our office a fe^
days ago and informed us that he climbed
Mucklows Hill, between Halesowen and
Birmingham, on Monday afternoon with
a 3^ h.p. Rudge and sidecar, carrying a
combined weight of 47 stones. He also

succeeded in restarting on the gradient
half-way up with three passengers, whose
combined weight amounted to 35 stones.
The gear used was the N.S.U. , giving
ratios of 4| to 1 and 6J to 1. This speaks
well for both the Rudge machine and the
N.S.U. gear.

Scottish Hill-climb.
The Glasgow club autumn members'

hill-climb was held last Saturday at

Garslake Hill, a steep rise about half a
mile long. W. Hunter (7 h.p. Indian)
made fastest time (38|3.)

Class 1 (lightweights).—T. L. Rankine
(2 h.p. Singer), figure of merit 212 ; W.
Watt (2| h.p. Enfield), 199.

Class 2 (single-cylinders).—R. M.
McCulloch (3i T.T. Triuraph),249 ; H.
W. Ballardie (3i T.T. Triumph), 243; J.

S. Grant (3^ T.T. Triumph), 212.
Class 3 (twins).—W. Deans (5 h.p.

Indian), 166 ; W. Hunter (7 h.p. Indian),
158.5.

Class 4 (passengers).—W. Hunter (7 h.p.

Indian and sidecar), 132; Hans Stick

(3i h.p. Humber and sidecar), 114.

Miss N. Baxter (3i h.p. Rex), whose skill at N»wnliam on Saturday last was much admired.
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Motor Cyclist and Prospective Airman.

C. T. Newsome, who won a gold medal

on a 3i h.p. Rover in the recent 1,000

nljles trial, in addition to being a, keen

motor cyclist, is also interested in aviation.

With a friend he is at present con-

structing an aeroplane in which he hopes

to be flying at an early date.

Belgian Motor Cycle Race.

The silver cup presented by_ the

"Express' (Belgium) in connection with

the motor cycle race organised by the

Motor Cycle "Club of Liege was won by

a Monsieur Fagard, riding a Sarolea

motor cycle fitted with the new type 3i
h.p. Saroler ball bearing engine.

Coventry Hill-climb Notes.

Quite plienonienal resultsvvere obtained

on Saturday last by G. Smith on the new

2i li.p. single-cylinder Singer. This ma-
chine has an engine with a bore of 69 mm.
and a stroke of 79 mm. Tlie machine was
responsible for three firsts on formula, and,

had it been entered in the lightweight

class, 'it would liave won both on time
and formula. The best figure of merit

of the day was secured by the same rider

with 434 points.

First, second, and third positions on

time in Class 1 stand to the credit of

the Precision engines—a fact of which
their makers are justly proud.

It was freely reported on Saturday that

a Iludge lightweight machine had been
seen on the road during the last few
days. It is quite true that a special light

Rudge was on the road, but it had the

ordinary 3i h.p. engine, and was only
reduced in weight for the purpose of

hill-climbs where there are no restric-

tions as to equipment. This model weighs
about 140 lbs., and may be reckoned to

give a good account of itself when it is

thoroughly tuned up.

A. Mackenzie Cott's 8 h.p. J. A. P. was
if anything a bit too powerful even f',r

an easy hill like Neivnliam. The pace of

a projectile of this description, even on
a moderate bend, is so high that it is

imperative to cut out to get round, and
it was only three-fifths of a second faster

than Newsome's 5^ h.p. Triumph. Ailow-
ing for the difference in the weight of the
riders, one may reasonably ask what ad-
vantage is there in riding a machine of tins

power? Cott's time equals a speed of

52^ miles per hour, whilst Newsome's
came out at 51.8 miles per hour.

The Rover win in tlie variable gear
class was a popular one. C. T. Kewsome
is a trier, and the fact that he won fivit

position on time, and was awarded the
formula prize, owing to Alan Hill unfor-
tunately failing to stop his wheels between
the strips, was a creditable performance,
and is another feather in the cap of the
Armstrong three-speed gear. A similar
gear was fitted to Roy Walker's New
Hudson-Jap, which gained first. place en
formula in the lightweight class.

It was unfortunate there were not suiE-
cient novice entries in several classes to
allow the special club prize to be pre-
sented for the best performance on for-

mula and on time by members who had
never won a prize in a hdl-climb. In-
cidentally, there were some very warm
novices on the hill, who, although they
may not have won prizes in hill-climbs,
have perfor.-ned creditably in other events.

Premier Profits.

A net profit of £27,478 7s. lid. has been
made by the Premier Cycle Co., Ltd..

on the past year's working, dividends be-

ing recommended at the rate of 7^% on
the preference shares, and 10% on the
ordinary.

The R.I.A. Midland Centre Scheme.

The Midland Centre of the Roads Im-
provement Association has been estab-

lished to enable motor cyclists and other

road users to take a greater interest in

the condition of their roads. The mem-
bership subscription has been fi.xed at 5s.

per annum, or £1 Is. for five years. The
Association is well worthy of the support

of all motor cyclists, its objects being as

under . To secure that

—

(a.) No metal is left unrolled or loose

upon the road surfaces at night or over

week-ends.

(b.J Road repairs are carried out, as

far as possible, over half the width of the

surface at a time.

(c.J Patching of surfaces and repair

of pot-holes shall be properly done.

(d.) Gritting of street surfaces shall

be done with more suitable material,

having some regard for rubber tyres.

(e.J Roadside grass margins shall be
properly sloped to enable wheels to mount
them with a minimum risk of accident.

Subscriptions (hould be sent to The
Secretary, the R.I.A. (Mr. WaDace "E.

Riches), Caxton House, Westminster, S.W.

Midland Road Information.

Three steam rollers are at work on the
Bu-mingham-Hagley-Kidderminster Road
—one on Mucklows Hill, one in Hales-
owen, and one on Hagley Plill

Harry Long's Long Ride.

Harry Long completed 30,000 miles of

his long distance ride last week. We
publish a photograph on page 929 taken by
The Mvtur Cycle photographer, which
depicts Long on a boneshaker with his

3^- h.p. "Mile Eating " Triumph along-

side. Our photographer ' has been
facetious enough to w'rite on the print

that Long thinks of changing his mount
for one of the pedal-propelled wooden-
spoked bicycles on which he is depicted,

but we do not think there is any likeli-

hood -of any such alteration being made
while his Triumph continues to carry him
so well.

A.C.U. Club Championship.

The toUow-ing clubs have entered for

the A.C.U. inter-club championship on

September 16th : Coventry and Warwick-
shire JI.C. (holders), Wolverhampton and
District JI.G.C, Herts County A.C.,
N.W. London M.C.C., Birmingham
M.C.C., Chesterfield and District M.C-C,
Streatham and District M.C.C., and Ox-
ford M.C.C- The course is a secret one, in

the Midlands, measuring forty-two miles,

and it will be covered four times. The
starting and finishing point will be at

Banbury, O.Kon. Teams will consist of

ei.'c riders, one of whom must drive a

passenger motor cycle.

G. Smith (2J h.p. Singer),'who won three cups at the Coventry Club's hill climb on Saturday last. The
rider on the left is A. Mackenzie Cott who rode his 8-10 h.p. J.A.P. to victory in the All Comers' class.
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IRISH END-TO-END SIDECAR RECORD.
HUGH GIBSON and J. Eastwood, mounted on a 3i li.p.

Bradbury and sidecar, left Mizen Head at 4.35 a.m.

on the 31st ult. for Faiihead, C!o. Antrim, with the

intention of establishing an Irish End-to-end sidecar

record. The riders were in Cork at 7.23 a.m. on the same
day, C. E. Murphy, of CootehiU, acting as pilot. The record

breakers were followed by P. Piatt, another Bradbury rider,

and were timed by M. Chambers.

Lessons of the Ride.
In a letter to us Mr. Gibson says that he has learned

several important things in the End-to-end Irish ride which
could never have occurred in ordinary touring tests. He
therefore feels particularly pleased when he hears the aigu-

ment trotted out that road records are useless. He reckons

the Irish End-to-end record is worth quite £1,000 to the

makers of the machine he rode, irrespective of its value as

an~advertisement. Incidentally, he mentions that Mr. .1.

Eastwood, who accompanied liim, made quite a good haul

in orders, as upwards of forty orders were handed to Mr.
Eastwood, who, however, could only accept them subject

to confirmation from the works.
. The whole ride was accomplished with one puncture, and
the only contretemps wliich occurred was when the chain

jumped off the sprocket through- the machine being turned
on to the grass to avoid a restive horse. This lost the riders

fifteen minutes, because the chain locked between the spokes

and the sprocket. Another little incident was when a cart

and horse backed across the road, and the riders just managed
to swing on to the footpath and back again on to the road
without stopping—a rather narrow escape, which somewhat
controverts Mr. Gibson's argument that road records are

quite harmless.
That thorough sportsman, C. E. Murphy, had a puncture,

but the others stopped to help him, as he had lost all his

tools. Near Cork the pacer's machine caught fire, but the

conflagration was soon extinguished. Two other pacers, P.

and G. Simpson, lost all their tools.

No Mechanical Troubles.
Gibson says the road v>?as difficult to find, and the surface

was bad to Cork. Good roads were experienced from Navan.
Gibson concludes by saying that he stopped twenty-five

minutes at Navan for food, had no mechanical trouble at-

all, rode in a following wind all the way, and had rain for

the last hour. There were no police traps, no speed limits,

and no accidents. His wrists and arms were sore, otherwise
he was" quite fresh at the finisu.

He left Mizen Head, as we have already pointed out. at

4.35 a.m., Cork 7.23 a.m., Cashel 9.55 a.m.,, Navan 1.50

p.m., Banbridge 4.20 p.m., Fairhead finish 5.39 p.m. Total

time, 14 hours 4 mins.
The riders were started by Coastguard Richard Tucker,

of Mizen Head, and timed in by N. MacNaughton, of Bally

voy, witnesses being C. E. JIurphy, J. Stewart, and the
passenger J. Eastwood. The machine was sealed and ex-

amined both at the start and finish. The total weight ol

the combination and passengers was nearly 600 lbs. C. E.

Murphy's time on a Triumph was 13 hours 5 minutes.

rx ''

Irish End-to-End record. Hugh Gibson and his passenger, J. Eastwood,
with the 3o h.p Bradbury ' and sidecar. The photograph was tal^en at

Fair Head,' Co. Antrim. The headland can be seen in the distance. Mr.
Eastwood is said to have boolied forty orders for these machines as a

result of the ride.

The argument that a 3^ h.p. engine is not powerful enough
for a sidecar is, we think, sufficiently answered by Mr.
Gibson's two excellent rides on the Bradbury machine and
sidecar. The equipment of the machine was as follows :

Bradbury 3^ two-speed gear, chain drive, Hans Renold fin.

chains, Dunlop studded tyres 26in. by 2;Sin. and Bradbury
sidecar. The riders made use of Wakefield oil.

»••-<-

TOURING SCENES IN NORWAY.

The reproductions above are from photographs by Mr. H. Landstad, who has recently been touring in Norway with a 7-9 h.p. V.S. and Mills-Fulford

sidecar. He was advised to ride solus on account of the bad state of the roads, of which the photographs give some idea. Observe the deep wheel

ruts. It says much for the strong construction of motor cycles and sidecars that they can emerge successfully from such a strenuous test. It may be

added that a Cairns lyre has been successfully used on the driving wheel for 1,300 miles.
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CLUB NEWS.

R. B. Smith. G. W. Raper.
J. Whittaker; 6, F. Turvey

Motor Cycling Club.

This club will have a lun to Clacton-on-Sea on September

24th. An early start will be made and breakfast will be

taken at Bishop's Stortford at 9 a.m. Lunch at the Royal

Hotel, Clacton-on-Sea.

N.E.A.A. and Sunderland and District M.C.

The reliability trial to Patterdale and back on_ August
26th resulted as follows :

T. Smith and J. B. Reed;
and C. F. Christen.

North Middlesex M.C.C

Althougli in a recent match the N.W. London SI.C.C.

appeared at first to be the winners, yet it was discovered

by checking tlie time sheets that the North Middlesex M.G.C.
had tlie advantage by a margin of several points. They have
tlieretore qualified for the medals.

North-west London M.C.C.

Entries have filled well for the gymkhana at the Stadium
on the 9th, at 2.50 p.m.

The entrance for motor cycles is by gate " H " in Wood
Lane; this will however be only open from 2 to 3.30 p.m.
Competitors only proceed into the arena. Machines may be

garaged at a cost of ttireepence in an enclosure near " H "

gate inside the exhibition. Cover is not guaranteed.

The following have offered prizes for the various events :

Triumph Cycle Co. (gold medal), Bat Manufacturing Co.,
Bosch Manufacturing Co. (two cases spare parts), Hanover
Rubber Co. (steel and rubber studded tyres), Stanley Belt
Co. (belt), Xl-all Specialities (pan seat). Rev and Company
(exhaust whistle), Alfred Dunhill. Ltd. (overalls), J. Lucas",
Ltd. (horn), also Jlessrs. Ernest Scott, Ashworth. Hal Hill.

Sheard, Pooley, Stern, Rowden, and Inomas.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

On Saturday, September 30th, the last open hill-climb of

the season will be held by this club, containing the follow-

ing classes :

Class I.—Lightweights in touring trim, not exceeding

340 c.c.

Class n.—Single-cylinder touring motor cycles up to 500 c.c.

Clas3 rn.—Multi-cvlinder touring " motor cycles up to

1,000 c.c.

Class IV.—Variably geared touring motor cycles. Singles

up to 500 c.c, multi-cylinders up to 1,000 c.c.

Class V.—Any type up to 500 c.c.

Class VI.—Any type up to 1,000 c.c.

Class VII.—Passenger machines.
\V

The following formula will be used : . The hon. sec.

is Mr. Ji H. Jeffery,

London. S.W.
10,

OxT^
Daysbrook Road, Streatham Hill,

nkley and District M.C.C
.Tlie 200 mile reliability trial for a silver trophy presented

by Harry Hemingway was run off on August 27th, the route

being from Ilkley to Keswick and back. The run was in

the nature of a team trial, a team consisting of two riders,

and there were five teams entered, but owing to the severe

weather and the trying nature of the course only three teams
succeeded in getting through. Owing to the heavy and
incessant rain on the homeward journey, competitors suffered

severely from water on their magnetos and slipping belts,

besides the usual punctures. The winning couple proved to

be J. Norman Longfield (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) and Denison
Wilson, jun. (3J h.p. Rr.adbury), who only lost three marks;
the second was Hoy Cowling (6 h.p. Mat-chlcss-Jap) and John
Rudd (3i h.p. Bradbury), who gained club silver medals;
and th'e third Charles Thackray (3^ h.p. J. A. P.) and A.
Drummund (5 h.p. Johnson), bronze medals.

NEWNHAM HILL CUUB. Scene at the summil. INo. 49, R. N. Corah, nnishing. On the left are;;the lodge, timekeeper, results calculators, and others.
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Club News.

—

Sheffield and Hallamshire m.C.C.

The annual competition for the club cup was held on
Saturday from I'argate, Sheffield, to Pickering and back
via Rotherham, Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Tadcaster, York,
Easingwold, and the terrible Sutton Bank, Helmsley, and
Pickering, back via Malton, York, Tadcaster, Ferrybridge,

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. reliability run to Pickering and back for
the club cup. Our picture shows Mr. and Mrs. Blackbourne with their

twin Zenith and sidecar ready to start from the Victoria Memorial.

Doncaster, Kotherham, anJ finishing at the Plumper's Hotel,
Tinsley. The competition was for reUability, not speed, and
the officials had fixed secret controls along the route, no
competitor being allowed to travel faster than twenty miles
per hour. All competitors were timed by their own watches,
which were carried in sealed cases The results are being
worked out on formula, and cannot be verified till they have
the confirmation of the committee.

Manchester M.C.

For the first time in its history the Manchester Motor
Club carried out a very successful gymkhana and garden
party on Saturday, September 2nd. It was held in the
grounds adjoining the " Old Ship Hotel," Styal, Cheshire,
and about 200 members and friends attended, the weather
being everything that could be desired. The motor cycle

and mouse trap race was won by Mr. Munroe. Motor cycle
cigarette race. Mr. White and Miss Kilner. Tug nf war,
motor cyclists v. car owners, motor cyclists won. Motor
cycle number race, Mr. Sykes 1st, Mr. Castagnoli 2nd.
Motor cycle obstacle balloon race, Mr. Sykes 1st, Mr.
Castognoli 2ud. Tall hat motor cycle race, Mr. Coupes .1st,

Mr. Castagnoli 2nd, Sidecar event, Mr. Bottome and
Miss Crossley. A special vote of thanks was passed to Jlr.

Ward for arranging the various events, also to Mr. Glaze-
brook for acting as official timekeeper. As the afternoon
was so successful it is to be hoped that it will be an annual
fixture for the club.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The Amulr^e open hill-climb will be held on Monday,
September 18th, There, will be the following classes: I.,

Novice class (handicap); II,, Handicap (up to 400 c.c) ;

m,. Handicap (400 c,c. to 600 c.c); IV,, Handicap (600

c.c. and upwards); V.. Tyro class (handicap); VI., Scratch
class (up to 600 c.c); VII., Unlimited scratch class; VIII,.
Passenger class (handicap). Classes I. to V. are open to

standard touring mounts.
The Trials Committee beg to thank the following firms for

their assistance in offering prizes : North British Rubber
Co., Ltd., pair of tyres and tubes; Messrs, Alexander and
Co., Edinburgh, motor cycle valise; Messrs. Joseph Lucas,
Ltd.. lamp and generator; Messrs. Morrison Bros,, Edin
burgh, Cowey speedometer; Messrs, Rossleigh, Ltd,, Edin-
burgh, Brooks belt and tube case; Messrs. Lycetts, Ltd..
Lyso belt ; Messrs. C. C. Wakefield, five gallons Castrol oil

;

Palmer Tyre Ltd., Palmer tyre and tube; also Mr. W. R.
Green, F,E.,S,, lamp and generator.
This attractive prize list should certainly secure a large

number of entries and help to make the event one of the

SEPTEMBER yth, igii.

most interesting competitions held by the club this season.

Entries close Monday, 11th inst., to the trials secretary,

Percy E. Tolfree, 47, Falcon Avenue, Edinburgh, who will

be pleased to give all further particulars, rules, etc.

Perth and District M.C.C.

Over a score of members met at luncheon in Scotland's

Hotel, Pitlochry, on the 23rd ult., and, after being weiglied

at the railroad depot, proceeded via Tumniel Bridge to the

south-east apex of the well-known Trinafour Triangle.

The occasion was the club's hillclimb to determine the

destinations of the two gold medals awarded for first up in

Class A (formula) and first in Class B (maximum difference)

respectively, and other prizes.

The hill is not quite up to the Amulree standard of stiff-

ness ; the loose surface combined with the corners lends a

distinctly sporting quality to the ascent. The weather condi-

tions were of the best.

W
The formula used in Class A was , and an

C X Ti 5

analysis of the recorded times and other data discloses the

following results :

Ci,,\,ss A,—1, J, W, Adamson (3i h,p, T.T. Triumph), gold

medal, 1.064; 2, D. Batchelor (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), 836;
3, Hon. A. J. M. Stuart (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), 755. Other
scores are : 4, J. G. Beveridge (3^ h.p. Touring Triumph.
84 X 86), 642; 5, Bruce Syme (3i h,p. Touring Rudge), 626;
6, Douglas Scott (3i h,p, B,S,A,), 604; 7, A. H. Geddes
'3i h.p. Ivy-Precision), 502; 8, Hon. J. G. Stuart (2| h.p,

Douglas), 495; 9, D. Cairnie (2-| h,p, Douglas), 414.

In Class B (maximum difference) all but two competitors
'ailed to keep going in the slow test, and were disqualified.

The results m this class are

:

CL.iSS B.—1, J. W. Adamson (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), gold
medal, difference 3m. 23|s. ; 2, Hon. A. J. M. Stuart (3-^ h.p.

T.T. Triumph), difference 3m. 14s.

The timekeepers were Messrs. A. F. Dalgleish and J. W.
Robertson,

Essex M.C.
On Saturday last a hill-climb for medals presented by

Mr, Cummings was held at Chinnor. The hill, which had
been kept a secret, proved a very sporting one. The results
were as follows :

SiNGLE-CYLiNDEEs. M, s. Formula,
1, F. W, Applebee (2 Centaur) ... 2 5| 988,6
2. H. A. Evans (3i Rudge) ,. 1 18 1114,0

TWIN-CYIINDEES,
G, L Fletcher (2J Douglas) ... 1 24= 978.8

LlfiHTWEIGIITS,
'

1, F, W, Applebee (2 Centaur) ... 1 45| 829.9
2, G.. h. Fletcher (2-| Douglas) ... 1 25 983,3

After the climb tea was partaken of in a garden on the hili.i

The thanks of the club are due to Mr. Cummings for a mostl
eniovable afternoon.

Essex M.C. hill-climb. An impromptu tea in an orchard while the oSlolals

work oat the results.
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Club News.

—

North Middlesex M.C.C.

On Saturday, September 9th, there will be a week-
end run to Clacton-on-Sea, starting from Ye Olde Gatehouse,
Highgate, at 3.30 p.m., and for the benefit of those unable
to join this party a second division will leave the Gatehouse
at 6 a.m. on Sunday. Headquarters "The Black Boy,"
Weeley, near Glaclon.

Willesden Green C. and M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest over a secret' course was held on
August .27th, the winners being: 1, A. W. Loughlin (3^-

h.p. Peugeot); 2, J- G. Ball (5^ h.p.N.S.U.); 3, W. Gregory
(7-9 h.p. Peugeot and sidecar). The course was very rough
and hilly, and the numerous lanes made it very hard to

find the course. The next trial is to Towcester and back,

non-stop, on September 17th.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

On the 27th ult. this club held a team reliability trial over
a twenty-five miles course, which included Leathley Bank,
Pot Bank, and the well-known Norwood Edge, and wiiich

had to be completed four times in all. marks being deducted
for any kind of stops and also for being lat« or early at tlie

control. The first two laps were completed in fine weather.

Tlie tliird lap, however, was run in wet, and for the last

lap the rain came down in torrents. The following is the

result

:

*J. E. Brooke (3^ h.p. T.R. Triumph).—Lost no marks.
*W. E. Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury, tv/o-speed).—Lost

1 mark.
tF. Mackay (3i h.p. T.T. Singer).—Lost 2 marks.
H. W. Fortune (3^ h.p. Triumph).—Lost 10 marks. Failed

Leathley last lap.

E. R" Davies (5^ b.p. Triumph).—Lost 30 marks. Started

engine outside control and failed Leathley last lap.

*C. P. Finn (2| li.p. Enfield, two-speed).—Lost 33 marks.
Failed on hills last two laps.

+T. Dearlove (3i h.p. P. and M., two-speed).—Lost 40
marks. , Stopped once first lap for no apparent reason.

tC. Nettleton (3i h.p. Humber, two-speed).—Lost 57
marks. Failed to start macln'ne in given distance and failed

on hill third lap and also fourth lap.

T. Atkinson (3^ li.p. T.T. Triumph).—Retired after third

lap ; tyre troubles.

W. B. ' Atkinson- (3^ h.p. Calthorpe).—Retired after

second lap.

G. Shepherd (3i h.p. B..S.A.)—Retired after second lap.

W. Aldon (3^ h.p. Premier, three-speed).—Retired first

lap ; lost way.
W. Richmond (5 h.p. Rex, two-speed).—Retired first lap;

failed Leathley and lost way.
*Winning team. tSecond team. The only two teains to finish.

Edinburgh and District M.C.
The annual team competition for the Waverley Troohy

takes place on Saturday, September 9th. The competition is
a fifty miles reliability trial, with two timed hill-climbs, and
IS open to all Scottisli clubs. The trophy is a most valuable
one, and was presented by J. M. Dobson. Entries close
to-day {Thursday, September 7th). The organising secretary
is Mr. \V. R. Green, 8. Argyle Crescent, Joppa, Edinburgh.

Shropshire M.C.C.
A hill-climb on the knock-out principle was held on

August 27tli on Wenlock Edge.
Cl.\ss I., for lightweights, was abandoned, owing to the

lack of the necessary five entries.

Cl.\,s.s IL, for standard touring smgles up to 600 c.c.

—

Four started. 1, A. J. Poole (3^ h.p.-Bradburv) ; 2, S. W.
Moss (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, C. Rice Oxley (3i li.p. Triumph)

CL.iSS IlL. any size single or twin (racing class).—1, H. G.
Potts (3^ h.p. T'.T. Triumph) ; 2, A. L. Ommanney (3A h.p.
Kudge) ; 3, T. Shaw (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph).

Herefordshire M.C.C.
A reliability trial in connection with the Challenge Bowl

lent by the Herefordsliire Automobile Club was held on
August 27tli. the route chosen being via Fromes Hill and
Worcester to Stratford-on-Avon, returning via Worcester,
-Malvern, and Ledbury to Hereford—a total distance of 109
miles. Fromes Hill was chosen for an observed hill-climb,
of which two clean ascents were made, the remainder
" konking " out about sixty yards from the top. The trial

resulted in a comparatively easy win for Mr. Vale, of
Leominster, who made a non-stop run. Result:

Position. Rider and macliine. Marks lost.

L T. B. Vale (3i Triumpli)
2. G. F. W. Spencer (3i Humber) 2
3. A. Smith (3i Arno) 5

Halifax and District M.C.C. )

The club's second reliability run was held on August 27th,
Scarborough being l^ie objective. About fourteen mehibers
entered for the competition. Tlie speed for the solo machines
was fixed at 20 m.p.li; and for sidecars 18 m.p.h., while York
was the only intermediate official stop. One mark for eacli

minute early or late iit controls was deducted, as v.-ell as
five tor each stop and for any adjustment to machines. Heavy
rain fell all the way hack from Scarborougli, and the com-
petitors were wet tinough on their arrival at Halifax. The
ultimate winners after a keen contest were: 1st, F. E.
Jackson (twin Rex de Luxe), lost no points; 2nd, H. B.
Holdswortli (3i h.p. Rex) and E. Farrar (2| h.p. New
Hudson), who share second and third prize's, both losing

5 points.

OPEN SPEED TRIALS ON THE SANDS AT MAGILLIGAN, organUed by the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster centre-

.

A. Combe (31 h.n. Premier), winner of the 20 and 50 miles open handicap,
starling in the 50 milss race.

A, Kirk (3! h.p. Triumpti), winner of the t3n miles scratch race, connecting

a long exhaust pipe after the event.

A.? 3
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Loss of Power.

T am troubled by my machine
going well for about ten or

twelve miles and then showing
obvious signs of fatigue on
hills, finally stopping dea-d on

anything more than about 1 in ,15.

?

Sometimes, though rarely, the trouble
starts in less than the distance men-
tioned above. If you can assist me I

should be very much obliged.—H.C.E.
We should imagine that your cylinders
and pistons are liberally coated with
carbon deposit as the result of long
running. This carbon deposit should
be scraped off, for which purpose the
cylinders must be removed. Also check
the amount of opening of the valves.
Maybe the engine is being throttled.

Edinburgh to Plymouth and Return.

I intend going from Edinburgh
to Plymouth via Bristol, and
wish to come home via London
(if possible) by Weybridge for

Brooklands, and should be much
obliged if you could give me the best
routes avoiding London, and, if you
could, the name of a good garage near
London where I could leave my
machine, as I wish to spend a few
days in London on the way home?

—

A.H.M.
It would be best to follow the Moffat,
Carlisle, Kendal, Lancaster, Preston,
Warrington, Shrewsbury, Leominster
Hereford, Gloucester, Bristol, Cross
Taunton, E.xeter, Plymouth road on the
way down, and from Plymouth through
Exeter, Chard, Sherborne, Shaftesbury,
Salisbury, Andover, Basingstoke, Bag-
shot, Horsell Common, and Weybridge
for Brooklands. Any of the garages in

the neighbourhood of London would be
suitable for putting up your machine
during your stay in the city. Of
course, it would be better to bring the
machine right into the city and put it

up at one of the bigger garages which
are open day and night, such as Fris-
welJ's, 1, Albany Street", N. In the
event of your doing so we should advise
you to ride in' over Hammersmith
Bridge, High Street, Kensington, through
Hyde Park," Marble Arch, Baker Street,
and Regent's Park, where anybody will
be able to direct you to the garage in
question. The return route might be
taken conveniently from the same place
toj Finchley, Barnet, Hatfield, Baldock,
Biggleswade, St. Neots, Stamford,
Grantham, Newark, East Retford, Don-
caster, Selby, York, Thirsk, Darlington,
Durham, Newcastle, Alnwick, Berwick-on-
Tweed, and Edinburgh.

M4

Silencer Under Sidecar.

I have read with interest your
articles on silence lately appearing
in The Motor Cycle, especially the
one concerning the transference of

the exhaust silencer to the side-

I havejin 8 h.p. Chater Lea and
engine. (1.) Do you

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether in' -nded for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope !or reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Cost of Second-hand Machines.

I am about to purchase a
second-hand machine. I know
nothing about motor cycles at all.

I should be glad if you will give
me a few particulars through

The Motor Cycle. (1.) Are there any
books on motor cycles? (2.) I thought
of giving about £10 for one. Could
I get a fairly good one for that, second-

hand, of course? (3.) Are motor cycles
very expensive in upkeep, and what
would the cost be per year for a fair

amount of riding?

—

Beginner.
(1.) Yes, there is " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," which will give

you all the information you require.

This can be obtained price Is. 2d. post
free from these offices. (2.) With luck
you could get a reliable machine for the
price mentioned. (3.) With regard to
expense of upkeep. The older and
cheaper a machine is the more the up-
keep costs as a rule. If you pay a good
price in the beginning the price of up-

keep would be small. It usually
amounts to between £10 and £12 per
annum, but everything depends on the
rider.

Failure to Answer to Throttle.

I have a 2| h.p. machine,
automatic inlet, accumulator and
trembler ignition. It runs very
well with spark almost fully re-

tarded and the throttle about
one-third open, the speed being about
15 m.p.h. If, however, I open the
throttle more, and the extra air in pro-

portion, it does not seem to make any
difference to the speed. Also when the
spark is advanced the tendency is to
slow down rather than accelerate. The
peculiar part is that it answers well
to these controls on the stand. (1.)

Can you give me the cause and remedy?
(2.) Thei'compression bears my weight
on the pedai for about seven seconds.
Is this sufficient? (3.) Occasionally the
machine gives out after rurming a few
miles, but on dismounting will start

again immediately. Can you account
for this?—J.W.H.

(1.) Your machine needs adjustment all

round. Try the contact breaker. See
that the points of the make and break,
or wipe, make proper contact in what-
ever position you set it. Next try a
larger choke tube or a smaller jet to the
carburetter. The cause of the machine
occasionally stopping may be due to a
temporary obstruction in the jet or petrol

pipe. (2.) The compression seems fairly

satisfactory. (3.) Probably an obstruction

in the petrol pipe.

car.

sidecar, J.A.P.
tliink I could make it quieter by using

a larger silencer under the sidecar? If-,_

so, what particular silencer would you
recommend me to get? (2.) How much
power should I lose by doing this? I

am willing to sacrifice a little power if

I can get a substantial decrease in noise.

(3.) What would be the dimensions and
form the proposed silencer should take?
—R.L.D.W.

(1.) Yes. Any of the good silencers which
are at present on the market would be
suitable for the machine you mention. One
which gives very good results in ordinary
practice is the Clair, sold by Messrs. J. C.

Lyell and Co., Ltd., 113, Great Portland
Street, W. (2.) There should be but little

or no loss of power with a good silence:

of ample dimensions, but you could prove
this to your own satisfaction by use of

the cut-out. (3.) We recommend you to ;

consult Messrs. Lyell, giving dimensions
and speed of engine.

How to Run Slowly.

My machine is a standard 3^
h.p. Bradbury. (1.) If I run !

about fifty miles or if only thirty
'

off the reel, I can only just bear -•

my hand on the bottom of the ^

crank case. Is this as it ought to be?
(2.) I can only get eighty miles per
gallon of Shell spirit. (3.) I cannot
get it to run slowly. (4.) When I flood

the carburetter the petrol rans out at

the funnel of the fixed air intake until ;

engine is running, and if I stop foi;,

a while the drip continues. I mayi,

say the timing, valves, and magneto
are correct, makers' setting, also piston
rings run quite freely. I give a pump-
of oil every ten miles.—T.H.

(1.) We do not think you need worry
about the crank '-case being hot. This is

frequejitly the case with motor cycle

engines; it is due to conduction. (2.)

Perhaps you will get more economy by
using a smaller jet and smaller choke
tube in the carburetter. This will also

enable you to go more slowly. (3.) See
last answer. Close extra air, nearly

close throttle, and retard spark. (4.) Pro-
bablv if you turn the needle valve round
in its seating you will dislodge a piece

of grit which causes the carburetter to

flood slightly.
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The B.S.A. 3.'. h.p. Motor Bicycle x>ccn
(Fixed Enerine) *'""

The B.S.A. 31 h.p. Motor Bicycle x>cs<! \f\^
(Free Engine) *««> lUS.

"POWER, COMFORT,
RELIABILITY."

"•
I have just returned from a Cycling Trip in

North Wales, and wish to congratulate you on

the excellence of the B.S.A. Motor Cycle used.

This machine (which has completed 2,000 miles)

took a sidecar (passenger and self exceeding

22 stone in weight) from Birmingham through

Bettws, Capel Curig, Beddgelert, etc, singly

geared, without failing on a single hill, and has

proved most satisfactory as regards its power,

comfort, reliability, and general excellence.

" I have had single, twin, and 4-cylinder

machines of various makes, but none to equal

your 1911 3-|- h.p. Roadster Model."

"B.D.," Edgbaston, August 29th, 1911.

THE

B.S.A.
MOTOR BICYCLE
is recognised as the most perfect machine on the

road. Its distinctive finish, its silence, power, and

smoothness of running are points that are fully

appreciated by those who have ridden other makes.

Write for Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,

102, Small Heath,
BIRMINGHAM.

Are you using B.S.A.

Specially Prepared

Cylinder Oil
For Motor Cycles ?

la answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A35
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"The Royal Enfield Year."
Nineteen-eleven is

acknowledged through-
out the motor cycHng

world to be the "Royal
Enfield Year." Every
competition and trial

in which "the most
perfect lightweight
ever produced" has

taken part, shows re-

sults which cover the

2f h.p. two-speed and

free engine Royal
Enfield with glory

—

results which should

be borne in mind and

govern your choice

when contemplating

purchase.

The latest achievements include:

—

A. C. U. Six Days' four entered and

Trial, Aug. i4th to imh finished, gaining

four medals.

BrooklandsMeet-

ing, Aug. 26th, Class B.

first prize, cover-

ing over 54 miles

in the hour.

Let us send you a list of other notable performances, with the art

book which fully describes and illustrates the many exclusive features

of this "no trouble" machine—the motor cycle that will take you out

and bring you hack every time.

Write Dcpt. F.

Enfield Cycle Company, Ld.

Redditch,& 48 Holborn Viaduct,E.C.

7n answering this advertisement it iji fiesirahle to men-ion " The Motor Cycle.^'
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Gears. Plugs with Three Points.

(1.) How can I arrange to fix a
two-speed to my 3^ h.p. Quad-
rant? The machine is one of the
older type, but is very powerful
and in excellent condition. The

present pulley runs close up to the
crank case, and any addition would
have to come into the same line to
drive fairly on rear wheel pulley.

(2.) Would you also tell me if a plug of

the Oleo type with three sparking
point consumes more current than the
one point type, or does it only spark
from one point each time contact is

. made?—E.J.L.

(1.) What we should recommend you to do
IS to get into communication with the

best known gear manufacturers, such as

the N.S.U. (N.S.U. Motor Co.. Ltd..

185, Great Portland Street, W.), Fit-All

I
(Lake and Elliot, Albion Works, Brain-

I
tree, Essex), and give them the dimen-

I

sions of your engine shaft. Or you might
fit a hub gear such' as Millennium (Lake
and Elliot) or Roc (A. W. Wall, Hay
Mills, Birmingham). (2.) We do not think

you will find any difference as regard.^;

the current consumption with the different

plugs you use. Most certainly only one
of the three points will work at a time
with the plug you mention. The current
alway.s chooses the easiest path it can
find.

Overheating and Bad Compression.

(1.) There is no sign of blowing
behind the piston rings. The
plugs, compression taps, and
inlet valve caps show no sign of

any leakage. And yet when the

valves are ju.st ground in, there is no
more compression than in a low com-
pression car, and I always start with
the handle (Roc clutch), without lift-

ing the exhaust valves. What can I

do to give me a reasonable amount of

compression? (2.) I have fitted a second
release valve to my crank case. I

use Vacuum "B" oil, and give it

plenty (until it smokes sometimes). I

have tried various sized nipples in the

carburetter (B. and B.), and yet it

always gets excessively hot, and will

not take a slope sometimes, without a

passenger in the .sidecar that it will

iiy up when cool v.'ith a passenger. I

am sure the magneto and valves are

timed correctly as I have had expert
advice. Can I do anything to get it to

run cooler? (3.) Would a hole in each
cylinder at the bottom of the stroke
(connected by a pipe to the exhaust pipe)

be any help? And would it help to

keep my valves from burning? as I

have to grind them in every 200 or

300 miles, and sometimes iu less than
100 miles!—A.P.C.

(1.) Are you quite sure that the slots in

the piston rings are not allowing an escape
of the conipression, either by moving
round until they are partially in line or
sticking in the ring slot and allowing the
C'jmpression to go past ? There is just a
possibility that a blow hole in the
cylinder might account for the trouble,
but it is extremely unlikely. Could
you not get somebody to turn the engine
slowly over compression whilst listening

for any hiss or sound of escape anywlnne
about the cylinder. (2.) It is very
probable that this loss of compression
accounts for the over-heating mentioned

"MfJpliQsiyi
in your second paragraph, and there must
be. some .

defect in one of the pressure
tight surfaces which must be located
before the trouble will cease. (3.)

Auxiliary exhaust ports are not of much
value in touring although they certainly
make a difference in racmg. The fact of
the valve faces burning so quickly seems
to suggest that they are not a good fit.

Magneto Troubles.

Can you tell me the reason

qI for the following magneto trouble
\ and how to remedy it? Mag-
-Ll neto, 1911 Bosch, fitted to 5 h.p.

twin Rex. I can get a beautiful
spark at the front plug, but at the
rear plug the spark seems never to be
as strong as it should be ; in fact, at
slow speeds (below about l2 m.p.h.)
only the front cylinder will work, un-
less I keep throttle and air levers

nearly half open. Valves, compres-
sion, and other details of engine and
carburetter seem all to be in order, and
this weak spark seems to be the fault

to remedy. 1 have cleaned the plug,

and small carbon in magneto, and
attended to the faces of the platinum
points, but I cannot get a strong spaik
at this plug.—A.E.J.

Carefully examine the contact breaker of

your magneto and notice if the break is

practically the same in the case of both
cylinders. Note also if the carii which
gives the break is more worn in one case

than in the other. Having verified this,

examine the carbon brush conducting the
current to the back cylinder and notice

if this is making good contact, is clean

and uncracked. In "fact, it would be a

good plan to take out both the distri-

buter brushes and clean the distributers

by inserting a rag wetted in petrol, and
rotate the armature. Also be careful

about the plug gap in the back cylinder.

W'e note you have cleaned the small car-
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bon under - contact maker plate. The
point is to look after those which conduct
the high tension current. It may be that
the carburetter is supplying a weaker
mixture to the rear cylinder.

Machine on Trial.

Will you please give me advice
~^ re the following : A friend had
> a 2J h.p. chain-diiven motor
-iJ cycle offered him for £6 10s.,

and, being a complete novice,
thought it was dirt 'cheap, paid £2
deposit, and had it on trial. It is

not satisfactory, and he could not get
on with it, so took it back, but the
owner refused to take it, and has put
the case into court. My friend has
to appear next Thursday. Will you
pleasS adviso me whether it is necessary
to instruct a solicitor? Thanking you
in anticipation.—-H.G.K.

Our legal adviser writes : It would
certainly be advisable for "H.C4.K.'s"
friend to see a solicitor as suggested.
If he is able to prove that the £2 paid
was deposited as security while he had
the motor cycle on trial, and that there
was no definite agreement to purchase, he
should defend the action, and he ought
to put in a counter-claim for the return
of the £2. I presume that he returned
the motor cycle without delay, as if he
kept it an unreasonable time he would
be deemed to have purchased it. I

presume, too, that he did not sign any
agreement to purchase the machine.
If he signed any document, and there

was nothing in it about having the

motor cycle on trial, then I am afraid ho
would not succeed in his defence, unless,

at any rate, he had some witnesses to

support his statement.

EXPERIENCE,S WANTED.
"Clutch" (Brixton Hill)._ The Cal-

thorpe as a single, and for sidecar use.

Timekeepers and olBcials in the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. penalty run at the starting point.

From lelt to right : Messrs. Bellamy (captain). Booth, Smith, and Vale.

This photograph is interesting as showing an up-to-date though apparently old finger-post, in which

the signs are placed at diflerent levels, and actually point in the reiuiied direction.

A3 7
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Nev/ Home of the B. and B.

The new works and offices at Wilton
for Messrs. Brown and Barlow, Ltd., are

now completed, and all correspondence
should be addressed to Westward Road,
Witton, Birmingham.

A Handscms Cup.

The Armstrong Triplex Gear Co., Ltd.,
have just presented Mr. P. J. Evans with
a, handsome silver

cup bearing the
following inscrip-

tion :
" Presented

to P. J. Evans,
Esq., by the
Armstrong Trip-
lex Three Speed
Co., Ltd., as a
memento of his

winning the
Junior Tourist
Trophy Race,
1911." Our read-
ers will remember
that Mr. Evans
xode ii Humber
twin - cylinder
motor cycle with
the Armstrong
three-speed gear.

The Auto Cycle Union Handbook.
The Auto Cycle Union has produced a

handbook, which, though somewhat tardy
in appearance, is well worthy of the
governing organisation of the kingdom.
Firstly, the advantages of member-
ship of the Union (to which all motor
cyclists should belong, as touring mem-
bership only costs 5s.) are set forth
with admirable clearness. Next follow
the rules of the organisation, a list of the
numerous clubs aifiliated to it and their

officials, and the advantages of affiliated

membership. The next section of the
book will appeal to all active motor
cyclists, since it consists of a list of
officially appointed hotels and repairers.

Before appointing an hotel, every effort

is made to ascertain that it is clean, com-
fortable, and the charges reasonable from
a motor cyclist's point of view, while the
same steps are taken .to see tliat every
repairer is qualified to undertake motor
cycle repairs satisfactorily. Members will

greatly assist the Union by reporting
their experiences with either hotels or
repairers. This list is a most extensive
one. The rest of the book is devoted to

a short history of the Tourist Trophy
Race, a list of )notor cycle records, a

speed table. The Motor Cycle cubical
capacity table, a, gear and speed table
compiled by Mr. Archibald Sharp, an
interesting article on motor cycle formulte
by Mr. J. W. G. Brooker, and a large
amount of legal and touring information,
ind included in the latter is a useful list

of ferries in England and Wales, and
information 'on "Continental tourine.

A Useful Sidecar.

. We are asked to state that the Wol-
brown sidecar illustrated and described

in our issue of the 10th ult. is of regis-

tered design. No. 314,837. Mr. H. Graeme
Fenton, 219, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C,
is marketing this attachment.

Chain Transmission.

0. C. Godfrey used Coventry chains on
his 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar in the
Six Days' Trial. In a letter to the Cov-
entry Chain Co.. Godfrey says the chaius

gave every satisfaction, and they were
not adjusted once during the trials.

New Premises.

The North London Garage, 1-5,

Corsica Street, Highbury, N., inform us
that to cope with the large increase in

business, additional premises are m
course of construction. The same- firm

has also opened an accessory showroom.

The 3J h.p. Twin Premier.

-Readers .will: remember the interest

created by the introduction of the 3

J

h.p. twin Premier with cylinders firing

at even intervals, but which, had to .take

a back seat owing to the strong demand
for the Sj h.p. single-cylinder. A batch
of the new twins has now been com-
pleted, and samples may be inspected
at the London depot of the Premier Cycle
Co., Ltd., 20, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

Toolbag Fixing.

Why is it that so many makers, in

attaching toolbags to carriers, use long
screws which project half an inch into

the interior of the bag? At the present
time we have two or three skinned
knuckles through groping about in the.
interior of toolbags screwed to the carriers

by screws which are at least fin. to ^in,

too long. A far better plan would be to
use shorter screws and rivet the ends
over. The above may seem a trivial

matter, but it is one calculated to cause
considerable annoyance when the rider
hastily dives for a tool and tears his
hands against one of these annoying
obstructions.

SEPTEMBER yth, igii.

A Treatise on Carburetters.

Several readers have written to C.

Binks, Ltd., Phoenix Works, Church
Street, Eccles, Manchester", for copies of

their treatise on carburation. Unfortun-

ately some of them have omitted to give

their addresses. Should this paragraph
meet their eye they will understand why
they have not received a copy.

A Balata and Leather Belt.

The Vennflex is a motor cycle belt

which has been designed to transmit fuU

power with the minimum of waste. The
belc is built up with a strong layer of

Balata material, to which is riveted V
blocks of leather, to ensure the necessary

gripping effect. The Vennflex Special is

the-same design, but it has an extra layer

of selected rawhide, wluch makes a

stronger belt and is suitable for sidecar

macliines. The maker of these belts is

Mr. 'W. H. Venn, of 282, Lawley Street,

Birmingham.

New Rubber Goods.
The Severn Rubber Co., of 94 and 96,

Newhall Street, Birmingham, have now
got out several new samples which they
liave sent for our inspection. The first

is a tin of solution with screw stopper,

which has been specially introduced for

fixing Severn special patches. The fact

oi iir being in a tin with screwed stopper
'

makes it very handy for use. The patehes

we. have, referred to before. They are

specially treated to enable them to

adhere quickly to the tube.

Their generator tubing is made of red

rubber with specially moulded ends to

prevent splitting. Tlie same firm manu-
facture motor cycle belts, and make a

speciality of retreading covers, which can
be returned within two days of receipt.

Single jointed air tubes may also be sent

for conversion to butted. The firm issue

a well got up catalogue containing illus-

trated descriptions of numerous india-

rubber goods of special interest to motor
cyclists. For the benefit of colonial and
foreign customers, a private code has

been specially arranged, which has the

distinct advantage of being brief.

, ^'.Jf.^f

..:-..J

Competitors and ofllcia's in the Harrogate and District M.C.C. team reliability trial described
- "" in our Club News pages.
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The 60MILESANH0UR SINGER
Having increased our production, we are now able to

offer quick delivery of the 3| h.p. Singer Motor Bicycle.

Fixed or Free Engine, or Tourist Trophy Models.

THE 3i H.P.

SINGER
Holds the FIFTY MILES RECORD for its Class.

Time : 48 mins. 37 sees.

In the Ayr ReliabiHty Trials, TWO SINGERS
were entered and TWO GOLD MEDALS won.

BUT APART FROM SPEED
the 3J Singer demands consideration on account of

the many practical features in its construction, which

make for the comfort and convenience of the rider.

SINGER & CO. (1909), LTD. COVENTRY.
LONDON 17, HOLBORN VIADUCT.

In answerinn tJiis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cude." A39
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AMAC
11 World's Records in one month.

Brooklands
Brooklands
Brooklands
Celtic Track
Brooklands
Brooklands
Brooklands
Brooklands
Brooklands
Brooklands
Brooklands

August 1 1th

August nth
August 1 1th

August 12th

August 27th

August 27th

August 27th

August 27th

C. R. Collier

C. R. Collier

C. R. Collier

H. Martin
W. Chitty

W. Chitty

H. Martin
H. Martin
H. Martin
H. Martin
C. R. Collier

Class D
Class D
Class D
Class B
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class C
Class C
Class D

One Mile Race.

One Kilometre Race.

Five Miles Race.

Five Miles Race.

One Hour.

Fifty Miles.

One Kilometre.

One Mile.

One Kilometre,

One Mile.

One Kilometre^

PASSENGER MACHINES.
Only gold medal ever awarded for passenger machinea. Scottish six days' trial. AMAC—CLYNO.

Only gold medal ever awarded for passenger machines. A.C.U. six days' trial. AMAC—MATCHLESS.

The Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., ^^'KJisSha*™*'*"Birmingham.

" Fall in and follow me."
We know the oil to use.

RUSOLINE
MOTOR OIL
Used exclusively on A.J.S.,

Douglas, Ivy-Precision, Norton,
Bradbury, Humber, and

Quadrants.

Manufactured under the supervision of

-W. RUSSELL

-

(late of Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd.,

London).

BY

RUSSELL BROS.,
National Oil Works,

BIRMINGHAM.

MATCHLESS
MOTORCYCLES

for S. Africa.

IMPORTANT TO S. AFRICAN CUSTOIVIERS.

Don't waste time on enquiries, which are

referred back to me as the makers' recognised

S. African Agen^

Home Price Lists on application.

Orders executed direct.

Discount to the trade ; local Agents in

S. Africa appointed where not represented.

UNION MOTOR WORKS & GARAGE,
56-62, Skinner Street, J. Van Zwietec,

Pretoria, S.A.

S:A. Ag-ent for H. Collier & Sons, Ltd.

A40 In cLiij^ir^rinn thjixe adueriisemenls il is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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|NOW OR NEVER.
THE N.S.U. 4 h. p.MODEL DE LUXE

Brand new igiol models fitted with 191 1 spring
lorks. Frame extra low. Back stay ends allow
laLk wheel to be easily detached. Lni^me
,M.i_>.V., double row of ball bearings. Magneto
i-iiilion, gear driven, Carburptter N.S.U. im-
i.r'>\ed model, handle-bar control, with special
air regulator. Foot brake and internal expansion
Lr.ik"/. Toolcase. Stand. Carder, looirests and
luiniber-plates fitted.

£36 each. Two-speed Gear, £5 15s. extra.

Exchanges entertained. £3 allowed for push cycle.
Special prices to cash buyers.

--, It. p. REX DE LUXf-:, 1910, two speeds £42 10
s li.p. UV.X Twin, 1910 £29 10
5 h.p. G.B. NALA, 2-speed, magneto £25 10
l\ h.p. BKADBURV, brand new, 191

1

£44 10
3^, h.p. REX, igog, Toarist £22 10
3I b.p. KEX, igoo, two speeds £32 10
6I1.P. Twin N.S.U., 2 speeds, spring forks £29 10
3^ I). p. N.S.U. Twin, two speeds £27 10
3(i h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, igoS £20
3^ b.p. N.S.U., :9o8, magneto £17 10
3* li.p. N.S.U., igoS, magneto £16 10
U h.p. HUMBliR Two-speed, igog .... £29 10
3U1. p. HUMBER, two speeds, igto .... £33 10
7-rj h.p. Twin PEUGEOT. Chater-Lea,

accumulator ignition , ... £16 10

3i h.p. HUMBER, igii, two speeds, like

new £45
3! h.p. QUADRANT, magneto £16 10

i'. h.p. N.S.U., 1910, two-speed gear £32 10
s ' li.p REX, Roc clutch, mat^neio £21
3! h.p AUTO-MOTO, spring seat £7 10

2i h.i:. CLEMEN i-GAKKAKULightwemht £7 10
2 ; h.p. KERRY. 26in. wheels ".

£9 10

2i h.p. HOBART, low built £8 10
-, h.p. MITCHELL, spray £6 10
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical cncine £7 10
2'; hp- F-N., igio, two-speed model £28 10
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, low frame £4 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V £12 10
2 li.p.MlNERVA,M.O.V.,h.b.conlrol ., £5 10
s h.p. Twin REX, with forecar £12 10
2} h.p. F.N., igio, two-<;pePd £24 10
Eour-cyliuder HOLDEN, dirt cheap £3 15

TRICARS AND CARS.
9 li.p. DARRACQ Car, three speeds £19 10
16 h.p. EAGLE Four-cylinder, five-seater £32 10
.} h.p, STEVENS' Tricar, Roc two-speed £17 10
5 b.p. REX Twin, Fit-all two speeds .. £17 10
5 I h.p. REX, open irame, two speeds .. £18 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Carburetters—Longueinare and F.N 4/6

„ B. & B. or Amac 5/6
Long Handle-bars, drop ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
XL'ALL Spring Forks S/g
Gripskin Belting: Jin. 9d., Jin. lOd., lin. lid.
Rex \\'heel with Roc Free engine 25/-
Wide Mudguard, sin., 2 '3; 4in. 2/11 pair."
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
Magneto Handle-bar Switclies 2 '1

Mabon Free Engine Clutch, suit 3J h.p.
Brown 27 '6

Handle-bar Mirrors 3'/.

Belt Punches
\ 1 /_

16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5 15
iNearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 10

SPECIAL. BARGAIN.
2\ h.p. DE DION, vertical engine, spray, good

tyres, front brand new, complete with belt,
eoil, and accumulator, £4- 19 9.

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel, 1062.

i
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

23.h.p. Hobart Motor Cycle, good running order; £6.—
4 Ryley, 2, Howoroft St., Bolton.

BAT-J.A.P., 7-8h.p.. 1910, perfect; £45.-65, Mul-
berry St., Hulme. Manchester.

:~IQ11 2h.p. Lightweight Premier, brand new; £29/10
J-iJ —Garland, ironmonger, Warrington.

^h.p. N-S-U., in splendid condition, Bosch magneto, B.
*-' and B. ; genuine bargain. £28-—Below-

3ih.p. 1907 Triumph. L-M.C pullev. new Clipper
2 Ideal tyres. Dunlop -belt ; £23.~-Below.

31.h.p. 1910 Speed King Rex, perfect machine, climb
2 anything; a genuine bargain, £28.—Below.

6h p. Brown, Roc 2-i;peed, in fine order, lor sidecar
work, accumulat:;r ignition: £20.—Below.

3ih.p. 1910 Norton, one of the faste.^t and best on
2 the road, in beautiful condition throughout.

ready for Brooklands : £35.—West Riding Motor Ex-
change, Boulevards, Halifux-

1 Qll Moto-Eeve, 23h.p., twin, not run 500 miles:
-ttf ofters.— 117, Duckworth St-, Darwen.

Sih.p. Res, B. and B., h.b.c. ; quick pale, £11/10;
2 perfect.—W. .Tu-on, 72. Westelifl, Treston.

IQlO 5h-p. Indian, rrry powerful, excellent condition;
J-iJ £38. or exchange— 65, Hilden St.. Bolton.

REX, 3ih.p., in good ordfr. will take a sidecar, very
powerful; £7.-2. Paradise Terrace, Blackburn.

31.h-p. Rudge Clutch Model, ' picked engine, perfect
2 condition ; £48.— Darlinj,'. Sunnyeidc. Keighiey.

INDIAN. 1910. 2--ipeed. free engine, and sidecar:
lowest £50.-Browu. 79, Hyde Kd., West Gorton

TRIUiU'H. 1909. perfect condition, spare valves: £28
Meager, Town Hall, Hawkshead, near Ambleside.

rRIUMPH. free engine, 1911, just delivered, scarcely
soiled; what offers:'—Newbold, 34, Tiufulgur Rd

.

Wigau.

DOUGLAS, late 1909, in good condition, new back
tyre and tube; £21.—Tbompi^n, Ash Lawn, Heaton.

Bulton.

(T) IJi.p. Lloyd Lichtweight. new tyres, re-bushed, ei
'W2 cellent condition; £12/10.-68. Wellington Kd.
Stockport.

"jlTANCHESTER Motor Exchange, 32. Downing St.,
-L*A Ardwick.—Good magneto motor cycle, qb new, very
low; £18.

ROC Twin, 1910. 6h.p., 2 speeds and free. Whittle
belt, take sidecar anywhere, splendid tyres; £38.—

Above-

EXFIELD, 23h.p.. 1911* [500 miles): £45 model:
guaranteed; sacrifice £37.-62, Park Av., Barrow-

in-Furness.

Slh.p. Motor Cycle, fast and powerful, spring forks,
2 perfect throughout; cheop.— 32, Stonefall Av.,

Harrogate-

TRIUMPH, 1910. splendid condition, little used, any
test: £36, no offers.—57, Parrin Lane, Monton, near

Manchester.

f)ih.p. F.X-. 1910, 2-sreed. shaft drive, free engine.
'W 4 splendid condition ; £25-— 6, East View, Bury
Rd.. SocJidaie.

tf>ih.p. Minerva. B. and B. carburetter, perfect running
'^l onler: oargoin, £8/10.—Howdle, Market Place.
Howden. Yorkshire.

3 ill. p. Kex, enamelled green and gold, overhauled, new
2 tyre. lamp, and bag, tools, etc.; £9.-269. Man-

chester St.. Oldham-

GENUINE 6h.n. De Dion, 2 speeds and reverse; £36.
cxchanse i910 or 1911 2ih.p. F.N.—Beaumont,

Birds Royd, Bri:;house.

N.S.U-. 1911. 3in-p., Mndel de Luxe, 2-speed and free
engine, brand new; £40— Graydon, 19, Kensington

Rd-. St. Anues-on-Sea.

3ih-p. Tnumpn. Bosch. Druids, B- and B., splendid
2 condition, spares; £18.-48, Eichmond Grove,

Longsight, Manchester-

N.S.U.. 1910. 2-spepd and free. IJh.p., absolutely as
new, complete with accessories; £26.—Wliittaker,

630. Bacup Rd., Waterfoot.

REX. 3-oh.p.. 4-speed and free Csborne, Contiaental
tyres as new. Whittle belt, will pull sidecar any-

where; £17.—Whittakcr, 630. Bacup Ed., Waterfoot.

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, splendid condition.
Whittle belt; £18.—Jefferson, 21, Park Grove Ter-

race, Frizinghall, Bradford.

LrVEEPOOL Agents for MotoHacoche, B.S-A., Phelon
and Moore, and F-N. motor cycles.—British Cycle

Co.. 1 and 3, Berry St.

PREMIER. 1911 standard. SAh.p-, very little used,
excellent condition - take £35, a bargain.-Wilt-

shire, 52, Barnsiey St-. Wisan-

I1Q11 Triumph T.T. Roadster, nnscratched, very fast,
.X^y new tyres and belt spares; £41.—Hesketh, 82.
Campbell St., Farnworth, near Bolton.

SCOTT. 1911. perfect condition, complete, Powe)'-
Hannipr lamp, t-'cnerutor. horn, etc- : £50.—Bo e

8,342, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

7 h.p. Peugeot-Eoc, 2 speeds and free, magneto. B. and
B-. h.hc. 2iin. tyres; offers: exchange-—Apply first,

1 Ash Grove, Tootal Ed., Weaste, Manchester-

MoDEL E.—£7, Model D.—£7 12s. 6d,

Instructive Caialoaue post free, giving
illustrations and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to
satisfy and save money for buyers. Full of
improvements. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. Wicker, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent upholstery.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment. ,

Deliver\' from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s. 'REXES. P. Sc M.'s, BRADBURVS, etc

Discounts to .Agents.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5 - each.

TYRES. TYRES.
Dunlops, 28x3 or zi, beaded,

TYRES.
14x9 ; wired 10/6

Clipper Keflex, 24x2 or 2J 8/'

26x2} Tubes 6/9; 28x2, 6/9 ; Butted 7/9
Covers, best raalic, 2 Jin., 17/6 ; 2in 15/6

GENUINE MICHEUIN TYRES,
26x2 14 8 2SX2 16 9 bcided

20x2i 17 '- 28X2} 18/3

26X2J .... 21/- 2Sx2t .. .. 22/6 „
26x2 12/3 28XJ 13/- wired

26x2t .... 14/- 26X2f .... 16/-

k.O.M.'s, SH.'iMROCKS, PALMERS, etc.

Old covers taken in part payment.

ENGINES:
4 b.p. Twin N.S.U., with I^o^ch gear-driven

magneto, brand new (rem makers .... £11 10

6 h.p. water-cooled, with clutch £6 15

35 l..p N.S.U., M 0.\'., with gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10

3 h.p. Twin SAROLE.A
,
good order £6 15

4I h.p. DE DION, Etnuinc, water-cooled.. £7 15

3* h.p. BROWN, M.O.V., with magneto £7 10

. L.p. CORONET M.O.V., air-cooled £4 5

3i h.p. At'TOMoTO £2
ij h.p. Minerva £1 B

3 h.D. QUADR.\NT £3
2i h.p. Trent ..£118
2i h.p. De Dion £2 5

2 Cyclone, m.o.v. £1 15
3jh.p. Brown .. £5 15
3 h.p. .Antcinl £2
2 h.p. .^NTOINE £1 8
SJh.pRE.xM.O.V. £3 15

Exchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
W'e have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
£1 and your carb. secures a new igil B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20/- and your carbiu"etter secures a new 1911
Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL

DeUvery per return.

KE

L:

BOOTH'S nnOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(ofl PeUon Lane), HALIFAX. TeL : to62.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A43
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WHY HESITATE?
If you would have the best this wiU interest you.

No need to pay £12 12s. and £n 14s. for a Sidecar.
You get better for £5 5s. to £y 7s.

"THE FINEST
SIDECAR ON
THE MARKET,
IRRESPECTIVE
OF PRICE."

The Portland.
MODEL "A." Prk:e _£5 5s.

_
Three-point suspension, enamelled two coats, double

Cee springs, best quality upholstered body, wide mud-
guard, motor cycle beaded tyre, all telescopic tubes
hea\ily plated. Guaranteed twelve months.

MODEL " B." Price £6 6s.
Similar to Model "A," but slightly better body,

three coats of enamel, 26x2^ Michelin, Dunlop,
V\arwick, or Avon beaded cover, plated rim, com-
plete with apron and mudguard. Guaranteed twelve
months.

MODEL " C." Price £7 7s.
Cane body upholstered, with apron, lamp bracket,

double Cee springs, very fine finish to chassis.
Guaranteed twelve months.

MODEL " DE LUXE." Price £8 8s.
As Model " C," but coach-built, and with car mud-

guard. Guaranteed twelve months.
Descriptive Catalogue post free upon request.

IVIISOELLANEOUS.
MILLFORD 1911 Gloria coach-built sidecar,

£18 i8s. model, good as new, including t)Te £9
CHATER-LEA sidecar, fit left side, very good

condition £4
^PORTLAND sidecar, 6 guinea model, very good

order, 1910 model £4
MILLFORD Herald sidecar, left side, 1911

model £5
TRICARS and CARS.

*REXETTE, 5^ h.p., water-cooled, open frame,
two speeds, handle starting, very good order £20

NUMBER, 4^ h.p., two speeds, wheel steering,
open frame, coach built,, handle starting £28

STAR Car, 9 h.p,, two-seater, three speeds and
reverse, handle starting, tjTes like new, a
bargain £32

LITETTE, 5 h.p., twin, magneto, two speeds,
water-cooled, handle starting, good tyres,
good order ".

£32
LITETTE, 5 h.p., water-cooled, two speeds,

handle starting, M.O.V., special model,
made for us and guaranteed by the Rex
Co., latest 1911 models, friction clutch in
rear wheel, Continental tyres ; list price
62 guineas ; accept £43. Only a few left.

BROWN tricar, 3^ h.p., two speeds, very good
order, chain driven £17

ENGINES.
*AUTO-MOTA, 3 h.p., very powerful £3
SAROLEA, -2 h.p., BRAND NEW, complete

with Bosch magneto, plu.o;, silencer, etc.,, £7
SAROLEAf 2 h.p., as above, but with contact

breaker, new, and guaranteed £5
MINERVA, lih.p., A.O.I.V., contact breaker,

good runninsr order 27/6
NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new 1911 B. and B,,
latest type, with h.b. control

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Tube.

Beaded. Wired. Endless. Butted,
26x2in. 14/8 12/3 10/3 11/9
26x2iin. 17/- l4/- 10/9 13/-
26x2lin. 21/- 16/- 11/9 13/9
28x2in, 16/9 13/- 11/3 12/9
28x2iin. 18/3 — 12/- -14/-
28 X 2Hn. 22/6 — 12/6 14/6

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.I-OM DO |N|, W.

Telephone 552, Mayfair
Tele^rAms "Ab-dicate" London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Telephone 433. National
Tele^rAms Petrol Halifax.(UISTS POST F-RiEE)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 1 1 New Hudson, 2Jh.p-, 3 speeds, chain diive,
-l-t/ speedometer, spaie^^, iierfect, 900 mile:? : £49

:

bought car-—Dr. Muir. Waterloo House, Halifax-

6 h.p. Twin, all 1911 only engine, Ko. 6 Chater-Lea,
650x65 Dunldp.s, magneto, and sidecar ; £25: in

excellent coudition-~'WignaIl, Banks,- near Southport-

FN., 4-crl-, 5h.p., 1909. irith 1911 improvements,
central intake, automatic- carburetter, maRneto,

just like new; bargain, £24.—Cof^gins, 17, Peel St.,

Acciington.

3ih.p. Harlow, Robinson and Price single-cyl. enginej
,

4: running order. Clincher tyres ; must clear ; no
reasonable offer refused-— Drabble^ Walkley House, Stocks-
hridge, Siiialfield.

HUMBEK., Sill. p., 2-speed, late 1910, 3 outer covers,
4 butt-euded tubes, cyclometer, condition .of

inucliine and tyres perfect, written guarantee; £35.—
Eurnbank, Didsbury,

IQlO Air Springs, Ltd-, Bosch magneto, 26in. wheels,
Xtf 3;h.p., £20; Quadrant, 3h.p-, new aci.'umulator,

new cylinder, good tyres, in good order, £9-—Firth, 72.
New Hey Ed-. Hudtlersfleld-

3 ill. p. 1909-10 Triumph, condition as new, acces-
2 series, exhaust whistle and h.b. mirror, .. watch,

belt, etc, or exchange for 1910 P- and .ai. ; £37/10.—
-Johnson, 88, Leeds Rd., Bradford.

1 QXl 3jh-p. Bradbury, as new, very powerful machine,
JLtJ £36: 1908 Triumph, in perfect condition, new
Palmer rear tyre, £26 : Mabon multiple plate clutch, with
adjustable pulley, h.b-c, 30/-.—293, Ecclesall Rd-, Shef-
field.

SliiVl^R Dart Standard Triumph, Chater-Lea frame,
automatic lubricator, special torpedo tanks. Match-

less folic?;. Autoclipse lamp and generator, good tyres,
•splendid condition, Frencli grev ; £25 ; no offers.— 14,
Albert Ed.. Eccles.

STANDARD Bradbury, £48: standard Triumph.
£48/15: clutch Triumph.. £55 : 2ih.p. New Hud-

son, 3-speed. 47 guineas : sih.p. Rover, new 6 weeks
asTO, £42 ; 5h.p. V-S.. 2-speed, Kempshalls. and Riches
tubes 6 weeks ago. perfect, £33 : many others : all mag-
neto machines.—Wray, Virginia St., Southport-

SECTION III.

Carnarvon. Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropghire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

T.HE North Wales Motor Exchange, Ehosddu, Wrex-
ham. Telephone: 283.

TRIAL With Pleasure before buying.- 1911 Humbei
lightweight, juj^t like new, £30; 1909 3ih.p. ball

bearing Eex. very low built, irrench grey. £26; 3ih.p.
Peugeot, magneto, h.b.c. nothing better. £17/10; 3ih.p.
Rex, magneto. 1910 Amac, spring forks, £15; 3ih.p.
Minerva. 1910 B.B. carburetter, spring forks, acces-
sories, splendid mount. £13; 2h-p- Lurquin Coudert.
vertical engine, good little goer, £5 : 5h.p. twin Eex,
Bosch magneto. Roc clutch, £25; beginners send for
lists of cheap machines.

HUMBEE. 2-speod, and Montgomery sidecar, 1911,
run 1,000 miles only, as new; £45--Below.

L-MC.. 1911, T-T- model, nearly new condition, £35:
Triumph, free engine. 1909, perfpct order, £35;

1907 Trinniph, £24: 1906 Triumph, £20.—Below.

DOUGLAS, brand new, 1911. £34; Enfield twin, as
new. £23; Quadrant. 4h.p.. Bosch magneto, £16.—

Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Uerby-

MOTO-REVE, 2h.p., 1910, just overhauled, new tyres;
£25.—Prichard, chemist, Llangefni, Anglesey.

7h.p. T.A.C. wheel steering, splendid condition, good
running order.—C.E.B-, Glencot, Ashton-on-Mersey-

ENFIELD, ^Sh-p-, 2-speed gear, perfect condition;
£40.—Smith. 17, Radgrove Sq., Egremont, Cheshire-

31.h-p. Eex, low, reliable, fast, £7 : Bosch magneto,
2 perfet:t, £2; bargains--Ison, file maker, Bloswicii.

COMPULSORY Sale. - Minerva, 3ih.p-, first-class
climber; £10, or cfi'er.-Hobson, Fletcher St.

(loan or-

31h.p. Rex, 1911, free engine model, 10 weeks old,
2 all accessories; £38.—Smytheman, \\ olverhampton

St.. Walsall.

5 h.p. Kerry, magneto, B. and B., Whittle, s. forks, P.
and H. lamp, climb anything ; £22.—Bingley, Pinx-

ton, Alfreton-

TEIUMPH. 1910. free engine, splendid order, will
climb anything; £39.—Eev. J. Fortnum, Middle-

wich, Cheshire.

HUMBEE, 1910, 2-speed, free engine, just been over-
hauled, Cowey speedometer, lamp, accessories; £32.

—Beech, Ruthin.

TEIUMPH. 1911 Eoadster, perfect condition through-
out, as new; £43.—Brookfield. 40, Trentham Rd

Longton, Staffs.

ZENITH-GRADUAS, 3ih.p., in stock for immediate
delivery.— Sole district agents, Paskells, Ltd. 250

Stafford St., Walsall.

BEADBURYS.—All models in stock for immediate
delivery.—Sole district agents, Paskells, Ltd. 250

Stafford St., Walsall.

MOTOSACOCHE, Whittle, free engine, .spring forks,
Hiasneto, spares, perfect condition; £20.— Green,

organist. Congleton,

Special Discounts to Cash Buyers.

In view of the number of- so-called sales, w
offer a discount of 10% off any undermentionci
prices lor spot cash buyers -(except machines market
nett). NOTE.—We have not raised the prices t(

do this. They are our usual prices.

Remember all Machines properly tuned up.
Mftcliiiies starred (* thus) are in stock at Halifax Depot.

^QUADRANT, 3J h.p., ion model, only done
25 miles, and as new £3!

*N.S.U., 2ih.p., twin, .magneto, geared pulley,
free engine, perfect order .' £2;

*F.N., 4i h.p., four-cylinder, magneto, footboard
fitted, fine running order £2;

*REX, 5J- h.p., twin, free engine, handlcstart-
infi, very fine order, suitable for sidecar . . £24

^MIDGET Bicar, 3ih.p., Fafnir engine, 2 speeds,
free engine, handle starting, cream finish £1(

*ARIEL, 2i h.p., vertical engine, just been
thoroughly overhauled £13

*SCOTT, two -Speeds,, water-cooled head, mag-
neto, just being thoroughly overhauled . . £4G

P. & M., si h.p., 1910 model, good condition £48
INDIAN, 7/9h.p. 1911 model clutch, splendid

condition £41

*MINERVA, '8 h.p., P. & M. two-speed gear,
Chafer Lea frame, igii inod^l, Bosch mag-
neto, complete with rigid sidecar. Good
condition throughout £52 Id

*REX, 5 h.p., twin, 1909' model, Bosch magneto £29'

N.S.U., 6 h.p., twin, two speeds, complete witli

Chater-Lea sidecar £35
REX, 5 h.p., free engine, low built, powerful £t7
P. & M., ^i h.p., two speeds, 1909 model,

good order and condition £30
*MOTd-REVE, ajh.p., igio model, not ridden

,
100 miles ,.. £26

PREMIER, 3^ h.p., rgio model, spring forks,

sui t sidecar £32
TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., 1909 model, very good

order, footboards £34
^BRADBURY, 3A h p., igrr model, Dnnlop

tyres, Bosch maaneto, perfect order £39
*BRADBURY, 3^ h.p-.^igio model, Druid forks, £32
*REX, 7 h.p., igri, two-speed, de lu.\e model,

absolutely hke new, M.O.V £48
ZENITH, + h.p., brand new, 1911 models, from

stock. Nett £54 12
*REX, si h.p., igio model, tourist type .-.. £28
*N.S.U., 3 J h.p., single, very fast, and good order £20
REX, si h.p., 1910 machine, very fast, good

hill climber £28
REX, 5 h.p., iciio tourist model, very good

condition, had careful usage £32
REX, 5 h.p., igio de luxe, two speeds, excel-

lent order , £42
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks, free engine,

handle starting £2S
ALLDAYS, 3?, h.p,, mag. low built, vert, engine £15
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 1911 model, 8 h.p., side

valves, very fine order, 650 x 65 Palmer
Cord tyres £49

REX DE LUXE, 7 h.p., 1911 model, M.O.V.,
two speeds, excellent . , .- £48

*REX, 5 h.p., t\vin, 1909 Tourist Model, spring
forks, Bosch magneto £31

*HUMBER, 35 h.p., 1909 model, two speeds,
Bosch magneto, handle starting, with

ffi 6s. sidecar £35
*REX, 5 h.p., 1909 Speed King, very fast, just

been thoroughly overhauled £29
ARIEL, 3I h.p., rgio model, footboards fitted £32
TRIUMPH, si h.p,, 1909 model, very fast,

magneto, etc £33
F.N., 4j h.p., 4-cyl. magneto, very good order £16
ROC, 4 h.p., two-speed, magneto, spring forks,

handle starting £26
*TRIUMPH, 3 J h.p., spring forks, magneto,

1907 model £19
RUDGE, rgii, latest free-engine models, brand

new, in stock nett £55'

*ANTOINE, 5 h.p., footboards, twin, very low
built, take sidecar £t5

F.N., I ^h.p., very fine lightweight, geared
pullev, Bosch magneto £15'

TRIUMPH, si h.p., rgoS model, XL'AU, latest
saddle, very fast £30'

PEUGEOT, 3ih.p., Bosch magneto, Druid
forksj B. & B. carburetter, very fine order £20

KERRY, 5 h.p., coil and accumulator ignition,
green finish, very powerful, suit sidecar. . £16

REX, si h.p., low built, vert, eng,, M.O.V. :

26in. wheel; £5
TRUMP-J.A.P., 4 H,p,, 1911 model, grey finish, "

very fine order £3&
Many others. Send for full Lists, post free od

application
Fuller specification of any miu'l'ines post free with pieasare.

IVIAUDES' nnOTOR MART,:
136, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.

"Phone : 552 Mayfnir. , Grams : " AbtUciite, London."
20, POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Phone; Jy3 National. Giams :
" Petrol, Halifax." -

LISTS POST FREE.

In ansiccring these ad ve.riheinenls it is desirdhle to mention " The Motor Oude.'
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iW THAT THE
STRIKE IS OVER

ie to Morecambe, and give us a hand to shift

goods before our time EXPIRES and the

ilord TURNS US OUT. The notice is up at

end of this month, but as we ha\e always paid
rent regularly, we hope to be allowed to stav
mother month ; therefore COME DOWN and
; us a hand to SHIFT THE STUFF,
'e still have a lot of new Motor Cycles coming
ach week, as below ; while we have, in second-
d Magneto Machines, about 50, and in Accu-
ator Machines about 20 ; and as we are always '

APPING AND CHOPPING these, you can 1

er go wronR by writing or coming to see

chen, of Morecambe, as we are always having
ething fresh in. DON'T FORGET that our
IS are the FAIREST ON EARTH, and simply
ins bringing the shop to you if you can't come
he shop. You send your money for anything
want, and if it is not satisfactory you retnrn it

have your money ba k, and this, too, without
lUrmur—without deduction or charge of any

I

1, No one else does this for you ; therefore
I

'CHEN, of MORECAMBE, is the man to
\

AL WITH.
ur Stock of Accessories is always the largest in

I

world, and during the ordinary season we ha\e
I

e Motor Cycles than all the shops in Lanca-
e put together, and more than five large adver-

I

ig firms rolled into one. WE ARE out to do
iness, and are pleased to say we have had a re-

kably successful year all throughout , and we are
working overtime to execute orders from satis-

customers, many of whom are recommended.
J is the cheapest form of advertisement, and
most satisfactory from our point of \iew.
e us a chance to SATISFY YOU, so that you
be able to recommend us to your friends.

,
new list each month is waiting your postcard,

te what you want to buy
; what you want to

for it ; and how you can pay, as wc are at all

ss prepared to fix you up on Cash, Deferred, or
;hange terms.

1

1911 MODELS IN STOCK.
|

kiTH-GRADUA, 5 h.p £69 6
j

\TTH-GRADUA, 3 J h.p £54 12
|

MBliR, 2-speed £50 1

ii M., igii £60 I

^DBURY £48
TOSACOCHE, free engine £38 |

r-J.A.P., 5 h.p., as new £55
)TT, igii, almost ready for delivery . . £65
f'NO, 5 h.p., 2-speed „ £65
LTGLAS, 2-speed, Model E £48
rj.A.P. 8 h.p. £60

I

UGLAS, Model D £39 18 I

\DBURY, 2-speed .'. £55

SIDECAR MACHINES.
IDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p., clutch £22 10

|

•JITH. 6 h.p., laie igog Gradua gear . . £37 10
JGEOT-CHATER-LEA, sh.p., 2-speed £36
nd M., 1909, strong puller £34
P.-CHATER-LEA, 8 h.p.. free engine £32 10 :

MBER. 1910, 2-speed 1911 £35
1

'i, 5 h.p., fine order . ,
.
, £27 10

P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p.. racer £40
|

nd M., igio, perfect order £46
>IAN, 5 h.p.. 1910 £36
«: DE LUXE, 5 h.p. Twin, 1910 £38
K, twin, 5 h.p £25

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
j

FIELD, igio £28
JGLAS, 1910 £30
jGLAS, igog, fine order £22 10

'

JGLAS, igio, fine order £29
i

MS. 1^ h.p £10 10
I

rOSACOCHE, free engine £20
li f" P £12 10

rO-RLVE, inio, single £20
rOSACOCHE .'

."

£14
|

rO-REVE, 1910, twin £22 10
;

GH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
GER, 3^ h.p £18
.U.,3J h.p.,M.O.V £18

I

<. 3* h.p.. M.O.V £15
TZNER, 3A h.p., free engine £17 10

;GER, 3 h.p,. magneto £12 10 '

UMPH, 1910, Mabon clutch £35

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

Iih.p. Moto.sacoche, very good condition, spring forks:
2 flO.-BeloTV.

3 h.p. Minerva, good running order; bargain, £6/10.—
Hodson, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk.

3 h.p. Kerry, accumulator, low, good climber; what
offer3?-W, H. Aldrich, Market Hill. Diss.

4h.p. Quadrant, Roc gears, nearly new, too heavy for
owner; £40.-Chin£r. 72. High St.. Bedford.

3ih.p. Minerva, Palmer cord tyres, Aniac carburetter,
2 good going order; £6/10.—Jacobs, 32, Glinon Rd.,

Cambridge.

3ih.p. Quadrant, 1911, Bosch, B. and B-, spring forks,
2 footboards, fast, good puller; £22.—Leavis,.

Diwnham.

31.h.p. Minerva, magneto, B. and B-, torpedo, sprinp
2 forks, new cylinder, plated and enamelled, as ntw,

perfect; £23.—Leavis, Doivuham.

5-6h.p. Twin Rex. Roc clutch, magneto, B- and B.,
new Dunlops, spring forks; £17.—Leavis, Downbam.

23.h-p- Mitchell, h-b-c-, Dunlops, low. 26 wheels, long
4 bars, wants tuning; £8.—Leavis, Uownham-

1 Q 10 Triumph, overhauled, new back cover : accept
A«-' £15 and good lightweight —Adams, Gladstone
Rd., Woodbridge-

3l,h,p. Minerva, pprin? fork.^i, B. and B., h.b.c.. Albion
2 pulley, studded tyre, excelleni condition; £14;

fir lightweight and cash.—Wyatt, Hunstanton.

3 h.p. "Vincent Motor C.vcle, in perfect order, h.b.c-.
Clincher tyres rare bargain, £10 : npiir^ival, de-

posit.—Particulars, Cockerton, 72, Mill Rd., Cambridge-

C HATER-MINERVA, 3i.p.. 1907, Bates studded.
Dunlop, new Goodrich belt, spring seat, lamp, ac-

cessories, perfect running order: £18.— G- Senmau, Hun-
stanton.

ZENITH-GRADUA. Sih-p .T.AP., delivered Mav
29th. 1911, new inch Lyso, ba<k tyre retrcjidcd.

machine equal new; £46.—"Watson, Haslingfield, Cam-
bridge.

BRADBURY, late 1910. free engine, lamp, Cowey,
spares, perfec tcondition, ns new; cost over £60.

prire £38. nr with new ,«idecar £42: giving up through
do( tor's orders.— 9, Knowsley Rd-, Norwich-

TWO Bargains.- 3h.p. Bradbury motor cycle, £12/10:
2;h-p. F-N. motor cycle. £11; push cycles taken

a^ part payment, or exchaoge both for 1911 3jli-p- free
engine mount, cash adjustment.-Thompson, 206. Queen's
Rd., Norwich.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nodi, Monmouth, (ilamorfjan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3Xh.p. Speed Kini; Bex, 1909. witli 1910 crlinder and
2 piston

: ±:20, or near offer-—Harris. Bridso St.,
Haverfordwest.

1Q11 3ih.p. Mati'hiess, perfect in every respect; light-
it' weipht part; sacriflce, £35.—Beckett Cottage,
Ombersley Ed., 'Worcettter.

pare belt, tnbe,
£45.—Miunford, Wynd-

I

"IQll B.S.A., SJh.p.. new Wliit^nnif liorn. h.b.c. magneto
liam St.. Brideend, Glam.

"lOlO; Triumph, platins, enamellinf: eood condition,
very fa,<t. lamp, generator, all accessorica

;

-Orant. Kin;.'sley House, Monmouth.
£40

BHADBUlir. 1911, free engine model, gnaranteed
not riddeu 10 miles, tyres only soiled, as new.

I

from w.Tirks in August; purchaser nervous; sacrifice
£48.— Glover. Pershore.

TRirilPH. 1909. completely replated and re-

enamelled throughout, rebushed, and as new. Kemp-
shall, Dunlop, \Miittlc belt. F.R.S. lamp; lowest, £30,
-J. B. Hill, Briton Ferry.

1 Q09 N-S-U., 6-7h.p. twin. Hoc, Whittle, Eempshall
X«.f back, excellent sidecar raai-hine; any demon-
stration : £35, or exchange for 3ib.p. and cash-—Albert
Ace, Dillwyu St-. Swansea-

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingbam, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

ENFIFLD. 41 guineas. 1911 23h,p . chain drive,
brand new; £36.— Ginger, Motors. Banbury.

TKll'MPH. 1911. free enaine. ridden 200 miles, and
practically unsoilcd: £48.—Layton, Bicester.

BRADBUEYS— 1911 Bradburys in siock; inuuediate
delivery; trade supplied; exchanges entertained.—

Ginger Motors. Banbury.

BAT-.T.AP. T.T.. 3Jh.p.. splendid condition, almost
new; £40.-PvObert3, Park St.. "Windsor.

JQll Bradbury, new Easter, little ridden, quite new;
it/ £39.— Browne. 10, Tork St.. Maidenhead.

N.S-TT.. 3h.p.. free engine, 2-speed, just overhauled,
good order; £18, or offer.—14. St- George's Ed-

TRIUMPH, 1909, L.M.C, pulley £32 10
N.S.U.. 3 h.p. £17 10
BROWN Engine, 3.V h.p., Chater-Lea frame £22 10
SIMMS, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
BROWN, iqoi, 3* h.p. .

.

... £25
J..'\.P.-CHATER-LF.A, free engine, 4 h.p. £26
SINGER. 3J h.p., h.b. control £18 10
SIMMS, 2} h.p., magneto ignition £14 10

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
WERNER, 2i h.p
R. & P., 2} h.p., h.b, control
HUMBER' 2* h.p
MINERVA, l"j h.p., h.b, control .

.

KERRY, 2i h.p., useful model .

.

MINERVA, 2| h.p., good machine
MINERVA, Ijh.p
WERNER, 2ih.p J

'

£3 down and 5/- per week for any of these models.

ARIEL, 35 h.p £10
KE.\, 3 h.p,, poor condition of enamel .. £7 10
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., strong machine .... £9
HUMBER, 3ih.p £9
CLEMENT-GARRARD Twin, 3J h.p. .. £9 10
FAFNIR. 3.( h.p.. M.O.V £10
HmiBER, belt drive, 3V h.p £9
REX, 3 J h.p., M.O.V. ..". £10

Also several more equally as cheap.

Cash.

£4/19/6

No swaps.

SPECIAL LINES.
Mudguards, enamelled, 3! and 4in., pair. . 3/11 J
Puncture-proof Bands, S.H 4/lH
Gaunllet Gloves 2/1l|
Handli-bar Watch and Holder 3/111
Butted Tubes, all sizes, brand new 12/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6
Long Haiidle-bars , . .

.'
4/11J

Large Triumph Pattern Horn 4/111
Waterproof Leggings 4/111
Ditto ditto with fronts 10/111
Ditto Suits 19/111
Tan Gloves', with gauntlets ,.i..,..' 4/6
S.H. Whittle from 1,'- ft., all sizes stocked
Triumph Compression Domes 2/2
Dry Cells 4/6 and 6/6
S.H. P. and H. Generators, complete.,,. 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete ..,. 6/9
New Generators 4/111
Holland Motor Cvcle Suits 6/6
Long Holland Coats 4/11 i

Lamp Brackets, all patterns 1/111
Horn'Grips 1/111
.Assorted S.H. Carburetters, h.b.c 12/6
T.B. Handle Starter 12/-
S.H. F.R.S. Lamps, complete.. 25/- and 35/-
G.arner's Whistles, post free 12/6
Trembler Coils 6/111
Non-trembler Coils 6/9
Carbide Carriers 1/101
Rubber Goggles 1 /5i
Brass E.xhaust Whistles 2/lil
Tubes, all sizes, brand new 8/111
Leather and Steel-studded Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30/-
B. and B. Carburetters, h.b.c, 1911 .... 23/-
Tube .and Belt Cases 5/111
Rubber Belts, 7lft. X Jin 5/1U
SpecLal H.B. Watch Holders .. lOJd, and 1/111
New Self-contained Lamp, large size .... 13 '111
Special Twist Horn 3/111
New F.R.S. Generators 7 /-

Exhaust Cut-outs 2/111
Handle-bar Mirrors 2;9 and 4/6
Magnetos £3, £3 58., anil £4
Parker Self-contained Lamp 15/111
Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23/6
F.I.E.N. Magnetos £3 4 11}
Sidecar .Aprons, reacly to fit 6/11-i
Mabon r9 1 r Free Engine £2 5
Large Side Bags 5/111
Swan-neck Seat-pi!lar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/51
E.l.C. Plugs. 2/6 size each 1/1
Leather Leggings, new 4/111
Ajax Heavy Tvre 35 '-

MORECAMBE Studded, old pattern 14/111
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern .. 19/111
Heavy MORECAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/111
50 Odd Tyres from 13, '6 to 17/6 to cleai*.

New Specification List now ready, post free.

BELT CLEARANCE LIST.
Off any rubber belt we will allow 3d. to 6d. pec

foot discount off the list prices. 100 belts must
be cleared. All sizes. State wants. No throw-
out. All new stuff, and guaranteed by makers.

Kitchen's Motor Exchange Co., Ltd.,

Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.

In answering these adveriisemenis it is desii-ahle to mention '' The Motor' Cycle." *47
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 .111. p. 1909 Rex. B. and B. carburetter, Bosch igni

2 tion, new tvres, low footboards, engine new
bu-lied tliroughout; £16/10.—Watson, Farnboro', Hants-

311i.p. Kerry, B. and ii. carburetter, coil and accu-
2 mulat-or. engine equal to new, good tyres; £13.—

Watson, Farnboro', Hants.

TWIN Res, S-6I1-P., new Amac, accumulator, tremb-
ler coil, perfect condition; £16/16—35, High St-,

Portsmouth.

L.M.C., 1910, 3ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, footboards,
starts like a car, spare belt (new); cost £56, accept

£32.—Bowyer, Risca.

TRIUMPH, 1909, excellent running order, good con-
dition, horn, and tools; 30 guineas.—Neale, 9,

Burgess Rd-, Basingstoke-

3iih.p. GiifBn-Zedel, pood condition, rebored and new
4 piston, good climber; wJiat offers? — Hunt,

Quinington, Fairford, Glos.

"j Q09 Triumph and nearly new sidecar, new Rom and
X*7 tubes, overalls, etc. ; 36 guineas-—Aldiidge, 127,
Wimborne Rd., Bournemouth.

TRIUMPH, 1909i. good condition, £30; 1911 For-
ward lightweight, 2-^h.p., twin, run 300, £30; ap-

pointment.—Eastleigh, Cookham Rise, Berks.

1 Qll Sjh.p. 2-speed Humber. brand new; £44; ap-
J~^ pointment.—Eastleigh, Cookliam Rise, Berks.

B.S.A, 1911 Motor Cycle, in first-class condition,
everythinsT as go:d as new ; owner going abroad

:

accept £40.—Box 5,352. The Motor Cycle OiUces, Coventry.

LAYTONS.—Free engine Triumph, delivered from
stock, £55; 1911 free engine Triumph, run 300

miles only, cash offers wanted-—Uaytons, Bicester. Oxon.

REX de Luxe, 5h,p. twin, Bosch magneto, free engine,
2 speeds, new tyres, just overhauled by makers,

with sidecar; price £35-—Owner, 44, St. Giles, Oxford-

"I'Qll 4]i.p. Free Engine _Indian' (blue), only delivered
i*' in May,
teed perfect.
Bristol.

1,500, condition new, guaran-
nearest £50.—Golden, 70, VToodland Ed-,

EYLES and Eyies. 113. St. Aldates, Oxford, have in
stock Bat, 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine; B-S.-A.. 3?

h.p., free engine; and Premier, Sihp-, free engine; also

"I Qll Triumph, ...JLU BrooKs valise, belt and tube case, done 2.000
miie.'^: £45.
Reading.

clutcli, Cowey speedometer, lamp.
.

" and tube case, done 2.00C
-Dillemuth, Chaddington, Kendriek Rd-

T.AC.,
and accessories

;

1911, in perfect running order, with spares
50 guineas ; may be seen at l£im-

her's, 9. Albert Rd-, IDevonport.—Graham, H-M-S. Fox-
hound, Portsmouth.

TRIUMPH. 1910. standard, Palmer cords, with No.
7 Montgomery £11/11 sidecar, all in exceptional

condition, plating, enamel eood as new, taken preat care
of; £43.—Freeman, 151, Barton St., Gloucester.

33.h.p. Kerry, low, fast, smart, good order through-
4, out, tyres as new, bargain. £10 ; 2i or 3h.p.'

F.N., as above, £12/10; 3ih.p. Res, ra.o.i.v., as above,
fl3/10.-F. W. King, 137, Stewart Rd., Bournemouth.

1 Qll Triumph, standard model, everything in perfect
JL«-' condition, with all accessories and spares, includ-
ing tube and new Shamrock beJt. also ±ira-diey pas-
eenger chair; £39/10.—Saunders. 42, Commercial Rd.,
Southampton.

MOTOR Cycle, 3^h-p- Aster, Chater-Lea spring forks.
20in- frame, 2i Peter-Union tyres, new Siemens

coil and battery, pull sidecar anywhere, complete with
Xucas lamp, horn, and accessories; £10, no offers-—F-
Davis, Tibberton, near Gloucester.

"IQll Douglas, bargain, new June, practically nn-
J-9J scratched, tyres perfect, horn, lamp, all tools and
ppares. insurance policy, also spare outer cover re-
treaded Avon and new Michelin inner, as good as new;
£35. no dealers; first cheque secures.—Kakewich, Devons,
T idworth.

3JLh.p. Fafnir, Chaier-Lea throughout, low build, good
2 hili-climber and very fast, spring forks. Palmer

tyres, footboards, enamelled French grey, in ROod run-
ning order, h.b.c. ; any tria'l or examination of same
here; £16, or exchange for cycle and cash, or anything
useful.—Proprietor, Wbeatsheaf, Privett, Alton, Hants.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

3h.p. Ariel, in splendid going order: £7.-44, Stanmore
Rd-. Leytonstone.

SINGER. 1911. clutch model; £40.—Letters only 87
Orford Rd., Walthamstow.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, write. Tlie
Keti'o Motories, Smarden,-'' Kent.

TRIUMPH, in very good condition; £32; spare belt.
—68. Walsingham Rd.. Hove.

£31 BUYS
A BRAND NEW 3^ h.p. REX,

with 84^ X 89 Rex balanced engine, 2fin.wheels,Continental
tvres, low dropped frame,^andle-bar control, carburetter,
Bosch magneto, foot and hand brakes, ball bearings to
engine-shaft, ^in. rubber canvas V belt, Lycett's saddle,
spring forks, extra wide improved mudguards, footrests,

stand, carrier, toolbag, tools, and number-plate.

Don' t buy unknown makes or foreign rubbish at prices
far above their actual value.

NEW MACHINES ON HAND.
igii 3J h.p. PREMIER Tourist £47 10
1911 3* h.p. Tourist TRIUMPH f*8 15
ic)ir 3i h.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHITVVORTH .. £48 15
igiol- 3^ h'.p. Magneto REX, 1911 forks 3B Gns.
igioi Twin REX DE LU.XE, X911 forks and fittings £54 10
igiolsih.p. Magneto REX, 1911 forks, Conti-

nental non-skids 35 Gns.
1911 3i h.p. BRADBURY £48
iDix 3I h.p. Two-speed BRADBURY £55
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-skids 42 Gns.
igioJsh.p. REX DE LUXE, 2lin. non-skids,

xgii fittings, cvUnders, mechanicalinlet valves £54 10
1910 5 h.p. RE.\, grey finish £36 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
"rr/'ILTON Cycle Co.,

VICTORIA. 8-W.—See bargains below; oil best m 1

in stock.

WILTON.—Bradburya in Btock, free engine, £54
2-speed, f55.

WILTON.-Clyno ; sole S.W. agents; trial by appi
ment; early delivery.

WILTON.-Matehlesa ; sole S.W. agency; eailj-

liveriea.

WILT0N.-1911 Kerry-Abindon, Sih.p., shcp-scl
£10 to clear.

WILT0N.-1911 iloto-Bere, 2Jh.p., shop-soiled;
to clear.

TS/'II'TON.—New Enfield, shop-soiled; £33 to clei

WILT0N.-1911 Kerry-Abingdon, with 2-=peea 6
Lucas lainp, horn, mirror, with sidecar, new

WILTON.-
lamps,

spring wheel

£50, cofit £70.

1910 Excelsior, 3jh.p., fine ccndit

-1911, latest model, No. 1 Clyno, 2-sp
spares, spring pillar and sundries,

idecar, cost £90, new condition; £70.

WILTON.—Exchanges
terms.

and instalments, reason*

EASY PAYMENTS.

exchange higher power —
Uovercourt-

3Xh.p. Motor Cycle:
2 Osborne, 1st Av

P.
and M., 2-speed frear, for immediate delivery, and
Scotts.—Rey, 5. Heath St., Hampstead.

DOUGLAS, slightly soiled, as new, perfect; £32.—H-
Ward, 19. Bromfelde Rd.. Clapham, S.W.

31.h.p. Rex, new May, 1910, splendid condition, tools,
2 etc.: £27.-185. Graham Rd.. Haeknev.

W-I^t- 1910 Moto-Reve, 2h.p., with accessor

WILTON.—7h. p. Brown, twin, Bosch magneto,
and B. carburetter, just overhauled ; £30-

WILTON.—1909 5h.p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea, 4 gMl
new Druid forks, B. and B. carburetter,

magneto, new Rom on back; £30. bargain.

WILTON.—3Jh.p. E.\celsior, E. and B. carbuiefi
£8/10; 2Jh.p. Precision-Enfield, £6/10.

WILTON Cycle Co.. 1 10. Wilton Eil.. Viitoria.
don, S.W. 'Phone, 5115 Westminster.

EAGLES.-Douglas 2ih.p. Twin, late 1910, bad Ii

use, nearly new; £28/10.

EAGLBS.-N.SD"., 3(h.p.. 1908, magneto, SJU

forks, B. and B. carburetter, tine conditi.

£18/10.

EAGLES.-Rex de Luxe, Sh.p., twin, 1910, new i

dition, Bosci magneto, cantilever seat, 2 spe>i

free engine, Millford sidecar; £42/10; any trial-

EAGLES.—Motosacoche Lightweight,
tion. Whittle belt, fine condition

;

Hellesden
£11/10.

EAGLES-N.su. Sh.p. twin, late 1909, Bosch n!
neto, m.o.v., 2-sp8ed gear and free engine, Milll

sidecar, equal to new ; £42 ; any trial.

EAGLES,—Minerva, B.S.A., 2;h.p., m.o.v.,

forks, adjustable pulley, hb.c. ; £11/10.

EAGLES.—Minerva. 3h.p., m.o.v., magneto, adjusti:

pulley, h.b.c, very low built; £16/10.

, stand, etc: 3h.p. £27, 3ih.p. £31,
ferred payments arranged.

full set

net cash;

DEPOSITS from £3 3s. upwards. Write us !

2 J h.p. J.A. P., accumulator ignition £9 10
QUADRANT, 3it h.p., magneto, spring forks £24 tO
F.N. Lightweigh't, magneto, spring forks £19 19
REX Twin, 5 J h.p., spring forks, fast £19 10
QUADRANT, Trike low, good £6 6

1909 3I h.p. Tourist REX £2T 10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., good condition £12 15
3i h.p. REX, spring forks £16 10
19107 h.p. Twin RE.X, M.O.V. ..: £37 10

ii h.p. N.S.U., free engine and sidecar £33 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, hght and low £10 Ol TTlAGLES.-We have a brand new single-cyl. N.S-

HUMBER, 3i h.p., free engine £12 10-*--' just delivered, magneto ignition, m.o.v., impip

REX 1910 3"* h p ,
" hot stuff " £29 10 carburetter, hbc, Shamrock belts, 1911 spring foil

loio TWIN REX MOV ; £29 10 '"<! "^^er improvements, compjete tool

4ih.p.d-cyl., F.N., magneto £19 19 '«'' -*"-' "*'
•

"'

"

3jh.p. REX, vertical engine, trembler £8 10
Two-speed 5 J h.p. REXETTE, carries three £24 10 XIAGLBS and Co., High St., Acton, NS.U. West I
Two-cylinder D.AIMLER, running order £16 -^- don district agency.—Immediate delivery of 1^

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

CCOTT, 1911. brand new, for immediate delivery,";
~'

p. and M.-Rey, 5 Heath St., Hampstead.

3ih.p- Rex, li.b.c., magneto, 2 speeds, free engine, £
2 —Stewart, Market Sq., Hor.sham, Sussex-

RET, 5. Heath St-, Hampstead, can give immedj
delivery of the following 1911 machines:

and M.. 1911, in stock, 6h.p. Zenith, and 3il

Zenith.

BRADBURrs. standard, free engine or 2-sDeed;
mediate delivery: no extra for extended paymei

DOUGLAS. 1911 models, in stock: 2-epped and sta

ards; no waiting; 5% extra for E.P.

HUMBER, 1911, 3;h.p., 2-speed and free
model ; immediate delivery.

AT, 7-8h.p., 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £

models : liberal allowances for machines in part paylhfi

Tel. : 556 Chiswick.

COLLIER'S
"SUPERBE"
SiDECAR,

£6--6-0
Complete.

SPECIFICATION.—Frame best quaUty weldless steel

tube, with our latest design of quick detachable fittings,

splendid C springs, wheel with rustless spokes, 2 Jin. -beaded
tyre of best make, large mudguard securely fastened.
Body finest wicker, well upholstered blue or green, large
apron to match, with loops, studs, and storm flap.

Other Models from £3 15s. to £7 15$.

All quick detachable fittings.

Send for lllustratetl Ust. FREE !

ier's Motories,
WESTGATE, HAUIPAX,— ENGLAND.

B
LINCOLN Elk. 3ih.p.. 1911. £34; or 2ih.p., £28/1

ncno WEiitinK.

HANDY Hobart
waiting.

3ih.p. twin, 1911. or 2ih.p.;

2-.^peed
£60.

gear, for inimediSCOTTS, 1911, 33h.p.,
delivery, no waiting

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in sto

no waiting.

B.S.A... 1911. 3ih.p., for immediate delivery; no w
ing; £50.

ALL the Above for immediate delivery: terma, es

exchange, or extended payments.— Only addn
rtey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678 P.O.

1 Q08 3ih-p. Triumph,, magneto; £25, or near pfle

J.*J Moyse. 15. Bariby Ed-, N. Kensington.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., magneto, good tvres. thoroug
overhauled; £18/10.-29. East St., Barting,

A4S In ansv-erina these advert i-semenis if. ift r?/>sirahle to mention " T/tc Motor Ci/rlc."
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AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
iilPSTEAD.— Only house lor great bargains and
qui' k delivery of new 1911 macliines you cannoi
Isewhere; agents for all makes, and makers of the

116 Key's isidecar and exhaust whistle.— Only ad-

. 5. Heath St. Tel: 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

VMI'STEAD.—Douglas. 1911. model D., almost new,
all accessories, run about 200 miles: £35.

i.MI'STEAD.-Douglas, 1911, 2-speed and free en-
. ?ine model, condition like new: bargain. £43.

iMI'.STEAD— 1911 Eei, 3;h.p.. brand new. clatch
!n< 1 1, handle starting: £39, special bargain.

i.MI'.STEAD— 1911 free engine Triumph, almost
^ new, run about 300 miles : great bargain. £48.

iMPSTEAD.-1911 2;h.p. Royal Enfield, latest
model, cliain drive, new condition: £36, a bargain

iMPSTEAD.-3h.p. Centaur, B. and B., all acces-
sories, good tyres; bargain, £8.

iJIPSTBAD.-3ih.p. 1910 Premier, splendid con-
dition. With all accessories: a bargain, only £26.

iMPSTEAD.-191I Triumphs, free engine, T-T
roadster, or standard for immediate delivery from

!Y, Hampstead.— Great Bargains.— 5. Heath St.,
Hampstead. Tel. : 2678 P.O. Bargains as below

i.MI'STEAD.-1911 3;.h.p. Lincoln Elk. shop-soiled
conditi..n only; special bargain, £26: all accessories

OIPSTEAD.— 6h.p. twin Eoc, 2-speed gear, mag-
neto, epring forks: £25, special bargain.

i.in?STEAD.-5h.p. twin 1910 Indian, red, splen-
did condition, all accessories; bargain, price £27-

iMPSTEAD.-1911 Eudge, almost new, with all

accessories, a line machine; only £42.

NITH, 8h.p.. 1911, brand new. for immediate de-
livery, no wuitini: : 68gn5. ; and Sih.p.

iMI'STEAD.-1909 Moto-Eeve twin, with 1910 en
sine, all accessories: £14, special bargain.

iMP.STEAD.-1911 standard Triumph, 3 weeks old.
condition almost new: £39, special bargain.

i.MI'STEAD.-2ih.p. V.S., magneto, and spring
forks, nice order, all accessories; £12.

iUPSTEAH.—3h.p. B.S.A.. condition and tyres like
new, requires cylinder only; bargain, £7.

1.MPSTEAD.-1911 3;h.p. Premier, almost nep
condition, with all accessories; special bargain

kMPSTEAD.-1911 Bradbury, like new condition
with accessories: a sidecar machine; £35, bargain

AMPSTEAD.-3ih.p. 1911 two-speed Humber
almost new, with accessories; £45.

09 Triumph, free engine, had very careful use.
just had new piston fitted, and thoroughly over

d. in absolutely perfeit condition : will take ^id.-
inywhere; a bargain, £39/10.-Braintrce ilotor Co

lUilPH, in splendid condition, magneto, hb.c-. rr
cently had new cylinder. tSTe, and belt fitted, and
ally overhauled: first cheque for £23 secures thi-
Ine bargain : any trial allowed : will send on an
I up to SO miles-Braintree ilotor Co. -

II Singer Moto-Yelo. magnet.i, little used, in per
feet condition : will ride machine up to 60 mile-

ntendiuc purchaser's approval and trial; £25 only
liutree Alotor Co.

OLF Lightweight, 1910 model, recently overhauled
by makers, in perfect running order, a inan-elious

limber, takes any with 12 stane rider up. tyres,
el, and plating in splendid condition; £13/10.—
itree Motor Co
lEGAJN.-PowerfuI 6h.p. C.G. Twin, 1911, B. and
ii

, 26,x2i tyres, uiipunctured. long handles, low,
,
horn, .spares, etc., e.xccllent sidecar machine: £25
offer; buying lightweight. — 69, Greenside Ed.,

Ion.

:S de Liixe, late 1909. 3ih.p., Eoc 2-specd, FE..
cantilever seat. Palmer cord and Dunlop, month's
in thorough going order, with accessories: £24-

S W''
"'^'''°S3--Alpe, 82. Lavenham Ed.. South-

APHAM .Tunction.—3Jh.p. Brown, magneto, Chater-
Lea. m excellent order, spring forks, tyres nearlr

nurnerous spares: £25, or near.-Chandler. 6, The
le, bt. John's Hill, Clapham Junction. Tel- 432
;rsea-

h.p. Fafnir, 1911 Bosch, B. and B.. Chater No 6
stand, carrier, footrests. Whittle, adjustable

y, new tyres, perfect and reliable, £28- with
ine Chater sidecar, £33. - 37, De Beauvoir So.
on N
hp. Premier, 1909, 2-speed gear, beautifully fitted
up throughout, tnes splendid, Palmer back com-
with all access iries. lamp, generator, etc., ideal

ir machine; £28.-Sydenham Autocar Co. 153
iham Ed-, Sydenham.
o-p. M.MC-, Chater No. 7. Palmers, new belt ad

Jttstable h.b., spring forks, and nearly new en"ine
lent condition, reason for selling, £15: also njotoi^
^ 20m., £1 : and Tee-bee seat-pillar. 2;6.-P. Wri-ht
ligh St., West Norwood '

round
Specialists,

SPECIALISTS

in Speed. We know how
to get the utmost out of a
motor C3'cle. We won the
T.T. We will tune your

machine up like this.

SPECIALISTS

in Reliability. Winners of

innumerable trials. The
machine we supply you
with will be tuned up to
this efficiency.

SPECIALISTS

in looking after our clients'

interests. We give the
most generous terms, carry
the largest stocks, and give
quick delivery.

Why not call or write
now ?

SPECIAL AGENCIES
for Scotts, Morgan Run-
abouts, Indians, Zeniths,
Bradburys, etc., etc.

GUARANTEED.

Exceptional Bargains
in

Second-hand Machines.

Godfrey & Applebee,
LTD.,

208, Great Portland

St., London, W.

Tels. ;
" Gofrabike,

London."

'Phone : 4350
May fair.

s. & H.

In ansivcring these advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Kip- Sarolea Tvrin, Bo?uh magneto, and sidecar, £24;
V 8b-p. tn-in MinerTa, Bosch mtigneto, and sidecar,
£40: 2h.i). Minerva, Dunlops, m.o.v., spray, perfect, £9;
61i.p. touri.?t twin, and sidecar, free clutch. £35. —
Xichola^. 36. Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury Park.

HUMBER and .sidecar. 3ih p-, bought new June, 1911,
free engine. 2-speed gear, perfect order and condi-

tion. Smith speedometer, Lucas lamps, spare Dunlop
and inner, liot used, belt, accessories, guaranteed: owner
goin? abroad-—Write, 53. Clarence Gate Gardens, Baker
St., W.

BBOOKER'S Trusty Triumpli, one stop -since Sep-
tember. 1909, Palmer cords, new i-R.S- seaich-

lii-'bt, B.avden inaeneto control," special piaton, extra
back mudguards, toolbags. and Michelin butted tubes,
niasnificeut condition; £35-— 15, L'ark Rd., AVund^worth,
S.W. :

LIGHTWEIGHT, low, good tyres. B.B.. h.b.c. Kelfr
com engine. 2ih.p., starts T\ith peaab like push

bike, runa on a petrol whiff, 2 accumulators, new parts,

£7; heavy waterproof suit. 50/-. for 25/-; inner tube,
26X2, new. heavy, 10/-t— 5, Pahnerston Grove. Wimble-
don.

£10 Secures Delivery, carriage paid, of any motor
cycle on the market; 2 per cent, only is charged

for 12 months' credit; Humber.''. New Hudsons,
(^uadrantSj Moto-Reve^, James, Grandes-Japs. Cal-
thorpes. in stock.— William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen'd
Ed.. London.

WIN-PRECISION Motor Cycles.—Immediate deliver?
of 1911 model, Druid forks, Bosch magneto, B.

and B. carburetter. Dunlop tyres, £45/10; ru^u oi
L,-radual payments. £2 monthly; trial by appointment,
any reasonable dislance.-Jennings, 268. Hurn-ey Rd-
(near Public Baths), llolloway. London.

TRIUAIPH, free engine, November, 1910 ; officer

ordered to China, will sell above, with accessorieg

and all spares, including lamp, horn, Jone.s speedometer,
belt, tube, and belt carrier, carbide carrier, oil guu. in
p'-rfect order; highest offer over £37 aocpted.—Apply,
Capt. Blackburn, RN.. 17, Ashley Gardens, London-

HAZEL Lightweiglit Motors.—"We are now in a posl*

tiou to give early delivery of our 2ih p. model,
the lowest, shortest, and lightest machine oi its p'*wer

on the market, fitted with Jap engine; price 35 guineai;
second-hand machines in rart payment; nmny good
•jpioiid-hand maciiiiies -in stock at rearonuble prices.-Tha
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28. Woodfurd Ud.,
Forest Gate, London, E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

1 Qll Rndge-Whitworth, S^hp., fixed engine, in stocki
Xt/ £48/15.—Moftat, Yeovil

T-IirMPH, 1911, free engine, guaranteed not to havf
done 450 miles--TVilliams, motor engineer, Eseier-

N.S.U-, SJh.p., magneto ignition, pprfect condition,
now belt : £24, good bargain.—Humber, Torbay

Rd-, Paignton.

TRIUMPH, 1910, absolutely new condition; exchange
Enfield or Douglas, 2*speed, or sell. — Erans,

jeweller, St. Austell.

1 Q08 F.N. Lightweight, mafmeto, spring forks, ex-
X*/ cellent order; ony trial; £15/10.—Bradfield,
Hendford House, Yeoril.

BRADBURT. 3ih.p.. with 2-speed and free engine,
1911, imiuediato delivery. — Devonshire, motoj

{(jent, Torpoint, Cornwall

IQll Bradbury and 23h.p. 2-speed Enfield: immedi-
Xt7 ate delivery: also 1907 and 1908 Triumphs, in

:,'ood order-—Varcoe, Motors, St. Austell.

REX. Sh.p. twin, free engine, Roc clutch, Bosci
magneto, sph-ndid tyres. lamp, 3 tubes, Quantitj

-pares; £22.—White, milliner, Barnstaple.

REX DE LUXE. 5h.p., 2-speed, new May, 1910,
with Millford castor sidecar, new condition, tools,

spares; £43, or would separate.—Procter, 25, High St..

Exeter.

NAVAL OfBcer going abroad wishes to dispose ol
model D 1911 Don-las. in new condition, all acceB-

^ories; £32.—Box La. 220. Tht Motor Cycle Offlcea, 20,
Tudor St., E.C.

EX. 5-6h.p-, Bosch magneto, B.B. carburetter, h-b.c-,
new Whittle, L.M.C. free engine. Auto pulley,

lamp, all spares, tyres good; trial allowed; £26; also
sidecar--Coplestone, High St-, Taunton.

"j Q09 Triumph (June), Roc 2-speed gear, A-S.L. pillar,
Xi/ Cowpv. F-RS. lamp, many accessories; cost over
£75, take £38; particulars; trial on deposit.-Lieut- J.
i). Murray, Leinster Regt-, Devonport- Ordered abroad.

3ih-p. Quadrant, spring forks, Amac carburetter, h-bc-,
2 new Bosch magneto. Palmer tyres, in good condi

tion; accept £15/10 for quick sale, genuine bargain;
cash urgently required.—Harding, Halberton, Tiverton,
Devon-

1 Q 11 2ih.p. Motosacoche, new July last, adjustable
X «7 pulley, Eadie hub, new Dunlop non-skid oa
back, many improvements, special fitments, and spares

;

sacrifice £32 ; rash wanted-—Seen, tried. Mid Devon
Motor Works, Winkleigh. Devon-

R^

'The Motor Cycle:' AS I
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

DAN GIJY, Weymouth.—Triumph, roadster model, un-
Bcratched, and a3 new, not ridden 100 milea, £42,

close offer; 1910 Triumph, guaranteed condition, de-

livered October. £37, i:lose offer; 1908 Triumph,
guaranteed, and any trial or examination allowed,
£28; free clutch Singer, 1911 demonstration model, few
runs only, £50, close offer; 1910 4-cyl. F.N., splendid
machine, £30, close offer; 1910 Motosacoche, free en-

gine, Whittle belt, £18/18.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

PEEMIEE, 3ih.p., 1911. new Dnnlop tyre and belt,

£34; Precision, 3ih-p., I91i, shop-soiled, £35:
any trial given.—McLay, Kirkintilloch.

3h.p. a-c. Triumph, recently reconstructed, all spares

;

£15, near offer; exchange higher power, magneto.
cash adjustment.—Wright, 16, Cross Wynd, Dunfermline.

PEEMIER, 3ih.p., 1911, free engine, complete with
lamp, horn, Gamer whistle, and spares, perfect con-

dition : bargain, £45—No. 8,534,~ The Motor Cych
Offices, Coventry.

'

"I Q 11 Premier, 3ih.p-, auxiliary exhaust, Luca=
J. J/ King's Own lamp and generator, machine only

done 200 mites, perfect ;
price £39.—Irving, 54, Market

Place, Annan, Scotland.

DOUGLAS, 2|h.p., model D-, 38 guineas; second-hand
twin Alcyon, good order, £18; enquiries for any

make invited ; cataloguea free.—Dundee Motor and Cycle
Co., Ltd., Nethergate, Dundee-

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycling Firm. — Don'i
wait for months on your new mount. We can givt

inmiediate deliverv of Indian, Premier, Douglas, Zenith
B-S-A-. Eei, N-S-U-, and Lincoln Elk. Besides these, wt
etock P. and M., Hoc, and Norton, and can supply an>
other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Rd
Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
FEEE Engine 1911 Bradbury, sidecar machine, 4

months (new condition) ; £48-—Cringle, Peel, Isle

of Man-

1 Qll Motosacoche for sale, 25h.p., free engine, first-

-i-*? class order, several extras and spares; £25; trial

allowed.—Dudgeon's Garage, Bundoran.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
3ih.p. Chater-Lea Tricar, good going order; £15, bar-

2 gain—31, Cheyne Row, Chelsea.

T> EX Tricar, 10-12]i.p. twin, w.c, 2 speeds, coach-
-tV built, perfect; £29—1. Ebner St., Wandswo'rth-

TEICAR for sale or exchange, 5-6h.p. twin Brown,
both ignitions, equal to new.—Pass, Congletou.

TRICAR, 4ih.p- Humber, free engine : exchange motor
cycle, or sell £20.-44, Archery Ed-. Eastbourne-

7h-p. Twin Coach-built Tricar, thoroughly overhauled-
spares; owner buying car.— 2, Salisbury Ed., Forest

Gate.

MORGAN Eunabout, 81'. p., single-seater, aa new, no!
done 300 miles; £65. — Eeynolds, Broadwey.

Dorset.

5h.p. Humber Tricar, wc, with 2 speeds, free engine,
coach-built forecar; £15. — Huskisson, Eossett,

Wrexham.

5h-p. Humber Tricar, coach-built, 2 speeds, thoroughly
overhauled: £25, or offers.-51, Derbyaliire Lane,

Stretford, Manchester.

TRICAR, Singer, 8h-p., free engine, handle starting,

Palmer tyres, would convert to good runabout; sell

£12.-12, BuU Ring, Birmingham.

BAEGAIN.—Rex tricar, 5-6h-p., twin, 2 speeds, free
engine, sound, strong, and speedy; £13; trial run

any time.—Newman, Station, Rugby-

TEICAE, Chater-Lea frame, basket forecaniage, 3J

hp. Antoine engine, perfect order; £12/10-—M.,
49, Brailsford Ed-, Tulse Hill. Brixton,

TRICARS for sale, A.C. Sociable, second-hand stock

;

from £75, complete —Higgs, 31, Vauxhall Bridge
Ed., S.W. Tel-: Victoria- 1215 Lawrence.

RESETTE, 6hp-, water-cooled, wheel steering, 2
speeds, good condition, accessories ; cheap, what

offers?-A.N-, 46, Btembridge Rd., Anerley, London.

5h-p. Twin-cyl. Kerry Tricar. B.B., h.b.c, in perfect
condition; any trial; all accessories: a bargain.

£18/10.—G.H-B-, 18, Pembridge Mews. Netting Hill
Gate, W.
SOCIABLE Tricar, 2-seater, magneto, wheel steering,

3 speeds, 12in. clutch, 4ih-p., water-cooled, splendid
lamp —Manchester Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St.,

Ardwick.

SOCIABLE Tricar, low built, wheeT steering, and con-
trol, car tyres, 81i.p.. w-c-, 4 speeds, splendid con

dition, beautifully sprung; £60.—F.N. Repairs Dept-,
Highbury Barn, N.

A.C. Sociable, 1910, hood, screen, luggage carrier, 4
lamps, jack, set magneto parts, new tyres, also

spare, tools; £80; seen by appointment.—32, Mayfield
Rd. , Moeeley. Birmingham.

6h.p. w.c. Res Tricar, new cylinder, 2-speed, free,
chain drive, coach built, bucket seat, Boech mag-

neto; any trial; £24, or exchange good magneto cycle.—
Reid, 19, Owden St., Coalville.

ARE YOU OUT
FOR PLEASURE?

IF SO,

THE GARNER
(PROV. PATENT)

M.C- AURM
CLEARS THE ROAD

and will give you

UNBOUNDED DELIGHT.

Its sweet musical notes are most
fascinating.

People willingly clear before it.

THE GARNER WARNS FAR AHEAD.

Easily fitted.

Price - 12/6
Post free per return, securely packed, 12/11

ORDER TO-DAY.

Sole Makers and Patentees

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

" iependable, Moseley." BIRlVl INGHAIVl.
Phones- South 8 & d.

London Stockists

—

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292 & 293, Higrh Holborn, W.C.

BRANSOrVI, KENT & CO., LTD.,
40, Great Eastern Street, E.C.

I TRICARS FOR SALE.
6h.p. Twin N-B.U. Tricar. 2 speeds and free engine, j .

;

neto, new Whittle belt. B. and B. carburett. r

.'aimer cord and Peter-Union, spares; any trial: i^
9, Clacton Ed., Boundary Ed., East Ham.

TOTTENHAM.—Tricars; 3ih.p. Trijimph, water cf<

single-cyl. engine, £15; 3ih.p. White and Pt
-inKle-cyl., water cooled, 2-speed gear, £14.—Staoi
Hill Motor Co., 128, High Rd., Tottenham. 'Pi
1982.

RILEY Tricar, 9h.p. twin, water-cooled, wheel rt

'

ing, 3 speeds and reverse, new non-skid on b, !

Dunlop grooved fronts, 1911 E. and B., fast and
liable, any trial; price £45.—Apply, Morris, 2, Pla,'

Rd., West Ham, E.

5h.p. Riley Tricar, in good condition, w-c, 2 ppf:

free engine, wheel steering car control, new :

ber Btudded. Dunlopa front, non-skid back, not run 5,'

miles, complete with spares, lamps, etc-; £35, bargui
Burnett, jeweller. Fleet. Hants.

5h.p. Riley Tricar, 1909 model, water-cooled eugin.

speeds, wheel steering, with car control, has 1;

well-built bos to go in place of front seat if reqnii

seen any Wednesday or Saturday morning; £30 -a
kay, 36, Waverley Rd-. Plumstead, BE.

1Q11 5-61i-p. A.O. Sociable, cost £120. perfect
-i-tf every respect, just run in, many spares, in.

I

ing tyres, screen, speedometer, has won prizes in if

petitions, including passenger class liill-clinib ; any
amination or trial; price £85.—Atkings, Longmoor Caj

Hants.

1 /^-12h.p. Lagonda, twin-cyl., water-cooled, 3 eopfA" wheel steering, side change, car tyres on all whe
non-skid back, two car F.R.S- headlights; the maih
is in splendid condition, powerful, and silent ; £ :

exchange arranged.—Sydenham Autocar Co., 153, Svo

ham Rd-, Sydenliam-

TRICAR. 6h-p. twin, coach-built, 2-speed, wheel -tt

ing, handle starting, everything, including tn
new condition, horn, lamps, tools, spare tyre, small t^pai

£25, or near, worth £35; would exchange for 3-?p:i
|

10-12h.p. tricar, or small car (adjustment).—Macey, Ei

field, Barkingside, Essex.

6h.p. Tricar, by Barnes, 2-cyl. water-cooled Fai

engine, m-o.i.v., as new, 3 speeds, open frm
wheel steering, new Renolds chains, tyres new conditi

will climb anything, and touch 40 mileii an hour, iaoj

horn, and spare tyre and valves ; nearest cash offer

£25 accepted for quick sale; could be easily conver
to sociable.—Wynn, Alcester, Warwickshire.

TRICAR, 8-lOh.p., water-cooled Rexette, just tn J
overhauled ana re-painted Panhard red, 1

1

dashboard fitted, upholstered red, good tyres, Stew
|

peedometer, P. and H. headlights, and double gei

ator, electric tail light, also electric li^rht over spe
ometer, flexible tube horn, mirror, watch, spares, el

photo on application; price £30; first che(]ue securei

\Vm. Gilbert, Anchor Works, Well St., Hanley, Staff;

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ILLS-FULFORD Ca.stor Wheel : cost £14.
guineas--35, High St-, Portsmouth.

LLFORD Rigid Sidecar, 1911 model, not run i

miles; £5/5.-29, East St., Barking.

SIDECAR Frame, with 26 tyre, 30/-.-Robert Bao
1 56, Weat Leigh Lane, Leigh, Lancashire.

SIDECAR, nearly new, well upholstered, apron ; ace*

£5/10 for quick sale—RufE, New Rd., Peterboroo;

CANE Sidecar, good condition, 26in. Continent
£2/15.—Grove Lodge, Grove Lane, Stamford H

8-GUINEA Model Sidecar, brand new. Chater-Lea
tings; £5/5-—Matthews, pawnbroker, W. Croydon

SIDECARS, brand new, beautifully upholstered,
nnr make; £3/10.—Rey. 5. Heath St-, Harapste

SIDECARS built to order from £5/5, or for hire

The British Eclipse Motor Works, 86, High S
Lee.

F.N. Repairs Department, Highbury Barn, N.—Spec

sidecars for F.N.'s, 2iin. n.a. tyre, first-class deaij

rom £8.

LOWEN Sidecar, quick detachable joints, coach-ht
body, excellent condition; offers.-Poulton, Hos

St-. Reading.

NEW Sidecar, Montgomery Model de Luxe, coa'

built; cost £14/15, sell £7.—Henry Garrood, 8ol3

ror. Ledbury.

8-GUINEA modiea sidecar, Chater-Lea detachable
tings, brand new; £5/5.—Matthews, pawnbroli

West Croydon-

VTONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, equal to m
tX apron ; cost 12 guineas, accept £4/10.—Lint

ad., Dewsbury Rd., Leeds.

^IDECARS, with quick detachable joints, 26>"

studded tyres : £5/5, complete.— Grosvenor iio

:o., Bradford St. West, Bolton.

WICKER Sidecars, direct from makers, upholste
any colour, loose cushion; from 20/-. — C

Basket Works, Jersey St., Gt. Ancoat.^. Manchester.

DE LtrSE Sidecars; £5/5; no better value on ear

plated wheel, fit any machine; send for illast

ion.—The North Wales Motor Exchange, Wrexhan

\/riDDLETON'S, wholesale, retail, export, side

-tX manufacturers; 12 models, 2-seaters, commerc
nrmw dnnrir"'-;;. etc.—Watson St., Newington Gre

I

London, N. 'Phone. 2126.

M

A52 In answering tljiese advertisements it is desirable to •mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Will HilUclimbs Survive?

AT
the Newham Hill-climl) we heard one or two
])rominent riders and ofticial.s venture the query
as to whether hill-climbs will survive. At first

we were rather concerned to hear such remarks,
but we have had in \iew for some time the fact

that hill-climbing competitions were becoming very

stereotyped, and unlikely lO be so popular in the future

as they have been in the past. There are many reasons
for this. One, no doubt, is the vexed question of a
perfect, or rather an ideal, formula. Another is the

difficulty experienced by the majority of private owner-
riders in obtaining an effii'iently tuned up machine,
aixl .still anothei- is the comparative regularity with
which some prominent riders win important events

week after week.
Of »ourse. our remarks do not apply to purely club

events, where it is seldom that trade riders compete,
but )ij the better known open events which have been
popular up to now, and possibly, will continue to be so

while trade competition is keen, but which cannot fail

"to receive a-certain amount of cold douche when things

settle down. Although we have pointed out that the

genuine private ow'ner has some difficulty in obtaining
a, well tuned-up mount direct from the works on which
to compete against trade riders, we know of several

quite genuine amateurs who very much prefer to do
their own tuning up, and in many instances this is quite

equal, if not superior, to anything that can be turned
out Tif the average motor cycle factory.

' ;If readers would only take the trouble to analyse
the lists of competitors in all the events which have
been held during the last few months, they would find

that, in the majority of cases, the same men compete
in each event, and in many instances the same men

win. All credit to them for their performances, but
the query that arose in the minds of the persons who
referred to the survival or otherwise of hill-climbing

competitions was how long would these competitions
last without the particular support referred to.

As we have pointed out on many occasions, to stoj)

racing and competitions generally means stagnation,

but we think a good deal might be done to improve
the ordinary hill-climbing crjmpetition. For instance,

the same plan might be adopted as was pointed out

last week in connection with the T.T. suggestions, \iz.,

trade competitors might be called upon to compete
on a machine selected by the committee of the organ-

ising club, such machines to be selected from the

makers' stock and to be standard in every particular.

The formula results might be improved upon, and it

might be a somewhat sporting and at the same time

instructive class if coinpetitors were sent up the hill,

with a certain fixed amount of petrol on each machine,
accorcJing to its cubical capacity, and if the one who
went the farthest were the winner. The petrol need
not be poured into the ordinary tank, but could be

filled into a special reservoir which would hold the

exact amount required according to the cubical

capacity of the engine. Clumsy riders who spilled

their suppfy of spirit would, of course, finish low down
the list, and big jets would be at a discount because

they would prove too extravagant. After all, the use

of a very large jet and an extraordinary amount of

spirit in a hill-climb proves nothing, because the same

niadiine.if run for a considerable distance on the level

and then taken up the same hill would probably fail

through overheating, or if it did not fail from this

cause-it would be impossible to run the engine for long

distances without rc4i.stant \-alve grinding.
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Our sugge.siiuii with regard to hill-climbing com-
petitions is to make them more attractive another

year by instituting something of the kind we suggest

above. Of course, there may be other suggestions

made which will be better than those we have for

mulated, and Ave shall be very pleased indeed tr.

publish our readers' views on the subject. Prece-

dence will, of course, be given to, novel suggestions

for improving hill-climbing competitions, and in cases

where it is possible for readers to do so we should

like communications to be signed with their own
names and not a nom de plume.

> » 9 *»* «r~

FORMUL/E FOR HILL-CLIMBS.
The large number of suggestions we have received

with reference to hill-climbing formulse shows that

there is a very general desire for reform in this par-

ticular, and a diisatisfaction with the commonly used
W . .

formula ri - This formula certainly has its sim-
C X i

^

pjlicity to recornmend it, but its great fault is its

assumption that the time is inversely proportional to

the cubic capacity, and consequently to the horse-

power, which every engineer, and most other people
interested in the matter, know is not the case. The
Eiffel Tower formula for air resistance is P =" .003
.Ai'2 where P = pressure in lbs. per square foot, A
= area in square feet, v = velocity in miles per hour,

and .003 is a constant found by many experiments.

This shows that air resistance alone varies as the

sauare of the soeed ; and if this alone had to be con
W

sidered Mr. Churchward 's formula would meet

the other formulae we have mentioned), or it may be

written p 75, substituting cubic capacity tor horse-

power without altering its effect so long as it is allowed

that horse-power varies as cubic cupacity, in which

case horse-power formulse should contain the term

D- or i~ and S, but some horse-power -formulae do not,

notably the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
formula, published last week, which is combined Avith

^v
for hill-climbing results.

H.P.

The

X t

formula
W

D=x VSxNx/15
combines the

W

C x fi

the case ; it also has the merit of simplicity. There
are, however, other points to consider. For instance,

a rough road causes more vibration at a high speed,

and everyone who has ridden any kind of bicycle knows
how great an effect vibration has in reducing speed.

Therefore it is obvious that is another factor favouring
the small engine.

It is stated in The Autocar of August 26th that the

power varies as the cube of the speed, in Avhich case

the formula suggested by Mr. R. Riide, whose interest-

ing letter we publish in this issue, will give the best

W
results. His formula is „ p 73 (to give it in a

slightly different form, but one which corresponds to

THE CHAIN-DRIVEN
COLLIER & SONS, LTD., the makers of the

Matchless motor bicycle, have introduced a new
model which is chain driven instead of belt

driven. The machine, which we have photographed,
is the identical one used by C. R. Collier in the

matches with Jake de Rosier, and on which he made
his recent record rides of 90 miles an hour and over
\vhen belt driven.

The engine is a J. A. P., 90 mm. bore by 78.2 mm.
stroke, Amac carburetter, Bosch magneto, handle-bar
control. The chain drive is through the counter-shaft ,

by means of two chains, the ratio from engine sprocket |
to counter-shaft being 2 to r, and from counter-shaft

lo road wheel 20 to 26 teeth, giving a final-gear ratio

of 2y^' to I. The counter-shaft is mounted on an
eccentric strap, which allows the chains to be adjusted,
and runs in two Hoffmann ball bearings. A frictional

form of shpping clutch is fitted on the counter-shaft to

soften the transmission of the chains, which would be
otherwise too harsh. The machine is fitted with

Hutchinson 26 by 2i'4in. tyres and enamelled red and
gold lined.

essentials of the Coventrv h.p. formula with —— '

' C X f-" ;-

t^-^ is inconve-nient to calculate except with the slide

rule or by logarithms, but, for- the convenience of

clubs, a table is published by the Scottish Cyclist and
Motor Cyclist which gives the value of t^-^ for all •

\-alues of t from 30 to 200 (t is in all cases the time
in seconds). This formula is used by the Edinburgh
and District M.C. The Glasgow M.C^. uses practically

the same formula, but includes the gear in such a Avay

that the higher the gear the better is the figure of

merit.

If the A.C.U. is right in allowing a slightly larger

capacity to multi-cylinder engines in the T.T. races

on account of the increased friction, and it seems that

the framers of classes for hill-climbs admit this by
allowing twins of larger capacity to compete, then

these same twins are at a disadvantage when it comes
to calculating the results by formula.

MATCHLESS.
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The Inestimable Value of the Speedometer.
I notice many riders still pursue the hobby without

the aid of a speedometer, and of course three or four

"guineas is a considerable item in the season's bill.

Nevertheless, motor' cycling is twice as easy and twice

as enjoyable with the aid of a speed recorder.

It is indispensable to the competition rider, for its

readings tell him how he stands for both time and
distance—the vital factors in the modern trial. It is

equally indispensable to the private tourist, for it

affords valuable information about engine tune, petrol

consumption, state of one's tanks, and so on, besides

guarding him against slowing down too little for a
bad corner after a burst at high speed.

Nothing is more deceptive than dropping the pace
after a sprint; the machine is invariably travelling

much faster than one fancies, and most of the acci-

dents at corners are due to tliis deception.

Moreover, the modem speedometer is ail but per-

fect. If it is periodically returned to the makers for

re-calibiation, its reports may be trusted, and its

worst fault is to exaggerate the pace a trifle at high
speeds when it gets worn—a fault that tickles a rider's

self-esteem.

No trouble need be apprehended other than a broken
driving-shaft or shealh, and these are almost invariably

due to neglect of the makers' instructions about lining.

Leaning Out Round Corners.
Probably a host of riders ha\e experimented with

the "new" method of taking corners, which received
such a lot of press notice after the 1910 T.T. Race

—

I refer to the practice of leaning the machine in and
the body out when negotiating a corner at speed. At
the time 1 personally had no great belief in it, but
a year's practice has rather modified my views, and
to-day I am inclined to believe that any given corner
is negotiable at a higher speed by this method than by
the old method of leaning both machine and body in

the same direction. Anyhow if I ever come upon a
bad corner unawares, and feel a trifle dubious about
getting round, I always tilt the machine inwards and
lean my body in the reverse direction.

Incidentally I have discovered one merit in the
leaning out which none of its ad\-ocates ha\e referred

to in print, and that is, it enables the rider to see
farther round a blind comer. Imagine that a motor
cyclist in a hurry is suddenly confronted with a blind
corner. If he leans his body in, his head gets weU
under the lee of the hedge or wall, and he only enjoys
a very restricted outlook round the bend ; but if he
leans his body out, he almost destroys the " blindness

"

of the corner, and can see right round it before his

machine has taken the bend.
The difference in vision may not be great, but it is

sufficient to improve the chances of avoiding a smash
when a partial error in judgment has been made; and
if for this reason alone, the "leaning out "~ method

is worth cultivation. Of course, your really sensible

rider never takes a blind corner at speed; but most
of us suffer from temporary mental aberrations—in

such moments, my advice is lean out!

Handle=bar Fitment Clips.

There is still much room for iinprovement in the

clips sold for attaching accessories to the handle-bars.

Lamps remain about the only " e.xtra " provided with

really rigid clips, and even ,these are seldom inter-

changeable Oil every make of machine. Why do some
makers continue to pierce lamp irons ? There is

nothing in !*, and the majority of lamps have a set-

screw^ fastening which w'ill not hold on pierced iron-

I have a lamp which cost me about three guineas, and,

to do it justice, no part of it ever comes adrift. Bit

if 1 want to remove the lamp, I have also to remove
the entire clip, which consists of nearly twenty pieces.

Why is it not designed so that the lamp and generator

can be removed by undoing a couple of nuts, leaving

the clip, in situ on the bar ?

Hooters are still abominable in this respect, in spite

of all our grumbling. Going round the Clarendon
Yard at Harrogate, I noticed that few hooters were
rigid except those which were lashed with straps or

wire ; and we all know how, if you screw up some
hooter clips really tight the head twists off the bolt.

One or two British-made horns are very much superior

to the foreign clips in this respect. I find a good
plan is to drill and tap both clip and bar and put a

screw through the two. This, in addition to the usual

screws, will prevent loss of the horn.

Speedometers shed their bolts exhaust whistles drop

their screws, which is not surprijing when two or three

fine threads have to withstand the pressure of a strong

return spring, and there is no lock whatever on the

miniature bolt. The carburetter control is almost the

only handle-bar detail you can expect to find rigid

aft&r a gruelling ride.

p. Brewster (4 h.p. Norton) about to malie an ascent of Newnliam Hill in Class 3

ol the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. bill-climb.
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A New Method of Mending Punctures.

THE Parsons fiapid Repair Kit, sold

by the Parsons Non-skid Co., 23,

Store Street, Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.C, although

primarily intended for use with car tyres,
- is, nevertheless, equally applicable for

the relief of smaller tube troubles, and
as these are the greatest bugbear from
which motor cyclists suffer—a greater
bugbear even than they are to car drivers
—the description of a new method of

repairing punctures cannot fail to be of

interest. The great point about the
Parsons process, to my mind, is that there
is no messy solution, and hencj no wait-
ing whatever. The repair made is in

almost every respect as lasting a one as

vulcanisation, and made, moreover, with-
out the slightest risk of damage to a
valuable tube. Unlike most solutioned
patches, no amount of heat can ever
loosen the Parsons patch, and this fact

has caused me to give it my most un-
qualified blessings during the recent very
hot weather. It is a great thing to be
able to mend a puncture and be off again
in five minutes with clean hands and the
secure assurance that that repair at all

events will give no further trouble. .

The outfit consists of four tools, put up
in a neat leather case. The first, which
is shown in fig. 1, consists of a cutter.

is thrust through the spread hole, and,

when in position, the spreading tool is

withdrawn, this operation—like the cut-

ting process—only taking a very few

^V^x
ip!^S2^is^

Fig. I.—The Parsons cutter.

The puncture having been located, the

point of this tool is thrust through the
tube until the latter drops into the circu-

lar groove, as indicated in the dotted

lines. The handle of the tool is held

with one hand, whilst with the other the

milled nut is screwed towards the spear

point. This milled nut carries a tubular
knife, which, with the aid of the square

back edge of the spear point, cuts an
absolutely clean, round hole, about -rjin.

in diameter, in the tube. Thus the punc-
tured part of the rubber is completely
removed. The cutter having been re-

moved—its operation having been the
matter of a very few seconds—the tool

shown in fig. 2 is introduced. This is a

spreader, the jaws of which, when closed,

are pushed into the hole made by the

cutter, and are then forced apart by hand
pressure. The function of this tool is to

stretch what was first a round hole into

a slit about |in. in length. Owing to the

original hole being perfectly circular and
with smooth edges, there is no risk what-
ever of the tube splitting, if it be made
of good rubber. The next tool to come
into use is the patch itself, which takes

the form of a button, shown both in per-

spective and section in fig. 3. This stud

126

Fig. 2.—The spreader in action.

seconds to perform. The button itself

consists of a spun brass skeleton, sur-

rounded, as shown, by a thick coating of

vulcanised rubber. It measures some Jin.

in diameter, and, before squashing, about

fin. in thickness. It will be noticed from
the section of the button that the top

and bottom parts are furnished with

corrugations which correspond with one

another, and hence when the head and
base of the button—which is really a form
of rivet—are closed together under pres-

sure, the joint between the button and
the tube is a very intimate one. When
it is squeezed up the central tubular

column between the head and the base

collapses, and spreads outwards, thus
forcing the tube tighter and tighter into

the corrugations of the button.

The tool with which the squashing of

the rivet is accomplished consists of a pair

of pliers with a parallel motion, as shown
in fig. 4. The jaws are provided with
hoUovved-out discs, which exactly fit the

ends of the button, and ensure its being

crushed down evenly all round". The
button being loosely inserted into the

tube, it is twisted around once or twice

to make certain that it has been inserted

fairly and squarely, and the tube is then
flattened and placed between tlie jaws of

the pliers, care being taken that tlie base
of the rivet, which is inside the tube. Lies

squarely—the opposite wall of the tube,

of course, intervening—on its hollowed
disc. The pliers are then grasped firmly

squeezing of the same, complete the whole
operation ; and with a little practice it

occup'ss from start to finish less than a ;

minute. Once the button is squeezed up
it is there for " keeps," although it can, "^

as a matter of fact, be got off it required. ''

The buttons, when securely squeezed

home, do not permit a leakage. The only

precaution which is necessary for keeping

them in the best condition is to avoid

severely stretching the tube in their imme-
diate vicinity.

During the past three weeks I have had
the pleasure—and, indeed, it is a pleasure

—of mending something like a dozen punc-

tures with the Parsons kit ; and an old

tube, in which five previously applied

solutioned patches have been replaced with
buttons, has stood up for close -upon 1,000

miles, in spite of the heat occasioned by
a gteel-studded cover on a sidecar machine.
I recently took the tube out, after more

.

tlian 700 miles, and found it to be as air- -

tight as if it were new ; and, as far as

I am able to see, there is not the slightest

sign of the heads of the buttons having
wrought any effect whatsoever on the

fabric lining of the cover.

A few days ago I was able to give the
new process of repair an extremely arduous
test, in vi'hich my expectations were that

Fig. 3.--Sl<etch and section of button.

and squeezed until the rivet can be felt

to collapse. No Herculean strength is re-

quired for this operation, a firm, slow
pressure being all that is necessary. After
this has been done, the tube is turned
round, and the rivet again squeezed
tightly, but from the opposite side. This
second squeezing is done in order to ensure
the heads being squeezed together uni-

formly. The cutting, the spreading, the
inserting of the button, and the final

Compressing the button.

it could scarcely be hoped to succeed. A
badly worn front cover allowed the tube
to burst, the burst being a slit nearly

.

half an inch in length. 1 well knew that
in such circumstances the Parsons kit

was scarcely intended to be applied, but
I determined to see what it would do.

Accordingly the cutting tool was used
to make a single round hole in the middle .

of the split, and another one on each end,
running into the middle one, of course,

to prevent the split enlarging under the
spreading tool. This meant that the head :

of the button only overlapped the hole by
about -^in. each side. It was accordingly
inserted, squeezed up as tightly as pos-
sible, and the tube replaced and the cover
strengthened by an unsolutioned plaster.

Contrary to my expectations, the tube has
held up perfectly for over four hundred
miles, and I have no doubt it will con-
tinue to do so indefinitely. The complete
repair occupied scarcely ten minutes
between stopping and getting under way
again, and it is this saving of time which
makes the Parsons repair tit such a very
valuable accessory.-

The only difficulty that occurs to me
would be the mending of a puncture that
unfortunately happened to be close to a

previously affixed button, for in this case
the two buttons would overlap and it

would be difficult, if not impossible, to

fix the second one satisfactorily so as to

make an airtight joint, and it would
be needful to remove the button nnd cover
both holes with a patch. W.G.A.
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500 niLES ON A SIX-SPEED.
By B. H.

AFTER ten years of playing the pelican in the

wilderness by raising an almost solitary voice

in clamour for variable gears, it is almost

embarrassing to have a six-speed machine put at one's

disposal ; and the six-speed Rudge is more than a

six-speed; it is really an infinitely variable, for the

number of ratios is limited only by the' quantity of

notches the makers choose to cut in the quadrant.

There are six and no more, because the makers see

no useful purpose in providing more. -The machine
- which Yictor Holroyd placed at my disposal was one
of the original T.T. set, and was more of a projectile

'-than a vehicle. Seldom have I felt such a " yaTik
"

under ray saddle when giving a single-cylinder engine

-the liberal throttle; its acceleration was remarkable,

and I soon learnt to start up with the throttle lever close

back against the bar, for otherwise the machine was
likely to be many yards off before I sought the saddle.

It is already out of date, for giant strides are being

made with the perfection of the gear for next year.

The wide projecting quadrant is being scrapped,

.•together with the huge pitchfork lever, the back wheel
is being lightened, a free engine has been incorporated,

:and the dummy braking belt rim will disappear. As
I was riding a primitive pattern, rushed through from
the designer's brain to the Glen Helen depot within

ten days, I was without these refinements, and the

first tip I picked up on the road was to lower the

gear before I stopped ; for you cannot alter the ge;ir

of the early type when the machine is slationary, and
starting on a 3 to i top ratio is sometimes exhausting.

As it happened, I had to get down to Torquay and
back from the Midlands within forty-eight hours, and
with sundry detours the distance panned out at about

500 miles. Until some of the outlaws have ceased

to rampage, I dare not publi.sh my speed. -I will only

say that, judging from my experiences, this machine
should have .i good chance of smashing the End-to-

end record, should it ever start on that lonely and
Illegal jaunt. I took the route via Oxford, Newbury,
Salisbnrv, and Exeter, returning by the coast road;
and su'-h hills as Chard, Yarcombe, Haldon, Trow,
F.; lie Rei^ii. and the short fierce pimples around

DAVIES.
Newbury soon brought the merits of the gear into

high relief. I confess that before my ride I saw little

use in six ratios separated by such small divergences,

•but I soon learnt un the road that the drop from, say,

a 4'/^ to a 5 gear is of infinite pleasantness. On the

4^ your engine feels "on the collar," and is apt to

labour a trifle on a hill which is fractionally steep for

its compa.ss. Drop the gear only ten per cent., and
the engine hums smoothly and easily, Avith vast

suggestions of mastery. No! 1 now consider a . two-

speed gear, such as 1 have on my own' Rudge, hope-
lessly out of date. Why run slowly with a racing

engine on .a fifty percent, drop, when a multiple gear

enables both back wheel and engine to skim smoothly?

Punctures in spite of Precautions.
The journey to and from Torquay w'as absolutely

devoid of incident, except for tyre troubles; and if

1 had not been concentnited upon appreciations of

the gear, the ride would actually have been dull.

That tyre trouble deserves some mention, for it was
unexpected. Figure to yourself, gentle reader, the

six-speed was shod for the T.T. Its wheels boasted

brand new " special " T.T. covers, of the heavy,

non-skid type. Within each reposed a long, red,

snaky, "puncture-proof" band, and below that again

lay a self-sealing tube. It seemed otiose to carry a

pump or an outfit. Vet several punctures befell me,
in particular a large nail, which tore a huge scraggly

hole in the cover, and made five several rips in the

tube. Picture me. seated by the roadside with Patch-

quick in one hand and a cup of tea from a hospitable

Simersetshire hob in the other, thoroughly enjoying

myself; then blinding on again to Torquay through

the darkening lanes, ami back again northwards, with

rosy ilreams of a perfected Rudge six-speed for my
ordinary riding in IQ12. Two notes about the Rudge,
and I have done : Its engine never needs injections

—

you can always start it straight away from cold;

and the comparatively small Vandervell magneto has a

wonderful trick of starting with the ignition lever well

back, if you time its retard a_ shade below the dead
centre, instead of on the dead centre, as its makers
recommend.

UANCBESTKR H.C. GYUKHANA.

?TSS2^??^

i.ie D.olor cycio anl mouse-irap race, in wfiich riders had to rile along
the track, ssl a mouse-irap and leturn to the flnisiiinj ooint.

The cigarette race. Each competitor hai to ri le to the eni ol the f.tld

where ladles wsre ready to lijlit their cijareties.
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Variable Gears and Aotor Cycles.
1—POSITION.

WHICH if! tne best position for a cliange-speed

gear? is a question one frequently iiears, and

there is great diversity of opinion on the

subject.

There are three positions in which variable gears

can be placed on motor cycles, each having certain

advantages and disadvantages of its own, and it is

the purpose of this article shortly to consider these

positions, and decide, if possible, which is best.

They are as follows

:

A. On crankshaft (as N.S.U., Fitall, etc.)

B. In back hub (as Roc, Armstrong, etc.)

C. On a counter-shaft : (i) Between the engine and

back wheel (as P. and M., Indian, Enfield, Scott,

etc.); (2) in front of engine (as Griffin-Simplex) or

below it (as Douglas).

With a belt drive any of these positions is admis-

sible. A scores in point of simplicity, the ease with

which it can be fitted to existing machines, and light-

ness ; for the speed, being high, the pinions and gear

wheels can be made lighter than those of a gear in-

tended to be fitted in another position. Against these

advantages must be placed the following drawbacks :

(i) The overhanging weight on the engine-shaft, and

(2) the fact that on the low. gear the belt speed is

reduced, which is most undesirable. The first of the.se

disadvantages may be negatived by having an outside

bearing, but this adds complication. All gears which

are worked on the expanding pulley principle must of

necessity be of type A, and the belts must suffer

accordingly.
,

Hub Gears and their Advantages.
Hub gears (type B) are used with considerable

success on many motor cycles, the Roc gear having

done much to popularise this type. They have the

advantage of keeping the belt speed more or less con-

stant, but they must be heavier in build than type A,

and they add a certain amount of unsprung weight to

the rear wheel, which is not desirable. Both these

types are made on the epicyclic or compound principle

(about which more anon), and admit of a single belt

drive, which is an undoubted advantage.

They can also be used on chain-driven machines
with the addition of a counter-shaft between the engine

and the back wheel ; but when a counter-shaft is fitted,

it seems more reasonable to place the gear in that

position, and not to encumber the engine with extra

fittings and a possibility of end thrust on its bearnigs,

which are not made to withstand it, or to add weight-

to the back wheel.

Types C (r and 2) are suited to a combination of

belt and chain drive—an excellent combination, too.

and one which has done well in recent trials.

Other things being equal the belt will have

the best grip when the counter-shaft is in front of the ,

engine, but if the pulley is made as large as possible,

and the size of the belt rim not reduced (which prac-

tice is not to be recommended), the grip will be quite

as good when the counter-shaft is placed behind the

engine as in the case of a direct belt drive, and the

life of the belt will be much longer, as it will not ha\'e

to bend over a small pulley, and a larger part of its

surface will always be in contact with the pulley.

Counter-shaft Gears Increasing in Popularity.

For chain-driven machines the type C (i) is pre-

ferable, whether the change of gear is made by a

selective clutch as used on the Enfield and P. and M.
machines, or a counter-shaft gear is fitted, as on the

Indian and A.J.S. motor cycles.

There is no doubt about the present popularity of

variable gears, and it is certain that, as time goes oiY,

they will be fitted more and more to standard patterns,

and type C is that which is likely to be most common.
It is now an open secret that the Triumph, Singer,;

and Bradbury companies are experimenting with a gear ;

on these lines for 191 2. It does not reduce belt

speed on the high gear, although the angular velocity

of the pulley is reduced, or increase the weight of the

back wheel, and it is w'ell placed as far as the general,

distribution of weight is concerned, its only disadvant-

age being the slight added friction of the counter-shaft.

It is suitable for a combination of gear and belt or

gear and chain, as well as for the drives mentioned.

Shortly, then, A is most easily fitted to existing

machines, B does not decrease the belt speed, and i

both allow of the simplicity of a simple belt drive,

but C is the most desirable type to build into new,'

machines, and is, I believe, the type of the future.

The popularity of variable gears is clearly shown
by the. fact that out of seventy-seven starters in the

1, 000 > miles trials, fifty-nine had variable gears, and
of these fifty-nine, fifty-one finished and gained thirty

gold medals out of the thirty-three awarded.
(To he continued.) -Auriga.

Variable gears suitable for cranksbsft, counter-shaft, and hub.
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THE TRADE AND THE TRIALS.
r* HE recent article in this journal concerning likely

I action of the Manufacturers' Union with regard
''

to the T.T. races again brings forward the oft-

bated problem of the trade veraus trials and races,

.upled with the boycotting of the (Quarterly Trials

s latest development presages intention to withdraw

f)port from all competitions which aid development

machine, design, or construction; at least, that' is

-

jw the matter appeals to the avei-age amateur, who

bws nothing of the reasons guiding a policy that may
[et with approval from the majority of manufacturing

iiipanies. The trade, through its Union, has ever\

fit to express opinion and act accordingly, but there

Fhe equally important private owners' opinion, which'

I
writer attempts to summarise.

HVithout wishing to showier too rnuch praise on the

ito Cycle Union, recognition cannot be refused of

f
splendid service that organisation has rendered to

f
industry. Before the A.C.U. came into being,

Ikers could only arouse, interest by track races—

a

jm of contest that produced fine results for pedal

ties, but certainly did not, in the early days, bring

jcess to mechanically-propelled cycles, judging from

at happened to those firms who, in the jiast, based .

'\x claims for support solely upon a track-racing

npaign.

The A.C U. to the Rescue.
ilight at the commencement of its career, the

p.U. altered this unsatisfactory state of affairs by

moting the 1,000 Miles Trials in 1903. Those firms

b gained the coveted certificates quickly discovered

it prospective purchasers attached much more

oortance to an officially conducted road test than

track races put together. Machines were in the

lysalis stage of evolution, de\'elopnients and im-

jvements were published almost weekly, and new
jis were endeax'ouring to secure a share of the

iness.

'or four years the Six Days' Trial was the cnly

uns thrgugh which makers were able to prove the

ijrits of new ideas, but the interval betw^een each of

:5e events had to be bridged by a less strenuous and
; costly trial for bringing to public noti:;e fres'i

as from established firms or the productions of

Known makers. Tlius the Quarterly Trials were

lanised, and although their value was not at first

:|.ised by the industry, the few firms supporting the.

Ely series were so well rewarded in the shape of

:iltant orders that other firms entered, and. all

fefited from mutual competition. Entries increased

i.l they culminated in October, 1910.

Will the Quarterlies Survive ?

lie standard argument against continuance of the

hrterly Trials suggests the modern motor cycle is

:|:eliable that any novice can easily accomplish the

1:1 set for drivers in tra\ersing some 125 to 150 miles
(road at legal limit speed. This is a point upon
Iph opinion differs, but if the claim for perfect relia-

ij:y is investigated, it is not confirmed by facts,

'i: sixteen events conducted from 1907 to the end of
(io were- all held over the same 125 miles route,
l|ig nearly level roads, and including only two very

jj' hills. In the first event, twenty-five per cent.

made non-stop runs, and in the last 19 10 event in

October twenty-eight per cent, made non-stops. Can
any reasonable man declare that these figures prove
increased reliability ? On the last mentioned occasion

rainstorms were experienced, with consequent heavy
roads, but as weather is not supposed to affect the

modern machine, it ought theoretically to be neglected
in considering results. Practice tells a different tale,

and those folk who followed the October trials last

year know how bad weather contributed towards the

poor show made by some of the most expert motor
cycle riders in England.

Whatever may be the policy for 191 2, a number of

manufacturers have consistently abstained from the
1911 Quarterlies, and, for all that is known to the
contrary, may desire to keep aloof hereafter. But
what about new firms and those who have not entered
machines before in these trials ? Are the smaller
makers (who may not be able to afford the expense
of the Six Days' Trial) in agreement with a policy

that will prevent them obtaining the hallmark of a
certificate? If such pronouncement is agreed upon,
new machines and new devices would have to await
the big event each year, and so lose all the liest selling

months before lieing able to claim an official award.
Many waverers. who held no settled convictions one

way or the other, were possibly influem-ed against

entering this year by the specious argument of expense.
The writer confidentlv asserts that if each Quarterlv
Trial cost every trade entrant ten or twenty times the

present outlay, it would be well worth the lever for

publicity so secured. After every trial British manu-
facturers and foreign agents announce \ictories bv
boldly-worded advertisements. The average motor
cyclist is keenly critical, and ap|)eals of this character
would be wasted money unless the A.C.U. certificates

were universally recognised as carrying authority. This
has never been questioned by the trade or the public,

consequently sales are directly traceable to the gaining
f f awards.

The Cost of the Trials.

On the score of expense, the smallest firm employs
at least one " road tester " whose services can be
re(|uisitioned for reliability trials, open hill-climbs, and
other contests. The Quarterly Trial occupies one day,

and another day will be spent in reaching the starting

point and returning home. Reckoning entry fee,

driver's ti.me, two nights' hotel expenses, and sundries,

the maximum cost cannot exceed ^3 los. per event,

or _;£(4 a year. Place this small figure alongside what
is spent by some firms in sending one. two, or more
riders to the open hill-climbs in distant parts of the

kingdom that take place every week during the summer.
Whv,much more than j£^o is often spent by one

firm upon one open hill-climb, so if expense is brought

forward as an argument for barring an event which

brings grist to the manufactiner's mill it is easily

refuted.

The points above outlined are, however, of minor

importance when we come to consider the broad

question of consLstent trade policy. Whether any

firm shall, or shall not, take part in competitions con-

cerns only individual management, and can be

whittled down to the simple problem of pounds,

^23
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The Trade and the Trials-

shillings, and pence. Members of the motor and

pedal cycle industries have inaugurated an exhibi-

tion policy, in which conflicting interests are hardly

likely to arise, and conducted along the sage lines

hitherto followed, there appears sound reason for

believing that the future of the annual Show pro-

moted by the Manufacturers' Union is permanently

assured.

Work for the Manufacturers' Union.

There are plenty of other vitally important matters,

such as railway rates, customs, etc., upon which
energy can be centred, but when attempts are made
to fetter the freedom of individual firms, friction be-

comes inevitable, good feeling is destroyed, and the

malcontents thus created will find ample excuse for

breaking away.

Nor must the general effect be overlooked in rela-

tion to retail purchasers, who naturally connect the

rumours about abstention from, the T.T. races with

the boycotting resolution agreed to \by the manu-
facturers in respect to the .Quarterly Trials on the

loth of January, 191 r. Already wild statements are

in the air about fear of competition, desire to stereo-

tvpe design, aiid similar remarks. Men acquainted

with the leaders of the M.U. know there is not the

slightest foundation for these rumours, yet they cannot

be ignored, and unless straightaway negatived wilj

create unnecessary prejudice against firms hitherto

recognised as being Ijevond the reach of baseless

chatter. Each firm or companv onlv can work out its

own salvation. Whenever a manufacturer discovers

that competitions are not remunerative he will cease

to enter, others will follow suit, and redundant contests

will cease through natural evolution. Unbiassed.

> ^ee

The Margin of Safety in Sidecars.
RECENT record performances have brought to

light one or two very interesting details in con-

nection with sidecar manufacture, and these

items should be carefully considered by those

who are interested in these machines. In all pro-

bability it will be some time before the handy side-

car vehicle is superseded, and while it remains so popu-
lar it is the duty, and we think in the majority of in-

stances the pleasure, of those who are interested in

them to improve the manufacture both from the point

of view of reliability and comfort.

From information we have before us we think that

the axles in some cases are barely strong enough. That
is to say, when subjected to xevy fast work on rough
ground with a fairly hea\y passenger they have been
known to give way. It should, however, be impossible

for such a thing to occur. The margin of safety should
be enough to prevent it. The real trouble is that

the axle is only supported at one end, and the reason

the standard axles of motor bicycles are sufliciently

strong is because they are supported at each end.

Were they made like a stub axle on a sidecar they

would have to be immensely stouter.

Spring Forks.

The spring fork on a motor bicycle is another item

which requires attention Avhen the machine is used
with a sidecar. Anything in the nature of lateral in-

stability is subjected to considerably more strain than

it is easy for it to bear, and in consequence joints

which stand quite well for solo work give way or wear
rapidly under the extra strain of a sidecar and
passenger.

For these reasons it looks as though the luxurious

sidecar combination will eventually become more or

less of a fixture. That is to say, it will not be a

machine that is sold for a dual purpose, but the side-

car user will buy a machine which is specially con-

structed for sidecar work, and although he may occa-

sionally use it for solo work it will not be so well fitted

to the latter as the former.

For instance, every sidecar machine ought to have a

variable gear of some sort and larger tyres than are

used for solo work. The parts mentioned above should
be stronger, and were it possible a sprung frame would
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be advantageous, although Jiot bv 'anv means essen-

tial. There is, ho\ve\-er, a considerable amount of

extra vibration or road shock transmitted to the rider

of a bicycle when a sidecar is iLsed. This is partly

due to the two tracks and the peculiar construction of

the machine, and is also due, we think, to the slower

speed. Our experience shows that at thirty miles,

an hour on a solo machine there is considerably less

shock to the system than when covering the ground
at ten miles less speed on a sidecar. Some riders

sav that with a rigid type sidecar combination

this is due to the fact that at -high speed one bridges

the obstructions and they are not felt, whereas at

lower speeds the small diameter wheels have time to

enter and leave the various pot-holes to be found on

our main roads, subjecting the rider at the same time

to a considerable amount of shock. This is, of course,

quite a A-ague theory, but it appears to have some
reasonable ground for belief.

Power Required.
From the point of view of comfort, as we have

explained in A'arious articles that have been published

before, a considerable amount of improvement can be

made, more particularly in the case of handy little

attachments for carrying spares and tools and pro-'

vision for the comfort of the passenger. We hope to

see at the Show- some very luxurious forms of sidecar

combinations, and we do not think from what we know
that we and our readers will be disappointed in those

hopes. All tendency to produce projectiles on the

lines of the old 10 and 12 h.p. tricars should be wisely

but firmly suppressed, but Ave should not like to say

that the 3^-3 h.p. or 500 c.c. engine is a definite staii-

dard or likely to become so for sidecar work. There
are so many 5 to 8 h.p. twins on the market doing

good sidecar service that probably in the neighbour-

hood of 5 to 6 actual h.p. will be found sufficient, but

whether it will be done with a multi or single-cylinder'

type of engine is a matter for conjecture.

Our personal choice at present leans towards a single-

cylinder as being the least trouble to keep in order,

but for those who have a fair amount of spare time

and desire the greatest luxury, of course a multi-

cylinder engine will be the choice
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LISTEN and you w^ill hear
In "The Motor Cycle ' of Sept. 7th, 1911, "IXION" states, alter
careful collaboration with riders, pressmen, and others, that the
severest trials ever held were the SCOTTISH Six Days of 1910.

IN THOSE TRIALS OF 1,000 MILES,
The

FOR GENTLEFOLKfOSACOC
NO OILY DIRT MO NOISE

NO VIBRATION)

NO CYMNASTICS
vanquished all competing machines and

GAIIVE^D 3 GOI.D ME^DALS
We do not make freak machines. IT WAS A STANDARD ENGINE.

Ask for Catalogue A.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C,
Te'egrams :

" Motosacoche, London." Telephone Holborn 54 39.

Eye- opening evidence
regarding the merits of the

SIMMS
ALL-BRITISH MAGNETO
5 Gold Medals in 5 Events in one week.

Nottingham, August i8tb, loii.

"You will be interested to know that last week in two race meetings, our Mr. George Brough
obtained 5 first awards on his 6 b-p. Brough. His machine was, of course, fitted with Simms
Magneto, and it says something for the Magneto, that he shotild be enabled to enter 5 events

in one week and win the lot.

Details :—Chesterfield Hill Climb. 3 Gold Medals. Nottingham and District Speed trials

at Chpstone. First in unlimited class, first in flying mile. Speed over 75 miles per hour."
(Signed) W. E. Brough & Co.

The Simms Magneto Co., Ltd.,

Avail yourself of our
24 hour service of
Magneto Repairs—
prompt and expert.

Welbeck Works, Kimbcrley
Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.

Telephone—3841 I'addinglon. Telegrams—' Expansible, London."

NEW YORK, U.S.A. : 1780 Broadway. PARIS : 12, Rue de Courcelles.

Rei RESENTA1IVE5 in Austria. Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, Holland. Russia. Spam and Portugal,

Norway, Canada. Tasmania. New Zealand, South .'ifrica. Argentine, Paraguay, Japan, Straits

Settlements 6,: Siam. REPRESEMrATivEi for Australasia : Messrs Bennett & Wood, Ltd., Sydney ;

Messrs. Bennett, Wood. Roachc Propy. Ltd., 239 and 241, Swanston Street, Melbourne; who have

stocks always on hand.

In answering these aavertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle ' >A2S
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The "CLIPPER"
Rubber - Studded
Motor Cycle Tyre.

Motor cycling is very much what

you make it. To use tyres of

inferior quaHty is to ask for

trouble, and reduces the pastime

to mere vexation.

To prevent such a possibility, go in

for THE CLIPPER RUBBER-
STUDDED TYRE, which is

specially designed to render sub-

stantial service at a medium cost.

Note the rubber studs which

make side-slip well nigh im-

possible, besides doubling the

wearing capabilities of the tread.

"Clipper" Rubber-Studded
Motor Cycle Tyre.

Price of Tyre .. ... .. fl

Price of Cover 1

Price of Tube

(26 X 2i Beaded Edge.)

16 8

6 8

10

For best Motor Cycle Accessories

ask for "CLIPPER" BRAND.
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THE CLIPPER TYRE CO., LTD.,
52 - 60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON—18, Chi.well Su Finsbury Square. E.C. . COVENTRY—Alma St.

In aiifwerinr/ t/iis advertisement it is desirable to mention " 'J'he Motor Cycle.
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The Editor does not hold himself respon

All letters should be addressed to (he Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

An Appreciation.
[5870.]— I shall be glad if ynu will allow me a little of

your valuable space to thank publicly Messrs. Rudge-Whit-
worthj. 'Ltd., for their thoughtful kiiidnes.s since the fatal

accident to my son, Mr. Victor J. Surridge. Every member
of the firm . from the managing director downwards has
done all in his.:power to soflen the blow.. On the financial
side the directors have acted handsomely ; in fact, in e.\ce£s

of their legal liability. JOHN SUERIDGE.

Variable Geais in Hill-climbs.
[5871.]— I am' again obliged to jou lor publishing my

letter on this subject, but I must again point cut that your
editorial note, though true in fact, conveys an erroneous
impression. * - '.•',..

If the variably geared machine was properly catered for,

the number of entries would have been very different. The
single and twin riders naturally resented being thrown
together, and the fact that Zenith-Gradua machines were
barred from the ordinary classes made the riders stand out
altogether from the event.

If our machines had been treated properly in this event I
know many private owners who vvould have entered, and
there would have been ail the entries from my firm.

I quite agree that the inference to be drawn is that barring
Zeniths encouraged entries.

The reason for deleting the pa.^senger class as given is

that the club wanted to cut down the classes, but I would
remind you that it afterwards added another class for
"freaks," so that the desire to cut down the classes cannot
have been very strong. Why seven classes should be
deemed too many I cannot understand, as the arrangements
in 1910 were so perfect that the events were all over very
early, and I still retain my impression that other causes
influenced the decision. ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,

W. G. BnwEK.

Silence.
[5872.]—There can be no doubt that great deal of

prejudice exists among the general public against motor
bicycles owing to the excessive noise they make. I first had
a machme early in 1902 with a 2| h.p. De Dion engine
(a powerful machine then), and I don't think it made as
much noise as many machines do now. I made a silencer
about 4in. by 6in. and suspended it from the back wheel
chain stays- on the right-hand side. It perhaps didn't im-
prove the machine's looks, but it was a big silencer, and
kept the engine very fairly silent. I live close to the
London-Exeter Road, and lots of machines pass here daily,
and they make infinitely more noise than the cars. The car
manufacturers have improved Iheir products wonderfully in
this direction. Surely the motor cycle manufacturers can
do the same.
The craze for very fast machines which the car people

have now lived down seems very bad in the motor cycle
world, and no doubt this leads to noisy machines. The
valves of most motor cycles are very noisy—the car people
have silenced these. Again cut-outs are abominably mis-
used by motor cyclists who associate noise with power 1
suppose, caring not a "hang" for anybody whom thev may
annoy as they pa.»s. Let one of these gentlenwn have' to lie
ill in bed for a week or two and then he would reahee the
real agony these unnecessary noises cause to sick people.

If I had the power I would far rather fine a man £10 for
driving near a town or village with a cut-out open than for
going thirty miles an hour. I would give him hard labour
without the option. A QUIET PERSON.

it

sible for the opinions of his correspondents,

street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Formulae for Hill-climbs.
[5873.]—Re formula leu- speed trials or hill-climbs,

H.P. X t
is well-known that the often used formula —^

—

'

(to put

it this way) is a very poor one, for it asks no more than
twice the horse-power for half the time. I, therefore, thought
it might interest you to hear of a new formula which has

\/
H.P.

been used with great success, i.e., C — t

C really means constant, and so it should be for all given
horse-powers and weights. The formula is nothing else but
a handicap, and if the more powerful or lighter machines
are well handicapped the figure of merit should be the sama
in each case.

That this very nearly is so I will show later, and only wish
to point out that, instead of the horse-power, the cubic

capacity may also be taken and the weight of machine and
rider as «• in lbs., although it is better to work with H.P.

and -weight in tons on account of </ . The horse-power
should be determined by H.P. = 5 x D" X S.

D = diameter in decimetres.

S = stroke in decimetres.

t = time in seconds.

w = total weight of machine + rider in tons.

e.g., 6 X .85= x .88 = 3.7 H.P.
In the following table / is time per mile, and it can be

seen from the results that the figure of merit is quite

different from the old formula, where more powerful machines
are nowhere:

irtr

lis
It"

H.P.

21

2i
3
3.8

5

6
The Moto

130 + 180 -

I'lO + 180 -

150 + 180 :

165 + 180

165 + 180
220 + 180

Tims.

0.11

0.145
0.15

: 0.156
. 0.156
: 0.182

.. 2.66 .

.. 2.53 .

.. 2.72 .

.. 2.9 .

.. 3.18 .

.. 3.21 .

o.

. 3.2

. 3.37

. 3.26

. 3.22

. 3.42

. 3.21

x5£,
to

23.6

20.7

24
27.1
34.3

33

5.3

5^2
5.36

5.49

6.06

5.74
ilur Cycle just to hand shows that also on the

other side of the world' a better formula has been found and
used than the obsolete one.

3 R p H P
C = t V—-—- may also be used in a form -

l' as against

H.P.-

—

I- of Mr. Churchward. The latter figiue of merit favours

slightly the lightweight, as shown above in the last column.
Trusting that you, Mr. Editor, may find space to publish

the above, which figures are easily worked out by slide rule,

Berlin. R. RUDE.
Scorching.

[5874.]— I trust that you will kindly allow me space to

answer Mr. B. H. Davies, since he has made several asser-

tions proving that he is not aware of the circumstances
under which a modern End-to-end record is made. I am
pleased to observe that he admits that he frequently drives

in excess of legal limit; this, of- course, was never in

doubt, as anyone who has seen the reports of the Scottish

and Six Days' trials will agree.

I would also state that a testimonial signed by himself

in the Riley Cycle Co.'s motor car catalogue contains the

following sentence :
" I have had no difliculty in averaging

30 m.n.h. all day with t over ordinary runs, even when it

is slowed down for all traffic, cross-roads, villages, etc."

These notes I commend to the notice of the A.C.U.
Now with regard to his views of the End-tc -end record.

During my last ride, I rode 450 miles absolutely alone, and
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at no time had I more than two men with me ; the only
x-casion ou which I was accompanied by two was forty miles

south of Gloucester, otlierwise 1 was only r.ccompanied by
ane man who rode behind quite 200 yards in the lear. I

\vonlr' also jxjint out that I averaged under 31 m.p.h., and
30 far from being exhausted, I walked over twelve miles

afier finishing the End-to-end between Land's End and
Penzance. As to " blinding " through villages, this would
be an extremely foolish ;>c4icy as I was ahead oi record, and
would naturally not wish to jeopardise my chance of success.

If Mr. Davies will cacefully look up my figures, he will

see that I made ,the record safe with ordinary luck before

t€n o'clock in the morning, at a time of day when Scotland
is absolutely deserted. I have helped in several End-to-ends
during the last three years, and to my mind an accident

at high speed is just as likely to happen when high-speed

is indulged in over a distance of 100, 200, or 900 miles,

[t was with the express intention of reducing risk that I

discouraged followers both this year and in 1909, Whilst
I do not wish in any way to defend my action in defying
the A,C,U,, whose sentence is perfectly just, I am still

of the opinion that it was very unwise of JMr, Davies to

state that he averaged a trifle in excess of End-to-end record

pace from Northampton to Torquay—see page 885, August
24th, No doubt the public will be able to judge for them-
selves, and I am quite content to leave it at that,

Mr. B. H. Davies, to my certain knowledge, has never seen

me riding on an End-to-end record, and therefore has no
reason to state that I have taken undue risk with regard

to the oublic, IVAN B. HART-DAVIES,

Exhaust Pipes, Spring Forks, and Piston Rings.
[5875.]—I am a constant reader of your extremely inter-

esting paper, and being an engineer by profession, may I

offer my opinion on two matters which I have noted in your
paper and a little additional experience regarding a third?

1, lie increased power of engine witli cut-out closed,

Mr, A, D, E. Craig is quite correct in his surmise regarding
the suction effect of a long exhaust pipe : in fact, this point
is always aimed at in gas engine plants with a view to

obtaining a good scavenging action as well as reducing back
pressure, due consideration being given to the length of

exhaust, as if mads too long it will sim.ply create back pres-

sure instead of a negative pressure, and this may explain the
reason why with cut-out open a loss of power is noticed, the
loss depending on the proximity of the cut-out to the silencer,

2, Is there not the risk and danger of the front wheel
fouling the top of the forks in the new design of spring
forks, described in your issue of the 31st ult. , if a severe jar

were received, as it appears tlie wheel moves relatively to

tbs forks or vice versa ?

3, As regards broken piston rings disappearing, I have
known cases of studs |in. diameter by lin. long which were
in the ring of a large piston 72in. diameter, having worked
loose and fallen into the space between the piston and
piston ring, being reduced to spher,es of the size of marbles,
and, in some cases, to disappear completely on account of

the pounding action due to recipix>cation, and this, I think,
takes place in a petrol motor, and I have no doubt that it

the crank case oil were carefully examined some traces of a
steely nature would be found, ENGINEER

A Hyperborean Protest.
[5876.]—Lice have been divided into "lies, d d lies,

and statistics." The catalogues of practically every motor
cycle firm smack and smell of all three. Is it fair, sir, apait
from truth, to try to persuade men that a 3^ h.p. motor will
take a sidecar and passenger anywhere? I live on the bordeis
of the counties of Aberdeen and Banff. The gradients of
our second-class roads often rise for six, eight, and ten miles
at a stretch. The surface is often bad, and the wind often
enough a gale. There is not a 3^ h.p. on the market—not
even that princess among climbers, the Zenith-Gradua—that
can tiike a sidecar and passenger, month in and month out,
over our hills in the North. An odd run once in a way
may be a sporting success. Men like Gibson and Wray may
do the End-to-end journey, but pray, sir, what is their united
weight? Not much more I suspect, than that of one biggish
girl or average man. [Mr. Gibson is a fair average weight.
We do not know the exact combined weight, but should say
it is about 22 stones.—En.] Such sporting feats by expeits
are entirely illusory as indicacmg the type of machine for a
mountainous district. No, sir, the engine of any 3^ h.p. on
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the market will be knoclaed into the invalid stage in three
months if forced with a double load up our mountainsides.
We ai'e not tourists ; we live here, and we must have a
machine iior the locality. I know what it is to give l,p.a,, and
gasping to tail.

At last 1 have a beast after my own heart—a 6 h.p. Zenith
and Miliford radial castor sidecar. This gear ought to be
seen by every motor cyclist in the North of Scotland, With
Whittle belt and spark slightly retarded, and hand on gear
handle, how this glorious monster roars with joy as it

devours the mountainside ! With J, A. P. engine this is thff.

very lion among machines.
I do not assert that 2| h.p, and 3^ h,p, are not ample for

solo work even here, but for passenger work it is a monstrous
farce to persuade any innocent man to buy a 3^ h,p, , and
expect satisfaction, I have no interest direct or indirect
in the Zenith firm, but I_ do wish, as an enthusiastic motor
cyclist and sidecarist, to bring this glorious gear to the notice
of my brother cyclists in the North. Speed to seconds is of

no moment to us, but a climber we must have, not only
with two gears, but with a hundred if we can get tliem, and
we have them in the Zenith,
You will do the cause you have at heart a genuine seryice

here in the North if with your usual courage you make
known this protest from tlie boreal regions. Why should the
truth be hidden, to the bitter disappointment of so many?
Fiat justitia, ntaf ca-lirm. EXPERTO CREDE. ,

A Criiicism o£ the Six Days' Trial Awards.
[5877.]—Your correspondent, JMr, Merrall [letter 5850],

voices the opinion of many riders on the A.C.U. Trial.

I venture to say that in nearly every case the way trials

are carried out and awards made is utterly useless in afford^

ing the average prospective purchaser any guide as to what '

machine will suit his requirements. The mere fact that riders

in the A.C.U. Trial scorched along until near the controls, and
then did their necessai'v repairs, shows the amount of con-
fidence they had in their machines.
The ordinary rider wants a machine which will take him

along at an ordinary
.
pace, and he does not want to scorch

until a breakdown takes place, even if, including repairs, his

average speed approaches the limit.

Then as to tyres. Don't we often see this sort of thing:
" So-and-so would have received a gold medal had it not
been for tyre troubles. As it is, he gets a silver medah"
Then what happens? Do the tyre makers add a bit more
rubber or canvas, or improve the quality of their tyres?
Not a bit of it. We see an advertisement shortly afterwards,
thus; "Mr, So-and-so, using tyres, secured a silver

medal," Belts and tyres are in the great majority of cases
utterly inefficient, in spite of occasional runs of good luck.
Let the' next trials be so managed that at the end a

prospective purchaser can say, " That is the machine which
will do what I want, and that is the one I will have,"
At present he will learn more from casual conversations on

the road in a month, on the merits of various machines, than
he will from the results of all the trials, H. PHILLIPS,

B Alan Hill (31 h.p. Rudgs) at the loot ol Newnham Hill, on the orcasion
o£ the Coventry and Warwickshire M.O. hill-olimli.

.i
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American Eecords.

[5878.]—The wrilei read with great siirprise your

sarcastic remarks in regard to the receirt ride of " Shorty
"

Matthews. You must certainly realise that the American
public is not one which can be fooled very easily, especially

those interested in motor cycling. The tinw ot 4m. ll-^s. for

five miles was made from a standing start, and so you can see

that at times he niust have made lb ni.p.h., or better, as

his average was 71 m.p.h. We are not easily " buncoed," but
like to give credit where credit is due.

ARTHUR J. ROCHONE.
[Our quotation was from a Chicago daily newspaper and the

speed attained was said to be 80 m.p.h. It our corre-

spondent would mention the c.c. of the engine used it

would be of interest.—En.]

Road Eogging.

[5879.]—I have had a similar e.xperience to that of Mr.
C. H. Cook, described in your issue of September 7th. Re-
turning from Coventry to Birmingham on a recent Satur-

day afternoon I was driven oft the road by a reckless car

driver overtaking another without the least consideration

for on-coming traffic. Fortunately, I taw what was coming
in time to escape a serious smash, but was too much con-

cerned with getting out of the road to attempt to notice

the number of the offending car. Could I have read this I

should have reported it to you and the A. A., of which I

am a member. Criminal recklessness ought to be suppressed.
The other evening I had a very novel experience in the

ehape of overtaking a youth on a bicycle that was showing
a white light astern. Is not this asking for trouble? I

mention it merely to show that it does not do to assume
anything on the road especially at night. AB 668.

Rational Riding v. Scorcbiap.

[5880.]—May I, as an old and entluisiastic motor cyclist,

tlioroughly endorse the remarks in last week's paper by B.
H. Davies on "Scorching." I am no " wlieel novice." having
owned and ridden seventeen macliires from the old bone-
shaker and liigh bicycles to the modern rear-driven safeties,

and on all of them have done my share of "scorching." Eleven
years ago I took up motor cycling. I have had six (motor
tricycles and bicycles), and although nearer fifty than fortv-

five years of age, I now enjoy a " blind " at the right
time and in the right place, and therein lies the whole
trouble. End-to-end record breakers must go "all out"
to save possibly a few minutes and secure the road. It is

the people who "blind" through villages, cut-outs ni)i

,

hooters going, and dust raising that get the general body of

motorists the bad name thev have, and much as I love the
sport, I am bound to own, rightly so. EFF DEE.

[5881.]—An article entitled "Scorching" by B. H.
Davies appeared in your last issue. This article comments
unfavourably on tlie road conduct of the End-to-end record
holders.

I was associated 'with Mr. Hart-Davies as a helper on
his two siiccessful rides, and I should like to tell your
,readers that his riding through towns and villages was of

a character that, I thinki most motor cyclists, even for the
dullest touring, would consider almost unnecessarily quiet
and considerate. This will perhaps be as great a" surprise
to others as I confess it was to myself; until one reflects

Jthat records are not held by "excited and emotional"
people—at least, not records in sport. RUPERT JIAY.

L.C.C. V. Humber, Ltd.

[5882.]—In this case, Messrs. Humber were srmunoned at
the Guildhall for keeping " a carriage, to wit, a motor
cycle," without a licence. It was agreed that the cycle
had been in use the previous year (1910), and it was dis-

cussed whether "keeping" meant "using," for the purpose
of the Act. It was submitted that it must mean keeping
for the present actual use, and nut merely having possession
of a motor cycle. The representative of the London County
Council agreed that he would have to prove user of the
cycle. Under the circumstances, a member of the staff went
into the box, and proved that the cycle had not been
used during the three months since the old licence had
expired and a new one taken out, and the case was
accordingly dismissed. E. AND J. MOTE.

Triple Bowden Control.

[5883.]—I recentl;, had the pleasure of inspecting the
Crescent runabout, described in The Motor Cycle in March
last. There is a device on this car which I think could be
easily adapted for motor cycles, and this is—triple Bowden
control of air, throttle, and ignition. If motor cyclists would
fit Bowden triple control on the handle-bars of their machines
I am sure that the control would soon become popular.

Most motor cyclists are not aware of the fact that the
Bowden Co. supply a triple control. I do not know the
price, but it is reasonable, and within nearly every motor-
ist's means, I am given to imderstand.

AVishing your paper, from which I have gained a great

deal of valuable knowledge, everv success,

JOHN N. RILEY.

Why Not a 'Vapour-drivea Machine ?

[5884.]—Would the writer of the article on a vapour-
driven machine inform us what advantage is gained by the

use of petrol instead of water in a boiler and engine? Cer-
tainly petrol has the lower boiling point, so that a lower
furnace temperature would be necessary. But a lower con-

denser temperature will also be needed, which will not be

as easy to obtain on the road as in a boat, where a water-

cooled conden.ser is used. On the other hand, apart from
its combustible nature and greater cost of making up leakages,

petrol has a specific heat about hall that of water, and this,

together with its lighter gravity, would necessitate the use

oftwo and a half times the bulk of Huid in the boiler that

would be required if water were used.

He mentions a "drum pump" to feed the boiler. Is this

some form of rotary pump? If so, has he ever used such a

pump against a pressure of 200 lbs. per square inch?
' J. C. BEXSETT .MITXlUiLL.

The Quality of Modern Tyres.

15885.]—Your correspondent, "Clarendon," in a rec€«.it

issue of your paper, hits the nail on the head when he

complains of the pre.scnt poor quality of tyres, and his

suggestion that riders should giv ; their experiences publicly

is, to ray mind, an excellent idea, particularly the users of

sidecars.

I personally use a 3J h.p. Rudge and sidecar, and I find,

no matter how carefully 1 drive, I cannot get more than

800 miles out of a cover, though I have used practically

every type of tyre. I have had my wheels tested from time to

time for alignment, but they have always been found

pei'fectly correct.

If manufacturers would turn their attention to making a

more perfect tyre that would stand up to its work,

there would be far more sidecars on Uie roaa. As it is,

using a sidecar brings the running costs very nearly on a

level of those of a small car, therefore, if riders could

communicate their experiences through the medium of your

paper, much valuable information might be gained both by
the manufactuers themselves and the users.

G. C. POHLMANN
[A standard pattern motor cycle is intended primarily for

solo use; if used to haul a sidecar an extra strong cover

should be specified for the rear wheel.

—

^Ed.]

SUMJfARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A rider of a Bradbury and sidecar wishes to apologise for

not stopping to help another rider at Ronnymede on the 29th

ult., at 7.15 p.m. The reason he could not stop was due to

a most important engagement.
"Constant Reader," Ripon Yorks., "W.J.C," London-

derry, and others are referred to the introduction to

" Questions and Replie;: " each week. On receipt of stamped

ad^lre-'.-i'd envelope-i, not postcards, the information they ask

for will be wiiliuglv forwarded.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility In any way lor

loss ol cooy In tbe torm of manuscrlot, drawings, or ptiolographs

submitted to him. Reieced rainuscriot, drawinjs. and nhoto-

graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed

envelope Is enclosed tor the purpose.

A29.
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Current
CHA.T

14th
16th
18th
20th

American Records.

Some wonderful times are credited to

J. Walters, who riding an Excelsior

(America) lowered the times held by de
Rosier for three and five miles. Motor
Cycle Illustrated says the times are not
recorded officially, and are 2m. 2|s. for three

miles and 3m. 'ASfs. for five miles. It is

expected that Walters and De Rosier will

meet for thie chanipionshio in the near
future.

Naval Officers' Hill-climb.

The oflicers of the First Destroyer
Flotilla held a most successful hill-climb

at Avoch, near Inverness, on the 2nd
inst. Several officers from the battle-

ships at Cromarty also competed, the
following makes of motor cycles being
represented : Triumph, Bradbury, Scott,

Premier, Douglas, and Enfield, about a

dozen all told. The principal event was
won by Commodore Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bart., R.N., on his 3^ h.p. Triumph.

Warwickshire Road Surfaces.

We do not think we ever remember
the Warwickshire roads worse than
they are just now. Why do' not
the Warwickshire road authorities adopt
the tar and stone filling method for pot-
holes more fully? They have apparently
experimented with it in one or two places,

but it is not at all general. A ride in

the dark from, say, Stratford-on-Avon to
Warwick cannot be recommended just
now, unless the vehicle used is u road
roller. Watling Street too is a pebbly
beach in many places.

Stolen machines.

A Premier motor cycle was stolen from
a lock-up shop in Leamington Spa be-

tween 10 p.m. on the 4th and 8 a.m. on
the 5th, entrance being effected by means
of a duplicate key. The following is the
description of the machine : , A new
Premier, 3^ h.p., fi'ee-engine, No. of

engine 5573, No. on machine 5906, Dunlop
tyres, stand and carrier at rear, tool-

.

bags each side of carrier, new Lucas
lamp, old generator, identification No.
A C-D 4, red ground with white letters.

The number has probably been altered

as paint, enamel, and brushes which had
recently been used were left behind. >A.

number of other articles were also taken
away at the same time.
During the night of August 17th ^a

new Premier was stolen by exactly similar

means from a lock-up garage. .Informa-
tion respecting the machines should be
Dent to the Chief Constable. Mr. T. T.
Earnshaw, Leamington.

'3°

Racing at Redcar.

Two interesting motor cycle races were
held at a Unionist demonstration on
Redcar Racecourse on the 2nd inst. with
the following results :

One mile handicap for engines under
500 c.c.—1, C. Bone, Darlington (3^ h.p.

Zenith Gradua) ; 2, J. R. Sorrell, Middles-
brough (3^ h.p. Triumph).
One mile handicap for engines over

500 c.c—1, W. Danby, Middlesbrough
(7 h.p. Indian) ; 2, C. Bone, Darlington

{3i h.p. Zenith Gradua).
The finest race of the day was wit-

nessed between C. ' Bone and S.

Gjertsen, of Middlesbrough, riding a
5-6 h.p. Indian in the first heat, when
Bone, who was receiving start, won by
a bare foot, Gjertsen gaining on him as

he passed the post.

Sept. 1 6.—Auto Cycle Union Inter-club
Championship in ihe Mid-
lands,

„ i8.—Edinburgh and District M.C
Open Hill-clinib at Amulree

„ 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting at
Brooklands.

„ 30.—Streatham and District M.C.C.
Open Hill Climb.

Oct. 14.—.\.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Midland
Centre) fourth and last of
igiiseries.

Advcriisemcnis of Fv.ture Club Evetits

appear under a special heading in the

Miscellaneous Advertisements columns.

A New Three-speed Gear.

For some months past we have known
that the makers of the Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear for pedal bicycles have
been experimenting with a three-speed
hub and free engine for motor cycles.

In conversation with the makers one day
last week we were informed that the gear
had been tested on several severe hills in

Yorkshire and Derbyshire, and among
other performances a 2 h.p. lightweight
Humber had been driven up the cable
tram route at Matlock Bath. Readers
who know this hill will appreciate the
excellence of the perfomiance. It would
be an extremely bad hill to climb with a
35 h.p. engine, but with the aid of the
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear it is

possible to do it with a 2 h.p, lightweight
Humber. In addition to the testing this

hub gear has secured, it has also been
tried- with a 3^ h.p. standard touring
engine which gives oil nearly 5 h.p.

WILL HILL-CLIMBS SURVIVE ?

VARIABLE GEARS ANl> MO TOR CYCLES,
FORMuL/iE FOR HILL-CLIMBS,
THE IRADE AND THE TRIALS.
500 MILES ON A SIX-SPEED.

Sidecar Axles.

Recent record rides have proved that

sidecar axles and spring forks are not
quite strong enough for high speed and
rough roads, and before 1912 we shall

probably see a good deal of alteration

made in connection with the frames,

forks, and axles of sidecar combinations.

Of course, there is nothing like a record

ride to find out weak points, weaknesses
which the average tourist never discovers.

Our Legal Columns.
Mr. H. L. Buxton, a motor cyclist of

Southminster, has just secured a verdict
in an accident case which occurred as far

back as February 22nd, In a letter to

The Motor Cycle he says, " I believe I

wrote you earlier in the year as to advice

concerning this case of mine in your
legal column. I may say I am very

glad to have won the case both for

your sake and the cause of motoring
generally. That is one of the reasons
why I fought."

Dealers and the Licensing Laws.
At the Greenwich Police Court last

week, Charles Lurie, Blackheath Road,
Greenwich, was summoned for keeping a
motor cycle without a licence.

Mr. Kemp appeared for the London
County Council, and Mr. Scard defended.
Mr. Kemp said the cycle, with a sidecar,

was used by the defendant on February
26th, he having no licence for this

motor cycle. The defendant, who was a

dealer in motor cycles, had a general

identification mark, but that did not
absolve him from the necessity for a

licence for any machine he used. In
reply to the magistrate, a London County
Council inspector said that, according to

strict law, the defendant should have a
licence for each machine which he took
out of his shop and used for the purpose
of showing it to a customer, but he
(witness) would only a=k him to take one
licence. Mr, Scard's defence was (1)

that the defendant ft-as never out on the

machine on the day named, and (2) that
if he were he used it only for testing

pvrposes. Mr. Hutton, the magistrate,

said that he must decide on the point of

law that if a dealei' u,:ed a machine
merely for the purpose of testing it or

showing it, a licence would not be
required, but if he used three or four for

his own use it would be necessary to have
a licerce. He would be pleased to stats

a case and nave the point decided, be-

cause he did not think it had ever arisen.

The summons would be dismissed.
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Another Three-speed Hub Gjar.

Th3 B.S.A. Co., Birmingham, are ex

perimenting with a tliree-speed hub gear
of the company's own design for 1912.

3,000 Miles without an Adjustment.

D. R. O'Donovan, of White Lodge,
Thornton Street, Kempston, Beds, a

rider who makes long businesB journeys

on a 3^ h.p. Singer, intends to attempt
3,000 miles during the next week or

two without adjusting engine or using

any tool on the engine. Tlie clutch,

wheels, and engine will be sealed.

Irish End-ta-end Record.

A telegram announces tliat P. Stewart,

of Belfast, at the end of last week covered
the Irish End-to-End course in 12h. 8m..

riding a 2J h.p. Douglas. This beats C.

E. Murphy's tijne of 13h. 6:n.. accom-
plished on a 3^ li.p. Triumph. As a com-
parison with the above times. Hugh
Gibson's recent record ride on a 3^ h.p.

Bradburv and sidecar was completed m
141]. 4m.'

Motor Cycle Racing at Toronto.

The Canadian motor cycle champion-
ships for 1911 will be held at Torcmto on

the Exhibition tw'o-lap track on Saturday.
September 16th, under the auspices of the

Toronto M.C. The races will be the
regulation distances. It is expected that

the honour nf Old England will be up-

held by Bain (Rudge-Whitworth). Orr
(Bradbury), and Percy Barnes (Triumph).

The Strength oS Sidecar Axles.

In view of the fatal accident, in which
Mr. Joseph I'oltcn was uiifoiturately killed

between Mansfield and Sutton-in-Ashfield.

on Wednesday, the 6th inst., readers are

specially cautioned against the use of

inferior sidecars, and are strongly advised

to make sure of the strength of the

axles. Mr. Hugh Gibson says tiiat side-

car axles are not strong enough, and if

anyone is an authoritv on the subject he
is. Special attention is called to this and
other matters on page 952. It may be
recalled that this is the third serious acci-

dent in less than a month due to the
breakage of sidecar axles. The cases cited

should act as a warning to those who are
in the habit of carrying two passengers,
and thus imposing stiains on tlie sidecar
attachments which they were not designed
to withstand.

Accident at New Bighton.
In the first heat uf a match between

some Bimingham riders and members of

the Mersey M.C. last Saturday, a serious

accident took place, T. Hcnshaw losing

control of. his machine when travelling

at 45 m.p.h- It is reported that Henshaw
looked round and that his saddle slipped.

He sustained a compound fracture of the
leg. Several of the spectators were
severely hurt. Miss E. Tennant was
taken to the hospital suffering from con-
cussion of the brain, and iXIr. E. S.

Dudley with broken ribs. Mr. I'eter

Brown had his leg broken, and several
others were hirrt. The remaining motor
cycling events were abandoned. This
ca5C certainly points to the desirability

of restricting the size of engines used on
any but properly banked tracks, not only
in the interest of the riders themselves,
but of the lookers-on.

Turner's Hill CUmbei on a Lightweight.

H. V. Swift, of lightweight fame, on
his 2J h.p. Douglas, made the asceni of
'1 urner's Hill, Sheffield—the roughest 1

in 3 hill in the country—six times oi*t

of six tries, the performances being
watched by many sceptical rider.s. who
had tried to mount the same hill on thtiir.

3^ h.p. machines. In .fact, the number
who have done so could be counted
on the hands, and the failures by- a note
book. j\Ir. Dover's ascent referred to in

these columns a month ago lias started

quite a large family of triers.

B.M.C.R.C. Seventh Meaiters' Meeliag.

Only members are eligible to compete
at the B.M.C.R.C. meeting at Brooklands
on the 23rd inst. The events are:

1.30 p.m.: The Junior Hour Race, for

nMTjtor cycles of Classes A and B. Gold,
silver, and bronze medals in each class,

silver cup if recoid is broken. Ertiv fee, 6s.

3.0 p.m. : The 100 Miles Record Race,
for motor CTcles of Classes C, D, and E.

Gold, silver, and bronze medals in each
class ; silver cup if record is broken.
Entry fee, 5s.

Entries close on Saturday next.

First Aid by A A. Patrols.

The A. A. patrols are doing good work
in other spheres besides that of motoring.

First-aid outfits were issued to the patrols

(if the A. A. and M.U. some time ago. and
now nearly 100 oases have been reported
of service rendered to all classes of road
users.

Push Cycle v. Motor Cycle.

After the Sheffield Club's cunpetition
at Owler Bar last Saturday, a very amus-
ing race took place down the hill leading
to the city. A rider of a Royal Enfield

push eye!'? challenged some of the riders

of 3|^ h.p. machines to race back into the

city, and with the intention no doubx ot

giving him a lesson in manners, several

accepted tl\e challenge, and it will surprise

riders of motor cycles to know the push
bicycle won by atout 100 yards. In fact,

he gained half a mile on the motors in

the tirst two miles covered, greatly to the

amusement of the spectators.

1912 Models.

A call on Hobart Bird and Co., Ltd.,

last week elicited the information that

they are discarding the inclined engine

on the single-cylinder model, and replac-

ing it with a 2i h.p. vertical engine and
tlu'ee-speed hub gear. The inclined

engine will, however, be retained for

the ladies' machine, which pattern lends

itself more to a dropped frame. A
"V-type 4 h.]-. twin with three-speed gear

will" also be made, bur. i\Ir. Bird has not

yet decided whether chain or belt trans-

mission will be finally adopted.

Exhibition o£ Patents.

Loudon is tw have a permanent exhibi-

tion of patents which it is anticipated by
the promoters will fulfil a long-felt want.

The exhibition will be situated in a

central position and will be open to the

public all the year round There will be

no charge for admission. The object of

the exhibition is to establish a centra

where inventors may di.-^play their patents

for the purpose of attracting the atton-

tion of possible purchasers, not only in

the British Isles, biit abroad. Visitors will

be received at the exhibition from all

parts of tlie world, and conducted through

tho various sections by ex;iert demon-
strators.

M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT SUNDON.

A competitor in (he passenger class travelling well on the stecpe:;t gradient. (See next page.)
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FACTS
DARK NIGHTS ARE UPON US, SO BE PRE^RED.

READ THESE LITTLE EFFUSIONS.

WHY DO WE HOLD ALL THE RECORDS?

THINK OF 1,000 FEET BEAM.
' My brother has a lamp, it was sold as being equal to yours, but he is going to have the F.R.S. like mine next time."

'

I cannot but help writing you that I was absolutely astounded by the beam that your lamp gives. I HAVE NEVER
SEEN ITS EQUAL BEFORE."

'
1 should say that you are thoroughly justified in your claim of a beam 1 ,000 feet long.

It is a most delightful lamp to ride behind, I have NEVER SEEN ANYTHING SO POWERFUL BEFORE. It is

simply MAGNIFICENT."
•Three riders have stopped me this week to know what sort of SEARCHLIGHT I was getting along with.

THE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AND MOST
BRILLIANT

STAR.

THE DARK
PATHS OF
THOUSANDS

ARE
LIGHTENED.

SETS. 800 ft. BEAM. 58/6 to 45/

1.000 „ „ 68/6

POINTS that F.R.S. excels in-

HiNGED Opening Back Door.

Riddling "Grid" Generator.

Largest Lens in the World.

POINTS that F.R.S. excels in-

DOUBLE CARBIDE CHAMBER.

NEW MODELS- NO RIVETS VISIBLE.

Stocked by SERVICE CO., High Holborn, and TAYLOR & CO., 21a, Store St , Tottenham Court Rd., London.

AND

"THE LAMP SPECIALISTS.'

SWINTON ROW, EDINBURGH.
LTD. WROTTESLEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

154, CLERKENWELL RD., LONDON, E.G.

24, QUEEN STREET, GLASGOW.
18, ELDON SQUARE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

/n nnswtrinii this culvci'ii,cement it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT SUNDON.

957

General view at the starling point o( the H.C.C. hill-climb at Sun don last Saturday.

ON Saturday last, in ideal weather for the purpose, the
Motor Cycling Club members' hill-climb was held at

Sundon Hill, near Hailington, in Bedfordshire.
Sundon Hill is a narrow acclivity that rises out of

the valley up to the Chilterns, not far from its more famous
sister Sharpenhoe. As a gradient, it is not particularly

difficult, although certainly rather steeper than Sharpenhoe ;

its worst characteristics being a narrow twistiness, an
abominably loose smface in the worst part, and a sharp turn
about two-thirds of the way up.
The entry list was divided into five classes, the prizes

being gold, silver, and bronze medals for first, second,
and third respectively in each, whilst Commodore Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot's prize v/as awarded for the best performance
in Class 11. for standard single-cylinder motor cycles e.xceed-

ing 500 CO. The last class in the programme was for any
motor cydes, the fastest being the winner, whilst in the
other classes the result was decided on the formula :

Weight of machine and rider

Time x cubic capacity
the highest figure of merit so found being the winner.
There was a strong wind behind the competitors which

enabled .'iome very fast times to be made, but in a great
many cases, the corner already referred to was treated with
more respect than it deserved.
Only three entrants participated in Class I., for light-

weights not exceeding 300 c.c. for singles and 340 c.c. for

twins, viz.. Rov Walker (2% h.p. New Hudson). F. W. Barnes
(2i h.p. Zenith), and B. Marians (2iNi.p. P. and M.) The
last went up slowly but surely, whilst Barnes and Walker
were very fast indeed, though Walker's engine seemed to be
considerably over oiled. The speed of these two machines
was alniost identical. Later in the afternoon. R. Jlundy
made an .ascent in this class on a single-cylinder Alcyon.
and did a very creditable ascent indeed. The results" on
formula were :

1. F. W. Barnes (2^ Zenith).
2. R. W. Walker (2? New Hudson).
3. R. U. Mundy (2 Alcyon).
Class II, for standard touring motor cvcles with -single-

cylinder engines exceeding 500 c.c. attracted a good many
entries, "including four Rudge representatives. W. F.
Gmver

(3,i Kerry:Abingdon), J. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.), C. S.

Burney (3i Rudge), and G. Grifliith (3i Zenith) made very
fast ascents, although Slaughter swung all over the road in

the loose part in quite an alarming manner. Griffith showed
himself very nearly if not quite as expert with the Zenith
gear lever as Barnes, and the way these two men nonchalantly
changed gear and steered their bounding machines over the
vallainoiis surface with one hand was a very edifying sight.

E. H. Ware l^i Rudge) did a good deal of wobbling, whilst

A. L. Umnianney (5^ Rudge) experienced a good deal of mis-
firing. W. A. Jacobs {3i Hex) and F. White (3i Rudge) were
both suffering from too higli a gear. L. A. Baddeley (3j
Brown) was rather slow. .Most of the machines were "cut
out" at the corner, and sonje of them even on the twisty part
of the hill. Result on formula :

1, J. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.).

2, C. S. Burney (3i Rudge).
3, G. Grifath (3'i Zenith).

'J. H. Slaughter (Ci h.p. l.r.'.C.) on tho t:irt:ng line. He proved the winner
of Commodore sir R. K. Arbuthnot's cup.
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M.C.C. Hili-climb at Sundon.—

F. W. Barnes (Twin Zenith), wlio this time haj to he contented with seconii

place, S. T. Tessier (Bat) proving victor.

The Speedy Twins.
There was even more " cutting out " in tlie next class,

which was for standard touring motor cycles with twin-
cylinder engines exceeding 340 c.c. The three ascents in

this class were certainly thrilling. Barnes came up at a high
speed and with a pretty bad " wobble," though this did not
prevent him changing gear in the approved fianies manner.
S. T. Tessier (4 Bat) was very nearly as fast, although the
engine was being "cut out" continually, even on the open
part of the hill, iliss Muriel Hind (7 Rex) came ui> at a fast

speed as far as the worst part of the hill, when her machine
developed an alarming " wobble," swept from side to side of

the road, and finally crashed over. The plucky Miss Hind
was fortunately thrown clear of the machine, and beyond some
nasty bruises on her left shoulder and right elbow, was. we

SEPTEMBER 14th; 1911

are glad to say, not much damaged. The machine also Ci.mp
off lightly, only suffering from a broken tyre inflator and bent
footrests. Had Miss Hind been possessed of le.ss pluck, she
might easily have escaped altogether, for instead of slacken-
ing speed when she began to "wobble" on the rough part.

she held on "all out," hoping to regain her balance on the
smoother surface of the hill higher up. Results on formula :

1, S. T. Tessier (4 Bat-Jap).
2, F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith).
There were only three starters in the passenger machine

class, viz., E. B.' Ware (8 Chater-Lea), F. W. Barnes (6

Zenith), and H. E. Hull (7 Indian). The last named ap-

peared to be the fastest of the trio, whilst Ware was rather
slow. The formula, however, favoured the weight of the
Chater-Lea combination and the smaller engine of the
Zenith, and the result was : '

1, F. W. Barnes.

2, E. B. Ware.
3, H. E. Hill.

The All Comers' Class.-
Class v., open to any motor cycle, produced only one

machine that had not competed in a previous class, viz.,

Arthur Moorhouse's 7 h.p. Indian. Of the Rudges, Omman-
ney made the fastest time, and had succeeded in curing his

niishring. Tessier, on his 4 h.p. Bat. did a really splendid
performance in spite of a slight "wobble" o\'v.v the rough,
and came near to making the quickest ascent, but Jloor-

house put in the fastest time in the typical Moorhouse
manner. Compared to the other competitors he was at a

slight disadvantage, for all the others had gone up the hill

at least once in former classes. As a result he took the
corner at the top a bit too fast, and got a skid, which slowed
the machine considerably. The fastest performances in

Class V. were as follows :

A. J. Moorhouse (7 Indian), 47s.

S. T. Tessier (4 Bat-Jap), 48s.

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith), 48Js.

A. L. Ommanev (3^ Rudge^ 49^s.

C. S. Bnrney (3^ Budge), 49is.

J. Slaughter (3i L.M.G.), 49is.
E. B. Ware (3i Rudge), 52s.

Following the climb, tea was taken at the George Hotel,
Luton. Sharpenhoe being climbed on the way back.

AUGUST IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
Imports of motor cycles for the month ended 31st August

equalled a value of £7.472, compared with £10,411 during
the corresponding month of 1910.

British exports in Aug ist increased from £16,083 in

1910 to £25,487 this year.

Essex M.C.

annual 24 hours'

run to York and

back. Group of

competitors in

the hotel yard at

the turning point.

(See page 959.)
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TWENTY-FOUR HOURS' RIDE.
SNARESBROOK TO YORK AND BACK.

THIS run of 403 miles, organised by ^the Essex Motor
Club, started from the Eagle Hotel, Snaresbiook.

The competition .vas (or th€ Triumph Cycle Co.'s

silver challenge cup, which was awarded to the com-

petitor who adhered closest to scliedule times. Gold and silver

medals, besides other special prizes, were offered to survivors.

The competitors foi the generous prize list were : A. T.

Stanton (3^ h.f Bradbury and sidecar, N.S.U. gear), B.

Alan Hill (3^ h.p. Budge and sidecar, N.S.D. 'gear), E. T.

Gray (3^ h.p. Rudge), F. W. Applebee (3^ h.p. N.S.U.

,

N.S.U. gear), C Byptt (6 h.p. Salway and sidecar, .Millen-

nium gear), A V. Deacock (4 h.p. N.LG.), VV. Cooper (3^

h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U- gear), J. L Love (3i h.p. Triumph),

C. E. Lovett (3^ h.p. Bat-Jap), H. Evans (3^ "h.p. Rudge).

J. A. Campbell (3-^ h.p. Rudge), H. Beal (3 h.p N.S.U.
twin, N.S.U gear), W. C. Hemy (3 h.p. Wanderer). —
Kapadia (8 h.p .Minerva and sidecar), F. J. Sowter (Sj h.p.

2 sp. Humber and fidecar), N. G. Dear (2| h.p. Douglas).

S. B. White (3i h.p. Service-Jap), and G. L. Fletcher (2|

h.p. Douglas).

Starting at seven o'clock on Friday evening, competitors

were sent off at two minute intervals, and nearly all lit

their lamps before starting Cooper was forced to retire at

Epping by lamp troubles. Near Pampisford, Kapadia
suffered a puncture in the back tyre, and through making
too hurried a repair the tube leaked continuously until he
replaced it with a new tube at Doncaster.

An Exciting Incident.

Byatt also got a puncture, and in making up time got his

carbui'etter on fire Things were quite e.tciting for a few
minutes, but he managed to put it out at the cost of a badly
burned coat. We then had a quiet time until we reached
Cambridge, where a compulsory stop of fifteen minutes at

the George was arranged. On again along the Via Devina
to Fenstaiiton and Huntingdon, where the check was in

charge of Dr. Moss-Blundell, of Leicester. Near Stilton

we passed Hemy in trouble with his generator. At the
latter place we came to the first of the tour secret checks.

These checks are arranged to take place in a section of from
twenty to thirty miles indicated on the route cards. Near
Colsterworth Hemy again had bad luck and a whole series of

troubles, among them beiu' a broken petrol pipe, inlet dome
plunger lost, and collision wita a sheep. At Grantham there
was a check and compulsory stop of one hour at the George
Hotel, where supper was obtainable for those who required
it. Just as we were leaving Hemy came in. However.
after looking over things a bit he decided to have a try to
complete the course \Ve found the Trials hon. fee, Mr.
Hiffkeii. in charge of the second secret check, with Mr. A.
G. Reynolds (timekeeper) in the official car. Sowter was
nearly twenty minutes behind time, as he found he could
not average 20 m.p.h Dear. White, and Kapadia did not
check at this point, as they lost their way and struck the
North Road again above Retford. We then encountered
some drizzle, and the fag end of a terrific thunderstorm.

which had passed over earlier ui the night, and with wel-

come dawn near Bawtry we arrived at Doncaster.

Another Retirement.
The cneck was arranged at the racecourse garage and hot

coftee was enjoyed at the hotel iie.\t door. Here Sowter
decided to retire, as he vas still further behind time, with
no prospect of making it up. The machine ran perfectly,

but there was a lack cf speed which made it impossible to

keep to the schedule. Byatt had trouble with inlet

valves and dome, and had lost his way, but was still cheery.

In the ne.xt thirty-five miles to York he made up about halt

an hour, so the pace must have been rathei exciting. Just

outside York, Hill replaced a faulty inner tube, and found he

had lost a silver watch s-nd chain, a P and H. lamp, and
his il.C.C. Winter Ride gold medal. The check was at the

Windmill Hotel, with a compulsory stop of one hour to

allow for breakfast. Fletcher bad started from Epping over

half an hour late, so did not arrive until we were thinking
of getting off fo Ijondon again. We learned that Camp-
bell was nearly knocked off his machine by a policeman near
Grantham, and that F W Applebee lust his pump about
the same time. We noticed t'vo rather interesting devices.

Hill had rigged up a novel steering arrangement with a
canvas belt and string from the handle-bars. By leaning
back into it he could steer without holding the handles.

Gray had a foot-operated throttle on the principle of the
accelerator pedal.

All went merrily now with daylight md a lollowmg
wind, and the temper of som'. of the competitcis was con-

siderably improved. A tew miles out oi Grantham we
stopped to see some of the competitor g(> b" and early
realised that th° twenty miles per hour schedule had been
forgotten. Beal broke his exnins lifter wiij in restarting

but got it repaired in Giantham. Proceeding, we soon came
up with Hemy, who had spent th> nighl on the roadside
in consequence of his Wanderer giving up work altogether.
Evans and Campbell took him in cw to Grar.tham where
he left left his machine, tc return to lx)ndon on the carrier

of White's Servic^-.Jap. From Grantham to Cambridge,
where a stop of fifteen minutes was allowed for, there was no
incident excepting tliat we passed S.'^wter. with his passenger
driving. As they were doing t good thirty miles per hour
it was evident , the trouble had beei overcome, and we
learned that the lack of speed previously was due to too
high a gear. Th? last man in trouble >vas Lovett, who
punctured near Hockerill All the starters finished inside
time to qualify for an award, with t.'ie e.vception of Cooper,
Hen;y, and Sowter. whose retirements are already recorded.
Everything worked smoothly throughout the nm, with the
exception that the feeding arrangements might have been
better at Grantham and Y'ork. A noticeable feature is that
half of the machines were fitted with a change-speed gear.

As the course has no hill in it woifay of the name, it ."hows

these gears are used lor general convenience in starting and
traffic riding. Thanks are due to Mr. S. fir. Cummings for

the loan of the official car.

^-^r-^- ->>'• '-^. .•-*--.,.-
: -

SNARESBROOK—YORK—SNARESBROOK 24 HOURS' RIDE.
Members ol the Essex Motor Club outside tlie Windmill Hotel, York, the lurnin; point ol this annual competition, whicli look place last wee.H-enl.
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TWO NEW
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ENFIELDS.

A new model

open frame

single -cylinder

Enfield with

two-speed gear

and chain

transmission.

The engino is a

24 h.p.

ALWAYS to the foie «here improvement is conceiiied,

the EufieW Cycle Co., Ltd., of Redditch, has inti-o-

duced two new models for 1912, one of which we
are enabled to illustrate. The completed new pattern

IS an open frame single-cylinder, which is intended for the
use of both men and women.

This model follows the lines of the weU-known chain-

driven 2J h.p. Enfield which has made a name for itself

during 1911, the two-speed gear having proved itself both

reliable and easy to handle. The 2^ h.p. "drop frame," as

the new design is to be termed, has an engine 54 mm. bore

by 75 mm. stroke, and is fitted in a slightly inclined posi-

tion in the frame ; tlie gear-driven magneto—a Boscli—is

behind the engine, and is controlled from the handle-bar by
Bowden wire ; the carburetter control levers are as usvially

fitted to the Amac. In all dropped frame machines there is

a difficulty in arranging an adequately sized tank, but the

Enfield has a double tank fitted as shown in the illustra-

tions, a bolt passing through both tanks and drawing them
together, thus firmly supporting them. Xo gauge is fitted,

because one tank running dry is sufficient indication that

more fuel is needed, and the empty reservoir can be re-

plenished at the next stopping place. Both should, of course,

be full at the start. The oil compartment is in one of

the petrol tanks, and holds a quart of lubricant, the petrol

capacity being ten pints. In-addition to the usual oil pump
an Enots drip-feed lubricator is fitted. Owing to its posi-

tion this enables tlie drips to be seen quite well, and it has a

very neat method of controlling the needle valve.

The Gear Changing Mechanism.
The gear control is by means of two pedals carried side by

side on the left footboard ; depressing one pedal raises the
other, so that no mistake is possible when changing speed.

The same footboards will, of course, be supplied on the

standard diamond pattern 2| li.p. machine. A refinement

consisting of a metal extension of the tanks is bolted in

position over the engine and magneto, and enables the magneto
to be readily got at for adjustment. The sparking plug is

also easily accessible. The brakes are a Bowden Enfield front

rim and the usual pedal-applied rear brate with shoe
working on a special brake rim. The shoe has been lengthened
and improved, thereby making the brake more effective.

Tiiis model will not only appeal to ladies who requu-e a
light, easily controllable machine, but will also attract an
army of elderly men riders who want a machine that can be
readily mounted without the necessity for lifting the leg over
the carrier of a diamond frame, which is sometimes rather
awkward when luggage is carrfed. It will also most certainly
appeal to very short riders who find the usual pattern, low
as it is, difficult to start bv means of the clutch.

A Ne"w Bicycle for Sidecar WorK.
The-other new pattern is the Royal Enfield sidecar machine

which is now under construction, and although not sufficiently

complete for an illustration to be published to-day, is in an
advanced state, and will be on the road shortly. The firm
has decided to fit a 6 h.p. J. A. P. twin engine to this model,
and it has been specially designed throughout for sidecar
work : in fact, it will not be sold without the firm's own
make sidecar attachment, which will be specially fitted with
lugs to register with attachments on the frame, so that there
can never be any doubt as to the proper alignment of the
bicycle and sidecar. The Royal Enfield chain drive two-speed
gear will be fitted, but of stronger construction. With foot-

boards and a neatly designed coach-built body, we are look-
ing forward to a trial of one of these interesting passenger
combinations, which, with the Enfield name behind it, cannot
fail to appeal to the rapidly growing army of passenger motor
cvcle enthusiasts.

M.C.C. HlLL-CLlMB AT SUNDOM.
S. T. Tessier (Bat-Jap) approaching the top bend of the hill. (Seepajes 957-3.1
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GYAKHANA AT THE STADIUn.
T!

HE North-west London M.C.C. held a very successful

gymkhana at the Stadium last Saturday. There
were sixteen events on the programme, but two had
to be abandoned owing to lack of time. The

arrangements were well carried out by Mr. H. J. Pooley, who.
in addition to his ordinary duties, sat up nearly the whole
of Friday night getting out an emergency programme ; the

printer having failed to get the official pragramme ready in

Alan E. Woodman, the New Zealander. who lost his right leg whilst practising
for the T.T. Race o[ 1910. He was admittedly the most skillul competitor in the
N.W. London M.C.C. gymkhana, winning several events.

time. The weather was dull, but pleasantly cool. There
was some very interesting racing. A. E. Woodman rode
very well, and got a great speed out of liis little Htiniber.

F. A. Rose (the hero of the race in France) also did well.

The riders had to lean over very much on the banking, but

the meeting was marred by no accident, though H, J.

Pooley had rather a uarrow escape his pedal scraping the

barrier for a considerable distance at the top of the banking.

Evi>:t No 1.

—

Thbej: Lap Handic4P (Passenger
Machine; ,.

Heat 1: 1, C. WUliams (8 Chater Lea), 13s. ; ?., W. O.
Oldman (8 Bat), scr.

Heat 2 : 1. 0. Hill (8 Bat). 4s. ; 2, t. 'I'homas (7 G.O.K),
14s.

Final: 1, C. Williams; 2 W (). 0:(iinan ; 3, 0. Hill.

Time Im. 56|s.

Event No. 2.—Two Lap ScRATCt: RviE (Lic!it\vi-:ights).

Heat 1: 1. A. E. Woodman (2| T / B umber) ; 2, F.

Thomas (2| Douglas).
Heat 2 : 1, C. M. Down (2| Enfield)- 2. W, 0. Oldmun

(2| Douglas).
Final: 1, A. E. Woodman; 2, C. M. Down; 3, W. 0.

Oldman.
Tiine Im. 3|s. The fastest time was made in Heat 1 by

Woodman and was Im. 25s.

Event N'o. 3.

—

Three Laps Scratch Race (Single-cylindkrs).

Heat 1:1, F. A. Rose (3i Triumph).; 2, S. Uillhouse

(3^ Triumph),
Heat 2: 1, W. 0. Oldman (3i Zenith): 2, E. E. Gwvnne

(3i T.T. Triumpli).

Heat 3: 1. C. 15. Owen (3i Zenith); 2, A. J. Dreydel

(3i Premier).
Senii-fiiial 1: 1, Rose; 2, Qwynst.
Semi-final 2 : 1, Owen.
Firial: 1, Rose; 2. Owen: 3, Gwynne.
Time Im. 41=s.

The fastest time in this event (Im. 33|s.) was made by
iMdnian in Heat 2, but he started in the semi-final with his

petrol tap closed, and was naturally left behind.

EvE.VT No. 4.—Mu.sicAi, Cjiair,s (with Ladt Passengers).

1, F. Thomas (7 G.O.K); 2. A. S. Phillips (7 V.S.)

Event No. 5.

—

Three Lai- Scr.itch Rack (Multi-
CVLINDEKS).

He:it 1 ; Hal Hill (5 Bat) : 2, C .\i. Down (5 Indian).

Heat 2: R. L. Printz (4 T.T. Bat); 2. H. C. Bean (€

.Vl.atchless).

Fi7wl: 1, Hal Hill; 2, R. L. Printz

Time Im. 24|s. Second man 2s. behind.

Event No. 6.

—

Three Lai- H.\ndic.\p (Lightweights).

Heat 1 : A. E. Woodman (2| T.T. Humber), scratch ; 2,

W. 0. Oldman (2| Douglas), 17s.

Heat 2 : 1, C. M. Down m Enfield), 12s. ; 2, F. Thomas
(2| Douglas), 173.

Fiiwl : 1, A E. Woodman; 2, G. M. Down.
Time Im. 27|s.. This time beats that of the 3^ h.p.'s in

Event 3.

North-west

London M.C.C.

gymkhana at the

Stadium. The

start for tha final

of the lightweight

race, which was

won by A. E.

Woodman on his

three-speed twin

Humber.
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Gymkhana al the Stadium.—
Event No. 7.

—

Air Balloon Competition (in whicli com-
lietitors had to ride over five toy balloons in a distance

of 100 yards. In case of ties the fastest to win).

1. 0. Hill (8 Bat and sidecar), 5; 2, A. E. Woodman
(2| T.T. Humber), 4; 3, F. Thomas (2J Douglas). 4.

In this event a sidecar machine certainly had a great

advantage.

l-.vENT No. 8.

—

Musical Chairs (foe Solo Riders).

1. R. G. Goslett (3i P. and M.)

EvEXT No. 9.

—

Four Laps Handicap (Single-otlindebs).

Heat 1: 1, W. 0. Oldman (5i Zenith), scr. ; 2. S.

house (3^ Triumph), lis.

Heat 2 : 1, F. A. Rose (3^ Triumph), 6s. : 2, G. B.

(3i Zenith), 2s.

Heat 3: 1, E. E. Gwynne (3^ T.T. Triumph), 4s.

H. Berlandina (3i Triumph), 14s.

F\nal: 1. W. 0. Oldman; 2, S. Hillhouse ; 3, F. A. Rose.
Time Im. 56|s. Tliis was a fine race. Oldman rode with

great judgment and won by a clear length, half a length
between second and third.

Event No. 10.—Forn L.ap.s

1.- A. l^runton (5 Bat), 5s.
;

Hill-

Owen

H.

Handicap (Mdlti-cylinders)

2, R. L. Printz (4 T.T.' Bat),

when
5s. ; o, Hal Hill (5 Bat), scr.

Time Im. 48s. Fast for the track. Printz eased up
he found he could not win. and was an easy second.

Event No. 11.

—

Punting Race (kor Passenger Machines)

1, G. Rowden; 2, J. D. Haylor.
Time 51s. Distance 100 yards.

Event No. 12.—Abandoned.

SEPTEMhEk 14th. igii

Event \o. 13,

—

Turks' Heads (Five Heads on Alternate
Sides of the Track).

1, C. Williams (8 Cliater-I.ea and sidecar) ; 2, W. 0. Old-
man (2| Douglas); 3, C. H. Hollis (21 Douglas).

Event No. 14.—Four Lap Relay R.\ce (for Teams
of Four).

Heat 1 : 1, Red team; 2, lihie team.
Heat 2 ; 1, Orange team ; 2. Gree.i team.
Final : 1. Green team—C M Down (2| Enfield), S.

Hillhouse (3| Triumph). H. C. Bean (6 Matchless), F.
Thomas (7 G.O.K. and sc.) ; 2, Orange team—A. E. Wood-
man (2| T.T. Humber), E. E. Gwynne (3^ T.T. Triumph),
H. Hill (5 Bat), W. 0. Oldman (8 Bat and sc.)

- Event No 16,

—

Nink Lap Handicap (ant Machine).

Heat 1 : I.E. A. Rose (3i Triumph). 28s. ; 2, E. E.
Gwynne (3i T.T Triumph) 22s
Heat 2 : 1. W. 0. Oldman (3i Zenith,, 20s. ; 2, A.

Brunton (5 Bat). 12s.

Heat 3 : 1, R. L. Printz (4 T.T. Bat), 12s. ; 2, G.
'

Rowdeir (3^ Triumph), 28s.

Heat 4 ; 1, S. Hillhorise (3i Triuir.phl, 28f ; 2, H, E.
Taylor (3^ Zenith), 22s.

Final: 1, W. Oldman; 2, A. Woodman; 3, R. Printz.

Times not taken. This was a most interesting race. A. E.
Woodman (2| T.T. Humber) was allowed to compete in

the final, although, owing to some mischance, he did not
ride in his heat. He made a great race of it with W. 0.'

Oldman, from whom he had a short start, and his skill on
the banking served him in good stead. For several laps

he was able to keep his lead, but with about half a lap to

go, Oldman forged ahead and won by a few yards. R. L
Printz was a good third.

—> <g ^^ It -

WEEK-END CLUB EVENTS.
Ilkley and Distiiet M.C.C.

(Jn Saturday last the above club lield a series of speed
trials for a trophy presented bj" tiie members of the motor
trade in the district. The course chosen was on, a stretch of

road on Snowden Moor, situated between Otley and Blubber-
houses.

Each competitor was given a certain speed, the one improv-
ing upon liis speed the most to be the winner.
The length of the timed stretch was about half a mile.

The competitors were somewhat handicapped by having a
slight upliill gradient on which to get, up speed.

The following shows the thiee best rmnti

liider and Machine
Speed Speed Improve-
given attained inent

m.p.h. m.|i.h. ui.p.h.

60 62.6 -1-2.6

59 59.42 -I- ,42

58.14 56.61 --1.53

J. A. Hottniann (5^ T.T. Triumph)
J. Norman Longfield (3^ T.T. Triumph
C. Thackray (3^ J. A. P.)

Each competitor was allowed two attempts, the best time
to count.

The awards were: Trade trophy and club gold medal, club
silver medal, and club bronze medal.

Mersey M.C.

competition last week-end resulted in

a win for F. C. Jones (Bradbury),
G. Morley (Triumph) being second.

There, was only an error of .04 m.p.h.
in the winner's speed.

A speed-judging

TOHBAY M.C.C. OPEN HiI,L-CLlME AT RAYDOWN HILL inear Ashburton).

R. Broadbear (3i h.p. Premicrl making a last ascenl in tlie single-cylinder class, which he won.

HILL-CLIMBINB IN PICTURES.
We have been asked to mention that

the kinematograph film of the Cov-
entry and Warwickshire M.C. hill-

climb at Newnham will be exhibited
at the Picturedrome. Lord Street,

Southport, during the first half of next
week, and for the remainder of the

week at the Kensington Pictnrearome,
Liverpool.

TRUMP-JAPS IN 1912.

A company is being formed to manu-
facture and sell the well-known Trump-
Jap machines, and an excellent factory

has been secured in Birmingham
equipped with up-to-date machinery, and
under the management of a well-known
cy<;le engineer. Mr. F. A. McNab,
whose present address is 70, Lombard
Street, Birmingham, will hold the posi-

tion of sales manager, and will also be

a director. We may perhaps remind our

readers that the Trump-Jap machine

holds more world's"" records than any
single-cylinder motor cycle of the same
power.

^:^i:
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OPEN HILL-CLIMB IN DEVON.
GLORIOUS weather and an entry of eighty-six combined

to make this the first annual open climb of the

nine months old Torbay and District Motor Cy^'le

Club a great success. Raydown Hill, which is

about a mile long, wa.s the venue. It was in excellent

condition, and had been swept for the climb. It is fairly

st«ep, and a steady pull all the way up, with several corners,

on which many of the machines had to cut out. Milner's

A competitor at the second bend. Note the extremely narrow road and Us
winding nature.

7 h.p. Indian, which ran well, was much too fast for the

course, he having to cut out for many seconds on the corners.

Two falls, neither serious, were the total casualties for the

day. Maurice (3^ h.p. Premier) fell owing to a burst cover,

but pluckilv changed wheels and ran his other events off.

and R. Holioway on a similar machine, in trying to negotiate

the first bend without cutting out. struck the hedge with
his footrest. and did a triple somersiult. Though bruised and
scratched he resumed later. P. Arden almost followed suit.

,J. Woodhoiise went up at a great pace, but the last and
worst bend almost pro\ed too much for his speed. The
ladies' event, for which there were two entries, attracted

special notice. Miss MacPherson riding a T.T. Premier with
dropped handle-bars to victory. She took the hill in splen-

did style, and managed the bad corner well.

Jliss M. Arden, who has only been motor cycling fur a

week, is to be commended for her phick ; init'ortnnately hei

new 35 h.p. Brough failed half-way up through in.=nlhcienl

pace at starting. The fastest time of the day was made by
li. Broadbear on his 3^ h.p. Premier. E.\cept Class 4

every event was open to any variable gear. In the pas-

senger class, which attracted five competitors, none succeede I

iu getting up the hill. A. J. Luce's 8 h.p. Bat and sidecar
went furthest. The principal thrill of the day wa.-; R.
Broiidbear's marvellous recovery from a dry skid juft past
the top bad corner. How the machine was kept up all

through the gyrations it performed was astonishing. Time-
keepers were Mr. Crouch and Mr. Gilley ; starter. Mr. N.
Cox; judges, Jlr. Trinamrn and Mr. Birdsall. Altogether
the climb was voted a great success for a young club, which
is to be congratulated on its success and the consistently
good riding of its members. Devonshire is the land of hills,

and the committee hope to make the next open climb a hug,-

success. This is the largest motor cycling event that has
been organised in the West, and when the large centres are
sweltering under a late summer heat a change to the cool

sea bre jes (with your motor cycle at hand) is pleasant.

R. Broadbear's performance calls for special mention on his

3i h.p. Tourist Premier ; he annexed no less than four gold
medals for best times, a field day for Premiers.
The formula results will be published next week.

Cl.\ss 1.—t^pen Lightweight Event, for engines 345 c.c.

m. s.

1. A. Powell (2^ Enfield)

2. W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
3. E. Kiekham (2-J Douglas) ....

Cl.\s.s 2.—Tourini 500 c.c. Single. 750

R.

1 47L

1 541
1 54i

Multi.

1 231
1 261
1 34

1 46|
2 4
3 21

Broadbear (35 Premier)
J. Woodhouse (3^ Comet Precision)
F. T. Wilson m Rudge) ...

Ci.-\ss 3.—Club Lightweight, 345 <

A. Powell (2.1 Enfield)
H. Benny (2^ Enfield)

B. Edwaids (2 Motosacoilie)

Cl.ass 4.—Touring 500 c.c. Singles, Fixed Gears.

R. Broadbear (3^ Premier) ... . . 1 27^
•T. "vVoodliouse (3^ Comet Precision) ... 1 50^
F. T. Wilson (5i Rudge) 1 371
L. Bioadbear (5i Premier) 1 58|
A. P. Maurice (5^ Premier) 1 43|

Cl.ass 5.— Racing Machines up to 1,000 c.c.

J. Woodhouse (3i Comet Precision)
J. Miliier (7 Indian)
W. U. McMinnies (3^ Triumph) ...

Lister Cooper (3i Triumph)
R. W. Williani.son (3i Xoiioii) ...

J. G. Birch (3i Triumph) ... • ...

A. J. Luce (8 Bat)

Cl.\ss 6.—Ladies' Event.
1. Miss M. MacPherson (3i Premier)

1 301
1 31

1 34

1 35
1 401
1 42|
1 43i

TO

2 23

1.

2.

5.

4.

5.

6.

Ci..\ss 7.—Club, Unlimited.

I!. Broadbear (3^ Premier)
R. Hollowav (51 Premier)
J. Milner {1 Indian)
H. Williamson (3i Norton)
\V. C. Hardy (3^ Norton)
L. Broadbear (3^ Premier)

Cl.lss 8.—Racing 500 c.c. Singles

J. Woodhouse (3^ Comet Precision)
R. Broadbear (3^ Premier)
W. (}. McMinnies (3i Triumph) ...

Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph)
K. Holioway (3^ Premier)
•J. tr. Birch |3A Triinniih) ...

... 1 OUJ

... 1 34^

... 1 36)

... 1 37^

... 1 38?

... 1 401

... 1 32|

... 1 32|

... 1 36

... 1 37|

... 1 381

... 1 40

The secratary of the club, A. Powell (2; h.p. Enfield), starting in Class 3
for lightweights, which he won, in addition to Class 1.
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CLUB NEWS.
Walsall M.C.

On September 17th a liill-climb will be held at Style Cop,
1 ear Staff ird, consisting of the following classes: 1, single

touring machines up to 500 c.c. time; 2, ditto, knock-out;
3, T.T. machines (singles) up to 500 c.c. time; 4, light-

weiglits up to 300 c.c. time; 5, twin up to 1,000 c.c, only
to he run if more than two entries, time. Meet at the Stork
Hctel at 11 a.m.

Edinbur^ti M.C. Dobson Trophy competition. The Leven team staiting.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The above club is sending a strong team to take part in

the A.C.U. international club championship trials on
Saturday next. The following being the team : R. W.
Duke, P. J. Evans, Dr. Fawssett, H. D. Jones, S. C. Perry-
man, and A. J. Stevens.
Last Saturday the third annual paperchase was held.

The honorary secretary, who presented the first prize, was
the hare. He laid a trail through many rambling lanes in

the neighbourhood of Earlswood, including two water
.splashes. Unfortunately, however, the "hounds," by a
ciu'ious coincidence, "short circuited" about six or seven
miles of the trail, including the water splashes, and thus
brought the chase to an end somewhat earlier than was ex-

pected. Mr. Duke was the winner, with Mr. A. Young
second.

Burnley A.C.

The above club held a race meeting on Saturday, the 9th
inst., at Grane, near Haslingden. The event was run on the
knock-out principle, some very fast times being done. The
first prize was won by W. Simpson on his T T. Rudge ; and
the second hv R Wmterbottom on his Ariel.

Chesterfield and District M.C.C.

The team of riders in the inter-team club championship
at Banbury, on September 15th, will all be riding Sj h.p.

1911 Bradbury machines, and will be chosen from fjxe follow-

ing : A. C. Seals, with sidecar, J. S. Wilcockson, A. Wat-
son, F. Kelly, D. Ferguson, F. Simpson, J. J. Kelly, and L.

Smith, captain of team.

Essex M.C.

For the benefit of new members and those members who
have not been able to go before, a special standard ride to

King's Lynn has been arranged for Sunday, September
17th. Full particulars and route cards from T. M. Tyson,
29, Osborne Road, Forest Gate.

SheiHeld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The weekly competition of the above club took the form
of a petrol consumption trial over a circular course of six

miles, which had to be covered three times. . The start was
Bsachief to Totley, Dore, Whorlow, and down the hill again
to Beachief. The results are as follows:

Fig of merit
1. T. Durant (3-i Jap) 129.0

2. D. Bradburv (3i Norton) : ... 121.2
- 3. 0. Bellamy (3^- Zmith) ... ... .... 78.9

Edinburgh and District M.C.

An open competition for Scottish motor cycle clubs for the

Waverley trophy was held on Saturday last, 9th inst.

This trophy is a valuable and very neat piece of workman
ship, presented by Mr. J. Jl. Dobson, a member of the above
club. The competition consisted of a fifty miles reliability

trial, and two timed hill-climbs on minor hills. Two teams
of three competitors each were entered by the Leven JLG.C.
and three teams by the Edinburgh and District M.C.C,
Ltd, After a very enjoyable afternoon's sport, the winners
were found to be the Edinburgh club.

Fastest tune on hill.—1, A. H. Alexander (7 h.p. twin
Indian), 36|3. ; 2, J. R. Alexander (7 h.p. twin Indian), 58^s.

;

3, R. H. Mouat (3i h.p. single Rudge), 40|s.

Walthamstow M.C.

The results of the Clacton-ou-Sea to Woodford non-stop

run on the 10th inst. were as follows : J. H. Kerr (3-^- Rudge),

R. J. Lisles (5 Humber tricar), H. T. Browett (8 Minerva),
A. Renault (5 Rex and sidecar), A. T. Peppercorn (3^ Brad-
bury), F. W. Applebee (3i N.S.U. and sidecar), C. T. Talbert

(4 Indian and sidecar), G. West (5 A.C. tricar), A. UiHaman
(3^ Humber), and W. G. Laver (5 Sarolea and sidecar) made
non-stops. Wilson (4-^ Howard Precision and sidecar) punc-
tured sidecar wheel, Dutfield (3^ Triumph) stopped engine
accidentally. Peppercorn (3-^ Bradbury) sooted plug. W, S.

Low {3| Scott) ran out of petrol, W. Applebee (2 Centaur)
punctnicd and D Faiihead (4 Peugeot) sooted plug.

THE MERSEY MOTOR CLUB AND BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. TEAMS.
The teims of four .n the ill-fated inter-club team race at New Brighton track last Saturday. T. Henshaw, who is marked with a.x, owing, it is said,

to his saddle slipping, dashed into the spectators at 45 m.p.h., injuring several as well as himself.
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THE COMBINATION THAT GIVES MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY.

The combination of the New Hudson 3J h.p. Motor Cycle, with the Armstrong 3-speed Gear and
Clutch, gives a reserve of power and flexibility of control, not obtainable with single-geared machines
of any power.

The New Hudson 3-speed Motor Cycle has been consistently successful

in open competition, and won the approval of impartial experts everjrwhere.

A GRAND HILL CLIMBER--IDEAL FOR SIDECAR USE.

See " The Motor Cycle," August 31st, on the Reliability of Variable-Geared Machines.

3ih

THE ARMSTRONG 3-SPEED GEAR-" THE GEAR THAT NEVER FAILS,"
is perfectly reliable and without complications, its action is instantaneous and noiseless, its operation

simplicity itself, the gears are changed while travelling without risk of damage even by rough or care-

less treatment. ^^^ jj^ ^^^ HUB—NO TROUBLE.

The following letter was sent to us by a well-known City Merchant, an old rider and owner
of various makes of Motor Cycles :

—

" // may interest you to know that I have not had to touch the engine on my 900 mile trip. I took Sutton

Bank at first shot, Lyihe Bank {a very bad hill well known in Yorkshire) six times without failing, and Blue

. Bank three times. I have never been stopped on a single hill, and we have had some terrible ones on the Moors,

most 0/ them with hair-pin bends.
" The Armstrong gear is marvellous , and the engine is certainly beyond all praise. There is not a weak

spot in the machine, and I would not exchange it for any other in existence."

" THE VARIABLY GEARED MACHINE IS THE ONLY MOUNT FOR THE RIDER WHO WANTS
TO GO EVERYWHERE WITHOUT A LOT OF FIDDLING BY THE ROADSIDE."— T/ze Motor Cycle.

I II answering (hta adxtrtisement it n ctesiraMe to mention "' The Motor Cycle.'' -M3
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THE

CREATES ANOTHER RECORD.

Mr. HUGH GIBSON (with Mr. Jas. Eastwood, Passenger),
on a 3i h.p. Chain-driven

RADBURY, with SIDECAR
made the Irish End-to-end journey of 390 MILES in 14 HOURS
91 {VIINUTES, an average speed of 27i MILES PER HOUR.

A GREAT HILL-CLIMBER. L

27* MILES PER HOUR over some of the v/orst roads ia the British

Isles is a wonderful testimony of the merits of the Bradbury.

The Bradbury is THE Motor Cycle for Sidecar Work. Supplied

either with Fixed Gear or Two-speed Gear.

Awarded Highest Honours—more than 300 first prizes In

competition with all the leading makers.

ADBURY & CO. LTD., OLDHAM.
Any Agent advertising Bradbury Motor Cycles at LESS than RETAIL PRICE will have his supply stopped.

Aj4 In CDisverinc! th'is ailnrlisemeiU it is de---irablu to mention "The Molar Cycle."
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Club News.

—

North Middlesex M.C.C.

This club is holding a paperchase on the 16th. inst., meeting
at the Abercorn Arras, Stanmore, at 3.30 p.m. sharp. A
very interesting and novel route has been selected in the
surrounding country, and a good afternoon's fun is assured.

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

The third and final reliability trial took place on the

3rd inst. The course, whicli was from Whitmore to Market
Drayton, Audlem, Nantwich, Woore, Keele, Newcastle and
Whitmore, had to be covered three times, the total distance

being 130 miles. There were two controls and three secret

checks. T. F. Rodgers on a Rudge obtained full marks
(lOO), not stoppinf^ and arriving at all controls on time.

Result: 1, T. F. Rodgers (3^^ h.p. Rudge), 100; 2, C. E.

Fowke (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), 93; 3, W. J. Beeston (3^- h.p.

Bradbury), 89; 4, H. Madeley (3^- h.p. Lincoln Elk). 8'd.

The Ashton Cup for the best performance in aggregate of

the three trials was won by H. Madeley, with a score of

233, C. E. Fowke being second with 231, while the third

position was secured by T. F. Rodgers lOSj-. The maximum
number of marks was 300.

Liverpool A.C;C.

This club is holding an opeai reliability trial 011 October
7th and 8th, over a 200 miles course in North \Vale.«. The
riders will return to Liverpool on Saturday evening,' where
their machines will be placed in a lock-up garage for the

night. The event will be held inider a special permit from
the A.C.U. A fifty guiuea challenge va.^e, ])resented by
the Rreliance Engineering Co., of Liverpool, will be com-
peted for; in addition, a- number of valuable prizes will be

offered. The trial will consist of two 100 mile runs over a

specially selected course. The event will take the form of

a non-stop run ; controls will be e.'tablished for replenish-

ments, etc. ; marks will be awarded for hill-climbing, reli-

ability, and condition ot machine at finish. Entry forms
will be ready shortly, and may be obtained from the hon.
secretary, i\Ir. L. V. Barton, Shirley, Queen's Drive,

Mossley Hill, Liverpool. As this is the first open event that

has ever been held in this district, it is to be hoped there

will be a large entry.

NorloLi M.C.C.

By kind permission of Col. the Hon. C. Harbord, a race
meeting was held at Gunton Park on Saturday, the 2nd inst.

The course was a mile in length, and the timing was done
electrically with the apparatus designed by Mr. R. H.
Williams, the late hon. secretary of the club, lliis apparatus
has been used by the club for the past two seasons, and has
been most successful. The starter was Mr. H. Master, and
the timekeepers in charge of the starting and stopping
switches were Messrs. A. E. Lacey and A. Wyatt.

The results of the racing were as follows

:

Private Match.—Dr. Blake (2| h.p. Anglian), receiving
15 sees., beat Dr. Mayo (3i h.p. Phelon and Moore).

Multi-cylinder Touring Machines (Handicap).—1, Harold
Collins (8 h.p. Bat) ; 2, F. C. North (6 h.p. Matchless) ; 3,

G. Boswell (6 h.p. Matchless); 4, A. Adock (5-6 h.p. F.N.),
Winner's speed, 57.58 miles per hour.

Single-cylinder Touring Machines (Handicap).—1, Dr. V.
H. BlaCe "(2J h.p. Anglian) ; 2, E. M. Wood (Si h.p. Match-
less) ; 3, A. R. Ider (3i h.p. Bat) ; 4, B. Hornor (3i h.p.

Ariel); 5, G. Boswell (3i h.p. Ariel); 6, Dr. H. R. Mayo
m h.p. Phelon and Moore) ; 7, H. F. North (2^ h.p. Hobart).
Winner's speed, 38.71 miles per hour,

Lightweight Machines (Handicap).—1, Dr. V. H. Blake
(2| h.p. Douglas); 2, Dr. H. R. Mayo (2| h.p. Enfield); 3,

D. Palmer (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 4, H. F." North (2i h.p. Hobart).
Winner's speed, 40.82 mUes per hour.

Tourist Trophy for Stripped Machines, 1,000 c.c. and under.—1, G. Boswell (7 h.p. Mat-chless), time 50 sees., speed
72 m.p.h. ; 2, F. C. North (3^ h.p. Ariel), time 60 sees., speed
b<y m.p.h.

Any Machine (Handicap based on Trial Run).—1, Dr. V.
H. Blake (2| h.p. Anglian) ; 2, Harold Collins (8 h.p. Bat).

Dr. V. H. Blake wins the cup presented by A. Adcock,
ard G. Boswell wins the cup presented by Hugh Boswell
for breaking^ Lhd rlnb record, he having reduced it from 55|s.
to 50 sees. khe flying mile.

Torbay and District M.C.C.
Over eighty entries were received tor the open hill-climb

held at Ashburton, on September 9l1i. There were nine
classes including ladies and p.is.'engers classes.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The annual open hill-cliniLing CDnipetition will be held
within half an hour's riding distance from London on the
30th inst., at 2 p.m. sharp. This is tlie last open hill-climb

of the season, and will include classes as follows : Light-
weights in touring trim not e.xceeding 340 c.c, single-cylinder

touring machines with engines up to 500 c.c, multi-cylinder
touring machines up to 1,000 c.c, variably geared touring
machines, singles up to 500 c.c, ,and multis up to 1,000 c.c.

a separate class for any machines with engines up to 500
c.c, and anothe. class lor any machines with engines up to

1,000 c.c. There will also be a class for passenger motor
cycles, tricars, sociables, and motor bicycles with sidecars.

The entrance fees are : Non-members, 10s. each class first

event, and 7s. 6d. each subserjueut ; members of the Streat-

ham and District ALC.C. 5s. each class.

Gold medals will be awarded to the winner in each class,

and silver and bronze to the second and tliird, provided there

are not less than ten entries.

The Greig challenge cup will also be competed for again

in the variably geared class, the cup to be awarded to the
rider making the highest figure of merit. The holder is F.

W. Barnes (3| h.p. Zenith).

The Tilley challenge cup will be awarded to the member
of the club (non-trade) making the highest figure of merit

of the day, but this award is not open to passenger machines.

. - W
The formula used will be p „ -ra

Entry forms and full particulars can be obtained from the

hon. sec, 10, Daysbrook Road. Streatham Hill, S.W.

Daimler M.C.C.

This club will hold its ainuial hill-climbing contest on

the 23rd, when two prizes will be awarded on formula.

D= X v'S
H.P. will be calculated thus

D=x v'Sx.SxN
for twins.

18,000

The formula will be

for singles, land

H.P.xT
18,000

"" "• """^ "" W
T being time in seconds, W weight in lbs., D bore in mm.,
stroke in mm., and N number of cylinders.

The hon sec. is Mr. G. D. Robbins, 4, 'Trinity Terrace,

Radford Road, Coventry.

Tonbridge Wells and District M.C.C.

The recent reliability trials resulted as follows : 1, A. E.

Sutton (2J h.p. Douglas), lost 1 mark; 2, F. M. Pickett (3i
h.p. P. and M.) lost four marks ; 3, R. Carey (5^ h.p.

B.S.A.), lost five marks. There were fifteen competitors.

The first prize was a Rom combination cover (presented by
the Rom 'Tyre and Rubber Co.), whilst the second and third

nrizes were Continental butt-ended tubes.

Hull and District M.C.C. climb at Spout HiU, Brantingham (Yorks)

A general view o( the starting point.
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A selection of questions of general inteiei.t received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries siio.ild be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containirg legal

queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions

bearing on technical subjects.

Magneto Timing.

Re Occaeional Comments by
" Ixion " in The Motor Cycle,

June 16th (a magneto timing
notion). He states most engines

admit of three good magneto
timings, each intended for a special

purpose. The biggest advance is for

speed work, a medium advance for

ordinary touring, and a special rather
late advance tor .sidecar work or

ascending abnormally steep hills. Can
you kindly let. me know the following ;

What petition must piston and mag-

< pleased if you could give me the
y,^ foHowing-l, speed work; 2, ordi-

Touring in tiie Isle of Man,

Will you please let me know if

there is any tax or duty to pay
for taking a motor cycle into

the Isle of Man for touring pur-
poses?—F.R.R.

No ; all you have to do on arrival is to

register the machine at the offices of the
Highway Board. Anj' policeman will tell

you where these are. There is no fee for

a visit.

3i
500

Nottingham to Yarmouth.

I intend motor cycling to Great
Yarmouth shortly and would be
pleased if you could give me the
best route to take from Notting-
ham. I also desire to know the

distance between each town in order to
.- make a timetable accordingly.—A.S.B.
We have pleasure in giving you the
following route ; Nottingham, Grantham,
24^ miles ; Donnington, 20 ; Long Sutton,

21^ ; King's Lynn, 14 ; Swaffham, 15^ ;

East Dereham, 11-J ; Norwich, 15^; Acle,

A Silent Machine Wanted.

I wish to get a second-hand

^1 mount to serve my novitiate on,

y and should be much obliged
-2J if you will reply to the following

queries. (1.) Can a sound, u
somewhat obsolete mount, be obtained
for about £12? (2.) Can you recom-
mend the Service Motor Co., of High
Holborn, as a straight firm, and as

one likely to take the trouble to give
satisfaction in a comparatively small
transaction like this? (3.) I wish to
make my mount as silent as possible,

i.e., more so than machines which are

called " silent," but which I do not
consider so, even when the cut-out is

closed. I thought of fitting a Clair
silencer with a long extension of pipe
to the back axle. (4.) Does an ad-
Jjustable pulley have to be specially

;bored out to fit the shaft of one's
^machine, or are the shafts of most
machines fitted with a standard taper?
.—V. G. P.-W.

(1.) Yes, a fairly sound machine could
be bought for this price, but you must
not expect anything very up-to-date for

this money. (2.) We can thoroughly
recommend the firm mentioned here.

(3.) You would find this silencer to be
quite efficient, but we are afraid you
could not use a long extension pipe

behind. What you would have to do
would be to fit a long exhaust pipe and
put the silencer at the end of it. (4.)

Most adjustable pulleys are made to fit

different makes of machines.

nary touring ; and 3, sidecar work or

ascending abnormally steep hills. (4.)

Have all high tension magnetos the

same amout of movement from retard

to full advance?—S.K.

The best settings will be as follows :

(1.) For speed work, lever fully relaided,
points to break on the dead centre. (2.)

For ordinary touring work, lever one-

third from full retard, points to break
on the dead centre. (3.) For sidecar

work, lever slightly farther from retard.

(4.) The advance and retard range is

practically the same in all magnetos.

Private Specirication.

I am thinking of having a
motor cycle made to order for

general all-round riding, and to

take a sidecar occasionally. I

lean towards a single-cylinder

li.p. m.o.v. engine (about

C.C.), but my chief anxiety

lies in the transmission and gearing.

Chain-drive seems to be coming more
prominent. No doubt both chain and
belt-drive have their own advantages
one over the other, but which would
you advise for all-round use and
reliability? I do not know very much
about the many variable gears there

are, but which would you recommend?
What method of lubricating would you
have?—H.B.

Certainly, if you prefer it, have chain-

drive. This is now quite satisfactory as

carried out on up-to-date machines. It

is better for wet weather, but is not quite

£0 smooth as the belt. A good counter-

shaft type of chain-drive and two speed
gear would suit your purpose best.

As regards lubrication, one of the new
Best and Lloyd lubricators, described in

our issue of the 10th ult., or a J. A. P.
would work quite satisfactorily.
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tea ings w'th an Agent.

I am enclosmg herewith pajc-

^ri ticulars of my transactions with
"5 a motor cycle agent I hope I

-iJ am not troubhng you too much,
but I should like to have your

leg',; adviser's opinion. The firm is

a{?ent for the Zenith-Gradua machine,
and I wantei a 6 7 h.p., and they told

me they could get me a 7-8 h.p. for the
price of a 6-7 h.p. machine. I agreed
to have it,. Ne<:t morning the son
com<3s out to see me and offers me a
B.S.A. machine, and explams that it

would suit my purpose all right. I

expressed my doubts, as I have some
of the worst hills in Soutli Wales to

traverse. I told him that I should
require a low gear put on. He promised
to do so. He next writes to say that
he has got a sidecar and clutch put on.

I wanted a sidecar. I wrote back and
said that I would not under any
consideration take the clutch instead
of the low gear. He comes out again
and takes me for a ride, and although I

expressed my doubts as to the arrange-
ment being satisfactory, he refused to
write anything about the matter. He
has refused to let me have the machine
until 1 pay for it, or sign a hire form.
The latter I declined to do, and
promised to take the machine when I

could pay for it. Since I promised to

do so I have found out that the machine
has been run about 1,500 miles, and the
agents for the B.S.A. firm assure me
that the clutch put on will cause
trouble, and be of little or no use.

They have taken liberty with my ignor-

ance, and have, I should think, offered

me the machine under false pretences.

What I want to know now is this

:

Must I take the machine? I have paid
no instalment nor signed any agree-

ment—only the promise I made in my
letter. I did not like to trouble you
by sending you all the correspondence
that has passed on the subject.

—

iNTKIC.iTl!.

Our legal adviser writes as follows

:

" Without seeing the correspondence it is

impossible to say definitely whether your

correspondent is bound to purchase the

machine, but apparently he has under-

taken in writing to take the machine
when he can pay for it, and as the dealer

appears to have accepted these terms by
iusistina on the .sale of the machine, both
parties wili oe bound. If 'Intricate'

showed the correfiiondj^.ncf to his solicitor

he would be able to advi.se him definitely.

I do not see why a charge of false pre-

tences should be made. I presume the
machine was purchased as a second-hand
one, and there is nothing to show that it

was represented as not having been used
for 1,500 miles. Jloreover, your corre-

spondent agreed to take the motor cycle

with full knowledge as to the clutch. Of
course, if the machine was purchased as

a new one your correspondent would not
be bound."

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regard-

ing accessories, etc., both " Lost

and Found," which we are unable

to find space for. As these particu-

lar matters are of interest to two
persons only, viz., the finder and
the loser, we have decided to keep

a list of such articles, and all that

are notified to us will be inserted

in this list. Should we receive a

letter from the finder which corre-

sponds to the article lost, the two
persons will be put into communi-
cation, but it must clearly be un-

derstood that we cannot enter Into

correspondence on the matter be-

yond this.

London to Lynmouth.

I ride a 52 h.p. Zenith-Gradua
with sidecar, total 18 stones, and
I purpose going to Lynton and
Lynniuuth. Would yen mind
giving particulars as to the best

route, avoiding steepest hills, if possi-

ble, but would prefer shortest route?

—

H.W.S.
Your best route would be as follows

:

London, Hounslow, Staines, Bagshot,

Hartley Row. Basingstoke, Whitchurch,
Andover, Amesbury, Hindon. Wincanton,

Sparkford, Langport, Taunton, Milver-

ton, Bampton, South .Multnn. Lynton. Or

Taunton. Williton, Dunster, Porlock,
Lynmouth, Lynton. There is a private
road from Porlock which avoids the bad
hill. Steep and long descent (Countis-
bury) into Lynmouth. Lynmouth, as you
know, lies in a hollow, and only reached
by descending a steep hill, and only left

by ascending this or another equally
steep. However, with the variable gear
you ought to manage without difficulty.

You might make enquiries at Bampton
for the road which runs direct through
Dulverton to Lynton. This would shorten
the journey.

What to Buy.

I am contemplating buying a

motor cycle and sidecar, and
should be glad of any advice you
could give me. I want one that
will always bring me home and

take all hills, no pedalling on my part.

Ueliability the most essential thing, as

I have not much time to spend on
engine. Should ride solo at times, but
mostly -with sidecar. Should like one
with seat built into frame, but there

.seems nothing on the market to fill mj
wants. (1.) Would 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder be enough, oi should I have to

have a twin. (2.) Two or three speed
gear. (3.) .Size of tyres. (4.) Sidecars,

rigid or castor wheel ; should want it

coachbuilt.—D.J.
(1 and 2.) Any of the first-class twin-

cylinder machines would be most satis-

factory for sidecar work round Birming-

ham. If it is absolutely necessary to

have a single-cylinder we should advise

you to fit a two or three-speed gear, as

otherwise the hills in the siirrounding

neighbourhood wouli be too steep for the

machine. (3.) A light, car type can be
recommended for rear wheel of sidecar.

For front wheel and sidecar wheel 2^\n.

is sufficient. (4.) It is probalile that the

rigid sidecar would give you the b?st

all round results.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" S.L.A." (Sheffield.) Horse-power

necessary for sidecar, combilied weight

of passengers 23i stones.
" C.P. 376." " N.S.U. two-speed gear

and free engine clutch, with A 1909

3^- h.p. Tourist Rex for sidecar work.

Comnetilors in the toveuir, auu Warwickshire M.C. hll-climb, hell reoenlly at Newnham, weighing in on the village green. No.e the interejted knot of lac'y

compBtitors and spectators.
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HINTS AND TIPS FOR AOTOR CYCLISTS.
FILING OUT AIR HOLTIS.

3*73. If for aiiy reason a rider

desires to file out the top air hole of a
B. and B. carburetter be will find it much
better to shape the enlarged orifice like

a far than like a square. He will then
get 'he surplus air when he most wants
it, i.e., wnen the throttle and air slides

are widest open.

EXHAUST VALVES WHICH BIND.

3T-^. When an exhaust valve is

removed for grinding or other purposes,

it is always worth while to make sure

By ROAD RIDER.
that its stem does not bind anywhere.
Not every firm makes all its valves
exactly alike, and a valve fitted cold
is sometimes rather tight in its guide
wher fot. Whenever the valve is out,
it is well to look for polished patches on
its- stem, especially on the neck, and to
ease them with a dead smooth file.

FLAT TYRE WILL TAKE- NO AIR.
3*75. Sometimes when a tyre goes

flat, and a sound pump is used on the
valve, the tube refuses to take any air

at all, and remains, flat however ener-

getically the pump is employed, while no
sound of the hiss of escaping air can be
heard. This is a sure sign that the
valve has torn out of the tube. This is

not uncommon with wired-on tyres

;

their defect is that when the tube is

deflated there is nothing to prevent the
cjver moving round. Consequently,
whenever a wired-on tyre is felt to hump
ever so little, the rider should stop the
machiue as promptly as possible, other-
wise he is very likely to rip the valve
clean out of his inner tube.

HOLDSWORTH HARDY'S AIR FILTER.

THE filtering of the air which
enters a petrol engine is a subject

which is of more than passing
interest to motor cyclists, because

their engines suffer from carbon deposit

much more than water-cooled car

engines. The carbon deposit is usually

composed of about 60% of road

Part section of H. Hardy's air filler.

ni.at'Lcr, that is to say, there is only
roughly 40% of burnt oil. Naturally, if the

60% odd of road dust could be caught
on its way through the carburetter to

the cylinder, it would prevent excessive
deposits adhering to the cylinder head
and top of piston. To attain this end
ucveral ideas have been suggested, and
a good many carburetters are provided
v.'itii a gauze filter for the extra air, the
m.iin air entrance being left to look after

iltulf. This, of course, is totally inade-
quate, and nothing short of a proper
mst trap can possibly pi event the very
small yiarticles from entering the cylinder.

It io also absolutely vital that the area
I'f the orifice or orifices should not be
v?<'i;K-:d in any way by the intervention
of fine inesh gauze.
A practical engineer, Mr. Holdsworth

Ilavriy, of 4, HighSeld Terrace, Worth-
inghead, Wyke, Bradford, has patented
an air- filter of which he has sent us a
."ample which we describe and illustrate

Iierewith.

The air enters at the tube A, which
may with advantage be made much
longer than that shown and carried to
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the front of the machine. It would thus
draw in purer air and give a certain

aniount of forced induction owing to the
inertia of the air along the pipe. Inside
the tube B (fig. 1) is a smaller tube C
made of wire gauze and covered for the
greater part of .its length with what may
be called a stocking, by which the air is

filtered before it reaches the carburetter

through the openings D (main air supply)

and E (extra air) and deprived of the

dust which it may be carrying, and which
is largely responsible for the deposit

which has to be cleaned periodically from
the cylinder 'head Fig. 2 shows the
apparatus roughly attached to a Eudge
machine for trial.

Our riding experience .of the device has

up to the present been somewhat limited.

The air filter temporarily attached to a Rudge.

but 300 odd miles have convinced us that
a considerable amount of fine dust has
been arrested by the meshes of the wool
sock which fits over the gauze. We were
recommended by the inventor to remove
this sock if we found it interfered with
the running of the engine in any way,
but we certainly did not find the power
or speed reduced, and have therefore left

it in situ.

Although it is not a very difficult

matter to remove the cylinder of a motor
bicycle engine and scrape the piston, it

is a job that a good many riders have not
the tinve for, and if they ride in a district

which is notoriously dusty when ttie roads
are dry they will, we feel sure, appreciate
the use of a practical idea such as the
one invented by Mr. Hardy.
We did not take note of the petrol con-

sumption during the trial as compared
with a similar distance without it, but
Mr. Hardy points out that his device is ;

just the thing to prevent excessive con-
sumption due to blowing back. All
petrol which falls co the base of the dust
trap can be caught on an absorbent pad.
It will readily be seen that any amount
of flooding or blowing back cannot result

in loss of spirit, because if there were
any leakage of this nature the petrol
would be turned into vapour and drawn
into the engine through, the sock on the
lines of a wick carburetter. In fact we
should not be surprised if considerable
benefit might arise from the fitting of the
device due to this fact alone. We intend

"

to keep it fitted to the machine, and will

report again when we have covered a

further distance with it.

A HANDY EMERGENCY LAMP.
Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store

Street, Tottenham Court Road, W., have
lately placed on the market a useful little

accessory consisting of a box, the lid of

which holds a mirror, four feet of tubing,
and an acetylene burner. As mav be

Taylor's repair laap.

gathered from the accompanying illustra-

tion, the device may be used-'to eifect'
repairs by night, the, lid of the bcx actin"
as an adequate reflector. When packed
away, the box takes up very little room,
and our readers will be .interested to know
that it is sold at. a moderate price.
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North-west London Eliminating Trials.
AVERY interesting form of com-

petition was promoted by the
N.W.L. Club on September 2ud in

order to find the winner for the
medal presented by the E.A.C.
A start was made from Barnet punc-

tually at 3.15, and the twenty competi-
tors were soon on their way via St.

Albans, Hatfield, and Potters Bar to
Northaw for the first hill-climb. The

non-stop was continued from the top of

the hill. Jhe same hill was used for the
slow test using the same gears.

The total results are given below, and
the comparisons are interesting. The
petrol consumption figures were worked
out on Mr. Brooker's formula as set out
in the A.C.U. handbook. It seems to

work admirably. The hill-climb was
calculated on the formula suggested by

these

Rider, H.P. and Machine.

Reliability.

2 Marks
Lost for

each Stop.

Hal Hill, 6 Bat
G. B. Owen, 3.V Zenith
A. E. C'olliver,'3.( Zenith
W. C'ooper, 3| Bradbury
W. 0. Oldman, 8 Bat and sidecar

H. J. Pooley, Z\ Premier .

.

H. C. Bean, Matchless . . .

E. Cherry, 3.V Rudgo
R. 0. Goslctt, 3.V P. and M.
R. Scott, 3A Triumph
L. Joiner, 3i Brown
G. Rowden, 3| Triumph . . .

D. H. Morgan, 3.1 Triumph
Mrs. Newbury, 25 Douglas .

H. E. Taylor, ^ Zenith . . .

an Australian correspondent
W

pages
CT=

Cherry (Rudge) rode the 55 miles on
three-tenths of a gallon, which represents

187 miles per gallon. The medal is won
by Hal Hill (Bat), with Owen and
Colliver (both Zeniths) equal second.

Results :

Marks.
|
Final

Lowest Placing.

Wins. I

I

(127

813
839
1017
1140

932
1115
1.512

1229

11.53

919
1390
U7()
3317
2155

13

10
9
4

11

12

15

14

3244
Stopped
2712

Stopped
Slipped
clutch

2349
2007
1539
3182
1436
1751

Stopped I

1327
i

148(>
;

Stopped
i

I Om. 10s.
I

I Om. 5.S.
;

I

Im. Os.
I

i

Om. 15s.
I

I 2m. 10s.
I

I

I

3m. 10a.
!

I

2m. 25s.
!

j

4m. 50s.
I

; 8m. 3s.
I

!
6m. 5s. i

3m. 25.-.

9
6

H ! Cm. 50s.

10
i 2m. Os.

5m. 0=.

3ra. 20s.

8

U

1

5 I

3 I

8 ;

I

12 i

11 !

14
I

17

16 I

^l
i

4 I

7
I

15

13
I

890
1300
1056
1183
KiOl

1060
988
1700
1130
1547
807
864
917
1273
1516

13 19

5 I 21

10
I

21
7

I

27
2 29

'9 33
11 33
1 35
8 37
3 37

15 38
14

12
i

4 I

40
41

44
50

3

4

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

A New Multi-spark and Anti-fouling Plug.

OF late years many attempts have
been made to obtain a t^uicke^

combustion of the charge in the
cylinders of petrol motors by

igniting the gases from a plurality of

points, and also

many attempts
have been made
quite independent-
ly from the multi-

spark principle to

produce a plug
which is piacti-

cally immune from
sooting, fouling, or
in any other way
shorting across the
spark gap, such
as by the elec-

trodes gradually
drawing out aiii

touching each
other owing to the
great heat.

Vertical section thrcu?h
centre of the Howard Smith
sparking plug.

In the system of building up a plug
in the way about to be described, even
these chances of fouling up are reduced
exactly 50% when two sparks are arranged
for, and 66.6% when three are used, and
so on ; but it is doubtful if any better
results- are' gained by using more than
three.

The plug is provided with two (or more)
electrodes, the firing points of which are
situated as distant from one another as

possible. In the case of dual spark.s

being required, an insulated electrod? is

secured in the body of the plug in the
ordinary manner, which leads from the
high tension wire, and this is so shaped
that, instead of sparking on to the shell

of tlie plug, it sparks on to a second elec-

trode or conductor, which acts purely as

a "bridge" to carry the current irom
one side of the plug to the other, where
it is arranged so that the current again
jumps another gap, and sparks on to the
metallic body of the plug, and so to

earth.

This bridge can be made in several ways
which are covered bv the patent.

It is obvious that if one wishes to ob-

tain the best results from two sparks in-

stead of only one igniting the charge in

the cylinder, one must get 'these sparks
as far away from each other as ixissible,

and therefore it is desirable - to have the
plug as large as is convenient. The writer
has for some time been using one so large

that it screws directly into the valve ports^

of the cylinder, thereby obtaining two
sparks situated l-^in. to l^in. from each
other. As this is not practical, however,
from a commercial point of view on at;-

count of so many sizes having to be made
to suit various engines, the advantages
in this direction have to be somewhat cur-

tailed in order that it can be made
standard size to suit all engines alike.

The reason that if shorting across one
of the points occurs it does not render
the plug hnrs dc comhat is because the
current, although it has no gap across

which to spark, nevertheless passes over
from the one electrode across the bi'idge

and sparks at the other end, so it will

be seen that if one spark gap is shorted

it will not cause the plug to be inopera-
tive, but it will still continue to spark at)

the second gap.
In addition, for the above-mentioned

reason, a cooler engine ensues, and also:

on account of the combustion being
slightly more rapid the exhaust valve

retains its seating, and does not become
' burnt up and pitted so quickly because
it is not exposed to the hot Hame of the

burning gases to such a marked degree
as when only one spark is used.

The plug ' is not at present on the

market, an it is only in its experimental
stages, but the writer has had one in

use for the past three months which has
been subjected to some very severe tests.

He has had sufficient confidence in it to

use it in several hill-climbs and speed
events, in addition to ordinary road work,
and its behaviour has been all that has
been expected, whilst he has also had
good reports from friends who have been
using the plugs and endeavouring to

run them to destruction in order to find

out their weak points, but so far they
have all stood up to their work and
no trouble has been experienced with
them.
The illustration shows a section of the

plug as at present made ; it is, however,
proposed so to modify the 'shape of the

electrodes as to cause any oil that may
collect upon them to run from the points,

thus obviating the possibility of any short-

circuiting.

Al.^0 it is intended that the second, or

bridge, electrode should eventually be fixed

in the non-conducting body in a different

manner, and not project tlirough the top,

as shown, as there would hardly be room
tor this in a plug of standard size. The
inventor is Mi\ Howard Smith, of Four
Oaks, Warwickshire.

It will be seen from the above descrip-

tion that there are great possibilities f' r

this plug, and we hope shortly to be able

to report upon its behaviour after a prac-

tical trial.
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Change ct Address.
INIessrs. Price and Co. (late of 25, Rose-

bevy Avenue, E.G.), the makers of

Ukantes specialities, have removed to

London Colney, Herts.

Third Successive Team Award.
The prize won by the P. and iVI. team

in this year's Thousand Miles Trial is

the third team prize this firm has won
in succession.

Coming Along.
\¥e are informed that the C.A.P.

carburetter was fitted to machines which
gained two firsts, two seconds, two thirds,

one fourth, and fastest time of the day
at the Newnham hill-climb on Saturday,
September 2nd.

Fire Causes Delay in Delivery.
Osborne Bros, inform us that the fire

at their Lincoln premises on the 23rd
ult. will cause some delay in delivery,

but that customers who have machines
on order will receive delivery as early as

possible, as they are making arrange-
ments for the manufacture of the

machines elsewhere. '

A Manchester Reliability Trial.

The reliability trial promoted by the

Manchester M.C., for which the first

award was the Triumph Challenge Cup,
was won by W. Heaton. of Atherton,
riding a 2^ h.p. A.J.S. lightweight.

Twenty-two competitors took part, and
fifteen completed the journey without a

stop, the deciding point in the competi-
tion being a hill-climb.

Another £5 Lathe.
Another firm to introduce a moderate

priced screw-cutting lathe suitable for

motor cyclists who do their own repairs

is F. Patrick, of Oxford Street, Leeds.
The "Patrick" 3iin. centre lathe is a
self-acting boring, sliding, and milling

tool with a 34in. bed, gap 3^in. long and
2|in. deep, and saddle Sin. x5in. The
lathe will admit work over the bed T^in.

in diameter, over saddle 5^in., in gap
12in., and between centre? 22in. Com-
plete with treadle it weighs 220 lbs.

The approximate weight as a bench
lathe is 140 lbs.. -

A New Rubber Belt.

The Service Co., of High Holborn,
W.C. , have recently introduced two new
motor cycle belts, which we have had
an opportunity of inspecting, and of

which we have been able to form a very
favourable opinion. The first is a rubber

Two nsw belts jmt introdu"e3 b/
the S rvi^e Co. The top one is a
rubber belt and the bottom one is

made of leather.

belt in which a special device, consisting,

a'5 it were, of a number of "pimples,"
his been introduced to ensure a thorough
grip on the sides of the puUej's. At the
same time flexibility has been made a

strong point, and to this end the under
side of the belt is furnished with a num-
ber of transverse grooves. In all rubber
belts there is a tendency tor the top

surfaces to crack and come away from
the canvas core. Li the Service Stud

SEPTEMBER 14th, igii.

Belt, as this new introduction is called,

the top surface is embossed with a basket
pattern, which, while not detracting in

any way from the flexibility, neverthe-
less allows the belt to be bent to its

utmost degree without causing it to crack.

It is made in all sizes suited to standard
pulleys from fin. to Igin.

A New Leather Belt.
The same firm have also produced an

improved pattern of their leather belt.

The tension between the engine and the
back wheel belt rim is taken by three
plies of chrome leather, above and below
which are a series of square pieces of un-
tanned hide, the function of which is to
enhance the gripping surfaces of the
pulley flanges without adding any more
thickness to the material which has to be
bent around the pulley. On the top of
the upper leather pads are scjuare pieces
of coppered steel, through which pass
hollow rivets which hold the plies
together. The steel plates form an effec-

tive bed for the rivets, and, as a result,

the belt appears likely to be enhanced
both in durability and life. To take one
of these belts in one's hands is to realise

what a high degree of flexibility has
been obtained by this simple and effective

process of manufacture.

Dunlop Belt Sales Arrangements.
In future the Dunlop belt will be

handled exclusively by the Dunlop Tyre
Co., whose headquarters are at Aston
Cross, Birmingham.

Club Notice Boards.
Maude's Motor Mart are placing a club

notice-board in one of their windows at

136, Great Portland Street, W., and would
be pleased to display any club notices for
London and district clubs.

Catalogues Received.
Mr. G. N. Higgs is distributing a small

leaflet telling what the Alcyon light-
weight has done in three months. Copies
can be obtained on application to 31,
Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.
The Hutchinson Tyre Co., 70, Basing-

hall Street, E.G., have just issued a new
catalogue.

The Hull and

Districl A.C. hill-

climb wai run ofl

on the 2nd inst.

Our illustration

shows competi-

tors weighing in

before the start.
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"POWER, COMFORT,
RELIABILITY."

" I have just returned from a Cycling Trip in

North Wales, and wish to congratulate you on

the excellence of the B.S.A. Motor Cycle used.

This machine (which has completed 2,000 miles)

took a sidecar (passenger and self exceeding

22 stone in weight) from Birmingham through

Bettws, Capel Curig, Beddgelert, etc., singly

geared, without failing on a single hill, and has

proved most satisfactory as regards its power,

comfort, reliability, and general excellence.

" I have had single, twin, and 4-cylinder

machines of various makes, but none to equal

your 1911 Z\ h.p. Roadster Model."

"B.D.;' Edgbaston, August 29th, 1911.

THE

B«iS«i^e

MOTOR BICYCLE
is recognised as the most perfect machine on the

road. Its distinctive finish, its silence, power, and

smoothness of running are points that are fully

appreciated by those who have ridden other makes.

Write for Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
MS COMPANY LIMITED,

102, Small Heath,
BIRMINGHAM.

The B.S.A. 3i h.p. Motor Bicycle .fsa
(Fixed Engine) *'»**'

The B.S.A. 3 i h.p. Motor Bicycle x>K<5 lAc
(Free Engine) *»«>" iU^.

Are you using B.S.A.

Specially Prepared

Cylinder Oil
For Motor Cycles ?

!>• answering Ihis adierllsement it is desirable to menlioti "The Motor Cycle.' A41
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PRICE 5/-

SPABKINe PLUC
AS USED IN THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

The best plug to use on all motor
cycles where conditions are

unusually severe.

WONDERFULLY EFFICIENT,
ABSOLUTELY GAS TIGHT,
PERFECT INSULATION,

AND
GUARANTEED FOR RELIABILITY.

EACH.

Post free in U.K.,

including steel gauge for the sparking

points.

The ordinary Lodge motor cycle plug

is obtainable everywhere (with gauge)

price 4/- each, as usual.

LODGE BROS. & CO.,

Dept. E„ New St.,

BIRMINGHAIVI.

"S

"Fall in and follow me,'*

and never get left.

In v; : A.C.U. 1,000 Miles Trials 18 Gold

and Iz S'\ -°r Medals were awarded riders

who used

RUSOLINE
TOR

Now exclusively used on A.J.S., Douglas, Ivy-

Precision, Norton, Humber, Bradbury, Rudge,

and Quadrants.

Manufactured under the supervision of W. RUSSELL,
late of Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd., London,

RUSSELL BROS.,
National Oil Works, BIRMINGHAM

The Best IVSotor Cycle Belt
is unquestionably the ROBERTS. lis durabil]ty

and smootli-runnin;; are well-known qualities

it is non-warpin;, being moulded to the evict

lenglli required: drives straiglit and true,

with no waste of power.

From all agents (belt and outfit), c

direct from

The Ro!3erts Motor

Tyre Company,

Gripwell Works, ^^
St. IVIary's Row, //^.

Birminghain. /-

Telephone

—

1298 Central. // /~
J

Do not
buy an outfit

until you have

seen the Vulco

AAoto'- Cycle Out-

fit No other outfit

on the market shows

etter value, contains

more material, or is gener-

ally of higher quality.

Price 3/-. Send for list, which

ves details of the Roberts

Retreading. Motor Cycle
a Speciality.

London Office and Warehouse :

13-14, King Street, Cheapside, E.G.

Telephone—5360 Bank.

ROUBLE

6 and 8 h.p Models

Design, Workmanship, & Finish.
The Finest Jlnclnne

in iljc \\(jiUl £01

Read this :

Dear Mr. Reed,—I write to tell you that on Sunday last I left here at 5
a.m. in the morning for London on -the Dot with Sidecar, passenger,
and luggage, intending to do the return journey during the day, which
I am glad to say I accomplished without the shghtest trouble save a punc-
ture in the back wheel. This says a lot for the reliabiUtv of your
machine, as in order to do the' 350 miles in one day I had to travel at a
very fair speed. I had absolutely no cause to open the tool bag. The
J.A. P. engine ran magnificently, and in spite of being geared four to one
took Birdlip on top, on the road to London. Coming back I actually
passed several Solo machines blinding up Dashwood.

This I consider a wondertul performance, for as you know I have a
very heavy sidecar and by no means a light passenger.

So far as I am able to ascertain no sidecar combination has yet done
this journey from Cardiff to London and back in one day.

Yours very sincerely, EFIC LONGDEN.
Manufacturers and Patentees—

H. Eeed & Co.,^^^"^^rnche ster.

P.O. will fetch Lists.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle."
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£48 FOR £36.
Undoubtedly we offer the biggest bargain

obtainable in

THE N.S.U. 4 h.p.MODEL DE LUXE

Brand new models, direct from maKers, fitted with
spring iorks. Frame extra low. Back stay ends
allow ^acK wheel 10 be .asi.y detached. Engine
Ai.u. v., double row of ball wLurings. Magneio
ignition, gear driven. Carimreiler N.S.U. im-
proved model, handle-bar control, with special
air regulator. Foot brake and inlemal expansion
Lrake. Toolca^c. hiand. Carrier. Footrests and
numb-r-nlnu-?. tilled.

List price, £48. Our price, £36.
Two-speed gear and free eng ine, £5 15s. extra .

Exchanges enterta.ned. £3 allowed for push cycle.
Special prices to casn ouyers.

5 h.p. l'\--x L'l- Lt X\L, I'yio, twoEpetiJs £42 10
5 h.p. hh'.X '1 win, 19:0 £29 10
5 h.p. G.B. NALA, 2-speed, magneto £25 10
3i h.p. BRADBURY, brand new, ign £44 10
34 h.p. KliX, igog. Tourist £22 10
34 n. p. KliX, igog, two speeds £32 10
6 b. p. Twill N.S.U., 2 speeds, spring lorks £29 10
5J b.p. N.SJJ. Twin, two speeds £27 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, igo3 £20
3i b.p. N.S.U. , igo8, magneto £17 10
3* h.p. N.S.U., igo8, magneto £16 10
3J b.p. HUMliliK Two-speed, igog £29 10
3I h.p. HUMBIIli. two -ppeds, igro .... £33 10
7-9 b.p. Twin PEUG1£0T, Chaler-Lea,

accumulator ignition £16 10
3J h.p. HUMBER, igii. two speeds, like

new £45 q
3Jh.p. QUADR.^NT, magneto £16 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., 1910, two-speed gear .... £32 10
5J[ h.p. Ri;X, Roc rliilrh. magneto £21
34 h.p. AUTO-MOTO, spring seat £7 10
2A h.p. LLhMENT-GAKKARU Lightweight £7 10
23 h.p. KEKKV, 26in. wheels £9 10
2ih.p. HOBART, low buih £8 10
3 h.p. MITlHELL, spray £6 10
3 ll.p. N<iBLE, verlical cncine £7 10
2i h.p. F.N., 1910. two-speed model £28 10
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, low frame £4 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V £12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V..h.b. control.. £5 10
s h.p. Twin KEX, with forecar ........ £1210
2i h.p. F.N., igio. two-speed £24 10
Four-cylinder HOLDEN. dirt cheap £3 15

TRICARS AND CARS.
g h.p, DARRACO Car, three speeds .... £19 10
16 h.p. EAGLE Four-cylinder, five-seater £32 10
4 h.p. SI EVENS' Tricar, Roc two-speed £17 10
5 h.p. REX Twin, f- it-all two speed, .. £17 10
5i b.p. REX, open Irame, two speeds ,. £18 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Carburetters—Longuemarc and F.N 4/6

,, B. & B. or Amac 5/6
Long Handle-bars, drop ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet bilencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 aod 4''6

X L'ALL Spring Forks ; . . . 9/5
(.rip^l-in Belting: 3in. 9d., I'm. lOd., lin. lid.
Rex Wheel with Roc Free engine 25/-
Wide Mudguard. 3in., 2 '3 ; 4in. 2/11 pair."
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
Mat;nclu Handle-bar Switches 2/1
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, suit 3* h!p.*

Brown '. 27 '6

Handle-bar Mirrors "_ 3^.
Belt Punches '[ 1 'i.

16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5 -js
Nearly New Coronet SiJecar £3 10

SF>ECIAI. BARGAIN.
21 h.p. GARRARD, spray, good
tyres, complete with belt, coil,^^ IQ O
and accumulator dyH"! a"^

Booth's Motories
Kelghley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halilax.

Tel. 1062. 3

19
2

M

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TKIUMRH, late 1909, new belt, tvres, etc., everything

in perfect order; £33.—H. A. Hyde, Ormskirk.

BRAND New 3ih.p. P. and M., in stock; firet cheque
secures same.—Ewbank and Burnell, Castleford.

CROSS for Triumph and Matchless motors in Eother
ham; free engine model Triumph and T.T. in stock.

4ih-p. Twin Minerva, with engine plates and inlet
2 pipes; £6/6—Cross, agent, Rotberiiam.

2ih.p. De Dion, perfect condition; £12: just over-
2 hauled, spring seat.— 1, Brown St-, Gorton.

11 Brand New 2ih'.p. 2-speed Enfield: what offers?
—No. 8.427. The i>i.olor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ih.p. Torpedo Precision, new Jnly, perfect: £31. or
2 ofller— \\ olfenden. Bolton-by-Bowland, Clitberoe

3ih,p, M-M.C. Brown nod Barlow, kootI conditirm .

2 £8.-Ca(iweU, Park. Shcepbiidge, near Chesterfield

TRIUMPH, 1910. perfeet condition, just overhauled
spares; £36, cheap.— Rofcin-on. Royal Mills, Halifax

31h p. Singer Motor Cycle, in new condition, befn
2 very little used; £35—Carnforth Motor Co., Cam

forth.

IQll Royal Enfield. 2ih p.. Continental.!, lamp, horn,
-tt-tF perfect; £29/10.-Thompson, 83, Anlaby Ed.,
Hull.

1
QIO Res, fitted with P. and M cear, with sidecar i

At/ a tar„'ain, £49/10. cost £70.—R. Ewbank, Castle
tord.

rEIUMPH, 1909. ftte pngiue. splendid condition
perfect, qch lyre; £35.—Dank:*, Coeket Villa,

barrow.

PHELON and Mnore, 1911. 3ih.p., for immediat'^
delivery.—The Briti'^h Cycle Co., 1-3, Berry St.,

Liverpool.

jQll Triumph Standard, not ridden 100 mile^.
A«/ tinaranteed Ui new; £43.—Thompson, 83. Anlabv
X<\.. Hull.

Qih.p. Minerva, accumulator, splendid runniog ordt^r,
-W* sood I'almers, new belt; £8.— J. ^ Foster, Sher
)urn-in-Elmt-t.

rlUUMPH. Uitf- 1909. T.T. eagine. in splendid con-
dition, vi-ry little used; £35 -Banks, Eueineer.

ikipton-in-CravoD.

MOTOSACOCHE Utrhtweight. Whittle belt, excellent
order: £14, or oflfers; approval, deposit.— Linduin

House, Oidsbuiy.

INEItVA. 2ih.p^ in good running order, plated
rims, good Clincher tyres, low and light.—47,

')orouglieate, Otley.

MOTOSACOCHE. cost £43 with spares 7 month'* ago.
free engine, as new; approval; £27/10.-80, Bi^p

lam Rd . Southport.

3ih p. Premier. S-.flpeed geiir. new. illness cou^e ol
2 di^pjsal; cffers wanted.—No. 8.402, The MoUir

-'ycle Offlce-s Coventry.

B.S.A., 3)h.p,, 1911. only ridden a few miles, and
practically new; £45.—A. E. Ivcti. Cortre/, 93

Aigburth Rd.. Livt-rpool.

IQll Enfield. 2Jh p. Iwm. chain drive, cood rondi
-It/ tioD. new June; £33.— Witter. Aviefleld Ho"u*e.
Appley Bridge, Wigau.

PHELON and .Moore. 1911, perfect condition. £47.'10!
with sidecar and child's seat, f50.—Simp-ou, Rock

ford. Baltour Rd . Southport.

BRAXD New Pncrated SJh.p. Standard Bradbury;
must sell this Boek, £40.—Letters only, Millard,

197. Warbrecb Rd , Blackpool.

^hp Twin Antoine. magneto. 2-3peed and free enpine
' 1, K ..

.
M-ufr"! ,;<.<' tt-heel sidecar; £28.—Grif-

fiths. 204. Deaoe Rd-, Bolton.

IQtl TT. I'remier. exieptioaally low. very fast, LucasAt/ luiup. horn, spares, splendid condition; £39/10
—Moore, " Hazelroyd," Keiqhley.

rRIUMPH. ro-enamelled and plated, in perfect order
al.-^o .-^iderar to same. F.R 8. lamp, horn, and fools;

£28.-52. Orford Av.. WarringtOQ-

GENUINE 6h.p- De Dion, lamps, horn, pump, jack,
cXv.- £36.' exihanee 1910 or 1911 21 h p. F.N.-

lleauuiont. Bird.-* Eoyd. Bri?houie.

WANTED, offers for 5-6h.p. F.N.. splendid conditirc
too fast for owner; would cschani;e for 2-*peeiJ

)oufrla3.—Oddy. Lothersdale. Keishley.

IQll 5h,p. Rex de Luxe, new F.R.S. lamp. Whittle
Lt/ belt, spare tube, complete accessories; £50
iwest—Beesley, Charlestown Rd., Blackley.

REX. 1909. magneto, h.b.c., 3?h.p,. Mabon, free en-
^:iup, ju.^rt overhauled: sacrifice. £19. — Walker

Aithir.L'ton Ed.. Wlialk-y Range, Manchester.

A RIEL, 1909. 3ih.p.. splendid condition. B. and B
r\. carhurener. spring torks; £14. or offer- mu^n
-ell.- 217. Shirebrook Ed., Heeley. Sheffield.

4 LLDAYS 2Jh.p. Li;;htwei?ht Amae. h.b-c. Whittle
•"JL belt, h.t. masneto, low and reliable: £12.—Tho=
•o. k. Hawthorne Terr., Church Lane, Eston, S.O.

Qih.p. Triumph. 1909, same has not had much use02 can be seen and trtM anr time, fit-np complete:
£29.—D. H. Cordingley. Summer House. Haslingden-

3.1h-p. Fafnir, \910, Bosch magneto. B. and B. car
2 hurctter. h.b.c. new DuniOD covers, tube.s, low,

::i-t; £26: seen qny time.—Blakev. llarket St., Burnley

Model D.—£7128. 6d.

Instructive Cuialogue post free, giving
iUuatraiionj-i and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to

satisfy and save money for buyers. Full of
i7npror€m€nts. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. Wicker, cane,
or coach-built (}odies. Child's reversible seal.
K3rcellcnt upholstery.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only corrett mechanical method-
nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from slock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, BRADBURYS, etc

Discounts to Agents,

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

TVRES. TVRES. TYRES.
Dunlops, 28x2, beaded, 14/9 : wired 10/6
Clipper Keflex, 24x2 or 2i 8/6
20X21 Tubes 6/9; 26x2, 6/9 ; Butted 7/9
Covers, best make, 2iin., 17/6 ; 2in 15/6

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES,
26 xz 1*/8 2SX2 16/9 beaded

26x2i .... 17/- 28x2t .... I8/3

26x2! .... 21/- 2Sx2i .. .. 22/6

26x2 12 /J 28:<2 13/- wired

i6x2i .... 14/- 26X2J .... 16/-
K.O.M.'s. SH.^.MROCKS, P.\LMERS, etc.

Old covers taken in part payment

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

macneto, brand new trom makers .... £11 10
6 h.p. water-cooled, with clutch £6 15

3J h.p. N.S.U., M O.V., with gear-driven
niafjneto. brand new from makers £11 10

5 h.p. Twin S.4R0LEA, BOod order £6 15
4J b.p. DE UlOiN, Bcnuine, water-cooled.. £7 15

3 j h.p. BROWN. M.O.V., with magneto £7 10

4 h.p. CORONET M.O.V., air-cooled £4 5

ii h.p. AUTOMOTO £2
ij h.p. MiNtRVA £1 8

1 b.p. Quadrant £3
2j h.p. Trent .. £1 18

2I h.p. De DroN £2 5

2 Cyclone, m.o.v. £1 15

3 J h.p. Brown .. £5 15

3 h.p. Antoine £2
2 h.p. Antoine £1 8
3) h.p Rex M.O.V. £3 15

Exchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. \our old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

* NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
£1 and your carb. secures a new igti B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new 1911
Amac with variable jet and h.b. control.

Delivery per return.

c
BOOTH'S MOTORIES,

KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(oB PeUon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. : 1062^

In answerino l!icse adoerlisements it i.-- clrsiralli- to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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WHY HESITATE?
If you would have -the best this will interest you.

No need to pay £12 12s. and £i\ 14s. for a Sidecar.
You get better for £5 5s. to 17 7s.

"THE FINEST
SIDECAR ON
THE MARKET,
RRESPECTIVE
OF PRICE "

The Portland.
MODEL " A." Price £5 5s.

Three-point suspension, enamelled two coats, double
Cee springs, best quality Upholstered body, wide mud-
guard/ motor cycle beaded tyre, all telescopic tubes
hea\ily plated. Guaranteed twelve months.

MODEL "B." Price £6 6Si

Similar to Model " A," but slightly better body,
three' coats of enamel, 26x2^ Michelin, Dunlop,
Warwick, or Avon beaded cover, plated rim, com-
plete with apron and mudguard. "Guaranteed twelve
months.

MODEL "C." Price £7 7s.

Cane body upholstered, with apron, lamp bracket,
double Cee springs, very fine finish to chassis.

Guaranteed twelve months.
MODEL "DE LUXE." Price £8 8s.

As Model " C," but coach-built, and with car mud-
guard. Guaranteed twelve months.

Descriptive Catalogucpost'free upon request.

n/l ISO E: LcLAiNaOU S3.
MILLFOhD 1911 Gloria coach-built sidecar,

£iS i8s. model, good as new, including tyre £9
CHATER-LEA ?idecar, fit left side, very good

condition £4
PORTLAND sidecar, 6 guinea model, very good

order, 1910 model £4
MILLFORD Herald sidecar, left side, 1911

model £5
TRICARS and CARS.

*REXETTE, 5J h.p., water-cooled, open frame,
two speeds, handJe starting, very good order £20

HUMBER, 4^h,p., two speeds, wheel steering,

open frame, coach built, handle starting £28
STAR Car, h.p., two-seater, three speeds and

reverse, handle starting, tyres like new, a
bargain £32

LITETTE, 5 h.p., twin, magneto, two speeds,

water-cooled, handle starting, good tyres,

good order £32
LITETTE, 5 h.p., water-cooled, two speeds,

handle starting, M.O.V.; special modd,
made for us and guaranteed by the Rex
Co., latest igiT models, friction clutch in

rear wheel, Continental txTes ; list price

62 guineas; accept £48. Only a few lett.

BROWN t'ricar, 3^ h.p., two speeds, very good
order, chain driven £17

;

ENGINES.
*AUTO-MOTA, 3 h.p., very powerful £3
SAROLEA, 2 h.p., BRAND NEW. complete

with Bosch magneto, nlug, silencer, etc. . . £7
SAROLEA, 2 h.p., as above, but with contact

breaker, new, and guaranteed £5
MINERVA, lA h.n., A.O.I. v., contact breaker,

good running order 27 '6

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
22/- and your carb. secures a new njii B. and B.,

latest type, with h.b. control.

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Tube.

Beaded. Wired. Endless. Butted.
26x2in. 14/8 12/3 10/3 11 9

26x2iin. 17/- 14/- 10/9 13'-

26x2an. 21/- 16/- 11/9 13/9
aSxsin. 16 '9 13/- 11/3 12 9
2SX2|in. 18/3 — 12/- 14'-

2Sx2!in. 22/6 — 12/6 14/6

MAUDES MOTOR MART
136 GREAT PORTLAND STF EETUOH DO M, W.

Telephong 552, Mftyfi\ir
Tcle^rjvms 'Ab-dicfttc' London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Telephone_4-33. ,N?i.nonrvl
TeleOt-<vms Petrol' Halifax..

(^L-ISTS POST F-RETE)

A4b

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQll 5h.p. Indian, finished blue, complete with lamp,
-*-•-' generator, horn, pump, all tools, in new condi-
tion; cost £61, accept £45.—R. Kins, Shelly House,
Wigan.

3ih.p. Humfaer Lightweight, 26in. wheels, low built,

2 new tyies^ in excellent condition: £11; any trial;

owner buvinf; sidecar machine.—i<'arrar, 15, Cheetham
St.. Rochdale.

TRIUMPH. 1909, bought 1910. July, Roc 2-£peed.
nuQierous spares; selling through no fault, priye

and partiunlars, been little used, guaranteed.—J. Lassey,
Bridge St., Morley.

'

2ih.p. L.M.O., free engine, yertical. low position, 2
4 accumulators, Lyso, lamp, spares, splendid condi-

tion, just overhauled, re-enamelled; 10 guineas.— Gilbert,
86. Ley Lane, Armley, Leeds.

1 Q092 Res, 3ih.p , B. and. R,, Bosch magneto, excel-
JL\f lent condition, new "spring forks, h.b-c-, extremely
low and very powerful: £23; exchange good lightweight.
—Nutter, 227. Keighley Rd., Cotne, Lanes.

TO Traders.-Hitchen's. of Morecambe, are now pre-
pared to place contracts for delivery of 1911

P. and M.'s, Scotts. and Triumphs, and shall be glad
to have quotations and date of delivery ; terms, cash
with order; we guarantee no cuttinjr,

PHELON and Moore, 1910, with sidecar, in i^plendid
runninK condition, just, been overhauled by makers,

new chains; new back wheel, new tyi"es and tubes 5
weeks ago, including Cowej% lamp, and spares; £48, a
bargain-—Sam Wilson, tobacconi.st, Batley.

3 h.p. Moto-Reve, twin, 1909. engine thoroughly over-
hauled by makers a month ago, £16; 2h.p. Moto-

Reve, twin, 1908, encrine recently overhauled by makers,
£12: 2ih.p. Enfield, new late 1909. £21; 3^h,p. Tri-
a'Tiph. 1911. -free en'rine, unpacked, immediate delirerj.
—Fred Lee, Pocklington.

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby
Stafford. Shropslvre, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

THE North Wales Motor Exchange. Rhosddu. Wrex
ham. Telephone : 283.

RUDGE Free Engine Motor Cycles in stock, immedi-
ate delivery ; demonstrations given ; your old

rnachine taken in exchange, fair market value allowed-
de luxe siaecars to fit any machine. £5/5; send in
illustration, best value on eart.h : we have some eplendirl
machines cheap, let us know what you require; prompt
attention.

PHELON and Moore, new 1911 mode! in stock, m
waiting —Mo,=£, Wem.

QUADRANT Mot-r Cvcle, new back cover, spare brlt.
battery, etc : £7.— Mir-^ton. Bridge St., Chester.

QUADRANT. 3;h.p-, .nilendid machine, ever 20/
worth spares; trial; £15-—Ligut, Chaselev, Braui-

hall.

HUMBER Li-htweiffht. used few times only, run.=
beautifully, all tjols; £28/10.-1, Wood's Lane

Derby.

ZENITH-GRADUAS. 3}h.p., in stock for immediat.-
delivery.—Sole district agents. Paskells, Ltd. 250

Stafford St., Wal.-all

BRADBURYS.-All models in stock for immedial.
delivery.—Sole "district agents, Paskells, Ltd.. 250

Stafford St.. Walsall.

END of, Season Sa'.e.—All 1911 models to be cleared:
ft-fip- ^oniX for list.—Motor Mart, 16, Cavendisl'

St.. Chesterfield.

TRIUMPH. 1910, free engine, excellent condition
S^Q—i^rv T. Glenn, Habberley Rectory, Pontes

bury, Shrcp.'^hire.

LATEST l''ree Engine Rxidge-WIiitworth; must sell

or t-iki^ yr^]r cki machine in part exchange.—
^handctn, Che-^terfipld.

1 Q09' Triuiiipli, beautiful conditicn, little ridden

;

J,*/ sairirii.\ £30; wanted, powerful twin. — Robt
n^e. L<';iwood, M;itIoct.

1Q10 T.T. Triumph, 1911 nattern engine, little used.-
Xt/ perfect Lourlition; £38.—A. w,. Hiockley. Hadley
Park, Wellington, Salcp.

1 Qll Bradbury, Sib.p., in splendid condition; only
a^iy £35 '10. in Indiug lamp, geueratcr, and horn.—
52, Leonold St.. Derby.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6h.p., June, 1911. speedometer,
etr., absolutely perfe; t in every respett; £58.-1'.

W. Owen, Iron-Bridge, Salop-

BRAND New Standard Bradbury, in crate; best cash
ofler,-. or talce Triu'uph or Douglas in part ex-

change.-Fox, Lichfield Golf Club,;- Staffs.

3lb. p. Rudge (Roper), 19in. frame, 26in. wheels, lin.

2 belt, evernhini? perfect; £10,' 10: trial with
pleasure.— J. Lidderdale, Berkswich, Stafford.

4 h.p. Roc, free engine, handle starting. Bosch mag-
neto, A'nae varmble jet: -£20, or exehanLje light-

weight.—Shepherd South Normanton, AUreton.

NEW Free iEngine Rudge. customer unable to take
delivery; best /cash offers, or take Douglas in part

f>xchange.—No- 8.428 The Motor Cyaie Otflces. Coventry.

SINGER, clutch model, only soiled. 200 mile,-;, lamp
and horn, £48; Triumph, new tyres, belt. B. and

H , h.b, control Bosch, perfect order £22/10.-W. H-
Miller, Craven Arms-

fV AR I ATION.
If you would have a variation, read this list. All

actually in stock, " Not to be seen "—In. Stock.

Remember all Machines properly tuned up.

Machines srnrretl (* tlms) arc hi stock nt Halifax Depot.

•QUADRANT, 3^ h.p.^ iqir model, only done
25 miles, andras-'new £33

*N.S.U., 2A h.p./tvvin, magneto, .geared pulley,

free engine, perfect order £22
*F,.N., 4* h.p., four-cyUnder, magneto, footboard

fitted, fine running order , £23
*REX, 5J h.p., twin, free engine, handle start-

ing, very fine order, suitable for sidecar . , £24
MIDGET Bicar, jib. p., Pafnir engine, 2 speeds,

free engine, handle starting, cream finish £16
ARIEL, 2i h.p., vertical engine, >nst been

thoroughly overhauled £12
SCOTT, two speeds, water-cooled head, mag-

neto, just being thoroughly overhauled . . £40
P. & M., 3^ h.p., rgro model, good condition £18
INDIAN, 7 /oh. p. lyir n;o-Jel clutch, splendid

condition £ 18

MINERVA, 8 h.p., P. & M. two-speed gear.

Chater Lea frame, 19 rr mod 1. Bosch mag-
neto, conipleti^ with rigid sidecar. Good
cundition throughout .£52 10

REX, 5'h.p., twin, 1909 model, Bosch magneto £29
N.S.U., 6^'h.p., twin, two speeds, complete with

Chnter-Lea-sidecar £35
REX, 5 h.p.. free engine, low built, powerful £17
P. & M., 3i,.h.p., two speeds, loo'g model,

good orcFer gind condition £30
MOTO-REVE, 2? h.p., 1910 model, not ridden

100 miles '. • • £25
PREMIEH, 32 h.p., 1910 model, spring ' forks,

s' it sidecar £32
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., igog model, very good

order, footboards .". .
.' .'. £34

BRADBURY, 3^ h p., 1911 model, Dunlop
tvres, Bosch niaaneto, perfect order £39

BRADBURY, si h.p.,'1910 model, Druid forks, £32
*REX, 7 h.p., 191 1, two-speed, de luxe model,

absolutely like new, M.O.Vi £48
ZENITH, 4 h.p., brand new", rgii models, from

stock. Nett £54 12
REK, 3H1.P., 1910 model, tourist type .... £28
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., single, very fast, and good order £20
REX, -^ih.o.. 1910 machine, very fast, good

hill climber £23
REX, 5 h.p., iQio tourist model, very good

condition, had careful usage £32
REX, 5 h.p., 1910 de luxe, two speeds, excel-

lent order £42
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, spring forks, free engine,

handle starting £26
ALLDAYS, 3.V h.p., mag. lov^f built, vert, engine £15
REX, 5 h.p-. Bosch magneto, very fast £24
N.S.U., 6h,p.. two-speed, latest igri model,

Bosch magrieto. complete with Jones'

£5 55. speedometer, Lucas, lamp, 1911
Millford £9 95. sidecar, Uke new, t>Tes

perfect £55
REX, 5 h.p., latest igir de luxe model, two

speeds, handle starting. Actually in

stock. Cash or exchange £63
REX, 5 h.p., latest 1911 cone clutch model,

brand nev , Actually in stock 51 Gns
REX, 3J h.p., tourist model.- Actually in

stock. Latest 1911. Cash or exchange 43 Gns
REX, 31^ h.p., cone clutch model. In stock 48 Gns
F.N., 2i h.p., two-speed lightweight model,

handle-bar operated cktch £30
N.S.U., 5 J h.p., twin, two speeds, Cowey

speedometer, spring forks, Bosch magneto,
complete with castor wheel sidecar

;

BAT, Sh.p., 191 1 latest T.T. model, J. A. P.

ensrue, overhead valves, torpedo tank,

grey hnish

. REX Oc. LUXE, 7b. p., rgii model, M.O.V.
two speeds, excellent

*REX, "i
h.p., twin, igoo Tourist ModeJ, spring

forks, Bosch magneto £31

HUMBER, 3^ii.p., 1909 model, two. speeds,

Bosch niagneto, handle starling, with

f6 5s. sidecar £35
*REX,' 5 h.p., 'figog Speed King, very fast, just

been thoroughlv overhauled £29
ARIEL, 3^ h.p., ig'io model, footboards fittea £32
TKIUMPM, 3^ h.p., 1909 model, very fast,

magneto, etc £33
F.N., 4i h.p., 4-cyl.~niagneto, very good order £16
ROC, 4..h.p., two-speed, magnelo, spring forks,

handle starting £2S
TRIUMPH, ""3J h.p., spring forks, magneto,

,

IQ07 model £19
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., footboards, twin, very low

built, take sidecar £15
Many others. Send foi full Lists, post tree on

application.

Fuller srcpiflc.if inn of niiv mticliini>s pnst free witli plea-snre.

IVIAUDES' IVIOTOl? IViART,

£30

£50

£48

In aiuwerina Umsc cUivertisemeiUs it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cijdc."
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Vl/E DO IT.
We HAVE advertised, ARE advertising, and

ALWAYS INTEND to advertise, that we send
ALL goods on APPROVAL, against cash, and if

not satisfactory they can be returned and the cash

refunded IN FULL. We have been advertising

on these lines for over TWO YEARS, and yet

every post brings us 20 or 30 letters asking if we
send machines on approval, and, if not satisfactory,

do we return the money. These people are either

UNBELIEVERS, or else they have been "had"
in the past, WE DO everything that we say WE
DO, and it gives us as much pleasure to return a

cheque as to receive one, as we know that immedi-
ately a man has received the money back, he at

once becomes a WALKING ADVERTISEMENT
of the straightforward dealing of Hitchens, of

1

MorecaTibr'. We find that one cheque returned to
!

a district has increased the trade ot that district
'

enormously. It does not matter whether the

goods you purchase are 5 /- or £50; if you don't

like them, send them back to us and have your

mon > tiajk in ftl.. b^ME FIkM^ will offer to

SENu \UUR MONEY BACK and ta e out 5"o
for the trouble they have had in negotiating the

deal. Hitchens, of Morecambe, risks the 5%, and
considers that the trouble taken is recompensed by
the advertisement obtained in returning the

money, where this is necessary. We have ex-

plained many times tliat we are not philanthropists,

and although our system of business may appear
somewhat philanthropical, yet it is of a paying
character.

HONESTY is the BEST POLICY at aU times,

and there is a proof of it in the enormous increase
in our trade, and the thousands of satisfied cus-

tomers that we have in all parts of the world. We
can produce a drawer full of testimonials of the
straightforward and upright treatment that our
clients ha\e received at our hands. EVEN YET,'
we do not please EVERYBODY, but we want to

please you ; therefore, send along your postcard
Jor a new list. Note the terms—Cash, Exchange,
and, under certain circumstances, the Deferred.

We are ESPECIALLY ANXIOUS for cash offers,

as we want to reduce the stock before going to

Lancaster next month ; therefore, cash oners will

receive our most favourable consideration.

NEW 1911 MODELS IN ST )CK.
TRIUMPH, free engine £55 o
TRIUMPH, Standard £48 15
DOUGLAS, 2-speed, Model V. £18
BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p £60
DOUGLAS, Model D 139 18
BRADBURY, 2-speed £55
ZENITH-GRAULA, 5h.p £69 6
ZENITH-GRADUA, 3ih.p £54 12
.HUMBHR, 2-speed £50
SCOTT, igti, in stock £65
CLYNO. 5 h.p., 2-specd £65
P. & M., 1911, in stock Best offer.

BRADBURY £48
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £3B

SIDECAR MACHINES.
BAT-J.A.P., 5 h.p., as new £50
P. & M.. 1911, as new . £S5
P. &. M., 1910, splendid £50
INDIAN, 5 h.p.. 1910 £33
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p. Twin, 1910 £38
RE,\. twin, ; h p £25
VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p., clutch £22 10
ZENITH, 6 h.p., late 1909 Gradua gear , . £37 10
REX, 5 h.p., fine order £27 10
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p., racer £»0
P. and M., 1910, perfect order £45
P. and M., 1909, strong puller £34
J.A.P-CHATER-LEA, S h.p., free engine £32 10
HUMBER, 1910, 2-SDeed 1911 £35
HUMBER, 1911, used week £40

LIGHTWEIGHTS
F.N.. ilh.p £12 10
MOTO-REVE, 1910, Single £20
MOTOSACOCHE £14
MOTO-REVE, 1910, t«ia £22 10
ENFIELD, 1910 £28
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £29
SIMMS, Ij h.D £10 10
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £20

HIGH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
GRITZNER, 3* h.p., tree engine £17 10
SINGER 3 h.p.. magneto £12 10
TRIUMPH, 1910 Mabon clutch £35
SINGER, 3J h.p £18
N.S.U., 3* h.p.. M.O.V £18
REX, 3i h.p.,M.O.V £15

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
>ih-p. 1911 Premier, shop-soiled; £42/10, or near
>2 ofler.—Below.

l.h.p. F:E. Triumph, 1911, Pahner cords; £55/7/6.
2 —Below.

ih.p. 1911 Midget Bicar, Dunlops. in perfect
2 order; £28.—\Mieeler, Newbury.

11 T.T. Roadster Triumph, used about 200 miles,
and as new; £43.—Tolladj-, Bicester, Oxon.

3
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1

19
1 QlO Standard Triumph, perfect, fully equipped:
X t7 £36; seen by appointment-—41, Bruce St.,

I

Swindon.

ROYAL Enfield, 23h.p., 1911, chain drive, only used
a few times; bargain, £33-—'Williams, 19, Port-

land St., Cheltenham-

WEFNCH'S Cycle and Motor Cycle Depot, Horse
Fair, Banbury, have the following motor cycles

in guaranteed order

:

TEIUMPH 1910 Standard. 3ib.p., magneto. Clincher
tyres, full "kit of tools, etc.; £35.

TEIUMPH 1910 Standard. 3Jh.p., magneto, new tyres.

in first-class order, juc-t overhauled, fully guaran-
teed; £37/10.

TEITJMPH 1908, 3ih.p. magneto, in'- good order
througiiout. complete; £26.

F.N., 4-cyl.. 41h.p., 2-.=peed gear, free engine, com-
plete with lamp, horn, tools and spares, firsf-cluss

:iidecar machine; £35, or near offer.

"DUCHET 2ih.p. Lightweight, in good order; £12/10.

MONTGOMKET Sidecar, cantor wheel, in fir^t-rate

order. Miehelin tyre, cover, etc. ; £8/10, cost

ei2/12.

ALL the Above can be seen, examined, and trial

runs arranged at \yrenrh's Cycle and Motor Cycle
Depot. 5ft, Horse Fair, Eaubnry.

DOUGLAS. 1910. perfect condition thronghont.
Brooke padded saddle; 27 guineas.—Bucknall, 237,

[ffley Ed., Oxford.

BEADIJURYS— 1911 Brndburys in siocb: imioediatt
delivery ; trade supplied: exchanges eutertaincd.—

jinger Motors, Banburj-,

rUIUMPH, 1910, standard, Palmer cords, in excep.
tional rondition ; a snip, 36 guineas.—Freeman,

151. Barton St.. Gloucester.

UOU Sale. 3ih.p. magneto Triumph, dated 18,'9/07. in
r gocd coudition; bargain, £22/10.—Apply, Hale,
'nzzJe, near Euardean, Glos.

1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, new pi.«^on and belt. Palmer
LtJ cords, excellent condition, little uaed, trial run

;

£19/10.—Sturgesa, Gerrard's Cro.'s.

DOUGLAS. 1911, Moder D. condition almost new,
Cowey speedometer, spare "Whittle belt; 32 guineas

-Eiseley. 19. West Park. Clifton, iJristol.

I Qll Eudfie-Whitworth, free engine, in perfect con-
L^ dition, done about 500 miles: £49/10 ea<h ; ni

fferfl; cash wanted.—Box 8.397. The Motor Cycle Oiticcs.
oventry.

EYLES and Evles. 113. St. AJdates Oxtrrd. have in

pt.xk Bat. 4h.p., 2-^r*'ed. free engine: BS-A-. 3-

ti.p-, free engine; and Premier. 3:h p-, free engine; also
tdeccrs.

-."5U1UMPT1. 1909. 3Jh,p.. Mabon clutch, splendid
t condition, new Pahner cord tyre; stand expert
x'.irninatinn: £30. lowest.—Bonta. 109, Sultan Ed..
PiTtsniouth.

1 QlOi 4h.p. Twin N-S.U.. in perfect running order.
I- *y under-^:oarcd pulley, new-Lycett's belt, tyres per-

1 1. acoec^sorie:^; cost £52. £33.—JDoctor. Cossliam iaoF-

[ital, Bristol.

pEIUiLPH. 1909. good condition, recently rebu^hed
L new tyrt*, bmkre.-it, ^^pare cover, valve, etc., abso-
iilelv reliable; £25 cash. — Wyatt, Cambridge Ed-.
Uournemoutu.

rBTUMPn fXorember. 1903), splendid condition, new
tyres and belt, £30: Montgomery £12/12 sidecar.

£4; Mabon clutch, £2; £8 worth extras: the Icft. £37--

I

L*axman. Tev-ke^bury.

IQll Triumph road-^er. lamp, generator, horn, mir
-i- */ ror, spi-ea indicator, spare horn, cover, tube,
passenger ba-^ket. plutrs, valves, etc.; £45. no offers.—
Whiting. Hanslope. Bucks

IQll Midget Bicar, 3;h.p. Precision engine, magneto.
i-iy B-B, carburetter, free engine. Dunlcp tyres, not
ridden 500 miles, perfect condition, as new; £35. or
oear offer.—Squirt, Bartholouiew St., Newbury.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent
and Sussex.

4h-p. 1909 Eoc, 2 speeds, convertible to tandem; £25
—Otto. H Dod St., E.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, write. The
Eetco Motories, Smarderip Kent.

BEADBUET. 1911: £38, icr (jniek sale; seen after
six.-15. Allenbr E4., Forest Hi'.l.

3ih.p. Peugeot, as new; £15, no oflers.—A. Ponntney,
2 217, Neville Ed., Forest Gate, E.

RARE Bargain.~31l.p. motor cycle, Minerva ; £6,—
Watts, Green St., Sittingbourne, Kent.

EXCELSIOR, free engine, 1909 £25
J..^.P.-CH.'\l£k-Ll-.A, iree engine, 4 b. p. £26
SINGER. 3J h.p., h,b, control £18 10

SIMMS, 2ih,p., magneto igmtion £14 10

TRIUMPH, 1909, L.M.C. puUey £32 10
N.S.ll., 3 h.p £17 10
BROWN Engine, 3* h.p., Chater-Lea frame £22 10
SIMMS, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
BROWN, 1909, 3S h.p £25

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
£3 dowTx and 5/- per week for any of these models.

KERRY, 2j h.p., useful model .... £7 10
MINERVA, 2i h.p., good machioe £7
MINERVA, ij h.p £6 10
WERNER, 2jh.p £8
WERNER, 2 J h.p £7 10

R. & P., 2i h.p., h.b. control £7
HL'MBEK, 2JB.P £8
MINERVA, ij h.p., h.b. control £6 10
HUMBER, 3ih.p £9
FAFNIR. 3J h.p., M.O.V £10
REX. 3i h.p., M.O.V £10
ARIEL, 3* h.p £10
K'^ ,

» i\n., poor condition of enamel .. £7 10
REX, 3i h.p £10

Also several more equally as cheap.

SPECIAL LINES.
Lot of Engines and parts of motor cycles, cheap.
Mudguards, enamelled, ^\ and 4in,, pair. . 3/lli
Piuictare-proof Bands, S.H 4/lli
Gauntlet Gloves 2/11

J

Handli -bar V\atch and Holder 3/1li
Butted Tubes, all sizes, brand new 12/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6
Long Handle-bars ^/Hi
Large Triumph Pattern Horn ^/HJ
Waterproof Leggings 4/1l|
Ditto ditto with fronts 9/1U
Ditto Suits 19/1li
Tan Gloves, with gavmtlets 4/6
S.H. Whittle from i /- ft., all sizes stocked
Triumph Compression Domes 2/2
Dry Cells ...4/6 and 6/6
S.H. P. and H. Generators, complete .... 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete .... 6/9
Kew Generators 4/11

J

Holland Motor Cycle Suits 6/6
Long Holland Coats 4/11

A

Lamp Brackets, all patterns I/Hj
Horn Grips v 1/11i
Assorted S.H. Carburetters, h.b.c 12/6
Y.B. Handle Starter 12/-
S.H. F.R.S. Lamps, complete.. 25/- and 35/-

Garner's Whistles, post free 12/6
Trembler Coils 6/11i
Non-trembler Coils 6/9
Carbide Carriers 1/10J
Rubber Goggles 1 /5J
Brass Exhaust Whistles 2/11 i

Tubes, all sizes, brand new 8/1H
Leather and Steel-studded Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30 /-

B. and B. Carburetters, h.b.c, 191 1 .... 23/-
Tubc and Belt Cases 5/11*
Rubber Belts, 7^1- X^in 5/114
Special H.B. Watch Holders .. lOJd. and 1/ll|
New Self-contained I-amp, large size 13/11i
Special Twist Horn 3/11 j

New F.R.S. Generators 7/-
Exhaust Cut-outs 2/11

J

Handle-bar Mirrors 2;9 and 4/6
Magnetos. S.H.. all sizes £3, £3 58., and £4
Parker Self-contained Lamp 15/11

J

Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23/6
F. I.E.N. Magnetos £3 4 llj
Sidecar Aprons, rt-ady to fit 6/11 i

Mabon ig 11 Free Engine £2 5
Large Side Bags 5/11

J

Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/5^
E.I.C. Plugs. 2/6 size each 1/1
Leather Leggings, new . . . 4/11i
Ajax Heavv T\Te 35 '-

MORECAMBE Studded, old pattern 14/11J
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern .. 19/lU
Heavy MORECAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/1H
50 Odd Tyres from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.

New Specification List now ready, post tree.

BELT CLEARANCE LIST.
Off any of the well-advertised belts we will

allow 3d. to 6d. per foot discount off the list

prices. 100 belts must be cleared. All sizes.

State wants. No throw-out. All new stuff, and
guaranteed by makers.

Kitchen's Motor Exchuige Co., Ltd.,

Euston Rd., MORECAMBE.
Telephone: tl9. Wires: Motor, Morecambe.

In answering t/tese advertiseinerits it is desirable to -mention " The Motor Ct/rle." MO
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ELL'
World

Dry Batteries.

World Famous

HOTOB

CYCLE

SIZES

FSOM

6/6

EACH.

UNDOUBTEDLY
the most reliable dry battery

made—proved by the fact that

Qot only are they used by the

British but also by several

Foreign and Colonial Govern-

ments.

SAVE MONEY
by installing on your motor cycle

or car

The H.H. HELLESEN DRY
BATTERY SYSTEM

you will find it far more satis-

factory than acid-filled accumu-

lators, for not only is the " Hel-
LESEN " cheaper in first cost but

it costs you nothing whatever to

maintain—in fact after once

fitted you need not give it a

thought.

REMEMBER THAT
a special coil is not always

necessaiy, merely send us brief

particulars as to the ignition as

now fitted on 5'our motor cycle

or car and we will advise and help

you willingly and gratis too.

Illustrated catalogue on reqnest.

Ulf,lD UUO UU U=^ 11\J U g

115-117, Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.G.

W
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ILTON Cycle Co..

yiCTOEIA. SW--See bargains below; all best malte-
' Id FtockWILTON. -Bradlrarys in stock, liee engine, £51/10

2-fVeeA, £.55,

WILTON -Clvnn =r]f s.W. asents; trial by appoint
ment ; early delivery.

W ILTON. -iiatclilei.b, sole S.W. agency; early de
liveries.

WILTON.— 1911 Kerry-Abiudon, 3;h.p., shop-soiled:
£40 to dear.

ILT0N.-1911 Moto-Keve, ZJh.p., shop-soiled; £40
to clear.

ILTON.-New Enfield, shop-soiled; £33 to clear.

w
w
WILT0N,-1911 Kerry-Abingdon, with 2-speed gear,

Lnoas lamp, born, mirror, with sidecar, new con-

dition; £50, cot^t £70.

WILTON.
£25.

-1910 Excelsior, 3ih.p., fine condition

;

WILT0N.-1911, latef^t model, No. 1 Clyno, 2-speed,
lamps, spares, sprint^ pillar and sundries, with

-snrins wheel sidecar, cost £90, n.ew condition ; £70.

WILTON.^Excbanges aud instalments, reasonable
terms-

WILTON.— 1910 Moto-Reve, 2h.p., with accessories.
£23.

WILTON.—7h. p. Brown, twin, Bosch matrneto, h
and B. carburetter, just overhauled ; £30.

WILTON—1909 5h.p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea, 4 speeds
new Driiid forks, B, and it. carburetter, Boscb

nagneto, new Rom on back; £30, barf^ain.

WILTON.—31h-p Kscelsior. B- and B. carburetter.
£8/10: 2ihp. Precision-Enfleld. £6/10.

WILTON Cvile C'l J lU Wilton Kd Vu-toria. Loo
don, S.W. 'Phone, 5115 Westminster.

EAGLES.-Dout^las 23h p. Twin, late 1910. bad little

use. nearly hew; £28/10.

EAGLES.-N.STJ., 3Jh.p.. 1908, magneto, spring
forks, B. and B. carburetter, line condition:

£18/10.

EAGLES.—Mntosacoche Ligbt^^'eight. Hellesden igni

tion. "Whittle belt, fine condition; £11/10.

EAGLES -N.SIT. 6h p- twin, late 1909, Bosch mag-
neto, m.j.v-, 2-speed gear and free engine, MiUfcrd

sidecar, equal to new; £42; any trial.

EAGLT^S.-Minerva, B S.A.. 2?h.p., ra.o.v., spring

forks, adjustable puHey. h.b.c. : £11/10-

EAGLES.—Minerva, 3h.p-, m.o.v., magneto, adjustable

pulley, h-b.c., very low built; £16/10.

EAGLES.—We have a brand new single-cyl. N.SIJ.,
just delivered, magneto ignition, m.o.v», improved

arburetter, h-b-c, Shamrock belts. 1911 spring fork.s,

and other improvements, complete tool case, full set of

tools, stand, etc : 3h.p £27, S'.h-p- £31, net cash; de-

ferred payments arranged.

EAGLES and Co-, High St.. Acton, N.S.U. West Lon-
don di^triut agency.— I,nmcdiate delivery oi 1911

iiodels: liberal allowances for machines in part payment.
Tel. : 556 Chiswick.

P.
and M., 2-speed gear, for immediate delivery, and
Scotts.—Key. 5, Heath St-, Hampstead.

;iid Montgomery 12-guinea sidecar, fitted with cycle
addle: £50.—The Glen, Old Heath, CoU'hester.

C?COTT. 1911, brand new, for immediate delivery, and
* • V. and -M.-Bey, 5 Heath St., Hampstead.

ED Indian, 1910, 5h.p , for sale, fine condition

:

owner bought Enfield.— 48, Holborn Viaduct.

BRADBUBY Agents, Bright and Hayles. 73, Church
St., Cambcrwell Green; write for catalogue.

NEW f^-Tndson Agents, 73. Church St., Camberwell
Green: may we send you the c^atalogne?

3ih.p. Bradbury, 1910 model, splendid condition

;

2 bargain. £29/10.-73. Church St., Camberwell.

3ih.p. N.S.tr.. magneto, fitted with Mabon free en-
2 gine clutch; £23/10.-73, Church _St., Camber-

well.

F.N.. 4-cyl., 1911 condition, like new: £35.—Pinner
Cottage, Colney Hatch Lane. Muswell Hill, N.

BAT, 3ih.p., Palmer and Clincher tvre. magneto; price
£18, or ofier.—145. Sydenham Rd., Sydenham-

MOTOREVE; £18: 1909. with 1910 magneto. 2h.p
twin; bargain.-24, Albert St., Regent's Park.

BROWN, late 1910. 3ih.p.. perfect condition ; any
trial: £30.-Beaven, Calderbank, Dartford Heath.

TRIUMPH, free engine (May, 1911), Rom steel-

studded tyres. Brooks carrier and pannier bags,

8h.p. 1908 2-fipeed Minerva, Nala gear, new tyres;
price £25.—Cass, 5, Warren St., Euston Rd., N.Vs.

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, new back tyre and
belt; price, £42.—Euginton. Briuge St., Godalming.

5-6h p. Rex, good running order; seen at 81. Fairlop
Rd., Leytonstone, after 5.30, by appointment.—

b'.S.

FOR Sale, P-N. motor cycle, magneto, h.b.c. £14/14";
also racing motor cycle frame, £2.— Geams, We-y-

bridge.

R

NEW MACHINES ON HAND.
igrr 3* h.p. PREMIER Touri-it £47 10'

igri 3* h. p. Tourist TRIUMPH £48 15
igr'i 3J h.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHITWORTH . . £48 15
iqroA 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, rgrr forks 38 Gns.
rgioj Twin REX DE LUXE, igrr forks and fittings £54 10
igiol 3i h.p. Magneto REX, igrr forks, Conti-

nental non-skids " 35 GnS.
igrr 3l h.p, BRADBURY £48
tgii 3I h.p. Two-speed BRADBURY £55
1910 5 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-skids ".
, 42 Gns.

rgroS 5 h,p, REX DE LUXE, 2Jin, non-skids,
igrr fittings, cylinders. mechanicalinlet valves £54 10

rgio 5 h,p, REX, grey finish £36 10

il

£31 BUYS
A BRAND NEW 3i h.p. REX,j

with 84J X 89 Rex balanced engine, 26in. wbeeli

Continental tyres, low droDied fraue, handle-bar

control, carburetter, Bo3Ch magaeto, foot and
hand brakes, ba 1 tearings to engine-shaft, |in.

rub')er canvas V belt. Lycetts saddle, spring

forks, extra wide improved mudguards, footrestsj

stand, carrier, tooltag, tools, and number-olate.

Don't bry unfashionable makes or foreiga

rubbish at prices far above their actual value.

EASY PAYMENTS.
DEPOSITS from £3 3s. up%vards. Write us !

2j h.p, l.A.P,, accumulator ignition £9 10
QUADR..\NT, 3.5 h,p,, magneto, spring forks £24 10
F,N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks £19 19
REX Twin, sih.p., spring forks, fast £19 10
QUADRANT Trikf. low, good £6 6-
looq 3J h.p. Tourist REX £27 TO
QUADi^ANT, 3 h.p,, good condition £12 15

li h,p. REX, spring forks £16 10
rgro 7 h,p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10

1 J h.p, N.S,U,, free engine and sidecar £33 1Q
3 h,p. FAFNIR, Ught and low £10
HUMBER. 3Jh.p., free engine £12 10
REX. rgro, ^.t h.p., " hot stuff £29 10
igloTWIN REX, M.O.V £29 10
^S h.p. 4-cyl., F,N., magneto £19 19

3I h.p. REX, vertical engine, trembler £8 10
Two-speed 5* h.p. RE.\ETTE, carries three £24 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

OUR "SUPERBE"
£6 -6-0 SIDECAR.

SPF-CIFICATION.—Frame best quality weldless steel

tube, with our latest design of quick detachable fittings,

splendid C springs, wheel with rustless spokes, iz\in. beaded
tyre of best make, large mudguard securely fastened.

Body finest wicker, well upholstered blue or green, large

apron to match, with loops, studs, and storm flap.

Other Models from £3 ISs. to £7 15s.,

All quick detachable fittings.

Send for Illustrated List. FREE !

Collier's Motories,
WESTGATE, HALilFAX,

ENGLAND. —

-

A50 answering , these advertisements it is desirable to niention "The Motor Oi/cle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
MOTO-EEVE# 2ih.p-, for ?nle. lately beeu overbauied

by maker?, tyres, etf., in excellent condition

;

£25, or near offer; 1909 iiattern.—H. E. Peate, Ramslye,
Eiidi,'e Rd.. Tunbridge Wells-

ISh.p. F.N. Ligbtweigbt, enffine, tyres, etc., in pood
4 condition, B. and B. carburetter, £9 ; 1 jhp-

Humber, cliain drive, tyres nearly neW, dry battery
ignition, £7.—Maidment, Selsey.

5h,p. Twin Kex, late 19i0. perfect condition, climb
anything, F.R.S. lamp and usual fltment^t, 2 spare

tubes, new Service belt, valves, jets; cost £53, tell £33
—v., 9. Quentin Rd.. Blackheatii.

ARIEL, 2ib.p., 1907, B. and B.. b.b.c, m.o.v., sprinE
fork^. perleot: £11/10.-53, Brixton Rd., S.W.

31i.p. 'Fafnir, pocd condition, must sell; £15. — C
Gapp, 24. Gordon Rd.. Ealing.

6h.p. V.S.. 1909-10. new condition, new Palmer
studded, new B. and B.. lin. Wliittle. Truflaiill

fork?, etc., guarantee given; casn needed, £27/10.-14,
,
Busliey Rd., Hurliugton, Middlesex.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH. 3'.Ii.p., Jree engine clutcb.
1911 model, perfect tbrougboni. all sparw, Lui^as

lamp. Cowev ppppdomptcr: anv trial: lowest, £37.—

S

18. St, JoLn's Rd., Tiinbridge Wells.

BAT-J.A-P., 3ih.p.. magneto, B- and B.. li.bc., ad-
justable pulley, tyres, tubes, and Wbiltle belt

new. horn lamp, wutcli. spares splendid condition; £23
-W.B., 35. Orchard Rd., Twickenham.

tTZELECOM - ORMONDE, 4h.p., L.b-c^ climbs
'JIV Shotfer's. Tubbs, Wrotham, and River Hills, com-
fortable positi(;n. tyres I'xcelj nt, back CHneher studded;
price, £16.-60. Charkon Rd-. Blackhcath.

WIN-l'RECISION Motor Cycles: immediiite deliverv
1911 model, gradual payments. £2 monthly, casi

£45/10: particular^ on i.pp'ieation.—De Nevera Automi
.
bile Agency, Empire Hou-e, Piccadilly, W.

A SMART M:ichine.-2JIi.p. Brown, with adjustabh
pulley and free engine, all h-b.c, tyres, belt, ai

I cumnlator, coil, footrests, and carburetter, etc., all new:
' £14.-38. Coborn St.. Bow. After 6 o'clock.

31h.p. Rex de Luxp, 2 speeds, free engine, Wliittl^.
2 new tyres, F.R.S. lamp, automatic generator,

I accessories, splendid condition; £29. or near (.fier.—E,
1 S. Smith. 8, Lougdene Rd.. Haslemere. Surrey.

!
T^S.U.. 6hp., twin, 2-speed, tree engine, Buseli : bail;

I

-L^' tyre, butted tube, and Lyso belt new, spare Whittle
engine, gear, and mairneto overhauled; trial; £35. witl

j

sidecar £40.-35, Wnldcgrave Park, Strawberry Hill.

JIQIO Speed King Twin Rex, mechanical overhead
-!.«-' valve*, spring forks; in cjate as delivered frnn

1

maker: taken for debt; nearest offer to £35. — Box
;
L4.339, The Motor Cycle Offlecs. 20, Tudor St.. E.C
0.3.h,p, Minerva, nearly new condition. aecum\ilator.
'^4 Longuemnre carburetter, carrier, complete outfil
tools. Luca.s head lamp, new spare tube and plui:; £10
—2, Feldemore Cotts., Holmbnry St. Mary, ncnr Dorking
^b.p. Scott. 1910 model, in the very piuk of gr(.,j^ condition, lamp, speedometer, horn, watch, elect lii

lamp, ready for the rond ; immediate clearance prii

,

£45. — Seen at WauchopeV. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.
London. E.C.

TRIUMPH. 1910i. condition like new, guaranteed
perfect order, carefnlly ridden 2,500 miles, all

aoces-sories. spares, horn, and Lucas headlight; £36. nc
otters or exchanges.—Davy, " Woodbury," Tonbridge
Rd., Maidstone.

' .A.P., 1911, 4h.p., new .luly. latest 4-fipecd model
Boach magneto, spring furks, B. uud B.. Clinch-Ts

Xl'all anatomical saddle, all spares, cost £52/10, not
[done 500 miles: bargain, £35, nearest.-23, Aberdeen
I

Ed.. Highbury, N.

Tp-N., '5-6h.p. (July, 1910). latest automatic car-
.J- bnrctter. automatic lubrication, footboards, new
Rom tyre. Solar heafilight. horn, mirror, watch all
tools, spare tube; £34,—Joseph Patterson. Woodville.
Farnham, Surrey.

fTiRIUMPH. late 1910. standard model, almost as new,
J- has had very little use. enamel and plate un
scratched, complete with all accessories; only requires
Beeinc, any time convenient; £40.—Rigby. Eosetta,
Brighton Rd.. Purley.

5h.p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea. h.fc.^., adju.'^able pullev.
Palmers, Longnemare, footboards, lont:, low, and

.Bidt'ccir: any trial; what offers, with or without sidecar,
jor. exchange for lower power lightweight or 2-3eater.--
444. Fulham Rd., S W.
krETUMPH. 1910. a reuUv good machine, carefullyX handled, only reason for selling boupht- car, ne«
tyre, otber run 200 miles, engine overhauled recently
new belt and (Spares, lamp, usual accessories; £36.-83.
i.KiDU'ston Rd.. Wimbledon.

!£55 for £35.—May. 1911. Ariel, SAh.p., variable gear.
' ,.

^^^^ i'ngine, footboards, lump, horn, new pi.>ton,
iqmte perfect, vibratiouless; seen and tried atter 5 pm..
appoiutrucnt necessary: no offtrs.—Douglas " Walcot."
jBlyth Rd., Bromley. Eent. -

Qlh.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, spring fork^."2 h.bc, 2iin. tyies, £12; 3ih.p. Brown, magneto.
isimut; forks, h.b.c. £15; both these machines are in
;sound ninuing order, and may be tried and s^-en anj
tune-Rowley. Beverley. Leigbam Court Rd., Streathaiu

T^RIUMPH, 1910. free engine, fitted with horn. hmip.
f generator, and spare W'atawata belt, £39: also
MilN and Fulford castor wheel sidecar, fitted uns rati led I

Imnlop non-slipping cover. 5 guineas; no offers: seen
I

jvithout appointment.—C. Moss, 1, St. George's Mews
Prmuose HilL

To
Please the

Public and to

Persuade Ihe

Pedestrians to clear the

Path

Press the

Plunger of the

Popular

GARNER M.C.

ALARM
Participate in the

Pleasures of a clear road
Possessed by "Garner"
Purchasers.

Price, 12/6, or 12/11
Post free.

Packed securely.

Patentees r.nd Sole Makers

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

'l>ciwnaBWo. MoMlcy." Bl RIVlINGHAM.
'PhoncB- South B .V i.

London Stockists—
THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,

292 & 293, High Holborn, W.C.

BRANSOM, KENT & CO., LTD.,
40, Great Eastern Street, E.C,

H

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.— Only hou^e for great bargains anc

quick delivery of new 1911 machines you cannot
L'ct elsewhere; agents for all malc-es, and makers of thi
fftnioud Rey's sidecar and exhaust whistle.—Only ad
dress. 5, Heath St. Tel.: 2678 P.O.. Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD.-Douglis. 1911. model D-. almost new,
all accessories, run about 200 miles: £35.

AJIPSTEAD— 1911 Res, 3;h.p.. brand new. clutch
model, handle starting; £39. special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD -1911 free engine Triumph, almost
new, run about 300 miles; great bargain. £48.

HAKPSTEAD.-19I1 2;h.p. Royal Enfield, latest
model, chain drive, new condition; £36, a bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—3h.p. Centaur. B. and B.. all acces-
sories, good tyres; bargain, £8.

AMP3TEAD.-3ih.p. 1910 Premier, splendid eon-
dition, with all accessories; a onrgain. only £26.

HAMPSTEAD— 1911 Triumphs, free engine, T-T.
roadster, or standard for immediate delivery from

stock.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 Triumph, splendid order, with
Cowey speedometer and all accessories; £33.

HAirPSTEAD.-191l 3h.p. Lincoln Elk, shop-soilei'
condition only; special bargain, £26; all accessories

HAMPSTEAD.-5h.p. twin 1910 Indian, red, splen
did condUion. all accessories; bargain, price £29

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Rudge, almost new. with ol
accessories, a fine machine : only £42.

?rENlTH, 8h.p., 1911, brand new, for immediate de-
J livery, no waiting; 68gns. ; and 3ih.p.

HAMPSTEAD,-1909 Moto-Reve twin, with 1910 en-
gine, all accessories: £14, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 standard Triumph. 3 weeks old,
condition almost new; £39, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-3h.p. B.S.A., condition and tyree like
new, requires ^-linder only; bargain, £7-

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 3ih.p. Premier, almost new
condition, with all accessories ; special bargain.

H
H
R
S'

R

B
D
H
B

AMPSTEAD.—1911 Bradbury, like new condition,
with accessories; a sidecar macliine; £35, bargain.

AMPSTEAD.-3ih.p. 1911 two-speed Humber.
almost new. with accessories; £45.

EY, Hampstead.— Great Bargains.- 5. Heath St.,

Hamp-^tead. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

COTT. 1911. brand new. for immediate deliver; and
p. and M.-Rey. 5, Heath St-, Hampsteai

EY. 5. TTeath St-, Hampstead, can give immediate
delivery of the following 1911 machines:

and M-. 1911, in stock, 6h.p. Zenith, and 3ih.p-
Zenith-

RADBL'RYS. standard, free engine or 2-8peed; im-
mediate delivery; no oxtra for extended nuvments.

OUGLAS, 1911 models, in stock; 2-9peed and stand-
ards; no waiting; 5% extra lor E.P.

UMBER. 1911. 3:h.p.. 2-3peed and free engine
mcrtlel ; iiutnediate duiiTery.

AT, 7-8h.p-. 1911, new, for immediate delivery; £60.

--- IXCOLN Elk, 3ihP-. 19H. £34; ot 2ih.p., £28/10;

J_j no waiting-

HANDY Hobart, 3ih.p. twin, 1911. or 2ih.p.; no
waiting.

SCOTTS. 1911, 3Jh.p., 2-speed gear, for immediate
delivery, no waiting ; £60.

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine now in etock;
no waitii;g.

B.S.A., 1911, 3ihp., for immediate delivery; no wait-
ing : £50

ALL the Above for immediate delivery: terms, cash,
exchange, or extended payments.— Ouly address,

Rey, 5. Heath St., Hampstead 'Lei. : 2678 P.O-

Qih.p. Premier (July. 1910^ in fine condition and
t>2 perfect running order, carefully used, variable

pulley, spare new inner tube and usual accessories and
-pares, etc. ; owner ha.sn't sufflcii'nt time to use ; any
trial; £30. or near offer. — Appointment, 6. Caroline
Place, W.C.

5hp. Twin Rex de Luxe, a-speed, free engine,
m.o.i.v., new Palmer cord back, Jones speedometer.

Autoclipse lamp and generator, mirror, \\nittle belt,

ixhaust whistle, quite up to-date, new last October, not
di.ne 1.500 mile.-*; £38/10: photo.-Box L4,325, Tlu
Mvtor Cycle dticcs, 20. Tndor St.. E.C.

7IN-PREC1SI0X Motor Cvcles.—Immediate delivery
f of 1911 model, Druid forks, Bosch magneto, B.

„ncl n caiburetteir Duniop lyres, £45/10; la-d oi

-radual pavmeuts. £2 monthly: trial by appointment,
:inV reasonable distuuce.—Jennings. 268. Hurn^ey Rd-
nenr Public Baths). Holloway. London.

HAZEL Lightweight Motors.-We are now in a posi-

tion to give early delivery ol our 2iii p. mudel.

tiif lowest, siiortest. and lightest machine of its power
'..n Hie market, litted with Jap engine; price 35 guineas;
-cioiHl-huiid maihines in cart payment ; many t;ood

-(find-band raaciriues in stock al rear^onable prices.—The
Pripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28, Wocrtliord Rii.,

Forest Gate. Loijd('n, K.

W

Tit an^wcrhia lJie.se advert ii'ements it is desirahh to mcni'wn " The Motor Cyde." A53
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1 Qll RiidKP-Whitwprth, SAhp.. fixed engine, in stock

19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

A FIFTY Pound 2-?peed Himiber, absolutt'ly as new,

beautifully tuned, enam&l uii.icrat:jhed, pcwerful,

fine sirtet'iir mathine, -witli over £4 wortli ol spares, m-
cludinfr 2 dhw belts; £42/10; only 2 months old; expert

examination invited and desired; seen any time.—Write,
"Two-speed." 245, Gray's Inn Rd.. W.C.

"I QIO Bradbury (July), splendid machine, fast and
-L «/ powerful, new belt and horn, spares, £30

;

Vindeu Sp^Hiial Sb.p. twin, Bosch. B. and B., Mabon
clntch, all h.b.c. £25; 3h.p. Clarendon, B. and B.,

i b e., splendid t,'OPT, £10; for P. and M., see Sidecar

Combinat]"us, and then come to Chesney'a Motor Garage,

Wetft Horsley, Surrey.

DOUGbAS, 1911 model, 2 speeds, free engine, lidden

only 500 inile^i, faultless, £39; twin Rex, 1909
model, £25; 3ih.p. "Rex, 1909 model. 2 speeds, free

endne, perfect, £24; twin Moto-Reve, 1909 model,

b^-Miitiful machine, £18; 3'.h.p. Rex, fast, reliable

machine, £9; 2Jh,p. Bradbury, perfect order, £8; ex-

chau^es; wanted, small 4in. lathe. — Motor Depot,
Harwich, Essex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall

ill RiidKP-Whitworth, 3A]
' £48/15.—Moffat, Yeovil.

11 number 2h.p, Lifrbtweisht, in fir^t-class ecu
ditiou; £27.—Hamlin's Garage, Bridewater.

TRIUMPH 1910. splendid order; exchange Enfield
or Douglas, 2-speed, or sell.—Evane. jeweller, St.

Austell.

Iih.p. Wolf, new, not scratched; bargain, £15.—Par-
2 ticulars. Box L4,313, The Motor Cycle Offlces,

20. Tudor St., E.G.

MOTO-REVE 1910 Twin, studded tyres, spares, good
condition and reliable; £24. or near offer.—Rev.

Quibell, Newberry Terr.. Weymouth.

3ih.p. N.S.tr., magneto, new lin. Lyso, spare valves

2 tools, tyres uncut, Palmer cord back; £16/10.—
Webber, County Fire Office, Beamiuster.

T.A.O., 1911, not ridden 300 railee, absolutely as neu
naval offii-er's prcperty, going abroad; cash oft'ers

—D. H. Scott, c/o Dan Guy, Weymouth.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1908 Triumph, guaranteed
and any trial or examination allowed, £28 ; frei-

clutch SiniTPT- 1911 demon-tration model, few Tun^

only, £50, close offer; 1910 4-"yl. F.N., sp!endir1

machine. £30, close offer; 1910 Mctosacoche, free en-

gine. Whittle belt. £18/18.

DAN GUY, Wpymouth.—1910 2-speed Hnmber, very
little n-^ed, appearance and tyres aa new; any trial

or examination; £35,

SINGER, 1911, lady's, 2h.p., £29; Enfield, 1910.
2ih.p., twin, £26; Quadrant, 3ih-p.. magneto, £22:

Rex, 5ih p., 1910, £10/15: Singer tandem, take lady
bafk, converts to trike, £12/15. — Edwards, Motors,
Taunton.

5-6h p. F.N-, 4-{'yl-, magnificent machine, , in peri'eit

cmdition, and many ?;pares; £30: Morgan or other
mnabout considered: would ride reasonable distance ti

meet r-ustoiner, or -^end on approval against cash.—Taskcr.
Hinton I'arva, Wimboine.

IQll Big Engine 2-sreed Bradbury, not done 800
jLU miles, footplates, handle starting, exhaust whistle,
scarcely marked ht>avy Kenipshalls, lin. Whittle and
Lyso belts; also £10/10 Bradbury sidecar, as new, com-
binjition will take 1 in 8 with 2 up [20 stone); bargain,
52 euinea«, rr separate 45 and 7 guineas.—Best, out-
fitter, Bridport.

WE can give immediate delivery of the following:
19ia 3^ h.p. Rudge-Whitworth. £48/15; free

engine model, £55: 1911 3Ui.p. Hnmber, 2 ^pfed';, £50;
fixed entrine model, £45: scrond-hand 1910 DouL'Ins.
£27; 1910 P.N., 2 speeds, £22/10; 1910 twin Moto
Reve, £25: 1910 Motosaroche. £20; 1909 3ih p. Quad
rant. £15/10: 1909 lightweight Well, £6/10; 1908 FN.
£6'10; 1909 Douirlas £20.—Tiliey and Son, motor
engineers, Weymouth.

3

SECTION X.
Scotliind.

ih-p. Triumph, free engine, 1911. done 300 miles,
2 perfect; £50, or offer--Nicoll, Leven.

HUMBER Lightweight. 1911 model, beautiful con-

dition, very little used.—" Cycle,'? William Porteou^
and Co., Glasgow.

3ih.p. 1908 L.M.C-, engine overhauled makers. Palmer
2 cords, all p^irts in gocd condition: £25.— Gutlirie,

merchant. Lochgelly.

33.h.p. M^cneto Motor Cycle, excellent condition, all

4 acce<:?orie.-5 : bargain, £21.—A., St. Margaret's,
Greenlaw Drive, Paisley.

TRIU!MPH. recently overhauled, new Dunlop telt

good Continental tvres. sph^ndid running order

;

£14.— Bnnn, Drumcho, Oldhall, Paisley.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, rcbnshed throughout, rebored, new
pistons fitfed, h.b.i-.,. low position, good tyrc«;

going abroad; £13/10.—Vyner, Littleton, Thurles.

MOTO REVE lajhtweisht. 2h-p.. twin-cyl-, magneto;
accept £16. or eschance with little cash for ^j

3;h.p. magneto machine.-55. Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

"IQll Premier, 3ih.p., auxiliary exhaust. Lucas
i*.' King's Own lamp and generator, machine only
done 200 miles, perfei't

;
price £39.—living, 54, Market

Place, Annan. Scotland.

roR
REAL VALUE

AND SATISFACTORY BARGAINS
IN DESIRABLE MOTOR CYCLES AND
EVERYTHING FOR THEIR EQUIPMENT

I
OUR MOTOR BARGAINS

|

Ready for immediate Delivery include

—

rgri 3* h.p. P. and M., two speeds, new. . £5S 10
igri 3I h.p. Fj E. Triumpti, clatch model,

new- £55
1911 7h,p. Rex de Luxe, two speeds, new £58-

igri 2j h.p. Douglas, Model E, new . . .-. £48
igir 3i h.p. Humbsr, two speeds, new . . £50
igio 2|h.p. Moto-Reve Lightweight, httle

^, used, all accessories ." £23
igog 5 h.p. Rex Tourist, just overhauled. £26 10
1909 31 t.p. Rex Tourist, yery reliable . , £25
igoS 3I h.p. Rex and Sidecar, lutall^two- ' .

speed gear, splendidly "fitted up wilh
accessories for touring £26

'

rgoS 2A h.p. Rex Lightweight^ magacto,
engine just overhauled £14 14

3 h.p. Roc, magneto, Roc clutch and start-

ing handle £10 10

MejmlLamps For QCii

1000 Foot Bean

Famous Searchlights 63/6
800ft. beam 89/6

Your old lamp accepted in part payment,
,and a most liberal allowance made.

We hold the London stock of

REX SPARE PARTS
and supply all orders, Wholesale

or Retail, on demand.

OUR SADDLE BARGAINS
NOTE Deserve the attention of all who seel;

OUR really comtortable motoring seat at the
PRICES most moderate cost.

FOR
XL'ALL SADDLES, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, and 30/-.

Carriage paid.
THE NEW MULTiSPIriAL SADDLE.

OUR I'RICE Perfectly designed, very coinfort-

10/6, able, practically vibrationless.
CAR. PAID. Marvellous value. Worth double.

I
SPEED INDICATORS

|

Delivered from Stock.
The COWEY, £440; The JONES, £3 3 0.

Tho A .1 €S SENSIBLE
flic #%-Vb<C9b LIGHTWEIGHT
SOLE LONDON & DISTRICT AGENTS.

Mod I A belt druei h
[

37 Guineas
Moid B chair dn c , i 1

two-speed 2-J h.p 44 Guineas.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Roadj

LONDON, W.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH. 1909,1, all in splendid condition, com-

plete with lamp, born, leather belt, etc., £32;
riidecar and ftttinfr^. if required, £^. — Adams, 23,.

Buccleuch Place, K-dinburKh.

DOUGLAS, 2|h.p-, model D-, 38 guineas; second-hand
twin Alcyoa, good order, £18? enquiries for any

make invited: catalo;,'ue5 free.—Dundee Motor and Cycle
Co., Ltd., Nethergate, Daudee-

1 Qll Indian, 7h.p., and .=idecar, cost, March, il90,
LiJ with spares and fittin.!?s; will take saleabJe
machine in part exchuni^e; obli!;ed to sell; £65.—Hunter,
20, Charing Cross Mansions, (ilai^gow.

B.S.A. and Milllord Sidecar, spare Whittle belt, lamp,
horn, in good condition, not done 5,000 miles;

£45, or nearest ; trial given ; exchange for lightweight
and cash adjustment.—das. Wilson, jun., " Asbgrove,"
Blackridge, %\ est Lothian.

SACEIFICE.-4h.p. twin Werner, h.b.c.. long, low,

fast, adjustable pulley, wLole-length footboards,
tyres, back new, front unscratched. all accessories, spare
belt and tyre, complete running order; must sell, flrst

cheque £12/10.-Mackenzie. Abbeville, Inverness.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycling Firm. — Don't
wait foi months >_'n your new mouut. We can gft-e

immediate delivery or* Indian, I'remier, Dougia.s, Zenitii,

B-SA-, Rex, N.S-U-, and Lincoln Klk. " Besides these, ^e
itock P. and M-, Roe, and Norton, and can supply aDj
other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Rd.,
Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
FREE Engine 1911 Bradbury, sidecar machine, 4

months (new condition) ; £48.—Cringle^ I'eel, Isle
of Man-

FHi^LON and Moore, 3ih.p., 1911 model, new April;
£50.—Dunphy,- 93, Anglesea Rd., Donnybrook,

DubUn.

1Q1I Motosacoche for sale, 2Ah.p., free engine, first-
J-tf class order, several extras and spares; £25; trial

allowed.—Dudgeon's Garage. Bund.ran.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, rebushed throughout, rebored, new
pif^tons sflttrd, low built, h.b.c, good tyres; owner

:ning abroad.—Vyucr, Littelton, Thurles.

"I
Oil 2Jh,p. Twin Moto-Reve, with lamp and acces-

J-t? sories value £3, lovelv yolo machine, perfect;
£27/10.—Box L4,289, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20.

Tudor St., E.G.

QUADCARS,
jy-Sh-p. Phcenix Quadcar, magneto ignition, water-
• cooled, lamps, spares, eto. ;

quick sale, £25.—Gealy,
Tumble, Llanelly.

NEW Monocar, used only trial runs, 6h p. J.A. P.,

single gear, good climber, £60 quick sale; also
Monocar, complete less engine. P. and-M- 2-speed gear,

new tyres.-Particulars, Miller. Brigiiouee.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
MORGAN Runabout. 8'i.p-, single-seater, as new, not

done 300 miles; £65, — Reynolds, Broadwey,
Dorset.

CHATKR-LEA Tricar Chassis, 6-8h.p. twin w.c.

Fafnir, 3 speeds, reverse; £19/19.-1, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth.

4 h.p. Tricar, M.M.C. water-cooled, 2 speeds, all spares;
trial. — Crawford Normanton, Merrilocks Rd.,

Bhmdellsands.

3JLh.p. Centaur Tricar, perfect order, engine just re-

2 bushed; no reasonable offer refused.—94, Alleyn
Rd-, Dulwich,

A.C. Sociables," second-hand stock; from £75, complete.
-Hiijg.';. 31, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W. Tel.:

Viutoria 1215.

41i,p. Tricar, P. and M. gear, bucket seat, art cane
front, running order; £13.—Smith, tailor, Butter-

,-^luiw, Bradford.

6 ill. p. Tricar, latest pattern Quadrant, excellent order
2 Tnroughout ; bargam, £25-—Pearce, Langley Bur-

rell, Chippenham.

TRICAR, 4h.p. White and Pcppe, 2 speeds and free

eniiine, water-cooled-, 2 bodies, in g6.".d order; £18-
-739, Old Kent Rd.

5-61] p. iPwin Brown Tricar, dual ignition, machine like

new ; accept push-bike and cash. — F. C. l^as?,

Autrobus St-, Congleton.

4jth.p. Bradbury, w.c., 2-sDeed and reverse, scarcely
2 usedj in new condition; must be sold; £25.-52,

Orford Ay-. Warrington.

CUADRANT Carette, 7h p., winner of the 6 Days'
* Trials:" trial; £50.-A. E. Redding, 154, Fentbam

Rd-. Handiwoit-ii, Birmingham.

QUADRANT Tricar, coachbuilt, 5ih.p., twin, 2 speeds,
handle starting, tyres nearly new; cash offers-—28,

Ulackfriars St., King's Lynn.

N-S.U. Twin with detachable forecar, 2-siieed, mag
neto. Whittle: £27.-THe Hook, SandilandB Ed,

Wandsworth Bridge Rd., S W.

6h.p. w.c. Phcpuix Tricar, 2-speed, wheel steering, new
(,'ar back tyre, splendid condition; £26; exchange

entertained.—Cooke, 45, Sankey St., Warrington

A54 In an.-^ircriuo t/ic-^'c advcr(isC77ie7its it is desirahlc to mention "The Motor Oi/de.**
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Brakes and Stopping Power.

THE question has often been raised whether it is

better to have the two brakes, which are by
law required for a rnotor cycle, both on the

back wheel or one on each, and in our opinion

the question admits of only one answer, viz.,

that each wheel should be braked. This has been
suggested by reading a sentence in an article de-

scribing a tour in the West, and at this time of the
year, when new designs and novel patterns are on the
tapis, and makers are endeavouring to improve their

machines, a few lines on the subject may not be out
of place. A single brake is quite sufficient to lock

the back wheel if it is a powerful one, and if both
brakes are fitted to the rear wheel, as is often done
owing to the difficulty of fitting brakes to spring
forks, then the second brake is of no use unless

the first one fails, which it is not likely to do if it is

properly made. Another point, and one worthy of

notice, is that if two rear wheel brakes are fitted one
will in all probability be a band brake, and this type
—while it must be admitted that there are some few
excellent examples on the market—has not upon the

' whole proved itself to be satisfactory on motor cycles,

and it cannot be denied that in any case it makes the
removal of the back wheel when a tyre has to be
changed more difficult and troublesome.

In some brake tests on pedal cycles held a
good many years ago it was found that a front

wheel brake had a greater retarding effect than one
fixed on the back wheel, because the result of applying
the brake threw the weight forward, and this will apply
also to a motor cycle, but in a lesser degree, owing
to the greater length of the machine. Front brakes,

how-ever, are not in themselves so powerful as those

fixed to the back wheel. It is mufh better' from all

points of view to apply brakes to both wheels gradually

than to retard one wheel only by the violent applica-

tion of a powerful brake. It has been found, too, that

front wheel brakes are most desirable for cars.

Of course, it is most important that the front wheel

of a motor cj'cle should not be locked, as that would
mean instant disaster, and no good brake should be

pow-erful enough to do this, or at least every rider

should be on his guard lest such a thing should

happen. It is quite a mistaken idea that the wheels

should be locked to gain the greatest retarding effect,

for as soon as the wheel ceases to roll and begins to

slide over the road the grip of the tyre becomes less

effective.

It is well known that the co-efficient of friction is less

when the bodies in contact have begun to move. The
truth of this statement can easily be verified by allow-

ing a book to slide down a sloping desk, when it will

"Tdb found that if the book is given a slight movement
by hand it will slide down a more gentle slope than

if it is at rest and the top of the desk gradually raised

until it begins to move. In fact, everybody knows this

but often without realising it, for what is more natural

when trying to pull a cork out of a bottle than to give

it a tw^ist round at the same time. Most people,

even teetotalers—but in their case it would be a

medicine bottle—will do this without giving a thought

as to the reason why. The greatest retarding effect

is obtained when the wheels are almost, but not quite,

locked. Therefore the wise motor cyclist will never

lock his wheel intentionally, partly for the sake of

his back tyre—which deserves some little considera-

tion, as it has to transmit the whole driving force to

the road—but also for the reason mentioned.

.
a:3
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THIS tour was originally

planned as a " camping "

expedition, as we intended

to carry a smaH tent and all

necessaries with us. The idea was

only abandoned on the ground of

initial expenditure, and as events

turned out the change in our

original plans was fortunate.

A few words as to our

machines, equipment, etc., may
be of interest.

My companion's machine was a 1909 two-speed

Humber and mine was a 1909 3^^ h.p. Rex de luxe,

and many times did we bless those two-speed gears.

I have toured on a single-geared machine and fared

very well, but for hilly country and unknown roads,

grease and traffic, convenience of starting and weight-

carrying capacity, I would not be without my two speeds..

We were very completely equipped, for, besides a

fortnight's supply of clothing and extras, we had each

a large box in which were packed spirit stove, spirit,

saucepan, aluminium tumblers, tea, and various jars

and implements—we believed in doing our touring

in comfort. Each machine was fitted with a Stewart

speed indicator, and both carried a good outfit of

tools and spares.

The total weights are interesting. My friend's

machine 280 lbs., rider 168 lbs., total 448 lbs. My
machine 274 lbs., rider 156 lbs., total 430 lbs.

First Day.—Sheffield <o Newport (Salop), 72
Miles.

After weeks of preparation we were at last ready,

when, just as we were about to start, my engine had
a sudden severe fit of misfiring. Having put this right,

we had our photograph taken, and at the word "Go"
the engines roared, took up the drive, and away we
went to meet many adventures.

It was a hot summer afternoon, and as we began
with a few miles of uphill my engine (which was run-

ning a new piston in) soon overheated, but the low

gear took me to the top all right, and then we had
our first long free wheel down into the pretty little

village of Baslow. The roughness of the road made
steering rather difficult at a speed of forty-two (as

registered l)y the indicator). Through Baslow, Bake-
well, and then away over the hills to Ashbourne, and
—down went my back tyre. Examination showed that

it was a leaking patch, and as circumstances made a

repair almost out of the question I put in a new butt-

ended tube. Then we had another grand run down
into Ashbourne, and an uneventful ride through pretty

country to Uttoxeter, Stafford, and Newport, where,

as it was getting dusk, we' decided to remain for the

•night instead of going on to Shrewsbury as had been
originally intended. A fiower show in the town caused
us some little difficulty in finding accommodation, and
then—well we were hungry and tired

!

Second Day.—Newport to Aberystwyth, 100 Mil as.

A dull morning ; but immediately after break-

fast we started, and soon my engine began misfiring

worse than ever, so I tried A's spare contact breaker

A41

and all was well. The trouble was

subsequently found to be due to a

worn platinum point.

Immediately we passed Shrews-

bury we began to see the mountains

in the distance, and then we reached

Montgomery. All who have travelled

this way will know what a beautiful

approach there is to the town. High
hills rise up in front as if to bar

the way, and the straggling little

town lies half hid in the trees on

the mountain side. The road then winds away at the

foot of tree-covered hills, and, though somewhat

sinuous, "has a fine surface. As we sped along on the

.straight at a good pace and then slowed round a corner,

I found A just extricating himself from his machine on

the ground. In avoiding some sheep, he had applied

the brakes too suddenly and lost his equilibrium. We
soon fixed up the damage to the great interest of a

crowd of Welsh children, and then ran on to Newtown.
At lunch time we had some rain, and then I

punctured, a small , nail having eluded the thorn-

catcher. A " Holdtite " patch soon mended it, and

on we went, up hilland down, by many streams and

tree-clad mountains. After passing Llanidloes the road

alters, and gives a chance for the men - with big

engines, being well engineered "and mostly straight,

though a bit loose in places. Mile after mile of rise

taken at 30 m.p.h. overheated my engine, so I stopped

and took a photograph.

But who shall tell of the free w^heel down ? And
how a free engine scores. Kick out the clutch and
away you fly! The road is perfect, and speed un-_

noticed as the finger creeps up and up and is now at

forty-five and quite steady. Then round innumerable
corners, but never a sign of life—mile after mile of

bleak and barren hills of loneliness and silence. At
last some hotels and the turning for Devil's Bridge,

but that is not our road to-day, so we keep- to the right,

and anon the country becomes more hospitable, trees

and valleys, rivers and sunset all lie spread before us

in a panorama of beauty.

The last few miles into Aberystwyth are soon
covered, and who shall do that ride right through the

heart of Wales and not rejoice? Beautiful and quaint

Montgomery perched on the hillside with mountains
waiting as it were to overwhelm it, perfect roads and
weather through grand scenery, and the sensation of

flying downhill with the engine " out " all combined
to make us feel at peace with all the world.

Third Day. — Aberystw^yth
Miles.

to Fishguard, 58 ':

We left Aberystwyth about noon and found it very
warm. For sheet joy of riding and liraig I do not
remember a day to equai this in all my experience.
We were in hilly country, and riding for mi'es by the
sea—deep blue sea and deep blue sky. "Up hill with

a roar and down hill in free engine and silence ; the
joy and ei:hilaration we«.-e so great that I must needs
call out greeting to all and sundry whoever they might
be.
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'n Wales and the West.

—

Again m\' t\re went down and was cured by a new
valve rubber. On through Aberayron and Cardigan,

and a few miles further I stopped at a farm to ask

for some cream. They filled my bottle, and when 1

asked "How much?" replied, "Oh, nothing." Nor
would they take anything. " A " wanted to take the

Kttle girl for a ride on his carrier, but she evidently

disliked the look of him,' and declined. We soon

found a little stream, and spread out our " encamp-

ment " and made tea.

"I fitted a larger jet when we restarted so as to be

ready for the hills of which we had been warned. The
engine romped up all we met.

We neared Fishguard, and
had been led to expect a pretty

bad hill ; and it was—I can
vouch for that. It is called

Dines, and leads into Lower
Fishguard. There was a cart

in the middle, and in reply to

the very audible warning of my
approach the driver pulled into

his wrong side. This necessi-

We spent the night at Fishguard and just missed
seeing the Maiirctania come in and go again.

Fourth Day.—Fishguard lo Tenby, 66 Miles.
In the morning I finished patching up before going

across to inspect the harbour, which impressed us as

a great piece of engineering ; a good deal of it having
been blasted out of the granite cliffs.

We departed amid the lamentations of the people at

ihe hotel—or at least of some of them—and soon
reached St. David's, which is a very deserted looking
place, whose chief feature seemed to be a large cross

standing in the centre of the town. We were here to! I

that there were seventeen hills in the next sixteen

__ miles, and, without actually

counting them, I am inclined to

elie\e it ! We played at

switchback for a while, and
stopped at the bottom of the
steep hill at Newgale. A car
came along and essayed to
climb the hill, but failed, and
tried again and again, but, in
spite of smoking like a factory
chimney, it could not manage

(2) AI fresco luncheon near Cardigan on the third day.
(41 lifracombe and harbour from Hillsbro* Hill.

(1) The start from SheOleld.
(31 Which way ? Rough going in South Wales.
(5; lifracombe from Capstone.

tated a very sharp swerve on my part to cross behind
him, and my long footrest caught on the side and
;))tched me off on to my head, which, being hard, saved
me from injury. The gradient here was i in 5. The
damage was a broken lamp and bent footrests. As
these latter carried all the brake and gear pedals it

was necessary to take them all off and set to work
lo straighten things out This I did with the aid of a
cottage fire which I used as a forge for the nonce,
'A" in the meantime making himself very popular
with the children. The repair of the footrests, etc.,

took about four hours, as the tube had to be filed till

the pedals would revolve properly. This experience
would again prove ihe desirability of makers fitting all

"=nr and brake controls on separate studs.

the climb. In order to show what a motor cycle

could do, I just turned round to face up the hill,

ga\'e my handle a turn, the engine immediately res-

ponded, and I started on a fairly steep part, and
went up to the top without an effort.

We now followed the coast for a while, and soon
left the main road for Broad Haven. We were now
out in the wilds indeed. Rough and curly roads about

10 feet wide, .with many sharp corners and fearful hills,

w^ere the order of the day. The road was so thickly

strewn with stones in places that we were glad to run

un our low gears for some distance. There was never

a signpost, and when we met a fork in the road we had
(o scour the surrounding country to find a farmhouse

whence we mignt be directed. Th3 photograph

s-'S
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"Which Way?" reproduced was taken hereabouts.

Having lunched, we got under way once more,

;uid soon turned on to some better roads, and
got to Haverfordwest and on to Neyland, where

we put our motors on the little ferryboat and were

taken to Hobb's Point. We disembarked on a very

steep slip-way, and some loafers wanted to " shove

them " up, but we said we were not going to do any-

thing of the sort, but were going to drive up. The
/man thought it was a good joke, and winked and
smiled to his companions,
but the smile changed to a -

stare of astonishment when
we both set our engines

buzzing, and then, engag-

ing the low gear," went
flying up witli increasing

speed. Twenty minutes

later we were in Tenby,
after a welcome improve-
ment in road surface.

Fifth Day. — Tenby to
Cardiff, 94 Miles.

This is a day that shines

by contrast. As we had to

be at Cardiff on the follow-

ing morning to catch the

boat, we had to make
certain of arri\-ing that

night. The morning was
dull and wet, but cleared

enough for us to go over

the castle hill and enjoy

the ^'iews. We were alto-

gether delighted with

Tenby, and hope to renew
our acquaintance at leisure.

The roads were very bad
as we left, but soon im-

proved, and after a few
iniles were quite dry, and
enabled us to make good
time. At lunch some very

inquisitive cows were in-

specting our machines, and
I actually found one with

its nose in " A's " lamp !

The lunch stop proved our
undoing, for, before we
had quite finished, it began
to rain, and then it poured
in torrents. I got wet and
my magneto got wet, and
the engine was conse-

Sunset at Ilfracombe,

The

quently difficult to start. We were driving in the teeth

of tlie storm, and the South Wales coallields are not
pleasant on a wet day. We avoided Swansea by going
from Morriston to Neath, with its queer gas-engine-

propelled trams. Then my belt shpped, and had to

be shortened, and meanwhile the magneto got wet
again and the engine would not start. When a loud
explosion occurred in the silencer, the inevitable crowd
of small boys fled in terror, greatly to " A's " amuse-
ment. Half a mile further my pulley flange unscrewed
and the magneto got wet again, the rain descending
in a perfect torrent.

1x6
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But now follows a brighter chapter. The rain

slacked off a bit, and the road became straight and
level, and had been tarred for many miles. In places

there is a mile, or even two, in a dead straight line,

and the indicator went 30—35—40, and kept steady.

Then I met " A," who had been waiting, and we did

the last nineteen miles together. The road was, if

possible, even better, and we let the engines " rip," and
up went the pointer as before, and even a little

above that, and kept steady at forty-five for several

miles; then a corner and on again; on—on—on, in

sheer joy of speed, making
some atonement for past
discomfort. The milestones
were soon hopelessly out of
count; they went from 11
to ?>% and then to 4, and
now we are in Cardiff, and
a feeling of peace, inno-
cence, and righteousness
steals over me as the indi-

cator drops to fifteen and
the engine goes as sweetly
as can be. The last twelve
miles were done in twenty
muiutes, "and we and the
machines were mud from
top to toe.

Sixth Day. — Cardiff to
Ilfracombe and Por=
locK, 37 Miles.

It was still raining when
we got up, but soon the
weather improved very con-

siderably. Our next move
was to catch the 9.30 boat
for Ilfracombe. This I did

with a struggle. "A

"

wheeled his machine up
the gangway on to the boat
quite easily, but when I got

there I found that my foot-

rests were too long to go
up the gangway, and there

was riothing for it but to

get about six men to hoist

the machine on their

shoulders and carry it

bodily on board, I fearing

every moment to see it

disapp~ear into the water.

However, to my relief, it

was at last safely on deck,

and by and by firmly tied
Land's End. up jg the paddle box to be

out of the way of the waves, which kept washing over

the decks. The crossing was very rough and the boat
pitched a good deal.

A glorious sail of about three hours brought us to

,Ilfracombe, and in order to get off the boat it was
necessary to get our motors on to the top of the paddle
box, and then, waiting for a downward movement of

the ship, make a rush at the gangway (which was fortu-

nately wide enough for me here), and then the succeed-
ing rise of the ship shot me down on to the pier almost
in a heap—quite an exciting method of disembarking,

! as all will admit.

after crossing from Cardiff.
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In Wales and the West.—

In the town we bought Devonshire cream and butter,

petrol, and dough cakes, and when we talked to the
man at the garage and told him where we were going
he seemed quite surprised ! The coast scenerv is mag-
nificent all through Korth Devon and Somerset,»and we
only regretted that we. were not able to stay, in that

district longer. Its hills are well known. We went
gingerly down into Parracombe, and stopped at the

bottom of the hill. Here' we met two other motor
cycles, about the sixth since leaving Sheffield. One
was a twin Enfield and the other a twin Minerva with
two men on it—one on the carrier. They looked as

if they had been through some exciting experiences'
The hill out of Parracombe presented no difficulty

to two-speeded machines, and we soon arrived at the

famous—or infamous—descent into Lynmouth. I

don't know the actual gradient, but heard some tall

stories of it! The hill certainly deserves all the bad
things that have been said about it. The gradient is

terrific -and the surface a ma-ss of mud and loose
stones, and the last corner is a terror! Being in the

unfortunate position of ha\-ing no front wheel brake, 1

had some difficulty in getting down in safety ; about
the best thing to do seemed to be to lock the back
wheel, keep in the soft part of the road, and slide.

The next hill, Countisbury, was reported "not quite

so bad," and certainly it did lack a corner comparable
with the last, so under protest I agreed to try it. I

let " A " start first, but passed him in a few yards as
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his low gear was slipping, and then my belt slipped,

and I had to get off and take a link up in the fastener.

I put a stone behind my wheel to prevent the machine
.from rminirig back, -and- made a fresh .start, but acci-

dentally stopped the engine in throttling it down, and
so had to -repeat the performance. Some attendant
small boys were ' very anxious to push me up, and I

was advised to get a start by a gateway a little higher
up, but I determined to go from where I was, so I

raced the engine a bit and put in the low gear, and
the Kex took up the drive, and, though I was on the

steepest part, sailed up to the top without a falter and
without any acrobatic performance on my part. I

walked down the hill and found." A's" low gear still

slipping, so gave him a push off, and then he got up
all right.

We now rode along the edge of a mighty cliff witli

an almost sheer drop to the sea, and stretching away
into the distance was the bay and other headlands, and
over all a brilliant sun—altogether a glorious sight

never to be forgotten.

On ihe first part of Porlock "A" punctured with a

stone (of which more anon). "Hurry up," I said,

"and slap a patch on"; and then I found my tyre

was punctured too ! After mending these we • went
carefully down that famous and fearful descent into

the charming little village of Porlock, and here we
decided -to stay the night, and made ourselves very

comfortable.

(To he continued.)

>--»e»—<-

A NEW SIDECAR FITTING.
Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart, 136, Great Portland

Street, London, W., have introduced a new and
instantaneously detachable sidecar fitting which we
illustrate herewith. It will be noted that it is not

necessary entirely to withdraw the bolt (which makes
it much less liable to be lost), as there is a slot ui the

permanent fixing which allows it to slide out when

NEAT BRACKET FOR SPEEDOMETER
DRIVE.

The special speedometer gear box clip illustrated

was designed primarily with the abject of overcoming
the necessity for adjusting the gear wheels each time

the front wheel was removed. It was found that

when the ordinary clip was fitted to the Triumph it

interfered with the method of securing the-front wheel
hub. Having decided where it was to be fixed, it

became apparent that a stronger support could be
used, with the added advantage that the operation of

removing the wheel could be performed without moving

partly unscrewed. Three and a half complete turns

are necessary before the boss clears the recess; it can
also be screwed up by hand. Messrs. Maude intend

putting this clip on all their 1912 models.
It is certainly a neat and ingenious attachment, and

should make an appreciable difference in the time

taken to fit or detach the sidecar.

the clip or altering the adjustment of the gear driving

mechanism in any way. There is no reason why all

speed indicator brackets should not be designed with

the same end in view, for it is an untold convenience.

We noticed this fitting on Mr. D. K. Hall's machine,

and the owner willingly allowed our artist to make the

sketch reproduced.

An
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FORMUL/E FOR HILL-CLinBS.
The question of a suitable formula for motor cycle hill-climbing competitions still continues to occupy the attention

of engineers and mathematicians, and it is with the object of evolving an up-to-date formula, fair to all classes of
motor cycles, that we give the examples below, calculated on a number of different formulas, together with some
brief notes as to their merits.

view of the many hill-climbing for-

mulae which are at present

being used, it will be inter-

esting to apply some of them
to the placing of the same
men and machines in the

same trial, and to ascertain

what difference they make to

the figure of merit and to

the position (if chaiTged) of

the riders concerned.

For purposes of compari-

son, we will take Class i in the recent Coventry and

Warwickshire open hill-climb at Newnham, and con-

sider the positions of the first few riders.

The following table gives the weight of machine

and rider (w), the capacity of the engine, the horse-

power as given by the club's formula, the time taken

to climb the hill (which was about one kilometre, or

five-eighths of a mile, in length), and the approximate

speed in miles per hour (v).

In possession of these fundamental figures, readers

may judge for themselves which they consider the

best performance, taking the h.p., weight, and pace

into account

:

Engine
IV. c.c.

.. 295 .,

.. 499 ..

.r 499 .,

.. 499 ..

.. 499 ..

.. 499 ..

Two Formulae Give Similar Results.

The formula used in arriving at the results given below
H.P. X T

was —'-—
. This formula has been used for three

vV

years by the Coventry Club, and is considered superior

to the well-known A.C.U., or Professor Callender's,

W
formula, p—Fp-, as the latter unduly favours the

small engine propelling a heavyweight. The Coventry
Club formula places a relative value on the length of

the stroke, whereas the A.C.U. takes into account
the cylinder capacity only ; but it is a strange fact

that the position of the first six remains unchanged
no matter whether the Coventry Club or A.C.U. for

mula be used. Of course, the actual merit figures

are different, and we tabulate them below to render this

article complete

:

Position.

2i Singer
3| Singer

3i Precision (1)

3i2 Rudge
3^- Rover
3| Precision (2)

If we bring in the square of the time and lake

H.P. X <-—-Tjp as our formula, the revised placing .md

figures of merit will be as under :

L20

2k Singer ... 300
31 Singer ... 383
3i Precision (1) 344

3A Rudge ... 382

3i Rover ... 343
3i- Precision (2) 333

t. V.

H.P. sees. m.p.h
2.35 . . 55.4 .. 40i-

3.76 . . 49.8 .. 45
3.76 . . 46 .. 48|
3.76 . . 52.2 .. 43
3.76 . . 49.8 .. 45
3.76 . . 48.6 .. 46i

Fig. of merit F g. of merit
Coventry Club A.C.U.

formula. formula.
4.34 545
4.89 649

.. . 5.04 669
5.13 682
5.46 724
5.58 728

3^- Precision (1)

2^ Singer

3^ Singer
3^ Precision (2)

3^- Rudge
3i Rover

23.19
24.04

24.35
26.67
26.85

27.18

16
X —

w
3i Singer
3i Precision
2i Singer

^ Rudge
31 Rover
31 Precision

It will be noticed that both the Precision engines
which made fastest times go. up two places, the order
of the other machines remaining unchanged.

The Result using a Car Formula.
The next table we give is calculated from the car

formula used by the Coventiy and Warwickshire Club.
the hill-climbing formula remaining as before viz.,

DSN t

:. 60.78

(11 62.68

62.91

63.87

67.87

(2) 68.18

It will be interesting to give a few results calculated
on the supposition that the pow r equals the cube

of the time, using the formula '

. —
1,067

1,213
1.295

1.332

1.353

1,402

This formula, it will be seen, gives greater promi-
nence to speed and less" to weight. In all these
formulae the cubic capacity can be used instead of the
horse-power. And as the various classes are arranged
according to cubic capacity, which is easily ascer-
tained by the formula .7854'x D^ x S, this method has
much to recommend it. (The c.c. can be found with-
out trouble from The Motor Cycle Cubical Capacity

31 Precision (1)
31 Singer

6k Precision (2)

n Singsr

6k Rover
34 Rudge . .

Left-hand sile of Ihe new open frame single-cylinder Enfleld ilescribei on
page 960 of bur last issue. Observe the footboards, chain suard, ani front
wheal suDport folded under the crank case.
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Formulae in Hill-climbs.

—

Table, copies of which may be obtained from the

offices of this journal, 3d. post free.) .7854 is a

constant, and need not be introduced into a hill-

climbing formula.

Our Suggested Formula.
From careful calculations and considerations of

results based on the many different formulse in use,

we would suggest, as The Motor Cycle formula for hill-

Da x .S x f-
climos, — 715W
The air resistance (as we explained last week) varies

as the square of the velocity, frictional resistances on

lubricated surfaces vary in the case of rapid movement
as the cube of the velocity, but the power required

for lifting the weight up the hill varies directly as the

velocity, so probably f^ is the best compromise, but

we should like to hear our readers' ^iews on the

matter.

The above formula is suggested for single cylinders
;

a fair allowance for the extra friction in multi-cylinder

D2 X SxNx .9 x^
W suitableengines wouLJ give

formula for twins, etc.

For the sake of comparison, we give the placings

of the class used as an example calculated from the

above fonnula

:

Figure of merit.

2i Singer 385

3i Preci.'iioii (1) 392

3i Singet 411

34 Precision (2) 439

3i Rudge 453

3i Rover 460

It is interesting to note that tlie best figure of merit

obtained at the meeting, according to the suggested

formula, was made in the lightweight class by a 2-v^

h.p. three-speed New Hudson, and is 366, which tends

to show the advantage of a good variable gear.

Another point is that these last figures are very much
nearer to one another than those given by the A.C.U.
formula.

>—«s»a^"—
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A THREE DAYS' CAMPING
EXPEDITION.

THE illustrations published on this page were

taken during a short tour which was recently

made by Mr. D. J. Gibson, of Frinton-on-Sea,

Essex, with a frieni] in the sidecar attached to his

7 h.p. Rex.
Mr. Gibson started from Frinton on the \Vednesda\',

and travelled through Ipswich, Cromer, Sheringham,

King's Lynn, Peterborough. Cambridge, and b.ack

again through Colchester to Frinion— -in all a distance

of 330 miles—in three days, riding six hours a day.

Each night the tourists camped on farm grounds, and
on one occasion—at Cottishall—had cause to be thank-

ful to a Mr. Field for supplying them w^ith necessary

provisions, as it was early closing day and all the

shops were shut.

The rider was practically a novice, having had
delivery of his machine just four days before under-

taking the ride, and only once previously having

mounted a motor cycle. The weather was perfect,

which, of course, was a great help to the tourists, who
had no difficulty whatever in averaging the legal limit

speed. A heavy load was carried throughout, com-
prising a tent, mackintoshes, blankets, rugs, pots and
pans, etc., in addition to the passenger, and Mr
Gibson says he experienced^ no tyre trouble and no
involuntary stop of any kind—and, further, he had no
cause to effect any adjustments to the working parts,

which speaks well for his Rex machine and the

finished method in which they are turned out of the

works.

A 330 MILES TOUR IN

THREE D.1YS BY AN UTTER

NOVICE AND HIS FRIEND.

(See accompanying htttrpress.)

(1) The camp near Cottishall, Cromer.

(2) D. J. Gibson with his new 7 h.p. Twin Rex and sidecar.

Aii
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A Short Autobiography

of a Motor Bicycle.

MY EARLIEST EXPERIENCES.

I

WAS made abroad ajid sent over in pieces to

London, where I was put together. Never shall

I forget the pride with which I first saw myself
in the glass. ;ijsplendent with my long plated handle-
bars and green tank, looking e\ory inch the goddess
that I was.

I was sent with some of mv sisters to a large cycle

shop in the City, where I was displayed in the shop
window and ticketed at ^32—a very low price, con-

sidering my first-class workmanship.
Days went by, and I saw- my sisters sent off one by

one for the summer riding, and at last I myself was
carefully packed in a crate and sent off to one of the

London suburbs. M)- o\vner was what they called a
" City man "

; at least he only took me out on Saturday

afternoons and on Sundavs. He treated me very well,

and kept me nice and clean ; but I gave him a lot of

trouble with my leather belt. The number of rivets

which he put into m\ heh w.is appalling, and how
they did wear my pulle\ wheel ' Then my points were

always troublesome, and constantly required to -be

filed' down and cleaned up. Punctures soon started,

and finally my master got so tired of me he deter-

mined to get rid of me. I heard him tell his wife

that really he could not afford both me and his baby,

and so he had advertised me in a widely-read penny
paper, as being for sale.

An offer soon came for me, and I was taken down
to some engineering works to be tested. A good report

was given of me, and after a few' letters had passed,

haggling over my price, I was taken up to London to

be sent • down by passenger train to a town on the

south coast. On a dark November night I reached

my destination, to be immediately put into the cloak

room to be " called for." After waiting for an hour
in eager expectation as to who my new master would
Be, I heard someone enquiring after a motor bicycle,

and a young man came and claimed me. He wheeled
me carefully and rather nervously out of the station

and down a hill into the town to a shop. How well

I got to know the inside of that shop in later days

!

My New Lord and Master.

After a refreshing cup of petrol my belt was put on,

and I was soon warmed up, and the owner of the shop,

who did not know much about me, although he called

himself an agent, gave my new master a few tips and
explained my taps and wheel and brake. Then I was
once more cautiously led out into the dark and through

the town and on to a black stretch of open road, where
I could hear the plashing of the waves on the beach.

My young master floorJed the carburetter and raised

my exhaust, and, pulling himself together for a

desperate effort, ran me for a few yards, dropped the

exhaust lifter and leaped into the saddle. I was off at

once, and shuddered as I realised by his touch that I "•:

was in the hands of an absolute novice.

I felt my handles convulsively gripped, and I could

picture my rider with a set determined face peering

forward into the gloom, lighted only by one candle
lamp. Four miles up and down hill and never a •'.

change of my levers, throttle full on and no extra air. :•'

How hot I got ! How I knocked up a long hill of

I in 15 with my spark so far advanced! But I really --r

think he was much too frightened to leave go of the

handle-bars, and 'all he dared do was to switch off

and on every few minutes. How pleased I was to reach

the little village where my master lived ! I was put

away into a shed with a sigh of relief, but was not

left alone long. A small crowd of my master's friends

soon appeared to look at and admire me." One of them
would get on me and start me off on my stand—good-

ness knows I was hot enough already !—but that was
a trick of his, which I soon got to know.

The Inquisitiveness of Visitors.

The next day was a Sunday, and my master took

me out on the coast road for a few miles. He drove

me a little better than the evening before, and pre-

vented me from knocking my inside out up ihe hills. ^

, In the afternoon I was brought out again, and one
of his friends asked to be allowed to try me. With a

little hesitation, permission was given, and wdth the

permission the strict injunction to mount at once
on hearing the first " teuf," as my explosions are called.

The advice .was taken rather coolly and with the

air of one who had nothing to learn about motor
cycles. The friend wheeled me out into the village

street, and with a friendly wave to my master started

running me. I had not gone ten yards before I had
started, and expected him to leap into the saddle.

But no! he rejected all advice and waited till I got

a little speed on. Fatal mistake ! After the first " shot
"

I was off like a hound from the leash, with him run-

ning by my .side, making frantic efforts to switch off

on the wrong handle and to raise my exhaust with the

lever of my totally useless rim brake. One desperate

effort to leap on me, and then a crash. How if hurt I

We rolled together in the mud, he on his back with

his legs in the air, and I scraping all the nickel off

my handle-bars and the paint off my tank. My master

came and tenderly picked me up, hardly daring to

look to see what the damage was. He twisted me
straight and tried to wipe up my tears of petrol w-hich

were pouring out of a broken feed pipe. I could see

that he hardly knew w'hether to laugh or to cry, and
I think he did both. I did not look much hurt, but I

knew by the pains in my carburetter that I had injured
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DID YOU EVER
SEE SUCH
VALUE?
The prices of these first-class

second-hand machines are
cut down to the last penny.

Study them.

SPECIAL END OF SEASON BARGAINS.

BRADBURY, 3! li.p., Standard.
BRADBURY, f.T, Model.
MOTO-REVE, 2} h.p. Twin.
WANDERER, 3 h.p. Twin.
TRIUMPH, 3j h.p., free engine.
ARIEL, 3jh.p., variable gear.

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., Lightweight.
DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., two speeds, free engine,

HUMBER, two speeds, handle-starting.
WANDERER, i.\ h.p.. Lightweight, in stock.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, 3J h.p., free engina
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cyl.

F.N., 2i h.p., two-speed. Lightweight.
PREMIER, 3! h.p., Standard.
ROVER, 3^ h.p., free engine.
ZF.NITH-GRADUA, 3* h.p.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6"h.p. or 8 h.p.
And others.

SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
2 h.p. HUIIBER Lightweight
3} h.p. RE.\ Tourist

3J h.p. BRADBURY
3i h.p. SERVICE .

A FEW SECOND-HAND SELECTIONS.
103. RED INDIAN, 1910, 5-6 h.p ..
148c. N.S.U. Lightweight, li h.p
146c. 19H Free Engine 3J h.p. SINGER
140c. ARIEL, igoo, variable gear and free engine

DOUGLAS, 1909 . . . .:
797. P. & M., late 1909, overhauled and parts

renewed, ^\-ith a sidecar
692. REX, Grey Speed King, 1910, 5 h.p
703. igio SCOTT, 1911 forks and improvements
123c. 1909 3J h.p. BAT, magneto

1911 3! h.p.T.T. SERVICE, Precision engine
'9" 3i h.p. Two-speed HUMBER, cxceUent

Lisl Post Free.

SERVICE
, LIMITED,

THE
CO
292-293, HIGH
HOUBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

£33 oil
39 Gns. 1 1
£45 II
40 Gns.

1 1

£37
£18
£45
£25
£23 10

£42
£37
£42
£27 10
£35
£41

mm
DREADNOUGHT
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

Should be fitted to machines which are in continual use over all sorts of roads, and in every kind

of weather. The rubber studded tread is designed to take advantage of any projection or inequality

of the road surface, and thus gives the highest non-skid efficiency possible. The studs wear down
evenly and (owing to the thickness of the tread) after they are entirely gone, the cover is as good

as an ordinary round tread. Tyre upkeep is the bugbear of the Motor Cyclist.

"STUDY ECONOMY." "SPECIFY CLINCHERS."

THE N6RTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD.,
TvTe Sales Department :

—
Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

'Phone : Gerrard 8578 and 8579. Wire :
'* Nobritire, London.*'

In answering these adverlisemenii it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
"
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six;
machine that gives you command of the road.

Powerfully built and engined, yet replete with every refinement which makes It sensitive

to the control of the rider, fast and flexible, regular and smooth in running, this high-powered

twin N.S.U. makes strong appeal to men of nerve and lovers of long-distance touring. It

places the entire gamut of motor cycling enjoyment at your disposal. It enables you to

disregard hills and other road difficulties, and to plan your journeys in accordance with

your desires. Its reliability and endurance — proved by numberless users will win

through where others fail.

For sidecar work it is particularly suitable, and it holds the record for non-stop

performances in the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

The marked flexibility of the engine and the simple control render it very manageable

and therefore ideal for town work.

Write for full particulars, which will be posted to you on receipt of application.

ABBREVIATED SPECIFICATION.

N.S.U. twin-cylinder engine, yge com., 75 x90mm., M.O.I.V., gear-driven, high-tension

Bosch magneto, new type carburetter, drive by lin. "V" belt. This machine can be delivered

with either a spring frame or a rigid frame, the latter where the motor cycle is intended for

sidecai work. New pattern spring forks, divided mudguards, automatic spring stand, separate

tanks tor oil and petrol of improved design, two powerful brakes, 26in. wheels fitted with

2^in. tyres, engine clearance 5in.

Thic motor cycle is delivered as standard, with an adjustable pulley, but, if specified, can

also be supplied fitted with our two-speed gear and free engine apparatus to the engine shaft at a

small extra price. Weight, 200 lbs.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.
Offices & Showrooms —186, Great Portland St., LONDON, W. Goods & Repairs—83-85. Bolsovcr St.. LONDON, W.

A26
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A Short Autobiography of a Motor Bicycle.

—

some vital part, and I never quite did myself justice

after that accident.

-My master tiad learnt a valuable lesson, and that

was never to lend me- again, even to his best friends.

Holidays and Hard WorK.
A month's hard work f&Uowed. I was made to do

journeys of 100 miles or more, for it must have been
holiday time, as my master spent nearly the whole day
With me, and with what pride he introduced me to his

family, and how he boa.sted of my use in shopping for

the household ! What tricks I used to play him, too,

on our shopping expeditions ! Two hours in the cold

one day I kept him - waiting not 300 yards from my
stable door. It was only an inlet valve trouble, but

the whole of my carburetter was taken down and
deposited in pieces on the road. I could ahvays stop

him every fifty, miles regularly with my contact points

until he got some really good ones, and not sham
platinum that pitted frequently. But w^e had some,

good runs tiirough different counties, and when I w-as

in a good temper I could go as well as any other

bicycle, but being a lady I was fickle!

One hundred and eighty miles was our record, with

only belt trouble. But what belt trouble it was! I

tore through two belts and kicked off tlie new one,

and my master cut, his finger and tore the palm of his

hand over those , as he calleil them. But
he would ruin my rubber belts by leaving them on all

night, and this annoyed me very much. . I would
always crack them regularly where they left my pulley

wheel. He could very easily have run the belt off

every evening aiid on again for the morning run. The
belt would ha\'e lasted twice as long, but he never

realised that.

In the summer I was again taken down to the sea,

and many an evening ride I used to enjoy in company
with a Coventry machine with whom I could always

hold my own when really in the humour.

A Late Supper and what follo'wed.

One evening we set out for supper at a little town
thirty miles off. Except for kicking my belt off three

times in a mile, I was going very well. After a fine

old castle had been inspected and a hill of i in 10

had been climbed with a standing start—I got up
while my Coventry friend stuck—they stopped for

supper, and started back at ten o'clock. It was very

dark, but my master drove at a pace I did not quite

approve, so I kicked my belt off once to show my
independence. He nad to stop and find it, but then

in putting it on he had to lift up my brake pedal, and
by mistake he left it disconnected. Having started

again gaily at about eighteen miles an hour, I was
going well, and in spite of the darkness and the twist-

ing roads we met with no mishap until we came to a

downhill road between two high walls. The road
appeared to go straight for some distance, but, to my
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horror, I saw a right angle turn with a low and
villainous looking stone wall full in front of us. My
master saw it as soon as I did and hastily put his foot
on the brake, which was futile, and we careered to our
ruin. There was no hope; it was impossible for my
master to steer me round the corner, and so with a
" Good luck, old girl," he slipped off behind and I

dashed on, resigned to my fate. -The agony I felt as

I dashed madly into that wall I cannot describe. I

plunged up a bank which guarded the wall, and with

a supreme effort managed to twist my head away from
the wall and so fell over on my side. There I lay, with

my handle-bars looking round at the tank. Fortune
was with me in the shape of a pair of foot-rests; one
of which was twisted round my engine and had broken
my fall. How I blessed my master for fitting them on,

although he ne\er used them. It was only five minutes
before we got started again, and we reached home
safely, but 1 felt very shaken. My master was very

tender and kind to me, and made everything very com-
fortable.

My Third and Worst Mishap.
That was my second accident, and my third, which

1 was expecting—being a woman I am superstitiou.s

—

came very soon, and proved the worst of all. It was
very near my master's holiday—at least he was plan-

ning a long tour up North, and was wondering to himr
self where he and I would be in two days' time. Much
trouble was spent on me, and I blush to confess to

being painted. Thoroughly cleaned out, and fortified

with copious draughts of refreshing oil, that evening

my master proudly took me out for a mile or so to

try some new arrangement of my dress which he called

a new- adjustment. We ran quietly through the village—^where I was pleased to see that I attracted some
attention—and up a side street on to the main road.

As we turned the corner I saw a car coming very fasf

down the hill. We had time to cross the road, and
my master steered me steadily to his proper side, think-

ing the car w'ould, of course, slow- down. But it was
travelling too fast fo'r the brakes to hold, and with a

loud report of bursting tyres it crashed into us.

Ordered Abroad.
I was picked up from under the car in pieces, a

battered, unrecognisable shape. Some kind friend

—

I recognised him as the rider -\vho would not mount at

once as he was told—picked me up and laid me by

the road side, where I could watch the crowd that

had gathered round my poor master.

I was laid up many days and weeks after this, and
my master too. He thought we should never get on

together again so well, and so we parted. I was
always very groggy after this, and the convalescent

home to which I was sent in London thought it would
be better for me to try my luck with a new master in

China or Peru, where my age and the marks of my
chequered life would not be so ea.sily detected.

TWO DAYS' RELIABILITY
A two days' open reliability trial is being organised

l3y the Liverpool Auto Cycle Club on October 7th and
8th. We are told that i't will be held under A.C.U.
special permission, and it is the first open competition
in the Liverpool district. Already some thirty local

motor cyclists . have promised their support, and as

TRIAL IN THE NORTH.
soon as the A.C.U. permit is received entry forms

will be. issued. A fifty guinea challenge cup has been

presented to the club, which will be awarded as first

prize., The hon. ser. .is. Mr. Lionel W. Barton, Bee

Hotel, St. John's -i-ane, 'Liverpool, from whom all

information may b" obtained.

A2T
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to (he Editor, "The Motor Cycle," £0, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

A New Design of Passenger Machine.
[5885.]—While riding my machine recently along the

road between Hinckley and Nuneaton (Warwickshire), 1

noticed a most extraordinary contrivance approaching. As
it passed I saw that it was a two-wheeled vehicle, the front

part being like a motor bicycle, but where the saddle should
have been there was a seat on either side of the machine,
and again where the carrier should be there was another seat

in the centre. It held three people altogether, a man and
two ladies (the man driving from the right-hand seat). If

iny readers have seen this curious machine I should like to
know what it was. J. A. W. BOURNE.

The Terrors of Sutton Bank. Are they Exaggerated ?

[5887.]—Having seen in the motor cycle press a great
deal about "The Terrors of Sutton Bank," three members
of our club—the Westmorland M.C.C.—myself included,
determined to see for ourselves, and the other day we did so.

The candid opinions of the three who tried it all agree
that, as a hill, it is no class, and if the surface was decent
it would do for a tricky speed trial.

We all three lowered our gears, and, without waiting
for engines to cool, got up quite easily first attempt. Two
of us had never seen the hill before, and are not impressed
with it. Let some of the Sutton Hillers come over to

Westmorland and try Kirkstone Pass from Ambleside—if

they don't agree that it knocks Sutton Bank hollow I am
very much mistaken—and we have a tew other hills, Red
Bank, Grasmere, Underbarrovv, Scar, and Brigster Brow,
etc. The three who conquered Sutton rode T.T. Triumph,
Rudge, and Touring Triumph. EC 513.

Military Motor Cyclists.

.]—May I take up a small space in your paper with
a few remarks upon the military motor cycling notes by
" Celeriter " in your issue of September 7th.

Although, as " Celeriter " tells us. there are no manoeuvres
this year as regards the army as a whole, still civilian

motor cyclists are needed. Several were required for duty
at Lewes on the 11th iust. (but were cancelled on the same
day), whilst several more were also required at Aldershot
on Sunday evening, September 17th, for a week.

This is the third year that I have been in a position to
organise a number of motor cyclists for military work in
connection with one of the largest motor associations of this
country, and my experience is that, so tar from any
" strike " of motor cyclists, such as contemplated by
" Celeriter," the number of those willing and anxious to
serve as despatch carriers on manoeuvres grows bigger every
year

;
probably because motor cyclists generally do not

know what excessively hard work is, and what risks are
run by those who take part.

The number of damaged motor cycles last year was
enormous, and 6s. 6d. per day for petrol and oil—there being
no pa;^—although it sounds generous enough, is, in reality,
quite insufficient to cover the damage, and wear and tear,
of a week on manoeuvres ; and this is in spite of the fact
that several riders were men in the motor cycle trade who
would naturally take the utmost cafe oi' their machines.

It certainly seems extraordinary that the War Department
should be content to emi^loy men who are under no
discipline, and who, if the weather were unfavourable (the
last two years have been extremely fine as regards weather),
could simply go home and leave the dispatches to carry
themselves, and it is of the utmost importance for the good
of the country and its adequate defence that a properly
organised and armed corps of disoatch riders should be
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formed, whose machines should be also properly insured by
the War Department.

It is much to the credit of civilian riders that so

many should have been found to give their services, still

nearly all of those with whom I have come into contact

have felt that on many manoeuvres they were decidedly
" out of it " through not being military, and that, although
they enjoyed seeing the manoeuvres, they were merely
telegraph boys after all, with the addition of considerable
risk and danger to themselves azid their machines.

A RETIRED REGULAR OFFICER.

Sidecars and Change-spesd Gears.
[5889.]—Th% photograph herewith is of my eldest boy

aged fifteen on a 7 h.p. two-speed Indian with Millford side-

car, and was snapped on Newcastle Quay.
He is particularly keen on this "Indian" (he has a 2^

h.p. New Hudson himself), and out of the 7,000 miles it has
done since I got it last March, he has driven it well over -

2,000 of them, and can dismember, clean, and adjust any
part of it. I always let him do the cleaning of cylinder

heads, valves, carburetter, repair and replacing of tyres,

tubes, etc. He drove me in one day (niofitly raining) from
Shap to Leyland (nea;- Preston), and home via, Blackburn,
Clitheroe, Skipton, Ilkley, Harrogate to Newcastle, about
240 miles. I was not once in the saddle that day.

My "Indian" generally carries four of us, my wife and
I, one boy age eleven on the carrier, and the other age six

on a seat between his mother's knees in the sidecar, luggage

and a two gallon tin of petrol.

In this way we went from Newcastle to London and
back, in two days going and same time for return.

At 7,000 miles by the Cowey speedometer the engine is

as sweet as ever it has been, and the machine generally is

in perfect working order. There have, of course, been the

usual sundry repairs and renewals due to ordinary or

perhaps in this case extraordinary wear and tear.

W B ELLIS

A fifteen year old driver of a 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar. (See accompanyinj letter.)
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I: The Spider Quad-
'•' [5890.]—May we be allowed to correct a paragraph in

the very interesting criticism of " IMug-wump M.l)." It

referred to our misadventure in the trials. Oiu' dog. clutch

did not break—in fact, we believe that such an accident
would be quite impossible. If a dog clutch is fitted without
a friction clutch, it would be useless, but, as " Mug-wump "

is no doubt aware, every first-class car, with the exception
of the Lanchester, is now fitted with, a dog clutch for its

direct top drive. Our dog clutches are made large enough
to stand any possible strain, and this form of drive is more
simple and far more efficient than an epicyclic gear can be,

and quite easy for a' novice. Perhaps it will interest your
readers, some of whom have so kindly taken an interest in our

•.little car, to know what actually happened at the trials. The
breakage was in the propeller-shaft from the engine to the
.gear box, which was built up out of a length of tube, and
•two end pieces which were pegged and brazed. The shaft

.so built was sufficiently strong for our one seater, but not
for our two seater—at least on the Yorkshire Jloors. We

• need hardly say that since the trials we have altered this

part of our machine, and the accident will not recur. May
we add that this is one example of the enormous value
of these trials in the development of any new machine.
The experience gained by them iS not only useful, but
absolutely necessary.

Before a machine is put on the market, it must be
thoroughly tested^ and these official trials are infinitely more
valuable than any private trials can possibly be. No wise

maker will shirk these trials because he feels that so severe

a test may reveal defects. We have entered our runabouts
for all the more important events, and. though we have
not always won a gold medal (we have had our share), we
have always gained what is still more valuable—experience
which has enabled us to detect faults and to make improve-
ments. MORGAN AND CO.

Which is the Stiffest Reliability Trial ?

[5891.]—With reference tu " Ixion's " remarks ;•<; Si.x

Days' Trials, I am of the same opinion as he, that the

Scottish Trials of 1910 were the seveicit which have ever

been held for motor cycles, and having been a competitor
in both, viz., Scottish Trials in 1910 and A.C.U. Harrogate
Trials of 1911, I think I am justified in giving an opinion.

I consider every credit is due to the Edinburgh Motor
Cycle Club for the manner in which it conducted the

-trial and the judging of the machines at the end of the
trial far exceeded in scrutin.y and carefulness those of the
A.C.U. just terminated.
Furthermore, I can thoroughly endorse " Ixion's " remarks

with regard to the awards and gold medals given in the

Six Days' Trials of the A.C.U. this year.

I should like to see a six days' trial carried out next year
on the principle of toolbags to be sealed, competitors only

being allowed to carry a tyre repair outfit and a set of

levers. The accomplishment of this trial no doubt appears
to be a difficult one, but I think it could easily be overcome
by several official cars riding amongst the competitors,

one car to leave the starting point each day fifteen minutes
after the last competitor leaves. The principle of the trial

^would be on the "knock out" principle

—

i.e., should a
competitor have a mechanical stop of any description, which
he was unable to remedy without tools, he should be allowed
to break open his toolbag. use his tools to put matters
right, and then oceed to the point of starting of the day's
run, to report, and take no fufther part in the trial. I do
not consider it would be necessary to have a big mileage
every day, say 100 miles, including several severe hills

each day.
.V trial of this description would be a- far better test of

reliability of the present-day motor cycle than those at

(jresent carried out. IMachines would, of course, have to be
standard in every respect, e.g., no two plugs fitted into one
cylinder and such like fitments ; then at the end of the
trial, those machines which finish to be placed at the
disposal of the judges tor one week, to bo thoroughly
examined throughout.

I would suggest a course similar to the trials which we
have just had, but competitors not to be allowed to cool

their engines at. the bottom of each hill, but to make a
straight away ascent, and the hills to be observed not to

be mentioned., W. PRATT.

gHi

The Latest—A Speaking Tube £or Tandem-seated Machines,

[5892.]— I have ofttimes noticed and experienced th(

difficulty with which riaers in tandem (whether on a car,

tricai', or motor cycle) have of conversing one with the other.

May I bring forward an idea of mine which will, I think,
obviate this?

, SHOWING
ATrACHMENT
, OFCURVED OP
''. STRAIGHT

HOf^N.

As you will see by the enclosed sketches, it is a speaking
tube of light met.al, which clips on to the shoulder of th<»

foremost rider. The horn ends can he turned in any direc-

tion, and can be extended. Conversation can be carried on
quite easilv, and it does not obstruct the view. It is pro-

tected. " ERNEST W. CLEGG.

Scorching.
[5893.]— It is curious how seldom people t;ike the trouble

to notice exactly wh.-it is asserted in a controversial letter

or article. If Mr. Hart-Davies reads my criticisms of the
End-to-end record, he will notice that there is not one single

aspersion on his own riding. I did not assist or follow him.
and am therefore left to speculate from what I kno\v of his

ordinary riding, and from his lectmes and newspaper articles.

I have always believed that if any rider in England could
be trusted to average 30 or 35 m-p.h. without endangering
the public, that rider was Mr. Hart-Davie.<:. But I di<l not
tackle the question of these record rides in special relation

to any individual. It is common knowledge that over thirty

attempts were made within a single season not long ago, and
several of the aspirants were totally unfitted for the job. I

adherQ to every word I said upon tiie general question, while
I certainly admit that Mr. Hart-Davies could be trusted to

reduce the risk to the minimum. Even thus I do not think
!Mr. Hart-Davies can absolutely eliminate risk, though I

am sure he would rather run into a wall than collide with
a member of the pulilic. Jlr. Hart-Davies lectured on hi.e

first record ride in Northampton by my invitation, and I

happen to remember two statements in his lecture which
show that even with a superb rider on the job risk is not

wlioUy eliminated. He described a pretty lurid mix-up be-

tween himself and his followers round a blind corner, which
the clump of them misjudged in the dark ; and he conc\uded

by saying that whether his existing figures were beaten or

not, he should not essay the ride again, because " the risks

were too great." Whether he meant risks to himself and
his followers, or to the public, I leave him to explain. In

either case his statement justifies the A.C.U. policy.

I believe that what is really irritating Messrs. Hart-

Davies. Hugh Gibson, and Co. is the feeling that there is

a cloud of hypocrisy overshadowing the R.A.C. and A.C.U.,
in that these bodies condemn speed feats in their corporate

capacity, while their individual members frequently exceed

the speed limit in their private capacities. The contentions

. of my last article show that there is a basic difference be-

tween a brief voluntary speed burst and a sustained speed

burst rendered compulsory by the attraction of smashiiig a

record. Here is an illustration. Up to date Mr. Hart-

Davies has been able to minimise risks by perfect organisa-

tion, by good luck, aud by thorough training. Somebody

may presently put up a new record and average, say, 38

m.p.h. from End-to-end. Mr. Hart-Davies, if we may judge

him by his former protestations, would probably have a

third smack at the record, and might reach Exeter five

minutes ahead of record, well fed, not at all tired, and very

fit. On the other hand, he might reach Exeter a tnfle be-

hind record, and exhausted. One bad spill, one small failure
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in his feeding ai'rangement.s, or a small miscalculation oi his

stamina, and he would reach Exeter in a condition which
wonld render perseverance highly dangerous to himself and
to the public. But it is more than doubtful whether he
would abandon the ride so long as he could sit in his saddle
and see even an outside chance of success.

B. H. DAVIES.

Busiiess Methods. The Other Side.

[5894.]—I see so many letters blaming firms for neglect

and delay in delivery of spare parts that I feel I should
like to give the Premier Cycle Co. a little praise in this

direction. I wrote for a spare part that had to be specially

made (my machine being an old one). I received same
within a week, and the invoice enclosed was only 7d.,

including postage. Had the job been one of the most
profitable—instead of what I feel must have been a
humbug—I could not have been better treated.

BLACKPOOL.

[5895.]—I am desirous, and shall be pleased if you will

permit me, through the medium of your valuable publica-
tion, to pay a tribute to the firm of Messrs. Nye and Co.,

Leather Lane, and Gray's Inn Road, London.
For some considerable time I have had business dealings

with this firm. I have confidence in them, and can honestly
recommend them to any prospective purchasers of new or

_second-haiid machines as a thoroughly reliable and fair deal-

ing concern. Perhaps it is needless to state that I have no
interest whatsoever in their business, being just a thoroughly
well satisfied customer.
At the same time, I should like to speak in praise of the

Service belt, purcha.sed from the Service Co. -of High Hol-
h.orn. It has pulled my Triumph and sidecar for over 3,000
miles, and appears to be good for a long while yet. One of

its chief features is the absence of slip in wet weather.
L. J. L. PULLAR.

The Quality oJ Modern Tyres.
[5896.]— I thoroughly endorse the statement of your

correspondent [5841] that motor bicycles are under-tyred.'
'i'he tyres are not nearly strong enough for the back

wheel, especially when carrying luggage.
If manufacturers would realise that most people are quite

prepared to pay more for a really reliable tyre there might
be some improvement, but the ultimate .«oiution will, pro-

bably, be found in a tyre constructed on different lines from
those at present in use. P. G. TALBOT.

[5897.]—I was very surprised on reading letter 5885
to find the aljnormal wear of tyres of the writer's machine,
namely, only 800 miles per cover. Perhaps my experience
as well will be of interest as a contrast. Macliine, 1911
Triumph and rigid sidecar ; tyres, ordinary Clincher studded
on back and front wheels, Dunlop on sidecar. Total distance
to date 2,838 miles, made up of rides all over Devon and
Cornwall, average speed always from eighteen to twenty
miles an hour, weight of passenger and driver always over
twenty-one stone.

The Clincher on back wheel was not touched for 1,848
miles, when it was changed with the sidecar tyre. The
Uiinlop lias now done 900 miles on back wheel, and the side

studs are still quite visible. The front Clincher is in

splendid condition. Have only had two punctures, nail

catchers being fitted over each tyre. I am certain these

same tyres will run for quite another 1,000 miles, when I

shall have one retreaded for back wheel only.

C. C. WILSON. '

[5898.]—The various letters re faulty motor cycle tyres',

particularly one in
,
ybiif issue, of September 14th, by G.- C.

Pohlmann, leaves me to wonder if any of your correspondents
have every tried a Clincher Dreadnought. (Please do not
imagine I am a commission agent for the makers of this
tyre.) My experience with it proves that at least one make
of tyre can claim suitability for its purpose. I have used
the Clincher Studded Dreadnought on the rear wheel of my
big four for approximately 3.000- miles, 1,300 of which were
done with sidecar, including some fast work, and on sevecal .

occasions with very heavy load. Th? tyre has been through
'

to the last day of the Scottish Six Days' Trials, and with the
sidecar from Birmingham to the Land's Ena and back, and
whilst I cannot say that "it shows not the'; slightest cut

A32

or sign of wear," which seems a favourite quotation in

tyre testimonials, yet I must expre, my entire satisfaction

with it. I have not had a monlent's trouble with the
cover. The tread is certainly worn smooth, but the fabric

is in perfect condition—apparently as good as new. Not
included in above mileage are many short runs with and
without sidecar. Nevertheless I consider the cover with a
new tread will be good for, at least, another 2,000 miles.

Whilst complaints are so rife, I think a little appreciation
not out of place. - JAS. L. NORTON.

Spriag Forks.
• [5899.]—On the letter [No. . 5875] . signed "Engineer"
appearing in last week's issue of your valuable - paper, I

see a question about the working of my new pattern spring
fork, an illustration of which you published on the. 31st ult.

I am pleased in raply to " Engineer " to say that if the fork is

made exactly as I have designed there is no danger of the
front wheel fouling the top of the forks, and no ri.?k of the
lower mudguard touching the frame when the wheel is

pushed backwards.
The. wheel can move upwards, backwards, and forwards,

and springs will absorb any kind of severe jar and engine
vibration. H. LANZEROTH.

Aecident at the New Brighton Track. An Eye-witness's
Impressions.

[5900.]—Will you please allow me to say a few words in

connection with the deplorable accident at the above track,

as possibly I have had more experience of this track than
anyone else? I wish particularly to take exception to your
statement that the engine sizes ought to be limited after

this accident, for what has the accident to do with engine
capacity? At the time of the accident I do not consider

jMr. Henshaw was doing more than 42 m.p.h., and as I hold

the record for the track at 57 m.p.h. it is obvious^the track

is quite safe at that speed. Now we all know that nearly

every lightweight is able to do well over 40 m.p.h., and only

recently we have heard of several attaining 50 m.p.h. The
true cause of the accident has nothing to do with the speed
or power of the engine, but was due to i\Ir. Henshaw not
confining his attention to the track.

I may say that New Brighton track is a slow one. as a

single that will do over 60 m.p.h. on the straight will not

touch more than 52 m.p.h. on the track.

E. F. BAXTER.

Sunday Compe'itions.
[5901.]—On Sunday, the 3rd inst., whilst riding to Mon-

mouth I suddenly ran into a hill-climb which was being
held on the Crosshands Hill situate between Usk and
Raglan. I need scarcely say I was very much astonished

and disgusted. The hill in question is on one of the main
roads of Monmouthshire, it is crossed at right angles at the

point where the competitors would be going fastest by
another much used road, and further the day was Sunday.

Such conduct can only serve to bring our sport into disrepute,

and if this climb was held under the auspices of any club

(which I believe was the case) it ought to be severely cen-

sured. COMMONSENSE.

Silence.

[5902.]—I fail to see that your correspondent " Open
Exhaustion" (albeit he rides a fast lightweight, and despite

his assertion that he annoys no one) will further the gospel

of the Anti-cut-out Mission by his lurid and somewhat
hysterical tirade.

His parallel of an open exhaust and a prehistoric savage
howling in the tree-tops is pretty, but the analogy is

hardly convincing.
: I have heard of engines which develop more power under

an open exhaust, and I have even heard of motor cycli.sts

closing their cut-outs in villages and towns and when passing

horses ; but as for the man who " whizzes like a gatling gun "

under your correspondent's window^ (have you, sir, ever seen,

or heard, a gatling. gun "whiz."? it is a -most impressive
sight, or sound)—why he should necessarilv be a, "brainless

bounder" or a "moral imbecile," I cannot quite follow.

Nor can my stunted reasoning power grasp the reason why
in order to ride an open e'lhaust one need wear "quaint
attire," or carry a representation of a "wailing babe" or

a trodden-on dog. ARTHUR M. C. SCOTT.
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SATURDAY'S A.C.U. inter-club championship
pKjved a greaf deal more successful than last

vear's event, both in the matter of entries and

organisation. This year there were teams of six re-

presenting nine different clubs, compared with last

year's total of three elubs. The course was much
more severe than the one selected in Derbyshire last

September, being mostly over Warwickshire roads,

and including four ascents of the famous Edge Hill,

near ICineton. To render the hill-climbing test still

more se\ere marks were awarded for slow ascents,

so that riders of change-speed geared machines were

at a decided advantage.

After the course had been announced and the

numbers and route cards distributed at the Red Tion
Hotel, Banbury, a prompt start was made at 9 a.m.

from the Cross at Banbury in fine weather, competi-
rors representing different clubs being despatched in

trios by Messrs. J. W . G. Brooker, H. Synyer, and
H. P. Beasiey.

Four circuits of a forty-two miles course had to be
covered at a speed of twenty miles per hour, and the

route was as follows : Drayton, Wroxton, descending
Sunrising Hill, Pillerton Priors, Ettington, Stratford-

on-Avon (20 miles), Tiddington, Wellesboume,
Kineton, Edge Hill (slow test 3.3 '4 miles), Wrox-.
ton, Drayton, and Banburv.

Performances on the Test Hill.

There was little of incident on the iirst circuit until

Edge Hill was reached, and at once the process of

thinning the ranks was -commenced. The time-
keepers were Messrs. F. Straight and A. G. Rey-
nolds. (_;eo. Hill (Wolverhampton) punctured at

the hill foot.; A. H. Gutteridge (Herts County) and
H. A. Gorton (Coxentry) stopped on die i in 7
gradient owing to their belts slipping. H. J. Pooley
IN.W. London) stopped on the first steep pitch, and
uas later seen being towed into Banbury behind a
carrier's cart.

Quite a number of llic passenger marhines failed

on the test hill. T. F. Cooke (Wolverhamptc4i)
found the gradient too steep for his Scott and side-

car, and on the next three asre-.its shed his passenger
near the hill foot and continued .<o/».9. This prac-
tice was also adopted by A. .C. Seale (Chesierlield)
with his Bradbury ancf N.S.U. gear. Alan Hill
(Coventry) conked to a standstill near the summit,
and again later, in the day, but made two creditable
ascents on his Rudge, which was the smallest engine
on a passenger machine in the trial. Having men-
tioned the majority of the failures we may refer to
one 01- two of the especially good performances on
'he hill, and before doing so may remind readers

that two years ago it was the exception rather than

the- rule for ^j/z h.p. machines to climb the hill vvitli

touring gears, yet nowadays riders may toy with

the hill and take liberties with tlie engine undreamt
of in those days.

lire most impressix'e ascents were made by the

Charley's Aunt of motor cycling—Sam Wright (Cov-
entry), who has non-stopped in every reliability trial

he has entered. His tw-o-speed ^l4 Humber literally

crawleil all the way on the low gear with the throttle

only a quarter open until it appeared almost difficult

to balance the machine. His slowest official time
was 4m. 32s. for the measured stretch of three-

quarters of a mile, equal to q.q3 m.p.h. He was, in

fact, so slow that he had to race to the turning point

The restart from Banburj Cross after the lunoheon interval.
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A.C.U. Inter-club Championship.—

THE STARTING POINT, WITH THE FAMOUS BANBURY C=!OSS
IN THE BACKGROUND.

Oil the right Mrs, Cooke is seen verifying Mr. Cooke's watch. On the Jeft is

C. S. Burncy (Rudge), and in the centre P. Weatherilt (3* Zenith), all non-
stop competitors.

where the timekeeper was stationed. R. VV. Duke
(Birmingham) created some amusement by ciiaffing

Wright as they crawled up, and he was so anxious

to reduce the pace -of his Zenith to that of Wright's
Humber geared 5 and 10 to j, that he came to a
standstill altogether. Another of the Birmingham
team—H. D. Jones, the exhaust of whose engine
blew direct on to the ground, raising clouds of dust

—

followed Duke's example. The ascents of R. H.

Viggers (O.xford), A; J. Stevens and P. T. Evans
(Birmingham) were much admired by the crowd
collected on the hill, which increased in proportions

as time went on. F. W. Barnes and P. Weatherilt

(Stieatham) manioulated their Gradua gears to

idvantage. Rice Pyle (Herts County) made four
' lean ascents, as also H. F. S. Moi'gan (Oxford).
1' B. Ware (Streatham) was perhaps siowest of all

I 111 his three-speed Chater-I^ea sidecar, for Harold
Kaisiake walked alongside and chatted for part of

the way up. Of the single-geared machines R. G.
Mundy's Triumph geared 53^ to i -pulled .steadily but

suiely to the summit at a speed of approximately

15 m.p.h., G. Smith (Coventry) and S. • T. Tessier

(.Stieatham) being only a few seconds faster. Most
of the riders of single-geared machines dared not take

liberties with their engines for fear of failure, and
got up as best they could ; others tried to go too

slowly and suffered the humiliating experience of

conking to a standstill.

The Mid-day Interval.

At the end of the second circuit there was a stop of

an hour for Imich, and many were the grumbles that

no halt had been arranged on the morning's run of

84 miles {4.% hours) ; indeed, this utter neglect on the

part of the A.C.U. officials led to many disgraceful

scenes upon which we need not dwell. There was
much consternation when it became known that not a

single complete team had accomplished non-stop runs

even at the half distance.

The Monotony of the Trial.

Resuming in the afternoon, the course was taken in

the same direction, but why, oh why, were not the

riders despatched in the reverse way at half distance ?

As so much had been made of ttie secret course, we

SCENE NEAR THE SUMMIT OF EDGE HILL.
Dr. B. Fawsett (8 h.p. Chater Lea and Lowen sidecar), passing Alan HUl, who had stopped at this point, the gradient being 1 in 7.
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A.C.U. Inter-club Championship.—
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Two competitors arrive at Banbury together for iunc'-. L. Smith, Ciiester.leld

(Bradbury,) followed by A. Elson, Coventry (Triumph).

should have thought that this course wouliJ ha\e imme-
diately suggested itself to the organising body. It

would have been greatly appreciated by the com-
j.etitors. who were thoroughly bored by the monotony
(jf travelling over the same roads four times during the

day. Besides, the ascent of Sunrising wtjuld have

been an interesting and instructi\-e change, and would
ha\e helped considerably in the weeding out process.

Mechanical troubles were exceedingly few, the most
.serious being a burst cylinder head ; punctures, of

course, were very much in evidence. E. B. Ware had
five, took nearly two hours to rem(.)ve the back wheel
and fit a new tube, and therefore retired. Dr. B.

Fawsett, who made three very pretty a.scents of Edge
Hill on his 8 h.p. Chater-I.ea and J.owen two-wheeled
sidecar, was obliged to shed his passenger on the last

run up, which increased the Birmingham riders'

failures on the test hill to four. S. T. Tessier stopped
with a sooted plug. Several riders ran off the course,

one party (Cooke, Blumlield, and Tonks) finding them-
sehes at the top of Edge Hill ninety minutes before
they were due. It should, however, be mentioned that

the route was excellently marked ; further cards de-

noting inten'als of fi\'e miles.

The Finish in Semi=darKness.
.\ goiidly crowd had collected in Banbury to witness

the finish, and by the time the tail-end of the procession
arrived it was almost dark. Turning to the results, it

must be confessed that the demonstration of reliability

was disappointing. No team finished with a clean
s.-ore^— ill fact, the wiiMiers—the (3xford M.C.C. team
—suffered three inv^oluntarv stops, the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. (second) four, and theJBirmingham
M.C^C- (thiirl) .six. Tw-o teams could not even l)oast

a non-stop run among them. In arriving at the results,

marks were awarded for slow ascents of the hill, and
deductions were made for every minute a competitor
was early or late at the checking stations. The Oxford
team, whose win, by the way, proved most popular,
won on reliability. Their total marks for regular run-
ning and hill-climbing were not quite so good collec-

tively as the Coventry team, who vveic the holders of

the cup. The new club champions had five amateurs
in their team.

The individual performances of the first three teams
are tabulated hereunder, and those riders who accom-
plished non-stop runs are marked accordingly.

WIXXERS OF.THE CrP AND UOLD MEDALS.
OXFOKD JI.C.C.

If. S. .^skew (3|J h.p. Triumph), non-stop.
\V. A. Mattliews (3^ h.p. Triiimph), i-.on-stop.

II. G. Hill (3i h.p. IJradbary), non-ftop.
H. F. S. Jloigan (8 h.p. Jilorgan lUir.ahout). non-stop.
R. H. Viggeis (2| h.p. two-speed Enfield), on« puncture.
Jas. E. \yel)li (5i h.p. Triuir.ph). two stops, te.st hill, and

|iiincture.

SECOND.—SILVEli MEDAL WINNERS.
C'OTENTEY AND WaHWICKSUIRTB il.C.

X. Elson (3i h.p. Tiiiunph), non-stop.
Sam Wriglit (3^ h.p. tvv-o-speed Humber), non-stop.
Ueoffiey Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop.

0. S. Burney (3i h.p. six-speed Rudgc), non-stop.
K. A. Gorton i7 h.p. Hex), two stops, test liill, and puncture.
.Man Hill (3^ h.p. Uudge and sidecar), two stops on test hiU.

ITUHD.—BRONZE .MEDAL WINNERS.
l!lliMlNGHAM M.C.

.A. .). Stevens (2^ h.p. two-speed A.J.S.). non-stop.
T. Pollock (3i h.p. three-speed James), non-stop.
P. .J. Evans i3i h.p. two-speed Humber), non-stop.
R. W. Duke (3i h.p. Zenith), two stops, test hill, and belt.

1(. D. .Jones (3i h.p. Zenith), three stops, test hill, and
punctuie.

Dr. li. Fawsett (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar), one stop,
test hill.

Stkkatham a.\i) Disthict M.C.C.
V. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith), non-stop.
P. Weatlierilt (3^ h.p. Zenith), non-stop.
K. G. Mundy (3^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop.

Herts CorNTY A.C.
!•'. C. .larvis (3i h.p. Triumph), non-stop.
U. Rice Pyle (8 h.p. Bat and sidecar), non-stop.
C. Gather Cooke (3i h.p. Triumph), ran off route, otherwise

non-stop.

North-west London .VI.C.C.

\V. Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury), non-stop.

CuKSTKRFIIir.D .\N1) DISTRICT M.C.C.

L. Smith (3i h.p. Bradbury), non-stop.

F. S. Alorgan, who was a member ol the winning Oxford Team, makin; a
neat ascent of Edge Hill on his 8 h.p. two-seater Morgan runabout
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SNAPPED FROM THE BACK OF THE OFFICIAL ROVER CAR
A string of competitors leaving Banbury for the last lap {which may be obvious from tno long shadows across the road). The sidecar in the distance is going
to Banbury ; competitors passed each other along this stretch of road after encircling the Banbury Cross. The foremost rider is S. T. Tessier, and behind him

R. H. Viggers, J. A. Peli, P. J. Evans, and P. Weatheriit.

IRISH END-TO-END: A LIGHTWEIGHT RECORD ESTABLISHED.
THE Irish End-to-end record has of late loomed largely

in the ej'es of Iiish motorists, and within the past
fortnight a couple of attempts have been made to put
up new figures for the distance. Last week we briefly

mentioned that James Stewart, one of the mo^st successful

Irisfi motor cyclists, and who, it will be remembered, recentlj'

won the End-to-end run for the Palmer Trophy, promoted by
the M.C.U.I., essayed the task of establishing a time for

lightweights. In his self-imposed task he selected a 2^ h.p.

Douglas, and the result showed the wisdom of liis choice, for

the machine went through the journey without the slightest

trouble.

An Early Start.
Starting from Mizen Head at 5 a.m., the eighty-on« nrUes to

Cork were knocked off in 3h. 5m., being equal to an average
of 26^ m.p.h. This was certainly a good beginning, when the
wretched state of the greater portion of the roads is taken
into consideration. From Cork to Cashel (sixty miles)
occupied 2h. 5m., or an average of 28| m.p.h. Fresh petrol
was taken in at Cashel, and as a quantity of dust got into
the tank the carburetter became choked at times. To add to
this misfortune, punctures were encountered, and between
Cashel and Dublin Stewart found it necessary to detach his
back cover four times. Exactly one hour was lost from this
cause, the ninety-seven miles to the metropolis monopolising
4h. 2ni., which works out at an average of 22^ m.p.h.

Carburetter Again Choked.
From Dublin to Banbridge (seventy-nine miles) another

hour was lost through the carburetter again becoming choked
with the dirty petrol. However, a slight improvement was
made in the average, which showed 24J,- ni.p.li. Fresh petrol
was taken in at Banbridge. and the effect was soon apparent,
Antrim, twenty-seven and a half miles distant, being reached
in 2m. under the hour. From the latter place to Ballyvoy,
Fair Head is exactly fifty miles, and it only took Ih. '25m.
to roll oii' the half-century, which shows the' highest average

for the day, viz., 35^ m.p.h. The entire distance of 394 miles
took 15h. 8m. to traverse—^not 12h. 8m., as our wire stated
last week—which gives an average of 26 m.p.h. When the
lost time through punctures is taken into account, it must be
admitted both rider and machine made a very meritorious
perfoi'mance. Stewart rode the entire journey irnaccompanied
by any friends, and this certainly enhances the merit of his
performance.

THE PROPOSED TWO DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL IN THE NORTH.

The course selected tor the second day's ran. The Liverpool A.C.C. has
applied lo Ihe A.C.U. to hold this event on October 7th and 8th, so far
uithout success.
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Climbing Edge Hills on a 3^ h.p. Sidecar.
THE famous Midland acclivities known as Edge Hills

are always considered good tests ' }T a single-geai'ed

solo machine, ai'd with a sidecar attached to a
standard single-cylinder mount a change speed is

usually required to enable the hills known respectively as

Sunrising and Edge Hill to be successfully negotiated. We
believe it is possible to climb both lulls with a standard 3^
h.p. mount with sidecar, geared low, but a more certain

ascent can be made with a. variable gear. It was, therefore,

with considerable pleasure that we accepted B. Alan Hill's

invitation one day last week to a<;compauy him in his Budge
sidecar machine fitted with the N.S.U. two-speed gear. Hill

was one of the C. and VV. M.C. team which took part in

the A.C.U. championship trial la«t Saturday, and it was
with a view of ascertaining if the combination would ascend
these hills that the trials were made which we were asked
to observe.

Sunrising Climbed at 25 m.p.h.
\Vs left Stratford-on Avon by the Banbury Road, and

kept the machine running all the way to the foot of Sun-
lising at un average speed of twenty njiles an huur, and took
the hill with a hot engine, the combined weight of passengers
being eighteen and a half stones; the Hudge combination
went up without a falter and never dropped below twenty-
five miles an hour by the Jones speedometer. A second
ascent of the same hill was, if anything, faster, as the engine
had an opportunity to cool during the descent.

Continuing along the ridge jiast the round tower the
more ."severe acclivity of Edge Hill from Kineton was
attacked. The ascent of this was equally successful, and the
combined weight not being enongn to satisfy Mr. Hill's

ambitions, it was raised by a change of passengers to twenty-
three stones. Soon after the start, the speedometer needle
showed 30 m.p.h. on top gear, and .so i-ontinued till jusl

below the bad corner on the hump of the hill ; on changing
down and quickly accelerating, the needle went to 25 m.p.h.,
where it remained till near the summit, when it went
back to 23, 20, and 21 m.p.h.

The gear ratio on low speed was 5| to 1, which gives a
high gear ratio of about 4| to 1. Strangely enough the
same clever sidecar demonstrator had two stops in the
before mentioned trial last Saturday. It is the old story
again. When a machine is especially required to give
oi its best, it develops a fit of the sulks.

It will be of interest to Rudge riders to know that a
thirty-eight jet was fitted to the B. and B. carburetter, and
the extra air port enlarged. The petrol level was also
adjusted higher than usual.

A HILL-CLIMBING CONTEST IN BAVAR.A.
Basil V. Jones competing in a hill-climb at Schesslitz, near Bamberg, in w

nineteen riders took part. Riding a Premier, Jones was first on formula,
made the second fastest time.

btch
and

EXCURSION TO OLYMPIA.
An excursion to London for tlie Olympia Cycle and Motor

Show is being arranged by the Birmingham centre of the
Cycle and Motor Trades' Benevolent Fund for Saturday.
November 25th.

THE OFFICIAL OCTOBER QUARTERLY TRIALS COURSE.

The last A.C.U. Quarterly Trial o! the 1911 series starts from Birmingham
at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Octob3r 14th, when the course, measuring 150 miles,
shown in the above map will be followed.

M.C.C. RUN TO WORTHING.
A run had been arranged by the -M.C.C to Clacton at the

week-end. but at the request nf a number of members the
destination lias been made Worthing instead.

BRISTOL CLUB'S TRIAL.

A trial was held last Saturday over the course, Keynsliam,
Saltfoid, Globe Inn. .Maiksbuiy. High Littleton, Pensford.
and back to Keynsham, distance twenty-three miles, the
circuit tu be' covered three times, no watches or speedometers
allowed, and a non-stop run had to be made. About twenty-
eight entries were received, and the winners were ; 1,

('•. 1.. Fletcher (2| h t). Douglas), oii'y 4ni^ 34s. erior; 2.

A. B. Canks {2| h.p. Douglas), 6m. IS's. ; 5, E. J, Prosser
l5 h.p. Hex Sidette). 7m. 2s.

FORMULA RESULTS OF TORBAY HILL-GLIIVIB.

The formula results in the Torbay and District il.C.C.
hill-cliinb in South Devon are gi\eii hereunder: The results
on time were given on page 963 of our last issue :

Class 1. Open Lightweight Event.—1. A. Powell (2? h.p.

Enfield) ; 2. W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 3, H. Benny
'2i h.pr Enfield).

Class 2. Touring JIachines.—1, Rupert May (3^ h.p.
Triumph) ; 2, J. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Comet-Precision) : 3,

F. T. Wilson (3^ h.p. Rudge).

Class 3. Club Event for Lightweights.—1, A. Powell
i2J h.p. Enfield); 2, H. Benny (2a h.p. Enfield); 3. —
Edwards (1| h.p. Motosacoche).

Class 4, 500 c.c. Touring Singles.—1. R. May (3i- h.p.
Triumph) ; 2, J. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Comet Precision) ; 3.

F. T. Wilson (3i h.p. Rudge).

Class 7 Club Event- (Unlimited).—1. A. Powell vii h.p.

Enfield); 2. R V ""''•'liamson (4 h.p. Norton); 3, R. Broad-
bear (3-J, h.p. Premier).
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An Overseas .Issue

of TJie Motor Cycln will be published
on Thursday, October 12th. 'Special

articles of interest to motor cyclists in

far-away countries will be included,
togeth-ei with a selection of colonial motor
cyclists' experiences. The usual featui'es

will, of course, be retained.

Track Race at the Festival ol Empire.

On the 30th inst., at the Ciystal Palace
Track, the INIarlborough Athletic Club
will hoM a hve miles open handicap for

prizes falue £5, £2, and £1.

An r/id Motor Cyclist's Appointment.

W. A. Sale, whose name will be better

known to motor ^yclists of 1906-7, has,

we understand, sold his Luton business,
and is about to lake up his new duties

as manager to W. H. Wells, of the

Heiidee Mfg. Co.

An Invitation.

Ever to the front with new ideas.

-Messrs. Brown Bros.. Ltd., forwarded
to us by the first U.K. aerial post, an
invitation to view their new warehouses
in Great Eastern Street, E.C., an
invitation which is extended to all our
readers.

Bristol Club's Blunder.

A special meeting of th-e Bristol B. and
M.C. v?as held on Tuesday last week to

go into the results of the Bristol-Oxford

trial held on July 8th last, in which
several serious errors had been made in

the awards. The correct results now are :

1, W. W. Douglas; 2, Eli Clarke; 3,

G. L. Fletcher—all riding 2| h.p. Douglas
I'lachines.

Tiiverpool A.C.C. at Loggerheads with
the A.C.U.

Tlie pending 200 miles reliability trial

organised by the Liverpool A.C.C. has
generated a bit of trouble unexpectedly.
Being the first and onlv open competition
arranged about Merseyside, Mr. Secretary
"barton determined to make it a big suc-

cess, and soon found that lie was on the

way to achieving that end. The A.C.U.,
however, has objected to an "open"

,
competition on the allegation that it

will clash with its own affairs. In
Tiiverpool the attitude is regarded as

rather dog-in-the-manger, for it is argued
that the A.C.U. will neitlier arrange con-

gests about Liverpool and North Wales,
nor, according to present circumstances,
will it encourage the Liverpool club to

>old one.

The New Brighton Team Race.

lieferring to the track race at New
Brighton between teams pnrporting to

represent the Birmingham and Liverpool
clubs, and in which a serious accident
o.curred, the hon. .sec. of the first named
body asks u.c to make it known that no
race between his club and any other club
has been arranged or held at any lime,
aiJ'd the Rirni ngham }il.C.C. committee
are very indignant that their club's name
was mentioneJ in the advertisements and
announcements before the event.

3,000 without an Engine Adjustme it.

D. R. O'Donovan. whose attempt to

cover 3,000 miles without using a tool

oh the engine we referred to last week,
is going in promising style.' Writing
us from Kempston. Beds, last Monday.
he mentioned that his mileage now totals

1,000, and all the seals affixed by
Thn Motor Gi/dc are intact. His 3i h.p.

FORMUL/E FOR HILL-CHMBS.
IN WALES AND THE WEST.
A.C.U. CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.

BRAKES AND STOPPING POWER.

clutch Singer is, he adds, running

splendidly, and should good luck attend

him, he proposes having the machine

timed for a flying mile after covernig

1,590 miles, antl again at the conclusion

of the trial. The method of sealing the

engine was as follows: The valve caps

are sealed to the cylinder, the cylinder to

the frame, crank case to the frame, and

rear wheel spindle to the frame-

Speed LitEit Abolished in the Isle of Man.

On September 5th an Act of Tynwald
was promulgated, abrogating -the speed

limit in the Isle of Man, which up till

then was fourteen miles an hour, and rely-

ing for tlie protection of the public on a

section similar to Section 1 of the Motor
Car .Act, passed by the House of Commons
in 1903, pei.alising leckless driving. The
Manx A.C. is to be congratulated on the
success of its efforts to have the speed of
motor cars placed on a sonrd basis.

A.C.U. INTER-CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.
Edge Hill was the scene of many faiiurej. Our illustration stiows two passenger machines, and another

solo rider in the distance, all of whom stopped on Edge Hill, but the single-geared Rudge rid :r in the
centre took no risks and ignored the slow test. Perhaps he imagined that, wearing a racing sfcttll cap, it

would be inira dig. to ascend the hill at anything but speed.
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A Twice-stolen Mount.

For tlie second time a Douglas machine
belonging to Mr. ^\'. 0. Oldman. of 77,

Brixton Hill, S.W., has been stolen. It

was taken from the Stadium, Shepherd's
Bush, after the North-west London M.C.C.
gymkhana, but the police have again been
successful in their efforts to regain posses-

sion. On the occasion of its first dis-

appearance the police adopted a novel and
clever method of entrapping the thief.

It transpired at the police court that a

detective inserted an advertisement in

the miscellaneous columns of The Motor
'Cynle as follows: "Wanted, a Douglas
lightweight," and the unsuspecting thief

answered the advertisement and was
promptly arrested.

The Next B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.

At the Brooklands Automobile ria(-ing

Club meeting on Wednesday, October 4th.

there are six evei-it? for cars and one for

motor cyoles. The latter is termed
the fifth long motor cycle race, which is

a handicap for all classes of motor cycles

over a juistance of about eight and a half

miles. Entries close next Saturday at

noon.

M.C.C. Kill-climb at Sundon

W'e have examined the times at the

above contest held on the 8th inst.,

and notice that A, J. Moorhouse's
time of 47 sees, on the 7 h.p. Indian
ill the open class was equalled by
F. W. Barnes on bis touring 6 h.p.

Zenith-Gradua in Class 3. The fastest

single-cylinder machine was the 3^ h.p.

I,.\I.C. ridden by .7, H. Slaughter, A.
L. Ommaney (3^ h.p. Rudge) being but
one-fifth of a second slower.

The Coveted Single-cylinder Hour Record.

After J R. Haswell had captured the

500 c.c. hour record on his Triumph, we
ventured the opinion that it would not

be allowed to sta.id for lung without
molestation. 0. C. Godfiey has already
had several tries to wrest the

honour from th^ Warwickshire amateur
on the single i ylinder Indian— the

Plough— which he used at the la.st

B.M.C.R.C meeting. On one of these
•ittempts, so W- are info-rmed. A. J.

.Moorhouse Was present, and after the
signal to start had been given, MoM'house
mounted hit 7 h.p. twin Indian and over-
taking Godfrey commenced to act as his

pacemaker. The timekeeper. Mr. A. V.
Ebblewhite, promptly objected to this

practi^, and the attempt was stopped.

A Military Ride.

For tfle purpose of proving to the
Canadian military authorities the valuf
of motor cycles in time of war, Percy A.
McBride, a well-known Toronto rider

and Captain Mi'Carthy, of the 34th Reg'
ment, Ontario Command, recently rode
from Toronto to Ottawa, the capital cif-^

of the Dominion, a distance of 325 miles,

over many kinds of roads, in fourteen
hours Four h.p, single-cylinder E.Kcel

siors (American machines) were used
and outside of tyre troubles the paii

encountered no trouble en route. Each
wa^ the bearer of an official message,
McBride carrying a dispatch from JIayor
Geary, of Toronto, to Mayor Hopewell", of

Ottawa, while Captain JNIcCarthy took a

message from Colonel Hemming to the
IWilitia headquarters.

A New lightweight Record.

On Monday, the 11th inst., Harold Cox,

mounted on a lightweight twin-cylinder

Forward motor bicycle, succeeded in

lowering the two hours and 100 miles

records for this type- of machine. The
s^ene of his triumph was Brooklands.

and the weather' on the occasion of his

ride was dull, while a slight wind was
blowing. The machine Avas fitted with
Dunlop tyres, Lyso belt, Bosch magneto,

and G,A,P. carburetter. Price's oil and
Shell motor spirit were used. The time

[?ttj)TOi^ [s/estoII^

Sept. 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting at

Brooklands.

,, 30.—Streatham and District M.C.C.
Open Hill Climb

Oct. 12.
—"The Motor Cycle" Overseas

Number.
,, 14. -A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Midland

Centre) fourth and last of

1911 series.

Nov. ?.o-25.— Motor Cycle and Cycle
Exhibition at Olympia.

.-1 special heading wilt be /oitnii in tiu

miscellaneous attvertisemeni columns fot

announcemenis 0} forthcoming club com-
petUions.

for the 100 miles was 2h. 5m. 37|s. (47.76

m.p.h.), while in the two hours 95 miles

1.230 yards were covered (47.84 m.p.h.),

constituting a Class B record. The previ-

ous best performance was by C. S, Frank
lin, on a Hazel-Jap, 70 x 76, on ,Iulv

22nd, 1911, who covered 78 miles 132

yards in the two hours. The timekeeper
was Mr, A, V, Ebblewhite.

Motor Cyclist's Claim against Horsebreaker.

The coJIision case in which W. Pratt
was involved on the occasion of his P.
and M. toolbagless trial comes up for

hearing at Gloucester to-morrow (Friday).

Martin Attempts Record.

Harry Martin, on a new 500 c.c, class

twin iViartin-Jap, 75 x 55, 498 c.c, made
an attempt on the hour record on Friday,
the 15th inst. The wind, however, blew
so strongly from the north-west that he
was unable to travel sufficienily fast.

Saturday's Brooklands Kleeting.

Ne.xt Saturday s B.iM.C.li.C. meeting
will most likely prove the most interest-

ing of the year, as quite a number of

the leading riders will participate. In
the hundred miles race, C. E. Collier

will ride a new machine fitted with a

single-cylinder 3^ h.p. Matchless engine,
having the dimensions 90x77.5 = 493 c.c.

Collier will endeavour to improve upon
J. Pi. Hasw-ell's mileage for the hour.
Sam Wright will also bestride a

stripped T.T. twin Humber, on which
he IS confideirt of beating pievious best.

A couple of Alcyons will also show their

paces on the track.

The Next Quarterly Trial

The last A,G,U, Quarterly Trial of

the 1911 series will be held on Satur-
day, October 14th Several routes in the
Midb.nds are under consideration. The
course will be one of about 150 miles in

length, and will extend over a route
from near Birmingham via Hagley,
Kidderminster. Bewdloy, Farlow Bank
(test hill), Ludlow Tenbury. Bromyard.
Martley. Worcester, Tewkesbury. Glou-
cester, Birdlin (test hill). Cheltenham.
Wii'.chcombe, Evesham, Bromsgrove to

Birmingham. This contest should prove
the most interesting ana instructive of

the series, seeing that it starts from the
motor cycle manufacturing district, and
will decide the winner of the aggregate
tjup in the four Quarterly Trials of 1911
The two timed, test hills, Farlow Bank
and Birdlip, are gradients which should
adequately test the competing machines
especially if the roads are wet and heavy

A QUADCAR SEEN AT SHANKLIN, I.O.W.

The runabout illustrated was snapped at this hilly seaside resort. It ' belt driven and ha-, an 8 h.p. Astei

engine. The petrol consumption, we ate told, is 60 to 70 miles 10 tne gallon.
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A NOVEL nOTOR CYCLE FRAAE.
LAST week we were permitted to in-

spect a 2^ h.p. motor bicycle wliicli

has just emerged successfully from
? thousand miles test on the road.

Its chief novelty is the built-up frame,
the invention of Mr. F. T. Eobb, but
the mount vvas assembled by the Roulette
Cycle Co., of Gosford Street, Coventry,
who are in a position to grant royalties

The power plant of Ihe Roulette, also showing double
tube frame and spring seat pillar. The tank is supported
entirely by the frame tubes.

for the use of the frame. The machine
illustrated was built for experimental
purposes, and is somewhat shorter than

are duplicated, and tiiat, in&tead of being
braze. I, they are bolted together. This
plan, if it can be carried out without the
joints becoming loose (and the machine
lias run 1,000 miles or so vfitliout this

happening), has the very obvious advant-
age over the usual method that any tube
can easily be replaced in a few minutes
if d.'LHiaged by an accident without tak-

ing the whole machine down for

"e-brazing, which also necessitates

re-enamelliiig, and is a matter of
~ - .e,'eral day.,.

Light Weight Considering
Horse=power.

All tubes are 20 gauge, and the
v/eight of the machine, with a 2^
h.p. J.A. P. engine as illustrated,

conies out at the surprisingly low
figure of 122 lbs., in spite of the
increased number of tubes. An
interesting feature of this construc-

tion IS that it renders the use of

special tank fastenings—always a
possible source of trouble—quite
unnecessary. Che tank is clipped
tightly between the twin top
tubes and needs no other fastening.

It can be, taken out if necessary by
the removal of one of the horizontal
top tubes in the space of five

minutes. The cantilever saddle
spring is very neat and effective,

the saddle pillar being hinged
where it joins the frame. Its
action will be easily seen from the
sketch. The engine is held very
rigidly by no less tlian four bolts,

which rigid system ~Dt suspension is

considered by many to add consider-
ably to the efficiency of the engine.

We are given to understand that the option
of using tlie frame on 1912 models is under
the consideration of one or two leading
manufacturers. It may be possible for
our readers to inspect the machine at the
Olympia Show, as should the negotiations
at present proceeding fall through, the
Roulette Cycle Co. anticipate exhibiting
the machine direct at tliat exhibition. It
is further not improbable that the design
will be standardised.

BRITISH IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
The value of the imports for

ended August 31st for the
years was .

1909. 1910.

Motor cycles-

£2,689
Parts thereof-

£2,852

£5,541

£4,398

£6,013

£10.411

the month
last three

19-11.

£2,597

£4,875

£7,472

Below will be found figures showing

the exports for tire same month in each

year, and the rapid increase cannot fail

to be noted :

1909. 1910.

Motor cycles -

£6,315 £11,317
Parts thereof

—

£2,739 £4,766

£9,054 £16,083

1911.

£19,497

£5,990

£25,487

The following table gi\'es the imports

and exports for the eight months ended

August 31st :

Impokts.

1909. 1910.

Motor cycles--

£29,891 £35,462
Parts thereof

—

£2,852 £6,013

£32,743 £41,475

1911.

£34,096

£4,875

£38,971

EXI'OBTS.

1909. 1910.

Motor cycles

—

£30,517 £64,978
Parts thereof—
£21,637 £26,130

£91,108

1911.

£139,786

£41,632

£181,418£52,154

The enormous increase in tiie exports,

amounting to almost double in the ca,se of

motor cycles and parts, must be very
gratifying to the British manufacturer, as

well as most deserved.

The cantilever spring seat pillar,

is proposed for the final design. The
chief point of divergence from standard
practice is that all tubes, usually single,

r "V

Ul^ ^ ^ A-e
'^""""'•"^'^"'^^^

V # > /' \y'

S r
Showing the double D section top tubes gripping

the tsnli. The Roulette-Jap motor bicycle, which, as will he seen, has a novel type of Icame
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CLUB NEWS.

Manchester M.C. last hili-climb of the year. Harry ReeJ i3; h.p. Dot wtio \vas

third, and W. T. Munroe (3i h.p. Triumph) on the starting line.

Western District M.C.
Members and friends are reminded of tlie ntn on tlie 34lU

inst. to the Clarendon Hotel, St. Albans. lieturn will ba
made by way of Sarra^tt in the afternoon.

Ipswich and Di;frict P/T.C.C.

We are informed that a clnb bearing the above title will

shortly be formed in Ipswich. A meeting will be held on
September 30th, at the Co-operative Hall. CaiT Street,
Ipswich, when the president and officers will be elected.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The above club will hold a speed-judging trial on Saturday,
the 30th inst., for whieh a large entry is expected, thus being
the last competition of the year. Entries close next Jlonday.
The trials hon. sec. is Mr. Kobert H. Head, 7, Upper Baker
Street, N.W.

Walthamstow M.C.

.
The final for the W. S. Low Cup was rim over a course

from Newmarket to Bishop Stortford last week. Competitors
were timed at a secret milestone, and the one riding nearest-

to a 20 m.p.h. schedule was declared holder of the cup for the
ensuing twelve months. The results are as follows : 1. F. A.
Applebee (3| h.p. Scott and sidecar), error from schedule
time |s., silver cup and gold medal, 2, M. Raven (3i h.p.
Rudge), 5s., gold medal; 3, J. W. Percival (6 h.p. Fafnir
tricar), 5|s., gold medal; 4, J. T. Browett (8 h.p. Minerva),
20=s., gold medal.

Kanchester M.C
This club held its last hill-climbing competition of the

year on Saturday, the 16th inst., at Heyden Bridge, for
motor cycles and sidecars, there being the large number
of entries of nineteen singles, tlu'ee twins, and four sidecars.
The competition (for this dub) was run on original lines,

known as the knock-out, the riders being handicapped on
weight, horse-power, and previous performances. The riders
were despatched in pairs, the first to finish drawing for the
.second round, until the last round, when the first, second,
and third were decided. The course was a mile in length,
and the riders could be seen from start to finish. W. Heaton
(2i h.p. A.J.S.) was unfortunately too light, and had to carry
a bag of stones 19 lbs. weight on his back, wliich interfered
with his mounting and riding. H. Scales, H. Reed, P.
Butler, R. Birkett. and H. Andrews all made excellent
times. Results:
Singles.—1, 1^. Birlcett (3^ h.p. Triumph). 14s. start; 2.

IT. J. Scales (3^ h.p. J.A.P.), 8s. : 3, H. Reed (3i h.p. Dot),
7s. ; 4, J. L. Timperley (3^ h.p. Lib), 2s.

Tw^^^s.—1, P. Butler (6 h.p. Dot), 10s. start; 2, J. A.
Bottoms (2| h.p. Enfield), 23s.

SiDEC.vRs.— 1. P. Piatt (3i h.p. Bradbury), scratch; 2, W.
Houghton (3i h.p. Bradbury), 10s. start.

Derby and District M.C.C.

On Saturday last the final event of the year was run ofiF,

wliich took the form of speed trials at Hulland Ward. The
entries wore somewhat limited, but the competitors and
s|3,ectators made up in enthusiasm for lack of numbers. The
winner wa.s J. W. Cox (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph), second D. C.
Bolton (1 h.p. Bolton-Jap). Bolton's mount, which he has
iu.st had butlt up, is fitted with a special J.A.P engine
60 mm. bore by 53 mm. stroke, capacity 150 c.c. The
machine exhibited a surprising turn of speed, and on the
handicap of three-quarters of a yard per c.c. capacity ran
into the final, being than beaten bv Co,x's Triumph.
The quarterly general meeting will \>a held at headquarters

on the 27th inst. at 8 p.m.

Lewes M.C.C. and Tunbiiige Wells and District M.C.C.

A combined hill-climb .was successfully held by the above
dubs on Wednesdav, September 13th. An ideal hill was
found near Jlayfield, which is about midway between Lewes
and Tunbridge Wells. Over thirty entries were received for

the six classes, which were arranged as follows : 1, standard
touring twrins ; 2, .standard lightweights ; 3, standard touring

singles; 4. flexibility; 5, T.T. machines; 6, any maclrine

made during 1908 or earlier.

Prizes were kindly offered by . the following firms: The
Continental Tyre Co., Messrs. Dunhills, the Bosch Magneto
Co., Messrs. Garners (exhaust whistle), Messrs. Wakefield (oil).

The winners were: 1. J. S. Richardson (5 h.p. Indian);

2. A. E. Sutton (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 3, A. L. Russell (3^ h.p.

Rover) ; 4, J. S. Richardson (5 h.p. Indian) ; 5, J. S.

Richardson (5 h.p. Indian) ; 6, W. E. Gillot (4 h.p. Bat).

LEWES M.C.C. AND TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND DISTRICT M.C.C. INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB.

The meeting place. Competing inachinas at the foot of the hill near JHayllelil,

^3J
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Club News.

—

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

The competition for the president's trophy took place on
lOth inst. Result : 1. C. E. Fowke (3^ T.T. Triumph) :

3, T. r. Rodgers (3^^ Rudge).

Mrs. J. Harvey, of Bourneniouih, who is oelieved to be the flrst local lady motor
cyclist, witli her 2 li.p. single-cylinder lijhtweigtit Humber.

Essex M.C.

Mr. G. 0. Sweet, assistant hon. sec. of the Essex Motor
Club, is shortly leaving for Calcutta to take up a lucrative

appointment. The be^t wishes of his clubmates and friends

will go with him, as he is a popular member.

Newport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.

Entries for the liill-climb for machines up to 500 c.c. to

be held during the first few days of October must be sent to

th,e captain (Mr. J. Foreman) on or before September 21st.

.Members are kindly asked, to comply \Yith this request as it

greatly facilitates handicapping. '

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A breakfast run will be held to Westcliff on the 24th inst.,

leaving tha Gatehouse, Highgate, at 6 a.m. A somewhat
long route will be taken to evade the bad roads. Will all

those taking part kindly communicate with W. S. Bennett,
23, Aberdeen Road, Highbury, who is making the necessaiy
arrangements?

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Messrs. H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., having offered a set of

prizes for a hill-climb, it was arranged and took place
recently at Westerham under most favourable conditions.
It proved a most sporting event, each competitor having an
equal chance notwithstanding great variations in power, etc.

Competitors were despatched up the hill singly at intervals
of two minutes and timed very carefully, the handicap
bemg arranged in accordance with each performance. Ten
seconds improvement in time disqualified. Fastest time in

this trial ascent was made by T. A. Carter (3^ Matchless).
The difference between his time and others is shown against
each. H. Cork (4 MatclJess), Is. : C. R. Collier (6 Match-
less), 3s. ; H. A. Collier (5 Matchless), 3|s. ; H. Hill (3^
Rudge), 14s. ; F. J. Ellis (3^ Matchless), 18|s. ; H. Peterson

(3i Matchless), 21s: ; J. Galley (5 M.O.B.M.), 37-is. ; S.

Lloyd (5 Matchless and sidecar), 58s. ; S. C. Davis (2^ i

Kerry), 66s
^

|

Riders were, then paired off as nearly as possible and '

despatched in pairs, the winners of this round to ride in

the final. C. R. Collier having qualified for the final, decided
to stand down. The result was: 1, S. C. Davis; 2, H.
A. Collier; 3, H. Hill.

The fastest timed ascent was made by H. Cork. The
club wishes to thank Messrs. Dowd, Walker, . and others

for their assistance, to which the success of the competition
^

is largely due.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Saturday next, the third annual "all equal" hill-climb
will be held. -

New members may join the club now by paying a com-
bined subscription and entry fee of £1 Is., which will carry

them up to December 31st, 1912. There will be several

winter events, includhig smoking concerts, etc. Full par- •

ticulars from Mr. Vernon C. Brook, hon. sec, " Oakdene,"
Cambridge Road, King's Road, Birmingham.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The result of the above club's reliabihty trial to Pickering
and back, including the ascent, of Sutton Bank, is as

follows: 1, F. H. Dunston (3^ Rudge), lost Ig marks;
2, Daniel Bra"dbnry (5^ Norton), 2^ ; 5, J. Haslain (6 Zenith),

4 ; 4, S. Sawer (3^- Premier), 5^. The following qualified

for bronze medals: T. Durant, J. Ardern, C. K Squire, pj

N. Newton, Chas. NichoUs, J. A. Stacey. H. Fawley, and ;

F. Dover. j

Huddersfteld and District A.C.

The results of the reliability trial to Louth and back on
the 9th inst. were: 1, *W. A. Lockwood (3^ h.p. James), cup
and gold medal ; 2, A. Graham (4 h.p. Roc), second prize ; 3,

T. Canley (3^ h.p, P. and M.) ; 4, G. Tolson (3^ h.p. P. and ,

M.), novice prize. *Tliis is the second year in succession
that this rider has won the cup and gold medal.
The roads were in a very loose condition, and tyre troubles

frequent. There were eleven starters, only one of whom failed .

to complete the whole Course.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The above club will hold a petrol consumption trial on
Saturday, September 23rd, starting at three from South Park,
Lincoln, and proceeding vid Blankney and Ruskington to -,

Sleaford, and returning by the top road to Lincoln—in all ,..|

about thirty-five and a half miles. All tanks will be emptied
at the start, and half a gallon of petrol served out to

each competitor. The course completed, the amount of -

petrol remaining in tanks will be ascertained, and the
results calculated on A.C.U. formula.
The Wheelers challenge vase will be awarded for the best

performance, and a second prize will be given provided
there are ten starters.

N.W. London M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition has been arranged for Satur-
day next, .starting at 3.30 i^.m. prompt from the Duke of York
Hotel, Great North Road. The entry fee is 2s. 6d.. and
watches and speedometers are barred.

1L
(^

m^ •:mm

J. W. Woodhouse and the Z\ h.p. Comet-Precision on which ne nas
recently shone conspicuously in open hill-cIimbing competitions.
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The A.C.U. and Private Owners.
1 am in a position to state that if any trade men

figured as " prix'ate owners " in the Six Days' Trial,

the onus rests with the manufacturers and not with the

A.C.U. The secretary made confidential enquiries

about every entrant who described himself as a private

owner, and no such entry was accepted unless the

enquiries confirmed his amateur status.

Businesslike Methods.
" Only a Medico " (letter No. 5856) must not think-

that only obscure owners suffer from the unbusiness-

like methods of certain firms. I suppose I am pretty

well known to most of the concerns in the industry,

and here is an account of my latest experience with

one of the biggest tyre companies on earth. On July
4th I sent them two inner tubes, the valves of which
needed reseating, and I mentioned that my racing

machine was /ot/'s de. coinhat until these tubes were
returned. For several weeks I heard nothing, but at

last a couple of angry letters extorted a 2^'" f'"'n'u

invoice for 4s. 6d., which was settled per return.

August 25th found me still impatiently awaiting my
tubes, and another frantic letter elicited a parcel.

When I tore this parcel opjen I fouml it contained two
of the weirdest and holiest tubes 1 hail ever seen,

neither of which bore the slightest resemblance to. my
own tubes, and both of which stood in urgent need of

extensive repairs ; one contained an unmended gash
some inches in length, and was disfigured by a dozen
patches crudely applied by some frightful duffer, most
of them curling off, lifting, and leaking ; the other was
disqualified by a torn-out butt, and disfigured by about
a bucketful of solution, smeared on by somebody in

a misguided effort to convert it into an endless tube.

My vituperative remonstrances procured a most polite

letter from the manager, promising me two new tubes.

This was a fortnight ago, but the new tubes are not
yet to hand.

Silent Gears.
A good many readers wonder why certain leading

firms are so slow in standardising variable gears, of
which the patents have long since been granted.
Hundreds of customers are clamouring for the gear ; its

design and principle are obviously clever and sound,
and yet the gear is not marketed. The best firms in

the industry are notoriously scrupulous in not market-
ing_ a device until it is absolutely right, and a little

patience is desirable. A common defect of new gears
is want of silence. After the perfect noiselessness of
the direct belt drive, the faintest whirr or hum from
the traiismission is undesirable, and it is astonishing
how insistent the faint noise of a shaft running free on
ball bearings may become. Variable gears are coming
along all right, and before long everybody will be
satisfied; in the meantime we can otily apulaud a

policy which aims at sheer perfection. I am glad to

see the trade realises at last that the counter-shaft

gear, with a chain for its fore-drive and a whopping
pulley on the gear box, can practicallv eliminate belt

trouble; I believe the combined chain-cum-belt drive

is going to reduce our belt bills and our belt troubles

past imagining.

The weakest point of a rubber belt is its fastener.

The fastener itself may be unbreakable. Newsome,
the Triumph rider, said the other week that he had
not broken a belt-fastener for two years, and if he

uses the make I chiefly affect I can easily believe

him ; but an unbreakable fastener only transfers the

trouble to the belt,' w'hich will sooner or later "pull

through," if the fastener stands ui) indefinitely. Now
I have some experience of the beha\'iour of belts

U5e<l as the secondary or rear portion of a combined
chahi-cum-belt drive, as when the engine drives by

chain to a counter-shaft gear box, whereon a huge
belt pulley is mounted ; it is very, very rare for such

a belt to give any trouble at all, when once the pre-

liminary stretch has been taken out of it. , What a

pity we cannot eliminate the fastener altogether and
iie able to buy endless belts wovenjo a given length.

Of course, it would mean taking out the rear wheel

and dismounting the brake rod to fit them, and' in

some cases springing out the rear stays—the keen

rider does not mind a little trouble—but what

a boon they would prove ! It would, of course, be

necessary to fit an adjustment to the rear wheel spindle.

N.W. LONDOH M.C.C. GYMKHANA AT THE STADIUM.

The musical chairs event. A laly passengsr dismountinj from C. Williams's
8 h.p. Chater Lea sidecar.

A37
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A selecHon of questions of general interest received from readers arrd our replies tHereto. All queries stio.ild be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions
bearing on techfiical subjects.

Oil en Commutator.

(1.) 1 shoi'ld be glad if you
^1 could tell me why my 3^ h.p.

> 1908 Mineiva runs slower with
-i-i exhaust valve raised than with

it dropped whtn magneto is

switched off. (2.) I am also troubled
with oil getting on commutator of Eise-

mann magneto (eccentric driven), caus-

ing engine to misfire and finally stop.

When the high-tension terminal carbon
brush is removed, however, it seems
quite clean. After inserting a rag and
rotating magneto a few times it will

fire all right. Do you think a new
carbon is needed or does the rag get

in and clean oil off armature? Is there
a fibre ring in this type of magneto
(high-tension)? (3.) Would a Millford

Herald sidecar and Mabon free-engine

clutch suit this machine for fairly level

road?—F.G.
"

(1.) We cannot understand why the

machine should run less freely with the
exliaust valve raised than when it is

dropped, though of course when the

speed has passed a certain point the com-
pression acts merely as a cushion and
does not appreciably retard the engine.

It seems also that the compression is

very low in your engine. (2.) The trouble

is probably due to a worn bush, and
the oil leaking through the transmission
gear case. The only remedy is a new
bush, or the fitting of a felt washer over
the point where the leakage occurs so

as to collect the oil. No, there is no
fibre ring in this type of magneto, the
make and break being produced by
means of a cam. (3.) The sidecar and
clutch in question should suit your
machine admirably, but a ehange-speed
gear would be desirable.

Bexhill to St. Ives.

I am riding from Bexhill to

?' St. Ives, Cornwall, and would be
much obliged if you would kindly

-^ suggest the best route, and a
couple of places where I can

spend the night, as I propose being
three days on the road. If the surface
is good, I should like to visit Stone-
henge and cross Dartmoor.—S.C.D.

From Bexhill your best route would be
as* follows : Lewes, Botney, Horsham,
Guildford, Farnham, Basingstoke, Whit-
cl arch, Andover, Amesbury, Salisbury,
Hindon, Wincanton, Langport, Taunton
Wellington, CuUompton, Exeter, Oka
hampton,

' Launceston, Bodmin, Redruth,
St. Ives. A detour might be made ati

Amesbury for Stonehenge, which is well
worth PTiamining. nnd the first night's stop'

43a

could vei'y well be made at Amesbury,
as this is a small, inexpensive, but
entirely comfortable town, the roads in

the neighbourhood being excellent; On
the second day it would probably be
wise to stop at one of the small hotels
in E.xeter, of which there are a good
number, and in particular on the further
side of the bridge going out of the town
there are one or two on the left-hand
side of the road which offer every com-
fort and are quite inexpensive. The roads
over Dartmoor are very hilly and rough.
If desired, and prettier scenery was the
object of the run, it would probably be
better to go through Barnstaple and
follow the coast down to St. Ives, but
you will find excellent roads and not a
great number of hills on the route given.
Care should be exercised in Redruth, as
there is a steep hill down into the town,
but if you are careful the police make
no objection to a fair speed.

?

Harrow to North Wales.

I shall feel much obliged if

you can furnish me with the best
route from here (Harrow) to Llan-
dudno via Worcester. I am
shortly taking my holidays, and

want to run down there on my 3^ h.p.

Triumph. Any information you can
give me with regard to condition of

roads, gradients, etc., will be most
acceptable. Also if there is a better

'Toiite without touching Worcester? 1

shall be glad if you will kindly give

details of same.—R.J.H.H.
Your route through Worcester would be
via Watford, . Beaconsfield, High
Wycombe, Oxford, Chipping Norton,
Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Evesham, Wor-
cester; Kidderminst-er, Bridgnorth,
Shrewsbury, Oswestry, Llangollen, Cor-

wen, Llanrwst, Conway, and Llandudno.
Take care to drive carefully in the neigh-

bourhood of Llandudno. If you desire

THE MANY USES OP THE MOTOR CYCLE.

The above reproSuction Is from a photograph sent by Mr. Walter Scott of Surb ton, showing one ol the many
services into which a motor cycle may be pressed, viz., conveying " small guests " to a wedding. The phot .-

graph was taken as Mr. Scott was starting with Mrs. Scott for their old nurse's wedding at Esher. Mrs Scctt

is seated on the carrier of the Matchless,
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to avoid Worcester it would be better

to go tlirough Barnet, St. Albans, Dun-
stable, Feniy Stratford, Dunchurch,
Coventry, branching off the Coventry-
Birmingham Road at Stonebridge, and
proceeding to Llangollen v'ui Castle

Bromwich, Brownhills, pass to the south

of Cannock, and follow Watling Street

through Gailey to Wellington and
Shrewsbury. The former is the more
hilly route. In view of the present con-

dition of the LlangoUen-Corwen-Bangor
Eoad (see The Autocar of the 19th inst.)

we should recommend the following in

preference to either of those mentioned.

Route 2 to Coventry, then v'la Kings-

bury, Two Gates (turn to left and avoid

Tamworth), Fazeley, Lichtietd, Eugeley,

Great Haywood, Stone, Nantwich,

Chester, Flint, Prestatyn, Rliuddlan,

Abergele, Conway, to Llangollen.

Burford to Southsea.

(1.) Which is my best route by

motor cycle from Burford in

Oxfordshire to Southsea in Hamp-
shire? Are there any notably

dangerous points en route' (2.)

As I shall be spending a few weeks at

Southsea, could you advise me as to the

most reliable place to garage my motor

cycle? Are garages generally responsible

for risks, e.g., fire or theft? About what

rate per week should I expect to pay

for garaging? (3.) Is it worth my wliile

to join the Auto Cycle Union? I do a

good many long rides in the year. (4.)

My macliine is a 3i h.p. Excelsior, 1910.

cost 44 guineas, has done about 1,600

miles. I should rather like a free-engine

. machine ; what steps do rou think would

be best for me to take?" Have a clut-th

fitted, or see whether I could give the

old machine in part exchange for a new
one? About what money ought I to

expect for the above machine if I sold

now? apparently unscratched and

scarcely any rust on it. (5.) To what

cause do you attribute tlie fact that when
one is driving over a lumpy road lull of

hollows it is very difficult to drive

slowly, and misfiring takes place from

time to time, and tlie motion becomes

very jerky? (6.) Would it be possible

and would it entail much expense to

have an adjustable pulley fitted to the

above machine? (7.) What speed do

you consider to be the most economical

speed for driving when touring on a

3i h.p. machine? Does the speed vary

with the machine?—W.N.R.G.

(1.) Your best route would be as follows

:

Burford, Faringdon. Wantage, East

Hsley, Newbury, Whitchurch, Winchester,

Botlcy,- Fareham, Cosham, Portsmouth.

If you wish to avoid the heavy traffic

between' Cosham and Portsmouth, you
may go . to Gosport and then take the

ferry. (2.) We can thoroughly recommend
the garage of the Southsea Automobile
Co., Ltd., 20, Granada Road, Southsea.

You would have to make an arrangement
with them as regards the charges, as we
do not know tliese. (3.) Certainly it is

worth j'our while to join tlie Auto Cycle
- Union. (4.) If "you are satisfied with your
present machine it would be well to fix

up such a fitting as the JIabon clutch
(tlie Mabon Motor Work.s 54. High Road,
Fincliley, N.) If you sent your old
machine back vou would probably be
.'allowed about £25. (5.) The trouble is

due to the float being jogged up and down

PFM^ILIS
by the vibration of the road, causing too
strong a mixture. (6.) No, we should say
you could fit an adjustable pulley without
much difficulty ; in fact, the clutch we
have recommended is supplied with one.
(7.) About 25 m.p.h. Yes.

Queries—A Basketful.

(1.) Acceleration. Is it per-

^1 missible to slam open the throttle

> and air levers immediately one
-2J is seated on the saddle, t.r is

not this bad for the engine,
etc? (2.) Chain drive. Is it safe to
ride with the chain having a con.sider-

abla amount of sag (thougU not suffi-

cient to pull chain off the sprockets
by the fingeis)? I think a slack chain
is better for the bearings. (3.) Low-
gear work. What would be the cause
of ratlier "jerky" running on the low
gear, with a two-speed machine? The
engine is all right, and the gear is

adequately lubricated. I al.so notice

occasionally that the steering is a i)it

" wobbly " when running very slowly,

which was not the case with my last

machine—a single-geared one. (4.)

Retarding spark. When running at a

low speed in traffic, is any harm dune
by the ignition being kept advanced
(magneto)? I imagine the engine
would overheat if the fpark were re-

tarded for more than a few minutes
at a time. (5.) Lubrication of twins.
I have heard ot the back plug of twin.s

.'ooling ui), and I have ob.served that
if the oiling is generous it is always
the rear silencer that begins to smoke
first. Does not this indicate beyond
all doubt that the rear cylinder gets

more oil than the front one? .\nd, if

995

so, why is no effort made lo introduce
a sort of "baffle plate" to prevent an
undue amount of oil entering one
cylinder, as compared with the other?
I may say that my remarks apply
not only to V twins, but to hori-

zontal as well.—OiLE.

(1.) Naturally, it is kinder to the engine
to open the throttle, etc., slowly. (2.)

There is no object in riding with a slack

chain. The chain should be just the
right tension. The ideal adjustment is

to set it so that there is no appreciable
tightness, and yet it links tip so that it

imposes no strain upon the bearings.

(3.) There might be a variety of causes
for this trouble ; probably an incorrect
mixture. With regard to the steering,

this may be some defect in the design
of the machine you are now using. Some
machines steer very much better than
others. (4.) The ignition need not be
quite advanced ; you may retard it, say,

one quarter if you have to run very
slowly for a short time, bttt it is better

t-o close the throttle than to retard the
.-park unless engine knocks. (5.) We do
not think there is much doubt of the
back cylinder getting more oil than the
front one. In cases of this kind a baffle

plate should be fitted, and we do rot know
why tliis has not been done.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers who desire to have information

about the experiences of other riders with
any particular machine, gear, lamp, tyre,

etc., are invited to make use of this

column, but it is requested that stamped
addressed envelopes Ije enclosed for the
forwarding of replies.

M.C. Slorgan runabout.

TO ?BAy AND DISTRICT M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CUMB IN SOUTH DEVON
E. Kickliam making a good £sc;nt of Raydown Hill. on his Douila-.

;9
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THE N.S.U. TWO-SPEED GEAR.
S-FO. The N.S.U. two-speed gear

is one of those pieces of mechanism which
the amateur rider will do well to let alone.
It is emphatically not a thing which he
should take to pieces to "see how it

works," for he will have a rare job to
get it together again, and, indeed, in
most cases, a dismantled gear will have
to be returned to the makers for re-
assembling. I have known gears of this
make which have run for 10,000 miles
without other attention than oiling, but
the meddlesome type of owner will pro-
bably complain that the gear is trouble-
some. The gear needs regular lubrication
with a thinnish engine oil. No owner
need be afraid of over-oiling; its worst
effect is to make the high gear slip on
full throttle until the surplus oil has
been thrown out. Under these circum-
stances the low gear does not slip, and
so any hill can be climbed with certainty.
It is advisable to use a force pump in oil-

ing, as with a squash oilcan it is difficult

to make sure how much has been injected.
I find I get the best re.sults by injecting
half a sherry glass of oil every 200 miles.
The most fatal thing that can happen to
the gear is_to let the main adjustment
work loose. Tliis is of a dual character,
and consists of a nicked locking ring
just outside the pulley flange, which, in

its turn, hides a locking grubscrew

beneath the ring. The latest types have
two of these grubscrews. If the ring
works loose, i.e., slides up against the
pulley flange instead of lying away at a
distinct gap from it, the nick in the ring

may overcome the grubscrew, wliich will

then jar out, and both guardians of the
adjustment are thus lost. When the
owner discovers the state of affairs he
will probably think it is only necessary
to tighten the locking ring and insert a
spare grubscrew. In some cases this will

suffice, but, as a general rule, one or more
of the balls in the big ball race will have
slipped over the edge of their ball race
into a cup-shaped depression behind it,

and if the gear is run in this condition

the ball race will become corrugated and
the balls will be crushed. But if care

be taken to keep the locking ring tight

the grubscrew cannot be lost, and no
trouble need be apprehended. After a
long mileage, wear of the parts may
necessitate a new position of the grub-
screw for which a fresh hole must be.
tapped. If the gear is taken apart, the
main trouble is to replace the sprnig aud-
its washers. The English firms who fit

the gear all employ a sisecial and very
complicated tool to refit these, parts, and"']
even then their fitters occasionally spend il

half an hour in coaxing the parts into;

position. I do not know what tool the
German house employs, but their men,,
certainly do not rely on ordinary garage

'

tools. I hope this warning will prevent .'

any amateur from taking his gear to;:

pieces. If the gear is left alone and the .'

locking ring kept tight no trouble need
be apprehended beyond under-lubrication,
in which case the low gear pinions will

seize and the low gear will go out of »

action. Tlie tips are as follows :

1. Never take the gear to pieces. .^

2. Always see that the locking ring -'

is screwed tightly aAvay from the outer
pulley flange.

3. Oil regularly.

(Not every user of this gear is aware that -"

the gear may be slipped on both high
and low gears by judicious manipulation :J

of the control levers. The gear improves
'

in smoothness and elasticity after a few
hundred miles running.)

SPARKLETS.
A Good List of Records.

The Aston Motor Acces.=ories Co.,

Ltd., Talford Street, Birmingham, advise

us that they obtained no less than
eleven records on machines fitted with
their carburetters during last month.

The Value of Tuning up.
The attainment of a speed of over 64

m.p.h. for a mils on an engine measuring
76 X 59.5 mm. is an excellent perform-
ance, and shows that Harry Martin knows
all there is to be known about tuning up.
It is an open secret that Martin uses a
valve gear of his own design.

A New Spring Fork.
With regard to the Lanzerotti spring

fork which was described in our issue

of 31st August, it should also have
been mentioned that all communications
with reference to it should be addressed
to Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store
Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.

A Rudge Record.
An advance copy of a new catalogue of

the Rudge motor bicycle has just reached
us. This booklet is well got up on art
paper, and besides illustrations and a full

specification of the various models and a
long list of successes achieved, there are
hints and tips on the management of

Rudge machines, including removing the
wheels and cylinder. At the end of the
book there is a list of spare parts, the
smallest details being priced for ease of
replacement. Five pages are devoted to
recommpided accessories for the Rudge.

M.C.C. HILL-CUMB AT SUNDON.

A. L, Ommaney making a fast climb on
his Ruds^H.

Derbysliire Hill-clirab Cancelled.

An open hill-climb had been arranged
by the Derby and District Motor Cycle
Club for September 30th, but the event .

has now been cancelled.

A Bargain Sale.
There are only three more .days of

Messrs. Godfrey and Applebee's end of
season sale, and we have been specially
asked to mention that for the convenience
of motor cyclists who are engaged during
the day the company's showrooms at 208,
Great Portland Street, W., will be open
until ten o'clock each evening during the
sale.

Sidecars.
W. Montgomery and Co., of Coventry,

who, as all our older readers Imow,
are pioneer sidecar makers, have lately
devoted a considerable amount of atten-
tion to the production of a light coach-
built sidecar body, and the result of
their efforts is a roomy and most com-
fortable body, which is very little, if

any, heavier than the standard pattern
wicker chair. The springing of the ch-air

is also a point which has received con-
siderable attention, and we have proved,
from personal experience of a Montgomery
sidecar attached to a Triumph, that the
makers' efforts have not been in vain.
With a fairly light sidecar and a 3-^- h.p.
machine, it would surprise many the
wide field that may be traversed, pro-

'

vided a fairly low gear be used, say in
the neighbourhood of 5i to 1. -
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When the ZENITH-GRADUA
. ... is NOT BARRED. . o •

In the M.C.C. Hill Climb at Sundon,
on Saturday, Sept. 9th, five firs s,

one second, and two third places
were secured by

The Victorious

Zenith-
Gradua

Class I.-

F. W. Barnes on Zeoith-Gradua .

)» »» »»

. 1st

. 1st

on Time,

on Formula.

Class in.—
F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 1st

. 2nd
on Time,

on Fcrmula.

Class IV.—

F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 1st

. 1st

on Time,

on Formula.

Class II.—
G. Griffiths on Zenith-Gradua . 3rd on Formula.

Class v.—
F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 3rd on Time.

The Zenith-Gradua also tied for fastest time of the day.

Particulars of these Machines sent on request.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
WEYBRIDGE.

1
ANOTHER

ONE UPON
ANOTHER

1
ANOTHER

M LATEST
•/.UK

success upon success—win after win—falls to the credit of the British Built

THE ^^^ »-^^^Vh "^^^

Torbay and District Jl.C.C. Open Hill Climb—Passeni^er Class

—

BAT & SIDECAR FASTEST TIME.
North-West London M.C.C. Gymkhana, Stadium, Race for Passenger Machine

—

BAT, SECOND AND THIRD.
Three-Laps Scratch Race— BAT, FIRST AND SECOND.
M.C.C. Hill Climb— BAT, FIRST ON FORMULA.
Four-Lap Handicap for Multi-cylinder—BAT, FIRST AND SECOND.

1

3*-4h.p. £48 10s.

5-6 h.p. £58
7-8 h.p. £68

Booklet Free.

THE BAT MOTOR
MANFG. CO.. PENCE,
LONDON, S.E. :: 1

ANOTHER i^n^n^na^n^n^n^iiagii^n^n^M^f ANOTHER
In an-su'crinQ this advertisement it is desirable to ment'.on " The Motor Cvcle." A41
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14' words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Eacli paragrapli is ciiarged separately

Name and address must be counted. In th«

ease of Trade Advertisements a series oi

tliirteen insertions is ctiarged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should bi

accompanied with remittance, and be addressee

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry

To ensure insertion letters shou.d be posted ii

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,''

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

Au letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

Ifor sale in tlieir immediate nei|:hbourhood before going
further afield

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafiord,

Sliropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottint;ham, Lincoln, L^<:t'ster, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SN.cnON V. .

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambriage, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECriON VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan. Carmardien, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester. Oxford. Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X,
Scotland.

" SECTION "XI.
Ireland-ajad Isle of Man. ./ , ,

THE EXPERIENCE OF THOUSANDS
JUSTIFIES CONFIDENCE IN

THE SPOT
FOR BARGAINS
AND SQUARE
DEALS.

Off Fleet Street

near Ludgate

The place where every Motor Cycle Buyer gets
Bargains, and where the most advantageous
exchanges are carried out of 1910 or ign machines
.for the improved 19 12 models of all best makes.
Details free.

WRITE FOR OUR TO-DAY'S LIST OF
BARGAINS, WHICH INCLUDES—

4407. 3lh.p. 1911 TRIUMPH, Mabon
variable gear £50

4412. 2} h.p. 1908 DOUGLAS £15
4415. 3J h.p. iqii BRADBURY £40
44 16. 3' h.p. ARIEL £10 10
4417. zJ h.p. KERRY £10
441S. 2ih.p.i9il MOTOSACOCHE ....£32 10
4420. 3? h.p. 1911 Free-engine PREMIER £«2 10
43S0. 4" h.p. lOTo SCOTT £45

4383. si h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £26 10
4381. 3* h.p. 19 10 Two-speed HUMBER £35

4377. Sjh.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA . . £45

4357. 2j h.p. 1910 ROYAL- ENFIELD .. £25
4359. 3J h.p. 1910 Twin PREMIER £25
4361. si h.p. 1911 Free-engiac

BRADBURY £42
4364. 2} h.p. 1910 Standard DOUGLAS £28
4367. 2} h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS £32 10
4370. 2j h.p. J911 Standard DOUGLAS £34
4374. 5 h.p. Two-speed V.S. and Sidecar £35
4377. 2|h.p. M.M.C. £10 10

4379. 3* h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £25
43Q2. si h.p. REX £8 10

4393. sih.p. J911 CHASE £35

4394. 2j h.p. 191J Standard DOUGLAS £34
4396. 3V h.p. 1909 Free-engine TRIUMPH £38
4402. 2I h.p. F.N £9 9
4403. 5* h.p. Twin N.S.U £24
4404. 3" h.p. WANDERER and Sidecar £25
4406. sih.p. 19 1 1 Standard BRADBURY 36 10

4369. 5 h.p. 19JI INDIAN, F.E. model £45
4387. sih.p. 1911 Two-speed HUMBER £15
4346. 3 h.p. Magneto 'FAFNIK Ji2D

4350. 2 h.p. 1911 Lightweight HUMBER £26 10

4322. si h.p. igiiTwo-sneed N.S.U £37 10
4284. lih.p. 1910 MOTOSACOCHE 20 Gns
4298. 7 h.p. 1910 REX DE LUXE and

sidecar £47 10
4299. si h.p. igoS Two-speed N.S.U. . . £22 10
4309. si h.p. 1909 Two-speed P. and M. £36 10
4238. 6 h.p. 1909 Twin MATCHLESS . . 30 Gns.

4249. sih.p. 1911 BAT 40 Gns.

4250, sih.p. 1910 SCOTT £45
4260. 2i h.p. BRADBURY lOGns.

Send brief particulars of your present mount,
and receive our liberal allowance offer for same
in purchase of a new 1911-12 model of any best
make.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For -.the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at ' llie Motor Cycle " Office
Wlien this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration'
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding repUes. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. RepUcs should be addressed ' No
.000, c/o The Motor Cycle,' Coventry';-, or il

- London '

'^^^'^Hl '.° '^^ address,- then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle," 20,- Tudor Street, E.C:

3S-DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persons

n.iy deal m perfect safety by avaihng themselves of our
Deposit System. If tlie monev be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
fo the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. _6d. is charged, when under
/;io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
^Coventry, and cheques and.money orders i.hould be made
payable to Ilifle and Pons Limited

SPECIAL NOTE.
Eeaders who reply to advertisements and receh'e no

nswer to their enciuiries are requested to regard the
ilence as an indication that the r oods advertised have

already been disposed ot. Adtcrtisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION 1.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

MINERVA. 3Jh.p., h.b.c., spring forks, tyres good-£8—Lodge, 40, Kohinson St., Hciughton-Ie-Spring'.

TWIN Ites» 5-6h.p., free engine, 1u.st re-enamelled,
plated, and overhauled: £25—Miiir, Tarm Lane,

Stockton.

PHELON and Mocres, new 1911 models, unseratched,
ready for immediate delivery.—Walkers, Eishburn,

Ferryhill.

'I^'KIUMPH, 1909, free engine model, speedometer, etc.,
-8- new tyres, moderately used, and in splendid condi-
ti.in ; £34.—Chadwick. 2. Harold St., Egremont.

3I1 p. 1906 Triumph, good order. 1911 Brown-Barlow,
new Lyso belt Rom combination back; ,£20.—

i'ouns. Glenbrook, Craig Walk. Bowness-on-Windermere.

"I Q99 Triumph, new tyres and belt, 1911 piston, plating
.»-«-' unscratched, splendid condition, £32^ also side-

ar. £3/10—W. Walker. The Gables. Hurworth. Dar-
lington.

/J ii.p. Roc, magneto. Chater-Lea frame, 26x2i tyres,
~t B. ana B. carburetter, footboards, very fast, per-
fc-it order; £27.—Box 8,264, The Motor Cycle OfBccs,
I'oventry.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chafer-Lea, accumulator, torpedo tank,
lamp, and spares, good tyres, very powerful and

fast; £21—Box 3.265. rite Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry. Photos on application.

31b.p, Fafnir Motor Cycle, h.b.c, No, 6 Chater-Lea
2 frame, 2;',in, tyres, not ridden 800 miles, £16;

also Humber, 2Jb-p., 20in, frame, 28in, wheels, 9gns,—
Dawson, 1, John St., Stockton-oil-I'ees,

TRIUMPHS, Humbers, B,S,A,, Royal .Enfleld motor
cycles, lightweights. 2 speeds, free engines: write,

wire, 01 'phone ior immediate deliveries-—Turvey and
Co,, The Motor House. Sunderland- Tel, : No, 626.

SliCTION U.

Vork and Lancashire.

1 QO8 N,S.TJ., magneto; first chcaue lor £16 secures.
Xt/ —Bnrnell, l-'errybriuge.

Bradbury, in new con
umph agent, Rotherham.

IJ 2h.p. Moto-Reve. as nf

shall, Tlie Elms, Heckmondwike-

11 Scott, in excellent condition, purchased April:
£50 —Seal, Neville St., Soutlipjrt.

1 007 Triumph, h,b.c., new engine 1909. good non-skid
XtJ tyres; bargain, £24.—Mackwell. Masham.

1 Q08 Rex Lightweight. 2ih.p., magneto, excellent con-
At/ dition; £18, or ofler.—3, Severn St., Hull.

TRIUMPH. 1909. excellent running order, spares:

£28.—Silkstone. 5, Priory Glen, Pontefract.

F.N",, 1908, 4-cyl,, magneto, epring- forks, -tools; £15j
no oti'ers,— 1. Chatham St,, Colne, Lancashire.

1 Qll Bradbury, in new condition; £37,—Cross, Tri-
X t/ umph agent, Rotherham.

"I
Qll J 2h,p^ Moto-Reve^ as new: what offers?—Mar-

19
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BARGAINS
in New Solo and Sidecar machines.

laker's Price, ^48. OUR PRICE, 34 Gns.

BRAND NEW 1910 31 h.p.
TOURIST REX.

PECIFICATION.—84J bore, 89 strol<e, spring

forl(s, very low dropped frame, cantilever

seat, ball bearings to engine-shaft, Bosci
magneto, handle-bar control, foot and
hand brakes, I'm. Lycett's Lyso belt,

! 26x2|in. Continental rubber non-sUi.
tyres, footrests, number-plate, tools, tool-

bag, stand, and carrier.

Sold under maker's catalogue guarantee.

:OTE.—Reduced Price, 34- gns. Two
speeds, £5 15 s. extra.

B

NEW 1911 MACHINES IN STOCK.
)il 3! h.p. Tourist Rex 43 Gns.
jii 5 h.p. Two-spccd Rex de Luxe 60 Gns.
Ill 7 h.p. Siclelte 80 aiis.

^11 3i h.p. Bradbury £48
>ii 3j h.p. T«-...siirp.i Bradbury £55
)'i 3* h.p. Rudge-Whitworth £48 15

tRAND NEW 1910'. 5 h p.
jWO-SPEED TWIN REX DE

LUXE,
1911 cylinders, mechanical overhead inle

valves, Bosch magneto ignition, cantileve:
seat, spring forks, extra large capacity tanks
and filler caps, special sidecar fittings,

handle starting and other 1911 fittings

fully guaranteed, 26<2'.in. non-skids

i

£53 10s.
3A h.p. Two-Speed de Luxe, £49 10s.

These machines are 1911 manufacture, and in
neral dc^i^n anfl -ippearancc Ihe onlv maltriai dillcrenco
tvveen this m.ichine and the rqi'i model at £63 i-
e position of the niasnoio, and footboards art nol
led. As a successful passenger machiue it will bcir the
3st scarchine criticism and tests.

iberal exchange allowances against 1911 New Machines.

Let us quote you for your old mount aeainst a i ,12
Bradbury or Rudgc-Whitwnrth.

cond-hand Motor Cycles from £3 15s. ; list fre.

The Halifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS,

6, Westgate, Halifax.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Pcrfeclioa."

Business hours, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

istraliaD Agent : Allen, 6, Weslbourne St., Peter-^ham
N.b.VV.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SCOTT, 1911 model, brand new from makers 6 weeks

affo, unaoratcbed, only run 200 miles, guaranteed
absolutely perfet-t tlirouffhout. several extra.s and spares;
£59: owner buying lightweight.—Moss. Wem.
T>HELON and Moore, brand now. 1911 raodel,--actu-
J- ally in stock; no waitins—Moss, \\em..

MOTOR Cycle, complete, less engine, studded tyros,
uice and low, loop frame, "modem, neat, not a

iTock, suit a 2h-p., bargain, £4: Brooka £2 pan seat.
bargain, 17/6.—W. Jones, 64, Rhosddu Rd . Wrexham.

GEi^UIiSrE Bargain--3ih.p- Rex, guaranteed per
feet running order, an^' trial here, complete, ac-

cept £7: 3ih.n Lin'oln Elk Apm. 1911. very fa=t.
take sidecar, accent £22; money urgently wanted.—Bon
Marche, Chesterfield.

THE Njrtb Wales Mctor Fxchance, Phoi=ddu, Wrpx
ham. Tel.: 283.—1911 free engine Rudge in stock,

your old machine taken in p.irt 1911 Hu.nber lig. 1

weight. like new, £30: 1909 ball bearing Rex. 3ilip
hnished i' rench grey, splendid machine, £26 • 3i]i j

Peugeot, magneto, footboards, adjustable pulley, rubbi
belt, tyres un-ut, climb an.rthing, bargaiu, £17/10
N S U. lightweight (mcdern). magneto. Whittle, sprin
fcrk-;. little beauty. £20: 1908 Triumph, 2-spced. hand)'
tarting, engine ju-t been overhaule<l, .splendid gcei,
£31: J)e Luxe s'ldeear.^, to fit any mftrliino, £5/5, n^

better value on earth ; send for illustration.

SI-CTION !V.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland.
iNortliamptonsliire, and Warwickshire.

HT'MBFR 2hp. Lii;htweight, n=ed few times onlv;
£30 —Mil in, 36, Parade, Lcaniiugt'.n.

R.MiBrTRY. 1911. standard model, new, .sliglith

shop-Hoiltd: £40.—Main, 36. J'arade, Leamington.

SINGER Lady's Lightweight, new, slightlv soiled: 30
guineas-—Maiu, 36, Parade, Leiimiiigtun.

ZKNITH-GRADIJAS. 3ih p.. in Btm-k for itnuiediotf
delivery.—Sole district ugents, Pa^kelis. Ltii., 62

rlik'h St.. Leicester.

DOUGLAS, Model D. in stock for immediate de-
livery—Sole district Q?eut8 Paskell's, Ltd., 62,

iligh St., Leicester.

Oih.p. 1908 Rex, Bosch, R. and B. h.b.c, new cover,
f-J* 12 running order ; £20.—Hall, Caistor, Lines.

Qih.p. He Dion, ChatiT. li.b.c. splendid rendition

;

^'2 £10/15—Gotch. Cheshnm House, Kettering.

10; Dou'.:Ias. just overhartled makers, lamp, horn,
valves, overalls; £25.—AVhituker. Wilfoid, Notts-

ID Premier Twin, in good condition. t>"re5 as new;
£30.—Evans, 9, Heath Terrace, Leamington,

REMIER. 3ih.p.. late 1909, little used, very fast
and powerful: £27, bargain—Kclham, Bciirne.

KX. 1911. free engine, as new. perfect runnins order;
nearest £40.—X^rth, 51, CaiuUme Rd . Lincclu-

iVA.C., 4-cyl., grey finish, new M.iy lust, for sale, or
fxcfiaiige for 1911 2-cyl. maei^iue.-Turner, Streetly.

uriiiingham,

TRIUMPH, clutch, 12 months old, full equipment,
guaranteed ; 38 b'ttiieas, no cflers--Robertson.

Oudby, Leicestershire.

TIUUMi'H, Kite 1909, in .opleudid condition through-
out, comp'ete, lauui, horn, tools, et^. ; £35.-61,

Wellowgate, Grinisby-

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1911. tyres and parts ns new;
any trial: £46/10.—W. Brandish, Triumph agent.

Pole^hill Rd-. Coventry.

f^Ji.p. Indian, 1911. enauleIl(^d blue. 2 carburetter.s, 2
' speod-i; cost £80: good as new; sell £50.—A\

,

Brandish. Triumph agent, Coventry.

QUADRANT. 3;h.r-, poTFcriul. magneto, ppring forks.
DnnI p, etc., £16; also sidecar for sale.—Ingram,

213. Trinity Rd-, Aston, Birmingham.

3lb. p. Rex de Luxe, 1909, 2 speed.s, free engine,
2' Lucas lamp, quantity spares, excellent conditi-.n;

£32.—Copley. St. Catlierine's. Lincoln.

rRIUMl'H. 1909.'., perfect condition tbronghoiit. new
pi'iton and pulley, exhaust whistle, new Dunlop

'lilt; £30.—Ivy Dene Attenborough, Nottingham.

DOUGLAS 2;h.p. Twin (1910). good condition, lamp,
and everything complete for the road; £27. or

e;irest (ffei.--Apply, Gnzzwell. 45. Duke St-, Grimsby

RADBHRY 3ih-p., August. 1910. Albion plate
-l->' clutch, new it.iaun um Roulii take side-jar.

lumj.. horn, etc.; £36-—Ed'^e Meadow Rd-. Edgbaston.

RUDGE 1911 Clutcj Model, .-standard equipment, e.^z

cellent condition, lamp, generator, horn, tools, and
IMff-s; £42/10—No- 8,323. The Uotor Cycle Offlces,
Cuvfutry-

ROYER, 3ili-p., free engine, new May, conditiDn as
new: bought ear* lamp, speedometer, etc-; co.st over

ff^O, accept £45.—Frank Young, Sennocke, Four Oaks,
Warwick-

" '

.

31 h.p. Quadrant, low, fast, good climber, perfect
2 order, tyres good. 2 accuuAiiators, grey, ail

-liir.'s. forbidden riding; £12.-90, Parliament St.,

Ni ttingham.

^h.p. T-T. Bat, 1911 model, perfect eoudition through-^
fJ out, extras and spares, speedometer-—Fuller par-
lirulars and photo, applv. Claude Truman, Ebury Rd.,
Nottingham.

19
19
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If
THAT

CONTINUAL
STRAIN

to which the back is subjected during Motor

Cycling has now received its antidote in

the production of the

"CHEMICO"
Motor -Bike

Back Rest.
H The " Chcniico " Motor Bike Back Rest is

simple in construction, yet effective.

H The Belt fastened round the waist is con-

nected to a specially designed hook on

handle-bar pillar, and is held in position by

the tension on this connecting strap pro-

duced by the body.

U The mere removal of this tension being

sufficient to release the rider, it is impos-

sible to become a prisoner.

H Two spiral springs attached to the con-

nectine strap absorb all shocks and greatly

add to the help and pleasure to be derived

from this ingenious device.

INDISPENSABLE TO THE
DISTANCE FIDEB.

Price 7/6 complete.

r

The County Chemical Co.,

Ltd.,

Bradford St., Birmingham.

London

—

Maochester-

Glascow—

Dublin-

Cardiff—

LS. Great Eastern Street

2.t5. Dcansi3tt'o.

128. Heiidcld Street.

39-<i0. Golden Lana.

Womanby Street.

In answering these advertisemenis it {.s desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A45
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SIMPLY ENORMOUS!!!
The quantity of Sidecars we have made and

sold this season has been simply enormous.
THE VALUE IS THERE—that accounts for it.

By working day and night we can still deUver
from stock. AH models are fitted with

Quick DETACHABLE JOINTS
as illustrated below.

This IS our IViodel de Luxe.
Complete £5:5:0 Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SIDECARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.
NOTE OUR front arm which grips the Sidecar

CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this

attachment.
All our Sidecars are now fitted with Farrar's

quick detachable joints and cranked back axles,
refinements found on very few other makes.
MODEL "DE LUXE" £5 5
MODEL " C," with cane body £6
MODEL " D," with coach-built body ..£70
MODEL " E," with reversible child's seat £6 10
ALL COMPLETE with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.

Discount to the Trade.
Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,

P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SPRUIMO l-i;^E A OAR.

Sole Agent for Austraha and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street. SYDNEY, N.S.W.

ENGBNES. engines!
Brand New 4 h.p. N.S.U. & Bosch magneto £11 11
6-7 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, fine puller £6 10
3^ h.p. Water-cooled Auto-moto £4 10
Uh.p. DE DION, air-cooled £1 15
Pheloo and Moore Engine and Frame . . £5 10

4J h.p HUMBER, water-cooled £6 10
2 h.p, SIMMS Engine (vertical) and Frame £2 10

Other engines accepted in part payment.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Powell and Hannier Lamp and Generator 12/6
New 1911 B. & B. Carburetters, h,b. control 25/-

5/- allowed for old carburetter.
Longuemare, B. & B., F.N., & others from 5/- each
Powell and Hanmer Generator 7/6
Special Heavy 26 X2i Tubes, guaranteed 7/6

FARRAR'S
iVSOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 23, HopwoodLane,

HALIFAX 'iT^tn'^
Telsphone gig.

A46

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Qll Triumph, standard, not ridden 50 miles, guar-
-*-«-' auteed as new; sacrifice £45.—CUflord, East-
wood- Book your orders with ua for your 1912 Triumphs,
Bradburys, etc.

MOTO-REVE, 2h.B- twin, :910. aii new. not ridden;
owner gone abroad: market price over £30, accept

£25 immediately; a good exaiux'Ie ot the best light-
weig'ht.— 78,- Parade, Birmingham.

MOTOR Cycle, 4h.p. Roc, free er;^ine, 2-ipeed, Bosch
magneto, h.bc, .^pl-endid sidecar or solo machine,

condition as new; accept £24, nu offers entertained-—174,
Grange Rd., Small Heath, BirmiDe;ham-

5-6h p. Twin Clyno, 1910 model, in perfect condition.
only little used; expert examination if required;

guaranteed perfect, condition as new : £39. or nearest
cash offers.—Wills, Kos-edene, Raunds, Northamptonshire.

TRIUMPH, 1910. 3AIi.p. standard, condition abs:^lntely
perfect, Kempshall tyre on back, onlv done 250

miles, spare belt, complete kit of tools, belt punch, horn,
etc-; expert examination iDvited; £36.—Johnson, Arden
Villa, Berksweil.

j Qll B.S.A., run only 400 miles. Albion free engine.
J-«^ spare valve, Whittle, Luca.s's horn, lamp and
generator, take two anywhere, everything new, im-
scratehed; nearest £42.-6. Holder Rd., Sparkbrook,
Birmingham. Good reason for seUing.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

[N Stock:— 3;.h.|i. Rover, 3-speed gear; 3ih.p, Zenith-
Gradna; 2:,li.p. Motosacoche.—Below.

SECOND-HAND Bargains.—1910 2h.p. Motosacoche.
free engine, £22 ; 1909 Motosacoche, magneto.

perfect condition, £17; 3ah.p. Twin Peugeot, magneto,
£16; 2^-h,p. Kerry, £8.-29, Green St., Cambridge.

10 4h.p, Quadrant Motor Cycle, splendid condi-
tion ; £35.—Parker, printer, St. Ives, Hunts. -

J -A. P.. 1910. 2ih,p,, magneto, Pajmer cords, splendid
order; £15. exceptional bargain. — Girling, 96,

Crown St., lpswi<:h.

23.h.p. Minerva-Eadie, just overhauled, re-enamelled.
4 runs like new; bargain. £6; photo, stamp-—Rook-

wood, Acton, Sudbury, Suffolk.
. .

3 h.p. Clyde, magneto, excellent order, spare cover, never
used; must sell by 22nd; £11, or nearest cheque--

Hftoiuiond, Swan, Woburn bands.

BARGAIN —3ih-p. Brown, Palmer cord, spring fork.
magneto, h.b.c, recently overhauled, splendid con-

dition; £20.—Foster, Deben Rd.. Woodbridge.

1 QIO Singer Magneto Lightweight, brand new few
J-t/ weeks ago, been little used, fast, climb anything,
tvres and all parts guaranteed good as new; cash £21-—
V* aUis. grocer. Hills Rd-, Cambridge.

IQll Motosacoche, 2ih,p., free engine, Whittle, Pul-
-l*/ mers. adjustable pulley, as new, ridden 900

:

cost over £41 with extras, sell £32, or exchange
Triumi)h or sidecar combination.—Dell, South Picken-
ham Rectory, Swaflham.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Brech
noct;, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

2ih-p. Hobart, 1911. only done 1.000 miles, as new;
2 £29/10.-Blunt, Bull Ring, Kidderminster.

10 Free Engine Triumpli. guaranteed perfect, run
1.200 miles; £41.—Evans, jeweller, Abertillery

19

19

TRIUMPH (1909), excellent running order, exhaust
whistle; £28, lowejit—Passey and Hall, Ross, Here-

fordshire.

"1 QIO 31h.p. Model de Luxe N.S.TT., splendid condi-
J-*7 4ion. very powerful, reliable; £30,—Drew, Batten-
hall Rd., Worcester.

"I
Oil Triumph, in excellent condition, P. and H.

JL«J' lamp, Cowey, exhaust whistle, spares; £45.—Pail-

thorpe, Evesham.

"Id 10 Bradbury, perfect condition, accessorie.«, .«!pares;

X*y in^pe-.tion invited; £33.—GriffithB, National Pro-
vincial Bank, Worcester.

1011 Singer, 2h.p., only ridden 500 miles, never on
XJ/ wet roads, splendid condition; £26/10.—E. Haw-
thorn, Woodville, Llandrindod Wells-

NEW Hudson. 2Jh-p., Armstrong 3-speed gear, only
ridden 300 miles, absolutely perfect; cost 47

guineas, accept £42.— I'assey and Hall, Ross, Hereford-
shire.

MOTOR Cyele (6h.p. N.S.TT.), purchased 1910, 2-

speed. Palmer cord. Whittle. Bosch, perfect con-

dition; nearest £29/10.—Phillips, Tram Terminus, King's
Norton.

CASH Offers wautcd for 1911 S^h.p. Premier, free en-

gine model, uc* yet out of crate; advertiser having
bought car—Box L4.348, The Motor Crjcle Offices, 20,

Tudor St.. E-C.

f Qll 2ih.p. Brown, Precision engine, nearly new, not
XtJ ridden 300 miles. Brown and Barlow, IJruid

forks, studded Dunlops: genuine bargain. £29/10. —
Roberts, Brynavon, Llandrindod Wella.

FOR GREASY ROADS
These are the mounts.

IDEAL MOUNTS.
POWERFUL but LIGHT.

1910 2j h.p. Twin, brand new £24
1910 2j h.p. Twin, fine order £24
1910 2^ h.p. Twin, soiled only £26 10
1910-11 2'i- h.p. Twin, done 100 milc^ .... £26
1911 Single-cylinder, record machine .... £22
igoS 2 h.p., hue value £18
1909 Twin, very fine order £20
1911 23 h.p. Twin, three-speed gear £38
1911 3 h.p. Twin, M.O.V;, three-speed gear £42
1911 Special Smgle-cyl., done 200 miles . . £22

Sli^Gl-E-CYLINDER REXES-
3l h.p., igo8, Bosch, B. & B. carb., M.O.V. £24

3i h.p., 1910, with igii spring forks .... £35
3i h.p., 1910, black finish -£32

3I h.p,, 1910, grey finish £32
3^ h.p., 1909, Tourist, very good £2S
3 h.p,, 1908, Featherweight magneto .. £18

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V. .. . . £48
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32 ,

5-6 h.p., special model, 1909; magneto .. £27 10
5-6 h.p., de Lu.xe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., two" spe^s and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model £23
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igo8, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, 1909

engine £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Tourist, Bosch magneto . . £21
5-6 h.p., 1907, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch i23

N.S.U.'S N.S?U 'S N.S.U.'s
5* h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. &. B. carb. £2&

Or with sidecar complete £28
5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19
1908 Lightweight, Bosch magneto £17
OTHcR fViAKfS. OTHER MAKES.

3^1-?- 1910 Clutch Triumph, very fine .. £45
igir New Hudson, threespeeds £47
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., very good £18

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., grand goer £12
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16

3i h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., B. & B. carb. .". £14
_

friOECAR COMEINATIO'^'F,
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar £29

- 5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 Rex and Sidecar . . £33
One ditto £32
7-9 h.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
26x2 and 26x2}in. wired-edge covers ., 12/6
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26 x 2^ or 2^ 30/-

Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26X ajin 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

;

-C/l nil\A/N SECURES ANY OF THESt.
3S^^ UUWn uKtAf^LC 6/- WEEKLY
3J h.p. Brown Bicar, 2610. wheels £12
3ih.p. FaJnir, M.O.V £12

3^ h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., B. & B. carb. . . £14 Q_

.^d HAIa/N secures Al\iV OF inEae.
aCfO UUWn balance 7 6 weekly.

3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16
4i-5i h.p. N.S.U., Bosch £19
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, Bosch magneto £17
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26in. wheels .. £18
1908 Magneto Rex, low and smart £18
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto .... £21

CARb AND TKICMftt*.
5 h.p. Number Car, two-seater, good goer £22

6Jh.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater ... £35

5^-6^ h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty , . £24
6 h.p. Rover Tricar, good goer £17

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel 53/-

Farrar's Sidecar, 26in. wheel £4
Corouct Sidecar,.coach-built £4 17 6

F.R.S. Lamp, mirror back 1 2/6
Bosch Magneto for V twin £3 15

Bosch Magneto for 3^ h.p. single £3 5

Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc. £1 15

Prested Accumulators, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-

Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new 4/11
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/109 15/-

New Frame for vertical engine 30/-

New Prested Midget Trembler Coils 15/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 23, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone 'Bf A f TITA'X ''''™° minutes

Irom G.P.O.)

In answering these aavertisements it i& desirable tiiimntion "The. Motor Ci/de."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQll 3ih-p. Eo\'er, free engine, perfect ia every le-Xtf spiict; £42.-Nobie, 63, Cromwell Av.. HieLgatc
Londjii.

SCOTT, lat-e 1910. perfect condition, veiy little used;
best offer accepted.—Drake, St. Loo Mansijos

Chelsea.

4i,.p. Chater. new. Dunlop. Brown and Barlow, aplen
(lid conduion; £18. — 117, Shacklewell Lane

Dal^-ton.

3ih.p. Triamph. in fiist-class conditiDn; £25. first
2 easb.~At VVaucliope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St

London, EC
F.N-. 4 cylB.. 4^b.p., magneto, recently orerhauled

±'16/10. or near offer.—31. Mornington Ed-, Ley
tonstone.

GEIFPIN, Clemeut, 13hp.. weight TOlbs-. average 15
luiles, runs- easy; £13.—Milton, High Pavement,

tewisham.

Iih.p. Motoaacoche, equal new, Dioids, lamp, horn, 2
2 belts, spares; accept £16/10. — 1. Bealey Sf,

Btreatham.

33.]j-p. Noble, magneto, Chater frame, very low and
4 fast, painted. French grey, ready for the roud

£12.-Below.

Iih.p. 1909 Moto.oacoche, magneto, free engine, oil
4 ypaied; £16.—Below.

411i.p Noble Tricar, 4 s^peeds, handle starting, painted
2 French grey, coach-built f.recar, 1911 Brown and

Barlow carburetter, exactly like a car; £18.— Belo^.

10 Rex (late), free engine clutch model, only ridden
500 miles; a bargain, £38.—Below-

O-Sh-P Kelecom. tyres good, engine found, lamp. horn.
'V4 etc.

; £5, cash or exchant:(>—Metropolitan Dis-
trict Garage. 181, Gt. I'ortliind St-, W,

I Qui Standard Triumph. 3;hp-, nearly new; eacri-i»^ fiLC £39, or uearcs-t otfer.-Seen, Central Hotel.
Percy St., W.
3 lb. p. 2-speed Ercwn. new condition, 2 new tyres,

2 pTiut gtod, will take sidecar; £15.—Grace, Wliitc
tlousc. Xring.

3h.p. Hiimber. m.o-v., 1913- mrdel, condition as new;
prii e £28/10,-At Wauchopc's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet

at, I>oudon.

TEITJMPH. 3^b.p.. 1909 Dunlrp tyre, belt, wit!
all aLTCBsories; £29.—Wliite. 234. Blackstock Kd..

Hig'.bury. N.

11 Bradbury, free engine model, new. not been
ridden: bort offer over £45.-Smitb, 52, Hig).

19

19
it-, Soutliond.

PAIET. 1909, Douelas pattern. 29-3h p.. twin, innt-

il J"'.".. ^f^S iorks, rerffuti £15/10,-7, Trewint
3t,, Earlsfielrt,

3h.p. Griffon-Zedel throuffliout, m.ci.r., verv low, ppr-
fwt

!
aeU or exchanse—33, Cadosan Terr.. Vic-

toria Park, B-

SEI.T, £28 (or excbanee for 3Jh.p 1. Dcarly new twin
Vindeo Special, 5h.p.—Montrose, Ai.elbouroe Ed

3a?tbourne.

KTh.p. Twin If.S TJ., 2-speed cear. tree engine, excellent
'J Older, complete witli sidecar; £35.—I'oxon, Castle
)t., Canterbury.

jDEX, 3:.h.p., grand condition, low mocliine, little nsed,
I-"' ftnid tyres, new belt; £15, nearest.-15, Dockley
id., Berinund-.:ey,

1Q08 3'h.p Brown and sidecar, sprins forks, Taliners,
•-»' crand condition; £17/10.-66, ihickenzie Bd,,
Seukenham, Kent.

nHATEE-LiSA-PEUGEOT. 3Jh.p„ 1910, mocnetc
Y Ainac, footboards; £20.-70, Eyering Bd-. Stoke
Sewint^on.

fjb.p. Eex, 1911 model, free engine, Ijandle .startinc

-f
a^ new; £35.—At Waucbope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

it,, LoDUOn.

Kli.p Twin N.S.TJ., 2-speed coar, free engine, excellent
-'sidecar machine; any trial; £30.—Hilton, Blean
canterbury.

pEADBirET. 3'Ii-p., standard model, £48: 2.spced
«-» f55--4gents: Bright and Havles, 73, Church St
..ambcrwell Green.

EAriBUBT, 3'b.p., 1910 mode!, perfect order-
£29/10.-73, Church St., CamberwelL

VT.S.n.. 3|,h,p., flpring forks, magneto, fitted with free
L^ engine clntci; bargain, £23/10.-73. Church St
Jambenvell.

IQll Bradbury, all accessoric.q, been 250 miles-LU enn- exchanges entertained—Wadden, Broad-
way. Wevbndge.

ptLTXO —Place your orders now for 1912—Sol-
'-J nirents i,ondon, S.W., Wilton Cycle Co., Vic
loria Station. S-TV.

K'b.p. Twin Bex, h-b.c. B104 new saddle, cantilever

Sj '^P,'"",'!"' ™"$l"inc; £18, or o£ter.-32, Wyndclifl
Kd., Charlton, S.E.

g-lh-p- Peugeot 26in. Michelin tyres, h.be., perfect^2 gnin"! order; £7/10.-Motori.st, 38, Carlisle St
Edgware Ed., N "W.

iJlh.p. Eex. new accumulator and belt. Palmer tyres

f^ -splendid .condition; £10-—Puckeridge, 47, Liberty
lall B/\: Addlestone,

B

You pay too much

for accumulator

ignition-

put an end to it^

—and not only cut dow-n unnecessary
expense, but also relieve yourself of ail

worry and trouble of this uosaiislactory
means of ignilion.

Employ Hellesen Dry Batteries : the
initial cost is practically half thai of accu-
mulators—subscqueni upkeep is absolutely
nil— they never get out of order, and are
always ready for use—dry and clean.

The price of a Hellesen Battery is only
from 6/6, and for this figure it is possible
to run upwards of 2,000 miles

—

'isCxi.
per mile—with perfect security against
the semblance of ignilion troubles.

This is not all, mark you—when its

capncily has dropped loo low for igiiitioa
purposi«, it can be used in the Hand
Lamps as well as for bells, etc.. and as
such will last for years—a quality which
affords much satisfaction to practical

motor cyclists.

HELLESEN
DRY

BATTERIES.
Write to-day for our interesting booklet,
which fully describes Hellesen Batteries—it

is post free
; also ask for particulars of our

famous coils, and other useful accessories.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5h.p. Ees, coach-built sidecar, h.b.c-. Palmer trres;

£12: illness cause of sale.—Snaw, 29, Brunswiub
St.. Sonth Hackney-

5h,p. Indian Motor Cycle, free eagine. ^rith rigid side-
car: must sell; £35, or offer.—9a, Trevelyan Rd.,

Tootin;;. London, S.W.

, Lucas lamp, Jnnes
£40.—Bak-er. War-

1 QU Eex, 5-7h.p., twin, footboardsLH speedometer, good as new;
boroiiffh. \A'allinjford.

TRIUMPH,
hauled: ;

3b-p-. m new condition, thoroughly over-
1 bargain, £18 cash.—Mr. Clemosv. 16,

Cniiege St.. BrigMon.

TRITTMPH, 1910, delivered February, 1911, abso-
lutely perfect, lamp, etc: £40.-23, Keamcot Ter-

race, WiUesden Junction.

6h.p. Sarolea, B. and B., h.b.c. Druids, adjustable
puiL^y, low saddle position; £16/15, bargain.—85,

Church R(i . Willesden.

MOTOR iTcle. 3ih.p. Res, £6/10. pood condition;
also i.Idecnr. £2/15; no dealers.—Higgs, 97,

Gnrdon Rd., Peckham.

F.N., latest 1911 model, 5-6h.p., 4 cyls.. magueto,
automatic carburetter, like new; £38.-68, Elms-

leigli Rd-. Wandsworth.

INDIAN. 5b.p , 1910, red. just overhauled by Hendee
Co.. with all accessories; £35 cash.—Hastings, 21.

- Highbnrv Quadrant. N
3JLh.p. Minerva with Sidecar, free engine, 2-?peed.

2 new cylinder, perfect order; £18.—Batty, Leweg
Rd., Newhaven. Sussex.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1909. magneto, Druida. free enffine
splendid condition; £16.—Good, 11, Canning

Crescent, Wood Greea

3ilh.p. FN., spring forks, magneto, 1911. B. and B.,
4 footboards, .-picndid order; trial; £18/10.-125,

St. Asaph Rd.. Brockley.

4-CYL. F.N.. 1909. 43h-p.. B. and B. carburetter,
Michelin tyres fnotboards, any trial; £16.—J. P.

12. Mowbray Rd- N W.

IQll 3Jh.p. Rex, 3 months old. absolutely as new, all

X*7 uccessorio< : £32, great bargain. — Treby, 156,
Wind.^or Rd., Forest Gate.

TRIUMPH Standard 1908 Model, perfect, epecia
linlsh: £26; after 8 30.—W., 71, Fox Lane,

Palmer's Green, London, N.

QUANTITY of Motosacoche Motor Cycles, light-

weights, from £12/10.—At Wauchope'e, 9, Shoe
Lane. Fleet St., London.

HUMBER 2-spced Model, late 1910. in splendid con
dition: lowe^ pricf*. £36.—F. Manning, -Sa, Wis

teria Rd.. Lewisham SE.

5h.p. Indian (red), late 1910. very little used, tools

and spares, splendid condition; £34.—Chauffeur,
"11, Leonard St.. Silvertown

ADVANCE. 3h.p., magneto, low, nearly new bach
tyre, splendid order: bargain, £18, or offer.—W-,

Agra, York Rd-, Guildford.

IQll Indian. 5L p- twin (blue), free . engine, becD
Xt/ 100 miles, nr-w; £48: exchanges entertained.-
Edmunds. Malaen Wfybridge-

TRIUifPH and Sidecar. Bosch. 1911 B. and B.,
everything perfect; £28, without sidecar £25.—

Fordbam, 28. Dalston Lane-

BRADBURY. 1911J (.Tune 15th}. Dunlop studded,
perfect; £37/10—Stephens, High St, Woodford

Green. 'Phone Woodford 169-

3i.hp 1911 Free Enu'ine Bradbury .almost new: splen-

2 did bargain, price £42--Seen at Wauchopc's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

QUADRANT Engine. 3h.p., in good order; can be
seen runnin? any rvenintr- £3-— \V. Home, 133.

Folixstowe Rd-. Lower Edmonton.

I7AGLES.—N.S.U. IJh.p. lightweight, only ridden 250
-J mile'*, brand new condition. Bosch magneto, 2-

speed gear, free engine; £28/10.

E
£30.

EAGI/ES.—Doaslas 2Jh.p. Twin, late 1910. bad littlB

use, nearly new; £27/10.

EAGLES.—N.SU-, Slh.p . 1908, DUls'neto, spring
forki, B. and B. carburetter, fine condition;

£17,'10.

EAGLES.—Motosacoohe LiKlitweiilit. Helle.'rten isni-

tion. Whittle belt, fine condition; £11/10.

EAGLES.—Minerva, B.SA., 2;h.p., m.o.T., spring

forks, adjustable pulley, hb.c; £10/10-

EAGLES.—"We have a few brand new sin.2le-cyl. N.S.TJ.'s,

just delivered, masneto ignition, m-o.v.. iraprovcd

arburetter, hb.c, Sliainroek bMs, 1911 sprinB forks,

and other improvements, complete tool case, fall set of

tools, stand, etc : 3h.p £27, 3ih.p. £31, net cash ; de-

ferred payments arranged.

AGLES and Co.. Hish St., Acton. N S.U. TVes-t Lon-
don district agency.-Immediate delivery of 1911

mMels; liberal allowances for machines in part payment.
Tel. : S56 Chiswick.

3ih.p. Zenith Gradua, variable gear, 1911 model, in
2 first-class condition : price £45.—At Wauchope'i,

9, Shoo Lane. Fleet St.. W.

AGLES.-N.S.U.. 33h.p.. late 1909, standard model,
ridden 800 miles, 2-spced gear, free engine, as new

;

E^

It) answering these adverlisevienrs it is dcsirahic to (ncntion " The Motor C\irh..' A*9
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t
MOTOR-BICYCLES FOR SALE.

DOUGLAS, late 1910, practically new, lamp, hoin,
/^spares, extra tyre; expert examination; £26.—

Lunt, EoTcLam W004, Herts-

1 Ql] Hobart. 2:h.p., new May, spring forks, mag:neto.
X t/ Bosch, li-b.c. : £25 ; splendid condition.—78,
Lower Addiscombe Rd-, Cn\vdcti.

J.A.P.-CHATER ^
4h.p., No. 6 (1908), Boscb, WliiUle,

DavJisonVs-tank, veiv I.-w, really excellent condition;
£22/10.-27, MeKjoixne Ed...Ilford.

"d Q09 Ariel. 2ih.p., liphtweigln, masr.eto, all spares,
JL«^ tlioroughlv guaranteed, want tricar; £19/10- —
Stone Wiiarf, Gipsy jzliU Statica, S.E.

4i.ltp. F.N., 4 cyls-, mai^neto, excellent running:
2 order, accessories; *f 1 6.—Alan Smitb, Uiooins-

bury Jlub, Cartwright Gardens, "W-C.

^ib.p. Motor Bicycle. low, light, good: sacrifice.
1^2. £8/10. must, sell; seen any time, triaL—Tbom-
sou, 77, Handcroft Ed., West Croi-don.

1 Q 08 Twin jMoto-Keve, magneto, spring forks, all

Xt/ r h.b.c-, air accessories, wants engine overhauling;
£11.-12, Market Sq., Hrcsbam, Sussex- '

KERRY, 5h.p. twin, Bosch, B- and B-, h.b.c, tyres
ahnost new; £26; seen by appointment-—Gane, 6,

Caroline .Place, Mecklenburgh Sq., W.C.

5h.p. Res Twin, Whittle belt, all accessories and
spares, perfect order, trial ; £32 • owner going

abroad,—R.H-, Havering. Tunbridge Wells.

B,S.A.—Early delireries of these • splendid ' mounts-
from tne Cripps Cycie and Motor Co., 24-28.

Woodford Rd.. Fore.st Gate. Loudon. E.

3JLh.p. M.M.C., Chater No. 7, spring forks, Palmers,
2 new belt, and nearly new engine, £14/10; frame,

15/-,—P. Wright, 94, High St., West Norwood.

3 Ih-p."^ Triumph, perfect order, new cylinder, piston.
2 Palmer cord tyres, as new, all accessorie-s ; £15/10,

)v offer.-Missenden, 128, High St-, Harlesden.

A3-ih-p. Brown, bought 1910. guaranteed in good
condition, seen London, Sutton, or Ewell; cash

only.—Charles OdelL Court. Farm, Ewell, Surrey.

"]V| A^EBVA. 3:h-p-, 1911 B. and B-. spring forks.
XtJ Chater frame. like new, and sidec-ar' (trailer con-
Ten 'd) ; ofleis.—Aj>stey, Fire Station, Southwark.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Bicycle. Wolf, l^h-p., first-

class condition, not inn 1,000 miles, magneto igni-

tioi . £19.—Townsend, Stamford Lodge, Sevcnoaks.

"Vl ATCHLESS, 1911, twin, beJt drive, Vindec 2-speed,
J-YJ. Chater-Lea sidecar, lamp, horn, spare valves, etc-

;

70 guineas.—Swales, Ingram House, Stockwell, S-W.

3ih.p. Humber Vertical. 1911 B- and B., spring
2 forks, good tyres, enamel and plating as new

;

bargain. £14—F.F.. 5, Octavius St., Deptford. S.E.

Oih-p. P. and M-. 1911 Amac, new, trembler and
/W 2 accumulator ; any trial : must sell ; £5 ; no.

rubbisli-—Hargreaves, 31. Howley Place, Paddington-

MOTO-REVE. 2h.p. twin. 1910, new Kempshall.
1911 magneto, Lucas ' lamp, spares, excellent

condition: £20.—Clegg, 15, Trinity Rd., Wimbledon.

33.h.p. Minervaf with spring forks, tjTcs good, in run-
4 ning order, £5/10: also A^el motor cycle, minus

cylinder and piston, £4-—Quick, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex.

IQlOJ 5-6h.p. F.N-, 2-speed, free engine, new condi-
X«/ tion, 2iin. steel studded back tyre, ideal sidecar
machine; nearest £40.-111, Giove Lane, Camberwell.

3ih.p. 1911 Prcinier, FE. model, like new, sound and
2 perfect everywhere: £42/10, splendid bargaiu.—

At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Stt, London, E.C.

31.h.p. Brown, very fast, splendid condition, spring
2 forks, tyres nearly new, Triiimph bars, 1911

B.B. carburetter; £15.-113, Lougnborough Rd.. Brixton.

1 QlO V.S., 5h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition, any
XJ/ trial, splendid sidecar machine; accept £40.-
Seen at Haynes Bros.. Ltd., 18. Gabriel's Hill. Maid-
stone.

,

3ih.p. 1911 Free Engine Bradbury, almost new; spL^n-
2 speed gear and free engine: a sound bar.t;aiii.

price £49/10.—Seen at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don, E.C.

3ih.p. N.S.TJ.j -magneto, new belt and tyres, horn,
2 lamp, tools, spares, perfect condition, just over-

hauled. =oing abroad; £20.—St, John's Vicarage, Hen-
don, N.W.

N.S-TJ., 6h.p., 1908. thordnghly good condition, just
-re-bushed, two-speed gear, lamp, liorn, and acces-

sorie^.-Apply, Sheppard, 62, Primroee Mansions, Eatter-
sca Park-

IF Yon Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycle?,

you can get them at Wauchope's.—Wauchope's,
9 «T-- T,ine, Fleet St-, London, E-C, just ofE Lud-
gate Circus.

23.1i-n. FN.. 1911 machine, Chater-Lea frame, h-b.c-,
4' l'9ll Amac, tyres almost new, modern, fast, good

puller- lifiTTn''n, £15; photo.— E. Barlow, 183, Maidstone
Rd-, Rochester,

MATCHLESS-J.A-P., Amac semi-automatic rarbu-
rettt-r, new covers, lamp, and good kit of ^ools

;

on-:r>,-., ,-. - ' - itrice £45, or near ofier. — Sorrell,
Clarnico, London.

1 QlO IriuiiiiJii. TT. Roadster,, complete with tools and
X«? ^parc litindle-hars. has been carefully ridden: owner
purchased 1911 Triumph; £37 casli.—Wells, Lawnside,
i^ucklnirst -Fin.

There never has been

since the birth of the j-iwtor cycle better

value than is being offered to-day by

manufacturers, but

: The Best of All :

is the opportunity we are now giving you

of obtaining a brand new 1911- Motor.

Cycle at a bargain price. We are offering

a different machine each week, in every

case one of the highest grade 1911 inodels

and carrying maker's full- guarantee.

There are now on the market various

so-called " 1910J models" fitted with

engines or frames of an obsolete pattern—
it will pay you to keep clear of all such

rubbish and buy only

: THE VERY BEST. .-

We ean give immediate delivery from

stock of latest 1911 models TRIUMPH
(Standard; Free Engine; T.T. Roadster;

and T.T. Racer , REX, ARIEL, HUM-
BER, B.S.A. & INDIAN Motor Cycles.

Exchanges or Instalments arranged.

We have many bargains in high-class

overhauled and guaranteed Motor

Cycles. Write for full second-hand list.

THE
PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams : Telephone j

" Primus, Birmingham." Central, 4310.

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—Only honae for great bargains feand

quick delivery of new 1911 machines you cannot
get elsewhere: agents for all makes, and makers of the
famoua Rev's sidecar and exhaust whittle.-Only ad-
dress, 5, Heath St. Tel.: 2678 P.O., Harap^tead.

AMPSTEAD.-Douglas, 19U. model D-. almost new,
al! accessories, run about 200 miles ; £35.

HAMPSTEAD— 1911 Rex, Sili.p-. brand new, cluieh
model, handle starting: £39, special bargain.,

HAMPSTEAD -1911 free engine Triumph, almost
new, run about 300 miles: great bargain. £43.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 22h.p. Royal Enfield, latest
model, chain drive, new condition; £36, a bargain.'

HAMPSTEAD.-3h.p. Centaur 3. and B., all accea^
sorie^, good tyres ; bargain. £8.

HAMPSTEAD.-3;h.p. 1910 Premier, eplendid C0Q»
dition. with all accessories; a bargain, only £26.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 Triumphs, free, engine, T-lS
roadster, or standard for immediate delivery from-

-tock.

HAMPSTEAD—1911 6h.p. racing Bat, almost new?
net run 100 miles; only £48.

HAMPSTEAD--1911 Rudge, almost new, with alt
accessories, a fine machine; only £42.

ZENITH, 8h.p., 1911, brand new. for immediate de-
livery, no waiting; 68gns. ; and 3ih.p.

HAMPSTEAD.-1909 Moto-Reve twin, with 1910 en-
gme, all accessories: £14, special bargain.

HAMP8TEAD.-1911 standard Triumph. 3 weeks old,
condition almost new; £39, special bargain. ,

HAMPSTEAD.-3h-p. E.S.A., condition and tyres Uke
new, requires cylinder only: bargain," £7.

HAMPSTiOAD.~1911 3ih.p. Premier, almost new li

condition, with all ^accessories; special bargain, 1

£34.' ^
,

HAMPSTEAD--1911 Bradbury, like new condition; '.

with accessories; a sidecar machine; £35, bargain,
j

HAMPSTEAD.-3ih.p. 1911 two-speed Humbet.':
almost new, with accessories^ ±45. -

1

ET, Hampstead.— Great Bargains.—5, Heath St, :

Hampstead. Tel. : 2678 P.O;
[

COTT, 1911. brand new, for immediate delivery, and
P. and M.—Rey, 5, Heath St-, Hampsieau.

EY, 5, Heatli St-, Hampstead. can give immediate
delivery of tbe following l'9ll machines':,

>. and M., 1911, in stock, 6b. p. Zenith, and 3ih4>."

Zenith.

JRADBURYS. standard, free engine or 2-speed; im- ,

-> mediate delivery; no extra for extended payments.
;

R

R

DOUGLAS. 1911 models, in stock; 2-speed and stand-.
ards; no waiting; 5% extra for E.P.

"

HUMBER, 1911, 3ih.p., 2-speed and free engine'
model ; immediate deiivery.

X> AT, 7-8h.p-, 1911, new. for immediate delivery; £6Q.

LINCOLN Elk, 3U1-P-, 1911, £34; or 2ih.p.. £28/10;
no waiting-

H
S'

R
B
H
H

ANDY Hobart. 3ih.p. twin, 1911, or 2ih-p.j
waiting.

COTTS, 1911. 3:h.p-. 2-speea gear, for immediate'
delivery,, no waiting; £60.

UDGE T.T. Standard and free engine, now in stock;
waiting.

.S.A.. 1911, 3ih-P-. for immediate delivery; no wait*

jiiR: £50.

AMPSTEAD.~6h.p. Eat. 1911 model,
dition; only £43-

^pl-^udid coil-.

iVMPSTEAD—1911 3h.p. Lincoln Elk. shop-soiljld
condition only; special bargain, £26; all accessories-,

TRIUMPH, 3}li.p.. 1909, splendid order; only £?
with ail accessories.

ALL the Above lor immediate delivery; terms, cash,
|,

exchange, or extended payments.—Only address,
Rey. 5. Heatli St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678 P.O.

BARGAIN.—3h. p. Minerva, m...i.v.. B IJ- carbmvtter,
b-c-, magneto ignition. Palmer tyres, Lyso bolt,

etc, new, not ridden 200 miles.-H. Napier, 62, Thorn-
bury Rd, Isleworth.

3ih-p. Rex, 1909 late, T.T- or touring, 1910 spriu'^
2 forks, very fast indeed, acces.'^ories and tonh

complete, no rubbish: see any time; £25.—Picken, 21,
Higii St-, East. Ham.

ZENITH Gradua, 1911 model, 3ih.p. J-A.P. engine,
as new. and in tbcrough order, -speedometer, clock,

lamp ; what offers ?—Thaclrthwaite, Upton Lodge, Vic-
toria Rd., Twickenham.

HUMBERS, New Hudsons, Quadrants, Moto-Reves,
James, Grandex-.Taps, " Calthorpes, immediately

from stock; easy payments at an extra charge of 2
per cent, only.-William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen'a Rd.,
London.

jPlO Secures Delivery, carriacre paid, of any motoi
pV cycle on the market; 2 per cent, only is charged,
for 1 2 months' credit ; Humbers. New Hudsona,
QuadrantSt Moto-Reves, James, Grandex-Japs, CaJ-
thorpes, in stock.—William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's
Rd., London.

A50 In answerina these advcriisem^nts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde.^^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3.h.i)- Fafnir Liglitweigbt, re-bushed and overhauled

X4 July. thcTOUKh order: £8/10: buying sidecar ma-
chine —Olenmore, Langtey I'ark, Mill Hill, N.W.

TC lor)rK.s, exct'lent tyres B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c.

mt oierhauied, in -^D'endid order-—Call at once, Eoper,
210, .TJath Ed-. Hounsiow,

33.1) p. Dou^bfl. mag-neto ienition, first-class machine,
4 in exuellent ninnins order; price £15: end oi

seasou :
grand cpportunity.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shce

Lan'-, F'eet St-, London, EC
31 h.p Minerva. low position, macrneto. new tyres,
_ 2 Amac. ii.b.c. spare belt. horn, toolbag. lamp

reliable mount, £13
Cotper. 34. Croft St.

nearly new sidecar. £3/15-
Deptford.

3Xlj-p. Latronda Cycle, eTOod running order. £14: tri

2 car, 4h.p. Falnir. wc, 3->peed Oiipermnnn gear,

new tyTC;5 on fmnt. steel studded tyres on back, £18/10.—
3i;En ;iny time at 321, Kenti.^Ji Town Ed-

LJiiHTWEIGHT 1910 i-'-N.. 2ih.p., shaft driven. 2-

-pued. completely equipped, all* acce.ssorles, tyres
almo'^t new: an ept £23/10 cash, inimediate sale- —
Smith, 12. Marler Rd-. Fore,^ Hill, S-E-

BAT-J.A P., 7-8h p.. Bat sidecar, J-A.P. carburetter,
Cowey speedometer, 2 lamps. jBos<.^h magneto.

Whittle belt, adju-tnble pulleys, t ol roll. ?pare>:, etc.,

lery la^t ; £50. no cfler^.—Haines, 187. Go.=weII Ed., E.C,

MOTOSACOCHE. 1911 model, free engine, 2ih.p.,
absolutely new, will yacrifl e for £34 cash: also iin-

iiierliato delivery of standard "" ..el B.S A.. £50 cash.—
E. Carey, 16. Cre.scent Rd.. Tuubridge Wells.

WIN-1'EECISION Mrtor Cycies : immediate delivery
1911 model, gradaal payments. £2 monthly, caali

£45/10: particulars on app'ication.—De Nevers Automo
bile Agency, Empire House. Piccadilly, W.
TETTTMPH, free engine (Maf. 1911). Eom steel-

f^t lidded tyres. Brooks earner and pannier bags,
ind Muiitjomery 12-guinea sidecar, fitted with cyele
saddle : £40.-The Glen. Old Heath, Colche.^er.

f>ilh.p- F.N. Meter Cycle accumulator, perfect order.
-•Wi £15: 2Jh.p, Chase, splendid conaition. £8/8-
9h,p J-A P. tricnr. iv c. 3 speed.s and reverse, dual
ignition, £45. bargain.-I.ei>pard and Carver, TJpminster

10 and 1911 Second-hand Motor Cycles of grejii

variety on offer; call and in.speet our large and
varied stock; motor cycles from £5: all the very Iate--t

m show ; esehanges arransed.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shor
jLane. FJc-et St.. London

fL' . . .

spares, including complc-te exbau.st and inlet valves, guar
inteed splendid condition, and perfect running order:
iwner buying latest model; 19 guineas.—56, Kingston
Rd., Teddinjton.

WIN-PEKCLSIOX Motor Cyeles.-Immediate deliver\
ol 1911 model, Druid forks. Bosch magneto, B

and B taibnretter. Diiniop lyies. £45/10; .-n-h .

:;radtuil payments. £2 monthly; trial by appointment
my re;isonabIe dist luie. -Jeniiing-. 268, Hurn^ey Ri*
uear Public Balln). Hullowav London
A FIFTY Pound 2-spced Humber. alwolutely as new,
^^ tieaiitifully timed, ciamel un-oratibed, prwerfiil.
line side;ar machine, with over £4 worth of spares, in
Ending 2 new beltv; £12/10; only 2 months old: expert
txnniination invited and de^jired; seen any time.—Write
•' Tvro-spoed." 245. Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.
lyh.ri. 2-?peed Blue Indian. 1911. nearly new. Palmer
' Lord and <i. and J. tyres, complete with Mill-
Fiilfnrd rigid sidecar, fitt'i'd with luggage board. Lu- a^
ITojcrtor lamp, Cowey ^pe^d indicator, Brcoks B104
3addle with ba-k rest; comp'ete ready for the road; £65.
-Pond. 349. West End Lane, Hampstead.

19

LQlO Mfto-Eeve L'trhtweipht. Ijh-p., ?ingle-cy]., mac
*^ nctu, titted irotrest-j and special h-b-c.. many

19091. erer.rthing perfect condition.
jX. neiv inner tubes, and nearly^new outer covers: splen-
did opport'inlty fur anyone wishing to acrjuire a reallv
'^'pod reliable machine: owner going abr;ad: can be seen
and tried nir 'ime
Earner. Herrs

£32.—Vernon, Bohun Lodge, East

rTTAZEL Lightweight Motors.—We are dow in a po?j
J"i- tion to give early delivery vt our 2iU p un.cit-t

the lowest, snortesi. and lightest machine of its pi wej
on (he market, lifted with Jap engine: price 35 ?uiD*-aa
second-hand machines in part payment; many good" -' Jiand nnu-niiie- in -toi'i; a: rt-a'-nnai'ie |in-f*— int-

Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28Pripp3
t^or';,<t Gate. Loirdi-

many

Woodford Ed.,

19'U Free Fngine Triumpn. just delivered, £55
tandard 191.0 Triumph, in fine condition, tvre:

^etreaded. £35: 1911 T.T roadster Triumph, in perfect
.condition throug'u at. will do over 60. £43; 1911 shop-
soiled B.S.A.. rffers- 1911 Milh-Fulford 12 guineas
castrif wVeeJ -i p nr in n>-w rondition. tvre unpune-
lured. £8/10.~L- R- Tippins and Son, Triumph Agents
piistltv. Manningtree-

SECTION
Somerset, Devon, Dorset.

IQU Biidst. TVlntvrorth. SUip.
•-»/ £48;i5.-MnfthI, reoril.

IX.

and Cornwall,

fixed engine, in stock

D0T7GLA.S splenfiid condition, esrellent climber.
sV'jres: £29.-Stuckey. Je,ii St., Ottery St. Mury.

IQOS 2Hip. Twin K S P.. nuderseared puller, excellentJ^y condition: £21. -Stanley HoU2e, tieechen CliS
Gath.

Qib.p. Lincoln Elk, new 3 weeks ago, cuarnnteed per.
«/2 feet tlirougbont: sell £32, or near otter—Coffin,
Uolwell. Sherborne, Dorset.

GENUINESALE
MOTOR CYCLE CLOTHING.
The end of the season is approaching, and
we are determined to c'ear our suq^lus

s'o'k at a reasonable reduction of io%.

ALBANY
"STANDARD"

SUIT.
In grey-green or fawn double-
texture ^oth. Guaranteed

absolutely waterproof.

JACKETS ONLY.
Double-breasted, deep storm

collar, inside and outside
windcuSs, &c.,18/-, IC/O
less 10% »%}/ O

LEGGINGS ONLY.
Leather adjustable boot

straps. V shaped gussets and
patent dome fasteners to keep
out wind, rain, and 7/Q
dust, 8/-, less 10% / <f

Complete suit, 25/-, 0<>/fi
less 10% ^^/ W

Looks neat and lc<!is

comfortable.

It will be your loss

If you miss this
opportunity.

Alliany "Special" Leggings.
In grey-green or fawn double-texture cloth. Guaran-
teed atKolutely waterproof. All latest improvements,
and specially designed to protect the stomach I O / fi
from the cold. Without seat 13/11, less ro% */ W
With seat, including fly and special conven- |^/f«
ience, 15/11, less lo'/^ V ^
'f yo ' are ricing in wtnlsr, th:s5 spe lals are ln:i>

pensaJe. Buy now while th: prj:es are retlu:ed.

Alliany

"All-Season"

Jacket.
In grey - green double

texture cloth. Guaranteed
absolutely waterproctf.

Fitted with Best
D'ta hah Fhe e

Uninj. This is the

Coat for Autumn
and Winter riding,

and so great is the

demand, and the

value so good, that

NO REDUCTION
is possible.

Price .. 25/-
Don't start Winter ,'

riamg without an
\

" All-season."

Keeps oui the coUl

wind, absorbs ih
moisture, and feeL-.

very warm and com-
fortable.

ALBANY "GUINEA" SUIT,
in double- texture cloth. 21 '-. less to ^n . -

19/-

Advre to Pur hassrs.—Send at once—your size may
not be in next week. We guarantee every garment
absolutely waterproof, and should you not be satisfied

we will refund amount paid, if goods returned un-
damaged in three days.

Terms :—Nett Cash with order. Send chest measure-
ment and length desired for Jackets, and inside leg

measurement only for Leggings.

Send for Catalogue and Patterns to

—

G. HAWS & SONS,
Clothing Speciarists,

The Albany, Oidhall Street, LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
1Q11 Triumph, standard, done 2,000, excellent con-
A»? dition, lamp, bom. spares: 39 puineas, or neai
uifer.—Sparke, 23. Grenville itd-. Plymouth.

T.A.C.. 1911, not ridden 300 miled. absolutely as new.
naval officer's property, going abroad ; cash offers

—D. EL Scott, do Dan Guy, \A eymouth.

DAX GTTY, Weymouth.—1908 Triumph, guaranteed
and any trial or examination allowed, £28; fret

(jlutch Singer. 1911 demonstration model, Jew runt
only, £50. close offer; 1910 4- yl. F.N., splendic
machine. £30, close otter; 1910 M^tosacocbe. free en-

trine. Whittle belt. £18/18.

DAN GUr, Weymouth.—1910 2-^^eed Humber, very
little u^ed, appearance and tyres as new; any trial

or examination; £35.

TEIUJilPH. 1910 just overhauled at Triumph wor'js
at a cost of £8. Cowey. new belt, eleitric lamp,

horn, done 1,000 miles-; offers.—Apply, Singleton, Bude.

TRIUilPH. 1906, accumulator, recently overhauled,
rebushed. new piston, new tyres, in splendid con-

dition; price £20.—Dale, Chemist. \Vcston-,super-Marc.

tf)5.h-p. Quadrant lashtweipht Motor Cycle, guaranteed
'•W4 perfect order, sp'endid hill-etimber ; any iipproval

if required ; bargain. £8/10--Harrison, 90, Park St

,

YeoviL

4h.p. "V.A-F. Tjurin^ Machine, very powerful, foot-
boards, low, French crey. fully equipped, and in

splendid condition; 18 guineas.—G- H. Uaynor, 6, Trc-
huvcrne Terrace, Truro-

F-N.. 4-cyI.. 5-6h,p., just overhauled, central induction,
automatic carburetter, nearly new Eom tyres, lamp,

und horn, pocd hill-climber; quick sale, £25-—Newman
2. Portland St.. Ilfracombe.

RE-i de Lnxe, 3Jh.p.. 1908-9. Palmer corrt back.
Clincher front. 191 1 B and B.. Roe cluteh. Boach,

new main ball bearinps and raies. good condition; £19.
—Hodees. 3. Priory Terrace. Dawhsu. .

SECTION X.
Scotland.

31h.p. N-S-U., pprinp forks, h-b-c.. condition as new.
2 —Black, 115. Stirling St.. Denny-

3ih-p. Hobart. pood run. -np order; barpain. £6/10.—
2 Bowers. 32 Queen's Drive, Crossbill. Qlaspow,

RUPGE-WHITWORTH. 3;h.p., 1911. new conditir^n,

very littJe used; £39.—Dufl. 179, Hiph St., Dum-
fries,

3Xh.p- Minerva, first-clasfi condition, good tyrea. all

2 acce-'-oriPS; £9. great bargain-—Hamilton, 46.

Hiph St- Paisley.

3 h.p. Motor Cvcle. De Dion engine. Bosch magneto.
Chater-Lea frame, verv prwernil. 1910 machine;

£16.-Hamilton, 46. High St.. Paisley.

NEW 1911 Sih.p. Premier, evnrthinp perfect, run
270 miles: £58. no offers--No. 8,476. The Motor

CycU Offices, Coventry.

1Q10 Rex Speed Kinp, fitted 2ih.p. JAP. en.cine,

JLJ/ inapnr-to. 1911 B. and B. carburetter, all splen-

did order: £25.—Cairns, Silverton. Trinity. Edinburgh.

1 O^O Humber, 2-Bpeed. free engine, in perfect crndi-

X.*y tion, rarefullv kept, anv trial: alfo £10/10 Mill-

f.-rd ridd sidecar tor above.—Walker. Barnclinth Rd..

Hiiiiiilton,

IQU Premier, 3ih.p., auxiliary exhaust, Lucas
J-tl Kine'fl Own lamp and generator, machine only

done 200 miles, perfect; price £39.-Irvmg, 54, Market
Place. Annan, Scotland.

/»hp Late 1909 N-S.U- and sidecar, with 2-spped gear

'O and free engine, in perfe t order, having jn?t been
ret'irned after a thorough overhaul by makers : pnce
£33: free on rail Edinburgh.—Ardoch, Wilton Rd.,

Fdiuburph.

BARGAINS--Dnu„'la9 demon?rtration machine, abso-

lutely as new. £34: 4 'h.p. twin Alcycn, fast and
rt^liable. £18: 2Jh.p Ariel licr^tweipht. pood ord^r. £10:
^end for list"* : anv make supplied—Dundee Mot:;r ana
Cycle Co.. Netherpate. Dundee-

SCOTLAND'S Larpest Motor CycHnp Firm. — Don't
wait foi months on 'our new mount. We can cive

immediate deliverv o" Indian. I'remier, Domrlas. Zpnith.

B S A.. Rex. N.S-tJ.. and Lincoln Elk. Besides the.=e. we
-tOLk p. and M-. Ror. and Nrrtnn. and can supply any
other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Lothian Rd-,

Edinburgh.

8

In answerinn these advertisements it is dcsirahh to vicnlion

TRICARS FOR SALE.
hp. Twin W.C. Antoine Trinar, handle .^artinf?. car

clutch, and tyre: £30.-29. Corniill. Banburj-.

REX Tricnr. 10-121i.p. twin. w.c. open frame, coach-

built, like new; £29—1. Ebner St.. Wandsworth.

41h p. Hobart Tricar, w.c, 2 speeds, free ensme, chain

2 drive, Kscellent order— P., 14. Quanr Ed., Swin-

don.

MOEGAN Eimabont. S'^.p-. single-seater. 33 new, not

done 300 miles; £65- — Eeynjlds, Broadwer,

Dorset-

4 h.p. Ghater-Lea Tricar, variable speed. Whittle belt,

h.b-c. Eood condition; £16.—Wooler. St. Albans
iAv., ChiBwick.

"The Molor Ctjde." A51
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
A ih.p. Humber, water-cooled, 2 speeds and clutch, chain
±2 drive, newbaslret. any trial; £14/10.-J.P., 12,
Mowbray Rd., N.W.

5-61i-p. Twin Brown Tricar, dual ignition, machine like

new; accept push-bike and cash. — F- O. Pass,
Antrobas St., Consleton.

REXETTE, 6h.p-, carriage body, good mnningorder

;

offers wanted : must sell.—Jones, Son, and Wrench,
engineers, Rickmansworth.

TRICAJt. 3:vh.p. Minerva, cylinder rebored, new
piston, Clair, B. and B., accumulator, belt; £15.

—Fallick, Aldinsjbourne.

6h.p, Riley Tricar, 3 speeds and reverse, car tyres,

laTOps. and ftools. everything Derfect; £35.—Cham-
bers, Mildenhall. Suffolk.

3ih.p. Humber Tricar, free engine, Dunlop tyres,
2 equal to new. perfect working order; £12/10, or

ofEer.—Coxon, Drayeott, Derby.

6h.p- w.c. Phoenix Tricar, 2-speed, wheel steering, new
car back tyre, splendid conditiin; £26; exchange

entertained.—Cooke, 45, Sankey St., Warrington-

5ih.p. Water-cooled Rexette Tricar, good running
2 order; what oflers.P— Photo and particulars on

application to Pitchers, Heathercote, Miliord, Surrey.

41h.p. Stevens, water-cooled, magneto, 3-speed gear
2 box, chain drive, all accessories; £22, or ex-

change motor cycle; after 6.30 o'clock.—28, Grove Lane,
Stamford Hil.

REX Tricar, 42h.p., w-c, 3 speeds, free engine, 1911
B. and B., climb anytbiny^, docs 30, cylinder just

rebored and new piston fitted; £20.—Corder, North-
ftelds, Bridgwater.

6h.p. Twin Chater Lea, w-c, magneto, 2 speeds, wheel
steering, open frame. 1910 B. and B., in splen-

did condition ; £25. or exchange good magneto cycle.

—Hart, Bury St., Stowmarket.

5-6h-p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled. 2 speeds and
free engine, coach-built, wheel steering, splendid

condition : or would consider exchange motor cycle.—
Lowe, Naylands, Balcombe, Sussex-

1 Qll 5-7h.p. Auto-Carrier Sociable, French grey, hood,
J- if screen, dual ignition, -with majiy spares ; cost

£120, as new, perfect condition; accept £80.—Taylor,
Oreston, Hesketh Rd-, Kirkstall, Lceds-

6h.p. Twin N-S.TT- Tricar. 2 speeds and free engine, mag
neto, new Whittle belt. B. and B. carburetter, 2j

Palmer cord and Peter-TJnion, spares: any trial; £28-—
9, Clacton Rd., Boundary Rd,, East Ham.

3JLh-p- Abingdon Tricar, 2 .speeds, handle starting.
2 h-b-c, fan-cooled, two new P. and H. lamps, ali

in splendid condition: £26, or take motor bike in part
exchange.—C. Jones. Brereton, Holmes Chapel.

6h.p. Riley Tricar, ccach-built, wheel steering, water
cooled, 3 speeds and reverse, Dunlop car tyres,

perfect order ; best offer ; would take good make motor
cycle part payment.—Chappelle, The Elms, West Brom-
wich.

3ih.p. Minerva Tricar, magneto, B. and B-, and ne^\

2 cylinder, and re-bushed, overhauled tliis month by
Minerva Co., good tyres, re-enamelled ; trial ; bargain,
£20, first cheque secures- — Merlin, ironmonger, Cam
bridge.

A-C. Sociable. 1911, new July, hood, screen, non-skid
on rear wheel, head lamp, side and tail lamps.

speedometer, horn, jack, etc.; owner bought car; trial:

cost £125. bargain, £95, or near offer.-Rigbye, Fowler
St., South Shields.

A.C. Sociable, 5-6h.p., in new condition, with hcod,
wind screen, two 7in. Dietz headlights and gcner

ator, tail lamp, Python horn, pump, jack, spare tnbp,
etc.. new November last; total cost £115, accept £85
no offers.—Williams, builder, Dovereourt Rd., East Dul
wich.

TRADESMAN'S Riley Tricar, 5h-p., 1909 model,
water-cooled, wheel steering, with car control, 2

speeds, accumulator ignition, coach-built throughout, in
splendid running order, and complete with all acces-
sories; £25, for cash offer--Mackay, 36, Waverley Rd.,
I'lmnstead, S-E.

S
M

SIDECARS AND FOHECARS.
IDECAES, brand new. beautifully upholstered, ti

any make: £3/10.—Rey, 5. Heath St., Hampsteo'i

ILLFOED Castor Sidecar, cane, apron, 26in. wheel
£6/10.—J. Norris, Little Eagchuret, Stajlehnrst

-eruinea Sidecar, Chater Lea ripirl tvpe, this year's
£5/18—3';. Monteflor St., Battersea, London.10

S.W.

SIDECAR for Sale, quick detachable, Continental di

Course tyre; £3.—Binns, 133, Ferme Park Rd,,
Hornsey.

8-GUINEA model sidecar, Chater-Lea detachable fit

tings, brand new; £5/5.—Matthews, pawnbroker,
West Croydon.

MILLS-FULFORD 1909 Rigid Sidecar. Reflex-Clippei
26x2i, good condition and apron; £4.-9, Acn*

Lane. Brixton.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, as new, 26X2i Palmer cord
tyre: £3/10.-W. Lewis, 82, Golborne Rd-, West

bourne Park, London-

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, 26in. armoured
tvrp, fair condition; accept 35/-.—Turner, Church

Rd,, Altofts. Normanton.

To
Please the

Public and to

Persuade the

Pedestrians to clear the

Path

Press the

Plunger of the

Popular

GARNER M.C.

ALARM
and

Participate in the

Pleasures of a clear road

Possessed by "Garner"
Purchasers.

Price, 12/6, or 12/11
Post free.

Packed securely.

Patentees ond Sole Makers

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

^
'^'l^emlnMe. Moseley.'* Bl RIVl INGHAlVl.

'Phones- South & & 4

Birming'ha.ni Showrooms!
Number Cycle Depotf 78| Now Sb

London Stockists—
THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,

292 & 293, Hig^h Holborn, W.C

BRANSOM, KENT & CO.. LTD.,
40, Great Eastern Street, E.C.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
WICKER Sidecars direct from makers, niiholstered

any colour; from 20/-: immediate delivery.—City
Basket "Works, Jersey St., Gt. Ancoats, Manchester.

MIDDLETON'S. wholesale, retail, export, sidecar
manufacturers; 12 models. 2-seaters, commercial, '

'.arrow doorways, etc.—Watson St., Newington Green,
V^nndon, N. 'Phone, 2126.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, plated C. springs, lunoB
basket, apron, £5/15/6, est £12/12- Hendersoo'?

All-Automatic back rest, new, 20/-, cost 30/-.—Davidson,
10, Park Terrace. South Shields-

SIDECARS; largest stock; best valne in England; all

built of Ch:iter-Lea fittin-s; prices. £6/10. £5/10,
£4/15; second-hands from £3/15, fitted free wbile you
wait.—C. A. Edgar, 123, HoUoway Rd-, N.

SIDECARS.—A postcard will bring you illustraled tial

of the best, cheapest, and most up-tordate sidecari,

on the market, delivery from stock, trade supplied.-*
Jack Cairns, sidecar and fittings manufacturer. Grim-
;liaw St. Works, Preston.

SIDECARS, latest models. £4/19/6. less tyre; newn
Michelin covers, beaded, 26x2 14^8. 26x2i 17/-,

26x2i 21/-, tubes 8/6; Crown adjustable pulleys, 9/-i
Lyso rubber belts from 1/3 fjot; everything foi

motorists.—Miller and Co., 16, Narrow Wine St., EriBtoL

PHOENIX Sidecare.—The makers of the famooi-
Phoenis motor bicycles beg to adcise that they ara.

naking PhiFuix sidecars* of high grade from £5/5 nett,
complete with tyres; fitted free; sidecars on hire, ex-
changes made.—Phoenix Motors, Ltd., Motor Cycle
Depot. 736, Holloway Rd., London. N
WE Cannot Command Success, but we can deservd

it. Oakleigh sidecars have obtained success-
Thousands of users are testifying to their merits. Wilt
you not be amongst the number- We have never lowered
our price, and we never intend to. We will only
the best goods obtainable, viz., Chater Lea flttinffs

throughout. Price £5 ; delivery from stock.—Oakleigh
Sidecars, Ltd., 65a, Rosendale Rd-, West Dulwich-

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5h.p. Rex and sidecar; seen evenings; £27.-49. !?T-^aox

Rd., Richmond, Surrey. _

33:h.p. Premier and Sidecar, splendid orde, ,- 30
4 guineas.-W. Englana, 38, Shirlock Rd., N.W-

11 Bradbury, 2-ppeed. free engine, sidecar, Bpares,
etc-, fine condition; offers.-Zanoni, Palace, Bath.

7h.p. T^-in, 1910. red. sidecar; exchange Triumph^
Douglas; sell £35; sidecar, £4.-262. Hornsey Rd.,

N.

Gh.p. Twin Peugeot and Sidecar, B. and B.. h.b.c,
excellent condition; £25-—Wright, 11, Prankliu'

Rd., Harrogate.

WILTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W.. have several
combinations; Clynos, Chater-Lea, Sarolea, Kerry-

Abingdon, etc-; from £30.

ILTON.—8h.p. Minerva, twin-cylinder, Mabon clutch.
Whittle belt. Millford castor sidecar, cane body;

19

W
5-6h-p. Twin Rex, cantilever, free engine, new tyres,

Oiine <*idecar: £20; after 6.30 o'clock.—28, GrOTfl

Lane, Stamford Hill.

TRIUMPH. December. 1910, standard model, Chater-
Lea sidecar, all fittings and .spares; £42/10.—13j

Blenheim Crescent, S. Croydon.

5h.p. nearly new Chater-Minerva, spanking machintv
very fast, upholstered sidecar, 2ih.p, F.N. ; lot £30.

—595. Strone Rd., Manor Park.

F.N.. 2-speed, 2; Piilmer cord, special sidecar, electiio

lamp, spares, splendid condition; £35.—Write, Hi,
Mount View Rd.. Stroud Green. N.

3Xh.p. Kerry. 2 speeds, free, chain drive, B.B., Chater
2 sidecar, coach bodv, £4 worth spares; £20; trial.-

J. Cotton, 27, Station Rd-, Hanwell-

8h-p. Twin Minerva, Eosch magneto, h.bc, apriag"

forks, free engine (in bark hub), and Montgoroeiy
sidecar; £32-—Hough, Theatre, W^alsall-

"I
QIC Roc, 4h.p., single-cylinder, 2-speed, free,

Xt7 Wliittle, lamp, hern, tools, new torpedo flidfr

car; £36--Burrows, Clothier, Cudworth.

5-6h-p. Twin Peugeot, Millford castor, Roc 2 epeedsi

free, Bosch, magneto, Amac, new Rom non-el'"
bargain, £30—73, Higu St-, Bexley, Kent.

1 Q09 Trimnph, and nearly new sidecar, new Eom
M. *y and tubes, belt, overalls, etc. : 36 guineas-^
Aldridge, 127, Wimborne Rd.. Bournemouth.

"D 00 Twin, 6h-p., 2-speed, Bosch. Amac, adjustablfl

JtV spring forks, 650x65 Dunlops, and Oakleigh aide-

car; £25-—Ives, 44, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

SCOTT, 1910i, excellent order. Millford sidecar; dealen
offer £42: be.'ft higher offer obtains.—Scott. Ehn-

hurst Farm, Matfleld, Paddock Wood, Kent-

1 Q07 5Ah.p. Twin Rex, .=idecar. Whittle belt. Conti'

JLt/ nental tyres; £24; exchange S^h-p. magnet*
uiachine.—Brain, 11. Broadway, Wimbledon.

PHELON and Mo.ire, 1911, and sidecar, many extn
fittings, speedometer, etc.; cost £71, £52—Pbeloi

and Moore. 5, Percy St., Tottenham Court Rd.

MATCHLESS 7h.p. J.A.P-, 1910. in new condition
J.A.P. clutch, new Palmer cord back, all spares

£41 ; any trial-—Tassell, Anglesea Rd., Wool'nich.

A3 2 In anRWf.ring these advertisevients it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,'*
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1-'^ IV

The Future of the Quarterly Trials.

THE
last Quarterly Trial of the year, which will

be held on October 14th in the Midlands, i.s

the last of a series decided upon at the meeting
of the A.C.U. Council which took place at

Nottingham in the autumn of 1910. Over
eighteen months ago the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union, resenting the number of competitions the trade

had to support, chose the Quarterly Trials as the

scapegoat, and attempted to withdraw its support
entirely. The Manufacturers' Union was only partially

successful, as unanimity among the members did not

prevail. Naturally the younger firms wished to give

their products all the publicity they could, hence the

absence of universal agreement, and it is these younger
firms who have our full sympathy. No one would
pretend that a one day run can be as good a test as a

six days' trial, but no one, on the other hand, can deny
it is a better test of a machine—if the course be stiff

(inough—than a local hill-climb, and to the latter the

Manufacturers' Union, .strange to say, does not object

in the slightest. Both bodies should reconsider the

question, as it would be a pity to drop the Quarterly

Trials altogether. The winter trial undoubtedly
proves the weather-resisting qualities of the machines,

the spring trial gives a chance for the new models
to gain their laurels early in the season, the autumn
trial is an opportunity for kudos to be gained by next

year's machines at a time which is most valuable to

their makers, namely, just before the Show. The
summer event could quite well be dispensed with,

especially as it was not well supported this year. An
A.C.U. council meeting will shortly be held, and we
hope the question will then be re-opened and settled

in a satisfactory, manner.

1912 Models.

THOUGH it is yet too early to describe in detail

ne.xt year's design of motor cycles, W'e have
lately discussed new models with a number of

leading designers, and, having also been privi-

leged a private peep at new designs in their

chrysalis stage, w'e may outline briefly some changes
and innovations to look for at the November show.
First and foremost, the change speed geared mount
is to loom more largely in the public's eye than ever

before. All kinds of speed gears are being tried by
practically all the leading makers, and we ourselves

know of five different designs of three-speed gears

undergoing tests on the road. As regards the two-
speeder, recent descriptive articles fn these pages
have made it clear that the counter-shaft type of

gear is gaining popularity, and there is a great

deal to be said in its favour. Gears infinitely

variable between two limits are engaging the atten-

tion of • at least six firms, but whether they will

ultimately be adopted remains to be seen. Still

lower frames will be in vogue next year, dropped top

tubes will be more in evidence, and every reader will

be glad to hear that more makers are concentrating

their attention on the comfort of the rider. Spring

seat-pillars promise to be quite common by show
time. A device which is undergoing test on two or

three makes of engines is a half compression device

enabling a walking start. Engine design is undergoing

a change. A large firm who have, hitherto fitted over-

head mechanical inlet valves will resort to the side

by side valve arrangement next year, and a further

modification to be noted is the offset cylinder. Two
leading firms at least, we are told, will standardise

this form of engine for 1912.

All
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THE Edinburgh and District Motor Club lield a

very satisfactory hill-climb on that notorious

gradient Amulree on Monday of last week (a

general lioliday in Edinburgh). The competition

attracted fifty-three entries for the eight classes, and
of these forty-eight duly started. The classes are

tabulated hereunder

:

Class 1.—Novice class (handicap).

Class 2.—Handicap (under 400 c.c.)

Class 3.—Handicap (400 to 600 c.c.)

Class 4.—Handicap (over 600 c.c.)

Class 5.—Tyro class (handicap).

Class 6.—Scratch class (up to 600 c.c.)

Class 7.—Unlimited scratch class.

Class 8.—Passenger class (handicap).

The hill, as most motorists know, is a long stiff one,

having for its jji'ece de resistance a double 'hairpin

bend, both bends occurring within a few yards of each
other and the road being very narrow. All or most
of the riders Avere pri\ate owners, but this did not
detract from the quality of the sport, and some very

fine exhibitions of riding and comer work were seen
during the afternoon. Starting within a few minutes
of the schedule time (i p.m.), the whole competition
was run through without a hitch or accident to mar the

occasion, finishing a few minutes before four o'clock.

The timing was to have been by telephone, but the

apparatus, did not materialise in time, so flagging was
resorted to, and as the top of the hill could be clearly

seen from the bottom; this method proved very
effective, and. the progress of the competitors up the
hill was marked by the change from white to red of

the flags held at different points on the hill by officials.

Specially fine corner work Avas shown by J. W.
Adamson on a 3'/... h.p. Triumph, J. Gerard on a 3J-2

h.p. Bradbury, and A. H. Alexander on a 7 h.p. Indian.
A12

Fastest times for the day were: Single-cylinder, J.

W. Adamson {t,}^ h.p. Triumph). Twin-cylinder, A.

H. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian).

Out of the forty-eight starters only eleven faileii

to reach the top, which, considering the gradients and

Scene at the starting roint. Amilree Hill may be seen winding upwarJs in

the distance.
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Open Hill-Dlimb on Amuiree.

—

Weighing J. Cummia^'s two-speed Douglas before the start.

the corners, shows a very good a\'erage. The ScoU
machine ridden by Colin Macmillan made diexleancst

work ot' tiie corners, going round widi no fuss and
arousing a cheer from die crowd of spectators"

assembled here. Macmillan also secured second place

on fomiula in Class 3.

Ho^v the Passenger Machines ascended the Hill.

The passenger class aroused considerable interest in

view of the tremendous head wind, and doubts were
expressed of their e\en reaching the corners, but both

Macallura on a 7 h.p. ChaterT.ea and sidecar and J.

K. Alexander on a 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar succeeded
in reaching the top in good time, though both were
penalised forty-five seconds for assisting the machines
on the corner.

On the first bend it seemed as if Macallum would
never get his machine clear of the bank, liut owing to

his sidecar- (which is of special design) having the

wheel under the seat, he just managed to .do it and
got up with slight assistance, making fastest time after

a splendid exhibition, and winning on formula.

999

Alexander on the Indian and his passenger both had
to dismount on the corners and assist the machine, but
got up. The passenger gave a remarkable display of

agility in the way he bopped out and then hurled him-
self m again after rounding the second bend.

P. Tolfree (the secretary) on a 3 h.p. (431 c.c)

^latchless and A. F. Dow^nie on a 3}^ h.p. Ariel bodi
had spills through taking the iirst corner too fast, but

no damasje was done.

Results on Handicap.
Class 1.

1. Nicholson (5 h.p. Indian)

Class 2.

X. D. L. Rankine (2^ h.p. Singer) ...

2. Cumminp; (2^ h.p. Dongla-s)

Both penahsi'd 45s. for pedalling.

C'la.ss 3.

1. J. Gerard (3.^ h.p. Bradbury) ..

2. C. H. Jhicniillan (3J h.p. Scott)

J. W. -\danison was disqualilied for

without a lool-Uit.

Time
in sees.

124J .

209
271

Fig. of

merit.

. 6913

. 6401

. 3376

... 121

... 174

riding his machine

7977
5896

102 . . 7741
112 . 6984
1101 • . 6934
116 . .. 6491

J. R. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian and sidecar) safely round the flrst bend. Both
driver and passenger had to jump out and run alongside a few yards higher
up the hill.

A. J. C. Lindsay (5 h.p. Ma(chI>!S5-Jap i ai the first bend. A moment after the

photograph was taken the maciiine skidded.

Class 4.

A. H. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian)

J. W. Adamson (7 h.p. Indian) ...

J. R. Ale.xaader (7 h.p. Indian) ...

C. McGregor (5 h.p. Bat)

Class 5.

Nicholson (5 h.p. Indian)... \

A. F. Downie {3^ h.p. Ariel) / Got farthest up the hiU.

Cl.vss 6.

J. W. Adamson (3^- h.p. Tritmipli)

J. Gerrard (3| h.p. Bradbury)
C. H. llacniLUan (3J h.p. Scott)

Class 7.

A. H. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian)
A. J. C. Lindsay {5 h.p. JIatchless,

single gear)
.1. R. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian)

J. W. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
J. Gerrard (3^- h.p. Bradburv)
C. H. JIacmillan (3| h.p. Scott)

R. A. Macmillan (3a h.p. Scott)

The entries numbered fifty-six. and fifteen different maKes
were represented.

Class 8.

1. .T. G. Macallum (7 h.p. Chater-Lea & sc.) 234
2. .J. R. Ale.xander (7 h.p. Indian) 250

Both penalised 45s. for assisting.

115
121

1

214

98J

106
1061
1141
118|
167
172

4639

4080
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MORE MARRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.
The photograph reproduced depicts

Mr. and Mrs. Townsend, of Ballyshannorij

County Donegal. Mrs. Townsend has
now completed over 2,000 miles on her
2 h.p. Motosacoche, and finds the machine
especially suitable for her needs. It

climbs most hills satisfactorily, but
needs light p€r.al assistance on occa-sion,

though not t.he iaborious kind necesary
with a heavyweight. Mr. Townsend, who
rides a 2^ h.p. two-speed A.J.S., is

likewise very satisfied wnth his mount,
and has yet to find a hill in any ordinary
day's running which cannot be sur-

mounted ; even after running nearly
2,000 miles without attention the machine
devoured the steep gradient of Sutton
Bank with ease. The couple have lately

been enjoying their vacation in York-
shire, after havmg ridden from Ireland
on their machines. One day's run was
a trip of 130 odd miles, this being the
longest distance ridden by jNIrs. Town-
send in one day. The tourists find our
roads far superior to those in Ireland,
but they are rather surprised at the
number of reasonable hills which can be
found in one day.

AN ENDLESS BELT
DILEMMA/

A reader signing himself "Faust"
writes : I have for years been an admirer
of "Ixion" and his "Occasional Com-
ments," and have endeavoured humbly to

follow his advice when possible, but he has
at last led me into a reguW tangle. I may
say that I am an obstinate man, and when
I set out to do a thing I like to carry it

out. Now I was charmed with the idea
of an endless belt and determined to

esperiment, so I took off my Whittle and
fixed it up apart from the machine, and
then, having noted the time, set to work
to fix it in position. First of all I

Mr. and Mrs. Townsend, of Ballyshannon, County Donejal. The machines are a two-speed A.J.S. and
Mctjsacoche.

detached the back wheel and 5oot brake
fittings as advised and slipped the belt

in. As I found this faiily easy I was
quite jubilant ; so I put the wheel in

place and refitted the brake, carefully ad-

justing everything. Then I looked at my
watch, and found that I had onty been,

twenty-seven minutes on the job. Con-
cluding that it would only be necessary

occasionally, and that with practice the

time taken by the operation could be
lessened, I called my wife to look at the

result of my labours and went to dinner.

Mr. and Mrs. Davis, ot Sparkbrook, Birmingham, whose mounts are respectively a 3; h.p. Singer and a 35 h.i

Brough.

After dinner, fiaving a few calls to make,
I slipped the belt in position, or at least

tried to do so, but somehow it would not
go right. So thinking I had made a

mistake, I took off the back wheel again

;

then I found the mudguard stay in the
way and removed that, next the stand
barred my progress and that had to come
off too, the machine being supported on
two kitchen chairs and a broom handle
(46 mins.) About this time my wife came
out to know what all the noise was
about, and insisted upon taking the chil-

dren out of hearing. "'.''Ixion,'" I said,
" says that an endless belt can be fitted

to a motor cycle, and ' Ixion ' is an
honourable man, and I am going to do
it or be——

'*Rasli words! However, as I

said, I am an obstinate man, so I care-

fully re-read the paragraph, and found
that in some cases the rear stays need
sprmging out. But how can the stays he
sprung out when they are brazed up with
the frame ? It does not seem right to use
a hack-saw. More thinking (time 73 mins.)
The belt is now inside the stand, mud-
guard, and carrier stays, but outside the
frame, and I now notice that it could have
been placed in this positioii without
removing the back wheel at all, which in

my trusting innocence I have already done
twice. More reflection! (94 mins.) Is

"Ixion" pulling my leg, or is the whole
thing a problenr story with the moral not
" Look before you leap," but " Thiirk

before you speak"? I have, as I said,

sworn to fix the belt or be . The
former I cannot do, and the latter I would
rather not. What is to be done? It

seems to me that in some cases the endless
belt would have to be put in before tli£

machine was brazed up, in which case
what would happen to it during the
enamelling and stoving processes? Like
Brutus, whom I seem to have in my mind,
" I pause for a reply."

AI4
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Seventh Day.—PorlocR to Duns= <^

tep and Ilfracombe, 48 Miles. Q=

In the morning we cleaned some
of the accumulated mud off our

machines, adjusted the brakes, and
then set out to climb the hill. My
engine was somewhat out of tune

and had a good weight to carry, and
so stopped twice on the hill, but

after a brief rest each time started

again quite easily "from a standstill

on the steepest part and went right

up to the top, and this with abso-

lutely no adjustment to the engine

or gear. It just did it in the day's run, so to speak ;

the high gear was 4f8 to i. A got up all right, though

he hail some stops with the low gear band slipping,

as it did not provide enough gripping surface for the

heavy work it had to do.

In the afternoon we left for Minehead and Dunstcr.

The road to Minehead is fairly level, but exceedingly

curly and full of cross roads. We here bought food
supplies, and amongst other things got a fair-sized

melon. It was too big for any of our boxes, so the

only way we could think of to carry it was to tie it

on to A's handle-bar toolbox, and this we did willi

the aid of some string. But the melon soon became
lively and tried to get loo.se from the string, and
knocked a hole in itself against the speedometer and
made various unsuccessful attempts to roll on to the

road, but bv careful dint of keeping one eye on the

melon and the other on the road A managed to pull

through till we found a suitable place for " lunch.

'

We just finished the melon

!

Soon after we left Dunster it began to rain, and the

next part of our ride was almost a niglitmare. If any-

one has driven that way on a wet day with smooth
tyres and brakes on the back wheel only I am sure he
will agree with me. Exmoor is the home of the wild"

red deer—it is also the place where roads are made of

red earth, and this seems to turn to clay when wet!
The road is narrow, curly, and hilly, and there are

numerous gates to be opened «« route. In order to

go down some of the hills slowly enough I had to

keep the brakes on, and ever and anon the back wheel
would come sliding round to the front and send the

front wheel into the bank. A, who had a front

wheel brake, experienced no great inconvenience.

Moral : Have a front wheel brake and studded tyres

if you want to ride in that part of the world in wet
weather, and take no notice of some writers' contempt
of front wheel brakes. Our low gears were comforting,
too. I know I drove for some miles on mine, and
would not like to attempt that ride without it.

I have no doubt if we had had time to admire the

views they were very fine from an impressionist point

of view—the moors and the mist, the mountain ash
and the softened outlines. The low rolling hills were
wreathed in mist, and everything was dank, dripping,

and deserted.

At last we reached a main road which was Ax\, and
we did just make up for past misforlmies—in .fact, I

was dry when we got to Ilfracombe. The last few

lOoi

'"He mO'
(Concluded {rem page 975)

miles into the town were superb as

we curved and wound along the road

through the woods and the pretty

village of Combe Martin, and at last

slid down into Ilfracombe itself.

The cloud effects after the rain, the

cliffs and sea lighted by the after-

glow of sunset, accorded well with

mv feelings of relief, and enabled

me to forget the unpleasantness of

Exmoor.
We spent the next two days at

Ilfracombe, and had a lazy time on

the beach in the sun as we watched

the little fisher children picking "winkles," and then

we hel|ied ihem make a lire anil boil them, but politely

declined die invitation to join in eating them. We
admired the views and the people—in fact, A re-

marked that Ilfracombe seemed to be all girls. The

number certainly was remarkable.

The second day of our stay was one of continuous

rain until eveniiig, when I took photographs of a

genuine Ilfracomlie sunset.

Tenth Day.—Ilfracombe to Tintagel, 67 Miles.

.•\s it was snil raining 1 went out and bought a large

pair of sailor's vellow oilskin trousers. When I turned

up with them at the hotel I gave A a fright and spread

consternation amongst the hotel people. But they

keep out the rain and only cost 4s. 6d.

After some difficulty in starting my engine we were

on our way to Barnstaple and Bideford, and soon the

sun began to shine. Our next stopping place was

Clovellv. and here I had to w;ut about half an hour, as

.\ had had a patch blow off the puncture he got at

Porlock.

We explored Clovelly, which is the quaintest place

imaginable, the houses being all perched one above

another on the hill side. The High Street consists

largely of stepsi and all packages, have to be carried

up and down by donkeys. It is necessary to go through

houses in some parts to get along the street at all.

The whole of the surrounding coast is thickly covered

with trees. On resuming our way we found the roads

drv and the sun shining^ but we had to face a hurri-

cane. We left Bude on our right, following the newly-

cut road, and sO'in turned off the main road to Bos-

castle, and thence to Tintagel. Here we found " digs
"

and dinner (for which A would shave as there were

so'me ladies). We went down and explored King

.Arthurs Castle, and as we stood on that barren head-

land with the wide Atlantic rolling in and dashing with

fury on the rocks a few hundred feet below, the sun

was rapidly sinking in an almost cloudless sky and the

whistle of' the gale and the roar of the sea gave us

a most eerie sensation. After watching the sun set

we retraced our steps along the steep and slippery

path to the shore, and then went into the famous

natural tunnel in the rock.s through which the sea runs

at high tide. The far end of the tunnel was prac-

tically in darkness, just a "glimmer of misty green light

filtering through to us, and ever and anon there was

the roar and thunder of the waves reverberating in

the darkness.
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To anyone who is fond of wild and rocky coast

scenery let me recommend this part and of all places

Tintagel. It has, in my opinion, very few rivals on

our coasts and I speak from considerable experience.

Eleventh Day.—Tintagel to Redruth, 48 Miles.

We left Tintagel about noon, having been very well

treated at " Camelot." We soon struck the main road

through Wadebridge, and made faiirly^good time. An
idiot driving a cart pulled to the wrong side of the

road and sent me into the gutter, so I stopped and

(/ently explained the rule of the road to him. Leaving

Wadebridge we were warned of a " trap," and so drove

at about 12 m.p.h. till we had

passed a burly constable on the

road

!

After a few miles my tyre went

down, and I spent forty minutes

over it and concluded A would be

many miles away, but when I

turned the next corner I met him

just starting his engine ;
his tyre

had been down, too.

In half an hour bang ! went mine

again, and I found a large piece

of iron in it. I mended the two

holes caused thereby and resumed,

but within three miles down
it went again. This time it

I walked on the rocks, bought postcards, took photo-

graphs, and got a man to photograph us with " The
End " in the background.

We now turned " homewards '

' and were soon back

in Penzance, where I bought a new butt-ended tube.

Of course, my tyre kept up for aljout two days after-

wards !

Near Hayle we met four motor cyclists, two of them
being ladies, and I must say they looked really charm-

ing ! I am sure girls need not be afraid that they will

look " guys " on motor cycles with two such examples.

.Since then I have taught my sister to ride my machine,

and she certainly picked it up as quickly as most of

the other sex I ha\'e taught—just

a short free-wheel with the engine

"out," then a lesson in manipu-

lating the levers, a push, and away
she went as steadily as an old

hand.

By-and-by we got on to Goss

Moor and went speeding along at

a rare bat for a few miles till my
engine siiddenly struck work with

a chinking sound. I said " Hullo,

broken connecting rod." A
stopped, and when we took the

cylinder off we found it was a

broken connecting rod. We
fastened a strap to A's

Clovelly from the harbour.

(1) A fivourite occupation—

High Street consists mostly of steps.

pio\ed to be one of the somewhat jagged holes which
had " run " from under the patch and made a slit in

the tube. My longest patch would only just cover the

hole, and did not keep the tyre up at all. There was
nothing for it but to push up to the top of the hill and
free-wheel down into Redruth, where I found a

.repairer who had a patch big enough.

As it was now dark, I decided to stay here, wonder-
ing, somewhat where A had got to and what he would
be thinkintr.

Twelfth Day.— Redruth to Land's
Bodmin, 85 Miles.

£nd and

I had more deflations and inflations of my tyre before

I got to Land's End, but reached there about twelve

noon. Here I found A strolling about on the head-

land and. naturally, wondering what had become
of mt.

A16

A has tyre trouble at Cloveiiy.

(3) 'Porlock, main street.

machine, took the belt off mine, got two yokels to give

us a push as A put his low gear in, and away we went,

one engine pulling the whole 8 cwts. along at a steady

18 m.p.h. We had 4 J/2 miles to go into Bodmin.
I put my motor up at Jane's Garage, and wired for

cL new connecting rod.

Thirteenth Day.—Bodmin.
I spent the morning in taking down my engine, and

as it rained all day we were not sorry to be under

cover.

There was great excitement in the town when the

two ladies already mentioned came in on their motor
cycles. I think thei/ Viould ha\e found clutches and
gears an advantage.

Fourteenth Day.—Bodmin to Exeter, 64 Miles. '

I had nearly got the old connecting rod repaired

wlien the new one turned up. I put the engine
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together and had it running in two hours. Quite a

crowd came to see us off.

My engine soon got into its stride, and except for a

patch of unrolled stones, Exeter was reached without

incident—sixty-four miles in less than three hours. The
road o\'er Bodmin Moors is certainly hilly, passing, as

it does, near Brown Willy, the highest hill in Corn-

wall, but the surface is good on the w'hole. Between

Launceston and Exeter there is much climbing.

Fifteenth Day.—Exeter to Wincanton, 58 Miles.

On leaving Exeter we were stopped by the police

and asked for our licences—^the tirSt time in our

experience. Fortunately, I had one! I met a man
and he ruefully asked if Inot.soon after ^vho had

thought he could

sell his machine
for enough to pa)'

the fine ! .

\\e m.aile good
running through

Honiton and Chard
—whereabouts we
had some pretty

stiff hill-climbing

to do—to Ilminster

and Ikhester. The
\\' e a t h e r an d

scenery were both

glorious. Xcai
Wincanton we were
riding along side

by side when sud-

denly a loud ex-

plosion came from
A's back wheel
and a cloud of

dust flew up. He pubcM i.p safely, although trax'elling

at 30 m.p.h., and we found that it was a legacy of

Porlock. The stone which punctured the tyre there

had cut the canvas inside the cover, and now the

tube had blown through and made a hole I could put

my fist in ! A went into Wincanton on my machine
and wired for a cover to be sent from Bristol. We
therefore spent the night at Wincanton. In the morn-
ing A found a 26in. bv ^in. cover, so I put it and him
on my carrier and motcu^ed back to the farm where
we had left his motor.

Sixteenth Day.—Wincanton to Banbury, 120
Miles.

We changed the front cover to the back wheel and
put the small cover on the front wheel, and were off in

an hour.

We now began to make up time. We crossed the

southern part of Salisbury Plain, with its long straight

roads and rolling hills, our next stop being at Stone-

henge. We inspected the triliths, which I need hardly

describe,, and I exposed my last film.
~ We also met

here a car owner-driver and his wife, and they unfolded
a sad tale of the iniquities of garages.

We had been warned of a trap hereabouts, so went
very slowly till we reached Andover, where we turned
off the much frequented road, and, passing through
much fine country, soon reached Newbury, famous for

its battles, and then Oxford., Here we stayed a short

time and had a look round.

The tourisls with their Rex and Humber machines on the dills at Land's End.

An easy and pleasant road took us into Bauburv,
which we reached without incident about seven o'clock :

our only stop (involuntary) during the day had been
to tighten A's belt—or rather the motor's belt!

Seventeenth Day.—Banbury to Sheffield, 120
Miles.

This was the last day of our holidays, and we started

oji the last 120 miles with great reluctance.

We called at Warwick and admired the castle and
the lovely river, on which were many boats, and then

reached Coventry with its interminable tramlines.

On' restarting I heard something rattling on my
machine, but could not locate it. At Derby it seemed
to come from inside the engine, so we stopped by the

wayside and I took off the cxlinder and there found
the trouble—the

gudgeon, pin set

screw hatl come
out and. dropped
into the crank
case. This seemed
a bit hopeless, but

A remembered
having read of a
man who turned

his machine upside

down and shook the

pieces out. \\'ith-

out more ado we
turned mine over,

pulled the piston

round, and— out

came the bits ! In

thirty-five minutes

the whole business

was done, and
we went

is somewhat
away

once more. The last thirty fi\-e miles

intricate, but we arrived home without incident and
just before lighting up time.

Thus ended our holiday, and work and dulness
claimed us once more.

Epilogue.
Our chief troubles were with our tyres, and hau

it not been for these we should have saved on the

average about an hour a day. I had three punctures
in spite of a thorn catcher.

Until leaving Land's End we only saw about eight

motor cyclists, but after that we saw literally hundreds.
We covered some 1,050 miles and used thirteen

gallons of petrol each, this working out at eighty

miles to the gallon all through.

I had altered my oil pump to give only one-third

of a full charge, and this I gave every ten miles (by

mileage recorder). This lubricated the engine per-

fectly; one quart of Price's A lasted 1,000 miles.

Our plans and equipment excited almost universal

interest wherever we went. The absolute freedom of

going or staving when and where we liked and being

independent of all trains and other abominations must

be experienced lo be properly appreciated. I only

hope these lines may be ^he means of encouraging

others to go forth and see the country and i; t experi-

ence of mankind such as can be obtained in no other

way comparable to motor cycle touring.. If our mis-

fortunes are a lesson to others, so much the better.
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The State of our Roads.

[5903.]—Under the heading of "Current Chat" of your
most useful paper you remai'k about the state of the
Warwick.shire roads, and suggest that the local authorities

should adopt" the tar and stone-filling method for pot' holes
"

more fully, if you are really fond of riding on roads repaired

in this way I advise you to try a spin from Nottingham to

Doncaster via Mansfield and Worksop, and I am under the

impression that before your arrival in Doncaster you \\'ill

change your mind.
Wishmg your excellent pHper (of which I am a regular

reader) every success, ARTHUE E. BALL.

In Favour o£ the Open Frame.
[5904.]—I was much pleased with your article respecting

the design of the new model "Enfield" drop frame suitable
for lady or gentlemaii.

May ] point out some further advantages of this type of

"drop frame" motor bicycle if it could be used in con-

nection with the popular basket sidecar attachment. In the
first place, those ladies who are naturally somewhat diffident

in adopting the motor bioycle would have the advantage of

accustoming themselves to riding and driving it under the

guidance of an experienced friend accompanying them in

the sidecar attachment ; and in the second place, though
most gentlemen would prefer to undertake the main part
of driving through towns, and on frequented roads, yet in the
country even the most ardent motorist would be glad of a
rest and a pipe occasionally, seated in the chair and relieved

of all responsibility; whilst to many lady cyclists this oppor-
tunity of driving themselves, and giving pleasure to others,

would lend an additional charm and interest to the ride.

A. SMITH.

The Quality o£ Modern Tyres.
[5905.]—Your correspondent jWr. C4. C Pohlmann seems-

to have been very unlucky with his tyres. Recently I had
a 3^ h.p. Triumph which I used to use frequently with a

sidecar. I had a rubber-stud Clincher cover on my baek
wheel which had done 3,000 miles solo before I started side-

car work, and I then got another 800 miles out of it with
the sidecar, and it was not absolutely done . then. I also

used a R.O.M. cover on my back wheel ; this after about
1,500 miles, mainly with the sidecar, showed very few signs

of wear and was unpunctured
I now run an 8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar, and on this I

also fitted a R.O.M. cover, which, after riding over 1.000 miles

nearly all on Devon roads and a great deal of that not on
main roads, though showing signs of wear, will, I think,

last me for another 1,000 miles. I do not mean to say that

I am satisfied with this, as I am looking out for a cover

which will wear better, but one would naturally expect an
8 h.p. machine to be more severe en tyres than a 3^ h.p.

F." A. CLIFFORD.

The Margin o£ Safety in Sidecars.

[5905.]—As an old sidecar user I should be pleased to

state my experience on the above. I have had special axles

made that have appeared strong enough for a anall car.

rhese have overcome the broken axle, but not the bent axle.

I have now found by experience that the only way to get

over the diflSculty is to have the wheel sprung apart from
the motor cycle and sidecar.

You advise special sprung forks, and tay, were it possible,

a sprung frame. After getting this luxurious combination,
(it a sid-ecar.with solid axle ajid it will set up a side vibra-

tion more pronounced than the old-fa-^ihioned solid forks as

used in 1900. I may say that I can thank The Molor Cycle

for my conversion to the sprung wheel. I purchased a

Garrard -Maxfield sprung wheel sidecar Avhich I saw illus-

trated in The Molor Cycle of August 10th. This quite

proved to me that the .sprung wheel is as great a necessity

(leaving out the question of luxury) as a spring fork on a

motor bicycle.

I found that I could drive faster over a rough road, and
could climb hills much better (no doubt caused by the

greater speed) where previously with a solid axle I had tc

assist with the pedals. 1 alto found it much easier steer-

ing, but cannot say if this is through the fact that the side-

car, wheel spindle, and the cycle back spindle are in com-
plete line. I am a thoroughly satisfied spring wheel user,

and am only surprised at anyone using a solid axle. Who
Avould think of purchasing a solid fork motor bicycle?

H. FRANKLIN.

A Danger Spot in Leamington Spa.
[5907.]—I send herewith photograph of a danger spot in

Rnyal Leamington Spa which, in the interests of motoi
cyclists, I hope you will reproduce.
My friend, Mr. F. C. Wood, the well known rider, met

with a serious accident here, crashing into the gate shown

T;.e dangerous unli^hted and dark coloured iron gates leading into the

Victoria Parit at the end of Avenue Road, Leamington Spa,

in the photograph three weeks ago at one o'clock in the
morning. An iron spike penetrated his skull about three
inches and lacerated the brain. There is a slight hope of

h_is recovery, which I am sure all vour readers earnestly hope
lov.

,

' DOUGLAS 0. KNIGHT.

Is a Larger Douglas Wanted ?

[5908.]—Allow mo to pen you a line in appreciation of'
your correspondent's letter [No. 5540] ?e Douglas lightweight.
Being a rider of this splendid little lightweight, I would,
for one, gladly welcome a, say, 3-^- h.p. or 4 h.p. model of
this machine.

I have gone 2,000 miles over "colonial" roads on the
Douglas without any trouble, but after travelling a long
journey and having to finish up with several stiff hills, one
then wishes one had a larger powered engine fitted.

Of course, it would mean a large and perhaps risky step
for Douglas Bros, to bring out a larger machine, and
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Miss Myrtle and her S^n^er Mato Velo.

I wuuia say that a larger Douglas would get over a lot

of the difficulties a colonial rider has to contend with here.

For instance, some of the standard 3^ h.p. with the

magneto in front of the engine invariably get water into

their magnetos, which, as motorists know, is no joke when

twenty miles from the nearest depot.

Finally, if the makers of the Douglas do place on the

market a larger type, and respond to colonial cries, let them

strengthen the wheel rims and spokes, as a motor cycle here

is useless unless it can stand rough and hard work. \\ ishing

your splendid weekly ever the succcess it now attains.

Timaru, N.Z. " B.H.G.

The Lady Motor Cyclist.

[5909.]—For a considerable period I had been feeling very

seedy, and as my health did not seem to improve, I took .a

doctor's advice, viz., to let Nature work her own cure in

the pure air of the seaside.

After considering the various fa.'shionable watering places

and finding them not to my taste, I eventually decided to

visit the little village
' - of Lancing, midway

between Brighton and
Worthing.

I did not regret my
choice, for after a

week in the open air

L felt fit to fight for

a kingdom or a vote.

I explored all the

show places in the

vicinity, and wishing

to visit further afield

my thoughts flew to a

bicycle, and 1 remem-
bered that on my way
to the front 1 passed

a cycle store, in the

window 'if which was
the adver t i s e m e n t

" Cycles ; try one,

buy one, see how' they

run ;
" The ridiculous

ditty of •• Three blind

mice " ran into my
head, . and I always
hummed it to the

words of " Try one,

buy one, see how they

.,,. . , . run," and I deter-
I do my journeys of 70 or 80 miles in .„: ' j tt,,* T would

coralort, and tlie liUls no longer are a
™™e1 that 1 wouia

bugbear." try one. 1 entered

the shop and on explaining that I wanted a cycle was
asked what kind I required. The' Lancing air had
evidently taken hold of me, for I answered with a laugh,
" Oh, one that runs by itself." What was. my surprise when
my frivolity was met with a serious face and a "Certainly,
madam," and in less time than it takes to tell the counter
was strewn with catalogues of motor cycles, and I found
myself, a.gainst my will, becoming interested in the art.

Why should I wear myself out on a push cycle when for a

few extra pounds I could enjoy all the pleasures of aero-

planing witliout its dangers? Anyhow that was how it was
put to me, and to cut a long story short I soon found my-
self the possessor of a Singer Model 5.

Well that was some months ago, and I have not yet
regretted the transaction, for I am the possessor of a com-
fortable, safe, and in every way reliable mount. I do my
seventy or eighty miles in comfort, and the hills no longer
are a bugbear. Jly regret is that I ..lid not take to the
motor cycle years ago. (Sliss) H. MYRTLE.

[5910.]—The photograph herewith was taken last Easter,
and I thought it might be of interest to lady motor cyclists.

The machine is a 2;J- h.p. Hulbert-Bramley, Minerva engine.

At the time the photograph was taken it was running on an
accumulator, though lately I have had a French magneto
fixed. With this machine T have taken a friend to South-
wold and back—sixty-eight miles—she on an ordinary cycle

and I on my motor with just my hand on her back. We both
like this method, as it enables us to separate quickly when
cars come round corners almost on top of us. We had one
or two stops, which I easily remedied. I have only been
stranded once, the cause a worn out sparking plug. As I

Miss C, Sunn and ti: 2\ h.p. Hulbert-Eramle,y

had never bought one before, this is not bad. Of course,

accidents will happen, but I am up to removing my tyres

and mending my own punctiu'es, fixing belt fasteners 'n

my Shamrock-Gloria, a.nd noticing whether shortage of

petrol or the current cut off is th« cause of a stop.

(Jliss) C. BUNN.

Replies to the Hypoborean Protest.

[5911.]—"Experto Crede's letter [No. 5876] comes, 1

think, as a timelv warning. There must be many of youi

readers, who, like" myself, are considering the purchase of a

sidecar machine for next season, and the numerous advert' ce-

ments of 3i h.p. sidecar models for 1912, combined witr the
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fecent excellent End-to-end record run, would make one believe',

that only a speed merchant or road hog "may yearn after a

higher powered machine. I quite agree with your corre-

spondent that, for a comfortable, reliable, and lasting go

anywhere sidecar machine 3^ h.p. is not sufficient, but T

would go further and discard belt-drive in favour of chain.

I have come to this conclusion after only some 2,000 miles

with a certain 3^ h.p. of 499 c.c. with Roc two-speed gear

—

the combined weight of passenger and self is about nine-

teen stone. On easy roads the combination is ideal, but it

is a painful business if I have to encounter a few sharp hills

(which can hardly be avoided in a run of any length in

Scotland). In addition to insufficient engine power, I find

that my frame is not strong enough—two of the back stays

buckled the other day—and I know another sidecarist v.'ith

the same make of machine whose frame broke through at

the part where the sidecar is fixed on. I wish to get a machine
that will take me and my passenger comfortably at a moderate
pace, and that may be expected with care to last some time,
and I fear I cannot get that in anything less than a 5-5 h.p.

Unfortunately, however, I have been told, the running costs

with the higher power will be very much increased, and
the twin-cylinder engine is more likely to give trouble than
the single. It would surely be of great interest to many
of your readers to hear the experiences of some other
private sidecar owners. It certainlv would be to

PERPLEXED.

[5912.]— I can heartily endorse all your correspondent
"Experto Crede " says in his letter [No. 5876] of the 14th
inst. Through lack of experience I was persuaded to pur-
chase a low-powered machine to take a passenger, and I

fondly dreamed it would accomplish all that was promised.
Our first long journey completely put the machine horsde-

conbat, notwithstanding that we completely exhausted our-
selves with vigorous pedalling to assist it up the very steep
hill's in these two northern counties.
From that time we could never go out even on a short

run with any degree of pleasure knowing that at every
hill it would fail us. During this season we have become
the happy possessors of a 5-5 h.p. Bat-Jap with a two-
speed gear which has given us a season of unalloyed pleasure,
and the machine has never failed to take us up any hill.

After our experience of both classes of machines we are
lully persuaded that for a sidecar combination we have no
more than sufficient power. I would like to make the usual
disclaimer, being no more than a satisfied rider.

Gateshead. NOVICE.

[5913.]—ifay I be allowed to reply briefly to your corre-

spondent "Experto Crede," who places all singles in one
category and condemns the lot as being unsatisfactory for

sidecar work.

SEPTEMBER 28th, igii.

"Experto Ciede " is evidently unaware of the capabilities

of a hefty single and t\s'o (or three) speed gear, and if an
opportunity arises, I shall endeavour to prove that a big
single (I have the Bradbury in my mind as I write this) is

tiuite capable of taking sidecar and two persons of average
weight (twenty stone) upon any journey that can be success-
fully tackled by a 5-6 h.p. twin.
"Experto Crede" lives in rather an isolated district,

that abounds with hills, the like of which not one ridec in

a hundred ever sees in, a season's touring.
In England, I should say that quite 75% of the sidecar

machines met with on the road are propelled by single-

cylinder engines. The simplicity, freedom from trouble, and
low cost of upkeep, are all points that tend to make the
single-cylinder the most popular type' of mac-hine.

Before very long (if I am not vastly mistaken) most of

the worst hills in the kingdom will be conquered by the
single-cylinder machine with sidecar attached. Given a'

fair average route in Scotland, I will undertake to prove to
"Experto Crede" that he has been rather too hasty in his
wholesale condemnation of the single-cylinder machine for

sidecar work. HUGH GIBSON.
P.S.—Wray and myself weighed just over twenty' stone

on the record ride. Eastwood and I wei-gh twenty-one stone.

The Stiffest Reliability Trial.

[5914. ]--I liave read Mr. W. Pratt's letter with con-
siderable interest, and I_am indeed pleased that this gentle-
man has taken this matter up. Nobody would be more
pleased than myself to see the trials for the future run off

under the conditions iMr. Pratt suggests. -

I am also pleased to see that Jlr, Pratt states as well as
" Ixion," that the 1911 Scottish Trials were the most severs
tliat have ever been held. J. S. HOLROYD.

T-he Terrors of Sutton Bank—Are they Exaggerated?
[5915.]—To those familiar with the hills mentioned in

"EC 513's " letter, his statements are somewhat surprising.
I climbed Sutton Bank and Kirkstone Pass from Amble-

side on successive days three years ago, and although tlie

surface of Kirkstone Pass was at that time much worse than
Sutton 'Bank, I climbed it quite easily, although I had to

run alongside mj' machine on the 1 in 3.9 portion of Sutton
Bank.
There is no portion of Kirlcstone with a gradient such as

this, nor is there any bend on Kirkstone worse than the
hairpin on Sutton Bank. "EC 513" seems to regard Sutton
Bank with a good deal of contempt, but he would not climb
it in the course of a hundred mile non-stop with a 4^ to 1

gear. B. MARIANS.

Will Hill-climbs Survive ?

[5915.]— I answer your question in the negative if we
are to see motor cycles being taken to and from the hill

on a car as was the case with a certain make of 3^ h.p.

machine at the Coventry Club's hill-climb at Newnham.
No doubt the compression is most important in the case

of a hill-climb, but this sort of thing done, so openly will

"choke any amateur from entering ere long. If those machines
are incapable of keeping their best tune in a run of fortv

miles, then I don't want one. OBSERVANT.
"

EDINBURGH M.C. HILL-CLIMB ON AMDLBEE.
J. Gerrard rounds the second hairpin bend at the limit speed, grazing the grass

banli at the roadside. (See pages 99S-993.I

[5917.]—I was much interested in your leading aiticle in

the issue of September 14th, on the subject of hill-climbing

competitions and their place in sport.

In the obvious desii'e to obtain for the class of competition

under consideration a permanent and sporting character I

entirely agree. I am sorry, however, that I cannot express

as much admiration for the method suggested to attain this

result. If, as I understand it, you are desirous of obtaining

various, views as to methods which might, be adopted to

obtain the resTilt desired, I would like to suggest the

following ;

1. That competitions for touring machines involve a slpw
ascent in addition to a fast ascent, the greatest difference

obtaining the highest awards.
2. That an endeavour should be made to avoid having

engines of widely varying capacities competing in the sams
class. That instead, events should be for, say, maximums ol

300, 500^600, 750, and 1,000 c.c. capacities, that all formula!
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all competing'TO VANQUISH SILchTii'rS 1,000 MILES trial

TAKES SOME DOING, IT WAS DONE BY THE

FOR GENTLEFOLKTOSACOC
NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE

In the

NO VIBRATION)

NO GYMNASTICS

Scottish Trials of 1910 J^^ 3 GOLD MEDALS
and in 1911

it won ANOTHER.
At the OkYMRIA SHOW we will show them to you—as well as many more—also Cups. Ask

other lightweight motor cycle makers to show you all their lightweights have won !

!

WHAT WE SAY IT DOES—IT DOES. Ask any user.

FOOTRESTS FITTED IF DESIRED.
Ask -for our Catalogue A.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.O.
Telegrams—" Motosacoche, London." Telephone—Holborn 5439.

BROOKS-
In the World of WTieels there is no n.ime with a higher reputation and—the goods that bear it invariably form part of the equipment
of the Molor Cyclist who wisely discriminates in its selection.

Be it Saddle-be it Ba^i-tbc simpit- act of comparison between the BROOKS and the others will at once reveal the BROOKS superiority.

The Motor Cyclist's edition of the BROOKS BOOK—a unique publication—gives illustrations and particulars of the BROOKS
Compountl-spriny Saddles and the BROOKS many Tool and Touring Bags—we will send that BOOK free.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD., 49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.
Sam pies ol iiU BROOKS SjdJUs'^ Cycle ^ Motor CycU Accessories way he srcii at our Lor:dou Sho-xrooms, 11 Grape St. Sliajiesb'.iry .-It. \V,C.

The BROOKS Pannier Toolbag, 6.1719.
Size 10 X 5 X2|m. Price 11/6.

Tlie BROOKS Carrier Bag, 69682, with remov-
able inside cases. Size 17 x lox 6Jin. Price 26/-.

The BROOKS Compound Spring Saddle,

S,io\. Prices : plain top 22/- :
padded

top 29/-. (Made in enamel finish only.)

In answerina these adcirtiscnunts it is desirable to mention " The Motor CiicU.'"
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N.S.lI.3h.p.Twin

"The happy medium"
—a mount to be proud of.

The 3hp Twin N.S.U. is neither loo light nor too heavy, but is connfortably

manageable, and develops enough power to climb the worst hills without labouring.

It is one o( the very finest N.S.U)»productions, and that is saying a good deal

(or it. Strongly constructed, hlgbly finished, and equipped with every

advantage k is constituted for a long and thoroughly satisfactory career.

The fine system of suspension and springing carried out m this

model practically neutralizes vibration—hence comfort to the

rider and longer life to the machine. Make a pomt of

seeino this N.S.U. and write for our Free Catalogue.

.''pecification of 3 h.p. Twin-Cylinder N.S.U.

Twin-cylinder engine, 496 C.C.M., 53 x75 mm., M.O.I.V., gear Jdven,

H.T. Bosch magneto, new pattern carburetter, drive by lin. V Belt, ^P""°
frame, new type spring forks, new type petrol and oil tanks, divided

mudguards, automatic spring stand, two bralccs, 26in. wheels fitted with

zin. tyres, engine clearance 6in., gear ratio 6-1. Delivered as standard with

nnder-aeared piillev of improved design.

Other Models:—31 h.p. single- cylinder Model de Luxe.
Sh.p. Twin-cylinder. THE sidecar
machine. ^"^^

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.
Offices and Showrooms— 186. Great Portland Si., London. W
Goods and Repairs— 83-85, Bolsover Street. London, W

A26 7n aii-^irrrnt ; ihia aiivrtifemenl it is desirahh to mtrUion "The Motor Ci/rh-
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should be abolished, and the handicapping should be on
weight alone.

3. That in handicaps prizes for fastest time be avoided.

An analysis of the above suggestions affords the following

reasons :

In the tourmg clasj the engine would have to comply more
nearly with the ordinary touring types of engines, and the

clubman who does not own a purely racing machine would
be provided with a contest in which he would have an equal

chance of obtaining wins with the trade rider.

If each class is kept to itself as regards engine capacity

a sporting competition will be provided posse.ssing undetractod

interest for each event.

The handicapping by weight has been amply justified with

its permanent association with horse-racing, and the actual

effect of weight on speed can be easily determined by cjuite

a simple experiment and standardised by the ruling body.

As regards the second suggestion for the purely speed

contests, I take it that there is no desire on the part of

the trade or the public to make an infinite variety of sixes

for engines over and above such a definite scale, as is sug-

gested above, and- which conforms broadly to existing com-
mercial practice.

At this point, I would like to suggest that a great deal of

unnecessary importance is attached to the so-called " factory

timing." Speak-ing for myself, I do, not know anything that

a trade rider does in regard to the improvement of liis

engine for speed and hill-climbing that could not be ec[ually

well done b^ an owner. I take it that the essential difference

between the -engine used by the trade rider and the ordinary

amateur is that the former uses an engine with camming and
compression ratios adapted for racing jiurpo.ses. The
amateur, ir'suflicienlly enlhusiastic. and, of course, wealthy,

can provide himself with the same type of machine, and,
further, if the competition partakes of the nature of a race,

in any shape or form, it is, of course, impossible to e.xpect

to win on a machine intended for other purposes. The racing

cyclist is not expected to ride a bicycle with gear case, mud-
guards, and the equipment of a touring bicycle, and the same
analogy must' with ever increasing f<ncc apply to motor cycle

competitions.

I have no doubt that many other suggestions will be forth-

coming, and I would add that I sincerely hope there will bi-,

a resiiUing movement that will add materially to what is

undoubtedly a form of competition that possesses unique and
sporting qualities which can be ii.sed with distinct advantage
both for the users :nd makers of motor cycles.

FRAIffi: E. BAKER.

Chain Adjustment.

[5917.]—\Ve note in your "Queries and Replies" one of

your readers asking if it is safe to run his chain with a

considerable amount of sag, and in your reply you advise

that the ideal adjustment is to set it so that there is no
appreciable tightness, and yet it links up so that it imposes
no strain upon the bearings.

We fully endorse your reply, and woidd impress upon
your re.iders to keep their chains tight and not allow them
to get too slack, as this is a:frequent c? we of broken rollers.

Ir the case ot roller chains running at high speed, roller

breakage is mainly the result of two causes— (1) the chain
being slack and so allowing sudden shock on the rollers at

each explosion of the engine; (2) insirfficient lubrication.

Careful attention to these two ponits will ensure satisfactory

working of the chain under the very arduous conditions
present injthe high speed drive between motor and counter-
shaft.

A convenient method of lubricating this chain is by
arranging'for the crank chamber air release valve to discharge
on to the chain, thereby ensuring a plentiful supply of oil.

This ensurss the rollers turning freely on their bushes, and
reduces the shock of impact on engagement with the wheel
as the oil film' deadens the blow.

For HANS RENOLD LTD.,
D.'H. Simpson.

Thfi Rnd-to-end Record.

[5918.]—As an amateur motor cyclist, I have been especi-

ally interested in the several articles and letters which have
recently appeared in The. Motor Cycle, concerning official

trials'! and tests'?

.Vs no doubt you are already aware I recently attempted
to lower the existing lightweight End-to-end record, and
although unsuccessful, I have every confidence in the machine
(2J h.p. Enfield) and in myself as to the ultimate result of
a further trial.

Without wishing to find an excuse at the expense of the
professional riders, I do maintain that the machines they
ride are. not really "standard" machines, and, furthermore,
their hair-raising speeds and freak performances during com-
petitions are not furthering the sale of the respective manu-
factiu'ers interested.

The average buyer of a motor cycle does not take sufficient
interest in these professional tests to be guided by their
results ; if he did, then I am sure -he would never be able
to decide which of the manufacturers really held the
advantage.
One thing is 'patent to everyone, and that is no two drivers

drive alike ; \vhere one man would fail another would be
successful, even though the same machine were used, and
both riders suppo.';ed experts.

Many men Avhoni I know are quite prepared to buy a motor

C. W. Allen, hol'ie'r ot the 1,000 anil 2,000 miles walking r.-corus. Hi ha-.

recently taken to motor cycling and purchased aa Enflel.'.

cycle, but will not simply because they honestly believe

that it requires an engineer to manage it, and when asked
their reason for so thinking they quickly answer, "Well,
look at such and such firm, they are bound to- get one of

their mechanics to ride in these competitions ; if their

machines are so reliable, why employ men whose daily work
is fitting these very machines together?" We have more
than sufficient speed, what we private owners require above
all is reliability and cheapness ; we want a machine which
will take us for reasonable distances without trouble of a

mechanical nature_i and above all we want cheapness, but
not shoddy.
Whether the A.C.U. ban me from its competitions

(should I ever choose to enter) will not worry me so long as

the machine I ride carries me at my limit and my forinula.

Apologising for taking up so much of your valuable space,

CHARLES W. ALLEN.

Scorching.—We withhold a letter received from Mr. Hugh
Gibson on this subject on accoimt of the personalities it

contains.—En.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims an legal responsiMlity In any way for

loss of copy in the form ot manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed lor the purpose.
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Some Accessories.

I desire to return thanks for a batch of samples,

which include a new adjustment valve for the Best

and Lloyd drip-feed oil pump, enabling a complete

charge to be pushed straight into the engine without

disturbing the drip adjustment ; this is achieved by

a simple bypass, and was suggested by a criticism

of mine some months ago. I naturally regard it as

a great improvement. I have also received a King-

ston carbon remover brush (sold by A. H. Walker,

32, Vane Street, Spring Bank, Hull). It consists

of a most formidable brush armed with stiff metal

bristles ; the head is 3in. in diameter, and the squared

shank can be mounted in a brace for rotation, if

desired ; it greatly assists the
.
process of removing

carbon deposits from a cylinder head, though a liLtle

preliminary chipping is still advisable when the

deposits are extra hard. Mr. Surridge has also sent

me a selection of his famous Holdtite patches, which
possess the advantage that the edges do not curl.

Second-hand Machines.
Xow is the season for the would-be rider with a

shallow pocket to pick up a 1911 mount in practicalh'

new condition at wholesale price or less. Thousands
of men purchase new machines every spring, and the

majority of them do no winter riding, and are open
to unload their ipri machines in the months of

September or October. It is ridiculous to suppose that

a first-class igii machine is any the worse for 3,000
miles riding in the hands of a careful owner. The
plating will be a trifle dimmed, and the enamel barked
here and there, but what do such surface lilemishes

matter? The canny buyer with from ;£30 to ;^4o to

in\est may discoxer many real bargains at this period

of tlie vear. -

The Flexibility HilUclimb.
I am surjirised that so few clubs have listed flexi-

bility hill-climlis on their competition programmes this

_\ear, for few events are so calculated to test the

technical skill of the owners, or to bring out the

genuine roadworthiness of the machines. Se\eral clubs

have held members' events of the kuid, but I think no
big club has organised an open climb on these lines.

The usual plan is to hold two separate classes. In

one, nothing is allowed in the way of attention or

adjustment to the machines between the fast and slow

climbs ; in the other, riders are permitted to spend,

say, half an hour altering their adjustments. As a

rule the use of variable gears and free engine clutches

is barred, for to throw such fitments in would create

a third class. The slow climbs .take tinie, but it is

possible (and verv sporting) to send the riders up in

threes for the slow climb. Very close obserxation

is, of course, essential for the fast class. I wish one

of the crack clubs, such as the M.C.C. or the Coventvv,

would organise a big open climb confined to these

skilled riding tests for next year, with perhaps the

addition of a restarting class. It would provide a far

more interesting aiid instructl\'e afternoon than the

average devil-take.-fhe-hindmost sprint.

A False Paradise in the Lamp World.
For several years past I ha\e remained faithful to-

a very antique head lamp indeed. I bought it in •

1907, and found that it gave a very satisfactory _

illumination, and did not fall to pieces. I fancy that

one new hinge wire and one new glass represent all

the replacements it has needed in four years, while

the two small and cheap German generators I fed

with have proved equally reliable. Early this year

my old lamp came to an untimely end in a small spill,

and I conquered my Scotch thriftiness sufficientlv to

invest the price of three belts in one of the enormous
modern head lamps, of which I have heard such

golden encomiums from men who ought to know. I

must admit that my new investment is perfect from
several points of view'. Nothing about it ever breaks

or vibrates loose, and its colossal generator provides

good gas for four or five hours. Its one fault is

that it does not give any light. The alleged long-

distance beams, of which the catalogue boasts so

proudlv, are non-existent. The short-distance light

is good enough both in intensity -and in range, but

is disfigured by a jumping black, shadow. Regarded
as a whole, the lamp is distinctly inferior to my
ancient purchase. It weighs twice as much, costs

three times as much, is no more reliabl-e, and does
not give half so good a light, which is not exactly as it

should be.

The C.A.P. Carburetter.

I am busy testing a sample of Mr. Harold Cox's
carburetter, the new C.A.P., and while up to the

present it seems to me as efficient as any- ''other I ha\e
tried, it possesses another merit which should enable

it to "make good," Readers may remember that

two years ago I asserted that the average ultra-

sensitive \'aporiser of to-day does not suit the un-

mechanical type of rider ; he resents the need to be

constantly twiddling at his air lever, and mismanage-
ment of this delicate item causes him frequently to

fail upon hills of which a cleverer jockey could make
clean ascents. Consciouslv or unconsciouslv, this

tvpe of rider hankers after- the " single lever " control

which helped to make the early Quadrant machines so
"

popular. Xow one of the peculiarities of the C.A.P.
carburetter is that in driving there are only two posi- \

tions of the air le\'er. You open it one-third of its

travel to start, and as soon as you are in the saddle
;

you fling it as wide open as it will go, and leave it

wide open till your next stoppage. This, is just ;

exactiv what thousands of inexpert amateurs want

;

and if the new vaporiser simultaneously affords

reasonable efficiency and reasonable economy, as I

have no cause to doubt it does, it should \cxy dis-

tinctly fill the bill. One of our contributors showed
the other week that a sensitive type of carburetter

could be automatised by a special adjustment; but

unless a carburetter is specially designed for single

lex'er control, this special adjustment leads to hea\y
petrol consumption, heating of the engine, carbonisa-.

tion of the cylinder, and pitting of the \al\'es.
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Variable Gears and Aotor Cycles.
Il.-CLUTCHES.

BY variable gears I mean the power of varying,

from tiie saddle and while die machine is in

motion, the ratio of engine to road speed, and

these can be divided first into two main divisions

:

1. Clutches and friction devices.

2. Variable gears (properly so-called).

I. Clutches are not variable gears in the true sense

of the term, but, as
,
they answer my requirement of

altering the ratio of engine to road speed, they come
within the scope of this article, and must be included,

and they admit of any ratio between
30 to I and the full gear.

If a petrol or internal combustion

engine were flexible, like a steam

TYPES OF MULTIPLE PLATE
CLUTCHES FOR ENGINE SHAFT,
COUNTERSHAFT, AND BACK

HUB.

(1) The Rudge engine shaft clutch

engine is, and capable of exerting its full powor at

low speeds, clutches would be ruled out of court at

once as variable gears, and would be of use onlv for

jtarting purposes.

The Conservation of Energy.
As a matter of fact, some such friction device was

tried on pedal cycles some years ago, but wa.s, of

course, useless ; as the inventor would have known had
he known anything about the "conser\ation of energv.'

All the force put into it that was not used to propel
tlie machine was, of course, wasted as heat energv.
Now with a motor cycle the case is different, not

because there is no loss of energy in heat—for that

must of necessity take place in spile of the improve-
itient of clutches—but because a slipping clutch enables
an engine to keep up its normal speed of, say, 1,500
revolutions per minute ; and, although some of its

power is dissipated as heat energy, yet more arrives

at the road wheel than if the engine were allowed to

slow down with constantly diminishing horse-power.

If this were not the case a clutch would be uselesii

also for starting purposes.

In support of my contention, I can refer to a letter

in Tlie Motor Cycle, the writer of which stated that he
could slip the clutch of his Indian almost indefinitely

in traffic, and use it as a variable gear.

When a Clutch is an Advantage.
Another point is that slipping a clutch takes a large

amount- of tlie load off the engine in proportion to its

speed, and that consequently there is less overheating,

which is largely due to overloading, and the engine can

be run light with plenty of air and the throttle partly

closed. (Has no one noticed diat, when one has to

dismount on a hill, owing to belt slija. the engine seems
capable of anything ?) This will often enable the last

• bit of a bad hill to be surmounted, which would other-

wise call for I.p.a. or a dismount, especially when a

sidecar is fitted. It is not, however, suggested that a

clutch should be slipped more than is necessary.

Belt tension when operated from the saddle can be

made to answer the same purpose as a clutch to some
extent. This method is found on the Motosacoche
(worked by means of a jockey pulley), on the Midget
Bicar (on this machine the back wheel is made to slide

backwards or forwards by pressure on the footrests,

but it can be firmly locked in any position), on the

-X.S.U. and Wanderer liglitweights (operated by
undergeared pulley capable of describing an arc

- around the crank a.xle. This system was also found or

the F.X. lightweights a few years back).

Notes on Existing Clutches.
Excellent clutches are found on the Triumph,

Premier, Singer, Indian, etc., and all two-speed

machines, and for traffic riding these clutches are every^

bit as good as a two-speed gear, if not better, though

they have not the same advantages in hill-climbing.

Like variable gears, clutches can be placed in any
of the three positions mentioned previously. The
Mabon and Albion clutches can be supplied to fit the

crankshaft of any existing machine. The Indian and

A.J.S. clutches are on the counter-shaft. The T.A.C.
is in connection with the flywheel, as is usual in car

practice; so also is the F.N. lightweight clutch.

The clutches found on motor cycles are for the

most part of the multiple plate pattern, others are

made with raybestos, leather cones, and cork insets,

all of which are very satisfactory. Attriga.

(To he continued.)

The Indian countershaft clutch. The Triumph hub plate clutch.

A31.
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1912 MODELS.
Some Advance Details and Illustrations showing the trend of Design.

Gradior.
A new machine for the 1912 market is

the Gra-dior, the production of th-

Gradior Machine
Co , Stafford. This
machine derives its

power from a 3^ h.p.

J. A. P. engine, and
has a plate clutch
on the engine-shaft
operated from the
handle-bar by Bow-
den wire. Trans-
mission is by
Eenold chains, the
front adjuster being
mide-: the engine.
One o'. the features
on the Gradior is

the two-speed gear
box giving ratios of

9 and 5 to 1. This
is on the car prin-

ciple with a dog
clutch operated by
a lever on the right-

hand side; of the
tank. The idle gears run on ball bear-

ings, and the drivera on chilled bixjnze

bearings. The seat pillar, as will be
noticed, is supported on an A. S.L. air

spring.

3iV h.p. Sidecar Ne^v Hudson.
The New Hudson Company have

decided to mai'ket a 3;^ h.p. bicycle

specially suitable for sidecar work.
At first sight the new model does not

appear to differ greatly from this year's

3i h.p. type, but on examination one
sees that the machine has been greatly

strengthened in many parts, so as to with-

stand the severe strains imposed by
passenger attachments.
The frame tubes and handle-bars are

of large diameter, the spokes of heavier
gauge and the rear wheel is fitted with
the new sidecar model, Armstrong three-

speed and clutch, the latter containing

double the original - number of plates.

This clutch is rtow actuated through a

simple form of cornpound leverage which
enables one to de-clutch with quite a
light pressure of the foot.

incorporating an eccentric pedal , chain
adjustment with a very simple locking
action, and also a neat device wherebv

A new model, the 3A h.p. two-speed chain-driven Gradior.

the pedals are prevented from revolving
when not in use by a small friction clutch

actuated by a light enclosed spring.

The brake pedal is mounted on a special

lug and is quite independent of the foot-

Eccentric pin for ad-
justingUoot-bralte shoe
on the New Hudson.

rests, while the shoe itself is carried on
an eccentric pin which passes, through a
lug brazed to the fi;a.me. By rotating
this pin the shoe' can be set' nearer or

further from the brake rim, thus. obviat-
ing the undue wear oh one corner of the
shoe, which is so frequently found , even
on modern motor cycles. One otlier small

refinement which is worthy of notice
is that the carrier is brazed into one
piece, and is attached by pins to special
lugs on the frame, there being no clips

of any sort in the construction.
Altogether the cycle has been thoroughlj'

well thought out, and from a short spin in
the sidecar in thick traffic, we were con-
vinced of the hill-climbing and braking
powers and general handiness of the

. machine as a passenger mouiit.

A New Arno.
The Arno Co. will market a new T.T.

model for' 1912. They "will retain' their
already well-known power unit, in which
the engine, magneto," carburetter, and
footrests can be detached by removing
three bolts and uncoupling the~ petrol

Arno special desijn of one-piece steering head and
saddle pillar lugs.

union. The chief alterations will be iu

the frame. The head lugs are cast in

one piece, and . the rear lug is of novel
and neat appearance, as will be seen from
the illustrations. This also is cast in one
piece, and is designed to gi"ve great
•strength at the joints and a low saddle
position.

The standard tourist machine will

resemble the T.T. type in all respects,

except that it will have a slightly longer
frame, and can be fitted with pedals.

The size of the engine will remain the
same, viz., 84 X 89 mm. The firm

will retain their medium weight machine,
and will' also list a new Ughtw"eight model
of 65 bore and -68-stroke; rated at 2j h.p.

We hope to give further details of this

type in ah early issue. .

New Hudson bottom bracket, 'show-

ing eccentric chain adjustment and
friction dutch to preventpedal cranks

revolving.

JIuch attention has been piaid to details,

and one finds many of those small refine-

ments which are so important in the manu-
facture of the ideal machine. For instance,

b}' slacking one nut and turning ^a

milled washer, the angle of the clutch

jjedal may be ..set to suit individual
requirements. The bottom bracket also

is a particularly neat jjiece of work,

^32

^ r^

-'^. A,f, "^ _L.ji.l3"

A new model T.T. Arno with droppel top tube.
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1912 Models.—

Rover.
The Kover motor bicycle for 1912 will

be very little changed in outward
appearance from the current year's model.

Minor improvements are being made,

but these alterations apply to the detail

vvorlc only. The wlieelbase will, how-

ever be shortened, and a consequent

reduction in the weight will result. A
sidecar combination is also on the tapis

for next year.

The Bosch Magneto for 1912.
If there is one part of a motor cycle

which goes wrong less than any other it

is certainly the magneto, and hence it is

The 1912 pattern Bo3ch magneto with enclosed
high tension terminal.

a somewhat difficult thing to see how,
having arrived at its present high stage
of reliability and efficiency, it can be im
proved. Ir. spite of this, the 1912 type
of Bosch nr.agneto is certainly an advance,
both in design and construction, on any
machine that has j'et appeared, and we
have no doubt that motor cyclists will

appreciate the practical and well-thought
out improvements it contains.

The first and most obvious one is clear

from our sketch, from which it will be
seen that the whole of the magneto is

now entirely enclosed : at the driving
end by a separate detachable under-
plate, and at the contact breaker end by
an e.\lension to the existing plate. The

The new Bosch high tension terminal and
its casing.

; whole of the base and under-plales is ol

-aluminium alloy, and as a result the
weight of the machine has been increased
only a negligible amount. The advan-
tages, however, are by no means small,
inasmuch as any separate water and dust-
proof cover for the magneto is now-
rendered entirely unnecessary.
On the edges of the aluminium plates

are sn"k fi'Ipts of felt which make an

almost gas-tight joint between the plates

and the edges of the magnets.
The attachment of the high-tension

cable, W'hich has hitherto proved a rather
weak pomt where bad weather was
concerned, is in the new machine carried

out in a most ingenious way, which
entirely overcomes the likelihood of any
such troubles arising. The upper exten-
sion of the driving end cover plate
carries, as shown m the drawing, a

vulcanite bush through the hole in the
centre of which the high-tension cable
is thrust into a tubular extension of the
vulcanite high-tension collector brush
housing. The latter, together with the
cover-plate to which it is fixed, is shown
in more detail in the second sketch.

The high-t€nsion cable is attached in

a very simple yet thoroughly effective

manner. When it is home in its tube,

it is simply transfixed with the set

screw as shown. The terminal joint is

thus rendered perfectly water-tight, as

the cable makes a fairly tight lit with
the hol^s of the bush througli whicli it

is thrust. The only external terminal is

that for the earthing wire of the contact
breaker, and in this case consists of a

very neat vulcanite headed b'Tiding screw.

New design Quadrant silencer in which the

outlet' valve B is controlled by a light spring.
A is the expansion chamber and C the engine
plates.

which screws down into the vulcanite
bush, in the side of which ia cut a slot

for the earthing wire to pass through.
When once screwed down there is no
possibility of the w'ire coming loose.

It is not often that practical improve-
ment in motor cycle mechanism is

accomplished by an enhancement in out-

ward appeaiaiice, but in the case of the
1912 Bosch magneto this is certainly the
case, as the cast aluminium cover-plates
on each end give it a neat, workmanlike,
thoronghly finished appearance, which is

3 desirable attribute to anv marhinp

i^I

The Pilot Spring Fork.
The Pilot spring fork,

made by the Pilot Cycle
and Motor Co., Soho Road
and Farm St., Birmingham,
which we illustrate here-
with, is of very neat
appearance. The forks

slide through round tubes
on either side of the head,
and while the fork is able
to give to road shocks the
friction of the tubes pre-
vents bouncing and oscil-

lation. Another point is

that in the unlikelv event
of a spring breaking the
head cannot come into
contact with the _ mud-
guard or wheel. The fork
should be very suitable for

sidecar v\'ork where great
streng;th is required. The
firm is prepared to grant
Ucences to manufacturejs
on favourable terms.

Two=speed Singer Lightweight.
The two-.speed 3^ li.p. bicycle which

we recently described will be one of the
leading Singer machines in 1912. The
company has now decided to apply it,"

counter-shaft gjar Ui the ?i h.p. light
weight model which has recently had
such a remarkable run of successes. Thi.-
smart little machine will also besupplier
with the Armstrong three-speed gear, c»

if desired in its original form with a
single gear.

Quadrant
The t.lnadrant Co. will list foiu" models

for 1912—a clutch, three-speed, racing,
and lady's model. In the first two cases,

except, of course, for the rear hub. th"
machines will be identical, and will have
a modification of this year's engine. The
radiating fins have been removed from
the inlet port and an improved adjust-

able pulley has been fitted.

The new racing type is fitted with nn
engine of 87 bore x 80 stroke, and the

lady's machine, which we hope to illus-

trate shortly, will have an engine of

70x76 mm.
A very interesting silencer, illustrated

on tliis page, is fitted to the 1912
Quadrants. It consists of a plain expan-

New model three-speed Quadrant.
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1912 Models.—
sion chamber the exit from which is

through a valve kept on its seat by a
light spring. It is claimed that the
action of this valve causes a partial

vacuum in the expansion chamber after

each explosion, thereby increasing the
speed and power of the engine con-

siderably.

The Norton in 1912.
We recently had the pleasure of a chat

with Mr. Norton on the sub.ject of his

1912 models. He told as that he would
make no great changes in his present
types, but that owing to prolonged
experiments with air cooling there will

be a considerable increase of efficiency

in the 1912 machines. He also told us
that he wouLl list a novel type of minia-
ture machine. The engine, which is rated
at 2^ h.p., is of the long stroke type with
mechanically operated valves, placed one
above the other. The cylinder is inclined
with the ribs arranged so as to be parallel
with the ground. The weight of the com-
plete powe' unit, comprising engine,
magneto carburetter, exhaust pipe, and
engine clips, is stated to be only 28^ lbs.

A New F.N. Clutch.
The F.N. Motor Agency have just

placed on the market a well designed
and well made plate cliuch, which may
be easily fitted to all ancient and modern
four-cylinder F.N. motor bicycles. The
illustration accompanying this notice
shows the chKch in pieces, and it will
be seen that in design it follows standard
practice. The whole device takes the
place of the usual Hywheel, A being the
new flywheel which contains most of the
mechanism, B is the ball thrust bearing
and spring, and C is the small plate carrier
connected to the driving mechanism E.
The external ring D carries the larger
plates and is screwed on to the flywheel.
E is the driving and operating mechanism
on which is attached the main driving
pinion in the transmission, vhile the arm
is for the attachment of a i.,owden wire
which operates the clutch from the
handlebar by means of the quick pitch
screw to be seen clearly on E.

Sidecar Combinations.
Passenger enthusiasts are to be well

catered for next year. Among the new firms
who have variably-geared motor cycle
and sidecar combinations in course of
manufacture for 1912 are : Rover, En-
field, James, Premier, Douglas, and New
Hudson. In these machines the lugs for
the sidecar fittings will be, in most cases,
brazed to the frame.

A Twosspeed James.
The 191^ James motor cycles wiU re-

tain the same sized engines, that is to
say, 85 bore by 96 stroke, but the com-
bustion chamber and valve ports have
been re-designed, and the diameter of

the exhaust pipe increased, with bene-
ficial results The magneto also has
been slightly raised to give greater belt

clearance. The frame will remain the
same, but with the addition of a front
wheel stand, a neat spring fork on Druid
lines with scimitar blade side members,
and a carrier specially designed to allow
of the saddle being in the lowest possible
position, and 'to carry special pannier tool-

bags.

A special model will be made for side-

car work, in which the sidecar attach-

ment lugs will be built into the frame.
The firm will also supply their own sidecar

chassis to which any body may be fitted.

Interior mgchaDism ol the James two-speed
counter-shaft gear.

A. Friction pads,

B. Phosphor bronze bush.
C. Sliding dog clutch engaging one or other

of the gears.

The chief feature of this new model is a
neatly designed two-speed gear box, com-
bined with a composition lined cone
clutch. The power is transmitted from
engine to gear box by means of a short
chain, the rear sprocket being mounted
with a frictional device to prevent harsh-
ness in the drive. Thence it passes
either directly (for the high gear) or
through a geared counter-shaft for the
low to a second sprocket mounted loosely

on the outside of the primary gearshaft,
thence to the rear wheel by a second
chain. Both gearshafts are mounted on
ball bearings, and the change of gear is

effected by a lever attached to the top
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tube in , convenient position. This lever

works in a horizontal plane and actuates
the usual type of dog clutch in the gear
box At present the gear box is situated
just behind the saddle-pillar, but in

The James two-speed counter-shaft gear. The
rocking gear-lever is controlled from a quadrant
on the top tube.

future it may take the place of the
bottom bracket. We have been promised
a run on this machine at an early date,

aid hope shortly to give our impressions
of it on the road.

The Enfield Autorette.
The Enfield Autocar Co. are placing

a new three-wheeled sociable on the
market for 1912, with a single driving
wheel. It is named the "Autorette,"
and will be driven by an 8 h.p. water-
cooled V-type twin engine. The frame
will be of pressed steel, and the trans-

mission through chain and a two-speed
epicyclic gear in the back hub.

A Mechanical Petrol Pipe Joint.
The small fitment illustrated herewith

has been patented by Mr. W. Starley,
11, St. Paul's Road, Coventry, and pro-
vides for a mechanical joint without any
solder. The illustrations show that the

'- ^'Q'"^

The new pattern F.N. multiple-plate clutch dissected to show the working parts.

EUminatioD of soldered joints.

copper pipe is belled at the end, and in

the bell mouth a conical junction piece

is fitted, the usual coned end is pro-

vided on this piece for connecting to

the body of the tap. When the union
nut is screwed up it locks the belled end
of the pipe against the junction piece and
the tap. We understand that the joint

is perfectly petrol and oil-tight, and that
one or two manufacturers are prepared
to fit it.
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Seventh 1911 Monthly Meeting of the B.M.C.R.C.
INTERESTING RACING. SEVERAL RECORDS BROKEN.

There was a much improved attendance at the B.M.C.R.C. meeting at Brooklands last Saturday.

THE weather was cool, .and early in the afternoon the
attendance was poor, but later on quite a number of

spectators arrived. The meeting was confined to

two long distance events, first the Junior Hour Race,
which started twenty-five minutes behind time, and then the

100 Miles Record Race, which took well over two hours.

The Junior Hour Race for Classes A 275 c.c, and B 350 cc,
was started by i\Iajor Lloyd. All got away in good form
e.Kcept Woodman, who had some trouble in getting his Humber
to fire, but once started the machine travelled well. The
order at the end of the first lap was, Colver, Martin, Wright.
Weatherilt, I^arnrs, Wilberforce, and' Slatter."- This was

Barnes's first and last appearance, as a seized tappet rocker

caused his retirement. Weatherilt now assumed the lead.

and kept his position for eight consecutive laps. Then a

sooted plug put him a lap behind. \t half-time the ordei

was Martin Weatherilt. Wright. Colver. Woodman, and
Slatter. Wilberforce withdrew owing to a broken petrol pipe
in the third lap, while Slatter had stops for a broken oil

pipe. In the twelfth lap Wright took second place and
\Veatherilt dropped back into third place. The position did
not change till the last lap but two, when Weatherilt began
to force the pace and got into second place again. The
lesults are given overleaf :

Start of the 100 Miles Race, in which J. R Haswell (Triumph) beat J. Marshall's record of last year also on a Triumph.
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Mr. T.[,W Loughborough distributes the coloured sashes which denote the

various classes. He is seen above helping Gordon Bell to pin his sash on,

whilst H. A. Collier has been successful with his.

Class A.—Record.
JIls. yds.

H. Martin (1 Martin-Jap) 76x60 mm., 272 c.c. 54 '310

Martin used awumulator and coil ignition.

N. D. Slatter (1 Alcyon) 62x82, 247 ... ' ... 10 laps

cant directly to the front cylinder. McNab was mounted on
a new 3^ h.p. Trump-Jap, conspicuous for its sensible

tiller caps and excellent finish, H.H. ignition (coil and dry
battery) was fitted, and a C.A.P. carburetter. McNab is

most enthusiastic about the latter accessory. There was an
impressive start, and then began the long tedious event.

C. R. Collier at the end of the first lap was leading by
streets, and, according to ilajor Lloyd's timing, covered the
first lap from a standing start in 2m. 22fs. H. A. Collier

came next, and then there followed Luce, Spencer, Tessier,

Haswell, Elce, Rhys, Harrison-Watson. Godfrey, Martin,
.McNab, Quintin Smith. Howard Smith, Oldman, Stewart,
Guiver, Ware, and C. W. Smith.

A Race full of Incidents.
The race was full of incidents.

. C. R. Collier let his

brother go ahead in the fourth lap, but only on this occa-
sion, thairH. A. Collier stopped. After twelve laps C. R.
Collier was visibly losing ground, and eventually he had to

retire through a seized front piston. Later on his brother
retired. Lieut. Stewart, the well-known Trump-Jap ex-

ponent, was early in trouble. Just after the race had started

he attempted to tighten a plug on his carburetter with a

spanner Avhile travelling at about 50 m.p.h. ; the spanner
somehow tried conclusions with the spokes of the wheel, and
Stew-art's recollections of what happened afterwards are by
no means clear. Fortunately he was thrown on the grass.

At about fifteen- laps Haswell looked like distinguishing him-
self. H. A. Collier was leading, his brother was on the

point of giving tip, and Haswell was running second Elce

Class B.

54 310

51 796
18| laps

17| laps

14 laps

1. H. Martin (1 iMartin-Jap) 76 x 60 mm., 272 c.c.

2 P. Weathenlt (1 Zenith-Gradua-Jap). 76x65.5.
299

S. Wright (2 Humber).. 60x60, 340

H. V. Colver (2 Enfield) 54x75, 338

A. Woodman (2 Hiunber),; 60x60, 340

Martin's performance, in which he captured the record in

Class A and won in Class B, is one of which he may be
justly proud. Class B record is held by 0. C. Godfrey
(Zenilh-Gradua)—one hour, 54 miles 726 yards.

The next and last event of this the last meeting of the

year was the 100 Miles Record Race for Classes C, D. and E
(not exceeding 500, 750, and 1,000 c.c). The entry for this

race was quite good. C. R. Collier did not after all ride his

499 c.c. Matchless, but chose to mount his red chain-driven

record bicciver, while H. A. Collier rode a similar belt-driven

machine. Both brothers used oil pipes conducting the lubri-
The RuJge contingent in the 100 Miles Race. W. H. Elce, second from left,

Unished only 25 sees, behind J. R. Haswell.

then led the field, Haswell was second, and the race de-

veloped into a Rudge and Triumpii duel, resulting in Has-
well finishing first on a flat tyre. Elce stojjped to change
his belt, which was getting oily, and as events proved lost

the race thereby. Result : ii. ii. .s.

1. J. R. Haswell. Class C. (1 Triumph), 85x88
mm.. 499 c.c 1 37 52?

being lOO^mil's record, and beating the per-

formance of J. Marshall, who on a 3^ h.p.

Triumph on June 22nd. 1910, covered the

distance in Ih. SOm. 22s. In the hour Has-
well covered 62 miles 1,169 yards. He used
Dunlop tyres. Lyso belt, Bosch ignition

and jilug. Shell patrol, and Price's oil.

2. W. H. Elce'^ C. (1 Rudge), 85x88. <99
3. 0. C. Godfrey. C. (1 Indian), 82.5x93, 497
4. S. T. Tessier, D. (2 Bnt-.Jap), 85x65, 738
5. S. Spencer, C. (1 Rudge), 85x88. 499
6. E. B. Ware, C. (1 Rudge), 85x£8, ^99

W. T. L. Rhys, C. (1 Rudge), 85x38, ^99

1 38 17§
1 42 40^
1 46 30
1 59 25^

2 5 18?

34 laps.

F. A. McNab, C. (1 Trumi.i-Jap), 90 x77 5, 4S2 33 lap?.

Three competitors in the Junior Race. Left: H. Martin iMartin-Japj, who
beat record, V. Wilberforce (N.L.G. ,, and N. D. Slatter (Alcyon).

W. F. Guiver, C. (1 Kenv). 85x88, <99 ., 23 laps.

W. Oldman, C. (1 Zenith-Jap). 85 5x85. 488 . 18 laps.

H. Smith, C. (1 Triumph). 85x88, 499 .. 11 laps.

P,. N. Stewart. C. (1 Trump-Jap), 90 x77.5, 492 2 laps.

J. Smith. C. (1 Triumph), 85x88, 499 ... 8 laps.

J. Harrison Watson. C. (1 Triumph). 85x88. 499 5 laps.

H. A. Collier, E. (2 Matchless-Japj 90x77.5 997 24 lap:--.

C. R. CoUier.E. (2 .Matchless-Jap),90x 77.5, 997 12 lap:.
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A VARIABLE COMPRESSION DEVICE.
Messrs. Packer, and Prentis, engineers, Roden Street,

fll'ord, have added another ingenious device to those recently

dealt with in our pages. This consists of a chamber G
screwed in the place of the valve cap over the exhaust
valve of the machine. Inside the chamber are two valves

E and I on a common spindle, which spindle is operated
by means of an eccentric C attached to the spindle B and
the lever A. When it is required to reduce the compressio'i

the handle is pulled up, with the result that the valve E
is closed and the valve I "is left open, so that the compression
i.s reduced by the amount of the area of the space F. The

use of this device is obvious, and with the machine on which
it was demonstrated to us the other day (an old 3i h.p.
Brown with sidecar fitte:l). it is possible to .start at a'walk-

iiig pace by dropping the valve. As this device can bo
fitted to any existing machine it should prove a boon to those
who find their motor cycles difficult to start.

0. C. Godfrey (single cylinder Indian; ;in his up-to-date'racing attire, wtiich
he wore al the B.M.C.R.C. meelingjlast Saturday.

MOTOR CYCLE HILL-CLIMBING IN SOUTH WALES.
AJiOSr siicc'i.^sful eonipetitijn took plan' at Ewt-nuy.

nea:' Cowbridge. on September 20th, before ':.

large company. Unfortunately, the weather condi
tions were not favourable for hill-cHmbing, a heavy

thunderstorm fal'ing just before starting. The meeting was
arranged by .\ir. A. S. Evans. The Bridge Garage, Cowbridge.
who provided the prizes and entertained the competitors to
supper in the evtnmg. Great credit is due to him for his
enterprise in pro-, iding a. splendid afternoon's sport. Col.
Homfray (Ruthin Castle) and Mr. Thurston Bassett kindly
acted as judges. Mr. J. Thomas (Canton) gave his services
as starter and handicapper. The events were run in heats.
The results are as foDow :

2 H.r. Lightweight Class.
1, C. Davis (2 h.p. Humber) ; 2, Wybert Thomas (2 h.p.

Himiber).

2| H.i". Twins.
Dr. Tempkton (2^ h.p. two-speed Enfield) and H. Homfrav

(25 h.p. Enfitld), dead heat. In the run off Dr. Temph'l.iii
beat H. Homfray by a length

m«dal given 1)\

h.p. Triumph).

5J, H.I'. SiNGLE-cyLi.NDEii Class (Gold m«dal given by the
Triumph Cycle Co.'

Hayton (T.T. Triumph) beat feird (3^

Open Ha.ndic.ai'.

First Round.—D. J. Evans (2J h.p. two-speed Enfield) beat
.fones m h.p. Rudge) : A S. Evans (23 h.p. Enfield) and H.
Homfray (2| h.p. Enfield) dead heat; J. Croome (3;^ h.p.
Premier) beat Bird (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; Wybert Thomas
(2 h.p. Humber) beat F. Sanders (3^- h.p. Triumph}; C.
Davies (2 h.p. Humber) beat Richards (3^
Staine (34 h.p. James) beat E. W. Davies (3i

Dr. Tenfplelon (23 h.p. Enfield) beat S.
Triumph).
Second Round.—H. Homfray beat Staine

;

beat C. Davies : D. " ~
beat Thomas.
Third Round.—H. Homiray beat A.

tun beat D. .1. Evans.
Final.—H. Hoinf-av {2?- h.p. Enfield)

(2| h.p. Enfield). Won by a length.

h.p. B.S.A.)
h.p. Premier) :

Hayton (T.T.

A. S. Evans
J. Evans beat J. Croome ; Dr. Templetaii

S. Evans; Dr.Temple

boat Dr. Templeton

Pontefraet and

District M.C.C.

100 miles re-

liability trial.

Group of re-

maining com-

petitors at the

tea interval.
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Sept. 28th
., 30th

Oct. 2nd
,, 5th

Ouv Overseas Number.

Thr Motor Oi/cie Overseas Number
will make its appearance on Thursday.

October- 12th.

Proposed Trial for Runabouts.

We have received =evera. enquiries as to
.

wliat has happened to the proposed reli-

ability trial for light four wheeled quadcar

type of vehicles in which the Hereford 100

guinea challenge vase was to be awarded.

This event was much boomed in certain

quarters a month or two ago.

Valve Troubles Disappearing.

In reading the description of Satur-

day's B.M.C.E.C. meeting at Brooklands

one cannot help noticing the absence of

continued teferences to valve troubles.

Compare this with a report of a 100 miles

race at Brooklands say twelve months

ago, and the improvement in valves will

at once be apparent.

Who are this year's Club Champions?

The Oxford M.G.C. are supposed to

have gained the title of club champions

by beating eight other teams in the

A.C.U. inter-dub championship. But

what of the Derby and District M.C.C.,

which club's team of si.x came out on top

in the M.C.C. Team Trial last June,

vanquishing 120 other motor cyclists re-

presenting twenty different clubs.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

The Auto Cycle Union has not seen

fit to grant a permit to the Liverpool

Auto Cycle Club to hold an open

reliability trial on the 7th and 8th prox.,

as the ruling body has already refused

permits to two clubs this year, and natu-

rally a special exception could not be

made. The Union, however, is anxious

to help the Liverpool A.C.C., and has

expressed its willingness to grant a special

permit it th. event is run off as an intei

club competi-ion.

A.C.U. QrARTEELV Tri-vl.—The route

published in last week's issue has been

approved bv the Competitions Committee

.VIr. Archibald Sharp has been appointe 1

to act as judge in place of Mr. Cove

who resign-^d.

Noisy ExnArsT.s.—The Union has

received a letter from a well-known chiet

constable complaining of the noise made
by motor cyclists passing through towns

and populous places. The-A.C.U.. which

is well aware of the nuisance created by

noisy machines, is endeavouring further

to mitigate th? so-irce of complaint by

giving more careful attention to the

question of silence in future trials and

competitions.

The Quarterly Trial Test Hills.

Farlow Bank, tirst unearthed by mem-
bers of the Birmingham Motor Cycle Club
about 1908, which organisation at that
time offered a prize for the first ascent,

is likely to be the scene of much practis-

ing between now and the ne.xt Quarterly
Trial on the 14th October. For that reason,

perhaps it would be wiser on the part

of the A.C.U. in the future to keep all

routes for reliability trials a secret. Bird-
lip, the second test-hill, has an excellent

surface, the bends are gradual, but the
gradient is very steep.

Speed Limits in West Riding of Yorks.

A ten miles an hour speed limit is now
in force in the urban district of Burley-

in-Wharfedale, on the main road from
Skipton to Otley from its junction with
Leather Bank tc its junction with Station

Road.

In the urban district of Ilkley, a ten

miles an hour speed limit affects so much
of the main road from Skipton to Otley
(including Church Street and part of

Leeds Road) as extends from its junction

with Alexandra Crescent to a point in

the road fifty yards north-east of the

Infants' School

THE ENTENTE CORDIALE CUP

Presented to the Motor Cycle Club de Lyon by
the North-West London M.C C. The cup was
offered by the English club in a hill-climb on
the Col de la Lucre after the race for the
Circuit du Rhone, and was won by the Lyon
club-

1912 MODELS
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED.
RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
MULTIPLE PLATE CLUTCHES.

CLUB COMPETITIONS.

Streatham and District M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb.

The above event, which is down for

Saturday next, has secured 120 entrie.'^.

The venue of the hill will be posted in

Messrs. Nye and Co.'s wind'ow. 13o,

Gray's Inn Road, W., to-morrow (Friday)

;

also at the clula's quarters, Crown aijci

Sceptre, Streatham Hill, and the Cravei]
Arms. Codstone,

A.C.U. Council Meeting.'

A meeting of tlie Council of the Auto
Cycle LTnion will be held at the Imperial
Hotel, Birmingham, on Friday, 13th
October next, at 7.30 p.m. Following
the council meeting, the Midland Centre
has arranged to hold a smoking concert,
to which all delegates and also the com-
petitors in the Quarterly Trial, which is

to take place the following day, will

be invited.

A Severe One Day Trial.

On Saturday last the Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.C. held a 200 miles
reliability trial embracing three of the

Six Day.'i' Trial test hills, viz., Wass
Bank, Brownstay Ridge, and Keighley
Gate. To add to the severity of the con-

test, rain fell heavily for eighty miles of

the ride. The result will be found in our

Club News pages.

A.C.U. Inter-club Championship.

Dr. Basil Fawsett writes pointing out

that the A.C.U. was incorrect in

announcing that he had to shed his

passenger on Edge Hill in the last round
of the above competition. Dr. Fawsett,

as a matter of fact, made a non-stop run,

and climbed the hill slowly (as required

by the rules of the competition) on each

circuit.

Result of an Action.

The Phelon and Moore action against

James Horlick, of Cowley Manor, neai'

Cheltenham, in which W. Pratt sought

to recover £91 15s. damages, resulted in

a verdict for defendant .Avith costs. It

will be remembered that the accident •

occurred during W. Pratt's attempt to '
,

cover 1,000 miles without using a tool, ,'

and at the 591st mile, when between .;

Seven Springs and AUenwood, he was '-

obliged to mount the grass to avoid a '.

restive horse which was being "broken '

in" on the highway, and in so doing '-

came into violent collision with a tele-

graph pole stay.
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Speed Limit Application.

The Redcar Urban District Council
Jiave decided to apply to the North
Riding (Yorksiiire) County Council for

an order to reduce the speed limit for

motor cars and 'ootor cycles within the
urban district.

A Deserving Appeal.

A public testimonial has been opened
at Beckenham on behalf of Sergt. Parker

' of that place, professor of physical culture

at the Abbey School, Beckenham.
Whilst driving his Douglas, Parker had
the misfortune to be involved in a cross-

road collision with a locally owned car.

and he sustained a fractured thigh.

Awards in Herts County A.C. Kendal Tour.

We publish below the official awards
in the abov competition : Lightweight
Clip. C. i\'I. Down (2| Enfield) ; Triumph
Cup, E. A. Collivex (3^ Zenith) ; Indian
Bowl, G. S. Carter (5 Matchless);
Humber medal tor passenger machine,
Alan Hill {3^ Budge); Car Cup, F. S.

Carter ; KempshaU tyres, A. J. Dixon

m Rudge); Silver Cup, P. Phillips (2|
Douglas). All the other competitors
have been awarded bronze medals.

Another Broken Sidecar Axle.

A member of the motor cycle section

of the Brookdale C.C, of Catford, had
an unpleasant experience near New-
market on Sunday morning. He was
driving his Bradbury and another make
of sidecar when the axle of the latter

broke. Fortunately he was travelling

slowly, and neither the lady passenger
nor himself hurt. The return run
to London wae made with the lady on
the carrier. This accident once again
emphasises the necessity of a good strong
axle on a rigid sidecar.

Kent Autumn Hill Tour.

H. A. Cooper, of Keston, Kent, is

organising another invitation personally
conducted run round some of the Kentish
hills, on the same lines as the successful
outing held earlier in the year when the
Salt Box (Crown Ash) climb first re-

ceived attention. Mr. Cooper informs a

correspondent that he has already made
investigations into a new hill " find " in

the neighbourhood of Chalk Pit, which
is an exceedingly stiff test, especially if

taken "on the run." The date and
place of meet for the autumn run will

be duly intimated.

Another Dog Episode.

An accident befell Mr. Campbell, the
architect to the Bolton Education Com-
mittee the other day while riding his
Motosacoche. He is, we are glad to state
(by the way of showing the utilitarian
purposes of the motor cycle), in the habit
of using his petrol mount in the course
of his professional duties, having a large
number of schools to look after spread
over a big a.ea. Returning to his offices

he suddenly found himself thrown in the
road through a big dog lunning across
the street to its mistress. His left little

finger was broken, his temple badly
bruised, and other cuts besides shock
sustained. We wonder when dogs will
be kept under proper control? Some
folk by a twist of good nature think a

•dog's freedom of greater value than the
safety and life of a human being.

Autumn Open Speed Trials.

On October 21st, in a private park at
Luton Hoo, near Luton, by kind permis-
sion of Sir Julius Wernher, the Herts
County A.C. will hold a series of open
speed trials. The course will be nearly
a mile long, and is practically straight.
The surface is excellent. There will be
no formula, fastest time to win in each
class, and a flying start will be allowed.
Particulars may be obtained from Mr. C.
C. CJooke, North Mimms, Hatfield. .Ad-

mission to the park will be strictly by
programme, which may be had for 5d.
each.

The Herts County A.C. will hold a
members' hill-climb on October 14th, at

Aston Hill.

IMTOl^ 1S?/IEWT.§

tt. 30.—Streatham and District M.C.C.
Open HUl Climb,

t. 4.—Erooklands (October Meeting.

,
12.— "'Ihc Motor Cycle" Overseas

Number.
. 14.— A.C.U, Onarterly 1 rial (Midland

Cent re I.

21.— Herts County A.C, Autumn
Open Speed Trials.

Nov. 20-25. — Motor Cycle and Cycle
Exhibition at Dlympia.

A special itiaUtug w\U be louml tn tiu

miscellaneous advcrfistvunt columns fdi

lonncemcnts of forihcmni11c club com-
pe/Hioiis.

3,000 Miles Engine Test.

The free engine Singer machine on
which D. R. O'Donovau is attempting to

cover 3,000 miles without using a tool

has now covered 1,700 miles with all seals

intact. The rider was to be limed over
a measured mile on Tuesday, and again
before the trial finishes. He estimates
that his mount will do 55 m.p.h. After
the conclusion of the 3.000 miles run the
engine is to be dismantled in the presence
of one of our staff to prove that the
machine is standard./

A New Engine for the Hour Record.

That talented designer, ^Ir. Louis
Coatalen, of Sun-
beam car fame, is

at present com-
pleting the design

of a 5i h.p. motor
cycle engine for a

leading firm of

motor cycle manu-
facturers. Tht
engine is of the
499 c.c. class,

measuring 85 X
88 mm., and will

have overhead me-
chanically - oper-

ated valves actu-

ated by outside
tappet rods. The
cylinder head is

water - cooled, and
Uie design is

chiefly conspicuous
for its very large

valve area. The
single - cylinder

hour record is the object in view,

and Mr. Coatalen has strong hopes that
the machine will accomplish nearly
seventv miles in the hour.

loiy

Water-cooling on Motor Cycle Engines.

At least four fu'ms will market water-
cooled motor cycle engines next year.
The absence of valve troubles, carbon
deposits, and less liability to laiocking
Is evidently appealing to designers.

B.A.R.C. October Meeting.

The entries for the October meeting,
to be held on Wednesday, October 4th,
are :

The Fourth Long Motor CyoLE Race.
D. C. Bolton (1 cyl. Bolton-Jap).
E. J. Bolton (1 Martin-Jap).
George Hill (1 Rudge).
0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian).
W. 0. Oldmar. (1 Zenith-Gradua).
S. G. Cummings (1 L.M.C.)
P. Schmidt (2 N.S.U.)
A. R. .Abbott (1 Bradbury)
P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith-Gradua).
H. W. fiands (1 Zenith-Gradua).
H. Mai/tin (2 Martin).
H. Shanks, jun. (1 Kingfisher-Jap).
J. H. Slaughter (1 L.M.C.)
W. Pollard (1 Quadrant).
S. C. Wirifield-Smith (1 Singer).

R. G. .\lundy (1 Alcyon).
N.- D. Slatter (1 Alcyon).
S. T. Tossier (1 Bat).

F. E. Pither (1 Rudge).
A. C. Allen _ Douglas).
H. A. Collier (2 Matchless).
C. R. Collier (2 Matchless).
The above race starts at 2.25 p.m.

Well-known Rider Committed for Trial.

At the Westminster Police Court, before
Mr. Francis, on Wednesday last week, ,Tas.

Merton, 24, a professional motor rider,

giving an address at 46, Angel Lane,
Stratford, appeared on remand to answer
a charge of obtaining a motor cycle value
£25 by false pretences from G. N. Higgs.

Tile evidence given on the last occas'on
was to the ctt'ect that the defendant, being
anxious to obtain a motor cycle upon
which to attempt to break the six davs'
record, approached the prosecutor with
certain proposals, wliich he declined, and
tile defendant, being unable to obtain the
use of a machine, finally agreed to

purchase one for £25. He gave a cheque
for the amount in payment drawn by

Harrogate and District M.C.C. lltll-climb in pairs, J. A. TinlalJ (3^; h.p.

Triumph) and J. J. Day (3i h.p. Bradbury) previous to running ofT [or third

and fourth places

another person, wliich on piesentation was
returned marked " Xo account." Ulti-

mately, defendant was committed for trial

at the next Sessions, bail being allowed.
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CLUB NEWS.
Walthamstow M.C.

Whilst oompetinjr in the standard ride for a silver cup
Miss A. Percy, a member of the above club, succeeded in

riding her- 3f Scoti from Walthamstow to Norwich and back,
200 miles in twelve hours, including stops at checks.

Sutton Goldfield A.C.
The petrol consumption test for motor cars and motor

cycles will take place on September 30th, at 2.30 p.m.
Competitors will meet at the JNlidland Railway, Sutton Park
Station, where they wiU be weighed in and tanks filled.

WalsaU M.C.
The hill-climb on Style Cop which was held on the 17th

inst., resulted as follows : Class 1, Mr. Field (3^ Precision),

72|s. 2, Mr. Smytheman (3i L.M.C.), 52is., fastest time
of the day. 3, Mr. Smytheman (3^ L.M.C.), 58is. 4, Mr.
Busby (2 Hnmber), 101^.=. 5, Mr. Walker (7-9 Indian), 60fs.

Furness M.C.C.
The above club held its first hill-climb on Birkrigg Moor,

near TJlverston, on the 2nd inst. The results on forjnula

were : 1, J. Timmins (2| h.p. Enfield) ; 2, L. Bradbury
(2| h.p. Douglas); 3, H. Blo.xam (3i h.p. N.S.U.). Prizes

were presented by Douglas Bros., Bristol. The club, wliich

is of 1911 formation, is being affiliated to the A.C.U.

Durham and District M.C.C.
A severe reliability trial wa-s held on September 17th.

Course ; Durham, Lanchester, Edraond-Byers, Stanhope,
Middleton, Alston, Killhope, Wolsingham, Lanchester and
Durham. The results are : J. P. Forster, 1 ; F. C. Wake,
2; T. Smith, 3, all riding T.T. Triumphs. Only one com-
petitor succeeded in making a clean ascent of Softerly Hill.

Pontefract M.C.C.
The airfiual non-stop trial for the members' trophy was

run oft on the 21st. The course was forty-two miles out
and fifty miles home, and included Pot Bank, Norwood
Edge, and Brogden Hill, each of which had to be climbed
twice. There were seven starters. The results were : 1,

Edw. Lee (3j Scott) and Will Bentley (3^ F.E. Triumph),
lost no mark ; 3, H. Craven (7 Chater-Lea and sidecar),

lost one marJc.

Taunton and District M.C.C. y

The above club held a seventy miles reliability trial on
Thursday, the 14th inst., wiien gold medals presented by the

president. Col. D. F. Boles, M.P., were won by the following:
W. G. Potter (3^ h.p. P. and M.), total error 54s., non-stop;
P. Clarke (3^ h.p. Triumph), Im. 15s., non-stop; W.
Phillips (3^ h.p. Triumph), Im. 25s., non-stop; W. Goodman
(2J h.p. Douglas), Im. 26s., non-stop. Messrs. T. G. Crump
(3^ h.p. Ariel tricycle), F. Hansford (Matchless), and T.

Drayton (3^ h.p. Triumph) finished within schedule time, but
each had a stop and was disqualified. There were eleven
competitors.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
The above club held its severest reliability Irial or

Saturday last. The course included three well-known hills,

Wass Bank, Brownstay Ridge, and Keighley Gate, and
was as follows ; Sheffield, Ferry Bridge, York, Easing-
wold, Coxwold Bank, Wass Bank, Ripon, Pateley Bridge,
Brownstay Eidge, Kirkby Malzeard, Ripon, Keighley Gate,
Bradford, Wakefield, and Sheffield, a total distance of 210
miles. The severity of the couise accounted for rather a small
entry, but the competition for the first three places was
very keen. The results are as follows : 1, Dan Bradbury
(3^ h.p. Norton) and S. S^iwer (3^ h.p. Premier), lost no
marks. 3, C. Bellamy (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), lost nine
marks.

North-west London M.C.C.
The above club completed a heavy season's programme on

Saturday last with a speed-judging competition in which
every element except pure speed estimation was eliminated.

The cours3 was laid from the thirteenth to twenty-third
milestones and back on the Great North Road. Out of

fourteen competitors the nearest to correct time was W.
Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradbury and sidecfc-r), one minute twenty
seconds slow, his passenger being Mrs. Cooper, the donor of

the first prize, who seemed most disappointed that her gift

was to remain in the family. E. G. Westacott (3^ h.p.

Zenith-Gradua), who organised the competition, was second
one minute forty-seven seconds slow. H. B. Karslake

(3^ h.p. Rover) finished third.

Oxton (Birkenhead) M.C C.

The above club held a hill-climb on the 9th inst. at
Thursaston, for medals presented by Mr. 0. Mann Kitchen,-
of Heswell. The results were as follows :

Class I., for standard touring singles up to 600 c.c.—1, A.
Wellgood (3^ h.p. Bradbury); 2, T. B. Naylor (S^l h.p.
Rover) ; 3, P. Barry (3^ h.p. 'Triumph).

Class IL, for any .^ize single or twin (racing class).—1, G.
Flinn (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph); 2, E. Kickupp (3i h.p.
Rudge); 3, S. Warson (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).

Class III. , for lightweights up to 340 c.c.—1, A. Kitchen,
jun. (2^ h.p. New Hudson) ; 2, A. V. Latham (2| h.p.

Douglas) ; 3, H. H. Bavistock (2^ h.p. Motosacoche).
Class IV., for passenger machines.—1, P. C. Staytham

(5 h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar) ; 2, A. Kitchen, jun.

(8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar).

Essex M.C.
Tlie results of the annual Snaresbrook to York run have

now been passed and are as follows : A. V. Deacock (3^ h.p.

N.L.G.) gold medal and the Triumph challenge cup, total

error in minutes 11 ; G. L. Fletcher (2J h.p. Douglas), gold
medal and special lightweight award, a silver cigarette case^

presented by the Rex Co., 13; G. T. Gray (3^ h.p. Rudge)^
gold medal, 15; H. A. Beal (3 h.p. N.S.U.), silver medal
and special amateur award, a pair of Michelin covers, 20;.

A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury and sidecar), silver medal
and special passenger award, a Lucas lamp set, 21; B. Alan
Hill (3^ h.p. Rudge and sidecar), 21; F. W. Applebee (3^;

h.p. N.S.U.), 21; H. Evans (3i h.p. Rudge), 23; J. A.
Campbell (3^ h.p. Rudge), 25, silver medals ; J. L. Love (3^,

h.p. Triumph). 64; C. E. Lovett (3i h.p. Bat-Jap), 91; S. B.

White (3i h.p. Service-Jap); 108; N. C. Dear (2| h.p.

Douglas), 111; D. S. Kapadia (8 h.p. Minerva and sidecar),

161; C. J. Byat (6 h.p. Salway and sidecar), not checked,
bronze medais

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The last competition of the season, a hill-climb, was held

on Saturday last. Each entrant was handicapped according

to merit, and the event was then run on the knock-out
principle. The results are as follow :

First Round.—E. Spencer (3^ T.T. Triumph), -4s. start,,

beat F. Mackay (3i T.T. Singer), 2s. J. E. Brooke (3i T.T.

Triumph), 4s., beat H. Fortune (3^ Triumph). 6s. B. Tin-

dall (3-i T.T. Triumph), 4s., beat W. E. (4range (3^ Brad-
bury). 3s. C. Nettleton (3^ two-speed Hnmber), 10s., a bye.

T. Atkinson (3i T.T. Triumph), 2s., beat G. Sayner (3-i TIT.

Triumph), 4s. J. Day (3^ two-speed Bradbury), 6s., beat

G, Hill {3| two-speed Scott), 8s. W. Atkinson (3i T.T. Cal-

thorpe), 5s., beat W. Hemsworth (5 two-speed Rex), 6s.

Second Round.—Spencer beat 'Tindall. T. Atkinson beat

Day.
Final.—Spencer beat T. Atkinson.

Inter-club HiU-climb at Newnham.
The Sutton Coldfield A.C. and Oxford M.C.C. held a

hill-climbing match last Saturday.
The Sutton Coldfield team proved somewhat easy winners

over the Oxford team, which was composed entirely of

amateurs.
Sutton Coldfield A.C.

Figure of

Rider and machine. Time. merit.

1. Dudley (2| h.p Hobart) ... 25s. ... 24.1

2. Woodgate (2^ h.p. Singer) ... 22-!,s. ... 24.7

3. Roper (3^ h.p. Ivy) 19|s. ... 28.3

4. Jones (3i h.p. Ixion-Jap) ... 20s. ... 28.9

5. Clark (3-i h.p. Corah) 19|s. ... 31.0

6. G. Hill (3i h.p. Rudge) ... ... 24s. ... 33.7

Total

OSFOBD M.C.C.
1. Beard (23 h.p. New Hudson) .

2. Viggers (2| h.p. Enfield)

3. Askew (3-^- h.p. Triumph)
4. H. G. Hill (3i h.p. Bradbury) .

5. Horn (3^- h.p. Triumph)
6. Hardy (3^ h.p. Norton). .

Total

170.7

34s. .. 27.2

20s. .. 27.6

21is. .. 31.5

23s. .. 34.4

261s. .. 34.5

22|s. .. 35.2

190.4
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Club News.-

G. Van Vestraut '3i h.p. Roven starting in li.e Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
members' hill-climb at Saintsbury, near Broaiway, last Saturday.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

After the car hill-climb at SaintsbuiT, near Broadway,
Worcestershire, on Satiu'day, a scratch liill-climb for motor
cyclists ivas held, for which two prizes were offered (1) for

the fastest time on a touring machine up to 500 c.c, and
(2) for the slowest time on a single-geared touring machine
up to 500 c-c.

There were fifteen entries. Results :

EVE>,T 1. Time,
in. s.

2 43;
2 44?
2 491

1. A. Elson (3i Triumph)
2. B. Alan Hill (3i Rudge)
3. .J. V. Pugh (3i Ridge)

Event 2.

1. .J. V. Pugh (3i Rudge) 9 19|
2. V. A. Holrovd (3i Rudge) 8 13
3. C. S. Burney (3i Rudge) 7 19

jMr. Pugh (the club president) made a bad .start, jn the
fast ascent or might have made fastest time. Hi.s time.s

showed the biggest margin.

loig

Bradford M.C.C
The autumu handicap lull-climb Avas lield on Tono- Hill

on the 16th inst., and resulted as follows : 1, P. Shaw
(3i P. and M.), 9s. start; 2, A. Harrop (5 Re.x), 13s.; 3,
J. N. Longfield (3i T.T. Triumph), 6s. The men were han-
dicapped from H. D. Shaw (7 Indian), who was on scratch.
There were twenty competitors. The gradients on the hill

vary froni 1 in 7 to 1 in 9. Length 1,200 yards. The event
was run in heats of two on knock-out principle.
The handicap speed trials were held on the 17th inst.

H'dcp. Actual Speed,
m.p.h. m.p.h.

1. Sheard Grange (3i T.T. Triumph) 62 72.1022
2. F. D. Sugden (3i Rex) 48 51.1274
3. C. Sidney (3^ T.T. Triumph) 52 55.978

First, gold medal; second, silver; third, bronze.
The riders were handicapped by the committee, and the men
making jnost improvement in "m.p.h. handicap were placed
ill order of merit. Timed over 440 yards flying start. Time-
keeper, IMr. Jack Scriven.

Scottish Border M.C.C.
An open hill-climb was held at Lauton Hill, near Jedburgh,

on the 15tb inst., in beautiful weather. Results:

Lightweight Handicap.

Rider and machine.
1. W. Tait (2J h.p. Enfield)
2. T. Gillies (25 h.p. Douglas)

Single-cylinder H.^.XDiCAr.
1. R. H. Mouat (3i h.p. Rudge)
2. \V. B. Smith (3^- h.p. Bat-Jap)

MlLTI-CTLINDEB H,\XDICAI'.
1. W. .L Burn (5 h.p. Indian)
2. A. J. C. Lindsay (5 h.p. Matchless) ...

Passenger JVLvcniNES Handicap.
1. W. B. Smith (3^- h.p. Bat-Jap)
2. J. R. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian) ...

Knock-out Competitions.
Lightweights—W. Tait.

Single-cylinders—W. Kirkpatrick.
Multi-cylinders—A. J. C. Lindsay.
The race between Lindsay and Alexander was very fast

and exciting. They rode neck and neck for a very long
way, then Lindsay forged ahead and won by fifteen yai'ds.

Special prizes for fastest time on Ross petrol : \V. Tait

(2J h.p. Enfield), R. H. Moua^ (3i h.p. Rudge), and J.

R. Alexander, jun. (7 h.p. Indian), who made fastest time
of the dav.

Time. Fig. of

sees. merit.

801 .. 104

881 .. 120

63 .. 86.6

721 • .. 87.6

681 - .. 102

581 .. 103.2

108 . .. 96
89' . .. 113

OXFOBD M.C.C. V. SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. INTER-CLDB HILL-CLIMB AT NEWNHAM.

(Ij The siartinj foint. H. S. Askew (Triumph) of the Oxitiri tea.'Q in

lull night.
C. Roper ilvy-Piecisioni ol the Sulton CoiJIiolJ A.C. team nnisliinj

He tied for fastest lime witli two other members of his club.
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Doncaster and District M.G.C.
To-day (Thursday), starting at 3-30 p.m., a hill-climb open

to members of the Northern League will be held, at Stain-

borough Lowe, near Barnsley. There are three classes.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
A petrol consumption . test will be held on Saturday,

next, 30th inst., meeting at Totteridge Station at 3.30 p.m.
The scales will be clos«d down at 4 p.m. sharp. It has
been decided to use the A.C.U. formula. Sidecar com-
binations are specially desired.

The annual reliability trial for a handsome silver trophy
takes place on October 8th, and a circular route covering
about 150 miles has been ohosen. The prize list is consider-
able, and will be duly announced.

North-eastern A.A. (Motor Cycle Section).

The revised result of the reliability trial to Patterdale and
back, in conjunction with the Sunderland and District Motor
Club, has just been issued : The following seven competitors
tied for first place, and it was decided that each should be
awarded a silver n^.edal : J. Whittaker. W. H. Fairclough,
G. W. Raper, F. Turvey, jun., R. B. Smith, T. Smith, and
J. B. Reed.
The following is the result of the hill-climb at Tunstall

Hope on the 9th inst. : Single-cylinder class.—1, G. W.
Smith (2i h.p. New Hudson); 2, G. W. Raper ' (2Jj h.p.

A.J.S.); 3, R. B. Smith (3^- h.p. Ariel).

Motor cyclists at

the annual outing

o{ the Hull Motor

Club to the home

of their president,

Dr. W. A. Coafes,

Patrington.

Sheffield and Haliamshire M.C.C.
' A flexibility hill-climb was held at Stamiington on the

16th inst., the competitor showing the biggest difference

between his fast and slow climbs bemg the winner. Result :

1, J. Haslam (6 h.p. Zenith) ; 2, F. Donovon (6 h.p. Zenith)

;

3, C..E. Squire (5 h.p. Roc); 4, T. Durant (3i h.p. J.A.P.).

Halifax and District M.C.C.

A trade v. amateurs reliability run was held recently by
the above club. Only the utmost reliability of the machines
and driving abilities of the riders enabled three competitors
to score full points, two of these being amateurs, namely,
F. E. Jackson (3^ h.p. Humber) and C. J. Lumb (3^ h.p.

Rex), the trade member being J. E. Holdsworth (3^ h.p.

Rex). The result proved a win for the trade members, who
gained 86% of the possible marks against 57% scored by
the amateurs. The rules were very stringent, and com-
petitors arrived home much after dark, which made running
to schedule time very difficult. A pleasing feature was the -

freedom from punctm'es, not one being experienced by ajiy

member. The hill known as the Ainleys at EUand soon tested

the machines' climbing abilities, and thus early accounted
for many members losing points. Owing to the somewhat
early start—7 a.m.—a six hours' stay was obtained in Mat-
lock, which was greatly enjoyed by all members. The weather
was all that could be desired. This is the last competition
of the season, thiet luns aie still left on the official card.

AMULBEE HlLL-CLlMB. J. W. Adanison (3i h.p. Triumph), who made lastest time of the sinile-cylinder riders. He is seen rounding the lower ol the two hairpin bends,
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accDmpanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference.
Letters containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept
distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Ignition Timing.

My machine is of 1911 nianu-^ facture, and has a 3^ 4 h.p. Peu-

? "eot engine, 84x90, il.O.I.^.,
-iJ Bosch magneto, B. and B. car.-

buretter. I find the engine to be
extremely llexible, and can drive it at

an absolute walking pace without the
slightest sign of a misfire, and without
the machine jumping at its work. At
speed and on hills, however, I cannot
run the magneto fully advanced, or a
slight knocking etisue.s, especially if

I do not retard early on hills, and if

there is anything like a strong wind on
the level. I cannot quite understand
this, as the machine has always acted
in the same manner since it was new,
whilst a Triumph, which I frequently
ride, never requires the spark lever
retarding at all, either to start, on
hills, or under any other circumstances.
Will the trouble be due to the magneto
being timed a little too early? If you
think this is the probable cause, will,

you please inform me as to the best
wav in which to re-time it. The

machine has run about 1.600 miles,

and has not yet had the cylinder re-

moved to take the carbon deposit off

cylinder head and piston, although it

it has been rather freely oiled. I do
not attach much importance to this
fact, however, for. as I have said, the
running has always been the same since
bringing the motor new out of the works.
With ignition about two-thirds ad-
vanced, the running is first-class, and
the cycle will climb practically any-
thing on the main roads in this country
with a gear of 4J to 1, reduced on
tricky ascents to 5i to 1. Are
these gears any too higli to expect the
machine to perform well? If so,

what gears do you recommend? I use
Price's Huile de Luxe, oil everv five

miles with a half pumpful, and drive
in the ordinary way as regards throttle

and air. I have a multiple jet in the
carburetter, since fitting which I get
greatly increased power on hills and
ease in starting, also the petrol con-

sumption is slightly lower (about 105
miles to the gallon.)— .\. M. Poli-AUD.

CLIMBING AiyiULREE, ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT HILLS ACROSS THE BORDER.
This illustration gives an excellent impression of the steep gradient and double hairpin bend. A Bat-

Jap riJer is seen competing in the Edinburgh M.C. open competition last week.

We should imagine that the reason is

entirely due to the ignition timing be-

ing too far advanced. In this

event uncouple the magneto, put the
piston on the top of the firing stroke,

and turn the magneto rocking arm until

the points just separate. Then, if the
magneto advaiu'e lever i.-^ put one third

advanced from the full retard jjosition

and the magneto coupled up again, the
timing should be suitable for an engine
of this description. We should imagine
it would be well, in any case, to remove
the carbon deposit after a distance

such as you say the machine has travelled.

The gears are not too high for the

machine in question. It should certainly

stand at least 4^ to 1. There is one other
explanation of the phenomenon, which
is, that the magneto lever can be ad-
vanced further than is actually necessary
for the machine, and in this case it would
be only necessary to drive with con-

siderably more retard than you do at

present. We take it that you quite

understand that a slowing of pace
will result from retarding the spark
timing.

A Machine (or Sidecar Work.

Please give me your advice re

^1 the purchase of a motor cycle.

> I shall not require the machine
-I-l until the spring of next year, and

intend visiting the show in

November. I might say that I have
favourably considered a 5-6 h.p. Jlatch-
less-Jap two-speed, as these machines
appear to be reliable. I require a reli-

able machine for sidecar work with
lady in car. I weigh 10^ stones and
the lady 9i stones. I want to be able

to climb fairly steep hills, as I live in

Kent, and shall toiu' in Sussex and
Surrey. I want a machine which gives

the greatest amount of comfort with
smoothness of running and small amoimt
of noise, and which will keep up
an average of, tay, 15 to 20 m.p.h.,

yet without my having to race up
hills to keep the engine going. As I put
reliability to the front, I should want
a speed gear (if you recommend this)

which has stood the test of time. (1.)

Do you recommend chain or belt drive?

(2) is it necessary to have a two-speed

if a twin-cylinder free engine is used?

Would an adjustable pulley do instead,

to save expense? I do not want to

rush about at a great speed, but wish

to keep up an even pace as far as

possible. (3.) Does a castor wheel com-
pensate for the danger of side-slip as a

rigid sidecar does ?—G.N.W.
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Independence ?
The motor cyclist is the most
independent man on the road.

He only needs one thing to make
him independent everywhere—
and that is

a lathe.

With a lathe in his workshop he is absolute

master ol his machine, need call in no outside

help for repairs, and will find the work a continual

source of enjoyment as well as a great money
saver. And the initial outlay is slight.

The "4 in. centre lathe illustrated here is screw-

cutting and milling, price £5, and the footmotor is

30/- only. Write for furfher informalion.

Drummond Bros., Ltd., Read Hill, Guildford.

The

PERFECT Motor Cycle SPEEDOMETER
equal in quality to the WORLD-RENOWNED

PERFECT SPEEDOMETER
fop caps,

Price £3 10 0.
Having now completed the hundpeds of opders we peceived

at the November Cycle Show we can ppomise

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

So SMITH & SON, LTD.,
Holders of Six Royal Warrants for Speedometers,

9, Strand, LONDON.

/n r,,i<!iri>rinrr rnc^e uaverliscmevl^' it is '/.pxirahJc tr> mriitinn, " T7ie Motor Ci/c^''.-
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Your selection is an excellent one.' and
you cannot do better than visit

Olympia in November as suggested.

(1.) A chain is the more efficient

drive for passenger work. (2.) For
a beginner we recommend belt trans-

mission and a single gear for solo work,
but if you are going to use a sidecar a

variable speed of some kind is desirable.

An adjustable pulley is useful, but it is,

after all, only a makeshift. (3.) Yes

;

but the castor wheel sidec-ar is not so

good a preventive against side-slip as the
rigid type. The machine you have re-

ferred to in the first part of your letter

is quite good, and we can thoroughly
recommend it as likely to satisfy all your
requirements in the way of speed and
smooth running. The gear fitted is, more-
over, quite reliable.

To Run Slowly.

I have an old-fashioned 3i h,p.

—.1 Humber accumulator maehin:*

^ which I cannot get to run slow ly

-LI —it either goes at top speed or

will not gu at all. Can yon tell

me what is the matter, and would an
up-to-date carburetter make any differ-

ence? If so. what make, would ynu
recommend? I may say there is no
h.b.c, only switch.—R.T.S.

You ai'e obviously getting too much air.

and most probably rid the main air inlet.

Close extra air, almost close throttle, and
retard spark. An up-to-date carburetter

would certainly be an advantage.

Ambleside to Wantage.

Would you kindly infoim me
of the best route from Ambleside
to Wantage (Berkshire), avoiding
as far as possible large towns,
trams, and setts? What would

oe the total mileage bv the route given?
—E.S.K.

Your best route will be Ambleside.
Kendal, Lancaster, Preston, Wigan, War-
rington, Tarporley, Nantwich. Stafford.
Gailey Cross Roads (turn left along Wat-
ling Street, taking left-hand road at fork
and avoiding Walsall and Cannock).

Brownhills, Erdington, Stonebridge,
Keiiilworth, Warwick, Banbury, Oxford,
and Wantage. It is difficult to avoid the
Lancashire towns. The distance is just
over 250 miles.

Sidecar Steering.

For the last ten months I have
1 been driving a 3,^ h.p. P. and il.

and JMille and Fulford spring
J wheel sidecar. I find the steer-

ing and generally the handling
of this combination as a rule most
satisfactory, but from time to time an
extraordinary thing happens, which is

attended with great danger. Whilst
driving along an ordinary road with
a good L^urface, the combination with-
out any warning alters its direction and
dashes -t an angle towards the side of
the road. On the first two occasions of

this occurrence I put it down to tyre
trouble on the sidecar. But on the last

two occasions, which took place on the
same day, and at an interval of two

CLIMBING EDGE HILL IN THE A.C.U.
IMER-CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.

or tliree miles, there was no question

of the tyres being at fault. We ^were
travelling at a moderate pace, and when
the combination altered its direction,

and made for the side of the road, I

was able to pidl it up before any
damage was done, and found all tyres

intact. On tliis last occasion I found
that the steering head was slack, and
that the springs on \\\6 forks required
tightening. n'ould these facts account
for the accident? The sidecar wheel
has no play whatever, and runs as

smoothly as possible. The sidecar has
been most carefully coupled to the
machine. " iMv point is, whether the
combniation would suddenly develop
this "freak." as a result of the slack

(loose) steering head of the machine,
having given no previous symptoms of

the difficult steering. The direction
taken by the combination is always
away from the sidecar. I have had
the steering Head down and carefully

examined, and ball races and every-
thing are in perfect order. Can you
suggest anything ?—E.S.C.K.

Certainly the fact that the steering
head is loose and that the spring forks
require tightening would account for the
trouble. The looseness of any part of
the sidecar attachment would cause
erratic steering. We have carefully con-
.'^idered your letter, and cannot think of
any other reason.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"L.C.E." (Co. Wicklow). 5-6 h.p.

F.N.
, ...

"L.D." (Kingston-on-Thames) would
like to know the address of the makers
of the Haslam rubber and chain belt.

"H.W.B." (Tipperary). Exhaust
whistles, especially the Garner on a 3^ h.p.
"S.J." (Walthamstow). A.C. sociable

and ilorgan runabout.

(2) Hearing the summit. (3) Will the engine do it?

A39
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Magnetos ^,nd Hill-climDing.

The fii-st seven machinei, in the light-

weight class of the Mont Cenis hill-climb

in Italy were fitted with the "U.H."
magneto. The agents in this country for

the "U.H." magneto are Messrs. S. Wolf

and Co., of 115, Southwark Street,

Blacldriars Bridge, S.E.

Mudguarding.
We are in receipt of the preliminary

1912 list of the Wasdell Eim and Tube

Company, Ormond Street, Bii-mingham.

The firm make specialities of motor cycle

mudguards and number plates. The

frontispiece illustrates a well constructed

mudguard complete with side shields and

front number plate, which appeal's to be

a thoroughly satisfactory article. A
special point is also made of sidecar mud-

guards and wings for tricars and run-

abouts .

A Handy Sidecar Stand.

The A.J. sidecar stand (sold by A. J.

Sproston) should appeal to sidecarists, as

it renders puncture repairs much more
easy to effect.

It also enables
the sidecar to

be detached
single - handed
with compara-
tive ease. . It

is automatic-

ally operated

by means of a

sprin g, and
one need but

T^
press the leg

._'. on to the
~\'' ground with
~'v' the foot and

pull the side-

car back to

bring it into

engagement. It

is useful as a sprag on liills.

Our Bookshelf.
"Motoring in the North of England,"

E. J. Bun'ow and Co., Cheltenham and

London, is the latest addition to the excel-

lent series of guide books published under

the auspices of the Royal Automobile

Club Touring , Department. The author

is Mr. Chas. G. Harper, the compiler of

"The Autocar Eoad Book," while its

revision by JMr. H. A. T. Moroney,
secretary of the R.A.C. Touring Depart-

ment, ensures the book being not only

accurate, but entirely suitable for the

purpose for which it is intended. The
letterpress, written as it is by so great

an authority as Mr. C. G. Harper, is

most interesting, while the excellent

series of maps, especially those which
show the way through such populous

towns as York, Preston, Newcastle, and
Darlington, are of the greatest utility.

"Electrical Ignition," M. A. Codd,

E. and F: N. Spon, 57, Haymarket, W.
Nearly every motoring handbook has

its chapter on ignition, but those who
iesire to study the subject more fully

require to peruse a book like that written

ijy Mr. Codd. It is thoroughly up-to-

late, although the coil systems are

jdequately described. The magneto side

dF the subject is gone into fully, and the

latest types of machines are described.

Both these publications may be had
from Il/fe and Sons, Ltd., 20, ludor
Street. E.C.

OT«((f€IUS

The Motor Cycle in Holland.
"We understand that business in motor

cycles is on the steady increase in

Holland, and there is a great demand for
machines selling at about £40 complete.
Manufacturers who make motor bicycles
selling at about this price should corre-

spond with Mr. H. Posno, Hooidrift
60a, Rotterdam, Holland.

A Special Tyre Jor Sidecars and Tricars.
If those readers who complain of the

short life of the average tyre when used
with a sidecar attachment would realise

that the tyre was never intended for

passenger work, less trouble and less

grumbling would follow. To stand up to

the work of a sidecar attachment, the
driving tyre should be especially strong.

The Lomax Tyre Co., William Street,
Birmingham, recognising that an ordin-

ary standard tyre is not equal to the
extra strain of a sidecar, have for a long
period specialised in the production of an
extra strong cover modelled on car tyre
lines, the casing of which is speciailly

reinforced. This particular Lomax cover
is being used with great success by a
number of our readers on the driving
wheels of tricars and sidecars.

SEPTEMBER 28th, igii.

Rubber Goods.
The rubber and canvas belt introduced

by the Roberts Motor Tyre Co. is meet-
ing with much success. We are using one
ourselves, and shall shortly publish our
opinion of it after an extended trial.

Vulco repair outfits are another speciality

of this company, whose addre.'is is St.

Mary's Row, Birmingham.

Peugeot Repair Works.
A small factory on modern lines has

been built on the Warwick Road, Bir-

mingham, for Mr. J. Taylor, the agent
for Peugeot engines in this country.
Repairs to all types of Peugeot engines
may now be promptly effected. ilr.

Taylor's new address is Motor Works,
Warwick Road, Birmingham.

Phosphor Bronze Bea,rings.

We are frequently asked tor the name
of makers of phosphor bronze bushes, and
can refer enquirers to the Phosphor
Bronze Co., Ltd., Chester Street, Aston,
Birmingham. Their representative, Jlr.

Phil Mosedale, who is himself a keen
motor cyclist, recently called upon us^

and brought to our notice the fact tlrat

this company market phosphor bronze
chill cast bushes and sticks in a con-

venient form for amateur engineers.

The sticks are cored and are specially

suitable for machining into small motor
cycle bearings
Readers mechanically inclined will be

interested in a new white metal called

Plastic metal, Avhich is an alloy chiefly

used for lining up bearings and shafts,

and is particularly useful for bringing up
worn bearings or shafts to their original

size. It is said to adhere firmly to iron,

steel, brass, and bronze, and its contrac-
tion in cooling is practically nil.

/"

OPEN HILL-CLIMB ON AMULREE.
J. Gerard (ravelling fast on the lower reaches o{ the hill on his 3V h.p. Bradbury. The surface of the road

is very rough at this point ; the Dhotoeraoh shows the front wheel clear of the ground.
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t last, the great drawback to enjoyable motor cycling has

been removed. Vibration and its attendant evils have

been overcome.

ince the introduction of the pneumatic tyre, no invention

has been found to elin\inate these obstacles so effectively

as the A.S.L. MOTOR CYCLE.

et not prejudice blind you to the advantages of " riding on
air" as offered in the A.S.L. Motor Cycle. Made in two
models, 3J h.p. Single=cylindcr and 5 h.p. Twin-cylinder, the
n\achines conform to the latest design in general appearance,
the air springs being cleverly incorporated in frame
with pleasing results.

MOTOR CYCLE is like RIDING ON AIR.
A.S.L., Ltd., Corporation St., Stafford. t.i ^S^^^i^^^'i^kor,-

Dunhill's
WATERPROOF
WINTER
CLOTHING.

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE,
therefore it is in your interest to have suitable

clothing for the cold weather and run no risks.

IT IS A SPECIALITY WITH US
to provide Motor Cyclists' Clothing that includes

durability, comfort, smart appearance, and economy.

GET OUR CATALOGUE NOW—
It tells you all you want to know. For example—

•

The DUNWEAR COAT (here illustrated) is

double-breasted, and lined camel fleece. Rubber- .^
less, yet absolutely waterproof. Cost, £1 - 18 - 0.

DON'T FORGET OUR WATERPROOFS.

359-361, Euston Rd., London, N.W. ^,S:Z^l:Xt^:::.

In ansiueriiig these adverlisemenls H is desirahle to mention " The Motor Ci/rlc." A41
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In the long life

of the

WATAWATABELT
'will be found extraordinary flexibility, and a
means whereby every unit of your power is

transmitted to the acme of perfection. The

WAIAVAIAI
BELT FOR MOTOR CYCLES

is the most economical mieans to
run a Motor Cycle at all.

Ask us for descriptive BookleL

O. & W. ORMEROD, LTD.. ROCHDALE.
London : W.B. BROOKE. 16a, British Grove, Hammersmitli, W.

hL"Hs«

&:*.

PoweD & Hanmer
Manufacturers

With thirty years' experience. You can there-

fore rely upon these lamps.

Complete with Generator,

2. T/- each.
The best value in the market.

Every Lamp Guaranteed.
Write for our new list, we make several

patterns.

Works: Chester St., Birmingham.

DOWN TO THE LAST DROP.

" RUSOLINE" is a perfect Motor Lubiicaut.

It has been scientifically worked out

by experts 20 years in the oil business,

and will not carbonise if properly used.

A good oil means EVERYTHING to your motor.

Don't merely ask for a good lubricant

—

the safe way is to say " RUSOLINE " to the

dealer, and insist on it.

Sold in sealed cans or in bulk.

Manufactured under the supervision of

W. RUSSELL

(Late of Price's Patent Candle Coy. Ltd.),

London,
BY

Russell Bros., National Oil Wks., Birmingham.

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/de.''
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£48 for £36.
Brand New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Model de Luxe,
single-cylinder, spring forks, magneto, H.B.
control, stand, carrier, tools, no plates.
Ideal for sidecar work.

List Price, ^48 ; Our Price, £36.

Two-speed Gear, £5 15s. extra.

Exchanges entertained. £3 allowed for push cycle.

Special prices to cash buyers.

5 h.p. KEX DE LUXE, 1910, two speeds £42 10
5 h.p. PKX Twin, 1910 £29 10
5 h.p. G.B. NALA, 2-speed, magneto £25 10
3J h.p. BKADRUKY, brand new, 191 1 £44 10
3i h.p. REX, igog, Toarist £22 10
3* b.p. REX, igoo, two speeds £32 10
6 h.p. Twin N.S.U., 2 speeds, spring lorks £29 10
5J h.p. N.S.U. Twin, two speeds £27 10
3J h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, igo8 £20
3^ h.p. N.S.U,, IQ08, magneto £17 10
3i h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto £16 10
3I h.p. HUMBER Two-speed, 1909 £29 10
3J h.p. HUMBHR. two speeds i-iro £33 tO
5 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, two-speed

gear, with sidecar £30 q
3jh.p. HUMBER, igir, two speeds, like

new £45
3J h.p. QUADRANT, magneto ..7 £16 10
3i h.p. N.S.U.> iqro, two-speed gear . . .! . £32 10
5i h.p. RfCX, Roc clutch, magneto £21
5 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, free engine £16 10
2Ah.p. CLEMENT-GAKKAKDLighlvveJght£7 10
2.i( h.p. KERRY, 20in. wheels .... £9 10
2^ h.p. HOBART, low built

'

" £8 10
3 h.p. MITCHELL, spray £6 10
3 h.p. NOBLE, vertical encine £7 10
2i h.p. F.N.. 1910, two-spccd mod-I £28 10

h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, low frame £4 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V £12 10

h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V.. h.b. control . . £5 10
5 h.p. "-Twin REX, with forecar £12 10
2i h.p. F.N., 1910, two-speed £24 10
I'oiir-cyhnder HOLDEK, dirt cheap ..., £3 15

TRIGARS AND CARS.
V, h.p, DARRACQ Car, three speeds .... £19 10
luh.p. EAGLE Four-cyUnder, five-seateV £32 10
4 h.p, STEVENS' Tricar. Roc two-speed £17 10
5 h.p. REX Twin, Fit-all two speeds £17 10
5 h.p. QUADRANT, open frame, two

^P'^^ds £17 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Carburetters—Lonciieinarc and F.N 4^6
New Amac Carburetter, H.B. control. . .

.*.*.'
15/-

Long Handle-bars, drop ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4 '6
XL'ALL Spring Forks 9/6
Cripskin Belting: gin. 9d,, |in. lOdJ/iin. lid
Wide Mudguard, 3in., 2 '3

; 4in, 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
Mai^'ncto Handle-bar Switches '.'.' 2'1
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, suit '3! h'p.'

Brown "^
_ ^

'

27/6
Handle-bar Mirrors . 3^
Belt Punches !!!!!!!!!!'.!!! 1 /-

16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar "/
' £5 n

Nearly New Coronet Sidecar ........ £3 IQ

NEARLY GIVEN AWAY.
We have a few Accumulator Models which

we have taken in exchange for new machines.
They are in running order, and complete
with belt, coil, and accumulator. We wish
to clear, and offer them at ridiculous prices.

3 h.p. QUADRANT, vertical engine £4 15
2! h.p. DE DION, vertical engine . . M 10
2i h.p. WERNER, ven- low .

.

£4 10
2 h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V. '.." £5 ij
2i h.p. CYCLONE, low £4 15
We will allow full price paid' for these in

part payment for better machines within si.\
moaUis from date of purchase.

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, HalUai.

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M. and Eover. both 1911, onnal new: £61 and

£50, or offer.?—E. S. I'iercy, York.

IQll Scott, in excellent condition, purchased April;
J-t/ £50.-Scal, iSTcvill St., Southport.

N.S.U. 4h-p. Twin, 2 speeds. Bosch, fidecar; trial;
best offer. -Buttcniorth, Greenfield.

TWIN Alcyon. 5h.p.; Rood order: £16, or exchange
.single— George Firth, Ossett, Yorkshire-

TEIDMl'H. standard, 1911, with sidecar, done 2,000
miles: £46.—37a. Nevill St., Southport.

1 Q09 3iU-p. Rex de Luxe. 2-speed. splenrb'd condition
J-t' cheap—48, Church Rd., St. Annes<in-Sen.

WOLF Lightweight. li-2h.p.. new condition, perfect
order; £:" ----• -- -

1 QIO Rex, 3Jli.p
J-*' condition

;

3ih.p. Singer,
2 machine

:

5 h.p. X.S.-U.. linnp. hnrn. tools, just spent over £6 on
overhauling: £24.—Collier, Chester St., Leigh, Lanes.

PREMIER, 3;h.p., 1910. good condition: £26. close
offer.— I'iirticnlars from Edward Earlam, Frcdshain.

-180,

new bolt, lamp, a(:'ces5;orie3, splendid
£25.-20. Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

Bosch moKneto, now lyres,

fuc'itt £11—65, Hildon St.,

splendid
Bolton.

Motor Cycle
sale.

new 1910 onpinq; £216 h.p. 4-f-y

or offer. Quick sale.—Apply. StitnU-y Garugc, Bury

PHKLOX-MOORE, late 1908. Millford sidecar, pood
ordor; £34.—Locke. Ripon Terrace, Akroydon, Hali-

fax.

IQlO Trinmpli, 3Jli.p.. free ehpine, new last October.
Xt/ tyre.s new; price £40.—Shaw, 335. Lees Ed., Old-
ham.

jOll Standard Bradhnrv. nM nnpacked; ftrfft cheqne
JLi/ £42.-Xo. 8,544, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

"IQlO 3ih.p. Triumph, perfect romlitinu, re-bushed,
X*.' numerous i^pares: £35-—E. Chadwick. Wharf St..

Tre-^ton. ..^

IQll Humber Lifrhtwcipht. in new condition
Xt/ nr nearest offer.

^'ntc. Wignn.
-Address, B., c7o 51,

low saddle.

; £28/10.
Standiah-

3ih.p. Rex. pood condition, low saddle, footboard;
2 irood tyre*?; £8, or best Offer.-Lyon, 117> Tonge

Moor, Bolton.

Qh.p. 1910 TiTJu Moto-Rpvp, splendid nmninp condi-^ tinn. fvcrythint; perfect; £23.—Snowball, 62. Filey
lid.. ScurbornnL'h.

"IQ07 Triumph, 1909 ovl., liiston,
Xt/ Bo.>^ch ; pxchanpe lichtweitht.

B. and B., h.b.c.
or sell, £23.-30,

Dale St,. Blackpool.

IQll Scott, perfect condition, lamp, liorn, e^nerator.
X t/ compictf. r<ady for road : what oflcrfi.—Sixsmith.
Market, St., Wii^iin.

HUMBER, 1911, 2-f;pee(l. Sih.p.. and art cano side-
car, liiuip. hern, and -psres; £48.—Fielding, 5,

Alma Rd., Birkdah-.

N.S.U.. 1911. 3(h.p.. Model de Lnxp. 2-?peed and free
encine, brand ne -. . -- -

-

Rd.. St. Anues-on-Sen,

5-6h.p. Rt^x, BrouTi and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c,
Whittlf. Kfmp.duili back. g.^od condition; £17.—

79. Albert Rd., Sheffield.

5 h.p. Indian. 1910, perfect condition, only ridden 3,000
iiiilrN. F.R-S. lump, numer..ns spares; £37.—Camp-

bell. Moimt Royd, Bradford.

l.h.p. rr'Muier. 1910;, variable pulley. Dunlop belt
plendid order--L. Holt, Knowle

Hnu.se, HcTwieh, Lancashire.

3;h.p . Mabon, handle starting, h-b.c..
pleudid condition ; bai^ain, £14,

nearest —Orn.sby. Ka?t Harlsey.

hp., 3 speeds, chain drive,
perfect, 1,000 miles; £49;

bouplit car-— Dr. Mnir, Halifax.

MOTO.SACOCHE. bousht 1911, free eneine, puaran-
tfcd a.^ mnv; ride 50 mil's purchaser ; cash offers

wanted.— 80. Bii^phani Rd.. Southport.

SACRIFICE.-IIuniber, 23h.p., accumulator, chain
driven, cost £8 cverhaulins. ennmelliup, and

31...
2 und tyres,

HcTwif

MINERVA.
takes side.nr.

sby. Ec

1 nil New Hudson, 2;:

X«7 Cowey; cost £60:

pliitinc, new B,
approval ; £10.

and B.. nfw covers,
-80. Bispham Rd.,

machine equal new;
Southport.

BAT, 8h.p.. 1911. J.Al*. carburetter, J.A.P. pulley,
drip and pump, new t>-re and belt.—Further par-

ticulars, Gregson, Hesketh Rd., Southport-

Whittle
£50

IQll 5h,p. Rex de Luxe, hew F.R.S. lamp. \
X»/ belt, spar'' tube, complete accessories;
lowe-'^t.-Beesley, Cliarlestown Rd., Blackley.

BRADBURY, 1911. 2-=pced and free engine, complete
with new pidecor. oulr been for trial runs: cost

£65, what offers?-Cockburn, 20, RusMmjunt. Consett.

£16, cost £48.—3ih-p. twiu Wprner, new condition,
and perfeit, takes sidecar, tools, spares, consider

lower power in exchange.— 22. Hambleton Terrace. York-

TRIUMPH, late 1911 standard model, new Lucas head-
light, horn, watch, all .spares, in perfect condition :

40 guineas; only wants seeing.—i'ark, 167, Wigan Lane.
Wigan.

ZEDEL, 23h.p..
h.b.c., =tand,

'in pond condition

;

I
Bolton.

Palmers, Hellesen Jpnition, Amac,
prinp frrks, carrier, spare tvre, law,
£10.—Rosedene, Chorley Kew Rd.,

RfoDEL E.—£7. Model D.—£7 12s. 6d.

Instructive Caialogve post free. Giving
illustrations and fvU part icularfi of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Ever}/ model certain to
satisfy and save vwneu for buyers. Full of
impro vent en fs. Qn ick detach able join ts.

Latest car patterit. 7m(dm*ards. M'ickcr, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Kxcellcnt vpholstcry.

KOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,
which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

DeUvcry from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, BKADBURYS, etc

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5, - each.

TYKES, TYRES. TYRES-
Dunlops, 28x2, beaded, 14/9 ; wired 10/6
Clipper Reflex, 24x2 or 2j 8/6
26x2i Tubes 6/9; 28x2, 6/9 ; Bulled 7/9
Co\ers, best make, 2iin., 17/6 ; 2in 15/6

GENUINE
26x2 14/8
26X2i .... 17 -

26X2i 21,'-

26x2 12/3
26X 2i .... 14/'

MICHELIN TYRES,
28x2 16/9 beaded
2SX2i 18,3
2Sx2i ,. .. 22/6
28x2 13/- wired
26X2^ .... 16/-

R.O.M.'s. SHAMROCKS, PALMERS, etc
Old covers taken in part payi

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosrh gear-driven

magneto, brand new froni niriKcrs .... £11 10
3 h.p. ROVER, water-cooled, M.O.V £5
3i h.p. K.S.U., M.O.\'., with gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10
5 h.p. Twin S.\ROLEA, good order £6 15
9 h.p. DARRACQ, water-cooled £12
3i h.p. BROW N. M.O.V., with matcneiu £7 10
4 h.p. CORONET M.O.V., air-cooled £4 5

3J h.p. AUTOMOTO £2
13 h.p. Minerva £1 tf

3 h.p. QUADR.\NT £3
2j h.p. Trent . . £1 18
2jh.p. DeDion £2 5

2 CVCLONE, MI.O.V. £1 15
3jh.p. PROWN . . £5 l.S

2\ h.p. Minerva.. 32/6
2 h.p. AMotNE £1 8
3ih.pRE.\ M.O.V. £3 15

Exchanges entertained.

MACNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We ha\c a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Vour old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

. NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
22/- and your carb. secures a new lyi i B. and B.

with h.b. control.
20/- and youf carburetter secures a new 191

1

Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL
Dehvery per return.

BOOTH'S n/IOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(oH Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Td. : 1062.]
answering these adcertisemenis it it dcsirahh l.o mention " The Motor Ciicle." A45
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REMEMBER

ALL GUARANTEED.
CASH 0^ EXCHANGE.

All machines marked thus * at Halifax Depot,

QUADRANT, 1911 model, as new £39
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto £30
P. & M., 3J h.p., iQio model, good condition £48
PREMIER,"1910, slh.p., good condition £30
N.S.'U., 6 h.p., 19H model, two speeds, sidecar £55
REX, igii, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, 1910, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £42
REX, 1911, 7 h.p., two speeds, excellent order £51
REX, 1911, 7 h.p., two speeds, very fast .... £49
RUDGE, 191 J, 3j h.p., clutch model £47
BAT, igii, 8 h.p., overhead valves, very fast £50
N.S.U., 1908, '5h h.p., magneto, very low .... £25
FIN., lyio, 2i h.p., two-speed model £30
REX, lgo8, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
REX, 1910, 3^ h.p., Tourist, very good order . . £28
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3* h.p., standard model £32
ARIEL, 1910, 3i h.p., footboards fitted £30
ZENITH, 1911, 6 h.p., equal to new £55
MINERVA, 1911, 8 h.p., F. and M. two-speed £48
MINERVA, 4J h.p. twin, spring forks £20
N.S.U., 1908, 5* h.p., two speeds, perfect £30
REX, 19 ji, 5 h.p. de Luxe, brand new, in stock £63
REX, 1911, 5 h.p,, cone clutch, new, in stock £53
REX, igii, 3i h.p.. Tourist, new, in stock. . . . £45
REX, igti, 3^ h.p., cone clutch, new, in stock. . £50
TRIUMPH, 1908, 35 h.p., XL'.«1 saddle .... £34
QUADRANT, 1907, 3Jh.p., spring forks £14
REX, r907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £18
F.N., four-cylinder model £16
TRUMP-JAP, 1911, 4 h.p.. as new £35
KERRY, 5 h.p., twin, green finish £17
N.S.U,, 5 J h.p., 1908, two-speed model £24
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 1911 model '. £28
N.SjU., 3* h.p., 1908, magneto £20
PEUGEOT, 3i h.p., Chater frame, Bosch .... £19
REX, 3} h.p., h.b. control, low built £9
ALLDAYS, 3 h.p., magneto, low built £15
CRIPPEN.sJ h.p., abeauty, touch =5 £7
^ANGLIAN, 2I h.p., good riinning order ...... £6
*N.S.U., 2| h.p., 1909, lightweight £22
*F.N., 4* h.p., 1909, four-cyl. r. . . . .

:

£23
*REX, si h.p., 1907, clutch model £24
*FAFNIR', 3 h.p., two speeds £15
'ARIEL, 2* h.p., thoroughly overhauled £11
*REX, igog, 5 h.p., Tourist, good order £29
•MOTO-REVE, 1910, 2J- h.p. model £22
*TRIUMPH, 1909, 3k h'p., good order £34
*BRADBURY, igir, 3J h.p., magneto £39
•REX, 1910, 3i h.p.. Tourist model £28
•N.S.U., 3J h.p., Tourist model £22
*REX, 5 h.p., igog.',, Speed King £30
^NUMBER, 1909, 3i h.p., two-speed £30
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3 h.p., magneto £19
*ANTOINE, 5 h.p., tu-in, footboards £15

CARS, etc.
BEDELIA Car, 4! h.p., 1911 model £40
REX Litettes, 1911 models, new £50
REX Litette, 5 h.p., magneto, two speeds . . £30
"REXETTE, si h.p., two speeds, open frame . . £22
BROWN, 3^ li.p., two speeds, air-cooled .... £16
FORD Car, 10 h.p., twin, two speeds -. £18
STAR Car, g h.p., three speeds £25
MONTGOMERY Sidec? , child's scat £7
MILLFORD Castor Waeel, hke new > . £6
FORECAR, with t)Tes, aluminium £2

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

UOh-f DOM. W.
Telephone 552, M<\yfair
Tele6rtMTiE "Ab-dicRte" London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Telephone 433. MjvHonftl
Tfeleifivms "Petrol HRlifa>.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
41i.li. Roc-, mapneto, 1911, B. and B., iandle starting,

J.A.P. pullej', splendid condition, with new side-

car; £26/10, offers, separate— 13, Pleasant Grove,
Blackpool.

£7/10, great bargain.— 23]i-p. Bnt-De Dion,- accnmix-
lators, one new, back cover and tube new, belt new,

spares, good rnuniug order--Martin, 16, Hallam Gate
|Rd., Sheffield.

F.N.,"' 5-6h.p., h.b.c, magneto; good running order, not
run 200 miles since overhaiiled by malter. too fast

I'or owner; £24, or exchange good single.—J. Longster,
I Pateley Bridge.

CLTNOS.^Can deliver latest model, 2 speeds, chain
drive, at once, demand far exceedfi supply, don't

miss tliif?. notliing better.~I*otter, Clyno agent, Leieester
Grove, Leeds.

"I
QIO Triumph, Jones speedometer, exhau.st. whittle.

J-*-' lamp, watch, spare belt, all acces.-iorie.s : £35, no
ofiers

; excellent machine
:
genuine bargain—-12, St. I'aulS

Parade, Sheffield.,

-

1Ali.P- Lightweight F.N., magneto, engine recently
4 overhauled by makers, new spring forks, Whittle

belt, spare.s; £15.—Hughe.=, Ellesmefe Bd., Lower
Walton, Warrington.

TRIUMPH, late 1909 clutch model, Pahner cord
back, Dnnlop special front, nearly new, splendid

condition; nearest cash ofier £36. — Poole, Langholm
Crescent,' Darlington.

HUMBER, 3^h.p., 2-speed gear, handle .starting, new
Augti^it, 1910, only ridden occasionally, excellent

condition, also sidecar, -unused--^Noiris, 18, Wyudcote
Rd-, Mossley Hill, Liverpool.

MINERVA; 4ih.p. twin. 2-speed, free engine, Bosch
magneto. Brown-Barlow, with sidt-car, all aca^s-

suries, spares, tine condition: £30, no oliers.— 38, Carill
Drive, Fallowfield, Manchester.

DE DION, Chater-Lea. accumulator, 41h p.. 1911
Brown-Barlow, Whittle, tyres and tubes practically

new, good sidecar machine, too . powerful; £16.—
Wheatley. Ropergate. Poutefract.

DOUGLAS, 1910, late model, Continental tyres,
Whittle belt, lamp, generator, horn, spares, splen-

did condition throughout; £27.—W. Teer, 69, Cavendish
Rd. Chorlton-cum-Hardy. Manchester,

TRIUMPH. 1910, hardly used; Triumph, 1909. jn.^t
overhauled by makers, -and standard Rudge-Whit-

M-crth, 1911, all in first-class order; exchanges enter-
tained.—We.->t Yorkshire Garage, Settle- -

4 h.p. Twin Rex. T-T- roadster, overhead meclianical
inlets, 2i tyres, spring forks, Lucas lamp, new

August. 1910, splendid condition : £36.—W. Garlick, 471,
Manchester Rd-. Hollinwood, Oldham.

TRIUMPH. 1911, free engine, very littic used, condi-
tion as new, lamp and generator, overall, and

spares; would ride 3 00 miles to genuine purchaser; 45
guineas-- 2, Elifsmere Rd-, Pem-berton, Wigan.

WERNER, 4h.p., twin, 2 accumulators. Brown and
Barlow, back tyre. 2 inner tubes, carrier, h^tand,

handle-bars, brake, Lyso belt, piston and rint;s, all brand
new; take £12 cash.—Hornby, Pleasington Hall, Black-
burn.

1 Q09 Motosacoche. bought new in 1910, Druids,Xtf magneto, Whittle; £20; would exchange for
inodern 2-^peed passenger motor cycle, 1911 model pre-
ferred: cash adjustments.—Griffiths, 31, Downing St-.
Ardwick, Manchester,

5-6h.p. F-N-, guaranteed perfect, and practically new.
steel studded, unpuncturable, tyres unmarked, most

ciirefully handled, all extras, most exceptional barcrain ;

first money order £27/10 secures, no offers. —Coronation,
40, Coekburn St., Liverpool. , ,.

Qlh.p. Enfleld, October, 1910, 1911 model, just over-
'^4 hauled by makers, spring seat, headlight, gene-
rator, horn, spare belt, c:tPlonieter, tools, spares. Palmer
cord tyres, enamelled black, excellent condition; £26.—
Hart, 17, Humphrey St., Old Traflord, Manchester.

1Q11 Standard Triumph, £48/15: 1911 standard
-Ltf Bradbury. £48; 1911 clutch {Triumph) Rover,
new six weeks ago. £37; 1911 2Ah.p, New Hudson, 3
speeds, £47; 1910 3ih.p. Minerva. 2-speed Simplex hub
trear £30; 1909 "V.S., 5h-p., 2-speed, perfect, £50.-
Wrny. Virginia St., Southpoit.

INDIAN. 1911, free engine, 2 speeds, 7h.p., new
June, little used, with Mills-Fulford roomy castor

spring coach body, cost £110. splendid touring com-
bination : offers invited, or would entertain exchange
motor ear. 1910 4-seater torpedo, known maker, over
9h.p.—Letters, George Lascelle. turf accountant. South
port..

31.1i-p. Minerva. 1910 and 1911 fittings, Chater-Lea
2 frame, Davidson tank (petrol and oil gauges),

Druid forks, magneto " and carburetter behind engine,
Whittle belt. Brooks padded top' saddle, all accessories,
only been built 2 months; £30; would excliange for

1910 or 1911 twin with 2-speed gear; cash adjust-
tnents— 152, London Rd., Manchester.

' SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cliesliire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

SIXGEK Velo LiKhtireisht. 1911 pattern, 2h.D., neiv,

Bhop-soiled only: £27.—Deacons, Llandudno.

TTiREE Engine Triumph, July, 1910, absolutely perfeot-

order, all accessories : £45.—Smith, saddler, Shrews-
bury.

REMEiVIBER
The value of your present machine is depreciating

week by week.
Why not exchange now or at the end of the season

for a rgra model*?
We can allow far better prices than those which rule

in April, and, if you wish, advance you a big part
of the allowance in cash,

WTiy not wTite, or, better, call and discuss with us.

ANY MAKE.
EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

HIGHEST ALLOWANCES.

THE PORTLAND SIDECAR.

PRICES:

£5 5 O
£6 6 O
£7 7 O
£8 8

Guaranteed twelve months.

Luxuriously sprung.

Just the fitment Ssr winter riding.

We make a special chassis {bare} for winter usage,

and less body and springs, at

£3 17 6
Complete with tyre.

H.AVE THE BEST WHILE YOU ARE AT IT.

REXES! REXES!! REXES!!!
We have a few brand new igii Models. If you

would save monev, write us.

SPECIAL PRIC ES^

LOOK OUT FOR THE 1912

GRADO-GEAR
(Parkinson's Patent).

GIVES ALL GEARS FROM 3^ to 1

to 8 to 1.

Fitt £Lny ma.ohine.
Price £6 : 6 : O fitted complete.

Send us your name for fullest particulars.

Setid for free Contour Book of the

British Isles. Free for the asking from

MAUDES MOTOR MARTj
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.UOM DO H, W.

.Telephony 552, Mevyfair
"Telc^i-Ams *Ab-d'icAte' London

20 POWELL STRHET HALIFAX
Tel £ pho ne 4.3 3.,, N Ational
Tele§rs>.ms "Petrol" Halifax.. .

(l.ists post f-ree)!

'n answering these aave.rtisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle."
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Have you . .

ever thought
that instead of advertising your Motor Cycle in

'

the papers, and Being deluged with offers of Bull
Pups, Prize Poultry, fancy Pigeons, Gramophones,
Typewriters, Brass Bedsteads, and other furniture,

-in part payment for your Motor Cycle, or tempting
;
offers at f2 down and 2/- a week; or again, £10
'dnu-n, and the remainder SOMETIME, or other-

wise NO TIME ; or may be the very common offer

of high-class Accumulator machines which your
Buyer values at ^15, and you value at 15/-, and
the remainder in cash,—that it will be better to I

send vour machine up to Kitchens, of Morecambe,
to be sold on 5% commission, when you will be
sure of getting CASH for it, letting Hitchens be

j

troubled with the Bull Pup offers, and the other
Sunny Jims, who have osmething to get rid of.

HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT that when you" I

decide to buy a machine, it is very much better to 1

send your money up to Hitchens. of Morecambe,
who will send you a machine on approval for you
to try, and if not satisfactory, return and have i

your money back in full, THIS IS A SILLY
THING to have to remind you of, bearing in

|

mind the fact that you have read thisofier for the
' last two years, week by week. This game is a
great deal better than indulging in the luxury of 1

hiiying a machine, and finding it of no use to you,
and having to trot down to your solicitors, or
writing a four-page letter to the editor of "The
Motor Cycle," telling him of your trouble. No doubt
lie will feel full of sympathy for you, but
his advice will be very similar to mine,
BE CAREFUL WHOM YOU DEAL WITH.
HAVE YOU NEVER THOUGHT that when

you want to exchange a machine, buy a new
machine, or buy a good second-hand one, that the
onlv right and proper place to purchase one is

, where they have the LARGEST STOCK in the
' WORLD— Hitchens, of Morecambe. There you
can try the machine on the road, and, if not
satisfactory, leave it behind. You can walk into

the Garage, walk round, and walk out ; no one
wi!! trouble you. If you want to BUY ANY-
THING, open vour mouth ; if not, you can walk
out without SAYING ANYTHING. There is no

|

necessity to purchase.

1911 REDUCTIONS.
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £38 1

BAT-J.A.P., 5 h.p £52 10
P. and M., igii, two-speed Best offer

BRADBURY £45
SCOTT, 1911, two-speed £60
ZENITH-GRADUA, 3J h.p £50
HUMBER, two-speed £45
BRADBURY, two-speed £50
ZENITH-GRADUA, 5 h.p £65
BAT-J.A.P., 8 h.p £55
DOUGLAS, Model D £35
TRIUMPH, standard £48 15
DOUGLAS, two-speed. Model E £43
TRIUMPH, free engine £55 |

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £20 I

SIMMS, 1} h.p £10 10
DOUGLAS, igro, fine order £29
MOTOSACOCHE £14
FN'., 2i h.p £12 10
t-N-, ij h.p £15

I

HIGH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
BROW'N, 1909, twin, 5 h.p £32 10 i

BROW^N, igog, 3* h.p £25
-MMMS, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
TRIUMPH, rgo9, L.M.C. pullcv £32 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p £17 10
R]--\, igio, 3I h.p., splendid order .... £28
."^IMMS, 2jh.p., magneto ignition £14 10
Kl:.\, 3ih.p., M.O.V £15
SIXGER, 3i h.p £18 10
K.S.U.. 3ih.p., M.O.V £15
TRIUMPH, 1910, Mabon clutch £35
GRITZNER, 3j h.p., free engine £17 10
RINGER, 3 h.p.. magneto £12 10

1

19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.. 4-cj-l., 1911, only done 1.000 miles, 2 speeds,

free engine, bought June, all spares, new Engle-
bert tyre.5, new Lomax non-Hkid, 2 spare tubes, Eosijnol
exhaust whistle, a perfect bicycle, runs beautifully ; will
accept £45,—Morgan, c/o Phenieiau, Ltd., Finch Ed.,
Hiindsuorth, Birmingham.

HUMBER. 1911. 2 =;peeds. Sf.h-p., almost new, de-
livered August 10th. with first-claas Portland side-

car, quite new, horn, spare valve, plug, all tools, brand
new. Dunlop belt, enamel unseratched. splendid puller,
all in perfect condition; £50.-188, c/o Briggs, Humber
agent, High St., Wellingborough.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

BRADBUEY, 3ih.p.. Quite ufw ; offers, e.^:cLange.-
Bailey, jeweller, Soham.

STEVENS, 3;h.p., butted tubes, adjustable rullf-r;
£5.—Bailey, jeweller, Soham.

09 FN. Lightweight, ju.*t overhauled: £18.-62.
Upper Cliff Rd., Gorleston, Gt. Yarmonth-

Sili.p, Triumph, special T.T., 1911, as new. do 60
2 easily, cost £55 7 weeks ago; £45 for QiULk

sail'.—Denny, Harleston. Norfolk.

1Q10 2;h.p. Enfield, .splendid condition. £24: 1911
At' free engine Triumphs in stock; willing to ex-
change with .second-lmnd Triumph,'* and cash ndjustment-
—Parker and Son, St. Ive?, Hunts.

IQll Bradbury, P- and H. head lamp, large exiiaust
A«-' whittle, Jonea .^pecdomrter (trip mileage), excel-
lent condition, done 2,000 milc.^, with all ,'jpurcs; offers
wanted—CjTit Catchpole, Rookery, FelisVtowe.

4ih.p. Twin Minerva and Sidecar, Mabou, B.B.,
2 Whittle, splendid condition tliroushout ; trial

;

exchange for 1910 Doueln^, or good lightweight, cafh
adjustment, or sell.—Bunting, 456, Sprowston Ed.,
Norwich. Norfolk.

1 Oil Moto.^acoche, as new, slight use one season only,
X«7 free engine, adjustable pulley, Wliittle belt, lamp,
tools, spares in tubes, outer covers, belts, motor cvcling
waterproof cap. cojit. legk-inps, complete; best offer.—
Harvey, builder, Wutton. Norfolk.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Alonmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1 Qll Eudee. free i^nt^ine. prn<ticallv now; £50.—F.
JiiJ Coomber. 58, Tjihing Worcester-

4-CYL. F.N-. ridden 4.000 miles, speedometer : £30.
a bargain.—Coomber. 58. T.vthing, Worcester.

PREMIERS, brand new. 3Ah.p.. standard models; £35,
no offers.—Wright, Motor Agent, Alrechunh.

33.h,p. Minerva, good runnimr order, rntrine rebushed,
4 tueessories

; photo; £7, baxgain.- 13. Telford St.,
Cardiff.

BEADBUEY (late 1910), 3Jh.p., in splendid condi
tion throughout; any trial; £35.—E. P. Jones,

draper, Aberdare.

nod H.
" Pail-

rQll Triumph, in excellent condition^
*y lamp. Cowey, exhaust whistle, spares; £45,

thorpe. Evesham.

DOUGLAS, model D. 1911. delivered in May, for
.fnle. in perfect order; price £32.—Forsyth Grant,

Newcastle Eiuijni.

STANDARD Triumph (late 1910), pt^rfect condition,
P. and H. lamp, all accessories; £36.—Williams,

67. Gwydr Crescent, Swansea.

L.M.C, 1910. 3ih.p., variable gear, free engine, foot-
boards, new belt, onlv ridden 1,000 miles; first

£30. cost £56.— Bowyer, Ei'sca.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

4-CYL. F.N.. 3!h.p.. Pahner tyre^. little used; soiling
through illness.-3. Sidmouth St., Devizes.

-| Q09 (late) Tourist Eex. 1910 cyl. and piston, littleX iJ used, cipares ; offers.—Churchfelles, Horley.

SCOTT, 1911. splendid condition; approval, deposit;
£47, or offers.— 56, Shirley Ed., Southampton.

4-cyl., 5-6h.p.. thoroughly overhauled, good con-
dition; £17.—W. Tucker, The Nurseries, Faringdon,

Berks.

ENFIELD, 1910. perfect ocndition. lamp, horn; £27;
trial; wanting sidecar combination.-Cluer, Bray,

Berkt;.

KEEEY-ABINGDON. 2-speed gear, complete, almost
new; sacrifice, £5.—Maidment, High St., Emsworth,

Hants.

N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, Wliittle, tyres, nearly
new, perfect condition; £19.—Trevose, New Milton,

Hants.

1 Qll Douglas, in excellent order, very reliable, ac-
J-*-' ce33orie5; 32 guineas. — Henshaw, High' St-,

' Andorer

HUMBEE. 3hp-, chain driven, ?ood condition, new
accumulator, tyres good; £8.—Goodwin. 68. Queen's

I Ed., Bristol.

F-\

SIDECAR MACHINES.
IF.N., .t-cyl., 4J h.p. £25
N.S.U,, two-speed,

."i
h.p., twin, icjioJ .. £40

J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., free engine £26'

J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p., racer £40
P. and M., 1910, perfect order £45
ZENITH, 6 h.p., late 1909, Gradua gear. . £40
REX, 5 h.p., fine order £27 10
REX, twin, 5 h.p £25
VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p., clutch £22 10
P. and M., igio, splendid order £50
BAT-J.A.P., 1910 £36
P. and M., 1911, as new £55

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
£3 down and 5/- per week for any of these models.
ARIEL, 3j h.p £10 Ol
RE.X,3ih.p £10
MINERVA, il h.p., h.b. control £6 10
HUMBER, 3J h.p £9
RE.\. 3i h.p., M.O.V £10
R. and P., 2i h.p., h.b. control £7
HUMBER, 2i h.p £8 o|
MINERVA, tS h.p £6 10
KERRY, 2* h.p., useful model £7 10

|

Also several more equally as cheap.

S.H. SIDECARS.
CHATER-LEA, £12 10s. ; cost £i8 iSs.

MILLFORD, £7 10s.; cost ^Tro los.

MILLFORD Castor \Micel, £7 IDs. ; cost £i2^
MONTGOMKRY Castor, £6 lOs. ; cost £12.
Also one or two cheaper ones from £1 10 to £3 15.

SPECIAL LINES.
Ajax Heavy Tyre 35/-
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern 19/1U I

Heavv MORECAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/11i
50 Odd Tj-rcs from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.
Mabon 1911 Free Engine £2 5
Large Side Bags " 5/11 J
Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/5i
E.I.C. Plugs, 2/6 size each 1 /I

Magnetos, S.H., all sizes £3, £3 5s., and £4 I

Parker Self-con tjjined Lamp IS/IIJ f

Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23/6
F.LE.N. Magnetos £3 4 lU
Sidecar Aprons, ready to fit 6/11

J

Special Twist Horn 3/11

J

New F.R.S. Generators 7 }-

Exhaust Cut-outs 2/11

J

Handle-bar Mirrors 2,'9 and 4/6
Tube and Belt Cases 5/lU
Rubber Belts, 7ift.x]in 6/11 j

'

Special H.B. Watch Holders .. lOJd. and l/llj
|New Self-contained Lamp, large size .... 13/11V

Tubes, all sizes, brand new 6/II5 and B}^^
\

Leather and Steel-studded Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30/-
B. and B. Carburetters, h.b. control, rgii 23/-
Trembler Coils 6/lU I

Non-trembler Coils 6/9
Carbide Carriers, post free 1 /10J
Rubber Goggles 1/5^
Brass Exhaust Wliistles 2/1H
T.B. Handle Starter 10/6 "

1

S.H. F.R.S. Lamps, complete .. 25/- and 35/-
Garner's WTvistles, post free 12/6
Long Holland Coats 4/11J
Lamp Brackets, all patterns 1/1U
Horn Grips 1/ll|

|

Assorted S.H. Carburetters, h.b. control. . 12/6
S.H. P. and H. Generators, complete ;... 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete 6/9
New Generators 4/11

J

Holland Motor Cycle Suits , . . . 6/6
Tan Gauntlet Gloves, 4/6 ; Uned 4/1U I

S.H. Whittle from 1/- to 2/9 per foot.
'

Triumph Compression Domes '2/2
Dry Cells 4/6 and 6/6
Large Triumph Pattern Horn 4/1U i

Waterproof Leggings '. 4/11 Jc I

Ditto ditto with fronts, 8/lU a'^d. .. 9/lU
Ditto Suits 19/1U
Handle-bar Watch and Holder 3/1H |

Butted Tubes, all sizes, brand new 12/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6
Long Handle-bars 4/11 J I

Lot of Engines and Parts of Motor Cycles, cheap
Mudguard^, enamelled, 3^ and 4in., pair. . 3/in
Puncture-proof Bands, S.H 4 /IU
Leather Gauntlet Gloves 2/11 j [

New Specification List now ready, post tree,

HITCHEN'S MOTOR
EXCHANGE CO., LTD.,]

Euston Road, MORECAMBE.
Telephont;: n2; Wire-: : ^rotor. Jlnrc-pambe.

In answcrina i!ic.?e adiertl?emcnl.i it is rl/.iirnhle to ?nen!ion " The Motor Oi/c7e
' A 19
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1911, fiee engine, delivered May, like new;

f47/10.-Motor, Stratlieam, SufEolk Rd- South,
Bournemouth.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, new August, 2ili.p., Whittle,

free engine, 500 miles, spare cover,—Lewis, Belle-

Tue Rd., Salisbury.

TRIUMPH, 1909, Cower, lamp, horn, spare valve,

tools, new belt, Rom tyres; £25—Read, 20, Mont-
Eomerie Rd., Southsea-

BRADBURTS-— 1911 Bradburys in slock; inmiediate
delivery; trade supplied; esehanges entertained.—

tiinger Motors, Banbury,

1Q11 3ih.p. Triumph, free engine, used 200 miles
-LtF only, absolutely unsoiled; offers wanted; exchange
considered-—Layton, Bicester.

1Q11 Triumph T-T. Roadster, picked engine, excep-
-M-iy tionally fast, machine as new; £43, or near offer.

—Layton, Bicester.

"I
QlO Standard Triumph, Palmer tyres, rear new, most

-i-«^ excellent condition; £38, or near offer.-Layton,
Bicester-

"IQll 3ih.p. B.S.A,, h.b. watch, spare belt, mileometer,
--«? spare valve, lamp, and generator, run 1,400 miles
exactly, as new; £42, or near oSer.—Layton, Bicester.

MINERVA, IJh.p., good .running order, new back
tyre, and accumulator ; first cheque £4/10

Becuies.—Moore and Sons, Andovei.

QUADRANT, 3h.p., mag:neto. h.b.c, new belt, per-
fect order; £12, or nearest offer.—Ranson, East

Ktratton, Micheldever Station, Hants,

MINERVA Twin, 4-5h.p. engine, in excellent condi-
tion, wants enamelling; £12, or near offer.—

Particulars, apply, K. Chaisley, Slough.

T.A.G.. 1911, perfect running order. P.R.S. lamp,
Cowey speedometer, tools, and spares; 50 guineas.

—Graham, H.M.S. Foxhound, Portsmouth.

TRIUMPH. 1909, perfect condition, lamp, all acces-
Bories. spares, excellent tvres, fast level and hills;

£29.—Chesterton, Sulhampstead, Tlieale, Reading.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, accumulator, free engine,
Whittle belt, good tyres, plating and enamelling

hardly scratched; bargain, £14.—Norton, TLeale, Berks',

EYLES and Eyles, 113. St. Aldates, Oxford, have in
stock Bat, 4h.p-, 2-speed, free engine; B.S-A-, 3A

t.p., free engine; and Premier, 3ih.p.,. free engine; also
Bidecars.

31h.p. 1907 Brown, in excellent condition, plating
2 and enamel as new, h.b.c., adjustable pulley, new

belt and tyre, all accessories; £14. — 360, Waterside,
Chesham.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto machine, new engine
November, 1910, speedometer, horn, lamp, spares.

etc-, excellent condition, most reliable ; £20.—Maddick,
I'awley, Southampton.

33;h.p. Douglas, not 12 months old, in absolutely per-
4 feet order and condition, not ridden more tlian

500 miles; £30. no offers.-T Baker and Sons, Motor
''orks, Reading.

33.h.p. F,N., 2-speed gear, 1911 model, not ridden
4 100 miles; £41/10; full guarantee given with

this machine.—T. Baker and Sons, Motor Cycle Works,
Reading.

TRIUMPH, late 1910. splendid condition, F.R.S. head
lamp, almost new Duulop back; would ride reason-

able distance to bona-flde purchaser; £36.—Wood, Tlie
Cottage, Farnham Royal, Bucks.

1Q10 Triumph, Mabon clutch, F.R.S. lamp, horn,
X«^ tools, looks almost new. excellent mechanical
condition, guaranteed not run 3,000 miles; £44, no
offers.-Midland Motor Co., Oxford.

HUMBER Lightweight, demonstration machine,
£27/10: Moto-Reve twin, never been used, £33:

IJh.p- Clement-Garrard. perfect, £10/10 : sole district
agent Humbers : immediate deliveries —Harvey, 58, Poole
Rd., Bournemouth.

GENUINE Royal Enfield, 2^h.p, vertical, m o.i v

,

spring forks, B. and B., 2ein.x2iin. tyreg as new,
accumulator and Sieman's batterv, Solar headlight, low
and fast, medium weight; £12; approval against cash.—
Ernest Bayliss, Tibberton, near Gloucester.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

TRIUMPH, late 1910, splendid condition; £35-
Marshall, High St., Esher.

SCOTT. 1910. in perfect condition; a bargain. £38-
Chilton. High St., Watford.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, write, The
Eetco Motories, Smarden, Kent.

best ofler.—

1 Oil Triumph, free engine model, not done 1000
-I*' miles; £45.—Bunting, Wealdstone.HUMBER Lightweight, beautiful condition, good a"?

new; bargain, £29.-Bnnriiig, Weald:^tone.

ENFIELD, 2-:;h.p., latest model, without a scratch-
£35.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

jgl2-—3h.p. Pafnir, 26x2i Palmers, h.b.c.» all acce?

Let us quote you
for your old mount.
You'll save money.

igii 3i h.p. PREMIER Tourist £47 10
tgii 3i h.p. Tourist TRIUMPH £48 15
igii 3i h.p. Magneto RUDGE-WHITWORTH .. £48 15

1910J 3^ h.P- Magneto REX, 1911 forks 38 Gns.

igioj Twin REX DELUXE, 191 1 forks and fittings £54 10

1911 3J h.p. BRADBURY £48
19LI 3J h.p. Two-speed BRADBURY £55
19105 h.p. Twin Tourist REX, Cantilever seat,

non-skids 39 Gns.

tgiojsh.p. REX DE LUXE, liin. non-sldds,

1911 fittings, cylinders, mechanical inlet valves £53 10

£31 BUYS
A BRAND NEW 3i h.p. REX,

with 84J X 89 Rex balanced engine, 26in. wlieels,

Continental tyres, low dropped frame, handle-bar

control, carburetter, Bosch magneto, foot and

hand brakes, ball bearings to engine-shaft, |in

rubber canvas V belt, Lycett's saddle, spring

forlis, extra wide improved mudguards, footrests

stand, carrier, toolfcag, tools, and number-plate

Makers' full Guarantee.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
riTILTON Cycle Co.,

VICTOEIA. S.W.-See bargains below; all best make
Id stock.

wILTON.-Clyno in stock; £64; first checiiie secuici

W^

Don't buy unfashionable maiies or foreigr,

rubbish at prices far above their actual value.

EASY PAYMENTS.
DEPOSITS from £3 3s. upwards. Write us !

7 h.p. 2-speed DOT and Montgomery Sidecar .... £44 10

1910 T.T. TRIUMPH, almost equal to new £38 10
MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 19

2i h.p. ROYAL, very fine condition £8
(JUAURAN T, 3j h.p., magneto, spring forks £24 10

F.N. Lishtweight, magneto, spring forks £19 19

REX Twin, 5* h.p., spring forks, fast £19 10

QU.ADRANT Trike, low, good '. £6 6

r"oo8 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, very low £22. 10
REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10
igro 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10

5^ h.p. N.S.U., free engine and sidecar £33 10
Ufagneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart .. £25 10
Twin REX DE LU.XE and Montgomery Sidecar £25
KE.X. lyio, 3S h.p., " hot stuff " £29 10
rgioTWlN REX. M.O.V £29 10

4* h.p. 4-cyl., F.N., magneto £19 19

3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spring forks £14 10

3i h.p. REX, vertical engine, trembler £8 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

WILTON.- Bradburys in stock, free engine, £54/10
2-speed, £55.

WILTON.-Clyno : sole S.W. agents ; trial by appoint
raent ; immediate delivery.

WILTON.-Matchless; sole S.W. agency; early de

liveries.

WILTON.-Several 1911 shop-soiled machines a
greatly reduced prices.

WILTON.—1911 Kerry-Abingdon. with 2-speed g«ar

Lucas lamp, horn, mirror, with sidecar, cani

body, new condition; £50, cost £70.

TXTILTON.-1910 Excelsior, 3ih.p., fine condition

WILTON— 1911, latest model, No. 1 Clyno. 2-speed

lamps, spares, spring pillar and sundries, yptt

spring wheel sidecar, cost £90. new condition; £.70.

WILTON.—Exchanges and instalments, reasona.bli

terms.

ILTON.—1910 Moto-Reve, 2h.p., with accessories'

£23.

WILT0N-7h.p. Brown, twin, Bosch magneto. B;

and B. carburetter, just overhauled; £30.

WILTON—1909 5h.p. Sarolea, Chater-Len. 4 speeaa,

new Druid forks, B. and B. carburetter, Bosci

magneto, new Rom on back ; £30. bargain.

WILTON.-Several second-hand motors; from £!'

each.

WILTON Cycle Co 110, Wilton Rd., Victoria, Loo:

don. S.W. Phone. 5115 Westminster.

TRIUMPH, 1909, good order, lamp included; £28i-,

Matthews, Earls Colne, Essex,

p. Brown, £8; 2ih p. ilinerra, £6; great bargains

29, Eastbourne Ed., ^\est Ham.

7 h.p. 1910 m.o.v. Eex Speed King, splendid condition;

£32/10.-39, Holland Rd., Kensington.

Olh.p. Bucbet, F.K.S. lamp, speedometer, low; £7.-

^2 L.K., 49, Birstall Ed., S. Tottenham.

Pnnd M., 2-speed gear, lor immediate delivery, ant'

Scotts—Eey,. 5, Heath St., Hampstead-

3ih.p. Eex, good condition, new tyres; £13, cfleta.-

2 Gcimiu, 43, Blackheath Hill, Greenwich. _;

NS U 3h.p., magneto, adjustable pulley, new co;Sli'

tion; £16.-101, Hewitt Ed., Harringay.

COTT 1911, brand new, for immediate delivery, and,

P. and M.—Rey, 5. -Heath St., Hampstead.

MOTO-EEVE. 1910, all grey, twin cyls.
2, Tugela St., Perry Hill, Catlord,

Eories.-HoUij, Addlestone.

Olh.iO2

S'

19 09 Arno, Sili.p., magneto, spring forks, lamp, horn

19^

MISCELLANEOUS.

26x2! Extra Heavy Tubes, 7/6 ; 26x2^,8/6.
F.R.S. Lamp, with special generator £1 9 6
Brooks' Bioo Saddle 12/6
26 X 2 New Continental Cover 15/6
New Large Lycett's Saddle 10/6
Twin Rex Frame £2 7 6
26 X 2i Heavy Tricar Covers, best make 25/-
New Sidecar Basket 17/6
8ft. 6in. NEW ^in. Conlmental Belt 11/6
Sidecar Body, art cane, new 19/6
Harrison Backrest, new, reduced price 10/6
Rushmore Pattern Lamps, mirror lens, complete 15/11
" Forward " Adjustable Belt Fasteners 1/6.

Double-twist Horns 4/6

Collier's Motories,
^AfESTGATE, HAL.!FAX,
ENGLAND. —

TRIUMPH 3-h.p., 1909, splendid condition. lamB

horn; £29.-Long!ey, 15, Grove Ed., Surbiton;

EX 1908 3!h.p., magneto, h.b.c., splendid condi

tion; £19.-Peacock, "274, High Rd., B^illi.-uu.

11 Standard Triumph, been little used and every

thing as new; £42.-322. Broadway, Hendon-.

TEIUMPH. 1910, nearly new; £45: all acceisorie*-

A. Swan, Golspie, Marlborough Rd., St. Albans.

i?8/10.-3'.h.p. Rex. powerful, low, reliable. Osljornr.

o& 4-5peed gear included-Ford, jeweller, Eedli*

TEHTMPH. 1910, free engine, new back tyre Mi
belt; price, £42.-Edginton. Bridge St., GodalirulB.!

5 h.p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea, Bosch magneto, and sijj

car; £20.-36, Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury Paito

3 h.p. Werner, £5: 3h.p. tricar, magueto. £9; bett

runniiig order.-Stacey. Stanford le Hope, Essex.

EAGLES-NS.U., 3!h.p., Model de Luxe 119101

gained gold- medal in 1910 6 Days' Trials; f

T7 AGLES.-N S.r., 51hV: late 1909, shmdard modtl

-i2i ridden 800 miles, 2-tpeed gear, free engine, as my;
£30.

AGLES.-Douglas 2Jh.p. Twin, late 1910. had littll

use, nearly new ; £27/10.

EAGLES.-N.SU.. 31h.p.. 1908, magueto, sprinl

forks, B. and B. carburetter, hne condition

£17/10.

EAGLES.-Motosacoche Lightweight. Hellej'den isn'

tion. Whittle belt, flue condition; £11/10.

E.VGLES.-Minerva, B.S.A., 2Jh:p., m.o.v., spriill

forts, adjustable pulley, h.b.c; £10/10.

EAGLES —We have a lew brand new siugle-cyl. N-.S.U.'s

just delivered, magneto ignition, m.o.v., impioycf

larburetter, h-h.e.. Shamrock belts, 1911 spring for

and other improvements, complete tool case, full seu o.

tools, stand, etc; 3h.p. £27, Sih.p. £31, net cash;

ferred payments arranged.

EAGLES and Co., High St.. Acton, N-S.U. West Lon

don district agency.—Immediate delivery of WiJ
models : liberal allowances for machines in part payment

Tel. : 556 Chiswick.

1Q11 3ih.p. Bradbiuv, only ridden 500 miles, »

±«7 uew'; £35.-Forsyth, 22. Eosemont Ed., ActOO

E^

A50 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/de."
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WOTOB BICYCLES FOR SALE.
[iJKUr, 22h.p., cliaiii drive, sound, fast, ppdal start-
Ij iDg : quick buyer f «.—Visher, 7." Dollis Rd-, Fjncli-

ftli.p. 1909 Tourist Res. luaicueto, and spring forks,
«.[ licTtect; £22.-6, Station Hd., Kdgware, Middle-

jJiE Sale, 6Ii,p. 2-siiped X.S.U., Bosclj. i.b.c., 6pare»,
J> tsrus excellent: £26/10.-52, Agraria Ed.f Guild-

r'uuMPH, 1910 model; £32.- rare bargain, no
.| (lf>-r.i.—C. Mos3, 1, St. George's Mews, Primrose

[vEMIER. 1911, as new. delivered July, guaranteed
perfect tkrougbout- — Sorrell, Notley, Bruintree,

INERVA, 3;h.p., B.B. earburetter, good tyres, low,
fast, reliable: £12/10.-128, Highbury Hill,

pbury.

IIFFIN, Clement, Ubp.. weight 701bs-, average 15
miles, runs easy; £13.—Milton, High Tavement,

Isham- - •

11 (May) 2ih.p. Twin Liglitireiglit. cost £42, for
unexpected departure; £42—70. West Hill

dsworth,

JfJai'H, 1910, splendid tondition. comparatively
little used; £36/10.-73, Onslow Gardens, Musweil
N.

h.p. Bradbury, magneto, 1910 model, eplendid con.
dition: bargain, £29/10.-73, ChmcL St. Cumber.

Green.

LP.-CHATEB, 4h.p . No. 6 (19081, magneto, very low
really excellent condition; £22/10.-27. Melbourne
IHord.

Lll-p- Humber, upright engine, belt and back tyre

f
new: £6. — Harmsworth, 43, Blackwafer Hd

,

Ibourne.

IXOIBER, 3;h.p,, 1910, , accessories, flpare*?, overalls
perlnt; £32, - St. Winifred's, Eurlham Grove.

! -t (late.

'MIWIPH. 3h.p.. magneto, li.b.c.. fine order, all nc-
- r. -.,,ries; £21—W.I.. i'uetory House, I-E. Works,
~ rt'-nii. E.

1 -V.N'li.-jWOBTH.-GriSon Sb.p. twin, genuine Zcdel
' a^'ine. magneto, spring forkd, rumi well: cheap.

E.lO.-Beluw.

ANDSWORTH.-F.N., latest 1911 model, with
sidecar. 6h.p.. magneto, drip teed; saeriflce. £36,

low.

ANDSWORTH.-F.N.. latest 1911 model. 6h.p,.
magneto, drip feed lubrication, as new; cfllers.-

w.

ANDSWORTH.-V.S. 5-6h,p, l«-in. magneto. Trnf-
fault spring forks, extra fast and powerful

;

Below.

ANDSWORTTT-r.S. 1909 5-6h,p, twin, magneto,
2 sneeds, Truflault forks, beautiful order; £29,

low.

AKDSWOfiTH,-Eoe. 4h,p,, m,o,v., military model,
magneto. 2 speeds, free engine, perfect; £25.—

ANDSWOETH.-Eoc. 4h.p.. m.o.v.. military model,
magneto, free engine, elutch. beautiful order;

19.-Below.

ANIJSWORTH. -Indian. 1911 model. 5h.r. twin.
magneto, spring forks, as new; saeriflce. £38/10 I

low. » I

ANIlSWOETH.-NS.tr.. late 1908. 34h.p., m.o.v,. I

magneto, gear pulley, h.b.c.,- nice order; £17/10
low.

ANDSWOETH-Bat. 4;h.p.. spring frame forks; I

£12/15: exchanges.-"Wandsworth Motor Ex-
Be. Ebner St.. TVandsworfh,

|10 2;h,p. F.N.. 2-ispeed. shaft driven, overhauled.,
new tyres August; £24.—Warwick House. Bury

Edmunds.

'^^-M.^'^' 1910. free engine, all accessories, enre-
tully used; £40; must sell.—Avondale. Bective

Putney.

p. Clarendon, m.o.v.. magneto. B. and B , spring
forks, accessories; £1210. - Walter. Ashley

!ey. Kent.

1 10 Triumph, splendid condition, nearly new. Pal-

xr';!"„^'''^ ''^'*: f38/10 lowest.-J.B., 57, Lewis-
Hill. SE. .

i.p. FN., geared pulley, in excellent condition, spare
-be, tube, spare valves, etc.; £15.—Motorist 4

is Av.. E.G. - '

p. Quadrant, low. Clincher, and studded, spring
orks h.bc,

: £9.-H. Matthews. 125. Chesterton Ed.
ing Hill. W.
ill P. and ,M.. nearly new. £50: eideear. Chater-
,-.-,«'',''• »^'10: appointment.-Howard. 277. Wood
Waltbaraatow.

lUGEOT. 3)h.p,. low. fast, reliable, tvres. appear-
ance condition good; £12/10.-Eowan,s. Ctmway
Southgate. N. '

09 31h,p, Peugeot-Eex. Palmer eordiS. adjustable
pulley. Hellesea battery, very low; £15.-Lloyd

1 St., Staines.

h.p. Rex. with coach-built forerar. powerful, fast,
ffplcndid tiondition; trial; bargain. £10. — 45.

lee St, Stepuey.

'ALL-METAL' SW;TCH.

No. 430. 1 way, 2/3 each

„ 435. 2 way. 2/9 „

"EBONITE" SWITCH.

No, 404. 1 way, 3 -each

„ 407.2 .. 4/- ,,

.. 406. 1 .. 3,'6 .,

(Latter with pluc;).

SPECIAL COILS.
(Guaranteed.)

PLAIN TYPE.
No. 3. 1-cyl., 13,'6 each.

TREMBLER TYPE.
No. 70. 1-cyl.. 15/- each.

The most efficient and eco-
nomical coil on the market.

Accumulators.

The best
every way, yet
by far the
cheapest.

4-volt sizes.

20-amp. ..12/-

40-amp. ..17/6

60-amp. .. 24/-

Fullv '^liUII L
guaranteed. ^>^|LJS

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES.

For motor cycles,

tricars, and cars.

FLASH SIZE,
PRICE 6,'6 EACH.

Write for Special

CataloEf.

ADHESIVE INSULATING TAPE.

Neatly packed in stroni; tin bo.t.

A Convenient Necessity.

Price only Sd. per tin.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
SEND FOR CATALOGS—FREE.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET,

L.ONDON, E.G.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLYNO.—Place yonr orders now for 1912— Su^^

a^'ents L,ondon, S.W'-. Wilton Cycle Co., Vic
toria Station; S,W

"JQ08 Mid?et Bicar, 3Ui-P- Fafnir, inasinrto, Contiit-
J-»7 ental-s. Whittle, perfect; £12.—Berjouville, Gruva
Rd-, Woodford, Kssex-

^ib.p. MinervaTCbater and Sidecar : £13. exclianq'!
2 twin, out of order not objecttjd.—Eleanor Villa,

]

Nether St., N. Finehley.

Qlb.p. Zenith. 1911, and sidecar, raanv spare.^. ( on.
2 dition rerff^rt; what offers?—8.543, The Mot >t

I Cycle Offices. Coventry.

llQlO 41i.p. Ball Bcjrins J.A.P., Chater-Lea. Bosch,

I

Xt' B.B.. h.b.c, perfect order; £26.-E. Dolley. Bavk
' Green, Hersliam, Surrey-

NS-U. Twin, maguetn, 2-speed, with sidecar, £26

;

also twin maRneto racing J.A.P.. £28.—Tayior, 112,
Xew King's Rd,* Fulhain.

Sah.p, N.S.U., 1908. magneto. 2 speeds dud free, 2i
4 Peter Unions, spring forks, h.b.c.; £21.— .^0.

Lea Bridge Ed., Clapton.

6 h.p. .iriel-Jap, J.A.P. cnrburetter, and ndjustnblg
pulley, recently enamelled and plated; £17/10.—

Richards, Pier Rd., Erith.

3ih.li. JJinervo nud sidecar, in perfect order, £16; alf'o

2 3h.p. cycle, Trent, good order, £6.-Selsby, 145,
Powcrscroft Rd-, Clapton.

1 Qll 3:h.p. Rover, free engine, nil accessories, spb'u
J-t? did condition: £37, no offers.—Major Hardy, 21,
Ireton Rd.. Colchester.

3 h.p. Clyde, mneneto, good running order, just over-
hauled, new belt, etc.: £10/10--Motor, 44, New-

bursh Rd., Acton. W.

B.S.A., new May, nn«crntched. ridden 1.200 niilf.H,

takes sidecar, condition perfect; £45.—Mears, 70,
Bclgrave Rd.. Wunstead.

4ih.p. Twin 'Werner, tyres good, splendid runnin-
2 order, new belt; saeriflce, £12.—Apply. Scott, 5,

Oildrrd^'e Rd., Eastbourne,

IQIO Late 2ih-p. Enfleld, perfect condition,' and run-
J-t7 ning order: £25. or near oJttT; bought 2Jh.p.—
48. nolborn Viaduct, K.C

r.N., 4-cyl-, Bosch magneto, sprintj forks, shaft driven,
new non-skid on back: £13, a bargain; after 6.—

Soabrook, Chantry, Staninore.

TRItXarPH, standard, delivered Fei,)ruary, 1911. aew
condition, lamp, accessories; £38.-151, Chamber-

Inyne Wood Rd., Willesden.

1Q11 Doiik'Ias, 2-«ipeed, new May. fine condition, buy-
J^*y ing sidecar machine, rums as new; £40.—Spencer,
In, Beluiont Rd., U.\bridge.

3 ill p. Rex. just overhauled, h.b.c-. new Palmer-',
2 splendid condition: £14, bargain. — Beard'3

Garase. Broadway. Cricktewood.

3ih,p. Brown, magneto, spring forks excellent . order

;

2 £18-'10. or exchange with cash for 1910 Doudn^.
—49. Cromwell Rd.. Beckenhaui.

new 2 month*
token for debt;

In answerir.Q these advcrli•'Yemenis it is desirable to mention " The Motor- Ci/cle.

LIGHTWEIGHT K., 23h.p-, 19*1
aco. unscratcbed. not done 500;

£20.-69, Green-*ide Rd., Croydon.

DOUGLAS. 1910, run 3-000 nnle.s. drip lubricator
Brook.i eaddle. practically new belt and tyres; £27.

-R.. 73. Birkbeck Rd., Enfleld.

MINERVA. 2!h.p., E. and B. carburetter, bar control
stand, carrier. tooN, ba-^', all perfect condition;

£12.-42, Brixton Hill, London-

3Xb.p. Clutch Triumph, splendid condition, spars
2 bolt and tube in ca?e. all spares, backrest, etc.—

136. Hitrh Rd.. Willesden Green.

TK^i'MPH, 3ih.p.. 1909, splendid condition, new
tyres, epnre belt, all accessories and tools; £30.—

7. Circus Rd.. St. John's Wood.

£17.-1908 3;h.p. Vindeo. raaeneto. spring forks, fo-t,

reliable : approval, deposit : ride 30 miles.-Swan,
3. StockweU Green. Brixton, S.W.

ZEXTTH-GRADUA. 3ih.p., 1911. Cowey speedomet.-r.
Lucas lamp, all arcessories : £45. — Karck, Z.

Devonshire St.. Portland Place, \V.

DOUGLAS, 2Jh-p., October. 1910, 38 eiiinea randel,
rarefully used, lamp, and spares: £27, or offers —

Hnniphrey, 22, Brighton Rd-, Horsham-

N.SU. Twin-oy].. low position. Bosch magneto. Petei
Uninn-', Whittle, perfect order; bargain, £14/10.

—36, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbiiry Park.

HUMBER. 1910. 3-;.h.p., 2-speed gear, excellent con-

dition, tvres both new. accessories, and spares

;

£35—24, Woodland Rise, Musweil Hill.

F.N.. 1910. 4-eyl., 5-6h.p., 2-speed gear, faultless con-
dition: £45; enamelled cream. — Pritebard, do

F.N. Ef'pairg Dept., Highbury Bam, N.

1 Q08 Twin Moto-Reve. magneto, spring forks, all

M.*y h.b-e., all accessories, wants engine overhauling;
£11.-12. Market Sq-, Horsham, Sussex-

DOUGAS, late 1909, condition excellent, ejiinders
pistons, carburetter new 1911. tyres Rom com-

bination. F.R.S. lamp.—Kinnes, Bushy House, Tedding-
ton.

3ih.p. Rex. magneto, B. and B-, h.b.e-, good Hutchin-
2 son and Continental, low po.5ition. ver>" good con.

dition; nearest £19; after 6—26, Yernham Rd-, Plum
stead-

A51
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
A RIEL Motor Bicycle, 31i.p-. perfect condition ; sale

cL £6/10. or escliange; owner gone abxoad-~T. Earn
sorougli, Fyfield, Temple Fortune. H^ndon-

i S.A.—Early deliveries of these splendid mounts
_' from tlie Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28,

'tVoodford Ed., Forest Gate, London. E.

> EX 1909, 5h.p-, recently oveiliaulea, B. and B.

Bo^ch, footboards, good tyres, smart luachiue

:

E28.--Hodd, 2, Hurst E4-, Winchmore Hill-
|

31ip Minerva, Ctater-I^a frame, in new coudititai .

- 4 £9 or highest, or exchange with casli for hiyht-i

power.—126. ToUington Park, Finehury Park.

TRIUMPH, 1908, f^ood appearance and condition, fitted

Zenrth-Gradua gear; £35, or ofier.—Siuith, 1,

Pembroke Villas, Dorchester Ed.. "Wej'brid.ge.

1 O lOi 3ih.p. 2-speed Kerry-Abingdon, only lidden

J-«7 1006 miles; cost £55 at Easter, nearest ofEei

to £55 secures.—30. Arlington Ed.. Surbiton.

31h.^. lies, "T.T, model, only ridden few mileg, as

2 new: £27110; consider chain or shaft-driven

lightwei-.ht'in excliange.-184. Tulse Hill. S."W.

BAT. 3ih.p.,"used for 10 days' tour on Continent only

latest model, guaranteed .soiled only; cost £50;
DO dealers-—Wj ite, K.- Garle, CMslehurst, Kent.

TRITTMPH. 1311, standara, exceptionally well kept,

lilie new throughout, large Lucas lamp, generator

hern, tparei. etc; £40.-94, Gloucester Ed-, S-W.

1 Q09 Triumph, splendid condition, go up anything,
J. vJ very fa;t. Palmer hack week old, and new tube

;

£35—H.L-P., 157, Pembury Ed-, Tonhridge, Kent-

1 Qll 5-6h.p. F.N.. in new -condition, only 3 weeks
X*/ old, perfect throughout; only £39/10; seen by
BDnnintment.—36o, Grenville Ed., Hornsey Eise, N.

V.S., 7-9h'P- 2-sTjeed, .^na sidecar (torpedo), royal blue,

all spares, grand cclQ^iitJon ; good reason for selling

;

£55.—Apply by let' -, -^ViotOr, 162, Seven Sisters Ed-

T.A.C, 4 cyl3., 3 speeds, bucket seat, sprung frame,
perfect condition [1,000 miles) ; expert examina-

tion ; £55, or near ofler.—28, Wellesley Rd-, Chiswick.

TRIUMPH, 1908 model, special condition, compres-
sion and bearings perfect; £25, or exchange 5-6

h.p. F.N.—W., 71, Fox Lane, Palmer's Gxeeu, London,

HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed, excellent cxmdition, Auto-
clipse, Jones speedometer, new Kempshall back,

spares; £38.—Armstrong, 3, King William St., Strand.

3ih.p. N-S.U-, magneto, variable pulley, £20, or
2 nearest, owner gone abroad : also Whiteley engine

and frame, £1.— Geofirey, 8, Edith Ed-, West Kensington-

3h.p, Cottereau, 26in. wheels, spring forks, nearly
new tyres, h.b.c, any trial, £7/10; also sideiar,

35/-.—Norman, 53, Thombury Ed., New Park Ed.,
Brixton.

"JQIO Triumph, run 2,500 miles, Cowey speedometer,
Xt/ lamp, generator, spares, exceptional condition

;

£39.—Box L4,448. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St.. E.G.

^ih-p- Minerva Lightweight, low, fast, in good con-
/V4 dition ; £12/10, or part exchange lightweight,
magneto, or small car.—Chi 1worth, Victoria Rd-, Upper
Norwood.

HUMBEE. 3ih.p., and sidecar, 2-speed, only run
2,000 miles, splendid order; £33 for quick sale;

or eeparate; Tide 30 miles.—Hughes, chemist, Hurst-'
pierpoint.

3ih.p. Ariel, very low, torpedo tanks, Dunlop t^Tes,
2 Simms magneto, B. and Barlow, Stanley belt;

seen ninning any evening; £15/10.—Hole, Lavender Ed,,
VVallington.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910. Uttle used, free engine.
Whittle belt, footrests, cut-out, 30/- saddle, horn,

lamp, tools, overalls, etc.; £20.-151, Finchley Ed.,
I

Hampstead.

IF You "Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles,
you can get them at Wauchope's-—Wauchope's,

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. E.C., just off Lud-
pate Circua.

MATCHLESS-J.A-P., Amac semi-automatic carbu-
retter, new covers, lamp, and good kit of tools;

engines perfect ; price £45, or near ofller. — Sorrell,
Clarnieo, Lotidou-

LA BRUTUS (De Dion pattera), 2^h.p., CTiater frame,
perfect order, new belt and Michelin, new Amac;

sacrifice, £10; appointment.—W., 3, Downhills Park
•Ed., Tottenham.
31,h.p. Ariel Lightweight, magneto, footboards, E.

2 and B. carburetter, in good condition; £15, or
close offer.-A. E. Tettmar, " Hazelwood." Marlborough
Ed.. South Woodford.

A5-.6h.p. 4-cyI. F.N., with lamp, horn, and all acces-
sories, also -passenger attachment, and guaranteed

in perfect working order.—Apply, M. Fasio, 28, Chur-
ton St.. Victoria, S.W.

TRIUMPH, 1911^, free engine, complete with lamp,
horn, and all accessories, in perfect condition, only

10 weeks old; owner giving up riding; £46.-23, Aber-
deen Rd-, Highbury, N-

OPFEES wanted, 6h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea No, 6,

just overJiauled, new belt, tyre.s iinpniictured, foot-
boards: exchange 3ih.p.—Xenmont Villa, Kenmcnt Gar-
dens, College Park, N-W.

31h.p. Shaft-driTen F-N.. h.b- ohiti !i mutR^l. frcr
4 enR'ine, new inner tube bad:, imly (Iniii- 2,500

miles, perfect condition; £26/10, or near cticr--Wood
11, Milton Ed., Wallington.

ESg§g§ =

What is a Bargain 1

Is it a matter cf first cost, or a matter of

total -cost? Most certainly the latter is

the item to consider, and if you take the

opportunity we are now gwing you of

buying a brand new 1911 Motor Cycle at

a bargain price, you can make no mistake.

We must again " rub it in " that the

machines we are offering are not so-called

" 1910 J models" assembled from a miscel-

laneous assortment of out-of-date parts,

for we know if we sold you such a machine

we should lose your custom for ever.

We have a reputation to uphold, and
every machine we are offering is a

brand new 1911 model, and carrying

makers* full guarantee.

This Week's Special OfFeî

1911
One

3^ H.P.

^

Free Engine REyCj
40 GUINEAS

(List Price 4S Guineas).

: .>\LSO :

One 1911 5 h.p. Twin-cylin-

der Two-speed Rex de Luxe
(sligiitly soiled) 50 GUINEAS

(I.isl Price 60 Guiueas),

We can give immediate del'very from
stock of Triumph (free engine. Standard,

and T.T. Tourist), Rex, Ariel, Humlier,

B.S.A., Scott, and Indian Motor Cycles,

We have many bargains in overhauled and
guaranteed Motor Cycles, and shall be pleased
to post full list on application.

Exchanges or Payment by Instalments.

Sideca?

coachtauiit, %\y^ A Car of
£7 12 6. Vy Beauty.

Wicker, ^fW A Car of

£6 2 6. Strength.

Olympia Shoiv, Stand 103.

Write for catalogue and copies of testimonials.

THE
PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams : Telephone : n

" Primus, Birniinghain." Central, 4310. M

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—Only house for great bargains a

quick delivery of new 19H machines you uaur

get elsewhere; agents for all makes, and makers of \

famous Bey's sidecar and exhaust whiirtle.-Oaly j

dress, 5, Heath St. Tel. : 2678 P-O-, Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD.—Douglas, 1911. model D., almost ne

all accessories, run about 200 miles; £35. ;

1911 free engine Triumph, alnw

run about 300 miles
;

great bargain. £48.

HAMPSTEAD— 1911 23h.p. Royal Enfield, latt

uicdel, chain drive, new condition; £30, a barg^

AMPSTEAD.—3h-p. Centaur. B. and B., all acc<

series, good tyres; bargain, £8.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Triumphs, free engine, T
roadster, or standard for immediate delivery in

stock-

HAMPSTEAD-—1911 6h.p. racing Bat, almost iic

not run 100 miles; only £48.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Rudge, almost new, with ;

necessories, a fine machine; only £42.

HAMPSTEAD.—3ih.p. 1910 free engine model. T
imiph, witli all accessnries, £139; i^tandard £38.

HAMPSTEAD -

ew.

H^

HAlirSTEAD,-3;ll.p.
forks, 2--peecl sear,

N-S.U., magneto, and Srpri;

nice condition: £20,

HAMPSTEAD.-5b.p. V-S., magneto, and spring loik

£17; sidecar lor

HAMPSTEAD.
fine

amo £7.

81i p. 1911 Matchless, abncet ue

Sne macliine; £45, with all accesaeries.

HAMPSTEAD.-3:h.p
soiled condition; only £48

H
1911 Zenith, almost ne

with accessories- •

AMPSTEAD.—1909 Moto-Eevc twin, with 1910 c

all accessories; £12, special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 standard Triumph. 3 iveekB ol

condition almost new; £39, special Bargain-

HAMPSTEAD-—3b.p..B.S,A-, condition and tyres li

new. requires cylinder only; bargain, £6-

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 3)b.p. Premier, almost lu

condition, with all accessories; special borgai

£33.
'

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 Bradbury, like new conditic

with accessories; a sidecar machine; £35, baigai

HAMPSTEAD.-3Sh.p. 1911 two-speed Hombj
almost new, with accessories; £45.

HAMPSTEAD.—6h.p. Bat, 1911 model, splendid co

dition; only £43.

H4MPSTEAJ)—1911 3h.p. Lincoln Elk, shop-soil

condition only; special bargain, £26; all accessotu

RET 5. Heath St , Hampstead, can give immelia

delivery of the following 1911 machines:

P.
and M., 1911, in stock, 6h.p- Zenith, and 3ili.

Zenith.

rtandard. free engine or 2-speed; ii

no extra for extended payuieul

2-Bpeed and Stan

ards; no waiting: 5% extra for E.P. .;

HUMBEE. 1911, 3:h.p., 2-speed and free, engii

model ; immediate' deiivery.

AT, 7-8h.p., 1911, new. for immediate delivery; £6

HINCOLX Elk, 3ibp., 1911, £34; or 2ih.p., £28/H

no waiting.

ANDY Hobart, Sih.p- twin, 1911, or 2ih-B-; i

waitins-

BRADBUBYS
mediate delivery

T~kOUGLAS, 1911 models, in stock

B

2-speed gear, for immediaSCOTTS, 1911, 32h.p
delivery, no waiting; £60,

T> UDQE T.T. Standard and free engine, now in i

no waiting.

.SA., 1911, SJh.P-, for immediate delivery; no vra

B.SA., 191
iug; £50.

r/ENITH, 8h.p., 1911, brand new, for immediate d

Zj livery, no waiting: 68gus. ; and 3sb.p.

ALL the Above ior immediate delivery; terms cfls

exchange, or extended payments.-Only addrei

Key, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel-: 2678 P-O-

7-9h p. Chater-Peugeot practically new magnet

cxrhanL'G f.-r accttmulator machine and cash,

sell £33- also good sidecar,- £5.-B., 12, Shrublre

Villiis, Bnsbey Hd. Sutton.

1 Oil' Standard Douglas, not run 1.000. F.B.S. lam

±1/ "cnerator, clock, horn, etc., every spare, perle

condition, all new .Tunc; trial; £34. — Amstel Hon!

l''ity.,-i'rald Av., East Sheen.

cintch, under 4,000 miles, hor

,..,, Xl'all saddle, £45; 1911 Millford )

guinea sidecar, £7 : Cowey speedometer, £3.—Trailer

40. Glazbury Ed., West Kensington.

DOUGLAS, June. 1910, run 1,500 miles only, p
punctured back tyre, large Brooks B250 saddl

/Icycl.-imctcr. lamp, tools, etc., in perfect condition; '

guineas —Gardner. 6a, HiglJ St., Hampstead. -

1 Qll Tvin Peugeot, Eoc frame. 2 speed.s, free engil

Xi/ hiinrlle starting. Whittle belt, Bosch, B. ana .1

perfect condition, any trial, with rigid Cbater-Lca sii

car; £40.-Eutledge, Glebe Av.. Woodford Greeu-

IQIO; 4h.p. J.A.P., Chafer frame and^ fitti.n

XJ/ throushout. Bosch magneto behind engu

1!. iiDil B. B104P. perfect condition,, whistle, spare b'

in .ci-c. ct.'.; £28 lowest.—106, Church St.. ChelSM.

1011 Triumph.
XJ' whistle, "

A'ia In answering these adcerlhements 'it is disirable to mmlinn. "Jin Motor Ci/iie.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Lh.p- Kerry-Abingdon, 191(3;, perfect condition
1 throughout, tyres and belt almost new, aciessories

spares, fast, and guaranteed most reliable; £32, no
rs.—Laurence, Westleigh, Tonbridge Rd-, Maidstone-

EADBURT. Masineto, Continentals, Dunlop belt,

£11; smart Sociable trii-ar, £20; De Dion 4ih.p.
ine, gear box, carburetter, silencer, £8 ; Clement
ine, wants repairs, 10/-.—Smith, 11 Mary St.. Arling-

8q.

)11 4h.p. J.A.P-, CIiiiter-Lea, automatic lubrication,
new 3 months ago, perfect condition throughout,

little used, Dunlop and I'almer cord as new : seen
time; £40, or cloi-e offer.—Eichford, 153, Fleet St..

idon-

j.p. Twin J.A.P.. B. and B. carburetter, h-bc-,
thoroughly overhauled, not done 50 since. Whittle.

iticallv new tyres. DnnloD and Palmer, too powerful
owner; bargain. £17/10.—Roberts. ML-Ivor Villa,

ley Rd., Erith.

EX Twin, 6h.p,, Bosch magneto. 1910, 2-spped. free.

handle starting, Amac, h.b.c, spring forks,

x65 rear, exceptionally low and comfortable, tyres

belt as new, spares and accessories; bargain, £2P.—
Leigham Vale, Streatham.

BIUMPH, 1910; this machine has been carefully
driven, and la in pt-rfect condition, headliglit,

al accessories and spares, new belt and Wliittle, tyres
tirfit-class order, engine overhauled recently; £35.—
Kingston Rd., Wimbledon

)11 3jh.p. Roadster TT. Bradbury, machine takes
sidecar exiellently. very fast, good in traffic, Rom

3, everytliing in splendid order; accept £38 for
?k sale, or would exchange for 1910 8h.p. Bat.—
, South Nons'ood HjII, S.E.

'OTOSACOCHE, 2Jh.p.. 1911. adjustable pulley.
new, best quality inner tubes and back tyre, all

res and fittings perfect; £29; seen after 6 any even-
: ride any rea-sonable distance to prospective pur-
-er.—41. Primrose Mansions. Battersea Park.

I. p. Humber Tricar, free engine, handle starting,
trembler, good condition, offers wanted ; 2ih.p

imph-Jap,' very low. h.b.L-., £9/10; 3ih.p. Brown.
ter-Lea frame, h.b.c., trembler. 26in. x 2in. nei^
Ided back, £17.—Motor Work<>. Wormley. Herts.

)11 4-cyl. F.N., 5-6h.p,, trood running order, onh
run 1,500 miles all tools, liorn. lamp, mile re

ler. and spare butted tube. £35; Portland sidecar, also
;ood order, £4 : sold as owner wants to get a car-—

C

Swinhoe, c/o Messrs. Cox and Co., 16, Charing Cross.

riN-PRECISION" Motor Cycles.-Immcdiate delivery
cf 1911 model, Druid forks, Bosch magneto, B

B. caiburetter. Dunlop lyres, £45/10; ca-b oj
iual payments, £2 monthly ; trial by appointment
reasonable distance.-Jennings. 268, Hurosey R<^

ir Public Bathsl. Holloway. London.

N-, 1911}, 2ih.p., shaft driven. 2 speeds, clutch,
£35; also 1911 4-cyI. "fe-eh-p. F.N.. all latest hu-

rements, Cowey. £37/10; both uuichines guaranteeri
:ect; would exchange either for 2-.4troke Si-ntt. in
!ect condition; trials arranged.—Leet, 179, Bronde--
F Park, N.W.

Lh.p. Twin Minerva, footboards, 1911 B. and B.,
i double accumulator ignition, adjustable pulley,
ittle, 26X21 wheels. Rich endless and butted -tubes.
Continental bat,t, mirror, lamp, and generator, fast
powerful: £16^10. or cIo.>e offer—S-t-u at Atom

lor Co., 180, West End Lane. We^t Hampstead.

Lh.p. 1908 Special Ball Bearing Minerva, extremelv
2 low buitt. 16iin. Chater frame. 26in,x2;in-
s. girder forks, magneto, new belt,- 6in. adjustable
ley (cost 25/- recently). 1911 B. and B. carburetter,
i overhauled and enamelled French irrey. spare belt.
es. plugs, etc.; any trial, photograph; £20.-229,
dett Rd.. London. E.

[ill Free Engine Triumph, just" delivered, £55;
^standard 1910 Triumph, in fine condition, tvres
eaded. £35; 1911 T.T- roadster Triumph, in per'iect
dition lliroughout, will do over 60. £43; 1911 shop
ed B.S.A., offers: 1911 Mills-Fulford 12 guineas
tor wheel sidecar, in new condition, tyre unpunc-
pA. £8/10.-L. R. Tippins and Son, Triumph Agents
tley, Manningtrce. " -

~~

OTTENHAM,-We h;.ve fcMowing 1911 machines in
stock ready for imiii-diate delivery : Bradhurv

idard £48. fne iiiL-in.- £54/10. 2-spced £55-
rnber 2-.spi.cd £50. TT, twin, single speed 40gns..
teed, 50 gns. ; Rudge-Wldtworth. free engine model.
: Triumph, .standard model, £48/15; Millford cane
y sidecars. £11; Millford Herald sidecars, Sgns.—
. High Rd.. South Tottenham. 'Phone- iQP? (foot
Stamford HillJ.

OTTENHAM.-We have lonowlng flrst-cIJws' second-
hand marbinps for immediate disposal at bargain

es: Humber. 1910. 2-speed, just returned irom
ks, £35; Fafnir Simplex. 4;h-p.. rni,'ine and nias-
5 just fittt^d. £27/10; 5h.p. twin Kerry, frpe engine,
coach-built i^idecar. £20; 5h.p. twin Kerrv. iuag-

^ jnat overhauled. £20; NS.TJ.. eh.p. twin, variable
r, Chater-Lea sidecar. £33 ; N.S.tJ., 2-3peed gear,
n. twin, as new. £28: Roc, 4h.p.. 1910. 2-e;pped
itary model, spring forks £34; Matchless. 8h.p.;
'•v., twin J.A.P.. 2-.p.-ed cear. spring forks, gnod
;le and ca.^h; Sih.p. M.M.C., magneto, new. hbc
K,^^' 2''P- niatjneto. spring forks. £18/10. per-

-. Chater-Lea: Motosicoche, 1910, free engine, jur^t
HP from makers as new. £25; F.N. lightweight, 1910.
"•eed, very little iLsed. £35.

0TTENHAM.-128, High Ed. 'Phone: 1982 (foot,
Stamford HiU-.

||

G. RAV\^S & SONS*
MOTOR CYCLE

CLOTHING SALE!
The end of the season is

approaching, and we are
determined to dear our sur-
plus stock at a reasonable
reduction of io%.

Locl'S nca' and feci!>

cointnrf<ifilc_

ALBANY
"STANDARD"

SUIT.
In grey-green or fawn double-
lexture cloth. Guaranteed
.absolutely waterproof. We
?ell garments separately.

JACKETS ONLY.—Double-
breasted, deep storm collar,

and special adjustable strap
to keep out rain and dust.
Inside and outside wind cuffs,

etc., etc, iS/-, less 10%,
16 3.
LAGGINGS ONLY.—

Leather adjustable boot
strap, V-shaped eus.sels, and
patent dome fasteuers to ex-
clude wind, rain, and dust.
Specially shaped to protect
eyelet holes. 8'-, less io"o,
7 3.
Complete Suit. 2^.'-, less

Albany "Special" Leggings.
In grey-green or fawn double- texture cloth to match
"Standard" Jacket. Guaranteed absolutely u-atcc-

proof . All latest improvements, and specially designed
to come well up and protect the stomach from wind
and rain. Without seat r3'ir, less io*?o, 12.^6.
With scat, including spc;ial convenience, is.'ii. less

10",., "t^'G. For Winter riding these " Specials '*

are indispensible. Buy now while prices are reduced.

Albany

"All-Seasoi"

Jacket.
In prey-green doul 11-

texture doth o:.l\

Double - breasted, dcrp
storm collar, and
inside and outside
wind cuffs, (iuar-

anieed ahsoluioly
waterproof. T Hcd
with best detazh-
ablc fleece lining.

25/- each
Being motor cy-

cUsts ourselves, wc
found it very cold

riding in Autiyim
ind Wiitei, so
tills jac'-vel was de
jign':;d specially t-T

all seasons. Bysim- i

ply detaching the J

lining, the coat can
be worn in Sum-
mer. It is a gea*:
boon

,
and so great , •

,^,^^,„ ^ ,j comfortabk.
IS the demand, and
value so good, that \u Reduction i- possible.

Albany "Guinea" Suits.
less ro^oiIn double-texture waterproof cloth

19 -

Advice to Purchasers.—These goods are ou.' ^^cimine

stock, and evcr>- garment is guaranteed absolutely
waterproof. Should yon not be satisfied, we will

refund amount paid if goods returned undamaged in

3 da\'S.

Terms.—Nett Cash with order. Send chest

measurement and length desired for Jackets, and
inside leg measurement only for Leggings.

Semi for Catalogue i.)id patterns lo—
G. RAWS & SONS,

Waterproof Clothing Specialists,

The Albany, Oldhall Street, LIVERPOOL.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR ,SALE.
HAZEL LiRhtweight Motors.—We are noiv in a posl

tion to give early delivery of our 2ih.p, model,
the lowest, shortest, and IjRhtest machine of its power
on the market, fitted with Jap enpine : price 35 cuinen^;
second-hand machines in part pajTuent ; many ;:;cod

second-hand macnines in stock at leaVonable prices —The
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28, Woodlord Ed..
[>rest Gate. Loudon, E.

3ih.p. Premier. 1909, 2-9peect gear, Bosch, in maj
2 nificent condition. ?een little use, ideal sideca*

machine, climb anything, all accessories, lamp, etc.,

£27: altio 5b. p Vinder. 1909. Bo»^-h, free engine, clutch,
splendidly fitted up, £24; 5h.p. Ees and sidecar, com-
plete, splendid order. £14; exohanse? arrantred— Syden-
luim Autocar Co.. 153. Sydenham Rd.. Sydenham, S-E
Bradbury sole agents for district.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

"I Qll Rnd^e-Wbitworth. 3ih.p.. fixed engine, in stoMc;
X«7 £48/15.-lIoffat. Teovil.

F.X.. 4-cyl.. 1910 model, equal to new, not done 800
miles; £28.—Reynolds. Broadwey, Dorset.

DAN GUY, Weymontb.—1908 Triumph, guorantccd,
and any trial or examination allowed; £E8.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-1910 2-<peed Humber, v-ry
little u^ed. appearance and tyres as uew; any trial

or examination ; £35.

3h.p. Li'fThtwfi^ht. 1911. B. nud B., very low; photo
and rtpeiiticatiou; £12, or ofler.—Fathers, Ro^e-

win Row, Truro.

ENFIELD, 24h.p.. late 1910, absolutely new, not done
1.000 inile.i, lamp, spares, DunloiP belt, new; photo;

£30.-42, Lemon St-, Truro.

5-6h.p. 4-iyI. F.N., 1909. perfect condition: trial nm
arranired: must sell. £20; offers considered.—CruFe,

Fifehead, Gillingham, Dor-ct.

B.S-A., ?oIe asent; 3;h.n , fixed and free engine 10

-tock: cxrliimL'''i viuiTed 3ih.p. B'S.A., done 300,

as new, £45.—Metz, Weynionth.

FOR Sal*'. 23h.p, V. pattern liiin-cyl., 2-specd and free

eu^ine Royal ilutleid liiihtweight mc/tor cycle

;

wner ha>* only ridden 56 miles on machine, everytliing

abwlutelv new, all accessories, lamp, etc, a beautiful

tool in every way; only reason for sale, going in foi

tricar: pri<> £48, no oflcr=—Cox, ' 10, Gyllyngvase Tcr
race. Falun>uth.

SECTION X.
Scolland.

NDIAX'. Sli.p.. new Sojitcmber, 1910. Koiil 21, spfil
ometer. little used; £38—Adam, Safe Works, I'al

09 F.X., S-6h.p., rtirticularTy KOOd maclune; ar.j

trial; £19.-l)r, Jliller, Hillside Terr., Spniu19

TRIUMPH. 1909i, free encine, in good running order

recentlv overhauled, new tyres; £38.—No. 8t546
The Motor Cycle Oftleo^, Coventry.

TEIUSTl'H. 3ih.pv cood condition, new cylinder, car

buretter, and b-b-e., two new Palmer tyrea thi^

month, horn. lamp, etc. ; £23.— Grant. EUabanlr, I'ol-

mont Station. N.B.

HUMBER. 2-5peed, 1911, perfect, only run 500 milea,

all siiar'-, lamp, cenr-rator, new spare combiuain u

U..m tyre, ijpare butted tube, new spare belt; £45.-14,
Lynedoch IMace, Edinburgh.

6hp. Late 1909 X-S-U. and sidecar, with 2-spepd gear

and free engine, in perfect order, having ju^t been
r'turned after a thoroxiyh overhaul by makei-s ; priee

£33: free ou rail Edinburgh.—Ardoch, Wilton Ed.,

Edinburgh.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cyclinff Firm. — Don't
w.'iit foi months on your new mount. We can Kivo

inmiediate delivery of Indian, I'rernJer. Douplas. Zenith,

BSA . Rex. N-S-'U., and Lincoln Elk. Besides tbese. wo
-t'H-k 1'. and M-, Roc, and Norton, and can supply any
ther mate.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Rd-,
Edinburch.

DOUGLAS, latest tvp<> Model D, in stock. 38 guinea<^

;

4^h.p. twin Aicyou, perfect order, -spring forks
£18; 2ih.p. lightweight Ariel, guaranteed good goin-.;

order, £10; second-hand machines taken in part pay-

ment of new one.=!; .^le ai,'eLtt> for Douglas, New Hud-
>on. and Zenith; enquiries invited.—Dundee Motor and
Cycle Co.. Nethergate, Dundee.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
9h.p. Sins,'er Tricai, in Srst-claas conditi'T ; £55:

any trial.—^8. The Green. Twickenham.

9h.p Singer iTicar, twm cyls-, 3 ?peeds forward and re-

vpr-p. splendid condition; accept £40.—Lycett, Bur^-
lem, Staffs.

6 Up, Qmulrnnt 2 speeds, free entrine. wheel steering;
£16 r-n=h. or nseful exchange.—Allen, Duke St.,

Northampton.
"

'

RALEIGHETTE, registered 1907, gcod rimning oruT,
70 pallou. 35 hour, g.;od climber- £12-—SpcLe,

Crimbles St.. Leed.^.

A.C. Sociable, late 1910, tood, screen, 1 lamps, cjw
tv>'^, perfcrt : trial ; £65.—Cook, 1^, Creditc^n

Ed.. W^dt Hamp^tead.

i n ansiveftnQ t/iese advertisements it' is desirable to -mention ''The Motor Ci/rlc^' A5S
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
5-6h,p. Rex Trrin Trioar, B.B. carburetter, Mabon

clutch, gnarauteed perfect order; £18.—Morgue,
107, Galleywall R-d., Bermondaey.

HUMBER 4ih.p. Tricar, free engine, Trater-cooled,

.splendid machine; £14, worth double; photo, par-

ticulars.—44, Aichery, Eaetbonrne.

5ih.p. Water-coaled Resette Tricar, good running
2 order; what offers P-Photg and particulars on

application to Pitchers, Heathercote, Milford, 'Surrey.

LIGHT Tricar, nearly new Minerva engine, splendid-

condition, cup and medal for reliability this season;
£18.-27. Howard Rd., St- Ann's Rd., Stamford Hill.

LITETTE, 6h.p., water-cooled, magneto, 2 speeds, new
Wljittle, car tyre rear, Autoclipse, Lucas generator,

splendid condition; £34.-67, Chuich Rd., Leyton, E.

RALEIGHETTE, 3ih.p , w.c, 2-speed, free engine,

in splendid condition; expert examination, trial;

bargain, £22. — Curzon, 11, School Rd.. Winsford,
Cheshire.

vf JLh.p- Riley Tricar, first-class condition, -water-coo led,
yta 2-speed. new E. and B. carburetter; trial; spares;
£26, or exchange for Rudge, 2 speeds-—19, Lynwood Rd.,
Blackburn-

3ih.p, Humber Tricar, chain drive, 2-epeed, free en-
2 giue, recently rebuehed, overhauled, spares; ex-

cliauge motor bike, or sell, £16, bargain. — Y. Diew,
Amberley Rd., Sydenham, S.E.

SOCIABLE Tricar. 8h.p., w.c, 4 speeds, smart, low
built, wheel steering and control, 760x90 tyres,

faultless condition ; £ 50, part exchange entertained.—
F.N. Repairs Dept.. Highbury Barn, N.

RILEY, 6-8h.p. twin, w.c, wheel steering, bucket
seats, coach-built throughout, 3 speeds and re-

verse, condition as new; seen by appointment; £35, no
oflers. -Purchase, 32a, Aiistotle Rd.. Clapham,

TOTTENHAM.—Tricars; 3i,h.p. Truimph, water-cooled
single-cyl. engine, £15; 3^h.p. "V^'hite and Poppe,

Fingle-cvl., water-cooied, 2-6peed gear, £14.—Stamford
nm Motor Co., 128. High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone:
1982.

61]. p. De Dion Engine, open frame, wheel steering, 2

speeda and reverse, chain drive, car tyres, coach-

built seats, well upholstered, in good order; £20, or

motor cycle in part exchange.—Wilson, 16, Trinity St-,

Gainsborough.

A.O. Sociable; 5-6h.p., speed model, specially built,

hood, wind screen, two powerful headlights. Python
horn, steel non-skid rear, many extras, in perfect order

;

cost £120, accept £85. genuine bargain; any trial.—"Wil-

liams, 41, Bonham Rd-, Brixton.

4ih-p. Riley Tricar, coach-built both seats, and well
2' sprung, new 2i car tyres, wheel control, w.c, free

engine, 2 speeds, dynamo for accumulator and lighting,

.splendid condition; price, with £5 worth of spares, -£26.

-182, Elizabeth St, N. Woolwich, E.

A.O. Sociable, 2-seater, screen, luggage carrier, side

lamps (oil or electric), tail lamp, acetylene head
lamp |2 generators), front wheel brakes, side aprone, 2

spare inner tubes and outer covers, spares and tools, Jones
speedometer, 1911 model, shown at Stanley Show, thor-
outrhly overhauled; price £85.-8,520, The Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
Tl/rONTGOMERY Cane Fiexibfe, right or left, sound

condition: ^3, or offer.—Mizen, Downton, Wilts

DECAR, rigid, art cane, Chater. MicheUn, pla
springs, 35/-.-33, Grosvenor Rd., Canonbury.

SIDECAR, rigid, art cane, Chater. Michelin, plated
SI

-- — - „. ™

ROVER Forecar, in good running order, B.B. car-
buretter, spares.—539, Wliitehorse Rd., Croydon.

~| Qll Millford Castor Wheel Sidecar, beautiful order;
Xtf sacrifice, £6/15 cash.— 1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.

SIDECARS, brand new, beautifully upholstered, fit

any make: £3/10.—Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, coach-built, with
apron and tool box; £4/10.—Sinclair, East Mole-

sey.

GLORIA Sidecar, fitted with Dunlop stud tyre, new
March last; £10.-Eller3lie, St. Patrick's Rd., Cov-

entry.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Upholstered Sidecar, newly
enamelled; £4. or offer.-A. Batty, Little Hulton,

Bolton.

BRAND New Chater-Lea Sidecar; cost fortnight ago-

£7, accept £5/5.-35, St. Stephen's Rd-, Bow,
London.

8-GUINEA model sidecar, Chater-Lea detachable fit-

tings, brand new; £5/5.—Matthews., pawnbroker,
West Croydon.

SOCIABLE Forecar, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, operated as
car, fine condition; £50, or take motor cycle part

exchange.—120, High St., Merton.

MILLFORD Sidecar, 1911, side entrance, cane, cost
£19/10, equal new ; approval, deposit ; bargain,

£12.-56, Shirley Rd., Southampton.

MILLS-FULFORD Rigid Sidecar, cane body, canoe
front, cost £12/12, perfect condition; accept £7.

-Box 8,528, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

FORECAR Frame and wheels, oak footboards, foot
brakes, mudguard.i, adjustable any machine, really

good coiidition; ofler'.^; sell or exchange.—Ernest Mays,
Btechford

NEVER
TROUBLE
TROUBLE.
AVOID IT.

FLEE FROM IT.

FIT

The GARNER

M.C. ALARM
Thus you turn would-be
Troubles into Pleasures.

The "GARNER"
gives you the

"RIGHT OF WAY."
All that for 12/6.

12/1 1 post free, per return, well packed.

Patentees and Sole Makers

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

" Dependable. Moseley.'
'Phones- Soutli 3 & 4,

Biriningrha.in Showrooms:
Humber Cycle Depot, 78, New St.

London Stockists

—

THE SERVICE CO., LTD,,
292 & 293, High Holborn, W.C

BRANSOM, KENT & CO., LTD.,
40, Great Eastern Street, E.C*

SIDECARS AND FORECARS. c
MIDDLETON'6. wholesale, retail, export, eideca

manuf iiL-turers ; 12 utiodels, 2-seaters, commertin
narrow doorwavs, etc.—Watson St.. Newington Greei
London, N. 'Phone. 2126.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, plated C springs, Itmr
basket, apron. £5/15/6, cost £12/12- Henderson'

All-Automatic back rest, new, 20/-, cost 30/--—Davidsoc
10, Park Terrace, South Shields-

NEVEE in the annals of the trade has a better sideoa
been placed on the market at £5- There is only on

fina that can do this, and that firm, is the Oakleigh Side
car Co., 65a, Rosend^le Rd., West Dulwich.

SIDECARS; largest stock; best value in England; d!

built of Chater-Lea fittings; prices, £6/10. £5/10
£4/15; second-hands from £3/15, fitted free while '

wait—C- A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd-, N.

SIDECARS.—A postcard will bring yon illustrated lis

of the best, cheapest, and most up-to-date aidejiar.

on the market, delivery from stock, trade supplied--'
Jack Cairns, sidecar and fittings manufacturer, Grim:
shaw St. Works, Preston.

THE Pythian Spring Wieel Sidecar (Morrison'
patent) is undoubtedly the most comfortable oi

the market; send for particulars: prices from £8/15
P^'thian motor cycles. £46/15.—Clarke Bros- (Leicester)
Ltd.. Lower Free Laue. Leicester.

TOTTENHAM.—Sidecars; 1911, nicely upholstered
fit any machine, £3/10/6; quick detachable

£3/17/6: Millford Herald. £6/6; Milla-Fulford quici
detachable cane body, £11, in stock.— Stamford Hil'

Motor Co., 128, High Rd., Tottenham. 'Phone: 1982.

PHCENII Sidecars.—The makers of the faraoui
Phcenix moior biuycies are making Piiuj^nix siut

cars of high grade from £5/5 nett, complete with tyres

fitted free; sidecars on hire, exchanges made.—Phceni?
Motors, Ltd.. Motor Cycle Depot, 736, Holloway Ed. i

London, N. 'Phone: 449 Hornsey.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
PHELON and Moore, tate 1910. and Mills castor sidfr

car; £50.-11, Straw^berry Dale. Harrogate.

09 SJh.p- 2-s^peed N.S.TJ., magneto, new tyres anc
belt, -with sidecar; £26/10.—Sinclair, East Mole19

1 Q08 4h.p. Clutch Model Rover, cane sidecar, perfect:
Xt/ £18/10; motor cycle part.—Ill, Walton Rd-, T

'

Molesey-

41.h.p. Bat and Million Sidefar, powerful combination:
2- £18, lowest power part.-H.S.. 33, St. Stephen']

ad.. Bow.. E.

3ihp. Quadrant and new sidecar, h-b.c-, dry batters
2 ignition, very powerful; £25.-26, Clardon Rd.,

Seven Kings, Esses-

6h-p. Twin Advance, Chater, Roc 2-speed, Whittle
Bosch, and spring wheel sidecar; £25.-80, ^Vhitt

Horse Rd., Croydon.

WILTON Cycle Co., Tictoria, S.W., have severa
combinations ^ Clynos, Chater-Lea, Sarolea, Kerry

Abingdon, et^c- ; from £50.

WILTON.—8h. p. Minerva, twin-cylinder, Mabon clutoli

Whittle belt, Millford castor sidecar, cane body
£25.

6-7h.p. Bat, 1909, perfect condition, just re-bushed
sidecar, almost new: £30, no oflera.—DoUey, 29

Queen's Rd-, Hersham, Surrey.

3ih.p. Minerva, magneto, spring fork. Whittle, Palmei
2 (new), Peter-Union, hb.c, Mabon clutch, anc

sidecar, good ordeT;"£23.—Long. Crowle.

41.h.p. Hamilton twin and sidecar, Chater-Lea frame,
2 in splendid condition; £25/10, or nearest ofEer

—W. C. Rooke, 43, Hunsdon Rd., New Cross-

1 009 (late) 8h.p. Minerva, Bosch, spring forlcs, and
Xt/ Millford castor art cane sidecar; £30; Uttk
used; after 8.—177, Philip Lane, Tottenham.

REX, 3ih-p. , and Millford sidecar, good condition,

B. and B., h.b.c. m.o.v. ; bargain; trial; £18.-
Seen evenings, 24, Dunlop Place, Bermondsey, S.E,

WILKINSON T.A.C- and Sidecar, 4-cyI., 3 speeds,'

perfect condition, magnificent machine; sacii-

ftce, £40, cost £90.—Philpott, 8, Horsefair, Bristol.

"TJih.p. N.S.U., magneto, h.b.c:, 2-speed, spring sea

'32 pillar, comfortable sidecar, spare tyres, splendid

ondition; trial; £26.-1, Baldwyn Gardens. Acton, W..

HUMBER, 1911. 2-=peed. 2,000 miles, do 100 miles

to gallon, with sidecar, lamp, spares, etc., De^
ei-t; trial; £47.—Moss, Cambridge St., Ashton-unaer-i
Lyne.

7h.p. Chater-Jap and Sidecar, Druids, magneto, new
condition; £42.—Elleemere, Charleston Rd., East;

bourne.

6h.p- J.A.P., free engine, magneto. No. 6 Chater, Pal-

mer 23in. tyres, full set spares, spring wheel side

lar, no faults; £42.—Bryan, 31, Pemdevon Rd-, W.
Croydon-

fl Oil Triumph, free engine, Millford spring wheel
A 9J Cowev, lamp, &te-. very little used owing «
illness, almost equal to new; £60.—Nicholson, Wrifth'

St-. HuU-

3ih-p. .De Dion, B. and B.,. adjustable pulley, nen

2 Whittle and 2sin. Rom tyres, long, low, art can-

Hdecar, Palmer, perfect order; £16.—Sneddon, Balerno

Midlothian.

A54 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C}jch.'
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jLamps and Winter Riding.

IN
the report to the members of the Manufacturers'

Union there is a paragraph stating that the

Auto Cycle Union proposed a trial for motor
cycle lamps, and members agreed to abstain

from taking part therein.

We think it is quite right for the Traders' Union
to abstain from taking part in any competition if

it considers the regulations are unsuitable and not

likely to lead to a definite result, but taking into

consideration that there is a paragraph in the report

stating that friendly relations exist between the

Traders' Union and the Auto Cycle Union, and
that the trade is consulted in making regulations,

for public trials, it would have been a matter

of ease for the Traders' Union to point out to

the A.C.U. where the regulations for the lamp trial

failed, and to co-operate in the formation of fresh

regulations which would have been satisfactory.

There is no doubt that lamps are an important acces-

sory, and the trouble with acetylene gas lamps is by

no means at an end. That is to say, there is still

a considerable amount of fiddling to get lamps to

bum properly. Cleanliness is, of course, the first

h essential, but even then it is not always possible to

obtain a good light and a steady flow of gas.

Now that the winter riding season is upon us, a

lamp trial on proper lines would, we feel sure, pro-

duce good results. Motor cyclists will agree with us

that it would be begging the question to say that a

lamp trial is absolutely unnecessary, because every

other motor cyclist, although fairly satisfied with the

lamps now on the market, usually mentions that night

riding would be very much mgre pleasurable if he
could ahvays be sure of absolute lamp reliability,

particularly in connection with acetylene generators.

Our personal experience with most generators is thai

they are reliable if kept perfectly clean and only

the very best quality carbide employed. Generators

with outside fastenings for the carbide container

are, as far as we can tell, slightly more satisfactory

than those which depend upon inside screws, i.e.,

where the decomposed carbide can get at the threads

or other connections there is usually trouble after the

lamp has been once used. This applies more par-

ticularly to tho.se lamp generators where the screwed

connection is at the base of the container and not at

the top. We even look upon the reliability of the

generator as a more important item than the volume
of light projected by the lamp. Curiously enough, a
few years ago British-made motor cycle lamps and
generators" were rather behind foreign articles of the

same description. Now w-e are pleased to say Britain

leads by a short head, and it will generally be found
that in the purchase of such articles as lamps and
generators it is advisable to pay a good price for a

good article. Electric lamps are excellent, but on
the point of reliability they are not equal, in our

opinion, to gas lamps, unless one is prepared to carry

one or two spare bulbs. Motor cyclists also object to

carrying accumulators now that they have found out

the almo.st absolute reliability of the magneto, and
to carry heavy accumulators for the purpose of light-

ing lamps is rather objected to, particularly on

week-end rides, when the lamps are only required for

an hour or two each night. Dry batteries will', of

course, light an electric lamp quite well, and are

reliable, but we have not yet found an electric lamp
and battery giving the same volume of light as a gas

lamp and generator weight for weight.
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Farlow Bank in the Quarterly Trials.

BEING rather curious to see if the above much-
talked-of hili was as difficult as described, I,

mounted on a 191 1 standard Triumph, in

company with three Birmingham friends, paid a visit

to the hill last week, and I am relating my experi-

ences in the hope that my remarks may be of guidance

to some of the single-geared brigade who may have

to negotiate this hill in the Autumn Quarterly Trial

without any previous practice.

Having travelled the 140 miles from Harpenderi;

Herts., almost as fast as the A.C.U. official car usually

goes ( ! ), I arrived with a rather warm engine, and at

once made two attempts to climb the hill with a

5^ to I gear. Had the surface been hard or dry, I

:think in all probability I might have succeeded, with

"a little luck.

Having lowered the gear to 6J4 to i, I had another

try, and this time got round the hairpin bend safely,

but skidded off the machme a little higher up. After

this I climoed tne bank three times in succession, and
could have kept it up for the rest of the day.

One of my companions—a well-known T.T. Triumph
crack hill-climber—l^^d exactly the same experience

as I, and the whole knack seemed, to be to
.

go

steadily and take the inside corner very close in, and
although the gradient at this point seems to rise to

an alarming extent, this portion has a firmer surface

and is slightly banked the right way.

The Middle Bend the Worst.

The hill, has three bends, and the middle one is

the worst, and might well be described as a Sutton

Bank corner on a steep roof, and two inches of loose

small granite complete the agony. Being a trick

hill pure and simple, it will account for a lot of

failures on the i/)th inst., and I should include some
variably-geared machines among the number.

There were a few well-known variably geared

machines being tested at the time of my visit, and they

failed several times before the riders got the knack ot

approaching the bends. We found them there, and
left them there, so perhaps they will wear the gradient

down before the trial.

In conclusion, I might venture to express the opinion

that if the day be wet all three bends should be taken

close in and not too fast, or the back w'heel will try

and change places with the front one.

E. C. Jarvis.

V
The second and worst tend on Farlow Bank ; the loose granite renders it very difficult to nerotiate except at a walking pace. The rider is T. Silver

on the new. three-speed Quadrant we illustrated on page 1011 last wee^
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You can always Trust the Trusty

TRIUMPH
to Lead the Way !

!

Mr. J. R. Haswell (an amateur) again proved

invincible on his 31 h p. Triumph at Brooklands,

on Saturday, 23rd September, by breaking the

100 MILES
RECORD

(500 c.c.)

covering the distance in 1 hr. STitiin. 52 sec.

Mr. Haswell also holds the

One Hour World's Record
(500 c.c)

travelling over

63 Miles
in the Hour .... on a

TRIUMPH

Triumph
Cycle lirV

Coventry.
LONDON—
4-5. Holbom Viaduct, E.C.
GI,ASGOW—

loi Mitchell Street.

MANCHESTER—
160, Deansgate.

LEEDS-
4, King Edward Street.

Agents EveryvriiPTe.

Mr. J. R. Haswell
and his 3 J h.p. Triumph.

In answering this advertisement it is dejiirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle." .AI3
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Yet another instance

where the

SCORES.
You will not fear the steepest cambered
road if your motor cycle is fitted with

KEMPSHALL
::: TYRES

They retain a hold on the most greasy sur-
face. They are the only real non-skids made.

Full particulars post free on request.

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (OF EUROPE). LTD.,
1, Trafalgar Buildingrs. Northumberland Avenue, LONDON, W.C.

Tcleplioii —'iii .eriMrd (two lines). Tule'tranis—" Stiidle-s. Londaii."

Birmingham: Reginald G. Piiest, 71. Lionel Street. Paris: 46. Rue
St. Charles. Antwerp: 4i,Me:r. Cape Colony: The Motor Supply Co.,
7, New York Buildings, St. Georse Street, Cape Ten Arents for
the United States: CRYDER & CO., 583, Park Avenue, New York.
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SNAP-SHOTS OF RACING MEN IN CHARACTERISTIC POSES AT THE LAST B.M.C.R.C. MEETING.

(1) Sam Wright (twin-cylinder Humber). (2)

(5) Gordon Bell (Bat-Jap), aviator and motor cyclist. (4)

(7) N. D. Slatter (2 h.p. Alcyon). (8)

F. A. McNab (31 h.p. Trump-Jap).

0. C. Godfrey (4 h.p. Indian).

W. H. Elce (35 h.p. Triumph).

(3) A. E. Woodman (2J h.p. twin Humber).

(6) Harry Martin (Martin-Jap).

(9( Lieut. Stewart. B.N. (3J h.p. Trumn-Jao!.

A13
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FORAUL/E FOR HILL-CLIMBS.
A SELECTION OF REPLIES

ARTICLE.
OUR RECENT

WE publish a selection of the more interesting

letters on the. subject of formula for hiU-

climbs on this page from readers who have

considered and criticised our article on that subiect.

"J.W." has suggested an alternative and more com-

plicated formula, and, while agreeing with much

that he says, we still think that The Motor Cycle

formula gives a Sufficiently accurate result. ^\ e ha\ e

calculated by "J.W.'s" formula the figures of merit

of the six machines already taken as examples, and

reduced the figures to correspond with our own, and

append the result for the sake of comparison :

Molor Oi/ch "J.W.'s"
Machine.
2^ Singer

3^ Precision (1)

formula. fonni.la.

385 3L5

392 391

411 411

451 450

453 . 453

460 459

3^ Singer

3^ Precision (2)

3^ Riidgo

3^ Rover

By an oversight, Precision (2) was credited with a

figure of merit of 43Q in our previous article.

It will be seen that these figures are practically

identical. With a view to testing the two formulae on

extreme cases, we took the T.T. Triumph w-hich made
fastest time for a single-cylinder with a light rii!ei

and the New Hudson three-speed lightweight which

with a fairly heavy rider was first in Class 2, and the

figures are as follow :

Motor Cycle. "J.W.'s"
Machine. formula. formula.

3i T.T. Triumph 3S9 ... 401

2| New HudFon ... ... 366 ... 367

Again the difference is hardly worth remarking, and

we thuik all w'ill admit, after reading the letters, that

our formula is the simpler. This object, of course, we

had in mind at the time of writing the article.

Not a Hor e power Formu'a.
In reply to Mr. VV. Woodward, we may say that we

are aware that the power varies as the cube of the

velocitv ; in fact, we stated as much in a recent issue.

By ," frictiorial resistances on lubricated surfaces" w"e

refer to the internal friction of the engine and the

bearings of the machine. If we were giving a horse-

power formula, this, of course, should not be credited.

to the engine as partOf its output, but our formula

does not pretend to be a horse-power formula in any

sense of the term.

If Mr. Colin Macmillan will read the letters already

referred to, he will see that he is wrong in supposing

that value assigned to the time should lie bet^veen

t arid f^. It should be between f and fi, and fi gives

a very fair approximation, being, as Mr. Macmillan

Ar6

contends that it should be, nearer to t than to fl.

It should be pointed out, however, that the example
given by Mr. Macmillan is not a good one, as the

speed' up a gradient of r in 12 would be nearer 50
than 35 m.p.h., andjhe air resistance consequently
much higher. If we take it that a motor cyclist and
his machine present an area of 5 square feet to the
air resistance, 1.7 h.p. will be required to overcome
this resistance at 35 m.p.h. and 5 h.p. at 50 m.p.h.
A 4 h.p. engine specially tuned up tor hill-climbing

and with a large jet will give considerably more than

5 h.p. for a short time. Also we do not agree that
our formula unduly favours the short stroke. The
New Hudson machine already mentioned has a short
stroke engine, being 76 bore x 65.5 stroke, cubic
capacity 207. Our formula gives the figure of merit
366. If the same ride had been accomplished with the
engine of the 23-^ h.p. Singer, 6g bore x 79 stroke,

295 c.c, the figure of merit would have been 364.

A Sugfested FTmula.
Sir,—Neglecting the friction of machine itself,, there are

two factors to deal with in comparing the performances of
nKjlor cycles on hill-climbs. There is the resistance due to
weight and the air resistance.

The resistance due to weight is the total weight of machine
and ridcv multiplied by the vertical distance through which
weight is lifted, and tne power required to overcome this
resistance varies directly as the velocity or inversely as' the
lime taken. If thic were the only factor dealt with the

A.O.U. formula ^^ ^- , or its inverse

—

,^~-, would be perfect

for comparing performances.
Air resistance varies as the square of velocity, and the

power required to overcome this resistance varies as the cube
of the velocity, and a iigiire of merit for this factor alone

would be' obtained from -^- . where A is the, area exposed

to direction of motion. W.s can thus obtain by combining
the two factors of weight and air resistance a figure of merit,
ci ce
-T^ + K -r~< where K is a constant, or, if we assume that

A will be proportional to W, we get figure of merit =

„, ( 1 + pj;
'

where K is a constant to be found by

comparison of results and depending on length of hill-climb
and gradient. For the gradients generally used for hill-

climbs it will b? found that if K = I-ktj ], where L is

length of course in yards, a very satisfactory result is obtained.
In the hill-climb quoted in your article of September 21st
the formula would become

—

Figure of merit = --^y-
(

1 -f
2505 ,

It is obvious that the proportion of the total power
absorbed by the lifting of weight and the air resistance
respectively will vary according to gradient. For a, steep
gradient the

'

power required to lift the weight will be a
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EDINBURGH
M.C.C.

Competition for

the Sharp Trophy,

September 23rd.

Mr. J. R. Alexander, jun., writes :

—

" In the Sharp Trophy Competition

to-day, consisting of a fast speed contest,

a slow lest, and a fast hill climb,

Indians were first, second, and third,

and far ahead of all others. The result

was a very close one for first place, my
brother winnmg by exactly one second

from myself, and B. Sandeman 7 h.p.

Indian being third, somewhere about 20
seconds after. Indian won every class

of the competition, I winning the speed

test, and my brother the hill climb and
slow test, only fifths of seconds between

us. Only three Indians were entered

(all 7 h.p.)
••

Advertisements. 15

''John Bull's " Biscuits.

For winning every class in

the competition—speed test,

slow test, and fast hill climb—

THE

TAKES THE BISCUIT.

THE HENDEE MANFG. CO., 1 78, Gt. Portland St., London, W.

nans^MBMS^

Dunhill's
WATERPROOF
WINTER
CLOTHING.

IT

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE,
therefore it is in your interest to have suitable

clothing for the cold weather and run no risks.

IS A SPECIALITY WITH US
to provide Motor Cyclists' Clothing that includes

durability, comfort, smart appearance, and economy.

GET OUR CATALOGUE NOW—
It tells you all you want to know. For example

—

The DUNWEAR COAT (here illustrated) is

double-breasted, and lined camel fleece. Rubber-
less, yet absolutely waterproof. Cost, £1 - 18 - 0.

DON'T FORGET OUR WAIEHPROOFS.

359-361, Euston Rd., London, N.W.
88, Cross St., Manchester.

72, St. Vincent St., Glasgow

In answering these advertiscm.tnts it is desirabic to menticm " Tlu Motor Cycle." A17
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.0-0

Write for the

New Price List
of

Motor=Cycle Tyres
and see the

Heavily Reduced Prices.

EXAMPLE

:

26x.2|- Beaded "Trident" Cover.

Reduced from 49/- to 36/-

Telegrams :

"Pneunttclin, London."

Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd.,

81, Fulham Rd., Chelsea,

London - - - S.W.

Telephone :

4400 Kensington (6 lines).

AlS In ansuerintf (his adverlisement- it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor CycU."
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Formula for Hill-climbs.

—

greater proportion of total power than on an easy gradient

and vice versa for the- air resistance, but the relation of

amount of power absorbed by weight lifting to air resistance

is a matter of observation and experiment by comparing
performances of machines of varying total weights, capacity

"being the same, and of similar total weights but varying
capacities. J.\V.

Unnecessary Corrections.
Sir,—With reference to your article on hill-climbing

formulee in your issue of September 21st, I should like to

correct one statement made on page 977.

The air resistance varies indeed as the square of the
velocity, but the power required to overcome it therefore

varies as the cube of velocity, Just as the resistance due
to the gradient (and, probably, that due to road resistance

also) is independent of velocity, and, therefore, the power
required is proportional to velocity. I do not quite see what
you refer to as " frictional resistances on lubricated sur-

faces." Surely you do not con.«iJer the rolling contact of the

tyres on tlae road as of this character? And if you are

thinking of the internal friction of ih'i engine, this should
not be credited to it as part of its output.

In conclusion, I am strongly of opinion that for important
hill-climbs, where skilled calculators are available with flide

rules, the formula should contain two term.s, one proportional

to t, the other to I'. The results would take very little

longer to work out than on the simple formula, if the con-

stants for the hill were calculated beforehand.
W. WOODWABD.

A Plea for f =

Sir,—I read with interest your article on hill-climbing

formuliE, and how you arrive at the formula —ip— , but I

am of tlie opinion t.hat this is overrating time (or the speed),

and gives an undue advantage to tlie big power and light

cider.

In arriving at a formula the best way is first to investigate

the proportion of power used in performing the vauous
functions of propelling a machine up a hill, thus:

1. Weight Raising.
The power required lor this function is exactly propottional

to speed, or, in other words, the force necessary to lift a
weight is constant, no matter what speed the weight is

lifted.

2. Wind Resistance.
The power required to perform this function is propor-

tional to the square of the speed, or, in other words, the

force necessary to overcome the wind resistance is propor-
tional to the speed. [This is incorrect.—Ed.]

3. Frictional Resistance of Tvres.

The power required to overcome this resistance' is probablj
proportional to speed; i.e., the force is the same at all

speeds.

Engine and transmission friction should not be taken into
account, as the h.p. formula should give the power given out
at the pulley, and the figure of merit formula should only
take into account useful work done (see 1, 2. and 3 above)
in exchange for work given out by the smallest engine.
To obtain an idea of the relative quantities of power

absorbed by 1, 2, and 3, let us take a particular example.
Suppose we have a hill one mile long, average gradient

1 in 12, speed. 35 m.p.h., weight 350 lbs., and a 4 h.p.
engine. H.P. absorbed in raising weight, = 2.7 nbarly.
Suppose now that the 4 h.p. engine develops 5 h.p. when

in perfect "tune" for hill-climbing, tlien this leaves 2.3 h.p.

for wind and tyre resistaricer Of this 2.3 probably .5 h.p.
at least goes in tyre resistance, leaving 1.8 h.p. "for wind
resistance. So that, of the 5 h.p., 3.2 h.p. goes in overcoming
weight-lifting and tyre resistance.

Now, as we saw above, the power absorbed by weight-
lifting and tyre resistance is proportional to speed (and hence

to
I

, and the power absorbed by wind resistance is propor

^)-tioiial to the square of the speed (and Iience to

Therefore, it weight lifting and tyre friction were the only

resistances the formula would be :

W
Figure of Merit (F.M.)=

hTp:^/! '")

and if wind was the only resistance,

Xow as wind resistance takes only about one-third of the
total power, and weight raising and tyres take the remaining
two-thirds, we see that formula (a) should predominate over
(li), thereloie the time t should be raised to a power between
1 and 2 such that (a) predominates. Probably t'' or t''^ ij

near the correct value.

As regards the norse-power formula, the cubic capacity
(or N X D- X S) favours unduly the short stroke engine, and
N X D' similarly favours the ultra long stroke engine. To
get some value "between these two which will be lair to all,

the easiest way is to take some root of the stroke such as

square root, cube root, or | power.
The Edinburgh Club's formula is a combination of the

above, viz. :

^,, w
F.M. = ^r—r_

N X D= X VS X e-'

fn some of the hill-climlis the machines have been classified

by capacity alone, thus having singles and twins run-ning in

the same class, with very satisfactory results.

Poriv H, jMacmillan.

BROOKLANDS. A portion of the crowd^whioh. closely toUowedJhe progress ol the Hour Hace at the recent B.M.C.R.C.meeting.

All,
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Does the Belt's Angle Vary ?
A Droitwich rider sends me an argument in favour

of the view that when a 28° belt is curved round a
small pulley, its angular section is considerably less

than 28°. I think his contention is quite correct,

and further that the trade are realising the facts he
emphasises, and that the year rgia will consequently

see more novel departures in pulley contours. Most
of the belts containing " arches " or. other variations

from the solid owe their existence to the facts he
mentions. The belt makers were once content if

they could get their belts to bend over the pulley

easily. Now they are seeking to make belts Avhich

retain their cross-section round a bend, and as they

are not remarkably successful, certain modifications

of the pulley are probable.

Tyres for 1912.
As is usual in a hot dry season, complaints about

the unreliability of tyres have risen in many quarters.

The standard 26x21^ tyre is a compromise, in more
'Ways than one. It is a compromise in price ; stronger
tyres of the same section can easily be made, but
the motor cycle manufacturers cannot afford to fit,

and many motor cyclists cannot afford to pay for,

costlier tyres. It is a compromise in resiliency ; heavier
tyres slow the machine, and if fully inflated are
bumpier, whereas hundreds of customers want to get

the last possible inch of speed out of their jiggers,

"mop up" fellow clubmen in social runs, and brag
about sending their speedometer needles right round
the clock.

Now' that outputs are increasing, and the sporty
customer is balanced by the' steady-going man, it

should be possible for all the leading makers to fit

really reliable tyres as an option, at a slight extra
cost, and to print advice in their catalogues that the
heavier and slower tyre is a good investment for all

buyers who are not speed merchants.
I find quite a number of riders igrtorant that it is

possible to obtain a pair of 26x2% covers, which
will easily last through a^ long season of hard work,
and that without more than a couple of punctures.
It is the old story of the push-bicycle over again.
For years I used ^to fit the s<:andard covers o my
push-bicycle, and sometimes had four or five punctures
in a single day. At last T met a man who was using
heavy tandem covers, and when I followed his example
I got through an entire season without a solitary

puncture.

A Silencer Suggestion.

As readers are aware, I have never seen eye to eye
with the A.C.U. on the question of silence. Eight
years ago I was a bit of an idealist, and I faked up
the machine I -was then riding till it became practically
noiseless at all ordinary speeds. I barely rode it for a
fortnight in its unobtrusive condition, for I had a dozen
narrow escapes of committing manslaughter. It is bv
A .0

no means an unmixed joy to drive an absolutely silent

car, but driving a gently-ticking motor cycle is far, far

wcMTse, for the motor cycle is so tiny that the average

pedestrian or cart driver does not see it coming (it

looms so small in the tail of his eye), and if he cannot

hear it, collisions are bound to become frequent.

At the same time a dead silent motor cycle is a

great joy to its owner, especially on the open road, as

anybody can discover by freeling down a long grade in

a deserted neighbourhood. Silence is especially jolly

on prolonged rides, Avhen the continuous burble of a

raucous engine for twelve hours is apt to develop a

buzz inside the rider's brain, something like the drum-
ming in one's ears that accompanies high fever.

Now here is a solution, which I offer for what it is

worth. Why not fit a threeway valve on the silencer ?

In traffic you could then drive with the silencer half

open, so creating sufficient noise, to give gentle warning

of your approach, without becoming a public nuisance.

Up the phenomenal precipice, miles from human
habitation, you would naturally drive on the free

exhaust. And in all ordinary driving you could shut

the silencer right up and tick along like a Bee clock.

The Third Toolbag.
One thing I hope to see at Olympia next month is

the universal adoption of the third toolbag. The
system standard at piesent consists of two neat little

leather cases, arranged pannier fashion on the rear

carrier One of these is already packed to suffocation

with the usual toolroll ; the other is fairly well occupied

by the tyre repair kit, a duster, spare sparking plugs,

and belt fasteners.

There are a few other things we all make a point

of carrying on long ride§, e.g., ,a pair of valves, a

spare inner tube, and one 01 two smaller fitments

which serve as precautions against the failure of the

one or two special weaknesses of our machjnes. At
present there is no storage provided for these parts.

The present bags cannot be enlarged in size without
drawbacks, nor is their enlargement desirable, for the

items referred to all need careful packing, and ought
therefore to be stored by themselves, lest our testy

tempers should spoil the repacking after a road-
side stop.

The location of the third bag is a less obvious
matter, but there are plenty

,
of possible positions.

It mig^nt he in front of the steering forks, it might be
on the tank top, it might be under the tail of the
carrier, it might be; in some vacant niche inside the
diamond of 'the frame; but it ought to be provided
somewhere, and it ought to include a compartment for

the spare tube. Above all, let all three bags be
fastened to the machine by a method that eliminates •

-I'^in, or more of bolt end inside the compartment.
These fag-ends cv bolts cause more torn skin on one's
hands. than anything I know except cleaning machines
w'hich bristle with split-pins when one is not wearing
gloves.
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ALWAYS
BEST

IN ANY
TEST

m\

The remarkable performance of the Bat in the Six Days' Thousand Mile Trials

is an enduring testimony to the all-round efficiency, reliability, and correctness

of design of these British Built machines.

THE BAT ridden by Mr. S. T. Tessier made a PERFECT SCORE
whilst the Bat ridden by Mr. E. Babbington only lost seven marks, and those

through punctures.

BAT-THE BEST ALL ROUND MOTOR CYCLE.
Have a British Built "aT with Spring
Frame, Spring Forks. Protrcted M g-
neto. Automatic Lubncation, Long
Comfortable Hand e-bars, etc, etc

3!-4h.p. £48 lOs.
S-6 h.p, £58.
7-8 hp.. £60.

"The Book of ihe Bat " free.

BAT MOTOR MANUFACTUR NG.
COMPANY, PENCE. S.E

^f^

Ix^Ux^fxtxUxtxiIx^
i^gCn^f i^nx^n^<x[^

3^ 2M^ ^ 3^ 3^

1^

TO BUYERS
OF SIDECAR MOTOR CYCLES

we claim the

^

OLYNO
— to be the —

BEST PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLE.
This is no idle boast. We have entered a Clyno Passenger Combination in every Open Reliability Trial this Season,
taking each trial as it came, and not selecting only the easy ones.

REMEMBER THE RE ULT I REMEMBER THE AWARDS of the
Three Quarterlies. M.C.C. London-Land s End. the Scottish Six
Days'. M.C.C. Hill-climbing and Brake Tests in Devonshire.

When ordering your 1912 machine, don't forget that the Clyno Sidecar Machine secured the highest award in every
one of the above events.
If you buy a Clyno, you will have a machine with a great reputation for passenger work, and which will live up ro it.

Our whole 1912 output is nearly booked up. and if you want a 1912 Clyno at all, you must order now. Do it now, and
became the proud owner iif the best passenger outfit to be obtained. You will be the envy of all your fellow side-

carists who have delayed and are too late.

Agents for London (except S.W.) : Ttie Service Co., Holborn. For S.W. : The Wilton Cycio Co., Victoria.

CLYNO ENGII^EERING CO., Pelhatn St., WOLVERHAMPTON.
E <t> IZ

^

3ME 3^ :^ :<^

In aHswcrino these adctrtisemiints it ik desirable to vieiUiun. " rpj^^ Motor Cycle.'
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Another Appreciation

of the

OVER
Dear Sirs,

I am writing to express my satisfaction of Rover Motor

Cycle that I bought from you about a month ago. I have

been running the machine almost every day over all conditions

of roads, and have found it most satisfactory. On hills it

is perfect ; I have not piit the machine to any hill but what

it would take easily. I think it very good considering it is

only 3j h.p., and I myself being a heavy man, a large side-

car, and fairly heavy passenger. I have run the -machine

nearly 300 miles, and have, only had to tighten up one nut.

I think the Rover far superior to any other make.

Yours faithfully,

A. P. LANGFORD.

The Rover Co., Ltd.

THE ROVER CO., Limited,
COVENTRY.

*
A22 In answering this advertisemeiii it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijch."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompinied by a stamped addressed eavelope for reply. Correspondents are "urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept
distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A.C.

Motor Cycle or Tricar for Colonial Use.

\Vill you advise respecting a

_1 machine suitable lor the F.Al.S.

V

> I place reliabilitj- first, as we
have few repairers, and those

Chinese. Do your consider the

a good, reliable machine and
suitable for colonial use?' Please_ give

the makers' address.—A.W.
If you go in for a motor cycle we should
recommend a single-cylinder 3^ h.p.

magneto ignition, but if you decide upon
a sociable you cannot do better than get

the machine you mention. The address
of the makers is, Auto-Carriers, Ltd.,

Martell Roarl, Wef-t Norwood, S.E.

Two Sparks or One.

, Can you tell me whether two
sparking plugs in a single-

cylinder taken off tlie one
terminal from plug to plug gives

two sparks in cylinder or only
one? Also whether it is likely to

damage the magneto.—G.P.H.
Two sparking plugs in a single-cylinder

will not give two sparks unless one is

a double pole plug. No damage will

accrue to the magneto.

Overheating.

Would it help to obviate the

overheating of my engine if I

fitted a larger pulley to raise the

gear ratio to 4i to 1, and a

smaller let to my 13. and B.

carburetter?—E 808.

We should I'ecum.uend you to try a
smaller jet (you can get a set of four in

t, case from Messi-s. Brown and Barlow
for 2s. 6d.) and an adjustable pulley.

1
You will then be able to try various

I
gea:p, but remember that too high a gear

]

I? as likely to cause overheating (over-

I

loading) as one which is too low.

London to Glasgow.

(1.) I am thinking of motoring
(3^ h.p. machine) from London
to Glasgow, and your assistance
with regard to the best road,
avoiding as tar as possible large

.towns, will greatly oblige. (2.) Will
iyou kindly suggest a suitable road map ?

'—A.S.D.
(1.) The route you require is as follows :

London via Great North Road to Hat-
field, Biggleswade, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Doncaster, Leeds, Skipton,
Settle, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal, Penrith,
Carlisle, Lockerbie, Beattock, Crawford,
Douglas Mill, Hamilton. (2.) We should
advise you to get " Tlip Motor Cycle Route
Book." Is. 8d. post free from 20, Tudor
Street ; the Michelin Guide, 6d. ; and the
necessary Bartholomew maps.

Dale ot Engine.

Early this year I bought a
_ motor cycle, and was told at the

> time that the engine was a 1910.
-2J I examined it and found every-

thing in fine condition and show-
ing no signs of wear. After using it

two months I bought a passenger
machine, and wisliing to sell my solo

mount, I advertised it in your columns
as a 1910 engine, which I fully believed
it to be. It was eventually bought by a
local man after he had seen its running
capabilities and seen the engine taken
down, and found everything to his satis-

faction. I had a remarkable letter from
him the other day, in which he says

:

"I have written to makers of engine
and they tell me that it is a 1909 model
and not a 1910 as you stated. You
must refund the money paid and re-

move motor by Saturday or take the
consequences." The machine being sold

in perfectly good faith, would you be
good enough to tell me what would be
the best thing to do under the circum-
stances? , If he brought an action

would he stand much chance of win-
nmg it?—DU65.

Our legal adviser writes as follows:
As unfortunately the mistake wae made
of advertising the engine as a 1910 model
instead of a 1909. the purchaser would
have a right to return the machine un-
less he has kept it and used it for any
considerable time. If he has used it so
much that it would be unfair to return
it, then he has a right to claim damages
on account of the misrepresentation, the
amount of damages being the difference

in value between a 1909 engine and a 1910
engine having regard to its being second-
hand. He can claim this, although the
misrepresentation was made quite inno-
cently. On the other band, your corre-

spondent can claim damages from the
party from whom he purchased the motor
cycle, provided he can prove to the satis-

faction of the court that he was informed
at the time he purchased it that the
engine was a 1910 model. His best plan
would be to write to the person who sold

the machine to him explaining the present
position.

ame;!Ic/n pol'ce orncER; on the r tandem-'^eated mojnt.

Nearly every lar:e city in the States has its motor cycle mounted police. Tie above T^h.p. fr;e engine

Indian, built to carry two offlce.s, has ju-.t be3n adled to tiie Cin.innati police department for the suppression

of fuiious driving by motorists. It carries a miniature searchlight for reading Identincatioo numbers in thsv
dark, and, of course, a speedometer.
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Valve T'm'ng.

(1.) Which of the following
valve timings will give best

iesults with my 2| h.p. Minerva?
IKe opening of valves is reckoned
from the time they begin to lift

untii they are dead on their seating
agiin. If, in example 2, the inlet closes

too late, I might shorten the tappet a

opens ; C = closes.

little, lut, of course, this would make
it open later. I cannot alter the inlet

without the exhaust as they are both
on one camshaft. (2.) If I fitted a
magneto, would the improved spark
increase the power of the engine suffi-

ciently to malce up for the extra power
required to drive the magneto? (3.)

What gradient should the average 2|
h.p. climb, with 26in. wheels geared
5 to 1? Weight of machine 140 lbs.,

and rider 11 stones.—J.T.

(1.) Of the two methods of timing men-
tioned in your letter we should prefer No.
1. In the case of No. 2 the inlet valve
opens rather too late. We should not,

under any circumstances, advise you to

shorten the tappet. (2.) Fitting a mag-
neto might improve the running slightly,

though as regaids actual speed tests the
magneto has been shown not to be in

advance of the plain coil, but as regards
reliability it scores heavily. (3.) About
1 in 8

Licences and Registration.

I have recently purchased a 2*
h.p. motor bicycle, and am abso-
lutely ignorant as to what licences

I shall require. The ~-chine is

second-hand, and was previously
vegLstered in Warwickshire. Would you
be so kind as to give me full particu-

lars how to get them and the cost, etc.

—H.E.

Yo 1 will require—(1.) Driver's licence,

5s., obtainable from the County Council;
this you must always carry with you
when riling. (2.) Inland Revenue licence,

20s.. obtainable from post office. (3.)

The registered number must be trans-

ferred to you (fee Is.); apply to the
clerk of the County Council of Warwick-
shire. You can if you wish. obtain a new
number from your own or any other
county council, but this will cost 5s.

?:

Kent to Yorkshire,

I want you kindly to oblige me
with the best route to get Irom
here (Ashford) to Leeds. Shall
I come in contact with any
noted hills, and are there any

police traps?—N.S.L.
Your route will be as follows : Ashford,
Maidstone, Chatham, Gravesend (terry

4d.), Tilbury, Romford, Waltham Cross,
W^are, Huntington, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Retford, Doncaster, Ponle^ract,
and Leeds. Notices of police traps are
published from time to time in T/ie
Alotor Cycle, and a police trap map
appeared in The Autocar for July 29th.

There are no bad hills.

Liability of Local Auti^orities.

I was motor cycling from More-

g^\ cambe to Manchester, leavii g
^ Morecambe just before l.iO p.m.
-2J and arriving at Bolton about 4

p.m. At Kearsley, knowing the
condition of the roads to be usually bad,
I slowed down, and was not exceedii g
16 or 16 m.p.li. At this part (the main
road between Bolton and Manchester)
the electric tramcar posts are in the
middle of the road, and there is only
a single tramcar track, which is on the
left-hand side of the road when journey-
ing from Bolton. A tram was coming from
the Manchester direction, and I was
prevented from going between tram and
kerb by another vehicle, and so obliged
to cut between two electric posts on to

the othet side of the road. This part
of road seems to have been paved in

two instalments, a ridge standing up
from nothing, perhans to six inches
almost, showing junction of two parts.

I was unable to pull up before striking
this ridge, and was badly thrown,
knocking my shoulder out and badly
lacerating myself generally. I wrote to
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the Clerk, Urban District Council,

Kearsley, notifying liim that I should
instruct my solicitors to claim daii.agp.3

as soon as they could be assessed, iie

replied as follows : " We are not tlja

Higuway Authority, and the Highway
Authority is not liable for non-repair of

roads." I shall be obliged if you wiH,
aaviie me.—R.B.

Our legal correspondent writes : " In
reply to -the point raised by your
conespondent, I think that the whole
question turns upon the point as to

wliet.ier the rijge was caused, as

"R.B." suggests, by the road haviagbeen
constructed in two' sections, or whether
it was causad by a sinking of one portion,

of the road. In the former case, your
correspondent, if he were riding

cautiously, has a good claim for damages
against the local authorities, as their

carelessness in forming the road amounts
to a misfeasance, which is a good ground
for an action. On the other hand, if the
ridge was not caused by any fault of the
autiiorities, and they merely made default
in repairing the road, your correspondent
has no right to damages. Upon ascer-

taining the facts with regard to. the cause
of the ridge, "R.B." should instruct his

solicitors."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.P.L." (Gosport). 7-8 h.p. Match-

less and sidecar with twin belt drive and
MatchletB two-speed gear. Also the 7-8

h.p. Bat and sidecar with P. and M. gear.

"P.H." (Truro). 3i.h.p. Lincoln Elk.
" F.E.R." (Lincoln). 1911 Rover or

Rudge.
"ti.T.L." (Belford). Rom combination

non-skid and Kempshall tyres.

"G.E.T." (Leeds). A.C. tricar.

"P.G.JG" (Bristol). Scott with and
without sidecar.

MARRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.

Mr. and Mrs. Jones, of We-it Bromwich, wliose mounts are a two-speed Dou-las and a two-speed Fex. This
is the way they usually tour ai famdle. Observe the add.Uonal stay from sidecar to front tube w. ich gives
greater rigid.ty, and the owner further considers it rel.eves tne front wheel forks of a gooi deal of strain.
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gr ^
im MOTOR CYCLE OF TO-DAY

IS THE LIGHTWEIGHT
and the Lightweight of Lightweights is

fOSACOCFOR GENTLEFOLK NO VIBRATION!

NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE NO CrnNASTICS
We do not rely upon words to impress upon the public the superiority

of the Motosacoche as a mount which combines reliability, general handi-
ness, low cost of up-keep, speediness, and light weight. Actions are more
impressive than any number of words. Remember what the Motosacoche
did in the Scottish Trials (3 gold medals in 1910 and another one this >ear).

Remember also the numerous other medals and cups which we have won.

MAKE A NOTE TO SEE US AT OLYMPIA. Footrests fitted if desired.

Ask -For Catalogue A. and learn all about ihis wonderful little machine.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.G.
^^ Telegrams^" Motosacoche, London." Telephone— Holborn 5439. -^

SPEcinr

DKE/U)MfflT^°^'^§'

Eminently suitable for high-powered Motor Cycles,

possesses marked resiliency, and is very speedy.

The tread also makes it an ideal non-skid.

Write joy Catalogue.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
Tyre Sales Department^

•GramsV* NSSuire"! London." Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, LONDON, W.C.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All ledcrs sf.ould be addressed to the Editor, "Ihe Kolor Cycle," £0, Tudor Street, E.C., and sliould be accompanied by the writer's toll name and address.

Locking the Low Gear in Engagement.
[5919.]—Could you or one of your readers tell me a,

simple way of locking the low gear pedal of a Rex two-
speed gear (Roc licence) to enable me to mount without
much exertion? F. CHAS. B. LLOYD.

A Personal Explanation.
[5920.]—I am very sorry to say that I have heard several

rumours lately to the effect that I am a trade rider. This
^being untrue, I want to make it clear, jiioe and for all,

that I am an official of the Birmingham Corporation Electric

Supply Department, and that my ndy trade interest is

as the patentee of the C.A.P. carburetter

I ride my own machine simply for the fun of the thing
and because it is the best form of sport I know, and in com-
petitions. I pay my own entry fees and expenses.

HAROLD J. COX.

The New Brighton Track.
[5921.]—Referring to the letter from ilr. Baxter, appear-

ing in your issue of the 21st ult., there are several points to

which I should like to reply.

He states that he holds the speed record for the New
Brighton track, viz., 57 ni.p.h. I might add that on Tues-
day, July 4th last, I attained a speed of 50 m.p.h. on my
7- h.p. Indian. The same morning I equalled his mile
record for the track, which, I think you will agree,
was fairly creditable, when I tell you that the machine in

question had been driven about 1,500 miles (200 miles the
previous day with a sidecar), and the engine had never been
touched or tuned up in any way. Gear employed, 4 to 1.

I shall be pleased to meet him on the track any time I am
at Liverpool again for a friendly contest. I consider the
track a very dangerous one, particularly on the north end.

J. N. NEWMANN.

Partial Air Lock in Tank affecting HiU-climbing.
[5922.]—.My 1911 T.R. Triumph has nut until recently

shown up particularly well in climbing long, stiff hills, a deal
of jugghng being necessary to get up some that it should
take without difficulty. Naturally, I was anxious to dis-

cover the reason for this, and, as I think I have found it,

send you the result for the benefit of others.
I believed the poor results obtained to be due to a shortage

of petrol, although the carburetter appeared to flood readily,

and after making sure all carburetter passages were clear
tvrned attention to the tank. The cap, as is known, is a

good fit, provided with a leather washer, and the same Ktted
with a small hub lubricator and release. Examination of
this release reveals a very fine hole indeed, one which imme-
diately struck me as being too small. At once I enlarged
this, and the results on the same description of hill as above
were wonderfully improved. However, I thought one might
go a step further, and therefore, by way of experiment, I
unscrewed this lubricator and fitted in its place an ordinary
Dunlop tyre valve, by the use of which it was possible with
a few strokes of the pump to secure and maintain in the tank
luite a good pressure. Anxious, to note the effect of forced
fuel feed the machine was tried on several hills on which
previously it had behaved erratically, and the results were
astonishing. It would take air as it had never done before,
arid simply roar, over the ground up hill. I would advise
dll to see that a partial air lock does not occur in their tanks.
Many, I am perfectly certain, will find that attention to this
point will well repay them.
In fitting valve screw up from underneath side of tank

cap and use seccotine to make a good joint. T.R.T.

Stands as Nail Catchers.
[5923.]—Let me offer a word of warning to any of your

readers who may be tempted to follow the advice offered in

letter No. 5853. Unless the rear bar of the stand is quite

close to the tyre nails would pass untouched, and that is

where the danger comes in. I recently adjusted my kick-up

stand so that it cleared the tyre by about half an inch.

Shortly afterwards, while travelling " somewhere near 20

m.p.h." the bar happened to touch the tyre. In the fraction

of a second the bar was dragged over the wheel and came
to rest on the rear forks, breaking both mudguard stays on

the way. 1 was fortunate enough to prevent a spill, although

a 40ft. mark on the tarred road showed where my locked back

wheel had skidded. NEVER AGAIN.

Variable Gears for Cornwall.
[5924.]—As I live in die hilliest part of North Cornwall,

it was with great interest I read .Mr. C. E. Stuart's letter

in your issue of August 31st. 1 quite agree with all he says

as to the advisability of having a two-speed gear on a 3^ h.p.

machine for touring in Cornwall. Long steep hills with bad
corners abound in all parts of the county. \\ ith a good

5 h.p. twin it is possible to slow down for these bends and
then accelerate again when safely past. The best 3^^ h.p.

single-speed machine is, however, likely to fail—unless it be
geared absurdly low—when slowed down sufficiently to

negotiate a bad corner on a 1 in 6 gradient. This is more
than ever likely to happen if the hill is taken unawares on

the run with the enoiue already hot. If, on the other hand,

the machine is fitted with an efficient change-speed gear, it

should be fairly easy to climb the steepest hills and negotiate

the worst corners. The addition of a clutch makes it

possible to get a re-start, even if stopped on a bad gradient.

I ride a 1911 free-engine Bradbury with fixed gear. It gives

me the greatest satisfaction and notwithstanding my remarks.

I would not wish for anything better or for the addition of a

two-speed gear. This no doubt seems paradoxical, but there is

all the difference in just touring through a district and living

in it always, especially if it be very hilly. On the one hand
steep hills and awkward turnings come all unexpectedly, and

in the other case the rider who lives in the district knows
every inch of the ground, and how the various inclines may
best be surmounted. If a long steep hill comes in the

run, the rider will traverse the few previous miles

at a lower speed and so allow his engine to cool down. He
also knows when best to lubricate, and from w-hat point

a hill may be rushed with safety. Attention to matters

like these enables a motor cyclist to complete a day's run in

a hilly country without a stop, where another equally good
rider on a similar machine would fail, simply through not

knowing the road. Speaking personally, I find it possible

to climb any hills if only I can get a run at the bottom. Even
with a 4^ to 1 gear on a gradient of 1 in 6 the machine will

climb a very considerable distance before the speed per-

ceptibly slackens. This I attribute to the exceptionally

large flywheels with which the Bradbury is fitted.

FRANK F. WARD.

Why there are few Motor Cycles in Germany.
[5925.1— I noticed some time ago a question in T/f Mufnr

Cycle, " Whv are there so few motor cycles in Germany?"
Well, here are mv experiences. I wanted to get a licence for

a machine coming out from England from a dealer. I went

to the police court, a-nd asked for one. "Had I passed my
medical examination yet?" "No, I had not." So up I

had to go to be tested by the prison doctor for hearing,

sight, heart, and chest. I came back to get the licence, but
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no, I would have to get the motor cycle examined by ine
expert (official) to see whether it was safe or not (a

Triumph., too !), at the same time to see that 1 was telling

the truth about the cylinder capacity.

.

ihen I had to find out the date, number, trade mark,
name, and outstanding particulars about weight, etc., for the
engineer, and also I had to fit a filter in the petrol-filler

("to keep the tank," as he explained, "from exploding!"). I

also had to fit a brass plate with the make of motor cycle,

name and address of makers, number of machine, horse-

power, weight, and my own name and address. This, of

course, all at my own expense. Then I came back 'to get the

licence. No, not a bit of it. " Had I passed my driving

tests?" "No? Well, go and be tested! Here is the

address." I returned again, and had all my paper forms,

fertificates, etc., ready. I thought my troubles were over.

JJo; I had to send for my birth certificate. That produced, I

had to go next day to the customs house and pay. Four
days after I received notice to drive up to the police station,

and on arriving there the machine got another final look
over ; and that is all. The licence is " won."
Now, would anyone walk into this with his eyes open,

unless he were really fond of the sport? I do not know how
long this law has been in operation, but it makes you
appreciate the freedom of England in comparison.
While talking about freedom, they add insult to injury

by purtting your letters H(A). H means "Hansa Stadt"!-,
" Free town " ! Ye gods ! Needless to say, the town is

not absolutely crowded with motor cycles. J.M.

BrokeTi Piston Kings.

[5926.]—With reference to the correspondence in your
columns on the subject of broken piston rings, I have had
two cases this year of the ends of "step" rings breaking
off. In the former case bftth "steps" were gone, and
examination failed to reveal any traces of them. In the

second case, the broken "step" fell out when I removed the

cylinder. It was reduced to a rounded and polished piece

of metal not more than half its original size ; and this after

running only very few miles.

In neither case did the cylinder show any signs of scoring.

BARAK.

The Dangerous Dog.

[5927.]—The various suggestions for the discomfiture of

the inquisitive dog which have from time to time appeared
in The Mntor Cyrle seem to show that the old-fashioned plan

of telling the dog to go home has not been tried as much as

it deserves. Nine dogs out of ten will obey sufficiently to

let the motorist gc in peace.

To those who find that they often meet the tenth dog, I

would appeal not to squirt chemicals at him ; firstly,

because they run a good chance of injuring the dog's eye-

sight, which none with a spark of humanity would care to

do, and secondly because they are morally certain to raise

a good deal ot prejudice which could quite well be done
without. A long rane, or at a pinch a cycle pump, is quite

an effective deterrent, and it has the advantage of being
understood, and indeed used by the British public.

D. S. HOLilES.

The Camaiadeiie of the Road.
[5928.]—On Sunday evening, September 17th, I was

driving with two ladies in my car through the ten-mile
limit on the narrow and tortuous road between Pevensey
and Bexhill, when another car, driven recklessly round a

corner, forced me into the ditch as the only alternative to

a collision. The offending car went on, but later two
owner-driven cars came on the scene and stopped to

render assistance, as did also a gentleman who was driving
a motor bicycle and sidecar with a lady .passenger. All
worked manfully for quite an hour before my car was
extricated, and I regret that the motor cyclist, having done
his share ot the hard work, rode away before I was able to
thank him. In the hope that he may see this letter, I

write to convey mv grateful acknowledgment of his valuable
help. It was dark when we finished, and I fear he was
much inconvenienced by the delay. I should be sorry if

he thought that his kindness was not appreciated.

W. P. BLOOD (C0T.ONEL).
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The Margin of Safety in Sidecar Axles.

[5929.]—In view of the recent fatal accidents caused
through sj "_^ - axle spindles breaking, we should like to call

your attention to our remarks on sidecar snindles in enclosed '

pamphlet of our sidecars, printed at the beginning of the /'.

year. The spindle to be avoided is the one with a cons
screwed on at the big end. The action of cutting a. thread at,
this end of spindle, where all leverage takes place, is like

putting a diamond across a sheet of glass.

Also this type of spindle is not made of drawn steel, but
a stamping, very soft and spongy. These spindles are still

being made and fitted to sidecars, carrying two people in
some cases, and are only fit for a push bicycle. A word ot -.

warningvand description of spindle would undoubtedly be the ,-.

means of saving one or two fives, to say nothing of numerous "

accidents. A. L. MIDDLETON AND CO. s

The reference to axles in the pamphlet reads :
" If a side-

car was to be taken over a rough road at 20 miles per hour, t

by a 3 h.p. machine, it would probably break up—in fact,i>
we are certain, with one or two makes, that (he hub spiville

would first bend and then snjjji off. Our spindles are proof
against this, and are guaranteed to stand all road shocks.
They are turned from solid bar Bessemer steel, with special

steel cone at big end driven on, not screwed."

Sileaee.

[5930.]—^I think the abuse of motor cyclists who have to
use their cut-outs, which appears in your columns week after-

week, is quite too bad, and now a "Quiet Person" tells us he
would give us " hard labour without the option." This is

surely writing with a scratchy pen.
There is a why and wherefore in everything, and the reason

why I and hundreds of other motor cyclists often ride with
cut-out open is certainly a good one—our cycles like it, often
demand it.

"

My cycle, 1907 pattern, is frequently referred to as " the

best make of English cycle," and it certainly is a grand
machine for its age. No doubt the latest pattern cycles are

mucii more silent, but I for one do not purpose getting rid

of my old. mount for that reason only; also if sold it would
still he ridden, possibly for many years to come. Or do the

enemies of the old models suggest that they should be

scrapped? Of course, quietness of running is very desirable,

but in practice quite impossible with every motor cycle

;

also it should be remembered that the chief sufferer from a

noisy cut-out is the rider himself. The annoyance to other
people must be very little, and certainly does not justify

the unreasonable remarks of many of the "silent ones."
'--

E. W. KNIGHT.
Suggestions ior Improving the Six Days' Reliability Trials.

[5931.]— I am glad to observe that Mr. Pratt practically

endorses the suggestions I made in my previous letter for the

carrying out of next year's Six Days' Trials, but I cannot'

agree with him that several official cars should ride

amongst the competitors. Those who took part in this year's

trial will remember the appalling dust clouds created by the

competitors, and to have several cars driven amongst
them would render the competition very unpleasant and
dangerous. I think a better suggestion would be to abolish

the minimum and maximum speed business, and instead to

have one car just in front of the first competitors which no
competitor would be allowed to pass, this car to set the speed
according to the conditions, and in no case to exceed, say,

thirty miles an hour. This would abolish the scorching which
took place in this year's trial. And another car to follow
at a reasonable distance behind the last competitor, which
no competitor would be allowed to get behind except for tyre

troubles. If the following car had a few observers mounted
on motor cvcles attached to it, whose duty it would be to

stay behind with any competitor who fell hehind to see that
he did nothing to the machine—then with the tcolbags sealed

and a course like the Harrogate one we should see fewer gold

medals. As matters stand at present gold medals are far too
easily earned, and are no criterion of a machine's reliability,

as witness the fact that several gold medal winners had end-
less mechanical troubles this year, but were able to make up
the time lost in executing repairs by scorching. The public
look to the Six Days' Trials for guidance in selecting their-
next year's mounts, but a better guide viJould be to study the

second-hand columns of The Motor Ot/cle and carefully note
the depreciation of the various machines.

ERIC W. MERRALL, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E.
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LAST
FEV«/ DAYS

o-F our- MAIVIIVIOTH SAUE.
We have the following bargains still le!t SNAP ONE. CASH OR EXTENDED PAYMENTS,

Full specification of any niacliine on request.

1909 P. &M., guaranteed, almost new (ik) exaggeration) .. £37
J909 5 h.p., R ^X DE J.UXE, 2-speed3, free^engine .. £28

Or with new sidecar ' £34
igio 3J h.p. SCOTT, and coachbuilt sidecar . . . . .

.

£4-5
6 h.p., BAT-JAP and Bat sidecar £30

1911 3i h.p. T.T. PRECISIO.M-SERVICE, almost new .. £3S
1909 3^ h.p. A'-ilEL, variable gear, magneto £25

h.p. igri BRADBURY, shop soiled

1911 Free Engine TRIUMPH, and
2-sp8ed DOUGLAS in Stock.

1911 3^- h.p. RE.X (soiled) .. 39 gns.
igjl 2 h.p. HUMBER (soiled) £; 3
19H 3J h.p, PREClSlO.V-SERVrCE, 42 guineas, reduced to d9 gns.
1910 5 h.p. RE.X DE LUXE. 2-speeds, free engine .. .. £40
igio 2} h.p. ENFIELD (kharki colour), almost new .. ., £27 10
1909 2} DOUGLAS £23 10

3 h.p, SINGER, Bosch magneto .. .. .. .. £17
1911 3* h.p. free engine SINGliR, hardly soiled, cost £55 .. £45

2 h.p. HUMBER LIGHTWEIGHT, shop soUed .

.

IQ08J TRIUMPH, with 1911 Maboa gear £32 10
1910 5 h.p. RE.X .. ,. £3 3 iqii 35 h.p BA f £33
1910 3i 3C01T, 1911 forks and iitiprovements .. £42
1910 3 h.p. TWiN-WANDERER, spring frame ., ,, £27 10

Etc., etc. Full list now ready, post free.

1909 2-spced P. & M., with new sidcc^ir

3i 1911 T,T. BRADBURY, shop soiled.
£44

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, 1-
CLYNOS, £tl4.

spe-d
I

1909 T.T, TRIUMPH, lamp and horn £33

L 1911 P. & M.'s in a few days.

1910 5 h.p. INDI.^N, lamp and horn

1911 2.speed HUMBER, almost new
£37
£41

SERVICE SIDECARS fit any machine, have quick detachable joints,

and arc complete with apron and cushion. £6 6s. A few, soiled,

to ccar at £5 17s. 6d.

Will customers contemplating purchase

of igi2 machines kind.y communicate
withu.'- if theyhavcnot already done so,

THE SERVICE CO.. LTD.,
292-3. HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

I
S.Ml-

MO«E L.M.C.SUCCESSES.

^A^v/^^vA* ABROAD. v^^^^A^^'

LARKE TROPHY.
Motor Cycle Club of New South
Wales, Australia, Baden Hill,

Coogee, August 12 th.

WINNER—
H. R. Ludgater (3^ L.M.C.)

SECOND-
D. S. MAIR (3i L.M.C.)

The mnner had to score tlie best average in three
hill climbs.

s^^v^wA. AT HOME. ^'WA.

WALSALL M.C. HILL CLIMB,

STYLE COP. SEPT 17th.

Mr. Smytheman (3^ L.M.C.)

(Fastest time of the day)

Beating machines up to 7 h.p.

The L.M.C. is the ideal machine for the Tourist and colonial rider.

.ble Gear,
Free Engine (UM.C. Patent).

Touring Model. Variable Gear, CXAPXC III^C A C \ J> L.M.C. Free Engine and»J1/1l1\10 LiirvCj A \J i\ IV. Variable Gear Fittings, 73/6.

Suit almost any standard engine. .... Lists post free.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd., '"^
BiRMmGHU'-
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This is the

BROOKS B 130
a saddle which is eminently suitable for the Lightweignt
Motorcycle. It is made in two sizes, and is exception-
ally low-built, its height being only sHn. in the one size
and 3.iin. in the other.

^-—

—this, the

BfiOOKS B104
is a perfect saddle of great strengtii and comfort. It is

made of the ttiiesl materials throughout and is very
popular among Motoi Cyclists the World over.

this, the BROOKS B250
is a most luxurious seat for motor cycles ol the non-
pedalling type. It is low-bmll, and, the leather top is

beautifully moulded to shape and of extremely comfort-
able proportions.

All the above embody that exclusive feature—the
BROOKS Patent Compound -Springs—the springs that
ensure unequalled comfort and make the roughest road
vibration less. These, and other models, are fully de-
scribed in the Motor Cyclist's edition of the BROOKS
BOOK, as also the many Tool and Touring Bags which
bear our name—may we send you copy ?

J. B. BROOKS 81 CO., LTD.,
49, Criterion Wks., Birmingham.
Samples of all BROOKS Saddles and Cycle and Motor
Cycle Accessories may be seen at our London Show-
rooms—1

1

, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

The Rolierts Motor

Tyre Company,

Gripwell Works,

St. IVIary's Row, //,
Birmingham. /=^-

Telephone

—

'"

129b Central //f

The Best Motor Cycle Belt
is unqueslionably tlie ROBERTS, lis durability

'and smooth-runnini; are well-known qualities / '

it is non-warpin;, being moulded to the exact e^
length required; drives straight and true,

with no waste of power. / j

From all agents (belt and outfit), or

direct from

Do not
buy an outfit

until you have

seen the Vulco

Motor Cycle Out-

. lit. No other outfit

nil the market shows

better value, contains

-, more material, or is gener-

ally of higher quality.

Prices/-. Send for list, which

also gives details of the Roberts

/ Retreading. fViotor Cycle
Cavers a Speciality.

London Ojlice and Warehouse

:

13-14, King Street, Cheapside, E.G.

Telephone—5360 Bant.

SABELLA
Motor Car Co., Ltd.,

Originators of the Mono and
Duo Car movt:ment lu Eoeland.

THE
IDEAL RUNABOUT.
For Sport, Business, or Pleasure.

Speedy & Reliable .

From 59 gns. to 100 gns.
omces & Showrooms : 33, SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND.

Telephone—7S50 Gerrard.

A30 Ln annivcrinq these advert]sements it is desirable to ptention 'The Motor Cycle.'
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Will Hill-climbs Survive ?

[5932.]—They certainly ought to. If enterprising garage
men up and down the country, are prepared to give prizes
and provide suppers for competitors, long may the hill-climb
survive to grace the sweet uses of advertisement.

ARTHUR T. MILLS.

Lamps. Belt Slipping.
[5933.]—I see " Ixion " complains of the poor light he

gets from his modern lamp. I experienced exactly the same
trouble from a small car lamp 1 fitted on front support of
sidecar. If "Jxion " adjusts his Hame to the exact centre
of reflector I think he wiil find lamp quite satisfactory.
My experience is that a large proportion of lamps are sent
out without being properly adjusted. With an ordinary
metal parabolic reflector it does not seem of so much eon-
sequence, but with a Mangin lens a very slight error makes
an enormous difference to the light.

By the way, have any of your readers been troubled
with belt .'lip on wheel pulley? I had a lot of trouble on
a recent run, the machine sticking on several hills. There
was no symptom of slip on engine pulley. Both pulleys are
correct angle and in line. H. W. SYMONS.

Flexibility Hill-climbs.
[5934.]—I read "Ixion's" notes on the above subject

with great interest, as my club organised a very successful
flexibility hill-climb this season whic , though net most
popular, was the most enjoyable, in my opinion, of ail the
competitions we held. We only ran one c'ass. the greatest
difference in time to win, no adjustments between the fast
and slow climbs being permitted. We ran the slow climb
first because, had we done the reverse, some wily rider
might have essayed the fast climb on a new belt, the
resultant stretch coming in ver^ useful in the slow climb.

It is rather interesting to note how different methods of
arriving at the winner give different remits. For instance,
at first sight it might be supposed that if one took the differ-

ence in time, it would give the same result as taking the
difference in speed. Tliis is not the case, however, as will

be seen from the following example :

Theoretical hill, one mile long.

"A" machine. Fast ascent 10 m.p.h. = 6 minutes.
Slow ascent 5 m.p.h = 12 minutes.

A difference of five miles per hour in speed ind si.x

minutes in time.
" B " machine. Fast ascent 50 m.p.h. = 1 minute.

. Slow ascent 20 m.p.h. = 3 minutes.
In this case there is a diffeience of no ess than forty

miles per hour in speed, but only two minutes in time,
and " A " machine wins on time, though there is no doubt
that " B's " is the better performance.

T> 1- 1-1 ^-L t 1
time occupied in slow climb

Probably, the formula -—. j—-—f^--,- wou d•' time occupied in fast climb
give as accurate a result as any. E. M. OLIVER.

Hints on Dismantling the N.S.U. Gear.
[5935.]—Having just read "Hints and Tips" No. 376

from The Motor Cyde, on the N.S.U. two-speed gear, I think
my experience of this gear may be of interest to you. I

have used one for two and a half years on a 3^ h.p. machine,
and another for two years on a 6 h.p. cycle. In both cases
the following remarks apply : The complete dismantling
of the gear is, with a little care, one of the simplest jobs
imaginable when once the diagi-am is studied, although I

managed it without any such help. The special tool I made
myself of four inches of piano wire -Hjin. thick bent so C3
The ends are slipped into the small holes above the clutch
spring and the spring cap simply unscrewed by the key pro-
vided. Then by placing the end of the hammer-shaft on top
and pressing down from one's chest, the special clip can be
slipped out and the clutch spring lifted out.
As to taking down the back of the gear, this is simply a

matter of (1) loosening the r.h. screwed ring or fan pulley to
the front of the gear, (2) loosening the l.h. screwed ring
below this towards the back of the gear until the grub screw
is revealed, (3) withdrawing this latter, and (4) unscrewing
(l.h.) the front portion from the back or driving belt pulley
portion of the gear. This last operation is only necessary
when a new belt pulley is required, but the clutch I find
must be taken out for oiling purposes every 500 miles or

1035

so. The wire and spring need not be taken out unless
required, but will all come away with tl e clutch on taking
off the spring cap. When off, 1 press into the back part
of the gear a quantity of thin grease, and also smear a good
supply of thick oil and sifted blacklead all over the clutch
and its plates. The gear I then find runs perfectly without
further attention for perhaps over 500 miles.

If proper care is taken of it, this will prove a most reliable
and eflicient gear, but 11- has its faults. These are; (1.) If

over oiled it spurts oil ai) over the machine (and on one's
trousers). (2.) If allowed to get dry, the clutch begins
to engage too fiercely. (3.). The low gear does not stay
engaged for long if it is left to itself. (4.) kl high speeds
the clutch slips on the high gear. (5.) It is apt to get out
of truth on the crankshaft. I can, however, most heartily
recommend the gear as one of the best on the market as far

as I know, and I have given it a good trial

!

JAS. T. G. PHILIPS.

Standardisation of Tyre Rims.

[5936.]—In a receni article you announced that at last

standard rims for motor cycles had been agreed upon, and
it is a matter of congratulation for the Manufacturers' Union
to have helped in attaining this result.

The published illustrations of the new sections of these rims
have tlie same sharp edge inside whicli is responsible for a
great many tyre head defects. As many motor cyclists have
suffered from bead troubles more or less, I am surpri;- d that
the rubber manufacturers whose names are given in connection
with this matter should not have proposecl a more snilahle

pattern. It is evident and ma.ny motorists will a^rce with
me, that this sharp edge must damage the tyre sooner or

later.

I have for some considerable time been using a flat buse rim
with great satisfaction. The ends are nicely rounded, and
take a larger and consequently much stronger bead. 1 am
also assured by one of the lew tyre makers who supply these
rims with their tyres that as the inside distance between
the two beaded edges of the rim is greater, it is possible to

make covers " four-ply," which is practically out of question
with the narrow rim.
Tiirough the use of sidecar carrier seats, additional strains

are placed on tyres, and this matter should have had more
consideration. 1 hope it is not too late for the makers to re-

consider the rim question. Since 1 have used. the. flat basa
rim, I. decline to go back to the old pattern, as X find I get
better satisfaction and no bead troubles.'.' ' LE219.

Sidecars and Change-speed Gears.

[5937.]—1 would like to add my testimony to the efficiency

of the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder for sidecar work. I have a
1910 Triumph, fixed gear, which I have used continuously,
and which has proved invaluable to me in my 'profession of

a music hall artiste. My partner and myself always use it

when playing more than one hall nightly in London, and it

has never yet let us down, even when having no time to
spare for adjustments in working such turns at East Ham
and Walthanistow, Woolwich and Poplar. Rotherhithe and
Shoreditch, etc. Although I have no change-speed gear, it

is very seldom that I have to drop my passenger on a hill.

Recently we rode from Plymouth to London in a day with-
out getting stuck on a hill, not even the teaser into Shaftes-

bury, although it is hardly necessary to add that a few
vigorous strokes of the pedals were necessary.

Our last and longest journey was from Portsmouth to
Sunderland—345 miles—which we accomplished in two days
without an adjustment of any kind. On the Sunday we rode
from Portsmouth to Retford, 216 miles, and on Monday to

Sunderland, another 139 miles. The only time that I have
any desire for higher power is when we strike a really strong

head wind. There are, of course, some occasions on which I

long for a change-speed gear, but they are very few. If

only it were possible to fit the Gradua gear! Tyre troubles

are practically the or.ly ones we have, and we have been

through two" hours' continuous downpour, which soaked

through our clothes to the skin, and my Service belt never

showed the slightest sign of slipping.

I need scarcely trouble to add the usual disclaimer, but to

judge from the tone of some correspondence on the subject

one would imagine that a big twin was absolutely essential

for any serious passenger work. CLIFF LAKE.
A3I
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[5938. J—1 cannot endorse your correspondent's remarks
as to the necessity of a high-powered motor for a passenger

machine. Many are evidently now considering the purchase
of a sidecar machiriC, and as to whether the additional

expense of running a twin, with extra complications over

the single cylinder, is wo.th while, and probably my holiday

experiences may be of some guidance or assistance. Last
year I ran a 3^ h.p. with sidecar, of perhaps the most widely
known make, but as the manufacturers would not fit a two-
speed gear (which I consider absolutely necessary), I this year
purchased a 3;^ h.p. Zenith and iMontgomery sprirjg-wheel side-

car, receiving delivery two or three days before my holiday.

My weight is 14 stone, and that of passenger over 10 stone.

We made for a little village tour miles from Burford, Oxon,
climbing en route Warmington Hill. Making this village our
centre, we toured the neighbouring country in various direc-

tions, averaging from 20-80 miles per day. Such hills as

Quarry Hill, Uourton-on-the-Water, Stow-on-the-Wold, Wick
Hill, Rissington (an unknown hill between Great Kissirgton
and tlie Merryniouth), and many others, were easily over-

come, and tlie hill out of Burtord was climbed many times.

There is a sharp corner at the bottom of this hill, with no
chance of rusiiing, but the little J.A.P. engine ticked merrily
away and brought its^SA odd stone to the top on every
occasion. A friend who accompanied me on a free engine
and sidecar (combined weight of 'passengers 19^ stone), geared
about 5| to 1, stuck on many occasions. When he could rush

a hill he usually got to the top, often passing me ; but with
the low gear in I always got there, and re-passed him some-
times later, if the pace was somewhat slow. But on that

grand stretch of road between Northleach and Witney, on
top gear, the pace was exhilarating. 1 dar« not state it.

We met very few motor bicyoles, and no sidecars, except on
the Witney Road, and I should like to reconime.:id this as a

centre for a holidav, the villages of Swinbrook, Bibury,

Slaughter, Churchill. Minster Lovell, Taignton, "The
Barrow," and Aiiltuii-under VVj'chvvood being well worth visit-

ing, Burford itseli having a grand old church. The ride from
Broadway to Stow-on-the-Wold, and on to Chipping-Norton
wa> tine, and from Stow-on-theVVold to the Merrvmouth
more so; and if gauged by the few motor cycles seen, little

known. The roads were up-hill and down-dale, with little

continuous levei. I know the Midland district fairly well,

and think there are but few hills (which can usually be easily

avoided by a slight detour) a good 3^ h.p. will not surmount,
but 1 have no experience of the Scottish mountains.

I have no brief tor the Zenith gear, but am certainly a

satisfied user. CONTENT.

A False Paradise in the Lamp World.

[5939.]—I have noticed the paragraph headed "A False
Paradise in the Lamp World," page 1008 of last week's issue,

and should like to point out to your contributor that in all

probability the reason for his poor light with the lamp in

question is that probably the burner is not properly focussed.

If he cares to let us have his lamp, we think most likely

we could 60 alter the burner that he would have no further

complaints. Or if he would like to test a lamp which has
been very carefully focussed, we should be pleased to send
him a " Gamage." We thin'; he would be astonished at the
difference which the proper focussing of the burner makes

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD." -

W. A. VINCENT, Director

1912 Models.

' [5940.]—I looked eagerly in last week's issue which dealt

with 1912 models for some mention of what I hoped would^

be the Outstanding feature of the new models, viz., handle-

bar control to the magneto. , There is no mention of it, and
there seems every possibility of my hopes being shattered'.

Why, oh why, will not all makers follow the example set by
some companies in ' this" respect? What makes thein think

of having the control anywhere" else but on the handle-bars?

Let them realise how impossible it is for their engines to

be given satisfactory treatment on rough twisty hills, or

in traffic with this important control in such a ridiculous

position. Finally, I cannot help thinking what a difference

it would make" if The Mntor Cycle would only use its

enormous influence in such matters to bring about a change.
GRATEFUL.

.

[From time to time we have pointed out the advantage of

magneto handle-bar control under certain conditions.

—

Ed.]
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The October Quarterly Trial.

[5941.]^Attached is a copy 01 a letter seat to the secretary

of the A.C.U. I consider the case is one involving injustice

to certain makes of machines, and is a grievance that should

be ventilated.

The A.C.U. .-.lUst cater absolutely fairly for all makes of

machines, and whilst everyone knows that it would not make
an unfair discrimination consciously, yet it is certainly its

duty to do no jnjustii,^ unconsciously.
In this case, it has done it in the last three trials, and it

should be remedied in the October trials.

COLMORE DEPOT,
F. S. Whitworth.

[Coi'Y.J September 28th, 1911.

The Secretary A.C.U.
Pall Alail, London, S.W.

Dear Sir,—We are in receipt of the entry form for the

Auto Cycle Union's Quarterly Trial, and we think of enter-

ing oile or two machines.
We are surprised to find, however, that the two light-

weights for which we are agents, Douglas and Enfield, are

expectad to climb the hills at twenry miles per hour to g t

maximum marks—other machines of about equal weight, but

of iOO c.c. capacity, can get full ma ks if they climb at

fifteen miles per hour. Every machine that climbs the hill

may receiv'e maximum inarks. but some are mentioned in

the report as having climbed more creditably than others;

and it is the point that a 300 c.c. single is classed Al at

fifteen miles an hour while a Douglas has to do twenty to be

classed as Al ; that 1 consider iinfair.

Seeing that ui your rules for the T.T. race all these

machine.^ were placed upon equal terms, th^ 300 c.c. singl-.s,

and the 340 c.c. twins, we should have thought they would
have been placed on equal terms in a reliabilit-' trial.

This distinction seems to us to be a verv unfair one, and
we ask you to remedy the injustice.

We suggest that fifteen miles an hour rhouH be made the

standard for all machines that do not exceed the capacity

set for the Junior T.T. Race, that is 300 singles, and 340

twins. CoLMOKE Depot,
F. S. Whitworth, Manager.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Regarding an observation in a recent i.'^sue that a band

brake renders a wheel more difficult to detach. Price and

Co. point out that their type of band brake does not make
it diflncult to remove the wheel, as there are no screws to

take out, but merely a shackled hook to take off.

Mr. C. C Cooke, hon. sec. Herts County A.C., writes:

"Re ' Ixion's ' remarks on Flexibility Hill-climbs in your issue 1

of the 28th ult., ' Lxion ' cannot have been at the biggest open

hill-climb of the year, namely, that of the Herts County Club

at Kop Hill, on' May 6tli. 'iQll, with 250 entries. I think

The Motor Ci/rle of following date contained full rarticulara

of this event, which included classes for flexibility only.

Three South Devon riders who lOok part n the open hill cl inj on „risiej

Hill, ana who put up a star turn on the two corners near the summil.

They are : R Holloway, A. P. Maurice, and R. . Broadbear, all riding

3J T.T. Premiers.
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MORE WORLD'S RECORDS
on a

31 h.p. Rudge

W. Stanhope Spencer on his Rudge.

October 3rd, 1911, at Brooklands.

50 miles - - 44 minutes 345 seconds.

1 hour - - 65 miles 803 yards.

100 miles " - 1 hour 34 minutes.

2 hours - 122 miles 210 yards.

Motor Bicycle Catalogue No. 5 post tree from

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. (Dcp. 600), Coventry.

J^j?e <t Scn$ Ltd.. Londoit, aad Coventrtf. —-^^—^•'^^
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NEW CARBURETTERS: The 1912 B. & B. The Pugh-a new design.

By
the courtesy of Messrs. Brown

and Barlow, who have just moved
into new works at Witton, Bir-

mingham, we were recently

favoured with an inspection of the 1912

B. and B. carburett-ers.

For next yeai there will be three

patterns—the standard lightweight, the

standard heavyweight, and the racing

model. The specification of the universal

types is exactly similar, the difference

being one of size and weight. The new
carburetter is of the adjustable jet and
adjustable main air type, and the varia-

tion in the
supply of petrol

and air is obtained
in' the following
manner. In the
base of the
tlu'ottle chamber
is placed a plug
a, which ter-

minates at its

upper end in an
eccentric mush-
room head,
Tliis head moves
eccentrically over
two holes K (one
only shown) in

the jet tube J,

thereby gradually
closing and open-
ing the holes, the
size of the jet

thereby varying
from zero to ,036,

Showing the air inlets,
the combined area

The row ol eight holes E °' ,
the two holes

admit the main air supply, being equal to a
and by turning the slide D jet opening of

.031, It will
be seen that it is

possible to obtain a big variation in the
petrol supply, .051 being a very much
bigger jet than is usually employe'd, even
for hill-climbing purposes, on a" standard
500 c,c, engine. The lever M for con-
trolling the variable jet is keyed on to
the eccentric plug by means of keyways
and keys cut on the "plug and the boss of
the lever. Finally the lever is secured to
the eccentric plug by a nut and spring
washer P, so that by tightening up the
nut more or less the correct frictional con-
tact is obtained.

Adjustable Main Air.
The adjustable main air holes E are

formed in the base of the throttle
chamber, and are closed and opened by a
rotatable slide D, which allows the num-
ber of holes to be varied from 1 to 8,
Supposing that the owner of one of these
carburetters wislies to compete in a petrol
consumption trial, he would close, say,
five or six of the holes in question, turn
the lever controlling the variable jet to
zero, and gradually open it until the
engme was just turning over. So adjusted,
the petrol consumption would be very
small, but naturally there would be very
little power, Oii the contrary, if he
wished to compete in a hill-climbing com-
petition, the air passages would be left
fully open and the jet lever placed in the
maximum position. With this adjust-
ment the misture might be too rich, in
which case the jet lever would be
gradually closed until the correct explo-
sive charge vras obtained

the number open may be
'reduced to two.

The careful lider asks ; How can the
jet be uemoved ? Examination of the illus-

tration will show tliat this is an easy
matter. The screw R at the base of the
jet tube is taken out, and the jet holes
can then be readily cleansed. If neces-
sary, the whole of the float chamber,
platform, etc., can be bodily removed by
undoing the band clip S, disconnecting the
petrol pipe. Provision is made for

cleaning the passage from float to mixing
chambers by means of a hole L.

n n

Sectional view of jet chamber of the 1912 pattern
B. and B. carburetter, which has an adjustable jet

oontroUed by the lever M.

Among the detail improvements to B.
and B. carburetters for 1912 may be men
tioned : Slides machined from solid D
brass bars, keyways cut at the sides of

the slides coinciding with pegs in the
body of the carburetter ; the slides rise and
fall truly, and the slides cannot be
wrong. y assembled, as if - rider attempts
to insert the slides wrongly the pegs will

not allow them to descend to their
correct positions until the keyways are
opposite their respective pegs. The same
binding screw with a square head is used
for attaching the carburetter to the induc-
tion pipe, clipping the handle-bar control
levers to the bar, and connecting the
float chamber to the mixing chamber.
A small pocket spanner is provided

which tits the square heads, so that ch
whole carburetter can be taken apart
without the use of any other tool.

The only alteration to the float chamber
consists of brazing on the threaded por-
tion U, instead of attaching it by means
of a screw and locknut.

Pugh Carburetter.
Th. special features of the Pugh carbu

retter (patented) is the duplex spraying
jet, which is formed by fitting the nozzle-

proper into an air cone. This air cone has
none of the attributes of a choke tube,

but partakes of the nature of an injector,

and its action is such that not only can

the petrol be raised from practically any
level in the jet—experiments having:

proved it to be possible to spray petrol

perfectly with the level five inches and
more below the top of the nozzle—but also-

that the petrol is perfectly atomised, and
it emerges from the nozzle in the form of

a mist or^ fog instead of in liquid form.

All the air passes through the back of

the carburetter, and, passing across the
petrol mist created by the sprayer, is-

The Pugh carburetter, showing its unusual
appearance,

formed into a perfect mixture at all

spneds, and the charge enters the engine
in the form of gas, i.e., carburetted air.

Owing to the injector a<lion of the
duplex sprayer, the question of petrol

level becomes absolutely of no account,
ajid the level is set so low in the Pugh
carburetter that flooding and consequent
waste is impossible.

The Pugh carburetter is fitted with an
air control lever, which must be opened
only about one-quarter of its range of

traverse when starting, but immediately
after starting the air valve should be
opened to its maximum and left there, all

the driving being done on the throttle.

It is in practice very rarely necessary to
close the air lever.

The rack and pinion handle-bar control

is worth mentioning, and the small spring
clip on the needle valve (patented). Also

« *.
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View of interior showing ths novel method ot

atomising the petrol by means of an air cone.

the system of adjusting the Bowden
cables, and the fact that the cables may
be detached from the carburetter without
unscrewing any small nuts or screws, or

unhooking or unsoldering nipples.
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TITVIE' TO
Current

FJ^^TURE^

Oct. 5th

., 7th

„ 9th

„ 11th

Olympia Motor and Motor Cycle Shows.
Arrangements are being made with the

various clubs, including the A.C.U.,
whereby admission can be obtained to
Olympia at half price, provided the
tickets are purchased through the club's
respective secretaries.

October Quarterly Trials.

Motor cyclists living on or near the
Quarterly Trials course will be doing a

great service to the A.C.U. by volun-
teering as marshals. Letters should be
sent to Mr. Harold C. Pickering, Chief
Marshal, Belgrave Garage, 233. Bristol

Street, Birmingham.

De Rosier Changes Mounts.

On the 17th ult., at the Riverview
Saucei track, Chicago, Jake de Rosier
riding a new Excelsior, built especially

for him, is credited with making an un-
official world's kilometre record in 23^-s.,

= 96^ miles per hour. The performance
was witnessed by 8,000 spectators.

Another Stolen Machine.

A 1910 model Ariel was stolen from a

coachhouse at 80, Hill Top Mount, Leeds,
on Sunday last. The coachhouse was
securely locked and bolted, and the coach-

house gates opened from the inside. The
thief cut both panes of glass out of the

coachhouse window, also the centre panel

of the door, to force an entrance.

The End-to-end Lightweight Record.

On going to press last week we received

a telegram signed ilerton as follows :

'Beat Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
lightweight record by three hours ; time,

35 hours 42 minutes. ' In the absence of

names of any of the checkers or time-

keepers, we withheld publication of the

telegram pending the receipt of fuller

particulars. It will be at once perceived

that the time in which the journey is

claimed to have been done is three hours

better than that accomplislied by Eli

Clarke on a Douglas, and yet Merton's
attempt, of which we were advised before-

hand, was .made on a 2 h.p. M.R.,
rtnd during September, when there

are nearly twelve hours of darkness. We
have since received from Merton some
details of the ride, and while we should

be the first to congratulate him on achiev-

ing such a record, we cannot help feeling

more than a little sceptical about his

claim, as in no instance does he inform
us where he stopped, whom he saw or

met until he arrived at his destination,

wlien he pays a tribute to the kind
welcome he received from Mrs. Calder,

landlady of the local hotel.

A Sensible Recommendation.
A fortnight ago a collision occurred be-

tween a motor cyclist and a car at a junc-

tion of the Chislehurst - Bromiey Road
where several simila.' accidents have
occurred. The matter cam/ up for discus-

sion at the last meeting of the local

council, and it was resolved to acquire if

possible a strip of land and widen the
corner, thus lesseiiing the risk.

New Fifty Miles, One Hour, Two Hours

and Hundred Miles Records.

On Tuesday. W. Stanhope Spencer,
riding a 3^ h.p. Rudge, captured several

world's records at Brooklands. He started

at 11.39 a.m., followed at minute intervals

by W. H. Elce and W. L. T. Rhys.
Spencer soon settled down to a steady
average of about 66^ ra.p.h. At thirteen

laps he was Im. 12s. inside record. At
eighteen laps he was holder of the fifty

miles record, time 45ni. 34|s. In the

hour he covered 55 miles 803 yards, previ-

ous best J. R. Haswell (Triumph), 63 miles

194 yards. He subsequently caplured the

100 miles record, time Ih. 34m. 8s.
;

previous best J. R, Haswell (Triumph),
time Ih. 37m. 52|s., and after stop

ping' to fill up with petrol ''and oil.

Spencer continued for two houis, which
record he easily got, covering 122 miles

210 yards in that Ume; previous best

LeeEvans (Indi,in). 108 miles 1.357 yards.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
STREATHAM CLUB'S OPEN HILL-

CLIMB.

FURTHER ADVANCE DETAILS AND
ILLUSTRATIONS OF 1912 MODELS.

Banned by the A.C.U.

Fifty-five entries had been received
for the Liverpool A.CO. reliability trial

on Tuesday, the list including the names
ot several leading Coventry trade repre
sentatives. The list finally closes this

evening.

The 3,000 Miles Engine Test.

2,617 was D._ R. O'Donovan's tot;d

mileage on Monday evening in his

attempt to cover 3,000 miles without
touching the engine of his 05 h.p. Singer ;

with a spanner. It is expected that the
trial will conclude this (Thursday)
evemng.

.Tive Miles Record at the Crystal Palace.

On Saturday last, the Marlborough
Athletic Club held a race meeting at.

the Crystal Palace track, in which there -.

were two races set apart for 75 x 75 mm. :

motor cycles, one a five miles liardicap.

the other an attempt on C. R. Collier's

hve mile record set up on the same track-

In spite of the strong wind and intense

cold, Harry Martin rode his J. A. P. the
five miles in 1^-s. better time than Collier,

his time for the five miles being 5m.
58^s. In the five miles handica)i the first

heat went tu Martin with Dayrell on
another Martin-Jap second. In the

second heat Storey (S.A.E. Co.) heat

Chase (Martin-Jap) who had a bad start.

In the final Chase redeemed his defeat,

Harry Martin retiring.

"• first corner on Brasted Hill, on which the Streatham and District HiU-elimb was held last Saturday.
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an experienced

clist. and adds;

QStrong 3-Speed

/onderful."
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Mr. Wm. Ashton Mahdale, of Workinv'ton, writes us—

"My 2^ h.p. New Hudson Motor Cycle came to

hand last Tuesday. Two days later, on Thursday,

September 7th. I j^ave it a trial run up to Keswick,

22 miles away, and I was simply astonished to find

that the second and bottom i;ears were never re-

quired even though very stiff hills had to be climbed.

The lime taken was 36 minutes."

On the same day Mr. Mandaie ascended Latrigi;

Hill, 2.203fl. hi'^h. on the approach to Skiddaw,

never havin^ ridden a New Hudson machine before.

The road is a bridle path, very rouyh and steep,

about 6ft. wide with tour hairpin corners. These

four corners are really more than " hairpin " because

they come to a sharp angle of 45 degrees, and are

mostly covered with short slippery grass. One
wonders that the rider managed to keep his seat

yet he did, only once being out of the saddle.

'On the last ascent, a -gradient of 1 in 3. ! failed

three times. The fourth time I came to a standstill

again, but not before I had disengaged my clutch,

thus keeping mv engine running. The track that I

was now on was barely IS inches wide, and was really

a V shaped gulley caused by heavy rains. 1 had to

jam my front brake on. also hold myself from slip-

ping back with my left foot, then accelerate the

engine to the full. When I engaged my clutch I

did not think for one moment she would get away
(on such a gradient as 1 in 3). but she did, and the

top was reached.

"May I further say that through the_vt'hoJe ol

this severe test, I never heard the slightest approach
of 'knocking' in the engine, and the little machine
brouijht me home to Workington even better than on
the outward journey. Also 1 am ready at any tirne

to repeat the ride and hope next time to get up
without once dismounting."

tM
mm1 \!

THE ARMSTRONG 3-SPEED GEAR. THE
GEAR THAT NEVER FAILS. ALL IN THE
HUB. NO TROUBLE. ONLY WANTS OILING.
Is perfectly reliable and without complications, its

action is instantaneous and noiseless, its operation

simplicity itself, the gears are changed while travel-

ling without risk of damage — even by rough or

careless treatment.

Sec " The Motor Cycle," Aug. 31st, on The Reliability of Variable Geared Machines.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER SENT TO US BY A WELL-KNOWN CITY MERCHANT.

AN OLD RIDER, OWNER OF VARIOUS MAKES OF MOTOR CYCLES—
' It m.iv interiisl vou to know thai I have not iiad to toucli the en;>n.- on mv 900

miles trip. I have never been stopped on a single hill. THE ARMSTRONG GEAR IS

M.ARVELLOUS. Thers is not a weak spot in the machine, and I would not exchantje it

for anv other."

New iudlsoi
The combination of the NEW HUDSON 3.\ H.P.

MOTOR CYCLE with the ARMSTRONG 3-SPEED
GEAR AND CLUTCH gives a reserve of Power
and Flexibility of Control not obtainable with single

geared machines of any power.

Every New Hudson motor cycle is fitted with the Armstrong 3-speed gear, the

strongest, most efficient, and most reliable gear and clutch applied to motor cycles.

'The variably j^eared machine is the onlv mount for the rider who wants to tro

everywhere without a lot of Jiddlin,^ by the roadside."

—

Tlii- -ifofor Cyrlf.

NEW-HUDSON CYCLE Co., Ltd., TCl BIRMINGHAM
111 answiriinj iJiix ailifr/i.-'ement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Motor Cycling
COSTS money.
But probably the only time you begrudge
the expense is, when the trouble comes.

The tyres, for instance. If it were not
for all the bothcE' with punctures and the
constant dread of skidding— the expense

woeld seem even better lusiified.

A tyre with the strength and excellence
of the

TKIPLE STRIPE

^uleis
( GOAL -\aAAH )

IViOTOR CYCLE TYRE
Always makes your cycling a great deal easier

and takes the worry away.

The satisfaction of knowing that the unusual
strength of the Gaalois will keep away the

punctures and its stripes will keep away the side-

slips' would be such a comfort to you on a long
greasy run.

/'•

Ask
deal
show
se c ti
the
G a u
Triple
Motor
Tyre.

Gaul

your
e r t o
you a
on o f
new

1 o i s
Stripe
Cycle

OlS

on
Troubles

off.

GAULOIS
TYRES
(1909) Ltd.,

6, Bath Street,

City Eoad, EC.

/ri answeiing this advertisement it is clesirablf to inenlioii " Tfie Motor Cycle.
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Next Week.

The Motor OycU Overseas issue^ con-

taining special articles ^nd illustrations

ot interes' to motor cyclists all over the

world.

Reiuction in Tax.

Motor cycles registered between October
1st and the end of the year are charge-

able at half the usual tax, viz., 10s.

instead of £1 .

A Relay Ride

A motor cyclist relay ride, from

Adelaide to Sydney in which a number
of rideis mounted on mile-a-minute motor
cycles took part, has created a great deal

of interest in N.S.W.

A Novel Method o£ Route Marking.

In England we use .arrows to indicate

the route to competitors in reliability

trials, etc. In Western Canada as there

are no signposts or convenient points on

which to fasten arrows or signs, the

organisers of a 400 miles trial used large

white beans to mark the course, the

beans being distributed by the judges

from a motor car.—Daily Paper.

English Amateur going to Canada.

A. .Mackenzie-Cott, that enthusiastic

lider of a big twin, is sailing for New
Y'ork next week, and after a brief stay

will proceed to Toronto, where he is

taking up a post with the Russell Co.,

who have the Canadian manufacturing

rights of the Silent Knight engine. Cott

commenced his run of successes in hill-

climbing contests whilst up at Cam-
bridge. Early this year he sold his 8-10

h.p. Big Ben-Jap, bought a 7 h.p. twin

Indian, sold that, and took delivery of a

T.T. Triumph, but he could not resist

the charms of a big reserve of power,

and subsequently bought another 8 h.p.

J. A. P. on which he made fastest time

at the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
hill-climb at Newnham early last month.
He has our best wishes in his new
venture.

Liverpool A.C.C. and the A.C.U.

With reference to the proposed open

hill-climb which the Liverpool A.C.C.
announced recently, interesting develop

ments have ensued. It will be re-

called that the A.C.U. wo .Id not "per-
mit" the contest, but the Merseysiders
were very anxious that for once in a wa>'

there should be a conipetiti<!n in Wales,
and sought to evade ^he ban of the
A.C.U. by means of the following clause

in the club's rules : ''Any motor cyclist

may he admitted to this club as a

member for any one month during the
year on payment of the sun of Is." 'Ibis

move has been counteitd by the A.C.U.
by the passing ol the following resolution :

That any perso:: taking part in this com-
petition, wlio was not a bona-fidc
membcir of the Liverpool A.C.C. prior
to September 1st. 1911, will be suspended
or rendered ineligible to take part in any
competition held under A.C.U. rule's

sine die The onus of proving the date
of election will rest upon the person
affected. Evidently the A.C.U. does
not consider that persoi r elected to
merabeiship for one special competition
should rank as members of that club,
and bring this forward as a reason for
placing the competition under a ban.

The Quarterly Trials Route.

A steam roller is working on the
Quarterly Trials lonte between Hales-
owen and Hagley Hill, and is likely to

be there for some time. We are also
advised that competitors would do well

to ride with cautio" thrrugh Broms-
grove.

Oct. 12.
—

" the Motor C ycie " Overseas
Number.

,, 13.—.A.C.U. Council l^^eeting at the
Imperial Hotel, Birminjiliam,
at 7.30 p.m., lo be followed
by a Smoking Concert.

„ 14.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (.Midlant!

Centre).

,, 21.— Herts. County A.C. .\utumn
Open Speed Trials.

Nov. 20-25. — Motor Cycle and Cycle
Exliibition at Olympia.

A special heading will be foutiU i>t llu

miscellaneous aUvertisement columns fot

announcements of lortticomins club com-
petitions.

The Manuiacturers' Union.

.^t the second annual meeting of the
-Manufacturers' and Traders' Union, which
was held at the offices of the company in

Coventry last week, Mr. Charles Mar'ston
announced his retirement from the presi-

dential chair, and .Mr. .-irthur Brampton
was elected president for the ensuing
year. The opportunity was taken of pre-
senting the retiring president with a suit-

able memento of the appreciation of the
services rendered during the first two
years of the existence of the Union.

Mr. Harry Smith (Rover Co.) was
unanimously elected senior vice-presi-

dent, and Mr. H. G. Burford (Humber.
Ltd.) junior vice-president.

The cash balance now standing to the
credit of the Union amounts to £4.286.
Mr, Alfred Bednell. the secretary of the
Union, is to be congratulaied " on the
satisfactory state of the balance sheet,
and with a strong committee there is

every prospect of continued prosperity.

i~'

A Stolen Mount.

Three weeks ago, Mr. Percy Builei
had the misfortune to have a 3-^ h.p.
roadster Triumph stolen. The date 01,

the crank case is April, 1910, and th^
machine has Hutchinson tyres fitted ana
a Cowey speedometer registering up tu

80 m.p.h. Registered NI 41. Mr. Butler
would be glad of advice as to its where-
abouts at 3, St. Peter's Square, Man-
chester.

Hill-climb in the Antipodes.
The Larke trophy was competed for

in a hill-climb held by the Motor Cycle
Club of N.S.W. , on Baden Hill, Coogee.
Competitors were handicapped according
to previous preformances and size of

engine used. In the second round W
Miller (3i L.M.C.) handicap 3s., time

28fs., defeated E. A. Rigg {3i Triumph 1

Is., time 27|s. D. S. Mair (3i L.M.C.)
8s., defeated Searl (5 J.A.P.), belt broke
H. R. Ludgater (3^ L.M.C.) 10s., time
35s., defeated A.. Fair (3i Kerry-.\bing
don) 5s., time 35gS.

Final.— I, H. R. Ludgsiter (3^ L.-M.C,
10s., time 351s. 2, D. S. Mair (3i
L.M.C.) 8s., time 38-J-s. Mr. Ludgater.
who is the secretary of the organising
club scored a very popular win. The
Larko trophy will be awarded to the
rider scoring the best average in three
hill-climbs.

Ladies and Carrier Seats.
The practice of can'ying _ passengei

on the carrier appears on the increase
amongst lady motor cyclists. .-\ Bromlev
(Kent) lady owner of a Hobart Bird i.--

frequentlv seen with her sister seated on
the carrier of her machine, which i.-:

painted an attxactive grey. Mrs. Hardee,
of Greenwich, has made several long run^
lately in Kent with a pa.ssenger, and at

the week-end climbed Westerham Hill

with a passenger scaling ten stones, on
her two-speed P. and M. She consider;
it is more pleasurable than driving alone.

Another lady was seen riding down
Brasted Hill on Saturday after the
Streatham hill-climb was over with a

male rider on the carrier.

^ •a\'f:

Scene at the Joot ol Brasted Hili. Competitors assenjbling tor the start. Machines were

parked in tbc Held at the rig.it.
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HILL-CLIAB AT BRASTED.

C. S. Burney

(31 h.p. Rudge)

it the corner ir.

the Streatham

an) Di-.trict

Hill-climb last

Saturday.

THE Stieatliam and District ii.C.C. lield a very success-

ful hill-clinib en Blasted Hill (situated on the North
Downs between Hog Trough and Cudham Hills) on
Saturdaj' afternoon last. The programme contained

seven classes.

1.—Lightweight touring motor cycles not exceeding 340 c.c.

II. Single-cylinder touring motor cycles not e.xceeding

500 c.c

ni.—Multi-cvlinder touring motor cycles not exceeding
1,000 c.c.

lY.—Variably geared touring motor cycles not exceeding
500 c.c. singles and 1,000 c.c. multi-cylinder, competitors to

make a start seated in the saddle.

V.—Racing motor cycles not exceeding 500 c.c.

yi.—Racing motor cycles not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

YII.—Passenger machines carrying two persons.

The awards were mad'e on time in the racing classes Nos.

V. and VI. and on formula in the other- classes. The
W .

formula used was 7=r

—

t-i which is substantiallv that recom-
U X E~ -

mended by The Motor Cii'~h\ the cubic capacities being taken

from Thf: Motor Oi/rh 't?ble.

Brasted Hill is very sujtable for the purpose. It begins

with a moc'ei-ate incline and fairly straight, becoming much

steeper near the top, the reputed gradient at the first bend
being 1 in 5^ The surface having been swept was cpute

good. The bends are not sharp enough to be dangerous,

but sutticiently acute to enable riders to .*how their skill and
judgment, which some of them most certainly did. A good
many riders on the fastest machines found it nece;:saiy to

cut out more than once. The fastest ascent of the d.iy was
made by Godfrey on a 7 h.p. Indian, but Newsonie [5^ h.p.

Triumph) -was only |s. slower. The Devonshire riders,

Broadiiear and Holloway, gave a fine exhibition on their

Premiers, and took the coiners particularly well. Taylor,

on the Scott, came up lieautifnlly. but not so fast as many.
Considering the steepness of the hill the sidecar machine

showed up well. It was. however, a -bit too much for the
single-cylinder; T. H. Tessier's "Baby Bat," which was
second in the variably geared class, was reported to weigh
220 lbs! Godfrey and Newsonie have already been men-
tioned. The other cracks, Newman, Woodhnuse, .Mc.Minnies,

and Burney put up some fine performances. Init the hero of

the afternoon vas undoubtedly F. W. Barnes, ulio was first

in no fewer than five classes, often by a considi'ialile margin,
and again won the D. R. Greig challenge cup for the best

performance on a var,ably geared machine. The Tilley

challenge cup awarded bn- the highest figure of merit made

Streatham and

District Open

Hill-climb.

R. Holloway

(3J h.p. Premier)

on the first bend.

The Devonshire

riders look the

eorner without

cutting out or

slackening speed,

whilst leaning

ovei at acute

angles.
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Hill-elimb at Brasted.—
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Tessier, sen,, on the Bat ligbtweig^ t, with Phelon & Moore two-speed gear,

near the bottom of the hiil.

Iiy a niembei' of tlif rliili (not ciiiiiiecti.'d with the Irark')

gcies to E. B. Ware. Tliese and the other awards aie siibjccl

to the coiilirmation of tlie coniuiitlee. 'J'lie afternoon's sport

was marred by no accident of any kind. Oninianey, on his

Rudge. Ix'ing nearest to it when his machine skidded in tlie

ditch ju.-it past tlic Hrst bend, but he pnlled up sldlfuUy.
Several .competitors had pipes attached to llic extra air of

their B. and IS.'s, which, by means of the in^-rtia of the air

voiild have tlie effect of forced induction. The Amac C.A.P.
and Pngh carburetters were also in evidence. 'J'he entries

constitute a record for an open hill-climb. There were a

fair number of spectators, including Mr. Julian Orde, the
president of the club. The results, which were very (|uickly

worked out. were annoimced the same evening, and are:

Ci..\ss I. ]^ight\veights. (Twelve entries.)

Hider, .Machine and Gear.

1. F. \V. Barnes Vi.} Zenith, Gradua) ...

2. .1. Dudley (2i Hobart)
.'). \V. Heaton (2^ A..J.S.. A.J.S.)
4. F Edmond (2^ Premier)
5. H. G. Dixon (2^ New Hudson, Arm-

strong)

6. T. H WM-iv (2i Bat-J.xp, P. and M.)

Class II. Single-cylinders. (Thirty-

\V. llarnes (2^ Zenith. Gradtta) ...

Turvcy (3^ Triumph)
C. Newman (5^ Ivy-Precision)
Holloway (3i. Premier)
\Vocdhou.«e (3j Grandex) . .

I!. Bro;idbear (3Jr Premier) ...

Fastest time X-l-7.8 was made by Y.. W

-

Triumph), wlio wa;- fifteenth on formula.

Cl.\s^ III Multi-cylinder. - (Seve

I. F. W. Barnes 16 Zenith, Gradtta) ..

2; S. T, Tessier (1 Bat-.Iap)

3:. (;. y. Hunter |3 -Zenith. Gradua) ...

4. A. .T, S. Butler (8 Zenith. Gradua) .,

5.- E. B. Taylor (4 Scott. Scott)

Class IV. Vaiiably-geared machines. (.S'

1. F. W Barnes (2| Zenith. Gradua) ...

2. T. 11. Te.ssier (2^ Bat-Jap. P..M.) ...

3. 0. S. lUtrnev (3^ Rudge, Rudge) ...

4. P. Weatlierilt (3i Zenith, (iradna) ...

5. G. Grittith (6^ Zenith, Gradun!
6. G. F. Hunter (8 Zenith, Gradua) ...

1. I'"

n F
3 H
4 1"!

5. .7.

6, I!

Fig. of

Time. Merit.

X -1-14.2 ... 583
X-t-19.2 ... 403
X-t-22.8 ... 358
X-j-25.8 . . 339

X -1-24.6 ... 334
X-t-56.8 . . 307

,wo eritries.)

X -1-15.2 556
X-i-10.2 . 469
X-i- 3 .. 441

X-flO . . 430
X -1-^0.8 . 427

\+ ,8.8 ..: 418
Cheshire (31 h.p.

1 entries.

X+ 9 ... 359
X-I- 10 8 ,,. 356
X-I- 9.6 ... 257
X + 14.4 ... 210

X-t-26.6 . 173

venteen entries.)

X-f21.8 , . 424

X-f42.2 ... 262

X-t-26.2 ... 255
X+ 25.6 ... 254

X-f28 ... 256
X-I- 12 .. 228

1. \V
2, W
0. H.
4. R.
5. J.

6. F.

Gla.ss V. Racing machines (not exceed
(Tliirty-three entries.)

Rider. Maclune.
. F. Newsome (3i Triumph) ...

. (i. McMinries (3^ Triumph) ...

C. Newman (Oj Ivy-Precision)
Holloway (3^ Premier)
Woodhouse (3^ Grandex)
Tiirvey (3^ Triumph)

Ci.A.ss VI. Racing machines (not exceed
(Twenty-seven entries.)

l!ide,r. .Machine.
C. Godfrey (7 Indian)

. V. Xewsome (3^ Triumph) ...

. (J. .McJiinuies (5^ Tiiuu-pl,) ...

Moorhouse (7 Indian)

.7_. Luce (5 Bat-Jap) ... ...

Woodhouse (3], Grandex)
Class VII. Passeiig?r Machines. (T

Rider, .Machine and Gear,
1. F. .AV. Barnes (6 Zenith and sc,

Ciradua)

G. F. Hunter (8 Zenith and .-.,

Gradua)
\V. 0. Oldman (6 Bat-Jap an.l sc,

P. and M.)
E. \i. Ware (8 Chater-Lea and se.

Cbater-Lea) ... ,

R. G. Nye (8 Chater-Lea and re,
Chater-Lea) ...

1. G.

2. W
0. W
4. A.
5. A.

6. J.

ing 500 c.c).

Time.
... X+ 6.4

... X+6.6
., X-t-8.2

... X+8.6
... X+9
... X-(-9.8

ii;g 1,000 c.c. )•

Time.
... X-f4.6
... X-f5.4
... X-l-6
... X-f6.6
... X-l-7.2
... X-)-7.4

'en entries.)

Fig . 0:

lime. Merit.

X-I- 19.8 ... 349

X-t-18 283

X-f33 211

X-i-40.8 ... 167

X-l-51.6 ... 12c

THE M.C.C. SPEED JUDGING COMPETITION.
Thi> event, the last of the .-cafon, was run off nea-

Rotter's Bar on Saturday afternoon last. The course was.

one of about b% miles, and had to be covered three times.
The first circuit at 16 m.p.h., the second circuit at 19
m.p.h., and the last at any speed up to and including
20 m.p.h. ; each competitor to declare his speed imme-
diately upon finishing. Competitors were divided into two
classes—one for those riding motor bicycles and' the other
for drivers of |)asseiiger machines. Results :

Class 1.—1, R. B. Ciark (5 h.p. Indian), total error. 21s.
;

2. L. A. Baddelev (4^ h.p. Veleridab), 58|s. ; 3, H. B. Kars-
lake (4 li.p. Dreadnought). 78*s.

Class 2,-1, B, Alan Hill (3^ h.p. Rudge and sidecar),
177s. ; 2, W'. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradburv and sidecar), 192fs. ;

3, C. r^wry (8 li.p. Rover). 269s.

Clarke's running was quite remarkable, and his errors
for the three circuits were respectively 7|s., 5|s., and 7|s.,
showing very good judgment, Karslake's old Dreadnouglu
was out on its last competition, and has now retired.

The best lap was ridden by C. C. Cooke (Triumph) with
an error of Is. The medals in Class 1 are being presented
by Mr. D. .J. .Mnitland, of Ceylon, an enthusiastic mem-
ber of the club. Mr. F. T. Eidlake was the timekeeper.

F. P. Johnson [Zi h.p. Humberi starting from Derby Road, Nottingham, in

the Nollin.gham and District IM.CC. 100 Miles Reliability Trial (or the
Dennis-Bayley shield The riders on the right are R. A Johnson iT T

Triumphi and H. S. Dawson t3t h.p. Bradbury!.
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1912 MODELS.
Further Advance Details of New Pattern Motor Cycles and Accessories.

The 21 h.p. S.l.A.M.T.

THIS interesting little machine,
which has recently signally dis-

tinguished itself in Italy, the

country of its origin, is being

handled in England by ilr. Scales,

336, Gray's Inn Road', W.C. In

describing any vehicle propelled by
petrol vapour it is customary to

begin with the engine. - In the case

The overhead iniet valve mechanism of the

S.IJV.M.T. The engine is inclined and has horizontal

radiating fins.

of the S.l.A.M.T. we make no excep-

tion, and feel we can safely state that

this is the most interesting part of the
machine. The cylinder head is of quite

an unconventional design, being screwed
into the cylinder. It is guaranteed com-
pression tight, carries both 'valves, which
are of the overhead type, the sparking
plug, and has radiating fin.s cast wher-
ever there is space for them. The edge
of this detachable head is castellated,

and a special spanner is supplied for its

removal. To be able to detach the head
easily is naturally a great boon ; not only

S.l.A.M.T. carburetter showing the bent trumpet-
mouthed air inlet.

can the carbon deposit be easily removed
from both head and piston, but the whole
can be held in a vice while the valves
are being ground in. The engine dimen-
sions are 68x72 mm The radiating fins

are, since the engii e is tilted slightly

forward, cast parallel with the ground.
The inlet valve rocker is mounted on an
eccentric, and the engine is controlled
by its means, as no throttle is fitted.

The carburetter is of Italian design,
and has an extremely long induction
pipe, which it is claimed tends to

bette.- vaporisation. One end of this long
pipe is bolted to the cylinder, while the
otiier passes beyond the car'-uretter and
culminates in an open gauze covered end,

behind which is a butterfly throttle con-

trolling the air supply, To detach the car-

buretter it is only necessary to undo the

holding on bolt of the petrol pipe and
drop tTie carburetter away from its union

The power unit.

to the inlet pipe. The petrol enters at the
top of the float chamber. The high tension

-

magneto is the N.U., and 'is gear
driven.

Triple Lever Handlebar
Control.

All control is worked by a Bowden triple

lever on the liandlebar. An adjustable
pedal bracket is provided. two brakes
are fitted, one applied to each side of

the belt rim. The levers working these

are so placed on the handlebar that both

Eccentric adjustment ot the S.l.A.M.T. inlet valve
rocker.

luakes can be brought into action by one
grip of the hand. Points of convenience
are well studied ; these are a tapless oil

puinp, a good stand, and a sensibly
designed pair of

spring forks.

Consider-
ing that tlie

machine is not
specially de--

signed for tlie

English market,
it conforms ex-

cellentlj' t o

English ideas.

In the recent
Mont C e n i s

hiU climb hi

the class for

machines up to
290 c.c, it won
the Stampa
Sportiva Cup.
and gained the
first seven

Double rear brakes on ihe
S.l.A.M.T., which act upon
the belt pulley.

places in the class. The winner's average
speed up the fourteen mile climb was 34.6
m.p.h. It also gained a first and second'
in the C'onio Brunate hill-climb. All these,!

wins, we are informed, are records.

/; :.^^'
y ^' "~ ""'fc.,

\. ^..

The latest arrival in this country—the S.l.A.M.T.—a successful Italian lightweight.
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THE

B.S.AMOTORBICYCLE

The B.S.A. 3S h.p. Motor Bicycle. Fixed Engine, £50; Free Engine, £56 10s.

There is not a Motor Bicycle

on the road giving greater

satisfaction than the B.S.A.

The letters received from
riders testify to its power,
silence, and all round relia-

bility. Several correspon-

dents state that the B.S.A.

3^ h.p. has proved to be far

more powerful than much
higher-powered machines. Let

us send you a copy of the

Book of the B.S.A. Motor
Bicycle, and the name and
address of Agent where
B.S.A. Motor Bicycles can
be inspected.

A Tour through Wales
on a B.S.A. 3^ h.p. with
Sidecar attached.

Mr. B. 0., of Edgbaston, writes :—

• I have just returned from a cjxling trip

in North Wales, and wish to congratulate

you on the excellence of the B.S.A. Motor

Cycle used. This mcichine (which has com-

pleted 2.000 miles) took a sidecar (passenger

and self exceeding 22 stones in weight) from

Birmingham through Bettws, Capel Curig

Beddgelert, etc., singly geared, without failing

on a single hill, and has pro\ed most satis-

factory as regards its power, comfort

reliability, and general excellence.

' I have had single, twin, and four-cylinder

machines of various makes, but none to

equal your 191 1 3| h.p. Roadster Model.

B.D., Edgbaston,
29/8/1

I

Write now for copy 0/ the Book of the B.S.A Motor Bicycle.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.,
102, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertiseiiietu it is desirabtt tu mention " The Motor Cycle."
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October 2nd.

REDUCTION PRICE

OF

MOTOR CYCLE
TYRES.

Size. Covers.
9

26 X 2

26 X 21

26 X 21

Rubber N/S, Basket or

Standard. Rubber Studded Pattern.

22/3 30/-

27/- 37/6

29/6 40/-

Endless.

8/6

10/-

10/6

Tubes.

Butted.

11/-

12/6

13/-

THE CONTINENTAL TYRE & RUBBER Go. (Brft*a.n) Ltd.,

Thurloe Place, South Kensing^ton, S.W.
Telephone 4340 Kensington (8 hnes). I'el. Address " Pneumique, London.'

In answering Oils advertisement il is desirable to mention "The Motoi Cycle."
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The 1912 model SJ h.p. Humber, which has been re-designed throughout. New pittern 2 J h.p twin Humber in its touring (orm.

tiumber.
Xhe Humber Company have produced

an entirely new 3^ li.p. model for 1912
embodying many improvements and re-

finements- Following the practice of the
lightweights, which have met with such
success this year, tlie new 3^ h.p. lias a
dd-^a.Ti; I'lankshat't. The bore and stroke are
84x90 mm. The side by side valves are
operated by adjustable tappets, having
fibre insertions in ilie iieads. This should
go far towards, deadening the valve
chalte", which i.s still a defect in many
modern motor cycles. A half compres-
sion device is now fitted, consisting of a
double exhaust cam and operated by the
exhaust lift lever This is so arranged

The separate cylindrical oil tank which is let into
the petrol lank on the new Humber.

that a slight movement of the lever
brings the half compression cam into
lotion, while a greater movement raises
the valve completely off its seating in the
Jsual manner. Placed behind the engine
ind well piotected from mud and dust
is a Bosch magneto controlled from the
eft handle-bar. A large silencer with
1 simple roll over cut-out is fitted
in front of the engine, and an exhaust
oipe of ample dimensions is now fixed
oy an internal nut which adds to the
leat apjj.eavance of the power unit.
Detai> improvements consist of a -

iropped top frame tube, a front wheel
stand, a rear mudguard hinged behind
:he carrier and an improved .stand. The
spring forks are on the well-known Druid
ines, and have scimitar blade side

memb»"s. The petrol tank runs the fuU
length of the top tube, and has a eepa-
rate cylindrical oil tank let into it. Tnis
is a novel and praiseworthy device, as it

makes for ease of construction and con-
sequently absence of leaks. The front
brake has a simple shoe adjustment, while
the angle of the rear brake shoe, which
is of the internal V-type, is aLso adjust-
able.

This model can be supplied either as a
single gear mount (in wnich case pedals
are fitted) or with an improved form of

two-speed, in which several points are
worthy of notice. The gear is still

manufactured under Roc licence. This
year there will be three plane! ary pinions
instiad of two. Ihe high gear will be
opeiated by an expanding cast iron liner,

while the low has a contracting Raybestos
lined band. The gear is fitted with
ample thrust rings and bearings, and is

so constructed as to be oiltiglit and mud-
proof, while having a neat and light
appearance.
The whole rear wheel may be easily

removed by detaching the gear rods and

re-noving three n.its. The two-speed
model is fitted with footboards, below
which runs a

counter-shaft carry-
ing a simple acting
cam which pre
vents the possi

bility of engaging
both gears at once.
Neither the 2 h.|i.

nor 2J h.p. model
has been altered
to anv great ex-
tent, but the com-
pany will list a
very neat open
frame model fitted

with the standard
2 h.p. engine.

B.S.A.
The first of the 1912 B.S.A. motot

cycles was seen on the road recently. It

has a dropped frame. We have had a
short run on one of these machines, and
found the 1912 design of clutch beauti-
fully .smooth in action.

The methoi adopted on
the new Humber models
to adjust the belt pulley
brake shoe.

The new model 3^ h.p. B.5.A. which, as will be seen, has a dropped top tube giving a very low riding position.

This machine was ridden by Kenneth Holden in the last Birmingham M.C.C. competition.
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1912 Models.-

Coinet= Precision.
Sir. Haydoii tells us that it is his inten-

tion to market two new models—a 2^ h.p.

liglitweight with a free engine, and a

4^ h.p. Colonial model with Sjin. ground
clearance.

Calthorpe.
There will be four Calthorpe models for

1912. A 4^ h.p. type for sidecar work,

a 3i h.p., a T.T.. and a 2!^ h.p. All of

these models can be fitted either with a

Another new counterstiaft gsar—the Calthorpe

—

on which a chain is employed from the engine-

shaft and a belt from the countershaft.

new type of clutch on the expanding shoe

principle, or with a new chain and belt

counter-shaft two-speed gear, in which the
gears are operated by taper friction

clutches.

A 5 h.p. Twin A J.S.

A chat with Mr. Stevens elicited the
information that next year he will market
a new 5 h.p. on the lines of his well-known
2^ h.p. engine, for sidecar work. The 2^
h.p. machine will not be greatly changed.
The engine will be modified, but the
greatest change is in the fixing of the
gear box.

Condor.
The Condor Engine Co. are building

a 4^ h.p. single-cylinder engine of 86 x
112 mm., which comprises two unusual^
features—(1) the oil is fed through the
cylinder wall into the hollow gudgeon

Offset valve gear of the 4^ h.p. Condor engine.

pin, and thence to the hollow big end and

(2) offset cam gear, the valve tappets
being set slightly to one side of the cam
centre so as to do away with some of

the side thrr.st,

Blumfield.
Mr. Blumfield tells us that as this

year's engine has been so satisfactory

there will be practically no changes in

'..he design of his 1912 engines. He will,

however, list several new sizes, making a

inost complete range. The types for 1912
will include a ?ingle-cylinder air-cooled

New BlumQeld two-speed gear box. In this desigD
the secondary shaft is fixed and the gears are cut
on a drum and revolve on large diameter double
row ball bearings. A plate clutch is fitted to the
engine-shaft.

7>2 li.p., 80x95; a single-cylinder water-
cooled 3^ h.p., 80x95; a twin-cylinder
air-cooled 4-5 h.p., 67x83; a twin-cylin-
der air-cooled 5-6 h.p., 67x95; a twin-
cylinder air-cooled 7-8 h.p., 80x95; a
twin-cylinder water-cooled 9 h.p., 80x95;

The Latest M.M.
The latest type M.M. motor bicycle

sold by Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co..

113, Great Portland Street. W., is a

4 h.p., 82 by 91.5mm. The engine has
the exiiaust valve in front and an auto
matic inlet valve. The ignition is h\

Bosch magneto, driven by a train of gear
wheels. The gas is supplied to the engine
by a Schebler carburetter, which is quite
an interesting device.

The 7-9 h.p. V twin is similar in every
respect to the above, except that it has
two cylinders of the same dimensions as

one single, and, of course, has a more
strongly constructed frame.

The Excelsior.
The Excelsior Co. have two new 1912

models. The first is a 3^ single-cylinder of

85 bore and 88 mm. stroke, and the second
a 4-i single-cylinder of 86 x 112 mm. Both
these models will be fitted with the new
Villiers two-speed gear to order.
The chief feature of the new engine is

the lubrication, the oil being led into the
hollow gudgeon and crank pins, and thence
direct to the main bearings, wliich are of
phosphor bronze throughout.

single air-cooled 2^ h.p.,and possibly

67x83. This year Mr. Blumfield has
decided to market for the trade two sets

of frame fittings, one for a standard 3j
h.p. type, and another heavier set for

sidecar work. This latter set includes a

two-speed gear box set behind the saddle
tube, and constructed for chain drive in

conjunction with an engine-.=haft clutch.

We were shown a neat lightweight ad-

justable pulley on the lines of the large
Blumfield pulley. It is worthy of note
that all Blumfield engines undergo pro-

longed bench tests with fan brakes, and
all the different models have side by side

mechanically operated valves.

The Jonsca Two-speed Gear.
This gear, which was seen fitted to

a 3^ h.p. Brough at the Brasted Hill-

climb, consists of

a double belt drive - '-

in combination
with a selective

clutch in the back
- hub. The pulleys

are geared down
at the engine-shaft

to enable them to

give a low geai
and yet be of large

diameter. The se-

lective clutches,

which are of the
expanding type, are

operated by pedals,

and bring the re-

quired belt rim
into connection
with the back
wheel, the othei
running loosely.

One of the advant-
ages of this gear
is that practically

any ratios can
easily be obtained.
Both gears are, of

course, equally
direct. Mr. John Scarborough, the in-

ventor, also has a very simple starting

device on , the lines of a spring steel

tape.

The 1912 B. & B. carburetter handle-bar levers,

wliich are longer than this year's and slightly

curved.

The valves are fitted with adjustable
stems, and the engine, which carries the
magneto behind it, forms with the car-

buretter and silencer an easily detachable
unit.

One inch belts, dropped top tubes, and
Druid forks with front wheel stands are

. - ...rft'.^- i'' « _

The Jonsca two-speed twin belt gear fitted to a 3i h.p. Brough. ft was observed
at the Streatham and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.

standard on both models, and the com-
pany will manufacture sidecars, under
Millford licence,

own machines.
and suitable for their
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SIDECARS AND CHANGE-SPEED GEARS.
.' I ' HAT many of you- correspondents have asked for

I som'e private sidecar owners' experiences is my only

X excuse for writing of mine. It should be understood
thai 1 have absolutely no interest whatever in the

makers of my machine, ? free engine 1910 Triumph. I pur-

chased it secord-hand early this year, and have used it

regularly ever since for my basinets, and for a fair amount
of pleasure tiding ; in fact, from March to the present date

I have covered 6,059 miles, nearly all of which have L'Sen

with the sidecar, as even my business rides, with one or two
exceptions, are accomplished with it. I hav« had repeated

week-ends of two and three hundred miles in the Ilkley and
Harrogate district. In the last ten days I have had 1,100

miles, with nothing worse than a burst butt-ended tube.

On the 12th ult. I left Hull for London vm Lincoln and
Peterborough, and had a non-stop run. After a day spent

in sight-seemg I returned solo, on the 14th, and had a non-

stop run again. Thiee days later I had a short spin to see if

I could detect any faults before starting for London again.

There were none, and I returned highlv satisfied.

Starting at daylight the next day, I crossed the ferry, and
was soon flying along through the cold morning air to St.

Albans, which I reached at 5.30 p.m. 'From here my
troubles comm^enced, as, through mistaking my route, I was
cruising about till 10 p.m. I eventually found myself on

Mitcham Common, with the petrol given out, but 1 managed
to run two short stretches by tilting the macliine so that

the petrol ran to the carburetter till «very available drop

was gone. Then I commenced the heart-breaking tas'; of

pushing in search of the " spirit that moves," but all to no

purpose. I was by this time feeling the want of food, as I
had m-ade only one stop for this purpose since leaving Hull
(Leicester). Aftei numerous wanderings I found myself at
Thornton Heath, and here I was able to find a cycle dealer
who could supply my need, but bv this I was not in a fit

state to ride, so I left the machine in his care and set out
to walk to South Norwood, and here I might state that I

found walking, unfettered by the machine, a very pleasant
change. My mileage for the day was 257, about four of

v^hich I had pushed. The machine was fully loaded, and I

was encased in leather-lined tweed with overalls, so your
readers will understand my feelings. After a good supper
and sponge down I slept the sleep of the just, next morning,
after the cold tub, feeling fit for anything. I went over tor

my mount ard had a spin to Epsom, returning at midday to

South Norwood. The next day I was off for home with tlie

sidecar attached, and my wife as passenger, with a consider-
able amount of luggage. We had a fine run home, and caught
the last ferry boat at 10.30 p.m., reacliing home at 11, having
left Norwood at 10. lo a.m. The next day I made an ordinary
visit to Hndliigton, and we had as yet rot unfastened the
tool roll. '1 lie total mileage for ten days was 1,100, and the
m.ichine is still running, intact as far as the engine is con-
cerned.

I consider these fine acliievements for a single-cylinder

3i h.p. p arliine in the hands of an entirely amateur driver.

In the whole of the 6,000 odd miles I have not been held up
with engine troubles, and only had one long stop of note
through the contact breaker of the magneto working loose

and tearing the keyway. H.\V..l.

CLUB NEWS.
Sutton Coldfield A.C.

Tlie petrol consumption tiiul tcok place last Saturday, over

a course of 31 miles, half of which was ridden against a very

strong head wind. Ten started, and the winner, who used a

Howard dual sparking plug, was tlie heaviest rider, and
covered the course on the least petrol. The results on formula
are as follows :

1, James St. John (3i Triumph), 6448, 162 m.p.g. ; 2. II.

Mills (3i James), 5015, 122 m.p.g. ; 3, J. Xorton (oj Norton),

4771, 142 m.p.g.

She.T.eld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Last Saturday afternoon the members held a. very inter-

esting reliability trial for sidecar machines ovei a course of

110 miles of fairly hilly country. Owing to the cold many of

the sidecars contained gentlemen, though the ladies were
well represented by .\lr.=. Bradbury !\lrs. Stacey, Mrs. Short,

Mrs. Stevenson, and Miss Greaves. J. Haslam, 6 h.p.

Zenith and sc. ; S. Donovan, 6 h.p. Zenith and sc. ; H. Short,

6 h.p. Chaler-Lea and sc. ; — Stacev, 5^ h.p. Itudge and sc.

The competition fully demonstrated the reliability ol the side-

car as a safe passenger carrying device.

Stockport and District M.C.

On the 23rd ult. the third hill-climb was held at Wood-
head, the le.sult being based upon time only, the fastest com-
petitor in each class riding in the final, in which each com-
petitor's time was equalised. by handicap.
The class winners were : Lightweights—W. Heaton, 2^

A.J.S. : singles—F. C. Cooks, 3^ T.T. Triumph; sidecar—II.

Greenhalgli, 5 Uex. F. C. Cooks made the fastest time, but
in the final had to give the lightweight 40 sees, and the
sidecar 62 sees., and was beaten easily by W. Heaton.
The next ai d last hill-climb of the year will be on October

15tli at Woodhead.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

A speed-judging and reliability competition, open to mem-
bers who had not won a prize this year, took place on the

1st inst., when eleven members started, and all covered the

distance without a stop except one, whose belt came off. S.

Lloyd (8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar) secured the first prize,

only 34 sec. over time ; H. Marsh (6 h.p. Hiley tricar) was
second, 4o sec. over time; and J. Richards 16 h.p. Matchless
I'lid sidecar) was third, one minute under time.

^vm

Some competitors at the start oi the Sheffleld and' Hallamshire la.C.C. Reliability Trial tor smecars.

A^>
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Club News.—

Manchester M.C.

The dub's closing run was held on Saturday last to " The
Ship" Hotel, Styal, Cheshire, in cold and unsettled weather.

There was a good attendance of members and friends. After

the club photo had been taken in front of the hotel, the

party tliorouglily enjoyed some impromptu gymkhana events

in an adjoining field. After tea the prizes were distributed

and an enjoyable smoking concert was held.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The closing run on Saturday will take the form of a

speed-judging contest, and four prizes are offered. Entrance
fee. Is., will be collected at the starting point, Davenport
Road. The start is at 2.30 p.m., and tea will be taken at

the Bath Hotel, Leamington Spa.
The case in which Mr. G. H. Spicer was involved on the

return journey from Aberystwyth in the August competition
was dismissed at the Machynlleth Court on Wednesday of

la.-5t week.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The third annual fle.xibility climb took place on Saturday,
the 23rd ult., at Red Hill, "near Alcester, the winner turn-

ing up in J. H. Perco.x oii a 5^ h.p. Alldays, the difference

between the time of his fast climb and his slow climb being

2m. 7s. R. W. Duke, on a 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua (gear

fixed in one position), was second with a difference of Im.
52s., Seymour Smith, on a 3^ h.p. Norton, being third with
a difference of Im. 50s. The autumn reliability trials, held

annually on the knockout principle, have been postponed
till November 4th, as there are several events in October
which would interfere with the trials.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

Results of hill-climb held on 28th September at Kettieby
Hill, near Melton Alowbrav :

Tourist Class.—1, S. F. Fisher (3^ Triumph) ; 2, H. Petty

m Rex) ; 3, A. L. Barker (4 Clyde-Jap).
Tourist Trophy Class.—1, J. Dignan (3^- Triumph); 2, S.

F. Fisher (3^ Triumph) ; 3, D. M. Patterson (3^ Triumph).
Open Class.—1, J. Dignan (3^ Triumph) ; 2, W. Canham

(6 Matchless twin) ; 3, G. W. Hillyard (6 Zenith-Gradua
twin).

Sidecar Class.—1, W. Canham (6 Matchless twin) ; 2, G.

W. Hillyard (6 Zenith-Gradua) ; 3, E. Folwell (3^ Brad-
bury).
Lightweights.—1, J. W. Chapman (2i A.J.S.) ; 2, G. W.

Main (2 H umber).
J. Dignan (3^ Triumph) made fastest time of the day,

viz., 50.3 m.p.h.
Forthcoming Event.—Edwards Cup : Third round (reli-

ability trial), October 14th, 2.30 p.m.

Surrey M.C.C.

The annual hill-climb, which was postponed from September
13th, will be held next Saturday, October 7th. The rules

will remain as already published, and all awards, including

the Zenith Motors Ltd. gold medal for beat performance
of the day, will be made on A.C.U. formula. The hill

will be within ten miles of Guildford; competitors must
meet at headquarters not later than 2.30 p.m.

Bristol B. and M.C.

A competition is being held on Saturday, October 7th,

with the Bath club, for teams of six solo and one passenger

machine. The start, finish, and dinner (for which the losers

will pay) will be at the Lamb and Lark Hotel, Keynsham,
and a special entertainment is to be arranged. Anybody
wishing to be present slioald write to P. Groat, of Warmley,
near Bristol.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

The proposed run to Westcliffe for the 24th ult. unfortu-
nately had to be cancelled on account of the weather.
The chief event of the year, the members' reliability trial

for the handsome silver challenge cup presented by the
Premier Cycle Co., takes place on October 8th. The route
from the Gatehouse, Highgate, proceeds through Brockley,
Aylesbury, Banbury, Edge Hill, Stratford-on-Avon, up Sun-
rising, Wellesbourne, Banbury, Bedford, and Hatfield, about
190 miles in all. Lunchecn at Stratford-on-Avon. Prospec-
tive members are eligible for this ccnpetition and accepted
at one year's subscription up to February, 1913. "Hon. sec,
D. G. Blakey, Heathfield, Great North Road, Highgate.

Purley and District M.C.C.

On Saturday last, a speed-judging contest was held over

.

an unknown distance, the prize being a pair of Kempshall
tyres, presented by the manufacturers. A car left Purley
Corner at three o'clock, laying a confetti trail, and com-
petitors had to follow by this trail at a set speed, drawn
by each one separately on a ticket. The trail proved difficult

to follow, no fewer than nine out of twelve starters failing

to pick it up from the commencement. The three who
finally tracked the car to its destination, which proved to bfe

Pol Hill, near Sevenoaks, were : 1, W. G. Fowler (7 h.p.
Indian), error 4.12 m.p.h.; 2, 0. K. Meredith (3^ h.p. Brad-
bury), error 6.32 m.p.h. ; 3, S. J. Taylor (2^ h.p. Douglas),
eri'or 8 m.p.h. The last-named, in addition to- losing the
trail at one point, was twice stopped by belt breakages.
The distance was twenty-six miles. The thanks of the
club are due to the donors of the prfze, and also to Mr.
Jago, who kindly acted as trail-layer. In view of the large
number who failed to finish, it has been suggested that
the contest should be repeated, but this has not been
deKnitely decided on.

Competitors and soectators watchiD^ the start of the lightweights in the closing event of tte Manchester M.C.

.A34
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When the ZENITH-GRADUA
. ... is NOT BARRED

In the M.C.C. Hill Climb at Sundon,
on Saturday, Sept. 9th, five firs s,

one second, and two third places
were secured by

The Victorious

Zenith-
Gradua

Class I.—
F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 1st on Time.

„ „ „ . . 1st on Formula.

Class III.—

F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 1st on Time.

„ „ II 2nd on Formula.

Class IV.—

F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 1st on Time.

„ „ .< • 1st on Formula.

Class II.—
G. Griffiths on Zenith-Gradua . . 3rd on Formula.

Class v.—
F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua . . 3rd on Time.

The Zenith-Gradua also tied for fastest time of the day.

Bfli

Particalars of these Machines sent on requpst.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
W£.YBRIDGE.

r\« l9« Lim
Although the " A.S.L." Motor Cycle is the greatest advance in motor cycle

construction ever known, it comes to. you only after severe tests, and you are

not asked to experiment.

It entirely does away with one of the greatest faults of the motorcycle—vibration.

Riding on an "A.S.L." machine is an entirely new sensation. No shocks of any
kind are felt, both wheels being sprung. 'The rider is literally " riding on air."

Long journeys can be accomplished at high] speed without fear of fatigue.

The air-spriny, consisting of a piston working in an air-tight cylinder, simply

designed and made, presents no complications. Its great advantage lies in the

fact that it can be pumped up like an ordinary tyre to suit the rider's weight.

A.S.L., Ltd.,
CORPORATION ST.,

STAFFORD.
Telophone-lo6. Staflcinl. Tel Address-" Airarinni."!. Smaorl.-

ii

RIDING ON AIR.
»r

A35/
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IVOW—the 100 miles record has
Deen OeatCll Again it is our pleasure to announce

another victorious achievement of our *'LYSO* Rubber Bell.

—AT BROOKLANDS, Sept. 23rd, the 100 Miles Record Race was

won by Mr. J. R. Haswell riding a 3J h.p. Triumph, fitted with a

' LYSO'' Belt
and he covered the distance in 97mln. 52secs.—and in the hour nearly

63 miles. In addition "LYSO" Belts were used on ihe Rudges, Bat-

Jap machines ; 2.id, 4th, 5th, 6(h places, and many olhe.'S in this Race.

—A splendid record like

100 miles in Ihr. 37 m. 52ygS.
want* some making—and some equalling^andoneof the most satisfactory

conclusions of the Race is the proved " RELIABILITY " of the Belt

that stands such a strain I

— It's the " LYSO "—that's saying everything—and the knowledge of

that fact willconvince you of the importance of its presence onyowr machine

—Always buy " LYSO'S " in future—you can't do wrong.

LYCETT'S, "The Saddlery;' B'ham,

^

A^fi In aiiswerina tlih adceftisem'-iil it' is desirable to mnntion "The Motor Ci/cle.'
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Club News.

—

Torbay and District M.C.C.

A speed trial will be held on October 14th at 2 p.m.
A.C.T). speed formula will be used. Engines of any size

'may enter, and weight will not be taken into account. A
special prize will be presented by Mr. R. Holloway for

fastest time on a single cylinder. A members' hill climb
will take place on October 21st at 2 p.m., when a special

prize will be given for the best performance by a member
who has not won a prize during the year.

Edinburgh and District M.C.C.

This club held a competition on the 23rd ult. to decide the

winner for the year ot t;he Sharp Trophy. The competition
took the form of a fast and slow speed contest on Dolphinton
Moor, and a hill-climb on Manor Hill, Peebles. There was a

fair entry, .but the slow speed contest seemed to be a great
^tumbling block, as three competitors only were left to com-
pete on Manor Hill, namelv, J. R. Alexander, A. -H.

Alexander, and Sandeman, riding 7 li.p. Indians. After the

competition it was found that A. H. Alexander was the

winner of the trophy, his brother having held it for the
previous year. The weather was dull, and during the
competition several showers of rain fell.

Blackburn M.C.C.

This club held its first competition—a hill-climb at

Rivington Pike, near Bolton—on the 15th ult., the weather
conditions being ideal. Each competitor was allowed two
runs up the hill, the fastest to count. The following are the

results

:

.Lightweight Class.

1. W. Snape (2J h.p. Enfield) 61?s. '

2. — Beech (2^ h.p. Torpedo) 63?s.

3. — Robinson (2f h.p. Enfield) 72|s.

500 c.c. Cl.\s.s

1. J. Thorne (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 43^3.

2. H. Walsh (3i h.p. Rover) 44s.

3. H. Fletcher (^ h.p. Rudge) 50s.

Unlimited Cl.\ss.

1. J. AUsupp (6 h.p. JIatchless) 43?s.

2. J. Thorne (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 431s.

3. H. Walsh (3i h.p. Rover) 45s.

Mr. W. W. Wilkinson presented a gold medal for fastest

time of the day, and other valuable prizes were given by
Blackburn tradesmen.

It is decided to hold a speed-judging competition on the

21st in.st., when three valuable prizes will be awarded.

IU47

Westmorland M.C.C.

An informal run to York w.il be held on October 7th
and 8th, starting from the Commercial Hotel at 2 p.m.
on the 7th, a.nd staying at York till the Sunday afternoon.

Wjclwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Another very successful hill-climb took place on the 24th
ult. at Star Hill. Tnere were fifteen competitors. As
before, it was carried out on the " knock out " principle,

which provides excellent sport. The first prize, a gold medal
presented by Mr. H. A. Collier, was won by H. Hill (3g h p.
Rudge) ; second prize, value of entrance fees, by A. Wilson

(3i h.p. Triumph) ; and a special prize for the first novice,
an inner tube pre.sented by Mr. F. J. Ellis, went to H. Cork
(Matchless).

Furness M.C.C.

The first reliability trial arranged by this club was held
on the 17th ult. Considering the club was only started
about three months ago, the trial was verv successful. The
competitors, thirteen in number, started from Barrow, and
checked in turn at Newby Bridge, Kendal, Coniston, Greerodd
(secret check), and again at the starting point, thus com-
pleting an eighty-mile couise. The results were as follows:
1, Dr. F. E. Daniels (2? h.p. Douglas) ; 2, W. Bradbury l2|

h.p. Douglas) ; 3, J. Brazington (3i h.p. N.S.U.). The prizes

were presented by Mess;-3. J. Lucas, Ltd., and Douglas Bros.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The petrol consumption test held by tlie above club on
Saturday, the 23rd ult., proved to be another very success-

ful competition, although the entry was not quite so large
as might have been wi,<!hed.

After weighing in, dealing out the patrol, and sealing the
tanks, a start was made from South Park, Lincoln, at about
3.30, where the com|>etitors had to return after covering a
thirty-five mile course, and have the remaining petrol drawn
from their tanks and measured.

The following are the positions of the first five, subject to
confirmation by the committee.

Fig. of Merit.

1, J. E. Harston (4 h.p. Campion-Jap) 433
2, L. G. Dawson (3i h.p. Bradburv) 414
3, S. E. Walker (3i h.p. New Hiidson-Jap) ... 389

4, W. Cartwright (3^ h.p. Bradburv) 382
5, F. Richardson (3i h.p. B.S.A.) ' 362

It is interesting to note that the winner's petiol consumption
works out at 160 miles to the gallon.

A snapshot in Cheshire last week-end where a number of Manchester motor cyclists held a series ol fiienily races on a secluded stretch of road.
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On the subject of

ADEQUATE TYRING
FOR TRICARS.

Much dissatisfaction would be prevented if tricarists

with high-powered machines would see that the Tyres

fitted are likely to be able to stand the strains imposed.

7,015 MILES ON THE BACK
WHEEL OF AN 8 H.P, " BAT."

(Extract from letter 5861 in "The Motor Cycle," Sept. 7th, 1911.)

" I bought a 650 by 65 mm. grooved Dunlop last summer. I put the

tyre on the back wheel of my 8 h.p. Bat, driven solo throughout, and it stayed

there for 4,280 miles, the first puncture occurring just before 3,000 miles.

I had the tyre retreaded and relined by the Dunlop Co., and put it on the

back wheel of my new 8 h.p. Bat at Easter. It is now worn down to the

canvas, but has completed 2,735 iriiles .all on the back wheel, of which

1,655 miles have been wiih sidecar. The tyre has thus a mileage of 7,015

on the back wheel of an 8 h.p. twin to its credit.

I have driven fast over Lancashire and Yorkshire roads, the Devon-

shire Hills and Lake District passes. .... The wonderful wear of tyres

on my machine enables me to run it at less cost than a 3-^ h.p."

G. ARTHUR GREYSON.

To us Mr. Greyson wrote concerning this tyre :

—

" I have never before sent a testimonial to any firm; I feel sure that it is deserved in this case. . . ,

I ride on rough by-roads and travel fairly fast, so I think the results obtained are more than
satisfactory. . . .

It does not slow the machine so far as I am aware, and this statement is borne out by the fact that I

made the fastest time of the day in both the Kirkstone Pass and Shap Fell hill climbs at Easter, averaging

59 m.p.h. up Shap from a standing start, and 50 up Kirkstone. Altogether I am thoroughly satisfied, and

when I want a new tyre I shall not consider anything else but a Dunlop similar to the one I have at present."

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD.,
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM; ALMA STREET, COVENTRY.

BRANCHES : London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

A38 In answering this advertisement it if desirable to mention " The Motor Cyrlr
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THE FLEXIBILITY AND ACCELERATION OF THE AODERN CARBURETTER.
The greatest difficulty in producing a

satisfactory carburetter has always been
to make the cai'ouretter flexible and to
obtain good acceleration In other words,
(1) to be able to obtain the maximum
power needed on a powerful racing
machine and still get (2) slow running,
and further, (3) to be able to get the

Showing single nozzle below and flve-spray holes
above on the latest Amac.

correct mixture anywhere between these
two points immediately and without
difficulty.

It is the general opinion of the average
motor cyclist that all carburetters used

for racicg are more or less freaks, and no
good for ordinary work. It is, therefore,

with pleasure that we have notieed excep-
tions. For instance, C. R. Collier used
an absolutely standard pattern Amac
carburetter when he obtained the speed of

91.37 miles per hour, and with the same
sized jet he is able to run quite slowly.

Three special features are claimed by
the makers of the Amac to account for
tliis, namely :

1. Multiple spraying nozzle.

2. Variable adapter.
3. Straight tlirough draught.

1. Multiple Sprayer.
The advantages of this are quite obvious.

It is of course better to divide up the
petrol supply into several streams as evenly
as possible amongst the air supply, as by
doing this a much more homogeneous
mixture is produced tlian if the petrol

were supplied in one single stream.
This has, of course, been done previously
ill different ways, as, for instance, in the
old Longuemare carburetters, but the
Amac design is an improvement, as too
small orifices are likely to get choked
and are difficult to regulate. The petrol

supply is regulated through one single

hole at the bottom of the mixing chamber
and is then split up through the spraj'er.

2. Variable Adapter.

This is another feature which helps
considerably in giving a good mixture.
It is im[>ortant that the air as it is

passing the sprayer or nozzle should have
a certain velocity, and that all the air

should pas.'i by the sprayer or nozzle to

give good results. With an ordinary air

valve it is not possible to keep the speed
of the air high when the engine is running
slowly, the result being that the best
mi.xture is not obtained, and liquid petrol

is taken into the engine, and also remains
clinging to the passages aud preventing
quick acceleration.

3. Straight Through Draught.
By this arrangement, all the air passes

just above the sprayer, thus making for

good mixture and efficiency. All turns

and bends in the air passages are bad
practice.

The Aston Motor Accessories Co- have
only altered the design of their carbu-
retters in detail.

The 1912 r^ttern Amae.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR AOTOR CYCLISTS.

CARRYING BULKY SPARES.
3iT7. One way to carry a spare

cover is to turn it inside out, roll it round
the rear end of the jietrol tank, and
buckle a broad strap round it. It is then
quite out of the way, and serves instead
of knee grips. Rubber belts may be
similarly attached, their ends being wired
to the frame tube. Leather belts should not
be to carried, as they ooze grease on one's
breeches. They are best looped round lh«
handle-bar or strapped to the carrier. If

they are carried outside on the machine
and not folded up in a case the dust they
collect gives them a better grip. Butt-
ended tubes are probablv safest if wound
tightly round the handle-bar, and those
with button-over-the-valve joints may be
very neatly packed in this fashion. A strip

of felt tied over them provides ample
protection.

FRBEING A SEIZED EXGIXE.
3"^ as. Seized engines are perhaps a

little commoner than usual this year
owing to the vagaries of concealed auto-
matic pumps, but the average amateur
makes a great mistake if he fancies that
a seized engine is necessarily a workshop
job. In engine seizures due to under-
lubrication the lower bearing of the con-
necting rod (commonly called the big
end) is almost always the part to suffer

;

it is the first to be starved of oil. and

By ROAD RIDER.
generally seizes and becomes immovable
before any other detail oT the engine has
suffered appreciably. The great point in

a seizure is to commence the freeing pro-

cess immediately, before the parts have
time to cool and solidify together. In

bad cases two metal surfaces may become
almost welded together if they are allowed

to cool after a seizure. Paraffin is the

best releasing agent. Should an engine
" stall " on the road, miles from a human
habitation, try to keep the engine revolv-

ing by hand power, meantime injecting

torrents of oil with the pump. The best

way is to revolve the engine backwards,
and if it is immovable with the back
wheel on the road, let dow'n the stand,

and pull the belt backwards. By this

treatment the engine may often be freed

sufficiently for the machine to be driven
to a place where paraffin can be obtained.

If the engine cannot be freed without
paraffin, endeavour to get the piston into

the right position for removing the cylin-

der. I.e., at the bottom of the stroke

with the connecting rod at the back of

the slot in the crank case top. Then re-

move the cylinder and procure paraffin.

If the seizure is so bad that the piston

cannot be moved, the first dose of paraffin

must be api^lied above the piston, rid
the valve or plug orifices. The paraffin

will take a long time to penetrate down
into the crank case and reach the big

end, and the quantity which gets througii
will not be sufficient wholly to loosen the
connecting rod- Be satisfied if you can
move the rod enough to get the piston
lowered so that the cylinder will come
off. Force should only be applied very
gingerly, as there is a risk of stripping
the timing gear. As soon as the cylinder
is ofl fill the crank case full of paraffin

and leave it for ten minutes to soak
between the seized surfaces. After this

delay it should be easy to. revolve the
engine, and gradually the big end will

work quite free. When it is absolutely
free drain off the paraffin and pour in
half a pint of oil. Then revolve the fly-

wheels by hand until the fresh oil has
formed a good film between all working
surfaces. Reassemble the engine, and oil

it very freely for fifty miles. It may not
be necessary to sencl the engine to the

factory afterwards, but as a rule, after

such a seizure looseness amounting to

three or four-thousandths of an inch will

e.xist on the crank pin or the big end
bush or both, and will make its presence

felt by a "knock," especially when the

engine is running light down hill, but
the journey or tour may be safely com-
pleted before proper repairs are put in

hand. The cause of the seizure should be
identified before proceeding. It may be
due to forgetfulness on the rider's part in

respect of lubrication

^39
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An Adjustable Pulley.

By this invention the movable flange of

an adjustable pulley may be operated by
pneumatic or hydrau-
lic m«ans. The fixed

pulley flange A is

formed with a boss

B, within which is

arranged a rotary
delivery chamber C.

The chamber is sup-

plied with air (or

liquid) under pres-

sure by means ol a o'

delivery pipe D, the

face E of which is

adapted to form a
non-return valve to
prevent the escape of

the air. A collar F
is fixed on the boss
B, and between this and the movable
pulley flange G is arranged an exparsible
chamber H, which is provided with a
valve J, by which the air admitted to

the chambei' C may pass to the chamber
H. It will be seen that, as the pressure
in the chamber C rises, it forces out the
valve -J and expands the chamber H,
moving the pulley flange G inwards.
When it is desired to lower the gear (by
moving the pulley flange G outwards), the
valves E and J are opened by slightly

moving inwards the feed pipe D, allowing
the air to escape and permitting the belt

pressure to move the pulley flange out-
wards.—A. P. and C. W. Cairns, No.
12,201, 1910.

Combined Luggage Carrier and Mudguard.
This is the construction fitted to the

Rudge-Whitworth motor cycles. The
carrier A is of tubular formation, and is

supported by stays B C. As it is to form
part of the mudguard, it is covered with

sheet metal, which is extended forward
and has riveted to it the segment of mud-
guard D. At the rear the sheet metal is

bent over at E to form the number plate,

at the lower end of which is riveted the
rearmost segment of mudguard E.—J. V.
Pugh and Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., No.
17,975, 1910.

OCTOBER 5th, igii.

- A Novel Sidecar Frame'

This invention relates to a construction
of tricycle having two front steering

wheels and one rear driving wheel. It is

intended for the support of a sidecar,

and is stated to possess considerable

advantages over the ordinary type as at
present generally used, in which the side-
car wheel is arranged in line with the
driving wheel In the patent under
notice, the wheels A and B are in track,
and may be those of an ordinary machine.
The wheel C is supported by rods D E,
the connections of which may be easily
detachable. The wheel C is linked to,

and steerable with, the wheel A, and in
the case illustrated is of the type in

which the steering pivot is contained
within the hub. The wheel A may also
be of this type if required. It is obvious
to every constructor that the rake and
lead of the pivot pin lying in the hub
ol the wheel C should correspond to the
set of the steering head of the machine
to which the attachment is fixed.—P. L.
and J. Eenouf, No- 10,381, 1910.

Quick Detachable Sidecar Joints.
The registered design No. of the joints

made by Maude's Motor Mart, and illus-

trated on the 21st ult., is 577,163.

Tyre Successes.
Dan Bradbury, secretary of the Sheffield

and Hallamshire M.C-C, writes to the
makers of the tyres fitted to his Norton
motor bicycle, and says that he has had
splendid results v/ith Clinchers this year,
winning many club prizes, among others
the Hutton shield for a 350 miles
reliability trial.

Retreading Up-to-date.
A correspondent has sent us a cover

which he found two motor cyclists repair-
ing a few days ago. The riders were of

the opinion that a thin strip of canvas
attached to the tread would improve
matters. Evidently their knowledge of
the friction set up between the tyre and
the road was very limited, .as the narrow
istrip of thin canvas wa.5 soon reduced
to rags. The cove^ has been sent us for
inspection, and presents a very sorry
spectacld

Consistent Running.
An extraordinary instance of consistent

running was disclosed at the hill-

climb organised by Cowbridge motor
cyclist.'?, and referred to on page 1015
last week. Dr. Templeton, on a 2|
h.p. Royal Enfield, won the 2| h.p.
class. Mr. Homfray on a similar machine
won the open handicap, two Royal En-
fields being left in the final. The finishes
were exceedingly close, there being two
dead heats between the riders of these
machines, and when being run off for
the last, time there was only the length
of a wheel between first and second.

A.40
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Maps of the British Isles.

We have received a set of three maps,
viz., England, Scotland, and Ireland,
which Messrs. Percy Butler and Co., 3,

St. Peter's Square, Manchester, are issu-
ing free to policy holders as an advertise-
ment. The set of maps, which are of the
folding kind suitable for pocket use, may
be obtained for one shilling.

The Strength o£ Sidecar Axles.
The growing number of accidents due

to breakages of sidecar axles has led
Messrs. Mills and BMlford, one of the
pioneer sidecar manufacturers, to demon-
strate to us that th
breakages are in n
way associated w'
the well-known Mill
ford sidecar attach
ments, but are confinec

to the so-called cheap
sidecars. Mr. W. H
Fulford left with us a

sample axle for on
scrutiny, and we ha\
'had it photographec
together with a foot

rule to give some idea
of its substantial pio
portions. A corre-
.spondent this week dr,
weakness of some sidecar axles in that
the cone is screwed on to. the axle. It
may here be mentioned that in the case

of the Millford sidecars the axle is tapered
and the cone wedged into position. One
may have every confidence in riding in a
Millford sidecar with the knowledge that
an axle of |in. diameter is used.

Cylinder Repairs.

Weldings, Ltd., Lionel Street, Birming-
ham, undertake the repair of broken
cylinders, and can even successfully repair
a cylinder the flange of which has been
completely broken away. The flange is

welded on, and afterwards the welded
portion is reground to suit the existing
piston.

New Sheffield Garage.

Sheffield and touring motor cyclists
who enter Sheffield from the Derbyshire
side will be interested to know the long-
felt want of a supply and repair garage
has just been filled by the opening of the
International Engineering and Motor Co.'s

The

vs attention to a

in. diameter MillEord sHecar axle,

new garage in Millhouses near the city
boundary. Sheffield was one of the few
places where the touring motorist had
trouble in finding supply stations.
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STRENGTH

& SPEED.

" Kingsbury,"

Harlesden Road,

WiLLESDEN Green, N.W.

Sepicmler 26th, 1911.

Messrs. The R.O.M. Tyre Co., Ltd.,

31, Brooke Street, W.C.

Gentlemen,

—

You will be pleased to know that I

have been awarded the special prize

for best passenger performance in the

recent Essex Motor Club London to

York and back 24 hours' nin. ]\Iy

Bradbury Sidecar Combination weighed

over 600 lbs. with passenger and lug-

gage, yet Ihe Rom tyres (2jin.). \\ith

which all three wheels were shod, were

not touched during the 400 miles ..

Yours truly,

(Signed) A. T. STANTON.

ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO.,
LTD.,

31, Brooke St., Holjorn, London, E.G.

TeleDHone:
Holborn 15t3.

Tel. Address:
"Romdom, London."

In answerina Ihu advertisement it is desirahh to mention "The Motor Cijde.' A4I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS In these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per wor,

after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. In tb^

case of Trade Advertisements a series

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve. *

All advert'sements in this section should b

accompanied with remittance, and be addresse

to the offices ol " The Motor Cycle," CoventR
To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted i

time to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, ludor Street, E.G.), b\

the first post on Friday morning previous tc

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shouW
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements arp classified into dis-

tricts .IS' many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION H.
Vork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon and Bedford

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknoclc, Monmouth
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
jGloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.
IlertfQrd, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XI.
Ireland, and Isle o£ Man.

BOOK
THE EXCHANGE

NOW.
Arrange to chani^e your

present machine for any
improved 1912 Model of
latest and best make with
or without Sidecar, to be
delivered at opening of
1912 Season.
We malce most excep-

tionally liberal allowance
for your present mount,
save you all trouble of
Winter storage, and guarantee delivery at the
opening, when 1912 Improved Models will be in

the greatest demand.

WRITE FOR
DETAILS or
EXCHANGE
SYSTEM &
LIST OF

A SIDECAR WILL ENABLE
YOU TO DOUBLE YOUR

MOTOR CYCLING PLEASURES
BY SHARING THEM.

TO-DAY'S BARGAINS, WHICH INCLUDE :

4446.

4447.
4448.
4457.
4459-
4460.
4461.
2462.
4466.

4468.

4469.

4471.
4425.
4429.
4431.
4432.

1434-
4435.
4438.

4437.
4439.

444 3-

444-
4415.
4418,
4420.
4380.
4381.

4357.
4,^61.

2j h.p. 1911 Three-speed NEW
HUDSON 38 Gns.

2}b.p. :9lo ROYAL ENFIELD .. £22 10
3* h.p. 1911 Stand,-u-d BRADBURY £37 10
6-7 h. p. 1911 T.A.C £55
2| h.p. 1910 Standard DOUGLAS £29
6 h.p. 191 1 ZENITH GRADUA .. 55 Gns
3^ h.p. igo8 P. & M., two speeds. . £25 6
3jh.p. 1909 Tourist REX £22 10
3I h.p. 1911 ARIEL, variable gear £35
3^ h.p. igii Free-engine TRIUMPH

and Sidecar 60 Gns
2 h.p. igiiLigilvveight HUMBER
with Armstrong three-speed gear £36 10

4 h.p. ROC, free engine £18 10
3jh.p. 1911 F.E. PREMIER £42 10
7 h.p. ijii Tourist REX 40 Gns
5-6h.p. 1911 T.T. BAT ,..£47 10
5 h.p. 1909 T-vin REX DE LUXE £32 10
5-6 h.p. 1911 Twin BAT £47 10
7 h.p. 1910 Two-speed V.S £42 10
5 h.p. 1911 Twin REX DE LUXE £45
3lh.p. igio Two-speed HUMBER £32 10
23 h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £22
2! h.p. 19JI DOUGLAS £34
li h.p. lgo9 WOLF £12 10
3ih.p. 1911 B<ADBURY £40
2jh.p.igii MOTOSACOCHE .... £32 10
3* h.p. igii Free-eiiKine PREMIER £42 10
4 h.p. 1910 SCOTT £45
3* h.p. i9ioTw>speed HUMBER £35
2ib.p. igio ROYAL ENFIELD . . £25
3I h.p. igii Free-engine
BRADBURY £42

VaMibiS
LONDON'S ONLY
MOTOR EXCHANGE IN

THE HEART OF THE
CITY.

OFF FLEET STREET,
NEARLU3GATE.

Phone: 6777 Holbora.
Wires: " Opificer. London.'

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may ht

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
v\'hea this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registratioo,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
.or forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in
ne advertisement. Replies should be addressed, ''No.
joo, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or il
" London"

5 added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor- Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C.

aWTDEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
L^eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way.. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard fbe
silence as an indication th t the ocds advertised bave
already been disposed of. Ad'crtisers cften receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to eacb
one by pest.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

PHELON and Monies, new 1911 models, unerat^,
ready for immediate delivery-—Walkers, Fishbrnn,

FerrybiU.

TRIUilPH, late 1910. excellent condition, just over-
hauled; £35, a bargain.—Cyril Walker, Wooler

Rd.. West Hartlepool.

DOUGLAS, 1911, done 1,500 miles, in eplendid con- ',

(lition, complete with acceesories; £30 lowest.—
Hodgson's Garage. Main St.. Keswick.

IQll Si^ott, in splendid order, not done 4,000 miles,
Xt? complete with F-R.S- lamp, and Cowey speed-
ometer; £50.—Dr Mclntyre, Brandon, Durham.

4h.p Roc, magneto. Chater-Lea frame, _26X24- tyres,

B. and E. carburetter, footboards, very faet, pei-
fect order; £27.—Box 8.264, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

3h.p. Falnir, Chater-Lea. accumulator, torpedo tank,
larap, and spares good tvres. very powerful and

fast; £21.—Box 8.265, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cot-
entry. Photon on application.

IQll Mcdel 3ih.p. Triumph, £48/15; SJhp. Scott,
X«^- £60: 3ih.p. Ariel. £50; 2h.p N.S.U., £40; now :

ready for immediate delivery— Per:y Motor Co., Ltd.,
Northumberland St-, Newca!?tle-on-Tyne-

SI-CTION U.

Vork and Lancashire.

1 QO8 Triumpli, perfert condition; £25/10.—Carruthera,
X t/ 21, Liurten Grove. Leeds.

IQll SJh.p. Lincoln Ellr free engine; £28.—Taylor,
i V 76. Newland Av., Hull.

1 Qll 3',h.p. Lincoln Elk. ridden very little; £30.—P.
At' Hayes. 21, Waverley St. Oldham.

LATE 1910 Phelon and Moore, like new, all aceee-

sories; £44.-50, Beverley Rd.. Hull.

"I
QIO TT. Triumph, good condition; £33.—Particulars,

l-t/ Adams. 42, Portland St., Southport.

"I Oil Eradburv. condition new. very little ridden, tools;
J-if £3S.-Hart. 359. O.xford Ed., Manchester

1 Qll Eoyal Enfield,' 2Jh-p., 2-?peed, free ensmc.—
J-tF Parkinson and Co., Rawteu^tall, Lancashire.

"IQll t!t. Triumph, condition as new; any trial

WOLF, 1910, 2h-p., Druids, Amac, splendid condi-

tion, less stand; £16.-83, Taunton St., Liverpool.

l Q08 Triumph, splendid condition, lamp. Lorn, back-
Xf/ rest and spares; £30.-23, Arthur St., Eother-
ham. -

IQOS Sih.p. N.Stl., masneto isnition,.h.b.c. B. and
At/ B.. excellent condition; £14.-65, Hilden St.,

Bolton.

J- */ ho

B., excellent condition; £1
Bolton.

11 Triumph, clutch model. Palmer cord, lamp,
" orn, all spares: perfect, £47—45, Wigan Lane.

Wigan-

A42 In answering these, adveriisemtnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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t^^

£9 Per H.-P.
Brand New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Model de Luxe,
single-cylinder, spring forks, magneto, H.B.
control, stand, carrier, tools, No. plates.
Ideal for sidecar work.

List I^ice, {48 ; Our Price, £36.

Two-speed Gear, £5 15s. extra.

^
Exchanges entertained. £3 allowed for push cycle.

Special prices to cash buyers.

5 h.p. I'i:.\ Ol- LliXI-:. i.,io, iwo5peL-.'= £il2 10
5 h.p. I'l\ I win, iQio £29 10
5 h.p. G.B. NALA, z-spced. magneto £25 10
3j h.p. bKADUUIA 1 rnnu ijew, 1911 £44 10
3j h.p. Rli.\, 1909. Tourist £12 10
3i u.p. KEX, lyog, U\o petfiU £32 10
6Ji.p. Twin N.S.U. , 1 speeds, spring lork- £29 10
5J n.p. .N.S.U. 1 win, Iwo speeds £27 10
3! h.p. N.S.U., Iwo speeds, iqoS £20
si h.p. N.S.U., 190.8, fnapneto £17 10
3* h.p. N.S.U., igoti, .1 HKnelo £16 10
3I h.p. HU-MliKK Two speed, 1909 £29 10
3i n.p. HUMIil'^k. two -neeric i.,Tn .... £33 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, two-speed

gear, with sidecar £30
3jh.p. HUMlil-.K. iqu. iwo speeds, like

new £45
jlh.p. QUADKANr. macneto £16 10
3! h.p. N.S.U., 1910, two-speed gear £32 10
5^ h.p. Rli.X, l^oc clulrh. iii.iLiiieto £2i
5 h.p. Twin REX, magneto, free engine £16 10
2J h.p. CLEMEN t-GAKKAKULigliiweiehi £7 10
2! h.p. KERRY. 26in. wheels £9 10
23 h.p. HOBART. low built '., £8 10
3 h.p. .MITCHELL, spray '. £6 10
3 h.p. NOIJI E, vpriical pn?inf' £7 10
zi h.p. F.N., 1910. two-speed model £28 10
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain dnve, low frame £4 10
3 h.p. N..S.L., .M.O.V £12 10
2 h.p. Ml.NEKVA,.M.O.V.,h.o.conlrol .. £5 10
5 h.p. Iwin RE.X. with lorecar £12 10

TRICARS AND CARS.

9 h.p. DARRAHj L.ir, Iliree speeds £19 10
16 h.p. EAGLE I'our-cylinder, live-scater £32 10
I

h.p. Si EVENS' Iricar, Roc two-speed £17 10
li

h.p REX Twi.i. hit-ah iwn-t^e..f| _ £1/ y^BEDELLS Car (1911), 5-7 h.p., twin, mag-
neto, cost (93 £57 10

6i h.p. DE DION, two-seater, genuine De
Dion throughout £28 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
Carburetters— I oTi-iie],i.-ir. and F.N 4/6
New Araac Carburetter, H.B. control. .

.'.**.'
15/.

Lorn; Handle-bars, urop ends S/s'and 6/6
Coronet silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4 6
XL'ALL Spring Forks 9 fg
r.ripskin Belting: 3in. 9d., Jin. l6d."i'in. lid
Wide Mudguard, jin., 2 '3 : 4in. 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar \\ atches. with holders 4/3
Mai^neto Handle-bar Switches .'.'.',*.' 2 '1

Malxin Free Engine Clutch, suit sj'h'p'
„ „'^r°"'" • .......'... 27'8
Handle-bar Mirmrs 3 ,,

Powell and Hanmer £1 Lamp '.'..'.*.".*.'.".*.'
14^9

16 Guinea Lciwen ^ideca^ £5 g
Nenrlv Ni'w rornnei si.-ipcar .'

£3 10
Farrar's Halifax Sidecar -...'.'.. £3 10

PUSH CYCLE PRICES.
We have a few Accumulator Models which

we have taken in exchange for new machines.
They are in running order, and complete
with belt, coil, and accumulator. We mbh
to clear, and offer them at ruliculous prices

2i h.p. MINERVA £4 15
2J h.p. DE DION, vertical engine .. £4 lo
2.1 h.p. WERNER, very low £4 10
2 h.p. ARIEt, M.O.V

; £5 10
2j h.p. STANDARD, vertical engine £4 15We will allow full price paid for ibese in
part payment for better machines within ^x
months from date of purchase.

sooth's Motoric'
Keighley MUls, Bedford Streei North. Halifai.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAuE.
ENFIELD. 1910i, just orerhauled, belts. P and H.,

all spares, like new; £29.—Inman, 94, Pinstone
St., Sheffield.

Iih.p, and 2ih.p. Minervas, perfect ninnin!?; £5 and
2 £9. or best offers.—Witton, 40. Diikinson. St..

Manchester.

TRIUMPH. 1911, free engine, perfect con-ditimi.
£45 —Morris, 32, Fairboume lid.. Levenahulme.

M:inc-lie3ter.

PHELON and Moore, 1911, March, geared for aidecai.
perteL-t condition; £50.—Gumnian, Hish St-, Uon-

caster. TeL : 93.

5 h.p. Twin Antoine, magneto, 2 speeds and free.
Amai. h.b.c. Whittle belt: £16/10.— Grifflth*», 204.

Oeane Rd.. Bolton.

£18.—3ih.p. Rex, 1908, cylinder, pi.ston, and spriu?
forka 1910.—Particulars, Holmes, Ebhue LodL-t.

CottingUam Rd., Hull.

i'^OUULAS, 1910. guaranteed perfect; £27; Bradbury
J-' standard, new. wanted, cash adjustment.—Sensecall.
'^innon Hall, Barnsley.

F.N.. 4-cyl., 1911, 5-6h.p.. June, do 50. excellent con
ditioD: £38.-UeutIrey. Kel-yiU. Hornby Unige

Pre^twich, Mandiesiei.

rmUMPH (Dec. 1909j, splendid condition, Luca^
lamp. horn, tool.s otu ; £32.-901. A.-*litoa Old Kd..

Hr. Opensliaw. Manchester.

REX. 1910. in good condition, complete witJi tamp,
all npLe.-isary spare.'?, etc; £32.—Sugden. G, Bolton

St.. Low Moor, Bradford.

£3.—Humber motor cycle frame, engine, wheel.--,
bproL-kets. low, new condition ; bargain.—Black

burn, Atlai* Lane, Brighouse-

1 Q lOi Free Engine Triumph, good condition. tyre>-
At^ nearly new, Luca^ lamp, horn; 40 guineas.—
Cture House. Buker St.. Hull.

31.b.p. Clarendon, srall. Wliittle, Amac, h.b.c, new.
2 Palmeirt ; bargain, £10 —Spink. Gypsey Lodue.

St. JohnV Walk. Bridlington.

IQll T.T. Trimnph, complete with lamp and sparer-'.
-L t/ ab.solntely like new, special engine ; £40.—
Housrhton, fishmonger, Eotherham.

5 h.p. Twin Rpx, late 1907. Bo^ch magneto, 1911
It. and B.. hb.c ; offcrti wanted — No. 8.599

Thr, Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

MOTO-REVE 2h.p. Twin. Drnid-. magneto and on
gine ju-st been overhauled by makers; £18. or neare.-*!

f.ffer.-Snape, North St.. Wetherby

1 QlO.i Bradbury. (Splendid* condition, will puaranter
i •-' perfectly sound in every respect ; £32. — Jame?
'Iiirtley. 11. Walnut St.. Southport.

MOTO-REVE. late 1909. 2h.p. twin li£r>>Twpipht. good
rondition ; owner gcttinp sidorar.-Wilkinson, Do! I

phinholme. Bevcrloy Rich Rd.. Hull.
)

N.S U., 1911. perfect condition. 6h-p. twin, 2-sipee*l

free pngine. with Milllrrd sideiar; £45.—Cros.sley
'':> HarriwD. 73, Bold St.. LivcrpooL

REX. 19091. 5h.p.. 'ipnng forks, maencto. Whittle
bfit, complete with -sidecar ; £32.— Green and Co.

1.073. Che-^er Ed-. £:re**nrd, Manchester

MOTOEEVE, 2h.p.. 1911. not mn 300 miles; cusr
£37. accept £27.-Greeo and Co., 1,073 Chestci

Rd-. Stretlord. Manchestei

31.h.p. J A P.. magnfto. low built, B. and B-, nearly
2 new Duntop on bfl-t. ju^i overhauled, new cyl

ind piston: £12.-209. North Rd.. Prt-xton.

Iihp. Liphtwei^rht. good climber, fully licensed, ver
2 tiial -iell 90/-, .r exchanfre ^ood -sideLar. lathe, or

.rramophone.— 16. Chesam Ed.. Bury. Lancashire.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1911. 2 5L.p. free engine, onir
ridden 30 mile.^. horn, lamp, tools, perfect order [

£32.— Bos 7.600. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry !

IQII 2?h.p. 2-ppeed F N . n-'cd trial«runs only. £34:to 1911 Bradbury. shop-<tilwi. what cffers; i910
2I1 p. Moto-Rcve, £18.—Motor Agency, Bailifte Bridge.

IQll Premier, F-B., 2 sp^-eds. cost £60 2 munth^
L iJ u'Ao. spares, guaranteed perfect; £52; Mont
k'omery sidecar also for same.-Slater, Pharmaceutu al

Chemist Wigan.

TRIUMPH. T-T. roadster. Lucas lamp, horn, watch.
2 handle-hars, spares, etc-, all in splendid ccaditi.n.

'would ride retisonable distance; 38 guineas--Leach, 87,
\\ allgate. Wigan.

I

IQ!.!) 5h.p. Ees de Luxe, Whittle, new FR.S., com
J «' iPicte accessories, guaranteed; £50. lowest: con
.-ider iiiodern liirhtwisght part exchange—Beesley, Charles
town Rd.. Blackley.

SEPTEMBER. 1910. Humber 2-speed,-eiderar, Jone** i

'pecdoiueter, watch, mirror, exhaust whistle, lamp,
generator, horn, cost £65; exceptional sacrifice, £37/10.

1—E S Hey. Ltd.. Normanton.
1

B.S.A.. new, €00 miles only, no better machine pro-
curable; £45.—E. S. Hey, Ltd.. Normantoo.

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, accumulator, eidecar, good order:
huyiQ}: lightweight: 17 guineas.-E. S. Iley, Ltd..

'NiTmHDtun.

Yor Find the Wife, we find the furniture, and taki
vour motor in exchange; good value allowed.-Fur-

:

nishinj: Stores. 1 High St., Normanton.
'

^

Model E.—£7. Model D.—£7125.60.

Inslniclivc Cutalogve post Irec, girmu
itli/strali/mx anil /till parlimlars «/ all miKieli'

"I CiiruneJ Sidecars. Lvcry vwrle! cerlain tu
tiuliufi/ ami save numey lor hut.ers. Full of
ivilirori-tneiils (Jiiiik delarliatile jninla.
I.itlesi lar iiallcni muOffuards. ll'kker, cane,
OT Kiatii-Oiiill bodies. Child's reversible scat.
Ejcvllrnl vpholsiery.

KOTF front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,
\\hii'h IS ihe oiity correi t mechauica] method

—

nolhitip lopsided alxjul this allachmciit.

Deliver^' from stotli to suit TRIUMPHS.
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, UKADbURYS, etc.

Discounts lo Agents.

each.

nVRtS. lYRtS. TYRES.
Ounlops. 2&X2. beaded, 14;9 ; wired 10/6
Clipper Keflex, 24x2 or 2i 6.6
26X2J IuUt. t/9; 26x2, 6/9; Hutted 7/«
Lovers, test inaiie, 2iio.. 17/6 : 2in 16/B

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES,
26x2 14/8 28x2 16 9 beaded
26x2t 17/- 28x2} ... 18 3
2f)X2i 21/- 2SX2I .. .. 22'6 „
26x2 12/3 2Rx2 13/- wired
•<0X2j 14/- 26X2» ... 16'-

K.O.M.'s. SHAMROCKS, PALMERS, etc
old covers tukei) in part fju\ lucnt.

ENOINES-
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U.. with I^om 11 pear-driven

m.icnrlo. brand iiw iif^m '"nlf-is ....

3 h.p. ROVER, water-cooled. M.O.V
3i h.p. N.i>.U., M.O.V'., witJi gear-driven

rna^Ticto, Irand new from makers
5 h.p. Twin SA ROLEA, good order

9 h.p. DARKACQ, water-cooled

3} h.p. BKtiWN. M.O.V., with magneto . .

.

I h.p. CORONET M.O.V., air-cooled

ii h.p. AUTOMOTO £2
13 h.p. MiNLRVA £1 8

3 h.p. Ot'ADRANT £3

2i h.p. Trent . . £1 18

2j h.p. De Dion £2 5

2 CvcLo-SE, m.o.v.
3A h.p. P.ROWN .

.

2} h.p. Minerva..
2 h.p. .^NTOrNK
3? h.p Rex M.O.V,

Exchanges entertained.

£11 10
£5

£11 10
£6 15

£12
.£7 10
£4 5

£1 15
£5 1."^

. 32 '6

£1 8
£3 15

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS
We have a large stock ot the best makes ironi

59/6. Vour old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
22/- and your carb. secures a new lyii tj. and B.

with h.b. control.
20/- and 5'our carburetter secures a new 191

1

Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL
Delivery per return.

In answering Jhese advertisements it is desirable to mention,^1'lie Motor Cycle." •*43.
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REMEMBER

ALL GUARANTEED.
CASH OR EXCHANGE.

All machines marked thus • at Halifax Depot.

QUADRANT, 1911 model, as new £39
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto ....... .... £30
P. & M., i^ b.p., igio model, good condition £45
N.S.U., 6 h.p., 1911 model, two speeds, sidecar £55
REX, 191 X, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, 1910, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £42
REX, igii, 7 h.p., two speeds, excellent order £51
REX, 1911, 7 h.p., two speeds, very fast £49
RUOGE, igii, 3J h.p., clutch model £47
BAT, 191 1, 8 h.p., overhead valves, very fast £50
F.N., 1910, 2^ h.p., two-speed model £28
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
REX, igio, 3^ h.p.. Tourist, very good order . . £28
TRIUMPH, 1909, 34 h.p., standard model £32
ARIEL, 1910, 3^ h.p., fooTboards fitted £30
ZENITH, ini», . „.^., equal to new £55
MINERVA, 1911, 8 h.p,, V. and M. two-speed £48
MINERVA, 4J h.p. twin, spring forks £20
N.S.U., iyo8, 3i h.p., two speeds, perfect .... £30
REX, lyii, 5 h.p. de Luxe, brand new, in stock £63
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., cone clutch, new, in stock £53
REX, 1911. 3^ h.p.. Tourist, new, in stock. . . . £45
REX, 19 1 1, 3i h.p., cone clutch, new, in stock. . £50
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p., XL'AII saddle .... £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £18
F.N., four-cvUnder model £16
TRUMP-JAP, 19J I, 4 h.p., as new £35
KERRY, 5 h.p., twin, preen finish £17
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 1911 model £28
N.S.U., ii h.p., 1908, magneto £20
PEUGEOT, ii h.p., Chater frame, Bosch £19
ALLDAYS, 3 h.p.. magneto, low built £15
mOTOSACOCHE, 19 [ i, ladies' model, as new. . £28
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., clutch model £24
ARIEL, 2.', h.p., lightweight model £10
ROVER, ij h.p., 191 1 clutch model £45

I

CRIPPEN, 2j h.p., abeauty, touch 25 £7
ANGLIAN, 2j h.p., good running order £6
•N.S.U., 2i h.p., 1909. Ughtweight £22
•F.N., 4^ h.p., I90(j, four-cyl £23
•REX, 5S h.p„ (907, clutch model £24
•FAFNIR, 3 h.p.. . o sneeda £15
*ARIEL, 34 h.p., thoruut,uiy overhauled £11
*REX, igoQ, 5 h.p.. Tourist, good order £29
•MOTO-REVE, 1910, 24 h.p. model £22
•TRIUMPH, 1909, ii h.p., good order £34
•BRADBURY, 1911, 3J h.p., magneto £39
•REX, lyio, ii h.p.. Tourist model £28
•N.S.U., 3} h.p.. Tourist model £22
•REX, 5 h.p., 19094, Speed King £30
•HUMBER, 1909, 3jh.p., two-speed £30
•TRIUMPH, 1907, 3 h.p., magneto £19
•ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, footboards £15

CARS, etc.

BEDELIACar, 4* h.p., 191 1 model £40
REX Litettes, 191 1 models, new £50
REX LUette, 5 h.p., magneto, two speeds .. £30
'REXETTE, 54 h.p., two speeds, open frame .

.

£22
BROVftl, 34 h.p., two speeds, air-cooled £16
FORD Car, ro h.p., twin, two speeds £18
STAR Car, g h.p., three speeds £25
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, child's seat £7
MILLFORD Castor Wheel, hke new £6
FORECAR, with tyres, alumimura finish .... £2

MAUDES MOTOP MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

uofw DO r-* w.
Telephone 552, Mi\yfAir
*rclc6r!MT»£ "Ab-dicftte" Londoi>

20 POWELL STREET HAtlFAX
Tele phone 43 3. NrvHonAl
TelcOris.mS "Petrol" Halifax

( ^1 ST* S POST F^R GE)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ih.p. 1909 Minerva, 1911 cylinder and piston-

2 Boscli magneto, h-b.c-. spring forks, new Dunlop
belt, studded, tyres, splendid running order; £17-—Di
Hall. Hope Hospital, Salford.

1 Qll Motosaeoche, Sjh.p., ^ood condition, 2 spare
X U covers and tube ; £30 : exchange for Triumph or
otlier good make, cash adjustment.—Eateson, 1, Cam-
bridge St., Saltburn-bytbe-Sea.

ZENITH-GBADUA, 3ih.p., 1911. perfect condition,
winner bill-climb and reliability trial, many spares,

done 4,000 miles, cost £56 March; £45; owner buying
twin.— Frain, Snaintou. Yorks.

TRIUMPH, 1911. new July, equal new, perfect, ji42.

many spares; Fit-all 2-6peeU gear, to lit, £2/10;
sidecar, cost £14, sell £7; the lot, £50.—Edmnuds.
" Stourton." CUt'ton Lane, Rotherham.

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, and Montgomery rigid
sidecar, run 2,000 miles, equal. to new, with cjnnter.

lamp, Lucas horn, and numerous spares; £60.—O 8.

Smith, 24. Lothian Rd-, Middlesbrough.

TRIUMPH, standard, 1909. excellent condition
throuirhout. carefully used. Palmer cords, Auto-

clipse lamp, mirror, spares, 1911 piston and rings; £33
—Letters. R. Bailey, 131. Lovely Lane, Warrington

1 Q^^.^ Triumph, 1911 tank, handle-bars, and stand.
-i- *y just been rebusbed throughout, nearly new tyre-

fmd belt, Lucas lamp, etc;, spares, splendid condition
:ind very fast: £33, no offers.—Hodgkinson, Addingham.
Ukley.

THE Best Bargain of the 'Weeli. -Genuine June 1911
3ih.p. Tourist Res., latpst model, all refinements.

Druids, cantilever, glass fillers, etc., fully guaranteed,
run 400 miles ouly : accept £30, must sell.—London
House. Dinnington." Rotherham, y
ONE 7-9hp. Motor Cycle, Chatei-Lea frame. Araac

carburetter, perfect running order, h-b.c, good
sidecar machine ; will accept a reliable second-hand free

"U'^'ihe model or lightweignt as part es<"iiange.—W A.

Thubron, jun., 7, Queen St-. Redcar.

END of Season Sale ; no reasonable offer refused.—
1911 free engine Triumph, new; 1911 'r.T-

roadster. Dunlops. new; 1911 Bradbury, done 1,000
niles. £36. 1909 standard Triumph; 1909 T T. Tri-

umph; exfhan?e> and orders booked now for 1912 Tri-

ir.nphs and Matchless motors.—Cross. Rotherham.

1Q11 Ariel, 3ihp., easy starting device, free engine,
itf variable gear, spring seat-pillar, complete wit!-

Lui'as King's Own lamp and generator. Nightingale
wlii^^tle. and horn, new Uunlop belt, not ridden 2.000
miles, truarautced perfect; cost £55, accept £45, or
near oflpr; owner giving up riding--—Apply, Esley. Higl
St., Knaresborough.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

TWIN Res, 5h.p-, 1911. free engine, used few trin'

runs only ; £42-—Below.

DOUGLAS, ^iugle ^peed. 1911 model, brand new, an*l

unused : £35.— Below.

HUMBER, 2-spped. 1911. Montgomery sidecar, 1,00C
miles, as new; £44.—Below.

TRIUMPH, frpe engine, 1909. perfect, £35; severa!
other Triumph? from £20-— Below.

TWIN Enfield, new condition, £24; Qdadrant, 1909
4h.p-, Bosch magneto, £16.—Oswald Parker, Mel

bnnrne. lierby.

HUMBER Lightweight, nearly new; £28; any trial:

iTPnuine.— 11, Stafford St., Walsall.

IQll James, 3ih.p.. ridden 200 miles, absolutely as
Xt/ new; £36 -Leigh. RadforcL Stafford-

wanted,
Moore. College St.. Long Eaton

1 C|10_ 5h.p._Twin Rex. Roo^2-_speed; £38
3ih.p Humber,

,
new
sacrifice

3ih.p. J.A.P., new 3 weeks ago, lamp, took, etc.; cofit

2 £52/10.
'" ""' "'£43/10. — 141, Monk St.

Derby.

MOTOSACOCHE. magneto, very fast, eood climber,
vf-ry reliable, spares; £22.—J. George, Church

St-. Ofwestry.

ALLf'N S JONES, Beddgelert, invites enquiries for
1912 machines, as he is going to the ehow; es-

chaniren entert^ained.

ZENITH-GRADUAS. 3ih.p., in stock for immediate I

ilcMvery.—Sole- di-rtrict agents, Paskells, Ltd-, 250.
Rt-affnrd St. Wal'iall.

BRADBURYS.—All models in stock for immediate
1;

dplivery — Sole district agents. Paskells, Ltd., 250. ii

Stafford St-. Walsall.

TRIUMPH, 1908. escpllent condition, recently re-

bushed, lamp, born, spare Whittle; £25.—P Brown,
BrpTPton Rd.. Ru^eley

rrTRIUMI'H. 1910, T.T- Roadster, v^'ry fast, condition
X p.-i; eel lent, lamp and ripares; 56 guineas quick sale.
—H W'ardle. Whitf-hur<-.h. Safnp.

^

ENFIELD. 23h-p-. cham drive, 1911. £45 model, do
50 m.p-h., ^'ample machine, little used, unseratched;

bargain, £35»—King, H.gh St.. Alfretnn.

ENFIELD Lightweight, perfect, as new; 27 guineas;
wanted, first-class sidecar machine, give cash and

Enfield for same.-Langton. Roeesier, Staffs.

REMEMBER
The value of your present machine is depreciating

week by week.
Why not exchange now or at the end of the season

for a igi2 model ?

We can allow far better prices than those which rule
in April, and, if you wish, advance you a big"part
of the allowance in cash.

Why not write, or, better, call and discuss with us.

ANY MAKE.
EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

HIGHEST ALLOWANCES.

THE POBTLAi^D Si Fr/*".

PRICES :

£6 5 O
£6 6 O
£7 7 O
£8 S O

Guaranteed twelve months.
Luxuriously sprung.
Just tiie (itment for winter riding.

We make a special chassis (bare) for winter usage,
and less body and springs, at

,^3 17 6
Complete W;lh tyre.

HAVE THE BEST WHILE YOU ARE AT IT.

R XtiS! REXES!! REXES!!!
We have a few brand new 1911 Models. If you

would save money, write us.

3J h.p., cone clutch £40.
5"h.p., ditto £44.

5 h.p., DE LU.XE £54.

FULLY GUARANTEED. CALL AND INSPECT.

SPECIAL PRICES.

LOOK OUT FOR THE 1912

GRADO-GEAR
(Parkinson's Pat-nt'

GIVES ALL GEARS FROM 3^ to 1

to 8 to 1.

Fi't a.r>y ma.chine.
Price £6 : 6 : O fitted complete.

Send us your name for fullest particulars.

MAUDES MOTOR MART;
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

.Ors DOM. w.
Tclctjhong 552. NAyfftir
Telegrams 'Ab-dicRtc' Londort

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Tclcphone^4.3 3.^Nsvtional
Telc^rAms "Pctror Halifeoi.. .

(L.ISTS POST free:)

A44 In answering these advcftis^inunts it is desirable to nieiUlon '* The Abator Cycle-"
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS,
16, Westg^ate,

HALIFAX.
*Phone : 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection.'

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN

STOCK.
ig'll 3J h.p. Tourist Rex, done 750 miles £32 10

1911 5 h.p. Rex, clutch model £39 10

'J911 3* h.p. ReA, clutch model £37 10

J911 5 h.p. Two-speed Rex de Luxe £47 10

I THESE ARE ALMOST EQUAL TO NliW.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q11 Eover, new Iqe:* July, with sidecar, lamp, horn,
J~*y Veeder cyi^ometer, tools, spares; £50, complete;
sell witli or without sidecar.—l-'ithon. Parr's Bank,
Sundbaoli.

NORTON, late 1910 Sih.p. tonrin^, recently OTor-
hauled, wiuner numerous hill-climbs, touring aiid

dropped handle-bac5; £32, or near ofEer. — Macdonald,
Crich. Matlock.

T> OYAL Eufield, 2ih.p., 1910, as new, adjustable
XV pulley. Wiiittle belt, Lucas acetylene lamp, uorn,
tools, spires: £27, or near offer,—Price, 42, Bath Ed..
Wolverhampton.

BEADBITRY, 2?h.p., h.b.c.. new cylinder and piston,
now Watawata. aecumulator, pood tyre.'*, Fplendid

Hill, Birchwuod

3^-^..

NEW 1910 MACHINES.
REDUCED PRICES.

igio 3i h.p. Ma^ieto Rex 28 6ns.

19ID 3} h.p. Magneto Rex, Cantilever seat 34 Gns.

iqio 5 h.p. Twin Rex, grand sidecar mount .... 36 Gns.

19105 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 191 1 fittings 49 Gns.

These machines all bear maker's guarantee.

OTHER SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

T9C0 35 h.p. T.T. Triumph, grand machine £33 10

1910 7 h.p. Rex de Luxe, two speeds £48

[910 7 h.p. Twill Rex £37 10

1910 Twin Rex, special M.O.V. engine, very fast.

.

£29 10

7 h.p. Dot, Roc, two speeds £38 10

1910 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, fine sidecar machine . . £32 10

1910 3i b.p. Rex, very last, special machine £27 10

1909 Twin Rex de Luxe, two speeds £34 10

1908 Twin Rex de Luxe, wants attention £16 10

3i h.p. Tourist Rex, smart and good £24 10

1908 3-6 h.p. Rex Lightweight, magneto £17 10

1907 3J h.p. Magneto Rex, spring forks £19 19

5i h.p. Twin N.S.U., free engine £23

sih.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, Roc clutch, sprlne forks £24 10

Brand New 3i h.p. Rex, spring forlcs and pedals .

.

£31

Magneto Triumph, spring forks, specially low .... £25

3J h.p. Rex, very good order £8 10

Four-cylinder F.N., maqncto, spring forks £18 18

F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10

Sl h.p. Magneto Quadrant, spring forks £20

2j h.p. Eclipse, low frarpe, wants attention £3 10

5 h.p. Quadrant Tricycle, free engine £5

2jh.p, Quadrant Tricycle, running order £3 15

3J h.p. Wolf, Stevens engine, h.b. control £12 10

2i h.p. Roval, very smart, runs well £8

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.
7-9 h.p. Two-speed Peugeot, Montgomery sidecar. . £44 10

Sjh.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, magneto ignition. Roc
clutch, handle starting, and new rigid sidecar £27 10

sih.p. N.S.U., free engine, N.S.U. sidecar, very
.smart turnout £33 \Q

Brand New 3 h.p. Two-speed Twin Rex de Luxe
and new 1911 de luxe sidecar £54 10

Two-cylinder Daimler Car, in running order, to clear £14 10

7-9 h.p. Two-speed Free Engine Dot, and Mont-
gomery' sidecar £44 1

6
GUINEA DE LUXE SIDE-
CAR, merely very sHg'itly

soiled, and bearing usual
guarantee. Clearance prit:e £4 19 6

omlition, lamp, horn; £10/10.—F.
Collieries. Alfreton.

N.S.U., magneto, new 1911 B. and B. fitted,

h.b.c. in perfect order, £14; 23h.p. Excelsior, £5;
2'Ai.v Bradbury, in nire condition, £9. — W. Spauu,
A.^stan, Nuntwich, Cheshire.

MINERVA, 3ih-p.. 1908, Amac. h.b.c, magneto,
footre^ts and carrier, tyrcd new, engine lately re-

bushed and oTerliauled, lamp, horn, and all spares: a
bar;,-ain, £17.—Rev. Owen, Hope. Mold.

i^PECIAL Bargain-—SJh. p. Triumph, Bosch magneto,
new belt, covers, etc-, just overhauled at a cost

of £5/10. 1910 B. and B.. guaranteed perfect running
ordi-r; Hrrt cheque for £23 secures-—Brown. Gloucester
Ed-, .'.tiinc-b-ruvels, C-esterfield.

1 Q05 Triumph, ju.?t had new cylinder and pi^^jn fitted.
J- 1/ and thoronguly ovorlianled at the wcrks, brand
new spare tyre, lamp, generator, and all accessories, very
fa.-it : can be seen or tried any time; £30.—Hoftman,
Wiihsted, Whitchnrch. Sah-p

BE^VDBLRY, 1910. condition perfect, new belts and
TCI.I tyre eud of last month, spares include mirror,

hrrn. tcoLs, little used Dunkp tyre and belt; £-9. no
LHir<: or with almost new rigid .'iideciir and apron,
£32/10: Hccn any tune.—D. Noble, 53, George St-,

Altriucliam.

BRAND New Cultlmrpe, Precision enf:iue. £38: 1910
3 1. p. Preiniur, £37; 1910i Scott, in splendid con-

iitinn, £38: 1911 3.U).p. clut-h model Eex, £35. 1911
5.hp. L.M.C. T-T. model. £34; new sidecar, complete
with tvrr-, £4/19^6: real trrod sidecar aprons, 5/9 to
12/6.-Haugh and Co., Walsall.

SECTION !V.

Nottingham, Lincoln . Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

RKX BE LUXE 1910 Twin. 2 speeds, perfect; any
trial: £38.-159, Learn Terr. Leamington.

lOlO Premier Twin, in pood condition, tyres as new;
X *y £30,. or offer.-Evaus, 9, Heath Terrace, Leam-
ington.

1009 Triumph Motor Cycle, in -Splendid condition;
JLiJ £30.-Apply, 166. North St., Upper Stoke, Cov-
e:itr>

.

2iJli.p. Brown. B- and B., hb.c-, A'S'hittle, good tyre*'.

4 uew uccumulator, reliable; £10.—Porter. Toynt^n,
Spilsby.

TRIUMPH. 1909. perfect condition, good tyres and
belt : £33.—Gleuroy, "Wake Green, Moscley, Bir-

mingham.

rEIUMPH 1911 T.T. Roadster, with accessories and
c-pares; £40.—Apply. Belgrave Garage. Bristol St.,

Birmiuglmm.

3i-4h.p. 1910 Twin Corah, magneto. Druid forks,
2 perfect order ; photo ; £20,-7, Broad Walk,

Str^itford-on-Avon.

1Q11 Clutch Triumph, practically new. lamp, spares,
Xt/ guaranteed'; £40.-1), J. Cudm^jre, c/o Post Office,

Stratfordon-Aron.

TRIL'MPH. standard. 1909. everything splendid ccn-
di' ion ; approval, cash offers.—Taylor, 5, Victoria

Terrace Warwi. U

ZEN'TH-GEADUAS, 3-'h p.. in stock for iimnedinte
C iv.^rv.—Sole district agents, PaskelU, Ltd., 62,

Hi-h t.: L"ice^ter

DOUGLAS, Model D. in stock for immediate de-
livery.-Sole district agents. PasEells, Ltd.. 62.

Hi:--h St. Lei-'ester.

3ib-p. Standard Excelsior, Drnids, twin tanks, flltcTs,

2 hrm. -pare-:: £26; seen any time.—41, West-
miiKster Ed., Coventry.

3Hi p- Eex de Luxe, 1905 .. 2 speeds, free engine,
2 qiiantitr .spares, condition as new; £30.—Cpley,

St. Catherine's, Lincoln.

Oih-p. Alldays. Roc 2-speed- delivered last June, per-O 2 feet condition : must sell ; £40, or best oSer--
130. Leopold St-, Birmingham.

TRIUMPH, 1909, standard, re-enameJIed, plated, new
tyres, belt, rebnshed thi^ July; cash offers.—Snell,

24, Leicester St., Leamington.

X'RIUM I'H. 1910, free engine, Lucas lamp, speed-
ometer, hern, spares, perfect condition ; £43 —

Banks, I'ark Av., Handsworth.

TRIUMPH 1911 T.T- Road^-ter, perfect condition.
f\^t: £42; lamp, sp.ires, etc.; offers.-Box 8,606,

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

IINDIAN, 5h.p., free cogine. clnteh, G. and J. tyres.

U«t price £59. used few times; £45; as new.—
Heath's Garage, Ltd., Eirminghom.

Exchanges quoted for 1912 Bradbury and

Rudge Models.

In aTisw&ring tXese advertis&im.nfa it is desirable (o mention "The Motor Cynic

SAVERS
Satisfactory
repairing of

punc lures
without the

aid of vul-

caniziig is
now ren-
dered possi-

ble by the
aid of

THE
CHEMICO

RELIANCE

PATCH

Besides be
ing a great
saver ol time
it is also a
bi(i tactor in

expens** sav-

ing, bringiag the item of puncture

repairing to a very appreciable

minimuin.

CHEMICO RELIANCE PATCHES are

a cointiinalion >! vul. aiiizfd and un-

lulcanizcd rubber, ttic fate of which

is pure para. The tenacity with

v.bich the patches cUng to the fracture

is wonderful. Heal will not atiect

same—or rather it has no detrimental

encct—lor the hotter the tyre be-

comes, the lighter the patch %vill hold

VULCANIZING ENTIRELY
SUPERSEDED.

Oval, Square, or Rectangular, from

1/- to 20/- per dozen.

THE

"CHEMICO" BELIANCE

STIFF-BACK

PATCH

is an improved form of para faced

patch and has entirely eliminated the

annciyance of curhng up. Each patch

is mounted upon a cardboard backing

which compels it lo lie llat when solu-

tioned, and is therelore easily apphed
to the tube. The backmg is removed
after patch is in position.

In OvaJ shape only, from
1/3 to 13,6 per dozen.

THE

CHEMICO

ROLLEB

OUTFIT

is absolutely noiseless, unbreakable,
and ^verListing. Its contents are
•inserted in separate pockets to ensure
silence, and is kept closed when not in

use by concealed springs. The most
perfect motor cycle outfit yet
produced.

Price 3/- each.

THE COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., LIMITED,

Bradford Street, Birmingham.

London : 4.3, Gt. Eastern St. Manchester : 235,
Deansgate. Gl-\sco\v : 12S, Renfield bt. Dublin :

^q-40. Golden Lane. Cardiff: WomanbySt.

A45
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motor bicycles for sale.
SLjr%.%J\3M.Km-iMF /^ A • • TTN- Lightweight Motor Cycle, 2h.p., Bosch magneto,

We were actually laughed at. when
(nearly 1 i months ago) v e com-
menced fitting i^XTKA STRONG
axles to onr sidecais.

OUH indgment, however, was
correct, ether oiakers are slowly
fa ling into line. NUF SAID 1 1 I

All Farrar's Sidecars are now fitted with special

Quick DETACHABLE JOINTS
as illustrated below.

'This is our Model de Luxe.
Complete £5 : 5 : O Complete

FARRAR'S
HALIFAX
SlDfiCARS.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.
NOTE OUR front ..rm which grips the Sidecat

CENTRE. Nothing lopsided about this
attachment.

All our Sidecars are now fitted with cranked
back a.xles, refinements found on very few other
makes.
MODEL "DE LUXE " £5 5
MODEL " C," with cane body £6
MODEL " D," with coach-built body ..£70
MODEL " E," with reversible child's seat £6 10
ALL COMPLETE with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.

Discount to the Trade.
Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,

P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.
LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SPRUNG klKE A CAR.
Sole Agent for Australia and New Zealand :

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W .

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Brand new 4 h.p. N.S.U. engine and Bosch
magneto £11 n

New igii B. & B. Carburetters, h.b. control 25/-
5/- allowed for old carburetter.

Longuemare, B. & B., F.N., & others from 5/- each
Powell and Hanmer Generator 7/6
Special Heavy 26x2^ Tubes, guaranteed 7/6

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

HALIFAX T- minutes

Telephone gig.

A46
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spring forks, splendid condition; £15/10.—Brown's,
,12, Bull Ring, Biriuingliam.

WOLF 2h.p. LightivGight, Stevens engine, magneto
i;?nition, eqrtal new: bargain, £14/10.—Brown's,

1 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

BROWN 3jh.p. mo-v. Motor Cycle, Bosch magneto,
h.b-c- carburetter, Continental tyres; bargain,

£15/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

JAMES, 3(h.p., 1911. perfectly new, magneto, Dniid
spring forks. Palmer ccrd tyres, grand motor; list

£48, accept £38/10. exceptional bargain-—Brown's, 12,
Bull Ring, Birmingham.

MINERVA Motor Cycle, 3jh.p., m-o-v., magneto igni-
tion, spring forks, B. and B. hb.c. carbureter; bar-

gain, £15/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham-

RUDGT<%Wi±±r\VORTH [June, 1911), free engine.
tyres as new, does 125 to gallon, Rey exhaust

whistle; £46/10.-C]ark, 28. Much Park St., Coventry.

MINERVA, 4ih.p., magneto, h-b-c.. Roc free engine,
2 speeds, automatic lubrication. Xl'ail spring forks:

any trial; £28—95, Tintern Rd., Witton, Birmingham.

BRAf"-!'i^RY, 1909^. et^ndard, perfect condition;
climb anything, Clincher.i, all spures and acces-

sories; £28.—F. W. Kilbee, 55, Wruwby St., Brigg,
Lines.

TRIUMPH/ 1909. free engine, unused in 1910, with
accessories, total mileage under 2.000; cash offers,

approval, bargain.—Meguyer, 68a, Regent St., Leaming-
ton.

2ih.p. J.A.P., splendid order, all spares, h.b.c., Dnn-
2 lop studded tyres, almost new; £12; owner going

abroad ; will bring within 30 miles. — 61, Spon St.,

I

Coventry.

RUDGE 1911 Clutch Model, standard equipment, ex-
cellent condition, lamp, generator, horn, tools, and

j^piires: £58. —No. 8.525. The Motor Cycle Offices,
,
Coventry.

IQll Triumph, standard, not ridden 50 miles, guar-
• J~*J anteed as new; sacrifice £44.—Clifi; rd. Eastwood-
Book your orders with us for yaur 1912 Triumphs,
Bradburys, etc-

npRIUMPH, June; 1910, clutch, at present under-.
-- going thorough overhaul- at Triniupu works; ap-
pointment arranged ; £40.~P. W. Johnson, 22, St.
George's Rd., Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1908. cylinder just been re-bored, and
new pi.ston fitted. JJunlop belt, lamp, hern, has

been carefuUv ridden; £30, ofEers considered—Dance, 26,
'Wood St., Northampton.

1 Q09i Motosacoehe, magneto, Druids, new WhittleLtJ belt, plating and enamel as new, in splenflid
going order: £15/10 ivr quick sale— S. Hodkinson, 148,
Queen Victoria Rd.. Coventry.

6 h.p. Twin Advance, Chater-Lea flttinee, nearly new,
onlv ridden 200 miles, complete mt. spares and

accessories; a bargain for qui:k sale, £58.—Burdett,
Northampton Rd., Market Harborough.

I

1 Oil New Models at best cash offers; opprovnl

—

I

--•.' £51i 3Vhp. Ariel, clutch, variable gear, spring
iseat; £52i Enfield, 2-«peed, clutch; also 3 second-hand
1909 Triu-nphs, 1 clutch; cash oi exchanges.—Holt and

I Co., Leafnington.

TRIUMPH. 1910. 34h.p. .standard, condition absolutely
perfect, Kenipshall tyre on back, onlv done 250

miles, spare belt, complete kit of tools, belt punch, horn,
etc., exnert examination invited; £54/10.—Johnson,
Arden Villa. Berkswell.

"PASSENGER Model 4h.p. Quadrant, 19091, Bosch,
B. and B. (1911), Palmer. Continental, new lin-

Dunlop belt, re-bushed thrjutrhout. new piston fitted,
low, powerful

. sell cheap, or exchange lower power.—
Willow St. Bakery Leicester.

4-cyl., 1911. only done 1,000 miles, 2 speeds,
free engine, bought Jtme, all spares, new Engle-

bert tyres, new Lomax non-skid, 2 spare tubes, RosiTnol
; exhaust whistle, a perfect bityele, runs beautifully; will
'aeceiit £45.—Morgan, c/o Phenieian, Ltd., Finch Rd.,
I

Handsworth. Birmingham.

TRIUMPH, 1907 model, overhauled at works late
1910. new Palmer cord back. Pahner cord front,

Inew belt, new Lucas headlight, Eo.sch magneto, h.b.c,
machine m excellent order throughout; only wants -ee-
(ing and trying; owner bnymg lightweight; bargain. £26.
I

-G. J. Kitchen. Tusford. Notts.

H. DAVIES has for sale his S^hp. 1911 T.T.
Rudce, gold medal wimier in Scotch and Harrogate

[trials, with all spares. Kemp dial! tyres, spare pair racing
wheels with wired-on Hunlcp-s, adjustable pullev, and
X-SU gear, Nightintralp whihtle, engine and gear just
overhauled by makers, now better than new; price £42.—
Letters only. 15, Royal Terrace, Northamptan.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

1 1 1 T-T. Roadster Triumph, nearly new, with spares

;

IQIO I'riumph Roadster, complete with spares, F R-B.
J-tJ lamp, speedometer, etc; cost £65. accept £39-

3 h.p. Lmc.oln Elk.,,just been nverhauled at makers, mag-
neto, and hb.c-, guaranteed. £20. all spares: any

trial or examination on either macnine.—-A. J. Young,
Newmarket.

p.N.

B

ONL.Y ! ! !Ô̂̂
Our stock of Moto Reves has dwindled
down to 8 only. MOTO-REVES—Handy

in grease. Free from vibration. Splendjd hill

climbers. All have magneto ignition and H.B.
control, and Druid spring forks.

All complete, with toolbag, tools, and inflator.

igio 2.^ h.p. Twin, fine order £24
1910 2 1 h.p. Twin, soiled only £26 10
igio-ii 2? h.p. Twin, done loo miles .... £26
191

1

Single-cylinder, record machine .... £22
igo8 2 h.p., fine value £18
1909 Twin, very fine order £20
1911 2 i' h.p. Twin, three-speed gear £38
rqiti Special Single-cyl., done 200 miles .. £22

SINGuE-CYLIIStDER REXES.
3J h.p., 1910, with rgri spring forks .... £35
34 h.p., igro, black finish - £32
$1 h.p., igio, grey finish £32

zl h.p.,. igog, Tourist, very good £28
3 h.p., igo8. Featherweight magneto .. £18

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES
j-6h.p.,i9ro Araac, H.B. control, vary.jets £16 10
»> h.p. de Lu.\.e, two speeds, M.O.V, , . . . £48
'5-6 h.p., igoS, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32 6
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., two speeds and free engine, Bosch £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igo8, two speeds, special,

good £29 10
5-6 h.p., 1908,. two-speed de Luxe, igog

engine £32
5-6 h.p., 1907, Lloyd's variable gear, Bosch ..23

N.S.U. s |w S U 's N S U.'s
5^ h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B, carb. £25

Or with sidecar complete £28
5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19
One ditto, H.B. control £19 10
1908 Lighiweight, Bosch magneto £17
OTHtR IViAKE^. <iHtR MAK-^S.

1911 New Hudson, three speeds £47
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O. v., very good .. £18

3i h.p. Fafhir, M.O.V., grand goer £12
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16
3ih.p. Minerva, M.O.V., B. & B. carb. .. £14
3h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B.&B., spring forks £16

. I b- A C nf). INATir NS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 190S Rex and Sidecar . . £33
One ditto £32
7-9 h.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

lYKta. lYRt^S. TYRES.
26x2^ Hutchinson heavy T.T. covers .... 25 /•

26x2 and 26x2iin. wired-edge covers .. 12/6
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26X 2J or 2^ 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2im 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6

X^/l l^itll/lSl SECURES ANY OF THESE.
d&H- liUWn BALANCE b - WEEKLY.
il h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in. wheels £12

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V £12

3J h.p. Minerva, M.O.V., B. & B. carb. . . £14

X: A I^AWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.d&^ 1/UWn BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.

3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, magneto, H.B.
control ... £16

5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, H.B. control, variable

pulley £16 10
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16
4^-5^ h.p. N.S.U., Bosch £19
igo8 N.S.U. Lightweight. Bosch magneto £17

3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26in. wheels . . £18
1908 Magneto Rex, low and smart £18
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS,
5 h.p. Number Car, two-seater, good goer £22

6J h.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35
5A-6J h.p. Rexette, two speeds, a beauty . . £24
6" h.p. Rover Tricar, good goer £17

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel 53/-
Farrar's Sidecar, 26in. wheel £4
Coronet Sidecar, coach-built £4 17 6

F.R.S. Lamp, mirror back • 2/6
Bosch Magneto for V twin £3 15
Bosch Magneto for 3^ h.p. single £3 5

Vertical Frame, with'26in. back wheel, etc. £l 15
Prested Accumulators, new, 15 amp. .... 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/
Lycett's Tubular Carriers, new 4/11
New Lycett's Saddle, coil springs, L/109 15/-
New Frame for vertical engine 30/-
New Prested Midget Trembler Coils .... 15.^6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone HAY If A"3t *^"° '?'1''l*^

liom G.P.O.)

In an.sweriitd these advert iseiwnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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As continual dropping wears away the stone, so
are we hoping; by telling the same stdry
week by week, and year by year, to wear

away the prejudice of the public against trading ,

with us because we are deaters.

As a matter of fact, we can do far better for you
than any private seller, and fifty times better
than three-quarters of the people who advertise
as pri\ate sellers, but who are nothing more than
pri\ate Motor Brokers or small I'ush Cycle Dealers,
writing from their o\w or somebody else's private
address. Beware of these people.

The following are a few reasons why trading I

with a respectable firm of dealers is more advan-
!

tageous to you than bothering with the small fry
]

who arc continually posing, through the medium
of the paper, with having something to sell

wonderfully cheap.

By dealing with us, you are dealing with a firm
]

who have a reputation to uphold, and who prefer,

at all times, not lo do business with you if it can-
not be done in a straightforward manner. Also, in

trading with us, you are dealing with the only firm
in the world who advertise week by week, and
year by year, to send you anything you want on
approval against cash ;' and if Ihe thing does not

,

suit you allow you lo return it within three days
]

and have your money back In full. Please note !

\^'e don't send goods without the cash, as our staff

of book-keepers is limited ; therefore don't be 1

insulted when we refuse. By-the-by, we will open
a credit a/cwith you with pleasure on receipt of
references.

I

Aaothcr thing : We advertise in our own name.
We don't WTile on plain note paper, and make I

you believe we are a private seller, and tell you we
I

are going abroad, selling under doctor's orders, or
tell you a pretty fairy tale about being in financial

difficulties, while, at the same time, we are in the
trade. We may refuse to take exchanges in the
way of buU pups, poultry, prize canaries, and
many other things which we are ofiercd ; but if

you offer us a motor cycle, we will always try and
accept same in exchange for another one ; or, if

you want to dispose of your motor cycle for cash,
we will sell it for you on a five per cent, commis-
sion, and make you a cash advance at once.

Don't forget us for next year's model. We I

have contracted foi a larger supply than ever
before, and we have close on 500 coming through
from the makers. These we shall be pleased to

dispose of on Cash, Deferred, or Exchange terms,
and await your kind orders. Specification list

|

awaits postcard. So long, b'hoys, while Thurs-
day.

GREAT 19U REDUCTIONS.
DOUGLAS, two-speed, Motlel E £43 I

TRIUMPH, free engine, 2 in stock £55
DOUGLAS, Model D £35
TRIUMPH, standard, 2 i 1 slock £48 15
ZENITH-GRADUA, 5 h.p £65
BAT- LA. P.. 8 h.p £55
HUMBER, two-speed £45
BRADBURY, two-speed £50
SCOTT. 1911, two-speed, 2 in stock £60
ZENITH-GRADUA. 3J h.p £50
P. and M., 1911, two-speed, 2 in stock .. £60
BRADBURY £45
BAT-J.A.P., 5 h.p., free engine £57 10

j

S.H. LIGHTWEIGHTS.
MOTO-REV'E, I noi, twin £23 I

MOTO-VELO, igri.'single-cyl £27 10
F.N., 2ih.p £12 10
F.N., ijh.p £15
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £29
MOTOSACOCHE £14
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £20
SIMMS, li h.p £10 10

I

HIGH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
BRADBURY, loio, fine order £35 I

GRIT2NER, 3J h.p., free engine £17 10'
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10

I

N.S.U.. 3h h.p., M.O.V £15
I

TRIUMPH, igio, Mabon clutch £35
REX, 3j h.p., M.O.V £15
SINGER, 3i h.p £18 10
REX, 19 10, 3i h.p., splendid order £28
SIMMS, 2i h.p., magneto ignition £14 10
TRIUMPH, igog. .... £32 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p £15 iQ
f^^OWN, 1909, 3J h.p., free engine £25
SIMMS, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
BROWN, 1909, twin, 5 h.p £29

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Qll Humber Lightweight, brand new, unsoiled

:

XU £29110—'^'^ ° 602. The Motor Cycle OffiL-es, Cov-
entry. ^

3b.p. Triumph, trrea, belt, enamel, and plated parts
practically new: £15/10.—P. Eiddelsdell, Bosiord,

SufEoHc.

1 Qll Free Engine Triumph, new; what offers?—
-*-«7 Hoare, 12. Victoria Kd-, Linslade. Leighton
Buzzard.

1Q11 A.J-S-. 2Jh.p., 2-3peed. free engine, perfect con-
-*-t/ dition, delivered Jnir: £35.—White, St. Aubyn's,
London Ed-, Lowestoft.

1 Q09 71i p. Twin Minerva, masjneto ignition, spring
XiJ fork^. Mabon clutch, excellent condition; £25.—
E- Crissn-ell. Newmarket-

IQll 3ih-p. Bradbury. N.S.U. 2-speed, witli sidecar,
-Lt^ complete: nearest to £48 secures.—Leigh, 43,
EIli:^ley Av-, Cambridge.

3ih.p. Quadrant, new Palmer and Dunlop, spring
2 lork-i. new Brown-Barlow, li.b.c., new Lyeo;

£10.—Victor, Fy-'on. Soham.

DOUGLAS. 1911. model ])., also S-speed free engine
model, ready for delivery: 1911 2ili.p. M.tosaroche,

reduced price; cash or terms-—Albert Li^^t. Ipswich.

4 h.p. 1910 Eoc. Bosch. I>niid forks, 2 speeds, free
engine, handle starting. Whittle, li.b-c., spring foot-

boards, exiellent c;rder, includinK tyres: bargain, £29/10-
—Booker. Wereham, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk.

SECTION VI.

Worcester.sliire. Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, (ilamorgan, Carmarthen.
Cardigan, and Pemhroke.
RADBUEY Free Engine Model, brand new, best

offer in seven days secures,-Glover, Pershoro.

11 Free Engine Triumph, absolutfly like new.
f^earcely ridien at all; £50.—Grceu, Haverfordwest.

DOUGLAS, model D, 1911. delivered in May, for
sale, in iierfoet order; price £32.—Forsyth Grant,

Newcastle Emlyn.

3 h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, spring fork.-*, and B. and B-,
perfect condition and running order; £15 lowetit

—Lee, 30. Conway Ed., Curdifl.

TEIUMPH. 1911. only done a few miles, as good as
new, all on, £41- also Dunlop motor suit, cost 2

guineas, accept £1/5.—Taylor, Vine Inn, Lye.

AEIEL-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin. Fplendid condition, new
Dunlopn. climb anything, very low. B. and B, car-

buretter: £20, or nearest offer, a bargain.—Apply, 20,
Middle St.. Pontypridd.

4h-p. Twin N-S-U-. 1910 model, 2-spced and free en-
gine, not niu 2.000 miles, tyres splendid condition,

uiachine scarcely soiled, complete with MilU-FuIford
sidecar; co.Tt £58/10. lowest price £27/10. a genuine
bargain.—Ambler, Albion House, Llandrindod \VeIIs.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham. Rerks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TEirMl'H. in KHind order, magneto; price £22--ritl
Fordinghridge.

1 Qll Douglas, 2-speed. perfect condition; £38.—Was-
-i-*? ley, 9, Vitrtoria St-, Bristol-

MOTOSACOCHE for Sale, or pnrt exchange for twin
Douglas.—C. B. Barnard. Whit<-hurch. Hants.

3h.p. N.S.U.. magneto and spring forks, extellent con-
dition.—Lovesey, 23. Berkeley Sq., Clifton, Bristol.

3ih.p. Stevena, will take sidecar ; £4 ; would exchange
2 lor gui>U 2-spued or sidecar.—57, Whitehall Ed..

Bristol.

31h.p- Eex, splendid condition; £18. or best cflei-—
2 Thurmer, Grove Lane, Wmktield, Braekneh,

B
19

Berks

OTOSACOCHE. late 1909. perfect condition, bonplit
1911 model; £18.-Aylward, Lockerley Mills.

Eomsey.

1 Q lOi Douglai, recently overhauled makers, lamp.
-L»7 liorn; £25/10--Primrose Villa, Candlemas Lane,
Beaconsfleld,

1Q1I Free Engine Triumph, almost new. perfect in
Xt/ pvery respect; £48; iio offers.—Little, Clovelly,
Fleet. Hants.

5-6h.p. 4-ey]. F.N-, 1908'.. in good running order, new
tyres; £19; exchange. — Gordon Judd, Bartjn

Stacey, Hants.

DOUGLAS, 1910. practically new condition, com-
plete, spares: £28/10, or nearest offer.-145, Fisher-

|ton St., Salisbury.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1910. excellent order, free engine,
>pare3, accessories ; £22.—Sanders, Tattenbam

Ed., Brockenhurst, Hants.

i 1 Q"^^^ Triumph, 3!h.p., free engine, splendid running
X %y order, recently overhauled, tyrea good ; owner

1 wants light car.—Thomarson. Yarmouth, \\ight.

spare
~ 1.

DOUGLAS. 2?h.p.. twin. 1910. '.amp. horn,
new belt, etc., as new; sacrifire. i;27/10.—C.

'Norfolk Terrace, Surly Hah Ed.. Clewer, B^rks.

SIDECAR MACHINES.
T.A.P.-CIIATER-LEA, 5 h.p f22 10

)

BRAITHWAITE, 1909, 3? h.p., tvo-sp'd £23
REX, Twin, 5 h.p., four-speed £28 I

N.S.I.'., 4 h.p. twm, two-speed £29
BR.ADBURY, two-speed, 1911, as new .. £42
f .N., 4-cyl., 44 h.p £25
N.S.U. , two-speed, 5 h.p., twin, 1910J . . £40
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., free engine £26
j.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p., racer £40
P. and M., 1910, perfect order £45
ZENITH, 6 h.p., late 1909, Gradua gear. . £40
REX, s li.p., fine order £27 10
REX, twin, 5 h.p £25
P. and M., 1910, splendid order £50
BAT-J.A.P., 1910 £36 |

ACCUMULATOR MACHINES.
£3 do\Mi and 5/- per week for any of these models
N.S.U., Twin, 3i h.p £12 1

F.AFNfR, 3* h.p., free engine £12 10

ARIEL, 3j h.p £10
REX, 3» h.p £10
MINERV.A, iJ h.p., h.b. control £6 10
HUMBER, 3l'h.p £9
R. and P., aj h.p., h.b. control £7
HUMBER,2Jh.p £8
MIN'ERVA, li h.p £6 10 I

KERRY, 2J h.p.. useful model £7 10
|

Also several more equally as cheap.

LAMPS WILL BE WANTED.
Special Separate Generator t2 /b

Special Bracket. Separate Generator 22 '6

1911 F.R.S. Latc-st 58/6
lOii Lucas Latc-st 55/- and 50/-
1911 Lucas Lightweight 35/-
State wants, as we have largest stock in the

]

world, and make good allowance for old one ofl

Lucas and F.R.S. lamps. Sih cr or ebony finish,

SPECIAL LINES.
TOO Motor Cycle Saddles (new) 8/1 1 \

1000 Brand New Inner Tubes, all sizes . . 4/1 Ij

Waterproof Suits .-orapletc 12'ltJ
Cowey 1911 Speedotneter, new £3 10

Jones 1911 Speedometer, new £2 t5
Ajax Heavy Tjtc 35/-
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern lO/llj
Heavy MORECAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/111
50 odd Tyres from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.

Mabon 1911 Free Engine £25
Largo Side Bags 5/114
Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/5^ I

E.LC. Plugs, 2/6 size each 1/1 |

Magnetos, S.H., all sizes £3, £3 5S., and £4
Parker Self-contained Lamp IS/llJ
Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23/6
F.I.E.N. Magnetos £3 4 llj
Sidecar Aprons, ready to fit 6/11}
Specia I Twist Horn 3/11} 1

New F.R.S. Generators 7/-
Exhaust Cut-outs 2/111
Handle-bar Mirrors 2/9 and 4/6 I

Tube and Belt Cases 5/11

J

Rubber Belts, 7lfi.x Hn 5/114
Special H.B. Watch Holders .. lOJd. and 1/11 j

New SeH-containcd Lamp, larye size .... 13/114
Tubes, all sizes, brand new ... .6/11 J and S/llj
Leather and Steel-studded Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30/-
B. and B. Carburetters, h.b. control, 191 1 23'-

Trembler Coils 6/11^
Non-trembler Coils 6/9
Carbide Carriers, post free 1 /lO

J

Rubber Goggles 1 /Bj

Brass E.vhaust Whistles 2/11

J

T.B. Handle Starter 10/6
S.H. F.R.S. Lamps, complete .. 25/- and 35/-
Garner's Whistles, post free 12/6
Lamp Brackets, all patterns l/11i
Horn Grips 1 /ll

J

Assorted S.H. Carburetters, h.b. control.. 12/6
S.H. P. and H. Generators, complete .... 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete .... 6/9
New Generators 4/11

J

Holland Motor Cycle Suite 6/6
Tan Gauntlet Gloves, 4/6 ; lined 4/114
S.H. Whittle from 1/- to 2/9 per foot.

Triumph Compression Domes 2/2
Dry Cells 4/6 and 6/6
New Specification List now ready, post free.

KITCHEN'S MOTOR
EXCHANGE CO., LTD.,

Euston Road, MORECAMBE.
TclfiPhone 112. Wires Mor'-r Mfir^rarnhp

In answering these advertisemenl'f it if denrahle to mnitlon. " Tfie Motor Cycle. A47
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"1 Qll Frre Engine Sih.p. Premiei. Cetolite lamp, horn,
J-*/ parts, new July last, d ne Ik^s than 1.000 miles,
splendid condition; £42/10.—Naylor, Chenton, Hants.

HUMBEE Lislifweif,'ht. 1911, 21. p., aliphtly shop-
soiled, never o used perfect throughout; will

accept £32 lo^^est; iiftsra wanted for new models.—Below.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles, all make^ in etock, at
lowest pa'j^ible prices; second-hand list free per

return.—Morris Motor Cycle Garage. Oxford.

LADY'S Singer. 1911. 2l!.p., free engine and Arm-
itrong 3*'peed ^ear. almost new. had little use,

perfei-t condition throutihout, Dunlop rubber-studded
tyres, new belt, Bo^ch masupto, Druid forks. P and H.
lamp and ijenprator, cost £ 52. private owner ; accept
£40.— MorrLi Motor Cycle Garase. Oxford.

EYLES and Eyles. 113. St. Aldates, Oxford, have in
stjck Bat, 4h.p-. 2-'^peed, free eufiine; BS.A-. 31

h.p-, free engine; and Premier, Sjh-p., frefr engine; also
.eidecars.

31 h.p. 1907 Broivn, in excellent condition, plating
2 and enamel as new, h.b.c., adjustable pulley, new

belt and tyre, all accessories; £14. — 360, Waterside,
Chesham.

B.S.A-, 3Jh.p., everything a? new, Lucas lamp, tools,

horn
,

pafssengT chair, etc. ; owner going abrr ad

:

for immediate -fale. £59. bargain.—Bos 8.593, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

LATTEST Model 1911 4-cyl. 3-speed T.A_C., run only
500 miles, take sidecar and passenger anywhere,

exceptionally rt-Iiable mount ; cost £80, best offer ac-
c-epted.—A. W^ird, Home Farm, Ascot.

4-CY!L. 4ih,p. F.N.. 1909. magneto, spring forks,
fr.nt.rest>, just been overhauled, tyres and tubes

new, with lamp and tcols; £24: any reasonable offer

accepted.— 52. Monmouth Rd.. Bishopston, Bristol.

TEIUMPH. 1911, clutch model, perfect condition,
Clim-her front. Michelin Trident back, both nearly

new, Lui-as lamp and /generator. Brooks leather touring
ba'r. tools, spare valve; £45.—Harris, 97, Holywell, Ox-
ford.

TEIUMPH, 1911. standard model, perfect condition
throughout, Lucas lamp, P. and H. generator.

horn, mirror, watch, carbide carrier, spares, including
"Whittle belt, had careful use; bargain, £40.—E. A.
Bishop, 72, Eing:iton Ed.. Oxford.

DOUGLAS. 1910 (September), lamp, generator, horn.
TOON spare belt, valves, etc., lately retyred, cyclo-

meter, mud screens. Brooks padded sadale, large ralise,

inil'itor, excellent condition ; £28.—Douglas, c/o Wait
James. Gloucester.

TT. Triumph Roadster, bought new early 1910, very
fast, condition throughout as new, new belt, new

spare cover, and Eushmore lamp never been used tools,

etc- ; auT trial or examination: compMe, £32/10 or
exchange powerful 2-speed.—H.S., " The Homedead,"
Filton, Bristol.

SECTION VIU.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent
and Sussex.

ryiLTON Cycle Co.,

VICTORIA, S.W.—Boot your 1912 machine now

;

guaranteed dates for deliveries-

WILTON.—Clynos in stock. 2-speed. chain drive, easy
starting device, etc- ; first cheque -ecures.

TTTILTON.-Bradburys in stock, any model.

WILTON.—Matchless: sole S.W- agency; immediate
deliveries.

WILTON—Clyno: sole S.W agents; trial by appoint
ment; immediate delivery.

\TTILTON-—Liberal exchanges; instahnents arranged

WILTON-—1911 new Kerry-Abingdon, standard, 3i
h.p-, slightly soiled; £5 reduction.

WILTON— 1911 new Moto-Reve, 25h-p. slightly

soiled: £5 reduction.

WILTON.—New Enfield. 2ih.p- : £10 reduction; post

card will secure lists

\TTILTON—Clyno, 1911 combination, as new, .springW wneel sid^-car. 2 lamps. SmitJi speedometer, spring

Beat, sundries, guaranteed: cost £90, £70.

WILTON— 1911 Eerry-Abingdon, 2-s;peed. and be.sl

rtidei^ar, Lucas lamp, all requirements, and spares;

£50. cost £70.

WILTON.— 1910 V.S.. 5h.p., new tyres. Whittle, fine

order; £27/10.

WILTON.—1909 Sarolea. Chater-Lea. Druid fcrk,

Bosch magneto, 4 gears, B. and B. carburetter,

new Rom tyre, new sidecar; £35.

WILTON-—1910 models, Excelsior, Moto-Reve, F.N.,
etc., good order: £25 each,

WILTON Cycle Co-, 110, Wilton Rd-, Victoria Sta-

tion, London, S.W. 'Phone 5115 Vvestminster-

Oih.p. Rex, £9;_2h.p. Minerva, £5.-22, Rockley Rd.,

ONLY £31
REMEMBER IT'S A
BRAND NEW 3| h.p.

TOURIST REX.

SPECIFICATION.—84;^ bore, 89 stroke, spring

forks, very low dropped frame, pedalling

gear, ball bearings to engine-shaft, Bosch

high tension magneto, handle-bar control,

foot and hand brakes, iin. rubber canvas

belt, extra wide improved mudguards,
26x2 in. Continental tyres, footrests,

number-plate, tools, toolbag, stand, and

carrier.

Sold under maker's catalogue guarantee.

NOTE.—Reduced Price, £31 O
Two -speed gear £5 15 extra.

£9.—2h.p. Ppugeot. low, h.b.c., perfect condition.— 63,
Bangalore St., Putney.

I'Chll N.S.tr,, 3ili.p,, magneto, h.b.c, spring forks;
i-O £26.-234. Belsize Ed., N.W.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

iqioT.T. TRIUMPH, almost equal to new £38
Twin REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £27
MOTO-REVE, magtieto, Druids £19

2i h.p. ROYAL, very tine condition £8
QUAuRANT. 3* h.p., magneto, spring torks .... £24
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks £19
REX Twin, 5 J h.p., spring forks, fast £19
QUADRANT Trike. low, good £6
igog 3* h.p. Tourist REX £27
iqii 3^ h.p. Free-engine REX £37
iqri Twin REX DE LU.XE £47
RF).\ Magneto Lightweight, adjustable pulley , . £16
I9T0 7 h.p Twin REX, M.O.V £37
5I h.p, N.S.U., free engine and sidecar £33
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart .. £25
Twin REX DE LUXE and Montgomery Sidecar £25
REX, igio, 3i h.D., " hot stuff " £2d
ig-o TWIN kRX. M.O.V £29

4I h.p. 4-cyl., F.N,, magneto £19

3i h.p. REX, vertical engine, trembler £8

A GALL WILL REPAY YOU.

THE
1911

POPULAR
RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

" Superb c " type, with best tyre, apron, etc . . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quicli-detachable Joints are fitted to all models.
Prompt Delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s,

Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

Collier's Motorics,
WESTCATE, HAL.IFAX,— ENGLAND.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I
QlO 3ih.p. Premier, Mabon, free entrine. splendid

-t-t' condition; £32/10.

"I Oil Sih.p. Rudge and sidecar, splendid order; £38/10.

"IQll 3:!h.p. Rudt^e, 2-,«peed, with or without sidecar,
-Ltf complete; £43/10.

rrWIN Moto-EeTe, had little use ; bargain ; £20.

IQll 3Jh.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, grand condition, fine
J-tJ" sidecar machine; £37710.—Moseley andSon, 70,
St. Auu'9 Rd., Harrow,

FOE Sale, 3ih.p. Res, in good running order; cheap.
-128. St. John's Rd., Holloway.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, write. The
Ketco Motories, Smarden, Kent.

TEIUMPH. 1909. good order, lamp included; £28—
Matthews, Earls Colne, Essex.

TEIUMPH, 1905. f^ood t-ondition, new tyres; a bar-
gain, £15.—Pyrke, Bromley, Kent.

5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1909. 2-6peed, good condition;
£30—785. HiKli Ed., Leytonstone.

P,
and M., 2-speed gear, for immediate delivery, and
Scotts-—Rey, 5, Heath St-, Hampstead

5 h.p. Red Indian, good tvres, perfect condition, fast;
£36.-Bye. 44, Herbert Rd., Wimbledon.

INDIAN, 7h.p.. 2-5peed, blue, one month old; £65.—
Wheatley, 10, Dermody Gardens, Lewisham.

Q'b.p. Triumph, magneto, standard model, first-nlass
^' running order; £17/10.-29, East St., Barking.

N.S U. Twin, magneto ; ?«en any time ; bargain,
£14/10.-36. Stroud Green Rd.. Finsbury Park.

^COTT. 1911, brand new. for immediate delivery, and
^-' P. and M.—Rey, 5 Heath St.. Hampstead.

MINERVA, S^h.p,, Amac carburetter, tvres as new;
any trial; £16.-36, HarUngliam Ed., Fulham.

MOTO-REVE. 1910. 23h.p. twin, equal new; £22/10—
Shaw, 13, Gania Terrace, Fulwell, Sunderland.

MOTOR Cycle, lih.p., just overhauled, good conditi3u,
low riding position: £6—French. Newhaven, Sussex.

IQll Douglas, 2-/^peed, new May, tine condition,
LiJ runs as new; £39 —Rose, ivtotor Works, Uxbridge.

OTNGER Moto-Velo, 1911. new May, perfect order,
'J' Whittle, lamp, horn.—Hicks, 57, Duke St-, Chelms-
ford.

31h.p. Ees, Longuemare carburetter, good tyres,
4: £5/10; sidecar, 22/6.-5, Kingcioft Ed., Harpen-

len.

PEEMIER. Sjh.p., late 1910 model, tyres and general
condition perfect, lamp. Whittle, etc.; £28.—Veiey,

Pinner.

3Xh.p. 1909 Triumph, and Millford sidecar, all ac-
2 eessories, just overhauled ; £34.-29, East St.,

Barking.

INDIAN, 5h,p. twin. 1910. Rom tyres, guaranteed
perfect: £40.-M., 89, Cromwell Ed., South Ken-

ington.

3ih.p. Excelsior Motor Cycle, everj'thing good, verr
2 fnst.—D'Arcy Hjuse, Hendon Lane. Cliurch End,

Fim-hley.

BRAND New Calthoipe Motor Cycle, never used ; to
be -iold a sacrifice.— titorey, 110, Albany St., Lon-

don, N.W.

DOUGLAS, 1910, done 900 miles, like new. spares;
£29; seen by appointment.—Cameron, 103, Eaton

5q., S.W.

TEITTMPH, 3ih-p.. late 1908, in splendid condition,
and all accessories; £24—5. Station Rd.. Edgware,

Middlesex.

6 h.p. Jap-Ariel, 2-specd, accumulator, Montgomery
sidecar; £15; giving up.—Standen, North St.,

Car-'halton.

3iih.p. Chase, ChaterLea, up to date, good condition:
4 b;ir-;un, £12/10.— White, Park Termce, Worcester

Park, Surrey.

IQll Rudge, uncrated; must be sold bv October 4tli,

J-«7 unexpected departure; £42. — 70, West Hill,
Wandsworth.

Oih.p. Zedel, low, grey, overhauled, engine unworn,
'V4 going order; £6/10.—Garrard, CoHndalia, Colin-.

dale, Hendon-

31.h.p. 1910 Rex (late), free engine, clutch model,
2 Cantilever seat, tyres good, all spares and tools;

?38.—Below.

4JLh.p. 4-cyI. FN. Magneto Tricycle, like new, tyres

2 good, enamelling and plating perfect, all spares

Eiud tools; £17.—Below.

4ih.p. Noble Tricar, free engine. 4 speeds, coaf'h-built

2 forecar, painted Frencn grey, a splendid mount;
£18.—Below.

t>3.h.p. Kclecom, engine perfect, tyres sound, ready for

^^4 tlie road; £5.—Below.

1 Q09 Motosacoche, magneto, Drnid forks, tyre? good,

i-?/ all spares and tools; £16; all macbines at grp;itly

reduced prices to clear; cash or exchange.—F. Mebes
and Sons, 154 and 156 Gt. Portland St.. W.

4h.p. Ariel, low, fast machine, climb anything; £11
any trial; only wants seeing.—Faver, 13, George

Lane, Lewisham.

.\sS In ai].<AC' r'lna th(.<' mlr //(' nr nl--~' 'if />' th'^irn}>^p In tnentlon " Thr Mofnr Cycle.^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
•f QIO Doutrlas, perfect condition, just overhauled
Xt/ £24; alter 7 p-m;—56, Pulborcu^n Rd., Sout.
fields. S.W.

TEIUaii'H, -1910, Cowey. horn, spare c.^ver and tube
£35: perleet—56. Pulbcrouyn Ed-, Soutlifleld-

S.W.

3 ill p. Minerva, Ctater-Lea, sidecar, perfect; bargaic
2 £13 : open to expert inipe^tion—40, ilgreaiLD

Place, Brighton

13.h,p. F.N , e<?ared pulley, in excellent condition, ppar^
4 be. tube, apaie valves, etc. ; £15.— ilotoririt, 4

Lloyds Av., E.C

31.b.p. Quadrant, perfect condition, new tyres, tw
2 brabei, bar control ; bargain, £15.—\\ ilscn

garages, AVatford.

WANDSWOETH.-Griffon, 5b p. twin, genuine Zedt
engine, magneto, spring forks, runsA^e.l; uueup

£18/10.-iielow.

WANDSWOETH.-Y.S.. 1909. 5-6b.p., twin, magnetr
2 speeds, Truflault forks, splenuid order; £19.-

Below-

WANDSWOETH.-Hu-uber. late 19?9. 3*h.p . mag
nelo, 2 speeds, nearly new, bardly used; £29/15

—Below.
_

WANDSAVOETH-FN., late.^^t 1911. 6b.p., 4-cyI

magneio, drip feed lubricalion, as new; £38.-
Eelow-

WAXD3W0ETH.-F.N., latest 1911. 6h.p.. 4-ryl
luagueto. autojiatic carburetter, like new; bur

gain, £36.— Below.

WAND-i.'WORTH—Eoc. 4h.p., m o.v-, magneto. ;

^pee is. LFce engine clutcn periect; £25.—Belov

WANDSWOETH.-Bat, Fcring frame and . fori;.

4 II p. tjtevens engine, very Powerful ; bargaii
|fl2/15,-BelPW.

WANDSWORTFl.—Griffon. 31'.p , beautv; extra ehe ii

£11/10- excban^'es. — "W andsw orth Motor hi
change. Euner St.. Wand.'^worth.

TEIUMPII, 1911, liitle ridden, new tyres, all ac^^^
sories. verv powerful ; £58.-20, Aberdeen Rd

Highbury, N,

£33/10.~Late 1910 T T- rcadster Triumph, ju^ bee
verlianled. guaranteed no faults.—18. Griflfitj

lid., Wimbledon.

KKER1'-;VBINODON, bought Augu-t, spares, whistle

perfect, un-iratclied: £38.—oteitler, 81, Veunc
Kd.. Sydenham, S.E.

MOTOiACOCFTl!:. running order, Palmer and Dun
lop. spring forky. 2 belts and spares; £12.— l

E;u!way Hide. Barnes.

r|Q09 V.S.. 5-6h.p. twin, adju^able pulley, h-b.c. nei
Xt/ «teel studded Rom; bargain, £,^6/10.-6, Char:
.vood Ed-. I'utney. S-W

RAVEN.— Harg^iins for cash —Kerry. 3h.p.. Palmr
cord tvres. W.;ittle belt, fooirests, electric head

light, very low; £10.

AVKN.— Minerv.T, CorMinnntal tyres, m.o.v., long bar^
very low. tine condition ; £9.

AVFN.—Lightweight Minerva, spring forks, bra-
tank, very low; £6/10.

AVf'-N Motor Mart. 71. 0?naburgh St., Albany St
N.W.

I QIO Free Engine Triumph, new bock tvre and bell
'-«-' in good itnditi.n: neure=t offer £42.—Edgintci
iridge St., Godalming.

IQll 3ili p, 2--pecd Humber, Eom tyre^ Whittle belt
JL.t/ la Tip, 1 oru, 'ideciir; £45.-0. E. Phillips. B.
ieorge's Hospital, SW.
IQll Triu-iipli, new end of June. Cowey ?pfedou:ete:
,*-t' spare belt, valve, etc.; £42. or offer.—35. Lyn
:m Ed . Kilbnrn. ^ W.

th.p. 1911 JAP.. Boseh, Barlow, Palmers, drip lubr;

,

cation, show uiacline, unu.ed; £T3 lowest. — 84
odenhurst Ed., Clapaam.

04/15,—2;h.p, motor eyete; Palmer tyres, engine, car
^ buri^tter and accn . ulator like new. — Speechlej
5. Chur-'b Rd., Aclon.

j>h-p. Lincoln Elk, June, 1911. been 1.000 miles, ccr
' ditii.D perfe t; £25.—Reynolds, Cinlra, \\o-dcot'
alley Ed-. Purley, Surrey.

> and M-. 3'bp-. 1910. in abscluteiy perfe"t rondi
tion, Kp cp-hali 2 in. back, extras; £47/10--

uith. Nunlands. Stanmcre.

'.SA-, rtandard. new July. 1911, net ridden 30f
' miies. pene.t ciid.tif n. with accessories; £41.-54
Gabriel's Rd.. Cricklewocd

h.p. Lightweight .Lu.inerva, B. anri B. carburettor
lib.c-. engine and tvre- exiellent order, good climber:

t.—Buckle, Meopham. Kent.

'Ih.p. MMC, free engine. B. and B.. h.b-c, loi\
*2 long barn, in ?plenu.u running order; £13.-31
len Rd-. Stuke Newington-

TINEEVA. 2,h.p., Dunlops, Longuemare, h-b.c, lawA mailiine. ni.o.v., in perfect order; £7'10.—Wocd-
te, 90. Hi-li St.. Tooting.

911 Bradbury, r^plendid condition, accessories, £37;
also Stewart «pt;cdoiijeler, £3; seen after six ~

Allenby Ed., Forest Hill. - -

ih.p. rie Dion, Chater frame, B. and B. carburettfi
2 Danlnp belt, new pulleys, long bars, low; £8/10.-'
Luton Rd., Walthamstow-

"EBONITE" SWITCH.

No. 404, 1 way, 3 -each

„ 407,2 „ 4/- „

„ 406. 1 „ 3 6 „

(Latter with pluj).

SPECIAL COILS.
(Guaranteed.)

PLAIN TYPE.
No. 3. 1-cyI.. 13 6 each.

TREMBLER TYPE.
No. 70, 1-cyl., 15 -each.

The most eflicient and eco-
nomical coil on the market

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES.

For motor cycles.

tricars, and cars.

FLASH SIZE,
PRICE 6/6 EACH.

Write for Special

Catalog.

Accumulators.

The best in

every way, yet
b \ 1 a r the
cheapest.

4-volt sizes,

20-amp. .. 12/-

40-amp. .. 17/6

60-amp. .. 24/-

ADHESIVE INSULATING TAPE.
Neatly packed in stron^r hn box.

A Convenient Necessity.

Price only 3d. per tin.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED
SEND FOR CATALOGS— FREE

I^NI A, H. HUNT,
115 117, CANNON SiREET,

UONDON, E.C

î̂ ^rJ&^fe^^^O^ /^=S5^^^^^g>^P^^^

In answermg these advertutituiits it is desirable to menUun ' The Uutur Cycle,'*

JVOTCR EIC\CLES FOR SALE.
DOUGLAS (late 1909). 2Jb.p , splendid (.-onditicn,

lump. . paired. iid<I all aei;ed--;orierf ; £22.—Sbillan,"
5 7, Atberton Ed., l-'cre-^t Gate-

V/TINEEVA. 2ih.p . exiellpnt condition, new Michelin
'-T-t buik tyre, engine only 18 months in use; £12:
trial-— 9. In^hmery Ed-. Catford.

3J.h.p. Hur,<t. Mabon. Amac, h.b.n., footboarda,
2 whistle, tplend.d order and condition: £10/10.—

ea^oek. 2/4. Hj„'h Ed.. BalLam

Oilb.p. Eysink Motor C\i,le, low, facft. reliable, com-W^ fortuble. t^prinj: forks; £9/10.—Mann. 41, Vie-
I'fin Grove. Stoke Newinptou. N.

L?.N-, IJh p., Uoseh magneto, ensme and tyres as
i new. FE.S. 1911 hi. p. -parea; £16.—Devitt, 93,
i-in-ford Ed-. South Chingford.

RES 1909 ilagneto Ligi.tweight, good tyrea, in per-
fect runniuy oriier, uomlitiin absolutely as new;

r:i7a0-C.. 130. x^nxton Ed., S-W.

J
A E.. 4h.p. 11908). abater No. 6. magneto, Whittle,

rebort-d, new pist<n, reallv exrellent condition;
•y>2nO-2'r. Melbourue Ed-. Ilford.

V/fOTOEEVE. 21ip. twin 1910. new Kempshall, 1911
1

• ' "Xuellent condition.—
Smith, 50. Cicada Ed.. "Wandsworth.

^ _i.. |j .1 .A l* . 85xC0, liu 11 hLied as road-ler, do
-W-4 (,v{'i 50, Dimli ps. uuitijiciu, aa new; £25, no
bern.— Genn. Euvtuswocd Ed . Balham

3111 p Bradbury. 2-spccd gear. 1910 model, splendid
2 loudiriou. gear reientiv tittpd. bargain, £36/10.

-lijiatred. 73 Churi-b St-. Camlif-rweU.

Oh. p. Kerry, spring forks, r.und tank, long handle-bars,
«. .((., mrdr^ iii'W bi-1. tyns in fiood condJtioD; price
ill.— I'utney Garage. High St-. I'utuey.

GEEAT Clearance Sale of 30 magneto machines from
£1S. -end lor li-its— dinundn and Wadden. Brook-

Linds llotjr Cycle E.Kthange. \\ eybndge-

A HIEL M.(tor Buyile. ob.p-. perfei-t condition; sala^ £6' 10 or ex<-liaiige: t.wncr gone abroad-—T. Edin-
'urougli, Fyfleld. Temple Foitune. Hendon-

r?5/10.— 2ili p Zfih'l. h.b.i-.. butted tubee. good covers,^ W I'ittic hplt. adjri<tab;e pulky; al?io Unito conpler,
'6.—Colebronke. 9. Clilton Ed-. Wotiord.

REX. 1909. Sh p.. recently ..vcrhanled, B- and B.,
Uo-i-It, fcotboard.s. good tyres, smart machine;

i:28.-Hodd, 2, Htirr-t Ed.. U'inchmoro Hill-

rlUL'MPH, 1910. irec engine, only used occaaionally,
huiip. bonis, -pare b^lt in case, etc., etc.; accept

i:;9. burtraiu — 51. Uish St.. Tunbridge Wells.

1 1 Hniuher Lii:btwiMght, ridden 600 miles, tyres
and butt-puded Inbey a*» new. lamp, horn, tools,

If , £31 -N Ti>w<e. Simnyd.'ne. Hit kley, Kent.

BAT. 1911. 5-6b p., twin, perfeitly new condition.
J A i'. adjustable pultev new spare tyre, etc.;

49— Dore. The Hut. Woodford Green. Eflsex.

8b-p. Twin Matrlile--;3. nen uiugut'iu. tyrett. and belt,

:^PLtre belt and pulley, little ii^ed, hue condition;
iZO foi quick sale—Uoruiaik. I'alaie. Clarton.

rEItJMPH. 1910. free engine model, fitted with horn
lamp generator nnd soiire Watawata belt: £39,

-C M0.1S. I. St. George's Mews, Primrose Uill.

3Ii.p. Fafnir. Chatcr-Loa, new cylinder, new rings, ad-
jll^talllp pullnv. 1910 Amac. splendid order: £15-—

larris. Cliftuii Villa, v.alpole Ed.. Woodford.

•>lh p Eex. 1908 model, nmirneto, B. and B.. h-b.o.,
•^2 Albiuu tree cniiiiie. dropped bars, ^parea, gtjod con-
.itiou. any trial. £16,-5. BraiUford Rd-, Brixton.

iMVIN Bro"n, accumulator ignition. Palmer cords,
spare cover, valve.-t. etr., splendid order ; £15.—

'rne'tt Ro(hf(jrd, Turntord Hall. Urox bourne, Herts.

3 ih.p Kex, new accumulator ana trembler, B. and
2 B , li b.c, footboards, new unpunctured tyres,

i-t. nnd flimb.i well; £12.—PeaLOin Uottingdean.

EAGLES.-Triumph Standard, late 1909. little used,
e(|;iiil lu UfW. Dunli p lum -^kju f\T'". Ci \\^> -peedo-

.Htpr. Aulochpae lamp, numerous spares; £32/10.

EAGLES--N.S O., 6h.p., twin, late 1909. Bosch mag-
neto, ui O.V., spring ft.rkj. lain. Shamrock belt,

-peed gear and free engine, only run 1.000 milei;
3/'10

EAGLES —Minerva, 4;h p-, twin. Chater-Lea fittings,

Wliittlp belt. 1911 N.S.U. 2-cpeed gear; £21.

EAGLES—NS.D. 3ib.p., Model de Luxe (1910).
-ained gold medal in 1910 6 Daya' Trials: £27-

EAGLFS. -Douglas 2iu p. Twin, late 1910, had httla

use, nearly new; £27/10-

r^ AGLES —WeJiave a lew brand new single-cyL N.S.tJ.'s,
Xj just delivered, llla^'nl?to it:iiitibn, in-o-v.. inipmved
arlturctter. b h-c. Sliaiufdik belts. 1911 spring forks.

,

Ltid otl.er imiiroveMipjits. 1 omplete tofd i-a^e, full pet of

tf-ol^. stand, etc; 31i.p £27. Sibp. £31, net cash; de-

ierred payments arranged.

t^AGLES and Co., HikIi St.. A.ton, NS.U. West L n-

J_J don di-trii t u^;fncy.— luiniediiite delivery of 1911
inpdel.-^: liberal allowances for mairhines in part payment
Tel. : 556 Chiswi.k- .

- -

"iltUlMlH. 1909. Cowpy speedometer, lamp, pparea,
i- mai J iur liitle u~";d and in first rla?s tondition;
~: — .T I k OU.-119. Hrpak-ppar>* Rd.. Brockley, S.K.

~B Q09 Mcto Eeve Twin. 2ib p., Druids, new tyrea,
J-ft/ lamp, hdrij, mirror, .stand, and larrier. perfei t in
every detail; £16/10—16, Stockwtll Park Cres-eut. S:U

19

A46
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DE DION. 23I1.P., Wlittle. Coutini-ntala. In goud con^-

. dition, sparf valve, and piece oi bPit, rel '

'

sound: £1] ; spen after 7 i).rQ-— 9. Clarpnte Rd.

ii:g§§3=

^14^ or ofler.-1907 Rex, Sih.p., Many Bargains.
Croydon.

191i B ttud B..

Helleson i^uition. Clyuu pulley, Watawata, ^ijart^s;

trial in sidecar.—Hedges, 252, Aahmore Rd., Padding-
ton.

TRIUMPH, standard. 1909i, splendid condition,

lamp, burn. watL-li, Whittle, spares, ^o anywUtrt:^;

nearest 33 gnineaa.—" Windy Neult," Higher Drive,

Puiley.

Sib. p. Biijycle. ;£5 latelv spent on oTprhauliug, etc.,

2 perfeut. climbs We-^terhaiu; fiuonJii-e. £S'10; s^en
anr time, trial.—Tiiomaun, 77. Handuroft Rd., West
Croydon.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles,

you can get them at Waucbupe'a.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loudon. E.G.. just ofl Lnd-
gate Circus-

5h.p. T.T. Res, overhead mechanical inlet. Bosch, Amac
carburetter, autumatic, vapour and pump lubricators,

perfect condition; £33.-12, Vauxhall Bridtj^ Rd. Tel.:
Victoria 4353-

BAT-J.A.P., 7-8h.p., 2 speeds. Whittle, Mabon,
whistle, Cowey. £5 Kempshall on back, Palmer

cord, £19 Fullord sidecar; cost £120, £60.-518, Kings-
ton Rd-. 8.W.

3ih-p. Fafnir, No. 6 Chater-Lea, Bosch, variable pnl-
2 ley, Watawata, Rom steel studded tyre, head-

ligiit, etc-, splendid order, very Jast; £18.~Hardy, 396,
Hackney Rd.. E.

PREMIER, 3ih.p., cost. Feb., 1911, including King
Road lamp, etc., £51 ; sacrifice, £32, lightweight

or tricar part.—Stafiord, Hamstel Rd., Bouthchurih,
Fouthend-on-Sea.

LA ERUTUS (De Dion pattern), 2ih.p., Chater frame,
perfect order, new belt and Miuheliu, new Amac

;

sacrifire. £10; appointment.—W., 3, Downhills Park
Ed.. Tottenham.

FOR Sale, 2-^h.p. 'twin Royal Enfield, practically new
as Bent from makers, only used twire, 2-dpeed,

free engine ; a^^'cept £46.—No. 8,588, The Motor Cycle
Offices, CJoventry.

3ih.p. M.M. O. , low frame, just ename! led, Aruac,
2 h.b-c, footboards. Whittle, splendid roudin'in,

fast; barprain, £10. — " Ellesmere," South View Drive,
Westcliff-on-Sea.

|

3^1i.p. J.A.P.. Chater-Lea frame, B. and B. car-
4 buretter, capable of doinj; 60 miles an hour on

Brooklaudrt. complete as new; £27.—R Ward, High Rd.,
[

Byfleet. Surrey.

SPECIAL to Bargain Hunters—Nye's offer a late 1910
standard Triumph, for £33/10; 1911 2-'peed Hum-

ber, pood as uhw, £36/10; cash only.— Gray's Inn Ed.,
Holbom. London.

3ih.p- Chater-Lea -Antoine, magneto, 191 J B. and B-,
2 all h.b.c-, Mabon clutch, just been re-euaiuelled

;

£22, or near offer.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warren St.
'Phone 3624 Mayfair.

TRIUMPH, 1909. fine condition, Lucas lamp, i

generator, horn, spare valve and tube. Palmer cora
\

back, all tools; £29'10.—Franco-British Garage, Young's
I

Corner, HammetamitJi.

MINERVA, Sih.p., Ohater 17in., 1911 B.B.. spring I

forks, excellent order, sidecar (trailer couverted)

;

offers, exchange mat'neto, cash adjustment. — Anstey,
File Station, Southwark.

|

"I
Oil 3ih.p. Standard Bradbury, new, not taken, out

At.' of crate, owner cannot take delivery; accept
£43/10 for quick «ale.—Ewurt Morgan, 21, Bryan-
stone Ed., Crouch End, London, N.

GENUINE Bargam.—3ih.p. Ariel, spring forks, Bosch
magneto, B. and B.,' h.b.c. Whittle belt, adju.^t-

able pulley, very reliable; £17.—After 6 p.m., E. S.
Allen, Wandle Court. Beddington, Croydon.

BARGAIN.—Fafnir-Chater-Lea. 1911, B. and B.,
Davison's tauk, footboard, Chater spring forks.

2i Rom tyre, lamp, all &pare3, perfect order, only built
this year; £20.—Motorist, 53. Highgate Hi!l, N.

5-6h-p- Clinii-drivpn 2-cppprl

diTioTfc, fery iiuiw laed,

Cowey .^peedoTiieter : £55, a

8,590. The Motor Cycle Offices

lO'l Clv"'^ ^/gT-tect cfin-

eSTia jeary Kemp.shalls,
jargain: private owner.—
, 20. Tudor St, E-C

3ih.p. Brown, magneto ^iprinn forks, 2-3pe6d gear,
2 £18/10; 2ih.p. Hobart, 1911. nearly new, £25;

5-7h.p. twin, very fast. £17; 1910 Moto-Rtive, £17/10.—
The Croydon Motor Mart. 86. South End, Croydon.

"I
Qll Bradbury. 3;h.p., special picked engine, will

X«/ take sidecar anywhere, delivered in June, nut
done 600 miles, complete with lamp, horn, etv- ; sacri-
fice. £37. — Williamson, Sandy Cove, Sandfield Kd.,
Thornton Heath.

7-9h.p. V.S., 1910, 2 speeds B. and B., Lucas head*
light and generator, Mills-Fullord spring wheel

sidecar with magnificent art cane side entrance family
body, the whole of interior upholstered; 48 guineas.-
337, Burdett Rd., London, E.

1 Qll 3ih.p. ?-speed Humber and 8-guinea sidecar.
JLtf seat 2, spare tube and cover, watch, trip cyclo-
meter, Garrer whistle, automatic back rest, 2 lumps,
tyres like new. heaps of spares ; this machine was pur-
chased in May, receipt shown, been little used: £45/10
the lot; owner bought ear.—106. Carysiort Ed., Stoke
Newiugtou, N.

£45

£43

£38

SINGLES—(Soiled).

1911 3^ REX -

1911 3| T.T. TRIUMPH, run

only 100 Miles

1911 3^ HUMBER, Two-

Speed - - - -

1911 3J B.S.A. - - -

1911 3| ARIEL

-

TWINS.
i) 1911 7 h.p. INDIAN, Two-

Speed, BRAND NEW - £69

1911 6 h.p. MATCHLESS,
unscratched - - - £45

1911 6 h.p. TWIN REX DE
LUXE, Two-Speed, etc. - £48

5 h.p. PEUGEOT ROC, Two-

Speed - - - - £32

5 h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater Lea

Frame, Two-Speed, Magneto £23

REX—J.A.P.—1911 MODELS.
Full Specification on application.

We can give Immei-ate del very from
stock of Triumrh (free engine, Sta-dard,

and T.T. Tourist), Rex, Ari^I, Humber,
B.S.A., Scott, and Indian Motor Cyc'es.

We bave many bargains in overhauled and
guaranteed Motor Cycles, and shall be pleased
to post futi list on application.

Exchanges or Payment by Instalments.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—Only house foi great bargains and

quick deliverv of new 1911 macLmes you cannot

get elsewhere; agents for all makes, and makers of the

famourt Rev's sidecar and exhaust whiptle.—Only ad-

dress, 5. Heath St. Tel-: 2678 P-O-, Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD— 4:.h.p. F.N., good order, with all ac-

cessories; a bargain, only £18-

HAMPSTEAD.— 1910 Royal Enfield twin, complete/
with all accessories; special bargain this week, £20.

HAMPSTEAD-—3h.p. Centaur, B. and B., all acces-

sories, good tyres; bargain, £8-

HAMl'STEAD.—1911 Triumphs, free engine, T.T.

roadster, cr staadard f„r immediate delivery from

HAMPSTEAD.—1911 6h.p. racing Bat, abuost new,

not run 100 miles; only £48.

HAMPSTEAD— 1911 Rndge, almoFt new, with all

aci'essories, a fine machine; only £42.

HAMPSTEAD— 3.h p. 1910 free engine model Tri-

umph, with all accessories, £39; standard £58.

HAMPSTEAD.—5;h. p. N-S.U., magneto, and spring

forks, 2-speed gear, nice condition; £20.

HAMPSTEAD—5h. p. V-S-, magneto, and spring forks; .

£17; sidecar for same £7.

HAMPSTEAD.—8h p. 1911 Matchless, almost new,

fine machine; £45. with all accessuries-

HAMPSTEAD--3ih.P- 1911 Zenith, almost new,

soiled condition; only £48; with accessories-

-__PSTEAD.—1909 Moto-Reve twin, with :

giue, all accessories; £12, special bargain.

lMPSTEAD-—3hp. B-S A., condition and
new, requires cylinder only; bargain, £6.

lMPSTEAD.-1911 3ih.p. Premier, al

Cwndition. with all acces-^ories ; special bargam, £30.

lMPSTEAD.— 1911 Bradbury, like new condition,

with ai^cessories; a sidecar machine, £35, bargain-

Tsie

Famou
P.IVI.C.

Sidecar,

Coachbuilt,

£7 12 6.
A Car of

Beauty.

Wicker, ^^ A Car of

£6 2 6. Strengtli.

Olympia Show, Stand 108.

Write for catalogue and copies of testimonials.

THE
PDEMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

^ Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams :

" Primus, Birrainghain,"

JXAMPSTEAD.—igOg Moto-Keve twin, with 1910 en-

TTAMPSTEAD.—3h.p. BSA., conflition and tyiea like

XTAMrSTEAD.-1911 Sill.p. rremiiT, ^almost new

TTAMI'STEAD.— 1911 Brailbnry, like new^ condition,

HAMPSTEAD— 3!li.p. 1911 2-speed Hombei, almost

new, with acce->^OTies ; £45.

HAMPSTEAD.— 6Ii. p. Bat. 1911 model, splendid con*'

dition: only £tS.

HAMPSTEAD.-1911 3h.p. Lincoln Elk, slop-soiled' '

rnntliti.m only: special barcain. £26: all accessories.

RET 5, Heath St.. Hiimpsfcad, can gne imniedlat*;!'.

de'livery of the JoUoiv-ing 1911 macliines: . . ,

P.
and M.. 1911, in stock, 6h.p. Zenith, and 3ih,p*i.

Zenith. . J

BEADBUETS. standard, free engine or 2-sl]ced; im-,

mediate delivery ; no extra lor exteiided payments.

DOUGLAS, 1911 models, in stock: 2-speed and stand-

ards; no waitiuB; 5% extra for E.P, .
'

HUMBER, 1911, 3;h p., 2-speea and free engine,

luixiel ; immediate dciiTeiy,

"PJAT, 7-8h.p.. 1911. new. for immediate delivery; £fcO.

LINCOLN Elk, 3;hp., 1911, £34: or 2ih,p., £28/10;- -

110 waitint;- ' '

HANDY Hobart, Sjh.p. twin, 1911, oi 2Jh.p. ; no

waiting.

)TTS, --- . . .

delivery, no waiting: ; £U0.

RUDGE T.T. Standard and free engine, now in stock;

lie waitii'g.

BSA., 1911. 3;h.p., for immediate delivery; no wait
;

iiif: ; ±50 -'

'

ALL the Above for immediate delivery; terms, cash,

exchange, or extended payments.—Only address.
,

Key, 5. Heath St, Hampsteaa. Tel.; 2678 P.Q.
;

BAT July, 1911, practically new, done 600 miles,

Dnnlop heavy studded tyres, butted tubes, nnpnno-

tured, wcy, F.R.S. lamp, exhaust whi.^tle, l.'reni'h grey

hnish, everything guaranteed ; cost £60 take £48, no

offers.—Munyard, 120 George Lane, Lewisham. . :

5-7h p Twin Peugeot Motor Cycle, magneto, h.b.o^
1

ilabon clutch, spare tyre and tube, also forecai ;

for same, spare forecar tyre and tube new, horn, acety-

lene lamp and generator, spares, excellent condition;

£30.—Jcnkiuson, 108a, High St., Nottmg Hill Gate.

BEADBUEY, 3 'h.p standard, as new, horn, lamp,

mirror, new back tyre and belt, spare belt in case,

all tools and spares, any trial. £35; lathe. 4!in. centres, >

compound slide rc«t, aivensories, £5; set of overalls,

10/-. — Arthur Williaraa, \\aveney, Camborne Ed.,

Sutton.

QTJADEANT. 3!h.p . excellent condition, low. Brown
and Barlow, rubber belt, £10, oi offers; new 26x,2J

Continental cover, ditto Clincher, 26x2, 17/6 each; groo

-Miihelin, 26x2i, 9/-; plain coil, 5/-; trembler, 7/-,;,.

Bjuemel's accumulator, 5/-; all approval.-Ball, 49a, >

High St., Kingston.

INDIAN, 1911, 2-specd. free engine, 7h.p., enamelled

blue, with extra large tank, has not been 1.000

miles, climb anything, c-everal fittings above standaro,

with specially sprang Mills-Enlford sidecar with high

back, all tyres in good condition ; cost jnst on £100,

price £77, or near ofler--Apply, Jessel Chambers, Chan-

cery Lane, W.C.

QCOTTS, 1911, 33h.p., 2-speed gear, for immediate

A50 In, aiisiveiiiuj these advertiscviLnts it is desirable to vientlon "The Motor Cucle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEIUiii.H, Jate 1908. little used, £27/10: 1909

pi'^ton. petrol t;tp icr startini:. beat of lamps. Lorn.
2 spare tyres, 1 spare tube, new iliihelin ; owner always
abroad ahmt 6 months per aDnum, and ride- little wben
at home: now ^joinsr to India for long period—Aijply,
Colonel U-, L:idystuart, *<eybtidse-

WIN-PR>"'CI3I0N Motor Cydes.-Immediate deUverv
of 1911 model, Druid fork^. Bfi-^ch masneto. B.

:
and B. carburettf^r DunVp fyip^. £45/10: cash or

]
^adual payments. £2 montblVj trial by appointment

I

any reasonabli^ di-tunce—Jennmcr^, 268, H^rusey Rd.
I (near Public Baths). HoUoway, Lcndon.

ImOTTKNHAM—We have ftFowin? 1911 machines in
' X stock ready for immediate delivery Bradbury
! standard £38. free en'Mrp £54/10. 2--petd £55:
Hu'iiher 2--p('ed £50. TT twin, single .-p^ed 40Kns..
3-=peed. 50 srns. ; RudL'p-Whitwrrth. free en^'ine model.
£55: Triumph, i^tandard model. £48/15. MUlfcrd cane

' bodr f^ifle:.ars, £11 : Millford Herald sifletars. epns.—
128. Hii:it Ed.. South Tottenham. 'Phone: 1982 (foot

of Stamford Hill).

TOTTENHAM—We have fd'owinpr first-cla.*s sercnd-
hand mafhine^ for immediate disposal at bargain

i
prices: Humher, 1910. 2-'peed, ju^t returned irom
works, fSSr'Fafnir Simplex, 4Jh p . engine and mat:
neto just fitted, £27/10; 5h p. twin Kerry, free enpine,
and coaclj-hnilt sidecar. £20- 5'> p. twin Kerry, urn-:

neto. jiiat overhauled. £";0: N S.TT . 6b p twin, variabb-
pear. Chater-Lea 3ide< ^r. £33 . N S.U.. 2-speed cear.

, 6h.p. twin, as new, £28. Roc. 4h p 1910. 2-r^pcid

military model, ^prins; forks. £34 : Matchless. 8h.p
mov., twin ,T.A.P-, 2-spp'ed sear, sprinp fork.s, pood
Ein^le and ca^h; 3ih.p M M.C., iraeneto, new h.bc,
£20: Fafnir. 3h.p . Tiiai;neto. sprint; forks, £18/10. per-
fert, Chater-Lea; Moto^^'icor-be. 1910, free engine. jii/-t

home from makers as new. £'^5; F.N. lightweight. 1910.
2-3peed, very little iwed, £35.

TOTTENHAM.-128, High Ed. Thone: 1982 (foot

Stamford HUH.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

11 Rndge-Whitworth, 3 h.p., fixed engine, in stock;
£a8/15.-Moffat, Yeovil.

OTOU Cycle, complete less engine, hoop frame:
£3.-97. Wells Rd., Bath.

'.N., 4-ryl.. 1911 model, new July; £40. — Lieut,
Young, H.M.S. Carnarvon, Devonport

N.. 4-cyl., 1910 model, equal to new, not done 800
miles; £28.—ReynfOdi^. Broadwey, Dorset.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, free engine, perfect condition.
Whittle belt; 19 guineas.- Weaver, Broad St.,

Bath.

1 Q 11 Bradbury, hardly used, lot of accessories,
X«/ travelling bag; bargain, £38.—Jenkin. \\atering,
6t Austell.

LATE 1910 3'h p, Rn-dge, N.S.tT. 2-speed, perfect run
Ding order: £40.—No. 8.594, The Motor CycU

iOffice.1, Coventry.

TRIUMPH. 1911, Mabon clutoh. Cowey. lamp, and
all spares, as new; £53.—Lt. Bardwell, c/o Dan

Guy. Weymouth.

QUADRANT. 3'h.p.. iitted N.S.U 2-t=peed and free
engine. Whittle belt, good condition; bargain,

£8'10.-EurneU. Cheddar. Somerset.

PEUGEOT. 2h.p., magneto, h.h.c. Whittle adjust
able, very low, splendid condition and appearance:

bargain, £14; photo,—Napier. 10, Stanley Place, Em
bankment Rd., Plymouth.

FOR Sale, 2;h-p. V. pattern twin-cyl., 2-speed and fre-

engine Royal Enfield lightweight m.tor cycle
lowner has only ridden 56 miles on machine, everything
absolutely new, all accessories, lamp, etc. a beautiful
,to(tl in every way; only reason for sale, going in f(

i

jtricar; price £48, no offers.-Cox, 10, Gyllj-ngvade Ter
race, Falmouth.

19
M

P

19

i SECTION X.
[Scotland.

11 Clutch Triumph, new this month done less than
500 miles, perfect; £50.— Dull, Ladybank. File

IQll 2-speed Bradbury, heavy Kemp^hall tyres, splen
-*••-' did sidecar machine, not done 1,000 miles: £42
I—Dall. Ladybank, Fife.

TEITTMi'H. 1911, free engine, perfect condition, de
livered May: £43.—Capt. Trafford, 1, Lauristou

Park, Edinburgh.

ARIEL. 1911, 3'h-p..'free engine, variable gear, dr--

comj)ressor. spring seat pilhu, new July, done 700
miles: £41 —Robertson, ironmcnger, Wick.

5 h.p. 2-=pepd V.S . in perfC't condition, cost £69/15
July, 1910. £40. or npare*;t offer: al-^o Moto-Eeve.

£12 ; owner buying car.—Particulars. Gray, Glenyra.
Buckie.

11 ilh.p. Motogodille for sate, magneto requiring re-
J-4 pairing, otherwise in splendid running condi-
tion; can be seen if wanted. — Macfarlane and Son.
H(-:ensbur?b. Dumbartonshire.

SCOTLAND'S Larsest Motor Cycling Firm. - Don't
wait for month.s on vour new mount- \Ve can give

tamediate delivery of Itidim. Premier. Doughis, Zenit)).
B.S-A^. Ri'x, N 3. U,, and Lin- nin Flk. Bender; the^e, we
;trx,k P. and M.. Roc. and Nnrtm, and can supply any
^her make—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Rd..
b'diuburirh.

G. RAWS & SONS'
MOTOR CYCLE

CLOTHING SALE!
The end of the season is

approaching, and we are
deteimined to clear our sur-
plus slock at a reasonable
reduction of io%.

Looks neat and fccis

comfortable.

ALBANY
"STANDARD"

SUIT.
In grey-green or fawn double-
texture cloth. Guaranteed
absolutely waterproof. We
sell garments separately.
JACKETS <LY.—Double-

breasted, deep storm collar,

and special adiustable sirap
to keep out rain and dust.
Inside and outside wind cuds,
etc., etc. 1^1-, less lo'!;,,

1613
LEGGINGSONLY.—

Leather adjustable boot
strap, V-shaped gussets, and
paicnt dome fasteners to ex-
clude wind, rain, and dust.
Specially' shaped to protect
eyelet holes. 8/-, less lo',.,

T'3.
Complete Suit, 2^/-, less

10%. 22 fe.

Al any "Specfal" Leggings.
In grcy-grccn oi (a«ii double-tcxlure rlolh to nialch
"Standard" Jacket. Guaranteed absolulelv water-
proof. All latest improvements, and specially designed
to tome well up and protect the stomach from wind
and rain. Without seal 13/11. less 10%, 12 '6
With scat, including special convenience, is/ii. less
to": , i« '6. For Winter riding these "Specials"
are Indispensable. Buy now while prices are reduced.

Alliany

"All-Season"

«Iacl<et.

In grey-green double-
texture cloth only.
Double - breasted, deep
storm collar, and
inside and outside
wind cuffs. Guar-
anteed absolutely
waterproof. Fitted
with best deta-^h-

able flee e lining.

25/- each.

Being motor cy-
clists ourseK'es, we
found it very cold

riding in Autumn
and Winter, so
this jacixct was de-

signed specially for

allse-isons. Bysim
ply detaching the

|

lining, the coat can
be worn in Sum-
mer. It is a great

boon, and so great
is the demand, and
value so good that No Reduction is possible.

Wry ioarui a id coinjunubU.

Alliany "Guinea" Suits.
In double-texture waterproof cloth, 21/-, less 10%,
>9/-:

Advi:e to Purchasers.—^These goods are our genuine
stock, and every garment is guaranteed absolutely
waterproof. Should you not be satisfied, we will

refund amount paid if goods returned undamaged in

1, da^-s.

Terms.—Nett Cash with order. Send chest

measurement and length desired for Jackets, and
inside leg measurement only for Leggings.

Send for Catalogue and paiterns to—
G. FAWS & SONS,

Waterproof Clothing Specialists,

The Albany, Oldhall Street, LIVERPOOL,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MATCHL^^SS. 8hp.. new November, 1909. Chatcr-

Leu rit:id -^iderar. Wuittle belt. J.Ai' auTomutic
i-arhnretter. uriving tyre I'uulop roiturette, Nala 2-

-peed: £45 —Thos- BroLlcet. cycle a^ent. AucienKray,
Cum^iartli.

,/?h p. Late 19?9 N-S.IT- and sidecar, with 2-spppd gear
and tree en^cine. in perle t order, havinf: just heen

ret'irned alter a thorou;:lj overhaul by uiakers; price
£55. free on rail Edinhurtjh.—Ardoeh. Wilton Ud.,
i-dinbur^'h.

IQll Triumph. 3 Ih p-, free engine, new belt, new
J-t/ Mil lielin -Aqo\ studded tyre, overalls, tourine ca^e,

all ai-cHs. Dries, and sp;ire.>, a^ new: £50. nnt done l.OOO
.uiles: special rea-iou for disposal-—Ramsay. Gardenrose
I'ath. ilu.vbcle, jSMi.

3ih.p, Br;idbury, B. -and B.. h.b.c. new Whittle belt,

li new Fuller uccumulator and coil, qpw tubes and
i/res. (ootbourrt>. 'tand and carrier, tools, and pvtry-

;hint;. £15. take> any iiill, in thorough point; order;
iNo aide^ar. £3'10.—20. South St.. Armadale. W.
Lothian.

DOUGLAS. latest type Model D. in stock, 38 guineas;
•lili p. twin AU-you. perfei't ordei. sprine hirka,

£18: 2 ill p. liglitweijrht Ariel, guaruntppd »ruiid eoiog
t-rder. £10; stcoud-hand machine.-' laki-D in part puy-

iicnt of new ones, -ole asrent.* for Dou'„'Iii>, New Hud-
-on. and Zenith. enQuiries invited.—Dundee Motor and
Cycle Co., Nethergate. Dundee.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
rElUMPn. free ent:mt-. late 1910, perfect condition,

run 1.400 miles.— Hiseins, agent, Atbenry. Ireland.

Rri'GK. tree engine, ridden 90 miles: sellinc hecauBe

lot ul roud- too bad : £45. nearest ofter.—8,596,
rhe Motor Cycle Omres. Ccventry.

BAT-J.A-1*.. late 1910. only ridden tittle, spring

fra ue, -tpnng forks. Eom combinati~-n tyre». Wliittle

belt, machino in excellent order-—Toppin, Clara,

Kins'a Co.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
REXVTTE. in new roudition, all ae« tyres: prica

£25—Samud. Wern Ed.. Landore. Swansea.

9b. p. Invicta Tricar, a-evl.. Chater-Lfd frame. 3 sppeds:

£35 ; escbanfre good motor cycle.—255. EarUfleld

:d.. Wandsworth.

Sh.p Eexette Tricar, open frame, wlieel stecriui?, water-

cooled. 2 speedi. wants overliuuIiuR : flS'lO—29,
•'a?it St.. Barking

rEICAE. 4h-p. Stevens, tree engine, 3-apced, wator-

coolr-d. c.mmercial box fitted to front: £35. or

nearest ofler.— I'uyne. I'atk St.. Horsham.

PHIEXIX Tnmo Tricar, Sih.p.. 2 i.pced», lamp, horn,

lool-. etc., in -plendid order: price £12il0; ei-

lionse> innted.—Cordmiiley. Haslinsden Tel. : 2T.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, water-cooled, free enirino, 2

speeds, coach-built seats, ^-uaranteert perfect nm-

nma order: £18.-C.. 63. Barclay Ed-, Leytonst«ne.

9 h.p. Sinser Tricar, twin cyls.. wc, 3 -V'-Mf tcrward

and reverse, laiups and spares, in absolute aew ci.n-

liticn : sacriflie £45.- Apply. 9. Carver St.. Birmincham.

•3 1 h p Humber, 2-spped irenr, free ensiue cluKb,

•>2 perfect ronilition. handle startine. new tyres

throuchout. £15, barcain.-B. HuRhes, Netley St.,

South FarnborouRh.

LATEST 9h.p. Singer Tricar, water-e:olcd, twin en-

pine. 3"Peed, reverse. cc:irh-built, to carry 3 :
cost

£180 equal new f55.— Partii ular. from Wm, Else.

Mineral Water Work.-. Lea, Matlotk.

6h-p. Auto Tncai, £25; small 2-speed cear bx, brake

and dutch. £3. 10-12h p. A'Jama eofc-ine. perfect,

£18 pair side oi' lamps. 15'-. exchange for anythin.?

i-eful—31. St. Peter's mil. Grantham.

SlIAET Eeliable Chater-Lea-Steven Twin 6-Bh p. Tri-

car 3 speeds, rever-e, car drive, screen, 4 lamps,

pare, tubes, .over, valves, tool.-, etc.. just overhauled;

£40: want j'al— I'annell. The Chalet. Dunstable.

TOTTENHAM.—Tricars: 3jh.p. Triumph, water-cooled

sin'.:le-cyl. en'--iue, £15. 3 h.p White and Poppe,

'inele-cyl., water-conled. 2-.'pped Rear, £14.-Stamlord
Motor Co., 128, High Ed., Tottenham. Phone:

1982.

A.C. Soeiable. 1911, new July, hood, screen, front wheel

brakes. luRpaRe carrier, spare biiTI -ended tube.

1 aps twiN. etc., new steel studded tyre on back: owner

lenrins England; £85. — Craymead, High View Ed..

Sidcup.

FOE Sale, cheap, lOh.p. sociable tricar, 2-cyl. engine.

2 ~peeds auU reverse, wlicel .steering, handle start-

.ug. new gear box, just re-painted and upholstered- no

,'asonable uHer refused.—Lund. Court Works. Diggle,

Tear Oldham.

REX Tncar. 4!-5h-p.. w.c. bucket seats, 3 gears, climb

anything. 1911 B. and H-. .splendid running order,

ju^t overliauled. cylinder re-bored and new piston fitted,

'pw chain and sproi kel wheels, re enamelled: bargain.

£18/10—Carder, Northfields. Bridgwater.

SINGER Tricar, 9h.p. Eiley engine, twin cyls.. water-

cooled 3 speeds and reverse, late model, coach-

Nnilt, perfect order and new condition. £5 to £7 worth

-pares and accessories. 3 lamps, horn, 2 spare tubes,

etc.; expert examination invited: £42, or oner.—W. iu.

Sneezum Fore St., Ipswich.

In an-swerino these advertisements it is de.sirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A5I
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SIDECARS AND FOHECARS.
LIBEET? Sidecar, left, new Miclielin, aiiron; 72/-.—

7, Dyer's Hall Ed.. Ley.tonstone.

SID^OAE, new 28 cover; 35/-, or exchange.— 130.
.Tliurleigh Ed-, Clapham Common.

M

.Thurleigh Ed-, Clapham Common.

TOEPI'DO Side Entrance Sidecar, Cliater fittings,
never used; £6/6.-785, High Rd., Lpytonstoae.

SlDi.*. -J, new, immediate delivery. £5, m-iuding
raotoT cycle tyre.—Ees Patents, 276, Clapliam ltd.

SIDECAE, rijjid, good condition, good tyre and tube;
£2/17/6.—Cross. 93. London Rd., Southnark, S-±-

NEARLY New Wicker Sidecar, used only 120 miles:
£3 —W Holdstoi;k. Canterbury Rd.. aittingbourne.

SIDECARS, branl neiv, beautifully upholstered, fit

any luake: £3/1").—Rey, 5, Heath St-. Hampstead.

MliUIXEA. M.ntgomery. converted to fi^ed, new
tube, tyre; £?, nearest-—Lomax, 75, Beoley Ed.

Redditeh.

Sl'ECNQ Wheel Sidecar, cane basket. Palmer tyre

;

£4/15—R. and H., 202, Southampton St.,

Camh'-rwMli.

8 -(GUINEA Model Sidecar, Chater-Lea detacliable fit-

tings, brand new; £5/5.—Matthews, pawnbroker,
West Croydon.

TTTTCKEE Sidecar, nearly new, upholstered green, 26inW Continental: £3/16 -Madeiey, Cottcnham Lodge,
Cotteuhum fark Ed., Wimbledon-

PH.<J''.iVIX, little wear, almost new studded tyre,

26x2-i, ofl Triumph; £3/10. — Franco-British
Garuire. Yi'iung's Corner. Hamiuersmitli.

WICKER" Sidet-ars, direct from makers, upholstered
any t-olour, from 20/-- imiuediate delivery-—City

Bu-^ktt vvorkd. Jersey St., Gt. Aueoats, .uanchester.

NEW Sidecar, detachable fittings. Continental tyre, 6
guinea model, net even stiled ; £4/11, bargain

;

ex hange*-''cbnsidered.—Ellis, Victoria Terrace, Delpli .tiill,

Hahfax-

lliDLETON'S. wholesale, retail, export, sidecar
manufacturer'*; 12 mudels, 2-6eatcr6, commercial,

narri'W duurway^, etc.—Wataon St.. Newington Green,
Lt'i.dun. X. "Phone: 2126

SIDECARS: largest :«tock ; best value in England; all

bmlt of Chater-Lea littings-; prices, £6/10, £5/10.
£4(15; -^ei-ond-handH from £3/15, fitted free wMIe you
gait.-C A. Edgax. 123, Holloway Rd., N.

THE Pythian Sprint Wheel Sidecar (Morrison':
patentt is undoubtedly the most comfortable oij

the market; send for partit-ulars ; prices from £8/15:
Pythian motor cyL-Ies. £46/15-—Clarke Bros. (Leicester)
Ltd.. Lower Free Lane, Leicester.

SIDECARS.—A postcard will bring you illustrated lisi

of the best, cheapest, and most up to-date sideuar-
on the market, delivery from stock, trade supplied.

-

Jack Cairns, sidet;ar and fittings manufacturer. Grim
bhaw St Works, Preston.

MONTGOMERY Eigid Coach-built SiHecar, built t(

-.petial design, i..rpedo body, child's removable seat.
spi-cially >-pruiiir, very smart and comfoii^able ; cos!
£16/10. accept £10/10. or nearest ofier.-No. 8,591, Thi
Motor Cycle Om^ea, 20, Tudor St, iii.C.

TOTTENHAM.-Sidecars; 1911, nicely upholstered,
fit any machine. £3/10/6; quick detachable

£3'17'6: Millford Herald, £6/6; Mills-Fulford quick
detachable cane body, £11, in stoik.-Stamford Hil
Motor Co.. 128. High Ed., Tottenham. 'Phone: 1982.

PHCENTS Sidecars.—The makers of the famou<^
Phcents motni bit yctcs are making Phanix side

cars of high ^rade from £5/5 nett, complete with tyres:
fitted free ; sidecar'^ on hire, t^schanges made. - Phoeni>
Motors. Ltd., Motor Cyn-le Iippot. 736, Holloway Ed.
Iiondon, N- 'Phone: 449 Horn-iey.

GEEEN'S.— Have yon ^een thp Brighten sidecar? 1.

has a sp**!'!!]! franked ha^k f-tay. locp front, a<ijust'
able tt'lp-'copH tubM^i j-ljitt'dj. gnii k detachable joint,^.
complete with wpII niihoi-t-red biisket, apron, and fitter
with 26x2^ heavy -tiidd^-d .over nnd tube; price £6/e
book your ordi^r now.—Green and Co., 1,073, Chester Rd
Stretford, Maurhestcr.

WHEN You See an Oaklpigh Sidpi-ar you may kno\
it is the hall mark of pprftM-tion : wp cive yoi

the Tahie in the sidpcar; we don'1 wa-;te money ii

bi? diriplay advertisement-^ oi tnp-hattfd trentleinen wit
thousand pound -jalaries. oh, df-ar no: tljp proprieto:
works at the benrh himself; yon hecorne out fast frieni'
on the first deal; nttw don't delay, order your Onkleig'
Bidecar at once, we are uow bncking up next week'
orders; price £5, and nothing given away.—Oakleigi
Sidecars, Ltd., 65a, Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich.

This is

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
3 ill. p. Humber and Sidecar, splendid condition: £1;

2 —17. Grove Ed.. Soiitliend-on-Sea

6b. p. J.A.P., mairiieto, ur,d torpedo sidecar, perfect:
£30.-20, MilliMOd Ed.. Heme EUll.

JQ^l Scott and rildecar, practically new; cost £75,f accept "68.— Hniigb. Theatre, Walsall.

W-6n.a Res, free enpine, cane sidecar; £20; afic
' e.SOio'clock.—28, Grove Lane. Stamford Hill.

1 Qll .i-speed S^h-p. Premier and Sidecar, splendid con-1" dition ; l£60.—Mitcbell. 25, Francis ' St., Lecd.^.

T> DDGE,'! Sil.p., free engine, and sidecar: £50; will
J-^ * sell mttiDut siOj^ar-—0. CoUina, 5, Promenade, Erid-

Very Best.

The GARNER

M.C. ALARM
Bristles with Good Points.

3)C~ Beautifully Musical.

3S~ Alarm without Annoyance.
IK~ Heard a | of a mile ahead,
3)*~ Handy to Use.

Wr VEEY QUICKLY FITTED.
3I«- Solid Brass.
DP Best EnglishWorkmanship
3C~ De.ights all Users.

Riders are classed as knowing
something when they use -

The Garner IVI.C. Alarm.

YOUR good judgment needs expression.

Pric3 12/6 ISt^^eV'-"'- 12/11

Sole Makers

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

" DepcncMilo. Moacley." Bl RIVllNGHAIVI.
'Piionea- South 8 & 4.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6h.p. N.S.TJ., Bosch. ^Tittle, 2-ri)eed, nearly new,

Chater-Lea sidecar; £28/10.-85, Cliurch Ed.,
Willesden.

3ih.p. Rex and Sidecai, 1908, ball bearing engine,
2 ma-neto, juat overiiauled; £24.-785, High Jid..

Leytonstone.

4hp. Motor and Sidecar, perfect order, new tyres ; no
reasonable oiler relumed.—Salter, East _ Dulwicb

Grcre Laundry.
lyh.p. V.M- 2-speed, and sidecar, accessaries, and .^ipares;
' any trial; £48--Ltavies, Park View, I'ark Bd.,

Whitchurcli, CardifE-
"

1Q11 5h.p Rex de Luxe, special sidecar; £75; un-
-l-«7able tjilte delivery; doctor's orders; nearest £65.—
16. Colwyu Av., Leeds.

L.M-C , 1910^, 3ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, and side-:

tar, sp.endid condition, laiup, and spares.—19, St.

Andrew's Rd., Enfietd-

SALE. Twin Rex and Sidecar. 5-6h.p., B. and B,,
perfect ; £20, or exchange 4-4ih.p. single- — 42,„

Mill mil Kcl.. Acton.

6h.p. N.S-U. and Sidecar, twin, 2-speed, magneto, new
E. and B.. h.ij.c. ; what oilers P—Metcalfe, 103;

^^ueeu's Rd-. Bayswater.

3ihp. 1910 Trirmiph, with Mabon 1911 free engine^
2 and s.decar, not done 1,000 miles; f-lO.-PaxtonV

95, Causey^ide St., Paisley.

1 Q09 3Jh.p. 2-speed N-S-U-. magneto, perfect condi-
JLtJ tion, with side;'ar; £26/10; exchange enter-

tained.—Sinclair, East Mnlesey.

3ih.p. 2-speed Humber, 1911, with Lewis sidecar;
2 £40, lowest; trial by appointment.—Shelton, 10,

Uplands i'ark, Enfield. Middlesex-

\r-L-G- Peugedt, 5h.p., with sidecar, Bosch. Whittle,
-L^ spares, just re-busLed, a fine combination; trial;

£51—57, I'erntower Rd., Canonbury.

3 ill p. Cliater Rex. magneto, with sidecar, excellent
2 order and ccndition : £21, a bargain.—Stephens,

Jo 367. Brighton Rd.. South Croydon-

31hp. 1911 Aruo, clutch model, and sidecar, complete
2' witii lamp, horn, etc., and new tyres; 50 guineaa.

—Newsouie, Sheibourne House, Ccventry.

31.h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring fork. Whittle. Palmei
2 {new}. Peter-Union Ji-d.c, Mabon clutch, and

.sidecar, good order; £23.—Long. Crowle.

VINDEC SpeL-ial, 5-6h.p.. new Palmer cord bact^,
Montgomery sidecar ; £35 ; gcoQ going order.—

-

Fielding, 89 London Rd., Bromley. Kent- r.

f7'-9h.p. Pugh, chain driven, 2-speed, perfect condition,^

tjTes new, siuei.ar, too powltiuI for present owner;
what oSersi'—A.T-, 84, Buckmgjiam Gate, S-W- -. '

£24.—5h.p. twin Peugeot, Montgomery sidecar, Amat^
h.b.c, Kcmpihalls, Whittle belt, adjustable pulley;

luy trial.—40, Talfourd Rd., Peckham Rd., S.E.

5h.p. Roc-Peugeot, 1910. 2-speed, Druids, Bosch, B.
and B., F.R-S- and V. ana H. lamps, spring wheel.

-idecar; £38.-20, Priorv Gardens. Higbgate, N.

1 Q 09 7h.p- Minerva Twin, magneto, Mabon clutch,
'

Xi/ spring forks, ca.stor wheel coach-built sidecar, per-.

feet condition; £32/10.—Crisswell's Garage, Newmarket.

1 Q 1 1 3ih. p. Zenith-Gradua. Mills' Herald sidecar,

XJ/ Cowey. Lucas lamp, very silent, perfect order;

o<t £67 in May. accept £48.—Guinness, Guy's Hospital,
London.

POWERFUL 5h.p. Twin-cyl. Rex Motor and sidecar,

engine just overhauled by majiers, tyres on cycle

nearly new; bargain, £18-—C- Davidson. Dalston, neai

Carlisle.

P.
find M. Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 1908. 3ih.p., 2-

sppe<l gear, free engine, magneto, lately overhauled;
£38.—Fred Ntrth, 44, St<jney Lane, Eccleshill, Brad-
ford, iorks.

8h.p. 1911 Matchless, V.S. 2-'!peed. Brooks pan seat,

Cowey, F.R.S. lamp, rigid sidecar, new tyres all

round, perfc t running order; £75.—2a, Sidney Rd.,

rtockwell, S.W-

8h-p. J.A-P-, 2-speed. h.bc magneto, automatic car-
buretter, Jones speedometer, etc.. with rigid side-

bar, in perfect condition : £42.-79. The Grove, Green^ .

]

1,'ates, Bradford- I

INDIAN Twin. 5h.p-. verv fast machine, with a Chater*'
|

I/Ca sideiai. lamps, horn, and accessories, new back
tvres. evervthing in perfect order; £38.-21. Hampstead
-Hill Gardens, N.W.

NS-U.. 3ih.p-. Model de Luxe, and sidecar, 1911, i

fitted with 2-speed gear and free engine clutch,

lamp, and all accessories ; £25, or nearest-—Ellijtt, 10, ,

Mynors St.. Hanley

T>EX de Luxe, 5h.p., late 1909, Coronet sidecar, Roa
-tV 2 :^peeds. Druid forks, adjustable pulley, excellent

cjndition; £38.~Heeley, 9, Blenheim Gardens, Walling-
ton. Tel.: Wall 8127.

HUMBER, 1911. 2-speed, free engine, Mills-Fulford
sidecar fitted, new lust March, excellent condition;

bargain. £47; trial any time; -owner petting car.—218,
Cricklewood Lane, N.W.

1VT.S.U.. oh.p. 1911 twin, new condition, latest im-
-i~y provemeut.-^, extra heavy tyres, 2-speed gear and
froe engine, i-oni-hbuilt sidecar- £52 any trial —Eaplet
and Co., High St.. Acton.
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SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6h.p. Bronsh. Peugeot-Chater-Lea 6. Bo?(;h, Barlow,

smart, £29; 3ib.p. Humbpr, as new, £41; 5-6h.p.

L910 V.S. 2-^peeder, £33; sidecar, £5/10; eschangea.—
54 Eodenhurst Rd., Clapbam.

J.A.P-CHATER, 4h.r-, 1909, Bosch magnetD, B- and
B-, lin. Continental belt, new, adjustable puller,

lamp, etc., £28; with Pil-C. sidecar. £33.-No. 8,607,

The Motor Cycle OfliLes, Coventrr.

4-CYL. 5-6bp. F.N., h.b.c. central intake, tyres in

good condition, wicker sidecar, ready tor tbe road,

lamp, tools, born, etc.; pood reason for selling; £26-—
Meek, 140, Arcbway Rd.. Highgate.

TRIUMPH, free engine, new June, 1911, Mills-Fu!

ford torpedo front sidecar. Palmer cords, all un
pnnrtinrd. P. and H. best lamp, large born, as new:
£56—Fred Powls, Howden, Yorksbire.

1 Q 09 Twin Rex de Luxe, magneto, h.b.c, sprinp
X*/ forks. 2-:^peed. free, enpine. handle starting, am]
sidecar, jn,--t enamelled and overbauled at cost of £7

:

bargain, £29/10—12. Market Sq.. Hoisliam. Sussex.

3ili.p- L.M.C, August, 1910. 2 speeds, free engine,
2 sidecar, new May. 1911, brand new tyres, ncM

belt, P- and H lamp, all acce-;srries and ?pires: co?t

£58, accept £38-—Layton, 2. Fulbam Park Rd., S.W

5-6h.p. Matcbles^, 1911 type, 2 ppecds, free engine,

easv starter, twin belts all late-'t fittings, very Hw
sidenar. witb bood and sireen, very little used, in pert<=i i

condition ; £60 : trial.— Girling, Market St., N> oolwi^ ]j

"IQll Bradbury, 8 weeks old, and coacb-bnilt sidecar.
Xt/ "Wiiittle belt, new Kemp^ball beavy non-skid.

Camp born, spare belt, tube, and oil accesscries, equal

to new; accept £43—Wild, 19, Mayfair Gardens, EocL
dale.

ROO Cycle, with sidecar, 5-6b.p. Peugeot engine, twin
cyls.. magneto ignition, 26x2^ Palmer cord tyros,

in very g-,od order, general L-ondition excellent; owner
cot a car: would sacrilice for £30.-12, Tbe Broaai\!iy

Muswell Hill.

IQlO 81i.p- Bat and riirid sidecar, 2-?Deed P. and M
Xt/ gear, rubber and W-ittle belts, voiturette ba- k

tyre. Clair silencer, tooU, etc.. excellent condition; trial

run in sidecar; owner gtiing abroad; £55.—Southon. 220,
Jiruntsfield Place, Edinburgb.

8-lObp. Chater-Lca and ccncb-built sidecar, witb pid<

door, liood. aud wind screen, spring wheel, luggage
board, 3-speed gear box. cluti'b. drives like car: co;-i

£130 May, 1911, new; excbange for small car, or sell

£90: appointment— 141. Croydon Rd-. Anerley.

INDIAN". 7b, p.. 1911, free engine model, prartinalh
new, fitted witb Lucas lamp, Cowey indicator,

watch, mirror, born. li.b. lamp, and other u-^eful acre,-

sories: also MiiN-Fulford £14 '14 sidecnr: price £70. co-^t

£95.—Write M., 8,595, The Motor Cycle GlllLes. Coventry,

IQlO 8h.p, .TAP., CJ-.ater-Lea frame. Bosch. V.S,
J-U gear. Mat+shlpi^'i forks nnd adjustable pulley.
J,A.P. carburetter, Millford rigid sidecar, Davison taulc

: pump, aud drip oilers, perfect condition, tyres aa new
Shamrock co'ubination back, Ih Gloria belt; £60.—

,
Taylor. 26. Blakesley Av.. Ealing.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 8b p., J.A-P., with aiater-Lcn
conciihiiilt sprijig-wbeel sidecar, new 2 moutbi^

atra. King lamp and f:cucrator. Te-.tapboDe, speedmiifter.
Ensih luiigneto, and all late.st improvements, faultles.-*,

;

trial run allowed; cost rver £120. sacrifice £78/10-—
Garaged at Oi^'lander Girage, 1, Chouuiert Rd., Peck-
bam. Tel.: 744 New Cro.'^s-

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar, 7h.p. Fafnir, just thorongbly

overbauled; any trial.—King, Great Misscnden.

PHtEXIX Quad' ar. very good condition; £30 for quick
sale-—Particijlars, Ur. " Bainbridge, Brough, West-

morland-

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

TIGHT, low. tubular clia?sis. wire wbeeU. 750x80
J Dunlop^. equal new. 2 ppppd^. clutcb. cbain drive;

£20. or excbange.—Cowper. Kiugsley House, Fulwell.
Sunderland.

CARS FOR SALE
l"| Ah.p. Darracq Car, 4-seated, .smart body, bood, screen,
;-*-V lamps Stepney; price £55.—Birch and Harris.
Nuneaton.

/^?b,p. De Dirn Lacoste, splendid condition and equip-" mont; £50, motor cvcle part.—Hensbaw, wbecl-
wnght, Stockport.

6b. p. Rover, smart 2-seatp;
Humber. 2-=eater, £'.

bood, screen, £47: 6!h.p.
£30 : motor cycle part.—20,

I'otternewton Lane, Leeds.

J_lbp, Humber, 2 speeds, handle starting, water-
t:'2 cnolcd: ex'han're motor bike, or sell £9/15.-68.
\ anderbilt Rd., Wandsworth.

T^-^T!Y Pendent. 6h,p., 3 speeds, reverse, splendid eon-JJ ditiou: £18/10. bargain.—Stockport Garage, 37.
\\"!lington Rd. N., Stockpcrt.

f*h.p. iJe Hion Car. 3 'pceds and reverse, double bucket
*' .-eats, hood, wind screen, just overhauled, suit doctor;
'55-29. East St, Barking.

|

f?lip. Humber Car. dual ignition, hood, new tyres, I

Y .-pares, good running order: trial given; £25, com-
lete.—Suimnera, Wellingborough.

ESTABUSHED20YEAR5 IN "me HEART
OFTHETRADf

flCblMOREDEPOTli'
.— Birmingham.-

GOOD
Second-hands.

REAL GOOD.
CASH or

INSTALMENTS.
P.&M., iQii, new June, good as new,

cost £64 £60
PREMIER, 1911, 5 h.p. twin. Roc 2-specd
and MiUford castor wheel sidecar, good
as new . , .

.

£50
VINDEC. 1910, frh.p. twin, V.S. 2-specd

with sidecar, overhauled Sc re enamelled £45
BRADBURY. 1911,3^ h.p,, only ridden
about 200 miles . . , . . . , . £44,

N.S'U . 1910, 6 h.p. twin, 2-speed, sidecar
machine .. .. £39

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2} h.p., 2-spced, scarce,

good as new . . , . . . . . . . £42
SCOTT, loio, 3i h.p., overliaulcd, good

order .

.

. . .

.

. . . . £36
PREMIER, 1911, 3I h.p., free engine ., £40
BRADBURY, 1910, 3 J h.p., in good order £32
DOUGLAS, 1910, 2i h.p., standard model £28
REX 1000, 6 h.p., Irce engine, renovated,
overhauled and worn parts replaced by
Rex Co £25

TRIUMPH, 1907. 3I ll,P,. good condition £22
ENFIELD, 1910, 2^ h.p., overhauled,
neat machine . . . , , . .

.

£22
F.N. , 1909, 6 h.p., 4-cyl., overhauled .. £.8
MINERVA, 1909, 3J h.p., in good con.
dition . . .. .-, ,, ,. .. £19

Above are all Mag'"'e'to

Models, have been taken
down, thoroughly over-

hauled, and guaranteed in

satisfactory running order.

New

Machines

In stock

for

CASH or

instalment;

BAT.

DOUGLAS.
ENFIELD.

PREMIER.
MATCHLESS.
TRIUMPH.
NEW HUDSON.

BIRMINGHAIVI
35, COLMORE ROW.

And at 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High St., Leicester.

250, Stafford Street, Walsall.

CARS FOR SALE.
T5AEGAINS.

T TON fee Bargains.

CADILLAC, lOhp.,
tyrei^, dees over

running and reliable:

2-seater, real good order. Dunlcp
30 miles per hour, very qui?l

ie25.

WOLSELET. 6)i.p., 2-3enter, hood. Stepney, 4 lamps,
and horn, Guaranteed faultless conditina; £30

MERCEDES, 201i.p., low. sporting 2-seater. taiJi:r

bonnet and Grand Prix dash, magneto ignitiun.

Bleriot searchlight, excellent value: £85

DABEAC-Q. 8-IOh p., 2-seatci, 1910 model, shop-

soiled only, magneto ignition. 3 -speeds, live axle,

aew tyrei*: list price £135. my price £75

HTJRRY Up if yon want to secure one of these bar-

gains: call, write, or 'phone: trial runs any time.

TJiVEEY Car sold with a guarantee.

T>AET Exchanges Arranged.

U'AMPSTEAD Ed., 113. N.W.

"pHONE: 2056 North.

T TON. Lyon. Lyon.

rpCLIPSE.—14-16h.p. Ballot Taxi, gate change; £120

20-2Shp. Durrncq, two ignitions, hood;ECLIPSE
£170.

ECLIPSE.-lSh.p.
tnaL'iieto. Iirnfl;

-Vivinus.
£105

side entrance, 4-cyl-, h.t-

long chassis,
£95.

two igui-

ECLIl'SE,—28-36b p. Daimler, side entrance, dual ig-

nition, screen: a bartrain. £105.

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h.p. Darracn. 1909 model, excellenl

condition. 2 or 4-seater: £100.

ECLIPSE.— 20-32h.p Darracq, two igniti.ins, hood,
-rrMeii. Blilcn.lul order £1 5

ECLIPSE.—16-20.P. Argyll. 2-seater, dual ignition,

iKiDil. screpii; £115.'

ECLIPSE,-15hp. Darrac-n.

tions, hood, nice order:

ECLIP3E.-18-22h.p. Clement, lire axle, magneto,
side entrance; splenu... hire (:;ir; £90.

ECLIPSE.— 12-14b.p. Wolselcy chassi»rm-ov., suitable

fir lik-ht van. £30-

ECLIPSH.-10-12hp.
able car: £35.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p Dt Dion-Eegal, smart little 2 or 3-

stated ruiiaboul; £35.

ECLIPSE.-8-lOh.p. Darracri, 2-eyl., 2-seater, magneto,
hood, screen; bargain, £100.

ECLIPSE.—40h. p. Weigcl, 2-scater, racer, splendid

order; £140.

ECLIPSE Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld

Ed.. Wandsworth. 'Phone. 1135 Putney.
Station,

Gladiator, 4-seater, hood, reli-

L.S.WE.
'Phone,

15 minutes from Waterloo.
Earlsfield

/^h-p. Hover.

M.M C,
bargain, £30.-

9h.p.,

RENAULT 10-14h p. twin. 2-»eatcr, hoed, screen, per-

fect; £55. -Chauffeur, 4, Vining St.. Brixton.

6 h.p. De Dion-Swirt, 2-soater, hood, Str-pney; e-^chango

magneto motor bike—Pcmsel. Hemel-Hemp.^ead.

excellent condition; £55: modern light-

weight part.—68. Wellington Bd. N.. Stockport.

tonneau, good condition, little used;
Dark. 30, EarUlicld Ed., Wai'ds-

worth.

SIZAIBE 12h.p., Brooklands winner, 50 miles an
bom-; any trial; £100; Triumph part payment —

ijelow-

DAEEACQ. 7-9h.p., 2-seater. 2 ignitions, hood,

screen. Stepney perfect: £50; motor cycle part.—

Oswald Parker. Melbourne, Derby.

DTOX, 6h.p., 3 speeds. 2-«eater, good order,

lusgaee room at rear: £35; appointment. — 16,

Cornwall Av.. Church End. Finchley.

6ih p Humber. 2-seater, grand order: £25; exchange
2 for motor cycle, with cash, Triumph, Douglas.—

M.:FarIane Bus., 246, High St., I'crth.

OA-NMIAHD. 7-9hp., 2-cyl.. 4-seater, folding screen,

i hood, lamps, all complete, splendid order and con-

dition: accept £55.-Peaeock. 274. High Ed.. Balham.

jy^

4 speeds, reverse, side

inted green ; bargain,
Hatton Garden. Holbcrn.

M-18h.p. Humber Car. 4 cyls..

en-trance body, seats 5, painted^^greeii^: bargain

£30,—Murray. 37a. Charles St..

COBDTNGLET.—Eeinl 6;h.n., 3 speeds and reverse.

2-seater body. 3 lamps, horn, tools, etc.; a really

smart and reliable car. go anywhere: price £30.—Below.

COEDINGLET.-Darrncq. 6;h.p., 3 speeds and reverse

2-seater body dark green, really splendid. 3

lamps, horn, tools, etc: price £25.—Below-

AGNETO Motor Cycle taken in nart payment forM
In answerino these advertisements it is desirahJe to mention

I Cordingley, Haslingden- Tel-

;

' The. Motor Oi/eU."

2Y,

A5^
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CARS FOR SALE.

PALMER.—Bedelia cars. 56, 66, 88, 96 faineas

;

trials free.

pALMER.—Tlie home of the Bedelia, in stock; im-
•- mediate delivery given by

PALMER.—Every Bedelia supplied by me is tboi-
ouphly tested, tlius ensuriug satisfaction.

PALMclR.—Write, 'phone, wire, or, better, call, see,
-and try the Bedelia-

PALMER.—C.tmplete illustrated catalogue per return;
motor cycles taken part payment Bedelias.

PALMER.— 15h-p. Argyll, side entrance. 4-eyl., hood,
screen, j^ust repainted;" £95.

PALMER--14-16h.p. Ballot taxicab, magneto, gate
change, seat 4 in.side; £155.

PALMER.—16-20h-p. Eelsize, 2-seater, live axle, low
-built: bargain. £45.

PALMER.—40h p. trying Thomas chassis, dual, live
axle', just overhauled; cheap. £95

PALMER. -10-12h.p. Leader taxicab,
axle, seat 4 inside, must sell; £bO.

4-cyl., live

side entrancePALMER.-10-12h.p." Horley-Aster,
Hush-sided, live, axle, 2-cyl. ; £55.

PALMER.—9h. p. Jaclison. 2-seater, De Dion engine
dual ignition, hood; £75

PALMER.—24-40h. p. P.I A T., side entrance, magneto.
gate change, hood; bargain. £55.

PALMER.-30h.p. Napier landaulet, 6-cyl.,' uphol
stered Bedford cord, very silent; £145.

PALMEE.-16-20h.i
screen, new hoot

Rover, side entrance, live axle
musi sell; £85-

PALMEE-—25li.p. Motobloc, side entrance, magneto,
very roomy body; clearance, £55.

PALMER—18-24h-p- Leader, double landaulet, live

axle. 4-cyl., verv smart; £100.

PALMER.—40h.p. Mercedes, double limousine, Mer-
cedes h.t. plugs, gate, very handsome; £275.

PALMER.—25h-p. Gladiator, side entrance, dual, eteel
frame, hood, very roomy; cheap, £125.

PALMER.—7h."p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, live axle,
hood, requires tyres; to clear. £25.

PALMER—14-16b-p. Ballot lorry, carry 18 cwt» mag-
neto; £75.

PALMER.—30h. p. Darracq limonsine, aeata 6 inside.
lovely body; bargain, £115

PALMER— 15h p. Ariel semi-limousine, 4-cyl-. 7-

seater, modern : £55.

PALMER.—16-24h. p. De Dietrich, double landaulet.
4-cyl.. very reliable; £100.

PALMER—10-12h.p. Speedwell, 2-Beater, 2-cyL, witl'

box van at rear, suit traveller; £65.

PALMER.-16-24h.p. F.LA.T., side entrance, 4-cyl..

magneto, gate, perfect; £125.

PALMER. -20-30h. p. Beeston Humber, 1907-8. long
chassis, ht magneto; £125.

PALMER.—All above and many others, with hugt
stock of new and Becond-band accessories, epecia;

low prices, seen at

PALMER—L. N. Palmer's Garage, 9a, Trevelyan Rd.,
Merton Tram Terminus, Tooting. 'Phone 20f

Btreatham. 8 mimites Balham L.B.S.C. Ely. Ea.^j

terms ; exchangee.

6h.p. Genuine Dion Regal, mapneto and coil ignitions,
reliable and good condition, 2 new spare covers,

tyres good; £45.—Hubbard Bros., engineers, Basing-
stoke.

1 0-14h.p. 2-cyl. Darracq, 2 or 4-seater, £29; also 5
X-V hp. Swift car, Fafnir engine, 2-epeed and re
verse, £18 ; will exchange motor cycle. — Smaliwo^d,
Bilston.

NEW Orleans, S-lOhp
, 2-cyI.. 2 or 4-seater, live axle

3 speeds and reverse, splendid order; level ex
change for good magneto motor cycle.—96, Crown St.,

Ipswich. %

GOOD Little 10-12h.p. Speedwell Car, hood, screen,
detachable tonneau, condition guaranteed perfect:

must sell; take £30 for quick sale.—Williams, 12, Bel-
mont Rd-, Clapham.

8-lOh.p. Mass. smart 2-Beater, 2 cyls. 84x100. all

iiew grooved Dunlops, Lucae lamps, new Stepney.
spares, suit doc^tor; £65. good motor cycle part payment.
—65. Hilden St., Bolton.

1 Kb p. Hurnber, cream, tonneau, perfect running order
-LO hoed, screen. Stepney. 5 lamps, accessories; £100
or sidecar ccmbination part payment.— 7, Circus Rd
St. John's Wojd, London.

OREL. iOh.p., 1909. 2-Gyli, 2-seated, torpedo racei
hood, screen, overhauled, repainted, new tyres, ;

lamps: £80. or cfier; particulars and photo.—C/o Mj
Antclifle, Mattersey Hiir. Bawtry.

6h.p. Starling,
.
2-seater, high side doors,, perfect order

hord. screen. Stepney, lamps, and toolfl; muet be
sold, a genuine bargain, or would take 3ih.p, Triumph
In exchangR.—172, Upper Richmond Rd., Mortlake.

FOR

ANYTHING & EVERYTHING
RELIABLE.

^he Best Bargains in Motor Cycles and their
Equipment, you'U find

GIVE UNEQUALLED
SATISFACTION.

A choice stock of New
Machines of famous
makes always on hand.
A constant succession
of genuine Second-
hand Bargains always
on offer. Every ma-
chine thoroughly re-

liable.

Sole Agents, Retail
AND Trade,

London and
District, for the

A.J.S. LIGHTWEIGHT.

Let us send you List and
full details of this little marvel
of satisfaction and reliability.

Call and see oiir stock of New
and Second-hand Machinesj
including

:

19 II 3-J h.p. P. &M. 2-speed, just delivered £56 10
igri 2£h.p. DOUGLAS Model E 2-speed £43
igir 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE 2-speed, new £63
1911 3^ b.p. TRIUMPH, Clutch Model .. £55

MliMLLAMPS For OLD

A Speiial List

of Bargain s in

S e c n d-hand
I

Machines free

for asl(ing.

1000 FtooT Bean :

The Perfection of Motor Cycle Lighting

:

1,000ft. set, 68/6; 8ooft. set, 58/6.
TAYLOR'S NEW SEARCHLIGHT.

Genuine Mangin Lens. All British.

Lamp only, 21/-; Generator, one-way, 15/-;
Large size two-way Generator , 17/6.

Don't forget we accept old lamps of any make,
and give a most liberal allowance in part payment
of new.
TAYLOR'S HANDY EMERGENCY REPAIR LAMP.
A box holding Mirror, 4ft. of Tubing, and

Acetylene Burner for worldng off generator. In-

valuable for road repairs at night. Price 2/-

;

postage 2d.

A BAROAIN IN BELTING.
Special Offer to further popularise

TAYLOR'S CENTIPEDE BELTING.
Made of finest Chrome Leather and Canvas.

Best for bad weather. Very flexible. Every hole
eyeleted.

Usual Price. ^ 1 /6, F 1 /9.
5" 2/-, 1" 2/3, i J" 2/6ft.

Special Offer, 1/- 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/10
A trial will prove its superior efficiency. Our

SIMPLEX ALL-LEATHER BELT
Is unquestionably the most reliable belt ever
offered at a moderate price. Special sample belts

at, per ft., ^" 9d., f lid., £" 1/-, i" 1/2.
CARBURETTERS. Amac and Brown & Barlow
stocked. Second-hand Carburetters from 6/-.

Approval.
TRY TAYLOR'S FOR TYRES. Promptest and
most satisfactory. 10/- allowed for old covers of

TAYLOR'S SELF-CONTAINED SIDECAR LAMP.
A customer writes :

" The lamp is very satis-

factory, and is excellent value."
Price 8 '6, carriage paid.

REX SPARE PARTS.
The House with the London Stock, Retail and

Trade. Tell us your wants, we can supplv,

ASK FOR OUR 100 PAGE LIST of Useful
Accessories for your machine. Contains many
tilings you want. Copies sent free.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,

LONDON, W.C.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

10957 Central. " Dynametro, London.

ENGINES.
3ih.p. Avon, m.o.v., silencer, good condition, complste;

2 £4.-97. Wells Rd.. Bath.

6 h.p. Twin Eng-ine, new, with Amac carburetter; aacn*
flee £6.-8, Copeland Ed., Walthaiustow.

3ih.p. White and Poppe Engine and silencer, perlecij
2 £6/10.-17, Lanacroft Rd-, E. Dulwich-

£6/10.—3ib. p. Raleigh. Fafnir engine, powerfn! and
speedy.—Cosserat, Vale View, London Bd., Bath.

3ih.p. Wolf Engine, Amac carburetter, coil, and 2
4 accumulators; cheap, £4/10.—Borland, Preston-

pans.

R"EX Engine. 3Jh.p,, less flywheel and exhaust pipe,

new cylinder ; £2.—Payton, 11, Balaclava Ed.,
iving's Heath.

41.h.p. 4-cyl. F-N. engine good condition, suit moncv
2 car or boat- £6; exchange single-cyl., or gramo-

phone and cash.—Lee, 24, Farleign Ed-, Stoke New-
ington.

ENGINES. - complete with carburetters.—2h.p.^ Quad-
rant. £2; 2^11, p. Brown, m.o-v-. 50/-; 2ih.p. D8

Dion pattern. £2; 3^h.p. Eex, 50/-.-Smith, 205, King :

St.. Hammersmith

6hp. Twin-cyl. Water-cooled Fafnir Engine, with

pump, ball bearing Boscli magneto, and silencer;

perfect condition; offers—No. 8,598, Tlie Motor CycU
Offices, Coventry.

6-8h.p. Twin Engine, complete with carburetter, splen-

did condition, £6/10; 5h.p- twin Ees, for magneto,

new, £8/10: 3h-p. iJrown, £3: 2ih.p. Minerva, £2/10;

5ih.p. Rex, £2/i0.~Murray6, 37a, Charles St., Hatton
Garden, Holboin,

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
Two Accumulators, nearly new, and voltmeter.—Cad-

well, 93, Upper Ricliinond Ed-, Putney.

IEIDIDM CliamrKin Contacts, warranted pure, fitted

return post 1/6 each; screws for Boscli magnetos,

3/6 pair—Williams,' 15, iV^ellinston St , Wbolwich-

MAGNETOS. Coils, and Accnmulatora repaired; re-

magnetising, re-winding, re-platinising ;
repairere

to trade; catalogue.-Tiic High Tension Co., Brownlow
Worka. la, Guildford St., London 1409 Holborn.

JEBEON. registered 2,91.298, greatly superior to

platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, rcckers,

coilfi, cures misfiring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws lit

Bosch magnetos, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised, 2/6

each,

JEBEOjST Contacts used by Messrs. Collier Bros., Col-

ver, Martin, in making world's records ;
JebroD

fitted return post.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Ed., Plumstcad,
Kent.

*ifAGNETO, Coil, and Accumulator Repairs.—Be-
i-Ti winding, remagnetising, etc. ; dynamo and motor
armatures rewound ; all work guaranteed.—Torrance and

Ruubaken, Nelson Works, Back Nelson St., Oxford
Ed., Manchester. TeL : 1368 Central,

TYRES.
"DASTONE'S. London, for value in covers and tubei.

BASTONE'S.—New motor cycle covers, ribbed pattern;

wired cdge-26x2, 11/9; 26x21, 12/9; 26x21,

13/9; 28X2, 12/6; 28x2i, 11/6; beaded edge—26x2,
13/6; 26X21, 14/6; 26X2J. 16/6; 28x2, 14/6; 28x2i
16/6,

BASTONE'S.—Great bargains in rubber-studded heavj

covers, wired edge; 26x2, 14/-; 26x21, 15/-; 26x2J,
16/-; 28x2, 15'-; 28x21, 16/-; beaded, 1/- extra.

BASTONE'S. — New Michelin, Michelin. Michelii

covers, brand new and latest pattern ; wired edge-
26x2. 12/3: 26x21, 14/-; 26x24, 16/-; 28x2, 13/-;

beaded edge-26x2, 14/8; 26x21, 17/-: 26x2{, 21/-;

28x2 16/9; steel-studded covers, wired edge—26x2i,
54/6 ; beaded edge, 56/ i

BASTONE'S—Tubes with valves, best quality, aoS

guaranteed: 26x2, 8/-; 26x2-1, 8/6; 26x2i,-9/-;

28x2, 8/6.—Bastone's. 215 and 217, Pentonville Ed..

King's Cross, London, N 'Phone: 2481 North. T.A:
liastone's London.

TTEES Eepaired by H.F. process; studded bandl

fitted.—Marshall, 117, Shacklewell Lane, Dalston,

London.

KEMPSHALL Heavy Anti-skid Cover, 26in.x21iiL

unused; 32/6.-N0. 8,592, The Motor Cycle Offlccs

Coventry.

TATLCE'S^—Michelin, 1911, guaranteed new stock

26x2, W.O., 12/3, 21 14/-. 21 16/-; beaded, 14/8

17/-, and 21/-

TAYLOE'S Offer 10/- for old covers towards new 2
'

Continental rubber non-slrid and Peter Union twn
,

rib- Palmers, Clincliers, Keutpshall, and Hutchinson cj

-tocked-The Tyre Stockists, 21a, Store St.. Tottenliai! (

Court Ed., W,C.

DUNLOP Wired Edge Covers, 26x2, also 26X2.
not rnn 100 miles. 13/6 each; approval.—3(

John Bright Bt-, Birmingham.

MOTOE Cycle Ihcnvyl Eubber-studded 26x21 Cover

20/-; approval against cash. — Scottish How
Agency, 167, Morrison St., Edinburgh.

CLINCHER Eubber-studded (clearance) Covers, 26)(

23/-. 2; 25/-; Dreadnou^'ht studded, 26x2», 30/

A Won ribbed. 26x2, 15/6: tubes, 26x21, 6/-; nppr(W

against cash.—Scottish Motor Agency, 167, MorBW
St., Edinburgh.

A54 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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British Motor Cycles and Colonial
Conditions.

COMPARATIVELY few makers realise the big

field and possibilities abroad for the sale of

motor cycles. Further, it is'the vastness of our

overseas dominions that causes it to be a most
difficult matter for those manufacturers who are

ready and willing to cater for motor cyclists abroad to

know the exact requirements of each country. This
issue of T/ie Motor Cycle, containing as it does valuable

experiences and opinions of readers spread over all

parts of the world, will do much to clear the air and
possibly pave a way to a profitable business to home
manufacturers, and yet delight the colonial by attention

to his not unreasonable demands. Though a different

model is not necessary for different countries, it is

obvious that a motor cycle which will suit the roads

and climate of India is frequently found wanting, say,

on the veldt of South Africa.

In India the trunk roads are excellent, and the

climate, although exceedingly hot at certain seasons,

is not too hot to prevent air-cooled engines giving good
results. On the arid plains of South Africa there are

often only apologies for roads, and what track there

may be is strewn with boulders. Consequentlv a crank
case clearance that is ample for good-class Indian
roads may be insufficient for South Africa. These
varying conditions call for a divergence in de.sign which
makers may well be excused for shelving for a com-
promise. Some have introduced special colonial

models, which have found a ready sale; others are

content with their standard pattern, and with care this

is found to give good results, although the corre-

spondence published in this special issue proves the

necessity for some modifications in design, if not

drastic changes, if our overseas readers are to be
satisfied on every point. A perusal of the criticisms

in this issue will form a useful guide to the prospective

buyer as to the machine he wants. The opinions are

also of general interest, as all riders find pleasure in

following the doings of colleagues in countries abroad.

One phase of the movement which we have par-

ticularly noted in reading letters from correspondents

in far-ofl lands is that dissatisfaction exists as to the

business methods adopted by some makers at home.
We are told that enquiries are often referred to a very

subordinate agency where the proprietors know little

about the machines they are ready to sell. Colonials

also grumble that few makers mention prices in their

announcements to prospective foreign purchasers,

and many weeks are wasted through this omission.

It must not be supposed for one moment that the

standard British mount is totally unsuitable to

colonial conditions. As has been stated, it can
be used in many countries without alteration, and, as

a matter of fact, practically every standard British

make would give the greatest satisfaction on inferior

colonial roads, provided the following simple altera-

tions were made : 28in. wheels fitted to increase crank

case clearance, stronger tyres of larger section,

stronger rims and spokes, more perfect and stronger

spring forks and saddle springs, belt rims lin. further

from the ground. It is almost needless to add that

change speed gears are generally desirable and some-
times indispensable, and low compression engines aj:e

of immense advantage.

, At present the demand for motor cycles slightly

exceeds the supply, but the circumstances may be
reversed before long, and the alert maker and dealer

will reap the' rew'ard of enterprise.

A23
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The Motor Cycling Conditions

in Northern Nigeria.

ON the first occasion of Mr. Walter Wethered's
visit to the tin fields of Northern Nigeria lie

took with him a push-bicycle. On his third

visit he took an A.C. Sociable fitted up complete with

a hood and screen—the latter subsequently dispensed

with—but the machine was not in any way specially

built for the journey. Roads are few and far between
in that part of the world, and progress had to be made
over the tracks worn by the feet of the native carriers

in their passages to and from the tin fields. The rear

,
wheel of the car followed the track, but the side wheels
were running in grass several feet high. Swamps were
encountered, and on numerous occasions a way had
to be cleared for the A.C. by means of picks and
shovels by the accompanying natives. At times, too,

the car had to be carried entire by the natives over
particularly difficult places. When roads were en-

countered they were not of an easy-going character,

as may be gathered from one of the accompanying
illustrations. Progress was consequently slow, but

Mr. Wethered found it .'much more comfortable
sitting under the hood
than the alternative he
had previously tried of

riding horseback unpro-
tected from the blazing

sun. Despite the heat and
the fact that the whole
of the journey from Loko
to Keffi, a distance of

seventy-four miles,

done on the lower gear,

the air-cooled engine did

not show any symptoms of overheating, and gave no
trouble whatever.

How Time was Saved.
In order to have an ample supply of fuel, Mr.

Wethered had shipped out to Nigeria 150 gallons of j

petrol, which was carried' from the steamer up to his
'

camp by natives. A large crowd of natives witnessed
'

his start on the machine, which carried his bedding,
:

but ho particular excitement was occasioned by what
must have seemed to them an uncanny affair. Although
Mr. Wethered himself is not a lightweight, the car

carried him and the mine manager, Mr. E. H.
Nicholson, when on the tin fields; and as. an instance

of its utility Mr. Wethered states that, whereas by

ordinary trekking it took some eight days to travel

from the headquarters of the field (Naraguta) to the

nearest railway station (Rigachikun)—a distance of

over 100 miles—-the manager made the trip on the

handy little three-wheeler in a day and a half.

Mr. Wethered left the car on the tin fields, and

suggests that the various mining companies should

supply their managers

with cars in order to en-

able them to mo'S'e from

point to point on their

estates more easily than

can be done by the present

cumbersome methods of

travel. So successful has

the machine proved that a

repeat order has been re-

ceived bv Auto-Carriers,

Ltd.

(2) Crossing Shika River Drilt. (I) An A.C. sociable ontside one of

tlie Government rest houses.
,3) In camp at Lafon, Nortliern Nigeria.
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$HOULD IT BE.OF SPECIAL DESICjN?!

As a corresponaent pointed out recently, "it is a
mistake to lump all the colonies together, and
imagine that the riding conditions are identical

in all the oversea continents. Without doulit there are

large areas in most of the colonies where a standard
British tourist machine will almost ideally ''

fill the

bill "
; there are other areas, larger and more numer-

ous, where the standard home types arc . seriously

defective. It seems to me that the harassed manu-
facturer, who wishes to cater for the export deinand,

should be content with one conviction. He should
realise that the riding conditions are almost uniformly

more severe in the colonies than they are at home;
he should think out the details of these severe condi-

tions in every aspect ; and he should modify his British

patterns to suit.

In inviting him to tackle this process, we are only

asking him to do what he has already successfully

achieved in other directions. When a maker resolves

to enter for the T.T. , or the Six Days, or the Scottish

Trials, he realises his machine will be more severely

tested than it is in the hands of the ordinary customer,

and he modifies his pattern acconlingly. For instance,

some firms who competed in the Six Days have
already made mental notes of necessary improvements.
They have decided to fit stronger rims, heavier spokes,

thicker tyres, and lower gears to the 191 2 models. In

addition to these general changes, several minor de-

tails, peculiar to the individual make of machine,, have
been noted for strengthening. A similar process, aided

by keen and thorough imagdnation and by the com-
plaints of existing customers overseas, will produce an

A SO-CAILED ROAD IN VICTORIA, TEN MILES

efficient colonial model. I have never ridden in the

colonics, but in this article I propose to apply the

imaginative solution to' this special problem, classify-

ing suggestions under the normal heads of a speci-

fication. ^ ' '

Engines.—Certain engines give tolerable satisfac-

tion in England, yet will never do for the colonies.

They are engines which will not stand being "over-

driven,'' which cannot be run slowly, and which do'

not' maintain their power. " Such engines are dis-

appearing from the. home -market, but they suit the

tamer breeds of home user fairly well, and a few con-

tinue to exist. -./;:
In some colonial areas ah •engine has to climb hills

many miles in length, and. therefore an engine which
soon grows tired of full throttle will never do. A
colonial rider may have to pick his path at eight or

ten miles an hour over rock-strewn tracks, narrow
rutty trails, or sand patches for miles together; and
thus it is essential that his engine must be capable of

firing regularly at slow speeils, and of climbing short

pitches of steep gradient vit.liDut rushiiu/ tliem. This
question is not solved by fitting a variable gear; it is

a bigger problem to make an engine that can keep
going indefinitely on a 10 to i gear than to make an
engine which will run slowly on a 5,'-2, gear. Finally,

the colonial rider is by no means always a mechanic,

and he may li\'e hundreds of miles from a capable re-

pairer ; therefore the engine must maintain its power
for long periods.

To export engines which grow tired, which will not

run slowly, and which rapidly lose' their power, is to

FF.OM MELBOURNE. SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Very few motor cyclists have any idea of the alrociously bad roads their brethren " down utder" have to put up with. The surface illustrated is not unusually
bad for S. Australia, the roads in that part of the world being all more or less in this condition. The eood roads are very few and lar between.
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The Ideal Machine for the Colonies.—

ask for unpopularity and loss of trade. For most

colonial districts the engine clearance must be in-

creased; one Australian rider of my acquaintance

fastens a thick strip of felt, such as is used for type-

writer pads, under his crank case for an additional

safeguard.

Wheels.—A Scotch doctor who uses his machine
all the year round in the Highlands recently wrote

a lurid indictment of standard wheels to a lay journal.

If standard wheels are too weak for Scotland or for

Yorkshire, they are too weak for the colonies. The
rims and spokes cannot be too strong. The wheel
bearings cannot be too waterproof, and their adjust-

ments should be accessible and dust-excluding. The
colonial rider has to take out his wheels far oftener

than we have, and he does not want to reset his

cones every time he removes a wheel. The wheels

should be as easily detachable as possible. It is a

simple matter to design a wheel so that it can be
removed and replaced within ten minutes ; why boggle

with stupid designs which require two hours? The
tyres should be 2 5^ in. reinforced. The mudguards
need wide clearance ; if the clearance be small, as in

some cases at home, the wheels get jammed with mire,

and small stones lodge between guard and wheel, and
rip out spokes.

Carburetters.—Colonial carburetters need to be
as simple, as dustproof, and as little sensitive as pos-

sible. On bad going nobody cares- to be bothered
with hairtrigger levers, which may be an actual

attraction on dull smooth roads. The dust in India,

for instance, baffles description, and soon pulls down
engine tune; thus the air intakes should be safe-

guarded by their position, and by a proper air filter,

easily cleaned. The vaporiser needs a huge range of

extra air, when we consider the variations of tem-
perature and altitude which colonial riders have to

face. I should say that the 1912 carburetters with
their' variable jets and variable choke will prove
ideal.

Ignition.—Nothing can be better than the standard
high-tension magneto. It should be absolutely water-

proofed, and it should be timed on the slow side.

Most makers time their magnetos a shade too fast for

the home market. I find that to set the firing point,

say, 2 mm. back down the stroke usually gives greater

ease in starting, better climbing (especially at slow
speeds), and almost the same maximum speed.

Valves.—^The exhaust valve bears the brunt of the

heavier work an engine is called upon to perform
overseas, and therefore the exhaust valve should be
above suspicion, and should be as accessible as pos-

sible. An engine which constantly breaks exhaust
valves (and so punctures pistons) under home con-
ditions will not do for the colonies.

Transmissions.—^Colonial work is very severe on
belts. In many districts dust puts the leather belt

out of court, for glazing is so rapid. Heat, water,

and slow running reduce the efficiency of rubber belts

;

further, if the low gear be of a type which necessitates

a small engine pulley, a belt of small section is

implied, and a narrow belt does not last long in this

country, when it has slow running (i.e., jerks at the
fastener bolts), water, and a lot of climbing to con-

tend with. A big belt will not do for low gears

obtained by reducing pulley diameter. Whatever may
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be true of England, the chain is apparently more
favoured by colonials, and I -think I must add the

encased chain, when we remember the dust nuisance,

and tropical rains and water-splashes and fords. Per-

sonally, if I could not find a perfect chain system for

export, I should choose a belt-driven machine which
gave a low gear without a small engine pulley, and
I should' fit as wide and deep a rubber belt as I could
obtain. By the way, ^^arimr ca«i?7.(; does -very well

for the front chain, but is not much protection for

the rear chain. A skeleton case suffices to keep a

front chain almost free ''from dust* and wet and mud;
but a skeleton rear case only serves to prevent rain

running off the upper arcs of the tyre and guard on
to the chain.

Gears.—The colonies are best suited by a variable

gear of a rather special type. To . begin with the

colonial rider is not infrequently baulked half-way up
a severe hill. He therefore asks to be able to restart

his engine. He does not want to run the machine
down bill, throw out the clutch, turn round, and re-

engage the clutch; nor does he want pedals, which

Scene at the Consuma Ragguaglio hiU-ciimb, recently held in Italy. The
winner, Mr. Fe'ici (3J Triumphi, who covered the course of 16 kilometres in

16 min. 7 sees.= 37 miles an hour.

are sure to suffer in his somewhat numerous falls.

Further, he wants a very low gear indeed for

emergencies.

In South Africa, for instance, he is sometime? faced

by very severe short grades when climbing out of a

river bed ; and he may have no starting space apart

from the gradient. Secondly, he may often be faced

for miles with surfaces too bad _ for top gear ; and it

is not good practice to run a machine for miles on a •*•

10 to I gear, as several of the trials men learnt over

Tan Hill last August.

A three-speed gear seems to be indicated, with the

middle gear as " normal " ; and if an adjustable pulley

gives him considerable variation of all his ratios, so

much the better. If he is limited to a two-speed gear,

the bottom ratio must be extremely low. The gear

should not interfere appreciably with the removal of -.

the back wheel, nor should it be liable to damage in

the event of a fall. This especially applies to the

control. Then, of course, the innards of the gear must
be absolutely reliable. A deranged gear may spell -

absolute inability to complete a journey by any route. :.'
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The

(^dUm Wins

THE BIG EVENTS
OF THE SEASON-

.
March 25th FIRST OPEN RACE MEET AT BROOKLANDS

7 h.p. INDIAN Scratch—First.

April 15-1 7th. LONDON TO LAND'S END AND RETURN
RELIABILITY TRIAL. 7 h.p. INDIAN First,

and Winner of the Jarrott Cup.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH RELIABILITY
TRIAL. INDIANS secured Six Gold medals and
Special Gold Medal for return journey with sidecar

INTERNATIONAL TOURISTTROPHYRACE^
INDIANS First, Second and Third.

A.C.U. KILOMETRE TRIALS, DOUGLAS
PROMENADE. 1,000 c.c. Class, INDIANS First

June 2-5th.

July 3rd.

July 4th.

and Sleconc

July 8th. M.C.C. BROOKLANDS MEET. 7 h.p, INDIAN
wins 27 Mile Cup Championship, and the Harry Smith
50 guinea Gold Cup.

July 15ih. INTERNATIONAL WORLD'S CHAMPION-
SHIP RACE MEET 7 h.p. INDIAN winner.

And so on. Wherever you find big events you will find the INDIANS amongst the winners.

Send for Catalogue giving full specifications and particulars for export to

THE HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
178. GREAT PORTLAND STREET,
LONDON, W.

Cables :
" HENDIAN, LONDON."

Codes ABC 5th edition and private.

In answering this adverli cuts it is desirahh to mention " The Motor Cycle." A19
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BROOKS
There is no name of equal value in

the matter of equipment

—

No name with an equal reputation-

No name equally familar in every
corner of the World of Wheels.

The

Saddles
that bear it are the product of a
vast experience—
They embody features unique in

value and comfort-giving qualities,

and

—

Not the least of these is THE
ORIGINAL AND ONLY
GENUINE COMPOUND SPRINGS

These totally absorb vibration, yet,

by their compensating action,

eliminate entirely all tendency to

bounce

—

And that's only one of many merits,

yet, to the rider, it means a certain

and unequalled satisfaction

—

and Bags
that bear that name are the result

of a careful and sustained study of

the Motor Cyclist's every need

—

They are made of the finest

m.aterials

—

They are absolutely weather-proof,

and

—

They offer unequalled facilities for

the conveyance of all the impedi-

menta of the tour

—

And those, facts should inauce you

to ask us for further andjullcr par-

ticulars.

Will you do so ?

jr. B. BROOKS &. Co., Ltd..

9, Criterion 'Works.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

THE BROOKS COMPOUND SPRING
MOTOR CYCLE S.'iDDLE—B104.

A most luxurious saddle of great strength and com-

fort, specially designed to give a low riding position. The leather top

is made from an extra stout superfine quality leather and perfectly

shaped. It is supplied either with plain or padded too.

THE BROOKS COMPOUND SPRING MOTOR CYCLE SEAT-B2S0.

Low built and of extremely comfortable proportions, this seat is specially

designed for motor cycles of the non-pedalling type. It is so constructed

as to ensure that the position of the rider is quite clear of the cantle

plate, the peak being very small, and supported by an exceptionally easy

spring.

THE BROOKS MOTOR CYCLE PANNIER BAG—B466.

Made of best brown waterproof canvas on special three-ply boards and

leather bound. Two leather pockets are fitted on the tront, and oil and

petrol can pockets on ends. A stron? English lever lock secures the

lid, and the bag-is fastened to the stays by means of steel clips,

made also in best selected leather.

It is

i.?0 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Ideal Machine for Ihe Colonies.

—

Frame.—The standard British frame is almost

always strong enough for solo work, and the only

modifications are those which follow from increased

crank casf: clearance.

'

Springing.^—The machine should undoubtedly be
sprung fore and aft, or at least as to forks and saddle,

in which case all nuts, bolts, and fittings should be
robust, and if possible the nuts should be castellated

and split-pinned. The springing should be designed
for had bumps. The normal English springing is

designed for slif/hi inequalities of surface. When faced

with really atrocious surfaces, it is apt to bounce,

clash, or may in severe cases collapse altogether.

Control.—^Flexible wires are entirely reliable for

light work, such as carburetter and ignition control

and valve lifting. In theory they are adequate for

heavy work, but in practice they give a lot of trouble—^possibly owing to unskilled fitting ; at any rate,

dozens of brake wires pull through or snap. For colonial

work I prefer rod controls for the brakes, and ])er-

sonally I should fit duplicate control to the valve-

lifter, e.ff., by pedal and handle-bar. lever.

Tanks.—The standard oil tank holds oil for 400
miles, which is ample. The standard petrol tank only

contains fuel for about 100 miles, which is utterly

inadequate for many colonial areas. A two-gallon

petrol tank is advisable, and it may well be larger

still, so as to avoid " splitting " a can. Oil and petrol

filters are desirable, and the oil pump should not be
experimental.

TooLB,A.GS AND CARRIER.—" Toy " toolbags are well

enough for home use, but the colonial rider must carry

a larger kit of tools, and a full range of spares. He
must have at least two large bags, so fixed as to leave

a large carrier entirely free for other luggage. The
fixing of the bags must be absolutely vibration-proof.

Two flimsy clips and a thin strap are no good. I

have found that D nuts with a bent plate are quite safe.

FoOTRESTS.—Two pairs of footrests (u la T.T.
model) afford four changes of position. They should
be strong enough to take the brunt of a fall off the

machine, soft enough to be easily straightened, and
above all they should be attached independently, so

that damage to them does not involve a smashed
silencer or magneto drive. Any control pedals should

be mounted oti separate lugs, at such a distance from
the rests that a bent rest cannot possibly hit them.

Brakes.—No band brake can long retair a good
surface when it has to face unlimited dust and wet.

The belt rim shoe, when perfectly designed, makes so

perfect a brake that no other is needed, and the

elements of a perfect design are public knowledge. I

hojie to see chain-driven machines uniformly fitted

with this brake before long; if the shoe works inside

the groove, it offers no hindrance to removing the

wheel. Some front rim brakes are useless ; others are

so powerful that a few riders habitually employ them
to save wear of the back tyre.

Mudguards.—The standard mudguards will suit,

but should have more clearance. Even in England
I have often had to dismount in winter and dig

clotted mud out of my guards ; while in the Yorkshire

trials I frequently had stones lodge between guard and

wheel. Greater clearance would avoid this, as the

size of stones flung to this height by the wheel is

limited. Standard mudguard stays are strong enough
for England, but hardly for the colonies.

Saddle.—^Cannot be too large or comfortable.

Stands.—Essential for both wheels. Tiny strap

fixings are useless for front stands, even in England.

Many stands are flexed by a host of twiddly bits,

which always give trouble. A kick-operated, spring-

held stand, secured by a few stout parts, is essential;

it should not have a flat basepiece, or it will be

useless on had surfaces. Possibly a two-leg stand,

with separatelv adjustable legs, such as the Clyno,

may best suit residents in really bad districts.

Summary.
It should be clearly understood that the above

represents niy ideal for the most difficult country

imaginable. I have not mentioned water-cooling,

because I think air-cooling, with a low compression

engine, is quite satisfactory; we may come to water-

cooled engines of smaller dimensions in a year or

two. In conclusion, there are two things the colonial

rider values more than any theoretic perfection in the

specification which is offered to him. The first is

prompt, sympathetic, and generous treatment by the

manufacturer at home. The second is the provision

of a "live " agent within 500 miles of his residence;

and by a " live " agent, I mean a clever mechanic,

who will take care to " nurse " customers, who under-

stands the whimsies of the machines he deals in,

and who carries a reasonable stock of spares and

replacements.

BRITISH MOTOR BICYCLES ABROAD.
A long line ol motor cyclists in Johannesburg, all riders of one make of machine—the ubiquitous Triumph.

A31
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The October Quarterly Trials Course.
THE course for the October Quarterly Trials was chosen

after some considerable deliberation by the com-

nnttee of the A.C.U. Jlidland Centre, and through

lack of suitable open spaces in the centre of Birming-

ham it was arranged to make the starting point at the

King's Head Hotel, which is situated about three miles

from the city.
, „ . , ,, , ,i n

The course runs through Quinton, then down the well-

known Mucklows Hill into Halesowen, on to the left to

Ha.jfey Hill and Kidderminster. At this point very eftcient

FARLOW BANK (near Bewdley).

will come as a little siirprise to the unwary. Thence by
country roads through Martley, Worcester is reached, where
Junch is talvsn at the Hop Market Hotel.

Leaving Worcester through the narrow main street care

must he taken not to miss the Tewkesbury Road, which
bears to the right past the cathedral, and once clear of

the town and on through Severn Stoke a splendid run can
be enjoyed through Tewkesbury to the outskirts of

Gloucester, where a sharp turn to the left must be taken
direct to the foot of Birdlip Hill, which will be the after-

noon test-hill. Another sharp tura to the left by the Royal
George down a somewhat narrow road brings" one to Leck-
liampton, where the rout-e branches to the left on to iSoutham
(Glos.). Here another .-rtiff Kill is encountered, a^id the route
continues through Winchcomb to Evesham, and a tew
miles out of the latter town a sliarp turn to the left will be
taken for Astwood Bank and Headless Cross. Leaving
Redditch on the right and opposite tlie gates of Heweli
Park a turn to the left is taken down twisty lanes into
Bromsgrove, bearing to the right on to the Birmingham
Road for about a mile, then off to the left to Lickey End.
The final stage here leaves the new Birmingham Road to
the right heading for Romsley, thence via Halesowen home.
The last ten or fifteen miles are bound to be somewhat

trying on account of the twisty natu'-e of the lanes, while
the approach of darkness will tend tc make matters especi-
ally difficult for those who must hasten to finish to time.

The last bend at the summit.

airow marking will be necessary on
account of the many twists and turns
before striking the road to Bewdley,
where the Bridgnorth Road is taken on
to Buttonbridge, bearing to the left to
Bradley and Bagginswood, then on to
the novT renowned Farlow Bank, de-
scribed by some authorities as a " trick
hill," but, judging from, reports of the
extensive practising that has taken
place of late, prospective competitors
are gradually learning its diflficulties.

Leaving Farlow behind, the route
continues across country to Ludlow,
then on to Tenbury and Bromyard,
leaving the latter place a stiff rise is

encountered over the Downs, and look-
ing to the right is a good view of the
Malvern Hills. A little further on the
road commences to drop steadily for the next three miles to
Knightsford Bridge, and, instead of bearing to the left to
Worcester, continues straight on over Ankerdyne Hill, which

The lower bend on Farlow Bank, which is on a staep gradient. T. Silver recently made several

clean ascents of the bill on bis Quadrant

It is to be hoped that a number of motor cyclist-s will

lend assistance in arrowing the course very effiriently, as

the trial is longer than usual. Chief Mabshal.

ALL BLACK
Many colonial readers have written to Tlic Motor Cycle

respecting all Hack finish, and whilst this has many advan-
tages it has certain disadvantages which should be enumera-
ted. The disadvantages are that certain parts of motor
cycles do not take enamel as well as they do plating, e.g.,

a sharp edge can be enamelled, but paint does not adhere to

sharp machined edges like nuts, etc., and when rubbed off

the steel underneath quickly rusts and looks bad. If pedal

cranks, nuts, etc., had rounded edges, it would be different.

There is, however, no reason why handle-bars, hubs, rims,

brake-rods, etc., should not be enamelled, as *he work is

properly done at the outset, it will stand almo»- as well as

A^2

FINISH.
nickel plate, provided the paintwork is carefully handled

when cleaning the machine. The disadvantages are that it

is somewhat funereal, and if done in colours the life of the

paintwork is reduced, partly because it is not an easy matter

to stove coloured parts and get them as hard as black, and

also because coloured enamels are more expensive in initial

cost of material and in their application to the frame and

other parts. The processes of stoving are slower on account

of the delicacv of "the colours as compared with black, and

for reasons which we need not enter into here, black enamel,

when properly stored, has a harder and tougher surface than

colours because the ingredients will stand a greater heat.
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SADDLE
CLEARANCE. BAT JAP. ENGINE

THE British Built "Bat" has been tested as

strenuously and as consistently abroad as in

England and with equally successful results. In

all countries, under all conditions, the 'Bat has

proved its sterling worth all the time. Its

unique features, which are especially adapted

for foreign and colonial service, account largely

for this, including the famous : : : : :

BAT SPRING FRAME. SPRING FORKS. PROTECTED

TANK. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION

POSITION. GOOD GROUND

Remember—the " Bat " won Two Gold Medals, also the Fastest

Hill Climb Prize in the Scottish Six Days' Trials, and also made

a perfect score m the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials,

sicuring Gold Medal.

In answering this advertisement it if Je.<irahl>: to mtiUiun T li^ Motor Cy^e."
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Further Appreciation
of the

ROV
, 105, Grandison Road,

To NEW WANDSWORTH, S.W.

The ROVER COMPANY LIMITED, Septemher zsth, 1911.

COVENTRY.

Dear Sirs,

The frame of my machine is No. 3 J 137 and the engine No. 684;
I hoiight it from your agency in Holborn late last Jidy and the next day
I had it I rode 213 miles without a hitch.

A fortnight ago I went from Cromer to Newhaven, crossed over

to Dieppe, went to Paris, Amiens, Arras, Douai, Lille, Armentieres, St. Omez,
Calais, crossed over to Dover, came hack to London, and all this without

any trouble of any kind except punctures, which I quite expected as I

went over some nasty rough bits of roads.

Not knowing your make of engine I intended to purchase another

well-known kind of cycle, hut I am very pleased to he in possession of a

"Rover." It has now run close on 1,500 miles without even having to

touch the sparking plug.

Wishing the best success to your firm,

I am. Sir,

OLIVIER BRISSE.

THE ROVER CO., Limited,
COVENTRY.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cycle."
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Lamps and Winter Riding.

I always read the American motor cycling papers

with much interest, and of late I have noticed one point

in which they offer us a useful lead. Generators seem
(|uite out of fashion over there. Instead of these

devices the up-to-date Yankee carries what he calls a
' Prest-o-lite " tank, i.e., a metal cylinder of acetylene

gas, presumably of the ''dissolved'' t_\pe used by
some car owners in this country. The cylinder weighs

7 lbs., and measures about i2in. by 4in. ; it carries

sufficient gas for forty hours night riding, and is fitted

with a gauge at one end to show how much gas
remains. The first cost of a fully charged cylinder is

^2, and empty cylinders can be exchanged for a small

fee at depots all over the country. A similar device
made somewhat smaller might become verv popular
on this side.

Endless Belts.

My family ha\c often been tempted to hail me as a
heaven-born genius, but so far they have waited for

the crowning proof, to wit, one of those eccentricities

which hall mark real genius for ever, such as Xewton's
cutting the large hole in his study door for the cat
and inothei- smaller hole for the kitten. The other
day vvhen 1 put a pinch of baccy in a puncture and
stuffed a Surridge's Holdtite in the bowl of my pipe 1

thought I had established my reputation, but they
decided I had done this of malice prepense.

To-day my eldest boy, who rides an 8 h.p. Bat,
.•ame rushing in, waving a copy of The M^otor Cyrle.
and shouting " Dad, you've put your foot in it this

time! " and pointing out "Faust's" humorous stric-

tures on my endless belt notion.

I .seized the impertinent young hopeful by the ear,
led him sternly out to the garage, and showed him how
the bolted up construction of iiiij rear frame enabled
me to fit an endless belt, without faking the heroic
mea.sures suggested by "Fau.st," and hack-sawing
through a brazed-up chain stay. But I am a forgiving
man, who bears no malice, and if " Faust ''

wilT send
me his address, I will present him with a tube of
.Seccotine to mend his sawn frame.
Of course, the endless belt would not be applicable

to every make of machine. The belt has to be inside
(he rear fork, and outside the chain stay. The easiest 1

machines for the purpose would be the old Triumphs,
in which the spindle ends of the chain stays and rear
forks were loose and separate. But if there pro^ed
to be any real advantage in endless belts, as the second
detail of /hain-cum-belt drive, all standard frames
could be easily adapted to take them.

_

Already the joints at the bottom bracket and saddle
pillar are bolted joints ; on some machines there is a
brazed lug between the chain stays near the mudguard
tail, and another brazed bridge piece between the rear
forks, to carry the upper arc of the mudguard. These
two bridges could easilv be bolts, instead of brazed
lugs.

A False Paradise in the Lamp World.
My note upon modern lamps has brought me a great

deal of corre.spondence. My readers seeai to agree

that in solidity of construction the a\'erage modern
lamp is beyond criticism. The illuminative qualities

of several makes of lamp are universallv condemned,
antl in this respect mv experience is evidently bv no

means unique, a number of users agreeing that cheaper
lamps, produced se\eral years ago, give a better and
more penetrating light than some of the more up-to-

date patterns.

But I notice that, whereas one corrcspon(Jent has no

praise good enough for this make or that, a second
correspondent roundly abuses the very same lamp
which a fellow-rider has found so satisfactory. Evi-

dently the qualitv of separate samples of the same
make varies ; an inferior lens or an inaccurate focus

prevents a particular sample from giving good results.

Evidently some of the lamp makers ought to test their

products more carefully before delivery.

There also seems to be a demand for larger genera-

tors. Judging from my postbag, quite a number of

riders occasionallv indulge in all-night pleasure rides.

But this demand strikes me as mistaken. None of us

needs a six-hour generator more than two or three

times in a season, and whv be permanently burdened
with such a gigantic appendage for the sake of two
or three rides ? A better tip is to use a three-hour

generator, and on all-night rides to carry a pedal cycle

generator or an electric torch to provide light while

the main generator is cleaned out and refilled.

A SCENE IN NYASSALAND.

A dusky ridor of a free engine Roc-
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

INTERESTING COMMUNICATIONS FROM READERS IN FAR-OFF LANDS.
Below we publish a selection of letters from Overseas Re

specification, and otherwise give useful hints

A Voice from the West Indies.

[5942.]— I enclose a photograph of a friend and myself,

on our way to inspect some caves. The machines are a

T.A.C. and"a Triampli, the latter of rather an ancient model,

but none the less wonderfully reliable and serviceable, trusty

tj a degree. In the picture," we have left the road to garage

o.ir mounts at the mud lint shown, as we have to make our.

way through tlie bush in the background on foot.

If motor cyclists in England only knew half the difficulties

we in the colonies have to contend with I am sure they would
sympathise with us and count themselves favoured mortals.

In addition to the unavoidable set-backs and tribulations

attendant on the sport in any part of the world, we have
to put up with many disappointments in ordering goods from
liome, which are by no means the least disheartening of the
trials we undergo.
As an instance I will relate the most recent experience

which has fallen to my lot, and which is by no means a

solitary specimen of our bad luck. Our horns are not suffi-

ciently loud to be heard by tlie local caitmen, wliose vehicles
make such a clatter that all ordinary sounds are quite drowned
bj' the noise they make, so that, on overtaking them, it is

necessary to ride right up to tlie back of the cart and yell

before they can hear. This means that the machine has' to

be stopped and started again when they have drawn aside
sufficiently to give loom to pass on our narrow roads. (Oh,
for a free engine 1)

4 itm^^.

.

'i iVi

A Triumph and T A.C. outside a mud hut in Jamaica. See ' Alligator's"
letter.

aders of The Motor Cycle, a number of whom detail their ideal

on the production of the perfect colonial mount,

I decided, therefore, to invest in an exhaust wMstle, which,

after waiting the usual two months for delivery, arrived too

big to fit my exhaust fiipe. I did not get an opportunity of

going to Kingston (the cliief towu of the Island, where only

the adjustment could be made) for some months, and then I

was advised by the engineers whom I consulted that a new
clamp to the vi-histle, which would cost far more than the

whistle itself, would be absolutely necessary, and even then
it would be doubtful if the whistle would blow unless a plate

to deflect the gas was in some way arranged to work in the

exhaust pipe. The risk of having a permanent hole in this

pipe, witliout being able to use the whistle, was too great, so

the latter has had to be scrapped.

Can 3'ou tell me why head lights are made with the venti-

lation holes in the front of the cowl and not at the back, and
do they work properly so fitted in England? I always have
to tie my handkerchief over these holes when riding at night,

when a bit of paper is not available, to prevent the wind
making the flame flicker and often blowing it right out.

Two shillings a gallon in Ivingston is the price of our petrol,

and three shillings thirty miles from that town, owing to the
heavy railway charges. At this rate it is cheaper to pay -a

bjy sixpence to clean our crank cases than to adopt the plan
of squirting them (the crank cases) with gasoline, as it is

called here, as suggested by a correspondent in your issue of

the 3rd August.
Wishing vour interesting paper the best of luck,

Jamaica, 'B,W,I, - ALLIGATOR.

The Pievailing Conditions in Canada.

[5943,]—I\Iaiiufacturers would do well to note the require-
ments of the Canadian riding public, as here is a field of

great possibilities. First and foremost is the distance from
place to place, requiring locomotion of some kind by the
business as well as the pleasure seekers. Travellers are in

want of some reliable motor cycle that is suited to the con-
ditions of the road bed. I ofier a few suggestions at random.
.Medium-powered engine consistent with weight ; long wheel-
base ; large size wheels, 28in. x 2^in. seems the most suit-

able; a saddle fitted that will stand heavy road shocks;
spring forks, with a minimum of working parts that are
liable to work loose; handle-bars of a V pattern on a level,
or nearly so with the saddle ; and last, but not least, ajj

spare set of parts with every machine sent out—such as!
valves, springs, small nuts, brake parts, and pedal pins.

The medium-powered machine seems the most popular, asl
being within the reach of all is in its favour, also riders whol
lOulH well afford high power models would prefer to ride the!
medium foi several reasons. It will suit the city traffic,!

while not taking any material power or speed away that ia
required on the country roads ^
Long wheelbise and large size wheels are by far the mosC

suitable One cannot judge by country roads such as are tol
be found in England. Her'; one gets good hard clay or gravelf
roads, but in long stretches the road is covered "with sand,!
sometimes three or four inches deep. In these spots it is3
diffirnlt to manipulate an English model with low wheels.!
Often the belt rim strikes the ground when the rear wheel!
goes in ruts cut by farmers' carts, trucks, etc. On the other!
hand, a 28in wheei and 2^in. tyre slips over with ease and?
safety to the rider.
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Kerapsey, N.S.W.. Australia,

May 26th, igii.

The L.M.C. Machine is a great hill climber. The mountains here rise to over 4,000 feet

high. My work lies among the mountains, and there is no hill that has beaten me yet. I can even

make up speed on a hill and tackle some of the stiffest from a standing start at the foot of the hill. I am
doin? nearly all my Work on a igii L.M.C. as I did in Wallaroo, and have not had the slightest trouble.

Quetta, India,

June 8th, 191 1.

I am glad to say

I find the L.M.C.

machine a very good

one. There are 6 or

8 here, but

from what I have

seen of them I prefer

the L.M.C.

LM.C
COLONIAL
TESTIMONY.

Bombay,

lune 1 6th, 1911

I am extremely
|

pleased with the

L.M.C. Cob. I have |

used several ma-

chines during the

last 10 years, but

never one to ap-

proach this in com-

fort and reliability.

Mr.-
You will see I am in Port Agusta.

on a 3I h.p. and

Port Agusta, Australia,

July 6th, 191 1.

I came through on a 3V h.p. L.M.C, in company with
they were the first two Motor Cycles through from Cowell as

We came through in one day, actual travelling time six hours doing 120the track is very sandy.
miles. I had not the least trouble getting through the sand, and can safely say my machine is the

better of the two.

SUCCESSES AT HOME & ABROAD

IN AUSTRALIA.

Sydney M.C.C. Hill Climb, February nth, 1911.

LMC- FIRST.
New South Wales M.C.C. Hill Climb, May 20th, 19:1,

L.M.C.-FIRST.
Sydney M. C. C. Hill CUmb, May, 1911,

L.M.C.-SECOND.
New South Wales M.C.C. Hill Climb for Larke Trophy, Aug. 12th, 1911,

L.M.C -FIRST.
L.M.C.-SECOND.

AT HOME :!z::v::successes

M.C.C. Members' Hill Climb, Sundon, September 9th, 1911. Class II

TOURING MACHINES. J. H. Slaughter, 3', h.p. L.M.C,

FIRST ON FORMUI-A.
SlaughUr alsu provoil the uinncr of Commodure Sir R. K. .Xrbuthnot's cup.

Walsall M.C Hill Climb, Style Cop, September 17th.

Mr. Smytheman (3.^ L.M.C.) Fastest time of the day.
Beating: machines up to 7 h.p.

We have catered specially for the Colonial Trade, and our Colonial models are
specially built for the trade to suit their rough roads, viz. :—wheels of special construction
with strong gauge rims, extra strong spring forks, variable gear, and Free Engine

STARTS LIKE A CAR.L.M.C. Free Engine and

Variable Gear Fittings, 73/6
Suit almost any

standard engine.

Makers-THE LLOYD
Catalogue and leaBets sent post free.

MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LIMITED,
LM.C. WORKS, 132, MONUMENT ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTING .AGENTS—.Australia—\V. & F. Larke. Ltd., Sydnoy. The Empire Motor and Cycle Co , Ltd., .Adelaide.

He.->ling & Co., Melbourne. New Zealand—F. D. WoodroRe & Co., VVyiidham Street, .Auckland.
Brothers & Co., Madras. Straits Settlements—Straits Cycle and Motor Co.. Ltd., Singapore.

India—J. A. Kirkbride & Co., Bombay.
A. G.
Oakes

In ansivering Ihts advertisemcnC if Is dcsirahk to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Simply ideal

for Overseas use.

The loop frame—wliich adds materially to the stability and comfort

of N.S.U. machines— has proved so highly satisfactory that it will be

adopted in all our 1912 models. With the new front spring forks and rear

springing system, riding over rough roads can be undertaken without fear of discomfort

These features, together with the

machines, make them IDEAL
1912 MODELS.

2 h.p. SINGLE-CYLINDER - 66x78
3 h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER - 58 ^ 75
3A h p. SINGLE-CYLINDER - 85x88
6 h.p. TWIN-CYLINDER - 75 x90

The machine for sidecar work.

Write for full particulars next mail.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.
Offi-es and Show ooms— 186, Great Portland St., London. W.
Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsovcr Street, London, W.

constructional excellence and strength of N.S.U.

FOR USE IN OVERSEAS COUNTRIES.

ALL FiTTED WITH
NEW TYPE SPRING FORKS,

LOOP FRAME,
AND REAR SPRING

(as illustrated).

In answering this advertisement d is dcsirahle to mention ''The Motor Cijde.''^
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Utiier tilings are also needed if (he English maker Avould

wish to keep the Canadian market. Among them are better

quality in the fittings used, such as the valve lifter,

expander bolt in _the stem of the handle-bar, and the use

of a strong saddle clip. Things like these are necessary

owing to the distance one may be from a town. To the

manufacturers who take the chance which is open now to

rapture the Canadian market an immense trade is ensured

owing to the popularity whiclr the motor cycle has gained.

Turontj. Ontario, Canada. MAN ON THE SPOT.

A New Club in Perth, Western Australia.

[5944.J—A line from this distant part of the world regard-

ing the pastime may be of interest to your readers. We
have . jn.''t recently formed a club in Perth which .makes the

tecond in Western iVustraUa. The writer wa.s a member of

the first motor cycle club in this State formed at Kalgoorlie

a few years ago, and which had a membership ot about
thirty. The Perth CUib has about the .^ame numbei', and is

gaining recruits daily People are beginning to realise the

utility of the petrol engine for busi-

ness purpose.s, and with the added
interest the club is beginning to arouse

I feel that the sport will rapidly grow.
As an e.xperienced rider and constant
user of our country roads and back
tracks, I am delighted to see the enthn
fiasm with which the Perth riders hav(

taken up the pa.-'tinie.

In two or tliree tours already niadt

nembers have found that the averag,'

•ountry road is quite capable of negotia

lion by any modern mount and a little

.kill and nerve on rough hills or heavy
sand patches, fjiven sufficient li.p.. a

two-speed gear, and some practice,

almost the whole of this great Stale
could be traver>ctl. In the early day.-

when .ome of the pioneers staled this,

people looked wiso and smiled at us

—

we have since shown them how to do
it, thanks to llie great improvement in

modern motors. For lots of our work
we need heavy tyres, stronger rims,
change-.'<peed gears, chain transmission,
and tanks of liberal capacity. We can
ride here all the year round with the e.xceplion of a very
few days. Heat is our greatest drawback— in our worst
weather one longs for a water-cooled engine and automatic
lubrication.

The enclosed photograph taken at Coogee on a recent
"Billy" run shows that we have some of the best types
of machines represented, amongst them being Triumph.
Humber, Re.x. Brown. V.S., Peugeot, F.N.. Hobart. and
.Minerva. Besides these there are running in the State P.
and M., Scott. Roc, Rover, Douglas, Moto-Reve, Bradbury,
and Motosacoche.
The writer is shown on his Triumph with his eleven vear

old son seated astride the tank ; so carried he has done hun-
dreds of miles over all sorts of roads. He began before he
was five years old. He can now ride and manage the levers
perfectly, but is not yet strong enough to start the machine.
He is promised a lightweiglrt two-speeder, which type under a
sound specificatio.i is bound to be exceedingly popular with
a large percentage of riders in the near future.

Out here there is a little band of enthusiastic readers of Tlr
J/olrir Ci/rh whose wdiole knowledge of the great events in the
motor cycle world is limited to the reports you puldisli. but
through them we have come to know the Colliers, Newsonie.
CJodfrey, ilcNab, and the whole brilliant array of talent of
which you can boast in England, and we think of them as
personal friends because of tlieir allegiance to a common
ho"bby. We rejoice in their successes, and grieve when ill

luck snatches a well-deserved victory from any of them.
Perth. W. Australia. A. X. .McDOXALD.

1059

which I still possess, including representative makes from
England, Germany, and America. I find the sport most
enjoyable, but I have never found the machines reliable.

I used to think that it was my own bad luck or mis-

man-agement, but when such an expert rider as Mr. Davies.
on such .an excellent mount as the Rudge, in such a short
distance as one thousand miles, suffers a clogged jet, a loose

inlet tappet, a broken belt tw'ice, several broken inlet

springs, four broken fast,;ners, and a demoralised valve-

lifter, not to mention such a iittle thing as a seized engine,

I am beginning to think it is "in the engine."
At present I am driving a small moderately-priced

American car, and have covered ten thousand miles in the

past year over all kinds of roads, some of which would
make the Scottish Trials look like an outing of the

W.C.T.U. Only once have I been stalled on the road,

when the camshaft suddenly snapped uithont warning,
although, to be sure. I had been travelling at over forty

miles an hour for more than an hour before. Of course a

car is much more expensive Ihan a motor cycle, but when
one considers that five people may be carried in perfect

Wf^WVf
-- 1

<•

'sd^^m^^iiWtmiimmk
.r

A Comparison between Car and Motor Cycle.

[5945.]—Mr. Davies's account I'f the .V.C.U. Six D;iys
Trials is most entertaining, and gives an excellent idea of
what actually happens on a hard ride.
For the past six years I have ridden motor cycles off

and on in this count;\y and in England, my mounts, one of

PERTH MOTOR CYCLISTS. Membsri ol the second rlulj lormej in Wesijrn Ausiralia. Soe leller

No. 5944.

comfort, in rain or sl>ine, it does not seem so much.
I write this not to discourage motor cyclists, present or

prospective, but in hopes that manufacturers of motor
" cycles will awaken to the fact that the car industry is

advancing rapidly while they are standing still, and that

they will havj to reduce their prices and improve their

product if they wish to hold their customers.

I still look forward to the day when the rapidly improving
roads and the slowly improving machines will induce me
to forsake ray tru.stwnrthy car for the more exciting two-
wheeler. ELSWORTH H. GOLDSCHMIDT.

Lynn. Mass.. U.S.A.

A Suggestion to Home Manufacturers from Australia.

[5946.
J—There are many very appreciative readers of

your paper in Australia, and many enthusiastic motor cyclists.

We envy you your good roads, but not ycur climate. We
also envy you the prices at which you buy machines. Here
we ,iay £65 for the machine advertised at your end for

£48 to £50.
There is, ol course, twenty-ii've per cent, duty, but this

is on the wholesale value. I wonder some English manu-
facturer with a reputation does not start assembling his

machines in Australia. The engine (complete) would pay
twenty per cent, duty, but the rims, lugs, tubes, ball heads,
bottom brackets, cranks, hubs, spokes, etc., etc., come in

free, and ths saddles at ten per cent, if British.

The amount of work to be done here is only brazing, por-

tion of plating and enamelling, and would cost little ; and the
saving in duty would be great. The population available in

.\nstralia is about 4.4CO,OCO, and although it is small it

has a very hi{,h purchasing power. I am sur? that a machine
like the Rex. Matchless, Triumph, or any standard make
assembled here could control the Australi.m trade, and still

reduce the price. E.T.H.
Melbourne, Australia.
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iiNTERESTING CO/^MUNICATIONS FROA READERS IN FAR-OFF LANDS.
Below we publish a selection of letters from Overseas Readers of The Motor Cycle, a number of whom detail their ideal

specification, and otherwise give useful hints on the production of the perfect colonial mount.

i

Standard British Machines Suitable lor Toronto and District.

[5947.]—As regards specifications for motor cycles for use in

the country surrounding Toronto, the Triumph suits us in every

particular, both as to ground clearance for engine and
reliability, and is our ideal specification. Our greatest objec

tion against this machine is the inability of the makers to

supply. We have not had a macliine on stock to sell tliif

year, all being sold before received.

Toronto, Canada. TANGENT CYCLE CO.

A London Club-house Suggested by a Rhodesian Reader

[5948.]—It is with real joy that a few of us motor cyclists

read your valuable paper, which not only keeps us in touch with
all the latest models and inventions, but makes us feel that, aft-er

all, we are not really "off the earth," but can actually see

and follow the various events which once on a time formed
a part of our life in tlie old country. My real object in

writing is to ascertain whether colonial motor cyclists could
not have a club-house in London. It is just what visitors to

the old country want—a headquarters, in fellowship with
kindred spirits interested in the finest sport in the world,
also to obtain information re tours, interesting runs, and
general assistance, applicable not only to those who visit from
the colonies, but to recruit from the ranks of cyclists those
interested in motor cycles. Subscriptions to oversea members
certainly should include a copy of The Motor Ci/rh'.

I feel certain that this is just the very thing wanted, and
would be welcomed by hundreds of motor cyclists all over the

world. Further opinions from colonial adherents would be
highly interesting, and would also give some guidance to

officials at the head of affairs. F. T. ROCHESTER.
Bulawayo, Rhodesia.

A Novice's Experiences on Jamaican Roads.

[5949.]—You may lemember that I 'vrote to you about
taking over a moto, cycle to Jamaica, and I finally decided

to do so. I had to pay a duty of one-sixth of its value and
then take out the necessary licences— tor driving 5s. per

annum, road tax 6s. per annum, and registration 5s. The
cycle carries two numbers—the registration number large in

front, and the road tax number small in the rear. Petrol ii-

2s. per gallon soil in odd amounts, or ten-gallon American
drums holding about eight gallons. I have now done 100

miles, including a sixty mile run.

The machine is a second-hand 1910 Enfield, which had done
about 500 miles. The tyres I have on now are Fox 2-^in.

vnbber-studded back, and Continental 2in. with Fox three-rib

retread front. I brought out a new five-ply |in. chrome leather

belt, a rubber belt, and an old Watawata which I had dis

carded for tiie I.R. belt, as the Watawata bottomed on the

engine pulley. I had, however, scraped the sides well, and
i)utting a small nut over the rivets had hammered down the

top plates and reheaded the rivet.

.4s soon as I got here 1 put the new leather belt under a

stretch of 40-60 lb*, for ove; a week, using the rubber, but I

could not get a gooQ drive, and found that it was bottoming.

I put on the new chrome leather and went four miles, stopped

on business, then tried to start uphill. No u.=e. Tried down-
hill. No use, the belt would not turn the engine fast enough,

.ilthough it was tight. So I changed to the rubber and

pedalled up every slight rise, the engine roaring round.

In despa'r I put < .'. thai old Watawata and all went well.

so I started on the sixty miles run, Roads dusty, paved in

stretches with unrolled stones, abounding in liairpin corners

ivi stiff gradients, yet the engine and belt took the lot. I

have not seen Amulree. but from the pictures some parts

teemed about as stiff in gradient, but imagine a hill about

an average of 1 in 8 with a hairpin bend every fitly yards.

! am going in for a Harris free engine clutch, and then

I can crawl over a rough patch instead of walking and push-

ing or running with the engine running. I should like to

thiiiik the three firms mentioned for the way in^ which their

articles have stood, also to advise users of the Watawata not

to throw the belt away when it bottoms. Just find an old

nut which will clear the rivet and rest on the washer and

aiiply a good heavy hammer first to the nut while on the

svashers, and then to the rivets. The belt will then run
some hundreds of miles further.

As far as I can see, a motor cyclist out here needs a light

machine with certainly a free engine and plate clutch or

two-speed and similar gradual engagement clutch. The
whole of tlie working parts should be enclosed to keep out
the fine chalk dust which lies thickly on the more frequented
roads. Goggles should cover as little of the face as possible :

one finds perspiratioii running from under the indiarnbber
sort in half an hour. "R E. JEFFERSON, M.So.

Kingston. Jamaica.

A Lady Motor Cyclist in Pietermaritzburg.

[5950.]—It is a very uncommon sight to see a lady riding

a motor cycle in Natal but the enclosed are photographs
of Miss Mabel Murphy, who recently joined the ranks.

She is the only lady motor .cyclist in Pietermaritzburg. and
she rides a 1910 Triumph.
A few minutes' instruction in the use of the levers, with

the machine on the stand, gave her confidence enough to

venture on the voad, and after a trial run of a few hundred

Miss M. Murphy, the first lady motor cyclist in Pietsrmantzburg.

yards she accompanied her gentleman friend for a thirty

five miles ride, and since then she has had many delightful
spins.

She rides with an ordinary skirt, and she has no difficulty

in getting on and off the machine, because she can reach
the ground with both feet while seated on the saddle.
She is only sixteen years old and is a fearless rider, and

finds motor cycling very enjoyable and much simpler than
she thought it would be M.B.H.
Pietermaritzburg, Natal.

A Suitable Specification for New South Wales.
[5951.]—Having read several accounts in 77(p MqIo,

L'nch oi what kind oi motor cycles are suitable for Australian
colonies, I would like to say a few words regarding my
nine years' experience while riding different makes of motors.
The roads leading into some of the principal towns in New
South Wales, and -mam roads at that, -are simply indescrib-
able and impossible to ride on in wet weather. The machine
I would recommend is a powerful 3^ h.p., 5in. gr-ound clear-
ance, extra heavy wheels and spokes. The wheels, spokes,
and frame are the weak points, and there could be no better
illustration of this than ihe reliability trial from Melbourne
to Sydney in Jtinuary. 1911. There were twenty entries
representing all the leading makes, including five of'one very
popular make. The distance is close on 600 miles over
-xtremely bad roads. Only one machine, a 3^ h.p. 1910
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s
ERVICEABLE
ERVICE ....
PECIALITIES

Hundreds of Novelties. Everything
for Motor Cycling. Lowest Prices

The ' Service ' Posthorn.

The finest road clearer made. Gives a

loud, deep, penetrating note. Fitted \nth

extra strong clip. Best finish, ^ice
13/6. Fitted with dust gauze 14/6.

Send remittance for one on approval.

Special Agents for F.R. S. Lamps.
Large stock of Lamps and Generators of
all makes. Your old lamp taken in

part exchange.

SPECIAL OFFER.— 26 x 2^ Extra
Heavy Good Service Rubber Studded
Covers, 32/6. Reduced price, 29/6.

" Service

"

Belting.

The very finest for

^Vinter use.

No dressing required.

SI/9, '3 2/-, i2/3,
tin, 2/6, i4in. 2/9.

THE
"SERVICE"

COLD-
WEATHER
JACKET.

Yorkshire Frieze.
Body and sleeves lined
leather. Fitted with
windcuSs. 33ins. long.
Clearing at 21 /-.

NEW OILSKIN
SUITS.

Guaranteed not to stick or
crack. Price 25/-.

THE " SERVICE "

OVERBOOT.
Black or Tan, water-
proof chrome lcather,18/6.

THE "SERVICE"
TROUSER
OVERALLS.

The ' Service ' Coldweather Jacket.

Body and Sleeves lined Leather.

Double texture. Seams stitched and solutioned. Price,

i>ti- Ic;^ measurement.

26x2]- Good Service, Lock Join, Butted Tubes, 11/6.
Reduced price, 10/6.

Busha Belt Punches. All sizes. Complete with six

bushes, 2/6. Reduced price 2/3.

Complete Catalogue of Motor Cycles, Accessories, and
Clothing, free on request. The largest ever issued
in the trade.

«E SERVICE CO., LTD.,

Fawn shade.
13 '6. Si.itc insidr Ic- mcisurement. Jackets to match 16/6.
Grey Allwcather Suits, usual price, 26,'6. Sale Price

Fawn Waterproof Leggings, 8/6. Sale iirice

fawn and Grey Waterproof Leggings (job line)

Rubber Goggles, with ^pir'.- I'-nsrs. I'sual price, 2/6, Sale price

Jaeger Balaclava Helmets, usu.il price 3 6. Sale price

Fur Back Gloves, u^ual price, 10/6. Sale price

Tan Leather Gaiters, whole blacked spring fronts, ustial price, 9/1;

Sr,l.- |.ric.;

Canvas Cleaning Gloves, with Gauntlets, 3 pairs for

The Service Everclean Collars, 3 for

Black Leather Waistcoats, with sleeves, double-breasted, lined.

clr-arittii at

Jaeger Wollen Scarfs, usual price 3/11. Sale price

292-3, High Holborn, •'Tc^"

21 '-

6/9
4 8.1

1 '3

2 9
5 6

5 9

1/6
1/6

22/6
2/11

Better aSIMMS
The all-British, long-life, no-trouble Magneto.

Preston, Sept. 18, 191

1

''22,000 miles
and never
been touched."

" Please supply as soon as possible one type SM. 1 . We
have one of these machines that has done 22,000 miles and

never been touched. Of course, we don't advise it, but we
have just been trying what a Simms will do : it has never

been oiled or the contacts cleaned or adjusted since you set

them 16 months ago and the machine has been used every

day. We have never fitted any other make since, and don't intend to, after having proved the

remarkable reliability of your machines. The one we speak of has numerous Gold Medals to its

credit won in hill climbs, etc. People who ride other makes and have seen the condition of this

one (the contacts, etc.) will not believe it but we know and are satisfied.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed). Bert Moulding. BERT HOULDINC & CO.

Magnetos repaired by

our own workmen and

and returned within 24

hours. Costs no more.

The Simms Magneto Co., Ltd., '^S'^^r^,,Zr„':\o:^^.':''k'^^.

Telephone— ;S43 Paddin;ton. rele'.;rams— " E.'Lpinsible. LoiiJon."

NEW YORK, U.S.A : 1780 Broadway PARIS : 12, Rue. de Courcell.3;

Representatives in -Austria, Belijium, Italy ..Switzerland, Holland. Russi,i. Spain and I'ortu^.vi.

Norwav, Canada, Tasmania, New Zealand, South Africa, Argentine, Pur;i,'uiv, Japan, ilraitj

Settlements & Siam. Representatives for Australasia : Messrs. Bennett \ Vood, Ltd.. S/dney

Messrs. Bennett. Wood. Roache ProDv. Ltd.. 239 and 2Ji. Swanston Street. Meloourne, who have

stock al\va:.'S on hand.

Tn an-'werinf/ Iheae ndi-erii.ieiiinil.-< it U defirahle to mention " The Motor Cyclf
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The reflex-clipper

"IDEAL" TYRE
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

WHAT'S IN
A NAME?

Respecting Tyres— the name Reflex-Clipper

itands everywhere as the hall-mark of

excellence. The Reflex-Clipper "Ideal"

Tyre for Motor Cycles gives fullest expression

to that sentiment.

Just notice the build of it. Made entirely

on Car Tyre lines. Of perfect proportions.

Has weight where most needed, yet Al for

speed. Is secure agamst side-slip, and stands

foremost in the quality line.

Price of Tyre £280
Price cf Cover 1 18

Price of Tube 10

(For 26 X 21 Beaded Edge.)

'Rape Mfc'S-^

For best Motor Cycle Accessories

a ways ask for "CLIPPER" Brand.

THE CLIPPER TYRE CO, LTD,
52-60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON— 18, ChisweU St, Finsbury Square, F.C. COVENTRY- Alma St

Jti annwerrni) t/iis advertisement i/ i« desirable to meiilinn " T/ie Moinr Ci/rh."
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Bradbury, came througn the trying ordeal without a defect

of any kind. The troubles with other motors were buckled

rims, broken spokes, and defective frames. The engines in

every case were very reliable. The handle-bars could be

made stronger, also the spring forks. The Druid forks are

very popular here ; in my opinion—and I am a practical engi-

neer—they are absolutely the best on the market, and eppeci-

ally suitable to Australian roads.

Jlotor cycling is goin.j ahead out here in leaps and bounds

in more senses than one, and the whole cry of the agents is

that they cannot get supplies fast enough. I suppose while

this demand continues the makers will not alter their

machines to suit Australian conditions. You have the roads,

Mr. Editor, but for riding conditians nothing can surpass

the Australian climate. J. HECKENBERG.
Yass, N.S.W.

A Novel Passenger Machine used in the Transvaal.

[5952.]—We have pleasure in sending you a couple of

photographs of an arrangement for carrying pa.ssengers

which we have just recently completed, which, we think,

may be of interest to some of your readers. The idea is

quite original, as we have never seen or heard of anythins;

in the way of two motor cycles being coupled together

either for passenger or any other use You will notice that

the two machines are connected up by means of five rods

and one fo- steering purposes ; the manner in which this

is done is easily seen in the photographs. The handle-bars

of the one machine are taken out and fixed in a bracket

on the top tube, and a steering pillar is put in their plaie.

connected by a rod to the handle-bars of the other machine.

As regards steering, we find this to be ciuite as easy as an

ordinary sidecar attachment, and we can easily maintain a

speed of 30 m.p.h., though the roads in this country arc

not conducive to comfortable riding at this rate, especially

as we tiave only 2iin. tyres fitted at present. This draw-
back we are overcoming by replacing with 5in. steel-studded

Continentals fitted to our e.xisting rims. Another difficulty

with our carette is that we have no free engine and two
speed gear for starting purposes.

A special switch had to be made for cutting out the two
magnetos simultaneously, and is fixed to the steering

machine. The seat for carrying the passengers, two in

number, is bolted, on either side. I0 the carriers on the

machines, and is upholstered in green pegamoid ; two
drawers are fixed underneath for carrying spares and
refreshments, should we intend going out for a good long

spin.

We think we are justified in claiming this idea to be

the first of its kind, as every time we take the machines
on the road we create quite a sensation. Some weeks ago
we took a run over to Pretoria, and there again had tn

run the gauntlet of people standing in the streets and

pi

A novel passenger machine which consists of two motor cycles coupled

together.

Loaded up. The iwm cycles referred to in let'.er No. 5952.

staring after the uncanny contrivance on four wheels.

We feel quite pleased with the result of our handiwork,
co.ni nenced more or less as an experiment, but which has
turned out a very great success.

The machines are respectively as follows : That on the
right of the photograph 5-5 h.p. New Comet (gear 4^ to 1),

and on the left 7-9 h.p. New Comet (gear 4 to 1), both
fitted with Peugeot engines. .J.H.S.W. AND C.A.M.

.lohan'iesb'irg.

In Praise ol a Mount used m India.

[5953.]— I have read so much regarding motor cycles for

colonial use in your valuable paper lately that perliaps the
follow'ing may interest your readers.

I have been using a 2i h.p., two-speed, shaft-driven F.N.
for the last six months, and I have nothing but praise for it.

For the last two months I have been running it with a

Millford sidecar, and although the roads here are anything
but good, it has given entire satisfaction, which speaks
volumes for the shaft-drive and clutch.

Recently I drove the cycle, with sidecar and passenger,
into the district a distance of twenty-three miles and back on
the worst roads possible, and except on two or three very
steep hills, where I had to help the engine a little, it ran
splendidly.

Riding solo, I have been up Chanunidi Hill, a steady rise-

of about three miles of about 1,000ft., with some very sharp
hairpin bends, and without pedal assistance. In some places
it was very steep, and 1 found that the maclrine could gather
speed on the low gear on any part of the hill.

I have used the F.N. without sidecar on some of the worst
roads in India, in which countiy carts find it difficult. I do
not think there is anything to beat this macliine for use in

the colonies and in India. If I was going in for a new com-
bination I think I would go in for a four-cylinder 5-6 h.p.

of the same make, and with two-speed gear ; but for solo

work the 2i h.p. is the machine. C. THEOBALD.
ilysore, India.

/

Gleanings from a Sojoom in Tasmania.

[5954.]—Having only recently returned home from a trip

to Tasmania, the Garden State of the Australian Common-
wealth, I am venturing to recall to the memories of regular

readers of your estimable journal a mo.st interesting letter

contributed bv V.r. Cecil D.ver. of Laiinc"« on. Tas., which
iipneared in The Motor Ci/de in Octob-i 1908.

"Mr. Dyei '< epistle dealt at some lengtn with the trouble.",

and difficulties attendant on the path of the long-suffering

motor CTclist in that far off land, and I recollect that it

aroused considerable interest in my mind at 'ne time, as I

ha-d already rontem ilatf-d jonrneyins tu Ta--m3nia. and here.
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ROAD RACE IN VICTORIA, N.S.W.

Jam-js Gorman (3^ T.T. Premier), winner of tiie ten-mile road race held D\

ine Victorja M.C.C. on August 5th last, near Melbourne. His time was 11 min.

20 sees., wiiich lb particularly gooi-! considering the condition of the road surface.

1 thought, was an excellent opportunity of acquiring certain

information about the country which I desired to obtain
first hand.

I took the liberty of writing JUr. Dyer, stating my wants,
and in due course was the recipient of a most cordial and
helpful reply. After some further correspondence, I sailed

for " Tassy " in the mail boat " Osterley," leaving England
on Christmas Eve, 1909, and shook Cecil Dyer's hand for the

first time on February 4th, 1910, after a fine tnp occupying
about six weeks.
Having been a motor cyclist myself prior to my leaving the

old country, and Mr. Dyer's motoristic enthusiasm dating
from ancient history, and having stood the test of time well,

my new found friend and I natiu'ally had a never wearying
subject of common interest for discussion. Although at the

tiine when his contribution was published in the "Blue 'Un,"
Mr. Dyer was an enthusiastic member of the twin " Vindec "

coterie, he has since invested in a " Triumph," and has, with
the exception of a small spring fork grumble, nothing but

praise for his hefty single-cylinder mount.
On it he goes snorting up the precipitous mountain slopes

which abound in most parts of the State, scaring the

MOTOR CYCLING IN RUSSIA.

Cross'ng the Schelok River by a smai! boat at Schemskaja, a point

midway between Stary, Russia, and Novgorod. The width of the river is half-

a-mi e, and the surface being choppy the crossing is usually rough. The
machines are a Triumph an^J N.S U , which are found quite satisfactory for

use on Rn<;sian road;

wallabies and kangaroos, and bound for the trappers' camps
and the valuable opossum and other furs' which are to be
purchased there, and which, amongst other multifarious lines,

he has dealings m, or I believe I should say "had" now.
Although motorists are not so hea\-ily taxed in the Com-

monwealth as in England, motor cycles are naturally scarce
In comparison, as the country is only as yet thinly populated,
and the heavy duties on imported machines puts the selling

price out of the reach of the majority of the corresponding
class to our motor cyclists here. Thus, a 'jigger" costing

about £48 at home would be retailed at £55 to our colonial

friends, and although Australia is popularly supposed to be
a veritable land of Goshen, yet not many of those who at

present use the humble push-bicycle could afford to plank
down sixty-five of their hard-earned yallerboys for a brand
new jigger. Further, many people fight shy of it for the

simple reason that the undoubted merits of the self-propelled

bicycle have not yet become universally known out there,

and it will, probably, be a matter oi time before this desir-

able climax is reached. A. M. POLLARD.
Late of Launceston and Wynvard, Tasmania.

A Slotor Cycle ior ProSessional Men.
[5955.]—As a medical man who has 'been keenly inter-

ested in your columns since your paper has been established,

and yet has never possessed a modern motor bicycle for the

simple reason that one has not yet been designed which seems

A sidecar-ricksha made lo special order by MiUs-Fuiford. Ihe learfportion

IS detachable as well as one of the wheels and the handles, and hey presto 1 the

motor cyclist has in a few minutes a sidecar attachment tor his motor bicycle,

to meet his practical requirements, may I be allowed to

state briefly what I consider to be the essentials of a machine
which would meet with a ready market among home and
colonial country doctors.

For the country practitioner a single-track motor bicycle,

if suitably designed, would De a great comfort and blessing.

However, so long as it is necessary to wear the present
type of "overdls" in order to keep clean the market will

be very limited, as what busy doctor can afford the time,
even if he had the opportunity, to divest himself of his dusty
or ciud-bespattered garments every few minutes or so as
each patient is visited, and if not, what impression at the
sick bedside, say of a sensitive lady patient, is he likely to

make if he disregards his personal appearance and suddenly
appears like a mudflat diver?
My idea of a machine to suit me is as follows : The top

stay tube must be abolished (as in ladies' machines) so that
I can wear a Ion overcoat, dustcoat. or macintosh, which
will protect me from dust or weather down to my boots, and
which 1 can divest myself of in a moment on entering the
hall of the house. As the flaps of the coat might be singed
or soiled by the engine (as at present designed) the latter
should be encased, and as this would interfere with air-cool-

ing, water cooling should be .substituted. Worm drive {as
in T.A.C.) to avoid belt and chain trouble, bucket seat (not
saddle) as in T.A.C, and broad footboards amply to protect
feet ; also a bro'" 1 w-'nd shield might be fitted, like an apron
to the from stay bar—this woula make it is^ cosy as a car ;

h.p. 6 to 7. The engine silent as possible, e.g., four-cylinder
T.A.C. or twin Scott. Armstt^i.ng three-speed hub and free
engine clutch. Hand startling, device as in T.A.C. or similar
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(no stooping down), extra strong rims and spring forks,

T.A.C. springing, sidecar attacliments (for the doctor's wife

occasionally), Palmer tyres, and butt-ended tubes. Speed, 3 to

30 m.p.h. quite sutticient for business needs on bad roads.

All parts where possible to be enamelled, not plated. Self-

generating electi-ic light for lamps, ample clearance from

road of all parts (but not too much), say Tin.

The machine should look ' L>e Luxe," cost about £60, and

the doctor would appear no more undignified than a horse

rider appears compared to the occupant of a brougham. My
remarks apply equally forcibly to commercial travellers.

Auckland, New Zealand. C. B. ROSSITER, F.R.C.S.

A Tyre Tip.

[5956.]—I have something to tell which must interest

all motor cyclists who ride a heavy machine or use a sidecar.

A friend of mine, a brother of the community and clever

mechanic, has hit upon an excellent way of avoiding all

tyre troubles. He simply doubles the thickness of his covers.

If they are the beaded-edge type he cuts oft the bead of

the inner one and fits another over it without any further

modification. If the wired variety, he cuts off the wire ol

the inner one, but as this kind of cover has a trick of con-

stantly revolving round the rim, he is obliged to rivet the

covers together on both .'iides with ordinary copper rivets.

He tells me that since '.c began to treat his covers in (hi.-

way, he has had no puncture or burst. I must add that

his mount is a four-cylinder F.N., and that he sometimes

does as many as 300 miles a day for bu,-:iness on the nice

pavi of the North of France, and always at full speed.

Rouen, France. P- GOCHE.

ORDINARY CUKKESPOXDENCE.
[Owing to the large amount of space devoted to letters from

overseas readers, we are obliged to withhold a number of

ordinary letters until next week.

—

Ed.]

The October Quarterly Trial.

[5957.]—With reference to the speed regulation of light-

weights competing in the Quarterly Trial in order to qualify

for a first-class certificate, Jlr. Whitworth states that the

regulations require a speed of fifteen mile.< per hour fov

engines not exceeding 300 c.c, and above 300 c.e. twenty

miles per hour. As a matter of fa^t. this is entirely wrong,

as the regulation which he instances refers entirely to the

special prize awarded at the end of the year for the best

all-round performance in all four trials. In the event cf

two machines having made non-stop runs in all four events,

then the machine which had adhered closest to the stipu-

lated speeds uphill would be adjudged the winner. Not in

a single instance this year has 'a first-class certificate been

withheld through a machine failing to climb any of the test

hills at any set speed. F. STRAIGHT,
Secretary Auto Cycle Union.

The "Banned" Liverpool A. C.C. Trial.

[5958.]—With reference to the notice in vour issue of the

28th ult., the decision of the A.C.U. in the matter^ of the

above trial is decidedly unfair. Whv was it "banned"? The
nest quarterly trials will not be held until a week later, and
upon entirely" different ground, so that the trial does not clash

with A.C.U." events.

In the interests of motor cyclists generally, I think that

the A.C.U. action is very unsportsmanlike, and in the true

interests of the sport in the North the time has now arrived

for the northern clubs to throw o£f the yoke of the A.C.U.,
and prompt action should now be taken by all the northern

clutjs to support the Northern League and organise our own
competitions.

A meeting should be held as soon as possible, say at Man-
chester or Liverpool, and each club send. one or two represen-

tative members with full voting pow-ers to the said meeting

and thoroughly thresh out the pros and cons of this very

vexatious question. Now then, " Northerners," wake up !
'

I

E. W. KURKOPP,
Captain Oxton (Birkenhead) M.C.C.

[If the A.C.U. is to govern the pastime and retain its position

in the world of sport, it cannot permit clubs to hold what
are practically open events by driving a coach and horses

through its regulations. We hold no brief for either side.

but can hardly agree with the Liverpool method of en-

rolling members for this event only.

—

Ed.]

Novel Method of Repairing a Broken Petrol Pipe.
[5959.]—When out walking the other night 1 met two

motor cyclists who were stranded by a broken petrol pipe,
and nothing and no one near to mend it. I liappened to
be sucking a Russian toffee tablet and casually offered to
stick lihis round it. It was most effectual, and they went
on their way rejoicing, so it is perhaps as well to have a few
Russian tablets in one's pocket. Wishing The Motor Cycle.
from which I have had much useful information, continued
success, D. W. TEVIOTDALE.

Sidecar Steering.
[5960.]—I have noticed trouble with the steering of my

sidecar, and found it to be caused by about ^iu. to iin.
play in the attachment on the back stay, that is to say the
sidecar could move away from and return to its proper track.
The swerving was more pronounced when the front bicycle
tyre was on the .soft side.

I thought the attachment was quite tight, as I could not
niove it myself, but travelling on the road at any pace over
fifteen miles per hour would pull on the cross tie (the one
to the saddle pin), and tins levered on the other connection.
Your readers inav like to know this.

_ J. A^. l^fAYLER.

Single-cylinder Records.
[5961. J-—May I, through the medium of your widely cir-

culated journal, ask when the hair-raising single-cylinder
Indian is going to emulate the twin of that ilk?

I have been away, but on returning to Londoh and seeing
the 500 c.c. hour record broken again. I was prompted
to writ.'. I am only a humble private rider, and know but
little of racing, but on quietly watcliiug Brooklands both on
off days and at public meetings, it has struck me that
private record attempts must cost a lot of money, and surely,
whether successful or not, cannot prove so valuable as hav-
ing a bold whack at record at a public race meeting.

1 must ap-iliigise for tr<mbling you at such length, but
in .July I quite excited myself al the prospect of seeing the
single-cylinder Indian projectile pulverising records, as in my
mild way I always t^ike an interest in a fast single, and I am
impatient, or curious, to hear more of it.

What directly brought the matter back to my mind was a
letter from a foreign friend of mine, who asked me what
Engli.sh records the Indian holds at present; but my know-
ledge of racing matters is not sufficiently extensive to en-
lighten him. Can von inform me?

ARTHUR M. C. SCOTT.

A STORM APRON noticed on W. Pratt's iwo-speed P and M. and Mont-

gomery sidcca'-, whicli should especially appeal to winter tourists. Inset the

upper part of the apron folded down. When not wanted the top half can be

folded under and out of the way, or even used as a cover should the sidecar be left

ir the rain.
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Lamps and Winter Biding.

[5962.]—^Having read your leaderette on the above, we
would like to point out that we should he only too glad ol

a trial such as you suggest. We heartily endorse your state-

ment that reliability in the generator is of more importance
than tlie volume of light given by the lamp. As manufac-
turers of electric lamps we have found the life of a standard 4
c.p. four volt Osram oulb to run into many thousands of miles,
the breakage even then being usually the result of pure care-
lessness on the part of the user. We trust that a trial of

some sort may be arranged, in which we should be only too
eager to compete.
THE BOWEN AND ODERY MANUFACTURING CO.

R. W. ODEKi-.

[5963.]—I note in your issue of September 28th that
" Ixion " has something uncomplimentary to saj' about
modern lamp outfits, which I should like to confirm. My
1911 outfit consists of a well advertised head lamp and patent
generator,' each of which cost me 25s. I have nothing to say
against the lamp itself, which when fully supplied with gas,

gives an excellent beam, enabling me to travel safely at

30 or 35 m.p.h. along clear roads. But the generator,
supplied by the same makers, is absolutely the most unsatis-

factory article that could be designed for practical night
riding. It is the most modern type. When the generator
is absolutely clean it will supply gas well for, say, half

an hour, but then the trouble begins and the light fails.

The drops of water come into the carbide chamber through
a perforated central tube, the perforations of which get
clogged up with a stiff paste of moist lime gathering all

round the central tube, and gas is only generated so long
as the lump carbide is violently agitated in contact with
this paste. A goodly portion of the water trickles through
the mass of paste directly to the bottom compartment
without touching the lump carbide on the grid. On coming
to a village or a stretch of road which requires careful
driving, down goes the light to zero, and it can only be
resuscitated by making the engine race by continually
slipping the clutch, or by tapping the generator vigorously
to make the carbide rattle about. Correspondence with
the makers only elicited the suggestion that too much
water was passing ; the trouble is really occasioned by a
starvation of water in the right place. The other night the last

twenty miles of my ride took over two hours, with constant
stoppages to prod the contents of the generator. Finally,

I had to dismount the whole thing, put the carbide in the
bottom chamber, and use the generator after the old-fashioned
method of the cheap German pattern to which "Ixion"
refers. It seems to me that the grid principle is quite a

wrong departure, unless means are provided for distributing
the moisture all over the carbide on the top of the grid.

J. F. BRI6G\S.

The Cause oi some Tyre Troubles.
[5964. ]^I think some of your correspondents must cither

have very bad luck with their tyres, or not take sufficient

care in driving. I am almost a novice, and my experience
is as follows : In the middle of August I bought a

Bradbury 3^ h.p. and sidecar. From that time I have ridden
2.100 miles ; at least 1.400 of them having the sidecar attached.
About 250 miles were ridden over very rough bye-roads
in Norfolk, and the only expense I have been put to, apart
from the post of running, has been a new exhaust valve,

and in addition I have had one puncture in the back wheel.
My tyres are still in good condition, and bear very little

appearance of giving way just at present. On the 1st I

went froni Nottingham to Northampton and back, and on
the return journey, although I was travelling twenty-nine
miles an hour, another motor cyclist simply shot by me
with a passenger on his carrier.

From what I can see many motor cyclists ride their
machines to death. I have sot more enjoyment out of

reasonable running than, I believe, many others get from
mere speed, and I think the latter may account for some of

the tvre troubles your correspondents complain of.

F. J. FLANAGAN.
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" Observant " complains that my macliine was taken to

the hill on a car, and also hints that the compression of

the engine was so high that it could not have been con-

veniently ridden over. In other words, he suggests that

mine was a freak machine made tor 'the job, and that it

was useless for an ordinary amateur to compete against it.

I think I can claim to have ridden in nearly all the most
important hill-climbs held during the year, yet the
Newnham climb is the only occasion on w^hich I have not

ridden my machine to the start. The facts are these :

At 10.30 the morning of the climb I got delivery of

my machine from the makers. All competitors had to

weigh in at Newnham before 12 noon. A journey of over
forty miles to do on a brand new machine in one and a half

hours, and no lamps for the return run.

Was it to. be wondered that I ' accepted the offer of a

lift by a friend who was going to see the competition?
It is easier and safer for a 40 h.p. car to average thirty

miles per hour than for a motor cycle.

Now for the capabilities of a high-compression engine :

The engines I use both for hill-climbs and reliability trials

are the standard competition 3^ h.p.

I used an exactly similar engine in the London-Edinburgh-
Ijondon run, M.C.C Winter Trials. Quarterly Trials, etc.

It is an engine that driven in a commonsense manner is in

every way suitable *or touring.

If "Observant", is at all inclined to doubt this I shall

be only too pleased to arrange a little non-stop reliability

test over any distance and any road he may select. I will

ride the same machine with which 1 compete in open hill-

climbs, and he any 3^ h.p. single-geared machine he likes.

I think we should then be able to see if the 3^ h.p.

Precision competition engines are " incapable of keeping

their best tune in a run of forty miles ' or not.

.JACK WOODHOUSE.

Sidecars and Change-speed Gears.
[5966.]—I have read with much interest the correspondence

on the suitability of the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder for sidecar

work. My own "experience is that a 5-6 h.p. two-speed twin

is absolutely the lowest powered machine with which it is

possible to do any enjoyable sidecar touring.

In letter 5913 Mr. Hugh Gibson gives it as his opinion that

the 34 h.p. single-cylinder and sidecar can do anything that

the 5-6 h.p. outfit is capable of. Would he have us believe

that the extra 2 h.p. is useless, and that the extra cost of

j

upkeep is so much money absolutely thrown away? My side-
' car touring has proved just the contrary.

With regard to the reliability of the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

j
engine over the twin when used for sidecar work, I mention

I

that the single is more likely to give trouble owing to its

lower gear ratio, and consequently greater engine speed, than

the twin engine running at a normal speed on its higher gear.

The weakest part of the modern sidecar outfit (with very

few exceptions), it seems to me, is the frame of the motor

cycle, and I hope that designers will pay attent'on to this

most important point in next year's models.
T. M. JONES.

Will Hill-climbs Survive?
[5965.]—1 think I am right in considering that the

remarks of " Observant " re Coventry and Warwickshire
hill-climb are intended to apply to myself.

The private road in Luton Hoo Park which the Herts. Couniy A.C. will use for th9

speed trials on the 21st inst., by liind permission of Sir Julius Wernher.
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A.C.O. Quarterly Trial.

[5967.]—May I urge a word of warning to competitors
passing through the narrow winding streets of Bewdley. At
the worst point five roads ine«t, and just here is a favourite

place for farmers to leave their carts and for children to

lun about. It is a death trap at any speed over six or seven

miles an hour. A.B.

Cold Vulcanising.
- [5968.]—I have had three tyres retreaded all similar in

every way by a leading manufacturer. One done about a

year ago has stood 1,000 miles on the back wheel, and a

greater distance on the front, and though now smooth is

still sound in ev-iy waj'. The second began to come off

[I.e., the new tread) in 100 miles, and was badly off all

round in 500. The third in 400 miles was worn clean through
down to th3 or'girial tread, and completely separated from
it except close to the rim on each side. In both these cases,

though the failure was different, the tread had come away
from the foundation, and was in no sense amalgamated to

is as when properly vulcanised. The makers say that motor
cycle tyres cannot be hot vulcanised again, and that they
have a special cold process. I should be glad to know if this

is a fact, and w'hat cold vulcanising nrsans, and if it is

another name for solutioning .' The tyres weie all 26in. by
2in. wired, and non-skid retreads were fitted; machine,

2i h.p. F.N, RETKJiAD.

Silence.

[5969.]— I am very pleased at the fact that you are still

persevering in your crusade on behalf of the silent motor
bicycle. There is no reason why any motor cycle or car
should make an objectionable noise. I do not at all agree
with E. W. Knight's letter, in last week's issue of T/ii' Motor
Cycle, re his old machine. For a few shillings he can buy a

good and silent silencer, which will stop all the noise made by
his exiiaiist. Anyone who can afford to ride a motor cycle
can surely afford the few shillings necessary to purchase a

new silencer. The noise made by the old motor cycles is bad
enough, but these new and more powerful machines are fitted

with such poor silencers that it appears necessary to tit a

cut-out to them (this does not say much for the silencer),

and the.'e cut-outs are used by a certain class of rider with
an entire disregard to the comfort of other people.

There is a certain class of motor lunatic about known as

the "speed merchant," who imagines the road is made for

Ills especial benefit. The animal is easilv spotted : it runs on
two wheels, has a humpy back, a pair of huge goggles, a
cap turned the wrong way, and an engine the explosions of

which shake the surtounding houses, Tliis animal, whose
other name is the "road hog," rushe.s furiously about the
roads like a mad dog, seeing nothing but the road imme-
diately in front of its nose ; its behaviour is so gross that it

has brought discredit on the decent road rider. When this

animal is seen it should he caught and caged, and then the
rational user of the roads would have a chance again of

using them in safety, and. in addition, he could get some
sleep at night. The road hog is looked upon by the man
in tlie street as a bit of dirt, that is, matter in the wrong
place.

I see " Ixion " says in his notes, " Up the phenomenal preci-
riice, miles from human habitation, you would naturallv drive

1

on a free exhaust." Why, might I ask? If the silencer is
properly constructed there will be no back pressure, and con-
sequently no cut-out will be necessary. Let " Ixion " try a
two or three-speed gear and seal up his cut-out, M,D.

New Brighton Track.

[5970.]— I notice .\ few remarks by a JNIr. Newmann re
the atiove subject. Jlay I remind' him that records are
usually olKciaily timed, otherwise they are not considered.
-Mr. Newmaiui says nothing about his' timekeepers. Was it

by speedometer 'r Again the statements m.ide are ambiguous.
He says, " I attained a speed of sixty miles per hour, and
th3 same morning I equalled his mile record for the track,"
Now does this mean that a mile was covered in sixty
seconds, or merely that he touched sixty on the straights'?
The first I consider practically impossiljle, and the second
has been done many times, and has to be, by anyone who
approaches the mile figures, as the speed natu'rally drops on
Lhi banking. The spe<;d I have attained, ofJiciallY timed,
was two laps at twenty-one seconds to the lap, an(i at this
speed my back wheel would not hold the banking, the angle
being too great. Now ray 7 h.p. Rex has as short a wheel-
base as any machine on the market, and were it not for
special tyres with the tread specially vulcanised on the left

wall, I do not consider I could hold" it on the banking at a
higher speed. By the way, one day in practising I was
reputed (I say advisedly, reputed) to cover one lap in
nineteen seconds, but I do not believe it possible, although
timed by an amateur with a stop watch.

I should be pleased to meet Mr. Newmaim on this track,
as he suggests, when next he is in this district.

Liverpool. E. F. BAXTER.

The A.C.U. and the Liverpool A.C.C.
[5971.]—The re<:«nt action of the iC^C.U. in refusing

permission to the Liverpool A.C. Club to hold an open reli-

ability trial in its own district calls for a little candid
comment.

I understand that the A.C.U.. in refusing to grant a
permit, stated that it did not consider that such a trial was
in any way called for, and moreover, the "trade" did not
want it.

Traversing its objections, if the event was, as it had
claimed, "uncalled for," no one would enter, even if the
A.CU. had graciously granted its august permit and
patronage, and the only result would be to deplete the
club funds by the amount of the permit fee paid to the
-A.CU. Again, if the trade did "not want it," the trade
would be at perfect liberty to stay away. The.se events are
got up by clubs for the sport and pleasure they provide for
those who care to compete, and not for trade purposes.

Certainly, the trade rider is welcome to come in, if he so
chooses, but there is no compulsion in the matter. But if

he does not care to do so, that is no reason why the sporting
amateur should be prevented from competing in an event
proposed to be run under A.CU. rules and ordinary road
traffic regulations. Imagine the National Cyclists' Union
refusing a permit to a club of standing for an open race
meeting on the grounds that such meeting was " uncalled
for" and tha* the cvcle trade "did not want it"'

J. F. MACNAB.

Brookdale M.C.C.

h i 1 1-cI i m b at

Westerham on

Saturday last. A

group of com-

petitors.
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The Liverpool Club's Two Days' Reliability Trial.

AN EVENT "BANNED" BY THE A.C.U.

THE Liverpool A.CO. two days' re-

liability trial was held last week-
end, Ledsham (Cheshire) being
the starting point, and a fair

crowd assembled at noon to see the com-
petitors leave. The riding conditions on
Saturday were ideal. It will be recollected

that it was intended that this event
should be "open," but the A.C.U. refused
to grant a permit, and subsequently
Uiraaienerl t^ Suspend all motor cyclists

rfno were non-members vpho took part.

Saturday's route was as follows : Ledsham
(start), Queensferry (5^ miles). Mold (7),

Ruthin (9i), Cerrig-y-Druidion (13j).
Pentre Voelas (6), Denbigh (14^), Bodfari

(3), Caerwys (3) Cilcain (3), Mold (4).

Queensferry (7), Ledsham (5^). Petrol at

Denbigh control, fifteen minutes com-
pulsory stop. Thirty - eight out of

forty-four entrants started, including
several well-known riders. W. Heaton
(A.J.S.) used gears of 6j and 13^ to 1.

evidently expecting severe ascents. H.
Gibson, G. Wray, and P. Piatt were
mounted on Bradburys, and the Baxters
on Rex machines. The competitors were
got away smartly in trios, and some were
eariy in difficulties with punctures. This
seemed to be the only trouble they had
to contend with, as the first part of the
course was a very easy journey for a
modern motor bicycle. The long hill out
of Mold caused no trouble. Hugh Gibson
went up with Ws chain-driven Bradbury
and sidecar on top gear. Later in the day
he retired, owing to the keyway on the
counter-shaft sprocket wheel shearing off.

The much talked of hill, Cilcain (ob-

served), proved anything but difficult, yet
several failures were noticed. Pedals
were used very freely, and more than
one rider van alongside, and then conked

Ledsham, Cheshire, the starling point. Competitors assembling for the start.

to a standstill. Cilcain village lies in a

valley, and the corresponding hill leading

out of this place is really very bad, so

some exciting times were anticipated on
the next day's run. The road for two or

threu miles leading to Cilcain, from the

Denbigh side, is really atrocious, there

being just enough room for a passenger
combination, whilst the surface is

beyond description. The last quarter of

a mile drops 1 in 3^ into the village.

On this stretch Piatt (Bradbury) gashed
his back cover so badly that he retired.

From this point to the fii '"'i (16^ miles)

Mrs, Baxter (Rexl drooping down into Cilcain from the Denlji^h side This was the steepest hill in the trial,

and had to be ascended on the second day's run. Tiie gradient is 1 in 3i.

Cilcain Hill, the sleep and twisty descent on the

way to Denhigh. The competitor is Bel) (Chater-

Lea sidecar).

the run was accouiplished in daylight,

when a final check was taken, the com-

petitors then wending their way to Liver-

pool,, to place the machines en i/arage

for the morrow.

The Second Day's Run.
Some thirty competitors faced the

starter at Birkenhead, and the first three

went off for the 115^ miles journey at

10.15 a.m. The weather conditions over-

head were again splendid, but the roads

for a few miles were soaked with rain,

which had fallen during the night. All

•*
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the Liverpool Club's Two Days' Trial.—

got safely through to Rossett (twenty-

two milet), where the first observed liill

was encountered.
Sunday's route was as follows : Birken-

head Ftrry (start), Chester 15^ miles,

ICossett 65, C«fn-y-bedd 3^, Llandegla 9,

Mold 111, Cilcaiii 4, Denbigh 13, Tref-

nant 2^, Tremeirchion 2^, St. Asaph 7,

Ruddlau 2^, Newfnarket 4^, Holywell 1^,

Bagillt 2i, Noithop 5, Mold 2^," Chester

8, and Birkenhead 15^.

Petrol at St. Asaph, 1^ hours compul-
sory stop.

Marks were given for silence, and this

had a marked effect in excluding the

open exhaust type of rider.

The Start from BirKeahead.
The competitors crossed the Jlersey on

Sunday morning by ferry boat, starting

from Birkenhead at ten o'clock. All -went

well uutil Cilcain was reached, and here

it was that most of the competitors met
thei.' Waterloo. A crowd of nearly three

hundred a.ssembled at the 1 in 3i hill

in the anticipation of witnessing some
interesting performances, as Cilcain Hill

was admittedly the pihe rfc ri-^islanct

of the trial. A corresiX)ndent counted

over one hundred motor cycles and cars

gathered at the foot of the acclivity.

The police were present, and, by st.,.,

ping all non-competitors from prattising.

rendered great assistance to the (.fficials

in keeping the hill clear. This hill was
descended bv the competitors on the

Saturday's run, which enabled them to

gain some idea of the severity of the

gradient at the bend, which is seen in our

illustrations which appear on the pre-

vious page.

Three Riders Distinguish
Themselves.

A number of competitors, es(>ecially

those mounted on single-geared bic,\cl;'s.

skidded at the corner. Others tailed

through sheer inability to climb such a

steep gradient. In tlie end only three

riders were successful in making clean

ascents of Cilcain, and it seems likely

that the cup will go to one of them.
These riders were PoUaid (3^ h.p.

Triumph), Gregson (3i h.p. 8Jx88 mm.
Bruribury, with C.A.P. carburetter), and
\V. Heaton (2^ h.p. two-speed A.J.S.)

These three are deserving of great credit

for their magnificent pt'rformances.

Mrs. Baxter unfortunately skidded,

and, further, ran into a pig, but neither

tne rider nor the machine was much
damaged. Her husband also skidded on

Cilciun. but he recovered, and ran alnng

side his machine. The same fate befell

George Wray, whose Bradbury had a

plated cylinder, and was spotlessly clean

at St. Asaph. He had been fancied foi

the Reliance Cup. ottered as the chief

award in the contest, so that his skid

is all the more mifortunate.
It must be admitted that the sidecars

made a very poor show, as only one
succeeded in reaching the summit of the

hill unaided, and this ^t the second

attempt.
Lunch was well served at the Plough

Hotel, St. A.-aph. Hobbs (Triumph) re

tired with a broken piston, and Moggor
age was noticed repairing a puncture
neai Bagillt. .\t Chester lamps had to be
lighted for the final stage of the journey.

|j^OT(^ILE

The first to arrive at Hope Street

Garage, Liverpool, was Wray, who
checked in at about 7.30 p.m.
Great enthusiasm was displayed along

the route, although some trouble was
caused to competitors by urchins remov-
ing the direction arrows.
On the second day Hugh Gibson rode

round the course as a marshal, with Piatt
seated on his carrier.

Despite the A.C.U. ban we are told

that only some five or six entrants re-

frained from riding. The trial proved
a great success in every sense. The
course and conditions were arduous. The
officials all worked with a will, and the

judge, ilr. S. W. Carty, was indefatig-

able in the performance of his duties.

He was mounted on a 5 h.p. twin N.S.U.,
and by cutting across country he was
enabled to watch the competitors on most
of the hills.

NewmarKet Hill Unobserved.
Unfortunately, he was injable to reach

the hill at Newmarket in time, and as

this gradient practically accounted for

the whole of the competitors, it is to be
regretted no official account was <d)tained.

It is rumoured that only W. Heaton, on
the A..J.S., and a Rudge rider climbed
Newmarket at the first attempt, and it

is highly probable that the cup will now
go to Heaton. as he also climbed Cilcain

and made a non-stop run. The first

prize for best performance on a single-

geared machine will no doubt go to

either T. Pollard (3^ h.p. Triumph), or

A. Gregson (3^ h.p. Bradbury).
.\ll machin s were very minutely ex-

amined by the judge in Hope Street
Garage, Liverpool, at the finish.

Mrs. Baxter pluckily completed the
rour.-c. although she had suffered from
.several minor mishaps.

Next Year's Prospects.
.\ more ambitiou.s trial is already

being projected for early next year.
Mot(u- cyclists generally seem to look
upon the action of the A.C.U. as an
insult to the whole motor cycling com-
munity ;n the Liverpool district. An

2067

indignation meeting is shortly to be called
and a plan of action decided upon.
No accident was reported, and all the

retirements were due to most unforeseen
and very rare breakdowns.

Complete List of Survivors.
Of the 38 starters, 25 in all duly finished

as follows

;

Motor Cycles.

P. C. Jones (3i Bradbury).
Geo. Wray (3i. Bradbury)!
L. V. Barton (3^ Mead-Precision).
W. W. Hague (3^ Triumph).
J. W. Baker (3i Triumph).
D. Lloyd (3i Triumph).
T. W. Pollard (3^ Triumph).
G. Gregson (3i Bradburv).
H.. C. Marston (3^ Rudge).
N. Brown (3^ Kudge).
H. Marston (8 Bat-Jap).
F. Markland (3^ Spa-Jap).
S. W. Phfllputt (2 Humber).
E. F. Baxter (7 Rex).
Mrs. Baxter (3^ Rex).
M. G. Rolls (5-6 Bat-Jap).
-M. Glasgow (3i Triumph).
J. II. Fox (3i Triumph).
J. J. Scott (3i 'J'riunipli).

W. Heaton (2i two-speed A.J.S.).
T. Carroll (3i Bradburv).
A. Bell (3 N.S.r.).
E. W. Kirkcup (3^ Matclilcs>).

P.\ssENGicR M.\cii;.\i;.s.

G. Anderson (7 Waverley and sidecar).
T. C. Smythe (6 Zenith and sidecar).
65.8'/,', of the total nuMil cr siicteeded in

finishing the trial.

The State of our Roads.

A correspondent named A. E. Ball

wrote last week and ponitcd out that we
might change our minds regarding the
filling of pot-holes by stones and tar if

we were to try a spin from Nottingham
to Doncaster via Mansfield and Worksop.
Our correspondent is doubtless absolutely
correct with regard to this particular
.section of road, but in other parts of Eng-
land this filling .process is carried out in a

surprisingly efficient manner.

Tlie observed tiUI at Rossett. Mrs. Baxter lias just passed another competitor.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 12th

,. 14th

,. 16th
,. 18th

6.12 p.m.
6.8 „
6.4 „
6.0 „

A Difference.

G. R. Collier writes us to the effect

thai, he still holds the five miles- record
for the Crystal Palace track, his time
being 5m. 33s. Harry Martin's time of

5ni. 58|s. was claimed as record, but this

refers to a track record for engines of

limited dimensions.

Proposed Club for Beckenham.
A movement is on loot to establish a

motor cycle club at Beckenham and the
district. Mr. D. Lavender, proprietor of

the Albemarle Motor Cycle Exchange,
Beckenham. has kindly granted the use of

a suitable club room at the first named
place.

motor Cyclist Awarded £50 Damages.
Last week, at the Harleston County

Couit, S. W. Denny claimed damages
from Mr. Epps, of Maidstone, for damage
<;aused by the negligent driving of the
tlefendant's servant. It appears that the
defendant's motor car, in approaching the
main road from a cross road, crashed into
tlie plaintiff, and completely wrecked his

bicycle, but fortunately did not seriously

injure the rider, although he was incapa-
citated for some weeks from work. The
Judge, in giving judgment, said the evi-

dence was quite sufScient to show that
the accident was entirely the fault of the
driver of the car, against whom no charge
of excessive speed had been made. He
did not exercise care iu coming off a by
on to a main road. Damages awarded,
iB50 with costs.

Motor Cycle Activity in Italy.

On the 15th inst. an important motor
cycle race will be held, starting from the
gates of Turin, over the Orbassano-
Bruino-Piossasco circuit, 100 kilometres
in extent, for which the Grand Prix de
rE.xposition will be contested. The con-
test will be divided into five classes,

according to cylinder. capacity, for engines
not exceeding; 250, 300, 333, 500, and" over
500 c.c. Except, as regards auxiliary

exhaust ports no restrictions will be im-
posed. The Societa Spoi;tiva la Torino re-

serves for itself the right to ca.hcel any
class represented by only one make and to

transfer this to another class. The
Orand Prix de I'Exposition will be com-
peted for between all classes and will

t)e awarded on formula. ' The race is

likely to be a great success, since all the
firms who showed at the Turin Exhibi-
tion will take part. Very high speeds
are expected.

Are Brazing Lamps Dangerous?
An action of considerable interest to

motor cycle traders, and bearing particu-
larly on the liability of makers of tools,

was held in the Watford County Court
on the 2nd inst. The makers of a petrol
brazing lamp were mulcted in £100
damages, the decision of the jury being
that the lamp was defective between the
container and the vaporiser, and they
considered, as reasonable business men,
that the defendants ought to have known
that it was dangerous.

We Hear
That Jake de Rosier has ordered a

Matchless twin from H. Collier and Sons,
Ltd.
That if someone can find a suitable spot

to build a three-lap track, Indian Wells
can find the cash.

That 0. C. Godfrey's Indian is fitted

with Jake de Rosier's racing cams. (Now
we shall see if it is "in the engine.")
That the Devonshii'e riders at the

Streatham and District open hill-climb
gave the finest display of corner work
seen in the South.
That the Zenith people were all smiles

at the Streatham hill-ciimb.

That Harry Martin contemplates taking
a trip across the Atlantic to capture some
of the American records, or dollars.

That the Bowden people have 10,000
handle-bar controls for magneto on order
for 1912.

That an attempt was made by burglars
to force an entrance into the premises of

the New Hudson Co. in Gray's Inn
Road.
That Harry Bashall is suffering from

water on the knee.
That Fred Barnes is going to give a

champagne supper to all his friends after

his recent run of successes.

That Father Tessier was as "keen"
as the " keenest " down Brasted way.
That some private members of the

A.C.U. have not yet received the hand-
book.

That James Merton is none other than
Bert Goodswin, and that several of our
leading manufacturers would like to meet
him.
That "Billy" Cooper was conspicuous

by his absence at the Southern hill-climb.

That another American firm—the Peer-
less—are about to invade England with
their motor cycles, and are already look-

ing out for suitable showrooms.
That Harold Karslake contemplates

applying for the old age pension for his

Dreadnought.
That one of our leading 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder manufacturers is out for " 70

"

before the show.
That 0. C. Godfrey has made a bet

that he gets the hour record before the
show on the single-cyUnder Indian.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
OVERSEAS NUMBER.

Experiences and opinions of motor cyclists in
all parts of the world.

1912 MODELS.
THE QUARTERLY TRIALS.
BROOKLANDS EVENTS.

An American Consular Report.

Motor cycle manufacturers will be in-

terested in an American Consular report
which says :

" Mexico presents a fine field

for the exportation of automobiles (presum-
ably motor cycles are included). During
1910, 209 motor vehicles arrived at the Port
Vera Cruz and were re-shipped to Mexico.
Of these 151 were from Germany, 38 from
the United States, 11 from France, B
from England, and 1 from Spain.

A Speedy Arrest.

The other day the Witham police
received a telephone message from
Chelmsford stating that a man wanted
by the Cambridge borough police for
stealing a motor cycle would no doubt
pass through the town on the stolen
machine. 'Two constables at once started
for the cross roads near Bridge Street,
where after a few minutes' wait they
saw a motor cyclist approaching. The
man, whose name was given as Charles
Vivian Sumpter, alias Claude Graham,
was stopped by the officers, detained,
and subsequently handed over to the
Cambridge police.

Left the Plug Intact.

A Greenwich motor cyclist had a
curious mishap with his single-cylinder
machine of this year's make. He was
starting up when with a load report the
cylinder head blew off in several pieces.

He picked up the inlet valve cap thirty
yards away, and the other with the plug
intact was hanging on the terminal wire
from the magneto. The force of the
explosion buckled the under part of the
tank. Fortunately, he had a spare
cylinder at home and after fitting the
same and repairing the tank was able to

use the machine again the following day.

Scientific Matters in Germany.
A . prize competition has been held in

Germany under the auspices ^i the
Prussian War Office, for treatises on
various subjects connected with motor
cycles, which are as follows :

" Protection
against the danger of "skidding," "Trans-
mission, especially as regards reliability,

silence, and simplicity," " Free engine
and change speed gears;" " Springing,"
" Protection .against' dirt and dust." None
of the papers received proved good
enough for a first prize, but there were
several minor awards. The Prussian AVar
Office purposes co-operating with the
General German M.C. in organising a
reliability run next year.
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The Man and the Rim.
A. H. Sanderson, one of Australia's

armv of ten thousand motor cyclists,

recently crashed into a closed railway gate

nt ni<rht. The gate was undamaged ; not

The man and the rim.

so the front wheel rim, which under the
strain assumed a pecuilar deltoid shape.
Being an amateur photographer, and
desiring a memento of a fortunate escape,
Mr. Sanderson faked a negative, with
the results shown in the pictuj'e.

The Gaillon Hill-climb.

Tlie results of this French hill-climb,

which was held last week, are as fol-

lows : Quarter-litre class—1, Brunei
(Griffon) ; third-litre class—1, Laudel
(X.3.U.) ; under 50 kilos—1, Magnat-
Debon (Pierrard), Im. 24|s. ; over 50 kilos
— 1, Peugeot (Guillon), 42^s. ; tricars—1,

Riviere (Jlototri-Contal).

The fastest time of the day in the
motor cycle class was accomplished on
the Peugeot, 42^s. ; the fastest car time
being made on the 6-cylinder Rossel, 32|3.

Auto Cycle Union News.

At the last meeting of the A.C.U. Com-
mittee 229 touring members were elected
and twelve full members, a total of 241.

Affiliatiok.—The following clubs have
been affiliated to the parent body : Can-
terbury and District ^t.C.C. thirty mem-
bers ; Aberavon, Port Talbot and District

M.C.C. thirty-three members ; Furness
M.C.C. thirty-seven members.

An A.C.U. TorEiNG CoManxTEK.—The
A.C.U. has appointed a special Touring
Committee to deal with the appointment
of hotels and reijairers, which consists of

Messrs. Otto Thomas, W. Cooper, A. .T.

iMoorhouse, H. P. E. Harding, and C. C.

Cooke.

Olyhpia Show.—During the Olyrapia
Motor Cycle Show, from November 20th
to 25th, the A.C.U. will have Stand 172.

while members will have their own club
rooms, known as the Princes Rooms,
thanks to the courtesy of the ilotor Cycle
Manufacturers' Union. The A.C.U. has
sent a vote of thanks to the Union.

In place of Mr. Cove (who has resigned
and gone to America) Mr. Moorhouse has
been elected to the Competitions Com-
mittee, and Mr. Hart to the Legal Com-
mittee.

A.C.U. AxNi-Ai. Dinner.—The A.C.U.
annual dinner will be held on a Saturday
in January. Ladies will be invited.

SiDEc.iR Records on the Tr.ack.-The
A.C.U. has decided to recognise sidecar
records on the track, and it has been left
to the Competitions Committee to define a
sidecar accuralelv.

S. ASrican Trade Increase.

All those who are interested in the
motor cycle industry will be gratified by
the phenomenal increase during the last

twelve months in the imports of British
motor cycles into South Africa. The
extent of the advance are shown by the
following figures :

1908. 1910 1911 to September.
£10.781 £23,005 £40,205

These show that for the first eight months
of this year shipments from Great Britain

are £1'7,200 more than for the whole of

1910.

M.C.C. Winter Run.
We understand that the winter run to

E.xeter and back will take place on Box-
ing Day and the following day, and it

is quite likely that the schedule speed
will be accelerated. A suggestion was
made to carry the run on to Pljinouth,
but it should be remembered that if

severe winter conditions prevail (the

weather was rather favourable last time)

an extended run is likely to be uncom-
fortable in bad weather. Last year there

[KaTOi^ [5yigpirg"|^
Oct. 13.—.A.C.U. Council Meeting at the

Imperial Hotel, Birmingham,
at 7.30 p.m.. to be followed
by a Smoking Concert.

,, 14.—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (Midland
Centre).

., 21.— Herts. County A.C. Autumn
Open Speed Trials.

Nov. 20-25.— Motoc Cycle and Cycle
Exhibition at Olympia.

A special heading will be foutul in tht

miscetlaneotis ailverlisement columns lot

announcements of forlJicomin^ club com-
petitions.

was no fog and no snow, and a schedule
of 15 m.p.n. was easily adhered to. This
year if the schedule goes up to the 18
m.p.h., it will be, in our opinion, unwise
to extend the course. A dozen entrants
have already notified their intention of

competing.

Ladies in the Quarterly Trials.

Mrs. C. C. Coolce is the first and only
lady to acccmplish a non-stop run in a
cjuarterly trial, which slie did at the end
of last year, riding her 3^ h.p. Triumph.
Miss Hough will attempt to equal Jlrs.

Cooke's feat in the Midland Quarterly
Trial on .Saturday, although it must be
admitted that this year's quarterly trial

courses have been much more severe than
hitherto. Miss Hough's mount is a two-
speed Douglas.

Racing at Toronto, Canada.

Canadian records were lu'oken and re-

broken at Toronto on the 16th ult. , new
times b^ing put up for every distance
from three to twenty-five miles. The
feature of the afternoon was the twenty-
five mile race for the J. W. Commeford
trophy, 'At five miles Cole's time was
6in. lis. which beats Canadian record
bv 23s. His ten miles time was 12ra.

30s., fifteen miles were covered in 18m.
30|s., twenty miles in 24m. 45s., and the
full distance of twenty-five miles in 30m.
56|s. The English machines were very
successful. W. Slower, on a Triumph,
won the Auto Tire Co. 's cup, while W.
Banfield, also riding a Triumph, won the
five miles race for belt-driven machines.

Suovvdon an Almost Impossible Climb.

In search of " unclimbable " hills, H.
G. Bell has been touring North Wales
on a two-speed four-cylinder F.N. and
sidecar, and seriously commenced arrang-

ing an ascent of Snowdon by the rail-

way track. It was Mr. Letts and Mr.
Bell who climbed Snowdon in 1905 on a
6 h.p. single-cylinder Old.smobile car,

the journey occupying 56m., the dis-

tance being approximately five miles.

On inspection of Snowdon with a view
to a sidecar ascent, it was found almost
impracticable to drive either a motor
bicycle or sidecar combination to the
summit, that is without numerous stops.

In places the ballast is inches below the
sleepers, and running water crosses the
line at intervals ^ir. Bell thinks that
with many stops to lift a machine from
one side oif the track to the other, a motor
cycle ascent might prove successful.

Liverpool A.C.C. Two Days' Reliability Trial. A general view looking down Cilcaln Hill.
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MOTOR CYCLE RACING AT PORIMARNOCK. (See page 1070.)

A general view ol the heach with the martello tower in the distance. 0. f« Franklin (7 h.p. Indian), tlie winner, takes one of the turns close in.

BRITISH IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
TfHE accompanying table and chart show the enormous

increase of the exports of motor cycles and parts

during the last three years. In th« case of July
and January the value of the exports in 1911 is more

than four tunes as great as In 1909. The imports have also

increased, but not to anything like th* same extent. In 1909
the value of the imports exceeded that of the exporis in

April, May, June, and July. In March, 1910, the irrports

SHOWING RAPID INCREASE OF EXPORTS.

1911

19101

1909

also slightly exceeded the exports in value, but in 1911 the

value of the exports was always vastly in excess, in January
and August being over three times as much, and on the

average more than double. This is a very satisfactory state

of affairs from the British manufacturers' point of view.

The complete totals for the year are :

Exports.—1909. £105,435; 1910. £161.130: 1911 (to end
of August), £181.418.
Imports.—1909, £70,452; 1910, £99,248; 1911 (to end of

August), £79,651.
Exports.

1909. 1910 1911.

£ £ £
August . .

.

... 9,054 . . 16.038 .. 25,487

Julv ... 6,764 .. . 12.045 ... 29.660

June ... 5,551 .. . 11,428 .. 17.139

M av ... 6,001 . 9.495 .. 22.706

Ajpril

]\larch
... 6,183 .. . 11,196 .. 22,339

... 7.629 .. . 10.461 .. 19.439

February ... 6,463 .. 9,460 .. 20.949

Janua ' ... 4,504 .. . 10.935 .. 23.699

IlIPORTS.

1909. 1910 1911.

£ £ £
August ... ... 5,541 .. . 10,411 7,472
Julv ... 8,377 .. 8,712 .. 10.238

.June ... 7,364 .. . 11,004 .. 10.117

Mav .. 8.263 .. 8.497 .. 11.163

April ... 6,374 .. . 11,020 .. 12.106

March .. 5,965 .. , 10.885 .. 12.342

February ... 4,581 .. 6,348 9,107

January ... 3,213 .. 7,564 7,106
Since completing the chart and table g ven, we have

received th-e return s for September, which a re as follows :

Exports.—1909. £9,666 ; 191C , £15.543; 1911, £32,579
considerably the la •gest monthly -total up to date).

Imports.—1909, £ 3,878, 1910, £7.297; 1911 . £8.208 (about

one-quarter of the value of the exports).

MOTOR CYCLE IMPORTS, MARCH TO AUGUST.
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1912 MODELS.
Advance Details of New Pattern Motor Cycles.

Next year's tree engine Rover, the alterations from this year's modal being in detail only.

Components, Ltd.
For next year, Comijonents, Ltd., will

enlarge tbeir engine to 86^ bore x 85

mm. stroke, as used in the T.T. Race.
Other features will be an automatic
sight-feed lubricator, and an improved
form of their variable gear. The control

of the decompressor has been redesigned.

Another Counter=shaft Gear.
Bowden Wire, Ltd., is the latest firm

to devote attention to the two-speed ques-

tion. A fortnight ago we encountered
Mr. Alec Ross on a Rat machine, fitted

with the Bowden two-speed bottom
bracket gear, which he was testing. It

will shortly be dealt with in these
columns.

The M.M.
We illustrate below the new 7-9 h.p.

twin ^LM., the bore and stroke of which
are 82 x 91.5 mm. The magneto is a

Rosch and the carburetter a Schebler. The
attachment of the engine to the frame by
the cylinder heads is interesting. The 4
h.p. single-cylinder model is of the same
dimensions. It is illustrated on page 1C82.
The engine is attached to the frame
at three points : at the cylinder head,
to the lower of the two top rails, and
fore and aft at the crank case. The
carburetter and magneto control are
carried out in the usual American manner
by long 11 iber twist handles and ro.J.":.

The back wheel is very easily d^tachab'e,
ajid is provided with a chain adjuster
which .= -rves to adjust the tension of

the belt. The bottom bracket is carried
above the forward end of the chain stays,

and is able to be rocked backwards and
forwards, the amount of movement being
controlled by means of an adjuster which
enables the pedalling chain to be very
easilv tightened. The stand is sub-

stantial, and when the machine is taken
off it automatically tiies quickly up into

position. The front wheel is suspended
on a tlat laminated spring fork. It is

interesting to note that the engine-shaft

revolves on roller bearings. The tank
is of brass, and provided with spun steel

ends.

Both models will be fitted with a free

engine clutch, which is of quite a simple

nature, consisting, as it does, merely of

an e.xpanding brake wliich takes up the

drive quite sweetly, so we are informed.

It is worked by a long lever adjacent to

the top tube.

The New Rover.
Rover motor cycles for 1912 will be

improved in detail only, the general

design remaining the same. The engine
will have the
same appearai.ce,

though it is now
bolted direct to

extensions of the
rear lug, thus
dispensing with
separate cradle
plates. The fly-

wheels have been
lightened in the
webs, and extra
metal has been
put into the rims
which should The method of nxing Ih3
tend towards a pedal spindle on the new

smoother running Rover,

engine. The wearing surface of the cam
gear has been increased as much as fifty per
cent., and the adjustable tappets are
now held up to the valve stems by en-

closed springs. Neater clutch leverage is

Combined lamp and generator bracket which
is a standard fltting on next year's Rover.

employed, the pedal having a direct pull

on the operating bell crank lever. Igiii-

tion is by the new type Bosch magneto
driven by a wide silent chain and con-
trolled from the left handle-bar, while
the cut-out is now operated by a pedal.

The spring fork is more compact, and
is fitted with stronger springs than
formerly. The tank has an extra sup-

A new model twin from the States—the 7-9 h.p. M.M. Noie the special engine Hxing.

New method of actuating th? clutch on the

1913 Rover. It will be observed that the rod

is inside the chain stay, enabling a direct pull

on the bell crank lever.
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1912 Models.—

porting clip, both fillers are fitted with
strainers, and ths oil pump has larger

valves. Neater front and rear wheels
st;inds are employed and the former is

kept in place by an improved clip. Both
brakes have been improved, the rear

brake being fitted below the chain stay

and operated by more siibstant.al con-

nections. The wheelbase has been
shortened two inches. The alterations

generally have made the machine con-

siderably neater in appearance. Three
models car be si-pplied. A fixed gear,

and a free engine model, and another
embodying the Armstrong three-speed

gear As will be noted from the illustra-

tion the firm have reverted to an L saddle

pillar, and use a frame, of the ordinary

diamond pattern.
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m.M. device Icr tightening the chain.

New Hudson Engine.
Mr. Roy Walker callfid at our offices

last week with the experimental New
Hudson 3i h.p. engine fitted to a three-

speed motor bicycle and sidecar. We
append a line sketch of this new power
unit, which is on standard lines and does
not present any novel features. The bore

The 1912 Nsw Hudson engine and appurtenances.

and stroke are 85x88 mm. =499 c.c, and
a silent chain is used lor the magneto
drive ; the cylinder is a particularly clean

casting. The tappets are provided with
springs to keep them in close contact with
the valve stems. A short run with the

new model, which had already covered
several thousand miles, including 1,500
miles in Yorkshire, convinced us that the
three-speed Armstrong sidecar gear and
1912 3^ h.j). New Hudson engine are a

Section of the B.S.A. free engine hub clutch for next year.

really excellent combination. A new belt

caused a certain amount of slipping on
the low gear, but the first time it ascended
Stoneleigh Hill it took the combined
weight of 25 stones with plenty of reserve

power on the low gear, the top gea.r being
5 to 1. Mr. Walker told us that the
machine had taken two passengers, com-
bined weight 20 stones, up Sutton Bank,-
also Farlow Bank, which he claims to be
a record for a 3^ h.p. engine and sidecar.

B.S.A.
We publish a section of the free engine

clutch which has been fitted to this year's

B.S.A. machines, the same design having
been decided upon for 1912. As will be
seen, it consists of a double cone keyed to

the belt rim, which is gripped between
blocks with corresponding grooves on each
side, and sliding in the hub shell. We
have had an experience with one of the

B.S.A. clutch machines, and found the
clutch beautifully smooth in action.

The Racing B. and B.
Last week we described the new design

B. and B. carburetter for 1912, illustrating

its special features on page 1037.

Our description applies to the light-

weight and heavyweight standard models,
but the firm have a racing pattern for

those who wish to obtain racing results.

This carburetter is similar to the univer-

sal type, but has a straight through air

opening with an extension pipe at the
rear. To adjust this carburetter, the
throttle and air orifices should be placed
in the fully open position, the jet being
set to suit. The makers say that this

carburetter, which is put on the market

Arrangement of M.M. expanding engine pulley clutch

to^ oblige their racing clients, is not so

controllable -or as economical for ordinary
touring purposes as the universal models
with the adjustable primary and second-
ary air openings. The variable jet is

standard on the racing model as well as

the others already described. Readers
will be interested to know that the firm

The new pattern 6 h.p. Rex Sidette, the engine ol which, as will he seen, has side-by-side valves-

a new departure tor the Bex. Co. in conneciion with twin-cylinder engines.
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1912 Mudsls.—

lias lately moved into well equipped

v.oiks at "the address mentioned, where
even part will be made on high class

aiifo.natic machinery, thereby ensuring

accuracy and perfection of workmanship.

We made a short tour of the works in

company with Mr. C. Brown and his

right-hard man, Mr. Evans, and found

the works fitted up in the latest style.

We mention the above as an instance

ot thoroughness and to prove to our

readers that Messrs. Brown and Barlow
intend to spare no expense or trouble to

maintain their already high position- in

the motor cycle industry. A 1912 model
was fitted to one of our machines in a

few moments, and as we returned to the

office by road we could detect an improve-

ment in the running of the machine

—

a 3i h.p. and sidecar. It is au advan-
tage with a low powered sidecar machine
to be able to increase the petrol supply

uphill.

New 3ih.p. Premier.
Am imiKjrtant improrement has been

made in t-lie 3^ h.p. model Premier for

1912. which still remains
85 X 88 mm. The whole
cylinder has been re-

designed, and outwardly
has a neat pear-shaped
appearance. while the
cylinder head and valve
ports have been some-
what modified in design.

«siJ€cially inwaidly.
The frame has been con-

--.idera!]ly lowered, but the
straight top tube is still

retained. Detail improve-
ments consist of a detach-
able rear nmdgiiard, a belt
rim guard, and an im-
proved carrier with provi-
sion for pannier tool bagi.

A New Quadrant Engine.
The Quadrant Co. have decided to add

to their previoii« list of models an engine
of 87x95 mm. for sidecar work. They
"will also manufacture a two-speed gear
and free engine of their own. The gear
will be placed in the rear hub, and will
be of the epicyclic type

/069

Kynoch Redivivus.
Kynochs, Ltd.. will place a 3^ h.p.

motor cycle on the market I'or 1912. It
will be fitted with the J. A. P. 85.5x85
mm. engine, Druid forks, and the B.S.A.
two-speed gear or free engine at option.

A Small Twin J.A. P.
We visited the works at Northumber-

land Park one day this week where the
•J.A.P. engines are ma<le, and fortunately
found Mr. J. A. Prestwich at home. A
discussion on 1912 prospects elicited the
information that the firm have one or
two new designs in hand fcr the show.
Tlie 3 h.p. lightweight twin engine which
has been u.<icd on a New Hudson in one
or two 1911 events will be one of the
1912 standard models. It has V cylin-

dcis with bores and strokes of 60 by 76
mm.. 425 c.c. side by side valves, and is

a miniature model of its parent, the 8 h.p.

Although called 3 h.p. it will give more
and should be successfully applied to

lightweight models where the even
torque and smooth running of a twin are
often preferred to the more [lowerful im-

pul.=es of a 500 c.c. single.

Gear lever quadrant ot the new two-
speel James. The bracket holding
the pulleys is placed at the angle of

the frame tube close by the saidle,
and not in the position shown in our
sketch.

Gradior.
Tilt 1912 (iradior engine, made by the

Gradior Machine Co., StatTord, ha's an
engine .if 86i x 90 mm. and ball bearing
crankshaft. It is designed foi those who
find a 500 c.c. engine hardly powerful
euough, and should appeal to heavyweigh!
riders and also eidecarists.

A new Gradior power unit for sidecar work.
The engine dimensions ard 86.5 \ 90 mm.

A COUNTER-SHAFT VARIABLE
BELT GEAR.

We have been favoured with a descrip-
tron of a counter-shaft xariable belt gear,
invented and made by .Mr. L. Dugdale,
96. Dall Street, Burnley. •

A is the pulley which runs on hall

bearings on the stud E, carried by the
actuating rod B. This rod can be fixed

at its lower extremity to the bottom
bracket or to -n lug brazed on to the frame.

The 1912 model 2 li.n. Humb?r lady's machine, which is a standard mount for next year.

DD ar the fixed fianges. and C the mov-
able Hange which is made to slide but
not to turn upon A. The pulley is shown
in its low gear position. It vv'ill be

noticjc that as
the lever H is

moveo backwards
the change in belt
tension «-ill cause
the flange C to
move to the left,

thus raising tha
gea. both from
engine to counter-
shaft and from
counter - shaft to

back wheel. No
\f

\
'/\ '

jockey pulley i.<

' ' ^''' needed, as the
movement of the
lever B does not
affect belt tension.

Mr. Dugdale says

that he does nut
find the belts

slip, and that the
gear does all h_'

claims for it. He makes it to give si.v

speeds, the lever B being held- in six

positions by slots in the quadrant 1''.

It is obvious that quite a low gear is

attainable with the usual engine pulley.
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One Hundred Miles Race at Portmarnock.
THE open race meeting promoled by the Dublin and

District Motor Cycle Club at Portmarnock on Satur
day last proved a fitting wind-up to a very sncceES-

fiil season. The novelty oi the meeting was a hun
dred miles handicap, the longest race that has heretofore

been held on the Velvet Strand being a fifty miles race. It

attracted the entries of a coupl of English riders, Stanhope
Spencer, who beat the hour record at Brooklands last week,
and another Rudge rider W. H. Elce. Although the former
was on the course he did not feel sufficiently well to coni;

pete, and as a consequence the race lost a good deal of

interest. Franklin gave a splendid exhibition of cornering
at the turning points in both of the races on Saturday. In

the two miles he won from scrateh, covering the distance in

2m. 4s. from a standing start, and in the hundred miles race

he just failed to get first place by ten seconds, the winner

turning up in T.- Green, who on a 5^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine was in receipt ol 25m. start. It was a very nice
bit of weight allotting on which the handicapping committee
deserve to be congratulated, for not only were the first and
second men so clos-i together, but the third and fourth were
in their last lap when the winner finished. The prize in the
hrmdred miles race was a silver cup presented by R,udge-
Whitwoith, Ltd. Details of the tw-o events are appended :

Two Miles H.iNDicAr.—C B. Franklin (7 h.p. Indian),
scratch, 1; J. J. Harvey (5 h.p. Bat), 18s., 2; P. Brady
(3i h.p. Rudge), 365., 3.

Hundred JNIiles H.^ndicak.—T. Green (Sj h.p. Blackrock
Special), 25ra. start, time 2h. 22m. 50s., 1; C. B. Franklin
(7 h.p. Indian), scratch, Ih. 56m., 2; N. E. Drury (7 h.p.

Indian), 3m. start, 2h. 2m. 33s., 3; J. J. Farrell (3-^- h.p.

Triumph). 33m. start. 2h. 35m. 25s., 4.

Next Saturday's Quarterly Trial.
The fourth and last of the series of 1911 Quarterly Trials

IS to take place in the Midland centre of the Auto Cycle
Union on Saturday next, the 14th inst., starting from the
Kemp Head Hotel, Hagley Road, about three miles out of

Birmingham, at 9 a.m.

The course is about 150 miles m length, embracing Hagley,
Kidderminster, Bewdlev, Farlow Bank (test hill). Ludlow.
Tenbury, Bromyard, Martley, Worcester (one hour stop for

lunch), Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Birdlip (test hill), Cheltenham,
Winchcomhe, Evesham. Bromsgrove to Birmingham.

Entries are as under

:

•W, Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

A. J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

G. T. Gray (3i Rudge)
C. S. Burner (3^ Rudge)
B. Alan Hill" (3^ Rudge)
W. B. Gi'ljb (23 Douglas)

*N. G. Blackwell (6 Zenith-

Gradua)
A. M. Lomax (3i B.S.A.)
Quadrant (3^ Quadrant)

*E. H. Paul (3^ EUiston and
Fell)

.

P. Brewster (4^ \orton)
V. Busby (2-1 Humber)
G. Bell (4 New Hudson)
H. Graham Dixon (4 New
Hudson)

E. H. AUday (3^ Alldavs)
A.S.L., Ltd. (3i A.S.L'.)

*H. J. Real (3 N.S.U.)
*E. W. Merrall (3i P. * M.)

A. Webster (2^ Hobart)
*R. C. Owen Wells (3^ Brad-

bury)

J. J. Woodgate (3^ Singer)
H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-

Precision)

*H. Brancliester (3i P. & i\I.)

R. W. Duke m Zenith-
Gradua)

*F. Southam (6 Zenith-
Gradua)

*N. Allday (3^ AUdays)
*Rev. E. P. Greenhiir (2-J

Douglas)
*A. H. Lowe (5-6 A.C.)
F. Smith (5-6 Clyno and sc.)

*T. E. Walker (5-6 A.C.)
*J. E. Tassell (8 Matchless
and sc.)

*Basi,l Fawsett (8 Chater Lea
and sc.)

|

'Private

*S. K. Jones (3j L.M.C.)
P. J. Evans (3^ Himiber)
B Bourke (4 New Hudson)
•E. B. Ware (8 Chater^Lea sc.)

V. Temple (3^ Arno)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan
runabout)

*Miss N. Hough (2-J two-
speed Douglas)

J. Woodhouse (3^ Dene-
PrecisionJ

W R. Jones (4^ ixion-
Precision)

Ernest Smith (4i Regal-
Precision}

J. H. Percox (3i Alldays)
Colmore Depot—

_ 2| Douglas
3| Scott

3i Premier
2-1 Enfield

8. Matchless sc.

3,000 Miles Road Trial Completed,
1). R. Donovan, whose progress we have chronicled week

by week since the commencement of his attempt to covei

3,000 miles without using a spanner on the engine, success

fully completed his self-imposed task on Monday this week.
At the end of that day's ru.i he brought his total to 3,091

miles, but the exhaust valve had been showing signs of

stretching for 300 miles. On the way from his home at

Bedford to our Coventry offices on Tuesday the valve broke
and the valve cap seals had consequently to be broken. The
checkers on Monday, however, assert that all six seals affixed

by The Motor C'yclt were intact on that day. During the

ride, Mr. O'Donovan has had no mechanical troubles of any
kind, and tho' seals,: etc., were intact at the finish. He rode
about 160 miles a day, and on Sundays was accompanied
by his wife, who also rides a 3^ h.p. Singer . clutch model.
The back tyre—a 2iin. Michelin—easily, lasted the 3,000
miles test and looks good tor many more miles.

The rider has had one or two amusing experiences during
the last week ortw.-. One in particular he related to us and is

worthy of publication, Naturally, everywhere he stopped he
was asked all about the ride, what he was doing, how much
he got for it, and whether he had trouble, etc., and while at

Luton, checking at \V A. Sale's depot, an interested by
stander of the artisan class asked to see his checking book,
and when he found out that the authenticity of the ride
depended on signatures, he suggested that he could be of

some assistance for a consideration, as he had a brother at
York, and he would sign the. book in his brother's name,
thereby proving an addition to the performance of about 187
miles. Needles to say, Mr. O'Dunovan did not avail himself
of this offer

D. R. O'Donovan, who has just completed 3,000 miles on a
without using a tool on the engine.

3i h.p. Singer
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A SECOND SPIDER RUNABOUT.
Some Notes by the Designer and Maker.

MOTOR cyolists are slowly but
surely accepting the small light

runabout into their camp. Why?
Because being constructed prac-

tically with cycle parts, having a motor
cycle engine as power unit, and trans-

mission to all intents and purposes iden-

tical, it is, in fact, a motor cycle on four
wheels. And while with a similar engine
it cannot beat a moto; bicycle for speed,
yet in the matter of cleanliness, acces-

sibility of engine, transmission, and tyres,

it has undoubted advantages—not to

mention absence of side-slip, a thing not-

to be lightly passed over.

My e.\periences—and they extend for

seven years on the practical side of spider
runabout building—lead me to the conclu-

sion that a 500 c.c. single-cylinder engine
with a variable gea'- is ample to propel
a runabout weighing anything up to

3 cwt unladen, and I consider gears of

5, 8i. and 12 to 1 most suitable, or a

little lower for hillv districts.

The essential features of a successful

spider quad are—(1) lightness, (2)

strength, and (3) perfection of design.

The accompanying illustrations show
what is meant.

Points of Design.
All engineers know that the greatest

strength is attained by keeping the tubes
straight. The first illustration, which
shows the chassis alone, will clearly

demonstrate that this has been done.

Perhaps •' few .details will interest

readers of The Motor Ci/cle. J. A. P.

engine, 85x85 mm. bore and stroke, 482
c.c, J. A. P. carburetter, Bosch magiield.

The engine drives the counter-shaft by
means of a |in. by i%in. Renold chain
through a two-speed rotating gear box
on the principle of the back gear of a

lathe, and |in. Elswick belts Iransmitthe
power to the back wheels, which are shod
with 26in. by 2vSin. Goodrich tyres. The
long lever on the side of the chas.sis

operates the belt rim brakes (the second
photograph shows this very clearly). The
small lever gives a free engine by holding
the high speed clutch out of action. The
engine is lubricated on the J. A. P. system.
Weight without body 2 cwt. The body,
which weighs 20 lbs. , slips into the
cradle-like chassis without any fastening
wliatever

What it can do.
The following runs will illustrate its

capabilities and prova that a 3^ h.p.

engine is sutlicient.

Eynsford, Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, i'un-

bridge Wells, Crowborough, School Hill,

Lewes, and Hove. 52 miles 21 hours
non-stop.

Hove. Haiidcross, Crawley, Reigate
Hill. Sutton, Tooting, and Battersea Park
50 miles. Two hours non-stop of engine.
The lowest gear was used only on the

steepest hills and for .starting from a

.standstill. I am. of course, aware that a

3i h.p. motor bicycle could make better
times than the above. But 1 prefer four
wheels H.vrold E. Dew.

THE SECOND SPIDER QUAD buiU lo Uie design ol H. E. Dew. This handy .illle runaoout, the con-
stractioD of which is rendered clear b.v the above illuslratioos, is described in detail on his paga.

GOVERNMENT MOTOR CYCLES
IN NYASSALAND.

ITiis year, Messrs. Phelon and Moore,
Ltd., have supplied to the Crown Agents
for the Colonies, three machines for use
by the Sleeping Sickness Commission in

Xyassaland. The machines are fitted

with a Montgomery sidecar with luggage
board and hood. The P. and M. was
chosen on account of Us two speed gear
and chain drive, and also, particularly

the low compressKin engine. Sir David
Bruce, the chief commissioner, was
given instructions in driving the machine,
and also as lo it< general management,
before despatch abroad. Each one under
went a seveie road test of 100 miles with
the chief engineer in the sidecar The
test included the climbing of a certified

gradient of 1 in 4^ with passenger, and
a petrol consumption of 100 miles to the
gallon. On the completion of this test,

the makers were, we understand, com
plimented on the manner in which the
machines had acquitted themselves.
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Durham and District M.C.C.

The result of the all night i'id€ helJ on September 23rd and
24th, under severe weatTier conditions, to Ferrybridge and
back, is ; F. C. Wake first, and R. W. Holmes second. Mr.
Forster's attendance cup for club runs and competitions has
been won by R. W. Rusliworth, and ilr. Harrison's silver

medal by W. P. Cross. The novices' competition will be
held on October 15th, leaving Neville's Cross Hotel at 9 p.m.
for Barnard Castle and Darlington.

Birmingham M.C.C.

A reliability trial will be held on October 28th in conjunc-

tion with the Sutton Coldfield A.C., for which the first prize

is a silver cup, presented by Mr. P. .J. Evans, winner of the

Junior T.T. race. There are several other valuable prizes.

The competition will take the form of a nomstop run via

Stratford, Sunrising, Kineton, and Edge Hill. Particulars

from Mr. Howard Smith, The Dingle, Four Oaks, or Mr.
R. V. C. Brook, Oakdene, Cambridge Road, King's Heath.
The "All Equal" hill-climb, in which all competitors had
to ride the same two machines, proved to be a fiasco owing
to the absolute inability of the machines to climb the hill.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The speed-judging competition, starting from the Red Lion,
Hatfield, on October 7th, was held under wet conditions
over a 23^ miles course at set speeds panging upwards from
17 m.p.h. The result is appended :

1. E. C. .Jarvis (3^ Triumph) ...

2. F. J. Beard (3 Wanderer) ..

3. Mrs. C. 0. Cooke (3i Triumph)

M. S.

52i fast

1 18 „
3 51 slow

Bristol B. & M.C. (Motor Section) v. Bath C.C. (Motor Section)..

An interesting match was run off on Saturday, the 7th
mst. , on a course ot 48^- miles between Bath, Bristol, and
Wells, including some severe hills. The teams wei'e : Bristol

—Clark, Fletcher, Wasley, Kickham, and Symes (2J h.p.

Douglases). Davies (3^ h.p. Eudge), and Bevan (5 h.p. E.€x
sidette) ; Bath—Powell, Wills, Provost, and Keevil (3^ h.p.
Triumphs), Burden (Lincoln Elk), Bush (3J h.p. Scott), and
Kelly (3| h.p. Scott and sidecar). The best climbing was
done by Davies (3^ h.p. Rudge), and Kickliam (2-| h.p.
Douglas). In the end the result lay between Kickham and
Bush, all the rest having failed or mtssed the course. Kick-
ham's error v^as 47Js., while Bush was 54|s. out of his

reckoning, so the Bristol club was declared to have won.
The winners were entertained at dinner by the losers. The
wl'role of the arrangements were in the hands of Mr. Philip
Grout. Mr. A. E. Deacon acted as timekeeper.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
The petrol consumption tests were held on Saturday, Sep-

tember 30th, over a twelve miles course comprising several

steep hills. The A.C.U. formula vfas used, and the following

were the results; Figure of merit.

1. W. Noble (3i Rover) 336.2

2. P. Dangerfield (3i Zenith) 303.5

3. W. S. Bennett (3i T. T. Norton) 302.9

A social ran will take place on October 15th, meeting at

the Gatehouse, Highgate, at 10.30 a.m.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

The members of the above club held their last hill-climb

of the season at Garshake, Dumbarton, on the 30th ult.

At the finish of the chmb a speed-judging contest was run
off over a stretch of road at the foot of the hill. Both con-

tests were a decided success, and the principal results are

as follows :

Hill-climb.
Figure of merit.

... 522

... 514

... 493

H. W. Ballardie (T.T. Triumph)
R. McCulIoch (T.T. Triumph) ...

T. Brash (T.T. Triumph)
Speed-judging.

E. Hunter (7 h.p. Indian) Ifs. error

P. Blair (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3s. „
G. W. Orr (3i h.p. Ariel) 3is. „

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Last Saturday the closing run and speed-judging competi-

tion wa? held, four prizes being offered—two for cars and
passenger motor cycles and two for motor bicycles. The
hon. sec, Mr. Geoffrey Smith, acted as "hare," and laid a

tortuous paper trail among the Warwickshire lanes from a

12 h.p. Humber car. The course, which measured twenty-

three miles, included Styvechall, Baginton, Ryton, Birding-

bury, Long Itchii.gton, Stretton, Napton-on-the-Hill, and

Southam, the finishing point being about a mile from the

last mentioned place. The running was exceedingly close,

as will be seen from the results announced by the president,

Mr. J. V. Pugh, J. P., who presided over a company of

thirty at the Bath Hotel, Leamington Spa, where tea was
taken :

Motor Bicycles.
1. S. Wright (3j h.p. 1912 Humber) 30s. fast

2. B. S. Gorton (3^ h.p. Rex) ... 45s. slow
3. P. "W. Johnson (3i h.p. Triumph) 2m. 30s. slow

3. J F. Spencer (3^- h.p. Triumph) 2m. 30s. slow

The prizes in the passenger section were won by 1, D. J.

Corser (15 h.p. Rover car) with no error whatever ; and 2,

A. Wrigh* (3^- h.p. Triumph and sidecar') 15s. fast.

Closing run and

speea - judging

competition of

the Coventry and

Warwickshire
M.C. last Saturday

The " hare " car

starting.
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Club News.—

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The results in LigUtweight Class sent last week contained

nn error. These should read ; 1, G. W. INlain (2 h.p.

number); 2. W. H. Chapman l2i li.p. A.J.S.)-

Southampton M.C.

At the recent idll-climb of the Southampton and District

Motor Club, held at Bishop's Waltham, the first place on'

lormula was taken by S. J. Rodgers, on a 2 h.p. Humber
lightweight, JI. Tuffui. on a 5 h.p. Indian, being setund.

and S. W. Woolford. on a 2| h.p. iVlinerva, third.

Mersey M.C.

A members' secret hill-climb was held at Llangollen on
the 1st iiist., tilt secret being ."O well kept that no one knew
of the hill until a few minutes before starting time. The
winner on time in the single-eylinder class was F. C. Jone.-^

(5^ Bradbury). The formula results are not yet worked out.

A pair of tyres were presented by the Kem))shall Tyre Oo.

as prizes.

Scarborough and District M.C.

Programme for Uctober, 1911.— ( Ictober 15th (Sunday),

reliability trial, open to all membeis. The course will be kept

secret until day of trial ; distance 100 to ISO miles ; start from
Scarborough. October 18th (Wednesday), petrol consumption
trial, open only to full members. Course, VVIiitby and back ;

start 2.30. Time allowed for journej', niinimuni two hours,

ina.ximum three hours. Pedalling chains removed on machines
of 476 c.c. and over. October 21st (Saturday), petrol con-

sLiniption trial continued for those who cannot compete or'

the 18th. October 25tli (Wednesday), flexibility hill-climb,

open only to full members. Venue, Hay Brow, near Scar
borough ; start 2.30. Winner to be the one who maker
greatest difference between Ids fast and slow climbs.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

A hundred mile circular -course was selected for the Denm^
IJayley Challenge Cup in Derbyshire, which included son-t

severe test hills. nineteen competitors started, but onl;,

seven finished. The conditions were ; N'on-stop run. to b.c

cample .ed in five hours, iietrol stop allowe d. 'I'lie. following

finished :

Error in scliedule time.

1. V. P. .Johnson (Humber) 3ui. Ife.

2. iJeo. Ih'ough (]U'ougli) 18in. Sis.

6. J.' E. Poole (Kudge) iSm. Ss.

4. A. F. Ciillen (Bat) 20m. 58s.

6. .J. I). -Mitchell (Triumph) 21m. 2s.

6. W'. ( 1. Soresbv 21m. 39s.

7. .-,, \V. Brittain 41m. 7s.

Naval M.C.

The Naval .Molur Club held a very successful speed-judg-

ing competition on Saturday, 30lb September. The meet
was at. the Hard, Portsmouth. Si.x competitors took part,

and other members who were not competing joined in along
the route, which was from the Hard to Petersfield, through
.Midhurst to Chiehester. 'J'he competition area was to a point

jnst outside Chichester. -•Vny route was allowed to be taken
so long as Petersfield and Midhurst were passed thi'ougli.

though the distance was officially thirty-seven miles. Each
competitor drew a slip of paper upon which the speed he
had to average was written. No one was allowed to tell

anyone else what speed he had drawn. Speedometers and
clocks on machines were covered over with paper. As a

matter of fact, each competitor wis given the same speed.
viz., nineteen miles per hour. The result of the competition
was as follows :

1. Lieut. D. I. McGillewie (3^ Rudge)
2. C. Ford (3i Triumph) r

3. Lieut. H. T. Bowen (3A Triumph)
4. Sub. -Lieut. .J. H. Steel (34 Humber)
5. Lieut. H. F. JL Peto (7 Indian)
6. Capt. Brown (IQ- Sizaire)

The finishing point was close to the barracks, Chichester,
where the competitors were timed in by Capt. ^^'yley and
the hon. secretary. Tea was provided at the Dclphin HoteL
where a clock and case was presented ta the winner, after
which overvone started for home.

ni.;i.ii.

16.95

16.91

16.70

15.94

14.98
13.78

The Motor Cycling Club.

ilr. Soutlicomb ilay has been appointed hon. secretary to
the Motor Cycling Club in place of ilr. A. Candler, who, to
the great regret of the committee, has resigned. All com-
munications should in future be addressed to M)-. Soutlicomb
May, 15, Endsleigh Gardens.

'The annual dinner will take place at the Cafe Monico on
December 9th. New members jouiing now have the benefits
of single subscription up to the end of next season.

Shropshire M.C.C.
A non-stop run to Aberystwyth \Yas held on September

24th. 'The distance from Shrewsbury, through Newtown
and Llanidloes, totalled seventy-five miles. Messrs. H. G.
Potts and A. C!. Benham carried out the timing arrange-
ments, and the results were as follows : 1, J. F. Crellin
(8 h.p. Dot-.Jap), non-stop, error 3m. ; 2, W. E. Trott

(3-i-

Riidge), non-stop, 6^m. ; 3, F. Hallowes (3^- Rudge), one
stop- (oiled plug). 4^m. ; A. T. Doodv (3^ Premier and side-
car),- ran out of petrol; W. Richard's (3^ Humber), retired;
•J. Henshaw (3 h.p. Wolf), burst tyre. A run has been
arranged for October 14th to Farlow' Bank, Meet at Crown
Hotel, Bridgnorth, at 9 a,m, prompt

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
Results of the hill-climb at Stainboro' Lowe on September

28th are as follows :

Class I, A and B, (300 cc. and 345 c.c.)—1, J. A. Bassett
(2 h.p. Humber), .073; 2, A. D. Robinson (2^ h.p. J.A.P.).
.19; 3, W. Skinmore (2J h.p. Douglas), .229. Four entries.

Class II. Standard Touring Singles (560 c.c.)—F. H.
Duiistan (3i h.p. Rudge) and E. Goult (3^ h.p. Triumph),
tied ,0935; D. Gill (3i h,p, Calthorpe), .094. First three
competitors will run again for first place at an earlv date.
Eleven competitors.

Class III. Unlimited. For fastest time only.—1, .].

Hemsworth (6 h.p. Zenith-Ciradua), X; 2, T. Dunk (5 h.p,
P.ex), l^s. : 3. A. T. Smith (6 h,p, Zenith-Gradua), 5s.

Herts County A. & A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Open s|)eed trials will be held in Luton Hoo Park (by per
nii.'sion of Sir .Julii.s VVernher) on Saturday, October 21st,
at 1,30 p.m. The classes will be as follows :

Division A (open to any type of .standard touring motor
cycle).—Class I., singie-cylinder motor cycles up to 300 c.c. :

11., twin-cylinder motor cycles up to 343 c.c. ; III., single
i-ylinder motor cycles up to 560 c.c. ; I'V., twin-cylinder
motor cycles up to 750 c.c; V., any machine; '71., any
passenger machine.

Division B (for amateurs) and Division C (for racing
machines) dimensions as above.

Miss N. Hougll (2; li.p, two-speed Douglasj, wlio has entered tor next Saturday's
Quarterly Trial, and lias already climbed Farlow Bank and Birdlip. The machine
is geared 5 and 8 to 1.
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WORLD'S SINGLE-CYLINDER RECORDS.
RUDGE SUCCESSES.

TUESDAY the 3rd inst. will oe remem-
bered for a long time to come in

in the annals of Rudge-Whitworth
Ltd., owing to the number of

successes gained by the firm on that day,

and which we briefly referred to last week.
It was fine and rather cold, windless at

first but squally later. The first event
was for Stanhope Spencer, W. li. Elce,

and W. L. T. Rhys to try and beat the

hour and two hour records. All three

machines were practically identical exter-

nally. Mr. Ebblewhite gave the word to

go at 11.39 a.m. Spencer started first,

while the other two followed at minute
intervals. Elce soon retired through mag-
neto trouble, but Rhys was travelling at

between 62 and 63 miles an hour. Spen-
cer, however, was going magnificently ; he
covered his second lap at 66.29 miles an
hour, and managed to maintain this

splendid speed. Rhys's average then fell

OFF! ON A MEMORABLE RIDE. W. Sianhope Spencei (3J n.p. Rudge) DeiDg timed Dy A. V. Ebbie-

whits. W. L. T. Rhys and W. H. Elce are on the starting line.

W. Stanhope Spencer, who first took lo a motor
bicycle last spring, when he bought a mount from the
Budge-Whitworth Bradford depot. He had not seen
Brooklands until after the T.T. race. His age is21.

to 60 and then to 59.30, but his running
improved later on. At the end of thirteen
laps Spencer was Im. . 12s. inside record,

and after eighteen laps he was holder of

the fifty mile record. At the end of the
hour Rhys picked up to a 63 m.p.h. aver-

age, and Spencer had gained both tlie

coveted hour and the fifty miles.

Towards the end of the hour a gusty
wind sprang up, which pulled down Spen-
cer's speed considerably. His speed at ,

half time had been 66.47 m.p.h., and if it

had not been for the wind he would have
covered over 66 miles in the hour. During
the second hour Spencer reduced speed to

64 m.p.h., and at the forty-third lap, with
only eight minutes to go, he stopped with
a broken inlet cotter. This, 'however,
jammed so that the spring did not come
adrift, and allowed him to finish. The
following are Spencer's records

:

50 miles in 45m. 34^s. Previous
best. J. R. Haswell, 47m. 24|s. (3^

Triumph), 26th August, 1911.

100 miles, Ih. 34m. 8s. Previous best,

.). H. Haswell, Ih. 37m. 52|s. (3i
Triumph), 23rd September, 1911.

One hour, 65 miles 803 yards. Previous
best. J. R. Haswell. 63 miles 194 yards (3^

Triumph), 26th August. 1911.

Two hours. 122 miles 210 yards. Pre-
vious best, G. Lee Evans. 108 miles 1,367

j'ards (4 Indian), 13th November, 1909.

Rhys rode consistently and well through-
out the two hours, and in this period he
covered 115 miles 336 yards.

Spencer's fastest lap was his sixth, which
he covered at the rate of 66.65 m.p.h.

A One Hour Sidecar JVecord.
After lunch Pither set out to establisli

a sidecar record. The machine was n

standard 3^ single-geared Rudge. with

mudgrards removed, attached to a Port
land hidecar fitted with apron and a

wicker canoe-shaped body. The combined
weight of the machine, sidtscar, driver and
passenger was .548 lbs. Pither kept up ;i

consistent average ol 42 m.p.h. until a

plug blew out, reducing the average oi

that particular lap to 25 m.p.h., and in

the hour he covered 40 miles 1,660 yards.

The final event of the day was Spencer'.^-

attempt to lower the five miles record helil

by the Rudge-Whitworth firm and to the

credit of the late Victor Surridge. Spen
cer covered the distance in 4m. 33|s.

.

beating the previous record by 2|s.

His machine was fitted with Dun-
lop tyres, Lyso belt, C.A.V. magneto,
Brown and Barlow carburetter, was lubri-

cated with Price's oil and fed by Pratt's

spirit. The Rudge-Whitworth firm has
every reason to be proud of these magni
Scent performances.

F. E. Pither establishing his hour record o: 40 miles 1,660 yds. on a SJ ]i.p. Rudge and jidecar.
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fikes.—Front rim witli inverted lever, rear bralie on Ijelt

ini, foot operated.
Idle.—Lycelts La (irande, three spiral springs.

1 dguards.— Extra wide steel, with piece extending well over

ront wheel.

iNGEH TOUBIST MODEL 3 ^ h p.

Specification :

E^ioc—Single cylinder. 6^ li.p., with
age type double ball bearing.^ to main
liaft. bore 85 mm., stroke 88 mm.,
apacity 499 c.c. M.O. valves, inter-

liangeable ; efficient silencer fitted, with
edal-operated repealing cut-out.

('lition.—Bosch or Siiiinis' iiigii tension
iiagneto. gear driven, bolted to table
last on crank case, operated by lever
xed to frame.

:!-buretter. Brown and Barlow, fitted with

I

Singer " patent ratchet handle-bar
:ontrol.

Eime.—Specially designed, top rail curved
'ovvnwards to afford low position.
F'ks.
—"Singer" registered design, spring

,irder pattern.
[:)t Rests.—Aluminium plates, rubber
tudded, adjustable to any angle.

**"

Ilk.—Extra strong, fitted to bottom rail by means of brazed
i-igs ; petrol gauge, concealed nil pump.
Cbacity.—Petrol 1^ gallons, oil 1 quart.
l-indle-bar.—As illustrated, and affording the most comfort-
ble position.

Eikes.—Front rim. with inverted lever; rear brake on belt
rum. operated by left foot.

kieels—26 in., with iieavy gauge spokes, extra strong rims,
jeaded edge..

Ires.—Punlop. rubber studded, non-skid, 26 in, x 2i in.;
'aimer to order, at extra,
(ar.—\'ariable pulley, highest 4^ to 1, lowest 6^ to 1.

^t.—J in. Lycett rubber.

'I

" ^

SINGER LIGHTWEIGHT 2i h.p.

Specification :

Engine.—Single cylinder bore o9 m.m.,
stroke 80 uuir.," c.c. 299, m.o. valves,

efficient silencer fitted.

Ignition.—Bosch high tension magneto.
gear driven.

Carl-uretter.—Brov.-n & Barlow, fitted with

Singer patent ratchet handlebar control.

Frame.—Xew design, very low and cor.-

venient.

Forks.—Patent spring, girder pattern.

Wheels.—26" beaded edge.

Tyres.—Dunlop studded Motor Cycle.

"2Sx2".
Tank.—Extra strong, fitted with petrol

f'auge and oil vun'p.
Belt.

—

}" Lycett rubber,

carrier.—Tubular, large and serviceable.

Foot Rests.—Rubber, adjustable to angle.

Finish.—l;est quality bl.ick enamel, bright parts plated on
(;o]iper, rim centre cnamellpd ; tank aluminium, panelled green.

Gear.—Variable pulley, iligh 5—1, low 7—1.

This Model can be supplied
with Free Enf^ine

Saddle. -MiJdlemoie and Lamplugh 9201j. padded top. l.vcett.

or Br.ioks' B105.
Mudguards.—Extra wide, front witli side shields and extend-

ing well over wheel; "Singer" patent rear guard, leadily

detachable to facilitate tyre repairs.

Stand.—Very strong, kick-operated type.

Carrier.—Strong tiibular. attached to a special lug bolted to

mudguard bridge, quickly removable witii mudguard.
Toolbags.—Substantial and serviceable, with roll and com-

plete set of tools, secured to side of carrier by strong clips.

Finish.—liest quality black enamel, briglit parts plated on
copper, rim centres enamelled and lined: tank ahrniriui^.
panelled in green.

The Sitiser Dc'tm-liablh Reiir MiidBuard xii I

Currier. A most u^ful tlliiioiit for repair-

ing Tyre PuiK'turc5
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Bosch Magnetos
Foir L%j I ^»

^ Before specifying your 1912 mount
/ see our latest type of magneto

wfiich will be on show at the

Motor Cycle Exhibition, - - -

The 1912 pattern Bosch magneto with
enclosed high-tension terminal.

Stand 284.
ABSOLUTELY THE MOST PERFECT
IGNITION SYSTEM IN THE WORLD.
WATER AND DUSTPROOF. IN-
CREASED EFFICIENCY. - -

The new Bosch hig'n-tension ter»

minal and its casing.

Note. We can deliver the single- cylinder type corresponding to our DA2 after

Nov. 15th. The twin-cylinder model will not be ready until January, 1912.

1 c!ea;ranis :

" l'o:nag,

London."

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
40-42. NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON. W.

Telephone

:

Gerrard 430

(5 lines).

There is

no

difficulty

in fitting a

GLORIA

Sidecar.

"SS^^rfrS};^-^

-:-;^1tiS..i¥nS(«SJ^^

A special patented attachment is employed whereby all strains and stresses

are widely distributed, and the car can be attached and detached at a

moment s notice.
"

The wheel is provided with a Patented Spring Suspension, quite insulating the

passenger from road shocks, and the car has a perfectly free trailing movement

;

none of that binding and drag common to badly designed sidecars.

Let us send you fuU parUculars and prices.

GLORIA CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.

In. an-^wcrinij these advertisement.^ il if d^^irahh to ineiitiun. " Tin: Mutar Ci/ile."
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WHAT AUSTRALIA WANTS.
IWILI^ endeavour to keep entirely away from what

some would probably say was the writer's ideal

machine, and to give an accurate account of what

the majority of riders would look for in vain when pur-

chasing a mount.

My object is to awaken the English manufacturer

to colonial requirements. Several firms have informed

me that the home trade meets their output, and in

some cases "exceeds it. hence at present they find it

unnecessary to consider export trade. This evidently

accounts for the fact that in Australia to-day there are

few of the prominent English makes that can be pur-

chased without a dreary wait of many months.

Surely there is some solution of this " can't deliver
"

trouble? I do assert that the present Australian

market is indeed large. The industry here is entirely

in its infancy, it wants to stretch its legs, but is

hobbled by this "can't deliver " question. Here is an

opportunity for a manufacturer with some keenness

who will adapt his wares to colonial conditions.

I might mention a commission I have in hand from

an Australian firm to obtain English agencies. They
impress very forcibly upon me that first consideration

vi-ill be deliveries. When this matter of deliveries has

been mastered, then will colonial requireinents receive

serious consideration from the English maiiufacturer.

I say English, for it is only here that deliveries cannot

be obtained. American and Continental people can

deliver, and do deliver, in large quantities, but the

demand i..
< the English production has increased

enormously. Surely this colonial proposition is worthy

of weighty consideration.

Colonial Models.
The present popular type machine, on the whole,

has certainly met with success. I do not contend that

the manufacturer would have to market a machine that

would only suit colonial requirements. The alterations

I am about to suggest, I think, will find favour with

many motor cyclists in the homeland. I shall not say

much on engine matters, for the present power unit is

all that is required, but tlie magneto should he behin(i

the engine.

Road clearance is of vital importance. I have
seen engines of four prominent types, all English,

that had seriously suffered through contact with road

obstacles. Spring forks of several designs lower the

clearance when in action, but at no time should this

be less than five inches. Lubrication is not at all

satisfactory, and needs to be automatic.

Carburetters and their Control.
Carburetters need some dust-excluding arrangement

to the air intakes. I have Just read of Mr. Hardy's
filter, and before long I hope to give one a test on
Australian roads, where in places you plough through
dust two or three inches deep, mile after mile.

While on the subject of carburetters, I am reminded
of control wires. They are a continual source of
trouble. Some manufacturers do not seem to give
these the consideration they deserve. It appears to
be a simple matter to attach the levers neatly and
securely, yet make them easily detachable.

' The
fastenings generally employed are more or less tem-
poi^ary arrangements, and only serve their purpose
while the machine is in the showroom.

Outside levers and cables for controls should have
the preference, though admittedly not as neat, but
the advantage is that, should a wire give way, you are
in a position to make a repair, whereas with internal

wires it means a new length, which is difficult to

purchase in the country districts, and if you are
fortunate enough to have a spare it is not a roadside
job to fit it.

Spring Forks
must still be inuch improved before they meet colonial

requirements. The Druid is very popular. Makers
are evidently not aware of the vile condition of Aus-
tralian roads. It is beyond me to describe them, but
1 know they account for many failures where motors
.ire concerned. They seem to have a particular
weakness for rims, more especially the plated rims
usually found on inotor cycles of English manufac-
ture. I have yet to see one of these rims that had
done a season on Australian roads and was not. in a
bad condition. Thicker gauge spokes would be a

welcome improvement.

Transmission
does not give as much trouble in Australia as it

appears to in England. Perhaps the more favourable
weather conditions account for this. I have started

on a tour of some eight hundred miles with a }im.
plain Continental belt fitted to a 6 h.p. J. A.P. that

had previously done six months' service, without a
spare to fall back on, yet have not experienced the
least trouble. This particular tour was through
country where lielts could not be purchased. This
brand of belting is eminently Suited to Australian'
climate. When first imported it is exceedingly hard
and harsh, but a few days in the warm climate and
it is quite flexible. Chain drive we are anxiously
waiting for, and I think shall have ere long. It will

require to be entirely enclosed, accessible, and easy
tci adju.st. When this is the rule, chain drive will be
welcomed.

Tanks and Fittings.

Tanks soon develop a tendency to shed their
contents vid the various joints. As their capacity is

limited, and the supply at times difficult to obtain,
makers would do well to increase the capacity to one
and threequarter gallons at least, and in some wav
reinforce the joints.

Fittings, such as lamp and generator brackets,
should he part and parcel of the machine, preferablv
in conjunction with the handle-bars, where thev are
somewhat insulated from road shocks. Not till the
manufacturer equips the machine with the necessary
fittings can satisfaction be expected in this quarter.
Horns, etc., should be included in the equipment of
all machines.
That some rear shock absorbing arrangement is

requfred is hardly necessary for me to mention—some-
thing that does not depart very much from the standard
frame, neat in appearance, and effective in action. I

am aware of several firms who do fit a verv satisfactorv

rear-springing arrangement to their machines, but more
important colonial requirements are missing. Imme-
diate success awaits the maker whose machine em-
bodies all these points, for such is what .Australia

wants. S.L.R.
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The Last Brooklands Aeeting of the Year.
THE MOTOR CYCLE RACE.

THE last meeting of the season was held on

Wednesday of last week in cool, damp, and
dull weather. The one motor cycle race was

run off early in the afternoon, fortunately while the

weather was fine. The event was down on the pro-

gramme as the Fourth Long Motor Cycle Handicap,

distance about 83^ miles (fork start). The machines

had to pass the fork twice and then enter the straight.

The entrant of the winner to receive 10 sovs. or cup
at option ; the entrant of the second 5 sovs. or cup
at option ; and the entrant of the third 3 sovs. or

cup at option.

Several of the competing machines possessed inter-

esting features. For example, Schmidt's N.S.U. was
fed by a Claudel-Hobson carburetter, Car size. D. C.

Bolton rode a machine which was erected at his

uncle's private workshop, and was fitted with a

special short stroke J. A. P. engine. Pollard rode a
Quadrant with a fiat belt; and Slatter's Alcyon was
fitted with a C.A.P. carburetter.

Thanks to the kindness of IVIr. A. V.. Ebblewhite,

we were given a lift on the B.A.R.C. Sizaire to the

starting-point, whence the start and the first and
second lap performances could be witnessed. D. C.

A REAL LIGHTWEIGHT.
D. C. BoltoD's home-made racer, which is fitted with a 1 h.p. J.A.P. engine.

Bolton failed to start, and lost much time in coming
back for a second attempt ; Pither (Rudge) shed his

belt at the, outset; and Schmidt (N.S.U.) failed to

get under way. At the end of the first lap, Slatter

led by about a mile, Powell rode second, and the re-

mainder flashed past as follo\vs : D. C. Bolton,

Weatherilt, Hands, Pollard, Oldman, E. J. Bolton,

Winfield-Smith, Slaughter, Hill, Martin, Johnson,
C. R. Collier, Godfrey, and H. A. Collier.

The second lap order was considerably changed.
Weatherilt led, followed bv Hands, Pollard, Oldman.
Martin, Winfield-Smith. Powell, C. R. Collier, D. C.
Bolton, Hill, Godfrey, H. A. Collier, and E. J.
Bolton.

Slatter was going so well at the end of the first lap
that he appeared to be certain for a place at least,

but a broken belt put him out of the running.
C. R. Collier had a stiff task to overhaul everybody

from scratch, but his now famous chain-driven Match-
less travelled at a splendid speed, and the winner

H. W. Hands (2.; h.p. Junior T.T. Zenith-Giadua) winner of the 8J miles

handicap at a speed of 55.1 m.p.h.

was the only competitor he did not ^ass. The
iinal result was as follows

:

Rider, cylinder, and machine

1. H. W. Hands (1 cyl. Zmith^
Gradua

2. C. R. Collier (2 .Matchless)

3. P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith-Gradua)
4. 0. C. Godfrey (2 Indian)
5. H. A. Collier (2 Matchless)
6. H. Martni (2 Martin-Jap.)
7. W. 0. Oldman (1 Zenith-Gradua)
8. W. Pollard (1 Quadrant)
9. G. Hill (1 Rudge)

10. E. J. Bolton (1 Martin-Jap)
11. D. C. Bolton (1 Bolton-Jap) ...

The success of the Junior T.T. Zenith will be noted.

The winner's speed was 55.5 m.p.h.

Some splendid flying was witnessed during the

afternoon, despite two heavy showers. First Pixton

battled with half a gale of wind, and then later, after

the wind had dropped, five aeroplanes were at times

in the air at once.

Bore
and e.c. Start

stroke. M. s.

76 X6S.5 299 2 45
90 X78.5 998 —
76 x65.5 299 2 45
82.5x93 998 6

90 X 77.5 984 6
76 x55 498 *24
85.5 X 85 488,,^-24
81 x88 45.5;*-2 45
85 x88 49yV' 1 bl
76 X 65.5 299 2 36
60 x53 150 5 30

Group o£ Nottingham and District M.C.C. officials at the Old Cross, Crick, Derbj-
shire. Lett to right they are R. E. Massey, J. King (sec), and H. W. Gardiner.
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QUALITY
STILL TELLS!

MARVELLOUS RECORDS

PRATT'S
PERFECTION MOTOR SPIRIT

At Brooklands, Oct. 3rd, Mr. Stanhope Spencer,

on Rudge-Whitworth Motor Cycle, set up the

following records on Pratt's Perfection :

—

Flying 5 miles - 4 minutes 33% seconds- | 1 hour - - - - 65 miles 803 yards.

„ 50 „ - 45 „ 34% „ I
100 Miles - I hour 34 minutes 8 seconds.

2 hours - - 122 miles 210 yards

Sidecar Record, with passenger, for one hour - - 40 miles 1,660 yards.

riiiicij rninm

i OJVOu.\

Price 1/-

By post, 1/2

S?ICIAI NOTICE to READERS

of "THE MOTOR CYCLE."

A NEW EDITION of this USEFUL BOOK
IS NOW READY.

RXTRACT FKOM PrEFaCE TO THIRD EDITION.
ht liianldnp iIip Press bnd Tublic for the kind
rrception accorded to the two previous editions. I

desire to explain that the present (3rd) edition

contains many minor alterations, and two main
additions. Tlie first is a radical revision of the
sections r-^fcrrins to chain transmission
The second is a special section devoted to the Scott
two-stroke engine. Ro.\d Rider.

•T Crammed with valuable information and i!?ehii

\\ "wrinkles"—which rcprt-sent the e.\pf:rifnce

arcuniulated in years of ridinc and by inlirnate

association with the sport and pastime from it?

early days—thb book will prove helpful to e\ory
user of a motor cycle. Nearly 400 Hints .-iiid "i'ips

are given, and reference is rcndf^ied simple by
marginal sub-titles and a copious index.

Small enough for your pocket or valise, yet big

enough to help you out of numberless difficulties.

Obtainable of all leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls, or direct (with

remittance) from Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

In answering these advertiaements it is desirable to mention The Motor Ci/cle."
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V

ARIEL
MOTOR CYCLING

SUIT
Double - breasted Jacket,

made in strong cashmere to
twill lining. Rubber proofed.
Will keep oat the heaviest
rain indefinitely. Fitte.I with
wind cutfs, wrist tabs, non-
conductors. Stock sizes, 36in.
to 4|in. chest.

CENTAUR
OVERALLS.

Fitted with V-s'iaped wind
shield and fastened with
patent spring clasps. Stock
size^, 2Sin. to i2in. inside
leg measurements.

r

r
f

THE

MANOR
BELT.

IS a great favourite with

motor cyclists. Can be sup-

plied any leu^jth up to gft.,

and in four sections: |in.,

|in., Jin., and lin. Your

local agent will show you

one.

V.

Appearance, Comfort, Serviceableness
are factors that have popularised

,

DUNLOP
MOTOR CYCLE CLOTHING.
The above illustration represents the Ariel Motor Cycling Suit. It

is designed at the suggestion of practical motor cyclists, who are

thoroughly an fait with riders' requirements.

Among the hundred and one other seasonable requirements in the

DUNLOP range are leather suits, ieathei vests, leggings, caps,

driving gloves, goggles, etc. All described in our booklet, which will

be sent on request.

THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD , MANOR MILLS, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

Home Depots:
Sole Representatives for LONDON: H. K W. Greek. Ltd., 18, Chiswell St., B.C.

MANCHESTER .. 190, DeailsBate
NOTTINGHAM .. Castle Boulevard
NEWOASTn^B-ON-TYNB .. 11, Bi^g

Market
BRISTOL 70, Queen Square
NORWICH .. 94. Prince of Wales Rd.

GLASGOW .... 61 and 63. Bath St.

DUBLIN 33. Westland Row
BELFAST 41. Chiiliestei St
LEEDS 115. Albion St.

COVENTRY Alma St.

LIVERPOOL Leece St.

Also at PARIS. CAPE TOWN, JOHANNESBQRG. BOMBAY, CAL-
CUTTA, BRUSSELS. HANAU (GERMANY). COPENHAGEN AMSTJ';RDAM:,
MILAN, MOSCOW, BUENOS AYRES. SINGAPORE. KOBE (JAPAN).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
'

I
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A Run on the 1912 Rex Sidette.

A
FEW days ago we had an opportunity of an extended
trial of a new 6 h.p. twin-cylinder motor bicycle and
sidecar, which the Kes Motor Manufacturing Co. have
introduced for next year, the engine bore and stroke

of which are 77.5 x 95 mm. = 896 c.c. When we took the

machine over it was with the idea of testing it on some of

the steepest hills in the Jlidlands ; we therefore directed the

steering wheel towards the Cotswold Hills, where there are

some famous banks which are calculated to try the hill-climb-

ing capabilities of any motor cycle.

Tha 1912 6 h.p. Rex Sidette with its load o£ 24i stones near Siuv.-un-the-Wold.

Leaving Coventry, we were soon in Stratford-on-.Avon. and
were agreeably surprised to find that the matliiiie, with a

combined weiglit of 25 stones, would asiciid a short steep

gradient outside Stratford called ]5ardon Hill im top gear
of 4i to 1. Continuing to Broadway, the left hand turn wa;^

taken to Wincliconibe. There are several shoit hills on this

route which the machine took in it;; stride, but we quite

expected to have to drop the gear on tlio long ascent froiu

Winchcombe to the top of Cleeve Hill, which overlooks the
lovely vSevern \atley. However, a change down was unnects-
sary, although there are some awkward bends whcie tutting
out is practically imperative if one is driving with considera-
tion for other road users and one's own safety. The view
from the top of Cleeve Hill is very beautiful, and on the

particular morning in

question tlie whole of the
valley was bathed in sun-
light and there was not a
cloud in tile sky.

The descent to Chelten-
ham only occupied a few
minutes, and the sidecar
and its passengers were
soon on the way to Bird-
lip rid Leckliampton.
However. the guide
proved inaccurate, and
eventually we found our-
selves on the road to
Cirencester. A signpost
pointing to Cowley
caused a halt and an
investigation, when we
discovered that we had
taken tlie wrong road out
of Cheltenham. Leck-
hampton Hill is a con-
tinuation of the Bath
Road, and to get to it

the best way is to pass

Bex timing gear, stiowing side-by-side valves.
Botti inlet and exiiaust valves are operated by tha
same cam.

Stretton's Garage. However, we retraced our stop."; to Seven
Springs, and passing the Air Balloon (a public-house), soon
found ourselves at tlie Royal George Inn. The gradual ascent
to the top of Birdlip by this route was accomplished vv'ithout

a change of gear,

and although it may
not be a starth'-g

performance, it is a

very sufficient pioof
that the engine
does not overheat
and has an ample
reserve of power.

The Ascent of
Birdlip Hill.

After lunch aid
witnessing some car

trials. and the

ascent of Birdlip
by Miss Hough on
a 2J h.p. two-speed
IJouglas, we de-
scended the hill

and made an ascent without a falter. As we expected, the
gradient at tiie Knap brouglit the low gear into icquisition,
and although the high gear, was tried just beyond, the engine
speed was too slow and the gradient loo steep to enable it to
be employed. The low gear of 9 to 1, liowever, brought the
combined weiglil up the Idll without ;in ettoil ; in fart, there
was a big reserve of

power for a steeper
gradient had it been
there. Again descending
Birdlip, we tackled tlie

hill from the foot to the
Air Balloon : this turns
oflf from, the Hirdlip-
(iloucester Road to the
right, and is called Ciick-
ley Hill, This is not an
easy climb, but, of course,
not the equal of tlie direct
road over the Cotswold.^^

to Birdlip village. The
journey home rid iStow
and Moreton was accom-
plished without incident, except tlmt the high speed clutch
had a slight tendency to slip, whicli was afterwards found to
lie due to a brass lever having slightly given way.
For 1912 the Rex Motor Mfg. Co. will list the following

models: Oj h.p. single and 5 h.p. twin, both with fixed gear,
cone clutch, or two speeds: and the Sidette with twin engine
and two speeds. There will, therefore, be in all seven models,
but only two diU'erent sized engines. This simplifies manu-
facturing operations, and yet enables practically any motor
cyclist to make a suitable selection.

Lock nut on magnoto armalure-shaft.
When reversed ant screweJ inside recess

of sprocket it butts against end of shaft

and withdraws sprocket.

Novel flywheel balancing on all Rex
engines. The rim is cast eccentrically
on the discs, and is claimed to provide
a tetter balance and higher speed.

The sidecar body springing. Observe the arrangement of coil and leaf springs.

The seat suspension is most comfortable.
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IN
our issue of February 19th, 1908, we published

some particulars relating to the cost of shipment
of motor cycles from England to colonial and~

foreign ports. This Information was greatly appreci-

ated by our readers—so much so, ijideed, that when
we decided to bring out the present special Overseas
issue we resolved to publish not only the revised

rates and duties for the places prexiously dealt with,

but to give them for practically e\-ery country in the

world where motor cycles are likely to be sent. We
very frequently receive enquiries from our readers for

information of this kind, and the accompanying table

of rates, etc., should therefore prove useful to many
who may contemplate sending or taking machines
abroad. The date of the issue containing this table

should be noted, and the paper kept handy for

reference purposes.

Messrs. Davies, Turner, and Co., Ltd., the old-

established foreign carriers and underwriters, of 52,

Lime Street. London, E.C., supplied us w^ith the

particulars which we published on February 19th,

1908, and the same firm has been good enough to

furnish us with the verv valuable information which

Narae of Country to

which the Rales and
Duties apply.

ANTIGUA
St. John's

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC
Buenos Ayres ....

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
Trieste

AUSTRALIA
Adelaide
Brisbane
Fremantle
Hobart (Tasma'Ma)
Launceston (Tasmania)
Melbourne
Sydney

BAHAMAS ISLANDS
Nassau

BARBADOES
Bridgetown

BELGIUM
Antwerp .

Brussels .

Ostend

BERMUDA.

~ 1 'J § S (

& 8.

2 15

6

BRAZIL
Bahia
Rio de Janeiro
Santos . ^. . .

2 12
2 12
2 15
2 15
2 15
2 12
2 12

2 17

1 11
1 13
1 10

9

3

il

17 fl

3 17
3 10
3 S 9 ).

These Duties are compiled from
Official Sources, but without

Responsibility.

% = per centum ad vaiorevi.

£0 8s. each motor cycle*

£2 10s. each motor cycle

British mamifactm-e, 2.5 %
Foreicrn manTifacture, 30%

5/- each motor cycle

10%

12%

5/- each motor cycle

25%, or 63 15s. each motor
cycle

Freight Charges and Duties
on Motor Cycles Shipped
Abroad.

we publish this week. Readers should note that

on the receipt of exact measurements and weight.

Messrs. Davies, Turner, and Co., Ltd., can generally

quote more adx'antageous terms than those given in

the table. They will also supply, on application,

details of the instances where the consulage

charges are extra (these items are marked by an

asterisk in our table), and also particulars of the

cases where second-hand motor cycles can be sent

duty free. We might point out that the prices given are

for tjne machine, as, of course, it is unusual and

generally inadvisable for more than one motor cycle

to be packed in a single crate. Therefore, to arri\e

at the cost of freight, duty, etc.. on more than one

machine, it will, in practically every instance, be

onlv necessary to multiplv the price gix'en, bv the

number of machines to be sent to the same place.

The prices gi\en are for carting, packing, and
shipping a motor cycle, w^hen the bulk of the case

does not exceed ^5 cubic feet and the total weight

,5 cwts. The rates are those at present in force, but

it should be noted that they are liable to alteration,

w-ithout notice, at anv time.

.Name of Country to

which the Rates and
Duties apply.

BULGARIA
Sofia

CANADA
Halifax, N.S. .

Montreal
Quebec
St. John's, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C
Victoria, B.C,

CEYLON
Colombo

CHINA
Hong-Kong
Shanghai . . . .

CYPRUS
Larnaoa ......

DENMARK
Copenhagen

DOMINICA
Roseau

EGYPT
Alexandria . . . .

FIJI
Suva

FINLAND
Helsingfors
Hango

IgmgJ;

5
5
5
h
U
11

17
n

2 9

1 19

2 15 (i

9

" \
n r

These Duties are compiled from
Official Sources, but without

Responsibility,

. % = per centum ad valorem

£3 Is. per cwt.

30 %. but if imported from the
United Ivingdom accom-
panied by a preferential cer-
tificate that the cycles arc
of British manufacture 20°,;,

5J%

Free
•5 %

10%

£1 13s. lOJd. per cwt.

12i%

8%

12 J %

£1 Is. each niotor cycle
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NoUlhc neat disposition

of the air springs on
front and back for/is.

Note the neat disposition

of the air springs on
front and back forks.

5 h.p. Twin-cylinder.

RIDING ON AIR.'

I

One client writes :

"Alter a full season's riding oa one of your ^i h.p. moior cycles, I leel I ouglii to tell you
how absolatfly satisfixl I am with same. The beautiful manner in which the air springs
absorb the road shocks make it a machine that the most liverish person couUI ride,"

Another writes: ^ i feei convinced that anyone who tries your A.S.L. machine will
never ride any other."

MADE IN TWO MODELS: 3^h.p. single-cylinder, 5 h.p. twin-cyiinder.

Stand No. 103, Cycle & Motor Cycle Exhibition, Olympia.
Full pariiiitlars post frcr on rcquesf.

A.S.L., Ltd., Corporation Street, STAFFORD.
Telephone: 156, Stafford. Telegraphic Address; " .\irsprings. Stafford."

THE

A.S.L
MOTOR
CYCLE
is not an untried

novelty, proof of

which is best
demonstrated by
the many testi-

monials which con-

stantly reach us.

FOUNDED 1895.

Although devoted to the interests of the car

owner, motor cyclists Avill find much to interest

and instruct. It is not a long step from the

motor cycle to the small car, and small car

talk is a permanent feature in "The Autocar."

ON ART
PAPER,

3d.
Publishing Offices: 20, TUDOR ST.. LONDON, E.G.

EVERY FRIDAY

ON THIN
PAPER,

Id.

In answering these udcertiseinenti i.' is dmiruhl: to mentiuii ' The Motor Cydt."
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HUNTS U<L
The city SiWest End Motor Hcuse RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

117, LONC ACRE, LONDON, W.C. London's Lowest Prices
i

.^iNtarntsK

ANTARNISH."
A non-greasv, weathev - proof and

. IN\ ISIBLE* Lacquer for applying

to the pated parts of Motor Cars,

Cycles, elc, -raid also to bare clean

steel, brass, or any other raetal.

Price pel- tin, 9d. Postage 2d.

*COVEROLE."
For Repairing Leaky Petrol Tanks,

Pipes, Unions, etc.

Directions :

THE "HUNT*' REGD. COAT.

For Worn
Unions. — Paint

the treads and
cone liberally

with Coverole,

screw up tightly

and give a final

application to

the outside,

Price 1/-.

Price 4s . 6d . Postage 4d.

For Cracked

P i p e s . & c .—
Smear a piece of

paper, canvas,

tape or similar

material w i t h

Coverole, and
wrap tightly
round the pipe.

Postage 2d.

*= ROSCO '*

CYLINDER PAINT.
Keeps the engine cool, prevents

o\'erheating, produces a- smooth

dead black surface. Unaffected by
heat or water.

Price per tin, 6d. _
Postage 2d.

THE HUNT
MAGNETO AND

ENGINE
PROTECTOR,

For fixing in front

oi engine, and
thereby protecting

"engine and magneto
from mud and dirt.

In solid leather,

both sides enamelled

black.

THE HUNT MAGNETO
COVER.

Manufactured of best

patent leatlaer, far superior

to rubber as it does not crack
or perish. Will fit all types
of magnetos.
Price 2/3. Postage 2d. extra.

Protects the magneto from
dust, dirt, rain, etc.

THE NEW MODEL
MUD PROTECTOR,
With Side Wings.

Manufactured of best
patent leather, strengthened
with iron supports. It is

attached by means of thumb
screws to front mudguard,
and can be fitted to any make
of machine in one minute;
protects both rider and motor
from all dust and mud thrown
up by the front wheel.

Price 5/-.

Postage 4d. extra.

SPECIALLY PREPARED REPAIR BANDS.

For use on outside of

cover after same has
burst or been gashed.

^

The outside edges are
'

tucked inside rim,
i.e., between rim and

cover.

Price 1/-, postage 2d.

Motor Cycle Box Spanners.

Containing' Bis sizes, ivith

tommy. English manufac-
ture. Guaranteed.

Sizes g^-,g§. -fii,-!, ^i ilfin

Price 2/6 set, postage Sd

This coat iR t;3st;ntiftU.v.astoim one, i'lom the collai-, wlieru

tlie opening is started under a watertight pocket, to the bottom

Qie fpstenins is cut on a eiirve. so as to fall perpendicularly aud
Hown the side of the wearer wtieu ridinp. This excludes the

severest head storm, and Kives the user a coat the etiual of the

sleeved poncho without its disadvantages. Pockets are placed

not on the hips, where but little can be carried, andwith incon-

venience, but on the chest. The large one is pleated, and taltes

Jlaitholomew's 'nn. scale motor map, aud has a small cash

pocket within. On tlie other side is a smaller pocUet, suitable

for a " vest " screw-hammer and minor tools. The contestand

trials rider will find this coat a boon, for by means of the push

buttons used it can be fastened and adjusted while riding, not-

withstanding the thickest sloves being worn.
Manufactured of Double Texture Paramatta, tborougbly water-

l>roof, fitted witb collar, wind and rainproof sleeves, ventilated

underarms. Best euaianteed proofing. Lenjith SSin. Stocked

io fit chest 40in.. 4'2in., 44in. (outside measurement).

PEICE, finality No. 1, 901 . Quality No. 2, 25/-.

The Hunt North Road Overalls, suitable for wearing

with the above coat.

These meet a long-felt

want. They can be in-

stantly sHpped on over
the ordinary trousers.

They fasten round waist

with a leather strap and
buckle. Being made in

one piece, they are a

great protection to the

stomach, also it is impos-
sible for the rain to drive

in as with the ordinary
overalls. Made in three

lengths—short, medium,
and long. Shaped to go
over boot. Patent side

fasteners.

Manufactured of Double
thoroughly waterproof.

PRICE, quaUty No. i.

THE HUNT DRIP FEED LUBRICATOR
.

compound action, the

stoutest sprmg is easily

raised by a slight turn

of the winged nut,

leaving both hands free

Texture Paramatta,

24/- per pair.

16/6
13/6

FoL mscitmg m CMstmg oil pipe Adjustable to any
number of drips. Oil can be forced through by

pump if desired.

Price (plated) 5/6, postage 3d.

The Hunt

Valve Spring Remover.

By means of tlie

Price, 2/6 post free,

lllustra-tecl Oa.-ta-Bos->^® sent eri-sLtie a.ncl

In a})s-icerlfh(j this advertisement it is desirable to me7U}.on

THE HUNT HELLESEN
DRY CELL.

No corroding terminals. N"o acid.

Nochargmg. Always ready,cleaii,

and dry. The "Flash." Height
6^x4i-X2iin. Approx. mileage,

with single-cylinder engine, i-^oo.

Price 6/6. The "Flight" ditto.

Height 5iX5iX2jin. Price 6/6.

The "Midget" emergency ditto.

Height 5i-X4|xigin. Will run
approx. 300 miles. Price 4/4,

Postage 6d. extra.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ^^^-^

of Motor Cycle Tyres. All

standard sizes slocked.
Clincher A Won, rubber-
studded, 26 x 2, 33/- ; tube
11/-. .26 X2i, 35/- ; tube,

11/-. London Agents for

Continental Tyres. All
standard sizes stocked.
Standard patt. 26 X 2 24/6,
tube 9/-, 26x2^29/6, tube
10/9, 26 X2i 32/3, tube
11 /6. Continental Rubber Non skids, 26 x 2 32/9,

2G'x 2i 40/9, 26 X 2\ 43/9. Continental combination
rubber and steel-studded, 26 x 2k 81/3, 26 x 3 110/-.

Rom combinations, rubber and steel studded non-

skids, 26 x 2, £2 12s. 26 X 2i:, £2 15s. 26 x 2\,

£2 17s. 6d.

THE HARTFORD ROUGH RIDER GRIPS.

The ideal grip for motor cycles. Made of stout

anted rubber. Only half the handle is fixed to the

rigid bar, the end remaining free. This gives a grip

wtaich completely absorbs the slightest vibration and
for long non-stop runs will be found a perfect boon.

Size J in. or i in. Price per pair, 4s. Postage 3d.

THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR AND
MILEAGE RECORDER (Guaranteed).

Registers a speed

up to 60 miles per

hour. Mileage
recorder registers

jup to 1 0000 miles,

'then automati-
cally starts again.

JThe indicator can
be easily attached
by any motorist,

and once htted .

.
requires- no

attention or adjustment whatever. It will continue

to render good service as long as it is attached to the

cycle, for it is constructed throughout of the best and
most suitable materials by expert British mechanics
at Kew Gardens. Price, in Nickel, 84/-, carriage pnid.

THE "ACME" WATCH
AND CASE.

The?e Watches are constructed
to stand vibration. Each watch
i^uarnnteed for twelve months. To
clip on handle-bar. Very neat.

Mode in AKimininm. Complete
with Inffersoll Watch.

Price S/6, postai^e 2d.

Case only, 3/6.

THE^PATCHQUICK' REPAIR OUTFIT
Motor cyclists

will find this

equipment a

boon and a

blessing, and
will save them-
selves much
leg-aching and
heart-breaking
by being able
to repair their

worst punc-
tures, etc.,
within five

minu tes.

Price 3/-,
post frei:.

post: 4V©e-
" The Motor Oydc.''

.7
iMx^^
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Freight Charges and Duties on Motor Cycles Shipped Abroad.

Name of Country lo

which the Rates and
Duties 'ippiy

FRANCE
Bordeaux
Boulogne.
Marseilles

o a; ^ aL-

c q_ S "

Paris ' 1

19
11
IS
in

GERMANY
Bremen .

Hambur?

GFtEECE
Pirseus

GOLD COAST
Accra
Cape Coast . .

GRENADA

GUATEMALA
San Jose

GUIANA (British)
Demerara

HAWAII

HAYTl .

HOLLAND
Amsterdam
Rotterdam

HONDURAS (British)
Belize

INDIA
Bombay
Calcutta
Karachi
Madras

1 IT

1 i:i

Leghorn
Naples

JAPAN
Kobe
Yokohama

JAMAICA
Kingston

LIBERIA
Monrovia

MONTSERRAT
Plymouth . .

MEXICO
Vera Cruz

MONACO
Monte Carlo

MOROCCO
Tangiers . . . .

MAURITIUS

NEWFOUNDLAND
St. John's

IS

8
8

14

1 12

ITALY
Genoa 1 is

These Duties are compiled froin

Official Sources, but without
Responsibility.

% = per centum ad valorem.

2 fi

/

19 »

19
19

I]

1> I
II I

iU 98. od. per cwt.

Weighing each 50 kilos, (about
1 owl.) or less, £2 93. lid.
per cwt. ; over 50 kilos,

(about 1 cwt.) and up to IflU

kilos, (about 2 c^-ts.). £1 17s.

fid. per cwt. ; over 1(10 kilos,

(about 2 cwts.) and up to 250
kilos, (about .'i cwts.). £1 los.

per cwt.

I

10%

Free

10%

121% pltis 5% on the amount
ot duty leviable

15%

S/4 each motor cycle'

3%

12i%

3%

i;3 4s. each motor cycle

10"

2 5 :< 1US%

3 S 12 i%

2 Hi 9 1 13J %

1 IS :i ifiS Us. Id. per cwt.

-'
1

1

i; Kl 9s. 5d. per cwt.

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland 2 12
Dunedin

, 2 13
Lyttleton 2 13
Wellington I 2 12

124%

12%

iO%

30%. but if o£ British manu-
facture accompanied by pre-
ferential certificate 20%

s^SsS
?i:;oQ'g-3

f.E'=-g'^o These Duties are compiled from
.^ame of Country to S 5 ...- o "5 .. Official Sources, but withou:
.vhicli the Rates and "S cG S3 Responsibility.

Duties apply. oS^S^S % = per centum ad vahretn.

ost
ondo the Gas

lippi
per

UJ O.S53

2 3. d
NIGERIA
Lagos . .

NICARAfilTA

3 4 9 Free

Corinto

NORWAY
Christiania 1 1 19

PERU
Callao . .

PORTUGAL
Lisbon

ROUMANIA
Bucharest

RUSSIA
St. Petersburg

NEVIS
Charlestown

SAINT LUCIA . .

SAINT VINCENT

SERVIA
Belgrade

SL\M
Bangkok ....

2 10

2 15

2 15

SIERRA LEONE ' 3

SPAIN
j

Barcelona I 2
Bilbao

I

1

Gyjon
1
2

Santander ' 1

SOUTH AFRICA (British)
Capetown
Delagoa
Durban (Natal)
East London
Port Elizabeth ....

STRAITS SETTLEM'TS
Penang
Singapore

SWEDEN
Stockhclm .

Gothenburg.

13
13

SWITZERLAND
Basle

TRINIDAD
Port of Spain

TOBAGO

TURKEY
Constantinople

U.S.A.
Boston . . .

,

New York .

.

Philadelphia

VIRGIN ISLANDS (Dan.)
St. Thomas

5

14

18 3

9

6

G

...j 3 3 3

. ..' 2 17 3

4 9

9 /

/

1 1()

1 IS 3

2 IS 9

If declared on invoice and
b/1 as " automovil " 7id.
per kilo, if declared as
" bicicleta " 1/10* per kilo.*

£1 133. 4d. each motor cycle

3/- per kilo.

611 5s. each motor cycle*

Under 100 kilos, (or about
2 cwts.), £1 16s. 7d. pet
cwt. ; between 250 kilos,

(about 5 cwts.) and 100 kilos,

(about 2 cwts.). £1 lOs. 6d.
per cwt.

With 2 wheels, .€2 2s. 3d. each
With 3 wheels, £7 7s. 9d. each
With 4 wheels £14 15s. 7d. „

11%

15%

10%

12%

3%

10%

£6 2s. per cwt.*

15%, but if accompanied by
certificate that the cycles are

of British manufacture 12%

15%

£1 4s. 5d. per cwt.

£2 Ifls. each motor cycle

£2 lOs. each motor cycle

11%

45 %•

10 %

* Consulage charges extra.

'X'o find cubic raeastuement of a motor cycle when packed in a case, moastire its greatest height, breadth, and length, add six

inches to height and two inches to breadth and length for packing, and cubic contents = height X breadth x length.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

€»

Mansfield to Spalding.

Please let me know the best

route for a motor cycle from
Mansfield, Xotts., to Spalding.

Lines. Are there any police traps

to be avoided on the route?

Kindly let liie know the distance

between each town.—R.W.S.
i'oLU' best route would be as follows

:

Mansfield, Southwell (11| miles), Newark
(7^ miles), Grantham (14| miles), Threek-

ingham (12| miles), Donington (7§ miles),

Gosberton (3| miles). Pinchbeck, Spalding

(5 miles)—total, 53^ miles. Ride care-

fully from Bennington to Grantham.

Easy Starting.

My 1911 pattern lightweight

^- 10 not a success for busi-

^ ness, having to make fre-

-iJ quent calls, as I cannot start it

seated by pedalling e.xcept on a

.slope. However easy it may be I feel

it impossible to get into the way of

running with it and vaulting to saddle

by pedal. What would you advise?

—

A.S.

Under the circumstances we should

advise you to buy the lightest possible

machire you can and start by pedalling,

unless of course, you can have a free

engine ana chang° speed gear fitted to

your present machine, which would allow

the engine to be first started, 'and you
could
speed.

then start bv engaging the low

Vibration.

1 am thinking of taking up
motor cycling, and would be glad

if you would answer these few
questions; (1.) As I have been

ill I want the cycle with the

least vibration ; in fact, I should like

the vibration to be practically nil. Is

there much difference in the vibration

between the lightweight and the heavier

class and between single and twin

cylinders? (2.) Is it possible to go at

five miles per hour on a 5 h.p. machine?

—H.P.F.

(1., As regards road vibration, we do not

think there is much difference between

the lightweight and the heavyweight, but

d twin will give considerably less engine

vibration. If you find starting a diffi-

culty it \> ould perhaps be better to go in

for a lightweight machine. The gi'eat

thing tn dt) is to get a really comfortable

saddle.' <2.) Certainly; when a change-

speed gear is fitted it is possible to travel

at four miles an houi with a 5 h.p. engine.

ra

Machine for Sidecar Work.

I propose changing my 6 h.p.

Chater Lea-Jap single gear for

some reliable two-speed or multi-
geared machine. I want one that
will take itself, sidecar and pas-

senger up anything it is likely to come
across, and I prefer a twin Jap engine. I

also want one that will act as a solo mount
when desired. The machines I fancy
are Zenith 6 h.p,. Matchless 6 or 8 h p.

two-speed, Bat-Jap 6 or 8 h.p. two-
speed, or four-speed if it is possible to
get it. Is the Zenith a thoroughly re-

liable machine, and can you get it to

start by handle instead of requiring to
run alongside of it? I simply cannot
do with that run alongside, as I am a
country doctor, and require to mount
possibly twenty or thirty times a day.

From that you will see I must have a

machine to start easily, by hand for pre-

ference. I very often use a sidecar, and

I object to shed my passenger as I am
obliged to do now sometimes. I will be

glad if you will tell me what you "con--

sider the most reliable mount for the

above purpose, and if it is better to wait

till after the November Exhibition

before doing a deal. One other thing.

Do you prefer a chain or a belt drive ?

From your paper, the chain seems to

be coming to the fore.—A.B.
All three machines inentioned in your
letter are quite reliable, and. having the

"

same engine, it is a question of personal

choice Perhaps it would be better to

wait until after the Show before you
make a purchase. Certainly, for sidecar

woi'k. we prefer chain transmission.

HILL-CLIMB AT STAINBORO' LOWE, OPEN TO MEMBERS OF THE NORTHERN LEAGUE.

The results of this contest, which was organised by the Doncaster and District M.C.C., are given on
oui club news pages.
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October 2nd.

REDUCTION PRICE

OF

MOTOR CYCLE
TYRES.

Size. Covers. Tubes.

26 X 2

26 X 2i

26 X 21

Rubber N/S, Basket or

Standard. Rubber Studded Pattern.

- 22/3 30/-

27/- 37/6

29/6 40/-

Endless. Butted.

8/6 11/-

10/- 12/6

10/6 13/-

Write -For- BooUiet to

THE CONTINENTAL TYRE & BUBBER Co. Utl^n) Ltd.,

Thurloe Place, South Kensing^ton, S.W.
Telephone: 4340 Kensington (8 lines). Tel. Address : " Pneumique, London."

In answering this advertisement it is desirabli to tntnuon "The aloior Oi/cle." A33
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_ C. R. COLLIER on-
\

-Shamrock-Gloria Belts
Dear Sirs, September 8th, 1911.

—

-

I beg to inform you that in my recent record rides, in which a speed of over 91 miles per hour was _
attained, the belt fitted to my machine was one of your standard Shamrock-Gloria lin., which gave me
every satisfaction. I think it is most remarkable, and a fact which speaks well for the quality of your

^ belts, that one of this section should transmit the enormous amount of power developed by this engine, g
which is something in the neighbourhood of 14 h.p. It will also be interesting for you to know that I

have tried several other makes of belts on this machine, but could not find another one to stand up to

HI the work it had to do. 1 also used the same section belt, and with the same success, in the recent

T.T. Race, which event I should easily have won but for a silly mistake on my own part.

In conclusion, 1 am convinced that the S.G. is still by far the best belt on the market, and I

take this opportunity of wishing you continued success. Yours truly,

C. R. COLLIER.

r Shamrock-Excelsior Tyres 2
The world's best for all climates. Used everywhere.

Send for fnll details of S.G. Belts and S.-E. Tyres to

The Hanover Rubber Co., 29-31, Old St., City Road, London, England.

!i I I I i I I I I I I I I i I I I I i'

FERODO
BRAKE
LINING.

Unaffected by oil.

lin. X i',;in.

1/7 per ft.

MOTORISTS OVERSEAS WHO WANT THE BEST HOUSE FOR

THE MOTOR CYCLE & ITS EQUIPMENT
should get our enequalled Bargain offers in New or Second-hand

Machines, and our 100 page Accessory List of things that every

motorist requires.

EXCLUSIVE LONDON & DISTRICT
AGENCY FOR THE A. J. s.
LIGHTWEIGHT 2-SPEED
CHAIN DRIVE MOTOR
CYCLE. No belt troubles.

Just the right reliable Icind
of machine wanted in tlie

Colonies. Lists free.

2j h.p., 2-speeds, 44 GUINEAS.

TAYLOR'S STORE BAG.

Fits in vacant space ijetween carrier

and back mudguard. Handiest,
most useful, for Tool Kit and Long
Tools, 7/6.

TAYLOR'S RAIN & DUSTPROOF MOTOR
CLOTHING FOR ALL CLIMATES.

Heavy North Road Jackets, double-breasted
with windcufls £1 4

Overall Trousers, to protect waist 13 6
Light and warm weatherproof

suits of verj' tough proofed
Mackintosh Jacket .. .. 18 9

Overall Leggings, with gussets at side 6 11
or suit complete, £15 6

Lightweight Mac Suits .... £019 3

im.

Price 2/6.

TAYLOR'S
CENTIPEDE
BELT.

Jin. Jki. |in.

1/6 1/9 2/.

lin. ijin.

2/3 2/6 p. ft.

SPARE PETROL
TANKS, in Pairs.

To lit over front wheel.

Holds about i-gallon.

For long rides.

18/6 per pair.

JOINTILAK makes

Oil Tight Joints in

Cranks Cases and

Induction Pipes.

Price per Tin, 9d.

TAYLOR'S

ROADSIDE

REPAIR

LIGHT.

Brilliant light for

night repairs.

F. R.S. l-An/IP, soo Ft, Beam,
Set complete, 58/6.

TOGO Ft. Beam, Set complete, 68/6.

SIDECARS of

best makes.
From £6 6s.

WE ARE
HOME AGENTS FOR
THE CEYLON MOTOR
CYCLING CLUB
and we offer our expert
services to all Colonial

Motorists for their

Home purchases.

H. TAYLOR & CO., 21a, STORE STREET,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.C

Telephone—10957 Central. Telegrams—" Dynametro, London." "

A3
I

In ansivering these advertisements it U dcsii-cdilt to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Wanted, a Book.

I' am hoping shortly to get a
motor cycle and sidecar, and (1)

should be greatly obliged if you
could tell me of any publication
which would enable me to under-

- stand the workings of the engine, etc.

It should be elementary and noj. too
technical, as at present I am an ignora-
mus. (2.) I am told that the Bradbury,
Scott, and Triumph are all good makes

;

is that so?—J.C'.S:

(1.) What you require is "Motor Cycles
and How to Manage Them " (Is. 2d.
post free from 20, Tudor Street). (2.)

The machines you mention are all very
good and reliable in every way.

Engine Too Hot.

I found some months back
that my engine was only get-

ting oil occasionally, owing to

leather washer in the pump
being worn. The residt was

I had to have it taken down and re-

bushed. In spite of this the engine
overheats, and appears lo lae to

"hammer" along and make more
noise than it should, and more
vibration is felt than before the
trouble. When I say the cngirte

overheats, I will explain by saying
that after a mile or two the crank
case (upper half) is too hot to touch,

as also is the throttle sleeve of the

carburetter. Does this signify that
the engine gets too hot? With re-

gard to the carburetter, when a speed
' of about 25 miles has been attiiined

tlic eitgine will take full air and
about one-third throttle, but until

this speed has been reached it

will only take a little more air than
throttle with the cut-out open. With
thte cut-but closed it takes rather less

air than, throttle if latter is about
one-third open. Do you think (a)

there is overheating ; (i) I could

cause any improvement by fitting a

smaller jet; (c) is there any other

cause for the overheating—could you
make any other suggestion to im-

pro 'e the running? (rf) I.-^ it better to

ride with cut-out open?—M.D.'
We have carefully considered the
syn.ptom desciibed, but cannot see that

this directly points to overheating, but

onty .to the eng ne getting somewhat
I'^t.l Ihe unmistakable signs of over-

heating ;»re pre-igiiitiou', and a slowing

down of the engiii.;, which results

finally in a complete stop|iMgr. 'I'lic-. lulri-

cation seems to be about right. With
regard to the bebaviour of your car-
buretter, this is quite as it should be,
except that still more air should be
taken at a high speed. It is worth experi-
menting with a smaller jet, especially
in the hot weather. Of course, it keeps
the engine cooler to run with the cut-
out open, but it is most annoying to
other road users.,

Preston to Ruthin (Wales).

I intend riding to Ruthin (in

Wales) shortly. Would you
kindly give me the best and most
direct route from Preston and the
mileage?—P.M. S.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Preston, Ormskirk, Liverjwol, by ferry
to Birkenhead, then through Eastham,
after which you take the first important
road fork on the right, and go through
Mold to Ruthin. The distance is appro.\i-

mately sixty-four miles.

Two-sj>eed Gear:,

Will you please tell me
whether there is any reliable

two or three-speed gear which
could be easily fitted to a free

engine Triumph motor bicycle?
I do not wish to fit anything that is

not thoroughly reliable.—C.W.K.
The following could be fairly easilv

fitted : N.S.U., N.S.U. Motor Co., 186,

Great Portland Street, W. Armstrmig
Three-speed, Armstrong Three-speed Gear
Syndicate, Ltd., Icknield Street, Bir-

mingham. Millennium, Lake and
Elliot, Ltd., Albion Works, Braintree,
Essex. Th.! Gradua gear is made applic-

able to a .Triumph, al.so the Roc con-

version set is largely used.

Mancliester-Tenby-London.

Please give me the quickest

route from Manchester to Tenby
(South Wales) and from Tenby
to London, together with the

distances. I do not mind hills.

The EHect of a Fall.

I shall be oWige'd if you will

tell me how to remedy the defects
mentioned hereunder, which
have become apparent in my
1909A h.p.

but want good roads.—G.S.

The routes you require are : (1.) Man-
chester. Noiihwich, Chester, Wrexham,
Oswestry, Welshpool, Newtown, Llanid-

loes, Aljerystwyth, Cardigan. Tenby—130

miles. (2.) Tenby, Carmarthen, Llandilo,

Llandovery, Brecon, Abergavenny, Mon-
mouth, Ross, Gloucester, Cheltenham,
Andoversford. Northleach, Witney, Ox-

ford • High Wycombe, Beaconsfield, Vx-
bri^dgc. London—245 miles.

Hnmher cycla
since it susitained a bad fall some
days ago. The machine when in its

normal condition would always run well
on quarter throttle and threequarter
air, with ignition fully advanced.
Since the spill, however, it is extremely
difficult to start, will not start unless
the spark is fully advanced, throttle

wide open, and air shut off. When it

gets going, it will not take any air at
all, and when running on full throttle

it very soon gets about red-hot if I
allow it to run long enough. I find

that if I keep on depressing the car-

buretter plunger when I am riding, the
machine at once gathers speed, and will

take air as formerly, but immediately
I cease to do so, unless.the air lever is

at once closed, it .stops directly until

the air is shut off. Is it possible the
petrol level in -arburetter has liecome
altered in the fall, wilh the effect of

starving the jet? If so, how is it

remedied?—A.M. P.
Your suggestion seems to be the correct

one. Your best plan will be to get a
new needle valve from Messrs. Rrown and
Barlow, of Birmingham, at a cost of Is.

You can raise petrol level by driving the
collar on the needle towards the point.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be lorwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor,

"R.W.M." (Whalley). 3^ h.p. Zenith-

Gradua.
W.H.R." (Bury). T.A.C., particu-

larly with regard to silence, reliabilitv of

gears, also for sidecar work; also Bmks
two-jet carburetter.

"G.S." (Ilford). Kempshall heavy-

non-skids on 3^ h.p. and sidecar. .

"Novice" (Peterborough). 34 h.p.

two-speed Kerry Abingdon with a side-

car.

"B.D. 1192" (Northampton). 5-6

Bat-Jap, P. and M. gear and sidecar,

petrol consumption, life of tyres, etc.

"F.T." (Hampstead). 3i Zenith-

Gradua with sidecar.

"S." (Perth.'^hire). (1.) Eli mndgnard
(with speedometer). (2.) Chemico,
l-'.R.S., and Brooks's backrests.

Members of the

W a It h a m stow

Motor Club who

attended last

V eek's run to

Audley. Passen-

ger motor cycles

hav3 always pre-

dominated at

club runs o^ ihe

W a 1 1 b a m stow

mambers.
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The Ubiquitous Motor Cycle.

A.C. tricars and sociables are in use in

India, Mexico, the Straits Settlements,

South Africa, Japan, Nigeria, Australia,

and New Zealai-jd, not mentioning most
European countries.

New Appointments.
Mr. Harold Williamson, late sales

manager of the Eex Motor Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., is now engaged with Singer

and Co., Ltd., of Coventry. His brother,

Mr. W. Williamson, has also resigned

his position as managing director of the

Eex Co., and will shortly be heard of

in another capacity.

' Winter Riding Equipment.
The Service Company, of High Holborn,

who make a point of anticipating the

wants . of motor
cyclists, are intro-

ducing what pro-

I , raises to be a most
useful addition to

the rider's vjinter

outfit. It is an
overboot, and is in

effect a kneerhigh
boot minus the
heel and the back
part of the foot

portion. The leg

portion is divided
down the back and
fastens with patent
clips. It affords

ample protection to

the whole of the foot and the leg from
the knee downwards, and has the great

merit of being easily slipped on or off.

Gear Lubrication.
The almost universal adoptfon of

change-speed gears causes one to think
that before long the method of lubri-

cating the gears will have to be con-

siderably improved. There is no reason

why it sBbuld be necessary to remove
a screw, plug, or similar device, and
inject a pumpful of oil every two or

three hundred miles. A first-class car

gear is usually lubricated by means of

an oil pipe, i.e., if the box be oiltight.

A lead from the usual motor cycle oil

pump with a two-way tap would over-

come all difficulty, and although we
recognise that it is very difficult to

arrange in the case of epicyclic gears

which revolve either with the hub or
engine-shaft, it is comparatively easy
with counter-shaft gears with a stationary
box.

KLLTJ
British Machines Abroad.

P. and M. two-speed motor cycles have
been sent to all parts of the world; viz.,

Australia, New Zealand, Federated Malay
States, South Africa, India, Ceylon,
Nyassaland, Japan, Mexico, and' S'obth

"

America.

A Double Spiral Piston Ring.

The Lehmann double spiral piston ring

is manufactured by A. Binet et Cie. and
sold by the City Ignition Co., 274a,
Goswell Road, E.C. This ring consists

of two spirals wound one above the other
with one head only to each complete circle.

The advantages claimed for jt are that
the ring having no interruption of con-

tinuity is absolutely gas tight and no pegs
are required to prevent it turning round.

A Lightweight Power Unit.

Messrs. Leo Eipault and Co., 64a,
Poland Street, Regent Street, W., are
turning their special attention towards
a motor set which can be attached to a

HerdUe-Bruneau engine set for a pedal bicycle.

pedal cycle. They guarantee that the
Herdtle et Bruneau motor set, which we
illustrate, enables a pedal bicycle to be
converted into a motor bicycle with no
alteration to the frame. The illustration

shows one of these sets complete, consist-
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ing of a li h.p. water-cooled H. and B.
engine, radiator, magneto, carburetter,

tank, and belt pulley.

New Models on the Road.
We saw, the first couple of new model

3^ h.p. Humbers on_ the road last week,
undergoing tests, at the hands of those

veteran riders, .Bert Yates, and Sam
' Wight, who were both enthusiastic in

tiieir praises of the; 1912 offset engine.

They called, upqn;. us to demonstrate' the

utility of the lialf compression device, and

it was indeed impressive to see Wright
walking alongside his single-geared

inachine with the engine firing regularly

at 4 iri.p.h. The exhaust of the new
Humber resembles the Triumph and;the
Eudge, , but to .the. practised ear it

neither one nor the other. ;

Lehmann's double spiral piston ring.

Lubricating Hubs and Clutches.

Is there any reason why the average

motor cycle hub, with or without clutch,

should be lubricated by means of an

enlarged cycle lubricator in the centre

of the hub barrel? Would it not be far

better and more accessible to have
lubricators on each side of the barrel, or

make a screwed connection to the oil

gun or squirt, so that, when it is screwed
on to the pump and the oil injected, no

leakage can occur? What usually

happens now, unless one be very careful,

is : the squirt is filled and the lubricator

opened, the point of the squirt is inserted

in the lubricator (so-called) and the

plunger depressed, and unless great care

be exercised the majority of the oil

gets on the tyre cover and rim instead

of in the hub. By the way, on one or

two machines we have ridden it is an

easier matter to inject oil into the hul
clutch with tJie engine and belt rim run-

ning and the back wheel at rest. The
revolving clutch parts seem to draw the

oil i.i.

Both sides of the 4 h.p. single-cylinder iVI.IVI., a leading American mount reirjse.ited in this country by J. C. Lyell and Co.

A^r,
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Price

2/6 nett
By post 2 10

ANEWEDITION
of

Faults and

How to Find Them^
by J. S. V. Bickford. B.A..

IS NOW READY.
^ The author of this book has adopted a very clever yet

simple method of locating motor car faults. The plan

may best be described as discovery by elimin tv n.

Certainly it will appeal lo the novice, who» when anything

£oes wrong with the car, seldom knows where to begin

to look for a fault.

One hundred and eighty Faults are included, and A
REMEDY IS GIVEN FOR EACH FAULT.
The book is invaluable to every motorist who
wishes to understand his car.

Obtainable by post from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.. 20. Tudor
Street, London. E.C. ; also from all leading Booksellers and
Kailway Bookstalls.

GRANDEX
Motor Cycles.

Absolute Efficiency and
Reliability.

Unequalled Value for similar Specification

Machines.

Precision Engines, Bosch or Eisemann, Palmers, Druid
Forks, E. & B., Lyso Belts, etc.

2| h.p. LIGHTWEIGHT .... 33 Gaineas oash.

31 h.p. T.T 41 Gaineas Cash.

4J- h.p. SIDECAR MACHINE, 44 Guineas Cash.

EXTRAS : Mabon Clutch £3 3s.

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, £5 15s.

Roc 2-speed £12 12s.

Armstrong Triplex £10 10s.

Packed and Delivered F.O.B. London.

GRANDEX MOTORS,
28, Gray's Inn Road, E.G.

BOOKS
FOR

Motor Cyclist-Photographers

E\ery Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will

find these tK)oks instructive and ialeresling.

Photography for All.

Praclic-l Slide Making.
Practical Retouching.

Photography by Rule.

The Hand Camera.
Toning Bromide Prints.

PrUe of any of the above

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2.

Send

Postcard

for full

List of

Photo-

graphic

books.

In answering -this advertisement it u dcsirahlt to ^mention " T/ie^Motor Cycle.'' A37
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TO USERS OF SIDECARS
AND TRICARS

Your chief trouble is your rear tyre. Unless very fortu-

nate, you are continually in trouble. Why ? Because

the ordinary motor cycle tyre cannot stand the strain. It

cannot be expected to do the work of a car tyre.

A CAR TYRE will not fit your rim. The only alternative

is to fit a cover made on car tyre lines for a motor cycle

rim. You also want something stronger than rubber on

the tread. . The tread should be of special hard steel studs

that will not break off or pull out, and the casing should

be specially re-inforced. Then you ha\e an ideal tyre for

your work. The maximum of strength for the minimum
of weight. The tyre illustrated is made on these lines, and

costs very little more than an ordinary rubber cover. You
can have the same tread fitted to your own tyre.

Particulars and prices on application to—

THE LOMAX TYRE CO. (Dept. Y),

Resilient Works,

William Street, BIRMINGHAM.

The All J.A.P. MOTORS. British

J.A.P. Motors again Sweep the Board.

J.A.P. 4h.p. !..*».I.V. Engine.

Crystal Palace Track. J.A.P. 3rd on time

—

5 Miles Track Record.
S. T. Tessier on Bat-J.A.P.

H. Martin on Martin-.J.A.P. Class 4.

5 Miles Handicap. J.A.P. 1st on formula

—

Chase on Martin-J.A.P. . F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua
J.A.P. 2nd on formula

—

Streatham and District. Hill Climb. T. H Tessier on Bat-J.A.P.

Brasted Hill. J.A.P. 1st on time

—

Class 1.
G. F. Hunter on Zenith-Gradua.

J.A.P. 2nd on time

—

J.A.P. 1st on time and formula

—

A. J. Butler on Zenith-Gradua.
F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua. J.A.P. 3rd on time

—

Class 2. F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua

J.A.P. l.st on formula—
Class 7.

F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua.

Class 3.
J.A.P. 1st on formula

—

F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua
J.A.P. Ist on formula

—

J.A.P. 2nd on formula—
F. -W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua. G. 1\ Hunter on Zenith-Gradua.

J.A.P. 2nd on formula

—

J.A.P. 3rd on formula

—

S. T. I'essier on Bat-J.A.P. W Oldman on Bat-J.A.P.
J.A.P. 3rd on formula

—

J.A.P. 1st on time

—

G. F. Hunter on Zenith-Gradua. G. F. Hunter on Zenith-Graduf\
J.A.P. 1st on time

—

J.A.P. 2nd on time

—

F. W. Barnejs on Zenith-Gradua. F. W. Barnes on Zenith-Gradua
J.A.P. 2nd on time

—

J.A.P. 3rd on time

—

G. F. Hunter on Zenith-Gradua. W Oldmau on Bat-J.A.P.

I A Pf*^ct"wich &. Co Northumberland Park, Tottenham, London, N.
' Telephone—1936 (2 lines).

A.sts In ayiswering these advcrt\san'"nls it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.''
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HARRODS WILL SUPPLY
ANY STANDARD

MAKE OF MOXOR OYOLE
ON THEIR UNIQUE AND EASY SYSTEM OF

DE^FE^RRE^D PAYMENTS.
Briefly, the system is as follows:

One-fourth of the purchase price is payable on delivery, the balance being paid in equal monthly instalments. Harrod's clients thus

have the full use of the machine from the date of first instalment, and enjoy its use while paying for it out of income without having had
to disturb capital. These obvious advantages involve an extra cost of about 1 per cent, on the regular price—an infinitesimal amount.

For further particulars, illustrated catalogues, or expert advice, write MOTOR CYCLE DEPT., HAfifiODS Ltd., LONDON, S.W. Ii'j"""<t BurM-/K«.\

The M.M. Motor Cycle fonVSloli^j.'ff^l
LOW SADDLE POSITION(29in. TO SEAT PILLAR)COM-
BIXED WITH GOOD ROAD CLEARANCE. 4 HP.,
SINGLE CYL. (S2i x 93), ' TWIST GRIP " CONTROL,
BOSCH ISL\GNKTO. BROOKS SADDLE. DUNLOP TYRES,
HUB BRAKE & BELT RIM BRAKE FROM FOOTRESTS,
RUBBER OR LEATHER BELT, FULLY GUARANTEED,
6,000 MACHINES ALREADY IN USE.

42 GUINEAS.
7-0 H.P. TWIN (82.1x93). AVERY POWERFUL MACHINE,.

55 GUINEAS.

COLONIAL AGENTS WANTED.

M.M. Motor Cycle Agency, 1 1 3. Gt Portland St.. London, W.

MONTHLY
(First Thursday.)

m Price

SIXPENCE.

Publishers: II,!FFE & SONS LTD., 20. Tudor Street, LONDON, E.G.

Ask your newsagent to reserve
a copy each month if you wish
to be well informed on all

aviation matters.

Illustrations

from Original

Photographs
and

Drawings
are a special

feature.

Two Useful Books for Motor Cyclists.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW
TO MANAGE THEM."
Fourteenth Edition now on sale.

This book has lonj been recognised

as tlie standard handbook of tlie

modern motor cycle.

Net 1/-, post free 1/2,

Obtainable from leading

Booksellers and Railway

Bookstalls, or direct,

with remittance, from

lUffe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor St., London, E.C.

"'THE MOTOR CYCLE'
ROUTE BOOK."
First Edition now on sale.

Specially compiled for users of the hig'h-

way in the United ICinirdom. Route
finding is made both instructive and
entertaining. The book contains the

maximum amount of information in the
smalle.st possible space.

Net 1/6, post free 1/9.

Vn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention- ^ Th& Motor Cycle.' A.41
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Avoid Ignition

Troubles and

Reduce Your
Repairs
Bill by

using

BOUGIE POGNON I Tn 29, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
imtU., LONDON, S.W.

AMAC
CARBURETTERS.

Multiple Spray,Variable Adapter

Straight through Draught, Ease

of Starting, Flexibility, Accel-

eration, good Petrol Consump-
tion, and Slow Running.

Chosen to represent Britain aeainst

U.S.A. Fitted to the only machine

in the World that attained 91 miles

in one hour.

Decompressors for ease of starting and running *.

Handle-bar control for magnetos - - - J2/- each

Belt drift that does not cut away part of canvas 2/- „
Belt fasteners made of solid steel - - - 5/- „
Filler caps - - l^in^ 9d. each. llJin., X/3 „
Two-way petrol cocks - - - - 2/6 »
Compression cocks - - - - - 1/6 „
Cot-out switches ------ 2/3 „
Spring terminal clips ----- 6d. „

+ Note : No price yet fixed.

Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd..
Talford Street, Aston, Birmingheun.

interested in a speedy and efficient

runabout, write us for particulars of the

SABELLA I

The Ideal Runabout for Sport, Business,

or Pleasure in any part of the world.

Very fast and reliable. Price from 59 gns. to 100 gns.

V..,

SABELLA MOTOR CAR CO., LTD.
Offices and Showrooms : 33, Southampton St., Strand.

Telephone—7350 Gerrard.

Originators of tlie Mono and Duo Car movement in England.

STEADY AS A ROCK,
m Ace

THE(

Accurate as the Greenwich Time Ball.

JONES'
MOTOR CYCLE

SPEEDOMETER
ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, GOOD SERVICE.

The Gold Medal
Speedometer.

Prices s

3, 4, & 5 Guineas.

Extract from "The Motor CyoV
Sept. l«h, 1911

:

The Inestimable Value ot

the Speedometer.

I notice many riders still

pursue the hobby without
the aid of a speedometer. .

It IS indispensable to the competition rider, for its read-
ings tell him how he stands for both time and distance— the
vital factors in the modem trial. It is equally indispensable
to the private tourist, for it affords valuable information
about engine tune, petrol consumption, state of one's tanks,
and so on, besides guarding him against slowing down too
little for a bad corner after a burst at high speed.
Nothing is more deceptive than dropping the pace after

sprint; the machine is invariably travelling much faster than
one fancies, and most of the accidents at corners are due

this deception.
Write for Lists.

MAHKT & CO. (London), LTD., 6, City Road, London, E.C.

A42 7)1 answering these adfcrtisements it ie desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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1912 Competitions.

AN
important meeting of manufacturers was held

last week, when the question of next year's

competitions was discussed. The outcome is

that about twenty members have signified their

willingness to sign a bond agreeing not to

compete directly or indirectly in a Tourist Trophy
Road Race next year, the arrangement to hold good
for one year only. This, of course, means that if the

event be held, the A.C.U. will be forced to look else-

where for the major support in the way of entries,

the biggest proportion of the entrance fees having been
received from trade entrants in the past.

The members of the Manufacturers' Union who are

prepared to abstain are not antagonistic towards
racing, but they are of the opinion that the conditions

of the Isle of Man races are not conducive to the best

results, i.e., the perfection of a touring mount.
The suggestion which has already been published

in these columns, viz., that the 'T.T. be held at

Brooklands, would appear to meet with favour,

because, provided the race be held under touring

conditions, the majority of the makers would be
willing to support a long-distance race at Brooklands.

Of course, the makers' decision may not prevent

races similar to those held in 1911 being run again in

the Isle of Man, but the A.C.U. will have to depend
on private riders, and they will have to be real

amateurs, not, masqueraders, because the bond will

provide for the " shamatear," and makers will be
under a very heavy penalty if they are discovered to

have subsidised a rider in any way whatsoever.
There are objections to holding a long-distance

race on Brooklands, and one in particular, which is

that variable gears could not be tested quite so well.

Variable gears are of ser\'ice on a track like Brook-
lands, where the wind may be against the rider for

nearly a mile and in his favour for the rest of the dis-

tance, but a course including severe hills is necessary

to show variable gears to advantage.

The October Quarterly Trial.

THE outstanding feature of the above competition
held last Saturday was undoubtedly the uni-

versal use of the variable gear. There were
only two fixed geared motor cycles employed.
Still, the trial proved that the change-speeder

is not the "go-anywhere " machine it is supposed to

be, and we fancy that the A.C.U. defeated its own
object in settling on such a trick hill as Farlow. It is

not a very striking demonstration of hill-climbing

abilities for only sixteen out of forty-nine machines to

make clean ascents. All but five of the competitors
who reached Birdlip successfully climbed it, but this is

a main road hill. Change speed gears assisted largely

toward this end, and although we witnessed, the ascent

of Birdlip by several non-competitors on single-geared

motor bicycles, they were able to wait at the hill foot

and cool their engines, whereas the actual competitors

had to take this fonnidable Gloucestershire acclivity

on the run and with hot engines.

Had the weather been wet and the roads heavy there

might have been considerably more failures, and
probably none at all would have got up Farlow, such

w^as the condition of the surface.

A notable point in the hill-climbs was the general

improvement among the passenger machines. No
prospective purchaser need hesitate to purchase one

of the seven passenger makes represented on the scoi

of hill-climbing.
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rmM<mNN£L TO TmJiDsmric
^MWITZMRAN^AKABACK

By Motor Cycle.
~ =^ By R.M.B.J. <^

ALL preparations having been made, and armed
with customs tickets, G.B. plaque, passport,

and other necessary papers, I set out, heavily

loaded, from the little village of Orlingbury at 7 a.m.

on jMonday, June 26th, en rout-e for London (seventy-

foui miles) and Folkestone. It \¥as very trying

pass'ng right across London with the heavily loaded

machine, as all the Coronation decorations were up
and trathc very heavy. Also T had heavy non-skid

Kempshalls on both wheels, and not being used to a

heavy tyre on the front wheel, the steering " swung '

'

a good deal. I soon got used to that, however, and
arrived at Folkestone Pier after a fast run, having

arranged to meet my companion, X, at three o'clock.

Luggage Equipment and Embarkation.
Four o'clock came, and he had not arrived. Mean-

while I had booked my ticket and had the machine
put on board ; the machines are swung on board on
platforms. The freight is excessive, being governed
by weight, but I succeeded in getting the clerk to

accept the machine's catalogue weight (185 lbs.), so

it cost me los. and 7s. 5d. for myself. Just after

four 1 saw X coming round the corner, and hustled
him and his machine on board, and we sailed at

4.15. I may here say that he rode a 1910 free

engine Triumph with N.S.U. two-speed, Avhile I had
my 1910 3!/^ h.p. Phelon and Moore. Both of us
carried a large quantity of luggage, e.g., I had a
large wicker basket full of clothes and parcel of

sweaters, etc., on carrier, two pannier bags in strong
steel stirrups containing more clothing and spares,

on the footboard a pound tin of chain • lubricant, a
gallon petrol tin, a quart tin of Price's "A," a,

" Sirram " scout's boiling set, and a vice.

The writer's 3' h.p. P. and M. being
slunj oB s.s. " South-Western," at

Southampton.

We arrived at Boulogne in rain, and our machines

having been swung on shore after all else the

A. A. official saw us through the customs. The
travelling pass was filled in and stamped, the jjermis

de circulation (60 cents) obtained, and we were off

for petrol and light refreshment. At no single

customs did the officers examine my luggage, for

which I was very thankful, as everything had to be

so carefully packed to get it all in.

Bumpy Run to Montreuil.

Over the po've we bumped, across the bridge, and
then to the right for Samer. The macadam was little

better than the jjave, but we were fresh, and did not

mind it much. The roads were- greasy after the

rain, and some miles on we came to a sleep winding

hill, and about two miles past the top I missed X,
and went back, to find him struggling with a slipping

(worn-out) belt. He succeeded in reaching the top

at last, only to stop and shorten the new belt.

Darkness and rain came on. No water in the genera-

toi3 A wayside cottage gave us water in a bvclict,

so I dipped the Lucas in. How glad we were to

reach Montreuil at 10.30, tired out by rough riding

over the execrable roads in the dark. Even at that

hour we were able to get a hot six-course dinner

—

very excellent, and we w'ere hungry—at the Hotel

Belle Vue. Our introduction to the " glorious, wide,

straight roads of France " was not encouraging, and,

turning in at m.idnight, we slept the sleep of the

tired. My mileage for the day w\as 175.

Roads Ruined by High Speeds.
Tuesday, June 27th.—Away at 9.30, up the

paved hill, through the town gate, and having ))ur-

chased alcool a hrvler, bread, and provisions,

Just after crossing the Franco-Swiss

frontier at Vallorbe.

The author—Re". B. M. Binkes-Jones.
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From the Channel to the Adriatic and Mediterranean and Baeh:.—
we ran on over pot-holey roads, and lunched by the

roadside, drhiking tea, made with the boiling set and
" Tabloid " tea and saccharine. There was a

voiturette race on, and cars decorated with various

coloured flags kept roaring past (no silencers) at

over 50 m.p.h. I wished for the English speed limit,

as^ these high speeds ruin the roads. How the French
cars stand the jolting beats me. No wonder they are

all fitted with buffers, shock-absorbers, and various
devices, and one constantly finds nuts, bolts, etc., on
the road, and broken-down cars

by the wayside. On through
Beauvais (all gay with flags and
bunting), over terrible roads to

Abbeville, where we visited the

cathedral. We found jiave in

all towns and villages very bad
as far as Pontainebleau. Having
climbed the steep hill out of

Poix, we rarr- through pretty

country, .up a long, steep hill

du Printemps, and as it was so late (11 p.m.) we had
tc be content with an omelette. 126 miles.

A Day of Bad Roads and Repairs.

Wednesday, June 28th.—Leaving at 9.15 (tht

broken-off pannier joined the petrol tin on the foot-

board, and was carried there for the rest of the tour),

I reached the top of the long hill out of St. Germain,

and waited. Soon after, X appeared, and said his

front brake blocks had twisted right round, and nearly

stripped the spokes out. Afterwards w'e discovered

r--Tthat the front rim had been
^,1 lented over the jxive, and every

g JJl ime the brake w'as applied the

ulocks twisted round, so they

had to be taken off. \\"hile he

shortened his belt I greased my
chains, and having eaten our

breakfast by the roadside we at

last got going at twelve o'clock.

Versailles is a fine place, and
the big parade grounds beat

(1) Commg down the gorge from the Coldi Tenda Tunnel. (2) A bullock waggon on the Lombirly PIi n near Venice. (3) On the Simplon Pass. Cli A
typical wooden torrent bridge. It has lD3ie pianlts, and there is also a level crossing. (5) The Urst typically Italian paved village street in th3 vtlley'

before reaching the Simplon Pass.

with five hairpin Dends to Grandvilliers. Here I

again missed X, but after threequartersof an hour he
turned up, having punctured. Resuming, we struck

a side road, in excellent condition, to skirt Paris,

and made up a, lot of time. Crossing the bridge at

Pontoise over" the river, and again at Conflans—very
pretty in the dusk, with lights twinkhng—we ran
through a long forest. In the" middle of it, the steel

stirrups supporting the left pannier bag broke, and
the whole fell into the road. The terrible bumping
and vibration over the bad roads had snapped both
supports at the bolt holes. Lighting up and piling
the pannier bag on top of the other luggage on the
carrier, we pushed on to St. Germain, where we
had great difficulty in finding an hotel, the Michelin
one being full ud Eventually we slept at the Hotel

Whitehall, but the jnive—a nightmare! Haying

lunched outside the gates, we were just restarting,

when X discovered that the spare Kempshall non-

skid he was carrying alongside the back wheel had

been cut through by some miscreant. Incidentally I

might say that the Kempshalls created ceaseless

wonderment wherever we went; at every stopping

place the crowd felt them, dug their nails into thent,

and wondered at the little holes in the covers. We
experienced great difliculty in finding the road south

of Paris : no one knew where the roads led to

apparently. All went to Paris! There was the same

difficulty coming back, of which more anon. At last,

by way of Essones, we reached the glorious forest of

Fontainebleau, with its splendid straight flat .
roads

through ^.the long avenues, its. open .clearings, and
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From the Channel to the Adriatic and Mediterranean and Back.—
crosses. Over the improved surface we did some

fast travelling until it was my turn to stop with a

broken exhaust valve (it had done 6,500 miles): the

difficulty in getting the cap to move delayed us about

threequarters of an hour. X discovered a very nasty

V-shaped dent in his back rim, which exposed the

bead of. the cover. . By 6 p.m. we had orlly done

twenty-six miles, what with repairs, bad roads, and

difficulty in finding our way, but we made good time

on to Sens, doing the last few miles in the dark

(1) The tunnel on the road between
Avalion and Auxerre, trance.

wdth no lamps. We had
to light up, however, to

enter the town (9.30).

The "pdve is bad here,

and streams of water

flow down the gutters.

Ar the first hotel we
stopped at we intruded

upon a young ladies'

dance, and the " patron
'

'

was afraid the music
would disturb us a

night ! We went, there-

fore, to the Hotel de
I'Ecu, a fine old place,

with a courtyard, where
we had a splendid bed-
room and a very nice

cold supper. Each night

we arrived too late at

hotels for dinner. Mile-

age per day—ninety.

Thursday, June 29th.—^Up at eight, and after

visiting cathedral and strolling round the town, we
filled up with oil, and chatted vidth a Swiss lady and
gentleman, who spoke fluent American-English, and
were following our route to Dijon, afterwards branching
off for Geneva. They expected us to pass them
during the day, and wt thought so, too, but we didn't

know what was in store for us. Leaving at ten, in

200 yards I ran out of petrol.' Got going again, and
just reached the end of the town, when I saw X in

trouble. He was very glum. Said that the cover
had left the rim ^t the dent. However, after we had
A16

taken the wheel out, we discovered that really the

tvre had deflated with a big nail through it, and .so

come off. While he took the wheel to a garage I

repaired the tube. It was blazing hot all the time.

Having fixed up machine again and provided our-

selves with a good lunch, we restarted at 3 p.m.,

having cl jne one mile! Then we lost our way, and

found ourselves going N.E. to Troyes, instead of

S.E. to.Tonnerr However, taking a secondary road

in rather loose condition, I reached Areas and missed

X. Waiting ha.lf an hour, I went on, and stopped

in a forest to grease the chains, and he arrived soon

after. He had had difficulty in starting the engine.

Then we lost the way again, and found ourselves

S.W. in Auxerre, instead of being at Tonnerre. So

we struck off along a smooth wonderfully engineered

road, through a valley with vines growdng in terraces

on both sides, to Chablis, where we stopped and

tasted the wine. Then along a hilly, twisty, dusty

road, and a long drop down into Tonnerre, .and we
Hotel du I.ion d'Or at 8.45 p.m. A

good dinner, a stroll, and bed
at eleven. The roads were

quite good all day, -and our

spirits rose accordingly. Near
Chablis my other pannier bag

broke one of its supports, so I

had to finish the tour with it

tied on with string. Day's run
—^seventy-nine miles.

Friday, June 30th. — Al-

though up at six, we didn't get

going until 11.45, and for about

iten miles to Vitteaux we
thoroughly enjoyed' ourselves.

(2) The Roman Arch at Oranje.

(3) An ox waggon and two new wine butts, Ave miles from
VenicJ.

(4) Entrance to Aleisandriu, near Turin, Italy.

The railway ran alongside the road, <and a slow

passenger train was going my way. I waited for it

at a station, and shouted a challenge to the driver,

which he accepted. At 30 to 35 m.p.h. I could
easily hold the train level, notwithstanding the ox-

waggons loaded with long tree trunks on the narrow
road. The driver whistled and I footled, the passen-
gers hung out of the windows, and so we went on
together, until at last I went under and the train went
over the bridge together, and our ways lay apart.

(To he continued.)
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lout.

eats 'i^iS"a"

Chain SprocKets.
The popularity of the counter-shaft two-speed gear

implies an increase in machines fitted with chains as

one item of their drive. May I respectfully remind
makers and users that the attachment of sprockets has

been a fertile source of trouble in the past, and that

the locking devices used to secure the sprocket ought

to be remarkably rigid. If the sprocket is of solid

construction, and keyed on a taper spindle, the lock:-

nut ought to be tightly fastened, either by a patent

washer or a second nut. If the sprocket is bolted to

a flange, single nuts soon jar off the bolts. Troubles

of this nature were very frequent and aggravating

with the early tricars, and a firm fitting chains

for the first time usually overlooks the need for strong

sprocket attachments, while inexperienceil users neglect

to keep an eye on the locking devices.

A Broken Frame and Its Explanation.
A correspondent writes tcj ask whether a motor cycle

manufacturer is liable to rejjlace a broken frame gratis

under the statutory guarantee. My
lanswer is a definite affirmative, unless

the machine has sustained several heavy
falls. The appended diagrammatic sketch

of the frame in question shows that it is

very faulty in design, and probably an

action for free repla<'ement would
succeed. There is a particular reason

why the engine is carried offset on one
side of the frame on this particular

make, and it is obvious to the meanest
intelligence that the strain at the joint

between tube A B and lug B C is bound
in time to lead to a fracture. The
machine (a powerful twin) has not been
used with a sidecar.

Oog>clutch Gears.
" A very false impression may be given

- by a recent letter denouncing dog-c'utch

gears. Everybody ought to know by now that these

simple two-shaft dog-clutch gears are absolutely satis-

factory and reliable. The majority of cars possess

such a clutch on one gear ratio. The principle has
already been triumphantlv demonstrated on the

Douglas motor bicycle for one.

Foolish doubters should recall the old Riley anc
Humber single-cylinder tricars. After this lapse oi

time I suppose I may venture to say that the.se

machines had rather primitive clutches, and that the)

lacked any device which could materially soften the

rigidity of their chain drive. Yet I have seen dog
clutch gear boxes dismantled after five years' hard
work on these rather prehistoric three-wheelers, and
the sole defects discoverable consisted of worn kev-
ways on the gear.shafts. The bearings and the gear
teeth have been almost equal to new.
The sole real difficulty in the application of these

excellent gear boxes to tw.; -vheelers lies in the

metallic hum of the gear wheels, which is unpleasant

to us after (he alisolute silence of a direct belt drivCi

but I believe one or two of our leading manufacturers

have already gone far towards solving this difficulty.

For instance, the Indian two-speeder has " chain-

swish " as well as " gear-hum " to contend with, but iJ

is not unduly noisv on its low gear. This type of geai

is simpler and more reliable than many counter-shaft

gears embodying the double friction clutch principle^

anil has the further merit of requiring but two chains,

each provideil witli a simple and substantial means of

adjustment. It has come to stay, and its possibilities

were emphasised in this journal seven years ago. Il

was even fitted to old pattern tricycles of the De Dion,

type, but' not by the De Dion firm. The result in the

case of direct gear driven motor tricycle rear axle*

can be imagined. The Mercier gear box was one of

these, and it had a tiny l>ox which the rider of a light-

weight wouiil laugh at in these days.

Hovir T'wo=speed Gears are Tested.

Occasionally riilers grumble because the makers o(

their pet machines are rather slow in marketing a

variable gear. They forget that fools rush in where
angels fear to tread. I take a great interest in the

evolution of a particular machine, and the gentleman
responsible for the policy of the firm replies thus to

an appeal from me to market a gear he has patented:
'' We send our motors into all parts of the world into

the remotest wild countries; we cannot and will not

send out machines that are not practically foolproof

and reliable to the last degree. If nnij part of the

HOW MOTOR CYCLES ARE TESTED.
We noticed the above neat bracket on a Rudge machine undergoing test

recently. To avoid scratching th3 handlebar and in order to fit the speed indicator

quickly, it is mounted on a tube which is dropped over the lamp bracket in the

manner shown.
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Occasional Comments.—

machine had not a large margin of safety, there would

be no chance of securing the large colonial trade for

which I hope. For next year we shall only make a

very limited number of variable gears; these will be

sold only to picked riders, but samples will go into

al\ parts of the world, and they must run for tw^elve

months, and give absolute and universal satis-faction,

before we turn them out in large quantities." Si sw

omnesi

Clean Crank Cases.

As usual towards Show time, I put in my annual

plea for clean crank cases. Personally I do not par-

ticularly care whether my engine keeps tidy or not

—

I am not one of the dapper riders eager to pose as if

I and my machine had stepped out of a bandbox after

a 200 mile run. But I understand the feelings of those

neater individuals who use boot-trees and polish their

gaiters lovingly, and keep a selvyt and a paraffin can

and bristle brush in their head lamps. And at present

I am very sorry for them, because the dirty crank case

nuisance is much, much worse than many people

imagine. I do not know a single standard engine

which will keep really clean if driven hard and oiled

with corresponding freedom. It is true one can see

spotless machines at the end of every big trial, but

die credit for this goes to the rider, not to the maker.

Some of the men use every moment's leisure for

cleaning, ana others have spent hours in caulking

every- joint in their engines before the trial started,

and will have to face the weary process over again

when they take their engines down and break the

joints. I was unlucky enough to buy a particularly

filthy engine last spring ; I tried to make it oil-leak-

proof by taking it to pieces and spending hours with

paper washers and seccotine, .but I abandoned the

attempt in disgust on discovering that the surfaces were

so undulating that a lot of machining would be essential

to a clean job One of these machines lan m the

OCTOBER ig'h, igii.

Yorkshire trials, and gained golden encomiums from^

all and sundry because its engine was spotless at the

finish, and had received very little attention en route.

But I happened to know that the rider responsible

had laboriously performed the task which I shirked,

and all standard editions of this engine are as naturally

filthy as my own. One large firm is experimenting

with a self-contained lubrication system for the timing

gear. There are no oil holes between crank case and
timing gear case, the latter being- packed with grease

which is just too thick to ooze in any quantity from
the tappet guides, which are the vulnerable point on
the better engines (inferior engines leak at every

joint). I doubt the wisdom of this solution; the

average duffer will omit to renew the grease. But
some solution is loudly demanded ; and it will help

matters if the embossed advertisements now standard

on crank cases are abandoned. One or. two firms are

wise in embossing their name in sucK position that they

are out of range of oil-flinging. But firms who do

not sell " loose " engines can surely dispense with these

advertisements altogether.

The Hour and Hundred Miles Records.

I do not know which to admire most—the ingenuity

of the engineer who, in response to a broken record,

manages to coax , another two or three rriiles an hour
out of an engine that had previously been strained to

the uttermost, or the stamina of the jockeys who
crouch double on a narrow rigid frame and circle

round a rough track for sixty or ninety minutes at such
frightful speeds. The value of these track records to

us road men lies in the proof they afford that the

modern engine does not get tired. It was only a year

or so ago that the modern 3^^ h.p. used to curl up
completely on a i in 10 grade if its reckless owner
kept the throttle two-thirds open for five miles on the

flat; to-day a first-class xl'i h.p. can be driven all out

for a couple of hours without stopping and without

n]jur) to the exhaust \alve

In a tretly V.'arwickshire lane near Stratford-on-Avon,
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Up Edge Hill on a 3|h.p. Single-geared Sidecar.

LAST week we witnessed what we believe to be

trie first autlioritativelv observed ascent of

Edge Hill, near Kineton, on a 3J4 h.p. single-

geared motcr bicycle and sidecar. There has been a

feeling current in the Coventry district for soine time

that the tests of two-speed machines on Edge Hill

were not at all exceptional for low-geared machines,

Passing the danger board at the top ol trie 1 in 7 grad:ent.

and, further, that the numerous failures of motor
bicycles to climb the hill must be due either to ban
manipulation of the levers or to maladjustment of

the machine. Hill-climbing, as every novice knows,
is a question of gear ratio pure and simple, but,

nevertheless, there are very few 3,'/a h.p. machines
whose pulleys permit of a ratio low enough to render
possible an ascent of i in 7 gradients with a passenger.

A happy little band assembled at Edge Hill to

witness Mr. W. Brandish, of Great Heath, Coventry,
make his ascent. He stopped to cool his 191

1

Triumph at the foot of the hill, meanwhile reducing
the gear ratio (which we afterwards
measured) to 6J2 to i, and at the

first essay he opened the eyes of
the onlookers by topping the rise

with Mr. W. H. Fulford as his

passenger. Later in the afternoon
he repeated the performance with
one of our representatives in thu

sidecar, this being the third ascent,

his second attempt having failed

only forty yards from the top of

the hill. After this most credit-

ajple performance, we had the side-

car and passengers weighed, and
the total avoirdupois proved to be
656 lbs. Triumph riders who read
of this performance may think
there is nothing exceptional in Mr.
Brandish 's achievement, seeing

that all Triumphs are alike, but though our experience

of this make of machine is an extended one, we must
give Mr. Brandish credit for having kept his machine
in the finest possible riding tune. It is the first 3}^
h.p. sidecar machine on which we have reached forty

to forty-five miles an hour on the road by speedometer,
and the only alteration in it from the standard was
the fitting of a No. 38 jet. The timing of the engine

and magneto is exactly as that sent out by the makers.
The Millford sidecar was not a light wicker affair,

but from a rough calculation must have weighed
1 20 lbs. There was, naturally, great jubilation in the

party present, which included Mrs. and the Misses
Schulte, Mr. and Mrs. Hulbert, Messrs. Fulford,

Howes, Annstrong. Xewsome, Lloyd, and Cheshire.

The New Two=speed Triumph.
On the occasion of this outing we had the first road

experience of the new two-speed Triumph and side-

car, the outcome of several years'- experiments with

change speed gears of all patterns. At present the

machine is geared 5 and S-;^ to i, the drive on top

gear being direct, without any idle gears revolving.

Using a standard engine (with experimental adjustable

tappets), the machine made two clean ascents of Edge
Hill with the low gear engaged for the major portion

nf the climb, but the performance was overshadoweil
i\ Mr. Brandish's achievement on the single-geared

iiachine. The Triumph gear is carried in a shell

iited in place of the usual pedal bracket, and is

Miitrolled l)y a rocking pedal similar to that used on
ilie clulch machine. One nio\ement of the lever

engages the low gear, the other the high gear, the

midway position giving a free engine. Except for

mentioning that the big pulleys render the gear par-

ticularly kind to belts, we will refrain from further

comment until the design is standardlscci.

Miss Lena Schulte, who is only nrceen years ot ajje

and had followed the performances \\\i\\ keen interest,

could- no longer suppress her sporting instincts, and
begged permission to ride Newsome's free engine

Triumph up Edge Hill. The machine made such light

work of the gradient that her younger sister Muriel's

demand for a ride on the back carrier was acceded
to, and again Miss Lena dexterously drove the machine
to the summit, no mean performance for a young lady.

The party who assembled specially to witness W. Brandish's ascent oi Edge Hill.

A2^
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Variable Gears and Aotor Cycles.
III.-EPICYCLIC GEAKS.

IT
will be remembered that in my last notes on this

subject I divided variable gears into two main

divisions, viz.: i, clutches and friction devkes ;

2, variable gears properly so called. These are made
in the following forms :

Epicyclic (three forms).

Sliding tooth.

,V Teeth in mesh, sliding clutch.

4. Selective clutch.

5. Expanding pulley.

I have placed epicyclic gears in the first place

not because I think them the most suitable, but

Section of the two-spe?!! hub gear, made under Roc patents with
live axle.

because that type of gear was the first to be fitted to

motor bicycles.

1 . The epicyclic gear is made in three forms. In

each form we find sun and planet wheels, but in the

first form the third member is an internally-toothed

wheel encircling the planet wheels. These epicyclic

gears have proved very successful on ordinary pedal

bicycles, and they can be made to give a large

variety of gearing with only one train of wheels

—

more, in fact, than is required. If the sun wheel is

the driver and the planets the driven members, there

is a reduction of gear. With the sun wheel stationary

and the planet wheels driven there is a less reduction.

If' the planets are the drivers an increase of gear is

obtained—moderate with the sun wheel stationary,

great when the sun wheel is driven. If the planet

A24 —
.

-

wheels are kept stationary the movement will be
reversed, and if the sun wheel is the driver there will

be a reduction of gear, but with the sun wheel driven

there will be an increase. In addition to these four

forward and two reverse gears, the whole can be
locked together to drive solid.

Large Number of Variations.

Thus seven gears can be got from a system of three

wheels. Of course, a reverse is useless on a motor
bicycle, though it might be desirable on a tricar or

light runabout. There is no gear at present manu-
factured which gives all the five forward gears. It

would be too complicated, and the variations would
be too large. I mention all these just to show the
capabilities of the system, which, put shortly, are

as follow :

1. Planets driven—reduction.

2. Planets drivers—increase.

3. Planets stationary—reverse.

The difiiculty in the manufacture of this gear lies

in the hardening of the internally-toothed wheel,
which is apt to warp in the

process, and then - requires to

be ground true.

Examples of this gear are

found in the Armstrong Three-
speed and in the Ariel Light-
weight. The latter gear
follows veiy closely a patent
taken out by the writer in

1903, and allowed to lapse
owing to want of facilities for
placing it on the market.

In the second form of epicyclic gear the planet
wheels are irjade in pairs, rigidly fixed together, and
the third member is an ordiilary toothed "wheel, placed
beside the sun wheel and concentric with "it, but "not
firmly fixed to the same axle. A "single train of
wheels will give two gears ;- the high gear is obtained
by causing the whole to revolve as one solid piece,
and the low by holding the gear box containing the
planet wheels stationary by means of a friction band.
The direct drive can, if desired, be rnade the low
gear, but this is not the usual practice. This gear
is more common than the first, as it is easier to
manufacture, but it does not give so many variations

;

on the other hand, any desired variation can be made,
and in this it has an advantage over the first form, in

which the variations are limited.

The Fit-all crankshaft gears and the Millennium and
Roc hub gears are made on this principle.

The third form of epicyclic gear is designed t.

make the planet wheels the driven members when
the low gear is in operation, and the third member,
concentric with the sun wheel (as at No. 2), is held
stationary. This necessitates the use of two pairs of

planet wheels in mesh with each other, the second
wheel of the first pair engaging with the driver, and
that of the second pair with the stationary wheel rounr'

which it rolls, carrying the gear box with.it.

This method is used in the Rex and V.S. hub gears
and is quite satisfactory. Auriga.

(To be continued.)

Principle ol t^e epirylio gear
with spur wheels.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shoiUd be addressed to the Ejltor, " Tne Motor Cycle," 20, Tajjr Street, E.G., ani should be accompanied bv the writer's full name and address.

An Endless Belt Dilemma.
[5972.]

—
" Ixion " has disiipjjoiiued me. I asked (or

help, and he offers me wliatV a tube of seccotine. How-
ever, a camel will clutch at straws if he is drowning on his

back (have I got that quite right, it seems not quite
familiar), so I suppose I must accept and use the hacksaw
rather than submit to the alternative.

By the way, 1 am still "pausing for a reply," but I shall

not compare " I.xion " to Brutus any more; he rather reminds
me of General Bangs, "but that is another storv."

" FAUST.

Standardisation of Tyie Rims.
[5973.]—With reference to your correspondent's (" L E

219 ") letter concerning the round base rim, we cannot
understand why Enghsh manufacturers will not adopt this

rim. It is used almost exclusively by foreign manufacturers,
including the Indian, and the colonials are insisting on
having their machines so fitted. These facts themselves
speak very highly. We herewith give you some of the
advantages of this rim :

No projecting beads to become dented.
In building plenty of stagger may be employed which

means a stronger and truer wheel.
Heavier metal may be, and is used, in the manufacture.
A very neat section which is easily cleaned and offers

a f'ood braking surface.

There is plenty of room for a large strong bead.
The beads are nicely rounded and do not cut the cover.
Lower price.

What more can motor cycle manufacturers ask for? We
think this is a matter for the Manufacturers' Union.

H. JAMES AND CO.. LTD.
A. James.

Twin Engines and Sooted Plugs.
[5974.]—It has been my object for some time to try to

get to the bottom of the prejudice against the twin-cylinder
machine. After making many enquiries and getting the

; opinion of every rider or owner of a '" twin " I met, the chief
argument against " twins " appears to be tliat the cylinders do
not get an equal amount of oil. and the difficulty of giving
sufficient and yet not too much lubricating oil.

If one gives the lea.st bit too much oil the back cylinder
ifi sure to soot up its plug in no time. Yet if one reduces
the amount of oil by even a triHe then a seizure of front
cylinder is imminent. Personally. I had to discard a quite
new machine of 7 h.p. for this reason only. I verily beheve
thati on a hilly road I took the back plug out about every
third or fourth mile and cleaned it, and noticed wlien it was
out an excess of oil in the combustion chamber and on valve
seat. I reduced the amount of oil, with the result that my
front cylinder partly seized when near the top of a not too
stiff short hill.

I went back to the single and have never taken plug out
since I have had it, and had not the slightest trouble in
any .-shn;*. When I can get a "twin" that the makers
will abfolutely guarantee to be free from the defect I speak
of I shall try again. WOULD-BE TWIN.
[The trouble complained of can be and is overcome to a

great extent by altering the position of the sparking
plugs. On top and in centre of the combustion, head is
usually found to be the best position. If the plugs are
so situated that they catch the oil flung from the corner
of the piston theyWill quickly soot un.—Ed.]

Saddle or Seat?
[5975.]—How is it that mot^or cjcle manufacturers cling so'

tenaciously to the old push bicycle type of saddle? Were tliese

saddles not originally designed to give free movement to the
legs for pedalling, and as pedals are now practically obsolete,'

or ought to be, on any powerful machine, why on earth do.

they not give us something comfortable to sit upon?
Nearly every 1912 touring machine will have a free engine,

so there seems no valid reason why v/e cannot be supplied
with a miniature bucket seat with back rest in one piece,

well sprung, and no economy to he exercised in the padding.
It seems to me that a big number of the trade are devoting
ail their time and attention to getting a mile or two more
per hour out of their engines, and neglecting the comfort of

the rider altogether. CO.MFORT.

A Suggested Form of Fo.tresis.

[5976.]—I enclose sketches of a supplementary fooirest

which I have designed and had fitted to my two-speed
Douglas. A is the original footrest ; B the extra rests, which
are made of wood, rubber covered : C is the rod which

actuates the two-speed gear. 1 find these footrests make
very comfortable rests (or the heels, and also give a change
of position which is often welcome. It is in the hope that

some of your readers may be benefited that I send the
drawings, which show the rests in plan and elevation, also a
side view. (Rev.) W. A. DOUGLAS-HAMILTON.

Sidet-ars and Change-sreed Gears.
[5977.]—I should like to give some experiences of a

Triumph with Millennium hub gear and Chater-Lea sidecar.

. I live in probably the most hilly part of England (West
Riding), and most of my touring is done in these parts and
in the Lake District. Hills, very long and steep hills,

abound, the first rise on the way to the Lakes being about
threequarters oi a mile with stretches of 1 in 6. or worse.

For some time I used it with fixed gear and no free engine.

This requir?d a veiy active passenger (and I had one) and
considerable I. p. a (falsely so-called). This form of travel-

ling was vastly amusing, bi.t hard work. On a long steep

hill, like Dunmail, this sort of thing happened—Vigorous

l.p.a., then the passenger hopped off, later I slid off and ran

till the pace became too terrific, on again, and off, and .so liii

•> 7
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If there was a head wind it was still more exciting. Our
method of starting seemec- to amuse people in Ambleside.

"We both pushed till things got going, and then took flying

leaps into our- appointed places', enquiring, on arrival, "Are
you there? " So I got a two-speed gear fitted. This was a

great improvement. Starting was more sedate, and I could

and did get practically anywhere, but it is necessary to keep
the engine well in tunc.

A point which seems to have been overlooked occurs to

me. Is it fair on the machine to overwork it so? The frame
is not built for such strains, and the engine is being run
with a very liberal throttle opening. For ordinary country

it does very well, but for this sort I feel that more power
is desirable for real pleasure. Personally, I am going in

for a Chater-Lea No. 7, and may give my experiences with

it later.

I note that in letter No. 5937 Mr. Lake sighs for the

Gradua gear. I believe the Zenith Co. make special fittings

for Triumphs. WEST RIDING.

[5978.]—I quite agi'ee with everything "Perplexed"
says in his letter [5911] on above subject. A " 3i " with
two-speed gear may do all right with sidecar in England,
where the roads are mostly level and in many districts

having a fine tarred surface, but for the North of Scotland
it is utterly out of the question.

I grant you that it could be humoured up ordinary hills

and would pull all right on the level if the engine is cleaned

out every 5u0 miles or so and kept otherwise in perfect tune.

But who is to be bothered with an engine that has to be
coaxed up stiffish hills, many of which are met immediately
after rounding a sharp turn, which must be negotiated
slowly on account of the narrow roads, etc.

My ideal machine would be of 5-6 h.p. with variable gear
and chain-drive (enclosed). The 6 h.p. Zenith is un-

doubtedly the machine had it chain drive, but this is out of

the question with the Gradua gear. I have no doubt an
inch Whittle would give every satisfaction in dry weather,
but I am afraid an unprotected belt has yet to be invented
which will stand a day of rain and filthy roads on a 6 h.p.

passenger machine without slipping, and once the slipping

commences you might have sixty horse-power instead of six

and be no belter off.

I think most motor cyclists who are not biassed in favour
of any particular machine and who have had an acquaint-

ance with the high roads and bye-roads in the North of

Scotland will agree that the power I mention is necessary,
assuming the passengers weigh, say, from twenty-two to

twenty-seven stones, and assuming also that all the
necessary luggage for both parties is carried throughout a

holiday tour. G.F.

[5979.]—Having been a satisfied user of the N.S.U. gear
for over four years, I can quite endorse the opinion of Mr.
Jas. T. G. Philips as to the good points of the gear. Some
of Mr. Philips's remarks, however. I cannot quite understand.
Why does lie have to take his gear to pieces to oil it? In
both of the gears I have had, and all the others I have
known, there has been a screw provided for the purpose of

injecting oil. With an oil gun quite thick oil can be put in,

and the whole job can be done inside five niinutes.

The first N.S.U. gear I had I fitted to three different

machines (not N.S.U.'s), so that it was necessary to oil the
gear from the outfide. My present machine is a 6 h.p. twin
N.S.U., and owing to the, drilled crankshaft no oiling of the
gear is required ; it automatically oils itself. At least my
machine has so far run just over 3,000 miles and I've had no
occasion to oil it from outside yet.

With regard to Mr. Philips's list of faults, I agree with
No.' 1, -but the obvious remedy is not to oyer-oi!. If Mr.
Philips takes his gear to pieces everv time to oil up, no doubt
he is inclined to overdo it. Oiling by the small screw pro-
vided. No. 1 trouble is, got over. No. 2 is perfectly natural,
but is not every chitch so affected? Again the remedy is

obvious. I used to suffer from trouble No. 3, but have now
got tile knack of holding the gear handle in low gear position
with my knee. No. 4 is simple to remedy^—fit a stronger
clutch" spring (cost 9d.). I only , renewed my clutch spring
once in three years on my old gear, and could never make
it slip on top. Trouble No. 5 I have not so far experienced,
but believe Mr. Philips to be correct. • - • -

r am in no way connected with the N.S.U. oompanv. but
can recommend their gear. H. J. M. HUGHES.
A28

Passenger Carrying on a Lightweight.
[5980.]—In reply to the letters re- experience with sid«-

car machines and hill-climbing capabilities generally, I have
found the same trouble as "Perplexed." After having two
tricars I invested in a 3-2 h.p. Brown, on which I covered
over 4,000 miles of very enioyaole riding with a fixed gear
of 6i to 1. Longing for a" go-anywhere machine, my next
mo'jnt was a 4 h.p. , which I imagined with its two-
speed gear would do anything, but I was quickly dis-

appointed, as it developed very little power, and of this

most was absorbed by the low gear on any hill ; this I

verified later by an actual brake test.

This season I have been doing very little sidecar, work
but a great deal of solo, and often pillion carrying with
a 2^ h.p. A.J.S. The accompanying photograph will show
that the passenger faces the oncoming traltic, the carrier

strengthened with two extra stays, a padded spring cushion,

rubber-covered footboard, and a well-pumped back tyre
makes this very enjoyable. I slip the saddle three inches
forward, so as to distribute the weight better, before
starting for a long ride. So far I have done nearly two

Basil Adams, the writer oJ letter No. 5980., and his 2 V h.p. A.J.S. With pillion seat,

thousand miles. My longest rides are : Through the Wye
Valley, 110 miles ; Ufraeombe via. Barnstaple, 116 miles.

Each was done between 3 and 10 p.m. on Saturdays.
With Ufraeombe as a centre, I have been to Lynton,

Hunters' Inn, Braunton, Lee, and various other rides, also

many places on Dartmoor. Each district abounds with
hills, but the machine will tackle anything, up to 1 in 8

even with a passenger. I have not yet found a hill that

will stop it. whereas around Bristol one can go anywhere
within a fifty-mile radius.

The chain drive fulfils mv idea of the ideal transmission ;

I have renewed my front chain, but my original back chain

is still in place, and that after nearly lO.OCO miles.

I do not know yet what the inside of my clutch or gear
box is like, as I have never had a squeak from either, and
cannot detect any more noise on low gear than on high.

A reliable two-speed gear is the most necessary thing on
a sidecar combination, also the clutch controlled from the
handie-bar, as then one is able to help the machine when
starting on a hill. From my experience of the 3^ h.p.

P. and M., it is the machine for sidecar work if one will,

not try a twin, and if the passenger will walk up patches
of loose 1 in 6 gradient or steeper, then one can go practi-

cally over any road with it. BASIL ADAMS.

Single-cylinder Records.

[5981.]—We are somewhat surprised at Mr. Arthur M.
C. Scott's query i:i last week's issue of The Mnlor Cycle
in regard to Indian motor cycles, what they aro going to

do, what they have done, etc., in view of the fact that ifr.

Arthur M. C. Scott was quite recently in our employ and
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should have been fairly well posted on the doings of Indians
in general.

As you have not essayed to answer Mr. Scott's queries we
would like to suggest to him that he can get all the informa-
tion he desires at any time by calling at our depot in Great
Portland Street.

THE HENDEE MANUFACTXJEING COMPANY.

Ladies and the Motor Cycle.
[598!2.]—I am sending two photographs which I think wUl

prove interesting to your readers, as showing the progress
motor cycling is making among the ladies

in the Midlands. The group shows Miss
Lottie Berend (centre)—this lady is well
known to you—on the left is Miss Walms-
ley, of Derby, and on the right is myself.
All the machines are 3^ h.p. firough ladies'

models. Miss Berend's and my own are
the standard free engine type. Miss
Walmsley has a two-speed gear, as she
habitually uses a sidecar.

I have loured this season close on 3,000
miles, and have not once been hung up
for any cause otherwise than the inevitable
puncture. Hills with my 3i Brough are
of no moment. In my last tour to Bettws-
y-Coed, with my husband, who rides a
Si h.p. Singer, I was enabled to take all

the hills at well over tlie legal speed limit.
This is where some reserve power comes in

handy. The sensation of touching a lever
and rushing up steep gradients is

delightful.

I am really at a less to understand why
more ladies do not take up this invigorat-
ing and health-giving pastime. Is it

tecause they are afraid they will not look
smart enough on a motor cycle, or on
account of its apparent complications? If
the latter, I can assure the waverers they
need have no fear, and alter having had
a few lessons they will be astonished how
easily a motor cycle is managed. I myself
have ridden one three seasons, and hope
to do so many more.

In conclusion, I should really like to say a word of praise
for my 3^ Brough, but must add the usual, that I am not in

any way interested in the makers of this machine, only as a
satisfied customer. It is a splendid machine and nicely de-
signed for a lady's purpose. On my next one, however, I

shall have a two-speed as well as the free engine.

(Mks.) S. DA\as.

In spite of an e.\tra air port in the inlet pipe, in addition
to the usual two extra air slots in the annular ring above
the jet, I could not give the engine enough air unless I

fitted a smaller jet than a ten-slot. If I fitted a larger

choke tube it was ditncult to start the engine. Neither
could I keep the mixture constant, and this I attributed to
the fact that I had three streams of pure air coming into

the mixture on its way to the engine, thus making the charge
" streaky."

To do away with this, I fitted an adjustable choke tube
and closed up the three extra air ports above the jet. 1

Modifying an Old Carburetter.
[5983.]

—

Apropos of the question of slow running,
straight-through carburetters, and adjustable choke tubes,

so much in evidence at the present moment in your columns,
I thought, perhaps, that a modification of a Longuemare
carburetter, which I am using on a 4^ h.p. water-cooled
Stevens-engined tricar, might be of interest to your readers,

as it combines the three desiderata mentioned above.

lilDstrating th« alterations to a Longnemare carbiuetter, as described in

letter No. 5983.

Ladies an slowly accepting the motor cycle as an ideal form of transport. Thj aliove picture was
taken in the Midlands recently. (See letter No. 5982.)

removed the standard choke tube and fitted a liner A of
tin to the barrel of the carburetter. In this was soldered
an annular ring of tin B, having eight holes arranged
equidistant round its centre. I next cut eight crescents of

ferrotype plate, C, C,, Cj, et-c., on the reverse sides and
ends of which were soldered small pins about tV'd. 1o"B-
These were arranged on the ring B with the pins through
the holes, which formed the pivots on which the crescents

swing. A thick washer U was then cut with eight slots,

into which the lop pins im the plates were filled. On the
ring D two arms E E, projected up into the inlet pipe, and
these were slotted to receive a wire F passing through the

ring H, the previous extra air holes in which wei-e stopped
up. A cone-shaped liner K was then soldered in to guide
tlie air past the jet.

On rotating the ring D, each crescent-shaped segment was
swmig across towards the jet, thus closing up the spare

between M and N. [ thus get a straight-through multiple

jet carburetter, all the air coming past the jet and getting

thoroughly saturated with the petrol. I can now throttle

the engine down to a small quantity of rich mixture for slow

running, and also have a large choke for full throttle.

I have been using this adapter for five or six months,

and I find the engine is easier to start, more powerful, and
does not race when started on the handle.

From an economical point of view I cannot give any

particulars, as I have not kept any record of the mileage

per gallon, the cost of petrol, in my opinion, being one of

the smallest items in the cost of upkeep.

The back tyre is the irfe noire of a tricar owner, and if

any reader can put me on a 28in. x 2iin. tyre which will

give more than 1,000 miles on the back wheel I should,

be glad.

The drawings are not to scale, being done from memory.
^ ALEX. F. PAYNE.

[A NUMBER OF INTERESTING LETTERS ARE UN-
AVOIDABLY HELD OVER.—Ed.]

, _
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The Last Quarterly Trial of 1911.

Only Twelve accomplish Non-stops in the A.C.U. Midland Centre Contest.

W. B. Gibb (2f!li.p. Douslas) and A. H. Lowe (A.C. sociable) at the seoonl and worst bend on Farlow Bank.

THK fourth and last of the 1911 series of Quarterly
Trials organised by the Auto Cycle Union was held
on Saturday in the ilidlands. Competitors were slaited

from the outskirts of Birmingham soon after 8 30 a.m.
over a course measuring 167 miles. The destination of the
Aggregate Cup for the best performance in the four trials

was decided by this contest, and more than ordinary
interest was occasioned thereby. Only two of the fifty one
entrants failed to put in an appearance at the start from the
King's Head Hotel, Hasrlev Road. Birmingham, ,these being
C.E. Shepherd (5i AtS.L.) and H. J. Beal (3'N.S.U.)
Mr. C^ A. Smith officiated as starter, and meanwhile the other
officials and timekeepers scurried ahead to take up their

positions at Farlow Bank, the first of the two test hills.

A thick mist prevailed at the start. All got, away well,

except V. Busby (Humber), who had to. stop and flood

his carburetter a second time. _ The route lay , through
-Halesowen and Hagley to Kidderminster. Here the local

police pointed the way. which ronsisted of a series of right
angled turns in narrow streets. On to Bewdley and Baggins-
wood notliing of note occurred, but here Silver broke a belt

fastener.

There was nothing to indicate that competitors were
approaching Farlow Bank—except the excellent route cards,
tlianks to tlie organisation of Mr. H. C. Pickering—but
following the direci.un u( the arrows, competitors were sent
off the main roads over gulleys and lumpy surfaces, wending
their way along a Jiavrow and tortuous lane to the foot ot

the Bank.

The Failures on Farlow Bank.
Riding with the competitors the first notification we haii

that Farlow. was near at hand was' the sight of a big group
of cars and motor cycles which had conveyed spectators to

the hill from far and near, then VV. Cooper looking dis-

consolate as he descended the hill for a second try.. There
are three awkward bends on Farlow Bank, one to the right,

then a very, steep pit-ch, an easier stretch, succeeded by a

left hand hairpin which would place in the background the

bad bend on Snaefell, even were the surface not soft loose

gravel, for all the world likea garden after it has been dug
up. One is confronted with a gradient ol i in 5 on the bend
and for fifty yards after rounding the bend, when the
gradient eases a trifle, and there is a final twist to the right.

Several hundred spectators had assembled at the hairpin

in the anticipation of seeing some fun, and tliey were not

disappointed, for in contra-distiuction to the usual order of

motor cycle hill tests there were a good many more failures

'

than successes, and the crowd was a thoroughly merry one
which did not hesitate to pass remarks. Sometimes a com-
petitor in his hurried movements to prevent the machine
running backwards on the steep gradientwould execute,

some weird antics which seemed to amuse the crowd, but
not so the crestfallen competitor, who, when he couli suffi-

ciently recover himself, would turn with very black looks

in the direction whence the laugliter came. Nearly all the

failures occurred at the corner. The successful competitors
—and there were only sixteen to make clean ascents of

Farlow Bank—were readily applauded/ and the crowd cheered
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Farlow Bank. .J. W Woodgaie iiwo-speej Singen at ihc point wherp most
competitors failed. Observe the fallen machines by the roadside.

lustily as INliss Nellie Hougli, on the two-sijeed Douglas,
picking her way coolly on the outer curve of the bend, made
the cleanest and neatest ascent of the whole lot. Farlow
IJank is a Iriclc hill, and many consider that the A.C.U.
went too far in selecting such a test, which is on a by-lane.

W. B. Gibb, a competition rider of considerable experience,
lold us that he knew only one bend like it, and that was on
the Scottish terror, Cairn-o'-Mount. Others likened it to

Porlock in Devonshire. However, tho.se who did accom-
plish the climb are deserving of every credit.

The two little A.J.S. machines surprised everybody and
sailed up without a murmur, although J. Stevens, we are

luld, had never seen the hill before. The trio of Rudge
riders—Baruev, Kill and Gray—ascended the hill in a

cluster, and must have hindered each other. Gray stopped
at the very- top of the steep section,- whilst his confrere^
were successful, though Hill's back wfieel slithered into

the ditch and nearly brough't he and Burney over. The
P. and .M.'s— Merrall and Brancaster up—seemed in their
element, and Newman, using a new Brampton gear on his

Ivy-Precision, made no mistake. Busby (Humber) and South
(Scott) used their feet in rounding the bend, but otherwise
made very good ascents. The passenger machines found it

a. tough task, Frank Smith's exhibition on the Clyno bein
the neatest. Ware travelled well on his Chater-Lea, and
would have done better had the back wheel gripped on
the .'oose surface. During t!ie ascents a taxicab came up th

hill and stuck after rounding the bend. A s ore of willinp;

hands helped it to move to -a place of safety. A iiumber. uf

competitors ascribed their failures to being baulked. Wood-
gate on -the new counter-shaft gear Singer experienced very
hard luck, for he had surmounted the steepest stretch whri;

liis back wheel skidded into the dit<;h, bringing him ov.')'-

Dr. Basil FawsseLt had climbed the Bank .several times on
his 8 h.p. Cliatur-Lea and Txjwen sidecar, but he cho.se to

take Mrs. Fawssett and their little boy round the Quarterly
Trials, and the extra weight just accounted, for his failure

on Farlow and Birdlip. The Morgan runabout wiis |nobably
the fastest passenger machine. The names of those whi
came tti a standstill are given in our tabulated list of residts.

Incidents of the Trial,

Leaving Farlow, with its long black list, the route lay

through Ludlow. Ludford. Burford, Tenbury. to Kyre, Gol-

lington. and Bromyard. The road surface improved con-

siderably. The twisty route through Bromyard was well

marked, and here, as in most other towns passed through,
small crowds assendiled at street comers to watch th.e riders

file through. After Bromyard, we encountered R. H.
Viggers (Knfield) with a burst front tyre. This rider charged
the bank on Farlow owing to his back wheel spinning round.

and must have dented the rim, for the cover blew off, th '

machine linally finishing in the hedge by the roadrndc.. P.

Brewster, who made three futile attempts to climb Farlow
on a single gear, ran out of petrol and retired.

Ankerdnie Hill, not being mentioned on the mute caid.

inoved a big surprise, and though only two failed—G. Lee
Temple (single-geared Arno) and H. C. Glover (2^ h.p.

Forward), whose machine was not running in tip-top form

—

several competitors had anxious faces before they reached
the top.

The leaders on the road from Kniglitsfard Bridget
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non-rompetitors formed a sort of advance guard, and we
noticed among ethers a James, a Rover, a P. and M.. and
six single-geriied Triumphs, all of which passed us going
well. It shoald, however, be noted that these riders were
at liberty to cool their engines at the hill foot.

V. Eusljj' (2| Hun:ber), whose machine was entered by
H. Garner, Ltd., led the vanguard, and using the low
gear of his Armstrong made an excellent climb on the last

portion of the hill. \Vhen observing on a long hill fike

iiirdlip it is extremely difficult to point to any individual
performances as more noteworthy than others because one
rider may be travelling w-ell at the foot and badly at the top,

and vice versa; everyona, however, agreed tliat \V. D. South

(3| Scott). H. D. Jones (^'^ Zenith-Gradua), and- Jliss N.
Hough (2J Douglas), among others, made excellent ciinibs.

(Swing to trouble with the official car carry-ing the time-
keepers, no times could be taken. E. B. Ware (Cliater Lea)
and Frank Smith (5-5 Clyno) did well as usual among the
passenger machines, and the performance of the Morgan
runabout was very much admired. The tlu'ee A.C. Sociables
all made good ascents, F. E. Walker (5-6 A.C. Sociable) gain-

ing rapidly on Fred Hill, who drove a similar machine. J.

Tassell's Matcliless and .sidecar proved as good on Birdlip as

it did on the Yorkshire hills in the 1,000 miles trials, a-nd

it was a matter of considerable satisfaction to all concerned
to see passenger combinations performing in such an excellent

manner on this severe gradient.

Dropping down Leckhamijton, a circuitous route vva.s

followed in order to avoid Cheltenham. Cleeve Hill was
ascended without difficulty by all. In Winchcombe a dog
made a dash for E. W. Merrall, who kicked out with his

Alec Ross restarting T. Silvsr (Quadrant) from tlic Star Hotel, Worcester.

B. A. Hill (Rudge) may be recognised in the background.

Worcester Avas reached via Hartley. An excellent lunch

was served at the Star Hotel, and in an hour competitors

were on their way again.

The roads after "lunch were very good, alb^eit dusty There

was nothing of note to chronicle on the section Tewkesbury
Norton-Gloucester, where competitors prepared for Birdlip,

the second test hill.

Observations at Birdlip.

This well-known Gloucestershire hill, which lies on the

direct road from Gloucester to Cirencester, provided a most

excellent test for the trials competitors. We found a goodly

nnmb^er of keen spectators, motor cyclists, and car owners

on arrival at the hill. The surface was in excellent condition

owing to the rain which had fallen on the previous day

Taking up our position just below the last steep bit of 1

in 6, w-6 obtained an excellent view of the riders as they

passed "The Knap'' far below. This house is situated

close to the severest gradient on the hill—1 in 5i-. The first

motor cyclist to asceiid was Jlrs. Gibb, of Glouc-ester. She

was not competing in the trial, but rode irp excellently on

her two-speed Db'uglas. Soon after she had passed several

H. J. oox (an oITicial), 3. W. Woodhouse (Dene-Precision), and W. D. South

Scott), at the compulsory stop at Headless Cross, for the purpose of lighting

(lamps. The photograph was taken in the dusk.

Neaping Tewkesbury. W. Cooper (3J Bradbury), accompanied by
F, A. McNab (3J Trump-Jap), who was a non-competitor.

loot, and the little terror unfortunately retreated under JlJi

I lough's machine, and brought that clever rider over. Sa
\\ds only shaken, however, and continued, her ex]erien|

' counting as a traffic stop. Later, we passed South;

(Zenith) fitting a new inner tube, and Duke (Zenith)

fitting a valve and repairing a puncture.
After passing through Evesham, Dunnington, and Astwod

ISank, a halt "was catled at Headless Cross for the purpo|
of lighting lamps. The fog came on rather tliickly towaro
the "finishing point, which was reached vid Bromsgro\'|

Homsley. and Halesowen.
All those with three previous non-stops in the running fi

the aggregate cup duly completed Saturdays lourtn ar.d las

event except Ware, who is to be heartily sympathised with.

A front w^heel puncture, the sole trouble in four consecutive

trials, speaks as well for the regular running of the Chater-

Lea as it does for the skill of the driver. The Stevens

brothers (A.J.S.) again non-stopped, likewise Burney and

Hill (Rudge) arrd F. Smith (Clyno). The New Hudson
riders were notable omissions from the non-stop list. They
have to thank Ihe A.C.U. for tire selection of Farlow Bank
for spoiling their run of successes. H. F. S. Morgan again

;

shone conspicuously.
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TheRUDGE
beats every other

Motor Cycle in the

4 A.C.U. Quarterly

Trials during 1911,

winning the SILVER
CUP for the best ag-

gregate performance.
The machine accomplishing this remarkable performance was

a Standard Model ridden by B. Alan Hill.

PRICES :

Fixed Engine - - £48 15s. T.T. Model - - £48 15s.

rree engine land Pedal starting Gear^> *-0«>.

A new edilion of the Motor Bicycle Catalogue, free by post, fully describes the many exclusive

features of the Rudge, and should be read by every actual or prospective motor cyclist.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, LTD. (Dept. 6oo). COVENTRY.

London Depots where Demonstrations are arranged :

230, Tottenham Court, Road, W. 23, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

In ansirer\ng thix advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The latest ''LYSO" achievement.
The Silver Cup for the best aggregate performance in the Foiir

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials held during 1911 has been awarded to

B. Alan Hill, riding a 3| h.p. Rudge Motor Bicycle

FITTED WITH THE FAMOUS

Here again we have conclusive proof of the supremacy of the "LySO
Belt. The courses chosen for the Trials were most difficult, and in;

each case included two very severe ascents. The knowledge that the^

"Lyso" Belt withstands all tests—whether on track or road—^must'

convince you of its undoubted superiority, and you should insist on

having a
'

' LySO " on your machine.

LYCETT'S, * The Saddlery," Birmingham.
Makers of the world-famous range of "LA-GRANDE" Cycle and Motor Cycle Saddles, Tool-Bags, Tool Rolls, Travelling and

Frame Bags, Carriers, Stands, etc.

In an!<}i'erinq this advertiisemeni it is desirable to mention ' The Motor Cycle."
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OFFICIAL RESULTS AT A GLANCE.
Competitor, H.P.,- and Machine. Cvls. Gear. Transmission. Remarks.

*JIiss N. Hough (2} Boiiglas)

J. Stevens (21 A.J.S.)

A. J. Stevens"(2i A.J.S.)

C. S. Burnev (3i Kudge)
B. Alan Hill (3i Rudge)
V. Busby (21 Humber)

*E. W. Merrall (3i P. & M.)

H. C. Newman (Si Ivj'-Precision)
'

VV. D. South (3i Scott)

*A. H. Lowe (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan runabout)

*H. Branchester (U P. & M.)

*W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
F. S. Whitworth (2^ Douglas)

G. T. Gray (3i Rudge)
W. B. Gibb (2f Douirlas)

*N. G. Blackwell (6 Zenith)

Geo. BeU (4 New Hudson)
H. Graham Dixon (4 New Hudson) . .

.

B. Bourke (4 New Hudson)
*E. H. Paul (3i EUiston and Fell) . .

.

E. H. AUday (3i iUlday.s)

T. Silver (3^ Quadi'ant)

A. Webster (2| Hobart)

*R. C. Owen WeUs (3J Bradburv)
J. W. Woodgate (3i Singer) .

."

.

.

R. W. Duke (3i Zenith)

*F. Southam (6 Zenith)

N. AUday (3.', AUdays)
*Rev. E. P. Greenhill (2J Douglas)
P. J. Evans (3J Humber) ......

G. Lee Temple (3J Arno)

2-speed Douglas .

.

2-speed A.J.S
2-speed A.J.S
Rudge variable

2-speed N.S.U. .

.

3-speed Armstrong
2-speed P. & M.
Brampton variable

2-speed Scott

2-speed A.C
4-speed Clyno . . .

.

3-speed Morean .

.

2-speed P. & M.
2-speed N.S.U. .

.

2-speed Douglas . .

Rudge variable .

.

2-speed Douglas .

.

Graflua variable .

.

3-S])ced Ainistrong

3-.speed Armstrong
3-speed Aimstrong
2-speed N.S.U. .

.

2-spced Roc

••I

J. W. Woodhouse (3^ Dene-Precision)

J. N. Percox (3i Alldays)

R. H. Viggers (2| Enfield)

J. Oliphant (3i Premier)

E. Smith (4i Regal-Precision)

*H. D. Jones (3i Zenith)

*F. E. Walker (5-6 A.C. Social^le)

*J. E. Tassell (8 Matchless and .sidecar)

*Dr. Basil Fawssett (8 Chater-Lca and
sidecar)

*E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea and sidecar)

Fred Hill (5-6 A.C.)

3-speed Armstrong .

3-speed Armstrong .

2-speed N.S.U. . .

.

2-speed Singer . . ,1.

.

Gradua variable . .

.

(iradua variable . .

.

2-speed Roc
2-speed Douglas . .

.

2-spced Humber . .

.

Single

3-speed Armstrong ,

2-.spced Roc
2-spced Enfield . .

.

3-spced Armstrong .

2-speed Roc
Gradua variable . .

.

2-speed A.C
2-speed Nala
3-speed Chater-Lea

3-speed Chater-Lea
2-speed A.C

Belt and chain

Chain
Chain
Belt

Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Cliain.

Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain
Belt

Belt and chain

Belt

Belt and chain

Belt

Belt.

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt and gear

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt and chain

Belt

Belt

Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Belt

Belt

Chain
Belt

Chain

Chain
Chain

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

First-class certificate

Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.

Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Ran ofi route
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow and Birdlip

Failed on Farlow'and Birdlip. ran off route
Failed on Farlow and Birdlip, punctured,

and ran oS route

Failed on 'Farlow, broken belt fastener

Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow, punc, and broken valve
Puncture
Four stops, various

Failed Farlow and Birdlip

Failed Farlow and skid

Failed on Farlow and Ankerdine, and ran
out of petrol

Broken belt fastener

Assisted on Farlow
Failed on Farlow, and tyre

Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow, and puncture
Failed on Farlow, and puncture
Shed passenger on Farlow
Failed on Farlow
Failed on Farlow and Birdlip, tightened

steering tmce
Pmicture
Shed passengers on Farlow

* Private owners.

Retikements.—P. Brewster (3i Norton), A. Jl. Lomax (3i B.S.A.). W. R. Jones (4J Ixion-Precision), *H. C. Glover (2,J Forward),
and *S. Kempson Jones (3i L.M.C. and sidecar).

Only twelve out of forty-nine competitors climbed the two
test hdls and made non-stop runs, a percentage of 24.5.

Ruling out the failures on Farlow Bank, the non-stop list

would have been increased to twenty-seven = 55.10%.

Did the A.C.U. go too far in selecting a freak lull on a
by-road as a test gradient? A great many spectators tliought
so on Saturday.

Xo single-geared machine climbed Farlow last Saturday,
although it has been climbed many times previously.
Brewster (Norton) and Temple (Arno) were several times
successful in practice.

It is a strange fact that several riders who claim to have
climbed Farlow at the first attempt failed ignominiously.

We heard of several competitors who had climbed Farlow
at nearly every 'attempt in practice and returned home s;itis-

fied, only to fail in Saturday's event.

There had been a great deal of practising during last week.
R. H. Viggers climbed the hill twentv-seven times out of
tljirty attempts on his Enfield. T. Silver never had any
trouble in reaching the summit on his three-speed Quadrant.

(i. T. Gray made nine clean a.<cents on his Rudge, F. S.

Whitworth considered it an ordinary performance fcir his

Douglas, Manning-Lomax had hitherto encountered nothing
which could stop his B.S.A. with the new pattern B.S.A.
hub two-speed gear, and Dixon and Bell had given their 1912
New Hudsons an exhaustive test, yet on the all-important
trial all the above stopped. Was it due to the excitable crowd
or to the hot engines?

Farlow Bank was the piece de resistance. Birdlip .sank into
oblivion compared with the first test hill, and a number of
non-conipetitor.s on standard single-geared machinee climbed,
the one time- Gloucestershire terror with ease.

On Saturday evening Mr. A. llelano, of the Hutchinson
Tyre Co.. presented the A.C.U. with a silver cup to be
awarded for the best oerformance in this year's trials on a
lightweight. One of the Stevens, on the A.J.S., is bound
to receive it. as these two brothers have made non-stop runs
and gained first-class certificates in each of the four events

—

a most ceditable performance.

Troubles were exceedingly few on Saturday; in fact, never
do we recollect such an absence of roadside repairs. If we
eliminate tyre troubles and hill failures, the number of
stoppages could be counted on one's fingers.
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THE AUTO CYCLE UNION'S OCTOBER QUARTERLY TRIALS.
JUDGES' REPORT,

B. Alan Hill (Rudge) declared Winner of the "Aggregate" Cup.

THE I'ouitli Quarterly Trial of motor
cycles was held on the 14th inst.

The distance covered was 167

miles, and included two severe

hill tests in Farlow Bank, Worcester-
shire, and Birdlip Hill, Gloucestershire.

The weather was dull and misty, with
no rain ; the roads were in good condi-

tion, with the exception of Farlow Bank,-
on which the surface was loose.

Forty-two single and nine passenger

machines entered. Of the single machines,
three had engines not exceeding 300 c.c.

capacity, seven had engines of capacity

between 300 and 343 c.c, while the
single-cyUnder engine of the greatest

capacity was the Norton, with 636 c.c.

There were only two non-starters.

Only two single-geared machines ven-

tured to enter. Three new speed gears

made their first appearance in the Trials,

the Bowden, the B.-S.A.. and the Singer,

in which the crank case and gear box arc,

combined in one casting ; wliile the
Brampton gear appeared in a new form.
Of the passenger machines five were side-

cars and four sociables. The Chater-Lea
sidecar entered by E. B. Ware had a

neat gear case and covers fitted over the
valve tapi}ets. The Clyno sidecar had the

axle of the sidecar wheel supported by an
outside member of the frame, while the
attachment of the sidecar to the front of

the machine was by a pair of braced
members instead of by the usual smgle
tube. The Morgan runabout had further
improvements in a bonnet over the
engine and a metal shield for the
magneto.

It will be seen, by reference to the
tabulated results, that twelve machines
made non-stop runs ; of these three were
passenger machines. The passenger
machines on the whole, therefore, made
a better show (five non-stops out of nine
starters) than the singles (nine non-stops
out of forty starters). Tlie two hills

account for most of the failures. Birdlip
has long been known (by repute if not by
actual acquaintance) to motor cvclists ; it

ma}' be described as long, straight and
steep. Compared with Birdlip, Farlow
Bank is shorter, steeper, and has two
sharp bends on the steep gradient. The
twehfe non-stop runs are divided between
eleven different types of speed gears, the
A,J,S. being the only gear to secure two
non-stops. Miss Hough, on a 2J h.p. two-
speed Douglas, is to be specially congratu-
lated on having succeeded where so many
older and more experienced riders have
failed.

The general failure of the bicj-cles

to climb -Farlow is, probably, due to the
gears not being set low enough, A three-
speed mechanism, with the high gear as

the normal and giving two reductions of
speed, would seem to be better for such
a trial as- Farlow Bank than one with
the middle gear as normal, giving only
one reduction.
The official car with the judges and

-

timekeepers had ranch tyre trouble, so

that it arrived a trifle late at Farlow
Bank azxd did not reach Birdlip Hill at

all. There was, therefore, no timing on
the hills.

The Aggregate Cup.
As a result of the four trials there are

left three competitors who have each
obtained four first-class certificates. These
are ; J, Stevens (2^ h,p. A.J.S.), B. Alan
Hill (3^ h.p. Kudge), and Frardc Smith
(5-6 h,p, Clyno and sidecar).

As will be seen from the judges' report,
there «as no timing on the hills in the
October trial ; the anard has, therefore,

to be made un the results of the three
previous trials. The deviations from
standard time on the six hills are
respectively :

B. Alan Hill

F. Smith ...

J. Stevens ...

B. Alan Hill is,

special silver cup.

Judges \

851s.

109-|s.

136is.
therefore, awarded the

DoUGL.iS K. H.VLL.
Abchihald Shahp.

HERTS. COUNTY A.C. MEMBERS' HILL-CLIMB.
A very successful uiembers' hill-climb was held on Satur-

day last at Aston Clinton Hill. J. T. Basliall on his big Bat-
Jap made fastest time of the day. In Class VI. also he came
up the first bad pitch at such a speed that he took the grass

at the first corner. However, he made an excellent recovery.
The results are tabulated hereunder :

Class I.

Time. Formula.

Barnes (2? Zenith) Barnes (2-| Zenith)

Tessier (2-i Bat)
Bennett (2^ tirandex)

CL.4SS II.

Colver (2| Enfield)
j

W. H. Basliall (2|
Humber) .83

Colver (2-1 Enfield)... .84

Ol,AS.S III,

E. A. CoUiver (3i Zenith) Barnes (2% Zenith) ... .63

Tessier (2^ Bat) .63

A, J. Dixon (3i
Rudge) .77

Class IV.

C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph) i Barnes (2| Zenith) , .54

H. Lister Cooper (3i Colver (2-| Enfield)... ,812

Triumph) ' Lister Cooper (Triumph)
,

E. A. Colliver .85

(Zenith) I

Class V.

J. T. Bashall (7-8 Bat-Jap) Down (2| Enfield) .. .91

Barnes (6 Zenith) 1.01

J. T. Bashall (7-8

Bat-Jap) 1.29

Class VI.

J. T. Bashall (7-8 Bat-Jap) Colver (2| Enfield) .. .7684

Down (2i Enfield) ... .7692

W, H. Bashall (2|
Humber) .82

Class \'1II. Pa.ssenger.
Barnes (6 Zenith) Barnes (6 Zenith)

J. T. Bashall (7-8 Bat)
Rice Pyle (7-8 Bat)

Skilful drivingClass IX
R. Fisher.

Class X.
Barnes (6 Zenith).

E. A. Colliver (3^ Zenith).

Stop and start.

Class VII. Fastest time,

J. T. Bashall (7-8 Bat-Jap).

1912 MODEL.
The Premier Sidecar Combination. This model has a twin-cylinder engine

and iwo-speod gear.
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TIME TO
Oct. 19th

„ 21st

„ 23rd

„ 25th

LIGHT LAMPS.
. . 5.58 p.m.

5.53 ,,

5.49 „
5.46 „

An Assumed Name in the Quarterly Trial.

H. Branca-ster, who unfortmiately lost

his first class certificate in the Quart-erly

Trial owing to accidentally running off

the route, is none other than Mr. Vincent
Clive, who took tlie hero's part as the
Earl of Brancaster in the great Drury
Lane drama last year, "The Whip."

Stockport Hill-climb.

The Stockport M.C.C. held a hill-

climb last week-end, fastei^t time being
made by H. JIarsden (5 h.p. Matchles.^
Jap), J. Whyte (3^ h.p. Triumph) being
the fastest single- cylinder rider. The
passenger class was won bv J. Emmersbn
(5 h.p. M.S.L.).

The 3,000 Miles Engine Test.

Last week we referred to D. K.
U'Donovan's achievement of riding 3,000
miles on a 3i h.p. clutch model Singer
with the valve caps, engine and hubs
sealed. Jlr. Donovan's method of check-
ing was by obtaining signatures at the
different tuwn.s through which he passed.
He left with us his checking book for the
purpose of examining the signatures, and
we find that they number no less than
138. At the conclu.sion of the trial the
cylinder was removed to prove to our
satisfaction that the engine was of
standard construction, and the interior
was found to be in splendid condition.
iMr. O'Donovan covered 1,000 miles in
one week of the trial, and further
climbed Birdlip with a 4^ to 1 gear. The
clutch was one of the parts sealed, and
it gave no trouble at all.

Dangerous Gates in Leamington Spa.

Headers will remember the serious acci-
dent which occurred to F. C. Wood
recently. Tn reply to a letter to the
'lown Clerk of Leiimingtiin Spa suggest-
ing that the dark inm palings with which
.Mr. Wood collided should he painted
white so as to show up in the dark. Mr.
0. Smith, liLui. .seerelary of the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C., lias received
the following courteous letter :

" Your
letter of the 29tli ult., with reference to
the recent regrettable accident at the
entrance to Victoria Park from Avenue
Road, came before the Watch Committee
at their, last meeting, when, after inspec-
tion, it has been decided to paint the
gates, posts, palisades, and notice boards
at both the Archery Road and -'ivenue
Road entrances in white paint, which it
IS hoped will prevent any similar accident
occurring in futuj'e.—(Sfgned) Leo R.\w-
LiNsoN, Town Clerk, Leamington Spa."

The Future ol the T.T.

Will the Tourist Trophy Race be held
in the Isle of JIan next year or on
Brooklands is a question which is engag-
ing the serious attention of manufac-
turers at the present time. We refer

readers to the leaderette in this issue.

The B.S.A. and the C.A.P.

A\ e learned from an authoritative
source on Saturday that the B.S.A. Co.
had taken over the manufacture and
control of the C.A.P. carburetter which
has made such headway in its compara-
tively short existence.

A Trial oJ the 1912 Premier.

Last week-end we accomijanied the
competitors in tlie Quarterly 'Trial, cover-
ing in all nearly 250 miles, on a 1912
niodel three-sp&sd Premier. The machine
is fast, comfortable to ride, and did not
require the tool bag ojiening. It climbed
all hills with ease excepting Farlow
Bank, but we do not doubt the machine's
ability to account for that tricky ascent.
After scraping round the hairpin bend as
best we could we were not prepared for
a gradient like the roof of a house, and
consequently followed the example of a
great many of the competitors.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
QUARTERLY TRIALS.

Official awards and Judges' report.

NEXT YEAR'S COMPETITIONS.

1912 MODELS.

Analysis of the Quarterly Trial Machines.
Of the twehe machines credited with

non-stops in Saturda,y's trial seven had
chain drive, one employed both belt and
chain, the others had belt drive. Seven
had two-speed gears, two three speeds,
one four speeds, and two infinitely

variable gears,

Italian Hill-climb.

The results of the Perugia hill-climb

are to hand. The hill is five miles in

length. The competition was divided
into three classes for motor cycles not
exceeding 250 c.c. 333 cc, and 500 c.c.

'The winner of Class 1 rode a S.I.A..M.T.,
the second a Motosacoche, the third a
S.I.A.M.T. Class 2 results were, 1st,

2nd, and 3rd, all on S.I.A.M.T.'s, and
Class 3, 1st tw-iu-cylinder S.I.A.JI.T.,
2nd Triumph, 3rd single-cylinder Borgo.
Fastest time in Class 3 was 6m. 2s.,

which equals a speed of 49.7 m.p.h.

THE AUTUMN QUARTERLY TRIAL.

H. F. S. Morgan (new design rnnaboutj, who climbed botli test bills with comparative ease, at the last

bend on Farlow.
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STOCKPORT AND DISTRICT M.C.C. HILL CLIMB.
Clever corner work on the part of J. Emmerson (5 h.p. M.S.L.). winner of the passenger class.

Acquitted.

James Alerton who was committed for

trial on the charge of obtaining a motor
cycle value £25 by false pretences from

G. N. Higgs has been acquitted. The
jui'y stopped the case, returning a verdict

of ""Not Guilty."

[The case was first referred to in our

issue of September 28th last, page

1017.]

Liverpool A.C.C. Two Days' Trial.

The official results of the above reli-

ability trial in North Wales are as

follows : Maximum number . of marks
obtainable, 1,000. First prize, silver cup
and gold medal, W. Heaton (2^ h.p.

two-speed A.J.S.), 980 marks; second

prize and club gold medal, for the best

performance on a fixed, geared machine,

T. Carroll (3i h.p. Bradbury), 895

marks ; third, club silver niedal, George
Wray (3^ h.p Bradbury), fixed gear,

876 marks; fourth, bronze medal, N.
Brown (3^ h.p. Eudge), 875 marks ; Rex
cigarette case, E. F. Ba.xter (7 h.p. Eex),

814 marks ; club sidecar prize. A, Kirby
(5 h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar), 782

marks.

M.P. Frustrates Highway Robbery.
The Derbyshire police are investigat

ing an attempt at highway robbery
which, it is reported, was only frus-

trated by the timely arrival "of Sir

Herbert H. Raphael, M.P. It appears

Oct. 21.—Herts County A.C. Autumn
Open Speed Trials in Luton
Hoo Park.

Nov. 20-25.— .Motor Cycle and Cycle

Exhibition at Olyrapia.

Dec. 27—Dublin and District M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial to

Waterford and back,

A special heading will be lound in tW-'

miscellaneous advertisenienl columns for

annotniceinents 0/ foflhcoinin^ club com-

petHions.

that Mr E. Innes, of Derby, while re-

turning home from Burtou-on-Trent on a
motor cycle at night, was set upon by
two men, who knocked him into the
hedge and attempted to rifle his pockets.

He called out for help to a motor car,
in which Sir Herbert Raphael was pass-
mg, and the men ran away as Sir
Herbert went to Mr. Innes's rescue. Mr.
Innes's knee had been badly cut and his

clothing torn in the struggle.

Saturday's Speed Trials.

A wire from Mr. C C. Cooke, liun.

secretary of the Herts County A.C. (Jlotor

Cycle Section) announces tliat there are
over 100 entries for that club's speed trials

in Luton Hoo Park.

A.C.U. Council Meeting.

The principal item on the agenda of

the A.C.U. Council Meeting, which was
held at the Imperial Hotel, Birming-

ham, on Friday evening last, was a

motion which stood in the name of Mr.
Vernon C. Brook (Birmingham M.C.C).
The following clubs v,'ere represented :

North-west London, Coventry and War-
wickshire, Birmingham, Stockport, Ox-

ford, R,A.C,, A,C.U. (private members),'

Sutton Coldfield, Gloucester City, Brad-

ford, and Chesterfield. Mr. Victor Hart|
occupied the chair, and among those|

present were Messrs. C. A. Smith (hon.J

treasurer), H. E. Nisbet, D, K. HallJ
Vernon Brook, E. W. Duke, H. C. Picker-1

ing, E. W. Winckle, A. Sharp, F.

Straight (secretary) . After the report

had been duly passed Jlr. Vernon BrookJ

moved that a detailed statement of the|

Tourist Trophy accounts be published.

The Honorary Treasurer pointed outil

that it was most impolitic to pubhshj
any details, and his attitude was !?up-i

ported by Mr. Nisbet, who explained thatl

if the members of the council could not?

rely upon the committee they badl
appointed to deal with the fiiiance theyj

were casting a reflection upon those whd;|

were responsible for the balance sheet.

He also pointed out that any particular

item would be explained to any member,
of the council privately, but the committeej
could not see its way clear to issue de-

tails of expenses. After considerable dis-

cussion on the point, in which Messrs, A.
Sharp, Norman, Vernon Brook, E, W. .'

Winckle, and Otto Thomas took part,|

the meeting decided to accept an amend-
ment from the original proposer, that the

]

question be postponed until such time]

as the hon. sec. and treasurer of the]

Birmingham club could go through thej

accounts with the A.C.U. secretary. Mr.i
C. A. Smith pointed out during the dis-

cussion that the loss on runs and trials j

for the year was £48 10s, 6d, The meet-;

ing was followed by a smoking concert.

Miss Lena Schulte, who is 15 years of age, ascending Edge Hill, near Kineton, with her sister Muriel seated on the carrier. (See page 1089.)
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1912 MODELS.
Advance Details of New Pattern Motor

TIOOA

Humber quadcar for 1912. It was Intended that this machine should be exhibited at the Motor Cycle Show
at Olympia, but permission has, we understand, been refused.

Premier.
Wp have recently had lire oi^poiluiiity

of examining tht first of the 1912 Premier
models. The frame ha.s heen consider-
ably lowered, while the new pear-shaped
lylinder casting adds greatly to the ap-

pearance of the 3,^ power unit. The
rylinder head has been redesigned to give
a smoother flow lo the incoming and

and brake rim. In both types the carrier

—which is made to take a large tool-bag
at the rear below tlie Inggage platform

—

supports the nnidguard. which can be
detached at the rear stays and sw'ung
down with the carrier so as to provide
easy access to the back tyre. The handle-

bars have been slightly altered to give a

more comfortable riding position, and
incidentally the appearance has been im-

proved by the alteration. The sidecar

inodel is" fitted with the twin 66 x 80

mm. engine which, with the exception
of ball bearing !)ig ends, has undergone
no great alterations for the coming year.

U'lie Millennium two-speed gear is fitted

lu the rear hub, and the control is par-

ticularlv neatly carried out.

A ladies' model with 3jh.p. engine and
Armstrong three-speed gear will shortly

issue from the Premier Cycle Co. 's Works,
and a twin two-speed sidecar combination
is another introduction for 1912.

Cycles.
The Puch Motor Bicycle.

It was in 1905 that the writer first mei
Herr Puch, who had then entered a

machine for the International Cup Race
at Dourdan. Even in those early days of

the industry the sidecar was becoming
popular, especially m Austria, and Herr
Puch and his assistants fonnd the side-

car machine which they brought over
from Gratz, where are the Pucli Works,
to be exceedingly useful preparatory to

the race. The machine is one wdiich has
established a high reputation for itself on
the Continent, and readers will be in-

terested to hear that it is now to

be handled in this country. The
following will be placed on the market:
Two single-cylinder patterns, 3^ h.p., 76
by 100 mm., one of these having two-
speed gear, free engine and chain drive,

and a 6-7 h.p. twin with two-speed gear,

chain drive, fan cooling, and sidecar.

This model is fitted with 700 by 80 mm.
Voitnrette tyres, and it looks an exceed-
ingly sensible sidecar machine. Probably
all these models will be on view at the
coming Olympia Show.
The single-cylinder engines are pro-

vided with mechanically-operated valves,

but in the case of the twin the inlet

valves are automatic, a practice which is

nearly obsolete in this country.

The New 6 h.p. C.C.R.=J.A.P.
I'he 6 li.p. sidecar illustrated is the

outcome of tests which have been made
by Messrs. Smith Hros., a Nottingham
firm. The engine is of tlie ordi-

nary 6 h.p. J. A. P. twin type, fitted with
Sinims magneto, and B. and B. carbu-
retter. It has a Chater-Lea three-speed

gear box, with Chater-Lea disc clutch

on the engine-shaft. Chain transmission
and drip-feed lubrication are other points

of interest. The sidecar is attached
to the motor cycle at five points,

and is sold complete with hood, wind
screen, etc.

The tall-bearing connecting rods of the 1912 twin-
cylinder Premier. In the shops thoy are known as
banjo big ends

outgoing gases, and the piston has been
.somewhat lightened. In other respects
tlie engine will remain much the same.
All the tank fittings are very large and
substantial.- and a pipe is led from the
petrol tank to the compression cock for

the purpose of priming the engine. Great
attention has been paid to the mud-
guarding for the 1912 models." The front
mudguard has been fitted with side wings,
an'' the rear guard with an extension
over the belt rim. while in the case of
the two-speed model a 7iin. wide curved
mudguard covers the belt rim, rear wheel. The new 6 h.p. C.C.R.-J.A.P. sidecar combination,
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1912 Models.—

Another Counter-shaft Gear.
The Bowden counter-shaft gear is a

new introduction designed to fit existing
models. The gear case is provided with
a bolt and nut and two slotted plates,

.which enable the box to be attached to

the bridge of a standard frame as

illustrated by the sketch of the complete
gear fitted to a 3j h.p. Chater Lea

Fig. 1.

The complete Bowden countershaft gear fitted to

a 34 Chater Lea-Minerva, which was previously
provided with a bottom bracket axle, cranks, and
pedals. For the sake of clearness, the starting and
clutch operating mechanism are not shown,

ilinerva. Reference to the sectional

drawing of the gear fig. 3 shows the
chain wheel A and sleeve A'. These
receive the power from the engine-shaft
by means of a roller chain and transmit
it to the clutch centre B. On the central

shaft or clutch centre are mounted two
gear wheels D and G, and on a separate
spindle and formed solid with it are
another pair of gear wheels E and F.
H is the belt pulley which conveys the
power to the road wheel. It will be
noted that this is exceptionally large in

diameter, centre to centre of belt being
7in. Belt slip should therefore be almost
impossible. The operation of the gear is

extremely simple. In the centre of the
clutch is a wedge bar J J, which is

longitudinally operated by means of a
cam clutch shown in fig. 2. When the
bar J is moved to the right and the spring

Fig. 2.

The clutch pedal mechanism showing the cam for
operating wedge bat.

K expanded, the clutches C C are forced
upwards, locking the gear wheel G and
belt pulley H to the counter-shaft. In
this position the shaft carrying the gear
wheels E and F revolves idly. This is

the normal or high gear position. When
the pedal clutch is moved to the low
gear position, the spring K contracts and
the bar J is forced to the left, the other
pair of clutches move outwards, and the
gear wheel D is locked to the counter-

0ir©]I((¥€IL3

shaft, and driving the pair of wheels E
and F, the power is transmitted to H
through G, and the belt pulley revolves
at a slower speed than the counter-shaft,
this is the low gear po,«ition. The
reduction in gear ratio is brought about
by the difference in ,the diameters of the
four wheels D E-F G, the gear train being
arranged in a similar manner to the back
gear of a lathe.

With a Yin. diameter belt pulley on the
counter-shalt and a 19in. belt rim and
the standard chain sprocket on the engine-
shaft and counter-shaft the top gear is

about 5 to 1. The engine sprockets can
be supplied with 15, 16, 17, and 18
teeth, the coimter-shaft sprocket having
28 teeth. The starting device consists of

a segment of a gear wheel P, meshing
with a small toothed wheel on the counter-
shaft. The segmental wheel carries a
crank and pedal, and by kicking down-
wards and backwards the engine is re-

volved two and a half times to one-half
revolution of the pedal starter.

The Bowden Wire Co. inform us that

on test they can start a single cylinder

3^ h.p. Minerva or an 8 h.p. Bat-Jap with
certainty by one thrust down of the
crank. Although designed for a standard
500 c.c. engine, the gear has been
thoroughly tested on an 8 h,p, J, A,P. to

find any faults there may be in the con
struotion. This policy of trying the gear

on a machine with a higher powered
engine than the standard 3^- h.p. is to

be commended ; if it will stand an 8 h.p.

engine it should be perfect with a lower
power.
The whole of the bushes are made of

phosphor bronze, the gear case is of alu-

minium, and the teeth, which are 8 pitch.

OCTOBER iglh. iqiT

are of hardened steel, also the shafts.

The gear box is lubricated with Price's

hub grease, the filling tap being at the
top. and a drain off screw at the bottom.

Fig. +.

Exterior view of the complete gear with starting

and clutch pedals.

The gear was weighed in our presence,

the total weight being 15 lbs. in addi-
tion to the pedal control already described,
the gear can be controlled by a Bowden
wire and lever with ratchet fitted on the

top tube. One of these gears was fitted

to the 4^ h.p. Ixion-Preeision ridden by
W. R. Jones in the Quarterly Trial last

Saturday
The counter-shaft type of gear is ceiH

taiuly growing in popularity, and thel
enterprise of the Bowden Wire Co., in|

marketing a gear which can be fitted to=,

almost any standard model, will doubtle.ss •

receive its just reward in the form of an J

extensive demand.

A Gear sprocket,
A I Sleeve,

B Clutch centre.

C C Clutches.
D E F G Gear wheels.

H Belt pulley.

J J Wedge bar. ,

Fig. 3.

Sectional drawing of the Bowden countershaft gear. Kote the large diameter belt onlley

M }
O Pedal clutch.

V Starting mechanism.
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(912 Models.—

IIOl

The new method ol attaching the A.J.S. counter-

shaft sear box to the frame.

A.J.S,
The ruethod uf iitlaching the counter-

shaft gear to the frame has been im-

jiroved for next y- ar.

As "'ill be seen, the box has a fiat top.

with slight eSteiisions at the side which
tit closely on a special lug, thus prevent-

ing any tendency to twist. It is held in

position by two"studs which pass through
'il'i; d holes (to allow for chain adjust-

ment) in the lug. The box itself has been
rendered considerably more accessible by
a slight alteration in the main casting. It

is no longer constructed in two halves,

but is cast in one piece, with a separate

Timing gear of the new Rovor. Section of cam,
cocker and tappet, showing a 1912 improvement.

end plate. By unscrewing the thrust
waslier and removing this plate, the gears
and shafts can be dismantled and re-

erected by the merest novice.

Tor mo.
The Tormo Manufacturing Company

(67-68, Buidiill Row, London, E.G.),
agents in Great Britain for the Sarolea
motor cycle engines and F.S. ball bear-
ings, will be marketing the same models
as those snkl during this year, and in

1912 model 3i h.p. Premier, showing the new swinging mudguard .to render the rear tyre ihare accessible.

addition will introduce a new 2^ h.p.

single-cylinder engine, 66 by 86 mm.
This is identical, with the exception of

the stroke, with the 8 h.p. 1911 model,
which was 66 by 72 mm.

New Rudge Variable Gear
Model

Wo were recentlj pririjccl to inspect

the new model Kudgo niacnines which are

nearing completion and have formed the
opinion that these machines which have
made such leaps and bounds in their com-
paratively .snort active life will be even
more to the front in 1912, not that there

are any striking departures in design to

chronicle, but there are many minor im-
provements which cannot fail to commend
themselves to the practical rider. First

and foremost the machines have been
carefully redesigned with a view to reduc-
ing the weight in every possible part con-

sistent with strengtii. For instance, the
spring forks are neater and lighter, the

lugs of the frame are lighter, the stand

and carrier fittings have been redesigned,
likewise the variable gear: This last

mentioned model possesses the most
notable departure, an.l the gear now

possesses the undoubted advantage of a

free engine, no matter what ratio of gear

is employed. It will bt remembered that

formerly the gi-ar had to be at its lowest

point before the tree engine came into

operation, but by a clever adaptation of

New design stand and carrier on the Rudge.

the Rudge plate clutch in conjunction
with the gear mechanism on the engine-
shaft a free engine is possible with all

speeds. Though carried in a compact

Method of fixing the stand on the new Quadrant
motor bicycle. The projection on the stand is

olisged by the spring on th3 chain stays.
The new model two-speed counter-shaft gear James. The outer chain case has been removed

for the purpose of the photograph. We illustrated the gear three weeks ago.
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The two types of Rudge cylinders-for 1912, known
as the " oval " and figure 8.

casing the free engine and variable gear

mechanism are entirely separate. The
width from the centre of the engine
pulley groove is 5in. An inherent advan-
tage of the Rudge gear is the fact that

the belt always rims in line. The inner

Hange of the engine pulley is the mov-
able one, and any variation results in a

corresponding movement of the outer

Hange of the rear belt pulley. We tried

this gear on the road in the rough, and it

The new cone-shaped cup and cotter permitting
a longer spring.

worked admirably. The quadrant will

enable twenty different gear ratios, which
should appeal to the sidecar user.

Detail Improvements.
Two (jther models which will be

marketed are the 3^ h.p. flutch machine
and the T.T. model. We detail a number

of minor improvements which are common
to all R.W. motor cycles.

A nev.' rear brake has been adopted
which gives a much greater gripping
surface than formerly, and
is as powerful a brake as

we have ever tried.

Next year an Eisemann
magneto will be fitted,

which Is a very compact
iustrament, with sloping
pole pieces, which enables
a hot spark to be gene-
rated at slow speeds. A
neat arrangement is pro-
vided for the finest possible
adjustment, of the magneto
timing. known a.s the

Section o( the redesigned Radge
variable gear and free engine
plate clutch.

Vernier micrometer adjustment, which
amounts to j^-^th of a revolution. A cam
with fourteen teeth is fitted on to the

armature-shaft. On the periphery of this

cam thirty-one teeth are cut which tit

OCTOBER igth, igii.

into corresponding serrations in the
exhaust cam wheel. It will thus be
seen tliat the adjustment is less than
one degree. The exliaust valve lifter

is a great improvement,
and, being carried to the
left - hand side * of the
machine, leaves the timing
side very clean and easily

get - at - able. The %'alve

lifter has a very easy
motion due to the long
leverage. The new Rudge
lifter is a reversal of the
usual order of things, for

ine action of raising the
inverted handle-bar lever

pushes down Uie lifter, so

causing the other end to

act upon the bottom of
the tappet. The lifter lever

is fulcrmned in a boss cast on
the crank case.

The engine has undtigonc
minor alterations only, nor
will this cause any con-
sternation when its won-
derful achievements on the
track are considered. The
exhaust valve guides are

now cast solid with the

cylinder, which means that
they can be bored, abso-
lutely true with the seat-

ings. A new cotter and
cup arrangement is shown
in tlie sketcli. It wcs
found with the old cotters
that there was a tendency

for them to break, but by the new
arrangement of a cone-shaped cup, a cotter
is practicnlly unbreakable. The siiecial

design of the cup enables a spring of the
longest possible dimensions to be used.

New design rear bi' ke on the 1912 Rudge, The ne\7 model Budge with variable gear, giving twenty diHerent ratios.
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T. Pollard (3! h.p. Triumph, clinibin; ciicain in the Liverpool A.O.C. trial.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The new headquaiier.s have now been permanently fixed

at the Hind Hotel, London Road, Leicester (nearly oppositi
Midland Railway Station). Members Avill find every accom-
modation here for storage of their motor cycles, whilst the
approach, from a traffic point of view, is far in advance of
the original headquarters. A special club room will be open
at all times for the convenience of members, also use of billiard

room, etc., at especially reduced rates. Members of other
motor cycle clubs are cordially invited to attend when visiting
or passing through Leicester.

Surrey M.C.C.
The annual hill-climb took place on Saturday, the 7th inst.,

on a hill near Nevvlands Corner. The venue originally fixed
had to be changed because the surface of the hill had been
rendered unsafe by rain. The hill actually used was an easy
one, but owing to the unfavourable conditions there were a
considerable number of failures due to slipping belts, ignition
faults, etc. F. W. Barnes won every cla.ss, in addition to
scoring the fa.stest time of the day ; he also secured the special
gold medal presented by Zenith Motors, Ltd., and offered for
the best performance on formula in any class. Classes III.

(twin-cylinder machines) and V. (passenger machines) were
abandoned owing to insufiiciency of entries. Results :

Cuss \.

Rider and machine.
1. F. W. Barnes [2% Zenith-Gradua)
2. H. Ureen (23 Dougla.s)

Cl.\s.s IL
1. F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith-Gradua)
2. J. Kennedy (3^ Bradbury) ...

3. P. Mitchell (4-cyl. F.N.) ...

Cl\.ss IV.
1. F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith-Gradua)
8. F. A. McNab (3^ Trump-Jap)
3. E. Cox (3i Zenith-Gradua) ...

Cr,.\ss V'l.

1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith-Gradua)
2 A. J. Luce (5 T.T. Bat)
3. J. Kennedy (3i Bradbury) ...

4. F. A. McNab (3i Trump-Jap)

Time. Fir

.\ -I- 17.2

X -1-42.8

X -I- 13.4

X-f 15

X -I- 21.8

, X-i-13
X-t-22.6

X -I- 18.6

. of merit.

... 2?7

... 114

... 257
... W4 II

... 144.7

... 2:9

... 155

... 153

Walthamstow M.C.

The above club held a team competition on the 8th ii st.

over a twenty-five miles circular course, which had to be
covered twice, non-stop. No watches or speedometers were
allowed, and the team of three riders who finished the
course and were nearest to a schedule of 20 m.p.h. at a secret

check were to be awarded Mr. G. West's prize. The follow-

ing was the winning team :

Rider and machine. I'iuieirror.

H. T. Browett (8 h.p. Minerva and sidecar) ... 7m. 41s. fast

G. Henbury (7 h.p. V.S. and sidecar) Ini. 28s. fast

A. E. Liflieman (3i h.p. HumlH-r) 2m. 58s. frst

Total 12m. 7s. fast

-\. prize presented by the Re.ic Motor ilanufacturiiig Co. for

the best individual performance was won by -A. (!. Peppercorn

(3i h.p. Bradbury), Im. 8s. fast.

Scarborough and District M.C.

On Wednesday last week the last monthly climb for tlii«

year was held on Staxton Uill. Tlie we^ither w:is fine and
the road dry, though somewhat washed o'..t by recent rains.

With only one entry the class for twins was abandoned, and
the contest was confined to the single-cylinders of 4

or less. Timing was done mechanically, stop watches being
started as each machine broke a thread.

*1. W. F. Tranmer (3i Norton)
2. W. Brown (5i Zenith-Gradua) ...

3. T. S. Webster (3i Norton)
4. — Murson (Sj Zenith)
5. W. Jackson (3^ Premier, three-speed)
6. — Lawson (3i Zenith)

*Fastest lime.

Fig. of Merit.

79.121

82.a79
83.565

105.95
110.406
150.6"3

X-t- 2.8 I Decide!
X-l- 9.8 I on
X-t-14.2

I

fastest

X-f23.6) time.
ScarOoroush anl District M.C.C. hili-climo at St3x;on C. Marson (31 h. 1,

Zenuh-Gradua! aooroaching t;.e Orst corner ratter w ue. Ke was placed fourth.
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Brecon motor cyclists who ara about to form a club. (See paragraph on this page.)

Brecon Motor Cyclists to Congregate.
It is tlie intention to form a motor _cycle club for the

Brecon district. Will all those who are interested communi-
cate witli Mr. G. T. Jones, Arfon House, Brecon, so that a
meeting may be called at an early date?

Bristol B. and 51. C.
The next trial for members who have not won a first prize

in a motor cycle competition will be held next Saturday. It
will be in the nature of a speed-judging and reliability non-
stop run, over a selected circuit at twenty miles per hour.
Watches allowed, but no speed-recording instruments. Start
and finish White Lion, Westbuiy.

Parley and District M.C.C.
Owing to the large number of competitors who failed to

find the trail in the club's speed-judging contest, the prize
for which is a pair of Kempshall tyres, this event was re-run
on Saturday, the 7th iiist. Probably, owing to the heavy
rain which prevailed all the afternoon, the entry amounted
to only seven, five of the original competitors failing to put
in an appearance at the start. The course ran out to eighteen
miles in length, and the first place was ,taken by C.

W. Meredith (3^ Zenith), whose error was only 0.75 m.p.h.
W. G. Fowler (7 Indian and sidecar) ran him a close
second, error 1.57 m.p.h., and third place was scored by
A. C. Huskinson (5 Indian), error 2.4 m.p.h.

Putney and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial will be held on October 22nd to Brighton
and back. The first prize is a tyre presented by G. ^
W. Drew. There will be other prizes according to entry. ;

• North Middlesex M.C.C.

The annual London-Stratfoid-on-Avon and back reliability

trial for the Premier trophy, presented by the Premier Cycle
Co., took place on October 8th, when twenty odd stai-ted

from headquarters, Gatehouse, " Highgate. The following
awards have been made ; 1, Mills (3^- h.p. Premier), Premier
Cup and Kempshall tyre; 2, Tustin (2| h.p. Enfield), X.L. All
saddle; 3 Bennett (3^ h.p. Norton), service belt r 4, Danger- ;

field (3^ h.p. Zenith), N.L.G. exhaust whistle; 5, Williams.
(3^ h.p. Premier), Bond belt and tube case ; 6, Deacock (3j :

N.L.G.), club medal; 7, Heany (3i h.p. N.L.G.), club medal;
8, Wringham (3^ h.p. Triumph), club medal; 9, Hilger {3|i

h.p. Humber), club medal ; 10, Cheers (5 h.p. Indian), club
medal; 11, Miss Hammett (2-| h.p. Douglas), club medal;
12, Fletcher (2-| h.p.- Douglas), club medal ; 13, Carrodus (35 ,j

h.p. P. and M. and sc), special surprise prize given by Vice- :;

President Fetch. Only one mechanical breakdown was -j

experienced throughout the trial, and thanks are due to •

Messrs. Boocock, Hill, Petch, Rowden, and Scott for officiating

in this most successful event. The meet on October 22na
will be at the Gatehouse, Highgate, at 10' k.m.

THE INTEREST IN MOTOR CYCLE HILL CLIMBS.

The crowd watching competitors climb Ciicain in the Liverpool A.C.C. reliability trial in North Walis, describeil in our last issue.
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MORE MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING,
BY A RETIRED REGULAR OFFICER.

ON Sunday, September 17th, ten motor cyclists,

enrolled through the Automobile Association

- and Motor Union, and about a dozen motor

cyclists belonging to the Cambridge University

O.T.C., were sent to Aldershot to assist the Royal
Engineers in carrying out some experiments in con-

nection with wireless telegraphy and air lines. For

Godalming, whilst the Cavalry Division Headquarters
were at Netheravon. Altogether this was a fairly ex-

tensive area, and meant a good many miles for motor

cyclists to cover in order to deliver their despatches.

The special idea was that the Director of Signals

had arranged to take over two lines from Guildford,

the advanced base, to Dover from the local Govern-

(1) Headquarters of the General Stall at
Alder3liot (Stanhope Lines). Motor cyclist
dispatch rljers waiting for dispatchps.

this purpose, A and C Signa
Companies R.E., consisting of
eight cable and three ^'": line

detachments, were emp.uved.
The general idea was that a

Blue Force organised in one
army of two divisions, one army
of three divisions, c-ne detached
infantry division", and one
cavalry division, with line of

communications, has landed in

England (a friendly country
<vhich has been invaded by
Wales), at Dover and Brighton,
and Jiad moved by. rail, ami
rflarcH, to the area Godalming,
Guildford, Reading, and Alton.
The cavalry division was in ad-
Vance, reconnoitring for an
enemy in the direction of Salis-

bury Plain.

The position on the morning
of September 18th was: The
General Headquarters at Aider-
shot, the First Army Head-
quarters at Hartford' Bridge
Flat.?, ist Division Headquarters at Eversley, 2nd Di\i-
sion Headquarters at Hartley Row, the Second Army
Headquarters at Farnham,'the 3rd Division Head-
quarters at Odiham, the 4th Division Headquarters at

Alton, the 5th Division Headquarters at Farnham, and
the 6th DivisicHi, comprising General Reserve, at

(3) Headquarters of General StaD at Aldershot, showing
orderly tent in the rear.

(4) Headquarters moved to Odihan. The orderly tent with
orderlies and despatch riders waiting outside.

(2) Royal Engineer Olllcer's Mess. (It was
in connection witn the Royal Enjineers that
A.A, and H.U, motor cyclists were otjtained.)

ment, and one line from Guildford

to Brighton.

The Director of Signals had also

arranged for the line of communi-
cation to erect an air line from
Guildford to Aldershot, ^and one
local line between the same places

had been handed over.

The Director of Signals received

instructions late on September 17th

to establish communication with

the Cavalry Division and First and
Second Armies and 6th Division

(i.e., the Reserve), and also be-

tween headquarters of armies and
their respective divisions. It was
in carrying out this establishment

of communication that the motor
cyclists were mostly employed.

On September 19th the General

Headquarters were moved to Odi-

ham, and on the 20th to near

Basing House (Basingstoke).

The experiments carried out

seem to have been entirely success-

ful, and the weather, fortunately, was fine, although

on the 19th and 20th some very sharp showers were

experienced.

All the motor cyclists seem to have escaped any

trouble, other than a puncture or two, with the

exception of one man, who lost a spring in the

A3?
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More Military Motor Cycling.

—

contact-breaker of the magneto, and who had to

travel from Basingstoke to London by train in order

to -replace it.

The Desiderata of Military Motor Cyclists.

The result of the experiment as regards motor
cyclists is that it is found that there should be ten

men to each signal company of the R.E. ; they slwuld

always he the same ten men, so that they know their

officers and their officers know them and their capa-

bilities; they should, of course, be subject to military

discipline as Territorials or some such arrangement,
it not being at all necessary that they should be
regular soldiers. Each man should also be thorough
master of his machine, with a good all-round know-
ledge of other makes of motor cycle besides the par-

ticular make he rides. Each despatch should be
taken by two men, in case one breaks down, owing
to puncture or any other cause, so that, whereas ten

men per company are sufficient, yet really twenty men
are required if the arrangement of two men per
despatch is to be carried out.

In addition to this, all motor despatch riders

should be encouraged in rhap reading, map making,

use of the compass both by day and by night, besides

such things as signalling, a knowledge of the various

bugle calls, etc., all' of which would greatly tend to

make the men useful generally. It is quite surprising

how few there are amongst motor cyclists who really

know hew to "set a map."

A Serious Occupation.

The ideal military motor cyclist despatch rider is

in reality far more than a mere messenger, as in

actual warfare, when telegraph wires are cut, he

would, have to get a message through on his motor

cycle, and on the prompt delivery of his despatch

might depend the fate not only of the army, but of

the country. .This would require him to use all his

knowledge, and keep all his wits about him, and his

eyes open, and stopping for lunch, etc., whilst on the

road with a message (as has happened on this and
other occasions), would, of course, be out of the

question ; so that military motor cycling must be

treated seriously by those who undertake it.

INTERESTING SIDECAR FITMENTS.
THE photographs reproduced depict Mr. and

Mrs. Edward Cox, of Guildford, and their

^% h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar. Mr. Cox
is the chairman of the Surrey Motor Cycle Club and a

regular attendant at club runs and competitions. In a

letter to us he mentions that he has had a very good
season's running, his mileage including a 600 miles

tour without any trouble. He draws special notice

to the luggage carrier and spring .shackles on the side-

car, which greatly add to the passenger's comfort.

The dust screen at the rear of the chair, and also the

sidecar wind screen will be observed. Another detail

which might pass unnoticed is the strap from the tube

under the tank to the sidecar stay. This is fitted as a

precaution should the front fixing of sidecar to bicycle

move. There have been serious accidents recently

due to this fixing giving way, and that is why
Mr. Cox considers this or some other precautionary

fixing which might help in some way to minimise the

risk advisable.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cox and their 3! h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar.

Earle L. Ovington, the American motor cyclist who
came over to this country a year or two ago, is now an
airman. Following' England's lead, Postmaster-
General Hitchcock, of U.S.A., has Issued an order

authorising Ovington to act as an air mail carrier, and
further diiecting the postmaster at New York to des-

:a33

Several interesting flt.n^nt> will be ohnrveJ on t^e sid^sar attachment.

patch letters via the aeroplane route, the official num-
ber of which is to be " Route 607,001."

Ovington \vas recently appointed to carry the mails!.,-

over a short route between Nassau and Brooklyn, and'"

is now completing preparations to transport official

mails from New York to Los Ang-eles.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urs:ed to wrrite clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containmg legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Bex Sidelte.

(1.) I contemplate purchasing

(when I can sell my two-seater

motor) a Rex sidette 5-6 h.p.,

two-cylinder, listed at about
£70-£75. I want it for short trips

and tours, not racing. Do you con-

sider it suitable? (2.) The steering of

eidecar wheel by connecting rod u-om
front hub seems to me to reduce strain

on back axle, and will probably avoid

accidents due to breakages of sidecar

axles.—E.W.H.
<1.) We think the machine in question

would suit you admirably. (2.) We cer-

tainly like this arrangement.

Occas'onal Siiecar Use.

I would be obliged for informa-

tion on the following points. 1

am a pedal cyclist of long stand-

ing, and am thinking of taking

up motor cycling. I do not know
anything practical of the eubject, but

have made a careful study of " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."
(1.) What is the best make of machine to

get which is likely to give lea*t trouble

to novice? I thought of a Triumph.
(2.) I would require a machine which
could be used occasionally for sidecar

work ; in this case would a Triumph
be the most suitable {3i h.p.)? (3.)

What is the simplest and most easily

detachable eidecar to get for Triumph
machine? It would only be used two
or three times a month, and would
want to be readily taken off and put
on. It would carry lady passenger

about ten stones weight. I am myself
about 11^ stones. (^ ) Is steering of

machine ivith sidecar more difficult

than with singly? (5.) Are there likely

to be any snecial improvements in

machines for 1912" making it easier for

novices? I live in fairly level district

in which there are a few gradual hills

(200 to 300 yards I'r.gV Am seven ra'Ies

from a town in which there is an
agent for Triumph and Humber
machines.

—

Kilbaee.
(1.) You could not do better than invest
in the make of machine referred to in

your letter. (2.) It you only use a side-

car occasionally this machine will do
admirably (3.) Any one of the best
known makes, all up-to-date sidecars are
readily detachable. (4.) Yes. at first the
steering of a sidecar is a little difficult,

but yo" will soon get used to it. (5.}
Yes thei-n will be several improvements
for 1912 which will simplify design.

Large or Small Tyres.

(1.) I have a 2 h.p. lightweight
motor cycle of a good make fitted

with l^in. tyres. Would it be of

any advantage to exchange these
for 2in. tyres during the winter?

Are heavy tyres less liable to side-slip?

(2.) Can you tell me of any lirm which
is prepared to tit up a push-cycle
with a motor, etc?—M.R.E.

(1.) Your tyres would wear longer and
the machine be more comfortable if they
were of a larger size, though the larger

the tyre the greater the tendency to side-

slip, but in these small sizes wo do not
think you will find the tendency much
increased. (2.) No. we do not know of any
firm that would fit up a pedal cycle as
a motor bicycle, though, of course, you
might find some local cycle agent who
would undertake this. It is a conversion
which we do not recommend.

Collision with Stray Horse.

While riding to work early in

the morning when it was dark
and foggy I was knocked oft my
motor cycle by a horse which
had strayed from common land.

I was hurt and the machine badly
damaged. The ow'uer of the horse said

at first that he w-ould.pay cost, which
amounted to £8 10s.. but afterwards he
refused to do so. What do you ad\'ise?

—W.E.W.
Our legal adviser writes as follows:

The fact that the horse strayed from
common land certainly makes " W.E.W.'s "

claim distinctly weaker, as by the High-
ways Act the penalty for leaving a horse

to stray on to the highway does not arise

when horses stray from a common. This
really affects the question from the point
of view as to whether the owner of the
horse could bo siunmoned in a police

Mrs. Cheverton. of Newport, mounted on tier Singer Moto Velo. The child carrier at the rear is interest'ng,

for Master Ronald looks quite at home, although the machine was travelling well up to the leeal limit at the

time the photograoh was taken.

A.tl
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court or not. As regards a civil action,

tl.e owner is not oi^inanly liable for

damage, which is caus^ by a nurse stray-

ing on the highway. The morning being
foggy and dark "WE.W." Khould have
gone along very slowly, and if he did not

he -v.'ds guilty of negligent-b, especially

as the toud adiolned the oommun land.

IJ.^ has 10 cjaim agiiinst me owner of the

horse unless be can show that such owner
knew the animal was dangerous or likely

tc do mischief Under the circumstances,

I do not ihink the fact that the owner
promised to pay and then altered his mind
affects the position.

Abnormal Petrol Consumption.

I have just taken to motor
cycling, and am riding a 3 h.p.

Quadrant. It is not a fast machine,
and I have no trouble on the

level, but on ascending a steep

bridge or liill it loses power. I open
the throttle and advance the spark with
no success—the engine races on but the

machine stops. I took a piece out of

the oelt, but it is no better. Should I

take a piece more out, or can you tell

me of any reason? I might mention one
gallon of petrol will only run me thirty-

sis miles.—A.F.B.

Possibly your pulley is worn and requires

truing up. The flanges should be quite

flat and tlie angles between them 28°. The
belt should be moderately tight, it is

apparently slipping at present. Your
petrol consumption is abnormal, there must
be a leak -somewhere, iou ought to get
at least 90 m.p.g.

Dual Ignltiow.

I have a Simms magneto S.M.L.
working a 7-9 h.p. two-cylinder

V engine. Will you please inform
me (1) if it is feasible to attach
just an accumulator only to

supply a current when tlie magneto
fails ; or (2) is it essential to have a
full instalment of dual ignition?

—

A.V.W.

(1.) No; we regret to say that it is im-
possible to work an accumulator in con-

junction with this magneto. (2.) A
separate system of ignition must be fitted.

Dry Batteries and Accumulators.

(1.) I have bought a Hellesen
dry battery, and think of using
it iu turn with my accumulators
as a test. Shall I be right in

coupling up the dry battery and
an "accumulator with a two-way switch
in the same way as I should if using two
dry batteries? (2.) The lift on the

exhaust valve of my 3^ h.p. Peugeot is

only- i%in. I think the tappet is worn.
Coulu I improve this by getting a
longer tappet, or by lengthening the
valve stem and shortening the tappet
guide? I have fitted new inlet and
exhaust valves, but the exhaust valve

is slightly in pocket. Would this cause
overheating? (3.) I am thinking of

having a new mount next season. I am
informed that Alldays and Onions, of

Birmingham, are making a 3J- h.p. with
two .speed and free engine much cheaper
than other local firms. Can you give

me any information about this machine?
—G.J.T.

(1.) Yes; certainly you can connect up the

dry battery and the accumulator with a

two way switch. (2.) The lift should be

about. jin.; only a new cam will remedy
matters if the cam is worn. Probably the
trouble is due to a worn tappet or too
much clearance between tappet and valve
Btem. ;3.; We have had no personal
riding experience with tlie machine about
which you enquire up to the present.

Advertised Weights.

I bought a 1911 machine, the
weight of which was stated in

the catalogue and in advertise-
ments to be 160 lbs., whereas

the correct weight is some 205 lbs.

Have I any redress ?^G.D.E.
Not unless you purchased the machine
on the express understanding that the
weight was 150 lbs. Advertised weights
ai'e only appro.ximate.

?

OCTOBER igth, igii.

interested, as to how far we are able to
supply the apparatus for two-spark
ignition.

—

^^hb Bosch Magneto Co.. Ltd.

[It is not Quit e clear from the foregoing
whether it is bad for a magneto to use
a double-pole plug or whether a second
.plug of the ordinary kind which gives
no spark will damage it. The latter

is what we had in mind.

—

Ed.]

READER'S REPLY.
With reference to an item under the

heading of " Queries and Replies " in

your issue of October 5th, we must take
exception to the reply to the detail headed
"Two Sparks or One." The answer
given to the first part of the query is

quite correct, but with regard to the last

sentence, which rea.ds "no damage will

accrue to the magneto " in this, we beg
to differ. As you are aware, we have
recently made a very extensive series of

experiments in connection with multi-
spark ignition, and further, have had
considerable experience in cases where
magnetos designed for single-spark have
been used for two-spark work, and these
experiences have proved that it is most
inadvisable to use magnetos in this way.
The experience which we have gained has
led to the design and construction of
special magnetos for giving two sparks
without risk of injury to the winding or

insulation of the magneto. These
machines, however, have not yet been
designed for all types of engines, but
we shall be pleased to forward particulars
to any of your readers who may be

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

" 6.H.S." (Brigg). Corah motor bi-

cycle, particularly in regard to reliability.

" A.C." (Aston Manor). 4^ h.p. Pre-
cision engine ; also Mabon gear.

"R.P.B." (London). 2f h.p. New
Hudson ; also 2 h.p. Humber lightweight.

" G.S." (Ilford). Kempshall heavy
non-skid tyres, especially on the back
wheel of a 3^ h.p. machine with sidecar.

"G.B." (Doncaster). 2^- h.p. A..I.S.,

two-speed, chain-driven model.
"V.D.N." Wilkinson T.A.C.
"J.F." (Glam.) Four-cylinder F.N.,

especially with sidecar.

"No. 54" (Wakefield). The Mabon
-clutch (Export Model) or Kerry Abingdon
free- engine clutch fitted to K.A. machine.

"I.M.D." (London). 2J h.p. two-
speed Enfield.

"A.B." (Southport). A.C. or other
form of sociable.

" W.A.M." (Mitcham). Four-cylinder
F.N. with two-speed gear and clutch in

conjunction with sidecar.
" F.W.E." (Ottery-St.-Mary). Hub gear

and clutch or any gear with free engine
which can be adapted to the rear wheel
of a Douglas.
"E.A.C.L." (Sedbergh). Wear on

tjT:es of Scott machine, also reliability of

'i'.A.C. and sidecar.

RELIABILITY TRIAL IN NORTH WALES.
Start from Birkenhead of the second stage of the Liverpool A.C.C. 200 miles trial.
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BOOTH'S FOR VALUE
N.S.U., 4 h.p., brand new, single-cylinder,

ideal 51 decar machine ; listed £48 .... £36
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

handlestarting, M.O.V., 1911 model . . £4P 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

icjio £42 10
BRADBURY, new rgii model £4. 10
REX, 3^ h.p., spring forks, magneto, h,-b.

control, ifjorj model £22 10
N.S.U., 6 h.p., twin, two speeds, free engine,

inaenelo, li.-b. control £25 10
NUMBER, ,^J b.p., 1900, two speeds,

handle starling, h.-b. control £26 10
REX, 32 h.p., looS, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. co'ilrol, beauijful condiiion . .
£16*'10

N.S.U., 3* h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £19 10
N.S.U., 3'^ h.p., magneto, good order £18 10
QUADKANT,3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
REX, s h.p., twin, with forecar £11 10
N.8.U.' 3i h.p., M.O.V., magneto £15 10
N.8.U., 3 h.p., M.O.V.. nice order £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starling, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2jh-P- M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
AkIEL, 2 h.p., Minerva engine, M.O.V, , . £5 10
HOBAhT, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low £8 10
ROYAL Sr'AK, 2i h.p., vertical engine . . £5 10
KERhY, 2!] h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine ; £8 10
WERNEK, 2ih.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels, low built, finished French grey £6 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRIOARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive, Fit-aU

two-speed gear £14 IQ
STEVENS i h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled,

Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled £11 10

OARS.
TiE DION, 6 h.p., genume throughout, two-

seater, two speeds and reverse, nice
order £27 10

EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cylinder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
BEDbLlA, 1911, 5-7 h.p., air-cooled twin

engine, magneto ; cost £93 £55
NUMBER, 5i h.p., two-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse £18 10

V\ e have a Jew .^ccumulator Models which
we have taken in exchange for new machines.
They are in running order, and complete
with belt, coil, and accumulator. We wish
to clear, and ofler them at ridiculous prices

2i h.p. niNEifVA £4 15
2I h.p. DE DION, vertical engine . . £4 10
2i h.p. WERNEi{, very low £4 10
2 h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V £5 10
2ih.p. STANOAKD, vertical engine.. £| 15
We will allow full price paid for these in

part payment for better machines within six
months from date of purchase.

IVilSOEI.LANEOUS.
Carburelit-r— i-m ;.i.c:i..ir. ,111., l-.ls 4 /g
New Amac Carburetter, H.B, controi 15 /-

Lonii Handle-hars, drop ends. .... . 5/6 and b/6
Coronet bilencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
XL"ALL Spring Forks 9/6
Gripskin Belting; jin.lOd., ^in. lid.. lia. 1/-
Wide Mudgnard. 3in.,2'3; 4in. 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
Majnet-i Handle-bar Switches 2 ^1

Trembler Coils, 6/6. Plain "
2/11

Powell and Hanmer £t Lamp 11/6
16 (juinea Lt)weii .--idecar £a q
Neartv New Coronet ^klecar £3 10
Farrar's Halifax Sidecar V. £3 10
MaboQ free engine clutch 22/6
New 3jin. treadle lathe £3 or exchange

£2000 I iM GOLD.
Wc ha\e the above amount at our dis-

posal and wish to purchase good magneto
machines at a reasonable price Rexes
Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Bradburys, and other
makes. Send full particulars of machine you
wish to sell along with lowest price. We are
buyers, ft preferred we will seU your machine
on commission. We will store and advertise
free, and charge 5% when sale is effected

Booth's Moton'es,;
Keighiey Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax,

TeJ. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBEK Lightweight, 2h.p., 1911, used for demon-

sTnjtion only; price £32-—Harriaon, 73, Bold St.,

liiverpool-

ENFIELD Lightweight, 2ih.p., 1911, s<ightly used
only, Dunlops; price £35.—Harrison, 73, Bold St..

Liverpool.

1 Q09 3ih.p. N.S.U., condition as new, perfect; part
J.«J eXL'hanpe pn>5h-bike, or sell, £15.—Lebbou. X)en
mark St., Harrogate.

F.N,, 4-cyI.. 1911. 5-6h.p., central induction, automatif
carburetter, splendid condition ; £38.-136. In-

firmary Kd., Sheffield.

RUDGE, 3ih.p., free engine, very fast, fine condi-
tion, three months; £45: full sparee.—C. Collins.

5. Promenade, Bridlington.

ZENITH Gradua, 1911, SJh.p., perfect, little used.
Aing cf Hoaa, tube, valve, and all accessoriee;

£48.—E.'Fcx, Elviugton, Y..rk.

TRIUMPH, 1909 model, new conditi:a, Kempshall
non-abids. uncvit : barirain, £29/10.—Whitehurst,

239, Stockport Rd-, Manchester.

1 Qll 5h,p. Indian. F.E.. absolutely as new, not donp
JLt^ 600 miles; best cash offer, or exchange single.—
7. Eiver View. A^hton, Preston.

3ih.p. B.S.A-, 1911, perfect condition, with accep
2 sorie>: barg-ain, best cash clfer-—H. Camplin,

Olive House, Ackwcrth, Pontefraut.

B-S A-, 1911. fitted with 2 speeds and free engine, not
done 1.000 miVs. like new; anr trial; £49. bar-

gain.—Clayton, Harehills Kd.. Leeds.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle. Z'-hj)-. clutch model, new
14 day.s nyo, ridden 30 mile*; £49.—Apply, S.Y-Z..

8,699. The Motor Cycle Offi es, Coventry.

TRIUMI'H, free engine, ahuost new, perfect, Cowey
speedotneter, all -spares : £39^0. genuine bargain-—

134. London Rd-. Huzel Grove, uear Stoikport.

SCOTT, April. 1911. just overhauled by makers, splen-
did cond tion, no accidents; buying new machine:

£50.—C/o Hodg.^on. Motor Agent, Klirbymo^rside-

4h.p. Jap-(juaarant AliigneTo Machine, new tubes and
Palmer cord tyres, in pcrfort running crdr-r; £18.

or near ofler.—Bryant. 8. I'itzwilliam St.. Sh'^ffleld.

3h-p. Minerva, perfect condition and wrkiug crder.
new tyres, coil, accuiuulator, lircok^ compound

saddle; £8/8.-Hampshire. Bridge Hou<e. WukrHeld-

IQIO Enfleld, 2ih.p., splendid condition, 1911 im-
-tV provements, all accessoriea ; cosh wanted ; beat
offer secured; att4t 6-—*' Armidaic," Cavendish Grove,
Eccles.

TRIUMPH, 3;h.p.. 1909. free engine, splendid condi
tion throughout, Lucu3 lamp, Jiorn, etc-: £33.—T. S

Catth\ c/o Mr. Humplirey, Middle St., Driffield. E.
Y.rk-s.

4h.p. Roc, macneto. '1911. B- and B-, handle starting.
J.A.P. pullev. splendid condition, with now side

cor; £26/10, ofiers, separate- — 13, Pleasant Grove,
Blackpool.

7 h.p. Speke, rxreUent condition, very last, nnw tyres
sidecar: £30; would eonsirJer exchange, Triumpli.

Bradbury. Rudge.—Eaton and Frain. Standard Build-
ings, Leeds.

3ih.p. James, new August. 1911, perfect, with lamp.
2 horn, exceptionally fast, covered 1 000 miles

:

what offers?—Green, newsagent. Blackburn R<i., Darwen,
Tjancafihire.

1 QlO Special 5h.p. Indian, Phelon-Moore 2-speed, mud-
J-*/ shields, fort hoard.'*, splendid machine. little used;
rmt £75. accept £45; exchange considered.—65. Hilden
St., Bolt.>n.

ENFIT^LD. 1911, twin 2-?peed. rnn 150 miles: list

£52/10, accept £43: absolutely ns new; bought
mother mount owing delay in delivery.—White, 22, Vic-
toria Chambers. Leeds-

IQll 5h,p, Rex de Luxe. 2-f:pecd and free engine.
-*-«-' just like new. done 500 nnlv: sLve 50 mile trial,
inv hill : £45 : also sidecar.—Anderson, 846, Chester
Rd.. Stretford. Manche,ster.

3ih.p. Vindec Special, magneto, Truflault .f-rks, B
2 and B larburetter. forks, condition excellent, or

would exchange for 2;h p. iJouglas, 1910 or 1911.—
Standing, printer, Barnotd-wick-

IQll 3ihp. James, now June, perfect condition, tyre,=X«7 and belt as new, winner 2 firsts. 1 second in the
only 3 competition^ entered: getting 1912; £38.—

W

A. Lockwocd, 37, New St., Huddcrsfield.

IQll 3!hp. I'remier. shop-soiled only, offers; 1911
-*-«^2;h.p. 2-speed P.N.. used trial runs .nly. £34; 1911
Bradbnrv. .shrp .foiled, what offers ; 1910 2h.p. Motr

-

Ueve. £18--Motor Agency, Bailifle Bridge.

CLEARANCE Bargains. — Free-engine Emlge-Wbit-
wortn. £48; 2-epeed Eoval Enfield. £47/10. shop

-oiled only; 1906 Triumph £''0. 1908 Triumph £24.
both in good condition. — Wardman's, Princes St.,
Ftarrogate.

QUADRANT. 3ih.p., h.b.c, drv ignition, equal to
new, spring forks, climb anything, £17, or offer;

1906 Triumph. 2ih-p., J.A.P.. low, 'long handle-bar'».
'list been overhauled, in good order; £8.—Baron; Black-
hurn Rd.. Accrington.

MANCHESTER Motor Exchange. 32. Downing St..
Ardwirk.—Selling ^ff remainder of 1911 stock:

10 reasonable offer refused: Bradbury. 3h-p,, £16; twir
R'X. £25: Roc. £37; tricar, £16; Minerva, lih.p.. £4'
others and sidecars.

ONE MINUTE REQUIRED.
CORONET SIDECARS are all fitted mth oui

(Uiproved QUICK DETACHABLE JOINTS, and
can be detached in one minute.

LESS POWER REQUIRED.
In consequence of the unique design of frame in

the " CORONET," less power is required to dnve,
compared with other sidecars.

Model A.—£5 5s,

Model E.—£7, Model D.—£7123. 6d.

Instructive Cotalogve -post free, giving
ilJxisirations and ftill purticutars of all rrtoUtUa

I

of Cortmci Sidecars, hvei-jf niudc! certain tit

snlisfu avd save monet/ for Ouf,crs. FuU of
iinproieiticnts. Quick detactiuhte joivls
Latest car pattern mudguards. ll'icl:er. rarmy
or (oach-butlt bodies. Child's rcvcrsiOte scd.
ETceUent vp/tolstcri/.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the -only corre< t mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, BRADIiUKYS, etc

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5 - each.

TYRES. TYRES- TYRES.
New Dunlops, 28x2 and 2}. wired eflges .. 10;6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14 9

24 X 2 and 2^ Beaded CUpper Covers, new .

.

8 6

Best Quahty Butt-ended Tubes 7 9
Best Make Inner Tubes, with valves 6 1

1

Kubber-studded Covers, best make 25 -

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10

9 h.p. GREGOIRE Twin, water -cooled .. £14 10

3J h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., with ticar-driven

magneto, brand new from makers _ £1

1

10

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, good order £6 15

9 h.p. DARRACU, water-cooled £l2

3i h.p. BROWN, M.O.V., with matrneto .. £7 *0

4 h.p. CORONET, M.O.V., air-cooled £4 5

3i h.p. AuTOMOTo £2 I 2 Cvclonl, m.o.v. £1 v5

ij h.p. Minerva £1 8 3J h.p. Browv .. £5 I.'-

3 h.p. Quadrant £3 | 2j n.p. Minerva £3 S

Exchanges entertained.

MAGNETCS. MAGNETOS MAGNETOS
We ha%e a large slock ot ihe best makes trom

59/6. \ our old coif and ace. laken m exrbange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new 1911 B. and B.

with h.b. conirol.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new 191

Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL
Delivery per return.

In answering these advertisements it is desiraUe to mention "The.. Motor Cycle.' A43
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REMEMBER,
ALL GUARANTEED.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
IVIOTOR CYCI-ES FOR SALE.
All machines marked thus * at Halifax Depot.

LONDON STOCK.
QUADRANT, 1911 model, as new £39
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto £30
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, 1910, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £42
REX. 1911, 7 h.p,, two speeds, excellent order £51
RUDGE, 1911, 3i h.p., clutch model £47
F.N., 1910, 2i h.p., two-speed model £23
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3i h.p., standard model £32
ARIEL, igio, 3J h.p., footboards fitted £30
N.S.U., 19O8, 5^ h.p., two speeds, perfect .... £30
REX, 1911, 5 h.p,, de luxe, brand new. In stock.
REX, 1911 5 h.p,, cone clutch, new. In stock.
REX, 1911, si h.p,, tourist, new. In stock.
REX, iqii, 3^ h.p,, cone clutch, new. In stock.
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p., XL'All saddle £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p,, free engine, spring forks . . £18
F.N., four-cylinder model £16
TRUMP-JAP, 191 1, 4 h.p., as new £35
MATCHLESS 6 h.p. latest 1911 two-speed models.

ImniL'diate delivery.
SCOTTS, igil models. Delivery from stock . . £80
ALLDAYS, 1 h.p,, magneto, low built £15
MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, ladies' model, as new. . £26
ARIEL, 2i h.p., lightweight model £10
ROVER, 3i h.p., 191 1 clutch model £45
CRIPPEN,2J h,p., abeauty, touch 25 £7
MATCKLESS-JJ^.P. Sh.p., side valves £37
ANGLIAN, 2\ h.p,, good running order £6
KERRY ABINGDON, 1910, 3! h,p., clutch . , £32
REX, 1911, 7 h,p,, tourist model £37
REX DE LUXE, 1908, sh.p., two-speed £28
KERRY, 3* h.p,, handle-bar control £11
F.N., .\i h.p., 1909 model, four-cylinder £25

HALIFAX STOCK.
*N.S.U., 2i h,p,, 1909, lightweight , £22
*F.N., ^ir h,p., igog, four-cyl £23
*REX, 5i h.p,, clutch model, magneto £24
•FAFNIR, 3 h.p,, two speeds £15
*ARIEL, 2i h.p,, thoroughly overhauled £11
*REX, 1909, 5 h,p,. Tourist, good order £29
"TRIUMPH, 1909, 3J h.p,, good order .

.'. ..... £32
•BRADBURY, igir, 3* h.p,, magneto £39
*REX, 1910, 3i h.p., Tourist model £23
•N.S.U., 3 h.p.," Tourist model.. £22
*REX, 5 h.p,, rgog,!, Speed King £30
*HUMBER, 1909, 3.4 h,p,, two-speed ,. £30
*TRIUMPH, :go7, 3.h.p., magneto £19
•ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, footboards £15
*P. & M., 1910, 3 J h.p., excellent order £45
*REX, 1909, ) h.p,, two speeds, fast £35
•MINERVA, igii, 8h,p,, two speeds, P, & M. .. £48
*REX,

=i
h,p,, twin, coil ignition , , , £16

•MINERVA, 4; h,p,, spring forks .... : £20
50/- deposit secures

—

•LLOYDS, 2 h.p. . . £10 'BARTER, 2J h.p, , , £8
•MINERVA, 2 h,p. £6 *BROWN, 2 h.p. ..£7

Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND TRICARS.
•BEDELIA Car, single-cylinder, very racy .... £40
REX Litettes, igii models, new £50
REX Litcttc, 5 h,p., magneto, two speeds . . £30
•REXETTE, 5i h.p., two speeds, open frame . . £22
BROWN, 3i ji.'p., two speeds, air-cooled .... £16
FORD Car, 10 h.p., twin, two speeds £18
STAR C.ir, g h.p,, three speeds £25
REXETTE, h.p., latest model £22

SIDECARS, &c.
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, child's seat £7
MILLFORD Castor Wheel, like new £6
FORECAR, with tyres, aluminium finish £2

MAUDES MOTOP MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

1.01^ DO H W.
Telephone 552, Mayfair
Tcle^rAms "Ab-dicAte" London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Tele phonc^^^Sa.^ Hevrton^xl
Telc§rft.ms "Petror Halifax

(fe-is-rs i=»os"r f^ree)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1910. free eagin?, guaranteed not run

more than 2,000 miles, splendicl condition, com-
plete witli all acoessories, speedometer, Palmer cord
tyr&5; best offer secures: any tests.—Keed, jtin., Brook-
field. Crumpsall Lane, Mancheeter.

BAT, 8hp., 1911. standard mcdel. J.A.P. carburetter,
adjustable pulley, -drip pnd, piimp lubrication, es-

Imu-^t whistle, spares, enamelled grey perfect througbont

;

buying another Bat; cost £67, accept £48. — Arthur
Gregson, Hesketh Ed-. Southport.

1Q11 Eex [Sh.p. Speed King), spring forks. Whittle
Ji*y belt, finished grey, under 1.000 miles. £38; also
sidecar (Millford}, cost £10. accent £7; and Roc 2-speed
gear, £10; all as new; good reasons for selling; nearest
oifers accepted-~Dimmock. Prince's Sq., Harrogate.

FOR Sale, 1911 Sihp. Zenith Gradua (July), not done
500 miles, with P-M.C £9/9 sidecar (Qoickfit

coupling), not don elOO miles, will climb anything; rea-
r^on for selling, buying 1912 model same make; fully

equipped and unscratched; cost nearly £70. offers separ-
ately or combined.— Griudel, 128, Coltman St-, Hull.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropghire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

PHELON and Moore, new models in stock, solo or
sidecar gears; £56/10.—Moss- Wem.

T Qll 3ih.p. Rex, Tourist model, as new; £35; numer-
J-*' ous spares.—10. St- Helen's St., Derby.

ANTOINE, 4h-p-. low, go:d condition, new tyres, very
comfortable: £18- —Blair, dentist, Runcorn.

2 h.p- Clement-Garrard, spray, splendid condition

:

trial; best offer secures--Field, Mary Rd., West
Bromwich.

Iih.p. Clement, lightweight, hjb.e., low frame, perfect
2 condition : £8.—Postlethwaite,, Overend St, \ve6t

Bromwich.

ALLEN S. JONES. Beddgelert, invites enquirie,s for

1912 machines, as he is going to the show; ex-

change-s entertained-

ZENITH-GRADUAS. 3^h.p.. in stock for immediate
delivery —Sole district agents, Paskells, Ltd-, 250,

St^ifford St., Walsall.

BRADBURYS.—All models in stock for immediate
d<>livery-—Sole district agents, Paskells. Ltd.. 250,

Stafford St-. Walsall-

B.S.A, not done 500. absolutely as new, t^ke sidecar
anywhere; £43 ta^h, or old machine in part.— 1,

Congleton Rd., Macclesfield.

Iih.p. Motosacoche, electric lamp, free engine, giiaran-
4 teed perfect; buying higher power; price £19.-

Harris, Grosvenor House, Aberystwyth.

ih-p. Magneto Motor Cycle, spring forks, B- and B
2 carburetter; £11, bargain: no approval; bought

nar —H., Stanton Colliery. Burton-on Trent.

3Xh-p. J.AP-. 1910. fast^ magneto, ball hearing en
2 -ine, Druid.-;, £16; 3ih.p. T.T. roadster Triumph,

or-w .^uly. faultless. £42 ShaV ^filliugton. Salt;"
~

3ih p. Humber, 2-.^peed, new M.i... . . . ^.i, iii".^

2 Palmer back,many accessories: any tr;il: £36 -
P;irtiru!ars, Cantab, Elmhurst. Woore, Newcastle, Staffs,

MUST be sold immediately in perfect running rrder:
worth double: 3Ui-p. Rex, vertical, all acce.-Jt^rrics.

iruaranteed perfect; £5 to clear.—Mills, Saltcrgatc.
Chosterficld-

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, fast and powerful, in excellent
2 .oiid'tinii. Simms magneto, B. and B-. and Mabon,

are all 1911 fittings. -^Yrite for full details of thi?
inachiui\ Rii'ketts. Conway-

"IQll 3Jh.p. Rudge, free engine, Jonp.? speedometer.
Atf spare valve, perfect condition, only done 2,300
Qiiles, very fast; cost £60, will take £40; owner soiiiT
to, India.—Malcoln Nicholson. Hiu-'tfield^ Hall. Leek.

(r>ih-p. Ligntweigin;, low, fast, Whittle belt, B. and B.
r^ 2 carburetter, h-b c-. spring forks, new Dunlop back
tvre, good throughout; £7/10; exchange for gocd gramo-
phone and records; photo.—Gordon Whitehead, Winsford

RUDGE, T.T., new August ISth. 400 miles, un-
scratched. exceptionally fast, Cowey. lamp," etc-.

£45: Rudge, F-E-, sidecar. Jones, lamp, AAhittle. ."Studded
tvrp, new June, perfect condition, £50.— S- H. Clark'\
Etwall. Derby,

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rntland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

NEW 2h.p. Moto-Velo, £35; to clear will accept £28 I

—Arthur Dyas, Grimsby Rd.,- Grimsisy.
I

2ilh.p- Humber, chain drive, accumulator ignition.
4 b-b-c ; £8.-70, London Pd-, Grantham.

I

ENFIELD, 1911, 2Jh,p.. chain, Dunlops. Brocks;

'

perfect; £32.-Arch, 1. Witham iaank, Bcstoh- !

TRIUMPH, late 1909. in splendid condition. lamp,'
horn, tools, etc.; £35.-61, Wellowgate, Grimsby.

;

JUST Delivered, free engine Triumph and A.J.S.

, motor cycles.—Sole agents. West's, Garage, Lincoln.
,

IQll Free Engine Triumph. Dunlop tyres, Ccwey
;

jit? £48 nett.-Ellerslie, St, Patrick's Rd.. Coventry.
[

3

REMEMBER
The value of your present machine is depreciating'

week by week.
Why not exchange now or at the end of the season

for a igi2 model ?

We can allow far better prices than those which rule

in April, and, if you wish, advance you a big part
of the allowance in cash.

Why not write, or, better, call and discuss with us.
'

ANY MAKE.
EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

HIGHEST ALLOWANCES.

TKE PORTLAND SIDECAR.

PRICES:

£5 5 O
£6 G O
£7 7 O
£8 8 O

nAMPES' McTTOB r |AK7

Guaranteed twelve months.
Luxuriously sprung.
Just the fitment for winter riding.

REMEMBER, World's Sidecar Record, 40 miles
^

i,6Go yards in the hour.

26x2i Micheiin tyres. Double Gee springs. Wife
|

mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bear^
^lar if desired. Double stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months.

Standard Wicker-KIP Model iE5 5-0:

improved Wicker PORTLAND Model £6 6"0
'First quality Cane Portland Model £7 7
Close/' type Wicker Portland Model £8 8 I

ALL fitted with heaviest- spindles.

TO AGENTS AND SHIPPERS.
_
We are now fixing up Agencies for the Portlan^

Motor Cycles and Sidecars. Write us for best terms.

REXES! REXES!! REXES!!!
We have a few brand new 19 11 Models, if you

/ould save money, write us,

3i h.p., cone dutch Writts
s h p., ditto for our

5 h.i>., DE LUXE Prices.-

FULLY GUARANTEED. CALL AND INSPECT, .>

SPE CI AL PRICES. "

" SPECIAL BARGAINS. '

Sarolea Engines, 2 h.p., brand new, complete i^j 1.
with Bosch magneto ,]BBi

Sarolea Engines, as above, for accumulator
ignition £5

^*^

duller Accumulators, new, 20 amp 7/6
'Studded Covers, 26 x 2in. and 2^in. ....... ^ 1Tjf6

vVide Mudguards, 3111. and 4in,

Separate Generator Lamps, complete 12/6 ,

Silent Silencers up to 6 h.p 3 '6

IVIat'^hless Spring Forks, shop-soiled .... pair 11/6
.Triumph Pattern Horns. Our price 3/9
Leather Magneto Cover 2/6
Pannier Bap, good condition . ; 6/6
Ditto, rather larger 8/6
Kumli Handle Grips, lin. bars pair 1/3 f

Look out -for the 1912GRAOO-QEAR.
.MAUDES MOTOR MART
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

l-OM DO IM.W.
Telephony 552, Mayl^Air
Tclcdi-Ams 'Ab-dicatc" London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Telephone, 433 „N?\tional
Tele^i'^fS Petrol Halifax.. ^ ,(i-isf-s POST f^pcee:}

A46 In answering these advertisements it is dc-^irable to mention " 7'Ae Molov Cycle.
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ORIGINALITY
IS THE

SOUL OF BUSINESS
We are aotliing if not original—in our advcr-

-tiBiiig; in our sysicm of business ; in our pur-

chases. We imitate nc man. No other firm will

treat you so well. ' No other firm wUl scud you
the gooi s and if tbey lon't suit you send your
MONEY toa.k in FULL. NO other firm wiU let

you have a inachinf lo try en your own hills ; to

be examined by. your own pet mechanic; lor you
"to take oH tiie cylhidcr and look inside. The
privilege of doing all these things puts ^5 on the

vahie of any of our machines.
By-the-by, when reading our lists, don't expect

us tu indulge in the Uixury of allowing £25 lor a
machine thiat you will be pleased to take f^io lor.

We cannot do this unless you allow us lo put £^'^

on lo the value of the machine that you purchase
from us. Ihercfoie, if our quotations, on the face

of them, do not seem as big as those of other

'tiruiS, remember that the machines we are selling

are worth more, anti that you have the privilege

of seeing and examining the goods before deal is

closed. 'Ihere are no fancy prices allowed for

yours, and no fancy figures put 011 ours. On the

top oi all this, we consider that the people who
deal with us are not tools, an^ we give them credit

for li.iving more sense than to believe that

Hitcheu's, of Morccambe—or anyone else—can
alow ^25 l*r an actumuialor machine without

p tti g a fictitious price on the machine that you
are buying.
No.e that when you buy an accessory of any

kind irom other people, if it is not exactly what
you want, you have to ikIAKE THE BEST OF IT

;

wih US you iiAti KETUkN IT, and have the

money oack in full. It comes per return of post,

withou. any rebate or reduciion. We do not
enqu re why you arc as ing for \hb money back,
but "nil et it, icoowing ihii you at once become
a walkin,' testimonial of our straightforward
system of business.

We are always prepared to receive offers for

rnything that we have to sell. By this we mean
offers thai are sensible. \\ e do not adver' isc our
goods at such a pri'.e that we tan accept £10 lor

,auy ;f2o advertised niachioe, and please note the
season is not over with us ; our system of business

fnik3s s ausy M t/ie y3ir rounJ.
Regai^ding our tyr^, we cannot indulge in

allov.iig 5/- for an old cover that is worth 2^d. off

Morei-a.nbe Studded covers at 14/iii and 19/iii.
We are wan i' g your trade, and dety the world

to do better for you—if you are satisfied with
good, substantial stuff. Cncap, low-priced
rubbish we don't stock. If you have not gi\ en us
an order, you have only to trv us once, and you
w'U fi d that W£ DO return the money ; WE DO
sen . h n^^s -m approval ; anti WE DO all thln£^
t,i«t we a ve tise t3 do. But we DON'T give
an) thing away, and we don't sell rubbish.

By-Lhe-by, v\e ans.\er every letter IF people
will only put their names and addresses on same,
if you don't get an answer, it is because your
addr ss has been oajiiteJ. Now, b'ho>-s, so long
until next week. Tne (, anary is fine.

GREAT 1911 REDUCTIONS.
RUDGE, 1911, free engine £50
i-v I ' ' S. Mouel .

' £ja D
Dt UGLAS, [WO speed, M idel E £43
HUiMiJiLA, r.J h,! .,single-cyl.. three-speed £39
iKIbMPn, standuru, 2 m -lock £48 15
ZHNi I h-CRAutjA, s h.p £65
TRIUMPH, lee engiie, 2 instock £55
BAT-J.A.i .. 8 h.p £55
HUMBER, two-speed £46
BKAUBUKY, two-speed £50
SCO'fr. lyii, twoispeed, 2 in stuck £60
BRADBURY £45
BAT-I.A.P.. 5 h.D.. cash price £52 10
ZLMTH-GKADUA. 34h.p £50
P. and M., 1911, two-speed, 2 in stock , . £60

S.H. LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Lady's HOBART, as new, three-speed . . £39 10
ENFIELD, 1910, fine order £28 10
MOTO-REVE. I, ,10, single-cyl., as new . . £22

f
>.. If h.p £15
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order t^,
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £20
SU Ms. ;; h.D £10 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, igioi, new £27
MoTl-KEVE, I <ink, twm, fine order . . £23

19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. 1

3ih.p. N.S.TJ., magneto, lamp, spares, n^w tyrofi and
2 belt, just overhauled, excellent erudition; goinj;

abroad; £18/10.—Burdcr, Bradford-ou-ATon.

1 Q09 Triumph, just overhauled, pftrfet-t condition.
-l-t/ Cowey, tools, spares, h.b- magneto control; bar-
train. £30.—Burgess, An^el St., WorL-ee-ter.

[

1Q10 3ih-p. N.S.TJ. Mcdel de Luxe, 2 speeds aud
-I ^* free engine, excellent; conditi n, take sidecar
mywhere; any trial or examination; £33.-Ward, I'res-

^

teiLrn, Kadnrr-

ZENITH Gradun, 1910, 4h.p. J.A.r. engine, just over
|

hauled, new Palmer Hud Dunlop tyrP3, with Mill-
|

ford sidecar, cantor wheel ; £40, oftera-—rarker. City Gar-
j

a^e, Worcester-
|10 11 5-6h.p. 2-=peed F.N. fineiit machine for sideenr
i

i«/ TTork, no belt troubles, guaranteed in perfect
|

order, and hardly pcratehed : 45 guineas; trial run if

2 days' notice given-—Hodgkinson, Harrington, Evesham-

SECTION VI!.

(iloticester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

11 Variable bear Ariel and e-^deear, Inmp, hcru.
pares. £45—304, Wcodstock Ud., O.xford.

TRIUMPH, late 1908. firsr-class condition, new Pal-
mer Lord back, new belt ; £28.—Hinxman, Farehum.

N.StT-, 1910, 4h.p., niasneto. .=pring forkn, tyre^, belt,
all in perfect eoudition.—Butlcr, 134. Oxford Rii-.

Reading.

rRIlTMPH. free engine, September, 1909, Palmer,
Ke'Hpshall. P.K.S. laoip; £35—Malvern HoiL-e.

Stow-on-Wold.

3ilh.p, DoukIhs. new Sept., 1910. perfect machine, all
4 accessories; £30, or nearest offer.—61, London

Ud.. Salisbury.

1Q10 Douglas, B104 saddle, lamp, honi, spare.s, re
At^ cently overhauled by makers: £25.—Wright, 52.
Ilramahott Ed., Southaea.

Sib. p. Premier, 1911, only ridden 350 miles; owner
2 noirnz abroad : must sell : best offer— Lnnpley

Famham Common, Bucks-

rRIUMPir, late 1906. magneto, li.b.c. Michelins,
platinc and ounmelling in good condition; £18.—

V. Gunderton, Bm kiugham.

fi>ih.p- Shaft-driven LiKhtweight P-N., with 2-i--ppe(l
'^4 t-ear. in splendid running order: £28--T. Bak'-r
:m(l Sons, Friar St., Reading.

2iih.p. DouKlart, tnin-cyl.. foctboard.-^, perfect order and
4 conditinn; subjcit to any trial; £30.—T. Baket

ind Sons. Friar St-, Reading-

3h.p. Quadnint. magneto. Druid forks, 1910 j*.B.,
h.b.c.. splendid order: £20. or n^-ar offer. — (J.'

Duck, 45. High St.. Southampton.

T?TLES and Eyles hare several high-clas-s motor cyclo
-^^ for sale—Can be <epn at their new garage, 113.
it. Aldate's, Oxford, opposite Town HaJl.

QCOTT, 1910, 2-speed and free, automatic lubrication.^ exuellent condition, cane torpedo sideear, verv
smart: £48. together; wanted, email cor—Elisba, East
leigh, Hants-

"pHELON aud Moore, 3ih-jj., 1910, Jones speedometer
-- lamp and geat-nitor. \\atch. mirror, Lorn, spare
yre, chain, aud other spares; £46.—Cape, Eodborougt
Jommon. Stroud.

PRIUML'H. 1911. free engine. Cowey. lamp, horn,A tools, new belt, plutinj; and enamel perfect, won
-everal hill-elimbs; £50.—Seen by appointment at 1.
Hainton Ed.. Oxford.

"PRICMl'H. T.T.R. (October. 1908), earefully u=.'d. and
J- in perfect running order, t}-rps aud belt in new con
a.tion. headli-lit. miner, .-^pure valve, plug, etc • £26 —
Bennett, i'ort.smouth \> aterwtrks-

^EICMPH. 1910. Roc 2-.speed. free engine, new Pal
J- mer cord lover ba,k, and Dunh-p iront, jutt bfcn
thoroughly (verhauled, i^ith r M.C. .-idecar, in excellent
joiidition, spares, and accessories; £47.—Below.

pVOUGLAS. 1911. 2Jhp., Mi-del D., excellent toudi
-"-^ tion tUroiiyiiuut. spares, acccsd.rics, hud careiul
use ; bargain, £32.—Below-

TXDIAN. 1911, 7h.p. 2-ppeed, blue finish, with special
J- Millford sidecar to mat Ji, Jone:; j-peedometer, large
F-R-S. lamps, P- and H. generatcr, spare tubes. 2 ex
liaust whistles, all ether acce.sscric-i, ?plcndid condition
throughout : great bargain, £65 —Below.

LADY'S Singer. 1911. 2h.p., Armstrong 3-speed and
free engine, almcst new. had little use, perfect

tlirjujihout. Dunlop rubber studded tvre^, Bosch mag-
neto, Druid spring fcrks, I', and H. lamp and gener-
atcr: cost £52; private owner; accept £40.— Morri.-,
Motor Cycle Garage. Oxford.

BOUENEMOUTH—Harvey, 58. Poole Rd.. ^ole dis-
trict agent Humbers.—Tourist Trophy Twin de-

livered from stock. al;o 1911 second-hand lightweight,
£27/10: 1911 3'di.p.. £32'10: and brand new Moto-
Reve. twin, to clear £30.

HIGH-CLASS SOLO MACHINES.
SINGER, 3 h.p.. magneto £12 lO
N.S.U., 3i h.p.. M.O.V £15
GKITZNKR, sA h.p.. free engine £17 lO
HUMBER, i9ii,twt^speed £37 10
bKAUBUHY, lu o, fine order liSi> i

SiMlVlS, 3 h.p., raagneio tlli 10
BRCjVVN, IQ09. twin. 5 h.p £2a
N.S.U.. 3 h.p £16 10
BRtiVVN, rt)09, 3J h.p., free engine £25
SIMMS, 2i h.p., maEneto ignition £14 10
TRIUMPH, roog £32 10
SINGER, si h.p tltt 10
KEX, tQro.'3^ h.p., splendid order £28
TRIUMPH, iQio, Mabon clutch £35
REX, 3* h.p., M.O.V £15

SIDECAR MACHINES.
p. and M., nio. splendid nrdcc £50
BAT- 1, A. P.. 5 h.p £32 10
KEX s h.p.. nne .jrder 1/7 10
KFX. twin, 5 h.p £25
P. and ;\1. I.) 10. perfect order £45
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Lite iqon. Grachia uesr.. £40
I.A.I .-LHArEK-LEA, 4 h.p., tree engine £26
j.A.P.-CHAriiR LEA, to h.p., racer £40
I'.N.. 4-cyl., ,i h.p £22 10
N.S.U.. two-speed, 5 h.p., twin. Kjioi .. £39
N.^.l.'., 4 h.p. twin, tvio-spcci £29
PRannUKY. two-speed as new £42 10
BRAIT WAUE IQ> 9. 3i h.p.. tvo-sp'. £29
RE.\, win s h.p. four-spc*C(i £ .« J

J.A.P. (.IIATIM<-LEA. h.p £i2 H

ACCUMULATOR 'MACHINES.
£3 down and s - per week lor any of these models.
MINERS A, ij h.p £6 10
HUMBI K, 2j h.|. £8
MINERVA, ij h.p. h.b. ct-n rol £6 10
HUMBER. 3lh.p £9
N.b.U., Twi.i."3( h.p £12
AIcA <:ever: 1 more eoii^Hv i- cheap, l^ush Cycles

taken in part payment. 30/- to £3 allowed,

SEASONABLE LINES.
Special Separate Ge'ier.Ttor Lamp 12/6
Special Bra<Ket ditto Lamp 22/6
1, 1 1 P.K.S. Latest ...• 58/6
U)ii 1 u-as latcsi .

.' 55 /-and 60/-
igii Lu as Lishtweifjhl 35/-
Statc \\a 'ts, as we h.ive Ureest stock in the

world, ai'd make good allowance for old one ofl

I ii»^= ;'nd F.'^ S lamps. Si ver or el o iv fif^ish.

S.H. Leather Coats 13/6
New Leather Coats £2
Long Waterproof Umbrella Coats 5 '11i

Oa-skin Breeches 2/1 1

J

oo ...• lor L>i.it > ddics (I* wl 8/11)
looo Brand New Inner Tubes, all sizes . . 4/11^
Waterprool Suits '-oniple e 12/11J
Cowey iQii Speedoireter new £3 10
loncs igii Speedometer, new £2 15

.\ia.\ heavy T\r'"- 35/-
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern 10/1U
Heav\- MORECAMI^ti Studded, new pat. 23'11j

f,o Odd T>Tes from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.

^latwn igri Free Engine £2 5

Large Side Bags 5/11*
Swan neck Seal-pill.u 2/9
SpeciaiK btrorig Carrier 4/51
E.I.C. plugs. 2/6 si7^ each 1/1

MagneU'=. S.H., all sizes £3. £3 58. Jud £4
t'arker Self-contained Lamp 15/1 1

J

Special riracket Separate Ceneratoi: Lamp 23/8
F.LE.N. Magietos £3 1 11J
Sidecar Aprons, ready to fi I 6 '1 1 j

Speci;.! ; wisi Horn 3/114
New l- R.S. Generalors 7/-

K.xhauct Cul-ouK 2/11^
Handle-I ar Min-ors 2/9 and 4/6
Tube and Belt. Cases 5/11*
Rubber I -elts 7Mi.xiln S/IIJ
Speda h.iJ. Watch Holders .. lOid. and l/ltj

New bed-contain d l.amr, larce si7e .... 13 '''iS

Tubes, all size<, trand new 6 lli and 8/11

J

New :3pecilication Lift nu^v ready, post free.

WANTED.
100 Single or Twin Accumulator Rexes or other

good machines, not less than 3'. h.p. Prices must
be vcr>' low. Cash wailing. Don't send machine

not in running order, as we have not time lo repair.

Stale your price in first letter.

HITCHEN'S
EXCHANGE

MOTOR
CO., LTD.,

tuslon Uoad, nnORECAMBE.
Telephone 112. Wires : Motor. Morecoiiibo.

In answering these. adverliseirv:nts it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A49
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SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent.
and Sussex.

TY/TLTON Cycle Co..

17'IOTOEIA, S.W.—Book your 1912 macliine now;
V guaranteed dates for deliveries.

WILTOJSr.—Clynos in stock, 2-speed. chain drive, easy
starting device, etc- ; first cheque secures.

"ITTILTON.—Eradburys in stock, any model.

WILTON.—Matchless: sole S.W- agency; immediate
deliveries.

WILTON.—Clyno; sole S.W. agents; trial by aptoint-
ment ; immediate delivery.

TTtTILTON-—Liberal exchanges ; instaUnents arranged

WILTOM—1911 new Eerry-Abingdon, standard, 3!
h.p-. slightly soiled: £5 reduction:

WILT0N.-1911 new Moto-Ecve. 2Jli-l). slightly
soiled: £5 reduction

WILTON.—New Enfield. 2ih.p.; £10 reduction; post-
caid will secure lists.

WILTON.—Clyno, 1911 combination, as new, spring
wiiPel sidecar. 2 lamps. Smith speedometer, spring

Beat, sundries, guaranteed : cost £90, £70.

WILTON.— 1911 Kerry-Abingdon. 2-SDeed, and best
sidecar, Lucas lamp, all requirements, and spares

;

£50, cost £70

W'ILTON.-1910 V-S., 6b. p., new tyres, Whittle, fine

order; £27/10.

TyiLTON.—1911 T-T. Bat. 8h p., new condition: £35-

WILTON—1910 standard 3{h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, fine
order; £25.

WILT0N.-8»-p.> Minerva, ATlrittle belt, Mabon clutch,
ilillford sidecar, lamp, horn, spare;

1910 -ExrelsiiT, £25;
4-lt:- F.-N., £21.

£26.

ifoto-ReveWimu.N
t.via. £?.=

WILTC/^-— 19-1 1 Bradbury 2-speed and sidecar, all

aci iSECilie-! • cost £ 10, accept £50, as new-

WILTON Cycle Co.. 110, Wilton Ed.. Victoria Sta-
tion. Loudon, .S.W; 'I'hone 5115 Tvestrainster-

TBILMPH. 1911J, good as new.—J. Eansom. 37, Rich-
mond Bd., Kingston.

jj? 3.—Motor cycle, less rn^riue: cheap, must sell.—104,
cw Stanley Rd., Croydon.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, write. The
Setuo Motorics. Smarden, Kent.

TEIUMP-H, 1911, standard, little used, £40; also a
T.T.—Bunting, Wealdstone,

npEIUMPH, 1910. clutch model; this has been well

invited.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

1O10 iJouglas, only run 500 miles, lamp, tool bag,
J-if etc.; £30.-84, Greenside Ed., Croydon.

WHITE and Poppe 3ih.p., new tyres, good climber;
£12.-84, Greenside Ed., Croydon.

'IQIO 3jh.p. iTinrapji, just been overhauled.—Apply,
S.iy Brentwood Motor and Garage Co., Ltd-

TRIUMPH, 'late 1910, exc'eptional condition, £39;
also sidecar.—328, Balnam High Ed.. S-W-

TE_iJMPH, 1910. free engine, accessories, like new:
*40.—Percy Nightingale. Hazcldene, Crawley.

Oh.p. Fatnir, Chater-Lea, accumulator, lamp, hnrn,
«> tools; £8—Allen, 29, Sundridgc Ed., Addiscombe.

MOTOSACOCHE. lih.p., smendidorder; can be ridden
away: £8/10—White, Haledene, Laleham, Staines.

Collier's Motorics,
Vt/ESTGATE, HAL.IFAX,— ENGLAND.

THE "POPULAR"
1911 RIGID
SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

" Superbe " type, with best tyre, apron, etc. , . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body ............ £7 12 6
Improved Quick-detachable Joints are fitted to all models.
Prompt ' Delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s,

Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. JBxcbanges entertained.

5 6h.p. Rex, Montgomery sidecar, splendid condition

;

going abroad; £16.-14, Cranfield Rd-, Brockley,

WANDSWORTH -F.N. , latest 1911, 6h.p., 4 cyls.,
magneto, drip feed, like new; bargain, £36.—

Below

TRIUMPH. 1907-8. Slh.p., 1911 sidecar; £27/10.—
Particulars. 271. Lauderdale Mansions, Maida

Vale.

WANDSWORTH.-P.N., late 1909, 5-6h.p-, 4 cyls.,

magneto, spring forks, excellent order; £28.—
Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Moto-Reve, latest 1911, 2h.p.,
single-cyl., umgneto, Druids, nice order; £19/19,

—Below
WANDSWOETH.-Eoc Military Model, 4h.p., m.o.v.,

magneto, 2 speeds, perfect: clearance price £23/10.
—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Eoc Military Model, 4h.p., mo.v.,
magneto, free engine clutch, extra good; £19/19.

Below-

WANDSWOETH. - Griilon-Zedel, Sh.p., mangeto,
spring forks, runs well; great sacrifice to clear,

£15/15.-Below.

WANDSWOETH.—F.N., 3!h.p., magneto, single-cyL,
spring forks, nice running order; sacrifice £12/15.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S.. 5-6h-p. twin, magneto, Truf-
fault ; clearance £21 ; exchanges.—Wandsworth

Motor Exchange, ;Ebner St., Wandsworth.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

Brand new 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring iorks .. £31
igio T.T. TRIUMPH, almost equal lo new £38 10
Twin REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £27 10
MOTO-RE VE, magneto, Druids £17 10
OUADRANT, 3S h.p., magneto, spring forks S2i IJ
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, sprmg forks £19 19
REX Twin, 5 j h.p., spring forks, fast £19 10
OUADRANT Trike. low. good £6 !

MINERVA, 3i h.p., M.O.V., H.B.C £17 10
rgri ^i h.p. tree-engine REX £37 10
rgrr Twin REX DE LUXE £47 10
rgto Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £42 10
rgro 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10
5I h.p. N-S.U., free engine and sidecar £23 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart .. £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE and Montgomery Sidecar £25
REX, igro, 3J h.p., " hot stufi " 429 10
rgto IWIN REX. M.O.V £29 10
4! h.p. 4-cyl., F.N., magneto £19 19

3i li.i. REX, vertical engine, trembler £8 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, a bargain £25

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

NEW
1911 2^ h.p. 2-speed REX Junior 50 Gns.
igii 3* h.p. Free-engine REX.. 48 Gns.
191 1 Twin REX DE LUXE 63 Gns.
Very Liberal Exchange Allowances.

BRAND NEW 5 h.p.

TWO-SPEED TWIN REX DE
LUXE,

Latest type cylinders and spring forl<s,

mechanical overhead inlet valves, Bosch
magneto ignition, cantilever seat, extra
large capacity tanks and filler caps, special

sidecar fittings, handle starting and other
1911 fittings, fully guaranteed, 26x2pn.
non-skids. £53 10s.

3^ h.p. Two-Speed de Luxe, £49 10s.

A50

Liberal allowances on a few single-speed machines.

Cash offers considered, as a reduction of stock is URGENT.

In answering these advei'tisements it is desirable to mention
'

TOTTENHAM—We hare following 1911 machines in
stock ready for immediate delivery.

BEADBUEY, standard, £48; free engine, £64/10
2-si)eed. £55.

HUMBEB, 2-speed, £50: T-T. twin, single speed, 40
guineas; 3-speed, 50 guineas; early delivety-

T> TJDGE-WHITWOETH. free eneine model; i55.

rpElUMPH, standard model; £48/15.

SEVERAL Shop-soiled machines at substantial redac-
tion.

MILLPOED Cane Body Sidecar, £11 : Millford Heralil
sidecars. 6 iruineas.—128, High Ed., South Tot-

tenham. 'Phone, 1982. (Foot of Stamford Hill.)

TOTTENHAM.-We iave following first-class second-
hand mach'"°s for immediate disposal at bargain

prices

;

HUMBER, 1910, 2-speed, just returned from workf
;

£35.

FAFNIE-SIMPLEX, 4,;h.p., engine and magneto iu^t

fitted: £27/10.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, iree engine, and coach-built sidecar;
£20.

pfh.p. Twin -Kerry, magneto, just overhauled; £20.

N.S.Tj., 6h.p. twin, variable gear, Chater-Lea sidecar;
£33.

. ;.

2-spepd gear, 6h-p. twin, as new; £28. ,';

2-speed, military model, spring

- i'
magneto, new, li.b-c.; £20.

N-S-TT.,

ROC, 4h.p, 1910,
forks; £34

Olh.p. M.M.U,

31h.
2

I

p. Xagondo, Paliuers, perfect condition; £12/10.

1Q11 Humber, 2-ppeed, and sidecar, all as new, omy
it/ used for demori£tration; £47/10, or separate.

TEIUMl'H. 3h.p-, most reliable and perfect maehinejfl
£17.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, free engine, ju,«t home fiomfl
makers, as new; £25. ^r

"pi.N. Lisbtweight, 1910, 2-speed, very little used; .

rpoTTENHAM—128, Hipb Rd. 'Pbone 1982 (B
J- Stamford HilP

magneto, Chatcr-Lea, Whittle
excellent condition; £18/10.-25, Upper Clafl

^ ill. p. Pafnir,

Rd.

QUADRAiS^T, 3>;h.p.. low built, spring forks,
did order; £10/10.-35. Wrotbani Rd.. Ca]

WERNER, 23h.p., Clincher non-skid, l)ow^
macliine, rebored; £8.-14. Keetons Rd.,

mondsey.

ZENITH Gradua, early delivery ot 1912 models;.
chaoses arranged.—Storey's, 337, Eustou Rd.,

don, N.W.

TRIUMPH, 1909, excellent condition, tyres and||
nearly new; £30.—Elderton, 20, Tudor Rd.j

Norwood.

DOUGLAS, 1910. fitandard model, tyres and ev^
thins perfect; £25, or offer. — ,191, Crieklei

Broadway.

EAGLES.—Zenith-Gradua, 1910 model, 8b.p. J,,,|

engine, Bosch magneto, coach-built sidecar ;.

or sepurately.

EAGLES--Rex, . 3ih.p., dropped frame, magS ,

spring forks,, h.b.c-, fine condition; i;i8/10. .-^vJ^-^D

EAGLES.-N.S.U , 3ih.p.. 1908, magneto, sprSlgll
forks, b.b-c. Whittle belt; £17/10

EAGLES.-^N.S-U., 6h.p., twin, late 1909, Bosch raag'f

neto. m.o.v., spring forks, lain. Shamrock beltjl

2-speed gear and free engine, only run 1,000 miles;

I

£37/10; as new.

EAGLES—NS.U.. 3ib.p., Model de Luxe (1910),

gained gold medal in 1910 6 Days' Trials; £27-

EAGLES.— uouglas, 2^h.p. twin, late 1910, had Iittl(|

use, nearly new; £26/10.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new single-cyl. N.S.U-'?

just delivered, magneto ignition, m.o.v-, improvet
carburetter, h.b.c, Shamrock belts, 1911 spring forks

and other improvements, complete tool case, full set o)

tools, stand, etc.; 3h.p. £27, 3ih.p. £31, net cash; de

ferred payments arranged.

EAGLES and Co.. High St., Acton, NS.U. West Len
don district agency.—Immediate delivery of 1911

models; liberal allowances for machines in part nayment
Tel.: 556 Chiswick.

TRIUMPH, 1910. perfect condition, spare cover an-

tube, horn; £33.-56, Pulborough Ed., South
fields, S.W.

DOUGLAS, 1910. perfect condition: any trial, btbi

any time; £24.-56, Pulborough Ed., Soutbfielda

S.W.

3Xh.p. Jap-Triumph Lightweight, 26in. wheels, pooi

2 tyres; £7/10, lowest.-176, Hainault Rd., Ley
tonstone.

The Motor Oijcur
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IIEITJMPH, 1911-12 Tourist Trophy Eacer. special
1 engine, latest iutprovements. nP"- Diiolop belt and
± cover, perfBctr *41.—114. Hothivell St., Glasgow

911 Moto-Reve, 23h.p., new, unused, what oflers:
1911 Bradbun-, 3lh p.. done 1.000. £37: 1910

iito-Rere, 2Jh.p., £25.—Macfarlane, engineers, Helens-
rgli-

iRITIMPn, 1909, free engine, in first-rato running
order, recently overhauled, P. and H. lamp, new

l-cs; £36.-No. 8,728, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
|trv.

IBIUMPH, 1911. free engine, not done 2.000 miles,
in perfect condition, as new, complete with Luca.-^

ap. liorn. Whittle belt. Jones speedometer, spares:
;ineer driven tiiroughout ; buying car; £48. — No.
rl2. The Motor Ci/cie Offices, Coventrj'.

icoTLAJSU .5 i. .,1-1 iM..„i cjLiiug Finn. — Don't
f

wait for months on your new mount. We can ^ye
iiuediate delivery of Indian. Pre.iiier. Douglas, Zemtb.
3. A... Rex. N S U,. and Lin-o'n ^Ik Be-ide«» tJieso. we
<-k P, and M, Roc. and Norton, and can supply anj
rer make.—Alesander's Motor Kxchange. Lothiao &d.,
linhnreh

liOUGLAS, latest type Model D, in stock, 33 guineas.
' lih.p. twin Alcyon, perfect order, spring fork-,
8; 2*h.p. lightweight -Ariel, guaranteed gcod goiii;:
ier, £10: second-hand machines taken in part piiy
nt of new ones: sole agent^s for Douglas, New Hud
I, and Zenith: enquiries invited.—Dundee Motor and
[;le Co., Nethergate. Dundee

SF.CTFON XI.
:Iand and Isle of Man.
h.p. Huiuber Motor Cvcie for sale, almost new.—

R

Stewart, The Mall, Sligo.

INOOLN Flk. 3h p . new three months, Whittle
,' £25, or offers—Millar, Roscommon.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
Ihp. Excelsior Tricar, good tj-res : £8.—HB. 277
2 Cricklewood Lane, N.\\'.

h-p. Tri ar, P. and M. gear, I), and B. : £10.-Apply
Dewhirst,' motor en.gineer. Keighicy.

I EX Tricar, 10-12h.p. twin, w.c-, open frame, coach
» bui'X, hke i.nv , £29.-1. Ebncr St., Wandsworth.
Ib.p. Miuerva Tricar. B. and B., belt, Clair accumu-
,~ ,

'8'or.: *15, or exchange motor cycle, magneto.-
llick, Aldmgbourne.

h.p. Quadrant Curette, wheel steering, bucket seat
new back tyre, in excellent order : £20, or offer -

jck, Nunney, Frome.

[TTrMBirE Tricar, 4Jh-p., open frame, wheel steer
*- mg 2 speeds, lamps; bargain, £19/10.-20
|tternewton Lane, Leeds.

? "^7^? i^''™''!
3;h,p., 1911 B. and B., recently over

I; hauled, cngme rebushed; £15. or oflcr.-Pulling
,6a, Lottdon Rd., Croydon.

^YNOCH, 3lh.p.. B. and B- Just lebusbed; £13:
*- going order: spare wneel and forks— Wicks, 13
!e Broadway, West Norwood
ILEY Tricar, 6h.p., 3 speeds and reverse, car tyre^'in excellent rendition: exchange good motor cycle
07, High bt., W. Bromwich.
lOE Reliability and Pleasure, 3Jh.p. Ralcigbettc

average 25. takes 2 anywhere: any trial- £25—19
arduian St., Eccles, Manchester.

JRICAE twin-cyl., Amac carburetter. Eclair silencer
splendid condition, lamp, etc. ; £25, or first reason

e ofler.-24. Gt. Sutton St.. E.C.
EX Litette. 6h.p. twin, water-cooled, Bosch, h.h c

2' -speeds, splendid condition: £27/10. oflcr3.-273
ikery' Kd., Handsworth, Birmingham. "

P- Riley Tricar, in gord runuing order, w c ;

,
.speeds, free engine, coach-built, wheel steering

l|33 new; £30.-Burnett, Fleet Ed-, Fleet, Hants.
0., 191H. speed model .sociable, fr -nt brakes lu-

'
, .?"'";/"""'• «'»''<1«1 tyre, complete, perfect-' £80

•frite, Kenny. 32. Guntcrstone Rd-, West Kensington
rUMBEE Tricar, 5b.n 1911. B. and B. carburetter

ell,,,i ,„ rf-"^'' ^.tS""''
*^?'^ engine, wheel steering

4! ML™eTl mil'
"' ^'""'' ™"----Ede, 39, Duke's

'*"en~i?; "in"-
"',

is'P'^^''-^ "'"' "^"tral. clutch r,u

low fl'-,f.I i
^P'™,*'! .rondition. tyres as gord n-

GrSton'st" CoveX-
""'

^

'""'"/"'ted.-T; Bush,

^wfi??!; ^^J-^
wafer-cooled. Roc 2-=peed, magneto.

I Wi'ittle wind screen, lamps, horn, spares- anv
titfr'nlle"*";;'

^"'7*' "^^ »'''>-Taylcr, 261 H J

.

« totirciiley, Binniitgliam

°5.Ta4re'Rr"dolfl^f;ter'''''^«-^-^"»-'

^2Eie,^l°'?,^"''i"'-,*:''P 'r™ "ngine. 2 speed,.

;?-1^^^ i^?oSut-^i8:T'ob-
ir. &t. .lames St. Kind's Lynn.

^hiS^'f''"'' Pll'.ra'y driven week-ends, a.ctvlenchead lamp (car sizei. 2 cle.tric (or oil) side and
Dg cl?- Iro ";'-n'"°- °« the best' maiy"'spar°" ;"jing car; £80—Jordan, 5, Cork .St-, Loud n, W. IJ

G. RAWS & SONS'

Warm Winter Clothino
The latest and most satisfactory Waterproot Garments

for Autumn and Winter riding.

Albany

"All-Season"

Jacket.
In grey-green double tex-
ure cloth. Guaranteed
bsolutely waterproof,
cut Ic-l roasted, deep

storm collar and
tab. Inside and
outside wind cuffs.

Sleeves lined.
Above all fitted
v.ith a WARM,
DETA C H A B L E
FLEECE LINING.
This garment has
been placed on the
market to meet the
ii:;quiremenls ot
-Motor Cyclists who
ri:le during the
Winter months,
and is now exten-
sively used by Doc-
tors and other pro-
fessional gentle-
men. By simply
detaching the lin-

ing, the jacket
may be used in
summer ui:hout

being too hot.

19

Keeps out the r-itn and coid

:

absorbs i le moistxire, and is

very warm and comfortable.

Price 25/-.
Enables mctorisis to a,, id catching cold.

ALBANY
"SPECIAL"
LEGGINGS.

In grey-green or fawn
double texture cloth to

match " All-Season
"

Jacket. Leather adjust-
able toot strap, V-shaped
gussets, and patent dome
fasteners to exclude rain,

wind, and dust. Made in

one piece to come well up
over the stoniach.

Without seat 13/11
With seat, including
vent for cou\cni-
ence, also special
arrangement to

allow access to
side pockets .... 15/11

These garments are indis-

pensable to winter
motorists.

These, alonQ wilh an " A!l-
Srawn " Jacket, form the

h sf Winter ccmbiuation.

ALBANY "STANDARD" SUIT.
In grey-grccn or fawn double te.\ture cloth. Guaran-
teed absolutely waterproof. Jackets : Double-
breasted, deep storm collar, and strap to exclude
\vi.id and rain. Inside and outside wind cnfls. etc.
18/-, less io%= l6/3. Leg'ings : Leather adjustable
boot straps, V-shaped gusscis, and patent dome
fasteners to Keep out rain, wind, and dust. 8/-, less
io% = 7/.^. Comp.ete Suit, 25/-, less io% = 22/6.

On:y about Six Dozen Suita ieit. Secure one whiu
Prices arc reduced.

Notice to Purchasers.—We have made a speciality of
our Winter Garments, and can guarantee complete
satisfaction. If, however, you do not approve o'
goods, and same are returned in 3 daj-s undamaged
we will refund amount paid.
Terms.—Nett cash with order. Goods sent carriage

paid. Send chest measurement and length desired
for-Jacket, and inside leg measurement only for Over-
alls. Catalogues and patterns sent or. appHcation.

G. F>AWS & SONS,
MOTOR CLOTHING SPECIALISTS,

Tha Albany, Oldhall Street, LIVERPOOL.

R

In anxwennr/ t/icse' adi eriisemenls it is desirnbl" to

TRICARS FOR SALE.
6b p. Twln-erl Advance Tricar, adjustable pulley, coarh-

built body, coil and accumulator ignition, long
f( otboarda. 3 brukea. first class condition throughout;
(fff^rg.—Box No. L4.652, The Motor Vyclt Offices, 20,
Tudor St.. E.C.

4 h.p. M.M.C. Tricar, 1911 B. and B. onrhuretter.
Whittle belt, la+est Davison's tank, receuily over-

hauled and enamelled slate grey and brought \\d to
(Irite. fin*- order and condition, all auies.sories; £18.—
Howie. 17, Lilly A.V., Withington. Manchester.

"IQIO A.C Mighty Ator.. Speed M.di-I Sociable, Capa
J~*y hcod. Luiaji headlights. Dependence baclt, front
«he^ brakes, several real practical Improvements, spare
tvri.* and tubes, not a fau.'t. perfect as new, all spares;
£75. on * Ignored-— 113. High St-, Lewiaham.

TRICAIJ, Eex engine, 3ih p., 2-.«peed. frtic euTine
Cyik'lcptii.' geiirt. just been overhuulfd, with u-w

cylinder head and piston rings, new tyre tu back vr*icel,

3 new tubes, new saddle, handle-bar, and lamps, pe-fect
rnnnios order; tnal given: a real bargain, £20.—Mdcs,
Hulae Rd., Salisbury.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECAR, nearly new. upholstered. Qtw tyre ; £5.—

Write. Fisclier. 9. Qt. Pulteney St.. W
11 Millford Castor Wheel Sidecui, new tyre, nice
order; £6(15—1. Ebmi St-. Wand.-»worth.

IDECARS. brand new, benutifullr upholstered, lit

any malcc; £3/1").-Rey, 5. Heath bi . HMinp.iteiid.

IGID Sidctar, 26jn. wheel, tyrt- and tube complete,
fit any machine ; 70/-.— w'cetern, Ufleulmo, Devcn.

GLORIA Siderar. for Triujuph motor, only run 500
miles, good condition; £8.—Y^ung, Hamiltcn

House, Lansdown. Bath.

5 h.p. Dot, Gradua gear, Druida, etc., almost as new,
ulyo sidecar, £35, complete; separate or exchange.

-2. Victoria Biuldinsa, KitUiergate. Presttn.

MIDDLKTON'S Wholesale, reinil sidecar manufae-
turL-ra. n p:uis, exchanges, scM-ond-hand^.—Watson

St.. Nc'wington Green, London, N. 'Phone liulstou 2126.

MILLS-FCTLrORD 1911 Rlcid Sidecar, Canuc M del,
onlv done SO-'iiiK.-. new Diuilop, mid rtpfcial -st.jrm

iprnn. donu lu green leather- cu.>i £11, £8.—Gonvillc,
Walincr, Kent-

SIDECARS.-Tho famous quick detachable Mont-
coniery ; alt models etocked.—To be seen ot the

-ole London agent", Plielon and Moore; Ltd-. 4, Percy
5t.. Tottenham Court Ed-. W.

SIDECARS, largest stock; best value fn EnKiand; all

hnilt of Chater-Leu Httlmrs; prices. £6a0. £5 10,
£4/15; serond-handa from £3/15. fttttfd free while yiu
vvait.-C A Edgar, 123. Holloway Rd.. N
THE Pythian Sprin;; Wheel Sidecar (Morrison'3

patent! is undoubtedly tlie mof^t comfortable on
rho market, send for pnrticulars; prices from £8 15;
Pvthian motoi cycles. £46/15.—Clarke Bros. iLeicester),
Ltd.. Lower Free Lane. Leicester

TOTTENHAfiL-Sidccars. 1911, nicely npholinered,
fit any maclnne, £3/10'6 : quii It di-tai hahle,

£3/17/6; Millford Herald. £6/6.-Stamford Hill M'-tor
Co.. 128. High Ed., Tottenham. 'Phon* 1982 Totten-
ham.

STDECARS.-A postcard will bring you illu-trated list

of the beat, cheapest, and moat up to-dnte side' ars
on the market, delivery from stock, trade supplied.-
.Iju k Cairn'^. aiderar and fittings manufacturer. Giim-
'hnw St Works. Prp'ton.

MONTGOMERY EiRid Coach-built Sidecar, built to
special design, t. rpedo body, child's removable iseat,

ti" inily ^pruns. verv (<mnrt and lomfortahle: co.st

£16/10. accept £10/10 or nearest offer.-No. 8.591, T/w
Motor Cycle Offl.es, 20 Tudor St. E.G.

PHCENIX Sidecar.s.-Tlic makers ' of the famous
Phcenix motor bicycles ore makinp Phienix sjde-

ars iif high prade from £5' 5 n^tt. lomploti- with tyres;
fitted free; sideear" on hire, exchanges made.—Pha^nix
Motors. Ltd., Motor Cy^Ie Depot. 736. Holloway Rd.,
London, N "Phone: 449 Hornsey.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
TWIN 5-6h.p. 2-;<peed ami Sidecar; want duocar.—

21 Lime St.. Southport.

"IQIO 7.9h.p. V.S., 2 .speeds, Fulford .sidecar: cheap.—
J-*/ Particulars. A. Batty. Little Hulton, Bolton.

'Jh-p. VS., 1910, and Choter-Lea sidecar; any trial;
- £38.—Maynard, 47, Maidi^tone Rd.. Bounds Green,
London

5-6h.p Rex and new Sidei^or, free, Stanley^ Amac,
Boseh; £22, or acparate--Chandler. Kemsing,

icvenoaks.

IQll 4h.p. 4-=peed O-^borne-Jap, with sidecar, exrel-
i-*y iPit condition; £36.—A.. 221 Streatham High
Id.. S.W,

4 ih.p. Twin Minerva, free engine, perfect, also new± 2 sidecar : see other udvcrtisement.—59, Binfield
Rd.. Claphain.-

3ih p Minerva, Chater-Lea, sidecar, perfect : bargain,
2 £13: open to expert inspection.—40, Egremont

I 'lace. Brighton

i>il^P N.S.U., reliable, light, detaehaWe adecar,
^^4 spares: £14—May, 14, Donald Ed., Upton
Manor, West Ham

mention " The Motor Ctjcle." A53
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SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
3ih.p. N.S.U., Bosr.h masoeto, B. and B., -with side

2 car, perfect condition, spares; £24.—Taylor, 104,
Beech Rd., Stockport.

1 Qll (March) 2-speed Humber and rigid sidecar, nnder
-ILt/ 1.000 miles, new condition; £40. lowest.—Spencer,
Linden CottagiB, SevenoaKs.

P. and M., 1911 Colonial model, and sidecar, 2-6peed
gear, hand and foot controlled; £60.-11, Arundel

Gardens, Winclnnjie nill, N.

BRADBURY and Sidecar, 1911 Tonrist model, guar
a"ippd perfect rendition, all accessories; sacrifice,

£39.—Lunnon, 40, Challi Farm Rd.. N.W.

TRIUMPH. 1911, free enpine, splendid condition, and
new Mills-Fulford radial spring torpedo sidecar;

accept £57.-621, Foleshill Rd., Coventry.

ROC, 6h.p.. 2-apeed, handle starting, 650x65 Dunlopa,
magneto, r^pring forks. Amae and Oakleigh sidecar;

£25.—Jordan, 49a, Canibray Rd-. Balham-

6h.p. Twin Sarolea. Druids, B. and B.. li.b-c., adjust-
able pulley, low saddle position, and almost new

^ideca^; £18/15.-85. Church Rd;. Willesden.

7h-p. 1910 V.S- and Sidecar, new tyres. Whittle belt,

splendid condition, fast and reliable; £37/10, a
bargain.-Pond, 349, West End Lane, Hampstead.

Oih.p. Quadrant and Sidecar, dry battery ignition^
02 h.b.c, good tyres and quantity spares; £16.—
Bennett, King Alfred Rd., Harold Wood, Essex.

p. Twin N.S.U. and Sidecar, accumulator ignition,

in perfect running order; £19; trial any time;
wanted-— 31. Allen Rd., Stoke Newington, N.

.p. N.S U., appearance and condition as new, a.o.i.v.,

N.S.U. 2-ppeed gear. Boscli. liin. belt, 2iin- tyrea

;

without sidecar.~189, Bowes Rd-, New Southgate-

p. Kerry and Sidecar, with box under, splendid order,

exliaust whistle, lamp, 2 accumulatoTS, etc.; £14:
appointment any time.— S., 72a, Mare St., Hackney.

4^-

cash

£33,

3^

BRADBURY Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 2-8peed gear,

. complete, speedometer, lamp, and accessories, nev
August. 1911; £60.-Waugh, 15, Aspley Rd., Wands-
worth.

3jLh-p. White and Poppe, Chater frame, good tyres,

2 new belt, lamps, etc., with Chater sidecar, first

rate order; £15.—Symons, 62, Bridport Rd., Thornton
Heath.

3ih.p. Rex and sidecar, adjustable pulley. B. and B .

2 brand new tyres and Whittle; genuine bargain,

£13/10; - also Triumph, £15.—Rosedale, GroTe Rd.,
Hounelow.

9h-p. Bat and Sidecar, fast and powerful machine, car

tyre on rear wheel, Albion free engine clutch,

Whittle belt, Amac carburetter; £45.~PoDd, 349, West
End Lane, Hampstead.

/Jh.p. Sarolea and Sidecar, new tyres and tubes, ad-
justable pulley, spring forks, B. and B. carbur-

etter, excellent condition- £22--Stubbs, 20, Sutherland
At., W. Tel.: 2530 Paddington-

1Q11 Clutdi Triumph, N.S.U., 2-8peed gear, many
At? accessories and spares, Millford sidecar, with
carrier; cost over £75. accept £60. or nearest, or ex-

change twin— 8. Egypt St., Warrington.

Th.p. Indian. 1911. free engine model, blue finish, com-
plete with Mills-FuIford rigid aidecar, fitted with

hood and luggage board, G. and J. tyres; what offers?

—Pond. 349. West End Lane, Hampstead.

'"PC Clear; taken for debt.— 5h.p. V-8. and sidecar.
-I- French grey, Bosch magneto, Mabon free engine,
perfect running order; worth £37, accept quick sale

£25.—Brown, Gloucester Rd-, ChesterflBld.

BRADBURY, 3ih.p., Roc 2-apeed, with Premier
. coach-built sidecar, excellent aocessories, new, not

ridden 250 miles ; would entertain 2-6eater car ; im-
mediate.—Earl, Waldeck. Edward Ed., Birmingham.

EOC Cycle, with Sidecar, 5-6h.p. Peugeot engine, twin
cvls. magneto ignition, 26x24 Palmer cord tyres,

in very good order, general condition excellent; owner
got a car; would sacrifice for £30.-12, The Broadway.
Muswell Hill.

~l Oil Genuine 2-6peed Bradbury and Sidecar, purchased
Xt7' new middle of seasoji. "run about 1.800 miles, if

fitted regardless of cost,' perfect condition ; bargain, £45.
no offers: ^een by appointment.—102, Ballingdon, Sud-
\,iuy, Suffolk.

SINGER, 3^h.p., clutch model, and sidecar, perfect
turn lut in every respect, new in May, all possible

spares, Palmer lord, Cnwey. King of the Road, valve, etc-:

cost £70. take 50 guineas and no less.—10, Beech Av.,

Sherwood Ri.se. Nottingham.

]Q11 3ih.p. 2-speed Premier and Chater eidecar, Diin-
*/ lops, Wliittle, 2 Lucas lamps, Lucas horn, speed

oMipfer, and all f^pares, everything as new; any trial

t:;von: £65, or without pxtras £56.—Boyce, 23, Grand
I'urade, Archway Rd-, JTighgate-

|O10 Rex. 5-6h.p., 2-spoed gear, free engine, new
.L«? tyres. Whittle belt, automatic lubrication, Lucas
1 eadliirht, new Chater-Lea sidecar, all acceseories.

unarnnteed perfect and ready for road; £3&l—Masters,
7. Shakespeare Rd., Heme Hill.

HUMBER, 2-ppced, 3^hp-, new last year, just over-

hauled by Huiubers, Coventry, worn parts replaced.

Hialcing machine equivalent to new. with Millford sidecar,

2 almost iiew tyres, accessories; £38/10 for imihediate
imri base.-A. Clegg, Arncliffe, Southwood At., Bourne-
.iioutli.

Gentle Persuasion

Mechanicafly

Applied.

EVERYONE
APPRECIATES

The GARNER

M.G. ALARM
USERS AND PUBLIC
ALII E ARE DELIGHTED.

Testimonials keep pouring in.

Selling in thousands all over the world.

HAVE YOU ONE?
The pleasure, comfort and assurance

when a GARNER ALARM is

fitted is unequalled.

ppio8 12/6 i«^sr;^^:r 1 2/1

1

Sole Makers and Patentees

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

"•'^^SendaWe. MoBeley." BiRIVllNGHAIVI.
'PhODeB- South 8 & i.

BIrinlnghain Showrooms (opposite O.P.O.)

78, NEW STREET.

LONDON STOCKISTS—
The Service Co., Ltd., 292 & 293, High Holboni,

W.C.
Bransom, Kent & Co., Ltd., 40, Great Eastern

Street, E.C.
Brown Bros., Great Eastern Street, E.C.I

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
17-9I1.P. 2-speed V.S., Bosch, Trii«aults, 1911 B. anj
• B., lamp, horn, carrier, stand, 2 brakes. 26x2iio,

tyres. Clincher front, Model de Course with Lomaj
blind rear, nnmerons spares, genuine spring wheel Chatei
sidecar, lap joints, and luxurious art cane side-entrance
body: £49; any trial; wiil separate.—229, Burdett Ed.
London, E-

'

QUADCARS.
PHOSNIX Quadcar, 7h-p. Fafnir, Just thoroBglly

overhauled; any trial.—King, Great Missenden.

BARGAIN.-2-ppeed and free engine quad, 45h.p. D«.
Dion, good order; £12; room wanted.—Ltimb, Xordi

St.. Bocidale.

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

G.N, Runaboui, Model de Luxe, torpedo body, 8-10h.>
J.A P. euirine, dual ignition ; trial.—Whittingliaint

Winchraore Hill.

SPIDER Runabout, grand little car, single seat, witli'

spare double one (intcTclians:eable), 7Ii.p., magnelo.i
Palmer cords; great bargain, £35; take good motci
cycle exchange —Bunting, AVealdstone.^

MONOCAR for disposal; all particulars and illustra*,
tious, seo last week's " Motor Uycle," or ISth'

September's "Motor Cycling "; £65; trial by appoint-
ment.—H. E. Dew, Lullingstone, Eynsford, Kent-

CARS FOR SALE.
T YON.

Rubbish.

MERCEDES, 20b.p., low racer, excellent conditioB
throughout; only wants viewing to buy; £80.

ARIEL, 15h,p.. 4-cyl., 2-5eater, live axle, good order.
hot etufC: £60.

MOTOBLOC New Chassis, 20h.p., fitted torpedo
7-seater body; a real bargain, £140.

TV/TANY Other Cars in stock.

/~1ALL Bound and Bee what I've got.

T YON, the Motor Merchant,

TTAMPSTEAD Rd., 113.

'pHONE: 2056 North.

ECLIPSE— 15h.p. Darraca, 2 ignitions, side entrance:
£80.

ECLIPSE— 10-1 2h.p. Gladiator, tonneau, iood,
little car; £35-

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. De Dion-Regal, singli^-eyh, 2-

£32/10.

ECLIPSE.—6h-p. Aster engined, 2 or 3-6eater, smart
little car; £27/10.

ECLIPSE. Engineering, and Motor Co., 255, Earls-
field Rd., Wand-worth. 'Phone 1135 Putney.

Earlsfleld Station, L-SW. Rly. 15 minutes Waterloo-'

6h.p. Oldsmobile Runabout Car, Bplendid order, moil
be sold--Barnes, Strood, Kent. '

1 0-14h.p. 2-seater, bucket seats, side doors, grey, very
XvW reUable; £50.-257, Fulham Rd. - _i'

8h.p. 2-seater Phren4x, sell £45, or exchange nibior
cycle, good, . make-—'Wroe, ironmonger, WomtiireU'

6-8h-p., 2-seater; unfinished. 3 speeds, reverse, -eihafl.

drive ; offers ; after 7.-24, Sidney Rd., Forest .G»t«L.'

| /\-12h-p. 2-fiyl. Herald 2-seater, magneto, perfect
Avf order; ^£40, or .exchange.—199b, King St., Haia-
mersmith.

.

RENAULT. lOh.p., 2 cyls., 2 or 4-seater, shaft drife,

natty little car, perfect order; £70— 128, Higt
Rd-, Tottenham-

6h.p. Siddeloy. 3 speeds, reverse, hood, Stepney, screen,'
lamps, etc., good running order; £30.-23, Jt^fr

son Rd., Marton, Blackpool.

DE DION. 6h-p., light, low, modern, hood, screen, iiSm
change, long wheelbase, accessories, splendid tjre^'

suit doct(jr.—4, Grove Lane, Camberwell.

4ih.p. De Dion Car, good condition, wire wheela, tyrei'

2 700x85, nearly new; £20, or exchange trico^

or combination —8, Richmond Rd-, Stainea-

6h-p- Genuine Dion Regal, magneto and coil ignitioni,

reUable and good condition, 2 new spare coven,
Ivres good; £45.—Hubbard Bros., engineers, BaBuig>>i

,lnke.

AUSTRIAN Daimler, 4-cyl-, dual ignition, side ten-

trance, shaft transmission, seats 5, ].:-ng, low, ha&o-
some car, £85. to clear; smaller car wanted--128, Higl)'

Rd., South Tottenham.

BARDON Car, 6-8h.p., 4-seater, 3 speeds and revere^
splendid order, accumiilator ignition, paintworr

like new, upholstered leather, spare tyre; trial givenr
£18. or offer.-Bear, St. James St.. King's Ljtju.

•V'j^ In answerinrf -these adcertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyde.'*
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Silence and Silencers.

THE Brooklands Automobile Racing Club has
issu-ed a notice to all , motor cycle manufac-
turers and hahitites of the track, that in future

no motor cvcle will be allowed on the track

without ;in efficient silencer, and tliat out-

nuts will not be permitted. This regulation has
been brought about by residents of Weybridge, who,
we understand, have gone so far as to apply for an
injunction against the B.A.R.C. unless steps are
taken to reduce the noise of motor cycles. In the
long run, the regulation, if upheld, will prove bene-
ficial to the pastime, because it will cause makers to
turn their attention to silencing the exhaust. The
only criticisms we ha\e to offer regarding the rule
are that we beliexe an exactly similar one exists in

!-onnection with cars at Brooklands, which, in our
ijiinion, is more honoured in the breach than in the
ijliservance. The racing cars one both sees and hears
at Brooklands may have no cut-outs, and the box into

which the exhaust gas is blown mav lie of the orthodox
shape and dimensions, but it is seldom, if ever, a
silencer. Also the authorities encourage the use of
aeroplanes as an attraction, but, as everyone knows,
the aerc)plane. engines are totally devoid of any form
of silencer, the exhaust issuing in one continuous
Gatling-gun-like rattle. This being so, why should
the motor cycle be singled out for special atteiuion?
We think it is because the rapid explosions of a
highly-tuned single-cylinder racing engine are more
irritating to the nervous ear than the continued louder
rattle of a four or more cylindere<l car or aeroplane
engine.

This brings us to another most absorbing query.

,
How many cars or motor cycles would accomplish the

speeds they attain at Brooklands were they efficiently

silenced ? A manufacturer may rightly claim perfect

silence for a touring car fitted with the same sized

engine he employs at Brooklands, but put t+iat touring

vehicle on Brooklands track, change the body and
some parts of the engine, set the timing of valves for

racing only, and note the difference in the noise. The
same thing applies to a motor cycle, with this excep-

tion, that nearly every motor cyclist woidd reject a

motor cycle as under-powered if it w'ere handed to

him with the same adjustments that the touring car

owner is satisfied with.

Apart from the question of inadequate space in

which to fit a silencer, it is the craving for utmost

speed and power which makes the majority of motor
cycles noisy when compared with cars. Our opinion

is that makers will have to discard the question of

appearance in connection with this one item—the

silencer—and fit a large and unsightly instrument to

deaden the noise of the explosions, or legislation will

step in before long and do it for them. Far better

to adopt some improvement in this direction at -once

than wait till it is done for us. If legislation should

define at some future date the dimensions and design

of the silencer, it would probably err on the sirle of

absurd size, and be of such a shape that the manu-
facture of a presentable-looking machine would be
impossible. There is no valid reason, beyond that

of appearance, w^hya single or double silencer should

not be fitted on the chain stays with a single or

branch pipe lead under or at the side of the crank

case. Who will be the first to adopt it? Silent

machines are said to be dangerous, but we cannot

trace any accidents to this cause, whilst there have
been more than one due to noise.

AT5
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Large Twins v. T,T. Singles.
A COMPARISON.

TTTZ

ONE frequently hears the remark, " Why do motor

cyclists use 8-ro h.p. machines when 3^^ h.p.

T.T. mounts have proved themselves only a

few seconds slower in hill-climbs and short distance

speed tests?
'' Having owned and ridden both types,

and toured extensively, I propose to compare their

merits and disadvantages The a\erage motor cyclist

will possibly ridicule the idea of employing an engine

of 8 h.p. for solo wcrk, apart from the racing track.

He, no doubt, finds that his single-cylinder mount of

moderate power will take him almost - anywhere at

what he considers a reasonable speed.

Xow my remarks are addressed not so much to the

twenty-miles-an-hour tourist, but rather to the more
sporting type of rider—or shall we term him the speed

merchant?—who revels in a burst uphill with the wind

whistling past his ears.

Haying always been an admirer of power, both

physical and mechanical , and at the same time having

been bestride motor cycles developing from one

donkey-power to twen.t)' horse-po\ver, I must confess

to a leaning to the big twin-cylinder, but I will deal

quite openly with the advantages and disadvantages

of what to some minds appear as " abnormal pro-

jectiles."

The Comfort of Big Twins.
In the hrst place, let us consider comfort combined

with speed, as this will without doubt appeal to any

contemplating a long journev with limited time at

their disposal. With large tyres tby this I mean tyres

not less than aj-^in. in diameter), and with a wheel-

base a little longer than standard practice, no rider

can realise the extraordinary increase in comfort to

be obtained until he has. experimented for him.self.

At the same time, the small increase in weight entailed

fiy using larger tyres and a heavier frame does not

;i])preciably slow a machine with a large reserve of

power.

Experienced readers may perhaps agree with me
that it is an unpleasant undertaking to drive a T.T,

single for any length of time at speed, after riding a

large twin at an equivalent speed under exactly

similar road conditions. ' In the case of the single

the throttle is open almost to the full and the engine_

turning at quite 3,000 revolutions per minute. Com-
pare with this the twin running comparatively light at

a little over 2,000, with a gear approaching 3 to 1.

Ignoring the question of comfort, the high engine

speed leads to overheating. For instance, the single,

when picking up after slowing for traffic or a corner,

invariably utters an ominous "knocking" which

grates on one's ears, whereas the " eight,'' with its

two cylinders by no means " pink hot." picks up with-

out a murmur and is soon settling down to its stride

again.

Another Advantage of Reserve Power.
A point greatly in favour of the larger engine is

that when once tuned up it requires little attention,

owing to the improbability of one being able to " let

it out ' for any distance. The T.T. single has

undoubtedly been developed almost to the last notch,

and has proved itself wonderfully speedy when in

perfect tune, but the question is, " How long does thi.s

tune last?" Again, as regards reliability at speed,

one rarely hears of the big twin being stopped on the

road owing to valve troubles, for the reason already

stated, \\z., that the engine is not being forced along

and is rarely turning at its maximum revolutions. How
many riders of T.T. single-cylinder machines of even

six months' experience can assert thev ha\"e had
no valve troubles ?

As ivinter is rapidly approaching, probably still

fewer would care to tackle a powerful mount on the

score of side-slip. But against this there are many
who ' lay up " their smaller mounts for a few months,

owing to their dread of skidding, so we will cry

quits here. But to my mind the liability of side-

slip depends on two things—firstly ner\'e, and

!

secondly gear ratio. Provided a low gear be used

on really treacherous surfaces, I can see iio reason
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"Large Twin^ v. T.T. Singles. —
to believe that a large twin should skid more readily

tlian a single; in fact, 1 will go further, and state

that the tendency is less likely, owing to the more
even torque of the twin-cylinder engine. My practice

is to arrange the throttle to close fully, and to control

the speed of the machine by the throttle, and not by

the switch or exhaust lifter.

The Question of £ s. d.

To come to running costs, I must aiJniit tliat an

undoubted disadvantage of the large power unit is

the comparatively high expenses, especially in relation

to petrol, tyres, and belts. In the case of thertwin,

the cost of upkeep I find to exceed that of the .single

by thirty per cent. But, in my opinion, this extra

expense is money well spent in obtaining a more
luxurious method of travel.

Lastly, with regard to hill-climbing power, I con-

tend that the close results of competitions are mis-

leading, and tend to give one the impression that the
single is quite as fa.st and every^ bit as good a hill-

climber as its larger brother, which most emphaticallv
is not the case. Why? Because most really stifl

hills possess either dangerous corners or a loose and
rough surface, and cannot be a.scended with safety at

more than .a certain speed, however great the power
may be, and this limit speed the single in expert hands
is often capable of attaining. On tour the condi-
tions are totally different, and the high geared twin-

cylinder machine will negotiate severe gradients at a

speed quite beyond the powers of the single-cylin<ler

with its 4 to r gear.

A. Mackenzie Cott.
THE AUTUMN QUARTERLY TRIAL.

W. D. South (Scott) at the Drst acute bend on Farlow. Note the narrow road.

BALL OR ROLLER BEARINGS.
FOR some time past many motor car front wheel

bearings have been fitted with the type of

roller bearing which is known as the Timken
inpci roller bearing. They are also being fitted to

i'ack wheel bearings of motor cars. Unless we are

lery much mistaken,, more than one high-grade make
of motor bicycle will l)e provided with these bearings

nexl year. They are not cheap, however, and any firm

lining them must have found an appreciable differ-

cme in running, or they would not add a matter of a

I uuple of pounds to the cost of a macliine merely to

li;i\c an additional "talking point.'

Section and sketch ot the Timken roller bearing.

The appended sketch of the Timken bearing in

section and perspective illustrates the amount of

iiearing surface occupied by the rollers. Most roller

licarings are not adjustable, but the Timken is

adjustaljle in e.xactly the same way as an ordinary ball

Iiearing, namely, by means of a cone. In the case
I if n>otor cycle wheel bearings, this cone is adju.st-

able by means of a screwed thread and locked Avith

a nut. so that there is no possible reascHi why there

should he the slightest side play in the wheel bearing;

in fact, when perfectly adjusted, there would probably

be less than in the usual type of ball bearing.

It is a well-known fact among engineers that a ball

hearing is not suitable for carrying heavy weights,

.ind has been discarded in many instances owing to the

fact that the ball provides a pohit contact only instead

nf a line contact.

Whether the weight of a motor cycle and riiJer is

-nflicient to bring the undoubted advantages of the

loller bearing into prominence in connection with

motor c)cles remains to be seen, but there is no doubt
that on motor cars it lias proved itself s<.iperior to a

ball bearing, particularly in the case of the front

wheels. The front wheels of cycles used with sidecars

are, of course, subjected to a similar strain in the way
of end thrust as a motor car wheel bearing, although

the weight carried is less. If the roller bearing for

the motor cycle is made of a suitable, size and strength

for the weight, we are of the opinion that there is a

future for it where the expense in producing the higher

grade of machine is not studied.

Aiq
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'
{Continued from page 7086.)

The run was very enjoyable. Passing an. old r/ialet on
the right surrounded by .a moat and used as a farm,
we entered Vitteaux—a quaint old town—and had
lunch. Afterwards we struck a very pretty road with
splendid panoramic ^iews through Som'bernon. A
fast run took us through Auxonne, Dijon, and Dole,
just stopping in each to buy cards and get a general
idea. All the countryside was alive with haymakers,
and the_ slow-moving bullock waggons, heavily laden,
are not ideal vehicles to meet and pass. The country
now becomes gloriously pretty as we approach the
Jura Mountains, but the road deteriorates, and gets
very bumpy to Saleris-les-Bains, where we stopped
for the night, as it began to pour with rain. After
an excellent dinner at 1 ''Hotel des Messageries, we
were ente-rtained by a conjurer. 140 miles.

Saturday, July 1st, fortunately broke fine, though

An Italian "sign-post" and waysijs
cross near Venice on the plain of
Lombardy.

the /iflre and roads were very
greasy at first. Salins is a
^^ery pretty town, down in the
valley, dominated by forts

perched hundreds of feet up
on crags on each side. Leav-
ing at 9.40, we were at once
faced by a stiff climb of four
miles over the Juras. The
road surface was tricky and
abounded in deep ruts, which
made a two-speed gear a
sine qua non. Halfway up,
one gets a glorious \ie\v of

A20

Salins, nestling in the valley below. The roads

soon dried up under the hot sun, and ran

through a very pretty forest to Levier, but were

rather uninteresting to Pontarlier. Passing beneath
the gateway inscribed " Liberie, Fraternite, Egalite,"

into the town, I took a snap of the usual

crowd which everywhere surrounded the machines.

From Pontarlier right on to the Italian Lakes
the scenery beggars description, and the roads

are for the most part excellent. Care has to be
exercised in negotiating the " cassis " or drains across

the village streets. Dropping down a long hillside,

with a grand view of valley beneath, we came on the

French Customs at Jougne on the right side, and the

Swiss, ten yards further on, on the left, at Vallorbe.

The French authorities were very bored, and hardly

bothered to look at us, except to examine the ^jer»ws

de circulation. The Swiss doun.ne, filled up the Inter-

national Travelling Pass after much delay. None of

the Customs seemed to understand this book, and
always asked for the little card wdth the photograph
of the rider and description of che machine. One can

get on perfectly with this alone, the other papers

proving quite superfluous. Lunching at Ballaigue, we
began to drop down for miles, over a splendid road
with the most glorious panoramic view it is possible

to get in the world. Eighty miles awav the snow-
capped Alps appear; in the valley, far as the eve can
reach, are villages, and towns studding the green

The p. and M. in the Swiss Alps. Tlie above photograph was (aken.in the Simplon Pass.
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From the Channel to the Adriatic and Mediterranean and Back.

—

carpet : every turn in the road brings fresh snow-clad

peaks into view, while far away could just be seen •

the blue waters of the Lake of Geneva. From 0:fbe

to Lausanne the road becomes very narrow, bumpy,
and dusty, till it -drops right down into Lausanne,
wherein We just paused, and then ran on through nhe
towns and villages on the lake side, vines all the way
above us on the left, the lake below on the right, to

Chillon at the head of the lake. We pit up at the

Chateau de Chillon Hotel, and after dinner explored
Montreux and the lake side. The heat had been
terrific all day, and towards evening heavy banks of

cloud appeared over the lake and mountains, and
then a thunderstorm burst in all its grandeur and fury.

This was a " no trouble " day, through magnificent

scenery. Eighty-six miles.

Improved Roads and Fine Scenery.
Sunday, July 2nd.—Having laid in a .stock of petrol

ovtrnight, we got going at 11.30. Frcjm Chillon, the

road runs for

ventv miles

CONTINENTAL TOURING
ON A

MOTOR CYCLE.

lli-J

bother to light up till I reached the town) in the dark,

o^er the greasy roads, with the lightning playing hide
and seek in the mountains and the. thunder rever-

berating up and down the valley, to the Hotel du
Terminus, Sierre. Here a concert was in full swing,
and the lights and gaiety were welcome after that finish

in the dark. By the way, before leaving England I

met a motor cyclist who had just returned from
, the

Simplon, and he strongly advised us to take the train

from Martigny to Brieg. as there was simply no road.
However, the road turned out to be quiteJ'air, though
greasy and rutty; ::5 to 30 ni.p.h. was possible over
it with the Kempshalls. Fiftv-four miles.

Over the Sitnplon into Italy.

Monday, July 3rd.—Starting at 9, we found the
road in good condition to Brieg. The valley "begins

to narrow, and one passes through the first typically
Italian paved \illage, and across the quaint covered
wooden bridge over the mountain torrent. Arriving
at Brieg at ir, we stopped at the police station for

our permits to cross the Simplon. A jjaper is filled

in, giving full particulars of machine and rider and
specimen signature and exact timer of
departure from the .statico. The fee is

2 francs. A copy of the rules for crossing
the pass, in French or Gennan, js also
lianded one. Not less than four hours
have (0 be taken in -crossing' between Brieg

and Gondo (28 miles), where
the j)ermit is handed in at

Ihe iiolirc station and the
time noteo. Speed no-
where must exceed 7 m.p.h.
riie fines Jor breaking these
Tiiles r.nige from 25 to

Buying • issence" (peiroii irom the usual groceri'
shop in France. The five litre tins can be seen out-
side, together with the petrol funnel, which is hardly
motor cycle size. It will tie noticed that the front
number of the writer's machine has come adrift.

The usual crowd looking at the mjior / /i^
cycle at Ponlarlier, France. ///

m-
^long a perfectly flat valley
about half a mile broad,
bounded on each side by
the Alps rising above the
clouds. The >oad imper-
ceptibly rises all the way,
keeping company with tlie

Rhone aiid the railway, and
passing over the quaint rickety bridges from time to

time: as one goes over, the loose planks rattle ajid

rise up. There is a fine waterfall at Vernayaz, and
the spray reaches one as one passes. The calcium
carbide works are a blot. Here a thunderstorm com-
pelled us to .stop for lunch.

Soon after we stopped on a brVige over the Rhone,
and X. put the si)are Kempshall on his front wheel,
while I replaced the high gear chain which had
several rollers tirokeii. We took about two hours over
this ( ! ), and then met numbers of tipsy carriage
parties, and bands. The wind began to rise', and blew
our .second lot of tea over, just as it was on the boil.
We had stopped again for me to repair a leaking
patch.

_ It was joy mending this tube, with clouds of
mosquitoes buzzing round ! and the rain ! Dusk came
on rapidly, and we had a nightmare run (I did not

500 frames.

However, we
found it was
not so terrible

we had expected A waterfall near Vemayaz in the Rhone Valley,

, .- - , . ' Switzerland.
and if one drives

as a gentleman should do, no trouble will result.

The pass begins immediately from Brieg, rising

steeply, bending to the left, and zigzagging round
to the right. The heat was intense; low gear
used all the time. Most glorious views are ob-
tained on the way up, broad panoramas, and,
far down below, Brieg is visible. Occasional

stretches of unrolled stones, the entire width of the

road, were rather disconcerting. Passing through the

tiny villages of Berisal and Eggen, making a wide
sweep round the Kaltwasser glacier and the Simplon.
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From the Channel to the Adriatic and Mediterranean and Back.—

Kulm comes into sight (the summit = 2.009 metres).

Now come muddy tunnels, and water galleries, with

mountain torrents rushing overhead and wetting _ one

with spray, and at last, i3>'2 miles from Brieg by my
Cowey, is the summit and hotel, with snow alongside

the road. The rarefied atmosphere makes one breathe

rather rapidly, but the carburation seemed quite

unaffecte.d. The glorious view is indescribable.

Entering our names in the visitors' book, sending off

postcards, and then the long, long drop down begins

of twenty-six miles to Domodossola. Bending to the

left, round the Hubachorn, the Hospice comes into

view, with some little St, Bernard puppies playing

about. Here we visited the chapel, took photographs

of each, and continued. Down below on the right is

seen the old Simplon and Hospice, and then the road
slides into the gorge, from which it does not emerge
until Crevola Dossola. On the Swiss side one gets

glorious panoramic views ; on the Italian side the

route lies in a deep gorge all the way, with the moun-
tains rising sheer thousands of feet up. The leather

of my brake band began to burn, and engine compres-
sion was used as a brake; the front brake blocks were
also -^-ery hot. The road now is very loose, big

boulders and stones lying about in all directions,

being carried down by avalanches, and in places the

road is washed away. Fortunately, it was down hill.

Then the police station at Gondo—^we had taken seven

hours, as we had lunched, photographed and enjoyed

the scenery—followed by Swiss and Italian Customs.

The Italians affixed a seal to each machine, and sup-

plied us with a permia de circulatinn in four langauges

(the English is quaint), the fee being 25 centesimi.

Everywhere my machine caused wonderment because

it had no pedals. The favourite rema'rk was :
" It is

like a little motor car." Then down to Domodossola
;

in the plain here we had our first taste of the terrible

Italian dust. It was now 8,30, and w'e decided to go

on to Pallanza, a.? we thought it was only twenty miles

on. However, it turned out to be over thirty, and
a wild ride too. It was creepy under the trees; once

I landed in the middle of a light railway in coming
round a bend on to a new road, but luckily recovered

myself. At last—Lake Maggiore, with its twinkling

lights and islands and the moon over the mountains
and lake, the whole blending into a wonderful picture.

This was a day of glorious views, which I should like

to do over again. Eighty-eight miles to-day.

(To he continued.)

PARIS-RHEIMS MOTOR CYCLE RACE. A FRENCH AWAKENING.

Thers is .aronise of a revival o- interest in motor cycles in France. Recently a road race irom Paris to Rheims was Iiell—a distance of approximately 100 miles.

Our photographs show—(1) The winner Naas (7 h.p. twin Gritton). (2) Second, Blooh (6 h.p. twin Rene Gillet). (3) Gabriel (31 h.p. T.T. Triumph).

(1) Dubois, winner of the passenger class on a 5 h.p. Mntotri-Contal. PracticJllv none of the French machines had silencers.
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Serviceable Tyre Inflators.

Some months ago I complained of the shoddy

character of some tyre pumps. These often have a

yery small barrel, and when a 26in. tyre has to be

"inflated from the flat the job requires a multitude of

strokes; further, the connection is very light and

fragile, and the tube is apt to tear away from its

end sockets in hard use.

Since that date I have received two excellent

pumps—one a Bluemel, which is larger and stronger

than the average ; the other is a direct bid for the

allegiance of the "heavy tourist" type of rider, and

is known as the Vevo. The trade undoubtedly want

a. light, cheap pump. If they are to sell their

machines at moderate figures, they cannot afford to

pay high prices for accessories. Too many makers fit

toy celluloid pumps, and these suit the T.T. stripped

machine, the owner of which probably carries a

sternly economised kit in a military hairbrush case,

strapped to the front forks. One or two' makers fit

the Bluemel foot pump, which is a large, light, and
excellent inflator. But thousands of riders do not

mind a little extra weight and cost, and ihey will

be glad to hear of the Vevo, w'hich is a really

powerful instrument, with a large margin of strength

.and magnificent inflating qualities.

Rear Springing.

How much longer are we to wait for the ideal rear

springing device ? Completely sprung frames seem
to hang fire, weight being the chief drawback, witli

the fear of rattles and lost rigidity in the background.

Various accessory dealers continue to market sprin;^

'saddle mountings, applicable to all makes of machine,

hut they do not provide for the springing of the

mechanism. Existing spring devices other than one

or two well-known tvpes which have been tried and
found efficient rather remind me of the primitive

.spring forks introduced six years ago—they are

generally obvious makeshifts, containing a hint of

future evolution, but themselves plainly doomed to

obscurity. In the meantime we continue to stand
•on our footrests whenever we near a level crossing, and
continue to let air out of our back tyres whenever we
strike a long patch of corrugated road. 1 know
the trade have plenty to do, but this is a point that

needs attention, and one that will well repay the

introducer of a good device.

I rather like a rear springing idea embodied in the

1912 model of the Harley-Davidson machine—a lead-
ing American make. The saddle is carried on a hori-

zontal lever; the forward end of this lever is hinged
to a clip on the top tube of the frame, while its rear
end is fixed to a post in the usual saddle pillar tube,
and insulated on comprcsfsion and tension springs
concealed in th- Hibe.

A Stern Pest of a Generator.
Last week I took a trip on a car, and as the owner

was a little dubious about the reliability of his big

acetylene generator, I slipped my 1911 motor c)-cle

generator into the car boot. Sure enough the car
generator gave out, and we strapped the little cycle
gasometer into position, and used it to supply a brace
of giant head lamps for an hour and a Jialf.

The driver of the car was enthusiastic in his praises
—said he would have imagined he had a pair of new
lamps, for they had never given so excellent a light

before. When we got home I emptied the cycle

generator, and found it was not quite exhausted.
I have never had very satisfactory experiences with
the complete cycle set, w-hich goes to show that the
lamp is not so good «5 the generator.

On the car the gas travelled to the lamps through
about eight feet of tubing with a .steady upward slope,,

and also through a filter. I believe on some cycle
sets the tubing undulates too much, and the le\els

are not observed so strictly as they should bo, while
a small filter clipped to the top lube would proBablv
aid in the maintenance of an even light for long
periods. One of die essentials is to obtain good
carbide, there is a lot of rubbish- on offer.

I do not l)elie\e in carrying the generator as high
.IS most sets do, nor in dipping the tube between lamp
and generator.

NON-STOPS ON FOUR SUCCESSIVE OCCASIONS.

J. and A. J. Stevens, who have made non-stop runs in each ol the four
Quarterly Trials of 1911. rid.ne2S h.p. S-soeei r^ain driven A.J. S. m.tcbines.

A27
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressel to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and addres?.

Stands as Nail Catchers.

[5984.]—The letter of "Neve'- Again" [5923] strikes me
as relating to a very peculiar incident. "Never Again"
adjusted his stand to clear the tyre by half an inch, and

shortly afterwards . . . the bar happened to touch the

tyre.

Now what happened? Did the tyre suddenly swell that

extra half-inch, or did the "somewhere near 20 m.p.h." cause

the bar to be drawn to the tyre by suction?

I should suggest that when "Never Again" adjusted his

stand he- forgot to tighten up the bolts, or that whilst doing

his "somewhere near 20 m.p.h." Tiis tyre picked up a nice

large brick which became wedged between the tyre and

stand.

As the road "Never Again" did his 40ft. slide upon was
tarred, I am in favour of the loose bolt theory.

It may interest "Never Again "to know that I run with

my stand as close to the tyre as is possible without actually

touching. The distance between the two is probably ^in.

Only during the last fortnight my stand has twice given me
the' hint that all was not well "with my back tyre. One
occasion was outside Hanwell Asylum (bad omen), and I

heard a miniature child's rattle behind me. I thereupon

proceeded to extract a small portion of tramline from my
bad; tyre. A nice little splinter about l^in. long. The second

occasion was when quite an ordinary nail tried to get

through mv " Autobi." The above mentioned child's rattle

soon made 'itself heard. HUBERT J. M. HUGHES.

Single-cylinder Machines and Sidecars.

[5985.]—^lay I have a word on the single-cylinder side-

car machine question?
!Many men I know run single-cylinder machines with side-

cars. Nine out of every ten agree that their turn-outs are no
good for serious touring in a hilly district. They are useful

for short xaivj, knocldug (in more senses than one) about
lov.-n

—
" pottermg," as I call it. For touring over give-and-

take roads they all agree that a twin is necessary.

l_lf course, if a single-cylinder man has a two-speed gear
on his machine, so much the better ; it will save him much
trouble in traffic, and many weary "dismounts and runs" on
steep liills. Witii a single-cylinder and sidecar the engine
always seems to be labouring

;
picking up on corners, climb-

ing hills, etc., all tell their tale. To maintain a good aver-

age speed, say 25 m.p.h., the engine runs fairly warm, the
result of a low gear and a generous throttle. Then, when
tile hill comes, these things take their toll. I speak now
of ordinary common or garden amateurs with ordinary
common or garden machines, not those experts who get their

engines tuned up every other month at the works.
Personally. I have driven a single-cylinder single-geared

machine arid sidecar in a liilly district several hundreds of

miles, and thoroughly enjoyed it. It is sport in the real

sense of the word. But there is a certain amount of work
in tlic undertaking, and it would not suit many men,
especially those getting middle-aged. The passenger

(especially if a lady) might object if the hills she has to

walk up become too frequent. This is -when the work starts.

EcH Why.

the whole case away, becarrse the sidecar combination is

obviously rather the machine of the heavy than of the light

brigade, and if I weighed only ten stones instead of eighteen

I do not think I should even trouble a sidecar.

Let all interesting purchasers of sidecars take warning that

if, like ]\Ir. Gibson, you are as expert at keeping in tune
as you are at driving and only wish to carry twenty stones

a hefty single and two (or three) speed gear will do you
all riglit, but if voir are not quite as expert as Mr. Gibson
and want to carry twenty-four stones you must have some-
thing higher-powered or be constantly in trouble in any
(at all) hilly country.
My 7 h.p. twin with two-speed gear takes thirty-two

stones up the Kent hills including Westerham. Titsey, River-
hill, Charing, etc., without either of us having to dismount,
and we have recently returned from a tour in Devon and
Cornwall, and were onlv stopped on one or two hills by belt

slip, but it was just about all the machine could do, and I

am quite sure the hefty single with two or even three-

speeds would not have done it.

In a nutshell—the power must be suited to the work (o

be done it you do not want to be in constant trouble. Bet
all the same I do not recommend every rider who wishes
to carry twenty stones to assume that what Mr. Gibson
can do he can do. Those who are .futflciently expert may
do it—the others will not. J.E.Y.

[5986.]—l!>5garaing the above discussion, I venture to

quote Mr. H ^gh Gibson against himself, as in the postscript

to one of his letters he says, " Wray and myself weighed
just over twenty stones on the record ride." Thei'e he gives

Overheating.

[5987.]—In one of your July issues, under the heading of,.

Questions and Replies " headed "Overheating," you state

as follows

:

"Too weak a mixture is also quite as likely to cause over-

heating as too strong a mixture."
Now I do not want to contradict this statement, but onlj'!

desire- clearer information on the subject.

It appears to me that when theie is exactly sufficient

oxygen present in the mixture entirely to burn all the
petrol gas present, or in other words when there is just

sufficient petrol gas present in the mixture entirely to con-

sume all the oxygen present, not only is the maximum
explosive force generated, but also the maximum amount
of heat is produced.
Beyond this point on either side, the explosive force and

also the amount of heat generated will be naturally reduced.
Should an excess of air be present this will not be con-

sumed during the explosion, but will be ex-pelled through
the exhaust along with the products of combustion in a-

heated state, having absorbed part of the heat generated
during the explosion, thus the temperature of the exhaust
gases will be less than if they had been the result of

complete combustion.
It thus appears to me that the greater the quantity of'

excess air present in the mixture the less will be the force

of the ^explosion, and the lower will be the temperature of

the resultant gases, consequently less heat will be conveyed
to the cylinder and its parts, until eventually a point is,

reached when the mixture will cease to explode at all.

A similar thing would occur whej fu excess of petrol gas

is present, i.e., more than the oxvgen in the mixture could
consume ; this excess would be unconsumed alter the
explosion, and be expelled in n, heSted state along with the

products of combustion, having absorbed a portion of the

heat generated during the explosion, hence the temperature
of the resultant gases would be less than if they had been
produced by complete combustion.
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Both the foTce of the explosion and the heat generated

would diminish as tlie excess of petrol gas increased until

the mixture ceased to explode as before.

If the above reasoring be correct how it is possible that

either too much or too little air can generate more heat

than a maximum explosive mixture giving comp-!ete com-

bustion? B. STACKS FIELD. _

[It is certainly a fact that too- weak a mi.xture causes over-

heating, or—perhaps better expressed—conhing and bad
runiung due to poor explosions. Bad running always
makes the engine hotter than it should be ur.der the

circumstances, hence it causes overheating.

—

Ed.]

Lamps and Winter Riding.

[5988.}—To be overtaken by darkness when witliin a

few miles of one's destination, and to find that one lacks

either calcium carbide, water, or matches is a most annoying
experience. For some months the writer has carried an
accumulator for lighting purposes, but the trouble of finding

a chai'ging station running twenty-four hours each day.

renewal of plates, and acid affected by vibration, has led

to the adoption of a Hellesen dry cell, with more saitsfactory

results.

This spring a Voltalite magneto electric generator was
purchased, but I found 'that the vibration of the front forks

was rather too much, and the tyre rim quite impractical as

a bearing surface for the generator pulley, as the rim was
frequently clogged with mud and dirt.

On the first of last month I purchased another one, and
lengthened the fiexible conducting wires to 4ft., discaided

the lamp springing device, and attached the lamp direct to

the clamping base of the lamp holder.

The geneiator was then attached to the frame bai-k fork

stay, so that the rubber covered generatur'pulley might bear

upon the under side of the belt pulley where the peripheral

speed is less and more suitable than the rim of the wheel,

also it is kept clean by the brake shoe.

One could easily have several electric lamps with a genera-

tor which would occupy no more space than the one acetylene
geneiator and lamp, while the extra weight entailed and
power absorbed are not wortliy of consideration.

The above motor <-ycle travelled 1.300 miles last month,
and the only fault was the breaking of three reflectors (re-

placed free of charge liy the makers) close to the lamp base.

The original metallic filament lamp and rubber faced genera-
tor pulley are still in service.

I still carry a dry cell which is switched on when the
machine is standing, the i-ell being carried on the forward
end of the footboards, protected by the aluminium air scoop
and mud shield on the opposite side from the acetylene
generator.

It took years for the magneto to supplant the accumulator
for ignition pur])o.se.s—now let us have it for lighting
purposes. H. W. TURNER.

The A.C.U. and the Liverpool A.C.C.

[5989.]— I should iikp (o endorse the remarks made by
your correspondent E. W. Kurkopp in reference to the action
of the A.C.U. in refusing to grant a permit to tlie -Liverpool
A.C.C. for the holding of an open reliability trial, and also,
foi its subsequent and appaiently futile efforts to prevent
tlife trial being held.

He refers to a meeting constituted of various club delegates
that should be held in order to discuss the whole question,
and concludes his renrarks with an appeal to the Northerners
to wake un.

This IS a matter that affects us IMidlanders also, and I

think I should be safe in saying that it any organised action
be taken almost all the provincial clubs would support tlie

movcment in a body.
Tb.e treasurer of my club informs me that this year he

will pay over £20 for "affiliation fees to the A.C.IT., and this
is being paid apparently to support the .\.C.U.. when it steps
in and says that certain competitions shall not be held, and
so attempts to frustrate and destroy the sporting element
upon which many of the clubs have built up good reputa-
tions, and for which fully ninety-five per cent, of the
members join their local clubs.

It is time that this sort of tiling was put a stop to. Wo
me towards the end of the competition season now, and
club committees will have more time to talk the matter
o.v.er and form their plans for next year, but'before anr

gathering is held or a meeting of provincial clubs' representa-

tives takes place I wouM urge that full and due consideration

be given and that a free interchange of opinions between club

officials be made.
The next few weeks will, no doubt, show the feeling of

the provincial clubs on •the matter, and I trust will go
a long way towards setting matters ripht after so many
arguments and expressions 'of opinion have taken place.

Till then, I urge that no plans for a meeting take place,

as the time seems hardly ripe.

HOWARD SMITH,
Hon. Secretary, Sutton Coldfield A.C.

[5990.]— I have carefully read the correspondence regard-

ing the attitude of the A.C.U. in banning the Liverpool

A.C.C. two-days' trial, and the Harrogate Club's recent

trouble, and. as one who is keenly interested. I shall be

obliged if you will allow me to pomt out the futility of any
fiutlicr efforts to iuHuence, persuade, or coerce the A.C.U.

In 1907 a determined effort was made -10 reform the then
Auto Cycle Club by a conmiittee of eight Xorthern motor
cyclists, but without any material effect except to alter the
name to the Auto Cycle Union. It was not until Easter,

1909, when the .Scarborough M.C.C. originated the Staxton
hill-climb and asked for entries from other clubs, that any
real good was done. At that hill-climb twelve Northern
clubs competed together, although the A.C.U. proclaimed the

event. All comjietitors being suspended .sine die—84 in num-
ber—brought into the minds of a few the idea of a Northern
League of Defence and not Defiance, so that friendly com-
petitions might be held amongst neighbouruig clubs without
paying exorbitant fees for permits and licences to an outside

body claiming jurisdiction all over the country.

The Northern League was formed, and held hill-

climbs at Staxton at Easter, 1910 and 1911, also a Garrowby
hill-climb and a Harrogate team trial during 1910. The
A.C.U. at the end of 1910 sent four representatives to meet
the Northern League Council at York, no doubt feeling that

something must be done to meet the Northerners, or the
A.C.U. would suffer. Mr. H. W. Fortune, of Harrogate,
outlined a scheme at that meeting, offering to recognise the
A.C.U. as the governing body by paying a lump sum to

it. and the four representatives returned to Piccadilly

to consider the question. I am afraid the subject was difli-

cult to digest, as, to the best of my knowledge, nothing has
since been heard of the matter, but evidently the militant

attitude of the N.L. Council showed the A.C.U. delegates
that something would need to be done, and this year we
liave had some A.C.U. events brought North.
The Northern League has marked time, hoping that now

Ihe A.C.U. was showing itself in the North, the pro-

JUVENIlE enthusiasm FOH the motor CVCLi.
MaslA Eric and Mastsr Billy, sons o< Dr. F. C. WHght, of Moy, Co. Tyrone, who

are quite enthusiastic over their father's 8 h.p. Matchless-Jap and Montgomery
sidecar, on which they have done some extensive touring. ^-
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posals made in 1910 might be considered and a better under-

standing arrived at. Instead of that, what do we find? An
autocratic interference from a no doubt estimable body of

sportsmen, but not motor cyclists as we know them, and an

interference with the liberties of influential clubs like Harro-

gate and Liverpool, which I feel sure will not be permitted.

A couple of weeks ago I called a meeting of the N.L. at

York, and ten clubs sent delegates, some twenty-two motor

cyclists being amongst the number, some of whom had ridden

fifty miles to attend the meeting. The Harrogate Club's

position was gone into, and eventually Mr. H. W, Fortune,

the Han-ogate M.C.G. secretary, consented to take over the

office of secretary of the N.L., vacated by Mr. Straker.

Mr. Hugh Gibson sent a letter to the League, and urged

immediate action, and promised his support in extending the

scope of the Northern League. I therefore suggest a meeting

at some neutral town, say Sheffield or Manchester, at an early

date, when the entire subject can be gone into. If all club

secretaries interested -nnll write to Mr. H VV. Fortune, St.

James's Chambers, Harrogate, saying where and when they

could attend an informal meeting I should be very glad

.

JAMES R. KELLY
(Chairman Northern League of M.C., Secretary

Leeds M.C.C.)

Cold Vulcanisiag.

[5991.]—In reply to "Retread's" enquiry of the 12th inst.,

"What is cold vulcanising?" the process is as follows:

The inside of the new tread and the outside of the cover

are well cleaned and roughened; both prepared surfaces, are

given four coats of a solution inade by dissolving pure rubber
in benzine, and each coat is allowed to dry before the next
is applied. Then a solution is made of twenty-five parts

bisulphide of carbon and one part sulphuric chloride. This
is applied with a camel hair brush to both . solutioned sur

fa«es, and the tread is quickly placed over. the cover and
pressed down. A chemical action takes place, and the

tread and cover form one homogeneous mass which cannot
be separated by heat. VULCAN.

Formulae £or Hill-climbs.

[5992.]—With reference to my letter which appeared in

Tlie Motor Cycle of October 5th regarding hill-climbing

formulae', I regret that I should have made the misstatement
which you pointed out, but at the same time I beg leave to

point out Mr. W. Woodward's letter, which draws attention

to a similar slip in your article on page 977 of The Motor
Cycle of September 21st.

[Mr. Colin Macmillan's statement referred to as incorrect is

as follows: "Wind Resistance.—The power required to

perform this function is proportional to the square of the

speed, or, in other Avords. the force necessary to overcome
wind resistance -is proportional to the speed." The state-

ment in our article is: "The air resistance varies as the

square of the velocity." This is not a "similar slip"—in

fact, it is not a slip at all, but perfectly correct, as Mr.
Macmillan will see if he reads Mr. Woodward's letter and
our comments on it a little more carefully.=—Ed.]

Turning now to the example I gave, you state that a 4 h.p.

engine could propel the said machine up a mile of 1 in 12 at

a speed of nearly 50 m.p.h., and at this speed the wind resist-

ance absorbs 5 h.p. If this is so, then the engine would
require to develop something like 9 or 10 h.p.. for the weight
lifting would then take 3.9 h.p. and windage 5 h.p., and if

we allow ^ h.p. for belt and tyre friction we would get a

total of 9.4 h.p. This is a power which I hardly think the
average 4 h.p. engine is capable of giving out, even under
hill-climbing conditions. Suppose the engine even gave out
7 h.p.. then this leaves only 2.6 h.p. for wind resistance,

which is little more than one-third of the total power given
out by the engine. The steeper the gradient and the slower

the machine runs, ihe smaller does the proportion of power
absorbed by wind resistance become and the greater the
power absorbed by weight lifting. With a gradient of 1 in 8

and speed 40 m.p.h. the proportions would be as follows

;

Weight lifting 4| h.p., tyre and belt friction | h.p. = 5-^- h.p.,

and if the total power be 7 h.p., then we have l-,^ h.p. for

wind resistance, i.e., about one-quarter of the total power.
I think your estimate of the area presented to the wind

is too liberal. Probably 3 sq. ft. would be nearer to the

A.4.3

effective area presented to the wind by a motor cyclist in a

hill-climbing competition with his body flat .along the tank,

when one considers that such things as frame tubes, tyres,

rider's shoulders, head, and legs aU present rounded surfaces

to the wind which have much less resisting effect than flat

surfaces. .

As regards the h.p. formula, I think most people admit
that rating engines by capacity (or N D'S) unduly favours

the short stroke engine, and that the N D- method favours the

long stroke engine. In this connection I would refer you
to the article which appears in The Autocar of October '7th,

page 629, "How Stroke affects Horse-power," which con-

firms my contentions. COLIN H. MACMILLAN.
[R.especting horse-power, it should be noted that, taking
Mr. Macmillan's estimate of 3 sq. ft. effective area (the

shape of front surfaces makes but little difference), the
horse-power required to overcome air resistance in Mr.
Stanhope Spencer's ride at Brooklands when he covered a
lap at upwards of 65 m.p.h. would be 7 h.p. The air

resistance formula is .003 Av" (v = m.p.h.) ; to get the h.p.

this must be multiplied by the velocity in feet per second
and divided by 550. The resistance of the tyres on the
track would consume 1.2 h.p., and probably 20% of the
b.h.p. would be lost in transmission. This gives the b.h.p.

as 10.25. We do not agree with Mr. Macmillan's last

paragraph. We gave an instance to prove that our formula

did not favour the short stroke / n c , the R.A.C, formula,

certainly favours the long). In his article on " How Stroke
affects Horse-power." Mr. Napier deprecates the use of a

stroke-bore ratio being introduced into a h.p. formula.

He is alluding to Mr. Poppe's forinula —TeT' : ^^^ ™^ ^^^^

to see how this confirms Mr. Macmillan's contentions.

Also, the formula is not, as we have already pointed out,

a h.p. formula.

—

Ed.]

Up Edge Hill on a Single Speed Sidecar.

[5993.]—Regarding the article in your last issue on a

single geared machine and sidecar climbing Edge Hill, it

is very entertaining to read that whilst the engine was
cooling down the gear was reduced to 5^ to 1.

It first gives one the impression that, owing to the
machine being single geared, it was necessary to cool the'

engine down, and secondly, it shows that a variable gear is

really necessary, as the low gear had to be put in before
trying to climb the hill.

And what a very laborious method of putting in the low
gear. Fancy, in these days of variable gears, adjustable

from the saddle, a rider having to alter his pulley by hand
and shorten Ms belt in order to climb a liill, and then to have
to reverse the operation before starting for home. I think
that few sidecar passengers would stand being held up for

such archaic methods. ]3ut that by the way. My point is

(and the variable gear man will have grasped it in a flash)

that, though the article is supposed to be on a single geared
machine, it was to all intents and purposes a "two-speeder."

ZENITH MOTORS. LTD.
W. G. EowEB, Managing Director.

Wear of Big End Bearings.

[5994.]—I have long been an admirer of your contributor
" Ixion " by reason of his perfect grasp of the obvious, but
I think when he dismisses the subject of the rapid wearing
out of the big end bearings of modern engines with the

platitude that "it's the pace that kills." he entirely fails

to grasp the seriousness of the situation.

I have a 3i h.p. single of well-known make which has
now done 4,400 odd miles, and the third big end bush is now
audibly worn. Surely if makers turn out machines capable

of 60 m.p.h. they should stand up when driven at about
45 m.p.h., which is about my maximum speed under touring
conditions?
The makers of my machine (to whom I have addressed

several pained remonstrances) take the matter quite coolly,

and evidently do not see that I have any grievance. I

believe this particular make is rather exceptional in this

respect, but it is a fact that the average T.T. single only

does 4,000 to 5,000 miles on one big end bearing. I
respectfuly submit that this is not as it should be.

JOHN KENNEDY, JUN.
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Hill-climbing.

[5955.]—If any of your readers be in search of a new hill

to climb, I \vish to suggest a trial of the road which runs

from Pont Elan, which is at tlie upper end of the top reser-

voir at Rhayader, to the old Aberystwyth coach road. From
Rhayader a preliminary test, to weed out those wlio have no

chance, can be made along the old Aberystwyth coach road,

which leads to the top of the test hill. A. C. V. GIBSON.

Single-cylinder Records.
[5996.]—By my innocent query in your issue of the 12th

inst. I seem to have unwittingly trodden on the Indian toes,

lor which I am, of course, abjectly contrite ;' but, referring

to the Hendee Co.'s reply to, or rather comments on, my
query, I fail to see why, because for three weeks in the early

part of the summer I was connected with the cleiical stati'

of the firm, I should ipso faelo find myself conversant witli

all subsequent achievements and aspirations of the single-

cylinder under discussion. ARTHUR il. C. SCOTT.

Carbon Deposits Analysed.
[5997.]—There is apparently a difference of opinion

among experts as to whether the so-called "carbon" deposit

produced in cylinderi and on piston heads is partly or entirely

due to road dust drawn into the compression chamber via

the extra air orifices.

Having occasion some days ago to remove some of this

deposit from the cylinder and piston of my machine (3^ h.p.

Triumph), I took the opportunity of making an analysis

of the sample I obtained, and append results herewith:

100 parts deposit contained carbon, 58.9 parts; partly car-

bonised oil, 16.5 parts ; silica, 6.07 parts ; iron, 9.4 parts

;

calcium (lime), trace.

Since the previous deposit had been removed, I had ridden

1,200 miles on very dusty roads, giving half a punipful

of Vacuum B every four miles.

From the relatively small proportion of silica and lime

compounds, I conclude that road dust is not so largely

responsible for the carbon deposit as is generallv stated to

be the case. D. R. EDWARDES-KER.
[This letter opens up a rather interesting question. Our
correspondent writes from Kent, and it is possible the

excellent tarred roads of this county are responsible for

the absence of dust in the above analysis.

—

Ed.]

The Trade and the T.T.

[5998.]—^Although I am not a member of that august
body, the A. CD., I still am in a position to be aware that

.he Union has done an immense amount of good towards
the improvement of the motor cycle, and, thei'efcre. I view
with alarm the stand which you state is being taken by
some members of the ^Manufacturers' Union.

I write in this strain, because I, with nnmerous other
persons who actually do ride motor cycles on the road, have
yet to find one particular maker who can get up on his

feet and truthfully say, " I have here a machine that will

average its thirty miles per hour without failing on some
insignificant hill through being over-drivsn ; its valves will

keep in excellent condition, neither break nor stretch even
if driven for a considerable number of miles at over thirty

miles per hour ; the cylinder will not require cleaning for

at least 3,000 miles; piston rings, gudgeon pin. crank pin,

and bashes are guaranteed for 12,000 miles wear; the
frame is guaranteed to last for years without breaking ; all

nuts, bolts, etc., are a perfect fit: and the hubs of the
wheels are both waterproof and strong enough for Scottish
moorland roads."
Now sir, up to the present the T.T. races (and to a lesser

extent the Six Days') are the only events which can really

test in a satisfactory manner all the points I mention, and
to consider the advisability of running the event on Bjook-
lands is in my mind pure folly, ai;d the reason (irrespective

of what I have ..Iready written) is, that the results of all

races that have beer, held on Brooklands are only read by
the public 111 an ordinary mann?r, and very few could tell

you a week after the result, what happened to this or that
make of machine, but what a difference in the T.T. races.
Particulars of machijies are carefully noted, arguments are
raised as to whether certain parts will s'and the strain,
the results of practising are studied, and for the race itself,

numerous parties of cyclists visit the Isle of Man, and for
weeks, months, and even years you will find men who will

bring forward incidents that have happened in race£ of the
past, to prove that this or that machine is better than
another, that such a machine was troubled with valves,

tint so-and-so's back wheel ga.ve way, Jones's pulley broke,
Tliompson's engine seized. Brown's frame p'as out of

alignment, and such like statements. Take the last races,

the first in which variable gears were really tested, and ask
yourself if you are satisfied that these gears have reached
their zenith, and I think you will agree with me that even
if the race was held only to give the gears a chance it

would be worth it; but there are heaps of machines, practi-

cally unknown, which are only waiting to get a show, and
should the perfect makes withdraw they will find that in a

year or so the present unknown and despised ones are a

power to be taken into serious consideration.

Therefore let not the manufacturers to too hasty, for. the

public is very fickle and prepared to purchase the goods
that are best advertised, and there are more ways than one
of advertising in these days of stress. H. W. FORTUNE.

Touring in the West.
[5999.]—I have been much interested in the article, "In

Wales and the West." Having myself done most of the
ground twice recently, a few comments thereon may be of

interest.

It is a fine road from Plinlimmon to Aberystwyth, but if

your contributois did it at 45 m.p.h. they risked their lives

on the cornel s, and they are many. I agree with their

remarks about Dinas Hill. Fishguard ; it is called the worst
hill in Wales. I felt quite pleased with myself when I got

up on my Triumph without a stop at the first attempt, with-

out lowering the gear. It was not safe to go down at over
eight miles per hour, especially with only one brake, as

doubtless the spilled man will agree. Part of it is said to

be one in four. I should he interested to know how this hill

compares with Porlock and Couutisbury, which I have not
ridden. [Diuas is short in comparison.—Ed.] They do not
do St. David's justice, having apparently missed its fine old

Cathedral, all down in a hollow sheltered from the Atlantic

gales. They had bad luck with their tyres, which bears out
the contention that motor cycle tyies are not strong enough.
I had a stone go right through a new cover and puncture
the tube both sides the other day, wliich should not be. I

always carry a spare butt-ended tube, and if you get a

puncture on a dark night you bless yourself that you have
it. I certainly agree that a good two-speed is a desideratum,
as, while I can generally rush almost any hill on my Triumph,
it would be much nicer to be able to go up slowly and safely.

There is really nothing more enjoyable than touring the

country in thi-s way. TOURIST.

Belts and Bad Weather.
[6000.]—With reference to a letter appearing in your

last issue from a correspondent signed " C.F.," we piesume
that he has not yet heard of the Service belt or he would not

make the statement that " an unprotected belt has yet to be
invented which will stand a day of rain and filthy roads on
a 6 h.p. passenger machine without sHpping." We make
your correspondent a sporting offer, that if he has a 5 h.p.

Zenith we will supply him with one of these belts, and if

it slips under the conditions he mentions we should not

make anv charge for it : the belt, of course, to be kept
properly adjusted. THE SERVICE CO. (LONDON), LTD.

REVERSING THE ORDER OF THINGS.

A front-driving and fronl-sleering Iricar. Tti:s somewhat strange lockinf ihree-

wheeler is electrically driven, of German origin, and called the * Gefaa,"

The weight is 13 cwts. and it travels ai twelve miles an hour.
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Herts. County A.C. Open Speed Trials.

W. F. Newsome (3J h.p. Triumph), who was the winner in Classes HI. and V.,

Division C, maliing fastest time or the day.

BY kind permission of Sir Julius Wernher, the energetic
motor cycle section of the Hertfordshire Club held a

most successful series of speed trials in Luton Hoo
Park on Saturday last. A heavy rainstorm detracted

from the complete success of the meeting, and caused much
belt slipping. Luton Hoo is close to Harpenderi, and
the way to the park gates was admirably shown by means
of arrows. The course started at the park gates, on the
Wheathampstead-Luton road, oir a down grade, and as soon
as the men had passed the banner there ensued a long easy
rise, culminating in a fairly stiff curve and a pitch of about
1 in 16. The surface was well-nigh perfect, and was hardly
marked by the machines, though during the early part of the
event it was very wet.

'I'he park is a particularly pretty one, and tlie course viewed
from the curve, whence nearly its whole extent (1,125 yards)

could be seen, formed one of the most beautiful rural scenes
which could be imagined, owing chiefly to the lovely autumn
tints. Mr. E. B. Dickson (the .fudge) and Mr. W. Cooper -

superintended the start, Mr. D. K. Hall took the times near
the gate and Mr. F. T. Bidlake at the finish. Mr. C. C.

Cooke, the hon. secretary, had his time fully occupied, as

when he was not organising he was riding his Triumph in

the various classes.

The event began punctually at 2 p.m., and the first three

classes were quickly disposed of. During Closses V. and VL
in Division A the rain came down in torrents, and a strong

south-westerly wind was blowing. The rain played havoc
with the belts, and several suffered heavily in this respect.

Some riders were even brought to a standstill. In this and
the previous class and throughout the competition Hal Hill's

magnificent riding excited favourable commeirts on all sides.

He, rode his machine, a 5 h.p. Bat, as if he were part of it,

and never, as many others did, switched off at the corner.

In Class VI.. for passenger machines, F. W. Barnes (8 h.p.

Zenith and sidecar) was brought to a standstill owing to a

slipping belt, but G. F. Hunter's performance on a similar

machine was quite remarkable. Though at this stage th"
coarse was very wet, it was fortunately not slippery even
at the corner. By the time Class HI. (Division B) wrs run off.

the sun came out and the rest of the afternoon ivas fine.

In Class IV., for any machine, H. G<iodwin (7-8 h.p. Blum-
field) left the course at the corner and finished his run on
the grass, thereby causing no little amusement. Newsome
appeared on his Triumph in Class III. (Division C) and gave
a splendid exliibition of riding, and later orr, in Class V., made
the fastest time of the day (4(D|s.). In this class W. H.
Bashall rode Collier's 8 h.p. chain-driven Matchless-Jap, but

as it had no rear Brake fitted he was disqualified.

The whole event was over by a quarter-past four, and
everybody retired to_ the refreshment tent for tea. The
event had been a great success, and was promptly run oft'

and well Uianaged, bat, not content with letting things
remain as they were, one of the officials ran ofi' an extra
event, which lasted till dusk. Anyone who liked paid a
shilling entrance fee and was allowed to ride. Many of the
men had no numbers, so that the few onlookers who remained
had little idea of what was going on. The timekeepers had
to work out the results by the light of a pair of motor car
head lights, and were unable to finish announcing them before
6.45 in pitch darkness. Two ladv riders took part in the
competition, Mrs. O'Donovan (3^ "h.p. Singer) in Class III.

(Division A) and Miss Hammett {2^ h.p. Douglas) in the extra
event.

Division A.
Cl.\ss 1.—Any tyjie of standard touring machine. Single-

cylinders up to 300 c.c. Award : 1st, silver n.edal.

m. s.

1. J. Dudlev (2{ Hobart)
2. P. Weatherilt (2^ Zenith) ..

3. F. W. Barnes \2j. Zenith) ...

Five ran.

Cla.'^.s II.—Twin-cylinders up to 343 c.c. Awe
medal.

C. M. Down (21 Enfield)

Walk over.

Cl.lss III. ^-Single-cylinders up to 560 c.c.

silver cup; 2nd, silver medal.

1. R. HoUowav (3-^ l>reniier)

- 2. E. W. Cheshire (3^ Triunph)
3. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision)

CL.iiS IV.—Twin-cylinders up to 750 c.c. Award
medal.

1. S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)
2. Hal Hill (5 Bat)
3. G. S. Carter (5 Matchless) ..

Three ran.

Cuss V.—Any machine. Awards:
silver medal.

"

511
52|
53

d: 1st, bronze

m. s.

1 4|

Awards ; 1st,

m. s.

43-1

44|
45J

d: 1st, bronze

m. s.

43
431
48 -

1. Hal Hill (5 Bat)
2. E. M. Cheshire (3i- Triumph)
3. C. C. Cooke (3^ Trfumph) ...

Eleven ran.

C1..4.SS VI.—Any passenger machine,
medal.

1st, silver cup: 2nd,

m. s.

461
47|

49f

Award : 1st, silver

1 G. F. Hunter (8 Zenith and sidecar)

2. B. T. Rice Pyle (7-8 Bat and sidecar)

3. B. Allen Hill (3^- Rudge and sidecar)

m. s.

501
1 5|
1 Hi

Lister Cooper (3J h.p. Triumph) who gained first plaee in Class / 1 in the
Amateur Division.
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C'i,AS.s IV.—Anv niach irie. Award : 1st, silver cup.

1. Hal Hill (5 Bat)
2. G. S. Carter (5 Matchless) ...

3. C. U. Cooke (3i Triumph) ...

Division C.

m. s.

43§
44i

461

t.'i,.\.is I.—Any type of racing machine. Single-cylinder light
weights lip to 300 c.c. Award : 1st, silver medal.

1. J. Dudley (2i Hobart)
2. F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) ...

0. P. Weatherilt (2? Zenith) ...

Cuss III.—Single-cylinders up to 660 i

silver cup ; 2nd, silver- medal.

1. \V. F. Newsome (3^- Triumph)
2. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision)
3. H. Lister Cooper (3^- Triumph) .

Cr,.\ss IV.—Twin-cylinders up to 750 c.

silver mt'dal.

1. Hal Hill (5 Bat)
2. G. S. Carter (5 Matchless) ...

l'i,\.ss V.—Any machine
silver medal

... bV,

... 51|

... 53|

Awards : 1st

ni. s.

... 41|

... 45|
... 46

Award : 1st.

m. s.

41f
441

Awaids: 1st. silver cup; second

J. Dudley going well on his 2i h.p. Hotart

Division B.
Cl.^ss I.—For amateurs. Open to any type of standard

touring machine. Twin-cylinder up to 343 c.c. Award :

1st, bronze medal.

C. M. Down [2% Enfield)

Class II.—Single-cylinder up to 560
silver cup; 2nd, silver medal; 3rd,

1. H. Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph)
2. C. A. -Colliver (3^ Zenitn)
3. S. Russell Cooke (3i Rud.^e)

Class III.—Twin-cylindeis up to 750
silver medal.

1. G. S. Carter (5 Matchless)
2. R. L. Printz (4 Bat)
3. J. P. Le Grand (4^ Rex) ...

m. s.

1 8|

c.c. Awards : 1st,

bronze medal.
m. s.

47^

511
54

c.c. Award : 1st,

ui. s.

44|
45|
531

1. W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
2. Hal Hill (5 Bat)

3. C. .\l. Simpson (7 Indian) ...

Extra Division.

Twin-cvlindeis.

T. Tessier (5 Bat)
M. Simpson (7 Indian) ...

W. Barnes (8 Zenith) ...

Single-cylinders.

, H. Elce (3i Hudge) ...

Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph)
Cocker (3i Singer)

Lightweights.
Dudlev (2i Hobart)
Weatherilt (2^ Zenith) ...

D. Slaltcr (2i .\lrvon) ...

1. R.

2. C.

3. F.

1. W
2. H
3. J.

1. J.

2. P.

3. N.

m. s.

40J
41|
441

m. s.

411
431

44i

43|
45^

45|

511
52L

58^

W. H. Bashall at full speeC on an S h.p. chain-driven Matchless just after passing the bend. As will be seen, a number of spectators assembled
at this point to witness the corner work.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 26th 5.45 p.m.

,, 28th 5.39 „
,, 30th 5.35 .,

Nov. 1st 5.31 ,,

Glen Helen Partially Destroyed by Fire.

Glen Helen, the most famous of the
Manx glens so well known to motor cycle
visitors to the Isle of Man as the head-
quarters of various well known firms dur-
ing the T.T. races, 'has recently been par-
tially destroyed by fire. Fortunately, the
Douglas fire brigade saved the glen from
being totally consumed.

The Motor Cycle in Italy.

A 100 kilometres road race was held in

the neighbourhood of Turin on October
15th. The course was Orbassano,
Bruino, to Piossasco. The contest was
divided into classes—engines over 500
CO., under 500 c.c, 334 c.c, 300 c.c,
and 250 c.c. The fastest time was accom-
plished by Bellorini, Ih. 20m. 15^3.

A.C.U. Autumn Quarterly Trial.

Jlr. Harold Pickering, the chief
marshal of the above event, asks us to

offer his personal thanks to all who
assisted on the 14th inst.. and especially
to Mr. V. Brian Hall, of the Vacuum
Oil Co., who lent his Belsize car for
the use of officials.

No Speed Limit.

In passing sentence on a motor cyclist

who was charged with driving to the
public danger at Gainsborough, the chair-
man (Mr. W. Embleton Fox) said that in

Lincolnshire motorists were not prose-
cuted for exceeding the legal limit, for
limits were simply artificial restrictions.

But that when cases of furious driving
were brought before them they must be
taken seriously. A fine of £3 Was im-
posed. This is a commonsense view
which we wish was held in other counties,
and one which will do much more to put
a stop to dangerous driving than traps
in open and safe places.

Accident to a Well-known Rider.

A few days ago 0. C. Godfrey was driv-
ing a 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar to

business when a taxicab came out of a

side turning and collided with him.
Godfrey pulled up immediately, but the
cab struck him full, breaking his arm
and causing severe internal injuries. The
gallant rider was conveyed to the Hamp-
stead Hospital, where he is now lying.
Godfrey was shortly to have attempted
to lower the hour record, but, of course,
all idea of this has had to be given up.
Mr. W. H. Wells informed us he will
allow no one else to make the attempt.
We wish the unfortunate victim a speedy
!«eovery.

Police Trap.

A trap is being worked in the ten-
mile speed limit of Stony Stratford. A
plaia clothes policeman stands in a

private garden or leans over the gate,

whilst the other constable stands some
way up the street with a walking stick
in his hand.

Strange Motor Cycle Fatality.

Mr. S. Withers, of Catford, aged 62,

was pushing a disabled tricar through
Lewisham one day last week, when lie

suddenly collapsed. A doctor, found life

extinct. It appears that he had bought
the machine second-hand for £17 the
same day, and was seen pushing it up a
hill between New Cross and Lewisham.
A newly taken out licence was found on
the body. From enquiries, the machine
is a heavy and old type with two bucket
seats, and for an elderly man to push
such a machine for any distance must
prove a severe strain.

A Singular Sight.

Mr. C. H. Hitchen tells us that he saw
a very singular sight in the Dales, just

above Kirkby Stephen, the other day. The
peculiar object approached him at a rapid
speed, and proved to be a youthful motor
cyclist on a I'ghtweight ^^ith a large

collie dog standing on the carrier of the

machine. Its hind feet were on the

carrier and its ft^re feet resting on the

motor cyclist's shoulders. In this manner
the pair were proceeding at a speed of

18 to 20 miles an hour.

Many dog owners who are also auto-

carists know that their pets are extremely
fond of a ride in a car, but we have
usually heard of motor cyclists carrying
their pets in some form of basket carrier.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

HERTS COUNTY A.C. SPEED TRIALS.

An excellent single-cylinder perfor.xiaace.

1912 MODELS. SOME NEW DESIGNS.

Exhausts on Motor Cycles.

No motor cycle will be admitted to

Brooklands unless it is fitted with an
efficient silencer, which must not be pro-

vided with a cut-out. No form of open
exhaust whatever will be admitted. Such
is the reading of an order issued this week
by Major F. Lindsay Lloyd.

Readers' Experiences.

A sure sign of the advent of the

season for ordering new mounts is the
sudden jump in readers' requests for

others' experiences of certain makes of

motor cycles. There were over a dozen
such requests imder " Experiences Wan-
ted " in our last issue, and eleven this

week. Any replies received are forwarded
direct to the querist.

The Motor Cycle in Ceylon.

Judging by a cutting from the Ceylon

Timies which has been sent us. there

exists at the present time something

like a motor cycle famine in that

island. Many more motor cycles could

have be€n sold if they were obtain-

able. One Colombo firm alone, Messrs.

Brown and Co., have sold seventy-three

motor cycles this year, and the Ceylon
M.C.C. has just been formed, the

membership already reaching over sixty.

All the motor cycles which have been
imported have been bought up like "hot
cakes," and there is keen bidding to

obtain motor cycles from England.

The start of the competition held by the Harrogate and District M.C.C. on the 15th inst. The
event included a hill-climb, speed judging (on formula), and a slow downhill run.
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A Breakdown Competition.

To-moiiuw, Friday, 27tli inst., the Ox-
ford .M.C.C. will conduct a Breakdown
Competition at the Creamery Cafe, Cornr
market Street, Oxford, commencing at

7.30 p.m. This will be followed by an
impromptu musical social fiom about 9

to 11 p.m. Friends of me.r.Lcrs or others
interested hi motoring are vvelcome to the
social.

'

Next Saturday's Inter-club Reliability Trial.

The secretary of the Birmingham
M.C.C. informs us tha^ the inter-club

reliability trial referred to in " Club
News" between the Birmingham and

' Sutton Coldfield Clubs, has secured a
large nunibsr of entries from well-known
riders. The start will be from- College
Road, just off the Stratford-on-Avon
main road at 2.20 p.m. Twenty-four
members of the Sutton Club have entered,

A Resord Hill-climbing Expedition

L»st week-end Porlock Hill. Somerset-
shire, and Lynton Hill, Lyiimuuth, Uevon-
sliire, were climbed for the Hrst time by
a motor cycle and sidecar. Frank Smith,
who has competed so succes,«fully in all

the leading competitions tliis year, per-

formed this mcat dilHcult feat on liis 5-6

h.p. Clyiio, altliough the roads were
inches deep in mud. He was accom|janied
in the sidecar by tJeoffrey Smith {Tlie

-Motor Cj/ile). and an illu.^trated account
of the tour, which also included Farlow
Bank. Cheddar Uurge, and Countifbuiy
Hills, will appear in our next issui-.

Triumph Co.'s Dividend and Bonus.

The Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd.. Coventry,
Itave had another excellent year's trading,

and show a profit upon the financial rear
of £73,466 5s. 7d. After adding ' the
balaiice brought forward trom last year's

account and providirg for repaiis. de[)ie-

-ciatiou, directors' fees. etc.. there remains
a balance of £55,652 10s. The directors

recommend a dividend of 15% and a

bonus of Is. per share on tlie ordii aiy
shares, and to carry forward £8,365
14s. 2d. to next year's account. The
shareholders in tlris company nmst con-'
gratulate themselve;? on the foresight of

the management in adhering to the motor
cycle business through thick and thin.

It has brought its rewai'd in the shape
of substantial profits. Last year's divi-

dend on tlie ordinary shares was 12^',';'.

The Trade and the Trials.

At the last meeting of the .\lanulai;

turers' Union the committee decided to
suggest at the next conference between
their committee and the Competitions
Committee of the Auto Cycle LTnion. that
manufacturers would be willing next
year to support four open events—Spring
Quarterly Trial, Autumn Quarterly "Trial,

Six Days' Trials, and a long-distance
race at Brooklands to be held under tour
ing conditions. When the two com
mittees meet the regulations for the
above events will be discussed, and it is

probable that there will be some altera-

tions to tlie existing rules for both the
Quarterly Trials and the Si.x Days, as
the manufacturers have their own views
regarding the way in which these events
should be run. Doubtless the opinions of

both sides will be of value in formulating
rules for the above and similar competi-
tions which should be for the ultimate
benefit of the pastime in general.

sCOfCILl

The Last of the Clubhouse Scheme.
At a meeting which was held at the

Service Co.'s offices (ilr. C4. \V. ilann
in the chair), the deposits paid by the
provisional committee formed to run the
Motor Cyclists' Clubhouse were re-

funded. Outside subscribers were re-

paid in fidl, each member of the com-
niittee receiving £1 12s. 9d. for his £2
deposit. Cheques ha\e been posted to all

eoncevned and dulv acknowledged.

N'ov. 2025.— Motor Cycle and Cycle

E.\hibition at Olympia.

Dec. 9.—M.C.C. Annual Dinner at the

Cafe Monico.

1 ec. 27—Dublin and District M.C.C,
Open Reliability Trial to

Waterford and back.

.-1 spccta{ hdinling wilt be loutul tn th^

misceUaneous advertisement columns for

announcanenls at forthcoming club com-

petitions

Show Tickets.

.\lr. Alfred Bednell, secretary of the
Manufacturers' Union, informs" us that
iioii. secretaries of motor cycle clubs may
obtain admission tickets to Olympia at

half-price for members on application to

him at Masonic Chambers, f-ittli- Park
Street. Coventry.

C. and M.T. Benevolent Fund Dinner.

The sixth uinual dinner of the above
praiseworthy institution was held at the
Connaught Rooms. Great Queen Street.

\V-,C.. on Thursday evening last. The
chairman was Mr. A. Brampton. .I.P.

It is interesting to note that -Mr. A. .J.

Wilson, the hon, sec, and treasurer of

the fund is one of the pioneer motor
cyclists in this country. Though many
opportunities for so doing occurred during
the evening, only one speaker, Mr. Ernest
Brown (Brown Bros.), made any refer-

ence to the motor cycle industry. .At

the conclusion of the function .Mr

Brampton announced that the ilanufac-

turers' Union had contributed £200
towards the fund. Several well-known
motor cycle traders were present.
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The M.C.C. Winter Run.
This event will be held on December

- 26th and 27th as last year. The speed
schedule will be 15 m.p.h., and speeds in
excess of 20 m.p.h. will lead to dis-
qualification.

Three Speeds on Farlow Bank.
We are informed by the Sturmey

Archer Three-speed Gear Co. that one
day last week one of their testers, who
is giving the three-speed motor cycle hub
gear a thorough testing, was successful
in ascending B'arlow Bank on a 2 h.p.
lightweight Humber with this gear fitted.

The low gear took him up comfortably
with slight pedal assistance in spite of
the fact that the roads were wet.

Notes on the Herts. Speed Trials.

In " W. Cooper's Shilling Sweep" W.
H. Elce won the single class, riding his
new T.T. Rudge for the first time, having
spoilt his late T.T. at the Portinarnock
speed trials owing to sand getting in the
engine.

'i'he A.C.U. was severely criticised

owing to W. H. Bashall being disqualified

for only having one brake fitted. This
was in Division C, for any type of racing
machine.

^

R. Holloway. again demonstrated to

the crowd at Luton Hoo what his Premier
is capable of by winning the single class,

Divisi:/n A, up to 500 c.c.

The brothers Bashall accounted for

seventeen entries between them, but H.B.
only rode in two events. The others had
not got their machines ready.

J. Dudley's little Hobart came in for

a great deal of comment ; it certainly

showed an excellent turn of speed.

Will the Triumph Co. standardise the
extra air pipe fitted to W. F. Newsome's
T.T., on which he made fa.'te.st time of

the day at Luton Hoo Park?
Indian Wells was congratulating him-

self over chain drive whilst some of the
classes were being run off in the w'et.

.\ great deal of amusement was caused

by one competitor being unable to start

his engine, although he made several

attempts, and at last gave up in disgust,

when some '* wag " in the crowd shiuited,
" Whv don't von go back to marbles? "

"VF. Pratt i3i P. and M.) made his first

ride at this meeting in a speed event,

but he informed our representative that

his machine was too higldy geared

The new 24 iLp. single-geared lightweight Premier
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The New Enfield Sidecar Model.
The Enfield Cycle Co. are manufactiir-

ing a new model for sidecar work tor

1912. It is fitted with the 6 h.p. side by
side valve J. A. P. engine, with a liore and
stroke of 85 by 76 mm. An Amac
five-jet carburetter is used, and the igni-

tion is by Bosch h.t. magneto placed in

front of the engine.

Method of adjustment ol the rear brake.

The weli-knu^vn Enfield two-speed gear,
which has been strengtliened to suit the
extra power, is employed, and controlled
by two pedals situated on the left hand
side of the two long aluminium foot-

boards. It is possible tliat a lever control

will be substituted for the pedals, and
will be attached to the tank.

The frame is sfjecially manufactured for

sidecar work, and has neat lugs brazed
solid with it which permit of the sidecar

being attached on either side of the motor
cycle. A 650 mm. by 65 mm. voiturette

tyre is fitted to the driving wheel, the
front and sidecar wheels being shod with
26in. by 2iin. tyres. The engine is lubri-

cated by a sight drip feed, actuated by

.^
The new 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar described on this page.

the crank case vacuum, but a hand pump
is fitted for emergencies.
Our suggestion for an enlarged silencer

for sidecars has been studied, as provision
is made for a second silencer below the side-

car. The brakes are more powerful than
on most solo mounts, and the tank has a
capacity of two gallons of petrol and three

pints of lubricating oil. We had a short

run on this new model, and found it

Hexible, easy of control, and possessed of

plenty of power, while we were particu-

larly struck by the ease of steering.

The Enfield Cycle Co. are prepared to

manufacture their gears, suitable for belt

or chain drive, for the trade.

->-»••-<-

New Calcott Model.
We illustrate herewith tiie new

Calcott light

new model,
engine of 63

2i h.p.
weight. This is an entirely
and has a single-cylinder
mm. bore bv 76 mm. stroke.

It is fully equipped with stand :ind

carrier, and weighs approximately 100 lbs.

Tlie engine unit comprises a gear-driven
Bosch magneto with fixed contact breakei

carried high up behind the cylinder, B.

and B. hghtweight carburetter, adjustable

pulley, and a neat aluminium silencer.

The mechanically operated v:ilves are

pliiced side bv side and actuated through

adjustable Uippet.s, Druid for'-s, 26in. by

2in. tyres, and 11 Lycett saddle are em-

ployed", and the tank is fitted with a

petrol gauge and injector to the cylinder

iiead. The fmit brake is placed below tlir

chiiin st;iy. and is operated through a rod

adjuslalile by a right and left handed nut,

the - pedal being carried on a separate

bracket below the footrests.

The new 2.} h.p. Calcott lightweight.

A Run on a 1912 G.N. Runabout
Owing to the kindness of Mr. George,

of the Godfrey and Nash runabout firm,

a member of tlie staff had a most welcome
lift from Aston Clinton Hill to his home
some four or five miles distant, after the

Herts County A.C. hill-climb on October
14th. The little car is fitted with an 8 h.p.

J. A. P. engine, and. in spite of its load of

three fairly large men, it travelled at a

smart pace, and only once required the

use of the low gear and that on a sharpish

hiU, The machine in question has done
some 8,000 or 9,000 miles on all sorts of

roads so may be considered to have had
a fail test.
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1912 MODELS.
Advance Details ol New Patterns.

Construction ol ttie rear

Lrake on the 1912
Alcyon.

Alcyon.
Through the courtesy of Mr. G. N.

fliggs we are enabled to give a few
preliminarj details

oi the 1912 Alcyon
models. The car-

buretter for next
year will be the

well-known Claiidel-

Hobson, or, more
correctly, an Alcyon
carburetter made
under Claudel
licence.

The machine will

be e%"en more iit

conformity with
Englisli tastes tlian

tlie few preliminary
models which have

heeu seen over here this year, and, of

conr.-e, handle-bar control, with wires run-

ning through the handle-lar, will be Ktted.

The handle-bars themselves will have

inverted levers, one controlling the front

brake and the other the e.xhaust lifter.

The luggage carrier will be more sub-

stantial, and a

strong and effi-

c i e u t lamp
bracket will be

fitted

The 2 li.p.

model, which
will be practi-

cally the same
as this year's
rnacliine except
for the improve-
m e n t s men-
tioned, will
have a variable
jiulley controlled

from the top
tube, while a

jockey pulley,

worked by the foot, will be fitted to keep
the bel' at the correct tension.

The chief Alcyon novelty will be a

twin cylinder 47 x 72 mm. 1'^ h.p. model,
the cylinders of which will be situated
side by side after the manner of the
Werner. Mechanically operated inlet

valves will be fitted.

Kushmore Lamp Set.
Ihe Eushmore Lamp Co. claim to have

introduced the first of the searchlight
lamp patterns with lens mirror—an event
which happened some four or five years
ago. It was not, however, until the pre-

.sent time that the company decided to
place on the market a British made motor
cycle head light, following as nearly as
possible the successful lines of the Rush-
more car lamp.
The lamp differs from the well-known

car model in the following respects.
Firstly, it is provided with a hood which
is attached to the front of the lamp by
means of screws, so that it may be easily
•detached, and a special fixing is supplied.
A genuine Mangin lens is fitted, while
•special notice must be taken of the
bracket clips. The face of the clip is

circular, with small semi-circular projec-
tions cast on it, while depressions to
corre.«nond are cast in the lin«s of the

Tbe Acyoo (ront lork
springing device.

lamp itself. Both projections and hollows
are very small, so that a great number of

various positions may be utilised. By un-
doing the wing nuts the lamp may be
placed at any angle, and when the wing
nuts are screwed up it will stay in the
required position, the projections and
hollows preventing any further move-
ment.
The front door of the lamp, carrj'ing

the glass in sections in the well-known
Rushmore style, is provided with a venti-
lator which gives out no back light, while
the position of the burner is adjustable
so that the light may be focussed to suit

the wish of the rider.

One of the chief features of the Rush-
more lamp is that it is entirely put to-

gether by means of screws, thus allowing
It to be taken to pieces with the utmost
facility.

The generator is simply and strongly
constructed, and is much on the lines of

their well-known car generator.
The water compartment A has a well

formation, in the bottom of which lies the

New motor cycle searchiiglit made by Ibe
Rushmore Co.

valve D, which can be easily removed for

cleaning purposes, by detaching the nut
B -vhich holds it to its seating C.
The pace of the water-feed is con-

trolled by turning the valve rod. The
face of the valve has a small taper slot

across it, at the broad end of which
a hole is drilled into the centre, which is

bored out to the bottom A corresiwnd-
ing hole is drilled in the seat C, so that

by turning the valve first the small end
01 ihe groove comes opposite the hole

in C, allowing a sma'l amount of water
to leak through, while a further turn

causes the holes to be brought gradually
in line, thus allowing a steady stream of

water to pass. This, of course, is seldom
necessary, unless for lighting up in a

hurry.
Round tbe well lies an annular chamber

forming a gas reservoir, the gas enter-

ing through holes in the screw plug F.

From this reservoir the ga» is led through
a pipe G in the usual manner.
The carbide is carried in the receptacle

H, which is perforated round the lower

edge and fitted with a heivy gauge wire

gauze bottom. The whole is carried and
allowed to swing on the two pins K.
fixed to the outer shell L.

The object of this is that the used

carbide is lifted through the holes and

gauze and drops into the riuter shell.

Thus when only part of a charge is used
the waste may be emptied away and the

lamp is at once ready for use again. The

r5~\ 4-K-. Ij • 1^
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Rushmore gas generator with shaking grid.

top and bottom halves are held together
by the internally screwed liug .\l. a

rubber washer N making a gaslight joint.

Three different .styles of carrying the
lamp are provided for. Firstly, with
the lamp in front and the generator close

behind ; secondly, with a slot behind so
that the lamp may be fixed on to the
usual type of lamp bracket ; thirdly,

there is a special carrier on the generator
so that the generator may be fitted to a
bracket attached to any convenient part
of the machine.

A New QuicKly Detachable
Terminal.

The Re.-L terminal is one of the
quickly detachable type and the invention

i)f their draughts-
man, Mr. Sargis-

son ; it is both
simple and neat.

The cable is placed
ill tire large liiillow

p.jrti.m of the law ,

the \vire is turned
back and the jaw

The Rex plug terminal

clinched. The leruuiial is now ready to

spring on to the thread of any spark-

ing plug central wire. After the terminal

is sprung on the wire of the plug a nut
may be added as additional security, but

is not necessary. The inventor has had
one of these in use for some time and
has found it perfectly satisfactory. We
believe the Rex firm are adopting it foe

1912.
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1912 Models.—
Trump=Jap.

The 3^ h.p. Tramp-Jap, whicli is now
being made in Birmingham under the

direct supervision of Mr. MacXab, will,

so we are informed by the makers, be

one of the lightest machines on tlie

market next year for its power. The
total weight of the machine unladen will

be 170 lbs., and with petrol and oil it

will not exceed 185 lbs. It will be exhi-

bited at Olympia for the first time next
month and will be enamelled Freneh grey.

A Ne^v^ Motosacoche.
The famous Geneva firm of H. and A.

Dufaux have plumped for the loug-stroke

engine, the dimensions of the 1912 model
being 64 by 90 mm. The most dr?stic

change, however, is the wholesale rejec-

tion of the chassis or tubular frame, to

which were fastened the engine and all

the accessories. The engine will in future

models be fastened direct to the cycle

frame by means of the improved clips, of

which we append a sketch. It will be
noted that one-half of these clips is cast

on the crank case, and threaded through
them is a staple which engages the loose

IMm

The new quick attachment lug on the 1912

Motosacoche engine, The '• chassis " has been

discarded.

half, nuts screwed on the ends of the

staples holding the lot together. The
shields, always a Motosacoche feature, are

attached to the tank. The carburetter

piisition is now behind the engine and a

variable extra air control will be em-
ployed operated from the handle-bar.

the paraffin injectiou pipe is led to the

side of the piston, so no trouble is occa-

sioned by the paraffin running out

ttirough the exhaust valve should the

latter be open at the time the paraffin

is injected. Square radiator fins of very

large size are fitted to the 1912 engine,

and it is worthy of note that the 1911 and
1912 engines were tried all out at Brook-

lands one against the other. The radiator-

fins of the new model were filed on the

edges- to enable the engineers of the firm

to see what amount of discolouration took

place ; only one fin showed any sign of

" bluing," thereby proving that all the

heat was efficiently radiated except at

that one point. New and larger filler

caps are fitted on the bayonet joint prin-

ciple, and the carburetter can be flooded

for starting by means of a push rod

working through the tank from the top

and in close reach of the rider's hands.

The cleanliness of the new engine is

quite remarkable ; with copious oiling it

is impossible for the crank case to get

dirty, and no oil exudes from any joint.

If an excess of oil is forced into the crank
case it issues from the centre of the main
shaft, but not a spot comeB out at the
tappet rods or other vulnerable points.

Ihe reason for this is that the makers
have a very perfect release valve, wliich

is efficient at any speed at which the
engine will work.
An improved lady's model will be ready

for the Show, embodying all the above-
mentioned special features. An illustra-

tion of the new model is published on
page 1133,

Chater=Lea.
The Chater-Lea Mfg. Co., Ltd., Golden

Lane, E.G., are practically confining
themselves next year to their well-known
No. 7 three-speed chain-driven sidecar
model. This machine has been so suc-

cessful in competition during this year
that very little alteration is being
undertaken. A few minor improvements
will, however, be exhibited next month,
notably a front wheel stand and sidecar

stand will be aided, also a chain guard
protecting the rider's clothes from oil

which is sometimes thrown from the
chains. The sidecar axle will be
cranked to bring the wheels opposite to
one another, and the chair will be set

three or four inches farther back.
The Chater-Lea runabout will not be

S0I4 as a coriiplete vehicle, but the firm
intend to place on the market a complete
set of fittings which will enable motor
cycle engineers to build the vehicle them-
selves. The

,
following parts will consti-

tute a set : 'The Chater-Lea twin-cylinder
V engine, 85 by 85 mm,, with outside
cone clutch, the Chater-Lea three-speed
gear box with sliding counter -shaft, the
back axle with hubs differential and
bevel gear transmission, steering gear
and fro'it axle but not the frame. The
back axle brakes are internal expanding
and external contracting, all four brakes
on.- the two wheels. The machine will,

we understand, attain a speed of forty

miles per hour on the level, and the
price of a complete set of parts will pro-

bably enable the complete runabout to
be sold at £100 to £110 retail. Bosch
dual ignition will be provided as an
extra if desired.

Grandex.
This firm is marketing for next year

three distinct models—the 2^ h.p. light-

OCTOBER 26th. igii.

weight, 3| h.p. Tourist or T.T., and a

45 h.p. sidecar machine. The light-

weight will have Jap or Precision engine

70x75 mm. and N.S.U. free engine and
tvi'o speeds on engine-shaft, and will

retail at an extremely moderate figure.

The frame will be made with a _longer

ball head, and the top of the saddle will

be only 27in. from the -ground. The
same machine will also be supplied with

24in. wheels to order when the saddle is

only 26in. from the ground. Armstrong
hub gears will be fitted if desired, but
the N.S.U. will be the standard. The
same improvements and alterations apply

r^T.

The rear wheel of tlic 1912 Premier . si jecar

model fitted w^th Millennium two-speed g32r and
very broad back mudguard.

to the 31 h.p. models. The 4j h.p. side-

car machine has a 90x96 mm. Precision!

engine and will be sold with fixed gear-

as standard. The makers claim that with
a moderate gear ratio and this lars

sized engine a change speed gear

hardly necessary, but they propose to

fit a clutch hub and will, of course^;
provide gears at an extra cost.

The new spring frame P.V. motor cycle which is being marketed tor 1912 by Messrs. Elliston and Fell.
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1911 model 7-8 h.p. 80 x 95 mm. uiiii Blumflsld
engine. Observe the large side-by-side mechanically
operated valves. One of these engines was recently

tested under load for seven hours without artificial

cooling.

Buck.
The Buckman Engineering Co., of Sher-

wood, Nottingham, are experimenting
with a light four-wheeled runabout.
A two-cylinder V engine of 90 mm.

bore and 95 mm. stroke is emiiWed,
cooled by two fans whicli blow direct on
to the cylinder heads and valve ports.

The engine is set across the frame, and
behind it is placed a two-speed epicyclic

gear. From tiiis the power i.s transmitted
through a universally-jointed propeller-

shaft, enclosed in a torque tube, to a neat
live rear axle, a spur differential gear

being used. Contracting brakes are fitted

to each rear wheel, while the makers
tell us that by putting both gears
into action at once a powerful trans-

mission-sliaft brake is obtained. Tlie

wheels ar^e shod with 550 x 65 voiturette

tyres, and Bgsch magneto and Amac
carburetter are employed. The machine
we were shown had a tubular frame, but

in future pressed steel will be I'sed

throughout. -A bonnet and scuttledash,

with two aluminium seats, are fitted.

Steering is effected by worm and nut.

While in the works we were shown a
three-cylinder rotary engine, with rotary
valves. This engine was originaP.y made
for aeroplane work, but we hear that a

.smaller and modified type will shortly be
produced for motor cycle work.

PM.C.
Tliree new models will be marketed by

the Premier Motor Co., of Birmingham.
In each case tlie frames are n;ade by the
Rex Manufacturing Co., while tlie engines
Ktt€d are the 4 h.p. single-cylinder and
6 and 8 h.p. twin-cylinder .T.A.P.'s.

One of the twins was shown to us. and
we were at once struck bv the neat and
workmanlike appearance of the machine.
The Rex two-speed is fitted in the rear
hub, and both wheels, belt rim and gear
brakes are effectively modguarded. while
the magneto is placed behind tlie engine,

thus feeing easy of access and protected

from mud.
Special lugs are brazed to the frames

for sidecar attachment. The mention of

sidecars brings us to the fact that we
saw in the process of construction a new
model P.M.C. sidecar, tlie frame of which
has a cranked rear cross-member to allow
the wheel to be brought in line with the

rear wheel of the motor cycle, while the
front member is dropped to allow the

body to come more to tlie rear without
bumping the frame. We were also shown
a neat coach-built torpedo sidecar body,
with a side door.

Brough.
W. E. Brough and Co. have produced

a very neat and interesting 6 h.p. twin.

The two cylinders are set at 50° and
have a bore and stroke of 77 by 85 mm.
The cooling ribs are tiipered off towards
the bottom, giving a neat pear-sliapcd

appearance, and an air space is formed
between the valve ports and cylinder wall.

The valves are mechanically operated and

form is cast on the front of the crank case
to carry the magneto. Concave, tlat-topped,
or convex pistons can be fitted, thus
making the engine suitable for passenger,

Arrangement of lamp and generator bracket;
on the Rex-Jap, which is soiu oy uie tremier
Motor Co.

are placed side by side. The operating
mechanism is decidedly novel. It will be
noticed that only two cams are used to
operate the four valves, and the makers
claim that, by placing them one above and
one below the crankshaft, considerable
strain is taken from the bearings. A pla^

Neat aluminium air inlet cover titled to H,
Lislor Cooper's T.T. Triumph.

touring, or racing work. We are in-

formed by George Brough that the new
6 h.p. is wonderfully speedy for its size,

and that he has his eye on some of C.
R. Collier's latest records.
The 5i li.p. will be increased to 85 by

88 mm., and will have other slight modi-
fications, whilst a 2i h.p. 75 by 76 mm.
lightweight is being introduced. A two-
speed gear of the counter-shaft type is also
being manufactured for 1912.

S.I.A.M.T.
We should like to add to the descrip-

tion of this interesting Italian motor cvc-le

that, although both valves are situatei3 in

the combustion head above the piston, tlie

valve heads cannot fall into the cylinder
in the event of a breakage, as two small
knobs are fitted to the valve chamber in

such a manner that if a valve broke the
head would catch the knob and therefore
fall no further. The magneto is the
"U.H.." not "N.U..' as originally

printed, and the combustion head itseU is

not screwed into the cylinder. It has a

ground seating, and it is the castellated
ring wliich screws into the cylinder, so
locking the combined valve chamber and
top of combustion head firmly in position.

Reference to the illustration publislied on
October 5th, page 1042. will render this

quite clear.

The 1912 3i h.p. single-geared Humber.
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1912 Models.

Figs. 1 and 2.—Sectional end and side views of the Brown and Kingston
gear, showing the position occupied by the screwdriver when the clutch is

l3eing adjusted.

Wulfruna.
A call at the Wearwell Cycle Co.'s

Wulfruna Works elicited the information
that thev will market four models for

1912; 1^"
2-J, 3i, and 4-5 h.p. types are

biing manufactured. We were shown the

li h.p. which is being maiie to meet the

demand for a real ligntweight. It has a
single-cylinder vertical engine, with
magneto placed behind. The carburetter

is an Amac, two-lever type, and both
valves are olaced side by side. The com-
plete machine with stand and carrier

weighs 96 lbs. The larger models (of which
the 4-5 h.p. is a twin) have unusual
strengthening tubes to the frame. We
hear that the firm will have several
interesting novelties at the Show whicli

ure not yet ready for the public.

Brown and Hingston Improved
Two=speed Gear.

This gear was shown at the 1910
Olympia Motor Cycle Show, and has this

year been undergoing tests and altera-

tions, with the result that Messrs. R. T.

Shelley, Ltd., have laid down a plant for

its manufacture in the improved form.
The gear is a somewhat unusual type

of epicyclic. The belt rim drum B is

driven, by the engine, and the power is

conveyed to the hub-shell through the ex-
panding clutch I (shown best in fig. 3),
rormally held in engagement by springs
V acting through toggles W. When tins

clutch is expanded it locks the drum B
direct to the hub shell, thus giving a

direct drive without passing througli
gears. On moving the lever P the cone
T is caused by a cam action to slide along
the spindle L, thus, througli rollers U.
forcing apart the toggle levers W and
causing the clutch I to contract. This
gives the neutral position. To bring the
low gear into action a fibre-faced brake
band is contracted on the drum K, thus
preventing the pinion J from revolving.
The low gear works as follows : The
eccentric portion D, which is driven by
the belt rim, carries round with it the
internally-toothed ring G, This ring.

wliich is in engagement with the locked

pinion J, consequently rolls round the

pinion in the same direction as D, and
since the internally-toothed ring has

twice the number of teetli possessed by

the pinion, it revolves at half the speed

of the belt rim B, and as the forward

movement of G is transmitted to the hub
shell A by small cranks H, the shell A is

driven at'half the speed of the belt rim B.

The hub spindle

is prevented frcini

turning by the

end being squared
to fit a slotted

fork end.

The clutch can

be adjusted by
turning the screw
M. which actuates

a micrometer ad-

justment, so al-

lowing for any
Mear on the fibre

-clutch segments.
The screw-driver
is inserted
through a hole in

the hub - shell,

which is capped.
The hub must, of

course, be turned
until the head of

the screw comes opposite the hole in the
hub-shell.

An important feature is that the engine
may be started by pedalling with the
gear in neutral. It will be noted that
there are only two gear wheels in the

construction of this hiib gear.

Crouch Sociables.
The Crouch three-wheeled sociable has

been redesigned for 1912. Tlie power is

supplied by a 7 h.p. water-cooled V twin,

and is transmitted through a single chain
to the rear wheel, after passing through
a three-speed gear box, and a leather
cone clutch. The engine clutch and gear
box. together with a platform carrying
the magneto and water pump form a

unit which is placed transversely across
the frame, close behind the seat. Each
part of this unit is bolted rigidly to the
next, and the whole forms a neat work-
manlike looking job. The gear box has

stationary shafts, on which run hardened
steel sleeves carrying the gears, which
provide three speeds forward with direct

drive on top and a reverse.

The new 7 h.p. wal:-r-cooIei twin engine on
the Crouch Motor Co.'s sociable.

Pivoted to the main shaft is a tubular
frame, which is rigidly connected to the
rear wheel so that the wheel can only
move vertically on its springs.

The frame is of armoured ash, and
carries the front axle on full elliptical

springs, while the rear springs are of the
grasshopper type. A stand is fitted to

the rear of the frame, and by simply re-

moving the driving chains and undoing
two tie rod nuts the rear wheel can be
removed for the purpoS'8 of repairing

punctures, etc. Two large internal ex-

panding brakes are fitted to the rear

wheel.
Steering is effected through a 14in.

wheel and a simple set of levers. Fixed
Eisemann high-tension magneto and
Amac carburetter are employed.
The machine, wliich was illustrated in

these columns when it made its first ap-

pearance, and was originally known as

the Titan Carette (see page 700, July

6th, 1911), has a very pleasing appearance,
and we are looking forward to a run
which has been promised us at an early

date.

Goodrich Tyres.
Goodrich tyres for next year will

include a 650 x 55 mm. tyre for motor
cycle use in addition to the usual

25x2^in. pattern. These tyres are made
both 28in. and 26x2iin. and 2iin.

Fig. 3.—The gear removed from the hub shell showing
clutch operating mechanism and drum for belt rim.

Fig. 4.—The two gear wheels and the

transmission cranks H, also the low
speed brake drum.
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NEW DOUGLAS MODELS.
2| h.p. Engine

LAST week we exiimined the new
model Douglas machines, which
possess a number of novel features
which should gain for thtSd popular

little mounts a still bigger vogue. Briefly

the improvements consist of a gracefully

dropped frame, enabling an exceedingly

low saddle position, and an entirely new
eng.ne with side by sids mechanically
operated valves. Again. Messrs. Douglas
liros. have adopted the wise plan of

specialising on one model engine, that is

tile 2| h.p. horizontal twin-cylinder, which
they have found to answer all require-

ments, for, in conjunction with the ex-

cellent two-speed gear, \^liich long ago
proved its worth, the 2| h.p. stops at

nothing, and it will be remembered
repeated its consistent successes in, pro-

bably, the most severe trial on record,

viz., the Yorkshire six days' trial.

We mentioned some weeks ago thai

Mr. W. W. Douglas had had a 5 h-p.

twin built for his own use from one of

the engine sets which are made specially

for the Marconi Co., but. despite stale

The lank on the 1912 moJel Douglas motor
cycles.

ments to the contrarv, we have the assur-
ance of the makers that it was never their
intention to market this machine. Nor
would such a policy be justified in view
of the sust.;iined and constantly increasing
demand for the 2% h.p. model.

'

Four different types in all will be listed,

each with identi 'ally the same power unit.
These are: 1, a single-speel mount; 2,

two-speed, 3, two-speed and free engine:
and 4, an open frame mount with two-
speed gear.

The Nevv Design Engine,
The engine has been redesigned

throughout, but remains of the same
capacity as heretofore, i.e.. 60x60 mm.
= 340 c.c. TJie advantages of mechani-
cally operated inlet valves in the matter
of slow running and reliability have not
been lost sight of. and in the 1912 engine
we have a clean design with a noticeable
absence of push rods and bell cranks.
Instead there is a central cover devoid
of excrescences which encloses the valve
gear, magneto transmission, and exhaust
lifter mechanism, and emerging from each
side of the casing are sloping tappets,
adjustable by means of locknuts. The
valves, as will be seen, are also inclined.
In p.evious Douglas engines, the timing
gear was carried inside the crank case, so
that this exterior box may be regaidtd as

Side-by-side m.o.i.v. standardised for 1912.
mount is the provision of a kick starting

apparatus. A rearward dig of a crank
with a toothed quadrant meshing with a

small pinion gives several revolutions of

the engine which should be an ideal

arrangement ; ease of starting was always
an attractive feature of the Douglas. The
operation of the clutch is much more con-

venient on the two-speeder. Instead of

a pedal in the region of the crank bracket
a toe and heel pedal is mounted on the
front footrests, or at the front footboards
as the case may be, the foot brake having
been transferred to the right hand side.

To enable this method of operation, the
leather to metal clutch has been re-

designed and fitted on the right hand
fiide of the machine, the final belt drive
also being on that side.

Further modifications are an oil pump,
the working of which may be seen at a

glance, for after leaving the pump barrel
the oil is delivered through a glass gauge
mounted on the top of the tank. Further,
it is not necessary to press the plunger

Tile complete 1912 engine showing the timing
gear mechanism.

an outstanding improvement, for by
merely taking out five screws the cover

plate may be removed, exposing all the

parts ever likely to need adjustment.
The valves themselves are larger in

diameter and tapered at the most vital

puint under the head. Tlic cranlishaft

is mounted in Hoffmann ball bearings.

A single silencer will be used in future,

and its position, immediately under the
Liank case, exactly balanciS to the eye the

position of the magneto on the top. giving

the triiil en.'^jiiible a most symmetrical
appearance. The new method of fixing

the induction pipe on the top of the

cylinders and the inclined sparking plugs

at the upper portion of the head, wliere

they have been rendered more accessible,

will he noted from nnr illustratinns. The
cylinders are now detachable without the
necessity for dismounting tlie ct-.ink case

from the frame.

Other 1912 Innovations.
There will be no direct drive Douglas

in future. It has been found with the
two-speed model that the large pulleys
render belt adjustments so infrequent
that the single-geared- mount will have a
chain reducing gear from engine-shaft to
cnunter-shafl. to permit of a large
diameter belt pulley. A notable depar-
ture ill connection with the two-speed

The gear and now kick-starting device on the
Douglas machines.

down aft«r drawing in a charge of oil,

for an enclosed spring gradually returns
the plunger to its normal closed position,

its action forcing the oil, via the sight

feed, to the engine. A glass top petrol
filler cap of large dimensions is used.
Lycett pannier bags with an improved
locking arrangement complete the equip-
ment of the 1912 Douglas.

The 1S12 model single-geared Douglas, showing new design dropped frame and redesigned m.o.i.v. engine.
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CLUB NEWS.
Durham and District M.C.C.

The results of the novices' competition held on October ]5th
are : 1, J. H. Wood (3^ h.p. Dene-Precision) ; 2, H. Ander-
son (3^ h.p. Ariel). A smoking concert has been arranged
for November 4th, to be held at headquarters (Neville's Cross
Hotel) at 7 p.m.

Stockport and District M.C.C.
Results on formula of the hill-climb on October 15th have

now been confirmed as follovv-s :

Liglxtweight Class.—1, W. Heaton (2^ A.J.S.), 211.7.
Single Class.—1, H. J. Scale (3^ J.A.P.), 289.1.
Twin Class.—1, H. Marsden (5 Jlatcliless). 518.6.
Sidecar Class.-1, J. Emerson (5 M.S.L.), 338.9.
In the single class H. J. Scale made fastest time, not .J.

Whyte as previously reported, 'the club annual dinner lias

been fixed for December 2nd.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

Below are the results of the slow mile competition which
was held on October 19th, the prize being a Rom combination
cover presented by the makers :

Rider and machine. Time.
1. T. H. Dunstan (3^ Rudge) 10m. 17s.

2. T. H. W. Dew {3^ Triumph) 9m. 28s.

3. H. Cundall (3^ Rex) 8m. 15fs.

Marlborough Athletic Club.

On October 15th tlie last reliability and speed-judging
competition of the year was decided over a course from
Kilburn to Bicester and back to Edgware, the distance being
approximately 100 miles. An entry of fifteen was secured,
and four prizes were presented by the club, whilst in addition
Mr. A. P. Rey, of Hampstead, kindly presented a Hutchinson
non-skid for the sidecar competitors. The successful com-
petitors were : Messrs. F. J. Watson (3^ h.p. Bradbury),
A. W. Hunt (5 h.p. S;irolea), J. C. Ball (2| h.p. N.S.U,), and
A. Rucker (7 h.p. Peugeot), losing 15, 30, 31, and 58 marks
respectively.

Lancashire M.C.C.

A non-stop trial over a course of 170 miles from Preston
to Kendal, Ambleside, Keswick, Shap Fell, and back was
run oil in splendid weather on the 15th inst. Competitors
had to make a non-stop run to Dunmail Raise and then take
the hill at not exceeding 15 m.p.li. From Keswick to Shap
was also a non-stop run, and Shap Fell had to be climbed
at over 25 m.p.h. Four riders made non-stops—Hugh Gibson
and G. Wray on single-geared Bradburys, F. Sixsmith
(Scott), and F. Jackson (B.S. A.). Owing to the failure of

the stop-watches, there is some doubt about the timing up
Dunmail Raise, and there is to be a committee meeting to

decide upon tlie allotment of the prizes, the first being a
Kempshall tj're,

Newcastle and District M.C.

The winter session was inaugurated on Thursday, the
19th inst., when a largely attended supper and si/.oking

concert took place in the club house, 3, Saville Place, New
castle-on-Tyne, about eighty members being present, with
Mr. Robson Crosier in the chair. A- most interesting musical

programme had been arranged.

Mersey M.C.

A reliability trial from Liverpool to Kendal and back waf
held on October 15th, tlie prizes being awarded to the rider?

adhering nearest to a set speed of twenty miles per hour, tin

checks being all secret. The winners were : 1, S. W. Phill-

pott (Humber); 2, J. Bethel (Douglas); 3, F. C. Jonet
(Bradbury).
On October 29th will be held the last coii:;petition of a

very successful and strenuous session in the form of a flexi-

bility hill-climb on a well-known acclivity in North Wales.
Prizes (value £2 and 10s. 6d.) are presented by two clubmen.
One of the most enjoyable contests organised by this club

was the week-end speed-judging exiDedition to Kendal and
back (137^ miles), the speed set being twenty miles an hour.

The judge's awards were: 1, W. S. Phillpott (2 h.p. Humber).
6m. 52s. error; 2, J. Bethel (Douglas), 7m. 36s.; 3, F. Jonef

(3^ h.p. Bradbury and sc), 8m. 24s.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

An extra competitioii was held on the 15th inst., when
the whole of the arrangements were entrusted to the secre-

tary, and none of the entrants were aware of his plans.

At the outset the competitors were informed that they must
run on the same gear during the afternoon under penalty

of disqualification, while the penalty for riding in front of

the secretary, or tor any stop was a loss of five marks.
The afternoon included many diverting forms of control,

riding round a blind corner and coming to a d^ead stop to

avoid over-riding the inexorable secretary, a speed trial

decided on formula, also a hill-climb, and a slow down hill

run, then licence:: had to be produced under penalty for

default. The highest number of marks obtainable w-as 110.

Glass I.—For ordinary fixed gear models.

Rider and machine. Points.

J. E. Brooke (3i h.p. T.R. Triumph) 109

W. E. Grange (3^- h.p. Bradbury) 93

T. Maynard (3^ h.p. Triumph) 84

H. Ballance (3J,- h.p. Triumph) 63

F. Stafford (3^ h.p. Triumph) 50

W. Atkinsor (3^ h.p. Calthorpe 37

G. Sayner (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 32

Class II.—For variably geared models.
Top gear.

1. T. C. Atkinson (2J h.p. New Hudson)... 4 to 1

2. W. Aldon (3^- h.p. Premier), three speeds 4 to 1

3. C.Nettleton (2| h.p. Hudson) ... ... 5| to 1

The Hefts County

A.C. Speed Trials

at Luton - Hoc.

A general view

of the course.

The surface was

in excellent con-

dition at ihe

start, but ow:ng

to the rain which

fell heavily dur-

ing Classes V. and

VI. in Division A,

the surface be-

came ralh^r wet.
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Club News.—
Edinburgh and District M.C.

It is Iiipf^' that the entry for the concluding hill-climb of

the year, whicli is fixed for October 28th, will be a good
one. Competiloi will assemble at Whitebanlk's Farm Hill,

near Ijinlithgo\T, and will be divided into six classes. Entries,

except at double fees, close to-day (Thursday). Hon. secre-

tary, T. E. B. Chalmers, 6, Summerside Street, Leith, N.B.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

On Saturday, October 28th, the meet will be at the Gate-
house, Highgate, at 3.30 p.m., for a run to the Red Lion,

Hatfield. In the evening a smoker will be lield at tlie Gate-
house, for wincli a strong musical programme lias been
arranged.

Western District M.C.
At the recent committee meeting it was again decided to

hold the annual club supper. Full particulars will be issued

later. The hon. secretary, Mr. V. Armstrong, Eden Hall,

JMontpelier Eoad, Ealing, W., will be pleased to hear from
any member who is able to assist in the organisation of the

musical programme. Further donations to the club prize

fund have been received from Messrs, N. Hall and T.

Babbage,

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The above club is holding a reliability trial in conjunction

with tile Birmiugliam .M.C.C. on Saturday next, the 28th inst.

The first prize is the P. J. Evans Trophy kindly [ivesented

by the winner of the Junior T.T. Race, whilst other valu-

able prizes will be given by Messrs. Humber, Ltd., Triumph.
Cycle Co., Ltd., Joseph Lucas, fjtd., Powell and Haumer,
Cox and Phillips, and the Lycctt Belt Co. Endeavours have
been made to ensure the competition being of an enjoyable

character throughout. Full particulars may be obtained from
the hon. secretiiiy Birmingham M.C.C, Oakdene, Cambridge
Road, King's Heath, or the trials hon. secretary, Sutton
Coldfiikl A.C, 53, Fountain Road, ICdgbastoii.

Newcastle and District M.C.

Witli tile view of filling up the long winter evenings, this

club lias decided on the following fixtures:

November 9tli.—ilotor cycle fault competition, light

supper and impromptu smoking concert,
November 30tli.—Whist .drive.

December 21st.—Suiijier, to be followed by a paper on

"The Show," by the Chairman.
January lltli.—Supper and smoking concert.

Ianuai\
Handicap.
February
Februarv

20lh.—Semi-final and final of the Billiard

ight

1st.

—

Wliist drive and dance.
22nd.—Motor cjcle fault competition

sup]ier and impromptu smoking concert.

!March 14th.—Supper and smoking concert.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The following are the results of the hill-climb held at

Slainhorougli Lowe on the 12th inst. :

Position on Position on
J time. formula.

F. H. Dunstan (SJ. Rudge) ... X ... .736

E. lioult (3i Triumph) ... X4|s 875
J. Gill (6i Calthorpe) did not finish.

Results of the Hexibility hiU-climb : 1 (the club's gold
medal), J. Haslam (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua) ; b (gold medal fin-

the fastest time of the day), T. Dunk (5^ h.p. T.T. Brad-
bury) ; c (medal for the fastest single-cylinder), T. Dunk
(3^ h.p. Bradbury) ; d (silver medal for tlie slowest time of
the day), J. Haslam (6 h.p. Zenith).
Tie in Class 11. (Touring Singles), on the 28tli ult.

Stockport and District M.C.C.
The last hill-climb of the year was held at Woodhead on

tlie 15tli inst. The oour.se was 1| miles with a rise of
900 feet. In spite of a small entrv some verv fine riding
was witnessed. \V. Heaton (2^ h.p'. A.J.S.), winner of the
Liverpool A.C. trial last week-end, made a very fine ascent
for a small engine, and stands well for first prize on formula.
H. Marsden (5 h.p. Matchless) did fastest time of the day.
2m. 40s., and J. White's Triumph was the fastest single.
J. Emmerson (5 h.p. N.S.L. and sidecar) won the sidecar
class. The final results on formula will, be published later.

Tuubridge Wells and District M.C.C.

The final run of the season was to Cranbrook. This club
has no'v a membersliip of over sixty, which, as the club
was oni^ started four months ago, is highly satisfactory.

This is laigely.due to the energy of the hon. sec, Mr. A.
R. Courtei ay.

Brookdale Cycling and Social Club (Motor Cycle Section).

The club s first hill-climb was held on Westerham on the
14th inst., J Hoult (5^ h.p. Bradbury) making fastest time
ill Im. 24];S. He also secured third position on formula. R.
Croucher. on a 5^ h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, was placed first on
formula besides winning the flexibility trial. A. J. Ball,
on his 3j h.p. twin J.A.I'., was the second rider on formula.

MORE MARRIED COUPLES WHO
MOTOR CYCLE.

Frau Fossner, who is said to b»

ttie only lady motor cyclist in

Germany.

Her.- and Frau C. N. Rossner ol Berlin, subscribers to this journal, who weie
moved to send the above photograph on seein* our series of married couples

who motor cycle. The machines are the Austrian Puch, which have been

ridden 3.000 miles this ysar.
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THE TRADE AND
THE T.T.

THE leaderette we published last week stated that

a large percentage of the members of the

Manufacturers' Union had agreed to abstain

irom the Tourist Trophy Race if the A.C.U. decide

to hold it in the Isle of Man next year, but we did

not explain the- manufacturers' reasons for withholding

their support of further T.T. road races held under

conditions similar to those which have prevailed up

to now. Motor cyclists might reasonably argue from

the decision of the makers that the industry ::, averse

to all kinds of racing, but this is not the case, and

as riders who are not acquainted with the inner work-

ings may regard the makers' attitude as somewhat
arrogant we have penned this short article, not in

defence of the manufacturers, but to explain to our

readers some of the reasons underlying the unfavour-

able disposition of the bulk of the industry towards

road races in the Isle of Man.

Reasons for Abstention.

First. The makers are of the opinion that the T.T.

races are not held under tourist conditions, that the

machines employed do not foster the improvement
of -the ordinary touring motor cycle, and that the

title of the races is a farcial misnomer.

Second. Twin-cylinder and single-cylinder engines

have to compete against one another, the former being

allowed an increased cubical capacity which, although

theoretically correct, is, the makers claim, unfair to

the single-cylinder machines. The fact that both last

year's races were won by riders on twin-cylinder mounts
is sufficient proof that, other things being equal, the

single-cylinder engine of a less cubical capacity has

no chance.

Third. The expense of competing such a long

distance from home as the Isle of Man is con-

siderable in comparison with a similar contest held,

say, at Brooklands. Most of the important firms in

the trade have London agencies or depots, and the

convenient accessibility to Brooklands for their

managers and racing staff makes practice and tuning-

up a very simple m,atter compared with the despatch

of a staff of riders and someone to look after them
to the Isle of Man, and their temporary residence

there for a w-eek or a fortnight previous to the contest.

Spare parts, tools, and other impedimenta have also

to be sent over the w-ater, whereas if the race were

held at Brooklands the assistance of London work-

shops is immediately available, and even if these had
to be transported temporarily to Brooklands for a

W'eek, the expense would be trh'ial in comparison
with sending to the Isle of Man.

Fourth. It is annoying to manufacturers of motor
cycles, when they have decided upon the equipment
of their machines which are to run in the Tourist
Trophy Race, to Ifiid on arrival in the Isle of Man
that there are representatives of various firms strongly

in e\^idence who leave no stone unturned to induce
the riders, and the representatives of- the firms w'hose

machines they ride, to change various fittings and
accessories with the bribe that if victory- in the races

should accompany the use of their particular brand
of tyres or accessories, a money prize will be offered

in addition to the prizes awarded by the promoter-s

of the contest. Whatever advantages this system may
offer to some riders and manufacturers, it is a bad
one and often abused. The more important and
better class of manufacturers are very- much opposed
to this touting practice, and although they are not

antagonistic towards a proper business arrangement
with regard to the accessories which are fitted for a

race, they do not approve of their riders being more
or less tampered with when they are out of their

control.

Training and Self=restraint.

Fifth. The general holiday surrouncliings at a sea-

side resort like Douglas are not conduci\e to that

thorough trainnig and self-restraint which a severe

contest like the T.T. Race imposes on those who take

part in it. No one objects to a little harmless amuse-
ment at times like the Tourist Trophy week, but the

unfortunate variety of taste shown in the forms of that

amusement does not by any means promote the health

or sobriety of some of the competitors, with the result

that a few—fortunately they are very much in the

minority—who are not sufficiently strong-minded to

resist temptation, instead of- coming to the post with

clear heads and strong nerves, are physically unfit to

take part in any strenuous form of competition.'

Doubtless the same kind of thing exists in almost
every form of sport, and is not confined to motor cycle

racing, but the manufacturers think, and we agree with

them, tliut as it is a very difficult thing indeed to

control such -vagaries of conduct, the only other course

to pursue is to endeavour to alter the venue of the
contest and hold the race "where manv. if not _ all,; 'of

-

the undesirable conditions to w-hich we haxe alluded
would be at least impr;)bab!e.

Will there be T.T. Races in 1912 ?
Doubtless the meetings which will take place between

now and next year between the committees of the

A.C.U. and the Manufacturers' Union wit) enable

matters to be arranged so that the above conditions

do not interfere with a sporting competition, and
although we should not like our remarks to be read

as a sermon, we know that we are voicing the opinions
of some of the most prominent men in the industry

'

who are the backbone of the Manufacturers* Union.
' It is possible that the Auto Cycle Union will iiold

the race in the Lsle of Man despite the decision of

many of the- makers, and if it does, we hope that the,
rules w-ill be so formulated that the vexatious method* '

under re\iew will be entirely eliminateil.
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Two new carburetters have been sent to

us by Messrs. C. Binks, Ltd., Eccles,

Manchester,, which embody principles not

usually found in such instruments. It has
been found that it a body is passing

The complete Binks

carburetter.

choke tube gradually expands beyond the
jet at the proper angle, the gas will pass
througli with less resistance than if tiiere

are corners,' etc., which set up eddies.

It will be noted that these carburetters
fulfil this condition when working at full

throttle. The second point is the fitting

Section ot the

standard two - jet

Binks carburetter.

In the racing pattern the jet is situated

a long way in rear of the float chamber

:

this has the effect of raising the petrol

level in the jet when going up hill. The
jets, six of which are supplied with each
carburetter, can be changed without dis-

The new Binks racing
carburetter designed to

give a stream-line effect.

mantling the parts. The accessibility of

the parts is a big point in favour of the
Binks; for instance, the top of the float

chamber is held in place by a spring clip,

and is therefore very quickly and easily

delaclicd.

switlly through the air the shape of the
I->ack part lias a greater eti'ect on its pro-

gress than the shape of the front, and the
same naturally applies to the case of air

or gas passing through apertures, and if a

carburetter can be designed in which the

of a pilot jet for slow strong pulling and
starting purposes. A slight movement of

the lever opens the pilot jet, and a larger
opening brings the main jet into play.

The choke tube in the roadster pattern
can be slightly turned round to cut off

part ot the air supply, but except for

this the carburetter is automatic, there
bpint? n'> sppnr.ite nir control.

THE NEW AUTOCUPSE LAMP.

AVe illustrate below the new Auto-
clipse motor cycle lamj), with fork
bracket, which will be shown for the fiist

time at the Show next month. This lamp
is supplied with a rolled gold reflector,

which is quite untarnishable and has been
found to give very good results, especially

N2xt year's 2^ h.p. Motosacoche, a jlescription of a run on which appears on another page.

in foggy weather. A yellow light has
been found to penterate tog better than
the usual white light. The lamp can be
had either with or without the anti-

dazzling mechanism from Brown Bros.,

Ltd., 15, Newman Street. W.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
o.n one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Weymouth to Kidderminster.

What is the best way to get

from Weymouth (Dorset) to Kid-
derminster (Worcestershire) ' by
motor cycle?—H.B.M.

Your best route would be : Weymouth,
Yeovil, Bruton, Frome, Beckington, Bath,
Stroud, Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Worces-
ter, and Kidderminster.

Southwold to Liverpool

^T] I shall be pleased if you will

"^ tell me the best route from
_iJ Southwold to Liverpool on an

8 h.p. Minerva cycle.—R.H.M.
Y'our best route would be as follows

:

Southwold, Halesworth, Bungay, Nor-
wich, Dereham, Swaffham, Lynn, Long
Sutton, Swineshead, Sleaford, Newark,
Mansfield, Alfreton, Wirksworth, Ash-
bourne, Leek, Congleton, Northwich,
Chester, Birkenhead, and Liverpool.

A Driving Licence Query.

I have a 5s. driving licence,

j^ which I obtained by application

'f to Stafford. When I received
-i-i same I found it was made out for

a car only, while I expressly

asked for a cycle licence. The fee is,

I believe, the same in both cases. Can
you please tell me whether I should do
right in driving a cycle with it, and
whether a car licence is applicable to a
cycle as well, and vice versal If not,

shall I send it back and ask for it to be

altered?—A. P. Bowee.
Your licence is quite in order, as it

enables you to drive a motor cycle. A
cycle licence, however, does not allow you
to drive a car. In applying for the

licence one should state that both types

are to be driven.

Care of Magneto.

I have recently purchased an

A.J.S. motor bicycle. The mag-
neto with which it is fitted is, I

believe, a U.H. I cannot dis-

cover how to lubricate this, as

there seems to be no oil holes. I pre-

sume it requires lubricating. Can you
please advise me how to do this, how
much oil to give it, and how often?

Being a novice I do not care to tamper
with the magneto.—A.L.

We have been in communication with
the agents for the U.H. magneto, and
they inform us that there is no need to

lubricate this magneto. The bearings_

are packed in vaseline, and this lasts practi-

cally indefinitely. If the magneto is

taken down to be overhauled the bearings
siiould be waslied out with pai'affin and
the vaseline replaced.

Free Engine on a Liglitweight.

(1.) Will yon please give your^ opinion of the Royal Enfield free

> engine model twin? Do you
-U recommend it as a thoroughly

satisfactory machine for hard
wear and no worry? (2.) Is the free

engine an advantage in any way for a

machine so light that ^t can be started
by pedals? (6.) Is the engine more diffi-

cult to handle than, say, a Triumph
3^ h.p.? Does it need more attention,

and histly what about the ch.ain dv.'ve?

(4.) Do yon recommend it in preference
to a belt, as I am a bit suspicious of

the chain drive? (5.) E' - can rec'al

chain be adjusted?—T.W.T;
(1.) We have a high opinion of the

machine mentioned in your lettev. (2.)

A free engine is distinctly an advantage,
either with a light or heavy machine.

(3.) It is not more difficult to handle
than the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder referred

to. (4.) Yon need not worry about the

chain drive. (5.) There is no pedal chain
-on the free engine model. It has a two-
speed gear, and pedals are not required.

A Motor Cycle for Sidecar Worlf.

Can you give me information

as to "the T.A.C. machine for

general and sidecar work? Is it

reliable, comfortable, and easily

driven, and are the makers easy
to deal with when repairs, spares, etc,

are required? What is about its aver-

age mileage per gallon of petrol wh€n_
driven by a driver of average ability?

Also can you advise me as to the

suitability of the single-cylinder Zenith-

Gradua for sidecar use? I mention the

single-cylinder because I shall require

it for solo work as well.— N.F.
\\e regret we cannot give you definite in-

formation about the machine in qnestiim,

as not enough has been seen of it on the

road this season. W^e refer Tou to a

description of a trial run in our issue

of February last. I'he petrol consump-
tion would be 60 to 70 m.p.g. Y'es, the

machine in question is good for sidecar

work, but a single-cylinder, of course,

. has not very much reserve of power. We
recommend a 5 to 5 h.p. twin and \'ari-

able gear.

Start of the Lancashire M.C.C. 180 miles non-stop reliability trial last week.
The course was to th2 Lake Disfricf.

4
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What Size Jet ?

What IS the best size jet

(B. and B.) for my 3 h.p. (75 x
90) Zedel engine? I want to try

about five jets to see with which
I get the best results. I have

no." got in a No. 32 jet, but think it

is far too large, as the engine over-

lieats very quickh-. and the exhaust
\alve wants grinding about every 200
miles.—O.C.

No. 32 is certainly too large. Try a No.
28 or No. 27, but the correct size jet can
only be found out by experiment. Before
commencing your experiments, test the
petrol level. A set of four jets in a case

may be bought from Messrs. Brown and
Barlow, Witton, Birmingham.

Knocked Down by a Cart.

I was proceeding up Kentish
Town .Road, N.W., about one
yard from th* kerb on my proper
side at about 8 m.p.h. when I

noticed .1 cart come sharply across

the opposite side and in the
opposite direction. The traffic being
very thick I did not notice this

until it had got almost on to

my side (the , driver was taking a

narrow turning on my near side), nut
giving me any chance to pull up in

Lime, as it was within three or four

yards of me. I put on my brakes,
wliich reduced my speed to 3 or 4

m.p.h., when the shaft of the cart

caught me in the face, knocked the
machine on to its near side, doing con-

siderable damage, as the hnrse went
right over it. with my machine acting
as a brake under the wheels of the cart.

1 had all but got by the turning, my
machine lying right on the comer. I

have since had notice that I am to be
responsible for a broken cart shaft and
injured horse's fore legs. You will

notice that had the driver pulled the
liorse's head round square witli my
road, or even slightly so, I could have
got through. I shall be very glad of

your advice in this matter, as I am
thinking of suing the man for my
damages ; it, therefoi'o, amounts to a
crossed case.

—

Peki>i.kxkd.

Our legal correspondent writes: "Wi;'\
regard to the cpiery of ' Per-
plexed,' if he can prove the

statements made in his letter

11 JJ

he should be able successfully to
withstand any action which may be
brought by the driver of the cart. I

think your correspondent would be well
advised to claim damages for the injuries
sustained by him. but before commencing
proceedings he should see a solicitor, who
would advise him as to the sufficiency of
the evidence. He does not mention iu
his letter whether he knows of anyone
wlio saw the accident. It would be abso-
lutely useless for him to start an action
unless he has good witnesses to support
him. He must also be prepared to satisfy
the court that there was no carelessness
on his part in not noticing earlier the
direction the horse and cai-t were taking.
Your corres])ondent does not say whether
the owner of the cart was driving at the
time. If someone else was driving, the
owner is- not responsible, unless the driv-er
was liis servant and was so driving in

the ordinary course of his employment."

Nottingham to Lancashire.

W'hicli i.< tlie best route from
Xottingliam to Burnley, Burnley
to AVigan. Wigan to Bolton, and
Bolton back again to Notting-
ham?—F.J.F.

There is no good route from Nottingham
to Burnley except the following, wliich
necessitates a fairly big detour : Notting-
liani, Mansfield, " Donca.«ler. Ferry-
bridge. Aberford, Bramham, HarewoocI,
(Itley, Ilkley. Skiptoii, Cohio, and Burii-

LADIES AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.

fflifr)

^^^^S^^^::^^

ley. Burnley to Wigan : Burnley, Accring-
ton, Blackburn, Chorley, and Wigan.
Wigan to Bolton : Direct road. Return
to Nottingham. It would be best to go
through Athertou and Warrington, and
then vtd Knutsford, Macclesfield, Buxton,
Bakewell, Chesterfield, and Mansfield to
Nottingham.

^ Long Exhaust Pipe.

I have a 1908 2^ h.p. Ariel
(magneto) and wish to make it

more silent. (1.) Would it run
more quietly if I fitted an ex-
haust pipe running to the back

hub without a silencer in connection?
I might ad(jl that the exhaust valve is

on the near side of the engine with
overhead mechanical inlet. (2.) If
above would not do, could you tell me
a better method without losing more

_

power tlian necessary?—S.H.C.
The long pipe is quite' a good idea, but
you ought to liave an expansion chamber
fitted into it midway between its ex-
tremity and the exhaust port. It miglit
bfl necessary to fit one or two baffle plates
in the e.xpansion chamber.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Capt. J.A.B." (Preston). N.S.U.

gear on a Triumph.
"C.J. 525" (Hereford). Morgai, run-

about ; also 2i h.p. two-speed A.J.t
"A.E." (Uodalming). (1.) 3i h.| P.

and M. and sidecar. (2.) 5-6 h.p. 5ur-
cylinder F.N. and sidecar.
"H.A.H.T." (Stroud (Jreen). 3J, I p.

Humber. two speeds and sidecar
"W.S." (Brixton Hill). 3i h.p. Cil-

thorpe, also 3i h.p. IvvPrecision.
" R'.S.C." (Huddersfield). Carbu-

retters suitable for use on the A.C.
" C.J." (Barnet). 8 h.p. Matchos.s-.Jap

and sidecar, with V.,S. two-speed and
twin belt.

•A.lf.' (London). 3i h.p. two-speed
19U Humber and .sidecar, especially with
ivgard to engine reliability and rluining
<.osts.

"B.R." (Lincoln). 3| h.p. and 5 h.p.
two-stroke Scott, also C.A.P. carburetter.
"W. 1590" (Bucks). Bedelia Run-

about, particularly as regards reliability
and cost of upkeep.
H "R.N., H.M.S. Blenheim," wall

forward a stamped and addressed
envelope, his letter of the 16th
inst. w^ill have attention.

(1) Miss Maud Rowland, of Bangor, and her 2 h.p. M.R.,
which she has ridden 2,000 miles since last May.

(2) A Worcestershire rider of a new model open frame Enfleld.

(3) Mrs. A. B. Wade (31 h.p. Scott) competing in the South Wales A.C. hill-climb. She covered the course of 1,196 yards in 1 min. Msecs.
A-15
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B.M.C.R.C. Secretary's New Post.

Iilr. T. W. Loughborough, the able hon.

iecretary of the B.M.C.R.C, has recently

taken up an inii^ortant position with the

London General Omnibus Co.

Changes of 'Address.
'ilie Express Rubber Co., Ltd., have

removed to more commodious premises at

Nobility House, 1-3, Worship Street, E.G.
Samuel Hall and ,Sons, Ltd., are

moving from Edinburgh to a new factory

in Wrottesley Street, Biringhanr.

Catalogues ^Received.
The first 1912 catalogue of motor cycles

which we have received for review comes
fi'om Humber, Ltd., Coventry, and con-

tains specifications of all their new
models. Illustrations are in course of

preparation, some of them having
already appeared in recent numbers of

The Motor Otjrle.

Sparking Plugs.
Messrs. Leo Ripault and Co., Poland

Street, Regent Street, W., of whom we
made mention a few weeks ago, are the
selling agents ol the " Oleo " sparking
plug. In the manufacture of these plugs
the insulator is pressed into the plug
liydraulically so as to render it absolutely

compression tight. The best French
porcelain is used in its manufacture,
and the .plug is made in four different

qualities, wliich therefore enables it to

suit all pockets.

The above plugs were tested by a

member of our staff and found to be
quit« satisfactory.

s
[?A[S[Kii:[iir,

s
Auction Sale.

- Xye and Co. are holding an auction sale

at their city premises, 59, Leather Lane;
E.G., commencing Thursday, November
2nd. Second-hand machines of several

well-known makes will be offered at low
reserve prices.

Self-sealers' Annual Report.
The Self-sealing Rubber Co. 's sixteenth

annual report and statement of accounts,
which was presented at the ordinary
shareholders' meeting in Birmingliam,
shows a total credit on the profit and
loss account of £4,736 15s. Id.

Dry Battery Ignition.

We are in receipt of the latest

catalogue, No. 527, of dry cells and bat-

teries from Messrs. Siemens Brothers and
Co., Ltd., York Street, Westminster.
This is a useful publication, as it gives
not only prices and particulars of the cells,

but al.so instructions as to how to use and
wire them. It is interesting to not* that
Harry Martin and F. Chase used No.
387 iSiemeiis-Obach dry batteries in the
motor cycle race at the Crystal Palace
held by the Marlborough Athletic Club
last mouth.

Tyre Succe.5:e3.

At the recently held Herts County A.C.
miTil. .i..--iiiiiijL., J. T. Bashall made
the fastest time of the day on Bom tyres,

which we are told had already done
1,000 miles on a sidecar machine.

A New Tyre Depot.
The Lomax Tyre Co., William Street,

Birmingham, have taken premises at

244, High Holborn, W.C, where they

will hold a. stock of all sizes of Lomax
tyres.

Stanhope Spencer's Record List.

In addition to the five world's records

already announced, there are four other

records standing to the credit of W.
Stanhope Spencer and his Z^ h.p. Rudge.
They are the fifty- miles, one hundred
miles, and one hour previously made on
machines of two-cylinder and 750 o.c.

capacity ; also the one hundred miles

record made on a twin-cylinder ol 1,00C

c.c. capacity.

Valve Cotter Extractors.
The Relyabull valve cotter extractor soM

by the Nottingham Factoring Co. is a

useful tool. We have - one in use'-and
have found it remarkably easy to detach
the exhaust valve with its aid. This
particularly applies to an extraction when
the engine is hot, as it is possible to fit

the lielyabull on the valve, lift the
spring, withdraw the cotter, and file the
burr off the edges of the slot wliile the

engine is cooling down. No part of the
valve need be touched with the fingeis

during the operation.

A Counter-shaft Two-speed Gear.

Upon the counter-shaft A is keyed the
bt'lt pulley B, and, mounted loosely, the
chain sprocket C, which is driven from
the engine. Between the pulley B and
sprocket C is i\ carrier -D, carrying com-
Ijound pinions E. which gear with
pinions F and G, of \\hich F is fixed to

tlie sprocket C and G secured to the shaft

A. T1ie carrier C is provided with a
brake band H. On the opposite side of

the sprocket C is a plate clutch J pro-

vided with actuating mechanism K. In
operation, when the band H is released
and the plate clutch J inoperative, a
" free-engine " is obtained, the effect of
the rotation of the sprocket C being
jnerely to rotate the carrier D backwards.
'Tightening the brake band H holds the
carrier D .stationary, and a reduced drive
takes place via the sprocket C, pinion F,

A42

compound pinions E, to the pinion G, and
thus to the belt pulley B. By releasing

the hand H and engaging the clutch J, a
direct drive is provided, the whole
mechanism rotating solid.—T. S. Grieve
and A. V. Clarke, No. 27,213, 1910.

An Ingenious 'Scavenging System.
By this invention the strokes of a four-

cycle engine are made variable in length,
the object being to provide efficient

scavenging. The diagrammatic figures 1,

2, 3, and 4 respectively illustrate the
engine in the following positions : Com-
mencement of induction stroke, end of
induction stroke, end of compression

stroke, end of explosion stroke. Transfer
passages are provided between the crank
case and the combustion cliamber, and, as
sliown in fig. 2, these passages are not
opened by tlie piston at the end of the
induction stroke but at the end of the
firing stroke the piston descends far

enough to open these passages, as shown
in fig. 4, allowing a scavenging charge of

air to pass into the cylinder. This opera-
tion is effected by mounting the connecting
rod A (frg. 5) upon the crank pin B tlu'ough

the intermediary of an eccentric C. L'pon
the eccentric is a pinion JJ passing through
an aperture in the flywheel and engaging
a pinion E fixed on the interior of the
crank chamber. By this means the eccen-

tric is ojaerated in such a manner as to

provide the variable strokes required.
Further, by an adjustment of the position
of the eccentric the upper limit, of mo"->2-

ment of the piston may be variable, being
caused to ascend ne<arly to the top of the
cylinder on the exhaust slS-oke, stiH
further ensuring complete scavenging.

—

S. J. H. Wilkes and F. E. Baker, Ltd..
No. 4,482, 1911.

Kg. 5
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%
OFFERS WANTED.

N.S.U., 4 h.p., brand new, single-cylinder,
ideal sidecar machine

; listed £48 ... . £36
REX DE LUXE, s h.p., twin, two speeds,

handle starting, M.O. v., igii model . . £43 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

1910 £42 10
BRADBURY, new igii model £44 10
REX, 3i h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, 1909 model £22 10
N.S.U,, 6 h.p., twin, two speeds, free engine,

magneto, h.-b. control £25 10
NUMBER, .s} h.p., 1909, two speeds,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
REX, 3j^h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition . . £16 10
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £19 10
N.S.U., sjh.p., magneto good order .... £16 10
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
REX, 5 h.p., twin, with forecar £11 10
N.S.U., 3J h.p., M.O.v., magneto £15 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., M.O. v., nice order £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto.

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2} h.p., M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
ARIEL, 2 h.p., Minerva engine, M.O.V. . . £5 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low .... £8 10
ROYAL STAR, 2* h.p., vertical engine . . £5 10
KERRY, 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
WERNER, 2J h.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels, low built, finished Trench grey £6 1(
PREMIER, 3Jh.p.. 1912, three-speed gear £58 ('

PREMIER, 2!. h.p., 1912, three-speed gear £47 E
2 J h.p. MINERVA £4 15
:5 h.p. DE DION, vertical engine £4 10
2\ h.p. WERNER, very low £4 10
2 h.p. ARIEL, MO.v; .'

£5 10
;5 h.p. STANDARD, vertical engine £4 15
PUSH CVCLES T.AKEN I.N' EXCH.^NGE.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 .|q
STEVENS 4 h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled,

TMui«°oBw'°'T"'"' '''*="• handle starling £14 10
I WIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled ; £11 10

CARS.: '.

DE DION, 6 h.p., genuine throughout, two-
seater, two speeds and reverse, nice
order £27 .jg

EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cylinder, live-seater,
two speeds and reverse . .

.

'. £27 10BEDELIA, 1911, 5-7 h.p., air-cooled twin

uiim£&=''' ™?'"^" ;
<^ost f93 £55

nuiTIBER,
,5.J h.p., two-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse £18 10

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
lic.id'.rl. Wired. Tubes

2" X 2 .... 17 - 16 6 9
6'

y>x 2t .,,, 18 6 17 6 9 9
-fx 2' • • 21 - 18 6 10 .
-Sx 2 ... 19 . ,7 . .,,,.
-'> X =t • 19, - - i5' 6
MICHELIN 26x2 116 -^Sx-y 15

TUBES. 20X2J 12,- ,8x2j 126
Carriage Paid. .Ml Guaranteed. Prompt BeUvery.

naiSCEI.I.ANEOUS.
Carburetters—Longuemare and FN 4/0New .^mac Carburetter, H.B. control' 15 /Long Handle-bars, drop ends S/s'and 6/6
vT'Ti ,

^'<="?'=''^' "P ,'° 5 h.p 3/3 and- 4/6"
.\L.ALL Spring Forks Z,r

rv'f'i.i" i'^"'"';"
• S'"-""-. iin. lid.,"'i'in. l;!\\.deMudgu.ird, 3m., 2/3; 4in. 2/11 pair.

'

Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4nMagneto Handle-bar Switches . «{;
Trembler Coils, 6 '6. Plain »7i|
Powell and H.anmer £1 Lamp ...', ii',l
to Guinea Lowen Sidecar «^ n
-Nearly New Coronet Sidecar r? in
Farrar's Halifax Sidecar £1 inMabon free engine clutch . . 90 /cNew 3!in. treadle lathe

i I la oVe.ichfng!

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, HalUai.

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
a bargain.IQIO 3;ii.p. Eex,

J-fJ i42.-A. H.
iritb P.
Burnett,

ind M. 2-spGed:
Ferrybridge.

1 Q 07 Triumph, trre! almost new. magneto, B. and B
-•-.' h.b.c., complete with lamp, horn, tools; £25.
"DEX, Tvith Peugeot engine, N,S.U. 2-speed and
J-t' car. b-b.c.. new KempAall back, will go anriv

iqe-

DTwhere

;

with new Michelin t.vros, h.b.c. a real

WE are now booking orders for 1912 models: Clj-no
Scott. Triumph, B.S.A., Eudge, Indian, Singer

Humber. Premier.

BEADBTJEr.
fl.rer: £10.

^^KI^& your old mount and book 1912 model in es--LJ ehangp( accessories of every description.—Earn
-Ijaw'.* Motorics, Bradford Ed.. Huddersflcld.

TPaUMPH, 1908. good condition: £23,—Leffprs onlr
Milc.i, 14, Norfolk Terrace, Chapelallerton. Leeds'apelailerton, Leeds'

51ip. Twin N.S.U., magneto, perfect condition, lamp
{.(^i-tla • Ti-lirit nWni-i- O r^. 1 1-11 • >> .-.. '\'

firld.

tools; what offers ?-Cuw'oDd, Change Alley, Shef

1Q11 T.T 'Triumph, special engine, new condition
-» «^ complete; f39.-Hoiighton, fishmonger, Rothei'

DOUGLAS, 1910J, almost new condition: genuine
bargain, £25t 1 •• ---' '- * "Jump and spare*.—Uent, Stoncgate,

3iL.p. Efx, magneto, clutch, good condi-
£27.—Jlrs. Baxter, 5, Bluntyre Bd., Liver-

Tork,

LAST'S
tion;

pool.

1 ft*^ SinKCT. .Slh.p., free engine, new, .soiled onlv,
-i-«j' complete kit; £48ao.-Cuuliffe, Lord St., Soutfc

1Q12 Bradbury. Eiidges, EnBelds, Premiers: oraers •

-^t^ delirery dates: esebnnces—Golby, Bradford Ed.,
Patley.

SPECIAL T.T.
speed, 300,

3h.p.
miles

Twin
only

;

Moto-Ecre. Ami.^trong 3-

£36.—Haigli, Northgafe,

rljll Humbei- Lightweight, spares
• ^ dition; very cheap Gonrlny,

in pplendid con-
Fallowfield, Man-

GOt'ULAT,
1S15

19'%^jf''l
IJalifnx.

F.N.. 1909,
cliange

Garsfang.

. the Gre.1t rioui-his Agent, now hocking
models.— Goiirlay, I'allowfteld. Manclieslrr.

1. JIagneto Triumph, grand order, lamp
lorn; £34/10.-327, Skircoat Orecn Ed.,

S-eli.p.. 4-e.vl., perfect order; £20. or ox-
lot smaller power. — Sornoll. Pilling.

'TEIUMPH, 3Jli.p.. late 1907, .splendid condition, ncJ. ees._orie.s. mackintosh suit: £23.-137. (Jueci.sL-ate.
JKJiton, L^ncs.

rhfweight, Storens engine, flrst-elnsa order
.niidition; nearest £11; any triul.-2, HoUins
1 larwen.

twin, cost £45,
bouglit sidiuar.-

I'H. lamp.
Pick, Wood-

lih.p. L
-I2 and
Grove St..

"IQII ^^oto-Ee^e, 2Jb.p.X*^ horn: nearest £30;
hnii-f Firld, Tliirsk.

pRAHBUEY. new May. 1910, perfect .omiition.

^.k'^'"''''' Jl"'''„'!''l'"'"''i""': nearest £30.-Milncr,
\^ I stboninc Ed., SeUiy.

CjCOTT. 3:ii.p'.. 1910. free engine. 2-8pi.ed, Jones .speed-

Srth, '^:;^Jt. i?:ii;sr
'"'' "'"»'"" *".:-Hoids-

T AIiTS Hofiart. 2;h.p., Annstrong 3-speea gear and'
*ree engine, gjod condition; what oilers?-JXallin-

sou. Eombold House, Ilklej-.
-"u>"u

lOlO 'ijiP- Magneto Eex. accessories, backrest- any
trial or. expert examination; £26-.-22. BeTvoir

Skircoit. Halifax. ,
Cjardeus,

HUMBEE, 3h,l).,
ordi-r. uew tyre

Burnley Ed., Padihuiu

chain drive. 20in. frame, good
•Ttnol engine; £9.—Woodcock,

R'^J'^-'ii^"^,"''.''' 2Jh p., chain drive, new Amne car-
,,.. ,!"^"^'**''^.,''"'^^- .""l!'in=. order; £12. or oSers--Hcuiiugway,

09;

Flowergute, T\1iitby.

little nsed, all

19°^'„^^v"li"'''i,^^rJ''^'lJ'v"""'"'™- """• hofk tyre

Te™ce™^„\tier'fd-,°'Ba?^J'ir"'^""'' '»"<'"'"''

TXUIIBEE LiKbtw.ight, 2h.p., almost new. excellent

wMt ?^- '•eo™J''
-••."••rafof. and horn; accept £25.-

Wlltehire: 52. Barnsley St.. Wigan.

TUNE, 1911,' 21h.p. Motosaeoche," spares, equal to new; 28 guine
Union Ed.. Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire.

m^^'' ^B'"- '*?!' f'^'^'^f Enfield, perfect condition:

M^ o n, i
i;''rt"'S'"'*- f^'^liqPKc Triumph, Zenith,

etc—62, Park Ar,, Barrow-in-Funiess.

TJEADBUET. 1910 2-speed gear, good t.vres. new
tf T,™'- "^^'- ':<'"'I' ^^ ,^i«h sidcc:,r, f 39.-Eeynolds.
32, Downing St., Ardwick, Manchester.

3i'''''ix?'^"?-b Jr^^i- 'P'l"" *"'"" •laiu-^able pulley,

^ ^Sci',^-^-y- 2-5peea cear, £4/10: large roomy
sidecar, £5/10; all as new.-Lingurd, Bolton.

-J
Q 09 Brown. 3;h.p., 1911 B. and I!.. ^\LittIe, ad--i«^ instable pulley, spring- forks. Brooks saddle- £18or very near oSer.-Percy Milncr, Hawes, Torks.

'

3ih.p. Eex, enamel green and gold, low frame, new
-^ Iront cover, uew liorn and lamp, tools; lot f6'10;

owner going abroad.-Jacks in, 269, Mancbester St.. Old-
ham.

ONE MINUTE REQUIRED.
CORCN'ET SIDECARS are aU fitted with our

improved QUICK DETACH.^BLE JOINTg, and
can be detached in one minute.

LESS POWER REQUIRED.
In consequence of the unique design of frame in

the " CORONET," less power is required to drive,
compared v.-ith other sidecars.

Model E.—£7. Model D.—£7123.611.

Ivslnicliie Calalogue post free, giving
illuslrat'Ums anct /till particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to
sniisfu mid save nioncii for biii/crs. Full of
improvrtiieiits. Quick delacliable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. Wicl;er. cane,
or enarti-built Itodies. Child's reversible seat.
Fj-celtenl uptuilsterii.

NOTE front arm which grips main lube of sidecar,
which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s. BRADBURYS, etc

Discounts to Agents.

^^M

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5 - each.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
New Duulop.-, 2Sx2 and 2^, wired crlges ,. 10/6
Duiilops, 2Sx 2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9
2|X2 and 2} Beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8/6
lit^t Ounlity Butt-cndcd Tubes 7/9
Uest Make Inner Tubes, with valves 6/11
Rubber-studded Co\ers, best make 25 '-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. , with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10
9 h.p. GUECOIRE Twin, water-cooled ,.£14 10

3J b.p. N.S.U.,' M.O. v., with fiear-drivcn

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10
5 h.p. Twin S.-\ROLE.\, good order £6 15
9 h.p. D.^RRACO, water-cooled £12
4 h.p. WHITE & POPPE, M.O.V £5
4 h.p. CORONET, m:o.V., air-cooled £4 5

3i h.p. AuTOMOTo £2 I 2 CvcLONt:, m.o.v. £1 15
i2 h.p. MiNF-RVA £t 8 2; h.p. Brown- . . £3 5

3 h.p. fjLADKANT £3
I
2} h.p. MlKERVA £3 5

H.xchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
\\e have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. ^'our old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb, secures a new 1911 B. and B.
with h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new 191 r
Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL

Delivery per return.

answerina fhrse advcrtucTncj}/^^

[
BOOTH'S MOTORIES,

KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH;

(ofi Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. : 1062.

./, ual/c to mention "The Motor Cijde.' A 4.';
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REMEMBER,
ALL GUARANTEED.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
lUIOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.E.
All machines marked thus * at Htiliiax Depot.

LONDON STOCK.
QUADRANT, 1911 model, as new £39
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto £30
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, igio, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £42
REX, 1911, 7 h.p., two speeds, excellent order £51
RUDGE, 1911, 3i h.p., clutch model £47
F.N., 1910, 2j h.p., two-speed model £2S
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
TRIUMPH, igog, 3* h.p., standard model .... £32
ARIEL, 1910, 3J h.p., footboards fitted £30
N.S.U., 1908, 5^ h.p., two speeds, perfect .... £30
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., deluxe, brand new. In stock.

REX, 1911 5 h.p., cone clutch, new. In stock.

REX, rgrr, 3ih.p., tourist, new. In stock.

REX, 1911, 3X h.p., cone clutch, new. In stock.

TRIUMPH, igo8, 3J h.p., XL'All saddle £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £18
F.N., four-cyhncler model £16
TRUMP-JAP, 1911, 4 h.p., as new £35
MATCHLESS 6 h.p. latest rgii two-speed models.

Immediate deliver;'.

SCOTTS, igri models. DeUvery from stock. . £60
ALLDAYS, 3 h.p., magneto, low built £15,
MOTOSACOCHE, 19 11, ladies' model, as new. . £26
ARIEL, 2} h.p., lightweight model £10
ROVER, 3! h.p., 191 1 clutch model £45
CRIPPEN, 2; h.p., abeauty, touch 25 £7
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves .... £37
ANGLIAN, 2j h.p,, good running order £6
KERRY ABINGDON, igro, 3ih.p., clutch .. £32
REX, 1911, 7 h.p., tourist model £37
REX DE LUXE, igo8, 5 h.p., two-speed £28
KERRY, 3* h.p., handle-bar control £11
F.N., 4^ h.p., 1909 model, four-cyhnder £25

HALIFAX STOCK.
*N.S.U., 2j h.p., 1909, hghtweight £22
*F.N., 4-^ h.p., 1909, four-cyl.

"^REX, 5i-h.p., clutch model, magneto .

£23
£24

•FAFNIR, 3 h.p., two speeds £15
.'ARIEL, 2l- h.p,, thorooshly overhauled £11
'*REX, 1,100, 5 h.p,. l^iiurist, good order £29
•TRIUMPH, igog, 5.', ii,p., good order £32
'BRADBURY, igii, 3.V h.p., magneto £39
.*REX, rgro, 3,1 h.p.. Tourist model £28
.*N.S.U., 3 h.p.,' Tourist model £22
i'^REX, 5 h.p., 1909,^, Speed King £30
>»HUMBER, 1909, 3ih.p., two-speed £30
|*TRIUMPH, 1907, 3 h.p., magneto £19
[•ANTOINE, 5 h.p,, twin, footboards £15
j'^P. & M., igio, 3I h.p., excellent order £45
*REX, rgog, 5 h.p.. two speeds, fast £35
I'MINERVA, igrr, 8 h.p., two speeds, P. & M. . . £48
*REX, s h.p., twin, coil ignition £16
>MINERVA, 4J h.p., spring forks : £20

50/- deposit secures

—

•LLOYDS, 2 h.p. . . £10 'BARTER, 2! h.p. . . £8
*MINERVA, 2h.p. £6 "BROWN, 2 li.p. ..£7

Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND TRICARS.
"^BEDELIA Car, single-cylinder, very racy .... £40
REX Litettes, igri models, new £50
REX Litctte, 5 h.p., magneto, two speeds .. £30
*REXETTE, 5i h.p., two speeds, open frame . . £22
BROWN, 3Hi.p,, two speeds, air-cooled .... £16
FORD Car, 10 h.p., twin, two speeds £18
STAR Car, 9 h.p., three speeds £25
REXETTE, 6 h.p., latest model £22

SiDECARS, &.C.
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, child's seat £7
MILLFORD Castor Wheel, hke new £6
FORECAR, with tyres, aluminium finish £2

MAUDES MOTOP MART
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREETCOM DOM W.

Telephone 552.. M^yfivir
YclebrAms "Ab-dic7ite" London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Telephone 433., Norton?*!
Tclc§r*s.ms "Petrof HRlifa>.

% MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U., 1911 Model de Luxe, 3ili.p., 2-speed and free

engine, brand new; Jist price £52/15, casli £40.—
Graydon, 19. Kensington Rd-, St. Aune's-on-Sea.

F.N-, 1909. 4-cyl., 5h.p., 1911 improrenients, mag-
ueto, etc.. in splendid condition ; eschance ior

1
smaller power; £25-—C, 17, Peel St., Accriugton.

TEITJMI'HS ! Triumplis !—Immediate deliveries from
stock : standard and free engine models-—G. W.

Wairiner, Triuinpli agent. 138, Micklegate, York.

23.h.p. De Dion, engine in first-elas-i order, accimiU'
4 lator ; bargain, £8 to clear.—Warriner. 138,

ilieklegate, York.

IQll Free Emnue Model, only rnn 175 miles, fitted
J-iJ with lamp, liorn, and Jones £3/10 gear-driven
speedometer, perfect ; £55.—Warriner, 138, Micklegate,
York.

CROSS for Triumph and Matchless Motore in Rother-
ham.—Ifew T,T. Trimnph, £46: 1911 Bradbury,

like new, £37: 1911 Douglas, like new, £32, complete.

51). p. Twin Indian, green, just overhauled cost of
£4/10, very fast, easy starter, guaranteed; accept

£35, or exchange for 2-speed eingle.-Millard. Dinning-
ton, Rotherham.

3ih.p. Tourist Res. new and unused; makers' price
2 £48, accept £18/^0 deposit and 19 payments of

20/-; first remittance secure::.— Halifax Motor Exchange,
Wc.-tgate, Halifax.

MINERVA. 3ih.p., 1908. dry cell -ignition, tools and
spares, new back tyre on, all complete, and in good

condition and running order; £15.—Roberts. 9, Arley
Av., West Didsbury, Manchester.

TWIN Moto-Reve, new August, adjustable pulley,

Miller's headlight, linf-m generator, spare valves,

belt, tube, etc., perfect condition, run 500 miles.—

W

Beaumont, Bird's Royd, Biighouse.

SCOTT, 1910. overhauled by makers last month, 1911
frame complete, latest radiator, front wings, new

(?hain, etc., extra petrol tank, perfect condition; £40 —
83, Moss Lane, Swinton, Manchester.

5 h.p. Res, 1909. did 66 m.p-h. last Sunday, Cowey
speedometer, C.A-P. carburetter, tyres AI, 1911

pistons jast fitted, lamp, and all accessories; £29.—
Storey, Lime Grove, Brooklands, Manchester.

1 Q 11 Triumph, free engine, all accessories, engine
At/ just overhauled at Triumph works, tyres nearly
new, £46; also 1910 Milll'ord cane rigid sidecar, new
LOver, £6; oflcrs-- Siinnicinite, 26, Princes Rd., Hull.

BKAPBITEY. 3:h.p., 1911, new July, not run 1,000
miles, perfect, all spares, including valve, plug,

new P. and H. lamp, horn, overalls, and mack; going
abroad : £39.— George, Nelson St., South Bank, Y'orks.

SCOTT, 1910, 3;h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, kick start-

ing, Palmer cord tyres, in good condition, B105
>addle. janes speedometer, recently overhauled by makers,
ready for the road: £40, or cash offers.—Everingham,
i'rcklington.

1 Q09'. Triumph, 1911 tank, handle-bars, and stand,
-«- e7 just been re-bushed throughout, and in splendid
couilitioii, good tyres, new Lyso belt, Luca's lamp, etc.,

and many spares; viTy fast machine; £32, or nearcfif

ofEcr.—Hodgkinscn. Heather Mount, Cowpusture Rd.,
Ilkley.

3ih.p. 1908 JUmerva, magueio, Ji. and'B., spring
2 forks, just had £7 spent on engine, guaranteed

perfect; exchange for powerful twin, or P.N., or sale

£21 ; also 2J-h-p. Bowden, E.N., h.b-c-, free engine, chain
drive, good order; £15: .approval. — Smith, engineer.
Bedale.

"I Q08 Triumph, 1911 improvements, splendid condi-
i-iy tion, dirt cheap at £22; 1911 3ih.p. Bradbury,
only 4 months old, and done very little running, lowest
£34: Mabon clutch and variable pulley to suit 3-^h.p.

JA.P., 20/-: 1911 E. and B- carburetter, 17/6: N-S-U.
carburetter, 5/-.—Haslain, 293. Eeclesall Rd.. Sheffield.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

T Q 10 Enfield Lightweiaht. splendid order ; bargain,
-L*y £24.— A. Senior. Northwich.

B-S-A., new last June, perfect condition; any trial:

37 guineas.-12S, Station Rd., Old Hill.

£17.—F.N., 4-eyl-. 1908, recently overhauled, front new
Michelin, back tyre good.—Holmleigh, Carnarvon-

ZENITH, 6h.p,, June, 1911, perfect, aceessoriep; sell,

or exchange fur single.—P. W. Owen, - Ironbridge,
Salop.

7 h.p. Indian, 1911, chitch model, blue, excellent con-
dition ; 48 guineas.—Nonnan, Tuustall, Stoke-on-

Trent.

BRADBURY 1911 Standard Motor Cycle, in stock:
£38 for quick sa!e.-W- S. Huxley, Malpas,

Cheshire.

1 Q 1 Motosacoche. free engine, magneto, Whitt le

X *y belt, good condition ; £25.—Everatt. Saltergate,
Chesterfield.

3ih.p. Premier, bouflit August 12th, 1911 ; £30. offer;
2 wanted, rigid sidecar, cheap.

Bridgnorth.
cheap.— Minshall, Stoneway,

1 QUI Premier, free engine, T\m under 300 miles,
Xt/ good reasons for eelling, accessories; £50.—Jdjck-
man, Matlock.

REMEMBER
The value of your present machine is depreciating

week by week.
WTiy not exchange now or at the end of the season

for a 1912 model ?

We can allow far better prices than those which rule
in April, and, if yon wish, advance you a big part
of the allowance in cash.

Why not wTite, or, better, call and discuss with us.

ANY MAKE.
EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

HIGHEST ALLOWAN CES.

THE PORTLAND SIDECAR.

PRICES :

£6 5 O
£6 6 O
£7 7 O
£S 8 O

r^SJjBtJ MoTIW r\aMT

Guaranteed twelve months.
Luxuriously sprung.
Just the fitment for winter riding.

REMEMBER, World's Sidecar Record, 40 miles
1,660 yards in the hour.

26X2J Michelin tyres. Double Cee springs, \\ide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer
bar if desired. Double stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months.

Standard Wicker RIP Mod_el £5 5
Improved Wicker PORTLAND Model £6 6
First quahty Cane Portland Model ...... £7 7
Closed type Wicker Portland Model .;.... £880

ALL fitted With heaviest spindles.

TO AGENTS AND SHIPPERS.
We are now fixing up Agencies for the Portland

Motor Cycles and Sidecars. Write us for best terms.

REXES! REXES!! REXES!!!
We have a few brand new igii Models. If you

would save money, write us.

32 h.p., cone clutch Write
5 hp., ditto . , for our
5 h.p., DE LUXE Prices.

FULLY GUARANTEED. CALL AND INSPECT.
SPECIAL PRIG US.

Look out fbr the 1912GRADO-GEAR.
HAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

L.ON DO M. W.
Telcphong 552, MAyfftir
"Tclc^rAms Ab-dicsvte' Londort

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Te I c ph o ne

^
43 3 . ^^ IN ?vti o na I

TelcCrMns "Petrol" Halifax.
(a-is-rs POST f-ree)

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Sarolea Engines, 2 h.p., brand new, complete

with Bosch magneto £8
Sarolea Engines, as above, for accumulator

ignition £5 fl

Fuller Accumulators, new, 20 amp. 7/6
Studded Covers, 26 x 2in. and 2 Jin 17/6
Wide Mudguards. 3111. and 4in.

Separate Generator Lamps, complete 12/6
Silent Silencers up to 6 h.p 3 '6

Matchless Spring Forks, shop-soiled .... pair 11/6
Triumph Pattern Horns. Our price 3/9
Leather Magneto Cover 2/6
Pannier Bag, good condition 6/6
Ditto, rather larger 8/6
Kuillfi Handle Grips, lin. bars pair t/3

A46 In annv'.rifif/ tlir-:,' !i(h'rrfi.<'C})i':}}ts it is clc-si^'cihle io mention " The Mulor Cycle.''
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DO IT NOW!
This is the principle of success in business. The

man who leaves things until to-morrow never does

them at all. Months ago we decided that it was
THE RIGHT TIME to buy Motor Cycles for next
year's delivery, and WE BOUGHT THEM. The
same thing applies to Tubes, and T>Tes, and
Accessories, and it is only by this means that we
can give to our customers the extensive variety at

such low prices and such f^uality.

It is no use approaching the makers of high-

class machines at this tipie of the year, as they
are long since booked up for igra. The machines
that can be bought now are not much class, and
you don't want them.
Vou will have noticed* that we have been telling

the tale about going to Lancaster for some weeks
now. However, upon taking a survey of

Lancaster and district, we could not find anything
in the wav of a Garage half so big as ours. We
could not' find a place as GOOD AS OURS WILL
BE when the extensive alterations which the land-

lord finally decided to do are 'finished. 'We shall

very shortly have a NEW ROOE ON. and have
the option of a piece of ground on which TO
BUILD AN EXTENSION. Having these

favours offered us, we remembered the maxim
above, and DID IT. We are now fixed up for a
lengthy period in Morecambe, and anticipate your
kind favours and CONTINUED PATRONAGE in

the FUTURfi:, as in the PAST. What we ask of

you is TO DO IT NOW—that is, place your
order with us for that 1912 model, whether for'

Cash, Deferred, or Exchange terms; they are all

alike to us. We have now made Special Capital
arrangements, whereby we shall be enabled ta
extend our operations in the field of supplying
NEW MACHINES on the DEFERRED. Our
terms wiU be THE BEST ON THE MARKET.
Our CHOICE of machines IS ALREADY the best

on the market, and the ONLY THIN<:; that we
are wanting is to get the LARGEST TRADE of

any firm on the market. We think we are not far

from that now. However, patience will do it.

We have had a wonderfully successful year, and
want it to be the FORERUNNER of many others.

We have GROWN LIKE A MUSHROOM, but
NOT on mushroom foundations. The foundation
is GOOD, and therefore the structure will stand.
Once more, we ofler to anv man who is dissatis-

fied with our deals S.\TISFACTION. We don't
succeed in pleasing ever>'body—no one can—but,

we want to please YOU. It is impossible to go
wrong with us. As stated week after week, if the,

goods are not satisfactory, return them at once,
and have your money back in full. These words
have been used hundreds of limes in "The Motor
Cycle,", and yet wc find it necessary to repeat
them week after week. People seem to be so
sceptical that they cannot imagine them to be
correct, as there comes a hundred letters per week
enquiring as to the correctness of same. YES,
WE DO'THIS WITH PLEASURE.

By-bye, B'hoys. From one of the Nuts.

GREAT 1911 REDUCTIONS.
ZENITH-GRADUA, jl h.p £55
P. and M., igii, tuo-speed, 2 in sUtck . . £60
BRADBURY £48
BAT-I.A.P,. 5 h.p., cash price £58
BRADBURY, two-speed £55
SCOTT, igi I. two-speed, 2 in stock £60
B.-iT-T.A.P., 8 h.p £60
HUMBER, two-speed £50
ZRNITH-GRADUA, 5h.p £65
TRIUMPH, free engine. 2 in stock £55
HUMBER, j( h.p., single-cyl., three-speed £39
TRIU.MPH. standard, 2 in slock £48 15
RUDGE, igii, free engine £55
DOUGLAS, Model D £40 Q
DOUGLAS, two-speed. Model E £48

All above and any other new machine can be
bought on the deferred terms, with one quarter
down and balance in twehe innnthly payments.

GOOD S.H. MACHINES.
All guaranteed running order before leaving)

Morecambe.
PNFIELD, igro, splendid order £2'/ 10
MOTO-REVE, 191 1 twin £30
DOUGLAS, 1910, grand £31
DOUGLAS, igio £29
WOT0-RE\T., twin, 1910J, new £27
JIOIO-REVE, iQiot, twin, line order . . £23
MOTOSACOCHE, free engine £20
SIMMS, Ijh.p £10 10
F.N. , 13 h.p £15
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £29

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford,

FOE Sale, cheap, 21i.p. Werner, low and light.—Par-
ticulars, A. Moyge, Kessingland.

REX. 3i[L.p., new cylinder, coil and accumulator, tyres,

tubes nearly new; £14.—MuUey. Outwel'I, Wisbech.

1009 3Ih.p. Trimujih, in topping order and condition:
-LU £28; complete, all spares.—3a, Bridge St., Cam-
bridge.

QUADEANT. Sh-p., good nmning order: £5: ex-
changes entertained.—Osborne, Old Cattle Market,

Ipswich.

TEIUMPH, B.S.A., Singer, Premier, and Eudge
motor cycles: early deliveries of 1912 models.—

Parker and Son. St. Ivc.~, Hunts.

3ih-p. 11-raonth old Ariel, variable gear, half com-
2 pression, splendid order, little used; must sell,

cheap.—E. Lee, Woodton Rectory, Bungay-

~IQ09 Motosacoche, ma:.'neto. spring forks, in first-
i-*y class order, thorou:;hly overliauled by makers:
accept £14.-37, Searle St., Chesterton. Cambridge.

TEIUMPH, 1909S, no fault, perfect running order,
good condition ; inspection or trial : lamp, and

spares : £35.—8.761, The Motor Cycle Omces, Coventry.

MINEEVA, 1908, 3ih.p., grey enamelled, loug. low,
fast, reliable, elimb anything, 1911 li.B., every-

thing h.b.e. ; £18: photo, trial.—Elliott, 12, Tenison At.,
Cambridge.

Sih.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, Boseh magneto, h.b.c-
2 carburetter, spring forks, goo<l tyres, low frame,

good running order; £14/10, bargain.—Bridge House,
Bo.xford, Suffolk.

31,h.p. Minerva, beautiful running order, Duulop,
2 Bates, new belt, spring seat, footrests, runs well,

4 to 40- m.ph. : bargain :it £20. cash price £18, or ex-
change F.X-, or other lightweight-—G. Seoollio, Him-
stautou.

SECTION VI.

Worcesler.shire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Brech
nock, Monmoutli, Glamorgan, Carniartlien,

Cardigan, and Pembroke. .,..,>_ .'.^ .

•

1 Qll Hnmhcr 2h p. Lightweight, perfect condition.
-Liy like new; £25/15.- Houglas Harris, Old Vicarage,
Llaudilo.

AEIEL, 19li. Sih-p-, in splendid order, decompressor,
spares, etc.; trial: £36.—Carryer, St. Juuies Ed-.

Hereford-

TEIUMPH," 1910, little ridden, just overhnnled by
makers, many spares; cost about £70; owner going

to India-—Pratt, Hazeldene. Broiu,<grove.

3XI1-P. Hamilt;>n, good condition, splendid climber,
2 fast, B. and B. carburetter: £8/10. lowest.-

Mayali, 80, Clensmore Lane, Kiddermin-<ter.

TRIUMPH. 1911, verj- carefully ridden, 1.200 miles
onlv. praetieallv new machine, 2-note exhanst

whistle; f40.—L.'wis-Evaiis, M.A., Abertillery. Men.

1 Qll Douglas, new in May, great bargain. 50 guineasA^ for qiiiek sale: owner buying ear: (ilouce-stershire
listrict.-Xo. 8.745, Ike llolor Cycle Otflces, Coveutry.

TEIUMPH,. T.T.. 1911, r.E.S. large size lamp, Cowey
speedometer, Lucas i»est horn, exhaust whittle, ear-

liide carrier, all spares : £45, no offers—Harvey Bryant,
;3romsgrove.

"I
Q12 2Jh.p. Special T.T. Twin Humber, 3-speed Arm-

-Lt/ strong, used in speed trial only, 2 pairs of bars,

pares, do 55. tyres, etc.. as new: cost £55, hell £45.—
Aflams, Highbury, Lye, Stonrbridge.

"B Qll Free Engine Eover. charming laaehine, been out
Xi/ 3 tiuiis. run only 85 miles total, bought new
September, eujiranteed absolutely pirfeet and nnscratched:
must sell: be-t elfer, or first cheque for £50 seeutes-—
Phillips. New Ed., Worcester.

SECTION VII.

liloucesler, Oxford, Buckingliam, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

LADY'S
miles

1911 Mntosje oelie, 2h.p.. oiilv dene 25
£27.—Hall, 38.- Barton St., Gloucester.

5-6h.p. Bex, Whittle, free engine, good, condition

;

£13, bargain.—C, 35. Buluiershe Ed., Beading.

L.M.C., 3ih.p., just been overhauled bv makers, mag-
neto, h.b.c. : £20.-H. Eaton, 10, High St., \Vitne.r.

FAFNIE. 3h.p., fa.st, low, reliable; £10. or exchange
lower power.—Urry, Pairfields. Christehureh, Hants.

TEIUMPH. clutch model. 1911. soiled only; best
offer above £45 ; genuine bargain. — Layton's.

Bicester.

B.S.A., 1911. run 1.000 miles only, as new, complete
with lamp, horn, and spares; £38. — Laj-ton's.

Bicester.

TRIUMPH. 1910 standard model. Palmer cord tyres,

equal to 1911 machine: £35.—Layton's. Bicester.

TEIUMPH T.T. Roadster, actually used only about
500 miles, mauniticent machine; any reasonable

offer —Layton's. Bicester.

TEIUMPH- 1-906. condition perfect, tyres good: £18;
liill ride 40 miles.—Ferns, Salthrop, Wroughton,

Wilts

Lady's HOB.ART, as new, three-speed . . £39 10
ENFIELD, 1910, fine order £28 10
MOTO-REVE, rgio, single-cyl., as new . . £22
HUMBER, two-speed, rgio £32 10
HUMBER, two-speed, igrt £39
K.S.U., 3 h.p £16 10
BROWN, 1909, 3* h.p., free engine £25
SIMMS, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
BROWN, igog, twin, 5 h.p £2J
HUMBER, igri, two-speed £37 10
BRADBURY, 10 10, fine order £35
SINGER, 3 h.p., magneto £12 10
N.S.U., 3.1 h.p., M.O.V £15
GRITZNER, 3* h.p., free engine £17 10
REX, Twin, 5 ii.p., four-speed £28
J.A.P.-CH--\TER-LEA, •; h.p £22 10
BRADBURY, two-speed, as new £42 10
BRAITHWAITE, igog, 3I b.p., two-sp'd £29
N.S.U., two-speed, 5 h.p., twin, tgioi .. £39
N.S.U., 4 h.p. twin, two-speed £29
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p., racer £40
F.N., j-cvL, 4i h.D £22 10

ZENITH, 6h.p., fate rgog, Graduagear.. £40
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., tree engine £26
REX, twin, 3 h.p £25
P. and M., rgio, perfect order £45
B.AT-J.A.P., 5 b.p £32 10
REX. sh.p., fine order £27 10
BAT-J..A.P.'two-spced, igro £48
REX de luxe, two-speed £35
P. and M., igio, splendid order £50
TRIU.MPH, 1910. Mabon clutch £35
REX, 3i h.p.. M.O.V £15
SINGER, 3J h.p £18 10
REX, loio, 3A h.p., splendid order .... £28
SIMMS, 2} h.p., magneto ignition £14 10
TRIUMPH, igoq £32 10
Many of the above machines can be purcliascd

on the deferred terms, with one-third dowii and
the balance in twelve monthly instalments.

Sold out of accumulator machines at the

mon;ent, but sonic coming in.

SEASONABLE LINES.
Special Separate Generator Lamp 12/6
Special Bracket ditto Lamp 22/6
1911 F.K.S. Latest 58/6
1911 Lucas Latest 55/- and 50/-
1911 Lucas Lightweight ,35/-

State wants, as we have largest stock in the
world, and make «ood allowance for old one oS
Lucas and F.R.S. lamps. Silver or ebony finish.

S.H. Leather Coats 13/6
New Leather Coats £2
Long \\'atei;prooi Cnibrella Coats 5/lH
Oil-skin Breeches 2/1U
100 Mulor Cycle Paddles hieul 8/11 j
1000 Brand New Inner Tubes, all sizes . . 4/llA
Waterproof Suits complete 12/11^
Cowey ig:i Speedometer, new £3 10

Jones 1911 Speedometer, new £2 15
Ajax Heavy T>Te 35/-
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern 19/lli
Heaw MORFXAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/11^
50 Odd Tyres from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.

Mabon 1911 Free Engine £2 5

Large Side Bags 5/11i
Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/5i
E.LC. Plugs, 2/6 size each 1 /I

Magnetos, S.H., all sizes £3, £3 5s., and £4
Parker Self-contained Lamp 15/lli
Special Bracket Seoarate Generator Lamp 23/6
F.LE.N. Magnetos! . .

.

", £3 4 Uh
Sidecar Aprons, ready to fit 6/114
Special Twist Horn .' 3/11

J

New F.R.S. Generators 7/-
Exhau5t Cut-outsI 2/11|
Handle-bar Mirrors 2/9 and 4/6
Tube and Belt Cases S/llJ
Rubber Belts, 7M^-Xi>ri 5/lU
Special H.B. Watch Holder?. .. lOJd. and 1/lU
New Self-contained Lamp, large size 13/11^
Tubes, ail sizes, brand new 6,'11i and 8,'Hi
Leather and Steel-studded Bands 19,9

S.H. Lucas Lamos, complete 30'-

B and B. Carburetters, h.b. control, igii 23'-

Tremblcr Coils 6/11

J

Non-trembler Coils 6/9
New Specification Li=t nr^w ready, post free.

TRIS WEEKS BARGAIN.
For Cash you can have a new 1911 5 h.p. BAT-

J.A.P. for £51. Don't ofier swaps, deferred

terms, or low offers, as no good.

HITCHEIM'S MOTOR
EXCHANGE CO., LTD.,

Euston Road, MORECAMBE.
Telephone; 112. Wires: Motor. Sloircambe.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cucle.' A9
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TKItJMPH, 1911. doiif^ about 300 miles; owner going

abroad; what oflers;—Smitli. Cliilland, Winchester.

31.h.p. Rex^ splendid condition; £18, or ofler,—
2 Thurmer, Grove Laue, ^Vinlifield Bd., Biaeknell,

LINCOLN Elk, 3h.p., 1910, magneto, footboard?, per-
' feet; £18. — Johnson, Surrey Ed., Bishopston,

Bristol.

TRIUMPH. 1911, clutch. little and very carefuUy
used, perfect condition ; £48.-59, Banbury Rd.,

Osford-

BRADBURY, 1911, standard, only 900 miles, eq^ial

to new, unseratched, spares; £40.— Baldwin, Twy-
ford, Berks.

33.h-p. De Dion, Chater-Lea, 1910 B. and B., h.b.c,
4 Dunlop tyres, Sliamrock belt; £9.-18, Temple

Bt-, Aylesbury.

3JLhp. Brown, good order, good tyres ; price £10;
2 lif^htweight wanted.—J. Cook, Shaftesbury St.,-

Fordingbridge-

"lOlO Premier, 3ih.p. twin, in good condition, recently
-M-iJ overhauled; £20.—No. 8,743, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

3JLh.p. Birmingbam Quadrant, magneto, spring forks,
2 new belt, lamp, etc, good condition; £16. — H.

Williams, Fleet, Hants.

DOUGLAS, 1910, little used, lamp, horn, etc., splen-
did condition ; £25, offers-—Primrose Villa, Candle-

mas Lane, Beaconsfieid.

IQll Triumph, only recently delivered, not done 50
-*-•' miles ; aLLept 43 guineas ; any trial.—John
Webber. Craufurdrise, Maidenhead.

IQll Triumph, free engine model, almost eaual new;
jLiJ only run 1.200 miles. Rich tubes, several spares;
£45, or near offer-—Godfrey, Sulgravc, Banbury.

SINGER. 25h.p., Simms magneto, Hella lamp, new
Dunlop spare belt, 2 spare covers, first-class con-

ilition ; £18. or nearest.—Kidd, Acton Turville, Glos-

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 23h.p., late 1910. very little

used, evprvthing excellent condition, lamp, born,
to.tls. etc-: £51.—A. Wlialey, 23, Bourne Av., Salisbury.

PEN Frame 1911 Midget Bicar, 3ih.p. Precision, B.
and B., 2 speeds and free engine, new condition;

£35, or near offer--Morris, 395, Oxford Rd., Eeading-

"jO iOi. Clutch Triumph, practically new, seldom
-M.*J ridden, guaranteed perfect, Palmer cord, Clin-
iher, Lyso, acuessories ; £45.—Milward, ^^ood St., Swin-
don.

"Qll Triumph, free engine, splendid condition, don«
-.t/ 2.000 miles, lamp, horn, exhaust whistle, new
belt, etc.; £47/10—Bedford, 88, Basingstoke Rd., Read-
ing.

DOUGLAS, 1908. splendid ma-cliine, good condition,
just overhauled, lamp and accessories complete,

Bot done 5.000 miles; £17.—Sommerville, 8, Melrose
J'lace, Clifton.

LATEST Model 1911 4-cyl. 3-epeed T.A.C.. run only
500 miles, take sidecar and passenger anywhere.

exceptionally reliable mount; cost £80, best offer
nrcepted.—A- Ward, Home Farui, Ascot.

TRIUMPH, 1911i free engine, ridden 800 miles,
Lucas £2/10 lamp, horn, spare tube, valve, plug,

fiiamelling and plating hardly scratched, faultless; 40
Euineas.—Bennett, Scullards Hotel, Southsea.

3ih.p. tiuadrant, h.b.c, magueto, spring forks, good
2 tyres, spring footrests, good going order ; £ 1 8,

or offer; exchange with cash for Rudge or other good
make.— Gale, 2. Sutton Villas, Junction Rd., Andover.

TWXN-CYL. Moto-Reve Lightweight, late '1910
model, spring forks, magneto ignition, tyres good,

and machine in splendid running order, engine just been
nverhaulpd; price 20 guiueais. — Atkings, Longmoor
Camp, Hants.

BOURNEMOUTH.-Harvey, 58. Poole Rd.. sole dis-
trict agent Humbers.—Tourist Trophy Twin de-

livered from stock, also 1911 second-hand ligbtweight
£27/10: 1911 3ih.p., £32'10; and brand new Moto-
Reve, twin, to clear £30.

"I
Qll Premier, 3ih.p., free engine, purchased newX t/ June, owner proceeiling abroad, spare butt-

end and belt, lamp, born, Joiies speedometer, mirror.
Tvatch, good running order, covers new October, £47

;

Kerry sidecar. £3 ;
cnn be tried by arrangement.-Pepys,

Church Crookham, Hants.

"B Q12 Triumphs, Phelon and Moore, Douglas, and
JLiJ Enfield motor cycles.—Our large contracts for
these maeliines enable us to give the earliest possible
deliveries for next season; book your machine now 'and
avoid disappointments, or, if you wish our representa-
tive will be pleased to meet you at the Motor Cycle
Show at 01ympia.—Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

TRIUMPH. 1909, standard model, Cowey epeedo-
meter, Lucas lamp, generator, horn, also set of

Al mudscreens, engine just been thoroughly overhauled,
pood condition throughout; genuine bargain, £30.—
Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

N.S.tJ. Liglitweight, Bosch, in new condition; £33/10.
—89, High St., Walthamstow.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, write. Tlie
Ketco Motories. Smarden. Kent.

BRAND NEW 5 h.p.

TWO-SPEED TWIN REX DE
LUXE,

Latest type cylinders and spring forks

mechanical overhead inlet valves, Bosc'n

magneto ignition, cantilever seat, exti'^

large capacity tanks and filler caps, specia

sidecar fittings, handle starting and othe?

special fittings, fully guaranteed, 26x2}in.
non-skids, £51 lOs.

3^ h.p. Two-Speed de Luxe, £48 10s.

Liberal allowances on a few single-speed machines.

Cash offers considered, as a reduction of stock is URGENT

NEW
1911 2| h.p. 2-speed REX Junior 50 Gns.

19H 3* h.p. Free-engine REX.. 48 Gns.

1911 twin REX DE LUXE 63 Gns.

Very Liberal Exchange Allowances.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37

5I h.p. N.S.U., free engine and sidecar £33
Magnelo TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart . . £25
Twin REX DE LUXE and Montgomery Sidecar £25
REX. 1910, ^« h.p.. "hot stuff" £29
1910 Twin REX, M.O.V. , special machine £29
+A h.p. 4-cyi., Ir-.N.. magneto £19

3i h.p. REX, vertical engine, fine condition .... £8
Twin REX DE LUXE, M.O.V., two speeds £42
1910 T.T. TRIUMPH, almost equal to new £38
Twin REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £27
MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19
)U.ADRANT. 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks £24
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, soring forks £19
REX Twin, ;* h.p.. spring forks, fast £19
1909 Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £33
1911 3^ h.p. Free-engine REX £37
1911 twin REX DE LUXE £47
REX Magneto Lightweight, adjustable pulley .... £16

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

BRAND NEW 3i h.p.

TOURIST" REX.

Sold under maker's catalogue guarantee.

NOTE.—Reduced Price, £31
Two-speed gear £5 15 extra.

£10
deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

Magneto Triumph £25 10

si h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, mag. £24 10
Four-cyUnder F.N., magneto , . £19 19
3* h.p. Magneto Quadrant £24 10
Twin Moto-Reve £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £19 19

ier's Motories,
WESTGATE, HAL.IFAX,

-— ENGLAND.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TS/"LLTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W.

WILTON.-Sole S.W. agents lor Clyuo; delivery from
stock, also from Show and early 1912.

WILTON.—Sole S.W. agents for Matchless: imme-
diate delivery, or early 1912.

immediate delivery, orWILTOX.-Bradbury agents
early 1912.

WILTON.—Bradbury, with 2-siieed gear, sidecar, and
accessories, quite new; £53.

WILTON.—Kerry-Abingdon, 2-speed gear, sidecar,
and all accessories, 6 weeks old; £50.

TX/'ILTON.-Exchanges and instalmerits arranged.

WILTON.-1910 V.S., 5h.p. twin, as new; only wants
seeing; £27/10.

WILTON.-1910 Excelsior, tiilfndid order, tlioroughly
up-to-date; £25.

wILTON.-4-cyl. F.N., good order; £22.

WILT0N.-1911 2ih.p. F.N , 2-sreed and free engine,
as new, all accessories; £36.

WILT0N.-1911 Bat, Sh.p. J.A.P., T.T. model, new
condition; £35.

WILTON.—Motosacoche, Ijh.p., Palmer tyres, good
order, accessories; £14.

WILTON.—New and guaranteed SJh.p. Kerry-Abing-
don and 2Jh.p. Moto-Reve, £39 each; New En-

field, belt model, £30.

WILTON Cycle Co., 110, Wilton Ed., Victoria, S.\\'.

'Phone: Westminster 5115.

CASS'S Motor Mart. 5, Wanin St., Euston Ed.. >\.

'Phone: 3624 Mayfair.

CHATEE-LEA-ANTOINE, 3Jh.p., magneto. 1911 B.
and B., free engine, just been le-enamelled : £20.

F.N., 4ih.p., 4-cyl., special model, cut down top
tube, adjustable handle-bars, re-enamelled; £28.

rCHLisiS
se; £36.

5 h.p. Eex, Dunlop tyres, excellent condition
sell: £13/15.-124, Eomford Ed.

DOUGLAS. 1910. - splendid condition;
Bennett, Stcyne Scuool, Worthing.

1 Qll N.S.U . 3ih.p-, magneto, h.b-c. spring forks, good
i-iJ order; £24.-234. Belsizc Ed., N.W.

TEILTMPH, free engine model, late 1911. little u=(.l;

£39.—Barker, 34, Oxford Rd„ Worthing.

MINEEVA. 2ih.p., reliable, good engine and tvres;
£10.—Brice, 2, Bermington So . Vauxhall.

TOTTENHAM.—We have following 1911 machines in
stock ready for immediate delivery.

TV/TATCHLJi'^SS, 6h.p., 2-speed, has had very little

must

£22/10.-

BEADBUEY. standard, £48;
2-:!-speed, £55.

free engine, £54/10;

HUMBEE, 2-speed, £50: T.T. twin, single speed, 40
guineas; 3-3peed, 50 guineas; early delivery.

R^UDGE-WHITWOETH. free engine model; £55.

TpEIUMl'H, standard model: £48/15.

SEVEEAL Shop-soiled machines at substantial reduc-
tion.

MILLFOED Cane Body Sidecar, £11: MilUord Herald
sidecars, 6 gmneas. — 128, High Ed., South Tot-

tenham. 'Phone, 1982. (Foot oi Stamford Hill.

I

TOTTENHAM.—We have following first-class second-

hand machines for immediate disposal at bargain

prices

:

XTUMBEE, 1910, 2-speed, jnst returned from works;"
Jn. £35.

17AFNIE-SIMPLEX, 4Jh.p., engine and magneto just;

-T fitted; £27/10.

5h-p. Twin Kerry, free engine, and coach-built, sidecar;

£20.

Kh.p. Twin Kerry, magneto, jnst overhauled; £20.

N.S.IT.. 6h.p. twin, yariahle gear, Chater-Lea sidecar;

£33.

TVf.S.U., 2-speed gear, eh.p. twin, as new : £28.

ROC, 4h.p., 1910,
forks; £34.

Olh.p. M.M.O., magneto, new, h.b.o. ;
£20.

gih.p.

2-speed, military model, spring

Lagonda, Palmers, perfect condition; £12/10.

1 Oil Htmiber, 2-speed, and sidecar, all as new, only

XtF nsed for demonstration; £47/10, or separate..

TEIUMPH, 3h.p., most reliable and perfect machine;-
£17.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1 910. free engine, just liomo front

makers, as new; £25.

N. Lightweight, 1910, 2-spced, very little used; £35.

Phone 1982 (Foot

F
TOTTENHAM.-128, High Ed.

Stamford Hill.)

A50 In answering these advertisements it is desiraih to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

THE
old bone of contention between the Auto

Cycle Union and provincial clubs with regard
to the control of the pastime is being
wrangled over once more. Some few years ago
the Union—then the A.C.C.—was subjected to

the same trials and tribulations as it will apparently
have to face again in the immediate future, with what
result time alone will show. The result of the last

uprising on the part of loc-il organisations resulted in

certain alterations in the rules and regulations, prin-

cipal among which were the perambulating council
meetings, formation of provincial centres, and the
lalteration of the title of the Auto Cycle Club to that

of the Auto Cycle Union. In response to the requests
of local centres, the quarterly trials courses were
laltered to enable local riders who resided many miles
ifrom the London area to participate in these events
without being compelled to ride long distances to and
from the venue. Despite such concessions and
ameliorations, the local support of the trials has been
somewhat meagre and disappointing, and without the
trade entrants, who do not apparently mind, within
limits, where the trials take place, the contests would
have been somewhat of a failure. Thb points to
the fact that, despite the alterations which have been
made, those who were keenest in advocating the
changes have not shown the same strong desire to

take part ~in events specially arranged to suit their

convenience. There are exceptions, but the general
support which was promised if the venues were
changed has been poor on the whole.
The chief causes of the present trouble are refusal

by the A.C.U. to grant permits to provincial organisa-
tions to hold open trials on the lines of those already

promoted by the governing body ; the suspension byi

the A.C.U. of riders who compete in open events,

j

such as hill-climbs, without a licence, and for whichj
no permit has been obtained; the alleged trade in-!

fluence on the executive of the A.C.U. being detri-

mental to the pastime; and the allegation that a
goodly proportion of the acting executive are not
habitual users of a motor cycle.

Open revolution has not been established, but
threats have been made that provincial bodies are
determined to form another organisation and to
ignore the A.C.U. unless their present demands are
met. Now, we hold no brief for either party. We
exist for the purpose of improving the motor cyclist's

lot in every possible manner that lies in our power
and in a legitimate way. Therefore we recommend
arbitration as opposed to open warfare. Let those
who have grievances meet the A.C.U. executive and,
discuss their differences in an amicable spirit.

|

Nothing will be gained by the formation of opposing
organisations, because the time-worn phrase, " Union
is strength," will yet be found the best poHcy. Those
who are so anxious to form an opposing body or
bodies will find if they ever get into swing that running
big open events and the general conduct of trials,

cannot be successfully undertaken without funds.
A very large proportion—we might say nearly all—

•

of the A.C.U. executive work is done gratuitously.!

Will a new body be able to secure more honorary]
labour than the present one? We doubt it. Mistakesi
have been made, and further errors will occur, but arei'

those who are desirous of throwing off the yoke cer-|

tain that they can do better? A multiplicity ofj

organisations would prove as dangerous as it has
already proved a menace in other directions.

A17I
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T^mm.
IT

was during the Six Days' Trials in Yorkshire that

Frank Smith unfolded an ambitious scheme he
had in mind of climbing all the Devonshire hills

of repute, and thus be the first to make a clean ascent

of Porlock, Lynton, and Barbrook on a motor cycle

and sidecar. Would I accompany him on his Clyno
sidecar, observe and duly chronicle the performances?
The opportunity of a trip in Devonshire does not come
my way very often, so my answer was short and whole-

hearted. It so happened that w-e could not fit in a

week-end, owing to previous engagements, until

October, and at each delay I pointed out the impro-

bability of success should the roads be covered with

winter mud. Of course, Franks Smith should have
been in the better position to know, as his stoppage

on Porlock in the M.C.C. Trial last August was due
to the driving wheel spinning round on the wet roads

with the sidecar at a standstill.

It was raining, literally pouring, as I trained for

Wolverhampton, on Friday, October 20th, where we
had arranged to meet. Here I also found Roy Walker,

to whom I had tentatively suggested only the day

before that he might accompany us on one of the

new model 3)^ h.p. three-speed New Hudsons. Surely

never was a tour commenced under such dismal con-

ditions. We' headed for the nearest point on the

Quarterly Trials course, our intention beirig to include

Farlow Bank on the first day's run to Bristol. A few

miles out of Wolverhampton we were obliged to stop

and don oilskins, and how I inwardly blessed the

thoughtful individual who put a storm apron on the

sidecar for me. The country side was wrapped in

mist and fog, but the machines ploughed through the

seas of water. I was undoubtedly the most comfortable

of the trio, ' ensconced in the luxuriously upholstered

coachbuilt sidecar, which is suspended at the front

on a laminated spring placed transversely, and at

Climbin-' Countisbury.

Aib
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A Record Hill-cIimbing Expeiifion.—

the rear on cee springs. Soon the weather conditions

improved, the sun peeped from behind the clouds,

and we noticed, as Walker sped past us on a hill, that

he smiled for the first time that day.

Farlow Bank was in a very different state from what
it was on the day of the Quarterly Trials. The soft

black soil had apparently been washed away, and the

surface was now strewn with small loose granite. We
had arranged to take Farlow Bank on the run with

hot engines, and I fancied it was going to be a tough
test, but writing this subsequent to our further truly

exciting adventures in Devonshire, one cannot go into

raptures with any exhibition on Farlow, as the Bank
cannot be compared with Porlock, for instance. The
comer is bad enough, though much easier for a side-

car than a solo motor bicycle, but Frank Smith '.s four-

speed Clyno simply toyed with the gradient on its low

gears o{ &% and 14^. to i. Dropping down the hill

again to the comer, \v6 turned the sidecar round and
restarted from a standstill, gathering speed practically

all the way. Tioy Walker had ne\-er seen Farlow, and
as I glanced from the sidecar I saw him and his machine
at a standstill twenty yards above the bend. After a little

practice on the comer he made several sure climbs on
the lowest ratio of his Armstrong gear. We foimd a

nail and a thorn in the sideiar tyre, and after repairs

we continued over the Clee Hills, making good pro-

gress to Worcester and Tewkesbury. The ride was
l)ecoming most- enjoyable ; we passed through richly-

wooded avenues, the rain-soaked leaves of a wonder-
ful variety of tints looked most beautiful in the sun-

light. A mile out of Tewkesbury our party was
reduced, for we came upon Walker looking very dis-

consolate as he held out his hand "good-bye." He
was the victim of a most unusual accident. A spare

belt on the luggage carrier had by some means shaken
loose, and one end of it had dangled into the rear

wheel and ripped every^ spoke out of one siclc of the

wheel in addition to shearing off the near hub flange.

This experience should act as a warning to other motor
cyclists to fasten belts, or any other spare for that

matter, securely to the carrier.

Darkness and Rain.

AVe took tea at the New Inn, Gloucester, filled our

tank, and set out into the inky darkness for Bristol.

For miles we hummed along merrily on the 3^-2 to i

top gear, a couple of F.R.S. lamps throwing a fine

light well ahead, though one for some unaccountable
reason went out regularly every ten miles or so. We
could only think it due to the lamp being so much
below the level of the generator. We had not done
with the rain yet, and once again we had recourse to

double waterproofing. We were covering ground
rapidly and silently, but to our surprise when
neanng Bristol the engine suddenly released itself,

roaring round in the free position. What's wrong?
we asked each other simultaneously, and found that

the gear had come out of engagement, nor would it

-stay in for any length of time.

On the four-speed Clyno which Frank Smith has
used in all the important trials this year, there is a
pair of gears, that is, each two speed is independent
of the other. The standard gear is embodied in a

shell of the counter-shaft, and one or other of the

gears is engaged by a rocking pedal which actuates

I139

expanding rings. On the left-hand side of the machine
is the auxiliary gear, composed of double chains
and sprockets from the engine to the counter-shaft; a
dog clutch slides on a square of the shaft, and so
locks the smaller or larger chain wheel to the
counter-shaft. Thus four gears are obtained, all

having a direct drive, and any
special ratio or ratios of

gear may be employed. This
auxiliary gear has done ex-

tremely severe work in the

Scottish and other trials, and
the corners of the dogs had
got worn, and that was why

(I) The 1912 model four-speed Clyno with "Dreadnought" coachbnilt sidecar.

(2) Climbing Cheddar Gorge.

they came out of engagement. The only thing to do
was to hold the top speed in by hand. But even

steering with one hand in grease is not dangerous

with a rigid sidecar
;
probably there is no safer vehicle

on the road. The miles of Bristol tramlines gave us

everv opportunity of testing the stability of the Cls-o.
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At the Q)ueen's Hotel we were joined by our photo-

grapher, F. H. Roper, who had ridden down from

town on his two-speed Premier. Our day's mileage

on the sidecar was 125.

The next day broke fine, but soon the rain came
down with renewed vigour. I had arranged to spend

the morning examining the new model Douglas motor

cycles at the Kingswood Works.

foot of the Gorge, and then approached the S corner

at legal limit speed, changing down on the steep

gradient between towering cliffs, and accelerated again

in fine style all the way to the summit, never a knock
issuing from the engine from start to finish. A notable

point in connection with the climbing of the Clyno is

its silence. No cut-out is used, or indeed jiecessary.

Separate silencers are fitted, and a long pipe joining

the two extends to the rear axle, and the result is a

ASCENDING
POKLOCK HILL, SOMERSETSHIRE.

Which is considered to be Ihe worst main road hill in the country. (1

Countisbury. Observe the

Westward Ho !

Somehow we missed the way out of Bristol via
Clifton, finding ourselves on marsh land, with huge
pools of water, into one of which our engine dipped.
Eventually we joined the Bedminster Road, and, free-

wheeling down Red Hill in' the treacherous grease,
entered Langford just in time to see Roper perfomi
a magnificent pirouette, finally sitting down with- his
machine on top of him. Straightening out footrests
and pedals occupied some little time, so, as it was
impossible to reach Porlock that evening as we
had intended, we decided to branch off to the left'for

Cheddar and climb the gorge, leaving Porlock for
the morrow. Tlie gear trouble was still existent, and
to relieve his hand, our driver dropped down to the
lower gears, but the engine did not seem to mind it

in the slightest. As an instance, we made a non-stop
run from Langford to the summit of the Mendips,
using the third and fourth speeds for six miles to the

A! the lirst bend. (2 and 3) The second bend to the left, (i) Descending
winter coating of thick mud.

most effective silencing arrangement. Dropping down
the Gorge in the gathering gloom, we lit lamps in

Cheddar, and wmding through Axbridge, pointed for

Bridgwater. Next morning we enlisted the services

of T. Hamlin and Co. to grind squares on the clutch

dogs, and that firm made a quick and excellent repair,

and we were on our way again at noon. Crossing the

bridge and passing the statue of Robert Blake on our
left, we lost no time in reaching Minehead, noticing

on our way a signpost to Spaxton and the infamous
Agapemone. The occasional glimpses of the Bristol

Channel were a foretaste of what we were to see in

Devon. Of course it rained at intervals, and it was
much too misty to discern the Welsh coastline as we
did on the return run, the Bristol Channel at this

point being only about twelve miles across.

At Minehead we deemed it advisable to lighten our
cargo as much as possible, as we were nearing our
objective—Porlock—so we relieved the "heavy coach-
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built sidecar of our baggage. The road to Porlock
is narrow and tortuous, and we had perforce to make
slow progress. In the village we waited for the

photographer to take up his position at the bend. The
villagers smiled very knowingly as they ascertained

our plans. The news spread quickly, and there

were nearly fifty who witnessed our. dash heaven-

wards. A couple of charges of oil, a dig at the kick

starter, and with a hint from the driver ,to be ready

to put all my weight on the driving wheel, we com-
menced the long climb. Let me whisper it—I had
heard so much of the impossibility of climbing the

hill in winter that I had folded up the sidecar apron

and left the door undone ready to do a mighty spring

out of the seats. I hardly dare glance upward, foi

it seemed to me that there was a danger of the machine
toppling over backwards. Every tube of the frame

was being strained to the uttermost. We swung bodily

from one side of the road to the other ; occasionally

the machine refused to answer to the direction the

front wheel pointed, and we found ourselves slithering

along the ditch. What a long hill it seemed! Smith
yelled out instructions excitedly as occasionally the

back wheel spun round in the thick red mud, hurling

a shower of mud and stones down the hill. We had
to be quick to act or the machine would have stopped.

Now came the second bend to the left, probably on

steeper gradient than the first, and certainly of worse

surface. Skidding round, we put our combined

LVNTON HILL, LYNMOUTH., The gradient al this hairpin bend is approximately 1 in 4, the hill averaging 1 in 6 for hal( a mile.
Inset, a view of the Clyno approaching the corner.

should the machine commence to run backwards. The
Contour Road Book describes this road as the worst
in the South of England. The surface is like a river

bed. The first stretch is comparatively easy, but by
the time the hairpin corner to the right is reached, the

gradient is appalling. Frank Snaith took the comer
close in to avoid the deep mud and ruts churned up
by the wheel skids of the carts, but the gradient is

much steeper at this point, and I confess to a feeling

of fright as the front wheel rose up to a level with my
eyes. The back wheel commenced to slip ; Ave were
coming to a standstill. "Lean over," yelled the
driver, as he stood on the pedal to hold the 14^, to i

gear in engagement, what time the engine roared
round belchmg clouds of smoke. Keeping the front

wheel as best he could in the rain-washed ruts, we
progressed upwards, the rough surface bumoing us

w^eighls on the back wheel. The machine lurched

forward as the wheel gripped for a moment or two,

only to slither suddenly to the left. The sidecar

wheel moimted the banking, and with the bicycle

wheels in a deep rut, we felt the engine bump the

ground. But the worst part was nearly over, the

gradient eased to i in 5 or 6, the engine was still

doing its best, and as we once more resumed 'our

ordinary attitudes w-e felt that our object was achieved.

Another mile of constant climbing, rendered more
difficult by a gale which blew in our teeth, and we
were at the top of Exmoor, 1,378 feet above sea level.

Immediately the rain came down in torrents and we
had to grin and bear it until the photographer came
along the new 6d. toll road which avoids the dreaded

ascent of Porlock. We had done as much damage to

the driving tyre as if we had used it 1.000 miles. A
A25
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new 2}i'm. Palmer rubber-studded cover was fitted for

the trip. It was perfect at the foot of Porlock, but at

the top the centre row of studs had disappeared.

The Descent of Countisbury.
Continuing with the rolling hills of Exmoor on our

left, we passed the county boundary into Glorious

Devonshire, and after several miles of undulating

roads, ever twisty, on the one side heather-grown moor-
land, on the other magnificent seascapes, we came to

the summit of Countisbury, and now commenced a

thousand feet drop to sea level. Occasionally we
paused to admire the magnificent panorama of rugged
coastline. The surface of Countisbury was surpris-

ingly good, except neat' the foot under overhanging
trees. Here it was just as bad as it could be. But
how we enjoyed the scenery as we descended into

Lynmouth ! The sea was choppy and the waves
dashed high as they lashed themselves into foam on
the rocky beach. Using the engine as a brake, we
had no difficulty in getting down, but the photographer
was not so fortunate. He had broken his footrest,

ar.d so used his foot as an extra check. By the time

he got to Lynmouth he had no heel on his boot and
the sole was worn through, so his first duty was to

seek a bootshop. There was time to attempt I.ynton

Hill before dark, and again, without troubling to inspect

the hill, we started our upward flight, an^l in less than
100 yards struck the steepest and worst corner I have
ever seen. It so happens that there is room to swing

out, but inside the corner the gradient must be i in 2.

Lynton proved almost as difficult as Porlock, and we
had to adopt the same tactics to get up. The mud
here is of a different consistenc)'—^white chalky slime,

difficult to walk upon; consequently we had still more
difficulty in securing a grip for the back wheel, and
to make matters worse the machine would go its own
way. It was only possible to steer a fairly straight

course with the handle-bars pointing sharp to the

right. In my acrobatic position, holding all my
weight on the carrier, I could smell burning rubber

as the wheel spun round on the greasy surface nearly

all the way up. Once to ease the strain on my arms

I released some of my weight. "We're stopping," the

driver yelled out, and I immediately applied all I

knew to the carrier, the effect of which was to cause

the front wheel to jump a foot in the air, so I am
told. When at length we had conquered the half-mile

of I in 6 (to avoid which there is a lift for cars costing

one guinea), the driver's legs were stiff and ached

through standing on the gear pedal. Th-ere was not

a single stud left on the tyre, which knocked on the

head all idea of attempting Barbrook Mill Hill.

Descending the hill at a crawlwas almost as exciting.

as the ascent, for occasionally the squeaking brakes

would bring the wheels to a standstill, and the whole

machine wculd slide bodily forward with the wheels

locked. That night we spent comfortably at the

Lyndale Hotel, the rushing waters of the Lyn under

our bedroom windows acting as a lullaby.

Lynmouth is in a dip, and to get out there is

Lynton or Countisbury Hills to climb. The latter

.

was to be our last ascent of note, and after 250 yards

of severe gradient, our sHthering, and acrobatic per-:

formances on the rear wheel being repeated, the

Clyno took the middle gears without complaint, and

the rest was plain sailing. The road is very narrow,

and near the top high banks obscure the view ot

approaching traffic. We nearly collided with a
tourist from Uxbridge with a Triumph and sidecar,

who was on his wrong side, but we freely forgive

him, for we all stopped and had a most interesting

chat. We enquired how they got out of Lynmouth
on a single-geared sidecar, and learned that there

was a roundabout way via the Doone Valley.

At Minehead we picked up our baggage, but were
constantly delayed by grooms exercising stag hunters

and polo ponies on the road. We resolved to miss

lunch. Through Bridgwater to Cheddar the going
was without incident—we decided to include the
Mendip Hills a second time—but at the foot of the

gorge the back tyre deflated, which delayed us half

an hour. This time we climbed the S corner on the

second speed. A weak place in the joint of the back
tube caused another halt, and it was dark when we
drove into Bristol, so -our chances of reaching
Coventry viu Birdlip—109 miles—were becoming
remote. We sped silently through the darkness to

Gloucester, on three occasions having to apply brakes
suddenly—once for a timber lorry which had a great

tree trunk projecting rearwards for a dozen yards,
another time for a traction engine and trailer without
a rear light, and lastly for a patch of unrolled stones

without a warning light. It came on to rain again^

—

real rain this time, which made our faces smart—so

we elected to put up at the Bell, Gloucester.

Birdlip Climbed in Pouring Rain.
Rising early next morning, we learned that it had

been raining all night, and how relieved I was to

think that the good Clyno was indifferent to tramlines

or grease, and that the luxurious boat-shaped sidecar

with its storm apron was practically waterproof.

Getting on to the Cirencester road, we took Birdlip

on the run, the rain pelting down ceaselessly. It will

afford some idea for comparison with the Devonshire
hills when I say that on Birdlip as well as Farlow
there was no difficulty in the driving wheel securing

sufficient adhesion. Frank Smith changed gear quite

ordinarily, and I sat comfortably in the sidecar as if

we were on level ground. Between the corner and
the last section of 1 in 6 the Jones speedometer
showed 20 m.p.h. Descending Leckhampton, we
ascended Cleeve Hill, Cheltenham, on the two top
gears—a sure sign that the engine had lost none of

its power. It stopped raining hereabouts. Nearing
Evesham the front tube also developed a weak spot,

but this was our only involuntary stop during the
seventy-five miles run to the City of the Three Spires,

where we arrived at midday. Before parting, we
weighed the combination with passengers, and it

proved to be 7 cwts. 3 qrs. One must allow several

pounds of this for the excellent chain guards, upon
which the mud of seven counties was piled in thick
layers. But what an achievement for a 76 x 82 mm.
twin! A 14!-^ to I gear is certainly low, but how many
air-cooled engines w.ould take such a gear ? As for the
engine, nothing could have given more satisfaction. If

any air-cooled engine is proof against overheating, it is

the low compression Clyno. We never saw a plug or
had occasion to remove the valve covers, and I

noticed particularly the cleanliness of the crank case,

despite the many miles of gruelling low gear work.
Geoffrey Smith.
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Rear Springing.

It is a little discouraging to see that in their con-

centration upon other items of admitted importance

the trade is neglecting the question of rear springing.

I believe efficient rear springing to be vital to a large

trade overseas ; this belief is not fouiided upon any
personal fads of my own, but upon the unanimous
testimony of a large foreign correspondence. Letter

after letter clamours for insulation from rear road
wheel sh<x;ks. Moreover, an unsuspcctedly large pro-

portion of the home riders insist on the same point.

Last week I received several letters from counties

credited with quite decent roads, all pressing this

same demand. So long as motor cycles were used
only for pleasure touring, they did their w'ork on our
excellent main roads, and the back wheel slithered

fairly evenly over well rolled macadam. But to-day

motor cycles are being used for business purposes by
all and sundry; herein lies the strength of the

demand and the promise of the boom. Some com-
mercial users are long-distance men, and are able,

like the tourists, to confine their journeys to main
roads; but the majority are comiielled to travel along
very indifferent byroads, and they all ask for rear

springing.

Letters last week from such towns as Carlisle,

Torquay, Newbury, Durliam, Brecon, and Bu.\ton all

enquired whether I knew of any iqi2 machine which
would be distinctly better sprung than the 191

1

standards. I should say all these places were lucky
in their roads; but quite youthful commercial riders,

after twelve months' riding with a rigid rear frame,
make loud complaints. The matter is much more
urgent from the standpoint of the overseas trade.

Great Britain is the only country producing motor
cycles in large quantities and ignoring the point.

The last issue of an American journal devotes nearly

five pages to drawings and descriptions of an insu-

lated and sprung saddle. The saddle is carried on a
tube hinged to a frame clip on the top rail of the frame
in front, and working against double springs in the

saddle pillar tube behind.

A German firm which makes a specialitv of export
orders, and has beaten home makers in some British

dependencies, has. a completely sprung rear frame,
and so on. Old England must wake up. First-class

workmanship, efficient engines, and reliable gears
are well enough, but their excellence makes our
callous neglect of staring gaps in our specifications

all the less pardonable.

The Springing of Runabouts.
Several overseas correspondents enquire whether

the average quadcar is better sprung than the average
bicycle. The question is unanswerable in this broad
form. Probably the average runabout is less comfort-
able on bad roads than a good bicy<-le, especially if

it be a three-track \ehicle. It is an awkward problem
to devise proper springing for the rear wheel of a

tricar—so awkward that I question whether it has

ever been solved yet.

The great problem of quadcar design is to keep
down the price, so as to avoid competition with the

small car, new or second-hand, and this is likely to

prevent efficient solution of such a problem as spring-

ing, which in a country of good roads like England
is frankly regarded as a secondar)' problem. More-
over, the design of these light passenger vehicles is

far from stereotyped at present, and it is impossible

to treat of them in general terms. On the whole, few
of the present models are as comfortable as a good
motor bicycle on any roads.

Farlo"<v BanK.
The wiseacres criticise the A.C.U. lor including

this freak ascent in a Quarterly Trial. Surely motor
cycles are sufficiently established nowadays to stand a
little frank criticism. We all know that standard

machines are tolerably helpless when faced by such
freak ascents; and the go-anywhere business rider is

often confronted by miniature Farlows.

If crack experts cannot coax the modern machine up
Farlow, the daily traveller along by-roads is certain

to meet with many exasperating failures on much less

formidable hills, especially in certain districts, among
which I may mention the whole of Wales, Scotland,

Devon, Cornwall, and Durham.
The sootier the standard types arc developed until

they are fearless of such hills the better; and the

A.C.U. is performing a real public service in con-

tinually reminding the trade of the fact that finality is

not yet reached. I have spent two days this summer
looking for freak hills, with- parties of ordinary

amateur riders on standard machines. One day oui

search failed ; the worst climb we unearthed was a

plain straightforward ascent, including no really bad
gradient, yet only seven men out of twent}'-six made
clean ascents at the first time of asking ; at a second
attempt, with reduced gears, twenty-one got up.

I'he other day provided a hill with no outrageous
gradient at all ; it was a very short ascent with bad
surface and bad turns. On this occasion only the

variably-geared brigade were able to get up at all.

The 6 to I ratios of the ordinary 31^ h.p. adjustable

pulleys were useless with timid and inexpert riders up.

I myself rode this hill on five or six different makes
of machine, and it was interesting to notice that the

variably-geared lightweights prov'ed the easiest to

handle on such a climb. Much greater effort, courage,

and skill were required to make a safe ascent with a

\ariably-geared 3^ h.p., or with a two-speeded 8 h.p.

I suppose my wrists found it easier to steer a light-

weight than a heavyweight, when the stones were

jerking both wheels in every direction save that whither

the strip of granite that posed as a road was tending.

The real secret is that skill and intrepidity, or a

variable gear with a very low bottom ratio, are

re(iuired for these freak inclines.

A2C
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Oil-tight Crank Cases.

[6001.]—I notice that "I.xion" finds difficulty in keep-

ing.vthe joints of his crank case oil-tight. Has he tried

asbestos paper jointing? This will keep boiler mountings
steam-tight against 200 lbs. per square inch pressure, though
the mountings are not so very accurately surfaced, and the
parts of the boiler against which they fit are often badly

pitted. It is wonderful what a good fitter can accomplish

with file "and scraper, and the state of the surfaces ot his

crank case must be bad indeed if it is beyond the power of

hand tools to make the joints oil-tight.

D. S. HOLMES.

A "Farlow Bank" in the Manchester District.

[6002.]—I wonder if any of the Manchesier motor cyclists

are aware of a Farlow Bank in their district, in fact, within
twenty miles of the city.

It is called " Bu.'cton Stoupe," and is situated between
Bollington and Jenkyn Chapel near Buxton. The road is

in fairly decent condition, and the hill commences with a
hundred yards or so of 1 in 4 gradient, and has two very

nasty corners which I expect causes most single-geared

machines to " conk " out.

For the more ambitious riders the best route is io go
by way of Whaley Bridge and Long Hill down to Goyt's
Bridge, and over Pym Chair to Jenkyn Chapel, and straight

on to Buxton House.
I have had two attempts at the hill, mounted on a 2-J h.p.

two-speed Douglas, and at the first successfully climbed the

hill, but failed aL the second, due to tha slippery state of

the road surface. GEORGE H. SHAW.

Will the Ultra-Lightweight Return?
[6003.]—^In reading through my copy of The. Motor Cycle,

I notice that Mr. D. C. Bolton rides a 1 h.p. bicycle fitted

with a J. A. P. engine, and as this seems to me to be a step

ill the right direction I take this opportunity to state why.
To the army of motor cyclists 'already existing there could

be added a vast number "'ho are most anxious to join

in were it not that the price of an up to date machine is

prohibitive, and as they are not " mechanically inclined
"

hesitate to purchase a second-hand machine for the reasons

expressed by friends of my own—" I should not know where
to look for mechanical faults." Suraly such a machine as

Mr. Bolton rode at Brooklands could be built to sell

at just under £20. Any ordinary good make of heavy push
bicycle should be capable of carrying it, and this can now
be bought for from £6 to £8. Such a machine should be
capable of maintaining an average speed of 12 m.p.h., and I

feel positive that that speed would suit a great number. As
regards upkeep this will be extremely low.

Let some enterprising maker of good repute come to the
rescue with a very light machine (about 50 lbs. and of 1 h.p.)

capable of averaging 12 m.p.h., and able to take the ordi-

Qary hills found on a give-and-take road with a small amount
of pedal assistance. Let him advertise the fact, and I

think that the result would be surprising.

I have in my mind at the time of writing the pleasant

memory of a short run on a I3- h.p. Clement-Garrard I once
had, and the surprise I had at the manner in which it

"romped" up a short stiff hill without being rushed at it.

The reason, I presume, it was not taken up more largely

by the class I mention was that the pastime had not claimed
anything like the position that it holds to-day.

ALEC W. STANBROUGH.
A30

Quality o£ Modern Tyres.

[6004.]—It certainly appears that some ot your corre-

spondents have been extremely unlucky with tyres, and 1

cannot help thinking that it is, to a certain extent, their own
fault, for given fair play, any of the leading makes should

give at least 3,000 miles before showing signs of giving in.

I am continually on the road v^ith a Sj h.p. Singer, and
the tyre I have just taken off my back wheel, a Michelin

Trident, ran 5,137 miles, and this in Dorset, Somerset, Corn-
wall, Devon, and the New Forest, over very bad roads, and
in this mileage I only had seven punctures. I never failed

to examine my covers after a long run, and possibly that,

and the fact that all cuts and gashes were promptly attended
to, explains my immunity from tyre trouble. I would add
that my average speed is twenty miles per hour and weight
of driver and luggage over fifteen stones. A. G. MASON.

Stands as Nail Catchers.

[6005.]—In a recent long distance ride I fitted an ordinary
steel burnisher to each cover. In running 2,000 miles I had
only one puncture. The burnishers wore out in about this

distance, and I did not bother fitting new ones. The conse-

quence was that I had no less than five punctures in a
fortnight. I decided to fit burnishers again, and am delighted

to say that I have had no punctures since refitting, clearly

proving that they are a good preventive.
I might say that I use a ribbed cover. I do not think it

possible to use this type ot nail catcher with studded covers,

as the studs pull the burnishers all to pieces. The method
of fitting is simply to drill two small holes through each
side of the mudguard and let them hang on to the tyre.

They can be secured by ordinary copper wire.

H. y. SWIFT.

THE FASCINATLOJS OF SIDECARING.
Miss Daisy Jerome, the celebrated music hall artiste. Whilst at Bath recently.

Miss Jerome tried Eric Lonsden's 8 n.p. Dot and sidecar, and was so deli ;hted with
her experience that she sent her 40 h.u. car to Lonion, empty, in ordir to have a
longer run on the sidecar.
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Cold Vulcanising.
[6005.]—"Retread" in' his letter [5958] draws attention

to a matter which must often puzzle motor cyclists who have
tyres retreaded. Cold vulcanising is a definite process, and
not another name for solutioning. Within certain limits it

is quite successful. As " Retread " has found out, it is not
successful on all makes of tyres. I have seen some tjTes

retreaded by this process in which the new tread came away
entirely from the tyre inside 500 miles. On the other hand,
I have had retreads adhere perfectly until they were
completely worn through and still show no sign of leaving

the tyre at the sides or tread up to the time the tyre itself

was completely worn out.

One great advantage of retreading is that the band seems
to possess at least double the wearing qualities of the original

rubber, and also resists puncturing material to a marked
degree. Generally speaking, retreads adhere best to tyres

of which the rubber is of a soft nature. It naturally

follows that retreads cannot be expected to adhere perfectly

to perished or hardened tyres. HAROLD KARSLAKE.

A Magneto Experience.

[6007.]—I have just experienced a peculiar case of

magtieto trouble. Upon approaching a hill I opened the
throttle and air sufficiently to take the hill. The engine would
pull very feebly, but suddenly, without touching anything,
would commence to pull well, and would knock the speedo-
meter up 10 m.p.h. I naturally put this down to a dirty
carburetter, but upon talcing it down I found it to be per-

fectly clean. I then tried new valve springs, different plugs,
new needle valve, and even after having the engine down
there was no improvement. I eventually traced the trouble
to the fibre block on the bell crank lever of the contact
breaker being loose.

At times it would slip out of place and open the points
about double the distance they should be; then it would
suddenly slip into place, allow the points to open the correct
width, and in this way allow the engine to pull with its

usual vim.
As this is the first case of the kind I have heard of, I

thought perliaps it would interest your readers.

ARTHUR H. MOYLE.

Formnlee for Hill-climbs.

[5008.]—With further reference to the' much-debated
^luestion of a suitable formula for figure of merit in hill-

climbs, it is acknowledged generally that the A.C.U. formula
does not give time sufficient value. The time factor is

somewhere between T and T".

CT=
. CT

^m- appears to give a more satisfactory result than -^rr-

but, in the opinion of many, it gives fast time more than its

share. The follownng formula has been devised, taking into
account the several factors and their relative values of weight
lifting, road resistance, and air re.iistance

:

„. , .^ CT
z'

T= \ C / T^ \

_
Figure of n,er,t = ^ (y^^~^) , or ^ [j^r^]

K is a constant to be worked out for each hill, and has the
following value :

T- -' i?l'- _
'"" ~ 750(«+30)

d = distance or length of course in yards
s = average length for use of 1 ; that is, if gradient is

1 in 12, .1 = 12.

As an example : d = 1,100. ,« = 12. tlien

1.100x1.100x12 „,,
'^=, 750x4?— ="^1-

Figure of merit for this hill

CT T' \ C/T" \

~ w" P-H61/ "'
vv vp:m61/

Many pocket hooks give tables of squares and cubes of

numbers up to 1.000. which may he utilised to simplify cal-

culation. Thus, sn|ipose time in seouids is 46|. that is 45.8.
From tables, square of 468 = 819024. therefore square of
45.8 = 2190: cube of 468 = 102503232. therefore cube of
46.8 = 102503. The odd fi actions may be neglected, as they
would not appreciably affect the result.
With regarri to all types of multi cylinder engines, thev

should compete on equal terms with .single cylinders, that is.

on the basis of total capacity. J.W

^^45

Motor Cycles Booming in Ceylon.
[6009.]—The boom in England is being reflected in

Ceylon, where motor cycles are at a premium at present
owing to the long time taken to deliver. Standard home
machines seem to suit this country and climate very well.

The roads are not quite good enough for sidecars, though
they are not very bad. I have not heard of any trouble
being e.xperienced with modern machines, and I am of

opinion that a great deal of the talk' about colonial models
is bunkum.

Tliis, by the way, is the second motor cycle boom in Ceylon.
The first took place in 1904. when there were 122 motor
cycles in the island. Aft^er that motor cycling dropped off

altogether, and did not resuscitate till 1910. The motor
cycle is in gro\ving use by European members of the staffs

of the large mercantile houses in Colombo who ride to their
offices on them daily from the suburbs.

Ceylon niuloi tyulibis aboui lo btarl lor ihe olUce in Colombo. The niachii:''i>

are a Bradbury. Premier, Indian, and Douglas.

Enclosed is a photograph of four motor cyclists, who live

together in a bungalow at the seaside, just about to start

for the office in the morning.
Colombo. P. .KJXES.

Twin Engines and Sooted Plugs.

[6010.]—1 have had the same tinnble with a well-known
5 h.p. sidecai machine. Two months ago 1 fitted a large

silencer and long exhaust pipe to make the machine quieter,

and since then 1 have ne\"er had the plugs out. No other
alteration has been made, so that I attribute the inipro\"e-

nient to the gases not being conhned in the cylinder and
having more chance to clear the exhaust. My plugs are

situated in bad positions, viz., on the side of the piston top.

Has aiiv other rider tried this dodge?
WORKI.N.O MAN.

[6011.]—I was much interested m " Wonld-be Twin's
"

letter in your issue of the 19th ult. »t unequal lubrication and
the fouling of plugs of twin-cylinder engines, having
experienced the same trouble myself. At pottering speeds
under average conditions the lubrication was apparently
satisfactory, but if a good speed was maintained for some
distance and everything thoroughly warmed up. the amount
of oil requii'ed to ensure the front cylinder getting .ufficient

was always enough to make the back cylinder dirty and
probably foul Ihe plug. I tried several makes of plugs
which were advertised not to foul.' but I regret to say that
none of thein made any attempt to keep up their reputations.
My plugs are in the position recommended in your editorial

note, viz., on top and in the centre of the combustion head.
.\s the machine was in all other respects very satisfactory,

I determined to try and improve this unequal lubrication
.My first step was to remove entiiely the baffles under the

front cylinder and still further baffle the back one. This
improved matters slightly, hut still the back cylinder was
getting too much. The next move was to drill the wall of

the front cylinder and fit a union piece to lake a braiub
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from the main oil pipe, which pipe, I may say, feeds, as

usual into the crank case in front of the front cylinder.

This oil hole in the cylinder wall was so an'anged that, with

the piston at the bottom of the stroke, it came opposite the

bottom ring of the three and was, of course, uncovered
when the piston was at the top of the stroke. This

improved matters considerably, and I have since then taken
off the bottom ring so that the groove acts as an oil receiver

and distributes it round the piston. Further, I have re-

duced the hole in the crank case pipe union to gin. so that

a large proportion of the charge is sent md the front

cylinder into the crank case, and the lubrication is now
about equal in both cylinders. It is some time now since

I had a fouled plug, and I examined the plugs after a recent

300 miles week-end run and found both perfectly dry and
clean.

I have often compared notes with other riders of twins
on this subject, and, although in many cases their report

is fairly satisfactory, a great number have trouble with

the back cylinder. Strangely enough, some of them, seem
to get their surplus of oil into the front cylinder. This

lubrication question is undoubtedly one which deserves and
will receive greater attention, and no doubt before long

"Would-be Twin" will need to have no fear to renew
acquaintance with the delightful twin. N.F.

Wanted, a Motor Cycle for British East Africa.

[6012.]—I have had a letter from a client in British East
Africa asking me to send out to him catalogues of motor
cycles, trailers and sidecars which I think would be suitable

for such work as native paths and station roads, etc.

My impression is that any of the standard makes of

machines would be suitable with practically no alterations.

Climatic conditions are not so very unlike those in England,
so that carburation troubles from this cause are improbable,
while tyre troubles would be no worse than in India ; but
clearance and general strength is important.
As it is likely that some makers may specialise in this

class of work, I should be much obliged if any makers
interested would send me their catalogues, with prices and
particulars of tlieir colonial and other models, so that I may-
study tliem and report. I should be very glad if you, sir,

could find a corner in your paper for this query.
0. PAUL MONCKTON.

Analysis of Carbon Deposit.

[6013.]—Having occasion to remove the carbon from the

inside of the piston of a 2| h.p. motor cycle engine I

thought of collecting same when I, unfortunately, had thrown
it nearly all away. Having, however, managed to get

together about 1^ gra.-nmes, I proceeded (as far as a small

amount would allow) ti^ determine the chemical composition

of the ash, after ignition of the carbonaceous residue. The
result is shown below ; while the first two items of ca-rbon

and ash may he taken as accurate, the small amount of ash

(.23 gramme) at disposal makes the quantities of matter
present a little difficult to determine other than approximate.
While examining the ash 1 noticed the presence of metallic

particles, which may possibly account for the disappearance

of small pieces of piston ring, which has puzzled some of your
readers.

Analysis of Carbon.—Dried at 100° C. Volatile oils and
fixed carbon, 84.7% ; residual ash, 15.3%. Composition of

ash : Silica 2% ; iron, 9% ; copper, 0.3% ; zinc, 0.2% ;

magnesia, 0.5%.
AO 302.

[There appears to be an omission in the figures giving the

composition of the ash.

—

Ed.]

Variable Gears for Motor Cycles.

[6014.]—Your contributor "Auriga" who is writing

articles on the above subject has omitted an advantage
possessed by hub gears, epicyclic 01 otherwise, with direct

belt drive, namely, that the ratio of gear between engine and
belt rim can be easily and quickly altered by means of the
adjustable pulley.

I should say ninety per cent, of motor cyclists using side-

cars do a good deal of solo riding oii the same machine,
in which casc it is desirable to be able to alter the top

gear from, say, 5^^ to 1 tor sidecar use to 4i to 1 for solo

work, with as little trouble a.B possible. This ii a lengthy

and dirty job in the case of counter-shaft gears with chain
drive, necessitating in some instances the dismantling of the
counter-shaft. The substitution of a pair of sprockets and
altering the length of engine chain is the work required
to be done even where the final drive is by belt, as from
published data it would seem all the combined chain and
belt machines have a fixed belt pulley. I presume we shall

have to wait patiently until the end of next year when
makers will be putting forward adjustable counter-shaft
belt pulleys as a 1913 improvement!
The usual disclaimer must be added. H. M. STICH.

[The undoubted advantage mentioned by Mr. H. M. Stich
is one which is inherent in the V belt drive, and does
not in any way concern the variable gear (properly so

called), for it applies equally to a fixed geared machine :

hence it was not included.

—

Ed.]

Cost of Bunning a 3J h.p. Motor Cycle.

[5015.]—I am thinking of buying a 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder motor cycle. Could any of your readers give me
the average .•unning cost per mile, including everything?

H.M.
[Although "H.M.'s" query could be answered by refer-

ences to back numbers of Thf. Motor Cyclt, many pros-

pective buyers would, ho doubt, prefer recent experiences,

and we shall, therefore, be glad to publish a few readers'

replies to the query.

—

Ed.}

A Stone Remover and Tyre Protector.

[6015.]—I enclose particulars and drawing of a stone
remover and tyre protector which was made and fitted to my
Douglas last April, and which has been in use ever since.

The machine has done about 5,000 miles, and tyre troubles,

so far as the back wheel is concerned, have been non-existent.

I use my machine chiefly for business purposes throughout
the Midlands, and especially in the colliery districts, where
the by-roads and lanes are none too good, and prior to the

Tbe Stone Remover referred to in aeoompanying letter.

A. Sheet steel protector, B. Springs, C, Hinged plate. D. Swivel hook.
- E, Coil spring in tension, F. Clips,

protector being fitted 1 was continually having trouble with
my back tyres in the way of cuts and gashes. I am pleased
to say that now these troubles are a thing of the past, and
a Dunlop rubber-studded cover, which has been in use for

over 2,000 miles, is entirely free from scratches or cuts of

any kind, although during a recent fortnight's holiday in
and around Berkshire I was repeatedly travelling over
country roads and lanes which, in places, were plentifully
bestrewed with loose flints.

When one meets roads such as I have alluded to it is a
pleasure to hear the stone remover at work and to feel that
one is practically immune from a serious cut in the back
tyre of one's machine.
To prevent small punctures, I have for some considerable

time usea Firmax, so that with this inside and the stone
remover outside, I take my journeys feeling that I am more
or less free of the puncture fiend at any rate. Personally,
1 should be very sorry to take a lengthy journey without
the protector, as besiles doing what is already claimed for
it above, it also has the merit of keeping a good deal of
mud away from the back wheel and adjacent parts.

E, J, JEWELL,
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Herts County Speed Trials.

[6017.]—On page 1123 of your last issue there is a

paragraph to the effect that, on the occasion of the recent
speed trials promoted by the Herts County A.C. at Luton,
the A.C.U. was severely criticised owing to Mr. W. H.
Bashall being disqualified for only having one brake fitted

to his machine. I quite fail to understand why the A.C.U.
should be criticised at all in this matter ; the only connec-

tion it iiad with these trials was to grant the permit, and
if the officials of tlie club choose, rightly or wronglj'. to

disqualify a competitor, it is no fault of the Auto Cycle
Union. ' F. STRAIGHT, Secretai-y.

A Plea from Colombo.
[6018.]—May 1 be permitted to make use of your columns

to suggest the advisability of your advertisers making a
habit of inserting prices in their advertisements, the omis-

sion of which often necessitates the colonial rider wTiting to

England for a catalogue and w-aiting possibly six weeks or

more for its arrival. "Priceless" advertisements are

constantly ignored by those in search of some accessory or

other, while those makers who are more explicit get the

order.

The pastime is distinctly on the boom here just now, and
the local agents have got their deliveries booked up for some
time to come. L 4.

Colombo, Ceylon.
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that the trade be given ev-ary facility to enter, so that we
can see in our own districts the exploits of the various
machines in the hands of trade men.
Club reliability trials are very enjoyable competitions, but

unless there are a large number of entries they lose their

interest, and these events should be open to all and sundry,
but they must be divided into classes.

E. W. KURKOPP.

3,000 MILES IN THREE WEEKS.
p. E. Pither, who has commenced an attempt to cover 3,000 miles on the road

in three weelts on a 3A h.r. Rndge and Portland sidecar. Extremely bad
weather has been encountered.

The A.C.U. and the Liverpool A.C.C.

[6019.]—iMy letter ;( the above has apj;iarently brought
about a flood of correspondence that shows there is dis-

afJection in all parts of the country on the point.

To my mind, the A.C.U. organisation is all right so far

as it goes, but it appears to foster trade matters too much,
and forgets that it is the amateur who wins competitions
who gives the manufacturer the best advertisement. What
clubman or amateur cares a rap about results, of Quarterly
Trials, or such events, when the trade riders form the prin-

cipal entrants. If a trade rider cannot pull his up-to-date,

machine through such events as the trials, what chance
does the amateur stand who rides a similar mount?
The A.C.U. competitions are no earthly use to provincial

clubs, as the latter can only hold competitions at week-ends,
and so cannot travel from one end of the country to another
to enter such events, so provincial clubs must organise open
competitions in their own districts, to be controlled by the
new organisii^.'on that is now suggested by your corre-

spondents.
It appears to me that three centres will be required

—

Northern, Midland, and Southern.
Of course, it must be understood that the competitions to

be hoU must be "open " in the true sense of the word, and

The Track at New Brighton.
[6020.]—I note with much amusement JNlr. Baxter's

jemarks re the above track. Is Mr. Baxter aware that this

track is the finest three-lap track in England, and suitable

for speeds higher than Mr. Baxter has attained? .Judging
from his letter, the impossible has been accomplished when
he did five miles in si,x and a half minutes. 1 would refer

him to the Continental (three-lap) and American tracks,

where higher speeds are obtained on machines with engines

of far less cubical capacity than he owns. I would suggest

that Mr. Baxter should try his luck on Brooklands. I am
of the opinion there are plenty of motor cyclists in Liver-

pool who could equal if not beat Mr. Baxter's- times on
New Brighton track if thev chose to trv.

LIMELIOHT.

Counter-shaft Position.
[6021.]—I notice several makers are designing and put-

ting on the market for 1912 counter-shaft gears with com-
bined chain and belt or gear and belt transmissions. Nearly
all the new' ones which I have seen described in your paper
show the counter-shaft at the rear of the engine, and in the
position usually occupied by the bottom bracket. With large

belt pulleys the short belt drive may be fairly successful in

dry weather, but as most of these gears are being marketed
for passenger work I ha.e doubts conceiiiing the tran.smission

efficiency in the wet. partly owing to the heavy torque pa.ss-

ing through the belt on low gear, and also to the shortness

of the belt centres requiring the bi'll to be unduly tight.

Persona.lly I cannot see any objection to placing the counter-

shaft in front of the engine and the magneto behind. ther?by
obtaining longer, centres for the belt and a smoother and
more efficient transmission. The coiniter-shaft pulley if

fitted in front can be equal in diameter to the rear counter-

shaft pulley, when the results must be superior. Now that

the date of the Show is so close a discussion on the subject
would interest all motor cyclists. LONG BELT DRIVE.

Wear oJ Big End Beinngs. '

[6022.]— Referring to .Mr. .John Kennedy's letter dealing

with the big euds of motor bicycle engines. I have seen a

good deal of tiie same sort of thing, but he can rest assured

that it will not be long before the fault which he is suffering

from is remedied. The wonder is that the big ends last

as long as they do under the conditions in which they wnik.
The reason they wear out is not because of the speed thev
go at, but because they are not oiled. How anyone could
expect oil to get properly into the big ends of a crankshaft
revolving at three or four thousand revolutions per minute
just because it happens to dip in a p(x)l of oil at the bottom
is difficult to understand. No doubt this oil soon gets

churned u]3 into a sort of oily fog. but I say it is impossible
for this oil to get through a small hole and lubricate the
crank pin properly, not merely grease it. The obvious and
only proper remedy for this trouble is to have the oil pimiped
into the crankshaft with a small force pump working, .say,

at 50 to 100 lbs. pressure. The crank bearing can then he

a loose fit. and the pressure will keep a volume of oil between
the metallic surfaces and prevent practically any wear cir

noise. No doubt it costs a good deal more to produce an
engine with this oiling system, but it will come sooner or
later. In the few motor cycles I made years ago with four

cylinders, I found this was a perfect cure. G. BINKS.

Show Numbers.
Thursday, Nov. 9th.

„ 16th

Forecast of 1912 Models.

Annual Buyers' Guide, and continu-

ation of Forecast.

„ 23rd.- COMPLETE SHOW REPORT.
WRITTEN BY MOTOR CYCLISTS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
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MIDLAND INTER-CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL.
56 Competitors in the Birmingiiam and Sutton Coldfield Club's Joint Event.

Scene ai the start of the Birmingham U.C.C. and Sutton Coldileld A.C. Joint Reliabihty Trial for the P. J. Evans Trophy.

ON Saturday last a reliability trial open to members
of the Birmingham M.C.C. and the Sutton Coldfield

A.C. was held in the Midlands for a trophy pre-

sented by Jlr. P. J. Evans, the Junior Tourist

Trophy winner. Six other prizes were offered.

The' start was from the Stratford Road tram terminus.

Birmingham, at 2.30 p.m., and at that time fifty-six of the

sixty-five entrants responded to the roll call. The competi-

tors were despatched in pairs at half-minute intervals over

the following route : Stratford-on-Avon. Sunrising Hill,

down Edge Hill, Kiiieton, Wellesbourne Hastings (one hour
stop for tea and to light lamps), Eatington, Siinrising Hill,

Wellesbeurne Hastings, and Stratford back to the starting

point.

A non-stop run had to be made. Each competitor was
awarded 1,000 marks at the start, from which marks were
deducted as follows ;

Failure to climb a hill ... . 50

Pedalling or foot assistance en hills ... 25

Stop due to puncture ... ... .. 5

Any other involuntary stop ... ... 20
For each full minute early or late at controls ... 3

The above system of marking is a very sensible one, and
proved popular. In many competitions—those organised by
the A.C.U. in particular—a competitor who is unfortunate
enough to puncture (which is a circumstance over which
he has little or no control) is penalised as heavily as if he
failed on a hill, which is certainly not as it should be.

All went merrily to Strat'ord, except that H. Goldman
(Quadrant) and S. Smith (Norton) punctured, and E. A. Power
(Forward) also stopped. A few miles out of Shakespeare's-

birthplace we came upon Messrs. R. V. C. Brook and P.

J. Evans timing the secret check to decide the winner in

case of a tie. Miss Hough and F S. VVhitworth, on
Douglas machines, rode through together almost dead to

time, as also the next couple. Miss Berend—who was
mounted temporarily on a diamond frame three-speed Dene-

Precision—and J. Woodhouse (Dene-Precision). The day
was fine and bright—particularly so for the time of year

—

and the run was much enjoyed. Nearing Sunrising, F. S.

Whitworth dropped a glove, and John Gibson, who was
riding with the competitors on his 3^ h.p. three-speed

Jlartin-Jap, dropped back and then scurried after Whit
worth to restore his property. Reliability trials nowadays
are uninteresting and valueless unless a severe hill is in-

cluded, and on the occasion of this inter-club run Sunrising
Hill was ascended—in more ways than one—and quite a

new departure in connection with the rules which we have
had in mind for some time was a night climb. After tea,

by which time it was quite dark, competitors had once
more to ascend Sunrising, with its difficult corner. This
test pi'oved most instructive; that is, to the fixed gear

fraternity. We alf know that a 1 in 6 gradient in daylight

is nothing nowadays to a 3^ h.p. mount provided it is

allowed a clear path," but demand that the same engine shall

climb the same gradient slowly with the same gear, and it

will fail hopelessly.

The Ascent of Sunrising in Daylight.
To return to the first section of the journey, we noticed

among others going particularly well F A. McNab on a

new model Trump-Jap, which looked very spick and span
in its grey finish; H. V. Colver on the new 5 h.p. Enfield-

Jap sidecar combination ; J. Dudley on a three-speed Hobart,
whose stand was trailing along the ground ; James St. John
on a 1912 three-speed New Hudson ; and Bert Yates on a
1912 two-speed Eumber. Manning-Lomax, who was driving

a sidecar propelled by a 3^ h.p. B.S.A. with that company's
new two-speed gear, unfortunately suffered a broken belt.

On arrival at Sunrising there was the usual crop of failures,

so many, in fact, that it became quite a task to note all the

numbers as they cams to a standstill at different points.

Sunrising is five-eighths of a mile long, commences with a

stretch of 1 in 8, then an easier stretch, a gradual turn to
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Midland Inter-elub Reliability Trial.
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darkness. J. Pollock (James) experienced a trattic nop m
Stratford, McNab (Trump) had the high tension wire come
off the plug, H. Sheldon (Regal) broke a valve. H. J. Cox
(Forward) sooted plug, and H. V. Colver (Enfield) retired.

~
The Results.

Non-stops were credited to the following :

;Miss L. Berend (3i h.p. Dene-Precision) starting from the tram terminus.

tlie left, -then a sudden twist to the right, the gradient
steepening to 1 in 7, and culminating 200 yards higher np
with a section of 1 in 6. Nearly every rider gut round tlie

bend, but the hot engines refused to pick up again. Miss
Hough had not so much in hand on Sunrisiug as F. S. Whit-
wurtb. who switched off his Douglas occasionally to keep
pace with her. Miss Berend went up splendidly on the Dene,
and though she witnessed her companion Woodlioiise on a
-single-gear machine forge ahead at the hill foot, she pa.ssed

him later, as his engine pound«d itself to a standstill.

Among the best ascents, we noticed Seymour Smith (Norton),

who picked up splendidly round the bend and finished at

<ner legal limit; S. C Mayell and T. Baxter (Triumphs);
and F. Soulham (Zenith). Others w-ho made slow but sure

climbs on their low gears were B. Yates and S. Wright on
3^- h.p. Humbers. R. H. Viggers (EnHeld). W. B. Oibb
(Douglas), H. J. Cox (Forward). R. \V. Duko (Zenith). T.

Hampson (Matchless and sidecar), and Colver on the Nev,
Enlield. .1. Dudley (Hoba.t) indulged in light pedalling. In

all there were eighteen failures, including some real surprises.

After the competitors had passed, a non-competitor on a

T.T. Triumph made a splendid ascent with a passenger seated
on )iis carrier. The new tw-enty-speed Rudge with Mi'.

V. A. Holroyd, a sixteen stone rider, up, also made a credit

able ascent.

The Night Ride.
It wiis a fine night but e.xtremely cikl, a new mfx)n doing

its best to brighten the outlook as competitors were
despatched from Wellesbourne on the last stage. We can
imagine the surprise of the villagers to see sixtv bright lamps
file past their cottages, to the tune of half-silenced Gatling
guns. By the way, we thought sever-i,! of the competitors'
machines unduly noisy, and it would have done some good
if the officials had noted (he worst offenders and disquahfied
them.

It proved most difficult to observe the competitors on
Sunrising in the dark, but the sight was a weird one ever
to be remembered. We are inclined to think that some in-

dulged in some useful digging with their feet which passed
unnoticed. The stationary lights showed up the fallen ones ;

it was too steep for a competitor to push his machine single
handed to the top. Unfortunatelj', only one observer wa?
on the hill at the proper time, though he got the names ol

several who failed, whilst others reported the stops them-
•selves. Of course, so many types of lamps and generator-
being concerned, lamp troubles were not infrequent.
The night climb brought the number of failures on Sun

rising to twenty-five, and in addition to these at least si.\

managed to get up by pedalling or running a few yards
alongside their machines Passing the round tower at thr
summit of Edge Hills comj/etitors again desc^nded to Kine
ton, this time continuing to the finishing ^point. A numbei
of competitors ran off the route, which counts as a stop.
Miss Berend and Miss Hough had involuntary stops in the

Dr. B. Fawssett (8 Chater
Lea-.Jap and sc).

R. H. Edwards (Tfiuiuph).
T. Hampson (Matchless and

sc).

R. H. Viggers (2J Enfield).

K. Holden (3i B.S.A.).
N. G. Blackwell (6 Zenith-
Gradua).

S. A. Rowlandson (S^ Rudge.)
F. P. Mavell (3J Triumph).
F. H. Southam (6 Zenith-
Gradua).

V. Busby (2| Humber).
H. J. Woodgate (3| Singer).
V. UnderhiU (3^- Norton).
W. B. Gibb (2s Douglas).
J. H. Percox (3i Alldays).
E. Smith (4i Re"gal-Precision
and sc).

R. W. Duke (3J. Zenith-
Gradua).

S. Wright (3^ Humber).
B. Yates (3-^ Humber).
A. Ryland (7 Matchless-Jap).
J. Dudley (2^ h.p. Hobart).

Four of the above competitors were in the controls exactly
to time, therefore the secret check had to be taken into
account in order to determine the winner. The first five are
as follows :

1. F. II. Southaui ,6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua). winner of the
r. .J. Evans trophy.

2. J. J. Woodgate (3i h.p. two-speed Singer), Hnmber gold
medal.

3. J. H. Percox (3^ h.p. two speed Alldays), Triumph gold
medal.

4. N. G. Blackwell (6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua). C.A.P. carbu
retter.

Six competitors lied I'or the t:fth place, each making non
stops, with a time error of one minute. The secret check
revealed that
5. W. B. Gibb (2J h.p. Douglas), Lycett belt.

was nearest with only 19s. error, the remaining live erring
as under-noted ;

R. W. Duke (3i h.p. Zenith)
' F. P. Mayell (3i h.p. Triumph)

Dr. Fawssett (8 h.p. Chafer-Lea and sidecar)..

K. Holden (3^ h.p. B.S.A.)
V. Busby (2J h.p. Humber)

R. W. Duke takes the prize of a Lucas lamp,
the best performance by a .nember of the Birmingham Motor
Cycle Club, and F. P. JIay?ll the Powell and Hanmer lamp,
for the best performance bv a member of the Sutton
Cnldfield AC.

52s.

64s.

82s.

92s.

92s.

iffcred for

OttU^.

rue leaders—Miss N. Hough :z, d.p. Douglas), f. S. Wnaworin (2;
Onuglasl. and J. W. Woodhouse (3| h.p. Dene-Precision)—passing over the

bridge at Stratford-on-Avon

u.p.

river
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 2nd 5.29 p.m.

,, 4th ... ... 5.25 p.m.
„ 6th 5.22 p.m.

„ 8th 5.19 p.m.

Belgian Automobile Show.
The following foreign firms will

exhibit motor cycles at the 11th annual
Belgian Automobile Show : Durkopp.
Sarolea. and F.X.

Motor Cycle in the Jungle.

The Rev. A. il. Jenlvin stated at

Bangor that he was 'greatly assisted

in his missionary' work in Central Africa
by a motor cycle. One night he almost
ran into two lions, which were so

frightened by the glare of the acetylene
lamp that they " slithered off."

A Novel Exchange.

Among the replies to an advertisement
by Mr. H. Fram hon. secretary of the

Scarborough and District M.C., was the

following tit-bit :

" Dear Sir.— I am in want of a good
motor bike and could give you in ex-

change a good barrel organ, all the latest

tunes, twenty-eight in all. If you will

come over to York and give me a trial

run to Wetherby and back, you can have
a grind on my organ.—=•Yours truly.

Hen'ky Stei'hknson, York."

A.C.U. Notes.

Six Days True Clvb Te.4m Prize.—
Previous to the Six Days' Trials it was
decided to award a club team prize to

the best team provided a "minimum of

five entered. Only four clubs—Yeovil
and District, N.W. London, Herts County,
and Sheffield—sent teams, and the Union
was therefore not bound to make any
award. It has been nevertheless decided
to present a silver cup to the Yeovil and
District M.C.C. team, which made the

best performance of the four entered.

The team was composed as follows: P.

W: IVIoffatt (2| h.p. Douglas), J. Baker
(3Ji h.p. clutch Triumph), and C. Williams
(3i h.p. T.T. Triumph).
Permit.—The North - West London

M.C.C. has applied for a permit to hold

an open trial on December 30th, but as

the A.CD. has at present decided not

to grant permits for open reliability

trials run by clubs, the request was not

granted. We are able to state, however,

that this question is engaging the fullest

attention of the Union.
Noisy Exhausts.—It has been decided

to empower acting judges to disqualify

noisy touring machines in open competi

tion.

Rkcords Passed.—The records gained

by S. Wright on a 2,% h.p. twin Humber,
described on page 1150 of this issue, have

been duly passed.

"The Motor Cycle" Show Numbers.
yVfc Molor Cjinh series of special show

i.ssues will commence next Thursday, and
will be as follows :

November 9th. Forecast of new
models and designs to be seen at

Olympia.

November 16th. The Buyers' GitriDE,

being a complete list of motor cycles on
the British market, with a specification

of each. Also a continuation of the
forecast and guide.

November 23rd. Olympia Show Re-
roRT. A profusely illustrated descrip-
tion of all new model motor cycles,

written by our own staff of experienced
motor cyclists after a stand to stand
inspection of the exhibits.

Motor Cycle First Aid at Fires.

The Beckeuham Comicil has decided to
purchase a motor fire engine. The sub-
station on the Birkbeck estate along with
the horsed escape and hand truck are to be
discarded, but the useful first-aid N.S.U.
tricar is to be retained. The report of

the fire brigade committee states that
the tricar has shoved that it is more
effective and can reach the scene of a fire

quicker than the haiid truck, whilst the
firemen arrive in better condition. The
tricar is regularly tested and cleaned
each morning and is kept in spotless trim.

Recently it w-as called out to help
extinguish a motor car and a motor
bicycle which caught fire.

MABRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

Mr. and Mrs. Simpson, of Leicester, riders i

Rudge machines.

UP PORLOCK AND LYNTON HILLS ON A
SIDECAR.

1912 MODELS.
A.C.U. AND PROVINCIAL CLUBS.

Stolen Machines.

A 2| h.p. three-speed New Hudson
was stolen by Eurglars from the
premises of Mr. Frank Dunderdale, 61.

l^ower jMosIey Street, Manchester, on the
night of Friday last. The frame number
is 877, registration numbei' EN 87. Mr.
Dunderdale offers £5 for its recovery.

A 3^ h.p. T.T. roadster Triumph has
disappeared from 5-6, Coventry Street,

W. It was purloined between the hours
of 8 p.m. Saturday and 11.30 Sunday
morning, October 21st-22nd. The number

.

on the engine is 13,636 I,E. The machine
is the property of iMr. Louis C. Cuffe, 5,

Coventry Street, W., who will be glad of

information respecting its whereabouts.

Freight Charges and Duties.

In the article published October 12th,

page 1078-1079, the duty on motor cycles

into Japan was given at 40% ad
valorem. We find that this is incor-

rect, as the rate was changed recently,

and now is Yen 93.60—about £9 lis. Id.

—for each motor cycle.

Gritting ot Metropolitan Streets.

The R.I. A. has issued a memorandum
to all street authorities in the Metropoli-
tan area calling attention to a much needed
reform in the gritting of streets. The
memorandum points out that large- grit

is of little uss cs a preventive of

slipping until crushed, and recommends
the use of -j^in. grit. Let us hope for

the sake of all motorists and cyclists

using pneumatic-tyred vehicles that this_

circular letter will have some effect.

British Success in Italy.

The famous Brescia circuit in Italy

was the scene of a conspicuous British
victory in the Italian motor cycle ciuo's

race for the President's cup held last week.'
He,ivy rain fell and the course, distance
about 173 miles, was in terrible condition
owing to the chalky nature of the subsoil..-

Although there were many powerfizi'

twins competing, the fiist two machines
home were British single-cylinders, the'
result being : 1, E, Vailati (3^ h.-ri.

Triumph), 5h. 54m. ; 2, C. Puste.ria

(3^ h.p. Triumph). 6h. lOm.

Accident to a Well-known Ride..

We are pleased to be able to s'-ats

that Mr. 0. C. Godfrey, who, we report-ed
in last week's issue was suifering from'
a severe accident, is making excellent re-

covery in the Hampstead Hospital. Mr.
Steedman, the driv,=i of the ta.xi, denies
that he was to blame for the accident. *
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Lightweight Records at Biooklands.

N. D. Slatter, riding an Alcyon light-

weight, beat the six hours' Class A
record on Tuesday afternoon last, cover-

ing 223 miles 1,494 yards. His time for

100 miles was 2h. 21m. 45^s. Other
records he captured were

:

Two hours ... 84 miles 1,575 yards

Three hours ... 127 ,, 126 „
Four hours ... 163 ,, 1,622 ,,

Five hours ... 196 ,, 1,011 ,,

200 miles ... 5h. 5m. 12|s.

A New Motive Power.

We hear, but it sounds too good to be

true, that a new motive power has been
discovered by a Scotsman which will

drive a motor for S^d. as far as can be

done on 5s. worth of petrol. This is

said to be derived from the smoke of

coal, which, when refined, leaves a pure
nitr(ii;en gas; it- is non-explosive, but

more powerful than steam.

Motor Cyclist's Successful DeJence.

Fred Dover, well-Unowii for his ride

round the coast on a Premier, was sued

for £5 damage.'^ at Sheth.»ld on the 13th

ult He was riding slowly uphill and
overtook some cyclists pushing their

machines and occupying the whole road-

way. He ."lounded his horn and one of

them moved slightly to the left, but then

he seemed n.' lose his head and ran to

the right, and thus ca'.ii-ed the collision.

, Judgment was given for the defendant,

as negligence had not been proved.

Death of a Well-known Rider.

We regret to have to announce that F.

C Wood, at the early age of 23 years,

passed away i.i the Warneford Hospital,

Leamington, on Friday afternoon, the 20th

ult., after eight weeks' suffering caused
by a collision in the night with the gates

at Victoria Park. Leamington. At the

inquest on Saturday a verdict of ".'Acci-

dental death " was returned, and he was
buried on the following Monday at Leam-
ington. Of a delightfully cheerful nature,

he will long be remembered by his

numerous friends for his unfailing good
nature and man-, e-ccellent qualities.

Absolutely fearless anu a magnificent
rider, he got out ot many a tight corner

which would have brought disaster to

anyone else. He rode twice in the

Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle

of Man, Doth time;- on N.S.U.
machines. He also competed successfully

in the last A.C.U. twenty-four hours' trial

to Plymouth and back in 1909. and in a

number <il other road events. We extend
our sympathies to his family, and
especially to his father, Mr. W. H. Wood,
who accompanied him on many of his

rides.

Public Subscription tj Purchase a Tricar.

A public subscription has just closed at

Beckenham, Kent, in aid of a retired
sergeant named Parker of that place, who

_ received rather severe injuries in a motor
collision. Over £400 have been subscribed,
and it has been decided to purchase an
A.C. Sociable with part of the proceeds.
Sergeant Parker, who has already made
himself familiar with the steering and
control ot one of these machines, has suffi-

ciently recovered to be able to resume his
business duties, and the A.C. should
prove of great assistance to him in
travelling al out.

-B
^^

,^01

A Suggestion.

Why not a ladies' day n[ the Oiyinpia

Motor tycle Show?, VVu romim'iid this

suggestion to the show maitageineut, who
might well set aside a special day for

ladies as in the case of the car show.

The "O.T." Club.

A new club has been formed by mem
hers of the Noith-west London M.C.C
called the O.T. club. The members
must own machines for which they have
paid not more than £7. The name of

the club is derived from the words "Old
Tank." Hal Hill has joined, and is the
proud possessor of an ancient Centaur.

[MITOM, EJ^iEgWS

Nov. 3-1 1.—Olympia Motor Show {see

"The Autocar").
20-25.— Motor Cycle and Cycle

Exhibition at Oivmpia.
Dec. 9.—M.C.C. Annual Dinner at the

Cafe Monicn.

, 26-27—M.C.C. Winter Reliability

Rim to Exeter and back.
'

.. 37 —Dabliu and Distnci M.L.C,
Open Reliability Trial to

Walerlord and back.

A special heading wili be fouitd tn ihc

tniscdlaneous advertisement columns for
intiounctwirnf'^ nf forllicomitf club com-

h'fitiotis.

m

He is having quite an exciting time
wrestling with accumulator ignition, this

being his first experience of it. H. J.

Pooley, the trials honorary secretary, has
a 13 h.p. Minerva with inclined engine,

but as he is a very old-timer, the accumu-
lator ignition does not trouble him. The
first event is proposed to be a " race

"

from Hampstead to Hatfield, " fastest
"

time to win.

II5I

Police Traps.

A trap is being worked in Leeds
practically every day. A prosecution for
any speed over twenty-two miles an
houi means, so *we are informed, an
inevitable conviction.

Touring Abroad
Owing to great pressure on our

space we are obliged to hold over until
next week the concluding instalment of
I he R.ev. R M. Bankes-.Jones's article
' From the Channel to the Adriatic and
.Mediterranean and Back by .Motor
Cycle.'

Warwickshire Potholes to be Filled.

We are pleased to hear from a reli-

able source that the Coventry-Warwick-
Si rat ford Road potholes are to be filled

up systematically. This may or may not
be the result of hints thrown out in
these columns, but Midland motorists
will bf delighted to read the goo 1 news.

Four-wheeled Runabouts at Olympia.
The Committee of Management for

the Olympia Motor Cycle Show have
decided that no vehicle with four wheels
and subject to the motor car tax of

£2 2s. can be exhibited at the Motor
Cycle Show If four-wheeled runabouts
were allowed in the Motor Cycle Show
big cars would also have to be" admitted,
and it is the desire of the promoters not
to permit thi<;. It is a matter of regret
that four-wheeled runabouts built on
motor cyi'le lines cannot be exhibited
I his year, as they are so interesting to
motor cyclists, but. doubtless, before
NTovember, 1912, arrangements will be
modified to enable runabouts not exceed-
ing a certain fi.\ed weight—say 6 cwts.

—

to be placed on view at the motor cycle
exhibition.

Valve side of tlie new two-speed 6 h.p. Enfield-Jap sidecar combination wtiicli was described in our last

issue, page 1124. It was driven by H. V. Colver in tlie Midland Inter-club Reliability Trial last Saturday.
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THE TRIUMPH TWO-SPEEDER.
The acjonipaiiviiig illustrations are of

the new Triumph two-speed gear, which
has [iow undergone several thousand miles

testing. Fiom the engine to the counter-

-shaft the drive i;s by chain, the adjust-

ment being effected by rotating the whole
gear casing, the centre of the - chain

sprocket being eccentric to the centre of

-he gear casing. It will be noticed that

he gear is carried in a timnel formed on

at a walking pace. One of the gear box
shafts can be fitted with a starling handle
if desired, enabling the engine to be
started with the machine stationary. It

is not expected that the two-speed machine
will be listed or shown at Olympia.
The Triumph Co. have always pinned
their faith to the single-geared mount,
and thejr confidence is not by any means
sha!;en yet. We reproduce the illustra-

The toe and heel pedal controlling liie new
Triumph two-speeii counter-shaft gear.

tions as an indication of the trend of

design, and to show how neat and

workmanlike a counter-shaft gear may
be made to appear

The 3! h.p, two-speed Triumph, the appaarance

ol whfch has been anxiously awaited for months.

See accompanyinj description.

the chain stays, which ensures a secure

and permanent fixing. Another excellent

point is the single lever control. On the

footrest is mounted a toe and heel pedal

actuating a ratchet-ended rod working a

pinion carried inside an extension of the

gear box. Pressing the heel portion of

the pedal engages the low gear, the mid-
way position gives a free engine, and
pressing the forward part of the pedal

engages the high gear clutch. The
clutches are of the expanding type, and
the whole of the working parts are self-

<jontained and enclosed inside the gear

box housing. To start, the low gear clutch

is engaged ?nd the machine pushed along

Showing the short chain drive from engine lo counter-shaft, also the large diameter oeii pulley. There
. are a number of detail alterations on the above experimental machine (under test for 1912) whick will

be apparent to the observant reader.

THE 1912 MOTOSACOCHE ON THE ROAD.
Mr. de Lissa, the manager of the Moto-

sacoche Co., recently placed one of the
1912 models at our disposal for a run
down to our Coventry office. Needless
to say, as it was a particularly fine day,

we were not loth to take advantage of

this opportunity to try one of the new
lightweight models. Starting from town
about 2.30 p.m., we found the free engine

<levice fitted to the Motosacoche a matter
of great convenience in traffic; a slight

movem mt of the Bowden-loc lever on

the handle-bar slackened the" speed of the

machine by lowering the jockey pulley,

and also brought it to a standstill when
necessary without stopping the engine.

Upstarting ^h.is extremely simple with
tile aid of the same lever. The |in.

Whittle belt took up the drive quite

smoothly, and we were soon in the

Edgware Road, threading our way in and
out of the somewhat congested traffic.

On the way to St. Albans the first hill

met with is Brockley, but a full throttle
opening and a slight retardation of the
spark took the little 2^ h.p. engine up
this quite respectable gradient at a good
speed. Continuing to St. Albans, the
steep incline of Holywell Hill was taken
practically without alteration of throttle

or spark, which shows the amount of

reserve .power possessed by this .new
engine. Once St. Albans was passed, the
legal limit of speed cnuld be slightly

exceeded, and we foujKl the machine
capable of an average of 25 in.p.h.

Nothing eventful occurred until Stony
Stratford was reached, when unfortu-
nately the temporary phosphor bronze
exhaust pipe union came adrift. This was
probably due to the fact that we were
forcing the engine along as fast as ever
we could witb a view to finding out a

fault if it were possible ; future nindels

will, of course, have malleable iron unions,

the phosphor bronze one being fitted for
the sake of quickness. However, one of'

Mr. Negus's mechanics soon inserted a

liner in the pipe, and we were quickly
on our way again, Coventry being reached
about 7.30 p.m. The 2^ h.p. 1912 Moto-
sacoche possesses a fine turn of speed for

such a small engine. Since the day we
rode the machine it has been fitted with
an infinitely variable pulley gear, which
is possible in the case of the Motosacoche,
owing lu the jockey pulley already pror

vided to take up the slackness of the belt

when the low gears are in use.

Mr. De Lissa recently showed us one
of these variable pulley gears, which is

noticeable for its unobtiusiveness ; it

provides an infinitely variable gear be-

tween 5 and 8i to 1, and with its aid

Mr. De Lissa climbed Sunrising on
Saturday last without pedal assistance.
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Advance Details of New PalSern Motor Cycles.
type ui cliange speed mechanism, wKicli

was described in Tlii' Motor C'l/de this

year, but which has been slightly im-
proved in detail. Yet another model
will be shown fitt-ed with an Armstrong
three-speed gear.

A novelty fitted to all 1912 Kerry
machines will be a new kick-up stand,
and another innovation shown by the
firm will he a plate clutch specially de-

.signed for lightweights, the most interest-

ing portion of which is the adjustable

pulley. The movable flange has four
sets of holes of different depths, which
engage with four pins on the outer shell

of the clutch, thus giving very easy ad-
justment without the necessity of using
anv tool.

A new introduction for 1912, 31 li.p. Premier ladies' model, which will be supplied with a Iree engine
clutch as standard, or three-speed gear as illustrated.

A New 31 h.p. Ladies' Model
Premier.

This is quite a new departure for the
Premier Co., but the machine has a neat
arid pleasing appearance, and as the top
tube is lo\v and ample dressguarding is

provided, it should prove a very service-
able mount.
A standard 3^- h.p. engine unit is

placed vertically in the frame, and is held
in position by a forked down tube in
front (through which fork the auxiliary
e.xhaust pipe passes) and two substantial
engine plates at the rear.

The open frame gives a low riding
position, and has a curved top tube, the
lowSr end of which is only 19in, from
the ground. This tube is stayed at the
rear end to the chain stay bridge, and
ibove the engine to the front down tube.
I'he combined petrol and oil tank is situ-

ated behmd the head, while the engine
unit is surrounded by a neat metal cover
in which a gauze coveted window is

formed directly be
hind the carbu-
letter intake. 1'hc

belt is protected
both above and
below the pulleys,

and the top half

of the pedalling
chain and sprocket
is enclosed. Foot-
rests are fitted at

a comfortable posi-

tion, and the
brake and ' clutch
pe-ials are brought"
ccnveiiiently near

to them, the brake pedal being on
the left side, and the clutch i^edal on the
right. Clutch, spring forks, stand, and
cairier are all fitted as to the standard
3J.- h.p. model, tlie rear mudguard being
detachable behind the back stays. A
free engine hub clutch is fitted as stan-
dard, completing a veiiy^ sound ladies'
heavyweight machine.

Kerry=Abingdon.
llianlvs to the courtesv ol -Mr.

Ijlewellyn Jones, we are enabled to give

a few preliminary details of the 1912
Kerry-Abingdon motor cycles.

The chief novelty for 1912 will be a
5-5 h.p. twin-cylinder, fitted with side

by side mechanically operated valves,

liore and stroke 67 x 95 mm. The'
engine will have a ball-bearing crank-
shaft and a special lubrication system.
The piston is liberally grooved so that
the oil can have access to it, and a duplex
priming device is fitted. -V dropped
frame will be used for this and one of

the 5i h.p. models.
Tli« oi h.i). type will have a new

engine, and will \ie sold with clutch or
with two-speed gear and clutch, the two-
speed gear being the Kerry-.Abingdon

New ratchet cul-out on the 1912 pattern
3; h.p. Rover.

Kynoch—A New MaKe.
We recently had an opportunity of

gathering further details of the new
Kynoch models. Either a Sj '^-P- •lA.P.
or Precision engine is fitted to a frame
on standard lines with a dropped top
tube. The new type Bosch magneto is

fitted in front of the engine and is con-
trolled from the handle-bar. A B. and L.
semi-automatic lubricating pimip is used,
and a variable jet B. ami B. carburetter
will be .standard. Druid spring forks are
employed, and half the rear mudguard is

detachable to facilitate tyre repair.

Both these models can be supplied with
the B.S. A. two-speed gear.

v\0^
^Ur^-

—
i 1

\m
Premier rsar brake

mschanism.

An entirely new model—the 3] h.p. single geared Kynoch.
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have
duced
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1912 Douglas power unit showing the inclined mechanically-operated valves,

adjustable tappets, accessible spajkin^ plugs, and sin:;le silencer. tSee our
last issue, page 1129).

A Detachable Terminal-
The Efandem Co., 246a, Corporation

Street, Birmingham, have placed on the
market a simple and effective terminal
which is highly suitable for motor cycle

work. From the illustration it will be
seen that the terminal is stamped out
of one piece of metal. At one end there
is a hole through which the central wire
of the sparking plug passes. The othei'

end is slotted, and thrnugh it projects a

the hook when the
end springs up and
loclvs it against the
hook. It is im-
possible for the con-
nection to shake
loose.

The Efandem Co.
also intro-

a well-made
cycle lamp,

which was exhibited
at the recent Olym-
i,ia Electrical Ex-
hibition. It appears
to give an exceed-
ingly good light. It

is mounted on a
strong bracket and
is capable of being
tilted at any angle,
while the bulb can
be focussed to suit

the rider's require-

ments. The Efandem
Co. recommend their

own unspiliable ac-

cumulator to be
used in conjunction
with this lamp; It

is fitted with Tec
terminals.

The Bosch Two-spark Magneto.
.Some correspondence recently appeared

on the "Question, and Replies" pages
respecting the use of two plugs in one
cylinder. The Bosch Magneto Company
has now given us tha opportunity of

publishing a description of the Bosch
two-spark motor cycle magneto, which
has been introduced to give two
simultaneous sparks at two ordinary plugs.

This device will be shown at the coming
Olyrapia Show.
The instrument is larger than that

usually fitted to a motor cycle. The
illustration shows the armature with-
drawn about half an inch from the pole
pieces. This armature is not of the
normal type, and it will be seen on re-

ferring to the drawing that, instead of

one end of the secondary winding being
earthed, both ends are brought indepen-

The Efandem terminal.
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dently to two segmeiits in the slip ring.

These two segments, which are lcO°
apart,

,
come in contact simultaneoi'.sly

with the two carbon brushes which cari-y

the current to the plugs, and conse-

The Bosch magneto switch.

quently two sparks occur at the moment
when the points of the contact breaker
open.
Tho high-tension switch which is also

illustrated is designed to fit on to the
top tube of a motor bicycle. With this
high-tension switch, when the lever is
upright both plugs are working simultane-
ously

; when it is moved to the left or
right one or other of the plugs is cut
out, and the magneto gives a single
spark only.

C.C.R.=J.A.P.
The other day one of the partners of

the firm of Smith Bro.s., Nottingham,
called upon us with th" luxurious sidecar
which We illustrate, with the object of

giving us a short spin. We found the
sidecar most comfortable riding, the
double C springs forming an ideal sus-

pension. The 6 h.p. side by side valve
J. A. P. is most effectively silenced, and
the machine purred along on its top
gear at well up. to legal limit with an
entire absence of vibration. The sidecar
hood and screen are standard fittings on
the C.C.R.

hook stamped out of the metal strip of

which the terminal is made. To attach
the terminal it is only necessary to press
down the end and slip the wire through

e=r3£^,

Ihe new Bosch two-spark magneto, showing
armature partially withdrawn. 6 h.p. C.C,R,-J.A.P. three-speed sidecar combination
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The Two=stroke Levis.
This interesting little machine is pro-

pelled by a three port two-cycle engine,
and Jias been slightly redesigned for 1912.'
The n.?w piston is designed with a parti-
ally domed head, giving a sharp upriish
to the inlet gases, and a very clean sweep
lor the exhaust. There are only three
moving parts—the piston, connecting rod.,
and craak.shaft. The crankshaft is a solid
forging, carefully hardened and ground,
the big end bearing being split. The
lubrication is interesting, as the usual
form of splash is not relied on. Oil is

led to the piston through the cylinder
wall, and thence via holes in the "hollow
gudgeon pin to the small end bearing.
Another pipe is led to the main crank-

Another new make of motor cycle—ihe 2; ti.p. three-soeed Hazlswood-Jap.

Hazlewood.
A new make of motnr cycle for 1912

is the Hazlewood. It is a 2| h.p. jnediuni
weight, A J. A. P. engine with side by
side valves is employed in conjunction
with the Armstrong three-speed hnb, giv-

ing gears of 5, 7, and 10 to 1. A dropfied
top tube, substantial stand and carrier.

Druid spring forks, and eccentric bottom
bracket are standard fittings. Brakes
and mudguardmg have received special

-attention, and this machine should help

to meet the increasing demand for a liglit

machine which will go anywhere. We
hear that Hazlewoods, Ltd.. are one of

a few firm's who have between them
booked up all next year's output of the

well-known Armstrong gear.

Showing screw adjustment of the foot-brake on the

new Calcott described in our last issue.

AUdays Improvements.
Since we last described the AUdays

motor cycle seveial impro\ements have
b«en made, with the object of producing
a more handy and comfortable machine.
.A domed top piston is now used, and
slippers have been interposed between
the cams and tappets. Narrower piston

rings are fitted, as it was found that
the wide ones used previously had a

tendency to bind in the cylinder. In all

other respects the engine remains the

same. It will be remembered that th«
AUdays machines are lifted with alumi-
nium footboards. In future these will

be sprung from the front end instead of

the Ijack, as it is found that this give^
;i more comfortable j'iding position. The
new frame has a dropped top tube, im-
proved handle-bars, and cari'ier, while
both single and two-speed types now have
a kick-up stand. Cleanliness has b€en
larefuUy studied. The combination of

footboards, efficient mudguards, and an
aluminium trouser guard covering the
valve mechanism, should keep the rider
reasonably clean.

The Roc hub two-speed gear 'is employed,
and customers have the choice of B. and
B. or Amac carburetters, and Bosch or

E,I.C, magnetos. Best and Lloyd semi-
automatic lubrication is fitted as standard.

Kudge.
,A small point, illustrative of Rudge

thoroughness, is found in the manner in

which spare valves are protected by neat
metal shields as
.-^hown in the
a c c o ra p a n ying
sketch. Not oiUy
is the w-orkiiig

face of the valve
completely pre-

vented from
.<;uffering damage
by being put
loosely into the
t o o 1 b a g with
other hard ob-

jects, but the
spring and cot-

ter are also kept
in position by a

f m a 1 I tubular
distance piece
which also pro-

The Rudge spare valve
protector.

tects the valve stem from injury. The
drawing shows the idea as applied to the
inlet, that for the exhaust, valve being
similar, but, of course, larger.

The 1912 Levis two-stroke engine.

,\. Inlel pipe. B. Transfer passaBi-.
C. Compression release valve.

shaft bearing, which has a retaining
groove cut near the outer end. From
this groove the oil is led through a hole
in the crankshaft into the shaft itself,

which is drilled for the purpose, thence
by tentnfugal force to the big end, the

Next year's model 3i b.p. iwo-speed AUdays. Note the covered-in valves.
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excess oil from the cylinder being led

through a duct to the other crank bear-

ing. A Bosch magneto is fitted in front

of the engine and driven through an
enclosed chain. The carburetter can be
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-^—^jH The compression release

[#j_®_^-^ valve on the Levis light-

weight.

either B. and B. or Amac at option.
An outside flywheel with the weight well
in the rim is emjjloyed. An improved
compression release valve is fitted in the
head. We had a run on one of the
smaller types, and although the particu-
lar machine is only a test mount, and

has not been over-
hauled since Feb-
ruary last, we were
surprised at the
slow running and
quick pick up.

Four models are

listed—a 2^ h.p.,

62 mm. X 70 mm. ;

a 2^ h.p., 70 mm.
X 70 mm. ; a 2^
h.p. T.T. type of

the same size

;

and a 2^ h.p.

I'ady's. All these

types can be fitted

with the Albion
clutch hub and a

kick-down starting

Levis piston showing
position of rings and
deflector.

device. The weight of the 2^ h.p. com-
plete is 85 lbs., the 2i h.p. 98 lbs., and
the 2i h.p. T.T. 90ibs.

Puch
We have already referred to the new

arrival in this country—the Austrian
Puch. The machine has been amended
in design to conform to English
ideas, and at the Show will have B- and
B. carburetter, footrests, pedal-applied

foot brakes, Bowden operated hand
brakes, and a lower saddle position.

His Highness Prince Alexander Lubo-
mirski is an enthusiastic owner of a 6-7

h.p. twin Puch and .sidecar.

The Tourist Trophy Quadrant. This machine differs from the standard mount in that it has a shorter
wheelbase, and special cams and valve setting.

Rex.
The Rex ilotor ilt'g. Co. will market

the following models in 1912 : 3^ h.p.

Speed King or Tourist; 6 h.p. twin Speed
King or Tourist; 4 h.p. Tourist single-

cylinder, air. oi> water-cooled; 4 h.p. Dt
Luxe, single cylinder, air or water-cooled ;

6 h.p. De Luxe twin-cylinder; 4 h.p.

Sidette De Luxe, air or water-cooled

:

The spring fork of the Puch.

19f2 Douglas lubrication system. There is a
glass barrel on the tank showing rate of feed of

the engine oil.

6 h.p. twin Sidette De Luxe. The 4 h.p.

IS a new^ model introduced for next year's

market, and has a larger bore than the
1911 3i h.p. of 499 c.c. capacity. It will

be dealt with in detail in our Show
issues.

(1) The 2 h.p. 68 x 70 mm. model.
Two Puch single-cylinder mounts.

(2) The 31 h.p. 76 >- too. mm. machine with spring frame
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N.S.U.
The most radical alterations in the

N S.U. designs will be found in the 3i

h.p. engine, 85 by 88 mm., 499 c.c. The

prototype of this engine was first seen in

England at the Tourist Trophy Race.

The magneto is placed behind the cyhn-

der, is of the latest Bosch enclosed type,

and is gear driven. On the gear wheel

nearest the engine-shaft is a cam operat-

ing the exhaust valve, and on the next

The same
method applied
to the iDlet

valve.

N.S.U. adjustable valve

end and spring holder, doing

away with the usual cotter

and collar method.

gear wheel to it is that working the

overhead inlet valve. Both tappets are

adiustable, but the exhaust valve has an
adjuster on the valve itself ; this consists

of a foot screwed on to the bottom of

the valve stem and secured by a lock nut.

To adjust it two spanners are used. If

the adjuster be unscrewed the foot is

forced against the tappet and lifts up the
valve stem, thus enabling the valve to

be easily extracted. To replace the valve

it is only necessary to hold tlie adjuster

Improved model of N.S.U. two-speed gear. The
locking rings ol adjustable pullsy llange are
loosened so as to show them sepai^ted.

in position, to insert a screwdriver in the
valve head, and force the valve down
against the spring on to the adjuster.
Tnis is a process which is far simpler
and easier than compressing the spring
and inserting a cotter pin through the
slot in the valve stem.
The latest type of N.S.U. automatic

single lever carburetter will be fitted.
Riders, so Mr. Schink. the manager of
the company, informs us, are not quite
used to controlling this carburetter, .ince
they try and use it as an ordinary non-
automatic cai'turetter by throwing the
throttle full open. Like all carburetters
of this type, the throttle cannot be fully
opened until a high speed is attained.

and when the lever passes a position over
45° from the handle-bar any further open-

ing means a weaker mixture, which will

not give increased speed unless the engine
is turning over at a large number of

revolutions.

The engine pulley is fitted with an oil-

retaining ring, any waste oil being carried

away througn a drain pipe. The 3^ h.p.

model will be fitted with a drop frame.

For 1912 the N.S.U. spring fork has

been simplified and made more efficient,

and in every model the rear portion of

the frame will be sprung.
On the 3 h.|). twin the under-geared

pulley is adjustable. The 6 h.p. twin,

75 by 90 mm., 796 c.c, is built up on

the same lines as the 3 h.p., but the

engine is now placed vertically in the

frame, and not with the rear cylinder

vertical, as was the case in former
models. - For this machine a new two-

.speed gear hiu; been designed on the same
lines as the smaller gear, but it is larger

and stronger, and improved in detail.

In this and the smaller two-speed gear

the pulley Haiiges are adjustable, which
is a decided iniin'ovement. Both Hanges

may be moved at will, but the inner

Hange need only be altered in cases of

emergency. Tlie outer flange is secured

by a locking ring, and between it. and
tlie movable flange is a loose ring wliieh

has a projection in it engaging in a slot,

the object of which is to allow the adjust-

ing ring to be turned without revolving

the movable fiange. As soon as the

correct adjustment is obtained it is not

nece.ssary to secure the locking ring, as

the pressure of the belt is sufficient for

this purpose. The gear is also fitted

with a large metal cone clutch provided
with oil grooves and three extra plates

for the engagement of the low gear. The
planet wheels are cairied in a cage and
are supported at both ends, and an oil-

retaining ring is provided. The 3 h.p.

twin, 58 by 75 mm., and the 2 h.p. single

cylinder machitie. will be the same as

hast year's models, except for the im-

f)rovements abov? referred to in the

spring fork design, which is common to

all models.

A New Sidecar Stand.
JI. .1. Varley. 57, Stoney Lane, Spai'k-

brook. Birmingham, has sent us particu-

lars of a sidecar stand which we illnstrate.

The stand is clipped to the sidecar axle

and is put into operatii>n by i.ilacing one

foot against the leg of the stand at the

same time pulling the sidecar back. It

will be noticed on reference to tbe illus-

tration that the top of the stand is

provided with a spring and plunger.
When the sidecar is supported by the leg

it inclines at an angle of seven degrees,

thus making a support, and when out

of use the spring prevents any possible

chance of the leg falling. It will be
exhibited on the Calthorpe stand at

Olympia, as will the Forward sidecar

which will be fitted with a canopy hood,
luggage carrier, tyre carrier, petrol

carrier, and refinements in the way of

toolboxes, etc.

Another Two=speed Hub Gear.
The broad principle claimed for the

Thornton two-speed hub is that a free

The Thornton two-speed hub gear showing
the pans disihantled.

engine can be obtained iythout disturb-

ing the mechanism which operates the

high or low gear. The clutch consists o(

a phosphor bronze ring D which is split

and engages the hub shell H bv means
of cone E. pinion carrier C and lever F2
working on spiral Fl. The normal ratio

is obtained by locking gear wheel B to the

belt hub K through the intermediai-y of

ilutch D and pinion carrier C, the gear

wheel B being locked to the carrier by
four pegs or keys. The low gear position

is arrived at by sliding B along the
shaft until it engages with pegs or keys

\ *
I

Varley's sidecar stand.

A complete hub with Thornton gear.

L. tlie reduction in gear being effected

through pinions .J. On the underside of

G is attached the free eugine mechanism.
This consists of teeth cut on plate G en-
gaging with corresponding indentations on
D and C ; when the clutch ring is con-

tracted the engine can be pedalled with
rear wheel resting on the gtovmd with
either high or low gear engaged. The
makers, W. ,J. Glover and Co., 32 King
.Street, Leicester, claim that the gear is

absolutely proof against damage through
bad handling.
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A New Club tor Blackpool.

A meeting oE niotoi- cyclists was he'.d at Blaclipool on
October 26th, under the chairmanship oE Mr. T. Shari^les,

when it was decided to form a Blackpool motor cycle club.

A further meeting for the adoption of iiJes and election of

officers will probably be held this week.

Mersey M.C.

This club held a flexibility hill-climb on the 29tli ult.,

the prizes being awarded for the greatest difference between
a fast and slow ascent. It was intended to rmi this event,

the last of the season, on Cilcain Hill, but the police appeared
on the scene and prevented it. Accordingly the intending
competitors had to start oft in a drizzling rain and search for

another hill. The winner proved to be Noel Brow-n (Rudge)

;

second, Jack Fox |Triumpb) ; third, V. E. Horsman (Bradbury)
After this event- the postponed hill-climb of July 23rd was
run, with the following result—Singles ; 1, V. t. Horsman
(Bradbury) ; 2, F. C. Jones (Bradbury). Fastest time of

the day : Horsman (Bradbury). The sidecar class was
abandoned, as the machines used by the cnmpetit^irs failed to

climb the hill.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

On Thursday evening, October 26th, a breakdown com-
petition was held. There was a good gathering of mem-
bers, but only ten endeavoured to find the faults, which
were the high-tension brush not touching the slip ring.

and the throttle slide of the carburetter having slipped off

the wire. The competitors were first regaled with light

refreshments, and were then allowed seven minutes in which
to put the machine in running order. Only four suc-

ceeded in the time fixed, and ,they were : B. Tindall
(winner Bosch plug), Im. 31s. ; H. W. Fortune (winner
tyre levers), 2m. 9s. ; W. E. Grange, 3m. Is. ; W. B.

Atkinson, 6m. 28s. T. C. Atkinson kindly presented the
prizes and set the task to be done, his assistant being H.
Ballance. The machine used was a 1906 Triumph.
To-day (Thursday, November 2nd), the annual general

meeting is tn lie held at lipadqunrtei-s.

.Start of the Chesterfield Club's Reliability Trial from the club's headquarters.
The winner of the passenger class, J. Haslam (6 h.p. Zenith), with !•'. Dover

in the sidecar, are seen in the centre o! the group.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution will be held at

Davy's Victoria Cafe, Fargate, on Thursday next, the 9th

inst. The dinner will be followed by a dance.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The committee have made arrangements for the amrual
dinner to be held at headquarters, St. James's Hotel, on
Wednesday, December 13th, at 7.30 p.m. The diirner will

be followed by a smoking conceit and presentation of prizes.

Tickets, 3s. 6d. each, may be obtained from the lion.

secretary. A. B. Bennett. 13. Wilson Street Derby.

ON SUNRISING IN SATURDAY'S MIDLAND INTER-CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL.

R. H. Edwards (Triumph) who made a non-stop run but was six minutes too early at the secret check.
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Members of the M.C.C. who took part in the closing run to the Bridgwater Arms, Little Gaddesdon.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The annual dinne.' ani prize distribution, followed by a

concert, will be held on Thursday, November 9th, at the
Oonimercial Hotel, Kendal, at 8 p.m. The prizes ^vill be
distributed by Mr. H. Goodwin, jun., of Orton Hall.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

This club has given notice of its desire to sever its con-
nection with the Auto Cycb Union on December 31st. It

has been thought advisable to take this step as a matter of

form, and it does not necessarily follow that the club will

not re-affiliate next year.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

Result of reliabilitv trial for the Edwards Cup, third round,
held on October 19tii : 1, E. Folwell (5; h.p. Bradbui-y) ; 2.

E. Guodin (3^ h.p. Bradbury); 3, C. Bailey. (3^ h.p. Rudge).
Coming Events. November 3rd.—General meeting at head-

quarters, 8.30 p.m. December 7th.—Fourth and final round
lor the Edwards Cup. 2.30 p.m. December 15th.—xVnnual
dinner and prize distribution at headqtiarters, 7 p.m.

North Middlesex M.C.C

A whist drive will be held about the middle of November,
followed by lectures, discussions, etc., on the use and con-

struction of the motor cycle. The club is making up a

pai'ty for a speci;il visit to the ShoA', and all who intend

joining should communicate immediately with the hon. .sec,

Mr. D. G. Blakey. Mr. A. Deacock will afterwards read a

paper entitled "Impressions of the Show."
' Cornwall M.C.C.

Extremely bad weather rather diminished the number of

starters in the eighty miles reliability non-stop run held on
the 14th ult., and also made the road very greasy and the

hills difficult to negotiate. The run had to be completed
at 20 m.p.h., there being one known and three secret

controls. In spite of the adverse conditions, there were only
three failures all on single geared machines, whilst the best

performance, for which a gold medal was specially given by
the dub, was that of Meek (3^ h.p. Triumph and sidecar),

who covered the whole distance without a single stop or even
dropping his passenger, and arrived home exactly on" lime.

The results on time were : 1.- W. Tressider (3^ Triumph)

:

2. Simms (3^- Triumph); 3, G. S. Collings (21 Enfield).,

Bristol B. and M.C.

A i.on-stop speed-judging competition, open only to those

members who had never won a first prize in a motor event,

was the club's last trial of the year on Saturday, 21st ult.

The course was a secret one of "twelve miles, to be covered
three times at 20 m.p.h. Out of an entry of fourteen, only

foitr competitors made non-stops, the very greasy state of the
hill leading out of Over Lane on to the steepest part of Black
Hoise Hill (near Westbury) causing many falls through side-

slips. The following was the result :

1, B. Adams (2^ A.J.S.). total error 3m. 52s.; 2, P. F.
Davies (3^ Rudge), total error 11m. 17s. : 3, F. 0. Wasley
(25 Douglas), total error 13m. lis.

The late Hun. Sec. A the M.C.C.

As already announced in these columns, Mr. Arthur
Candler has been compelled to resign the M.C.C. secretary-

ship owing to very great pressure of busine.^s. He has held
the post for nearly eight years, and to him ihe club ow-es

the inception of the l^Kjndon to Edinburgh Run, which has
done so much to popularise the .M.C.C. When Mr. Candler
joined the membership numbered 100. now it is nearly 400.

llecognition of his valuable services is to be made, and il

has occurred to the committee that past members who would
like to be a.-^sociated in this laudable object, should communi-
cate with the hon. treasurer of the fund. .Mr. F. J. .Jenkins.

35.-Loveday Uoad, Ealing, W. Individual subscriptions are-

limited to 5s., and the list closes on the 18th inst.

Miss C. C. Page o[ Enaeld, on her 31 h.p. two-speed Huraber and sidecar.

Miss Page took to sidecar driving last May, and is now capable of driving the

machine anywl ere She frequently covers fifty miles without the least fatigue and
thinks it flne spcrt
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HUMBER ACTIVITY AT BROOKLANDS.
Fifty Miles, Hundred Miles, One Hour, and Two Hour Class B Records Broken.

Started by Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, who timed the

attempt, Evans left the mark at 2.23 p.m., and Wright
followed after an interval of one" minute. In the

first lap Wright gained twenty-two seconds, and the

times on the second lap stood as follows: Evans 3m.

6J/5S., Wright 2m. 45%s. In the second lap Wright
passed Evans, and in the third led by a quarter-mile.

His time was 2m. 45s. = 59.30 m.p.h. In the fifth

lap he dropped to 57.89 m.p.h. Evans could not

nearly attain this speed, and was averaging about
3m. 7s. per lap. Eventually Evans retired at the

twenty-fourth lap, but Wright steadily impro\ed, and
reeled off his fourteenth lap at the wonderful speed
of 61.61 miles an hour. The fifty miles record was
in his hands in 51m. gJ/gS., beating Godfrey's per-

formance on June 7th this year on a 76 by 65.5 mm.
299 c.c. Zenith, in which he covered the distance in

54m. 57s. Wright then annexed the hour, covering in

that time 58 miles 1,408 yards, while Godfrey's old

record stood at 54 miles 726 yards. Wright stopped
at the thirty-first lap for petrol, and though he had

S. Wright and P. J. Evans mounted on 2i h.p. twin-cjlinder Humbers
at the start of the successful attempt on record.

ON Wednesday afternoon last week, Sam Wright,
the Humber veteran, and P. J. Evans, the

Junior Tourist Trophy winner, both under
the parental protection of Bert Yates, another Humber
veteran record breaker, set out to lower all the Class

B record times they could in the space of two hours.

Wright rode the 2}^ 60 by 60 mm. 340 c.c. twin

-which had competed both in the T.T. and the Six

Days' Trials; Evans was similarly mounted, but on

.a newer machine.

S. Wright stops to have a plug changed.

Ai the end of two hour s in which time 109 miles 980 yards were covered.

Standing beside Wright are B. Yates and thebrothers Bashall.

been doing so well his machine, owing to misfiring,

slowed down at the thirty-sixth lap to 3m. 24s. per

lap. At the fortieth lap he had to stop and replace

a plug, and when this was done he found he had only

sufficient time left to cover one lap. The record,

however, was his, as, in the two hours he covered

109 miles 980 yards. Previous best, 95 miles 1,230

yards,- by H. J. Cox (2^ h.p. Forward, 56.75 by

68 mm., 344 c.c, September nth, igii)- Wright's

time for the 100 miles was ih. 4Sm. Si%s., that of

Cox 2h. 5m. 37%s.
This performance is interesting, as it is the first

record attained under the new Brooklands silencer

regulations. Wright's machine had a standard T.T.

exhaust pipe extending to the rear of the machine,

with the end of the pipe flattened and holes bored 4in.

from the extremitv.
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TWO NOVEL THREE-WHEELERS.
A "WELL-TIMED" A.C.

THE accompanying illustration shows an A.C.
passenger carrier that is attracting a good deal

of attention in South London. It is owned by
a firm of clock makers and repairers, and in front and
on each side is fitted a large clock with circular dial

—

each clock being set to Greenwich time.

The body has been adapted to carry a passenger on
a seat at the right-hand side, and a clock repairer and
winder, as seen in the photograph, invariably travels

with the machine. In addition to the three clocks,

others which have received repair are carried in the
delivery box insulated by means of soft matting.

The illuminated glass signs on each side that also

serve as side lamps are another novelty. Both are lit

by twin burners, and a car-sized head lamp is fitted,

the whole being supplied by a large generator of six

hours capacity. A locally-built twin-cylinder sociable, with tiller steering, some details
of which are given in a paragraph on this page.

fifty miles to the gallon. The petrol tank will be
noticed at the rear of the seats. There is no tendency
for this three-wheeled machine to overturn at corners,

we are assured by the owner, and the tiller steering

answers all requirements.

An A.C. owned by a Arm of clock makers.

Although this must be one of the heaviest loaded
A.C.'s in use, it is quite satisfactory, and the air-

cooled engine performs its work in first-rate style. In
course of business, the machine runs about fifty miles
daily.

So far the clocks have not been affected by the
vibration.

With a chronometer or two fitted it would be a use-
ful machine at trials and competitions, especially with
the travelling expert.

>—••«»-<

A HOME-MADE SOCIABLE.

THE novel three-wheeled runabout illustrated

herewith has been built and designed by j\Ir.

Calvert, of Sw^andon, near Hull, with the
assistance of a local engineer. The seats are arranged
sociable fashion, the body being called a torpedo
pattern. The engine, which is a twin-cylinder 6 h.p.
Sarolea, transmits the power via a two-speed gear box,
and we are told that the machine will attain a speed
of 30 m.p.h. on the road, and that its consumption is

A DETACHABLE FRONT WHEEL
MUDGUARD.

WITH the advent of autumn, the mud problem
again demands attention. VVe have re-

ceived from Mr W. F. S. Harding, of

Frensham, Farnham, Surrey, a sample of his front

wheel cover shield, which may be attached or detached
in a few minutes. When not in use, the cover may be
folded up into a small space to occupy a corner of

the toolbag. It only weighs three ounces. The method
of securing the cover is by eyelet holes and a leather

lace. At the extreme lower end of the mudguard a

small stuil is fitted, which passes through an eyelet

in the shield, thus securing the cover at this point.

A detachable front wheel covering for use on mu:Id.v roads,

cover folded up and laid on the saddle.

M5
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease o^ reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked '' Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects.

No Power on Hills.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1905 Rex
with accumulator ignition and
cannot get power. It fairly

tlies on level, but when it comes
to a hill it won't go at all.

The compression is excellent. Do yoa
think a lai'ger jet would be an
advantage ?—W.E.S.

You might try a larger jet with advant-

age, and also try a slightly lower gear.

Magneto Point Burning.

Will you kindly suggest a

possible cause and remedy for the

platinum point on the bell crank
lever of contact breaker on Bcsch
magneto burning out after about

1,000 miles running? The fibre on the
lever doesn't bear on the steel seg-

ment the full arc, therefore the points

close before the full distance of seg-

ment is traversed. Would this have
any effect on them? Point on contact
piece is still good, whilst two on the
breaker have burned out.—W.R.C.

The trouble is due to a bad electrical

connection to the condenser, that is, the
steel strip leading from the condenser to

the central contact screw inside the con-
tact breaker case. See that these points
are clean, and that a firm contact is

made.
31 h.p. or S h.p. for Sidecar.

I have a 1911 f.e. Rudge which

^^ I use with a Herald rigid wheel
^ sidecar. The combined weight
.iJ of passenger and myself is twenty-

one stones. I have the offer of

a 5 h.p. f.e. twin Indian in exchange
for my Rudge with a few pounds cash
adjustment. Do you consider it advis-

able for me to accept this offer, taking
into account (1) that I intend tc

keep whichever machine I decide on
for several years. (2.) Keeping two
cylinders in order against one. (3.)

Chain drive compared with belt drive.

(4.) More expense in petrol, tyres, etc.

(5.) Would engine and frame of twin
withstand the strain of sidecar work
better ? (6.) Would it be necessary to

change sidecar wheel to 28in. to match
bicycle wheel. I should be glad if you
could also tell me if you think a
Jones three guinea speedometer would
be a satisfactory investment, and if the
three guinea variety can be reset after

10,000 miles.—W.C.A.
(1-2.) There is no doubt that for sidecar
work the larger twin-cvHnder machine is

AT,6

the better. Of course, it takes slightly

more keeping in order than a single. (3.)

We prefer chain drive for passenger
work. (4.) On the other hand, there
is slightly more expanse as regards petrol

and tyres. (5.) The frame should be quite

satisfactory. (5.) It will not be necessary
to change the sidecar v/heel to 28in. We
have no hesitation in recommending the

speedometer mentioned, it is quite good.
The speedometer in question resets itself

automatically after 10,000 miles.

Respecting a Sidecar.

I desire to get a passenger^ machine, but a perusal of your
^ columns has not cleared away my
_iJ doubts about what to get. The

main consideration is economy
of running, but the machine would be
required to negotiate main road hills

{e.g., between jVIanchester and Sheffield)

witii sidecar, and not more than 20
stones up. (1.) I have a fancy for a

N.S.U. 3^-4 h.p., with two speeds and
cltuch. Do you consider this would be
a suitable investment and meet my re-

quirements? As the undertaking is in

the nature of an experiment (my in-

tended pa.'isenger being excessively ner-

vous), I don't want to lay down more
than £30 or £35 at first. (2.) Should
you recommend a competition-used but
otherwise new N.S.U. , or advise a

privately-owned second-hand ? (3.) What
mileage could I expect to the gallon?

(4.) Would a twin-cylinder greatly in-

crease running costs? (5.) Would
attaching and detaching the sidecar

with every run, for storage, be liable

to injure couplings, or should they be
disturbed as rarely as possible?—J.W.

(1.) The machine about which you en-

quire would suit your purpose admirably.

(2.) We should recommend the machine
which has beeti slightly used, if it is for

sale by the N.S.U. Company, as it would
be overhauled before being sent out. (3.)

Between seventy and eighty miles to the
gallon, (4,) No, the increase in the cost

of running would not be very great—say
15%, (5,) No, with a modern sidecar,

attaching and detaching does no harm,
the couplings are too strong for that.

A FRENCH MOUNTAIN CLIMB.

Gabriel (T.T. Triumph) second in Class m. for 5D0 c.c. machines in the Mont Verdun iLyons M.C.C) hill-climb.
His time was 4m. OJs., that ot the winner EscoOler (Magnat-Debon) 3m. S3|s.
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Forced Induction.

I have a 1911 3^ h.p. Premier,

fixed engine. I should be obliged

if you would tell me if it is

advisable to fit an extra air inlet

pipe? What does this pipe

actually do practically and theoreti-

cally? What should it be like, i.e.,

straight to the rear, or v\rhat? I must
add that I have had no trouble with

ray machine, and only desire to add to

its efficiency if possible.—O.H.S.

We should hardly think it would be

worth while fitting an extra inlet pipe
' for ordinary touring purposes. The pipe

in question should be about 4in. long,

extending directly behind the carburetter.

This is said to induce an extra flow of

I

air, which carries with it an increased

quantity of spirit, thus producing a

shght increase of power and greater

economy. The theoretical effect is that

of forced induction.

Newark to Hastings and Brighton.

Can you tell me the best way
from Newark to Hastings? (1.)

To miss London. (2.) To go

through a part of London. Also

from Newark to Brighton.

—

J.A.C.

To go through London your best route

would be as follows: Newark, Grant-

ham, Stamford, Stilton, Eaton Socon,

Biggleswade, Baldock, Stevenage, Hat-

field, North Barnet, Regent's Park,

London, cross Westminster Bridge, and

after passing the railway bridge keep to

the left. This will bring you eventually

to Old Kent Road, which follow through

Lewisham and Bromley. Continue

through Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Lamber-

hurst, Robertsbridge, Battle, to Hastings.

It would be infinitely preferable, how-

ever to miss London altogether and to

leave the Great North Road after Slam-

ford, going through Hertford, Ware,

Harlow, Chipping Ongar, Brentwood,

Tilbury, by ferry to Gravesend, and go

through Meopham, Wrotham, Tonbridge,

where you join the Hastings Road. To

reach firightou from Newark follow the

Great North Road to Hatfield, and then

go through St. Albans, Watford, Rick-

mansworth, Denham., Uxbridge, Coin-

brook, Staines, Chertsey, Woking, Guild-

ford, Cranleigh, Horsham, Cow fold.

Henfield, Piecombe, Brighton.

Sidecar and Speedometer Wanted.

As a constant reader of your

[^ valuable paper may I ask you a

V few queries? (1.) Will a sidecar

LD with 26in. wheel fit an Indian

twin which has 28in. wheels, or

should I have to get a 28in. wheel

fitted (most or all sidecars advertised

have 26in. wheels)? (2.) When order-

ing a speedometer for an Indian cycle,

must I specify for a 28in. wheel, or

does it suit both 26in. and 28in. ? (3.)

Can a free engine clutch be fitted to a

5 h.p. fixed engine Indian, and about

what is the cost? (4.) On what part of

an Indian engine must one look for the

date of manufacture? (5.) Where can

I get a long registration number?

—

Troxiblesome.

(1.) A 26in. wheel sidecar would fit. To
1911 models a 28in. wheel sidecar cannot

be fitted. (2.) You must order the speed-

ometer for a 28in. wheel. (3.) A free

engine clutch could be fitted at a cost of

£4 10s. plus 10s. extra for the cost of fit-

ting. (4.) The engine number is on the
crank case. If you let the Hendee Mfg.
Co. have this number they wiU tell you
the date of manufacture. (5.) We should
advise you to apply to the London County
Council, Spring Gardens, S.W. (Motor
Car Registration Department).

Two or Four-stroke ?

I am getting either a P. and
M. or Scott 1912 machine. Can
you tell me which would be the
most valuable after, say, five

years, used carefully of course?
Could you tell me which would be
likely to be the most lasting machine
in wear? There seems to be nothing to

get out of order on a Scott which a

person of average mechanical intelli-

gence could not attend to. I do not
mind the extra petrol and oil consump-
tion, provided it has the equivalent
extra efficiency over the P. and M.
It would be used mostly .«olo—side-

car work only occasionally. I know the
P. and il. to be good, as I have one.

But I have an inclination for a Scott
owing to the various good ideas incor-

porated in it, but would like some in-

formation as to the wearing qualities

of the engine, and- how frequently the
engine requires overhauling Is the
frame quite safe for sidecar work?

—

R.H.B.
It is impossible to oay which will be the
most valuable machine at the end of five

years, as one does not know what im-

Erovements either of the two firms will

ring out. We do not think there will

be any difference with either as regards
wear ; both are first-class makes. We
do not think you would find the two-
stroke engine to be superior to the other
as regards efficiency, but as regards even
turning effort it is necessarily superior.

There is no reason whatever why the
engine should not wear extremely well.

The frame is entirely satisfactory for

sidecar work.
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Knocking after being Rebushed.

Can you give me any informa-

tion on the following? 1908 3i
h.p. just rebushed, new piston

rings and gudgeon pin. Since

this has been done the engine

continually knocks. It never did so

before. The magneto has been so timed
that the engine can be made to roar,

and also . nearly to stop. When
travelling I can retard until it will no
longer pull, and it still knocks. If ad-

vanced it will knock louder The
piston is a good fit. Since the renewal
of these parts the machine has run

about 200 miles. It knocked from the

first and is still doing so.—C.R.H.
We should say that the piston ring and
gudgeon pin are rather too tight a fit in

the engine. What we should recommend
you to do is to take the machine to the

works and let the manufacturers
examine it.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"C.N." (Harrow). A.S.L. 1910 or

1911 model ; reliability of air springs.

"G.W." (S,urrey). Ilex 5 and 7 h.p.

engines with overhead inlet valves.

"R.O." (Chippenham). 2| h.p. Douglas
and 2| h.p. Enfield.

"H.C.W." (Chalfont St. Peter). 2i
h.p. F.N. and 2| li.p. Moto-Keve.
"A. M.S." (Cheltenham). 2i h.p. two-

speed A.J.S.
"G.H." (Torquay). 4 h.p. Scott.

"W.B.D." (Derby). Four - cylinder

F.N., two-speed gear model.
"A.H.L." (Rairisgate). Douglas or

Enfield lightweight.

"H.A.C." (Cambridge). 2| Enfield.

"H.L." (Ancrley). 4^ h.p. Precision

and 4-5 h.p. Norton.
"Camlin" (Croxteth). 7 h.p. T.A.C.
"R.D." (Whyteleafe). 3i h.p. Rudge,

fixed and free ei ^ine models, particularly

with regard to adjustable pulley.

"J.A.D. (Woodford). Clutch and free

engine for a twin Bat.

NEW SOUTH WALES SIDECARISTS.

Lett—Mr. and Mrs. J. Elliott ; right, Mr. and Mrs. E. Cooper 01 Sydney, whose mounts are lespeitivelv

a locally-built 5 h.p. Elliott-Jap, and a 3J h.p. L.M.C.

A39
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ELECTRICAL TIMING.

NOVEMBER 2nd. iqxi.

KNOAVING that readers of The Motor Cycle are

interested in the above subject, I give a short

description of an apparatus which has been

devised for the Canterbury and District M.C.C.,
specially for such events as hill-climbing, short speed

trials against the clock, etc.

Tn the first place, I must acknowledge my
indebtedness to the designer of a similar apparatus

which won The Motor Cycle prize. (See page 666,

issue of June 29th.)

Referring to the photographs, the interrupter and
telephone A are fixed at the starting point, while the

recorder C and second interrupter B are at the finish.

The communication wires are led up the side of

the hill by means of a large drum mounted on a road
wheel which is fitted with a simple automatic re-

winding gear. The ends of the wires are connected

to the terminals i, 2, on A, and at the finish to the

terminals 3 on C.

As it is not always convenient to have the recording

apparatus set up exactly at the finishing point, pro-

vision is made for connecting the interrupter B to the

recorder by means of a short length of flexible wire

from the terminals 4 on B to those marked 5 on C.

It should be noted that the communication wires

up the hill aire not iised in recording the finish ; conse-

quently, as will be shown later, full telephonic com-
munication is available at all times except during

the actual starting moment.

A ''
i

A ' :,
®

I

2 —-W'l B.

6

,1

1

m^^^
'^

7

The apparatus A is used at the start and B at the Smsh.

The starting and finishing lines are cotton threads

stretched lightly across the road and fixed at one
end to a suitable post, while the other ends are hooked
over levers 6, just visible on both A and B. The
lever 6, when pushed against the disc 7, engages with

A4r

Tbe recorder containing the wateb.

a small stop pin on the face of the disc, the latter

being caused partially to rotate under the action of

a weight in the cylinder 19, acting on the periphery
ot 3 by means of a fine cord. On touching the cotton,

lever 6 clears tlie _
stop pin and the ^
disc

,
rotates par-

tially, causing the

crank-driven plun-

ger 8 to dip into

and withdraw from
the mercury in cup

9, thus making and
breaking the re-

cording contact.

During transport, a
small cork inserted

into the mouth of

the mercury cup
prevents spilling.

To obtain a de-
finite duration of

contact, the weight
is made in the

form of a light

piston nearly fitting

the cylinder 19 and
forming an air

dashpot of slight

retarding effect. Contact is established immediately,

but the fall of the piston is somewhat checked as i1^^

nears the end of its stroke.

The Method of Working.
Coming now to the action of the recording appa-

ratus, the necessary dry cells (four in number) are

carried in case C, and suitably, connected up per^

manently. The feeble current received, from A through
the relatively high resistance of tlie line wires actuates

a magnetic relay 10 on C, which closes the circuit of

the main electro-magnet 11 and starts the watch 13
through the brass plunger 12. On release of contact

this plunger is returned by a spring shown in the ij

photograph. The interrupter at the finish connects

direct to 11 without the use of the relay, and thus the

watch is stopped at the finish in a similar manner to

that in which it is started. The time being observed,

the watch is returned to zero by touching the button 1 4.

Telephonic communication is established by means
|

of the change-over switch 15 seen on A and C. In

actual practice these switches are both kept on
" telephone " until a competitor is ready to start ; thi

operator at the start then warns the one at the finishi

and both switches are reversed. The competitor

having crossed the starting line (which is known at

the finish by the watch having started), both switches

are again placed on " telephone " and kept there until

the next competitor is ready.

I found the apparatus to work very satisfactorily at

its first trial, and a number of events were run off in

very short time, results being recorded to one-tenth

of a second with ease. The watch has a thirty seconds

dial, consequently readings are made more easily than

when the usual sixty seconds dial is employed.
H.A.D.
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HOW TO BUYAND SELL
MOTOR CYCLES.

It is an almost impossible thing to sell a motor
cycle for cash to-day. We are now speaking from
experience. We have said ovcr l.OOD Motor Cy:!es

in the last eighteen months, and we consider that

the number of cash deals that we have had will

not be twenty-five. Every month will find it

more difficult to dispose of machines for cash.

When the cash buyer does arrive, he wants so

much taken off for his cash that, as a rule, he is not

worth bothering about.

We have found an enormous success from our

system of selling other people's machines on com-
mission. The following is an example : You send

lis along your machi le, for which you want £30.

We sell you this machine for £30, less five per cent,

(our commission), and send you a cheque for

£28 los. Our customer may probably give us an
accumulator machine for this, together with sorhe

cash, and pay the remainder at so much per week ;

or he may exchange with us a magneto machine
and the balance in cash. Or, again, he may pay
one-third down, and enter into an arrangement to

pay the balance by monthly instalments. All these

are chances which you (a private seller) never have.

You have to wait until some Sunny Jim comes
along with thirty golden sovereigns. These bhoj'S

are bad to get hold of, and, when you get them,
they are the worst possible people to deal with, as

they in almost all cases don't want to part with

their money, and yet want the machine, so that

we don't envy the private seller when he has to

sell for cash.
' Besides these examples you will be

deluged wi th letters from people wan ting to

exchange bull pups, fancy canaries, prize poultry,

piano'5, sidetwards, typewriters, and other luxu-

ries : also probably the man with a lot of honey to

dispose of, and the man who is in the farming line

with a lot of cheese on hand, which he thinks you
ought to accept in pari payment for a motor cycle.

They all write to the man who advertises. If you
answer them all you will want a staff oi typewriters.

and if you don't answer them they will feel highly

ind'gnnt. On the top of this, they may drop in

on a S mday afternoon, when you are having a
siesta, and perhaps bring a sample of their wares
with them. Then, again, there is the amusing
gentleman, who has exceptional ideas of his credit,

and who writes and tells you that he will send £10
and the balance in a montti. This is all right if

you happen to be able to persuade him to let you
keep the machine while you get the second instal-

ment ; but if you don't, in nine cases out of ten

you will get no more than the /lo.

If you are busy in your own profession or busi-

ness it means that you have to give a great amount
of attention to this matter, which would be utilised

to greater advantage in your own particular line.

Tafdng one thing with another, it never pays the
private seller to advertise his goods. Note the

numerous gentry who lose their machine-: when
they arc tempted to go in for amateur motor cycle

dealing. At the same lime we have great sympathy
with Ihem in their losses, but would remind them
that Kitchen's, of Morecambe, are still prepared to

sell on commission, so that when they buy another
machine, they will not repeat the mistake of

indulging in the motor cycle trade without experi-
ence and the facilities for successfully carrj'ing

through this intricate business.
The fact that wc get so many machines through

daily to sell on these terms proves conclusively
to us that the five per cent, charged is acceptable
to our clients, who prefer to let Kitchen's put the
deal lhron:;h, and pay him his commission in

preference to being bothered with these messing
jobs themselves.
The above shows you how to sell motor cycles.

Now for the man who wants to buy one. If you
can drop across someone who has one to sell at
a very cut price, and who will let you pay, say,
£10 down, and the remaining ;f20 some time else,

you cannot do better than purchase from him ;

but if you ask us, there are not many of this sort
about. If you want to do a deal in a straightfor-
ward manner, without any bunkum and codology,
you cannot do better than write to us. Tell us
what you want to buy, what you want to pav for
it, and how you want to pay : 'and, If we cannot fix

you up, no one else can. Of course, we are now
talking of the man who wants to buy a machine,
and not the chap who expects to get a present,
such as a 1911 Triumph for £11. These we cannot
entertain, nor yet shall we be able to accommodate
the bhoy who think.s that he should come across
a nice motor cycle, with two-speed gear and side-
car, for about £12 or £15, because the season is

over. To such like we would casually mention
that we never find the season to be over to this
extent, as there is always someone wanting motor
cycles, and our mail-bag is always full of enquiries,
presumably because we alwavs answer every letter

—even from tlie funny man.
By the by, a most important reason why you

should let us have your order is because we are the
only firm in the whole world who send you goods
on approval, and if they don't suit you, you are at
liberty to return them and have your money back
within three days and an exchange any time.
Or, if it is a swap, have your goods back in the
same way. We make no charge for these favours.
There is one thing that we do want, and that is to

give satisfa:tion. We have svritten week after

week that if you are not satisfied with our treat-

ment, write and let us know what is the matter.
If you are not satisfied, and you don't write, it is

your own fault, and you must grin and bear it.

If you have a machine that does not suit you,
there is no need to keep it We are always pre-

pared to exchange it for another one. If you ever
hear a man say that he is dissatisfied with a deal
from Kitchen's, of Morecambe, tell him from us
that he must be a fool, otherwise he would get into
communication with the firm, and have his dis-

satisfaction turned into satisfaction. What more
can we do than this ? There are some people who
never are pleased. However, this sort we can do
without. If you are open to be satisfied, we are

always pleased to hear from you, and our motto
is on' each billhead, as follows: "Anything you
buy from us whi:h suits you, tell your friends

;

if not, tell US."
L'niil next week so long, bhovs !

1911 MODELS.
ZENITH-GRADUA, 3* h.p £55
P. and M., igii, two-speed, just in £56 10
BRADBURY £48
BAT-J.A.P.. 5 h.p £58
BRADBURY, two-speed £55
SCOTr. iQii. two-speed, just come in .. £60
BAT-J.A.P.. 8 h.p £60
HU.MBER, two-speed £50
ZENITH GRADUA, 5 h.p £65
TRIUMPH, tree enghic. just in £55
HUMBER, li h.p..sinRlc-cyl.. three-speed £39
TRIUMPH, standard, 2 1 istock £48 15
RUDGE, igri, free engine £55
DOUGLAS, Model D £40
DOUGLAS, two-sDCed, Model E £48
ENFIELD, chain drive, 1911 £39

All abo.e and any other new machine can be
bought on the deferred terms, with one quarter
down and balance in twelve monthly payments.
We are now booking orders for 1912 machines on
same terms.

GOOD S.H. MACHINES.
All guaranteed running order before leaving

Morecambe.
ENFIELD, 1910, splendid order £27 10
MOTO-REVE, 1911 twin £30
DOUGLAS. 19 to, grand £31
DOUGLAS, 1910 £29
MOTO-REVE, twin, 1910!, new £27
MoTO-KE\'E, i',i<il, twin, fine order ..123
MOTOSACOCHE. free engine £20
SIMMS. li h.p £10 10
F.N., 1} h.p £15
DOUGLAS. 1910, fine order £29
Ladys HOBAKT, as new, three-speed .. £39 10
ENFIELD, 1910, fine order £28 10
MOTO-REVE. liiio, 5inBle-cyl.,as new .. £22
HUMBER, two-speed, 1910 £32 10
HUMBER, two-speed, 1911 £39
N.S.U., 3 h.p £16 10
bKOVVN, 1909, 3i h.p.. free engine .... £25
BROWN. 1909. tvvin 5 h.p £2J
HUMBER, 191 1, two-speed £37 10
BRADBURY, 19 >o, hue .jrdcr £35
SINGER, 3 h.p,, magneto £12 10
N.S.U.. si'h.p.. M.O.V £15
REX. Twin. = ii.p. four-speed £2ii

J.A.P. CHATERLEA. - h.p lit 10
HKADi^i I iv'N iwo-speed. as new £45
BRAITHWAITE, igng. 3) h.p.. two-sp'd £29
N.S.U., two-speed, 5 h.p., twin, 1910J .. £39
N.b.U., 4 h.p. iwin. two-speed £29
J.A.P.-CHATER-LE.A, 10 h.p., racer £40
h.N.. 4-cvL, 4i h.p £22 10
ZENITH. 5 h.p.. late 1909, Gradua gear. . £40
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA. h.p., free engine £26
P. and M.. 1910. perfect order £45
BAT-I.A.P.. 5 h.p £32 10
REX sh.p.. fine order £27 10
BAT-J..\.P. two-speed, 1910 £48
REX de luxe, two-speed £35
P. and M., 1910, splendid order £50

REX, 3i h.p., M.O.V £15
REX, toio, 3j h.p., splendid order .... £28
SIMMS, 2i h.p., magneto ignition £12
REX pe Luxe, 5 h.p. twin, 1911 £45
Many of the above machines can be purchased

on the deferred terms, with one-third down and
.the balance in twelve monthly instalments.

Sold out of accumulator machines at the
moment, but more coming in. Therefore state

your wants, and let us fix you up.

SEASONABLE LINES.
Special Separate Generator Lamp 12/6
Special Bracket ditto Lamp 22/6
igii F.R.S. Latest 58/6
igii Lucas Latest 55/- and 50/-
1911 Lucas Lightweight 35/-

State wants, as we have largest stock in the
world, and make good allowance for old one otf

Luras ^nd F.K S. lamps. Silver or ebonv finish.

S.H. Leather Coats 13/6
New Leather Coats £2
Long Waterproof Umbrella Coats 5 '1H
Oil-sldn Breeches 2/11i
luu .tioiur C>^,it h ddlcs (newl S/I^i
1000 Brand New Inner Tubes, all sizes . . 4/11A
\\aterproof Suits complete 12/11 \

Cowey 1911 Speedometer, new £3 10
Jones IQII Speedometer, new £2 15
Ajax Heavy T>Te 35/-
MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern lO/llJ
Heavy MORECAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/1li
50 Odd Tyres from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.

MalK)n 1911 Free Engine £2 5
Large Side Bags 5/11

J

Swan-neck Seat-pillar 2/9
Specially Strong Carrier 4/5^
E.I.C. Flugs. 2 /6 size each 1 /I

Magnetos, S.H., all sizes £3, £3 5s., and £4
Parker Self-contained Lamp 15/114
Special Bracket Separate Generator Lamp 23/6
F.LE.N. Magnetos £3 4 II4
Sidecar Aprons, ready to fit 6/11 j

Special fwisi Horn 3/11

J

New b.R.S. Generators 7/-
Exhau<;t Cut-outs 2/11

J

Handle-bar Mirrors 2/9 and 4/6
Tube and Belt Cases 5/115
Rubber Belts, 7ift.x?in S/llJ
Special H.B. Walch Holders .. lOJd. and l/llj
New bclf-contained Lamp, large si 7-e 13/115
Tubes, all sizes, brand new 6/II4 and 8/11J
Leather md Steel-studded Bands 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30/-

B. and B. Carburetters, h.b. control, iqii 23'-
Trernbler CoiU 6/11 i

No 1- trembler Coils 6/9
S.H. N.A.B. Seat-pUIar 7/6
Cai uirie c imers. post Iree 1 /IO4
Rubber Goggles 1 /SJ
Brass Exh.^ust Whistles 2 'Hi
T.B. Hande Starter 10/6
Garner's Whistles, post free 12/6
Lamp Brackets, all patterns 1 /llj

Horn Grips l/llj
Assorted S.H. Carburetters, b.b. control. . 12/6
S.H. P and H. Generators, complete 7/6
S.H. Parker's Generators, complete .... 6/9
New Generators 4/11*
Tan Gauntlet Gl'^-e^, 4 'S ; lined 4 /Hi
S.H. Whittle Belts 'rom 1 '- to 2/9 per foot.

Tri'imnh Com' r •- i >u Oomes 2/2
Hellcsen Dry CelU 4/6 and 6 '6

Large Triumph Pattern Horn 4/11

J

Waterproof Leggings 4/1li
Ditto ditto with fronts, 8/11 J and 9/114
DittoSuits 19'11J
Handle-bar Watch and Holder 3/11 i

Butted Tubes, all sizes, brand new 12/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6
Long Handle-bars 4/11

J

Lots of Engines and Parts of Motor Cycles, cheap
Mudguards, eniraelled, 3 J and 4 in., pair. . 3/11

J

Leather Gauntlet Gloves 2 /1 1

J

New Green Specification List now ready, free.

THIS WEEH*S WANTS.
S.H. Speedometers, WTiittle Belts, N.A.B.

Seat-pillars, Saddles, Lamps, Horns, Leather
Suits, and anything motor cyclish. Cash or

Exchange. State what you have. No rubbish,

please.

HITCHEN'S MOTOR
EXCHANGE CO., LTD.,

Euston Road, MORECAMBE.
Telephone- 112, Wires: Motor. Morecambe.

In answering this advert'isrment it is desirable to mention " The M-o.tpr.Cude." A43
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columm
—First I* words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should hi

accompanied with remittance, and be addressee

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted ii

time to reach the offices oJ " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), bj

the first post on Friday morning previous U
the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY,
For the convenience of purchasers of second-han*

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines ar'

for sale in tiieir immediate neighbourhocd before going
furthsr afield.

Plf^B showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham, ancNorthumberland,
Westmoreland,

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, ^Leicester, Rutland, Northamptoi
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedforc

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmoutl

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke

SECTION VII
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hant-

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION 'TX
Somerset, Devon^ Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

FOR BIG

SELECTSON

AT SMALL
COST

Call and see our great show of over 200 up-to-date
Motor Cycles, including latest new models at
lowest .prices ; and genuine second-hand
bargains of all makes, including

—

4277.

4393.

4420.

3894.

4308.

4546-

43S9.

4415.

4312.

4229.

4526.

4564.

4448.

4339.

4562.

4511.

4566.

4527.

4533.

4298.

4361.

4474-

4370.

4322.

4425.

4552.

4571.

4287.

4481.

4542.

4432.

3 + 10.

4346.

4492.

4+47.

4'>37.

4108.

4431.

4569.

4573.
4160.

2818.

4479-

4260.

3295.

4404.

4444.

2965.

4146.
3S03.

lih.p. iglo SINGER Moto-Velo .. £22 10
Sjh.p. ign CHASE, Peugeot eng. 30 Gns.
3ih.p. igii F.E. PREMTER . . . . 40 Gns.
ijh.p. 1910 F.E. MOTOSACOCHE £22 10
7 h.p. 1910 2-sp. V.S. and sidecar 40 Gns.
Bjh.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £33 10
5 h.p. 1911F.E. INDIAN £45
3I h.p. ign Standard BRADBURY £40
3I h.p. ig 10 Standard TRIUMPH £37 10
8 h.p. 1910 Standard BAT £40
32- h.p. igog Standard TRIUMPH £28 -0

3ih.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH .... £45
sJh.p. igii Standard BRADBURY £37 10
2j h.p. 1910 2-5peed F.N £26 10
3i h.p. 1908 Tourist REX 18 Gns,

3J h.p. igog Standard TRIUMPH £30
3i h.p. igio P. & M £43 10
3i h.p. 1911 KERRY ABINGDON £33
2 h.p. 1911 HUMBER, .Armstrong
3-speed gear £35 g
7 h.p. 1910 Twin REX DE LUXE
and sidecar £45

3J h.p. 1911 F.E. BRADBURY . . 40 Gns
3j h.p. igio Stand.vd PREMIER £30
2jh.p. igii Standard DOUGLAS £32 ID
3l h.p. igii 2-speed N.S.U £37 10
3l h.p. igii F.E. PREMIER 40 Gns.
3* h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £23 10
3! h.p. 191 1 BAT and sidecar £40
3i h.p. igog TRIUMPH £32 10
5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N £28
3J h.p. ig 10 Standard PREMIER £30
5 h.p. igog Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
3i h.p. 1908 N.S.U £18 10
3 h.p. 1909 FAFNIR £20
2} h.p. 19 10 DOUGLAS £26 10
2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD . . £22 10
3* h.p. rgio CENTAUR £28
7-9 h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S £36 10
5-6 h.p. igii T.T. BAT £45
5-6 h.p. 1910 4-cyl. F.N £22 10
2j h.p. 1908 DOUGLAS £15
2 h.p. igoS MOTO-REVE £15
3lh.p. ANTOINE £15 Q
2i h.p. MINERVA £6 10
2i h.p. BRADBURY £10 10
ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £17 10
3i h.p. 190S WANDERER and
sidecar £25

li h.p. igog WOLF £12 10
2 h.p. igog MOTO-REVE 20 Gns.

3 h.p. N.S.U £15
23 h.p. ARIEL Minerva £8 10

WRITE FOR LISTS.

THE CITY HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL BEST MAKES,

9, SNOW HII.L.,
FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.
Telegrams :

" Opificer, London."
Telephone : 5777 Holbom.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may 1»

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " cfece.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

;

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
or forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in
ne advertisement. Rephes should be addressed, "No.
.00, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London"

s added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
lay deai in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
eposit System. If the money be deposited with '* The

.lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of- the
'oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
unount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
o the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
arriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in

'alue, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
;"io the fee is is. AH deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons limited.

;

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

•nswer to their enquiries are re(;uested to regard the
iJence as an indication th t the ocds advertised have
Iready been disposed cf. Ad'crtisers cften receive so

nany enquiries that it is qKite impcssifcle to reply to each
,

ne by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

aho "Wolf engine,
Stocltton.

lesa3 h.p. Wolf-Minerva, 26X2
eyhndor, £4/10.-14, Norfolk St.

HUMBER, 1911 life^htweigbt, 2li.jp., with accessorid^,
.perfect condition; £27.—Caiiifcrth Cycle and Mofoi

Co., Carnforth-

AEIEL. S^li.p., June, 1910, free engine, White arid
Pcpiie decompressor, spring sad die-pi liar, Whittle

£32.—Dicker, 5. North Terrace, Darlington.

TRIUMPH, 19G9, F.R.S. lamp, horn, spares, and all

accessories, with rigid sidecar ; a bargain, 32
vuineas.—Clark, 5, Gordon Terrace, Oxbridge, Stockton<
ii-Teee.

I
VT.S.U., 3ih.p., 1908. magneto, .'Spring forks, adjust
-^ able pnll«^y, 1911 B. and B., perfect running ordei:
£18/10. — Clement, Romney Rd., Kendal. Eschangi

,
higher power considered.

LIGHTWT^TGHT, almost new, IJh.p. Clement engind
26in-x2in. Simples beaded tyre.s, plated wlieeJa

iiccumulatcr. in perfect gains' tnlcr: fir.^t £10.—White
Miead, Home Farm, Gallowhill, Morpeth.

7 h.p. Indian, 1911 2-?peed nir-del, bhie finish, Jonei
, speedometer, f;pare chain, valves, tyre, etc., com
iplete with £17 Mills-FuJfcrd rigid sidecar, child's wat
side door; cost £100, accept £75.—Hamilton, Blackhill
Ed., Horden, via Sunderland- n

SliCTION
'ork and Lancashire.

II.

ZENITH Gradua, 6h.p., and -idecar
binatious.

see Sidecar Cok

in stock: £56/l(';.

h.p. Excelpior, footboards, h.b. ; £10. — Atkiugoi

slight repairs wanted

1 Qll Brand New P. and M., Slll.p,

LiJ —Ewbank, Castleford.

T>EX, 23h.p.. £3/10 to clear;
A- Dug-gleby Sherburn. Yolt

IQIO 3ih.p. Eex, with P. and M. 2-speed; a barg.aii

3-«7 X42.—A. H. Burnett, Ferrybridge. 1

BARGAIN.—3]i p. Quadrant, climb nnytliing, variabi
Amac: £7.-10, back Apple St., Boltim. ' I

4h.p. Twin N.S.U., good condition; £25, or c flier—7
|

Northfield Ed-, New Moston, Manchester.

31,h.p. Bex, B. and B., just overhauled; £11; aft

2 7 P.U1.-W. Tuson, 72. "ffestclifli, Preston

MINERVA, 2ih.p., h.b.c, tj-res perfect, conditic

excellent.-20, O.smondthorpe ijane, Leeds.

F.N., 4-eyl.. late 1910. perfect condition, central i

take ; £35.—Eyan.^, Little Houghton, near Barnsh

"I Qll Scott, done 1;000 miles, new condition, perfec
XtJ owner buying car; £51.—Cross, agent, Eotherha

CROSS for Triumph and Matchlc-<s motors in Rotli
ham: new standard Triumph to clear, £46; 19

JBradbnrv, £37

A44 In answcrina t}iexf. n.dverlhi'ltt.ents it U-dmirahU to mention " TJic iLotor CiicU."
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

LARGEST REX DEALERS,
16, Westgfate,

HALIFAX.
Phone : 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection.'

NEW 1910 MACHINES.
REDUCED PRICES.

910 3J h.p. Magneto Rex 28 Gns.

910 3* h.p. Magneto Rex, Cantilever seat 34 Gns.

910 5 h.p. '1 win Rex, grand sidecar mount .... 36 Gns.

910J 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1911 forks and fittings 49 Gns.

These machines all bear makers' guarantee.

1911 SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
911 3j h.p. Tourist Rex, done 750 miles £32 10

911 5 h.p. Rex, clutch model £39 10

'911 3i h.p. Rex, clutch model £36 10

:9ii 5 h.p. Two-speed Rex ie Luxe £46 10

THESE ARE ALMOST EQUAL TO NEW.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING
,

ORDER. '

910 3i h.p. T.T. Triumph, Rrand machine £38 10
910 7 h.p. Rex de Luxe, two speeds £48
910 7 h.p. Twin Rex. HOT STUFF .......'.' £37 10
910 5 h.p. Twin Rex, very fast £29 10
910 5 h.p. Kex ec Luxe, nne sidecar m.ichine ! . £42 10
910 3} h.p. Rex, very last, special machine £27 10
909 Twin ex-de-Luxe, two speeds £34 iq
win Rex de Luxe, Koc clutch, wanU attention ..£16 10
Ui.p. loiinsl hex, smart an<i L>CHxi i24 10
90S 35 h.p Magneto Rex, very fast '.'.'... £24 10
1907 3* h.p. M.tKuelo Rex, spring lories £19 U
i h.p. 1 win N.S.U., free engine £23 Q
1 h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, l«oc clutch, spriiieforiis £24 10
irand New 3! h.f. Rex, spring forlcs and pedals .

.

£31
kand New Twin Magneto Rex £36
ta^nelo Triumptl, spring forks, specially low'".'.'

.

Izo u
J h.p. Rex. very t^ood order f8 10
I h.p. Rex, very fine condition .., , £15 10
uur-uyli.iuei F.l».,inaKJielu, spnng forks tlU lu
.N. Magneto Lightweight £^6 10Ihn Masneto Quadrant, spring forks' ...'!!!!! £20
4 Wolf, Stevens engine, h.b. control £12 10
win Magneto Moig-Reve £17 10

4 /^ GUINEAS DEPOSIT,
I % and 6 monthly pay-

\JL \f ments of 3 Guineas,

purchases brand
lew 3i h.p. Tourist REX.

Makers' price, £48.

J h.p. VV.C. Three-wheel Runat)out, trembler coil,

I

open frame, wheel steering, two speeds, chain
I

drive, bucket seat, very smart £16 10

6
SIX GUINEA DE LUXE
SIDECARS, merely
very slightly soiled, &
bearing usual guaran-
tee. Clearance price £4 19 6

TO CALLERS ONLY.
WE have a few igii New and Unused Machines at
ig reductions from makers' prices for spot cash.

5x2 Continental and Clipper-Reflex Covers, beaded'*
edge, 12/6.

xchanges quoted for 1912 Bradbury and
RudgG Models.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAJUE.
F.N., 1909*. 5-6h.p., 4-cyI., magneto, perfect order;

cash £25, or exchange car.—E. Smith. Rutland
Sq., Bakewelh-

1Q11 3ih.p. Singer, absolutely as new, oeautifully
J-«^ tuned, used Sundays only ;^f38.—19, Itoi Kd.,
Egremont, Cheshire.

TBITJMPH. 1911 clutch, new belt, tyre, spares, enamel
and plating perfect: any trial; £47.—Dr. Allan

Miller, Foregate, Stafford

1 Qll Free Engine Bradbury, with lamp and horn,
-l-«^ etc.. only ridden 200 'miles: £45/10. — Smith,
Upper Grove Rd.. Chesterfield.

DON'T Miss Thi3.-3ih.p. Lincoln Elk. brand new
Ma7. 1911- beiintifuJ condition, fully guaranteed-

£22 spot.—Shandon. Chesterfleld.

MATCHLESS, 1910. 6h.p., double lubrication, new
belt and tyre, just overhauled ; £36. — .Tames

Poole, Crown St., Wellington, Salop.

1 Qll 2h.p. Moto-Reve, cost 32 guineas, not been
A*.' ridden; oilers; will tfike new Sunbeam cycle in
part-Fox, Lichfield Golf Club, Staffs.

IQIO T.T. Triumph Racer, thoroughly overhauled
J-t^ spares, £40; 1911 SJh.p, Premier, £30; stamp,
reply.—Minshull, Stoneway, Bridgnorth.

LATEST Bradbury, £42, shop-soiled; one ditto, In
crate. £45: A.J.S.. 2}h.p.. 2-speed. £43, quite

npw ; one ditto, £35 ; ideal winter mounts.

8 h.p. Choter-Lea and Sidecar, all spares, car tyres, 3-

speed: cost £115 June, £80.-Below.

DOUGLAS Twin, perfect, £26; Clyno twin, 6n.p.,
£35: uceumulalor models from £5.

ORDER Now for Triumph Bradbun- Rudge. Douglas.
A,.T.S.. and all the' leadini; makc^; delivery guaran-

teed. -Marston's. 26. Bridge St., Chester.

1Q10 Speed Model Rex, 5h.p.. in best of tune airl
-*-«-' i-ondition; £25; now vou speed merchants call
and try.—Apply, Siuitb'rt Motor House Chesterfield.

PRIUMI'H, free engine {October. 1910), new coudi-
J- tion, careiully usid. jcuurautced, all spares;
£36a0.—134, London Rd., Hazel Grove, near Stockport.

TWIN Rex, magneto, free engine. Cantilever seat.
Whittle belt, adjustable pulley, spring fork.s. lamp.

;iorn. fspare valve.^, ovcralle; £14.—Walters; Stoncbroom.
Allreton.

3ih.p. Triumnb Motor Cycle, Bosch magneto, guar-
2 anteed. spent £5/10 in renewals and ovfrhaut

perfect running order; accept £23, no offers—Millard
Chesterfield

3ih.p. Rex, 1909-10. B and B. carburetter, new Lysi.
2 belt, Continentals, nlatinp and enamel splendid

condition; accept £24.—Leadbeater, 105, Sydney St.,
Burtnn-ou-Trent-

ARIEL. 2}h.p., Amae, L.b.c, inrge tanks, low posi-
tion, tyres good, new and spare belt, spring stand,

^ti-.. infit. i^nnd iliniber; £11, or offer.—J. Harris,
architect, Wrexham.

1 Qll Rudge, 2-speed gear, cost over £56 3 weeks ago,
J- «/ ridden undei 200 miles : ea.sh ctfers, or take
Doutn'Ia^.nr Triumph in part.—Box No. 8,825, The Motor
Cycle Offl'Ci^, Coventry.

T.T. Bradbury, spei-iul engine, very fast, just been
repaired after accident at cost of over £20, ev^ry-

tbing just Q^ new. all sparc.i; £39. — Apply, SmithV
Motor House, Cliesterfteld.

1 Qll Bat-Jap. 5-6h.p.. heavy non-^kid Kempflballs.
it? with coach-built Millford sprint; wheel .«idf'nr.
;ill in perfect condition; £52.—Land. Highfield Villas,
Woodford Rd., Branihall, Cheshire.

TRIUMPH. 1910. fitted with Zenith Gradua gear.
ab.solutely as new. with rigid sidecar, Jones epecd-

onieter, lamp, horn, mirror, and watch, .cpare butteil
tube and case, Wbittle. and spare, etc.; £50, bargain.—
E. Morgan. Village Inn, Wednesbury.

IQll 3;h.p. Rover, free engine, not mn 200 miles.
-LiJ in perfect condition, £45: 1911 Douglas light-
weii,'ht. run 500 mile«, perfect order, £32. Orders for
1912 Bradbury. New Hudson. D,':>nglo3. and Enfield
motor cycles booked now for early deliver!e«?. — Thos.
Bootli, Frodsham. Cl'.esiiire

ONE Triumph, free engine, new irora worss Sept..
13th, 1911, £50; Sint-er. 3h.p.. magneto, belt

drive, in perfect running order. £15; one Humber.
2!h.p., chain drive, aci.-umnlator and coil, in perfect
running order. £6; 2ih.p. Werner, very low, magneto,
what offer?-T. Davenport, 56^ High St.. Tarporley
Cheshire

THE North Wales Motor Exchange. Rhosddu. Wrex
ham. Tel. : 283.—Just what you are locking tor.—

6h.p. t^vin J.AP.. extremely low built, Chater-Lea
throughout, Bosch gear.-clriven macneto. J.A P. auto-
matic carburetter. 2i Palmers all round, spring forks.
genuine Chater-Lea sidecar to match. Whittle belt,
finished in green and cold. £35, your single taken as
part; Centaur. 3ih.p.. Bcsch macneto. rubber-ccTered
footboard/s. B.B. carburetter, ju-^t been thorouihlv over-
hauled and re-cnanielted, very smart, low built, new non-
skid tyre^, sjiiendid monrt, bnrtroin. £22; N.S.U. light-
weight, like new, Bosch magneto. "Wliittle belt, bargain.
£20 : Rex, Sih.p., Bosch maeneto. 191*^ Amqc car-
buretter, footboards, adjuetable pullev, cut-out, £15;
AJ.S. lishtweisbt, in stock, £38/17: fVee engine Rudce.
£55; |pt us quote von for your 1912 , mount, taking'
your present mount in part pavment: our representative
will be at the Show, make an appointment, prompt
attention.

h^ P"" ^F 5, HEATH ST.,
I % I H A IVI P ST EA D~

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.
Telegrams: "Rey. Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead.

EXTENDED RAYIVIENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
on the follow-ing 1911 Machines in Stock ;

TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BAUVNCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

BRADBURY, standard No extra E P £48
BRADBURY, T.T £48
BRADBURY, free engine „ ,, £54 10
BRADBURY, two-speed gear

, „ £55
RUOGE, standard model £43 15
RUDGE, T.T

;; ", £48 1

3

RUDGE, free engine ,, ,, £55
B.S.A., standard model " £50 tf

B.S.A., free engine ,, £56 10
HUMBER, standard

, „ £45
HUMBER, two-speed gear ' " £50
ZENITH, 3i h.p 52GnS
ZENITH, 6 h.p 66 Gns
ZENITH, 8 h.p ' 68 Gns
PREMIER, standard „ £47 10
PREMIER, free engine ', £54 |0
PREMIER, two-speed gear

, „ £58
BAT, 6 h.p

, £58
BAT, 7-8 h.p £60 6
F.N., 2i h.p., two-speed gear

,, 47 Gns
F.N., 5-6 h.p. , 50 Gns
HOBART, 2* h.p £38
HOBART, 3* h.p., twin 47 Gns
SINGER, 3i h.p., 1912 „ „ £48 15
SINGER, 3.t h.p., free engine , . „ £55
LINCOLN ELK, 3 h.p 5% extra E.P. £30 10
LINCOLN ELK, 3i h.p £34
DOUGLAS, all modeU
TRIUMPH, all models ,

"
P. and M., two-speed gear 15% ,, £58 10
SCOTT, si h.p., two-speed gear .. ,, £60
BEDELIA Cars 7|o/„

„ 69 Gnl
G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) „ „ 70 Gnl
A.C.'s, any model „ „ ,, 75 Gns

.^ny other makes on application.
LINCOLN ELK, igii, 3} h.p., Roc two-speed gear £29 d
MOTO-REVE, iQii model, 2 h.p., fine order .. £19

'"' REY
SIDECAR.

:fJ^l"W^M^^M^'^^^^^X^^M^f''^^'P''^^•'i^.'^ S?«S^9^fc '" mention

£3 10
The Rey Sidecar is light, strong, well sprung, and fitted

with good wicker chair, well upholstered, 26in. wheel, anc?

adjustable clips to suit'any ijiachiiie. It is guaranteed tor

twelve months. Kindly state ' make and age of machine
when orderine.

Cash Prices.
No. I.—Sidecar onJv, as .-ibove £3 10
No. 2.—Ditto, with quick detachable joints £3 17 6
No. 3. S.decar as above, fitted with Hut:hins3n

tyre and tube £5
No. 4-—Ditto, with quick detachable joints £5 7 &

Apron 7 ^
Better Quality Wi:ker, Upholstered in Red Pegamoid

—

No. I £4 Q
No. 2 £4 7 6
No. 3 £5 10 CS

Ko. 4 £5 17 6
Apron 10
EXTENDED TERMS ON REQUEST.

REY
Manufacturers of the Rey Exhaust Whistle and Sidecar.

Repairs of every description at lowest prices.

All Motor Cycle Accessories ia stock.

BOOK yriur 1912 Mount NOW.
Send for Exchange Form, and get best price

BEST HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVEKYHAMPSTEAD.
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ONE ONLY!!!
191121 h.p. NEW HUDSON

M.O.V. 3 speeds.

Done 400 miles.

Guaranteed perfect.

Guineas 39 Guineas

MOTO-REVE&
Handy in grease, free from vibration, splendid

hill-climbers.

19 1 1 Single-cylinder, record machine £22
1911 Single, special machine, done 200 miles £22
1910 23 h.p. Twin, very fine order £23
1910 2I h.p. Twin, with 1911 fittings £24
1909 2} h.p. Twin, 50x70 mm. £20
All have magneto, h.b. control, Druid forks, tool-

bag, tools, and inflator.

1910 3i h.p. REXES.
We have seven of these, price £27 each,

REXES. REXES. REXES.
34 h.p. 1909 Tourist, fine goer £24
3i h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p. 190S Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
5-6 h.p,, de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model £28
5-6 h.p., deLuxe, igoS, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, 1909

engine £32

N.S.U.'s N.S.U.'s N.S-U.'s*
54 h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B, & B. carb. £25

Or with sidecar complete £28
5 h.p. Twin, Bosch magneto £19

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
3 h.p. Triumph. M.O.V., very good £18
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B&B., spring forks £16
34 b-P- Quadrant.h.b. control, spring forks £16
z4 h,p. Number, chain drive £7
if h.p. h.inerva, V belt £4 10
2} h.p. King, wants attention £3 10

34 h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Amac . . £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 Rex and Sidecar . . £33
7-9 h.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

^/L HAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
X0** i/UWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
34 h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in. wheels £12
3i h.p. Falnir, M.O.V £12

^£t nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
Xf%J WWII BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
34 ti-P- Quadrant, h.b. control, spring forks £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch magneto £16
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, H.B. control, variable £16 10
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16
44-54 h-P. N.8.U.. Bosch £19
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V., 26in. wheels .. £18
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
5 h.p, Humber Car, two-seater, good goer £22
64 h.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARCSAIN8.
Montgomery Sidecar, 26in. wheel £2 10
Portland Sidecar, 26in, wheel * . . . . £3 10
Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5 Q
Big Stock of Quadrant Parts, state wants.
Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel 50/-
F.R.S. Lamp, mirror back 12/6
Bosch Magneto for V twin £3 15
Vertical Frame, with 26in. back wheel, etc. £1 15
Prested Accumulators, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone IfT AT TV^A"^ (Two minutes

from G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
INDIAN. 5h.p., 1910, with 1911 ImproTements, excel-

lent condition, tyres practically new, Jonea speedo-
Tiieter, Autoclipse lamp, horn, and many spares; can be
subjected to minutest esaminatiou ; £36 ; selling for
higher power.—W. Clark, White Lion Hotel, Northwich.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

33.h.p. Moto-Reve, 1911, very little used; a bargain,
4 £36.—Dawson, Waverley Av., Gedling, Notts.

REX Lightweight. 2Jh.p., m^neto, h.b.c. Bparee;
trial; £15.-Smith, 69, Court Lane, Eidington.

TRIUMPH, June, 1910, clutch; appointment arranged

;

£40.—P. W. Johnaon, 22, St. George's Rd-,
CoTentry.

REX de Luxe, 1911. 5h.p. twin, 2 ei>eed3. splendid
running order; £40. — Uoyd, Victoria Terrace,

Leamington.

6 h.p. Twin, 2-speed N.S-U., in first-class condition

;

cheap for cash; Been any time, or write, Ilia, Lon-
don Ed-, Leicester.

ZENITH-GRADUAS, SAh.p., in rtoct Jor immediate
delivery.—Sole district agents, PaskellB, Ltd., 62,

Hieh St.. Leicester

DOUGLAS, Model D. in stock for immediate de-
livery-—Sole district agents, Paakella, Ltd., 62.

High St. Leicester-

3ih.p. Rex de Lnse, 2 speeds; £29; quantity gpares,
2 tyres, engine, plating good as new-—Copley, St.

Catherine's, Lincoln.

rEIUMPH, 1911i, magneto, free engine; £48/10;
purchaser's railway paid; a ddecar, £5.-25, Lamar-

tine St., Nottingham-

£37.—Lightweight Humber, just as received from
makers, not unpacked; £33/10; cash wanted.—14,

Newland, Northampton.

MOTOR Cycle, 3h.p., magneto ignition, B. and B-
carburetter, h.b-o., spring forks ; sell bargain,

£10/10—12. Bull Ring, Binningham-

N.SU., 1910 model, lightweight, 2ih-p-, Bprinp forks,

magneto ignition, nndergeared pulley, condition as

new; exceptional bargain, £19/10--Brown's, 12, Bull
Ring, Birmingham.

F-N. Lightweight, 2h.p., magneto ignition, spring
forkfl, nndergeared pulley. Continental tyres; sell

bargain, £14/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham-

REX, twin-cyl-, 5-6h.p. Roc, 2-Bpeed gear and free

engine, Boach magneto, h-b-c- carburetter, spring
forks and eeat-pillar; sell £19/10; also tidecar to suit,

£4/5, only used twice.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring. Binning-
ham-

1 Qll 3ih-p- Bradbury, Powell and Hanmer head lamp,
X i-f accBMories • any expert einmiuation- — Apply,
Clarke's Garage, Leamington. £36 caah-

IQll Triumph, free engine, Kempshall back, Lucas
-- *y lamp. Brooks seat, spare cover, overalla, etc.—
Waterlow, 7. Rothesay Terrace, Coventry.

3ih.p. 1910 Minerva, £21; 2ih.p. 1910 Wolf, £15;
2 23h.p. Fairy, £12/10; Sh.p. Chase, £13/10;

3ih.p. Minerva. £10/10.—Plaatow, Motors, Grimfiby.

TRIUMPH, 1910, free cn^ne model, in exceptional
condition, usual spares, £39; also nearly new side-

car to fit above--Kay, 49. Bridge St., Gainsborough.

TRIUMPH, 1910, rtandard, excellent condition, new
Dunlop on back, new belt, horn, and spares; £33-

—A. Seymour, 143, Golden Hillock Rd., Birmingham-

1Q11 Humber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, com-
Jl«7 plete tool kit, two new belts and spare inner tube:
£30, or near offer—8,624, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

1Q11 Scott, only been 2.157 miles, Jones trip speed-
-*- iy ometer. Trinote horn, complete set of fools,

spares ; £50.—Colmoie Depot, 35, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham-

TRIUMPH, clutch model, September, 1910, lamp,
horn, spare valve, ping, fitted Miller mudehields,

new tyre; 38 guineas; guaranteed perfect.-Robertson.
Oadby, Leicestershire.

HUMBER Depot, 78. New St.. Birmingham.-We
are now booking otdeis for 1912 models, delivery

guaranteed; let us quote you foi your present machine,
liberal allowances made.

HUMBER Depot.—No leaaonahle oflex refused for
demonstration machines; 3jh.p. 2-£peed and 2h.p.

lightweight.

HUMBER Depot-—We have a few good second-hand
jiachines for disposal, taken in part exchange, at

reasonable prices.-78, New St., Birmingham.

1 Q07 Triumph, just been overhauled by Triumph
-L iJ Co. , le-enamelled and plated, h.b.c, new
Kempshall cover on back, tools and horn ; £30, or offer.

—Whipple. Griffith St., Ruahden, Northants.

3ih-p. Res, B.B. carburetter, h.b.c, Mabon clutch,
2 spring forks, special saddle, long footboards,

new Palmer tyres, new Dermatine belt, perfect condi-
tion, most reliable; photo; £25.—Basher, Retford.

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3ih.p. standard, condition absolutely
perfect. Kempshall tyre on back, onlv done 260

miles, spare belt, complete kit of tools, belt punch, horn,
etc : exrert examination invited ; £34/10.—JohnsOD,
Arden Villa, BerksweU.

A48

1912 Models
Onr 1912 Sidecars are now read;

for delivery.

BE WARNED
and purchase now, as we are seriously thinking

increasing our prices in a few weeks time.

MODEL E. MODEL D.
with Reversible and Detach- with Coach Built Body,

able Child's Seat, £6 10 £7 0.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.
NOTE OUR front arm which grips the Sidecar

CENTRE, Nothing lopsided about this

attachment.
All oiu- Sidecars are now fitted with cranked

back axles, refinements found on very few other

MODEL " DE LUXE " £5 6

MODEL " C," with cane body £6
MODEL " D," with coach-built body . . £7
MODEL " E," with reversible child's seat £6 10

ALL COMPLETE with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

Dehvery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. & M,'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SF»RUNG UIKE A OAR.
Sole Agent for Austraha and New Zealand

;

Mr. T. HARRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26 X2j .. 18/6
26 X 2i Hutchinson heavy T.T. covers . , .

,

25/-
26x2 and 26x2Jin. wired-edge covers .. 12/6
Continental, rubber non-skids, 26 x 2^ or 2J 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2iin. ..,,.. 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed ..;........... 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2i 8/6

26x2i 9/3

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 11 '6

Rex Variable Pulley 7/6
New Toolbags, 9 x 6 x 3^in 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .

,

7/6
I h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts, new , . .

.

£7
Jones' Speedometer, cUp missing 15/-

DAz Bosch Magneto, good £3 5

DAV Twin-cylinder Bosch, new £4 15

Mabon Clutch, variable pulley 35/-

XL'All Spring Forks 8/6

Druid Spring Forks, new , £2 5

Bowden Front Brake, good 5/6

6 h.p. Twin Engine, M.O.V., air-cooled .

.

£5 10

Brand new 4 h.p. N.S.U. engine and Bosch
magneto £11 1

New 19 1 1 B. & B. Carburetters, h.b. control 25,

5 /- allowed lor old carburetter.
Longuemare, B, & B., F.N., & others from 5/- each

Special Heavy 26x2^ Tubes, guaranteed 7/6

FARRAR'S
IVIOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.|

HAUFAx Tr™t;tl
Telephone 919.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.'*
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The 1912 Tourist Trophy Races.

WE
announce elsewhere in these columns that

the Auto Cycle Union has again decided to hold
the Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of Man.
subject to the permission of the island

authorities being granted. That this permission
will be given there is no reason to doubt, as the hos-
pitable little island is only too glad to welcome the
A.C.U. and the attendant crowd of motor cyclists

which follows. The Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union thinks otherwise, and many prominent makers
are prepared to sign a bond not to support the race
if it be held in the island and under existing rules,

being of opinion that the expense of sending machines
to the Isle of Man and of keeping the riders and their
attendants there for a fortnight is too great, and that
the other reasons given on page 1132 of our issue of
October 26th justify their action.

Hardly a motor cyclist sportsman in the country vnll

approve of this decision, and we feel sure that the
majority will applaud tlie Auto Cycle Union for the
attitude it has taken. The ruling body fulfils a two-
fold purpose. Being a society of encouragement, it

exists to develop the machine and to look after the
sporting side of the movement, as well as to ser\'e

the interests of the motor cyclist by looking after his
wants, by carefully fostering the' touring side, by
helping him legally, and in other ways. Consequently
the Union would not be fulfilling its duty if it allowed
such

_
a magnificent event as the Tourist Trophy to

sink into oblivion. This event, which is looked for-
ward to with the greatest interest by practically every
motor-cyclist in the United Kingdom and the 'British
dominions beyond the seas, is the onlv road race we

are allowed to have. It is a test for man and machine
which can be obtained in no other way, and beside
it a long-distance race on Brooklands is dreary, tame,
and boresome to a degree.

At Brooklands we see the men rush past the fork,
see them tear beneath the members' bridge, look at

ihem speeding down the railway straight—the same
scene is witnessed from every point of view. Let our
readers carry their imagination to the Snaefell course
and compare this dreary procession with the corner
work at the Ramsey hairpin and Devil's Elbow, the
rush down the mountain roaci, the exciting anticipation
of the arrival of the leading man at Woodlands, the
thrills to be witnessed at every tuni. The element
of danger appeals to every true sportsman ; the nature
of the course tests every minute detail in the machine

—

particularly variable gears.

Is all this to pass away, and is the movement so
soon to lead the humdrum existence to which the
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders ha«
brought automobilism ? We hope not, and trust that
every man will subscribe his mite to help the A.C.U
to run the race. Only think of it! If 60,000 motor
cyclists subscribed a shilling the amount subscnbed
would be ;^3,ooo, which proves that if motor cyclists

will only combine and each man send his little amount,
and merely sacrifice is. worth of petrol in the year,
this splendid event will be saved for some years to

come at any rate.

Taking the manufacturers' objections to the race as

a whole, we do not see why they should not be
remedied, and having given the manufacturers' reasons
for withholding their support and the views of the
motor cyclist sportsmen, we wish success to the 191

2

T.T. Race in whatever form it is run.

^^3
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IN SEARCH OF STEEP HILLS.

half

AT the heghming of last week a small party of

motor cyclists left Harr;.)gate with the inten-

tion of conquering a couple of hills which

w-ere said to have never been climbed by any, motor

cycle. The first call was at Darley, where the party

was augmented to the number of twelve. The objec-

tive was- now Middle Tongue Hill, one and
miles from Pateley Bridge, which the com-
petitors in the last Six Days' Trial will

remember as lying between Greenhow Hill

and Brownstay Ridge.

The hill in question runs up the same side

of the valley as Greenhow. It starts Avith a

watersplash, is then very narrow for about
four hundred yards, in which is a se\ ere right-

hand tm'n and also a left turn, the road then
broadens out, finally running by the side of

a quarry, and joins Greenhow at the top.

A short time ago the surface was practically

impassable, owing to the large amount of the

well-known Pateley stone being carted, the

quantity at one time Vieing no less than an
average of eighty tons per day. Now. how-

A move was now made for lunch, and then an

attempt was made oh Hartwith Bank, which runs from
Summerbridge to Brimham Rocks. Grange and
Atkinson again were successful. Fortune managed
about two-thirds, and the rest stopped on various parts

of the hill, one man finishing with his machine in the

hedge. The gradient is not exxeptionally severe, but

W. Aldon (31 three-speed Premier and sidecar) climbing the

first stretch of the hill.

ever, theie is \eiy little quair^ing, and the

surface is in faiily good condition.

W. Atkinson (3'/^ h.p. Tiiumph), \V.

Grange {^^''^ h.p. Bradbuiy), T. Ma}nard
(3/4 h.p. clutch Triumph), and B. Tindall

(3/4 h.p. T.T. Triumph) all made clean

ascents first attempt. H. Foitune (3^ h.p.

Triumph) managed it on his second attempt,

as did also W. Aldon (3^^ h.p. three-speed

Premier and empty sidecar). The remain-
der failed. The last rider could not
negotiate the first corner owing to the side-

car lifting, but Avhen held down liy someone
running by the side he was able to get round.

A24

Gioup at the foot o[ Middle Tongue Hill, near Paleley Bridge.
The water splash will be noted.

the surface is atiocious. The tiouble, of

< ouise, is to go slow cn-)ugh tM miss the

bumps.
Altogethei a Aei) enjoyable da^ w is

spent, although the lain somewhat inleittied

with comfort.

B. Tindall (3! T.T. Triumph) negotiating the nrst bend on Middle Tongue Hill.
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Wear of Big End Bearings.

_ Mr. John Kennedy, jun. , is most certainly within

his rights in complaining of an engine which has
required two new big end bearings within 5,000 miles.

I wonder what he would say il, like myself, he were
faced by a bill for _^3 los. for new connecting rod,

crank pin, aiid bushes when the engine was similarly

repaired only sixty miles back ? Engines of different

makes show the most extraordinary differences in this

respect.

I have own^d very few modern engines on whii'h

(he big ends were unworn after 5,000 miles; and this

year I have owned two engines which wanted new-

bearings soon after 1,000 miles had been completed.
Per contra, as far brtck as 1903 I owned engines
which developed no \ery perceptible wear in

10,000 . miles ; but we should remember that the

2^ h.p, De Dion and M.M.C. engines of that date
had larger crank pins and bushes than some standard
modern motor cycle engines, and that they ran slower
and had lower compression.^. Also the machines (o

which they were fitted were seldom ridden such long
distances at high speed as modern mounts. The
public were offered their choice between the 'bus

horse and the Arab type of engine ; and with n^ <

uncertain voice they have declared for ultra -efficieniv .

which does not always spell durability.

One or two very durable engines are stili made and
sold, but the demand for them is comparatively
limited, and they require the aid of a variable gear
before they can compete with the ultra-efficient 3J^
h.p. as touring power-units.

No doubt in time the trade uill manage to combine'
the durability of a 1900-3 2-% h.p. De Dion or

M.M.C. engine with the ultra-efficiency of a 1911
Brooklands or 'r.T. single; but we cannot have all

we want in the twinkling of an eye, and the trade has
made enormous strides in a \-ery short time. To niv

mind the most urgent requirement is a better lubrica-
tion system. T have seen a great many of these .worn
engines taken douii^, and my judgment is that the wear
has riot been evenly distributed uver the 1,000, 2,000.
or 3,000 miles which the engine has run. The damage
usually appears to indicate that the ii.irls ha\c been
short. of oil for a few brief perio<ls.

As long as most 'of us ha\e to oil on our preseni
hit and miss system, the engine is bound to be rather
starvedof oil for, say, fi\c miles out of every twenty,
and a little neg^ligence on the rider's part, or a partial
failure of the riiiniature and delicate vahe at the base
of a concealed automatic pump, leaves the vital part?;

without a sH'.ing film of lubricant between hot surfaces
pressed forcibly into rolling or sliding contact under
enormous strains.

r seriously consider that mechanical pressure lubri-
cation must be the eventual solution for engines run-
ning at colossal .speeds with very restricted bearing
surfaces and light reciprocating parts. The real

question ii whether we are going to use bigger and

heavier bearings, with a probable loss of horse-power

and an increase of weight, or whether improved lubri-

cation would render the existing bearing dimensions

and materials satisfactory.

As Mr. Kennedy says, it is common knowledge that

the modern bearings are .short-lived to a degree which
no car owner would tolerate. I have just seen the

inside of a verv cheap car engine which has been
worked hard for three years, and the wear of the big

ends is practically negligible. [What is the com-
pression ratio of that engine, and is it water-cooled?
—Ed,]

The Control of Gears.
Under most circumstances where a variable gear is

particularly useful, it is perilous to remove a hand
from the steering bar. Riders i?i the last A.C.U. Six

Days' will realise what I mean. Whedier a gear

change is necessitated by a wicked corner on a long

hill or by atrocious roafl surfaces, it remains true

that even a courageous rider will |)rcfer \.o keep his

hands on ihe grips. E\en when sheer gradient com-
pels the change, the surface is almost certain to be
jerking the machine about so ruthlessly that two-
handed steering is desirable, and I have seen more
ihan one bad smash in hill-climbs this year due to one-

handed steering by experts on rough going.

Moreover, we ha\e to (-onsider the duffer, not

only the expert; and if we want our share of the
colonial trade, wc have to design with one. eye on
conditions usually more exacting than the worst
PZnglish roads afford.

I could not help noticing in the Six Days' that

many presumably expert riders changed gear' on the
hills long l.)efore their engines asked for relief, simply
because the men did not_ care to face one-handed
steering on stony ground. _

' •

On the other hand, foot-rest control is equally bad,
since the gear control may be disorganised by a

tumble; and, personally, \ i.'onsider a three feet side

le\er a disfigurement to an otherwise neat and hand-
s irno two-wheeler. Consequently, pedal control of
gears already standard on some machines is an ad\ant-
age, but the pedal should he pivoted where it cannot
be damaged by falls.

Two or three possible alternatives deserve more
attention than _they have received. Handle-bar con-
trol contains \ast possibilities, provided the ratchets

are not of a gimcrack kind, and that the leverage
demanded for the operation of the gear is suitabh
reduced. There is room for a pedal control motmted
siifiiciently high up on the front ilow'n tube of the
diamond frame to be out of harm's way in the event
of a fall. There are possibilities in a knee or thigh

control lying snugly up against the tank side. At
present not a single type of control is free from
criticism; -but the majority of the trade appears to

be content to plav follow-mv-leader.
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The Adjustment of Lamp Burners.
By P. W. BISCHOFF.

OUR noble chfimpion "Ixion," to whom we motor

ryclists owe many of the detail improvements

in our machines, has lately been having a tilt

at modern lamps. While by no means concurring

in his general denunciation of these, I freely admit

that a good many lamps are sent out by the makers

giving nothing like as much light as they should and
can. It frequently falls to my lot to "tune up"
ailing lamps, either for my friends or for makers.

Judging from the fact that I hardly ever fail to

get a good light eventually from a given lamp, how-

ever badly it may seem to burn at first, I am inclined

to think that the fauFt very seldom lies in the mirror

or lens. Therefore, I am offering no suggestions as

to these. Nor do I propose to discuss the care and
management of generators : this is an entirely distinct

subject. But I take it as assumed that the rider has

one of the modern big lens-mirror lamps, - that the

generator is charged with clean carbide and clear

water, that the needle-valve is seen to be passing water

steadily- and freely, and . that there is no reason why
the lamp should not give a good light. , As a matter

of fact I am taking a good deal for .granted. In

heaps of cases the trouble has been traced to. air-lock

in the water tank, dirt in the. grooves of the needle,

deposit in the gas pa.ssages, a sodden filter-pad, or a

partially choked burner.

When the Generator is at Fault.

If )'our lamp occasionally comes to life and gi\es

a glorious' beam, eveii if only for a few seconds, for

goodness sake do not meddle with the burner. The
trouble is quite certainly generative, and a thousand
to oiie is an intermittent airlock. Air mvst pass into

the tank or the water cannot get out. There is some-
where a small hole to allow of this, prcrbably eitht-r

in the' liiler cap or be.sidethe central needle. This
hole takes a malicious delight in getting stopped up.
Before now I have had a drop Of water settle over it

and play ha\oc with the beam till the vacuum inside
the water re.se rvoir broke it up. -

'

:

I can offer a useful tip toanyone who susjiects this,

"a long tapered cork ot good quality and
bore' a big hole through
it. At the big^end open
out the hole to accommo-
date one of those little

wooden split plugs used
to grip the wire above the
ordinary electric lamp.
Bind the cork witli wire

to prevent it splitting,

and use it instead of

the filler cap. Airlock
then ran be taken as

impossible

I would urge every rider who is dissatisfied with his

lamp to use every endeavour to eliminate generator

failure before touching anything else. But if your
generator works all right with the lamp of a satisfied

friend, whilst his generator makes your lamp no
better, then and then only do. I consider you are

justified in laying the blame at the feet of the burner.
[Is the burner a biped?

—

Ed.] I have used this

trouble

f'OCAL PLA^E

Fia 1

Fig. 1.—Diagram to sliow how a
burner should be placed ; the Cocus
is at the point markej X.

CORK TDPnEVENr
AlffiOCft

r,a3 F,a ?

rig. 2.—Showing how to find the
central line of focus.

-

Fig. 3.- The method of preventing
air-locl£.

expression purposely, as it is at this spot, or rather

at the foot of the burner-holder, ^yhere adjustment

errors can mostly be found.

The true lens-mirror is a parabola, and this has a

geometric point called its focus, such that all light

proceeding from this point would be projected forward
in perfectly parallel beams. The calculation of this

focus is an abstruse mathematical problem in conic

sections, and I have not the slightest idea how to do
it. Nor is it necessary for the practical rider, because
his source of light is a flame and not a point. But
the best beam can only be obtained when the brightest

part of his flame is placed dead in focus. This can
only be done by trial.

Presumably the makers
have carefully felt for this

spot, and I am sure they

have found it. Probably
they use jigs to ensure

pu: mg every lamp on the

market in proper tune. If

they do not they ought to.

But it is quite unfair to ex-

pect that each individual lamp will receive a road trial.

The average purchaser would strongly resent buying

a lamp that showed signs of use, nor can we expect

the maker,-; to hinder their output as such a procedure
would entail. Hence it does follow that an occa-

sional lamp gets througih their. hands which admittedly

needs focussuig, but I find siich lamps are extremely

rare, nearly all trouble beiijg due to dirty or careless

handling of the generator.

Directions for Adjustment.
When the true exception has been found, there

three directions in which adjustment can be made^
(i,) the height of the flame, in the lamp, (2) the distance

of the flame from the mirror, and (3) the angle of the

flame to thcmirror.
(i.) It is hi the first of these -that most 'of the

bad lamps are wrongly adjusted.; Put the lamp on

the machine and sujiport' the latter A'ertically. Now
carefully align the lamp tillit is parallel to the road.

Light the gas and get the- flame a good riormal size.

Now look closely to see where the flame comes. The>
focus is on the axis of the mirror, i.e., on a line;,,

drawn through its centre and at right angles to it.,'

If the top of the burner :ome.> nearlv un to this line,'

it follows that the black base of the flame is in the

focus and the brightest jiart well alio\e it. Just the

reverse mav be the case, but it is most unlikely. Now
loosen the burner holder and reset it so that the

brightest part of the flame (as nearly as you can
judge by eye) comes exactly opposite the centre of

the mirror. You then itnow that the source of light

is on the axis, but it does not yet follow that it is

in focus.

(2.) If the lamp construrtion allows it, once more
loosen the holder, and, without altering its height,

slide it slowly nearer to the lens. Get behind the
lamp and watch the effect on the beam. Settle at

what point you get the best beam and clamp up the

holder. But be on your guard not to have it too ne.n
the lens for fear of cracking it. Makers possibly semi
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The Adjustment of Lamp Burners.—

(lut their lamps with, the burner ratlier on the far

side for this very purpose. So do not push i rigiit

up to the mirror, " do in " the latter, and then blame
tfie maker. He may not see the joke

!

(3.) Having got the flame central each way and
appro.ximately in focus, if you are still dissatisfied

with the result, there is yet one more adjustment

available. Slacken the holder, and, without altering

its centring, slightly revolve it so that the flame is

not quite parallel to the mirror. Absolutely end on,

we get a very penetrating beam, but very narrow.

This is the method employed in micro-photography

or any occasion when an intensely concentrated light

is required. Such a beam is quite unsuitable in a

motor cycle lamp, but a small twist makes a lot of

difference, and I have found it an improvement in

one or two cases. ' Yet the most probable source of

error is that detailed under No. i.

It is not easy to find the central focal line of the

mirror. The method I adopt is as. follows: First

light the lamn and find out how far above the ton

ii6g

of the burner is the best bit of the flame. Ne.xt with .

a pair of dividers find the centre of the mirror and
stick on it a small dot of white wet paper. Do not

use stamp edging, or you will damage the surface of

the lens in getting it off again. Now do the same
with the front glass. Then replace the burner with

a piece of copper wire twisted round it, ending in a
loop which encircles the spot where the best light is

produced. It is then a fairly simple matter to get

this loop so that you can see the two specks of paper
to be in line with it. A ring of white paint instead of

the paper on the front glass gives one a very accurate

means of alignment.

Having done this, one has really done all that is

possible. If the burner is out of line sidewise in the

body, the lamp (and its maker with it^ deserves

scrapping. But the tips I ha\e given have never yet

failed me in getting a first-class beam. Still I would
repeat, in conclusion, the warning I have already
reiterated, namely, to take infinite pains to prove
that the failure is nor due to the generator bcfon:

becrinning to nici.ldle with the focus.

VICTORS IN THE MIDLAND INTER-CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL.

F. H. Southam (6 h.p. Zenith), winner of the P. J. Evans Trophy. J. J. Woodgate (3) h.p. two-spoei Singen, second, winner of Humber medal.

SILENCE AND
Now that the question of silencing is seriously

engaging the attention of the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Racing Club and the Auto Cycle Union,

the following extract from a South African paper will

be of interest

:

NOISY MOTOE CYCLES,
ilA&lSTR.\TE's JUDGIIEXT.

Johannesburg, September £8th.
An rntere.«ting case affecting motor cyclists came before

the magistrate to-day. The police superintendent charged
, a motor cycli.st under the TratSc Byelaws with riding a

machine in Commissioner Street, alleging that the pilencer

of his engine did not effectually deaden the sound of the
exhaust explosions. The accused, it was stated, went to the
agents, who declared that everything was all right. Where-
upon, the police got the opinion of an expert who declared
that the silencer wa.s inefKcient.

SILENCERS.
The magistrate said that his ditticuUy was that, if he

convicted in this case, it would be tantamount to declaring
that every machine of the make concerned was illegal.

A long argument resulted in the coui-t adjourning to gi\e

the accused an opportunity of demonstrating on his machine.
The case eventually turned on .the point whether motor

cycles should have baffle plates on silencers or not, and the

magistrate held that he could not decide against what is a

worldwide practice, and say that silencers without bafSe

plates were inefficient.

We believe that Johannesburg is the first place in

which the police have taken action against the rider

of a machine fitted with a noisy exhaust. Unfortu-

nately the only means of suppressing the noisy machine
is bv similar steps being taken, but it seems inadvis-

able to give the police the power to discriminate

between noisv and silent motor cycles.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 2o, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

most be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numberin;^ each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked '" Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.
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Keat-resisting Plugs.

1 have a 6-8 h.p. M.M.C.
engine which easily overheats.
The sparking plug is set imme-
diately over the exhaust, and
the heat has quickly ruined

several plugs, causing the porcelain,
etc., to split and do other damage.
Will you kindiv inform me what to

do?—H.L.
Change the position of the sparking plug ;

it should not be over the e.xhaust valve.

C.A.P. on A.C. Tricar.

Will you plea.se inform me if

a C.A.P. carburetter can be used
with good results on an A.C.
tricar? I fully endorse " Ixion's

"

opinion as to the qualities of the
semi-automatic carburetter, and this

is why I should be glad to hear of any
of your readers' experiences with the
O.A.P.—A.E.M.

We do not see why the carburetter in
question should not be fitted to your
tricar. Before ordering one, however, we
should recommend you to correspond with
the makers and ask how best it can be
adapted to your vehicle,

A Carburetter Conversion.

I have a 2J h.p. Excelsior
motor bicycle which I have fitted

with new 25in. w-heels, other-
wise it is as it left the
works about 1902, surface car-

buretter, etc. I can get 27 m.p,h, or

an average of 20 miles. I have only had
the machine ten months, but ha\'e done
thousands of miles. Would you recom-
mend me to have a spray carburetter,
new frame and tank, and what would
be the cost, or sell and buy an up-to-.

date one? I^may say that I am satisfied

with the engine, which seems good for

ever, but do not like the look of the
machine.—H.T.

Yes, we think you would find an improve-
ment by fitting a spray carburetter.
Probably the old tank could be made to

do, and the fitting of the new carburetter
would cost very little. If, on the other
hand, you have a new tank and frame
specially made, we should say the cost

worrtd hardly be worth while, and you
would do better to buy an up-to-date
(machine. You could get an estimate for

the- cost of the conversion from your local

dealer, or a rough cost of the tank from
any of the firms making tanks whose
anriouncemonts aie published in these

1123

?

A Motor Cycle in North Borneo.

I am going out to Sarawak,
North Borneo, in December, and
would be very much obliged if

you would let me know if the,

roads are at all suitable for motor
cycling, as I am a very keen motor
cyclist, and do not want to have to

sell my machine, which is a 3^ h.p.

1909 isr.S.U. What would be the
approximate cost by the Nippon line?

—

H.R.S.L,

The roads in North Borneo are fairly

good, and we think on the whole it would
be worth taking a motor bicycle out
there. In the Malay Peninsula, how-
ever, which is comparatively close, the
roads are good. The cost would be
approximately 50s.

Sidecars—Axles, Belts, and Tyres.

I should like to have your
advice on the following point,

(1.) I have purchased this

summer a Montgomery rigid

sidecar, £9 93. model (No. 8). I

have seen so many references lately

in T/ie ilolor Cijch to the danger of
sidecar axles, etc, that I should like

to have your advice as to the safety of

this model. Do you consider the car
safe for a passenger of nine stones on
average roads at the legal limit

of pace, or if not could it be made
safe? The car is used with a 3^ h.p.

two-speed 1911 Humber. (2.) Would
you consider a Lomax steel-studded
tyre to be recommended for the driv-,

ing wheel of the bicycle? I find that
the ordinary rubber tyre will not stand
the bad roads here, (3.) As to belts,

I have had trouble in this direction,

wearing out a rubber belt of one of

the best known makes, size Jin., in

a thousand miles. What bait would
you advise me to put on ? Would
leather be best and what make?

—

G.H.F. (Killarney).

(1.) We do not think you will have any
danger from this sidecar, which is of

reputable make, especially as you are

not using it with a very powerful machine.
(2.) The band in question should suit ex-
cellently, but the wear of tyres with a

sidecar is often caused by wrong align-

ment, which causes the tyre to drag side-

wise. (3.) You must- expect belt trouble
if you use a Jin. belt with a sidecar ; far

better to try a lin. belt. You might try
a leather belt of lin. section.

?

Llandrindot Wells to Manchester.

If the weather is favourable, I

intend I'iding on my 2^ h.p.

Motosacoche to Manchester from
Llandrindod Wells on Satur-

day, returning the following

Jlonday. Will you kindly inform me
which is the best and shortest route,

giving the distances between the chief

places passed through and the total

distance? Can you also give me a

different route to return on the

Monday? I do not want to go through
large towns if I can help it. The part of

Manchester I want to get to is Higher
Crumpsall. I should like, if possible, to

get there without going through much
of Manchester itself.—R.R-W.

Your route will be as follows : Llandrindod
Wells, Rhayader, 13 ; Llanidloes, 14 ; New-
town, 14; Welshpool, 13; Oswestry, 15;
Wrexham, 15.; Chester, 11 ; Northwicli,

18.; iNlanchester, 20 , Crumpsall, 4 (about).

Return via Alderley Edge, Congleton,
Crewe, Nantwich, Whitcliurch, Shrews-
bury, Ludlow, Leominster, Pembridge,
and New Radnor. Crunij)sall is on the
far side of Manchester, and you can only

avoid going through the latter by turning

off and going through Salford.

Wanted—A Runabout.

I should feel very much
obliged if you would let me
know the name and address of

the makers of the Morgan Run-
about, built with 8 h.p. twin-

cylinder and illustrated in The Motor
Cjlde of October 19th containing
Quarterly Trials report. Would you
be kind erjough to give me at the -.

same time the names and addresses of

those whom you consider the best

makers of tricars and light runabouts
in England ? I am a Belgian, but I

consider that the best makers of tri-

cars are in England.—F.D.
The address you reouire is Messrs,
Morgan and Co., engineers, Malvern,
Worcestershire, This machine and the
A.C. (Auto-Carriers, Ltd,, Martell
Road, West Norwood, London, ,S.E,) are.
the best-known tricars in England,
Humber Co,. Coventr.y ; G,N.—Godfrey'
and Nash, The Elms Motor Works,
Golder's Green Road, Hendon, London,
W. ; L,M.—Wm. Cunningham, Clitlieroe,

Lancashire ; Crescent—Crescent Motors,
Pleck Road, Walsall; Sabella Motor Co.,
Ltd., 33, Southajnpton Street, Strand,
W.C, and Crouch Motor Co., Coventry,
all m:ike runabovtts.

^
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Silencers,

^ Which is the quietest silencer

^ on the market? Jly machine is

LLI a 2i h.p. J.A.P.—G.H.J.S.
There have been no recent silencer tests,

so it is impossible to answer your ques-
tion with certainty as the winning
silencer in the last test is no longer made.
Silence without back pressure is largely

a question of size. A long e.xhaust pipe
is a help.

How to Protect a New Idea.

I have an idea for an improve-'
ment on the present sidecar.

There is not, to my knowledge,
one on the market built in the
same way. Can you inform me

if I can have my idea registered,

where, and what proceedings to take,
and how - long a registered pattern
holds good for protection of Same?

—

SlDEC-4R.

The best thing you can do is to put the
matter in the hands of a good patent
agent.' We can give you the name of a
good firm of patent agents who have had
considerable experience witli motor cycle
design if you desire it.. If you "feel

capable of wording your own specification
and making tlie drawings you can obtain
a provisional patent for £1. Tliis vou
get on .application at the Patent Office,

.Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
W.C. It holds good for one year'.

Lamps on Approval.

I advertised for a motor cycle
lamp. I got an answer from
an agent. The person i;i

-SJ question sent his lamp on
approval, and said he would re-

fund my money if the lamp did not
suit me. When the lamp arrived I did
not like it, and more than that, the
lamp glass was broken. I signed un-
examined on the railway company's
slicet, but I knew I could not claim
anything because it was not sent at

"glass rate." I returned the lamp by
rail to the agent securely packed,
but did not advise him that the
gla.ss had been cracked. In the mean-
time I ordered my post-dated (five

days) money order to be stopped at the
local post office. The owner of the
lamp claimed from ithe railway com-
pany, but they would not pay anything
because it was not sent "glass rate.'

He went to the po.st office to cash the
money order but found it was stopped.
He then asked me to pay for the
damage, or let him cash the order and
send me the lamp back. He says
he has missed a chance of sale through
the glass being broken and claims that
it will cost nearly 15s. repairing and
cost of postage to and from the makers.
It is an old-fashioned Polkey pro-
jector with Sin. divided front glass.
He says he will be content if I pay
(7s. 6d..) half of the damages, and he
will stand the rest. I have told him
I will not pay a cent. He now
threatens to summon me if I do not
settle at once. (1.) How should I
stand with the case in a court of law?
(2.) Or what do you advise me to do?
I may add that I do not want the
lamp, and he refuses to return the
money order until the matter i:=

settled. (3.) Can I sue him for illegal

detention of the money?—E.L.

Gur legal adviser writes as follows :

"Assuming there is nothing in the adver-
tisement, or in the correspondence, to-

show that the lamp was being sent at

'E.L.'s' risk, your correspondent has
a good defence to any action which may
be brought l)y the agent in question. I

presume he can conclusively prove that
the lamp was in the condition he .states

when it arrived. He is quite right,

therefore, in refusing to pay the 15s.

claimed, or any part thereof. I do not
quite understand the latter part of the
query, as it would appear from the letter

that the particular agent has not cashed
the money order. If this is so, there can
be no action for illegal detention of

money. The money order being now
valueless, he surely need not trouble

about the return of that."

5-6 h.p. Clyno

Scott,3i h-p.

clutches

EXPEKIENCES WANTED.
"J.K." (Huddersfield). Free engine

Triumph and sidecar , also free engine
Bradbury and sidecar.

" C.R.W." (Brighton),

with sidecar.
" J.D." (Dumbarton),

consumption and Wear of

"H.J.H." (Toronto). The A.S.L.
regard . to comfort and reliability.

"H.L." (Polesworth). Indian, 5

h.p., reliability, consumption,' and
ning costs.

"J.S. 101" (Dingwall). Moi-gan Pani-

about.
"T.J.L." (Headingleyj. Model D 2-|

h.p. Douglas, engine reliabilitj'.

"D.H.G." (Dartmouth). 2|" li.p. two-
speed Entield: speed, Idll-climbing, and
silence.

with

or 7
run-

BIG GAME SHOOTING BY MOTOR CYCLE. C. Theobald, ol Ky.oie, S. InJia, who, with his

brother, do all their shooting with the help of the 2} h.p. F.N. and MiiUord siaecai, illustrated. The

photograph shows the last panther they got twenly-ttve miles from Mysore.

A^I
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An

Admirable Crichton
of Sport.

:)^'r^-J'^
A Great Cricket and Football Player

Enthuses over his Motor Cycle.

THE name of Mr. Jack Sharp is as a household

word m the reahn of sports and pastimes, for

he holds the highest honours that, the world

can offer for football, as a member of the Everton

F.C., League champions and English Cup winners;

he has played for his country at cricket and football

;

he is one of the Lancashire County stalwarts with the

li.it, and does many a turn, at bowling ; also he is keen

on golf. And it. is the same with the motor cycle. I

saw the sunny - faced,

cheery - natured son of

Herefordshire in the early

summer very enthusiastic

about motor cycling, and
when I got in touch with^

him again .specially for

T/ie Motor Cycle it was to

find that the attractions

of the pastime had not

faded one jot or tittle, but

that he had changed his

machine, and adcjed unto

it the supplementary re-

sponsibility of a sidecar.

Mr. Jack Sharp is a verit-

able Boyle-Roche bird,

seemingly in two places

at once. It's the motor
cycle that gives him this

startling ubiquity, from
his sports outfitting depot

to some golf links, or on
to the King's highway, far

from Liverpool's strenu-

ous life.

He has been a petrol

user for only about twchc
months, and his " intro-

ductory " mount was a Triumph of 1907, which taught

him much of the w mder-world that awaits the motor
cvclist out for pleasure. He now has an 8 h.p. twin

Matchless-Jap, and never- takes the sidecar off

it. This passenger-carrier, by the way, is a Mont-
gomery (castor wheel), and he is immensely impressed

with the sociability of the combination. Mrs. Sharp
has grown equally fond of the attachment, and, owing
to the ample engine power and two-speed gear,

there is never any possibility of having to walk up
hills.

Some of Jack's renowned friends of the field of play

are already envious, and his famous colleague, Mr.

J. T. Tyldesley, ensconced himself in the sidecar one

day '-. r a jaunt to Cambridge and back—180 miles

each >?ay—and everything -went as merrily as the

prove''. ial wedding bells ' Mr. Share, however, has

A32

LEADING
Jack Sharp, the noted cricketer and

J. T. Tyldesley, on his 8 h.p. Matchle;
occasionally uses his motor cycle and
during the summer.

not yet deemed it advisable to use his motor cyclej

for transporting him to Old Trafford, or from therei

to other parts of the country, to fulfil his cricket]

engagements, though this state of affairs may change|
ere long. Generally Jack-o'-both-sides, as hel
has aptly been called because of his versatility at bothi
cricket and football, has contented himself with daJy

and week-end jaunts. He has scoured North Wale.s|

so well that the machine can \-ery i-iearly find its

own way along some of the|

best-known highways.
" I haven't had anvj

trouble with ni)- presenti

machine," he added,!
feelingly; and when it

asked him whether he|
was an Expert mechanic
(capital E, please) as -ivellf

as The Expert Sports'

Provider (see catalogues !,),

he replied,, with that

characteristic modesty of

his, " Not expert, but I

ha\e a useful knowledge."
To those, therefore,

who hesitate to buy and
board a motor cycle for

fear of (largely imaginary)

troul)les, Mr. Jack Sharp's
example is encouraging.

1 was hoping my old
friend, whose fleet foot,

eagle eye, and supple

wrist one has seen aiid

admired for so many
years, might have kept a

diary record of mileages

and expenses. He has

rot, however, but he hastened to add,' for the benefit

of all whom it may concern, that, as regards financial

outlay, the motor cycle is not a heavy drain at all.

He is, by the way, not the only one of our great

cricketers who motor cycle, for one iiiight mention
Messrs. Arnold (Worcestershire) ancj Kinneir (War-
wickshire).

In conclusion, quoth Mr. Sharp, "I'm in love with

the motor cycle. Apart from pleasure spins of length,

I use it for getting to various golf links, and the two
(ombined have helped i-ne a good deal to counteract

the fact that this season I have retired from football."

Lancashire Laddie,

SPORTSMEN.
International footballer, accompanied by
ss-Jap sidecar combination. Mr. Sharp
sidecar to fulfil his cricket engagements

Show Numbers.
Thursday, Nov. 16.—Buyers' Guide and Continuation of Forecast

., „ 23.—OLYMPIA SHOW REPORT.
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WHAT TO SEE AT

OLYMPIA
STAND
1 7

" (^rnUrn"'^
D»* THE MACHINE THAT LEADS -WB
DV^ THE WAY IN GOOD POINTS. -»a

Chain drive with chain guards.

Countershaft two-speed gear.

H inch tyres.

Foot-starting device.

Handle-bar (wireless) control.

Forced lubrication.

REMEMBER THESE ARE ALL PROVED
THERE ARE NO EXPERIMENTAL SHOW POINTS

ON THE INDIAN.
The Hendee Manufacturing Co.,

178, Gt. Portland Street, London. W.
Goods and Repairs : 89, Bolsover Street, W.

/^^\
1 r /^HSijjP-^KJi

N^J^/ 1

In answeruiy 'his cuiverlistmenl it is desirable to mention '' Thi Motor Cycle."
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Are you " friends " with the road—rough or smooth—is it all the same to you—or do you find the rough

annihilates your pleasure and makes you quarrel for the nonce, not only with the road, but with the pastime

as a whole? If the latter, then you lack true saddle service. . . . That's the link that makes for friendship

—

kills vibration—and makes the surface of the road a matter of indifference. ... And riders of the BROOKS
will tell you that there is only one Saddle which makes that service possible, the Saddle which, in all its

models, embodies that exclusive feature—the BROOKS Patent Compound Spring—the spring that abso'rbs

vibration within itself yet, by its compensating action, eliminates all tendency to bounce Are you

"friends" with the road?—If not, just change your saddle for a

BROOKS
Note that a full range of the

"BROOKS Cycle and Motor
Cycle Accessories mat) be seen

at our London ShoWrooms-
11. GRAPE STREET.
SHAFTES-BURY
AVENUE. W.C.

We
shall

exhibit at

OLYMPIA
Stand 279 Gallery
(near Band-stand), November 20-25.

Will you call?

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.. 49, Criterion Works, BIRMINGHAM.

D

L.M.C "STARTS LIKE H
A CAR." S

The Ideal Touring Mcchine U

STAND No. 81, OLYMPIA SHOW.
New "Sidecar" Model for 1912.
4 h.p. Single Cylinder L.M.C. Engine
L.M.C. Improved Two-Speed Gear (Roc Patents)

Sprung Footboards Improved Control.

Embodying Simplicity with Reliability. . .
•

The LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING Co., Ltd
L.M.C. Works. 132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM

In an.':wcrintj these advertisevunts it is ihfiinhh to nutiti

CThe L M.C. is designed by . . .

Mr. W. J. Lloyd, the designer cf

•ORIGINAL QUADRANT.-

" The Motor Gjidt.
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Motorcycles

'"-0--..

Olympia, the Mecca of motor cyclists, opens its doors on Monday, November 20th, at 10 a.m., and closes at 10 p.m. The
Exhibition finally closes on the following Saturday, the 26th inst. The price of admission is is. The number of motor cycle

exhibitors at this second annual show is a record, viz., 169. All readers who can, should find time to pay a visit. Below
we continue our illustrated forecast of the exhibits. Our next two issues will be special numbers chiefly devoted to the Show,
viz., Thursday, November i6th, The Motor Cycle Buyers' Guide, and November 23rd, Olympia Show report.

The 2i h.p. Two=stroRe Stuart.
The 2^ h.p. two-stroke Stuart motor

bicycle which will be shown on the stand
of Messrs. R. G. Nye and Co. is niann-
factured by the well-known engineer.^,

-Mespr.s. Stuart, Tnrner and Co., Ship-
lake Works, Henley-on-Tharaes. The
most interesting part of the machine is

the power unit, since the bicycle part
follows lines adopted by most raanufac-
tnreis. The two-stioke engine, 71 x
75.5 mm., i.s of the two-port type, and
has the transfer port G neatjy cast in

the cylinder. . Compression is retained
in the i-rank case by means of patent oil-

retaining ball bearings, details of which
we are not yet at liberty to disclose. It

sLiftices only to say that the firm's experi-
mental machine which has been running
lor a year sliow.s no trace of oil leakage,
and has one of the cleanest and neatest
crank cases we have seen. It is as free

as possible of projections and has no
lettering, and so is easy to wipe down,
though cleaning does not appear to be
necessary. The piston, which has two
wide rings, possesses the usual deflector
common to two-stroke engines, while the
connecting rod is of steel, and is bushed
at both ends. The flywheels have a
heavy periphery, and are fitted with
aluminium plates to enclose the space
formed by the periphery and inner disc,
so as to reauce the compression area in

the crank case. The crank ca.se is pro-
vided with a safety release valve A. It

is well-known that two-stroke engines

when they do backfire (which is not

often) do so into the crank case, and in

the case of a crank case explosion in the
Stuart the safety release valve would
allow exit for the increa.sed pressure.

The lubrication
syst«m is inter-

esting. Pressure
issuing from the
crank case
through the non-
return valve 15 is

delivered into the

oil tank, which
forces tile hiliri-

cant through the
controllable sight-

feed on the top

tube, and into
the cylinder walls
at the union H.
A hand oil pump
is provided
merely for the

purpose of inject-

ing oil into the
crank case when
the latter is

empty. The car-

buretter is the
well-known Amac,

iroiu wliich gas enters the cylinders througli

a non-return valve F. The valve casing
is held on by a stirrup fastening, and
i^o can be easily dismounted. To remove
the power unit from the frame it is only

necessary to withdraw the footrests C.

The release valve
mechanism ol the

Stuart.

and the bolts DD'. Tlie valve E is the
compression release which serves the
same purpose as the exhaust valve hfter
on a four-stroke engine. It will be seen
by the illustration that the released com-
pression to avoid noise is conducted to
the exhaust pipe. The ignition is by
chain driven Bosch magneto, handle-bar
controlled. The adjustable pulley, which
is simple and ingenious, can be altered
withoui he aid of tools, and gives gears
from 4 to 6i tn 1. The movable
Hange has two dogs which engage with
steps cut in a rotating ring which by the
aid of a ball catch stays in the required
position. The accompanying illustration

of the pulley is practically self-explana-
tory. The engine is full of ingenuity,
and a pleasing cliange from the monotony
of the standard type of machine now so

~s'-r -fr.-

The new 'i'. h.p. iwg-slroke Stuart, which will raalie its debut at the Show-

2i h.p. Stuart two-stroke engine.

A. Crank case relief valve.

B. Non-rclum valve in lubrication system.
C. Footrests which serve to hold engine in frame
D D'. Engine holding bolts, if these and the

footrests are removed the power unit can be
withdrawn.

H, Compression release valve, with pipe leading
to exhaust pipe.

F. Inlet valve casing.

G. Transfer port cast in cyliii'ler.

H. Oil pipe union,

prevalent. The following details will be of

interest ; Chater-Lea dropped frame,
rendering the height of the saddle from
the ground 29in., clearance below silencer

5in.. weight 145 lbs., power unit weight
50 lbs.. Druid forks and belt rim brake,

chain-driven magneto, serviceable stand

and luggage earner.
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Next year's 3J h.p. 85 x 88 mm. single-geared Singer.

Singer Improvements.
The Singer Company have made it

their endeavour to produce as light as

possible a 3^ h.p. machine to give last-

ing satisfaction, and to be fitted with all

necessary refinements. From an inspec-

tion of one ot their 1912 mounts we may
say that we consider tliat they have

succeeded admirably.
The engine retains all this year's

features, but, as will be seen from the

illustration, it has been altered in the

timing gear.

Only one intermediate wheel is now
placed" between the exhaust cam wheel

and the magneto,- and the gear case cover

is held on by counter-sunk screws instead

of nuts. This gives a considerably neater

appearance to the engine, and should

reduce gear noise. The combined valve

cover and trouser guard is now shaped

to the top of the crank case, while large

windows are cut opposite the valve

chambers so as to allow more air to pass

for cooling purposes. All control levers

The new 3^ h.p. Singer engine showing com-
bined valve cover and trouser sliield, also position

adopted for the gear-driven magneto.

NOVEMBER qih, igii.

Truinp=Jap.
A few days ago Mr. McNab showed us

the novel features for the 1912 Trump-
Japs. The firm will specialise on two
models—a T.T. and a Tourist—both
having the 85.5 mm. x 85 mm. J. A. P.
engine, but we are told that the 90 mm.
X 77.5 mm. engine can be supplied for

racing models." Probably the first point
on these machines to strike the observer
is the system of staying the rear forks
from underneath. For this purpose tubes
are carried from the bottom of the crank
case to the rear wheel spindle. This has
the doable advantage of stiffening the
back of the frame and definitely fi.\ing

the position of the rear wheel" Mr.
McNab telU us that several customers
state that it reduces side-slip to a very
large degree by preventing whip in the
back of the frame. Next to this, the
2in. hinged filler caps catch the eye. The
tank construction is ingenious, there
being four partitions to prevent the petrol
washing about. One of these coming
close to the filler does away with the
necessity of a petrol gauge, for even while
riding the cap can be swung back and
the petrol level seen against the partition.

The tank holds one and threequarter

The Trump-Jap adjustable pulley dismantled.

gallons of petrol and half a gallon of oil

and is carried by four clips. Each of

these clips is screwed to a bridge piece
holding the tank well away from the
frame, and on the inside is fixed to a strap
passing round three sides of the tank.
VVe are told that this is the one tank
construction which cannot be smashed at
Brooklands. Lubrication is by a positive
glass barrelled oil pump on the outside of

the tank, but Best and Lloyd semi-auto-
matic sight feed lubrication can be fitted

as an extra. The B. and B. carburetter
is employed on the Tourist model and
on the T T eithei JAP oi C A P can

Improved spring snap terminal fitted by the

Singer Co. to Bosch magnetos.

now have rounded metal ends formed on
the lever, and so prevent the loss of

screwed-on knobs and the consequent dis-

comfort to the fingers. A neat front

wheel stand is fitted to the front forks.

The model we inspected was fitted with a

plate clutch in the rear hub operated by
pedals conveniently placed and coming
under the right foot, the foot brake be-

ing on the left side. A very simple

terminal is fitted to the high-tension

lead from the Bosch magneto, and con-

sists of a long vulcanite collar fitted with
a split brass "push-in" end (illustrated

herewith). The frame design and engine
generally have undergone no important
alterations, but the tank has an improved
finish, and the, oil pump is set at a

greater angle so as to be more conveni-
ently operated. The new model 3* h.p. Trump-Jap. Observe the extra strut from back axle to base of crank case.
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FOUR WORLD'S RECORDS

IN ONE DAY!
At Brooklands, on Oct. 25th,

Mr. S. Wright, riding a

21 h.p. NUMBER
fitted with

DUNLOP
TYRES AND DUNLOP BELT
established new records for

50 MILES
ONE HOUR

100 MILES
TWO HOURS

LOOK OUT AT THE SHOW FOR THE

NEW DUNLOP TRIPLE-STUDDED TYRE

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., Ltd., ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM ; ALMA ST., COVENTRY

Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol. Leeds, Liverpool, Gla-sgow, Dublin, Belfast.

In ananvering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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ROV
at

OLYMPIA, STAND No. 113

Do not failto see all the improvements we
have made on our Motor Cycles. There will

be no machine exhibited in the Show which
will be neater in appearance or exhibit

a more careful design throughout than the

3i h.p. Single-cylinder Rover.

THE Standard Touring Motor Cycle

Prices from £49
Catalogue and full particulars from

—

THE ROVER CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY.

In answeriny Ihls advertisement it is dcslruhle to mention " ?7ic Motor Cycle."
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be fitted- Tlie magneto is placed in front
of the engine, and supported on a bracket
oast with the baclv of the cliain case. A
special tvpe of Druid forks is used, and
the front wheel has ample side guards.
The finish is in grey, the tank being
aluminium, with a green panel, while a
transfer representing the Ace of Hearts
and underneath the word Trump is

Elevation of Canoelet sidecar axle and plan, of

stand and clip. A, flange to deflect mud. B, left

washer, C, tubular stand. E, revolving lug brazed
to stand. K, mudguard.

cei'tainly distinctive. Both head lugs

and bottom bracket lugs respectively are

cast in one. There is one other feature

which we do not remember seeing else-

where, that is that the belt rim is both
spoked on and clipped to the wheel
spokes. As will be seen from our illus-

tration, the machine has a low saddle
position, and is in every way built for

hard work.

Canoelet Sidecar.
The accompanying illustrations show a

very original sidecar made by Xle.ssrs.

Mead and Deakin, 61, Ladypool Road,
Sparkbrook. Birmingham The frame

consists of a tube bent hairpin fashion,
the bend is in front, and the tw^o ends
are turned upwards at the back almost
to the top of the body, which is attached
at this point to laminated C springs and
shackles. There are two tninsver-se tubes
at tlie back of the frame, a continuation
of the lower of these is attached to the
motor cycle near the centre of the back
wheel, while the upper is bent forward
and clipped to the saddle pillar. This
arrangement, with special clips of quite
original design, gives a very rigid
frame. The body is coach built and
very comfortable, the angle of the seat
being adjustable; there is ample room
and protection for the feet and a glass
screen is fitted. The weight is 77 lbs.
Another 15 lbs. must be added for screen
and luggage carrier. The front clip
consists of a slotted sleeve cone shaped
at the end, which, when screwed up.
grips the tube firmly in any position,
somewhat after the manner of a carbu-

retter attachment,
making further
adjustment un-
necessai'v. A neat
luggage carrier is

fitted in the rear,

which when not
wanted folds up
against the back
of the sidecar.

The stand when
not in use takes
the place of a
rear mudguard
stay. The verti-

c a 1 mudguard
stay lias a Hange
at the bottom to
carry any mud
which may run
down the stay
from the beaiing.
A delivery body
is made whicli
i.s interchange-
able with the
ordinarv sidecar.

"75

Veloce.
Last week we were shown a most in-

genious motor cycle manufactured by
the Veloce Co., of Birmingham. The
frame is on .standard lines, having a
dropped top tube, Druid forks, and side
Haps to front guard, but the engine and
two-speed gear are distinctly novel. The
engine has a solid crankshaft supported

The suspension of the
Canoelet sidecar, also
showing folding stand.

Sectional drawing of (he Veloce power unit, and
two-speed counter-shaft gear in front ot the engine.

on one side only by two ball beariiigs

;

between these bearings lie two gear
wheels, fixed to the crankshaft. In the
front part of the crank case lies a

counter-shaft carrying two special
bronze gear wheels, formed to take a

double conical clutch within. These
gears are always in mesh, and one ot

them runs at half engine speed and acts
as a timing wheel. The double-faced
clutch is actuated by a quick thread
screw, and locks either one or other of
the special bronze wheels to the counter
shaft, on the near side of which is fi.\ed

a 6iin. pulley.

The lubrication is most ingenious. In
front of the counter-shaft and driven by

Side view ot the new Canoelet sidecar, which has many original features
embodied In its design.

Rear view of sidecar showing the luggage platform folded

up and the sidecar stand in operation.
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an iutermediate wlieel lies the magneto
and a small eccentric oil pump. This

pump draws oil from a filter placed in a

large sump below the crank case and
delivers it, through a regulator with a

sight indicator, through a pipe joined to

the gear case into the hollow counter-

shaft by means of a cap constantly filled

with oil from the pump. From the

counter-shaft oil holes are drilled to the

gear beai'ings and cams, the holes in the

cams being arranged so as to throw oil

direct on to the big end bearing, it then
returns to the crank case and sump.

Power plant of the new 2J h.p. Veloce two-speeder.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

68 X 76 mm., and is fitted with a S-^in.

outside flywheel. Both valves are mechani-
cally operated and are situated in front
of the cylinder, the inlet over the ex-

haust. No oil reservoir is fitted to the
tank, as the sump holds two pints and is

fitted with a large filler cap from which
the level can be seen. The gears are

operated by a double pedal on the right

side of the machine, and from a sl'ort

run we found the machine and gears

Three-quarter view of the 1912 model 3^ h.p. Brown and sidecar.

very silent and easy to work. The engine
is rated at 2^ h.p., and is fitted with
Bosch magneto and B. an'l B. carbu-
retter. The large pulley in front of the
engine should make for immunity from
belt slip. The option is given of three
gear ratios—5 to 1 and 8 to 1, 5^- to 1

and 9.35 to 1, and 6 to 1 and 10.2 to 1.

A point we raised in connection with the
lubrication system as to whether the
crank case could be kept oiltight with
the considerable aniount of oil used was
answered in the affirmative, and certainly
the engine we tried was almost spotless.

The Brown Motor Bicycle.

It is not surprising that a firm like

Brown Bros., Ltd., which has been
steadily engaged in the motor cycle
industry since 1902, should in 1911 have
brought its motor bicycles to such a
state of perfection that startling innova-
tions are not needed. There is, however,
we understand, to be shortly added to

Another new model, the 21 h.p. Veloce two-speed machine.

the Brown a two-speed gear and free

engine, the details of which are unfortu-
nately not yet availjible. The Brown
motor bicycle is a well-designed and w-ell-

made machine, fitted with the 3^ h.p.

engine which has performed so; well in the
past in the hands of R. jSt. Brice, good
spring forks, stand and luggage carrier,

petrol gauge, and other items, which the

A.C.U. judges sum up under the head-
ing of " convenience." The lightweight
96 lbs. model, 3 h.p. 70 mm. x 76 mm.,
will also be shown, and a new type of

sidecar, fitted with comfortable basket
body. The sidecar is of the rigid variety,

and has, we understand, met with great
demand. It is illustrated herewith fitted

to a 3^ h.p. Brown motor bicycle.

F.N.
The alterations -to the four-cylinder

F.N. for 1912 are comparatively few

—

the machine having given universal satis-

faction, the makers have not found it

necessary or advisable to make more than
a few minor ^-^
i ra ixrovements. ' '"

'The magneto
machine is pro-

vided with a

distributer
combined with
the magneto,
as is the usual
practice o n
cars fitted
with four-

cylinder en-

gines
; p r e -

vious models
have had a
separate dis-

tributer for
the four sparks, with the usual motor cycle

type contact maker. The sparking plugs-

are specially short, and to obviate any
possibility of short circuiting owing to

the reduced length of the porcelain insu-

lators, . special ebonite connections are

fitted to the terminals of the plugs. A
special tvpe of B. and L. combii:ed dii>i

feed and hand lubricating pump is filled in

CliUch control lever ol

the 1912 model four-

cylinder F.N.
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Another Tribute To

SUPERIORITY.
THE B,S.A, MOTOR BICYCLE, AT
THE TURIN INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION, GAINED

The Grand Prix
FOR SUPERIORITY IN DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION, AND MATERIAL,
Send for a free cop3' of the B.S.A. Motor Bicycle Catalogue, which
fully describes this "Perfect in every Part" machine ; or inspect

the 1912 models at Ohnnpia, on Stand No. 122 (Ground Floor).

The Birmingham Small Arms Co.,Ltd.,

13, Small Heath, Birmingham.

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle. Fixed Engine, £50; Free Engine Model, E56 : 10s.

In aiisu-erini; Ihis (irlverlixeiiiPiil it. is de-iirahle to mention "The. Motor Cycle."
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On I

STAND
^ will be exhibited three different types of =

I ROYAL ENFIELD I

I
MOTOR CYCLES.

|

I The Famous 2f h.p. Model, |

^»oe i«,,^ __

fitted with our patent two-speed and free

engine gear—made more luxurious than

ever by the addition of footboards and

other refinements.

The 2i h.p. Open Frame
Lightiveight,

the ideal mount for ladies, professional and

busmess men.

If not visiting S
Olympia, a S
postcard to S
Dept F. En- ^ The 6 h.p. Sidecar Machine i
field Cycle Co. =
Ltd.Redditch =
or 48, Hoi- ^
born Viaduct, ^
E.C., will =
bring a batch =
of interesting ^
literature to =
your door. ~

(THE "CAR-BIKE"), absolutely the

finest combination ever produced.

Make a special point of closely inspecting each
of these splendid machines—otherwise your Show
visit will be incomplete.

%illlllilllllilllllIIIIIIIIIIIillllillil

Look out for the ROYAL ENFIELD PATENT CUSH DRIVE—the most perfect
engine shock absorber ever offered—ensures easy and sweet running—adds greatly

to life of tyres.

In ansu-eritig this ndvertisemenl it is desirable lo mention " The Motor C i/c'ic.
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the tore part tif the main tank. The front

mudguard is now provided with metal

side wings, and a strong tubular carrier
- and stand are fitted ; these supersede the

combined carrier and stand which was
fitted to order for the British market. Now
the stand is pivoted to studs on the

frame, and does not depend on the rear

wheel spindle for attachment ; it also

forms the stays for the mudguard. The
carrier is a solidly built up article and

strong enough to carry a passenger on

if desired.

I'he new F.N. magneto machine with
combined distributer.

The saddle position is slightly lower,

and 10 gauge spokes are used for the

driving wheel. The 1911 2i h.p. light-

weight was always provided with an out-

side adjustment for the bevel gear. This
convenient refinement has now been
added to the fonr-cylinder model for next
year and enables the small bevel pinion

to be accurately meshed with the large

gear wheel with comparative ease.

Other minor improvements are fhcreased
leverage to the rear brake and Bowden
wire to operate it from the handle-bar.
The 2i h.p. lightweight two-speed model
remains unaltered.

1912 model 7-9 h.p. twin-cylinder Indian, with fool-starling device and two-speed gear.

Indian Improvements.
The Hendee Co., so we were informed

by their London manager, Mr. W. H.
VVells, have decided to market two
Indian models only for 1912, viz., the

3i h.p. single-cylinder and the 7-9 h.p.

twin. The standard models will both
have the free engine clutch on the counter-
shaft and a slightly altered frame. Both
the single and twin will be supplied with
the counter-shaft two-speed gear and free

engine device to order, but the change
speed gear c;innot be supplied for the
standard models after thi-y have once
l>een purch;ised as single-geared machines.
A foot starting device is a feature of all

patterns, and this is illustrated in the
photogniph of the complete machine. On
the engme-sliaft a free engiiie clutch
enables starting to be effected by means
of the chain and chain wheel shown. The
crank is pushed forward, one downward
thrust of the pedal revolving the engine
one complete revolution. Folding foot-

boards and no pedalling gtars are also
features of the new machines.
The rear driving chain is neatly pro-

tected by a metal guard on the lines of

the protector already fitted to the 1911
models. This guard is readily detachable,
and should increase the life of the chain
by keeping it free from mud and dust.

The brakes are two, on the rear wheel.
One is an internal expanding and the

other an external contracting band brake ;

they are Riiybestos faced and fitted on
the right side, thus facilitating the
removal and lubrication of the driving

chain. Both brakes are foot contrtilled,

as in the 1911 T.T. models. The hollow
spindle fitted to the front wheel this year
will also be used for the rear wlieel in

The 1912 model Iour-:yl:ndot bevel driven F.N.

Showing the notched quadrant control on the new
variable gear Rudge, also large square filler caps.

1912. This enables the wheel to be re-

moved from the machine in one minute.
An innovation, so far as motor cycles are
concerned, is the adoption of Timken
roller bearings to the hub of the rear

road wheel. The 1912 petrol tanks hold
two gallons of spirit. The tool case on the
Indian is metal, arched over the top tube
of the frame, and occupies a space mid-
way between the saddle peak and the

steering head. The case contains a leatliei-

tool roll, which is made to fit snugly
in the case.

The standard finish is blue, with tyre

rim edges nickel-plated.

The Midget Bicar,
The Brown Jlidget Bicar, for the design

of which Mr. J. T. Brown, Reading, is

responsible, still retains its unusual but
wholly successful sheet steel frame, built

up on ash stays. The illustration of the

ladies' model, now provided with doors
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to allow easy access to the engine, shows
tile position in the frame the wood stay
takes. Two bars of wood used are with
I he grain running different way's, and the
Uirs are firmly bolted together. While at
Mr. Brown's works we were shown a
photograph of one of these machines, the
front forks of which were completely
smashed up owing to a collision with a
wall, while the frame was untouclied. The
chief novelty in the l\'Iidget Bicar is in

the expanding pulley gear. Formerly the
back wheel was moved backwards to
tighten the belt by tilting the footboards,
the wheel being locked in place by a hand
lever on the top tube.

The three-speed pulley on the 1912 Midget Bicar.

The pull (by the operating fork) on the spindle

A draws the pawl B out o[ engagement with the
ratchets.

The new mechanism, however, does the
fl'hole process of contracting or expanding
the pulley and adjusting the belt tension
with the aid of one lever. This when
pushed forward operates the pulley, and
when pulled up or pushed down slides

the rear wheel backwards or forwards.
The lever works up or down in leather-
faced guides, and is provided with an
exi^iinding grip brought into play by
twisting the knob at the top. Moving
the lever backwards or forwards gives the
lateral movement to a fork which operates
the expanding pulley. The loose flange
of this works in an ingenious manner, and
is locked by means of a" ratchet and pawl

;

the operating fork pulls on a spindle
which immediately releases the pawl and
allows the pulley to be expanded to one
of the three notches, or, if desired, at
once to its extreme limit, which is, of
course, the lowest gear. When pressed
in, the flange engages the pawl into one
or other of the three . notches, and the
pawl prevents it from slipping back
against the pressure of the belt. The
models shown on Stand 87 will "be a 1i

The lady's Midget Bicar sheet-metal
frame. The dotted lines show the

supports.

The new Gloria sidecar, leatures of which are the patent spring wheel and the special frame Osmgs.

h.p. single-cylinder for sidecar, a ^j h-P-,

and a 2i h.p. lightweight, while one lady's

machine will also be exhibited. Precision

engines will be used on all models.

The New Zeniths.

To talk of improvements in the Zenith
is to talk of painting the lily. But such
a talented designer as Mr. F. W. Barnes
is not the sort of man to deny that what
he has introduced cannot be brought
stili nearer perfection. For 1912 he has
started an innovation quite as important
as the introduction of the Gradua gear,

but of a much more simple nature. We
all know what a tedious matter it is to

remove a back wheel from a motor bicycle,

amateur motor car driver can remove a

detachable wheel on a car, as, in addition

to getting out a special spanner, a mallet,

and a jack, he has to raise the wheel oft

the ground to detach it, while the Zenith

stand comes into action in two seconds..

Zenith fork-end tor detachable wheel.

and no one apparently has been more
alive to the fact than Mr. Barnes, as he
has made the Zenith rear wheel detach-
able in about thirty seconds. This is

considerably quicker than the smartest

Combined rear number
plate and reflex light

on the new Zeniths.

Were there room to carry one conveni-

ently, a spare wheel complete could be
carried and utilised in the 1912 Zenith.

The improvement is simplicity itself.
^

Two fork ends are screwed into the slid-

;

ing plungers in the chain stays, andi

adjacent to the near side one the bral

carrier is fixed, the end of which
also shaped like a fork end. To detac

the wheel it is only necessary to slack

both the spindle nuts, drop away the

brake carrier, hold it to one side, twist

Operating mechanism of the new Midget gear.

.A. Pulley fork.

13, Leather faced j^rips.

C. Gripping mechatiism. By rotating the ball

K, the pointed end of the rod to which it is

attached forces out a pin and grips the

guides.

O. Sliding fork, carrying the rear wheel.

la-
,

ndj

,c^H
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the wheel to clear it, and the rider is free

to mend a puncture or change a cover.

Barnes will be probably wheel changing
igainst time at the coming Show.

The slots througli which the plungers
slide are now underneath the chain stays,

so that any dirt which may adliere when
wet, falls away when dry. The 1912
Zenith frame has its top tube slightly

dropped at the rear, and has a hori-

zontal seat-pillar, but should the pur-
chaser be a tall man provision is made
for a vertical seat-pillar. The spacious
luggage cairier is bent over and
fastijned to the rear guard, and above
where it joints the latter a number-plate
is fixed at the bottom of which a red
reflector is fitted as a standard. The
position and design of the brake pedal
have been improved, so that the pedal
may be operated by the toe if the rider's
foot is on the rear footrest, or by his heel
if his foot is on the front rest. The rear
footrests are now made easily detachable,
so that they may be removed to be
straightened if bent by a fall. The
engine is now built into the diamond por-
tion of the frame, and the back forks
and chain stays are bolted on separately.
The silencer of the single is now made
so that it can be easily detached for
cleaning, and the two ends are rigidly
bolted to the engine cradle. Other im
provements are a cover to the gear-

operating chain
between the
sprockets, and a
new method of

lubricating the ex-

panding pulley by
injecting grease
through the hol-

low engine-shaft
by means of an
injector supplied
with every ma-
chine. The faces
of the pulley
flanges are ground
to the correct
The models shown

single-cylinder and

Sturdy design ot steering

head on the new Alldays.

angle after hardening.
will be the 3^ h.p.
the 6 and 8 h.p. twins with and without
sidecar attachments

A new model (or Oljmpia. The iwin-cylinder two-speel Rex-Jap, which as lis name impUes, is a Ja->.
cniined machine, built in the Rex works. It is sold bv the Premier Motor Co.

Ncvr Imperial Cycle Co.

The above firm is marketing three
entirely new models, these being a 4^ h.p.

sidecar machine, a 3i tourist, and a 2^
lightweight. The sidecar vehicle is very
carefully designed, and is the result oi

long tests. All lugs for brake rod.s.

guides, and sidecar attachments, are

Design ot crank em-
ployed on the New Imperial
motor cycles to enable a
straight rod control to the
clutch.

The clutch-operating
pedal mounted on a
special lug ol the

New Imperial.

Zenith rear wheel and special attachments

rendering the wheel readily removable.

Utrst model 31 h.p. Zenith-Gradna, the improvements in which are enumerated in the reading matter.

brazed to the frame and have a very
neat workmanlike appearance. A 4^ h.p.

single-cylinder engine of 90 mm. bore x
95 mm. stroke is fitted vertically in the
frame and drives through a Roc two-speed
gear situated in the rear hub. The chief

feature with regard to this engine is

the " fitting of a ratchet exhaust lifter

which enables the rider to lift the valve
right off the seat or to leave it just

clear. It is claimed by the makers that

when running at moderate speeds the

engine keeps coole- and develops more
power when the valve is held very

1^ slightly off its seating. The clutch and
brake ped.als are carried on special studs

fixed in the engine plates and quite

separate from the footrests. Side flaps

are made in one jjiece with both front

and rear mudguards, and the finish is

in dark green suitably lined. A sub-

stantial stand ii used "and the carrier is

brazed to the frame ; a special sidecar is

being manufactured with heavy gauge
tubing, and we understand that by show
time we are likely to see something quite

new in this line coming from the new
Imperial works
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1912 Models.

The first point to strike us on the

3^ h.p. model was the transparent bronze
fin 'ah. We hear that this has excellent

wearing qualities, an.i h is certainly neat
and distinctive. The engine has a bore
and stroke of 85 ram x 88 mm. respec-

tively, and the machine is in most

NOVEMBER Qth. igir

1912 model 8 h.p. Dot-Jap fitted with V.S. gear and handle starting. This machine ma; be

inspected on the Service Co.'s stand at Olympia.

A 1912 Triumph refinement. The carburetter and
high tension wires are carried in a neat metal tube

as in car practice. Observe also needle valve to

petrol injector.

respects similar to the 4^ h.p. type ; it is,

however, fitted either with fixed gear or

<i. hub plate clutch. The 2^ h.p. light-

weight is finished in black, and can be
fitted with the Armstrong three-speed

hub gear ; the pedals for operating this

are carried on a lug brazed to the frame.
All three types have dropped top tubes,

giving a low riding position, comfortable
V handle-bars joined by cross bar and
Druid forks. The brazed-on lugs make
a very clean job, and we hear that in

future even the controls will be brazed
to the handle bars.

1912 Triumphs.
This week we are enabled to outline the

Triumph Cycle Co.'s programme for 1912.

The four models which appeared at

Olympia last year will be retained, and
an additional one, the two-speed machine
illustrated and described in our last issue,

will be first exhibited to the public gaze
at the Show. We are given to understand
by Mr. Schulte, however, that it will be
shown more to interest motor cyclists than
anything else, the company making no
secret of the fact that they are not so

enthusiastic over this mount as over their

single-geared machines.
The 1912 catalogue models are as

follow : 1, the free engine machine ; 2,

the roadster model (with pedals) ; 3, the
T.T. roadster ; 4, the Touri.st Trophy
racer.

The curved clutch pedal and adjustable dropped
footrests on the new Triumph.

The improvements in next year's mounts
at once attract the eye. The tank has
been altered considerably, now being
made with round top edges, the one
longitudinal scam and riveted end still

being used. The tank fixings are under-
neath. Instead of the clips and screws
around the top tube, a flat plate formed
on the tube under the tank extends the
whole width of the tank, which not only
considerably strengthens this portion but
gives it a much neater appearance. Needle
valves have superseded taps in respect of

petrol feed to carburetter and injector,

whilst the screwed-on hller caps give place
to a patent push-on spring cap.

Foot=:operated SparK Advance.
The most novel departure is in connec-

tion with the advance and retard of the
magneto contact breaker. A tiny pedal
is mounted on an extension of the foot

brake spindle, its movement being geared
up from the contact breaker disc. We
are told that this device works perfectly

in practice.

^8^; t^.^CJC^^w£4A:j$;^.>v3;

The 1912 oattern Z} h.p. fre3-engine Triumph.

The pedal operated magneto spark advance on the

1912 Triumph. A movement of the tiny pedal
results in a much smaller movement of the contact

breaker disc.

The footrests have been considerably
amended in design. They are now
dropped several inches lower than
formerly, and, . what is still more
important, they are adjustable, and
so may be canted at any angle to suit the
individual rider. The new pattern spring

fork, with large single coil spring acting
in tension and compression, which has had
severe testing all this year, is, of course,

adopted as standard for 1912 ; and a new
Brooks-Triumph saddle, with Brooks's

patent compound springing and the seat
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1912 Models.—

portion of padded pigskin, shaped ana-

tomically, should conduce to much more
comfortable riding. In future, Triumph
machines will have belt rims for Im.
or lin. belts.

A new design of front brake has ;ilso

been adopted. Instead of the stirrup

which operates the brake shoes protruding
through the front mudguard (which
weaken the latter and cause breakages),

they are now farther apart, and are out-

side the guard. Another advantage of

this arrangement is that the stirrup, by
overlapping the front guard, does not

interfere with the removal of the latter

fitment. The ball bearing engine has
undergone very little alteration, which,
however, is not surprising in view of its

past successes. Adjustable spring tappets

are provided, which should be especially

hancly should the valves be prone to

stretching, and in those far apart periods
when a Triumph engine does wear.

Finally, the brake ])ads are made of a

special composition which is non-glazing,
and tlms gives a powerful grip' in fine or
wet weather. Tlie pannier- bags are of

improved design, and have a more secure
loclcing arrangement.

g5a=

carried on a bush through the 2 to 1 gear
box, this sliaft being connected to the
pedal by a small chain. On one end of

the shaft is a small chain wheel, on the

A new Precision engine for 1912. Tliis 6 h.p. twin-

engine has a bore and strolte of 75 x 85 mm.

P. and M.
For 1912 the alterations to tne P. and

M. are of a minor description. The
engine diuiensions remain unaltered. A
foot starter is now fitted which is operated
by a pedal on the right side. The pedal,
when sharply depressed, revolves a shaft

Engine unit of tlie new long stroke Norton.

other end are ratchet-faced teeth, which
engage similar teeth on the mainshaft.

Qn releasing the pedal these automatically

become disengaged. The subsidiary-shaft

is held out of engagement by a

coiled spring. This, in conjunction

with the half-compression device, enables

rapid starting with one downward thrust

of a pedal. This, of course, can be done
with the wheels resting on the ground
and with the rider seated on the saddle.

The 1912 carburetter is of an entirely

new i)attern, combining great efficiency

and simplicity. The single jet can be

removed by unscrewing one screw ; the
air and throttle pistons can also be with-

drawn simultaneously by the removal of

one screw, both these screws having the

same sized head, which fits the small

B.S.A. key supplied with the machine.
The float chamber cap is instantly detach-
able, being held in position by a flat spring

of the same type as used on a mag-
neto contact breaker cover. The petrol

level is adjusted by means of two small

nuts threaded on the needle valve stem.

Illston and Smith
are manufacturing a neat lightweight
motor cycle engine of 75 mm. bore x 55
mm. stroke. It is fitted with a mechanic-
ally operated inlet valve situated

directly over the exhaust valve. The
magneto is carried behind the cylinder
and is gear-driven. A simple form of

adjustable pulley is fitted. There is a

neat half compression device, which
works as follows : The tappet has

a D-shaped extension on the bottom end,
which when parallel to the flywheels

works in the ordinary manner, but when
turned through an angle of 90° is

brought over an airxiliary lever and
operated by a half compression cam.
Both tappets are adjustable. The inlet

valve is detached by a single ring nut.

The flywheels are exceptionally heavy,
being Tin. in diameter and weighing
14 lbs. The crankshaft is supported on
ball bearings. The lubrication system is

quite novel, the oil being led into a well

at the top of the crank case, into which

gfc-

New lady's 2} h.p, twin-cylinder Forward,

Power unit of the new lilston and Smith
lightweight,

the piston dips. The valves are of

large proportions. The Illston and Smith
machine has been designed by Mr. H. A.
Smith.

For'wrard.

The 1912 twin 21 h.p. Forward will

have several minor improvements. In-

stead of having a drnpped top tube, the

whole frame has been lowered and a

straight top tube is employed. The
tank, which has been redesigned and
made considerably neater, is now carried

on two lugs brazed solid to the lower

tube. The inlet pipe has a more direct

How than previously, and the Amac car

buietter is employed. The machine will

be fitted with a larger saddle (Brooks 130

size 3) and the wheels are shod with
26in,x2in, square tread rubber studded

tyres, A hulies' ir.odil (which we illus-

trati-) will also be shown for the first

time at dlympiii.

With reference to the paragraph in a

recent issue respecting the Enfield Cycle

C'o,'s gear, the firm is not selling the

lightweight two-speed and free engine

device, but is willing to supply the heavier

type of Enfield two-speed and free engine

gear suitable for machines up to 8 h.p.
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Bluemel.
We recently visited Bluemel Bros., of

Wolston, and were shown several neat
motor cyole fittings, notably an attach-
ment consisting of side wings to be fitted

to existing mudguards. These wings
clip on to the bead of the guard so neatly
that the joint is hardly noticeable, and
yet are easily detachable for cleaning or
tvre repairing purposes. We were also
shown a plug in which enamel is used
instead of packing washers, and which is
absolutely compression tight ; also a
pump with folding foot stirrup, which is

now iitted with a light metal lining to
prevent the possibility of warping.

Forward Fittings.
Two neat accessories are being marketed

by the Forward Co., namely, a new belt
fastener, illustrated herewith, and a new
sparking plug which it is claimed will

The new Forward belt fastener. The hook, of

which three sizes are supplied, works on hardened
steel roller bearings.

never soot up. The chief advantage
is that the central point lies in a small
hole formed in the cup-shaped end piece.

Cycar Tyre.
Cuthbe and Co. will be exhibiting the

Max Cycar tyre, recently described in

The Motor OycU. This is a really sub-
stantial cover for powerful machines
designed to propel a sidecar. A belt

which was used with great success in

the Irish End-to-end record ride and in

numerous hill-climbs during the past
season will also be on view. Another
speciality of this firm is a butt-ended
inner tube and also Leakure, a new
puncture preventive, which neither
damages the tube nor prevents patches
from sticking. A further novelty is the
idea of selling pedal rubbers by the
yard, so that a pedal rubber of any
length can be cut off to suit any type
of pedal.

Kempshalls.
The 1912 Kempshall tyre is made

exactly on car lines, and not manufac-
tured by wrapping the tread on to a
drum. These tyres will be _ found on
Stand 181. The cover is made under
tremendous hydraulic pressure, with the
result that the tyre is turned out a
better shape. Great care is also taken
to make the tyre fit the standard rims
absolutely exactly, so that nipping of
the tube is impossible.
The chief types are the anti-skid

pattern, the tread of which has been
slightly improved, and the non-skid
cover, which remains outwardly the
same, but of course both types are now
made under the new process.

Kerry combined steel and rubber studded cover.

Section of the Midland Tyre Co.'s liglitwelglit

motor cycle tyre.

Palmer.
The Palmer Tyre, Ltd. (Stand No.

164), for 1912 will have several new
patterns in tyres, in addition to the

rubber-studded model introduced this

season. These will be an improved
ribbed tyre, the ribs of which will be
both thicker and wider, and a new heavy
fabric motor cycle cover, which will be

made both ribbed and rubber studded.

The ordinary fabric tyre will be made
the same as last year, except that it will

have an improved and wider tread,

while it is also made in the studded
pattern. A new type of tyre will be

known as the " Privateer," the chief

feature of which will be its low price.

It is interesting to note that the

Palmer Tyre, Ltd., has introduced a
6£0 X 65 mm. ribbed tyre specially for

sidecar work.
The firm has been specially generous

in encouraging the motor cycle pastime

this year, and has presented no fewer
than four cups and six tyres to be com-
peted for in various local club competi-

tions. F. E. Pither is using Palmer
cord tyres for his attempt to establish

a long-distance sidecar record.

Michelin.
The Michelin Tyre Co. (Stand No.

24). No special innovations have been

made in Michelin tyres for the coming
season, as the existing models have been

found to give entire satisfaction. Two
types of tyres for lightweight machines
will be shown with square treads and
both wired-on and with beaded edge,

and the well-known Michelin '' Semelle
"

non-skid tvre in both wired-on and with

beaded edge types. These covers are

beautifully made and are manufactured
in all sizes.

Hutchinson.
The chief novelty of Hutchinson tyres

will be a new rubber studded tread,

which will be seen on the three Hutchin-
son tyres at Stand 26. They are known
as the "passenger" type, the "T.T.,"
and the " Brooklands.

"

Yet another innovation will be a new
light car cover for passenger machines,

made in two sizes—650 X 65 and 700

X 65. The smaller diameter cover fits

light car rims, but the larger one fits the

28 X 2 rims of the Indian.

Section of the Hutchinson butt-ended tube,

showing the extra strong joints.

The butt-ended tube sold by the firm

has been considerably altered for next

year, and the accompanying illus-

tration will show that the ends where
the strain occurs have been considerably

thickened and strengthened.
Hutchinson tyres have had this year

a record of which their makers may be

proud, ilachines finishing 2nd, 3rd, 4th,

and 5th in the T.T. race were shod with

these tyres, and in the Six Days' Trial

twenty-six machines entered using these

covers gained twenty-six awards.

Section of the new rubber studded Hutchinson
cover.
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Accessories ol the Show.—

Miller Lamps.
Mr. Miller recently showed us a neat

motor cvcle lamp and generator. The
lamp is fitted with Mangin mirror

reflector and can be swung to any desired

angle. A special bracket can be supplied

to carry both lamp and generator.

Powell and Hanmer
are producing a larger motor cycle lamp
fitted with !\Iangin mirror reflector with

adjustable focus burner and an adjust-

ment for the angle at which the lamp

is to be set. There will be no altera-

tion to the generator. The lamp can be

seen at the car Show.

Fafnjr Engines.
The Fafnir engine was one of the first

to be fitted to a motor cycle, and from
the earliest days of the movement it has

gained for itself a reputation for

efficiency and good workmanship. It is

true that not so much has been heard of

this well-known engine of late years, but

the recent wonderfully rapid growth of

the motor cycle movement has brought
it once again to the fore. These engines,

which aie the production of the Aix-la-

Chapelle Steel Works, for which Messrs.
Strauss and
Co., 211, Upper
Thames Street,

E.G., are the re-

p r e s e n tatives,

will be seen at

the coming
Olympia Motor
Cycle Show on
the stand of

the Chater-Lea
M a n u facturmg
Co.. Ltd..
(Stand Xo. 112).

Three types will

be on view :

The 2i h.p. for lightweights, 70 X
80, with ball bearing cran'xshaft, gear-
driven Bosch magneto, and side by
side valves. Similar to this engine is

the new type 4-4^ h.p. engine. 84x88, to

which a handle-bar controlled Brown and
Barlow carburetter is fitted. Like the
former, it has a ball bearing crankshaft
and an internal e.xhaust valve lifter.

The third type is the 5-6 h.p. twin,
70x80 mm., with side by side mechani-
callv-operated valves and ball bearing
crankshaft. The chief features of these
engines are the excellent casting of the
radiator fins, the excellent finish, and
their good design throughout.

Convey.
The well-known and reliable Cowey speed

indicator will be exhibited by the
Cowey Engineering Co. on stand No.
221. No fresh models are being intro-
duced for 1912. the present model having
been found perfectly satisfactory in every
particular. As many of our readers are
already aware, the 'Cowey dial has very
clear indicating figures. These show
speeds from ten to forty, ten to sixty,
or in a more expensive model, ten to
eighty miles per hour. They can also
be supplied to suit right or left side
of the fork, and with a cUp for any
standard diameter handle-bar. All models
have a mileage recorder.

The new pattern Dunlop
cover showing triple row
of studs.

A Novel Change Gear Trans-
mission.

It has been truly remarked that this

year's Olympia will be a variable gear

show. Many of the gears that will be

exhibited have been described and illus-

trated in these columns, but we came
across quite a new variable gear in Bir-,

mingham last week, whicli will be exhi-

bited by the Dallison Gearing Co. on
Stand No. 133. Tliis gear hails from
the city of Ottawa, Canada, and is the

Dallison's gear, which consists o( a pinion
meshing with Qve circles of teeth on a disc.

invention of Mr. G. J. Dallison. Refer-

ence to the line illustration shows that
the type of gear somewhat resembles the
Lloyd cross roller gear in so much that
the changes of speed are effected by
moving a driven pinion on the shaft across
the face of a disc provided with five

circles of teeth placed radially on the disc.

We believe the method bv wliich the
changes are effected is novel. To enable
the pinion to pass across the face of the
disc, its teeth are withdrawn until they
come entirely out of ir.esh with the teeth

on the disc. Wlien the pinion is moved
opposite any otlier desired circle of teeth
on the disc, the pinion teeth are expanded
and are again meshed. The power from
the engine to the disc is transmitted by
spur gearing, teeth being cut on the peri-

pliery of tlie disc and a pinion being
keyed to the engine-shaft. The final drive
from the propeller-shaft to the road wheel
is by worm gearing. When the teetli on
the sliding pinion are retracted the
machine will run free, the worm wheel
on the bicycle hub driving the worm on
the propeller-shaft.

The teeth on the disc are somewhat
curiously shaped and difficult to describe,

as they differ from all accepted forms of

tooth gearing used on cars and motor
cycles. Perliaps they are best described
as oval-shaped studs. The retractable
teeth of the pinion are square studs with
the corners rounded off. The drawing
reproduced is from a photograph of an
experimental machine, which we have
examined but not ridden ; we were, how-
ever, assured that the gear changes per-
fectly and gives excellent results, four
passengers having been carried on the one
machine up a fairly steep gradient on the
low gear of 16 to 1. The top gear is

5 to 1. We pointed out that there is

really no necessity to have a bottom
ratio as low as 16 to 1, and were informed
that three speeds were already under
consideration. The gear in its present
state adds about 18 lbs. to the weight
of a standard machine, and is somewhat
crude in construction. The model gear
that will be exhibited will be entirely
covered in with a metal case, and con-

sequently weatherproof.

Ne^v Silencer.
The same firm will exhibit a very novel

form of silencer which we illustrate. The
interior is made up with a number of

small plates which hang vertically and
loosely from a plate attached to the lid.

The plates are set in alternate rows, first

at a slight angle and then at right angles-

to the side of the box. In the sketch

those placed obliquely are marked A. and
the others B. The gases take the path
shown by the arrows in their entry and
exit. The overall dimensions are 5in.

long, 3iin. wide, and 5|in. deep. The-

lid is screwed to the body, and between
the edges is placed an asbestos washer.
We have not had an opportunity of

testing the silencer or hearing an engine
run with it. but Mr. Dallison informed
us that he had run an engine at the rate

of 3.500 r.p.m. on the .«tand without
apparent back pressure. Another claim

for it is that if the engine.be over lubri-

cated sm-3ke will not issue frcTi the ex-

haust pipe, as the burnt lubricant is

caught on the plates.

A novel design of silencer—the Dallison,

described on this page. It will be exhibited

on Stand 133 at Olympia.

The Senspray Carburetter.
Charles H. Pugh, Ltd., will show

their new " Senspray "• carburetter on
Stand 259, as well as a set of frame
lugs for building motor cycle frames.
These lugs are cold pressed and welded,
and are stronger than ordinary steel

stampings or malleable castings. The
carburetter, which was fiJly described
and illustrated in these pages on Oct. 5th,

1911, gives perfect atomisation with
the admission of all air past tht, jet.

The vaporisation is performed in

exactly the same method as in a 'Btent

spray. The power of the vaporiser is

such that the setting of the petrol level

is a matter of no consequence. Arnongst
other ingenious contrivances in connec-

tion with this carburetter is the rack
and pinion arrangement for the control

levers on the handle-bar, the wires being
attached to the end of the rack, the
action thus being a straight puU, ob-

viating any possibility of breakage of
wires. The special feature of the Pugh
carburetter are the duplex spraying jet,

which is formed by fitting the nozzle pro-

per into an air cone and the unimport-
ance of the petrol level.
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Service Specialities.
As may be expected almost every known

accessory on the market will be seen on
the Service Company's Stand No. 292.

Among these we may mention two useful
methods of giving audible and efficient

warning, which are a foot controlled
whistle, and the handle-bar controlled
" Service Warbler," which is a type of

"nightingale" whistle. The " Fitzall
"

spanner, illustrated in another part of this
issue, will be another feature, and the
" Voltalite " lighting set, consisting of a

dynamo driven off the front wheel light-

ing an electric lamp. In addition to the
above the Binks, C.A.P., and other
well-known carburetters will be shown,
the A.L. generator, the Service belt and
belt dres.sing. which has lately been intro-

duced, as well as various makes of mud-
guarding devices. The firm's clothing
exhibit will also be worthy of special
attention.

A New Tyre Repair.
H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Boad, W., have intro-
duced a method of repairing cuts in tyres
automatically by means of a plug of
rubber and a disc called the "Limpet."
The out is first cleaned, and then the
prepared plug of rubber is solutioned
into the hole in the cover over which is

clamped the "Limpet" disc, which has
four arrow-headed points projecting fronj
it. The idea is that the heat generated
by the friction of the tyre on the road
will vulcanise the plug to the cover, and
after a run of an hour or two it is claimed
that the "Limpet" disc may be with-
drawn and the repair is complete.

Dunhill's Lamps and Clothing.
Our readers may be sure of an interest-

ing exhibit on Messrs. Dunhill's stand,
No. 232. First of all we may mention
the Dreadnought motor cycle lamp. This
lamp is perhaps a little large for the m-di-
nary type of motor bicycle, but it is

especially suitable for heavy sidecar
machines, tricars, and light four-wheeled
motor cycles. It is of the self-contained
type. The generator is built on sound
lines, and is provided with filters for the
,gas after it leaves the generator and at
the bottom of the burner. The pipes
running from the generator to the burner
and the water pipes are made as acces-
sible as possible, so that at any time a wire

may be pushed through for cleaning pur-

poses. The lens is of the Mangin type,

and the lamp is supplied complete with
bracket. A further lamp is an electric

one fitted with an adjustable bulb holder,
which is also sold complete with bracket.

Other novelties which we may mention
are a racing cap fitted with ear flaps,

and possessing two long extensions which
are intended to be used as a muffler

;

a numerous variety of mascots for motor
cycles, ' including well finished metal
models of numerous birds and beasts ; a
s='rviceable pair of hand warmers made
of American cloth and lined with wool,
intended to be strapped over the handles

;

an electric lamp lighted by a dynamo
and driven by friction off the front wheel

;

while the greatest novelty of all is an
electric hand heater, which is kept hot
by means of an accumulator. In addition

to the above the lirm will have an im-

posing exhibit of various articles of cloth-

ing, such as frieze jackets, waterproof
overalls, caps, goggles, and gloves.

Details o! the Stuart adjustable pulley. A is the
stepped adjusting ring (see page 1173).

Rom Sin. cover to flt 2Mn. rim.

Rom Imprcvements.
The chief novelties shown by the Rom

Tyre and Rubber Co. on Stand 157 will

be a 25in. by 2^in. extra heavy com-
bination tyre, made to fit 2iiin. or 2in.

rims, the section of wliich will be rather
larger than that of the standard 2iin.
cover, a 26in. by 3in. heavy tyre to fit 2iin.
rims, and a 650 by 55 mm. voiturette
cover fitted with a special extra heavy
tread of greater thickness than the stan-
dard. The chief patterns which will be
maintained in 1912 will be the well-known
combination ruLber and steel-studded
type, vi'hich has been so successful, the
square ribbed studded pattern, which is

made in nine different sizes, the rubber
bar non-skid, and th<" heavy I'acing tyre.

Peter Union.
Three different patterns of motor

cycle covers made in all sizes will be
the feature of the Peter Union Tyre
Co.s stand (No. 29). They are the
ordinary type, the twin-ribbed type, and
the steel studded non-skid. In the latter,

it will be remembered, there are two
rows of studs and the studs are placed

fairly wide apart. In form these tyres
have not been altered in any way, as
they have been found to be thoroughly
satisfacto"y. Another feature of the
Peter Union Tyre Co.'s exhibit will be
the "Peter" puncture-proof band. A
band of rubber is inserted between the
tube and the inside of the cover, so
preventing most punctures.

Steel^rubber Tyres and Belts.
Wood-Milne, Ltd., have not hitherto

marketed a motor cycle tyre, but in

response to the demand for a tyre incor-
porating their successful steel rubber
tread they will exhibit on Stand 46
motor cycle tyres to fulfil all require-
ments.
These tyres are built in three different

patterns. The Rubber Studded, the
Skewrib, and the Combination Steel
Studded, all with the patent steel-rubber
tread.

The Rubber Studded and Skewrib
patterns are made in two weights, the
Special and the Extra Special.

Brooks Saddles and Seats.
At Stand 279 in the Gallery, J. B.

Brooks and Co.. Ltd., Criterion Works,
Birmingham will exhibit a full range of

their .saddles and seats. These will be
of special interest to motor cyclists, and
a feature which wil' most strongly appeal

,

is the Broo'is patent compound spiing,
'

a device which is both clever and in-
]

genious, and, at the same time, ensures
both absorption of vibration and elimi-

aiation of that common fault—a tendency
to bounce unduly. This spring is fitted

to various models suitable either for light

or heavy weight machines, as also a large
and luxurious motor cycle seat which is

designed expressly for use on machinesi
of the non-pedalling type.

In addition there will be included the|
many tool and touring bags which arej
produced by this firm. These includej
pannier bags, carrier bags, spare belt andS
tube cases, carbide carrier, repair outfitj

case and spare tube box, all of whichi
are constructed of weatherproof materials!
and provide absolute protection for their!

contents.

Surridge Patches.
R. Surridge and Co. will be exhibiting!

on Stand 140 Surridge " Holdtite '.'i

patches, which are now so well-knownJ
among motor cyclists. This year t^^l
patch has been improved by the insertiovl

of stockinette between the two faces oj|

the patch, and as before the patch isJ
designed to stretch only in one direc:

tion, the arrow on the patch denoting!

that it should be placed across the tube.

I

\

Exhaust litter mechanism on the 1912 Rudge.
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PRECISION ENGINES FOR 1912
Precision engines will be found on the

.stand of F. E. Baker. Ltd. (No. 253 in

the Gallery). In addition, Jlr. Baker
told us last week that he had iiinel.y-six

engines ordered for various customers who
would show them fitted to their machines.

Great strides have
been made by this

firm during the last

twelve months, and
they now have, in

addition to the Moor-
.som Street factory,

an excellently
equipped fitting shop
at the works of

Messrs. Webley and
Scott, the well-knowTi
gunmakers in Bir-

mingham. We re-

cently made a tour

of the two factories,

and were very much
impressed with all

we saw. Very little

alteration is being
made in the design
of these engines for

1912. which is a proof that they have
been satisfactory. Mr. Baker, however,
showed us one or two items which will

interest readers, although they only lie

in the direction of detail improvement.
One item is an adjustable tappet rod.

This has been introduced to allow for

wear which takes place on the end of the
timing gear bell cranks. The line sketch
shows that the thread of the loose table

top is cut rather fine, whereas the lock

nut has a rather coarse thread. This
provides a differential locking device
which should give no trouble. Many
readers may think that adjustable tappets
are scarcely necessary, but a considerable
amount of wear takes place on the end
of the bell crank lever, and unless there
is some provision for adjustment the very-
best timing results cannot be obtained.
Wear on the table top is often not so
important as wear on the end of the
lell crank.

Ann+her device which Mr. Baker

Showing design ol
the adjustable tap-

pet on the 1912
Precision.

showed us was a variable pulley gear

with which the firm are experimenting.

F. E. Baker, Ltd., do not sell complete
motor cycles, only engines, but the

variable gear will probably be sold with
the 2i h.p. unit. It is a variable pulley

gear used in conjunction with a jockey
pulley with considerable success by a

French firm named Terrott, of Dijon.

The jockey pulley is fixed midway
between the rear belt rim and the engine
pulley, and a five-eighth or three-quarter

Whittle belt is employed. Operation of

the jockey pulley is by means of a handle
and reel on the top tube, which winds
or unwinds a cord. The same movement
of the handle also expands and contracts

the pulley fianges.

Precision engine plates and lugs are

now being made w-ith a suitable bracket

to take the new counter-shaft gear made
by the Bowden Wire Co. and recently

described in these pages.

The Precision lug is shaped to fit the

box, and the engine plates are made
with rearward ears through which passes

Showing control ol the new counter-shalt gear

on the 1912 Calthorpe-Precision,

>—•••—<

a bolt connecting the front portion of

the gear box to the frame. At the Pre-
cision works we saw an interesting

process by which the compression ratio

of Precision engines is measured. Al
though this is a manufacturing process,

it will interest enthusiastic motor cyclists,

and we therefore describe it. It is an
extremely difficult matter to arrive at the
exact compression ratio of an entwine by
calculation on the drawing loaru ioecatrse

allowance has to be made for pockets and
also shrinkage in the castings, etc.

Therefore the actual compression I'atio

can only be definitely determined after
the engine is assembled. Whenever a
new model is completed a graduated glass
tube provided with a tap and called a
" Burette " is i]iser,ed through the com-
pression tap hole. The engine is theu
placed with the piston at the top of the
stroke and the combustion head and
pockets are filled with water; by turning
the tap of the burette in the case we
saw this amounted to 136. The engine
was then turned to the bottom of iis

stroke and again tilled up in a similar
way, and the amount registered was 695.
By division we get a compression ratio
of 5.1 nearly and by subtraction a cubi;-
capacity of 599 for that pail'cu!ar ewi.n

A New 6 h.p. Twin
A new model 6 h.p. twin (see

i
a;^L

1181) has been introduced with the
object of meeting the demands for an
efficient and powerful engine for sidecar
work. It is not essi-ntially a racing
engine, although qui'.e capable of high
speeds. It can be supplied as a complete
unit with twin inlet pipe, exhaust piijcs.

magneto transmission, and silencer. Both
valves are mechanically operated, and
the crankshaft is fitted with ball bearing.-.-.

The exhaust valve lifting device is neat,
and the Precision adjustable tappets
referred to above are included. The bore
is 75 mm. and the stroke 85 mm., total
cubical capacity 760 c.c. The angle of
the cylinders is 50°. and the belt line,
which is the distance from the centre of
the engine to the centre of the belt
pulley, is 2?in.

More Rudge Records at Brooklands.
Not satisfied with his already excellent

performances at Brooklands, W. Stanhope
Spencer started on Mond:iy last (m his

3i h.p. Rudge on an attempt to break the
150-mile and three-hour records for 500
c.c. engines. Not only was he successful
in beating these two records in Class C,
but he also broke tlie three-hour records
in Classes D and E, Class D being for :i

maximum capacity of 750 c.c. and Class
E for a maximum capacity of 1,000 c.c.
-\lso, he established 200-mile records in all

three classes.

The new Rudge silencer, three different
types of which were passed by the
B.A.R.C. last week, gave excellent re-
sults, and the Rudge-Whitworth Co. and
W. Stanhope Spencer are to be con-
gratulated on such excellent performances.
For a single-cylinder engine to beat the
three-hour records in Classes D and E,
made with engines of 662 and 964 c.ci
respectively, is quite an extra ordimiry per-

formance. Rhys was also careering round
the track, his object being to annex the

six-hour record, but he retired after cover-

ing forty laps—about 108 n.iles.

Official Times and Distances.
Below will be found Stnnhope Spencer's

times and distances with previous best

performances : Class C : 150 miles, 2h.

38ni. l|s. (previous best. 2li. Sin. 17|s..

r. A. McNab, June 22nd. 1910). C, D.
and E : Three hours. 171 rniles 1.764

yards (previous bests. Class C—McXab.
June 22nd, 1910. 158 miles 548 yards,

Clas«: D—C, B. Franklin, 161 miles' 1,545

yards, June 22nd. 1910, Class E—H.
ilartin, 165 miles 930 yards, November
22nd. 1909).

Spencer also established records for 2CC
miles in Classes C, IJ, and E; time 3h-

28m. Slfs.

The weather was bitterly cold, and the
wind blew at a speed of 40 to 50 m.p.h.

When riding against it Spencer's speed
was reduced to 25 m.p.h., and althoufh
he wore two waistcoats, two sweaters,
and a leather suit he was unable to keep
sufficiently wai-m.

M.C.C. Winter Rvin.
The second winter run. London-Exeter

and back, will be held on December 26th
:v:d 27th.

Rkgixatioxs.
Meeting Place.—At the Buktrode Hotel,

adjoining Heston-Hounslow Station, Tues-
day evening, December 26th, starting at
7 p.m.

Route.—The route to be followed, start-

ing from Hounslow, is via Basingstoke,
Salisbury. Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Chard,
Honiton to Exeter, and back in the
reverse direction

A stop of one hour v. ill be arranged at

Salisbury, both ways. About two hours
will be allowed at Exeter.
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TIME TO
Nov. 9th

,-, nth
„ 13th

. ., 15th

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.18 p.m.
5.15 p.m.
5.12 p.m.
5.9 p.m.

Quarterly Trials Abandoned.
There will be no A.C.U. Quarterly

Trials next year ; instead, a couple of

one day reliability trials—one in the

spring and one in the autumn. These
events will be supported by the trade as

in 1910, and so will be thoroughly repre-

sentative.

3,000 Miles in Three Weeks.

Advices as to F. E. Pither's progress

in liis attrempt to cover 3,000 miles in

three weeks on a two-speed 3^ h.p. Rudge
and sidecar show that the weather has
been most unpropitious for such an ardu-
ous test, and it is extremely unlikely that
Pither will succeed in his object.

Accident at Brooklands.

We understand tliat H. T. Lloyd, who
was injured at Brooklands while riding

a Triumpli motor bicycle one day last

week, and had to be removed to the

Weybridge Cottage Hospital, is progress-

ing satisfactorily. Lloyd was tuning up a

machine for record, and ran into an ob-
struction warning track users that repairs

were . in [jiogress. , He unfortunately
suffered a broken jaw.

R.A.C. School oJ Tuition.

It is found that some pupils at the
Koyal Automobile Club's school of tuition

in car driving and mechanical matters can
only gather a hazy notion of the working
of a four-cycle engine when confronted
with a foui'-cylinder car engine. A single-

cylinder motor cycle engine, in the shape
of a Sj h.p. Rudge, with parts of the
cylinder and crank case cut away in order
to show clearly the principle of the four-

cycle type, has therefore been installed.

Harry Long's Ride.

In course of conversation with Mr.
Harry Long in Coventry last week
he informed us that it is his intention
next year to attempt to beat his 1911
record on a motor car. He will start from
and return each day to his home, and may
drive a Vulcan which is made in the
Lancashire watering place, Southport.
where Mr. Long resides. The question he
asks himself is, " Shall I beat the motor
cycle record 't " The Triumpli motor
bicycle used for the ride will be on the
Triumph stand at the Show, and although
it will be cleaned no fresh enamel or
plating will be used. Mr. Long himself
will also be pleased to meet his friends
and acquaintances at the stand, where
he \vill be stationed each day from the
opening of the exhibition

A Severe Test.

A Cheltenham reader sends us a cutting
from a local paper, from which we gather
that a 2^ h.p. A.J.S. Ughtweight, with
two-speed gear, climbed Birdlip last week
with a passenger on the carrier.

Next Year's B.M.C.R.C. Dates.

The following dates have been suggested
for next year's B.M.C.R.C. race meetings
at Brooklands : March 23rd, April 20th,
May nth, June 1st, June 29tli, July 20th,
August (any Saturday except fourth),

September 14th. October (any Saturday).

The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

We have received a lengthy letter and
explanation of the methods adopted by
the R.A.C. and A.C.U. in dealing with
the question of affiliation of one of th-e

Northern clubs. Unfortunately we
received this letter too late for insertion
in our correspondence pages, but we hope
to publish it next week. The writer of
the letter strongly advocates the forma-
tion of a Northern Association to deal
with clubs in Northumberland, Durham,
Cumberland, Westmorland, and York-
shire, and suggests a conference should
be held at Harrogate.

The Trade and the T.T.

Mr. B. Marians, an enthusiastic rider
and one of the directors of Phelon and
Moore, Ltd., writes us regarding the Tour-
ist Trophy Races and the decision of the
A.C.U., and says that Jhe Competitions
Sub-committee of the A.C.U. have pro-
bably given the matter consideration, but
the General Committee who represent
affiliated clabs have had no opportunity
to say a single word for or against the
makers' suggestion for a race at Brook-
lands. He thinks the lack of trade sup-
port will mean a loss to the organisers,
and speakin" as one to whom it makes no
difference where the race be held, he says
the A.C.U. has made a mistake.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

FIRST SHOW NUMBER.
MANY 1912 MODELS DESCRIBED AND

ILLUSTRATED.

WORLD'S RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.

THE ADJUSTMENT OF LAMP
BURNERS.

L. W. Fox, hon. sec, of the motor cycle section
attached to the Brookdale Cycling and Social Club.
He rides a 3i^ h.p. Bradbury and sidecar.

HiUl-cIimbing at the Cape.

A liexibility hill-climb, promoted by the
Cape Peninsula Motor Cycle Club, on the
7th ult., was won by the Rev. S. B.
Priston on a 3^ h.p. two-speed P. and M_
His fast time was Im. 16^s., slow time
6ni. 22s., difference 5iii. 5fs. Second, A.1
Iveyzer (4 h.p. Scott), fast Im. 8-^s., slowl
3m. 46|s., difference 2m. 37is. Third, T.,

R. Butler (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), fast

Im. 8|s., slow 3m. 45s., difference 2in,i|

36fs. A. Douglas (3^ h.p. Triumph) mad^
the fastest ascent in Im. 3|s., but failed

in the slovf test.

Rear Red Lights Compulsory in 'Warwick-I
shire.

An active campaign in favour of rea^
red lights on all vehicles has been pur.l

sued in Warwickshire for some years, and
we believe we are right in saying tlialj

the Coventry and Warwickshire MotoB
Club was the first body to draw up a peti-i

tion for presentation to the county
council in favour of the compulsory light-l

ing of cattle and all vehicles. At the'

time, the recommendation was rejected

without the consideratioii it deserved,i

but all readers will be pleased to liearj

that at last Saturday's meeting of the
\\'arwickshirc County Council, held at
the Shire Hall, Mr. J. Stratford DugJ
dale, K.C., presiding, on the recommen-.)
dation of the County Roads and Bridges'
Committee, it was decided " to make a|
new byelaw as to the lighting of
vehicles, requiring all such to be pro-i

vided with a red rear light or a reflectoi"!

so constructed as to reflect a red light
from the lights carried by vehicles,

approaching from behind."

The Noise Nuisance

The prejudice against motor cycles

caused by unnecessary noise reached
another stage on Saturday when the War-
wicksliire Countj' Council had before them
areporttiom the"County Roads and 1' ridges
Committee as follows: "We have had
before us a lettei from the Kenilworth
Urban District Council complaining of

the fast driving of motor cycles through
the town, and the nuisance caused by
the ear splitting and rest disturbing noise

emitted from such machines, and urging
that steps should be taken for reducing
the speed limit of such machines. We
have drawn the attention of the chief con-
stable to the complaint."
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Next Week's issue

ol The Motor Cj/de will contain _ our

annual Buyers' Guide, as also a continua-

tion of our forecast of 1912 models to be

exhibited at Olympia. Thursday,

November 23rd, is the date of onr

complete Show report, written and
illustrated by our own staff after a per-

sonal inspection of the exhibits.

Humber Activity at Brooklands.

P. J. Evans writes that the 2J h.p.

twin Humber he used at Brooklands on
October 2Sth was an ordinary roadster

machine originally fitted witli beaded-
edged tyres and three-speed gear, and had
not baen specially tuned up. Although it

was his first attempt at Brooklands he

rode 51 miles 1250 yards in the hour.

The Olsmpia Motor Cycle Show.

234 e.xhibitors have already booked
space for the Olympia Show, November
20th to 25th. Of these exliibitors, 159

will show complete motor cycles or

accessories for motor cycles. Out of the

total number there are twelve stands

devoted to motoring and kindred publica-

tions, so that the percentage of motor
cycle exhibitors at this exhibition is 76.1.

Stand-pipes tor Petrol, Air, and Water.

A year or two ago footpath supply
stations for petrol, air and water, were
referred to in Christmas stories in these

pages as possibilities of the distant

future. They are realities in the U.S.A..
as the Geyser Company, of Indiana, is

prepared to fit a stand-pipe for a com-
bined petrol, air, and water supply in

front of any garage, hotel, etc. The com-
pany particularly points out that air for

the tyres and water foi the radiator are

big inducements for motorists to stop.

A. Romance.
Lieutenant C. J. Janssen, late of the

Danish Dragoons, who is well-known t<.

our readers as a rider of a Moto-Reve
motor cycle in numerous competitions in

1910, produced last week at the Ox-
ford a ballet sketch "The Abduction."
Those who knew Mr. Janssen will be
sorry to hear he has had to give up motor
cycle riding. Last New Year's Eve he
was run over by a taxicab in Copenhagen
and had both legs broken. .'n the cab
was Mile. Karina, of the Royal Opera
House, Copenhagen This lady, whom
he recently married, takes a prominent
part in the sketch above referred to.

A Crock (?)

An amusing little inciaent occurred at

a recent motor cycle hill-climb. A class

was set aside for skilful driving, and
competitors were expected to see how
far up the hill they could 'nduce a
cerlaui " crock " to go. Now we were
informed by one who ought 'o know
that this " crock " would never climb
the hill. True to its reputation, on be-
ing started up it stuck with a " wump,"
and another machine had to be borrowed
for the competition. Shortly afterward.';
it was discovered that the pulley on the
original crock had screwed up tight
against the crank case. When this was
put right we hear that the so-called
"crock" surprised everyone by going up
the hill at such a pace as to " necessitate
cutting out at the corners!

Nov. 3-II.—Olyaipia .Motor Show iset
" The Autocar "j.

.. 50-25.— Motor Cycle and Cycle
Exhibition at Olynipia.

Dec. 9.—M.C.C. Annual Din-. ;r at the

Cafe Monico.

„ 26-27—M.C.C. Winter Keliability

Run to Exeter and bacli.

27 —Dublin and District M.C.t.

Open Reliability Trial to

VVaterford and back.

A special heading wilt be lound m thi

miscellaneous idvertisement columns for

announcements oi forllicomin^ club '-.oni-

iJeHtions

Dangers oi the Road.

To prevent street accidents particularly

to children should be the laudable en-
deavour of every charitably disposed
person. A. Brown and Sons, Ltd.,
educational publishers, 5, Farringdon
Avenue. E.C., have sent us some small
reproductions of two pictures they have
had drawn for hanging in schools. The
drawings depict the consequences of hang-
ing on behind carts and similar vehicles

and should act as a warning to children to

exercise more caution in these days of

crowded streets congested with fast

moving traffic.

The Motor Cycle in South Australia.

The opening run of the South Australian
Club for the season 1911-1912 took place

01. September 23rd ; thirty members and
a number of visitors were present. The
destination was National Park, Belair, a

public recreation reserve situated in the

hills about ten miles south of Adelaide.

Several new models were brought out

for the first time, including Indian.

B.S.A., and Lewis (3i h.p. water-cooled),

whilst Triumphs. Nortons, N.S.U., Rex.
and Royal EnfieUls were well represented.

OPENING RUN OF THE MOTOR CYCLE CLUB
OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Some 01 the membets in Ihw Nalionai Park.
belair, ten miles south ot Adelaide.

The captain, W. W. Sampson, di'ove his
forecar, and four members were mounted
on 3^ h.p. water-cooled Lewis machines
with sidecars. After a short programme
of sports had been carried out, the mem-
bers partook of tea.

The Autumn Quarterly Trial.

The name of J. H. Purcocks has been
added to the list of non-stop competitors
in the last A.C.U. Quartei-ly Trial. It
appears that Mr. Purcocks was impeded
on Farlow Bank by another competitor
who fell, but he did not stop the engine
of his two-speed AJldays, and succeeded
in reaching the summit unaided. He
placed the above facts before the A.C.U.
Committee, who have considered his
appeal, and have awarded him a non-stop
certificate.

M.C.C. Second Winter Run.
The regulations for the above run will

be in members' hands this week. The
date has again been fixed for December
26th and 27th. and the only alterations
are that the schedule through the night
has been speeJed up by one mile per
hour, making it about sixteen miles per
hour.

Special emphasis is laid on the rules re
quiet driving, the JI.C.C. committee feel-
ing very strongly that if ' motor cyclists
do not mend their ways themselves,
irksome regulations enforced by the police
are inevitable.

Cinematograph Show at Olympia.
Every day during the Motor Cycle ana

Cycle Show a continuous series of cine-
matograph displays will be given from
2 to 9 p.m. in the balcony tea room,
including views of cycling, motor cycling,
and motor boating events, admission six-
pence. The room being lent gratis by
the management, the entire proceeds will
be devoted to the Cycle and Motor Trades
Benevolent Fund. The programme will
be entirely changed every day, except
that the most popular pictures will be
repeated. Each display will last approxi-
mately forty-five minutes.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

T.T. R.icE.—The most important de-
cision at the last meeting of the A.C.U.
was to hold the T.T. Race in the Isle of
.Man next year. We deal with this
matter editorially.

MEjriiERSHip.^Sixty-two new members
were elected at a recent committee meet-
ing of the A.C.U.
The 1912 A.C.U. Proor.imme.—The

following trials will be held by the Union
in 1912 : Two one day trials-^one in the
spring and the other in the autumn (to

take the place of the Quarterly Trials) ;

the Si.x Days' Trial (to be run from a
centre) ; the Tourist 'Trophy Race (to be
held in the Isle of Man if the necessary
permission can be obtained).

An Important Resolution.—At a

recent meeting of the committee the fol-

lowing resolution was passed :
" That the

Auto Cycle Union shall now reconsider
their decision relative to the holding of

open and other reliability trials by clubs."

This should remove the bone of contention
between the provincial clubs and the
A.C.U.
Winter PEOGRAmrE.—The Auto Cycle

Union is now considering a winter pro-

gramme, to include papers on subjects of

interest to motor cyclists.
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000 Miles in 11 Aonths
Harry Long's Achievement.

Personal Note by the Author.

FOR at least three years the name of Harry Long lias been
prominent in the wheel world oi England (in his

native county of Yorkshire his name has been a house-
hold word for twelve years as a record holder and cup

winner in contests on the road) owing to his exploits of

1908, 1909, and 1910, when he covered respectively 12,940
miles, 23,241 miles, and 25,376 miles per pedal cycle, all

three nf which constituted world's records, and colossal figures

indeed they are. But his latest achievement per motor cycle
to my mind easily eclipses these three performances, and the
least generous of Mr. Long'L nimierous friends and admirers
(and, mark you, all prominent and popular men liave some
admirers less generous than others) must ajcknowledge that
this feat of covering 40,000 mUes in eleven months on a

Characteristics.
Practical, very serious, and crammed full of enthusiasm

for the sport and pastime of motor cycling, and withal
successful in his strenuous capacity as record maker, thus I

describe this marvellous mile-eater. Possessed of a laudable

ambition to shine, and though he may not know it himself,

this is the real mainspring that gives life and movement to

the labour he lov^es so well, and his best reward, I am sure,

is the appreciation of his fellow motorists. With a wonder-
ful energy, a congenial and happy personality, and the rare

gift of imparting enthusiasm to all with whom he comes in

contact : in his peregrinations he has made a host of friends,

and probably no enemy, he counts an indomitable pluck
and a knowledge of the geography of his own country as

most valuable—such is the man as I have found him at

all times.

The first notice of any moment I received from this rider

anent his record ride was a postcard, dated January 6th,

from Coventry, where he had gone to take possession of his

S^ h.p. free engine Triumph. I cannot do better than give the

P.O. in extenso. He says: "Having just finished my ride

of 25,376 miles on a push cycle, I arrived yesterday, 3rd

January, at Coventry, with overalls, ready for my new ven-

ture on a petrol mount. As you said, I was only ten minut€S
learning to ride the Triumph. Mr. W. F. Ne-\\some put
me through, and after ten minutes we started on a twenty
miles run, and to-day we have done fifty mUes. T'o-morrow

(Friday) I drive it to Southport, 140 miles, alone."

Thus did Harry, as he is popularly known, enthuse on his

first postcard out of hundreds I have received from all parts

of the British Isles. During the early months of the year

his experiences were very rough, and from January to the

motor cycle is a remarkable achievement. Even the most
ardent motor cyclist at times tires a little of constant riding
and desires either a change or a Icng stop at his journey's
end, but to Mr. Long it has meant one constant grind—no
matter whether his inclinations were bent on a rest or not,

he had to stride his mount and get out on the open road or
his total could not have been reached. It requires tre-

mendous will power and determination to adhere to a pur-
suit to this extent.

As I have competed against him on a push bicycle, helped
pedal a tandem with him in many competitions against time,

and now, on his last performance, I have accompanied him
many hundreds of miles, a line or two of my personal impres-
sions may not be out of place. An Ad3[ieer.

last week in March he had not a single day's riding on really

dry roads. One of his worst experiences was on January
27th, when he travelled from London to Doncaster in a
blizzard of snow all day, and was almost perished with the
intense cold ; at least a dozen times the rider had to dismount
and dance about to restore circulation.

The whole of the winter riding was, in fact, simply mud
plugging, and on many occasions he wrote to me almost
throwing up the ride m disgust, but his persistent efforts

were rewarded with the glorious summer, such as we have
not experienced for many years, albeit the excessive heat was
at times very trying.

An Early Venture.
His first long ride was a daring venture for so uninformed

a motor cyclist, seeing he essayed the task of riding from
Southport to Land's End, and this in February, which
bears the reputation of being the wetCest month of all

the year. February was true to its name of " fill

dyke," and he experienced heavy roads and rain every day,

and over the Devonshire hills found plenty of hill-climbing to

satisfy his most ambitious desires.

A striking feature of his riding is that he has never yet

carried a lamp, not caring for night riding, and this whim
of fancy has led him into heaps of exciting sprints to reach

his home or his set destination before dark.

A brief analysis of his ride shows me that for ten weeks
in May, June, and July he averaged actually 1,000 miles per

week, and out of the total months he has been riding he has

only had thirty-five days on which he has not done some
motor cycling, and deducting these, his ride averages 1,000

miles per week for the whole forty weeks.

INCIDENTS OF HARRY LONG'S MOTOR CYCLE ROAD RECORD OF 40,000 MILES IN 11 MONTHS.

(1) A helping hand. '2) Which way ? Consuitini: ihe map with a party ot Yorkshire motor cyclists. ^31 A wayside incident
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40,000 Miles in 11 Montlis.—

Ihe tit-bit of his journey was, of course, his ride round the
coasts of England, Scotland, and Wales. This stupendous
task was, to my mind, much the stillest problem, as the

worst hills are to be found on the coast line. There was
also the difficulty m obtaining petrol supplies, as his wan-
derings at times landed him well off the main highway in

liis qaests for post offices on the sea coasts, and in not a few
ca.ses these proved to be in awkward corners.

In many parts of the Highlands the gradients are most
iievere, the remarkable Applecross HilL being one of the

stiffest climbs, rising, as it does, nearly 2,000 feet in Kve
miles. For the whole ride he took thirty-two days, covering

in this time 5,048 miles; his greatest day's mileage was 280

miles and his shortest fifty miles, the average per day work-'
ing out at 157 miles.

En route he had twice to sleep in the open, and on numer-
ous occasions was wet to the s/kin, despite his overalls, and

I189

the constant rain, which hunted him for ten days on end in
Scotland, made the road so bad that at times ten miles per
hour \vas only kept up with difficulty. Only a man of Harry
Long's extraordinary stamina, endurance, and experience dare
attempt such a performance. I can imagine his plights as
he plugged along through the mud day after day, struggling
with the apologies for roads up the mountain passes of West
Scotland. The average motor cyclist may say that he ofttimes
does his 150 miles per day, but let him set out to average
this for forty weeks, wet or fine, rain or shine, and he will

speedily find that the compulsory part of the laargain takes
out all the romance, and it becomes a stern reality.

His 3Jf h.p. Triumph, free-engine model, has carried him
right through the task, the tyres being Kempshalls, extra
heavy on the driver and the anti-skid on the front, Lyso
belts, and Bosch magneto. Harry Long completed his
40,000th mile in London at 1.30 p.m. on Thursday last week,
and he is in splendid health.

> ^a^ <

Items of Interest at the Car Show.
HEKE and there at the Olympia Car Show one or two

items of special interest to motor cyclists are to be
found, a few of which are equally well applicable to
either motor cycle or motor car.

The first thing we examined was a Simms motor cycle
magneto with both ends of the magnets closed in so that the
wet is entirely excluded. The high tension lead issues through
3. wet-proof terminal. The contact breaker, however, is left

unclosed, but the Simms Magneto Co. assure us that the
contact breaker is, and always has been, entirely waterproof.
In appearance this magneto is particularly neat and compact.
Quite a novelty on this stand which has not yet been adopted
for motor cycle work, but will, we gather, shortly be adapted
to a motor cycle magneto, is the Simms universal transmission
coupling and automatic advance and retard. The coupling
consists mainly of two curved discs, one concave and the other
convex. The concave disc attached to the magneto has a

.semi-circular groove cut diametrically across it; the convex
disc has two curved grooves in which lie two large balls,

while two smaller balls are placed in sockets to allow the
two discs to move easily in relation to one another. As the
speed of the engine increases the large balls fly outwards
in the curved guides, acting like a centrifugal governor, and
alter the relation of one disc to the other, thus advancing
the spark. When the speed decreases the governor balls

exercise the opposite effect, and the spark is automatically
retarded.

C. A. Vandervell and Co. showed us their well-known
electric motor cycle head light, which has been considerably
improved both as regards general design, and has been made
to sell at a considerably cheaper price.

The Skew non-skid tyre is exhibited by Oyleys, Ltd.
There are two types for motor cycles, one the anti-skid type,

with round tread, and the other the non-skid with square
tread.

A useful sight-feed lubricator worked by the vacuum in

the crank chamber, and a filler cap with a bayonet joint are

the two chief items on Benton and Stone's stand.

Miniature Lodge plugs for motor cycle work, and the

double pole plug, are on view in the Gallery.

Harvey Frost and Co. have introduced a new vulcanising

material, known as " Plastene," which allows one to

vulcanise in about one-third the time and with about one-
third the pressure.

Drummond Bros, make a speciality of small but strong
lathes for the amateur mechanic ; incidentally we have seen

these lathes in use in

quite large shops.
The new Pognon motor

cycle plug, sold by H.
M. Hobson, Ltd., has
the electrodes turned
inwards, with a special

porcelain end fitted to

allow the points to keep

Benton and Stone sight

reed lubricator. Fitzall wrench. The Sliew non-skid cover.

THE NEW SIMMS MAGNETO.
The automatic advance couplings. Complete magneto with

enclosed terminals.

cool. The Claudel-Hobson carburetter for motor cycles can

also be examined on this stand.

The Laystall Eng. Co. show examples of repair work
they carry out, such as rebored cylinders, welding, etc.

The Motor Accessories Co. have introduced an ingenious

spanner known as the Fitzall. It is made in all sizes, with

jaws openmg from -|\in. to 3|in.

At G. T. Riches and Co.'s stand we saw the Brooklands
detachable leather non-skid band, lately referred to in The
Motor Cycle. It is fitted with non-rusting steel studs, and
is clipped on the tyre rim.

Oleo plugs and a new preparation known as Petrode are

exhibited by Ripault and Co. The latter is a galvanic

battery enclosed in a perforated tube which is dropped into

the petrol, and by galvanic electrolysis is claimed to increase

the affinity of the petrol vapour for oxygen, so obtaining

more complete combustion.
The Parsons rapid repair kit, we may remind our readers,

consists of a plug which may be pushed through the puncture

aperture, and is afterwards clamped up by special pliers.

Powell and Hanmer exhibit a new motor cycle lamp and

generator of large size, which is practically a replica of the

smaller lamp made by this firm, and so much appreciated by
motor cycle riders. The new lamp is a particularly hand-

some one. It is of the lens mirror type.

The Rotax Motor Accessory Co. showed a well-made lamp

of the lens mirror type, of simple construction as regards its

exterior and, in consequence, easy to clean. The ventilator

is well designed and gives no back glare.
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CLUB NEWS.
Marlborough A.C.

F. I. Watson, the winner of the solo and sidecar classes
in the hill-climb, rode a single-geared 3^ h.p. Premier, not a
Bradoury a« previously reported.

Chesterfield and District M.C.C.
The official results of the reliabiiity trial held on the

25th ult., over a course of sixty-five miles in Derbyshire, are
as follows :

Sidecar class.—1, Jack Haslam (5 Zenith) lost 14 marks.
Solo class.—1, Frank Kelly (3^ Bradbury) lost 43 marks.

Streatham and Disirict M.O.C.
The formula figures in connection with Class II. of the open

hill-climb at Brasted have been checked, with the result

that E. W. Cheshire (3j h.p. Trimnph), who made fastest

time in this class and was given as -fifteenth on formula,
takes fourth place, the figure of merit being 443.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
The winter season opened on the 29th ult., when an all-

day run was indulged in over a circular route of about one
hundred miles. All are requested to make a special

effort to meet at the Gatehouse, Highgate, at 10.30

each Sunday morning during the winter months.

The Bristol B. and M.C.
The annual dinner, at which the prizes won by members

will be presented, will be held on Saturday, November 11th,

at the Royal Talbot Hotel, Victoria Street, Bristol, at

6.30 p.m. The club heartily invites Messrs. Alec Ross,

Cooper, Moorhouse, Reed, Newsome, Brewster, and Slaugh-

ter. Others can obtain tickets from the secretary, Mr.
Philip Grout, Wormley, near Bristol, at 3s. 5d. each.

Oxford M.C.C.
A breakdown competition took place on October 27th at

the Creamery Cafe, which was won by Mr. H. Askew. This
was followed by a musical social to celebrate the winning
of the Auto Cycle Union Championship. During the evening,
the Rev. Mansell Merry proposed " Success to the Oxford
Motor Cycling Club," and the challenge cup was handed
lound. A most convivial evening was spent.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held on Thursday, the

2nd inst., at the Clarendoii Hotel. There was a fair number
of members present, a few energetic ones being, however,
unable to attend owing to illness. The report and balance
sheet, which gave a balance in hand of over £8, was favour-
ably commented upon. Mr. C. A. Nettleton was elected as

president in place of Mr. R. Fortune, who was retiring.

Practically the same committee was re-elected, as well as

t!ie same Iron, secretary and treasurer.

Newcastle M.C.
On the evening of November 1st, before an audience of

about 250 members and friends, in the Lecture Theatre of the
Literary and Philosophical Society, Newcastle, the hon.
secretary of the club gave a short discourse on " The New-
castle Motor Club and its Work." Mr. J. R. Atkinson
presided. The Hon. Secretary illustrated his description of

the many attractive events held in connection with the
club over the past five years with about 200 limelight views
which had been taken by Mr. Geo. C. Urwin (hon. sec.

of the Heaton Camera Club) and himself.

Cambridge Universivy M.C.C.
A successful reliability trial was held on the 28th ult.,

fourteen members starting on a seventy-seven miles run.

There was a control at Hertford, where a stop was made
for tea. An observed hill-climb was made at Standon Hill.

Results :

1. H. D. Goodwin (3^ Rudge), silver cup (presented by
Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth) and silver medal.

2. S. Russel-Cooke (3^ Rudge), silver medal.
3. N. B. Stewart (3^ Arno), silver medal.
4. R. W. Gosse (3^ Zenith-Gradua), silver medal.
5. E. L. Mather (5-6 F.N.), bronze medal.
The following finished the course ; G. Gillan (2|

Douglas), T. P. Ellies {2i, New Hudson), Mason (3i Brad-
bury), G. E. i,.uffe (5 Indian), G. N. Shackle (3^ Rex), and
M. Isaacs (3^ Triumph).

North-west London M.C.C.

The " O.T." club held its inaugural run on Sunday, 5th
November. The start was from Jack Straw's Castle, Hamp-
stead, and the members turu'^d up in full war paint- suit-

able to the date. To the huge amusement of the crowd Hai
Hill led off with his ancient Centaur. Just past Barnet
G 0. K. Thomas set his whiskers on fire in trying to light

his pipe, very nearly giving a real 5th of November display.
At Hatfield the excitement was tremendous, and after a
general inspection, they all retired to a spot about a mile
away for the bonfire and burning of masks, etc.

This club will hold an entertainment at the Town Hall,
West Hampstead, on Saturday, the 18th inst., at 8.15 p.m.,
which will include the first official performance of the

Omarcadians, followed by a burlesque entitled the
Shamateur's Bride. Tickets, 2s. 6d. each, may be obtained
from Mr. H. J. Pooley, 23, Clifton Avenue, Finchley, N.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The final competition of this season was held last Saturday
on Whitebaulks Farm Hill, near Linlithgow. This hill is a

new one, has a fair gradient, no bad corners, and excellent

surface. There Avas a very good entry, and some fine sport

was witnessed. The following are the results:

CL.iss III.—Flexibility (Twins),

Fig. of merit

-

... 5.56

... 5.45

... 5.14

1. S. J. K. Thomson (8 h.p. Bat)
2. R. S. Morrison (8 h.p. Bat)
3. J. R, Alexander (7 h.p. Indian)

Class IV.—Knockout (Singles).

J. Gerard (3^ h.p. Bradbury) beat J. S. Turnbull (35 h.p.

Bat).

P. E. Tolfree (3^ h.p. Matchless) beat R. H. Mouat
(3^ h.p. Rudge).

Final : J. Gerard beat P. E. Tolfree.

Cl.\ss V.—Knockout (Twins).

R. S. Morrison (8 h.p. Bat) beat J. R. Alexander (7 h.p.

Indian).

J. R. Alexander (7 h.p, India. 1) beat S. J. K. Thomson
(8 h.p. Bat).

Final : J. R. Alexander beat R. S. Morrison.

Class VI.—Passenger Class.

Fig. of merit-

1. R. S. Morrison (8 h.p. Bat and s.c.) ... 4.80

2. J. S. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian and s.c.) 3.80

3. S. J. K. Thomson (8 h.p. Bat and s.c.) 3.78

A. H. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian) making a slow ascent in Class III. of the

Edinburgh and Distri;t M.C. hiil-slimb last SMurdav.
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(Concluded from page 1114, October 26lh.)

Tuesday, July 4t±i.—X having spent the morning
repairing his tyre and tube, the while a fine drizzle of

rain made the roads nicely greasy, we got going at

2.30 for tlie run round the western side of Lake
Maggiore. This road was in splendid condition, and
the views were magnificent—mountain on left, lake

and more mountains on right. Turning one of the

innumerable sharp corners on the rock-hewn road,

we suddenly struck the Italian Customs, where our

lead seals were removed—I retained mine as a

souvenir—and the Italian permis de circulation given

up. Round another corner was the Swiss douane,
which we cleared, and ran on to and through

Solduno, whence the road as far as Bellinzona was
very bad, with many narrow, ill-paved village streets.

Going right up the valley, round the end of the lake

until Monte Cenere greets one, is a stiff climb over

very loose surface, especially on the corners. After

successfully rounding ten " hairpins " in rapid suc-

cession, the road rises straight up, and a magnificent

panorama is spread out far below on one's right.

Then one long " blind "'
(I forgot I was in Switzerland

again) at thirty to forty, over a good road, down
through a village, so narrow that a girl taking her

stockings off in a doorway had to draw her legs in to

let me pass ! A further descent to Lugano, with its

lovely mountain and lake views, and the Hotel Bristol

was reached at 7.30. Day's run, fifty-seven and a

half miles.

Wednesday, July 5th, was spent at Lugano, e.xplor-

ing, and going up to Porlezza by steamer, as there is

no road.

Thursday, July 6th.—X departed, not on his

bicycle, to see his relatives elsewhere, so at 4.15 1

set out alone to finish the tour. A rough, bumpy
road brings one out over the lake at Melide, and then

along the left-hand shore to Capolago, where I had
my first experience of having benzina (petrol)

syphoned out of a huge tin into litre wine bottles,

and thence transferred to my tank. At Chiasso 1

left Switzerland, and again had a lead seal attached

to the frame, and the permit issued. After some
difficulty, I managed to persuade the otficial that I

only had clothes on board, and so was spared the

annoyance of unpacking. This was the strictest

customs I met. Then down into Como and up out

of it again over a very bad road, until Lecco appeared
—a very pretty picture, at the foot of a perpendicular

mass of rock, on the other side of the Lake of Como.
Over the bridge, and I was soon at the Hotel Croix

de Malte et d'llalie. Day's run, thirty-eight and a

half miles.

The Monotonous Plain of Lombardy.
Friday, July 7th.—Leaving at ten o'clock, over

bumpy and terribly dusty roads all the way, Brescia

was reached at 3.15. Then the road led on through

dirty, badly-paved villages, on over the intensely

monotonous plain of Lombardy, with the sun simply

blazing down. The towns now are entered through

narrow gateways, over a moat, through another gate

in the walls, and so into the town. The machine was
running splendidly, in spite of heat, dust, and bad
roads, and reeling off a steady 30 m.p.h. Verona is

an interesting town, with its amphitheatre, gateways,

etc. Pushing on, Vicenza (another of the fortified

towns) was reached at 9 p.m. 129 miles.

Saturday, July 8th.—Having explored Vicenza,

with its painted house walls, cathedral, and so on, 1

left at 10.30. On the outskirts of the town I had to

get benzina ; it was weiglied to me over the counter

of a chemist's shop; 2frs. 50c. for four litres, i.e.,

2S. id. for not even a gallon. The road improved to

Padua, a very difficult town from which to find an
exit, only to become hopeless to Mestre, with dust

inches deep. Only those who have seen the Italian

dust can realise its terrors. Just short of Mestre. 1

had some fun in buying petrol at a cottage, which

displayed the official " Italian Touring Club—ben-

zina " sign. I could only succeed in buying three wine

bottles (litres) full, with the usual admixture of water,

as the woman had exhausted her stock, I wanted to-

fill my tank and spare tin, as petrol was "cheap"
here, being only 50c. the litre.

Venice at Last !

The last fifteen miles through Dolo and Malcontenta

(excellent names) are dismal : one long straggling line

of houses, a canal on the right, and the everlasting

electric tram on the left. Having put up my P. and M.
at the Garage Reale at Mestre, on the mainland, where
there is a lock up for the Italian royal family cars,

the boat soon carried me to my goal—Venice and the

Adriatic Sea. It was a fortunate evening on which to

arrive, as there was a fete, an illuminated procession

of boats, and firew-orks on the Grand Canal, Forty-

seven miles.

Sunday, July 9th.—To-day was spent exploring the

Palace of the Doges, the canals. Bridge of Sighs,

prison, the Lido, and the bathers (!) in company with

an American acquaintance. By the way, a wag has
said :

" See Naples and die ; smell Venice—same
result! " Personally, I found Venice quite salubrious,

except that cholera was prevalent.

Monday. July loth, dawned wet and miserable.

Fortunately it cleared and having said good-bye to the

.American, I set sail for Mestre, Leaving the Garage
Reale at 6.15 p.m,, I had the experience of a muddy
Italian road. The way my tyres held the road was
nothing short of marvellous, and all through the tour

when grease was struck I never had any cause of

complaint. Words fail me to describe Italian mnd.
Soon the engine, which had run faultlessly from Eng-
land to Venice, began to mi.sfire badly. Plug, contact

r
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breaker, petrol pipe, etc., were all e-xamined, but still

the misfiring continued. Three times I had that car-

buretter down—no good : then, in the dark, I rode,

•' bang-miss-bang- miss," into Padua, to be hauled up

by a gendarme for riding without a light. I looked

innocently at the lamp to see why it had gone out,

but the fact that it was stuffed

full of dusters gave me away

!

However, I found a haven of

refuge, after a trying and tiring

ride of only twenty-five miles, at

the Hotel Fanti ' Stella d'Oro.

Tn Padua a B.S.A. motor bicycle

was staged in a shop window.
Tuesday, July nth.—Starting

off full of hope that the mis-

firing would have departed in

the night, as mysteriously as it

arrived,- I was immediately dis-

illusioned. " Bang-miss-bang-

miss," it went again; so I

"bang-missed" out of the town,

and sat do^vn in a shady,

deserted spot, determined to do
or die. Now what was it? The
small lock-nut on the float had
slipped down ! What a relief it

was to get going at our favourite

1. The town where the writer spent the night before

crossing the Simplon Pass.

very picturesque walled town as one approaches it

over a long ramp, defended by drawbridges. Fol-

lowing the monotonous, flat road through Cremona
and Piacenza (where I was hauled up by the Octroi
at the gates), choked with dust, baked with sun, 1

stopped at a desolate village for petrol, which was
measured out to me from three different receptacles

—

an oilcan, a wine bottle, and an
old tin. During this performance,
the only motor cyclist I met on the

country roads throughout the

Italian run passed on a Triumph.
Being anxious to quit the Italian

plain roads as soon as possible, I

pushed on in the dark to Vogbe-ra.

170 miles to-day.

Terrors of the Turin Koad.
Wednesday, July 12th, was the

most terrible ride I have ever had
in my motor cycling experience,
viz., from the Albergo Universe,
Voghera, to Turin. To begin with,

it was blazing hot. After doing
eight miles, at Tortona I had a

bullock shoe nail right through the

2. The magnificent view obtained from the Simplon Kulm Hotel, at the absolute summit oi

the Pass. The road can be seen first of all on the right, then far below in the middle distance.

Some idea of the immensity of this picture can be gathered from the farm buildings seen in the

right-hand corner.

3. The " corkscrew " road trom Limone leading

up to the mouth of the Col di Tenda Tunnel.

The road is marked.

30 m.p.h. gait! Soon the abominable roads

and appalling villages made me slow down, and
the road was very difficult to find, people imagin-

ing I could lift the machine up flights of steps

to bridges over the canal. After ^ some patience,

I eventually got through Mouselice Este to

Leguagno, a quaint walled town, below the level of

the River Adige, which is crossed by going up an

inclined plane, parallel to the river Vtantova is a

back cover, tearing the tube in two places. This

had to be repaired in a dust storm. The dust

was terrible—the way very difficult to fiiui. The
road for the whole distance was nothing but fongi

tudinal ruts, close together and deep, so that steering

became almost impossible. In places I was only able

to ride on the 2ft. wide path at the roadside, bounded
by periodical stones on one side and a ditch on the

other. One collision with a boundary °''one =trlpper.
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the luggage ofif the footboard ; there were several

very narrow squeaks of going into culverts, which I

did not see till on top of them. Every bit of luggage

I had on the machine fell off several times. When 1

got to Turin, the city was alive with Exhibition

visitors, and the Via Roma gaily decorated with

bunting and garlands, and trams everywhere. Eighty-

four miles.

Thursday, July 13th.—Before starting I visited the

Borgo motor cycle factory. The Borgo machines are

wonderful, but I have no space to describe them. I

had discussed the road
over the Col di Tenda
with several Turin motor
cyclists, and they, with-

out exception, said it

was impossible to motor
cycle through the tunnel

owing to the mud. In

fact, one of them had
essayed it a fortnight

earlier, and had to retire

with a mud bath. They
strongly advised me to

go round it by train,

but I was not to be

deterred.

Passing through Rac-
conigi, where the Italian

Royal Family were in

residence, well guarded
by sentries, and getting

on to Saluzzo, I ran out

of petrol. Fortunately,

I had only a mile down-
hill to go to the nearest

village. Then it was
more of the chemist shop
product, costing 4 francs

20 for six litres. Pass-

ing through Cuneo—

a

city on a hill, where is

an electric trackless

motor 'bus service with

overhead wire connec-
tion—the road becomes
very twisty, winding up
the magnificent Ver-

menagna valley, with

its rocky scenery. The
carburetter went on
strike again, but though
I could not exceed
twenty-two miles per hour downhill it took me
to my night's stopping-place. A landslide caused
me some trouble to negotiate, as well as some
very narrow, cobbled streets with dangerous, deep
gutters running across at intervals. As the horn bulb
had perished, I had to use the exhaust whistle, and
every time I raised the exhaust a low bang would
take place in the whistle, scaring the women and
children, who went rushing into their doorways pell

mell. I stopped at the Hotel d'Europe, Limone, in

a gloriously pretty spot, where I was most comfortable.

If anyone is looking out for an ideal honevmooning
place, here it is. Eighty-nine miles.

This picture gives a good idea of

Pass on Ills Italian side, A **

tlie

retu:

Through the Famous Tunnel. No Photographing
Allowed.

Friday, July 14th.—Leaving at eight o'clock, I

had a wonderful corkscrew ride up the mountain,

passing two three-mule waggons on two of the hair-

pins, but doing a non-stop to the mysterious tunnel.

William le Queux describes this road thus :
"

.

One approaches what appears to be an impassable

barrier—the high blue Maritime Alps. Gradually it

rises, through remote Alpine villages, higher and
higher, then with sharp corkscrew turns, still ascends
. . . wilder becomes this treeless scenery, while

the view, looking back,

becomes superb.

Then suddenly the roid
ends, and you find

yourself face to face

with a tunnel .

two miles long .

deadly cold within."

My attempt to photo-

graph the entrance was
at once stopped owing
to the proximity of an
Italian fort. Lighting
I he lamp, and on the

low gear, I entered the

blackness, wondering
what was in store. The
sensation was weird

—

the banging of the

engine reverberating up
and down—slithering

about (the Kempshalls
prevented me actually

parting from my
machine) in the mud, I

went on, on into the

narrow blackness. Then
after about a mile I saw
far away a faint pinhole

of light, which gradu-
ally grew larger and
larger, till at last I

emerged, having suc-

cessfully negotiated the

dreaded tunnel. Here I

attempted another photo-

graph, with similar re-

sults, and I was thank-

ful I was not in Ger-

many. From the tunnel

exit the view of the road
was extraordinary, as it

hairpins, right down the

The scenery through the

On over the rough road to

that wonderful road (the

road near ttie toot of the SimploQ
;e " can be seen by the bridge.

wriggled, in countless

face of the mountain,
gorge defies description.

Cannes, and then along

Corniche d'Or) round the Esterel Mountains, with

the blue Mediterranean always on one's left, to St.

Raphael. Sixty-five miles of Alps, followed by the

twisting Esterel road, causes a great strain on th-.

eyes and nerves, especially at Bank Holiday time,

when numerous cars are about. I found the best way
to take the hairpins was :

" Machine out and body
in." I only had one stop for overheating (due to the

carburetter being on strike) in all this mountaineering,
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From the Channel to the Adriatic and Mediterranean and Back.—

and it was hot, too, for the Ioav gear! Day's run,

113 miles.

Cosmopolitan Marseilles.

Saturday, July 15th.—Leaving St. Raphael for

Frejus, I took the wrong road, and found myself travel-

ling along the magnificent cork and pine-tree forest

straight back to Cannes, until I noticed a kilometre

post. I did not meet a soul on this road, nor did

I regret my mistake, as the road was so beautiful

through the sweet-scented forest. I reached Marseilles

early in the afternoon. The road in places, as is

common all over France, was entirely broken away
in lumps, but good for the most part ; very narrow

villages, with abrupt corners and steep hills. The
pave at Marseilles was excellent, and is kept in

very good repair. Day's run, ninety-eight miles.

Sunday and Monday, July i6th and 17th, I spent

at Marseilles, which had given itself up to the

Festival of the Republic. Do not miss seeing Notre

Dame de la Garde. Marseilles is chiefly remarkable

for smells, mosquitoes, long curving horns on the

horses' collars, carters' cracking whips, trams, and
ships. Also one sees representatives of every nation

under the sun, clad in their native garb, which makes
the effect very picturesque. I noticed two motor lorries

at the docks, flat belt driven to the counter-shaft,

and then chains to back wheels. Talking of chains,

my low gear and back wheel driving chains were the

original ones I had with machine, having done 2,279
miles with a sidecar and passenger and 4,543 solo

before I started on this tour. How does this compare
with belts? The high gear chain had been replaced

before commencing the tour, and as the pitch of the

teeth and rollers did not agree, the rollers constantly

broke. The other chains needed no attention beyond
greasing.

Tuesday, July rSth.—10.30 a.m. saw me once more
awheel on the blinding white roads of Southern
France, through Avignon (a sleepy old place, where
the old Popes' palace is used at present as a barracks),

along the banks of the Rhone, over the typical bridges

to Orange with its famous Roman arch. I overtook
the first G.B. car I had seen since leaving Abbeville,

near Valence, and I finished up in the darkness at

9.30 at Vienne, which looked very pretty, with its

twinkling lights across the river. Owing to the carbu-

retter sulking, I could not exceed 22 m.p.h. from
Valence, but I managed to reach my destination for

the night, having run 1933^ miles from Marseilles.

Misfiring and its Cause.
Wednesday, July rgth.—Leaving the Hotel de la

Poste, I traversed a very rough, hilly road for some
miles, and then stopped to grease chains and clean

up a little. After this the machine kept misfiring,

and though I kept altering the nut on the float, as the

carburation was at fault, this went on for many miles.

Now heavy rain descended, and I bumped through
Lyon in a downpour, still misfiring. Finding the

main road again at Villefranche, and the rain having
cleared off a little, I paused to cure the misfiring.

Will you believe me? In cleaning up in the morning
1 had pushed the half-compression lever down, and,
forgetting it, had driven nearly forty miles on half-

compression, hence misfiring unless I had full

throttle! The symptoms, being so similar to those

of previous carburetter troubles, had deceived me. 1

ran on merrily thtrough Macon, Tournus, and Chalon-
sur-Saone, where the country becomes very hilly and
pretty, with fields and hedges as in England. It is

the edge of the Cote d'Or. There is a very pretty

view of a chalet perched high up above the village as
one drops down into La Rochefort, and again on the
climb up the other side. Just as I reached Saulieu
my back tyre went flat, and as it was now dusk 1

stopped at the Hotel de la Poste for the night.

r5i y^ miles to-day.

More Haste the Worse Speed.
Thursday, July 20th.—Rising at six o'clock, to

make up for lost time, I mended the leak and got

away over the hot and dusty road. At Etampes,
where the road was avrful, a bolt came out of the
high gear chain, and I did a rapid repair, surrounded
by a gaping crowd. I had great difficulty in finding

my way. Darkness came on ; I had no carbide, hence
no light; nothing but cross roads, and no signposts
and no moon. After roaming about and almost
deciding to sleep in a cornfield, I happened on a
railway crossing keeper. He gave me full directions,

which at last brought me to Chartres at 10.45, ^fter

I had gone no less than thirty-five miles out of my way.
Day's run, 191 miles.

The Final Burst to Cherbourg.
Friday, July 21st.—-I had now 192 miles to do

before reachmg Cherbourg, so leaving the Hotel du
Grand Monarque at 6.40, I had only done nine
miles, when I ran out of petrol. As the engine was
still hot, I managed to get half a litre of paraffin, on
which I ran to the next village, nine miles away, and
filled up with essence. The roads were excellent
through Normandy, the only rough pave being
through Verneuil. After the usual interview with
the back tyre, I got going fast to make up time,
through Laigle, Argentau, and Falaise, along the
deadly straight road to Caen, thence with the road
stretching in view for miles ahead to Bayeux and the
undulating road to Valognes, finishing up with a long
drop down to Cherbourg, \vhich I reached at 6.45^
Putting the machine (fare 4s.) on board the Soutl-
Western Avith the aid of half a dozen porters who'
u'ould help, I had a glorious dinner at the Cafe du
Grand Balcon, and sailed at i a.m. for England.
Day's run, 192 miles.

I had succeeded in getting across France from sea
to sea—728 miles—in four days, heavily laden, and
with an engine which had not been touched (save for
the new exhaust valve slipped in on the third day of
the tour) since leaving England. "A week's stav at
Bournemouth, and then the 145 mile run home (the
Hampshire roads were very loose owing to the
drought) completed the tour of 2,595 miles. For the
machine which carried me so well I have nothing but
praise, and it speaks well for the strength of the frame
that no tubes broke, or any part save the carrier and
mudguard stays, which were partly supporting the

NEXT WEEK!
Buyers' Guide

Containing a complete specification
and prices of all 1912 models.
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She looks good and she makes good

because - she's an N.S.U.
There is a masterliness about the designs of the N.S.U. mounts that

knowing eyes never fail to appreciate. A compactness without crowding

of details, a thoroughness which omits nothing, and a gracefulness

achieved so simply, are characteristics, evolved only after long experience

and careful observation, of the N.S.U.

Again, you will find that, in general utility, economy and wearing

qualities, the N.S.U. works out well on the right side of the owner's

balance sheet every time. Let us supply you with technical and
other information regarding these most reliable motor c\Tles.

FOUR 1912 N.S.U. MODELS
2H.P. SINGLE CYL.
6H,P. TWIN CYL.—

3 H.P. TWIN CYL. 3\ H.P. SINGLE CYL.
UNRIVALLED FOR SIDECAR WORK.

ALL models fitted with LOOP FRAME, special spring forks, spring frame,

automatic carburetter, handlebar control, special oil and petrol tanks, two

powerful brakes, etc. Our famous two-speed gear and free engine

apparatus can be fitted if required.

MOTOR CYCLE
SHO\V,

OLYMPIA,
STAND 104.

WRITE for PARTICULARS.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,
Offices and Showrooms :

Goods and Repairs
186. Gt. Portland Street. LONDON. W.
83-85. Bolsover Street, LONDON, W.

MOTOR CYCLE
SHOW,

OLYMPIA,
STAND 104.

In answcrinij /his advurlisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle."
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SIIVGE^R
. . . MOTOR OYOLES. .

Symtnetry in design.

Best quality materials.

Highest class Workmanship
—ensure absolute Reliability.

Read what a Rider of

8 years' experience says TESTIMONIAL
Dear Sirs,

October 23rd, 1911

"In your advertisement I note you say 'First in 1903 etc.,' well I own a 190j SINGER bike (No. lo?4)and the
eng:ine is in fine condition. One or two alterations I have made snch as lowering the seat, fitting longer handle-
barSjind the old bike carries me everywhere. I ride nearly every day and in the coldest weatl-er the rnachine will
start with ease and once warm will 'start at a walking pace in 5 yards. I have ridden a lot this Summer and
the machine has brought me home every time—no pushing to nearest station. I have never had engine trouble
on a journey, the power of this engine' is wonderful. It tackled Lansdowne Hill, Bath, last Summer at 20
miles per hour, tested by speedometer on a 101 1 3i h.p. machine of another make, which belongs to a friend
of mine, and he admitted he could not pass me. 'We br.th started on the hill itself, on this same occasion
another 1911 3i h.p. machine would not go up without the pedals. We three had ridden nearly 50 miie=
before tackling the hill at a verv decent pace.

Wishing your firm every success.

Yours faithfullv. "B.M '

Satisfaction is guaranteed to

every rider of a—

—

SINGER
Let this fact influence your

choice of a nxachine for 1912.

SINGER & CO.
(1909), LTD.,

COVENTRY.

STAND
IIO

OLYMPIA.

LONDON SHOWROOMS;

17, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

E.G.

In answering this adveriisemenl it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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ALCYON RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
Six Hours' and several other Class. A Records Broken by N. D. SlaUer.

T'HE Alcyon motor cycle,

which made its dehid

ill England this year,

has juiL finished a season in

wlricli its performances have

made its name. First and
foremost, we must renihid

our readers of its excelleiil

behaviour in the Si.v Days
Trials, and, secondly, we
have to relate how in the

hands of N. D. Slatter it

laeat the six hour and other

Class A records on Tuesday
last week. The machine
was a standard 2 h.p. Alcyon
fitted with .111 extra large

tank, ('.A. P. carburetter.

Bosch magneto, and Hutchin-

son tyres, and was running

on Shell spirit. The time-

keeper, Mr. F. Straight,

started Slatter just after

10 a.m.
The morning was fine and

cold, but a strong south-

westerly half gale prevented

any startling times being

made. The little machine,
however, began by reeling off

the laps at a 43 m.p.h.

a\erage, and ran most con-

sistently. A stop was made
,11 se\enty-six miles for re-

plenishments, the tanks
l)eing filled in im. jos. At
the end of the next lap,

however, Slatter had to .'

.

pull up to replace the con-

tact-breaker cover of his

magneto, which came i

adrift. In the first hour

-Ij miles 850 vards were
covered. At the end uf

the forty-seventh lap a

stoji was made to tighten I
the cartjuretter union -

nut and to take in a lur

ther supply of petrol and
oil. and al the end of the

next to file down a

stretched valve. The dis-

tance covered in the two
hours constituted a record
—84 miles 1,575 yard.s

—

beating C. S. Franklin,

who on a 257 c.c. M.R
covered 50 miles 1,285

yards, on June 9th last.

Slatter also gained the

100 miles record for Class
A, time 2h. 2 mi. 45^5.,

#

I

N. D. Slattsr, who, riding a 2 h.p. Alcyon, captured several

Class A records at Brooklands last week.

L J

i. D. Slaiter slops during his record ride lo rjplenish ilie

petrol and oil lank.

beating Vales on a 198 c.c.

Humber, time 3h. 18m.
5o%s., October 8th, 1910.

while the three hours record

also fell to the Alcyon, 127

miles 126 yards, beating

C. S. Franklin, wh.i in the

time ro\ered 77 miles 472
yards. Slatter continued to

- average about 40 m.p.h.,

but his fastest lap, his

forty-ninth, was
45"71 Miles an Hour.

Later in the afternoon mis-

firing set in, and it was
fouiicl that the exhaust

\ahe had again stretched.

The four hours distance was
163 miles 1.622 yards, while

in fi\e hours 196 miles 1,01 1

yards had been covered.

The wind by now had'bc-
come very strong, the skv

clouded oxer, and a cold

and heavy' .rainstorm came
on, which spoilt the gripping

powers of Skitter's bell. .Al

the seventy-fifth lap he

changed his belt, and again

at the sevenly-sixtli lie did

likewise. The belt slip was
apparently incurable. .iiid

ihe average speed was ii(A\

reduced to twenty-eight miles

an hour. The record, how-
ever, was safe, but just

before the six hours were
up the belt broke in the

railway straight, and llie

ride was encjed.

Two hundred miles

were covered in 5h. 5m.
12'%$., and at the con
elusion of the ride 223
miles ii494 yards had
been accoiniilished, easily

beating .Franklin, whose
distance was 159 miles

1 ,055 yards, on June gth

this year.

To accomplish an
iverage speed of thirty-

nilie and a half miles an

hour for two hundred
miles at Brooklanils on a

machine fitted with such a

-;man engine as the Alcyon
is a splendid performance,

and one of which Mr. G.
\. Higgs, the agent for

these machines, may well

be proud.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Good PerJormance o! a 2J h.p. Lightweight.

[5023.]—On Saturday. October 28th, I witnessed an
ordinary 2^ h.p. single-speed A.J.S. lightweight climb (with-

out pedal assistance) the famous Griffin Hill, Gresford,

North Wales. This hill is well known to Chester district

motor cyclists as a good test, the gradient being at least

1 in 6, and is declared by some to be 1 in 4, there are

also some very sharp corners. The machine was taken
from stock at the North Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddu,
Wrexham, and ridden with a view to purchase.

(Rev.) D. T. SILIAN EVANS.

Hill-climbing in Cheshire.

[5024.]—Permit me, as a regular reader of The Motor
Cijclt, to ask if many of your readers ever get into the

rough parts of Chefihire. I hear it said on all sides that

the Cheshire roads are grand bowling roads, but I may
suggest that any motor cyclist desirous of testing the climb-

ing powers of his machine should try the roads around
JIacclesfield.

If he would take the road from the last-named town to

Wincle, Wildboarclough, Swythamley, and Macclesfield

Forest, or through Quarnford to Buxton, and return by way
of Chapel-en-le-Frith, Kettleshulme, and Rainow, he will

land in Macclesfield after a very exciting time, and I think
he will find roads rough enough to last him a lifetime.

I ride a 3^ h.p. Bradbury, but a single-cylinder machine is

hardly enough, to my mind, for this district.

Over these roads, any machine, no matter what make, Will

have to struggle hard to surmount most of the hills.

I should like to hear of any riders climbing these Cheshire
hills. A. BURGESS.

Hints on Dismantling the N.S.U. Gear.

[6025.]—In one of your October issues there appeared a

letter under the above heading, which I feel, if left un-

answered, might have the effect of frightening amateurs like

inyself, with but little mechanical knowledge.
Two years ago I bought a 6 h.p. N.S.U., for use with

sidecar. This was my first machine, and I knew absolutely

nothing about motor cycles. I was warned to leave the
gear alone, in the sense, that is, of trying to take it to pieces

to see how it worked. I have followed that advice. I have
never even oiled it through the little screw provided for the
purpose, but I have been careful to see that the engine
always had plenty of oil, and I concluded that as long as
the outward appearance of the gear showed that oil was
coming through, all was well. 1 admit I have not been in

for competitions, extraordinary hill-climbing, or anything of

that sort, but I have covered over 8,000 miles by Cowey,
of which the greater part has been with my wife and two
young children in the sidecar, and a by no means small pro-

portion has been town riding,, when the gear is constantly
in use. I have had no trouble with the gear whatsoever,
partly no doubt due to the fact that I adhere rigidly to the
makers' advice never to leave the machine standing in the
road or the garage with the low gear in, when the spring is

compressed, but always turn the handle back to the "high,"
when the spring is relieved. I hesitate to differ from an
expert such as the writer of the letter under reply, but I can
[futhfully say that I have not found any of the five faults,

which Mr. Philips enumerates, to exist. The best "hint on
dismantling the gear " that I can give is Punch's : " Don't."

N.S.U.

Water in Petrol Tins.

[6026.]—I should like to recount a recent experience

with my 5 h.p. Zenith. Running short of petrol, I called

at a large garage and asked for a gallon of Shell. My tank
was duly filled, and after payng Is. 3d. I departed. Taking a

hill a hundred yards or so from the said garage, my machine
misfired once or twice and then stopped altogether. Badly
sooted plugs thought I, so, of course, I immediately cleaned

them and then confidently pushed the machine to start it,

but for some reason it would not start. I then put a spare

Bosch plug in, but no use—it would not start. I examined
carburetter, it vvas in perfect order. I then cleaned carbon
brushes, and did everything I could, even to injecting,

although the engine was hot. As it would not even fire

the "petrol" I injected, I naturally concluded something
was seriously amiss with the magneto. I had already spent
an hour trying to put machine right, and as I was in a
hurry, I decided to go back to the garage where I purchased
the petrol and see if there was anyone capable of

diagnosing what was the matter. I was told what was wrong
immediately I entered the garage. In calm tones I was
informed that someone had put water in my tank by
mistake. I think that if anything is more than idiotic, it is

to put water in a spirit can, and then place that can among
the other cans that do contain spirit, as was' done in this

case. I write this to warn readers that it is not always
the farm labourer who has turned his cowshed into a garage
by some country roadside who is to be carefully watched,
but many garages in towns. SYDNEY R. AXFORD.

A Conversion—Trembler Coil to Plain.

[6027.]—A friend of mine has converted his trembler
coil to a plain coil in the following manner : Positive of

accumulator to positive of coil. Negative* of accumulator
to the old contact terminal of coil. Plug to B (on coil)

as usual. Wire from trembler screw and bridge to handle-bar
switch, and frame wire from screw which previously held
the trembler blade (now entirely removed) to contact breaker
(an ordinary make and break). This has been converted
over six months and has run over 1,000 miles. i\Iy friend

H.&.

C.B.

S.P.
Manner of connecting up a trembler coil to work as a plain coil.

says he has noticed a great impro-,-ement in the running.
Another point worth noticing is that the coil can now be
run on two volts, using one cell of the accumid,ator at a
time—previously it required four volts. A? I have frequently
seen it stated that a trembler joil cannot be used as a
plain coil, this seems to be of unusual interest.

E E. SMITH.
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Is your Magneto a British SIMMS ? |
Are the Plugs you use British SIMMS? |
because if they are not you are not getting the highest possible service from your engine.

~
This may sound a very bold statement, but it is, nevertheless, a fact, Z^

SIMMS I

ALL-BRITISH MAGNETOS |
'

are not affected by vibration, which is the cause of a big percentage of ignition troubles at this season of the year —
when roads are heavy and rutty—this is a point worth consideration. —

Mr. James Murton's 2.157 miles in 6 days was accomplished on a machine fitted with the Simms Ignition. He —
writes: " Had not the slightest trouble with magneto, and it was not touched the whole of the journey." "—

;
Let us send full particulars at once. ~
By the bye, we have a unique service for Ma^eto Repairs, overhauling, repairing, and dispatching same within

~
24 hours. Can we be of service to you ?

—
We shall be at Olympia Motor Show. Stand 251, Gallery.

~
THE SIMMS MAGNETO COMPANY, LIMITED, Wclbeck Works, Kimbcrley Road, Kilburn. London, N,W. E
Telephone—3843 Padilinstoii. Telegrams—" Expansible, London." —

NEW YORK, U.S.A.: 1780 Broadway. PARIS: 12. Rue de Courcelles.

Representatives in Austria, Belgium, Italy, Switzerland, Holland, Russia, Spain and Portugal, Norway, Canada, Tasmania, New Zealand, South "^
[

Africa, Argentine, Paraguay, Japan, Straits Settlements, and Siam. Representatives for Australasia—Messrs. Bennett & Wood, Ltd., Sydney; __
'< Messrs. Bena^itt, Wood, Roache Propy, Ltd., 239 and 24.1, Swanston Street, Melbourne, who have stocks always on hand. —

-
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1912 Improvements...
Countershaft two-speed gear, magneto behind engine,

chain drive, half compression, adjustable tappets, footboards,
butt-ended tubes, large silencer, tank needle valves and
lowest possible saddle position,

HAVE BEEN STANDARD ON THE
P. & M. FOR YEARS.

Examine the new models on the P. & M. Stand at Olympia
for the latest points in motor cycle design.

THE PERFECTED MOTOR CYCLE.
PHELON & MOORE, Ltd.,

^^^ckheaton, yorks
4, Percy St, Tottenham Ct. Rd , LONDON, W.

Ill answering these adve/'tisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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"Excellent m making ladies trip."

—

Shakespear—"Pericles" ii. 3.

The Bard of AVON might have been speaking of Avon Motor Cycle Tyres, for

these are indeed excellent in making ladies trip. AVON TYRES make the best

of the machine, and minimise the discomfort of bad road surfaces, so that ladies,

who have a voice in most matters, should be careful to see that AVON TYRES
are specified for them on Car, Motor Cycle, » or Cycle.

STAND

No. ISO
GROUND FLOOR.

AVON TYRES
AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD,,

Avon House, 35, Long Acre, LONDON, W.C.
'Phone : i26u errard.

BIRMINGHAM: 204, Corporation Street. MANCHESTER: 229, Deansgate.
GLASGOW: 197, Buchanan Street. Works: MELKSHAM. leie :

" Rubbe. .1 k. .m.-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyde.'
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The Track at New Brighton.

(6028.)—Your correspondent " Limelight," obviously

without the courage of his convictions as he signs with a

nom-clc-pliiiiie. makes some absurd remarks regarding the

above track. I think-I need only show his crass ignorance

of the subject on which he presumes to write by pointing

to his comparison of New Brighton Track (a flat one with
banked ends) with that of American "saucer" tracks.

I should be only too pleased to meet and fix up matches
with "Limelight," but presume he will not come out of his

shell.

It is hoped that if your correspondent answers this he
'will at least have the courage to put his name to, his letter,

otherwise I shall let the subject drop. E. F. BAXTER.

Cost of Running a 3i h.p. Motor Cycle.

(6029.)—With reference to letter 6015 regarding the above
heading, perliaps the following may be of use.

3^ h.p. Humber and sidecar, May to October (inclusive);

uiileage 4,000. £ s. d. _

Sliell spirit. 45 gallons, at Is. O^d 2 6 10

Vacuum A oil, 8 gallons, at 4s. 6d. ... 1 16

*Tyres, belts, and repairs 16 5 4

£20 6 2

*Including one non-skid band, one steel-studfied cover, one
.i^uit new clothing, four rubber belts, two inner tubes, and
two repair liills and one repair hill foi' lollision.

Total inclusive cost per running mile. 1.21d. (sav l^d.).

r. A. .\l. HOWARD (Capt).

[Deducting tlie clntliing and the repair bill due to a- collision,

the cost would be reduced to some extent. These items

should not be included in rumiing costs.

—

Ed.]

Will the Ultra-lightweight Return?

(6030.)—It is very interesting to see the way in which
e.yploded ideas are resuscitated in these enlightened days,
'there were numerous attempts between five and ten years
ago to make the ullra-lightweight by means of a so-called

"conversion set" to fit a push cycle. Every attempt to

make a complete roadster motor bicycle at under £30 and
75 lbs. has failed dismally—the principal reasons being
that it is impossible to turn out a comlVutable and efficient

machine of good workmanship and hill-i limbing capabilities

at this price; also these very liglit macliines hold the road
vei-y badly, even at ordinary low speeds, and the flimsy

frame seems incapable of absorbing any road .or engine
vibration.

The 2| h.|). New Hudson three-.=peeder started life at

110 lbs. "lightweight," but with the numerous additions

that have been made to increase the efficiency and stability

of the machine and the rider's comfort, the weight is now
nearer 140 lbs., and there is not the slightest dOubt that
the machine has been improved by thi.^. especially the

12 lbs. added weight of the Armstrong three-speed gear.

THE NEW HrnsON CYCLE CO.. LTD.
HOV W. W.\I.KKR.

The Trade and the T.T.

(5931.)—The trade have ample justification for refusing
to continue to countenance an event whose title " T.T.

"

was always a flagrant misno.iier. ,Mr. H. W. Fortune's
tribute to the A.C.U. is one which everyone recognises. On
the other hand, few will share his alarm at the manu-
facturers' abandonment of a race whTl-h, if transferred to
Brooklands or Benares, makes no difference.
Mr. Fortune might well exclaim, "I have here a machine

—

a T.T. machine—that has averaged its thirty miles per
hour. Its valves have kept in excellent condition. It has
needed no overhaul after even 12.COO miles. It is still

sound and strong enough to resist Scottish moorland roads."
But coidd he in truth •c-ontinue. "I have here a machine

—

a T.T, machine. To start it, I have neither to pedal nor
to vault into my seat, nor get going by the help of a stand

;

a machine that turns in an ordinarv "roadwav without dis-
niounting. that climbs any hill without a riish. and with
sidecar attached will take any slope from standing start ; a
machine that enables me to reach my destination respectably

attired, without the disguise of overalls, without gailers

for riiy boots, and without cumbersome strappings for the
carriage of spare tube, belt, and the like; a machine that in

traffic never puts my life in jeopardy, never causes me the
smallest inconvenience in negotiating a busy market town ; a

machine that is in short no less easy and handy to start and
operate than a car?

"

Until such a type is standardised, it will be prudent not
to condemn the makers hastily. The way has been paved
enough for speed. With less clamour for its repetition, and
more for exhibition of some added comfort and convenience,
a new era of construction will steadily arrive that will do
far more to popularise the motor cycle than all the racing
events combined. The coveted machine as represented in

the average T.T. model is one that only enthusiasts will

tolerate, and one that gives no promise of anv permanent
career.

"

ARTHUR W. WALL.

(6032.)—Being an interested spectator of the T.T. race,

and one who has had great pleasure, in witnessing the famous
road race during the past thre> years. I rend with regret

the attitude some manufacturers are showing toward this

coveted trophy. Surely hundreds of motor cyclists who
have heen attracted by the prospect of sport attached to the

open road race will lack the enthusiasm to go to Brooklands
where the skilful rider and touring type of machine are
certainly less likely to be required. You would interest the
motor cycling world if you started a plebiscite on the lilies

you did in regard to the day of publication of Tlir Mnlor
I'l/rlc. Who votes for- Brooklands? Who for the ojien

load? It is ,a pity that financially the race should have
l)cen dependent upon the trade. Why do not the promoters
encourage a larger entry by reducing the entrance fee?
I hen reduce the entrants by eliminating tests that need
not take up as much lime, as is now devoted to practising.

But perha|)s the novelty has v orn off. Motor cy'cies run like

thi'oiiomeleis. And the in;'idental excitement has waned.
I remain -a nio'^t interested reader.

FRANCIS C. .MASON.

(60o3.)—I have itad with interest, and not a little dis-

appointment, your article on the decision with regard to the
T.T. arrived at by tlie .Manufacturers' Union.
Though I have never had the good luck actually to witness

the race, I can claim to have been as much a spectator,
tlirough the medium of your excellent paper, as some of the
onlookers who were there at the time.

I am convinced that a great number of motor Cyclists
decide on their next n;achir.e according to the T.T. losnlts.

and for this reason alone, apart from the spnitiii'^ side of

Wm, Huglies ButierBeld on his 1912 pattern 2J li.p. iwo-slroke sinjle-
oylinder Baby-Levis. Tfie exceptionally low frame will be noted.
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the race, I tliiiik it would be a great pity if it were allowed
to die out.

I do not intend, however, to dwell on the sentimental side

of tlieir decision or the pros and cons of their complaints,
but rather to suggest a means of surmounting this extremely
artificial obstacle.

Now, sir, I put forth this plan, not with the conviction
that it is bound to succeed—I do not even know if the idea
is feasible, for I am not a county magistrate, nor am I an
A.C.U. counci'lor—but I submit is as a method, that your
readers are free to censure or to propagate, as the basis of a

wider sclieme. as the spirit moves them.
I understand that, in the course of the week before the

lace actually takes place, the comijetitors are allowed to

practise in the early morning, and this, apparentlj', without
causing the slightest annoyance to the inhabitants.

Now. might not this fact be made use of, and might not
leave be obtained to hold the races in some scarcely-populated

county in the South of England (such as Devonshire or Corn-
wall), and, moreover, in the early morning?

l'e:sonally, I see no reason why so much time should be

allowed for practising ; surely two or three days ought to be

enough ; besides, the course being in EnglancI, there would
be nothing to prevent the competitors from acquainting them-
selves thoroughly with the course at an ordinary touring speed.

I think the idea is worthy of consideration, and might give

rise to a more feasible plan.

I think it would be extremely tame if the race were to take
place at Brooklands ; the same sort of exhibition can be seen

equally well' once a month or so. H. A. BUSK.
[To legalise the race in England, a special Act of Parliament
would have to be passed. We do not think that such an
Act would be considered for one moment in this countrv.

—Ed.]

Up Edge Hill on a Single-geared Sidecar.

[6034.]—In reply to W. G. Bower [5993], I should be
pleased, if there are any Zenith-Gradua riders in Coventry or

district, if he would ask them to run over to Edge Hill and
show how easy it is to get up with a sidecar and passenger,

the weight to be within a, few pounds of 6 cwt; Personally I

can make it convenient to run over any time, and, if any
Zenith-Gradua rider succeeds, I should be very pleased to

give him every credit for doing so. W. BRANDISH.

Analysis of Carbon Deposits.

[6035.]—I was interested in reading letter 5997, by D. R.

Edvvards-Ker, giving an analysis of deposit removed from

his cylinder. From the letter it would appear that there is

very little road dust in the deposit, but the editor points

out" that the letter was written from Kent, and suggests that

tarred roads may account for the absence of road dust.

Although there is comparatively little dust on tarred roads,

what there is consists of tar which has been worn off the

road, and this contains a large proportiofl of carbon in

combination, which when heated in the cylinder would be
liberated, and so form a deposit which would consist chiefly

of carbon. It would be interesting to compare analyses of

deposits taken from machines ridden over ordinary gravelled

roads, and see if the proportion of silicates and lime was
materially increased. A. J. DREW.

Wear oJ Big End Bearings.
[5036.]^Referring to Mr. Kennedy's letter in the issue

of October 26th, I beg to differ from his remarks. He writes,
" I have a 3^ h.p. single of well-knowir make which has now
done 4,400 miles, and the third big end bush is now audibly

worn, the average life of each bush being roughly 1,466

miles." Something is very much wrong with his engine

for so small a mileage. Does he oil his machine well, say

every ten miles? Does the engine knock e.xcessively?

Has the best phosphor bronze been used tor the bush

metal? Is the crank pin defaced, bent, or not set true?

I have had a similar experience with a bent pin. On the

other hand, I have had single-cylinder 3^ h.p. engines down
when they have done between 10,000 and 12,000 miles, and
the big end has only been slightly worn. Only recently I

had a 1909 T.T. Triumph engine down which had covered

9,000 miles, the bushes of which were in excellent condi-

tion and looked good for another 5,000 miles. This proves

that Mr. Kennedy is wrong m saying that the average life

of a big end bush in a T.T. single only does between 4,000

and 5,000 miles. LEONARD" B. HENDERSON.

Rear Springing.

[6037.]

—

Be "Ixion's" article on "Rear Springing," 1

can assure you that I have been riding a spring frame (not

a spring saddle, like most of the so-called spring frame
machines) for the last six months, and have never riddsu
a more comfortable machine, and I have had considerable
experience in motor cycling. The machine I refer to is the
"P.V." spring frame (3^ h.p. I>eugeot engine), and I shall
be very pleased to show " Ixion " at any time a real rear
sprung machine. I have no interest in the machine except
that iif a satisfied owner. P. F. BUTLER.

Stands as Nail Catchers.

[6038].—As the writer of the letter that lured " Never
Again" to his fall, I am naturallv 'gratified to read Mr.
Hughes's letter [No. 5984]. There is no danger at all if the
stand be properly adjusted. 1 am still running with a small
clearance like Mr. Hughes, and shall go ou like him. If
"Never Again" does not like the stand as a nail-catcher,
let him adjust a piece of copper wire above his wheels, of
such a gauge that it will carry awav if there is anv fouling.

"AB 668.

Silence and Silencers.

[6039.]

—

Apropos of your leader on Silence and Silencers,
it may be of interest to describe an experimental silencer
I had fitted in 1904. Under full power, running fast, it was
very silent, ditto at low speeds, running light, but it was
noisy when accelerating from slow on full throttle. As
shortly afterwards I took to four wheels, I did not carry the
experiment further.

At that time I was doing blow pipe work and needed a
quiet, but powerful jet, and, in a certain book, I read that
the only way to secure this was by making a smooth cylin-
drical jet of length 15 to 20 diameters. In actual work, I
found that with a steady gas pressure behind I obtained a
powerful, yet silent, flame. The idea came to me to try this
on the silencer of a motor cycle. The normal pattern was a
cylinder about 5in. diameter and 8in. long, the exhaust
entering radially about 2in. from one end of the cylindrical
portion, the gases passing through a series of baffle plates.
We left the exhaust pipe and cylindrical portion, but ripped
out the ends and the inside. We then made two end plates

'25 1/4" PI PES

End view and section of tlie silencer described by PS 7.

distinitly substantial. To one we fitted about twenty-five ^in.

tubes 6in. long, perpendicular to the plane of the plate. The
other end plate was solid. A single long bolt and nut held
the two plates with asbestos washers against the ends of

the cylindrical portion, that containing the tubes being
nearest the exhaust entry. I append a rough sketch to make
.details quite plain.

This silencer was most easy to clean out. All one had to do
was to take off the one nut and the whole parts came adrift.-j

There was also no question about its efficiency. I had al
1904 76 X 76 mm. engine (automatic inlet), and 26in. wheels. 1

With a 5 to 1 gear it took the first London-Edinburghl
without any pedalling, except on Alconbury Hill, struck!
in the dark, and on 4^ to 1 it took me up Reigate Hill un-.j

aided. The old brigade ot the Jlotor Cycling Club knewl
well my R. and P. I have it still, and on the tenth anni-j
versary of the Land's End Run and the International Cham-.j
pionship of the M.C.C. 1 propose to turn out and show l|
have not entirely forgotten how to use a two-wheeler ! i

Part of this letter is a little personal, but the point isl
plain. By chance I hit on a plan which may commend itself|
to further investigation bv Brooklands speed mechants."^

PS 7.
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Overheating,

[6040.]—I am inclined to think that the mechanical con-
iliLious Have as mutli to do with tliis as the chenieal condi-
tions (mixture). I understand you to indicate this in your
editorial note to letter No. 5987. We all know how hot a
pump will get if there is any obstruction in tlie connection.
It is the compression that does it. When an engine slows
down on a hill there is more obstruction (load) against the
explosion, and consequently, as it seems to me, more heat.
Change over to the low gear (I ride a macliine with P. and
M. gear) and the engine is relieved at once, though it one
drove hard oa full throttle on the low gear the engine would
overheat from another cause. AB 668.

[6041.]—Mr. B. Starks Fields letter [No. 5987] reads
like sound logic and close reasoning, but it is not. The
logic in your footnote is very much better where. you say,
"bad running ahv.ays makes the engine hotter, Iience it

causes overheating."
When the mixture is perfect in every way, that is, pro-

perly proportioned and properly mixed, then the maximum
e.xplosion takes place, or, in other words, the mixture reaches
the maximum temperature in the minimum time. This
explosion is so quick that it takes place quite at the top
of the stroke, so the piston gets the beneht of the very
high pressure quite early in the stroke. As soon as com-
bustion is completed the gases begin to cool, due to expansion
inside the cylinder, and when the end of the stroke is-

reached the gases are comparatively cool and the pressure
low. The average temperature throughout the stroke may
therefore be lower than if the mixture had been a little

faulty with the resultant slow explosion and smaller power.
But this is not all, for, as you are, taking advantage of all

the power the petrol will give in that particular engine,
you are not using so much of it, as you tind that you go
fast enough with the throttle almost closed.

If the mixture be weak the explosion will, oe slow ; "often
it is so slow that even with the spark fully advanced
maximum pressure is not reached till the piston is well
down the cylinder and combustion goes on right to the
bottom of the stroke and into the silencer. In extreme
cases the gas that remains in the cylinder is so hot that
when the suction stroke begins it ignites the incoming
charge and pops back into the carbmetter. When the
mixture is weak therefore you run with the throttle full

open, and the cylinder above the piston is full of Hame
during both explosion and exhaust stroke. Tlicrel'ore the
weak mixture overheats the cylinder.

If the mixture be too rich the slowness of the explositiu

seems not to be so marked, but the maximum explosion does
not take place because the petrol does not get properly
burnt. If the oxygen in the cylinder would burn a pro;
jinrtionate amount of petrol properly and leave the remainder
alone it would not be so bad, but it tackles the lot as well

as it can and only half burns it, thus producing' a much
more poisonous exhaust gas and much less power. As the
power is less, you must open your throttle more to get the
speed, and the large charges overheat the cylinder. Another
peculiar thing about too rich a mixture seems to be that
when the charge of oxygen meets more petrol than it knows
how to manage, some of it sulks and will not do anything

;

tht bulk of it half burns the petrol and the remainder
burns it properly so that the exhaust gases may con.sist

of half burnt petrol, properly burnt petrol, unburnt petrol,

and free oxygen. WILLIAM SCOTT AND SON.

[6042.]—In jnwv covre.spiiiideuce colunuis of the 26tli iilt.,

under the above heading, there s«ems to be some misunder-
standing of the working of an internal combustion engine. There
is only a small range of the correct mixture for a given load
and of complete combustion, the latter depending on the
intensity of the spark, [f the amount of air is varied, the
power, and therefore the speed, of the motor will fall off.

This can be proved by any good and quick following
tachometer.

I can regulate my correct mixture like this: Suppose the
speedometer shows 30 m.|i.li. ; by opening the lir lever I

reduce the speed to, say, 28 m.p.li. ; by closing the air leve--

I pass the maximum speed, and note" the position when it

.>^hows 28 m.p.h. again. The middle position is the best for
correct mixture and maximum power.

Overheating is due to incomplete combustion and burning
of the gases when they leave the exhaust ports. I have
found this confirmed by an interesting experiment, or rather
accident, last ,vear. In order to silence my machine more
fully I. had fitted a long pipe instead of the normal box in
front of the motor. As the autogenous welding had not been
done properly, this pipe broke, and I had tlie finest open
exhaust there is on the market.
Riding home at night, I saw a blue flame shooting out of

the pipe, which disappeared as soon as I gave more air

and appeared again when still more air was given, the coloui
now being yellow-red. There were several long hills to be
passed, and I could see the flames again whenever the machine
slowed down, showing that the mixture was no longer
correct

.

iiow will an automatic carburetter behave? With my
next "one lever" the first test will be to try the machine
without exhaust pipe at night (not in town, of course), and
whatever be th;" effect, I wish to have an additional air lever.

An automatic carburetter can only be right if set for one
size of jet. a.s I believe. If the jet chokes up—or when a
smaller jet is fitted—I have to open the throttle wider and,
at the .same time, close the air lever. How is this done- in

the "automatic"? U.R.

Large Twins v. T.T. Singles.

[6043.]—Rel.'aldin^ above article by Mr. Mackenzie Cott,

my experiencL^ of the big Matchless cm the road may be; in-

teresting. It is absolutely fine; beautiful t-o steer, quiet as

a lamb, with throttle shut one can glide through country
lanes *with ease, and when I open the throttle on the open
road, well—I sliouhl like to meet the car owner who would
take me on for a wager. My answer would be " Yes, sir.

I shall be delighted to give you a good view of my Hutchin-
son back tyre." .loking apart, the 8 li.p. Matchless-.Tap is

a beautiful machine, so easy to handle, everything on the
handle-bar. Hand-operated oil pump, throttle and air lever,

exhaust lifter, magneto control and front brake

—

jilenty to

amu.se oneself with. The best of these big twins is that one
never runs all out with the.m. thev are never fully extended,
and have such a wonderful reserve of power. One oats moun-
tains, and then with the high gear you tick along the level

on a " whiff of gas " at a nice speed. I consider the big

Matdhlei'S my ideal in motor cycling.

W. HAIIRY BASHALL.

A NEW DESIGN. Gloria sidecar attachment to b? exhibitJd at Olympla.

In an exiension of the chassiS at ihe back, a tramework has been formed

for a small touring trunk and a two-galton tin of petrol,

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONTDENCE.
L.vjrr.s AXD Wintkh Riding.—The makers of the V^oltalite

magneto generator, mentioned in letter 5988, write to warn
readers not to use a cycle generator on a motor cycle. All the

modifications suggested by Mr. Turner are carried out in

the latest motor cycle Voltalite in a much more snlistantial

form, so as to withstand vibration.

A.S 3
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A Growing Firm.
R. S. Fox, M.A., A.I.A.E., has joined

the staff of Markham and Prance, con-

Bulting engineers, Dudley House, South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Progress.
Anyone on the look-out for a good

place to open in the motor business as

repairers to motor cycles or cars should

pay Glossop a visit. A correspondent

advises us that at present there is only

one garage there, and they are extremely

busy.

1910-11 Balance Sheets.

The firm of J. Lucas, Ltd., have had
an excellent year, and in their report and
balance-sheet to August 31st, 1911, the

directors recommend a dividend on the

ordinary shares for six months at the rate

of 15% per annum, making, with the

interim dividend a:lready paid, 10% per

annum. The net profit for Jljeyear is,

with the balance brought forward,

£36,174 lis. lid.

The Enfield Cycle Co. have had a suc-

cessful year's trading, and the directors

recommend payment of a dividend on the

ordinary shares at the rate of 5% per

annum. £2,000 is allotted to the reserve

fund and £6,297 carried forward to next

year's account. Since the formation_pf

the company the 7% dividend on the

preferential "shares has been distributed

half-yearly, and an average dividend of

7% has been paid on the ordinary shares.

The total profit earned in fifteen years

amounts to £169,570, or £44,600 more
than the total amount of the paid-up

capital.

A New Carrier.

A novel form of carrier has been pro-

duced by Mr. E. A. Wallbridge, of 31.

Wood Street, Woolwich, and sold under

The Wallbridge motor cycle carrier, the sides

of which as may be seen are all collapsable,
or the whole case may be detached as shown
above.

the uame of O.A.I. It consists of an
angle steel carrier made to fit almost any
machine, in which lies a collapsable
metal box. This box is made to form a

kind of metal hand bag in its normal
condition, but by an ingenious system
of hinges it can be extended to carry a
large amount of luggage or shut up quite
Hat to form a solid carrier, or the box
can be detached from the carrier by a
simple spring clip. The stays of the
carrier sent us for inspection were
formed of twisted strip metal, but we are
told that the more usual form of tubular
stays will be fitted in future.

A14

Spring Belt Rim.
Mr. J. W. G. Basuett sends us the

accompanying illustration of a belt pulley

which he has invented and protected.

The flange B is slotted and prevented
from revolving on the flange A by the

studs D. The springs C force the two
flanges together, but when the belt tension

is increased or diminished as when raising

A new spring belt rim in which the inner
flange is adapted to take up the slack of the
belt when changing gear.

or lowering the gear by means of a
variable pulley, the belt drops or rises in
the rim and assists still further in the
change of gear. Another advantage is

that belt tension is kept constant. Mr.
Basnett would be glad to hear of any
manufacturer who would like to make
the rim.

Armagh Enterprise.
Patrons of the firm of j\lei!srs. J. J.

^lillar and Co., of Armagh, will learn
with pleasure that its foreman mechanic

NOVEMBER gth, igii.

is now at the Triumph motor cycle
works, Coventry, and will for some time
be put through a course of thorough
tuition by an expert in the repair de-
partment. It is essential that repairs
should be properly executed and finished,
and all riders of Triumph machines in
Armagh who may require their machines
putting in order for any special event
will do well to bear in mind this wise
move on the part of Messrs. Millar
and Co.

Agents for the Ceylon M.C.C.

It is somewhat of a novelty for a club
whose members reside abroad to appoint
a home firm to act as its purchasing
agents. The Ceylon Motor Cycle Club,
an active body of over sixty members,
which has done much towards popularising
the sport in that island, has, we are told,
just made arrangements with H. Taylor
and Co., 21a, Store Street, W., to repre-
sent it in this country.

Douglas Depot Changes.

Gordon L. Fletcher, the well-known
exponent of Douglas motor cycles, has
been appointed manager of the London
depot of Douglas Bros., at 338, Goswell
Road, E.C. What Mr. Fletcher does
not know about lightweight motor cycles
is not worth knowing, so that riders
of these machines who are not abso-
lutely sure they are getting the best
results from their engines, should call and
consult this well-known expert rid'Sr.

Sidecar Frame Design.

The additional stay from sidecar to

motor cycle which was mentioned on
October 5th under the photograph of

Mr. and Mrs. Jones with their motor
bicycle and sidecar, is shown attached
to one of the Garrard-Maxfield sprung
wheel sidecars. These are all fitted

with this special stay when the sidecar
is intended for use with an additional
fiont seat foi a ju\enile.

#-.%

C. Pusferia [Z\ h.p. Triumph), winner of the Campionato Italiano road race over a course of 324 kilo-
metres, winning the Bronze Statue presented by the Queen Mother. He was also second to finish in
the motor cycle race at the end of last month held on the Brescia Circuit.
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D OfTEVOID KJF 1 ROUBLE
- MOTORS. -

The Finest Machine in

^_ __^ ^ the world for

.i. 1 , ^/^WffiwiaE^ jj^^s^/Jr ^^ lf^%\ Design, AVork-
mansnip, and

'{.-t/i/r «>JS&!^M~^'"^'"'^/ Finish.

8 h.p. TWIN J.A.P. 55 Guineas.
6 h.p. TWIN J.A.P. - - - 54
4 h.p. SINGLE J.A.P. 45
4i h.p. SINGLE PRECISION 43
3J h.p. SINGLE PRECISION 45

Any of the above Models fitted with the V.S. Two-speed Gear and Free Engine at an extra cost of 10 Guineas
on above prices

Orders can now be booked for early delivery in 1912. Olympia. Show, S'fca.nd No.

IfrrxEXEsL H- REED & CO., Deansgate, Manchester.
P.C. will fetch LisU.

Always ask for "MILLENNIUM" Tools
Accessories—THE best that are made.

AUTO-GRIP
SPANNER.

This highly improved tool—spanner and pliers in one

—

cannot injure nuts because it cannot slip. The more force

you apply, the tighter it holds. It is instantly adjustable,

therefore extremely handy. Thoroughly dependable and
durable. 3/- and 4/- each.

PARALLEL
VALVE SPRING

LIFTER.

Will not bend the Valve Stems.
The parallel action of this Tool entirely frees it from the

tendency to bend the Vah-e Stems, a fatal yet very
common fault in other Tools of this description. The
lower jaw is of a novel design, which enables it to be
very easily inserted bet^veen the end of the Valve Stem
and the tappet. Price, made from Steel Stampings, Nickel
Plated, 4/9 eacli.

CATALOGUE FREE.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LIMITED,
Manubcturers of ' Millennium* Tools and Accessories

lor Molor Cars, Motor Cycles, and Cycles, :: ::

ALBION WORKS, BRAINTREE, ESSEX.

OLYiVIPIA, !!;*~° 220

2-SPEED HUB
Completes the luxury of Motor
CycUng by giving wonderfully
easy control, such as the Car
driver enjoys. It is the last

word in 2-speed Hubs, being
e.xceptionally efficient, reUable,
and durable. Both gears con-
trolled by friction clutches. Un-
impaired efficiency on High Gear.
Fits almost anv machine.

In answering these aavertistmLn[sii$:.ti'' desiroM" to mexiion "The Motor Cycle.' ^37
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5^ee to 1

that Spark. 1
If your Motor Cycle shows I
signs of weakness, fit a 1

U. H. MAGNETO
You can be quite sure of a great

improvement in running, no matter
what type, of machine you own.
Fpecify the " U.H." on a new machine
and you safeguard yourself against

all maeneto troubles.

During the Olympia Show . . .

THE U. H. MAGNETO
will be exhibited at our Sliowrooms

15, BIythe Rd., Kensington, W.

S. WOLF & CO., 115, Southwark St.,

LONDON, S.E.

Telesrams—" Widfirstaml. Lomton." Telepljnno—5172 Central.

Useful to all Motor Cyclists—especially

beginners.

Price 1/- Net. By Post 1/2.

Of Newsagents and Bookstalls, or d'rect from

ILIFFE & SONS Ld., 20, Tudor St., London. E.C.

OLYMPIA SHOW
Stand 166, Ground JFloor.

Opposite Triumph Cycle Company's Stand.

SHAMROCK
GLORIA EXCELSIOR

GUTCUASf AE,L OTHERS
The Hanover Rubber-Go,2^i,Old St London EC.

A full range of igi2 Patterns

will be shown at Olympia.

Don't miss our exhibit,
which is sure to interest you

^ S. & H. Jf

\ TEL. NO. 377.

i'v%rt.%ni^'v^--%--"bn

•^ ^/ " '^' '
Hexagon
Studded.

Our Tread Band gives

double life to the Tyre.

TOMCANN,
^^ LIMITED,

THE NEW
WALL

BUILDERS
i

Our New Tyres Manu-

factu red under Secret
Process wear longer than

two others made in the
ordinary way.

Write

Immediately.

MOTOR CYCLE TYBE

MAKERS & HEPAIBEBS.

CAKN,Ltd..

AsS In answerinq thcsr adi-ertisomryils it is desirable, to mention The Motor Ci/de.'

LEICESTER. V
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"THE MIGHTY ATOM" or SPEED SOCIABLE.

1912 MODELS.

LOOK OUT FOR STRIKING

IMPROVEMENTS.

STAND 34.

REDUCED PRICE!

IMPROVED DESIGN!!

SUITABLE FOR ALL WEATHERS.

WE LEAD
OTHERS FOLLOW.

AUTO CARRIERS (1911) LTD.,

FERRY WORKS,

Tel. : 245 & 216 Holcscy. THAMES DITTON.

THE ORIGINATORS WITH ALL THE EXPERIENCE.

DOWN TO THE LAST DROP.

" RUSOLINE" is a perfect Motor Lubricant.

It has been scientifically worked out

by experts 20 years in the oil business, .

and will nt)t carbonise if properly used.

A good oil means EVERYTHING to your motor.

Don't merely ask for a good lubricant

—

the safe way is to say " RUSOLINE," to the

dealer, and insist on it.

Sold in sealed cans or in bulk.

We bave put the result of our experience into

"MOTOR LUURICATION." Tiiis booklet will

be interesting to every raaa owning a .Motor.

It helps you know good oil. Free if you write

to-day, giving your Agent's name.

TO AGENTS—Special "Help-sell" I'lciii.

Manufactured under the supervision of

\V. RUSSELL
(Late of Price's Patent Candle Coy. Ltd.),

London,
BY

Russell Bros., National Oil Wks., Birmingham.

MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas.

36/- per cover, 26 < 2} beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Calalogue Ircc from the makers—

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,
Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

/;' answering these aJtertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' A39
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The

Secret
of his success.
Mr. B. Alan Hill, who has been
awarded the Silver Cup for the best

aggregate performance in the FOUR
A.C.U. QUARTERLY TRIALS held

during 1911, used

FIRMAX
{The Puncture Sealer)

In his tyres for each of the four trials.

The consequent immunity from Tyre

Troubles undoubtedly contributed largely

to his success.

FIRMAX is a compound powder it^ed dry, <iiid is the

FINEST PUNCTURE SEALER IN THE WORLD.

Send postcard tor booklet and prices.

FIfiMAX, Ltd., YEOVIL, England
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REMOVES CAR-BON FROM CYLINDERS.

Simple m its use. - Quick in its effect.

Satisfactory in its results. Inexpensive in its cost.

Harmless in its application.

A PATENTED DRY PROCESS.

TIME SAVED.

PETROL SAVED.

MONEY SAVED.

POWER GAINED.

Agents being appointed daily.

Write for full particulars and List of Agents,

THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENQINE
CLEANING COMPANY, LTD.,

3, London Wall Buildings, London, E.C.

ToleKi"ams :

Cylclean, London.

LDDnnnDDDDDDDDDaQDDDDnDa nb DDaDDaPDnDDD?

STILL WE LEAD

REDUCED IN PRICE.

Il

H
2i

See our
COVERS.

One Quality only— THE BEST.

MOTOR CYCLEANDTRICARTUBES
HEAVY. iEXTRA HEAVY.

2(nii. 2Sin. 26in. 28in.

; Z4/- :: ^m :: Hi-
''

?7i- Best value on the Market.

: la^e:: 2oW^i:i?^: :: w-^-B.E.32/..2n6/-.-2Uo/-.
24in., 6d. less. I 24in. i/- less.

PEDAL CYCLE i}. ij. H .. ;

TANDEM HEAVY, lA, I^ S/6

Converting own Tubes.
Anpr-ox 1/ 2 -'t 2.^ 3_ 3^
Price. u/. 5/1^ n/. g/fi 8/- fi/6

Pedal Cycle, 1/9. Tanden, '2i- and 3/t}

H6in«. Colonial, anl Foroijin Cyclists onil or

write tor booklet bofofa oraerinu yourTyrei
fnr next 33a3on. You will save money I

The RICH Deta:ha1>l6 Air Tube Co.,

Crawley, Sussex.

TeleuTina: " Rich. Crawley,"

FIRST IN 1904,
FIRST EVER SINCE.

The only perfect tube
on the market.

Eniless or butt-ended
converted.

Use the Tube that
&:ives satisfaction.

Savss your lima in

ntting, and pays you
best.

Guarantee of Perfection.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to menfio?i, " The Motor Cycle."
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This Week's Business

Getter.
What about that order we are expecting ?

Have you FORGOTTEN US ? If so, we have
not forgotten you. We are still in hopes of get-

ting it. Without hope man cannot Uve. We
have on the STANDS at the Olympia Show, and
for immediate delivery afterwards, models of all

Ihe best machines, comprising the following :

Premiers, Scotts, P. and M., Matchles?,
Bradbury, Douglas, Humber, J.A.P.-Bat,
Clyno, i^enith, A.C. Tricar, Morgan Run-
about, and Indian.

Don't you want one of them ; if so, vou will

have to be very handy and let us have your
order. Besides these, we have continual de-
liveries of the same machin?s all through the year.
Order=. can be booked for any week in any month.
Don't fancy you want one in May, as they will

most likely be all sold before then
; get on the

JUMP NOW, there is no time like the present.
You can buy them on Cash, Deferred, or Exchange
terras ; only, please be handy and let us have
your orders. We do not like to lose anything,
and we do not like to miss any orders, which
will sure to be the case if j-ou come along at
liaster. Get them booked now, and you will be
sure of them. We have over ^00 Two-speed,Gear
Sidecar Machines purchased for next year's
delivery. These are what the bhoys will want,
and if you get your order placed now, vou will
not be disappointed later when the sun shines.
We are wishful to niake terms with those gcn-

llomen who have machines at present, and are
looking out to exchange for one of next year's
models, and who are prepared to send it along
at once and fix up the contract for next vear.
By doing this they will get rid of the machine
wivile it is in good condition, and get their order
lM)i-)ked. and be fixed up re delivery. T\\c lunlter
i- then off their mind, and they have no respoisi-
biiity.in regard to keeping the machine free from
rust during the winter mouths. Take a tip from
us, and send them along at once ; it will pay you
to fix up now.

\Vliat about that good Sccoiid-hand Machine
that you are thinking about getting. Now is the
lime to get them cheap, as wc wish to keep the
stock as low as possible, so as to fincf room for

Ihc dozens of new machines that we have coming
through between now and Christmas. Peruse the
following list, and you will be sure to find some-
thing to suit you. If you don't see 'what you
.want, write us, as It is just possible that wc shall
have the very, thing in, as we arc getting tliem

'
ill daily from exchauge deals and for sale, on.
commission.
By the by, have you ever noticed the similarity

between our advertisement, say, this week, and
those of other firms a few weeks hence ? One
would think that somebody copied us. They do
say that " Imitation is the highest forni of
flattery." However, we don't mind it in the
least, feeling sure that the bho>'s will twig it

quite soon enough, and give credit where credit
is due, and also give their orders to the firm who
are UP AG.MNST IT, and are out TO TRE.AT
THEM WELL. If we cannot do well for you,
no one else can, what with the largest stock in
the entire world to go al, and. the most
up-to-date business system behind us. We can
cut out the small man, and save you pounds
on the fancy prices charged by the private
Motor Cycle Broker, while no other firm or
private individual will send you goods, the
same as we do, for yon to look al. and if you
don't like them, let you send them back, and
RETURN YOU THE MONEY IN FULL. This
game places us FAR AHEAD OF ALL OTHER
FIRMS. We are the largest advertising firm in
the trade, but this alone would be of little avail.
It is the originality of our system of business
and straightforward dealings which does the trick,
fmds us customers and keeps 'em.
What more can you want ? If vou arc not

satisfied, vou get your monev back. If you
ARE SATISFIED, all that we" ask of vou i^ to
TELL YOUR FRIENDS, as we believe that
this form of advertising is far ahead of any other,
and very much cheaper.
We have now been chirping for over two years,

week by week, and still have PLENTY more
TO S.^Y. Our stock of ideas is still green. When
these run dry. we will fall back upon the thousand
and one satisfied customers that we have in all
parts of the world to help us to add to our fame
and reputation.

DON'T call round and ask your Local Agent
WHAT HIS OPINION OF HITCHEN IS BEFORE
YOU SEND YOUR ORDER. Don't ask the Club
Critic what he thinks about us. It won't make
" tuppence " dilference what either one or the
other of them think. You cannot be " had,"
as if you don't Uke what we seiid you, you are
not compelled to keep it. Send it back WITHIN
THREE DAYS, and the deal is off, and you have
your MONEY BACK, and have a chance to have
a pacl^et with somebody else. Someone might
say that Hitchcu's cannot do it; if they do it,

why don't other firms do it? The answer is,

that we imitate no man, while others try to

imitate us in this respect, but don't- go the
FULL HOG, they finish up with EXCHANGING
your raoto^ cycle or accessory. We, on the other
hand, RE1URN THE MONEY PAID IN FULL
and ask no ques-ions. Now, bhoys, what is it

to be ? Say the word, and it's done.

NEW 1911 MODELS.
P. au<lM., iffir, two-speed, just in £55 10
BAT-J.A.P., 5 h.p £58
SCOTT, 1911, two-speed, just come in . . £80
TRIUMPH, free engine, just in £65
HUMBER, 1.V h.p., single-cvl, three-speed £39
TRIUMPH, standard, two in stock £43 15
ENFIELD, chain drive, 1911 £39
CRESCENT Car, new, 9 h.p., with hood. . £85

All above and any other new machine at list

price can be bought on the deferred terms, with
one quarter dowa and balance in twelve monthly
pajnuents. We are now booking orders for 1912
inachl'ies on same term-s.

G009 S.H. MACHINES
.Ml guaranteed running order before lca\-ui^'

Morecainbe.
ENFIELD. loio, splendid order £27 10
MOTO-REVE, 1911, twin £30
DOUGL.AS, igio £29
MOTO-REVE, twin, 1910}, new £27
ROTO-REVE, 1910J, twin, fine order £23
M0rOS.\COCHE, free engine £20
SIMMS, I) h.p £10 10
F.N., l-J h.p £15
Lady's HOl!.\RT, as new, three-speed . . £39 10
ENFIELD, iqio, fine order £28 10
MOTO-REVE, 1910, singlc-cyl., as new . . £22
HUMBER, two-speed, 1910 £32 10
HUMBER, two-speed, IQM £39
N.S.U., 3 h.p £16 10
BROWN, 1909, 3* h.p., free engine £25
BROWN, 1903, twin. 5 h.p £29
BR..\DBURY, 1910, line order £35
SINGER, 3 h.p.. magneto £12 10
N.S.U., 3h.p., M.O.V £15
REX. twin, I h.p., four-speed £20
J..\.l'.-CH.\tER-LE.^, 5h.p £22 10
BR..\DBURY, two-speed, .IS new £45
BR.MTHW.AITE, 1909, }\ h.p., two-speed £29
N.S.U., two-speed, 5 h.p., twin<i9ioJ. . . . £39
N.S.U., 4 h.p., twin, two-speed £29
J..\.P.-CH.\TER-LE,\, loh.p., r.iccr £40
F.N., 4-cyl., 4! h.p. £22 10
ZENITH, 6 h.p., late 1909, Gradua gear., £40
,]..\.P.-CH.\TER-LE.A, 4 h.p., free engine £26
P. and M.. 1910, perfect order £45
BAT-J..\.P., 5 h.p £32 10
REX, 5 h.p.. fine order £27 10
REX DE LUXE, two-speed £35
P; and M., 1910, splendid order £50
REX, 3ih.p., M.O.V £15
RE.X. 1910, 3l h.p., splendid order .... £28
SIMMS. 2l h.p., magneto ignition £12
RHX DE LUXE, 1 h.p,, twin, 1911 £45
STtl^HEN-CH.\TER-LE.A, 4 h.p £20
NORTON, 5 h.p., 1910, P. & M. two-speed £45
RE.X DE LUXE, 1911, as new £50
REX. ^» h.p £15 10
SINGER, 3j h.p., perfect £18 10
HUMBER, belt drive, 3I h.p '. £17 10
MINERV.\, two-speed, 1910 £30

Many of the above machines can be purchased
on the deferred terras, with one-third down and
the balance in twelve monthly instalments.

ACCUMULATOR MOTOR CYCLES.
N.S.U., 3I h.p., tuin £12 10
LAGO.N'DA, 3l h.p £12
ARIEL, 3 h.p." £10
HUMBER, 3l h.p £12
HUMBER, il h.p £10
F.N., 18 h.p. " £10
F.N., 2ih.p £12
MINERV.\, 13 h.p £9 10
HU.MBER, 3l h.p., free engine £14
Any of the abova can be had £3 to £4 dowa

and balance at 5/- per week.

S.H. AND NEW SIDECAHS.
S.H. CHATER-LEA, cane £10 10
S.H. MORECAMBE, wicker £4
S.H. Special, wicker £4 15
S.H. Wicker, openwork £3 17 6
S.H. Wicker, cheaper line £3
S.H. Wicker Sidecar £110
S.H. Cane Basket £2 10
.S.H. MILLS-FULFORD, rigid £8
S.H. MILLS-FUI.FORD, rigid £7 10
S.H. MONTGOMERY, rigid £7 10
S.H. Coach-bviilt, rigid £4 15
S.H. Wicker, with hood £6 10
New MORECAMBE Canoe £7
New MORECAMBE, rigid £4 19 6
New MORECAMBE, special £5 19 6

SEASONABLE LINES.
Special Separate Generator Lamp 12/6
Special Bracket ditto Lamp 22/6
S.H. Leather Coats 13/6
Long Waterproof Umbrella Coats 5/11 J
Oilskin Breeches 2/11i
loo Motor Cycle Saddles (new) 8,/11 J
i.ooo Brand New Inner Tubes, all sizes .

.

4/1l}
Jones' 1911 Speedometer (new) £2 15
50 Odd Tyres from 13/6 to 17/6 to clear.
Large Side Bafis ...r

, 5'11i
Swan-neck Scat-pillar 2/9
Specially Stronfi Carrier 4'5J
E.I.C. i'luEp, 2/6 size each 1 /I

Parker Seli-contairied Lamp 15/11i
Sidecar .Aprons, ready to lit 6/11 J

Special Twist Horn : 3 ll|
Tube and Belt Cases 5/11i
Rubber Belts, 7ift.xiin S/llj
B. and B. Carburetters, h.b. control, 1911 23/-
Trembler Coils 6/11|
Non-trembler Coils 6/9
S.H. N.A.B. Seat-pillar 7/6
Garner's Whistles, post free 12/6
Tan Gauntlet Gloves, 4/6 ; lined 4/11^
Butted Tubes, all sizes, brand new 10/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars 5/6
Lons Handle-bars 4/11|
Leather Gauntlet Gloves 2/114
1911 F.R.S. Latest Lamps 58/6
1911 Lucas Latest Lamps 55/- and 60/-
1911 Lucas Lightweiaiht Lamps../. 35/-
Statc wants, as we liavc largest stock in the

world, and make good allowance for ojd one oil

Lucas ami F.R.S. Lamps. Silver 6r ebony finish.

New Leather Coats £2
Watcrpro'tf Suits, complete 12 '11

J

Cowey 1911 Speedometer, new £3 10
.\iax Heavy Tyre 35 '-

MORECAMBE Studded, new pattern .. 19/1H
Hcjvy MORECAMBE Studded, new pat. 23/11^
Mabon 1911 Free Enpiiie £2 5
Magnetos. S.H. , all sizes £3, £3 5s., and £4
Special Bracket Separate Gencratur Lamp 23/6
F.I.E.N. Magnetos £3 4 llj
New F.R.S. Generators 7/-
Exhaust Cut-outs 2/11i
Handle-bar Mirrors 2 '9 and 4 '6

Special H.B. Watch Holders .. ^0\ and l/IIJ
New Self-contained Lamp, laryc size .... 13/11}
Tubes, all si7.es. brand new .. 6/11^ and 8/11}
Leather and Stecl-studdcd Bands .' 19/9
S.H. Lucas Lamps, complete 30 '.

Carbide Carriers, post free V fiiJf,,

Rubber Go^eiles' 1 J ,

Brass Exhaust W'histle> 2 'lli

T.H. Handle Starter 10 '6

Lamp Brackets, all patterns 1/114
Horn Grips 1 /11 J
.Assorted S.H. Carburetters, h.-^b. control 12/6
S.H P. and H. Generators, complete .... 7/5
S.H. Parker's Gciicraiors, complete .:., 6/9
New Generators 4/11 J
S.H. Whittle Belts, from 1/- to 2/9 per foot.

Triumph Compression Domes 2/2
New Green Specification List now ready, free.

THIS WEEK'S WANTS.
1911 S.H. Douglas, P. and M., Matchless,

J.A.P.-Bat with two-speed, Clyno, A.C. and
Morgan Tricars, also cheap machines with mag-
netos. S.H. Speedometers, Whittle Belts, N.A.B.
Seat-pillars, Saddles, Lamps, Horns, Leather
Suits, and anything motor cyclish. Cash or

Exchange. State what you have. No rubDish,

please.

HITCHEN'S MOTOR
EXCHANGE CO., LTD.,

Euston Road, MORECAMBE.
Telephone : 112. Wires: Motor. Morecambe.

In answering this adferdsement it is dcsirahlc to mention " The Motor Cycle." A4l
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these columns
—First a words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
alter. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. In tht

ease of Trade Advertisements a series

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should b
accompanied with remittance, and be addressei

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted ii

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), b^

the Orst post on Friday morning previous t(

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shoul

state distinctly under what heading and in wha
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hanc:

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION t.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and

Westmoreland,
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, StafEord

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, SuSoUt, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmoutli
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, aiid Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XI.
ireland and Isle of Man.

A42 In answering these

London's Largest Single

Fxhif'it of Motor Cycles.

OVER 200
MACHINES
SHOWING,

INCLUDING ALL
LATEST
19 12
MODELS.

Visitors up for the Olyinpia
Show should make a point
of seeing this great display,

and arrange now with us to

exchange their present
machines for the newest igi2
models delivered at the open-
ing of the new season. We
quote lowest prices none
can beat, make largest and
most liberal cash allowance, and give most com-
plete guarantee, ensuring absolute satisfaction.

ASK FOR A COPY OF OUR TO-DAY'S LIST
OF BARGAINS, WHICH INCLUDES—

4575. 3ih.p. 1911 Standard BRADBURY £35
4576. 3Jh.p. 1910 Standard PREMIER £30
4584. sJh.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH .... £46 10
4587. sJh.p. 1911 MATCHLESS £37 10
4568. 3ih.p. 1911 Standard TRIUMPH £40
4589. 3ih.p. 1911 2-speed BRADBURY £42 10
4'i92. 3* h.p. 1911 F.K. TRIUMPH ....£45
459.3. 34h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH .... £45
4594. 2I h.p, 1911 2-speed A.J.S £30
4595. 3J h.p. 1910 F.E. TRIUMPH 3B Gns.

4595. 3j h.p. 1909 2-speed P. & M £30
4277. ij h.p, 1910 SINGER Moto-Velo . . £22 10

4393. 3i h.p. 1911 CHASE, Peugeot eng. 30 Gns.
4420. 3I h.p. 1911 F.E. PREMIER 40 Gns.

3894. ij h.p. 1910 F.E. MOTOSAGOCHE £22 10
4308. 7 h.p. 1910 2-sp. V.S. and sidecar 40 Gns.

4546. 3i^h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £33 10
4415. 3* h.p. 1911 Standard BRADBURY £40
4312. 3I h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £37 10
4229. 8 h.p. 1910 Standard BAT £40
4526. 3i h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH £28
4564. 3i h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH ....£45
4448. 3J h.p. 1911 Standard BRADBURY £37 10

4539. 2I h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £26 10
4562. 3* h.p. igo8 Tourist REX . . IS Gns.

4511. 3J h.p. 1909 Standard TRIUMPH £30
4527. 3i h.p. 1911 KERRY ABINGDON £33
4533. 2 h.p. 191 1 HUMBER, .Armstrong

3-speed gear £35
4298. 7 h.p. 1910 Twin REX DE LUXE

and sidecar £45
4361. 3jh.p. igii F.E. BRADBURY . . 40 Gns.

4474 3* h.p. 1910 Stand.ard PREMIER £30
4370 2} h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS £32 10
4ir 3* h.p. T911 2-speed N.S.U £37 10
4425. 3I h.p. 1911 F.E. PREMIER 40 Gns.

4552. 3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £23 10
4571. 3j h.p. igii BAT and sidecar .... £40
42S7. sJ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £32 10

4481. 5-6h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N £28

4542. 3* h.p. 1910 Standard PREMIER £30
4432. 5" h.p. 1909 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
3410. 3i h.p. 1908 N.S.U £18 10

4346. 3 h.p. 1909 FAFNIR £20
4492. 2j h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £26 10

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams : Telephone ;

" Opiflcer, Loudon." 5777, Holborn.

I NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
I

For the convenience of advertisers, letters may 1

addressed to numbers at •' The Motor Cycle " Offlc
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registratio
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be so
tor forwarding replies. Only the number will appear i

the advertisement. Rephes should be addressed, "N^
000. c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or ii
" London

is added to the address, then to the number given, cj
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
' Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pei^i
may deal in perfect safety by avaihng themselves of "dt
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with *"Hi
Motor Cycle," both, parties are advised of this receipt..;'

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of:i_
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit .th

amount to the seller, but if not we return the ampiir
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction palj

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £ro'i
value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged, when untjje

£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with a

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad
payable to Ilifie and Sons Limited,

'

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive !d

answer to their enquiries are rec,uested to regard th

silence as an indication th t the - ocds sdvertised bav
already been disposed of. Advertisers cften receives
many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to eac

one by post. '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, am
Westmoreland.
EW 1911 P. and M.'s, and second-hand 1909 P. am

M.'a ready for delivery—Walkers, Fishburn, Fen^N-

PHELON and Moorea, new 1911 models, nncratei
ready for immediate deUvery.—Walker^ Fiahbuii

U'erryhill.

1Q11 Touring Model 3ih.p. Humber, perfect cond
Xtf tion, with acpes-sories; j£38.— S. F. Hill, U
Cleveland Parade, Darlington-

IQIO Premier. White and Poppe- engine : 1911 'HM
J-*-' son, 2;h.p., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed gear; ofleri-i

Swan, New Club, Darlington.

STANDARD Triumph late 1909, complete with fll

accRSsories and in beautiful condition; £32:—Mne
'.^rave, Sunnycote. Windermere.

BKADBORY, 1909, perfect condition, tools, spares,
trial and expert examination invited; £23/10^

Mnon. We.5tbourne Villa, Darliugton.

1 Q 10 Moto-Reve, 2Jh.p. ; bought sidecar machine
J^*y expert examination allowed; no reasonable offffl

refused,—DafTSon, 31, Percy St., Stockton-on-Tees.

SCOTT, 1910. in good condition, eplendid hill-climber
reliable ; expert examination invited ; all accSB

•sories ; buying new model.—Nelson, Eentrigg, Kendal.

2S.h.p. Minerva, h-b.e-, B. and B. carburetter, adjurt
4 able pulley, new belt and tyres {back studdea

perfect riding order; bargain, £12.—Bailey, 15a, 0)
Rivet, Durham. ^

~l Q 1 1 3ih.p. Standard Triumph, new June, perfefe
J-*/ condition. lamp, horn, exhaust whistle, new ai^

pare belt, 4 valves, tyres new: £39, a bargain.—Walton
67, Grange Rd., West Hartlepool-

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, 6-jet Amac, Brooks, Mabon, nei
tubes, new Michelin steel-studdod back, h.b.c, gooj

sidecar machine, fast, reliable, climb anything: £20/10
or near offer-—Manners. 95, Waterloo Rd-, Blyth, North
unberland.

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

pLTNOS. Clynos.

SOLE Leeds and District Agent, C. Potter,
Leicester Grove, Leeds. Olympia, Stand 83.

3ih.p. Rex, Amac, h.b.c., low; o bargain, £12, (

2 near offer.-A. Pulleyn, Wigginton, York.

Kh-p. N-S-tJ., 1909. in splendid condition, and fast
O £26, offers-—Deuham, Swires Terrace, Halifax.

REX, 3ih.p., torpedo tank. B. and B. carbuiettei

h.b.c; £6/10—Shaw, 89, Warwick St., Middles
brough.

ROVEK. 2^h.p., mov., Palmers, engine, belt, everj

thing guaranteed perfect order, good climber, fast

genuine bargain, £12.-8, Ayresome St., Middlesbrougl

advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.^'
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1912

STAND
No. 73

RELIABILITY
IS THE

REX KEYNOTE

STAND
No. 73

Air-cooled Models. PHce.

4 h.p. Speed King, single cylinder . . £46

4h.p. Tourist, do. .. £46

4 h.p. de Luxe, do. . . £56

6 h.p. Speed King, twin cylinder . . £50

6 h.p. Tourist, do. .. £50

6 h.p. de Luxe, do. . . £62 10

4 h.p. Sidette de Luxe, single cylinder . . £70

6 h.p. Sidette de Luxe, twin do. . . £75

The 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe Sidette.

XWO L^E^Al
The 4 h.p. Water-cooled de Luxe Sidette

The Sidettes are the ideal inachines for passenj

fitted with side doors—made of close woven a
with double C spring and Coil springs. This nial

CATALOGUES SEiMT P0|

i 1912i^The REX MffTORMFd
r.i!^ In answering tins advertisement it is dcfirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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W^atcr-cooled Models. irice

[ h.p. Tourist, single cylinder .

.

. . £50
[ h.p. de Luxe, do. .

.

. . £60
I: h.p. Sidette de Luxe, single cylinder . . £74
Tourist Models fitted with Cone Clutch, £6 10 extra.

,; do. do. Hand Starting Device, £1 extra.

ill de Luxe Models are fitted with Two-speed Gear and Free Engine
(made under Roc Patents) as standard.

3ore and stroke of new 4 h.p. 84Jx95 m/m, c.c.532

,, ,, ,, ,, 6 h.p. 77^x95 mm, c.c. 896
'alves on all Engines, side by side, M.O. Long and thoroughly efficient
lilencers with Cut-out fitted. High and Low Gears, and Rear Band Brake
ievers are now worked from front of foot- board. Magneto handle-bar
ontrol to all Models. Both Automatic drip and force pump lubrication.

The New 4 h.p. Single-cylinder Rex.

^ 6 h.p. Twin Air-cooled de Luxe Sidette.

k. The Bodies are of exclusive design and
' are exceedingly strong. The Chassis is sprung
Sidette equal to an up-to-date car for comfort.

E ON APPLICATION.

1912

STAND
No. 73

RELIABILITY
IS THE

REX KEYNOTE

STAND
No. 73

i
t,.-'.>V,

., m., COVENTRY^I 1912

1

III ansxoering this adrertisemcvt it is desirable to mention " Tin- Molt. rlr."
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Xtsrii\ E^ixKi'bitiofi.

TWO GRAND PRI
have been aAvarded to

Rudge-Whitivorth Ltd.
(a) for Cycles;

(b) for Motor Cycles and Motor Wheels.

The New Illustrated Art Catalogue of I9I2

Models ready Nov. 18th.

Apply at once for it or you may be too late.

Orders for 1912 Models are flowing in, and

our order book is rapidly filling up.

The 1912 output of Rudge Motor Bicycles

will be large, but it is being heavily booked

ahead.

Deliveries of the Multi-Speed Model will begin

in February; all others are now ready.

Rudg^e-Whitworth, Ltd. (oepteoo). COVENTRY.
LONDON DEPOTS, where demonstrations are arranged—230, Tottenham Court Road, W.

23, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Olympia Show.

THIS,
the second of our Show issues contains the

annual Buyers' Guiide, a feature which is of

the greatest interest to motor cyclists, coming,
as it does, on the eve of the opening of the

Olympia Exhibition. Particulars of every

machhie which will be on show next week will be
found in the Guide. In addition there arc others

which for various reasons will not be exhibited ; this

feature, therefore, forms not only a guide to the Show,
but a complete list of motor cycles on the British mar-
ket, excepting the lesser known locally-built machines.

Visitors to Olympia should pay particular attention

to the variable gears ; more of these devices will be in

evidence than in previous years. A few methods of

springing the rear wheel will be on view ; these should
De carefully examined as a development of the future.

-One or two examples of a laudable desire to throw off

the trammels of the usual splash method of lubrication

will be in evidence as a sign of what may be eventually

standardised.

The growing tendency towards the single pedal or kick

•starting mechanism, particularly in connection with

variably geared machines, will be very noticeable; of

course, it is not a novelty, but many more makers have
adopted it for 191 2 than previously. Among acces-

sories the all-round improvement in adjustability of

carburetters, both with regard to the regulation of air

and petrol and general accessibility and the further

protection of magnetos, should be especially noted.

Visitors to Olympia who make a hurried survey are

apt to miss the Gallery. We recommend our readers

to make sure they see these exhibits, which w'ill be,

composed almost wholly of accessories, among which
will be the new carburetters and magnetos

A.C.U. 1912 Programme.

IN
framing its 1912 competition programme, the

A.C.U. has had two points to consider—the

support of the trade and the avoidance of inter-

fering with provincial club events. Conse-
quently the igi2 programme referred to last

week has been consideraiily curtailed. The Quarterly

Trials, it will be noticed, have developed into two
one-day events in the spring and autumn; the inter-

club championship has been dropped, and no mention
is made of the annual race meeting.

No one will regret the abandonment of the inter-

club championship. It is but a recently established

event, which undeniably clashed with a most impor-

tant inter-club function, which was actually the inter-

club championship. We refer, of course, to the

M.C.C. inter-team trial, founded .seven years

ago, and always well supported. The annual race

meeting, however, should not be abandoned. Surely

the Union does not intend to give up its one and
only track event, which has been run uninterruptedly

for nine years, and in which perpetual challenge

cups, given nine years ago, are competed for.

The meeting was first run by the A. C. G.B.I,

under N.C.U. rules, and- dates even prior to the

time when the N.C.U. gave the control of the sport

and pastime to the A.C.G.B.I, (now the R.A.C.),

which in turn delegated it to the then A.C.C.
Lastly, reference must be made to the Six Days'

Trial. All that is known about this event is that it

is to be run from a centre. This centre, it is reason-

able to assume, will not be in Yorkshire. But we
must urge that it be found in a district where hiJls

are many and the course is of the stiffest. The same

remarks apply to the two one-day trials.

All
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NOTES ON T.T. SILENCERS.

T'
HIS heading may appear rather misleading, as it

will be remembered that this year's T.T. regu-

lations demanded merely a long pipe leading to

the rear of the frame, no actual silencer being required.

It is concerning this long pipe that these remarks are

penned. Firstly, let me say that the new T.T. regu-

lations have had an evil effect, in this way. A certain

class of speed merchant who goes tearing about the

country with both ends of him at about the same level

is apparently under the impression that noise means

speed. The class of rider I refer to, with the e.Kcuse

of the Isle of Man regulations, immediately discarded

his reasonably effective silencer, and in some cases

extended his exhaust pipe to

the rear of the frame. I am
not sure that some of the

present outcry against noisy

motor cycles cannot be traced

to the " long pipe " brigade.

I must confess that for some
time past I have been_ riding

machines fitted Avith this type

The longer the exhaust pipe, the more silent the engine,

^.bove is an amended design of spiral exhaust pipe which should prove eHective.

of silencer, and have seen it in most of its many and
various forms.

The two most successful forms that I have used so

far consisted (i) of a pipe extending to the rear wheel,

blocked up at the end, and drilled with 3-32in. holes

for a considerable part of its length (probably i8in.)

When throttled down this machine was extraordinarily

quiet, and when opened out made only a pleasant

sound to which no reasonably-minded road user could

take exception. No perceptible increase of power was
noticed when the end was cut off, giving a clear

exhaust, so that back pressure must have been prac-

tically non-existent. The second silencer arrange-

ment was on a twin-cylinder engine. This had the

ordinary pattern separate exhaust pipes and silencers,

the only outlet from the latter being along a pipe

connecting the two and extending to the rear hub.

The engine never got hot, an engine knock was less

frequent than a puncture, and at slow speeds the

exhaust was practically inaudible.

Interesting Effect of Saw=cuts.
It is curious to note that the exhaust noise from an

open-ended pipe can be considerably decreased by
drilling a quantity of holes, or making saw-cuts near

the end of the pipe. The diameter of the pipe con-

siderably affects both the power of the machine and
the noise, and in this respect I should like to mention
that a great increase of power can be procured by

fitting enormous pipes permitting rapid expansion 6i

the burnt gas. It is possible with a pipe of correct

diameter and length to get a suction effect in the pipe,

B 14

caused by one charge leaving the pipe at high velocity,

so causing a partial vacuum and helping out the

succeeding charge.

An Actual Experience.

Recently while striving after this effect I reduced
the diameter of my exhaust pipe from i^^in. to ij-^^in.

outside measurement, and though the pipes were- of
the same length and shape I was astonished at the pro-
nounced increase in noise. At first this struck me as

curious, but the explanation is veiy simple, for owing
to the reduction in diameter the gases leave the pipe at

a higher velocity, and so cause a louder explosion. I

am inclined to think that the reduction in exhaust pipe
diameter has slightly increased the power of my engine,

but it has been fitted so recently that I have not had
time to make certain of the fact. I do not wish to

advocate a general reduction in the diameter of pipes,

but merely to call attention to the fact that they can be
made too large as well as too small.

It does not appear to be generally known that with
a properly designed silencer an engine will produce
more power than when exhausting direct into the air.

This fact was established at the one and only real

silencer trial in Paris in 1907, and proves that a
user of an exceptionally noisy machine is very incon-

siderate, for he is gaining nothing. While there

is such an outcry against noise, why are not trials

of this description organised here? Surely we are

suflSciently in need of an efficient motor cycle silencer.

Only recently we heard that a certain well-known rider

in tuning up at Brooklands petered out after one lap

when using a really silent silencer.

The Good Effect of the Brooklands Rule.
Let us hope that the new Brooklands regulation,

requiring all motor cycles to be fitted with efficient

silencers for racing purposes, will induce our designers

to pay more serious attention to this all-important

matter.

, I should like to point out that the Brooklands
silencer rule has not affected the speed, as was pre-

dicted. The Humber lightweight records were accom-
plished since the rule came into force, and while I

write I hear that Stanhope
Spencer has just beaten his own
long-distance records on . a
Rudge, this time with a silencer

fitted. Other aspirants are now
practising on the track, and may
attempt record at any time. If

Suggested "injector" silencer.

these records are possible, why not fit efficient

silencers as standard to all touring machines, and do
away w-ith the cut-outs, which are bringing motor
cycles into evil repute?

Thf:re is much room for experiment in the design
of the final outlet for the gas, and from my own
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Notes on T.T. Silencers.—

experience I may say that a swaged down outlet causes

quieter exhaast, but produces a whistling sound, while

a flattened end causes still further reduction in noise

and does away with the whistle.

I believe that a very efficient silencer could be con-

structed on the injector principle, i.e., with a funnel

or series of funnels fitted over the end of a long e.xhaust

>—••

pipe, with their large ends facing forwards. By this

means the gases would be gradually cooled, and at

the same time no back pressure produced. If any-

thing, there should be an opposite effect. I am told

that a silencer on these lines is being marketed,
but I do not know its name. I should, however, be
interested to hear of it and its effect on noise anil

power. H.D.T.
~<

The Luxury of a Spring Frame.
DISMOUNTING from a rigid framed machine

we were riding the other day, we were attracted

by a smart-looking spring frame motor bicycle

leaning against the pavement, and the owner, by some
means le;irning our identity, pressed us to try t-lie

machine. We did, and ne\er remember a more ccn-

vincing testimony to the luxury of a spring framed
mount. Instead of the jolting we had experienced on

the single-cylinder rigid framed mount, every time a

pothole in the road lay in our path, the spring framed
mount glided over the roads, no matter whether
they were rough or smooth, absorbing the road shocks

in a truly surprismg manner That machine was the

P.v., a comparatively little

known make, which made its

appearance about Show time last

year, and, hearing that the

machine was to be exhibited at

Olympia, we arranged with the

makers a more extended trial

to satisfy our cravings for com-
fort, so that we are in a position

to speak from actual experience.

The machine is illustrated on
this page, and it will be obvious

at a glance that the P.V. does
not possess the disadvantage of

many spring framed machines,
\iz., unsightliness. The sus-

pension of the front portion of

the machine can well be left to

the Druid forks; the springing

of the rear wheel is the novel

point. Around the seat tube

long spiral springs are mounted. These springs con-

trol the movement of a pair of stays, at the opposite

end of which the rear axle is supported. The stays

are hinged at the point at which the ordinary rear

stays meet.

Spring Frames and Spring Seats—the Difference

This design cannot be compared with a spring
seat pillar. With a spring frame the rider remains
practically motionless, whereas in the case of a spring
seat pillar—which admittedly is a step in the right

direction—the rider is constantly moving up and
down.- The engine fitted to the P.V. is the new
3^2 h.p. m.o.i.v. twin J. A. P., Avith cylinders 60 x j6
mm., and this little store of compressed energy
largely conduces to the extreme comfort of the
machine. By that we mean that the engine is beauti-
fully balanced, besides which the machine is S. hill-

climber of exceptional merit, and speedy at that.

Altogether we were very much impressed with the
running of the P.V., and any reader who may be dis-

satisfied with the comfort of his mount would do
well to try the machine under review. It is an object

lesson in itself to glance down whilst riding the

P.y. and observe the action of the wheel-supporting

stays. Though the rider is unaware of it, since none
of the jolts and jars occasioned by road inequalities

are transmitted to his spine, the springs are never still

a moment. The member of our staff who rode this

machine has no hesitation in saying that it is the most
comfortable of the forty-six different motor cycles he
has sampled this year.

Other features of the P.V. include a dropped top

tube giving a low saddle position, handle-bar con-

The 1912 4 h.p. twin-cyliDder P.V.-Jap wilh sprung back wheel.

troUed magneto, and rubber-covered footboards.

The silencing arrangement is most effective. The
exhaust first enters the large-sized box under the right

footrest, and the burnt gas is afterwards conducted
rearwards along a

short spout-ended

pipe. At low speeds

the exhaust is prac-

tically inaudible,

yet the engine re-

mains comparatively

cool on long non-

stop runs, and sel-

dom, if ever,
knocks. Messrs.

S e al e and De
Becker, Ltd., 162,

Gt. Portland St.,W.,

are the sole sell-

ing agents for the

United Kingdom.
Showing details of the P.V. sfi'mgiag

mechanism.
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Clean CranK Cases.

A valued correspondent, who is a stickler for detail

perfection, writes anent the above to say that there

are many engines which cannot be cured of their du'ty

oil leaks, either by machining the surfaces, anointing

the joints, smearing the faces with shellac, or insert-

ing asbestos or paper washers. A common trouble is

excess of pressure in the crank case, and if the oil

deluge be checked at the faced joints, it will be

exaggerated at the tappet holes. He believes that

many of the crank case release valves on the market

are efficient only at one speed. At any rate, he claims

to have cured several engines, infamous for this

propensity, merely by adjusting the lift of the non-

return valve, and he per.sonally recommends a very

reduced movement for the ball, e.*/., g'jin. There is

obviously a gre-at deal of sense in this. These tiny

balls must be ruthlessly flung about at high speeds,

and it is obvious that they may " chatter " at one

speed, and be held almost constantly against their

stops at other speeds^—especially at tliose higher

speeds beloved of friend Gibson's bugbears, when
oiling is frequent and free. If the pressure be suffi-.

cient to hold the valve permanently shut against the

egress of compressed air (or "oily fog," as somebody
calls it), the pressure may well drive oil out of the

most workmanlike joint. What is to be recommended
—a double valve, an entry of wide bore to the valve,

a small lift, or what? I leave it to the_ makers to

experiment. I will only say that at present there are

very few makes of engines that are clean by nature,

without prolonged faking. I know a man who last

spring paid upwards of ^60 for a 1911 model, which

was the worst oil-flinger I ever encountered.

Side='slip.

I sometimes fancy I may begin to call myself an

old hand at our pet game, but within the last month
or so I have made two discoveries about side-slip that

are new to me. The first is that one of my machines

was a great offender on grease with the saddle well

back, as I usually rode it ; I then lent it to a friend,

who set the saddle right forward, as he was shorter

in the arm. Taking the machine out without readjust-

ment, I found it rode absolutely steadily over filmed

tramlines. The man who slithers may therefore derive

relief by experimenting w'ith his saddle position.

Incidentally, this experience explains a series of events

which upset my pride vastly some years ago. I always

fancied myself on grease, but in a certain trial, when
the road surface was at its " vaseliniest," I could not

keep my machine straight, although several compara-
tive novices steered a bee line, and mocked me uproari-

ously. Query: Had I got my saddle too far astern?

The other discovery relates to wide handle-bars.

I usually employ a pair of gigantically wide dropped
bars, and with them I am at times rather daring around

B16

greasy corners. Exchanging them for the usual narrow
and demure upturned tourist types, I found myself

slithering with the worst of them. For this winter,

gentle reader, -watch for a short, portly, middle-aged
rider of fourteen stones careering at "highly illegal

speeds over the worst grease, his saddle right forward
over the pump handle, and his arms akimbo over a

pair of 4ft. bars. When you sight this astounding
phenomenon, you will know )'ou have sohed the inter-

esting puzzle of " Ixion's " identity.

Magneto Drive.
I wrote some while ago of the need for an improvetl

method of adjusting the magneto timing, and specially

emphasised the dexterity needed to obtain a very close

adjustment, and the possibility of the friction-held

sprockets and pinions to slip. These defects Avere

admittedly small, but perfection is composed of a
multitude of refinements, and the defects in question

are a far greater nuisance to the average rider than
to a select band of experts. The accompanying repro-

duction shows that one firm at least has endeavo-ured

to eliminate tliese imperfections. The. illustration re-

Details ol the Rudgc magneto timing, similar ti the Vernier
micrometer adjustment.

presents the Rudge 191 2 drive. The spiral groove cut

on the spindle is designed to conduct excess of oil away
from the armature. The driving sleeve is an integral

part of the axle, and has fourteen teeth or flutings cut

on it ; on this is threaded a dri\-ing pinion with thirty-

one similar teeth or flutings, which has a little flange

enabling it to be picked off by the finger-nail or a

knife-blade during adjustments. The flutings afford

a range of 434 settings, i.e., adjustments to less than
one degree. There is no springing, prising off the

pinion, to be done, and the parts cannot change
position when once adjusted, as is the case with the

ordinary taper and lock-nut. [The Simms Co. were
exhibiting a micrometer adjustment at Olympia last

week, and A. H. Hunt showed a similar co itrivance

last year.

—

Ed.]
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A REDUCING TRANSMISSION
GEAR.

An Interesting Design having Possibilities for Motor
Cycle Use.

THE main characteristic of this invention, whidi
was introduced some years ago, is a form of
constant wedging action of the peripheral

engagement and release of the eccentric rings, which
offers the necessary resistance to slip, the noise and
expense of spur gear being eliminated.

In the illustration a driven disc D is provided
with a trio of rollers' B, carried by the pins A.
Each . roller B is

embraced by a
wide tempered
steel ring E, ap-
proximately two
millimetres in

thickness, and rid-

ing loose on the

rollers. There is

a driving sleeve C,
and a stationary

circular containing-

case F, both of

which exert pres-

sure against oppo-
site sides of the

rings E, so bemg spaced that they compress the rings

out of round for about one half of a .nillimetrc It

is further to be noticed that the driving sleeve C is

borne solely by the rings E. An apparatus upon this

plan has been constructed whereby the sieeve tunis
at 10,000 revolutions per minute with the disc D
rotating at some 825 revolutions, immunity from any
tendency to slip being claimed by the manufacturers.

COCKERMOUTH MOTOR CYCLISTS.

This style of gearing constitutes an epicycloidal
train of friction wheels wherein the compensated
elasticity of the rings E is adapted to impart rolling

friction. I am inclined to believe that such a system
would work well when applied to the motor cycle,'

and by the exercise of a little ingenuity it could be
disposed to form either part and parcel of the engine
or the rear hub, as might be found most convenient.
The mechanism is undeniably compact, it possesses
but few parts, is weather-proof, and there is little

liability to get out of order. Engineer.

->—•»«

The solo rider h T. W. Hall (w"io rode in (Tie ftle of Man races) on his Bradbury.
The oecuoants ot tie sidecar are Mr. and Mrs. R. Wisham on the.r 3! ii.p. L.M.C.

A COMPLETE TOURING KIT.
A SIMPLE HOME-MADE VALISE.

FOR the benefit of tourists, I venture to describe
a kit which is the outcome of twenty years'

experience in motor cycle touring and military
camping. The main idea is a canvas or holland roll,

like a tool roll. Open, it

measures i2Jn. wide x i7in.

long, and rolled has a girth of

iSin.; weight, 2 ibs., with two
pairs of socks inside. I always
keep this p;icked ready for a
start at a moment's notice.

There is a named and buttoned
pocket for each article.

This was made for me by .a

little girl about twelve years old,

to show her skill with the

needle, so nothing very elaborate

is needed.
I bought the thinnest pair of

pyjamas obtainable, and a flat

rubber sponge in a canvas bag
—^the mackintosh ones wear
through so soon.

Packing.—Place the kit at

the end of the pyjamas duly

folded and extended. It then

forms the nucleus of a very compact and tightly rolled

bundle. A small towel is rolled outside, and an old

pair of evening shoes go under the strap. Weight,
4 14 ibs.; length, 1 2in.; girth, 2oin. This fits into

a black japanned bag known as the "Ark," and made
by Lyreits. It resists wet, and does not absorb dust

like canvas. It is strapped to the carrier, and remains

there for the duration of the tour. On arrival, undo
one all round strap, extract your "swag," and take it

indoors clean and free from dust. At a pinch I can
include a pair of grey flannel trousers, and can then

tour in comfort for an indefinite period, having the

necessaries for a week-end or Bank Holiday when
shops are closed or otherwise inaccessible ; for a
longer period I should have to buy a few things or get

some washing done.

The point is that the packing can be very

much closer when everything is rolled instead of

folded. Likewise, the packing and unpacking every

morning and evening, usually such a bugbear, are

reduced to a minimum, and having a named place

for all .small articles ensures everything being brought

away from each stopping place. Many a time have
I reached home to find on unpacking my kit that I

had left somethine behind. Toxjsist.

B17
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tujor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Hints on Lubricating the N.S.U. . .

[5044.]—With regard to the letters that have recently

appeared on this subject, by simply oiling my gear with
thick oil I find I do not get any oil working from it. A delay

of fifteen minutes once in a couple or three months to take out

the clutch is amply repaid in smoothness and ease of running.

Blacklead is sifted into the oil and smeared all over the
clutch parts, and then grease pressed into the gearing part.

I used to find the latter part almost dry after a short" time
if only oil were used, but the grease keeps it in fine condi-

tion for months. The oil hole provided certainly allows oil

to be injected into the gearing part {where I do not require

it), but not into the clutch itself unless the whole of the
back part is very much over-ciled, when the clutch gets the
overflow. My gear never grips suddenly with the black-

lead lubrication, nor do I think it slips so readily when on
top gear. .T. T. G. PHILIPS.

An American Lamp Hint.

[6045.]—I have gathered from previous issues that a
great deal of trouble is experienced in the maintenance of a
good light for winter, and it occurred to me that the follow-
ing might be of use to your readers.

A small handful of absorbent cotton or waste placed on
top of the carbide for the water to drip on before reaching
the carbide will c;iuse the flame to burn as steadily as gas
from a Presto-lite tank.
The cotton should be moistened when put in to get ready

Bervice.

I have been told that two ounces of peroxide of hydrogen
HjOj added to one quart of soft water makes an excellent
liquid for the generator, and that it almost doubles the light.

Virginia, U.S.A. FRANCIS C. TURNER.

A Light Belt-driven Quad.
[6046.]--Along with others I have been experimenting

with a light quad-car to carry one person, as I am a great
believer in this sort of ma<;hine for many purposes I have
adopted for preference a 4 h.p. water-
cooled Fafnir motor which is placed
car fashion in front with radiator and
bonnet. Motor drives by chain to
counter-shaft, on which is fixed a sub-
stantial leather-faced cone clutch to
give free engine. This clutch is worked
by pedal like that on a motor car.

Back wheels are driven by side belts
(Whittle). Back axle is mounted on
single elliptical springs with . long
shackles, and so is free to move back-
wards and forwards, but in normal
condition is held back by a strong coil

spring which always keeps the driv-
ing belts at the right tension. For
simphcity and lightness I have adopted
tiller steering. A foot accelerator
works the throttle. A simple bucket "

seat or any kind of light body can be
fitted. The weight of the machine
complete is 2^ cwts. The frame is made of ash, and re-

inforced with steel flitch plates. The tyres are 26in. x 2iin.
I consider this machine can be made and sold for £55, and
show a reasonable profit I should be pleased to show it

to_ any of your readers in this district (Southport) who may
wish to communicate with me. J. COOP.
Bi8

A Farlow Bank in the Manchester District.

[5047.]—Having seen letter 6002, headed as above, I may
state that I accompanied Mr. Geo. H. Shaw on the day that
he failed at the second attempt. I was riding a 3i h.p. two-
speed Bradbury and sidecar, and I climbed the hill with a
passenger until I was within twenty yards from the top,
when my machine stopped, owing to the slippery state of

the surface. I immediately re-started and reached the top
without further trouble.

As Mr. Sliaw states, the first hundred yards of the Iiill

make a gradient of about 1 in 4. I had never seen this hill

until the day of the performance.
RUPERT WHITWORTH.

The Suggested Midland Racing Track.

[6048.]—With reference to the proposal for a circular

track for motor cycle racing in Birmingham, I may say that
I was the instigator of this idea, and knowing the sporting
proclivities of the Birmingham public, and also the fact that
it is in the centre of the motor cycle manufacturing district,

I think there is every hope of a track of this description
, proving a big success in the Midlands. What I would like

to propose is, that a meeting of the manufacturers and all

interested should be called at Olympia during the Show
week to discuss this matter fully. I may say that many of

the manufacturers to whom I have mentioned this matter
promise financial support, so that if it is fully discussed
at the Show, I should think there would be no difficulty

in getting the scheme to work. FRANCIS A. McNAB.

Up Edge Hill on a Single-speed Sidecar.

[6049.]—The letter from Mr. W. G. Bower, of Zenith
Motors, Ltd., in your issue of the 25th ult., seemed to
me to be quite uncalled for.

I take it that ne Triumph Co. had nothing to do with
Mr. Brandish's 'attempt to climb Edge Hill single-geared.
However, since Mr. Bower has chosen to write in this

'.tiain, it would be mteiesting to lecall how Zenith-Giadua

Novel design of spider qual referred to by i. Coop.

I

machines fared in the last T.T. race, which was admittedly

j

the most severe test that the variable gear has yet experi-

i

enced. If I remember rightly they were not placed very
I

high in the list, whereas the single-geared Triumph secured

j

the first four places of the single-cylinder machines,
i TRIUMPHITE.
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'CLIPPER' EXHIBITS AT OLYMPIA

(STAND 25),

AMONGST THE CROWDS

AT OLYMPIA
Motor Cyclists will be on the look-out for anything and

everything new in the way of Motor Cycle equipment.

ALL ARE INVITED TO STAND 25

where t^e C! pper Tyre Co. Ltd.. wilt have a unique display

of their Motor Cycle Tyres and Accessiries. Repiir Outfiis,

Motor Clothing, Geneial Rubber Goods, Wood Riras, etc., eic.

MAKE A POINT
of inspecting ihe Reflex-Clipper "Ideal" Tyre for Motor
Cycles— the t>re ihit is built ..n Car Tyre line?, and wi irh,

for speed, tiard wear, and security, .-land^ high in the public

favour Two new lyres have been acded to this class, viz. :

ibe Clipper (Rubber Studded) and the Clipper (Ribbed
Pattern), forming a trio of lyres equal to every demand.

ASK TO SEE "CLIPPER" DETACH-
ABLE TUBES (Butt Ends).

This latent of time savers bids fair to revolutionize tyre

repairing. Can be drawn clear of the cycle repaired and
replaced without removing the wheel—a great savirg in time

and labour,

"CLIPPER" BRAND ACCESSORIES.
This famous Line covers the whole range of necessities fo"""

Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyre repair? and replenishings. A
variety of new features will be found, including the ' SILENT "

REPAIR OUTFIT for Motor Cycles. This is a leather

roll V hose numerous poc'<e s contam every conceivable necessity

for lyre repairs. Fol s up surprisi K smjll, and is ro:seless

—

coTipact and highly efficient Th:s2 are but a few of the

items contiiined in the Clipper Company's comprehensive range

on view al the Olympia Show.

REMEMBER THE DATE-NOV. 20-2S

AND THE STAND—No. 25.

STAND
No. 25.

'Hade »»«*

THE CLIPPER TYRE CO., LTD.,

52-60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON— 18, Chiiwell St, Finsbury Square, t.C. COVENTRY -Alma St.

In answcrinn this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.' A19
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THE ONLY

TYRE AT
OLYMPIA
which offers you perfect

security as well as an

increased mileage is the

KEMPSHALL
TYRE

Its wear resisting quali-

ties were amply demon-

strated in the A.C.U, Six

Days' Trials and the

Scottish Trials.

These tyres have been

considerably reduced in

price, and they are now

made with the same

materials and on the

same principles as the

famous "Kempshall"
Car Tyres. See us at

STAND 161
The Kempshall Tyre Company (of Europe), Ltd.,

1, Trafalgar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue,

London, W.C.

Telephone

:

No. 24+ Gerrard (2 lines).

Telegrams

:

' Studless, London.'

Bumingham : Reginald G. Priest, 71, Lionel Street.

Paris : 46, Rue .St. Charles. Antwerp : 48, Meir.

Agents for the United States : Cryder and Company,

5S3 Park Avenue, New York. Cape Colony

:

The Motor Supply Co., 7, New York Buildmgs,

St George Street, Capetown. Sole Agents for New
Zealand : Goldingham & Beckett, Ltd., Palmerston

N., New Zealand.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oycle."
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Record Breaking Methods.

[6050.]—I have been interested in a case i-ecently tried all

a London polite court, wtiicli shows a little of the inner

liistory of lecord-breaking and, incidentally, liow tlie A.C.U.
may be induced to accept tome men as private owners.

In the evidence it transpired that for brealiing a record

a sum of £10 and a motor cycle was to be tlie remuneration.

It is useless to expect any reduction in the price of n.otor

cycles and accessories so long as such large sums of money
are frittered away in this manner. I hope the A.C.U. will

deal with such riders in the proper way by banning them.
H. E. KENDALL.

Wear of the Big End Bearings.

[6051.]—I have read Mr. C. Rink-^'s letter on this subject,

and I qwite agree that the arrangements made for lubricating

)ig end bearings are ludicrously inadequate. In fact, it ha.s

ilways been a mystery to me how they obtain any lubrication

It all, since they do not even dip into a pool of oil wlien

;he engine is running. Any oil there is in the crank case is

larried round in two ridges on the peripliery of the flywheels,

ind the "oily fog" he refers to is clearly useless for lului-

jating a bearing subjected to very high pressure, even if it

jxists at all. On the ether hand, motor cycle big ends liave

been oiled in this way from time immemorial, and the rapid
wear of which I complained is only a development of the

last two years.

The forced lubrication which your correspondent suggests,

together with half a dozen other features I could name, will
' inevitably be found on every machine in a few years' ti're,

but manufacturers appear to have a rooted objection to fitting

even the most obvious improvements until they are absolutely

compelled to do so. JOHN KENNEDY, jun.
"

[Mr. Kennedy is somewhat hard on the makers. The best

makers are only studying their clients' interests in testirg
every new device and improvement before adopting
it.—Ed.]

Analysis of Carbon Deposit.

[6052.]—With respect to my seeming omission of figures

(page 1145. November 2nd) given in the composition of the
ash, the difference, in the addition of the constituents, from
the total percentage, is due to the oxygen combined with
the metals present not having been given to you.
To simplify the description of my analysis, I gave the

results of the metals only, not the metallic oxides.

In e.xplanation, the iron found is determined as ferric

oxide UTe.Oj), it being present as such in the ignited

residual ash.

Now the 9% of iron, plus the oxygen necessary to con-

vert it into ferric oxide as found, amounts to 12.8%."

If about half a dozen of your readers would send me,
through you, some of the deposit from their cylinders it

would be a decent sample to operate upon to see if there
is very much road matter present.- Of course, the deposit

I analysed was from ins-id-- the piston head, which accounts
for the absence of road matter.

W. ELDER (AG 302).

Single-cylinder Machines and Sidecars.

[6053.]—A good many letters have appeared on the sub-

ject of 3i h.p. machines taking a sidecar satisfactorily.

For the benefit of those who may be perplexed, and in

doubt if long journeys can be taken, I should like to say
that during the early part of last August I drove my 3^
h.p. two-speed 1910 Humber from Essex to E.xeter and back,

and not by the most direct route, 600 miles. We rode six

and a half days ; the passenger I shed once only through
under-estimating the gradient; weight of passenger and self

19i stones. It was the hottest week in the summer. A
strong head wind I find the most troublesome for the
machine, and it is a very formidable hill the low gear will

not take the combination up—one would then like three
speeds, driving against a strong wind on the middle gear.

Our only troijble was a puncture or two and belt pulling
through. Since the journey I have used a lin. belt for

sidecar wo:k. You get a larger gripping surface on the
small pulley with the same gear owing to the belt not bedding
itself down so much in the back pulley groove. I have not
found the belt jump the pulley.

R. H. ADAJIS.

1207

[6054.]—Your correspondents' iatteis [5J85 and 59861
would lead your readers to think that none but expert riders
with well-tuned engines ^an successfully tour with a single-

cylinder machine and sidecar
Noi.v, 1 am no expefb, yet 1 have had som« most pJeasant

and successful' tours this summer with my Bradbury (two-
speeJ) aiid sidecar, for one of which tours,, Lancashire to
south coast of Wales, you most kindly and promptly sent me
the route, and a must delightful one it was.
My machine has not bren tuned up alh the shimmer, but

I have ground the valves m and cleaned out all carbon
deposit alter about every 1,000 miles.

if a single cylinder two qjeed machine will do what my
machine has done—l-'O to 200 -miles per day—without any
further trouble than tightening the lelt, j;our readers need
not fear^ being able to do some good touring with a single
cylinder machine.

'

The advantages of a single-cylinder m.rchine are : (1) Initial

cost 30 per cent, loss
; (2) cost of running 30 per cent, less

;

(3) simple construction.
If your readers can afford the more expensive twin, by all

means have one, but to those who are not "speed merchants''
and have not a long purse, mv advice Is, do not miss the
pleasure that can be got out o\ a good make single-cylinder

two-sijeed machine for sidecar work. W.B.L.

[6055.]—Certain enthusiasts claim tliat a 3^ h.p. will

take a sidecar and passenger '''anywhere," and do anything
a 5-6 h.p. twin can do. Let them try route 746 Contour
ISook, Tavistock to Ashburton (Devon) with sidecar and
passenger.

I was over this in the direction of Ashburton with a
5-5 h.p. two-speed (4.4 and 7.7 to 1) Bat and coach-built side-

car last week, and for a succession of steep gradients should
imagine it hard to heat. I am acquainted with Birdlip, Sun-
rising, and Edge Hills, etc., but none approach the climb
out of Dartmeet for gradient on two humps. What saj
others acquainted with this hill?

I have had experience with sidecars attached to 3^ h.p.

P. and M. (two-speeds), 3^ h.p. Triumph 1£03 Ising'e-geared),

4 h.p. Roc (two-speed). 3i h.p. Triumph-Roc 1908 (two-speed),

3i h.p. Humber 1911 (two-speed), SJ h.p. Triumph-Roc
1910 (two-speed), but I did not find anv of them et^ual to

a good twin. Occasional sensational climbs up estimated
and grossly e.xaggerated gradients, with highly tuned, very
low geared (a factor nearly always mii-sing or guessed at)

31, h.p. machines have not changed my view. Also I find

MissM. E. Fish9r(2J h.p. Douglas), who is said to be the ilrst lady motor cyclist

in Taunton.
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my twin more economical of the two in actual running costs.

I get sixty to seventy miles to the gallon according to

country and speed, and can average thirty miles per hour
and take Birdlip, etc., on the run (provided my belt is

tight). A S^.h.ji. Kempshall has done 1,820 on the back and
250 so far on the front, and has a lot left. The fly in the oint-

ment is belts—a Whittle perhaps alone is up to the work, and
these slip very badly sometimes on steep gradients even when
properly adjusted. Chains are troublesome, unless run
in an oil bath chain cape. H.P.B.

The Strength of Sidecar Axles.

[50S5.]—Adverting to a correspondent's enquiry in the

last issue regarding the strength of our sidecar axles, may
we be permitted to say that during the ten years we have
made sidecars we have never known one of our sidecar axles

to break. We attribute this to the fact that all our axles

are turned from the bar, and the hubs are made throughout
in our own works. We have never u.'.ed hubs or axles other

than our own make. MONTGOMERY AND CO.

Appreciation of a Quadcar.

[5057.]-—In one of your September issues there appeared
a photograph of a quadcar seen at Shanklin, Isle of Wight,
describing it as having an 8 h.p. Aster engine, etc. I am
sending a photograph of this vehicle with special body (which
has just been fitted) at the conclusion of a 200 miles run, in

the day, last month. It is a G.N., with ail 8-10 h.p. J.A.P.
engine, and is capable of 45 m.p.h. on level roads (by speedo-

Au 8 h.p. G. N. runabout, capable of 45 m.p.h.

meter). It seats two abreast, and is extremely comfoi-table
and well sprung. The petrol consumption works out
between 50 and 50 m.p.g.

I have not yet found a hill that it would not take (two up),

and in the island it roared up Ventnor's steepest hill, which
is supposed to be about 1 in 4. I have had no trouble with
it, except that the belt required shortening when new.
It is extremely light on tyres and infinitely more enjoyable
than riding a motor cycle. CECIL AVHITEHEAD.

Overheating.

[5058.]—With reference to letter No. 5987 entitled

"Overheating" in the correspondence column of The Motor
Cycle of October 26th last, I should like to offer my theory
as to the reason why overheating takes place with eitlier

too weak or too strong a mixture.
As practical experience shows, the line of reasoning

adopted by Mr. B. S. Field must be wrong. It may seem
quite reasonable to a person who is not a trained engineer,

but certain important points have been omitted which have
a very great effect on the matter.

It should first be clearly understood that a perfect explo-

sion (such as is obtained by a perfectly correct mixture)
with a high speed engine, such as a petrol motor, gives

E22

very nearly adiabatic expansion, that is to say, an expan-
sion during which no heat is either added to v^. ,,aken away
from the expanding gas. All the work is then done at the
expense of the heat stored up in ithe gas, and accordingly
the temperature of the gas falls very rapidly during expan-
sion. Now considering the case of either too weak or too

strong a mixture.
In both of these cases a bad mixture is obtained which

will, however, burn, but only gives a comparatively feeble

explosion on ignition. Accordingly what happens on igni-

tion in the cylinder is- that a feeble e.xplosion results, giving
a fairly low maximum pressure. Then for some portion ot

the stroke burning of the n.ixture takes place. Now con-

sidering what happens during expansion, we have the gas
expanding and doing work at the expense of its heat energy,
and its temperature should drop accordingly, but, on the
other hand, heat is still being added during the expansion
from the burning mixture. The temfierature ot the gas,

therefore, remains higher than it should be, making the
adiabatic expansion approach more nearly to an isothermal
or constant temperature expansion.

It is obvious that by suitably proportioning the mixture
an isothermal expansion could be obtained. If we now con-

sider the heating of the cylinder in these cases we can see

that in the case of a perfect explosion the temperature of

the gases may be high at the start, but drop very rapidly

to the exhaust temperature. The mean temperature, there-

fore, will be approximately that of the cylinder walls, and
will be fairly low.

Now in the case of a bad mixture, heat is being constantly

added during expansion, and therefore the mean tempera-
ture, which will again correspond approximately with that

of the cylinder walls, will be fairly high.

This is the reason why overheating takes place with bad
mixtures. A proof of the correctness of the above theory is

found in the fact that the temperature of the exhaust is

much hotter with bad than with good mixtures, and in

many cases if the mixture is excessively bad the exhaust
gases will still be found to be burning. GEADUATE.

Will the Ultra-lightweight Return?
[6059.]—With all due respect to Mr. Roy Walker's

contentions, I think he is rather sweeping as to " flimsy

frames" and "impossibilities." Many are situated like my-
self, living in a terrace house with many steps up to the door
and as many to the basement entrance. The ultra-light-

weight makes motor cycling possible to such. My own
machine is a 1908 Ij h.p. Motosacoche. The frame has
given no trouble. I carry this with ease up and down the

steps,, and while, of course, comfort cannot be a first con-

sideration, the machine is a splendid little mount, and if

kept in tune will run and average on a fifty miles journey
well up to the legal limit in flat country.

RAE GRIFFIN.

[6050.]—I have read with much interest and a considerable

amount of amusement the effusion of Mr. Roy W. Walker
No. 6030. Your readers will be amused when I tell them
that it was a 1-^ h.p. Motosacoche attachment fitted to a light

bicycle which was used by Mr. Walker's company to test and
bring out the Armstrong change-speed gear. Judging by
Mr. Walker's remarks, one would conclude that it was
possible to test and bring out this gear with a so-called

flimsy engine.

When- Sir. Walker states that " every attempt to make a

complete roadster motor bicycle at under £30 and 75 lbs.

weight has failed dismally, etc.," he is apparently in ignor-

ance of the motor bicycles that have been on the market
during the last five or ten years. Has not the Motosacoche
proved that it is possible to turn out such a machine?

I have not the slightest doubt that the thorough lightweight
will again become popular, much more so than the 140 lbs.

weight machine, for the fallowing reasons : There are an
enormous number of people who are tiring of pedal cycling

and want a motor cycle. They want a thorough lightweight,

but their "knowing" [''.) friends have advised them that light-

weights are not reliable, so these people have bought and
are buying the heavier machine, but it will not be for much
longer; the speed craze will end just as surely as did the
scorching and long distance touring on pedal bicycles. One
day the public will know which is the suitable machine

;

Continental folk have discovered this to their advantage long

ago. OSBORNE L. DE LISSA.
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CHAIN DRIVE
has been the standard form of

transmission on the

. MOTOCYCLE .

for the past eleven years, and its designers have found no reason to make
any alteration in this respect.

It is significant that in the recent A.C.U. Quarterly Trials, out of

the 12 machines with a perfect score, representing 11 different makes, no

fewer than 9 were chain driven.

This testimony to the efficiency of the form of drive which has been

standard on the INDIAN from jts inception is worth your careful

consideration when deciding upon your mount for 1912.

Designed for British needs and equal to all

conditions.

STAND 107 OLYMPIA.
See the new 1912 models fitted with Free
Engine, Tw^o-speed Gear, Forced Lubrication,
Handle-bar Control, Foot Starting Device, etc., etc.

THE HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
178, Great Portland Street, London, W.

Goods and Repairs: 89, Bolsover Si., \V. •

In answering thU advertUemcnt it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle." Bz},
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The Michdin "Light" Cover

for "Lightweights," "Sidecars," and front wheels only

of machines of SJ^ h.p.

OM^'Vt^. Mj^ 4^i -cUuv

The Bungalow,

Promenade,

HOYLAKE.

/

^

The cover in' question is a Michelin "Light" cover, constructed for FRONT WHEELS ONLY of

machines such as the above.

The price is 18/6 !

Comment is needless.

Write for price list and illustrated booklet.

The Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd..

89-91, Fulham Road,

Clielsea, London, S.W.
Telepramg :

" Piicmniolin." or "Eibsndam.' London
Telephone : .IJOO Kensineton (6 lines'.

B24 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention. " The Motor Cycle."
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The Position of Counter-shait Gear?.
[6061.]—Your correspondent, "Long Belt Drive," is %\\-

dently working out wliat slioold occur in theory. My ex-

periences on the road with a counter-shaft two-speed gear
and short belt drive are exactly in opposition to his views.

I have now driven my new two-speed 3^ h.p. Singer over
600 miles, with and without sidecar, without adjusting the

belt or even removing it at all. It is a 6l't. 3iu. x lin.

Lyso, was put on new, and looks like running another 600
miles before shortening is required. This mileage has always
Iwen impossible with the average belt drive, without atten-

tion, -in my experience. I may mention that the machine
carried me through the la.st. Quarterly Trial and the Stidland
Trial on the 28th ult., also in pouring rain, and the belt has

never shown sighs of slipping yet. I put the success of

this form of drive down to two factors, viz., tlie large

diameter of pulleys and the low speed at which the belt

travels. Anyhow, your correspondent can order a real' counter-

shaft two-speed m.achine at the Show with perfect ctmtidence.

J. J. WOODO.ATE.

The A,C.Urand Provincial Clubs.

[6062.]—The members ' of the Newc.istle JI.C. liave_

watched during recent weeks the correspondence in your
columns with mixed feelings, and recent events bring home
to us again the feeling that the. conduct of the A.C.U. is

" a comedy to those who think, and a tragedy to those who
feel."

In view of the publicity which has been given to the

dispute between some Northern clubs and the A.C.U. , I

consider it a public duty to acquaint the motoring world
with the treatment accorded to the Newcastle M.C. early

this year when applying for direct affiliation to the A.C.U.
I will briefly make public the particulars of our case and

leave motor cyclists to judge as to what little practical

support or sympathy a small provincial club may expect

from the A.C!U.
The Newcastle M.C. lias for some five yeai"s been affiliated

(through the North-Eastern A. A.) to the A.C.U., but in

December last year we decided to apply for direct affilia-

tion, which Jatter privilege has been and is still enjoyed by
several clubs in the Northern Centre. An application lor

affiliation was made to the R..\.C. (the club consisting of

motor car members as well as motor cyclists), and this body
advised us to deal with the A.C.U. on the dual affiliation

agreement, and the same post brought us a letter from the

A.C.U. giving full particulars and sending blank sgreement
forms. On the 15th December we advised the A.C.U. that

we had previously been affiliated through the N.E.A.A.,' and
asked if by joining direct our car members would have the
same benefits as before, and in a letter dated December 17th

the A.C.U. replied :
" In the event of your club affiliating

to the Union, your car members would enjoy the same
privileges that they now enjoy through being affiliated with
the N.E.A.A." On the 11th January we advised the

A.C.U. that we had decided to affiliate, and on the 14th
.January the agreement signed by our committee was posted
and an acknowledgment received stating that the same
would be laid before the A.C.U. committee on 2nd February.
Meanwhile a rumour circulated in the North that the
N.E.A.A. was oppo.^ing our direct affiliation, upon which I

proceeded to London and interviewed the chairman and
secretary of the A.C.U., and was much surprised to hear that
the N.E.A.A. claimed that all affiliation of clubs in the
Northern territory must go through it. As our club

had received no notice of any such agreement and being no
party to it, although affiliated members of both organisa-
tions, we repudiated this. A proposal was, however, made
to us with a view, I suppose, of settling our dispute with
the N.E.A.A., but this proposal I indignantly rejected, and
confirmed the rejection in a letter to the A.C.U. on 21st

January. I could find no trace in the A.C.U. rules or

N.E.A.A. rules giving power to make any such agreement,
and was at that time at a loss to know how, if such an
agreement were in force, the Cumberland, Westmorland, and
Aspatria clubs cordd have direct affiliation. (Cumberland and
Westmorland were included in the Northern Centre when
same was formed in January, 1909.) A request was made
t-o the A.C.U. for particulars of the alleged agreement, but
the application was met with silence. On pressing the point
of direct affiliation we got the admission "that the club
rules of the Union permit direct affiliation of any club within

i2og

the sphere of a local centre, but that an exception had been
taken to the policy of so doing, for, in some cases, it might
be held that the principle of local government might be
prejudiced by such an act." A further proposal was made
to us which we refused, and in a few days came the intima-
tion that the A.C.U. was unable to accede to our application

for affiliation.

On the question of principle, we were inclined to press

the matter, but meeting with poor support fi'om the other
affiliated clubs we decided to " stand outside the pale," and,
instead of remitting a large sum in fees to Piccadilly, we
purchased a handsome trophy for competition.

I should suggest that a strong Northern Association should
be formed composed of clubs in Northumberland, Durham,
Cumberland, Westmorland, and Yorkshire.

WILLIAM DUNN,
Hon. sec. the Newcastle Motor Club.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
If "A.E." (Godalming) will forward stamped addressed

envelope several replies to his query are awaiting him.

G. Gilbert writes in strong praise of the way he was
recently treated by Zenith Motors, Ltd., in connection with

a repair undertaken during the rush of Show work.

"A Victim" wishes to warn readers of the ten-mile speed

limit in Stony Stratford, a village on the London-Birming-
ham Road about fifty miles from London.

K. Walker wi-ites in strong praise of the 1911 Scott for

u?e with a sidecar.

1}

THREE PASSENGERS UP NETHERHALL GARDENS.
A 3^ b.p. standard P. & M. witn standard gears of 5 and i to 1, taking two pas-
sengers and the driver—W, Prait— 3D stones 2 lbs. in all, up the 1 in 7 gradient of

Nelhertjall Gardens. This is probably the best known of the London test liills.

{11 The right angle bend immediately at the foot of the rise. (2) ^ea^ing the

summit. Such a performance proves iLe elllciency of the 3^ P. & M. as a sidecar

machine.

E25
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A J.S.
A 5 h.p. twin-cylinder A.J..S. machine

is to make its bow to the public
at Olympia. This is quite a new type,

and presents several novel features.

The twin-cylinder engine has a bore and
stroke of 70 x 82 mm. respectively,

and has its valves lying side by side and
carried in detachable cylinder heads.

Details of the valve gear on the new 5 h.p. A.J.S.

These heads are held on by a forging
which bears on a central boss and is held
down by two swing bolts (see sketch). A
dowel pin is placed on one side, so that
the head can only be put on in the cor-

rect position. Separate cams operate the
exhaust vaJve-s, while one is made to

serve both inlet valves. A U.H. mag-

neto supplies the current, and an Amac
carburetter lies between the cylinders.

A simple counter-shaft two-speed gear on
the lines of this year's 2^ h.p. A.J.S.
gear, but enlarged and simplified, is em-
ployed, in conjunction with a clutch con-
sisting of a single plate carrying cork
insets, gripped by a plain steel plate on
either side. A new feature for this

machine is the simple kick down starter.

Chain drive is employed throughout, the
chains being amply prot-ected from mud
by metal shields. The gear is actuated
by a lever carried on a quadrant which
is brazed to the top tube. The clutch
lever lies on the left handle-bar. The
A.J. S. gear was described in a recent
issue, so it is only necessary to repeat
that it, with the clutch, is particularly

easy to dismantle, and the merest novice
could make no mistakes in re-erectin"

it. The pistons have two top rings and
oil grooves cut in them right up to the
gudgeon pin boss. The gudgeon pin
is held in position by brass washers.

The 1912 frame is fitted with a dropped
top tube, and the tank has all the fittings

on one side, so that it is very easy to re-

move in case of damage. A very neat
toolbox is carried in a steel case below
the carrier. The back of this case forms
the number-plate, while a strap fixed to

the carrier descends and acts as a mud-
guard support. The foot brake pedal is

carried on a separate lug, and the shoe
acts above the chain stay, and is pivoted
so as to come into action evenly. Druid
spvitig forks are employed, and a neat

head lug is fitted with provision for a

lamp and generator. All the above re-

marks apply to the 2^ h.p. A.J.S. with
the exception of those concerning the
engine, which in this case is a single-

Showing details ol the detachable cylinder heat
on the 2^ h.p. and 5 h.p. A.J.S.

cylinder 70 x 82 mm. Both these models
are well made and neatly finished, and
the 2^ h.p. has performed extremely well

in this year's trials.

The Charles Eimund-Jap sprinj frame michine to be shown at Olympia.

A.J.S. special lamp and generator bracket

Edmund Spring Frsme.
This nmchine, which was e.xhibited last

year, will again be shown by Charles
Edmund and Co., of Chester, at Stand
100. The spring seat has been designed
to enable both saddle and footiests to

work in unison, both being supported by
laminated springs. The saddle is

attached to an upper member pivoted at

the front to the head of the rigid frame
nearest to the rear wheel axle. The
footrests are attached to a member which
passes through the seat tube of the rigid

frame and are connected by means of link

motion to the seat tube. The luggage
carrier is situated on and supported by
laminated springs, and by means of an
adjustable link motion the tension of the
springs against the carrier can be increased
or diminished.

Next Week's Issue of this Journal will conlala a complete Show Report, with profuse Illustrations.
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Rex Patterns.

The altenitioiis from the 1911 Rex
models are not drastic, but they are suf-

ficiently important to warrant a fairly

lengthy description. For example, over-

head valves have been discord d in favour

of those side by side; large diarheter

valve springs are employtd, and the shape

of the cylinders has been slightly altered.

The cylinders are secured to the crank

case by two swinging bolts, which are

hinged on the crank chanber connecting

bolts, and pass through holes in the head,

thus the cylinder casting is in compression

to some extent, and can reiilly be made
slightly lighter in the walls than if held

down by studs and nuts at the base of

the cylinder.

Type ol roller Bearings used in the Rex engine

One of the most novel alterations is the

eccentric rim to the flywheels, recently

illustrated. This has been adopted to

secure rwl only a better balance without
bob-weights, but the makers also claim
that tl>ey can obtain a higher engine speed
owing to the lessened friction due to air

resistance in the crank case when ordinary
bob-weights are titted with angular pro-

jections. The internal cams have bien
discarded in favour of the usual type of

outside cam. In place of ball bearings to

the crankshaft, Hoffniann. roller bejirings

have been adopted, and it is claimed that

there is no more friction with this type of

bearing, and line instead of point contact
is obtained, the former being considered

an .advantage by the makers.
The taper gudgeon pin in the piston is

retained, but a set-screw is added which

Showing Iho new 7-9 h.p. twin M.M. handlebars, anj control arrangement from the twist grips.

locks the pin in position and renders it

absolutely secure. The magneto is chain
driven, and is carried at tlie rear of the

crank case, the timing gear cover plate

and one-half of the magneto driving cliain

cover being cast in cme as in the 1911

Showing design of connecting roils of the
n^w Bex twin.

models. Arrangements have been made
for re-timing the magneto by providing
a special nut which screws on to the end
of the armature-shaft. This nut is screwed
externally in such a manner that when it

is removed from the shaft and reversed

endwise, the externally screwed part en-
gages with a thread cut on the insida

of the sprocket wheel. The nut is then
screwed inside the recessed sprocket until

it butts against the end of the armature-
shaft, when the force exerted by the screw
draws off the sprocket, which is fitted

on the coned end of the shaft in the
usual manner. Of course the sprocket
need not be entirely removed ; the moment
it is loosened the magneto can be re-

timed and the nut reversed.

The Rex firm was one of the fir::* to
adopt the vapour pipe from the crank
case to the combustion he;id, vid the car-

buretter, and it has now been decided to

fit this pipe direct from the crank case

to the inlet port in the cylinder. Tlio

oily vapour wnich is forced up this pipe
every time the piston descends assist.^ in

lubricating the top portion of the cylinder

walls.

There are practically no alterations to

the bicycle itself, except that the alu-

minium footboards have been replaced

by neat wooden boards, which will bo
fitted on springs and covered with rubber
matting. The arrangement of the echaust
pipes on the twin is neat. The end of

the tube is merely flattened, and the
result is not by any means noisy.

Singles and twins, air and watcf cooled,

Avill be staged at the Show in racing and
touring trim.

The first of the new 6 h.p. Speel-King Rex machines.

B2y
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A.S.L.
" Ixion " hac. lately drawn attention to

the desirability uf spring frames. Those
readers who agree should on no account

miss Stand No. 103, where the luxurious

riding A.S.L. will be exhibited. 3^ h.p.

single and 5 h.p. twins are standard for

1912. Quite recently we had the oppor-

tunity of testing an A.S.L. 3i h.p. J. A. P.
engined motor cycle. The machine started

very easily, and declutching (the Albion
engine clutch was fitted), we took our seat

on the comfortably padded cushion sup-

plied. On letting in the clutch the machine
went away smoothly, and we were sur-

prised at the absence of road shocks. Our
first impression was that we were riding on
a -partially deflated back tyre, but the

feeling passed off after the first few
minutes. Although we intentionally

found all the worst bumps in the road,

we suffered from no unpleasant jars, arid

only in the w-orst pot holes did we find

the small wheels affect the smooth run-

ning of the machine. It is certainly the

best sprung motor cj'cle we have ever

ridden, and the action of the air springs

should go far towards prolonging the life

of the engine and frame fittings. Mag-
neto, throttle, and air levers are placed
one above the other on the right handle-
bar, and come easily to the hand ; in

fact, we were able to control on the
throttle lever only most of the day, as

the Amac carburetter fitted was almost
automatic in its action. By way of a
hill-climbing test, we took the machine
to Sunrising, and succeeded in climbing
it at the second attempt with a little

clutch slipping, the first failure being
due in all probability to the control, being
new to us. Regarding the effect of the
springing on belt tension, we noticed

no belt slip, and as the springing forms a
comparatively large angle with the chain
stays, we see no reason to expect slip

from this cause. The A.S.L. is sure to

attract visitors to the Show.

Valve side of the new 3J h.p. lady's Premier, a new departure for next year.

Osmond.
This is a new firm in the motor cycle

industry who will exhibit on Stand No.
20 two Osmond-Precision models, one
with fixed and the other with free engine.

Both machines will be fitted with Bosch
magneto ignition and B. and B. car-

buretters.

Hobart.
The Hobart Bird Co. are listing four

models for 1912, two of which are quite

new. The 2^ h.p. 70 x 76 mm. ladies'

machine remains much as this year, ex-

cept that the dressguards are more easy
to detach, as they slide on in one piece
(for each side), and are held by wing
nuts all fitted in accessible positions. The
Armstrong three-speed hub will be fitted

as standard, and foot-rests are now brazed
to the frame in a convenient jiosition.

The 4 h.p. twin also remains, unchanged

in its main features, but is now fitted in

an improved frame siecially constructed

to withstand the strains of passenger

work, and having sidecar lugs brazed to

it. On this model the Lake and Elliot

two-speed and Brown and Barlow car-

buretter will be standard fittings. The
3^ h.p. single is quite new, and has an
85 X 88 mm. vertical engine, with side

by side valves fed by a B. and B. car-

buretter, and carrying either a Bosch or

Eisemann magneto in front. This power
unit is carried in a strong frame with
dropped top tube, and allows a very low

The new 3J h.p. 85 x 88 mm. N.S.U., which has a new design spring frame.

23 h.p. twin-cylinder Forward power plant.

saddle position. The Villiers hub clutch

is fitted, and instead of being operated
by the usual long rod,- which is liable to

fracture through vibration, two short rods
joined by a double lever pivoted on the

rear engine plate are employed. The 2^
h.p. gentleman's model has a vertical

70 X 76 mm. engine. This is a very
neat little machine on standard lines,

and may be classed as a lightweight. In

this case the magneto is fitted behind the
engine. Druid forks, side flaps carried
right up to the crown head, handle-bar
magneto control, and a foot-operated
cut-out are standard on all models. As
will be seen, the firm market a very com-
plete range of machines, and great care
in design and attention to details is

noticeable in all four types.

r.30
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Clyno.
Id a recent issue we described a long

run over severe hills and roads on one of

the new 5-6 h.p. Clyno passenger
macliines, and we are now in a position

to give details of the latest mount. The
engine lias two cylinders set at an angle of

55° of 76 X 82 mm. bore and stroke. The
valves are placed side by side, closed

within neat aluminium covers, and are

operated by two cams only. Very large

diameter flywheels are employed, though,
as the weight is well in the rim, they are

•comparatively light. The lubricating oil

Clyno expanding clutch mechanism osed tor tho
high and low gears.

is led into grooves round the bottom of

the cylinders, into which the pistons dip,

and by this means the oil is led first 1.0

the cylinder walls, which are most in

need of it. A two-speed gear is standard,
and consists of two chains, one on either

side of tile rear wheel, wliich are brought
into engagement by means of large ex-

panding clutches placed between the rear

stays and operated by a sliding wed^e.
The whole of this gear can be easily de-

tached or adjusted, as it is held in posi-

tion by four bolts (see sketch). It runs

on ball bearings throughout, and is

actuated by a double pedal working on a

([uick thread screw. When desired, this

gear can be converted to a four-speed by

with the gear wheel, which is thereioie
free to revolve with the counter-shaft.
A strong carrier is fitted, and an ingeni-
ous stand which gives three positions and
allows the machine to stand approximately
vertical even on a cambered road.
The tank is held well away from the
frame, and has rounded edges. It is

fitted with very large spring-joint filler

caps and an outside glass-barrelled oil

pump, while the tool bag is placed on
top of the tank. The exhaust gases pass
to separate silencers which are connected
to a common pipe leading t-o the back of

the frame and flattened at the end. An
Amac multiple jet carburetter feeds the
engine, while a Bosch magneto set high
up behind the engine supplies the cuirent

for ignition purposes. The 1912 model
has been so arranged that both cylinders

can be detached without dismounting the
engine. The saddle remains the same
Keight from the ground. Druid forks are
employed, and the front mudguard has

large side Haps. Botli wheels are shod
with 26in. x 2iin. I'almer Cord tyres.

The Clyno sidecar is supported from four

points instead of three, there being an
extra stay to the side of the front of the

car. In future all sidecar lugs will be

The toe and heel pedal operating the Clyno
two-speed gear.

brazed to the frame, though the Show
models may not have this feature. The
machine is extremely well finished hotli

inside and out, and the. buffed aluniiiiiuiii

crank case gives an extremely smart ap-
pearance to the machine. For the running
and liill-climbing powers of the Clyno we
must refer our readers to our issue of the
2nd iiist., in which the run previously
alluded to was described, also to our
reports of reliiiliility trial.';.

Macbeth.
The Colmore Depot, Birmmgham, will

exhibit on Stand No. 102 a number of

well known makes, including Scott,

Douglas, Jfatchless, Zenith, Premier,
Enfield, and Chater-Lea. In addition
they will also show two examples of

the Macbeth motor bicycle, a 3^ h.p.

machine built upon standard lines. One
will be a fixed gear model and th»

Section 01 thp special troni tui,e llxing o( ihc
Canoelet sidecar, described in our last issue.

other a two-speed. This is another
case of a well known name in the push-
cycle trade being applied to motor
bicycles, the Macbeth machines having
been known for several years to the
cycling public, particularly to London

From wheel stand, the legs of which serve as
mudguard stays, titled to the 1912 Singer, also
showing the one piece mudguard with side exten-
sions.

cyclists. We welcome the .Macbeth
machine as an addition to the industry,

and have no doubt that in the hands of

the Colmore Depot it will socm achieve
a name for itself.

Mechanism of the Clyno toot starter, also showing
neat appearance of countershaft two-speed gear.

u system of double chains from the engine
to the counter-shaft, the change being
made by means of dog clutches. All

chains are enclosed, and a kick-down
starter is fitted which works as follows :

• hi what is usually the bottom bracket is

fitted a toothed quadrant and a crank
mounted in an eccentric bush (to allow of

chain adjustment).. This engages with a

gear wheel mounted on the counter-shalt
and driving it through a ratchet. To
start, the crank is pressed sharply down
by the heel, and when the engine starts
the quadrant is left out of engagcTi^ert L.-test design of the 3* h.p. A.S.L.-Jap.—an exceptionally comfortable machine to ride.
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3i h.p. Three=speed New Hudson.
The design of these successful machines

has not been altered in any vital manner
for next year, as they are already quite
up to date. In consequence,, the altera-

tions are fhiefly in connection with de-

Method of multiply-

ing the clutch lever-

age on the 1912 New
Hudson.

tails. For example, the rear mudguard
and carrier can now be detached com-

plete, leaving nearly the whole of the

rear tyre accessible for repairs. The
method of detachment is to unscrew two
or three turns a nut on the mudguard
bridge, when a slot in the clip aUows for

its removal. The same method is followed

where the carrier stays are attached to

the frame, the stay ends being slotted,

thereby ob\aating the complete removal
of the nut. The carrier and rear guard
are riveted together and come away as

one unit.

The method of carrying the pannier
bags has been strengthened, and the
interior of each bag is now provided with
a metal framework which encircles the

bag inside, thus strengthening it and pre-

venting sagging ; the fastening is a strong
spring hook, and compares most favour-

ably with the flimsy locks iitted to some
bags, and the screws for attachment enter
the metal band in the bag. and do not
protrude inside, as in many cases. On
the rear of the carrier is a spetiial bag
in which is carried a Lucas force feed
oiler for lubricating the three-speed gear
and other parts w'here oil should be in-

jected.

The method of locking the axle of the

Armstrong hub to the back fork ends

is as follows : The jaw of thfe back fork

is made from a very strong steel stamp-
ing. The axle is provided with flats

which prevent it turning in the jaw, and,

in addition, a shouldered washer Avith a

square hole fits inside the fork end. The
face of the washer has holes which regis-

ter with similar holes in the locking nut,

and when all is screwed up firmly a grub
screw passes through the nut and the

washer, thus obviating the bursting

strain on the jaw of the fork end, and
relieving the axle of part of the stress to

which it is subjected when the high and
low gears are in operation.

The engine lug at the extremity of the

down tube is now extended to take the

clutch pedal, so that all strain is removed
from the foot rests, and the pedal is not

likely to be damaged in case of a fall.

Where possible the lugs to which the

engine is attached are brazed to the frame
and not merely bolted. This has been
found particularly necessary in the case

of the variable speed geared machines
where there is a heavy torque passiirg

through the transmission and frame
when the gears are in use.

On the New Hudson engine, which,
by the way, is being made with extreme
accuracy, the magneto drive is now pro-

vided with a chain adjustment, the mag-

Brazed-on lug carrying change speed lever o£ the

Armstrong gear on the New Hudson.

neto machine sliding upwards at an
angle. Slots are provided on the mag-
neto table on the crank case, the drive
being by means of an ordinary roller

chain, the silent 'chain being discarded.
The makers thought that in the event of

a chain breakage (a remote possibility),

riders woidd be able to obtain an ordi-

nary link of -i-in. chain anywhere, Avhere-

as difficulty would be experienced in

obtaining a link of silent cliaiii, which

'K.
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is not always stocked at garages. The
new clutch-operating mechanism, which
we illustrate, is now provided with an
improved system of leverage, enabling the
clutch to be operated with less pressure.
The gear control bracket on the top tube
is brazed to the frame. Nail catchers
are fitted to both wheels, magneto con-
trol from handle-bar, and a front wheel
stand.

Sidecar Self-=aligning Stand.
A novelty in the form of a self-align-

ing stand for sidecars will be exhibited
by the New Hudson Co. The ordinary
stand when in use with a sidecar causes
the machine to tilt at an angle owing
to the sidecar wheel not being raised at

the same time as the rear wheel of tlie

bicycle. This new stand enables the

back wheel to be jacked up off the

ground without the base of the stand

assuming a slanting position in relation

Valve side of the 1912 pattern 3^ h.p. three-speed New Hudson.

Browning's patent collapsible sidecar.

to the sidecar. All parts of the New
Hudson 3i h.p. engine are made to

Government limit gauges which are with-

in one-thousandth part of an inch. We-
recently examined the engine parts which
were going through the works and came
to the conclusion that greater accuracy
is not employed in any factory where
motor cycle engines are manufactured.
Next year's New Hudson should give

even a better account of itself than it

has done during 1911.

Win=Precision.
The Wincycle Trading Co., Ltd., will

show at Stand 16 two 3^ h.p. Win-Pre-
cision motor cycles, one of which will be
fitted with the Villiers hub clutch. As
the name implies, the engine will be a

Precision, while Druid forks, B. and B.
carburetter, and Bosch magneto will be
fitted. The company will also show a
patent collapsable sidecar, 'flade under
Mr. Browning's patents, which will ap-

peal to those readers who have only
restricted storage room.
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2% h.p. Enfield.
Very few alterations have been found

necessary in the 2| h.p. Enfield ; in fact,

refinements only are noticeable. Long
footboards are fitted, and the two-speed
,gear will be operated by pedals. A new

be withdrawn while the rider takes her
seat. An auxiliary dressguard lias been
fitted over the engine, and a cushion drive
is employed. This is also standard on the
6 h.p. sidecar machine, and can be fitted

as an extra to the 2| u-ount. It consists
of six rubber blocks divided by arms,
through which tlie drive is taken. Three

Left-hand side ot the 1912 Model 2} h.p. Enfield, showing the new sight-teed lubricator.

silencer with no cut-out is now used, and
the crank case relief valve has been moved
to the riglit hand side of the reiir cylinder,

and from it is led an overtlow pipe, so

that any surplus oil serves tu lubricate the

rear driving cliain. An impruved exliaust

valve lifter is employed, having a v»ry
neat and simple action. The gear ratios

have been raised to 5| to 1 and 7^ to 1

instead of 6^ to 1 and 9 to 1. Lubrication
is by a sight-feed drip, a hand pump
being fitted for emergencies. Side flaps

are fitted to both front and rear mud-
guards.
The 2^ h.p. open frame has two or

three extra refinements. A lever is fitted on
the handle-bar, by means of wliich, when
the engine has been started, the gear can

of these arms lie in the hub shell and
tliree in the corresponding case on the
driven sprocket. We rode- a 2| fitted with
this device, and though the machine was
exceptionally highly geared (4-i to 1), we
noticed not the slightest jar even when
running slowly.

We have already dealt with the new
6 h.p. Enfield-.Iap sidecar combination
which will be a feature of tlie exliibit.

Autorette.
The Autorette, wliich is a new two-

seated tlu-ee-wheeled runabout manu-
factured by the Enfield Autocar Co.,

Ltd., of Birmingham, and illustrated on
this page, will, we understand, lie ^n
view next wjek at Stand No. 38. .\11
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days and. Onions, Ltd., Birmingham.
This new runabout, possesses several

interesting features, particularly in con-
nection with the springing. The frame
and two-seated side by side body are
supported on laminated springs which
extend both sides of the single rear
driving wheel, and are there coupled to

a lever and rod system which enables
the rear wheel to rise and fall and yet
keep perfectly vertical. The engine,

which js at present a water-cooled 7-8

h.p. twin m.o.v. J.A.P., is fitted be-

tween the body and the rear wheel mud-
guard, and drives through an epicyclic

gear carried alongside the engine, pro-

viding two speeds forward and a reverse.

The transmission from the gear box shaft
to the rear wheel is by a roller chain
running in an oil bath, metal-cased. Side
radiators are placed between the body

Enfield rear mud Hap.

and the rear mudguard, one on eaoA side

of the engine, and the whole mechanism
is enclosed by a metal case provided
with a sliding top panel. The steering

is by wheel with inclined steering

column like a car, and there is also a
Cape hood and wind screen. The wheels
are 650 x 65 mm., with plain tread to

the front and steel studded to the rear ;

a butt-ended tube is fitted to the rear tyre.

Two brakes are provided, one on the

rear hub operated by a hand lever at the
side, and one on the front wheel operated
by pedal. The whole machine is finished

THREE-WHEELER PASSENGER MACHINES AT OLYMPIA.

mbmmmi^mst^^^i^^^f^^sB!^'-
(1) The Entield Autorette willi hood up. This macliine has a water cooled

twin-cylinder engine.
(2) The Cycionette which is propelled by a twin-cylinder air-cooled engine,

situated over the front wheel. The exhaust ralve caps have special radiators.
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Valve side ol the new pauern 31 h.p. clutch model Excelsior.

in French giey, and the body is well

upholstered, side doors being fitted

exactly the same as on the larger four-

wheeled vehicles made by the Enfield

Autocar Co.

Excelsior.
One day last week we saw one of the new

Excelsior motor cycles. This model has a

4^ h.p. 86 X 112 mm. single-cylinder

engine, and it presents several interesting

features. A 3^ h.p. 85 x88 mm. machine
is also built, but, as practically all the

details are the same; a description of the

4^ h.p. model will suffice.

The valves are placed side by side and
have adjustable "stem ends. They are

opei-ated by tappets through rockers, and
these rockers arc slightly offset to the
cams, so as to get a more direct lift. The
lubrication is ingenious, the oil being led

from the new Best and Lloyd semi-
automntic sight-fetd lubricator to the

cylinder walls and hollow gudgeon pin

direct through the side of the cylinder,

while a branch pipe lubricates the main
frank case bearings through a system of

ducts. The air release passes through the

crankshaft. The frame is on standard
lines with a dropped top tube, and is

fitted with Druid forks, a strong carrier,

and front and rear wheel stands.

Wulfruna.
The Wearwell Cycle Co.. Wolverhamp-

ton, will exhibit several Wulfruna motor
cycles on Stand 59. One will be a 1^ h.p,

machine with vertical engine, Bosch mag-
neto fitted at the rear of the engine in-

stead of in front. Druid spring forks,

luggage carrier, stand and number plates.

A machine with similar equipment will be
the 2^ h.p, model, but this %vill be fitted

with a two-speed gear and free engine.
A 2J h,p, and 5i h,p, single cylinder,
also a 4 h,p, twin cylinder with two-
speed gear and sidecar will be on
exhibition,

Ariel.
Components, Ltd,, Birmingham, have

decided to list next year seven Ariel
models. These will comprise 3^ h,p.
touring, 3^ h.p. roadsters, and 2^ h.p.
lightweights. The Ariel engine-shaft,
variable gear, and free engine will be fitted

to the touring patterns ; the same machine
will be sold with an adjustable pulley, and.

if required, a similar model will be offered

with a three-speed hub gear. The T,T,

roadster models will be fitted with an
adjustable pulley and no pedals, also a

similar machine with Ariel patent variable

gear and free engine pulley minus pedals,

I'he two last-named will have dropped
frames, and will follow the lines of the

T.T, Ariel, which was the second fastest

make of single-cylinder machine in the

1910 and 1911 T,T, races. The lightweight

models are entirely new, <lne machine
will be fitted with an adjustable pulley

and the other with the Ariel variable gear

and free engine,
.Among the improvements for 1912 on

the 5i h.p, models may be mentioned a

new front wheel stand, new type rear

stand and carrier, and improved rear

brake. The half compression device for

easy starting has also been redesigned, and
will be found even better than before.

Quite a novelty on the roadster Ariel

machines will be a detachable tank and
middle tube, enabling the tank to be
bodily removed in a few moments, con-

siderably facilitating the valve grinding.

and naturally without any obstruction the
usual engine adjustments can be made'
with far greater ease. It also enables the

cylinder to be lifted off quite easily with-

out anj- risk of injury to the thin edge
of the piston, which requires somewhat
careful handling,

L.M.C.
We have recently had an opportunity

of examining one of the new 4 h,p.

L.M,C. sidecar motor cycles. The power
unit is much on the lines of the standard
L.M,C, 3^ h.p,, but the engine has had
the bore and siroke increases to 89 x 92
mm. The compression is medium, and
the radiating tins have been extended.
The engine is fed either by a B, and B,
or Amac carburetter, while a new type
Bosch magneto is carried on a platform
cast on the front of the crank case, and
is driven by a train of gears. Handle-
bar control is used for both carburetter
and magneto. The Eoc type two-speed
gear is employed in conjunction with an
adjustable pulley. The left foot operates
the high gear and emergency brake,
while on the right footboard are placed
the low gear and band brake pedals.

Long rubber-covered footboards are fitted

pivoted at their front ends and sprung,
towards the rear. The wheels are speci-

ally heavy, and shod with 2iin, x 26in,

tyres, A new silencer and cut-out are
used, and a plate is fitted over the end
to protect the rider's trousers from the
exhaust gases. All fittings are very sub-
stantial, and the front mudguard is fitted

with side wings right up to the fork

head. In the 1912 models the front

wheel can be dropped away by removing
two split pins and slacking off two nuts.
As is usual on L,.M.C. machines, a
universal joint is fitted near the small
end of the connecting rod, and a foot-

operated exhaust lift is used as well as
the usual hand lever. The spring up
stand is prevented from rattling by a

spring clip on the mudguard, B. and L,
lubrication can be supplied. The 1912
T,T. . and Tourist models have drop
frames, and the front wheel is more
readily detachable than previously. With
these exceptions they remain almo,«t un
altered. The engine has a bore and
stroke of 85 x 88 mm., and the Autiivaria

gear c;in be fitted if desired.

4 h.p. L,M.C., with L.M,C. two-speed gear, made under Roc patents.
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Bradbury foot starter, two-speed gear and olatoh

operation.

Bradbury.
The principal item of interest in the

Budbury models will be the well-tried

two-speed gear. The following models
will be marketed, all having the same
sized engine, and differing only with re-

gard to the gear employed ; fwo-speed
chain-driven with Bradbury gear, two-

speed belt-driven with N.S.U. gear, three-

speed belt-driven with Sturmey-Archer
gear, single-geared with belt-drive, and

single-geared with ViUiers free engine

clutch.

We illustrate the new Bradbury two-

speed gear and kick starter, the gear

bux being placed on the chain stays

immediately behind the engine. ^ The
drive both from the engine to gear box
and from gear box to back wheel is by
chain. The gears are always in inesh,

and are thrown into engagement with dog
clutches, the top ratio giving_ a direct

and the bottom an indirect drive. The
clutch, which is arranged on the left-

hand side of the gear box, is a. very

simple type, and consists of a metal-

:o-metal cone, which is operated from
;he handle-bar thniugh a rod. Tliis

rod is connected t'l a crank carrying a

luick thread screw, the nut for which is

ormed by a bracket boiled inside the

;ear box. This quick thread screw

The gear is lubricated through a sensibly

large cap screwed into a special lug cast

at the side of the gear box.

The kick starter consists of a senii-

circular gear wheel, formed in one "n'ith a

pedal crank, which is returned to its

normally upright position by a helical

spring wound round its supporting pivot.

The semi-circular gear wheel meslies with

a pinion carried loosely on. the primary
gearshaft and engaging with a couple of

under-cut ratchet pinions. The engine is

started by kicking the pedal downwards
and backwards.

Tlie control uf the gear is by rocking

pedal, this being placed on the near side

of the machine, and, although not formed
integrally with the footrest. is nevertheless

well protected by it. Both are carried in

an extension lug from the side of the

aluminium crank chamber, one of the best

points of the arrangement being that in

the event of a "spill" tlie footrest would

Toe anfl heel rocking gear peda! on the new
Bradbiuy.

operates a plunger rod which passes
tlirough the primary gearshaft, at the
furthei- end of which the clutch is

situated. The adjustment of this push rod
can be controlled by a- small grub screw,
placed, as shown, concentrically in the
quick thread screw.
The box is supported by a very simple

form of bracket, by mejins of which it is

readily removable from the chain stays ;

all that is necessary for this purpose being
the undoing of five bolts and the disjoint-
ing of the eiigine chain and clutch rod.

Bradbury new design double width mudguard and
bac)( number plate.

take all the brunt, and derangement of

the two-speed pedal near become very
unlikely. The pedal gives the low gear
when rocked forwards and high gear when
rocked backwards. Free engine position

is obtained midway, and is easily fell fur.

since the crank to which the gear control

rod is fixed works over a ijuadrant and
carries a plunger which engages with
notches cut therein. This is shown in

the second sketch. The engine chain is

contained inside a quick detachable casing.

Handle-bar control of the magneto is only

I2iy

one of the refinements of the 1912 Brad-
bury.

the combined lamp' and generator
bi'acket has been thoroughly weobed for
strength. A lubricating oil squirt intended
primarily for use with the gear box is

supplied. The foot brake is of commend-
ably large size, and is arranged above the
chain stay. This brake acts on a special
belt rim spoked to the off-side of the back
wheel. The rear mudguard, with its

double extension, is fitted as a standard
to all models, and contains also a com-
bined number-plate and reflector tail light,

which we illustrate on this page.

N.Y.E.
Nye and Co. will stage on Stand 52 the

new Italian S.I.A.il.T. lightweight, a
Triumph with Mabon
two - speed gear on
counter-shaft which will

be shown as a working
model driven by elec-

trical power, a 6 h.p.
Enfield sidecar combina-
tion, a Moto-Reve, a
P. v., and a Stuart
Turner two-stroke ; the
last two named have
already been described
in previous issues. In
addition, a Polkey-
.larrott electric gene-
rator lamp set adapted
for motor cycles will be
on view.

Further P. and M. details.
In our last issue we outl'iied .some of

the more important P. and .M. improve-
ments. We are now- enabled to illustrate

a few of the special details for 1912.

The kick starting device consist's of a
semi-circular drum, at the corners of

which are anchinages for a short length

of chain, which passes over a small

sprocket supported by a projection cast

on the timing gear case. Internally this

sprocket carries a ratchet tree wheel
with under-cut teeth, a similar ratchet
forming the end of the engine-shaft.

The under-cutting of the teeth prevents
the two disengaging themselves so long
as pressure be applied to the foot crank.
The manner in which the, free wheels
are engaged is ingenious. Normally
a short spiral spring holds them out
of engagement, ijut on the cr;ink is

Latest model 3* h.p. two-speed P. & M., which now has a kicli starting apparatus.
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a U-shaped flat spring, the inner face of

which, when the cranlt is pressed forward
in order to start the engine, rubs against
the end of a small sprocket, and in

doing so forces it inwards, thereby en-

gaging the two freewheels. A lielii;il

spring, not shown, is wound round ths
shaft on which the semi-circular drum is

mounted, and when pressure of the foot

is relaxed it retui'ns tiie drum to its

original position.

The new carburetter contains several

improvements, notably the ready detach-
abilitv of all parts, including the float

chamber, the throtle and air slides

;

P. It, M. new design single jet carburetter with piston

control.

the latter p'^ depicted withdrawn from
their tubes. The float chamber is formed
with a concentric boss in which is

turned a groove for the reception of a

peg on the flat spring which holds it in

position. Upon lifting the springy and
turning it slightly sideways, the lid is

free to be removed. Another item

is the new P. and M.. exhaust lifter,

which consists of a short crank hinged to

a projection cast on to the aluminium
cover of the tappet guide.

The arrangement of the foot brake has

been entirely re-designed, the pedal being

now operated by the heel. The footrests

also carry a very practical and neat front

wheel stand. The magneto advance is

now operated from the handle-bar. The
bracket, Avhich forms both the guide for

the Bowden cable and an anchorage for

bolted to the

magneto itself,

from which it is

rendered detach-

able, the fixture

being an ex-

tremely neat and
simple one. The
otlier refinement
is a petrol prim-
ing device. Owing
to the inclined

position of the
cylinder, a speci-

ally turned - up
compression tap
is required, and
in order to make
this operation

P. & M. loot brake pedal.

easy, the cock-plug is considerably ex-

tended forward so that the handle of

the cock does not foul the cylinder
support. A short tube from the tank
leads to the tap. the outlet being con-
trolled by a screw-down needle valve.
With regard to the 2i h.g. lightweight,
this will have the latest B. and B. car-

buretter and handle-bar control to the
magneto.

Armstrong Gears.
A few days ago v.e were given an

opportunity of thoroughly inspecting the
manufacture of the Armstrong three-speed
hub for motor cycles. Accompanied by
Mr. Reilly (works manager), we made a
tour of the splendidly equipped works,
and one of the first things we noticed
was the special machinery for cutting the
pinions. A row of these machines has
been laid down, and no drifting or
broaching of the pinions is allowed in

the miuiufacture ui this gear. All the
pinions of the Armstrong ge^ir nre milled,

and subsequently gaugfd tiv a thousandth
part of on inch. Our visit was of absorb-
ing interest, and wc feel confident that.

equipped as the Armstrong tjear Co. is.

no inaccurate _part can issue from its

works.
For ne.xt year a few slight alterations

have been made, as the firm will marlcet
two types one chilled tlit Ahiik 2 which

NOVEMHEh i6'li. iqii

is suitable for machines up to 3J, h.p.

solo, and the other Mark 3. which is

intended for 3i h.p. sidecar machines.
Tile latter model will have a slightly in-

creased number of plates in the friction

clutch, and they will lie made alternataiy

of phosphor I.rnnze and steel. '\ he total

number of plates in this hub is fuiirlcen,

and the added weight 2 lbs. All the hubs
before being sent out are subjected to an
extremely severe test to prevent any
possibility^ of clutch slip.

The best way to lubricate the hub
is to disengage the clutch, and to lubri-

cate on the clutch side with thin lubri-

cating oil such as is employed for push

B.S,A. new Bosch magneto bracket and exhaust cut-out.

cycles. If this be done the oil will reach |

the clutch plates more readily.
;

At the Armstrong stand. No. 33, will
:

be found sections of the gear and other i

interesting items.

Handle-bar controlled mag-
neto advance of the P. & M. Power plant of the 3^ h.p. P. & M., showing kick starter and gear control.
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The 1912 chain-driven twin-cylinder Bat-Jap, showing method of operating the new pztlern two-speed countershaft gear.

Bat.
As may be expected, the exhibit of the

Bat Jlotor Jfanufactiiring Co. will be an
imposing one. The chief novelty consists
of the sideca machine, which is fitted

either with a 5-6 or 7-8 li.p. J. A. P. engine.
In the first place, the transmission is

by chain through a counter-shaft gear
box of the sliding dog clutch type. Ball
bearings are fitted througliout. and on the
sprocket side of the driven shaft double
ball bearings are used. The clutch is in

the rear wheel, and is one of the internal

expanding pattern. The expanding seg-

ments are made from tire solid metal
and are operated by means of wedges.
Powerful spring coils pull these wedges
into the splits in the phosphor bronze
and expand the segments against the
drum on the sprocket. Normally, there-

fore, the clutch is in engagement. To
disengage the clutch the operating
mechanism is put into action by means
of inclined planes on the exterior of the
clutchshaft. A ball bearing thrust is

provided. The gears are changed by
means of a lever on the top tube, sur-

mounted by a wooden knot working in a

quadrant. The clutch is operated by a
pedal situated close to the rider's

left foot. The attachment of tlie geai'

box is interesting. It is suspended on a

slotted aluminium plate, webbed to add

^/yy/y////////////^/////A

Double ball beaTiru)

'//////////////////TT^,

Horizontal section through the dog clutch gear on the Bat.

to its strength, fixed in front to the rear

end of the crank case ar^d at the rear by
stays running from the ends of the back
forks. The engine chain is adjusted by
sliding the gear box along the .-^lots, and
the back chain by tlie usual type of chain
adju.sters. A further improvement in

this machine is the re-designing of the
spring frame. It will be remembered
that m the Bat spring frame both saddle
and footrests are inter-connected. In the
new type the moving portion of the frame
is suspended at its lower end. forward of

the crank case, and it will be seen from
the illustration that there is ample pro-
vision for large footboards, which provide
a very comfortable position. The mov-
able portion of the frame is held on two
powerful coil springs, which not only
give to the road shocks but al.-^o take the
rebound. One spring is carried on each
side of the top tube. The spring forks
have been slightly altered, and the
wirders are now brazed solidly to the
lugs. Side shields are fitted to the front

mudguards. A crossbar is fitted to the
handle-bar to add to its strength, arid for

the purpose of carrying accessories. 650
X 65 mm. grooved Dunlops are fitted.

The engine, with its well-known mag-
neto drive, remains unaltered, and the
R. and B. carburetter is fitted in all cases.

Altogether the machine is well designed
throughout, and the finish

is excellent.

The single-cylinder 3i
h.p. Bat continues to be
fitted with the P. and M.
gear, and the latest type
contrcl is now employed.
On this the spring frame
follows the 1911 lines,

but a new and improved
type of spring is used.

The Bat exhibit will

include all the models the

firm manufacture, includ-

ing a new 8 h.p. T.T,
90 X 77i mm., fitted >

with overhead valves,

ana a 5 h.p. T.T., 85 X

65 mm. In these T.T. models tlic mag-
neto is carried low down in front uf the

engine.

Lincoln^'ElK.
Kirby and Edwards will have a com-

prehensive exhibit of ten Lincoln-Elk

machines at Stand No. 84. The model A
is a 3i h.p. machine fitted with the firm's

own 85 X 88 mm. engine, Bosch magneto.
B. and B. carburetter, and Druid spring

forks. Palmer tyres are fitted, and this

model will be supplied with the Lincoln-

Elk two-speed gear and free engine, free

engine clutch alona or fixed gear. The
3 h.p. model
B has a 79 X
82 mm. engine
and the same
specification as

above. The 2i
h.p. model C
is a lightw-eight,

70 X 72 mm.
engine, and is

sold at a re-

markably low
figure. All

machines are

m a n u f a ctured

complete o n

the firm's own
premises. Visi-

tors to the

Show should not fail to inspect the new
two-speed gear and free engine clutch,

which are also made in the same factory

and claimed to be novelties.

The inside chain casing

and magneto platform of

the Trump-Jap is cast in

one piece as shown.

New design ualanced Douglas crankshaft.
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The B.vS.A. Company will list four

models for the 1912 season. They are a

roadster, a free engine, a two-speed, and
a T.T. model. All these types will be
lifted with the 85 x 88 mm. engine, which
has undergone practically no alterations.

A dropped top tube is now employed on the
frame. Inverted levers are used for the
brake and exhaust lifter, and the B.S.A.
spring fork, which has given great satis-

faction, is retained. The new type Bosch
magneto is used, and the metal magneto
cover fitted to this year's machine is dis-

pensed with, as the efficient front mud
Hap protects the magneto from mud. while
the construction of the new type Bosch
guards against .shorting hj rain. The
tank is similar to this year's, but a. screw
petrol tap is fitted, and the T.T. and
two-speed models are fitted with Best and
Lloyd sight-feed lubricators. In all types
the new B. and B. carburetter is used.
The front wheel- can be detached by
removing a central bolt on which the
hollow hub spindle is carried. Pedalling
gear is fitted to all except the T.T. model,
and in this ease it is replaced by a second
pair of footrests. The foot brake is

carried on a special lug. A new earner
has been evolved . having pannier tool-bags
carried in metal pockets, which protect
the ends, backs, and bottoms of the bags
from mud splashed from the rear wheels.
It will be remembered that the B.S.A,
clutch, a sketch of which was published
in a recent issue, consists of a double
ended and double-faced cone gripped
between corresponding side pieces. A
new and very neat two-speed gear is

fitted in the hub. Tt is small and light.

but smooth and positive in its action.
Its operation is as folloAvs : The gear is

of the epicyclic type controlled by a

double-faced clutch, and is placed in

the rear hub. Normally, the springs S'

force the cone A .

into engagement
with the corre-

sponding cone B,
which is splined to

the hub shell H,
thus locking the
belt rim to- the
hub shell, and
giving the high or

direct gear. By
depressing a pedal
the rod K forces A
out of engagement,
and the gears re-

volve idly, giving

the free engine
position ; but by
further depressing
the pedal the inner

face of A is forced

into engagement
with the cone C,

which is anchored
to the frame, thus
holding the sun
wheel S (to which
revolving, and causing the hub shell to

be rotated through the planetary pinions
T^ at a reduced ratio (in this case 38%).
Fiom a short trial spin, we are satisfied

lliiit the gear is extremely simple to

ma I'pniate, and very smooth in action,

and when once engaged we noticed no
tendency to slip.
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The Scotf Two=stroKe.
Although none of the modifications

which will distinguish the 1912 Scott

from that which has performed so credit-

ably during the past season are very

obvious, they are worthy of note, because

they are the outcome of practical rid-

ing tests by the designer who has carried

an original type to success.

1912 Scott two-stroke
engine. The crank
chamber and cylin-

ders with water-
cooled heads re-

moved.

Foremost in interest naturally comes
the engine. To start with the loore has
been increased ^th of an inch and now
measures 2jin. with a stroke of 2iin..

the cubic capacity of the cylinders being
535 c,c. as against the previous 485 c.c.

The cylinders themselves have been com-
jrletely remodelled, and are now a wonder-
fully smooth casting from which all dirt

catching nooks and crannies have been
entirely removed. This is indicated by
the first illustration, which shows a pair

of cylinders without the water jacketed
bead, mounted on the aluminium crank
chamber. The latter has a rounded front
instead of the previous square section.

Section ol the new B,

A is splined) from

S.A. two-speed gear. (See accom.ianyins description.;

whilst it lias been further strengtliened by

numerous reinforcing webs. Between the

upper transfer port, which is on the side

of the cylinder, and the lower transfer

port, which is in the crank chamber, is

a ridge of metal, which is machined to

act as a guide for the transfer port

covers and gauzes. It is, therefore,

impossible to put these latter in any but

11

the right position, and choking of the port
followmg upon their incorrect sit.uation
is thereby avoided.
The joint between the cylinder cast-

ing and the crank case is formed by
machined cups in the last named, into
which rings turned on the base of the
former register, the packing being made
by a narrow linen washer.
An exceedingly clever and thoroughly

practical device has been introduced to
take the place of the usual holding-down
bolt, the use of vihmh necessitated four
pockets for the nuts in the side of the
easting. Instead of the usual bolt is a
shouldered stud, the smaller diameter of
which passes through a lug on the side
of the crank chamber, and is threaded
for its bolt in the ordinary way. The
larger cylindrical shoulder lies inside a
blind hole drilled in the water-jacket cast-
ing, where it is held in position by a
knob-headed pin. In order to remove
the cylinders aU that it is necessary is

The new Scott carburetter.

to slacken the underneath nuts to a
slight extent, when tlie securing pins are
withdrawn and the cylinders free to be
lifted clear.

The carburetter has been remodelled.
The second illustration hidicates tliat

the arrangement remains the same.
All the air for the mixture is taken past
the jet (except that which may in special
circumstances be allowed to enter through
the jet cover), and it all comes from the
space between the crank chamber walls,
where it is not only warmed but free
from dust. An automatic valve -with an
air cylinder dashpot controls the main
air admission, and to allow for additional
air adjustment the whole of this valve
\yith its circular brass seating can be
lifted to a certain extent above a second
seating, this movement b;ing accom
plis'.ied by a screw action and operated
by the lever shown on the right of the
sketch. The spring against which this
level works is contained within a clo.«ed

brass cylinder, fixed on tlie near side of

the air valve drum, which effectively
shields it from dust, dirt, and water. A
similar cover is used for the throttle sleeve.

Scott two-speed gear, showing one of ihe drums and
its expanding clutch
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1912 Models.-
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_ The new Triumph T.T. roadster, Iha improvements in which were enumerated in our last issue.

The throttle valve consists of two
concentric sleeves moving in opposite
directions and giving a central cut-off

immediately behind the jet. The moment
the throttle is closed two air ports come
into register and deliver fre:-h nitcarbu-

letted air to the iidet pipe. This air is

also drawn from the crank chamber, the
ports {the top of which can be distin

guished in the sketch) opening out into

a cast-in duct which leads thereto, Tlic

sleeve and handle controlliiig tile jet

cover have been strengthened as showji.

Not only lias the appearance of the
engine been made neater* by the hiding
of the carburetter control springs, but a

further effect in the same direction has
been gained by having the control cranks
pointing downwards, the Bowden wire:>^

to which they are attached being anchored
in special lugs cast on the crank chamlier
^see sketch on urevious page). The extra
air valve and its seating can readily be
removed by slackening the nut on the side

of the drum which is partially split for

locking purpn.-es.

The Scott detachable spring footboard ishown upside
down).

Turning now to the two-speed gear,
this has been entirely re-designed and
now runs on four large diameter ball
races with 9-32in. diameter balls. Apart
from this point, however, the wedsje
action, \Uuch is used to e.xpand the
hardened steel clutches, has been con-
siderably improved, and is now so easy
to operate that either gear can be pn't
in (and will remain in) with the pressure
of a finger. The sketih on the previous
page illustrates half of the gear, showing
the wedge action ""iie ends of tlie ex-
pandnig rings are inclined towards one
another, and into this cotiverging gap
are thrust a couple of hardened steel
rollers supported in a cage. The peri-
pheries of these rollers bear together, and
as they roil upon one another the fric-
tion in producing the expanding action
IS very shght indeed. Their housing is
carried by a sliding ring keved to the

centre spindle and operated Jjy an in-

ternal push rod. The drive between the

spindle and the expanding ring is, how-
ever, not taken through the wedging

ront guard and
ot the new Scott,
sketch shows the
attachmsnt.

rollers but throiigli a tongue made in-

tegral with the sliding ring', which en
gages with a key slut in tlie expanding
ring. (In the sketch this tongue and slot

are shown at the bottom ot the clutch
and the roller-wedge at the top.) The
expanding clutches are fitted with speci-

ally hardened end pieces, and arc ground
perfectly cylindrical, so that their pres-

sure of contact with the outer drum is

uniform around their pei'iphery.
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Sidecar attachment lugs are brazed to

the frame at the steering hei.d and also

immediately in front of the back axle slots.

The down tube, which forms the oil tank,
has been increased in diameter, and the

. filler placed lower down, so that spilling

out of the back tube is impossible, /y

An excellent point is that the spring
fuotboards iire now made completely and
almost instantaneously -removable (sec

sket(-h). In the rear the footboard is

supported upon a sprung D tube, to which
it is secured by a spring latch and a couple
of claws on a brass lug. In front it is

supported and also suspended by a single

leaf spring which slips cui to the end of the
1 loss tube. It will be seen that, although
the boards are detachable—a very handy
thing in cleaning or adjustifig—the
machine can be safely leant upon them,
as they cannot shift in aw upward
direction.

AiiKiiigst other minor improvements
are : Petrol tank increased to two gallons
capacity; adjustment of automatic oil-feed

made quicker and self-locking; recesssd
pannier tool-bags in carrier; side wings of

ciirved-forin. die-stamped, a^nd therefore
quite rigid (these protect the front of the.

engine completely and are fitted with a

bright stout aluminium beading which will

stand any amount of scraping, etc.. and
lo<3k little the worse for it); larger
diameter back wheel bearings, stronger
spokes, and lieavier rims ; chain guard
covers entire upper part of chain ; enclosed
inagncto ; shorter wheelbase (this is now
54^111.); kick starter pttt forward of back
axle, so as to he independent of driving
chain .idjustment.

Altogether the 1912 Scott will bi- in

general considerably nearer perfiction than
the 1911 model, and this is high praise
indeed. We are informed that the past
somewhat restricted ont|uit is to i:c

ilonbled next year.

E.L.I.
The E.1..I. Motor :\lfg. Co.. Bristol,

will show at Stand 54 an example of their
motor bicycle wdiich is named the "E.Ij.I.

The machine has a Precision engine.
The same exhibit will also include a

Superbe sidecar wdth sprung axle and
special luggage carrier, .several samples
of a new registered spring front fork, a

provisionallv protected sidecar stand,
and the E.L.T. mudshields.

Valve side ol ihe 1912 clutch model 7 h.p. Indiaii.
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1912 Models.-

The 1912 T.T. model Ariel, which now has a dropped irame.

Matchless.
Messrs. Collier and Sons will exhibit

ten Matchless motor bicycles and two
sidecars, also C. R. Collier's famous red

7 h.p. racer, on which he has made
world's records for the kilometre, mile,

and live miles. The lady's 2^ h.p.

ni.o.i.v. is fitted with a three-speed gear,

and the engine is vertically placed in a

new open frame. The following men's
machines will be on view : A 3 h.p. twin,
ni.o.i.v., 60 X 75 mm. engine; a 3^ h.p.

.-iingle-cylinder, 85^ x 35 mm., m.o.i.v.,

free engine clutch ; a similar machine
with three-speed gear; a 5 h.p. twin,

85 X 55 mm., overhead valves, fitted with
the Matchless six-speed gear, a& used in

the T.T. races ; a 5 h.p. twin, 75 x 85
mm., m.o.i.v., with free engine clutch

hub, and special touring equipment. In

addition to the above there will be six

standard models fitted with the latest ball

bearing Bosch magnetos, spring front

forks, adjustable pulleys, stands to both
wheels, number plates, bags, and tools.

The principal improvements introduced
by Messrs. Collier are the six-speed gear

jiiready referred to, stronger mudguards
with metal side shields to front wheel,

and back mudguard fixed without stays.

'I'he ^Matchless engine will make its

first appearance. Several notable im-

pro\-ements will be noticed in this engine

especially the timing gear, valve lifting

mechanism, and compression taps, whilst

all riuining parts will be absolutely inter

changeable with the J.A.P. engines, which
Messrs. Collier have previously used so

successfully. The adjustable pulley has

a ):)ositive locking arrangement.

twin 76 X 85 mm., ah 8 h.p. twin 85 x 85

mm., and a 4 h.p. single-cylinder 35 x 85

mm. The back wheels of the sidecar

machines are fitted ivith 550 x 55 mm.
voiturette tyres, and the front wheels
with extra heavy 25 x 2^in. non-skids

Lubrication in the
case of all these

machines is by
J.A.P. automatic
lubricator and aux-
iliary hand ptmip.
Mud shields are
fitted over the belt

rim. and the front
\\ heel c a n b e

quickly detached
by means of a

hollow spindle. The
two speed gear and
clutch is in the
back hub and
operated by two
vent any possible mistake being made in

changing gear. A racing model will

also be on view titted with an 8 h.p. twin-

New design fork and
front brake stirrup ob
the 1912 Triumph.

pedals which pre-

New model ladies' Matchless-Jap, with three-speed gear.

P.M.C.
The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Birming-

ham, will exhibit, in addition to the
Rex-Jap, illustrated last week, several

De Luxe models specially designed for

sidecar work, .\mong them are a 6 h.p.

New model 2} h.p. T.T. m.o.i.v. Douglas with two-speed gear.

cylinder J.A.P. engine. The P.M.C.
Motorette will, of course, be staged.

A.C. Sociables.
For ne.xt year two types of the A.C.

sociables will be . manufactured—the
Stand.ird and the De Luxe. An improved
form oi two-speed gear has been intro-

duced, the design of which Ts exceedingly
neat, even the brakes with which the
changes are effected being enclosed. The
new gear control is by two pedals, that
on the right when pressed down engages
the low gear, and when up allows the
high speed to come into engagement.
The left-hand pedal controls a ratchet
brake, and when pressed down releases

the clutch before applying the brake. The
steering tiller is now hinged direct to
the steering column, which turns on ball

bearings, and all steering connections are
of the ball and socket type. The stub
axle pivots are provided with a ball

thrust beneath, and an oilproof and wet-
proof central pivot steering is provided,
which includes front wheel brakes of the
external type, the wearing parts of which
are interchangeable with the gear brakes.
Sankey detachable steel artillery wheels
will be fitted both to the front and rear.
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New Sturmey-Archer Three-speed Gear.
A combined hub gear and clutch of

grea^. ingenuitj' is being place.l upon the

market for 1912 by iSturnicy-Archer

Gears, Ltd., Lenton. Nottingham. Tlie

dpvice is conceived on quite original lines,

and as will be seen possesses certain

advantages, among the most important of

The Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub gear shown with gearing withdrawn
from the hub shell.

which may be mentioned the fact that
upon the highest gear the power is

transmitted direct, the two lower speeds
both being indirect. This allows the use of

a large diameter engine pulley. In
addition to containing a multiple disc

clutch, the hub comprises two separate,

but inter=connected, trains of epicyclic

gearing. The top gear being direct, the
second drives through one train of

epicyclic pinions, and the lowe.'^t through
both trains. Reference to the h'rst illus-

-stration, which shows the gear portion of

the hub withdrawn from its shell, will

make the arrangement clear. The hollow
spindlf is a fixed one ; running on it on
ball bearings is the hub A of the spo'ied

belt rim ; the spokes are shown dotted.

This hub is integral with the epicyclic

drum B. which also runs on ball liear-

-ings. Meshing with the internal teeth of

B are four planet pinions CC. which
revolve loosely on pins fixed to the carrier

D. which, in turn, forms part and parcel

of the second epicyclic drum E. This
last again has four intei'oal planet pinions

T'FF which mesh with a sun-pinion G.
The planetary pinions CC mesh with a

similar sun-wheel J. and both of these
sun-wheels are capable of being locked
in tinn to the driving ring H. the flange

second sun-whee] J can be looked to the
drum A in a. precisely similar manner, and
by means of dog clutches cut on their

faces, the two sun-wheels G and J can
also be locked together.

The high gear, in which none of the
pinions transmit any power, is obtained

by locking one sun-wheel
J to the ring A and the
other sun-wlieel G to the
ring H. At the same
time G is locked to the
sun-wheel J. The whole
of the hub, therefore,

revolves solid. To obtain
the second speed, the
sun-wheel J is locked to

the hub spindle. In this

case the driving pulley

A, to which is spoked
the belt rim, drives
the ring B, which
carries round with it the

planetary pinions C C.

These take round with
thern the ring D. which
driv. s the flange H
direct'y tinough the

sceond Iraui locked solid.

The Low Gear Action.
To obtain the lowest gear both sun-

wheels are locked to the spindle, then the
ring A drives the ring B, which carries
witn it the planet pinions C, which acc(nd-
ingly revolve the ring U exactly as before,
there being a tifty per cent, reduction be-

The SJi. hub shell and two ot the cluteb plates,

of which is recessed to engage with the
driving member.s of the multiple disc
clutch. rile locking between H and G
is effected by an internally-toothed ring,
the teeth of "which, like the teeth of G,
are backed off in a very special manner
to facilitate very rapid engagement. The

The quick thread drum and clutch-rod.

tween A and U. U however, is in one
piece witli the ring fc,. and as this roUites
the planet pinions F F F follow it round
and roll upon the fixed sun-pinion G, In
doing so they carry round with them their
bracket H, from which the power is taken
to the clutch.

Ingenious and Simple.
ihe operation of the gear is carried out

entirely by means of the two sun-pinions,
which are arranged in a very ingenious
manner, so that thfy perform their three
functions at three different positions along
the hollow spindle. An internitdiate free
engine position is provided lietween the
direct drive and the second gwir, but this
is only incidental, the clutch being used
for this purpose in the ordinary course of
events. A free wheel clutch is fitted out-
side the hub shell, and allows the engine
to be started by pedalling with the wheel
on the road. The second illustiation shows
the internally-grooved outer Imb and two
of the clutch discs, of which there are
forty-one, made alternately of phosphor-
bronze and steel. The operation of the

The change-speed lever and quadrant on the top
tube. In the torward position shown, the low

gear is engaged.

clutcli is accomplished by means if a

quick-thread drum operated by a pedal.

The gear is changed by a lever on the
top tube working in a notched quadrant,
the lever contains a small wedge-shaped
spring plunger. When the lever is pulled
right back the "ear gives the direct

drive ; in the middle notch the second
speed, and in the position shown in the

sketch the lowest speed. Between the

The clutch pelal
which remains in the
" out" position until

the heel of the pedal
is pressed.

top and second gear notches is a lialf-

notch which represents the free engine
position which has already been men-
tioned. This notch is provided for the
purpose of adjusting the controlling rod.
The clutch pedal is furnished with a neat
ratchet device whicli allows the clutch
to be locked either in or out. When the
clutch is disengaged by pre.--siiig the
pedal forward with the foot, the ratchet

-

automatically comes into operation and
holds the clutch in its "out" position.

Upon pressing the heel of the hinged
pedal the ratchet is disengaged until thi-

pressure is released.

A 1912 p. & M. IMPROVEMENT.

Details ol the new P- & M. loot starter. The

crank is pressed forward , the small chain wheel

being mourned on the half time shaft.
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CUGREJ^:

TIME TO
Nov. 16t!i

,„ 18t)i

„ 20th

2rKl99.„

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.7 p.m.

... 5.5 p.m.

... 5.2 p.m.

5.0 p.m.

Next Thursday.

Thii Mofnr C'l/rh' report of the Olympia
Show. . The descriptions will be written
and ilhistrated by our 'own staff of
experienced motor cyclists after a stand
to stand inspection of the^exhibits.

This Issue.

'i'o-day's issue, the second of our Show
specials, contain,'! ^idvance descriptions
and illustrations of a number of 1912
models, the majority being exclusive to
this journal. From a study of the pages,
a reader may gain an insight into the
new departures iu next year's design of
motor cycles before the opening of the
Show.

1912 Improirements.

Alterations in 1912 pattern motor cycles
generally are not sw.eeping, the improve-
ments being conlined mostly to detail
work. The " kick " starter, the change-
speed gear, brakework, and sprung pan
seats have made the mt)st headway.

The Number of Motor Cycles.

From Tin: Motor Cycle Buyers' (iuide it

will be seen that there are 323 different

patterns of motor cycles on the market,
of which 215 are single-cylindered nuitov

bicycles. Below we give the percentages
of tile various types of mounts :

Number, %oft(]tal.

Single-cylinder cycles ... 216 ... o6.6

Multi-cylinder cycles ... 62 ... 19.2

Passenger machines ... 12 ... 3.7

Ladies' machines ... 12 ... 3.7

Sidecar combinations ... 22 ... 6.8

CHr/KT

SPECIAL FEATURES.
GUIDE TO THE SHOW.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DET/i ILS
OF 1912 MODELS.
T.T. SILENCERS.

COUNTER-SHAFT GEARS AND
VARIABLE PULLEYS.

323 100,0'

Tied Houses in the Tyre Trade.

The 'A.A. and i\l,U, has addressed a'

letter to its officially appointed agents

and repairers throughout the United
Kingdom drawing attention' to the action

of a Hrm of tyre manufacturers who have
insei-ted a clause in their agreement to t-he

effect that retailers of their tyres 'under

exclusive arrangements shall not hold

tyres of any other make cm sale or

return. The A.A, and ;\1,U, committee
e.xpresses a hope that firms holding its

appointments will not enter into any
such contract, giving as the reason that

the arrangement is inimical to the

interests of its members
,
in ' that the

proposed arrangement is practically an

attempt to create tied houses in the tyire

trade, and it feels that the Association's

appointment should not be granted to

firms whose power to cater for the various

needs of its members is so restricted.

The above is of interest .to motor cyclists,

as undoubtedly the clause in the agree-

ment, would apply to motor cycle tyres,

and although the Manufacturers' Union
has decided to adopt a standard size of

tyre rim there are thousands of motor
cycles in use with rims of various sizes.

Australia''s First Motor Show.
This show, vhich. was a great success,

concluded, last month, with a gymkhana.
The motor cycle events were as follows

:

Tilting at "the Ring.—1, R. Readford
(5-6 h.p. F,N,); 2, A. -C. Searl (5 li.p,

B, and. B,-.Jap).

Novice Race.^^l, W. lleldruni (3^ h.p.

T.T. L.M.C.), 45 yards: 2, W. .Miller

(3i h.p. L.Jl.C). 50 vards.

Obstacle R,ace,-1, R. B. Archer (5-6

h.p F.N.): 2, A, C. Searl (5 h.p. 1'.. and

B.-Jap).
S])eed Race.—1, -A, Levi (3i h.p.

L.M.C.): 2, 1!. Robinson (3^ h.p. I'.'l

.

Speedwell).
Lifebelt Race,— 1. J. E. Yee (5i h.p.

T.T, Trmmph); 2. A, C, Searl (5 h,p, B.

and B,-Jap).

Potato Race.—F. Holmes (3^ h.p. T.T.

Speedivell): 2, R. B. Archer (5-6 h.p.

F.N.).

0. C. Godirey Convalascent.

We received a letter from ilr. 0. C
Godfrey on Tuesday last which shows
tiiat he is back at busine&s once more.
He tells us that he has every liope of

being well enough to attend the Show.
The winner of the Senior T,T. wishes to

thank all the land friends who made
enquiries .as tij his progress while at the
Hanipstead Hospital, as he hnds it quite

impossible to write to them all.

An E|,sy Road out of Lynmouth.
Commenting on an article in T/ie

Mol'itr Cijrh\ " Kukios " writes as follows

in Thi' Daili/' iVi'U'-! : "A capital road
leads into Lynmouth (or out of it) by
gradients so easy that they present little

difficulty to the bicyclist and none tn the

auto-cyclist of aiiy pov.-er whatsoever. It

leaves Lynmouth between the two horrors
referred to. winds easily and beantifidly

n]j the Watersmeet Valley as far as Hills

ford liridge, where it brerdvs away fmiu
the Brendon and Oare Road, turns right

and north over the 'new motor road,'

and climbs with. only one sharp pitch to

Simonsbath, on Exmoor, There you
cither turn right and west for t'halla-

conibe. Blackmoorgate, and Ilfracombe or

Barnstaple, of left and east for Exford,

Wheddoii Cross, and Exeter or Mine
liead or Taunton, The latter is

the W'ay to Lynmouth for all those

ordinary antocyclists who are not out to

ruin their tyres or twist their frames."

'Kuklos" adds, "It goes nowdiere near

the Doone Valley, where there is no road

at all." Perhaps the Uxbridge motor

cyclist who regularly uses this road will

enlighten "Kuklos.^'

The 8 h.p, Rollo tandem-sealed quadcar, which weighs ii cwts. The transmission is by silent chain and

two Whittle belts. This machine will be further described in a future issue.
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British imports of Motor Cycles.

The Board of Trade retiuns sliow that
the imports of motor cycles for the month
ended October 31st for the last three
years were as under :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

£ £ £
3,221 ... 1.390 .. 1,709

Parts thereof

—

3.014 ... 4,559 .. . 3,018

Total-
£6,235 £5.949 £4.727

For the ten months ended October 31st
for the three years the figures were:

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cvcles

—

£ £ £
35.364 .. 40.655 . . 37.759

Parts thereof

—

24,027 .. 47.032 , . 54.847
Total-_

£59,391 . £87,687 , £92.586

British Exports.

The exports of British-made motor
cycles for the month ended October 31st

for the last three vears were as follows;

1909. "
1910. 1911.

ilotor f^ycles

—

£ £ £
9.295 ... 15,906 ... 33.020

Parts thereof

—

2,552 ... 2,847 ... 7,844

Total-
fill ,847 ...£18,753 £40,864

For the ten months ended October 31st
our e.\ports are represented by the figures

hereunder :

1909. 1910. 1911.

Motor cycles

—

£ £ £
46.945 ... 93,346 ... 198,293

Paris thereof

—

26.722 ... 32,063 ... 56.568

Total-
£73.667 £125.409 £254.861

i'rom the above statistics it will be seen
the exports for the ten months of 1911
aie ju":! over double what they were for

the corresponding period of 1910, and
neaj'ly fcnu' times the amount in 1909.

A.C.U. Notes.

.Subject to confirmation by the General
Committee of the Auto Cycle Union, the
Competitions Committee has decided that
the dimensions of the engines to be used
in the 1912 Tourist Trophy Races shall

be as follows :

Skxior T.T —Capacity limit up to 500
c.c. (viz.. Class C) for any type of engine :

that is to say. for single and multi-

cylinders cpr two-strokes.
•liMOE T.T.—Engine dimensions to be

up to 350 c.c. (Class B) for any type of

engine. Race to be held one day in

•June or September, according to when
permission can be granted by the island

authorities. Every effort is to be made
to get this date settled at the earliest

]30ssible moment. Naturally it depends
upon permission being granted whether
or not the race will be held in the Isle

of Man, and consequently in this preli

Nov. 20-25..-MOTOR CYCLE .^ND
CYCLE EXHIBITION AT
OLYMPIA.

Dec. 9.—ALC.C. -Annual Dian ;r at tlit

CatE Monico.

„ 26-27— .M.C.C. Wintec KdiabiUty
Run lo Exeter anJ back.

,. 27—Dublin auil District M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial to
Waterford and bad:.

A special heading will be /oiiiiU m tli,

miscellaneous advertisemenl columns for
intiottttcemetils of forthcomin • rhih 'ow

fyrtition';

minary ann uncement no idea of a

definite date can yet be given.

As regards the two one-day trials.

The Spring trial is to be held on JIarch
2nd over a course to the south of Lon-
don. The Autumn one-day trial will be
held on October 25th over a course in

the Midlands. The regulations governing
these trials will be discussed at a meeting
of representatives of the A.C.U.^and the
Motor Cycle .Manufacturers' Union.

Six Days' Tri.als.—It has been decided
to hold these from the 12th to the 17lh
of August, radiating from a centre which
has not yet been settled.

L.vjd' Trials.—Tlie A.C.U. considers
with favour the holding of a lamp trial

during the winter, and the matter will

be placed before a joint committee of

the A.C.U. and the Jlotor Cycle Maiui
facturers' Union.
A permit has been granted lo the

North-west London M.C.C. to hold an
open winter run to Gloucester and back
on December 30th.

Abandoned.

The Auto Cycle Union inter-club cham
pionship, and also the annual race meet-

ing, are to be dropped. The former event
was instituted in 1910 when the Coventry
and Warwickshire Motor Club won, this

year the Oxford M.C.C. proved victors.

Latest design Lea-Francis warning triangle, ntted

with Lea reflex lights in Ihs corners. It would be well

if some such lighting device were compulsory. This

and other reflector warnings will be exhibited at

Olympia.

Ihe Motor Cycle in Canada.
The pastime is gaming favour ii

Canada, and it is estimated there are 60C
motor cyclists in Toronto alone. The
Toronto M.C.C. at their last meeting
decided to afliliate to the Federation of
American Motor Cyclists.

40,000 Miles in Forty Weeks.
It should be noted that Harry Long's

ride of '-'. 1,000' miles on a free engine
Triumph occupied only ten months,
although, as the ride began in .January
and finished in November, eleven different

months came partly into the total time.

Railway Facilities to Olympia.

The London and North-Western Kail-

w,iy Co. have consented to grant special

cheap bookings to London, on W'ednus
day. November 22nd, from Stafford.
Kugeley, and Lichfield. The train leaves-

Hugeley 7.57 a.m., and returns 4.5 0.

5.35 p.m. from Euston. Return fare 7s. 6d.

Speed Limits in Sussex.

Tlie Sussex County Council have madi
application to the T ocal Governmen
Board for a ten miles speed limit ovt
a considcrabl"! area of road at Petwortl.
The A.C.U., R.A.C.. and Legal Depar,
inents, being of opinion that some of tli

loads i-oniprised in the a|j|ilication do no
necessitate any such limit have give:
notice of opposition. The L.Ci.B. inquiry

will be held on December 2nd at 11 a.m
at Petworth. .Motor cyclists acquaints
with the district should coninuinicate will

the secretaiv of the Union. Mr. F.
Straight. 11 A.C. Buildings, Pall Mall.
s.w.

Meeting of Club Secretaries.

The coniiiillttv nf the -Auto Cycle Union
has convened a meeting of hon. secretaries

of clubs to be held in the Press Room, at

Olympia. during Sliow week on Saturday.
25tli inst., at 5.30 p.m., for the purpose
of arranging dales of events lo be held
during 1912. Hon. secretaries are, there-
fore, requested to bring the question of

next year's eevnts before their committee^
in order that they may attend this meet
ing with a list of such events, together
with the suggested dates. At the con-
clusion of this meeting, a discussion will

be held on the relations existing between
the Auto Cycle Union and the provincial
clubs. Owinr to the limited capacity of

the Press Room, clubs will only be
entitled to send one delegate, and it is

recommended that he be either the hon.
secretary or the chairman of the club.

The Army and the Motor Cycle.

It will be remembered that some time
ago the Auto Cycle Union submitted a
sclienie to the Army Council for the pro-
vision of a number of motor cyclists in

cases of extreme emergency. Nnlhing
much has been heard of the matter since,

but an advisory committee, consisting of

representatives of the War Office and the
.A.uto Cycle Union and the Automobile
.\ssociation, have held many meetings
to draft and prepare a scheme likely to

be acceptable. This scheme has now been
completed, and as soon as finally approved
by the Army Council will be published.
Interested readers can leave their names
and addresses at Stand No. 172, Olympia.
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SOME SIDECARS FOR OLYMPIA.

vith several dis-

Y~-n.r^'timr.

Millford Sidecars.
Mills and Fulford will exhibit at Stand

65 examples of all their Millford sidecars.

These will be found suitable for all

pockets, as their range of designs starts

with a very low-priced sidecar called the

Herald, the most expensive one embody-
ing all the latest ideas such as the radial

castor wheel, with spring wheel and

coacli-built body. Among the other

designs which will be exhibited aie the

rigid jNIillford sidecar

tinctive designs of

chairs in cane and
wickerwork. Several

will be specially made
to enable a child as

well as the passenger

to be carried. Among
the refinements which
will be found on these

np-to-date sidecars for

1912 are wind screens,

luggage carriers, petrol

carriers, etc.

In the new models
it is now possible to

bring both sidecar

vrheel and motor bi-

cycle wheel absolutely

parallel. This is pro-

vided for by all-round

adjustability, which
allows the sidecar to

be lined up with the

bicycle in any direc-

tion, both vertically

and horizontally.

Wicker and cane
chairs with side doors will be quite

a feature of the Millford sidecars for

next year, the very latest type with
torpedo-shaped front and side door being
exceptionally taking in appearance. The
side-door type of sidecar will be
extremely popular next year, as with it

all trouble of buttoning up and unbutton-
ing the apron is obviated. At present
few sidecar passengers can leave their

seats till the driver has dismounted and
unbottoned the apron at the top and
bottom. With side door the passenger
can descend whilst the driver remains
seated, often a great convenience.

Gloria Sidecar.
The Gloria sidecar has been designed

to meet the demand for a high class at-

tachment for a motor cycle. The patent
spring wheel suspension insulates the pas-
senger from road shocks, and the makers
claim that it imparts a free trailing move-
ment to the wheel, so that there is no
binding or dragging action.
The quick attachment method is de-

signed as follows : The head attachment,
instead of being a fixed clip to the down
tube of the motor cj'cle, is connected at
the head to the top and bottom frame
tubes by means of two clips clamped tc
the framework and connected by a steel
spindle, which also carries an arm for
coupling to the sidecar connecting tube.
The bottom clip has a swivel johit which
enables the device to be adjusted at any
angle to suit various makes of machine.
The rear attachment is in the same form,
the clips clamping to the rear and chain
stays. The patent attachment described
ibove is suitable for Matchless, Rover,

Triumph, L.M.C, and Bradbury motor
cycles, and for those for which it is not
suitable a single tube clip method of

attachment can be supplied.
Three sidecars will be shown fitted re-

spectively with standard cane body, coach
body, and cane torpedo body. A fourth
one will be a special registered design,

and will be fitted with carie torpedo body
and accommodation far petrol tank and
small touring trunk This last lyas illu'-

tiated last week (see page 1199).

Millford spring-wheeJ sidecar witii latest form of cane chair witti rolled

front and side door.

Montgomery Sidecars.
On Stand ISTo. 60 in the Annexe will

be shown a full range of the well known
Montgomery castor wheel, spring wheel,
and rigid sidecars, which have been practi-

cally redesigned for next season. One of

the features of these sidecars is a patent
spring under the foot of the chair, which
greatly adds to the passengers' comforts.
The Montgomery patent attachments are
provided with a security device which
prevents the connections working loose,

and stands are being fitted to support the
car when it is detached from the bicycle

;

it also facilitates tyre repairs. All except
the cheapest model have luggage carrier,

petrol carrier, and tool box embodied in

the construction of the chair. The castor
wheel frame has been considerably

strengthened in view of it being used on
liigh powered machines. A new model will

be introduced at the Show with sprung
frame, but of lighter construction than the
1911 pattern, and for use with standard
3^ h.p. motor cycles, A patented method
will also be shown for bringing the sidecar

axle in line with the driving wheel of the
motor bicycle. Sections of the sidecar

liubs, axles, ball races, cups, etc., will be
on view. The aim of W. Montgomery
and Co. is to make sidecars for use on

,

long journeys, and particular attention is :

paid to the comfort of the passenger both
in seating and springing and protection
from the weather. Luggage carrying

capacity, general convenience, and ease of

steering have all been carefully considered.
This exhibit will comprise one of the most
representative displays in the Show.

The Bradbury Sidecar.
Improvements have been made in the

Bradbury sidecar, the first of which relates

to its fittings. The lug, which is fitted to

the down tube of the bicycle frame, ter-

minates in a cone which fits into an inter-

nal cone machined in the sidecar bracket.
These cones relieve the security bolt of all

direct strain, and form a very neat and
quickly detachable device. In the sidecar
itself special attention has been paid to

accommodation for luggage and tools,

the vehicle being exceptionally well
provided in this respect, there being

Quickly detachable sidecar fixings on the latest
Bradbury.

first a D-shaped basket clipped to the
back of the seat, a fiat box underneath the
cushion, a shelf inside the torpedo front,
a deep and commodious pocket in front of

the passenger's seat, and a couple of small
baskets on each side of the chair, situated
under the elbow rests.

Chassis oi Ihe Chater Lea standard sidecar, which has quickly detachable joints.
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OLYMPIA.
LIST OF MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITORS

BELOW will be found a complete list of exhibitors

of motor cycles and accessories at the second

annual exhibition of motor cycles and cycles,

with their s;and numbers. The approximate position

of any exhibit may be traced by reference to the

reduced plans of the Show stands in Main Hall and

Gallery. The exhibition will be open each day next

week from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Readers journeying by

train should alia;ht at Addison Road Station.

WITH PLANS OF
Stand.

THE STANDS.

Plielon and Moore .., 70
Pilot Cycle & Motor Co. 56
Premier Cycle Co. ... 64
Premier Motor Co. ... 108
Price and Son 145
Puch Agency ... ... 90
Quadrant ... 93 and 94
Kex Motor Co 73
Roberts Motor Tvre Co. 146
Rom Tyre Co. .i. ... 157

e-i-rrrfflTf^niir

25 1 26 27

1 3 iJ!2i ir,i|

28 29 30 31 32 SSXYI

37 |36]35| 34 |_^

/92I |T|o|!87l[a6 |a5|84| B3

/s'i I It'oI I
ioo| il0l|l02|l03| 104

(n\' I U ! iT33 il3lh30|l29|l28|l27|; [l26fl25| 124 122
1

121 1 120
1

159|
I i° 1

164

180
1

tio- |l77

KTI
176 175 174,7

I"!'
\^m^=^ mrr^wi^nn

Stand.

Numbering of the stands in tho Main Hall and Annexe at Olympia. For guide sec accompanying list.

Stand.
A. B.C. Mfg. Co. ... 19

Allday and Onions ... 38
.•\i-mstro.':g (tear Cu ... 35

Arno Motor Co. ... 61

A.S.L., Ltd 103

Auto-Cairiers ... ... 34

Auto-Cvcle Union ... 172

A.A. alid M.U 162
Avon Ruljbtr Co. ... 150

Bat Motor Co 63

Bates. W. and A. ... 28
Bavliiis: Thomas, and C;). 71a
Biiiks, C, Ltd 139
B.S.A. Co 122
Bliimfield. Ltd 55
Bluemel, C. W 205
Bradbury and Co. ... 116
Brown, J. T. and Sons 87
Calcott Bros. 80
Centaur Co.. Ltd. ... 125
Chater-Lea, Ltd. ... 112
Clipper Tyre Co. ... 25
Clyno Eng". Co 83
Collier and Sons, H. ... 35
Colmore Depot 101
Comfy Sidecars 96
Components, Ltd. ... 124
Constrictor Tyre Co. ... 171
Continental I'yre Co. ... 16.i

Corah Motor Co. ...''-'

Coventry Chain Co. ... 208
Cyclists Touring Club 155
Dallison Gearing Co. ... 135
Douglas Bros 114
Dunkley, W. H. ... 138
Dunlop Tyre Co. ... 158
East London Rubber Co.

21 and 76
Edmund and Co. ... 100
Eisemann Magneto Co. 18
E.L.J. Motor Co. - 54
EI, wick Co 102
Enfield Cycle Co. ... 39
Firmax, Ltd 142

F.N. Agency
Forward Cycle Co.
Gloria Cycle Co.

Goodricli, B. F. Co.

(lorton Rubber Co.
Grandex Cycle Co.
Hall and Sons, S.

Hanover Rubber Co.
Hazelwoods. Ltd.
Hendee Mfg. Co.

Higgs. G. X.
Hobart Bird and Co
Hopper, F., and Co.
Humber, Ltd.
Hutchinson Tyre Co.

Iliffe and Sons. Ltd.
James Cycle Co. 20
Kempsliall Tyre Co.
Kiiby, James
Kynoch. Ltd.
Leicester Rubber Co.
Lloyd Motor Co.
.Macintosh and Co.
Mead and Deakin
-\Iichelin Tyre Co.
Midland Rubber Co.
Mills-Fulford
.Minstrel and Rea Co.
Monovo Co.
Montgomery and Co.
Morgan anci Co.
Moseley and Sons
.Motor Reve Co. ...

Jlotosacoclie. Ltd.
Xew Hudson Cycle
Xew Imperial Cycle
Xewman, S. A. ...

X. British Rubber
X'.S.U. Motor Co.
Nye and Co.
Palmer, A. C.
Palmer Tyre. Ltd
Pedley, J. Son ...

Peter IJnion Tyre Co.

Stand.
... 126
... 95
... 57
... 22
... 169
... 67
... 156
... 166
... 43
... 107
... 85
... 106
... 67

... 40

... 26

... 152
and 69
... 161
... 84

... 74

... 151

... 81

... 159

... 190

... 24

... 30

... 65

... '7

... 144

... 60

... 127

... 45

... 44

... 36
Co. 75
Co. 42

... 99
Co. 27

... 104
.. 62

... 98
.- 164

... 23

... 29

GALLERY.
-Amar. Ltd.
Baker. F. E. ...

Beard Brown and Co.
B.S.A. Co.

Bosch Magneto Co.
Howden Wire, Ltd.
liramnlon Bros. ...

Britisn Hub Co. ...

Broadluirst. R. ...

Brooks. J. B., and
Bio.vn and Barlow
Brown Bros.. Ltd.
Components. Ltd.
Cour.ty Chemical Co.

Coventry Rubber Co
Cowey Eng. Co.
Cutlilje and Co. ...

Dover. Ltd.
Dunliill. Alfred ...

East London Rubber
Elephant Chemical
Hill. E. H.
Hobday Bros.

Hoffmann Mfg. Co.
Humphries and Da

... 254

... 255

... 261

... 234

... 284

... 263

... 237

... 244

... 216
Co. 279

... 277

... 207

... 280

... 295

... 295

... 221

... 287

... 264

... 252
Co. 273
Co. 274

... 215

... 269

... 276
wes 289

and <

Gea I s

Rover Co.
Rudge-Whitworth
Rushmore Lamps
Scott Eng. Co. ..

Self-sealing Co. ..

Service Co.

Shelley, R. T. ..

Singer and Co. ..

Stevens, A. J.,

Sturmey-Arclier
Surridge, R.
Swan Motor Co.
awift Cycle Co.
The Motor Cych
Tormo Mfg. Co. ...

Triumph Cycle Cu.
Trump Motors, Ltd.
Cnion Rubber Co.
Veloce, Ltd
Vorley, H., and Co.
Wall, A. W :

Warrick, John
Wearwell Cycle Co.
Wilkinson, T. A. C, Co
Wilton C. and Motor Co
Wincycle Trading Co. ..

Wood-Milne
X.L.AIl
Zenith Motors

113
115
191
125
165
129
50

110
128
175

... 140

... 91

... 41

194 and 195
211

119
155

50
148
111
86

59
44
117
16

46
117

79

Hunt, A. H. ...

Lake and Elliot ...

Lucas. J
Lycetts, Ltd.
Markt and Co. ...

Merkham Trading Co.
Micrometer Co. ...

Middlemore & Lamp!
.Miller and Co. ...

Moabius and Son
Powell and Hanmer
Prices' Candle Co.
Renold, Hans
Rich Air Tube Co.
Riley, J. A.
Seabrook Bros. ...

Service Co.
Smith, S.. and Sons
Sphinx Mfg. Co.
Terry and Sons ...

Vacuum Oil Co. ...

Victoria Motor Co.
Villiers Co., The
Wakefield. C. C, and
Weill Bros.

Woodgates Bros.

229
220
235
228
223
219
296

ugh 240
239
272
233
210
236
227
231
241
292
265
252
230
226
217
275

Co. 266
278
214

Wk.j2,fl' 24#«rTOm 247548;»250 ^251^ C " 252gj_2^'a5 iijZg ffl
259iTcg_j

^^rj-
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ACCESSORIES OF THE

John Bull Tyres.
The Leicester Rubber Co. will exhibit

at Stand No. 151 the John Bull motor
cycle cover. This cover has a cross-

grooved tread and is made by a new
process by which it is subjected to great
compresion during vulcanisation. This
has the effect of making both tread and
foundation absolutely inseparable. The
cover is claimed to be a perfect non-
skid without the disadvantage of throw-
ing extra strain on the beads. The same
firm will exhibit a motor cycle belt

under the same name as the cover.

A new pattern Brooks-Triumph saddle for

1912, with anotomically shaped seat and springs
in tension and compression.

Dover Specialities.
The Dover exhibit will he at Stand No.

254. The celluloid motor cycle foot

pump is the standard pattern, 18in.

long by |in. diameter, fitted with a sprmg
in the handle, which makes it suitiible for

use with brazed-on clips. The foot piece is

formed from sheet steel, and the portion
that connects the foot piece to the barrel

of the pump is also arranged to take the
connection ; this effects a slight saving -in

the weight and maies a very firm fixture.

The Dover handle-bar grip has a rounded
back portion, enabling the fleshy part of

the palm of the hand to fit comfortably,
and the enlarged front of the grip enables
the first finger to be placed in front of

this excrescence without fear of the hand
slipping backwards.

Dunlop.
For 1912 the central rib of the Dunlop

tread has been replaced by a row of

rubber studs, making three rows alto-

gether. This triple-studded tyre is made in

two weights, light and heavy, and while
the heavy type will carry a 5 h.p. engine
and sidecar, for higher powers light car

tyres, grooved or steel-studded, are re-

commended for the driving wheels. The
ordinary ribbed pattarn, in wired-on and
beaded edge covers, is retained, and if

a cheaper tyre be required, the War-
wick motor cycle tyre will be found to

be excellent value at the price. Butt-

ended as well as ordinary inner tubes will

be shown, also the Dunlop motorcycle belt,

which has been used by several success
ful competition riders this year, notably
by Harry Martin on the track and Sam
Wright on the road.

(Continued from page 1184, Nov. 9th.'

Speedometers and Watches.
The firm of S. Smith and Sons will be

exhibiting on Stand 265 the well-known
Smith speedometer for motor cycles
which was introduced in the early part
of this year, during which time it has
been most successful. One of the latest

models will be shown in combination
form, with an excellent watch in a case
over the top of it forming a part of the
speedometer case.

In addition to the above there will be
shown the Smith " Goldenlyte " motor
cycle lamp with gilded lens mirror, in-

tended to be supplied with gUs by the
"A.L." generator, one of the simplest
types of motor cycle generators known.
This has been slightly improved by the
addition of a bracket at the side, allow-

ing it to be fastened on to the usual com
bined lamp iron and generator holder.

Grood motor cycle watches are often

hard to obtain, and it is interesting to

note that this well-known firm of watch
makers has introduced two or three
types of well-made handle-bar watches,
fitted into cases which can only be
opened by means of the owners' keys.

Among the other interesting exhibits

shown by S. Smith and Son will be a

well-made handle-bar mirror, which is

provided with an exceedingly ingenious

universal clip. This clip allows an

absolutely universal movement and is

secured merely by screwing up one nut.

The portion which clips on to the handle

bar and controls the up and down and
the lateral movements of the mirroi

itself is controlled, as regards the clip

by tightening it, and, as regards the

mirror by pressing the ball into the cone

which engages with it on the clip.

Jones Speedometer.
Markt and Co., on their stand No. 223,

will exhibit the three famous types of

Jones speedometer, which have been

eminently successful from the first time

they appeared on the market. These
types, we may remind our readers, are :

Model 32 with maximum hand. Model 31

without maximum hand, and Model 26.

A simple form of

valve spring lifter

sold by

H. Terry & Sons.

Smith's combmed speedometer ano watch for

the handle-bar.

which is slightly chea-per than the others.

All these models are supplied with trip

mileage recorders. The chief innovation

for 1912 will be the rear wheel drive for

the speedometer. Markt and Co. will

also show the Veeder motor cycle cyclo-

meter, alarm bells for lightweight motor
bicycles, and the Goodlad speeed indi-

cator, an instrument which is sold at a

good deal cheaper price than the Jones.

Continentals.
The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co.,

Ltd. (Stand No. 163), have a variety of

models which are to, be retained for the

coming season, amongst which we may
mention the standard type, which is of

the ordinary corrugated form and tread,

suitable for small powered machines

;

the •' Module de Course," which is nowi
tar more substantially made, and isl

suitable for medium powered machines;;
the basket pattern non-skid tyre, and a|
model similar to the latter, but made
extra heavy ; a combination rubber and
steel-studded tyre, and the " Autobi

"

basket pattern and steel-studded types

tor high powered sidecar machines.
The Continental Tyre Co. are intro-

ducing a new tyre cover made especially ;

for Indian machines.
Continental tyres have been extremely

successful during the past season, as

machines shod with them won both T.T.
'

races, and on Brooklands track and else-i

where numerous su'^'^sses have beeii|

gained
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Accessories ol the Show.—

Gorton Tyres.
Tlie new Gorton motor cycle tyre, the

pattern on the tread of which gives the
effect of the studded pattern, will be
found on Stand No. 169. The studs are

of such a shape as to overcome the diffi-

culty of rapid wear. In the new pat-

tern the stud.": are elongated, so that

they witlistand the wear considerably
better. The same firm will also show
two other qualities of motor cycle tyres

in cheaper grades.

Clincher.
Thanks to the instalment of a new

physical and chemical laboratory, con-

siderable improvement may be antici-

pated in Clinchei motor tyres in 1912,

and the North British Rubber Co. may
be expected to have several new models
for the coming season. Such well-known
types as the A Won have been improved
and strengthened, while the rubber
studded pattern is now made more sub-
stantial, and the famous "Dreadnought"
cover will be retained. Various types of
Clincher tyres are also made suitable for

lightweight machines. The above are
only preliminary details, and further im-
pro\ements \m11 be notified in our report
of the exhibits.

Lycetfs new pan seat

A Leather Mudshield.
Beard-Brown and Co.. Northampton,

will shov,- at Stand 261 the "College"
patent leather mud-shield, which protects

magneto, engine, and rider. The shield

is made from leather, which is enamelled
both sides, supported at the top by a

metal rod, this is inserted through a

small aluminium lug, which can be in-

stantly attached to the top tube of the
machine. To prevent heating of the
leather a metal protector is supplied at

the bottom, and adjustment is obtained
by means of a leather strap. It is suit-

able for mo.^* standard makes of

machines.

Lubricating Oils.

The Vacuum Oil Co.. Ltd., will be
showing on Stand 226 samples of the

' numerous oils and greases which bear a

world-wide reputation. Among these we
may mention T.T, Mobiloil, introduced
in the early pai-t of this year. This is a

fatty compound lubricant, which has been
supplied to the best known makers, and
with this oil it is claimed that there is

'less tendency to carbonisation. The best
known oil for air-cooled engines made
by this firm is Vacuum P..

On Stand 266,^ C. C. Wakefield and
Co. wiU be showing samples of Castrol,
the lubricant for air-cooled engines of

which they make a speciality, on which
many successes have been gained during
the past season. Machines fiinishing first,

second, and third in the Senior T.T. Race
used this oil.

1912 Lucas lamp and generator set

On the stand of Price's Patent Candle
Co., Ltd., No. 210, there will be on view
sarnples of the various oils and greases
which have made this firm pre-eminently
famous in the motor cycle world. The
well-known " Huile de Luxe " is now
sold in two grades. The present form is

retained for use in the winter time,
while the new grade, which is a good
deal heavier, will be more suitable lor
use in the hot weather. A speciality
will be made in 1912 of castor oil and
various compounds of castor oil for
racing machines.

Bo-wden Control.

There are \ erv few motor cycles which
do not make use of the Bowden method
of control either for magneto, car-
buretter, gears, or some other portion of
the mechanism. Magneto control from
the handle-bar will be a very popular
feature ne.\t year, and this method of

control is now standardised and will be
exhibited made suitable for 1910 and 1911
Triumph. Rudge. Bradbury, and Clyno
machines. An adaptable type for other
machmes will also be on exhibition. A
new and useful fitting is the Bowden ex-
haust lifter hold-up or clip for attachment
to handle-bar. It consists of a small
hook which can be slipped over any
handle-bar, and will be obtainable in
two types, one for inverted and the other
for ordinary levers. Its cost is a few-

pence only, and it is an advantage under
cei-tain conditions to be able to leave

Reflex-Clipper " Ideal " special non-slipping tread.

I22S

the lever raised and to attend to some
other portion of the machine, such £ts

removing and replacing the belt. The
Bowden auxiliary air inlet is an item
which has been of assistance to jiders
during the late sunrmer; it can be
fitted to practically any machine.

K. Broadhurst.
Among the accessories which will be

found on Stand 216 may be mentioned
the Broadhurst mirror lens searchUght
with and without hood in two sizes, 4in.

and 4Jin. An entirely new model head
lamp .with JIangin mirror lens will also
be exhibited for the first time, Tliis

lamp will be ' supported on a fork
bracket. Another novelty wiU be an
electric dynamo fitted to a motor cycle
and driven by the engine to supply
current for lighting the lamp: Mr,
Broadhurst will also show a complete
range of touring kits, tool kits, mirrors,
watches, and ol;her specialities.

XL'All Saddles and Seats.
XL'All saddles will be found on Stand

No. 117, Riders who study comfort
should not fail to make 'a careful
examination of this exhibit. There are-
practically no alterations for 1912. except
that various styles of seat pillars have
been introduced to suit different makes
of machines by means of which the lowest
possible riding position may be obtained.
The anatomical bucket seat can now be
obtained with a framework and pillar
giving a much lower position than
formerly. There is no doubt about the
comfort of these seats, which have been
used in more than one long distance
record performance. We can alsO'

testify to their excellence from personal
experience.

Terry's neat cable casing.

A. H. Hunt.
Many enterprising novelties, some of

which will be shown for the first time.,
will be found on Mr. .\, H, Hunt's .stand.

One of the most interesting will be a
switch suitable for use with magneto oi

battery. The back of the switch frame
is made of solid brass and is stepped

;

when the lever is pressed down and.
pushed over, contact is made with a plate
at the farther end. This cuts out the
magneto, or, if battery ignition be fitted,

completes the circuit. Mr. Hunt has
introduced a sparking plug protector
made of a peculiar insulating material.
The protector is both fireproof and water-
proof. Recessed in the top is a brass
washer, providing a good connection for
the sparking plug. To prove that it is

uninjured by tire we saw one of the pro-
tect.jrs placed inside a gas stove and
removed red hot yet quite yndamaged.

Yet another novelty is a plug connec-
tion, -\vhich may be placed in no less than
four position.s. so that should the high
tension wire be touching the cylinder, it

may be, by the aid of this connection,
held clear of it. The connection consists
of a tube m which there are several holes,
so that the plug at the end of the termi
nal may be slipped in any one of these.
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Toronto M.C.C. Endurance Run.
The first endurance run held in Ontario toolc place on

•October 28th, 29th, and 30th, starting from Toronto. The
route taken was via Lake Shore to Hamilton, Brantford,

Woodstock, and London. Return via Stratford, Berlin,

Guelph. and Waterdown. Over thirty competitors took

part and rode Bradbury, Excelsior, Flying Merkel, Harley
Davidson, Indian, Minneapolis, M.M., Pierce Arrow,
Rudge, and Thor motor cycles. The affair was most success-

ful. The roads were in fine condition with the exception of

Lake Shore, which had a few mud pits and sand hills. Tlje

winners of perfect scores will have their names engraved on

the Dunlop Trophy and receive a prize of ten dollars.

Any three could form a team provided they were narrsta

before the start. The scoring results were as follows :

1. Four perfect scores.—Sam Vogan, two-speed 5 h.p. ;

Steve License, Harley Davidson ; 0. D. Cooley, 5 h.p.

Indian; F. Craig, 4 h.p. Flying Merkel.
2. Four tied.—E. ilclntosh {4 h.p. Excelsior), one minute

early at secret control; N. J. Davis (5 h.p. Indian), one

minute early at secret control ; Frank Lemon (6 h.p. Indian),

one minute early at secret control.

Team Results.—1 (twin Indian) Connor, Daniels, and
Lemon. 2 (4 h.p. Indian) Webb, Neilson, and Case. 3 (4 h.p.

Excelsior), Golden, Mcintosh, and Thompson.

CLUB NEWS.

Time error.

Im. 19is. fast

3m. 19s. fast

18m. 20s. slow

nu. fast

Sheffield and Hallamshice M.C.C.

The aimual dinner and prize giving was held on the 9th

inst,, followed by a dance.

Western District M.C.

A meeting has been arranged at the Olympia Motor Cycle

Show for Thursday, November 23rd, at 8 p.m. Addison
Road entrance.

Walthamstow M.C.

A non-stop speed-judging competition was held on the 5th

mst. over a thirty mile course that had to be covered twice.

The roads were very greasy in places, and, with the strong

wind and plenty of hills, a very sporting contest resulted

as follows. Winning team :

Rider and machine.
VV. Applebee (Sj Rudge)
M. Raven (3^ Rudge)
Newing (4 Bradbury tricar)

rhe best individual performance was

:

W. S. Low (3| Scott and sidecar) ...

Biimingbam M.C.C.

The second round of the above club's autumn reliability

trials was run off on Saturday last, the course was from
Birmingham to Kidderminster, Bewdley, Bridgnorth, and
back to Birmingham.
The following are the survivors : V. Busby, 3^ Humber ;

H. J. Dixon, 3i New Hudson; R, W. Duke, 3i Zenith;
R. H. Edwards, 3^ Triumph. There will be no trial for the

next two Saturdays on account of the Show. The third

round will be held on December 2nd over a course to be
announced later.

West Essex A.C.

A hiU-climbing competition was held in the neighbourhood
of Upminster recently by the above club. The following
shows the results of the first eight riders in the motor cycle

class

:

Rider and machine.
W. H. Elce m T.T. Rudge)
W. E. Gunnett (3^ T.T. Triumph)
R. Whitmore (3^ R,udge)

J. L. Love (3i T.T. triumph)
W. M. Gunnett m T.T. Rudge)
T. M. Tyson (3i Rtx)
R. Adams (3i Triumph)
C. Lovett (3i" T.T. Bat)

Newcastle and District M.C.

The members of this club held a most interesting and
instructive competition at the club preriiises, Saville Row.
Newcastle, last Thursday evening, the competitors being
required to rectify in four minutes a fault previously created
in a Triumph motor cycle. The sparking plug was faked
and the wire detached from the throttlCj and out of the
eighteen competitors only Mr. R. Wilson was able to get

the machine to fire, and then only whilst pedalling. Since
no one succeeded in satisfactorily accomplishing the task set,

namely, to get the machine going on the stand, the
second prize wai. awarded to Mr. Wilson, and the first

prize was held over to be added to the first prize in the
'.next competition.

Time. f.o.m

29fs. .. 767
35s. .. 591

36is. .. 585

38is. .. 515

37is. .. 513
40|s. ... 449

41is. .. 403
44-k. .. 382

Westmorland M.C.C.

The Westmorland JI.CC- held its annual dinner and
prize distribution on Thursday, November 9tl], after which
Mr. G. M. Somervell gave away the prizes.

Southampton and District M.C.

The annual dinner of this club will be held at Scullard's
Hotel, Above Bar, Southampton, on Wednesday, November
29th. at 8 p.m., after which the prizes won during the past

season will be presented.

Bristol B. and M.C
The annual meeting was held on the 8th inst., when the

election of officers took place and some changes in the rules

were proposed, the motor cycle section having become the
most important part of the club. The dinner was a great

success. A gold watch was presented to Mr. F. W. Gent
Wood, hon. secretary for the last five years, and prizes and
medals to the successful competitors of the past season.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District IVI.C.

The' annual general meeting will be held at the King's
Head Hotel, Darlington, on Wednesday, December 13th,

at 6 p.m., when the election of officers and committee
for next season \^*in take place.

1912 Triumph, showing new adjustable footrests, foot operated magneto
control, new tank support, and drilled engine pulley.

1
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Club News.—
Ilkley and District M.G.C.

The first annual dinner and presentation of prizes of the
above club will be held at the Crescent Hotel, Ilkley, this

evening at 7.30.

Cowbridge and District M.C.
A motor club has been formed called " The Cowbridge

and District Motor Club." Motor cyclists desiring information
regarding membership are requested to communicate with the
hon secretary, Mr. B. S. Bird. Cowbridge.

Western District M.C.
The club will hold its annual twelve hours' winter

reliability run on Saturday, December 30th. Owing to the
A.C.U. up to now refusing to pass permit for this open
reliability trial, the run will be confined to members of the
club. Full particulars of the run and membership of the

club can be obtained from Mr. G. Howden. 40. Frognal,
f-lampstead, N.W.

H. Graham Dixon who is supposed to be tlie llrst lo climb Sunrismg HUI
in competition, on a 3^ ]i.p. motor cycle and sidecar. His mount is a

three-speed New Hudson.

Th3 Motor Cycling Club

At the annual dinner, tv be held ;it the Cafe Monaco on
December 9th, all the trophies, prizes, and medals won
during the year will be presented oy Mrs. Charles Jarrott.

These number 173. and include, among others, the presi-

dent's cup, won by A. .]. Moorhouse in the London-Land's
lind-London ; the prize presented by Mrs. Jarrott for the
l)est performance in the August reliabilitv run, won by W.
Pratt ; The Motor Cycle Inter Team Challenge Cup, won
this year by the Derby and District M.C.C. (previous winners
the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C. and the Motor Cycling
Club) ; a gold cup presented by Mr. Harry Smith (vice-presi-

dent) for the Motor Cycling Club Cliampionship, won by A.

J. Moorhouse ; the Motor Cycling Club Challenge Cup pre-

sented by Messrs. S. H. Fry,' E. Gwynne, and C. J. Seed for

the best performance in tlie London-Edinburgh, won by G
P.rongli.

Ayr and District M.C.
The fourth annual dinner and presentation of prizes has-

been arranged to take place at the Ayr Arms Hotel on
Wednesday, November 29th. A cordial invitation is

extended to all interested, and tickets may be obtained from
the joint hon. secretaries at the club's headquarters, 73,
Dalblair Road.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.
The club referred to on November 2nd has now been

formed under the above title. The following officials have-
been appointed : President, Mr. T. Sharpies ; vice-presidents,
Messrs. T. BaU and F. Taylor; captain, Mr. T. Ball; vice-
captain, Mr. W. T. Chadwick.

York County M.C.C.
The third annual dinner and prize distribution of the^

above club will take place at headquarters, the Grand Central
Hotel, Briggate. Leeds, on Friday, November 17th, at
7.15 p.m. prompt. Tickets, 3s, 6d, each, may be obtained
from the hon sec, Mr. W. E. Asquith, 11, Moorland Street,
Hyde Park Road, Leeds,

' Durham and District M.C.C.
The opemng of the winter programme was begun with a

smoking concert on the 4th inst. A fault finding competition
will be held at headquarters, Nevilles Cross Hotel, Durham,
on Saturday, l8th inst., at 7 p.m., for a 26 x 2^ tube pre-
sent-ed by -Mr. W. Burnett.

West Essex A.C.
This club finished its programme for the season with a>

hill-climb at Upminster on Saturday, and, subject to con-
firmation by the comnrittee, the result is as follows: 1 W.
H. Elce (T.T. Rudge), time 29?s. ; 2, W. E. Gunnett (T.T.
Triumph), 35|s. ; 3, R. H. Whitmore (Rudge), 36is.

Taunton and District M.C.C.
A most fitting culmination of the club's first session was

the very enjoyable dinner held on the 30th ult., at Clarke's
Hotel, 'Taunton, when Col. D. F. Boles, M.P. for West
Somerset, took the chair. There was a very large number
of members and friends present, and a capital musical pro-

gramme was interspersed with many speeches of a most
interesting character.

Tunbridge Wells and District M.C.C.
The winter progranmie (Noveniber-Februai'y) has beeni

uranged as follows: Wednesday, November 22nd, club out-

ing to OljTnpia Motor Cycle Show ; Wednesday, December
6th, breakdown competition; Wednesday, January 3rd,

winter reliability trials : Wednesday, January 24th, smoking
concert, to be attended by the president (His Worship the-

Mayor of Tunbridge Wells, Col, Sydney Sladen) ; Saturday,
February 3i'd. lantern lecture, " Power and Speed." Tickets
tor thn forthcoming Olympia Motor Cycle Show (November
20th to 25th) may be obtained at half-price (6d.) from the

hon. sec.

Oldham and District M.C.
The weekly meeting of the above club on the 1st inst.

look the form of a debate on the relative merits of chain

and belt drives as applied to motor cycles. Mr. Bleasdale

was ably supported in his contentions for the rnbber belt,

as also was Mr. Piatt, who championed the chain drive.

About twenty members took part in the discussion, and
altogether a somewhat instructive evening was spent. A
programme has been arranged providing for similar weekly
discussions and demonstrations on motor cycle matters,

interspersed with social events. Five new members were
elected, thus bringing the roll up to sixty-four. A biUiard

match Married v. Single, to be followed by a supper, is the

fixture for next Tuesdav, the 14th inst.

NEXT WEEK!

Olympia Show Report.
WRITTEN BY OUR OWN STAFF

After a Personal Inspection of the Exhibits.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Thursday, Nov. 23rd. One Penny.
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GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas.

36/- per cover, 26 x 2} beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Calalosut- free from the makers—

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,
Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

DOWN TO THE LAST DROP

"RUSOLINE"
Motor Oil Lubricates.

We are gratified at the numerous requests

we have had for our httle booklet, entitled

" Motor Lubrication," which we will mail as

soon as we get a fresh supply. Meantime,

TEST "RUSOLINE."

Manufactured under the supervision of

W. RUSSELL
(Late of Price's Patent Candle Co. Ltd.),

London,
BY

Russell Bros., National Oil Wks., Birmingham.

PERFECTION )c
(JRUMP MOTOR CYCLES)

r3l h.p. J.A. P. Engine.

Bosch 1912 Magneto. Finest finish.

EVERY DETAIL OF THE HIGHEST GRADE.

THE LIGHTEST: 170 lbs.

THE STRONGEST: I rode an identical

model frame at Brooklands, on July

25, 1911, securing WORLD'S RECORD
for 1 1 miles 297 yds. in 2 hours, and

I weigh over 1 5 stones.

I SHALL BE AT DLYIVlPiA, STAND No. 135 .

Will you give me a call ?

We are showing 3 models: ROADSTER,
T.T., and FREE ENGINE TWIN

CYLINDER with 2-speed gear.

F. A. McNAB, Sales Director.

TRUMP MOTORS, LTD.,
36, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.

WE CAN GIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B39
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^.'\:

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

EVERY RIDER CATERED FOR.

^:>^1-:^

Mm
THE PALMER CORD.

3 Ribbed and Rubber Studded Treads. The strongest and safest tyre ever made.

THE NEW PALMER HEAVY FABRIC.
3 Ribbed and Rubber St idJed Treads. Second only to the Palmer Cord.

THE PALMER ORDINARY FABRIC.
3 Ribbed and Rubber Studded Treads. Specially recommended for light machines.

THE NEW "PRIVATEER"
Ribbed and Rubber Studded Treads. A good tyre at a low price with excellent

tread and wearing qualities.

';'/' .'-li A' -

^.;-V'

Write to-day for Descriptive Booklet.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
Mo;or Cycle Tyre Dept. : 103, St. John St eet. Clerkenwell, B.C.

'-%.^ STAND No. 164
K CYCLE & MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITION,

Ur-^^^:':^^..
O L. Y M P I A . .....:^#§^S^':v'

7 n i:-i,''irrri tuj :/ii.< ad ccrth'^nieiit it u desirable to 7nenf.to)i "The Motor Oycle.^

mm
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OLYMPIA SHOW
STAND NO. 166 *Vlo^J*/

Opposite Triumph Cycle Co.'s Stand.

SHAMROGK
GLORIA

THE r

EXCELSIOR

OUTCLASS ALL OTHERS
The Hanover Rubber-Co,2^, Old St London EC.

FULL range of 1912 patterns

will be shown at Olympia. Don't

miss our exhibi.s, which are certain to

interest you.

EMEMBER the high Standard and the

premier position held by " Shamrock

Speciahties " for years.

" S.-E." Tyres used in the End-to-End

Sidecar Record are the only tyres that

required no attention. " S.-G." Belts are responsible for the Record Speed

of 91.37 miles per hour.

"S.-G,," "S.-E.,'» THE ORIGINAL & THE BEST.

SPARKING P1.UGS,

Designed for Maximum Power,
are by far the most succisslul plugs ever made

for Magneto ignition .

Pure nickel non-corrosib'e sparking points

guaranteed.
The Lodge Plug has the biggest sale of any

British mide plugs.

C On Sale at the OLVMPIA SHO .V by all

the best accessory dealers in the gallery

;

and fitted on many of th; best motor cycles

in the hall.

Two Models are made :

The well-known " motor cycle" type, price 4-/-j
and the new 1913 model, price 5/-, the patent
solid construction of which is here illustrated.

Lodge Plugs are obtainable everywhere, or they raay be
had post free, by return when remittance accompanies
order, direct from the makers :

Lodge Bros. & Co., i4?NewsL, Birmingham.

SOLID -
NICKEL ROD

Zn answerina these advertisements it is dtslrahlt to mention " The Motor Cycle.' E43
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"My mount for 1912 Sf

The selection of an N.S.U. can always be made wi h full

confidence of securing complete and lastmg satisfaction,

could not be otherwise with this famous machme, for in

quality of material and finish, in general appearance and

comfort, m soundness of construction and reliability, the

N.S.U. has absolutely no superior. It has always been

our policy, too, to keep the N.S.U, in the forefront of

motor cycle design, and to give N.S.U. owners the best possible

value for money. Compare the N.S.U., point for point,

with any other machine you like. The comparison will

resuh in favour cf the N.S.U. Here are our 1912 models :

All fitted with
LOOP FRAME,
special sprine: forks,

rear sprint?, auto-
matic carburetter,
etc., etc.

THE N S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.,
Offices and Showrooms : 18S, Great Portland Strest, London. W,
Goodi and Repairs: 83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

B44 III answering tfiis (idi'crtif'mcnl il is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle'
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Stand 79

OLYMPIA

ALL OVER
THE SHOW

If you keep your eyes open for it,

you will see the

Zenith Smile
The Smile of Contentment.

The Owner of a

ZENITH
(with Infinitely Variable Gear)

can afford to smile, for

the machine gives satis-

faction all the time,
and in competition is

a Sure Winner.

The HiU Climbing powers of the

ZENITH have been strikingly

demonstrated during the igii
season, and although it has been
BARRED from many
competitions owing to its unvar}'-

ing success, it has piled up a list

of victories which has made the

name of ZENITH famous
throughout the world.

Don't leave the Show
until you have made a

call at

Stand 79.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.

WEYBRIDGE.
In anawerinff this advertisement it i» desirahle to Tnenlion " The Motor Cycle." B47
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Hit the Right Nail

on the head at

OLTMPIA

CT^
tficre to inspect 'tlSe

interesting eifiibit of

mmFL
THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., LTD.,

Tyre Sales Dept.,

BEDFORD CHAMBERS, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON. W.C.
•W<;phones:,Gerrard 8578; Gerrard 8579. Telegrams: " Nobritite, London,"
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Variable Gears and Aotor Cycles.
IV.— Counter-shaft Gears and Variable Pulleys.

BEFORE leaving the subject of epicyclic gears,

two more gears of this description should be

mentioned, viz., the Albion two-speed hub, a

very convenient gear for fitting to existing machines

without alteration, and which is combined with a

multiple plate clutch (this gear belongs to the third

type of epicyclic gea/s), and the Kingston and Brown

gear, illustrated and described in our issue for October

26th, which embodies a somewhat new arrangement of

the epicyclic principle, inasmuch as only two gear

wheels are employed—an internally toothed wheel set

eccentrically and a sun wheel around which it rolls

when the latter is held firmly for the purpose of bring-

ing the low gear into play. The internally toothed

wheel is made to revolve by being mounted on a ball

bearing, eccentric with regard to the hub, and it is

connected to the hub shell, Avhich it carries round by

four toggle arms. On the high ' gear the whole is

locked solid by an expanding clutch.

In epicyclic gearing it is - usual to operate the

changes by means of friction bands and clutches
;

this very much simplifies gear changing and makes

it almost impossible to damage 'the gear by injudicious

changing.

2. Sliding Tooth.

The sliding tooth gear follows car practice, but it

is made for two or three speeds instead of four and
has no reverse, consequently it is light and simple.

The T.A.C. three-speed is an excellent example of

this gear. Chater-Lea, Ltd., also make it, both

two and three speed. Gears on this principle are not

suited to the engine-shaft or hub, but are always

found on the counter-shaft. A separate friction clutch

is required to allow the changes to be made smoothly

and without damaging the teeth. Any ratios can be
arranged. The top, or any other gear, can be made
direct, but in the T.A.C. this is not done, as the

driving and driven shafts are not in the same straight

line ; however, as only one pair of wheels are in

engagement at a time, there is but little friction.

This principle is also found on the F.N. lightweight. '.

«

3. Teeth in Mesh—Sliding Dog Clutch.

This system has an advantage over the last in that'

the teeth being always in mesh there is less chance
of damaging the gears while changing, and the dis-

advantage that the gears are running when not
'

required. It is suitable for a two-speed gear on the

counter-shaft, and is the principle employed on the

Indian, Douglas, Fafnir, Morgan Runabout, Blum-
field, James, Singer, and others. It is, in fact, a type

that is coming very much to the, front on account of
its undoubted simplicity and reliability. A com-
bination chain and belt drive is commonly used with

this gear, diough some firms use chains throughout,-..

and on the Sinjjer gear and belt drive is used. On
the A.J.S. the gear is combined with a friction clutch.

having cork insets, which permits a very gradual"
engagement. The Corah two-speed gear is of a similar;-

character, but it is operated by expanding bronze •

clutches instead of a sli<]ing dog clutch.

4. Selective Clutch.
The selective clutch principle has the great advant-

age that both gears are direct, but it must be remem-!!
bered that the gear not in use is running idly with a^
certain amount of added friction (though not much)

'

as compared with a single drive. The old Raleighj
gear employed one chain from engine to counter-shaft^
and two to the back wheel, the hub "of which contained:

a sliding dog clutch, but better and pleasanter results;

can be obtained by using friction clutches giving a^
gradual engagement as is done in the P. .and M.,
Scott, Royal Enfield, and Clyno.

This gear is most commonly used on chain-driven'^

machines, and is fitted in the counter-shaft, but it can
be used with a combination of chain and belt, as is.;

EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHAKGE SPEED GEARS.

-F.N. sliding tootli gear a la Panliard. No. 2.—P. and M. selective clutch gear. 'Zenith expanding and contracting engine p^l^&y.

B5u
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"FITTED WITH THE FAMOUS f»

\

Ljeetff

LYSO

what Record is it not possible to achieve?
—To the motor cyclist who has studied the record performances achieved throughout
the past two years, probably no more remarkable outstanding feature presents itself

than the fact that the majority of the wiiming machines have all been fitted with
Lycett's " LYSO " Rubber Belt.

—So often, in fact, has this been the case that the phrase " fitted with the famous LYSO
Belt " has become a household word—and it is a matter for interesting speculation as

to reaUy what a machine so equipped may attain ?

We have pleasure in preeenting here the latest " Record "—this time the "LIGHTWEIGHT"
Motor Cycle Championship:—Mr. N. D. Slatter, on Oct. 3xst, at Brooklands, riding an Alcyon
Lightweight, beat the Six Hours' Class A Record, covering 223 miles 1494 yards ! Other
records he captured were the 2 hours

; 3 hours ; 4 hours
; 5 hours ; and 200 miles !

—^Think it over—and make a point of seeing us at Stand 228, OLYMPIA SHOW, if visiting.

LYCETT'S, '' The Saddlery," BIRMINGHAM.

In answerinci this advertisement it is desirahle to viention "The Motor Ci/cle."

E.H.8.
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THE FAMOUS BEDELIA
TORPEDO TWO-SEATER.

Weight, 2J to 3 cwts.

Speed, Comfort, & Reliability.

" The B.D. engines fitted to Bedelia Cars are

specially constructed, and are not ordinary
motor-cycle engines. They are constructed'

from data acquired by experience gained
with aviation motors. The angle at which
the cylinders of the two-cylinder 10 horse-

power model are set, viz., 90°, gives as

mathematically correct a balance as a four-

I cylinder motor, and the almost complete
absence of vibration is remarkable. The
working parts are as extremely light as is

consistent with durability ; and a high
efficiency in air - cooling has also been
obtained.

"The well-known Quentin engines fitted

to the cheaper models are highly efficient for

their small size, and are extraordinarily

economical in petrol consumption."

56 guineas, 66 guineas, SG guineas, 96 guineas.
Sgle ConceBsionnaires :

9a, TREVELYAN
L. N
ROAD,

PALMER & CO
Illustrated Catalosue Free.

MERTON TRAM TERMINUS,
8 mins. Balham (UB -S.C. Rai way).

TOOTING, LONDON.

Always ask for "MILLENNIUM" Tools
Accessories—THE best that are made.

AUTO-GRIP
SPANNER.

This highly improved tool—spanner and pliers in one

—

cannot injure nuts because it cannot slip. The more force

you apply, the tighter it holds. It is instantly adjustable,

therefore extremely handy. Thoroughly dependable and
durable. 3/- and 4/- each.

PARALLEL
VALVE SPRING

LIFTER.

WiU not bend the Valve Stems.
The parallel action of this Tool entirely frees it from the
tendency to bend the Valve Stems, a fatal yet very
common fault in other Tools of this de.scription. The
lower jaw is of a novel design, which enables it to be
very easily inserted between the end of the Valve Stem
and the tappet. Price, made from Steel Stampings, Nickel
Plated, 4/9 each.

CATALOGUE FREE.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LIMITED,
Manufacturers of 'IVIillennium' Tools and Accessories

lor Motor Cars, Motor Cycles, and Cycles, :: ::

ALBION WORKS, BRAINTREE, ESSEX.

OLYMPIA, gl*~° 220

2-SPEED
Completes the luxury of Motor
Cycling by giving wonderfully
easy control, such as the Car
driver enjoys. It is the last

word in 2-speed Hubs, being
exceptionally efficient, reliable,

and durable. Both gears con-
trolled by friction clutches. Un-
impaired efficiency on High Gear.
Fits almost any machine.

B.';2 In answering these adverhs^m nls it is de'<iiahh to mentiun "The Motor Cycle.'
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Variable Gears and Motor Cycles.

—

done on the two-speed Bat, where the P. and M.
gear is employed. It is usual to -employ two chains

from the crank axle, which is sometimes fitted with

a friction clutch to the counter-shaft, and one chain
or belt from the counter-shaft to the back wheel.

The counter-shaft is usually behind the engine, the

Bat and Fafnir being exceptions ; the former plan

being suitable to chain drive and the latter to belt

drive, for in the case of a belt it is not advisable to

have the pulley -too near the Back wheel.

The P. and M. gear is changed by a handle on the

right-hand side of machine, to which is attached a

light chain like a bicycle chain; this in turn works a

coarse-threaded screw' which moves metal wedges and
expands the required phosphor bronze ring.

The Enfield g'ear, which is very similar, is worked
by means of a handle just in front of the saddle. This
expands internal rings which grip the required chain

wheel. The standard gears are 5^4 and 734 to i.

The Scott gear is worked by the foot by means of

a rocking pedal and expanding rings.

The 1 91 2 Clyno differs from last year's model
in having double clutches worked by expanding
phosphor.-bronze rings.

EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHANGE SPEED GEARS.

No. 4. The Douglas dog clutch two-speed gear.

The Jonsca gear, lately described in our columns,

is an application of the selective clutch type to a

double belt drive, the expanding clutches being in the

back hub and worked by a pedal. It has also geared-

down engine pulleys which give a simple means of

tightening the belts.

While on the subject of transmission by chain or

gear from the engine I should like to point out that

it is desirable in all such cases that there should l)e

some kind of friction clutch on the engine-shaft, for

in addition to rendering the drive smooth and remov-
ing harshness, such a device has the adwantage of

preventing the shock of the explosion from falling on
the same teeth of the sprocket or gear wheel at every

explosion of the engine, which would be the case if

the sprocket were rigidly fixed to the engine-shaft.

5. Kxpanding Pulleys.

Expanding pulleys must not be confounded with

the adjustable pulleys found on most machines,- even

those with two-speed gears, for the latter cannot be
altered while the machine is in motion, and therefore
do not come within my definition of a variable gear.
The best known example of the variable pulley is

the Zenith Gradua, though I believe the Osborne four-

speed pulley was the first of its type. The Zenith
Gradua gets over the difficulty of belt tension by an
arrangement which forces the rear wheel back as the
gear is lowered, thus taking up automatically the
slack of the belt. The Osborne is still a four-speed
gear, and allows for taking up the slack by mo\'ing the

back wheel, which is done by the feet; it is then
locked in the required position. The Lloyd automatic
pulley should also be mentioned- here. This pulley

has a loose flange, which is forced against the belt

by a series of springs, and as the tension of the belt

due to load increases, the belt forces the flange back,
and so lowers the gear automatically to suit the road
conditions; the reverse takes place when the load
becomes lighter. The pulley can also be expanded
and the gear lowered by a rolling wedge attached to

a lever ; this is useful for starting purposes.
The new Rudge variable gear is another example

of the expanding pulley type. Both pulley and rim
are expanded and contracted. It is arranged to give

no less than twenty variations of gear, and is worked
by a lever at the left side of the tank.

The Midget Bicar gear is a three-speed pulley in

which the movable flange is held in place by ratchet

teeth. The pulley movement and belt tension are
acconiiilisiied by a single lever. The Ariel is

another machine on which this gear is employed.
Obviously this type of variable gear is suited to

a V belt only.

Belts and Variable Gears.
.A. belt is subjected to changes of tension, instan-

taneous or otherwise, when the force applied to the
driving wheel is altered; the method of alteration

makes no difference. This force is constantly chang-
ing on any kind of motor cycle, except when running
at a steady pace on level ground or on an unvarying
gradient. So long as the belt rim is fixed to the back
wheel the tension of the belt must change for every
variation of speed or slope, unless the slope is

accountable for the change of speed, and a variable
'

gear on the crankshaft or counter-shaft makes no
difference at all to this tension, but simply allows the
engine to run more nearly to its normal number of
revolutions, and consequently more steadily. Of course,
it is possible to jerk one's gear, and consequently one's
belt, by suddenly changing up when the engine is

running fast ; the same thing can be done by raising

the exhaust and dropping it again on full throttle.

In the case of a hub gear the belt is relieved of a
large amount of strain in hill-climbing, as it is kept
running fast even when the machine has slowed down.
A \-ariable gear, then, assists the belt in the following
ways. If on the hub, it allows the belt speed to be
maintained, and consequently the tension is less (see

any book on mechanics under "Levers "). If on the

counter-shaft, it admits of the belt pulley being much
larger, and the belt is therefore subjected to less

bending strain and has a larger bearing surface, and
consequently a better grip, and should wear much
longer in consequence.

Auriga.
1J53
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the' Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed enveil pe for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinc-t from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Brakes on Two-soeeders.

1 am getting a two-speed hub
f^l fitted to my 3^ h.p. machine.
I > I

1 have difficulty about the
L?_! brakes. With a sidecar efficient

- braking power will be more of

a necessity.. My experience of depend-
ing on a front brake has been unsatis-

factory, and a brake acting on the
inside of the. belt rim when the engine
is free is useles.s. (1.) What is usually
done under such circumstances? " (2.)

Where can an extra brake be fitted?

(3.) Is a brake on the inside of the belt

rim not liable to jam? (There is no
band' brake with my particular two-
speed hub.)—A.M.

It would, have helped us to ans>yer your
letter if you had given us the make of

your machine and the type of gear with
which it is being fitted. When the top
speed is in, the low gear band can be
used as a brake. When the low .speed

is in engagement use the compression
of the engine as a brake. All you can
do is to fit either a dummy belt rim or a
band brake, whichever can be most con-

veniently attached. This is a matter you
will have to go into with your local

repairer. There is no reason why a brake
on the inside of the belt rjra should jam
if properly fitted.

Variable Gears.

In T/ia Motor Cijcle, in the
columns concerning variable

gears, you say, concerning
engine-shaft epicyclic gears, that
the gear vatios can be varied.

Do you mean that the two fixed ratios

can be varied, and set higher or lower,

and, if so, does this apply to the Fit-

all ? I ask because of the following

:

My machine—a 3 h.p. of 1910—has 1< it-

all gear, and the top ratio is 4 to 1,

which with my weight, between 13 and
14 stoaes, means that I have to chan e

down to the low—about 9 to 1—tor

anything worth calling a hill. I ha\e
asked the makers of the machine, but
they say nothing can be done to lower
the gear ratio. Can you suggest any-

thing? 4^ to 1 would be better, but I

can hardly expect it to climb far on
4 to 1 with a rider nearly 14 st. and
full touring kit, the engine being only

3 h.p.—S.F.C.
We presume you refer to the words, "On
the other hand, any, desired variation

can be made." This means that in

designing a gear the reduction for low
gea'' can be 20%, 40/0, or any other

E54

ratio that may be desired. When the
gear is once made the ratio is fixed, and
can only be altered by fitting gear wheels
of a different size, and it is possible that
the company do not make any but the
standard size. The top gear is got by
Tunning the whole gear solid. An ad-
justable pulley or a larger rear belt-
rim are the only means of altering
this, and if you lower the high gear
in this way you also lower the bottom
ratio, which may not be desirable. The low
gear is too low for solo work, but would
be more suitable for use with a sidecar.

Long or Short Stroke.

I should be obliged if you

qI would give me information on
> thq following points: (1.) What
-SJ are the advantages and dis-

advantages respectively of an
engine having a sti-oke appreciably
longer than the bore, and one having
both practically equal? (2.) I am
thinking of getting a 2| h.p. machine.
(a.) Would you advise a make fitted

with chain or belt transmission?
(h.) About how long will a chain last;

also is it necessary when fitting a new
chain to fit new sprockets as well, or
do these latter outlast the chain?

—

RH.P.

?

Tte new Velcce engine. A novel point in con-
nection with ttiis engine is that a two-speed 3ear,
fiee enaine, and automatic pump lubricatcr are ad
combined in the crank case. (See last week's issue

pases 1175-1176.)

(1.) It is difficult' to explain briefly

the advantages of short and long strokes.

The long stroke engine, however, seems
to be gradually working its way to the
front, and it is generally acknowledged
to be more powerful and a better climber
than the engine with equal bore and
stroke. (2.) (a) For a solo piachine belt

drive is satisfactory, but a chain drive

is more efficient. (b.) About three or

four thousand miles. Whether or not
new sprockets are iiecessary when a new
chain is fitted depends upon whether the
sprocket, is worn or not.

Long Hills and Two-speed Gears.

I have a 2| h.p. 1910 iWinerva

motor cycle, with one brake on
the rear axle (band brake), and
.-hould like to have the second
brake on the front wheel.

Because the front fork is a springing

one, it is necessary to have a brake
with Bowden wire. I should like to

know if such a brake on the front wheel
can become dangerous for the rider, or

for the cycle construction. My second

question concerns the variable gear. I

height this summer, with your approval,

a Slillennium two-speed gear. This
gear I put in the rear axle, and
now I find that with the variable gear

I cannot ride a long steep hill, for the

motor stops after ten or twelve yards,

and still the belt is as tight as

necessary. How can I change^ that ?

—

W.C. (Rotterdam).

We do not think that the front brake will

be in any way dangerous, and if you state

your requirements to Messrs. Bowden
Wire, Ltd., we think they will be able

to" supply you with what you require.

It is quite extraordinary that yoO cannot

manage a long hill with the two-speed
gear. Of course, a gear adds weight, and
this will account for your not going quite

so fast or so far on the top speed as you
could before the gear was fitted, but if

you find you cannot climb a long and steep

hill on the low gear, we think the trouble

is probably in the engine and not in ihe

gear, as it may be caused through over-

loading. If the engine is at all prone to

overheat it is exceedingly difficult to cure,

and we can only recommend that you
see that the piston and piston head are

clear of carbon deposit, that your valve

springs have .sufficient tension, that the

exhaust valve lift is ample, and that the

carburetter is not giving oft too strong a

mixture.
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Trembler to Plain Coil,

I shall be obliged if you can^ inform me if it is possible to
rF change a 2| h.p. Excelsior engine
-U from trembler to a. plain coil

without altering the contact
breaker, which is a wipe contact,

—

W.N.
:0, the type of contact breaker must- be
Iteredj a make and break contact breaker
avijjg to be fitted. See letter 6027 in
ar issue of November 9th.

Camliridge to Wellington College.

I sometimes see in your paper
I routes which you advise between

different places. Could you
-i-i oblige me with the best route

between Cambridge and Welling-
ton CoUege?—S.W.T.
Ve have pleasure in giving the follow-
ig route : Cambridge, Royston, Bal-
ock, Hitchin, Luton, Dunstable, Tring.
Ihesham, Amersham, High Wycombe,
treat iMarlow, Twyford, Wokingham,
nd Wellington.

Concerning a Sidecar.

I am hoping shortly to get a
moLor cycle and sidecar, and ha\ e
been advised to get a 3^ h.p.
two-speed Humber, free enghie.

_
(1.) Do you consider this power

sufficient for sidecar work (self and
passenger about 17 stones)? (2.) What
is the most suitable make of sidecar?
(3.) Would you advise pedals or foot-
boards?—H.W.

1). The machine you refer to should
le^ quite satisfactory it you do not use
t in too hilly a district. (2.) Any well-
aiown make of sidecar would suit your
nrpose. (3.) Pedals would not"' be
lecessary if a two-speed gear were fitted.

!
Alterations required tor Sidecar Work.

lly machine is a 3^ h.p. 1911
single speed, which has gone
splendidly all the season. I shall
be fitting a two-speed gear and
sidecar at Christmas. (1.) Is the

N.S.JJ. a reliable gear, and with engine
in tune shall we be able to get up liills

of 1 in 10 (combined weight of .self and
passenger 18 stones)? (2.) Is tlie

timing different on solo and sidecar
macliines? If so, is it essential to alter
it? (3.) Would it be advisable to fit a
larger jet (B. and B.)? (4.) Are there
any extra licences for sidecar? The
machine at Christmas will have run
about 3,500, and is at present going
splendidly. It has always been driven
carefully. (5.) Will it be then neces-
sary to have the engine overhauled by
the makers or not? and also what parts
should then be renewed in the magneto?
Finally (6), is there any cure for the
throttle slide jamming when the 3n(rine
is very hot?—G.B.S.
L) The N.S.U. gear is very reliable,
'ou would probably be able to climb hills
f 1 in 10 with it if the road surface be
ood. (2.) No, we do not think you need
Iter the -timing, but it might be advis-
ble to lower the gear slightly, (3.) Per-
aps a larger jet would be advisable, but
.0 not increase jet unless vou find it

ecessary, and then not much". (4.) No.
5.) There is no necessity to have the
ngine overhauled unless it shows signs of
illing off in power. (6.) You could ease
he throttle slides by rubbing them down
?ith emery paper and attending to spring.

Mysterious Knocking.

I have a 1910 3^ h.p., which
^ri until lately has been going very
•^ well. Now it will not take open
LiJ throttle on hills without slight

knocking, even at speed, 'ilie

magneto and carburetter adjustments
are the same as when machine was de-

livered. I am satisfied that the trouble -

is not caused by carbon. A little time
ago this knocking set in after only 200
miles since cleaning. I thought I had been
giving too much oil, but on taking the
cylinder off, I was surprised to find

only a slight deposit, certainly not
enough to causa bad knocking. Since
then the machine has only done about
seventy miles, and the trouble has
come on again almost directly. The
engine keeps perfectly cool. I give a

pumpful of oil every twelve miles.

The compression is excellent, and there
is ample clearance between valve stems
and tappets. W'ould a worn bear-
ing somewhere cause it? WHien
my engine runs lightly there is a
clmking sound. I do not think it is

the gudgeon or big-end bush, as lean find

no vertical play there. The pulley bear-
ing is quite all right. Would a dirty
silencer ^ause it, or an obstruction in the
exliaust pipe, even though I run with
cut-out open?—J.T.

Perhaps you are using a sparking plug
the points of which project too far into

the cylinder and cause pre-ignition. Of
course, a worn bearing would cause the
trouble. If you had the engine down
you could easily tell if this were the
case. A dirty silencer would hardly
cause the knocking, but would reduce the
power.

BBBBi^g

Mr. M. J. SCHULTE, Mmising
Director ol the Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd.,who, although possessini cars,

is a keen motor cyclist, ani, fair

weather or foul, riies his machine
backwards and forwards from
the Triumph works at Coventry

to his home at KenilworLi.

It wouM be well tor motDr
cyclists U mDre of our mJtor cycle

company managers were practical

riders. Iticidentally, iAt. Schalte

speaks highly ol the Wellinjlon
boots he is seen wearinj, for

winter ridins.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R.V." (Edinburgh). 3' h.p.' Lincoln-

Elk solo and with sidecar.

"Z.Y.Z." (Scotland). 1911 3| h.p.
Scott, regarding general reliability, hill-

climbing powers, and ease of starting:

" O.F.D." (Hagley). Morgan runabout
and No. 7 Chater-Lea, with regard to hill-

climbing and wear of tyres.

" H.W.H." (Crowborough/. 3^ h.p. Ivy
Precision for touring.

"M.il.R." (Dublin). 5 h.p. twin
A.S.L. 1909 or 1910 pattern, also four-

cylinder F.N., particularly with regard
to sidecar capabilities of both machines.

"W.F.H." (Weybridge). 3^ h.p. 1911
Bradbury, also 3^- h.p. two-speed Hum-
ber with sidecar.

"LK." 479. 1911 Scott and sidecar.

General riding experiences wanted. Also
5 and 7 h.p. Indian.

l?^iE^§^S^

'.') =
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A Charge Mixing Device.

This device is in-

serted in the induc-

tion pipe and con-

sists ui a fan A
mounted on a spindle

in projections B,
carried by a ring

C which is of spring
material to facili-

tate its insertion in-

to place. — J. i.

1910.

"ZZSZl

Rowe, No. 27,123

A Lycett Saddle.

The front of the saddle is pivoted to

the underfranie A at a point B forward
of its peak, tensioning devices consisting

of screwed thrust rods C being arranged
at the rear. From the cantle plate de-

pend rods D, which are adjustably con-

nected to springs E loosely pivoted on
the underframe at F.—E. Lycett, No.

8215, 1911.

^O. /??->?

A Valve Removing Tool.

This tool comprises a forked plate A,

, which is passed beneath the spring cap B
and between the cylinder flanges C after

the engine has been turned to compress

the spring D. Further rotation of tha
engine allows the valve to fall, when the
cotter E can be extracted and the valve

removed without difficulty.—J. A. Prest-

wich. No. 2092, 1911.

Engine Lnbrication.
The crank case contains oil up to it

suitable level, and the casing A for the

timing gear is extended to accommodate
a gear wlieel B, driven by the pinion (.',.

Botation of the wheel B causes it to take

up a quantity of oil, which is delivered to

tlve duct D, whence it passes by the jije

E to a tray F, the overflow falling to i !

!

bottom of the crank case.— VV. liall ai.i i

D.-W. lUius, No. 2908, 1911.

Notice o£ Removal.

Maude's Motor Mart inform us that

they have moved their works from Halifax
to Camden Town.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

Mr. Ernest J. Bass will be in attend-

ance at Olympia, and will be pleased to

meet clients and others interested in in-

surance.

Acetylene Gas Tubing.

To obviate the usual difficulty with
ordinary acetylene gas tubing, the Severn
Rubber Co., 94-96, Newhall Street, Bir-
mingham, are selling a tubing in various
lengths with moulded, thickened ends. It

is practically impossible for this tubing to
split at the ends and its lif'i should
therefore be considerably lengthened.

An Appreciation.

Mr. J. M. Cleraeiit, who is the winner
of the pair of motor cycle tyres presented
by the Coventry Rubber Co., in connec-
tion with a competition recently referred
to in these columns, says :

" I have noth-
ing but praise for the Modele de Luxe
Non-skids, and during the whole time that
I had them they gave the most complete
satisfaction in every way."

Catalogues Received.

The 1912 catalogue of Brown and
Barlow motor cycle carburetters is to
hand. This contains, in addition to illus-

trations and full description of all the
new models, hints on the manipulation
and fitting of B. and B. carburetters
which should be invaluable to users.

Some useful speed tables are appended
as well as a complete illustrated price-

list of the component parts of the car-

buretter.

B.56

Cylinder Decarbonisation.
On the 2nd inst. we had an opportunity

of witnessing a private demonstration of

a process for removing carbon deposits

on a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder motor cycle

engine, and the results so far as we can
see were highly satisfactory. Every
motor cyclist knows the trouble that arises

from this cause, and will be interested

in learning a few particulars of the

Cylclean carbon process v^fhich is the

property of the Internal Combustion
Engine Cleaning Co., Ltd., 3, London
Wall BuiMings, E.G.

Briefly stated, the method consists of

the injection of oxygen into tlie cylinders

by means of a special apparatus and the

application of a light, the result being

that as the oxygen combines with the
carbon the latter is completely burnt
away. The test was very exhaustively
carried out, and a continual ejection of

red hot carbon sparks showed the presence
of a large quantity of deposit, which must
have been detrimental to the smooth
running of the engine. The cylinders

were cleaned in an incredibly short time,

and we were given to understand that
this was effected without in any way
injuring them.
The Internal Combustion Engine Clean-

ing Co., Ltd., is appointing licensees

throughout the country, to whom motor
cycles may be sent- for decarbonisation,

the charge being very moderate indeed.

A Veteran Machine.

We hear that Mr. H. B. Karslake's old

Dreadnought will be on exhibition at

Messrs. W. and A. Bates's stand at

Olympia.

New Halifax Firm.
A firm is now trading as Messrs.

Scotts, Powell Street, Halifax, of which
the principals are Messrs. J. W. Scott

and C. T. Rhodes of that town.

Metric Equivalent Tables.

We are in receipt of a booklet entitled
"50 Useful Metric Equivalent Tables,"

published by the Central Translation
Institute, 16, Eastcheap, E.C., price 6d.

Alldays and Onions Dividend.

At a board meeting on the 9th inst.

the directors of Alldays and Onions,
Ltd., decided to declare the usual annual
dividend of five per cent., together with
the usual bonus of five per cent, on the
ordinary shares, totalling ten per cent.

for the year ending 5th August, 1911.

A G:>od Tyre Test.

Mr. D. R. O'Donovan, who recently
i-ode a long distance trial on a 3-^- h.p.
Singer motor cycle, and whose perform-
ance was didy chronicled in our columns,
called last week at our offices and showed
us a Michelin cover, No. 751401, which,
had been in use on his machine during
the whole of the ride, and while the rear
wheel was sealed to the frame. During
that time he covered 4,559 miles. The
tread was worn through in one or two
places to the canvas, but the beads were
perfect. Apart from the long distance
ridden, tins is an excellent testimony to

the Jlichelin tyres, as some covers burst
at the bead before the treads are really

worn out.
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WILKINSON'S, 53, Pall Mall, S.W.
Sole Agents for the Colonies (except Canada)

for 1912 model

Touring Motor Cycle.

7 h.p. 4-cylinder water

cooled engine, 60 x 75

M. O. I. V. Automatic
lubrication. Automatic
carburetter. Bosch
Magneto on top of gear

box under seat. Starting

device operated from
seat. Pressed steel

Price 85 Guineas. Delivery March, 1912.

THE IDEAL MACHINE
FOR SIDECAR WORK.

Made throughout at Oakley Works, Southfield Road, Acton.
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double-spring clutch

(leather faced). 3-speed
gear. Bevel drive (self

contained). Improved
patented spring frame,

speciallydesigned for side

car work. Bucket seat.

7i inch road clearance

(ideal for Colonies).
Radiator, pump, etc. |
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In an.'^wcrinu this ad fe.rtiactnpit^ it^,i& desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/rle.^'
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THE
CYCLISTS'
TOURING
CLiUB.

Founded 1878.

Incorporated 1887.

Patron—H.M. The King.

President— The Dake of Portland.

Caters completely
for Motor Cyclists.

For a Nominal Subscription of

FIVE SHILLINGS and an Entrance

Fee of ONE SHILLING it offers

FREE Legal Advice.

FREE Illustrated Monthly "Gazette."

FREE Carriage of Motor C5'cles on many steamers.

FREE Entry of Motor Cycles through foreign customs. -

FREE Reciprocal Membership in foreign Clubs.

Incomparable Insurance Benefits.

Hotel Discounts at home and abroad.

International Travelling Passes.

AND OTHER MATERIAL ADVANTAGES that save you money.

Call at Stand 155 at Olympia,
or send for Prospectus
post free on application to

The Secretary, C.T.C., 2 JO, Euston Road, London, N.W.

v.s.
\Lgt

iwil

GEIGER&C6:
Ifyouhavea "V.S." or " N.S.U." machinel
or Two-speed Gear requiring attention send I

It to us. Our special l<now ledge enables us I

to ensure satisfaction. Spares and Re-

j

placements in Stock. Exchanges arranged I

for new and secondhand machines. Write |

or call.

44CLIPSrONE STREET
CT. PORTLAND ST. LONDON. W.

^3 •£xL9mr i

SEE THE NEW 1912 MODELS AT OLYMPIA.
Many exclusive improvements. ^.-i^'^^^^^fes^-. Still leading foi* all-found efficiency.

Splendid as a solo

mount. ««»..«

Unequalled for

Sidecar work. . .

Write or call for

details* *•**
All machines fitted

with I Jin. beh. .

Note the

Address

—

M. GEIGEH
& CO., . . .

44, Clipstooe St.,

Great Portland

St., London, W.

b6 In ansmrina thrsa advcrtisem'nts it is desirable to mention " Tim Muiar Cycle."
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'TIS "THE PATCH THAT WONT COME OFF."

VULCANIZING SUPERSEDED; WORRY ELIMINATED
by using the world-renowned

'PATCHQUICK' PATEKT SPECIALITIES
(Patented ia Great Britain and Abroad).

"PATCHQUICK" PATENT PATCHES, the World's Premier Patch, made in four shapes and
thirty-five sizes, from 1/6 per dozen upwards. Simply apply the Patch with " PATCHQUICK FIX,"

WE DO THE REST!

Illustyated Lists

post free.

No Motor

Cyclist can

afford to be

without a

"Patchquick"

Repair

Equipment.

THE "PATCHQUICK" THREE SHILLING EQUIPMENT is the most popular and eflloient Repair Outflt on tlie Market, tens
of thousands bein^ made and sold annually. It has broken all sale records the world over, proving itsell as popular abroad as

in the British Isles. Our long experience has resulted in the evolution of the perfect product.

I^.B.—The contents are now packed tightly into the outer tin, thus producing an ahsolute'y noiseless Outfit.

STAND No. 214, GALLERY, OLYEVIPIA.
LONDON. WOODGATES BROTHERS,

DepL F, TIVERTON. ENGLAND. II
PARIS.

D
O

<
>
tn

H

O
>«
o
a:

o
H
o
%

X

USED IN FIVE CONTINENTS: FIXED IN FIVE MINUTES!

f "4^

.^^ssmm^.
A USER
WRITES

'For some time past I have teen trying to instil

into the brains of one or two motor cycling friends ol

mine the fact that the transmission for sidecar work

—

par excellence— is by

VATAWAIAI
BELT.

During the course of many years motor cycling, I have
used 9 of your belts, none of which have given a
moment's trouble "

Ask us for descriptive Booklet.

O. & W. ORMEROD, LTD.. ROCHDALE.
London : W. B. BKUOKE, IBa, Britisfl Gro»», Hammersmith W.

ii^.

W.

In answering these advertisementi it ia desiiahle to mention " The Motor Cijrh.' 07
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entaur

Foremost among the First

and Best in 1900.

BEST among the LATEST
and FOREMOST in 1912

Lightweights, and Lady's Models.

Single and Twin, with 1, 2, or 3 Speeds,

Meet every buyer's requirements
Stand 123, Olympia.

Centaur Co., Ltd,, Coventry

[n (inxirerini/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle'

Au. II.
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1912

IM REX RANGE
AIR-COOLED MODELS.

4 h.p. Speed King, single cylinder .

4 h.p. Tourist, do.

4 h.p. de Luxe, do.

6 h.p. Speed King, twin cylinder

6 h.p. Tourist, do.

6 h.p. de Luxe, do.

4 h.p. Sidette de Luxe, single cylinder

6 h.p. Sidette de Luxe, twin do.

• £46

• £46

£56

:£50

£S0

£62 10

£10

;£75

WATER-COOLED MODELS.
PRICE.

4 h.p. Tourist, single cylinder . . . . £50 o o

4 h.p. de Luxe, do. . . . . ;£6o o o

4 h.p. Sidette de Luxe, single cylinder £74 o o

Tourist M)del; fitted with Cone Clutch, ^6 lO o extra.

,, ,, ,, HinJ S:artinj Di/ice, £l o o extra.

All de Luxe M>dels are fitted with Two-speed Gear and Free Engine
(made under Ric Patents) as standard

Bore and stroke of new 4 h.p. 84! x 95 ni/m, c.c. 532

,. ,, ,, ,, 6h.p. 77^ x9Sm/miC.c. 896

The 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe Sidotte.

Two Leading Lines.

THE 4 h.p. W ATE R -

COOLED DE LUXE SIDETTE.

THE 6 h.o. TWIN AIR-
COOLED DE LUXE SIDEITE.

These Sidcttcsarotho ideal machines for pas-
seiitrer wor^. Tlio bodies are of excht^'ivo
desisrn and Titled with side donrs—made of
clo:?c woven cane, they aie excecdini^Iy stroiiir.

'j'ho Chassis i.s spnin? with double (' *-'i>rin'^

and Coil iiprine:-^. This makes the .^idcite equal
to an np-lo-date cur for (.-omfort.

STAND

No. 73,
OLYMPIA.

The New 4 h.p. Single-cylinder Rex.

RELIABILITY IS THE REX KEYNOTE,
CATALOGUES SENT POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

The Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Coventry.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B9
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Just under

60 Miles an hour

This speed was attained on the
first 1912 "Handy Hobart" used
on the road, at Luton Hoo

Speed Trials, Oct 21st.

It beat everything against it.

Stand 105 Olympia.
All our new Models on view.

Immediate delivery of 1912

Catalogue,

machines.

testimonial lists, etc.,

on request.
gladly sent

Dept. H22,

BART BIRD & CO., LTD.,

COVENTRY.

Every Model Improved for 1912.

2J h.p. "Handy Hobart," 36 Guineas.

2| h.p. Lady's with Armstrong Gear.

Si h.p. Standard Touring Model.

4 h.p. Twin Sidecar Model.

Motor Cycles by Easy Payments
We are prepared to supply practically any make of Motor Cycle on tlie

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS. Our Interest charge is only Two per cent.

A TEN POUND NOTE secures delivery, and you can pay the balance aftei-wards in twelve

monthly instalments. EXAMPLE—
2| h.p. New Hudson Nett Price.. £:ig 7

Interest Charge, 2% extra .^ .... .

.

100
Total Cost on Easy Terms .. • •• 5o 7 o

Deposit, payable when booking order .... 10 o

Balance . . .. 40 7, o

We divide the balance, ;^40 -7-0, into twelve equal monthly instalments of £3 - 7 - 3, the first of

which is due one month after delivery. We pay carriage.

We have large contracts, and can quote earlj' deliveries if you order now.

Make an appointment with our representative at the Show, or write for fuller details.

QUEEN'S ROAD,

LONDON, W.Wm. WHITELEY. LTD..
In ansircring these advertisements it is desirable to Vte-iuion "-The Motor Cycle."
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\—Did you say you wanted a Plug?'
Then read this letter:

—

14th November, 1911.

I beg to inform you that I have used your Oleo Pin^s in my 14/20

Wolseley car for the past three years. During 20,000 miles I have driven

my car they have given absolute satisfaction.

I drive my car entirely myself, and have never come across as good

Plugs in all my six years' experience.
Yours faithfully,

CAPTAIN IAN FORBES.

We do not tell you Oleos are the best: we let

our customers be our interpreters.

Oleos are fitted officially on the Military Areoplanes
at Tripoli ! Why no others ? You will easily find

the reply !

Insist upon having an OLEO oa your motor
cycle, and you will soon write us a letter like the
above.

Ask for it at OLYMPIA SHOW.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

LEO. RIPAULT & CO., 64a,

No. Id, 3/-

Made specially for Motor Cycles.

Poland Street, LONDON, W.

Ill c ' ccrintj lh~~i- adi-erih?!)V:nls it u desirable to oKtilion "The M'.lor t'li'le.
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1

COME TO STAND 263
. and see the wonderful

BOWDEN
TWO SPEED GEAR
designed to fit several types of existing machines.

THERE IS A RUSH FOR IT.
Be in time with your order if you want delivery in the

' Spring. You can study "Bowdenism" at the same time.

BOWDEN WIRE LTD., PRATT STREET,
— CAMDEN TOWiV, LONDON, N.W. —

Tiiiiu) rlll^o^

'

* [OTORgcUSTS

K^

'•i^

Price 1/-

By post, 1/2.

NEW EDITION
NOW ON SALE

A booh that is helpful to
every user of a motor cycle.

Why not call at "Ths Motor
Cycle" Stand, No. 152, Olympia

Show^, and obtain a copy?

Small enough for your pocket or valise, yet big

enough to help you out of numberless difficulties.

Obtainable of all leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls, or direct (with
remittance) from Iliffe and Sons Ltd.. 20. Tudor Street. London, E.C

Jn avxwering these advertiacment^ it is desirable to mention ': The Motor Cride."
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The "PEDLEY
PRODUCTS."
Stand 23. OLYMPIA SHOW Nov. 20-25.

C

C

C

c.

c

Every Visitor to the OLYMPIA SHOW is invited to call at " The

PEDLEY Stand"—No. 23—and see the latest Tyre and Rubber

goods we are placing on the market for the year 1912.

There we shall be pleased to demonstrate to you in many ways the

advantages of "QUALITY"—and show how every "PEDLEY Product"

typifies the highest standard of excellence in its line.

In addition to the well-known "PEDLEY 3-rib TYRE" we are

introducing a cheaper tyre of exceptionally good quality and wear,

viz: "The '^T'^G^E'^d' TYRE," and this will appeal keenly to all

motor cyclists who require a really high grade, non-skid, practically

unpuncturable . tyre at a moderate figure.

Then we have "The PEDLEY Rubber Motor Cycle BELT," the finest

power-transmitter yet designed—it's a new
departure in Belts and em.bodies a principle

which increases its power and value two-

fold, amongst many other features of merit.

The "PEDLEY Butt-ended Inner TUBE"
is another fine line that only needs seeing

—

and the PEDLEY range of Rubber Sundries

for motor cycles.

Don't miss our Exhibit—aim for Stand 23

—

and make a point of getting there.

J. PEDLEY & SON L^
Oxford Works, Gt. Charles St, Birmingham,
and at Dublin, Belfast, Milan, Paris, Copenhagen, and Liege. PEDLEF 3-rib

In antiverlnri this adcer/isvmeiil. il ix di.-ii lalih In inciUiiui " 'I'he Holar Ci/cJc
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BY APPOINTMENT
to H.M. King George V.

Every Motor Cyclist, Present

or Prospective, should send

To=day for the New

1912^:1 Catalogue
which will be forwarded post free on receipt of a

postcard. The Catalogue forms a complete encyclop:Edia

of the Motor Bicycle, and in addition to general

hints to beginners it gives full technical details of

the

1912 Rudges
The Rudge Motor Bicycle is the leading

machine of the day. It secured the Cham-
pionship Silver Cup for the best all-round

performance in the Four 1911 Quarterly

Trials -and holds all World's Records from

5 to 200 Miles. There can be no stronger

evidence of superiority. For 1912 Rudges

will be made in four models and below we

give particulars and prices. Write for your

catalogue now.

PRICES :

Fixed Engine

T.T. Model ...

£48 15.

£48 15.

Free Engine (.^!{''pe^^r'SLVaa.*=^"^fr) £55.

Multi-Speed C-l^srJkr'^^Sl%%Vr''> £60.

Rudgc - Whitworth, Ltd.
(Dept. 600), Coventry.

_Jn answering this advertisement it is desirable to vienlion " The Motor Cycle.'
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Olympia.

THE
second annual exhibition of motor cycles,

cycles, and accessories is in full swing this

week. The predominaling feature of the Show
is the great increase in the number of change-
speed gears exhibited, whilst other less notice-

able tendencies are the growing adoption of foot-

starting devices, two-stroke engines, and spring frames.

Deahng with the various types of gears, the positions in

the hub and on the engine-shaft are fairly evenly
represented, but there is no mistaking the popularity

of the counter-shaft gear.

In regard to frame design, there is little of note to

record. The rearward dropped top tube is gaining

favour because it affords a lower position for the
rider. One or two firms who are looking ahead have
adopted open frames which can be used equally

well by women or men ; these enable even a lower
position than the dropped top tube t)'pe.

The popular 500 c.c. single-cylinder engine easily

leads the way ; then come the lightweight twins and
250 c.c. singles and the larger multi-cylinders up to

1,000 c.c. in the order named. The medium weight,

with a 300 C.C: engine and multi-speed gear, is in-

creasingly popular, and a very large number of these
machines are in iilence. The large twins are chiefly

in demand for passenger work, though sometimes used
for solo riding by speed enthusiasts. The new
A.C.U. rule for the Senior T.T. Race may popularise
the 500 C.c. twin, but the simplicity of the single of
the same size should certainly keep it in front.

Belt transmission is still the most popular. Chain
drive is gaining ground, the introduction of
clutches, either seDaratelv fitted or embodied in the

change speed gear, having robbed the chain of all its

harshness. Chain drive is more popular on multi-

cylinder engines than on singles. One or two firms

have spe<;ialised on chains in conjunction with a

single-cylinder engine, but the belt rules the roast.

Variable ge;irs have brought along combinations of

chain and belt and gear and belt, the former being
more pre\'alent. For serious passenger work chain
transmission prevails, practically all self-contained pas-
senger vehicles being so fitted, as well as numerous
motor bicycles designed for sidecars.

Machines intended for solo and occasional passen-
ger work are in many instances not provided with

sufficiently large tanks. This is accounted for by the

fear to add weight in the case of singles, but large

twins intended almost solely for .sidecar hauling
should have two-gallon reservoirs.

Lubricating methods show a tendency towards an
increase in sight drip feeds, but they are nearly
always supplemented or combined with the ordinary
hand injector. One or two examples of forced feed

lubrication to the bearings are on view, and are natur-

ally being critically examined.
Ladies are being catered for more than ever.

The rush for ladies' motor bicycles will assuredly

come with the advent of the ideal gear and free engine.

The advance made in one year in sidecar body con-

struction is quite noticeable. Manv refinements are

now embodied in these handy attachments which were
unheard of last year.

Incidentally, we may mention as one more illustra-

tion of the growth of the pastime that the circulation

of this journal now exceeds 60,000 copies weekly,

and the weekly circulation of the Show numbers is

considerably in excess of those figures.
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SIX YEARS OF MOTOR CYCLING.
By Mrs.

ONCE more November is here, and the arrival of
" Show Week " has put us all on the qui vire

as to the number and style of the new models
for ladies. What an encouraging year this has been!

Almost every week we have read of some converts to

the pastime, and next year, if one interprets the fore-

casts correctly, their names will be legion. Now that

the suitability of the motor bicycle for ladies has been
proved, most of the leading manufacturers are bringing

jut special models—lightweights, medium-weights, and
heavyweights. Some tune back there was great con-

troversy as to which type of machine was more suitable

— lightweight or heavyweight. An old adage, some-
what modified, says

:

" Convince a woman against her will,

She's of the same opinion still."

However true this may be, I fancy

in the end lightweights will win the

day, as without doubt they are the

more easily managed.
Back in the summer I had a little

lightweight Humber. It was a most
excellent machine, but ' had no
change speed gear nor free engine.

To me this was a drawback, and yet

that little machine taught me a les-

son; for, strange to say, the very

thing I deplored made the most con-
verts to the cause. The very fact of

being able to pedal off in the same
way as on a push-bicycle gave
would-be riders confidence. By the
time the engine fired they were on
the move, and the ease with which
they were able to continue com-
pleted the conquest. Personally, I

like both types of machine, and

M. C. COOKE.

I

for beginners would advocate lightweights, most
' emphatically. Six years ago, when I joined the ranks,

it was a case of Hobson's choice—heavyweight or

nothing. My first mount was fitted with a 2 h.p.

Minerva engine, two-speed gear, free engine, chain

drive—in fact, in m.any respects exactly like some of

the newest designs of to-day. In those days, spring

forks and non-skid tyres only figiu'ed in dreams;
accumulators, alas! were a stern reality, as one found

to one's cost when touring in the wilds.

Methods of Starting.

"Ease of starting" appeals most strongly to the

feminine mind. The sight of a lady motor cyclist

stopper! in a town or village invariably draws a crowd

of people. The uppermost thought in their minds is,

" How -does she start it?" Any
rider who has been in this posi-

tion must appreciate a machine
which can be got under way
without much apparent effort.

A running mount is decidedly
the simplest and easiest, pro-

vided the machine is fitted with
a low gear and footboards; with
a high gear and pedals it would
he impossible for a lady to -start

in this way. . .

The Enfield (lady's model) is

particularly well adapted for this

method of mounting. With the

in, it starts at a walk-
you have only to step

TESTING MODELS
(1) Mrs. Cooke with the new single-cylinder Enfield ready for the

(2j Starting the engine of the 2J h.p. Douglas with the starting handle.

THE ROAD,

walking

'

mount on the low gear.

Engaging the clutch of the Douglas twin.

U16
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There's the Road and the Rider—
The Road, with its numberless irregularities, and the inevitable

vibration which accrues

—

The Rider out for pleasure and enjoyment, and finding oftentimes

discomfort through the absence of a perfect "go-between"

—

And there's the

BROOKS B250
a luxurious seat—a seat designed for Motor Cycles of the non-

pedalling type and embodying in its construction the BROOKS
Pa ent CompDund Spring—the spring that absorbs vibration wiihin

itseli and by its compensating action eliTunates entirely all lendency

to bounce.

This, and all other BROOKS models, are on view at

STAND No. 279 GALLERY
(near Band Stand), OLYMPIA.

Ask to see them—that will be your first step to luxury awheel.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,
49, CRITERION WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.
Note that a full range of the BROOKS Saddles and Cycle and Motor Cycle Accessories may

be seen at our

I.ONDON SHOWROOMS—

11, GRAPE STREET, SHAFfESBURY AV., W.C.

Ill annu-cinig l/iU adcertucmeiil it (.s destialtli: to inuiiln/ii "'J'lie Motor Cucle.'
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)

STAND

OLYMPIA.

THE : :

SAFEST
TYRE :

FOR : :

1012* • '

For pure enjoyment nothing can
equal the sensation of riding tyres

which can be trusted to stand up
on the very worst road. Only one
tyre will do this. It is the

Not only is this tyre safe on any
road, but it is safe for thousands of

miles of hard wear. This was
proved by the excellent performance
put up in the A.C.U. 6 days' trials

and the Scottish trials.

These Motor Cycle Tyres are now
made on the same principle and
from the same material as the
famous "Kempshall" car tyres.

GREAT REDUCTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE PRICES OF
ALL ''KEMPSHALL '

' TYRES. SEND FOR THE NEW PRICE LIST.

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE Co. (ofeurope) Ltd.,
I, Trafalgar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, London, W.C.

Telephone : No. 244 Gerrard '2 li'i'^'^i Telegrams : " Siudless, London."

Birmingham : Reginald G. P iest, 71, Lionel Street, Paris : 46, Rue St, Charles. Antwerp : 41, Meir. Agents for the United
Sap?:: Cryder and ComBai y. 583, Park Avenue. New York. Cape Colony : The Motor Supplv Co., 7, New York
Buildings, St. George St., Capelowu. o^ic Agents for New Zealand ; Goldingham & Beckett .Ltd., Pahners^oa. N., New Zealand.

C.DC

B18 In answering this adverliseinent if is desirable to mention " The Motor Oj/c!e."
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Six Years of Motor Cycling.—

The new down lube on the writer's 3] h.p. open iramo Tfiumoh— tie only
one in exi:tence—stren^tnenin^ the frame at the point at which it broke some
time ago. Mrs. Cooke cnaracterises this portion of the frame as a weak point

,oI many 1912 models.

on the footboard and seat yourself at leisure, putting

in the high gear when you choose. Altogether, this

machine is one of the prettiest I have seen. It is

most graceful in outline, simple in its arrangements
and fitments, and most delightful to drive. It is so

low that one can sit comfortably in the saddle with

both feet, if necessary, on the ground. I have not yet

had the opportunity of testing its hill-climbing powers,

but hope to do so in the next few days; it is very fast

on the level. Last, but by no means least, I should
say it is a very clean machine.

A Trial of a Twin=cylinder.
I have had a new experience lately—that of riding

a twin-cylinder, namely, the Douglas, and I think it

splendid. It is very easy to start—in fact, oiie of the

easiest. I like the sound of the twin. The quiet

swish-swish of the engine is most soothing to the mind,
as is the gentle gliduig movement to the body. The
"pull" is much more even than that of a single.

The capabilities of this machine have been so welT

demonstrated in several important competitions this

year that it would be superfluous for me to sing its

praises. Personally, I do not think such a large shield

for the engine and gear is required. It rather spoils

the appearance, and is not necessary ; a small per-

forated plate hinged between the two down tubes from
the head would answer the same purpose and look
better to my mind.

An Old and Faithful Friend.
I must give one word of appreciation to my faitJiful

old friend the Triumph, which has been responsible for

considerably over ,3,000 miles of mv pleasure this year.

Through town or country, up long winding hills with

hairpin bends, over Hartside to Alston fthe highest

market town in England), t down round worse bends
to the eastern side of the Eange. over the Newcastle
streets with their tramlines in the middle and big

potholes at the sides, and over the even worse Durham
colliery roads the machine romped along, giving an

occasional ".ink" as its only murmur, and that

^'^43

against bad driving. To part with such a friend

seems to me impossible.

A great change seems to have come over the sport

during the past year.. The events are much more
social than formerly. This may be accounted for by
the lar?e number of ladles v/ho generally attend on
motor bicycles and in sidecars,. I venture to prophesy
that a good many of the sidecarists of to-day will be
motor bicyclists in the near future. I think I may also

safely say that most of the leading clubs will extend
a hearty welcome to any lady motor cyclist. The
majority of present-day motor cyclists are thorough
sportsmen, and are quite willing that their fair neigh-

bours should vie with them in any suitable competition.

I had the pleasure of being in Harrogate during the

Six Days' Trial in August. It was a sight to see the

competitors at work in their time allowance of thirty

minutes each morning. And then the relating and com-
paring of experiences afterwards ! No wonder motor
cyclists ha\e such a Int to say to each other when they

meet.

.A'O^

(1) MissN.H^ugh on her

3.1 h.p. Alliiys v.Uh Roc
two -speed gear. Her
passenger ij. Mrs. F. S.

Whiiworlh.

(2) Mrs. H. Reed who, like

her husband, rides a 5 h.p.

twin Dot motor cycle. She
may o£tep be seen at wBsk-
eojs motoring with her

husband-

Big
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Inlet valve chest and transfer port ot the

two-stroke Stuart.

A.J.S. floating foot brake
The front rim brake fitted shoe, showing the means

to the 3i h.p. Alldays. The for adjustment,
operatmg rods are carried
oufsidethe mudguard.

^^j^
^Mii/ui/mM'i'mwm,,,,,,.

The new Scott control lever Is bolted direct to the
handle-bar as shown.

Single Cylinders at the Show.

Latest design of 3! h.p. B.S.A., with dropped top tube. This macLine is Iltt3d with the new B.S.A.

two-speed hub gear.

Valve side of the 1912 pattern 31 h.p. free engine Rudce.

New Hudson magneto bracket, showing sliding adjust-
ment on the crank case provided for the chain drive. Belt side o! the 1912 4 h.p. Res single-cylmdei air-cooled model.
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A Trio of Spring-framed Machines.

1812 mlel 3! b.r. air-spring frame A.S.L.

31 ti.p. singlc-.'ylinder Bac-Jap with P. & M ,two-jpeed ge r and combined chain and belt drive.

Frame of tbe 1912 Montgomery castor wheel 3ldecUi
showing the stop.

N.S.tJ. two-speed gear. A rear view showing
locking ring enabling the inner pulley Oange
to be adjusted U necessary.

Banner of fixing the

exhaust pipes into the

siiincir; also silencer

ena plate on the 1912

Fremiers.

P. & M. petrol priming device, y
also shov;ing method ol sup- i;

porting tne engine in the frame.

«tf«wt«rrww«w((«

The new 69 X 78 mm. 2J h.p. lojp irime smsle-cylinder N.S.(;. with two-speel gear on engine shaft.

"^J
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Easily Detachable BacK Wheels.
One tendency that 1 personally value may have

escaped notice in a show that bristles with embarras

des rich-esses. I refer to the accessible back -wheel.

1 have known what it was to unfasten a chain, a belt,

two stand struts, two mudguard struts, two rear fork

ends, two chain stay ends, a belt rim brake rod, and
two brake band rods before I could get my rear wheel

out ; and after that I had to readjust the bearing

cones of the hub, and get all the above-named parts

re-assembled in accurate register. This job need not

face a lucky rider very, often, but it is almost in-

evitable five or six times in the course of a year's

hard riding, e.g., perhaps one twice swops covers

with the front wheel, once the rim gets kiitked by a

big stone and has to be straightened, twice one " does

in " an endless tube, under circumstances where only

an endless spare is available. Believe me, very few
experiences of the kind are needed to make one rise

up and bless the designer of a rapidly detachable back
wheel.

This year I have been rendered quite mild of

tongue by a machine which shed its back wheel if I

spannered a couple of nuts slack, and I have learnt

to place a possibly disproportionate value on the

feature. I notice that the tendency is all in favour

of the notion. Makers are even learning to retain

rapid detachment of the wheel when the transmission

is by no means simple.

One could hardly have two more difficult wheels to

simplify than those on the Zenith-Gradua (with its

sliding chain stays) and the Clyno (with its two encased
rear driving chains)

; yet the rear wheels of these

machines are now among the very swiftest on the road

to detach and replace.

Lubrication.

Once again experts point the finger of disdain to the

average lubricating system. Few bearings have to

bear the strain thrown upon the main bushes of a

motor cycle engine ; the strain on a modem ultra-

efficient engine's crank pin is said to touch 3,000 lbs.

per square inch for a fraction of a second in each
cycle of operations. In the face of this, most makers

'

are content with splash lubrication. In the hands of

even a good driver the pendulum swings between
repletion and starvation. In the hands of a rider who
neglects the makers' instructions, things are neces-

saiily worse. In some cases there is chronic starva-

tion, with resultant bills running up to ^^3 for seized

bushes ; in others, the engine is liberally over-lubri-

cated, and surplus carbon in the combustion head
increases the compression ratio and the strains on the

bearings. [An engine having forced lubrication

throughout is described on another page.

—

Ed.]

24

I do not regard the few tentative drip feed systems
1

as being necessarily a great advance, though I have no i

right to criticise them without a longer trial. My
experience of drip feeds is -that if you adjust them
rightly, the thick oil fails to feed regularly before it is ,

warmed up, and that the engine is starved for the first .|

few miles after starting, unless a separate charge be

injected by hand at starting, and this not all owners

can be trusted to do.

We stand in urgent need of some perfectly auto-

matic, system, as independent of the driver as the,

modern car system. 1 suppose most motor cyclists

are aware how the average four-cylinder car engine

is oiled. A little tray is fixed below the big end of

each connecting rod, and a scoop fixed thereto picks

up oil each time the big end comes down; this oil is

flung all over the interior of the engine. The trays

are kept filled with oil by a little mechanical pump,
which takes up oil from a sump in the crank case;

you put a certain quantity of oil in the sump every

1,000 miles or so, -and in the intervals you forget you

have an oiling system at all, unless the indicator on

the dash becomes stationary, and shows that the pump
has struck work—which is almost an unknown occur-;

rence, since the pump is ensconced inside the engine,,

running in oil, so -to speak, and miles away from dust

and dirt.

Further refinements consist of separate oil leads to

the very heart and centre of a few vital bearings, in

the case of engines which throw a very heavy strain

on their bushes ; and also in some cases a device for

lifting the oil trays when the throttle is fully opened, !

so that the scoops on the. connecting rods sink deeper
and pick up more oil. A filter is normally incorporated,

.

both to remove foreign matter from fresh oil as it is

poured into the sump, and to arrest any metal particles

which get into the oil as it circulates through the

engine week after week.

The contrast between the really very simple

efficiency of such a system and the splash type of oiling

we find on most motor cycles is appalling. The former

is efficient, duffer-proof, emergency-proof. Ours are

capable of being mi-shandled by experts—especially in

these days of concealed hand pumps with valves at the

foot. As engine efficiency is increased, the needs of

the engine will force designers to provide what we
private users already sigh for—an efficient automatic
system, which is economical of oil. (On a recent 600
mile trip-at high speed on a 334 h.p. motor bicycle I

used more oil than a relative's 20 h.p. car requires in.

r,ooo miles; and, in spite of this liberality, I seized 1

my engine near the end of the trip!) I paid special

attention to lubricating devices this week at Olympia,
and shall have something to say about them later.
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Cost of Running a 3i h.p. Motor Cycle.
A Selectiou of Replies

-Sir,—In reply to "H.M." [letter 6U15], I bought a
1911 tiee-enguie Triumph and sidecar last April, since when
I have run 8 "- miles solo and 2,240 miles with sidecar, I

find that the average cost per mile works out at .809, say fd.
That answers your correspondent's question, but I append

a few explanatory details, which may be of interest. Total
running costs, amounting to £10 'lOs., are as follow :

41 gallons petrol ...

1^ gallons oil (approximate) '

...

*New plug ... ..J

"New springs ...

New belts and fasteners (2)

"New tyre and tube
Tyre repairs

'New valve and grinding ...

Suiidry

Licences and registration

'Now carried as spares. £10 10

My solo running has been purely local—Cheshire and
S.W. Lancashire—but with sidecar the country covered ranges
from Gourock to Alnwick in the North, to Gloucester and
Hertford in the South, and I find that petrol consumption
averages 100 m.p.g. solo and 70 m.p.g. with sidecar.

I began as an utter novice with no mechanical or engineer-

ing knowledge at all. For over six months I never used the
railway. (Rev.) S. J. MAR8T0X.

.£2 12 4

. '0 7 8

4
6 3

1 12 6
3 6

5 5
4 10
6 6

6
. 1 10

Sir,—niis question is a much-debated point, and my
excuse for contributing to this topic would be due to its

importance, and that a reader recently asked for actual
running costs—under your endursenient.
Many letters from time to time, giving total (?) costs as

not exceeding anything up to Id, a n ile, have appeared, and
I think the incompleteness of sach mi.-^leading statenients calls

for a fairer estimate. I have, therefore, prepared the follow-

ing detailed statement, based on piesent irarket values and
prices, and I venture to say it is quite represcrtative ; in

fact, far more money could be spent, but very little loss

than that shown,
I would point out that a fourth column could be added

tp show the second-hand machine kept five years or so, which
would he the cheapest policy possible, but it would come
to very little less than 2d. a mile.

Annual total running cost, ba.sed on 2,000 miles a year

:

[Tile distinc r'-' ' 'n is very much bclnw the averyge: tlii.s

causes depreciation to work out at much too high a figure.

-Ed.]

Depreciation
Interest on outlay at 5%...
-Tax
Licence
Registration
Insurance
Petrol (24 galls, at 1/3) (a) ...

Lubricating oil (2 gaU. at4 6)

Tyres (2 new retreads, i.e.)...

One inner tube
One belt

Repairs, renewals, sundry .,,

Clothing—special

?Iai-liino
boiiKlit
lii-AV for
£4.4 atul
sold ill

5y.itr!i
for J;]H

£ s. d.

Wa<-June
boiicht

sucoml-liaml
f T i;r.

anil sold in

I'l lliOlltllS

I'.ir i:'2!i.

£ s. d.

Mafluiie
bniiL'hl
iifw for

i48 anil
soM in

yi iiioiitiis

for s3.s.

£ s. d.

6 0. ..6 . .10

2 8 0. .. 1 15 . . 2 8
5 0. .05 . . 5

10 .. 1 . , 1

10. ..0 6 . . 5
10 ..10 . . 1

1 10 . .. 1 10 . . r 10
9 0. ..0 9 . . 9

2 .20 , .. 1 15
6 0. ..0 , ..

18 .. 18 . .

1 10 .. 1 15 . .. 15
10 .. 10 . „ 10

Total £17 17 £17 7 £19 17
Total cost per mile ... 2.142d. ... 2.082d. ... 2.?82d.

(a) Works out at 83^ miles per gallon, which allows for
flooding, traffic riding, and waste, etc. H.A.J.S.

Sir,—In reference to "H.M.'s" letter [6015] I have kept
a record of the cost of running a 3^ h.p, motor cycle during
the past six 3"ears, and think it may be of interest. The
costs may seem high t.o some, but, considering that most of
the running has been in a hilly part of Durham and bet ween

>

to a Recent Query.
there and West Cumberland, with a generous share of ill-

luck, both mechanical and with tyres, 1 think it fairly

reasonable, and both machines work out about the same rate.

In the last two years I have used a sidecar for a total dis-

tance of about 1,400 miles, which accounts for the higher cost

per mile.

1906. Second-hand 3^ Kerry
Riinning expenses

1907. ., „
1908.

1909.

£ 6. d. Miles ru

18 14 6
17 17 . . 3.670

22 7 . . 3,t00

13 1 6 . . 3.650

16 8 . , 4,-230

1910.

1911.

88 8
Sold for 10

tal cost for 4 vcars £78 8 ... 15,050
= 1.25d. per mile.

£ s. d. Miles run

3i Zenitli-Gradua and second-
hand sidecar, etc, ,.. 60

Running expenses 25 11 ,.. 7,400
51 19 .,. 6,850

Present value
117 10
37 10

£80

Average cost per mile for six years

... 14,250

1.55d. per mile.

1.3d. per mile,

DC 97.

£1 10
1 15
2 17 6
1

3 10
3
1

2 4

13 6

Sir,—I took delivery of a two-speed Humbcr in April

last. My mileage to' date is 4,500 miles, chiefly in the ^lid-

lands and the North of England, not more than 200 with a

sidecar.

In addition to the cost of machine (£50) I have spent

£17 lOs. upon it as under :

Licences ... .. ...

Overalls ... ... ... . . ....

Lamp, horn, whistle, and watch ...

Extra toolbag and spare tube
Kew cover and belt

Petrol, 50 gallons

Oil and carbide
Sundry spares, outfits, repairs, etc ...

A. A. subscription

' £17 10

Running expensL's may be reckoned at from Id to Ijd. per

mile, depending upon what is allowed for depreciation.

GEO. E. QUINCEY.

Sir,—As you invite readers to publish their rrotoring

balance-sheets, and as I have just got mine out for my own
edificaticn, 1 give it below. You will notice one item I have
included—fines. In these d.iys of special attention on behalf

of the police to our body, and as even the most careful

driver is liable to fall foul of them sooner or later. I have
decided that it should be a fair charge (pecuniary) against

the pastime.
Jbcbino, Z^ h.p. clutch 1911 model, well-

known make ... ... ... ... £65
Hon nd Uimp ... ... ... ... ... 3 11

Speedometer 4 4

Spare valves ... . . ... ... ... 10 5

Depreciation on above, say ...

Petrol
Lubricating oil and carbide

Licences
Overalls

Small repairs and sundries

Small additions and alteration

Fines.

£63 5 6
12
1 18 6

12 6
1 10
1 18 6

. 1 3 3
17

1 14 6

Mileage. 3,200. Cost per mile, 1.73d.

£21 14 3

EDGAR REWN.
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THE SINGLE-CYLINDER SIDECAR OUTFIT.
By B. H.

OPINIONS seem to differ as to the practicability

of a single-cylinder outfit. Mr. Hugh Gibson

shows imperfect logic in arguing that the popu-

larity of such outfits proves their perfection. He
might as well infer that the iqoy solo mount, is as

good as the 191 1, because there are thou.sands of

1907 machines on the road. It is largely a matter

of cost.

- Hundreds of riders use ^f}^ h-P- single-geared

sidecar outfits because they can afford nothing better

;

if these men got a ;£ioo rise in income, most of

them would probably go, in for a big Clyno, Chater-

Lea, Bat, or Indian outfit, with a twin-cylinder engine,

a chain drive, and a two or three-speed gear.

The fact is that a clever rider can 45et a lot of fun

-with a 3>< h.p. single-geared- outfit. Did not I

once tour round Devon on a 23.4 h.p. belt-driven

tricar and • load of 26 stones? Does not my friend

Bischoff annually take a sidecar round Scotland >vith

Iris 3^2 h.p. Triumph? But it is nof^every rider who

can get good results with such limited material;

and, personally, I infinitely preferred driving my old

9 h.p. Riley tricars, which would storm up abso-

lutely any hill on bottom gear, and would only call

for this for forty yards of Sutton Bank.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN CANADA.

Four Miles from OranjeviUe, m the Ciladon Mountains, Onl., CinaJa.

Briefly, one may say that the 3,^2 h.p. single

geared outfit is quite possible. You need an

adjustable pulley and two or three belts, and

you must be prepared to drop your passenger on

many hills if you visit the mountainous country

where the real. scenery lies, and even minus a

passenger you may occasionally have a rare

struggle to surmount a hill. If v^^u add a two-

speed gear with a low ratio of about 7 or 7j4
to I, vou can take your passenirer up all ordinary

hills, without fooling round with dirty belts and

a possibly reluctant pulley; or, asfain, if you get

a chain-driven machine, with a low gear of 9 or 10

1528

DAVIES. _

to 1. you may just coax it up real bad hills with a

passenger on board. '

My experience is that the crying need of the single-

cylinder outfit is a multi-speed gear. The average

owner, who is not a first-rate tuner, cannot climb
long easy slopes like Hindhead on top gear; and the

protracted grinds on bottom gear set more men against

single-cylinder passenger outfits than anything else.

Either you have to race the engine, which implies

noise. \'ibration, and rapid wear, or you have to creep

up, sternly throttled down, at lo m.p.h.
The three-speed gear will enormously popularise

3^2 h.p. sidecar work, for the ' direct drive would
be fast and quiet. Moreover, an ideal three-speed

gear for passenger work, in my opinion," should

embody chain transmission. We get good results

with a variable gear and belt transmission in bad
weather with solo mounts.

Wanted, a Weatherproof Transmission.
A motor cycling actpiaintance, residing in a level

southern county, told me recently he should sell his

3/'2 h.p. belt-driven single and get a shaft-driven

F.N. for the wdnter. His dislike of belt troubles is

perhaps exaggerated, for he never uses a sidecar.

But his prejudice shows that an all-round sidecar

outfit requires a more weatlier-proof transmis-

sion than the belt.- But the sidecar market is

,^ abnormally complex.

,
A host of men who use belt-driven 3J.2 h.p.

' sidecar outfits frankly admit their defects. But
they say :

" I cannot afford two machines ; I do-

a lot of solo riding, and when I go out minus
the sidecar I want a light, simple, fast machine
—a T.T. roadster in fact !

" If they bought

:
their mounts solely for passenger work, they

would go in for the less simple leviathan types.

i
I reiterate that a good chain-driven three-

speeded 3^ h.p. would 1)^ enormously popular

among sidecarists. Many have been waiting

till the Show. , There have never been so many
good sidecar outfits there. Perhaps the gear

question will also be definitely solved.

-1

Up in the Calalon Mountains, 48 m.les from Toronto. All the machines are Triumphs.
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ROYAL ENFIELD, No. 39.
6 h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. twin-

cylinder; m.o. side by side valves;
Amac carburetter; cbain trans-

mission througiiout; Enfield two-
speed counter-shiift gear.

The Entield Cycle Co., Ltd., Red-
ditch.—The 6 h.p. Enfield is specially
constructed for sidecar work. It is fitted

\ IpS"^'

Enlleld twin valve litters.

with an enlarged and strengthened

Enfield two-speed gear with rubber
cushioning device for taking the shock

of the drive. Improved handle starting

has been fitted for 1912. A 650 x 65

mm. back tyre is adopted to take

the strain transmitted to the rear

wiieel of a - combination passenger
machine. Drip-feed lubrication is em-
ployed to the engine. Neat rubber-
covered footboards are fitted, and the

gear control is operated from a handle

' Method of operating the two-speed Enfield gear,

fixed to the top tube. A ne.w feature of

this model is the easily detachable rear

mudguard and carrier which facilitate

tyre' repairing. We described this model
in detail on October 26th, since when no
important alterations have been made

THE second annual exhibition at Olympia
of motor cycles and accessories was
thrown open to the public on Monday
last at 10.0 a.m. It is bigger, more

complete, and better arranged than its pre-

decessor, and the exhibits as a whole show a

striking advance in finish and ingenuity. The
floor of the Hall is packed with motor cycles of

all sorts, the majority, if not all, possessing

some new points in their design. Actual as

well as potential motor cyclists will find much
to attract their attention, both on the floor and in

the gallery where the accessories are displayed.

No reader who can conveniently attend should

miss this opportunity of examining the very

latest ideas in motor cycle design.

Our descriptions of the exhibits have been

written by our own staff after a stand to stand

tour of the Show, a specification of each different

model preceding the comments.

SPECIAL NOTE.
A number of 1912 models have been described

and illustrated in recent issues, and for ease

of reference we give the dates on which they

appeared :

Oct. 19. Multi-speed Rudge, Bowden counter-

shaft gear, and 3.^ h.p. Premier.

Oct, 26. 6 h.p. EnQcld sidecar, 21 h.p. Calcotf,

Douglas, Brown and Hingston gear,

and Motosacoche.

Nov. 2. Two-speed Triumph, ladies' Premier.

Kynoch. Hazlewood, Levis, AUdays,

Puch, andN.S.U.

Nov. 9. Two-stroke Stuart, 3^ h.p. Singer,

Canoelet sidecar, Veloce, Brown,
Indian, F.N., Midget-Bicar, Zenith-

Grsdua, New Imperial, Triumph,
and Forward. lUston-Smith and
Precision engines.

Nov. 16. A.J.S., Edmund spring frame. Rex,
A.S.L., N.S.U., Clyno, New Hudson,
2j h.p. Enfield, Excelsior, L.M.C.,

Bradbury, P. and M., Bat, B.S.A.,

Scott, Matchless, P.M.C., Sturmey-
Archer gear, and A.C. Sociables.

2J h.p. Model : 54 x 75 mm. twin-
cylinder ; side by side m.o.i.v.

;

Amac carburetter; chain trans-

mission ; Enfield two-speed gear.

This model was described in our issue
of November 16th, and it is only neces-
sary to remind our readers that it can be
supplied with either single gear or the
Enfield two-speed (in this case operated
by pedals on the footboard). It is fitted

with a now handle-starting device, and
it will be remembered that on the 2| h.p.
model the valves are disposed in pairs,
behind the rear V cylinder and in front
of the front cylinder!

'-A.'-V^'
"Cash" drive embodied in the rear chain wheel
of the Enfield. The tinted portions are rubber

blocks to soften the impulses of the engine.

2^ h.p. Model : 64 x 74 mm., single

cylinder; side by side m.o.i.v.;

Amac carburetter; chain; Enfield

two-speed gear.

The 22 h.p. lady's model was also men-
tioned in the issue of November 16th.

In this case also the gear is foot-operated,
but a lever is fitted on the handle-bar to

enable the gear to be put in the neutral
position while the rider takes her seat.

The rubber-cushioning device is fitted tc

this model as a standard. Mudguarding
has been carefully studied in all models,
and side flaps are fitted to both front and
rear guards.
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The Olympia Show.

sThe Morgan runabout chassis. Note the laminalei rear springs.

JIORGAN RUNABOUT, No. 127.

8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

. retter ; chain ; two speeds ; dog
clutch counter-shaft.

Morgan and Co., Worcester Road,
Malvern.—Four models are shown-^two
single-seaters and two sociables—also a

chassis without body. The magneto is

placed in front of the engine and driven

by bevel wheels. The single-seaters are

appearance at last year's Show, and
that time have made a very high
tatioii ii- numerous tiials, bcth for

since-

repu-

speed
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MOTOSACOCHE, No. 36.

24 h.p. AIoDEL : 64 X 90 mm.; side .by

side in front valves ; Motosacoche
carburetter; belt transmission ; ex-

panding pulley gear and jockey
pulley. -

'

Motosacoche, Ltd., 65, Holborn Via-
duct, E.G.—The 24 h.p. Jlotosaccche has
undergone several important improvements
for the 1912 season. It will be noted that

the engine ha.s an increased stroke while
another important feature is the fixing of

the exhaust ijipe, which is brought tc

meet the cylinder insteau of having thf
cylinder port brought out to meet the

pipe. This obviates a large mass of metal
and considerably improves the cooling ol

the engine. The special feature this yeai

is the new vanableJgear. . A double pedal

on the left footrest operates an i^xpand
ing pulley or the engine-shaft, while a

Jockey pulley operated from the handle-
bar takes up the^slack of the Whittle belt.

In this year's inodel the engine and-tsfc^k

are no longer carried oaa separate chassis

Front view o( the Morgan runabout showin_
enclosed engine and method of front springing.

tiller steered, the throttle and gear levers

being placed on the left-hand side of the

body. The sociables are steered by
wheels, which also carry the operating
levers. The clutch, whii'h is leather-to-

metal, is operated by a pedal ; a second

pedal works one of the brakes. The
second brake is brought into play by a

hand lever. These machines made their

:.31^}Sils^l>'Tiim!ilMf^Sieimi3La!iSSEiS!i:i!<S!Sii;S^:k

The 2^ h.p. variable geared Motosacoche.

and reliability. The grey finish with
dark lines gives a very attractive appear-
ance. These runabouts are quite in the
front rank of self-contjiined passenger
nvitor cv{les.

Near side of the single-seater Morgan runabout, in its latest form.

but are fixed to the main frame, thus

allowing a larger tank, considerably im-

proving the appearance, and giving greater

accessibility all round. An improved fixing

is used for the side metal guards cover-

ing engine, etc. ; these are hinged to the
tank and prevented from rattling by clips

carried on the crank case. . Mudguarding
has been particularly frell carried out,

large side flaps ^being fitted to both
wheels. A foot brake is fitted on the belt

rim, and has a simple adjustment to com-
pensate for wear on the shoe. The con-

trol levers of the magneto and automatic
carburetter are placed on the left handle-

bar, and an extra air lever is situated

on the left side of the tank. The tank
is finished in aluminium with a black

panel, .siiitah'y lined, and carries petrol

and oil gauges where they can be con-

veniently seen without detaching the side

guards. The neat and strong method of

attaching the engine to the frame was
mentioned in a recent issue. It is worth
noticing that the addition of a - variable

pulley" gear adds only 2^ lbs. weight to the

machine.
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2 li.p. OrEN-FRAME Model: 62 x 75
mm. ; automatic inlet over exhaust
valve ; Motosacoche carburetter

;

belt transmission ; Motosacoche ex-

panding pulley gear and jockey
pulley.

The 2 h.p. lady's Motosacoche is very
neatly arranged, and is particularly

light, both in appearance and actual

weight. Dress-guarding has been care-

fully studied. The chiel fe;itures of this

model are the Druid forks, 24in. wheels,
variable gear operated from the handle-
bar, and the 2 h.p. engine, which is fitted

the front or rear wheel. The magneto
is carried in a separate compartment
underneath the driver's seat.

V.M.C., No. 58.
2^ h.p. Model: 68 x 76mm.; outside

flywheel ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt transmission; V.i'.I.C. two-
speed gear.

Velcce, Ltd., Fleet Street, Birming-
ham.—This is one of the most up-to-date
bicycles in the exhibition. The two-speed
geiir and clutch ;ire incorporated in the
engine, forming one unit. The clutch of

the double cone type is capable ol being

2 fa.p. open-frame Motoi,acoche, the ladies' favourite

with an atmospheric valve disposed over

the exhaust valve. No cam gear in the
ordinary sense of the word is empli^yed,

but the original system of Motosacoche
valve operation by which the valve tappet
is operated by a shoe sliding in grooves
cut on the flywheels. On this model
a Lycett rubber belt is used for the fixed

gear, and a ball race is fitted to the
bottom of the pulley, so that when the
pulley is fully expanded a Iree engine is

obtamed without any drag. If the vari-

able gear is specified the Whittle belt is

vsed as on the men's machine. In other

respects the ladies' model remains prac-

tically unaltered.

SWAN, No. 91.

3^ h.p. Model ; 85 x 85 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; chain; two-speed
gear.

The Sw.4.n Motor Mfg. Co., Frodsham,
near Warrington. This machine is a

distinct departure from the standard.

The main portion of the frame is of a

heavy gauge sheet steel. The rear forks

are tubular, and are suspended on lami-

nated springs. The oil tank is carried in

the front adjacent to the head, while

the petrol tank is carried to the rear

beneath the driver's seat. This seat is of

the pan type, and is provided with a
heavily padded cushion. The only parts

of the mechanism which are visible to

the eye are the cylinder and the carbu-

,retler, the crank case, etc., being entirely

enclosed. Footboards of ample size are

provided, as also a stand, which raises

moved to either side, so that either one
or other of the gears is put into action.

(Inly six gear wlietls are required, includ-

ing the magneto and gear pump drive.

The gears are operated by means of a

pedal. Lubrication is arran,;ed on
tlioronglily up-to-clate lines—a rotary oil

pump, driven from the end of the mag-
neto-shaft, draws oil from the sump and
the crank case to a liirge filter inside the

crank case, which on its way passes through

an indicator, rai.-ing a light rod pa.^sing

I251

through the tank, showing theirider that

the lubricant is fluwing properly. In
case of an excess of pressure, a plunger is

forced upwards, uncovering an extra hole,

so that the excess flows back to the reser-

voir. The oil is then passed through a

V.M.C. pedal

control of two-
speed gear by
ir.eans of a
puUey and wire.

passage in the crank case on to the gear-
shaft, the gear wheels, and clutch operat-

ing mechanism. A hole in the cam is so

arranged that it allows oil to be sprayed
in the cups on the I'onnecting rod, whence
it passes into the cylinder and to the

gudgeon pin. The gear wheels always rtm
in an oil bath, the level of which is kept
constant by the oil pump. Care has been
taken to avoid leakage of oil in the joints

and bearings. Sufficient oil is carried in

the crank case ior over 2O0 miles. The
diameter of the driving pulley is

6in., so that an efficient belt drive is pro-

vided. The whole of the tank is devoted

to the carrying of petrol, and there is

room tor li gallims. The frame is dropped
at the rear, and follows standard lines.

The magneto is carried forward, and is

well protected by means of a shield.

OSMOND-PRECISION, No. 20.

3^ h.p. Model ; 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
tide ; B. and B. carburetter ; belt.

0,SMON-D, Ltd., Sparkbrook, Birming-

ham.—Two motor cycles, both fitted with

3^ h.p. Precision engine. The machine
is on standard lines, and presents no
special features, except that it is soundly

constructed throughout. Druid forks are

employed, and the front mudguard has
side flaps extending from the crown head
iiearlv to the bottom of the wheel.

T.ie open spring-frame Swan moior cycle—one of the nov.ltie; at Olympia.

ct,
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MILLFORD, No. 65.
Mills; and Fulford, Ltd., Cov-

entry.^^This firm, one of- the oldest and
best known sidecar manufacturers in

the country, have introduced several im-
provements tor this year. A? regards
the frame, the longitudinal member
nearest the bicycle is now made iii one
piece, with double swan neck bends,
which bring it up to the down tube of

the machine. This tube is telescopic, and
may be adjusted to suit any length of

wheelbase, while the clip attached to the
machine can be moved backwards or for-

wards so that the necessary width may
be obtained. The clip fastening to the
chain stays of the machine is also capable

A lolding lucgase under-csrrier Dtted to a MilKord
sidecar. It is the invention of the Rev. J. Haslam.

of universal movement. The tube it

carries is suspended at two points, firstly

on the main longitudinal member" nearest
the machine, and also on another tube
parallel to it. By loosening the necessary
bolts it may be slid backwards or for-

wards on these two tubes so as to adjust
itself to the required length. The clip

attached to the bolt fixed to the chain
stays is capable of up or down movement
so as to adjust itself to the height of

the machine, allowing a 28in. wheel
machine to adapt itself comfortably to a

The new r.niiiofil coacn-buiil siaecar wiiti radiai

spring wiieet

26in. wheel sidecar. In whatever position

this clip may be turned, it is firmly

secured by an ingenious device. The
securing bolt runs through two tubes

halved and grooved to adapt themselves

to the diar of the tubing, so that when
the nut is screwed up the two halves

grip the tube and lock the holt securely.

The bar supporting the body has a cross

member brazed to it, so that the body
is now supported fore and aft. No fewer

than fifteen different types of bodies are

shown on the stand. Some are made of

wicker, others of cane, whilst several are

of the coach-built variety.

C59

CHATER-LEA, No. 112.
8 h.p. Model: 85 x 85mm.; m.o.v.

side by side ; Amac carburetter

;

chain transmission ; three-speed

Chater-Lea gear.

Ch.\tek-Le.\, Ltd., Golden Lane, E.G.
—This stand is taken up with the display
of 8 h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar models, which
have performed so well . in competitions
during the past sea.son. The engine is of
Chater-Lea manufacture, and is on similar
lines to the J. A. P.. though it differs con-
siderably in the arrangement of the tmiing
gear, the crankshaft carries a large metal-
to-mctal disc clutch having twenty-nine
plates. From this the drive is taken to
a tlrree-speed gear box, supported belrind
the engine by the chain staj's. through a
T^in. X iin. Renold chain. On the same
.side the final driving chain is taken to the

'

"^l
SyS^^S*

|^^X3^

^m
'^ ^ •* ^^
^ .-.

Power plant of the Chater Lea runabout, showing
the 8 h.p. twin-cyhnder engine, the cone clutch,

and magneto drive.

back wheel. The brakes are very large
and designed for sidecar work, the rear
one being a metal to metal contracting
band on the right-hand side of the hub.
The gear change is operated by a horizon-
tal lever working in a quadrant on the top
tube. Special attention has been paid to
giving sufficient tank capacity, there being
a petrol capacity of two gallons and a half
and oil half a gallon. . The machine . is

fitted throughout with ball bearings..

Lubrication is by hand pump, the tank

being placed immediately underneath the
saddle. The back wheel is shod with a
650 X 65 mm. voiturette tyre. The side-

cars themselves well repay inspection, and
in wicker-work, 'cane, and coachbuilt
finish are very neatly turned out.

BRADBURY, No. 118.

3i h.p. Model : 89 x 89 mm.
;

m.o.v. side by side ; B. and B.
carburetter ; chain ; Bradbury two-
speed gear.

Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Wellington
Works, Oldham.^—The range of models
shown on th« Bradbury stand is ex-

Combined lamp and generator bracket on the
1912 Bradbury.

tremely complete, as in addition to the
two-speed chain-driven model specified

above, which has been fully described in

Thu Motor Cycle, there are no less than
four others, viz., a belt-driven single-

geared machine, a T.T. model on similar

lines, a two-speed belt-driven mount with
N.S.U. engine-shaft gear, and a belt-

driven clutch model with Villiers hub
clutch. The T.T. model is an extremely
neat little machine with shoi'tened wheel-
base, low frame, dropped handle-bars,
and large engine puiley. The foot brake
is arranged on the bottom bracket, and
is large and immensely powerful, being
operated by the heel. This model is

fitted with fixed girder forks, but spring

forks can also be supplied Large side

flaps are fitted to the front mudguards
on all models, and a commodious square
tool box is carried on the top tube. The
magneto- is the latest,type Bosch.

The 1912 model T.T. roadster Bradbury. Observe the tool-case on top lube.,
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8 h.p. chaln-diiven thiee-speed Chaler-Lea sidecar machine, showing gear and clulch control.

C7j
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CLYNO, No. 83.
5-6 h.p. iMoDEL : 76 X 82 mm.;

m.o.i.v. side by side (enclosed)

;

Amac carburetter ; chain ; Clyno
two and four-speed gear.

The Clyno ENGrNEEEiXG Co., Pelham
Street, Wolverliiimpton.

—
'I'he 5-6 h.p.

Clyno has proved itself to be one of the
most successful passenger machines on

New design Clyno footplates and brake pedal.

the market, as the recent experiences of

one of the staff of The Motor Cycle on
Porlock Hill amply proved. The chief

features of the machine—the enclosed

valves, the enclosing of the driving
chains ia aluminium cases, and the

Clyno method of carrying a spare tyre. The cover is

merely stretched over the hooks.

simple form cf change-speed mechanism
by internal expanding clutches-^are well-

known to our readers. The gears are

suspended on a special carrier which can
be dropped away by undoing the neces-

sary bolts, while provision is made for

adjusting the cliitches easily with the

aid, of a screwdriver. The chief improve-

ments for 1911 consist of a kick starting on the near side of the front of the square
device and a four-speed gear which may frame to a point oh the down tube ini-

be had at a small extra cost. The mediately below the secondary tube of

four speeds are obtained merely bv the the frame Those who are interested in

Accessibility to the engine and gear o! the Clyno
be lifted up

addition of one extra chain and clutch.

The cylinders exhaust into two expan-
sion chambers which are connected with
a long exhaust pipe (extending to a point
behind the rear axle), which is flattened

at its rearward end, causing the exhaust
to be exceedingly silent. The Clyno
sidecar is also worthy of special mention

;

the comfortable coach-built body is sus-

pended at the rear on Cee springs, and
at its forward end on an inverted trans-

verse semi-elliptical spring. The frame
is square shape and entirely surrounds
the body. The sidecar is carried separ-

ately in an extension of this, so that
the axle is supported on both sides.

The rigidity, of the attachrnent is con-
siderably improved by the addition of an
extra stay to the down tube of the
bicycle. Of these two stays one runs
from the longitudinal member nearest
the bicycle to a point on the down tube
level with the top of the front cylinder,
wliile the other is hinged from a point

sidec:.r has been well studied,

as stown.
-The body may

machines specially constructed for side-

car work should make a special point of

visiting this stand.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 42.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt ; Roc two-speed gear.

The New Impeiual Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Lower Loveday Street, Birmingham.

—

This company is showing a neatly carried

out 3^ h.p. model fitted with a Villiers

hub clutch. The engine used is a 3^ h.p.

Precision. The machine is on standard
lines, and has a dropped top tube which
gives an extremely low saddle position.

Sludguarding has received special atten-

tion, side flaps being fitted on the mud-
guards to both front and back wheels,

while a large shield is fitted over the

magneto, which lies in front of the

engine. Both brake and clutch pedals are

carried on separate lugs. Handle-bar con-

trolled miignL'to is employed, and ;'U lags.

fcS

(1) Valve sidf of the 1912 Clyno, showing valve covers, magneto position,

loot plates, and method of operating gears.

(2) Gear side, showing the improved foot starter. The enclosed chains

give the Clyno an exceedingly neat appearance. _^---
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including those carrying the carburet-
ter and magneto controls, are brazed to
the frame and handle-bars. A special
fitting is the ratchet exhaust lift. The
machine shown is finished throughout in

transparent bronze, there being no nickel

f
fittings with the exception of the saddle
pillar and a few nuts and bolts. This
finish gives the machine a particularly
neat appearance, and should make it

extremely waterproof.

4^ h.p. Model : 90 x 96 mm. ; side by
side; ii. and B. carburetter; belt;
Roc two-speed gear.

This model is specially built for sidecar
work, and has a frame designed through-
out to withstand the extra strain of the
atiachment. The description of the 3-^-

h.p. machine applies to this model also,

with the exception of the fact that it is

finished in green tastefully Uned with
blacJc and a paler green. Two pairs of
footrests are fitted to the 4a h.p. model,
(the rear footrests taking the place of the
pedalling gear on the Z!^ h.p. type. Druid
spring forks are employed throughout, and
neat V-shaped handle-bars with a cross
tie-rod.

2i h.p. Model : 70 x 76 mm. ; side by
side; B. and B. carburetter; belt;
Armstrong three-speed gear.

The 2^ h.p. model is fitted with a loop
frame and has the Armstrong three-speed
as a standard fitting, but free engine or
iixed gear can be supplied if required. The
finish is in black witli a green and white
panel tank. In other respect.^ this machine
resembles the 3^ h.p. These types have
been described in detail in a recent issue.

CALTHORPE, ^o. 77.

35 h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt.

The Calthori'b iloTon Cycle Co.,
Barn Street, Birmingham.—This is a

standard 3^- h.p. model, with drop frame,
Uruid spring lorks, and a stand which
when out of use springs up automatically
into position

|5^^(^tt,B

2^ h.p. Model ; 70 x 76 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt.

-This machine follows standard lines
throughout, except that it is shown fitted
up in Tourist Trophy style, with dropped
handle-bars and footrests.

1^55

are provided. One of these machines is

shown fitted to a sidecar provided with a
handsome coach-built body, with high side
door and Cape cart hood and screen. In
the dashboard shelves are provided for

tools, and at the front of the seat a further
locker is provided for this purpose, while

Tne 'i\ ti.p. New Imperial. This machine has what is known as an " oil " finish.

4i h.p. Model (Special Sidecar) ; 90 x
96 mm. ; side by side m.o.i.v. ; B.
and B. carburetter; helt and chain;
Calthorpe two-speed gear.

The 4j h.p. mount is specially constructed
for sidnrar wore. Fro " engine to gear
box the transmission is by chain enclosed
in a gear ca^e. The gear box is carried
on the bottom bracket. The gear wheels
are always in mesh, and engagement is

effected by means of internal expanding
clutches brought into operation by a long
lever at the side of the tank. The driving
pulley on the gearsliaft is of large dimen-
sions, so that the wear, of the belt is

reduced to a minimum. Wide footboards

under the sidecar frame is a platform for

luggage, and beneath it a special holder
for a petrol tin. It must also be men-
tioned that this outfit is provided with a
special carrier for a spare cover, which is

placed between the machine and the side-

car.

PUCH, No. 90.

3i h.p. Model : 76 x 100 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt.

The Puoh Motor Cycles Agency,
Notting Hill Gat«, W.—The Puch
machine makes its public appearance in

England for the first time at this exhibi-

tion. The makers, it will be seen, favour
the long-stroke engine. The exterior

finish is particularly good. An under-
geared pulley is fitted, and the tension

modi}] two-speed Calthorpe, with comtonable coach-built sidecar.

Jockey sprocket on the Puch sidecar machioe, show-
ing the bracket and wing nut lor adjustment.

of the belt may be varied by means of a

handle placed at the side of the tank. By
the aid of this handle the belt may be bo

much slackened that the engine is free,

and after it has been started by the pedali

the pedal on the spring-up .stand may be

depressed and, while the rider is still in

eg
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the saddle, the stand will fly into position

and the engine may be started by gradu-
ally tightening the belt. The frame of

machine is rigid at the rear. The change
of speed is effected by a lever provided
with a wood handle adjacent to the
saddle. .™hilp opposite to it is a ratchet

T.-.e new 2 h.p. Puch, showing posilkn and novel method of driving the magneto.

this machine is sprung both at the rear

and front on spiral springs enclosed in

til be.=

.

2 h ri. Model : 58 x 70 mm. ; m.o.i.v.
;

li. and B. carburetter ; chain.

The valve, gear, magneto (vidiich in all

cases is the Ruthardl), and oil pump are
driven by skew gearing, the shaft of

whi(;h runs at the side of the crank
case. It maj^ be mentioned that an ad-
ditional pump is supplied for injecting the

brake lever controlling an external band
brake on the rear hub. The sidecar is

provided with a motor car type of wing,
capacious cylindrical petrol tank at the

back, and a sprag which may be used as

a stand. ' The two cylinders exhaust into

an expansion chamber, and thence runs a

long pipe in easy ciu'ves, which is bolted

to the sidecar frame, and terminates in

another expansion chamber. The handle-
bars are of great length and are supported
by means of additional stays. The
maeliine is a distinct departure from Eng-'
Hsh ideas, and is well worth a close

inspection.

INDIAN, No. 107.
1 h.p. Model: 82^ x 93mm.; m.o.

overhead inlet valves ; Indian car-

buretter; chain transinission ; two-
speed Indian counter-shaft gear.

Hesdee Meg. Co., Great Portland
Street, W.—For next year two types of

Indian machines are being made, viz., the

3^ h.p. single and 7 h.p. twin, both of

which are alike in all respects except
the nnmber of cylinders The standard
colour of the machine is blue Amongst

NOVEMBER 23rd;. 1911.

the improvements which may be noted:

are the size of the petrol tank and the

provisiDn of a foot engine starter. This
is extremely neatly designed, and is

arranged to be absolutely proof aga,inst

the likelihood of danger from back firing.

The pedal bracket for this purpose is

attached in front of the crank chamber,
and drives a claw clutch sprocket on the

crankshaft through a chain. This claw
clutch is held out of engagement ivith its

meshing teeth by mechanical means, ex-

cej)t when the engine is being started.

The -large sprocket is fitted with an in-

genious pedal clutch arrangement which
in the event of a back fire occurring causes

the pedal to be thrown free. Both
models are supplied with single gears and
free-engine clutches, this clutch being
operated in all types by a lever placed on
the right-hand side of the machine and
frictionally held to. a quadrant. In

the two-speed geared machines the. clutch

has been considerably increased in fric-

tional surface. The chain from the

counter-shaft to the back wheel is covered

Laminated spring iovk of the new Indians.

with a neat, quickly-detachable case. Both
brakes are on one side of the rear hub,
one being an iirternal expanding metal-to-
metal type and the other a contracting
band lined ,with Raybestos. This arrange-
ment considerably facilitates the removal
of the back wheel when necessary. The
carburetter on all models is the well-

known Indian, with annular float chamber
and fitted with a pilot jet for slow
running A novelty in connection witl
the 1912 Indian is the folding footplates.

The Puch two-speed gear and clutch operation, also

showing vertical tube of spring frame.

necessarv amount of oil into the crank

chamber. The transmission is by single

chain, and in the rear hub is a multiple

disc clutch. A 2 h.p. machine is also

shown fitted with direct belt drive and

chain-driven magneto. In all cases the

magneto is at the rear.

6-7 h.p. Model (Twin) : 80 X 90 mm. ;

ii.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburetter;

single chain ; epicyclic two-speed

gear.

'J.'his is quite a practical sidecar

.nachiue. A pulley is fitted to the end

of the engine-shaft for the purpose of

driving the fan, which is enclosed in a

casing, the outer part of which is covered

with wire retting. The frame of tiiis The tgi? 7 h.p. Injian racer.
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RVDGE-WHITWORTH, No. US.
3i h.p. MoDEi. : 80 X 88 mm. ; meciia-

nical valves ; B. and B. carburet-

ter ; be't ; Rudge-Whitworth vari-

able gear.

RirocE WiTTTwoi'TH, Ltd., Crow Lane,
Coventry.—Six models are shown on this

Stand, two as above, two T.T. machines,

the Bowden cable is used to push instead
of the inner cable being used to pull.

Both the valve springs are fitted with an
ingenious and novel cotter, the great ad-
vantage of which is that, owirg to the
pin itself being only in compression, there
is practically no chance f<3r it to break.
The dished sprirg washer used with this
device also allows a slightly longer spring.

The silencer has been improved, and is

The 21 h.p. multi-speed Rud^e in iu lateiL lorm.

and two tourist models with Rudge clutch
on the ei.gine-shaft. Among the im-
provements which have been carried out
on all the machines are shorter pedal
cranks on the starting gear axle, giving
a comfort:ible altcrnativp footrest position

;

a larger belt rim brake which is self-align-

ing and bears uniformly on the rim over
the whole surface of the shoe. Two
methods of adjustment are provided, so

tliat an almost unlimited amount of wear
can be taken up. The appearance of the
machine has been considerably improved

furnished with a large foot-operated cut-

out. The ho'.es in the silencer are ar-

ranged so that the exhaust does not dis-

turb the dust.

A.S.L., No. 103.

3i h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter;

belt; N.S.U. two-speed gear.

A.S.L., Ltd.. Corporation Street,

Stafford.—^This machine has a Precision

engine. The frame is suspended on
Sharp's air springs. A descrip'ion of a

run on this machine was recently referred

to in these pages. 22in. wheels may be

employed, and they serve to bring the

The front fork and rim brake on the new
3: I1.P. Bodse.

by the substitution of a plain curved
chain stay in place of the usual type,
which is cranked round the belt rim. An
inverted lever operates a new type of
exhaust valve lifter, which is extremely
nearly arranged, a rather noticeable
feature being that the outer covering of

Silencing arranjement on the new twin A.S.L.-Fafnir.
Note tlie shield to keep tne rider's foot off the

exhaust pipe.

rider's weight as near to the ground as

possible. The wheels are tyred with
JVJoseley ribbed covers, specially manu-
factured for the firm, and Bosch mag-
netos are supplied, ivhile both front and
rear brakes are of the external contr' il-

ing band type.

5-6 h.p. Model: 70 x 80 mm. Fafnii ;

side by side m.o.i.v.; Amac car-

buretter ; belt.

The exhaust pipes of the twin-cylinder

]ead into an expansion chamber, from
which there issues a long pipe of large

size flattened at its rearward end.

Attached to the rear exhaust pipe, which
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comes close to the footresta, i.< a special

asbestos-lined shield to protect the
rider's boot. In the case of both the
above models the rear mudguard is so

constructed as to clear the movable por-

tions of the rear forks. In all cases the

^AS.LWWWa

Petrol injector employed on the A.5.L.

spark lever is handle-bar controlled.

Other specialities are a special cushion

seat, an adjustable pulley, and a Best

and Lloyd semi-automatic lubricator.

One of the twins is shown with a sidecar.

A.J.S., No. 128.
2\ h.p. Model : 70 x 82 mm. ; side by

side; Amac carburetter; chain; two
speeds on counter-sluift.

A. J. Stevens and Co., Retreat

Street, Wolverhampton.—Three of these

models are shown. They are tliis year

A.J.S. change-speed qoadrant.

fitted with footboards, and the brake is

operated by the lieel. The change .speed

lever is on a lug brazed to the top tube,

and a font st.;irter cjin be fitU-d as an
extra. Another 2^ h.p. model is shown
with a belt drive.

5 h.p. MonF.L: 70 X 82 mm. twin;

side by side; Amac carburetter;

chain.; two-speed counter-shaft.

There are two models of greater power.

These models include a kick starter as a

standard and 2iin. tyres. Both models

Details of the AJ.S. kick starter through gear and
segment
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axe fitted witli neat petrol primers and
the well-known A.J.S. friction clutch;
they also have Druid forks. The
arrangement of the toolbag is especially

neat. This slides bodily into a metal
case placed under the carrier, which also

supplies the place of a number plate.

These machines were fully described in

our last issue.

ZENITH-GRADUA, No. 19.

3^ h.p. Model : 85^ X 85. mm. ;

m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburetter;
belt ; Zenith-Gradua gear.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge,
—The chief feature of the 1912 Zenith
is the new system of attaching the back
wheel, which allows the latter to be re-

moved instantly. The details of this in-

teresting system appeared in The Motor
Ojicle issued on November 9th. Though
the improvement is seemingly a very
small one, it is none the less of great
importance, and we may mention that
models are shown on the stand which

. serve to show how quickly the rear
wheel may be removed. The finish of

these machines is of the best, and their
many successes on the road are a proof
of their excellence. The machines are
particularly well equipped. A well-

Shield over the Zenith-Gradua duplex chain and
gear operating mechanism. '

designed luggage carrier is fitted, ter-

minating in a V, which carries the num-
ber plate and a reflex rear light. The top
side of the gear operating chain is now
provided with a guard. Spacious tool-

bags which incorporate an inner tube
case are supplied. Side wings are now
fitted to the front mudguard, while the
rear guard is enclosed on the off side,

and is of ample dimensioiis. In all other
respects this excellent machine remains
unaltered.

Except for the fact that a 6 h.p. engine
is fitted, the details of the twin model are
the same as above. A working model of

the Gradua gear is shown on the stand,
and a large number of machines, some
with sidecars.

P.M.C., No. 108.
6 h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt ; two-speed hub gear.

The Premibs Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Road, Birmingham.— two models of the
Rex-Jap machine, which may be de-
scribed as being Rex motor cycles with
the "exception of the engine, are shown,
one conforming with the specification
above and the other being an 8 h.p.
model with 85 x 85 mm. engine. The

CI2

Bosch magneto is placed immediately
behind the crank case. "The two-speed
gear is made under Roc licence, and
enables the engine to be started by handle
with the wheel on the ground. Auto-
matic drip-feed lubrication is provided.
The tank is of a sensible and large size

and is painted in distinctive colour.

Shown on this stand, and intended for

use with these models, is a very fine

example of a coach-built sidecar, a great
feature of which is the extraordinary light-

ness. The sidecar wheel is sprung on
a pair of quarter elliptic springs furnished
with radius rods, so that it is impossible
for the wheel to get out of alignment. An
excellent feature in this arrangement is

that for an extra heavy passenger the
springs can be slid along the clips so as
to be greatly stiflfened. The frame of

the sidecar is extended backwards, and
supports a large luggage grid and also a
carrier for a spare cover. This sidecar is

fitted with very quick detachable fittings,

which allow the combination to be
assembled or erected in less than one
minute.

6 h.p. Model: 95 x 102 mm.; fore and
aft m.o.i.v.; J. A. P. carburetter;
chain ; hub two-speed epicyclic

gear.

The Motorette three-wheeler is shown in

two types, both for passenger work and
commercial use. The engine is water-
cooled, the radiators being placed on each
side of the bonnet, which is immediately
behind the side-by-side passenger seats.

In front of each is a scuttle dashboard with
hinged flap, carrying a wind screen. The
engine case is surmounted by a large
luggage carrier. Lubrication is of the
semi-automatic type, a large supply of oil

being carried in a separate tank, from
which it is forced by a hand pump into
the engine sump. The flywheels are cast
with large fan blades, which induce a
draught of air through the vertical tube
radiators.

DOUGLAS, No. lU.
2| h.p. Model : 60 x 50 mm. ; side by

side m.o.v. ; Douglas carburetter;
chain and belt ; Douglas two-speed
counter-shaft gear.

DouGL.iS Bros., Kingswood Bristol.

—

Most of the many Douglas improvements

iiave been fully illustrated and described
in recent issues. Tvi'o models in addition
to the above are shown, viz., a fixed gear
machine with chain drive to the counter-
shaft, and belt drive to the back wheel,

the belt in all models being carried on
the right-hand side of the machine. The
third model is of the open frame type,
and is intended primarily for ladies' use.

The design is thoroughlv neat 'and work-

Douglas open frame, modol showing gear control

lubricator gu jge and glass Glter. as seen from saddle.

manlike looking. The frame is consider

ably strengthened by having a double
diagonal tube which in the front sup-

ports the oil and petrol tanks and lower
down the casing which completely covers

the engine. In this casing there is a
trap door through which the back cylin-

der can be primed. The engine cover
entirely prevents the possibility of a skirt

becoming entangled with the flywheel.

This machine has a two-speed gear and
foot starter, both of which devices have
been thoroughly described. Amongst
minor improvements to all models may be
mentioned the very sensibly arranged pan-
nier tool-bags, which are set below the
carrier so as to facilitate access to the
bags when a suitcase is on the carrier. A
generator bracket is brazed to the centre
of the handle-bars, large filler caps with
glazed lids are provided, and the lubri-

cation is by drip feed through a glass

barrel. The Douglas machines have earned
an enviable reputation for reliability in aU
the long distance trials, particularly in the
A.C.U. Six Days' events.

OfT-side of the new P.M.C. Moioretle with wat-j'-cooled engine.
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The new 6 h.p. twin Zenith-Gradua w.lh Gradua variable gear.

Tbe open Irame iwo-speeJ 2^ li.p. CouglaSj w.Mch is suitable tor ihe use ol either sev

Puch aotomatic stand. By pressing a pedal the

stand Dies out oi action.

Cylinder of a 4i h.p. Quadrant, showing peculiai
arrargement of exhaust valve at side and inlet valve
at rear.

Valve side ct the two-ipeej 2; h.p. Tourist Douglas. The clulah peiil on the new model is fitted at the front of t je left foofbDard.
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CENTAUR, No. 123.
3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by

side m.o.v, ; B. and B. carburetter;
belt ; Centaur two-speed hub gear.

The CE.MTAm Co., Ltd., Stoke, Cov-
entry.—^This old-establi.=hed firm has re-

entered the motor cycle industry with a
comprehensive range of models. The 3ij

h.p. is a neatly finished macliine with
commendably large size tank, Druid
spring forks, engine set desaxe with gear-
drii'en magneto immediately behind the

r

sensible and neat dressguard over the
belt is employed, and also an aluminium
fender covering the whole of the top part
of the cylinder.

ARNO, No. 61.

3i h.p. Model: 84 x 89 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter

;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear fitted to order.

The Aeno Motor Co., Ltd., Gosford
Street, Coventrv.—The Arno de Luxe
model is a particularly hand.=ome macliine
finished in a colour wliicli is known as

The new 3J h.J. three-speed open-frjme Centaur.

crank chamber, large dome-ended silencer

with foot-operated cat-out, foot-operated
riiii brake, etc. The same model is

made with a two-speed hub gear manu-
factur.ed under Roc patents. This model
has long indiarubber covered footboards,
in front of which are the pedals for the
two-speed gear and brakes. The engine
can be started with a handle when the
ba€k wheel is on the ground.

3 h.p. Model (Twin) : 60 x 60 mm.

;

side by side m.o.v. ; B. and B.
carburetter ; belt.

The 3 h.p. model is a very well finished

little twin in vrhich the cylinders are
also set desaxi on the crank chamber.
Both exhaust pipes are brought to a
large aluminium ended silencer which is

placed immediately in front of the crank
chamber, the rear exhaust pipe being
swept round in a graceful curve. The
vest of the specification is the same as

for the larger single cylinder model.

2 h.p. Model : m.o.v. side by side ; B.

and B. carburetter ; belt ; Arm-
strong three-speed hub gear.

This model, which conforms to the
same specification in general details as

the above, is shown both with the fixed

gear and variable hub gear, and both as

a gentleman's and lady's mount. The
latter is particularly well -designed, and
should gain a large meas^ure of popularity.

The complication of small parts usually

associated with ladies' models is done
away with, and the gear makes it a
mount capable of going anywhere, A
C14

primrose. The attachment of the engine
unit is worth studying, as the engine,
magneto, carburetter, and silencer may
be dropped clean away from the frame
by undoing four bolts. The strengthen-
ing of the head and the design of the
rear portion of the frame carrying the
saddle also deserve inspection. Points
of convenience are well studied. The oil

pump is carried at the rear of the tank,
close to the rider. Magneto handle-bar
control and side wings to both reai and
front mudguards are fitted. The saddle

NOVEMBER 23rd, igii.

position afforded is very low, the height

from the ground being only twenty-seven
inches. The last-named features apply
to all models. Two T.T. machines are

also exhibited which resemble the above,
except that they are fitted with dropped
handle-bars.

Lightweight Model : 65 x 70 mm.
;

belt.

A particularly neat-looking machine,
and, as it is equipped with good stand,

luggage carrier, Druid spring forks, and
other refinements, is a thoroughly practi-

cal lightweight. In all models the mag-
neto is neatly carried behind the engine.

P. AND M., No. 10.

3^ h.p. Model : 82 x 88 mm. ;

side by side m.o.i.v.; P. and M.
carburetter ; chain ; P. and M.
two-speed counter-shaft.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., Tottenham
Court Road, W.—Several interesting im-
provements have been incorporated in

the new model. A front wheel stand is

fitted just beneath the crank case, which
when out of use springs automatically
into position. Last week we described
the new foot starting device, the carbu-
retter (the lid of

the float chamber
of which is held
in position by a
spring, the sliding

back of wliich
allows it to be re-

moved instantly),

and the cover for

the gearshaft, al-

lowing oil to be

squirt«d into the

bearing. An im-
portant improve-
ment in the
engine is the pro-

vision of drilled

cylindrical wash-
ers between the
valve springs and „ . „
+ 1,0 „^^\„A„,. , 1,- 1, P. & M. exhaust htter andthe cylinder, which ^3,^^ spring cage.
ettectually keep
the heat from the springs and allow
them to retain their tension for a

much longer period. The petrol fillet

is not provided with a vent hole,

so that splashing is impossible, the vent
being on a guid"^ on the needle valve
feed to the priming device, which pos-

The 1912 pattern 2J h.p. lightweight Arno.
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sesses a small groovb to allow the air

to reach the petrol. The rear brake is

improved, and is worked by the rider's

heel, the pedal operating the rod, which
pulls directly on to the brake band. The
front wheel is especially well protected

by means of a very efficient mudguard.
A variation of the above model i.=; the

The 1912 3i h.pP. & H. power plant, showing the
enclosed chains from engine to countershaft, and
gear inspection and lubrication hole.

which all the paits
are hlack. . A larger

colonial type,^

usually plated
petrol tank is fitted, extra girders to the
forks, heavier spokes and rims, and
footrests placed in a higher position, so
as to afford an ample ground clearance.

2i h.p. MoDiiL (Liglitweight) : 66 x
75 mm. ; B. and B. carburetter;
chain ; P. and M. two-speed gear.

The well-known 2^ h.p. model, which
has acquitted itself so well since its in-
troduction, remains practically unaltered
except that the B. and B. carburetter is

now fitted. The finish of the P. and M.
machines is excellent throughout.

BAT, No. 63.
3J, h.p. Model ; 85^ x 85 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter; belt and chain; P. and M.-
two-speed gear.

TnK B.\T JIoTOR Mfo. Co., Kingswood
Road, S.E.—The chief improvements in

the Bat were de-

scribed in our last
issue. Among
these we may men-
tion the latest

type of control
and the P. and Jf.

geai:, while it

must be recorded
that the chief

features in this
and other Bat
models are the in-

sulating of the
rider from road
shocks by means
of the well-known
Bat spring seat
and footrests, the

neat method of carrying the magneto in a
compartment of the tank, and driving

the armature by means of a vertical shaft

and bevel gearing.

Similar to the above is the standard
model, which is

single-- geared.

The T.T. model
has a 3-2- h.p.

J.A.P. engine, 90

X 774 mm., and
other particulars

as above. In this

type of machine
the magneto is

carried iii the
front of the engine
and is chain-
driven. The frame
is dropped at the
rear, while a

cylindrical tank
and rigid forks
are fitted.

5-6 h.p. MoDKi. : 76 X 85 mm.; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt and chain ; Bat two-
speed gear and clutch.

The 5-6 h.p. and 7-8 h.p. twins are ."iimi-

lar in detail. The latter model was fully

described in our last issue, and is

especially designed for sidecar work.

Showing alteration

in sprin'; frame and
footboards on the

twin Bat-Jap.

The clutch mechanism
on the 1912 Bats, shown
detached and separated.

Particularly to be noticed in the chain-
driven model is the improvement in the
Bat spring frame.
As regards the twin T.T. machine,

there are two types, the 5 Ii.p. and 8 h.p.

The Bat clutch operating
lever.

The'.Bat method of attaching gear box to slotted plate.

T.T. models, 85 x 60 and 90 x 77i mm.

;

inlet and exhaust overhead ; B. and B.
carburetter ; belt drive. The firm are
especially to be congratulated on the
efficient manner in which their machines
are displayed. Placed as they are on
special stands, they may be inspected
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with the greatest facility. Altogether the

Bat exhibit is a most imposing one.

MOTO-REVE, No. 44.
3 h.p. MoDEi. : 53 X 77 mm. ; overhead

valves ; iVJoto-Reve carburetter

;

belt ; Villiers or Moto-Reve two-
speed or Armstrong three-speed

gear.

The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., Acton
Vale, W.—The 3 h.p. Moto-Reve is quite

a new model. It has two cylinders set

at 60°. All valves are mechanically
operated and disposed in the head, the

tappets being adjustable. These valves

are of particularly large diameter, having
an nrea of over half that of the piston,

A cylinder of the 4 h.p. M.R. twin, showing design of

overhead valve mechanism.

and so arranged that it is impossible for

them to fall into the cylinders, unless the

break should occur close to the head,

which is rendered extremely unlikely, as

a very large radius is employed from the

stem. This model can be fitted either

with fixed gear, Villiers two-speed, Arm-
strong three-speed, or a new two-speed
Moto-Reve gear. This new gear lies itt

the hub, and consiste of two pairs of

pinions always in mesh operated by dog
clutches. A separate clutch of the ex-
panding metal band type is fitted at one
side of the hub. The gear is particularly

simple and small, and can be fitted to the
existing models. The firm's own type
Druid spring fork is employed without
alteration, and the front mudguard is

fitted with side flaps from the crown
head downward.';. A larger silencer is

fitted on the 1912 mounts, having a hand-
operated cut-out. Large diameter spring
petrol and oil filler caps are used on the
standard 3 h.p. The above description
applies to the 4 h.p. model which made

The 3 Ii.p. twin-cylinder M.R. engine with
overhead valves.
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its d&nl in tlie Isle of Man races. This
model, huwever, has an engine of 63 mm.
bore and 80 mm. stroke.

2^ h.p. Model : 67 x 85 mm. ; over-

head valves ; M.R. carbui'etter

;

belt ; two or tliree-speed gear.

The 2^ li.p. is another new Moto-Beve
model. It has a single-cylinder inclined

engine, but in most other respects closely

resembles the 3 h.p. model described

above. As in the case of the 3 h.p.

model, comfortable foot-rests are fitted,

and the magneto is carried at an angle

behind the cylinder instead of in front.

The 2 h.p. model is a cheaper edition of

the 2^ h.p. An automatic inlet valve

lies above the exhaust valve, and the

engine has a bore and stroke of 62 x 85
mm. In this case no footrests are fitted,

and the magneto is handle-bar controlled.

It is sold as a fixed gear model only. A
point worthy of notice is that all Moto-
Reve magnetos are manufactured by the
company, and in every case except that
of the 2 h.p. machine the armatures run
on bail bearings. All brakes are provided
with a simple form of adjustment.

TRVMP-J.A.P., No. 135.
3^ h.p. Model : 85,5 x 85 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. (vari-

able jet) carburetter ; belt

;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

Tkump Motoks, Ltd., John Bright
Street, Birmingham.—The tank and filler

caps on this machine should be specially

noticed, the tank being riveted and very
strong. The filler caps are 2in. diameter
and hinged to prevent loss. The front

forks are an adaptation of the Druid with
lather shorter springs. The saddle posi-

tion is very low without using a dropped
top tube, the height from the ground with
the rider's weight in the saddle being
about 28in. The Albion clutch hub and
fixed gear are also supplied. The steering
head is made from one piece of metal,
instead of having the lugs brazed to a
tube in the ordinary style.

6 h.p. Model: 76 x 85 mm.; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. (variable
jet) carburetter ; belt ; Albion two-
speed hub or free engine.

The twin cylinder is specially suitable

for sidecar work, and is designed for that
purpose. This macliine has, handle start-

ing. All the models have the new Bosch
water-proof magneto, and are finished in

grey, wheel rims plated and lined green,

which gives them a very pleasing appear-

ance.

3i h.p. Model (racer): 90 x 77.5 mm. ;

side by side m.o.i.v. ; C.A.P. car-

buretter ; belt.

This machine follows the lines of that
previously described, but has no mud-

supplied with this machine, while a speci-

ally strengthened lamp bracket is worth
inspection.

2'^ h.p. Model : 70 x 76 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; E. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt.

This model is fitted with Druid spring
forks. The 'engine is the well-known
Precision. The magneto is carried in

front, and is provided with a guard to

Tlie new S.l.A.M.T. This mount, which is of Italian origin, can be supplied with Druid spring forks as shown.

guards or carrier. The forks are rigid,

and the handle-bars, of cburse, differently

shaped. The weight comes out at about
150 lbs.

TORPEDO, No. 67.

3J, h.p. Model: 86x86 mm.; m.o.i.v.;

B. and B. carburetter ; belt.

F. Hopi'Eit .\ND Co., Ltd., Barton-on-
Humber.—One of these models is fitted

with a two-speed gear and free engine in

the rear hub, controlled by a pedal

mounted on the footrest. In the case of

this model the cylinders are held in

place by swing bolts which considerably
simplify their removal. The magneto is

carried in front, and is. protected by a
guard. A practical type of spring fork,

allowing a front brake to be fitted, is

\ h.p. two-strote Stuart from the belt side. This interesting mount was described in bur issue of Nov. 9th.

protect it from wet. One of the 2^ h.p.

machines shown is fitted with a free-

engine clutch in the rear hub.

STUART, No. 62.

2^ h.p. Model (Two-stroke) : 71 x 75^
mm. ; Amac carburetter ; belt
drive.

Nye and Co., Gray's Inn Road, W.C.
—This interesting machine was fully de-
scribed in a recent issue, and forms one
of the most attractive features on
Messrs. Nye's stand. The two-stroke
engine unit merits the closest inspection,
as it is full of interest. The Stuart
eiigine unit is also shown separately.

S.l.A.M.T.
The successful little S.l.A.M.T. is

one of the most interesting lightweights
which is to be seen in the exhibition.

Its engine (68 x 72 mm.) is a distinct

departure from the standard. The whole
of the various details were fully described
and illustrated in a recent issue ; there-

fore a brief mention of one or two of

the more recent additions will suffice. In
connection with the overhead valves,
stops are provided to prevent a broken
valve from falling through into the
cylinder, while recesses are made in the
cone joint formed by head and cylinder
(in the cylinder itself), also with this in-

tent. The top of the piston is hollow,
and when the head is removed and the
piston is at the top the resultant
.space is cup-shaped. It is easy, there-
fore, to clean off any carbon deposit
which has formed without dismounting
the engine. The exhaust port is of ample
dimensions. All control wires terminate
in loops or eyes, wider at one end
than the other, and so arranged that
it is only necessary to push forward the

Ci6
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Mmtrol stud to allow it to slip through
the wide end oi the locp, when it is re-

quired to detach the wire. The lever

the carrier and mudguard with the object
of facilitating tyre repairs. Stands are
fitted to both wheels, and Druid forks are
standard. Both the engines are manu-

23t)J

and force pnmp combined, which allows
tlie oil either to be sent direct to the
engine or permits it to flow into the
cylinder at whatever rate the rider
desires. A multiple disc clutch is now

T ^^-.

The wiDoer of the Mont Cenis Hill-climb

—

oarrying the belt nra brake shoe is

forked at its lower end, the stud on
which it works passing through the
lever, which is hi-ld in positiuii by a
spring, with the result that to loosen the
wire, one has only to detach the brake and
the wheel may be withdrawn—a matter
ol a minute. The machine in general has
been greatly improved in detail since we
last saw it, and now thoroughly conforms
to English ideas. A square-sided tank,
good stand and carrier, a comfortable
saddle, and other refinements are fitted,

while Druid forks mav be had if desired.

P.V.-J.A.P.
3^ h.p. Model : 60 x 76 mm.

;

side by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B.
carburetter ; belt.

The most interesting part of this

machine is the rear springing described
in last week's issue of T/w Motor C'yde.

The rear portion is also on view as a

separate exhibit. The complete machine
is fitted with J.A.P. automatic lubrica-

tion, Chater-Lea spring forks, and wide
footboards, under one of which a tool box
is carried. The petrol tank is of ample
capacity. The sprmging of the rear

frame should be carefully studied, and it

will be noticed that the top tube is

neatly sloped away at the back. In ad-

dition to the above a 3j h.p. Triumph
motor bicycle with Mabon vari;ible pulley

gear and a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar are to be

SQGW on Nye's stand.

EDLIN. No. 143.
2% h.p. JIoDEL : 76 X 55 mm. ; overhead

m.o.i.v.; B. and B. carburetter:

belt.

Edt.in Sons, Ltd.. Sherlock Street, Bir-

mingham.—This engine is shown in a tem-
porary frame. It is fitted with an easy
starting device which relieves the com-
pression by means of a cam and lever.

It is brought into action by rotating the
valve tappet, which has" an extending
p'ece fitted through an angle of 90°. A
flame, withuut an engine, of n suitabie

size to take the 3| h.p. 86.4 x 85 mm.
engine shows the marmer of turning back

the twin-cylinder S.I.A.M.T. in Its racing (orm.

factored by U. II. Illston and Son, 67,

Bishop Street, Birmingham.

F.N., No. i28.
21, h.p. Model: 65 x 75 mm.; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; F.N. carburetter;
bevel gear ; F.N. two-speed gear,

sliding type.

The F.N. MoroR Agency, Great Port-
land Street, W.—This model, with
multiple disc clutch, remains practically
luialtered, with the exception that the
mudguards have been strengthened and
an improved type of carrier has been
fitted.

5-6 h.p. MonEi, (Fonr-cylinder) : 52i x
67 mm. ; exhaust m.c, inlet a.o.

;

F.N. carburetter; bevel gear, two
speeds.

With regard to the four-cylinder,
several useful improvements have been
introduced for 1912, among which we
may mention a semi-automatic lubricator

Combined hand and drip feed oil pump
on the 1912 F.N.

fitted to this machine, and the magneto
IS of the self-contained type (that is to
say, the distributer is not carried
separately!. The distributer is a very
n-"* piece of wni!>— a"shi'^. and is so
constructed that wet is absolutely ex-
cluded, ilie whole magneto is entirely

Thi single-cylinder F.N. power unit, showing
engine cradle. The petrol Qlter has a glass top.

weather and oil proof. Side shields are
fitted to the front mudguards, and an
improved type of luggage-carrier is now
attached. Tlie most striking machine
among the four-cylinders is one en-

amelled in French grey, while yet

Valve side ol Ihe 1312 model lour-cylinder F.N. with di^c clulch.

CI7
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another of t^ese is fitted with a siaecar

and the F.N. two-speed geax', which is

manufactured especially for the F.N.
Agency by the Western Motor Co. of

Bath. Two examples of both the four

and single-cylinder engines are shown in

section, so that the splendid workmanship
Clay be clearly seen.

REX, No. 73.

4 h.p. IMoDEL : 844 X 95 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-
ter; belt; Rex two-speed gear;

also with plate clutch and handle
starting.

The Rex Motoh Mfg. Co., Ltd., Earls-

don, Coventry.—The single - cylinder

models have been re-designed for 1912, a

NOVEMBER 23rd,

Arrangement of the water-cooling system on
the 4 h.p. water-cooled Rex.

detailed description having already been
published in these pages. The well-

known two-speed hub gear remains un-
altered. The starting handle is carried

in a leather holster strapped to the side

Showing the construction and springing of the 1912 Bex sidecar frame.

of the carrier. All the_ machines are

fitted with the Rex spring cantilever

saddle pin and the T.T. type of exhaust

Handle-starting device, consisting of a chain sprocket
with clutch mounted on the right-hand back stay.

pipe, consisting of a long pipe extending
to beyond the rear axle, the end of which
is flattened. A cut-out is provided

worked. by the rider's heel. The magneto
is handle-bar controlled in all types. The
inflator clips are brazed to the front forks.

6 h.p. Model : 75^ x 95 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.;' B. and B. carburet-

ter ; Rex two-speed gear.

The principal features of the Rex twin,

such as the tank, saddle, and efficient

mudguards on the front wheel, wide
rubber-covered footboards, etc., are the
same as in the single-cylinder models.
All touring machines are provided with a

special bracket bolted to the head for

carrying a generator. The T.T. twin is

of the same dimensions as the above, but
is single-geared and has a flat handle-

bar. One of the most interesting machines
in the exhibition is the 4 h.p. water-

'

cooled Rex. Except for the water cooling

this machine is similar to the other single-

cylinder model. The water-cooling system
is particularly neatly carried out. Both
outlet and inlet pipes are of ample dimen-
sions, while the radiator is of the honey-

comb type and should be particularly effi-

cient. The circulation, of course, is on'.

the thermo-syphon system. The water-

cooled machine is fitted to a sidecar, the

basket body of which calls for special

comment. Its exterior lines are particu-

larly graceful, and it is upholstered in

Quaker grey-coloured leatlierine. Pockets

are provided on each side of the foot-

The 1912 pattern * h.p. two-speed single-cylinder water-cooled Rex with sidecar.

The Rex sight drip-feed oiling system, also

showing glass-topped filler cap.

board, while a high side door is fitted.

The padding at the back is supplemented
by springs, while upholstered rolls run
along the side arms. The Sidette is also

shown, the motive power of which is a

6 h.p. Rex twin engine. This machine is

one of the most practical sidecar com-
binations in the exhibition.
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SWIFT, No. 41.

5i h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; side by
side; B. and B. carburetter; belt;
variable gear by expanding pulley.

The Swift Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
t^A Swift motor cycle is exhibited for the

United Kingdom for the Moto-Reve
engine wrhich is fitted to this model.
These engines have a patent spiral piston
ring. A machine with this engine is

claimed to 'do 53 miles an hour on
the road. Further models are the 4 h.p.

with Moto-Reve engine, twin-cylinders

63 X 80 mm., m.o.i.v. overhead type.

tThe new Swift 3i h.p. bicycle, with spring saddle pillar.

first time for some years. It is on
standard lines throughout with a straight

top tube. The magneto is situated in

front of the engine and is protected by
madflaps on the front wheel guards. A
neat ratchet cut-out is fitttd, and the
variable gear is controlled by a lever on
the handle-bar. The gear consists of an
expanding pulley, the outer flange being
forced by a spring to ta';e up belt slack-

ness. For starting purposes a decom-
pressor is fitted, and is operated by a
pedal on the right-hand side. A neat
front wheel stand is employed. This
model can also be supplied with an adjust-

able pulley and fixed ergine. Both types
are fitted with pedalling gear. The
variable gear mount shown is fitted with
an ingenious spring saddle pillar, which
can be fitted at pniall extr;i cost. The
decompressor is similar to that fitted on
the Ariel machines, and consists of a

secondary exhaust cam, brought into

action bv the pedal referred to above.

WULFRUNA, No. 59.

li h.p. Model: 63 x 66 mm.; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburet-

ter ; belt drive.

The Wearwell Cyct.e Co., Wolver-
hampton.—In this model the magneto is

carried at the rear, out of the way of the

elements. Druid spring forks are fitted

and a good stand ard luggage carrier,

while it is, in fact, a thoroughly practical

lightweight. Two other nodels are shown
fitted with Stevens engine—2| h.p- 76 X
82 mm. and 3^ h.p. 85 x 88 mm. These
models in the main resemble the type
first described.

2i h.p. Model: 67 x 85 mm. Moto-
Reve engine ; side by side m.o.i.v. ;

M.R. carburetter ; belt drive.

A speciality is made of this particular

model, and it is interesting to note that

the company are sole agents in the

M.R. carburetter, transmission by belt.

This machine is fitted with the Xlilfennium
hub gear. It is interesting to record that
the 4 Ji.p. M.R. engine recently secured a
world's record in France, doing lOoi
miles in two hours, and beating the
previous record set up on a 9 h.p. twin
Rene-Gillet.

E.L.I., No. 54.

The E.L.I. Motor Mfg. Co., Station

Road, Bristol.—Several interesting

accessories, including the E.L.I, mud
shields, the invention of Mr. Eli Clarke,

specially designed to protect the front

wheel. The side shield is made of metal
and lined with leather, and is strapped
over the front mudguard. Additional
side flaps are provided for very bad
weather, which He at i-ight angles to the

machine, while a semi-circular piece clips

over the end of the mudguard, preventing
mud from being- thrown back. These
flaps may be folded back out of use

when not required from the front wheel.

A well-made sidecar frame is shown with
tubular luggage carrier underneath. It

is fitted with lamp bracket and Chater-

Lea spring wheel. A sidecar stand for

home us« is made of cast iron, and is

provided with two legs on which a cross

member of the sidecar frame rests. The
A.J. sidecar stand is designed to be clipped

Chassis of Eli Clarke sidecar, showing extra tubes-

for carrying luggage, also form of springing.

on to the sidecar a.\le, when pressed down
by the foot, and the sidecar pulled
towards the rider, the combination is

jacked up. There is no necessity to dis-

turb the passenger. This is the invention
of Mr. A. J. Sijroston. There is also a
new type of link motion spring fork,

and a 3^ h.p. E.L.I, motor bicycle fitted

with Precision engine. This machine has

a B. and B. ciirbaretter, belt transmii'sian,

and 2i Dunlop tyres. The engine has
mechanically operated side by side valves.

COMFY SIDECAR, No. 96.
J. Ward. High Road. Leytonstone, E.

—Three types of Cumfy sidecars are
shown on this stand, all attached to

Zenith-Gradua machines. The sidecar is

sensibly designed. All tubes are tele-

scopic and adjustable, and a folding stand
is placed adjacent to the sidecar wheel,

enabling the latter to be jacked up. The
body is mounted on comfortable C springs,

so far the most successful type.

35 h.p. 1912 model Wultruna. The 2; h.p. model is similar in dcsiRn.

--1
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Single-cylinders, Chain-drive,

Counter-shaft Gears.

ix^- =^^&*,iA„V^

2i h.p. A.J.S. chain-driven rwo-soeeder

3i h.p. two-speed single-cylinder Indian.

Steel cased toolbox, number plate, and
mudguard stay on the new A.J.S.

Design of Douglas steering head.

,^2 S3=

B.S.A. metal supports tor pannier bags.

Tl-.e new 3J h.p. Bradbury, with chain drive and counter-shaft two-speed gear.

3'. li.p. Quadrant engine showin; liming gsar

and magneto drive.
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Eneine starting handle affixed to seat lube ot tbe
Enileld siiecar twin.

^..-^u.i?-y'

Bou'den cable from
handle-bar and tele-

scopic rod operating Sankey steel detachable

the contact breaker wheel Dltel lo the A.C. de

on the Calthorpe, Luxe model sociable.

J[OT®M@€IL1E
'

1-^7

Passenger Machines at Olympia.

yS^l'P-^'Ty'^r^ T-

Sho«ing construction of the frame of the new
open Irame S^an, one ot the mou noiaule de-

partures from standard design at Olympia.

Probably the lightest two seater on the market. The 4 h.p. cane-seated Antotrix.

Two-sealer Tyseley sociable on the Bowden Brake Co.'s stand in tte Gallery.

The 7 h.p. Puch sidecar gear and clutch levars on
top tube. Puch two-speed chain-driven sidecar combination.
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ERIC SOCIABLE, No. 98.

6 h.p. Model (Twin-cylinder opposed) :

side by side m.o.i.v. ; Longuemare
carburetter.

The p. and C. Syndicate, Ltd., 82,

Amptliill Road, Bedlord.—Quite the most
attractive exliibit on this stand is the

gine—consequently the largest fins sur-

round the parts which most require cool-

ing. There are springs underneath the

tappets to keep them up to the valve

stems, so as to avoid clatter. The piston

head is dome shaped, having a minimum
amount of obstruction. The fixing of the

gudgeon has been improved by the addi-

tion of a locking bolt provicled with a

The Eric sociable—a cat on tljfee wlieeis.

Eric Sociable, quite a novel type of

three-wheeled vehicle which follows car

lines. In front is a dummy bonnet and
radiator, the whole of the mechanism
being carried at the rear. The engine
is placed just behind the driver's seat,

is set transversely across the frame, and
is of the twin-cylinder opposed type. The
valves are horizontal, and are on the
upper side of the cylinders. Immediately
above the crank case the magneto is

carried. Aft of the engine is a leather-

to-metal clutch, while behind it is a
three-speed gear box. The drive is by
cardan-shaft. The forward end of this

shaft is provided with a double universal
joint, while at its rearward end yet an-

other universal joint is fitted. The final

drive is by bevel. The steering is by
wheel, and the change-speed lever is in

a gate. Sight-feed lubricators are placed

in view of the driver on the dashboard.
The body is provided with a high side

door, Cape cart tiood and wind screen.

The steering is hy chain and cable, the
former passing round a sprocket at the

bottom of the steering-shaft, the cables

going from the chains to the steering arms.
A 3^ h.p. Singer and a 3^ h.p. Zenith

motor cycle are also shown on this stand.

PREMIER, No. 64.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Millennium two-
speed or Armstrong three-speed
gear.

The Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Coven-
try.—The following are the ciiief Premier
improvements for 1912. The diameter of

the radiating fins decreases towards the
lower portion of the cylinder, producing
an appearance similar to the Gnome en-

Fastnut washer. The oil pump is fitted

with a non-return valve. Druid instead

of the Premier forks may be fitted if

desired. Both tank stoppers are fitted

with vents specially designed to prevent
splashing. The rear mudguard is divided

and held by a neat sort of clip and bolt,

allowing the tyre to be exposed. These
mudguards are specially wide in the case

of the Millennium two-speed machine, so

as to prevent mud being thrown on to

the rider from the belt rims. On the

single - cylinder models the brake is

operated by one rod having a direct pull

from -the pedal lever. The brake shoe is

pivoted on a stud fixed half-way up the

arm which carries it, so that when the

NOVEMBER 23rd, 1g.11.

pedal is depressed the shoe adapts itself

to the rim. Side shields to the front

mudguards are fitted in all cases. A
similar model is also shown with a disc

clutch in the rear hub.

2^ h.p. Model : 66 x 79 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.; ,B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; also with Arm-
strong three-speed gear.

This machine is fitted with Druid
spring forks, and is in other respects

similar to the model described above.

3| h.p. Model (twin) : 66 x 80 mm.

;

overhead m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Millennium two-

speed hub.

This engine was shown for the first

time last year, with special connecting

rod arrangements causing both cylinders

to fire eveidy. The radiating fins are

cast horizontally with the ground. This

and all other Premier models have the

magneto set neatly behind the engine.

The two-speed gear is - controlled by a

pedal mounted on the footrest. • In the

Premier toolbag and number-plate combined in

rear end of carrier.

case of this machine both silencers are

separate one from the other. The excel-

lent finish of these machines calls for

special comment.

PILOT, No. 56.
The Pilot Cycle and Motor Co.,

Soho Road, Birmingham.—The Pilot

Cycle Co. are showing some examples of

their sidecars with rigid frame and bodies

of various patterns.

Latest T.T. roadster rpattern 3} h.p. Premier.
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FORWARD, No. 95.
2| h.p. Model ; 56 x 70 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter
belt.

The Forward Cicle and Motor Co.,

Edmund Street, Birmingham.—This is a

(able or a system of links and springs.
The chief object of this idea is that
if It becomes necessary to use pedals, the
boards may be lifted up with the toe, and
will remain in a vertical position until
they are required. The Browning folding
sidecar is also an item of interest. To
detach, the sidecar it is only necessary

1912 pattern 25 lup. twin-cylinder Forward, which has a loop (rame.

particularly neat - looking lightweight,
which follows standard lines throughout.
We may mention that the magneto is

handle-bar controlled, and the machine is

well equipped, Druid spring fork^^, a wood
saddle, stand, luggage carrier, toolbag,

and reflex light being fitted.

The mechanical features of the lady's

model are the same a« the above, but the
chief point about the machine is the pai--

ticularly neat way in which its working
parts are enclosed. The petrol tank is

carried in the top portion of the loop

frame. The engine is entirely protected
by a shield, the front and rear portions
of which are open, and so designed that
a strong draught of air impinges on the
cylinders. The pedalling chain is

carried in a gear case, and a proper skirt-

guard is fitted over the rear wheel. This
is one of the most neatly designed ladies'

motor bicycles we have yet seen. An-
other gentleman's model shown is fitted

with the Armstrong three-speed hub.

WIN-PRECISION, No. 16.

3i h.p. iloDEi, : 85 X 88 mm. ; side

by side ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt ; Villiers two-speed or Arm-
strong three-speed gear.

The Wincycle Trading Co., Ltd.,
106 and 107, Great Saffron Hill, London'
E.C.—Two models of the Win -Precision

motor cycle are shown—one of the fi.ved

engine type, the other with two-speed
and still a third, to which tlie Armstrong
gear can be fitted at option. The
frame aiid fittings are on , standard
lines throughout. A straight top tube
is used, Druid forks, mud flaps on the
front wheel, and a large shield is fitted

over the Bosch magneto which lies in

front of the engine. An ingenious foot-

board is being shown which can be
attached to the footrest quite simply.
The rear end is suspended either, by

to undo two locks under the foot of the

sidecar body, and the latter with the
springs still attached can be slid forward
and lifted off. when it can be hung on
the back of the machine or moved to a

convenient spot. One of the front corners

of the frame is then detached by loosen-

ing a spring , clip attacJied to the front

down tube of the cycle, and the front

bar of the sidecar is then swung back-
wards and upwards on the rear bar until

the sidecar frame has the appearance of
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machine can be wheeled throngh a doop
way Hke a motor bicycle.

N.S.U., No. 104.
6 h.p. Model : 75 x 90 mm'. ; overhead

inlet valves ; belt ; two-speed gear.

The N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd., Great
Portland Street, W.—The frame, which
has the top tube dropped at the rear, has
a specially strengthened head which is

made of a steel stamping. The engine is

carried in a loop, as in all other S.S.U.
1912 models. The rear portion is sprung,
which improvement was introduced at the
last Olympia Show. The engine has the
radiating tins cast horizontiilly with the
ground. Overhead mechanical inlets are
fitted, the tappet rods of which are ad-
justable, while the exhaust valve spring
is provided with a special adjustable cap
which allows the tension of the spring to
be varied and facilitates the removal of
the cotter and the vaWe itself. Tlie
N.S.U. t\vo-speed gear is of the type de-
scribed in a recent issue of The Motor
C'ude, and has an adjustable pulley. Foot-
rests are provided. A model similar to
the above is strengthened where neces-
a:iry, making it specially suitable for side-

car work. In the case of tliis machine
the rear spring is enclosed ; this casing
serves to lock up the rear spring portion,
as it is not possible to employ it when a
Sridecar is fitted. If the machine is de-
sired to be used as a single the casing
may be removed by undoing four bolts.

One of tlie sidecars shown has a large
cylindrical tank at the rear carrying an
extra supply of petrol. The sidecar has
a wide wing of the car type and new
front for the footboard to protect the
passenger's legs from draught.

3i h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; over-
head m.o.i.v. ; N.S.U. carburetter;
belt.

This machine is particularly suitable for
solo riding, and is thoroughly up-to-date
in every respect. The top tube of~tli6

3 h.p. m n-cj'linder N.S.U. with undergeared pulley. The bore and stroke are 58 x 75 mm.

a gate at right angles to the machine.
The next movement swings the sidecar
frame round on to a vertical pivot on
the rear of the machine until it lies

parallel against it. The wheel of the
sidecar is then allowed to swing freely

when it lies close and flat against the
machine. When detached and folded the

sidecar has a width of 7in., so that the

frame is dropped at the rear and is sprung

both fore and aft. The front forks have
been slightly altered so that the cUp of

the spring under compression is used as

a lamp bracket. The ei.gine is provided

with the same valve arrangements as on
the twin just described, and as in all other

cases the magneto is carried at the rear.

The carburetter is the weU-kuown N.S.U.

C23
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automatic type, whicli follows the lines of

carburetters on motor cars.

3 h.p. Moj EL (Twin) : 58 x 75 mm.
This machine has the ordinary type of

frame with straight top tube. The engine
is fitted with the N.S.U. valve gear,

which has been in use for many years and
has proved its excellence, wldle an under-
geared pulley is fitted.

2| h.p. MoiiEL (Sidecar) : 65 x 78 mm.

;

overhead i. v. ; N.S.U. carburetter;

belt.

The frame is .of the ordinary type with
straight top tube, llie magneto in this,

as in all other models, is neatly carried
behind the engine. The inlet valve is

the overhead mechanical type, and is ar-

ranged similarly to that of tlie 3 h.p.

twin. The frame is sprung fore and aft.

In all models where a two-speed gear is

not fitted an adjustable pulley is pro-

vided. The large type of gear has an
adjustable pulley incorporated with it,

while the .small type of gear remains as

before. The N.S.U. two-speed gear may
be fitted to all models. The machines are
examples of the very best workmanship,
design, and finish.

^ra®ILS

SINGER, No
3i- h.p. Model : 85

,
sids m.o.i.v.

;

ter ; belt.

110.
X 88 mm. ; side by
B. and B. carburet-

SiNGEE Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

The standard single geared machine has
undergone very few important alterations,

those which have been made, however,
being excellent detail improvements in

every way. The magneto is in front of

the engine, and is gear driven, the timing
gear. case being very neatly arranged and
containing quite the minimum number of

pinions. The exhaust lifter is also en-

closed in this case. The frame is slightly

dropped, and the tank is somewhat altered

in design, a special feature of this being
the fact that clips on the top tube are
absent, the base of the tank being
secured to platforms brazed on to the
second tube. Another excellent feat"re
which applies to all models is the handle-

bar control, which is furnished with an
arrangement which entirely prevents the

levers altering their position through
vibration. These levers are entirely of
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the gears are thrown into operation
by dog clutches, the pinion teeth being
always in mesh. The belt is taken from
a large pulley on the right-hand side oi

The 2J h.p. Singer stripped for racing.

metal, and are unusually long. This
model is made with single gear, either
with a Villiers clutib hub or as a T.T.
machine with dropped handle-bars and
rigid forks in place of the usual Druids.
In the free engine model the operation of

New pattern 2^ h.p. Singer, showing two-speed
counter-siiaft gear.

The combined valve cover and Irouser guard
on the 21 and 3^ Singers.

the clutch is carried out very neatly,

while an excellent point is the fact that
the belt rim spokes are reinforcerl with
plates where they join the rim itself, thus
making an extremely strong and rigid job.

The silencer is fitted with a foot-operated
cut-out.

4 h.p. Model: 88 x 88mm.; side by
side m.o. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; gear and belt ; two-speed
Singer counter-shaft.

The 4 h.p. model is intended more
especially for sidecar work, and as a full

description of it has recently appeared
in Tha Motor Cycle, it is unnecessary
here to do more than touch upon its

salient features. The general specifica-

tion is the same as that of the 3^ h.p.

model, except, of course, that the casting
of the crank chamber is extended to en-
close the counter-shaft gear box in which

the box. A. 2^ h.p. model is made with
the gear arranged in a similar way. This
machine has a bore and stroke of 69 X
80 ram., and is practically a reduced
facsimile of the 3^ h.p., except that in

the attachment of the tank the platforms

are not brazed in position but are clipped.

The 24 h.p. machine is made either single-

geared with a Villiers free engine hub
only or with the Singer two-speed gear.

A late arrival on this stand was the

new lady's model, which was fitted with
a 2^ h.p. engine placed vertically in the

frame, the magneto being in front of the

cylinder as in usual Singer practice. The
machine is of very neat design, and has
a very efficient guard over the Velt to

protect the rider's dress." A Villiers

clutch is fitted in- the rear hub. The
Singer range is very enticing.

L.M.C., No. 81.

4 h.p. MoDtiL : £9 X 92 mm. ; side by
side ; B. and B. or Amac carbu-

retter ; belt ; Roc two-speed gear.

The Lloyd Motor Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Monument Road, Birmingham.—This
machine was described in a recent issue,

and needs no more than a general de-

scription here. It is constructed

throughout to withstand the strains of

sidecar work, and has a very workman-
like appearance. The two-speed gear and

The L.M.C. pedal-operated exhaust valve-lifter
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both brakes are operated by pedals
placed on the long rubber-covered foot-

boards. The spring forks have been re-

designed, so that it is now a simple
mattei' to withdraw the front wheel.
The frame is on standard lines, but the
tank has cut-away sides at the rear so

as to avoid rubbing the legs. i\']ud-

guarding is carefully carried out, with
side iiaps fitted to the front guard.

3^ h.p. MoDja. : 85 X 88 mm. ; side by
side ; B. and B. or Amac carbu-
retter ; belt ; Auto-Varia gear.

Thi.« maohiue has undergone very few
alterations for next year. As in the
case of tlie 4 b.p., the spring forks
have been improved. The Auto-Varia
gear is too well known to nt^ed descrip-

tion. The silencer has been re-designed,

and is fitted with an end plate to prevent

Details of the new foot starting apparatus mounted on ui
side o( the gear box o! the 1912 Douglas, also showing the

toe and heel clutch operating pedal.

engine and Druid forks. The frame is

on standard lines with top tube dropped
at the rear. The arrangement of the
exhaust .pipes is distinctly neat. The
finish is in grey, with blue panels on the
tank. This model is suitable for sidecar
or Colonial use. Two pannier toolbags-
are provided and a starting handle.

AUTOTRIX, No. 134.

4 h.p. Model: 85.5 x 85 mm.; side

by side ni.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter;
two belts ; variable pulleys on
countershaft.

Edmonds and W.idden, The Quadrant,
Weybridge.—This sociable tricar has a

light cane body upholstered in red. The
engine—a J. A. P.—is placed in front im-
mediately below the petrol tank, which
is carried on a special bracket. The
frame is light and simple in construction
and the weight is about 280 lbs. A 650 x
65 mm. tyre is fitted to the back wheel.
The front wheels are shod with 26 x 2^
tyres.

3 h.p. MoDEi. : 85 X 85 mm. : side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter;
chain ; two-speed dog clutch on
counter-shaft.

A more powerful tricar has a coach-
built body. The J. A. P. engine is carried
under the seat and fitted with a clut<:h

on the crankshaft. The back wheel lia-s

a 700 X 80 mm. steel-studded tyre, the
front wheels having 26 x 2^ motor
cycle tyres. Platforms are provided at

the rear, on which luggage can be
carried. Both machines have wheel steer-

ing ; this is direct at present, but indirect
steering will be fitted to the more power-
ful model. The engines are air-cooled.

3^ h.p. Modkl : 85.5 x 85 mm.; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt.; Villiers free engine
hub.

Two models of the Brooklands are
shown, one a roadster on standard lines

with the magneto placed in front of the
engine, handle-bar control, Druid forks,

drop top tube, and pannier toolbags.

The racing modi-1 has rigid forlis and
no mudguards. l!ie ignition is by coil.

ELSWICK, No. 102.

54 h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-

ter ; belt ; Eadie free engine.

ELsmcK Cycles and Mfg. Co., Barton-
on-Humber.—Tliis machine foUovv'S stan-

dard lines throughout, having the usual
type of frame with top tube dropped at

the rear, Druid spring forks, Eadie free

engine hub, Best and Lloyd lubricator,

and Davison hinged filler caps are fitted.

2i h.p. Model: 70 x 76 mm.; B. and
B. carburetter ; belt

The smaller machine is similar in most
respects to the above as regards detail,

except that the ordinary type of frame is

employed. It is turned out ready for the

road, fitted with covered magneto, lugg: ge
'iirrier, number plates, etc.

Plan ol "i b.p. " SiJecar " L.M.C., showing footboards
and gear control pedals.

the exhaust gases impinging on the
rider's foot or leg. This engine is akso

fitted to the Tourist Trophy type, and
can be supplied either with fixed engine
or a Roc type gear. In the case of the

Tourist Trophy type, the footrests have
been dropped to give a more comfort-

able riding position. A neat pedal-

operated exhaust lift, as well as the usual
hand control, is fitted to one of these
machines, and the L.M.C. universally-

jointed connecting rod used throughout.
Other details will be found in a recent
issue. Handle-bar magneto control is

fitted as standard.

SERVICE, No. 129.

8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. variable

jet carburetter; service belt; Roc
hub two-speed gear.

The SER^^CE Co., High Holbom, W.C.
—This is one of the new models made by
the Service Co. fitted with a J.A.P. Antotiix sociable propelled by an 8 b.p. twin Jap engine through a thiee-speed gear.
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JAMES. No. 69.
0^ h.p. Model : 85 x 96 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; chain ; two-speed on
counter-shaft.

James Ctcle Co., Greet, Birmingham.
—A two-speed chain-driven machine was
among the late arrivals at the Show.
It is fitted to a Canoelet sidecar, the

whole turnout being very attractive.

The foot -starter is returned to its place

by a spring ; it can also be used as a

footrest. The leather-to-metal clutch is

controlled from the left handle-bar. The
sidecar clips are brazed to the fraihe.

The magneto is controlled by a lever

on the tank, find is pla- f<l )ichiiid the

^^raSlLl

Countershaft gear and foot-starter on the 1912
James, one of the neatest-units in the Show.
The gear lever is now affixed to the tanli tube

as shown.

engine. The two-speed lever is carried

on a lug brazed to the frame. The
tyres are 2-liu. studded, and the forks

Druid pattern with curved lower links.

A Lycett pan seat is fitted, and the front

mudguard has side flaps. Other models
shown have belt drive and fixed gear.

Ttiey can also be fitted with two and
three-speed gears, the latter either Arm-
strong or Sturmey-Archer.

CANOELET, No. 190.
JIead and Ueakin, Sparkbrook, Bir-

mingham.—The Canoelet sidecar, which
we illustrated and described in -our issue

of the 9tli inst., is to be seen on this

stand. Three examples are shown, one
attached to a Humber two-speed motor
cycle, and a commercial body attached

to a 5-5 h.p. Clyno. This body has no

less than - three separate partitions for

carrying goods, as well as a place in the

rear for petrol and oil. Thus the petrol

is kept separate from any goods that

may be carried. This body is inter-

changeable with the pleasure body, the

chassis being tlie same in each case.

HUMBER, No. 40.

3i h.p. Model : 84 x 90 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Humber two-speed

gear.

Humber, Ltd.. Coventry and London.
—The 3i h.p. Humber engine has been

re-designed for 1912 and now carries the

magneto in a more convenient position

behind the engine ; the armature is

driven by a train of gears. The frame
has a dropped top tube, special type

Druid forks and front wheel stand, and
is fitted with rubber-covered footrests,

from which the gear pedals are operated.

The rearward portion of the back mud-
guard is hinged to facilitate tyre repairs,

and the front guard is formed with side

flaps extending slightly forward of the

forks. The main portion of the petrol

tank is formed from one piece of metal,

and has a cylindrical oil tank let into it.

The valves are operated by adjustable

tappets. A half-compression device for

easy starting is operated by a lever on

the' left handle-bar. This machine can be

supplied with fixed gear and pedals or a

;

free engine. Further descriptions of this

model have appeared in our recent issues.

2| (twin) and 2 h.p. (single) Models:
60 X 60 mm. and 60 x 70 mm.;
side by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B.

carbtiretter ; belt ; "Armstrong three-

speed on both.

The engine of the 2| h.p. model '

identical with the winner of this year'.-;

Junior Tourist Trophy Race. It will

The new Canoelet sidecar, showing the original

method of suspending the tody on leaf springs.

C2f-i

Dress-guard on the ladies* Humber.

be remembered that the cylinders are off-

set, and this feature applies to all

Humber models. The position of mud-
guards, forks, frame, tank and magneto is

similar to the 3-^- h.p. model but on a
lighter scale. A single silencer is fitted

to the front of the engine and has a foot-

operated cut-oitt on the left-hand side.

This model can be supplied with free

engine. Armstrong three-speed, or fixed

gear. Pedals or double footrests can be
fitted to any of these types at option.

The 2 h.p. single-cylinder lightweight
remains exactly the same as before. A
2 h.p. lady's model is also shown, but
this has only undergone slight alteration

since it was last described in our pages.
The Humber Co. are exhibiting a rail-

way inspection trolley fitted with a 2 h.p..
engine and driven direct by a single

NOVEMBER 23rd, igii.

chain. We hear this is for a special Argen-

tine order: The company are also showing
the actual mount on which P. J. Evans

won the Junior Tourist Trophy Race and
on which Sam Wright recently broke,

the Twin-cylinder Lightweight Houi
Record.

QUADRANT, Nos. 93 'and 94.

32 h.p. Model: 85 x 88 mm.V inlet at

rear and exhaust at side m.o.i.v.;

B. and B. carburetter; belt.

" Quadrant," - Lawley- Street, Birming-
ham.—The Quadrant- engine is a distirict

departure from the standard. The ex-

haust valve is at the side and the ex-

Method of balancing the Quadrant engine. The
practice 0! cutting away the flywheel web, as

shown, is gaining favour.

liaust chamber is surrounded by deep
radiating fins. The inlet valve is at the
rear and without fins, the sparking plug
being inserted above the inlet valve. The
magneto is neatly placed behind the
engine, well out of the way of the ele-

ments. A further feature of the engine is

the clean and smooth exterior of the crank
case. A small bore pipe conveys oil spray
from the crank case to the combustion
chamber. The down tube of the frame is

gracefully curved, and the top tube jis

dropped away at the rear. The foot
brake pedal is carried on a separate stud.

Handle-bar control is provided to the
magneto. One model is shown provided
with the Armstrong three-si>eed gear,
while on all types the design of the lamp
bracket is worth inspection.

2 h.p. Model: 70 x 76 mm.; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-
ter; Villiers free engine hub.

This is a particularly neat-looking
machine, with gear -driven magneto
placed behind the engine. Like most of

the other models, it is finished in French
grey, and is of a particularly pleasing
appearance. Side shields are fitted to
both rear and front mudguards. A separ-
ate belt rim is provided for the rear
brake.

4 h.p. Model: 87 x 88 mm. ' '-'

A 4 h.p. model is shown fitted with an
Armstrong three-speed gear, wide petrol

tanks, comfort-able pan seat, and is a sen-

sible touring mount of attractive appear-
ance and excellent design. This machine
is .enamelled in black. A T.T. model ia

also shown.
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TRIUMPH, No. 119.

ai^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Triumph carburettei'

;

belt.

TinuMrs Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

IMotor cyclists have the choice of four

different model Triumphs, each with the
same power unit. These are (1) the free

engine model, (2) the standard pattern
with pedals. (3) the T.T. roadster with
touring equipment, and (4) the T.T. racer.

Triumph adjustable spring tappet, sliown dissectel.

In the new design the springs are enclosed.

The 1912 improvements, which are minor
in character, have been already dealt
with, but we may summarise the de-
partures for next year. Amongst them
may be cited the ri ULded top edge of the
tank, which certainly makes a more en-

hanced appearance and cannot fail to
give greater comfort for high speed tour-
ing ; the spring fork, which is neater
and undoubtedly a more efficient shock
absorber ; adjustable spring tappets ;

needle valves instead of petrol taps ; new
front brake ;

' adjustable footrests, en-
abling a lower position for the foot. The
sides of the belt pulley have a ring of

round holes whicTi considerably mini-
mise the possibility of belt slip, especially
in wet weather. The most novel feature
is the new type " of magneto advance,
which is operated by a small pedal on

an extension of the left footrest, the con-

nection requiring only a short rod. This'

distincth' original fitment seems to attract

the show visitor more than anything

else, and many are the discussions one
hears as to its probable utility on lumpy
road surfaces. The Triumphs, as usual,

are among the best finished machines in

the show, a veritable mass of glitter

- which seems to draw visitors like a
magnet. Harry Long is there with his

"40,000 miles "in ten months" Triumph,
and enjoys a chat with riders he met
during his kmg travels.

HOBART, No. 105.
Z^ h.p. Model: 85 x 88 mm.; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt.

HOEART BiKD .A.ND Co., LtD. , CoV-
ventry.—The 3-^ h p. Hobart is a neatly-

designed machine on standard lines with
a dropped frame. It is fitted with Druid
spring forks and Eisemann magneto, the

L.tter being placed immediately in front

of the engine, where it is driven by
chain. Lubrication of the engine is of

the automatic type, and consists of a

Benton and Stone sight-feed drip lubri-

cator, through which oil is drawn by
the vacuum in the crank chamber. A
Villiers clutch hub is fitted as standard
to this model.

2^ h.p. Model: 70 x 75 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt ; Armstrong three-

speed gear.

The 2^ h.p. Handy Hobart is a neat
little machine on much the same lines

Hobart method of dividing clutcn rod.

as the 3^ h.p., of which it is practically

a reduced facsimile, except that it is

fitted with a Best and Lloyd drip-feed

lubricator worked by a spring plunger

pump. The saddle position is very low,

and altogether the aspect of the machine
is very neat and practical. It is sup-

plied also with a fixed gear. Although
rated at the same power, the ladies'

Hobart has a different engine, w.hich is

2 mm longer in the stroke and is placed

in an niclined pcsition. The require-

ments of ladies have been verv well

studied on this machine, as all the
moving parts are covered m by easiiy-

Ti;e 1912 3J h.p. Tourist Trophy Triumph.

T;:e Triumph powc- unit showing adjustable
spring lappets.

detachable shields, which are secured in

posiiioii oy wing nuts. Xne siuate posi-

tion is low, and a good point which
ladies will appreciate is the fact that

the width between the centres of the
footrests is unusually narrow. This
machine is fitted with an automatic
Benton and Stone sight-feed lubricator.

The three-speed Armstrong hub is

operated by a lever at the side of the
inclined petrol and oil tank, immediately
behind the steering head. A new model
for 1912 is a 4^ h.p. twin, the bore and
stroke of which are 68 x 76 mm. ; this

is essentially designed to be a sidecar

machine, and is fitted with the Millennium
two-speed and free-engine clutch hub.
A Best and Lloyd lubricator is used,

otherwise the specification of the
machine is the same as that, of the

^ h.p.

CALCOTT, No. 80.

2^ h.p. Model: 63 x 76 mm.;
m.o.i.v.; B. and B. carburetter;

) belt. .

Calcott Bros., Ltd., Coventry.—This
neat-looking little machine follows

standard lines throughout, and it is

interesting to note that the engine is

manufactured by Messrs. Calcott Bros,

at their own works. The magneto ia

carried behind the cylinder, and a simple

and ingenious form of internal exhaust
valve lifter is fitted. The spring forks

are the well-known Druid. It u also
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of interest to note that in this engine

the firing point of the magneto is fixed.

A spacious toolbag, which is flat, so that

a bag can be strapped on it, is fixed to

the luggage carrier.

WALL, No. Hi.
4i h.p. MoDKL : 85 X 96 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter
;

gear ; two-speed Roc.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-

mingham.—This firm may ahvaj's be
counted upon to provide something ori-

ginal. They now stage an improved form
of sociable-seated tricycle. This has a very
strong tubular frame, which is taken up

,

in front to support the 4i h.p. Precision

engine. From the crank case of this is

supported a casing in which is carried a
bevel gear and also the pinion for the
starting handle, the latter being geared

OT@^(®CILiS

Inclined engine of tiio Wall commercial type tricycle.

up in relation to the crankshaft. In
contradistinction to the usual run of

sociable tricycles, the . Wall machine has
one wheel in front and two driving
wheels behind, these being carried on a
neatly designed car type back axle fitted

with a small differential gear, the final

drive being by bevel pinion. The pro-

peller-shaft has a universal joint at each
end and is neatly encased. The body,
which is most roomy and comfortable, is

supported on long Hat Cee springs. The
machine is fitted wiMi ball bearings
throughout. On the same stand are

shown a number of the well-known Roc
gears, which are already in use on so

many machirtes in the Show. This gear
works on the epicydic principle and em-
ploys a pair of friction bands for the
operation of the two gears.

SCOTT, No. 125.

3f h.p. Model: 2^ x 25in., two-stroke;
Scott automatic carburetter

;

chain ; two-speed Scott counter-
shaft gear.

'

The Scott Exgineerixc Co., Ltd.,
Mornington Works, Bradford.—As the
Scott 1912 improve-
ments w-ere very
completely dealt
with in our last

issue, it is unneces-

sary to do more than Q'
touch upon the more
salient points. The
first of these is the

re-designing of the
engine, making the
cylinders and crank
c h a m b er much
neater. A very in-

genious device has
been introduced for

allowing the quick
detachability of the
cylinders, it being clever method ot
only necessary now to securing the Scolt

slack off the four cylinjers to the crank

security bolts and m'6 las. i^ek.)"'^'
withdraw four pins, .\ cylinder,

when the cylinders ^ crank cjsc.

come away clear

The bore of the
engine has been slightly increased. The
two-speed counter-shaft gear h'S b' en
improved in detail, and is now furnished
throughout with ball bearings, even ilie

wedge bar operating the clutches being
also fitted with roller thrust blocks.
The mudguarding on this machine leaves
little to be desired. The side flaps on
the front guard are utilised as number
plates. This part of the guard is also
detachable to allow the front tyre to be
easily got at. The carburetter has been
refined in several details, the springs for
the return of the air and throttle valves
being now housed in tubular brass cases.

1275

The ."standard colour of Scott machines
is a very pleasing shade of purple, and

C Bolt. D Pin.

1912 mode, two-stroke Scott, the improve.r.ents in which were detailed in our last issue.

Scott detachable iront number plate, shown upside
down in toe lower sketch. Tne upper one shows tbd
spring mudguard slay and tongue ot the Qxed guard.

it need hardly be said that they represent
some of the finest workmanship to be
seen at Olympia. It will be difficult to
get a Scott next year, judging by the
order li.-t we have seen.

ALCYON, No. 85.

2 h.p. MonEL : 47 X 72 mm. twin and
62 X 82 mm. single ; fore and aft

m.o.i.v. ; Alcyon-Claudel carburet-

ter ; twin-cylinder, gear and chain
;

single-cylinder, belt.

G. N. H16CS, Vaiixhai: Bridge Road,
S.W.—The twin-cyUnder. model is quite

an interesting mount. The cylinders arc

placed vertically side by side, the ex-

haust valve facing forward to enable it to

receive the full benefit of the cooling

draught. The two cylinders are connected

by one branch exhaust pipe which leads

into the main exhaust pipe. On the near

side, and cast with part of the crank case,

is the gear case containing the gear drive

to the counter-shaft. On tlie counter-shaft

inside the gear case there is a plate clutch

put into operation by a lever on the top

tube. By lifting a "ratchet on the chain

sprocket the pedals are connected to the

engine, so that they may be used to start

with tlie back wheel on the giocind. By
putting the rat-cliet into engagement the

pedals and the rear wheel are connected

by means of the chain, so that the pedals

may be used for assisting the engine if

necessary. The timing gear is on the off

side. The finish of the engine is parti-

calarly good. Bowden actuated rim

brakes are fitted, but in the near future

a belt riin brake will be used. The
macliii:e is made to conform absolutely to

English ideas, and is fitted with tapless

oil pump, a capacious tank, carrier, tool

bag, Alcyon spring forks, and Hutchinson

tyres. The single cylinder machine is .-iimilar

in most respects to the twin. The foot-

rests fitted to both models are so arranged

that the portion on which the rider's loot

is nlaced can be folded away if not re-

quired. The 1912 Alcyons have not been

placed on the market until they have

been thorouglily proved, and the whole

of 1911 has been devoted to this purpose.

The recent track performances of this

make of machine in the hands of Mr. N.

D. Slatter fully justify the efforts Mr.
Iliggs has made towards its perfection.
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CORAE, No. 132.

3i h.p. iV.ODE (I'ourist): 85.5 x_ 83

mm. ; side by side m.o.i.v. ; Binks
carburetter ; belt ; Albion two-

speed hub.

The Cok h aIotor Mfg. Co., King's

Norton.—This machine is fitted with

Corah patent forks. The magneto is

placed on a bracket in front of the

engine, protected by an aluininium guard.

The carrier is easily detachable to facili-

tate th' mending of punctures. The
/ilbion free-engine clutch or fixed gear

ran be had as desired. The handle-bars

are quite novel, the Bowden wires being

par4;ly inside, and adjustment being pro-

vided for them at two points.

3i h.p Mode', (T.T. Racer): 90x77.5
mm.; overhead valves; C.A.P.
carburetter ; belt.

This model can alss be had with the
irf.me engine as is fitted to the tourist

"machine. Aluuimium footrests with
rubber studs are provided. There being

'no carrier, the toolbag is placed over

The Tuiner sidecar. It is being exhibi ed on the
Corah sund.

the tank, and knee grips are fitted. All

miidLda have both front and rear stands,

ana reuex lights are fitted as a standard.

i£hi' firm Is also showing a sidecar with
'& Turner body on a Corah chassis. There
are C springs both in front and rear,

and the body is fitted with hood and

The Turner coach-built sidecar with folding top,

door, hood, and screen.

screen. Tlus body is illustrated on this

page.

4^ h.p. Model (Sidecar) ; £0 x 93 mm.

;

side by side m.o.i.v. ; Albion two-
speed hub.

This machine, designed for sidecar

work, is to be seen o.itside the Show,
and is used for demonstration pur-

poses. The general lines are as already
described.

HAZLEWOOD, No. 43.

2| h.p. Mcdel: 70 x 75 mm. ; side by
side; B. and B. carburetter; belt;

Armstrong three-speed gear.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., West Orchard,
Coventry.—This machine is quite a new
departure for the< Uazlewood Co. It is

fitted with a 2| h.p. J. A. P. engine.
The machine is on standard lines through-
outj having a dropped top tube, Druid
spring forks, kick up stand and strong
carrier. Great attention has been paid
to the brake gear, which is very strongly
carried out. the rear foot brake rod being
fitted with a support, which is also used
as a stop for the spring pushing the shoe
out of action. The magneto is situated
high up behind the engine, and is conse-
quently well protected from mud. This
machine can be supplied with a fixed

gear and adjustable pulley. Both models
are fitted with pedal gear.
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ALLDAYS AND ONIONS, No. 38.

3^ h.p. MtDEL : 85 X 88 mm. ; side

by side ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt ; Roc two-speed gear.

Alldays aut) Onions Pnei m.atic Eng.
Co., Ltd., Matchless Works, Birmingham.
—The Alldays machine, which wa& de-

scribed in a recent issue, has several minor
improvements compared with the 1911

[

model. A drop top tub© is employed,
aluminium footboards are sprung from
the front end. and the magneto is carried

behind the engine well out of the mud and
dirt. A good feature of these machines
is the simple detachment of the front

brakes, rendering the front wheel very

easy to remove. The model shown to ns

The Alldays' sight-feed adjustable oiler and hand-
pressure pump.

is fitted with a new Middlemore back
rest. This machine can also be supplied
either with free engine or fixed gear and
pedals.

B.S.A., No. i22.
Sjj h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by-

side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carburet-
ter ; belt transmission; B.S.A. two-
speed gear.

Birmingham Sma^l Arms Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham.—The B.S.A. machines on
view at the Show exhibit a few notable
differences from those which have proved
so successful during the last year, the only
new introduction being a two-speed gear
model with B.S.A. hub cli'tch. This de-
vice was recently illustrated and described
in The Motor Cycle, and it need only now
be said that it is of the epicyclic type,
having a low gear with a forty per cent,
reduction in ratio below the high. The
clutch is entirely enclosed, and is of the

CoFdh T.T. model with overhead valve J.A.f. engine.

The B.S.A. front hub. By unslackening the left-

hand nut and takin;; out the bolt, the wheel is

free to slide out.

metal-to-metal cone type. A good point
in this gear is that only one kind of lubri-

cant is required for the whole ot the bear-

ings. The magneto bracket is cast in

one with the aluminium silencer end
plates, but the aluminium magneto gover
has been dispensed with, as a totally en-

closed Bosch machine is used. The cut-
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out on the silencer is operated by a rock-
ing pedal. B.S.A. spring forks are tlie

OT@IS(nf€ILl

mounted on the crank case casting. After
entering the interior of the crank case the
gas is transferred vid a horizontal pipe to

1277

swinging the driving pulley radially on.

a gear wheel driven from the main shaft.
The petrol tank is of the streamline type
(see illustrations), whilst stiU another
novel feature is the- system of springing
both the front and rear of the frame. The
axles are fitted between strong spiral

springs, which latter are enclosed in verti-

cal casings. The Wooler is, in short, the
novelty of the Show, and well worthy of

careful scrutiny. The finish calls for

admiration.

207.
mm. ; side by

B. and B. carbu-
three-speed gear,

BROWN. No
5i h.p. MoiiEi- : 86 X f

T.T. model B.S.A.—:in entirely new mount.

same in general design as those of last

year, but now have a generator bracket
brazed on to the side of the blade. The
hand brake and exhaust lifter are worked
by inverted levers with enclosed Bowden
cables. The handle-bar grips are fur-

nished with helical grooves which are ex-

tremely comfortable and firm. The frame
is of the dropped type. The lubritation
of the engine is by a IJest and Lloyd sight-

feed drip lubricator, and the nil is forced
through an adjustable nozzle by a ipnng
behind the plimger.

WOOLER, No. 62.

This machine possesses probably the
most novel departures from standard prac-
tice, and it is sure to draw an interested
crowd to Messrs. Nye and Co.'s stand
No. ' 62. Unfortunately the machine is

exhibited in an incomplete state. Power is

derived from a horizontal two-stroke
single-cylinder engine, which in itself is

of entirely original design. An Amac
carburetter is fitted at the rear of the
crank case, the induction pipe being
swept over the magneto, which latter is

the combustion chamber, being admitted
by an automatic inlet valve of orthodox
design. A variable pulley gear is fitted

side m.u. V.

;

rciter: bell;

o]'tuinal.

Brow.n' 15ros., Ltd., Great Eastern
Street. E.C.—This year the firm is dis-

playing some fine examples of the
standard lightweiglit and a 3^ h.p.

machine fitted with Armstrong three-
speed gear and sidecar; also a sidecar
combination of the same power with
I'.owden two-speed gear. The 3^ h.p. in

essentials remains the same as last year,
but numerous improvements have been
embodied. For instance, in the Brorwn
design of spring forks the sliding sleeve
underneath the helical spring lias been
lengthened, so as to give greater surface
and minimise the risk of grit working in.

THE WOOLER TWO-STROKE SPRING FRAME MACHINE,
IN THE SHOW.

THE GREATEST NO

(1) Arrangement ot horizontal engine
and gear.

operated by pedals protruding through
the footboards, and the slackness of the
belt on the low gears is taken up bv

;:S;w"5SsiiS.3>s-s;,SB^^aaipass3?3vr::^CtS'r/.r,'^

Gear side ot ilie W.ioler two-slrcl<e spring frame machine.

(2) Streamline petrol tank, also
-^ '

showing system of spring [rame.

Where possible cap nuts have been fitted

so that grit cannot work into the threads.

The cylinder dimensions of this design
bring it within the 500 c.c. class. The en-

gine, magneto and carburetter are self-con-

tained, so that by removing three bolts

the engine can be dropped out of the
frame for overhauling. The magneto is

in front, protected by a steel cover, in

addition to the large leather flap on the
front mudguard. The di-sign of rim
brake is so arranged that the shoe is

applied at oncp for its full length on the

inside of the rim.

2i li.p. MoDKL : 70 X 76 mm.; side by
side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter; belt.

Tlie light\veight machines are of very
taking design, fitted with a small Pre-
cision engine. An improvement this year
lies in the adjustable pulley now fitted

to- the engine. Uruid type front- forks,

made under licence, are fitted, and the

machine, whicli is very substantial, scales

about 100 lbs. Magneto protection and
other details are the same as in the larger

model, and include a petrol filter in the

tank. The two varieties of sidecar fitted

are the Millford and the Duco.
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ARIEL, No. 124.

3i li.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt ; Ariel expanding pulley

or Armstrong hub gears.

CoMPONBMTS, Ltd. (Ariel Dept.),

Bournbrook, Birmingham.—The improve-

menU in tliis year's 3i h.p. model relate

only to details. Amongst the most

notable of these is the re-arrangement of

the half compression device, which is now
operated by a rocking pedal on the r''ght

footboard, instead of, as previously, by

the valve lifter lever. Th? internal

design of the decompressor has been

considerably modified, and now consists

of two cams, which are brought into

action by interconnected tappet rockers.

The action is entirely positive. There

is nothing to go wrong, and any number
of intermediate positions can be obtained

between full compression and the limit

of low compression at which the engine

will fire. A front wheel stand is fitted

pivoted to special lugs on the forks. The
standard carrier has been simplified and
improved, and is now provided with a

clip which allows the ready detachment
of the rear mudguard. The 5^ h.p.

The toe and heel pedal on the right side of the 1912

Ariel operating the decompressor.

model is also supplied with a three-speed

Armstrong hub gear. These machines

can be fitted to order with a detachable

tank and middle rail, the tank being sup-

ported by a long bracket plate running

from end to end of the tube.

2^ h.p. Model : 71 x 75 mm. ;

m.o.i.v. side by side; B. and B.

carburetter ; belt ; Ariel adjust-

able pulley and chain speed gear.

This neat little machine is practically

a reduced facsimile of the 3^ h.p., and

is very neatly designed indeed. It has

Druid spring forks, chain-driven Bosch

magneto which is ;n front of the engine,

large side extensions to the front mud-
guard, and pannier loolbags. This

model is also shown with a fixed gear.

MACBETH, No. 101.

3i h.p. MoDKL : 85 X 88 nun. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B.. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Roc.

CoLMOiiE DiRviiT, CMlmore Row, Bir-

mingham.- -This is a most sensibly de-

signed machine. The top tube is dropped

at' the rear. A Benton and Stone ad-

justable drip-feed lubricator, working by
suction from the crank case, is provided.

The two-speed gear is the. well-known

Roc. A cut-out, worked by a rocking

pedal, is a particularly neat fitment,

and there are comfortable footboards.

The toe and heel pedal operating the Macbeth cut-out.

The luggage carrier is exceedingly strong

and well designed, and pannier toulbags

are fitted. The spring forks are the well-

known Druid. A similar model is also

shown with fixed gear, and the magneto
advance handle-bar controlled. The mag-
neto is the new type of enclosed Bosch
and is placed behind the engine. We
may mention that the Precision engine

may be had if desired instead of the
above, which is the firm's own. In ad-

dition the Colmore Depot show the fol-

lowing ; A 2-| h.p. Douglas, 3.^ h-P- Zenith,

3i h.p. New Hudson, 3| h.p. Premier
with Armstrong gear, and two sidecars.

Also 7-8 h.p. three-speed chain-driven

Chater-Lea with sidecar, and a 6 h.p.

Matchless with sidecar.

ROVER, No. 113.
3j h.p. MoBJiL : 85 X 88 mm. ; side

by side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt ; Armstrong three-

speed gear.

The Rover Co., Ltd., Meteor Works,
Coventry.—The 3^ h.p. Rover is much
the same as last year, but the 1912 model
possesses a number of minor improve-
ments. Amongst these may be mentioned
the sliortened frame, the new stand,

exhaust cut-out, new pattern Druid front

forks with extra large springs, U shape
of up-turned handle-bar with brazed on
control lugs, and internal Bowden cables.

The engine lugs have been very much
neatened, and the machine has been
certainly improved by the fitting of a
front stand. The Bosch entirely closed

magneto is carried immediately at the

rear of the cylinder, and ia well protected
from mud and wet. The magneto is

'

controlled from the handle-bar. Two
variations in this model are made, namely,
the free engine tj'pe with Triumph free

engine clutch in the rear wheel, and
single gear type with direct belt drive.

In all patterns large toolbags 'are fitted

to the carrier, and the rear brake, which
acts on a belt rim, is considerably
strengthened. In the engine the valve

gear has been provided with bigger wear-
ing surfaces, and the magneto is now
driven by a silent chain which obviates

the likelihood of backlash developing
through stretch.

NEW HUDSON, No. 76.
32 h.p. Coi.ONUL Model : 85 x 88 mm. ;

side by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B.
carburetter ; Aiinstrong three-speed

gear.

The New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Summerhill Works, Birmingham,—The
most interesting model on this stand is

the Colonial machine fitted with a petrol

tank to hold two gallons. It is shown
fitted to a Montgomery sidecar. The

New Hudson three-ring
piston.
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combination, finished in French grey, is

a particidarly attractive one. The new type
of New Hudson engine and a number
of interesting detail improvements are

incorporated in this model, e.g., there are

as few movable clips as possible on the

machine. Whenever a bracket or a ful-

crum has to be attached it is fastened on
to a lug brazed on the machine. The
luggage carrier is riveted on to the

mudguard, the mudguard clip is riveted

on to the guard itself, so a« to do away
with screws as much as possible. This

mudguard has a fork attachment, so that

if tlie nut be loosened, and also the nuts

on the carrier stays, both mudguard and
carrier may be

lifted clear away,
and the back tyre

is rendered acces-

sible. This model
has 10-gauge spokts
and very heavy
rims are fitted.

The N.H. engine is

a splendid piece of

workmanship ; the
radiator fins are a
very fine example
of foundry work.
Every part of this

model has been
strtngthened and
specially made to

stand rough usage.
The magneto is h.b. controlled, the Bow-
den operating mechanism being carried on
a neat pillar attached to the magneto, bed
plate. The pedal cranlc axle is made
to work stiffly, so that there is no
possibility of the cranks spinning round
when the rider desires to mount the

machine. In this model ample crank case
clearance is provided.
The 3^ h.p. standard model is very

similar to the above, except for such
small details as the fitting of a smaller
tank. To either of these machines the
J. A. P. engine may be fitted if desired.

2^ h.p. Model : 70 x 75 mm. ; B.- and
B. carburetter ; belt ; Armstrong
three-speed gear.

This machine is fitted with the 2^ h.p.

J. A. P. engine, tiie magneto of which, is

carried behind. It is interesting to note
that the magneto is carried behind in the
cai'e of this model, and- that fitted with
the New Hudson engine. Other special

features of the New Hudson machines
are the careful locking of the back aSle

nuts on the spindle to prevent their work-
ing loose, gauze filters for petrol and oil,

and the special method of bolting the
pannier bars to the back carrier. These
panniers or toolbags are strengthened by
steel strips inside,

which are fasten-

ed by means of

screws to clips

brazed on the

carrier stay. The
method of adjust-

ing the magneto
chain is also

clever. The finish

of the New Hud-
son is particularly

good, and to show
that the firm is a
thoroughly practi-

cal one, we men- Notched log of Clyno

tion the fact that stand

the exhaust pipes are finished in black.
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The P. & M. spring forR,

aUo showing side exten-
sions and extra ilap to

mudguard.

Valve side of tiie 1912 31 h.p. free-engine Rover.

ew Hudson The bell rim brake on
adjustable the 1912 model three-

tappet. speed New Hudson, also
showing method of

adjustment.

Belt side of the latest 2; h.p. three-speed New Hudson. Observs the front wheel stand.
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GRANDEX, No. 57.

2-^ h.p. Model: 70 x 76 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Mt; N.S.U. two-
speed gear.

The Grandex Cycle Co., Gray's Inn
Road. W.C.—An exceedingly neat-looking

the rear seat and is provided with two
outside flywheels, which drive aluminium
fans, these are friction driven and kept
close np against the flywheel by means
of springs on the brackets which carry
them. An oil reservoir is integrally cast

with the crank chamber, and the oil is

allowed to flow into the engine by de-

Pi

21 h.p. Grandex-Precision. Both the tank and top lubes of this machine are dropped at the rear.

lightweight of thoroughly practical de-

sign. The motive power is a Pre-
tision engine. The steering head is

strengthened by an additional tubular
stay, and the tank is not clipped to the
top tube, so that the top may be more
readily cleaned. A new substantial type
of carrier is supplied, and a spring-up
stand. One example has 24in. wheels
and a new type of Precision engine, the
magneto of which is carried at the rear.

In all cases a tapless oil pump is placed
in the centre of the tank, so as to be
within easy reach of the rider.

4i h.p. Model : 90 x 96 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.; belt; free engine in

rear hub.

This is a sidecar machine with a disc

clutch in the rear hub. The carrier Is

curved inwards at its forward end, allow-
ing the saddle to be placed in a very low
position—27in. from the ground.

KYNOCH, No. 74.

3^ h.p. ilODEL (Precision engine) : 85

X 88 mm. ; side by side m.o.i.v.
;

Amac carburetter; B.S.A. clutch

in rear hub, two-speed gear.

Kynoch, Ltd., Witton, Birmingham,
show a motor bicycle for the first time,

and their production follows standard
lines. The frame is dropped at the rear,

Druid forks are fitted, a front wheel
stand, and side shields to the front mud-
guards ai'e provided. The magneto is

iiandle-bar controlled. Every effort is

being made to follow the best accepted
practices throughout, while the finish, as

might be expected, is of the best.

WARRICK TRICAR, No. 86.
6 h.p. Model : Single-cylinder; B. and

B. carburetter ; chain ; epicyclic

gear in the rear hub.

John W.^ehics and Co., St. Mary's
Butts, Reading, and 402-6, Edgware
Road, W.—The engine is carried under
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pressing a pedal conveniently situated
near the rider's heel. The steering is by
tiller, which carries the carburetter con-
trol, and adjacent to it is the change-
epeed lever. The rear wheel is suspended
on laminated springs. The front wheels
are carried by semi-elliptical springs.

O.K., No. 289.
4^ h.p. Model : 90 x 96 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v.; Amac belt; Bowden
two-speed counter-shaft gear or
Albion clutch hub.

Humphries and Dawes, Lancaster
Street, Birmingham.—This firm is manu-
facturing three quite new models, all

fitted with Precision engines. They
have large and well-equipped works cap-
able of turning out 1,000 cycles a week,
and are building motor cycles in no half-

hearted way. They showed a 4^ h.p.

model with spring forks, a very low saddle
position, and side flaps to front mud-
guards. An Eisemann magneto is placed
in front of the engine, and is well

protected from mud by a large shield.

The engine is lubricated by a sight
diip feed, the oil being sucked through
by crank case vacuum. The foot brake is

fitted above the chain stay and operated
by a pedal carried on a special bolt.

The above remarks apply also in the
case of the 3^ h.p. model, but the 2^ h.p.

lightweight differs in several respects. The
engine is slung in a loop frame, and the
magneto is placed high up behind the
engme. All three models are fitted with
two important features. Firstly, the
carrier and mudguard can be detached
from the back stays by means of finger

nuts, and, secondly, the pedalling gear
can be removed from the bottom bracket
by undoing one nut. This is a particu-

larly praiseworthy device, as it allows a
counter-sbaft gear to be fitted with ease

should a customer desire it.

DOT, No. i29.
i h.p. Model. 86 x tib mm.; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt ; two-speed gear in

hub.

The Service Co., High Holborn,
W.C, show, among others, - the Dot
motor cycle, made by H. Reed, of

Deansgate, Manchester. It is especially
suitable for sidecar work. Sight-feed
lubrication is provided as well as the
ordinary hand pump. The starting handle
is geared to the back hub by a short
chain. The two-speed is operated by
a long lever on the left-hand side

of the tank. The belt is particularly

well guarded from dirt or water thrown
up by the road wherls. Druid forks
are fitted, and the finish is in red,

with aLiminium tank having red panels.

Handle-bar control is provided for the
magneto. Rotherham's filler caps are
used. On the Service stfid there are also

to be seen Clyno, Matchless, Bradbury,
Humber, Triumph, Douglas; Zenith, and
Rudge-Whitworth motor cycles, as well
as the W.D., a most interesting machine
which is fully d scribed in the present
is.sue. Service sidecars are made with
bodies of two patterns, - that with the
torpedfi front being most attractive.

The 31 h.p. K.vnoch-Jap, which makes its llrst appearance at this week's Show.
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MATCHLESS, No. 35.

3^ h.p. Model : SSj x 85 mm. ; side by
side; Amac carburetter; belt;

three-speed gear.

H. COLLIEB AND SONS, LlD., Plum-
stead, S.W.—Messrs. Collier and Sons

are exhibiting a very complete range of

The Matchless adjusUble pulley. It will be seen that

the movable flange is screwed on to tlie flxed flange

casting, and being split crosswise is locked by the nut
and bolt A.

models. Two of the 3^ h.p. single-cylin-

der machines are shown with the new
Matchless engine, one with a free engine

clutch, and a similar machine with a
three-speed gear. Their machines are on
standard lines throughout, having a low
saddle position and a very complete equip-

ment of tools. All fittings, such as stand

and carrier, are neatly tixed and carried

out in a workmanlike manner. A feature

which is bound to attract attention on this

stand is C. R. Collier's 7 h.p. racer on
which he has attained such marvellous
speeds at Brooklands, incidentally captur-

ing two world's records. This machine is

tlie fastest motor bicycle in the world. A
neat open-frame model is also shown with
a Zi h.p. engine placed vertically in the

frame. This model is supplied with three-

speed gear as a standard.

5 h.p. Model : 85 x 65 mm. ; over-

i
. head ; Amac ; belt ; six-speed gear.

This model is similar to that used by
the Collier brothers in the Tourist Trophy
Race. The six-speed ge;ir is well worth
close inspection, and was described in our
Tourist Trophy issues. It is sufficient,

therefore, to say here that it consists of

an expanding engine pulley, the belt slack

being taken up by a simple movement of
the back wheel. This movement is

very substantially carried out, ensuring
rigidity for the back wheel.
ArMther new model has a 3 h.p. J.A. P.

twin-cylinder engine, 60 x 76 mm., with
the valves disposed at the side. 'J'his is

an extremely neat power unit, and should
have a great futurt for those who require
an efficient medium-weight twin. On
all these models it should be noticed ho%v
carefully the mudguarding has been
carried out, which is, of cour.-se, a very
important feature from the rider's point
of view. This is the first time the Match-
less engine has been exhibited, and it is

noticeable that the valve-lifting mecha-
nism and tuning gear are particularly

neatly constructed. All except the 21 h.p.

ladies' model, illustrated last week, have
toolbags on the top tube. Features
common to all models are inverted
handle-bar levprs. a large magneto shield,

carrier and stand acting as stays for the

Pedal operating the bell rim brake on the

T.T. Matchless.

mudguard, screw-down filler caps of large

size, adjustable drip-feed lubricator, and
petrol gauge projecting from side of

tank. A generator bracket is formed on
the left hand fork link.

J2*J

EXCELSIOR, No. 71a.
3^ h.p. Model: 85 x88 mm.; side by

side m..o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; multi-disc clutch in

hub to order.
Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Excelsior

Works, Coventry.—Quite an interesting

point about this machine is the lubrica-

tion system. A Best and Lloyd drip

A neat looking 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Matchless-Jap racer.

Escelsior power unit, showing lonj footboards.

feed lubricator is supplied which allows

the oil to enter a hole in . the cylinder

which registers with the hollow gudgeon
pin at the bottom of the stroke, while

a further lead conducts the oil to the
crank case, whence it passes through
a channel into a cup in the flywheel,

which allows the oil to reach the crank
pin and out again through two holes.

The same lead also lubricates the main
bearing on this side. The pulley side

bearing is lubricated by splash, but the
oil runs down to the bearing through 3,

special lead from the cylinder. The
general appearance of the machine is dis-

tinctly pleasing, and it is pleasant to

note that this firm has so carefully

studied the lubrication question. Revert-
ing to the engine, if is worthy of

note that the valve tappets are slightly

off -set as regards the cams, with the
result that side thrust is minimised to a
great extent. The valve stems have a
simple adjustment.

4|- h.p. Model : 86 x 112 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v ; B. and B. car-
baretter ; belt.

This machine is one of the largest
single-cylinder machines shown, and has
a cubic capacity of 650 cubic centimetres.
In all other respects it reseiithles the
model we have just described, except
that 2iin. tyres are fitted and an extra
heavy Druid fork. In the case of both
models a separate bell rim is carried for

the foot brake. The presence of these
belt rims accounts for thp fact that the
rear mudguard is of ample dimensions.

CHARLES EDMUND, No. 100.
34 h.p. Model : 85i x 85 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and li. ; lielt.

Charles Edmund axd Co., Chester.

—

The chief feature aVj't this machine is

the spring frame. 'Cliis consists of a

separate top tube hiiif;ed at its forward
end. while at its aft"-!- end there is a

shackle to which a tube is fixed running
through the saddle tube, and at the lower

Cf3
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end of this the footrests are fixed. The
saddle is attached to an extension of this

top tube, and at this point the latter forks

and terminates in threequarter elliptical

springs which are rigidly fastened at the

extremities of the chain stays of the

machine. The shackles of these springs

are adjust-able, so that they may be made
to suit riders from nine to sixteen stones.

It is also interesting to note that the lug-

gage carrier is hinged at its forward end,

while the rear end is attached to the

shackles of the springs, so that whatever

is carried, either passenger or luggage,

it is partially sprung. In this machine,

it must be "pointed out, not only the

saddle but also the footrests are sprung.

LINCOLN ELK, No. 84.

S^h.p. Model: 85 x 88mm.; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-

ter ; belt transmission.

J.^MES Ktrby, Broadgate, Lincoln.

—

This machine follows standard lines

throughout. . The frame is dropped at the

rear, where it is interesting to note that

an additional -stay runs from the gear

bracket to the saddle tube, Dmid forks

are provided. The two-speed model is

interesting, as it is partially chain-driven.

The gear is carried on the counter-shaft,

and the change is effected by means of

external expanding clutches. On the high

gear the drive is by chain to the counter-

shaft, and thence by belt to the rear

wheel. On the low gear the belt pulley on

the counter-shaft runs free, and the drive

to the rear wheel is by chain.

2^ h.p. Model: 76 x 85mm.; side by-

side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-

ter : belt transmission.

A lightweight model, B. and B. carbu-

retter, belt drive, ordinary type frame, is

a. neat-looking standard machine which

follows accepted lines throughout.

KERRY-ABINGDON, No. 16.

ii h.p. MouEb : 85 X 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt, or Kerry two-speed

belt and cliain.

- The East London EtrBii-BR Co., Great

Eastern Street, E.G.—This model is

sub-divided into four types, with ordi-

A new Lincoln Elk with selective clutch gear on the counter-shaft.

nary standard frame, the " Cob," with
the rear portion dropped, the two-speed
model and the T.T. roadster fitted with
specially tuned-up engine designed for

high-speed work. In all cases the

machines are turned out fully equipped
for the road, with pannier toolbags,

circular belt and tube case at the rear,

retlex light, and an excellent kick-up

stand engaging with a sensible spring

clip on the mudguard. All K.A, engines

are now provided with springs under the

tappets to reduce noise. The priming

device is worthy of notice, as when the

needle valve is unscrewed no petrol can

flow until a plunger is depressed at the

top of the needle valve screw, which is

likely to prevent the device from being

tampered with, A plate clutch model
is also supplied, the clutch mechanism
being carried outside the hub, the rear

forks being specially widened for this

purpose. The two-speed gear, we may
remind our readers, works with belt drive

on the high gear and chain drive on the

low. The gears are changed by means
of a dog clutch mechanism in the rear

hub. The multiple disc clutch is carried

on the engine-shaft.

New 5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder Kerry-Abingion with dropped top tube.

5-6 h.p. Model (Twin): 67 x 95 mm.
;

side by side m,o,i,v. ; B. and B.

carburetter; belt.

The twin-cylinder model is made in

two types, with the ordinary type of

frame and with the dropped frame, and
also with a multiple disc clutch in the
rear hub, similar to that fitted to the
single; otherwise its features are the
same. A number of sidecars are also

on this stand. A large number of
machines are exhibited, and altogether '

the East London Rubber Co.'s stand is i

an imposing one. We may add that in
'

cases where a two-speed gear is fitted,

handle starting is provided.

IVY-PRECISION, No. 99.
3-^ h.p. Model . 85 x 88 mm. ; wdB

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt.

S. A. Newman, Liclifield Road, Bir-'

mingham.—This is quite an interesting

machine. The handle-bars are wide, with
crossbar to aid rigidity, and for the pur-
pose of carrying accessories. The front

forks are novel in that they provide a
direct up and down movement, and also

a buffer to allow a slight rocking motion.
The forks are best described by saying
that they combine the advantages of the
Druid with those of the Triumph forks.

A front wheel stand is fitted, serving as

an additional stay for the front mud-
guard, -which, by the way, has side wings,

5 h.p. T-wiN: 75 X 85 mm.
A t-n'in Ivy-Precision is a new intro-

duction. It is a very taking looking
mount on standard lines.

2i h.p. Model : 70 x 76 mm.
Other details as above, except that the

spring fork is not provided with the
buffer referred to in the description of

the preceding machine. Also a 3i h.p.

model with ordinary type of handle-Iiars

and spring forks.

4^ h.p. Model : 89 x 95 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.; Amac carburetter;

belt; Albion two-speed gear.

This machine is designed specially - for

sidecar work. The .Alb on two-speed gear
with handle starting to the rear hub is

controlled by a pedal. Wide rubber-

covered footboards are provided.
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GLORIA, No. 37.
The Globia Cycle Co., Ltd., iluch

.Park Street, Coventry.—The Gloria Co.
are exhibiting two Triumph motor cycles
fitted with their sidecars, also two side-

the latter case a distance piece is fitted

between the stays, so preventing the
tubes being drawn together. The stay
from the wheel side of the sidecar is

carried across the back of the machine
and bent round the cycle saddle pin.

^s^s^ss^c

I2S3

the size of the valves, flywheels, and
radiating ribs, while the "cooling fans
have been done away with, fan vanes
being cast with the flywheel instead. A
convex cylinder head is used, enabling the
carbon to be cleaned out witliout detrching

Rear view oj Gloria spring-wheel silecar, which has special
three-poiDt attachments.

Rear view 01 .^.C. sociable sliowin^ engine cover reniuvea, uew design
curved mudguards, lusgagc grid, and hood.

cars, one with a coach-built body and the
other with a basket body. There are
several special fittings which are worthy
of notice on these sidecars. The spring-
ing of the bodies is much on usual lines,

but a particularly neat wheel sprmging
system is employed. The wheel spindle

is carried on a U tube which is pivoted
to the frame at the front end. the rear

end being supported by a verj- neat en-
closed spring. The method of fixing

this sidecar to the motor cycle is par-

ticularly ingenious, as instead of clipping

it direct to a single tube the fixings are

80 arranged that they grip at least two
tubes at once, thereby distributing the
strain over a larger area ; that is to say,

the front fixing grips the top tube and
the front down tube, and the back fixing

g|rips the chain stays and back stays. In

:^Mi'JIS:^^^^^3M

This allows of a particularly low position
and at the same time gives ample clear-
ance on rough roads. The fittings

throughout are strongly designed, and
the mudguards are carried on tubular
stays.

MIGHTY ATOM, No. 34.
5 6 h.p. MoiiKi, : 90 x 102 mm.; valves

fore and aft, m.o.i.v. ; A.C. car-
buretter ; chain ; two-speed epi-
cyclic liub gear.

Auto Carrieiis (1911), Ltd., Thames
Ditton, Surrey.—Auto Carriers, Ltd., are
exhibiting their 1912 model three-
wheelers with two and three-seater bodies
with and without hoods and screens, and
on the same stand there are three com-
mercial vehicles on similar chassis. The
chief features for 1912 are an increase in

the cylinder by placing a rag through the
valve ports and pulling it backwards and
forwards. The front axle is three inches

M.test model A.C. Mighty Atom with curved mudguards. It has a new design engine.

Vaned flywheel lor the A.C. de Luie model.

wider, giving a considerable increase to

the steering lock, and curved mudguarda
are fitted uiroiigkout. A Modele de Luxe
is also shown fitted with a new type of

two-speed gear, and Sankey pressed-steel

detachable wheels. An interesting

feature of the exhibit is the number of

testimonials received from all parts of the

world, wliich can easily be read, as they

are placed in frames all round the stand.

Further details of this extremely neat

little three-wheeler were published in our

issue of November 16th.

MIDGET BICAR, No. 87.

Zi h.p. Model : 85 x 88 ; side by side

m.o.i.v.; Amae carburetter; belt;

variable speed gear when specified.

J. T. Browx anx> Sons, Oxford Road,
Reading.—The main feature of this

machine consists in the sheet steel frame
stiengtliened bj" ash, wjiile the speciality
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Oil tlie variablt; gear models is tTie expand-
ing pulley gear described in The Motor
Cycle of November 9th. Long footboards

are fitted to all machines, and the width
of tile rear mudguard deserves special

niention. ihe outward appearance of the

machine is particularly neat owing to the

peculiarity of the frame.
In addition to the above, there is a 3;

h.p. ladies' machine, the frame of which
was illustrated in 'i he Motor Cycle at the

same time as the new variable gear, with
which, we may add, this particular model
is littid. The machine specially brought
out for sidecar work is the 4^ h.p. 89 X
95 fitted with the variable gear. Men-
tion must also be made of the lightweight

2^ h.p. 70 X 76. Except whete otherwise
stated the main features are the same in

every case.

LEVIS. No. 131.
2\ h.p. Model (Two-stroke) : 62 X 70

mm..; Amac carburetter; belt trans-

mission.

Mahler Bros., Station Street, Bir-

mingham.—-iSeveral of the interesting

Levis lightwei hts are shown on the stand
of Mahler Bros. They were hilly de-

scribed in a recent issue. A needle valve
replaces the usual petrol tap, and Best and
Lloyd semi-automatic lubrication is fitted,

but Without any p'mp. 24iii. x 2in. tyres

and wheels are fitted The lady's model
also has a two-stroke engine of 2^ h.p.,

and a suitably dropped frame and 26n.
wheels. The Levis machine is of ex-

tremely simple design, arid as it is sold

at a very low figure should on no account
be missed.

2i h.p. Model (Two-stroke) : 70 X 70
mm. ; Amac carburetter ; belt trans-

mission.

This model is similar to the one de-

scribed, but is heavier, more powerful,

and has 26in. wheels. Druid forks are

standard on all models.
An (ingine is shown in section to give

some idea of the working of the two-
stroke principle. This engine, with the

exception of the piston, is the same that

gave a speed of 45 m.p.h. on the Aston
track. A 2i h.p. model has been timed
to travel at the rate of 52 m.p.h. The
crankshaft is machined in one piece, and
has vi-y wide bearings.

The now A.J.S. twin-sylinder two-speeder, with foot starter.

MONTGOMERY, No. 60.
W. Mon'tgomert and Co., Much Park

Street, Coventry.—Numerous types ol

sidecars, the manufacture of which is a

speciality of the firm. These are made in

Montgomery "Dreadnought" sidecar, with spare

. petrol tiQ carrier.

three types—castor wheel, spring wheel,
and rigid. The castor wheel has been
strengthened for high-powered machines.
The cross-member, which carries the pivot

of the castor wheel, is additionally stayed

by members running from the outer of the
two main longitudinal stays. All types

are fitted with a carrier behind for carry-

ing a petrol tin and a luggage box. The

Montgomery sidecar coupling showing the locking
device.

method of attaching the sidecaT to the
machine is interesting, the points of,

attachment bein>i' lastened by means of a'-

screw ring, which when in position is pre-

vented" ti'oin turning by a clip, encircling

the sidecar tube, arid carrying a stud en-
gaging with the ring. When this stud is

placed in position, the thumbscrew is

tightened and the ring is securely held in

position. The risiid riiodel possesses all,

the improvements mentioned above, while;
two grades are made of the spring whee^''

model, one being for machines up to

h.p., and the other for more powerful
motor bicycles. The sprung wheel is

carried on a serai-elliptical spring,

fastened rigidly at its forward end, and •

provided with a long shackle at the rear;'-';

Amon.; the various types of bodies we

-

may mention one to which straps are

fastened for carrying a spare cover. -

The ladies' model L^vis with two-3trolie engine.

The screw adjustment for aligning Montgomer;
sidecar axle.
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New model SJ h.p. tree engine tourist Corah-Jap.

Chassis of the Wall tricycle for interchangeible
bodies. Observe the inclined air-cooleJ engine and
unusual position of the driving shaft-

Showing spring frame, also rear view, of two-speed and tree engine hub,
in the Puch.

Rex method of carrying

starting handle on 003
of the carrier stays.

The Bat change-speed lever and connection.
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3i Ii.p. i,iacb2ta tuo-speCjcr on the stand of the Colmore depot.

Ofisiue ot the new 7-9 h.p. twin-cylinder M.M, motor cycle. A recent American importation.

Belt side of the 3i h.p. s ngle-cyliider premier.
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'

V.S., No. 166.
6 and 8 h.p. Models (Twin) : 76 x 85

and 85 x 85 mm.; belt; V.S. two-
speed hub gear.

Martin Gkiger and Co.. 44, Clicstone
Street, Great Portland Street, W.—On
the Hanover Rubber Co.'s stand, Mr. M.
Geiger, well known i;o many as a consis-

tent performer in A.C.U. trials a year or
two ago, will be pleased to demonstrate
the improvements made to the V.S.
machines. The J. A. P. engines have been
adopted as standard, an extra large tank
is fitted, and among other improvements
are large filler caps and l^in. belts. The
V.S. hub gear is a well-tried pattern, and
is one of the few hub gears which enables
the engine to be started by a thrust down
of the pedals while the wheel rests on the
ground. The V.S. 6 or 8 h.p. twin is an
excellent sidecar machine.

VICTORIA, No. 211.
Victoria : 70 X 76 mm. ; mechanical

valves, side by side; B. and B.
carburetter; belt.

The Victoria Motor Cycle Co., Glas-

gow.—This is a well designed lightweight
following standard lines, fitted with the in-

creasingly popular Precision engine. The
machine is sold properly equipped for the
road. The 3i h.p. mount has also Pre-
cision engine of 85 X 88 mm. and N.S.U.
two-speed gear. Pannier toolbags are at-

tached to each side of the substantial lug-

gage carrier, and, like the smaller model,
this machine follows standard linea

throughout. The design remains un-
altered, as its excellence has been .

thoroughly proved in the past.

TYSELEY TRICAR, No. 290.
The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd., Tyse-

ley, Birmingham.
—

'This machine is driven
by an 8 h.p. engine, with V-type cylinders

set at 60°. It has mechanically operated
valves. The magneto is accessibly placed
in front and driven by a short shaft off

the timing gear. Gas is supplied by a
Zenith carburetter. The engine and gear
box are on the unit system. The gears

work on the sliding principle, giving two
speeds and reverse. The clutch is of the
multiple disc type. Behind the gear box
is a short cardan-shaft universally jointed

at each end, and behind this is a bevel

drive, whence power is transmitted to the
wheel by means of a single chain. The
control is arranged on car lines; an
accelerator pedal is provided with two
notches, the first allowing the throttle to ,

be opened enough for starting ind
.slow ronning. The body is coach- .

built and provided with high side duor.

The radiator is in front, following car'

lines. A runabout is also manutarctured
with four wheels and worm transmission.

LADIES' QUADRANT,
Nos. 93 and 94.

Oil Monday morning a lady's model
Quadrant (70 X 76 mm.) arrived. It has

mechanically operated valves side by side.

This is quite a practical open frame
machine. The tank is carried at the top

of the loop frame, and from its lower
extremity to the saddle tube extends a .

flap ^vhich protects the skirt from the

engine, and, since the latter is exposed
to the air all roundj the cooling draught
is not interfered with in any way. An
Armstrong three-speed gear is fitted, also

handle-bar control to the magneto.
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Avon RtuBEB Co., Ltd., Melksham,
Wilts (No. 150).— lu addition to a large
range of motor cycle tyres of various
patterns, rubber-studded, grooved, and
combination of large rubber studs and
steel studs, the Avon Rubber Co. are
showing a 650 x 65 mm. tyre suitable
for powerful sidecar machines. This
tyre has an unusually large amount of
rubber on the tcead, and should prove
most serviceable. It is made with a
plain tread and in various non-skid pat-
terns. There is also an excellent selec-
tion of repair outfits.

BOWDEN CONTROL. No. 2S3.
BowDn.v WiHE. Ltd., Camden Town,

N.W.—Besides the fine array of the
numerous Bowden wire control mecha-
nisms which have not required much
modification since last year, and whicli are
suflBciently well known, the Bowden two-
.speed gear, which is shown fitted to an
Ixion-Precision engine miide by the Whit-
tall.Engineering Co., Ltd., claims atten-
tion. To attach the gear to the frame a
newlv-designed bracket has been intro-
duced. : This is of inverted hollow
rectanguLir sfction cut away at the top
to give aectssibility to the pin lidding the
gear casing to the bracket and to allow
easy removal. The combined foot and
hand control mechanism, by which the
gear can be operated entirely by foot and
merely locked bv the ratchet on the h^ind
lever, or by which it ran be separatel}'
controlled by the hand, has ali'eady bi-en
described in these columns, as also the
mechanism.

J. H. Helper, Colverston Crescent,
Golderstone. N.E. (No. 52), is showing
a selection of lighting-up-time watches
and stencils for registration number
plates. .

WOOD-MILNE, No. 46.
Wood-Milne, Ltd., Ribble Bank

Mills, Preston.—The above firm are
specialising in three differently treaded
tyres. These are a rubber-studded, what

Wood-Milne non-:kid ccver.

IS termed the " Griprib " pattern, which
consists of two grooves, the- outside riljs
being joined to the centre one alternately,
about four inches apart ; and the com-
bination tread of the " Griprib " type with

steel studs fitted in the grooves. It is
claimed for the "Griprib" type that the
formation of the ribs prevents the tvre
sticking in a tram-line, prevents motion
between tyre and ground, thus minimising
skidding. All these tyres, also the Wood-
Milne motor cycle beit, are manufactured
of a combination of steel wool and rubber,
and, though smooth when new, the steel

The new Wood-UilDe rubber-studded tyre.

wool creates a rough surface wliich, in
the case cf the bell, grips the pulley in
spite of wet and mud, and in the "case
of the treads forms an additional non-
skid. (Jn this stand was a neat foot-
pump primarily designed for car users,
but which would form a useful addition to
a motor cycle garage. It is very power-
ful in action, being operated through a
system of toggles, and folds up into a
very small space.

MoEDixjs .\ND Sox, Stoke Newington,
N. (iVo. 272).—This firm show a selec-
tion of motor oils and greases suitable for
all types of machines in all countries.
They also specialise in their Challenge
brand carbide, metal polish, and tjTe
paint.

TERRY SPECIALITIES.
No. 230.

Hehbert Teiikt and Sons, Redditch.

—

This exhibit, of course, displays a nuble
array of springs fur valves, cycle saddles,
clutches, and all the thousand and one
purposes of motoring. The double and
single lockouts have been already described
in The Motor Ci/rle. Among the many
spanners, the Turbine spanner combines
the advantages of the solid jaw with the
adjustability of the ordinary wrench, and
is a particularly handy tool. These may
be described as solid "jaw spanners fitted
with packing strips, threaded on a bolt in
such a position that any required number
of packing strips may be swung in be-
tween the jaws when required. Tyre
levers, clips for various purposes, and
many other accessories, too numerous to
mention, complete the display on this
stand. .

Braut^'ON Bros., Ltd., Oliver Street,

Birmingliain (No. 237).—The BramploE
roller chains in varmus sizes fur motor

' cycle transmission demand attention, and
the firm are also brini;mg out one tor

magneto drive. This latter is of Jin.

pitch. These well-known chains are of

nickel steel with all wearing parts

hardened. Besides chains this firm are

also exhibiting a variety of hubs, pedals,

and footrests specially designed for motor
cycle work.

Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., Westminster,
S.W. (No. 2261.—Before the days of

motors Vacuum oil was a well-known
engineering product. Recently the firm

have introduced a new brand of oil,

viz., their T.T. Mobiloil for spee<l work,
while for touring ihey ree<.iumeiid their

well-lned Mobiloil B. The firm are

fully alive to the possible requirements
cf two-speed gears, for which purpose
they recommend Mobiloil C, which is

the thickest grade of gear oil turned out
by tl>em.

COVENTRY CHAINS. No. 208.
Coventet Chain Co., Ltd., Spon End

Coventry.—The exhibit is interesting in

its reflection of car practice, for, first and
foremost, we find a beautiful little in-

verted tooth chain for magneto drive. At
present all the transmission drains for

motor cycles are of the roller type. A
special chain for motor cycle work is a

fin. pilch roller by iin. wide, with nickel

steel side plates and rollers of hardened
high tension carbon steel. The firm have
introduced a new |in. pitch roller chain,

provided with extra strong side plates

aT>d the usual " nose," which is a feature

of the Coventry chain and prevents the

side plates from cracking where the stress

is greatest.

CowEY Eng. Co., Ltd., Kevv Gardens,
S.W. (No. 221).—Simplicity and sub-
stantial construction mark the Cowey
speed recorders, which are shown in four

varieties to regi.=ter up to 40, 60, and 80
miles an hour, and also up to 100 kilo-

metres. These instruments record mile-

age up to 10,000. Usually they are fitted

The latest Cowey speedometer and
mileage recorder.

on the right hand front fork, but their

design is such that should it be neces-
sary to place the instrument on the left

hand fork, all that has to be done is to
remove the cover of the small casing en-
closing the driving gear, turn the worm
gear around, and replace the cover.
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Capon - Heaton and Co., Ltd.,
Stirchley, near Birmingham (No. 153).

—

All kinds of rubber goods are to be seen
on this stand. The Capo motor cycle
belt should be examined.

CoKTON Ettbber Co., Ltd., Openshaw,
Manchester (No. 169).—The standard tyre
for 1912 is ' one with elongated studs
placed in various directions on the tread.

Tills should prove a most effective non-
skid. Another pattern is a tread of

square shape with a series of hollows along
the centre. -Both these tyres are made
in all the usual sizes. Saaiples of inner
tubes are also exposed to view.

BROWN AND HINGSTON
GEAR, No. 50.

E. T. Shelley, Ltd., Aston Brook
Street, Birmingham (No. 50).—Shelley's
stand is well worth a visit from any keen
motor cyclist, as besides the Brown and
Kingston hub two-speed gear, which has
already been Oluslrated and described,
they are showing almost every possible
form of motor cycle, tools, and tool kits.

They also have a selection of motor cycle
lamps, among others a lamp fitted with
a Slangin mirror reflector. The chief

item on the stand is a standard 3^ h.p.

Rudge with the Shelley hub showing
how it can be operated either by a single
lever or by a pedal which operates the
high gear and a ratchet lever placed on
the top tube operating the low. The latter

fopm of control is advocated by the
manufacturers, as it enables the low gear
to be used as a brake. E. T. Shelley,
Ltd., claim to be the largest manufac-
turers of tyre levers in the world.

Leicester RiiBber Co., Granby Rub-
ber Works, Leicester (No. 151).—The
John Bull motor cycle tyre shown on this

stand is made under enormous compres-
sion, and is constructed on the lines of

a car tyre. This method of manufacture
results in a tyre that has great dura-
bility.

LYCETT SADDLES, No. 228.
Lycett Saddle and Moioe Acchs-

sosiES, Co., Ltd., Birmingham. — The
pan seat on this stand with the edges
curved upwards was illustrated in our
last issue. Besides this departure, Messrs.

Lycetts are exhibiting their Tourist
Trophy motor cycle saddle which was

attacM bag, which is arranged so that

by means of four studs and a clip it can

be rapidly attached to or detached from

the carrier of a motor bicycle by hand.

Besides these there is a great variety of

J

'^

Lycett's new toolbag iastening.

first tested in the Isle of Man this year,

but has been somewhat improved, in that-
it has a girder main frame, and the clip

is consequently suitable for any ordinary
" L " piHar. Another item worth noting
on this stand is the new design -of

C50

A new spring Lycett saddle, enabling a low
position to be attained.

motor toolbags, motor cycle saddles, and
the famous Lyso belt, which is too well-

known to need description.

Roberts Motor Tybe Co., St. Mary's
Road, Birmingham (No. 146).—The Vulio
series of motor cycle sundries are shown
here, also the Roberts motor cycle tyres,

belt, and liners.

RICH AIR TUBES, No. 221.
The Rich Patent Detachable Aih

Tube Co., Crawley, Sussex.—Among the
covers on this stand are two which are
not new, but have the remarkable record
of having performed 3,500 and 4,500 miles
respectively on the back and front
wheels of a motor cycle that went all

through the London and Edinburgh run
besides a six-day record. Throughout,
we are told, the front wheel never
sustained a puncture, and both were in

excellent condition ; the fact that one
or two punctures on the back wheel only
occupied a few minutes vas due to the
Rich detachable tubes, which are so
arranged that the one end fits into the
other, while the pressure keeps the joint
tight, thus permitting a free circulation
of air. 'the Rich tube is most popular
with competition riders.

CONTINENTAL, No. 163.
Continental Tyke and Rubber Co.,

Ltd., Thurloe Place, S.W.—-These tyres
are shown in four patterns—beaded,
studded, basket work, and combination
treads, the latter consisting of oblique
rubber bars extending nearly halfway
across the tread, alternatino' with steel
studs. The Continental rubber belt is

also shown in variors sizes, and an
assortment of route books with maps
which are published by this company.

Max Steiner, Scrutton Street, E.C.
(No. 222).—This firm have an imposing
array of belts, both round and V shape.
Of the former tliree distinct varie-
ties in different materials are shown.
Some of these round belts are made in
two halves of semi-circular section. An-
other very interesting type is made of
strands resembling a miniature rope, in

appearance like the ordinary twisted
variety. Other items which deserve atten-
tion are a good range of horns, including
an unusual type called the Serpentine,
and the Maxim separate generator .lamp
and brass-plated lamp, sold at a moderate
price, and riveted throughout.

Chas. Macintosh and Co., Ltd.,
Cambridge Street, Manchester (No. 159).

—The most interesting article on this

stand is the Stuart lock-joint motor cycle

tube. This tube has a rounded butfc which
fits into a similarly shaped socket. The
ordinary endless tubes and a variety of

tyres are also shown.

The Pyeo Supply Co., Coventry : (No.

213), show some interesting examples of

brake blocks for belt and wheel rims.

These are made of a mixture of vegetable
fibre and grapliite, and so ought to be
free from any dithering tendency.- It is

claimed that they neither slip, shrink, nor
glaze. The "Pivotal" side mud shields :

and Drainer mud flaps are also exhibited.

PATCHQVICK, No. 214.
WooDGATES Bbos., Tiverton, Devon.

—

The " Patchquicks," which have been
produced to dispense with the necessity

of vulcanising, are already fairly well

known in the motor cycle world, and are
made in various shapes, square, oval,

and oblong. Moreover, this firm are -

now producing a continuous strip of
" Patchquick " to go round the complete
circumference of the inner tube to re-

mforce a weak or porous place. These
devices appear to be of remarkably
fine quality. We have seen one or

two samples over five years old tliat

appeared to have retained all the attri-

butes of high quality rubber intact. The
"Patchquick" Fix for use in conjunc-

tion with these makes a thorough joint.

The Roman Rims, Ltd., Upper Priory,

Birmingham (No. 238).—^The Roman Rim,
Stand No. 238 in the Gallery, exhibit, for

the first time at Olympia, a Romaii
rim for motor cycles, manufactured in one
hohlogeneous piece of metal without joint,

seam, rivets, or welding.

The Meekham Tkjidins Co., Ltd., City

Road, E.C. (No. 219).—The item on 'this

stand that will most appeal to motor
cyclists is the Davis nail catcher,

which is admirable on account of its sim-

plicity. It consists merely of a copper
wire stirrup, curved to fit the tread of

the tyre and flattened.

HOLDTITE, No. 140.
R. Surridge and Co., 58, George

Street, Camberwell, S.E. (No. 140).—The
Holdtite patches are reinforced with a
fabric which stretches in one direction

but not m the other. When properly
applied to a split in the tyre they are

capable of withstanding great strain.

Hunt's generator tubing with specially strengthened
ends.

Some air tubes patched in this way are

shown with heavy weights attached to

demonstrate the non-stretching properties
of the patches. Other lines are the
Surridge bulb patch and a generator tube
with thickened ends to prevent splitting.

We have already referred to the non-
inflammable solution in previous issues.

This is supplied in neat metal cases with
screw tops.
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The Olympia Show.—
The Monovo Co., Stewart's Road,

S.W. (No. 144).—This stand contains an
assortment of ^ ils, rubber goods, repair

outfits, lamps, jumps, carbide, etc.

C. W. Blueiiel and Bros., Wolston,

near Coventry (No. 205).—On the Blue-

mel stand are to be found some very

useful and admirably arranged side-flaps

for mudguards. These are made of well-

enamelled sheet metal formed so as to

lap around the beading; of the guard
itself to which the flap is held by light

but strongly and neatly designed clips

which grip the mudguard beading on

both sides when tightened up by hand
with small butterfly nuts. The same firm

are exhibiting some new and substantial

patterns of black handle grips, which,

,with their coloured bands, have a hand-
some appearance and afford a good grip.

No modications have been found advisable

in the Bluemel motor cycle tyre pump.

PEDLEY, No. 23.

J. Pedley and Sox, Ltd., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham. — This firm

specialise in a three-ribbed cover. We
have examined the tread, which is very
heavy in section and promises to give

long life, while the three ribs should

minimise side-slip. A large selection of

brake blocks and accessories were also

shown to us. Retreading covers with either

grooved herringbone or studded treads is

a speciality of this firm. A novel exhibit

is the Pedley belt, which has a strip of

puie Pai'a rubber on the top, which, it

is claimed, prevents the usual cracking.

The XL'All Co.,- IMoseley Street,- Bir-

mingham (No. 117).—On this stand are

shown two Bradburys, two Matchless,

two Clynos, one Triumph, one Norton,

XL'Atl metal dusl covers for Dtting over the

chain rivets.

and one Rudge, all fitted with XL'All
specialities. These include the well-

known XL'All pan seats, in which the
seat is designed anatomically and gives a
great deal of support to the body besides

being extremely well sprung. A very
aeai device shown on this stand is the
new XL'All chain cover, which consists

of a number of small rectangular stamp-
ings which slip on to each link of a chain
and travel round with it, at the same
time providing a protection which pre-

vents the ingress of mud and dust. The
saddles are shown in ten different types,

whilst the chain cover is also made to

suit all standard sizes of chain.

CLIPPER WOOD RIM, No. 25.
Clipj'EE Tyre Co., Ltd., Steelliouse

Lane, Birmingham. — Three types of

Clipper covers are shown, one with three
ribs, one with a combination rib and
stud, and one with three ribs joined at

intervals by cross bars. The latter is

termed th« Reflex Clipper Ideal, and is

extremely stoutly constructed and suit-

able for heavy wear and tear. A very
neat repair outfit is supplied, consisting

of a leather roll containing a flask of the
same material for rubber solution which
has a really airtight cap to which is

fixed a brush for applying the liquid, also

a wire brush for cleaning the tyre and
patch, a shaped repair band, patching
material for repairing the cover, and
Clipper Perfect tube patches. The whole
rolls up into a small space, protecting the
tins and preventing rattle. A distinctly

novel feature is the wood-riramed motor

The new Clipper rubber-studded cover,

cycle wheel, in which the steel rim is

mounted on a wooden felloe. It is

claimed that this rim greatly reduces
road shocks and prolongs the life of the
tyre. We hear that several well-known
riders are using them with great success.

THAMES, No. 48.
The Thames Rubber and LK.\TnEii

Co., Upper Thames Street, E.G.—This
firm are selling a combination rubber and
steel-studded tyre which from appearances
should be an effective non-skid ; also a
rubber-studded and a steel-studded cover.

Any of these three patteriM c;in be fitted

as retreads to existing tyres. They are

also showing both butt and dome ended
tubes, rubber and canvas belts, a large

selection of brake blocks, and a siK-ciiilly

long pump connection formed of flt^xible

steel tubing.

Albert H. Hunt, Cannon Street,

E.G. (No. 229).—Among the many novel-

ties on this stand is a compact little com-
bination switch and magneto cut-out lor

clipping to the handle-bars. It is worth
whi'e for motor cyclists to note that on
this stai'd TleiU'scn dry ceils are being
presented to any purchasers of the

H.A.H. coil. This coil is also the least

expensive. Another very handy item that
' will appeal to many motorists are the

little circular tins

containing a roll of

insulating tape.
These are just what
is wanted. They

(^5^

pack well, are cleaner, and the inner
space inside the cardboard centre around
which the tape is wound leaves room for

any small screws, etc., that may have to

be carried. A new induction coil for

use on single-cylinder engines and with
two high tension terminals for the spark-
ing plug is on view. The coil winding is

specially arranged so that the sparks take
place simultaneously in both plugs.

FiRMAX, Ltd., Yeovil (No. 142).—Fir-

max, packed in various sizes, is shown
here put up in tins ready to be pumped
into the tyres. Firmax is a dry powder,
and theretore does not Interfere with the
mending of large cuts in the cover, and it

is the only puncture sealer which has
gained the R.A.C. certificate.

ROM, No. 151.
The Rom Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd.,

31, Brook Street, London (No. 157).—
This exhibit consists of a display of the
well-known Rom tyres, the most popular
pattern being the combination rubber
band and steel studded, which is noted
for its non-skidding properties under all

conditions. An all rubber non-&kid is

also made with a triple row of square
rubber studs.

Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Ryland Street, Birmingham (No. 165).—
The Hermetic motor cycle tyres and self-

sealing tubes form the principal part of
this exhibit. These include rubber and
steel-studded covers and an extra heavy
tricar lyre. Tyre gaiters, security bolts,

Fixkwik patches, and other rubber goods
are to be seen. This company specialises

in retreading.

New plug terminal
sold by A, H. Hunt.

Hunt's sparking
plug cover for

all-weather use.

Two-way switch, one of m-iny new accessories b>
A. H. Hunt

Ernest H. Hill, Ltd., BroomhaU
Street, Sheffield (No. 215).—Some yood
examples of motor cycle foot inflatora

fitted with stirrups. These are made in

polished brass, nickel-plated on brass, or

celluloid. For motor cycles, too, this firm

also make some very useful mirrurs for

fitting to the handle-bars. These are

glazed and made in two qualities and in

four or five inch sizes. A useful article

is a combined petrol and oil squirt de-

signed to be fitted in a socket easily

attachable to the diagonal tube of the

frame.

SHAMROCK-GLORIA, No. 166.
H.iNO\-ER Rubber Co., Old Street,

E C.—There are here a great variety of

motor cycle tyres, many patterns of

treads being made, corrugated rubber-

studded and ribbed all being standard.

In addition, two combination covers are

made, one with rubber bars and steel

studs, of which the company have sold

a great number for sidecar work, and

another with a tread consisting of a

leather band with steel studs. The
Shamrock-Gloria rubber belts are also

to be seen. In the centre of the stand

is a Triumph fitted with Shamrock-Excel-
sior tyres and a Gloria belt.

'-'il
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The North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Castle Mills, Edinburgh (No. 27), are

making a feature of their special Dread-
nought non-skid tyre. The tread, which has
been thickened since last yejir, is of the

combined rib and stud pattern, and is

mounted on four-ply canvas. The com-
pany are also showing various grades of

studded and plain ribbed tyres. Details

of the popular Clincher tyre were given
in a recent issue.

BROOKS'S SADDLES, No. 219.
3. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great

Charles Street, Birmingham.— As usual,

Messrs. Brooks have a superb exhibit of

Brooks's new pannier bag, with extra spring bntton
fasteners at each corner.

their motor cycle sa^ldles and toolbags.
Among the new patterns is the B104,
which is a new design for 1912, affording
a lower seat and more resilience. Two
new patterns of anti-vibratory seats are
also on view, and these are notable for
giving mure ample accommodation and
greater comfort. An example of a motor
cycle carrier gives some idea of the pos-
sibilities of transport, for it is fitted with
every sort of bather case that can be
imagined. Among these is a handy
little case for repair outfits. Some of the
motor cycle pannier toolbags have been
strengthened, and one pattern, which
is in two sizes, B719 and B5,259, is

fitted with a neat spring look in front,
and is also provided with straps in the
front to guard against loss of tools if the
lock is carelessly or not properly shut.

Lake axt> Elliot, Ltd., Braintree,
Essex (No. 220).—Though this stand is

devot«'d entirely to items supplied to
the trade, the new Millennium " Fit All

"

gear demands attention, having been
redesigned and recoiistriicted throughout.
It is of the epicydic type, the planet
pinions rotating on pins secured to the
main casting, this latter externally takes
the form oi a brake drum. On the low
gear it is held stationary. l"he enaine
then drives the sun pinion, which in
turn revolves the driven planet pinions,
which are of comparatively large size,
and so should keep the rotary speed of
the planets within reasonable limits. On
the same sleeve as the driven planet
pinions are the drivers of' similar size,

and these mesh with a comparatively
large spur gear secured to the engine
pulley. Thus tlie number of revolutions is

reduced and the power increased. For
the high gear, the band brake is

released and a fiat plate clutrh is brought
into action. This connects the drum or
biidy of the gear wi'h the engine-shaft,
and the whole revolves solid, giving a
direct drive. An interesting two-speed
hub is also shown working practically
on the same principle and operated by
a bell-crank mechanism. In this the

gear and hub form a complete whole,
but the two are practically separate
entities, which enable the two-speed
principle to be applied to the hub of
existing machines without serious con-

structional alterations.

MOSELEY, Ko. 45.
D. MosELET AND Sons, Ltd., Ardwick,

Manchester.—The above firm are special-

ising in a grooved motor cycle tyre. The
chief claim of the makers is that the tread
is always in compression, so that any
cuts have a tendency to close automatic-
ally. A layer of rubber is interposed be-

tween each layer of canvas, which reduces

friction and should prevent bursts. The
tyre is of heavy section, and the deep
grooves should tend to prevent sideslip.

A large range of patches and tyre plasters

are also to be seen, both moulded and
flat, also a selection of fibre brake blocks

and fibre and vulcanite tubes for enclosing

high tension leads.

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Ltd.,
Golden Lane. E.C. (No. 22j.—A speciality

of the new model Goodrich tyres is a
cover round the tread of which a central

rib runs, and on either side are widely
spaced studs. There is a flap inside pre-

venting the tube being nipped or jammed
against the spoke heads. The close

studded cover, 650 x 65 mm., designed
to suit 26 X 2iin. motor cycle rims, is a

splendid piece of work. It is beautifully

made and is a fine example of tyre con-

struction. These tyres are strongly con-

structed, and this our readers will appre-

ciate wlien we mention that the first-

named cover has three plies of canvas
and the last-named lour plies. The Good-
rich butted tube has been reduced in price.

Our readers will remember that it is pro-

vided with a flap to button over the

valve, thus securing the joint in a safe

and efficient manner.

EISEMANN MAGNETO, No. 18.

The Eisemann Mau.veto Co., Berners

Street, W.—Two new models of the

Eisemann magneto, with mechanism en-

tirely enclosed, and thus both oil and
wet-proof. This type of magneto is

made in two sizes, up to 2^ h.p. and up
to 5i h.p. The chief alteration in the

design is the employment of peaked
pole pieces, which lead the lines of

force direct through the core of the
armature, and in the case of this magneto
the lines of force are not dis-

torted. The effect of this,

the makers claim, is a very
hot spark at slow speeds,

while it allows the magneto
to be used on an engine the
cylinders of which are set at
90°, and it must be remem-
bered that for such an engine

it has been a very difficult job

to make a magneto. The 90°

engine, as is well known,
gives great advantages as

regards balance, and it is

possible that in the future

more of this type will be seen.

A minor improvement is the

fitting of a spring over the

central bolt which holds the

contact-breaker on to the end
plate, which prevents any possibility of the
bolt jolting loose. On the sUindard type of

machine—that is to say, with the mecha-
nism not entirely enclosed—a waterproof
high-tension terminal is fitted. It is in-
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teresting to note that the magneto has
been used with great success on the Rud^e- '

Whitworth, and behaved in an exemplary
fashion during W. Stanhope Spencer's
recent record rides. All Eisemann mag-
netos are provided with a special njark
on the exterior of the magnets, so that
if they are removed there is no excuse
for them being put back wrongly. The

The new model weatherproof Eisemann magneto,

firm also make a speciality of magnetos
for V type engines for any angle of

cylinders.

Hutchinson Tyee Co., Ba.=inghall
Street, E.C. (No. 26).—The Hutchinson
Tyre Co. are exhibiting three patterne
of motor cycle tyres—Hubher studded,

-

ribbed, and one . with a non-skid tread
on the basket-work principle Hut-ahinson
tyres were dealt with in our issue of' the
9th with the exception of a 650 x 65 mm.
extra reinforced suitable for high-

powered sidecar combinations or run-

abouts. The company are also exhibiting a

useful motor cycle boot which consists of

a leather sole on which Is mounted a
thick rubber boot. This is extended
right up to the thigh, the extension being
made of waterproof material. A projec-

tion is fitted near the heel of the boot,

by means of which the boot can be
taken off without the necessity of_. grip-

ping the muddy portions.

MILLER LAMPS, No. 239.
H. Miller and Co., Ltd., Millet

Street, Birmingham.—The Miller lamp
is exhibited in three patterns. In all,

however, the details of the lamp are

essentially the same. All are fitted -whh
a mirror reflector, a lens glass, and a ^h-
tail burner capable of a sliding adjust-
ment forwards or backwards to obtain per-

fect focus. A feature about these lainps

is that they can be adjusted to any angle
on the bracket. In Nos. 24 and 25 the
lugs on the lamp body give this adjust-

ability, but in No. 27 it is the bracket
itself that performs this office. In either

case the prmciple is the same—one fixed

and one movable disc to each clamp, both
being serrate:! so that the two can ' be

clamped together practically at any angle.

All the lamps are exceedingly well

finished, Nos. 24 and 25 are designed to

secure to the ordinary existing lamj
bracket, while No. 27 is carried on a

bracket which is secured to the steering

pillar, and allows for angular adjust
ability. For No. 26 a double biacket'

carrying the lamp in front and generator-

at the back is provided ; in other cases

the generator can be secured to the forts'

ox frame of the machine. It should alsu'

be added that, while No. 24 has an'

ordinary reflector mirror, al' the othei

types are fitted with Mangin lens mirrors.
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STAND No. 50, olympia.

THE ONLY GEAR FOR SIDECAR WORK.

50°o reduction on low speed, free engine on either speed,

eng-ine can be started by pedals witli back wheel on
ground. Micrometer adjustment to clutch accessible

from outside. Only two toothed wheels, both gears and
clutch large enough for car work, NO CLOCK WHEELS.
Ball bearings everywhere all adjustable from one cone.

CAN BE FITTED TO ANY STANDARD MACHINE WITHOUT
ALTERATION TO FRAME.

PRICE OF HUB WITH BELT Rim £10 10s.
COMPLETE WHEEL, READY TO FIT TO ANY STANDARD
MACHINE (less tyre) £12 10S. including control gear.

The Improved
Hsngston &.\ Brown

2-Speed Hub.

R.T.SHELLEY, LTD.,

ASTON BROOK ST.,

BIRMINGHAiVI.
Tcleprams: Push, BinninFbam.
Tclcpbone: 6836 Central (2 lines).

Complete description on

application, together with

new catalogue of tools,

tool kits, and general

motor cycle and automobile

components & accessories.

™QUADRANr /^RMSTRONG
r 3"SPEED GeaR stand 93-94 S
MEANS A PERFECT MACHINE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

You cannot enjoy Motor
Cycling unless you have a
free engine and speed gear

—

The Quadrant has botli—It is

fool proof and made to stand
your rough roads and tracks.

The ubiquitous Quadiant in-

variably succeeds whether it

is a test of speed, hill-climbing,

reliability, flexibility, consis-

tency, or any trial it is put to.

See the Quadrants

at the Show, you will

find a display of

great attraction.

AGENTS PLEASE CALL, IT WILL PAY YOU.

QUADRANT, Lawlcy Sti^cct, BIRMINGHAM.
I II avswcrimi tlirsc nrivertiscmcnts it f? desirable In mrtiflon " The Motor Cycle."
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Stand No. 26
and the NEW HUTCHINSON

RUBBER STUDDED CDVER
our 1912 SPECIAL, the most
efficient Non-Si(id ever produced.

Afterwards you cannot iail to

SPECIFY

HUTCHINSON'S

FOR YOUR
1912 MOUNT.
Our famous "TOURIST TROPHY"
and " UKOliKLANVS " types will also

tie on show, and to t^erv caller we will -

pressnt a tree copy of our latest publi-

cation " WHY."

"Distinct from all Others."

In answering this adverhsement it is desirable to mmfion " The Motor Cycle."
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W. A-VD A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's
Mills, Leicester (No. 28).—This old-

ettabiished and reliable rubber manu-
facturing firm exhibit a large selection

of motor cycle tyres. Their chief feature
is a new ribbed tyre with a very broad
central rib. They also show a neat tube
gaiter, which can be laced round the
tube in a short time. An exhibit on
their stand which is bound to attract
attention is H. B. Karslaft's historic

Dreadnought, which is fitted with Bates
tyres, and will be well-known to most
of the motor cycle world.

LUCA^ LAMPS, No. 235.

JosEi'H Lrc.is, Ltd., Birmingham.

—

Motor cyclists should certainly see the

ntw pattern acetylene head light >rith

cage carbide holder. This cage generator

is only applied to the larger pattern of

Lucas combinel lamp and generator bracket fixing.

lamp !\o. 462. J. Luais, Ltd., make
motor cycle lamps in four different sizes,

the smaller sizes making use of the ordi-

nary generator. This is adapted to be

secured either to the frame, handle-bar,

or front forks as desired. Lucas lamps

and generators can be fitted on all the

different makes of motor cycles in use

to-day. Among other items on Lucas's

stand are a very .nice observation mirror

(see sketch) and two
standard pattern

horns, one curled to

encircle the handle-

bar and bring the

bulb into a conve-
nient position. Both
this and Xo. 32 are

fitted with a clip

arranged so lliat the

curl can encircle the
landle-bar if neces-
sary. We can testi-

fy that the power of

these horns is most
effective. The com-
bination brackets

for carrying the iamp. in front and the
generator behind the bar can be supplied
cither to clip to the handle-bars or to the
steering-piUar, and can be attached to

practically any make of machme.

1'rice's Patent C',\n"dle Co., Ltd.,
Battersea, S.W. (No. 210).—This firm not
only specially studies the requirements of

individual makes of engines, but of the

different seasons, and their hu'ile dc huxf.

is made in various viscosities, the latest

being a thick oil specially produced
for summer use. The other particu-

lar products of this firm — including
Rangraphine (a chain lubricant), Rangoon
oils and jellies for rust prevention, and
Manulav (their grease-removing soap)—are
all loo well known to require description.

Lucas adjustable ban II e

bar mirror.

ARMSTRONG GEAR, No. 3J.
Aemstroxg TRiriES Three - speed

Gear C6.,lcknield Street. Birmingham.

—

The well-known Armstrong Co. are exhi-
biting two models of their hub three-speed
gear. One is for standard engines up to

3i- h.p. for solo work. The other is fitted

with double the dutoh area, and is suit-

able for sidecar mounts up to 3^ h.p.
The quadrant has been enlarged, and the
leverage increased, and it is probable that
the firm will market a detachable clip for
fixing the control to the top tube. The
standard gear ratios are 5, 7, and 10 to 1.

These, of coarse, are subject to the size

of the pulleys, but serve to show the
difference of ratio. This gives a very
wide range and enables the machine to
be started at walking pace with ease. A
description of a visit to the Armstrong
works was given in our issue of the 16th
November.

The Palmer Tvre, Ltd., Shaftes-
bury Avenue, W.C. (No. 154).—This com-
pany, in addition to their usual patterns
of cord and fabric tyres,' are making for

1912 a new tyre of cheaper pattern called

"The Privateer." Tliis has a new desij."i

of non-skid tread consisting of a wiiio

band in the centre and two ordinary
bands on the edges. Palmer tyres are
made as before with studded or ribbed
treads, the cord tyre being made in pre-

cisely the same way as the car tyre. All
their tyres are fitted with what they call

a danger signal tread, which consists of

a strip of red rubber between the canvas
and the inner portion of the tread.

When this red rubber is seen the tyre
should be retreaded, and in the case of

cord tyres it is claimed this can be done
twice before the cover need be discarded.

DUNLOP, No. 158.
DrNLor Pneumatic Tvre Co., Ltd..

Aston, Birmingham.—Dunlop and War-
wick tyres are shown in considerable
variety. As well as last year's pattern,

with centr.il groove and studs to side,

the 1912 Dunlop motor cycle tyre is

made with three rows of studs which are
much elongated in shape. The Warwick
tyre is made with round studs. A tyre

for heavy powerful machine and sidecar

work (650 X 65 mm.) follows the lines of

the well-known Dunlop car tyre. The
Dunlop belt, which is very successful, is

to be seen, also a new belt case. Of
course, the usual assortment of tyre re-

pair outfits and other items connected
with tyres are on view.

C. C. Wakefield -\xd Co. , Cannon
Street, E.C. (No. 266).—The Wakefield
display of samples of their oil calls to

mind the numerous noteworthy perform-
ances and successes achieved with the

aid of Castrol. It may be remarked that it

was the oil which lubricated the winning
engines in the Senior Tourist Trophy.
The fact that this firm have won thirty-

five medals out of a total of sixty-four is

quite sufficient to demonstrate the remark-
able excellent qualities of this lubricant.

KERRY, Nos. 21 and 273.
East London" RrBiiEii Co., Great

Eastern Street, E.C. — This company
' specialise in tyre covers, w-hich are maim-
factured in three different patterns : A
grooved, rubber-studded, and one with a

tread on which each letter of the name
"Kerry " is formed of studs to act as an

I2gi

anti-skid device. Their butt-ended tubes
are particularly strong at the joint. This
firm make a great speciality of their
motor cycle clothing. They manufacture

Tte East London Rubber Company's
clutch which has been designed
especially tor lightweight motor

cycles.

tM^,£M
several neat forms of coat legjin^-?, and
•waterproof rubber and leather gioves On
Stand 273 there is an interestinir novelty
in the shape of an automatic fe^riing oil
pump. In the pump barrel, wbuh is con-
nected up with the oil tank, is a piston
pushed upwards by a fairly strong snrinff.

\yhen this piston is depressed by hand,
oil is drawn in from the tank above the
piston. The spring then acts on the
plunger, forcing it upwards, and the oil
above the piston is forced out it rough a
sight-feed regulated by a 6ne adjustment,
and passes to the crank case ns required.
A very nicely made little tool is the Rosa
patent combined b^-lt punch and cutter.
An exhaust whistle so designed as to pass

Section of the Atlas non-puncturable inner casing,
showing how the steel discs overlap. This band is

being shown on the East London Rubber Co.'s stand.

all the exhaust tlrough the whistle may
appeal to some. The Atlas non-punctur-
able inner case has not been previously
exhibited at a motor cycle show. It con-

sists of a casing placed inside the tyre, in

which steel discs are placed in three

layers, so that one overlaps the other,

thus rendering it impossible for any punc-
turing agent to reach the inner tube. The
ends of the casing are allowed to overlap,

and it is attached by solutioning about
l^in. of its width to the cover. The
Bobbelt levers consist of a stop and two
tyre levers, each of which has a small leg

near the hook end. The hook is placed

inside the rim and the lever pressed for-

ward, when the leg catches in the rim
and holds the lever in position. First of

all it is necessary to fix the small stop,

supplied with the set, which remains
where it is until the whole cover is on.

Once the stop is fixed, first one lever and
then the other is used. The levers are

most useful in the case of a refractory

cover.

C55
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Auto Ctcle Union, Piccadilly, W. (No.

172).—Motor cyclists should call at this

stand and obtain information on the many
advantages of membership.

Dalli.son Gearing Co., Princes Cham-
bers, Corporation Street, Birmingham
(No. 133).—This company are showing a
motor cycle fitted with the Dalhson five-

speed gear, described and illustrated in our
columns on November 9th. The Dallison

silencer, which contains a series of hang-

ing baffle plates set at different angles,

was also described un the same date.

DUNKLEY, No. 138.
W. Bt. DtjNKLEY, Arrowville, Alve-

church, near Birmingham.—Eight models
of sidecars are shown on this stand.

The Dunkley coachbuilt sidecar is very
complete, having a torpedo front, screen,

and Cape hood. The Chatsworth is a

cane torpedo-fronted sidecar painted
green with a space for tools in the rear.

MiDDLEMOKE AND LAMPLrGH, LtD.,
Little Park Street, Coventry (No. 240).—
This firm is showing a large selection of

The Middiemoce back rest. The dotted line shows
the position it assumes when folded out of action.

motor cycle saddles, and makes a special

feature of the new back rest which can
be instantaneously lowered by depressing
a small trigger. A variety of mudguards
is also on view.

BLUMFIELD, No. 55.
BLCMjaELD, Ltd., Lower Essex Street,

Birmingham.—A most interesting display

of engines is to be seen on this stand.

Sizes : 3^ h.p. single, 80 x 95 mm,
;

4-5 h.p. twin, 67 x 83 mm. ; 5-6 h.p.

twin, 67 X 95 mm. ; 7-8 h.p. twin,

80 X 95 mm. All these are air-cooled.

The following water-cooled engines are

also made: 4-5 h.p. single, 81.5 X 95 mm.

;

8 h.p. twin, 81.5x95 mm. The water-

cooled engines are fitted with valves

having adjustable stems. These are pro-

visionally protected and will be illustrated

next week. The valve lifter on the twin
engines has been improved. Sections of

the engines are shown, and that showing
the oiling arrangement should not be
missed. The oil is pumped into the
timing gear instead of into the crank
case, thence it passes through the crank
bearings and 'through ducts to the big

end and so into the crank case. The mag-
neto chain cover can be taken off after

turning aside two spring clips such as are

used on the contact breaker cover of a
magneto. The turret nuts which hold
the inlet and exhaust pipes in position are
grooved to prevent the spanner from
slipping. The adjustable pulley remains
unaltered, and is most simple and easy to

manipulate.
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Cttthbe and Co., Great Eastern Street,

B.C. (No. 287).—Besides the belt on this

Btand the Max Cycar tyre, for heavy
work with powerful machines, will in-

terest the motor cyclist, as also will the

butt-ended detachable tubes shown by
this firm. " Leakure," too, is a remedy
that is worth attention for sealing punc-
tures -while riding, while for the Climax
tyre stoppiug great rapidity of use and
effectiveness are claimed.

Seabrook Bros., Great Eastern Street,

E.C. (No. 241).—The chief specialities of

Seabrook Bros, are the Solar motor cycle

lamp and generator, which are both well

designed and soundly constructed articles,

and have been previously described in de-

tail in these pages. 1 he lamp this year will

be somewhat reduced in price and will be
fitted with a cowl in front and adjustable

fasteners at the sides for a fork bracket,

allowing the lamp to be tilted to any
angle. Some motor cyclists still prefer

a bell signal of alarm to a horn, and
Seabroiiks have introduced a loud sound-

ing motor cycle bell, fitted with two
rotating gongs. The Seabrook spanner

is a well-known article among motor
cycle riders, and three different types for

motor cyclists are now sold, with a new
non-rusting finish.

J. A. RYLEY, No. 231.

J. A. Rtley, Martineau Street, Bir-

mingham.—Among the great variety of

motor cycle accessories on this stand, we
particularly noticed a very nicely made
tank, complete with gaiigea, oil pump,
filter, etc. This firm has the agency for

the K.E.W. magnetos. These have the

mechanism well cased in, and are of a

self-contained design, a particular point

about them being the substantial con-

struction of the contact breaker. The
name J A. Ryley has been long asso-

ciated with the Vita sparking plugs,

examples of which are on view. The
J.A.R. siren, a very neat adjustable

handle-bar mirror, solid leather toolbags,

acetylene lamps, generators, oilcans, and
collapsable funnels make up a comprehen-

sive exhibit.

The SrHiNX Mfg. Co., Bradford

Street, Birmingham (No 252).—The
Sphinx Co. special-

ise in their well-

known Sphinx
plugs, which are

made in a large

variety of models
and sizes, and are

suitable for any
engine. Their
Gnat plug is pro-

bably the smallest
practical phig
manufactured.

The Hoffmann
Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Chelmsford, Essex
(No, 276).—On this

stand is" exhibited a

selection of the
firm's well - known
ball and roller bear-

ings. A special

feature is made of

the latter type for

motor cycle con-

struction. Several

models are shown, proving the efficiency

of these bearings.
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R. Broadhurst, Smithford Street,

Coventry (No. 216).—The above firm shows
a large selection of motor 3ycle accesso-

ries. Among others i.he Polkey dynamo
for lighting purposes, which is a most
ingenious fitment. They show, of course,

their lamps and generators, and specialise

on a new model fitted with Mangin mirror
lens and supported on a forked bracket.
Special generator brackets for the top
tube, and various kinds of horns are also

staged.

Iliffb and Sons, 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C. (No. 152)—our publisher.s

—

show at this stand standard works on
subjects of interest to the motor cyclist,

such as " Motor Cycles and How to Man-
age Ihem," "The Motor Cycle Route
Bo.ok," " Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists," maps, photographs, etc.

RENOLD CHAINS, No. 236.
Hans Renold, Ltd,, Brook Street,

Manchester.—The new chain link connect-
ing bar made by Messrs. Hans Renold has
the one edge of the split catch turned up
so that a screwdriver, when inserted be-

tween the two
edges, will ex-

pand the joint

and force it over
the head of the
rivet. While on
this subject of

chains, it will be
as well to point
out to those who
are contemplat-
ing chain trans-

mission for 1912,
and have never
used it pre-
viously, that
under no cir-

New Renold split catch.

n screwdriver is inserted
at the turned up edge
when the catch can be
sprung over the rivet head.

Sphinx three-point plug,

ingenious working

cumstances should the numoer of teeth
on the engine sprocket divide equally
into the number of links on the
chain. For example, if the engine
sprocket have 16 teeth and the chain
48 links, every si.xth revolution of the
engine causes the stress of the explosion
to come on the same roller with the
result that it is very soon broken. It

may not occur to every manufacturer that
this is a little item to be avoided. The
representative of Messrs. Hans Renold
informed us that the firm's experts were
recently puzzled over a case of broken
chain rollers until they finally traced it

to this cause. Needless to say, a very
fine exhibition of chains is on view on
this stand, including some extra strong
roller chains for motor cycle work, while
the models of motor cycle chain transmis-
sion are also most interesting.

UOTON RuBBEa AND Chemical Co.,

Shaw Street, Ashton New Road, Man-
chester (No. 288).—Notable among the

tyres and sundries displayed by this firm

—repair bands, gaiters,~ and- inside

plasters must be mentioned—are the-

retreads supplied for vulcanising to the

foundations of worn covers. The repair

outfits, too, are worth attention, and in

this connection the experience of the
firm has led them to substitute a screw-
capped tin for the usual collapsable- tube.

Among the other very various necessi-

ties on this stand, the tins of Carbic
deserve attention, jjso the " Lightning "-

patches ; the former are made in suitable

sizes for the lOcket.
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The Automobile Association and
Motor Union, Whitcomb Street, Cov-
entry Street, London (No. 162). — The
A.A. and M.U., best known for their

patrols, whose duty it is to give informa-
tion, first-aid, and assistance to members,
are showing specimens of their signs, etc.

H. VoRLET AND Co., LTD.,St. Andrew's
Worlcs, Bethnal Green. E. (No. 148), have
on view an a.-^sottment of oils, greases,
etc. ; also rubber solution and repair out-
fits. Among other novelties may be nien-

tioned Vocol, a rubber solution which
vulcanises itself, and Voco carbide and
tyre paint.

KEMP.SHALL, No. 161.
The Kiiiii'SHAi.i. Tyre Co., Ltd.,

1, Trafalgar Buildings, W.O.—A full

assortment of Kempshall tyres are shown
of the well-known anti-skid pattern. The
tread of one type has been slightly modi-
fied for 1912, and a section of it was illus-

trated in a recent issue. It should be

Kempshall asti-skid lyre. Kempshall noo-skid (jre.

remembered that the Kempshall Co. are
the only firm that hold the R. A. C. certifi-

cate for the non-slipping properties of

their tyres. The motor cycle tyres are
made in the, same way as the car tyres

—

that is to say, they are moulded to the
proper shape from the commencement and
tfce rubber is subjected to tlie enormous
hydraulic pressure of four hundred tons.

The Midland Kitbuer Co., Ltd.,
Ryland Street, Birmingham (No. 30).^
The Midland Rubber Co. specialise in

rubber-studded and ribbed motor cycle

tyres. These are strongly constructed
and mounted on two or three layers of

canvas. The company are prepared_ to
guarantee these tyres lor 3,000 miles. All

the covers are manufactured with beaded
edges, but a ribbed wired-on tvre is manu-
factured for lightweights. The firm also

make a feature of the Midland belt. This
is of the rul ber and canvas type, and
every belt is thoroughly tested before
leaving the works.

St UEMEY-Archer Gears, Ltd., Lenton,
Nottingham.—As our last issue contained
a full description of the Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hub for motor cycles—the
fifst illustrated description of its con-
struction and method of working—it

suflices now to say that the hub was
shown whole and in detail, also built into
a wheel and erected on a stand to show
the method of operating the gear and
clutch.

MICHELIN, No. 24.
The Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd., Chelsea,

S.W.—A very large selection of motor
cycle tyres is shown on the above stand,
but no great alterations have been made
as the existing types have given great
satisfaction all round. The jNIichelin Co.
manufacture a variety of treads, but
specialise in the square tread and well-

known steel-studded non-skid, which is

famous for its excellent wearing proper-

ties. These tyres are manufactured both
with beaded and wired edges.

RUSHMORE LAMPS. No. 191.
Kushmore Laiips, Ltd., Brewer Street,

\V. (No. 191), have an assortment of
their lamps and generators, wluch were
very fully dealt with in the issue of

October 20th. Tlie generator has a shaking
grid, and as the firm is the originator of

this type of lamp, motor cyclists may
be sure they are getting a good article.

The Tobmo Mfg. Co., Bunliill Row,
E.G. (No. 211).—The Tormo .\lfg. Co. are
showing the following types of Sarolea
engines, all of which are provided with
mechanically operated inlet vahes and
magneto ignition : 2 h.p., 66 X 72 mm.

;

2i h.p., 66 X 86 mm. ; 3^ h.p., 85 x 88
mm. Also the F.S. ball bearings for

motor cycle engines and gears, Tormo
st-eel balls, and Eagle brand spokeS and
nipples.

PETER-UNION, No. 29.
The Petkr Union' Tyre Co., Ltd.,

Great Portland Street. W.—The above
company are showing three types of motor
cycle tyres which have not been altered
in any essentials. They consi.st of a stcel-

studdi"i iion-.=kid, a twni ribbed non-skid,
and s plain tread. The company wish to

draw p-articular attention to their punc-
ture iroof band, which is formed by
pladiig a separate rubber band between
tht .oOe ana me cover. This should cer-

tainly tend to prevent many punctures.
It will strengthen the tube against bursts
and at the same time will not detract
perceptibly from the resiUency of the

tyre.

The Villiebs Co., Blakenhall, Wolver-
hampton (No. 275).—The Villiers Co. ex-

hibit a very neat motor
cycle hub clutch which is

fitted to several well-

known makes of motor
cycles, among others tlie

Singer, Matchless, and
Alldays.
Weill Begs., Ltd.,

Hatton Garden, E.G. (No.
278).—One of the most
striking novelties on this

stand is a petrol funnel
that is practically self-

sealing—that is to say, as
soon as the petrol level

reaches the top of the
tank, the liquid raises a
valve that automatically
prevents the entry of

more, and so prevents un-
pleasant and dangerous
overflow. It should have
a big future. The firm
are also showing a back
rest for attachment to motorcycle saddles,
and this by an ingenious arrangement can
\)e lowered after giving it a slight pull up-
wards. In the horizontal position, more-
over, tliis rest makes a useful luggage
carrier.

C. EiNKS, Ltd., Phoenix Works. Eccles,
Manchester (No. 139).—The new Binks car-
buretters were fully described in a recent
issue. They are roted for the pilot jet

which gives strong slow pulling and easy
starting. The control is by single lever
which first opens the pilot jet, then the
main jet, and when throttle is fully open
a further movement of the lever uncovers
the extra air ports.

i^MilN

The new Dover exonite pump, with foot-piece.

Dover, Ltd., Northampton (No. 254).

—Tyre inflators of ample capacity for the
larger sizes of motor cycle tyres and nice

looking and substantial exonifo handle
grips. The firm are producing a bulb-
ended grip which certainly looks as if it

ought to be very comfortable in use.

P. AND H. LAMPS, No. 233.
PrwELi. and ILvNiiER, Ltd.. Cliester

Stree' Birmingha n.—A very comprehen-
sive e 'libit of these well-known lamps is

on _ vic%.'. Most of the examples are

P. & H. lamp, showing combination <;eut;ruior

and lamp bracket and i 5 fixings.

modelled on the lii.es ol the car lamp,
with separate generator, which can be
carried, together with the lamp, on a
bracket of neat design for securing to

the steering head, the generator being
secured to a single arm at the back of

the bracket. Among these are examples
of a larger pattern. These have Mangin
mirror reflectors, projector lenses, a

burner adjustable for focus, and the angle

of the lamp can also be varied. Besides

lamps on these lines, the firm also show
a head light, self-contained with genera-

tor, which follows somewhat the design

of the cycle type of lamp.
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The Forward Cycle Co., Edmund

Street, Birmingham (\o. 95).—Adjustable
and detachable Forward belt fasteners

for ordinary types of belts as well a? for

Watawata "belts. The well-designed Far-

^^5)

Forward detachable fastener, which has links o(

diUerent lengths.

ward non-sooting plug is also shown. We
may add that these accessories have met
with much success during the past season.

Gha.s. H. Pugh, Ltd., Birmingham
(No. 259).—On this st^uid the Senspray
carburetter makes its' first appearance at

an exhibition. The great point about
this device lies in the careful provision

made tor thoroughly atomising the

petrol, 't'he air, which is regulated by
a shutter of the ventilator type, is hand-
operated, and is led into the spraying

chamber through a constricted tube, and
in the centre of the passage way of this

lube the jet emerges. As the air pas-

sage is constricted, the air has to flow

Ihrough the tube at gi-eat velocity, and,
meeting the petrol from the jet, it

sprays it very thoroughly into the

mixing chamber, whence the mixture is

led past a balanced disc type of throttle

to the engine. It has been recently

illustrated in detail in these pages. The
petrol level is more or less immaterial
owing to the injector action of the air

in the sprayer tube rushing over the jet.

The method of attaching the carburetter

to the induction pipe is certainly light

and simple.

B. AND B. CARBURETTER,
No. 277.

Brown and B.\rlow, Ltd., Witton.

Birmingham. — This stand is full of

interest, for many new developments are

in evidence besides the single-jet car-

buretters which we know so well. A
variable jet and choke type, known as

the Universal model, is being introduced,

and, in addition, a racing model with an
extension pipe expanded at its end for

the air supply. For lightweights both

the single jet and variable jet with choke

tube are supplied, one of the latter

models being fitted with a detachable

gauze screen at the auxiliary air inlet.

Most of the carburetters are operated by

Bowden wire mechanism, and are pro-

vided with cable and neatly designed

levers complete for attaching to the

handlebars. Various types are also made
for direct lever and connecting rod con-

trol. Some useful bends and pipe unions

are also shown, besides the detachable

dust screen, and complete sets of car-

buretter jets in cases. Motor cyclists,

especially those interested in the tuning

of their engines to topmost pitch, ought

to peruse the firm's booklet, which con-

tains some very useful hints on tuning

up and valve timing.

CSS .

F.R.S. LAMPS, No. 136.
S. Hali, and Son, Ltd., WrottesJey

Street, Birmingham.—The F.R.S. lamp,
designed according to the specifications

sent by motor cyclists and used with
great success in the London-Exeter and
back run la.st winter, is shown here in

many patterns. These lamps have
Mangin lenses and adjustable burners. A
most important point, they open both
front and back, and can be set up on
their carriers in any position. Back rests

and exhaust whistles are other 'features.

Aston Motok Acces.sories Co., Ltd.,
Aston, Birmingham (No. 254).—The well-

known A mac carburetter hardly needs
description, the principal features being
multiple jets, a variable adapter worked
by lever from the handle-bar ; this can-

not be entirely shut off, but reduces the
passage to the minimum at starting and
varies up to the maximum for running at

full -speed. The float chamber lid is

secured by a spring catch which enables
very rapid removal .and attachment. The
Amac firm is also exhibiting a useful
little handle-bar cut-out switch, and a
belt perforator which is practically a
screw-operated pointed drift, which forces

a hole through the belt without removing
any material. This will particularly
appeal to the users of rubber and canvas
belts, for the resulting hole should cer-

tainly weaken the belt less than if punched
out in the ordinary way. Also a very
substantial belt fastener, machine made
out of solid Ubas steel, is worth notice.

DUNHILL, No. 232.
Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., Euston Road,

N.W.—Amongst the "Dunwear" motor
clothing, lined with camel fleece so as to

be waterproof but ventilating, the overalls

will particularly appeal to motor cyclists,

wliile amongst the minor articles of clotli-

,ing a verj' cheap woollen cravat, arranged
without any troublesome fastening, de-

serves attention. So, too, especially do
the caps, gloves, and leggings, all of

which are of the firm's own manufacture.
'The accessories display is very interest-

ing, including as it does, amongst other

Dunhill's " Dreadnought" Headlight with self-contained

generator.

things, the " Wee Dreadnought " lamp for

motor cycle work. This is a self-contained

acetylene lamp on entirely novel lines, and
is a "very handsome little production. An-
other useful article is an effective canvas

cycle cover, made in two qualities. This

ought to be very useful at this time of the

year to protect against dust and damp the

machines of those motor cyclists who
prefer to lay them up for the winter, for
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it may save much work in the long run.
Elephant CHEMirAL Co., Neate Street.i

Camburwell, S.E. (No. 274).—A full range!

of this firm's specialities—carbides, rubber
solution, repair outfits, tyre patches, and
metal polishes.

The College mud shield for winter riding
exhibited by Beard-Brown on stand No. 261.

Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,
Small Heath, Birttungham (No. 234).

—

'{

Besides the B.S.A. motor bicycle,,

examples of which are also shown in the
body of the hall, and are described else-!

where, there is a display of motor cycle'

parts which is confined to the tar end of;

the stand. Interesting sectional examples;
of the B.S.A. motor cycle free engine audi
two-speed gears are shown, and these, to-|

gether with free wheel mechanisms andi
the B.S.A. engine complete and in its|

component parts, afford superb examples'
of the firm's workmanship. Besides these
details, frame parts and spring front forks

ill their component parts are also on view.

PRECISION, No. 253.
F. E. B.AKiiK, Ltd., Newtown Row,

Birmingham.—This exhibit is not confined
to one stand, for a large number of

machines in the Show,are fitted with Pre-
cision engines. Generally speaking, the
firm makes a point of supplving a com-
plete power unit, fitted with tnagneto,

carburetter, and all appurtenances. The
3^ h.p. single-cylinder model, which, with
a bore of 85 mm. and a stroke of 88 mm.,
comes within the 500 c.c. class, is but
little altered. Various minor improve-
ments are incorporated, as. for example,
silent tappets have now been introduced.
The same applies to the 4^ h.p. single-

cylinder engine, which has been designed
to come within the 600 c.c. class, wliich

has a bore and stroke of 89 x 96 mm,
respectively. The little 2^ h.p., which is

a very pretty model, has a bore and stroke

of 70 X 76 mm., 293 c.c, and weighs,

without silencer, 36 lbs. TThe oil retain-

ing qualities and other details in this

model have been improved, while the

large diameter valves and the exhaust

pipe area should be noted. The new 5-6

h.p. twin, which has already been dealt

with in The Motor Cj/c/e, 'is attracting

-

much attention. The firm is also supply-

ing, complete with change-speed gear, a_

fine example of a 4-^ h.p. engine, fitted"

with a Bowden two-speed gear in a self-

contained form, complete with bracket,.

for building into the frame, marking a

very desirable combined power trans-

mission unit
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Maekt and Co., City Road, E.G. (No.
223).—Several examples of the Jones
speedometer. The Jones was one of -the

earliest speedometers to be put on the
market, and its makers have, in conse-
sequence, an extended experience in the
construction of these instruments for

motor cycle work. The chief features of the
Jones are its accuracy, the steadiness of

the hand, and its reliability and good
wearing qualities. All models are fitted

with trip recorder and instantaneous
reset.

S. Smith and Son, Ltd., Strand,
London (No. 265).—The well-known Smith

S. Smith & Son's lamp and generator set,

carried on a single bracket.

speedometers, which register, as a
general thing, up to sixty miles an hour,
and combine, with the measurements of
speed, a distance recorder. Some of the
models shown are fitted with a trip re-
corder for registering the day's mileage.
One is fitted on the Singer motor bicycle,

'_ in wliichthe instru-

ment was provided
with a case con-
taining a watch,
the whole being of

a very neat appear-

ance. This machine
also carried an
example ol the

firm's Goldenlyte
lamps, whicli were
so successful in the

R.A.C. trials, and
are especially effec-

tive under foggy
conditions. A great

variety of motor-
cycle lamps, .\.L.

generators, accu-

mulators, horns,

m i r r err s , and
goggles were also

sliown, not to men-
tion some of the

"Perfect sparking
special product of this

S. Smitn & Son's liandle -

tor mirror ^vitb universal

loinl.

plugs, which are

firm.

BOSCH IGNITION, No. 284.
Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., Newman

Street, Oxford Street, W.—The new en-

closed Bosch magneto appeals particularly

to motor cyclists whose engines are neces-

sarily exposed to the vicissitudes of tlie

weather. It is a most interesting littlC'

machine, with all the working parts com-
pletely encased, bul having protected lub-

ricating holes accessibly placed. The Irigh

tension cables are fitted with watertight

connections, which are accessible without
recourse to tools ; distributer and contact

breaker can also be easily examined. The
principle of the bayonet joint assisted by
a spring is used for the casing of the

latter. In the very latest design the poles

have been extended somewhat round the

circumference of the armature, with the
result that starting is easier with a re-

tarded spark. A new type for use with
two plugs in one cylinder is also shown.
Tills is the Z.E.I, type. In this the high
tension current is conducted to two distri-

buters, each one leading to its separate
sparking plug. As the combustion from
two sparks is naturally more rapid, we
understand that the timing in this two-
spark type can be 15° later than in the
ordinary single plu"- pattern, whilst it is

also claimed that the more complete com-
bustion gives an increase or 107o more
power. The Bosch Company are showing a
new sparking plug terminal with water-
tight cover.

Brown Begs., Ltd., Great Eastern
Street, E.G. (No. 207).—This firm has
always been noted for its accessories, and
a glittering array of lamps and gene-
rators of various designs, mirrors horns,
and oilcans attract attention. The Auto-
clipse lamp is a speciality of this firm,

whilst a new pattern Powell and Hanmer
self-contained lamo and generator should
be inspected. Tyres will receive special

attention by Brown Bros, in 1912.

Various designs of toolbags for th-? rear
of the carrier or to carry pannier
fashion are among the exhibits. A new
two-speed counter-shaft gear Brown
motor cycle with sidecar completes the
exhibit. We deal w-ith this among the
motor bicycles at the Show. Brown
Bros., Ltd., make a speciality of motor
cycle tvres. Of these tJie most inter-

esting IS the model X type, the tread of

which is provided with two ribs, and
between these are lozenged shaped pro-
jections which alternate with stuas.

The Skuvicb Co., Ltd., High Holborn,
W.C. (No. 292).—Many accessories, which
were described in detail on page 1180 in

our issue of November ^|i, such as the
Service "Warbler," the "genious " Fitz-

all" spanner, the " Voltalite " electric

lighting set, the Binks, C.A.P. , Lukin,
and other well-known carburetters, the
A.L. generator, Service lielt, and other
numerous and useful accessories. The
firm's clothing exhibit is also worth a
special visit. The approaching cold

weather will cause the motor cycle rider

to take interest in the several warm
reefer jackets sold by this firm, while the
prevalence of wet in the winter months
will evince a similar interest in the oil

skin overall suit of which tlie Service Co.

Ingenious design of rubber-studded belt sold
by the Service Co.

make a speciality. Similar to the oil

skin is a suit made of Pegamoid, which
is of pleasing appearance and is well

spoken ol by all who have used it.

Gloves, caps, comforters, and other items

wliich add to the warmth, welfare, and
comfort of the rider am .tIso to be seen

here.

The Mickometer Free Wheel Co..
Spon Street, Coventry (No. 295).—

A

varied selection of micrometer free wheels
for motor cycles of all -types.

F.R.S. LAMPS AND GENERA-
TORS. No. 136.

S. Hall and Sons, Wrottesley Street,
Birminghaiu.—It is interesting to remind
our readers thct these lamps are built

upon suggestions received from readers of

Tfie Motor Ci/r/f some years ago. The
excellence of their light-giving properties
is too well known to be dwelt on further.

The F.H.S. grid generator is worthy of

close inspection.

The Vevo foot ana hand operated pump,

Fr,vnklin, 72, Regent Street (No. 51).

—This exhibit is of interest to short-
sighted motor cyclists, as Messrs. Frank-
lin make a speciality of goggles fitted with
lenses to suit the sight.

A. B.C. Mko. Co., Cannon Street, Bir-
mingliam (No. 19|.—.Motor cycle lamps
fitted with genuine Mangin lens mirrors.
One of these is shown with black finish,

and the black is guaranteed not to chip or
come off. The A. B.C. generator works on
the drip principle, and is provided with an
automatic valve to blow off when the pres-
sure gets too high. A special clip is pro-

vided to the generator for attaching to the
top tube, made in two halves ajid bolted
together. Also tlie Anti-rust semi rim is

shown. This consists of two curved rings
with serrated edges, made of aluminium
alloy, ffliicb fit over the edge of the edges
of the tyre rim. The serrated edge stops
creeping of the tyre, and at the same time
rust is Kept out and the bead of the tyre
is prevented from cracking.

New pattern Stanley hoolt with square ends.

The Coventry EnnnER Co., Spon
Street, Coventry (No. 296).—^Threc Spires

non-skid motor cycle tyre. This cover
remains unaltered for 1912. as the manu-
facturers have found its wearing and non-

skid qualities all that can be desired.

G. Atkinson. Summer Hill Row, Bir-

mingliam (No. 47).—Two types of motor
cycle covers, the rubber-studded heavy
nt>n-skid specially constructed for high-

powered ma<hine9, and built of three-ply

Eg3'piian canvas, ami knmvn as the Wim-
bourne. Also a lighi weight motor cycle

cover with corrugated tre^d, the Wim-
bourne red Para butted tube, and the

Brooklands rubber belt. Also gas tubing,

fibre brake blocks, patches, and repair

outfits.

The CotiNTT CffEsncAL Co., Ltd.,

Bradford Street, Birmingham (No. 293).

—Chief novelties are chemical puncture

stopping, a liquid inserted in the tube

which seals the puncture, and is claimed

to have no effect upon patches. Cheraico

Reliance repair outfits are now provided
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with a stiti'-ljacked patcli, a patcli stuck
to cardboard so that it can be easily mani-
pulated and put on. When the patch 1,9

properly stuck the cardboard, can be
pulled off. Also the noiseless repair out-
fit ; the outer covering is corduroy, and
envelops a spring. 'Ihere is a separate
compartment for each article, and when
rolled up the spring holds the whole in

position. The Chemico backrest appeals
to those who cover long distances. Besides
the above, an ingenious ratchet valve
grinder is sfiown supplied with ratchet
screwdriver and lever. The lever is

hooked at one end, this hook being placed
under the tube of the frame, allowing
the requisite pressure to be put on tne
valve. Oil for air-cooled engines, car-

bide, enamel, metal polishes, etc.

OT©Ig((¥€ILII

THE' MECCA OF MOTORISTS.
Though not showing at the Olympia

Show, Messrs. Gamage will have several
novelties on view at their Holborn

Kerry " Ideal " tyre,

depot, which may be described as " The
Mecca of Motorists." Among the motor
cycle specialities may be mentioned Dr.
Slormont's mudshield, which is made of
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leather and extends from the head at
right angles to the frame right down to

the ground. It is of ample width, so as

to ensure perfect protection to the rider-j

while a hole is suitably placed for allow-

ing the air to reach the engine. Gamages
are now marketing a motor cycle.

We were also shown during a recenk
visit to this emporium a. very complete
and useful tool roll for motor cyclists,'

pvit up in a water-proof canvas case.

Mascots are popular among a number ef

motor cycle riders, and Messrs. Gamage
sell one of these in the shape of the well-

known Lincoln Imp, designed to be
clipped on to the handle-bars. ';

in the cliiihing line also novelties ar^,,.

to be found, among which may be
mentioned a suit of overshoes and legg-

ings, which afford protection from the

feet almost to the waist. Every accessory

and article of clo'hine that a motoi
cyclist wants, or is likely to want, can be
seen in the well equipped showrooms oji

this well-known firm. i

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE UNITED STATES.
HAVING recently made a short visit to the North-

eastern corner ol the United States of America, I

have been asked by the Editor to give some of my
impressions concerning the state of motor cycling

in America. Having been a reader of some of the American
periodicals for some years, I must confers thai my first im-

pression was one of considerable disappointment. I landed
ia New York, and had been there several days before I saw
a motor bicycle at all, and my wanderings took me not only

tip and down the busy streets of the town, but into several

ol the outlying suburbs.
In England one would not expect to see many motor

cycles actually in the City, but it would scarcely be possible

to spend an hour anywhere in a circle five miles from St.

Paul's without encountering many machinesof different kinds.©

Kiding Conditions in New YorH.
Also, New York is in many ways far better suited to

motor cycling than is London. The streets are vfider, the

trafiic is much less dense, and the distances between im-
portant points of the tov;n are fairly great. On the other
hand, with one or two noticeable exceptions, the condition
ef the streets is such that riding in any kind of vehicle is

extremely uncomfortable, and riding on any sort of bicycle

might become positively dangerous. Although a number of

pedal cycles are in use, there is nothing like the same pro-

portion as anywhere in England. The utility of every kind
ef cycle in America has been so greatly reduced by the
truly abominable roads that cycling and motor cycling have
riever become part of the national life in the way they
have here.

In some of the smaller towns such as Buffalo, Cleveland,
Dayton, Ohio, and, of course, Detroit, a good many motor
bicycles are to be found, but although I covered a good
many hundreds of miles of the roads lying round thfse
eities, 1 do not think that I actually met fifty motor bicycles

in the whole time, although cars were encountered every
few miles. Here, too, of course, the roads make motor
cycling a quite violent physical exercise.

Driving a car on roads which in most parts of Europe
we should disdain to call cattle tracks is sufficiently hard
work for most people, and motor cycling must be infinitely

more strenuous.

The Alleg»d Roads of the U.S.
Imagine a track some thirty feet wide consisting of loose

earth, either sand or clay, according to the nature of the

soil, and rutted by the passage of cars and farm waggons
often to a depth of a foot in dry weather, and much more
in wet. Rarelv is anv attempt made to level these roads,

the usual method of repairing being to scrape up from the

sides towards the centre, perhaps adding a little gravel until

60

there is a ridge along the middle of the road three or foui

feet high. This is left to be trampled and scattered about
by passing traffic, and one is liable to come upon twenty
mile stretches of this sort of thing.

The only occasion I had for observing the pastime in th«

country at really close quarters was on a short run neai
Daytoii, Ohio, over a medium quality road. On this occa-

sion a fairly large party were going out to see some flying

at the Wright Bros.' ground, about eight miles from the city,

and as I was travelling in a car I was able to appreciate
the sensations of half a dozen Indian riders who "hung on"
for most of the way.
At speeds above twenty miles an hour they appeared never

to touch their saddles at all, and in order to avoid ruts, the
steering consisted of a series of plunges from side to side of

the road. Several times they dismounted to negotiate a
particularly deep patc'n of loose sand, and often in rising

over a hump in the road the whole machine would leave the
g'ound for a foot or two coming down with a "whack"
which made one wonder how the frames could stand the con-

tinual strain.

A Big Future for American Makers.
Undoubtedly the roads of America are improving rapidly,

because it seems that nearly everyone who can possibly afford
any sort of motor is buying one, and as soon as the roads
are good the convenience of a motor cycle in covering the
long distances from town to town cannot fail to bring it

to its own.
Machines are used to a considerable extent by the urban

governments for the speedy transport of police and fire

brigade officials, and frequently it seems the use of a motor
bicycle has enabled the capture of a criminal or assisted in

the extinction of a conflagration when no other means would
have served.

If the rider is not considering his comfort the two-wheeled
machine can, of course, be taken into pLaces where no cai

could go, and usually at a speed which no horse could attain.

It seems to me that th<i employment of motor cycles by the
local government bodies in America is likely to be a most
powerfnl influence in the betterment of American roads

—

certainly, no official who rides a machine can be under any
illusions concerning them. - A.L.C.

Yeovil and District M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held on the 8th inst. at

the Half Moon Hotel. The following officers were elected :

President, Dr. R. H. Walters ; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. R.
Waterman ; hon. sec, Mr. J. Baker. The club team wert
congratulated on their winning the silver cup in the A.G.U.
Six Days' Trials in Yorkshire.
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NEW LONG DISTANCE RECORDS.
ON the 14th inst., J. R. Haswell, the well-known

private owner of a 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph
motor cycle, put up a splendid performance^

at Brooklands._ The day was wijidy, and by 110'

means favourable for record-breaking. Haswell's

machine ran consistently, and there was little differ-

.
ence between the fastest and slowest lap. The fastest

lap was 2m. 34s., njaking a speed of 63.53 rniles per

hour, while the slowest -lap was 2m. 41s., 'giving a

speed of 60.77 m.p.h.^ While he was running he

never covered a lap at less than 60 ro.p.h., but un-

, fortunately he had very bad. luck, haxing scnp> of

23m., lom., 5m., 6m., and 5m. respectively, due t;i

vah'e trouble and to the attachment of the special

'silencer, fitted to comply with the Brooklands regu-

;lations, coming loose. As a silencer, the device was
:distihctly a success, though of somewhat bulky

dimensions. Despite this, howe\-er, he captured the

four, five, and six hour records and 250 and 300
miles, the complete figures Deing

:

.4 hours: 209 miles 420 wrds.

5 hours: 266, miles 5-84,yards.

6 hours: 321 miles 1,060 yards.

250 miles: 4I1. 42m. 43'%s'.

300 miles: 5h. 38m. 56%s:
These are world's records in Classes C (500 c.c),

D (750 CO.), and E (1,000 c.c).

The rear w'heel was changed as a precaution,

though the tyre was in quite good order. If it had
not been for the troubles he experienced, Haswell
might well have a\'eraged sixty miles throughout the

whole ride—certainly a marvellous performance. As
it- was, Haswell was exceedingly disappointed with

the ill-luck wWch dogged him,' and decided to stay

on the track with a view to improving his short-

distance times and distances.

—>—<»9

Manufacturers' Union Second Annual Banquet.
THIS function was held at the Waldorf- Hotel

on Friday last. Mr. Arthur Brampton, J. P.,

president of the Union, presided. After an
excellent dinner, the Chairman proposed the toast of

the Sovereign in the old-fashioned way, raising his

glass to the " King across the water." In proposing

'the toast of "The Manufacturers' Union," he apolo-

,gised for its lengthy title, which had been imposed

:on them by a Government department, but what was

in a name? The Union, which Avas but three years

"old, had been of great service to the trade. Mr.

^Alfred Bednell, the secretary, had proved himself to

jbe invaluable. He was as wise as a serpent, and
yet not quite as harmless as a dove. The great work

{of the Union had been the Show; in fact, the Union,

and the Show were inseparable.

Mr. S. Bettmann, J. P., in reply, spoke at some
length oh the work the Union had done.

Mr. H. G. Burford, also in reply, made a capital

speech, and was the only speaker who gave the motor
cycle side of the Union's work more than a passing

preference. The Show, he said, was essentially a

jnotor cycle show, and was the finest exhibition of its

kind in the world. He was pleased to see that the

British nijlor cycle still move than held its own.

He spoke in glowing terms of the excellent work done

by Sir. Bednell, the secretary, and Mr. C. D.

Clayton, the press agent.

Mr. Chas. Marston, ex-president of the Union,

then proposed the toast of "The Guests," making
special mention of the press.

Mr. Massac Buist (the Morning PoH) replied, and

referred to his fellow guests, Messrs. Robert Todd
(chairman A.C.U.), F. Straight (secretary A.C.U.),

Stenson Cooke (secretary A.A. and M.U.), A.

Blackie (manager of the Olympia Show), and T.

Woodfine (.secretar)' the S.M.M.T.)
Mr. J. Percy, J. P., replied on behalf of the techni-

cal press.

Mr. Harry Smith, a vice-president of the Union,

propo.sed the toast of "The Chairman."
An excellent musical entertainment followed.

A disappointing note in the speeches was the manner
in which the motor cycle industry was slurred over.'

It is true that every speaker made once during his

speech a casual reference to the movement, but with

the exception of Mr. Burford everyone practicall)

ignored the subject.

—

<

ADDENDA TO
A number of specifications of 191 3 models ha\e

reached us sirice " The Buyers' Guide " went to press.

Brough (Ladies').—3i h.p., 85 x 88, Broiigh variable gear,

belt, height 29in., wheelbase 49in., Continental tyres

2iin. £52 10s.

23 h.p., 77 X 88, Brough variable gear. £50.

C.C.R. (Twin).—4i h.p.; m.o. val.'es, 70 X 80. belt, wheel-

base 52in., Dunlop 2iin., weight 180 lbs. £50. F.E.

hub £6 6s., and Armstrong throe-speed £10 10s. extra.

C.C.R. (Sidecar).—8 h.p. J.A.P.. 85 x 85, three-.=peed and
dutch, Dunlop 2iin., wheelbase 62in., weight 280 lbs.

£78'l5s.
Dot.—3i h.p. Precision, 85 x 88, Amac. '\'.S. hub, belt

|in.. height 29in., clearance 4Jin.. Hutchinson 2iin.,

weight 190 lbs. £-57 153.

J)OT (Twin).—8 h.p. J.A.P., 85 x 85. Amac. V.S. hub,

same dimensions, weight 210 lbs., 2iin. tyres. £58 5s.

6 h.p. J. A. P.. 76 X 85. Amac. 'V'.S. hub, weight

200 lbs. £67- 4s. Without V.S. luib £10 10s. less.

BUYERS' GUIDE.
Ebo-—3i li.p. Precision. 85 x 88, B. and B., belt, height

30in., clearance 5in., Duiiloii 24in., wheelbase SSjin.,

weight 160 lbs. £42.

4i h.p. Precision, 89 x 95. Amac, P. and M. two-speed,

chains, height 31in., clearance 3in., Moseley 2iin.,

wheelbase 55^in., weight 180 lbs. £56.

Lincoln- Elk.—3^ h.p.. 85 x 88. B. and B., belt, height 32in.,

clearance 44in., Palme. 2;;in.. wheelbase 53in., weight

180 lbs. £34.
3 h.p., 79 X 82, weight 150 lbs. £30 10s.

2i h.p., 70 X 72, height SO^in., wheelbase 49iin., weight

120 lbs. £28 10s.

MorosACOCHE.—The lady's machine has a 2 h.p. 62 x 70,

not a 2-^ h.p. engine, a spring frame, and weighs 95 lbs.

Sf.rvicb (Twin).—8 h.p. J.A.P.. 85 x 85, B. and B., Roc

two-speed, Service belt, tyres 2iin.

Skevice (Single).—3i- h.p. J.A.P., 85.5x85, B. and B.,

Service bell.

c6V
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CUGRE^
LIGHT LAMPS.

4.59 p.m._

4.57 p.m.

4.55 p.m.

4.53 p.m.

TIME TO
Nov. 23rd

,/ 25th

„ 27th

,, 29th

65,000 Copies o£ " The Motor Cycle."

The circulation of the issue of The
Motor Cycle dated November 9th was
53,250 copies, and of the second show
number, dated November 15th, 65,000
copies.

Late Glub Items.

Tlie annual reliability trial of the
Sutton Coldfield A.C. will take place on
December I'^th and 17th.
There will be a meeting at 8.30 p.m.

on the 29th inst. at the Eoyal Talbot
Hotel, Victoria Street, Bristol, to discuss
the desirability of forming. a purely motor
club tor Bristol and the neighbourhood.

The Show Catalogue.

A word of praise is due to those who
are responsible for the compilation of the
Show catalogue. In it are alphabetical
lists of all proprietary names in the allied

industries, as well as a complete list of

exhibitors with their postal and tele-

grapliic addresses, cable codes used, and
telephone numbers. The whole is arranged
in a convenient style and sold at 6d.

Cut-outs to be Prohibited.

The Local Government Board has
written to the Royal Automobile Club
stating that the Board has under con-

sideration the question of the use of

"cut-outs" on motor vehicles, and pro-

poses to take steps to prohibit the use of

these fittings on the public highways.
This ban will seriously affect both motor
cyclists and manufacturers -of- motor,
cycles, the former because they nearly
all possess machines that are fitted with
cut-outs, and the latter because they will

be compelled, in many cases, to redesign
their silencers. In the long run the
Local Government Board's decision will

benefit the pastime, and it is surprising

it has not come about before.

The Olympia Press View.

It was somewhat of a farce to apply the

term " press view " to Olympia last Satur-

day. The majority of the exhibitors were
far from ready, whilst some stands were
deserted. The management are hardly to

blame in a way, as some delay was caused
through the close proximity of the Car
Sliow. We understand the car exhibits were
not all out on the Wednesday of last week,
so the motor cycles could hardly shake
down by Saturday. There were also

complaints of delay on the railways. If

we are to have a press view it ought to

be complete. Two of the most novel

machines were not brought into . the
Show until Saturday afternoon. ,

The
James and Matchless stands were even de-

serted until Sunday midday, whilst on
Sunday evening the Show was by no
means complete.

c64
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SPECIAL FEATURES.

OLYMPIA SHOW REPORT.
PROFUSELY I LUSTRATED.

SIX YEARS OF MOTOR CYCLING.
BY MRS. M. C. COOKE.

M.C.C. SECOND WIN I ER RUN.

Advance Reports.
One or two writers of motor cycle notes

in the daily papers last week referred to

the " display " of foui--wheeled runabouts

at Olympia, and called this type one of the

attractions of the Show. This comes of

publishing advance reports.

The Show on the Opening Day.

The Show opened at 10 a.m. on Mondiiy.

All night work resulted in every stand

of importance being filled on Monday at

opening time.. Most stands in the Main
Hall were lighted, and a general view from
the Gallery was distinctly pleasing.

People were not exactly fighting to enter

at 10 a.m., but later on the building was
receiving - an ever-increasing stream of

visitors. The morning was dull arid cold,

and later rain began to fall.

Brooklands

Kecords at Brooklands are most sought
\

after at show time, consequently it was
not surprising to find a small host of

well-known riders on record bent
_
at

Brooklands last Saturday. The morning
opened fine, but a drizzle soon gave place

to pouring rain, and records through
seas of water were, of course, impossible.

Among those who are waiting attempts

on record are J. K. Haswell, who is

not satisfied with his last week's per-

formance, and thinks with better luck

he will improve his timts ; Khys on a
r>„j„„. Lieut. Smith, K.N., 3^ h.p.

Singer; G. E. Stanley, 2^ h.p. Singer;

and W. H. Bashall on a Bat sidecar.

Another rider in attendance is the hour
record-holder. Stanhope Spencer, who ia

merely waiting at Brooklands with his

racer watching the fun.. He- tells na

thit in case his distance for - the 4ionir

is beaten he will immediately attempt
to improve upon the new times. He
considers he could add two miles to his

distance in the hour. Most if not all

of the above-named riders will attempt
record this week at Brooklands, as also

Harry Martin. F. A. MacNab is having a

water-cooled cylinder n^ade for his 3^ h.p.

Trump-Jap, and is confident that improved
speed will result.

A photographic denial o£ the numerous statements that there are no tour-wheeled vehicles at Olympia J

It is a Hnmher railway trolley, propelled by a 2 h.p. lightweight engine set.
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IV.C.U. Sub-committee.

The above conmittee is now busily

engaged in looking after tlie wa-nts of

motor cyclists on tile ropd, especially as

regards the appointment of suitable' hotels

and repairers. A cipit;'! sign, bearing tlie

A.C.U. initials, hrs been ordered, and
certificates have been got out for the
repairers.

The Show.
Special trips to Olympia from all parts

of the country have been arranged. On
Saturday there will be a big infux of

visitors from the provinces. The Wolver-
hampton M.C.C. bas arranged for a

saloon to be attached to the L. and
N.W. 5.50 a.m. train, and other organised

outings will start from Birmingham and
Coventry.

Activity in the Midlands.

Next year tlie Coventry and Warwick-
shire Motor Club will organise an open
rel 'ability trial in the soring, in addition

to the autumn open hill-climb. Another
novel event on tlie drsft programme is a

winter run on the last Saturday of the

current year.

Meeting of Club Secrptaries.

On Saturday evening next, in the

Press Room at the Cycle and Motor Show
at Olymuia. secretaries of motor cycle

clubs'^ ill meet for the purpose of arrang-

ing dates' for the 1912 fixtures in order

to avoid clashing of dates. At the con-

clusion of the meeting it is proposed to

discuss the question of the relationship

between the Auto Cycle Union and the

provincial clubs.

Slow Moving TrafBc.

Representations have been made by
the R.A.C. to thg Commissioner of Police

for the Metronolis urging him to take
steps to regulate the traflfic in Totten-

ham and Wooi Green with the cbject of

keeping the slow moving vehicles near

the left kerb As a re.=rlt the secretary

has been informed that Sir Edward Henry
will direct such special action as may be
necessary.

M)to: Cycle Famine in Ceylon.

The boom in motor cycles which set in

in England two years ago has now reached
Ceylon. All the motor cycles imported
are bought up at once, and many more
could be sold if they could be delivered.

Oiw Colombo firm (Messrs. Brown and
Co.) has sold seventy-three motor
cycles this year. The majority of the
buyers find tlie machines very handy
for getting about. A Ceylon iVi.C C has
now been formed, and the members
already number sixty.

A Colossal Output.

Mr. Howard E. Coffin, past president
of t>ie Amer'cn Societv of Automobile
Engineers, read a paper at the Institute

ot .Median cal Engineers, Storey's Gate,
S.W. . on Wednesday, November 8th. In
replving to the discussion, Mr. Howard
Coffin stated that the total out-put of

one American factory would amount to

110 less than 75.0C0 motors cars in twelve
months. The Chairman of the meeting
then drew p cnn'-n^rison vi'ti the to'^l

out-put of the motor car firms in this

lountry and said that the above figures

gave a ratio of two to one in favour of

the sing'..>. American firm.

w

Nov. 20-25.—MOTOR CYCLE AND
CYCLE F„\H1BITI0N AT
OLYJIPIA.

Dec. 9.—M.V..1... .-Minual Din', t at the

Cafe Monico.

, 26-27— .\LC.C. Winter CcliablUty
Run to E):eter and back.

. 27 — Oiibliii and ' nstrict .u.i^.c

Open Reliability Trial to
Waterlord and back.

A special licaumn will lie louiiu in llu

'iwiccllatieous lUv^UsenieiU columns for
iiiiioitncemeni^ ol torlhcomtn^ duty com-

h miotic

Another Winter Trial.

The Bradiord Motor Cycle Club pro-
poses to organise an op?n twenty-four
hour reliability trial to Harnet and back
on New Year's Day.

R.I.A. Activities.

A meeting of the Midland Centre was
heli on the 8th inst. Local road improve-
ments were dealt with, and the proposal

to construct a new io;id from Birming-
ham to Wolverhampton was again con-

sidered. Also the question of lighting

unrolbd metal at iiiglit was dealt with.

Direction Signs in Kingston.

A short time ago the. R.A.C. secured
the erection of a lamp on a dangerous
unlighted barrier on the blind end of

Lingfield Avenue. Kingston-on-Thames.
Permis.«ion has now been obtained for

the erection of a conspici:ous direction

sign, which, it is Iioped, will be fixed in

a few days.

A Delicate Situation.

The niembeis of the committee of .1

club on Merseyside are going to have a

rare chance of showing their Jlritish good
sports.iiaiiship. They have been com-
petitors for a cup presented for the " best

performance of the year," and there is

diversity of opinion about the donor's

intentions. Far.ey committee members
who have been competitors trying to

decide to whom tlie cup shall go I

It is an awkward situation, and we hope
for a happ}' settlement.

Affiliation.

ihe Ipswich and District Motor Cycl<
Club (thirty-two members) has become
affiliated to the governing body.

A.C.U. Metropolitan Centre.

Mr. P. D. Stirling, hon. secretary of
the Metropolitan Centre of the A.C.U.

,

talis of organising a .=moking concert for

members of clubs affiliated to the centre
in January next.

Wiatei Hill-climb in France.

The Auto Cycle Club of France is

organising a hill-climbing competition for

motor bicycles, tricars, and voiturrttes
to be held December 17th. All machine^
e.xoept in two open classes must be of the
commercial type, i.e., "rigorously in

accordance with makers' catalogue speci-

fication." Manufacturers' entries are
confined to three machines in each class.

Motor Bicvcles.— Cla.=s 1. 225 c.c. ; 2,

300 c.c- ; 3, 400 c.c. ; 4, 500 c.c. ; 5, no
restrictions.

Tricars.—Class 1, maximum bore of

engine 90 mm. ; 2. no restrictions.

Entrance fees for motor bicycles, 15
francs ; tricars, 20 francs.

The address of the secretary of the
French Auto Cycle Club is 35, Rue de
Crussol, Paris.

MilitaTV Motor Cycling.

It will be reniei b;red that some time
ago the Auto Cycle Union submitted to

the Army Council a sdieme for the pio-
vision of a number of motor cyclists for

service in cases of enrergeucy. Ncthirg
much has s'nce been heard of the matter,
but an Adv'sory Committee, cors'stirg of

representatives of the War Office, the
Auto Cycle Union, and the Automobile
Association, has held many meetirgs fc

draft a scheme likely to be acceptable.
This scheme has now been completed, and
as soon as finally approved by the Army
Council it will be published.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

The Bradford M.C.C. has made th(

following proposition: "That, as an en
courageii ent to Quarterly Trial entrants
every rider in anv trial making a non
stop run l-c awarded a medal, silver sue
gested." This was referred to the A.C.U
I' Tnne'itions Sub-cominitt«e for its con
sideration.

AT OLYMPIA. Water-cooled 4 b.p. P.ex with two-speed gear in bad: hub.

J 17
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
OWING to the Union having decided to grant

permits to provincial clubs to hold open com-
petitions, provided the' rules given hereunder

be observed, and with the intention of starting the

new year with as few suspensions on its books as

possible, the following suspensions have been
removed

:

Rennoval of Suspensions.
Riders who took part in the Northern League

competitions in igio and 1911 and the Liverjjool

A.C.C. trial held this year, to date from January ist,

1912. It has also been decided to remove the ban
placed upon the Harrogate and Scarborough clubs.

Messrs. Ivan B. Hart-Davies and Hugh Gibson,

both riders who were suspended for taking part in

road records in which the legal speed was exseeded,

will also be reinstated.
~ '

Open Reliability Trial.

It has. been decided that pennits should be granted
to clulis to hold open. reliability trials upon the fol-

lowing conditions :

Minimum Distance.—^That the minimum distance
be 100 miles.

Speed.—That the .schedule time shall not be set

above the legal limit.

Cut-outs.—That cut-outs be not used, and if

fitted they must be sealed. The judges shall have
power to disqualify noisy machines.
Sunday Competitions.—That no competition or

part of a competition shall extend over a Sunday.
Route.—That a permit be not granted in the case

of a course traversing a populous district more than^
twice, and that the course be arranged so as to cause;
the least possible inconvenience to the public.

• ee~f-

SILENCERS.
THE article on silencers in the last issue must

have been read with great interest by peace-

loving motor cyclists. I should like to make a

few further remarks upon a subject which is of great

importance, and likely to come mivch to the front in

the future, probably in the near future. It is

generally recognised that ?i silencer has two functions

to perform: (i) To silence the exhaust; (2) to admit

J)J1D1)

miiSi
Another suggested torm of silencer.

of the escape of the gases without causing back pres-

sure. An improperly designed silencer, which gives
silence at the cost of back pressure, not only results

in a considerable loss of power, but adds to the cost
of motor cycling in the unnecessary waste in the
consumption of petrol and lubricating oil, not to

mention the harm done to the valves caused by engine
overheating. So f-"- '^o good, but to my mind this

is not all, .md I contend that a perfectly efficient

silencer will not only cause no back pressure, but will

actually have an opposite effect, and by means of
utiUsin.g the ihertia of the gases in the exhaust pipe
(which I regard as part of the silencer) will actively

assist in the removal of the used gas from the cyliri

der, provided that the valve timing is also correct,

which means that a certain amount of overlap must
be allowed. To get rid of the burnt gases quickly
not only means an immediate redirction of pressure
on the piston during the .exhaust stroke, but that a
bigger volume of gas enters on the succeeding stroke,

the charge assuming a pressure nearing atmospheric.
If an engine exhausts straight into the open air, the

exhaust gases have to displace a certain amount of
air, which is more or less in a state of rest; this in

itself is sufl5cient to cause some back pressure. The
same is true wh<=.i a silencer is used, but in this case,

B3S

if the silencer be properly designed and the exhaust,

pipe of a suitable length, the gas in the pipe will be'

already in motion, and will have caused a partiaU
vacuum in the pipe itself which will assist the gases
to escape from the engine and at the same time issue

from the silencer into the air with a much lower
velocity, and consequently with less disturbance of

the atmosphere and less noise.

Continuous Kscape of Gas desirable.

Another point is that a silencer should cause the
gases to issue from it more or less continuously, and
not so much in jerks or separate explosions. The
gas should have some opportunity of expanding before
it gets into the air; he:.ice a small exhaust tube will

not prevent noise, though a large one will to a con-
siderable extent, even without a silencer on the end
of it. The accompanying design shows a silencer

which should be taiily eflicient. Auriga.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE ANTIPODES.
A kangaroo and a cockatoo keep their master company whilst he eHects

adjustments to his Kerry-Abingdon.
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The Editor does not hold himself respinsib'e for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shoold lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C. and should be aooompaaied by the writer's full name and address.

Large Twins v. T.T. Singles.

[6053.]—I have read witli great interest Mr. Bashall's letter

on the above subject, and note what he says about the big

Matchless. He has been seen driving the big machine thjough
Ripley lately, and I slioald E;iy that it was very far from
being as quiet as a lamb.

I have lieard rumoars of a certain motor cyclist in the same
neiglibourhood being held up four times in a week for driving
to the danger of the public. Is the big 8 h.p. ste;;dy in

grease, as some of the i'.T. singles are absolutely unrid.able
in the wet weather and grease that we have been suffering

from here (Birmingham district) h.tely.

GEO. WILLOUGHBY.

Magneto Position for the Colonies and Other Items.

[6064.]—Some two or three months ago I sent you my
idea for a suitable motor cycle for this locality which you
were good enough to publish, and I can add nothing more
to that, except tiiat since then we have found that the mag-
neto fitted close up to the rear of the cylinder is not at all

suitable for our hot climate. What with the heat of the
cylinder and our 110° in shade, and being sheltered from
the cooling breeze instances have occurred of the melting
of the insulation in the magnetos. A Sin. engine claaranca,

a trifle longer wheelbase, much heavier rims, 2^in. tyres, and
handle-bars of 16 G. tube should be universal.

Adelaide. AUSTRAL MOTORIST.

Hills in the Macclesfield District.

[6065.]—With reference to Mr. Burgess's letter [5024],
I can fully endorse his remarks as to the severity of the hills

in the Macclesfield district. It would be interesting to see
some of the hills between Macclesfield and Clulow Cross or
Swythamley included in one of the two one-day trials to
be held next vear, and also to hear the riders' comments on
them. O.M.G.

[5066.]—I see from Mr. Burgess's letter that he wants
to hear of other people's experiences in the hilly part of
Cheshire. I may say that I know the district on the Wincle
and Wildboarclough side of Maoclesfieli, and have cUmbed
all the steepest hills on my 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua. Does
Mr. Burgess know the hill at Swythamley Park, on the
old road between Leek and Danebridge'? There is a very
sharp left hand hairpin bend close to the bottom of the hill
which I imagine woidd cause most 3i h.p. single-geared
machines to yield up the ghost on the 1 in 4 gradient just
round the bend, even though the surface is fairly good.

I have twice climbed it on my Zenith, both times with
a hot engine, the Gradua gear enabling me to pick up easily
again round the hairpin. This is only one of the many steep
hills with which the district abounds, but I don't think
that any of them are beyond the powers of a good 3^ h.p.
variably-geared machine. I woider if Mr. Hugh Gibson
knows the district? It wouH make quite a happy hunting
ground for his Bradbury and sidecar.

I don't know the hills round Kettleshulme and Eainow,
but hope to try them at the first opportunity.

In his letter Mr. Burgess omits to say whether his Brad-
bury has two speeds. Aho I should like" to know if he man-
aged t6 get up all the hills in the district. From the tone
of his letter I infer that he did not.

.J. C. EAILTON.

Lubrication oE Twin-cylinder Engines.

[6067.]—There is a question which I would like to see

definitely settled about twin-cylinder engines, and that is

the lubrication. From what I can make out from the

majority of twin riders they say one C3'linder gets too much
oil, whilst the other is starved for want of oil. and if this

is true it must greatly detract from the efficiency of a twin.

Having only ridden a single, I have had no experience of

the question I have put, and as I am thinking of riding a
twin next year, I, naturally, would like to know the truth

of this matter. No doubt others who are thinking of going

in for a twin may have heard the same, and will hesitate

until they know for a fact whether the lubrication is

effective in both cylinders. If not, one cylinder must wear
quicker than the other, which means £ s. d.

C. B. ROBINSON.

Adjustable tappet
illusiralin; letter
from G.H.T.

Adjustable Tappets.

[5058.]—I recently saw on a friend's machine a rather

good idea which will no doubt be of interest to some
readers. As most motor cyclists know, after a few hundred
miles the clearance between the end of the valve stem and
the head of the tappet gets wider through the continual

hammering, and causes a loss of power due
to the valves not lifting to tiie proper

extent.

As the correct clearance is equal to the

thickness of a visiting card when the

engine is hot, it is sunietimes a rather

difficult matter to find a means of

lengthening the valve stem on the tappet

in order to make up for wear that has

taken place. Many try brazing a piece

of steel on to the end of the valve stem,

and others fit a steel cap over the tappet,

but I think the following idea is quite

as good, easy to make, and very satisfactory.

Taking, for example, the Triumph tappet, the procedure

is as follows : The next lime the cylinder is taken off for

the purpose of cleaning off the carbon deposit the tappets

are removed and taken to the nearest motor or cycle

mechanics' shop, wliere about -^m. is filed off the lower

end of the tappet rods. A small hole about I'jin. in cir-

cumference is then drilled in the centre of the head of each
tappet about jin. deep and a round pin of steel is driven

into this hole. The pin is then filed down till it projects

about ^in. or i^in. aboife the head of the lappet. The next
move is to get two pieces of hard steel about j^in. deep
made into discs the same size as the head of the tappet. A
hole is then drilled throug'i the pieces of steel to allow them
to slip over the pin and lie on the head of the tappet.

After making a few thin tin washers the same size as the

discs, the tappets may be put in their places and before

screwing up the cylinder nuts tight see that the tappets are

not too long; it so, file a little off the lower end until the

valve stem has the correct clearance. If, however, as will

most likely be the case, there is more clearance than the

thickness of a visiting card between the tappet and valve

stem, insert one or two o; the thin tin washers between the
steel discs and the head of the tappet.

By this method the clearance can be very delicately

adjusted, and after running a few hundred miles it is an easy
matter to slip in another thin washer to take up the wear.
Should the steel discs get worn in one spot they are essily

replaced. G.R.T.

4'
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3,000 Miles in Three Weeks.

[5069.]—^Regarding your paragraph 011 Mr. F. E. Pither's

attempt to cover 3,000 miles in three weeks, it may be of

interest that I have 'already accomplished tliis on my 3-^ h.p.

B.S.A. with sidecar and passenger. I received the macliine

from the B.S.A. works at 4 p.m. on the 19th of September

last, and completed 3,060 miles by 6 p.m. on the 10th of

October. Of this I have proof, and wish to „add that the

only attention given to the machine during tliat time was
taking the cylinder down and scraping the piston and grind-

ing in the valves on one occasion. The engine ran right

through without an involuntary stop.

C. A. PATERSON.

Petrol Economy in Motor Cycles and Cars.

[6070.]—There are at the present time many different

motor cycle carburetters on the market. The significant

fact that, in spite of very different design, all are almost

equally satisfactory, shows that the " perfect " design is

certainly not among them.
A well-known six-cylinder car has made a long run under

R.A.C. observation on top gear, averaging 57 tonrmiles per

gallon. Allowing a motor cycle and rider 370 lbs. weight,

this would mean 345 miles to the gallon ! What motor cycle

carburetter manufacturer can give us this economy with his

special design? Motor cycle carburetters of to-day are no

more economical than they were five years ago, in spite of

the modern high compression, short life -engine.

WILL M. BRANSTON.

Silence.

[6071.]—In your issue of October 5th, under the above
heading, there appeared a letter from a Mr. Knight anent

ihe abuse of motor cyclists, complaints of which occasionally

appear in your columns. To my mind, there are not half

enough, always provided that they are confined to papers like

The Motor Cycle, and do not get into the daily papers.

The special brand of cad who wants treading on is the man
who, seeing a lady's horse become unmaiiageable at his

approach (I am referring to a case which occurred a short

time ago), roars past on full throttle, and then never even

looks round to see if anything has happened.
Motor cycling inust be the finest sport on earth for any

man who is fond of an engine, and I hope to be getting a
machine myself before very long. Mr. Knight will agree

with me that, in the interests of motor cyclists themselves,

the bounder should be suppressed if possible. As for riders

who have to be continually using their cut-outs because their

engines demand it, they require help, not abu^e..

ANGLO-SCOTT.

The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

[6072.]—I have read with great interest the discussions

raised by several of your readers with regard to the weak
points of the A.C.U.
In this district, Durham and Northumberland, you hear

no raging' against the A.C.U. Why? We are satisfied. All

the clubs affiliate to the North-Enstern A. A., and, as is

known, we form the Northern Centre of the A.C.U. We
have open competitions and hill-cliinbs yearly, which are a
great success, and we have no shouting for permits, etc.

Each club sends its own delegates to the N.E.A.A. meet-
ings to obtain what they want, and if they do not attend
it is their own fault.

The A.C.U. has done much to promote motor cycling
since its commencement. Every motor cyclist of the
present day owes a debt of gratitude to the A.C.U., yet
grumbles at the paltry affiliation fee. He owes far more
than his 2s. or 2s. 6d. a year if he only thinks; he would be
riding a 1908 modfl in 1912 were it not for the A.C.U.
There is only one club in this district that is thinking of
leaving the Northern Centre, and I think it will find its,

mistake afterwards if it does
Lastly, if we are going m organise, remember, " United

we stand, divided we fall." and let us hope that in the near
future the other centres will awaken and work their own
affairs and get what they want if they know what it is.

^ R. W. HOLMES,
Hon. Sec. Durham and District M.C.G.

A42

Wear of Big End Bearings.

[6073.]—As your readers have been di.'^cussing the problem
of wear of connecting rod big end bushes, perhaps the
following will be of interest.

I have a 2| h.p. Minerva engine, now six years old, fitted

to a rather heavy single-geared machine without pedals.

In order to secure average hill-climbing properties under
these conditions, the gear is jiecessarily low, a,nd the engine
revolutions at ordinary touring speeds consequently high.

Up to the present the machine has run about 25,0U0 miles
with the original big end bush, which is not perceptibly
worn, and which is good, as far as I can see, tor another
25,000 miles.

The bush and crank pin are both made of hardened steel.

I ascribe the practical immunity from wear, not to large

bearing surface (the crank pin is of quite ordinary size), but
to the material of the bush. Why should not all bushes
be made of hardened steel?

The popular idea that steel bushes and pins readily seize

is quite a fallacy. Hardened steel differs entirely in this

respect from soft steel. If at the end of every 4,000 to
5,000 miles, I had to remove the engine from the frame,
pull it all to bits, and get the connecting rod rebushed, I

should modify considerably my views on the "joys" of

motor cycling. J. H. SINCLAIR.

Twin Engines and Sooted Plugs.

[6074.]—I am very surprised at " Wculd-be Twin's"
letter in one of the October issues, and think his method
is at fault. Let him try drip-feed lubrication.

I have had a good deal of experience the last four years
with the twin Peugeot, Rex, and J.A.P., and have never
had any trouble with the lubrication, except an occasional
oiled-up plug, which has been in the front cylinder as often
as in the back. On taking the engine down, I have always
found both pistons and cylinders well oiled and about the
same deposit in each ; also the wear of each cylinder about
the same, which, I think, goes to prove that both cylinders
are receiving the same treatment.

Although I have tried one or two of the leading 1911
single-cylinder machines, I much prefer the twins—they are
more comfortable, every bit as reliable, and more durable, and
they do not require the attention that the single-cylinder does.

I have found that the 3^- h.p. single needs taking down
about every 1,500 miles, whereas a twin will not require

this attention for 2,000 to 2,500 miles, because with the
reserve power you do not notice a little loss ; but when the
3^ h.p. engine loses power there is iiot much reserve. I

also think a twin is far easier on exhaust valves than some
of the singles. I attribute this to the. engine keeping
cooler through being able to take a higher gear, therefore
fewer engine revolutions ; also the twin takes less gas per
cylinder for m.p.h., which means a cooler mixture.

In my opinion it is- silly to try to compare singles, and
twins for sidecar work. A well-tuned single in the hands
of an expert may be fairly satisfactory, but a well-tuned
twin in the same hands would be far more satisfactory, and
the engine would last nearly double the time and maintain
its power much longer, " B. G. DUR'KIN,

Showing the quickJy detachable tank on the new Ariel macainei. As will be
seen, the middle tube is detachable with the tank aOlxed.
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By installing a lathe in your own garage 90 per cent* of your

troubles you can tackle yourself*

Not only will you experience great saving in cost and time^ but

you will find the work decidedly interesting*

If you get stuck on a job^ write us^ we will put you right*

£5 1Site«A=sr £5
4" centres. 2' 4" bed;

SELF-ACTING, SLIDING, BORING, SCREW-CUTTING, MILLING.

If you are going in for competition work you must have a lathe.

DRUMMOND BROS., Ltd., READ HE.L, GUILDFORD.

The
Improved "ACME"

Motor Cyclist*s Coat.

In Grey or Bro^m
Frieze, lined througtiout.

fitted with our. new
muhi collar and duplex
wind Cliffs; 25/-.

Plain Grey and DjtU
Paney Frieze, fitted nith
ietaenabie leut-t^r lininsr

ind oar new miUi lOl-

Jir. which enables it io
be worn * in t_e three

:

j>0!iition9 shown, aUo
fitte.i witi: duplex nind
cults; comijlfie 39/6.

JOHN
PIGGOTT

LTD. 4gM
THE

KZy DRY -FOOT
MOTOVER Boot for Motor Cyclists.

JNJISPENSABLE

INEXPENSIVE

6/9 and 14/6

This article supplies a lonij-felt want
ot EVEEY M.Tor CT*;ii-^. beint;
absolutely wate-ii.cofi and weather-
proot. A great advantiige ui tijis

uvtrooct is ti-e '.H'-.e nitn which it

can be slipped on over tap cruinary
b(Ot and t_e couiion ot same in tae
wear. Tne uppers are made from a
brown rubbeiprtior canvas, and are
fitted witn steel-studdea leather soles-

'±iiis bcot can De Da.-ked fl.it when
not in use. AH sizes sleeked.
Brown Uaterprooi. Canvas, 8tudc?ed

ttoles - - 6/9 per pair
In Tan Willow Calf, wirn 8tu ded

So'e'i - 14/6 ppr pnir

The "IDEAL"
Waterproof Motor
Cycle Overalls.

THE /4 ' >lmi*3l
IDEAL MOTOR "^

:
- .1 i^Vs^

SUIT ^ '
-t i

-'' ^^V 'V
comprising Double- 1 1

' tS^P^t
breasted Motor Jarbet 1 ^-^f9 iV^r
tSCfm long, fitted mth. I rnBt '"^^
wind cuns, deep storm i ctH 1Mb
toliur. ta&s on sleeves. ejSSx^^^
etc. I. 1 pair shaped ^fiiESiUb'Cr
thiirk legginga. Ti;e EJ^H^H
above are made in cBn n 1
ooa:)le texture fawn iV|fl ^ 1
paramatta; 25/- com- VQm \\Ji
plete.

\wi III
WRITE FOR \n If

LIST. w^^
ONIA' ADDRESS— Ip***^
117 & 118, CHEAPSIDE,

MILK STREET, E.C.

[n'anfirering these adverhsemenl it is dcstrabU to mention "The Motor Cj/c/c." B45
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A TYPICAL EXAMPLE
OF

PALMER
DURABILITY.

12,000 MILES ASSiP STILL GOING STRONG.
no, CANNON STREET, E.C.

I
' ' ' Sept. 7^h, 1911.

I am sending herewith one of your cord tyres which may possibly interest you. I purchased it some time in igo8, and used it on the

back wheel of a 4 h.p. Berkley motor cycle for nearly a year. I suppose I covered at least 3.000 miles. It was then transferred to the front

(and occasionally the back) wheel of my 1905 Tn'umph, and my speed indicator now records 9,683 m'.les. Thus you will see that it has done

over 12,000 miles, and look-, good for another 1,000. I merely return it to show my appreciation of what I consider to be the best tyre on
the market. I have two tyres in my possession, made by one of the oldest tyre firms, which are useless after 800 miles.

1

'i

B46

THE

PALMER RANGE
FOR 1912.

The renowned CORD TYRE. The NEW HEAVY FABRIC TYRE.
The ordinary FABRIC TYRE. The " PRIVATEER."

All with Ribbed and Studded Treads. '" '
'

EVERY RIDER CATERED FOR.
Write for descriptive booklet.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Motor Cycle Tyre Depot: 103, St. John St., Clerkenwell.

In answering this adccrtisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijdt."

fe?
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A Cure for Leaky Petrol Taps.

[6075.]—Leaky petrol taps are often a considerable annoy-
ance, and may oft«n account for decreased miles per gallon.

I find the following plan effect a radical cure, and withal
prevent the tap from jamming : Take the plug out, clean witli

petrol, and smear with brown soap ; replace, and hey-
presto ! the trick is done. LB 44.

Up Edge Hill on a Single-geared Sidecar.

[6077.]—My innocent little letter seems to have made
some people quite angry. It is such a pity that, vi-ithout any
refere.ice to the point of my letter, there have been two
replies written in haste and on quite different points from mine.
My letter, which you published in your issue of the 26th

ult., was simply calling attention to the fact that, whereas
a great "shout" had been made in your paper about a

single-geared machine having made a particularly tine per-

formance, the article further disclosed the fact that on tlie

arrival of the machine at the foot of the hill, the gear was
lowered before attempting the climb.

I am convinced that I am an exceedingly bad letter writer,

but I did think that I made it quite clear that I was simply
remarking on the circumstance of lowering the gear, which,
in fact, was an admission that the suitable gear for hill-

climbing was not the suitable gear for ordinary touring on
fairly level roads, and that to claim a feat for a single gear,

which was really carried out after the gear had been changed,
was hardly a fair bolster up of the single-speed theory.

I wish here to mention that, so far from trying to depre-
ciate the per'.'ormance in question, I con.^ider it a particu-

larly fine one, and never had any intention of doing anything
more than protest against a performance being described as

l>eing done by a single-geared machine when it was done by a
machine which employed a lower gear than was used for

journeying to the hill.

As regards the different i^erformances made by the

machines mentioned in your correspondents' letters. I think 4.'

the reputation of Zeniths for hill-climbing work is sufficiently

established to make replies quite unnecessary on this point.

W. G. BOWER.

Saddle Position and Side-slip.

[6078.]—" Ixion's " remarks re sideslip call to mind experi-

ments which I conducted some years ago to definitely decide
the best position for saddles to minimise sideslip.

I made a special se;it pin with a front extension rcocliing

well over the tank and an exten.'^iou rearwiirds reaching neaily

to tlie extremity of the machine and supported from the end
by down tubes to the axle. 1 fitted two saddles, one on the

front and one on the rear, and tested the.se over a cert."in

section of road. My experiments extended over seven or eight

days. "Ixion's" remarks are in keeping with my exneri-

mcnts. With the saddle fitted a.s nearly as possible midway
between the two wheels, it vvas possible to twist about on
slippery granite setts with comparative immunity from s'ip.

If such did take place, it was slow and could be correcttd.

With the saddle as far back as possibh and the i)eak practi-

cally over the rear hub, it was possible to ride the machine
with care over a greasy surface, but when the sideslip occurred

it was so lightning-like as to give absolutely no warning, and
therefore no avoidance of a spill. Of course, from the point

of view of comfortable riding the midway position was almost

impossible, and in order to get well ahead of the rear wheel
and yet retain a position of comfort. I lengthened the back
stays of the machine with excellent effect, givine a lunger and
easier belt drive, in itself an a.'^sistance to stability, and at
the same time having a similar effect to moving the saddle
further forward.
Rake of the forks and also fork curvature were experimented

with, together with wheelbase, and, while it was found that
a substantial rake of steering he.id was no disadvantage, an
excessive curvature of fork tended to make sideslip more
prevalent. My final deductions were:
A long wheelbase, within reasonable limits, proved steadier

than a short one, provided, of course, that lateral rigidity

was not sacrificed.

A s'nall rather than excessive castor effect on the steering

and the weight' as nearly as possible midway between the
two wheels.
Regarding the handle-bar. The upturned bar close to the

rider's body was detrimental to good control in grease, b'lt

a short wide bar. permitting the rider to lean forward at a
slight angle, had the same effect, though not quite so pro-
nounced as moving the saddle forward.

JAS. L. NORTON.

Silence and Silencers.

[6079.]

—

Iff your correspondent's letter on silence and
silencers, I have been using a silencer verv much the same
as "l'S7" describes, except that n-ine had tubes at both ends.

It was a very efficient silencer indeed, nia'iing my old

crock one of the most silent in the district. There were only

EXHAUST-,

AT OLYMPIA.
Showing the method ol springing the saddle on the Charles^Edmund-Jap.

CUT OUT
12 X a tubes, six at either end. The ends, like the one de-
scribed by "PS 7," were held by one long holt. I only used
the cut-out to give warning, as there was no back pressure
from the silencer. If mv 1912 mount is fitted with a
silencer as good as this I shall be satisfied.

E. HARDMAN.

WiU the Ultra-lightweight Return ?
[6080.]—In repiv to letters Nos. 6059 and 6060 in last

week's issue, 1 think Mr. Griffin's last sentence
answers itself—"his lij h.p. mount if kept in tune will
average legal limit in flat country." I use my 2| h.p. New-
Hudson three-speeder for running to and from bn.=iness in

all weathers, and find it quite an ea.sy matter to lift it up
and down a flight of steps daily. The same machine often
has to carry my weight (13 stones) plus luggage over 170
miles at week-ends at well over legal limit average over
decidedly hilly roads, which would mean pushing up several
hills or "h.p. a." (heavy pedal assistarce) to a greater' extent
than I relish 01 an " ultra-lightweight."

Jlay I remind Mr. 0. de Lissa that "the proof of the
pudding is in the eating thereof, etc." The Motosacoche
firm have fallen into line by making a 2i h.p. machine,
weighing we'l over 75 lbs., and their latest addition is a vari-

able gear, which will doubtless be a boon. Their discarded
models are onite beside the point. It is perfectly true that
Mr. H. Eeilly, the designer of the Armstrong gear, fitted

the first experimental three sneeds and clutch motor cycle
hub on an "ultra-lightweight" over three years aao, but
this tiny engine soon gave way to a 2^ h.p. (70 = 76 mm.)
JAP. for testing purposes, in order to climb hills like

Birdlip. etc., without "h.p. a.," and as th» smaller power
was not a severe enough test. I have ridden mo.=t machines
which have been on the market during the last ten years,

a'ld the best reallv small engine in the oM days was the

little outside flvwheel Clement-Garrard. No one ever said

it was " imnofsihle " to make a very sra!"!! and cheap motor
bicycle—the question is, "Is it worth riding when made?"
Personally. I think not, excent for short distances in towns,
which seems to be the continental id»a of motor cvcling.

ROY W. WALKER.
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Size^of Covers Alter Eetreading.

[6081.]^! have a genuine grumble against tyre repairers

wliich I have' not noticed before. It is about the worthless

state in wliich covers are returned after retreading. Mne
times out of ten they simply drop over the rim, having been
stretched several sizes during the repair piocess.

A man in the trade told me it was a sort of " lucky

packet " if you had a cover retreaded whether it would fit

or not afterwards. Covers are stretched bad enough during,
say, two thousand miles running, and in my opinion the

repairers should aim at makincr them smaller, not larger.

E.G.

A Rope Belt.

[6082.]—It was my misfortune some few weeks ago to be
on a journey when my belt gave out, through being very
rotten, and I had no spai-e one with me, relying on being
able to obtain one on passing through towns. To my dismay
I was unable to do this, and my belt had given quite out.

It then occurred to me to use a hemp rope as a belt, and,
acting upon the thought, I went to a harness maker and
got a linv rope spliced upon the machine on low gear, and
as the rope stretched I tightened it by the adjustable pulley.

This j'ope belt did over Hfty miles, and would have done
more. This may be useful to some of your readers should
they ever be in the sanie predicament. A. G. LANE.

Road Dangers at Night.

[6083.]—Leaving Plymouth last week in darkness, with
machine and sidecar, I was unfortunate enough to collide

violently with one of half-dozen cattle proceeding in the usual
manner, all over the road, with nothing to warn one of

their presence. Neither a light, nor even a warning shout
from the drover.

It is, I know, an oft ventilated evil, but when the victim
of such evil, one does painfully realise the wrongness of

laws that permit irresponsible beasts to be allowed to

wonder all over a main road at night unlighted and unwarn-
ing. If I, with machine under absolute control, were" to

run a mile unlighted, the odds are I should get £1 or more
and costs to pay. The result of the collision is a practically

wrecked sidecar, it not being equal to the strain of a bullock
sitting on it, and last and not least rny wife bad'y shaken
and considerably bruised. When shall we get what we over-
taxed motorists pay for, viz., reasonable protection from
unlighted road obstructions ? H.P.B.

Sidecars and Change-speed Gears.

[6084.]—I have read with interest the various letters

which have recently appeared in The Motor Cycle regarding
the experience of users of passenger machines. I reaUy can-
not help thinking that if some of the writers would gain a
little experience in the use of their machines and gears
before blaming them it would be to their advantage.

I have tried several different combinations, and have had
troubles with the gears, but in all cases they were due
entirely to my own ignorance, either in lubrication, adjust-
ment, or in driving. I consider it is most necessary for any-
one to understand thoroughly the internal working of the
gear he is using. I am now using a 5 h.p. Bat, with P. and
M. gear, and sidecar. I have used this in all kinds ol

weather and on all kinds of roads, and it has not failed me -

yet. At first the gear slipped when the throttle was opened,
but I found it was due to iny putting thin lubricating oil

in wher. i jught to have put gear box grease. The slipping
is soon stopped by running petrol in between expanding
collars. This gear has now run over 3,000 miles, and it is

still as good as new ; the wedge bars and rollers have not
wanted renewing yet.

I rode 400 miles last summer with a lady passenger to

North Devon and back. Starting from London at 3 a.m. we
arrived back at 11.30 the same evening. Allowing two and a
half hours for meals it averages—well, up to the legal limit.

I think it speaks well for a modern sidecar combination to

say that the only involuntary stop was caused through a
small bolt coming out of the front mudguard stay. The
spring frame is ideal for long rides. I had not the slightest

backache. The sidecar iS' also well sprung. My passenger
was quite fresh at the finish.

The Bat is a rigid sidecar having five fastenings. It takes
somewhat longer to detach, but it is well worth the extra

134 S

trouble. I have found that some sidecars with the three

couplings have a tendency to "whip," e.specially at corners,

which is unpleasant both for the rider and the tyres. I

have fixed a spring board on the back carrier, and find the

machine strong enough to take three up most hills, including

Titsey Hill, and up Aiierley Hill all the way on top gear

at 30 m.p.h. I have also driven the machine and passenger

up Succombe Hill, near Wallinghani. . I think this might be

called hard using, yet the machine runs as well or better

than when new. -

1 hope that this note of niy experiences will help a little

to convince any uncertain prospective sidecarist that a

modern two-speed combination is not all trouble. At the

same time, I do not think most gears are yet perfect. The
P. and M. gear, for instance, would be much better if made,

heavier for the higher powered machines. A gear box on
car lines, somewhat similar to the Chater-Lea, is probably

the ideal. It must be necessarily heavy, but this would
not matter greatly if more efficiency were acquired.

I fancy a lot of the unsatisfactory results with sidecars is

due to using" a too low-powered machine. A 3^ h.p. engine

is not enough for very stiff hills. It is a most unpleasant

business, as I know by experience, to have to .shed one's

passenger half-way up a liill.

W. 0. OLDMAN.

The A.C.U. and the Liverpool A.C.C.

[6085.]—The members of the Liverpool Auto Cycle Club
feel that a clear statement of their dispute with the A.C.U.
over the granting of a permit for their Two Days' Trial is

a necessary correction of some of the mistakes which have
been made in the recent correspondence regarding this event.

At a general meeting of members held on September 4th

it was decided that a two days' open reliability trial should
be held. , . ,.

Previous to this the hon. secretary had written to the

A.C.U. for a permit to hold an open trial of this descrip-

tion.

He received a telegram ttatiiig that " a permit will be
granted if rules are in order."' With this seeming consent
the Liverpool Club decided to hold the trial, and at once
went ahead with the arrangements.
Within a few days a copy of the rules was sent to the

A.C.U. for their approval. The A.C.U. then objected to

the trial being held on a Sunday, and suggested that we
made it a one-day (Saturday) event.

We agreed to this course and altered all our previous
arrangements, found a new and shorter course, etc. All this

taking up valuable time, giving us a lot of work, and im-
perilling the success of the event.

On submitting the altered regulations to the A.C.U., con-
fidently expecting a favourable reply, we were astonished
to find that they refused us a permit for an open trial at all.

They instead offered us a permit for an inter-club, limited
to five clubs in the district.

This was of no use to us^for several reasons, one of which
was that 'we had been offered a fifty guinea trophy on
condition that it was offerad for open competition. The
permit for an open trial being refused, we decided to make
all competitors members of the club.

After considerable delay the A.C.U. replied to this by
"banning" the event. Now had the A.C.U. refused a

permit at the beginning we should not have made any com-
plaint, but after all our efforts to meet them by altering
the rules, etc., under their imolied promise that a permit
would be given, we felt that we had nut received either fair or
business-like treatment.
The only reason given for the refusal was that the trade

did not wish for this trial. As we were well supported by
the trade we considered that we were better able to judge
than the A.C.U., and the keen interest shown in the trial
proved that we were right.

The club, I may mention, is composed almost entirely of
amateurs, and the trinl was orennised solely as a sporting
event. LEWIS MOGRIDGE, Chairman L.A.C.C.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. M. K. Lee writes in strong praise of the 2^ h.p.

Premier lightweight, which he says will climb Westei-ham
with the greatest ease without assistance, and attain 50
m.p.h. on the level.
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FIRST
SEE THE

"THE BEST FROM
THE VERY FIRST."
Stand No. 41, OLYMPIA.

From the very first the Swift Co. were
renowned for their motor cycles. To-day the

31 H. P.
MOTOR CYCLE
With FREE ENGINE,
VARIABLE GEAR,

and with improved type of decompressor for

easy starting, is unquestionably the simplest,

most comfortable, and most reliable mount you
can purchase. £55 nett cash : Dunlop Rubber
Studded Tyres, Dunlop Belt.

The SWIFT CYCLE & MOTOR Co., Ltd

,

Works: COVENFRlf.
London Depot: 15 and 16. Holborn Viadnct, E.C

AGENTS IN ALL TOWNS.

CJ>C «

SPECIFY
SIMMS
IGNITION.
The Pick of the lot

andALLBRITISH.
Proved completely satisfactory by users in Reliability, Speed and Hill-climbing

Trials. You cannot fit a better or more reliable ignition system.

PLUGS, MAGNETOS, MAGNETO COVERS, Etc.,

Write for all particulars.

THE SIMMS MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
Welbeck Works. Kimberley Road, Kilburn, London, W.W,
Teleplione : 3ftJ3 I'addin-ton. TeleBrnm-i: " Expuisib'e, London "

REPRESENTATn'EStn AQ=trlft. Belglnm. Italy, SwitTicrlinl. Holland. Rnssia.

Siialn A Portugal. Norwuy. Canada. Tasmania. New Zealand. South Africa

ArKeniine Paraguay. Japan. Straita Seltliimj..t3 and Siara.

Reprchentatives for Australasia : Mes-^re Bennett A- Wood. Ltd . Sydney

„ and Me^>r3 BtniietC Wood A Roache Propy.. Ltd.. 239 & 241. Swan^ton St
NEW YORK, U.S.A. : 1780 Broalway. PARIS : 12 Rus de Courcelles Melbourne who have stacks aw.iys on h md.

In answering these advertisements it ts dv.'iirahle to mtidicn 77it Motor CiicU."' B49
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Stand 39
Olympia Cycle and Motor Cycle Show

TVJO motor cycles housed

to-day in Olympia possess

so many proven refinements

as the 1912 Royal Enfields.

Ease of starting and safety in traffic are

ensured by the Royal Enfield Patent

Two-speed and Free Engine Gear.

Sweetness of running and freedom from

transmission trouble are secured by

the chain drive, Royal Enfield Slipping

Clutch and Patent Gush Drive.

Luxurious riding is attained through the

splendid design, registered spring fork,

comfortable footboards, etc.

Success in contests of all descriptions

during 191! give ample proof of the

reliability and efficiency.

npHEREFORE do not decide

until you have inspected

these splendid machines on

Stand 39, or written for full

particulars to Department F.,

ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD.,
Redditch, and 48, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

The 2|- h.p. Two-speed and Free Engine Model. Price 50 guineas.

The 2J h.p. Open Frame Two-speed and Free Engine Model.

Price 50 guineas.

Ihe 6 h.p. Two-speed and Free Engine Sidecar Model.

Price, complete with Sidecar, 80 guineas.

J
B50 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE W.D. MOTOR BICYCLE.
A New Model with Forced Lubrication to all Bearings.

THE W.D. motor bicycle is the joint production
of two engineers named Wartnaby and Draper, who
are enthusiastic motor cychsts. For some consider-
able time they have, collaborated to design an engine

for motor cycles dispensing with splash lubrication.

So far as .motor cycle engines are concerned, the pressure
feed to all bearings is a new method of lubrication, but out-

wardly the engine does not differ very much from ordinary
types with the exception that the crank case is enlarged at

the base to provide a sump for the oil and a place for the
oil pump to work in. As the pate-.itees pointed out, many
will doubtless ask, " Why introduce the complication of
forced lubrication?" In their opinion, and we confirm it,

there is no objsction whatever to complication, 2*^'" ^^^, pro-

\ided it gives no trouble.

Is Forced Lubrication Wanted ?
When we .-aw the macliine last week and discussed the

question with Messrs. Wartnaby and Draper they mentioned,
what is, we think, quite correct, viz., that forced lubrication
ismore necessiry on motor cycle engines than on car engines
owing to the limited space available for bearings on the
former type, and also the fact that in nearly all cases the
crank end does not dip in oil, neither can it be made to do
so where iusiie flywheels are fitted without a central trough
for lubricating oil, for whicli there is hardly space in the
majority of motor cycle cranlv cases. ~

_.

Tlie chief claims for forced lubrication are long life, main-
tenance of power and ethciency for long periods, sweetness
and silence of running due to cushion of oil specially forced
into the workiug surfaces, and no necesi-ity to remember
when to lubricate, as the sump holJs sufficient oil for over
200 miles. The machine, which is on view at the Service
Co.'s stand at Olympia .this week, is illustrated' herewith.

Details of the Engine.
Reference to the line drawings will sliow the following

departures in the construction of tlie engine. The crank
case is cast in one piece, and is provided with a cover plate
at one side ; this prevents oil leakage at the joints, and also
facilitates the construction where the oil pump has to work.
This latter is driven by a skew gear, and the pump spindle
rotates vertically, the two small gear wheels of the Albany
type pump being, of course, at the base of the sump and run-
ning constantly in oil.

The oil passes through a filter A at the base of the pump
B, and so on to the pressure regulator C, which is a valve
on the side of the crank case adjuttable from the outside,

md by means of which the pressure can be regulated to give

exactly the right amount of lubrica.it without leakage
through excess. From the pressure valve the oil passss into

the leads, which are cast in the crank case and lid, and
branches off on each side through other lea-ds as marked by
indicating arrows to both the crankshaft main bearings.

These bearings are provided with

an oil ring D which throws
the superfluous oil off on to a
fixed ring E on the cap of the

boss. Oil flung off from these

points falls into recesses in the

i,Q ...
o|

Belt side at the newly de;igned W.D. motor cycl ', which possesses many novel leatures

Sectional drawings showing the oil leads, position ot mechanical
pump and oil well,

caps and then through holes bored in the aluminium bosses
of "the crank case back to the sump.

Forced Feed up the Connecting Rod.
The lead to the crank pin bearing will be clearly seen in

the line sketelies. The oil passes from the right hand main
bearing to the big end through the
holbw crankshaft, and then up a pipe
Y securely attached to the connecting
rod ; the ends of the pipe fit in recesses
at top and bottom of the connecting
rod, and in addition the pipe is further
held by the small metal straps shown.
The pipe being recessed in the rod
cannot come away through vibration.

When the oil has passed up this pipe

to the gudgeon pin bearing the surplus

falls out on the flywheels and is thrown
up the cylinder to lubricate the piston.

It will be noticed that the flywheels do
not revolve in oil, therefore the fric-

tion usually occasioned by the film o!

oil between the crank case and the rims

of the flywheels is avoided. A vacuum
valve (not shown) is provided on the

side of the crank case. This is of the

swinging disc valve type, but as_ the

crank case is a veiy large size it is

claimed to be practically free from

vacuum.
in addition to the supply of oil

carried in the sump, which is sufficient

for . 20G miles or more, a tank (see

photograph of complete mnchine) is

placed behind the seat tube fitted with

D51
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The W.D. Motor Cycle-

Valve side of the W.D. power plant, showing the oil sump at bottom of crank case

NOVEMBER sjrd, i^ij.

an ordinary pattern hand pump. The patentees recom
mend when starting out that tlie amount of oil should be
verified by opening the trial tap in the side of the sump.
If oil issues from this tap there is a sufficient quantity in

the sump, and no more need be pumped in from the reser-

voir, but if this tap should be dry oil must be injected by
the hand pump until it runs out at the trial tap. In ordi-

nary daily use all that is necessary is to verify the level of

the oil when starting out for a run ; afterwards the
lubrication looks after it.self.

Other Features of the Engine,

Turning to the other features of the engine, it will be
noted that the combustion head is separate from the cylinder,

and that both are held down to the crank case by three

bolts bedded in the aluminium crank case. The valves are

of particularly large diameter (40 mm.), the inlet being
situated over the e-xhaust and mechanically operated. We
had an opportunity of e.xamining one of these machines just

before the Show opened, as it was being assembled for ex-

hibition, and were interested tO' note that everything had been
so carefully thought out on paper that the engine parts fitted

together without the slightest hitch.

The crank case, instead of being made in two halves as

usual, is cast almost in one piece with the sump, one side.

only being detachable.

This mathine, the frame and other details of which are

excellently constructed, is being made in temporary works
at Cioventry, and for the pre.=ent commmiicatiors regarding

it may be sent to W. and D. Motors, 21, Goundou Road,
Coventry.

- > ^eo <

CLUB NEWS.
Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and D strict M.C.

New Year fixtures include—Annual ball, Friday, January
19th, at Darlington-j hot-pot supper and smoking concert,
Wednesday, February 14th, at Bishop Auckland. Arrange-
ments are being made ' for two billiard tournaments at
Bishop Auckland and Darlington respectively, and a winter
reliability trial. Particulars of the above will be announced
later.

The Motor Cycling Club.

As we have previously announced, the second winter club
nm, London to Exeter and back, will be held on December
26th and 27th.

Arrangements can be made for friends to start together,
provided their entry forms are so marked. Passengers need
not be taken by entrants of sidecars, but any entrant of a
sidecar starting with a passenger must be accompanied by
the passenger throughout the. entire journey, and under no
circumstances may sidecars be detached over any part of the
route. Cut-outs when fitted must not be used.

Eegto.^tions.

Meeting Place.—At the Bulstrode Hotel, adjoining
He.ston-Hounslow Station, Tuesday evening, December 26th.

Start.—All machines to be at the starting place by 5.30
p.m., when the sealing of the machines will take place.
Route.—The route to be followed, starting from Houns'ow,

is v'la Basingstoke, Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Chard,
Honiton to Exeter, and back in the reverse direction.
A stop of one hour will be arranged at Salisbury, both

ways. About two hours will be allowed at Exeter.
The schedule time at sixteen miles per hour for the first

competitor at the chief places nn route will be approximately
as under :

Outward.—Hounslow, depart 7 p.m. ; Basingstoke, 9.14
p.m.

; Salisbury, arrive 11.29 p.m. ; Teovil, 3.12 a.m. ; E.xeter,
arrrve 6.5 a.m.
Return.—E.xeter, depart 8.5 a.m. ; Yeovil,

Salisbury, arrive 12.50- p.m. Basingstoke,
Rounslow, 6 o'clock p.m.
Awards.—Gold medals will be awarded to all entrants

finishing within twenty-four hours. Silver medals to any
finishing within thirty -hours.
Entrance fee, 10s. 6d. For further information apply to

the trials hon. secretary, Mr. E. B. Dickson, the Croft,
Pinner Road, Northwood, on or before December 10th.
B5i

South Birmingham M.C.C.

10.35 a.m.

3.47 p.m.

A motor cycling club has been formed in the Sparkbrook
and South Birmingham district, and a general meeting -will

be held at headquarters, the Mermaid Hotel, Stratford Road,
Sparkhill, to-day, Thursday, the 23rd inst., at 9 p. in., for the

purpose of conii-ming the rules of the club and the appoint-

ment of officers and committee, and also for the purpose

of electing members. About twenty entrance fcvms have
been received, and forms and information can be obtained

from the hon. sec, Mr. Lewin Poole, 70, Poplar Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham, or at the meeting.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on Haslingfield Hill, near Cam-
bridge, on the 11th inst. Results:

Class" I.—Lightweights.
1. N. B. Stewart {2| New Hudson).

Cl.-iss II.—Standard Touring.

L, N. B. Stewart (2J New Hudson) ...

2;':- H. Constantine (5^ Zenith)
3. R. Cooke (Si Rudge)

Ci..-\ss III.—T.T. Roadsters.
1. R. Pilling (3i Triumph)
2. R. Cooke (5^ Rudge)
3. E. Lees (3i Triumph)

Class IV.—Open on Time.

1. J. Nash (7 I"dir.nV* .

2 fJ. W. Cox (3i Triumph)
I H. Goodwin (a j\latcn,trss)

3. B. Sandeman (7 Indian)
* Fastest time of day for bicycles.

Class V.—Multi-cylinders 750 c.c.

1. G. Cuffe (5 Indian)
2. A. Wills (5 Indian)

Formula.
. 46.5

. 62.32

. 62.37

. 61.46

. 63.83

. 64.37

Time.
. 36s.

•} 39s.

'. 40s.

!((>Sift35---; o5 -3.V)5yv<ii6!-,

Class VI.—T.T. Singles on Time.

1. R. Cooke m Rudge)
2. J. Cox (3i Triumph)
3. E. Lees (3i T.T. Roadster Triumph) .

Formula.
. 69.5

. 93.7

Time.
. 39is.

. 40is.
. 44?s..
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THE

ZENITH-
GRADUA

with

1912
Improvements
including the New
Detachable Back

Wheel Fitting,

—

IS ON

STAND

No.79
DO NOT
LEAVE THE
SHOW UNTIL
YOU HAVE
SEEN IT,

Zenith Motors, Ltd.

Weybridge.

In answering thu advertisement it is aesirable to mention " 'The Motor Cycle." E53
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I SINGER
November 23RD, igii.

MOTOR
CYCLES

1912 Models and Prices

3i h.p. Standard Roadster iVIodei - - £48 15

3i ') Tourist Trophy „
- - £48 15

3i J) Free Engine- „
- - £55

3i )j Three Speed „
- - £58 15

4
J)

2-speed Bracket Gear „ - - - £65

2i J) Lightweight Roadster „ ,

- - - £39

2i J) „ Tourist Trophy
<*

- - £39

2i )) „Free Engine „
- - £45

2i )) „ 2-speed Bracket Gear IViodel - £48 15

2i >; „ Three Speed Model - - - £49

2i >} „ Lady's, with Free Engine - - £43

2i !J „ 2-speed Bracket Gear - £51 15

Unfailing Reliability is the desideratum of

every Motor Cyclist. Reliability is what we
have aimed at and achieved. Singer Motor
Bicycles represent the highest standard make
and quality in the World.

^ El STAND No. 110
ORDER A SINGER AT THE SHOW
and ensure for yourself complete satisfaction in 19^2.

Write for Lists if you cannot visit Olympia.

SINGER & CO. (1909). LTD.. COVENTRY
London Showrooms 17. HOLBORN VIADUCT. E.G.

B54 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to ment'ton "The Motor Cycle."
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WITH this and other events of a similar nature
looming in the near future, a few hints on
the subject of winter riding may not be out

of place. It is well known that competitions during

the winter months did not enjoy any measure of

popularity until the M.C.C. decided to run its event last

Christmas, and this lack of enthusiasm can be traced

to several causes, viz., difficulty in obtaining a real

anti-skid tyre, a weatherproof machine, suitable

weatherproof clothing, and the lack of knowledge
necessary for engaging in such a trial with a reason-

able amount of comfort. The pjopular desire for a

real winter trial is shown by the magnificent entry of

eighty-one obtained - last year, a number which, it

is confidently anticipated, will be increased to a

hundred in this year's contest.

Hints regarding the Machine.
Unless the carburetter is placed very close \\\>

beliind the cylinder, a metal shield should be pro-

\ided to keep mud and water away, and allow Wiirm

air to be drawn from the cylinder to the air

intakes. Any springs should be cleaned and well

oiled, and the control levers treated in the same way.

The magneto is generally well protected on the modern
machine. If it is not, a shield should be i)rovided

across the front and top, but not the sides. Any chains

in an exposed position should be soaked in paraffin to

clean them, and, after draining, treated with warm
tallow and graphite, or one of the preparations sold

for the purpose. The wheel hubs should be parked
tight with a stiff mixture of vaseline and gear grease.

See that the steerina; head is properly adjusted and
the bearings filled vnth. vaseline.

Tyres.
The condition of the tyres is of paramount im-

])urtance. Generally speaking, rubber studded are the

best anti-skids, but the studs must be large and of

good depth. They shoiald be pumped hard to be

serviceable as anti-skids. Fit stout wire nail-catchers

to both wheels, and a metal guard across the front of

the footrests. The guard should be the full width of

the footrests, extending level with the top of the

cylinder to well under the crank case. It is surprising

the difference this shield makes. Handlebar muffs,

which can be obtained from 5s. and upwards at any

of the well-known motor accessory merchants, should

be fitted.

Lamps.
One acetylene lamp is enough, if an additional

electric head lamp is carried. Two large generators

should be provided, one being placed in a protected

position in case of frost. This combination is the

best, as it allows for any contingency. If no electric

head lamp is used, take two acetylene lamps, with at

least one fixed inside the handle-bars.- Remember that

in the event of a skid the lamp nearly always comes
off second best. It is as well not to experiment with

any new untried ideas in a long distance trial of this

kind entailing so much night riding.

Spares.
See that the spares are all right, a spare exhaust

valve and a spare belt cut to fit, repair outfit in first-

class condition, with a large piece of stout canvas and
a good gaiter. Use fairly thin oil. It is not neces-

sary to carry any spare petrol, as the stages between
supplies are all under seventy miles.

Personal Equipment.
The personal equipment is a matter for each man

to settle for himself, but a good one is a tweed cycling

suit, thick cycling stockings, flannel shirt, silk necker-

chief (no collar), sweater pinned close at the neck and
under the waistcoat, and large comfortable boots.

The overalls should be of real waterproof, and the

leggings provided with a seat. Stout leather gauntlet

gloves are best. If the weather is wet, a storm cap,

costing only 2s. iid., is excellent. If dry, a leather

racing cap is very comfortable for the night riding.

A leather waist-strap with an electric lamp completes

the equipment. It will be found a very good way to

prepare a rough list of things to do, and to be

obtained, and to strike out each item as it is settled,

otherwise an important part may be forgotten.

For Tyros.
For those who do not know the road it is well to

studv the niap carefully, and note that turnings not to

be missed are the left-hand fork just beyond Andover,

the sharp left turn at cross roads three miles beyond

Wilton, the left fork just beyond Shaftesbur)', and the

right fork at the top of Chard Hill. The rest of the

turnings are fairly easy to follow. Remember that,

althou;,di the hills are not formidable in dry weather,

they certainly are so when wet, therefore gear low,

especially as the schedule speed is only 16 m.p.h., and

an excess of 20 m.p.h. Ijetween checks entails dis-

qualifi-ation. Read the rei;':uIations carefully, and if

there are any of them you do not understand, get them

explained to you before the start; the committee does

not t-er gnise any misreading of. the regulations by

CQmpe itors. Get down to the start early, and do

everything the officials tell you at once. At the

stopping places see to the machine first, and you will

then know how much time is available for seeing to

your own comforts. Carry as much carbide as you

are likely to want, and of a brand which you have

tried. Fit a cheap watch on the handle-bar for

rough timing, and so avoid havine to open your coat

too often. An electric pocket flash lamp is an ex-

tremely useful accessory for illuminating the watch

and also the speedometer and mileage recorder.

Harold Karslake.
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A selection of questions ol general interest received from readers and our replies t lereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publicaticn or not

must be accompanied by a stam e ! addressed eavelupe for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Care of Accumulator.

As a constant reader of The
Motor Cycle, and knowing you
give some very good advice, I

should be very much obliged if

you will let me know the best

way to dry and store a foiu-volt C.A.V.
accumulator. It is at iiresent being

charged.—E.G.
When the accumulator is charged, empty
out the acid, wash the plates witli clean

water by repeated filling and emptying,

then fill up with water. When wanted
replace water by acid.

Mudshieidi and Tyres.

As an old subscriber to your
valuable paper, may I. ask you to

be kind enough to reply to the

following : (1.) Can you recom
mend the insurance companies

—

Dolamoje Evans, 199, Piccadilly,

W., and Percv Butler, of Manchester.

(2.) The most suitable make of large

mudshields for Triumph 1911, to afford

complete protection and not to interfere

with front stand or pedalling ? (3.) Are
there any means of springing front

forks better than the makers do it ?

Also seat pillar—do you recommend
for practical use the N.A.B. spring

seat pillar ? Is there anything better ?

(4.) Are puncture-proof bands really

any satisfactory way out of tyre up-

keep expenses ? Also retreading ? (5.)

Have you any experience re letter

No. 5956 which was in issue of

October 12th ? Such a course does not

answer on push cycles I know.—H.M.
(1.) We understand that the two
irsurance companies referred to in

your letter are satisfactory. (2.) We
should recommend vol to try" either

a " iVIillar" or a "t)r. Stormont " mud
shield. The formei can be obtained from

the Service Company, Limited, 292-293,

High Holborn. W.C, and the latter from

Messis. A. W. Gamage, Limited, Hol-

born, E.C. Another excellent mud shield

is the College, made by Messrs. Beard-

Brown and Co., College Street, North-

ampton. (3.) No, there are no better

means of springing the front forks of this

machine. Yes, either use the spring

seat pillar -referred to or one of the well-

sprung special sr;ddles now on the market.

Puncture-proof bands are of use in pre-

venting punctures, but do not prevent

wear 'of tha tyie, rather the reverse.

(5.) We have seen this done in the_ case

of a car cover, but we have not tried it

on a motor bicycle.

?

Return of Deposit

Having had the offer of pur-
chasing a 5^ c.p. Huuiuer Uiu or
cycle 101 £17 on the instalment
systenr, I paid a deposit of £1,,

and gave a householder of twenty-
two years as guarantor. I received a
notice after a tew days, stating that
guarantor vvas not good eiio-igb, and as

I could not find another I asked for

the return of the deposit, which was
refused At the time the de|Sosit was
paid I was not given to understand
that, should I not be accepted as pur-

chaser, the money would not be re-

turned. Would you kindly let me
know if T can recover deposit?—W.C.T.

If you have .signed no form at all, and
merely sent tlie Bl deposit, we do not
think anyone can legally detain your
cash if he will not accept your guaran-
tor. Urder the circumstances, our advice

is to v,ii„e and insis upon the deposit

being returned. Failing any reply, or

refusal, place the matter in the hands of

a solicitor, who will recover the deposit

and ihe costs of proceedings. Of course,

all depends on what you have signed. If

you have signed any form agreeing to

the deposit being withheld we are afraid

you cannot recover.

AT OLYMPIA. 8 h.p. Chater-Lea twin engine
with bore and stroKe 85 mm.

Switch combined w'th Brake.

Would you kindly tell me if a

(^] 7-9 h.p. twin with single-speed

> and sidecar would climb Wester-
LiJ ham Hill with hot engine? My
passenger and I would weigh twenty-
four stones. I could use clutch if

necessary to maintain eng'ne speed. (2.)

Would' there be any harm in fixing

ignition of present bicycle, so that when
th.e brake was anulied^ the electrical

circuit was broK.3n, causing the
machine to stop on compression?—G.W.

(1.) Yes, if suitably geared and skilfully

driven. Do not slip the clutch more
than absolutely necessary. (2.) There
would be no objection.

Lubrication of Twins.

I should be much obliged if

~| you would answer me the follow-

? ing questions: (1.) I am think-
-i-J ing of going in for a powerful

twin for sidecar work, and I
cannot see how it is that the back
cylinder gets more oil than the front
one. Surely at the speed the flywheels
revolve gravity has no effect on the
oil. and therefo'.-e it ought to b« thrown
oft equally at all points of the circle

like sparks from a Catherine wheel. If
you put water into the trough of
a grindstone and turn the handle
quickly, the water is thrown oft

from all points of the stone. (2.)

I cannot understand why adjust-

able vajve tappets are not s.tandard on
a) .,i^tL.la^e:^. Thev are ^so convenient
when fitting a new valve or when the
stem ivears or lengthens under heat.
Is there anv mnerent disadvantage
against them'? (3.) Which form of

siderar puts least strain on the cycle
frame, and which is the safest to steer
(castor or rigid, not flexible)? (4.)

Would it influence the working of a
twin engine to any appreciable extent
to fit air scoops to the rear cylinder?

—

T.G.H.

(1.) It is certainly a fact that the back
cylinder of the twin machine gets more
oil than the front one, unless some means
be taken to equalise the amount. (2.),

We do not think there is any objection^
to an adjustable valve tappet ; in f;.ct,

we consider it to be a great advantage.
(3.) Probobly the castor wheel puts less

strain on the cycle, frame, but the rigid;

is the safer. ^t.) No, it *ould not-

b/?nefit the engine to an appreciable ex-

tent.
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the premier British sparking plug,

is indisputably the most successful plug ever produced
(either in Great Britain or abroad) formagneto ignition.

No plug so reliable under all conditions and none so lasting.

For all Motor Cycles.
Note well the solid sparking points, which are made of pure (98%) nickel ; and note their

position in the cylinder which ensures the most effective ignition and maximum power.

— When ordering, specify "Lodge, motor cycle type." —
— See the name on the insulator, and reject all imitations. —

GUARANTEED FOR A YEAR.

At OLYMPIA
Lodge Plugs can be bought from all the leading Accessory Dealers,

and may be seen fitted on many of the best motor cycles exhibited.

TWO MODELS for use on Motor Cycles are sold :—

A steel gauge for setting the sparking points, free with every Lodge Plug.

Of all dealers, or post free by return when remittance accompanies order direct from the manufacturers—

LODG£ BROS. & CO., Dept. E., 14, New Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Tn answering this adverlifprnpnt it is dtsiraOle lo lutiu^'nt- "'J' if. Uuiur Cuch. BS?
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Engine Construction.

Plea?e enlighten me upon one

JQ or -two points in engine' con-
^ straction. 1 am buil-ding an
LD engine (twin cylinder) with m.o.

OTerhead valves. The bore is

4in. and the stroke 5in, (1.) WOI
this engine give 10 h.p., and if not,
what should the dimensions be ? (2.)
Will valves l|in. in diameter be
larga enough ? (3.) I find, accord-
ing to the drawings (which, by the way,
I did myself), that when the piston is

at the top of the stroke the compression
space is only lin.—is this too small '!

(4.) Can a large engine like this be
fired by means of a plain coil? (5.)

Will two rings in each piston be
sufficient ? (6.) Could I put this

engine, when complete] in a special light

frame aud gear it direct, that is, 1-1 '!

—L.R.L.

(1.) The engine in question will give
considerably more than 10 h.p. The
R.A.C. rating is 12 8, rnd the . actual

power probably over 20 h.p. (2.) Yes.
(3.) It depends upcn what compression
you want, but as with overhead valves
you will have no pockets it is hardly
enougli ; l^in. would be about right. (4.)

Yes, an engine of any size can be fired

by a plain coil. (5.) Yes, if the fit be
good. (5.) No it would be inadvisable
to gear higher than about 3 to 1. Even
large car engine; are not geared 1-1. Such
a gear, with 28;n. whetk and tiie engme
running at 2,COO revs, per minute, would
give a speed of 166.6 miles per hour.

A Lighiweiglit for Canada,

I am thinking of purchasing a

motor cycle, and have no personal

experience in the matter, beyond
being a pedal cyclist. I am a
missionary to the Blackfoot

Indians, and have been amongst them
for twenty-six years, and I find my
work increases each year, and the

question of kcomotion is for me a very
important one, both on the ground of

expense and of tin:e. After much care-

ful thought and some enquiries, I am
led to Lelieve that I should find the

careful use of a reliable lightweight

motor cycle a satisfactory solution of

my difficulty. The Indian Reservation
covers a huge aiea, being about forty

miles in length and nine miles in width.

The " trails (roads) are good, but are

often well rutted, and yet the ruts are

not, as a rule, deep (from two to four

inches). The winds are frequent, and
there are several lulls, though neither

very steep i.or very long. These latter

difficulties make tlie ordinary cycle a

severe tax u[on one's energy. I a>n no
longer a young man—being 53^ajid am
anxious not to tax my stiei.gth und^ilv.

I have been recommended to entertain

the Do-igla.s, and from what I can liear

it should be just the kind I am looking
for. 1 don't wish to tiavel fast—I mean
that fifteen miles an hour would be as

fast as I should wish to move—but I

do not wish to be shaken up by vibra-

tion, r.or to have heavy running ex-

•peiises, nor a constant repair bi;l. I

should need at tines to use a simple
light sidecar, so as to ta!ie my daughter
with me to help in the services. Does

, the Uoughs hnul a sidecar?- H.W.G.S.
We think that the 2J h.p. Douglas, the
inachine about which you specially en-
quire, would suit your purpose admirably,

as it is well-made, reliable, and not un-
wieldy.' \ou will not notice the vibration
unless the roads are very rough, engine
vibration being non-existent on thi.s

machine. The makers do net recommend
the use of a sidecar, and we fear that the
roads will not be suitable for, such a rrenns
oi taking a passenger. The freight charges
would be £2 5s. 6d. to a port" in Can;.<ua.

and the duty 20% on the actual wholesale
- value.

Gears and Clutches for Sidecars.

I am shortly taking my motor
— I cycle to pieces for packing away
^ during the winter. Could you
-iJ tell me the best way to pack

and preserve the inner tubes,

also if a 4^ gear is too high for sidecar
work, fixed gear all-round riding, and
if a Jlabon clutch is any advantage'^

—

J.M.

and would assist slightly on hill, but
should not be slipped too much—only on
the last stretch of a bad hill to keep up the
engine revolutions..

The best way to preserve inner tubes is

to pack them in a box wi;h French chalk.

4^ to 1 gear is too high for sidecar
: work, except with a powerful machine.
It certainly is for a single cylindei. 5
to 1 would be nearer the mark, or even
lower. A Mabon clutch would he a
great advantage for starting purooses

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining tile experiences

of otiiers with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the Queries below should be' addressed c/o
The Editor.

"H.P.S." (Brooklyn, N.Y.) Scotl

two stroke, particularly with regard tc

cooling after running with open throttle.

"J.W.A." (Coventry). 7-9 h.p. Indian

and 6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua for sidecar work.

"M.T." (London). Foot starter wanted
for 1912 8 h.p. Bat-Jap and Mabon clutch.

" R.C' (Manchester). 7 h.p. Indian

sidecar reliability consumption.

"J.E." (Mudbury) Osborne four-speed

pulley on a twin Rex.

"H.P." (South Lancing). Lomax or

other dBi.acliable bands.

VV.J.B." (Middlesbrough). Roberts
i.oi-sUid bands.

H.S." (XcwcaStle-on-Tyiie). Packer
and Prer.lis decompressor.

SUMMER MEMORIES. A beaut.v spot. Gaws'.vorlh Cliurch. Cheshire.

---59
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An Fxpanding Pulley Gear.

The members of the expanding belt

pulley A are caused to rotate together by
pinsB. The fixed pulley flange carries

a sleeve C, upon which is mounted a

second expanding pulley D which takes

no part in the drive,

but co-operates with

a wedge piece E to

actuate the movable
pulley flange A.
One end of

wedge piece

anchored to

engine at F,

the other is

nected to the operat-

ing pedal G
spring H normally
driving the wedge piece inwards, pressing

the pulley flanges A together, and pro-

viding the highest gear. Depression of

the pedal withdraws the wedge piece,

allowing the flanges A to separate" and
provide lower gear ratios. Full depres-
sion of the peda,l may allow the flanges

A to separate so far as to permit the
belt to rest on a ring J, providing a
free engine, and connected to the lever G

ERIC.W W;\LFORD,FaRA

is a jockey pulley K, which takes up the
slack of the belt when the gear is re-

duced.—A. T. Thomas, No. 27,897, 1910.

A Three-speed Ciankshaft Gear.

In place of the usual, driving pulley
there is keyed to the crankshaft a sleeve
B, upon which is rotatably mounted a
sun pinion C, engaging planet pinions D,
free to rotate on spindles E, on a carrier

F. The carrier F also carries the driving
chain wheel G. The internally toothed
ring, or annulus H, completing the epi-

cyclic train, is carried by a sleeve J.
This annulus and the sun pinion C are
prevented from backward rotation by
one-way clutch devices. Rotating with
the sleeve B is a driving member K,
carrying cone clutch surfaces L M, the
former . engaging a corresponding cone on
the annulus sleeve J, and the latter a cone
secured to the sun pinion C, and tliese

clutches are operated by levers K' through
face cams 0, the clutches being normally
pressed into engagement by springs P.
In opei^ation, when both clutches are in

engagement the epic.yclic train is locked
and a direct drive is obtained. For the
first reduction the clutch i\I engaging
the sun pinion is released. The drive is

now through the annulus H to the planet
pinions, the sun pinion being held against
backward rotation by the one-way clutch
before mentioned. Rotation of the

pinions around the sun pinion therefore
takes place; rotating the carrier F and
the chain wheel _G. l^or the aecondre-
duction, the clutch M is engaged with
the sun pinion and the clutch L dis-

engaged. The drive is now from the
driver K to the sun pinion C, this . in
turn rotating the pinions D. The annu-
lus H being prevented from backward
rotation, the pinions rotate within it,

again transmitting the necessary motion
to the carrier F and chain wheel G.

—

J. J. H. Sturmey, No. 21,768, 1910.

Enfield Autorette.
The Enfield Autorette is not on view

at Olympia this week, as l!ie Enfield

Autocar Co., having shown this vehicle

at the Car Show, were precluded from
exhibiting it elsewhere.

A Locking Switch.
Mr. V. W. Brandt has provisionally

protected an electrical switch, which is

to be seen on Stand No. 20. This switch
is put into action by a key having
wards, whicli the owner carries, and is

intended to prevent theft.

The Tourist Trophy Race Fund.
Mr. C. H. Hitchen, Morecambe, in-

forms us that he is willing to sell fifty

brass exhaust whistles (the usual price of

which is 7s. 6d. each) for 2s. each, and
he will give the £5 he receives to the

above fund. This is a sporting offer,

and one which motor cyclists should con-

sider who desire to see the fund increase.

Catalogues Received.
The catalogue of the Hazlewood 2g h.p.

motor cycle is to hand^ This contains

illustrations and descriptions of the .Tap-

Hazlewood engine, Armstrong three-speed

gear, etc. Copies of the catalogue can V.e

obtained from Hazlewoods, Ltd., West
Orchard, Coventry.

An advance proof of the 1912 Douglas
catalogue is to hand containing 112 pages
of matter. The first portion gives a brief

history of the company, then illustrations

and full specifications of the various

Douglas models, and, lastly, a section

devoted to hints and tips.

s
[?A[I^[K[L[iTi

s
A Spring Belt Rim.

The name and address oi the patentee
of the spring belt rim published on page
1200, is Mr. J. W. C. Basnett, 21, Bank
Street, Cheadle.

Centaurs in London.
During this week the Centaur Cycle

Co., Ltd., will be showing their 1912
models at their London Depot, 21,
Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

A White Tread Tyre.
Gaulois tyres are now specially made

to fit English rims. The most noticeable
feature of these tyres is the white rubber
tread, which, it is said, does not cut so
easily as the ordinary grey type. A grey
tread is manufactured as well, but the
white is more expensive. Both beaded
and wired-on tyres are supplied. The most
substantial cover is the "triple stripe," a
three-ribbed tread, while a further
speciality is a steel-studded cover with a
tliick tread, consisting of a leather band,
under which there is a pad of soft rubber.
The Gaulois Tyre Co., whose address is 6,

Bath Street, City Road, E.C., also manu-
facture a well-constructed butt-endid tube,
the joint of which is so designed that there
is practically no possibility of the ends
coming apart.

Sidecars in London.
Motor cyclists contemplating the pur-

chase of a Montgomery sidecar can in-

spect these machines at the sole agents
for London, Messrs. Phelon and Moore,
4, Percy St., Tottenham Court Road, W.

. Detonating Plugs.
The British Low Accessories. Co. ad-

vise us that they will have a good
display of their special ' Cup detonating
plugs on view this week at 15,' Great St.

Helens, E.C- . "We hear that these plugs
ha,v'e been greatly improved by the fitting

of solid nickel points.

Flexible Petrol Pipe.
Mr. J. Sarolea has invented a flexible

pipe in which .a closely coiled spring is

inserted into the rubber connection with
the object of protecting the rubber from
the deteriorating effect of the petrol.

Trade Changes.
Mr. G. E. Roberts, a well-known

member of the M.C.C. and Coventry
clubs, has re-joined the Simms IMagneto
Company.
The Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Great Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton,
inform us that they have been appointed
sole representatives f'or the new 2^ h.p.

vertical Moto-R»""" engine and engine
set. The other models will, of course, be
handled by the Moto-Reve Co. as before.

Messrs. Siemens Blrothers and" Co.,

Ltd., Caxton House, Westminster, S.W.,
inform us that the dry battery branch
of their business has been transferred tu

tlieir Woolwich works.
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Again the Clubs and the A.C.U.
i^\ NCE again the Auto Cycle Union has met
' representatives of affiliated clubs in an en-

H I deavour to arrive at some satisfactory scheme
l\^ which will put an end to the constant grumbling

—mainly on the part of affiliated clubs. It will

be recalled that the refusal of the A.C.U. to grant the

Liverpool Club a permit for an open reliability trial

stirred up feeling in the North ; other clubs joined in,

and the outcome was that a meeting took place last

Saturday to enable the associated clubs to state their

grievances. During the afternoon the hon. secretaries

of provincial clubs met to consider their plan of cam-
paign, and in a nutshell practically all were agreed

that provincial clubs had not sufficient voice in the

control of the pa.stime, and that the present A.C.U.
General Committee is not sufficiently in touch with the

sporting side of motor cycling. Further, they could

overrule any recommendation of the provincial clubs.

Ultimately a resolution was drawn up for presentation

to the A.C.U. to the effect that the representatives of

provincial clubs on the general committee should

consist of thirty active motor cyclists, any one of whom
could represent a number of clubs and be entitled to a

vote for each club he represented. This, of course,

could hardly work, as the committee would become
unwieldy, besides, four representatives each with six

votes would be able to carry any resolution. The
sum total of the discussion at the evening meeting was

that the provincial clubs have not adequate representa-

tion, and, as at present constituted, can easily be over-

ruled by the London clubs. It was pointed out that big

provincial clubs were not entitled to send a representa-

tive, although much less important .clubs near the capi-

tal were represented ; this is not as it should be. The

local centre scheme was recommended as the best

solution, and we certainly hold this opinion.

An amendment to the original loosely-worded

recommendation was carried, but on being put as a

substantive proposition it was lost. It was clear that

the club representatives had no set policy; the dis-

cussion will, however, be ultimately of service.

The Outlook.

TO
say that the Show at Olympia was prosperous

would be putting it very mildly ; it was a colossal

success from every view-point. Exhibitors were

practically all satisfied, although there vas a

murmur from one or two occupants of 'Stands

in the Annexe who were closely adjacent to loud-voiced

vendors of wares that were neither cycles nor

accessories. A notable feature this year was the rush

of cycle agents, who have previously held aloof from

the motor cycle business, to gain some information

regarding, to them, the " new industry." It was a

case of the early bird and the worm, for they found

in most cases that the agency plums had already been

snatched up by their more enterprising brethren. As
in previous years, visitors thronged the stands of

exhibitors who have done well in competitions.

Every purchaser of a new machine must place his

order at once or no machine will be forthcoming when
it is wanted. When the Manufacturers' Union decided

to hold an annual exhibition at Olympia many opinions

were expressed concerning its success. At the con-

clusion of the exhibition we were told officially that the

attendance at the 1910 Show had been the greatest on

record, but that this year the attendance had been

increased by 70 per cent. Nearly all of this was

represented by the public who paid for admission.

A17
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As I wandered thoughtfully round the stands at

Olympia I found my memory harking hack to

the previous phases of evolution in the cycle trade,

and saw history repeating itself. The pedalling boys

of the old brigade will all recall how rapidly the main
outlines of the push bicycle became stereotyped, and

how thereafter one show was very much like another,

except for the occasional eruption of some brilliant

invention like the free-wheel or the multi-speed hub.

Year succeeded year, and the main novelties handed
out by publicity managers to serve weary travellers as

"talking points " for next season resolved themselves

into perfections of inconsiderable details. It is a

healthy sign when an industry reaches this stage. It

is no sign that invention has exhausted itself ; rather

is it a sign that invention has exhausted its subject,

and that in main essentials finality is in sight. Now
the motor cycle is a far more complex proposition

than the push bicycle; the manifold components of. its

specification give a designer far more range and scope ;

and if Olympia has produced no crowd- of really

startling novelties, I am far from saying that finality

is upon, us already. Nevertheless, the motor cycle'

has, beyond contradiction, " shaken down " so far as

its main features are concerned. Engine design, frame
design, ignition, carburation, and general outfit have
taken shape ; one exhibit is pretty much like another,

and there is a great levelling up of quality. The
rider of a 191 1 mount will not be so very badly out

of date in 1912; and the odds are at last in favoui

The Dew twin-cyjinder six-speed Matchless, with oveihead valve J.A.P. engine.

of an absolute novice fitting himself out with a really

roadworthy machine, even if he be too proud to avail

himself of skilled advice. All this is to the good.

Probablv the chief advance upon last year is to be

identified by ease of starting from rest, and increased

hill-climbing certainty. There was scarcely a stand in

ihe Show which did not include a free eneine and a
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variable gear. No longer need the corpulent aspirant

delay purchase because he shirks the walking or run-

ning mount. He can make his choice between count-

less machines which can be started from the saddle

by pushing down a lever, and will move off sweetly

The litest desijn oE 2 Ii.p. Quadrant Jightweisht.

and gently on the clutch. No longer can we extend
pity to the inept tuner of engines, who conks out half-

way up a bad hill on a sultry August day; we shall

hereafter only mock at his folly and pride in bestriding

a single-geared mount when there are others about.
The veriest duffer can now ride a motor cycle without
running any inevitable risk of being dubbed a sports-

man. The modern motor cycle is childishly easy to

handle on dry roads at moderate sjieeds.

Two Important Points.

Two great problems remain in an interesting stage

—the piroblem of weight, and the problem of trans-

mission. In the matter of weight we are all ready and
eager to be converted. None of us ride heavy machines
because they are heavy. It is all a question of com-
promise. The whilom enthusiast on an 8 h.p. twin is

quite ready to buy an 80 lb. lightweight as soon as

those lively little locomotives can break a " 60 " dial

speedometer; and the "open muffler boob" (as the

Yankees term him), wlio now disports himself on a

T.T. 3J^ h.p. single is ready to ride a 23/^ h.p.

twin as soon as these vivacious doubles can scratch
out another r5 m.p.h. In the meantime the bulk ot

the demand is gradually sliding lower and lower down
the weight scale, and there are unmistakable signs that

before long the 2^ h.p. multi-speeder twin will sell

at least as freely as- the " E.E. 3^ h.p." The trans-

mission question is more open. Belts are deliciously

easy to cobble, and only a combination of bad weather
and steep hills can make the most critical of us
ferociously discontented with a good inch belt. Still
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there it is. The men who influence public opinion

are tlie men who most often essay phenomenal hills

in a heavy downpour, and I am inclined to think that

New 2 h.p. Lincoln-Elk lightweight.

the chain is slowly l>ut surely coming back into its

own. Firms who for years have been faithful to the

belt are incorporating the chain, if only as one item
x^{ a mixed dri\e, and straws show- which way the

wind blows.

The British Machine.

1 wonder, by the way, if there is any other sphere

of industry in which British capital, British desiijne's,

and British labour can show such a sweeping triumph.

p"or every first class machine of foreign manufacture
on the international list, there are at least a dozen
Britishers of equal grade.

There are less certain signs that other evolutions

are just beginning to take .shape. I think every prac-

tical road rider would agree in .saying that our two
crying needs are improved springing and improved
lubrication. The Show produced earnest and clever

attempts to grapple with both problems. A number
of spring frames were exhibited, of which only the

Bat, the N.S.U., and A.S.L. already possess a large

clieiifelf. I specially liked the P.V., recently described

in these columns, and the Edmund, which was new to

me. The tatter secured all the necessary lateral

rigidity, while its springing utilised every possible

inch of leverage, and included a frictional damping
device to minimise bouncing. I thought the check-

• bar of the carrier, against which the cee springs butt,

might cause a noise on very bad roads, but the plan

has real possibilities, and was very well thought out.

Several other spring frames were handicapped by

obvious uglinesses, or constructional defects. The
stream of tendency was sharply divided in the matter

of lubrication. The multitude of drip feed lubrica-

tors are at least a confession on the part of the. trade

that something is wrong, but, except in the way of

visibility, they showed no real advance on our old

friend the J. A. P. drip feed. The inverted domes and
tilted glass cylinders may be easier to watch than the

\ertical barrel of the J.A. P., but possess no other

advantage ; and in some cases the new designs were
really retrograde in comparison. I saw several

which relied on crank case suction foi^ the oil feed,

possessing no pump of any sort or kind, and others

in which the pump merely served to produce air pres-

sure in an oil tank. Either of these systems would
pui the rider in the cart if the tell-tale glass were

broken. However, any sort of drip feed, with a hand
pump in reserve, spells real progress, and the more
visible it is the better; l)ut I must say I had hoped
for something a trifle more original than the dis-

carded leavings of motor car designers, and wa^

therefore rather disappointed.

H.R. single-«ylinder model, in which there is only detail alteration beyond a
slightly lower frame.

3J h.p. Campion with Roc two-speed gear in Ihe rear hub.

Forced Lubrication.

Mechanicallv operated oil pumps figured on one ot

two machines, and are known to be satisfactory in ihe

way of keeping a correct level of oil in the crank case,

but they do not force the oil by conduits under pres-

sure to all the bearings, and can, therefore, only be

considered as an advance on .spring pressure-fed drips.

Some consider a motor cycle engine un.suitable for

driving a pressure feed oil pump, and that it takes an

appreciable amount of power to doiit, but there has

been much talk of forcing the oil under pressure to each

separate bearing, and we shall doubtless come to that

if the strain on the big end bearing is increased as

recklesslv as it has been in the past. For this reason

the W.D. machine, described in our Show issue of

November 23rd, was to me the most interesting mount

in the Show. Without entering into technicalities, one

may say that if a rider fills the crank pit of this engine

to a certain height on starting out, he may -forget he

has a lubrication system until he has covered 200

miles ; at the expiry of this distance, he opens a cock

on the crank case, acting as a level tell-tale, and

pumps oil in till the tap oozes, after which he may
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safelv ride another 200 miles. The design is well

thought out, and in other respects the engine should

be a clipper. A world of experience, thought, and
comparison has gone to the perfection of its valves

and timing, for instance. But a glance at the engine

rebukes those who glibly prate of the need for stan-

5-6 h.p. Matchless two-speed T.T. roadster.

ilardised forced oiling. The trade cannot be expected

to go to the trouble and expense of building so refined

a design until circumstances compel them ; and at

present splash oiling serves the ordinary man's needs

fairly efficiently.

I cannot pretend to handle such an enormous exhibit

in detail, but the following points struck me forcibly.

There will be road trouble with some of the foot

starters. On many of them the two sprockets, with

centres six inches or so apart, were a good inch out

of line in one position or the other ; some designers left

them out of line at rest, others when in operation.

Neither plan should make the engineer responsible

burst with pride. Many of the overhead inlet valve

systems will wear disgracefully. The buyers who
fancy this system should look at the N.S.U. for an
example of staunch and silent construction. The
clutch pedals on many machines were simply
ridiculous, and only fit for operation by the tiny foot

of a i^remih-e danseuse. The New Hudson people are

on the right lines in compounding their leverage, but
even here a bigger footplate is desirable. Pedals
which a car owner would deem footling for working a

cut-out are applied to the control of a clutch which is

not always smooth. On some machines the spring
pulls the clutch in ; where this is so, a tiny pedal is

comparatively pardonable. On others the heel piece

has to be used to force the clutch in, steadied by the

toe piece; and when the rocking lever is only 6in. long
and the foot plates are no bigger than a crow"n piece,

graceful starts will be difficult. The majority of the

cylinder heads are still placed just where they car,

best char the trousers, and are destitute of guards.
The adjustments of some rear brakes are bound to

strip or snap in the first emergency. There are still

makers who evince a fondness for clips com-
posed of a small bent piece of thin metal, and a couple

of slim, soft bolts. Many pannier toolbags continue

to be secured by flat plates and lilliputian bolts and
nuts. When will the trade learn that only a doubly bent

plate and locked nuts can last out 100 miles? Nobody
seems specially sanguine about solving the exhaust

valve bother. I failed to obtain a single guarantee of

an unbreakable exhaust valve, and "stretching" is

more common than ever it was. I

had two machines last year—one
never broke a valve, but always
stretched them ; the other never
stretched, but often broke.

Important Details.

The carriers of many new types

will come adrift on the first rough
road. The screw-down petrol

valves are a thousand times better

than tight and leaksome taps. Ad-
justable spring tappets are the rule.

Engine trouble is a thing of the

past with the best makes. Tanks,
like Csesar's wife, are above sus-

picion. The wheels are more quickly

detachable than a Rudge-Whitworth
or Riley car type—chiefly because

~
a stand is quicker than a jack.

The waterproof magneto has come
at last. Carburetters are wonder-
fully improved. Wlieel bearings

are waterproof, and do - not - necessarily lose their

adjustment if a wheel is slipped out. Engines evince
an average rise of about 10% on last year's actual
horse-power. Variable gears are at last Legion, and
the Show contained practically an even quantity of
single and variably geared machines, which in itself is a
record. Free engines are almost universal, and, apart
from their control gear (see above), are very satis-

factory; but why, as one firm prefers, have two
separate hand levers when we are eager to see such
matters foot-operated? A good "Show, my masters,
to which the Vicar of Wakefield could safely send son
Moses with a ;£^o cheque and no tremors.

The side-by-side twin-cyiinder 3 h.p. A'.cyon.
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The Light Side of the Show.
THERE are twelve different ways of seeing the

Show, and I adopted the__thirteenth. It was a

method all nny very own, and one fraught with

tremendous possibilities. Briefly, I went to Oiympia

with an idea, and let the idea take me whither it

listed.

This idea of mine had all the charm of simple

grandeur. I would go to the Show, I said, and I

would buttonhole a director of any one of the leading

lirms. (One is always sure to find the board of directors

on the stand !) I would lead him gently to some dark

comer in the hall—unfortunately, there's never any

room round the refreshment bars—and there breathe

into his ear a real business proposition : to wit, that

the said leading firm should present me with a modlle

lie luxe, which I would undertake to test for them

thoroughly, reporting results. " Another Road Record

by a Shamateur—Ten Miles a Week for a Fortnight."

Something like that. Though I was quite prepared

-to promise anything up to 500 miles a day, so long as

I- got the bicycle. I would even waive the question

.of fees and expenses. And the managing director and

his board would weep warm tears of gratitude down

the back of my neck, and forthwith despatch me my
choice by wireless.

Counter Attractions.

That was the idea. That it was not crowned with

complete success I ascribe simply to the fact that I

was distracted from the pursuit of it by the many

counter attractions which beset me as soon as I entered

the building.

I entered from Hammersmith Road, between flank-

ing mountains of empty crates. Evading a slim young

man, wiih an eagle eye and a chewed cigarette who

wanted me to take a free sample of something I didn't

want—it was not a free engine—1 made my way to a

stand where T knew original ideas were likely to be

appreciated, and looked for the managing director.

My attention was distracted by a hilarious counle who

were inspecting a hip-bath on wheels.

"No, Algernon," she said, "it wouldn't do at all.

'i'here's onlv room for one."
" Unless, petsy, we sat very close together!

"

T fled, blushing, from this "Dawn of Love."

Close by was a motor cycle fitted with a sort of

jaunting car seat over the back wheel. A very, very

stout lady examined it dubiously. Her son, or son-

in-law mavbe, was expatiating on the joys of riding on

a pillion 'seat. She looked round at the .interested

spectators, embraced them all in a motherly grin, and

saiil, "] don't fink! " And we all agreed with her.

Too Templing for One's Relat ons.

Passenger machines were, indeed, a pronounced

feature of this year's Show. Tricars, qundc&rs—
the latter not to be confused with the defunct

/orecars—were present in forms as varied as

their etymology, and sidecars ha\'e attained a degree

of Luxury too' tempting, methinks, to one's wife's

twenty-stone relations. One machine in particular had

hood,' luggage grid, portmanteau, wind screen, apron,

and .side doors all complete. There would be no keep-

ing mother-in-law out of that.

That feature, and the large number of ladies'

mniints;. nccounts for the very large proportion of the

fair sex who graced the Show with their presence, aj

compared with former years. Which is all to the

good, for no sport or pastime can really be called

popular unless it appeals to the partners of our joys,

as motor cycling very manifestly does. The thousands

of ladies whom I saw at the Show on the opening night

are sufficient witness thereto.

But I digress: I am losing sight of my idea. Pass-

ing a stand where, in response to the query,- " Are you

in the ' trade ' ? " a visitor was giving ocular proof

to the attendant by showing his hands, which were

cerlainlv dirty enough for a dozen trades, I brought

up alongside a big central stand. Here were displayed

the products of the firm which I had mentally decided

were to be favoured with the benefits of my idea.

They would be the most likely to jump at the chance

of adding yet another record (" One hundred iniles on

a gallon of beer! ") to their many achievements.

Chasing the Chairman.
1 looked for the board of directors. Away iu the

far corner was a pale distinguished-looking man,

thoughtfully spitting into a palm-pot. The chainnan,

likely. I edged my way round the vast expanse of

sianii: but by the lime I reached the spot, he had

\anished. I next sjiied him lurking in the south-west

comer. I circumnavigated the stand again, but by the

time I was halfway round, he was back in the

north-east.
" This must end !

"
I muttered grimly, and I stepped

•over the cords. Just then I felt a touch on my
shoulder. I looked round and saw a total stranger,

holding out to me a box of cigarettes. I took the box.

"No, no," he grinned. "Just take ons," with an

unnecessary emphasis on the "one." I took one.

What is there about me, I thought, which compels

utter strangers to lavish gifts upon me like this? Then

I saw the benevolent stranger proffer hi> box to some-

one else—a very ordinary-looking person. Some
Yankee advertising dodge,' I guessed; and promptly

decided it would be safer to give the cigarette to a

wean,'-looking policeman standing near. In the mean-

time my quarry, the pale, distinguished-looking person,

had vanished. His place was taken by a youth with

a cut-away chin who looked as if an idea would hurt

him. I passed on, foiled.

At the next stand was a machine with a change-

speed gear, connected to the lever on the tank by a

nattv set of cranks and levers. When I came up a

confident young spectator, with the awful colour

scheme of a bright red face and a railway-green muffler,

was showing his companion "how it worked." The

attendant was nowhere near—he never is._

"You just move it this wav," he said. . -

"Blight the thing! it's stuck—bit stifl"—just move it

like this .... grrrh!! . . .
oh, lor'!!

"

Something gave wav. The red-faceJ young man and

his friend folded their tents, like the Arab, and

silently crept away. The attendant then came up and

I caught his startled and suspicious eye, and hastily

followed the red-faced young man with the emerald

scarf and his friend.
^

Bv the wav, another great feature of this year s Show-

was the large number of working models and sections.

All provided with handles so that the enquiring mind
423
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could see the wheels go round. And every handle

with an enquiring mind diligently turning it, while its

delighted lady friends watched the pistons "jiggling
"

up and down. At one stand, enquirers were saved

the labour of turning, a messenger boy being per-

manently clutched to the handle. The boy was on

_ the low speed all the time, and looked very bored.

But T venture to say his model was the only one to

. survive the whole of the week. For a real engine test,

better than 44,000 miles of road work, commend me
to the ordeal a working model has to go through during

Show week at the spasmodic hands of enthusiastic

seekers after knowledge.
After an amusing interlude at a stand where a young

lady in a hobble made a determined, and at last a

disastrously successful, attempt to mount a lady's

model, I turned to business again.

"What about the idea? " said I to myself. " I will

away to the Gallery, prospect the ground from above,

>-«o

and then descending, fix my man and clinch the deal."

I " avvayed " to- the Gallery. There I saw a

.scandalous flirtation between a decorative band.sman

and a chic waitress ; I saw an unnecessarily large num-
ber of unnecessarily noisy youths; and, finally, pros-

pecting over the rail, I saw, in the centre of the hall

below, a prosperous-looking individual in a rotund red

waistcoat with gilt buttons—a motor cycling magnate

—

a whole board of directors in himself. And he orna-

mented the stand of a company whose products are

the very last word.

"I will ride an Ultimate Word! " I cried enthu-

siastically. I des<;eiided hastily, found the magnate,
and told him all about it. It took him some time

to grasp the idea in all its complex beauty. Then he
spoke. He said—but no ! I have been brought up on
prunes and prisms, and I cannot repeat what he .said.

But he said it very emphatically indeed. After what
he told me I can see I shall have to huy my ne«t year's

machine after all. H.R.T.

A TANDEM^SEATED QUADCAR.
IM

our Jast issue we published an illus-

tration of the Rollo quadcar, which is

being made by the Eollo Car Co., Ltd.,

Conybere Street, Birmingham. A& the _

title implies, this little vehicle has tandem
seats, and weighs only 4^ cwts. The
appended sketch of the chassis shows that

the engine—an 8 h.p. J. A. P.—is carried in

front and attached to engine plates in a

way similar to a motor bicycle. The com-
bustion heads are cooled by two fans ; the

bonnet will also open at the top, as illus-

trated in tbs photograph showing a plan
view of the body, etc. The frame is made
out of one length of Ijin. weldless steel

tubing, bent inwards at the front and
joined across the back. Across the frame
is a counter-shaft driven by a silent chain

;

the transmission then goes to tl.o load
wheels by means of Whittle belts on expand-
ing and- contracting pulleys, one on each
end of the counter-shaft. To tighten and
slacken the belts to suit v.i-rious gears, the

rear axle A can be moved backwards and .

forwards. Tlis axle is attached to semi-
elliptical leaf springs A', and a rod and
lever connects it with the operating lever

B, the motion being communicated through
a knuckle joint C to levers D D and so on
to forks K, ' on the counter-shaft pulleys,

which open or close tbs tlar.ges as roqrrired.

By this irtsans an inter-connection i.s

secured between the moving back axle and
the counter-shaft pulleys, so that when the

flanges are opened the distance between
the centre of the counter-shaft and the
centre of the back axle is automatically
altered to coincide with the amount of

opening of the flanges on the counter-shaft

equivalent of a clutch is obtained by placin

the pedal F, so operating the knuckle joint C
the lever G backwards and
operates the forks E inde-

pendently of the back axle.

The pulley flanges then Hy
open, the belt drops on to

the bottom of the groove, and
a free engine is obtained.

By pressing on H, the knuckle
joint is returned to its locked

position, and the forks which
operate the pulley flanges

remain in the position they
occupied before the joint

A24

A plan view of the Rollo tan:lem-

seated quad.

pulleys. The
g the heel on
which draws

Details of tlie chassis of the Rollo qua! car.

was broken. It will be seen that this mechan-
ism allows a free engine at any position of

tlio rear axle.

A variatioa of speed from 4 to 45 m.p.h.

and gear ratios of 4^ to 7^ to 1 are obtain-

able by means of the ha.-id lever at the

side, and by means of the pedal the speed

can also be reduced to free engine instan-

taneously and t-he machine brought to a
star.dstill in iraffic. The front of the

chassis is sprung on one centra! coiled

spring, so that it is provided with three-

point suspension. Steering is by whe-sl

and double steel wire cables. These are

connected to the front axle by means of

slrcng Eipiral springs, which cause the wire
cables to be always in tension, so absorb-
ing road shocks. The cables are wound
round a wooden drum at the base of the
steering column, a-nd when the drum is

turned the steering motion is communicated
to the stub axle of each front wheel. Tlie

bval-Ms are compensated, and the shoes,

operated by Bowden cables, are inidde the

belt rims of each wheel. The opeiating

cables are attached to a fi.xed portion of

the chassis, and there is sufficient play of

the cables between the brake shots and the
anchored positions to allow for the back-
ward and forward movement of the rear

axle.

The dimensions of this little vehicle are

wheelbas-3 8ft; 2in., track 3ft. 4in., overall

width 3ft, Win., and length 10ft. 6in. The
body, which is coachbuilt, pie.sents a
remarkably smart appearance ; it is uphol-
stered in pegamoid, and hair -stuffed ; the

back of each seat is provided with springs,
and the cushions are made detachable. The petrol tan'-- has
a capacity of abo'jt four gnllons a-d 'iibricntion 1= by pressure
from engine exhaust, with a visible and adjustable drip teed

to the crank case.

The starting handle, which
fits on just in front of the
side door, is so geared to
the engine that it resolves

the latter two or three tin:es

to one ; it is therefore quite
easy to start the engine on
the magneto. The veJiicle is

sent out complete, with two
oil side lamps, one tail lamp,
acetylene head light, horn,
and ample kit of tools.
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Humours at the Show
4 Rea/. Roman. \^l
Who nose? «'^-'-''

7S think ^\^;;^^^i

come /™'CtA-S
to this . f.^U^yP|

The 5cciable
Quite a family affoir

Theie lotv mounts
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'7^1? Fai/oufite

One ofthe Batstud.

One who
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all the /My-s
catalogues 4l^%^iA
g^leotlets /-ma^Wk^,

What did i/ou 3ay . my dear I'

Jome/tiin^ Our artis t did notsee
ana uyhv.

Hob/n Hood
and

Little John.

Oomofhin^for the Oumms/:
Suggested 6y some cf the

Sidecar c/es/'yns

.

a beau/y t
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Driving from the Sidecar Seat.

A friend of mine declares he has solved the problem
of driving a rigid sidecar comfortably from the sidecar

seat. He steers with the help of a stout cord, ending

in a wooden grip, tied to the far end of the handle-

bar. He has a separate control, of the Bowden wire

type, mounted on that stay of the sidecar which bolts

to the seat-pillar lug of the bicycle. I give his opinion

for what it is worth.

Newspaper Diagnosis.

The inevitable handicaps under which an enquiry

i)ureau labours are rendered evident in the following

incident. A friend who was still in his novitiate in-

formed me that his machine was remarkably difficult

to start, but that when once the engine fired the

machine ran perfectly, and the engine developed full

power on hills. I made a number of obvious sug-

gestions of an elementary kind, but after testing them
all he told me that his trouble still continued, and
finally I paid a call at the low corrugated iron shed
which he is pleased to call his garage. Within ten

seconds I discovered that his pedalling gear was
remarkably stiff in action, and a moment more sufficed

to trace the stiffness to the pedalling crank spindle.

A glance showed that one of the pedals bore the marks
of a heavy fall, and a turn of the cranks showed that.

the stiffness was confined to one point in the circle

of revolution, and that there was no squeaking noise.

Obviously, therefore, it was not a case of a broken
ball or an overtight cone, but of a bent spindle. But

vfhat e.xpert at the desk of a newspaper office would
guess that a bent pedalling axle was the reason why
the engine of a brand new machine would not start ?

Wherefore, oh ye new readers, be merciful to us if we
are not always inspired in reply to your agonised
appeals for assistance.

The Eclipse of the Featherweight.

In one respect Olympia is a little surprising. Two
or three years ago a good many cognoscenti confidently

expected the 80 lb. .lightweight to come into its own
by about this time, but once more its boom is post-

poned. I say "postponed" deliberately, because as

soon as an 80 lb. machine can be produced which
can do all that a 354 h.p. or a tw-o-speeded 23^ h.p.

can do, speed only excepted, the 80 lb. machine will

come out on op The coming of the variably geared
medium weight has been slow. It is a good many
years since I first sampled the 2^ h.p. type of twin;
little by little it has been perfected until regarded as

a tourist mount, pure and simple, it is the equal of a

3_J^ h.p., i.e., it is quite as reliable, quite as sure a

hill-climber; and as a consequence it now ranks as a
very formidable rival, since few of the new generation
of motor cyclists wish to travel at 50 m.p.h. History
may be expected to repeat itself. The next phase of

the industry should see two parallel processes. The
2^ h.p. multi-speeder should in a large degree ousi

the 3J4, h.p., which is heavier and more e.xpensi\e
;

and simultaneously lighter machines with smaller

engines will gradually depopularise the 2^4 h.p.

Finally the fittest will sur\-ive for ordinary purposes
in the guise of an ideal featherweight.

Valve Cotters on Small Engines.
A detail which seems to stand in urgent need of

attention on small engines is the valve cotter. Old
stagers like myself can well remember the days when
we invariably carried two or three spare inlet and
exhaust cotters in our purses to make sure of having
a spare handy, since we well knew they would be
freely and frequently required. 'To-day I can exliibit

an exhaust cotter which has run for two years under
a 40 lb. spring. The old troubles are being -repeated
with the miniature valves on some small engines.

Whenever I get the opportunity 1 inspect the valve
cotters on such engines, and in most cases I notice
that the spring pressure is too much for the cotter.

Its back is bent, and its extremities have bulged and
flattened, _so that strenuous work with a file will soon
be needed to extricate the cotter, unless it solves the
question by snapping in half.

This is simply a question of metallurgy; the springs
on small engines are weak by comparison with those
on a 3J^ h.p. or an 8 h.p., and though the cotters are
correspondingly smaller, they would stand up to their

work if thev weie made of bettei material

> I

7
r^

f
s I

Wm. Bennett, of Scorrier, Cornwall, who is 67 years of age and an ardent
cider of a 2i h.p. Royal Enfield. The above photograph was taken on the occasion
of a fifty mile trip over some well known Cornish hills. .
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, £2 19 6

Cost of Running a
Further Replies to

Sir,—In reply to "H.M.'s" query which appealed
in The Motor C]fcle. of November 2nd; I ha\e taken some
pains to get the figures as correct as possible, and hope^ my
notes will be of use to some readers of your excellent paper.
I began the season in April as a novice.

Petrol, 4,500 miles odd (50 gals.) ...

Lubricating oil (3i gals. Price's Huile
Luxe)

Duty and Ucences
Accessories, etc.

New lamp generator ...

Second-hand speedometer
New springs, spare valve, two plugs, and

other item.s

Collan oil and grinding mixiure ...

Footrests, belt odds and ends
Accident to handle-bars
Storage ...

Holiday running expenses, not including
petrol, lubricating oil, or lodging for

two nights

One waterproof suit and case

Total £15 10 3

Cost per mile = .827d.

Or, subtracting the price of spares and things bought but
not used—.587d.

A friend bought the machine new in September, 1910. In
April he bought a T.T. model. The same month I bonglit
the 3^ h.p. 1910 free engine Triumph from him after it

had run aoout 1,500 miles. Hence the machine, tyres, and
parts have really done 6.000 miles.

I have allowed nothing for depreciation, becauee tlie

machine is still worth what I gave for it.

F. SPARROW.

17

1 10

2 13

7

1

6

9

6

1 15

1

U
4

1 15

5

6

10

1 8 6

Sir,—In response to your request for readers' e.xperi

ences regarding cost per mile of running a 3^ h.p. motor
cycle, I give below average costs, whicli I thinl; will be found
to be borne out in actual practice. The following statement
of costs agrees substantially with a similar statement which 1

sent to yon for publication several years ago. and which 1

believe was the first statement of cost to be widely published.

-\t that time the idea was ridiculed in the Press tliat the
running cost of a motor cycle could be well over one penny
per mile, as I then stated it. Since then, however, riders

have become more closelv acquainted with the facts concern-
ing running cost, and I feel sure that the experience of a

large number of your readers will coincide with the state-

ment below.
It may be advisable to point out that the depreciation in

market value of a motor cycle is much greater than in the

case of ordinary maclunery. Not only does the market value
of a motor cycle decrease rapidly owing to the rapid rate at

which changes in detail and design are being made, but the
machine does not continue to perform its duties as well as

when new, owing to the effects of use, and the decrease in

efficiency is rapid as ctmipared with ordinaiy machinery.

3| h.p. Motor Cycle.
a Reader's Query.

Ueluw is the average coat per mile of running a 3^ h.p.
motor cycle, based on a distance of 5,000 miles per annum:

Per mile.
Depreciation id. .

Repairs and renewals ... \i^.

Petrol, oU, and licences ^d.
Tyres id.

Total cost per mile lid.

The total cost of a penny farthing per mile may be
considered as the minimum for 5,000 miles per annum. If
we add an extra farthing for depreciation, one eighth of a
penny for repairs and renewals, one eighth of a penny for
petrol and oil, and one farthing for tyres, making a total
extra of three farthings, to the penny farthing above,
we get twopence per mile as the cost of running the same
machine with sidecar for 2,500 miles, that is, half of the
yearly mileage of 5,000 miles, GHAS. 'WALMSLEY.

Sir,—Having ridden a free engine Triimaph for eighteen
months, I have kept a careful account of cost of running, etc.

Apart from interest on capital and depreciation, it figures
out as under I use the machine almost entirely for business,
on journeys averaging about eighteen miles, and in all

weathers, and have covered 5,450 miles on the original tyres.
A fortnight ago I took off the cylinder for the first time

and I'onncr about a thimbleful of deposit. You will see my
running cost is less than id. per mile.

63 gals. Shell

li gals. Vacuum A
Repairs, two belts, inner tube, etc.

Licences one and a half years
Fire insurance one year

...£3 13 6

...0 6 9

... 4 6 11

.. 1 12 6

.. 10

£10 9 8

H. Y. BEALE

Sir,—The following are the running expenses of my 3i h.p.

Rex and sidecar "Saucy" from January to date, mileage
being by 1911 Cowey. Result, \A. per mile for two passengers.

The combination, single geared with adjustable pulley
allowing 6 to 1, but seldom used. With passenger, portman-
teau, and camera up I easily climbed Chatham Hill on 6 to 1
gear. Returning from Margate v<& Maidstone I ascended
Wrotham on a 5^ to 1. I can touch 40 m.p.h. (by speedo-
meter) all out on the level. Recently I took my passenger
in sidecar, together with another passenger on the carrier

(85 stones), to Southend and back in the day. using a 5^ gear.

We climbed Brook Street and Rayleigh Hills all up. but
shed the back passenger on Crays Hill near the top. I use
and can recommend the Service leather belt and Palmer
cord tyres and Lodge plug. F3480.

[We shall publish a number of further instructive replies on
the above subject in subsequent issues, the cost of running
being a subject which has created a lot of interest at this

season of the year.—En.]

.Ian. Feb. Mar. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Totals.

5(i0

^. d.

s 7

1 s

J 9

3 (i

2 %

330
£ s. d.

7

10

s. d.

COO
s. d.

7 7

4 1

2

3 4

2 11

520
S. (1.

8 7

2 .')

9
3

2 6

6

630
£ s. d.

1(1 8

2 3

1 8 6

2 8

2 6

2 6

800 -

£ s. d.

16

3 7

1 8

2 6

3 4

550
£ s. d.

9 5
4

9

3 1

2 6

9

5
6 6

800
£ s. d.

14 4

1 14 7

16 2i

6 0*
2 6"

10

300
8. d..

6 9

2A

1

2 6

1 6

.5,100

Petiol and Oil

£ s. d.

4 8 4
'I'vre.-; and Tubes Si 9

4 5

3i! 1

2 (1.2 6

1 4
i
2 10

10 —

4 15

Belts and Fittirvs 2 13 2

Entwine and It'iiitiim 9

Carbide and Lamps 1 1 2

1 5

13 7

1 5

Sidecar (accident) 6 6

Total Expenses (each month) .

.

19 £1 12 2 7 6 19 r, l.-i £4 9 10 £17 6 £1 12 £3 14 6 11 8 £16 8 (j

The table of expenses compiled by F3480.
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Bristol B. and M.C.

The hon. sec. of the motor section for the ensuing year
is Mr. H-. Blocksidge, 14, Frederick Place, Clifton, or head-
quarters. Full Moon Hotel, Noi-th Street, Bristol.

Oldham and District M.C.

The above club on Tuesday, November 14th, held an
interesting billiard match at headquarters, the Crown Hotel,
between married and single members. The games were well

contested, the "married" team eventually proving victorious.

North-west London M.C.C.

As previously announced, the A.C. U. permit has been
granted for the winter reliability riui to Gloucester and
back on .Saturday, December 30th. The route is vid Stan-

more, Amersham, High Wycombe, and Oxford, starting and
finishing at Jack Straw's Castle.

Walthamstow M.C.

The aimual dinner and prize distribution wiU take place

at the City Arms, St. Mary's Axe, December 16th. All

motorists are welcome. The membership has now reached

seventy-six, and as there are several valuable cups and
numerous other prizes for competitions during 1912, a very
successful season seems assured.

Essex M.C.

A paper, "Motor Cycles and Motor Cycle Accessories

shown at the Olympia Show," will be read before the

members of the Essex Motor Club at the Royal Automobile
Club premises, Pall Mall, S.W., on Thursday,"December 7th,

at 7.30 p.m. Motor cyclists are cordially invited to attend.

Entrance by western door.

Pontefract M.C.

This club held a breakdown competition at headquarters

on Wednesday last Five minutes were allowed to get the

machine in running order, and it had to run for 15 sees. Mr.
Smith won both events, the faults being, first, the contact

breaker screw removed and the throttle lever wire discon-

nected, and secondly, a faulty plug and a choked jet.

Perth and District M.C.C.

The annual business meeting and supper were held at the

Royal George Hotel, when prizes were distributed to the

season's winners and the following officers were elected ;

President. Mr. A. L. Watt; vice-president, Mr. A. G.

Forrest; hon. sec, Mr. J. Beveridge ; hon treasurer, Mr. B.

Syme. The evening terminated with some music.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The third round of the autumn reliability trials will be run

on Saturday next. Competitors qualified to take part in

this roimd will meet at the Stratford Road tram terminus at

3 p.m. sharp. The course will be from Birmingham to

Stratford, Sunrising Hill, to the Round Tower, Edge Hill.

This is to be the Krst stop, and tea will be partaken of here.

The return journey will be vid Stratford, Alcester, Studley,

to the King's Head, King's Heath tram terminus. Other
members of the club are invited to accompany the" competi-

tors on this round, and are requested to report any stops

made.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A very successful whist drive was held on Saturday, the

18th inst., at headquarters, Ye Old Gatehouse, Highgale,

a large number of members and friends being present.

Thanks are due to Mr. Blakey, who kindly presented the

prizes, and to IMessrs. D. Grey Blakey and J. M. Butter-

field for making the necessary arrangements. The first club

dance takes place on December 8th. at headauarters. even-

ing or fancy dress. The supply of tickets being limited, early

application for same should be made to tlie hon. secretary.

Mr. D. Grey Blakey, "Heathfield." Great North Road,
Highgate, N., or to any member of the committee. All those

interested are cordially invited to attend, and it is expected

a very pleasant evening will be spent.

Mersey M.C.

The annual general meeting will be held at the club head
quarters, St. George's Restaurant, Redcross Street, on

December 7th, to be followed by a smoker, supper, and
prize distribution. -

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

This recently formed club is now in full working order.

The secretary is Mr. E. Taylor, Victoria Cafe, Blackpool.

A silver trophy has been promised. A reliability run tc

the top of Shap Fell will take place on Boxing Day.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

A dinner wiU be held on Thursday, December 7th, at

the Unicorn Hotel, at 6.45 p.m. This will be foUoAved
by a smoking concert and prize distribution. Future com-
petitions : A "breakdown" competition will be held at the

headquarters, on Wednesday, December 13th, at seven
o'clock. A motor cycle will be put " out of order," and
the competitor who diagnoses the trouble and puts the

machine in running order in the shortest time will be
adjudged the winner.

Surrey M.C.C.

The fifth annual dinner and presentation of prizes will be
held at 7.30 P-m. on Thursday, December 14th, at the
Angel Hotel, Gtuildford.

A lecture by Mr. W. G. MciUinnies will be delivered on
the same evening, starting at about 8.45. The subject

will be " Speed and Power," and the lecture, which will

deal largely with carburation and the new carburetters, will

be fully illustrated with lantern slides.

Parley and District M.C.C.

The 100 miles night trial on 18th and 19th inst. was run
of? over roads which, although nearly dried by a keen wind,
were flooded in four places. Of seven starters five finished.

There were four surprise controls, and the total errors from
a fifteen miles per hour schedule resulted in Mr. D. H.
Ebbutt (3^ Precision and sidecar) being first on points, but
he was disqualified for not stopping at the last control; and
in a dead heat between Messrs. R. Charlesworth (3i- Zenith
and sidecar) and S. J. Taylor (2-| Douglas). These twd
will re-ride the course next Saturday, 2nd December, start-

ing at 4 p.m.

A NEAT SPRING FORK.
Messrs. Crawley Bros., of Hockerill Works, Bishop Stort

ford, have designed an extremely neat spring fork, of which
we append an illustration. The
sketch is self-explanatorj', and it

will be sufficient to give a short

description of the action.

The wheel is carried in a float-

ing fork, which is connected to

the main rigid fork by suitable
guides in which it is free to move
upw-ards or downwai'ds. The
movement is controlled by springs
acting on an extension of the
floating fork, and enclosed in a

tube fixed rigidly to the main
fork above and below the steer-

, ing head. The upper of these
two springs serves to take the
load while the lower acts as a

damper or rebound spring. ' An
adjustment for spring tension is

provided, and takes the form cif

a screwed cap at the top end of

the tube which encloses the springs.

The fork has a very neat appearance, and should the
necessity arise it is easily dismantled.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, K.C., and should be aooompioied by the writer's full name and address.

Rear Springing Dsvices.

[6085.]—AYith reference to the correspondence and articles

in your columns re spring frame motor cycles, I am pleased

to testify to the excellent results from the N.S.U. spring

frame. I bought oneof these machines in August last purely
as an" experiment.
When I add that in the Liverpool trials I had a puncture

and did not know it until a fellow competitor drew my
attention—you may judge for yourself. The spring frame I

feel certain will become standard on all machines. My ex-

perience of motor cycling -has been gained in my occupation
as a commercial traveller. H.U.

Belts and Bad Weather.

[6087.]—Referring to the Service Co.'s letter [No. 6000]
on the above subject, I was an interested spectator at the

Herts County open speed trials at Luton Hoo, and I believe

Mr. F. W. Barnes used the leather belt referred to on his

Zenith-Gradua and sidecar. It will be remembered that in

the reports of thi.s event it was stated that his belt slipped,

so partly losing him the race. I think that we can safely

assume that such an experienced competition rider as .Mr.'

Barnes would not start without having his belt properly
cleaned and adjusted. Jly experience is that leather belts

are superior to rubber ones in wet weather, but both are
unsatisfactory under such conditions. I shall have chain or

shaft-drive on my next new sidecar mount.

E. W. CHOLDCROFT.

Quarterly Trials Results.

f6088.]—Taking non-stop runs and the order on the test

hills into consideration, it will be seen that I made by far

the best performance in the heavyweight class in the 1911
Quarterly Trials. My times on the test hills showed that J

was only 39^8. out, while the next one in order, al.'O a Rudge
rider, was 85|s. out. We both made non-stop runs, but I

was deprived of my non-stop certificate on one of the trials

for omitting to have a m_agneto shield on my Rudge machine.
This was only a small technical error, but neverthclefs it

prevented me from winning the cup, as I made by far the
best performance on the hills, as well as doing four non-

stop runs. CECIL S. BURNEY.

The Motor Cycle in Canada.

[5089.]—I have been reading with Interest riders' opnilons

of motor cycles in distant lands. I must say that the average
frame is not strong enough for the rough and rockv roads of

Canada. I have been riding a 3^ h.p. for sis months in this

district, but finally finished up with a broken frame, which
broke clean off at the sti>ering head while only travelling

at a slow speed. I came off uninfured. leaving fragments by
the roadside to be carted home the next morning. The rims
and spokes are not strong enough ; my wheels are a long
way from- being true. Also I note the Tangent Cycle Co.

state the Triumph suits us in the country surrounding Toronto.
I suppose that dofs not include Muskoka, but if the Tangent
Cycle Co.'s representative should be up this way I should be
pleased to show him some roads that will soon put a machine
out of commission with constant riding. The pleasures of

motor cycling are a temptation to one even if the roads are

bad. I am the only motor cyclist in Gravenhurst.

Muskoka. Canada. W MORRISH.

Are Provincial Shows Wanted P

[6090.]-;-Now that we have had so successful a show in

London, it seems to me high time to agitate for a motor cycle

show in Manchester.
How long is it since a fair collection of motor cycles was

shown in this sporting district? About four years, I think.

We have our show for cars, but surely we can claim sufficient

interest to ask that we shall not be left in the cold altogether

as regards motor cycles, for it is an impossibility for many
of us to get to Olvmpia. Shall we ask in vain?

.lEFFRIES HAROLD.

Touring in South-west Wales.

[6091.]—During a recent tour in South-west Wales, 1

had occasion to visit a farm near Llansawel, Carmarthen
shire. Leaving Carmarthen by the Lampeter Road vi'i

Altwallis, I took to the mountain track at New Inn and
crossed a most terrible seven miles, rising to 1,255 feet,

coming out on to the Llan-y-byther-Llansawel turnpike at

Rhvdcwmerau. This "road" across the mountain consists

of fumps of slate about the size of one's foot, water splashes,

transverse gutters, sand, and gates alternately, with one

fair bit of about a quarter of a mile on top where one can

ride on the grass. It was raining when I crossed with my
P. and M. loaded up with baggage, a gallon tin of Shell, quart
of oil and suit of oilskins. By using the low gear, I managed
to get across in the saddle. I asked several farmers on the

Llansawel side if a motor cycle had ever before been seen on

this "road," and they said "no." I shall be interested to

hear If any of your readers know this track. Does any
reader know the exact steepest gradient of the Fishguard
Hill on the Newport side? Local report says 1 in 3^. 1

climbed both these hills on the run (turning round) after a
" blind " from Newport. This is what a touring machine
should do, and it is absurd allowing competitors in trials

to cool engines before test-hills. BD 50.

A Lady's Experiences of the Pastime.

[6092.]—Feeling sure the question of expense keeps many
ladies from buyi"g a moto cycle, I want to tell them that
It is quite possible to get an old machine cheap that goes
well. I tried to get a lady's model second-hand, but found
the price beyond me. so I had to content myself with a

man's. I had the luck to get an elderly 3^ h.p. Bat that

had sown its wild jats, as it always stait-s at once at a walk-
ing pace, will go up any hill I have met at any speed from a
crawl to an excess of the legal limit; it is as comfortable
and .safe as a bath chair, infinitely more so than a push
cycle. The secret of its good behaviour, I think, is that it

has a low compression De Dion engine. I certainly did not
at all fancy mounting like a man, but I reasoned he would
not mount that way if it were not the easiest, so I took my
courage in both hands, leapt, and found myself safely seated

in the saddle ; it is easier than mounting an ordinary

lady's bicycle.

Of course, I am a light rider, but I have gone hundreds of

miles alone, and had no trouble but an occasionally slipping

belt, 1 find that motor cj-clists are always ready
to help. The old Bat has persuaded two friends to invest

in motors, and I think two more have decided to take the

plunge.
I am persuaded that I look much better on a motor bicycle

than on a pedal machine—a great point this with ladies! .\

little ingenuity has got over the skirt trouble. CR994.
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A Suggested Midland Winter Trial.

[6093.]—With reference to the winter trials generally, I

should like to ask whether it would not be possible for one

of our big Midland clubs to arrange an open reliability trial

on Boxing Day for the benefit of Midland motor cyclists who
cannot-, through various circumstances, participate in the

London-Exeter run? I think most of us will agree that,

while the London-Exeter rim meets the requirements of those
residing in and around London, yet it is hardly fair that

the rest of England should not be given the same oppor-

tunities tor enjoying a days winter sport, and I, for one,

feel sure that if such a trial were arranged in the Midlands,
it would be attended with much success. CECIL PEERS.

,

[6094.]—The
I undertook

Protection oi the Magneto.

weeK ending October 28th a

I short tour in North Wales.
friend and

Unfortu-
nately we encountered very stormy and wet weather, the

Sunday's ride home being in continuous rain and hailstorm's.

When "we were about twenty miles from home my friend's

machine, a 1911 Bradbury, suddenly stopped. We s-uon

located the trouble, which was due to wattr having found its

way into the magneto, and after an hour's delay matters were
put right. Such a trouble (even on a pouring wet and stormy
night would never have occurred had his magneto been
provided with a substantial cover similar to that fitted to

the magneto of my B.S.A. Needless to say, my B.S.A. in

this respect did not give me the slightest trouble. I must
mention I experienced similar trouble with my last mount,
the magneto being exposed.
The B.S.A. and Bat, built with the magneto entirely

protected, are machines which must interest the all-weather

rider, and I hope to see 1912 touring machines provided
with a serviceable and substantial magneto cover, which I

think is an absolute necessity.

ALL WEATHER RIDER.
[The Bosch Co. have now brought out a perfectly water-

proof protection for their 1912 motor cycle magnetos.

—

Ed.]

The A.C.U. Reinstatements.

[6095.]—Your readers may like to hear what I think of my
reinstatement? Naturally, I am pleased, as it will enable me
to ride in the T.T. Race before I become too ancient. More-
over, I have been very lucky in the End-to-end record, and
could hardly expect to regain it if it were broken, ily pre-

sent intentions are to ride in the T.T. Race, and perhaps at

Brooklands, but track work has not such attractions for me
as the open road. I should much like to have another cut at

the End-fco-end, as I consider that aiiother two hours could
be cut off if the engine held. Mine did not last out owing to

the seating of the exhaust valve going, and I lost a lot of

time on tyres. However, that is all in the game.
I dare not say that I am now going to behave myself and

back the authorities up, as I fear that no one will believe

me, but my promise holds good until June next year to

abstain from all record road attempts, and I consider it

extremely unlikely that I shall make any further attempts.

After all, in these days there are so many commandments.
"Thou .shalt not box," "Thou shaft not exceed the limit,"

etc., that the ordinary man revolts and lets oft superfluous

energy. Hence I regard the T.T. as the safety valve of the

movement. We must let our projectiles out sometimes.
Every one does it, of course ; but I see no reason why we
should be sent to Brooklands to do it. Practically no skill

in corner work is required—^the road is the thing, and if it

can be legalised all the better; if not tant pis for the

offender.

I am sorry to observe that our tame Catt is shut up behind

"bars." Why are Gibson and myself let tree. Does the

A.C.U. wish to scotch us as the most likely offenders in the

near future? It would be interesting to know whether
Gibson lias given his promise never to go again. I have not.

Two years may see great changes.
IVAN B. HART-DAVIES.

Sidecars and Single-cylinder Engines.

[6096.]—In view of the recent correspondence about side-

car work, perhaps my slight experience may be. of inteiest.

I purchased a 3-^ h.p. single-cylinder single-geared machine
in May last to which I attached a heavy coach-built side-

car. I was quite a new band at the game, and, probably.

that accounts for my selling same a month later. I must say
I was very disappointed in the combination—it would not go,

as I fondly believed, anywhere. Where serious hills existed
I always had to drop my passenger, and occasionally myself,
and I was not sorry to see the last of this combination.

I then invested in a 6 h.p. ilatchltss, passenger model,
with two-speed and twin belts, and Miliford sidecar. Now
I have no interest in th.ese firms, but lani. thoroughly
satisfied with this combination. I cannot speak too highly
of the machine. I have never had to drop my passenger
or push, and during my holiday in North Wales it never
jibbed at a hill, and I went out of my way to find some bad
ones. One hill certainly I could not get a grip on, and that
was the Little Orme. from the Ehos side, but even then I

did not .stop, although I came fairly close to it, but the
surface was very loose. I should like to know the gradient
of that slope—the last twenty yards at the top.

The double belt drive is very efhcient. I have tightened
belts once in 1,150 miles, and on my journey to Wales from
Birmingham—106 miles (the last fifty of which were in the
pouring rain)— I never once felt a suspicion of slip. The
two-speed enables one to move away like a car—it cannot
slip, the lever working on the ratchet system. I have had
magneto control fitted to handle-bar, also cut-off switch, both
of wliich are a big boon, and with XL all-pan saddle fitted,

which is most comfortable, I consider I have got one of the
most reliable turnouts. SATISFIED.

Lamps and Winter Riding.

[6097.]—I am much interested in lamps and winter riding,

and should like to. let your readers know by what methods I

have induced my 800ft. F.R.S. lamp to give the finest light

that I think can be got out of it. I have a medium-sized
Lucas generator, and after buying" it immediately relieved it

nf the padding and filtering material it contained, which I

have never found to be any benefit, but often a source of

trouble. I did the same thing with the F.R.S. lamp, and
on trying it I found that with its 14 litre burner as supplied
the l)eam was decidedly narrow and very inconvenient for
seeing cross roads and round curves.

Accordingly I cut away the hood and front part of the
front door to the point where the door widens to its broadest
dimensions, and fitted a new and rather thinner front glass,

quite an inqh bigger in diameter than the original. This
fi'st improvement gave me considerably more near-side light,

which is often, useful, and I was also surprised and pleased
t d f,"tit tiip I ' It w s 1 "• "s briglit with tlip front door
shut as open, which wa,s decidedly not the case before.

FAMILY SIDECARS.
H. B. Webb, of Fenny Strattord, bucks, and his 3^ h.p. two-speed Bradbury and

sidecar. .He tells us that since July he has covered 4,000 miles and has had no
trouble whatever.
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Xext, to improve the breadth of the beam, I fitted a 28
litre biTiier, which made a tremendous imptoveraentj and
I can now see botli hedges on a broad road.

Finally I found my generator was not always able to keep
a bright and steady flame at so Jarge a burner, so, by way
of experiment, 1 joined the generator and lamp by eighteen
inches of bicycle inner tubing, and now, when I turn a good
supply of water on. the tubing swells out wtth gas, and I

get a full, bright, and steady flame at the burner as though I

was using a big car generator. My lamp now gives a splendid,

never-varying light, showing up objects clearly and well over
a, hundred yarcLs aliead. and my only wish now is for a

'Tin. F.R.S. H. SOWERBY.

The Prevailing Conditions in Canada.

y [5097.]—We have only just noticed in your Overseas
Number letter [£943] signed, "A Man on the Spot," who is

"jjretending to make the English manufacturer think that 28in.

wheels arc wanted here, handle-bars V pattern, level with the
saddle, and, last but not least, a spare set of parts witli each
machine. Qiute an order for the English manufacturer.
Your correspondent's experience up to no.vv must have been
with the "junk" tyjje of /nctor cycle. It has come to our
knowledge that someone in Toronto Ls trying to induce a
motor firm of undoulited merit in England to build a colonial
model with 28in. wheels.
We mny say that our experience with motor cycles for a

large number of ,vears lias taught us that an engine clearance
of 4iin. to Sin. is sufficient. We should like 'ilan on the
Spot" to sigii his name in future, and then maybe we may
find a flv in the ointment TANGENT CYCLE CO.

Toronto.

Fitting a Variable Gear to a Lightweight.

[5098.]— Perhaps some of voiir readers e(jiil,l help me ni

a little dirticulty. .Aly father "uses a IQfO model 250 c.c. Wolf
single-cylinder motor cvcle. The maehine is a fixed gear one,
and we wish to know how it can be Qonverted to a variable
geared machine, I'.e., a two or three speeder or failing that
to a free engine machine. An engine-shaft gear is put out of

court by reason of tlie outside flywheel. The width between
the two rear forks is about five and a half inches. Most
Iiul> gears seem to require over six inches. I believe the
forks could be widened by a competent repairer. The
gentleman in question has never learned the running mount,
and it is rather a heavy addition to the day's work, in a
country (medical) practice, to pedal into animation a 2^ h.p.

machine weighing 100 lbs. with a seventy inch pedalling gear.

There does not seem an,y hope of obtaining one of several

very successful and widely advertised change-speed hubs unless

one happens to be a manufacturer or a prominent (sh)amateur.
I feel I shoid 1 like to a^'^k Mr. Roy Walker if he ever bestrode
one of the 1909 Wolf lightweights of 1^ h.p 63 mm. x 66 mm.
Their onlv drawback was the round leather belt and jockey
l)ulley. The machine weighed 72 lbs., and cost £19 19s., and
gave excellent service for over a year in a fairly hilly part
of Stirlingshire.

I consider that this year's competition results will have
made the heavy brigade open their ?yes. The lightweight
T.T. winner's speed was very little belos\' the senior figures.

Next we have the Humber lightweight figures for the
hour record. Lastly the 2^ h.p. A..J.S. machines chased
the 3^ h.p. Rudge to the last mile for the A.C.U. Quarterlies

championship.

, I should be very glad to hear from nders who have trans-
formed similar machines or from members of the trade who
would be williiKj to undertake such a conversion as to

probable cost, additional weight, etc. ALEX LINDSAY'.

A Plea for the Cut-oai

[6099.]—With reference to the proposed new regulation

prohibiting the use of cut-outs, perhaps my own case may
be of interest.

I own a 2§ h.p. J. A.P. engined machinej and with- the cut-
out open my machine makes very little noise, if any, up
to twenty miles an hour than does a modern 3^ h.p. with
cut-out closed. When I close the cut-out, the engine is

absolutely silent, onlv the ticking of the valves being heard.
It would be impossible to ride always with cut-out closed.

.!'* .anart.from the fear of overheating, it would be mosL

J321

nncoinfortable, especially on a long ride, for what is more
pleasing to the ear than the. even throb of a good engine.
With my silencer I am able to shut off all no»se when

passing horses or other animals on the road, and many a

nod of thanks I have received- from riders of nei^vous horses
for so doing. _.Tn travelling through a town one certainly
does not do above fifteen miles an hour when there is very
little noise with the cut-out open. If this regulation comes
into force it will mean that I shall have to enlarge the holes
of my silencer and do away with the cut-out ; it wiU then
make nearly as much noise as it does with cut-out open, only
I shall not be able to cut right oft for passing animals on the
road, also I fear that with my small engine it will affect it

in hill-climbing.

Of course what makers shoidd lit is a silencer that is

perfectly safe to use with no cut-out, and quite silent vfithout
fear of back pressure and loss of power. But who is to pay
for the fitting of these new silencers? We have to take
what the makers give us? I quite think- that a regulation
is wanted to stop those people who career about towns on
powerful machines at high speeds with cut-outs open. We
have to thank these people for the new regulation. The
cut-out does not affect the more jjowerfnl machines to the
same e.xtent that it does their less powerful brethren.

S. AV. TURNER.

The A.C.U. and the Liverpool A.C.C.

[6100.]—'May a mere amateur looker-on suggest to Mr.
Lewis Mogridge [letter No. 6085] that there is room for an
amateur body, not under trade control or influence? It

might take a little time to develop, but it would be worth
tlie trouble, apparently. VETERAN.

A Flea for Crankshaft Plain Bearings.

[6101.]—Why do not more nudcers fit, or at least giv.

their customers tlie option of, plain bearings to the engine
main siiaft? Ball bearings, unless of very large size, are

quite unsuitable when thev have to withstand a pounding
action, and in a i>etrol engine, subjected as they are to tin

explosion sho.^'k received via the connecting rod, the balls

become so many centre punches resisted only by the intense
hardness of the bearing ring. When wear does take place,

further wear and final destruction of the ball bearing i.-

e.\tremely rapid. I believe it, has been demonstrated by
tests that a well-made, well lubricated plain bearing gives

about 97% efficiency, so that a ball bearing uu ler equal con-

ditions can, at most, be only about 3% better, if absolutely
efficient.

The initial effort required to rotate a ball bearing under
load is certainly less than that required of a plain bearing,

but this only when sulhcient time has elapsed to allow the

film of oil to be squeezed out of the plain bearing; once on
the move and the lubricant reaching it, the plain bearing
inimediatel.v attains its efficiency.

It may be urged that ball bearings Acquiring less lubricant

can be run under conditions that would cause a plain bear-

ing to seize. How about, under the same conditions, the
big end bearing of the connecting r(xl, which is a plain bear-

ing, even on engines with ball bearing main shafts?

To conclude, my contention is—after many years' riding

experience—thai ball bearings are not desirable on the petrol

engine used by the man who requires durability and sweet-

ness of running of his engine, even at the cost of the alleged

slightly more efficient ball bearing engine. Perhaps there

are others who possess the views of

PLAIN BEARING.
[We do not understand our corresjjondent's real objection to

b.all bearing crankshafts ; they seldom if ever give any
anxiety on well made engines, and apparently retain oil

better than the plain bearing.

—

Ed.]

M O T I C E.

The Editor disclaims all le?al resoonsfbliifv in any way for

loss of copy in iha form ot minuscriot, dnwin^s, or photographs
submitted to bini. Rejecled manuscriol, drawing, and nh-tto-

graohs will onlv be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed lor the purpose.
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SHOW
GLEANINGS.

Naturally, there are always one or two
items left over which cannot be dealt

with in a show report, as they very often

arrive too late to be included.

Autotrix.
.The No. 1 Autotrix shown by Edmunds'
and Wadden, and described in the Show
report, is fitted with what is known as

the " Auto-gradual " gear. This consists

of a fixed pulley mounted eccentrically on
a bracket midway in the frame. Between
the fixed flanges there is a movable
flange The drive is by belt to the

counter-shaft, the belt from the engine

pulley running on the left of the two
flanges, and by belt from the other flange

to tlie rear wheel. The right side, divi-

sion of ' the pulley is provided witli a
loose- ring on which tlie belt runs in the

free engine position. Moving the counter-

shaft forward tends to tigliten the rear

Ths new 35 h.p. Malcli- Lucas generator

less engine, which is a fixing for flat or

replica of the J.A.P. round brackets.

of the- two belts, lacising the drive to

be taken up. The more the counter-shaft

bracket is moved forward the liigher the

belts mount the pulley and the higlier the

gear, while the lower gears are obtained
by moving the bracket in the reverse
direction. In the case of the other tlnee-

wheeled Autotrix the 8 h.p. twin engine
is pUaced amidships in the frame. On
the engine-shaft is mounted a phite clutch,

and behind it and driven by chain a

Chater-Lea three-speed gear box. From
gear box to back wheel tlie drive is also

by chain. The body is provided with a
scuttle dash, and is open in froBt so that
air may reach tlie cylinders, while in

future models an air .-deflector will be
fitted. The gear control lever and the
rear brake lever are carried inside the
body. Tlie model shown at Olympia had
direct steering, but in future models, we
understand, there will be a sprocket
mounted at the bottom of the steering-

shaft v.'ith a chain encircling it connected
to rods coupled to -the steering arms.

b8 .

Blumfield Engines.
A further visit to the stand of Blum-

field. Ltd., of 70, Lower Essex Street, Bir-

mingham, revealed a late arrival on the
stand—a dog clutch gear box. Both shafts

are supported in double row Skefko ball

bearings, which allow a universal move-
ment, and thus prevent any possibility

of the bearings
binding. This gear
box is specially

designed for side-

car work in con-

junction witli the
.latest Blumfield
twin. The connect-
ing rod of the twin
was, also worth
careful examina-
tion. The forked
portion was made
as short as pos-

sible, and to obtain
this it was slightly

The inner bearing consists of a

Blumfield adjustable
valve stem.

offset,

steel bush, secured by the ends being
rolled over, while the innermost bearing
through which the crank pin runs is a
floating phosphor bronze bush, unsecured
in any way. In the natural course of

events oil issues from the timing gear
througli special channels to the main
shaft journals and crank pin, but holes
are carefuly bored on the outer side of

the connecting rod bearing to conduct to
the right place any oil which may get
there through " splash."'

The Twin Fafnir.

One of the features of the Chater-Lea
exhibit was a twin Fafnir engine. 5-6

h p , 70 X 80 mm , a bciutiful piece of

work and possessing a cone rlutch geai

box, forming a unit with the engine.
This gear is a well-tried- article, which,
up to the present, has not been pushed
by the agents for Fafnir engines, Strauss,
and Co. The twin Fafnir is fitted to the
A.S.L., and is well .spoken of.

!::::::'. i;iI:|iK:i:;y:;:::::

A new Blumfield water-cooled single-cylinder engine
and honeycomb radiator.

The See Band and Tyre Co., Den-
mark Street, Charing Cross Road, W.C,
showed on Messrs. Lohmann's stand a
new device known as the " steel grip
repa'ir band." This band is provided
with steel grips at each end to fasten
round the wire of a wired-on tyre or the
bead of a beaded tyre. The steel grips
securely attach the band, which makes an
exceptionally neat fitting, enveloping as
it does the exterior of the cover in the
case of a hu'st It should command a
ready sale

^^.tr—._3i^Vx -

3J h.p. T.T. model Eli-Precision,
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Motofrip.

A considerable crowd was attracted to

the Moto-Reve stand to see the Motofrip,
a tiny beit-driven motor tricycle caiTying
a Ij h.p. JI.R. engine. The wheels are
lOiu. in diameter, and only one of the
rear wheels is driven. It is intended
to be used as a
rauabout by Ijoth

sexes for sliort

distances, and is

reminiscent of the
Max motor cycej
as the rider is in-

tended to stand

instead of sit in

both instances.

being supported
anchdred at tile

The Swan.
Among the novelties exhibited last

week was the Swan motor bicycle, made
by the Swan Motor Manufacturing Co.,
Frodsham, and illustrated in our Show
report number. The frame is of alu-

minium alloy, braced with steel at the
necessary points. There is also an inner
frame pivoted on ball bearings and placed
in the centre of the main frame. This
frame is made of the same aluminium
alloy, and is designed to carry a dog
clutch type of gear box, it also

carries bearings for the sprocket shafts

of the chain dri\'e. The rear forks

hinged to the frame, their ends
on laminated springs

forward ends to the

franie^^ As the

sprockets are car-

liod centrally- in

tlie inner frame the

chain line is not

altered in any sense,

and there is no
alteration in the

listance between
the centres of the

chains either be-

tween engine and
gear box, or be-

tween gear box and
much the spring

portion may move.
The total weight is

between 160 and
- 170 lbs. The ma-

The Motofrip (tlie invention of a lady) which was shown on the Ho(o-Reve stand.

Star Puache°.
Mr. S. T. Robson, 59. Hormoor Row, Bir-

mingham showed
an ingenious belt

punch made to

adapt itself to

any size belt. The
belt is hrst put up-

side down through
the " stirrup " of

the punches, then

the sliding portion

A is pressed down
upon it, holding it

tightly in position,

so that tile hole

may be drilled

truly and dead in

the centre. This
was to be seen on

chine is suitabh
either womoii

f..r

Bobson's belt punch.

men. When it is delivered sxdtable
for a member of the fair sex a guard is

jilaCed round the cylinder. Tlie firm has

the introduction of water-cooling under
consideration.

The New Hudson Co. can supply footrests and
footboards which are interchanscable one with the

other.

.\ late arrival on the stand occupied by
W. >[. Dunkley, .iuii., Alvecliurch, was a

sidecar, the frame of which has been
specially strengthened to carry the type

of body with wlrich it is fitted. This

body may be best described by being

called scoop-sluiped. It is provicied with
.scuttle dash, which lifts up to allow the

passenger to enter, and when closed down
affords ample protection. A side door
allows access to the body. -A spacious

locker- is provided for spares, etc.

ilessrs. Broadhurst's aland.

The change-speed quadrant attachment on the
three-speed James. This consists of a T lug and a
piece of tube ; it is both ingenious and neat.

The Dunkley coach-built sidecar. One ot these

is being used for a long distance ride referred to in

the Current Chat pages.

One of the must interesting sidecars in

the show was that attached to a 3^ h.p.

P. and M. and shown on their stand. It

was one of Montgomery's castor wheel

patterns, and was one of the few which
had a properly .sloped back. A storm
apron was made to clip round the passen-

ger's neck. The body was of the basket
type, and two stands were fitted, one to-

jirop up the sidecar wheel, the other lets

down when the sidecar is detached.

1. The new 3'. h.p. clutch model Hobarl-Prccision. 2. 2: h.p. Handy Hobin, wjic.i now his a vertical ensine.
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Vi liers T'Wo=speed Hub.
This hub was exhibited by the Villiers

Company, Wolverhampton, and is one of

the simplest of its liiiid. It is an adapta-

'tion of the Villiers clut':h hub, the clutch

consisting of a numher of semi-circular

lialf tubes of metal arranged concentri-

cally with one another, alternately as

drivers and driven members.
The sketch shows the left end of the

hub with the intemally-tootheji driving

End view of the Villiers two-speed hub gear showing
planet pinions. Lower slietch shows the flxed

pinion removed. The four planet pinions
mesh with a sun-wheel, which can be slid

along tile fixed spindle to enable a direct
drive and an indirect reduced speed.
These pinions revolve on pins carried on
a bracket which forms the driving mem-
ber of the clutch. This bracket combines
a dog clutch, which engages with a simi-
lar clutch formed on the inner end of the -,

Sun-wheeL The sun-wheel has also a dog

Tic Villiers change gear lever and quadrant on top tube,

B12 ,.,

clutch on its outer end, which is capable

of being engaged with a similar dog
clutch by sliding the- sun-pinion outwards'
(see illustration;. Tliis dog clutch is

anchored to the bicycle frame by a clip,

and passes through the centre of the

iirterrially-toothed driving pinion.

The high gear is obtained by sliding the

sun-wheel inv^ards away from the belt

rim. when it engages with and becores
solid with the driving clutch member and
the bracket carrying the planet pinions.

These latter mesh
both with the .snn-

whsel and t'le outer
ring, and since tliey

cannot move, the
drive is conveyed
direct tlu'ough them
without any reduction
in gear.

-To get the low gear
the sun pinion is

moved out towards
the belt rim, when it

engages with the dogs
of the anchored
shoulder. The planet
pinions can now
rotate, and the drive
is communicated to

the clutch bv the
outer toothed ring re-

volving the planet
pinions about the
fixed sun-wheel, when
they carry around
with them their
bracket. A spring
normally holds the
sun pinion in such a
position tirat the low
ratio is in operat'on;
the high gear is there-

fore held ill with a
ratchet, and is actu-
ated by thiowing for-

ward the change speed lever. The method
of anchoring the fixed dogs to the frame
relieves the spindle of twisting strain.
The gear control is on a quadrant fixed

to the top Lube of the frame. The lever
is of sensible strength and size, and the
ratchet large enougn to stand any amount
of hard wear.

The Lukin Carburetter.
The Lukih single lever carburetter, a

very neat carburetter on entirely novel
lines, has been invented by Liikm, Ltd.
It is beuig manufactured by Eeck and
Co., Ltd., the well known. "water meter
makers of London, and was shown and
is being marketed by the Service Co., of
292, High Holborn, VV.C.
The principle of this carburetter is in-

genious, and its action extremely simple,
there being onfy one moving part.

Referring to the section published here-
with, it vi-ill be noticed that the petrol is
fed by a float de'vice of tlie usual tyi^e to
a jet K, which has tv.'o very suia'll ori-
fices. From K the petrol flows to the
control chamber E, wher.ce it pas/es
through three small holes F to t%e mix-
ing chamber G, being conipletelv atom-
ised on the way. The jet is surrounded
by a tube having at the bottom a plate
B, in which ports are formed for the
admission of air ; owing to the peculiar
construction of the carbtiretter these ports
also act as a throttle. At the top the
walls of the tube are belled out, forming

the sun wheel and
dog clutch.

The Lukin carburetter showing single control lever,

the mixing chamber E and carrying the

plate H, in which ports are formed.

Above this lies the stationary plate I, in

which are cut corres onding ports.

The action is as follows : When the

lever L is rotated it carries with it the

plate H and the tube and base plate B,
so that as the ports A are uncovered by
the plate B (thus opening the throttle),

the ports H are covered by the plate I,

thus, by cutting off the air from the jet,

increasing the suction effect. The con-

verse is obvious, but an important feature

of this carburetter is that after shutting

the ports A the control lever still has a
certain aniourt of negative movement, by
which the ports A can again be opened
while the ports H remain open. Thus
there is practically no suction on the jet,-

Part sectiona^elevation of the Lukin carburetter.

but cold air is drawn into the engine
through A, causing a scavenging action

and also formii.g a brake. and P are

gauzes to prevent the ingVess of dust or
mud. Two simple adjustments can be
made. Fiist, by removing the pin at M
the cap can be revolved slightly, thus
altering the relative" joosition of the ports

H to the ports in I; secondly, the suction
on the jet can be regulated bv the ad-
mission of air tlnough the ceijtral pin N.
The carburezter is very cleverly de-

signed, and appears to be on the right
lines. It combines simplicity and effici-

ency with a single lever control, and can
be instantly altered to suit various tj'pef

of machine.
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The 1912 2 h.p. Alcj'on which was shown at Olympia last week by G. N. Higg'. -

Silent Chain Transmission.
Au interesting machine was to be seen

'in the Gallery at Olympia on the stand
of the Coventry Chain Co., viz., a 3^ h.p.

Singer with a silent chain from the engine
to the counter-&hatt and a roller chain to

the back hub. This should make a most
efficient transmission.

We are informed that 557 magnetos
were exhibited last week, and of that
nitinher 541 were made and supplied Wy
the Bosch Magneto Co.

A late arrival on the M.R. .stand was
a machine fitted with the new M.R.
clutch and two-speed hub gear. This
clutch is of the leather-covered cone type,

and is engaged by rotating two inclined

planes against steel balls, thereby press-

ing plungers against a disc, which forc,"s

the clutch outwards. The gear is ,a

simple form of epicyclic gear, the high
speed being engaged by means of dog
cUitohes.

D.H.K. Hub Clutch.
The "D.H.K." free eng'ne hub consists

of an inner shell which has disc adjusting
bearings running on -|\in, balls. The shell

is .screwed at one end for the belt riui

and at the other to take the pedalling
clutch. In it is pivoted a lever which
moves in a slot and proiects up the
interior of the barrel ; nzside is a cone
which is pushed forward or pull d back
by a phosphor-bronze plate operated by a

pm working in a slot in the spindle. Over
the inner shell is mounted the outer hub
-to which the wheel rim is spoked. This

hub is provided with phnsphnr-lironze

parallel bearings, which tit on to the

hardened and ground surface of the inner

shell.

When the rone is pres.sed forward ahmg
tlif interior nf the hub it de]n<-s.ses the

hub, which carries tlie belt palley, is free

to revolve on the parallel bearmgs, giving

a perfectly free engine. There are no
springs ot «ny kind, or even as «xtra
bull race included in its manuf, ctore.

It is made with two chain lines, 2iin.

wide for heavy weights and 2in. for light-

weights. The larger size weighs just under
7 lbs. and the smaller just over 5 lbs. It

is made by the IJ.H.K. Co., Ltd., 20,

Mary Ann Street, Birmingham,' and was
exhibited on the Humber Bland at

Olympia.

Adjustable Pulley and Spring
Handle-bar.

On the Lincohi Elk stand, Mr. Rey, of

Hampstead, showed a sidecar, sold

at a very moderate price, with "which

twelve months' guarantee is given. It is

fitted with quickly detachable joints. Yet
another interesting device is an adjustable
pulley, the movable portion of which is

provided with a stud, which engages with
slots cut in the adjusting ring.

A spring handle-bar, known as S<Mtt's,

was e.xhibited by F. and H. Melen, Ltd.,

Sherlock Street, Birmingham. This is

made in two forms. The handle-bar is

pivoted about its centre, and at light

angles to it are two arms, from which
springs extend to each .side of the vertical

tube of the handle-bar, so that the latter

may have a rocking motion. The other

form is to attach a rod at the end of

'•W^-'

Belt side of t'.-e 1912 model S:. h.p. Norton.

lever and expands the phosphor-bronze

band which engages witli the recess on
the outer hub, and consequently the hub
revolves as one piece. When the cone is

withdrawn the phosphor-bronze band
forces the lever back into position, releas-

ing the outer hub, thus the interior of the

the forward of the two arms, which
runs through the gui<le, a spring being

inserted at the top and bottom of the

guide, one spring being in compression

and the other in tensiim.

^m
section of the D.H.K. free

engine, hub described on this

page. It is one of the lightest

and neatest of its kind, and
may be fitted to Humber

machines if ordered.

New design spring operated quickly deteehable

fastening used on the sidecar si^pUed by Maode's
Motor Mart.
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BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS.
C«mpiled by A. V. EBBLEWHITE, Official Timekeeper to the Koyal Automobile Club, Auto Cycle Union, and the British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

CLASS A. For motor cycles of which the cyl nder ca ac'ty does not exceed 275 c.c.

Length. Date. Name. Cyls, Machine. B. and S. C.C. Record.

Flying Idlo.

Mying mile.

.

Flying 5 miles
" 50 miles ...

100 miles ...

200 mUes . .

.

1 hour . .

.

2 hour.s . .

.

3 hours . .

.

4 hours . .

.

5 hours . .

.

hours ...

26th August, 1911 . .

26th August. 1911 . .

17th May, 1911 ....

3rd September. 1911

31st October, 1911 ..

31st October, 1911 ..

3rd September. 1911

31.st October, 1911 .

.

31st October, 1911 .

.

31st October, 1911 .

.

31st October. 1911 .

.

31st October, 1911 .

.

H. Martin . .

.

H. Martin . .

.

H. Martin . . .

H. Martin . .

.

N. D. Slattcr

N. D. Slatter

H. Martin . . .

N. D. Slatter

N. D. Slatter

N. D. Slatter

N. D. Slatter

N. T>. Slatter

Martin-Jap . .

.

Martin-Jap . .

.

Martin-Jap . .

.

Martin-Jap . .

.

Alcyon
jAlcyon

Martin-Jap , .

.

Alcyon .......

Alcyon ....'..

Alcyon
Alcyon
Alcyon

70 X
76 X
76 X
76 X
62 X

X
X
X

62
76
62
02 X

X
X
X

62

62

62

59.5

59.5

59.5

60
82
82
60
82
82
82
82
82

living kilo.

I'lying mile

l'"iying 5 miles

50 miles . . .

100 miles . . .

200 miles . ,

.

1 hoiir . .

.

2 hours . . .

3 hours . .

.

4 hours . .

.

5 hours . .

.

' 6 hours . .

.

J''lying kilo.

Flying mile

Flying 5 miles

50 imles .

100 miles ,

150 miles .

200 miles .

2.50 miles .

300 miles .

1 hour .

2 hours .

3 hours .

4 hours .

5 hour.s .

6 hours .

1911
1911

Flying kilo.

Flying mile

Flying 5 miles

:.50 miles . .

.

100 miles . .

.

1.50 miles . .

.

200 mUes . .

.

2.50 miles . .

.

300 miles . .

.

1 hour . .

.

2 hours . .
.

3 hours . .

.

4 hours . .

.

5 hours . .

.

6 hours . .

.

Flying kilo.

Flying mile
Flying 5 miles

50 miles . .

.

100 miles . .

.

150 miles . .

.

200 miles . . .

250 miles . .

.

300 mUes . .

.

1 hour . .

.

2 houis . .

.

3 hours . .

.

4 hours . .

.

5 hours . .

.

6 hours . .

.

12 hours . .

.

24 hours . .

.

CLASS B.

17th August, 1910 .

17th August, 1910 .

17th May, 1911 . .

.

26th October, 1911

26th October, 1911

31st October, 1911

26th October, 1911

26th October, 1911

31st October, 1911
31st October, 1911

31.st October. 1911

31st October, 1911

CLASS 0.

26th August, 1911 .

26th August, 1911 ..

3rd October, 1911 .

3rd October, 1911 .

3rd October, 1911 .

6th November, 1911

Cth November, 1911

21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911

3rd October, 1911 .

21st November. 1911
21st November, 1911
21st November
21st November
21st November, 1911

CLASS D.
17th August, 1910 .

26th August, 1911 ...

17th May, 1911
3rd October, 1911 .,

3rd October, 1911 .

21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911

21st November, 1911

21st November, 1911

3rd October, 1911 .,

21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911

21st November, 19U
21st November, 1911

21st November, 1911

CLASS E
26th August, 1911

nth August. 1911 ..

nth August. 1911 ..,

30th August, 1911 ..

3rd October, 1911 .

21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
30th August, 1911 ...

21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
21st November, 1911
5tli May, 1909
6th May. 190,9 .....

For motor cyc'es of which the cylinder capacity do8S not

H. Martin 1 Martin-A.S.L. 85.5 x 60

H. Martin 1 Martin-A.S.L. 85.5 X 60
H. Martin 1 Martin-Jap ... 76

S. Wrisht 2 Humber 60

S. Wright 2 Humber 60

N. D. Slattcr 1 Alcyon 62

S. Wriaht 2 Humber 60

S. Wriglit 2 Humber 60
N. D. Slatter 1 Alcyon 62

N. D. Slatter 1 Alcyon 62 X 82

N. D. Slattcr 1 Alcyon 62 x 82

N. D. Slatter

X 59.5

X 60
X 60
X 82
X 60
X 60
X 82

For motor cycles of which
H. Martin
H. Martin
Stanhope-Spencer .

.

Stanhope-Spencer .

.

Stanhope-Sponccr .

.

J. R. HaswcU
J. li. HaswcU
W. L. T. Rhys
W. L. T. Rhys
Stanhope-Spencer .

.

J. R. Haswell
J. R. Haswell
J. R. Haswell
W. L. T. Rhys ....

W. L. T. Rhys ....

For motor cycles of which

Alcyon 62 x 82

the cylinder capacity doss not
Maitin-.Jap .

.

Martin -Jap
Rudge ....

Rudge ....

Rudge ....

Triumph . .

Triumph .'.

Rudge ....

Rudge ....

Rudge ....

Triumph . .

Triumph . .

Triumph .

,

Rudge ....

Rudge

76
76
85

85
85

85
85
85 x
85 X
85 X
85 X
85 X
85 X
85 X
85 X

88
88
88
88
88
88

F. H. Arnott
S. T. Tessier . . .

S. T. Tessier . .

.

Stanhope-Spencer
Stanhope-Spencer
J. R. Haswell .

.

J. R. Haswell .

.

W. L. T. Rhys .

.

W. L. T. Rhys .

.

Stanhope-Spencer
J. R. Haswell . .

J. R. Haswell .

.

J. R. HasweU .

.

W. L. T. Rhys .

,

AV. L. T. Rhys .

,

For motor cycles of whi'h
V. R. (Jollier ....

C. R. ColUer
C. R. C'ollier ....

A. J. Moorhousc
Stanhope-Spencer
J. R. Haswell .

.

J. R. Haswell .

.

W. L. T. Rhys .

.

W. L. T. Rhys .

.

A. J. Moorhousc
J. R. Haswell .

.

J. R. Haswell .

.

J. R. Haswell .

.

W. L. T. Rhys .

W. L. T. Rhys .

H. A. Collier ...

H. A. Coilier

the cylinder capacity does not
2 V.S 75
2 Bat-Jap 85.

Bat-Jap 76
Rudge 85
Rudge 85
Triumph 85
Triumph ^85
Rudge '85

Rudge 85
Rudge 85
Triumph 85
Triumph 85
Triumph 85
Rudge 85
Rudge 85

the cylinder capacity

75
64
64

X 88
X 88
X 88
X 88
X 88
X 88

X 88
88
88
88

X
X
X
X 88
X 88

270
270
270
272
247

- 247
272
247
247
247
247
247

exceed
345
345
270
340
340
247
340
340
247
247
247
247

exceed
498
498
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499

exceed
662
735
580
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499

5m.
55m.

2h. 21m.
5h. 5m.

54 miles

84 mUes
127 miles

163 miles

196 miles

223 miles

350 c.c.

om.
51m.

Ih. 45m.
5h. 5m.
58 miles

109 miles

1 27 miles

163 miles

196 miles

223 miles

500 C.c.

4m.
45m.

Ih. 34m.
2h. 26m.
3h. 14m.
4h. 38m.
5h. 35m.
65 miles

124 miles

184 miles 1

239 miles

268 miles

322 miles

750 C.C.

4m.
45m.

Ih. 34m.
2h. 26m.
3h. 14m.
4h. 38m.
5h. 35m.

65 miles

124 miles

184 miles 1

239 miles

268 miles

322 miles

Matchless-Jap
Matchless-Jap
Matoliless-Jap

Indian
Rudge
Triumph ....

Triumph
Rudge
Rudge
Indian
Triumph
Triumph
Triumph
Rudge
Rvidge .......
Matchless-Jap
Matchless-Jap

does not exceed 1

X 78.4 998
X 78.4 998
X 78.4 998

5x 93 998
X 88 499
X 88 499'

X 88 499
X 88 499
X 88 499

5x 93 998
X 88 499
X 88 499
X 88 499
X 88 499
X 88 499

^x 95 862
X 95 862

1,000 C.C.

3m.
40m.

Ih. 34m.
2h. 26m.
3h. 14m.
4h. 3«m.
5h. 35m.

70 miles

124 miles

184 miles

239 m'iles

268 miles

322 miles

471 miles

775 miles

UI4

33.683.

55.6O3.

1.2s.

24.4s.

45.2s.

12.8s.

310 yds.

,575 yds.

126 yds.

,622 yds.

,011 yds.

,494 yds.

32.76s.

54.57s.

1.2s.

9.2s.

31. Ss.

12.8s.

,408 yds.

980 yds.

126 yds.

,622 vds.

,011yds.

,494 yds.

30.25s.

49.39.S.

33.6.S.

34.2s.

8s.

34.4s.

46.8s.

51.2s.

11.2s.

803 yds.

258 yds.

,388 yds.

947 yds.

154 yds.

603 yds.

29.78s.

48.76s.

18.4s.

34.23.

8s.

34.4s.

46.8s.

51.2s.

11.2s.

803 yds.

25S yds.

,388 yds.

947 yds.

154 yds.

603 yds.

24.52s.

39.4s.

35s.

S9.2S.

Ss.

34.4s.

46.8s.

51.2s.

11.2s

.388 yds.

258 yds.

,388 yds.

947 yds.

154 yds.

603 yds.

784 yds.

,340 yds.
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THIS, carburetter, -which is manufactured by the

Stewart-Precision Carburetter Co., Ltd., 199,
Piccadilly, W., has proved its worth on motor

cars, and is now being made suitable for motor cycles.

Its advantages are simplicity and efficiency. As regards

simplicity, there are only three moving parts—the

float, the valve, and the throttle.

Referring to the sectional sketch, petrol enters at An
orifice, which is closed by the needle valve A, and fdls

the float chamlier
until the

which
nished

rising

needle

closes

float I!,

is of var-

cork, l)y

operates the

valve and
the orifice.

In the vaporising

chamber D the de-

scending piston
creates a vacuum
and causes the valve

F (shown black
in section) to rise

from its seating E.
As the valve is held

down by gravity

alone, the amount
it will lift depends
entirely upon the

amount of air pass-

ing, so it must al-

ways assume a de-

finite position in

relation to the de-

pression in the car-

buretter. In the

illustration it will

be noticed that the

\alve F is shown
clear of its seating

in the po.sition it

would assume when
the throttle is fully

open. This valve has a central passage through whicli

the tapered needle H projects. This needle is attached

by means of a pin to the screw J, so that it has a slight

rocking movement to avoid any possibility of binding.

The petrol is drawn through a central tube K, whence
there is free egress into the vaporising chamber. At
the same time air is drawn in through the main air

ports L, and, passing up the passage marked M, fol-

lows the direction of the arrows and rushes at a high

velocity past the jet, serving to atomise the spirit

thoroughly. The throttle, which is of the piston type,

is situate at P, and is kept closed by a coil spring and
opened against spring pressure by the usual Bowden
control on the handle-bar. The carburetter is claimed

to be thoroughly constant in its action and to give an

accurate mi.\ture at all speeds. Natnrallv, the further

Section of the Stewart-Precision
automatic carburetter.

the valve rises from its seating the greater

amount of petrol and air admitted.

It is interesting to note that in the interior of the

vah'e there is always petrol up, to the level of the float

;

in fact, slightly above it, so that there is always a bead
which can be drawn upon for starting, thus removing
the necessity for flooding.

The air valve is kept from a tendency to jump or

flutter (due to the intertnitlent pull of the cylinder or

cylinders) by the " dash

pot " action of the petrol

at the lower end of the

stem. There fe a slight

annular space left aroutid

the redttced part of the

stem which allows just suf-

ficient liquid to flow under
the stem to permit a verv

slcjw fiiovciTieiit, the vahc,
of course, being unable to

rise faster than the .speed

'

at which the liquid can fill

the space below the stem.

The satne petrol that acts

to restrain the tno\'emcnt

of the valve also forms a

perfect lubricant for the

stem, and as the stem onlv

m:_)vcs when the throttle is

moved, verv little wear
can take place.

The ofil)- criticism \\c

can offer is that the

depth of the carburetter is rather against it, the space

on the average motor cvcle being rather limited.

The complete Stewart-Precision
carburetter.

V||1^^3R^^^^^^^^' '
'

te^.....T''r*y ..y^^mr
*

The new Sturmev-Archer three-speed gear Iftteil to a 2 h.o. Humber hEhmeif;..
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 30th 4.53 p.m.

Dec. 2nd ... ... 4.51 p.m.

„ 4th 4.50 p.m.

,, 6th 4.50 p.m.

Smaller Stones for Street Gritting.

As the result of representations made
by the R.I.A. with regard to the gritting
|of streets, a number of authorit-es are
|using smaller material for tlus purpose.

Reflex Rear Lights.

500 pedal cycles belonging to the police
throughout the Metropolitan area are to
be fitted with reflex rear lights. These
lights liave been presented to the Com-
missioner of Police by the Royal Auto-
mobile Club.

The Sjow.
Business generally was exceedingly

good, many firms, notably the Scott,
Triumphj Douglas, Zenith," P. and M.,
Morgan, and Clyno, having booked
suificient orders to last them for many
months Immediate delivery of the most
popular makes of machines is now almost
an impossibility, except through agents

;

we even heard of a £10 premium being
offered on a Morgan runabout for delivery
at the beginning of the New Year.
The Olyno Co. is arranging to manu-

facture 1,500 sidecar machmes next year.

Most people attended the Show on
Wednesday and Saturday. On those
days it was difficult and in some cases
impossible to examine any of the novel
exhibits minutely owing to the crowds
swarming on the stands.
Two or three papers included in then

so-called "stand to stand" show reports
machines which were not on exhibition
One journal referred to the new two-speed
Triumph as " one of the features of the
IShow."

I

The Triumph magneto control, as we
lindicated last week, came in for an ex
iceptional amount of criticism. Some did
not favour it at all, and we heard of

several orders being placed subject to
handle-bar control being fitted.

The Autofrip was the funniest thing
in the Show. Mrs. Kent, the inventor,
never tired of explaining its advantages
to the public.

Our " exposure " last week of the fat t

that a four-wheeled vehicle was in the
Show led to the authorities demanding
a notice being attached to the Humbei
railway inspection trolley pointing out

what it really was

!

Why is it " that the Show exhibits of

purely motor cycle, manufacturers are so

arranged that spectators can walk on to
the stand and all round the machines
to examine them closely whilst many cycle
manufacturers, who are also makers of

motor cycles, enclose their exhibits by
means of rails, and so prevent a close

inspection of what they have obviou.sly

staged solely for the purpose of criticism

and inspection? There are exceptions,

but this feature of the Show was quite

SOLO MODELS AT OLYMPIA :

A CRITICISM.

noticeable, and was freely commented
on by motor cyclists. One excellent
feature was that all machines were
clearly marked with their respective horse-
powers—a striking contrast with the cars

at the Car Show, which, seldom, if ever,
bore the horse-power figiires.

We are often queried regarding the
date of the manufactiu'e of motor cycles,

the oAvner or prospective purchaser only
having a number to go by, which is

usually stamped in small figures on frame
and engine. The Rex Co. do not intend
any doubt to exist in future on this
subject regarding their machines, as we
noticed at the Show the figures 1912
1. 1st on \anous paits

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS
TO DATE.

THE LIGHT SIDE OF THE SHOW.

Purley and District M.C.C. Night Trial.

The winners of the 100 miles night
trial, referred to in our club news
pages, have agreed to divide the prize

—

a pair of butted tubes presented by Mr.
A. Jago.

The T.T. Winner's Ambition.

Chatting with 0. C. Godfrey at the
Show, we learned that his ambition is to

be the first motor cyclist to attain a speed
of one hundred miles an hour, and a

special niacliine is being built in the
Bendefe Manufacturing Co.'s works on
wliich Godfrey hopes he will be able to

accomplish his desire, Unlortunately,
doctor's orders debar him from motor
'cycling {or from tv^o to three months.

Twenty-six Records in One Day.
Twenty-six world's records were broken

on Tuesday last week, which is probably
the biggest day's haul _ ever known.
Hasweli, Rhys, and Bashall shared the
honours.

Next Year's Competitions.

The Herts County A.C. has booked no
less than eleven dates for competitions in

the 1912 fixture list, =o that other local

clubs must take a back seat.

.~ «JW'w*^^
-1

Making convuts at Olympia. The Fremierand sidecar shown above took quite a number ol ladies (of-
trial trips in the vicinity of the Show.
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Motor Cycles in London.

Up to September 30th last, 16,376 motor
fcycles had been registered with the
(London County Council since the Motor
!Car Acts ol 1903 came into force.

"The Motot Cycle" Show Issue.

With records of all kinds in the air, it

}is worthy of note that last week's issue

lof The Motor C'l/cle contained the largest

|humber of pages of any motor cycling
ijoumal ever offered to the public, and,
i'vvhat is more, the circulation of 65,0£0
-copies constitutes another record.

Electric Geaerator Sets.

Mow that electric generator sets are
lieing introduced for motor cycle use
jnotor cyclists will be interested to know
that a complete set for a car with lamjis

ffront, fide, tail, and a small inspection
3amp for the dash" costs as much as a

good motor bicycle, viz., about iG50.

Breaking Strain of a Belt.

The technical school attached to tlie

iBirmingham University were asked to
ascerl'aiu the breaking strain of a ilidland
imotor cycle belt, and they have reported
that the belt did not give way until
ihe instrument registered over a ton.
Seeing that the maximum strain on a
biotor cycle belt is 250 lbs., this experi-
,jjient shows what a great margin of

jslrengtn is possessed by the average
piotor cycle belt and the Midland in
Jjarticular.

CoUision Case. £50 Damages.
,
A IVIanchester motor cyclist named E.

IG. Pool secured £50 damages last week
iat Maochester Assizes from a car driver
Jiamed H. J. Naylor. The motor car was
flriven towards "M&Id from the Queens-
Terry end, and the motor cycle was travel-
ling along the Flint "Road towards
Chester. The collision occurred at the
Cross-roads. The car owner's case was
that the motor cyclist was not keeping a
proper look-out, that he took the wrong
pourse, and that owing to his speed he
could not mancpuvre his machine properly,
rile jury thought otherwise.

\ Scottish Appeal.

]Mr. F. K. Dickson, a, member of the
Automobile Association and Motor Union,
i^vas convicted at" the Kilmarnock Sheriff's

Court for riding a motor cycle at a speed
5n excess of ten miles an hour, a fine of
£2 10s. being imposed. The police
'evidence consisted of the testimony of

Wo constables who timed the defendant
&ver a measured distance of 220 yards,
fcut who were standing together some
tifty feet beyond the end of the measured
ipistance. The constables swore that
5'rom the place where they stood they
Could judge to a nicety when the defen-
dant entered the measured distance, and
when he left it, notwithstanding that it

ivvas showH by both sides that there
.was a curT6 in the road, and that it was
'established in defence that the defendant
inust have been a number of yards inside
the measured distance before he was
visible to the constables from their point
pf observation. The case is one in which
jthe conviction appeared to have been
So largely against the weight of the
evidence, and also wrong on points of
law, that the A. A. and M.U. has
decided to defray the expenses of an
appeal to the higher court.

IMTOl^ E^!EKT<§

Dec. 9.—M-C.C. Annual Dinner at the

Gate Monico.
:i'.-:^7.—M.C.C. Winter Reliability

Run to E.^ieter and back.

::7. —Dublin and District M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial to
Waterford and back.

30.—North West London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours' \N'inter Re-
liability Trial.

A sperial heading will be found m the

miscellaneous adverlistment cq,i.mns ior

annOMniCmeniS of lorltteoming club com-
peiitions.

A Six Days' Sidecar Ri3e.

A motor cyclist named M. H. Butler,
driving a 4 h.p. twin Minerva motor
bicycle and Dunldey sidecar, has just

started on a six days' ride, in wliich he
intends to cover 2.000 miles if |X)ssible

;

the engine is fitted with the N.S.U. two-
s|)eed gear. Mr. Butler left The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G., last

Friday en i-oxite for Edinburgh ; it. is liis

intention to post cards at frequent inter-

vals informing us of his progress.

Gymkhana in Australia.

A motor show was held recently in

Sydney, which proved very successful. In
the afternoon and evening of the first day
a series of competitions for botli cars and
motor cycles were lield, the results of the
latter being as under :

Novice race.—1. A. C. Searl (5 J.A.P.)

:

2, J. Chall-and (5-6 F.N.) ; 3, R. B. Archer
(5-6 F.N.).

Obstacle race.—1, .T. E. Yee (3i T.T.
.Triumph); 2, F. Holmes (5^ T.T. Speeil-

weU).
Sjieed race.—1, W. W. Revnolds (3^

Triumph); 2, A. C. Searl (5 .t.A.P.).

Lifebelt race.—-1, L. A. Esdaila {3i
Triumph).

Potato race.—1, F. Holmes (3i T.T.
Speed^vell): 2, R. B. Archer (5-6 F.N.);
3, A. L. Maddocks (5-6 F.N.).
This is the first competition of its kind

to be held in Australia.

Brooklanas.
Lieutenant Smith, on a Z^ h.p. Singer,

made an attempt on Friday last to beat

the six hours' record. Though ha

travelled well for four hours he had even-

tually to give up through plug trouble.

Hugh Gibson goes to Oldham
Air. Hugh Gibson, the well-known

Soulhport motor cyclist and i-ecord holder,

is to join the staff of Bradbury and Co.,

Ltd., Oldham, on January 1st, as chief

competition rider and representative for

Scotland and Ireland.

English-Dutch Reliability Trial.

The. Dutch M.C.C. will organise an
international reliability trial next August,
twelve riders to represent each country.

Tliese twelve will be compost of six

amateiu's aud six trade riders. Further
details will be published shortly.

Olympia.

There were no less than 552 motor
cycles exhibited at, last week's Show, au
increase of 159 compared with last year.
Just r>ver half, viz., 283 machines, had
change-speed gears. Belt transmission
was used on 455 machines. Further de-

tails appear on page 1334.

To the Show by Road.

A gofidly ninnber of motor cyclists

visiteti the Show- on their machines, and
on Saturday there were two or three rows
of motor cycles staged outside the main
entrance' to Olympia, including several
passenger machines. About a dozen
motor cycles at the Hammersmith Road
entrance were'available for demonstration
and trial.

Ilnsightly Advertisement Hoardings.

The Roads Improvement Association is

doing good work in connection with
unsightly advertisement hoardings which
also obstruct the view of traffic at corners
and other dangerous places. The Surrey
County Council, subject to Home Office

sanction, has adopted the following bye-
'

law: "No advertisements shall be
e.xhibited upon any hoarding, stand or
other erection visible from any public
highway, waterway, or railway, and so

placed as to disfigiu'e the natural beaut\
of the landscape."

P. Piatt driving a 3'. h.p. chain-driven two-speed Bradbury, with four pa-jsenjerj (total weight 40

stones), up Rock Street, the steepe'st ascent in Oldham. The eradient i> said to be 1 in 5.
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A HIGH-SPEED MOTOR CYCLE RACING TRACK IN THE AIDLANDS.
A preliminary meeting, under tlje able chairmanship of

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, was held at Olympia on Saturday
last to discuss the advisability of building a racing track

in Birmingham. The idea of the promoter, Mr. F. A. McNab,
!s to erect a " saucer " track two laps to the mile, and banked
for a speed of 100 miles an hour in or near Birmingham. At
an informal meeting Mr. McNab reported that about £50
had been promised. He suggested a Imiited company should
be fo'iued and thaf a Is. fund should be started, the price

of ea'"b share being Is. Such a track, he said, would be
exxelleut from a spectacular point of view, and a capital

testing ground for makers, ilr. McNab proposed, and Mr.

E. M. P. Boileau seconded, that such a track should be built -

a motion' whicii -vas carried unanimously . The names of

Messrs. P. Butler and T. W. Loughborough were put for-

ward as hon. treasurer and designer of the track respectively,

of which it was suggested Jlr. J. H. Price be asked to

take up the organisation. Among those present were Messrs.

J. Slaughter. W. L. T. Ehvs, Stanhope Spencer, George
King. Eoy Walker, H. Mai'-tin, H. A. and C. E. Collier,

S. Wright, G. N. Higgs, N. D. Slatter, and B. A. Hill.

It was decided to call a committee meeting in the Midlands
at no distant date, w'hen the question of furthering the

scheme will be finally arranged.

->—•••—<-

The Evolution of Transmission.
By '

I

AM a faddist above all things, but my latest fad

is rather bigger than most of its predecessors

;

for after many years of devoted allegiance 1 have

at last lost my faith in the belt drive as the one and
only motor cycle form of transmission for time and.

eternity. I do not wish for one moment to imply

that the belt is either moribund or deceased. I

firmly believe that it will remain the most popular

type of transmission for some years to come. But

I do also believe that it will finally be ousted on all

but the very cheapest machines by the enclosed 'chain,

but that will not come about yet awhile.

Rapid Progress.

During the last two or three years first-grade motor
cycles have made gigantic strides towards reliability,

and for several seasons past my involuntary stoppages

have been practically confined to belts and tyres.

Tyre troubles, like the poor, we may expect to have

always with us. The combined genius of the pedal

cycle and automobile industries has failed to evolve

a satisfactory unpuncturable pneumatic tyre ; but these

two industries, which are sisters of the motor cycle

industry, have long since perfected no trouble trans-

missions. Who w'ould buy a push-bicycle with a

transmission that needed attention, perhaps, every

500 miles in dry -weather, that sometimes completely

failed to dri\'e the rear wheel in wet weather, and
that had to be scrapped and replaced at a cost of a

guinea or so every 1,500 or 2,000 miles? AVho
would buy a car with a propeller-shaft requiring

adjustment every 500 miles on dry roads, that slipped

badly uphill when the roads were wet, and that wore
out in a little over a month? The belt drive has

undoubted merits—it is very sweet in running, it

is very easily repaired and adjusted—but it also has

grave faults. Anybody who competed in either the

Scottish or Harrogate Six Day Trials this season will

recall the frenzied adjustments at the foot of every

bad hill, adjustments often repeated two or three times

in as many miles when the roads were awash ; and
even the least experienced spectators commented
freely on the festoons of spare belts with which the

handle-bars were swathed. Surely we are only waiting

for the chain drive to be perfected to adopt it as our

standard.

I do not think I hax'e yet sampled a chain drive

as applied to a large single-cylinder engine which
could compare with a good belt for sweetness of

running ; but I have certainlv used chains on twin-

IXION."

cylinder engines, large and small, from the 7 h.p.

Indian- to the 2j'( h.p. Enfield (to mention actual

examples), which ran as nicely as any belt. There is

no reason why a progressive industry should not

before long provide us with encased chains, rurining-

in oil baths, fitted with a simple separate adjustment

for each chain, and softened by an eflicient shock-

absorber in the drive. The Clyno machine shows
that such a design does not necessarily imply inaccest

sibility. Such a drive would probably run up to

15,000 miles wdthout replacement, and la-st at least

2,000 miles between adjustments. Here is an ideal

for the trade to work towards. I am aware it implies

rather heavier-built engines, and that a percentage of

the lissom verve of the modern 3^^ h.p. T.T. belt-

driven single may have to be sacrificed, but few care

about that? The vast majority of future motor
cyclists will not be zealots for the last veneer of speed,

and they will plump for an inexpensive and trouble-

less transmission, which will not cause any more
anxiety than, say, the reliable magneto machines with

which our mounts are fitted.

EVERYTHING BUT THE MOTOR.
The nearest thing in push cycles to a motor cycle. IWr. Saville Browa, of

Hull, whose cycle is fitted with wheel-steering, three-speed gear, tltree itead

lamps, mascot, rear lamp, and motor mudguards.

•''.•f>»<*, i'^-wai*^ l''! Vs ^itest-sV^Tjtes.''''^*' fc'i^-»i'>'4s'?.KS>
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ANOTHER LIGHT QUAD.
A FRENCH-BUILT MACHINE WITH 7 H.P. WATER-COOLED ENGINE.

LAST week a very good example of what for want ot a

better term we will call a motor cycle quad car was
shown to us. This is a- type of vehicle for which
there certainly seems a growing demaoid—fomething

with four wheels and with side by side seating accommoda-
tion and at motor cycle price—and the vehicle we saw and
tried was a good ex-

ample of cne epe'les.

In its general de-

tails, except in di-

mensions, it is a car

in every sense of the
term^pressed steel

frame, water-cooled
engine, Renault type
bonnet, scuttle dash,
two-seater body, etc.,

but it only weighs
about 550 lbs.

, The car in ques-
tion has been de-

signed by Mr. J.

Averies, of Engle-
field Green, near Eg-
ham, Surrey, and has
been built for him
in France. In its

arrangement it in-

corporates just those
detaits which will,

appeal to the motor
cyclist. For in-

stance, the contro'

is more suggestive

of the motor cycle

than the car.

~The 7 h.p. .=ingle-

cylinder engine has

a bore and stroke ol

90 X 130 mm. respectively (thong.i it can be made of

87 mm. bore if required), water-cooled on the' tliermo-syphon

system, which passes the water through Renault' type ra-H-

tors on the dash. This engine, which is very substantially

constructed, is fitted with ,an automatic inlet valve, past
which the charge is drawn from a Claudel-Hobson carbu-

retter. At the front of the engine a high tension Bosch
magneto is driven, and from a tank on the dash oil is drip-

fed, past a sight-feed lubricator, to the

crank case.

The Cbange^speed Gear.
At tlie back of the engine the crank case

is extended to form a pit in whicli the fly-

wheel and gear are placed, and the former
is designed to take a leather-faced cone
clutch, which is operated in conjunction

with an epicyclic two-speed gear. This
gear is so devised that for the low speed
the case containing the planet pinions is

held by a band brake, ."O that in trans-

mission through the planet pinions the

number of revolutions per minute is re-

duced in a way very similar to that em-
ployed for the gear of a lathe. Tn neutral

both the band brake and clutch are out of

action, while for the high gear the chitch

Ttiree-quarter front

view of the Ponette

Quadcar which weighs

only 550 lbs.

T, e single-cylinder

Quadcar, showin:;
magneto

is put in, and the complete epicyclic gear, being locked,
rotates .solid with the flywheel. In the e.xample inspected

a reverse was not fitted, but we were given to under-
stand that in future these vehicles will be fitted with a

reverse.

From the gear the power is transmitted by propeller-shaft

to the final bevel

drive on the rear live

axle, the latter being
neatly and strongly

encased. The pro-

peller - shaft has a

plunging universal

joint at the front

practically on J>o
Dion lines, and at

the back we were
informed that it was
capabh of slidingr

as the shaft is sur-

rounded by a torqu3
tube, formed at its

front end with U-
shaped arms, and
slung froji the BacK
walls of the Hywheel
and gear well so as

to aUow for the

sprinp, deflection. The
final 'drive gives a

redi.ction ot 3^ to 1,

an'< as the low ^gear,

as, ^comp3red with

tfle high or direct

drive is 2 to I, the

ratio between engine

and road wheels on

the low .speed is 7 to

1. -The front axle is

made from a steel forging, so neat that it looked as if it had

been produced from dies. Brakes, which can be operated

thTough wire connections either by pedal or hand lever, act

internally 5n drums secured to the ''rear wheels. The brake

lever, when in the midway and ''on" positions, through

the medium of a cam action, holds the, clutch out of engage-

ment, but when tlie brake is off the clutch can be

engaged as soon as the driver's foot is talien off the pedal.

A third pedal tor the accelerator affords

the means for governing the engine on

^he throttle. Steering, 'be it added, is

of the worm and sector type, and so irre-,

versiWe.

On the Road.
The vehicle we tried under varying road

conditions appeared to have an excellent

turn of speed, and an ample margin of

power for all contingencies, 'doincr about
thirty miles an hour on the level with com-
parative ease. In fact, the runabout v ell

deserved its name, for it is to be called
" La Ponette,'' which when interpreted

means "the pony."
It IS a pity that there is no organisation

to cater for light runabouts in the matter
of competitions.

ine of the Ponette
disposition of the
radiator.

->-•••-<-

TAKING MOTOR CYCLES BY RAIL-A WARNING.
The L.TS and S.C.K- Co. summoned a motor cyclist at the

Westminster Court, on Thursday last, for sending by roil a

motor cycle the tank of which contained petrol. In the
evidence it transpired tlxat the defendant was asked twice at

Victoria Station if the tank contained petrol, and in Cfch
case lie answered ir, the negative and signed a declaration
form to that effect. Subsequently the tank was examiced
and found to contain about a pint of petrol. The defendant's

plea was tl.at he was under the impression that the tank was
empty. The magistrate inflicted a penalty of £5 and 23s.

costs, or two months' imprisonment. This penalty appeals,

to us to be very heavy, considering the
_
position of the

defendant, who was described as a mechanic. It is, certainly

a serious thing to sign a declaration whidh is afterwards
proved to be incorrect, but' surely the punislinient should lit,

the crime.
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WHEN some six or seven years ago, ladies

began to ride motor cycles and to ask that

suitable machines might be built, manufac-

turers, with one or two exceptions, pooh-poohed the

idsa, and put it down to a craze which would soon

die a natural death. But the movement is still alive,

and very much so, as is evidenced by the number of

open-framed machines exhibited at Olympia. Manu-
facturers are slowly but surely realising that there is

a demand for this type of machine, and are acting

accordingly, but those who were enterprising enough
to study the question a year or two ago are now reap-

ing the benefit of practical experience.

Some of the new models are really excellently suited

to ladies' requirements, and show unmistakably that

the makers have expended much time and careful

thought in designing a macliine to suit a woman's
special needs, and have not attempted to palm off an
adaptation of a man's machine, nor yet a pedal bicycle

with an engine and other parts fitted as an after-

thought.

The Range of Models.

Altogether about a dozen different patterns were

exhibited, ranging in powder from the lilliputian Moto-
sacoche to its more powerful rival the 3J4^ h.p.

Scott. The last-named machine has been greatly

improved from a man's point of view, but under its

new 1 91 2 garb is slightly too powerful, and withal

looks too complicated for an inexperienced lady,

though one couldnot help admiring the new side wings
which must render it very clean to use. I am constantly

lold that the great point insisted upon by prospective

lady motor cyclists is "cleanliness." Granted that

this is an important point, I cannot agree that it is

[he most important. Ladies cannot expect to motor
cycle in white skirts yet. I am afraid we must make
up our minds to put up with a certain amount of dirt;

Even when riding a push cycle we cannot keep
absolutely spotless, and yet we do not refrain from
:ycling for that reason ; and if we viust undertake a
muddy ride, well, we can cover the distance much
more quickly on a motor bicycle.

Dressguarding.

With regard to the possibility of the dress coming
in, contact with the engine or driving mechanism, I

think this danger is greatly exaggerated. Many makers
have completely covered in all the ro'^chanical parts

to guard against any likelihood of spoiling one's

clothes. So much so in fact, that more work is

involved in removuig snields if anything should go
wrong—and trouble is not unknown as yet! I am
nware that a special point is made of the ready detach-
nbility of some shields, but there are others which
r.ecessitate much fiddling. One model I noticed had
five wing nuts to unscrew before ono <;idR could be

removed. Personally, I prefer to see some of the

mechanism of the machine I ride, and I consider an
engine guard such as is fitted to the Humber and
Centaur models—^and some other similar fitment for

the carburetter—is quite sufficient to amply protect

the dress. The small shields shown on the Enfield

and Matchless machines answer the same purpose,

and either of these hjoks prettier than a large shield.

I have a great dislike to the corded dressguard
which is still fitted to several machines. Everyone
knows how very dirty the cord gets on a pedal cycle,

how difficult it is to clean satisfactorily, and how soon
it gets chafed and ragged looking. How much more
so on a motor bicycle ! Some makers—^notably of the

Douglas, Enfield, Humber, and Centaur—have en-

tirely dispensed with it, and have sui)slituted a metal

guard which is neater and much more efficient.

The Simplicity of the Control.
As regards driving, surely nothing could be simpler

than present-day methods. The most perfect

ignoramus could be initiated into the mysteries of the

different levers in a few minutes. And then how little

there is _to go wrong ! The ignition is scarcely given

a thought in these days of reliable magnetos—it is

always ready—one filling up with petrol will take a

light or medium weight considerably over a hundred
miles, an(_l now the latest models are being fitted with

drip feed lubricators which oil the engine auio-

matically. Really we shall soon have nothing to do
but sit on the machine and steer 1

That reminds me I want to say a word about the

handle-bars. The inverted lever seems to be out of

favour on ladies' machines, with the consequence that

the grips on the handle-bars are smooth and straight on
many models, notably on the Douglas and Moto-
sacoche. Would it not be as easy to fix grips with a

curved hook at the end ? It would add greatly both
to the comfort and safety of the rider without detract-

ing in the slightest - degree from the appearance of

the machine.

The new open frame 2 h.p. Quadrant.,
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Ladies' Motor Cycles at Oiympia.—

Now to take the Show machines in detail. There
are several old friends, some, however, with new
faces, notably the Motosacoche, Douglas, Matchless,

etc. These have all been perfected, and are already

well known. The last-named is, I believe, rather a
favourite in the colonies, where it appears in a
slightly different form. It is a ver\- .serviceable-

looking mount.

The 3J h.p. lady's pallern Midset Bicar.

The Motosacoche is the lightweight, and is noted

for its cleanliness. It is pretty in outline, very low
f)uilt (34in. wheels), and every part is well protected.

All the moving parts are controlled and regulated

from the handle-bar—both brakes, throttle, ge;ir,

etc. At the first glance, the number of levers is

rather bewildering, and I am afraid it would take a

novice some time to remember them all, but it is "an

ideal machine for pottering about, visiting, shopping,

etc., and that is the average lady's requirements.

By means of its variable gear, it can surmounc quite

steep hills. ' •—^-j

The Douglas, I believe, enjoys the distinction of

having the greatest number of patronesses on the road.

It has now, among other improvements, been fitted

with an engine foot-starter in place of the handle.

It is a pity this is on the left side rather than on
the right. The dressguard for the back wheel is

particularly neat, and worthy of note. The oiling

arrangement is also excellent.

There are several newcomers, all of which emb6dy
some excellent features. The Humber and Centaur
—identical in design—may be cliaracterised as excel-

lent mounts for beginners. They are fitted with
pedalling gear, and may be had either with or without

the Armstrong three-speed gear andtlutch.
The Enfield is an exceedingly pretty machine, and

looks very dainty in its delicate grey dress. Although,

not fitted with pedals, it is a \ery handy machine, and
can be started very easilv. It has a very sweet, even,

drive.

The Little Levis Two=stroke.
The Levis open frame attracted a large amount of

attention. It is quite unique in its design, and it will

be interesting to see how ladies appreciate it.

The Hobart needs no introduction, for this machine
has been on the market for some time.

The Forward, seen for. the first time at the
.Show, is fitted with a twin engine completely covered
up with the exception^ of the plugs, which appear
through hbies'-formed in -t-he -shield just where the
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dress falls. I noticed this in a twinkling, for I have
•lively recollections of an uncovered plug on my
Triumph! Every time my wet mackintosh touched
it the current was diverted, very often passing into the
coat and giving me a sudden electric shock, at other
times bringing me to a standstill for no apparent
reaspn. A little fitment on the end of the high-
tension wire soon remedied this.

The Quadrant and the Singer are both workmanlike
machines, and being turned out by such well-known
and experienced firms is a guarantee of their excel-

lence. A feature of the Quadrant which strongly

appealed to me was the saddle. More of this anon.

A Notable Absentee.
I was greatly disappointed at the absence of one

of the lady's single-cylinder heavyweights, namely,
the _^^ h.p. open frame Premier. The makers were
not able to get it through in time for the Show.
This was rather a pity, as a fairly powerful and fast

machine, despite its weight, presents many attractions

to experienced riders. I have no doubt it will be
an excellent mount in its class, as I know a little of

what Premier engines are capable.

A word with regard to accessories, ^^'hen shall w'e

.see a suitable lady's saddle designed and marketed?
I, for one, w'ould hail with joy its advent.

I am glad to see that we are being catered for by

the clothing manufacturers. The Service Co. were
showing an excellent selection of patterns of

materials, and also made-up pannents. The material
" Autoclos " is worthy of special note. It is a soft,

pliable cloth, and is warranted rainproof, dustproof,

porous, unshrinkable, and untearable. Costumes
arc shown for walking and cycling (among these an
excelleijtly designed divided .skirt is conspicuous), and
also sofiie special styles in coats. The motor cycle

coat has been designed to give the acme of comfort
as well as protection.

From a lady's point of view, the Show was most
interesting and instructive, and attracted crowds of

the fair sex each day, many utter novices, who
examined with beating hearts the different models,-

and blushed as they accepted an invitation to try the

riding position.

In conclusion, manufacturers are to be congratulated
on turning out such an excellent display of machines.
There ivas never such a fine selection appealing to

ladies, and the only difficulty now^ is to make a choice.

Lidv's model 2J h.p. Singer lightweight, which has very efficient dressguardin'

''tilq
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SHOW STATISTICS.
By H. HEWITT GRIFFIN,

IN
The Motor Cycle of December ist, 1910, an
elaborate table was published (page 1205) show-
ing, under twenty different heads, the entire

exhibits of sixty-two firms. Motor cycles have now
so settled down that many of these classifications,

however useful at tlie time, are now unnecessary, such,

for instance, as "Spring Forks." Who dare fit a
rigid fork on a rigid frame touring machine in 1911?
Yet there were twelve w'ho did so last year.

Change=speed Gears.

What will occasion the most surprise is the large

number of variably geared machines. The Motor Cycle

campaign in favour of the change speed gear, which
was instituted six years ago, has gradually but surely

brought forward the necessity for an emergency gear

for the go-anywhere-all-weather machine. Few would
have guessed that there was an almost equal number
of single and variably geared machines of the 552
exhibited.

Single V. Multi=cylinder.

401 single-cylinders and 151 twins and four-

cylinders will cause no expression of astonishment.

Many large firms who specialise on single-cylinder

machines have not yet commenced experiments with

twin-cylinders, but in the opinion of many experienced

engineers twins are bound to receive more attention

sooner or later, though, strangely enough, the pro-

portion of twins is less this year than last.

Fellow Royal Statistical Society.

Transmission.
There is an impression abroad that chain transmis-

sion has made great headway of late, but the total

of 76 chain drivers appears small beside the 456'

with belt drive. It should, however, be noted that

some machines have combined chain and belt drive.

In such cases, the belt only, being the final drive, is

included in the statistics.

Short as is the table we now publish, it represents

a lot of work. In the first place, the score sheets

had to be prepared ; then each one of the 552 motor
cycles examined for the needed particulars. It

will be seen that there is a splendid increase of over

one-third more machines, while they were sliown on

eighty-nine stands against sixty-two last year.
Self-

With containpd
Detachable 3-wheeIed
.Sidecars. Vehicles.

Feature.
Solo
Motor

Bicvclcs.

CYLINDERS—
Single 342
Multiple 113

Totals

Totals,

igii.
Total

19 10

45
31

14
7

401
151

2Sn
113

GEAR—
Siugle . .

.

Variable

Totals .

.

TR.ANSMISSION-
Belt
Chain
Shaft

455 . . 76 . 21 552 • in.

258 .

197 .

II

65 . : 21
. 269
. 2S3

. . Not
. . taken iu

this form

455 . 76 . 21 - 352

403
43
9

52
23
I

I

10
10

. 456
76
20

• 339
41
13

Tor.\Ls 76

ROTARY PETROL ENGINES.

A GOOD many readers of The Motor Cycle are

under the impression that the rotary 'form of

engine for motor cycles is an entire novelty.

That this is not the case is proved by the fact that

an old illustration of a rotary engine fitted

in the back wheel, and made in 1896, was

published in our columns on May 19th,

-1910, in connection with an article respecting

the Gnome engine and its possibilities in

connection with motor cycles.

The latest suggestion for a two-stroke

rotary engine has been sent us by Mr. E.
Dobson, of North Kensington, and we repro-

duce herewith sketches of the idea. The
Barry revolving engine was another pro-

mising design w'hich was actually made and
exhibited at the Stanley Show some years

ago, and has, we know, been used on the

road, but liftle or nothing has been heard

of it lately. The latest model of the Barry

was a four-stroke engine, but the original

design exhibited at the Stanley ShoAv was a

two-stroke engine with four cylinders, two
being working and the others pumping
cyhnders. We imagine that if this type of

engine were successful its inaccessibility when
fitted in the rear wheel would be against it

as a commercial proposition.

The -sketch show^s a four-cylinder rotary

motor with slide valves operated by the con-

necting rods. The advantage claimed for

that it dispenses with crank case

measures the correct quantity of gas for displacement
of the exhaust. It will he noticed that there are four
explosions to each , revolution of the engine, and its

torque equals a four-stroke single-cylinder engine

A Rotary Two-stroke Engine.

A. Air scavenging valve. B. Bushes. C. Cranks. D. Deflectors. E. Exhaust.
F. Transfer passage. G. Gas inlet. H. Slide valve worked by connecting rod. I. Inlet.

J. 'Roller and socket joint with packed roller. K. Carburetter. L. Lubricating pipe.

M. Band brake. ' N. Fork tubes. O. Ball bearings, enabling crankshaft to rotate when
brake is released.

this is

compression, and
geared 8 to i. The free engine position is obtained

by releasing the band brake on the crankshaft.

\m
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CLUB SECRETARIES AT OLYMPIA.
Relations with the A.C.U. Discussed. Fixture List for 1912.

AKEPKESENTATIVE gatliering of club secretaries met
at Ulympia, on vSatiirdaj evening last, to draw up a

fixture li.st of events for 1912. Previously, however,
the Bradford .M.C.C. had called a meeting to discuss

the attitude the cluhs sho'uld take up with the Auto Cycle
Union, and before the lixture list came under discussion the

following resolution, pa.-^sed at tlie previous meeting, was
debated upon before Mr. Robert Todd, the A.C.U. chairman :

"That every affiliated club shuuld be entitled to direct

representation on the (ieneral Committee of the A.C.U. to

the extent of one vote, and that a body of thirty London
motor cyclists be elected by clubs to receive -their proxies,

and to carry plural voting powers to the extent of the proxies
received by them." The matter was discussed at great
length, but the gist of it all was the old story that tli£ clubs

had not fair representation on the A.C.U. Committee. (At
present the constitution of the committee is as follows:
Twelve members of the R.A.C., twelve of the private mem-
bers, and twelve representatives of affiliated clubs—twenty-
four against twelve. It must be pointed out, however, that

only about four members of the R.A.C. attend regularly.)

That the A.C.U. devotes too much time to competitions and
too little to the welfare of its members. As the matter was
clearly put by Mr. Perrymau (Birmingham M.C.C), the local

clubs had no desire to break away, but they did insist on
being fairly represented on the committee. Mr. Carty
(Liverpool A.C.C.) urged tlial the solution lay in the .A.C.U.

working up the centres, of which he said only two—the

Northern (the N.E.A.A.) and the .Midland—were at all alive.

Tlip rentres should entirely rule their districts, and each club

should have its vote, and each centre should send a lepre-

sentative armed vv'ith the votes of the clubs affiliated to that
centre. Mr. Carty, though in this speech he took up a fair

and reasonable attitude towards the A,C. C, in a subsequent
oration went " all out " against the governing body.

An Amendment.
Eventually Mr. Brooker came to the rescue with an amend-

ment to the effect that " The whole of the clubs forming the
Auto Cycle Union should elect thirty representatives to serve
on the t;reneral Committee, these thirty representatives to be
approved by the whole of the clubs.'"' This resolution was
certainly a step iji the right direction, as, although it did
not give the clubs quite all they wanted, it placed them in

an advantageous position, giving them an increase of eighteen
representatives on the committee, six more than the total

number composed of the R.A.C. and private members of
the A.C.U. The amendment was put to the meeting and
carried, but on being put as a substantive proposition it was
lost. Seemingly, therefore, the meeting was an abortive one.
but it is to l)e hoped that its effect will be more real than
apparent. In addition to several members of the A.C.U..
the following clubs were represented: ISinningham M.C.C..
Scarborough and District. North Middlesex, the Motor
Cycling Club, the N.E.A.A., Oxford, Cumberland, Derby
and District, Walthanistow, Putney, Western District.

Oldham, Worcester, Survey, Mersey, Lincolnshire, Notting-
ham. Ilklev. Coventry and Warwickshire. Bradford.
N.W. I>ondon. Ediuburgli. and Essex M.C.C.'s, B.M.C.R.C.
Sutton Coldfichl. .Manchester, and 8.E. London M.C.C.'s. •

OLViyiPlA. A general view ol the Main Hali ouring ilie progress ol last week's Show.
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Meeting of Club Secretaries at Olympia.—

1912 Fixtures.
By the time the foregoing discussion had ijeeii brought to a

close very few secretaries were left to attend to the fixture

list for 1912. This list stands as follows :

13.—Winter Trial, Derby and District M.C.C.
20.—Herts County Open Trial.

20.—A.C.U. Annual Dinner.
2.—A.C.U. One Day Open Trial.

23.—B.M.C.E.C. Race Meeting,
23.—Open Trial, Herts County M.C.C.
23.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Speed-judging

Competition.
30.—Derby and District Open Hill-climb.

30.— Herts County M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

5-8.—N.W. London and Herts County M.C.C. Joint
Trial and Open Hill-climb (Yorkshire) and
Ladies' Competition

6.—M.C.C. Land's End and back.
8.—Scarborough and District M.C.C. Hill-climb

Staxton.
8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill-climb Shap Fell.

13.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.
20.—Streatham and District Members' Hill-climb.

20.—B.M.C.E.C. Race Meeting.
27.—Bristol M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

4.—Herts County M.C.C. Hill-climb.
4.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Open Trial.

11.—B.M.C.E.C. Race Meeting.
11.—M.C.C. Members' Hill-cKmb.
11.—N.W. London Run to Coventry.
11.—Herts County M.C.C. Open Speed Trials.

18.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Open Speed Trial.

24-27.—Herts County Touring Competition in Ireland.

24-27.—M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Run.
27-28.—Bradford M.C.C. Open Trial to Dunbar and

back.

fj^S'(^ILl
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—Ilkley and District il.C.C and Bradford M.C.C.
(joint) Open, Hill-climb.

—Streatham and District M.C.C. Members' Reli

ability Trial.

N.W. London Thomas Challenge Cup Trial.

Nottingham and District M.C.C. Open Trial.

—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
—M.C.C. Team Trial for The Motor Cycle C)

-'•

lenge Cup.
—Herts County M.C.C. Amateur v. Trade Com

petition.

—Essex M.C.C. Gymkhana.
—N.W. London Members' Hill-climb.

—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
—Herts County* M.C.C. Scouts' Day.
—M.C.C. Race Meeting.
—Streatham and District M.C.C, Members'

climb.
—Taunton and District M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
,—Bristol M.C.C. Open Twenty-four Hours' Reli-

ability Trial.

5.—M.C.C. Devon Tour.
,—Cumberland M,C.C. Open Trial.
6.—Dutch International Reliability Trial in Holland

(Provisional).

—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
17.—A.C.U. Sis Days' Trial.

—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Open Hill-

climb.
—-Essex M.C.C. London to York and back.

—Streatham M.C.C. Open Hill-climb,

-^B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
—Herts County M.C.C. Open Hill-climb,

—Ilkley and District M.C.C, Jlembers' Speed Trial.

-Herts County M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

—B.M.C.R.C. 'Race Meeting.
—A.C.Ur One Day Trial (Open),

-27.—M.C.C. Winter Run,

->-•••—

^

BROOKLANDS ACTIVITIES.

ON Tuesday last week Brooklands was the scene of two
successful attempts at long distance records, first

by W. L, T, Rhys on a Rudge. followed an hour
later by J. R. Haswell on his Triumph, who set

out on a 200 mile record ride. At the end of tlrree hours

Haswell stopped. Rhys had just beaten the four hours'

record, 225 miles 151 yards, and he happened also to pull

up and to mention to Haswell that he had beaten his four

hours' record. This stirred Haswell to greater deeds, and
he immediately mounted his machine and raised the four

hours' distance to 239 miles 947 yards.

Haswell was inside record at two hours, in which time he

covered 124 miles 258 yards, British record foi- any size

engine. In three hours he traversed 184 miles 1,388 yards:

in four hours 239 miles 947 yards. His time for 150 miles

was 2h, 26m. 34-is., and for 200 miles, 3h. 14m. 46|s, The
last four are world's records for any size engine. In the

case of Haswell's Triumph, the silencer difficulty was over-

come by branching the exhaust pipe and leading the two
branches to separate silencers on each side of the chain
stays. Rhys, having lost the four hours' record, succeeded
in beating the five hours, in whifh time he covered 258 miles
154 yards. In six hours he rode 322 miles 503 yards. He
also succeeded in beating the 250 miles record, time 4h. 38m.
54-^-s., and the 300 miles 5h. 35m. ll^s. These are world's
records for any size engine. The weather was cold and fine.

Ne'W Sidecar Record.
On the same day J. T. Bashall established an hour Class E

sidecar record with a twin Bat-Jap 85 x 85 mm. and side-

car, covering 45 miles 539 yards. The speed of his fastest

lap was fifty miles an hour, and that of his slowest thirty-

six miles an hour. The combination, which ran consistently

throughout, weighed 324 lbs. and with passengers 547 lbs.

The tyres were 2^in. Hutchinson's and the belt a Lyso, The
times were talien bv IMr, A, \. Ebblewhite.

TYPES OF SILENCERS NOW USED AT BROOKLANDS.
I. Method of silencing LI, Smith'_s 3A h.p. Singer by means ot an expansion chamber. 2. System of silencina; the exhaust on Stanhope Spencer's lacing Rudge

which is touiid to be most effective.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked " Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Clothing.

Will you kindly advise me on
?the following points? I am

anxious to obtain the very best
jacket for all-round motor cycle
work, one that is impervious to

rain and wind, but I do not wish to
have a mackintosh unless necessary.
Would an Irish frieze lined with
leather be equally serviceable?

—

O.V.T.

[rish frieze lined with leather would do,
but nothing is absolutely waterproof
except paramatta (when it is new) and
oilskin (always). Irish frieze, leather-

lined, would be warm, and would stand
a considerable amount of rain, though it

certainly holds dust.

Cost of Bunning a Uotor Cycle.

I am a probable buyer of a

second-hand 1911 3^ h.p. two-
speed mount with sidecar for

passenger and child, but not

being blessed with a superfluous

amount of the necessary essential for

motoring—money—I am desirous of

running the machine at the least

possible expense, with the greatest

possible pleasure. I estimate my
season's mileage to be about 2,500

miles, which wUl be run in the six

summer months only. As I am an

engineer with a considerable knowledge
of petrol engines, I shall be able to

undertake all ordinary repairs myself,

and be able to keep the machine on my
own premises, thereby keeping it in

the best possible running condition,

and shall always ride with the greatest

consideration, placing reliability before

speed. The mileage given would be

over average roads with a fair propor-

tion of hills. Your advice on this sub-

ject will be greatly appreciated.—

E.L.P.D.

It IS not possible to answer your ques

tions definitely, as so much depends upon

the driver and the machine. We have

recently published letters on this subject,

which "show very different results. For

the distance named you will require

app o\iniately the following : Driver's

licence, 5a. ; Inland Revenue, £1 ; regis-

tration, 5s. (this is not a yearly charge)
;

petrol, £2 ; lubricating oil, l5s. ; new
cover for back wheel, say, 45s. ; repairing

outfit, 3s. ; belts, 35s. You should be

able to run from seventy to eighty miles

per gallon of petrol, and a quart of oil

should last between 200 and 300 miles.

A good deal more is required for sidecar
work than solo. The covers on the front
wheel and .sidecar wheel should last about
two years, but with tyi es it is the pace that
kills, and much depends, too, on the
ahgument of the sidecar. We have not
included depreciation or any clothing.

How to Bun Slowly.

1 have a 2J h.p. machine,
Kerry engine, new 1911 B. and
B. carburetter and 1911 Bosch
magneto. The engine starts
most easily with one push on

the pedal, climbs hills, and accelerates
beautifully. 1 was told it would run
as slowly as five miles per hour. (1.)

I cannot go slower than about 10 m.p.h..
spark well advanced, throttle as little

open as possible, and extra air just
open. (2.) At above pace hardly any
extra air can be given without caus-
ing misfiring and stopping engine. (3.)

At higher speeds the extra air lever
can never be opened as wide as throttle.

—K.G.L.
(1.) You might manage to run a little

more slowly if you close the air, shut
the throttle still further, and do not

advance the spark. (2.) We do not

without stopping the engine. At very
slow speeds the air should be excluded
altogether. (3.) I* you fitted a larger
jet you would be able to attain high
speeds and use the air lever to its fullest

extent.

Lining on Tanks, etc.

I shall be much obliged if you
could give me a tip for painting
the tank on my motor bicycle.

I intend having an aluminium
background with either red or

green panels. I have already [lainted

it with aluminium paint, but my diffi-

culty lies in getting the lines of the
panels perfectly straight. .'Vre, by
chance, stencils sold for this purpose, or
perhaps some type of transfer would
have the desired result?—R.J.D.

We regret we cannot help you. The
only person who can is a man who makes
a practice of doing nothing else but
painting tanks. The lines are done by
a special sable brush with long hairs,

and their exact width and straight-

ness depend entirely upon the skill of

the operator, who draws "freehand,"
Sometimes he steadies his hand by run
iiing his little finger along the straight

wonder that no extra air can be given edge of the article he is lining.

AT OLYMPIA. Roc two-seater pleasure tricycle with the engine la 4i h.p. Precision

placed vertically in the frame.
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Curious Experiences witli a Magneto.

I am only a novice at the^ game, and candidly admit the

^ magneto is a bit beyond me. I

-ZJ have had no trouble with mine,

and have, in consequence, never

seen one in bits, but recently I have

had an argument with a friend of mine,

and I would much like you to settle the

point for me. I do not know if I can

quite put in question form what I

want to know, but it resolves itself

into something like this. Is the spark

of a magneto stronger the farther it

is retarded? I have frequently noticed

lately that after starting my machine
and getting nicely on the way at about

20 ni.p.h. I want to increase my pace

a bit, and open my gas lever a little,

but with no apparent result. The
spark is now fully advanced, and the

road fairly level. Without touching my
air lever I retard the spark one or two
notches and the result is obtained

immediately. Is this as it" should be?

My friend argues that it is not. From
my own experience it is. The magneto
is a Bosch DAS 1910. I had a " blind

"

with another friend one night, and he
did forty-five by speedometer, and
could not catch me, and I found then

the stronger the mixture I was running
on the further I wanted my spark re-

tarded to get the best result. I may
add I am riding a 1910 Triumph, with

the maker's own carburetter, and have
done about 5,000 miles during the last

twelve months.—H.T.B.

Your experience is certainly unusual.

Are you sure you are not advancing the

spark instead of retarding it? The
spark of a magneto is stronger the more
it is advanced, or rather, to be more
correct, the faster the armature revolves.

Actually, the strongest spark is obtained

at the maximum point iiT the revolution

of the armature, and this is usually

arranged to take place when the lever is

advanced almost fully. In the case of a

Bosch or any other high tension magneto
machine used with a single -cylinder

engine, there are two maximum points,

but only one is used, namely, the one at

which the contacts break when the

ignition lever is in a certain position,

usually about two-thirds advanced. You
will readily understand that if the break

occurs at a point when the lever is fully

retarded it occurs at a point that is not

the maximum point, and, in consequence,
the spark is weaker. It all depends upon
the timing of the spark. If you have
related your experiences correctly, the
magneto is obviously timed too fast anti

should be altered. See "Motor Cycles
and How to Manage Them." The mag-
neto lever i& usually set so that it should
be fully advanced tor speed on the level,

and retarded at the most a couple of

notches, say one-sixteenth to one-eighth of

an inch for climbing an extremely steep

hill. When the machine is running all

out, we often find that the mixture has
to be slightly increased in strength ; that
is to say, the air lever will not stand
being quite so far open, but we never find

this occurs until the engine begins to

overheat.

A Home-made Runabout.

I am thinking of building a
— I four-wheeled vehicle somewhat
^ after the style of a runabout, and
-i-J should be glad if you could

answer the following questions.

The vehicle is to carry usually two pas-

sengers, total weight about 28 stones,

with occasionally perhaps light luggage :

(1.) Water-cooled and m.o.i.v. engine is

presumably best. What should the
horse-power be, bearing in mind that
my district includes the most hilly

part of Derbyshire ; also within wliat

limits should the engine horse-power he
kept to come under the cheapest inland
revenue charge? What is this per
annum? (2.) Would 26in. x 2J-in.

tyres be good enough, and should these
be steel or rubber studded, or both on
all wheels? (3.) What gear ratios

should be used? I am thinking of

using a shaft drive, with an epicyclic'

gear, two speeds, and reverse. (4.)

What would you advise, worm wheel or

bevel drive? (5.) Could the framework
be built up of cycle tubes and of what
diameter and gauge should they be?
(6.) What firm could you recommend
for supplying the tube and angles, etc.?

My main object is not sO- much speed
as thorough reliability, and ability to

go anywhere, up any hill.—E.H.M.
(1.) We agree that a water-cooled engine
with mechanically operated valves is pre-

ferable. Xhe horse-power should be some-

thing between 5 h.p. and 8 h.p., pre-

ferably the latter, but if you have to

consider the cost of the local taxation

licence the maxinnun should be 5 h.p.

(to be covered by a two guinea licence).

(2.) We should recommend 650 x 65 car

tyres on the back wheels. One or both
tyres should be studded.

. (3.) We should

recommend a top gear of 5 to 1. (4.)

Both are quite satisfactory and reliable.

(5.) Yes, the frame should be built of cycle

tubing. We should advise yoif to com
municate with the Chater Lea Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., 116, Golden Lane.

E.G., who -would teU you the correct

gauge and supply parts.

IlisDring at Speed.

I should) be glad if you would
^Tl explain the following : I am
^ troubled with misfiring at speed
-SJ when rushing a hill with spark

fully advanced and throttle open.

When running on the level with spark
fully advanced and throttle almost
closed, there is not a single misfire.

•The same thing occurs, only the mis-

firing is worse, ^vhen running the engine
on the stand ; in fact, it will not fire

regularly at all with throttle fully open.

I fancy when the engine is running un

the stand that a fine spray is being
forced out of the extra air inlet.

Machine 1906, automatic inlet valve,

accumulator.—W.B.
The trouble seems to be that you cannot
get enough air at high speeds. You
should either try a larger choke tube or

a bigger air orifice to the carburetter.

Before making any alteration you might
experiment with a smaller jet. Also try

a stronger spring on the inlet valve.

There is always a certain amount of blow
back.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J.T.B." (Derby). Bedelia runabout,

belt transmission, power, noise, and con-
sumption : also Lomax detachable non-
skid bands.
"E.P," (India), T.A.C. for sidecar.

"A.Jl.S." (Ireland). P.V. spring-frame
and 3 h.p. twin J. A.P. engine.

"J.W." (Stafford). Humber 5^ h.p.

or other equal powered runabout.
"X.Y.Z." (Milford).—B. and B. vari-

able jet carburetter used on twin, light-

weight.

SIDECARS AT OLYMPIA.

1. The new 3J li.p. Brown sidecar combination. As will be seen, this machine is (itted with Bowden two-speed gear and kick starter. 2. The 1912 three-speed

Kynoch-Precision and sidecar.
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MOTOR
CYCLE "A.S.L."

Riding on Air."

MOTOR
CYCLE

The Pleasures of Motor Cycling are fully appreciated when riding an A.S.L. motor,

cycle. You can travel all day, over the roughest of roads, vyithout feeling the least fatiguede

The machine can be ridden in any traffic or country without removing the hands from th.

handle-bars. The top lever controls the ignition, the middle the extra air, and the lowest the throttle

—
The following is but one of many testimonials we constantly receive testifying

to A.S.L. efficiency. " I have great pleasure in writing to you to express my
satisfaction with your Air Spring Frame Motor Cy les. I have ridden one of

your machines during the whole of the past season, and I may say that I have
not had a more comfortable mount. In fact, it is as comfortable, if not more so,

than a well sprung car. After spending two periods of 22 hours each in the

'saddle,' which you will agree was a pretty severe test, I did not feel the

slightest riding discomfort. Again expressing my satisfaction and wishing you
every success."

Full particulars post free on request.

'Itstlfford. A.S.L. Ltd.. Corporation St.. Stafford. I'^;^^^ ^^^'^

-

"Riding

on

Air."

"Riding

on

Air."

•J— -

HARRODS WILL SUPPLY
ANY STANDARD

MAKE OF MOTOR OYOLE
ON THEIR UNIQUE AND EASY SYSTEM OFDEFERRED PAYMENXS.

Briefly, the system is as follows:

One-tourlh of the purchase price is payable on delivery, the balance being paid in equal monthly instalments. Harrod's clients thus

have the full use ol the mactiine from the date of first instalment, and enjoy its use while paying lor it out of income without having had

to disturb capital.

For further particulars or expert advice, write MOTOR CYCLE I EPT., HARBODS Ltd., LONDON, S.W. {^';;';;;;'/„«;',':J^;f;''^)

MONTHLY
First Thursday).

Price

SIXPENCE.

Publishers : ILIFFE & SONS LTD.. 20, Tudor Street. LONDON, E.G.

Ask your newsagent to reserve

a copy each montli if you wisli

to be well informed on all

aviation matters.

Illustrations

from Original

Photographs
and

Drawings
are a special

feature.

Ill aii.-'weruuj ''! ^ adi-ii;i.<rm<ntti il ix d<:-ir>ihl,: In menhim "The Motor Vi/dc." A23
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Crowned!

by its own
Successes

!

For many seasons our bands have been recog-

nised as the entirely dependable

Motor Cycle

Detachable Bands.
The prices are moderate, and the lasting qualities

are unique. May we send you full' particulars ?

Roberts Belts are as good as their Bands

—further recommendation is unnecessary.

Illustrated particulars free on request.

THE ROBERTS MOTOR TYRE CO..

Gripwell Works, St. Mary's Bow, BIRMINGHAM-

DOWN TO TDE LAST DROP

a RUSOLINE"
Motor Oil Lubricates.

We are gratitied at the numerous requests

we have had for our httle booklet, entitled

" Motor Lubrication," which we will mail as

soon as we get a fresh supply. Meantime,

TEST "RUSOLINE."

Manufactured under the supervision 01

W. RUSSELL
(Late of Price's Patent Candle Co Ltd.),

London,
BY

Russell Bros., National Oil Wks., Birmingham.

THE

DUNKLEY
SIDECAR.

Made in 15 Models, from £5 to £17.

Carriage

Paid

in U.K

Every Car is guaranteed 2 years. The reason we can
do this is that every Car, Wicker, Cane, and Coach-
built, is built throughout in our works of best selected

materials.

DUNKLEY'S, ^„n. ALVECHURCH.

ALBEMARLEMOTOR EXCHANGE,
BECKENHAM. KENT.

END OF SEASON

SPECIAL OFFER!

2 Brand New 1911 Machines.

Carriage Paid to any
Address in United Kingdom-

1 21 Royal Enfield £45.
(Two-speed, Free Engnie. Listed at 50 gns.)

1 3i Kerry-Abingdon £40.
(Standard 1911 Model. Listed at 43 gns.)

No Offers. Makers' Guarantee witlv both.

First cheque secures either of these machines.

A26 la ansioering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt."
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1912 Premiers 1912
We are sole district agents for this high-class

make, and can gi . e early deliveries. Very Ub>eral
allowance for your present machine in exchange.
TlilUIVIPH„iyo9, 'WO speeds £37 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p. twin, two speeds £35
TWIN REX, 6 h. p., accumulator ignition £13 10
PRElVIIEdf, 1911, tree engine, only run

100 miles £45 q
MINERVA, Twin. 4J h.p., spring forks £16 10
N.S.U., t h.p., brand new, =iiigle-cvlinder,

ir]<^^l sidecar machine; listed ^48 £36
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin; two speeds,

handlestarting, M.O.V., igu model .. £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

1910 £42 10
BRADBURY, new ion model £44 10
REX, 3j h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b,

control, igo9 model £22 10
N.S.U., 6 h.p., twin, two speeds, free engine,

magneto, h.-b. control £25 10
HUMBER, 3j h.p., igog, two speeds,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
REX, 3j h.p., 1008, spring forlcs, magneto,

b.-b. control, beautiful condition . . £16 10
N.S.U., 3j h.p., two speeds, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., 3? h.p., magneto, good order .... £16 10
QUADRANT, 3j h.p., magneto, spring forlis £16 10
REX, s h.p., twin, with forecar £11 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., M.O. v., magneto £15 10
N.8.U., 3 h.p., M.O.V., niceorder £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starling, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2j h.p,, M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
ARIEL, 2 h.p., Minerva engine, M.O.V. .. £5 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low . £8 10
ROYAL STAR, z^ h.p., verlical engine .. £5 10
KERRY, 2I h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3i h.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, 3j h.p., 1912, three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2! h.o.. 1912, three-speefl gear £47 6
Jih.p. MINERVA £4 16
24 h.p. DE DION, vertical engine £4 10
ARIEL, 3i h.p., vertical engine, M.O.V.,

26in. wheels, nice condition £8 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 ig
STEVENS t h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10TWIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled £11 10

CARS.
DARRACQ, 9 h.p., two-sealer £15 15
EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cylinder, tive-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10HUMBER, 5j h.p., lwo:seater, bucket
seats, two speeds and reverse £1« 10

PHSNIX, 8 h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,
hoods, screen, and lamps £56

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRESl

26 X 2
26 X j} .

26 X 2i .

28 X 2 .

28 X 2} .

MICHELIN
BUTTED
TUBES.

Beaded.
,. 17/.
. 18.'6

. 21/-

. 19/-

. 19/-

26 X 2

26 X 2i
z6x 2!

Wired.
16/6
17/6
18/6
"/-

11/6
11/9
12/-

Tubes.

9/6
9/9

10/-
10/-
10/6

28x2 12/.
28x2} 12/6
28x2j 12/6»ui.o. io^2, li,. 28X2J 12/(

Carnage Paid. .All Guaranteed. ^Vompt Delivery

IVIISCEI.I.ANEOUS.
Carburetters—Lum^uern.tn and l*..\ 4/g
New Amac Carburetter, H.li. control. .'."**]

15 .
Long Handle-bars, drop ends 5/6'and 6/6
Coronet bilcncers. up to s h.p 3/3 and 4/6
XL'ALL Spring Forks g/g
Gripskin Belting: jin.lOll., jin. llil.,"iii, 1 /.
Wide Mudguard. 3in., 2/3; 4in. 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
Quadrant loop frame, new ^^^' igy.
Trembler Coils, 6/6. Plain .'.'.*.'.' 2/11
Powell and Hanmer ^i Lamp '.'.*.' 11/6
16 Guinea Lowen .Sidecar [[ £5
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar ,' £310
Uiamond pattern motor cycle frame with

wheels, tvres, belt rim 3q*
Tt^'^e' la 1 he £3' or ekchan ge

[Booth's Motories,

He

Keighlev Mills, Bedford Street North. Hali

TeL 1062.

I MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLYX03.—Hurr7 up. Place your order now, or you

"ill be tco late to get one this season.—Potter,
I
Clyno agent, Leicester Grove. Leeds-

5-6h.p. Twin Clyno. belt dnven model, as new, fnily
guaranteed ; don't mi^s it ; £40.—Abjve-

T>.S-A., 3ih-p., new {200 miles only], cost £50, accept
-*-* £39 : a sec-ond-hand price for a new machine
second to none-—Hey, Normanton.

K-6h.p. Twin Minerva, in perfect niuning order: £10.^ or exchange lathe.—Write full particulars, Thorn-
ton, Beech St-, I'addock, Hnddersfleld.

IQlli Matchless, Si. p. J.A.P.. overhead valvee, £10Xtf worth of acce-«orie,s : cost £70 will accept £56.
-Alli>n Bros.. Wellington Hd. S., Stockport.

j

I Oil 5-6h.p. Pengeot. Drnia sprins forki. Chater-

|

Xt/ Lea frame, mugnelo. in splendid order; £27.—
Allen Bros., Welhuston Ed. S., Stockport.

N.S.U., 1911 Model dc Luxe, 3}li.p., 2-speed and free
engine, brand new; lirt price £52/15. cash £40-

Grardon. 19. Kensington Ed.. St. Anne's-on-Sea.

IQll 4-cyl. 6h.p. P.N.. plating and enamel un-Xt/ scratched, hardly used, extras- higaest cash offer
over £29.—Eeader'.i Hoii.-iC, Waddington, CUtheroc.

TEItJMPH, 1906, magneto, brand new Whittle belt,
all spares, guaranteed perfect condition: £20, or

near offer.—Davies, 11, Coronation Av., Harrogate.

3ih.p. F.N., 1910 model, shaft drive, 2 speeds, jinto-
4 clipie lamp, spare valves, tooln. only run 500

uiles, like new; £50.-83. Bird's Eoyd. Brighou.-e.

JpiLBLON and Moore, 3;h.p., 2-<»peed, i)erfcct condi-X 'ion. just overhauled by makers, go anywhere, ac-
essoric*; £25.—Blackburn, Atlas Lane, iJrighouse.

TI-A.C-, 7h-p-, 1911 model. 4-c'yl-, 3 speeds, free cn-X g,ne, co.uplete, lamp, .speedometer, licm. t.ols, con
(lition better than new: co.<t over £80. price £50-—Below
p'.N., 4.cyl.. 5 61]. p.. 1909. as new, dropped top tube,X specially low, thoroughly overhauled, enamelled
,-rey, B. and B- carhnretter, and many modern details:
£30, baru-ain : photo.—Below.

'T'EIf'mI'HMINKEVA, 2h.p., cylinder re-borod. newX pi-t n. new tyres, capital running order; £8/10-
perfect.—Walsh's, Central Uarage. Blackburn.

1Q10 Triumph, good condition, new Kempshall and'Xt-f Duulop tyres, B. and B.. horn. wbi.^tle, .spares.
«.9; late 1911 B.S.A., like new, £40.-W. T. I'owell, 1

Bedule.

Qih.p Excelsior. 1911 n. and B.. h.b.c., enamel and"^ platmg us new, ju.st overhauled, takes sidecar-'
bargain £6/15. ca.sl] wuntcd.-16. Burton St., Gorton,
Manche.--tcr.

pEAND Now £48 3)h.p. Toniist Eex, ditto 5h p.
-•-» twin, unused and fully guaranteed; ca-sli oflers or
exeLan-,-e liberally considered.—Motor Kxi-haugc. West-
gate. Hjlifax-

T INCOLN Elk, 1911!, 3h.p.. little U!i«i. nutouiatie
--' lubricator, horn, wlii.stlc. kneeiiads. tools, spares.

?? x.-.'i,™.i-'i™ • ^26.-Hensel, 3. Herbert St-, Moae-

ONE MINUTE REQUIRED.
CORONET SIDECARS are all htted with our

improved QUICK DETACHABLE jOLNTS, and
can be detached in one minute.

LESS POWER REQUIRED.
In consequence of the unique design of frame in

the " CORONET."' less power is required to drive,
compared with other sidecars.

Manehft.tcr.

Kh.p. Twiu-eyl. Eex. 1910. Mahou clutch, adinttable
Y„ pulley: £40 : the prcpertv of Mr- -Mark Svke.. West
_ lla. Hull—Can he seen aud tried at Simpson's Garage
Prospect St., Hull.

CjEE Geo. Merrick nt the Show before buying, your

vTqtt
Bradbury. Chatcr-Lea. Budge. B-S.A-. A.J.S-,

, ,?'^v. H'vno. or runabont.-Merrick's Stores, Lister-
hills. Bradford. Tel-: 2439.

SECTION JII.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
IVIerioneth.

>ti.p- Minerva, ninning order; first dieque £3/5 sennies
' -Eegent Cycle Storas, 6, Market St-, Shrewsbury.

£8.-2Jh-p. magneto Clyde, guaranteed goad ninning^ order, good I'ahners, reliable-Trevethan, Keniltou,
Rhyl.

q^EItTMPH. May. 1909 rcnditim like now. been core-X fullv used: price £32.-Motori.st, 2, Crane's Build-
ings. Wrexham.

"p.N., 19091 5-6I1.P., 4-cyl., magnetOi perfect order:X cash £25, or exchange car.-E. Smith, Eutland
^q . oakewell.

"IQIO Triumph, standard, Cowey .Jpeeflomefer, Lii'-asxy lamp, many spares, splendid condition: £32/10—Hewson, Cannock-

VENITH-GEADUAS. 3Jh.p.. in stock for immediate

^llffo'rd"¥tr WrSall."'"'^'
"'""' ^»^'>-^"'' ""' ^^O-

"RK->nBL-ETS.--An models in stock for immediate

^(v^-SS'-'w ?''„'"*"'-'' "f'''"''' P"'!--""-- Ltd.. 250
Stafford St-. Walsal'-

COOTT. May. 1911, perfect condition, spares, £45 or
,

witli £3 side'-ar £49; will give anv trial.-4, w'od-
church Ed.. Birkenhoad-

rpEIUMPH. 3!h.p-, 1909 model, perfect order- anyX trial; £30- - Hanley Garage, Ltd-, Cheapside,
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

TErOMTH, 3!h.p., 1908 model, perfect order- any i

trial; £25.—Hanley Garage, Ltd., Cheapside.
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

truMBEE. 3Jh.p., 1911 model, a? new: £35- anv
„.. ''inl-H-'mley Garage, Ltd., Cheapside, Hunlev,
Stoke-on-Trent.

SloDEi. E.—£7. Model D.—£7123.611.

Inslniclivc Calulogvc post free, airing
illnstralions and lull parlicutars 0/ all models
III Ciiruiiel Siiteciirs. lircrt/ model certain lo
satisfi/ and siivc yiioncii /or huyeis. Full 0/
iniproremcnts Quirk delaclMble joints.
Latest car pattern mudouards. Wicker, cane,
or coarh-lmitt lioriies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent vphiilslcry.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,
which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock lo suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s. BKADBURYS. etc

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5 " each.

TYRES. TVRES. TYRES.
New Duidops, 28 x 2 aud 2i, wired edges .

.

10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, traded, heavy treads 14 '9

2-j X 2 and 2\ Beaded Clipper Covers, new .

.

8/6
Best Quahty Butt-ended Tub<s 7/9
150 New Tubes 26 x 2^ 5/11
Rub'oer-studded Covers, liest make 25/-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10

3 h.p. BROWN, M.O.V., silencer, cul-out £3 15
ij h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD pattern .. 27/6
3 h.p. f-Ah.NlK, sileuccr, etc £3 10

4i h.p. STEVENS, good order £5 5

9 h.p. DARRACQ, water-cooled £12
10 h.p. CLEMENT, twocyhnder £12 10
4 h.p. CORONET. M.O.V., water-cooled ..£55
3i h.p. AUTCMOTO £2 I 2 Cyclonu, m.o.v. £1 15
ij h.p. Minerva £1 8' 2jh.p. Brown- .. £3 5

3 h.p. QuADR^.NT £3
I 2} h.p. Minerva £3 5

E.tchanges entertained.

I
MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large slock of the best makes from

59/6. Vogr old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new 1911 B. and B.

I

with h.b. control.

20 /• and your carburetter secures a new 19 ri

t
Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL

Dehvery per return.

BOOTH'S IVIOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(oB PeUon Lane), HALIFAX. Tek 1062.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable Co mention " The Motor Cycle." A29
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Remember—The Hour Record Holder.

40 miles 1 660 yds. In the hour.

1912 IWJPROVEiVIENTS consist of

HEAVIER SPINDLES.
QUICK DETACHABLE JOINTS.
HEAVIER RIMS.
IMPROVED SPRINGS.

These fads place the PortlaniJ high above others.

YOU CANNOT GO WRONG.

£5 5s. mode!. £6 6s. model.

£7 7s. model. £8 8s. model.
26 X 2i Michelin tyres. Double Cee springs. Wide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer

bar if desired. Treble stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months.

Need we say more ? ? 7

1912 Models.
What we sell we RECOMMEND

j
what we do not

recommend we do NOT sell. We give you unbiassed
opinion.

We are Agents tor—

RUDQE, F.N.,

ZENITH,
REX, INDIAN,
PREMIER, B.S.A.,
MATCHLESS, A.Cs,
NEW HUDSON,
DOUGLAS, ROVER,
HUMBER, SCOTTS,
ETC., ETC., ETC.

We have best delivery dates, and our exchange
prices are most reasonable.

Send for our exchange form and let us quote

you. We Guarantee Satisfaction.

We hold ourselves at your service.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQIO^ Eex, 83 new, purchased May. 1911
At? IA0(> milee: 31 guineaa.—Cbirnside,
Lodge,

B
Barrel Well, Chester.

and done
Waterside

complete, lamp, horn,
£43, or near offer.—

).A., July 1911, standard,
tools, condition like new

;

Lowe, The Old Mill, Congleton.

TEIUMPH, 1911 model, 3^h.p., new, free engine;
£55, or nearest offers. — Hanley Garage, jjtd..

Cheapside, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent-

IQll Clutch Triumph, enamel and plating perfect,
I XU engine like new, spares, acuesecries ; any trial

;

£45, or oflers.—Dr. ililler, Foresate, StaHord-

TRIUMPH, June, 1909, excellent condition, adjustable
pulley. Wliittle belt, tyres perfect, alisolutely fault-

less; £32.—William Leaiaes, auctioneer, Ruthin.

jQll F-iSC-. 4-cyl., Service horn, exhaust whistle, abso-
J-t/ lutely as new, unsuratehed, new heavy studded
tyre, £37 ; witb CowL^y (new), £40.-Harold Votts, Bro^eley.

1 Qll 3ih.p. Triumph, free engine, bought August,
jL*y not ridden 600 miles, absolutely new condition,
fully equipped; £50. or best ofEer.—Lewis, Kerry Rd.,
Newtown.

ENFIELD. 1910. 2rn.p., in pplendid condition, over-
hauled by makers this season, eparebelt, horn,

DON'T FORGET THE
"1912 PORTLAND."

The hall mark of satisfaction

A few good agency districts still open.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

uor4 D C3 r>i w
Telephone 552, Mayfair
Tclebrrtms "Ahd.Bnte" London

(l_IS-rS F»OST F=^RE.e)

-9,018. Me Motor uyele

SF"--

etc.; bargain, £23/10 for ciish,-

Offices, Coventry.

F.N., rebufihed, accumulator, h.b.c, Minerva
frame, B. and B. carburetter, footboards, lamp,

bom, etc.; £10, great bargain- — T. M. Brooks, 26,
Euipress Rd., i;gremout, Cheshire.

TRIUMPH, 1908, Mabon free engine chitch, studded
tyres, many spares, horn, lamp, Lucas generator,

case for spare belt and tube, in excellent condition

;

£23.—Anderson. Hollies, Alderley Edge,

SPLENDID Bargain.—Sih.p. Rudge, free engine,
been used one month. Lucas 460 laran and et

- . ... . .
only

been used one month, Lucas 460 lamp and gener-
ator, and all spares, only wants trying; cheap for cash.
—Ludlow M:-tor Garage. Craven Arms, Salop-

FOR Sale. 1911 P. and M-, delivered September, £50:
2Jb p. V.S., magneto ignition, £15; 3ih.p M.M.C.

and sidecar, £16/10; 61i.p air-cooled quad, unfinished,
with or without engine' new 1911 silencer, with cut-out,
12/6.—Rollings, coaehbuilder, Wrexham.

SECTION IV.

Nottingliam, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Nortliamptonsliire, and Warwickshire.

TRIUMPH. 1911, standard; what offere?—Wheeler,
Stone House, Wixfjrd. Alccster.

"I
Qll F-E. Rudge, in crate; £55; accept good mag-

J-t/ neto machine part exchange-.-Plaatow, Motors,
Grimsby.

1 Q 10 F.E. Triumph, speedometer, lamp, generator,
J-t^ horn, back rest. Palmer cord studded tyres, nearly
new; £45.—Plastow, Motors, Grimsby.

1 Qll Humber, SiJh.p., 2 speeds, Dunlop studded tyres,
Xt/ new September, run 1,200 miles; £40.—Plastow,
Motors, Grimsby.

IQIO Douglas, excellent order, run less than 2,000
X«7 miles, not used this season owing to illness;
£28/10.—Plastow, Motors, Griqjsby-

1 Q09 Minerva, Sfh.p., magneto, good order, just been
Xt7 overhauled; £18/10.—Plastow, Motors, Grimsby-

TRIUMPH. late
tools, whititle;

mingham.

1909, good condition, lamp.
£34-, offers.— 5, Edgbaston St.

horn,
Bir-

CLYDE,
ning

Leicester.

23hp-,
Older

;

magneto, Michelin tyres, in good run
£15 —Address, J. Insley, Bagworth,

2 lb. p.

2 goer; phot J

;

Clarendon, spring forks, neailv new belt, fine

£5.—Stimpson, Broad Walk, Strat-
ford-on-Avon.

2-speed, Frenoli grey, just
bargain.—52, Florence Rd..

REX de Luxe, 5-6h.p.,
' overhauled; £23/10,

Acocke Green.

7ENITH-GRADUAS,
,
SAh P-, in stock for immediate

delivery —Sole district agents, PaskelU, Ltd., 62,
High St.. Leicester

,n stock for immediate de-
agents. Paskells, Ltd.. 62.

DOUGLAS, Model D.
livery.— Sole district

High St. Leicester.

TRIUMPH, 1908, splendid condition,, fast machine,
all tools, lamp, horn, valve, pump, etc. ; £24.—

Astley, Eaton Rd., Coventry.

F.N., 19X0 raotiel, 2ih.p.,
about 3,000 miles, lamp,

£30.-Phillips, The Elms "

1 perfect condition, run
_ and all spares included;

London Rd-, Peterborough.

1011

IQll Humber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, com
-»-«/ plete tool Irit, 2 new belts and Finare inner tube-
—8,624, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

Humber, 2-speed, coach-built P.M.C sidecar,
accessories, and spares, excellent condition ; £45

cash ; buying car.—Dr. McKane, Isaac's Hill, Clee-
thorpes. .^

IQIl Scott, only been 2,157 miles, Jones trip speed-
-Lt/ ometer, Trinote horn, complete set of tools,
spares; £50.—Colmore Depot, 35, Colmore Row, Bir-
mincham-

DE DIOJN, 23hp., for eale, splendid eonoition, accu-
mulator ignilaon, B. and B., h.b.c, tyres perfect,

new leather ' " "*"

"

' '" - - -.

Nuneaton.
belt; £9/10. - Wilson, 227, Edward St.,

BY APPEARANCES
there were many poets at the recent Show. We have
to aimounce that there are

NO POETS HERE,
so we cannot oblige in this respect.

We can, however, oblige you with a kee
quotation for any exchange and EARLY DELIVERV

Exchange Form on request
j

LIST OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES ACTUALLY
IN STOCK FOR DISPOSAL. ALL GUARANTEED.!

CASH OR EXCHANGE.

Cash offers considered for any of the
under-mentioned machines. We must
clear out somewhat for new rgi2 models.

BRADBURY, 3I h.p., vertical engine, spr. forks £18
PREMIEft, 32 h.p., igio, twin, very fast .. £32
V.S., 5 h.p.. magneto, Truffault forks £25
MINERVA, 4i h.p., twin, spr. forks, good tyres £22
REX, 5 h.p., IQIO, model de Luxe, two speeds £42
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto £28
REX, 1910, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, iQii, 7 h.p., two speeds, excellent order £51

RUDGE. igii, 3i h.p., clutch model £47
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3^ h.p., standard model £32
ARIEL, igio, 3^ h.p., footboards fitted, F.E. £30
N.S.U., 1908, 5i h.p., two speeds, pertect .... £25

REX, iqii, 5 h.p., de luxe, brand new. In stock

TRIUMPH, 1908, 3^^-?-, XL'All saddle £34
REX, 1Q07, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £18

TRUMP-JAP, 1911, 4 h.p., as new £35

REX, s h.p., 19 loj, two-speed, M.O.V £42

PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p. Twm, magneto £2£

ARIEL, 2i h.p., lightweight model £1(

MATCHL'ESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves £31

ANGLIAN, z\ h.p., good running order £E

KERRY ABINGDON, 1910, 3^ h.p., clutch .. £3S

REX, 1911, 7 h.p., tourist model £31
REX DE LUXE. t^oS. s h.p.. two-^peed .... £2E

F.N., ij h.p., magneto, nice lightweight .... £12

N.S.U., 3^ h.p., 1910 model, like new £2E

ANTOINE, 5 h.p., footboards, just overhauled £2C
KERRY, 5 h.p., twin, low built £11

REX, 1910J, 5 h.p., de Luxe, M.O.V., as new £41

KERRY, 3 h.p., vertical engine, spring forks £1

HUMBER, 3^ h.p., 1909, two-speed £3!

TRIUMPH, 3'|h-p., ifJ09. footboards £3'

TRIUMPH, igro, sJh.p., plate clutch £41

TRIUMPH, 1909, two-speed, and sidecar ,.., £51

N.S.U., 3i h.D., magneto, spring forks £2!

MOTOSACOCHE, lA h.p.. Bosch magneto .... £1!

DOUGLAS, igii, Model E, as new fiJ(

REX 1912 de Luxe Models in Stock,
T.A.C., 7 h.p., four-cyUTider, three speeds £4)

CALTHORPE, 3^ h.n., 1911 model, as new .. £31

N.S.U., 3! h.p., two speeds, spring forlis .... £2!

PORTLAND, 1911, 3ih.p. model, two speeds,
as new £41

REX, 1910, 3i h.p., tourist, magneto £2'

50/- deposit secures—

LLOYDS, 2h.p. ..£10 BARTER, 2 J h.p... ££

MINERVA, 2 h.p. .. £6 BROWN, 2 h.p. .. ^
KERRY, 2.V h.p. .. £9 ARrEL, 2* h.p. ..£11
CUNARD, ih.p. .. £10 L.C 3 h.p £11

QUADRANT. I Hi. p. ^^ RIP, 2:^ b.-i. .., L\

TIMES, 2 h.p. .... £8 ANTOINE. 2i h.p. T
Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND TRICARS.
REX l^itettes, igii models^ new £5

BROWN, 35 h.p., two speeds, air-cooled £1

FORD Car, 10 h.p., twin, two speeds £1'

STAR Tar. 9 h.p., three speeds £2

REXETTE, 6 h p., latest model £2

REX Triette, 5 h.p., free engine £2

BEDELIA Car, latest iqir model, two speeds,

magneto, only done 300 miles £4

SIDECARS, &c.
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, child's seal ^

FORECAR, with tyres, aiumiaiiun finish £

MILLFORD, left side, rigid type

1911 REXES. 191
We have a lew igir REXES, all brand nei

and guaranteed, to clear at special prices,

AU models. Write us for prices.

Special exchange allowances.

MAUDES MOTOR MART
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

UOIM DOM W
Telephone 552. Mayfair
Telegrams "Abdicate" Londop

(l_IS-rS POST F=-RE,E
.7

*30 In answering these adveriisemcnts it is desiraMe to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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The Halifax lyiotor Exchanged

i.ar^eat Kex L^eal rs,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection."

We can offer .a few 191 1 New and Unused
tochines at Bargain Prices for Spot cash :

)r we are prepared to allow £^ to £\o more
;han usual for second-hand machines in

;xchange.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
911 4 h.p. A.S.L., nearly new £35
911 3j h.p. Tourist HEX, done 750 miles £32 10
911 2J h.p. Two-speed REX junior £39 10
911 3j h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
911 \ h.p. Two speed BEX DE LUXE £47 10
910} Twin REX DE LUXE, brand NEW 47 Gns.
910 3) h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, grand macliinc £38 ID
910 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £48
910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very fast £29 10
910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10
910 ^\ h.p. REX, very fast, special machine .... £27 10
90Q twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £34 10
win REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, wants tuning up £16 10
909 3J h.p. Tourist KEX, smart and good £26 10
908 3I h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £24 10
907 J,\ h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19
i h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £24 10
irand New 3I h.p. REX, spring forks and pedals .

.

£31
irand New Twin Magneto REX £37 15
irand New 3J h.p. REX, special finisli £29 10
i h.p. loio Two-speed Magneto F.N £27 10
lagnclo TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low . . £25
i h.p. REX, very good order £8 10
\ h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10

I h.p. Twin REX, extra good £16 10
'piu--evHnder F.N., magneto, spring forks ........ £18 18
'.M. IVlagneto Lightweight £16 10
ih.p. MINERVA-OKATER-LEA £14 10
J- h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.-b. control £12 10
"win Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, h.-b. conU-ol . . £12 10

i h.ix \\'.C. Two-speed Runabout £16 10
ih.p. NUMBER, chain drive £7
lOTOSACOCHE, Dnrid forks £14 10
h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., h.-b. control £14 10

Easy Payments af Spe iai Rates.

lakers' Price, £48. OUR PRICE, 34 Gn;

BRAND NEW 3\ h.p.
TOURIST REX.

I>ECF:cATION.-84' Bore, 89 stroke, spring

forks, very low dropped frane, cant lever

seat, ba:i baaring; to eng ne Shaft, Bosc'i

magnetO; hanciiabar control, foot and
hand brakes, ;>n. Lycetl's Lyso bsit,

26 X 2iin. Continental rubber non-skid

, tyres, faotre:t3, number-plata, tools, tool-
' bag, stand, and carrier.

i
5 h.p. TWIN, MaKers Price, £51.

JUR PRICE, 36 Guineas.

Cash Offers or E.\sv P.\vmen-ts cossidered.

Sold under makers' catalogue guarantee.

4 DOWN and 5,'- weekly secures prompt
despatch of any of these machines.

, h.p. MINERVA-CHATER-LEA £14 10
h.p. QUADRANT, V belt, h.-b. control, so. forks £12 10
h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., good order, -reliable .. £14 10

ightueight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, nms well . . £14 10
h.p. REX, spccialtv good condition £8 10
h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10

ivin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
h.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.-b. control £12 10
ll.p. Twin REX, fine machine £16 10
h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., zfjjn. wheels £15 10

X 2in. CONTINENTAL and CLIPPER Covers 12 6
X 2lin. MICHELIN Heavy Tricar Covers 22/6
X zjin. MICHELIN Extra Heavy, WIRF.D . . 20 -

ew Sidecars £4 19s. 6d. and £6 6s.
;CODd-haud Sidecars from 35,'-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4 h.p. Twin Sarolca, new last April, periei t condition,

sacrifice, £6/10 ; twin Bosl-Ii magneto, as new,
£5/10.—Colton Cycles, Mi=terton. Gainoborouijb.

TEIXJMPH. 1910. free engine, P. and H. lamp and
generator, Trinote horn, eximust whistle, and usual

spares, perfcL-t running order ; £37.—Kay, 49, Bridge
St., Gainsborou?:h.

TRIUMPH, inaKneto, 1907, perfect, engine as new.
dii^uiuutJed for pxamiuation. take 2 anywhere, at^ces-

-Hcries; trial; £20.—Boinford. Homeleigh, Coventry Rd..
Yardley. Birminglmm.

1 Q09 Bradbury. ju.st overhaii^ed, new tyres, new spar'?
X«-' belt, laoip>, tocl3, adju,;table pulley, exhaust
wlii>!tle; bargjin, £25. or nt'ure.it. — Gibbeus, Canwell
Garage, Sutton Coldfleld

BRADBURY, 1911. new, rash cScrs wanted; also
1910, 1911 titiuenta. inuludiu'.; inverted levers,

vlinder. tank, etr,, new eonditicn. £32/10. bargain.
^layward and Ball, Stratford-on-Avon.

"I Qll Rcvcr, free engine. Triumph clutch. Dunlop
A.*7 tyrf», lamp, generator, and hern, complete bit. ;

ii.nths old, exrellont condition : £45.—Mattocks, 83,
liladstone Rd., Sparkbrcok, Birmingham.

BAT-TAl'.. 1910, 8h.p., perfeut order, u^ed verv
little thi:^ year, -peedomeler. J.A.I' a^ljustable pul-

i'^'- Wljittle. prand ^^ide^ar machine; £35 ftr riuirk .=a!e.

— Particulars, Claude Truman, Ebury E4.. Nottingham.

TRIT7MPH, June, 1910 free engine. cCiginc completely
overhauled at Triutupu works recently, tank re

painted, now Ly-o belt, new lyre on rear wheel, and new
orn, complete: £38.—Box 9.015, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry-

0UrHAMPT0N.-Barcain='.-2:b.p. Enfield. 1910
good condition, tyres perfect, lamp and horn, il8:

riind new 1911 Motosaooehe. 2ih.p., £30; now 1911
hugla.s. £35: 1909 Motortacoche, accumul.itor, £7/10

:

1911 Z\h.\). 2-«peed Buiuber. new Kemp3hall, new Dun
ip belt, .-splendid condition. £33; the above actonisliing
i;iri,Min3 for ca^sh only no offers, no exchanges, nt.

ipproval.—St. Edmund Motor Co., Northampton.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntint^don.
-nnd Bedford.

A'

REY
5,

HEATH ST.,

J HAMPSTEAD
Close to Hampstead Tube Station,

relegrams: "Rcy, Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED RAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
on the following 1911 Macliines in Stocli :

TERMS

:

QUARTER DOWN, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
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£18.-3ii10 Twin Moto Rcve. in flrat-clasa order
Briiit'c St., Couihridtte.

11 EudKO, free cncine. 3 weeks old, not ridden 100
miles; £<15.-3a, Bridsc St., Cambridge.

09 Mot>saeoebo, niainieto, spring forksi, in topnin;:
or.ler; £13—37. Searle St., CLcsterton, Cam-

LAMIiEET; Tlwtford, for onrlr delirerica of 1912
TriumphH, Bradburys, Mntchle.ia, Humbcre, Hndties,

USA., etc.

(r>iih.p. F.N., spring forkfi. magneto, B.B., everylliint:
'W4 in perfect order; £10. or near offer quick sale.—
1. Word, Wareli.nii, Stoke Ferry. Norfolk.

5-6h-p. Indian, 1910 model, in excellent condition, jn«t
been overlmnled. run 800 mile*; mnst .«ell; bargain

ilS ea^b.—Apply, ,7, Dash and Co., Garage, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge.

B.SA. I B.S.A. ! B.S-\.! - Eiirly deliveries of ai!
models of thc^p epifhruted niaehine..;; seeoud-banil

'eaebines ptrt payment.—A. F. Garnliam and Co., sol--

:igent5, Ip-wieh.

3 Ih.p. 1908 Re.x, magneto, new 1911 B. and B. ear-
2 bnretter, all bearings perfeetiv sound. 'tyres an.!

belt nearly new, spring forks, variable pulley, carrier
etc ; f IT.-Write, 11. Watson, 12. Park Terrace, >.,am-
bridie,

1 Qll Free Engine Brndburv. new April, perfect order
X*/ done 450 miles. Cower I'.H. lamp and gener
iter, large car boru and 2 bags of tools. al.*o 2 span
valves and plugs, and full kit of tools, as supplied bv
Bradbury Co. ; £45 cash— S. Barker, 4, Teuison Eil .

Caiiibs.

sncTioN vr.

Woiceslersliire, Herefordshire, Ua'Jnor, B'etii

nocli, iMonmoiitli. niamnr^nn, Carniarllien
Cnrdi^nn. and Pembroke.

11 Triumph. £40; 1909 Re.i; and sideair, £38—

T

Jcnks, mot( r dealer, Bewdley.

"I
Qll'' Standard Triumph and sidecar, ''WTiitllo bolt, in

Xt7 lovely condition throughout; £44—Collier, 52.
Somerset St., Ahertillery

1 Q06 3;h.p. Triuaiph, jnst fitted with Simras magneto,
-Lt/ 1. w. and B. and B. carburetter, new, fcotrests.
etc., engine thoroughly overhauled, equal to new, every-
tiling in gord condition tl;rouch.ut: £25. or near offer
-Cnllier, 52, Somerset St., Abertillery.

*)illi.p. Jlonglas, 1911, splendid condition, delivered
'V 4 last April, spare non-skid, inlet valve*;, springs,
etc.; £32.—Ro.'i 1.4,813. The Motor Cydt Offices, 20,
Ta''or St., E.C.

SECTION VI!.

(ilniicester, Oxford, Biickingliam, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

BAT. 5ih.p., in good ruuning order; £14. or near
oSer.—Red House, Sonning.

1 Q12 3ih.p. Free Engine Hover, in stock; first cheque
-Lt7 £55 secures.—Moore and Sons, Andjver.

E.P.

£48
£«S
£54 10
£59
£43 15
£48 15
£35
£50
£55 10
£45
£50
52 Gas
66 Gns
68 Gns
£47 10
£54 10
£53
£53
£60
45 G1IS

60 Gns
£33
47 Gns
£43 15
£55 0,

£30 10
£34 0.

£53 10
£61)

59 Gns
87 Gns
£9)
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BRADBURY, standard No extra
BRADBURY, T.T

,

BRADBURY, free engine „ ,

8KADBURY, two-speed year ,, ,

RUDGE, 1912 standard model
RUDGE. 1912 T.T
RUDGE, 1912 free engine „

,

B.S.A. , standard model ,, .

B.S.A., free engine „ ,

HUMBER, standard
NUMBER, two-speed Rcar , ,

ZENITH, i4 h.p
ZENITH, 6"h.p
ZENITH, 8 h.p
PREMIER, itandard
PREMIER, free cnRine ,. ,

PREMIER, two-speed gear
BAT, 6 h.p
BAT, 7-8 h.p
F.N., 2i h.p., two-speeU gear

,

F.N., v6h.p
,

HOBART, 2\ h.p
HOBART, i,\ h.p., twiQ ,

SINGER, Vl h.p . if)i2 ,

SMGER, ij h.p.. free engine
LINCOLN ELK, ih.p 5% extra
LINCOLN ELK, ^( h.p
DOUGLAS, all models
TrtlUMPH, all models
P. and M., two-speed gear 15% ,

8C0TT, \\ h.p., two-speed gear
BEOELIA Cars 7i%
Q. & N. Runabouts 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) „ „
A.C., speed sociable type (in 6 weeks) „ „

Any other makes on application.

Machines at Bargain Prices.

ZENITH, 1909, good order, all accessories

BAT, ft h.p,, good condition, all accessories

LINCOLN ELK, 3} h.p., 1911, clutch, and sidecar

BAT, S h.p., igioi with Millford sidecar

F.N., 4 J ll.p., good order
LINCOLN ELK, 3,h.p., 191 1, almost new
BrfADBURY, 1911. splendid condition

PKEClSlON, z\ h.p., 1911, almost new
TRIUMPH, 1910, 3J h.p., free engine model
TRIUMPH, 191 1. st:inf)ard, splemlid order

B.S.A., Mil, almost new
HOBART. 2\ h.p., soiled only
DOUGLAS, 2] h.p., 1911, good order and coiuiition

V.S , 5 ll.p., magnclo and spring forks, with sidecar

THIUMPH, 191 1, almost new, clutch mode! .,....

TRIUMPH, lyit, clutch mcKlet. as new
ZENITH, 1911, soiled condition only

REX, \ h.p,, T.T., twin, igii model, splendid order

Indian, 5 h.p., late 1910, red. all accessories, bar-

, tain

DOUGLAS, i\ h.p., rgio, ftne order, all accessories

MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., very low. T.T. model
PREMIER, ^=1 h.p., 1910, twin, nice order, all

accessories

REX ^\ h.p. iQio good order

LINCOLN ELK 1910 3 h.p. Magneto. Spring 1-orks

i AFNIR ij h.p., running order

TRIUMPH igii almost new, \Wth accessories..

DOUGLAS Tgii Model D. all accessories

THE

£3-10 REY Sidecar £3-10
With 26x2^ Hutchinson Tyre, £5.

Rcp.airs of every d^cription ai lowest prices. All .Motor

Cycle Accessories in stock. BOOK your 1912 mount
NOW. Send for Exchange Form, and ^et best price.

BEST HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.
Terms: Cash. Exchange, or Ivxtended Payment

on any Machine or Sidecars.

The REY LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any olh«
malte. PRICE 2/- per (ojt. Sample on application.

REY
Manufacturers of the Rev Exhaust Whistle and Sidecar

BEST HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERYHAMPSTEAD.

£25
££$
£32
£45
£18
£2S
£33
£23
£39
£40
£43
£;>i

£29
£22
£50
£48
£48
£26

£26
£26 U
£25

£23 a
£24
£15
£5
£42
£26

In answering these advertisements it is desirable 'n mention "The Motor CvrJ.e."
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3 SPEEDS ARE
BETTER THAN

The 3-speed New Hudsons have stood the
test, and are absolutely in the first rank of

|

Class motor cycles.

We are agents for Halifax and Hudders-
{

field, and can give early delivery.

We can supply the chain drive enthusiast with
I

the popular A.J.S. machines for which we are

^ole agents.

High Class Motor Cycles in Stock.

MOTO-REVES.
Handy in grease, free from vibration, splendid

hill-climbers.

1911 Single-cylinder, record machine , £22
igio 2| h,p. Twin, very fine order £23
1910 2f h. p. Twin, with iQii fittings £24
1909 2I h.p. Twin, 50 X 70 mm £20

All have magneto, h.-b, control, Druid forks,

tooibag, tools, and infiator.

1910 3J h.p. REXES.
We have four of these, price £ 27 each,

REXES. REXES. REXES.
3J h.p. 1909 Tourist, fine goer £24
3* h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p. igo8 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £43
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
^-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model .. £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p,, 1908, two-speed de Luxe, 1909 eng. £32

N.S.U.'s. N.S.U'8 N.S.U.'s.
5i h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B. carh. ,. £25
5 h.p. Twin. Bosch magneto £19
1910 6 h.p., M.O.V., two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
19 1

1

Two speed Bradbury, fine £37
1911 Lady's Hobart, Armstrong three speeds £35
3j h.p. L.M.C., iqio model £25
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. & B., spr. forks £16
3i h.p. Quadrant, b.-b. control, spring forks £16
2i h.p. Humber, chain drive £7
i| h.p. Minerva, V belt £4 10
3J h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Amac £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 Rex and Sidecar £33
7-0 h.p. Two-cppod Rex and Sidecar £53
igio 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U. coach-built sidecar .... £33
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

-P.Za. nnWN secures any of THEStS^H- 1/UWil BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3i h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in. wheels £12 j

si h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V £12

^.R nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE^f%J I/UYVll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3i h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch magneto £16
s-bh.p. Twin Rex, h.-b. control, variable .. £16 10
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16
4i-54 h.p. N.S.U., Bosch £19 q
H h.p. Triumpn, M.O.V., 2fiin. wheels £18
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
5 h.p. Humber Car, two-seater, good goei £22
6i h.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35
Duocar, Bosch magneto

, £45

c^'IISCELLANEOU'; BARGAINS
Triumph Clutch, back wheel, complete .... £2
Torpedo Petrol Tank, with oil pump 10/-
Bowden Triple Handle-bar control levers .

.

3/6
New Screwcutting Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
Farrar's Sidecar, quick detach joints £3 15
Farrar's Sidecar, new wicker body £3 15
Portland Sidecar, 26in. wheel £3 10
Fultord Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
I*rested Accumulators, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange|
1 9, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone Kf A f f-IJi A Y (Two minutes

919. MM..i^mjM.r J:%.J%. ,„„ G.P.O.)
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
piTT.—1911 standard Triumph, fine condition; £39-

PITT.— 1911 Motosaeocbe, 2ih.p., in grand order;
£27/10.

PITT.— Early delivery of Triumphs, Rudges, B.S-A-.
Alldays, and New Hudson; excbangefl entertained;

trial runs arranged.-Pitt and Sons, Fordingbridge.

3ih-p- Rudge, 1911, 320 miles, cerfect, tools, spares;
2 offers.—Tuckey. 7, Market Place, Banbury.

11 Free Engine Premier, splendid condition, all

complete; £40.—Moore's Motors, Audover.

TRIUMPH, 1908, excellent condition throughout;
£28 or close offer —Heybourn Motors, Maidenhead-

DOUGLAS, 1911, purchased May: any trial or exam-
ination allowed; £30—No. 9.019. The Motor Cycle

Otfl-ces, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1909. in perfect order, spares, including
tyre, all accessories; £27--Jackson, Ford Hill,

Stow-on-the-Wold.

2ih.p., fine goer; any trial; just spent £7; no faults;
2 £14.-Boi L5,036. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor St.. E.G.

1 Q09 Chater-Lea-De Dion, 2 speeds, sidecar, Cowey,
-i-iy B. and B-, lamp, horn; £23.—Mowbrav. Clarence
Rd., Stony Stratford.

TRIUMPH, 1908, magnificent machine, tyres excel-
lent, spares : rea,sonable offer.—Fair, Cheltenham

Rd-. Montpelier, Bristol.

TRIUMPH Motors, 1912.—Now booking orders for
early delivery.—Sole agent for Salisbury, E. J.

Longman, 97, Fifiherton St.

MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition, free engine,
footresta, all accessories; 15 guineas—ii. Stewart,

Clarence Barracks. Portsmouth.

4ili-p. Twin Minerva, studded tyrea snare cover, tube.
2 adju-stable pulley. Garner whistle ; guarante&d

;

£22.—Maidment, Flannel St., Abergavenny.

TORPEDO Motor Cycle, 23h.p., new August; cost 37
guineas, take 27 guineas: perfect condition, only

run 500 miles.—Dutton. 69, Oxford St., Southampton.

8h.p. Bat, 1911, spring frame, grey finish, Albion free
' 'jne, Lucas lamp and generator, mudshields; cost

over £70, accept £48— Darley Christ Church, Oxford.

"Id 12 Haalewood Motors, 3 speeds, free, from stock;
-i-*? 47 guineas; demonstrations. Rudce motor.q
early deliveriee ; trade supplied.-Balfours, Motor Work.-?,

Banbury.

ENFIELD, 1910, 2ih.p., Ughtweight, perfect condi-
tion; owner buying car; accept 26 guineas, or

nearest offer.-Box L5,038, The Motor Cycle Oflaces, 20,
Tudor St., E.G.

3ih-p. Humber, 1911 model, 2-speed. foot control,
2 free engine, hand starting, spring forks, footboards.

se<'ond-hand ; bargain, £32.— S., c/o Rose and Co.'s Gar-
age, Southsea.

3ih.p. Premier, 191i, F-E., new August, only nm
2 800 miles, perfect running order, horn, tools,

spares; owner going abroad; 40 guineas; no offers.—
Strickland, Brasenose. Oxford-

SECTION VIIL

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex^ Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

ryiLTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W-

WILTON.—Clyno and Matchless sole S.W- agents; de-
livery from stock, and early 1912.

WILTON.—Bradbury, with 2--;peed gear, sidecar, and
accessories, quite new; £53.

WILTON.— Kerry-Abingdon, 2-speed ^ear, sidecar,

and all accessories. 6 weeks old, £50.

VTT^ILTON.-Exchanges and instalments arranged.

WILTON.—1910 V.S.. 5i.p. twin, as new; only want^
seeins; £27/10.

•ryiLTON.-a-cyl. F.N.. good order; £22.

ryiLTON.—1911 2ih.p. F.N ,^2-9peed and free engine.

99

as new. all accessories; £36.

WILTON.—Motosacoche, lih.p..
order, accessories; £14.

Palmer tyres, good

WILTON Cycle Co., 110. Wilton Rd.. Victoria, S.W
'Phone: Westminster 5115.

FOR Bargains in second-hand motor cyclee, write, The
Ketco Motorics, Sraarden, Kent.

MOTOR Cycles, 6, from £3 ; push bikes part payment.
—Roberts, 49, Gap Rd., Wimbledon.

13,h.p. Minerva, very reliable, good inner tubes, etc.

;

4 £3/19.-H., 34, Northside. Clapham.

4>lh.p. Zedel, 26 wheels, long bars; £4/15.-94, Bur-^4 lington Rd-, Niw Malden-

F.N-, 4-cyl., h.b.c., magneto, good order; £16.—Symons,
62, Bridport Rd.. Thornton Heath.

3ih.p. Twin Peugeoi. Bosch magneto, Truffault forks

;

2 £15.—Travers. 147, Virt,:Tia St., S.W.

TRIUMPH, late 1909. recently overhauled, very little
used : £30 —9. Church Lane. Leytonstoue-

F.N- Motor Cycle, 4-iyl., 5-6h.p., very fast, good con-
dition; £32.—Carter, Head St.. Colchester. ,

"Follow my Leader.
OUR "last" season's improvements are now

being extensively copied by enterprising
makers.

TOO LATE ! !

We are still I2 montlis ahead.

MODEL DE LUXE.
£5 5 0.

MODEL C.
with Cane Body. £6 0.

MODEL E, MODEL D,
with UeverBible and Detach- with Coach Bnilt Body,

able Child's Scat. £6 10 £7 0.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is ifimitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far les*^ power is required to propel Farrar'«

Sidecars than any other style on the market,
NOTE 'UR front arm which grips the Sidecar
CENTRE, Nothine lopsided about this attachment.

OUR quick detachable joints are a treat.

OUR cranked back axles are extensively copied.

OUR flesipn ic the safest on the market.

OUR 12 mtmths' guarantee is honestly carried out.

ALL COMPLErti with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

DeUvery from stock to suit TRLUMPHS, REXEb.
P. &M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.

SPRUNO 1.IKE A OAR.
Sole Agent tor Australia and Nfw Zealand

Mr. I. HAiiRIS, Hunter Street SYDNEY, N.S.W.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2^ .... 18/6
26X 2i Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers .... 25/-
26 X 2 and 26 X 2^ Wired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2J or 2J 30/-
Hutcliinson, ribbed tread, 26x2jin 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed , 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2} 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2I 9/3
Special Heavy 26 x 2^ Tubts, guaranteed .

.

7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Speedometer, glass face broken 25/-
Rex Variable Pulley 7/6
New Toolbags, 9 x 6 x 3Mn 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .

.

7/6
r h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts, new £7
DAV Twin*cylinder Bosch, new £4 15
Mabon Clutch, variable pulley 35/-
XL'All Spring Forks 8/6
Druid Spring Forks, new £2 5,

i| h.p. Clement-Garrard Engine, new £3
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers _.

,

4/11
New Lamp and Generator, plated 12/6
Brand New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine and Bosch

magneto £11 11

New 191 1 B. & B. Carburetters, h.-b. control 25/- '

5/- allowed for old carbiiretter.

Longuemare, B. & B., F.N., and others from 5/- each.

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 23, Hopwood Lane.

HALIFAX ^- """"'"

A32

Telephone gig.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

from G.P.O.)
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. Proposed Abolition of the Cut-out.

THE
proposed abolition of cut-outs is a matter

which commands the serious consideration of

both riders and makers of motor cycles, and,
as a proof that the authorities intend to

enquire into the matter thoroughly, we refer

readers to the account of an examination of motor
cycles by a Local Government Board official which
took place last week. There is no cause for

immediate alarm, as we understand owaiers and
makers will not be called upon to make altera-

tions at once to existing models. Special regu-

lations will doubtless be issued before very long,

and although we have no exact information, it is

quite possible they will take the form of a definite

area being specified for the final exhaust exits,

varying according to the cubical contents of the engine.

What we think should not be overlooked in connection
with cut-outs is that, although in manv instances they

cause an engine to be excessively noisy, they are in

some cases fitted to enable noise to be reduced, i.e.,

the silencer is constructed to allow a fairly free passage
for the gas, and a cut-out enab'es the area of the

final exhaust exit to be very much reduced. Every
motor cyclist knows that, with a cut-out of the kind
referred to, he can render his engine so inaudible that

the clicking of the valves alone can be heard. Had
every rider used a cut-out with discretion, we do not

believe, there would have been any complaints, but
it is the indiscriminate use of the cut-out by a
certain section of the motor cycling community which
has brought about the present enquiry.

There is only one possible excuse for driving with

the cut-out permanently open, and that is when a

coiijpara lively low powered machine intended for solo

use is employed to haul a sidecar and passenger.

Another item that should be remembered is that the

craving for greater power and speed has resulted in

knowledge gained on the racing track being applied

to roadster machines. Quick-acting cams, which allow

a rapid release of the exhaust at very high temperature,
cause much more noise than a slower action of the

valves and a medium compression. Theoretically a

big .silencer should be most effective, but it has been
proved that size alone does not reduce sound, and
that, on the contrary, it has been known to increase it.

Although a really noisy motor cycle engine can be

most objectionable even to the most enthusiastic motor
cyclist, we do not consider that a reasonable amount
of noise can be a legitimate reason for interference

with the rights of motor cyclists, whilst other noises

produced by road traffic are endured without com-
plaint. Heavily-laden iron-tyred vehicles, running on
paved streets drawn by horses or propelled by motors,

make a hideous noise both by night and day, but no
one seems to agitate for the wheels of such vehicles to

be rubber-tyred, or for more silent mechanism.
In this case of silence and the use of cut-outs, a

few irresponsible riders have attracted public criticism,

and the generally well behaved motor cyclist has to

thank them for their indiscreet conduct. In our

opinion, it would meet the case even now if the

authorities were to prosecute riders who made use

of the cut-out in towns or in such circumstances as to

cause annoyance or inconvenience to other users of

the road. When the critical public have got their

desideratum—a quiet exhaust—we expect the next

complaint will be that quietness itself is dangerous,

and that sufficient audible warning of approach is

not given.

AI7
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MUDGUARDING.
A STUDY OF THE VARIOUS

NOW is the season of rain and mud, when he who
goes forth on a motor cycle needs to be well

protected both as to himself and his machine.

Consequently, a few notes on mudguarding, made
after careful examination of motor cycles at the

recent Olympia Show, may not be out of place.

The writer does not pretend to have included the

name of every firm who manufactures or exhibited

neat mudguarding devices, but only to give liis

impressions of the various types of guards, and in

some cases a few instances which he happened to

notice while wandering around the Show.
Firstly, it is pleasing to be able to say that mud-

guarding as a whole has received more attention in

connection Avith 1912 models than formerly. Side

extensions or wings of some sort fitted to the front

wheel have become almost standard, and many firms

are fitting either side flaps to the rear guard or very

broad rear guards which aiTord protection from the

mud hurled from the belt and brake rims.

Weak Points of Design.

The subject i-s one which has not_been studied as

it deserves to be, for in many instances the front

guard side flaps stop short behind the front forks,

A common form of mudguarding
in which the forks and brake gear
are left exposed. The flap should
be extended past the fork.

A better type, employed by Chafer
Lea, Bex, P.M.C., Douglas, P. & M.,

A.S.L., Excelsior, and others.

leaving the mud to fly out at this point, and so foul

the brake gear, and often the springs of the forks, and
more especially the rider. In very exceptional cases

was the front guard carried sufticiently far forward

to prevent the mud flying forward and blowing back

on to the rider. A simple rule which has been found

\'ery effective is to extend the guard so far forward

that it would comfortably miss a wall should the

machine be wheeled against one. With this type of

guard it is advisable to have the front part easily

detachable to facilitate tyre repairs.

Dispensing with the Magneto Shield.

One may notice with regret the tendency to leave

the magneto (when placed in front of the down tube)

unprotected. This is probably due to the modern
mudproof magneto, but a good magneto shield on
the lines of that on the Triumph machines saves a

lot of cleaning, and what could be more annoying to

the rider who likes to keep his machine spick-and-

span than to have to grope about below his magneto
and silencer to remove some pounds of semi-

baked mud ?

TYPES OF MUDSHIELDS.
Several makers are now fitting footboards to their

two and three-speed models, and these in themselves
form some protection to the rider's legs, but why not

go a little further and fit a light, easily detachable
underscreen? This would protect the crank case

and pulley, and if extended far enough rearwards
would afiford some protection to

the belt. There seems to be no
objection to an underpan, for it

cannot slow the machine.
Here I must pause to say a

good word for the Scott. This
make has splendid front guards,
with side flaps extending their

full length. Further, it has large'

sloping side wings which protect

the rider from mud thrown by ™5 'P« '".J""?''*5
, , , • 1 • , 1 w*s "^'i "" ""e Scott
the tront wheel, it has quickly machines as early as

detachable sprung footboards, Sarrever 'slncel^Tt

and, to the best of mv knowledge, 's also to be seen on
•. ., 1 , / , , ? ' a few other makes.
It IS the only standard machine
to be fitted with an undershield. Is not such a speci-

fication tempting to the' all-weather rider?

Protection for the Rear Wheel.
As I have already mentioned, rear wheel guarding ^

has, on the wdiole, improved considerably, but suffi-

cient notice has not yet been given to protecting the

belt. The best instance of belt guarding was that
'

on the Dot machine shown by the Service Co., "and

of which a rough sketch is shown herewith. It will

be remembered that a somewhat similar guard was
used on the T.T. Matchless. A guard extends well

inside the belt rim for half its circumference right up
'

to the crank case, below the bottom bracket, while at

the bottom this is bent at right angles and extends'
partly round the engine pulley. This device should
almost wholly protect the belt from mud and water,-

and so cons^lderably lengthen its life and minimise
slipping.

While on the subject of transmission guarding, I

should like to say a few words about chain protec-

tion. The majority of manufacturers of chain-driven
~

Diagram showing the very thorough mud protector fitted to the Dot.

motor cycles leave the rear chains entirely exposed,

or protected only on the outside. (I can only think"

of one make Avhich has its chains entirely enclosed.)

Surely this is a mistake, for a large amount of mud
is thrown from the wheel on the inside. To inefficien,t

chain guarding I attribute the fact that chain drive is

AX8



several Arms fit flaps to prevent mud being
scattered over the pedalling chain and chain
stays. In tne case o[ the Arno, flaps a^ain
occur at the rear of the guard, as illustrated.
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Mudguarding.

—

making rather slow progress on motor bicycles, for as

long as mud and grit reach chains, so long will they
stretch and wear the sprockets, necessitating constant
adjustment. Cannot some of the brains employed in

the motor cycle industry devise a means of enclosing
chains and running them in oil, and still leave the

rear wheel easily detachable ? This has been achieved
by cycle firms, and
1 can see no good
reason why it

should not be
carried out suc-

cessfully on motor
c\-cles. I can al-

most hear the

reader retort,
" Oh, but you
can't get at the

chains quickly "

;

but I would re-

mind such a one
that if the <'hains

ran under these

iileal conditions

they would be quieter and more efficient, and
there would be little likelihood of them requiring

attention except at rare intervals. In fact, I

doubt if, after the first adjustment which would
take place in the works after test runs, the chains

would need attention for several thousand miles.

This argument is based on experience with chain-

driven cars, which, though they use heavier chains,

have also heavier strains imposed upon them.

Casings for Toolbags.

A not unimportant feature of the show was the

improvement noticeable in the protection of tool-

bags. Zenith machines
are all fitted with a tool-

bag and tube case at the

side
,
of the carrier, pro-

tected from mud by a
' ', large guard between them

and the wheel. The A.J.S.
machines carry a leather

tool case sliding in a

metal drawer at the rear

of the carrier; and a few-

well-known firms, includ-

ing the Rudge and
and emcient guari for' Ihe" front Triumph, carry pannier
*''^*''

toolbags protected on two
sides and the ends by metal cases. These methods
all prevent the bags from sagging and becoming un-

sightly, and tend to preserve the leather.

Screening the Engine and Parts.

One of the few real novelties in the Show was the

Swan open-framed motor cycle, and this mount is

certainly one of the best protected as regards its

engine, magneto, and parts, as, with the exception

of the cylinder, carburetter, and silencer, the whole
power unit is encased.

At first sight one gains the impression of general

inaccessibility, but this is not by any means the case,

as the magneto and driving chains may be adjusted

POT(RCILE 1339
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The E.L.I, mndshield, a popular

from the outside with great ease, and by the removal
of three bolts and the necessary connections the

engine can be removed from the frame. Long foot-

boards are fitted to the sheet steel side members, and
are sloped upwards in front, thus protecting the

rider to a considerable degree.

An interesting example of mudguardlng was
exhibited on the XL'All stand, and was produced liy

the Moturner Co. The front mudguard extends a

very long way forward, and has side flaps almost down
to the ground, gradually widening towards the

bottpm, also large metal leg shields, hent forward at

their outer edges so as to form wind scoops, extend

from the tank to the front of a pair of long sprung
wooden footboards. The rear wheel has deep side

flaps, the top portions of which are formed with

deep grooves at their lower edges, which grooves
lead to a kind of spout at each end to deflect wafer
clear of the belt.

Detachable Mudguarding Devices,
Of course, apart from the special devices used on

standard machine.*, there is a fair selection of these

excellent accessories, including the Miller niudshield,

Cameron's legshields, and Bluemel's detachalile flaps

for fitting to existing front mudguards.

Diagram showing the writer's Idea of a properly-guarded belt-driven motor
cycle for all-weather riding.

A. Pro:it guard with side flips (detachable from forks). B. Broad uuidflap at

bottom. C. Leg shields with side extensions. D. Footboards. E. Undir-
screen. F. Rear wheel and belt guard (detachable from rear stays).

The E.L.I, mudshield, introduced by Mr. Eli

Clarke, forms a most eflicient front wheel guard, en-

closing as it does a full half of the wheel, and in

addition ha\ing large flaps at right angles to the

wheel to prevent .splash. These guards are light and
easy to attach to almost any machine.

The four-cylinder T.M.C. is the only machine
having such a large guard as a standard fitment.

The large domed guard covering the belt and
brake rims on the sidecar model Premiers should

effectually keep the mud from the rider and the rain

from the belt.

In conclusion, I would like to draw attention to

the appended sketch showing my idea of a properly

mudguarded machine. (It will be noted that many of

the fittings are now used by various firms, while

others are carried rather further.) I ain quite pre-

pared to admit that its defects are weight and un-

sightliness, but the genuine " mud-plugger " would

be only too glad to put up with these disadvantages

for the considerations of extra comfort and cleanli-

ness. I should imagine that it is just the thing for

those motor cyclists who contemplate competing in

the long-distance winter runs. H.D.T.
A19
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Quickly Detachable Rear Wheels.
I wonder how iBany visitors to the Sliow noticed the

Puch idea for removing the back wheel. On the near
side tlie rear forks and chain stays were cut in half

and scrcAved together bv large nuts ; on the off side

a single large nut freed the wheel. The idea is woithy
- of imitation on some machines, where a complex hub
mechanism renders the simple " two-nut " or T.T. style

of rear w'heel impracticable.

There is a marked and praiseworthy tendency to

secure complete accessibility of the rear wheel, and as

long as we remain content with light driving wheel tyre

covers such provision is necessary. During 191 1 I

was compelled to fit new covers or tubes by the road-

side on far too many occasions.

Counter=shaft Drive.

One machine at Olympia I examined with more
than usual interest. It was the Douglas single-

geared roadster, with combined belt and chain drive.

The makers discovered that on their two-speedecl

model the belt lasted nearly 4,000 miles, as against

half that distance on the direct driven patterns. The
reason w^as that the two-speed models effect their ratio

reduction by chain and employ a large counter-shaft

pulley. Consequently Mr. Douglas has elected to give

his single-geared models the benefit of this large pulley

during 191 2, and the single-geared models are now
fitted with a ball-bearing counter-shaft, chain driven
off the engine, and driving the back wheel by belt off

a pulley of large diameter.

Of course, the belt drive of a 2fl h.p. engine is

handicapped by the small diameter pulley required for

a 5^4 or 6 to I gear, and ^lie case is not on all fours

with 33^ h.p. engine, which may do most of its work
on a 4 to r gear; but it is obvious that the belts of

the 7,% h.p. machines would benefit in due proportion
from a similar plan. In my opinion the friction of a
ball-bearing counter-shaft is negligible.

After twelve months' experience with the combined
chain and belt drive on the machines with counter-
shaft gears, it is possible that the engine pulley may
be replaced by a short chain, running inside an alu-

minium case, and driving a counter-shaft carrying a
large (adjustable) belt pulley.

WeaK Rear Carriers.

I was sorry to notice at the Show that so many
machines were fitted with rear carriers possessing no
real Support at their . front ends. Many whose
acquaintance with the motor cycle industry is compara-
tively recent appear to imagine that a couple of stays

running down to the rear forks or chain-stays on either

side take the real burden of the carrier, and that a

small bolt or rivet fastening the carrier to the mud-
guard .at its front end is the only auxiliary required.

I have owned three machines with carriers of this

type during 191 1, and every one of them has given
way; in two cases the mudguard broke as well. My
experience of carriers is that the real strains act not
downward, as one might imagine, but backward. The
main energy of the carrier and its load is apparently

devoted to tumbling down astern behind the back

wheel, and small bolts and rivets attaching it to the

mudguard are a certain source of trouble.

Let me guard mvself from the imputation of

"flapper-carrying"; my carrier has never supported

live weights— I use it for genuine luggage of a light

order. It is not too late for the errant firms to run

the side members of the carriers right through to the

saddle tube tightening bolt, or other strong support,

before the period of big deliveries begins.

Boxvden Wire Adjustmenls.
Many firms Avho make an otherwise almost perfect

machine neglect to provide adequate adjustment for

the Bowden control wires. The exhaust valve lifter

wire is in most cases fitted with an adjuster, consisting

of a threaded bracket eye, a threaded barrel, and a

'ock-nut. This device too often requires a couple of

special thin spanners (which seldom figure in the kit)

;

it is not long enough to take up all the slack which
develops before the wire breaks, and when the adjust-

ing barrel is screwed far out of the holding eye it

wobbles badly, so that the threads presently strip. A
strong device with greater range is needed.
The carburetter wires on -some machines are desti-

tute of any adjustment at all. My personal feeling is

that all these flexible wires should have efficient

adjusters. It is a fairly simple job to remove the

inner stranded wire, melt off the nipple, cut the wire,

and re-solder ; but these simple jobs are frequently

scamped by the average mechanic or muddled by the
average semi-mechanical amateur. A flexible wire,

properly fitted, affords ideal and reliable control, and
the manufacturers should safeguard themselves from
the eccentricities of the bad mechanic (amateur or pro-
fessional) by providing solid adjustments.

Hiss Leda Leslie, o[ Akron, Ohio, who is an enthusiastic rider o( a 4 h.p. Harley
Davidson motor cycle. Miss Leslie, we are told, has owned two single-cylinder
4 h.p. models, and is contemplating purchasing a 6} h.p. twin ot the same make.
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What the Press

says about the

Trusty

TRIUMPH
a fev/ passages chosen

at random.
It is gratifying to note the progress of any enterprise

into which great foresight and perseverance have been

put. Therefore the motor cyclist will experience a

feeling of genuine pleasure when he pauses at the stand

of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., of Coventry. This

company, in the pioneer days of the motor cycle, wt-re

farseeiug enough to realise the vast future that there

was in this machine. Having this faith in the future

they allowed nothing to daunt them. One difficulty

after another was overcome. Graduallj'. by dint of

ceaseless effort, they built up the wonderfully efficient

machine which is to be seen on their stand to-day.

Daily Mail, Nov. 2ist, 1911.

Thanks to the pertinacity and enthusiasm of a

few firms with a personal belief in the future of the

motor bicycle, the new line was not entirely dropped, as

it looked very like being, to the foreigner, and in this

matter one must not forget the debt of gratitude which

the industry owes to the Triumph Company, which,

almost alone amongst the leaders of the cycle trade,

stuck grimly to its task, and gave the lead which has

put England clearly at the head of the motor cycle

movement. Mot-Hiiig Lest^ec, Nov. 23rd, igii.

The Triumph Motor Bicycle is acknowledged to be
without a superior, wliether of British or of foreign
manufacture, and the company's stand will be a centre
of attraction during the week.

Glasgow Herald, Nov. 20th, 191 1.

The Triumph's long record of success, and wide-
spread popularity have secured for it a very prominent
position as a standard type, which has seixed as a

model for countless imitators.

Daily Chronicle, Nov., 20th 191 1.

The pioneers of the motor cycle movement are
determined to keep the trusty Triumph in the very
forefront. With everybody connected with the concern
enthusiastic riders, it is natural that the famous
machine should retain its place as the most practical

of motor bicycles. Jealous of their great reputation

—

a reputation which has been an asset to the industry
as a whole—no detail is adopted unless it is proved
beyond doubt tliat the utility of the machine is

enhanced without detracting the slightest from its

reliability. Glasgow Citizen, Nov. 22nd, 191 1.

Preliminary Catalogue Post Free.

triumph

Cycle Co.,

Ltd.,

Coventry.
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YOU DO NOT HAVE TO SLACKEN BECAUSE OF GREASE'
mounted

" Always

Grip "

" Never

Slip "

TYRES.
You arc not forced to keep to the crown oJ the road. You go just where you wish to, without
tear of side slip. Not only do " Hempshalls " n\ean perfect security, but they reduce your tyre
expenditure. They are now nvade front the san\e n\aterial and on the same principle as the famous
" Kempshall " car tyres, the only tyres which applied for and gained the H.A.C. Certificate for
non-skidding. Send for list of reduced prices.

THE KEMPSHA L TYRE Co. (OF EUROPE), Ltd„ 1. Trafalgar Buildings. Norlhumberland Avenue, LONDON. W.C.
Telephone No. 'i44 Gerrard (2 lines). Teleprams :

* atudless. London."
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Cape Town. Acents for ttie United States; Cryder ,t Co., 583. Park Avanae. New York- Sole Aeents for New Zealand: noldingham & Beckett. Ltd., PiUmerston, N.
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Motor Cycle Competitions in all Parts.

i<^

r AST week's mail

i
brought us news of

r^ a number of motor

.:ycle competitions in dif-

erent parts of the worhd,

he results of which are

jPpended.

Australian Record
BroRen.

The Victorian M.C.C.
leld a fifty miles road race

lear Melbourne on the

'ist October, when some
i'ery fast speeds were re-

orded. The winner

)roved to be Eric Tyler,

iding a T.T. Triumph,
vho covered the distance

n record time (sym. 45s.

Aacing on the Sands in

;1
N.z.

'j Racing on the sea beach
iias commenced in New
'^ealandi In a five miles

i notor cycle handicap on
|.8righto"n Beach, the win-
ler pibved to be H.
iiiddle,' who, riding a
' h.p. Humber lightweight,

iveraged' a speed of 35
n.p.h. on heavy sand.

south African HiU=climb
. The_ Rand Motor Cycle
Hub held a hill-climb on
VIountain View, near
fohannesburg, on October
pnd last. Three classes p. rlook (2 ti.p. Humberl in the Ran i M.C.C. Hill-climb.

J. A. Farr and his 3> h.p. Kerry-Ahingdon.

H. Kiddle 2 h.p. Humber),

were included in the pro-

gramme, the results of

which were: All Classes

of Motor Cycles—First,

on formula, P. Flook
(2 h.p. Humber); fastest'

time, O. Metzger (Brad-

bury), 65y^s. Standnrd

Class—First on formula

P. Flook (2 h.p. H"nv
ber). Racing Class—

;

First on formula and
fastest time (6i^s.), Van
der Merwe (Triumph).

HilUclimb in Natal.

The Natal M.C.C..

held a hill-climbing con-

test on the same day on
Jacob's Ladder at South
Coast Junction. F. W.
Brook (3 Jii h.p. Triumph)
won on formula, W. Mail

(3/^ h.p. Ariel) accom-
plishing fastest time.

Sydney to Melbourne,
A record ride between

the above towns has

been made by J. A. Farr,

riding a 35-2 h.p. Kerry-

Abingdon, who covere:d

the distance in 48 hours.

He was delayed for seven

hours by lamp failure

near Wangaratta and for

four hours at railway

gates trying to find some-

one who could open tl;iem..
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NOT since the autumn of 1904 has an English

show presented such a wealth of motor
cycle passenger vehicles. Over forty dif-

ferent variably-geared tricars were staged at the

Agricultural Hall in 1904, and most of them lost

their makers a deal of money. Naturally, compared
with modern productions, they were somewhat crude

in design, destitute of proper springing, expensive to

buy, and costly to run; even their engines were in

most instances troublesome, chiefly due to the

whimsies of their ignition. The 191 1 Show contained

a far larger assortment of staunch, cheap, and reliable

machines, most of which should prove exceedingly

satisfactory in use.

The passenger exhil>its fall into three main
classes, viz. :

1. Sidecars, either permanently attached to motor
bicycles or capable of attachment and detachment.

2. Three-wheeled runabouts with two wheels

astern.

3. Three-wheeled runabouts with one wheel a.stern.

-It is impossible for me to deal with each individual

exhibit in detail, and my aim will rather be to assist

comparative novices to make a wise selection.

Accessibility of the Rear Wheel.

The main trouble with the single driving wheel
astern type (of which I can claim a large and varied

At the 6)Iho(iu : s

The new twin-cylinder Hobart and sidecar. Tiiis macliine has a IVlillennium two-spejd hub gear the
operating mechanism of which is encased.

experience) is likely to occur with the back tyre.

A 5 h.p.'or 8 h.p. machine of this type requires an
immensely strong driving wheel and tyre. One!
common defect may be tested by eye—the accessibility

j

of the wheel. Punctures in this wheel are inevitable, i

and are likely to be numerous. Tt is vital to happy!
touring that the tube of this wheel shall be instan-

taneously accessible to both repair and replacement.

In the years when I garnered most of my experi-

ence with this type of passenger mount, patches such

as the Holdtite and Patchquick had not been in-

\ented, and a hand-applied patch in those days

promptly curled or melted pfi^. To-day a patch will

stand on such wheel, but often the tube will be torn

or ripped or burst when a nail enters during a sprint,

and if it is a two-hour job to get a new tube in place

that machine should be black-listed.

The second point "requires a road test with a

deflated tyre. Will the machine steer on a flat driving

tyre ? My experience is that very few single - rear

drivers will answer the helm when the back tyre

deflates suddenly, if the rear wheel is sprung.

In 1906 I bought a tricar of this type which is still

running. In its five years' work it has upset or left

the road on more than one occasion, simply through
derangement of the steering due to a deflated back
tyre. Another similar machine _with . longer and
flatter springs can be kept on the road by determined

effort and a pair of strong wrists.

I wonder if any maker under-

i stands why a deflated back tyre

' renders this type of mount so hard
to steer, and is able to counteract

it? If so, let him publish his con-

clusions. I ha-\e askedmany makers
to give me a demonstration, and so

far nobody has accepted my chal-

lenge. Were I buving another

machine of this type, I should in-

sist on a trial run with an ancient

deflated cover on the driving wheel.

Rocking Propensities of Fore=

carriages.

Thirdly, it is well to rock the fore-

carriage \-iolently with one's hand
as the machine lies at rest. I re-

member a maker who brought out a

tricar of this type in 1906, and he
n\'ited me to try it with the remark,
" It's not like motor cycling ; it's

more like sailing." And he was
perfectly right ; the side sway was
enough to make me seasick. Several

machines at Olympia were capable

A24
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of being rocked considerably. Those machines which
ha\e amplv proved their worth ui long distance com-
petitions are the machines one is safest with.

One make of machine I saw had a rear spindle

nearly two feet in length threaded through a hub
barely eight inches across ; at one extremity of this

lengthy spindle a chain wheel was mounted, at the

other a brake drum. I imagine the strain on its

l';earings' would be considerable.

Turning to the two-wheel astern type, there are

points to be watched here. A long wheelba.se is de.sir-

able if upsets round corners and on steep cambers are

to be avoided. Moreover, the weight must l>e con-

centrated well inside the wheelbase. Otherwise the

riding sensation will be like that of the obsolete

I'obby De Dion tricycles. These had passenger,

tanks, and engine hung on top of the back axle,

and away out in front bounced a lively little steering

wheel, wuth scarcely an ounce of weight to keep il

down. Only by lemming on the handle-bar <-ould

such design be steered at all on rough roads, and
the constant vibration on the best of surfaces was
exceedingly trying. Such an outfit might almost tip

over backwards when ascending a gradient like the

Trough of Sutton Bank ; ami I noti<"ed one or two
outfits conspicuous for this fault at 01\nipia.

They need a lot of -weight for-

ward, and all the load should fall

inside the wheelbase, while the

seats should be very low_, to keep
the centre of gravity near the

ground. A high machine with a

narrow track s]5ells clanger, more
es])ecially at corners.

The Sidecar Pre=eminent.

Turning to sidecars, we saw a

much more uniform and well-

develo]">ed exhibit. The sidecar

boom IS undoubtedly due to the

proxision of so many reliable

vari.ible irears. I shall not deal

The Iwo-speed gear on the 1912 four-cylinder

F.N. is hung around the propeller-shall casing as

shown.

8 b.p. Bat power plant, showing ch.iin transmissioa and coOJlter-shatt

two-speed gear boj^

iMc-speea Icur-cylindcr F.N. and sidecar, I llei with hood and storm apron.

with the ..exed question of the

right type of motor bicycle for

hauling a sidecar. Suffice it to say

that the expert or the potterer in

a level district may re.st content

with a single-geared 3J4 h.p. out-

fit, with or without free engine.

The man who is not a born

tinkerer, whether he lives in .stiff

country or an easy region, requires

a change-speeder. The smaller the

engine, the more speeds it should

have. My friends who ride ^% h.p.

two-speeded passenger outfits all

say they yearn for an intermediate

gear ; the long grinds on bottom
gear up slopes that are too steep for the top gear are

their bite noire.

The tourist who wishes to go where the mountains
and the scenery are requires a powerful twin-cylinder

muki-speeder. Sidecars are becoming magnificent.

I heard ladies exclaim at the comfortable torpedo
bodies, with scuttle dash, wind screen, side doors, anil

springs and shackles at ever)- point of attachment.

Personally. I prefer a long, lithe wicker torpedo with

a waterproof apron to the boxed-in 't\pe ; although I

admit the comfort of the former type, I should funk

an accident with passenger practically fastened in. It

is startling to see a sidecar labelled ;^2o, but it

seemed to find buyers galore. At any rate, it was
high time that the short, squat, unsprung, low- backed
ba.sket sidecar died; it used to jerk one's inside into

a mash, anil print its woven pattern on one's anatomy.

Quicbly Detachable Joints.

Mechanically, the improvements are 'no less

evident. The attaching joints are excellently de-

signed for quick work, and proof against involuntary

detachment. In the best makes the axles are made
from steel stampings, and my readers are warned

»r
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against the jeiiy-built patterns.

Stands are provided, springs of > cor-

rect design and luxurious insulation

are fitted at every point of suspen-

sion, luggage grids and petrol can
carriers have been neatly incorpor-

ated, and so on. 1912 will be a bigger

sidecar year than 191 1, and that is

saying a good deal. The passenger

demand will cancel the reductions

made from the 5 h.p. and 3^^ h.p.

market by the growing popularity of

ihe medium weights, and the side-

car demand will keep the variable

gear manufacturers truly busy until

the day comes when every motor
bicycle, for whatever purpose it is

used, carries a variable gear of

.some kind. Numerous c|liadricycles

of more taking design than the

average three-wheeler were debarred
from exhibition by the terms made
lietween the owners of Olympia and
the promoters of the Show, but I

hope to see them included another
year. Of course, there must be a
\veight limit, otherwise we should
have big cars masquerading as " light

four-wheelers."

Overloading a 31 h;p.

In connection with the sidecar

ileraand, I think I need only utter

one word of warning. An impulsive

acquaintance of ' mine met me at a
sidecar stand, and I sympathetically
studied his beaming face as he placed
a detailed order for an up-to-date

coach-built sidecar. It was to have a

The new iwin-oylinder V.S.-Jap, with DunKley sidecar.

From view of the Clyno and sidecar, s lowing
ihe " Dreadnought" shaped front of the iijecar.

Method ol removing the detachable chain cases on
exhaust pipe Sitenjing

the 1912 model two-speed Clyno.
to rear of machine.

Observe the

torpedo w'ooden body with side door,

glass wind screen, Cape cart hood,

baggage grid, well to hold four gal-

lons of petrol, pockets, cushions,

mats galore, and a bracket for a

hugg F.R.S. head light—a most
lordly specification, methought.

When all the details had been
booked by the gratified exhibitor,

we linked arms, and wandered aw^ay.

It occurred to me to ask what
machine was to have the privilege

of pulling this lordly limousine on
one wheel, and he began to expatiate

on the beauties of a well-known

3^ h.p. model w'ith two-speed gear.

I fully agreed with his panegyric on
thaf very first-rate motor bicycle, but

suggested that he might as well ask

a lady's park hack to drag a pan-

technicon van. These heavy sidecars

should not be unequally yoked with

3J/^ h.p. tourist cycles; they are

meant for 8 h.o. twins and siirilar

leviathans. ^^'hen a rider reflects

on the weight, of the wooden body,

and the resistance of screen and
hood to the air, not to speak of the'

petrol and luggage, it would take
him all his time to coax his outfit

uj) Hindhead in the rain. In con-

nection with the 33^ h.p. machine
he has ordered, he would enjoy a

far pleasanter season • with a light

canoe body of wicker or cane,

destitute of more refined protection

against bad weather than can be
provided by a good roll-up storm
apron. It should be remembered
that wind resistance is a far more
^^'•'"us item ''with a sidecar than
with a solo machine. Anyhow,
some lucky girls are going to ha\'e

a good time next year.
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Road Dangers at Night.

[6102.]— I notice that another motorist, a taxicab driver,

has been killed near Nottingham, by running into cattle

driven on the road after dark. The jury added a rider

that cattle should not be di'iven on the road after dark

without warning lamps being carried by the drovers. When
are we going to get proper protection for ruad users after

dark ? This was agitated for a few years ago by the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club in the form of a

petition" to the Warwickshire County Council.

ERIC W. WALFORD.

Silence and Silencers.

[6103.]--We have read witii considerable interest the

correspondence and articles which have appeared in recent

issues on the question of silencers, and we quite endorse your
contention that a perfectly elticient silencer will not only

cause no back pressure, but will actually have an opposite

effect, and will assist in the removal of the used gas from
the cylinder. This fact was demonstrated during tlirse im-

portant silencer trials conducted by the Automobile Club de
France, at which our "Clair" silencer gained the highest

award, the gold medal. It was stated that the "Clair"
silencer tends to create a \xicuum.

Your remark regarding the continuous escape of the gas

being desirable is also true, and can easily be demonstrated
by holding one's hand near the outlet of our silencer.

On the subject of long exhaust pipes we might mention
that we have recently fitted several of our type 4b silencers

to 7-9 li.p. J. A. P. enguies in various frames, the exhaust pipe

being carried to the rear of the machine and the silencer

attached to the end. The results obtained have really been
excellent. J. C. I>YELL AND CO., LTD.

The Wear of Big-end Bearings.

[6104.]— I saw a twin-cylinder enf'ine of 8 h.p. in the

big end of which a ball bad burst whilst running. It

smashed up and ground to pieces five or six other balls in

the race, smashed up all to piecis its outer and inner races,

damaged the races and balls of the other connecting rod,

broke several pieces off the bottom of the piston, through allow-

ing it to come down too far and hit top of crank case, and so

put out of action a brand new engine. Has any other reader

had a similar experience? It seems likely tliat when one

or two balls at the top of the race have to take up the full

force of the e.vplosion, if one does happen to break, it is

going to play havoc, and it cannot be replaced locally in the
.same way as a gunmetal bush. G.A.P.

[6105.]— I quite agree with Jlr.- J. H. Sinclair [6073] as

to the good wearing properties of hardened steel to hardened
steel, with any oil between. I once knew an old high machine
with ordinary front wheel bearings. As the macliine get out
of date, not having ball bearings, it was used as a letting-

out hack, and when last I saw it the bearings were as rigid

as when new. Tliere was no " take up," whereas during that
time gun-metal bearings wore very badly.
Another point as to oiling bearings in a modern motor

cycle. I think this could be easily got over bv the feed-pipe
from the oil pump being placed teliind the cylinder, instead
of in front, so that the oil is squirted directly on to that
part meeting the rapidly rising crank pin.

W^ H. ROWE.

Lamps and Winter Riding.

[6106.]—In your i.ssue of November 16th, I notice a

letter from Mr. Francis C. Turner [6045] dealing with the

question of lamps. His suggestion of a small handful ol

cotton waste on the carbide for the purpose of obtaining a

steady light is excellent, but I feel that a word of warning
should be given as to his second suggestion. He advises

the addition of two ounces of peroxide of hydrogen to one
quart of soft water as a liquid for the generator. Peroxide
of hydrogen almost invariably contains acid, which would
undoubtedly have a very bad effect upon the metal of the
generator. The light given off would, in all probability, be
improved, but the life of the generator would be considerably

shortened. H.AROLD BRODRICK.
"

Adjustable Tappet Rods.

[6107.]— I send a skclch of an adjustable tappet. I havi'

often wondered why this fitting is not more universal, par-

ticularly in the case of racing machines. Several times I

have read in the account of an attempt on record that the
competitor was forced to retire owijig

t-o his valve lengthening. This means
' either fitting a new valve, or a job which

takes some time to manage, and which is

rn especially awkward with a very hot
Ml engine.

TmmT.T n i.„, ,ii,.,,, .M,.i The suggested adjustable tappet dis-

j:
il- penses with this, as it can be adjusted

u
III less than two minutes. The sketch is

practically self-explanatory. A is the
stem of the tappet. On the first inch or

so of this a thread is cut, and a milled
lock nut B is screwed on. The tappet
head C is drilled through to within about
^In of the top, and is tapped to fit the
thread on the tappet A, and locked by
B. Any adjustment needed is made by
simply slacking the lock nut B, and by
screwing the head C up or down as may
be required. D.K.

[Various forms of adjustment for the tappet rods have been
fitted by different makers for some year.s. No firm has s»i

far used a locking device which does not require the u.se

of tools, and we doubt if a finger tight lock nut would
remain secure for long.

—

Ed.]

Overheating.

[6108.]—With regard to letter No. 6042 in Ttie Mulvr
CijcU of 9th ult., 7v incorrect mixtiu'es, li.R. states that with
an open exhaust he saw blue tiames issuing from the engine
with a certain setting of the air lever of the carburetter.

I have a Ij h.p. lightweight F.N. to which I fitted

a cut-out close up to the top of the exhaust pipe, and which
I use for the main purpose of watching for this blue flame.

My experience has been that when tuning up this machine
at night, the machine is doing its best when a 'ong blue
flame is seen with the cut-out open, more extra air turn-
ing the flame to yellow and diminishing the speed, whilst
opening up the throttle full without giving more air gave a

brick-red flame. I have, therefore, worked on the theory
that this blue flame was a sign of complete practical com-
bustion, for I fail to see how with an engine running at

2.500 cevolntions per minute or more, you could possibly
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es.pect each charge to have completely burnt itself out m the

short spa-e. oi time be/ort the exhaust valve opens.

How f-j.i my pi-acti"? has been successful may be judged
when r eaj- thai in the hottest week of the summer' I rode
this machine from Maldon, Essex, to Torquay with only

once giving pedal assistance at the end of a long hill at

Chideock, just before getting into Devonshire, and never
unce stopping th-ough overhsating. I should be glad to

. know if I am wrong in working on this theory ; if so, what
should be seen with an open cut-out at night that would
give better results from a small machine such as mine.

H. L. MITCHELL.

Proposed Abolition of Cut-outs.

[6109.]— I have been following up the correspondence in

your paper , regarding silencers and cut outs, and notice in

a recent issue that cut-outs are very likely to be prohibited

by the L.G.B.
Is this not a very mean and jealous step to take? Let us

consider other road traffic; for instance, the lumbering motor
lorries with huge iron wheels—the verv thought of them with
their awful noise makes one shudder.
No, jealous people do not consider this an annovan"e. I

live 'n a main road with nothing but motor traffic passing

by from morn till night, and whilst in bed mjr lieaci is

often shake'i violently on the pillow by the vibrations caused
liy these vehicles of torture.

How different it is to hear the pop-pop of the motor cycle.

TV hen the Local Government Board has put down noise

made by heavier traffic, then, and not till theii'j will it be
correct in interfering with the smaller traffic, such as i^otor

cvcles. ARTHUR R. CHOLDCROFT.

[6110.]—With reference to the above, I think that such
a measure instead of having a good effect would have only

a bad one. Will not the great majority of riders simply
drill out their silencers if no cut-outs are fitted, and make
their machines more noisy than ever? I do not see how
a small silencer can be made really quiet without causing

a certain amount of back pressure. Also I consider it much
safer to drive with the cut-out open in narrow twisty lanes.

'At the present time there are a number of really quiet

machines, but if cut-outs are abolished, I am afraid that
they will not remain so. ]\Iy own machine is a 6 h.p.

iMatchless which is extraordinarily quiet ; there is very little

back pressure, but all the same, I like to nse the cut-out
in the open country and when I come to a bad hill. I

never use the cut-out in towns, but outside the engine is

bound to keep cooler and to run better with it open. " With
a cut-out one does not mind a little back pressure, and can
have a really quiet machine. No, I consider that what is

wanted is not the wholesale condemnation of cut-outs,

but their use in the right place. E. B. HALL.

Single-cylinder Machines and Sidecars.

[6111.
J— I was very much interested in "H.P.B.'s"

leiter [No. 6055]. It practically amounts to a challenge
ta any owners of 3^- h.p. machines and sidecars to climb
the hill from Dartmeet, or rather to go from Tavistock to

Ashburton. From Ashburton to Tavistock is perhaps the
stifter journey of the two, but let the other be done first.

Should the challenge be accepted, I hope noUce thereof
will be given in Tht Motor Cycle. I think' that mo^or
cyclists who live in South Devon would like to witness the
attempt. I use the word "attempt," because local riders,

who own only 3^ h.p. machines, rather pride themselves
on climbing these hills solo.

_ I am not sure that the Six Days' Trials could not be
held in Devonshire, as I think that local riders could
probably pick out several very " useful " hills indeed. With
a little encouragement I think they would try. T 1111.

[6112.]— I shoull be pleased if you would permit me t3

have a say in tie single-cylinder sidecar machine question.
I am quite sure that with modern motors it is more a ques-
tion of the abilities of the driver. I know lots of single-

cylinder machines that are taking sidecars about the hilly

Peak or Derbyshire district—without any l.p.a. too.

i\Ir. Gibson is quite right with his claims tor the Brad-
bury, as I know a gentleman who has done thousands of

miles this year, mostly in Derbyshire, with a single-

84

geared Bradbury and sidecar. I know he can take ail the
main road hills—including the famous Mam Tor—without
any trouble or assistance. A suitable gear is one of the
mail, things, and a great many riders over-gear, making the
risk of overheating mUfCh greater than by dropping the gear
another point or two.
Writing of gears, why do the manufacturers of two-speed

gears ma.<e such a big drop from the high to the low gear?
Is it to allow for friction? The P. and M. is one of the
best gears I know, but the big drop in gear ratio makes
the machine (with sidecar) very slow on hills. I think
for hilly roads the ratio of 6 and 9 to 1 would make this

machine a lit faster than with the usual gears of 5 and 9
to 1. I consider the variable gear the ideal to aim for, but
there is a small fortune waiting for some enterprising manu-
facturer who will market a simple bracket gear (to ht exist-

ing machines) with chain to gear and belt to rear wheel with
large adjustable pulUy on counter-shaft. The gears could

then, by adjusting the pulley, be fixed at what was required.

I have the money waiting for a gear on these—or easily fitted

variable gear—lines, as I consider it a great saving both
in petrol and wear of engine to coast or raise the gear down
our hills, often four or five miles long. SINGLE.
[.\ bracket gear on the lines suggested was exhibited by

the Bowden Wire Co. at Olympia.

—

Ed.]

Hints on Dismantling the N.S.U. Gear.

[6113.]—-\iy experiences with this gear may interest and
emphasise the necessity of the warning of "Don't" to those

WHO would allow anyone but the makers to dismantle it.'

When I bougnt my 6 h.p twin with heavy sidecar the agent
told me not to oil the gear as it was engine ftrd It trans-

pired later that this was not the case, tiie engine-shaft not

being hollow but solid. ^ However, I obeyed directions, and
rode about 3,000 miles without a drop of oil, save that put
in by the maxers Then the trouble began, the low gear
and neutral finally failing to work I took it for repair to

two leading garages in a big town. The first mechanic
couldn't take it to pieces at all, but said " he would do it

first thing in the morning." In the morning he said it was
all right, the trouble being that the leather (if you please)

of the clutch had become dry and shiny. He had, how-
ever, oiled it well, and it would now run. Needless to say

it did not. Mechanic No. 2 did manage to dismantle it,

discovering, of course, no leather, but the fact that it was
epicyclic. Some parts were broken, and these were tele-

graphed for. But oh ! the hammer and punch work of these

mechanics who have not the proper tools ! After this I

whipped out the gear and took it to the N.S.U. Co. The
remarks on local mechanics were interesting. Justifiable,

too, for amongst other things mechanic No. 2 had omitted
to put in an important washer, not knowing where it ought
to go.

Two conclusions : (1.) The N.S.U. gear, kept well oiled

and untampered with, cannot be beaten. (2.) Avoid
mechanics who use hammers. U.S.N.

State ol the Exeter Road.

[6114.]—Now that the preparations for the M.C.C. Ezeter
winter run are being made, it may interest intending competi-
tors to know that the road after Barfoid Corner, about three
miles beyond Wilton, was, this autumn, in a condition that
would suggest the need for greatest attention to tyres, repair

outfits, spare tubes, and working lamps. For several miles
the surface was entirely covered with loose broken flints

in large fragments with quite sharp cutting edges. Towards
Shaftesbury it improved, but near Barford Corner it was
the most destructive surface I have ridden on in many
hundred miles, and even in broad daylight there was no
escape. The treads of my tyres were covered with a filagree

incised pattern during these few miles. That they were
not pierced was, I believe, solelj' due to the fact that I was
riding the best and heaviest covers I could get—only by
special order though—on a "lightweight machine. I have
never yet understood why lightweight makers do not fit at
leist 2 'in. rims, nh'ch would leave the choice of top quality
tj-res unrestricted. When I selected my machine I chose oue
that gave me a pos-ib e 2jin. tyre, although in all other
points T -iiould have decided on one that allowed nothirg
beyond l|in.

ROWLAND BRIANT.
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THE CHAIN DRIVEN

Motocycle

"THE EVOLUTION OF TRANSMISSION."

We cannot pass without comment the article by "Ixion" under the above

headmg in last week's issue of "The Motor Cycle.

" Ixion " says '.—

" After many years of devoted allegiance I have at

last lost my faith in the belt drive as the one and only motor
cycle form of transmission for time and eternity."

and further,

—

" Who would buy a push-bicycle with a transmission

that needed attention, perhaps, every 500 miles in dry weather,

that sometimes completely failed to drive the rear wheel in

wet weather Anybody who competed in either the

Scottish or Harrogate Six Day Trials this season will recall the

frenzied adjustments at the foot of every bad hill, adjustments

often repeated two or three times in as many miles when the

roads were awash ; and even the least experienced spectators

commented freely on the festoons of spare bells with which the

handlebars were swathed. Surely we are only waiting for the

chain drive to be perfected to adopt it as standard."

THERE IS NO NEED TO WAIT. THE CHAIN DRIVE IS PERFECTED ON THE

INDIAN MOTOCYCLE.
PROOF.—The Chain Drive has brought the INDIAN Motocycle successfully

through the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials for the last FIVE YEARS.

BE RIGHT UP TO D.-XTE. AND SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

THE HENDEE
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

178. Great

Portland Street,

London, W.

GOODS AND REPAIRS :—89. BOLSOVER STREET. W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Molui- Ci/i/lc.''
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there can be nothing equal to a

BROOKS
COMPOUND-SPRING SADDLE.

Its exclusive feature, THE BROOKS
PATENT COMPOUND SPRING,
ensures a constant luxury awheel, for, by
its aid, vibration is successfully absorbed,

and bouncing totally eliminated.

& your luggage

v®

BROOKS Pannier Bag. B947S.

can most conveniently be carried in one

or other of the

BROOKS BAGS
These are perfect receptacles for the

impedimenta of the tour, designed by
men who have experienced and, therefore,

know your needs.

The BROOKS BOOK—Motor Cyclists'

Editiori—:describes a wide selection

—

Saddles and Bags—and awaits your call.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,
49 Criterioa Works, Birmingham.
Nole thai samples of BROOKS Saddles and Cycle and
f^-otoT Cvcle Acressories can be seen at out London
Sho'Moo'jis-W, CRAPE STREET. SHAFTESBURY
AWENUE. W.C.

Say P.H
please—

—

—Everything depends
on insisting upon
having a "P.&H,"
because everything
that matters in the
LAMP world finds

incIus|ion in the
production that
bears that title.

'P. &H. IS

name synonymous of

highest excellence
and highest valui in

"Lamps."

—For greatest effici-

ency, rsliability and
long wear "P. & H."
Lamps ^re unsur-
passed.

-Every "P. & H."
model is All-British

in material and
manufacture, and, as

the standard of
quality in British

Lamp design, is with-
ou an equal— other-
wise than its counter-

part.

— Remember these

facts and what our
"title-sign" means to

you—then you can't

go wrong in buying.

]jt nnnwerinq these odvertisemevls it is

— Obtainable of all here-s our "p.&h:' Hcadugiu sei—

TOod Aeents everv- "'" ''"""'•'""y '«"'"''"• '^''"'>' <^y'"
j^uuu JT.scillb tvcry

^^^^^^ Complete mlh Generator Bra:kel

whsre. Booklet free. and Tubing 27/- set. Wl.y pay more?

Powell & Hanmer, Ltd
Chester St., Birmingham
Makers of the finest Motor-cycle Lamps in the world.

K.H S.

desirable to mention^Thei Motor Cycle."
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Will the Ultra-lightweight Return ?

[6115.]—I note in Me, l-,oy Wal'vpr's -letter rNo. 6080]
of the 23rd November, m stafes tlifit in his oninion the
best vealiy small engines in the o!d days were the '" Clement-
Garrard." If this is so, where are they now, and wjiy
are the small early Motosaeoehes still running and giving the
same satisfaction as they did when new ? There are
thousands ot\ these little engines running in different parts
of the world
Mr. Roy Walker also thinks that motor cycle riding on

the Continent is i'onfined to short distances in towns : this is

so, and it will eventually be so in this country as it is with
pedal cycles, and I do not think Mr. Walker himself can
dispute this iiea. OSBORNE L. DE LISSii.

[It is only fair to those who weie associated with the
Cleraent-Garrard Co.," some of whom are still in the
industry, to point out that the Clement-Garrard engines
were only discontinued when the fii-m responsible for
marketing them in this country retired from the motor
cycle bu.siness.

—

Ed.]

[5116.]— I have been interested in the correspondence
between JMr. Roy Walker and Mr. De Lissa. I can under-
stand, from Mr. Walker's muscular build, that he can perforin

the daily feat of lifting a so-called lightweight of about
140 lbs. weight up and down flights of steps, but we are
not all of Mr. Walker's build, and there are motor cyclists

to whom this daily feat would be harmful and even
dangerous. Few managers of motor cycle works seem to

realise that there are a large number of gentle folk who
want a lightweight machhie. not only for its h;uidiness, but
also to avoid the unpleasantness of being classed with the
individuals whose one idea is to travel well over the legal

limit. H. BEADNELL, M.R.C.S.

Space at the Show.

[6117.]—A good deal has been written and discussed by
the public respecting the general tendency of large firms

to form "trusts." In your leading article last week you
said that exhibitors at Olympia wei-e all satisfied. I should
like to point out that the attitude of the authorities in con-

nection with this Show is rapidly tending to turn it into a

,
ring controlled by the larger manufacturers. Long before
the exhibition took place, it was generally known that the
whole of the spaces were booked, and I understand that even
members of the Manufacturers' Union, not to mention rank
outsiders who possibly had some new inventions or designs

that they desired to place before the public could not
possibly obtain any space, yet on the opening day what did

we see'/ A few large firms in the main body of the hall,

with huge stands, and in addition to the.'^e they have nearly

the whole of the two side aisles devoted to their ofiices, thus
debarring many newer and smaller firms from exploiting their
ideas.

If this is to be a feature of future motor cycle shows, I

think it will be better to remodel the old Stanley Show, and
start it again with its old policy of being open to all comers.

AN INTENDING EXHIBITOR.

Belts and Bad Weather.

[6118.]—With .reference to Mr. E. W. Choldcrofl's letter

[6087] relating to my trouble with a leather belt at Luton
Hoo, i\lr. Choldcroft is rather hasty in using this example
as a reply to the Service Co.'s letter [6000] without some

' explanation. It is very unfair to use an isolated case as
an argimient on general giomids. Though I failed at Luton
Hoo in the passenger class, I have gained no fewer than

. fifty-three firsts this year, being placed no less than eighty-
four times. I mention this to show that it is unfair to quote
a solitary instance.

My wins have included defeats of shaft and chain-driven
machines, so nothing can be argued from that, also under much
worse conditions than at Luton Hoo. As Mr. Choldcroft was
an interested spectato.' at Luton Hoo. he must well remember
1 heavy shower just befoie the commencement of the passen-
ger class, which deluged the track.

Agreeing with him that a leather belt is better than
rubber in wet weather, 1 hastily (perhaps foolishly, as the
rubber could not have been worse) fitted a Service leather

1347

belt in lieu of the rubber, forgetting the former had r^*
beei stretched sufiicieritly, especially tor such a powerful
eno ,ie. I had not even time to ha-ve a sho-.-t soin for the
bfc to bed, itsel in the pulleys, consequently, at the first
e.vp-osion, to my disgust, I had practically a free engine
even on the down gradient at the start, whicii surelv was
readily discerned by all who were there.
The Service belt is excel'ent, but, like all leather belts,

must be properly fitted, and it was owing to sheer careless-
ness on my part, added to hurried adjustments, that I experi-
enced any trouble. F. W. BARNES.

Lubrication of the Crank Pin.

[6119.]—Being interested in the efficient lubrication of

the big end bearings of motor cycle engines, I offer the

following as a practical solution. At
eacli revolution of the flywheels the

oil holes in the connecting rod big

end would receive a thoroughly
efficient supply of lubricant in the

following manner

:

As will be seen from the sketch,

the idea is to fix to one half of

^^^ A the crank case—inside, or right in

VjiSC^' tlie centre—a strong tube to clear

the insides of the wheels, the tube
to be slotted on the top to allow oil

to drain into it. The tube to con-

tain wicks divided at the end and
projecting about half an inch, to

catch the crank pin during revolu-

tion and so leave a full supply of

oil where required. The idea was
put into practice on an old 1| h.p.

in the old davs, and worked
fl. WRESSELL.

Illustrating letter

No. 6119.

perfectly.

Touring in South-west Wales.

[6120.]— It may interest you and the writer of letter
6091, " BD 50," to know that I was just recently over
the road he refers to on my 3i h.p. two-speed Humber, and
well I know- the horrible condition it is in, far wor.se than
any stretch of road we had in this year's Yorkshire Six
Days' Trial.

The road " BD 50" refers to is over part of the Black
Mountains, and there are several roads like it in Wales.
The Newport side of Fishguard hill has a gradient of 1

in 4 at the steepest part, which my machine took comfort
ably on low gear.

With reference to " BD'.'< " remarks on allowing competi
tors in trials to cool their engines, I think this is only fair

if the rider has been able to make up the time, and if he
wishes to complete the trial it is only natural for hini t^i

"nurse" his engine a* much .is possible.

A. C. ROBBINS.

Carbon Deposit?.

[6121.]—With reference to my request in letter 6052 for

half a dozen readers to send me samples of the deposit.-^

from their cylinders so that I coulJ ascertain by analy.^is

if the deposits contained a large proportion of road matter,
the following is an analysis of carbon deposit sent me by ,i

reader using the nom de plume. ''Archibald."

The An'.\lysis.

Volatile oils and carbonaceous matter ... = 83.10%
Residual ash = 16.90%

Composition of ash :

Silica 6.90%
Ferric oxide ... ... ... .. ... .53%
Alumina ... ... ... . .. 3.05%
Lime 5.40%
Magnesia 1.01%

15.90%

The composition of the a.sh shows that it contained a largt

proportion of road matter.
Perhaps "Archibald" will eyplain what roads he used

while deposits were collectii.^

W. ELDER
"7
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Silence and Silencers.

[6122.]—Being a legular reader of your paper, T .•;;i.

interested in letter 6099, signed S. W. Turner. Sou.e two
or three years ago I was under the same impression that it

wa.s next to impossible to prevent an engine ovei'heating if

the cut-out were not frequently used. At that time I rode

a 3^ h.p. Minerva, from which I got some very loud explo-

sions through the silencer, finally bursting it. Then I pur-

chased a new silencer from one of your advertisers. This 1

found was very efficient, so much so that I found my machine
ran better with cut-out closed. This was no imagination, as

many times did I test it on my pet liill, first with cut-out

closed and then with it open. I always found it climb better

with it closed. I do not know the name of the silencer,/ but
it had aluminium balls between tlie two chambers.

" Ixion's " "Evolution of Transmission" is very interest-

mg, and I think the time is not far distant when the belt

will be defunct. J. WEST.
[Tliei silencer referred to was known as the Aldington.—:Ei>.]

Adjustable Jets.

[6123.]—I am enclosing sicetcli (not to scale) of an adjust-

able jet I have adapted to my 1911 lightweight B. and B.

carburetter. It is quite

simple to iiiake. Pro-
ceed .as follows ; Take
out cleaning screw, and
drill out the hole about

-i\in. diameter so that it

just comes through the

jet, which must
screwed tightly in

place. The hole in

jet must now be reamered
out with a taper reamer.
A taper plug is now made
to fit and ground iu.

This plug is drilled up a
little way, and four very
small holes are drilled

through round the cir-

cumference at intervals of

90^. These holes can be
drilled to suit different

engines. I drilled them
.028in., .029in., .030in.,

and .031in. diameter. To
keep the plug in good
contact, and prevent leak-

age, I soldered on to the carburetter part of a tyre valve,

inserted a small sjiring, screwed on the valve cap, and after-

wards a handle to turn the plug, marking the positions of

the holes outside.

This arrangement greatly facilitates starting, as the hole

in the jet is large, and a good supply of petrol is in the

jet before starting, no matter which size hole is in use. In

my own case, one push of the pedal does the needful.

J. C. WHITELY.

be
its

the

A home-made adjustable jet.

A. Oae ot four holes.

B. Passage to float otiamber.

C. Jet tuce.

D. Air holes.

A Plea for the Cut-out.

[6124.]—I should lixe to say that I heartily agree with

the writer of letter No. 6099. In fact, " them's my senti-

ments " entij'eiy. My lightweight twin will hum along very

pleasantly with the throttle just open and the spark advanced,

malung very littb noise even with th" cut-out in use, much
less noi&e, in fact, than the average 3^ h.p. single, with cut-

out closed. Then I can, lilce Mr. Turner, close down to

absolute silence, so far as engine explosions are concerned,

when meeting horses, or in towns. Of course, I get a sharp-

rattla on full throttl", but that is seldom required.

Another point is that a continued use of the silencer, which
is fitter! below the footrrsts, makes it unpleasantly warm for

the right toot in the summer time. There is a certain class

of rider who will always make himself objectionable in some
way or another, viz., the class that W'as known as "Cads
on castors" in the old cycling days.

Peace, peace_, oh let us have peace

:

Don't open your cut-outs too long.

When you go for a I'ide up the steep mountain side

In the beautiful valley of Bhong.
THE RAJAH.

b8

Competitions in 191S.
[6125.]—In last weed's issue tou state that tlie Herts

County A.C. have booked eleven dates for their 1912 com-
petitions, and that other clubs must take a back seat. May
I point out that the Westmorland M.C.C; have applied for,

and been granted, two permits for an open hill-climb and
open speed trial, the former to have ten classes, the second
about six. We are thinking of having an open reliability

trial. Besides these open events we have thirteen clob
competitions of various kinds, and couH have booked the
dates of these competitions before the Olympia meeting, but
were unaware that it was nece.=sary. So if the W. M.C.C.
have to take a back seat it cannot be very far back, if at

all. May I add in conclusion that there are other clubs in-

the North with as large a programme as ours.

C. B. ROBINSON,
Hon. Sec. .V^?eEtmorland M.C.C.

[Our correspondent h.ns missed the point of our paragraph.
The meeting at Olympia was to arrange dates for im-
portant open events in order to avoid clashing. It v/as

not intended to include ordinary club events in the pro-

gramme ; that was why we drew attention to the reserv-

ing by the Herts County A.C. of eleven different dates to

themselves.

—

Ed.]

Eill-climbing.

[6126.]—In replv to Jir. Railton's letter [No. 6066], I

may say that I knov-f the hill at Swythamley Park, between
Leek and Danebridge, very well, being a native of the dis-

trict. I rather fancy, though, that it is not quite so bad as

1 in 4 at the hairpin bend. I should say myself it was 1 in 7.

My 3i h.p. Bradbury has a fixed gear of 6^ to 1.

If Mr. Railton wo:ild try the climb from Wincle to AH-'
greave, past the chapel and up to " The Flash," he could
then get on to the Macclesfield-Buxton road, and down to

within two miles of Macclesfield ; then bv turning to the
right he would be in Rainow, wheilce he could explore
Kettleshulme.

I may say that I have not gone the whole round without
failure. I have been many times, and had many failures,

and I am out for information respecting a single-geared

machine which, as Mr. Railton remarks, might have to "give
up the ghost." A. BURCJESS.

Will the makers of the Spartan leather belt for motor
cycles kindly communicate with the editor?

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
T. J. Williamson writes in strong praise of the treatment

he has received from J. Pedley and Son. Ltd., Birmingham.
A. E. Smith, 1, Grand Parade, West Croydon, writes that

he accomplished the same climb up Netherhall Gardens, with
a 3^ h.p. P. and M. and three passengers (weight 35 stones

4 lbs.), as v^as described in our issue of the 16th Octcber.

AN /IL-WEfTHER ffiUESHIFLD.
A special form ol front mud uf.rd made by tlie Auto Aero Co., Coventry.

The guard is provided with a series oi louvres which, whilst allowing air to pass

to cool the engine, prevent the passage of mud and dust.
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WONDERFUL WORK IN NOVEMBER

!

A series of thrilling performances on

DUNLOP
MOTOR-CYCLE TYRES.

At Brooklands track, on 21st November, W. L. T. Rhys, on a 2I h.p. " RUDGE," fitted with

DUNLOP MOTOR-CYCLE TYRES
captured four World's Records for any size of engine, beating American times to a " frazzle." In

five hours Rhys rode 268 miles 15} yards, and in six hours 322 miles, 603 yards.

Same day, same track, same tyres,

DUNLOPS
J. R. Haswell, riding a 3| h.p. "TRIUMPH," broke one British and four world's records—

124 MILES IN TWO HOURS
184 MILES IN THREE HOURS-

239 MILES IN FOUR HOURS.

THE TRIPLE-STUDDED DUNLOP is the speediest and safest motor-
cycle tyre for all purposes and for all seasons.

Post Free: 1911 Dunlop Motor-cyc!3 Tyre Booklet.

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM ; ALMA ST., COVENTRY.
Branches—Londonr Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

Ill aniwenno t/iu adveriivmenl it j.« desirable lo mention "The Motor Oi/cte.'
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ROVERS
Zk h.p. Rover Motor Cycle.

Price, Fixed Engine Pattern ----- £49 - 0-0 net.

,, with Triumph Free Engine Clutch - 55 - 5-0 ,,

,, with Armstrong-Triplex Three-speed Gear 59 - 10 - „
;

W. N., Ross-on-Wye, writes^
" The machine continues to give great satisfaction. I have done up

to the present about 3,000 miles (a good deal of it with sidecar and passenger),

but have never yet unpacked the toolroU on the road or made any
adjustment other than the pulley or belt.

I shall be pleased to give my experience to any enquirer. The
machine I use in all weathers in my business and find she is very safe on

grease, in fact I have never yet had a side-slip or let her over.

She runs smoothly and silently, and has never required any adjustment

during the 6-7 months I have used her."

Catalogues and lull particulars free on application.

i

nS

COVENTRY.
0VHWM*WW«ffaKff M0WW0*M*vmwa«Mn*WMm wtftm

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mentioji " The Motor Cycle.'
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SOMETHING more definite than the hand pump
for the- lubrication of motor bicycle engines is

no novelty. It has not only been discussed in

our columns more than once, but at least one maker
has embodied "the mechanically-operated pump in

his lubricating system. This, of course, refers to

the past. So far as the near future is concerned, it

seems obvious that more general attention is to be
given to really serious attempts to depart from the

rather haphazard system which has been prevalent up
to now. The specimens of mechanical lubrication

.shown at the recent Show at Olympia are more than
sufficient to indicate this, and it may be. interesting

to consider the systems in use on motor cars.

Various Types -of Mechanical Feeds.
It should be borne in mind that the motor car has

gone through almost exactly the same transitional

stages in regard to lubrication that it appears the

motor bicycle will do. First of all, there was the

hand pump, then the drip feed, and, lastly, the

various types of mechanical lubrication now prevalent.

These may be grouped under three main headings

:

1. Pump and trough, with all th-e oil carried in

the base chamber.
2. Constant level, in which most of the oil is

carried outside the crank chamber, but i.s pumped in

and out of it so that a constant level is maintained.

3. Internal forced lubrication, by which oil is

forced through a hollow crankshaft to the bearings.

Pump and Trough.
This is, by far, the most widely used system on

cars to-day. There are a number of detail variations,

but the principle is practically the same in all. Under
each big end bearing of the connecting rods a

trough or gutter is placed, and this is kept filled to

overflowing by either a gear pump or a plunger pump
or pumps. Into the oil in the gutter a little pick-up

finger or scoop on the big end bearing dips and
throws it up to all parts of the engine from the

gudgeon pin downward. In many engines with this

trough lubrication, there are also catchpits for the

main bearings, which are also kept filled to over-

flowing by the oil pump. The crank chamber is

enlarged to carry anything up to a gallon of oil,

according to the size of the engine, and a good many
engines will run a thousand miles on a gallon or less.

This system is perfectly satisfactory for well-designed

car engines which run at moderate speeds.

Constant Level.

This is really a modification of the trough system,

but the oil is not carried in the crank chamber, i.e.,

no more is carried in the crank chamber than is

necessary for keeping oil up to the level of the big

ends. It is not only pumped in from the tank, but

is also pumped out, and in some cases the oil pipes

run to the main bearings, so that the oil is forced into

them and then drops into the crank chamber. As
soon as it rises above the proper level there, it is

Mechanical Lubrication.
Motor Cycle aad Car Systems CcmFared.

pumped back to the oil tank. There is little between
this and the previous system, though in many respects

it is rather more suitable for high speed engines.

Internal Forced Lubrication.'

The title in this case almost explains the system.

The crankshaft is drilled, and oil is forced right

through it to the main bearings and to the big ends,

while in a few cases the connecting rods are drilled

too or have light copper pipes running up them, so

that th« gudgeon pins also enjoy forced lubrication.

There are many difficulties in carrjdng it out really

well on a motor car, as, owing to the number of

bearings and the length of the crankshaft, it is ver)'

difficult to arrange for anything like an equal supply

to each of the many bearings. In most cases all the

oil is carried in n -iimp in the crank chamber.

The Filtering Arrangements.
With all three of these systems a great deal of their

success depends upon the filtering arrangements, as,

when oil is circulated time after time round the

engine, it follows that any grit, particles of metal, or

other foreign matter in it should neither be forced

nor fed into the bearings, but should be trapped by
a filter. While this is essentially so in the case of

the trough and constant level, it is still more neces-

sar}' with internal forced feed, as it follows that, when
oil is poured over the . bearings, the grit will not in

most cases go into them, but. when the oil is forced

to them, grit and everything else it contains are

forced between the revolving surfaces, and for this

reason some car makers are opposed to the internally

forced lubrication ; they believe rather in the out-

side feeding trough or its modifications. Undoubt-
edly, so long as oil only is fed to the bearings, the

internal forced lubrication is incontestably best, and,

except for filtering difficulites, it is very much easier

to carry out on a motor bicycle than on a motoi
car, simply and solely because the number of bear-

ings is so much less, and it is therefore quite easy

to adequately lubricate them aJl.

Cool and Hot Oil.

One point, however, that should not be overlooked

in C(jnnection with hand pump lubrication is that

every time a pumpful is injected, say at a critical

moment on a steep hill, the lubricant enters the crarik

case in a fresh and comparatively ' cool state, and
though in a few seconds it must become of the same
viscosity as what was already in the crank case, the

application of a fresh charge of cool oil will often

spell success in climbing the hiU. In the case of

forced feed by mechanical rotary pump, the whole of

the oil in the sump must pass through the engine in

considerably less than a minute, so that it is always

in a very liquid hot state. Car engines employing
forced feed lubrication are often provided '.vlrh

radiator fins on the crank base to issist in keeping the

crank case as cool as possible so enabling the oil to

retain its full lubricating properties.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Dec.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
7th -., 4.50 p.m.

9th ... 4.49 p.m.

11th ... 4.49 p.m.

13th ... 4.49 p.m.

a.CO. Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the Union wil
be held at the Waldorf Hotel, Aldwych,
'W.C;., on Saturday, January 20th next.
Ladies are invited.

\.CM. 1912 Handbook.
The A.C.U. handbook for 1912 is now

in course of preparation, and the com-
mittee will be glad to have the names
and addresses of any hotels or repairers
that can be recommended by members.

Proposed Club at Wigan.
A preliminary meeting has been held

and a number of motor cyclists have
decided to form a club. A general
meeting will take place on the 12th inst.

at the Ship Hotel, Wigan. The hon.
sec. pro tern, is Mr. J. Dawber, Standish-
gate, Wigan, who will supply information
to prospective members.

Taking Time by the Forelock.

With admirable promptitude the West-
morland M.C.G. has issued the pre-
liminary details of its open hill-climb
next Easter Monday. The contest will
be held on Brigsteer Brow, four miles
west of Kendal, which is said to be a far
better selection than Shap Fell used last
Easter. Ten classes are included on the
programme, including one for quadcars
and runabouts.

Tourist Trophy Races.

The A.C.U. General Committee has
accepted the recommendation of the
Competitions Committee, and has fixed
the engine sizes for next year's Tourist
Trophy as follows : Junior race for any
type of engine having a cubic capacity
not exceeding 350 c.c. Senior .race for
any type of engine having a cubic capacity
not exceeding 500 c.c. June or September
are the months chosen for the race, which,
subject to the necessary permission being
obtained, will again be held in the Isle

of Man.

Road Dangers at Night.

Another fatal accident occurred at

Radcliffe, rear Nottingham, on the 28th
ult., due to cattle being driven on the
road without a warning light. A taxi-

cab suddenly came upon a man in charge
of six beasts. The driver of tlie cab had
to stop suddenly, over-turned the vehicle,

and was pinned underneath. The jury
returnei a verdict of "accidentally
killed," adding a rider that " persons
driving cattle on the highway after dark
shoLiid cLirry a light by way of warning."
Let U3 hope that this' sensible rider will

caufe the authorities to introduce some
fresh legislation compelling the use of

warning lights by drovers

Chat

The All-night Rides.

CumpetitoLS in the various winter relia-

bility rnns this Christmastide are urged

to run their machines as silently as pos-

sible, especially during the night, when
passing througli villages and towns. We
may also point out that steps are being

taken by the Motor CycVng Club to detect

any unnecessary noise that may be made
by' the machine of a-ny participajit.

Red Warning Barriers.

Since the collision with a barrier

sustained by H. T. Lloyd, of the Triumph
works, whilst tuning up for record at

Brooklands, the authorities are painting

the barriers red. Hitherto fhey have

been painted wlnte, and consequently

did not show np ou the concrete track.

By the vyay, Lloyd is back in Coventry
and out and about again.

The Triumph Two-speed Model.

One day last v;eek we received a visit

at our Coventi-y ofEoes from Miss B.

Langston, v/ho is well krowu to our

readers as an entluisiastic sidecar driver.

She had come all the way from Edinburgh
to S2e the Show. a:'.d on her way back

she and the Kev. P. W. B.ischoff had
called at Coventry to try the new Triumph
two-speeder, reference to a trial of wliicli,

it will be remembeved, has already ap-

peared in The. Mctiir C'l/cU. It was a

pouring wet day, and only very keen
riders would have turned out in such
weather, but, of course, it was all the

better for testing purposes. In spite of

the wet and the short belt drive, they
inforn-ed us they did not esf crience the

slightest belt slip, even when taking
Stohcleigh hill " all or.t" on the low gear.

On the other hand, they found it not easy
to p'ck up from low to high gear, owing
to the big d'fterence between the two
ratios. Miss Langston hci'seif was very

.

eriiphatic in stating that she personally
preferred driving their own well-tried

T.T. roadster model, even with sidecar,

but we could not get her to give her
reasons.

WINTER IMUDGUARDING.

TWO'S COMPANY :

A CRITICISVI OF 1912 PASSENGER
MACHINES.

MECHANICAL LUBRICATION.

Suggested Club for Wimbledor.
All motor cyclists living in or neai

Wimbledon are invited to write to Mr.
E. 1'. Lyon, 31, Queen's Road, Wimble-
don, with a view t-o holding a meeting to

discuss the formation of a local club.

Proposed New Club tor Liverpool.

It has been suggested by several Liver-
pool motor cychscs, that there is now
plenty of room for another club in Liver-

pool. Will other Liverpool readers who
are of the same opinion kindly com-
municate witn Mr. C. E. Eastwood, 42,

Clifford Road, Seacomb, Cheshire.

French Hill-climb.

Several entries have been received for

the hill-climb organised by the A. C.C.
de France and down for December 17th.

Among others are the Mototri-Contal, a
tricar already fairly well known to our
readers. La Ponette, described and illus-

trated last week, is also among the
makes of machines entered.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

We have received complaints lately

from several readers that they have been
asked by the Local Taxation Licensing
Authorities to pay a 10s. 6d. extra tax
for a sidecar. We are authorised by the •

legal adviser to the A.C.U. to state that

he will gladly take up any test case

fought to settle this point and defend the
applicant free of charge. Letters on the

subject should.be addressed, Legal, c.o.

the Edi or. The Motor Cycle. 20, Tudor
Street, E.G.

Kick-starting Devices.

The term " kick starter," which was a
name first given by The Motor Ci/cle to

the Scott device when that machine was
introduced, has been generally accepted
for all types of foot-starters, but in re;ility

some are not " kick " starters. A rear-

ward push—really a kick—is required

with the Scott, Douglas, Clyno, Brad-
bury, and others, but a push forward

;

motion is necessary on the Indian, James,
and P. ard M., so that "foot-starter" is

a better term for the latter class of engine

starter, n^ul is ccriect for all types.

Proposed Club for Brighton and District.

We hear from Mr. H. Winton, London
House, Lancing, that he has been
app-oached by a number of enthusiastic

motor cycli.'ts with a view to the fcrmation
of a club for the neighbourhood—in fact,

if possible, a Sussex M.C.C., to provide

facilities for liill-climbs, reliability trials,

etc. All riders (both sexes) who are inter-

ested should write to i^ir, Winton for

particulars.

giSiStfe«^>'<
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HAVING DECIDED on your ioi2 mount, write, call, or 'phone

The Service Co. for Terms. Cash, Exchange,
or ii desired EXTENDED PAYMENTS. IT'S
WORTH YOUR WHILE. EARLY DE-
LIVERIES OF .ALL MAKES. SERVICE,
A.C. Sociables, CLYNOS, Zeniths, BRAD-
BURYS, REX, DOT. Rudges, DOUGLAS,
etc., etc. We are clearing the i'oUowing

very special second-hand machines. ALL have been overhauled and the condition in most cases is as new.

iQii F.E. TRIUMPH, many spares £42

1911 Tourist REX : cost 43 guineas ; 37 gns.

1911 Standard BRADLEY, unscratchcd £40

igll F.E. RUDGE, Jike new £42

1911 F.E. SINGER, exceptionally good £42

1911 Tourist B.^T-T..\.P., 3i h.r £38
igio Speed King RE.\, 5 h.p., fast .... £36

lOll 2 h.p. HUMBER, only soiled £33
1911 Standard BR.\DBURY, shop-suilid £44
1911 Twin W.ANDERER, brand new .. £37
J910 Lightweight N.S.U £18
igil WANDERER, single-cylinder,

br?nd ne\v .' £32

1909 iMOTO-REVE, excellent condition £19

1910 ij h.p. WANDERER, bcautilul

order £24

1910 Standard TRIUMPH, lamp, tools.

etc £28

1911 DOUGLAS Model E, 2-spccd, free

engine £40

1910 V.S., 2-spced, free engine, semi-

castor wheel sidecar to match, speed-

ometer, etc.. etc £46

1910 SCOTT, speedometer, tools, verv line £42

1910 5 h.p. INDIAN, 191 1 clutch, perl.- t £41

1910 ROYAL ENFIELD, like new £26

1909 P. and M., just overhauled £37

1910 Twin WANDERER, spring fr^ini..-. . £26

J910 5 h.p. Tourist REX, almost new . . £37

1910 Standard TRIUMPH, thorough

order £34

1910 DOUGLAS, all accessories and tools £25

1910 F.N. Lightweight, 2 speeds, frc

:

enfiiric £25

5 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., magneto. Bat sidecar £27

1911 Standard BRADBURY', as new £37 10

1909 BRADBURY, with X911 cylinder

and piston, 2-speed gear £34

jgio SCOTT, with ign improvements.. £39

191 1 REX DE LUXE, .i h.p., and .MilU-

Fulford 191 1 spring wheel sidecar, a

line combination £45
1 1 1 1 NORTON T.T., Cap carburetter . . £40
1 )ii 2-speed 7 h.p. INDl.AN, with side-

car, -accessories, and spares £60
l.jll 2-speed 7 h.p. INDIAN, fineand fast £43

101: .MOTOS.^COCHi;, a little beautv.. £33

1910 CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 1910 B. and
B., good , £17

1910 \\'OLl^ Lightweight, almost new . . £14

iglo (late) SCOTT, excellent order . . . . £37

1909 Toiu-ist RE.\, Triumph carburetter £24
190S KEX DE LUXE, 5 h.p. Boscb,

2 speeds, free engine, spring forks. . £20
1910 REX DE LUXE, steel-studded tyre £35

Several Accumulator Machhies at Clearance
Prices.

THE

The RELIABLE FIRM
b. &H. sERVICE CO., LTD.,

292-3, HIGH HoLBURN. LONDON, W C.
' Phone. : 260 Central. Teiei;rams :

" Admittedly. Loudon.'

*st Line

1

«««illl!!ii.,., .ii,niiii!!!i!i;i;i."un'.
';:.

'';;i;!:;;||iii

against tyre inefficiency is to fit "Clincher" Dreadnoughts. Strong. Reliable,

and Resilient, whilst the specially designed tread render them the finest non-

skids on the market. We will gladly forward you our latest Catalogue, which

gives full

prices.

postcard.

on
particulars and
receipt of a

North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,

Tyre Sales Department,

Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden,

LONDON, W.C.
Telephones

:

Telegrantt

:

Gerrard 8578. " Nobritire,

Geiraid 8579. London,"

a^cHER:
^*^I>READNOUOHX
MOTORCYCXE TYRES
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The most comfortable Saddles in ^he world^>ecau se the only ones designed on Scientific Principles

.

6SUT6 :

ami Patcn'.i. :

7iM) and SSIJ.

' LYCO " No. 1—The Seat-Pillar Mode!.

ii Echoes of The
SHOW "

—All visitors to Olympia will remember

these outstanding units of

"The Good 1912
LYCETT Lines"
and the wealth of interesting and valuable

items for cyclists and motor cyclists ex -

hibited at our stand there.

—All who did not visit us should now write

for " The Saddle Book/' and if you are a

motor cyclist, or thinking about becoming one,

don't fail to ask for our Special Art Folder

"Worth Looking Into"— it doesn't be ie its

title, and it contains interesting details in-

valuable to our motor cycling friends.

—''LYCETT'S LINES" are obtainable of

all Agents, Garages, etc., or direct.

LYCETT'S, " The Saddlery,"

Bromley St., BIRMINGHAM.

Kegistaed \o. :

%8 47G;

aiui Patent :

7-;89 and 8^15.

LYCO" No. 3 -The Pan-Seat Model.

The Belt used by all the record-

breakers.

^m

LYCETT'S New Tool-Bag. with patent

hook fastening and patent lock.
R.H.B

BI4 nnswenng this advertisement it %> desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The 1912 Fixture List.

September 7th is the date of the
Streatham and District M.C.C. open hill-

climb, not September 1st as printed last

week.

Cinematograph Show at Olympia.
The Committee of the Cycle and

Motor Trades Benevolent Fund reports
that a net profit of £31 lis. was made
on the cinematograph performances dur-
ing the Motor Cycle Show at Olympia.

jsrooklands Teunis Courts.

New t«nuis courts have been laid Jit

Brooklands adjoining the paddock. To
celebrate the opening of the courts last

Saturday, a number of leading players
gave a series of exhibition matche.s.

The Wonderfully Efficient Single Cylinder.

No less than twelve of the fifteen

records credited in Class D to engines
ol 750 c.c. capacity have been captured
by riders of 500 c.c. single-cylinder
machines. In Class E for 1.000 c.c.

engines, single-cylinder "3^ h.p. machines
claim ten records.

The Bradford Club's Trial Abandoned.
The proposed Bradford iM.C.C. winter

trial to Barnet is not likely to materialise
after all. The committee have arrived at

the conclusion that the North-country
man having a great affinity for his

Christmas dinner would not feel in such
form as to set out on a cold twenty-fuur
hours' ride. Even the attractions of the
North Koad are not tO' be compared with
the home circle on Christmas Day.

The Exeter Run.
Quite a number of new names were

befoie the M.C.C. Committee last Monday
evening for election as members in order
that they might take pait in the winter
run to Exeter. Mr. E. B. Dickson, the
trials lion. sec. journeyed over the route

last weoic-end in order to inake final ar-

rangements for the convenience of the com-
petitors. This year Mr. Dick.son will

ride his new 8 h.p. Bat-Jap in the trial. •

S. W. Woolford, of the Souttiampton and District

Motor Club, who tias been the holder of ttie

Oakley Cup for tiie iasi ll.ree years. He now
becomes ttie owner of the trophy.

ZJ^TOi^ i^igpnr^

M.C.C. Annual Dinner at tlic

Caf^ Monico.

26-27.—M.C.C. Winter Reliability

Run to Exclcr and back.

27.—Dublin and District M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial to

W alcrford and back.
North West London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours' Winter Rc-
Ual;ility Trial.

.! special luadtng will be fow.d in the

misceltaiieous adverlistmcut co.u*y.t\s for

announcement of torlkeommg club com-
pel itions.

A Continuous Winter Trial.

^ue Birmingham Club's "all-weather"
riders continued the third autumn reli-

ability trial last Saturday, two of the

three starters again accomplishing non-

stop runs. These two riders will contest

the fourth round next Saturday.

French Road Racing.

The Pads-Havre road race, which was
organised by tiie Motor Cycle Club de

France, and stopped by the police on

November 26th at the moment the com-
petitors were about to set out from St.

tJerniaiu, has resu'ted in a course being

selected in the neighbourhood of Paris.

On Sunday last tv>-elve motor cyclists

started for Melun, but, owing to heavy

rain and bad loads, two only went round

the circuit, which was reported to be in

fauly good condition cocsidering the time

ol year. The only thing now remaining

is to secure the permission ol the Prefect

ol the Department of Seine and Marne.
in whicli the course is situated. If thi

necessary sanction be obtained, the racf

will take place next Sunday, twenty-eight

entries having been secured up to Tues-

day last, and further entries will be ac-

cepted up till to-uiorrow (Fiiday).

North-west London Club's Annual Dinner.

About eighty members and friend.s

attended the annual dinner and distribu-

tion of prizes at the Eichelieu Palace
Hotel on Saturday evening last. Mr.
Victor Hart (president) wa-s in the chair,

and Mrs. Hart gave away the prizes

.amid great enthusiasm, particularly when
Air. F. A. Rose went up to receive the

Circuit du Ilhoue cup and gold medal
which he won at the International con-

test between the N.-W.L. and Lyons
clubs in August last. Mr. Rose will be
leaving England on the 10th inst. for

Sydney, where he has decided to settle

down, so he will be imable to defend
his title to this trophy or the Thomas
Challenge Cup, of which he is also the

holder. Among the speakers were Messrs.
V. Hart, F. Straight, .J. \\\ Thomas, A.
J. Dreydel, and C. A. Stern.

Saturday's IH.C.U.I. (Ulster Centrel Winter Run from Belfast to Derry. Comoelitors awaitin? the signal to start from Forlwilliam Park, Belfast.
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T.M.C. DEVELOPMENTS.
THE 1912 7 li.p. T.M.C. motor

bicycle will, when ready for the

road, be a striking contrast to the

1911 T.A.C. Tlie engine has been

entirely reconstructed and is a revolu-

tion in motor cycle design. The engine

is water-cooled and has four separate

cylinders 60 X 75 mm., the circulation

is by pump, and the radiator, carried

forward of the power unit, of the gilled

tube type. The flat-faced valves are

half the diameter of the cylinder bore,

and, therefore, are of ample size. The

valves are arranged side by side, and the

tappets are adjustable.

The crankshaft is a fine piece of work,

and is supported in three long white

metal bearings, and over each bearing

there is a _well in which the oil collects.

The crank case is provided with divisions

to allow of a sufficiently high level of qd

in which the connecting rods may dip

when the machine is ascending or descend-

. ing a steep hill

I The oil feeds by gravity through a sight-

feed lubricator to the crank case, and

anv excess is returned to the reservoir

by means of a

piimp. The car-

buretter is car-

ried on the off-

side of tlie

engine, and the

inlet pipe passes

between the two
inside cylinders

and leads to the
cast aluminium
branch bolted
up to the inlet

ports . We
understand that

Sparking plug termmal on
^i carburetter

the F.N. introduced to obviate -'"* carourettei

will be the new Stewart-Precision

described and illustrated in our last

issue. The flywheel ' is of much
larger dimensions than formerly, and
embodied v/ith it is a leather-to-metal

cone clutch of the latest type with
spring buffers under the leather to allow

the drive to be taken up sweetly.

Car Practice 1 hroughout.
The ball bearing three-speed gear box

has been made larger, and has been im-
proved in detail, and on the top the

short circuiting. to be employed

Tlie new water cooled cylinder of the 1912
T.M.C, which, as will be seen, has mechan'cally
operated inlet valves.

smallest size four-cylinder car -type Bosch
magneto is carried in the usual strap
fastening. The gear box inspection lid

is therefore at the side. From gear box
to rear wheel the final drive is by cardan-
shaft and bevel. The b'evel gear is in-

dependent of the rear wheel, and can
be removed from it without, disturbing

the rear wheel adjustment. The makers
tell us it has been substituted for the
\yorm on account of it being less waste-
ful of power.
Ihe frame has been altered for the

1912 model, and the down tube, bottom
tubes, and saddle tubes are duplicated.
This forms a rigid support for the engine,

and the two bottom tubes being detach-
able allow the engine, gear box, and mag-
neto to be boaily removed from the
frame. The crank case clearance is 7^in.,

which . shoi 11 especially appeal to

colonial riders.

As regards general appearance the new
T.M.C. has not been greatly altered.

The driver's seat has been tilted back
slightly to afford a more comfortable posi-

tion, the same excellent rear suspension
on laminated springs has been retained,

but the front forks will be the Druid.
The stand will be carried beneath the
saddle tube.

The machine, which was not completed
on the occasion of our visit, is the first

of a new batch, and it has some mo,nths
of hard te.=ting to endure before its'' suc-

cessors will be placed on the market.
Future models will have the camshaft
driven by a silent chain. Special lugs

are supplied for the attachment of a
sidecar, and the frame has been
strengthened with this object. Being
water-cooled, the
machine should
be reliable, fool-

proof, and cap-

able of maintain-
ing its power for

long periods, and
is, in conse-

q u e n c e, emi-
nently suitable
for passenger
work.

The thumb wheel control-

ling the jockey pulley on
the variably-geared Moto-
sacoche.

Sphinx Specialities and a New Overall.
New Detachable SparHing Plug.

A particularly interesting
.
sparking

plug was shown on the Sphinx Co.'s

stand at Olympia. The principal feature

is that the
porcelain insu-

lator is readily
detachable for

cleaning pur-
poses without
necessarily re-

moving the body
of the plug
from the engine.
As shown in the
accompany-
ing sketeh, the
porcelain is pro-
vided in its

centre with a
brass collar,

which is mechanically spun on its base into
a groove formed in the porcelain itself.

The joint so forned is perfectly gas-tight.

The joint between the insjlator and body
of the plug is a metal-to-metal one, the
gland nut being internally coned and
seating upon, the conical brass ring, and
forcing a collar thereon to seat in the

Bl6

New Sphinx detachable
sparking plu^.

plug body. This new plug is designed to
stand very hard usage on high compres-
sion engines, and accordingly the central
electrode is of very generous proportions.

Insulated Terminal Cap.
Another article which attracted our

attention was the Sphinx sparking plug
terminal cap, consisting of a metal tube

covered with la

rubber insulator,

and split to form
a spring clip.

Underreath the
ordinary termiral
nut is placed a
small collar,
shown separately
in the sketch, and
into this ring
springs a projec-
tion punched out
of the split tube

Insulated quiekly detachable ^bove mentioned.
terminal.

. , ^ . i ,At the end is a
spike with a tlu-ead cut on it, which is

pushed into the centre of the high tension
cable, so making a good joint and electri-

cal contact at Jhe same time.

QuicK Detachable Overalls.
Who iias not yearned for an overall

legging that can be rapidly removed ?

The accompanyi g illustration of the

Autoc'os oveiall shows the new fastening

fitted to the lower part. By pulling down

The Autoclos overall fastening which is

bein^ sold by the Service Company.

the ring shown in the enlarged drawing,
the two edges of the legging are drawn
togsther. They are undone by rrerely

pnlling the edges apart by hand,
starting from the foot.
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Mr. Arthur Candler, late Secretary M.C.C.
WHEN the news became public of Mr. Candler s

resignation from the secretaryship of the
' M.C.C, and that a testimonial was being

got up on his behalf; we arranged an interview with

him at the earliest opportunity.
" Were you a founder member? " was oiir first shot.

"No," he responded. "The club started in igoi,

and 1 did not join til) 1903. There was not much
doing in the M.C.C. in its early existence."

"And what were you doing meanwhile? "

I? Oh! I had got the fever even in those early

days, and was even then looking round and trying

things—weird little articles they were, Singers with

engines in the back wheel, and that sort of thing—and
I finished up with buying 1 ' one and something

'

Quadrant—one of the early reliable motor bicycles."

"And what sort of vehicles were the M.C.C.
members using in 1901?"

" De Dion tricycles and similar mounts, while a few
. front-driven Werners and Singers were creeping in."

" 1903 seems a long way back," w^e said. "Let us

see, G. E. Roberts was secretary and Ernest Arnott
was captain ?

'

'

"Yes," replied Mr. Candler. "Roberts was about
to give up his post, Arnott also his. Then Horace
Reeves became secretary. Only a few days after I

joined I was elected to the committee."

Originator of the London=Edinburgh Run.
"Did you hold any official post that year?"
" No, but what I did was to encourage the founding

of a special sub-committee to start the London to

Edinburgh run, of which I had dreamed for months,
and r hoped would soon be realised. Members were
not very keen on it then, and once I remember they
nearly—very nearly, but not quite—carried a resolu-

tion that the run should be divided into two sections

—6 a.m. to 6 p.m. the first day, London to York;
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. the next day, York to Edinburgh.
This I thought would not be nearly such a good
advertisement for the motor cycle, and I stuck out
against the resolution and won the day."

" What was the membership of the club when you
became secretary in 1904?

"

" About 100, and now it is nearly 400.''

"Yes," we ventured, "the club has gone from
strength to strength under your guidance, and you
ought to be proud of your achievements."
"It is good of you to say so," the interviewed

one modestly replied. " The membership is not so
bad, considering we have abolished the reduced sub-
scription for country members. You see people used
to pay their los. 6d. entrance for the Edinburgh run

and then vanished. They were no good to the club."
" Did you take any active part in the other club

competitions beside the London to Edinburgh run?"
" Yes, I had a good deal to do with the Land's End

and Exeter competitions."
" And their success," we ventured, " shows the effect

of your influence."

Mr. Candler was modestly silent.

"I'll tell you one thing," he said, "and that is I

have set my face sternly against Sunday competitions.

I do not think it looks well for motor cyclists to ride

about with numbers on their backs on the day of

rest, and though some of the younger members are

keen on Sunday events I will have none of them."
"Perhaps," we suggested, "you. can do something

to influence your members to ride silent machines?
"

" That I will gladly do. We have done all we could

in the past, but we will do more. It is most impor-

tant, especially during night competitions."

Seven Years' Great WorR.
" We must offer our congratulations on your splen-

did w^ork for the club," we said.

"Many thanks," replied our victim. "You join

your kind words to many others I have received. My
resignation a month ago as honorary secretary came
quite as a surprise', and many kind people expressed

their regrets. Seven years at this post has been a

long time. Manv spare hours have I spent over the

work, and, without speaking egotistically, I may tell

you I have tried to treat the post as if it had been a

salaried one. It has not been ail smooth going. Five

year.? ago we went through a troublous time."

"Yes," we interrupted, "you did, and you pulled

the club through splendidly ; however, we will not

prolong your agony, but wish you success in the new
work you are undertaking."

Mr. Candler has taken a life-long interest in sport

of all kinds, and it is to look after a social and sport-

ing club for employes in the Bank of England, where
he holds an appointment, that Mr. Candler has left

his post in the M.C.C.

Mr. Arthur Canaier, the retiring secretary ot the Motor Cycling Club.

B17
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M.C.C. WINTER RUN TO EXETER.
Entries for the Motor Cycling Club's second annual

twenty four hours run to Exeter and back are already

assuming large proportions. The list to date is as follows

:

L. A. Baddeley (7 Indian

and sc.)

W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
H. E. Hull (7 Indian and sc.)

VV. H. Wells (7 Indian

and sc.)

Hugh Gibson (3i Bradbury)
J. W. . Woodhouse (3^

Grandex- Precision)

Stanley Webb (3^ Bradbury)
H. Karslabe (3^ Rover)
P. M. Bentley (3^ Triumph)
R. 0. Clark (5 Indian)
Geo. Brough (6 Brough
runabout)

W. H. Eggington (6 Zenith
and sc.)

W. A. Sale (7 Indian)
W T. W. Wartnaby (3^

W.D.)
V. Olsson (6. Trump-Jap)

Roy Walker (2% New Hud-
son)

B. Alan HUl (3^ Rudge
and sc.)

A. R. Abbott
E. Owen Wells (3^ Brad-
bury and sc.)

W. F. Guiver (3^ Rudge)
E. G. W. Hughes (8 Chater-
Lea and sc.)

W. Pratt (3^ P. and M.)
H. Foote (8 Bat)
W. H. Elce m Rudge)
C. Q. Roberts (3i Rover)
r. i\I. G. Chapman (3^

Arno)
A. P. Dickin&on (34 Triumph)
E. C. Mather (5-6 F.N.)
C. Patteson (6 Zenith and sc.)

H. Patteson (3^ Triumph)
V. Wilberforce (2| Douglas)

A. L. Ommaney (3i
Rudge)

J. Chater Lea (Cfaater-Lea)

H. G. Bell (F.N.)

Eli Clarke (2| Douglas)

C. W. Fox (3^ Rudge)
E. B. Dickson (8 Bat)

G. T. Gray (3i Rudge)
F. Russell Cooke (3^ Rudge)
W. P. Tippett ( )

MIDLAND WINTER TRIAL.
Last week Mr. Cecil Peers suggested in these columns

an open winter reliability trial starting frxim the Midlands.

The Birmingham M.C.C. last week-end decided to hold an

open reliability trial on Wednesday, December 27th, under

the new A.C.U. open trial rules and supplementary regula-

tions. The route will be to York and back, via Notting-

ham, Mansfield, Doncaster, and Tadcaster. Entry fee for

non-members, 10s. 6d. ; for members, 7s. 6d. Gold medal"

will be awarded to those competitors who are not more than

one minute early or late on their schedule times at each

control. Silver medals will be awarded to competitors not

more than four minutes late or early at each control. Times

will be taken from riders' own watches, which will be en-

closed in sealed cases. There will be time checks at Not-

tingham, Doncaster, and York on the outward and home-

ward journeys. Entries close on tlie 16th inst. at ordinary

fees, 2'Oth inst. at double fees. Entry forms may be obtained

from Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook, hon. sec, Oakdene, Cam-
bridge Road, King's Heath, Birmingliam.

CLUB NEWS.
Mid Bucks M.C.C.

The first annual dinner was held .at the King's Head Hotel,
Aylesbury, on the 30th ult. Thirty-three members have
joined the club since its inception in June. A trophy is

being subscribed for, and the prospect is very hopeful.

Nottingham and District M.CX.
In connection with the above club a whist drive was held

at headquarters, the Welbeck Hotel, on Friday last. A
good number were present, and a very pleasant evening was
spent. The annual dinner and presentation of prizes will

take place on the 16th inst.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The annual dinner will take place at headquarters, the Bee
Hotel, St. John's Lane, Liverpool, on Monday, December
llth, at 7 p.m. Tickets, 3s. each, may be obtained from the

assistant secretary, Mr. C. Hoibs, 9, Huskisson ,Street,

Liverpool. The chair will be taken by Mr. Percy Butler,

and an excellent musical programme has been arranged. The
assistant honorary secretary, Mr. C. Hobbs, 9, Huskisson
Street, Liverpool, will be glad if club secretaries would send

him, as early as possible, their names and addresses, also the

names and addresses of secretaries of clubs in their dis-

tricts, as he has on behalf of the above club an important
communication to make to them.

Manchester M.C.

The annual dinner and distribution of prizes was held at

headquarters, the Albion Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester, _ on
Friday evening, the 1st inst. The distribution of prizes

won during the year follovved. There had teen six com-
petitions in all during the season as well as a very successful

gymkhana in September (for which prizes were then
presented on the ground), and the chief successful com-
petitors were : Messrs. E. V. Stevens, W. Heaton, C. E.

Kettle, S. W. Phillpott, H. J. Scales, Hugh Gibson, J. A.
Bottoms, H. Bottoms, Percy Butler, A. J. Moorhouse, F.

Sirett, F. Taylor, jun., Percy Piatt, J. Eastwood, W.
Houghton, R. Birkett, G. H. Wilson, D. Sykes, J. Anderson,
Harry Reed, and J. L. Timperley. There were a few toasts,

such as "Our Guests" and "The Club." The Chief Con-
stables of Manchester and Salford had been invited, but "were

both unable to attend the dinner,' though Captain Grodfrey

(Chief of Salford) put in an appearance later. Other guests

present were T. W. Grace, Esq. (President Manchester Auto-
mobile Club), F. W. Hatton (Automobile Association and
M.U.), and representatives of the local press. The artistes

and entertainers were all excellent, and included Cuthbert
Allan, Oily Oakley, Ernest Hastings, and A. Ainsworth. A
comedietta was also presented and hugely enjoyed. The
evening was brought to a successful termination by a dance.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The annual reliability trials will be held on December 16th

and 17th. The start will be made on December 16th from the

corner of Anchorage Road and Lichfield Road at 8.30 p.m.

;

December 17th, Parson and Clark Hotel (Chester Road), at

10 a.m. prompt. Competitors will be started in pairs at

one minute intervals. Route : December 16tli—Club standard
course (Lichfield and Tamworth), to be covered three times.

Tea at Royal Hotel after second round. Times will be taken
each round at Castle Hotel, Tamworth, and corner of

Anchorage Road and Lichfield Road. December 17th—The
route will be to Ashbourne, via. King's Bromley and Sud-
bury, where lunch will be taken at Green Man Hotel, return-

ing to headquarters for the finish. At some point between
Lichfield and Ashbourne there will be a secret check, which
will only be used in case of a tie between any of the competi-
tors. Speed, 20 m.p.h. Marks for the " Muratti-Ariston

"

trophy will be awarded in this competition. Prizes : 1st,
" Sutton " challenge cup and gold medal (cup to be won three

times) ; 2nd, gold medal, kindly presented by the Triumph
Cycle Co. ; bronze medals to all those making non-stop runs
and finishing to time. A prize for the best performance of

a novice will be awarded provided three or more enter.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The Ulster Centre of this Union held the first of its winter
reliability runs on Saturday, the 2nd inst. Previous to the

event the weather was most unfavourable, and this told
greatly against the entry. The course was Belfast to Derry,
a distance of seventy miles. There were several checking
stations en ?:oute, and marks were allowed for competitors
riding to schedule. Deductions were made from the same for

mechanical . stops, punctures, side slips, and several other
causes, and consequently the result cannot be announced until

the figures are fully verified by the committee. The follow-

ing started in the midst of a heavy drizzle of rain, which
continued during the entire journey : J. Stewart (3^ Triumph),
L. MacLaine (3^ Triumoh). J. Lavery (3^ Triumph), J. J.

Kennedy (3i L.M.CJ, j' R. Thompson {ii B.S.A.), W. F.
Adams (3^ B.S.A.), R. M'Lardy (3i Triumph), Gordon Simp-
son (3^ Triumph), and C. R. Martin (3^ Triumph).
The results of the series of quarterly trials have now been

officially declared, and out of the twenty-one riders who took;
part three only qualified for gold medals, viz. : J. Stewart (3i j

Triumph), '99.52% ; B. S. Capper (3^ Triumph), 97.68% ; C.
\

W. Grogan (3^ Triumph), 97.62%. Silver medals were won!
by W. J. Chambers (3^ B.S.A.), 94.39%, and L. Ma<:Laino:
(Si Triumph), 93.33%. The following were the winners of;
different trials: 1, J. Stewart (3i Triumph) ; 2, C. W. Grogan
(3^ Triumph) ; 3, L. MacLaine (3i Triumph) ; 4, W. J. '

Chambei-s (3i B.S.A.).
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THE . .

MOTOR BICYCLES
Model A—
Fixed Engine.

ir^^-
Model C—
2-3peca Free Engine.

FOUR MODELS
FOR 1912
For the 1912 Season, Two New Models have

been introduced— the Two-speed Free Engine

and " T.T."—and the high standard of quality

which has made the name B.S.A. world-famous

IS fully maintained in every detail. EVERY
PART IS INTERCHANGEABLE, and in

the event of loss or damage, replacement can

be readily obtained. The various constructional

refinements are fully illustrated and described in

the new book of the B.S.A. Motor Bicycle.

The "Daily News "—
" Will take some beating."

"Westminster Gazette"—
" The B.S.A. Machines are matchless pieces

of workmanship."

" Glasgow. Citizen "—

"Thoroughly practical, built of the very
best material and beautifully finished."

The Prices of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles are:

Model A—With fixed engine and fitted

with pedalling gear .. .. , .. £50

Model B—With free engine and double
cone clutch in back hub

; pedal starting

from saddle £56 10

Model C—With free engine and two-
soeed gear in back hub

; gear oper-

ating by foot lever, which can be locked

by control lever on handle-bar .

.

. . £60

Model D—Tourist Trophy ; without
pedalling gear, fitted with 26" x 2|"

Dunlop tyres, semi-racing handle-bars ;

wheel-base 3}" shorter than standard £48 10

Write for New Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM
SMALL ARMS Co., Ltd.,
13. Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

In aru'wer'ina this advertisement it is desirablE to mention " The Motor Cycle
" Big
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WATERPROOF WINTER CLOTHING
^^_^^ A SPECIALITY AT

DunhiU's
Tliese illustrations give a brief idea only. You should get our

catalogue and examine it, better still write or call and tell us

what you want.

SUITABLE CLOTHING IS ESSENTIAL

W.iterproof Capes from

18/6

TROUSER

:

OVERALLS.
Best fawn twrl!, lined camel fleece.

32/6

: : THE BEST : :

YOU CAN BUY.

LEGGING :

OVERALLS
made to fasten to brace butlo

Strong black waterproof, from

11/6

: : VERY NEAT : :

IN APPEARANCE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE POST FREE.

359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.

DUNWEAR COAT, double-
treasted. lined camel fleece.
Rubberless, absolutely water -

proof, 38/-
Overall to match. £ 1 lO O

88, Cross Street, Manchester.

72, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.

F^LMER
iMOTOR-CYCLE

iKrYRE

REDUCED PRICES

PALMER
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

4 GRADES of TYRES-RIBBED & RUBBER STUDDED TREADS

EXAMPLES
OF

PRESENT
PRICES.

Diameter
and

Section.

CORD TYRE. HEAVY F.^BRIC T^'RE. ORDINARY FABRIC TYRE PRIVATEER TYRE.

PER COVER. PER COVER. PER COVER. PER COVER.

26 X 2

26X2J
650:; 65m /m
(26 X 2?,iri.)

f. s. d.

1 15
2 7 5
2 9 6

- i s. d,

1 10 6
2 1 b
2 3 3

i s. d.

1 6 S
1 9 9

I s. d.

1 3 10
1 6 S
1 10 5

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

THE PALMER TYRE, Ltd., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Av., LONDON, W.C
MOTOR CYCLE TYRE DEPT.: 103, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.

/)L aneweriiw these advertiscincnts it is desirable to meiUiin " The Motor Oifcle.'
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Some of the cups anj prizes ^w* ded to winners of various compeliiioDS
organised by ti.e Dublin and District M.C.C. this year.

Wolverhamplon M.C.C.

The fii'st annual smoking concert and presentation of prizes
will take place at headquarters on Monday, December llth,
at 8 p.m.

Ayr and District M.C.

The fourth annual dinner was held at the Ayr Arms Hotel
on the 28th ultimo, and was followed by tlie presentation
of prizes. The president's silver cup was won this year by
G. Cocker, with an aggregate of 575 out of a possible 6C0.
J. Gilchrist and G. Clark totalled 544 and 473 respectively.

Western District M.C. (London).

.
A most successful supper was held on Wednesday of last

week, 'riie events of the evening included the annual prize
distribution and a most enjoyable musical progranune. The
banjo duets led by Mr. Butler were much appreciated. All
thanks are due to Mr. M. Tweedie for his energetic efforts
in connection with this event.

Ntrth Middlesex M.C.C.
Applications for membership will now be received, sub-

scriptions to date as fronr February 28th ne.Kt. Special in-

surance lates have been obta'ned for the benefit of n, embers,
and those interested are invited to apj.ly for full particulars
to the hon. secretary, Mr. D. Grey lilakey, " Heatltfield,"

(Jreat North Uoad, Higligate, N. The first club darce takes
place to-monow (Friday) evening at headquarters, the Olde
Gatehouse, Highgate; evening or fancy dress.

R. W. Duke
(Zenith),

R. H. Fdward-.

(Triumph),

and V. Busby

(Humb3r)

about to -.art on

the third rounJof

the d rm n ;ham
M C.C. Autumn
Reliaiiliiv Tr.al

last Si Tlav

The cent a' figure

is Mr. R. V C.

Broo't, the ener-

getic hon. sec.

Newcastle and District M.C.
A well-attended wlust drive took place in the Club House.

3, Saville Place. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on Thursday of last;

week. Supper was served during the course of the evening in
the reading room.

Dublin and District M.C.C.
The annual dinner of tlie above club was held on Saturday

last, when Ur. Burke Kennedy, the vice-president, presided
over a gathering of eighty me"ml}ers and friends Tlie cluli
ha.s had a most successful season, and the cups and prizes
which were distributed duii ig the evening numbered upwards
of eiglity. Some interesting and wittv speeches were
delivered, notably by J. C. Percv and T. W. Murphy, repre-
senting the "Motor Press," and" by F. A. Wallen, represent-
ing the " Trade,'' ;ind these, togetfier with a lengthy musical
programme, prolonged the evenuig to a late hour. A sugges-
tion that the club sliould organise a motor cycle gymkhana at
one of the skating rinks was well received.

Southampton and District M.C.
The annual dinner took place on the 29ih ult. at ScuUard's

Hotel, after which the prizes won during the season were
presented, ^Messrs. S. W. Woolford. S. Docking, C. Prince,
S. I. Rodgers, W. Tuffin, and H. P. Young being the
recipients. The evening ;iosed with a musical entertainment.

Bristol M.C.C.
A new club was formed^ on Wednesday, November 29lh,

in Bristol with the above title, at a most enthusiastic and
crowded meeting at the Royal Talbot Hotel. This club
has been formed purely for the development of motor
cycling only, and a large programme is in store for next
year in the shape of open liill-climbs, long and short
distance trials for medals and cups, inter-cli'ib runs, and
fixtures of a social character. The officers elected were as
follows: Chairman. Dr. Llewellyn, captain, Mr. F. C.
Wasley;^ hon. treasurer, Mr. J. R. Kellar ; hon. sec., Mr.
Philip Grout. Headquarters are at the Queen's Hotel,
Clift(m, and the ne.xt meeting will be held on Tuesday,
December I2th, at 8.30 p.m. The hon. secretary's address is

Warmley, near Bristol.

Birmingham M.C.C.
Only tlrree of the four survivors in the autumn reliaiiility

trial put in an apirearance on Saturdav last, viz.. It. W".
Duke (3i Zeuith), R. H. Edwards (3i Triumph), and V.
Busby (3i two-speed Humber). The course was Birmingham,
Stratford, Suurising Hill, Round Tower, and Ijack r-!n

Stratford and Alcester. Busby failed on Sunrisiug. Duke and
Edwards made non-stops. H. G. Dixon was in London and
could not turn out in consequence. The fourth round starts
from the Fountain, Hagley Road, at 3 p.m., Saturday.
The ninth annua! dinner "will be held at headquarters on

January 5th.
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PROPOSED ABOLITION OF CUT-OUTS.
INSPECTION BY THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.

READERS will remember that we recently an-

nounced that the Local Government Board had
decided to formulate regulations whicli would

prohibit the use of cut-outs on all motor vehicles. The
Board has conferred with the motor organisations on

the subiect. and in connection with cut-outs on motor
cycles a reoresentative from Whitehall visited Coventry

last week and had demonstrated to him the difference

in sound produced by the exhaust issuing from silencers

with cut-out open and closed. '

Mr. Thomas C. Ekin. who was the L.G.B. repre-

sentative, visited Rudge-VVhitworth, Ltd.. and a party

consistinc of one of the directors, the works manager,

and six motor cvchsts mounted on machines fitted with

different silencers went with Mr. Ekin along the

Warwickshire lanes. The L.G.B. representative was

keenly interested in the machines used for the demon-
stration, and asked many questions. One was with

regard to the cubical contents of the silencer. He
said he wished to know if size of the silencer made
very much difference to the noise, and if the Board
were to specify a silencer of a certain cubical content

whether it would overcome the difficulty and render

machines quieter. He was informed that actual size

was not so important as the design of the timing gear

and the contour of the cams. This was instanced in

the case of one of the Rudge machines, which was
fitted with auick-lifting cams to an otherwise standard

engine and silencer. The exhaust from this engine

was very much louder than the other five riiachines

employed for the demonstration.

The machines tested were: (i) A standard 1912

model. (2) A standard with silencer lin. larger in dia-

meter, made by placing the standard silencer inside.

a

case, the interstices being filled in with sand ; this was

fairly quiet. (3) A machine fitted with an engine with

quick-lifting cams. (4) A T.T. model with long cx-

naust pipe extending to the rear with pepper box end.

(5) A T.T. with conical-shaped horizontal silencer;

this was quiet but caused back pressure. (6) A 191

1

standard machine.
Mr. Ekin, who thanked the Rudge-Whitworth Co.

for their courtesy, pointed out that the Board did not

desire to do anything which would hamper a new and
growing industry, and that whatever restrictions were
placed upon the use of cut-outs or the size and type

of silencer to be employed, the makers would probably
have twelve months in which to mate their prepara-

tions. Mr. Ekin also visited the Triumph Cycle Co.'s

works and saw and heard Triumph engines running
with the exhaust cut-outs open and closed. Several

machines were brought into the yard and run on the

stand for the benefit of the L.G.B. inspector. On the

road it was noticed that, whereas a machine fitted with

an ordinary silencer could be heard approaching

at quite a considerable distance and was practically

quiet immediately it had passed, machines provided
with a long exhaust pipe tei-minating at the rear of the

machine were practically inaudible until they had
passed the spectators, when the sound of the exhaust

was very mtich accentuated. The visit of the L.G.B.
to Coventry shows that, although the Board has the

matter under careful consideration, it does not con-

template imposing harsh restrictions without making
every enquiry.

When the attention of the Board is drawn to a

matter of this kind, exhaustive tests have to be made
before arriving at any decision, but we certainly think

those who have been responsible for the agitation

against the noise of motors might easily have found
other forms of traffic to complain of, which not onl}

make much more noise, but are also more dangerous.

RACING THE STORiM.
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THE CENTRE of ATTRACTION at OLYMPIA.
A WONDERFUL

HSLL-CLIMBER.
The 3-Speed Gear does it.

A GREAT RANGE
OF SPEED.

Zero to 50 miles an hour.

EASY RIDING
IN TRAFFIC.

AlTvays ready for
Emergencies.

EASEOFHANDLING.
Simplicity simplified.

Price Complete including

3-8peed Gear and Clutch

21 h.p. 47 Gn
h.p. 57 Gn

^
Exemplifying the highest

perfection in motor cycle

engineering, the New Hudson
Three-speed is unrivalled for

power, efficiency, and reli-

ability. There are no road

diflficultiesi which cannot be

surmounted by it.

Its proved merits are the

outcome of the combination

of the .'irmstrong Three-speed

Gear and Free Engine Clutch

with a machine which, by its

highly perfected construc-

tion, has won confidence and
approval everywhere.

3i s.

RELIABILITY.
Under the most exacting

conditions.

DURABILITY.
Hard wearing qualities

unequalled.

ACCESSIBILITY.
All parts interchangeable

and get-at-able.

AR/IPLE CLEARANCE
Crank case 6in. fronni

ground level.

SPLENDIDSERVICE.
Gives satisfaction

everywhere.

RESERVE Of POWER.
Apparent on even the

^vorst hills.

Awarded Gold Medal

Turin Intetnational Exhibition.

Write for Particulars of 1912 Models.

LONDON—43, Gray's Inn Bd., W.C. GLASGOW—250, Buclianan St. IMANCHESTER-206, Deansgate.
EDINBURGH—32,Shandwick Place. HULL—58, Aniaby Road. BELFAST-108, Ann Street.

WORKS- PARADE MILLS, BIRM INGHAM.

In anszcerino this adverlisemtTit \t la de-iirnMe In mfnunn " The Motor .0ode.' "BZ?,
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The best machine for a sidecar.
Are you thinking of joining the ever-increasing ranks of the Sidecarists ? It is a fascinating

amplification of motor cycling, you know—but that all depends on the success of the machine.

You want the best, the most successful machine, of course ?

The 6 h.p.
has proved to be the best and the most successful motor cycle for sidecar work, not

only in this country but also in others

The 6 h.p. N.S.U. with Sidecar holds the

RECORD for NON-STOP PERFORMANCE
in the A. C. U. QUARTERLY TRIALS.

The 6 h.p. N.S.U. for Sidecar work would, of course, be fitted with the famous N.S.U.

Two-speed Gear, which has yet to meet its equal for simplicity and certainty of

action and unfailing reliability.

The 6 h.p. N.S.U. is strongly built, well sprung and powerfully engined ; there is not a

weak part anywhere, as proved by many a rugged journey successfully completed.

The 6 h.p. N.S.U. 1912 Model is built with LOOP FRAME, rear spring and spring forks,

handle-bar control, automatic carburetter, two powerful brakes, separate oil and petrol tanks, etc.

Before buying your machine, write us for full imformation

OTHER MODELS : 21 h.p. single-cyl., 3 h.p. twin-cyl., 3i h.p. single-cyl.

6 h.p. N.S.U,

1912 Model

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO.,LTD.
Offices and Showrooms :

186, Gt. Portland Street LONDON, W.
Goods and Repairs

:

83-85, Bolsover Street, LONDON, W.

B24 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
Further Replies to a Reader's Query.

Sir,—I have read with much interest various opinions
and experiences of the cost of running a motor cycle, and
wonder It" anyone can show a lower rate of expenditure than
tho following :

The machine, which is a 4 h.p. twin, was new in 1907, and
all it has cost me for running expenses, taxes, licences, etc.,

totals well under £10. Thi.s has amazed many of my friends,

who have at first declined to believe me, but I have soon
proved to them that, with care, the sport can be made to

suit any pocket which can be stretched to cover the first

cost of a machine. VIATOR.

Sir,—It may interest the writer of letter 6015 to know-

that my 3^ h.p. 1911 Premier has entailed no expense beyond
the necessary cost oE petrol and oil. I have just returned
from South Wales, having ridden in very stormy weather.
As regards the mechanism, the lour was without incident,

the machine working with clockwork regularity. I have only
been held up by one trouble, namely, a slipping rubber
belt due to wet weather, and have yet to learn what a
puncture is. It is true that I have onlv ridden the machine
about 1,000 miles during the last thiee months, but these
facts amply prove how reliable and inexpensive in upkeep
is the modern motor cvcle. .1. C. HARRISON.

Sir,—Mr. Walmsley's letter is absurd. To begin with
he takes depreciation as id. per mile. Does he consider that
after running a motor cycle 5,000 miles it is worth ten
pounds less? Why, I lx>ught a second-hand Trimupli one
year and ran it for over 4.000 miles, and finally sold it at

a pro3t. Then he puts petrol, oil, and licences at id. per
mile. My Triumph certainly does not cost this, and I do
not pay my licences by the mile. He makes a tyre last

half as long for half the distance with a sidecar. This is

absolutely absurd, as a sidecar makes very little difference
iy the running cost. I have proved this by experience.

SINGLE-CYLINDER.

th

Sir,—A fair number of my friends, some of whom ride

3^ singles, have often said to me, " Isn't your hea\'y
weigtit (a four-cylinder F.N.) very expensive to run?" and
they have been much surprised to bear that the cost amounts
to very little more than one of the 3^ h.p. touring cycles. In
case it may be of interest to some of your readers, I send
you below what it has co.^t me to ride my F.N. for the
last six months, inclusive of insurance and depreciation.

41 gals, petrol at Is. id £2 2 9

2i gals, oil (Price's C) at 4s. 6d 11 3
Re-covering back tyre ... ... ... 15
Three sets of new inlet springs 1

Insurance ... ... ... ... ... 2 4 6
Depreciation .5 00

Total £10 14 6

I have covered a little over 3,400 miles, which brirgs co.<t

out at 3.02 farthings per mile. FOUR CYLINDER.

Sir,—There are a large number of would-be motor cyclists

who are hesitating about the purcliase of a machine for
next Tear, becanse thev lac'j the know-ledge as to what
the pastime will cost them and what return they can get
for their money. Tlie experience of riders in this connection
should prove a help and, perhaps, an encouragement to such.

I ha¥e kept a careful record of expenses and mileage for
the past six montlis, which are shown below, and I trust
that yoQ may find some use for them.

Cost
£ 3. d. oermile.

Petrol consumed (31 gals, at Is. 3d.) ... 1 18 9 '... 0.11
Oil ... 15 6 ... 0.04
Tyres and tubes ... ._ ..". ... ... 5 3 5 ... 0.3
Total expenses (excluding capital outlay,
but including insurance) ... 15 17 7 .0.94

The machine giving the. above results is a 1911 3^ h.p. two-
speed Humber. The mileage to date is, for the six months,
4,0j0 miles, showing an average of 130 miles per gallon of

petrol.

The Lyso belt supplied with the machine has done approxi-
mately 2.S00 miles, and will do a further 500 before it gives
out. A leather Service Co.'s belt has done duty in wet
weather and at other times, and has 1,500 miles to its credit

;

and a Dunlop has accounted for the remainder of the mileage.
Tile Service belt, by the way, was purchased in February.
1910, for use with a Douglas machine, and though it is only
|in. it has run with every satisfaction on the Hhniber. and
lias altogether run for something like 5,000 miles
The Humber is fitted with a 15. and B. carburetter, No.

32 jet, to which has been attached a 3in. copper tube, ex-

tending backwards from the extra air port, and to this may
be attributed the low petrol consumption.

I am a chartered accountant by profession, and have used
my machine for business and pleasure purposes, and the
above figures will show that a motor cycle in the hands of

one who is not an expert mechanic is not likely to prove an
expensive luxury, provided reasonable care and commonsense
are used in its treatment. A.C.A.

Sir,

—

At the end of last year I initiated a discussion

on the cost of running a motor cycle, and quite a number
of your readers followed on. Most of them challenged the

expenditure of 1.17d. per mile as abnormal, and tried to

show that their motor cycling cost them only a fraction of

this. The nonsense written in some of these letters was
disappointing, but at the time I was too busy to analyse

them and reply. Now, however, you reopen the matter, and
in your issue of November 23rd five letters are published

which give the costs as .81d.. 2.38d., 1.3d., 1 25d., and 1.73d.

respectively. These corresponde-'ts are nearer the mark,
but, I submit, none of the results published are so fair as

my own, and for these reasons, namely, my twelve months'
mileage of about 10.000 with an overhaul of tho machine at

the end, permitted account of renewal of tyres and other

parts subject to wear being included, and in the expe-'sca

were included all those items which belong to the running

of a motor cycle. For example, one does not buy special

overalls if one does not ride a motor cycle, nor does one buy
a shed unless it is to put something in it. Therefore, the

clothing is an item of motor cycling exoense, and an annual
charge must be allowed for the use of the shed.

To show further that my expenditure of 1.17d. per mile

was an average one, I have reckoned up the cost for the

second twelve months, making the same chttr^es for deprecia-

tion, etc., and the result is practically identical. I am not
going to fill your space with details; the simple fact is

significant enough.

Some of the correspondents who have written on this sub-

ject have considered the cost of oil and petrol only, but
these are very small items amongst the necessary ex-penses.

Others who have only run a few thousand miles and have
had no tyre renewals make no allowance for these, and pub-
lish results of wonderful running at id. and ^d. per mile, but
if a tyre gives out in the next ten miles alter their experi-

ences are published, and a cost of 50s. to 60s. is incurred,

what is the effect on their average?

It is a mistaken policy to induce people to believe that

motor cycling can be indulged in for practically nothing:
it causes many to buy who cannot really afford it, and it is

far better that tht-y should know the truth beforehand. If

present costs are excessive, let manufacturers set themselves
to eliminate the cause. No good can come from shutting

our eyes to ob\-ious facts. At present, unfortunately, the
tendency is to increase costs. Certain machines in 1912 will

be £8 to £10 dearer than they were in 1909. and a further
disappointing fact is the reluctance of the makers to increase

their output to meet the dema-id. Some firms showing at

Olympia had the effrontery to declare that they were full up
with orders for 1912 and could not deliver. We poor riders

want to know why these firms showed at Olvmpia at all, and
why they make such a shout of 1912 improvements.

GEO. PIRIE.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and .whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Registration Numbers.

About t'oiu' years ago I regis-

tered a motor cycle in Siurey,
and sold it in the same year. I

have not had one since. Can I

use the same numbers on a new
machine I am now getting?—W.H.R.

You will have to have special permission
from the authorities to use these numbers
on your new machine, and will have to
pay the full registration fees.

Willesden to StamforJ.

Will you be kind enough to

give me the best routes from
Willesden to Stamford, Lines.,

what sort of roads and distances,

and if possible an alternative

route for the return?—W.H.W.
'i'our route will be as follows : Hendon.
Barnet 11^, Hatfield 20^, Hitchin 241,

Biggleswade 45|, Eaton Socon 55, Nor-
man Cross 76|, Stamford 90. Return via

Stamford, Kettering, Higham Ferrers,

Bedford, Luton, St. Albans, Edgware,
and Willesden. The road is good beyond
Bamet. The distances given are from
London.

Tricar or Sidecar.

I require either a motor bicycle

and sidecar, or a tricar, second-

hand, for myself and wife ; also

I want the clieapest as regards
running. (1.) I notice second-

hand tricars are very cheap and out of

fashion. What is the drawback to

them? Are they more expensive to

run? (2.) If I can get a good second-

hand accumulator bicycle, I thought of

fitting a Hellesen, dry battery. Would
this work as well as a magneto, and
as cheaply in the long run? Is it a

fact that one of these dry batteries will

run a bicycle 1,500 miles? (3.) Could I

recharge the dry battery when it be-

came exhausted?—W.B.
(1.) The tricar is out of fashion on account

of the tandem seating and inaccessibility

of the back wheel, and it is

difficult to produce these machines as

cheaply as a motor bicycle and .sidecar

;

also, when not sprung, they are not

comfortable on bad roads. There is not

much difference in the cost of running,

but the sidecar will probably be the

cheaper. (2.) Nothing works so well as

a magneto, which causes no expense be-

yond the first cost. Yes, one of these

batteries will last 1,M0 miles, provided

that the coil is an economical one. (3.)

It cannot be recharged, and is, therefore,

of no further use.

B20

Knocking and Lubrication.

Can you kindly give me some
help in the following? (1.)

Squeaking from somewhere, most
probably from the engine. I

have tried to remedy it with oil,

but that has had no effect. (2.) Being
a novice, I wish to ask what is the
best way to detect when the engine is

knocking, and also the best remedy for

it? (3.) What do you advise as to lubri-

cating the engine ? When lubricating
my engine I either put too much or too
little, and often cause misfiring. Is it

too mucli oil that causes the gumming
of the piston, and is there any way to

prevent it? (4.) Can I find a way to

stop the rattling noise of the cycle?

It rattles a good bit when I go uphill,

and also it shakes the lamp so much
that I am afraid the lamp will

break off.—T.C.L.
(1.) If you can make absolutely certain

that there is no bearing or working part
dry, you will probably find that the
trouble is due to the hiss of the air

through the release valve or carburetter

air intake. Tliis often sounds like a

mechanical squeak. (2.) There is abso-

lutely no difficulty in telling when the

engine is knocking. The knocking sound
is sometimes varied by a metallic clink,

which is unmistakable. Slightly retarding

the spark and slightly closing the air will

stop it as a rule. If not, take the cylin-

der oH and clean it and the piston head.

(3.) You had better oil your engine fairly

frequently, about half a pumpful every

sL^c miles. All pistons are likely to gum
in cold weather, but the use of a

thinner oil, and the injection of paraffin

or petrol, will help to prevent it. (4.)

The only way you can stop the rattling

noise- is to tighten up nuts that are loose.

The noise may also be caused by the valve
tappets, in which case the trouble is ir-

reparable, or can only be mitigated by
adjusting the tappets up to the bottom
of the valve stems, if the tappets are

adjustable. The minimum clearance

should be about the thickness of a visit-

ing card.

Latest model Bedelia torgedo two-seater out for a trial in the Bcis do Boulogne, Paris. Tiiese light four-wheelers

are increasing in popularity and attracts small crowd of interested onlookers wheieTer tbev stoD,
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A Uotor Cycle (or New Zealand.

I should be pleased if yon
ooulJ inform me of the condition

of roads in New Zealand foi

motor cycling, and whether it

would be any good taking a
motor cycle for use in the North end
of the South Island?—C.K.W.

We should say it would be decidedly of

use to you to take a motor cycle to New
Zealand. The roads are not so good as

those OTsr here, but they are quite

negotiable, and there are a fair number
of motor cyclists in that country.

Rust anl Enamel.

I wish to ask your opinion
about a paint or enamel for. motor
cycle frame. Tlie enamel " has

chipped oil in several places, and
rust seems to be attacking tlie

metal very rapidly. I have used

"Velure" on a machine once before,

but after a while spots of rust began
to appear through it. It seems to be

very hard to combat rust when once it

gets started. I would be very thankful

indeed for any suggestion you may
liave to offer.—G.D.

We do not think it is the enamel which
is affecting the metal—Velure enamel is

excellent—but the fact that it is chipped
exposes the metal to the weather, or,

most probably, the rust was there before

the enamel was put on ; in that case it

always finds its way through. Really,

the only satisfactory way to enamel the
frame is to stove it properly as a manu-
facturer does.

A Red Hot Exhaust Valve.

I shall be much obliged if

you will kindly advise me- about
my motor cycle. Tlie engine is a

3i h.p. 1906 or 1907 Kerry, with
overhead a.o.i.v., and twice since

I bought it (about a month ago) the
inlet valve has blown out. The second
time this occurred I looked down and
saw the exhaust valve head was red
hot. So far as I remejiber, I was
going about 20 ni.p.h., with the gas
about one-third open and tlie air full

on, and I fancy I switched off just
previously, as I was passing some cliil-

dren, and opening out again may have
caused an extra violent explosion. The
exhaust valve opened about -['jin., which
I have since increased to {in. by
taking up play ; it is rather pocketed.
The exhaust pipe leads< from the
front of the cylinder to the silencer

under the crank bracket. The carbu-
retter is a 1910 B. and I?, with a 32
jet. (1.) Do you tldnk the jet is too

large, or (2) do you think it would be
advisable to send the machine to a gcod
tirm of motor cycle engineers so that
the part* may be thoroughly put in

order? It throws oil badly, and the
belt rim and back wheel want truing
up." (3.) Would a sliorter exhaust pipe
make any difference?—C.R.

The symptoms described in your letter

are usually produced by incomplete com-
bustion; this is caused by an incorrect

mixture. You might trv using a slightly

smaller jet, and akso take care to see

that your exliaust valve spring is sutti-

ciently strong. Possibly you are driving
with the ig.ition too far retaided—that
will certainly cause overheating of the
exliaust pipe and valve. No, a shorter
exhaust pipe woald not make any differ-

ence. It would be worth while having it

completely overhauled.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.C.B." (Bristol). 3^ h.p. Lincoln

Elk with sidecar.
" J. F. W." (Kingston - on - Thames).

Scott two-stroke, also with sidecar.

.
" F.W." (Sheffield). 7 h.p. T.JI.C,

with and witliojt sidecar.

"R.W.M." (Black'burn). Kempshall
tvres and Dunlop belts.

'"C.R.S." (New Zealand). 1911 3i
h.p. Brown, particularly as regards hill-

climbing and sidecar work.
"A.F.S." (Bromley). Douglas,, single-

geared and two-speed models, with regard
to hill-climbing, wear, carbonising, and
valves. Also Kempshall tyres.

"G.N." (Warboys). Jones and Cowey
speedometers fitted to Triumph.
"A.H." (London, W.) Two-seated

Morgan runabout for touring purixises.

"R.E." (Bristol). 3i h.p, Hiimber
and rigid sidecar. Safety of sidecar con-

iiecliiins, danger from fire and collision.

"H.A." (Lincoln). 3^ h.p. Zenith, easo
of starting solo and sidecar.

Readers who wish for answers to their

communications or desire readers' ex-

periences, are reminded that a stamped
and addressed envelope must be enclosed
for replies.

^^^ Windermere /rem the ^cwne<i6 Jlcad

r;27
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An Anti-vHratory Hub.
Tlis object of this invention is to .pro-

vide a resilient mounting for either the

front or the rear wheel, in which all

possibility of shake and side play is

eliminated. The hub shell A is of large

diameter, and has arranged within it two
spindles B C, of which B is bolted to

the fixed fork D, and C similarly attached

10 the supplementary fork E. Balls are

(pricWWdJ/ord

interjiosed between the various bearing
surfaces, and it will be seen that the
wheel is free to play around the eccentric
spindle B, mousetrap springs F providing
the necessary restraining influence.

Furthermore, as the connection between
the fixed spindle B and the movable one
C comprises a single rigid web, no inde-
pendent movement can take place.—G.
Douglas Leechman, No. 22,149, 1910.

A Gradually Variable Hub Gear.
Arranged within the hub A are two

free-wheel clutches B, the outer rings of

which are provided with spur teeth C.
Engaging the teeth C are corresponding
teeth D, on rocking members E, of which
there are two in the construction illus-

trated, though more may be employed if

desired. The rocking, members E are

joumalled in a fixed carrier F, and are

oscillated therein by the action of a rotat-

ing driving cam G, acting through rollers

H. The cam G is always rotated by the
engine, and is moved farther or less far

into operation with the rollers by means
of a quick thread device J. The follow-

ing is the operation of the gear : Assum-
ing the cam G to be rotating, and com-
pletely withdrawn from engagement with
the rollers H, no motion is transmitted.

When, however, the cam is advanced into

engagement with the rollers oscillation of

the members E takes place, the" motion
being transmitted in one direction through
the spur teeth C and D to the free-

wheel clutch members B, and thus rotat-

ing the hub shellT Variation of the
amount of engagement of the cam G with
the rollers H varies the degree et oscilla-

tion of the members E, and, consequently,
the amount of motion of the one-way
clutch, thus providing a gear which is of

gradually variable ratio.—T. G. Jackson,
No. 30,103, 1910.

The Enfield Spring Fork.
In the latest type of fork fitted to the

Enfield machines a single spring A,
secured to the upper and lower links

B C is employed instead of the duplicate
springs previou-sly fitted. This method
removes the spring further from mud
thrown up by the wheel.—Enfield Cvcle
Co.. Ltd., and F. W. Smith, No. 25,522,

1910.

Tyre Longevity.
Mr. Ernest L. Bates, of Newcastle,

writes that he has used a 26x2^in.
Midland .studded cover on the front wheel
of his Scott for 4,049 miles, mostly mth
a sidecar attached. He considers it good
for another 2,000 miles.

Garage tor a Hundred Motor Cycles.
Mr. D. R. Clarke, New Century Garage,

St. Albans, who is one of the first

repairers to be appointed officially by
the A.C.U. informs us that he has had
'A garage built to accommodate one hnn
dred motor cycles.

The Motor Cycle in North Borneo.
Writing from North Borneo, Mr. R.

K. Hardwick says that he has had his

1911 model Kerry-Abingdon in daily use.

and although roads are not very much in

evidence in that part of the country, and
those in being are of a very rough nature,
(he K.-A. has behaved magnificently,
and given no trouble.

A Tyre Cover Lining.
To save damaged covers from being

scrapped, the Acre Rubber Co., Ltd.,
High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C, have
introduced a device knovi'n as the "Kuver-
shield." It is a detachable endless lining
made of the best Egyptian cloth, .

thoroughly impregnated with rubber, and
manufactured in various lengths and
widths. It is made and moulded on the
same lines as a tyre cover It is slipped
inside the cover, and when the tube is

blown up practically lorui.s ar. integral

part of the tyre.

B28

Trade Items.

Mr. Sidney A. Horstmann, 1, St,

George's Place, Bath, is now the manu-
facturer of the F.N. two-s;ieed gear for

the four-cylinder models.

London Matchless Agency.

Messrs. S. A. M. Witham and T. A.
Carter, trading as the London Matchless
Motor Cycle Agency, are shortly opening
temporary premises at 184, Great Portland
Street, W. Mr. Witham's name is

familiar to hahilMm of the B.M.C.R.C.
meetings, while Mr. Carter was formerly
assistant manager to Messrs. Collier and
Sons, Ltd. The firm wall carry on busi-

ness as sole agents for the well-known
Matchless motor bicycles and J. A.P.
engines and spares. Business will also

bs done in accessories, while exchanges
will be effected. A private limited com-
pany is being formed to control this new
business.

A Bapid Decarboniser.

Mr. Percy Butler, 3, St. Peter's Square,
Manchester, has been appointed manager
in the North of England for " Cylclean,"
•/he Internal Combustion Engine Clean-
ing Co., Ltd. Demonstrations will be

given in all the northern centres at an
early date, and readers who are interested

should send their names to Mr. Butlei,

"Cylclean" is a method of eliminating
carbon deposit from the piston head and
cylinder of an engine by oxygen. Practi-

cally any sized cylinder can be cleaned in

a few minutes without disturbing it.

Catalogues Received.
The Premier Cycle Co.'s catalogue for

1912 is to hand, and is a most interesting
little book. It includes full specifications

of the several models of motor cycles

made by the company and copious

illustrations of parts and fittings. Those
who " want to see the wheels go
round " will find the diagrams of the
engines,' both single and twin, of special

interest. The variable gears used by the
company are also fully described.
The catalogue of itr. Arthur R. Price,

St. Paul's Square, Birmingham, contains
descriptions of .

" Vevo " specialities,

among which we may mention inflators,

connections, ordinary and armoured, belt

hooks, grease, and petrol injectors, tyre
valves, and parts.

Winter Clothing.
Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd., 117, Cheap-

side, E.G., have introduced a new winter
jacket made of frieze with detachable
leather lining and wind cuffs. This coat
has a "multi-collar," which folds in

three forms, with the lapels folded back,
with the lapels buttoned over, forming a

Prussian collar, and with the collar

turned up and with a flap buttoned over
thoroughly protecting the rider's neck.
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MOTOR CYCLE

MADE FOR
QUALITY
REGARDLESS
OF EXPENSE

YET THE
PRICE IS
MODERATE.

You will otten be urged to buy a motor cycle on the strength of some

one claim to favour— some one point that distracts attention from

faults in design or construction. Although the " Bat " has an enviable

reputation as baing the most comfortable motor cycle in the world, the

famous Spring Frame is only one of its good and unique features.

Every other feature is equally efficient, the Two-Speed Gear Box, the

EJcpanding Clutch, the Improved Spring Forks, the Strengthened Frame,

'he Automatic Lubrication, the protected Magneto, the BAT-J.A.r.

Engine, etc , etc.

THE BAT
CATALOGUE FREE FROM

MOTOR MANUFACTURING
PENCE. LONDON, S.E.

CO.,

In answering ihest advertisements u w desirable to mention "The Motor Cyelt." B2g
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Overwhelming String of

WORLD S RECORDS
on

I Overwh

I WORL

WAKEFIELb

'CASTROL'
At Broohlands, November 21st, W. L. T.

Bhys, on a 31 h.p. "Rndge," broke the 250

miles, 300 miles, tbe 5 bonrs', and the 6

hoars' Records.

J. T. Bashall, on a " BAT " and sidecar, set

np the Hoar Sidecar Record, nsin« the same
world-renowned labricaat.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,

27, CANNON STREET, E.C.

DO TEVOID ^^ F A ROUBLE

""SSw'^dtr Design, Workmanship, & Finish.

8 h.p. TWIN J.A.P 55 Guineas.

6 h.p. TWIN J.A.P 54 „

4 h.p. SINGLE J.A.P 45 „

4} h.p. SINGLE PRECISION 43 „

3i h.p. SINGLE PRECISION 45 „

Any of thealove Models fitted with the V.S. Two-speed
Gear and Free Engine at an extra cost of 10 Guineas on

above prices.

Orders can now be booked for early delivery in 1912.

Manufacturers and Patentees—
Deansgate,

Manchester.H. Beed & Co.,
P.C. will fetch Lists.

FIT THE

U.H.
MAGNETO
and say good bye to ignition troubles

You will never know what motor
cycling really can be like until you
do.

Equally good on new and old

machines.

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.

Send for booklet, it's free on request.

S. WOLF & CO., 115, Southwark St.,

LONDON, S.E.

Tele: ' Widerstand, Loudon." 'Plione: C172 Centi-ai

DOWN TO TBE LAST DROP

(( RUSOLINE"
Motor Oil Lubricates.

We are gratified at the numerous requests

we have had for our Httle booldet, entitled

" Motor Lubrication," which we will mail as

soon as we get a fresh supply. Meantime,

TEST "RUSOLINE."

Manufactured under the supervision of

W. RUSSELL
(Late of Price's Patent. Candle Co. Ltd.),

London,

Russell Bros., National Oil Wks., Birmingham.

>n nvnwi'rino these odvr/isrtnrvts ii is desirrihJe to mirfinn " The Afntnr Vyle.
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HUB LUBRICANT
has been specially prepared for

TRY hubs and other ball bearings on

A the motor cycle. It is quite

TIN. easily applied, and it stops in and

keeps wet and grit out.

HUB LUB ICANT
besides being particularly suitable

for hubs, is equally adapted and TRY
recommended for moto: cycle A
two-speed gear boxes such as the TIN.

Douglas and Bowden.

HUB LUBRICANT
ensures cool, clean, and free running

with the least amount of leakage.

There is not a great deal of energy

to spare even on the modern motor

cycle, and inefficiently lubricated gear

wheels running at high speed will

absorb a serious pioportion.

Write for H. L. literature to

—

PRICE S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hub Lubricant—post free- J lb. tins, 9d. ; 1 lb. tins, 1/-

\o N^
OVfNERS OF

Mot,'£^

li
^yr'^'^"^ Pnt in a first-rate pin*, ^*^^vft/>

and yon will appreciate the difference. ^«^«S

There is no plug: to touch the

_ r
^ ffli *

G» to the nearest cycle dealer

and ask for a Lodge Plug, Motor
Cycle type. It is supplied in a

red bo,\. The green boxes con-

tai« the car plugs. The price is

aad each plug is supplied with

Steel Gauge, Copper-Asbestos

Washer, and ' Push-on ' terminal

IB addition to ordinary milled

terminal nut.

If any difficulty in obtaining, write
to the makers

—

LODGE BROS. & CO.,
Dept. E., New S".,

BIRMINGHAM,
*no wMI supply on receipt of remit-
tance. DOSt frefi. hv rfil-nrr* of DOSt,

LOllGE

"Send and SEE."
—Seeinj is believinj 1

—Send for a section of "The PEDLEY 3-rib NON-SKID TYRE De
Luxe " and test it—note its phenomenal tou'jhness of para rubber— its

abnormally thick walls and strons; foundation—its unique tread and
accurately moulded desijn—then you'll sei where the extra value of
the PEDLEY comes in I

—Or—ask your A!;ent to show you a PEDLEY cover, for the actual
cover enables you to learn its other merits, particularly its enormous
strength and obvious wear-resisting qualities.

—We'll send alonj a cover for your inspection if desired.

—If you've not ever tried riding on a " PEDLEY" TYRE before, do
sj now. You'll never rejret the investment.

PEDLEY' 3 ribnon skid
COVERS (26 X 2}in.), Beaded Edge 48'- each.

InnerTobes, 10 3 ; or Extra Heavy ditto, 12/- each

JPEDLEY i^ SON •IXP

WMEMIMM
in answcTmg^hcsc^dvcrihcmjnls it is^desiraWe .to mention "The. Motor Cycle." BJ.
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SCrowncd!

by its own
Successes

!

For many seasons our bands have been recog-

nised as the entirely dependable

Motor Cycle

Detachable Bands.
The prices are moderate, and the lasting qualities

are unique. May we send you full particulars ?

Roberts Belts are as good as their Bands
—further recommendation is unnecessary.-

Illustrated particulars free on request.

THE ROBERTS MOTOR TYRE CO.,

Gripwell Works, St. Mary's Row, BIBMINGHAM.

MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 2^ beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Catalogue free from the makers—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

/^ ^

MATCHLESS
"The Passenger Machine"

That takes you out and brings you
home again with the speed of an
Express Train, and the quietness of
a /i.ooo car.

6

ALL

Weeks* Delivery from
date of Order Guaran-
teed.

REPAIRS.

Spare Parts in
Stock for En-
,gine, Gear, and
Machine.

EXCHANGES.
"The Only Authorised AGENTS

The LONDON MATCHLESS MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY
184, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

J.^

40/- Rubber-Stud Covers.
A few Shop-soiled to clear at

^LmLlO each.
NET CASH WITH ORDER. APPHOVAL.

Net damaged or old stock. They carry same guarantee
as ordinary new goods.

ORCER AT ONCE OR YOU WILL LOSE A GREAT BARGAIN.:

FOX (Dept D.), 30, JohnBright Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Jn aiuwering IJitxr ridreitiscmmis it is desirahh In mptitioii "' The Motor Oi/de.
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"READ and

INWARDLY DIGEST.'

1912 MODELS
awaiting your acceptancs in MORE-
CAMBE on CASH, EXCHANGE, or

DEFERRED Terms:
SCOTT, 2-speed Offers
P. & M.'S, 2-spced models Offers
IHORGAN RUNABOUTS Offers
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. 2-speed List price
BAT-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-5pced List pri:e
ZENITH, 6 h.p., 2-speed £70 7
ZENITH, 3i h.p.. 2-speed £55 13
BRADBURY, chain drive, 2-speed £58 10
BRADBURY, belt drive, 2-speed £55
BRADBURY, ordinary model £48 10
BRADBURY, free engine model £54 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p., sidecar machine .. List price
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-5peed £68 5
CLYNO, fspeed £78 5
HUMBER, 3! h.p., 2-speed £52 10
NUMBER Lightweight £37
HUMBER Lightwciglit, 3-speed .. £10 10s. extra
HUMBER Lightweight, T.T. model £42
HUMBER Lightweight, Lady's model £40
HOBART, Lady's model Listpri:c
A.C. TRICARS List price
HUMBER, 3j h.p., pedal motor cvcle £47 10
HUMBER, 2 h.p., lightweiElht, siiisle £37
DOUGLAS, C. " model ! £41
DOUGLAS, ' H " model £47
DOUGLAS, "(" model £47
DOUGLAS, " K " model £50
DOUGLAS " L " model, lady's £52

NEW & SECOND-HAND
MODELS.

SCOTT, TO I r
, brand new £60

PHEL0N&M00RE,i9ii, brand ne%v £60
ROYAL ENFIELD, chain drive, l()ll, new £40
REX DE LUXE, s h.p., as new, igii model £50
PHELON & MOORE, 1910, extra good . . £50
CRESCENT CAK, as new

; cost (i),-; £80
MOTO-kEVE, twin, new .' £28 10
MOTO-REVE, single, as new £22
J.A.P.-BAT, 4 h.p., 191 r, as new £35
INDIAN (green), 5-6 h.p., 1910 £35
N.S.U., 19 10, 2-speed gear £35
PHELON & MOORE, 1910, good order . . £45
HUMBER, 2-speed gear, 1910, fine order . . £38
MATCHLESS, 2-speed gear, 1911 £55
HUMBER (lightweight), 3-sp. gear, as new £39
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1910, good order £28 10
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p., racer £36
REX, 1910 SPEED KING, as new £39
ZENITH, 1909, 5-6 h.p £32 10
<1.A.P.-CHATE8-LEA, F.E., 8 h.p £36
B"'An8URY, iiio. fine order £36
BROWN, 3Jh.p., F.E £27 10
TRIUMPH, iqii, new £48 15
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 5-6 h.p £22 10
F.N. Two-speed Lightweight £27 10
TRIUMPH, 1909 £32
BROWN, 5 h.p., twin £35
INDIAN, Red, 1910 £40
INDIAN, Green, 1910 £37
TRIUMPH, 1911, F.E., new £55
SINGER, 2 h.p £13 10
NORTON, ; li.p., two-speed £49
TRIUMPH, 1910 £35
MINERVA, 3i h.p. £17 10
MINERVA, 3I h.p.. two-speed £35
G.RITZNER, F.E £18
REX, 3.J h.p., good order £25
REX, 3A h.p., nice line £27 10
SINGER, 1911, Lightweight £30
HUMBER, two-speed, 1910 £38 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p £39
ROYAL ENFIELD, loio £27 10
SINGER, 3; h.p £19 10
N.S.U., 3} h.p £18
QUADRANT, 4 h.p £18
CLYDE, 2jh.p £13 10
F.N., ij h.p., good order £13 10
QUADRANT, 3J h.p £16
MOTO-REVE, twin, 1911 £30
N-S.U., 3h.p , £15
La.lvs SINGER, 1911, as new £29 10
MOTO-REVE, 1910 £22 10
HERALD, 4i h.p. Stephen £22 10
SIMMS, li h.p £12
HUMBER, 3i h.p., belt-driven £18

MINERVA-J.A.P., F.E £25
BRADBURY, 3i h.p., 1910 £36
MOTO-REVE, single-cvlinder, 1910 £22 10
BRAITHWAITE, 3I h.p., two-speed £27
SCOTT, 1911. as new £50
F.N. Frmr-rvlinder, ^\ h.p. £25
BRAITHWAITE, 4 h:p £17
REX SPEED KING, 5 h.p £40
REX, 3j h.p., good puller £20
DOUGLAS, 191

1

£33
HEAPS MORE ON WEEKLY LIST.

ACCUMULATOR
MODELS.

From £3 down and 5,- per week.
ARIEL, 2l h.p., Michelin and Dualop tjTCS £11
F.N., 2-; h.p., good puller .'.

. . £10
F.N., I J h.p., nice order £io
REX, }\ h.p., enamelled French grey_. . , . £12
HUMBER, 2h h.p., useful mount £9
HUMBER, 3i h.p., decent machine £12
HUMBER, 2\ h.p., ready for the road £10
HUMBER, 3J h.p., splendid condition £17
FAFNIR, 3i h.p., general condition good . . £12
We have now arranged to have weekly speci-

fication listSr and shall be pleased to send you
one. By the by, have you got our Accessory
List ? If not, send at once ! The cauar>' is well.

ACCESSORIES.
ARTICLE. Sale Price.

Long Hand'e-bars 47}
Triumph Pattern Ditto 4 liv
Separate Generator Lamps 11 11'
Spe:ial Bra:l<et Ditto 19 Hi
S.H. Leather Coats 12 11*
S.H. Leatner Suits complete 15 11V
Waterproof Umbrella Coats 551"
Oilskin Breeches 2 7V
New Largo Motor Cy;le Saddles 7 111
New Inner Tubes, .ifl sizes 4 75"
New Cowey Speedometers £3 15
New Jones Speedometers £2 15
New Covers from 11 '11 j to 16 11!
New Pannier Bags from 2 11i to 5 lli
Swan-ne :k Seal-pillars 2 7i
Strong Black Enamelled Carriers 3 lli
E.I.C. Plugs, : --,,. -Ill
Parker s Self-contained Lamps 15 5i
Sidecar Aprons, uool-lintd 6 51
Spe:. Twist Horns 3 lii
Triumph Pattern Horns 451'
Tube and Belt Cases 5 5*
Rubber Belts, :1 X jin 551
1911 B. & B. Carburetters, H.B.C 22 6"

S.H. Tremliler CoiK 6 7;
S.H. Non-trembler Coils 6 51
S.H. Nab Scat-pillars . ., 6 111
Garner Whistles 11 11;
Tan Gauntlet Gloves, lined 4 5^
Tan Gauntlet Gloves, unlined 4 1 i

New Butted Tubes, ill sizes 10 11'
Leather Gauntlet Gloves 2 10'
Mudguards, .iiamillel. 3Un. and 4in 3 5'.'

H.B. Wal;h and Holder." 3 10'.

Special Ditto 4 7\

'

Waterproof Leggings 4 7;
Waterproof Le;gings, with fronts 7'IIJ & 9 li;
Waterproof Suits ..: 11 11;
Dunlop Suits 27 '6

"

Hellesen's Dry Cells 4 '6 and 6''6

Triumph Compression Domes I/11;
New Generators 3 10J and 4 '7.v"
S.H. Parker Generators 6/7.V
S.H. P. & H. Generators » 6/1U
S.H. Carburetters, H.B.C T II/IIJ
Horn Grips 1/.10i
Lamp-bra:kets. all paiicrns 1 TOi
More :ambe Studded Covers 18'li.i
Heavy Ditto 22 1l|
Mabon Free Engine £2 2
F.I. E.N. Magnetos £3 4 11
New F.R.S. Generators 6 11V
Exhaust Cut-outs 2 loi
H.B. Mirrors 2.7.1 and 4 5V'
H.B. Wa1;h Holders - 91 and 1 lOV
Self-:ontained Lamps '.. 12 '111
New Red Tubes, ill sizes 8 5.1'

Leather and Steel-studded Bands 18 lij
Carbide Carriers 1 9
Rubber Goggles 13
Brass Exhaust Whistles 2'IOJ
Felt Grips 3/11

J

iin. Dermatine Belting per foot 1 '9
jin. Lyso Belting

, 1/8
Bowden H.B.C.'s ,. . 8 '5.V

S.H. Unite Couplers 9/lij

ARTICLE. Sale Price.
Tin Tube Cases 1/51
New Front Brakes 5/11J
New Back Brakes 7/114
S.H. B. & B. Carburetters, H.B.C. .-. 15,Tl|
S.H. Amac Carburetters, H.B.C. 14 '111
S.H. Bowden Brakes 9/114
New Kit Ariel Tools 11 '111
Oi.cans, new .^5^
Petrol Funnels, new • .' ./7t
Spe;ial Belt Fasteners ./sj
Vulcan Belt Fasteaers -/10J
Bradbury's Adjustable Pulleys 11 /IIJ
Assorted Adjustable Pulleys 6/I14
S.H. Lucas and F.R.S. Lamps from 19/114
S.H. Brooks's Saddles 10 114
S.H. Odd Saddles e.'IIJ
S.H. Electric Lamps 4 '114
S.H. Generators 1/114
S.H. Self-contained Lamps 4/11

J

S.H. Separate Generator Lamps 3'1l|
S.H. Triumph Cylinders 25 '11

J

S.H. Triumph Pistons 8 '11

J

S.H. Odd Cylinders from 19 H J
S.H. Odd Pistons ,, 6 '11

J

S.H. Odd Parts of Engines Cheap
S.H. Odd Bags from 1,11J
S.H. Rubber Belts from per foot -/9
Chemico Repair Outfits, I/- sizes ; -'SJ
Dunlop Repair Outfits, I /r> size l/lj
Pat;hauick Outfits, 1/- sizes 2/8
Mat-.hless Spring Forks .'... 12 '11J
XL'AII Spring Forks 12 114
Bowden Lisht Brakes.... 4 11

J

Veeder Cy lomelers lO'llj
New Brooks's Padded Saddles 19 11}
S.H. Brooks's Pan Seat Saddles 19 IIJ
S.H. Ukantes Stands, _-4in. wheels 2/11

J

Small Pannier Bags 2/11

J

Extra Large Pannier Bags 4/11 j
Bosch Plugs 3/6
Lodge Plugs 4/-
Lucas Rear Lights 1 'IIJ
Three Strong Sales each £3 19 IIJ
Two Smaller Ones £2 19 II4
Harrison's Ba:k Rests 7/llJ
S.H. Auto. Variable Pulleys 12/11$
S.H. Mat hless Spring Forks 9 'IIJ
Straight Silen:ers '2;H4
S.H. N.S.U. Fan 4/11

J

S.H. Brown Frje Engine 13 'IIJ
S.H. Mabon Variable Pulley £1 19 IIJ
S.H. Albion Four-speed 19 'IIJ
S.H. Brooks's Large Carrier Bag 4 11

J

S.H. N.S.U. Two-speed £2 19 11

J

S.H. Aloion Free Engine £1 19 IIJ
S.H. Bradburv Spring Forks 19 11

J

S.H. Bradbury Spring Forks (1910) 24 111
New XL'AII Saddles 29 SJ
New XL'AII Pan Scat Saddles 48 nj
New F.R.S. Back Rests 25 'IIJ
S.H. Douglas Footrests 4/11

J

S.H. Foctrests 4/11J
S.H. Pumps 1/3
S.H. Horns 1/11J
S.H. Butted Tubes from 4/11J
S.H. Cir:ular Tubes „ 3/11

J

S.H. Carriers „ 1/11J
S.H. Rom Covers 24 IIJ
S.H. Kempshall Covers 3511 J
S.H. Cjvers, various „ 8/11

J

S.H. Foot Pumps 3/11J
De,nan;e Wat:hes 3/11

J

S.H. Mudfla.es 1 /5J
S.H. Tank Control Carburetters 1/11J
Top Tube Generator Brackets -/lO)
Odd Pulleys from 4/11

J

Belt Punches -/lOJ
Large Car Coils 9/11J

I-OrS OF OTHER BARGAINS.
LiSkS fr e.

TO THE TRADE.
WANTED,

1912 P. & M.'s at £60, SCOTT'S at £60, MORGAN
RUNABOUTS at 5% off retail irice, and
TRIUMPHS at 5% over cost. Cash waiting.

KITCHEN'S iVlOTOR
EXCHANGE CO., LTD.,

—The Money-back Firm,

—

MORECAMBE.
Telephone ; Telegrams :

112. " Motor, Morecambe."

In answering this adverttsemetii it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these co!um^s
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per wort*

after. Each paragraph is charged separatelj^

Name and address must be counted. In tb

ease of Trade Advertisements a series

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should b

accompanied with remittance, and be addresse

lo the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventr;

To ensure insertion letters shou.d be posted i

lime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), b
the first post on Friday morning previous t

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shou!
state distinctly under what heading and in whs
issue the annoimcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the conwnience of piircbasers of second-hani

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis

tricts, as many readers lilce to know what machines ar-

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before goin^
further afield.

PlaB showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, and
SECTION T.

Nortliiimbcrland, Cumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II,

lYork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth,

SECTION IV,
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton.

" Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmontb

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardii^an, and Pembroke.

^ SECTION VII,
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Tslan.ls.

SECTION VIII.
iHcrtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses.

SECTION IX
'Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

IT'S MOST IMPORTANT THE

MAN
ABOUT
TO
START

1

Motor cycling should first visit the splen-

did show of machines always on view at

Mowhere in the United Kingdom is it possible to

ee such a great display of the latest and best

1912 MODELS OF ALL THE
MOST FAMOUS MAKES.

Near]\- 250 New and Second-hand
OUR Machines : a most unique coilection

ro-DAY'S from which every buyer can be sure
LIST of makin; a satisfactory choice.

INCLUDES
4603. 3i h. p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £35
4605. 5-6 h.p. 1910 Four-cylinder F.N. . . £25
4607. 3ih.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £32
4715. 3j h.p. 191 1 SCOTT SOGns.
4709. 3i h.p. iglo P. and IVI. and sidecar £45
4707. 3* h.p. 1910 LINCOLN-ELK .... £23
4706. 2? h.p. 1911 lady'siyi0T0SAC0CHE£29
4701. 2j h.p. 1909 twin N.S.U £20
4699, 3* h.p. 1910 2-speed NUMBER . . 30 Gns.
4692. 4^ h.p. 190Q foiu'-cylinder F.N. . . £20
4691. 3j h.p. 1911 P. and M £50
4690. 8 h.p. 1911 2-specd MATCHLESS £55
4689. 3i h.p. igio tourist REX £28 10
4688. 3ih.p. 1911 2 speed HUMBER .. £36 10
4686. 3* h.p. igll ZENITH GRADUA . . £42 10
4682. 34 h.p. 1911 T.T. TRIUMPH ....£35
4677. 3* h.p. igio BRADBURY £30
4676. 8 h.p. igii BAT, Roc2-speedgear £50
4675. 2} h.p. singe:; £12 10
4<i73. 5-Sh.p. loii four-cylinder F.N. .. £35
4685. 3i h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER ..£37 10
4670. 34 b.p. 1911 BRADBURY £35
4277. li h.p. 1910 SIN&EK Moto-Velo . . £22 10
4393. 3* h.p. 191 1 CHASE, Peugeot eng. 30 Gns.
4420. 3J h.p. 19H F.E. PREMIER 40 Gns.
3894. ijb.p. igio F.E. MOTDSACOCHE £22 10
4308. 7 h.p. 1910 2.sp. V.S. and sidecar 40 Gns.
4312. 35 h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £37 10
4229. 8 h.p. 1910 Standard BAT £40
45S4. 3i h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH ....£45
4448. 3J h.p. I9II Standard BRADBURY £37 10
4527. 3i h.p. 1911 KERRY ABINGDON £33
4533. 2 h.p. 1911 HUMBER, Armstrong

3-speed gear £35
4361. 3J h.p. 1911 F.E. BRADBURY . . 40 Gns.
4474- 3i h.p. 1910 Standard PREMIER £30
4370. 2I h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS £32 10
4322. 3i h.p. igir 2-speed N.S.U £37 10
4423. 3i h.p. igii F.E. PREMIER 40 Gns.
4552. 3j h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £23 10
4432, 5 h.p. igog Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
4346. 3 h.p, 1909 FAFNIR £20
4492. Z.I h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £26 10
4537. 3i h.p. 1910 CENTAUR £23
4573- 2j h.p. 1908 DOUGLAS £15
4160. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE ..:... £15
4479- 2i h.p. MINERVA £6 10
4260. 2i h.p. BRADBURY £10 10
3295. li h.p. MOTDSACOCHE £17 10
4404- 3I h.p. igoS WANDERERS sidecar £25
4444- l.i h.p. igog WOLF £12 10
2965. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE 20 Gns.

Send details of your used machine and receive
oiu: handsome liberal exchange offer in part pay-
ment of new 1912 model, delivered now or at
opening of 19T2 riding season.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES,
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
vhen this is deshred. 2d. will be charged for registration^
id three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
^r forwarding rephes. Only the number will appear in
le advertisement. Replies should be addressed, *' No.
vjo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or il
" London "

added to the address, then to the numier given, c/o
Ihe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

2WrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Personal who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
nount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
1 the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
irriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

alue, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
oventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
ayable to IlifEe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ilenee as an indication th t the ocds advtrlised have
Iready been disposed of. Advertisers cften receive so

lany enquiries that it is quite impcssible lo reply to each
ne by pest.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

1 Qll Standard Triumph, tirst-clasa condition; £38, or
Xtf close offer-—Whittaker, High St., Sunderland.

31.h-p. NS.U., magneto, condition excellent; £13/10;
2 going abroad.—(ireene, Workington.

1 Q09 Free Engine Triumrh Motor Cycle, in perfectly
J-iy sound order; £35.—Hay ward, Skinnergate, Dar-
lington.

3 lb. p. Singer Motor Cycle, free engine model, been
2 little u^d : £47, or near ofler. — Hayward,

.Skinnergate, Darlington.

Oih.p. Zenith, with Gradua gear, J.A.P. engine, 190902 model; £22/10.—Hayward, Skinnergate. Darling-
tnu.

DELIVERIES now being booked for Triumphs, Sin-
ger.s, B-S.A., and A.J.S. motor cycles; early

''Mveries guaranteed--Hayward. Skinnergate, Darling-
ton.

3h.p., 1908, magneto, all accessories, inclnding
pare plug^, good going older; bargain, £14 ci.Mi

—

leton, Eyhope.

perfect
2, Red

-Li snai
Hig

3ih.p. 1911 Standard E-S-A., done 100 miles,
2 condition, take best eash ofler.—Pyrah,

Barnfi, Crawhall Rd-, Newcastle.

3'lh.p. Triumph, magneto. B. and B. carburetter,
'--^2 1910 Mabon clutch; genuine bargain, £25; any
friiil,—Nixon, Brampton, Cumberland.

I^OR_Sale. PLelon andMoore motor cycli

£46.
Kempshall tyres, 2-snecd gear,

-J. Vart, jun., Corn^cliffe Ed.,

1911 model,
perfect order

;

Darlington.

Royal Jinfield motor
free engines ; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. Tel- : No. 626.

rRIUMPHS, numbers, B.S.A.,
cycles, lightweights, 2 speeds,

Vork and

SECTION
Lancashire.

II.

END of Se.i-^on Clearance Sale to make room fcr tiew

1912 models.

I Qll T.T. TiiuniEli, like new, comjletel i38.

ICbll Bradbnry, in fine order; £35.
^ ,,

.

1 C109 Triumph, complete, lamp, etc.; £30.

1 009 T.T. Triumph, a nier; £28.
;

I Q08 Triumph,
i-if £26.

Palmer rear, Dnnlop belt, fine order

9, S^aOE imE, FLEET ST.,
', vy burys.

sgent for Triumphs.
Rotherham.

Matchless, and lirad-

I'lOOSi Triumph, perfect. Dnnlop tyres,

\j~*y £23-86, Fargate. Sheffield.

LATE 1909 Triumph, excellent cond
Morlow, 2, Christian Rd-, Pieston.

nearly new;

A26 In answc-ring these advei'tisemcnis it is desirable to Tueniion " The Motor Cyde.*^
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1912 Premiers 1912
We are sole district agents for this high-class

make, and can give early deliveries. Very liberal
allowance for your present machine in exchange.
TRIUMPH, 1909, two speeds £37 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p. twin, two speeds £35
TWIN REX, 6 h.p., accumulator ignition £13 10
PREMIER^ 1911, tree engine, only run

icio miles £45
MINERVA, Twin, 4 J h.p., spring forks £16 10
N.8.U.» 4 h.p., brand new, single-cylinder,

ideal sidecar machine ; listed 1^48 ... . £36
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p,, twin, two speeds,

handle starting, M.O. v., igii model .. £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

19 10 £42 10
BRADBURY, new 1911 model £44 10
REX, si h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b,

control, 1909 model £22 10
N.S,U., 6 h.p., twin, two speeds, free engine,

magneto, h.-b. control £25 10
NUMBER, 3J h.p., 1909, two speeds,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
REX, i\ h.p., 1908. spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition .. £16 10
N.S.U., 3J h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £19 10
N.S.U., ^'i h.p., magneto, good order .... £16 10
QUADRANT, 3j h.p.. magneto, spring forks £16 10
REX, 5 h.p., twin, with (orecar £11 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., M.O. v., magneto £15 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., M.O. v., nice order £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
ARIEL, 2 h.p., Minerva engine, M.O.V. . . £5 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low .... £810
ROYAL STAR, 2^ h.p., vertical engine ., £5 10
KERRY, 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine ; £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3j h.p,, vertical engine, 26in.

wliccls £6 10
PREMIER, 3J h.p., 1912, three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2\ h.p., 1912, three-speed -gear £47 5
2\ h.p. MINERVA £4 15
2,Vh.p. DE DION, vertical engine £4 10
ARIEL, iWi.p., vertical engine, M.O.V.,

26in. wheels, nice condition £8 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive, Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 10
STEVENS I h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled £11 10

CARS.
OARRACQ, 9 h.p., two-seater £15 15
EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cyUnder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
NUMBER, 5j h.p., two-seater, bucket

locals, two speeds and reverse £18 10
PH(ENIX, 8 h.p,, two-cylinders, magneto,

hoods, screen, and bmps £56

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Beaded. Wired. Tubes

26 X 2 17/- 16/6 9/6'
26 X 2i .... 18/6 17/6 9/9
26 X zi .... 21/- 18/6 10/-
28 X 2 .... 19/- 17/- 10/-
28 X 2i 19/- — 10/6

MICHELIN 26x2 11/6 28x2 12/-
BUTTED 26x2i 11/9 28x2! 12/6
TUBES. 26x2i 12/- 28x2j 12/6
Carriage Paid. All Guaranteed. Prompt Delivery.

IVIISCEL.UANEOUS.
Carburetters—LonKuemare and f .N 4/6
New Amac Carburetter, H.B. control 15/-
Long Handle-bars, drop ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
XL'ALL Spring Forks 9/6
Gripskin Belting ; Jin.lOd., jin. lid.. lin. 1 /-

Wide Mudguard, 3in.. 2/3 ; 4in. 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35/-
Truinblet Loils, 6/6. Plain 2/11
Powell and Hanraer £1 Lamp 11/6
16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5
Nenrlv New Coronet Sidecar £3 10
New 4i Screw-cutting Lathe. .£9 10 or exchange.
New 3lin. treadle lathe £3 or exchange

(

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31h.p, Clinter-Lea-Jop, 1910. Bosch. Palmers, irinner

2 of trophies.—Ttockray. Tivoli Place, Ilkley.

'TlEIUaiPH, 1909. in good condition, new tyres, very
-»- fast macliine: clieap £28; exchange.—Below.

ROC, 4h.p., late 1910, not run 250 miles, fitted with
Eoc 2-speed gear lin. belt, Dunlop covers: ex-

chanse; X29 cash.—Parker, Stanley Garage, Westbrook
St., Bolton. 'Phone: 1348.

11 Douglas, like new, done little wort, climb any-
thing: f3I.-Gurnctt, Howard St. Eotherham.19

1Q11 Norton, 5h.p. twin, flue cicler. Clincher, Pal-
-i-*^ mer; £36.—Hill. 25, Morven Grove, Southport.

GOURLAY, the great Dou si a_3 agent, now bookint;
1912 models.—Gourlay. l-'allowfield, Mancheater.

11 Indian, 71i.p., with 2-speGd gear, condition per-
fect and equal to new; £50—Seal and Ball, South-19

port.

3ih.p. Humber, 2 epeods. handle starting, perfect;
2 bargain, sell or exchange. — Tuson, Westcliff.

Preston.

B .S.A.J 1911. 3ih p., fastest in Lancashire, nil accee-
eones; first olfer £40.-Roper, 2o, StafEord St,

Bum 167-

T PARISH for the beet motora. Bradbury and
Douglas agent, sidecar builder, Fiaherpate.

Pret^ton.

T. PARISH ha^ a Hiujiber, 3ih.p., 2-fipeed free engine,
£27; also Eex, 3ili.p., £10. grand climber.

19
iiort.

10 Knftcld 2ib.p. Light\reif:ht. just overhauled:
£26/10.-AUeu Bros., Wellington Rd. S-. Stock-

I Q09 41h.D. Twin-cj-I. Alcyon, snring fork'*, magneto.
At/ B. and B., very fast; £16—15, Bradford St.
West, Bolton.

BAT-J,xVP., 1910. 7-8h.p., all n*-(C.-i?ories ; £37.-J.
II. Kearns 57, Northumberland Rd-, Old Traflord.

^lancliostcr.

]Qlli M.>to-RcTe, 2ih.p., twin, new tyre« and belt, in
-*/ ext-elleut condition; £29, orexchanye-—17, Peel

.St., Accrington.

Oh-p. N.S.U. LiRhtweiBlit. 19.09, magneto, tyres nearly^ now, perfect order; £12/15.—Fisher, 76, Scotfortli
Kd,, Ljiucaster.

3Xhp. Kerry, Hellesens ignition, leather belt, sprins;
2 forks, low position, good imllcr; £12/10.—Falk-

iuLj-bridee, Spa, Whitby-

TQlOi F.E. Triumph, prrfcct thron^'hout. tyres very
A*/ t-ood. lamp, and tools; £38; trial 20 milod.-P.
Iiriffield, Helperby, York.

Qilh-p. Vertical Pebf k. barenin, ' £10, or nearest

:

'W^l jiprincr forks, footrests. Brooks saddle, accessories.
—OB., Xewbould, Rnwmar.-ih.

1Q11 Zenith, 31h.p.. splendid condition, special
A»/ flttin?-'. span-s: £40; no offers. — 9,061, ihc
Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

1 Qll P. and M., recently overhauled; any report fromXt/ milkers, in splendid condition; give any test.—
Bentley. 11. Westtaite, Cleckhcatan.

FREE Enfrino Eudge, run 2,700 miles, new bark
tyre, new belt, lamp, horn, in splendid condition;

£41.-Shore, 756, Brownhill, Blackburn.

HALIFAX—New, unused 3;h.p. Rex, cost £48; also
new twin, cost £51; oxehon?e offers liberally con-

f^idercd.—Motor ExchauKC, Westsate. Halifax.

RTTDGE, free engine, now June, 1911, splendid con-'
ditinu. enamel and platins as new, tyxea unpunc-

tnred; £45—Brett, 300, Kirkstall Rd.. Leeds.

LOOK!-Rex, 1906, 3ih.p., li.b.e., adjuKtable pulley,
new tyre and rim, vari.ius improvements, leliahle;

bitrgain, £11.—Williams. Henry St., Lytham-

1 QIO 8h.p. Matchless, Nala 2-6l^oed, free engine.
At/ coafh-bnilt sidecar, speedometer: £55, neai offer.
-30. Mayfield Rd-, WhuIIey Range, Manchester.

NS.U.. 1911 Model de Luxe, S^h-p-. 2-=peed and free
engine, brand new; tii^t price £52/15. t-ash £40—

Graydon. 19. Kensington Rd-. St. Anne's-on-Sea.

6 h.p. Roc-Peugeot, Bosch, Whittle, Druids, elntch,
splendid tyres, Kood Tunninj; order ; too powerful

;

cash £17/10— tilaister. Christchurch St., Preston.

1 QIO Scott, splendid condition; expert examinafiou ;

,

±-*y £40. near offer, oi good eingle and ea^h.—Jones,
Magnet House, Woodbine St., Salford, Mancheeter. [

HUMBER. 1911, new in September, 2-speed. free en-

1

^ine, handle start in?, with sidecar, alf^o new in
September: £48—49. East Rd-, Longsight. Manchester-

6 h.p. Twin Minerva, 2i tyres. Whittle, spring forks,
adjustable pj.dley, guaranteed sound, good sidecar

machine; £19, of near offer.—Chappell, 35, Healey Lane,
Batley.

PHELON and Moore, late 1909. perfect condition,
completely overhauled June, practically new en-

JTine; expert examination; £40.-13, Welling Drive,
Bradford.

IQll Triumph, equal to new, £39; 1911 Calthorpe.
A*/ perfect order, only done about 2,000 miles, cheap.
£35; 3^h-p- Rex. new tyre^, h.b.c., a bargain, £12/10;
all above guaranteed.— Embro Cycle and Motor Co., 191,
Holdemess Rd., Hull-

OOMRARISON S—
£5 5s. versus £8 8s.

We guarantee our £5 5s. model to be equal, and
in some cases actually superior to, any £8 8s, model
seen at the Olympia Show. The " Coronet" repre-

sents all that is best in sidecar construction.

Model E.—£7. ModelD.—£7123. 6d.

Instructive Outalooue post free, giving
illuslrations and full 2mrlicit}ars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. iCvcry model certain to

satisfy and save money for buyers. Full of
improvements. Quicfc detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. Wiclcer, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seal.
Excellent npholsta-y.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, UEXliS, P. & M.'s, BRADBUKYS, etc.

Discounts lo Apcnt>.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5 each.

GREAT OL.EARANOE L.INE.
New Dunlops, 28x2 and 2\, wired edges .. 10/6
Dunlops, 28x2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9
24x2 and 2 J beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8/6
Best Quahty Butt-ended Tubes 7/9
150 New Tubes, 26 x 2^ 5/11
Rubber-studded Covers, best make 25/-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from raakci^ £11 10
4. h.p. Twin N.S.U., with magneto £9
li h.p. CLEMENT GARRAKD pattern . . 27/6
3 h.p. EAFNIR, silencer, etc £3 10

4A h.p. STEVENS, good order £5 5
9" h.p. DARRACQ, water-cooled £12
10 h.p. CLEMENT, two cylinder £12 10

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V £3 10

3i h.p. AUTOMOTO £2
I

zCvcLONii:, m.o.v. £1 15
i| h.p. Minerva £1 8 aj h.p. Brown- ..£35
3 h.p. Quadrant £3 | 23 h.p. Minerva £3 5

Exchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS-
We have a large slock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CAfiBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new 191 1 B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new 191

1

Amac with variable jet and h.b. control
Delivery per return.

BOOTH'S IVIOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(ofl Pellon Lane). HALIFAX. Tel.; 1062.

t7i ajisxverivg these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor C]frh.'\
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OHDER EARLY

!

Don't Pay Premiums!

I

£5 53. modeJ. £S Ss. ir.odel.

£7 7s. model. £8 83. mode!.
Scud for complete List. Post free upo;] application

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES.

1912 MOBELS. ^^^^^,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GENUINE Bargain; 5-6h.p. F.N-, good condition,

examination mvited ; £20: take small Drummond
lathe, treadle motion, part exchange.—Oddy, Lothers-
dale, Keishley.

CJEE, Write, or Wire, Geo. Merrick; Le^s the man for
»3 Bradburys; in stock, Kiidge, B.S-A-, A.J.S.,
NS-IJ., and runabouts-—Merrick's Stores, Listerhills,

Bradford. Tel.: 2439.

1 Q08 N-S.U-, 3ih.p., .spring forks, later magneto,
JLiJ Palmer cords, new tube, Amac, thorough running
order, ride reasonable distance; £17, or offer. — 245,
Preston Rd., Longrid-ge.

3JLh-p. New Hudson, 3-speed gear, 1912 model, de
2 livery first week in January ; advertiser unable to

accept ; nearest offer to liwt eecures.-Box 9,055, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

DOUGLAS. July, 1910, with 1911 improvements, en-

gine just returned from overhauling by makers, P.
and H. lamp, horn. Whittle belt, numerous spares; £26.
—Le Mare, Ashley House, St. Helen.s.

TRIUMPH. 1909}, free engine, new Whittle belt,

Clincher tyres, in splendid runing order; £32, 01

will exchange for 1911 fixed engine, with cash adjust-
ment.-Anderton, 142, Cau.seway, Warrington-

Sab.p. M-MC. Itotor Cycle, spring forks, B. and B.,
4: 2-speed, free engine, 40a. accumulator, in per-

fect running- condition; £15, or exchange for good twin
out of repair.—Reeves, cycle maker, Eamfurlong, Wigan.

T Qll 5h.p- Twin Rex de Luxe, purchased March
JL tf mileage 4,000, Whittle, complete with N.S.U.
cane sidecar, 2 new tyre^, Coutmental front, Avo;i rear;
£53 combination; any esaminaticn. — Andrews, 11
Roundhay Place, Leeds.

IQli 4-speed Free Engine Osborne, 4h.p. J.A.P., and
At/ sidecar, perfect- condition, accessories, spares, 58
guineas; 1907 3ih.p- Triumph, h-b-c-, adjustable pulley,
nearly new tyre.s, perfect condition, accessories, spares,
bargain, £20.—Haigh, King St, Huddersfield.

ALL the Be^t Makes Each one a pleasure to own.
We give prompt deliveries; P. and M., Bat, Brad-

bury, Indian, Ivy. B-S.A-, Clyno, Scott, Douglas, Cal-
thorpe, and the Hazlewood 2ih.p. 3-speed J.A.P.

;

exchanges with pleasure--Embro Cycle and Motor Co.,
Holderness R4., Huli-

REX, 1910, 3lh.p-, thoroughly overhauled, condition
a,s new, offers wanted; Singer Velo, 1910, like

new, £18; Triumph, new cylinder, piston, carburetter,
and variable puUe/. overhauled by Triumph, £18, to
clear; new N-S.U.. 1911, 2ih-p., twin, nndergeared pnl
ley. makers' price £43, ours £34-—Hartley Clegg, Ltd-,
Central Garage, Burnley.

FOR Sale, H- D. Shaw's 7h.p. Indian, fastest machine
on the road in the North of England, winner of

several open hill-climbs and si-teed eveuts, with touring
and racing handle-bars, 3 spare covers, 2 spare tubes,
spare ported racing cylinders, 2 spare p^istons, spare ex-
haust valves, lamp, generator, horn, tools, etc., also 7
sprockets and chain wheels, giving gears from 2^ to 6i
to 1 ; price 55 guineap.-Full particulars from H. D-
Sliaw, Ashton House, Underclifie, Bradford-

SECTION in.

Carnaivon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Staffoi^d. Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

TH.E North Wales -Motor Exchange, Rhosddu, Wrex
ham. Tel.: 283.

JCJ12 T.T. Rudge (Olympia Show machine); £48/15.

"I
012 A.J.S., Model A. [show machine); £38/17.

j Qll Humber Lightweight, like new, studded Dun-
-Lt/ lops; bargain, £27/10 cash.

19

19

10 Free Engine Triumpli, all spares; £40.

MaLcneto Lightweight, spring forks, low built,
"20.

11 Bradbury (1910 engine), absolutely like new,
Kenipshall tyre, Dunlop belt; £40-

ivj-.s.u.
1^ Whittle belt

5h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch, h.bc, fine sidecar machine;
£25.

3ih.p. Rex, 1907,^ spring fork.?, rubber belt, trembler
2 cnil, ideal inai-hine fir a beginner, splendid

i.liiiibcr; £2 0.

6^Ii-p. Motor C^clc, 26in. wlicel^:, vertical engine. Lon^ f!;ueniar"e cs'irburettcr, rubber belt, '^o::d going order;
£5.-W. Jones, 64. Rhosddu Rd., AVrexham. "

PHIJLON and Mo..re, new 1911 model,, just arrived.
from Tuakers;'" imnicdiate, delivery'.—Moss, ' Wem.'

SCOTT, Douglas, and Zenitb, new .1912 models due
this montii; book nuw-— Moss, Wem.

BAT. 3ih.p., Ro.'^. 2-speed,' accUiiuilator, general con-
dition^ good; bargain, £12/10.—Barrington, June-

exchange Indian or Tri-

tioli Rd., -Leek

ion 3ih.p. Premier; £28
JLt/ umph; \\

way, Bridgnorth,

A.S-L-, 1910-11. 5-6h.p.. last clutch model, very com-
fortable, spares; £57

" --.---
Stores, -Eridce St-. Chester-

SALE! SALE! SALE!

To make room for igi2 stock we offer the under-
mentioned macliines at a reduction FOR SPOT
CASH ONLY of 15%. This does not apply to

exchanges or deferred payments. COMPARE
PRICES.

F.N., 4^ h.p., four-cylinder, like new £30
N.S.U., 3j h.p., brand new, igri model £40
REX 5 h.p. de Lu.xe, new, igii models £60
BRADBURY, 3* h.p., vertical engine, spr. forks £18
PREmiER, 3jh.p., iQlo, twin, very fast .. £32
MINERVA, 4i h.p., twin, spr. forks, good tyres £22
REX, 5 h.p., igio, model de Luxe, two speeds £42
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto £23
REX, igio, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35

REX, igil, 7 h.p., two speeds, excellent order £51

REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
TRIUMPH, 1909, ii h.p., standard model £32
ARIEL, igio, 3! h.p., footboards fitted, F.E. £30
N.S.U., rgoS, 5J h.p., two speeds, perfect £25
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., de luxe, brand new. In stock.

TRIUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p,, .KL'All saddle .... £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks .. £18
REX, 5 h.p., igioi, two-speed. M.O.V £42
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p. Twin, magneto .... £26
ARIEL, 2.! h.p., lightweight model £10
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves £37
ANGLIAN, 2j h.p., good running order £6
KERRY ABINGDON, 1910, 3* h.p., clutch .. £32
REX, 19 1 1, 7 h.p.. tourist model £37
REX DE LUXE, igoS, 5 h.p., two speed £28
F.N., ij h.p., magneto, nice lightweight £13
N.S.U., 3} h.p., igio model, like new £28
ANT0INE,5 h.p., footboards, just overhauled £20
KERRY, 5 h.p., twin, low built £17
REX, igiol, 5 h.p., de Luxe, M.O.V., as new £42
KERRY, 3'h.p., vertical engine, spring forks £8
HUMBER, 3) n.p., igog, two-speed £32
TRIumPH, 3j h.p., igog, footboards £34
N.S.U., 3.1 h.p., magneto, spring forks £22
MOTOSACOCHE. ij h.p.. Bosch magneto £15
REX igi2 de Luxe Models in Stock.

CALTHORPE, 3i h.p., igii model, as new . . £38
N-S.U., 3^ h.p., two speeds, spring forks £25
PORTLAND, 191 1, si h.p. model, two speeds,

as new £42
REX, 1910, 3^ h.p., tourist, magneto £24

50/- deposit secures

—

LL0YDS,2h.p. ..£10 BARTER, 2i h.p.. . £8
MINERVA, 2 h.p. .. £6 BROWN, 2 h.p. .. £7

KERRY, 2.i h.p. .. £9 ARIEL, 2* h.p. ..£12
CUNARD, 3h.p. ..£10 L.O. 3hn iio
QUADRANT, i> h.p. £8 RIP, 2» h.p. ... f 8

TIMES, 2 h.p. .... £8 ANTOINE, 2th.p. £7
Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND TRICARS.
F.N. Light Monocar, 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder,

two speeds, plate clutch, wheel steering, very
fine monocar. Offers.

REX Litettes, igi i models, new £50
ui.ovtfw, 34 h.p., two speeds, air-cooled- ..... £16
STAR I ar. g h.p., three .speeds -.....'......,... £25

REXETTE. fth.D.. latest model £25

REX Iriette, 5 h.p., free engine £22
BEDELIA Car, latest igii model, two speeds,

magneto, only done 300 miles :.^^^

SIDECARS, &c.
MONTGOMERV Sidecar, child's seat

rORECAR, with tvrcs, alummium finish

MILLFORD, left side, rigid type . . .

.

..H=S!£7

£2

1911 REXES.
We have a tew 1911 R-^XES, all branji^^vy

and guaranteed, to clear at special price&^^v^

All modek. Writ^'iis tor Prf^EJyi
Special exclian'jr* alfowances.

.'i'&^ •

MAUDES MOTOR MART^
156 GREAT. RORTLAtifD. STR£Ef.

l-O-l^'D O M W.,
TelepKoTie 552. Mayfair ,.. .,^i|f.

- Te.l-c^raTne "Abdicate" Loiidoo:;so^hj''

( 1_ I STS F»OST RR e:it)r

I'triru^' ilii-fe adierlisemfntti it is desjrahle to mention "The Motor Cycle.''
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The Halifax Motor Excha^nge

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

'Phone, 766. Teletrrams : " Perfection.'

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 Twin REX Sidctle, in stock £75
igll 4 h.p. A.S.L., nearly new £35 o
19" 3i li-P- Tourist REX, done 750 miles £32 10
1911 2} h.p. 'I wo-speed REX lunior £39 10
1911 3J h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
1911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
yioj Twin REX DE LUXE, biand NEW 47 Gns.
1910 3! h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, grand machine £38 10
1910 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £48
J910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very Inst £29 10
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10
l9ro 3.1 h.p. REX, very fast, special machine .... £27 10
1909 Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £34 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, wants tuning up £16 10
1908 31 h.p. ULigneto REX, very fast £24 10
1507 3! h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19
5i h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £24 10
Brand New 3 J h.p. REX, spring forks aa-t pedals .. £31
Brand New Twin Magneto REX £37 15
Brand Neiv 3S h.p. REX, special finish £29 10
2} h.p. 1910 Two-speed Magneto F.N £27 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low . . £25
3i h.p. REX, very good order £8 10
3j h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10
5* h.p. Twin REX, extra good £16 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18
F.N. Magneto Lightweig^it £16 10
3i h.p. MINERVA-CHATER-LEA £14 10
3i h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.-b. control .... £12 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, h.-b. control . . £12 10
4} h.p. W'.C. Two-speed Runabout £16 10
3h.p. HUMBER,ch.iindrive £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £14 ]0

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

TEIUMPH. 3ih.p., 1909 model, perfect
trial; £30. — Hanley Garage, Ltd.,

Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

TEIUMPH, 3!h,p., -1908 model, perfect
trial; £25.—Hanley Garage, Ltd.,

Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

order ; any
Cheapeide,

order ; any
CLeapside,

£35 : anv
Cheapside, Hanley,

HUMBER. 3ih.p., 1911 model, as new
trial-—Hanley Garage, . Ltd.. CJiea7)3i(

Stoke-on-Trent.

"J
Ih.p. Magneto N.S.U., 2-5peed. free engine, guaran-

-*-2 teed as new; any trial; £22. cash or exchnnr"^

—

Gittins, The Lawn ""

NEW
I9rr 2} h.p. 2-speed REX Junior 50 Gn5.
iglr 3i h.p. Free-engine REX . . 4? Gn'.
1911 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE . . 57 Gns.
igil Twin REX DE LUXE .... 63 Gns.

Offers Wanted, Liberal Excliange Allowances.

1912 BRADBURY
REX

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

THE "EXCHANGE
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-6

TEITJMPH.
£55, or

Cheaprfide

0--iwestry.

1911 model, 5^1. P-. new, free CDgine;
ui nearest offers. — Hanley Garage, -iitd.,
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

BRADBURY, 3ili.p.. Bo.^ch magneto, spring forks,
low machine. ^'Oud tyiQs; a baifjain, £12; no oners,— Slatk, Spriu; Plaee, Chesterfield.

"I
Oil Triumph, clutch model, very litle used, all ar

J-*' cessories
: £45, barfjain ; any examinatiun.—

Jtcaoe, ilatlock Bath, Derbytihire.

pilb.p. F.N.-Chater-Lea, sound- mnchine. and in tlic
^4- best condition m to tyres, etc.; mu^t sell, £//10
—Smith, Uppor Grove Ed., Chesterfield.

"jVr.S.TJ., 3Jh.p., mn^neto, B. and B., Whittle belt. Miclie-
-1-' lin tyres; £20: would exchance same and tji-h
I'r^r 2-speed free entrine,—l-'isher, North Rd., Congleton.

MOTOR Cyeln, 3ih.P-. Humber inclined ensine, verv
knv, new maRneto just fitted, new tvre, lamp, and

generator: £12.—Crawford, Station Rd., Northwioh.

HUMBER, 3ib.p., new motor cycle, fltt.d with a'l
late.st inipTovements; iwual price £45, accept

iniek sale £39.—Pepper's Garage, Shelton. Stokercm
Trent.

REY,

HUMBER 2h.p. New Motor Oyclc, as diipplied bj
makers: onr priee quick sale £32.—Pepper's Garnyi-'

Sheltt'n, Stoke-on-Trent.

1Q10 Speed Kins Hex. Stl.p.. very fast, nerfeet,i-^ £22/10: 1911 Br.idbnrr. perfect, new condiiion.
f9'10
entry.

-Box No. 9,056, The Mi/lor Cycle Offlei

GENTLEMAN,
not di.iie 10

obliged to realise on his new B.S.A .

10 uiile-i, lovely ninehlne, sjieritlee £42
Uo 1910 twin Motn-Ueve, m new, £22.—Box 9 025

The Mnlor Cycle OfHcea, Coventry.

TEIUMPH, kite 1909, Mubon free eneinc, recently
overbanled, perfect, .Tones speedometer, wotcli

Autoelip'C lamp, brand new back tyre and 2 belts and
other extras; £34, or ofTers.-Bansliaf, Hydro. Llan-
dndno.

SnCTION IV.

Lincoln, Leicester, Hutland.Nottinj^ham
Northamptonshire, and Warwicltshire

Oil.-PO2 r

D
Minerva, good condition, new It. and B carlui-
tter: £11.-223. Newark Ed.. Lincoln.

OUGLAS. new: Roint- cheap; fitted for the mail
bargain—79. St. John's n<t.. Sparkhill.

5I1.P. Cone Clutch Bex. nn-
Stuart Smith. 3. Newhall St.,

1Q11 (June) Twin
-«- " scratched ; £45.
Birmingham.

1Q12 Triumphs;
J- i/ at once.— \V.

Heath, Coventry.

"IQll Triumphs, free engine, splendid condition

;

-i-tf trial or expert examination; £43/10.-
Brandish, Coventrj'.

delivery guaranteed January;
Brandish, Triumph agent,

order
Great

19 12 F.E. B.S.A., in st.-)ck, magneto machine
exchange: 1911 F.E. Budge, brand new

rla.^tow Motors, Grimsby.

n part
offer-.

|"6uperbe " type, with best lyre, apron, etc. . . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7 Q
Ditto, with best coach-boilt body £7 12 6
Improved Quick-detachable Joints are fitted to all

jmodels. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
jN.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

£A DOWN ^"'^ */- ""^kly secures prompt
!"" »#»*¥» 11 despatcll of any of these machines
l3l h.p. MINERVA-CHATER-LEA £14 10
13 h.p. OUAOtANT, V belt. h.-b. control, so. forks »1J 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £9 10
Lightweight mOTOSACOCHE, spray, runs well . . 414 10
ji h.p. REX, specially good condition £8 10
2} h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
li h.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.-b. control £12 10
5I h.p. Twin REX, fine machine £16 10
jS h.p. MINERVA, M.O. v., 25in. wheels £15 10

16 X 210. CONTINENTAL and CLIPPER-Covers 12/6
!6 X 2jin. MICHEUN Heavy Tricar Covers 22/6
!6 X 2iin. MiCHELIN Extra Heavy, WIRED .. 20/-
>(enr Sidecars £4 19s. 6d. and 16 «:.
second-hand Sidecars from 35/-

"IQll Douglas. F.E.. 2 speeds, band starting, ridden
-•-«/ 1,500 miles, complete; £38/10.—I'lastow. Motor-
Grimsby.

Bosch magneto. Whittle belt
£17/10. — Plastuw, Mofur-

1 QIO 3ih.p. Minerva.
Xt/ variable pulley:
Grimsby-

TErUMPH, 1909, re-bushed November. 1910; £26:
inspection by appointment.-Lea, 15, St. Peter'-

Ed., Harborne. Central 113.

fTiErCMPH. 1910, standard mcdel, lamp, h.irn. spares.
J- new back tyre: £30, Icwest—Grant.' 177, Grove
ud., Sparkhill, Binningham-

1 Q09 5-6h.p. Rex 2-speed. recently rebushed through-
-*-«-' out. condition excellent, all spares; £30.—A.
Francis, Hyde House. LeamingtoiL - •

TRIUMPH. June. 1910 enamelling and plating like
new, all spares. Solar lamp, etc.; £31 : cash wanted.

-22, East Goscote St., Leicester.

tf>.3h.p. Genuine De Dion, Bat ppring frame and forks,
^^4 new piston and cvlinder, B.B., h.b-c. ; £12.—
Thompson. Edmund St., Kettering.

SINGEE Moto-Veln, a genuine lightweight, in good
condition, full spares, incUidiug new Lyao; £25.—

Leigh, 78, Queen's Ed-. Nuneaton.

IQll Humber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, com-
J-t^ plete tool kit, 2 new tielts and snare inner tube.
-8,624. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

RUnGE. 1911, August, Cowey, Autoelipse and Lucas
lamps, spare valves, cover, and tubP: 38 guineas.

—Smyth. 4. Brightoa Terrace, Horniastle Ed., Boston.

5, HEATH ST.,

HAMPSTEAO
Close to Hampstcad

Tube Station.

TelegraIIls^"Rey. Hainpstead." Tel. -678 P.O.,Hampstead*

EXTENDED RAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
on the following 1012 Machines in STOCK :

TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

BRADBURY, 1912, standard NoextraE.P. £48
BRADBURY, 1512, T.T £48
BRADBURY, rgi2, free engine £54 10
BRADBURY, 1912. two-speed gear „ ,, £55
RUDGE, I9r2 standard model , ,, £48 15
RUDGE, 1912T.T

, „ £48 15
RUDGE, 1912 free engine „" ,, £55
B.S.A., I9ri standard model ,, ,, £50
HUMBER, 1912, two-speed gear .., „ ,, £52 10
ZENITH, 1912, 3.U1.P., si.t weeks . . ,, ,, 53 GnS.
ZENITH, 1912, 6' h.p., six weeks 67 Gns.
ZENITH, 1912, 8 h.p., si.x weeks . . „ „ 69 Gns.
PREMIER, 1912 standard „ £47 10
PREMIER, 1912 free engine £54 10
PREMIER, 1912 two-speed gear £58
BAT, 1912, 3j h.p., two-speed £59
BAT, rgi 2, 6' h.p., two-speed £70 12
BAT, 1912, 8 h.p., two-speed ,, „ £72 12
F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., two-speed gear ,. ,, 45 Gns.
F.N., 1912, 5-6h.p

,
50 Gni.

SINGER, 3i h.p., 1912 , „ £48 15
SINGER, 3.t h.p., 1912, free engine ,, „ £55
LINCOLN'ELK, 1912, 2i h.p s% extra E.P. £28 10
LINCOLN ELK, r9l2, 3 h.p £30 10
LINCOLN ELK, 1912, 3| h.p £34
TRIUMPH, iji2, T.T. Roadster .. ,. .. £50
BEDELIA Cars 7*% extra E.P. 59 Gns.

Q. & N. Runabouts. 8 h.p. (in 5 weeks) ,, „ 87 Gns.

A.C., speed sociable tyjic (in Feb.) „ ,, £87 10
Any other makes on application.

ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES IN STOCK. No waiting.

1911 New Machines to clear at Bargain Prices.

p. & M., two-speed gear £56 10

B.S.A., 3I h.p., standard £50 model £41

HOBART , 2* h.p., lightweight, £38 model £29
TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, £50 model £47

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear-

PREMIER Twin, r9rr, two-speed gear £38

BRADBURY, I9lt, fine order £32
F.N., four-cylinder, i9ir, almost new £29

RUDGE T.T., 1911, very fast £29

F.N., 2i h.p., two-speed, good condition . £27

QUADRANT, 3.V h.p., 1911, good condition £26

N.8.U., 3* h.p., two-speed gear £15

REX, sKt-P-. ^^''th speedometer £26

ZENITH, 1910, good order

BAT, 8 h.p.. good condition, all accessories £28
LINCOLNELK,3jh.p.,i9ii,clutch,and5idccar .. £32

BAT, 8 h.p., 1910, with Millford sidecar £45

F.N., .\\ h.p., good order £18

BRADBURY, 1911, splendid condition £33

TRIUMPH, i9ro, 3J h.p., free engine model £38
TRIUMPH,i9ir, standard, splendidorder £39

B.8JV., 1911, almost new £40

HOBART, 2* h.p., soiled only £29

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., igii, good order and condition £29

TRIUMPH, I9ir, almost new, clutch model £50

TRIUMPH, I9rr, clutch model, as new £48

ZENITH, iQir, soiled condition ordy £48

REX, 4 h.p., T.T., twjn, igri model, splendid order £26
INDIAN, 5 h.p., late 1910, red, all acces., bargain . . £26

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 1910. fine order, all accessories £25
REX, 3j h.p., 1910, good order £24
LINCOLN ELK, l9ro, 3 h.p., magneto, spring forks £15

TRIUMPH, I9ir, almost new, with accessories ... . £42

DOUGLAS, rgrr, Model D, all accessories £26

THE

£3-10 REY Sidecar £3-10
With 26 X 2j Hutchinson T>tc, £5.

Repairs of every description at lowest prices. All Motcr
Cycle Accessories in stock. BOOK your 1912 mount
NOW. Send for Exchange Form, and get best price.

BEST HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.
Terms : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payment

on any Machines or Sidecars.

The REY LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any other
make. PRICE 2/- per frx>t. Sample on application.

REY
Manufacturers of the Rey Exhaust Whistle and Sidecar.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

H A M P S E A O.
In answeriTnj Ihnsc advertiscmcnls it is dcsirahh In mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The 3-speef] New Hudsohs have stood tlie

test, and are absolutely in the first rank oi
f

Class motor cycles.

We are agents for Harfaxaud Hudders-
|

field, and can give early delivery.

We can supply the chain drive enthusiast with

the popular A.J.S> machines for which we are
sole agents.

High Glass iviotor Cycles in Stock.

MOTO-REVES.
Handy in grease, free from vibration, splendid

iiill-climbers.

191 1 Single-cylinder, record machine £22
1910 2I h.p. Twin, very" fine order £23
191D 2'i h.p. Twill, with 1911 littings £24
1909 2\ h.p. Twin, 50X 70 mm £20

All have ma-nelo, h.-b. control, Druid forks,

toolbag, tools, and inflator.

1910 3i h p. REXES.
We have four of these, price £27 each.

REXES. REXES. REXES.
3^ h.p. igog Tourist, fine goer £24
3* h.p. 1909 Speed King_. extra fine £23
3 h.p. igo8 P'eatherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V. £48
5-6h.p,, 1908, two-speed, and sidecar .... £32
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, igo8, two-speed model .

.

£28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, igog eng. £32

N.SU.'S. N.S.U.'s N.S.U.'S.

5i h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B. carb. . . £25
5 h.p. Twin. Bosch magneto £19
1910 6 h.p., M.O.V., two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
191

1

Two speed Bradbury, fine £37
igii Lady's Hobart, Armstrong three speeds £35

3J h.p. L.M.C, iqio model £25
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. &. B., spr. forks £16
3ih.p. Quadrant, b.-b. control, spring forks £13

2i h.p. Humber, chain drive £7
if h.p. Minerva, V belt £4 10
3i h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Amac £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutcti Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed igoS Rex and Sidecar £33
7-9 h.p. Two-speed ReK and Sitlecar £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U". coach-built sidecar .... £38
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

-P/L I^tf^WN SECURES ANY OF THESE.a*^ UUWll BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3^ h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in. wheels £12

3i h.p. Fafnir, M.O.V £12 u

-^R nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE
^0\9 UMVin BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3ih.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch magneto £16
5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, h.-b. control, variable .. £16 10
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16
Ai-5h h.p. N.S.U. , Bosch £19
\-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
5 h.p. Humber Car, two-seater, good goet £22
6i h.p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Torpedo Petrol Tank, with oil pump 10/-
Bowden Triple Handle-bar control levers .

.

3/6
New Screwcutting Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
Farrar's Sidecar, quick detach joints £3 15
Farrar's Sidecar, new wicker body £3 15
Portland Sidecar, 26in. wheel £3 10
Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Prested Accumi^lators, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone

jjALIFAjS '^*'' "!'""*''

3

from G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBER. Midland Deuot, 78, New St . Birmingham,

We are now bonking orders for early delivery of
all models; delivery of the famous flying twin from stock.

HU2\XJ^. ii)I{.~-TVG are Hnmber Rpecialist^, and have
lher<'fore a particukir "interest in these famous ma-

rhines. The finest vahie in the shnw. 1912 models
may now be seen in out rthowroin^'—Henry Garner, Ltd-,
78, New St-, Birmingham. 'Phooe : ,

Central 7298-
Wires : Deiiendable.

HUMBER Depot, Birmingham.—We hare a few bar-
gains to offer in second-hand mai.hines: various

make.*, from £15 upwards; rfpnirs on the premises;
Humber ffpares alwaj':^ in stoi.k-— 78, New St.

Ih.p, Endr-re, V. and H- lamp and generator, mirror,w2 clock, hfjru, new September, 1911: 40 guineas-—
Box L5409. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, 'ludor St-, E.G.

1 Qll 2yh.p. 2-speed Douglas, free engine, handle starf-
Xtf ing, only new 5 weeks ago, done 600 miles; £40
spot.—Colmore Depot, 31, Cjlinore Row, Birmingham.

"I
Qll Enfield, 2Jh-p., 2-speed, free engine, guaranteed

At' as new, fine lightxveight ; £39 spot-—Culmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Binningbam.

TjQll Scott, brand new, never been used, for immedi-X *^ ate delivery, £60 ; splendid opportunity : also
..H. 1910 Scott, for £35; guaranteed.—Colmore Depot,

31. Colmore Row, Binningham-

"OOG. 1910. 4h.p., 2-speed, free, new tubes, tyre,
-t\j Jones speedometer, lamp, -tools, B. and B., Bosch;
£28; guaranteed.—May, 56, Middleborough Rd-, Cov-
entry.

P.
and M., new April. 1911, perfect condition, geared
for sidecar, 2] tyres, chain gutird, recently over-

iiauled by makers; £55.—Morley, Station Kd., Wylde
Green.

1 Qll Seott, only beet .2,157 miles, Jones trip ppeed-
-M.*J ometer, Tiinote horn, complete ^et of tools,

'pares ; £50-~Colmore Depjt, 35, Colmore Row, Bir
mingham.

MOTOR Cvcle, Sihp-, ni.o.v-, magneto ignition, h-b-c.
carburetter, eloping back frame, low built, first-

class order ; bargain, £15/10.— Browns, 12, Ball Ring
Birmingham.

REX de Luxe, 1911 model, 3;h.p-, free engine, 2
speeds, magnetj ignition, spring ftrks. ahiminium

t'ootboards, only httle used; bargain, £38.- Brown's, 12,
Bull Ring, Birmingham.

QUADRANT Motor Cyric, 3h p-, B, and B. carbur-
etter, spring fork*, !;ini]i, etc- ; sell bargitin, £7-—

Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham

"B Qll Rex Motor Cycle, 3;h.p., m.o.v., magneto, h.b.c,X t' drip feed, aluniinium footboards, abnc^t new

;

bargain, £28.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

jQll T-T. JanKv, 3ih-p., special tank, mudguards,
Xt/ F-R.S- lamp, sp;ire tube and case, new Kempshalt
and Rom, condition guaranteed; £35.—Dixon, Park Rd-,
Sutton Coldftcld.

3 h.p- Griffon-Zedel, entire h.b.c, 26in. wheels, black,
ignition. Sieman Obach battery, lamp, hj-aies

;

£10/10 ; no offers; perfect running order.—Spooncer,
bulb grower, Spalding.

DOUGLAS, 1911, nnscratched and guaranteed - per-
fect ; expert examination; pn>,'ine ettiiienuy as new.

footboards, N.A.B., all spares, tynjcf new; £32.—Bamber,
Hill, Four Oaks, Biruiinghum.

SINGER, 3ih-p., 1911-12, with or without N.S-U- 2-

speed gear, condition equal to new : price witl;

t^pares and gear, £48 ; withovrt gear £43.—No. 9,041,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. "

"I Q09 Triumph, ju-^t overhauled, excellent condition.
X ti Luetis hfadlight, new belt, tyres splendid condi-
tion, spare valve and bntt-ended tube; £32/10.—\\ rite
or call, 83a, "Wellington St., Leicester.

JQIO F.N., 2ih.p. lightweight, 2-speed gear and free
X«/ en:^ine. good lamp, tyres trcod, complete with
Loole; £25.—Write or call, 83a. Wellington St., Leicester.

TRICMPH, 1909, condition and tyres excellent;
£29/10; -Mabon clutch, 1911, spare belt and tube

lease. Pillion seat, cyclometLT, etc-, extra if required.—
ISiiverston, 10, Rctton Park Rd., Edgbaeton.

5 h.p. V.S. and New Bnrbnry S-C. (cost £9), 2-speed,
AVhittle, magneto, exhaust whistle, 1911 B. and

B.. long exhausts, lamp, spares, butted tubes, excellent
ucr.dition.—Allen, Rockingham Rd.. Kettering.

3 ih.p. Rex de Luxe, 1909J., 2 speeds, Kerapsliall and
2 Contineiital just fitted, quantity 6pare«, all parts

exi'cllent condition, only been used for pleasure by en-
gineer; £27/10.—Copley, St. Catherine's, Lincoln.

TRIUMPH, June, 1910. free engine, epgine completely
overhauled at Trinmpii wcrks recently, tank re

painted, new Lyso belt, new ^yre on re:iF wheel, and nei\

horn, complete; £38.—Box 9,015, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

P.
and M-, Saxjn forks, B. and B. 1911 carburetter,
gears, engine perfect order, Keinpshall non-skid

back, unpunctured, nearly new. dry battery ignition,
been carefully looked after, fi.tted gear case, very smart
lotking, doej 40 m.p.h.. handle starting very easy, climb
anything, a thorouuih good mount; goes to best offer

over £25.—Ernejt Mays, Stechford.

" Follow my Leader."
OUR "last" season's improvements are now

being extensively eopied by enterprising'
makers.

TOO late:!!
We are still 12 months ahead.

MODEL DE LUXE.
£5 5 0.

MODEL C.
lith Ciiiie Body. £6 0.

MODEL E. MODEL D,

with Reveisible and Detacli. with Coach Built Body,

ahte Child's Se:it. £6 10 £7 0.

Absolutely the finest value on the inarlcet.

L,ESS POWER.
It is admitted by -'xperts that, owing to the imique

design, far less uu-er is reqiiired to propel Farrar'^

Sidcfais lan any other style on the market,

NOTtL OUR tront arm which sTips ihe -sidecar

CENTRE, -othine lopsided about this attachment.

OUR quick detachable joints are t trent.

OUR cranked back axles ac extensively copied.

OUR f'esioTi is thesafest.on toe uiaLuet.

OUR 12 months* guarantee is honestly carried out.

ALL COiVlPLtre with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.

Discount to the Trade.

Deliverv irom stock to suit TRIUMPHS, RE.KEb,
P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLRN-DID VALUE.

SPRUNO UBKE A OAR.
^oIp Agent for Australia and N^w /ealaniL

Mr. T HAiJRIS, Hunter Street, SYDNEY, N.S.W.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.

Heavy Rubber-studded Covei-s, 26 x 2j .... 18/6
26 X 2^ Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers 25/-

:j6 X 2 and 26 x 2J VVired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2^ or z\ 30/-

Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26X 2iin 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26X 2 18/6.

Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2} 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x zi 9/3
Special Heavy 26 x 2^^ Tubes, guarantet-d . . 7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Speedometer, glass face broken 25/-

New Toolbags, 9 x 6 x jiin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .

.

7/6

I h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts, new £7

DAV Twin-cylinder Bosch, new .......... £415
Mabon Clutch, variable pulley 35/-

XL'All Spring Forks 8/6

Druid Spring Forks, new £2 5

ij b.p. Clement-Garrard Engine, new £3

New Lycett's Tubular Carrie-s 4/11

New Lamp and Generator, plated 12/6

Brand New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine and Bosch
magneto £11 11

New igii B. & B. Carbui-ettcrs, h.-b. control 25/-

5/- allowed for old carburetter.

Longuemare, B. & B., F.N., and others from 5/- each.

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX KeTSlr
Telephone gig.

A30 In answerivg these advertisements it is (fesirahlc to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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RUDGE MODELS.
EARLY DELIVERIES Guaranteed.
T.T. MODEL £48
FREE-ENGINE MODEL £55
MULTI GEAR MODEL £60

Any make of motor cycle taken in part exchange, and
highest prices allowed. MAY WE QUOTE YOU ?

REX, 5 h.p. Tourist, brand new, cantilever seat, drip
feed, spring forks, aluminium footboards, ail

improvements Guaranteed £40
REX, 5 h.p. 1909 Model, Tourist, spring forks, adjust-

able pulley Guaranteed £26
; REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear, variable

pullev, spring forks Guaranteed £33
REX SPEED KING, 5 h-P-, 1909, adjustable' pulley,

drip feed lubricator Guaranteed £26
REX SPEED KING, 3J h.p., all improvements, especi-

.
ally built for Isle of Man races, chain drive

Guaranteed £25
MINERVA, 8 h.p., Phelon & Moore, 2-speed gear, chain

-. drive, handle starting, Bosch magneto, Brown and
Barlow carburetter, Chater-Lea frame, and spring
forks, complete with sidecar Guaranteed £40

IL8.U., 2} h.p., twin cylinder, lightweight, handle-bar
control, 26in. wheels, 1909 model, splendid order,
stands and carrier Guaranteed £22

HUMBER, 3i h.p., two speeds, magneto, handle start-
ing, free engine, etc Guaranteed £29

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 1911 model, standard throughout,
splfndid condition Guaranteed £30

PORTLAND, 3j h.p., igii model, all-weather finish, all

improvements, and in first-class order Guaranteed £32
REX Speed King, 3^ h.p., very racy .... Guaranteed £22
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., Bosch, finish as new Guaranteed £23
fAFNIR, 3* h.p., two speeds, Druid forks, will take

a sidecar Guaranteed £13
N.S.U., magneto, 3^ h.p., very powerful Guaranteed £17
REX DE LUXE, free engine, twin cylinder, handle

starting Guaranteed £22
RIP, Peugeot, 3J h.p., low built, racy Guaranteed £12
REX, igo6, handle-bar control, good condition

Guaranteed £10
QUADRANT, 3} h.p., complete with sidecar

liiiaranteed £15

SIDECAR MACHINES.
NUMBER, 34 h.p., two speeds, Roc gear, handle start-

ing, and free engine, sidecar Portland Six-guinea
Model Guaranteed £34

REX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., 1909, two-speed gear, variable
pulley, complete with splendid sidecar

Guaranteed £38
MIDGET BICARf 3* h.p., two-speed gear, variable

pulley, automatic carburetter, nearly new sidecar
Guaranteed £18

REXETTE, water-cooled, coach-built, two speeds,
wheel steering Guaranteed £18

CARS.
rORD, 15-18 h.p., two-seater or three-seater, four-

cylinder, wind screen. Cape cart hood, Bosch mag-
neto, Gabriel horn, Stepney wheel, three-note horn,
and an ordinary car horn, clock, etc., etc., splendid
order Guaranteed £85
£2 deposit down, balance 5/- weekly, secures any

of the following :

LLOYD'S. 2 h.p £8 F.N., 2* h.p £8
REX, 2i h.p £8 BOWDEN F.N £7

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Avon, 26 X 2i!i., heavy rubber, studded 18/-
Avon, ditto, :6x2jm 18/6
Continental, 26x2iin., rubber non-skid, basket

pattern, heavy type . , 33/-
Continental, ordinaiY plain tyres, 26x2in., beaded 17/3
Avon, 2h X 2in. or 2iin., beaded edge 16/6
Continental 26 x 2in. tubes

.

.

Avon extra heavy tubes, 26 x 2iin

MISCELLANEOUS.
SO Triumph Pattern Horns, perfectly new each
Coach-built 8-guinea Model Portland Sidecar, abso-

lutely new, Continental tyre, double Cee
spriiiga. wide mudguard, double stoved,
enauiclled 7

Portland 6-guinea Model, as above, only fitted
with basUet-upholstered chair

Portland 7-guinea Model, as above, only fitted «ith
white cane basket

Lycett Toolbags, g x 6 x sjin
Sidecar Aprons, green, red, or blue

MANY OTHER BARGAINS.
State requirements.

THE NEW FIRIVl—

5/6
8/6

£6 10

£5

£6
4,'6

6/9

scons,
Telephone

:

'433 National.

Victoria Motor House,

Powell Street,
HALIFAX.

Telegrams :

" Scott, Powell St., Halifax."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3h-Pj_ Scout, perfect: £7 ; excljau^ea eutertaiBed.—
Osborne, Old Cattle Market, Ipswich.

PAEEER and Son.-B-S.A-. 2-speed. clutcli, aud T-T.
models; delivery December; place your order now.

PARKER and Son—Tri.uupb, clutcli models; de-
livery January.

PARKER and Son.—Rudye ; early deliveries; ciutLli

and T.T. models-

PARKER and Son.—Bradbury, clutch models, early
delivery; 2-6peed, chain drive, delivery in March.

WE Have several good Triumphs in stock nt very
reasonable prices; free tuition to all purchasers-

—Parker and Son, St. Ires, Hunts-

23.h.p. Bradburj' Motor Cycle, torpedo tank, good con-
4 dition; £6/10. must ^*ell.—Harlington, Dunetable,

Beds.

LAMBERT. Thetford, for early deliveries of 1912
Triumphs, Bradbury?, Matchless, Humbers, Rudges,

B.3.A., etc.

MINERVA. 3ih.p., low, fast, good tyres, 26in. wheels,
splendid running order; £6/10-— 5, Carlton Ter-
Cromer.

19"a,
3Ah.p. Rudge, 3 months old, in topping order

and condition, almost like new; £35.—3a, Bridge
St., Cambridge-

"I Q09 Magneto Motoeacoehe, ^jtring forks, in perfpct
X *f order ; £13.-37, Searle St.. Chesterton, Cam-
bridge.

31h.p- Bradbury, 1911, new buck tyre and bult. Cowey
2 speedotneter, P. ond H. lamp, v ;itch, porfett

order: £38/10—Ireland, Mildcuhall. Suflolk-

TRIFMPH, 3 'h.p., 1908, maijocto. Dunlop front.
Kemprthall back, and Dnulcp belt few weeks old.

Iiorn, exhaust whi^^tlc. fciotbcardj, stand, etc.. smurl;
£25, or near cash offer.— Buxton, Cross St., Cromer.

1 Qll Free Engine Bradhurv, new April, perfect order,
Atf done 450 lailes. Cowcy. i*.H. lamp and pener
uttir. lar^e car horn, and 2 bags of tools, also 2 spare
v;ilvcs and plugs, and full kit of tools, qs supplied by
Bradbury Co.; £AS cash—S. Barker, 4. Teuison Ed-,
Cuiubs.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3 h.p. N.SU.. luagncto. B. and B.. perfect lliroughout;
trial: £15.—Lee. Holmcr. Hereford-

DOTTGLAS, 1910, cood running order, tvres as new;
£22.-Passey and Hall, Ltd.. Ross, Herefordshire.

TRIUMPH, 1909. in excellent condition, new Michelin
nou-skid and n'.w belt—Jone^. Victoria (iarage,

Milford Haven-

MATCHLESS, 1911 model. SJh.p. J.A.P. engine, coa-
ditifin as new throughout, guaranteed porfixt; a

bargain, £35.

TRIUMPH. 1911. standard, complete with lump,
horn, etc., excellent condition, uiiseratchcd; any

trial: £37/10.

DOUGLAS. 1911. model E. 2-speRd. handle starting,
has been very little used, gunranteed; £38.

TRIUMPH. 1910. chitcli model, iu fair condition

;

£35.-Stour Cycle Depot. High St.. Stourbridge.

1 QX2 Si ottH, Triumphs. Borers. New Hudfions. Eudge-
i«7 Wbitwortiis. P. and M.'s, Douslafl, and Matchlese

delivers guaranteed-motor • cycles: book now. early
Stour Cycle Depot. Stourbridge.

TRirMi'H. October. 1910. perfect condition, Lomax
new band on bai'k wheel: £40, or neare;^ oiTer-—

A- Wliite. North Terrace, Evesham-

BRADBURY. 1911. standard, only ridden 700 rnite^.

iyifs as new. tools; ar-cept £40, co?t £48'I5.--W.
I'ugh. 12. Lion St.. Hay. Hereford-

HUMBER, 3'.h.p , 1910. 2-speed. free eugine. startinc
handle, new non-skid tyre rear, spare cover, lauip.

spf-cdo'iietfr excellent condition ; £35.—May. Beaufort
Sq., Chepstow-

33.h-p. Douglas, 1911. splendid condition, delivered
4 last April, spare non-skid, inlet valvet;, spring's,

et:.; £32—Box L4.t»13. The Motor Cycle Offlies, 20,
Tudor St.. E.C-

AT. 1911. 5-6h-p-. with cane sidecar and 2-speed
gear. F.ES. lamp. horn. ct<-., £60: Cowfy speedo-

meter, perfect condition, 55/-: 650x65 Kemp-^hall covpr.
very good condition. 40/-.—H. E. Stringer. Springfield.
Stourbridge.

Motor Cycle, very tow, \Vhite and Poppe en-
gine, new Palmers, Dunlop belt. adjiLstabJe

puHey, h.b.c-, E and B. carburetter, stand, carrier,

horn, new Autoclipse lamp, generator, very reliable.

good hill-climber; £16. or offer.—Moncie, Lugwardine,
Hereford-

ZENITH, Sih.p., late 1910. Service belt. Kempshall
back tyre, overhauled, guaranteed. £37/10 ; Kex.

5h.p., 2-fipeed gear, free engine, handle starting, ±;16:
N.S.U.. 3h.p., magneto ignition, new back tyre, goes
well, £10/10: many other bartrains, -nrite for list; sole
agenttf for Scott, Zenith^, and Lincoln Elk motor cycles,

good deliveries.—BurrelU, Ltd.. 2. Albany Rd... Cardiff.

Collier's Motories,
VtfESTGATE, HAUIFAX,

ENGUAND.

Brand New igli 3i h.p. Tourist REX 43 ^ns.
„ „ igii alh.p. 2-speed REX Junior .. 50 Gns.
„ „ Ign 3i h.p. Free-engine RilX .... 48 Gn«.

> .> 1911 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 GnS.

Also loii New 2-speed Twin REX
OE LUXE as per illustration 63 Gns.

Cash Discount. Exchanges Entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

tgll 3l h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE, NEW . . 47 Gns.
1010 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10

,i h.p. N.8.U., free engine and sidecar £33 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, and Montgomery Sidecar . . £25 10
.iEX, iqio, 3J h.p., "hot stuff" £29 10
S h.p. igio Twin REX, special machine £29 10

(1 h.p. Fovu--cyUnder F.N. , magneto £19 19

M h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10
tgio 3i h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 IU

Two-speed F.N. Lightweight, h.-b. control £27 10

i h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £7 10

( h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V £14 10

1908 3j h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10

[907 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 1 J

ll h.p. REX, vertical engine, fine condition £8 10
4 h.p. Speed King REX, brand new £29 10
igiD Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10
.Mew Twin REX, cantilever seat 36 Gns.
[910 T.T. TRIUMPH, almost equal lo new £38 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, and Sidecar £27 10
flOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 13
IflOTOSACOCHE Lightwright £14 10
3* h.p. IWINERVA, torpedo tank £14 10
f.N. Light^veight, magneto, spring forks £19 1J
REX Twin, 5i h.p.. spring forks, last £19 13
REX, 3I h.p., spring forks. Dunlop non-skids .... £15 10
tgn 3I h.p. Free-engine REX, NliVV 38 Gns.

1911 Twin REX DE LUXE £46 10
[911 Single-cylinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles . . £32 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Early deliveries of

1912 Bradbury machines.
Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

B^

S¥-'--

SUNDRIES.
Xl'all Anatomical Saddles 20/-, 25/-, 30/-
vVngtit s Spring i-outirsts 7/8
ferry's Tiiruiut: ^pauoers 1/6
Mirror Lens, Kushmore pattern, plated Searchlights,

extra large generator each 12/8
Mew Shamrock-Gloria Belting, Sft. 6in. x Jin. .. -12/-

Mew Motor Cycle Tubes, all sizes 6/-
Mewj26 X 2in, Continental and CUppfr Covers ... . 12/6
New 24 X 2lin. Clipper Covers _10/6
Mew 28 X 2iin. Clincher and Calraoii Covers .... 13/6
Forward Belt Fasteaers 1/6
brooks'. Bioo Saddle 10/8
Double Twist Horm:, well plated 4/6
New 15 amp. Accumulators. 10/9 ; 20 amp. Fuller's 11/-
N'ew Trembler Coils, 14/6 New Plain Coils 9/fi

Bosch Plugs, 3 /6 Lodfie Plugs 4/-

Long Handle-bars, well plated 5/6 3nd 6/8
-iwan-ne'ck Seat-pillars, plated .'.... - 4/2
\ew Sidecar Body, well upholstered in blue or green 18/9
Harrison Back-rest new, recommended "12/6

Second-hand Toolbagc 1 /- and 1 fi

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle'* A31
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

IQI2 Triumphs; any machine taken in purt payment;
M-iJ e;^sy terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading-

1 Q12 Hurabers; any machine taken hi part payment
ea.-;y terms.—Julian, inroad St., Reading.

1Q12 Biadburys; any machine taken in part payment;
At/ easy terms.-Jjlian, Broad St., Reading.

anv machine taken in part payment

;

-Xulian, Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Rudge-Whitworths ; any machine taken in part
-^*y payment: easy terms.—Julian, Broad St, Reading.

1Q12 Enfielda;
M-iJ easv terms.-

payment ; easy terms.

any ma
easy terms.—Julian. Broad St.

1Q12 Triumphs; any machine _taken _in part payment;

TC112 Hunibera; any machine taken ni part payment
Jl*J ea^y terms, ~ " ^ ^.. —

Reading,

in part p
Reading.

1012 Bradburys

Julian. Bread St.

any machine taken in part payment;
easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Enfields; any machine taken in part payment;
Xt/ ea.sy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Eudge-Whitwoiths ; any machine taken in part
J-*? payment; easy terms--oTilian, Broad St., Readin;;.

any machine taken in part- payment;
-Julian, liroad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment:
-Julian, Bioad St., Reading,

any machine taken in part payment;
ea.=y terms.-JnJian, Broad St., Reading.

*|C|12 Triumphs
At' ea-y terms.

J Q12 numbers;
A«7 easy terms.

1 Q12 Bradburys
Ai/ ea.=y terms

1CJ12 Enflelds: any machine taken in part payment;
J.«y easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Rudb'e-Whitworths ; any machine taken in part
A«7 payment: easy terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading-

1Q12 Triumphs: any machine taken in part payment;
JL*J ea-^y terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Himibers
At/ easy terms

"IQ12 Bradbury.
At/ easy terms

IQIS Enfields; any machine taken in part payment;
At/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Rudge-Whitworths : any machine taken in part
A«/ payment; easy terms.—Julian, Broad St-, Reading-

1Q12 Triumphs; any macJiine taken in part payment;
At/ easy terms.—Julian. Broad St., R«:iding.

1Q12 Hnmbers; any machine taken in part payment:
At/ easy terms.-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

; any machine taken in part payment:
-Julian. Broad St., Reading.

an^ machine taken in part payment

:

-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

an^ machine taken in part pajmient

;

-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment;
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

7012 BradburysA t/ easy terms.

1Q12 Enfields:
At/ eai^y terms.

1Q12 Rud^^e-'U'hitworths ; any machine taken in pari
At/ payment; easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Readin;-:

1Q12 Triumphs: any machine taken in part payment;
At/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Humbeis; any machine taken in part payment:
At/ easy terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

"BQ12 Bradburys; any machine taken in port payment;
At/ easy terms.—Juhan, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment

:

-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Rndge-Whit'vorths ; any machine taken_^in part

IQ12 Enfields;
At/ easy terms.

-

payment; easy terms.-Julian, Broad St., Reading;

1Q12 Triumphs; any machine taken in part payment:
At/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading-

any machine taken in part payment

;

-Julian, Broad St., Reading,

any machine taken in part payment;
Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 numbers;
At7 easy tenus.-

1Q12 Bradburys
At/ easy terms.—Julian

1Q12 Enfields; any machine taken in part payment;
At/ easv terms.—Julian, Broad St.. Reading.

"012 Rudge-Whitworths :. any machine taken in pari
At/ payment; easy terms.'—julian, Broad St., Reading

1 Q12 Triumphs; any machine taken in part payment
At7 easy terms.—Julian " "' "Broad St., Readii

any machine taken in part payment:
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1 C|i2 numbers;
At/ easy terms.

j Q12 Bradburys
At/ easy terms.

"IQ12 Enfields; any machine taken in part payment;
At/ ea«y terms.-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Rudse-Whitworths any machine taken in part
At/ payment; easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading

any machine taken in part payment;
eai^y terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment:
—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

; any machine taken in part payment

:

-Julian, Broad St., Reading-

1Q12 Trimnpl:

1 Q12 numbers;
At/ easy terms.-

"I
Q12 Bradburys

At/ easy terms.-

"IQ12 Rud^e-Whitworths

;

At/ payment; easy terms--

19^

any machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St. , Reading.

12 Enfield:
easy term:

any machine taken in pari
-Julian. Broad St., Reading-

Ill 1 Triumph, free engine, grand condition; £45
great . bargain.—Julian, Broad Street, Reading.

"IQIO T T. Trimnph, tlie "mile a minute" machine
At/ equ;i! to new; £35.—Julian, Broad St., Readinjj.Qqu;i\ to new; £35.-

_ 1

iSroad St., Reading.
1Q09 Trimnph, in magnificent condition; only £35.
At/ —Julian,

^§^§g:i=

DoiitBook
your order with any firm

until you have carefully considered the

following pertinent questions :

H Were Ihey pioneers of the motor cycle in

your district ?
1i Are they really Agents for the BEST

makers, and in a position to guarantee
a definite date for delivery ?

H Can they supply ANY machine ?—if not,

their advice is not worth having.

^ Have they a stock of spare parts, a large

and well-equipped works, and a staff of

highly-trained mechanics ?

K Will they teach you to drive, and give

all instructions as to maintenance of

machine, free of charge ?

In our case the answer is YES to all

these queries, and we are open to advise

you as to the most suitable type of motor

cycle and sidecar for your particular

requirements. Delivery of new 1912

models as below :

REX-J.A.F>. (December).

TRHJIV1F»H (December).

REX (December).

SCOTT (March).

HUIVIBER (December).

ItSiDIAN (December).

DOUOI.AS (January).

ZENITH-ORADUA (January).

Cash, Exchanges, or Instalments.

We have a few igii models received

during the last few weeks, including

Scott, B.S.A., and Triumph, at special

price's to clear. We have also a good

stock of overhauled and guaranteed

Second-hand Motor Cycles and Side-

cars.

Write for Calologue of the

1912 REX-J. A. P.

Motor Cycles.

These machines are an ideal combination
of all that is best in motor cycles, and arp the
result of long experience with every make of

motor cycle and sidecar—as the largest

Agents in England we know the past points
of trouble, and can confidently state the
REX-J.A.P. is the most perfect motor cycle
to date.

The Premier
Motor Co», Ltd.,
Aston Rd., Birminghain.

Telegrams :

• Primus, Birmingham
'

Telephone

:

Central, 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p., good running order, "tyres

good; £15.-Barker, 3^1, Oxford Rd., Worthi-ng-

OXFORD.—3^h.p. Tourift Rex, 1910, epares ; £25;
trial by appointment.~G. Yeatherd, Christ Church.

Motor Cycle, very low, in perfect running order

;

£11 ; exchange-—Gordon Judd, Barton Stacey,
31h.p,

2 ;

Hants.

thoroughly
at Moiria

2jLh.p. Ariel ; must sell by December 8th

;

2 good machine ; £12/10.—For trial
Garage, Oxford.

1 Qlli Bradbury, free engine, Jones speedometer, watch,
-i- *y lamp, generator, tools ; buying car ; £45.—Flack,
Winslow, Bucks.

FOR Sale, 23h.p
1911 model;

^h""-'

twln-cyl. Royal Enfield motor cycle,

price £34. ~ Apply, Julian, uon-
Ea6ing(?toke.

Triumph, condition and appearance as new;
expert examination , invited; what oftera?—Hor-

.

wood. Mortimer. Berks.

1 Q 10 Free Engine Triumph, faultless ; £40, or
it/ nearest; 1911-12 exchange entertained.—lona,
Salcombe Rd., Newbury.

PEUGEOT, 3^4h.p., new Boech,
cation, studded Clincheis,

Camery, Doynton, Bristol.

KERRY-ABINGDON. 1911, 3i]i.p., 2-t;peed. clutch,
spares, used 2,700 miles; any trial; £42, or near

oiter.—Alston, Quarley, Andover.

MOTO-REVE. 2ih.p. twin, used 2 months; £27/10.
near oSer.—Randall, Andover.

B. and B.. drip lubri*

guaranteed ; ofEersr—

SINGER Moto-Velo,
Andover.

2^h.p. ; £20, offers. — Randall,

rs.—Randall, Andover.T INCOLN Elk, new. 3ih.p.

1 (t|09 3;h.p. Triumph, in splendid order, Cowey epeedo-
X«-' meter, lamp, generator, new spare belt, etc.;

£32.—Linington, 52, Commercial Sd., Poitsm'*'"''-^,

"I Qll 2^h.p. Moto-Reve, only ehop-soiled; £30.—
JLt/ Linington Bros., Ltd., 52, Commercial ll&^,

Portsmouth.

33.h.p. Zedel, magneto, new Blumfield, new pulley,
4; new belt, rim brake, and in first-class condition;

what ofEers?-R. Jones. New Inn, . Hall St., Oxford.

TRIUMPH.- 3ih.p.. 1909 ntted with 1911 cylinder,
recently overhauled by makers, good condition;

£27/10.-G., c/o Collier and Sons.. St. Aldates. Oxford.

SCOTT, 1910, automatic lubrication, 2-speed and free,

ju^t overhauled by makers, P. and__H. Jamp, baci
re.t;t. spare tube,
fitter, Eastleigh.

piston, rings, etc-; £38.—Elisha, out-

0>3 neto, h.b.c,
Minerva, 1911, B. and B. carburetter, mag-

spring forks, variable pulley, all

first-class condition; £25 cash; owner having 2-speed.—
Chequer, Chippenham.

1 Q07 Triumph, complete with spares, tools, horn, lamp,
J-*-/ h-b.c-, 1911 B. and B., engine recently over-

order; £20--Baker,hauled by makers, splendid running
Winchester House, Melksham.

7h.p. Twin Peugeot. Chater-Lea, magneto. Auto V'aria
pulley, B. and B., Wiiittle, electric headlight, new

tyre; £20; too fast and powerful for owner.—Coward's
Garage, Congresbury, BristoL

~| Qll 23h.p. Jap-Grandex, only done 2,500, carefully
J-*/ used, splendid machine, Boech, B. and B-, Druids,
I'almers, reliable as a train; £25, or exchange 1911 free
engine Triumph.—King, reporter. Lymington.

HARVEY. 58. Poole Ed-. Bournemouth, sole district
agent for Humbers : early deliveries all 1912

Qodels ; your present mount_ taken in exchange ; one
-e- ond-hand 1911 lightweight Humber, £24; owner
ordered twin.

ZENITH Gradua, 6h.p., 1911, Millford sidecar, Lucas
motor lamp, new Dunlop tyre and Whittle, acces-

sories, and spares, good condition, little used ; cost £80,
tccept £56, or instalments £58.—Boustead, University
College, Oxford.

1 Qll Douglas, model E, handle starting, clutch, 2-

\-*y speed, h.b.c. magneto, Kempshalls, and other
mprovements, guaranteed perfect, lamp, horn, all

pares, climb absolutely anything in hills; price £40;
ao offers.-Gibb. Worceeter St.. Gloucester.

MOTOR Cycles, second-hand.—Douglas. 1911. £30;
Douglas. 1910. £25; Douelas. 1909. £20; En-

lield. 1911. £30; Triumph. 1909. and sidecar £37

;

De Dion. 2Jh.p., £5; all above guaranteed in good going
urder.—Williams and Co., Ptirtland St.,. Cheltenham.

pHATRR-LEA No. 7. fitted 7-9b.r. Peugeot, Oliater
2-speed gear box, leather-metal clutch, dual igni-

iou, Bo.sch, Hclleicn, handle starting, tyres, tubes uu-
t'unctured, new steel-^tud back, everything 1911, abso-
ntely perfect, sidecar attached, fitted apron, wind
1 repu. luggage box. combination drives like car: sold
n-ether. £65; bicycle only £60.—Bos 9,059, T/ie iMotor

'''::jcle Offices, Coventry.

SECTION VIII.

Jlcrtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

rRIUMPH Motor Cvcle, 1908, and sidecar; £30.—
145, Harkney Rd., NE-

r>h-p. Lightweight, low, fast, powerful, like new; £10.
"W —18. Queen's Rd., Dalston-

32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle"
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Running Costs.

THE
correspondence now appearing in our pages

on the cost of running a motor cycle shows that,

like all other pastimes, the expenses vary to a
considerable extent according to circumstances.

We do not consider that it is possible to lav

down any hard and fast rule respecting the actual cost

which would apply to all cases. What is possible is

to give experiences of readers regarding the minimum
and maximum costs incurred with the running of a
first class machine, and leave it to the rider's own
individual tastes whether he includes under the head
of cost of running such items as a shed for storage,

special clothing, etc. We particularly mention these

items, because in icme instances motor cyclists have
already got accommodation for a machine without
requiring a special shed, and whereas one rider may con-

sider that the pa.stime cannot be properly enjoyed with-

out the latest thing in coats and overalls, with perhaps
three different suits of these garments for varying

climatic conditions, another will economise in this

direction as well as in others, and reduce the cos:

considerably by making one suit of overalls suflRce

for all weathers. In the case of accessories, too, a

motor cyclist, it he happen to be., Impecunious and at

the same time enthusiastic, can dispense with all but
the absolute essentials and curtail expense in that

manner.

The question of mileage ridden also plays a big part

in the annual costs, particularly in x)nnection with

depreciation. Presuming depreciation is reckoned at

20% per annum the rider who covers 10,000 miles in

the period between purchase and sale will reduce his

-running cost verv greatlv in comparison with the man
who only uses his mount occasionally and rides at the

most 2,000 to 3,000 miles in the same time. As an
example, the depreciation for a ^50 machine is £1
per thousand miles in the case of the man who rides

10,000 per annum, and ^5 per thousand for the
smaller mileage.

So it is throughout, one man can do for less than a
penny a mils what costs another anything from double
to treble that amount. We can, therefore, safely say

that to the economist on a good mount it is possible

to motor cycle for s^d. to id. per mile, provided rigid

economy be exercised and a sufficient number of miles

ridden.

The Sporting Side of the Pastime.

IN
connection with the somewhat restrictive policy
adopted by the Manufacturers' Union with regard
to A.C.U. competitions, we think it is possible
that the members of the Union, who appear to

act very much on the lines of the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders, have overlooked
the fact that they as motor cycle manufacturers cater

for a morer sporting class of purchaser than the car

manufacturer. The motor cyclist is, generally

speaking younger and iiiore keenly enthusiastic, and
therefore inclined very much more favourably towards
competitions of all kinds, whether they are connected
with motor cycling or not. We do not think this

aspect of the case has been mentioned before, and
we certainly think that it is one to which the members
ot the Manufacturers' Union should give theii best

consideration. It would be extremely unwise to place

too many restrictions on the sporting .side of the

pastime, or the interest, which at present is healthy

and whole-hearted, would wane and become stagnant,

the industry suffering as a consequence.
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TOURING IN NORTH DEVON.
An Easy Way out of Lynmouth. "The

IN
The Motor Cycle of November 2nd the record of

the Clyno hill-climbing expedition contained

the following inoffensive paragraph, which seems
to be causing a good deal of misunderstanding in

some quarters: " At the top of Countisbury Hill we
nearly collided with a tourist from Uxbridge with a
Triumph and sidecar, who was on his wrong side, but

we freely forgive hirri, for we all stopped and had a

most interesting chat. We enquired how they got out

of Lynmouth with a single gear, and learned that

there was a roundabout way via the Doone Valley.

On the following Wednesday, " Kuklos " in The
Daily News commented on- this paragraph in the

following terms, which strike me as being snappish
and offensive: "These statements are as false as they

can be, and I -am getting tired of setting them right.

A capital road leads into Lynmouth (or out of it) by
gradients so easy that they present little difficulty to

the bicyclist and none to the autocyclist of any power
whatsoever. It leaves Lynmouth between the two
horrors (Lynton and Countisbury), winds easily .and

beautifully up the Watersmeet Valley as far as Hills-

ford Bridge, where it breaks away from the Brendon
and Oare Road, turns right and north [This is an
error, Mr. Kuklos.

—

Ed.], over the 'new motor road,'

and climbs with only one sharp pitch to Simbnsbath,
on Exmoor. There you either turn right and west for

Challacombe, Blackmoorgate, and Ilfracombe or

Barnstaple, or left and east for Exford, Wheddon
Cross, and Exeter or Minehead or Taunton. The
latter is the way to Lynmouth for all those ordinary

autocyclists who are not out to ruin their tyres or twist

their frames. It goes nowhere near the Dobne Valley,

where there is no road at all."

Tlie Motor Cycle comment was :
" Perhaps the

Uxbridge motor cyclist who regularly uses this road
will enlighten 'Kuklos'"; and on November 29th

"Kuklos " returned to the attack with the following:
" I hope he will try. I shall be very pleased to make
a common hash of the Uxbridge autocyclist or anyone
else who challenges my Exmoor geography.'-'

Where "KuKlos" Fails.

If " Kuklos " were right it would be bad news indeed
for those motor cyclists who, besides being keen motor
cyclists, are admirers of this charming corner of old

England and of the " Loma Doone " country.

For the motor cyclist to see the most- treasured

spots in this delightful country a knowledge of "the

means of access is most essential.
'

. The road "which I referred to as skirting the Doone
Valley is the key to Countisbury and the valley it.self.

It leaves Lynmouth by the ordinary Watersmeet Road
and .goes up over the new motor road, and just at

the top of this latter, after rounding the hairpin bend,
there is a turn to the left leading to Brendon and Oare.
This road winds through the. East Lyn Valley, and
at Malmsmead passes right by the entrance to the
Doone Valley, going on over Malmsmead Bridge to

Oare Church. Here there is a right-angled turn to

the left, which leads up a well-made, beautifully-graded
hill to the top of Exmoor, joining the Porlock-
Lynmouth road just on the Somerset side of the
County Gate.

A-(2

Uxbridge Autocyclist" Clears the Air.

As to the astounding charge made by " Kuklos
"

that this information is false, I need, only say that

just before I met Messrs. Frank and Geoffrey Smith

at Countisbury I had driven my 191 1 single-geared

Triumph and loaded sidecar right round this route,

and we went to the entrance of what is known as the

Doone Valley, where, according to "Kuklos," there

is no road at all. Although I shed my passenger

on two pitches between Lynmouth and Oare, I believe

I could have managed them if I had not been caught

napping. Curiously enough, one of these was the new
motor road itself on " Kuklos's " route out of Lyn-

mouth, which he says has gradients so easy as to

present no difficulty to a machine of any power

!

The Road over the Moors.
The road to which " Kuklos" refers, i.e., the well-

known one right over Exmoor to Minehead via Simons-

bath and Exford, is another matter altogether, and

is used for totally different .purposes from the one to

which I am referring. It gives one a magnificent route

right over, the heart of Exmoor, and is almost

unequalled for views of the rolling moors, but when
"Kuklos" goes on to write of it as "the one and
only way in and out of Lynmouth for those riders who
are not out to ruin their tyres or twist their frames''

he is penning absolute nonsense. It certainly is very

useful as a pleasant alternative route out of Lynmouth,
but it is ridiculous to advise tourists to take that way
into Lynmouth. The main road from Porlock to

Lynmouth presents no difficulty by taking the toUgate

hill at Porlock, when it is quite a simple ride on and
down into Lynmouth. This bit, in fact, is one of

the very gems of N. Devon, and the unfortunate

tourist who, according to "Kuklos," must always go
meandering all round Exford and Simonsbath would
never experience the unique zigzag tollgate climb from
Porlock to the top of Exmoor, which is quite an

easy climb. As corner after corner is rounded
' (and what corners!), a magnificent panorama unfolds

;
itself, the road being cut on the side of Exmoor.
And at the top—that unique ride on the top of the

beetling cliffs, with the rolling moors on one side anc'

, the cliffs sheer down to the sea on the other, until'

^ Lynton, and Lynmouth at length bur.st into view
; through a cleft in the moors. Nowhere can they be.

seen to such advantaae as from the top of Countis-

.

bury Hill.

Lighthouee _^^^FORELAND P^.

LVNMOVTH BAV

An easv route out ot Lynmoutli which loins the main Porlocli Road.
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Tonring in North Devon.—

So much for friend " Kuklos," with his

Doone Valley legend, his Simonsbath

fetish, and the " common hash of the Ux-
bridge autocycHst " he had promised to

make for himself.

I might add that I have made three

week-end trips to N. Devon this year, and

on each occasion I have put up at that

most excellent little inn at Countisbury

known as the "Blue Ball," so as to en-

able my being on the moors all the time

I3b3

RUGGED COAST SCENERY. COUNTISBURY HILL, NORTH DEVON,

Lynmonth Harbour and
old lightfaonse.

F'while close to

|Lynmouth. Most
^reasonable charges

^combined with
[real Devon fare

jhad made it an in-

fdispensable halt-

ling place to me,
Dut without the

tried and tested

Doone Valley key
route it would
ha\'e been an im-

possible spot for

my recent sidecar

week-end.
I trust these

few notes from
personal experi-

ence may help to

elucidate the N.
Devon road
puzzles and dispel

some of the ter-

rors existing in the

imaginations o f

would-be North
Devon tourists.

—

L. W. Spencer.
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Lubrication Systems.
Some Examples of Current Practice

on Motor Cycles.

IT
is somewhat singular that only lately

has any serious consideration been
devoted by manufacturers of motor
cycles to the improvement of lubri-

cating systems, .since the matter of

efficient '''T-ii.-iition is of such paramount
importance, that one would liave thought
it wo/ulJ he one of Lho first things to which
the designer would direct attention.

The last two Olympia Shows, and
especially the <jiie just over, have, how-
ever, inuicnten that considerable pro-
gress is taking place. Thanks to great
a-dvance iuithe construction of material
for the working fjarts~of engines, the life

of a motor cycle power plant is being
continually extended to a greater length,
but even so it is not yet what it should
be. Wlien T say " i:fe " in this connec-
tion I do not mean the time over which
the engine can operate with a tolerable
a.mormt of .satisfaction, but rather the
period between its being turned out
from the manufactory, and the time at
which it shows some appreciable falling

off in power, irrespective of such adjust-
ments to the valve gear as are rendered
necessary by ordinary wear and tear.
Whi-n one consider.'^ the disadvantages of
the. plain splash system of lubrication
with, which m.ist motor cycle engines are
fitted, it is abiiost a matter of surprise
that engines do work satisfactorily for
.<;o long. Tliis is especially the case in an
air-cooled engine of high efficiency, since
this ini)ilies that its operation is sur-
rounded by almost the worst possible con-
ditions, viz., not only poor cooling gener-
ally, hut what is far worse, cooling which
is not imifnrm around the cylinder. If
the machine be single-geared, so much the
worse, for in this case the. load has to
vary very considerably, and not" infre-

quently it happens that over long
stretches at a time the engine is called
upon to give its full output against a
very heavy load.

The Disadvantages of Splash
Lvbrication.

The principal disadvantages of the
splash system, irrespective o-f the method
of oil feed thereto are : fir.stly, the amount
of lubrication flung on to tha recipro-
cating parts has no proportion whatever
to the load on the engine. That is to
say. the piston, for instance, is much
better oiled when the machine is running
fairly fast on a mere whiff of gas along a
level road than when the engine is

slowly tugging on a severe gradient. Yet
it is in the- latter circumstances that the
better lubrication of the piston is

demanded. Secondly, the piston and
cylinder walls are lubricated most UDon
the side which requires it least. With
an engine rotating in the same direction as
the back wheel of the machine, the thrust
of the piston on the power-stroke is mani-
fested on the rear side of the cylinder,

A 1
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but w;,th an air-cooled engine not only
does this rear side get much hotter, but
it also has considerably less oil thrown
on to it than the front side, which from
the very fact of its being kept much
cooler and having less thrust to sustain,

could do with very little. Even if the
engine were reversed, and the side thrust
of the piston applied to the front wall

of the cylinder, only the cooling would
be improved, as the bulk of oil would still

be thrown on to the wrong wall. It is

in this respect that splash lubrication
betrays its most fundamental failing.

Lubrication of Big Ends.
The next disadvantage is that owing to

the extremely high pressm-e upon the
crank pin,, it is very difficult to get the
big end sufficiently lubricated, unliss some
method is adopted for providing it with a
more or less constant feed. Unless a
drilled crankshaft' be employed, centri-

fugal force not only prevents" the big end
from dipping into the oil (since whatever
oil there is in the crank chamber is

immediately whisked to the rim of the
flywheel), but causes any oil that does,

by chance, get to that bearing to be
thrown off as rapidly as possible. A
considerable volume of oil has to be cariied

around by the flywheels and this absorbs
an appreciable amount of power, but
putting this question aside, there are

other ill effects which follow upon having
a crank chamber full of an oil mist, the
principal one being that the urider side

of the piston head is kept continually
smothered, and in carbonising the oil

through its heat it .rapidly vitiates the
whole of the oil supply in the crank case.

I have often seen it stated that the flood-

ing of oil upon the under side of the
piston is beneficial on account of the fact

that the piston is considerably cooled
thereby. But I cannot see that this ai'gu-

ment has very much weight, since the cool-

ing effect of the oil can at best only be
very slight.

On the other hand, with a loose fitting

piston a considerable quantity of oil

vapour can be pumped into the combus- .

tion chamber, and being only partially
carburetted, . will burn only incompletely,
and cause carbonisation. In twin engines
of the usual V type there 'is, of course, the
further, disadvantage that the rear cylin-

der gets a much greater supply of oil than
the front one.

The above are the principal disadvant-
ages of the splash system, against wliich
can only be cited a single mitigating
quality, viz., that it requires no additional
workmg parts whatsoever. To operate at
all satisfactorily, however, it is essential
that the supply of lubricant be as nearly
as possible a constant one, and no one
could fail to be struck by the indications
at Olympia that so many manufacturers
have realised the importance of this point

and have adopted some means or other

for achieving it.

Haod Pump Lubrication.
There is still, however, a large number

of macliines in which the means for re-

plenishing the supply of oil in the crank
chamber consist solely of a hand pump
designed to be operated every so many
miles. It is, to put it plainly, difficult to

conceive of any system of lubrication

whichcould be less satisfactory than this

method, for it adds disadvantages to

those from which the splash system in-

herently suffers—that is, the supply is

inconstant, and therefore periods of over-

lubrication alternate with periods of

under-lubrication, and the supply de-

pends entirely upon the vigilance and
care of the rider. That ei.gines give

satisfactory service under such conditions

is quite surprising, and may be regarded
as a direct tribute to the excellence of the
workmanship and the material employed.
As it is, a supply of oil is forced into the

- crank chamber so as to lubricate the
engine entirely irrespective of the load
under which it is working at the time,
and also with no regard whatever as to
how much oh the engine needs. In any
circumstances, if this system is to average
up fairly correctly, the injection of every
pumpful must be followed by a period
of gross over-lubrication (unless it hap-
pens to be made at the foot of a long,
steep hill), and also there must be a
period of gross, under-lubrication imme-
diately preceding injection. Tlie result is

a perfectly natural one, viz., rapid car-
bonisation and unnecessarily heavy wear
on all moving parts. Furthermore, tire

piston is occasionally flooded, with the
result that oil gets under the rings, car-
bonises as soon as the supply commences
to get short, and the temperature begins
to go up, and, as a result, prevents the
rings from functioning properly.

Constant Feed.
These evils are to a certain extent

mitigated by employing a constant feed,
which in current practice is obtained in
three principal ways. Firstly, by having
a hand-operated pump which discharges
through a sight-feed drip. Secondly, by
using either the compression or suction in
the crank chamber to operate a visible
drip feed automatically. Thirdly, by, in-
stalling in the engine a direct-driven
positive pump.

Apart from the fact that all these
three systems suffer from the same
fundamental disadvantage, viz., that
they do not give a supply of lubricant
which is proportional to the load upon
the engine, each of them has its own
disadvantages, and, of course, advant-
ages also. The spring plunger device is

simplicity itself, but depends entirely
upon the care of the rider. The auto-
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Lubrication Systems.
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matic crank case suction method, having
very little working pressure, is easily
deranged by quite a trivial amount ot
dirt either in the needle valve or in the
pipe. It depends for its operation upon
the tightness of the crank chamber bear-
ings, and the good working of the non-
return valve which has to be fixed on
the crank chamber. At the same time,
if it be working properly, it requires
little or no attention. -The third, or
mechanical system, introduces a certain
amount ot compUcation, and, of course,
expense, but on the other hand, it is not
easily deranged, and when once set may
be left to look after itself.

Advantage of Hand Pump and
Sight=feed.

Eegarding the question of feed in pro-
portion to load, these three systems, as

I have said, are aU imperfect, but not,

however, equally so. The hand-operated
pump and drip gives a feed proportional
only to time, and accordingly unless ad-
justment be made it makes no difference

to the supply of lubricant whether the
engine be run at full load, or at light

load. In other words, whether one is

rushing a heavy gradient " all out," or

pottering along the level with the throttle

nearly closed, the rate of feed remains
the same. It is quite probable, how-
ever, that this gives actually a better

effect than that obtained with the

mechanical pump, or with a feed of the

automatic suction type. Both of these

give a supply of oil which is purely and
simply proportional to the speed oi die

engine, which means that in running
light down hill, or on the level, one is

getting more oil into one's engine than
one obtains when getting the last ounce
of power out of the motor on a steep

gradient : in other words, the engine

gets the least amount of hibricant when
it requires the most, and rice rrrsa.

Thus when the mechanical pump is

merely used as an adjunct to the splash

If^^iJOLE
lubrication of the ordinary kind, no
advantage whatever is gained, except
that the system requires no attention,
and is quite positive.

As will be seen from the examples of
lubrication systems which will be dealt
with in a subsequent instalment, several
makers improve upon the splash system
by at least ensuring that oil does get
to the crankshaft and crank pin bearings.

Ideal Lubrication.
Before dealing with them, however, it

will be as well to give an outline of
what constitutes the ideal arrangement.
Firstly, there should be a positive pump
driven by the engine, and furnished with
an adjustable by-pass valve. This pump
should supply the main bearings direct
under considerable pressure, and from
these the oil would pass through a hollow
crankshaft to the big end bearings,
thence to the gudgeon pin through a
drilled connecting rod, and out through
the hollow gudgeon pin on to the sides
of the cylinder walls. A circular channel
should be fitted below the bottom of the
stroke of the piston to collect all the oil

running down from the cylinder walls,
and return it to the oil, reservoir, from
which the pump draws its supply, this

"oil being, of course, first passed through
a filter. The base of the crank chamber
should have a sump cast in it .=o that the
internal flywheels would not pick up any
used oil that fell therein from the main,
or big end bearings. This oil. after

being filtered, would be put into circula-

tion again by the pump. In addition to

the main bearings, the pump should force

oil directly to the thrust side of th^
piston. These three main delivery pipes
would branch from a valve which would
be inter-connected with the throttle con-

trol, so that both the throttle and the
valve would open proportionally and
simultaneou.sly, thus giving an oil feed

proportional to the load on the engine.

The oil pump would be set to deliver

more oil than would ever be likelv to be

I3('5

required, and a by-pass, or release, would
be fitted so as to return such oil as was
not passed through the control valve to
the supply sump.

Adjustable Trough System.
Although ideal as far as lubricating

efficiency is concerned, this system is

open to improvement in respect to its

complication and cost of installation. On
the score of economy, moreover, a less

complete oiling device might be advisable,
and this could very easily be devised on
the same principle as is used on Daimler
and Minerva cars. In this case, the
lubrication is to a certain extent, on the
splash method, the great point being that
the amount of oil splashed on to the
cylinder walls is dependent on the throttle
opening, and upon nothing else. The
big end bearing is furnished with a scoop
which, at the bottom of its patli, dips into
a narrow trough which is maintained full

of oil by a direct driven force pump.
Excess of oil overflows out of the trough
and falls into the crank chamber sump,
after' which it is put into circulation
again. The trough is attached to a pivot
at one end, hy means of which it can be
lifted or lowered, and thus the depth to
which the big end .scoop dips into the
oil can be aujusted. The trough pivot
is connected up to the throttle lever, so

that both are operated simultaneously.
The main bearings are fed by a pump in

the usual way. This system, it will be
seen, does not do away with all of the
disadvantages of splash lubrication,
though it gets rid, at any rate, of some
of them. At the same time, although
the oil delivered to the piston and cylin-

der walls is proportional to the output
of the engine, the feed is not so effective

as it would be if the oil were delivered to
the thrust side of the piston direct.

Next week's iii.flaJment will contain
illuMralions and descriptions of lubrica-

tion si/sleins on enisling motor cycles.

An improved back-rest, which is auto-

matic in its action, has been produced by
T Eltringham Henderson, of 73, Camden
Street, North Shields. The action is

simple, and can easily be followed by
reference to the appended sketch. It

will be seen that the rider's weight forces

AN AUTOMATIC BACK-REST.
correct position, in which it is maintained
by the pawl K which drops into the clip

J. The height of this clip is adjustable

to suit the weights of various riders.

When the rider rises from the saddle the

saddle springs expand, and thus lift the

pawl K out of the clip J, whereupon the
back-rest, which is hinged at^L, drops

back on its cradle spring N. This allows
the rider to dismount in the usual manner
without being impeded by the fitting.

The position of the rest is adjustable, as
also is the leverage on C. The device is

extremely neat and ingenious, and should
admirably suit the needs of those requir-

ing an automatic back-seat.

down the lever C through the medium of

the connecting link B. C, in its turn, is

connected by means of the links B' to

the bottom of the hinged back-rest pillar

D. Thus, when the rider takes his seat

the back-rest rises automatically into the

The coach-boilt sidecat body illustrated is one which requires no door fastenings, as the

marked A Dts into a corresponding hole B, the combination, therefore, being selt-fastening. It is

production of Farrar's Motor Exchange. Halifax.

peg
the
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The Tyre World.

Standard t)'res at present fall into two clearly

divided classes. On the one hand the most popular

tyre lines consist of comparatively light and inexpen-

sive covers, which no experienced competition rider

would dream of fitting for a 1,000 mile event, unless

factory pressure compelled him to use them. The
anti-skidding corrugations on their treads are worn

flat in about. 500 miles or so on the back wheel, and
punctures are of frequent occurrence. Also it is not

unkn^own for the tread to split, the wall to break, or

a big nail practically to ruin the cover so far as road-

side repairs are concerned.

After about 1,500 miles on the back -wheel such a

cover is usually untrustworthy, and a cause of chronic

nervousness until its ultimate demise. That such

covers should be standard in makers' catalogues is

beyond my comprehension, unless it be due to the

price question.

On the other hand, many tyre firms manufacture
and list a far heavier type of cover at a considerable

increase of cost. The corrugations of its tread are so

pronounced that it may still serve as an efticient anti-

skid after 2,000 miles hard work jn the rear wheel;
a few chosen samples are genuine non-skidders after

double this distance under favourable conditions. The
tread is so thick that only a very big nail can effect a

puncture, and even then has to enter at right angles

• to penetrate the air tube.

The tread is solid enough to wear until the fabric

casing disintegrates in 4,000 or 5,000 miles, and the

walls are sufficiently sturdy to last a year without
collapsing. From the user's standpoint such tyres are

a genuine economy, not only of time and temper, but

also of money.' It is only their high prime cost which
prevents them from being listed as standards in the

average motor cycle catalogue. But their existence is

only recognised by a minority of motor cyclists.

I suppose managers of firms which have to produce
machines at a price are compelled to buy cheap lig"ht

tyres; if they ride themselves, they use the firm's

standard cover, and never realise its defects, because
the running shop staff usually do their repairs and fit

new covers for them, and the cost goes down in estab-

lishment charges.

The testers, of course, ha\-e to use the tyres sup-
plied by the firm, and seldom use the same machine
long enough to realise how quickly the treads wear
off and how easily they puncture. There may be a
small explosion after the annual six days' trial, when
the team of three representatives return and explain

that they have had endless tyre troubles. But the
matter is often forgotten by the next year.

T should like to see the big tyre firms pressing the
advantages of these heavier and more costly tyres up a.

their trade customers ; I should like to see every motor^j

cycle makers' catalogue listing heavier tyres as aE

extra, and advising customers to submit to the extr^

outlay in the interests of real convenience and comfort^

and of final economy.

Positive Transmission for Lightweights.

I should like to commend the idea of rigid and

positive transmissions to those who are interested ifi

the 80 lb. lightweight. In the last T.T. Race I toofi^

a Special interest in the drive applied to the Alcyona
a small pinion on the crankshaft meshed with a largj

.gear wheel on the counter-shaft; this gearing effected

all the necessary reduction, and the final drive was by

chain running over two sprockets of equal size,

change of ratio could be effected by carrying an extra!

sprocket on the far side of the rear wheel, and
reversing the wheel when required.

Mr. G. N. Higgs's stand at Olympia contained a most
admirable lightweight Alcyon, which may prove to be

a prophet. Its drive was exactly as described above,

and the possible harshness of this drive was modified

by the use of a miniature twin-cylinder engine, of the

side by. side vertical type, with all valves mechanic-
ally operated, and the exhaust valves in front. I dare-

say this machine scaled considerably over 80 lbs., but

an 80 lb. type of similar pattern is well within the

bounds of possibility.

Given a reliable engine, it should turn out an
entirely satisfactory machine with good hill-climbing

possibilities and little liability of trouble. Does it

represent the lines which the lightweight will follow
in its inevitable evolution ?

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN INDIA.
A rider ot a T.M.C. (ravelling at 35 m.p.h. along an exceptionally good

Poona road.
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The Motor Cycle
An up-fo-dafe Scheme which may

IT
has always been a matter of surprise to us that
tricars, sidecars, and, in fact, any speedy light

type of passenger motor cycle, have not been
utilised long ago for rural

district postal work. A
light motor vehicle is not
only cheaper, but, what is

more important in the dis-

tribution and collection of
mails, much quicker than
a horse. It is perhaps
only natural that the lead

in pressing the motor
cycle into the ser\'ice of

H.M. Government should
be given by the centre of
the motor industry.

Quite recently the
Coventry postal authori-

ties resolved to displace

a horse and cart used on
an exceptionally severe

rural service, covering a
distance of forty miles,

by a motor bicycle and
sidecar, the sidecar seat

of course being displaced
by a large hamper to

accommodate letters and
parcels. The machine
selected for the work is a

S'A h.p. Rover with three-

speed gear, attached to

'vhich is a Mills-Fulford

sidecar, and mounted on
this is a hamper
measuring join, x join.

X 2 Sin. Although the

adoption of the motor
C)cle is at present more
in the nature of an ex-

periment, it is an official

move, and one which,
should it prove successful,

S^j- will have a far-reaching

effect, and will revolu-

tionise the postal delivery

iservice throughout the

whole country. Up to the

present the machine
as behaved magnificently.

The driver is not ex-

perienced, but his runs commence at six o'clock each
morning, when he delivers letters to the sub-offices of
Radford, Keresley, Corley, Fillongley, and Arlev,

collecting on his return run. This journey is repeated

>-"

Th€ postal delivery si

car with whicli the Coveni y
Post OfBce authoritiei are
at present making some im-

1367

for Postal Delivery.
revolutionise Rural Postal Services.

in the afternoon at four o'clock, the motor cyclist post-

man finally arriving home at 7.45 p.m., which at this

time of the year means from three to four hours

of riding in darkness.

The Sa-vitig of Time.
On the very first day's

test it was found that the

service was accelerated by
no less than four hours,

i.e., one hour was saved on
each journey, outward and
homeward. When it is

considered that this side-

car is doing the work
which was previously per-

formed by a man with a

horse and cart for the

heavy work of the main
journey and a cyclist for

the quick day mail, it will

readily be realised that

this up-to-date scheme has
every promise of success.

The most severe time of

the year has been selected

for the trial, which is to

extend over a period of

three months, and should
the Rover sidecar emerge
successfully—and we do
not doubt its ability to

do so—motor cycles and
sidecars, painted a vivid

red and carrying the

Royal mails, will be a

common sight on our

roads.

In conclusion, we
.should like to acknow'-

ledge our indebtedness to

the Coventr)- Postmaster,

Mr. F. Taylor, who cour-

teously provided us with

the above information.

Mr. Taylor is as anxious,

as the keenest motor
cyclist would be to ex-

pedite the delivery and
collection of mails, and
has great faith in the

motor cycle being adapted

to the requirements of the rural postman. He listened

with interest when we told him of the good and regular

work which is being performed by motor cyclist post-

men in the United States over very scattered areas.

portant trials. The machine,
which is a 3J h.p. Rover,
has performed its work ex-
cellently.

His Honour Deputy-judge Templar made some
remarkable statements with regard to motors at the
Tadcaster Couiity Court last week. According to the
Yorhihire Evening Post, he is said to have stated that
" Motors are the greatest nuisance which ever came,
and the sooner they are swept off the face of the

earth the better. The roads are not made for eith€r

motor cycles or motor traffic. They are made for

ordinar\- people." Whatever his Lordship's private

opinions may be, we certainly think he should not

allow prejudice to overcome discretion, and make
statements of this nature from the Bench.

A23
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The Running of the

Water-cooled Rex.

ANYONE who has studied closely the short-

comings of the modem air-cooled motor cycle

engine is forced to the conclusion that water-

cooling possesses great attractions. What present-

day motor cyclist has not been heard to grumble that

his engine knocked, his engine accumulated carbon
deposits in a comparatively short distance, and that

when asked to do really heavy work it knocked itself

to a standstill on a steep hill ; through overheating ?

And, further, that he dare not venture forth for long
distances without a spare valve or valves in his tool kit.

All these drawbacks promised to disappear with the

adoption of water-cooUng, so it was with much
interest that we recently accepted an invitation "by
the Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., to try

their water-cooled model.

Rex water-cooled 31 h.p. power plant, showing position and neat design
of the honeycomti radiator.

The machine we sampled was the 3^ T.T. mount
ridden by R. Lord in the Isle of Man. Its engine
dimensions are 85 x 88 mm., capacity 499 c.c'., but
the 1912 design has been increased to 84.5 x 95 mm.,
capacity 532 c.c, and is rated at 4 h.p. The general
design, however, remains the same. The radiator,

which is of the honeycomb pattern, is in two halves,

one fitted on each side of the down tube, pannier
fashion, the bottom of the radiator coming below and
the top above the cylinder jacket, thus enabling
A24

thenno-syphon cooling. Once full of water, the tank

seldom requires replenishing.

The makers' confidence in the machine is demon-
strated by the fact that not a tool or spare of any
description was put on it ; and so wdth merely a King
Dick in our pocket the miachine underwent a trial

on three successive week-ends.

On the road the machine runs very smoothly, and is

free from all rattle in the radiator, and there is no
.splashing of water, as might be supposed. . We were

especially pleased with the manner in which it took

a high gear Avithout any fuss, which enabled one to

maintain a steady 30 m.p.h. with the engine turning

: over at a comfortable speed. The water-cooled Rex
is by no means lacking in pace, and its hill-climbing

capabilities are prdved by the fact- that the machine
took on the run Saintbury Hill, near Broadway, at a

fine turii^of speed, geared 4% to i. Saintbury

averages i in 11. 9 for over a mile, the steepest

gradient being i in 6.r. When running slowly in

tra^c, engine knocking was not entirely absent, but

we partly blamed the spark timing for this. ;

Praise for the Long Exhaust Pipe. '

The long exhaust pipe, extending beyond the

rear hub, as adopted on the 1912 Rex, is an effective v:

silencing arrangement, and most pleasing to the iv

rider, who can hardly hear the beat of the engine as

he whizzes along, but one hardly wants a cut-out
;

in addition, for there does not appear to be the '.

slightest back pressure.
'

There is no need for us to enlarge further upon i

the genuine comfort afforded by the spring seat-

pillar, for it is such a well-tried device. In addition

to the smooth pull and soft explosions, a big point

in favour of the water-cooled Rex is that the engine

never requires an injection ; even on the coldest .

mornings the engine is as free as ever. Another |

advantage which the makers have proved after '

extended trials is its economy in petrol and lubri-

cating oil. Altogether, we were much impressed by

this water-cooled mount, and can imagine no more
suitable single-cylinder sidecar machine where it is

frequently necessary to resort to the low gear.

4

CLUB REPRESENTATION ON THE A.C.U.

With the object of meeting with the views of

affiliated clubs, especially those at a distance from the

Metropolis, the following resolution has been passed

:

" That this committee recommends to the General

Council of the Auto Cycle Union that increased repre-

sentation be given to the affiliated clubs, and that a

special sub-committee be formed to carry out a new
centre scheme. This sub-committee Consists of

Messrs. Otto Thomas, A. J. Moorhouse, W. Pratt,

F. A. Hardy, and J. W. G. Brooker."
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It is good to know what you buy before buying

;

It is better to l<now that what you buy has been bought
by others

;

It is best to know what the other fellows say about what
they have bought and what you should "buy.

If you are casting

about for a motor-
cycle belt, select a

DUNLOP
which is working its way to the position of first favourite by reason of its flexibility

and reliableness.

The subjoined letters, written by motor cyclists for the guidance of their fellows,

explain its popularity and adduce sound reasons for purchasing it:

—

From Dublin.—"No sign of stretching."

" It atYonls me great pleasure to testify to the admirable
qnality of your I" belt. Before 1 purehased it 1 had no
end of trouble with other lua .cs, but since I fitted the
Dunlop to my lull Rex i have covered 1,000 miles, and
it has phown no eigus of stretching. Wishing' you every
success, J. J. g, ALLEN."

11, Camden Street Upper,
DubUn, iy/lO/11.

From Bournemouth.—" Dunlops make a difference."

"A sliort time aso I noticed in one of the papers a letter
from a gentiemau who was much satisfied because he had
done aboiit Sou miles on a Dunlop belt. I should like to

confirm all yom* correspondent said with regard io the
qualities of your belt-^. Since May last one has run my
machine (a 34 h.p. Triumph with N.tf.U. two-speed gear)
no loss than 4,409 miles, of which I,'o9 miles have been
with a sidecar attached, 'j'he belt is by no means finished
yet, and is good for another .">itO niiies at least. 1 have
liad to shorten it only foiu' times, and the way it runs for
liundrcds of miles with no signs of stretching is extra*
ordinary. Surely these figures must be a record lor a
rubber belt? i: rev ions to using the Dunlop 1 had very
disappointing results with several other makes, and had
bet'ome very sick of ha^nng to buy new belts after every
. o"0/(50 ' miles. I think it should be made widely known
amongst motor cyclists what ynur belts are capable of.

5, Avon Road. Bournemouth. -T. GrY."
lli/ll/U.

SOME OF THE RECORDS HELD BY THE

DUNLOP MOTOR-CYCLE BELT.
Flying Kilometre and Flying Mile in Three Classes (A, B, C,\

Flying Five Miles, Fifty Miles, and One Hour, Class A.

50 Miles, 100 Miles, One Hour, and Two Hours, Class B.

Send for booklet about Dunlop Tyres and Sundries.

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAIVI ; ALMA ST., COVENTRY.

Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newoastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin Bp fast.

In answcrinn this aclverlisetnent it is dcsiraUe to mention "The Motor Ci/rh." T.i
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ROVERS
3k h.p. Rover Motor Cycle.

-v-»*'*«>x.
;*-

Price, Fixed Engine Pattern - - - - £49
,, with Triumph Free Engine Clutch - 55
,, with Armstrong-Triplex Three-speed Gear 59

0-0 net.

5 - „

10-0 „

W. N., Ross-on-Wye, writes—

"The machine continues to give great satisfaction. I have done up
to the present about 3,000 miles (a good deal of it with sidecar and passenger),

but have never yet unpacked the toolroU on the road or made any
adjustment other than the pulley or belt.

I shall be pleased to give my experience to any enquirer. The
machine I use in all weathers in my business and find she is very safe on
grease, in fact I have never yet had a side-slip or let her over.

She runs smoothly and silently, and has never required any adjustment
during the 6-7 months I have used her."

Catalogues and lull particulars free on application.

ROVER 00.,
COVENTRY.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
'

1
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 2,"!, Tulor SUiH, E.G., and shjull be aecjjnpiniei by the svriler's full name and aldress.

I" The Motor Cycle" as a Tyre Gaiter.

[6127.]—Whilst out on my two-speed H umbel late the

other night just midway between Jlaidstoiie and Wrothani
I got a bad burst and had no tyre gaiter witli me. I liad

a copy of 27ie Motor Cycle in my pocket, which I cut in half,

fulded it crescent shape, placed it inside the cover, and htted

my spare butt-ender, and managed to reach home on that.

I can assure yon I blessed that copy, and reckon it was, well

woith the pemiy spent on it. A. E. LICEJJCE.

Toiuing in South-west Wales.
[6128.]—Refornng to letter No. 6091, signed "BP50,"

relating his hair-raisnig trip over the Llanybyther-Llansawel
Road, he is not the first to ride that way by many a long

day. On one of my many trips from South to West Wales
1 was liver the roads he mentions six years ago on a 4 h.p.

Stevens before the days of two-speed gears, and, having spent

some years in Wales think it very little out of the ordinary.

L. EVAN'S.

Winter Mudguarding.
[6129.]—Referru/g to your issue of the 7th inst. and to

the article entitled "' Mudguarding " on pages 1338-1339. we
would like to call your attention to the fact that, so far as

front mudguards are concerned, our JIon-Aero-Guard, as

illu-strated in the same jssue (page 1348), embodies all the

suggestions made by your contributor. The front extension

is brought over as far as is safe, while the brake work and
springs are completely shielded from all mud and water.

Moreover, it is absolutely unnecessary to affi.x a" ma.e;neto

cover when this guard is used, as no mud whatever can fly

on to the magneto from the front wheel.

The guard is not new ; it has, in fact, been made privately

in Coventry for some years, but we shall shortly be able to

supply it in quantities. THE AUTO-AERO CO.

All- V. Water Cooling.
[5130.]—As a staunch believer in the future of water

cooling for motor cycle engines, I note with interest that

the Re-x Co. are putting a water-cooled model on the

market. To my mind this is the beginning of the end for

air-cooled engines, and in a tew years they will be obsolete

In my opinion, the growing, popularity of variable speed
gears will compel designers seriously to consider the elainis

of water-coolmg. even if only on account of the abnormal
wear of the en^ne a speed gear naturally causes, on account

of the higher number of revolutions and increased working
temperature on the low gear.

It is well known that the modern high-compre£.sion engine
is short-lived to a degree that few car owners' would
tolerate. No doubt a larger number of owners of sidecar

outfits w'ill heartily agree with this.

I can hear somebody enquire as to what the advantages
of the water-cooled engine are. In the first place, (1) greatly

decreased petrol and oil consumption, (2) longer life ol

engine, (3) superior power maintenance, (4) absence of

valve troubles, and lastly (5) increased power when plug
ging hard at full throttle, i.e., absence of overheating—

a

veiy I'eal trouble, as can be seen by the fact of the crack
riders in some of the trials stopping at the foot of hills

to cool engines

!

These are very material advantages indeed, and the only-

disadvantage that I can see is slightly increased weight.
which, in view of the benefits obtained, is not worth con-

sideration. J. A. WOOD.

Belts and Bad Weather.
[6131.]—With regard to letter 6087, I have ridden a

Service belt 7,200 miles and the belt is still good. The only
attention I give it is an occasional scrape and a rub over
with engine oil ; it has not let me down yet and always
grips. 1 use the machine every day, aiKi ride in every county
south of Yorks. Need I add the usual disclaimer?

A. E. LICENCE.

[6132.]—Untn we read Mr. Choldcroft's letter [No. 6087]
of November 30th we were not aware of the circumstances
to which he refers. He shotild have taken the trouble to
have ascertained definitely whether or not Mr. Barnes was
using our belt, and also whether there was any special reason
for its slipping. .We all know Mi. Barnes to be an ex-

perienced competition ride •—no one more so—and the mere
fact of his f£lecting our Dell in preference to others is very
gratifying to us and an excellent testimonial for the belt itself.

The olfer made in our previous letter referred to is still

open to Mr Choldcroft or an;. otJier reader of your jiapei

who likes to avail hiinsplf <^f

-

THE SKinTCK CO. (LONDON), LTD.

Adiustabte Tappet Rods.
[6133.]—In case anyone is tempted to try the type of

adjustable tappets illustrated in your last number, letter

6107, I may say that this idea does not work in practice.

In the first place, no provision is made for holding the
lappet stem itself whilst unscrewing the lock nut, etc. We
tried this idea wlren experimenting with the 1912 3^- h.p.

New Hudson engine, but found it quite useless, and we
finally adopted the pattern now fitted.

Incidentally, any noise from the valve gear can be far

more effectively eliminated by the means of adjusting the
tappets close up to the valves than by any arrangements, of

springs wh'ch I have tried so far.

Spring tappets do not seem to work at all at very high
speeds, unless the springs are very strong.

ROY W. WALKER.

Second-hand Machines and Agency Conditions.
[6134.,— .May I draw the attention of your readers to

conditions which are likely to be fraught with serious conse-

quences to would-b? purchasers. I have been riding a
particular make of machine for three years, having had
jwo models. Wishing to buy next year's model I went to

various .agents in my neighbourhood to discover which
would allow me the rrost on my old ma.^hine. Eventually I

found a dealer, in whose selling district I did not reside, who
offered me the best price, and so I placed ray order with him.
Now, .however, he informs he is not permitted to sell

to anyone residing out of his district without sharing his

commission with another agent.

On the face of it this restriction does little if any harm
to the agent, but to the intending purchaser it is a seriouB

matter. The effect of it is practically to dictate from Avhom he
is to buy his machine, and to prevent him obtaining a fair

allowance for his old model, as obviously no dealer can
compete with the dealer in the would-be purchaser's own
district in this respect-

Personally, I have never dealt with the agent in my
di.strict, as I have always obtained what I consider better

treatment from an agent in an adjoining district, and the
only effect that this move is likely to have upon me will

be that I shall purchase another make of machine, an<J

friends are talking of following my example. LIBERTAS.
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The Evolution of Transmission.

[6135.
J— I reiia tlie article on " ine involution of Trans-

mission " in the iss'ie of November 30th with much interest.

What I cannot understand in this article is why a person

of " Ixiou s ' wide experience, having given up the belt,

should now plump for what is no doubt a go-between, viz.,

the chain drive.

There seems to be no doubt that the motor cycle is going
through the same series of evolution with regard to trans-

mission that the motor car has already gone through, and
the chain has practically disappeared from all recent car

prattice in favour of shaft drive with either worm or bevel.

The shaft drive has also already been used with excellent

results on one or two makes of motor cycle for a fair number
of years.

The disadvantages of chain compared with shaft drive,

even when the former is completely enclosed, are, in my
opinion, considerable, such as stretching, with the consequent
getting out of pitch and breaking of rollers, and with the

usual open running chain must be added fairly rapid wear,
dirt, and exj>enditure in grease or oil.

^

The chain, both open and enclosed, has undoubted advant-
ages over the belt, but in my opinion cannot be compared
as an all weather transmission with the completely enclosed

shaft drive, as regards lasting, general efficiency, and cost of

upkeep.
T- may say that I have had two years' experience of a

shaft-driven machine, and the transmission has not cost a

farthing or needed any adjustment whatever. It looks as

if it should last as long as any other working part of the

machine, and is quite unaffected by any condition of

weather or roads. F. t. MAKLEY.

[6126.]—How glad I am to see that that most respected

and popular motor cycle writer and critic " Ixion," who is

so jealous as to his identity, has something to say against

what is, perhaps, our greatest bugbear—belt drive.

I feel charmed with his ideal of chains running in oil.

Who will try to criticise it, save those enthusiasts who
ride excellent variably geared machines, the gear of which
is inseparable from belt transmission?

I have been riding a 1910 Triumph all the season. The
machine I must say has been a gem for reliability, but oh I

those belts. They have been my only source of roadside

trouble, and have cost me £4 this season. Not because my
pulleys have been out of order or not in line, for I have

got from 1,900 to 2,400 miles out of each belt.

The other day I chanced to be near a "meet" of fox-

hounds, and T met two ladies on restive horses on a steep

and twisty hill. The road surface was very wet and muddy.
I slowed down in passing the ladies and when past I opened
the throttle, thi engin ) roared round, and the machine
came to a standstill on the steepest part of the hill—due,

of course, to the wet and slipping belt.

As it is a question of £ s. d. and all-weather riding with

me, I feel I shall be justified in parting company with

belt drive. I shouH like to see a silent chain drive (as

used on the timing gears of the best car engines this year!

enclosed in an aluminium, quickly detachable case (similar

to the Triumph magneto chain cover) and running in oil.

An ahimininm case seems to me preferable to a steel one ;

it would look very neat, and there would be no enamel to

clip off when it was detached.
E. W. CHOLDCROFT.

[6137.]—Having read with interest the paragraph in

"Ixion's" comments on "The Evolution of Transmission,"

I wondered, as I have often wondered before, why it is that

the claims of the shait drive seem to have been either tor-

gotten or ignored.

After weeks spent in a most careful inspection of all

makes, I finally decided on a 2{ h.p. F.N. lightweight.

Why? Because—principally—of its system of transmission.

Taking the question of belt drive" first, one can read

scarcely a single account of a tour or trial in which the

defects' of this transmission are not shown up.

As to the chain drive, although this is a far better mode
of transmission than the belt, I doubt if it can be said that

there is a machine on the market which has its chain suffi-

ciently protected and lubricated.

Now I maintain that with a properly constructed shaft

drWe >•'' ''=! above defects of transmission by belt or chain

are avoided. -

B4

The champions of the belt drive assert that for sweet-
ness of runmng this method of transmission is unbeatable

;

all I can say is that with my shaft drive I have never
experienced a suspicion of jar or vibration at whatever
speed the engine is running—and I can ride from four to
thirty-five miles an hour—the only indication one has that
the shaft is doing its work well and truly being the gentle
" hum," which rises and falls in a pleasing cadence a-s the
speed of the machine is increased or lessened.

Why do our firms cling so tenaciously year after year to

the belt drive?
It is, I am afraid, the old reason, too^strong a conserva-

tism in idea and design. CLERICUS.

[6138.]
—"Ixion" is too hard on the belt! He refers to

the constant adjustment of belts at the foot of every steep

hill in the various long distance trials. Why ? Because by
means of the belt and adjustable pulley a handy means is

provided of altering the gear ratio. Why does not the chain
driver do the same? Simply because his gear is fixed. He ^

is unable to alter the ratios unless he carries spare chains
and sprockets. I should like to have explained why one
occasionally sees chain driven machines with the wheels
out of line? I put it down to the rigid drive. The last

time I used a chain drive, loose and broken spokes in the
back wheel were not unknown. Has this difficulty been
overcome ? Again, " Ixion " must not forget that one can
change a rubber belt with the aid of detachable fasteners and
liave clean hands at the finish. CJontrast this with the repair
of a chain. Again, what would happen if an engine seized
with chain drive ? I had this experience last vear with a
belt drive, and although the belt was adjusted fairly tightly

it merely slipped over the pulley. With a chain I pre-

sume I should have slipped over the handle-bars ! Whilst
I must admit I am sick and tired of fiddling with belts, I

am not nearly so convinced after ten years' riding as
" Ixion " is, that chain is the transmission of the future.

CRITICUS THE SECOND.

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.

[6139.]—I shoull like to make a suggestion in connection
with the multi-pole sparking plug invented by Mr. Howard
Smith, and which appeared in your issue of September 14tli.

This issue has only just

reached me, October 30.

Would it not be pos-
sible, instead of using
the device as a multi-
spark plug, to make use
of it to obtain two simul-
taneous sparking posi-

tions some distance apart
in the cylinder, as shown
in the top sketch. Of
course, the objection to
a plug of the above type
would be the introduc-
tion of two high tension
conductors so close tOr

gether ; but the chances
of shorting could be
materially reduced by
makirg the upper part
of the plug of a larger
diameter than that used
in general practice. The
plug B could be of .stan-

Su^gested method of wiring mentioned in

letter from E. P. Tliomas, Hong-Kong.

A. Special double pole plug.

B. Ordiuary plug.

C. Priuiary wiudinE; for coil system.
D. Secondary winding for coil system.

dard type, and the connection between A and B could either

be by ordinary high tension wire or by a stiff piece of metal,
which latter would, I think, be preferable, as it would avoid
having loose wire flapping about. Of course, in the days of

the accumulator and coil it was a comparatively easy matter
to have a four-terminal coil, and thus obtain the two sparking
points, as in the lower sketch, but with a magneto it would,
I think, entail having an extra slip-ring. I do not in any
^vay wish to enci'oach on Mr. Smith's mvention, but I simply
put this suggestion forward on the chance that it may be of
some general interest. E. P. THOMAS. ,

Hong-Kong. ;

[Since the date referred to by our correspondent, the Bosch
Co. have introduced a special magneto which gives two
sparks simultaneously at two different plugs in a single-

cylinder engine. . See page 1154 issue of Nov. 2hd.

—

Ed.]
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Ladies' Motor Cycles.

[6140].—In the article "Ladies Motor Cycles at
Olympia," by Mrs. Cooke, published in your issue of Nov.
50th, this lady states that many makers have completely
covered in all the mechanical parts to guard against spoil-
ing one's clothes, and that some work is involved in mov-
ing the shields should anything go wrong. She also states
that "she prefers to see some of the mechanism of the
machine she rides," but I find that the Motosacoche appeals
to those riders who do not know anything about engines,
and moreover do not wish to. It is only the work of a
minute or two to dust over the shields, wliich are detach-
able in two or three seconds.

Mrs. Cooke also objects to corded dressguards, but they
are quite satisfactory on pedal cycles, and if in their stead
were fitted steel guards covering in the wheel completely,
what an unsightly contraption it would be. Mrs. Cooke also
seems to overlook the faet of the cooling effect the sliields
have on the engine. It is unnecessary for a lady who rides
one of these machines to wear the usual mackintosh overall
with a strap round her waist; she has only to wear her
ordinary walking costume. OSBORNE L. DE LISSA.

^^(@€ILE

Wear oJ Big End Bearings.

[6141.]—With regard to the above, your readers, and
also the manufaeturers of motor cycles, must consider the
fact that they are getting double, and sometimes three times,
the power from their engines that they obtained two or three
years ago. Bigger bearings and forced lubrication are the
remedy. The method of crank construction on the twin
cylinder horizontally opposed Douglas lends itself beauti-
fully to this principle, and the timing gears might also act
asa pump. With regard to rear springing (in my humble
opinion) to leave the engine and other mechanism unsprung
is a big mistake, as the heavier the weight the steadier the
riding (in proof try a big landaulet).

Sketchas referred to in letter from R. Halbara.
A. Engine. B. Hinged fork end. C. Hinged bracket joint.

The transmission should, however, be through equal
sprockets, all gear reduction being effected through a rigid

drive. My idea is that sketch No. 1 is wrong, because
as the frame works up and down over inequalities of the
road an unequal amount of belt is unwound off the two
wheels, causing a jerk. If the flywheels are heavy, this must
cause tyre wear, not to mention belts, whereas, in No. 2, the
sprockets are equal, and you can have as much movement as

you like; it will not affect the engine or tyres. I hope I

have made myself clear. I think this is the reason for the
scarcity of the spring frame pedal cycle. R. HALBAED.

Proposed Abolition of the Cut-out.

[6142.]—In your leader re cut-outs and noise you just

hit the nail on the head. Yes, it is the unreasoning
prejudice of the public that is the cause of more than half

the trouble—a prejudice directed against motors in general
and motor cycles in particular. When horse-drawn lorries

ire being driven over stone sets on the trot, as they often
ire when lightly loaded, the noise, as we all know, is

absolutely deafening, and yet our fair-minded public never
saj's a word. A fortnight ago I was conversing with a friend

in a busy town where stone sets abound. Two lorries came
past, one behind the other, at a brisk trot, when we had to

suspend our conversation for about half a minute. I re-

marked to my friend that if a motor cycle made half or a
quarter the noise, the public would be up in arms. And
yet the horse-lorry runs absolutely free from taxation, whilst
the motor cyclist pays ta.x in four different ways, viz.,

licence, petrol duty, registration, and driving licence. I

consider this prejudice adds insult to injury. As you truly

say, when the motor cycle becomes practically noiseless, it

will be thought dancerous on that account. FAIR PLAY.

-I371

[6143.]—I have read with - interest the letters appearing
in your popular paper regarding the abolition of the cut-
out, and would like to give my humble opinion of the
matter. I think the idea of abolishing the cut-out is

ridiculous. Had it been of no benefit to an engine, would
it have been adopted practically universally by the manu-
facturers? As regards the noise made through the opening
thereof, it is absolutely nothing in comparison to tliat of
a steam roller at work or a steam tractor with a truck or

so behind it; in fact, there are any number of vehicles which
are continually running about towns which make quite as
much noise as a motor cycle with its cut-out open—if not
more. I ride a fast T.T. machine myself, but although
I keep the cut-out closed in town, do not see why I or
anyone else should be compelled to do away with it because
it makes a noise ! I know it would be detrimental to my
machine, inasmuch as on a day's run it would most cer-

tainly (in my case, at least) be the cause of one or two
stops on account of overheating, no matter how carefully the
machine were driven. Besides, what harm does it do any-
body if the rider of a machine uses his cut-out on the open
road? I firmly believe that if half the people who talk

about the abolition of the cut-out only hail the experience
of riding through a crowd on a fairly silent machine with
its cut-out closed, they would come to the same conclusion
as I have, and that is that a silent machine is a danger
to both its rider and the public generally.

W. EGBERT JAMEb.

Motor Cycle Clothing.
[6144.]—We frequently notice in your "Questions and

Replies,' hints to motor cyclists about clothing. For
instance, on page 1335 you say, in reply to " O.V.T." :

" Nothing is absolutely waterproof except paramatta (when
it is new) and oilskin (always). Now paramatta is simply
the name of a fabric whi:h in itself is about as waterproof
as a pocket handkerchief. Paramatta is only waterproof
when it has been coated with rubber—technically called

"proofed." As regards oilskins always being waterproof,
one of onr staff who has tried them informs us that they
are waterproof until they have been chafed, and then they
require re-oiling.

Without wishing to get a free advertisement, any medium
quality rubber-proofed material, such as we or any other

first-class manufacturers produce, will keep out a pouring
rain for days, and will be as waterproof at the end of six

months as the day it was bought, provided it has had
moderate care—say not had any holes punched through it,

or soaked in petrol or lubricating oil.

As regards Irish frieze leather-lined, the disadvantage
of these thick materials is that they are very heavy when
wet, and take a long time to dry.

If the rider does not object to rubber-proofed garments
they are undoubtedly the cheapest and best. One rubber-
proofed suit would outlast a dozen oilskins, and would
preserve the wearer from the old " sea dog " appearance
inseparable from the latter.

For those riders who have .an objection to rubber-proofed
garments we supply our special " Everdri " cloth. This
will keep out the rain for a considerable length of time.

It contains no rubber, and is therefore quite porous.

We might mention that several members of our staff are

motor cyclists, and our motor cycle clothing is actually

made by motor cyclists for motor cyclists.

We have tested the waterproof qualities of our motor
cycle jackets by playing a hose on them at full pressure

for an hour or two, to make certain that the rain could

not force its way through the fastenings of the coat.

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.
[We regret the omission of the word "waterproofed " before

the word paramatta. We cannot absolutely endorse the

statement made in the second paragraph of our corre-

spondent's interesting letter, viz., "that any medium
quality rubber proofed material will keep out pouring
rain for days." Our experience is, and we think most
motor cyclists have found out, that while rubber proofed
material will stand a great deal of rain, at the end of

a long run in pouring wet the material becomes soddened,
especially after the clothing has been used for a time.

If this is not the case, whv do trials competitors invari-

ably don oilskins if they think they are in for a soaking

day's ride? On the point of appearance the waterproofed
garments are, of course, unquestionably superior.

—

Ed.]

B7
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Lining on Tanks.

[6145.]—"R-J-D-" asks, in the November 30fh issue, for

a tip regarding lining of a tank. Why not let him try the

old plan of pasting papers on the tank in the form of stencils,

leaving between their straight edges the space for the paint

'line. Tliey are afterwards wetted and washed, leaving the

line on the tank. J.M.C.

Sunrising Hill and 3^ h.p. Sidecars.

[6146.]—I noticed a statement in The. Motor Cycle

recently to the effect that H. G. Dixon, driving a three-speed

motor cycle and sidecar, is the first to climb Sunrising Hill

with a sidecar in competition unaided. Will Mr. Dixon

tell me when he did it, as a friend of mine happened to be

at the Birmingham and Sutton Coldfield A.C. Trial referred

to, and he assures me that at the first attempt he certainly

did not get up the hill even after jumping off and running

alongside his m^achine for some distance/ Perhaps Mr.

Dixon climbed the hill in the dark. OBSERVANT.

Petrol Charges in Oxford.

[6147.]—As. a regular leader of The. Motor Cycle, may I

appeal, through its columns, to Oxford motor cyclists on an
important matter. The price of petrol, always high in

Oxford, has recently reached a figure which, with the

possible exception of the time of the strikes, is, I think,

unprecendented. Shell has often been sold here at as h:gh

a price as Is. 4d. per gallon, hut during the last six weeks the

price has risen to Is. fid. per gallon. Great indignation is

felt at such a state of affairs among the motor cycling

friends with .whom I have discussed the question. But I

should bo glad if motor cyclists in general would tell me
through vour columns whether such a condition exists else-

where. . OXONIENSIS.

Silence and Silencers.

[6148.]—As numer<n-,s ooniplaiiits have recently been
made with regard to the inconsiderate and noisy manner in

which some motor f;yc:es are being ridden in and around
Birmingham, we should appreciate your assistance in pointing

out the harm done to the pastime generally by such pra-ctices,

in the hope that an improvement may be brought about

Up to the present the complaints wo have received have
been made by motorists, but if an improvement does not take
place we cannot be surprised if the public and the authorities

also nomolain and apply for further lestrictions, wjiich wo
should all deplore.

.KDWAilD i-l. FRYER, Midland Manager A A. and
M.I".

HOWARD SMITH, Hon. See. Sutton Coldfield A.C.
K. V. C. BROOK, Hon .See. Birmingham M.C.U.

Competitions in 1913.

[6149.
J—Comment has been inad<^ in your colnnms on

th« Herts County fixture list for the coming year.

May I point out that this club has no wish to monopolise
dates to the exclusion of, local clubs. Far from it.

On the contrary, we are particularly anxious that our events
should not clash with those of local clubs. As a matter of

fact our fixtures of 1912 are very much the same as those of

1911 Secretaries were asked to attend the meeting at
Olympia, armed with prospective dates, so that all had the
same opportunity as we had.
Wp have a large membership and we must cater for them

accordingly, but we hope not al the expense 'if other clubs.

C; C. COOKE, hon. sec.

Winter Mudguarding.
[6150.]—I note with pleasure in last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle that you published an article on " Mud-
guarding ", in which belt protection devices were mentioned.
I may say, as the outset, that I am- an ardent advocate of the
belt as being the most suitable means of Iransmitting the
engine-power to the back wheel, and have nsed a .-iimilar

device to that fitted to the Dot, as illustrated on page 1338,
for the last four years, having in that time ridden practicallv
50,000 miles with various 8 h.p. twin.', and alv/ays with
sidecar attached, and have never once been troubled with a

es
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suspicion of slip during the whole of that time, although _

I have been out in the most atrocious weather with mud
ankle deep everywhere.
Had half the care and attention been bestowed upon belt

protection that has been lavished on suitably enclosing

chains, I am sure the belt would have more than held its

own and not be regarded, as it now unfortunately is, as a

very inferior method of drive. So confident am I of the

superiority of this form- of transmission, that I would like

to take an "ardent chain driver" through the vilest possible

weather and road conditions on a little match for a small

wager, and at the finish for him to race me in removing
and replacing his back wheel ; lack of dirt on the hands to be

counted as a point.

I wonder whether anyone will accept my challenge, my
only Jerms being that he shall, as well as myself, use a

sidecar. ERIC LONGDEN.

[6151.]—I read with very great pleasure the article on
" Mudguarding," by " H.D.T.," in last week's issue. To
say that the present motor cycle is " mud " guarded is to say

what is not true. If one goes out on a really muddy day
for a ten minutes' ride on a present-day motor cycle, one
comes back covered with mud from top to toe,, and this is,

forsooth, what makers call "mudguarding." I call it mud
encouraging.

I ride my machine—using it in my practice as a medical

man—summer anil winter, fine, and wet, and in winter I

clothe it in what I call petticoats: even then my belt slips

in really wet weather. The belt is, at best, only a make-
shift. When t'le public understand that a properly pro-

tected chain, or a shaft drive, is the proper transmission,

then good-bye to the ridiculous belt, with its mess and slip-

ping. Fancy a belt on a car. Cars used to have belts in

days gone by, and very shortly we shall say " motor bicycles

used to have belts."

If the makers would give us a moderate weight machine, -

which would go anywhere, require little attention and be
.silent, the average rider would be satisfied. A machine of

the following specification would, I think, meet the wishes
of the rider of, at any rate, middle age : Frame, dropped ;

mudguarding really elFicient ; enclosed chain or shaft drive

;

three speeds and clutch ; all controls from handle-bar except
one brake actuiile<l by the font, internal expanding; long
footboards, in the form of a trough, higli at the sides and
in front: a reiilly silent silencer; strong non-skid tyres
{half the so i':illed non-skid tyres on the market are merely
fantastical designs in the tread, and are of no use) ; engine,

twin. ;ibout 4 h p. : pan seat: ma<;hine to be sprung fore

and aft ; decent clearance between rims aTid forks (the

present wheels are too clo.se to the forks) ; all parts easily

accessible and standardised ; stand for both wheels ; no
bright parts, and, if jKLSsible, disc wheels. M.D.

Carbon Deposits.

[6152 ]— I .see that Mr. W. Elder has analysed the sample
of jarlion which I sent him, and I must confess that I was
.amazed at the things he found it cinnposed of. The presence
of ieriic oxide, volatile oils, and mad matter is most alaiming,
and shows that, in these days of keen competition, hardly
anything is flee from adnlleration. I really shall have to

change my Injtud of tobaciMi. if it contains such foreign
matter as tins, for the carbcui I sent Mr. Elder was nothing
mole niir less tlnin llio Inird crust scraped from the bowl
of niy fiivonrite pipe! In conclusion, I should like t'?> con-

gratnhile Mr. Klder on his great analytical skill, and in

expressing my thanks for his trouble to assure him that his

analy.sis, if not strictly accurate, has at least proved
extremelv iriterestiiLg. ARCHIBALD.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
H. R. Ellis Coker wishes to learn the views of motor

cyclists residing in Peckham and district who might wish
to avail themselves of special motor cyce garage accommoda-
tion if such -ivere provided. Letters should be addressed to

him c/o the editor.

G. H. Fletcher wishes to thank the motor cyclist whc
rode a Douglas and helped the driver of a Rover car between
Crawley and Horsham on the 3rd inst
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M.C.C. TENTH ANNUAL DINNER.
ON Saturday evening last the tenth annual dinner

of the Motor Cycling Club was held at the Cafe
Monico. The president of the club, Mr.

Charles Jarrott, was to have l«ken the chair, Isut at

the last moment it was announced that owing to the
severe illness of his sister neither he nor Mrs. Jarrott.

who was to have presented the prizes, was able to be
present. Mr. Jarrott's place was ably filled by Mr.
Robert Head, the chairman of the committee, who pro-

posed the toast of "The King," wishing His Majesty
a safe return from India.

Mr. Stenson Cooke then rose to propose the health
of " The Motor Cycling Club," hereinafter to be re-

ferred to, he said, as the M.C.C. He was glad to note
the club had progres.sed steadily since its inception

;

its 400 members were composed of the pick of the motor
cycling movement. What appealed to him was that

the club did not spend its substance in trying to reform
the earth ; it was friendly with the powers that be, it

minded its own business, and kept to its sporting pro-

gramme, and it was able to and did choose its own
members.
He referred to the famous M.C.C. events—the Lon-

don to Edinburgh run, the London to Land's End and
back run for the Jarrott Cup, the team trial for Tlie

Motor Cycle Cup, and the London to Exeter winter
run. The last-named event, he said, tickled his

imagination. He hoped it would be cold, with a nip

in the air—and a nip in the satchel—(laughter)—and
a sprinkle of snow to make it Christmassy. He would
think of the competitors that night, with bright eves

and blue noses ; it made indeed a homely Christmas
picture. He referred to the hill climb in France on
the 17th inst., and announced that several sporting
members of the club would take part or go over as

spectators. He especially regretted the absence of

Mr. Jarrott, and referred in glowing terms to the club
officials, mentioning the new hon. secretary, Mr. South-
comb May, the onlv man (he is tall) who could sit

behind The Motor Cycle Cup and yet be seen. He
coupled with the toast the name of Mr. Arthur Candler.

The Retiring Secretary's Speech.
Mr. Candler, in reply, expressed his appreciation

of the enthusiastic way in which his name had been
received. The number of prizes on the table was a

proof that the ALC.C. was a real live club. As Mr.
Cooke had said, it had progressed steadily. At the

annual dinner in 1903 there were on the table only

three gold centre, three silver medals, and a cup.

Its growth had been largely due to the club's

classic events. For the London to Exeter Boxing
Night run they had received up to date eighty-six

entries. He had no doubts as to the club's future.

He vacated the position of hon. secretary when it

was in a state of great prosperity, and he was sure

that Mr. May would be found to be an excellent

hon. secretary.

The club had members living as far away as

Ceylon. Two of these, of whom one was Mr. D. J.

Maitland, were forming the Ceylon M.C.C. on
Motor Cycling Club lines. Mr. Maitland had pre-

sented gold, silver, and bronze medals to the club.

Mrs. Stenson Cooke then presented the prizes.

Among those recipients who were recui.ed with great

applause were Messrs. O. C. Godfrey, A. J. Moor-
house (the winner of the Jarrott Cup), and A. B.

Bennett, the hon. secretary of the Derby M.C.C, the

club champions.
The Chairman afterwards proposed " The Visitors

and Press." Mr. Head apologised for having to fill the

vacancy caused by the absence of Mr. Jarrott. With
the toast was coupled that of the ladies who helped

to make these festive gatherings go, and the name
of Mr. Robert Todd, the chairman of the Auto Cycle

Union. Though the M.C.C. was not affiliated, it

always abided by the rules of the Union, and held

friendly views towards the governing body. He
always regarded Mr. Todd as one of the best friends

the M.C.C. had.

He would like to thank Mr. Stenson Cooke for the

help his organisation, the A. A. and M.U., had always

given the club. Among the visitors, he gladly wel-

comed the representative of the Derby club and of the

S.E. London M.C.C, who ran second to the winners

for The Motor Cycle Team Trophy. Among the

members of the technical press, he mentioned the

name of Mr. E. M. P. Boileau, of this journal.

Mr. Robert Todd, in reply, spoke first on behalf of

the ladies, and then of the press. He referred to the

various motoring organisations, and mentioned how
much the movement w^as indebted to them. Thanks
to these great combinations motoring has taken up

the stand it has, while the motor cycle movement oweJ
much to the Motor Cycling Club.

Presentation to the Retiring Secretary.

Mr. Head then presented to Mr. Arthur Candler,

the retiring hon. secretary, a very handsome giand-

father's clock, subscribed by the members as a token

of the appreciation they had for Mr. Candler's invalu-'

able services. Mr. Candler's health was then drunk

with musical honours, and he replied in a few well-

chosen words.

Mr. Robert Head subsequently proposed the toast of

the absent president, who, he said, would only have

been kept away by a matter of extreme urgency. The
members, he was sure, would accord Mr. and Mrs.

Jarrott their sympathy and condolence.

Mr. S. H. Fry. in his usual witty manner, pro-

posed the health of Mr. Head, and with Mr. Head's
reply the proceedings were brought to a conclusion.

The speeches were interleaved, with a most excellent

musical programme, for a large portion of which that

clever entertainer, Mr. Ernest Cherry, an M.C.C.
member, was responsible.

>—••*--«
The L.C.C, at their last meeting, reversed the

recommendations of their Public Control Committee,

which were to the effect that applications should not

be made for reducing speed limits on certain roads at

Putney, Balham, Tooting, and Kensington. The
A.A. and M.U. wiU oppose the applications, and will

be glad to receive information from those who may
have intimate knowledge of the conditions prevailing

on any of the following roads : Putney Bridge and

Putney High Street ; Balham and Tooting, portions of

the main road; Kensington, Cromwell Road and
Gloucester Roads. The secretary's address is Whit-

comb Street, Coventry Street, W.
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Dec

T/ME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
14th 4.49 p.m.

16th 4.49 p.m.

18th 4.50 p.m.

20th ... ... 4.50 p.m.

Fusion ol Liverpool Clubs.

There is a big possibility of all- the
motor cycle clubs in the Liverpool district

combining and forming one strong and
important body.

One Hundred Entries for the Winter Run.
Entries for the M.C.C. second annual

winter run to Exeter have novf reached a
total of one hundred. A list of names
received since our last issue went to press

is given on another page.

Birmingham to York and Back.

We are asked to remind intending com-
petitors that entries for the Birmingham
M.G.C. winter reliability trial on
Wednesday, December 27th, details of

which appeared on page 1354 of our last

issue, close at ordinary fees next Saturday.

Winter Road Trials.

The Auto Cycle Union has been

criticised in some quarters for holding

too many reliability trials. What would
its critics say to a fourteen days' trial

in December for pedal cycles, yet a trial

comprising sixty-two miles a day_ over

winter roads is engaging the attention of

.Parisian cyclists, about fifty different

makes having been entered, Among the

competing ma/chines are a B.S.A. and a

New Hudson.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

i\lEMBEBSiiip.—Eighty-two new members
were elected at a recent committee

meeting.
The International Association of

Ro.AD Ck>-^GEESS.^It was decided to

contribute a sum of money towards

the expenses of the congress.

Perjiit.—A permit to hold an open

reliability trial this month has been

granted to the Birmingham and District

M.C.C.

Twelve Hours' Trial to Gloucester.

The N.Vi. London M.C.C. twelve hours'

reliability trial to Gloucester and back on

Saturday, December 50th, is creating con-

siderable interest, and a number of entries

have already been received. The start of

this contest is at 7.15 a.m. from Jack

Straw's Castle, Hampstead Heath, and the

route is via Stanmore, Pinner, Rickmans-
worth, Amersham, High Wycombe, Ox-

ford, Farringdon, Cirencester, Gloucester,

returning by the same route, the first pair

starting from Gloucester at 2.2 p.m. It

willbe seen that Dashwood Hill has to be

climbed on the outward journey and Bird-

lip on the return run. There will be an
untimed non-stop from Hampstead to the

top of Dashwood. The hon. trials secre-

tary for this event is Mr. Glynn Bowden,
40. Frogna', Hanipsteaa, N.W.

CH-AT

SPECIAL FEATURES.

LUBRICATION SYSTEMS.
THE MOTOR CYCLE FOR POSTAL

DELIVERY.
RUNNING COSTS.

Reliability Trial in South Australia.

The annual reliability trial and speed

judgment test of tlie Motor Cycle Club

of South Australia was held over a

course of 150 miles, including some

severe hills, good roads, unmade roads,

and sandy patches. A uniform rate of

speed of twenty miles per hour was set,

and eight secret controls were arranged

en route to trap the scorcher. Those who
made non-stops were: A. Moyle (3^ h.'p.

Lewis,, water-cooled), 199 points; C. R.

Churchward {3i h.p. Lewis, water-cooled),

199; F. R. Linb (3^ h.p. Kerry-Abmg-
don), 198. H. H. Eagless (3i h.p.

Triumph) stopped to recover his hat.

Robert Weiss, one of

the unfortunate victims

ot tlie Filey aeroplane

disaster la^t weel{. He

wasa well-knownYork-

sliire motor cyclist.

Taxicab Drivers' and Owners' Liabilities.

E. J. Robinson, a motor cyclist of
•

Warwick, has secured damages against

'

the L<)ndon and Provincial Taxicab Co.
for an accident which occurred at Leaming-
ton on the occasion of the visit of thp
Prince Henry tourists to that town. The ]

evidence proved that the driver of the i

cab was in the wrong, and his employers'

j

have had to pay. This is an interesting!

case, as one or two motor cyclists have!
informed us that cab owners, whoso;
drivers have been involved in ^accidents,

have repudiated liability on the ground
that when ths driver is paid by results''

he is not in their employ but on com-

J

mission.

English Aeroplane Disaster.

Robert Weiss, of Heckmondwike, near!
Leeds, who was Satally injured in the most!
serious of English aeroplane disasters atji

Filey last week, was a well-known motor-j
C3-cbst, and one time preaident of tliel

Wakefield A.C.C. Mr. Weiss at one time|
owned a stud of motor vehicles, includingij

one or more cars, a T.T. Triumph, a-
standard model of the same make, and a
6 h.p. Roc. At the last Sutton Pank hill-

climb promoted by the A.C.U., our.
Isorthern representative had the pleasure

of being in his company. Mr.
Weiss was a passenger in Mr.
Hubert Oxiey's aeroplane on the
7th inst., when, in descending
at an acute angle, a mishap
occurred, and Mr. Oxley fell a

distance of 80ft., and was killed

instantly. His passenger died
an hour later, having sustained

a fractured skull and internal

injuries.
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Busy E's in the Winter Run.

The Brothers Bashall have entered

sidecar combinations for the Exeter Run.
J. T. , the hour sidecar record holder,

will drive his Bat, whilst W. H. will be-

stride a new mount, the 6 h.p. Eoyal
Enfield.

A Motor Bicycle with Wire Wheels !

In the catalogue o£ an auction sale wliich

has been sent to us, appears the following :

'"3i h.p. Motosacoche, guaranteed, two-

,'eylinder motor, etc., mire wImfU." Fancy
a motor cycle with wire wheels—and a

3^ h.p. Motosacoche, too !

Stolen Machine.

The following is a brief description of a

motor bicycle whicli is alleged to have

Ibeen obtained untkr false pretences from
iMr. T. P. Nathaniel, Mill Bank Place,

lUphall, West Lothian. The machine is a

11910 Bradbury with N.S.U. two-speed
igear. The rear mudguard has been altered,

'also the stand. SX90 is painted both
sides of the rear number plate. If a

machine following this description is

offered to any of our readers will they
kindly communicate with Mr. Nathaniel
at the above address, or the police authori-

ties at Scotland Yard?

A. Variety of Exchanges.

The season of profitable exchanges is at

'hand. Among the offers in exchange for

motor cycles in our last issue were the

.following : Gramophones and records,

second-hand pianos, 6ft. billiard table. 6

jand 8 h.p. cars, grey parrot and folding

camera, piano player, upright and' hori-

zontal grand pianos, automatic lung tester,

ladies' and gentlemen's push cycles, knife

cleaner, gas fittings, diamond ring, etc.

In last week's issue a motor cycle ap-

peared under the heading of " 95° in the

Shade." May one interpret this to mean
that the engine is susceptible to over-

heating;?

The A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

The Taunton and Cumberland Motor
Cycling Clubs have extended invitations
to the Auto Cycle Union to hold the
A.C.U. Six Days' Trials in their respective
districts. Both Somerset and its adjoining
counties, as well as Cumberland, possess
their share of hills. The A.C.U. has
been in the North on previous occasions,
but the West is almost unknown to its

members. It seems almost certain there-
fore that a centre in the South-west of

England will be chosen.

A Schoolboy's Fkst Tour.

The reproduction below is that of Mr.
A. E. Hawkins, a Cheltenham schoolboy
sixteen years 'of age, who during his

rtc. 26-27.—M.C.C. Winter Reliability

Run to Exeter and back.
, 27.—Binniiigliam M.C.C. Open

Winter Reliability Trial.

. 27.—Dublin and District M.C.C.
O. en Reliability Trial lo
^^aterfo^d and bark.

, 30.—North West London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours' Winter Re-
liability Trial.

A special heading wilt be found in the

viiscellaneons adiertiscment columns tor

annouiu cvtcnts at Icrlhcoming club com-
petitions.

Hill-climbing.

Nowadays, it is not a question of which
steep hills a motor cycle will climb, but
rather if there is a hill a motor cycle
cannot climb. A number of readers
have written in appreciation of our article
" A Record Hill-climbing E.\pedition "

suggesting further severe roads and hills

in North Wales, Scotland, and Cumber-
land. Frank Smith writes that he will
be pleased to conquer any hills or roads
any of our readers may stiggest, as he
is anxiously waiting to hear uf the hill

his Clyno cannot get up.

5;?Fi?^5?sP7r^^

BOY SCOUTS' GREAT HELD DAY AT PORTSMOUTH LAST SATURDAY.

The Scouts' duty was to protect the common from the invading (orco, Lieut. Bostock. R.N., is captured
tryin? to get through the cordon of scouts, and is seen being searched for dispatches—his motor cycle
is hitden from view.

holiday this year rode from Cheltenham
to Dewsbury (180 miles) in a day, starting

at 6 a.m. and reaching his destination at

4.30 p.m. On the return journey he rode

across country from Dewsbury to Beccles

by Doncaster and Newark-on-Trent.
Finally he rode from Beccles to Chelten-

ham in the day, a distance of 190 miles,

the journey being accomplished without
incident. Starting early, he reached Chel-

tenham before 5 p.m. For a hardened
rider such journeys are not at all

extraordinary, but for a boy of sixteen

years, they are quite worthy of note.

His mount was a 1908 Triumph, and he
is eagerly looking forward to a similar

trip nc.xt year.

English-Dutch Reliability Trial.

We have received too late for press this

week, details of the International Relia-

bility Trial between a team of Dutch and
English motor cyclists to take place in

Holland at the beginning of August.
Entries are being invited from Dutch
motor cyclists, and a dozen will be

selected composed of six private owners
and six trade riders. The same procedure
will be followed in selecting the English
team. Further details next week.

Yorkshire Judge's Extraordinary Outburst.

A liighly important case, bearing on
the liability of a local authority to pay
damages arising out of a skid due to

tarred roads, was heard on Wednesday
week at Tadcastcr. Plaintiff was a motor
cyclist named Ai'chibald C. Gray, a

I^eeds commercial traveller, who was
riding towards Askham Bryan, and his

machine skidded on the tarred main
street of Tadcaster, where he said there

were no warnings. The judge non-suited

bini. Worse than that, his Honour,
.Judge Templer, delivered himself of the

following trenchant but amusing criti-

cism of motorists in general :
" Was it

the only road in England? If you go
on a tarred road you go at your own
risk. The roads are not made for either

motor cycles or motor traffic. They are

made for ordinary people. Motorists

seem to think the roads are made entirely

for themselves, and for their own_ pur-

pose. They are the greatest nuisance
which ever came, and the sooner they
are swept off the face of the earth the

better. Another case of prejudice !
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Motor Cycle Hill-climb in France.
BRITISH RIDERS TO COMPETE.

A NUMBER of well-known motor cyclists 'are cross-

ing over to France next Saturday to take part

in the open hill-climb on the 17 th inst. orga-

nised by the Auto Cycle Club of France, the classes

for which we enumerated in our issue of Nov. 23rd.

A fairly large entry has already been received from
well-known French, German, and Italian riders, and
the addition of such well-known English names as

Arthur Moorhouse (Indian), W. Cooper (Bradbury),

F. Smith (four-speed Clyno sc), Hugh Gibson (Brad-

bury sc). Stanhope Spencer (Rudge), and W. H.
Bashall (Bat), gives it an international aspect.

Several interested motor cychsts are crossing over

with thd party, including Messrs. VV. H. Wells and
0. C. Godfrey, which will be leaving Charing Cross

about noon on Saturday and return on Monday. The
name of the hill is Gomez-le-Chatel, a severe rise about
twelve miles from Paris and two and a half miles from
Orsay, and the competition will start at 10 a.m. The
Auto Cycle Union is fixing up all arrangements for

hotel accommodation, and readers who desire to join

the party should apply to the A.C.U.
The regulations are that all machines, except in two

open classes (one for bicycles and one for tricars),

must be of the commercial type, i.e., "rigorously in

accordance with maker's catalogue specification." The
classes for motor bicycles (with the exception of the
open class) are divided by cubical capacity, as follow.-

Class I, 225 c.c. ; class 2, 300 c.c. ; class 3, 400 c.c.

;

and class 4, 500 c.c. Tricars : Class i, maximum bore
of engine, 90 mm. ; class 2, open. There will be also
a class for " voiturettes " built on motor cycle lines,

those connecting links between the motor car and the
motor cycle, and which we prefer to designate quad-
cars or runabouts. The list of entries, as we went to
press, stood as follows:

Motor Bicycles.

^>—«0

1. N.S.U. I. 7. Alcyon II.
2. N.S.U. II. 8. Alcyon III.
5. N.S.U. III. 9. Alcyon IV.
4. Austral I. 10. Alcyon V.
5. Terrot Motorette. 11. Motosacoche.
6. Alcyon I.

Tkicaks.
12. Mototri-Contal. 13. Mototri-Contal.

QUADCAHS AJiD RuNABOUTS.
14. Ronteix I. 18. La Ponette II.
15. Routeix II. 19. La Trotteuse.
16. Guerry Bourguignon. 20. Eedelia.
17. La Ponette I. 21. Cohendet.

French Road Race -Circuit de Ae^un.
This event, organised by the Motor Cycle Club de

France on the circuit which comprises Melun, Guignes,

and Lissy, was held on Sunday last. The distance

ridden was 127 miles. The original intention of the

club was to hold a race from Paris to Havre, but this

was frustrated by the authorities. The start was at

8 a.m., and the following riders and machines were
sent off at minute intervals

:

1. De Vay (New Hudson)
2. Jeaneau (Rochet)
3. Brunei (Griffon)

4. Canale (Alcyon)

Class I.

5. Cuzeau (Terrot)

6. (irapperon (Alcyon)

7. Dacier (Alcyor)
8. Detrez (Peugeot)

Class II.

1. Comby (Motosacoche)
2. Tickenheinrich (M'coche)
3. Millan (Motosacoche)

Class III
1. Casse (F.N.)
2. Gabriel (Triumph)
3. Blanchon (F.N.)

4. Lacroix (Peugeot)
5. Pean (Peugeot)

4. Dubost (Rene Gillet)

5. Golaz (Motosacoche)

1. Gomo (Peugeot)
2. Naas (Griffon)

3. Sandtord (Rei:e Gillet)

4. Meuriot (Ren6 Gillet)

Class IV.
6. Debaume (Eeri Gillet)

6. Fay (Rene Gillet)

7. Thery (Rene Gilht)
8. Vaudry (Rene Gillet)

The race was run in a downpour of rain, and the

survivors naturally finished with their machines and
therhselves covered with " mud. Nevertheless, the

contest cannot be described as anything but a suc-

cess. Twenty-six competitors came to the post, and
of that number twelve completed the seven circuits to

make up the distance. High speeds under the cir-

cumstances were not to be expected, the fastest time

being made by Dubost on a Rene Gillet of 489 c.c.

His speed works out at thirty-seven and a quarter

miles an hour—quite a good average, considering the

Bl6

state of the roads and the high wind which prevailed. ,

Next came Fay, also on a Rene Gillet, but of]
1,147 c-c- His speed was thirty-six miles per hour.
Gabriel on a Triumph, 499 c.c, was third in order
of speed, being only 4m. 25s. slower than Fay.
Dacier on a single-cylinder T.T. Alcyon, 298 c.c,
was not far behind, and, considering the dimensions
of his engine, his speed of thirty-three miles an hour,
and the weight, he was placed first in the general
classification. Lacroix rode a twin Peugeot, 332 c.c,
and covered the course at an average speed of nearly
thirty- five miles an hour.

Dubost's Rene Gillet had a sinsle-cylinder engine,
Ruthardt magneto, rigid forks, and upturned bars;-^
the transmission was by belt', and the machine was"
provided with stand and mudguards. Lacroixs
Peugeot was also belt driven, but had a slightly
dropped bar, large round petrol tank, and mudgoards,
but no stand. The winning Alcyon was the same
model that was ridden in this year's Junior T.T.

The Results.
Class I.—Cylinder capacity 200 to 300 c.c.

H. M. S.

3 51 581
4 29 42|
5 59 4?

1. Dacier (Alcyon, 298 c.c)
2. Deray (New Hudson, 292 c.c.)

3. Detrez (Peugeot) .;. ...

Class II.—Cylinder capacity 301 to 400 c.c.
1. Lacroix (Peugeot, 332 c.c.) 3 39 18
2. Pean (Peugeot, 332 c.c.) 3 56
3. Milland (Motosacoche, 343 c.c.) 4 22 52|

Class III.—Cylinder capacity 401 to 500 c.c!
1. Dubost (Rene Gillet. 489 c.c.) 3 24 21];
2. Gabriel (Triumph, 499 c.c.)

,
... 3 36 7|

Class IV.—Cylinder capacity 501 c.c. and over.
1. Fay (Rene Gillet, 1,147 c.c.) 3 31 42J-

2. Meuriot (Rene Gillet, 1,272 c.c.) 3 57 32|
3. Naas (Griffon, 964 c.c.) 4 10 4|
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A.C.C. Winter Run to Exeter.
The following are the

winter run since the list

total is now 113 to date:
A. " P. Maurice (3^ Premier
and sc.)

H. C. Mills {3i Premier)
C. B. Duberly (3^ Ariel))

S. Boswell (3^ Ariel)

G. Wray (3^ Bradbury and
sc.)

P. W. Moffat (2i Douglas)

C. F. Halsall (5-6 Clyno
and sc.)

T. lattersall (5-6 R.A.C.S.)
H. E. D. Simpson (4 M.M.)
F. B. Webber (8 Morgan

Piunabout)
J. Neumann (3^ Triumph)
P. W. Pumphrev {^% Ariio)

G. Stuart- White" (3^ Rex)
Dr. C. B. Moss-Blandell (8

Waverley car)

J. S. Holroyd (2^ Moto-
sacoche)

T. Gear (2^ Motosacoche)
G. \V. tnglaud (8 Morgan
Ivunabout)

P. Bounds (8 Bounds Jap
and sc.)

S. C. Perryman (3^ Ariel)

Pv. Ellis (3^ Calthorpe and
sc.)

K. E. Guest (6 Matchless
and sc.)

G. Robertson-Brain (3^ Ivy-

Precision and sc.)

E. B. Ware (8 Ghater-Lea
and sc.)

V. Taylor (3^ Eudge)
R. 0. Davis (8 Ghater-Lea
and 8C.)

A. J. St=,vens (5 A.J.S.
and sc.)

F. Smitli (5-6 Clyno and .ec.)

G. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

S. Sawer (3i Premier)
W. C. Hemy (3^ Service)

H. G. R. Slingo (5-6 Clyno
and sc.)

S. Browne (3^ James and sc.)

entries received for the

published last week. The

J. A. Densham (3^ Rudge)
R. G. Mundy (2 Alcyon)
G. N. Higgs (5.6 A.C.

Sociable)

G. L. iletcher (2| Douglas)
N. C Dear (2| Douglas)
F. E. Pither (10 Hurtu car)

N. 0. Soresby (3^ Rudge)
F. J. Watson (3^ Swift)

J. Peachey (3^ Premier)
R. Clark (5-6 F.N. and sc.)

S. B. White (4 Service)

G. Griffiths (3^ Rover)
J. Baker (3^ Rover)
R. Garcher {3j Kei'ry-

Abingdon and .^c.)

R. Lord (6 Re-K Sidette)

L. B. Feeny (4 iMcto-Reve
and sc.)

F. Thomas (7 G.O.K. and
sc.)

F. L. Goodacre (2 Alcyon)
H. A.Thompson (8 D.R.C.)
J. Gibson (6 Noble)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan
Runabout)

W. H. Bashall (56 Royal
Enfield and sc.)

J. T. Bashall (7 Bat and sc.)

A. V. Deacock (6 N.L.G.
and sc.)

E. G. Whelan (3i Zenith)

C. M. Smith (20 Adams car)

Pv. Charlesworth (3i Zenith)

E. Babington (8 Bat)
A. T. Amplin (6 Matchless)
A. G. Leek (3^ Rex)
E. Kickham (Douglas)
H. A. Cooper (3i Bradburv)
H. A. Duncan (3-A Rex)
A. V. Sumner (2^ O.K.-

Pi'ccision)

A. Rproston (Rudge and sc.)

E. Purchase (3i Triumph)
A. Mabon (Rudge and sc.)

D. S. Baddeley (P. and M.)

Several of those named are prospective memberi
whose names are included subject to election at the

next meeting of the Motor CycUng Club Committee.
The number of entries is already a record, but still

more are expected. The start is from the Bulstrode

Hotel, adjoining Heston-Hounslow Station, at 7 p.m.

on the 26th inst.

AN AUTOMATIC OIL PJIflP.

Mr. Joseph Sarolea has latel) brought out a new
semi-automatic oil pump. Relerring to the illustra-

tion, the body of the pump consists of the tube i,'

closed at its upper end by means
of the cap 2, at its lower end by
the plug piece 3, in which is thei

inlet passage 4, and the outlet

passage 5. The rod 7 is hollow, and
its interior is of square section.

Through it runs the square rod 1 1,

attached to the disc £2, so that

when the handle is turned the rod
and disc are also turned with it.

The disc 12 rests on the plug 3,

while the spring 13, pressing on
the nut at the end of the rod 14,1

presses it close up against it. The
disc 12 possesses a crescent-shajied

groove 15 in part of its surface.

When this groove is above tlie

orifice 4 it allows the oil to flow into the pump.
When above the orifice 5 it allows it to escajie to the

engine. The progressive section of this hole allows

regulation of the flow according to the amount the

disc 12 is turned by means of the handle. The rod 7
carries an indicator 16 on the pump cover, which
shows the amount of opening of the regulating di.sc.

When the latter is in the position shown in the figure,

the raising of the piston 8 has the effect of drawing
oil into the pump through the orifice 4. It is possible

then to turn the disc so as gradually to uncover the
orifice 5, the orifice a at that time being closed.

STEERING FROM THE SIDECAR SEAT.
A patent «teerin-!arr3n;e-nent mile by Messr;. Bell Bros., o( MmslieUer. (1) Showing the chief points. On the steerini wheel is mountel exhauu lifter 5n]
carburetter control. Tae two connecting stcerinj rois are aljnstaljle. (2) Wien soitel tie w lesl ani coliiJia are lowereJ into noraiil position anJ keil

there by a spring on the arched tubing at foot of siiecar.
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Liverpool A.C.C. annual dinner Ia>t Monday even ng. Mr. P. Butler presenting the

silver trophy to Mr. W. Heaton who rode a 2t h.p. A.J.S. in the " banned " trial.

Others in the group from the lelt are : Messrs. L. Mogridge (caairman), Clark
(president), Baxter (captain], and Barton (hen, sec.)

Liverpool A.C.C.

A merry dinner party gathered together at the Bee Hotel
on Monday night. "With Mr. Percy Butler in the chair

all went with vim. The room was rather crowded, many
representatives of other clubs being present as guests.

During the "smoker" that followed the challenge cup pre-

sented to the club by the Reliance Co., value fifty guineas,

was handed to Mr. W. Heaton, of Manchester, the winner
for the first year of the open two days' trial. In presenting

this handsome trophy the chairman remarked that had the

trials been carried out in their entirety as first arranged by
the club, tliey would have been the best, if not quite tlie finest

events of the year, and he fully expected that the future trials

would equal any in the kingdom.

Mr. Barton (hon. sec.) said he hoped that at the meeting
on Wednesday the amalgamation of clubs would come about;
if so, the future of the sport and trials were assured.

Mr. Mogridge (chairman of L. A.C.C.) said that the hold-

ing of the open trial was the last straw to the.A.C.U., like

the last straw in the load of the camel.

Mr. Carty spoke of the difSculties yet to be overcome be-

fore the amalgamation took place, but expressed the hope
that they would come to the meeting prepared to give and
take and fall into line for the benefit of all. Mr. Carty's

speech was followed by an excellent concert.

Bristol B. and M.C.

At a reeeirt meeting of the Bristol Bicycle and Motor Club
the following events were sanctioned, with the proviso that
others should be carried out if necessary : April 27th, open
hill-climb ; May 11th, Taunton and back, via Wells, Polden
hills, and Bridgwater; June 15th, M.C.C.' team trial for The
Motor Cycle cup; June 29th, Oxford, via Birdlip, and back;
July 20th, Keynsham-Pensford course ; August 2nd-3rd or 3rd-

5th, open road trial to Land's End and back; August 31st,

members' hill-climb at Dundry.

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).

The result of the reliability run recently held to Derry
has now been announced and is given below. Of the nine
riders who started eight completed the course. A broken belt

fastener resulted in W. J. Adams (3^ B.S.A.) losing three
marks before checking in at Toomebridge. ' I. I. Kennedy
(3^ L.M.C.) arrived tv,fo minutes late at Dungiven, and lost

one mark in consequence. G. Simpson f3^ Triumph) and I.

R. Thompson (3^ B.S.A.) got ahead of schedule time, and
arrived in Derry several minutes too. soon ; the former being
penalised two marks, and the latter four marks. J. Stewart
(3^ Triumph), J. Lavery (3^ Triumph), R. M. Lardy (3^
Triumph), and C. R. Martin (3^ Triuiriph) completed the
journey without mishap of any description, and tied with full .

marks. The final adjustments, hovvever, left the placings as

follows : 1, J. Lavery ; 2, J.' Stewart ; 3, R. M. Lardy ,- 4,

C. R. Martin. It is worthy of note and rather remarkable
that punctures were conspicuoiis by their absence, none of
the riders having the sliglitest troubles with their tyres.

Some o[ the members who attendel the Mersey M.C. dinner, at which the aniiouncemont of a probable amalgamation of Liverpool motjr cycle clubs was made.
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Club News.

—

Haverstock M.C.C.

A new motor cycle club was formed with the above title 'at

an enthusiastic meeting on the 6th inst., at the Prince of

Wales Hotel, Prince of Wales Road, N.W.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

On the 6th inst. this club held the first smoking concert

of the winter season at its headquarters, the Crown and

Sceptre, Streatham Hill. The ne.xt item on the programme

is a lecture at headquarters.

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

A lecture, iliusiratea Dy lantern slides, and entitled

"Six^ed and Power," is to be given by Mr. W. G. McMmnies

to the members of this club on Friday, December l^th, at

7.30 p.m. Tickets may be obtained from the Colmore Depot,

Messrs. T. Clajton and Sons, William Bruce, Ltd., or the

hon. secretary, "Mr. Howard Smith, The Dingle, Four Oaks.

Mersey M.C.

The annual dinner took place on the 7th inst. at St.

George's Restaurant, Liverpool, after which the prizes won

during the year were distributed. Messrs. Jones, Philpot,

Bethal, Carty, Morley, Harsman, Lake, Smith, Birch,

Mason, Kershaw, Rees, Fox, Barker, Brown, and Rimnier

were the recipients. A gold watch and gol I medal were

presented to Mr. H. Long for his ride of 40.000 miles in

ten months on a Triumph. During the evening allusion

was made to the proposed amalgamation of Liverpool club.s ;

this was received with enthu.=iasin.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A members' billiard tournament is to be held at the head-

quarters. King's Hall Restaurant, Central Ar-ade, '-n ^'nn-

day, December 18th. Entries close on Friday, December

15th Further events are as follows : The aunaal dlii..«i 0.1

Saturday, January 6th, 1912, at 7 p.m. ; the annr-l nronoral

meeting on Monday, January 8th, at 7 p.m. ; a_ breakdown

competition on Monday, January 15th, at 7.iO p. 111. ;
a

whist drive on Monday, January 22nd, at 8 p.m. All the

above to be held at headquarters.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

This club recently held its annual meeting, dinner, and

prize distribution at the picturesque old hostelry, The

Pheasant, Piel :Wyke, Bassenthwaite. The weather and

roads being ideal, allowed a good muster of members of

tliis widely scattered and rapidly growing club to assemble

awheel. Headquarters have been acquired at the Great

Central Hotel, Carlisle, where a room has been placed at

the disposal of club members, and wiiere motor cyclists pass-

ing through the city will receive a welcome. A number of

valuable cups and other prizes having been presented for

competition during 1912, a very successful season is antici-

pated. Joint hon. secretaries: ilessrs. Hilton Robinson, Foul-

syke, Lowes Water, and William M. Milburn, Lome Terrace,

Brampton.

Birmingham M.C.C.

R. W. Duke (Zenith) and R. H. Edwards (Triumph), the

competitors left in the reliability trials, completed the fourth

round last Saturday, and neither of them was " knocked

out." The course was as follows : Birmingham, Kiddermin-

ster, Bewdley, Tenbury, Bromyard, Ankerdine Hill, Worces-

ter, Droitwich, Bromsgrove, Halesowen, iMucklow's Hill, Bir-

mingham—roughly, ninety miles. The competitors were

accompanied over the course by V. Busby, on a 3J, h.p.

Humber, who acted as checker. Busby unlortunately failed

(m Sunrising in the third round through being unable to

change to his low gear before the engine stopped, the reason

being tliat a skid on the corner had bent his footrests, so

that he could not release his high gear. The roads were as

bad as possible, especially Ankerdine Hill ; it speaks well

for both machines and their riders that they went through

without a stop, as the course is considered difficult. Next

week the course will be; start Fountain, Hagley Road 3 p.m.,

Halesowen, Stourbridge, Bridgnorth, Ludlow, Tenljury,

Kidderminster, .Mucklow's Hill, Birmingham. The ninth

annual dinner and prize distribution will be held at head-

quarters or. Friday, January 5th. Notices will be posted

to n.cmbera in a few days.

Durham and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution will be held on
Saturday, 16th December, at the Neville's Cross Hotel, Dur-
ham. Members and friends are invited, tickets 28. 6d. each.
Mr. F. C. Wake, of DarKigton, has been awarded the Aggre-
gate Challenge Cup for competitions held during 1911.

York County M.C.C.

A club meeting will be held to-morrow (Friday), when a
paper will be read by Mr. J. A. Prendergast, entitled

"Scientific Tuning." The annual general meeting will be
held on Friday, January 25th, at headquarters, the Grand
Central Hotel, Leeds.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

A paper on "llie Internal Combustion Ei.gine" was read at

headquarters by the hon. sec, Mr. J. E. Taylor, who, to-

gether with Mr. G. F. White, afterwards gave a demonstra-
tion on " The Timing of the Valves and the Setting of the
Magneto." The membership of the club is at present fifty,

and is gradually increasing.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The first annual dinner of this newly-formed club, which
is developing rapidly, will be held in January, and some
matters of interest to competition riders will then be
announced. Info.mation can be obtained from the hon.
secretary, Mr. L. Poole, 70, Poplar Road, Edgbaston.

Essex M.C.
An interesting paper was read before the members of the

Essex Motor Club on Thursday last in the committee room
of the R.A.C., Pall iMall, S.W,, by Mr. Douglas Leechman,
(in " Motor Cycles Seen at the Recent Olympia Show."
Mr. 0. L. Summers presided. Mr. Leechman began by
saying he noticed several welcome departures from the
standard design so prevalent at the present time. VVater-c-ouling,

two-stroke engines, and the use of the decompresser which
allows a part of the compressed gas to escape, were among
the most noteworthy. He also commented on forced

lubrication, roller bearings, and foot starters. He criticised

the frame of the modern motor bicycle rather severely, and
brought forward a pretty allegory to illustrate his words,
which cannot, unfortunately, be reproduced on paper, though
it was clear enough on the blackboard. He criticised

especially the design of the head, in which the tup and
down tubes were brought to a point, the dropped top tube,

and the use of the engine to brace the frame, while he
mentioned the advantage of t!»e loop. He reierred to spring
frames, and commented on the stability of these on greasy

roads. Spring forks were also referred to, and he mentioned
the Druid, Pilot, and Indian, as being especially g(M>d.

Numerous members took part in the discussion, and at the
conclusion of the meeting Mr. Leechman was enthusiastically

applauded for his entertaining lecture.

U. P. UarrlsoD. engineer in charge of the Lizard Lighthouse, and his twin
cylinder Hex and sidecar.
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
More Replies to a Reader's Query.

Sir,—If you are still collecting statistics of running
costs tlie following may be of interest. Machine, first-class

3i h.p. T.T. roadster. Bought new March, 1911. Sold

November, 1911. Distance run, 3,900 miles, all solo.

EcNNiNG Costs.
Per mile.

Licences £1 5 = .077d.

Lubricating oil ... 11 6 = .025d.

Petrol 3 8 = .209d.

Tyres, patches, etc 4 4 2 = .259d.

Belts and fasteners ... ... 1 6 = .063d.

Carbide 6 = .018d.

Bridge tolls ... ... .;. 13 6 = .042d.

Sundries 1 7 = .083d.

.786d.

CAriT.\L Charges.
Interest (five per cent.) 1 17 = .114d.

Depreciation ,.. 13 19 = .860d.

£28 11 8 1.760d.

W. WOODWARD.

Sir,—As your correspondent Mr. Geo. Pirie remarks in

your last issue, very few of the published letters work out

the running expenses on a fair mileage. For this reason I

venture to give a short statement of my expenses, of vifhich I

keep a careful record, over a mileage of 10.300 (by cyclometer)

in two years. The machine is a 1910 Douglas, which, with
accessories, cost £41 6s.

Petrol, 103 gallons at Is. 2d. ... £6 2
Oil six gallons Vac B. at 4s. 6d. 1 7

One new Dunlop tyre 1 16 8
Two retreads at 21s. and 17s. 1 18

Tyre repairs 4 6

Licences ... ... 2
Overhauling engine, renewals, and cleaning 6 6 8

Sundry parts, plugs, etc. 1 10

Belts (tliree) 2 1 6

Total ... £23 4 6

Reckoning the present value of machine at £25, deprecia-

tion works out at .37d. per mile.

Those who are fond of going "all out" would probably not

find expenses so low. I am content with 22-25 m.p.h., and, as

a result have no stops and always get there. Punctures total

only four, and the tyres are good for quite 2,000 more miles.

I ride in all weathers and on all grades of roads.

A. M. COTTERELL.

Sir,— I have been reading with great interest the

correspondence in recent issues of The Motor Cycle on the

cost of running and upkeep of a motor cycle and sidecar,

and have been astonished at the divergence of opinion on the
cost of running per mile. Not being an owner of this inter-

esting combination, it is rather difficult for one to under-
stand what would be "giirded as a fair estimate, and as a

prospective buyer, it i. i question of vital importance, not

only to myself, but to many who, I am sure, would become
ardent motorists, if one could be persuaded that motor
cycling was not the "expensive amusement" which many
claim it to be. Personally, I am inclined to think that

motor cyclists who place the cost of running a motor cycle

and sidecar at 2d. per mile are surely over-rating the figure.

Moreover, I should like to "know it from ten per cent, to

fifteen per cent, depreciation is not in actual experience too

great a percentage to knock off each year, provided the

engine is supplied by one of onr best engineering firms, and
also whether the "renewals" ave not placed at too high a

figure for a well-cared-tor machine. Surely a motor cyclist

who averages from fifteen to twenty miles an hour on goo<l

roads, is not going to cause such wear and ultimate deprecia-

tion to his machine as to make op for the wide margin
between the actual cost of fuel, namely, petrol at Is. 3d.

per gallon per seventy miles (with sidecar), and the alleged

cost of 2d. per mi^e, or lis. 8d. for every seventy miles,

which means 10s. 5d. for depreciation,- etc., lubricants, and

renewals for every seventy miles ridden. There seems to

be al.so a great divergence of opinion as to the average
" life " of a back tyre with sidecar work.

I should be glad to hear some of the opinions of readers

who do not use a motor bicycle and sidecar for test purposes,

and who do not put their mounts to such excessive strams in

record making and reliability tests, as to what a motor
bicycle and sidecar can be run at with a normal load, say

about seventy miles a week for pleasure purposes, with duo .

care and attention in keeping the engine and running parts

sweet, and not trying to exceed the speed limit. I venture

to say that if this all-important economic question could be

satisfactorily solved, and the public could be assured that

motor cycling should not cost more than Id. or Ijd. per

mile with sidecar, inclusive of upkeep, it would make more
converts to this interesting pastime than columns of

statistics relative tospeed i-ecords. F.R. (Sussex).

Sir,—How I envy those gentlemen who run thgir motor
bicj-cles 5,000 miles per annum at a cost Of ^d. a mije or

thereabouts. I should simply love to know how it is done.

Up to now I have been sufficiently ignorant as to think that

a tyre on the back wheel of a, 3,^ h.p. machine will not last

for 5,000 miles. But I daresay I am wrong.. . .;

I do not ride a, 3^ h.p. myself, but one of the smaller twin
variety, and 'some time ago started to keep a rough account

of my expenditure in connection with it. ,

My chief expenses are tyres and valves; this latter item

may seem peculiar, but I change my .exhaust valve every

1,500 miles, because I hate the idea of one breaking. I had
it happen once, and But that is another story. Tyres
seem to wear out remarkably quickly on the back wheel of

my machine ; in fact, I feel exceedingly pleased with myself

if -one lasts 1,500 miles ; but perhaps I don't get the right

sort of tyres for good solid wear. I do not mean to say that

I buy 15s. tyres, but I do not go in for the " car tyre

"

types—just ordinary 2-^-in. tour-ing types.

Sundrv replacements, too, are a. fairly large item in. my
expenditure, because I always fall off my machine an extra- .

ordinary number of times during a season ; but I presumiC the

farthing-a-milers never have any accidents of any description.

My competition fees and club subscriptions run away wMth
quite a lot of money ; in fact, these alone account for a sum
just under which Mr. H. Y. Peale can run his Triumjih ;foi

5,450 miles. IGNORAMUS INCREDULUS.

Sir,—I have read Mr. George Pirie's letter in your issue

of December 7th, and I should like to say that I consider
that his method of arrivir's at the running cost of a motor
cycle is rather on the millionaire basis.

To take the first point, he makes a great thing of the
annual overhaul ; now in the case of the present day motor
cycle what does the overhaul consist of ? I find that it

consists of taking everything down, thoroughly cleaning the
engine inside, and perhaps fitting a new big-end bush or

a new gudgeon pin or bush ; the rest consists of taking down
the cycle part bearings and paeking them with grease and
properly adjusting ; this I find in most cases is done by the

owners themselves.
Regarding sheds : I know many motor cyclists, but I

do not know one who has had a shed erected specially foi

his machine, and I think that Mr. Pirie will find that the
great majority of motor cyclists do not have special sheds.

I have seen dozens of motors kept in the hall in small houses,

and in some cases even sidecars with them.
I contend that the cost of motor cycling is, within reason-

able limits, adaptable to the purse of the rider.

I have ridden various makes of machines from 1906
onwards, and I know that my running expenses have not
been over |d. per mile, and I have never had a repair

done for me.
I also know that unless one buys a new machine every

year the depreciation is not nearly £10 per year, about
£5 is a very conservative allowance under that head.

WILLIAM LAURENCE
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Motor Cycle Tour
in France and

Germany.

Band I had been discussing and planning a

holiday in the Vosges, with a car, for some
eleven months, but it was only a few days

before the date of starting that it was broken to me
that I was expected to ride a motor bicycle, B's

party having grown to larger proportions than he
originally intended. In what 1 then considered a

weak moment, I agreed, seeing before me a long visla

of broken belts, broken valves, and strenuous labour

on every hill. These were all recollections of an

old Ormonde • of several years ago, and I did not

know the modern 3^^ h.p. mount.

My Machine.
However, I tried to look on the bright side, and

took delivery of, a three-speed James one Thursday
morning, which happened to be the identical machine
ridden by Howard Nevvey in the A.C.U. Si.x Days'

Trials, and on which the seals were still intact. I was
duly shown "which lever did what," and then .started

on the lowest gear from Southampton Row to Gamage's.
I had no sooner started than I found that motor cycles

had altered considerably since the last time I had
ridden one, and that the Armstrong change-speed gear

and Amac carburetter, instead of the " jet in a pipe
"

that I remembered, made the machine easily con-

trollable and handy even in the worst traffic.

In the afternoon I went for a short run just to get

the hang of the thing, and returned home distinctly

impressed

Meanwhile, B and the rest of the party with the car
had crossed over to France on Thursday, and were
well on the way to Gerardmer, where I hoped to catch
them up.

1 crossed over to Dieppe on Friday night, arriving
and getting through the Customs by about 3.30 a.m.
and then refreshed myself with quite a good break-

fast and managed
to buy a tankful of

petrol from the

waiter. The petrol
•' arrived in an old

wdne bottle, but it

smelt all right, so
I put it in and
hoped for the best.

By four o'clock it

Avas beginning to

get light, so after

getting a few very
hazy directions

from a sleepy por-
ter I started ofif on
my way across
France to join my
party.

A stop tor peirol at Nagold.

By this time I had already acquired considerable

faith in the reliability of, the machine, but had one

abiding dread—the back tyre; this had a tnost salutary

effect on my speed, but by steadily plugging along at a

pace that would almost (but not quite) have been

approved by the English police. I found that I had

covered over two hundred miles and was beginning

to feel like lunch.

More Haste !

After lunch, it struck me that it was a great pity to

go too slowly, and so I started to hurry up a bit,

liaving a vagni.- id«\ of reaching Gerardmer (170 miles)

that niglit. I paid for this at once—in the back tyre,

which not only punctured, but also had started to

burst round the bead. Well, i was having a lioliday

and I did not proj)Osc to be upset by a back tyre or

anything else, so after having a quiet smoke I very

deiiberatcly -patched the thing up. using the greater

part of ^ new handkerchief and an old strap. -This

carried me successfully to Vitry-le-Francois, and

though it was only iliirty miles from my luncheon place

I decided to h.oc the t)Te properly mended and to

put up for the night.

There was no trouble about finding a bed, but

mending the tyre was a different matter, especially as

the garage mechanic, in explaining the weak points of

the rubber tube valve, succeeded in splitting the valve

tube from end to end. The garage had not any valve

tubing, neither had I, and at first things looked rather

bad. In England one does not learn the really useful

French words for an occasion of this sort, but after

a short address to the mechanic—of which I think he

followed the general idea—I went to call on the local

doctor and explained the difficulty. He rose to the

occasion like a man and produced some tube—I think

they use it for

feeding babies

;

however, it made
a "topping" valve

and lasted for the

rest of tVie tiip.

The cover we
mended by sewing

a leather patch to

the canvas lining,

and this, with a

few more stitches

added at a later

da^°. made a very

effective and lasting

repair.

On the Sunday
morning I started ,- --^r -

; _:_, .:_ j

off again, with
, ., , The Schiucht tunnel. Ti.e writer's iiiree-speed

only T50 miles to James in tho lorewound.

B2*
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go, with the tyres apparently sound and the bicycle

still running beautifully. During the morning I had

a quite uneventful ride, stopping in Contrexeville for

lunch and then going on, always on magnificent

roads, through the beautiful forest of Darney to

P p.miremont.

Arrival at Le Tholy.
I was now only twenty miles from Gerardmer, and

hoped to reach it in about threequarters of an hour.

However, I had another puncture on the way and did

not arrive until just on dark. Here I was delighted

to meet B with the car, and, leaving the bicycle in

the local garage, gladly accepted a lift to Le Tholy,

where the others had decided to stay for a week or so.

Le Tholy was a tiny

village perched up on
the side of a hill some
pi.\ miles back along the

road I had just come by.

For the first two days

I did not use the motor
bicycle at all, as there

was plenty to see, and
I had had quite enough
of i*- for the time being.

However, B took it out

once or twice, and quite

agreed with me as to

its good points.

On Thursday we de-

cided to make an excur-

sion to see the Ballon

d'Alsace, one of - the

highest mountains in the

Vosges, about thirty

miles from Le Tholy-.

Consequently Wednesday
morning was spent in

changing the front tyre

of the bicycle on to the

back wheel and vice

vend. This practically

put an end to my tyre

trouble, as I now had a

Palmer Cord on the

back wheel, and, bar

picking up a 2in. nail,

this tyre gave no trouble

for the rest of the trip, as might be expected."

We found the roads excellent as far as the foot of

the Ballon, but the road up, which is about seven

miles long with eighteen real hairpin corners, all

banked the wrong way, was rather loose and rutty.

The view from the top should have been magnificent,

but it was rather too misty for us to see much, though

we were told that on a clear day one can see Mont
Blanc, which is the best part of a hundred miles away.

Over the Col de Bussang into Germany.

Coming down was just a clean seven mile coast

when one could appreciate to the full the advantage

of a free engine. Halfway we stopped to have lunch,

and then decided to cross the Col de Bussang into

Germany before going back to Le Tholy.

This pass was about seven miles further away, and
after about six miles we arrived at the French Custom

The sealing ot tbe machine on the German frontier.

House, where our triptyques, etc., were examined and
signed, and we went on to cross the actual frontier,

which runs across the centre of a tunnel some two
hundred yards long. This tunnel had a carpet of about
3in. of dust, and as I was following a few yards behind
the car I very soon had the full benefit of this, and had
to aim for a small blur in the dusty darkness which I

hoped was the other end.

We then ran down the German side of the pass on

a magnificent road that was very^pretty and beautifully

graded.

On our arrival at the German Custom House we
again got all our documents signed and took out

German driving licences. The latter are wonderful

productions, with huge red seals and tassels. •

From Bussang Vi-e

had quite an eventful

run back into France
to Le Tholy, havLng

covered about a hundred
miles on excellent roads

and through splendid

scenery.

This was the only run

of any note that we
made from Le TholV,

and on Sunday we cfe-

cided to cross into Ger-

many by the Col de la

Schlucht and stay there

for some days. THis

pass we found even
better than Bussang,

but one comes dovvn

very quickly ' into the

valley of the Rhine and
then has to cover sonie

twenty miles of vei'y

uninteresting flat road.

Each time we crossed

this valley it was iii-

tensely hot, and the

occupants of the

were well on the

to being roasted,

bicycle was far

coolest, and B and I

took turns driving the

car and getting cool

again on the two-wheeler. A welcome change

!

Once across the valley, we started to climb up into

the Black Forest, which is very similar to the Vosges,

but rather wilder and more mountainous. Finally, we
put up for the night at a little place called Titisee.

which lay at the end of a lake in a little " cup " of

the mountains.

This Avas a very attractive little place, and we were

told that it was a great centre for winter sports.

There is a very good hotel, where we decided to stay

over Monday.
Monday was spent bathing in the lake and going

for a walk (or climb) to the top of the hill at the back
of the hotel.

On Tuesday we set out for Stuttgart, which is

about 120 miles tr the north-east. The first part of

the day was quite uneventful, and we stopped for Junch

just beyond Freudenstadt ; after this the road became

car

way
The
the
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steadily worse- until we reached Nagold, where it was

little better than a lane with an appalling surface. The
road from Nagold to Stuttgart was quite good. Stutt-

igart is in a little hollow, and going down the hill into

jthft town was like getting into a hot bath.

We were none of us very impressed with Stuttgart,

.and were thankful to leave on Wednesday morning.

However, this was easier said than done, as we had
decided to go back to Freudenstadt by a different

road from tht one wc had come by, and when we had
climbed out of Stuttgart into the air there was no

> sign of the road. Nobody's German was very good,

and everybody's temper was pretty bad, and it literally

took us nearly two hours to get clear of Stuttgart.

However, we finally found ourselves on the

Freudenstadt road, but it was so late that we only

reached Klosterreichenbach that night. Here we
put up in an excellent and very cheap hotel, which
we left early next morning, as. the end of our holiday

was in sight and we decided that we must push on
towards Dieppe. ^

We reached Strasbourg for lunch on Thursday, and
after seeing the cathedral and collecting our letters,

pushed on, hoping to cross the frontier before stopping,

but the Fates were against us. In the first place, B,

who was driving the car, took the wrong road, and,

secondly, while I was trying to take a level crossing,

which the road zig-zagged across, rather too fast, the

front tyre burst, and after following the line for a

few yards,- the bicycle and I turned a neat somersault

into the road. Luckily there was not much damage
done, either to the bicycle or myself, and having

mended the tyre, straightened the foot-rests, and had
a damaged knee most skilfully first-aided, we went on

-rj&J

another six miles to Saales, which is a village on the

frontier.

Next morning my knee was uncomfortably stiff, but

by using the low gear I found I could start the bicycle

at a slow walking pace, and, once on, could get along

quite comfortably.

Punctures and Punctures.

From this point the rest of the journey was abso-

lutely devoid of trouble for me, though we had a

succession of punctures, etc., in the car tyres. On
Friday night we stopped at Ligny, and on Saturday at

Rheims. We stayed at Rheims for Sunday, and spent

the day looking round the town and patching up the

tyres on the car.

On Monday we went to Compiegne and stayed the

night there. Next morning we got up early and again

amused ourselves with the tyres. These finished, we
started up and reached Dieppe without trouble.

As B and I were both supposed to be at business

next morning, we decided to cross by the night boat.

The crossing will li\'e in our memories as being a flat

calm until inid-Channel was reached, after which the

wind got up, and it got steadily rougher till Newhaven
harbour was entered. The 3^ h.p. James ran in a

most exemplary manner, nothing save tyre trouble

happened, and the Armstrong three-speed gear never

gave a moment's anxiety. I cannot conclude without

a word of praise for the Patchquick motor cycle outfit.

Every patch held, and the solution was of the best.

Taken altogether, I should say that it would be

very hard to get a better or cheaper holiday in any
way than to go to the Vosges or Black Forest with a

motor cycle, and I certainly want nothing better.

C.M.S.

One of the few winding roads
encouDlered.

A typical example of the straight roads of France.

STRAYING
The following High Court decision was given in

an appeal by the C.T.C. against a County Court
judgment which went against two cyclists who claimed
damages for being knocked off their tandem by a

cart horse straying on the highway

:

"First of all, what is the duty of an owner or occupier
of land a-djoining a highway with regard to keeping animals
oif the highway or fencing his land so as to prevent animal.^

getting on to the highway? By common law, there is no
such duty at all and we have not to-day heard any argu-

ment as to whether any duty can be created under tho

CATTLE.
Highway Act. SufRce it to say by common law the owner
or occupier of land adjoining a highway is under no duty to

fence so as to keep his animals off the highway ....
In order to succeed in this case the plaintiffs would certainly

have to show that even assuming the owner of this horse

had been guilty of any negligence in allowing it to get on

to the highway, they would have to show that the horse

was one which, to its owner's knowledge, was of a disposi-

tion likely to cause the particular damage complained of.

. . . Not only did they fail tc i-stabli.sh it,
_
but the

Coimtv Court Judge upon the evidence found against them
upon it."

B29
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3! h.p. and Sidecar,

flease let me know whether a
1911 3^ h.p. Humber, free engine
and two speeds, would take a

sidecar anywhere, and will you
also state, the average speed to

be obtained with sidecar? Is the Service

Co., Ltd., of High Holborn, a reliable

- firm to. deal with?- -A. J. S.

Nor che machine would not take a side-

oai anywhere, but it would over most
places. .3^ h.p. is not enough for sidecar

work, even with two speeds to take you
ovei any hill in the country. You should
average about twenty miles an hour with
this machine. " The firm referred to is

quite reliable and has a good nan"*?.

Ducks on the Highway.

I was riding my motor cycle

one morning near a village ; there

were about eight ducks on the

road, and just at the moment
when 1 was passing the ducks

crossed the road and my machine went
over one.of them and killed it. The
owner wanted me to pay for the duck.

What is_tbe law? Must I pay or not?

We no not well see how you can be held

responsible if you used every effort to

avoid the duck. Judges vary in their

opinions, and only last week the King's
Bench decided that owners of land

adjoining the highway are not required

by law to fence the land to prevent
animals and poultry straying on the high-

way. If the case were brought before

a magistrate, there is little doubt that

you would have to compensate the owner.

Building a Motor Cycle with Second-hand Parts.

I am thinking of b'jilding a
motor cycle with the help of a
friend, but being very much a
novice I find it rather difficult

to buy the various parts. I am
thinking of getting an engine of about

2| h.p. Is it safe to build a bicycle ot

second-hand parts '—D.H.G.
We think you will probably find it will

cost you more to make the machiDe and
buy new and second-hand parts to put
-into it than to purchase a cheap
second-hand one. It is quite easy to

buy a machine which will go fairly well

for quite a few pounds. For instance,

an outlay of £8»or £9, if you selected

carefully, might put you in possession of

quite a respectable machine, and one
which always has a market value.

330

Machine Damaged at a Garage.

1 left a motor cycle and side-

car at a garage in Winchester for

repairs to the frame, and a new
member was ordered from the
makers and put in place. I wrote

the other day to the garage people to
tell them to have the machine ready for

the road on a certain day. On arriving
at Winchester I found the machine con-
siderably damaged. The story I was
told was that they sent the machine
out with one of their men to see it it

was running properly, and the pulley-

wheel came off, and in applying the
brakes the machine skidded and over-

turaed on to a bank at the side of the
road. The manager of the. garage pro-

poses that I should pay half the cost

of the damage caused by his employee.
Will you please let me know whether
he is legally responsible for making
good all damage caused by his employee
or not ?—J.H.K.

Our legal adviser writes in reply to

above: "J. H. K.," cannot insist"

upon the repairer making good the
damage done, unless he can show that

it occurred through negligent driving. I

presume this would be very difficult to

show. At the same time, if he is able

to produce expert evidence showing that

the motor cycle was in good condition

when he left it, I should think that only

slight evidence of negligence would be

?

required. Many garage proprietors

protect themselve.< by stating lliat they

will not be responsible for damage caused by
einplDVcos when driving client.^-' macluncs.

'I'he above remarks are, therefore, sub-

ject to this not being .'itipulated."

More Power uith Exhanst Valve Baised.

We shall be very ]ileased if you
can answer the following : We
have a 5 h.p. Eiley tricar, and
we notice that when we lift the

exhaust valve very slightly on
'

hills the engine gives off more power
and runs more silently Can you let

lis know why this is so? Do you think

a Si to 1 gear on top with 28in. back

wheel is too high, we mean with a

passenger in front ? Do you recommend
a spring wheel sidecjir in preference

to a rigid one ?—J. Nabb and Son. '

This is a disputed point. The improve-

ment may be for three reasons. First,

that air is drawn into the cylinder when
the exhaust valve is not quite ck)sed and

dilutes the mixture, and secondly
_
that

the compression is reduced, and thirdly,

it may stop the valve chattering, or by

bearing on the lifter lever the vEJve'may
rise higher. Try weakening the mixture

by means of the carbui-etter, and it may
even be worth while to. reduce the

,
com-

pression. A 5j to 1 gear should be about

right. Yes, we think a properly designed

spring wheel sidecar would be preferable

to a rigid one.

LADIES' MOTOR CYi/LES. The latest model open frame Hobart, with three-speed hub gear.
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Powe ful Sidecar Turncuf.

I propose ^oing in for a Chater-
Lea 8 h.p. engine for heavy
sidecar work. (1.) Is it

thoroughly reliable, for hilly

country? (2.) Would you re-

commend a free-engine clutch ; if so,

what make would be most suitable for

a Chater-Lea (handle Siarting)? (3.)

Would an 8 h.p. engine require a two-
speed gear ; if so, what make would be
most suitable for that engine?—A.H.

(1.) Yes, we can thoroughly recommend
the machine referred to. It is quite

suitable for use in a hilly country with
a sidecar. (2.) We should recommend
the Chater-Lea three-speed gear and
clutch, chain-driven, especially designed
for sidecar work. (3.) Although an
8 h.p. can do a great deal wilhout a two-
speed gear, you would find a gear practi-

cally indispensable for general touring.

Bioken Fistcn Rings.

Finding compression on my 4^
Fatnir ei gined motor cycle weak,
I took tlie cylinder off and fcund
the middle piston ring broken.
This was replaced, and then, hav-

ing valves perfectly ground in, I

thought it was right, but, to my
dismay, I found that the compression

,
was no tetter. The valves were
unaltered after a ten mile ride, so there
was nothing else for it but to examine
the piston head again. This time the
other two rings were broken. I hove
fitted new ones again, which are
a perfect fit, but I am naturally
wondering how they will fare.—.J.

As you have now replaced all your old
piston rings it is probable that you will

have no further troub'e provided that those
you have put in are of good quality.

Piston rings do not often break, but noth-
ing will last for ever.

lubricttion by Drip-feed.

(1.) My machine is a 4 h.p.

J. A. P., fitted with the same
firm's automatic drip feed lubri-

cator. My trouble is to set this

correctly. I am at present using
Price's Huile de Luxe, and if I set the
needle valve at half a turn, or at two
complete turns, it makes no difference

to the running of the engine, only, of

coui'se, increased oil consumption. As
I am rather afraid of seizing up, I

oil rather excessively than the reverse.

As my machine is not fitted with pedals
it is impossible to set the lubricator on
the stand to so many drops a minute.

(2.) What mileage should I obtain with
a .050 jet from a gallon of petrol,

average about 15 m.p.h. on level roads?
I am using a B. and B. carburetter,

1908 or 1939 pattern, with no choke
tube. Would a choke tube give less

petrol consumption? (3.) Do you know
if the B.B. people make a hot air inlet

adaptable to their 1908 model?—P 3632.

(1.) If you set the valve open half a

turn it should be quite enough, especially

if there is a reasonable amount of oil in

the crank case. If the engine .-lews signs
of flagging immediately turn on more oil.

(2.) The mileage should be about 80
m.p.g. A choke tube would not cause a
larger consumption of petrol, provided
you can govern the extra air to suit.

i'o the best of our recollection, Messrs.
Brown and Barlow, Ltd., do not make a
hot air inlet adapter to this mndol.

Responsibil ty of Taxicab Driver.

On returning from a ride

(motor bicycle and sidecar) about
7.30 p.m., I left the machine
standing outside my house, and
within ten minutes a taxicab

rounded the corner and dashed in o it,

doing damage to the extent, roughly
estimated, of between JJS and jjj.u.

Ihe driver is entirely at fault for

careless driving, and this is admitted
by an officer of police who viewed ihe
place of the smash and was inlormed
the circumstances. I have seen the
owner of the cab, but he practically

refused to discuss the matter, and dis-

claimed any responsibili.y of a claim
for damages, stating that the driver

was employed on commission, and that
any claim would be against the driver.

I should be greatly obliged if you would
give me your advice on the matter. I

am afraid it is very unlikely thai ihe
driver would be able to afford to pay
damages.—A. E.

Our legal adviser's opinion of the above
case is as follows : " I obsiTvc that
no question is asked with regard to

general liability. The only point put to

you is as to whether the cab owner or

the driver is responsible, the driver being
employed on commission. This question
is a difficult one to answer accurately,

as so much depends upon the exact facts.

The real point is, is the relationship
between the parties that of masier and
servant or that of bailor and bailee?

There are many cases which show that,

so far as the public are concerned, very
little is required in order that the cab
drivers may be deemed to be the
servants of the proprietors, but a case
decided last year rather upsets the view.
Tliis was under the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, where it was held that the
driver of a taxicab, who was paid no
wages, but received one-fourth of the
takings, less cost of petrol, was not a
workman working for an employer within
the meaning of the' Act. This was held

on the particular facts of the case, and
the only way for your correspondent to
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be properly advised is for him to ascertain
thi- exact relationship between the owner
of the cab and the driver thereof, and
either write you again or consult a
solicitor. The mere lact that the driver
was paid by commission does not prevent
him being a servant."

Swansea to Wiiitby.

Would you be good enough to
give me the best route from
.Sivansea to Whitby, and also

about what time the journey
sNuiild occupy? My n;ount is a

late 1911 Kerry-Abingdon.—W.E.J.
Your best rou^e would be as follows

:

bwanseji Merthyr lydvil, Abtigavenny,
Hereford, Ledbury, 'lewkesbury, Evesluini,

Alcester, S:ratford-on-Avon, Warwick,
Rugby. Market Harborough, Weldon,
Stamford, straight up the Great North
Road, through Grantham, Newark, Ret-
luit Ct^Wi'v j.h»i, ti >wl ,,11, .\icir et

Weighton, Great Driffield, Scarborough,
to . ... V »o t.o i''i "Uriiey cun..,.rt.i...iy

it would take about two and a half days
at this time of the venr.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous ol obtaining the experiences

of other; with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the Queries below should be addressed c/0
The editor.

"Perplexed" (Perth). 76 x 85 mm.
J. A. P. engine, slowest speed with cylin-

ders firing ngularly. and best carburetter.

"C.E.R." (Stonehaven).—Roc, N.S.U.,
and Fit-all geius with Triumph sidecar.

" R.C." (Bristol). — Armstrong, or
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, fitted

to 4i h.p. single-cylinder with sidecar.
" B.L." (York). —

• Osoezi pneumatic
saddle, comfort and life nf air tubes.

" C.B." (Clapham. Yorks).—Any 8 h.p.

J. A. P. engined. two-seated four-wheeled
runabout, particularly with regard to hiU-
climbinjj, cumlort. wear, and reliability.

"A.W.T." (Lewisliam). 1911 James for

occi'isional use with sidecar, silence, ad-
vantages of magneto position, and Jieat to
rider Ir i j r.v

The flnalists in the New Brighton iNew Zealanjy race on the sands. W. H. Jones (3} h.p. Kerry-
Abingdon 1 was llr^t and made fastest time tn the five miles race. Ttiere were twenty-flve competitors
and the racing was watched by 5,000 people.
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A Free Fngine Hul).

This is a hub of the type in which the
engine can be started by pedalling with
the lear wheel stationary on the ground.
The belt pulley is made in the form of-

a drum A, having an internal sleeve B,
<)' non-ciccular section, transmitting the
drive to the driving members of a plate

clutch C. The driven members of this

clutch always rotate with the hub shell

and are carried in an extension thereof.

[mm^^M

D. The plates are normally pressed into
engagement by springs E, but may be
withdrawn when recjuired by pins F car-

ried by a sleeve G, moved inwards

^C^./l^!^

through the medium of a push rod, and
actuated by the quick-screw and nut de-

vice i±. To enable starting to be effected

by pedalling, the chain sprocket J is

mounted at K and connected to the sleeve

L by means of a free-wheel clutch ar-

ranged at M.—J. C. Harris, No. 12,506,

1911.

An Interesting Tyre Improvement.

The principal defect of butt-ended air

tubes is the liability of the ends to burst,

due to the in-

ability of the air

to circulate dur-
ing the rotation

of the wheel.
This is obviated
by the reinforc-

ing liner A
which comprises
two pockets B
and C, between which is a
but extensible partition D.

DECEMBER i4ih, igii.

ends are inserted in the pockets B C,
and the support afforded prevents the
trouble referred to. With tJie reinforc-

ing liner is combined a eecvmty bolt E.

—

C. S. and J. A. Challiner, No. 1,395,
1911.

A Saddle Improvement.
The object of this construction is to

impart to the fore part of the saddle
some proportion of the resiliency afforded
at the rear. The seat portion A is sus-

tained at the rea;' by compound springs
B, the upper ends of which are carried

by the frame members C. The fore part
of the saddle is supported by a pair of

supporting.

The tube

lever-s D pivoted at E and F, a coj
Spring

, being, inserted between ' each mo^
able leyev p and the fixed frame memb|
C. By this system a certain amount
vertical movenient is afforded to tt
saddle peak.— J. B; Brooks and J. HdM
No. 24,517, 1910. '

'

Seasonable Gifts.

A. W. Gamage, Ltd., inform us that
for the convenience of their motoring
patrons a side entrance has been made in

Leather Lane in order to avoid the crush
at their Christmas bazaar.

To Swell the T.T. Fund.
With regard to Mr. Hitchin's. offer of

exhaust whistles at a special price to

swell the T.T. fund and recently referred

to, we are begged to state that these may
be had on approval if desired.

A Neat Throat Protector.

We have received from the A K. Manu-
facturing Co., 35, Swaine Street, Brad-
ford, a serviceable throat protector, made
of soft pliable leather, lined with silk

cushion cord. It is the very thing for

winter riders, keeping this vulnerable part
of the anatomy warm, and effectually

warding off the wind. With a leather
muffler it is claimed that one does not
feel the cold so much as when discarding

a heavy woollen wrap. It is sold lu

assorted shades with adjustable press

button fastening, giving half sizes.

B32-

Adjustable Valve Stems and Connecting
Rod Design.

We are requested to point out that .the

adjustable valve stem and design of con-
necting rod on the Blumfield twin-cylinder
engine.s, referred to on November 30th,

page 1322, are covered by provisional

patents Nos. 25726 and 25727, 1911.

Catalogue Received.
The latest illustrated catalogue of the

New Hudson motor cycles is to hand.
This contains excellent half-tone pictures

of incidents connected with competitions
and tours in which New Hudson macliines
have taken part. The chapters on how
to manage the machine in the garage
and on the road, and some hints for

sidecansts, are of practical use to riders

of any machine, and copies can be
obtained on application to the New
Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

Lamps and Science.
The directorate of the Science Museum,

South Kensington, have placed an Auto-
clipse lamp with anti-dazzling mechanism
amongst their exhibits under the head of

lighting appliances for vehicles. The sole

agents for these lamps. Brown Bros.,
Ltd., 15, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

W., inform us that the report of the
directorate is that they consider the
scientific (hyperlenticular) principle
(whereby the back of the flame is

accurately focussed on the reflector, and
the front on the lens) is the most perfect
system of light projection. All Auto-
clipse lamias are made on this principle.

Quadrants in London.
Messrs. Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warr^

Street, Eustoii Road, W., inform us thi
they ha,ve been appointed sole Londa
agents for the Quadrant motor bicycle.-!

Clean Hands After Repairs.
We have been trying a new motor soa

known as " Savand," the invention of

Thomson, chemist, Elgin, N.B. This jl

one of the best preparations for the hands
we have yet used. Being a powder, it is

clean, economical, and effective; and a

little put on a nail brush will work
vponders, even when the liands are 'at

their grimiest. In our opifiion, it would
be still more satisfactory if it were .sold

in tins instead of cardboard boxes, which
are liable to be crushed.

A Wire Trouser-guard.
The trouser guard illustrated is one

introduced by J. B. Call, Ladybank,
Fife, and is the subject of a provisional
patent. The spring is merely stretched
in front of the valve chambers, and the

eyes provided are slipped over hooks 011

the rings fitting over the induction and
exhaust pipes. The tension of the spring
holds all securely. It is very neat, and a

good point ix I he fact that it may be
fitted to aii^ make of single-cylinder"

vithout the aid of tools. - Further, it

offers the least possible resistance li>

cooling.
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THE

ZENITH-GRADUA
WITH INFINITELY VARIABLE GEAR—
has over and over again proved itself the best of the bunch when it comes to
hill-climbing. This is because of the remarkable simpUcity of the Gradua Gear.
Just a few turns of the actuating handle, and

You can suit the Gear to any Gradient.

THINK WHAT THIS MEANS.

No matter what variations of
gradient occur you always have
exactly the right gear. The
advantages of this are shown by
the numerous Zenith successes,
and are appreciated by all

Zenith Owners.

Write for full particulars of the
1912 models of these wonderful
machines.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,

WEYBRIDGE.
The 6 h.p. Twin Zenith-Gradua fitted with Gradua Variable Gear.

/"

A. high -class Monthly devoted

to the interests of Aeronautics.

Price - SIXPENCE

Ask your Newsagent to supply

a copy each month if you wish

to be well informed on all

aviation matters.

'HHE T>ECEMBER ISSUE

Now on Sale contains among
other interesting features a

report of the French JHCilitary

yleroplane Trials ; a specially

contributed article on 'Uhe Air-
ships of the World ; Ji T^emew

of the ^M^onth\ T^rogress at

Home and jJbroad ; Qliding

3^otes, etc.

Il also contains many interesting

illustrations, including a double-page

original drawing representing the

Italian army aeroplanes dropping

bombs on an Aiab encampment.

In aruwerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." .A25
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PILOT
HEAD
LAMP

Undoubtedly
the IDEAL Lamp for

motor cyclists.

Note the Special features

:

Projector stamped in one piece
and fittej with ffenuine

MANGINMIfiROB LENS.
Automatic Generator, which
is proof agrainst vibration

;

Burns 5 to 6 hours : Qas turned
on or off as desired.

GIVES PERFECT
PROJECTION.

FIVE INCH FRONT.

BRITISH MADE
THROUGHOUT.

30/-
per set.

OF ALL AGENTS.
Wliolesale only—

The

Rotax Motor Accessories Co.

43 & 45, Gt. Eastern St, London, E.G.
Worl(s: London & Birmingliani.

What, Lubrication!

Watch your Drops (of oil) and the Gallons

will take care of themselves.

Every drop of "RUSOLINE" Motor Oil

counts and has full oiling' efficiency.

It gets right between the rubbing
surfaces of the closest fitting bearing,

reduces friction to a minimum, and
gives you an all-round good result. For
motor cycles and other fast revolving
engines try Russell Bros.' products. We
don't sell on our name alone, but on
the good quality of our goods.

Manufactured under the supervision of

W. RUSSELL
(late of Price^s Patent Candle Co. Ltd., London).

"^RUSSELL BROS.,
NATIONAL OIL WORKS,

Adams Street, Birmingham.

WORIH REMEMBERING:
iT is the large body of the

Hobson - Pognon Plug
that gives the perfect

insulation not pos-

sible in smaller
size plugs ; and
moreover, does
not soot up.

Thefirstand
only self- /^H "I H H U OJ
cleaning
plug on
the
market

The Most RELIABLE
^SUCCESSFUL PLUG^
SINCE 1896.
GUARANTEED FOR

i

^ J2 MONTHS

Patented
Inner Con-
struction

since the Show
of 1911—New

Type for High
Efficiency Engine.

Write for Price List

to the Makers

—

29, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
London, S.W.

»5:%":V£!!!V1<;

iCrownedl

by its own
Successes

!

For many seasons our bands have been recog-

nised as the entirely dependable

Motor Cycle

Detachable Bands.
The prices are moderate, and the lasting qualities

are unique. May we send you full particulars ?

Roberts Belts are as good as their Bands

•^further recommendation is unnecessary.

Illustrated particulars free on request.

tHE ROBERTS MOTOR TYRE CO..

Gripwell Works. St. Mary's Row. BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ' The Motor Cycle."
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1912 MODELS 1912
CHATER-LEA.
CLYNOS.

PREMIERS.
MATCHLESS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.

TRIUMPH, vjog, iwo speeds £37 10
PHANOMEN, 6 b.p. twin, two speeds £35
TWIN REX, 6 b.p., accumulator ignition £13 10
PREMIER, igii, tree engine, only run

loo miles £45
MINERVA, Twin, 4J h.p., spring forks £16 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., brand new, aingle-cylinder,

ideal sidecar machine; U5ted£48 £36
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two' speeds,

handlestarting.M.O.V.J igti model . . £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

1910 £42 10
REX, 3J h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, 1909 model £22 10
HUMBER, 3J h.p., 1909, two speeds,

handle starling, h.-b. control £26 10
REX, 3J h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition .. £18 10
N.S.U., 3J h.p., two speeds, nia^neto .... £19 10
N.S.U,, 3^ h.p., magneto, good order £16 10
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forlis £16 10
REX, 5 h.p., t\vin, with forecar £11 10
N.S.U., 3j h.p., M.O.V., magiieto £15 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., M.O.V., nice order £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starling, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2i h.p., M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
ARIEL, 2 h.p., Minerva engine, M.O.V. . . £6 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical ensine, low .... £810
ROYAL STAR, 2A h.p., vertical engine .. £5 10
KERRY^ 23 h.p., 26in, wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3j h.p., vertical engine, 26in,

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p,, 1912, three-spe«i gear £58
PREMIER, zl h.p., IQ12. three-SDced gear £47 5
3 h.p. EXCELSIOR, good order " £5 10
ARIEL, 3i b.p., vertical engine, M.O.V.,

26in. wheels, nice condition £8 10

PUSH CYCLES T.AKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRIOARS.
Tl/VIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive, Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 10
STEVENS 4 h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10
TWIN REX, 5I1.P.. air-cooled £11 10

CARS.
DARRACQ, 9 h.p., two-seater £15 15
EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cylinder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
HUMBER, 5j h.p., two-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse £18 10
PHSNIX, 8 h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,

ho-j'h, screen, and lamps £56

SPECIAL CASH BARGAINS.
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1909, Roc 2-specd

gear, handle-starling, rubber-stud-
ded lyres, complete with 6 guinea
sidecar, P. &. H., 27/6 lamp,
horn £36 10

5 h.p. TWIN REX, 1908, 2 speeds,
handleslarting, H.B.- control,
magneto, with £6 6s. brand new
sidecar £26 10

IVIISOEUUANEOUS.
Carburetters— LoiiKuetnare and t.i\ 4/6
New Amac Carburetter, H.B. control 15/-
Long Handle-bars, drop ends 5/6 an*! 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
XL'ALL Spring Forks 9/6
Gripskin Belting: Jtn.lOd., ^in. lid.. lin. 1/-
Wide Mudguarrf. gin.. 2/3 ; 4111. 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35/-
Tri:nibler Coils. 6/6. Plam 2/11
Powell and Hanmer C^ Lamp 11/6
16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5 q
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 10
New 4I Screw-cutting Lathe. .£9 10 or exchan£ie.
New 3iio. treadle lathe £3 or e.'cchange

Booth's Motorles,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4ih-p. 4-cyI. F.N., magneto, spring forks, h-b.c- ; £16

2 -15. Bradford St. West, Bolton.

1 Qll Brand New B-S.A-. 3ih.p. : £42 for quick sale-
--*^ -A. Buruell, 26, Aire St.. Cus-tleford.

LrVEEPOOL Official Agents for Humber and Dot,
Henry Wbitlotk and Co., 40. Hope St.

PRESTON.—1911 Premier, nearly new, Dunlopa, con-
dition perfect; sacrifice £28.-43, Balfour Kd.

HUMBER. 1911, new July, 2 speeds, free, liandle
starting; £40.—Blamire. Forshaw St., Barrow.

2 h.p. MiDerva. in very good order, ripray carburetter;
£8. for cash—L. Ward, Box I>ane, Pontefrnct.

FREE Enfrine Eudge. new July, done about 700.—
Eedfern's. Rudge agent, Westgate. R&tUerliam.

1007 Triumph, new belt, splendid condition: £20.—J-^ Redlcrn'ti, Humber agent, Wcstgute, Rjtberham-

3ih.p. Fafnir: a bargain, £14.—Rcdfern'a, Clyno agent,
2 Westgate, Rotherliam.

CLYNOS.—Booking last for early delivery. Lot me
have your enquiry.—Potter, Leicester (Jrove, Leeds.

now bookiuj;
Manchester

'pRIUilPH, lato 1911, free engine, absolutely perfect.
-- all accessories and spares; £42.—H. Pinck, Tod-
caster.

GOURLAY, the great Doutrlas ageut,
1912 models.—Gourlay, Fullowfleld,

accumulator. CHucbcrH. Whittle, low3 h.p. M.MC..
frame,

St.. Leeda.

B.S.A., 1911. 3jhp., fastest in Lancni>hire. nil occph-
(dories ; first offer £40.—Roper, 2a, Stufiord St-,

Burnley.

1 Qll P- and M., only been 2.200 miles. Triumph car-
J-*' buretter, will pull sidecar, e.xtni; £45.—Ewbauk.
Ca^stleford.

'T1RI0MPH. 1910, late clutch, new Leavy Kemp.^hall
-i- non^kid back, new unti-sbid front: £35.—Hill, 108.
Bolton St., Bury.

WELKINSON T.A.C.. new March, 1911. 4-cyI., 3
spewrlM, excellent condition; offers. — Carr«H,

Knowsley St., Bury.

1Q12 Rudu*e in exchnntre for 1912 Triumph, or willA*^ buy Triumph for cash.—Carrs, Motors, Bury.

1012 Rudcie, B.S.A., and Humber; early delivery; ex-
-*- *•' changes.-Car r.", Motors, Bury.

3Hi. p. Zpnith, 1911. almost new, excellent condition;
2 Le43t offur.- Ciirrs, Motors, Bury.

T PARISH. Bradbury and Dou^'IaH ORent. sidecar
builder.—Orders being taken; exchanges.- 81.

Fu^Iiercate. Preston.

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2 flpeedfl, hanrlle startiufr. frot-
boards. flcanely ridden, £36; Ilumbcr. 2->;pied, frp.-

Rex, 3ih.p., £10--T. Parish. Fishcrgatt-.9n?ine. £27;
Pri'-ton.

1 Qll 2ih.p. Royal Enfield Twin, run about 700 mile*;
-Lt' owner sivinR up riding owing t'l health: nn

T lamp, £1/7.—Small, engineerratched, £38
Beadle.

IQll So,->tt. in new condition, done 1,600 miles, por-
-It/ fei-t. lamp and spares: ±50.— J)r. Moore, Wilton
HotiBe. Rotberham.

4 h.p. Quadrant. ma.7Di?to. .'imns fork.s 1911 B. and
B.. adjustable pulley. excc>?ent macliiue; £15.-65.

Hildc-n St., Bolton.

PHELON apd Moore. 1909i, a.H n*^w: £40. cfftrs

;

exrhange twin, Leavy cr lightweight.—Andrad.sy.
Thames. Wakefield.

£9. or
A. Pulleyn.

5-6h.p. Twin Rex. accumulator, extra condition, and
powerful, tyre*, belt ahuost new; £15/10 : i-x-

IQ12 3ih.p.
-L*/ best offer

3ih p. Prer.ision, 1911 Brown and Barlow
2 excliange 5h p. accamulatrr twin,

Wigcinton, York

IQlO Premitj. 33hj). twin. Lucas laiiip. Lorn, toolt;
-Lt^ footboard-;, fine condition; £28.—Henshaw, wheel
Wright. Stockp-.rt-

accumulator,
powerful, tyre*

liange les.^ power eon-:idered.— 8. Betchwood, Cliarict;-
towu. Hebdon Bridge.

Bradbury: delivered early in January;
epted; placed order for twin.— G,

Booth, 5. Camberwell St.. OldhauL

HALIFAX.—New unui^ed 3iL.p. Eex. cost. £48; aNo
new twin, cost £51 ; exchange offers liberally con-

sidered.—Motor Exchange. Westgate, Halifax.

1 Q12 Bradburys supplied for casli. credit ' or ex-
-a-t/ change.—Collier'ti Motorics, We.stgate. 'Halifax'.

"I Q12 Bradburys; any machine taken in part payment.
X«/ Collier's Motories, Weiitgate, Halifax.

COLLIER'S Motories for new 1912 Bradburj-s; ex-
changes negotiated on Ub-^rul terms.—Weetgate.

Halifax.

COLLIER'S Mf^nricn make exchanges in either new
or second-hand machines.—Westgate, Halifax.

F.N. Lightweiglit, magneto, h.b-c, B-B., easy starter,
reliable, fast, hill-climber, tyres as new ; £15;

getting new machine--Sanford, Oatlands, Harrogate-

InpRIUMTH, 1909. Mabon clutch, horn, generator.
-- spares, fine c. ndition. guaranteed sound ; fir:=.t

[cheque £32 secures.-Walker, Crow I^ees. Mirfield, Y'ork.-.

EVERY POSSIBLE REFINEMENT
and improvement are to be found in the " Coronet."
We make sidecars that satisfy, and stand by our
guarantee. Our prices are 50% below some makes
of inferior quality. Our experience has taught ms
exactly what is required. Decide to have a
" Coronet " for your new machine.

Model E. Moi.elD.—£712s-6tl.

Insti-uciivc Cutalogve post free, givinu
iUvsiralions and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every mode! certain to

satisfy and save money for buyers. Full of
improvements. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudgitards. Wicker, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent ttphnlstery.

NOTE front arm wliich grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, BRADBURYS, etc.

Discounts to Atients.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/~ each.

GREAT CUEARANCE LINE.
New Dunlops, 28 x 2 and 2}, wired edges . . 10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9
24x2 and 2^ beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8/6
Best Quality Butt-euded Tubes 7/9
150 New Tubes. 26 x 2J 5/11
Kubt>er-studded Covers, best make 25 /-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. , with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new trom uiSkers £11 10

4 h.p. Twin N.b. U., with magneto £9

I J h.p. CLEMENT G.'^RRARD pattern . . 27/6
3 h.p. FAENIR.siiencer, etc £3 10
Water-cooled F.AFNIR-with broken crank case £110
9 h.p. DARRACy, water-cooled ....£12
10 h.p. CLEMENT, two cylinder £12 10

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V £3 10

sih.p. AUTOMOTO £2
I

2 CvcLONK, m.o.v. £1 15

ij h.p. Minerva £1 8 2j h.p. Brows . . £3 5

3 h.p: Quadrant £3 | 2j h.p. Minerva £3 5

Exchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We ba\e a large slock of the best makes trom

59/6. \ouc old coil and .ncc. taken in exchange.

(

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD. -

22/- and your carb. secures a new 191 1 B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20 1- and your carburetter secures a new 191

1

Amac with variable jet and h.b. control.

Delivery per return.

BOOTH'S IVIOXORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(ofi Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. : 1062.

A2g
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ORDER EARLY

!

Don't Pay Premiums!
1912 MOOEi-S.

Rest Terms. Best Delivevies.

DELIVERY DECEMBER-

DELIVERY FtiOM STOCK.

DELIVERIES JA JUARY.

n-—-

,H*''
~

ii"i— 1 i^i'i'i , a

~~ - , —

^

B^P^^SjJ t i' .i'*^ ~W- ag^5^
^i^XwI^T^wlk\&^« /i fJ^fe\ / \,

\ \iu]^^&^mmi L=^' '

'^^ivXSfe^am \^v . / i

TML >»ii NEvy KUD50N"

DELIVERIES DECEMBER.

Qradbury 3^ HJ>

DELIVERIES; 'DECEMBER.
Best Exchange allowances on above or any ottaer makes.

Catalogues post free on request.

« CASH OR EXCHANGE
MAUDES' MOTOR MART
SBOGt. Portland St. iONDON v*^'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MANCHESTER Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St—

3ihp. Lincoln Elk, 2-speed gear, good, sidecar ma
jJiine, £21: 3b-p. Lincoln Elk, £27; 3h.p. Bradbury,
£14.

GENTJINE Bargain; 5-6b.p. RN-, good condition:
examination invited; £20; take small Dmmmond

lathe, treadle motion, part exchange.—Oddy, Lot>ierB-

dale, Keighley.

SCOTT, 1910, 2 ppeedg, free engine, perfect mechanical
condition: £36, or with Millford sidecar, £40;

(trial to prospective customer. — Cawthorne, chemist,
Meanwood, Leeds.

P.
and M-, late 1910, exceptional condition, just over-

hauled by makers, new Palmer cords, geared lor

sidecar; price £45 ; purchasing 1912 model.—Mitchell,
chemist, Harrogate.

QEE, Write, or Wire, Geo. Merrick; he*s the man for
1^ Bradbiirys; in stock, Riidge, B.S-A., A.J.S.,
X.S-IJ., and runabouts--Merrick's Stores, Listerhills
r.radford. Tel. : 2459.

1Q09i V.S., Bosch, Whittle, B. and B., adjustable
-L_«/ pulley, horn, lainp, all spares, tyres and tubes
practically new, good condition; £20, or oBer-—48, Clare-
niont Rd., Liverpool, S.

1 Q12 Douglas.—We are now booking orders for all

-LU models- If you want yours for Easter book now
and- save disappointment.—The Colmore "Depot, 261,
Deansgate, Manchester.

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-6peed, free engine, handle start-

ing, every way as good as new, £39: also 1911
>itandard, £29; bargains.—The Colmore Depot, 261,
Deansgate, Manchester-

Sih.p. 1910 Clutch Triumph, Palmer cords, lamp,
2 horn, fully equipped, a genuine and excellent ma-

chine; worth your inspection and enquiry; £38.- J-

Harby, South Elmsall, Yorkcihire-

HTIMBER, 1911, 3ih-p-, 2-speed, free engine, ridden
under 2,000 miles, very good condition, belt just

new, spare valve : £40 cash, or nearest offer.—Rev. Lee
Nicholls. Atterclifle Vicarage, Sheffield-

MOTO-REVE. twin, new, last August, Miller's lamp,
Luca.s generator, horn, spare valves, belt, tube,

tools, like new; £30; wanted, lOh-p. De Dion car.—
VV. Beaumont, Birds Royd, Brighouse.

"! Q08 Twin Rex, just overhauled, B. and B. car-
-1- 1/ buretter, Bo.sch. magneto, 4-8peed gear, new
Whittle belt, 2 new Kempshall tyres, etc.; nearest cash
offer over £23.—Dunwell, Wigan Motor Garage, Wigan
Lane, Wigan.

1Q10 Enfield 2ih.p. Lightweight, £26; Roc, 4h.p.,
-I-*/ magneto, in .--plendid condition, take sidecar any-
where, £15 ; 1911^ 5h,p. twin Peugeot, magneto,
Druid spring forks, Cliater-Lea throughout, £27-—Allen
Bros-, cycle and motor engineers, 75, Wellington Rd-
South, Stockport.

*

5-*.

RES, 1910, 3ih.p., thoroughly overhauled, condition
as new, offers wanted; Singer Velo, 1910, like

new, £18 ; Triumph, new cylinder, piston, carburetter,
and variable pulley, overhauled by Triumph, £18, to

'

clear; new N-S-U-. 1911, 2^h.p., twin, undergeaied pul-

:

ley. makers' price £43, ours £34-—Hartley Clegg, Ltd-,
j

Central Garage, Burnley. i

TRIUMPH, 1910. free engine, little used, perfect!
condition: any examination; fitted out regardless i

of cost, new Palmer cords, 2 new belt-a, Cowey epeed-
ometer, Lucas headlight, spare valve, pulley, contart
breaker. Brooks leather pannier side and frame bags, tube
ca*;e, 2 spare tubes, plugs, etc : o^vner purchased car ;

I

property of a doctor: £42, no offers-—No- 9,092, T7ie

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
I

SECTION III.
I

Carnarvon, Denbigli, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

FOR Sale, cheap, lightweight Motosacoche, faultless,
complete-—Llcyd, Motors, Stafford-

19092, 5-6h.p., 4-cyl-, magneto, perfect order

;

cash 20 guineas— E. Smith, Rutland Sq-, Bake-
-p.n

TRIUMPH, 3^h.p., 1909 model, perfect order; any
trial ; £30. — Hanley Garage, Ltd-, Cheapside,

Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p-, 1908 model, perfect order;- any
trial; £25.—Hanley Garage, Ltd. Cheapside,

Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent-

HUMBER. 3ih.p., 1911 model, as new; £35; any
trial.—Hanley Garage, Ltd.. Cheapside, Hanley,

Stoke-on-Trent-

TRIUMPH, 1911 model, 3|h.p., new, free engine;
£55, or nearest offers. — Hanley Garage, Ltd.,

Cheapfiide Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.

TRIUMPH, late 1910. free engine, Duco lamp, horn,
spare tyre, belt, perfect order; £40.—England,

Orchard House^ Shrewsbury.

1Q12 Bradbury, being delivered the 12th: best ca.-^h

-It/ offers, or take Triumph in part.—Box 9,116, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1907, Sept., 1910, cylinder, piston, tank,
new adjustable pulley, belt, tyres, perfect; £28.—

PjnaoD. Codsall, Wolverhampton.

F.N., 4^ hTp^tour-cylinder, like new £30
REX 5 h.p. de Luxe, new, igii models £60
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., vertical engine, spr. forks £18
PREMIER, 33 h.p., igio, twin, very fast .. £32
MINERVA, 4^ h.p., twin, spr. forks, good tyres £22
REX, 5 h.p., 1910. model de Luxe, two speeds £42
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto, Palmer tyres . . £28
REX, 1910, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, 1911, 7 h.p,, two speeds, excellent order £51
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast £24
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3i h.p., standard model £32
ARIEL, rgro, 3I h.p., footboards fitted, F.E. £30
N.S.U., 1908, 5i h.p., two speeds, perlect .... £25
REX, igir, 5 h.p., de luxe, brand new. In stock,
TRIUMPH, 1908, sJh.p., XL'AIl saddle £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £18
REX, 5 h.p., igroj, two-speed, M.O.V £42
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p. Twin, magneto, pan seat £26
ARIEL, 2i h.p,, lightweight model £10
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves £37
ANGLIAN, 2j h.p., good running order £6
KERRY ABINGDON, 1910, 3^ h.p.. clutch .. £32
REX, igii, 7 h.p., tourist model, exceptionaJIy

fast £37
REX DE LUXE, igoB, 5 h.p., two ?,peed £28
F.N., r| h.p., magneto, nice lightweight .... £13
N.S.U., 3] h.p., igio model, like new £28
ANTOINE ,5 h.p., footboards, just overhauled £20
REX, igioi, 5 h.p., de Luxe, M.O.V., as new £42
KERRY, 3 h.p., vertical engine, spring forks £8
NUMBER, 3| h.p., 1909, two-speed £32
TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909, footboards £34
N.S.U., 3j h.p., magneto, spring forks £22
REX T912 de Luxe Models in Stock.
CALTHORPE, 3ih.p., 1911 model, as new .. £38
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., two speeds, spring forks , , . . £25
REX. iqio, 3i h.p., tourist, magneto £24
ZENITH, 4h-P- 1911 model £42
N.S.U., 3* h.p., ver*/ low, magneto £17
V.8., 7/9 h.p., two speeds, fine sidecar mount £38
SINGER, 3^ h.p., igir.onlv done roo. F.E... £47
TRUMP-JAPj gray finish, igrr model £32

50/- deposit secures

—

LLOYDS, 2 h.p. ..£10 BARTER, 2^ h.p.. . £8
MINERVA, 2 h.p. .. £6 L.C.^h.D £10
CUNARD, 3h.p. ..£10 RIP, 2' h.p £8
QUADRANT, r^ h.TX £8 ANTOINE, 2} h.p. £7

Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND XRICARS.
F.N, Light Monocar, 5-6 h.p,, four-cylinder,
two speeds, plate clutch, wheel steering, very
fine monocar. Offers.

REX Litettes, 1911 models, new £50
BROWN ^i h.p., two speeds, air-cooleJ £16
STAR Car, g h.p,, three speed?, engine under

bonnet .- $Q5
REXETTE. 6 h.p., latest model £22
REX Triette, 5 h.p., free engine £22
BEDELIA Car, 19 11 model, two speeds,

magneto, only done 300 miles £45

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Beaded. V\'ired. Tubes.

26 X 2 ..... 17/- 16/6 9/6
26 X 2i .... 18/6 17/6 9/9
26 X 2j .... 21/- 18/6 10/-
28 X 2 .... 19/- 17/- 10/-
28 X 2i ,.,. 19/- — 10/6

Butted tubes 2f- extra.
Carriage paid. All carry makers' guarantee.

Prompt delivery.

1911 REXES. 1911
We have a few igri REXES, all brand new

ond guaranteed to clear at special prices

Ail Models. Write us for prices.

Special exchange allowances.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

I.O M D O M .W
Telepho<le 552 .

tvtAy-fa ir-

Telc^rams "Abdicate" Loiido[i

(UISTS POST f=-RE.E;

insu'crinq tliise. advertisements it is desirable, in mention^," T/if. Motor Cycle,
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SCOTTS, HALIFAX
Earliest possible deliveries of any 1912 Models.

Sole Halifax and DistdcL Agents for the RUDGE.
Sole Halifax and District Agents for the ZENITH.

Every igia Model we sell carries the maker's
Full Guarantee regardless whether sold for

cash or exchange.

SECOND-HA.ND BARGAINS.
RUDGE, 1911 Clutch Model,- practically new,

splendid order and conditioD £45
RUDGE, lyii Standard. Model, condition as

above £40
BRADBURY, igii Standard Model, special

machine, unscratched £39
N.S.U., 33 h.p., magneto, several improvements,

handle-bar control, very fast machine .... £22
REX Tourist, 5 h.p., brand new, cantilever seat,

1911 model £38
REX, 5 h.p., 1909 Model, Tourist, spring forks,

adjustable pulley Guaranteed £26
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 1901, 2-speed gear,

variable pulley, spring forks . . Guaranteed £33
REX SPEED KING, 5 h-P-, 1909. adjustable

pulley, drip feed lubricator . . Guaranteed £26
REX SPEED KING, 3i h.p., all improvements,

especially built for Isle of Man races, chain
drive Guaranteed £25

MINERVA, 8 b p., Phelon i;: Moore, a-spced gear,

chain drive, handle starting, bosch (nagneto,

Brown and Barlow carburetter, Chater-Lea
frame, and spn'nj forks, compl te with side-

car Gu: ranteed £40
HUhlkBER, 3j h.p.. two speeds, raagn.to, handle

starting, free engine, etc Guaranteed £29
DOUGLAS, 2^ li.^., I'jii ni. del, standard

throughout, splendid condition Guarantead £30
PORTLAND, 3i h.p., 1911 model, aii-ucathcr

finish, all improvements, and in tirstcliss

order G jarantecd £32
REX SPEED KING. 3i h.p., very racy guaranteed £22
REX DE LUXE, 5 b-P-, Bosch, finish as ml-w

Guaranteed £28
FAFNIR, 3A h.p., two speeds, Druid forks, will

take a sidecar Guaranteed £13
N.S.U., magneto, 3J h.p., very powerful

Guaranteed £17
REX DE LUXE, free engine, twin cvliu'Itr,

handle starting Guaranteed £22
RIP, Peugeot, 3^ h.p., low built, racy Guaranteed £12
REX, iyo6, handle-bar control, good condiiion

Guaranteed £10
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., complete with sidecar

Guaranteed £15

SIDECAR MACHINES.
NUMBER, 35 h.p., two speeds, Roc gear, handle

starting, and free engine, sidecar Portland
Six-guinea Model Guaranteed £34

REX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear,
variable pulley, complete with splendid side-

car Guaranteed £38
MIDGET BIGAR, 3J h.p., 2-speed gear, variable

pulley, automatic carburetter, nearly new
sidecar Guaranteed £18

CARS,
PEUGEOT, q h.p., 3 speeds and reverse, bucket

seat'^, full specification on request £25
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p £8 F.N., 2), h.p £8
REX, 2i h.p £8 BOWDEN F.N £7

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Avon, 26 X 2in., heavv rubber, studded .... 18/-
Avon, ditto, 26 x 2jin 18/6
Continental, 26 x 2jin., rubber non-skid,

basket pattern, heavy ty-pe 33/-
Continental, ordinary plain tjTes, 26 x 2in.,

beaded 17/3
Avon, 26 X 2in. or 2iin,, beaded edge 16/6
Continental, 36 x 2in. tubes 5,6
Avon, extra heavy tubes, 26 x 2jin 8/6

MISCELLANEOUS.
50 Triumph Pattern Horns, perfectly new, each 4/9
Coach-built S-guinea Model Portland Sidecar,

absolutely new, Continental t\Te, double
Cee springs, wide mudguard, double stoved,
enamelled £8 10

Portland 6-guinea Model, as above, only fitted
with basket-upholstered chair £5

Lycett Toolbags, 9 x 6 x siin 4 '6

Sidecar Aprons, green, red, or blue 6 9
MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

State requirements.

THE NEW FBRIVI—
AA#%TVA Victoria Motor House

^^^ ^5 HALIFAX.
Telephone : Telegrams :

433 National. " Scott, PoweU St., Halifax."

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 h.p. Clement-Garrard, h.b.c-, spring fj.rks, 26in. wheels,

£8; also gent's 24in. put^U bike, 26in. wheels,
£2/10: both good condition; ufEers.—Ghas. Y. Linda,
67. KingsTvay. Coventry.

T| O 11 Scott, brand new, never been used, for immedi-
J- •^ ate delivery, £60 ; splendid opportunity : also
S.H. 1910 Scott, for £35: guaranteed.—Colmore Depot,
31. Colmore Row, Birminghatu.

SINGER, 3ili.p., 1911-12, with or witl^out N.S-U. 2-

i^peed g'-'ar, condition equal to new: price with
tjpares and gear, £48 : without gear £43.—No. 9,041,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

jQll Kover, free CAgine. Triumph clnt<;h. Dunlcp
J-*^ tyres, lamp, generator, and Lorn, complete kii,
3 months old, excellent condition; £40.—Mattocks, 83,
Qluddtone Rd., Sparkbrook, BimiingLam.

3ili-p. Rex, magneto, free engine, baek rest, all acces-
2 series, new November. 1 909. little used, exf ep-

tionally good condition: bargain, £27. or nearest offer.
— W- Cordock, 93, High St.. Scunthorpe.

CHATER-LEA. 3h.p.. m-o.v-. magneto, spring forks,
dropped frame, h.b-c- B. and B., I'almer, Shamrock,

whole in new condition: £25. or exchange sidecar ma-
chine.—English, Asfcrdby, Melton Mowbray.

1 Qll 3ih.p. Bradbury, new April la^^, guaranteed
--«.' perfect condition, ju--4 like new. ridden 2,546
miles only, lyres practically new, complete with exbau>t
whistle, speedometer, tools ; £30.—Hodg-ion. Rock House,
Louth, Lincolnshire-

QUADRANT. Slli.p.. 1909, Bosch magneto, new Bates
heavy trend Pulmcr cord, special .spring forks, very

comfortable. Autoclipse tamp and generator, 2 eparc
inlet valves and exhaust, sparking plug; £16/10; buy-
ing Duocar.—Hinde, 307. Clifton Ud., Rugby-

1 009 Triumph Motor Cycle, with Roc 2-8peed pear
J-t^ and free engine. Clincher tyre<^. B K. tube^,
I'omplete with lamp horn, in first-clas^ condition, aho
-pare wheel, specia; tnolbag and exhau^-t pipe; £38.—F.
Itunney. Castle Rock Cycle Works Wilford St.. Not-
tingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3ih p. Rex. in splendid order: £7, or offer.—Bear, St.
2 Juiucd's St., King's Lyun.

PARKER and Son.—Early deliveries 1912 Triumplia.
B.S.A.. Rudge. Bradbury; free tuition to all pur-

ha.<iers,

PARKER and Son.— 1911 free encriue Triumph, new.
not rirlden 40 miles on road. £48 cash; 1910 ire*-

i?igine Triumph, good order, any trial, £39; 1908
itandard Triumph, very powerful machine, £25.

T3ARKER and Son. St. Ives, Hunts.

LAMBERT. Thetford. for early deliveries of 1912
Triumphs, Bradburys, Matchless, Humbere, Rudgea,

BS.A.. etc.

B.S.A. ! B.S.A.! B.S.A. I — Early deliveries of all

models of these celebrated machines; second-hand
r.nchincs part payment.—A. F. Garnham aud Co., sole
igects. Ipswich.

JTRir:\Ii'H. 1906, dropped frame, magneto, hbc.
adjustable pulley. 6-jet Araac. Brooks B104P,. g.od

tyres. F.R.S. lamp; £20, or nearest.—Lefeuvre. 4. Clark-
^on St., Ipswich.

1 012 F.E. Triumph, in crate; 1911 FE. Bradbury, 2
-Lt/ speeds; Rudge. offers wanted over £30: twin
Enfield, like new. £28': 3jh p. Minerva,' low. accumu-
lator ignition, £9.—Trimnph agent. King's Lynn.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Hereford'hire, Radnor, Breck-
nocU, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

"f Q09 Wolf. 2h,p- Stevf-ns engine, perfect order: £9/10
i-U iash.-70. HisU St.. Lye. Stourbridge.

TRIUMPH. 1909. in exiellent condition, new Michelin
non-skid and q^w be't—Jonee, Victoria Garage,

Milford Haven.

B.S-A., new June, excellent condition, lately over-
lumled. £37: with L M.C. Auto-varia pulley and

free engine. £39-—Be*-an. Broobfleld, Troedyrhiw. Glam-

2ilh p. Douglas, 1911. splendid condition, delivered
4z last April, spare non-.skid. inlet valvea. .spring';,

etf : £32.-80.1 L4,bl3. The Motor Cycle Offices 20
Tudor St.. E.C.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

twij. used 2 monthfi; £27/10.
Andover.

£20. offers. — Kandall,

Randall, Andover.

MOTO-REVE. 2:li.p,

near offer.—Ean.l.ill

SINGER Moto-Velo.
Andover.

2Jh.p,

I J IXCOLN Elk. new, 3ih.p. : offer.

Collier's Motorles

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

!

Brand New i<)ii 3} h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns,

„ „ rgii sj h.p. 2-specd REX Junior .. 50 Gns.

„ „ I9tl si h.p. Free-engine REX 48 Gns.

„ „ 1911 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gns.

Also 191 1 New 2-speed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration 63 Gns.

Discount to Cash Buyers.

Exchanges enteiiained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

1911 3t h.p. Two-spoc.l REX DE LUXE, .\'H\V . . 47 GnS.
1910 7 h.p. Tuin REX, M.0.\' £37 10
3j h.p. N.S.U., free engine and sidecar £33 10
.Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, and Montgomery Sidecar .

.

£25
REX, 1910, 3i h.p., • hot stull " £29 10
5 h.p. roio Twin REX, special machine £29 10

l-J h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19
If h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10
(910 3! h.p.T.T. REX.verj'fast £27 10
I'wo-specd F.N. Lightweight, h.-b. control £27 ID
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £7 10

t h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V £14 10
190S 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 ip
tgo7 si h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19
\\ h.p. REX, vertical engine, line condition £8 10

jj h.p. Speed King REX, brand new £29 10
1910 Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10
N'ew Twin REX, r.mtilever scat 36 Gn3.
1910 T.T. TRIUMPH, almost equal to new £38 10
Twill REX DE LUXE, and Sidecar £27 10
.VIOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 19
MOTOSACOGHE Lightweight £14 10
3i h.p. MINERVA, torpedo tank £14 10
f.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring fork-s £19 19
REX Twin, 5} h.p.. spring forks, last £19 10
REX, sJJi.p.. spring forks. Dunlop non-s!:ids .... £15 10
tgii 3i h.p. Free-engine REX, NEW 38 Gns.
igti Twin REX DE LUXE £46 13
1911 Single-cylinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles .. £32 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Bradbury 3'

Exchanges Quoteil. Distance no objection.

£8
deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

Magneto Triumph £25 10

5i h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, mag. .. £24 10
Four-cvlinder F.N. , magneto £19 19
3.', h.p.'M.iKiieto Rex £19 19
Tiviii Moto-Reve £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lighlu eight £19 19

In answering Ihese advertisements it is desirable to' mention 'The Motor Cycle.' ti-W
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
f>lh.p. Motor Cycle, in good condition; £4/10, or near^ -4 offer.—Beal, \Vooburn, Bucks.

December 14TH, 1911.

19 10 Clntpi Triumph, good condition, Cowey, LucaR
lightiJBrset, watch, etc.; £40.—J. j. Ednep, Fare-

19

PKEMIER. 1911. T.T., 3ih.p., lamp, generator. Lorn,
nearly new; private owner; £38-—Lawes. Triangle,

Aldershot.

-j QIO Free Engine Triumph, faultle.'ig- £40, or
Xt/ nearest; 1911-12 exchange entertained.—lona,
Salcombe Kd., Newbury.

KERRY-ABINGDON. 1911, S^h.p., 2-speed. clutch,

spares, used 2,700 miles; any trial; £42, or near
oiler.-Alston, Uuarley, Andover.

"BQll Nearly New Bradbury, nnscratched, guaranteed
Jl t/ perfect, original tyres and belt ; accept £42,—
E. E. Hawkes, Woodchester, Gloe.

FOR Sale, 2ih.p. Kerry, in spkndid running order;
trial anywhere; your opportunity for a cheap, no-

trouble machine; lowest £10.—As under.

10 Motoaacoche, magneto. Whittle belt, had little

wear; £20.~A3 under.

CONDAO Motor Depot, West Southbcurne, Bourne-
mouth.—The bargain house of the south for second-

hand liiotor cycles-

QOLE Hampshire Agents for the Motosatoche (the
*-- gentleman's motor cycle) ; send for illustrated

matter-—Condac Motor Depot, West fiouthboume,
Bou'inemoutl:.

r.N-, 4-cyl., 4ih-p., overhauled at considerable ex-
pense, mechanically perfect, also tyres ; bargain,

17 guineas.—Heybourn, Motors, Maidenhead.

1 Qll Triumph, free engine, splendid condition, only-
XiJ run 600 miles. Palmer studded tyres, spare parts;
£42; buying car.— Dr. Grabham, Pinewooa, Wokingham,
Berks.

RTTDGE, 1911, free engine, horn, tools, etc., Dunlop
tyres, machine perfect throughout, not done 1,000

miles; owner buying car; bargain, £40.—Seen at Morris
Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

LADY'S Singer, 1911 model, 2h.p., Armstrong 3-6peed
gear and free engine, Dunlop tyres, all accesaories,

had little and careful use ; cost £50 in April ;
private,

owr.er ; accept £32.— Seen at Morris Motor Cycle Garage,
Oxford.

HUMBER, 1911, 2-9ree'l. P. and H. lamp and
generator, horn, tools, spares, just been overhauled,

excellent condition throuj^hont, Ccwey speedometer;
great bargain, £32.—Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Ox-
foia.

ZENITH-GRADTJA. 1911, 6h.p., excellent passenger
maeliine, in perfect condition, tyres and belt ae

new ; open to any examination ; F.R.S. lamp, P. and
H. generator, horn, tools, etc. ; £55 ;

private owner.—
Seen at Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

/ 17ENITH-GRAD0A, 3ih.p., 1911. absolutely as new,
J^ Palmer cord tyres, lamp, generator, bom, not done
500 miles

;
private owner ; £42.—Morris Motor Cycle

Garage Oxford.

MORRIS Garage, Oxford, for all types of new and
second-hand motor cycles ; lightweights, single-

cylinders, and passenger combinations in stock ; buy from
the firm with a reputation for fair dealing; bst free on
receipt of requirements.

MOTO-REVE Twin, 1909. magneto, spring forks,

Continental and Kerry new, footrests, condition
pood ae new, new Lyso and V belt, t^ols, complete;
£13 cash.—Weetlield House, Western Rd., Wolverton,
Bucks. •

4h.p. N.S.U and Sidecar, 2-speed gear, free engine, vtry
little TKed, £40 ; 3rh-p, Bat, magneto, new Lyso

belt, in good running order, £20; 3ih-p. Premier, free
engiue, Standard 1911 model, £46—R. E. and G- Mar-
shall, Ltd.. St, James's Sq-, Cbeltenliam.

2ih.p. F.N., 1910 msdel. with 1911 pi.ston, shaft
4 drive, 2 speeds, magneto, Glare lamp, 2 accnmu-

latorsfc Cowey speedometer, 2 spare butt-ended tubes,
one outer cover, Rom back tyre ; £30-—Major Westmor-
land, Depot. Hampshire Regiment, Winchester.

"I
Ci>J 1 6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, Cowey, maximum hand

-^^ speedometer, lamp, horn. College ' mudguards,
latest C.A.P. carburetter, switch, etc. ; cost complete
last September £78; run under 900; sacrifice £64: ex-
change 2-6eater.—D B., 93, Victoria Pd. N-. Southsea-

1 Qll Prize Winner for saie-—1911 Bat, 5-6h-p., excel-
-l-«? lent conditio.!, recently overhauled, back wheel
I'ust entirely re-built in order to fit 2fin. motor iyre, new
Whittle belt just fitted, spare ^Vhittle belt, spare plugs,

. valves, etc , Pnelon and .Moure 2-«peed gear and free en-
gine; this machine won the gold medal (first prize) in
the Oxford University Hill-climb Competition, 1911,
comfort ensured at the highest speeds by the Bat spring
frame, guaranteed to travel over 60 miles per hour solo,
and over 45 miles per hour with -sidei'ar and passenger;
price £50.—Apply, No. 9,093. The Motor Cycle OfQces,
Coventry..

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,
and Sussex.

Kent,

5h,p. J.9I1 Twin, Rex, new last Mav-; £35; perfect.—
Seen at 16, Haverstock Hill. N.W.

5-6h.p F-N. 1910. perfect order, Cowey, lamp: £32.1
-S., F.N.. Depot, Gt. Portland St.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
VyiLTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W.

WILTON.—Clyno and Matchless sole S-W- agents; de-
livery from stock, and early 1912.

WILTON.—Bradbury, with 2-^peed gear, sidecar, and
accessories. Quite new; £53.

WILTON.—Kerry-Abingdon. 2-speed gear, sidecar,
and all accessories, 6 weeks old; £50.

^7'ILTON.—Exchanges and instalment arranged.

TS7'ILTON.-4-cyl. F.N.'s, good order; £22 and £20.

WILT0N.-1311 2ih.p. F.N . 2-speed and free engine,
as new. all accessories; £36.

WILTON,—Motosacoche, lih.p., Pahner tyres, good
order, accessories; £14.

WILTON.—1911 Triumph, clutch model, all acces-
sories, as new ; £48.

WILTON.—1912 Bradbury in stock; £48-

"YX7"ILTON.-2ih.p. Lincoln Elk, new; £27/10.

WILTON-—New 1911 Kerry-Abingdon, also new 1911
Moto-Reve twin, £39 each.

WILTON.—Sidecars, Clyno, Matchless, and Wilton
in stock.

WILTON Cj'cle Co., 110. Wilfon Rd., Victoria, S.W.
'Phone: Westminster 5115.

EAGLES--Bradbury, 3ih.p., 1911 model, new con-
dition; £36/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U-, twin, 2|h.p., BoacU .magneto, mo-
valves, h.b.c-, under-geared pulley; £21,

EAGLES-—Douglas, twin, late 1910, new condition.
Brooks padded saddle, Rom tyres; £26.

EAGLES.-6h.p. Twin Sarolea-Chater-Lea, 2-volt syn-
chronised ignition, spring forks, h-b.c, Pahner

cords, new condition; "'"""

EAGLES.—Motosacoche Lightweight, Hellesden ignl?
tion. Whittle belt, good condition; £10/10.

EAGLES—N.S.U., 3ih.D., magneto, very low buillT
1911 B. and B., 26in. non-skid tyres; £19/10. u

EAGLES.—Rex, S^h.p., dropped frame, magneto;
spring forks, h.b.c. fine condition; £18/10.

EAGLES.—N-S.TJ.. 3h.p., single-cyl., magneto igni-
tion, m.o.v., improved carburetter, 1911 spring ,

forks, and otner improvemeuls. complete with tool case,
full set of tools, brand new: £27; deferred paymentfl
arranged.

EAGLES-—Immediate delivery of the famous N.S.U.
2-speed gears, all sizes in stock; £5/15; fox

Triumph, £6/15.

EAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.—N-S.TJ. Wert
London district agency. Early delivery of 1912

models: liberal allowances for machines in part pay-
ment. Tel.: 556 Chiswick.

BAT, 3h.p., spring frame. Clincher tyres, good order;
£7/10.-50. Manor Rd., Broekley.

ZENITHS —Why wait? I have two 1912 3ih.p. models
in st€ck.— 785, High Rd., Leytonstone. -

RACING N.S.U., late model, 6b.p., 2 carburetters,
recently overhauled by makers; £34/10.

PUCH Motor Cycle, 2h.p., only used for demonstra-
tion, automatic lubrication; £34.—Paul Schmidt,

2. Laurel Rd., Barnes.

3h.p. Minerva, m-o-v., £6/10; 3ih.p. Lancaster, torpedc
tanks, fast, £8.-8, Criefi Rd., Wandsworth.

I Q09 5-6h-p. Rex. magneto, free engine, spring forks
--*? and seat: £22.-108, Manor Rd-, Broekley.

P.
and M., 3ih.p.. 2-speed, magneto, perfect order;
£31.—Solicitor, 17, Bury St.. New Oxford St.

MINERVA. 3h.p., Chater-Lea No. 6, new in Septem-*
ber; 14 guinea-s. " " -

—
- --2. Trewint St., Earlsfield.

ed, free rngine, in good c

tion; £36/10.-286, High Rd., S. Tottenham.

A34 i-rt unsivering the.<fe advertisements it is dtsirahle to mention

1 Qll Humber, 2-speed, free rngine, in good coridi-
XiJ ti(

- -- ~ _ .. -

H TIMBER, 3:'.h.p., Palmer, Clincher tyres, good, loy,

powerful; £10.—Alli.son, 46. Church Rd., Acton.

TRIUMPH, 1908. engine recently overhauled By
makers; what oifersP-H-. 33, Bridge Rd , Uxbridge.

3ih.p. Advance, magneto, B. and B., h.b.c, new
2 studded tyres; £15.-84. Greenside Rd., Croydoii.

F.N-, 3.1hp-. magneto, single-cyl., latest F."N. spring
forks, perfect; £14/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandswortt-

SINGERS, 1912; immediate delivery; free engi»B
model; list price £54.—Wrench's, 120, Hampstead

Rd.
_

. . :;

MINJIEVA, 2;h.p., m.o.v., vertical, 26in. wheels, Idff

built; £5/10.-441. Coldharbour Lane, Brixton,
London. -'

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2ih.p. vertical engine, just ovei-'

hauled, tyres good, belt drive; £6/10.-12, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill.

~| Q 1 1 Premier, free engine, 3ih.p., not ridden 2|l0

J- *y miles ; £39 secures.—Parkhuist, East Peckhain,
Kent.

The Motor Cycle"
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
KEEEY - ABINGDON, from stock, Show models,

1912; exchanges, cash, and Rraduai payments.—
Wrench's. 120, Hampstead Ed,

/^ET Wrench's Quotation for next season's motor
^-T cycle, all best models and makes

; quick deliveriee ;

beat terms.—120, Hampstead Ed.

MOTO-KEVE, 2-cyl., magneto i;rnition, excellent con-
dition; £18.—Wrench's, 120. Hampstead Ed.

TI/'EENCH'S. 120, Hampstead Ed., motor cycle de-
»» partment; send for particulars of second-hand

motor cycles; clearance priced.

3h.p. Fafnir, Triumph frame. 2 accumulators, new
belt: il2.-Butt..n. 17, Martens Ed.. Waltham-

stow.

MOTOE Cycle for sale, Eoyal Enfield, 2ih.p.-Apply
by letter, P.I., c/o Brown's, 21, Tothill St., West-

mm.ster.

TEITJMPH, July, 1910. hardly ridden, all accessories:
£35; appointment.-Foxwell, 29, High St., Wim-

bledon.

NEW Hudsons. Triumphs, Bradburys; order now for
early deliveries.— Uodfrees, 124, Romford Ed.,

Stratford.

3Xh p. Rex Mot3r Cycle, m-o.r., new conditiou just
2 overhauled;- bargain, £10,—Howard, Hazelton,

Merstham.

VENITH Gradua, early delivery of 1912 models- ex
J

chanses arranged.-Storey's, 337, Euston Ed., Lon
don. N.W.

1Q12 Douglas. Model K., Olympia Show model- im-J-f mejjiale po.ssession : £50.-23, Dale Ed., Kentish
Town, N.W.

nnEItJMPH. clutch, 1910. horn, lamp, generator
J- did condition; £35, bargain—Avondale,
Ed., Putney.

pleu-
Bectivc

T'"Ji-^?' 1S07-8, 3)h.p., 1911 sidecar, accessMies.A £28/10; excellent condition.—Seen, 4, Gutter Lane,

EX, 3ih.p.. vertical engine, new tyre«, B. and B
carburetter, h.b.c ; sacrifice X8/15.-7, Trewint

Earlsfield.

R

Have you made
up your mind

IS going
If not.

to be?
get my

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQll Triumph, rlutch model, new (in crate) ; nearest
J-i/ offer to £55.-Box No L5,127, Tfce Motor Cycle

Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.G.

31h.p. Brown. Eoech. Rom combination tyrea, Whittle
2 belt. Brooks saddle; "'" "

'

268, Horasey Rd-, Hollowav.

DOUGLAS, 2ih.p-. Bosch magneto, carburetter,
nbc, Brooks saddle, tborouffn order; £20.—M.,

98, Meadvale Ed-. Ealing. W.

what your new model for 1912
If you have, let me quote you.
advice. It will cost you nothing, and I can assure
you it will be valuable to vou. If you want a perfect
machine, you cannot beat either of the following : Clyno,
Bradbury, Enfield, New Hudson, Rover, Singer, Premier.
Rudge, Douglas, and B.S.A. Here you have the cream
of the world's motor cycles, and you won't be disappointed
in delivery. I can give you a specified date for any of the
above motor cycles. Why pay premiums for scarce makes ?

Ttiey are no better than the above. They are scarce
because the output is small. It is a big point to you
to save your money. You can have your first year's
running fraa if you save it in first cosL Send me on your
enquiry now. I have 200 1912 models of the leading makes
to book up for specified dates, so you won't lose your
temper if vou order through me. I won't disappoint you.
What I say I do I will do. Prove what I state by sending
your order now. If you want a gCHxl second-hand machine
i am your man. Every motor cycle sold bv me has ourj Hill Gate.

reputation behind it, and we won't lose our good name for ^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua, new 3 months ago,
all the trade in the world. Wo guarantee every machine '*
we sell to be in perfect condition. We are the only arm
who do this, and why we can do this is because every
machine we take in exchange is seen by us before approval.
We don't take any rubbish. For a good machine we give
a good price. We do not entertain accumulator machines.
Good Magneto Motor Cycles bought for cash.
I have a splendid stock at present. A glance through

will convince the most sceptical that we are sellers Of only
good motor cycles.

ACTUALLY IN STOCK—

low£7.—lih.p. F.N., powerful, genuine lightweight
and neat, new dry battery, splendid tyres.—Georj

13. Model Cottagee, Mortlake.

TRIUMPH. 3jh.p., magneto, late 1907, splendid con-

dition; nearest offer 20 guineas.—Moyse, 15, Jbarlbr

Bd.. N. Kensington, London.

HTIMBER, 3ih.p.. 1912, Roc 2-speed gear, delivery in
Dftembor. extra heavy driving tyre for sidecar

work, and speiial inch Serriee belt.

PEUGEOT 5h.p. Twin, excellent condition, just over-

hauled, very fast and powerful, new Service belt,

lump, horn, sjiures, etc. ; £20.

VINDEC Special. 5h.p. 1 cngeot engine, Truffault forks,

goo<l condition, foreLar if required, lamp, horn, toolr,

spares, etc.; £22.—Jenkinsnn. 108a, High St., Netting

2ih.p. J.A.P., Chater frame,
2 stand, and

Walthum^tow.

Palmers, lamp, carrier
spares; £10/10. — 224. Wood St-,

Bnschr 1911 B. and B.
perfect ; £25.—Fordhom,

TEIUMl'H, 1907-08.
sidecar ; must sell

;

Balston Lane.

TVTYE'S Offer a nearly new 1911 T.T. Res 3ih pJ-^ latent model, for £31 ; Dunlop tyres, horn, pump'
etc., guaranteed.

TE'S—A genuine 1907 Triumph, good tyres, good
runnmg order; only £22; guaranteed.N

\[TE'S.- ^

-Ll cylinder, just ovcrliauled : £23/10
; t'lianinteedr

"

"|\JYE'S.-A ceniline 1909 SJh.j. Minerva, Brey flnisb

t\ C;°°*"ie°^IS' u'ub-neto, round tank, horn, guaran-

-A genuine 1907 Triumph, fitted with 190S

AJYE S —A genuine 1910 4h.p. 2-speed Eoc, beautifu'
i-^ condition, handle fltarting ; a bargain, £26 guaran-
teed.

"|\TYE'S.—A genuine 1911 Scott, w.c, cylinders etc
4\" Cowey, hiuip, horn; the cheapest Scott oBered

N
NYE'S.—A genuine 1911 F.E.

order; great bargain, £39.

NYE'S Offer the Above Maeliine'i stibj^
being unsold- all ready for riding a

YE'S.—A genuine 1910
splendid running order

;

2}h.p. Douglas.
£23/10.

Dunlop;,

f^plendid

138,

-ject to thPir
U-, "11 KT-iMj nji iiding away.—Applv,

-n, ,. '^^^",1^^ I"'n ^'^' Holboru. Ix>ndon, E.G. (opposite
Holtoru Town Hall). Tel. : 6299 Holborn.

'TiRIUMPH, 1911, free engine model, run 460 niile^.
J- as new; £48.-Caplin. 5; Eluw Buildings, Seaside
Bd., Eastbourne.

T ATE 1910 J:>ougla3, run about 1,000 milfs. (sligbtlj-
-"-i soiled, lamp, acces^sories; £28.—Brongwyn, Cooper-
sale. Epping. Essex.

"IQll Bat, 6h.p., in perfect condition, Cowey-speed-X*^ ometer. F.K.S. lamp, et*^.; £54.—Highcroft. Mus-
well Hill Ed-, N.

MOTOSACOCHE. magneto, free engine, h.b.c, new
Whittle. Kom tyres; write appointment. — 25

Oxford Ed., Putney.

1 Q081 Standard Triumph. .1909 improvements, exi-el-
M-*J lent condition, all accessories; £24.-12, Market
Sq., Horsham, Sussex-

fittings, fiDund. tyre^,
sell : £6.—Ellam, 60,

2h.p. Minerva, B.S.A. frame,
low, fast, reliable : mu4-

Coomer Rd., Fulham.

MOTOR gycle (Brown), 3;h.p.,
£20, or near offer.—Apply,

Westell fl-on-Sea, Essex.

.splendid condition ;

39, Grosvenor Ed
,

TQIO Wolf, 2h.p., fine condition, lamp, hooter, tools.
-«-*' and spares: £15/15, no offers.-Bentley, Melfort
Ed.. Thornton Heath.

Olh-p. Premier, free engine model, in stock {5% extra^2 for easy payments): £54/17.—J. Barker and Co.,
Kensington High St.. W.

1912 MODELS.
List price.

RUDGE.T.T. Model, special £48 15
SINGER,

.t li.p., 2-spccd bracket gear £65
BRADBURY, 3j h.p., j-spccd £55
NEW HUDSON, 3i h.p., 3-speed gear £59 17
PREMIER, 3» h.p., 3-speed gear £58
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., the sidecar macJiine £68
ENFIELD, 6 li.p., two-speed, witli sidecar £84

1911 MODELS, Brand Mew.
Owing to late arrival, we have the following new

machines left over. Same are not shop-soiled. Only just
received from makers.

PREMIER, 3) h.p., free engine model ; list, ($4 17s.

What Offers ?
BRADBURY, ^i h.p., fixed engine model ; list, (48

What Offers ?
No Rf.,kson.\ble Offf.r refused for Abovf..

High'-class Second-hand
Motor Cycles.

igii 6 h.p. ZENITH, free engine and Gradua gear,
complete with lamp, horn, tools, spares, etc.,

guaranteed as new, and not run 800 raiies ; owner
bought car £60
MONTGOMERY, £12 10s., Sidecar included.

rgio 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, T.T. model, perfect £35
igii si h.p. BRADBURY, T.T. model, a gift £35
igio 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine model £40
ign 3i h.p. IVY-PRECISION, just as new £33
1911 3i h.p. RUDGE, splendid order £36
1910 SCOTT, new tyres, B.E. ibes, good order £35
1909 VINDEC SPECIAL, two speeds, magneto, com-

plete with sidecar £29
igog 3J h.p. MINERVA, magneto £17
191

1

7 h.p. Speed Kim:; REX, as new £38
igio 2i h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD £26
1911 3i h.p. RUDGE, variable gear, as new £40

Our Rossendale Sidecar cannot be
equalled for value

Standard. Special. De Luxe.
£4 10s. £5 5s. £6 6s.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK. SEND FOR LIST.

We are Cash Buyers of good ma^eto machines.

I am Agent for Rudge, Bradbury, Cl\-no, Matchless,
Enfield, Premier, Rover, B.S..\., New Hudson, Singer,
and Douglas. AH known makes. Guaranteed deliveries
of all models.

OUR SPECIALITY 'EXCHANGES.'
All first-class makes, multi-speed models, free engine

models, etc., for immediate delivery. Send particulars
of your requirements to " the firm with a thirty years'
untarnished reputation."

all acces-
Seen, Hurvey,sorie.:*, condition an new : £42.

Hudson and Co. "a, Sontli Woodford.

rAFNlR-CHATER-I>EA, 3ih.p., excellent runninc
order, new tyres, helt, etc; photo on application;

£17.-Pai,'e, 86. M;iiior Park. Lee, Kent.

DOlT(iLAS, late 1910, brand new June, 1911, done
\.800. guaranteed peifect, lamp, spares, etc; £29,

Prodger, 7, Theobald Sq-, Rocheeter.or offer.

-

7h.p. Wilkinson T.AC.. 4-eyl.. clutch, 3 speedfi^ lamp,
speedometer; £34 for quick sale.—Box L5,169,

The Motor Cycle Otticcs. 20. Tudor St., E.C.

2-ppeed. Druids, Bosch,
and B., F.R.8. lamp, horn; £30.—

140, Archway Rd., Righ^ate.

5 h.p. Roc-Pengeot, 1910.
Whittle, B.

Garaged, Meek(«,

Rover, free engine, chain driven, juet over-
hauled. Palmer cords, battery igaition : accept

£14/10.—Dover, Rectory. Worcester Park, Surrey.

Triumpji, 1912 improvemcnta, free engine
model, in stock (5% extra for easy payments}

;

John Barker and Co., Kensingtju High St., W.

3ii.p-

3i"-''
£55.-

Twin Antoine, gear driven, magneto, adjusitable

pulley, Drnid forks, good tyres, piston broken

:

going cheap; photo.—Sayers, Shamtey Greeu, Guildford*

VINDEC SpeiMal. 5-6h.p., Bowh ignition, B.B. carbu-
retter, 1910 model. 2-speed free en'.,-ine, adjustable

pulley, currier, stand ; £28.—Upfield, Cutiifield, Sussex.

SXh.p. Triumph, winner of Circuit du Rhone. 1911,
2 complete vrith toola. pparea, and in excellent run-

ning order; £33 cash.—St. Mawea, Brighton Rd., Purley.

B.
_. . . _ . _ . . __?a8

lamp and horn, sparer; £12.-243. Fore St., Edmonton.

'w-eli-p. Twin Rex. just overhauled at big expanse, good
v tyres, arce.'^orie.'-, and spare**: must sncrifii-e,

£18/18. first cheque; offers—222, Battersea Bridge Rd.

N.S.TJ.. brand new, 6h.p,, twin cyl., magneto, 2-speed;
li-st price £60/15, for quick sale £50 will be

accepted.-The Motor House. 318, Euston Rd., London,
N.W.

SWII-'T, 2;h.p., 2.spcert free engine, h.b.c, B. and
(1911). Dunlops this year. ju?l overhauled, Lucas

hall bearinc, Chater No. 9. B.
650x65 Dnnlop?, spring forks,
£38.-36. Euglericld Rd., King.>-

1 nil 8h.p. J.AP..
ic/ nod B., Bosch,
very low, unenamelled
land.

REX. 5-6b.p., twin, 1909. Chater-Lea frame, tyrrq
nearly new, magneto, h.b-c.. in good order. £25:

nl.^o Chater-Lea sidecar. £4.-39. West St., Bromley,
Kent. '

5 h.p. Twin Rex. 1910. torpedo tank, speedometer, £10
of accessories ; £35, or any reasonable offer f( r

quirk sale.—Chabot, c/o The Club Cafe, 156, Lewisham
High Rd.

TjtQll P. and M. and Sidecar, castor wheel, lamps,
-L«/ horn, e.xhaui5t whistle, etc., had very little use,

in new condition; 48gns.—Ben-Hur, 67, Green.side Rd..
Croydon.

TRIUMPH, 1911. free engine, perfect, unscratched,
all accessories, \Vhittle. Kemp^halU. new extra

hcavj- non-skid back; £45.-Wright. Aycot, The Avenue,
Coulsdon. *.... ^ -

2ih.p. F.N., with improvements: £35, or near, offer;
4 can be sepu any time nf Hounds, 53, Willesden

I Lrine. Kilburu.— Enquiries to Bach, 134, Maida Vale,

Loudon. W. '

TRIUMPH. 1910J, horn, carrier, kit, magneto cover,

etc : reason 6ale, bought free engine same make

;

barsain. £34: first cheque.—Triumph, 16, Belvedere Rd.,

Norwood, S-E.

9, Shoe Lane,
frate Circus.

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
The Motor Cycle Mart,

HASLINGDEN, Lanes.
Wires :

" Cordingley, Haslingdcn." ' Phone : 2 v HasUngden,

In answering fJiP.se advertifieviPnts if is dc^sirablc fo manflon " T]n> Motor Ci/cle

IF Tou Want Bartraina in eecond-hand motor cycles,

you can get thent at Wauchope's.—Wauchope's,
' "' " Fleet St., London, B.C.. just off Lud-

J Qll Rudge, free engine, in perfect condition, Ccwry
Xi/ speedometer, F.K.S. lamp and_generat(^, full

set of tools and spare?: £42.-
Rd., Romford.

-W. H. Elce, 5, East-^ra
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 3jh.p., free enfjiae, with sidecar «an-

plete, perfect condition, price £30 ; also Minerva,
ah. p., in good running order, £6/10.—Newniam, i;z3.
Hammersmith Rd., W.
31,h,p. Brown Frame. 21in., 1908, stand, carrier, tank,

'^ wheels, tyres. footrest.s, brake, £6 : 2h.p. Quad-
rant, new tyres. £4; 2ih.p. Brown, perfect, £6.—Clayton
and Mitchell,- Wallington.

YE Knuts, looi!—1911 T.T. Triumph, in new condi-
tion, brand new Kempshall non-skid back wheel,

will do 63 m.p.h., horn and pump, etc.; £37.—Axford,
9. Church Ed-, Croydon.

TEIUMPH, 3ih.p., Bosch magneto with guard, spring
forks, head lamp, horn, tools, sundry spares^ excel-

lent running order; sunplanted by car.—6, Star Ed.,
North End Ed-, London.

MINEEVA, 2}hp., splendid condition, spring forks,
fast, reliable. A mac, h.b.c-. Whittle, etc. ; Kerry.

2-2h.p., good condition, low, very cheap; offers. — 13,
Eleanor Ed., Waltham Cross.

1Q10 T.T. Centaur, 3Jh.p.. adjustable pulley, dripXt/ feed lubrication, new back cover, powerful mount
1'. and H. lamp, spares; any trial; £28.—Moore, 51,
Randolph Rd., Gillingham, Keut-

"lOlO 2h-p. Motosacoche. magneto, free engine, in-i^ perfect condition, with spare belt, cover, valrec^
also watch, cyclometer, lamp, horn; £20, lowest--Mor-
gan, 5, Fenchurch Buildings, E-C.

"I
1 1 '-Triumph, with Jones speedometer, lamp, horn,

--»/ suit of clothes, etc., purchased September, ridden
600 miles only, absolutely as new; £42, cost upwards
£60.-E. McGrath, Gillingham, Kent.

^h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, in perfect run-
^*^ mng order, overhauled this summer, new magneto
cylinder, and back tj-re ; £22, or near offer. — Write
Chalmers, 33, Hyde Park Gate, S.W.

1 Oil 3ih.p. B.S.A., nearly new, ridden very little, all
-*-tf tools and spare valve, lamp, horn, generator, Mabun
free engine clutch; £45, or somewhere near it.—Harry
Bashall, Ehn Grove, Ockliam, Surrey.

"IVrOTO-EEVE, 1910. twin, spring forks, magneto igni-
-I'-i tion, Hutchinson tyre, exceptionally fast and
reliable, recently thoroughly renovated; £17/10, ior im-
mediate sale.—130, Brixton Ed., S.W.

QUADRANT, 3h.p., spray carburetter, h.b.c, re-
cently overhauled at cost of £6, new front tyre

very fast, good hill-climber, spring forks; bargain, £10
—Lloyd, Backwoods, Lindfield, Sussex.

"I
Oil 3Jh.p. T-T. Roadster Triumph, Lucas lamp,

-«-«/ horn, spares, been 60 miles, practically new,
guaranteed perfect; best offer inside 4 days gets this
machine.—Lt. A., Artillery Mess, Woolwich.

Oah.p. Chater-Lea, Noble, perfect condition, h.b.i-.,/W4 new tyres, new Lyso. Price's stands, spare belt
accumulator, coil, etc.; £12. or nearest offer.-Lovell
" Sherwood," Brunswick Park, New Southgate.

"|Q07 Triumph, (complete overhanl by makers, with
-•-^ Brooks saddle, B. and B., cylinder all 1911, ad-
jnstablei pulley, absolutely reliable. 8 to 45 m.p.h.; £25,
lowest.—Swaddling, 9, Electric Parade West Norwood.

5h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, magneto, Amac, carrier
stand, lamp, horn, studded cover on rear, Pahner

front, very fast, and condition as new; £26.—F. Cos
"Ferndale," Buckingham Ed., South Woodford, N.E.

TEIUMPH. free engine, new October, 1911, little
used, complete with Lomax steel^itudded band

earner bag. lamp, horn, ail spares , £48> — Eos No
L5.150, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C.

"ll/TA'TCHLESS. 6h.p.. 1911, perfect condition, bonghl
-!-»- .July, engine ticks over at 5 m.p.h., extraordinarily
flexible, new back civer. grand machine; bought 191J
Matchless; £49.-Hall, 4. Tlie Avenue, Brondeshury

^ENITH, 1911, under 3,000 miles. Autoclipse lamp
f-t Cowey, Vivid sidecai, watch, spares. Serpentine
horn

: actual total cost £70, take £52, or minus siderai
and Cowey £46.-Letters, W. C. Ellis, 18, Aldermanbury,

npRIUMPH, 1909 model, free engine, Mabon clutch I

-^ magneto, spring forks. Whittle belt, Dunlops ma-
chine very little used, and in beautiful condition, really
trustworthy and reliable; accept £33.-101, South Nor-
wood Hill, S.E.

Oh. p. Advance, perfect condition, enamel and platingy as new, Stanley, Michelins, adjustable pulley, foot
brake and boards, fixed toolbox and bag, lamp, long and
low 26111 wheels, suit gent; price £17.-Manager, 2,
Station Rd., Anerley, S.E.

"IQll N.S-U., 7h.p., been 100 miles oniy, £38/10-
„„ a'so. 5h.p 1911 Zedel. Chater-Lea, good as new
£30

;
and 5h.p. Peugeot. Chater-Lea, just been rebushed

last week, £28; all the above seized lor debt. — 65a
Eosendale Ed., West Duhvich.

TpKIUMPH, 1909. overhauled and re-bushed by makers
-^ in June, magneto re-wonnd-Jand re-magnetised last
month, not a loose bearing on machine, condition and
tyres perfect; £30, jr nearest—Apply by letter, K.
breig, 2. Ravenn.-i Rd.. Putney.

KEERY-ABINGDON, 3ih.p-, late 1910, lamp, tools,
spare valves, B. and B.. Eom back, line condition;

£30 ; any trial ; or would exchange with cash for 7-8
hp. free engine, 2-epeed Matchless, or Bat-Jap.—Mott,
Kenton, St. Leonard's, East Sheen, S.W.

New Accessories indispensable

to tiie Motor Cyclist.

M^-
N EW GAS
F I. E X-U E T
with 4 -Feet
o-F braided

I'ig- 375- Tliis handy accessory provides a portable
light at night for use on the road or in the garage

;

the light is reflected in any desired direction by
means of the mirror ; the whole apparatus can be
coiled up in tin neatly and carried in the pocket or
toolbag. Prise 1/9 complete.

AI.I. iVIETAL SWITCH.

Fig. 432. An entirely new type of handle-bar
combined switch and cut-out—extremely simple

—

cannot get out of order—never gives trouble. It

is perfect to the last degree. Suitable for magneto
and coil ignition. Price 2/6 each.

SPARKING PLUG COVER.

5

Figs. 245 &. 246.
A really valuable
little accessory
which isabsolute-
ly fire-proof,
dam p-p roof,
and unbreakable
—made in two
sizes to suit aU
sizes of sparking
plugs, and' can
be cut to any
desired length

;

no-jnotorist can
affofd to be with-
out it.

Price 6d. each.

Write for new 12 page list—No. 80—just issued—
post free, from

A. H. HUNT,
116-117,

Cannon St.,

LONDON, E.C.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. <
MOTOB Cycle, 2ih,p., h.b.c., new Michelin, all com-

plete, perfect, new Bowden cable brake, new
lamp and generator, pair spring forks; bargain, the lot
£7/10; owner giving up riding, doctor's ordere; appoint-
ment.—W., 3, Downhills Park Ed., Tottenham.

AZENITH-GRADUA (September, 1911), 3ih.p., in'
perfect condition, not ridden 1,000 miles, complete

with horn, Lucas lamp, generator, watch, mirror, exhaust
whistle, Cowey speedometer, and spare tube and cover,
all as new; £48 quick sale.—Seen, 18, Ladbroke Grove,
W.

REX, 1910, Isle of Man T.T. ; this machine was sent
' over as spare for the race; twin 5h.p., a3 new,

tyres, belt perfect, very fast, tremendous acceleration,
power, winner of " many hill-climbs, overhead iulete,
Bosch, ready for road; £30. — Stanley Collier, I'he
Shrubs, London Rd., St. Albans.

1 Qlli 3ih.p, Res Tourist Model, used trial runs only,
J-*^ new condition, magneto, spring forks, Cantilever
eaddle, lamp, generator, horn, spare valves, spare tubea,
etc., full kit tools; will ride 100 miles to genuine
purchaser; bargain, £35; consider accumulator machine
part.—"Rex," 101, South Norwood Hill, S-E.

IQll 3^3. p. Bradbury, free engine cluteh, specially
Xt' fitted up Cowey speedometer. Lucas best lamp set,
magneto control on bandle-bar, Rom tyres all wheels
(combination non-skid back), spare belt, butt, tube, valves,
etc., horn, ciirbide carrier, evervtliing perfect condition,
seen little use; co^-t over £60, accept £41: also rigiiT
sidecar to suit, £4- — " Ivydene," Dukesthorpe Ed-,
Sydenham, S-E.

''

TOTTENHAM.-1912 Models; definite deliveries;
Bradburys—2-speed, T.T. free engine; Humbers—

lightweight twin, 3-speed 3ih.p. 2-speed, S^hp. standard;
Rudge-Whitworth— 3ih.p. standard, 3^h.p. free engine;
all from stock; Triumphs, February; Clyno, four weeks;
early deliveries Bats, Matchless, and A-C. Sociables;
cash or exchange—Below.

T0TTENHAM.-1911 models in stock for immediate
delivery, new ; heavy reduction on shop-soiled

machines: Bradbury, free engine. 2-speed, and standard
models; Triumph, standard; Eudge-Whitworth, free

. engine.-Below.

TOTTENHAM. — 1911 models, second-hand—3ih.p.
Humber, 2-speed gear, £4£ IJnly) ; ditto. £42; 1910

models—2-speed Humber, 3ih.p., £35; ditto. £33; Roc,
4h.p., 2-speed. £32; E.N. lightweight, 2-speed, £32;
Motosacoche, F-E-, £24; miscellaneous—S^h-p. M.M.C,
magneto, £20; 4ih.p. Fafnir, magneto, £27; 5h.p. twin
Kerry, free engine, and sidecar, £20: Sh.p. twin Kerry,
magneto. £20; N-S.U., twin, 6h.p-, variable gear, £28;
ditto, 2-sDeed gear. £28; Triumph, 3h.p., £17; tricars—
4ih.p. Riley, 3fh p. Triumph, 4h.p. White and Poppe,
all good, £12" 'each to clear; cash, easy terms, or ex-
change. — Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128, High Rd.,-

'

South Tottenham. 'Phone; 1982-

1 Q12 New Hudson, Premier, Enfield, Bradbury,
J-«7 Rover, Humber, and Triumph motor cycles for
early delivery; Matchless in 6 weeks from order; cash
or easy terms; exchanges for any machine arranged,
best value allowed; Chater-Lea Duo cars built to order; ~

speed gear conversions, overhauling, and repairing carried
out; all work guaranteed; moderate charges; estimateg
gladly given; 10 years' motor cycle experience —Wallace ^

Motor Cycle Co., 36, Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thamea.
'

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

DOTTGLAS, 1912, all models; any date delivery given;
list post free-—MoSat, Yeovil-

IQll Sih.-p. 2-speed Humber. 38 guineas; perfect -

-L *^ condition.—T. E. B. Jourdan, Tiverton, Devon- . .-

"1 Q09 Douglas, splendid condition, spare belt, spares; "i'

-Li' £22/10, or offer.—Vivian Gerrieh, Batheaston, .,

Bath.

1 Q ^ 1 Fafnir, 80mm., Chater-Lea, with accessories

;

X *y £26.—Bryant, 15, Claremont Crescent, Weston-
sUper-Mare-

BROWN, 1908, 3ih.p., 2-speed- gear. Bosch magneto,
h.b.c, N.A.B. saddle pilla>, reliable machine--

Baker, Beaworthy.

3ih.p. Magneto Machine, h.b.c, just thoroughly over-
2 hauled and enamelled, tyres good: £17-—Mum-

ford. Bankside, Sturminster Newton, Dorset.

DAN GDY. Weymouth.-1911 Triumph, Mabon free
engine, as new, guaranteed not ridden 1.500 miles,

lamp, tools, Cowey, perfect order; £44, no offers.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Lightweight Donglap machine,
engine thoroughly overhauled by makers; £10.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—3ih -p. Rex, aecumulator.i
good running order; any -trial; £8.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1910 Douglas. Roc 2-6p"e<

irear. euaranteed condition : £32.gear, . guaranteed condition

;

.N GUY, Weymouth, sole
definite and early date delivery of 1912 models.

A ^6

p\AN ^GUY, Weymouth, sole Triumph agent, givi

DAN GUY, Weymouth, sole Bradbury agent, Wey-^
mouth, Dorchester, and district ; early delivery new

'

models.

DAN GUY. Weymouth, sole Douglas agent. Wey-
mouth, Dorchester, and district; deliver all modets

December.

DAN GUY, Weymouth, sole Bat agent ; definite

dates of delivery new 2-speed chain model.

DAN GUY. Weymouth, eole Zenith agent, Weymouth,
Dorchester, and district; deliver all models De-

cember.

In answerina th^Me advp.riisements it is desiraJble' to mention.'* Thp..J\Iof.ar Oyde,''
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A French A'wakening

THE popularity of the motor cycle in France has

been waning for some time past, but there are

distinct evidences of a revival if one may judge
by the winter competitions inaugurated by the

Motor Cycle Club de France and the Auto
Cycle Club de France. The first-named body held

a road race on the loth inst., which was described
in our last issue, and the latter a winter hill-climb

last Sunday, in which several British competitors

took part, we are pleased to say, on British-made
motor cycles. The awakening of French motor
cyclists and makers appears to date from the inter-

club event between the Slotor Cycle Club de Lyon and
, the North-west London M.C.C., when a British

rider and machine won the principal trophy. At the

time articles were published in the French motoring
• and sporting press, and repeated after the Olympia
Show, commenting on the advanced condition of the

inotor cycle industry in this country, and comparing
the British and French motor cycles without applying

too flattering remarks to the latter.

Without being accused of egotistical remarks, we
can also claim to have assisted in this revival through
the medium of numerous articles on the French

^ industry which have appeared in our pages, and our
criticisms of motor cycles at the Paris show.

Some years ago the French were quite invincible

on their racing machines, and the International Cup
was only wrested from them by the Austrians after a
very keen struggle at Dourdan, not many miles away
from last Sunday's hill-climbing competition. The
victories gained on road and track were not taken

advantage of by the majority of French makers, who
-expected their clients to be satisfied with the same

description of mount as provided for racing.- These
machines were practically uncontrollable in ordinary

hands, and the French, not finding the same advant-
ages pLiced before them as the British buying public,

did not take to the motor cycle. Such items as free

engine clutches and change speed gears are even
now practically unknown in France, and when the

North-west London men were over last summer the

Lyons riders were very much impressed with the

clutch starting of some of the machines belonging to

members of the party.

There is no reason why the pastime should not

become as popular in France as it is here, if the

French makers resolve, as we believe they have
already done, to put on the market reasonably quiet,

controllable, and comfortable machines, provided
with those adjuncts to reliability and cleanliness

which have caused our British-made mounts to be in

demand by French riders, even in face of the stiff

tariff which renders their export to France almost
prohibitive.

The above remarks do not apply, of course, to one
or two French firms having agents in this country,

who have succeeded in getting them to see the error

of their ways.

However, a handful of French makers have had the

courage of their convictions, and adhered steadily to

the industry, with the result that we hope they will

reap the benefit of their persistence in pushing a t)'pe

of motor which many motor cycle makers abandoned,
either in favour of cars both large and small or other

engineering goods. We offer our congratulations to

the two P'rench clubs who have had the courage, in

face, of some opposition and difficulty, to run the

two events referreci to above.

A15
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ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Regulations governing an International Team Trial to be held next August.

WE have already announced that the Dutch
Motor Cycle Club, or to use its proper
name, the Nederlandsche Motorwielrijders

Vereeniging, will next year organise the first of a series

of international reliability trials, the date for the 1912
event being fixed for August Bank Holiday Monday.
We have received from Mr. A. Citroen, the hon. sec.

of the Dutch body, an outline of the rules which will

govern the trial. The event is open to English and
Dutch motor cyclists, but not more than twelve entries

will be accepted from each country. These twelve

representatives will be composed of si.\ trade riders

and si.\' private owners, and' all must ride touring

machines, equipped with an efficient motor. cycle lamp
and generator, at least one tool-bag, two efficient

brakes, mudguards, stand, carrier, a loud-toned horn,

and silencer. Dropped handle-bars are strictly for-

bidden, also the use of a cut-out. Trade riders w:ili

pay an entry fee of £^1 ;
private owners may compete

without charge.

Distance and Route.

The distance of the trial is approximately 160 miles,

and the start will be made at 8 a.m. from Amsterdam.
The route is via Soestclvk to Apeldoorn (luncheon

stop) and "The Grebbe "—the only really severe hill

on the course—at the foot of which tea will be taken.

Any competitor who fails to climb the Grebbe, or who
assists with his feet in any manner, will be penalised

to the extent of five marks. For every minute early or

late at controls one mark will be deducted. The finish

of the trial is at 7 p.m., and as lighting-up time is

not until 8.30 any riders who are delayed need not

trouble to light their lamps. -The control will be

closed at 8 p.m. All competitors who finish the trial

within schedule time will be aw'arded a silver medal,

whilst a bronze" rriedal will be presented to the entrant

whose total errors in time do not amount to more
than twenty minutes. The running is calculated on

the basis of nineteen miles per hour. (Competitors will

start in pairs, viz. .one Dutch and one English rider,

at intervals of one minute, so that there will be no

advantage to the Dutch riders in knowing the route,

and they w^i 11 in this manner be able to assist their

English confreres. The Dutch M.C.C. proposes to

select its team in the following manner : Three places

are being kept open for the three leading Dutch motor
cycle manufacturers, and for the other three the club

li-ill invite entries and decide upon the actual team

nearer the date. Private owners will be divided into

hree sections:

A.—Machines with a maximum capacity of 340 c.c.

B.—For machines with a maximum capacity of 500
:.c., w'ith or without sidecar.

C.—For machines with a capacity of 500 to 1,000

c.c. , with or without sidecar.

Entries are being invited from all the members,
and, as in the trade class, the actual riders to repre-

sent their country will be determined in good time.

The trial is in the nature of a regular running contest,

and, although adjustments and replacements will not

disqualify, nothing whatever may be touched during

the luncheon and tea controls. The winning country

A16

will be the one whose team loses the least aggregate

number of marks.

Four Days in Holland.
Mr. Citroen recommends an enjoyable week-end for

the British participants as follows : Start from Harwich^
on August 3rd on the night boat arriving at the Hook
of Holland at 6 o'clock next morning. Two members
of the Dutch M.C.C. Committee and the hon. secre-

tary will be at the landing stage, and will conduct the

English party to the Hague (eleven to twelve miles),

where breakfast will be taken. After a short visit to

the Hague the celebrated bathing place, Scheveningen,

will.,be visited, whence, at 4 p.m., the ride will

be continued to Amsterdam via Haarlem. Here the

Dutch M.C.C. has kindly offered to arrange garage

and hotel accommodation. The trial proper com-
mences at 8 a.m., Monday, August 5th, finishing at

7 p.m. Next morning Volendam, that well-known
fishing town, will be visited. Here luncheon will be

taken, the competitors afterwards returning to Am-
.sterdam, and further via. Haarlem to the Hague again,

or, if preferred, from_ Volendam to Zaandam, the

country of the windmills, tlien to Velsen, Haarlem,
and the Hague. Dinner will be taken here, and at

7.30 p.m. a start will be made for the Hook of Hol-
land, where no time must be lost in getting the

machines on the steamer. The Dutch M.C.C.' recom-
mends the Great Eastern Line, starting from the Hook .

at 1 1 p.m. The total cost of the trip will be about

^5, depending upon the riders' personal inclinations.

The Motor Cycle has been requested to act as the
intermediary of the Dutch M.C.C. in this country, and
we shall be willing to receive entries for the trial on
the Dutch club's behalf. Entries from experienced
British motor cyclists owning reliable machines may
be forwarded at any time, trade entries to be accom-,
panied by a fee of ^^i, as stated above. Each mem-
ber of the British team should have at least three non-
stop runs in observed trials to his credit.

The Dutch M.C.C. wdll award a special prize to

lady rnotor cyclists who complete the course and arrive

at the different controls within schedule time.
Motor cyclists who send in their names to compose

one of the team, and are not chosen, are invited to

accompany the English competitors on the trial,

although they will not be allowed to take part in th?
actual competition.

NEDERLANDi.'.-nc ...o lORWIELRIJPERS VER£EN1GINQ.
JoeOgek/rurd 6p' Son. Bestvit tan 2 November 1904, No. 37

^mslerdam,
. jgj

~ KaiTeTilTaaf I.

*a^-»«-»<

-^^^-y^Xe^kj^ . s-i^^-^:^-^ {::^t:u.£^ a.Ji^^^ "^i^r^^^LX?

THE DUTCH MOTOR CYCLE CLUB'S CHRISTUAS WISHES
BRITISH RIDERS.

TO
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HIS WAY OF LOOKING AT IT.

^m^us . Gianu itait^^, i/i.oc iuom, uucai, Donald.

Donald: Aye, Mon, but I'm thinking ii 'ud be a bit draughty wi' a kilt, the noo.
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For obvious reasons our contributor describes certain persons and

localities with considerable vagueness in the following article. Certain

things happen from time to time in this country which for international

reasons are carefully kept out of the papers.

TIME heals all wounds, and I have the permission

of very high authorities to seek tardy publica-

tion for the thrilling experiences detailed in the

following narrative. They befell me one day in

Christmas week, 1910. I may explain at the outset

that I am a very humdrum individual, employed in a
City bank, and that I am a bachelor. On the very

rare occasions when I take a brief holiday, I invari-

ably spend it on my motor cycle. This will explain

why I was found on the road at a period of the year

when most motor cycles are rusting in their sheds,

and more fortunate owners than myself are basking

at their firesides in the bosoms of their families. I

live in lodgings, I have neither kith nor kin, and
except for an annual fortnight in August my leisure

seldom permits of long rides.

A Trip Up North.

Last Christmas, as readers Avill remember, the

roads were frozen hard and smooth, and the sun
shone warmly for eight hours a day or thereabouts.

I may have been rash, but, as I had never toured

in Scotland, I chose this rigorous season for a trip

North. The ride to Edinburgh occupied two days,

and was accomplished in tolerable comfort. The
going was good, though the wind was abominably
cold except at midday when the sun was strong enough
to temper the bite in the atmosphere.

On the third day of my brief leave the wind
dropped, and, as is usual on a calm day with the

thermometer below freezing point, a thick fog soon
descended, and blotted out the landscape.

I dare not divulge the exact locality in which I

was riding. Suffice it to say that I was well north of

Edinburgh, and was crossing a low range of hills

not far removed from the coast. Circulation had
long since ceased in my lower limbs, and nothing

but the difficulty of restarting my machine on a rising

grade had prevented my dismounting to stamp some
semblance of a glow into my chilled feet. As I

breasted the shoulder of a dumpy range, a. rift in the

fog proved that I had attained the summit, and with

a sigh of satisfaction I was preparing to dismount and

give myself a cabman's hug when, to my intense

surprise, I sighted a powerful N.S.U. twin with a

sidecar attached, reposing close to the ditch.

A Guttural Voice hailed me.
The prospect of company during my stoppage was •

attractive, but for a moment I could see no signs of

a human being. I had already got my machine on

its stand, when a guttural voice hailed me, and I saw
the owner of the sidecar outfit regarding me from

over the wall. He vaulted nimbly over the low mortar-

less wall, and revealed himself as a pleasant-looking

A18

young foreigner of about my own age, with a heavy "

moustache. He spoke English excellently, though

:

his gutturals provided absolute proof of his nation-

ality. We exchanged smokes, and chatted in true

comrade fashion about motoring matters. He was
evidently an expert, and gave me two or three invalu-

able hints with regard to the N.S.U. gear. I happen
to have this gear fitted to my own English roadster.

In the course of our conversation I began to be

rather puzzled. His manner was contradictory. On
the one hand, he evidently desired to be cordial and
friendly. He offered me some excellent cherry brandy
from his flask, pressed a cigar on me, and when I

admired its flavour he insisted on my accepting two
or three more. He even presented me with a most
ingenious little tool of his own design and construc-

tion, which was most useful for making sundry adjust-

ments to the gear.

On the other hand, he was equally anxious to be

rid of me. He spoke of the extreme cold, exaggerated

the distance to my destination for the night (of which
I had informed him), and finally got quite brusque and
rude when I suggested that we should join company
for a few miles. At first he said he had to be in

Edinburgh by tea-time, but when I offered to return

there with him, as I was tired of tlie cold and the

fog, he grew positively abusive, and said his plans

were not at all definite. In fact, he seemed quite

angry and suspicious, as if he fancied I intended to

sandbag and rob him. I am the last man to press my
company where it is unwelcome, and before long I

drew on my gloves and prepared to proceed north

and be quit of this surly companion.

A Glimpse of Red over the Lbw^ Wall.
As my valve dropped and the engine fired, I thougl

I caught a gleam of red over the low wall, and the

curious object I sighted through the low wreaths of

mist looked remarkably like a pile of red petrol cans,j

with two or three spars lying across them. How-
ever, the circumstance scarcely excited my curiosity-!

at the moment, for I was exercised about the German's
curious manners, and was wondering whether such

a burly and soldierly individual could really be

fearing personal violence from a scrubby little under-

sized bank clerk like myself.

These surmises soon merged into more urgent

attention to the road, for its twists and gradients

were very baffling in the thick fog. I had travelled

as nearly as I could say some five or six miles from
the scene of the meeting place, when my loneliness

was removed by the sound of a distant exhaust. At
first I mistook the sound for the low hoarse call of

some moorland bird crying to its mate ; but my
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motorist's instinct was not long to be deceived, and
I presently recognised it for the raucous crackle of a

multi-cylinder engine being run rather slowly on the

open exhaust.

My mechanical instincts were swiftly alert, and

two things puzzled me extremely. The first was the

intermittency of the crackling. It came in fits and

starts, resembling the dot and carry one of a powerful

motor cycle driven on the valve lifter by a timid

rider ; and one knows that powerful six-cylinder

racing cars are not driven in this fashion. At first I

thought the engine was missing badly, but careful

listening discarded the suggestion; either the engine

was being frequently cut out on the switch, or else

the cut-out was being opened and closed in truly

crazy fashion.

Then again I could form no estimate as to the

whereabouts of the mysterious car. I could not

decide whether it was behind me or ii

front of me, qyertaking me 01

approaching me dead on. Offhand 1

should have guessed that it was on a

parallel road not more than 800 feet

away, but 1 knew there was no other

road anywhere at hand in this desolate

moorland district, and, even if there

had been, my ear could not have

decided whether the queerly-driven

engine was on my right or left.

The Strange Noise Dies Away.
Finally, the sound died away alto-

gether, and I drove on in distinct con

fusion, wondering whether I had beer,

.the victim of some strange hallucina

tion, or whether I had been delude!

by some weird multiplex echo. Some
peculiar formation of the hills, I finalh

decided, had caught the beat of m\
own noisy engine, which had rico-

chetted back, multiplied five or si>

times in fainter cadences. I was

sharply and unpleasantly aroused from

these speculations into stern reality.

Fancying I had the road to myself,

I took a corner a trifle faster than 1

dare have done in summer, and much
faster than I ought to have ventured in

the fog. The highway curled round

to the right, hugging a long shoulder of moss-grown

crag, and as I swept round I encountered head-on a

gigantic car tearing up the easy slope at over fifty

miles an hour. I caught my breath, spied for one

frightful second a white, strained face snatching

madly at the steering wheel, and then I was past.

On went my BraKes
and I was out of the saddle in a moment. The splen-

^'did car—a magnificent Rolls-Royce—in its frenzied

swerve to avoid me, had charged the rock wall on my
' right, and its bows were a crushed mass of bent and
splintered metal. All its wheels had been torn clean

off by the impact and strain, and it lay drunkenly half

over on its side against the wall of rock, its occupants

strewn across the road to the left, each in a queer

distorted heap. In my distress I barely noticed that

its crew consisted of two naval officers and three blue-

jackets. The driver was dead, lying crushed behind the

damaged steering .wheel. The three tars were spread

in the road, struggling to rise, but so badly injured

that they had no command of their limbs. The fifth

passenger was evidently an elderly officer of exalted

rank in his mess tunic, over which a rich fur cloak

seemed to have been hastily flung; and, strangest of

all, out there on the lonely road lay a bent and
buckled machine gun, distorted by its impact with the

frozen road.

I pulled out my flask of "Three Star," and bent

over, the officer, w^hose head .was cut -and bleeding,

and from whose lips was proceeding a stream of that

special profanity of which the navy is credited with

the monopoly. But he had his wits about him. " In

the King's name, young fellow," he gasped, spitting

blood and teeth from his mouth ;
" never mind us ! A

German aeroplane's been over our new naval
base at R while we were at lunch, and has photo-

" As I swept rouiull encountered head-on a gigantic car I caught my breath, spied ior one
(rUhlfsl second a while, strained lace snatching madly at the steering wheel, and then I was past."

graphed all the works. They are heading south
towards Edinburgh ; tanks must be nearly empty if

they've come over the sea; secret stores on the hills

seven miles off, probably. After 'em; raise the

countryside on them ! If they get those plates home,
we're done !

"

Armed ^rith Servics Revolvers.
One of the tars was on his legs by this time, and,

thrustiog a brace of automatic revolvers into the

pockets of my leather coat, he shoved me towards my
machine.

" After 'era, sir !
" he spluttered, eagerly. " Mark

'em down when they land for petrol. "There's help

coming. We were the first car after them. There's

lots of help coming along! "

I mounted, getting the engine off first time by a

gigantic heave, and, as I roared uphill through the fog

A2I
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on full spark and throttle, my scattered wits began

to collect themselves. The mysterious noise was

explained—I ought to have recognised it at once, for

I had heard the Gnome engine at Bournemouth during

a whole week in the summer.
My strange acquaintance, the N.S.U. rider, was

obviously on the look-out for the spying aeroplane,

with a supply of petrol and a few spare parts; pro-

bably there were other Gemian riders out on the

hills, too.

Steering by compass, the aeroplane had slipped

quietly across the North Sea in the calm and fog,

hoping to achieve a task which precautions render

impossible in ordinary weather, and to return to

Germany, leaving England unconscious that her

closely-guarded naval secrets were common property

in Berlin. I am never a timid rider, but, my word !

I shirked no risks in that dare-devil sprint through
the mist. I drove as if I had Brooklands track to

•' Tlie tog was thick. . . . There lay the tiuge aeroplane .... no
lon-er graceful, but like some crippled dragon fly, one wing hopelessly
buckled by a foul land ng.'*

myself for an hour record, and a strange exultation

glowed in me as I saw that I, who pass for a dull

humdrum clerk in City circles, had a distinct chance
of dying for my country, and of making my name
famous wherever the British National Anthem is sung.

The faithful speedometer told me when five miles

of the return journey towards the ridge-summit had
been covered, and I thought it wise to close my cut-

out, so that I might approach the summit silently if

the giant plane had sunk to rest on the top of the

moor.
Spying out the German Aeroplane.

The dial on my handle-bar registered the sixth

mile from the point where ,1 had left the disabled

car, and then it began to tick off the tenths of the

seventh and last mile. . I recognised the sharp corner

A22

just below the summit, and lifted my valve. Hidin
my machine in the ditch, I ran up the road, keeping

close to the wall and stooping furtively. As I

approached the plateau, I saw the twin and sidecar

just where it had been threequarters of an hour before,

but there was no sign of its owner or of the aeroplane.

Lifting my head cautiously, I peered over the wall,

and, thinking I heard voices out on the moor, 1

edged further and further up towards the derelict

sidecar. The fog was thick, but as I drew nearer

the summit certain indistinct lines, dimly sighted

through it, took shape and definiteness. At last all

was plain. There lay the huge aeroplane amid the

stones which were scattered over the rank brown
moor-grass, no longer graceful, but like some
crippled dragon-fly, one wing hopelessly buckled by

a foul landing.- Twenty yards nearer was a stack of

petrol cans, and a group of three men, excitedly

chattering in German.
One of the men was my acquaintance of the fore-

noon ; the other two, heavily swathed in furs and
aviation helmets, were obviously the two intrepid

pilots of the damaged aeroplane. Even as I gazed,

their plans evidently took shape. One of the aero-

nauts clambered hurriedly up into the boat-shaped

body of his machine, and extracted a small black

oblong case ; even the fog could not prevent me from
recognising a folding camera. He thrust this into

the hands of my acquaintance, with emphatic orders

and gesticulations.^

My friend of the forenoon stowed it hastily in an
inside pocket, and, waving a reassuring message to

the airmen, turned his back on them, and ran for the

sidecar. I kept my head ovej the wall long enough to

see the two airmen disappear into the fog, abandon-
ing their useless plane, and then I lay down in the

ditch. I heard the German motor cyclist vault heavily

over the wall, haul his machine round with its nose

towards Edinburgh, and spentj a moment or two,

turning on taps no doubt. I occupied the brief

interval in pulling out one of the Mauser pistols the

sailor had given me, and as soon as the echo of the

exhaust broke on the soundless air I slipped back to

my own machine, and, with cut-out closed, headed
hard after him.

A Stern Chase in the Fog.

The German's machine was being driven fairly

fast on the open exhaust, and by keeping my silencer

shut I was able to ^ide within earshot in the fog

without his being aware of my proximity. In this way,

we covered perhaps a couple of miles, and then, with

never a hoot from behind, a Prince Henry type of

Vauxhall racer drew silently up to my shoulder in the

mist. It was manned by naval officers, and the

adiniral I had already seen was in the rear body.

They slowed down, and I gave them all my informa-

tion without dropping below twenty-five miles ati

hour. "Hang on to us," said the sporting young"

lieutenant at the wheel ; then bang went his foot

down on his accelerator, and we simply fell off the

hills into the fog of the valley below. There was

some pretty shooting when we caught up my friend

with the sidecar. - The sailors perforated his back

tyre, and mangled his rear frame and mudguards and

carrier into bent iron work with revolver bullets, before 8

he stopped, and then he ohly stopped because a

If
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broken chain stay and a flat tyre sent him swerving

into the ditch. The bluejackets were on him in an

instant like tiger cats, and his camera was waved aloft

,in triumph. They had the spy lashed up like a

mummy in two minutes, and when another car came
up he was sent back in it to R to await his

trial.

I never heard his fate, and only know that this

aspect of the affair, like many secret service matters,

never got into the papers. For myself, [ can only

add that the admiral and the young officers on the

Vauxhall stood me a royal feed at the Carlton in

Edinburgh that night, and made me swear to keep
my mouth shut—a promise from which I have only

just obtained a partial release.

' HoTV I Kept the Secpei.
When I reappeared at the office, I answered queries

as to what sort of Christmas I'd spent with a grumpy
reticence, and my fellow clerks have no notion that

I am the man who saved England.
Perhaps the sternest test I faced over the matter

was when all London was mystified by certain news-

paper paragraphs early last Jantiary, referring to a

bad motor smash in which certain naval officers were
involved, and to the towing of a damaged aeroplane

into Edinburgh for repairs. I think both were
commonly ascribed to over-indulgence in the wassail

bowl ; 1 know the son of a Scotch cotton millionaire

was freely accused of taking his initial flight on a

racing Bleriot when overfull of champagne. But 1

managed to liold mv tongue througii it all. X.Y.Z.

OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By •

Tricars and Light Cars.

A corresi^ondent of Tlie Scotsman remarks that he

was unfavourably impressed with the three-wheeled

carettes exhibited at Olympia. His criticism consists

of vague generalities, but, when analysed, resolves

itself into two assertions :

. I. Carette designers proceed on the assumption that

small car design is all wrong, and attempt to improve
on it.

2. The ideal of a cheap, light, fust motor is im-

practicable.

The first of these contentions is ridiculous nonsense.

Nobody questions the fact that a 6 h.p. Rover, to

mention an actual sample, is about as fine a compro-
mise as is possible, considering the nature of the de-

mand which has to be met, and the sum of money
available for the purpose. The rarette designer faces

a demand for a much speedier vehicle at less than
two-thirds of the price. He does not criticise small

car design ; it does not affect him any more than

aeroplane design. He is faced by a totally distinct

proposition.

As regards his second contention, our gloomy critic

has a better case. For five years past the trade has

been endeavouring to produce a carette to sell at ^^^
or so, which sliall be as rehable and as economical in

unkeep as a 6 h.p. car, besides being 30% faster and
weighing about half as much. It cannot be pre-

tended that the trade has as yet soh'ed this prolilem.

Scores of designs have been marketed and sold, but

up-to-date none of them lias established a very eminent
[)Osition.

This year, among others, the Morgan runabouts,

the A.C. sociables, and various sidecar outfits sold in

tolerable numbers, without any single pattern achiev-

ing the popularity of a first grade motor bicycle.'

Personally, I regard these compromise vehicles as

being less fully evolved than the motor bicycle or the

small car, but I .see no reason why the fittest should

not survive and secure a wide and remunerative niche

in our market. It is some years since I owned a

sample of the tvpe in question, but- four years ago
two or three outstanding re_presentatives w^ere full of

promise and well worthy of perseverance.

A.slight addition of reliability, and a slight reduction

of running costs (and especially of tyre costs), should
pnalile them to hold their own against the .second-

IXION."

hand and new^ small cars. Hence, I think The
Scotsman's correspondent may Irave to eat his words
in the near future.

Bovsrclen Wires and their Fitting.
My note on the need of more accurate fitting of

liowden wires has provoked a number of letters, and
I should like to emphasise one fact in particular, viz.,

, that whene\er a Bowden wire is fitted wittiout a
- screwed adjuster, its omission is contrary to the Bow-
den Co.'s instructions. It is impossible to construct

either a flexible casing or an internal stranded wire

which shall be absolutely inextensible. For instance,

whenever the wire is taken round a sharp curve the

casing is bound to " gape " a little ; its coiled threads

separate a trifle, and so the relative lengths of casing

and wire are affected, and adjustment immeulately' be-

comes essential.

Many riders fancy that the warning against sharp

bends in the control is directed against breakage, and
when they find the casing does not snap they grow
callous about these bends, and twist the control in

and out anyhow. The warning is based on the fact

that the coils of the casing gape, and the strands of

the inner wire bed down differently, around such

bends. Control wires that are laid straight or led

round easy curves of big radius seldom require ad-

justing. In addition, the licensees of Bowden Wire,

Ltd., are not alwavs fair to the devices they fit. The
crucial points of the fitting are three in number, viz. :

r. The proper soldering of the nipples.

2. The inclusion of an adjuster.

3. Exactness in cutting wire and casing of the

correct relative or proportional lengths.

These requirements suggest that each factory should

have oiie man or more whose sole duty it shall be to

fit, repair, and oversee control wires.

Some makers appear to think that any juggins

armed with a pair of cutting shears and a soldering

iron can be trusted with Bowden wires. As a conse-

<iuence, machines are assembled with the wire and

<;asing of incorrect relative lengths. The tester takes

out the completed machine, and has to let out half

the adjustment to get the wires to work. The machine

comes back, and in many instances the maladjustment

is not reported^ and the machine is sent out to a

luckless customer with only half the adjustment range

available.
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Lubrication Systems.
Some Examples of Current Practice

on Motor Cycles.

Types of Sight=feed Oilers.

Fig. 1 represents the Best and Lloyd
Jrip feed lubricator, which is used to

give constant fesd on a large num-
oer of machines in which the lubrication

system is otherwise ordinary splash. The
device consists of a pump with a spring
behind the plunger, so that oil is gradu-

ally forced through an adjustable drip,

giving a visible feed. The pump is con
tained in an oil tank, on the top of which
it is screwed, and differs from the ordi-

nary pump in having its plunger inverted
so that it is filled by pressing the rod

down instead of, as is more usual, pulling

it up. The thumb nut, which operates

the needle valve is fitted wdth a spring

ratchet, which enables it to be locked in

any position. Also the sight feed can
be set at any angle so as to be easily

visible to the rider, which is certainly a
great convenience.
The Rotherham constant feed lubricator

achieves much the same end, though in a

different manner. This latter device is

shown in figs. 2 and 3, and consists of a

drip feed through which oil is driven b_v

pressure. Let into the oil tank is an
air pump with an ordinai-y non-return
valve, as shown in fig. 3, and by means

Fig. 1.—Be-.t

and Lloyd drip-

feed pump.

of this a pressure above at-

mosphere of about 5 lbs. to

the square inch is obtained
inside the tank. The Rother-
ham sight-feed drip arrange-
ment, shown in fig. 2, em-
bodies a small pressure gauge
of quite tiny dimensions,
which indicates roughly the
amount of air pressure in Lae
tank. The dial of this little

gauge is marked in three
lX)ints, and indicates when the pres-
sure is right off, when it is half on,
and when it is full on. The drip feed is

of the usual visible type, and is furnished
with a horizontal needle valve for fine

adjustment. The feed pipe is taken
through the tank so that the drip feed
device is protected from the ill effects of

a fa'l by being on the top of the tank and
nut at the side. It will be realised that,
owing to the comparatively small dis-

placement of oil in the tank, the original
pressure is, if there be no leaks, main-
tained for a considerable time ; or, at all

events, there is sufficient pressure to
maintain a fairly constant flow.

(Continued from page 1365.)

Inspection Windows.
On the F.N. tour-cylinder machines the

lubrication is of the usual splash type, the
feed being by means of a spring-propelled

Fig. 2.—Kotherham ad-
justable drip - leed and
gaUi,e.

Fig. 3.— Rotherham
"pressure pump.

pump, through the piston rod of which
passes a milled-headed adjusting screw.

There is no visible drip on the pump
itself, but the feed p.pe is, when it reaches

the engine, branched out into four pipes

which enter the crank chamber immedi-
ately in front of the series of inspection

windows, of which there is one for each_
cylinder. The flow of oil can, therefore,

easily be inspected, though not, of course,

while the machine is running.
Fig. 4 is a sketch of the^F.N. window

in the side of the crank chamber, and
shows the situation of the oil pipe which
enters from below.
On the Douglas machines the device

shown in fig. 5 is used. The inclined

hand pump has a spring plunger wdiich

forces oil through the adjustable and
visible drip feed to the crank chamber
through a pipe which passes through the

oil tank. The plunger has a cut-off valve
and the handle of the rod has to .be

turned through about a right angle to

give the two different positioiis, viz., for

pumping oil from the tank and feeding

it to the drip. A very good point is

that the drip feed can easily De seen wdiat-

ever . the rider's position may be.

An Unusual Method.
The A.C. Sociable has its lubrication

device arranged on a quite individual

plan, althougn in this case again lubrica
tion is by splash metnod, the feed being
by constant drip under pressure of

gravity. Fig. 6 snows a section of the
rear end of the crank chamber, wdiich is

cast in one with a box which forms an
oil vessel holding a considerable amount
of lubricant. The division between the
crank chamber and ' the oil container is

a wall which is open at the top. As
shown in the section, there is a. plunger
working inside a tube and uncovering,
the port which adnjits oil from the con-

tainer into the crank chamber proper.

-This plunger adjustment is made at the
works, and should never require any
alteration. A simple means, however,
is provided whereby additional lubricant
can be supplied when necessary. The -

plunger is carried by a rod working
against a spring, and upon ptesMiig a

Fig. 4.—One of the F.N. crank case windows and feed
pipes.

Fig. 5.—Sight-feel drip on the Douglas.

small pedal the driver can cause this rod
to be depressed, so that the position of

the plunger, relative to the outlet hole,

is altered, and a much larger feed of oil

can be given. An ingenious precaution
is taken to prevent 'over-lubrication. The
connecting rod carries a scoop on its end
which serves not only to direct oil to the
big end bearing, but also clears any ex-

cess of oil out of the crank chamber by
throwing it over the partition wall into
the oil container again. This system
works extremely well, and is- certainly
commendable for its extreme simplicity,

and—to a limited extent—its automatism.
An automatic oil feed is fitted on the

Tiex machines, fig. 7 showing the device
used. This has a hand-adjustment, and
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is worked by the vacuum in the crank
chamber upon the exhaust and compres-
sion strokes of the engine. In addition

to splash, oil vapour is conveyed into the
combustion clramber by means of a pipe

Fig. 6.—A.C. sump and oil vessel with plunger leel

which connects the crank chamber to

the inlet port. A certain amount of oily

vapour is thus drawn iu with the

charge, and distributed over the cylinder

walls.

Excelsior Lubrication.
The new Excelsior engine is provided

with an improved system of splash lubri-

cation whicli should prove very effective.

The oil feed from a Best and Lloyd
vi.«ible drip pump is branched into two
pipes, one of wliich goes directly to the

crank chamber, whilst the other is taken
to a small lug cast on to the side of the
cylinder, as shown in fig. 8, and opening
into a port which comes exactly opposite

the hollow gudgeon pin when the piston

is at the bottom of its stroke. Oil is

therefore fed not only to the walls of

the piston, but also directly to the

gudgeon pin bea.ring. The other branch
pipe is taken to the timing gear case,

after leaving which the oil runs on to

the main crankshaft bearing, and
passes thence inwards to a recess

turned in the side of the flywheel, as

.'^hown in fig. 9. From this depression

oil flows to the crank pin along a

Fig. 7.—Rex sight feed lubricator.

diagonal hole drilled in the crank
pin itself to the centre of the bii^

. end bearing, being expedited by the

action of centrifugal force. Excess of

oil from both sources drips into the base

of the crank chamber, whence it is

sprayed on to tlie cylinder walls by the

connecting rod in the usual way. It

should be noted, however, that this lubri-

cation system would operate with prac-

tically no oil in the trank chamber at all.

The aloove is somewhat similar to the
system employed in the Blumheld ergines.
In this case the oil is admitted directly to
the timing gear case, whence it passes into
tlie crank chamber through the main bear-
ing bush, the crankshaft having a helical

groove cut in it. Additional Iioles for its

passage are drilled in the bush housing,
and allow the oil to pass to an undercut
annular ring turned iu the flywheel, from
which centrifugal force propels oil into the
hollow crank pin, and so to the big end
bearing. In the wall between the timing
gear case and the crank chamber proper
a large hole is pierced which allows a con-
siderable quantity of the lubricant picked
up by the flywheel rims to return to the
timing case.

The Combined Method.
One of the most ingenious automatic

systems is that on the Scott machine,
there being also an auxiliary direct hand
pump feed. This hand pump is shown in

parts in fig. 10, and consists primarily of

an ordinary doulile-acting plunger pump.
The spindle carries a small pin, for the
passage of which a nick is cut in the pump
cap, and when the pump is not being
used for hand operation, the aforesaid pin
lies under the cap and keeps the pump
plunger down. At the base of the pump

Fig. 8.— Cylinder oil port ol 31 h.p.

Excelsior.

is a small mushroom valve kept on its seat

by a spring. This little valve is shown
enlarged in the sketch, and is secured in

position by the cylindrical filter which
screws on to the base of the pump. It

allows oil to be delivered to each crank
chamber through the two branch pipes

shown. Adjustment of this needle valve
is accomplished very ingeniously. The
pump spindle is extended downwards with
a rod that just touches the head of the
mushroom valve spindle. The cap of the

pump is screwed to the cylinder and is

{jrovided with a small folding thumb lever,

ly means of which it can be screwed a

short distance up or down. In thus

moving, the pump cap carries with it the

plunger rod, and therefore brings about
an adjustment in the opening of the mush-
room valve. It will be seen that the
latter in no way interferes with the use

-of the pump in the
ordinary way. The
feed, however, is

nominally carried

out automatically,
in this manner :

The engine draws
its charge of gas
into the crank
chamber, but be-

fore the ports for

this purpose open
there is a slight

suction inside the
crank chamber
which is used to
draw in a charge of
oil. A special pack-
ing ring is fitted

to maintain a gas-
tight joint in the
crankshaft bearing,
and this has a flat

face which is
pressed against the
side of the outer race carrying
the main roller bearings. The pack-
ing ring rotates with the crankshaft, and
is held up to its work by a spring, as

shown in fig. 11. In the face of the roller

bearing race is a hole, opposite which,
once in every revolution, comes a nick in

the packing ring, thus throwing the hole
open to the suction of the crank chamber.
This hole is in direct communication witli

the oil feed pipe, and thus at every revo-

lution a small quantity of oil is drawn
into tlie crank chamber.

Another Two°strohe Lubrication.
On the Levis two-stroke machines care

has been taken to keep the crank chamber

Fig. 10.—Hand pump
and adjustable valve on
the Scolt engine.

Fig. 9.—Arrangement of drilled crank pin and
recess n flywheel ol Excelsior engine.

Fig. 11.—Scolt lubricating device.

as clear as possible from oil, this result-

ing in a clean mixture and considerable

freedom from overheating, to which most
air-cooled, two-stroke engines are admit-

tedly somewhat subject. Oil from an
adjustable gravity drip feed is taken to

the side of the cylinder, where it passes

through a port wliich comes opposite the

gudgeon pin at about half-stroke. The
gudgeon pin is hollow, and conducts the

oil to its bearings, Jlost of the oil, of

course, feeds to the sides of the piston

and cylinder walls. The excess of lubri-

cation from this source, however, does not
fall down into the crank chamber, but is

arrested by a groove or gutter machined
in the baffle between the cylinder and the
crank chamber. This gutter collects all the

oil that drips from, or is thrown off, the

piston, and takes it to the main bearing
on the open side of the engine, whence it

flows through the hollow crankshaft to the

other main bearing, and also to the big

end.



Lubrication Systems.

—

Mechanical Lubrication.
On four machines sliown at Olympia a

mechanical feed was fitted. The arrange-

ment on the Indian is already well i;nown.

In addition to an auxiliary hand pump
there is a worm-driven, direct-acting

plunger pump driven from the crankshaft,

which draws oil from the tank and de-

livers it through two branches, at the

union of which is an adjustable needle

valve. A prime adjustment of the feed

is also provided by altering the tlu'ow of

the mechanical pump. One of these

branches proceeds to the timing gear case,

whence oil flows into the crank case

and is splaslied in: the usual way. The
other branch is taken direct to a port on
the back wall of the front cylinder. The
whole arrangement is very simple and re-

liable, and the adjustment such as gives

very wide limits to the oil feeds either

to the front cylinder or to the crank case.

In the Veloce engine, which was certainly

one of the best designed little units to bfc

seen at Olympia, the lubrication system
was extremely complete. The rotary oil

pump used on this engine is shown in Sg.

12, and is carried on an extension of the
magneto timing wheel. Tins' pump is of

the double-bladod eccentric type, and
throws a very large volume of oil, which
it "draws from a deep siunp under the

If^OT^OLlI

Fig. 12.— Oil pump of Veloce ensine.

crank chamber, the feed pipe for this

purpose being fitted below a large filter.

The oil is then delivered to an in-

dicator, which consists of a small piston,

the rod of which is taken vertically up-

wards and extended above the petrol

tank, thus forming an effective tell-tale.

At the same time, this plunger acts as a

safety release, for as soon as a certain

pressure is reached the plunger passes a
hole cut in the side of its guide, and
through this hole oil is directly returned
into the sump. Under normal conditions
this hole is closed by the indicator plunger,
and in these circumstances oil is forced
through a duct drilled in the side of the
crank chamber to the main gearshaft,

wliich also acts as the camshaft. This
gearshaft is hollow, and is drilled trans-

versely so that the gear clutehes, p<nions,

and cams are effectively lubricated, whilst
a hole in the cam is so arranged that oil

is sprayed therefrom and is collected by
a scoop fixed to the end of the connecting
rod, thus lubricating the big end and also,

by splash,^ the cylinder walls and the
gudgeon pin. The sump in the base of
the crank chamber is of sufficient capacity
to do away with the necessity for an oil

tank, and it is furnished with a glass
window through which the height of oil

therein can be seen. The gear box is

Be

contained within a casing separate from

the crank chamber, which is kept always

supplied with oil, so that the gear pinions

and clutches run in an oil bath.

A New Machine.
The W.D. motor cycle, which made its

first public appearance at the Show, is

furnished with a very complete forced

feed system which operates as follows

;

Fig. 13.—The W.D. oil pressiire gauge.

The crank chamber is cast in one with a

large oil sump holding sufficient for about
200 miles. In the base of this sump is an
Albany type pump, which is driven by
.skew gearing froiu an extension of the
timing pinions. From tliis pump oil, after

passing through a filter, proceeds to an
adjustable regulator fitted with a by-pass
valve, so that the feed of oil to the vari-

ous bearings can be adjusted with great
nicety. From this point the oil is directed

through leads drilled in the crank chamber
walls to the two main bearings of the
crankshaft. One of the crankshaft halves

is hollow and is furnished with a duct
communicating with the big end bearing,

the crank pin being also drilled. The
connecting rod, instead of being hollow,
is fitted with a pijje which eflfects a con-
nection between the big end* and the
gudgeon pin bearings. On the pulley side

of the engine leakage of oil from the
crankshaft bearing is prevented by an oil

ring which collects any excess of lubricant

arid throws it into a gutter, whence it is

free to return to tlie sump. After leaving
the gudgeon pin the oil falls on to the
flywheels, and is thrown on to the cylin-

der walls, but not by the ordinary si>Jash

system, as the flywheels are well above
the oil level of the sump. An' auxiliary
oil tank is carried behind the saddle tube,

and is fitted with a pump by means of

which the sump can be replenis-hed.

On tlie Wooler two-stroke engine the

Fi?. 14.—Arran ement oE oil pump and sump
window on the Wooler engine.

lubrication system is as follows : A direct

acting plunger pump is screwed to the
side of the crank chamber, and is worked
by a cam on the crankshaft. This pump
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draws its oil from a deep sump fornring M
the bottom of tlie crank chamber, and

'

forces it through ducts cast in the crank
chamber walls to the piston and the hoi- .

low gudgeon pin, which, contrary to usual
practice, is loose in the piston, and is

made fast with the ends of the forked
connecting rods. Another branch of the
main oil pipe is led to such a position that
it discharges oil directly on to the big
end, when the piston is at its rearmost
dead centre. The big end is cast with a
cup which collects this oil and ensures its

getting jto the crank pin.

The Puch machine has its lubrication
arrangements on similar lines to those on
the Indian. A direct acting plunger pump
draws from the tank and delivers to the
crank chamber in which there is a circular

window so that the level of the oil can
easily be seen. This oil pump is driven
by a worm gear formed on an extension of

the skew gear driven camshaft, which
_ also drives the magneto and forms a very
compact and interesting mechanism, as
show-n in the sketch (fig. 15).

Fig. 15.—Puch mechanical oil pump.

NEXT WEEK'S WINTER
TRIALS.

Competitions arranged for next week
are almost as numerous as during tH3
summer months. The programme is aal
follows :

Tuesday a,nd Wednesday, December -

26th and 27th.—The M.C.C. winter reli-

;

ability run fo Exeter and back, starting
from the Bulstrode Hotel, adjoining -'^

Heston-Hounslow Station. at 7 p.m,

Wednesday, December 27th,—The Bir-

mingham M,C,C. open reliability trial to
York and back, starting from Corpora-
tion Street, Birmingham, at 9 a.m.

Wednesday. December 27th.—Sheffield
and Hallamshire M.C. run to Bridling-
ton and back, starting from the Town
Hall, Sheffield, on Tuesday at midnight.

Wednesday, December 27th,—Harro-
gate and District M,C,C, trial over- the
Spring Quarterly Trials course (146

miles),

Saturday, December 30th,—The North
West London M,C,C, open twelve hours'

reliability run to Gloucester and back,
starting from Jack Straw's Castle.

Hampstead Heath, at 7,15 a,m.

Saturday, December 20th,—Coventry
and Warwickshire M,C, run to Dun-
church, starting from the railway bridge,

London Road, at 3 p,m.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Saddles and Side-slip.

[6153.]—In discussing the prevention of side-slipping it

is often pointed out that wide handle-bars give the rider

increased power tu hold up his machine on greasy roads.

In my opinion the breadth and lateral rigidity of saddles

has also a marked influence in this direction. It should be

a simple matter to hinge the front end of the saddle in a

manner that would prevent twisting.
B. GRIMWOOD.

Are Provincial Shows Wanted?
[6154.]—I was glad to see letter No. 6090, and, like many

himdreds more, would welcome a Show in the North.

There are many who, even if they could afford the ordinary

return fare to London, could not get away for the time neces-

sary to see tlie Olympia vShow. The only excursion from
St. Helens was a two-day one, leaving early on Monday
morning, and that was not even advertised by the railway
company.
There are enough interested people in Liverpool and Man-

chester alone to make a success of a show, but if held in

Manchester it would be more available for the Eastern
Counties, LANCASTRIAN.

[6155.]—Why cannot manufacturers see their way to

hold a show of motor cycles in the North? I feel sure it

would prove profitable to them, despite its e.\pense. If it

pays car manufacturers to hold a show in Manchester, it

should doubly pay motor cycle makers, for as a body
motor cyclists are not so wealthy nor have as much time
as those who own cars. There are thousands in

the North who had no possible chance of attending the
Show at Olympia. I saw in your valuable paper that quite
a number of firms were crushed out at Olympia for want
of space. I feel sure that if manufacturers would only give
it a trial—if only once—they would find the results astonish
ing. Though one hears ot about six or seven firms beint;

booked up for next season, this is all the belter—there is a

chance for others, who I wish would try and get ns a show
up in the North. C. B. ROBINSON.

Straying Cattle.
[6156.]—The short paragraph in last week's issue on the

straying cattle problem reminds me of a method I put to
the test a lew weeks ago, and I feel sure if other motor
cyclists try the same remedy for straying horses they will
set much more satisfaction than any they are likely to
squeeze out of the High Court.
Of course, down here (Devonshire) we get a lot of strange

stragglers on the high road, and one afternoon I was stopped
on a hill by two horses, evidently dissatisfied with the
pastures allotted them. However, by the time I had started
again, and on the first few explosions of the engine, the
horses tore on ahead.
Being rather sick of my enforced halt, I gathered up

speed, and kept them at it until we came to a side road,
which luckily they took.

Those horses were left at least six miles from where th(-y
started, a. farewell "honk" on the exhaust whistle sending
thera UD » Devonshire lane.

I hope the owner enjoyed his walk. He does not seem
to be desirous of taking any more exercise, for when I last
passed the horses they were standing the other side of a
5ft. barbed wire fence. Good luck to him ! D.
[We cannot altogether approve of this method, as damage

mielit be done to a valuable horse for which motorists
could be held responsible.—En.]

Winter Mudguarding.
[6157.]—Mav I beg a little space in your columns to reply

to " M.D." [le'tter 6151]. In the first place " M.D." makes
a general statement that the present motor cycle cannot be
ridden for ten minutes without making its rider covered
with mud. He next says that he rides his machine ah
weathers, but has to wear so-called petticoats to keep clean.

Finally, he complains of belt slipping. The first two state-

ments I can answer in one reply.- I have ridden a motor
cycle for several years, but for the last two I have owned
a Scott. This machine is so efficiently guarded that 1

ride in all kinds of weather with absolutely no extra motor
clothing on except a top coat. Jly boots and trouser ends
seldom get more than a few spots of mud, which can be
brushed off one's boots on a door mat, leaving the rider clean

enougli for an afternon tea party. The third complaint is

simple to answer. The Scott machines have a well-guarded
chain drive.

" M.D." then gives a definition of a motor cycle up to

his ideals. Might I ask if he attended the Show? Again,
might I ask if he saw the Scott? MUDGUARDED.

Pillion Seats.

[6158.]—Being an interested reader of your valuable
journal, and noticing recent photographs of married couples
who cycle, I am sending photograph of how my fiancee and
myself ride about on my 1911 F.E. Triumph. I have
a neat seat fitted with footboard on the carrier with rail

fitted round, which makes a very comfortable seat, and it

is really surprising how the little machine will travel with

our combined twenty-two stones up. I u^e tliis machine
for business and pleasure in all weathers, and as I am a
traveller it gets many a gruelling. The F.E. cluteh I find
a great help and simply perfect in action.

TOM SNOOK.
39
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_^ Space at the Show.
[6159.]—A correspondent in your last issue, signing

himself " An Intending Exhibitor," complains of the amount
of room occupied at the Olympia Show by the offices ot

big manufacturers, and of the size of their stands. There

is, no doubt, a good deal of truth in what he says. But
what seems to me even more unjustifiable is the fact that

valuable space is allotted to certain vendors of goods which
have nothing to do with a motor cycle snow.

(Rev.) F. R. J. EASTON.
[We understand that the spaces leferred to were let on the

understanding that motor cycle or cycle goods were to be

exhibited, and we are led to believe that the same sort

of thing will not occur again.

—

Ed.]

Proposed Abolition of the Cut-out.
[5160.]—With regard to the question of silencers and

cut-outs, it seems to be taken as a foregone conclusion that

a silencer which is sufficiently closed ^ up to render the

machine really quiet must necessarily affect its efficiency.

Whilst it is not a question entirely of size, there is no doubt
that the majority of machines on the road to-day are fitted

with silencers which are very much too small for the power
of the engine, and therefore cut-outs are necessary. The
cut-out is, however, undoubtedly the cause of the prejudice

with which the average person regards the motor cycle,

and there is not the slightest reason why a machine should

not be equipped with a silencer which renders the machine
unobjectionable to other users of the road without in any
way impairing its efficiency.

Although we have been manufacturing motor cycles for

eleven years, we have never yet supplied a machine to the

public, fitted with a cut-out, and we have many instances

of machines being driven both with and without sidecars

for twenty miles on a 9 to 1 gear without the slightest

symptoms of overheating.
PHELON AND MOORE, LTD.

Ladies and the Motor Cycle.

[6161.]—I enclose photograph of myself and my 2 li.p.

Moto-Reve. I am the only lady motor cyclist in this district,

t|iough I believe there is one other in Lincolnshire. I began
motor cycling last May, and enjoy it immensely. I have
iidden many miles, but have ne\pi -ippn anolliei ladv motor

"""FT^S^W'-"'^

cyclist, though I have ho doubt many more will join the ranks

before another season. If only they knew how simple it was !

Sutton Bridge, Lines. (Miss) AGNES S. HOBSON.

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.
[6162.]—With reference to the letter [No. 6139^ signed

E. P. Thomas, in your last issue, the suggestion he makes
is a perfectly feasible one, and a double-pole plug can be
made with parallel poles as shown by his diagram, but in

order to obtain sufficient insulation between the two poles

it is, unfortunately, impossible to construct such a plug to

fit the ordinary standard plug thread. -

In your footnote to Mr. Thomas's letter you mention the
possibility of using a double spark magneto, but there is

really no need to go to the expense of this, as precisely tne

same result can be obtained with an ordinary magneto and
a double-pole plug. We have on the market a well-known
patent double-pole plug which is used in exactly the same
way as your correspondent describes, two sparks being
obtained at precisely the same moment at two different

places in the cylinder from the one magneto. The insulation

difficulty is overcome by utilising pole pieces and insulators

of concentric construction ; and thus the Lodge double-pole

plug is made with the ordinary standard plug thread, and
fits every engine LODGE BROS. AND CO.
[The Lodge system was described and illustrated on March

14th, 1910.—Ed.]

Single-cylinder Machines and Sidecars.
[5153.]

— " T. 1,111" has read more into my editorially-

abbreviated letter than I intended. What I inferred was
that a 35 h.p. (so called) is not nearly as satisfactory for

sidecar work as a good 5-6 h.p. twin. The Sj h.p. cannot
possibly be equal. If geared " up " to equal speed, it cannot
climb equally. If geared " down " to climb equally, it

cannot equal sj^eed.

Put the twin in the hands of the ultra expert 3^ h.p. man,
and he could of course easily beat his own 3^ h.p. per-

formances. Hill-climbing is a question of work, power,
time, and resolves mainly into one of gear ratio. Sutton
Bank has been climbed by 3^ h.p. with sidecar and passen-
ger, and could be climbed by 1^ li.p. with sidecar and
passenger if geared low enougji.

lie route 746. I certainly do not think the. average 3^-

h.p. capable of traversing the route with sidecar and passen-
ger, even on a much lower than ordinary touring gear. On
the other hand, I by no means say the route is an impossible

,
one. However, if " T. 1,111" or others are going that way
I should be most pleased to accompany them, and hope they
will drop me a line c/o. the Editor. ' H.P.B.

M.C.C. Winter Run.
[6164.]—As there was a considerable amount of unneces-

sary inconvenience caused to many taking part in- this run
last year may I address a few, remarks to those who are
competing this year. First, with reference to the night
portion of the ride. It is very disconcerting to have another
competitor riding close up behind, especially if his lamp is

a very powerful one. ,Apart from this, there is considerable
danger to both in case the front rider suffers a skid. If you
are overtaking another competitor and wish to pass do' so
as soon as possible, but do not attempt it when negotiating
curves. After passing keep on at the same pace as when
overtaking ; at least until you have a substantial lead.

There is only one thing as bad as riding on a man's back
wheel, and that is to keep just in front of him.

Will the drivers of sidecars please remember that the solo

riders have a rough time of it in grease? It is up to them
to give as much room as possible and not cut in immedi-
ately after passins, as was so frequently done last year.

If you have to do anything to the machine, get it right
off the road and do not turn the machine round so that the
light shines in the faces of approaching competitors.
- At the controls at Salisbury and Exeter the early starters

should turn their machines round and keep them near the
entrance, to avoid having to back out through the later

arrivals. -

. Lastly, study the route cards and map carefully, and with
these few hints things should run a good deal smoother
than they did .last year. Don't ride fast where loose .atones

are about. _

"

.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Sunrising Hill and 3^ h.p. Sidecars.
[6155.]—Be '.' Observant's " letter in last week's issue with

regard to the above.
As an eye witness I can vouch for the fact that H. G.

Dixon, driving a 3^ h.p. New Hudson and sidecar, ascended

1
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Sunrising Hill in the recent Midland trial on the second round
unaided, but he walked alongside the machine for the last 100
yards on the first round. Dixon was No. 25, and followed
me round, and as I, unfortunately, failed both times I was
stuck near the top and saw him pass.

S. EODWAY, No. 21.

[6166.]—For the information of " Observant " [letter 6146],
it . was on the occasion of the P. J. Evans trophy that I

climbed Sunrising Hill with my Sj h.p. three-speed New
Hudson and sidecar with passenger.

I believe Mr. P. J. Evans, the donor of the trophy, was
observing at the hairpin corner, and Mr. G. Bell at the top,

whilst Mr. K. Clark, one of the competitors, rode up the hill

with me.
It is a pity "Observant" was only observing the first ascent

ef-the hill, when, it is true, I failed near the top, owing to a
partially choked jet, but perhaps he was like tlie gentleman
in the song, "Afraid to go home in the dark," so •did not
witness the second ascent after tea.

If he is still doubtful, I should be very pleased to make a

small sporting wager that I could repeat tlie performance.
H. G. DIXON.

Waterproof Motor Cycle Clothing.
[6167.]—I read with interest your footnote to letter No.

6144, and willingly bear with you in your statement that
competition riders generally don an oilskin when in for a
soaking, and no wonder. I have ridden in a pouring rain

(more or less) from 7.30 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. not with an oil-

skin new for the ride but with one that I had used for wild-
fowling the previous winter, and anyone who goes in for

that kind of sport will know the test waterproof clothing
has. As to the proofing chipping off, oilskins do not do
that now, as they are not made sticky, but are soft and
pliable, and ,<-old in any shade. AB 275.

[6168.]—With reference to, letter No. 6144. I quite

endorse your remarks about rubber-proofed material becom-
ing sodden after continuous rain. I am an ardent motor
cyclist, and am wearing a suit which has no rubber in it,

and I have found it takes a lot of rain to go through it.

Another advantage is that I can dry it before a fire in

about ten minutes. You cannot do this with a rubber-
proofed suit. Another point is that the material is porous,

and therefore quite healthy to wear. Motor cyclists use
their overalls in wet or fine weather, and therefore want
something suitable for both. When you are walking or

starting a motor cycle you are apt to catch the overall (at

the fastening) on the footrest, and with a rubber-proofed
garment it is ripped to the top in a second, but with the

cloth I am using I find it onlv pulls the studs undone.
IT 49.

Will the Ultra-lightweight Return ?

[6169.]—Mr. Roy Walker in your issue of November
23rd gave it a* his opinion that an ultra-lightweight would
not be worth riding if made. If by riding he means riding

at an average speed of twenty miles per hour he is,

. probably, correct, but if one be content to average twelve
miles per hour then the machine would be as "well worth
riding as the push-cycle is.

My specification for such a machine would be : strong
roadster frame, such as the Eudge-Whitworth de Luxe
roadster, l|in. tandem tyres, engine developing 1 h.p. actual,

chain drive using largest size push-cycle chains, Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear. Probably, the push-cycle gear,

which is amply strong enough for tandem work, would be
suitable. The gears, with ratios 8, 10, and 13^ to 1. would give,

using 28in. wheels, and with engine speed 1.500 revs, per

minute, speeds of sixteen, twelve and a half, and nine miles

per hoar.
It would be interesting if the Sturmey-Archer Company

could tell us if their push-cycle gear would stand up to

the work ; the gear would have to be made without a free-

wheel, or a special starting gear like that used on the early

Humber machines, would be required.

J. HART-SMITH.
[Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., evidently do not consider their

push-cycle gear suitable even for an ultra-lightweight, as
" they have brought out a three-speed motor cycle gear for

lightweights.

—

Ed. ]
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A Sctoolboy's First Tour.
[6170. ]—I notice in your last issue an account of a boy

riding a distance of 190 miles in one day. During the summer
"ly boy, who is fifteen years of age, rode from Edinburgh
to Bridlington, a distance of 264 miles according to the
Cower speedometer, in one day. We left Edinburgh at 8
a.m. and reached Bridlington at 9.30 p.m., he on a light-
weight Humber (2 h.p.). A.N.C.

Lubricating Pumps.
[6171.]—With reference to the lubricator illustrated in

your last issue as introduced by Mr. Sarolea, I would like

to point out that this is just my " tapless pump," designed
and piit on the market by me in 1908. The details are just
a replica of this with the exception that the discharge hole
in the plat-e is elongated into a slot and a pointer fixed to
the handle.
Any of my tapless pumps will act in the same way if the

discharge is only turned partly on. As we have been experi-.
menting on the same lines for some time, but were not
sufficiently satisfiel with the device in this stage of progress
to market it, I am advising you so that I may not find myself
in the position of being accused of copying one of my own
devices a little later on, an occurrence not unknown to me:

A. C. DAVISON.

Petrol Charges in Oxford.
[6172.]—I see " Oxonienists " in letter No. 6147 com-

plains of the high price of petrol in Oxford. It may be
interesting to know that in Cambridge this term I have fre-

quently paid Is. 4d. for Shell, and the minimum has been
Is. 3d. for Pratt's. It is a well-known fact that
fancy prices exist for many things in the Universities.
and it would be interesting if you would let us know
the standard price of petrol in ix)ndon and other towns
during the last three months. CANTABRIGIENSIS.
[The price of petrol in London i.s published every week in

our sister publication The Autvcar. The price has been
1.*. 2id. for several weeks. The fact that both University
towns are far from a distributing centre may account for
the comparatively high prices.—En. ]

Carbon Deposits.
[6173.]—I see that a correspondent, writing under the

name of "Archibald," thinks that he has scored off Mr. W.
Elder. Perhaps he does not realise that the results of Mr.
Elder's analvsis are just what might be expected in vegetable
ash.. Any of your readers with a slight knowledge of chemistry
and an hour to spare could demonstrate the presence of these
substances in his tobacco ash. " Archibald " had better be
more certain of his facts before next making a public exhibi-
tion of his foolishness and discoiutesy. R. FISHER.

[6174.]—I am quite sure you do not intend your columns
to be utilised for the exploiting of despicable practical joking
of the type of which " Archibald " appears so proud.
Very probably Mr. Elder, as a professional man, is fairlv

fully employed. Notwithstanding this he has offered, in the
interests of motor cychsts in general, to devote his expert
knowledge to the solution of a matter which has considerable
bearing on the design and efficiency of motors.

It may probably be instr-uctive to " Archibald " to learn
that the analysis which Mr. "Elder sent is exactly what one
would expect to find as the deposit resulting from the slow
distillation of many vegetable products.
Tobacco is well-known to contain a very large proportion

of volatile oil, and almost any plant wUl be found in its

own tissues to contain aU the ingredients detailed by Mr.
Elder in his analysis.

His deduction that these mineral matters, silica, ferric

oxide, alumina, lime, etc., constitute road dust, is only
natural, seeing that he has been misled by the implied state-

ment that the deposit was from the cylinder of a motor
engine. He is therefore perfectly justified in his remark
that the material might be considered to be road matt-er.

I feel so much Sympathy with Mr. Elder in the matter
that I have trespassed on your space to this e.xtent, and I

am quite confident the disgust I feel in regard to this

despicable trick is shared by the average motor cyclist, who,
I am sure, will equally resent the misuse of the pages which
you so kindly place at our disoosal in the interests of the
pa.stime and "industry.

"

H. .1. POOLEY.
BI3
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Lubrication Systems.
[5175. ]—=! read the ai-ticle in iiie last issue on lubrication

(vith the greatest interest, and in reading it it has occurred

to me that the idea of regulating the oil supply to engine
requirements could also be effected where the lubrication is

automatically forced to the engine by a spring " pushing on
the plunger of an ordinary oil pump. I would like to

suggest that there is probably no insuperable difficulty in

connectmg up the throttle with a by-pass from the pump,
so that, as the throttle is shut down, superfluous oil is passed

back to the oil tank. The automatic plunger pump has the

disadvantage of depending on the carefulness of the rider,

but it has the advantage of simplicity. Some may object to

a spring action instead of a positive action, but so long as

they employ engines with spring worked valves, moving
500 to 1,000 times in a minute, I do not see that they can
logically object to a mechanism in which a spring is com-
pressed to the full, say every twenty minutes. A.B.
[The suggested idea has been used for months on racing

machines, but not inter-connected with the throttle.

—

Ed.]

A Motor Cyclist Over Seventy Years oJ Age.
[6176.]—As the summer is past and races and nill-climbs

are quiet, perhaps it would interest some of your readers

(especially those who wrote congratulating me a year ago on
taking to a motor cycle at my age) to know that I am still

riding and have had a good year, my mileage reaching 10,000,

and if, I had the leisure it would be double. I changed my
single-geared Douglas for one of lower build, as I am short

in the leg, and tried a two-speeder with gears 5 and 8, and
found it hrst rate. I am now changing for one of the Douglas
latest models, and placed the first order given in the Show
with the Colmore people, who always treat me well, and am
promised early delivery. I have not ridden for a year without
meeting some difficulties. Once the engine went wrong, but

I was near a railway station, and got home without trouble.

Another time, half way between Bridgnorth and Cleobury
Mortimer, and in the middle of a steep hill, a large nail

made four punctures, and, in putting two large patches on, I

left one hole uncovered. I thought then I was certainly

stuck up for the night, seven miles from any station. As I

never have a companion or stay away from home at night,

my anticipations were decidedly depressing. However, I had
another try, and faced the difficulty to get going on a stiff

hill. I ran, but the engine would not fire. I tried again,

when it fired and stopped, and my wind stopped, too. After
a rest, and cleaning the jet with a bit of thin wire, with a
run and a strong heave it fired all right, and I reached home
before lighting up time.

Once the exhaust lifter wire broke two miles from Lich

field. I was in trouble then, but another motor cyclist came
along who had ridden some of the early makes ; he knew
what the trouble was and how to mend it. He said, " Can
you ride with throttle control only?" Yes, I could. "Get
on then and pedal hard while I push.". In ten minutes I
was in the garage. My gratitude to that motor cyclist is

great. Punctures I have got used to, having had twenty in

the year. Once a cow suddenly came out of a field and
knocked me into a ditch with cycle on top ; once I skidded
on the tramlines and hurt my leg a little; and I had other
mishaps which make up the harmony of every cyclist's life.

Still, I say, though time is getting short with me, I am
looking forward to the pleasantest year of my life. My motor
bicyclr. and II And I hope that many who in life are tired

and dull will try the new and safe sensation of motor cycling.

Wishing you a happy Christmas. THOS. ABLE.

Touring in Sotith-west. Wales
[6177.]—I am sorry I caused Mr. iivans s " hair to rise"

by my letter. He writes about the Llanybyther-Llansawel Road,
which is a good main road, and well within the powers of

his 4 h.p. Stevens. I wrote about the mountain road from
New Inn, via Bryn Llwelvn—the " New Quay Road," as

the mountain signposts describe it. I am satisfied that no
single-geared machine could be ridden across this road in

the condition it was in three months ago, unless the machine
was geared about 8 to 1, for the simple reason that the
lider would not be able to steer and keep his seat at the
speed it would have to be driven, with a standard gear.

I expect that I am as well acquainted with the roads of

Wales as Mr. Evans is. I am a Welshman, " whateffer "
!

In reply to Mr. Robbins, my point was that, when tour-

ing, one does not expect to stop at the foot of a steep hill

to cool the engine. Why do so in a "trial," which is, I take
it, supposed to find out the best t-oiu'ing machine ?

E{ your footnote to letter 5144, my e.xperience agrees with
yours. Rubber-proofed suits will keep rain out for two or

three hours ; after that, one becomes damp, especially about
the knees. Oilskins, though uncomfortable, unsightlj', and
unhygienic, are the only garments I have found to keep
one dry, when out all day long in the rain. BD 50.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will the motor cyclist who lent a T.T. Norton rider a new

Reliance plug, on the Birmingham-Bristol Road, on the 4th
inst.

,
please communicate with R. E. L. Saunders, c/o the

editor ?

"J.W.J." points out that the A.I. , mud screen is an
excellent device not mentioned in the article " Mudguarding,"
published in the issue of December 7th.
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Winter Hill-climb.

IT
was indeed a merry party which left the shores of

dear old England on Saturday last to participate,

either as competitors or spectators, in the A.C.C.

de France hill-climb at Gometz-le-Chatel. The 2.20

express from Charing Cross was as crowded as ever ;

people fought for places which were far outnumbered
by their applicants. Twelve seats were engaged by

the Royal Automobile Club Touring Department for

the Auto Cycle Union, but six other members availed

themselves of the cheap tickets, and disposed them-

selves as best thev could in the train. W. Cooper
left his Bradbury sidecar behind, as the price of the

freight frightened him. F. W. Barnes, however, took

his Zenith sidecar and represented the English pas-

senger motor cycles. Among the passengers the train

w-as taking to the sunny Riviera and to the glistening

Alps, not a happier party could be found than the

A.C.U. members, who were out to show their French
confreres in the sport what their British-built macliines

could do.

The first part of the journey was soon over, and
then came the sea crossing. The motor cycles,

handled mainly by the competitors themselves, were
stowed aboard the ss. Empresis, and a good crossing

was enjoyed.

On French Soil.
At Boulogne there was somewhat of a rush. There

are two trains by this service, the Rapide, which is

due in Paris at 9.16, and another which does not

arrive till 11.25 P-m. All the party were naturally

anxious to travel by the former. Each man, therefore,

flew to his mount, all helped one another with a will,

and in less time than one can imagine the red Indian,

the ruddy-hued Matchless machines brought by Carter,

Witham, and Web.ster, the green-tanked Rudges nf

Gibson and Spencer, Cooper's Bradbury, and
McMinnies' Triumph were bundled into the doiuine, to

the consternation of the Customs officials, who were
asked to be good enough to pass them, as everyone

wanted to be off. The doimniers threw up their

hands and said, "Impossible/ " but Major Stevens's

man, the R.A.C. agent, talked to them persuasively,

and the international pass question was put off till

Paris w'as reached.

The machines were put in the van, the whistle and
the tin trumpet gave their old familiar notes, and we
were off—off to gay Paris. One man alone was un-

happy, and that was Barnes, whose machixie was miss-

ing at Folkestone, but on being told not to worrv% but

to wait and see, he calmed down somewhat.

A Little Difference of Opinion.
Then one member of the party who knew the book

of the wtards, gently told the others that their tickets

were not available by the Rapide, and an official of

the Northern Railway quickly confirmed his state-ment.

The party pretended for the time being that thev knew
no French, but were toldthat the official said, "Very
well, then, out you net at Abbeville." Then came the

guard and the interpreter of the party—the latter on
this occasion chanced to be ourselves—-and we were
hard put to it for ten minutes. " Nineteen francs each
to pay," said the guard, and matters looked truly

serious. Happily, a letter from the R.A.C. Touring
Department was produced, telling us that a supple-

ment of 6 francs 25 c. each w^ould suffice, and, to make
a long story short, it worked. The guard got a httle

jioiirhoire on each excess fare, and left our compart-
ments a deal happier man than when he entered them.

At the Gare du Nord, Messieurs Debailly (presi-

dent), Cheilus (vice-president), Robert Lecomte, and
Gream Fenton, of the Auto Cycle Club de France, met
the competitors, and rendered them valuable assist-

ance, and while we went ahead and engaged the rooms
at the Hotel des Colonies, the machines weje taken

off the train, and, as the customs examination was
of the scantiest, the men were soon pushing their

mounts, among wiiich was Barnes's missing Zenith

and sidecar, towards the hotel.

The Day of the Competition.
As the party had to be early away in the morning,

and so much had to be seen in such a very short time,

several members had little rest. We were all up at

5.15 a.m., and just on six were on the way to the

Luxembourg Station, under the able guidance of

Gream Fenton.
The I in 20 gradient in the Boulevard St. Michel,

just before the station was reached, proved quite

enough for the majority, especially after their pre-

vious exertions, and on arriving at the station their

tempers were not improved on being told that they

would have to push to the .second station dowm the

line, as the machines could not be taken on board at

the terminus. Eventually we were all en voitvre, and
a start was made for Orsay,. the nearest station foi

Gometz, which was reached in about an hour, and,

getting petrol in the town, the men were soon e/i route

for the hill, four kilometres aw-ay. Greatly to their

surprise they found the hill was practically the main
street of the ullage. Imagine it, good readers ! A
hill-climb in a village, in a ten kilometre limit (6

m.p.h.), including a cross road danger sign. Believe,

if you can, that a Paris street sweeper with gaily

revolving brush removed all the grease possible just

before the start, and picture to yourself the gendarmes,

the Garde Champetre, and other officials of the

Government calmly looking 011 in a spirit of

caimiraderie almost incomprehensible to the English

mind.

GometE-sur-le-Chatel is a picturesque village, the

predominant feature of which is the old ehairch, a

noble pile standing on the hill, from -whose summit
-the whole of the absolutely, straight course pnd a

pretty rural scene could be discerned, bathed in

brilliant, sunshine.

At the foot of the hill MM. Bardin aiidPlasolles

looked after the sealing, MM. Biiissard and Migault

BI5
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French' Winter Hill-climb.—
(treasurer of the A.C.F.) officiated at the start, while

M. Bazin took the times at the foot, and M. Carpe
officiated in a similar capacity at the finish.

Preliminary Canters.
Incidents during the preliminary preparations were

fairly frequent. McMinnies and Spencer opened the

ball by riding up the hill on the wrong side of the

road, and a smash-up was narrowly averted. Moor-
tiouse went up like a rocket, and returned to the foot

'

covered with mud, and well-nigh unrecognisable.

His front mlidguard had been omitted, and a jury-

rigged affair had hastily to be improvised. The
English riders created an impression at once.
" Itegardtz, les Anglais. Qu'ils sont fantastiques, ces

gens-la! " enthusiastically ejaculated a spectator.

Among the French machines was an old International

Cup Peugeot racer and a four-cylindered Rene-
Gillett (two pairs of V twin cylinders opposed).

The ignition was by accumulator and two con-

tact-breakers. The carburetter was a Claudel-

Hobson, the transmission by two belts, and the bore

and stroke 90 x 100 mm. This machine, however,

was totally unable to attain any speed, chiefly through

misfiring.

The course was eighty feet short of half a mile,

and the gradient, which was almost entirely without

variation, about i in 12^4

.

There was some delay at the start, which did not'

take place till forty minutes after the advertised,

time, and when all was ready at the summit the

officials were exercised in their minds .as to how to

communicate the good news to those at the foot.

"Has anyone a revolver?" said an official. M.
Carpe was ready in an instant, and drawing a weapon
fired a shot. "Encore/ " shp-uted the crowd, and
four more shots were fired, but the desired result

was not obtained, and a car had finally to be sent.

The crowd was enthusiastic and generous to the

English, and one of its members, a soldief of the

31st Regiment of Infantry, held in his hand a copy
of The Motor Cycle.

Th'i Results. ~

1.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
Class I.—225 c.c.

Brunet (Griffon) .. 3m. 0^3.

1.

2.

0.

Class 11.-300 c.c.

Canale (Alcyon)

JJacier (Alcyon)
Grapperon (Alcyon)

'

40s.

43is.

48is.

1.

2.

3.

Class III.—400 c.c.

Pean (Peugeot)
LacroLs: (Peugeot)

Ballot (N.S.U.)

47s.
48is.

54-Ls.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES (Maximum Bore 90 mm.).
Class I.

1. Rivierre (Mototri-Contal) Im. 53^s.

2. Dubois (Mototri-Contal) 2m.' 3s.

SUCCESSFUL COMPETITORS IN THE FRENCH WINTER HILL-CLIMB.

(1) tanale (Alcyon), winner of the SOO c.c. class. (2) Pean (twin Peugeot), first in me class tor 400 c.c. engines. (3) W. G. McMinnies (TriumpM),

first in the 500 c.c. class. (4) A. J. Moorhouse (7 h.p. Indian), second fastest time of the day. (5) W. H. Bashall (8 h.p. Matchless-Jap), winner

of three classes and fastest time of the day.

I
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french Winter Hill-elimb.—
VO1T0BETTES, Class I.

—

Sincle-ctlinder tip to 90 mm.
1. Dupre (La Ponette) / Im. 26-^s.

2. Peltier (Cohendet) Ira. Sbfs.

3. Guerry (GueiTy-Bourgignon) ... ... Im. 403.

VoiTURBTiES, Class II.—FouR-CTLOfDEH up to 65 mm.
1. Granvaud [La Ponette)... ... ... SSfs.
2. I'ort (Ronteix) 2m. 2s.

VOIT0RETTES, ClASS III. Ol'EX.

1. Bourbeau (Bedelia) 44i,s.

2. Goudert (Lurquin-Coudert) 2m. 23|s.

Class IV.—£00 c.c.

1. McMinnie.s (T.T. Triumph) 32is.
2. Gibson (E,udge) ... 24s.

3. Gabriel (Triumph) 59|s.

4. Spencer (Rudge) 43|s.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES.
Class li.—Unlimited.

1. Barnes (Zenith-Gradua) 43is.
2. Rayer (Rene Gillet) 493.

3. Sandfort (Rene Gillet) Ini. Is.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
Class V.—Unlimited.

1. W. H. Bashall (Matchless) 28;.*

2. Moorhouse (Indian) ... ... ... 28|s.

3. Barnes (Zenitii) 30|s.

4. McMinnies (Triumph) 31|s.

5. Pean (Peugeot) ?2?s.

6. Gibson (Rudge) 34s.

7. Naas (Griffon) 37^s.

8. Thery (Rene-Gillet) 39is.

Q f Meuriot (Rene-Gillet) \«,i
^•(Spencer (Rudge) /^*=^-

11. Cooper (Bradbury) 43|s.

•Fastest time of day.

Am-ateub Class.
1. Bashall (Matchless) 28s.

2. Moorhouse (Indian) 285S.

3. McMinnies (T.T. Triumph) 33s.

4 Guillon 35-I3.

In the general classification the positions in Class V.

were repeated.

Some RemarKs on the Competition.

The French machines were far and away behind

the English, which is not surprising, since the indus-

try is just arising from a lethargic state. The
organisation was also a little inferior, as the A.C.C.F.
has not held a purely motor cycle Kill-climb for four

years. The Frenchmen, however, ' behaved in a

thoroughly sportsmanlike manner, and took their

>—

>

beating like sportsmen. Canale, the Alcyon rider,

the winner of Class II., rode in the T.T. Race this

year. Spencer's machine was off colour, as the

carburetter was starved. Rivierre (Mototri-Contal)

competed in the A.C.U. trials of 1905. To W. H.
Bashall, it will be seen, belongs the honour of

making the fastist time of the day, while Moorhouse,
who was only %s. behind, pressed him very hard.

Reviewing the wins, it will be noticed that Class I

fell to that well-known French make the Griffon, the

Alcyon—so successful both in England and France—

•

won Class II., and the famous Lurquin-Coudert won
Class III. In Class I. of the passenger machines our
old friend M. Contal deserves congratulations. Classes

I. and II. of the voiturettes were won by the La
Ponette, lately described in these pages, while Class

III. of this category was won by the Bedelia, guided

by its designer, M. Bourbeau.
Now we come to the British wins. Class IV. was

won by McMinnies (Triumpn), the passenger Class II.

was won by Barnes (Zenith-Gradua), the like of whose
sidecar machine, to iudge by the critical examination
it received, had never been seen before in France.

Class V. was w'on by Bashall, whose Matchless this

time gained a glorious victory', witli Moorhouse
(Indian) second. The amateur class resulted in the

same way.
Turning the Tables.

The whole trip has been an unqualified success. The
Frenchmen, who on the occasion of the last Interna-

tional Cup Race in France, beat the English, though
they themselves were conquered by the Austrians,

have been vanquished by us on their own ground. Their
defeat, however, will, we trust, have a beneficial effect,

as, since they are a fighting nation, it will give them
an incentive to do greater deeds, and next time we
hope to meet them on more even terms. This week
end trip, in the running and organisation of which the

A.C.U. has taken such a prominent part, has done
much good ; it has opened the eyes of many prominent
English riders, and has again, helped to . revive inter-

national competition; while it, may do more, namely,

rouse the motor cycle industry in France from the

lethargy into which it has fallen.

SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C.

TWO-DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.
The annual reliability trial for the " Sutton " Challenge

Cup and gold medals was held on Saturday and Sunday last.

The weather on both days was terrible, and the muddy state

of the roads made it a most difficult task to hold the machine
up. At Tamworth the river had overflowed and covered the

whole of the road for about fifty yards with water nearly a

foot deep. This had to be ploughed through on all three

circuits, and was the means of spoiling several non-stop runs.

Only seven of the thirty competitors finished the whole

course, and these must be congratulated on their really fine

performances. The winner of the cup and Murratti
" Ariston " Trophy was to be decided at a meeting last

eveninET 'Wednesday), and will be announced in our next issue.

List of survivors :

J. J. Woodgate (4 Singer)

H. Pickering (2^ A.J.S.)

W. H. Sheldon (3i Regal-
Precision)

F. A. MciNab [i.-^ Trump-Jap)
W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)'
T. Pollock (3i James)
H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-

Precision)

Thanks are due to the hard-worked officials, including

Messrs. Alec Ross, P. Mosedale, Gordon Owen, R. Duke, R.

Collins, Howard Smith, S. Rowlandson, W. Busby, and W.
Gilbert. Mr. James St. John was the trials hon. secretary.

LONDON-GLOUCESTER AND BACK.
Below we give the entries to date for the N.W. Iiondon

M.C.C. open reliability trial to Gloucester and back by
way of Birdlip on Saturday, 30th inst.

F. Applebee (3i Scott)

R. Lord (Rex Sidette)

J. Hilyer (3i Premier)
Eric Rose (3^ Triumph)
E. Laurence (3^ Triumph)
J. W. Thomas (2^ Douglas)
Frank Thomas (5 G.O.K.)
F. W. Applebee (2 Centaur)
E. Pither (3i Rndge)
D. Berne (3^ N.S.U.)
E. G. Westacott (3^ Zenith)

H. J. Poolev m Premier)

R. L. Printz (5 B.A.T.)
Rex G. Mundy (3^. Singer)

Glynn Eowden (3i Triumph)
D. Grey Blakey (3^ Quad-

rant)

E. Gwynne (3^ Triumph)
E. Pond m Rudge)
W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
W. Oldman (8 Bat)
H. C. .Mills {3i Premier)
Hal Hill (3^ Centaur)
R. Scott (3i Triumph)
O. Hints .Jap-G.N.)
A. E. Hawkis (2i A.J.S.)
H. H. Berlandina (3^ P.
and M.)
Entries definitely close to-morrow (Friday).

The start of this trial is at 7.15 a.m. from Jack Straw's

Castle, Hampstead Heath, and the route is via Stanmore,
Pinner, Rickmansworth, Amersham, High Wycombe, Oxford,

Faringdon, Cirencester, Birdlip, and Gloucester, returning

by the same route, the first pair being timed away from
Gloucester at 2.2 p.m.
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SEASONABLE ARTICLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS.

ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABIUTY TRIAL.

FRENCH WINTER HllL-CLIMB
(Illustrated).

To Our Readers.

The Editor and staff of this journal
seize this fitting opportunity of wishing
all readers at home and abroad " A
Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New
Year."

English Motor Cyclists in France.

It was W. Cooper who first arranged
with McMinnies to go over to the Auto
Cycle Club de France winter hill-climb,

the classes and details of which had
appeared in The. Motor Cycle Show
Report Number. There the matter
rested until the M.C.C. dinner, when
Cooper mentioned it to several well-

known riders as well as to ourselves,

and the party was soon increased to half

a dozen. In the end seventeen journeyed
to Gometz-le-Ch;itel, and their bag of

five firsts is a proof of the efficiency of

the English-built motor cycle. In the
unlimited or open class, riders of English
machines occupied the first four places.

Through French Spectacles.

In its description of the hill-climb held

at Gometz-le-Chatel last Sunday, one of

the French sporting daiUes says :
" The

English team, which arrived with perfectly

tuned engines possessed of remarkable
speed and power, made an extraordinary
impression. This team won on general

classification, its members being first,

second, third, and fourth ; it also won
several other classes, and a member made
fastest time of the day. All tliis because
England has never allowed the sport and
industry to decline." The same paper
says.: "If our compatriots respond to the

impetus which they have received, an
international contest next year would prove
interesting. This year's event has only
proved our inferiority, which, however, we
hope will be only momentary." We echo
our contemporary's wish ; nothing would
please us more than to see a well contested
match, say, at Brooklands." French riders

would do well ix) bear in mind that our Six
Days' Trials and Tourist Trophy Races are
always open to them.

The Future of International Competitions.

Now the visit of an English team to

France to take part in a hill-climb has
been so successful, there was much talk

of the French club sending a team to

meet the English riders on a well-known
hill near London, while several

suggestions were made as to holding the

T.T. Race in France next year. Quite

a happy idea was that of organising a
hill-climb at Gaillon which is so near
Dieppe. It can be reached from there in

two hours by. road which would save

Bi8

much expense and be more pleasant for

the competitors. There was also talk of

issuing an invitation to English riders to

take part in a tour in, say, the Loire

Valley at Easter. Everywhere we were
received with warmth and hospitality.

Sixty-two m.p.h. through the Mud.

W. H. Bashall who made fastest time

in the French hill-climb last Saturday,

averaged a- speed of just over sixty-two

miles per hour on his belt-driven over-

head valve Match! ess-Jap. A. J. Moor-
house on the big Indian was very little

slower. It^ should be borne in mind
that the road surface was heavy, and
had merely been scraped of mud.

An Important Judgment.

At the Shrewsbury County Court last

week. His Honour Judge Harris Lea had
to decide for the first time in the courts,

whether leaving a bicycle against a

kerb was or was not an act of negligence.

The case arose out of an action for

damages brought by a livery stables pro-

prietor whose horse had been frightened

by a bicycle, which had been left against

tire kerb by a boy, falling over and so

startling the horse, which sprang suddenly
to one side and in so doing broke a bone
in its leg. Eventually the animal had
to be slaughtered. The judge decided
that it was not negligence to lea\'e a
bicycle against the kerb.

The London-Exeter Winter Enn.
The list of entries for the M.C.C.

London-Exeter London winter run closed

with a total of 119, composed of three-"

cars, forty-five passenger motor cycles, .;

and seventy-one motor bicycles. The
unlucky number thirteen falls to W. T. W.
Wartnaby, the designer of the new W.D.
motor bicycle which is to make its initial

appearance in this trial. The engine, it

will be remembered, has forced lubrica-

tion to all bearings.

Late entries were :

F. Begley (5 Matchless).

C. M. Webster (8 Matchless and sc.)

E. J. Webster (8 Matchless and sc.)

P. G. E. James (8 Chater-Lea and sc.)

H. C. GrifSn (8 Bat-Bondex and sc.)

F. C. North (3i Ariel).

H. Johnson (Triumph)

I

FRENCH WINTER HILL-CLIMB ipages 1401-1403).

F. W. Barnes (Zeniti-Gradua sidecar), who, as is his wont, headed the list of passenger motor cycle riders,

beating the next competitor by 65 sees.
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Another Motor Cycle Stolen.

A 6 h.p. twin a.o.i.v. Jap with B. and
B. carburetter and accumulator ignition
was stolen from Hornsey Road, London,
N., on the night of the 13th inst. It is the
property of P. S. Burnay, and any reader
who is offered this machine should notify
the Hornsey Road police station.

English-Ihitch Reliability Trial.

A sporting reliability trial between
mixed teams of amateurs and trade riders
is being organised by the Dutch M.C.C. for

August Bank Holiday, 1912. The regula-
tions are published on page 1388. British
riders' entries may now be forwarded
to The Motor Cycle.

A Novel Event.

An A.C.U. permit has been granted
to the Herts County A.C. to hold an
open motor cycle reliability trial on
January 20th. The distance will be
about 100 miles. There will be a fast

hill-climb, a slow hill-climb, and a speed-
judging contest (competitors will have to

cover a certain section at 10 m.p.h. on
their own estimation).

Yankee Journalistic Methods.

There is an American pajier named
Motor Cycling which makes a practice

01 reproducing sketches from The Motor
Cycle, and paraphrasing the matter

.

accompanying them without the slightest

acknowledgment ot the source from which
the drawings or matter were obtained.

Even if it were our policy to do so we
could not return the compliment by copy-

ing American drawings, as those of the

paper in question are much too poor to

ever find a place in thess cohimns.

How he got his Own Back.

A motorist was caught in a police trap

ill a fashionable part of London recently—

-

a fact which greatly aroused his ire, and
caused him to ponder over the matter
deeply. The result of tliese deliberations

led him to hit upon a plan. In the course

of his walks during the next few days
he kept his eyes wide open and took the

number of every policeman who gossiped,

as the best behaved policeman will do, with
the fair denizens of the nursery and area.

Well-nigh 100 poor bobbies were caught
in the act, their leave was stopped, and
now they swear to catch the informer if

he drives at but 20.1 m.p.h

A Motor Cyclist's Successful Appeal.

The bill of suspension in the case in

which F. K. Dickson, of Mauchline, .was

fined £2 10s. for driving a motor cycle at

a speed exceeding 10 m.p.h. at Crooked-
holm, Kilmarnock, was heard at Edin-
burgh last Thursday—the Lord Justice-

Clerk, Lord Dundas, and Lord Guthrie on
the bench. Defendant was tried by
Sheriff-substitute Mackenzie on October
13th, and he contended that the conviction

should be set" aside on the ground of its

illegality, as he received no warning of

the intended prosecution. Furthermore,
the method adopted of ascertaining the

Speed of the motor cycle was absolutely

unreliable, and the only evidence was tliat

fif the two constables. The Lord Justice-

Clerk, in giving judgment, said the system
^ adopted in ascertaining the speed was a
bad system, and a better could easily be
obtained. With regard to the point in

this case, he was of opinion that tlie con-
viction could not stand. The conviction
was therefore quashed, with expenses.

Ancient Machines in the Winter Runs.

Hal Hill—well known as a Bat-Jap
owner—is one of the entrants for the
Gloucester run, and will ride a 3-^ h.p.

Centaur which he describes as old, aged,
decrepit, and infirm. The reason for this
" departure from standard " is that he is

tired of competing in trials on machines
that, bar accidents, cannot fail to get
through, so he is trying his luck with his

"extra special IJ cat power 'bus, which
has chain drive and no puff at all." We
admire his sporting proclivities.

Dec. 26-27.—M.C.C. Winter Reliability

Run to Exeter and back.

„ 27.—Birmingham M.C.C, Open Trial

to York and back.

,, 30,—North West London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours' Winter Trial

iyi2. to Gloucester and back.

Jan. 20.—Herts. County M.C.C, Open
Trial.

20—.\.C.LJ. ."Vnnual Dinner.

Mar. 2.—Auto Cycle Union Open One
Day Trial.

, 23.—n.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 30.—Derby and District M.C.C.Open
Hill-climb.

Proposed Track ior the Midlands.

The latest information regarding the
proposed two-lap racing track to be built
in the Slidlands is that Mr. F. A.
McNab, the originator of the project,
e.Kpects to be in a position in a week or
two to float a company to acquire the
land and build the track. A site has
been selected which can be secured at
a reasonable cost. Readers of this
journal who wish to become financially
interested in the flotation should com-
municate with ^Ir. McNab, cfo Trump
lAIotors. Ltd., 36, John Bright Street,
Birmingham.

Accident to a Well-known Rider.

H. H. Bowen was motor cycling on
the Kenilworth Road, near Coventry, on
Tuesday evening last week when he ran
into the back of a cart which, it is

alleged, had no rear light. Bowen was
unconscious of the presence of the cart

until he almost caught it up, when h«
immediately swung aside, but unfortu-

nately caught the hub cap with his

knee, the forco of the impact being
sufficient to knock the hub cap flat. He
suffered a broken leg, and was conveyed
to the Coventry and Warwickshire
Hospital in a car, and we are glad to say

is progressing favourably. Strangely
enough, his Rudge was hardly damaged.

Taunton, Next Year's Six Days' Trials

Centre.

An invitation has been received from
the Taunton and District Motor C.vcle

Club to hold the Six Days' Trials in the
neighbourhood of Taunton This town, on
accouut of its position at the entrance to

the difficult country in the West of

England, its pioxi-nity to Ilfracombe,
Lynmouth, Davvlish, Torquay, and other
well-lriow.i West-country seaside resorts,

and the c.vcellent hotel accommodation it

possesses, lends itself admirably as a
centre. The JIayor of Taunton and
several prominent local residents have
offered prizes to be awarded in the con-

test, while promise of every assistance
has been received from the Taunton club
and its captain, who is the district sur-

veyor, and whose Imowledge of the roads
is, in consequence, considerable. The
Competitions Committee of the A.C.U.
has therefore recommended the General
Committee to accept this invitation.

Stolen Machine.

The Bradbury machine referred to in

the pai-agraph on page 1375 last week as
having been obtained under false pre-

tences bears the number 33293 stamped
on the seat pillar lug.

EN BOUTE FOR THE GOMETZ-LE-CHATEL HILL-CLIMB.

Some members of the A.C.U. party ot motor cyclists photographed at ChariBg Cross Station on Saturday
afternoon Setore leaving for Paris—Messrs. Cooper, Carter, Witham, and C. and E. Wel)Ster.

319
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and

Theatricals.

IT
is well known that motor cycles are largely used

by members of the theatrical profession, and the

pastime is growing so _ much in favour that the

George Edwardes IMotor Cycle Club is now an actuality.

True, the members number but five at present—four

active riding members and one hon. member of -the

gentler sex, who rides in a sidecar attached to her

husband's Rex.
Recently, a motor cyclist contributor, who has a

friend taking the part of Prince Danilo in " The
Merry Widow " touring company, hied himself to the

stage door to talk over motor cycle matters with this

friend, but a surprise was in store for him, for he

was introduced to all the members of this active

band. The rules of the club are few and far between
;

to become a member, you must be a motor cyclist

and attached to one of George Edwardes's companies
in some capacity or other. It would be difficult indeed

to find a more enthusiastic set of all-weather long-

distance riders than the members of this club. Our
representative's gleanings from each are interesting

enough to warrant publication, and we hope
they may be the means of introducing the pastime to

other members of the theatrical profession wh(3 niay

be hesitating before making the final plunge.

The Prince's Hobbies.

Mr. J. Warren Foster, who takes the part of Prince

Danilo, says :
" Since I was ' weedled ' on to a motor

cycle some twelve months ago, golf, my former hobby,

has beep neglected. My first ride was for forty odd
miles, and during the run the route lay through Man-
chester. I managed all right, but was somewhat scared

with tramlines and traffic. I subsequently purchased

a Triumph, which I used with a sidecar, and it did

remarkably well, but I consider a run from Burnley
to Skipton took the biscuit. We were finishing the

tour at Burnley, and it was necessary that two of us

should be in London early next day, so, after the

show and a good supper, we set off from Burnley at

1 2. 20 a.m. to catch the 1.12 express to town at

Skipton, twenty miles away. I carried my passenger

on the carrier (the first time I had ever attempted

such a thing) ; he was enveloped in two big overcoats

and carrying a large parcel. The night was pitch

dark, and we had to negotiate eight miles of tram-

lines. Opening the throttle,, we went for all we were
worth, round corners as if the old man called Harry
was after us. Neither he nor I really enjoyed the

ride, but it had to be done, and done it was, but

only just. On wheeling the machine into the station,

I noticed one of the stays of the carrier had bent

and was nearly rubbed through by the belt rim. What

would have happened if the carrier had broken?

Recently I purchased a 3^^ h.p. three-speed New
Hudson, and after doing close on 2,000 miles I am
more delighted with motor cycling than ever. Nowa-
days, be the weather .what it may, all my journeys

from town to town are carried out on my machine.

The distances to be usually covered are between 100

and 200 miles ; my longest day's ride, accomplished

on a Sunday, ^ was from Exeter to Land's End and
then back to Torquay. As regards the health ques-

tion, I can truly say that since taking up this sport

I have felt quite another man, and should I wake up
in a morning feeling somewhat seedy, it only r-equires

a couple of hours on my machine to put me right once
more."

The Ambassador's Adventures.

Mr. H. Sinclair Cotter, who takes the part of Baron
Popoff, the Marsovian Ambassador, stated that he

had been a motor cyclist for about seven years.

" Quite a pioneer," I remarked. " I must have com-
pleted over 50,000 miles during my time," he went

on to say, " and have had a trailer in use, with which
I used to cart my little dog and my brother from town
to town, and that reminds me of a little experience.

One night we had pulled up for refreshments, and
afte'r satisfying ourselves we returned to the machine,
which naturally was only of low power. I got all the

levers set, and with a shout of ' Ready 1' heaved off.

Strange to relate, the machine started off at once, and
we bowled along merrily. At last we encountered a

hill (nowadays called a small hump), and a little

l.p.a. was necessary, and then I hopped off and
ran alongside. The engine prilled splendidly,, so I

congratulated myself, and stopped at the top to say

,to my brother, ' I think we could have managed with-

out running.' Hearing no reply, I turned round and
found, much to my astonishment, the only passenger
I was carrying was my dog! After thinking things

over, it struck me that my, brother could not have
fallen out, otherwise the dog would have gone like-

wise, so I sat down to wait developments. Eventually
my brother arrived, having had to walk. 'and then—
curtain ! I am now riding a Triumph, but since seeing

the new machine of the Prince's I arn crying out for

a three-speeder, all the more so because I use a side-

car .considerably.
,

If. it is at all possible to use my
machine for travelling, I always do so' use it in rain

or shine, as I find that the r'ding in the crisp fresh

air is very beneficial to my health ; it clears the brain
wonderfully, and creates a splendid appetite. The
longest run I ever had in one day was from London
to Blackpool."
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The Motor Cycle and Theatricals.

—

Mr. Ripley Evans (Vicomte Camille de Jolidon

:

" It is a little over two years since I took up motor
cycling, very much against the advice of my friends,

who guaranteed me all. sorts of ailments. . Of course,

IS you know my part in the show, it is no use me
recalling to your mind the fact that I have the most
singing of any of the men to do, and therefore natur-

illy I was somewhat dubious. However, taking my
courage in both hands, I purchased a Douglas, and
after that another Douglas, and finally I now possess

a 3>^ h.p. Premier, which is at present hors de combat,

owing to an endeavour on the part of a dog to try

conclusions with it. Result : Dog dead, Premier

damaged, myself out of pocket. That, by the way, is

at which we happen to be playing. Personally, I da
not like night riding, so, of course, invariably com-
mence my journeys at daybreak. I never take any

account of the state of the weather, and, although

naturally I like dry roads and sunny skies, the general

rule seems to be muddy roads and mournful skies.

Altogether, I love motor cycling, and shall continue

to follow up the game as long as possible."

Musician's Sidecar Outfit,

Mr. F. G. HuUey says: "I am the leading player

of the musicians who travel with the company, and
my wife is also a member of the same company. For
some time nou- we have used a motor cycle and sidecar,

my present mount being a 1909 twin Rex and sidecar,

MEMBERS OF GEORGE EDWARDES'S MOTOR CYCLE CLUB,

Top, left to ri^ht: J. Warren Foster, Ripley Evms, anl H, Sinslair Colter.

Below : Warren Foster as " Prince Danilo." Mr. and Mrs. F. G. HuUey. Sinclair Cotter as " Baron PopoD.'

the only trouble I have had, unless, of course, you
consider the breaking of a. valve and having to lie

towed ten miles, because you were silly enough not

to carry a spare, constitutes trouble. I must have
rfdden over 8,000 miles this year, my longe.st dav's

run being 230 miles, and, much to the chagrin of my
advisers, I have been in better health since taking

up the sport, and have actually missed fewer perform-

ances through colds and coughs than is usually the

case with chief singers during an ordinary country
tour. As a rule I use my machine always ; by that

I mean I use it for travelling from town to town, and
for seeing the country round about any particular place

which we always use in preference to trains for passing

from one theatre to another, irrespective of the time

of the year and the weather conditions, and, although

our journeys are invariably over 100 miles, I have

never yet found any l)ad effects to my playing ; in fact,

rather the reverse, as the runs seem to freshen one

up so thoroughly. My longest day's journey was 230
miles, and my total mileage is considerably over

15,000, and never once have I had any serious trouble

with the Rex. My wife naturally prefers the warm
fine weather, but nevertheless she is never backward
in coming forward when I give her the slightest hint

of a jaunt."

B23
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CLUB NEWS.
Burnley A.C.

The annual dinner was held on the 19th inst. at the Old

Red Lion Hotel, after which the prizes and medals won
during the year were presented to the fortunate competitors.

M.C.C. News.

The annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Club has

been fixed for January 10th, on which occasion it is hoped

to organise an entertainment. Twenty-six members were

elected at the last committee nveeting.

Oxford M.C.C.

On Friday last, December 15th, Mr. J. W. G. Brooker

read a paper, already referred to, on " The Lubrication of

Motors." The lecturer referred to the different systems of

lubrication which were dealt with in the article published

in The Motor Cycle last week, entitled "Lubrication
Systems."

Walthamstow M.C.

The annual dinner took place last week, followed by the

pref entation of prizes won during the past season. Among
others a silver cup was presented to Miss A. Percy for a

standard ride of 200 miles. Mr. Percival, the hon. sec, stated

that Messrs. Godfrey and Applebee, and Mr. Peppercorn, had
presented silver cups for competition during 1912.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

On the 11th inst. the first smoking concert and presentation

of prizes was held at headquarters, King's Hall Restaurant.

During the evening the prizes won in the two competitions

held were presented, and were as follow

:

Hill-climb up to 500 c.c.

Rider and machine. Time.
1. G. Hill (3i h.p. Rudge)* 44s.
2. C. O'Connor (3^ h.p. Rudge) 47is.

3. R. W. Bill (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 47|s.
* Fastest time of the day.

Over 500 c.c.

1. A. Jones (8-9 h.p. Matchless) 46-Ls.

2. H. W. Wolverson (4 h.p. Ireland) ... 461s.

Reliability Teial, 75 Mile.s.

Variation of time.

1. A. J. Stevens (2i h.p. A.J.S.) 2m. 321s.

2. R. Tonks (3^ h.p. Ariel) 2m. 47s.

3. C. O'Connor (3^ h.p. Rudge) 6m. 5s.

Also during the evening the secretary. Iinnounced that he
had received an offer of a cup, for a members' competition,
from Messrs, Stevens Bros. The event for which this is to be
put up will be decided at a future meeting of the club.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

The chib has held a wliist drive and dance, also a concert, at

which some slides lent by The Motor Cycle were exhibited.

On the 26th inst. there will be a club non-stop run to Kendal,
starting at ten o'clock from the Teclmical Schools, via Gar-

stang, Lancaster, and Milnthorpe.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M:C.C.

The annual meeting of the above club was held recentlj

at the Fleece Hotel, Darlington, and was followed by the

annual dinner, which was attended by a good number of

members and friends. The captain—Mr. W. Swan—presided.

During the evening the prizes won daring the season were
presented, and some splendid songs and recitations were
rendered.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner took place on the 7th inst., followed

by the presentation of prizes, Messrs. T. H. Dunstan, E.

Goult, G. Brenchley, E. Lee, T. Dunk, L. Baker, J. A.
Bassett, E. Brock, J. S. Smith, C. Barnsdale, E. A. Scott,

T. H. W. Dew, A. D. Robinson, J. Haslam, and W. Skid-

more being the principal winners. It was suggested that

the club should' amalgamate with the Doncaster and
District A.C.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The club annual dinner was held on Tuesday, December
12th, at headquarters. The president (Councillor G. 0.

Palmer) occupied the chair, and there were over fifty

members and friends present. The menu card occasioned
mvich amusement, being couched in motoring terms. Con*
sumption trial for cylinders of any capacity : Lap 2, boiled

halibut (enders) ; lap 6 (runabout), cheese. The prizes for

the winners of competitions during the season were presented.

The title to hold the President's Challenge Cup this year, goes

to Mr. H. S. Wallis. Other prize-winners were Messrs. C. W.
Wilson, A. B. Hurry, F. Malt, F. T. Cox, and H. J. French.
During the evening the hon. secretary" was the recipient of a

handsome clock, a present from the members of the club as a

mark of their appreciation of his secretariaf work.

Bristol M.C.C.

This club, only a fortnight old, held its first monthly meeting
on the 12th inst. at headquarters,"^ the Queen's Hotel, Clifton,

witli a splendid number in attendance. The chief business

was the election of new members (of which'there were nearly

thirty), also the election of the committee, and the arrange-

ment of dates for- various fixtures. The club has decided,

after due consideration, to a.ffiliate to the A.C.U. Mr. P.

Grout, of Waj'mley, near Bristol, has been elected to the

post of hon. sec.

SUJTON COLDFIELD A.C. TWO DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.

(1) W. H. Eggington (Zenith anii sidecar) and H. Goodman (Zl h.p. Corah-
Jap) elarting.

R. H. Viggers (EnOeld), Seymour Smith (Norton), and James St. John, the

trials hon. sec. (Triumph), being started by Mr. Philip Mosedale.

B-M
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Club News.

—

Denton and District m.C. (Lanes.)

The first m^e„.iig of tais newiy formed club was held
at headquarters, the Kmg's Head Hotel, on the 12th inst.

Those wi-shing to become members can obtain full particulars

from the hon. secretary, Mr. G. Harrison, 267, Stockport
Road, Denton.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The winter reliability trial will be run on December 27th
(Wednesday), and will follow the same course as the A.C.U.
used in this year's April Quarterly Trial, viz., Harrogate,
TMrsk, Sutton Bank, Helmsley, Pickering, Whitby, Salt-

burn (via Coast Road), StoKesley, Thirsk, Ripon, and
Harrogate—146 miles in all. The speed schedule will be
eighteen miles per hour for solo machines and fifteen for

passenger machines, which must carry passengers of at least

eight stones. There will be eleven known checks only.

Dundee and District M.C.C.
The annual smoiang concert and presentation of prizes

was held on the 6th inst. at the Queen's Hotel, Dundee. A
very good programme made the evening most enjoyable.
The prize winners were as follows : Single-cylinder light-

weights, J. Thomson and H. Drummond ; single-cylinder
heavyweights, T. Gunn 4nd Douglas Soott ; twin-cylinder
lightweights, G. E. Whitehouse ; twin-cylinder heavyweights.
D. Forrester; passenger machines, J. Forrester and S. J.
K. Thomson.
A pleasant surprise was created by the Chairman when

he announced that he would present another silver cup and
gold medal to replace the one which has been won outright.
He also announced that Mr. Douglas Scott had presented
the club with a very handsome silver cup. The donors were
dulv thank«d for their liberalitv.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A reliability run will be held on Tuesday, December 25th,

1911, to Bridlington and back. Route—outward : Tinsiey,

Rotherham, Doncaster, Selby, Market Weighton, Driffield,

and Bridlington. Return : Bridlington, Driffield, Market
Weighton, Selby, Doncaster, Rotherham, and Plumper's
Hotel (Tinsiey). Starting point. Queen's iVIemorial, Fargate.
Speed at which each competitor must travel will be

twenty miles per hour for solo machines and twin-cylinder
passenger machines ; sixteen miles per hour for single-cylin-

der passenger machines. Other fi.xtures are :

Dec. 28th.—First Re-union at the Glossop Road Baths.
Jan. 18th.—A Social Meeting at headquarters

Coventry and Warwicksliire M.C.

It has been arranged, to hold a winter run on Saturday,
December 30th, to the Dun Cow Hotel, Dunchurch. A
party of members will leave the railway bridge on the
London Road at 3 p.m.

Another case in which one of the members—Jlr. Gilbert
Spicer—was involved in county court proceedings was
promptly brought to the notice of the R.A.C. and A.C.U.
with a view to the governing bodies defending Mr. Spicer
under the aflSliation agreement, and the committee is glad
to report that the solicitor instructed by the A.C.U. was
again' successful in getting the case dismissed.
The question of road improvements and the removal of

dangei-ous corners has engaged the attention of the com-
mittee, and the Roads IinprovenK'nt Association has been
notified of the inadequacy of the danger signs on the Holy-
head Road, Coventry ; also of the need for some improve-
ment at the dangerous corner in Kenilworth.
Ths nrovisional dat-e for the annual dinner and prize dis-

tribution is Friday. February 2nd. It will be held at the
iiasonic Hall, Coventry.

WINNERS OF THE CTRCUIT DE MELUN ROAD RACE. (See last Thursday's iisue, page 1376.)

1. Dacler (Alcyon) flrst in Class 1 ; time, 3h. Sim. 58 s. ; also llrsl in the 3. La;roix (Peuieol) winner ol Class 2 ; time, 3h. 39m. 18s.

general classitlcation.

8. Fay (Rene Gillelt) who proved the winner in the 4th Class. 4. Dubost (R. Gillett) first home in Class 3 and lastest time of Cie day.
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THE party con-

s i s t e d of
three — W,

the proud possessor
for the past ten

months of a second-
hand motor cycle,

alleged to develop

3% h.p. at a cer-

tain number of re-

A TRIORS
TROUBLOUS

BY "FAr"

volutions, at present unknown ; L, who had shared
the joys of the aforementioned mortal and machine,
sometimes in the saddle, sometimes on the carrier,

sometimes (mostly) in the garage, who aspires to

grovel around a machine of his own so soon as stable

room is found ; and A, who has not yet tasted the
delights of driving and control, but in whom W and
L are working up fiery enthusiasm, such as they

themselves have.

It was only natural that A, after a ride on the

common carrier, should desire a country trip in a

sidecar; it was equally natural that L should offer

his services as hirer, driver, and repairer of the

sidecar machine ; and W found it his bounden duty
to accompany the venture in the capacity of general

adviser and road clearer.

So- it came about that they took delivery for a

week-end one recent Saturday morning of a motor
cycle a little more ancient than W's, and of equally

obscure power, to which was attached a brand-new
sidecar. As it was L's first attempt at sidecar

driving, he ap-

proached the com-
bination with some
misgivings, some of

which were present

in the mind of A,
who took his seat

in the chair for the

preliminary canter

with about as much ease as the dentist's chair is

taken by a man with an aching tooth.

Setting the Course.

After explicit and detailed instructions from \\'

—

who, by the way, is a stranger to the saddle of the

sidecar machine—the affair, with L and A aboard,

was pushed off. The course was kept due east for

thirty yards, after which it suddenly veered to

south-east by south, w-ith L looking helplessly at his

front wheel, in spite of all W's instructions. The
kerb brought the first ride to a sudden stop, with

nothing worse than a slipping round of the front

frame clip ; this was remedied with a spanner, and
the sidecar wheel was pulled in nearer the cycle, as

L complained that the existing position forced the

steering round to the right. W looked from L to

the wheel with doubtful e-yes, but suffered the adjust-

ment in silence.

At the next essay, before which A ashed if he was

expected to occupy the sidecar seat, the machine wa.«

kept to the crown of the road fairly successfully, and

after rounding three comers L was given his pilot's

certificate and more advice, and a start was made.

The objective was a point seventy miles from

London, and the official time for the word " Go

"
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was to have been
eight o'clock, but
it was 9.30 before
the lessons and
preparations were
over, and a push-
off given by the

worthy owner of
the passenger
machine. W wisely

kept himself and machine to the rear for the first

mile or so, his attention divided between well-watered
tramlines and the hairbreadth escapes of the sidecar
wheel with carts standing on the near side of the road.

Poor "A" Sees SparKs.
At the first hill the sidecar machine jibbed, and I.

reported that the engine was misfiring. It had a
magneto fitted, wdth which useful contrivance none of

the trio had had any experience during their career,

but W had seen the owner detach the dust cover from
the contact-breaker to examine the points that morn-
ing, so with great dignity he bent down and did the
same. The platinum tip on the rocker was pro-
nounced to be loose, so it was decided to put up _

with the misfiring until a repairer could be found,
but it got worse, and another stop was called about
a couple of miles further, when L thought it time to

show a little reasoning, so he took out the plug to
try the spark, poor A being told off to hold the plug
on the cyjinder with a piece of rag while L pedalled.
A spark must have
been a new sight

for the plug-holder,

for he yelled with

joy when he saw it

occurring.

A passing motor
cyclist was allowed
to look at the

contact-breaker ; he would not commit himself, as he

also had only used accumulators, but he thought the

loose contact was the cause of the trouble.

They Dunno Where They Are.

The machines were started once more, but the route

was lost, A being too nervous in the sidecar to study

the map that had been given him at the start. The
machine was left at a repairer's about eight miles

from the commencement of the run for a rivet to be

put in the contact-breaker, while the party adjourned

to discuss a little refreshment and the chances of

reaching their .destination.

The offending contact having been righted, a trial

was made on the stand, and the machines" once more
led forth to the highway. A push-off was given to

the sidecarists by W, upon whom the post of starter
^ had devolved, but not a solitary explosion rewarded
-his exertions. Back to the garage went the proces-

sion,, where it was found that the contact-breaker

could be turned by hand whilst the engine was
stationary.

The offer from the mechanic to correct this

peculiarity was gently declined, as payment for the

last fifteen minutes' task had been made at the rate

of 6s. per hour, and the three travellers settled
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A Trio's Troublous Trip.—

themselves comfortably by the roadside and went for

that magneto. Off came the timing gear cover, a

piece of wire was poked vainly through the compression
tap to find the top of the stroke, so oiit the automatic
inlet valve had to come, when the piston pould just

be discerned; the contact-breaker was moved round
into the most likely position, and the nut on the
driving end of the magneto was tightened. On went
the timing cover, inlet valve, and carburetter, and
the engine was tested on the stand, the only result

being a few half-hearted explosions, occurring, it w^s
judged, somewhere during the exhaust stroke. As
none of the amateur repairers could find out how to

see the platinum points break whilst the dust cover
was in position, they were rather surprised that they
got a bang at all.

Larks with the Sparks !

OfT came the timing gear co\er again, but the nut
on the magneto had been so well fixed by A that

the wheel could i>ot be loosened on the shaft. Here
was a quandary, until in a happy moment A spied
the intermediate pinion as a solution to the difficulty.

,^
The wheel was gingerly withdrawn, and W nearly
contracted brain fever in a futile effort to work out

~' the direction in which the magneto had to be turned

;

it was moved round four teeth,- and the engine tested
again, to fire in a worse manner than before. Back
came -the pinion eight teeth, and was altered vet

again before being passed as satisfactory. It was a

'f
treat to hear the engine roar, and the amateurs must
be pardoned if they patted each other's backs. All

J tools were bundled away, and the journey was resumed
' »it half-past two—five hours on the road, and still

in the suburbs

!

Off Shs Goes !

W now took the lead, with an occasional look
behind, where a cloud of dust denoted the progress

'; of the sidecar. It was hoped that all trouble had
been surmounted, as about thirty miles had been
covered without serious mishap, when W came upon
a spot where the road divided, and decided to wait

for the sidecarists. After exhausting his patience, his

tracks were retraced for four miles, and, breasting a

slope, he came upon the other two sitting by the

road, looking disconsolat'elv at their machine.
"What's up?"
"Engine seized," answers L, laconically.

The engine pulley was immovable, so W obtained

some paraflin, which was poured into the cylinder I'id

the valve port with the aid of a funnel and the head
lamp gas tube. This having no effect beyond making
three pairs of hands fearfully dirty, it was voted to

have the cylinder off, but as the piston had stopped
well up in its stroke it could not be accomplished
without the removal of the w-hole

engine, with magneto, from its cradle.

This being done, it was placed

tenderly on the grass and Ihe cylin-

der withdrawn, when the piston was
found to be in its normal free and oily

condition. "Main bearings," said

onei "Big end," said another. So
there was nothing, for it but to take the
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crank case apart, and an onslaught was made upon
the pulley, whi'-'^ stoutly resisted all attempts at its

removal, which n not to be wondered at, as it was
afterwards found . be screwed on the shaft.

Our Way of Thinking.
At this stage a council was held, and it w-as agreed

that the matter had got beyoild the scope of the part\'.

The engine was placed in the sidecar, together with
a quantity of Joose bolts and parts which had been
steadily accumulating around the open air garage, and
the whole pushed to an adjacent village, where the
smithy was found shut up and the only man who
knew anything about motors away ; but there was
plenty "of help, it seemed, at a town two miles
distant.

Another council was held, which ended by L and A
going to engage a room at an inn, and W placing
the cylinderle.>s engine, with magneto attached, on
his common carrier, and making his way in the
gathering gloom to the town of hope, steering the
throbbing machine with one hand and steadying the

load on the back with the other. Arriving, he dis-

mounted at a large garage, explaining the position

and trouble to the gentleman who sauntered up,
'racking and eating nuts with great relish. He
remarked that the two mechanics had gone home and
nothing could be done there before Monday, which
was not very cheering fiews.

Sadly W wended his way onward, until a smaller

shop up a side street was discovered, where he
received help and sympathy, and operations were
begun at once on the erring engine. A wire was
sent to the people with whom the party would have
lodged, and a return made to the village, where a

welcome tea was consumed, the events of the day
re\'iewed, and tracks w^ere made for bed. Thu
ended the first day of a trip that should have been
so notable.

So Early in the Morning,

Next morning a visit was paid to the good repairer,

who showed the astonished W the connecting rod bent

almost to a right angle about two inches from the

big end. It appeared that the gudgeon pin screw

had worked loose and fallen into the crank case,
' being jammed bet\veen the rod and flywheels, stopping

the engine dead whilst travelling at a good speed

;

hence the rod's spinal curvature.

The curving piece was heated and carefully beaten,

but it began to crack on the inner side of the arc,

and with this ended the expectations of continuing the

trip that day. The sidecar machine was pushed the

two miles to the yard of the renairer, and arrange-

ments were made to send down another connecting

rod and drive the combination back to London at_ a

future date. \V bade good-bye to his friends, and
had a faultless ,

run home on his be-

loved mount, leaving L and A to

make their way to the railway station,

sadder and wiser men, L to call upon
the owner of the machine and sidecar

to explain matters, A to return to

the bosom of his family, his petrolic
'

enthusiasm not only undiminished,

but even )j7.';reased.

B29
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envekpe for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subiert«

London to Devoran (Cornwall).

Will you please give route

from London to Devoran in.

Cornwall?—G.H.
your best route would be as follows

:

Brentford, Hounslow, Staines, Egham,
Bag&hot, Blackwater, Hartley Row,
Basingstoke. Whitchurch, Andover,
Amesbury, Hindon, Wincanton, Ilchester,

Ilminster, Chard, Honiton, Exeter,

Crediton, Bow Okeliampton, Launces-

ton, Bodmin, Fraddon, Ladock, Truro,

Devoran. You will find the Devonshire

roads rather bad at present. ,
The road

given from Exeter to Okehampton is the

least hilly, but a better surface will be

found on the main road,

overheating.

My 35 h.p. always overheats.

The compression is fairly good,

and I have just had new piston

rings, valves ground, and ergine

cleaned, but to no purpose. I

have tried different jets, also different

petrol levels, but find a very big jet

(enlarged .034 B and B.) and air open-

ing filed out to suit gives 'best results.

To my surprise, the petrol consumption
is much larger on a little ]et than on

a big one. The engine knocks lonp:

and often on the little jet, but not so

much with the big one. The timing

of the valves and magneto is as set by
the makers. I have cleaned the silencer,

and also tried open exhaust. The valve

tappets are close up to the valve stems.

I can just get a piece of notepaper

between when hot. "The gear is 4^ to 1

—the lowest I can get with adjustable

pulley. I can get up Edge Hill on the

above gear if I cool down and fill the

valve caps full of water before I start

up, but 1 could not get up half-v.'ay if I

took it without cooling down, etc. The
exhaust valve is much smaller than the

inlet. Would this make any difference?

—G.L.

Without examining your engine it is im-
possible to say definitely. We should
advise you to look to the cam gears, and
see that the exhavist valve lifts at least

a quarter of an inch. Then see that the

magneto is correctly timed. The points

should open on the top of the compres-
sion stroke, with lever retarded to nearly

its full extent. A gear of 4| to 1 is

certainly too high. Running with magneto
retarded will always cause overheating.

If these suggestions fail we should advise

you to visit the makers and consult them.

Licence for Sidecar.

I purchased a motor bicycle and
sidecar this year, and on applying
for the usual £1 licence observed
that a further 15s. licence was
required for a " carriage drawn

by a motor car," and in the margin of

the form it was stated " including side-

cars and trailers used with motor bi-

cycles and tricycles." As the date was
subsequent to the 1st of October, two
licences for 10s. and 7s. 6d. respectively
were obtained. My sidecar is only
used with my own bicycle ; in fact,

they are never used separately. (1.)

Are two licences necessary, and what
does the marginal hot-e mean? (2.) Has
any quotable decision been given on this

matter? (3.) If the answer to my first

question is in the negative, the form' is

misleading. .Have I any redress? (4.)

If the authorities press for a renewal in

the new year, what is my best course?

—

Sidecar, Peckhanr.
We should recommend you to take out the
ordinary motor bicycle licence and no
more. If the local taxation authorities
thieaten you, offer to fight. If they cave
in, of course the point will be settled, bub
if they show" signs of their willingness to
go into the courts, communicate immedi-

.

ately with the 'Legal Department of the
Auto Cycle Union (89, Pall Mall, S.W.),
and they will tell you exactly what steps

to take in the matter. The-A.C.U. has
long tried to persuade the authorities to

allow one of these cases to go into the
courts so that it may serve as a test case,

but up to the present without success.

ford.

Tile new piUern Moto-Rove 4 h.- twin cylinder

V type engine with overhftad vuivva.

Ban-ow in-Furness to Hymwuth.

Will you kindly give me a good

J— route for motor cycle and sidecar

^ from Barrow-in-Furness to Ply-

mouth, via Castle Eaton—a small
village midway between Fair-

Cricklade and Swindon? Is it

possible for me to reach Castle Eaton
the first day? Where are the best

places to halt for the night, supposing
I try to do the journey in three days?
—C.M.W. . I.

-

We have pleasure in giving you the
following route : Barrow - in - Furnegs,
Ulverston, Kendal, Camforth, Lancaster,
Preston, Wigan, Warrington, Tarporley,
Whitworth, Hodnet, Wellington, Bridg-
north, Kidderminster, Worcester, Bye-
sham, Stow-on-the-Wold, Burford, Lecli-

lade, Castle Eaton, Criqklade, Malmes-
bury^ Chippenham, Bath,. Eadstock,
Wells, Glastonbury, Taunton, .*Cu'tloiiip-

ton, Exeter, Ashburton, Plympton, .vPly-

mouth. The distance would be approxi-
mately 427^ miles. It vvould hardly bis

possible for you to reach Castle Eaton on
the first day, especially at this time of

the year. We should recommend you to

put up at Wellington or Bridgnorth the
first night, Castle Eaton the second night.

Removal cf Carbon.

Will you pleaoo answer the
following questions : (L) 'Would
I obtain any better' results by
fitting two plugs in series, one
having two poles? My machine

is a 1911 free engine Triumph,
(2.) How much would a plant for dei

carbonising cylinders cost? Could . 1

have my cylinder done locally? What
would the charge be, and where could
I have it done? (3.) Are there any disii

advantages in fitting Bowden magnetc^
control and XL'AU saddles?—T.M.H....

(1.) We do not think you would obtaiii

very much better results by fitting a
two-pole plug. If, however, you care to

make the experiment try the Lodge; ^
two-spark magneto is now made hf
the Bosch Magneto Ckc, who claimi

that an ordinary magneto used with a
two-pole plug is likely to cau-se damage to

the armature winding, and if you fit_^,

two-spark magneto two ordinary plugs -

are all that are required. (2.) These out-
fits are riot sold to' the public. De'-'

carbonising is carr'ed out by the Internal
Combustion Engine Cleaning Co., Ltd.,

3, London Wall Buildings, ,E,.C. The
cost is 3s. 6d. for a single-cylinder'

machine. (3.) No ; the reverse."" .:
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Cost ol Taking a Motor Cycle to Australia.

Please inform me what taxes

I hall have to pay to ride a

2J h.p. Douglas motor cycle in

Melbourne, Aiistralia, and what
duty on landing. I have been

riding it here since September last, so

it could not be called a new one. I

only Want to take it for my own use.—
A,.j.T.

The duty you would have to pay would
be twenty per cent, ad valorem for a
machine of British manufacture, accom-
panied by a preferential certificate. We
reckon the value would be the existing

value of the machine. Full particulars

can be obtained from the Government
Offices of Victoria, Melbourne Place,

Strand, W.C. The registration is

2s. 6d., driving licence 2s. 6d., obtain-

able from the Commissioner of Police,

Melbourne. Both these licences are re-

newable annually as the driving and In-

land Revenue licences are in Englaiid.

A Novice's Queries.

I am desirous of purchasing a

^1 reliable and powerful motor cycle,

^ capable of taking a sidecar over
-iJ Devonshire roads, (1.) Do you

consider a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

with change speed strong enough for the
work I want it for? (2.) If so, which
of the following would you place first

:

1, Bradbury ; 2, New Hudson ; 3,

James? (3.) With a two or three-speed

gear is the engine very liable to get

over-heated driving on hilly roads with
a sidecar? (4.) In buying a sidecar, do
you advise buying it from the same
people as supply the motoi-? (5.) As
regards the merit of chain or belt drive,

do j'ou consider the former has been ^o

perfected that a novice can embark on
one without fear of constant trouble ? (6.)

I am told that the latest form of Bosch
waterproof magneto ignition is as near
foolproof as it can possibly be. Is this

correct?

—

Nobth Devon.

(1.) 3-^ h.p would be hardly enough
for Devonshire roads ; 5-6 h.p. would
be -better. (2.) The machines mentioned
are of equal excellence. (3.) Not if

the engine is driven carefully, and
tlirottled down when on the low speed.

(4.) It would certainly save trouble if

you bought the sidecar from the same
people who supply the motor bicycle, and
got them to fit it. (5.) We have no
hesitation whatever in recommending
chain drive if a sidecar is used. It should
give no trouble even in the hands of a
novice. (6.) \ou are quite right with
regard to your remarks concerning the new
Bosch magneto. The latest type magnetos
have been rendered wonderfully simple,
and practically weatherproof, but we re-

commend a shield to protect them from
mud.

READERS' REPLIES.
Rust ant Enamel.

"G.D." is worried with rust on enamel.
I tliink if he will follow these instructions

he will get good results. Rub all rust

marks bright with fine emery cloth, get a

little wliite lead, and mix with turpentine,
and paint all bright spots with sanje and
let them dry properly, then paint with
Vehire (two coats), and he will find this

will last as long as stove enamel.—J.H.C.
With reference to the query of your

correspondent " G.D." in your issue of

the 7th, we gather that he has used an
enamel on his motor cycle frame, which
has chipped off and subjected the bare
metal to rust. Where uncovered, rusting,

of course, is inevitable. We understand
that this enamel is not Velure. Had it

been, it would not have chipped off.

He says, however, that he did use Velure
once on a niacliine, and tliat spots of

rust worked «through. Whilst this is the
first case of the kind we ever heard of. it

is easily explained. The rust was there
when the . Velure was put ' on. Had
" G.D." taken care to sandpaper if off

thoroughly before applying the enamel,
rusting would have been made impossible
except by the enamel wearing through
or being scraped or scratched off, be-

cause Velure is perfectly impervious to

moisture, protects the metal, and pre-

vents corrosion, whilst its flexibility is fo

great that, though of course it can be
scraped off, it will not chip or crack if

applied exactly as we send it out.—C.

Ch^nxe.'.lor and Co., Ltd.

THE HAKDY SIDECAR.

Mrs. Carside (to husband who has volunt3)red to run her into the nea-est town to get a tew things for

Christmas) : " Now, dear, il you can manage Pompom and the wooden horse, we'll pop oB home."

EXPERTEN'CES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

" W.C." (Farnham) desires owners
experiences of the A.C. sociable.

" D.C.P." (Glasgow). Jones and
Cowey -speedometers.

"H.S." (East Kirby).—Scott with side-

car, reliability and upkeep.
" A.S." Ballinasloe).—5-6 h.p. four-

cylinder F.N., general reliability.

" R.S.C." (Liverpool).—Albion two-speed
free engine hub, or Millennium ditto, used

on 6 h.p. machine.

X.Y.Z. (Land's End).—Humber run-

about or othe- four-wheeled light car.

Speed and reliability.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A New SparKing Plug.

The Forward Cycle Co., 9, Edmund
Street, Birmingham, liave just introduced
a new sparking plug, the electrodes of

which are somewhat differently shaped
from those usually employed. It will be

noticed on refer-

h ence to the
sketch that the
pointed earthed
electrode passes
through the
centre of the
insulated one
which is formed
circular, the
sides being coned
so that the por-

tion nearest to

the pointed elec-

trode is thinner
than the remain-
der. The makers
inform us that
they have been
testing this plug

Forward new. design plug.
^""^ ^°™^ "'"';
on -several

Qiachines, and that it enables much easier
starting. It is also claimed that it pro-
vides more power and cannot soot up.
The firing points are make of pure niokel.

Belts and Bad Weather.
The correspondence on the above sub-

ject has attracted the notice of the
Basilica Manufacturing Co., of Conduit
Place, Spring St., W., who send us a
sample of a belt which they claim is

absolutely unaffected by any kind of

weather, and wet weather in particular.

The belt is built up of loops of leather so

folded that the end of one loop will fit

between the jaws of the loop preceding
it. Strong copper rivets are used to

connect the loops, and i^in. washers on
the top of each rivet serve to keep the

e.

belt from doubling up in

the pulley grooves. The
makers point out that
the leather is not merelj'

water-proof on the sur-

face, but is specially pre-

pared for resisting
moisture.

Sidecar Foot=muffs.
A few days ago we

inspected a foot muff
intended specially for

sidecar use. The Quidos
as it is called, is made of

stout brown canvas,
edged \\dth fur, and padded with
very soft finely divided cork. This
cork is treated by a special process
to remove deleterious substances and to
expand and soften the cells of the cork.
This specially treated cork is used by the
manufacturer of the' muff in the stuffing

of special mattresses. The advantages

The Quidos side-

car loot-muR.

Anomer design of quickly detachable sidecar Sicings, marketed by
Scott's, Halifax.

A SIDECAR FOOT-WARMER.
Introduced by Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C. The

heater lakes the form of an oblong box, the exhaust gases being oondueted into
it bv means of a flexible metallic tube. It should prove a boon to all-weather
sidecarists, and especially to competitors in the forthcoming winter runs.

claimed for the use of this particular

form of padding are that it is not only
extremely light, but absolutely water-
proof, and at the same time very warm.
The maker points out that air being the

best non-conductor known, provided its

movement can be prevented, the air

locked in these enlarged cork cells makes
is a specially good non-conductor.

The manufacturer
referred to is Mr.
Ijcoline Edwards,
of 81, St. Mar-
garet's Eoad,
Twickenham.

Seasonable
Gifts.

At this period of
the year, the plea-

tiires of giving are
often seriously
handicapped by the
difficulty experi-
enced in making an
appropriate selec-

tion of the gift.

In the wheel world
this difficulty is

quite a 3 marked
as in any other
sphere of life, but
it should be con-
siderably eased by

_ a perusal of the
motor cyclist's

edition of the Brooks book. Herein,
apart from saddles, will be found many
clever and ingenious devices for the carry-
ing of tools and luggage, just the very
things the enthusiast will appreciate. The
address of the firm is J. B. Brooks and
Co., Ltd., C4reat Charles Street, Birming-
ham, and a request for the book will be
answered by return.
We are in receipt of the list of S.

Smith and Sons, 9, Strand, W.C, show-
ing their latest type speedometers, lamps,
and A.L. generators. These articles
are suitable for those who wish to make
Christmas presents to motor cyclist

friends and acquaintances.

Brough Twin Engines.
W. E. Brough and Co., of Notting-

ham, are placing on the market two new
twin-cylinder V-type engines, one of 6
h.p., 77 X 88 mm., and one of 8 h.p.,
85 X 88 mm., which latter is the one
being fitted to the new Brough runabout
which is to make its first appearance in
the London-Exeter winter triaL The

Timing gear mechanism of the new twin-cylinder
Brough. It will be noted that the inlet and \

exhaust cams are directly over one another.

engines have a particularly neat appear-
ance. The cylinders are very cleanly i.

cast, and have good air spaces betweeir,
the valve ports and cylinder walls. The
rocker action for operating the ^de by^
side valves is unusual, and can be best;;

followed from the drawing ; reproduced';
herewith.

R.A.C. Handbooks.
We ar-e in receipt of the eighth volume

.

of the R.A.C. Handbooks, published by;'
E. J. Burrow, Cheltenham. This volume''^

is devoted to the Great North Road and'
tjie Dukeries

32
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Awaiting^ your
1912 MODELS

BAT, 3jh.p £48 10
BAT, 3J-4 h.p., P. & M. 2-speed gear £59
BAT, T.T. Model, 5 h.p £62
BAT, T.T. Model, 8 h.p £65
BAT, T.T. Model, 3{ h.p £50
BAT, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed gear £70 12
BAT, 7-8 h.p., 2-speed gear £72 12
BAT, 5-6 h.p. £58
BAT, 7-8 h.p £60
MATCHLESS, 2* h.p., Lady's Model, three

speeds, and free engine £53 11
MATCHLESS, 2j h.p.. Lightweight .. £42
MATCHLESS, 3 h.p., Twin Lightweight £52 10
MATCHLESS, 3i h.p.. Colonial Model .... £48 6

{3-speed gear and free engine £10 los.

extra)

MATCHLESS, 3J h.p., T.T £50 8
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., Twin £56 14

• MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., Twin £57 15
MATCHLESS, 3 h.p., T.T. Twin Cylinder £58 16
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed gear £70 7
ZENITH, 3j h.p., Gradua gear £55 13
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear £70 7
ZENITH, 8 h.p., Gradua gear £72
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed gear £69 5
CLYNO and Sidecar (/'17 model) £85 5
HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed Model £52 10
HUMBER, 3* h.p., Pedal Motor Cycle .

.

£47 10
(free engine hub, f^^^ extra)

HUMBER, 2 h.p., Lightweight £37
{three speeds jTlo extra)

HUMBER, 2j h.p.. Lightweight, T.T £42
HUMBER, 2 h.p.. Lightweight, Lady's

Model £40
BRADBURY, 3i h.p £48
BRADBURY, 3i h.p., ".Speed" Model .

.

£48
BfiADBURY, -3* h.p., mthiree engine hub £54 10
BRADBURY, 3i h.p., 2.speed, belt drive .. £55
BRADBURY, 3J h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £58 10
BRALBURY, Standard Sidecar £10
BRADBURY, Model de Lu.xe Sidecar £12
DOUGLAS, " G " Model £41
DOUGLAS, " H " Model £47

Acceptance
DOUGLAS, " J " Model £47
DOUGLAS, " K " Model - £50
DOUGLAS, " L " Model, Lady's £52

NEW & SECOND-HAN
MAGNETO MODELS.

SCOTT, loi I, brand new £60
ROYAL ENFIELD, chain drive, 1911, new £40
REX DE LUXE, s h.p., as new, 1911 mod-i £50
PHELON & MOORE, 1910, extra good .. £50
MOTO-REVE, twin, new £28
MOTO-REVE, single, as new £22
J.A.P.-BAT, 4 h.p., 1911 £35
INDIAN (green), 5-6 h.p., 1910 £35
N.S.U., 1910, 2-speed gear £35
PHELON & MOORE, 1910, good order . . £45
HUMBER, 2-speed gear, 1910, fine order . . £38
MATCH LESS, 2-speed gear, 1911 £55
HUMBER llightweight), 3-sp. gear, as new £39
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1910, good order £28
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 10 h.p., racer .... £36
REX, 1910 SPEED KING £39
ZENITH, 1-109, s-lih.p £32
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, F.E., 8 h.p £36
BRADBURY, 1910, fine order £36
BROWN, 3i h.p., F.E £27
TRIUMPH, 1911, as new £30
F.N. Two-speed Lightweight £27
TRIUMPH, 1909 £32
BROWN, s h.p., twin £45
INDIAN, Red. 1910 £40
INDIAN, Green, 1910 £37
TRIUMPH, 1911, F.E., new £55
SINGER, 2 h.p £13
NORTON, ^ h.p., two-speed £49
TRIUMPH, I9IO £35
MINERVA, 31 h.p £17
MINERVA, 3* h.p., two-speed £35
GRITZNER, F.E £18
REX, ?1 h.p., good order £25
REX, 3j h.p., nice line £27
SINGER, 1)11. Lightweight £30
HUMBER, two-speed, 1910 £38
REX 06 LUXE, 5 h.p £39

at Morecambe.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 1910 £27 10

SINGER, 3J h.p £19 10
N.S.U., 3jh.p £18
QUADRANT, 4 h.p £18

D CLYDE, 2ih.p £13 10
F.N., 1} h.p., good order £13 10
QUADRANT, 3* h.p £16
MOTO-REVE, twm, 1911 £30
N.S.U., 3h.p £15
Ladvs SINGER. 1911, as new £29 10
MOTO-REVE, 1910 £22 10

10 HERALD, 4* h.p. Stephen £22 10
SIMMS, ijh.p £12
HUMBER, 3l h.p., belt-driven £18
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., tgll £4S
MATCHLESS, 1911, 2-speed, 8 h.p £55
CLYNO, 5 h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled £57 10
MOTO-KEVE, sinslc-cvnnder, 1910 £22 10
F.N. Inur-cvlinder, 4rh.p £25
BRAITH WAlTE, 4 h.p £17

10 REX SPEED KING, 5 h.p £10
REX, 3! h.p., good puller £20
DOUGLAS.nii £33

10 HE.\PS MORE ON WEEKLY LIST.

1 ACCUMULATOR MODELS.
10 r-iom £3 d"wn and 5/- ]^cr week.

ARIEL, 2j h.p., Michelin and Dunlop tyres £11

10 F.N., 2} h.p., good puller £10

10 We have now arrange^ to have weekly Sped-
fication lists, and shall be pleased to send you
one. Bv the by, have you got our Accessory
List ? li not, send at once ! The canary is well.

TO THE XRADE.
10 W4NTED.

1912 P. & M.'S at £60, SCOTTS at £60, MORGAN
RUNABOUTS at 5% o2 retail price, and

10 TRIUmP>iS at 5% over cost. Casii walling.
- -,

I Kitchen's Motor Exchange Co., Ltd.,

'I SS!kT.''/«J^ MORECAMBE.
10 Telephone: Telegrains

:

T12. " ^lot^^, Morecambe."

^rr ^

MATCHLESS
"The Passenger Machine"

That takes you out and brings you
home aga'n with the speed of an
Express Train, and the quietness of

a -/i.ooo car.

Weeks* Delivery from
date of Order Guaran-
teed.

ALL Spare Parts in
Stock for En-
.gine, Gear, and
Machine.

REPAIRS. EXCHANGES.
"The Only Authorised AGENTS''—

The LONDON MATCHLESS MOTOB CYCLE AGENCY
184, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

^ ^

MANCLAV
does not wash clothes,

but it removes greasy
grimed in dirt from
the hands in the most
effective way

.

The secret of its success lies in

the way it is used. Rub a

little of the half dry soap on
the hands and work it well in

before putting them in the

water.

Remember ! soap first,

water to follow, and not much
of either till the moment comes
for a final sluice to wash off the

lather.

Manulav is regularly used

and appreciated by most of

the motor cyclists vvho com-
pete in the big events of the

year.

Box of three large tablets, 1/-, post free .

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

/71 answering thtsc advcriiscments it a desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cU.' A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Eacli paragrapti is cliarged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, ludor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of pxirchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisement; are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to Icnow what machines are
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Ptea showing division ot England into Sections.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk. Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, aud Pembroke.

SECTION VII
Gloucester, O.xford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islan.Is.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XI.
I

Ireland and Isle of Man. "
'

FOR
MOTOR
CYCLES
OF
NEWESt
1912

MODELS
THAT
TOUCH
THE
HIGHEST
POINT
OF
PERFECT
IMPROVE-
MENT
AND
HIGH
QUALITY
WITH
INSTANT
PROMPT
DELIVERY
AT
LOWEST
PRICES
GO
TO

THERE
NONE
BETTER

ARE

and no lower prices possible than
you will find in our great stock of

nearly 250 Motor Cycles, includ-

ing the latest 1912 models of all

most famous makes ready for

deliver^' now or at the opening of

the igi2 riding season.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST.

H.P. i S-

4736. 3 Triumph 18 10

4738. s rgii Ghater-Lea
No. 7 and coach-
built sidecar . . 70 gns.

4738. 3J 1909 P. & M. and
sidecar 38 gns.

4741. 3i 1910 Ariel, vari-

able gear 30 |ns.

4742. 3J rgoS Triumph
and sidecar .... 30

4743- 3i 191? F-E. RudgC 40

4745. 2i iqli 3-sp. New
Hudson 35

4734- 3i 1911 2-sp. number 36

4733. 6 1909 2-sp. Chiter-

Lea and Sidecar 40
"

4731. 3i 191' P-*' W. .. 60
4729. 2i rgio Royal Enfield 24

4730. 2 1910 Moto-Re¥c 21

4727. -A 1911 Kcrry-
Abingdon 32 10

3* 1908 Triumph . . 27 10

2I 1911 Douglas .. 32 10

3* 1910 2-sp.Humber 30

2j 1911 Douglas ..30
3I 1908 2-sp. N.S.U.

and Sidecar 24 10

4723.
4722.
4720.
4719.
4718.

4717.
4603,

4605.
4607,

3j 1911 Standard Bat 40

3I 1910 Standard
Triumph 36

5-6 rgio 4-cyl. F.N. 25

3j 191J Kerry-
Abingdon 32

4707. 3J 1910 Lincoln-Elk 23

4706. 2^ 1911 Lady's
Motosacoche 29

4701. 25 1909 Twin N.S.U. 20

4699. 3I i9io2-spHumber30gns.
4692. 4I 1909 4-cyl. F.N... 20
4690. 8 1911 2-sp. Match-

less 55

4689. 3i J910 Tourist Rex 28 10
4S8B. 3i 1911 Zenith

Gradua 42 10

4682. 3J 1911T.T. Triumph 35

4677. 3I 1910 Bradbury . . 30
46S5. 3J i9ir 2-sp. numbers? 10

4670. 3i 1911 Bradbury ..35
4420. 3i igri FEPremier40gns.
3894. i| igioF.E. Moto-

sacoche 22 10

4308. 7 1910 2-sp. V.S.
and Sidecar .... 40 gns.

4312. 3i I910 Standard
Triumph 37 10

4229. 8 1910 Standard Bat 40
4564. 3i 19J1 FE Triumph 45

4448. 3I 191 T Stan
Bradbury 37 10

SEND DETAILS OF YOUR USED
MACHINE, AND GET OUR
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE OFFER
IN PART PAYMENT OF A NEW
MODEL.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

LONDON, E.G.
Wires : *' Opificer." 'Phone : 5777 Holbom.

[

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b<

addressed to numbers at -'The Motor Cycle" Office,
When this is desired, cd. will be charged for registrationj
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
tor forwarduig replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. RepUes should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

IW-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal m perfect safety by avaihng themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we i*mit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d, i*; charged, when under
3^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IliSe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are rec^uested to regard the
silence as an indication th t the ocds Pdvertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers cften receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

Oih.p. Triumph, magneto^ h.b.c. Just been ov'erhauled;
fl8, a bargain--
Sunderland.

-TuTvey and Co., The Motor

3ih.p. Triumph, 1907, with 1910 cylinSer and pist.m,
3 magneto and h-b-o. ; £23 to clear.—Turvey and

Co., The Motor House,
£23 to clear.-

Sunderland.

2ih.p. Royal Enfield Twin Lightweight, new June,
4 1910, in prand running order : £24, bargain.—

Turvey and Co-, The Motor Houtie, Sunderland-

3ih.p. 1909 Res. magneto, Amac carburetter, h.b-c,
2 in grand order; £22 to clear-—Turvey and Co-,

The Motor, House, Sunderland-

3ih.p. Himiber, 1911, only been in u^e 2 months, 2-

2 speed gear, practically good as new ; a bargain,
£35.- The Motor House, Sunderland.

3H1-P. Triumph, free engine, just delivered;
2 ate delivery from stoclt--

Turvey and Co.,

immedi-
Turvey and Co., The

-uotor House, Sunderland-

TRIUMPHS, numbers. B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motor
fycles, lightweights. 2 speeds, free engines ; writ j,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries.—Turvey aud
Co., The Motor House, Snuderland. Tel-: No. 626

3ih.p. 1910 N-S-TJ., 2-spoed gear model, complete
2 with sidecar, lamp, and horn, in ppriect condi-

tion ; £57/10.-Apply, Shaw, 39, Eldred St-, Garh^le.

N.S.U., 6h.p. twin. 1908 model, with 2-SBeed gear,
lamp and "euerator, excellent condition; £30.—

Dove and Co.*, Ltd-, Bondgate, Darlington.

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1911. 3iii.p., including P. and
H. lamp and generator, electric head lamp, Cowey

speedometer, spare belts and belt case, spare ci.ver, Kneo
grips, suit of overalls, Kempshall tyre back wheel, first-

ilass condition; £45.—Dove and Co.. Ltd., Bondgate,
Darlington.

SECTION n.
York and Lancashire.

IQII standard Triumpi, like new, £39/10.

1 Qll IT- Triumph, a flier; £37.

08 Triumph, new Palmer rear, Dunlop helt

;

19°
Matchless, and Bi^CROSS, agent for Tiiuujph,

bury's, Rotherham.

lOll 3ih.p. Lincoln E'k, brand now; £26.-86,
X«7 gate, Sheffield.

FIRST £5 secures Minerva, 2h.p-, do 30.—Reev^
Motors, Bamlurlong, \\ igan.

LATE 1911 F.E, Rud^e. as new, in fine order; £43.ig
Redlern, Rudge agrni, Rotherham.

;.U. Twin Lightweight, in fine order; £20,
change for 5-6h.p. twin.—Redfern, Humber age^

Itotherham.
N-^

A28 In answering these advertisements U it de.irable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

1912 BRADBURY
REX

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

THE "POPULAR
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WALSALL Garage.—Bargains in second-liand ma-

chines; compare our prices,

WALSALL Garage—Scott, June. 1911, ridden about
800 milea, Lucas lamp and horn ; £49 ; with latent

pattern torpedo sidecar, £54.

WALSALL Garage. — Indian, 1911. 7h.p.. clutch
model, Bine-Eagle competition winner, Lucas

lamp and horn; £42.

5h.p., T-T. twin,WALSALL Garage—Rex, 1911,
practically new; £38.

WALSALL Garage.— 6h. p., 1909. twin, magneto, up-
to-date; £16/10.

WALSALL Garage.-Sole agents for Humbers, Eud^e,
A.J.S.. CaltJ'oipe, and Ivy-Precision ; cash, ex-

change, or easy terms.

Wolverhampton St., Walsall.—"\T7ALSALL Garage.
VV Tel.: 444.

F.N., 1909K 5-6h.p.. 4-cyl.. magneto, perfect order;
cash 20 gTiineas.—E. Smith, Rutland Sq-, Bake-

well.

FN., 4-cyI.. in perfect order: any trial; new bark
tyre ; £30, cash.—Hanlev Garage, Ltd., Cheapside.

Hanley.

MATCHLESS, 5h.p.. T.T. model, 1911. in really fine
condition, equal to new, exceptionally fafit; £50:

—Below.

MATCHLESS, I912.-Early delivery guaranteed, all
models; send for catalogue.-Talbot Garage, Ltd.,

Stockport, sole agents for Cheshire and High Peak.

" Superbe " type, witli best tyre, apron, etc. . . £6 6 i

Ditto, with reversible child's seat ; £7 L

Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 (

Improved Quick-detachable Joints are fitto'l to a I

models. Prompt delivery to suit Re.\es, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 Twin REX Sidette, in stock £75
191 1 3i h. p. Tourist HEX, done 750 miles £32 10
1911 23 h.p. Two-speed REX Junior £39 10
1911 si h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
J911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10

1910J Twin REX DE LUXE, brand NEW 47 Gns.
1910 3i h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, grand machine £38 10
J910 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £48
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very [,ist £29 10
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, tine sidecar machine £42 1C
lOio 3i h.p. REX, very fast, special machine .... £27 1C
Two speed, free engine Twin REX DE LUXE £27 10
Twin KEX DE LUX£, i^oc clutch, wants tunmg up £16 10
1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £24 10
1907 3i h.p. Macneto REX, spring forks £19 IS
5* h.p.'Twin REX DE LUXE, Hoc clutch, sp. forks £24 10
Brand New 3J h.p. REX, spring forks and pedals . . £31
Brand New Twin Magneto REX £37 15
2i h.p. iqio Two-speed Magneto F.N £27 IC
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low . . £25
si h.p. REX, very good order £8 IC

3J h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10

5I h.p. Twin REX, extra good £16 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 It
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £18 10
3jh.p. MINERVA-CHATER-LEA £14 10

3i h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.-b. control £12 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, h.-b. control . . £12 10
3 h.p HUfVIBE^ ctiam drive £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Or.i.d forks £14 10
WOLF, Lightweight £10 10

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

HUMBER, 2h.p..
ur*ed ; rare b

Stockport.

1911,
irgain,

shop-soiled onlv. never bepn
£35.—Talbot Garage, Ltd.,

HUMBEB. 3ih.p., 2-6peed, free engine, last year';
model, in sound order; £35.—Hanley Garage, Ltd-

Cheapside, Hanley.

ie<l 3 trial

Millard.
BRAND New Lady's Singer Motor Cycle, usi

runs ; nly. splendid hill-climber, very light.-

9A nOWN ^"^ ^^" ^^'eekly secures prompt
cV^ kr^^WTin despatch of anv of these iMH. >.;

Sjh.p. MINERVA-CHATER-LEA £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, V belt. h.-b. nontroi. so. forks £12 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., good order, reliable .... £14 10
Lightweight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, runs well .. £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
2jh.p. KERRY, pring lorks £10 1.
Iwiij Magneto ,.IOTO-REVE £17 U
3i h.p. tt^^r, ?pray, smart, h.-b. control £12 10
sl h.p. Twin REX, fine machine £16 10
si b.p. MINERVA, .M.O.V., 26in. wheels £15 10

CARS.
15 h.p. 4-cyl. REX REMO, Bosch magneto, grand

touring car, many accessories, spares £160
16-20 h.p. 4-cyUnder WOLSELEY, 2-seater £49 H
5i h.p. smgle-cyl. BABY PEUGEOT, 2-seater .. OFFERS
6 h.p. HUMBERETTE, 2 sealer OFFERS

WE have a few Brand New 1911 TOURIST and
DE LUXE REXES on hand, and we ?re pre-
pared to make liberal allowances for
Second-hand Rexes in Exchange.

Shandon, Chesterfield.

Qihp. F.N. Motor Cycle, B. and B. carburetter.^2 h.b.c.. splendid running order; £10.—Smallwood.
^1, Witton St., Northwich.

spring forks, studded
£15. — Pofitlethwaite

3Xh-p. Twin Clement-Garrnrd.
2 tvies. fine goint- order

;

Overend St.. West Bromwich.

REY,

£43
£48
£54 10
£55

No extra E.P. £48 15
MS 15
*55
£50

„ „ 63 Gns.

„ 67 Gns.

„ 69 Gns.

*59
£70 12

„ „ £72 12

„ „ 45 Gns.
50 Gns.
"8 15
f'55

5% extra E.P. £2S 10

„ "0 10
£34
£50

Sib p. Chater-Lea,
2 ,=:addle : 3h.p. motor.

T>J"-S.U., 3ib.p., mafrneto, Amac. WTiittle. excellent
-^' tjTea. in th ronsli onier throiicbont ; trial bere

;

£19/10.— S. Etbelston. Hinton. WhitcbiiTLh. Salop.

ZEXITH. 3)li.p.. late 1911. practically new. perfect
oondition. tj-res un^cratcbed: uiurf sell to oe.-t

oiJer.—W. H. Eawdon-Smith. Iron Bridge, Sbropshire.

"IQll Huraber Liiibtwei^bt, Dunlop tvreg like new,
J-tf brand new Dunlop belt, variable pulley, carrier,
pannier bass. etc.. enamel and plating unscrntcbed n
real bargain, £27/10.—Eer. Owen. Hope, Mold.

mapneto, powerful, reliable, Brook,^
. Browu enpine, eprinp forks,

B. and B., re-built with new parts: offers, excbance. 5
H.p. preferred.—Particulars. Thomas *.- \\atson, Ripley
Derby.

RTJDGE T.T.. .Jnly 1911, pood competition machine,
capable 60 miles per hour, and baa not been

faked, spares, £38: 1912 variable peared Rudpes, at £60
md pnaranteed delivery in February: standard models
immediate delivery.-Wedge, Willcnhall.

Minerva. Bosch mapneto. spring f.-rks,

. low .saddle, with Ariel sidecar, all tvrr-

in pood condition: the above combination i^ in fir^t
class order, and is a thrrouphlv reliable mount- flr-t
Ser over £22/10.-Murrcll, Bolton Ed., Wednesflcld

Stafts.

SECTION IV.

Nottin)5hani, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and AVarwickshire.

FOE Sale. 1911 Indian. 7h.p., free enpine—Apply
42. Spon St., Coventry.

TRIUMPH, late 1909. carefully used, lamp, horn
eenerator, whistle, tools; £30; offers.-5, Edpbaston

St., Birmingham.

Triumphs, Eudees. B.S.A., Zeniths
immediate deliveries. — Clifford,

fy-Sh.p. 1909
* footboards.

"I Q12 Bradburys,
J- .7 Matchless;
Motorics, Eastwood.

3ih.p. Centaur (late 1910). equal new. 2-speed, free
2 enpine, cxrellent mount; 29 guineas.-Wright

7. Mill St., Coventry. "
'

"Vr.S V. 6b p. Twin. 2-speed gear, with coach-built side-
-L" car. splendid e.-\ndition, or exchange 1911 F.N.—
Wilson. Green, Euddington.

TVTEW Rudpe at second-hand price, free engine, Lucas
-L^ 460 lamp, and generator: splendid bargain.—Lloyd
Brcoklands, Allesley. Coventry.

3ih.p. Minerva, mapneto, spring forke, h.b.c, with
2 art cjine sidecar or separate; bargain, £18 lot

—

223. Wheeler St., Birmingham.

rpEIUMPH, 1908, looks as new. condition and power
-«- guaranteed ; expert examination invited ; cash
offers wanted—Wynn, Alcester.

3h.p. Fafnir, h.b.c, pood tyres, new belt, just over-
hauled, spares: £10: seen by appointment E. R

Evans, Heath Terrace, Leamington.

5, HEATH ST.,

HAMPSTEAD
Close to Hampstead

Tube Station,

Telegrams: "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead

EXTENDED RAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
on the follcjw-ing rgi2 Machines in STOCK :

TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

BRADBURY, I'ji:, standard 5% extra E.P.
BRADBURY, r9i2, T.T
BRADBURY, tgll, free engine .. „
BRADBURY, rgia, two-speed gear, Jan. „
RUDGE, I9r2 standard model
RUDGE, 1912T.T
RUDGE, I9r2 free engine
B.S.A., 191 1 standard model
ZENITH, r9i2, 3J h.p., six weeks .

ZENITH, rgi2, 6 h.p., six wectts .

ZENITH, I9T2, 8 h.p., six weeks .

PREMIER, 1912 standard
BAT, 1912, 3j h.p.. two-speed . .

.

BAT, r9i2, 6 h.p., two-speed, Jan,

BAT, I9r2, S h.p., two-speed, Jan
F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., two-speed gear
F.N., I9I2, 5-6 h.p
SINGER, 3.J h.p., 1912
SINGER, 3.V h.p., I9r2, free engine
LINCOLN ELK, I9r2, 2} h.p. ...

LINCOLN ELK, r9l2, 3 h.p. ...

LINCOLN ELK, rore, 3J h.p. ...
TRIUMPH, rqr2, T.T. Roadster .

BEDELIA Cars 7!% extra E.P. 59 Gns,

G. & N. Runabouts. S h.p, (in 6 weeks) „ „ 87 GnS,

A.C., speed sociable type (in Feb.) „ „ £87 10
Any other makes on application.

ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES IN STOCK. No waiting.

1911 New Machines to clear at Bargain Prices.

B.S.A., 3^ h.p., standard /.'so model £41
HOBARf, 2I h.p., lightweight. ^38 model £29
TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, Cso model £47

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.

PREMIER Twin, igir, two-speed gear £38
QUADRANT, 3I h.p., 1911, good condition £26
BAT, S h.p.. good condition, all accessories £28
BAT, S h.p., I9I0, with Millford sidecar £40
LINC0LNELK,3ih.p., 1911, clutch, and sidecar .. £30
B.S.A., 1911, almost new £40
HOBART, 2j h.p., soiled only £29
MOTO-REVE, 1911 model, twin £19
PRECISION, 2I h.p., I9ri, almost new £25
B.S.A., 2j h.p., new cylinder wanted £4 10
F.N., 4i h.p., good order £18
F.N., 2j h.p., two-speed, good condition, 1911 .... £27
F.N., four-cylinder, 19TT, almost new £29
F.N., 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, igro £22
REX, 6 h.p., I9ir, F.E £37
REX, 3i h.p., with speedometer, 1910 £26
REX, 4 h.p., T.T., twin, rgii model, splendid order £26
R EX, 3^ h.p., rgro, good order £24
BRADBURY, rgir, fine order £32
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 1910. tine order, all accessories £25
DOUGLAS, :J h.p.. tgro, good order £23
DOUGLAS, igir, Model D, all accessories £26
DOUGLAS, iQii, two-speed £33
ZENITH, rgro, good order £32
ZENITH, 19H 3! b,p £39
ZENITH, rgir, 3* h,p £40
ZENITH, rgiT, 3* h.p £42
TRIUMPH, 19J0, standard £35
TRIUMPH, 1910, F.E £39
TRIUMPH, rgio, F.E £38
BAT 3j h.p., P. and M. two-speed gear £33

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

THE
£3-10 REY Sidecar £3-10

With 26 X 2i Hutchinson T>Te, £5.

Repairs of every description at lowest prices. All Motor
Cycle Accessorie.=i in stock. BOOK your 1912 mount
NOW. Send for Exchange Form, and get best price.

BEST HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.
Terms : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payment

on any Machines or Sidecars.

The REY LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any othei
make. PRICE 2/- per foot. Sample on application.REY

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

Manufacturers of the Rey Exhaust Whistle and Sidecar.
ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY,

D.A M
The Motor Cycle.

P S T E A
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''Follow my Leacler."|
OUR "last" season's improvements are now

being estensi.ely copied by enterprisins
makers. TOO l-ATE ! !

We are still 12 monllis itiiead

MODEL E. MODEL D,
with Reversible and Uetach- witli Coaeh Built Body,

ableChildBSeat, £6 10 £7 0.

Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique

design, far less power is required to proptl Farrac's

Sidecars thaa any other style on the market.

NOTE OUR front arm men grips the sidecar

CENTRE, nothing lopsided aboiii liii' attachment.

OUR quick detacliable joint? are i tre;u

OUR cranked back axles are extensively copied.

OUR design = the safest.on ine nmritei

OUR 12 months' guarantee is lionestiv carried out,

ALL COMPLETt witft MUDGUAKD ANu TYRES.
Discount to ttie ira>le.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPH:^, Kh.\i.r>.

P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT. STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUH.

SPRUNO l-IKE A OAR.
Round or Car pattern mudguards at customers'

option.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26x 2j 18/6
26 X 2J Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers .... 25/-
26x2 and 26 X 2J Wired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x aj or 2} 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26 x a^in 18/5
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2} 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26X 2i 9/3
Special Heavy 26 x 2J Tubes, guaranteed .

.

7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
5i h.p. Water-cooled Engine and Clutch . . E7
i| h.p. Clement-Garrard Engine, new .... £3
One ditto, second-hand 30/-
New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine £7
New 191 1 D.A2 Bosch magneto 75/-
One ditto, second-hand 57/6
New 191 1 D.A.V, Bosch twin magneto .. 4,4 lo
Light car chassis and tyres £4
Speedometer, glass face broken 25 /-

New Toolbags, 9 x 6 x sJin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs . . 7/6
Mabon Clutch, variable pulley 35/-
Druid Spring Forks, new ^ £2 5
New Lycett's, Tubular Carriers 4/11
New Tamp and Generator, plated 12/6
1912 Brown and Barlow carbarettors .... 29 /-

R.O.M. Cover, 26 x 2jin,, done 400 .... £l
Kempshall, heavy, 26 x 2^in., done 800 . . £1
One ditto, 26 X 2}in,, done 30 £2

FARRAR'S
iViOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 23, Dopwood Lane.

HALIFAX K -"il'S'"

lel?phone 919.

132

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQll Humber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, eoin
J-iy plete tool kit, 2 new belts and spare inner tube.
-8,624. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 QIO F.N., 2ih.p., in good condition, run about 3,000
^•y miles, lamp, and all spnres included; £25.
Phillips, The Elmi;, London Rd . Peterborough.

1 QII3 Free Engine Bradburv, P. and H. lamp and
it/ generator, not run 500 miles; £45.—Herbert,
/o Arnold, Fairfield Terrace, Dallas St., Mansfield.

ROC, 2 speed. Precision engine, new Coronation week,
Montgomery castor wheel car, very reliable ; trial

;

£35, bargain.—Collins, 15, Ea^t Bond St., Leicester

HUMBER, 3ihp., 1909, 2-speed. free engine, gucd
condition, headlight, and all aecedsories; £23/10.—

Philip Dunn, 220, Hagley Rd., Edgba^ton, Birmingham.

"IQll Triumph M.jtcr Cj[cle for sale, .with cr withunt
J- 1/ sidecar, had very little use, all late-t impr..ye-
.uents ; owner buying car.—F.C.I-, 75, Northumberland
Ri. Coventry.

"I
Oil Scott, brand new, never been used, for immedi

-L t/ ate delivery. £60 ; splendid opportunity ; also
SH. 1910 Scott, for £35; guaranteed—Colmore Depot,
31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

SINGER, Sih.p., 191M2. with cr without N.S.U- 2-

speed gear, condition equal to new : price with
-parc': and gear, £48; without gear £43.—No. 9,041,
I'he Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

Qibp. Lurquin-Coudert, ligntweight, nearly new tyres.
^4: 2 new accumulators, new belt, lamp, horn, pump
engine just overhauled, very fa<?t. and in good condition:
£10.—Salisbury. 24, Woodview Rd., Boston, Lines.

£8, great bargain.— 31i. p. Ariel, vertical, low. fast, over-

hauled, re-bushed, h.b.c. Brown and Barlow, Druid
pring fcrks, new accumulator, new belt, studded covers,

!,'uaranteed —Roland Chappell, Feru Lea House, Sketch-
ley, Hinckley-

PLASTOW, Griineby. has in stock 1912 F.E. B.S.A.,
£56/10; 1911 F.E. Rudge, £55: 1910 F.E. Tri-

umph, lamp and speedometer, etc.. £43710: 1909 Tri-
umph, excellent order. £27/10 : also some special
'largains in accumulator and magneto machines.

PURCHASING Second-hand Machines ia a risky
gamble. 'Tie wilder to purchase a 1912 Lincoln

'II; with the .same money or less- AVe guarantee them-
Madels now on view.—Sole Birmingham agents. Tennaut
Engineering Co., Pershore St- Exchanges entertained.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

B.S.A., free engine; delivery this month.—Parker and
Son.

RUDGE, free engine, standard or T.T. ; delivery 7
days.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

10 Triumph, in good order and condition; £30.—
37. Searle St., Cambridge.19

5 Q12 Zenith, new, unscratched, only been a few
i*^ miles; £52 cash.—P. Wallis, Barnabas Rd., Cam-

"J
Qll Rudge, almost like new, in topping order and

At/ condition, F.R.S. lamp; £35.—3a, Bridge St.'.

Cambridge.

LAMBERT, Thetford, for early deliveries of 1922
Triumphs, Bradburys, Matchless. Humbera, Budges,

B.S A., etc.

1 Q09 3;h.p. Midget Eicar, magneto. Whittle, eplen-
L «J' did condition ; bargain. £ 1 2.—Particulara, 1 89
Dunstable Rd., Luton.

1 Q12 Bradburys; guaranteed delivery; free engines.
l-«^ standards January, 2-speed March: cash, easy
rKiymenta. or exchange.—Willmott Bros., Norwich.

"I Q12 Torpedo Preci^on, 2ih-P- ; £37; best light-
i-*y weight on tbe market; £10 deposit, 50/- monthly.
-Willmott Bros., Norwich.

B.S.A. ! BS-A. ! B.S A.! - Early deliveries of all

models of these celebrated machines ; second-hand
r.achines part payment.—A. F. Garnham and Co., sole
igents. Ipswich.

L.M-C, 3'h-p., last year's model, free engine, good
condition, perfect running . rder. Whittle belt, tyres

-:nrd, all tools, guaranteed; £30; photo-—H. Sneezum,
Fore St., Ipswich.

-| Q12 F.E. Triumph, in crate; 1911 F-E. Bradbury, 2

JL t7 speeds ; Rudge. offers wanted over £30 ; twin
Enfield, like new, £28 : 3ih.p. Minerva, low, accumu-
lator ignition, £9.—Triumph agent, King's Lynn.

RUDGE. Hobart, sole agents ; caah, deferred, ex-
changes; immediate deliveries; 1910 r.E. Tri-

umph. Palmer cords, spares, 43 guineas; T.T. Budge.
K new, £36/15, spares; 2ih.p. Hobart, world's record,
£28/10--Francis, Lynn.

IQll 3Ah.p. Calthorpe Motor Cycle, in perfect con-
it/ dition, fitted with Autoeiipse head lamp, 2
shades of light, aud generator, horn |3 notes), exhaust
whistle; price £29/15 cash; tyres nearly new; cheap;
owner no uee for same.—Ernest J. Lake, Outwell.
Norfolk.

"j Q 12 Zenith, Sh.p., Show model, only deliverea a
l^*y week, and not ridden 100 miles, complete with
liorn, headlight and generator, switch, tyre repair out-

at, extra tools, brand hew Jone? speedometer; 66
jrnineae, or without accessories 62 guineas; too power-
ful for owner (solo rider).—Write, C. G Brocklebank,
Bartlow, Cambridgeshire-

1912 A»-ms±rons
3 Speed Gea.rs.

We can now deliver these from Stock.

Complete £10 : 10 : O Complete

GOOD ALLOWA^^CE FOR YOUR OLD BACK
WHEEL.

1912 MACHINES.
1912 3^ h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds 57 Gns.

191 2 2I h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds 47 Gns.

1912 2i h.p. A.J.S., 2 speeds, chain drive 44 Gns.

1912 5 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, chain drive . , 60 Gni.

MOTO-REVES.
Handy in grease, free from vibration, splendid

hill-climbers.

150S Twin, very good order £15
19 10 2| h.p. Twin, very good £22
191

1

Sntgie-cyhnder, record machine &'Z2.

1910 2f h.p. Twin, very fine order £23
1910 2I h.p. Twin, with 1911 fittings £24
1909 2i h.p. Twin, 50x70 mm £20

All have magneto, h.-b. control, Druid forks,

tooibag, tools, and inllator,

REXES. REXES. REXEa
3^ h.p. igog tspeed King, extra fine £23
^ h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mas. £17

3^ h.p. 1910, very good £27

3I h.p. 1910, extra good £28

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
5-6 h.p, 1909 De Luxe, 2 speeds £35
7 h,p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V t48
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar ..., £32
5-6 h, p., de Luxe, clutch model £24
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model ,. £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, iqoS, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, igog eng. £32

N.S.U.'s. N-S.U-'s N.S.U.'s
5i h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B. carb. . . £25 J

5 h, p. Twin. Bosch masrieto £19
igio 6 h.p., M.O.V., two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.

35 h.p. Premier, fine goer £26
lyii Two speeu BraoDury, fine £37
rgii Lady's Hobart, Armstrong three speeds £35

3J h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model £25
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16

3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. & B., spr, forks £16

sh li.p- Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
2! h.p. Humber, chain drive £7
i| h.p. Minerva, V belt £4 10

3i h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Amac .... £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed igo8 Rex and Sidecar £33
7 9 h.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53 '3

igio 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-
plete with N.S.U. coach-bnilt sidecar £38
AU fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

f >l nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE
SUHr UUWil BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3i h.p. Brown Bicar, 26in. wheels £12
^1 h.p. Fafnir M.O.V £12 ^

^tt nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESEd&O 1/UWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3J h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
3 h, p. Quadrant, Bosch magneto £16
5-6 b. p. Twin Rex, h.-b, control, variable .. £16 10
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, b.b. control £16

4 J-5J h.p. N.S.U.. Bosch £19
-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto £21

CARS AND TRICARS.
5J h.p. Aster Car, 3 speeds and reverse .... £19

5 h.p. Humber Car, twoseaier, good gotr £22
ua ii.p. reugeoi Car, Lwo-seater £3S
Ouocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Brown & Barlow Carburetters 8/6
New Screwcutting Lathe, 4in. centres ..«.,. £610
Farrar's Sidecar, quick detach joints £3 15
Farrar's Sidecar, new wicker body £3 16
Portland Sidecar, 26in, wheel £3 10
Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Prested Accumulators, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-
Bioo Saddle 9/6
BT05 Saddle 11/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone M A¥,IF"AX (T*o "J'^^'fi'

from G.P.O.)

In answering thene advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.."
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f»" G.N.
Runabout.

GODFREY & APPLEBEE, LTD.,
Sole Agents for Scott and Trump-J.A.P.
Special Agents for Indian, Bradbury,

and Zenitti.

20a, Gt Portland St., LONDON^W.
Telegrams : " Gofrabike, London."

Telephone No. : Mayfair 4350.

The best machine
at the best price

is what you will

get by dealing with

GODFREY &
APPLEBEE

Famous throughout the
motor cycling world as
the "straight" firm.

In addition to our
supplying

SCOTTS
BRADBURYS, .

ZENITHS, . . .

TRUMP-J.A.P.S.,
etc., we have secured
the following exclusive
agencies

—

Sole London Agents
for theCORAH

Motor Cycles.

EXCLUSIVE
West End Agents

for

INDIAN
Motor Cycles.

We have also practically
completed negotiations

for the

SOLE LONDON
AGENCY FOR

THE

N

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembrolte.

3>Y Guineas^First offer secures my 5-6h.p. Clyno,
* climb anything, esceptijnally fast—Bool, Llan-

elly-

3ih.p. Minerva, Choter-Lea, 1910. Mabon clutch,
2 F-R.S., v^hittle, spares: £22.— Eatchlfe, Upton-on-

Severn.

TRIUMPH, July. 1910. N.S.TJ. 2-8peea gear, August,
1911, Milllord 6ifle.;ar (£9/SI. Ausuet, 1911.

Hparea, complete; £50; perfect.—HoUoway, Evesham.

5-6h.p. F-N., new August last, with 2-speetl grear. Rom
back tyre, all accesfirrieo; offer? or escLange first-

claaa player piano.—Box No, L5,206, The Motor Cycle
Offices. 20, Tiidor St., E-C.

FAFNIR, Cbater-Lea, tyres good, stand, carrier, large
toolbag, tools, belt bos, registration numbers, etc;

giving up m toriug, marriage: L-verything thorough con-
dition, just plated, enamelled, very fast, perfectly re-
liable: £18, quick eale-—p., Avalon, Osborne Ed., Vonty-
pool, Mon.

^FCTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

MOTO-REVE. 2ili.p, twij. u-sed 2 months; £27/10.
near offer.—Randall. Andover.

SINGER Moto-Velo. 2ili.p.; £20. offers. - Randall,
Andover.

T INCOLN Elk. Dew, 3ili.p. ; ofEera.—Eaudull, Andover

3ih.p. P. and M., 1911. 2-apeed, little used, perfect)^
2 new condition.— D. "Vernon, High Wycombe.

S-TJ. Lightweight, 2h.p., magneto, h-b.c, guaranteed
perfect: £14.-80, Winchcombe St.. Cheltenham.

IXh.p. Werner, good running order, new accumulator;
4 £2.—Cocks, New Rd-, Spencer't? ^Vocd. Reading,

PREMIER [late 1910), 2-speed. free engine, in perfect
order, and sideLar ; £42.—Hughes, liarrison Insti-

tute, Bulford Camp.

1 Qll Latest Mcdel 4-oyI. T.AC., equal to new; costX «/ over £80, valuable spares; £49 nett.—A. Ward.
Home Farm, Ascot.

CLUTCH Triumph, late 1911. perfectlv new condi-
tion. Palmer cords; nearest £47.—Hurwood, Eost-

i.ote, Twy(6rd. Berks.

PEUGEOT, 3i-4ii.p.. new Bocch. B. and B . drip lubri-
cation, studded Clinchers, guaranteed; offers?-

Camery. Doynton, Bristol.

TRIUMPH, 1908. excellent condition, Mabon clutch,
Lomax bund^, 3 spare valves; £28—Aldona, 13.

Yarborough Rd., Southsea.

KERRT-ABINGDON. 1911. SJh.p,, 2-6peed. clutch,
spares, used 2,700 miles; any trial; £42, or near

ofEer.—Alston, Quarley. Andover.

REX, 3ih.p-, 1910. Tnirist Trophy model, free en-
gine, perfect condiiiun : £35, or near offer—

Doininy and Co., Jewry St., Winchester.

F.N-, 4-cyl.. 4;-h.p., overhauled at considerable ex-
pense, meclianiiully perfect, also tyres ; bargain,

17 guineas.-Heybcurn, Mot,jr3, Maidenhead.

1Q10 N.S-U. Lightweight. Bosch, little used, plating.
J- 9J euauiel as new ; examination invited ; many pc-
lerfsories; £19.—Canning, Brewery, Windsor.

IQll Royal Enfield, free engine, 2-speed. twin-cyl..
At/ 23h.p., grand little machine; original price
£52/10, offered at £34-—Julian, ironmonger, Basing-
stoke-

REX, 1908, 5h.p.. back cylinder square flni*. alJ'o

piston, Auto-varia or other change-speed; cheap
for cash; approval.— 8, Wer^tbourne Gardena, Trowbridge.
Wilts.

TRIUMI*H, free engine, November, 1911, aa new.
Palmer cords, unpunctured ; £50, or near offer

;

-een any time. Morris't; Garage, Oxford.—Letters, 91, St.
George's Square, Lond-.n, S-\V.

SINGER. 1911-12. Cowey speedometer. Palmer cords,
headlight, cost £60 recently, only used few times;

48 guineas, or nearest; wanted, lightweight Douglas.-
Motoric. 43. Hartington Rd., Salisbury.

HARVEY. 58. Poole Rd-, Bournemouth, sole district
agent for Humbers: early deliveries all 1912

models : your present mount taken in exchange ; one
sei ond-hand 1911 lightweight Humber, £24; owner
ordered twin.

BRADBURY (October. 1909). only done 6,500. l^ept
perfectly by experienced chauffeur, nearly new

Palmer cord tyre and tube. Lucas King of Eoad lamp,
Brook=i pannier bag, horn, and spares; £28.—Gueterbock,
17. Upper Belgrave Ed., Bristol.

MINERVA, 3ih.p., magneto, B. and B., lamp,
generator, horn, h.b.c, new piaton, new cylinder

just been rebushed and overhauled, compression perfect
fa^t, 85 miles per gallon, excellent condition; £22:
offers.-A. F. Riecke, R.F.A., Deepcut, Famborough,
Hants.

Collier's Motorles
f

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLA^2D.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

£8
deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

Magneto Triumph £25 10

5i h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, mag. .

.

£24 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19

3i li.p. Magneto Rex £19 19
Twin Moto-Reve £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £19 19

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

1910 3i h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH, VERY HOT . . £38 10
i.,io 7 h.p. Iwni REX, .M.O.V £37 10
5 j h.p. N.8.U., free engine and sidecar £33 10
.Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart .... £25 10
I'win REX DE LUXE, and Montgomery Sidecar . . £25
REX, loio, jt h.p., " hoi 5tMff " £29 10

5§ h.p. Two^speed Twin REX DE LUXE .... £27 10
i' h.p. I'dO I win REX, special machine £29 10

i.i h.p. Four-cvlinder F.N., magneto £19 19
2} h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10
i.iio 3J h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10
1910 Two-speed F.N. Litjhtweight, h.-b. control. .. . £27 10

i h.p. HUMBER, ch.ain drive £7 10

t h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V £14 10
1908 3 J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10
'107 3i h.p. M.igneto REX, spring forks £19 19
li h.p. WOLF Lightweight, h.b. control £10 10
i» h.p. Tourist KtX, Dr.ind new £29 10
1910 Twin kEX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10
Sew Twin REX, cantilever seat 36 Gns.
Twin REX DE LUXE, and Sidecar £27 10
VIOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 19
iVIOTOSACOCHE Lightweight £14 10
it h.p. MINERVA, torpedo tank £14 10
F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks £19 19
REX Twin, 5t h.p., spring forks, fast £19 10
REX, 3! h.p.. srrine forks, Dunlop non-skids .... £15 10
1911 3r'>.P Tourist REX £32 10
lyil Twin REX oE LUXE £46 10
1911 Single-cylinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles .. £32 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Brand New 19 11 3J h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gni.

„ „ igii 2I h.p. 2-speed REX Junior .. 50 Gns.

„ „ 1911 3J h.p. Free-engine REX 48 Gnl.
„ 1911 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gnl.

Also 191 1 New 2-speed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration 63 Gns.

Discount to Cash Buyers.

Exchanges entertained.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle.' A33
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 QI2 Arno, 3ih-p., very low, Villiers hnb clutch
-LiJ (staniUng start), N-3-U. 2-3peed gear, 1912 vari-

able jet carburetter, heavy Kemprihalls, French grey,

latest throughout, ridden 500 miles, practiually new

:

owner buying twin; £45, lowest.—L-, Southconrt, Chal-
font St. Petera, Bucks.

IQll Standard Triumph, Roc 2-flpeed, splendid con-
Xt/ dition. complete with Lucas King of the Bead
lamp, horn, and mirror. Cowey, Palmer studded cord
tyres, spare butt-ended tube and case, acceaaoriee, driven
750 miles: ca^^h 55 guineas: bought car.—Dr. PhiUipa,
Pinewood, Wokingham, Berts.

SECTION VIIL
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

V\/'ILTON Cycle Co.. Victoria, S.W.

WILTON.—1911 Triumphs, as new, clutch models,
with accessories, £45, £48; another, with side-

car, £50.

ILTON—1911 Bradburys, as new, with accessoiieB,

2-speed gearSi and sidecars ; £50, £55.

WILTON.—1911 Bradbury, standard, with accessories,

and Chater-Lea sidecar ; £43.

"\T7ILT0N.-1911 8h.p. Bat, with P. and M. gear,
Vf Gloria sidecar, and accessories, as new; £68-

WILTON.—6h.p. Matchless T.T. roadster, overhead
valves, fine condition: £38.

"ITTILTON.—1911 Clyno, brand new, delivered show
VV'' week; £60.

WILTON.— 4-cyl. F.N.'s, splendid condition, with
accessories; £20, £22.

WILTON— 1911 Kerry-Abingdon, with 2-3peed gear,

and r^pecial Kerry sidecar (cane), with acceaaories,

as new ; £50.

ILTON.—Motc-Eeve, 2Jh.p., new; £39.

ILTON.—Clyno and Matchless sole S-W- agents : de-

livery January.

WILTON—Bradbury authorised agent-s ; delivery from
stock 1912 models.

TXTILTON.—Liiiccln Elk, new 2ih.p. ; £25.

ILTON.—Clyno, Matchless, and "Wilton sidecars from
stock-

WILTON —Exchangefl and instalments arranged-
PleatiC write for forms.

ILTON Cycle Co.. 110. Wilton Ed., Victoria. S.W
'Phone: 5115 Westminster.

W
w

w
w
oMNIDM Motor Co., Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St., W.

REX-J.A.P.'3.—We can give you early delivery of
ths -

-

R
theee famoua machiiiea.—Oajninm.

EX-J.A.P.'s.—2, 3, 4. 6 and 8h.p., 2-3peed or fixed
gear models; call or write for our lists.—Omnium.

IQlOi Eex de Luxe, 6h.p., 2-Bpeed gear, handle atart-
Xi/ ing, F.E.S- beam lamp; speedometer, watcli, new
9hami^>ck-Gloria back. Peter Union front, \vxiittle, 3
toolbags and tools, splendid condition; £41.—Omnium.

IQll 2Jh.p. 2-speed Twin Eoyal Enfield, only de-
-i-t/ livered few weeks, practically new; any trial;

£46.—Omnium.

F.N., 2h.p-, lately overhauled, excellent condition, good
tyres; £9.-88, St. John St., E-C

RACING N.S.tr., late model. 6h.p., 2 carburetters,
recently overhauled by makers; £34/10,

PDCH Motor Cycle, 2h.p., only used for demonstra-
tion, automatic lubrication; £34.—Paul Schmidt,

2, Laurel Ed., Barnes.

TBItJMPH.—Immediate delivery of 1912 free engine
model.—Brown's, 168, Brompton Ed.. S.W.

SXh.p. Motor Cycle, in good condition, lamp, horn,
2 and spares; £7/15.-14. Clapham Ed.. S.W.

3 JLh.p. Excelsior, new Hutchinson tyre, good running
2 order; £7/7.-5. Douglas Ed., Canonbury, N.

1Q10 Triumph, free engine, Mabon clutch, perfect;
M.U 36 guineas.—3, Albert Mansions. Crouch Hill

"I Q09i Triumph, just been overhauled: what offers?—
J-U C. J. Milieu, Motor Works, Cranbrook, Kent.

1 Q09 Motosacoche, free engine. Whittle belt, perfect
M-*y condition; f22.—Gripper, Wallington, Surrey.

TEIUMPH, 1911. free engine, perfect condition, only
done 500 miles ; £47.—Bon Marche, Eamsgate-

SCOTT, 1911 (September), and Mrllford Eadial sidecar,
scarcely used; £58.—Mosepaul, Longley Rd-, Weald-

stone.

TEIUMPH, 1910, perfect condition; any trial; i32;
seen any time.—56, Pulborougli Ed., Southfields.

S.W.

MOTOSACOCHE, 2ih.p., 1911, perfect condition

,

lamp, all spares; £26/10--12a, Emmanuel Ed.,
Balham.

NEW Hudsons^ Triumphs, Bradburys; order now for
early deliveries.— Godfrees, 124, Eomford Ed-.

Btratfcrd.

For Early Delivery,

Unbiassed Advice,

and Good Service

I
you cannot do better than order from

'

us.

—^The first firm in this district to deal in

Motor Cycles, and situate in the hub of

the industry, we have had every type of

machine through our hands, and know
the best points and also the faults of each

—

this knowledge is at your command.

—Our large contracts, placed months ago,

enable us to deliver as follows

—

TRIUnflPHS (from Stock).

REX.J.A.F>. (January).

REX (from Stock).

HUn/IBER (January).

DOUGkAS (January).

INDIAN (January).

HAZkEWOOO (from Stock).

ZENITH-GRADUA (January).

= INSTALMENTS E

can be arranged if required.

The machine is delivered upon

payment of the first instalment.

exchanges:
—we can allow you a good

figure for your present machine,

as part payment for any new

1912 model motor cycle.

SPEC8AL OFFER.
Owing to delay in delivery, ws
have three 1911 machines to
clear at the following bargain
prices

—

1911 SCOTT £57.
1911 B.S.A £42.
1911 TRIUMPH, free

engine. Best offer.

Write or call

—

The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Telegrams

:

* Primus, Birmingham,*
Telephone

:

Central, 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITH Graduu, early delivery of 1912 modela; er*

ihanpes arranged.— Storey's, 537, Euston Ed., Lon-
don, N.W.

MINEEVA, genuine. 3ih.p., m.o.v., 82x82, No. 6
frame, runs well; £9/15. — 36, Skelbrook St-,-

Earlfifleld. - =

WANDSWORTH.-Brand New 1911 Chater-Lea-
J.A.P.. No. 9 frame, 8h.p., m.o-T., magneto; 8acri-

flce. £45.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Zeni-th. 1911. 3i-4h.p. J.A.P.,
m-o-v.. magneto, infinitely Tariablo gear, nearly

new; 40 guineas. —Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., 1911 model, 6h.p.,.magneto,
automatic carburetter, drip feed, as new; £36.—

Below.

WANDSWOETH—Y.S., late type, 5-6h-p., twin, mag-
neto, Truflault forks, nearly new, nnacratehed

:

£30.-Below.

WAJSrD8W0RTH.-F.N.. 1910 model. 5-6h.p.. mag-

"

neto, automatiL' uarhuretter, 1911 improYementa, .

like new: £29/15.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Eoc, latest 1911 model, 4h.p.,

"

mo.T., magneto, 2 speeds, absolutely new; £32/10.
—Below-

WANDSW0RTH.-N.8.U.. 3ih.p., m.o.y., magneto,
L M.C.. variable gear. Palmer tyres, h-b-c-, per-

fect; £18/10.-Below.

WT'ANDSWOETH.-P.N., late 1908 model, 3h.p.,
»*^ 'ta-ich magneto, F.N- spring forks, perfect; £14/10."

—Below.

WANDSWOETH.-Eoc, 1909. 5-6h.p., twin, mag-
neto, 2 speeds, show machine, as new; 30 guineas.

—Below. -

WANDSWORTH.—Eex. 3J-h.p., new tyres; £8/15;
exchanges—Wundsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

St-, Wandsworth Station.

LIGHTWETGHT, Sjh.p. vertical engine, belt drive,
good tyres, in fine order; £6/10, bargaiiL—12,

Broadway, Muswell Hill.

TEIUMPH. new in June, 1908, in beautiful condi-
tion, lamp. horn, spares; any trial; £23. — 26,

Glendarvon St., Putney.

4>ih.p. F.N-, 1912, 2-8peed. F.E., aa new, unpunctured,
'W 4 lamp, horn, etc. ; 38 guineas ; exceptional offer.— Digby, Mersea, Esses.

4ih.p. Stevens, Chater-Lea No. 6, 1911 B. and B.,
2 low, modern machine, with rigid sidecar; £14/10

—Sinclair, East Moleeey.

3ih-p. Premier, free engine model, in stock (5% extra
2 for easy payments); £54/17.—J. Barker and Co., ^

Kenriington High St., W-

23.h.p. Excelsior, surface, comfortable position, good
4 condition, ready to ride, not a crock; £7.-57,

'

Chandos At., South Ealing-

QCTADRANT 3h.p., dry battery ignition, lamp, horn,
carrier, new front springs, enamelled grey; £13-—

Sulivan, Wilmington, Woking.

TEIDMPH, 3ih.p., new spring, 1910. nearly new
tyres, everything perfect; saoriflce, £32.—Apply,

2. Normandy Mansions, Barnet-

1Q12 Singera, free engine m'odel, for immediate de-At/ livery; cash, exchange, or gradual paymenta.—
Wrench's. 120. Hampt^tead Ed.

IQ12 Kerry-Abingdons, show model, for immediate
!-«/ delivery: exchange or gradual payments. ~
Wrench's, 120. Hampstead Rd.

REX 1911 Tourist, 3ih.p^, soiled only; best offer
wanted.— Wrench's, 120. Hampstead Ed.

IQll Humber, 2-speed, in excellent condition; offers
A«/ wanted.—Wrench's, 120, Hampstead Ed.

MOTO-EEVE, magneto ignition, in excellent condi-
tion; £17.—Wrench's. 120, Hampstead Ed,

P.
and M., 1910, not ridden 1 000 miles; owing to
illness; accept 40 guineas.—Box L5,221, The Motor

Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor St.. E.C.

1 Q09 3h.p. Eex Featherweight, magneto, condition
--»/ like new; £18; offers, or exchange twin, magneto.
-111. Walton Ed., East Molesey.

3ih.p. Latest Model Shop-soiled Motor Cycle, free
2 engine, £40 : 5h.p. twin Zedel, excellent running

condition, £15.—Copus, Guildford.

pRIUMPH, 1909i. excellent condition, new Pahner
-- cord, lamp, horn, watch, whistle, spares, etc.: £33,
—Blan. 78. Gladstone Ed.. Watford.

3ih.p. Rex. very bw, Longuemare, new cylinder, pis-
4 ton, and rings, fast and powerful; sacrifice £6/15.

—Speechley, 45, Churct Rd., Actoni

5-6h.p. F.N., magneto, h.b-c, Kempshall tyre, 2 tool-
bags, lamp, horn, fine condition; worth seeing;

£15 cash.—33, Killyon Rd.. Clapham.

DOUGLAS, 1911. 2-speed and clutch, ridden 1.600
miles, perfect condition : £39. — Munro, 12,

Bartholomew Villas, Kentish Town. N.W.

rQOSi Standard Free Engine Triumph, 1909 im-
«' provementfi, excellent condition, every accessory;

£27.-12. Market Sq-, Horsham, Sussex-

IQll Standard Bradbury, as delivered, tools, lamp,
-l.«7 horn, generator, valve, plug, excellent condition;
£35 cash.—15. Allenby Ed., Forest Hill.

A34 1*1 answp-rinq the.^e advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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BrooKlands and the Six Days' Trials.

IT
seems likely that the Auto Cycle Union annual
six days' reliability trial will next year be held in

the West Country, with Taunton as a centre. In

connection with the 191 2 event, we should like

to offer a suggestion with regard to the organisa-

tion of the trial wnich we commend to the considera-

tion of the A.C.U., and that is to hold the last day's

jun on Brooklands in the nature of a high speed

reliability test, with certain minimum set speeds for

different sized engines. There is an old but true say-

ing : "It is the pace that kills." It is a known fact

that some machines, carefully nursed by competent
dri\ers, can average 20 m.p.h. day in and day out, but

if that same machine be expected to accelerate its

speed for a" long stretch, or increase its power output

such as would be necessary were the owner to fit a

sidecar, shortcomings in the shape of valve troubles,

plug difficulties, and weakened compression will soon
become apparent.

Further, what better advertisement could the manu-
facturer desire than that suggested .' After having

exliibited the hill-climbing abilities and regular running
qualities of his machine to the thousands in the West
Country, Friday's journey to Brooklands would open
up and create interest in a new field, and on Saturday
motor cycUsts would flock to the track in their hun-
dreds, and willingly pay an entrance fee to witness the
sliced test of the latest types of motor cycles exactly

, hev had been used for t-uring on the difficult roads,

and hills of Somerset and Devon. ' Again, on the
final day of an A.C.U. trial the judges and officials

usually have a busy and awkward task examining
machii?r-5 jumbled up. in comers of an hotel yard, but

in the spacious paddock at Brooklands the machines
ciiuld be ranged in proper order and the officials carry

out their work of examination unmolested. Another
matter -which could be checked, and which makes the

scheme still more worthy of consideration, is the oil

slinging problem. On the examination day of a long

distance trial competitors are usually to be seen actively

employing their spare time cleaning away all super-

fluous oil, which, on some machines has an objection-

able habit of finding its .way through the crank case

joints and past the oil pump plunger. In the case of

hub change speed gears grease oozes from the hub and
is flung on to the rear tyre and rim, and yet, with

judicious use of a rag, all traces of foreign matter

can be wiped away, and the judges are not aware
that the engine had a propensity for covering itself

with escaped oil. A very mdch more accurate result

would be arrived at by demanding that the Brook-

lands test be completed without a stop to avoid loss

of niarks, and at the conclusiQn compelling each com-
pefftor to ride straight to the paddock gate, deposit

his machine inside, and leave it there without having

touched a single part.

Anothei; point which appeals to us is the question of

silencing. It is sincerely to be hoped that marks will

next year be awarded to the most silent machines in

the trial, and it is better that this test should take

place on the last day. What better means of judging

could be provided than Brooklands affords, with com-
petitors careering round the track at certain set speeds

and appearing at frequently recurring intervals ?

We have endeavoured to show in recent articles .that

silence is not incompatible with efficiency, and that it

is possible to design a really satisfactor)' silencer giving

not only no back pressure, but even a suction effect.
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WlilLSr the CommiUee at tlif >\ar ( ffice is stiil

muddling along working out tlie future of what Lord
Hiildane calls the "Technical Reserve," two definite

decisions have been arrived at and regulations

framed which will interest all motor cyclists and those in the

trade who employ iiRotor lorries.

Motor Cyclists in the Territorial Army.
It has now been decided that each cyclist battalion may

enrol seventeen motor cyclists, and that. these are to draw a

special petrol allowance of six shillings and sixpence a day
during annual training. At the fir.?t glance this allowance

may seem inadequate to compensate the motor cyclists for the

wear and tear to their machines and for the running expenses
entailed, but, as a matter of fact, this is by no means the

case, and the allowance must" be looked upoii as a very fair

compromise. -
'

The Work of Motor Cyclists.

It is not as if the motorist were expected to be always on
the go during the fifteen days he is in camp, for this is far

from being the case. Generally speaking, the utmost mileage
any motorist will be called upon to

accomplish on duty during that period

will be about 600 miles, so that the

allowance works out at about twopence
halfpenny a mile at the minimrun, and
in addition to this he gets a pound a

year for the maintenance of his cycle,

as well as his pay during camp as a

soldier. During annual training there

are usually three or four days when the

motorist plays a very prominent part

as the "Mercury" who links up thi-

scattered columns of cyclists with
each other; during this manoeuvre ur

inspection period he may be calicil

upon at any time of the day or night

to go anywhere, and to go at top
speed, and the success of tlie work
accomplished by the regiment is very
largely dependent upon the excellence

of its motor cyclists, their grit, their

ability to read a map, and their deter-

minatioii to "get there" at all costs

and at best speed. There is a pleasing
novelty about this work, becai!se the

police do not interfere to restrict the

speed ; there are, in fact, many cases

on record of messages coming through
at the rate of fifty miles an hour, and
that means going "all out" when one
takes into consideration the negotia-
tion cf villages and corners, and the
necessity of consulting the map from time to time.

ni^j..„..-^o ue cannot, find congenial companions, then indted

we must be hard to please.

The Condilinr.s of Service.
We motor folk are an independent crew, and we have held

aloof from Territorialism in the past because we imagined it

meant a lot of silly drill, restrictions, regulations, and other

vexatious items. I am not attempting to recruit my brothers

of thd wheel for the Territorial Army, let me hasten to say,

but I am only giving a lew plain facts for the guidance of

those who feel that they might like to combine pleasure and
patriotism. The motor recruit will have to put in forty hours'

work during his first year of service—some twenty of these
will be spent in leiuning the rudiments of drill just like any
infantryman, but thereafter the remaining hours will be spent
in the saddle or learning how to make maps, or attending
other instructive lectures. In succeeding years only ten hours
are required, and these will be spent almost entirely in week-
end outings and such-like work. The motorist will have to

attend annual camp for at least eight days, or furnish a
sufiicient excuse for exemption, otherwise he is liable to be
proceeded against and fined anything up to forty shillings

;

lVIi!ili-y .11 )t *r c/cli.ts of

Yarmout'i, ..-".-u..! ; from
Corpl. Colls, -vrg.. «en:i2r.

machines wci'c p.c.><i.ited to

TaRing it Easy.

At other times in camp the motor cyclists attached to
cycliist battalions have a very easy time of it. They are
excused from early morning parades, and, as often as not,

they are told off under a senior motorist to go for a run round
.the country and learn the roads, whilst the rest of the bat-
talitfn is indulging in musketry exercises or drills. For a
man who owns a reliable cycle of 3^ h.p. or 5 h.p. the position

is ideal, and I cannot conceive of a pltasanter way of spending
a holiday. How many of us, when we take our annual holi-

day, find it hard to get congenial companions or to map out
a pleasant tour that will accommodate itself to our pockets.
Here we have all three problems solved for us: all our
cxpeuFes are paid and a bit over, we are set definite tasks
to accomplish awlieel, and if amongst the other sixteen

t"i6 6ti But Nirlolk Bo moit (Cyclutii larm:riils ai the Cimp Ground, Great
lett to right : Capt. E. Dewin», Ser;t. Major C. H. Vincent, Pte. T. Pechey, Lance
Four of the machines are 2^- h.p. Entlelds, the other a Triumph. The former

the Regiment by Mr, L. Ross, and all have done excellent work despatch carrying.

bit such extreme measures are only taken in cases of obvious
shirking un the part of the man. In return, the motorist
receives two sets of uniform and the various emoluments
detailed above ; he enlists for four years' service, but should
his civil work call him abroad he can get a free discharge,

and—this by the way—a useful introduction or two from his

officers^or comrades- In camp the motor cyclists usually hob-
nob together and form a little clique of their own, for they
like to confer with one another regarding the events of the
day and to compare notes as to their various mounts.

Where to Enrol.
At the present moment there are eleven cyclist battalions

in Great Britain, each consisting of 21 officers, 500 cyclists,

and 17 motor cyclists, and in the course of the next year
two additional battalions will be formed. The best proceduire
is to write a letter to the Adjutant, stating your address
and asking for full particulars of local companies, for if you
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Military Motor Cycling Notes.

—

live some way from headquarters you -will probably be

attached to one of these. The age limits are sev^teeii and
tliiity.-five, and tlie minimum lieight 5ft. 2in. The names of

the existing battalions are :

Highland Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters, Perth. N.B.
Lowland Cyclist Battalion; headquarters, Linlithgow, N.B.
Northern Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters,. Newcastle-on-

Tyne and Durham.
Yorkshire Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters, Park Street,

Hull.

Norfolk Cyclist Battalion ; headqiuirters. Norwich.

-

Suffolk Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters, Saxmundham.
Essex Cyclist Battalion; headquarters, Brentwood.
London Cyclist Battalion; headquarters, Fulham Houso,

Putney Bridge, S.W.
' '

ICent Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters, Tonbridge.
Devonshire Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters, Kxeter.
Welsh Cyclist Battalion ; headquarters, Cardiff.

Each of these battalion.s recruits over a very wide area,

and has local headquarters ail over the country, so that,

for instance, it is quite feasible for a cyclist living at Peter-
borough to join the Norfolks, or a Berkshire man to join tlie

Londons.

Just one final word. Those motor cyclists whose knowledge
of Territorials is limited to other arms of the service would
do well to fhid out a little about cyclist work before they
dismiss all idea of joining from their minds. The cyclists are

admittedly the pick of the Territorial Army—physically,

mentally, and socially—and their work is of the most interest-

ing description, and is devoid ' of routine and barrack-yard
work.

Motor Lorries.
The other interesting pronouncement I referred to at the

commencement of these notes is the one to the effect that

the War Office is now prepared to subsidise motor lorries,

provided that on mobilisation the lorries could be at onci'

taken over by the military authorities at a valuation. Sucli

lorries are classed in two categories— (a) the heavy 5 ton lorry,

(b) the light 30 cwt. lorry—and the subsidy varies according

to construction from £8 to £20 per annum. Firms engage<l

in the motor trade may well think it worth their while to

register some of their motor vehicles with the military autho-

rities for if mobilisation ever comes upon this country tlierc

will be little enough doing in all trades, and least of all in

the motor trade, and such vehicles could well be spared. In

the meanwhile the annual subsidy will help to fatten the

yearly earning power of the lorry very considerably-

->-••«

The Importance of Suitable Tyre Rims.
THE Manufacturers' Union recently decided to adopt

a standard size and shape of rim for motor cycles,

the sections of which were illustrated in T/ie ilntor

Cycle of August 3rd (page 804c). The makers' de-
cision was arrived at after considerable discussion and
arrangement between various machine and tyre manu-
facturers, and we understand that no member of the t'nion

will in future send out a machine tlie wheels of which are
built' with other than the standard rim. Complaints are
constantly reaching us that covers which are not by any
means worn through at the tread have a habit of bursting at

tire beads, and as the Manufacturers' Union has decided to

adopt a standard rim to enable the various makes of tyres

to be interchangeable, it is opportune to point out the un-

suitability of some rims which, owing to their shape, do not
allow the bead of the cover to bed properly into the groove.

At Olympia we had an interesting talk on this question with
a representative of iNIessrs. W._ and A. Bates, Ltd., St.

Mary's Mills, Leicester, who . showed us photographs of

several sections of actual rims which were submitted to

Sections of various wleel rims submitted to tyre manufacture s.

them, and some of which are in general use, or, to be more
correct, were in general use until the Manufacturers' Union
came to the rescue and standardised one shape of rim.

Messrs. Bates showed us that unsuitable rims cause friction

between the beaded edge of the cover and the groove into

which it is supposed to fit. Finally this produces a cut just

^bove the bead, so that no matter how strongly the cover

is made, if an unsuitable rim be employed bursting cannot be

prevented. This cutting and bursting takes place long before

the cover is worn out, and is, therefore, a danger to bo
guarded against. Cutting above the bead is one of the
greatest troubles experienced by tyre manufacturers, and
Slessrs. Bates say that they are convinced that this is only
due to unsuitable and improperly shaped rims.

Reference .•^hould now be made to the appended illu.stration

of sections of tlie rims which it will be noted are numbered
I'loni 1 to 7. No. 1 is knowni as the standard rim, and the
tyres of all manufacturers who are members of the Union
will fit this rim without cutting. Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are prac-
tically the same shape at the ba.«e but with different groove.*

for the beads. Now it will be obvious to almost every
reader that covers which fit the grooves on No. 2 rim can-

not possibly be correct lor Nos. 3 and 4. No. 5 has smaller
grooves for the bead than the standard rim, and Nos. 6 and
7 show a variation in pattern in the grooves of the same rim.

ft is very clear that a cover fitted to either of these could not
prove satisfactory in use. What we think should be done
now would be for either the Manufacturers' Union or the

tyre manufacturers who are members of the Union, and who
are agreed to a standard rim, to send out on application a

small metal template w-ilh which motor cyclists could test

the rims of tlicir machines which were built previous to the

decision to staiulardise one rim. By this means those who
prefer to sf:rap tlieir old rims and buy new ones could have
the wheels rebuilt and so ensure accuracy of fit when the

new covers of the standard make were purchased. The cost

of the templates would be infinitesimal, and tyre manufac-
turers who were ready to send these out would doubtless in-

crease their business by proving that they' were not only

ready but anxious to fall in with the Union arrangements.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE M.C.C.
EXETER RUN.

The Rudge Co. left no stone unturned to enable clientsof

theirs who had entered for the above run to get through with

a minimum of trouble and a maximum of light. For

example, some of the machines were equipped with dissolved

acetylene annaratus supplied by the Acetylene Illiuninatin;;

Co., Ltd. The container for the compressed gas is about the

size of an ordinary wine bottle, and consists of a small cylin-

der containing 5 cubic feet of acetylene and fitted with a valve

to regulate the pressure. This was carried either on the top

tube of the motor bicycle or in the sidecar chair. Other Rudge
machines were provided with C.A.V. accumulator lighting

sets, the batteries being specially made to fit in the sidecar

between the back of the passengers' legs and the front of i\v.

seat. The electric lamps were special C.A.V.'s with metallic

filament bulbs and lenses of the same size as those used for

the small car lamps. Ordinary gas lamps with separate

generators were carried as a stand-by by those Rudge riders

who used electricitv for illuminating purposes.
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Belts—Ancient and Modern.
1 can dimly remember what belts were like as far

back as 1903, when I was using a powerful machine
in hilly country, and it was by no means uncommon
for a new leather belt to need shortening four or five

times on each of its first ten outings, and then to

collapse completely after from 250-500 miles. Latterly

I have been using only good belts, both leather and
rubber, of well-known makes and established design,

which usually last about 1,500 miles -with three or

four cuttings, and seldom give serious trouble except
in very bad weather. But I now realise that bad belts

are still made.
A correspondent in the United States, who has done

some riding in England, informs me that few American
belts even distantly compare with the British article,

md opines that the comparatively great popularity of
the chain transmission in America is largely due to
the extremely shoddy character of the belts supplied
on many Yankee machines. I have also discovered
that some British belts are tolerably shocking. I was
sent a leather sample of fantastic and new design a
few weeks ago, and in less than 200 miles' testing it

broke four times, and stretched nearly 15 inches.

Oilshins V. Waterproofs.
I dare only enter the lists against the Dunlop Rubber

Co. with extreme deference, but I believe I can inform
them why the average rider is apt to prefer the smelly
and shapeless oilskin, be it of subfusc or garish hue,
to, the neat and dapper tailor-cut waterproofs. The
main reason is that oilskins are much cheaper. A
couple of dollars will rig one out in oilskins, whereas
a neat rubber-proofed suit will not leave much change
out of a couple of sovereigns.

,
This economy might

not be decisive, for most men are semi-dandies at

heart, and the jeers of the populace make it uncomfort-
able for a rider in oilies to dismount and wander
about crowded thoroughfares in search of postcards,
petrol, or pipe-fuel.

The balance is settled for ever by the fact that all

waterproofs rip so easily, and as the average motor
bicycle bristles with sharp corners, a wet weather suit

is often slashed and gashed to ribbons before it is

even one-quarter worn out. Further,, watei-proofs
normally get ripped sooner than oilies; the pockets of
rubberproofs are practicable, and one pushes a small
screwdriver into the side pocket, only to see its blade
protruding through the coat in a mile or tvvo,, while
one's boot too often tears the neatly shaped gaiter at

the second ar third time of asking.

Oilies are such a slack fit that one could almost
thrust a battering ram down the leg of an oilskin

without bursting it. Finally, I must add, my experi-
ence is that oilies are more truly, waterproof in a
really heavy downpour than any rubbers Fever bought.
A gorgeous fortune awaits the inventor of an tuiiear-

ahle as well as absolutely waterproof suit for motor
cyclists.

w6

The Shaft Drive.

I suppose that on paper the shaft drive is probably
ideal. It can easily be made almost as silent as a

chain, it is absolutely weatherproof and simple to

adjust, while it can be totally encased without dis-

figuring the machine (encased chains always look ugly).

I see two main reasons why it is not largely adopted
in actual use..

(i.) The general public are suspicious of it because
they are afraid of the engine seizing or jamming. It is

almost too positive, supposing any seizure occurs.
Engine seizure due to under-lubrication need not be
seriously considered, for it almost always occurs al

quite low speeds, e.g., in the effort of restarting when
the engine is red hot, and no smash would follow,
but a jammed engine might occur at speed, and with a

shaft drive this would mean a very ugly tumble.

(2.) The advocates of shaft drive forget that it has
never yet been applied commercially to a 3^^ h.p.
single-cylinder engine with a high gear ratio of 4 or
4^/2 to I. A positive drive which is reasonably flexible

with a low-geared four-cylinder engine (existing

patterns are geared 5% or 6 to i), or with a tiny single- -

cylinder engine geared 6^^, or 7 to r, would be in-

tolerably harsh and jerky with a big single-cylinder
engine geared 4 or 41^.. Before the shaft drive could
be satisfactory on the popular 500 c.c. type of single-
cylinder engine it would require a free engine clutch,
and probably a variable gear, since a 4 or 4}^ gear
is often too high for such engines.

By the time a spring drive, a clutch, and a change-,
speed gear had been incorporated on a comparatively
heavy 3^^ h.p. machine, the shaft drive complete
would both weigh and cost far too much for general
adoption ; and it is not probable that it can become
universal until a very distant future.

James H. Locke, of Toronto, who has written in high terms of praise ol
his 3J h.p. Ariel. He exciian^ed an American twin-cylinder for it.
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THE DIARY OF A TOUR.
A slight sketch of a motor cycle holiday

Glasgow M.C.C,

SOME weeks before Glasgow Fair, the Captain
asked the President if he cared to join "H.,"
" S.," the Secretary, and himself in holidaying

as far as London, and taking in Scarborough on the

way. The President was more than charmed, and
found the party had swollen to seven in number at

the start. Sandyboy and the President arranged to

leave Dickie's Garage at 10 a.m. sharp on Friday, the

14th July. As is usual, and apparently inevitable,

with motor cyclists, it was fully an hour later before

the pair cleared the Western Road on their way South.

The rendezvous for the day was the Red Lion, Car-

lisle. Sandyboy and the President journeyed via

Lanark, where a call upon Ewen's School of Flying

was made, and a pupil of Mr. Ewen's was good enough
to show them over the hangar; the dam.aged Bleriot

came in for close inspection. A jolly good lunch at

Abington, and a non-stop run to Lockerbie, brought

them to the King's Arms and draught beer, which was
much appreciated in its native pewter. Carlisle was
reached in good time for tea, and shortly after the

Captain and " S." put in an appearance, having left

the Southside Garage about four o'clock. At 9.4s
" H." and die Secretary arrived. This couple left

town at six something, and must have been doing 30
m.p.h. all the way. With the addition of the Doctor,

on his 8 h.p. Rover car, the party was brought up to

its full strength.

Carlisle to Scarborough.

Next day (Saturday, the 15th), the weather was
again of the loveliest description, and all—with the

exception of Sandyboy—streamed down the Botcher-

gate and out of Carlisle, as usual, an hour late. A
fine view of the mountains of the Lake District was
had on the way down to Penrith. The route then

lay South-east, by Appleby, Brough, and Bowes.

Bowes gave a homely lunch at is. 6d. per head. Re-
suming, the cyclists went on to Scotch Corner, where
a vei-y happy interlude took place, and the meaning
of " Scotch Corner " was explained by a rotund, jolly

farmer. It seems, in the old coaching and cattle

driving days, that the straight road or street made
hv the Romans was abruptly left at this point by those

travelling into Scotland. A hearty "Good-bye," and
away down the Great North Road. Turning off to

the right, the run continued through Ripley and Ripon
to Harrogate. The White Hart was excellent, and

the bill was quite up to the standard of a first-class

hotel. "S." made disparaging remarks about the

height of the bill, and wanted to know if this was
touring at 6s. 6d. per day?

Sunday (i6th) morning saw a late start—as, indeed,

every effort in this way was. Through Knaresborough
the party went to York, where they had a good lunch

at Harker's. Some time was devoted to the Minster

and the older parts of this historical city, especially

the Shambles, where the houses almost touch in the

top storeys. Via Malton, the party went on to Scar-

borough, which was practically the Mecca of " H.'s
"

pilgrimage. Someone had told him that if ever he
was within a hundred miles of Scarborough, not to

miss it on any account. Down an exceedingly steep

indulged in by a few members of (he

, July, 1911.
•

street, with an awkward turn at the foot, the cycHsts

met on "the front," and, from the uncommon interest

shown by the crowds, one w-ould have thotight motor
cyclists were unknown in that quarter. Three times

along " the front " looking for decent digs, but with-

out avail, so a detour was made to the Pavilion Hotel

at the top of the town. Here the party was done
very well, and " S." took the credit, he having arranged
terms at " H.'s "

. suggestion. Scarborough was dis-

appointing, so every one agreed-—the water dirty,

sands dirty, shops cheap, and the frequenters in their

thousands cheaper.

Scarborough to King's Lynn.
Next day (Monday, 17th), off by Filey Bay to

Bridlington, and the Keys Hotel, Driflield, for lunch.
" Could you wait until something was cooked? " " Yes,

Ave'U wait," and so up came a couple of ducks, gar-

nished with green peas and other good things, to which
full justice was done; Out into the sunshine and
off to Hull. A slight and grateful shower fell as they

were passing through Beverley and Hull. At the

latter town " H." came a cropper trying to avoid a

dog. An exciting quarter of an hour was given to all

while the Doctor's car was being put on board the

steam ferry for New Holland across the Humber.
Thanks to a friendly local motor cyclist, who also

crossed to New Holland, the parly were put on the

right road to Brigg, the darkness having fallen by the

time the passage of the Humber was made. At Brigg

the Angel proved all right, and the bill was far from
high, so off went the party next rooming (Tuesday,

1 8th) in great glee. Running down the perfectly

straight street of the Roinans known as Ermine Street,

they had a fine view of Lincoln Cathedral for many a

mile before arrival. After a drink or two with the

friendly motor C3'clist—who, by the by, had waited at

the Angel and been the convoy—the Cathedral was
visited, and so also was the Castle. The view from
the Observatory Tower was very fine indeed. Many,
many miles the eye could range over the Fenland, and
the old red pantiled roofs immediately below gave the

necessary touch of colour contrast to a glorious picture.

The Saracen's Head put up a fine cold salmon lunch,

and coffee, choice cigars, and fine old crusted port

were the order of the hour. Here the Doctor had
perforce to leave for home, and the parting at the
railway station—where the whole party had gone to

see to the President's bag being sent off to London

—

was affecting in the extreme. Sleaford was made,
and by devious paths (where three went miles off their

way) King's Lynn was reached shortly after lighting-

up time.

Through East Anglia.
The following morning (Wednesday, 19th) was again

favoured with ideal weather, and here another heart-

breaking scene took place when " S." reluctantly took
leave for home. By Dereham the four stalwarts went
on to Norwich, and again did themselves well at lunch
time. A brief walk in Norwich, and then on to

Yarmouth.
At Ipswich a call was made at the Gteat White

Horse Hotel (made famous by Dickens in his " Pick-

A19
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wick Papers "). After this the party proceeded on its

way, and three of them (the Secretary, Captain, and
President) proceeded off their way to the extent of

eight miles there and back. . However, a foregathering

Avas made at the Cups Hotel, Colchester, for the night.

Next forenoon (Friday, the 21st) was given up to

sight-seeing. The Museum, with its Roman finds, was
of great interest ; so was the great stronghold of a

Castle, and the Roman Wall, said to be the finest

example of its kind in Britain. The Secretary was
paited with earlier in the day, as he, being so near
home, was naturally anxious to be with his " ain folk,"

so the cyclists numbered only three. - Passing through

and consequent heat made the change of raiment and
locomotion appreciated. A 'bus saw the du:*- "^pgrimed

ones to Anderton's Hotel, and, their baggage being
in waiting, a complete change of attire was made

;

and, with the purchase of three straw hats, the effect,

no doubt, was very striking and, it is to be hoped,
pleasing to the natives of London town. After dinner

the proposal, " Let's all go down the Strand," was
made, and the Pavilion Lounge found the three in

great form and in congenial company—especially " H."
and the Captain having the time of their lives. The
hour of retiring to bed must not be divulged.

Next day (Saturday, the 22nd) saw the three finalists

ready to start for Brooklands by train, with an addi-

ct) Tyre repairs near Swaffham.

(2) Opposite Harlser's Hotelj York.

Chelmsford, the Captain and the President partook of

a humble bread, cheese, and beei lunch—" H." having
gone astray. The North of London was skirted by

Ongar, Epping, and Enfield to High Barnet. At this

point, wliich had been fixed upon as convenient to

:leave the cycles, a little difference of opinion took

place, and " H.'' dashed off towards London on his

own, with the Piesident in close attendance and the

Captain whipping in. A Rudge-Whitworth agency in

HoUoway Road was- made the garage. It was a re-

lief, after eight davs' riding lv\ this indirect hut charm-
ing route from. Glasgow to the Metropolis, to doff our

overalls for a day or two. The continuous sunshine

(3! Good-bye !

(4) A Lowestoft.

tlon in the person of one well-known to "H." and the

Captain. Twentv miles by rail, and a short walk to

glorious Brooklands. An hour's wait, and Beaumont
rose grarefulh and speedily flew over the heads of

the assembled thousands in the dr.'ect line for Hendon.
Vedrines and Hamel followed in quick succession.

The party saw Lieutenant Porte come a nasty cropper,

but, hickih, he was uninjured, and got a great ovation

over his^ miiaculous escape.

Next morning (Sunday, the 23rd), the President was
astonished to find the Secretary had spent the niglit

in the hotel, _ having been met by " H.." in the Empire
lounge and carted - home to Anderton's. The party.
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with this augmentation, went to Hampton Court and

on the river, -wiiich was a ravishing sight. Paddling

up and down the river for three hours was great en-

joyment, and also some concern and amusement to

others when the Captain or President was at the head
of affairs with the paddle. The return to London
was made by train.

A Start for Home,
Monday (tlie zX^\\) saw^ the President, Captain, and

" H." again in overalls, and a start was made for

home. This day's run is worthy of note in so far as

the only lady motor cyclist the party had the pleasure

- of seeing in all this tour was met.

Next day the" party went through Northampton,

where "H'.-' was in real trouble with his back tyre.

However, he managed to keep going through Market

Harborough to Leicester, and finally Derby. This

was a sore day for friend " H."
Wednesday (26th) saw a new tyre on (at wholesale

price, 30s. 2d.), and happiness reigned supreme over

all. The way lay by Helper, where the River Bath

proved too seductive for the President and Captain,

: so "H." kept on alone. The parly was now a mere
skeleton of its former self, being reduced to two; but

these two were well met, and didn't care a button

when they got home—a 100 miles a day was to their

liking. The River Bath was no success—there was too

little river. The Peacock, near Haddon Hall, gave a

nice lunch, and the cigar in the garden was unalloyed

joy. Past Haddon Hall, on to Buxton, and away for

Manchester went the pair. The Captain had some
bother with his exhaust cable, and decided fifteen

miles short of Manchester to have it made right once

for all, so the President went on, on his trusty

Triumph alone, and bumpity-bumped it into Market

Street, Manchester. At the base of a statue sat the

President, who looked like a tramp, but, careless of

appearances, smoked his cigar, read his afternoon

paper, enjoyed himself, and waited for the Captain.

The Captain turned up all right, and Manchestei

was immediately left behind, and the two bumped on

to Chorley for the night.

The following morning (Thursday, 27th) Kendal wa.s

reached for lunch. A slight- swirl of rain—which was

indeed refreshing—came on as the two inseparables

entered Kendal, and became much heavier when lunch

was being discussed. The rain was relished in a way,

as it was practically the only rain (hat had fallen

during the tour. At lunch the two w^ere joined by a

\'ery talkative but withal gentlemanly man, who made
the feeding hour pass very pleasantly. The road for

the next twenty miles was greasy, but Ambleside saw

sunshine and dry roads, and on the two sped to Kes-

wick, Bassenthwaite, and Bothel, and ultimately

Carlisle. The Captain, unluckily, had a puncture

ten miles short of Carlisle, but it was soon located

and mended.

Home Again.

Friday (28th) again broke fine, and a great run was

made to Abington for lunch. Ewen's Aerodrome was
taken on the way, and Glasgow was reached by tiie

Clyde Valley. At Hamilton the Captain took the

President round by Blantyre and ^ast Kilbride, and
b\ curious—very curious—paths to Carmunnock,
where a call was made at Ferguson's Hostel. A
glorious sunset was seen from the Carmunnock heights.

A further call was made at " Wee Peggy's" at Queen
Park Gates for cigars, and the never-to-be-forgotten

tour of nearly 1,200 miles ended by Uie Captain and
the President shaking hands 'V'.od-night " at \A'ce

Peggy's door.

THE CAPE PENINSULA MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.
Some ol the members gathered to celebrate the first anniversary on Tuesday, 21st ult., with the first annual dinner at Camp's Bav.
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
More Replies to a Reader's Query.

Sir,—The following may be of interest : Cost of upkeep for

three Trjumpn motor 'cycles used by tne loronto Police dur-

ing the season of l&ll, from May 1st to December 1st. These
machines are in commission daily, and are used for catch-

ing motorists who break the speed laws. The distatice run
was 20,525 miles, gasoline consumed 305 gallons at 20 cents

per gallon, 61 dollars; 6 gallons of Price's A air-cooled oil,

14.25 dollars ; average running- per gallon, 3,420 miles.

The total cost for everything, including tyres, speed-
ometers, and spares was 8188.05, or |f fraction of one cent
per mile. A cent = about ^d The machines have given
such good satisfaction that a further order is expected. In
all that running the machines were not out of commission a

minute. . TANGENT CYCLE CO.
Toronto.

Sir,—My expenses list may be of sufiicient interest to appear
among your letters re cost of upkeep. The motor bicycle is a

1910 2-| h.p. twin of known make, and has been run under
two years

:

Total expenditure, including machine ... £70 16
Motor Bold for £23 16
Sundry spares, tools, etc., not sold ... 9

32 16

Net cost for 6,400 miles

Running costs (all)

Licences and insurance ...

Depreciation

£38

£17 7 6= .65d. per mile
. 4 10 6 = .17d.

, 16 2 = .60d.

£38 = 1.42d. per mile

A.F.W.
[The depreciation item is very heavy, and should not under
ordinary circumstances exceed 20-25%.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I have been very much interested in reading the
letters re cost of running a 3^ h.p. motor cycle. Perhaps
my experience may be of interest to others. Most of your
correspondents appear to have run their machines for " the
season." I bought one second hand, which had done about
1,000 miles, for £34 5s. It had a two-speed gear in the
hub. I commenced to run it in March, 1910, and exchanged
it for a new one in May this year, being allowed £25 for

it. It was in use practically every day, and often in the
night, over highways and byways in all weathers. The
total mileage was 10,000. I had all m-y repairs done at one
garage, where I bought all I required.

I find that my bills total ..£60 12 10
Licence and registration . .. ... 15
Insurance 1 15

Loss on machine when exchanged .. ... ... 9 5

£72 17 10

I have in hand spares, lamp, tubes, and tyre ... 6 13 6

£66 4 4
— 1.58d. per mile.

Tyres were a source of trouble, not wearing down to the
canvas, but bursting at the bead or getting badly gashed
by stones. The gear also gave a lot of trouble, and once
had to be sent to the makers for repairs.

I had not ridden a motor cycle previously, and had not

time nor, I am afraid, ability to do repairs. The machine
was ridden almost entirely tor business purposes, mostly
short journeys, rarely totalling 100 miles a day. Only on
three occasions did I fail to complete my journeys. The
purchase of the machine was an experiment, having pre-

viously done the work by horses and train. The result has
been satisfactory. Of course, there .was no snow to interfere

with running last winter. If there is any this I intend to

try and surmount the difficulty by using a sidecar.

From my experience, I should say that a motor cycle

for rough every day work should have stronger tyres,

bearings both to engine and wheels which would wear better,

and the t.ra,nsmision should not require adjusting so often.

FIRST YEAR'S MAN.

"4

Sir,—The correspondence you have published regarding
the cost of running a motor cycle is most interesting. 1

must, however, tak' exception to the letter of " Viator " as

being inaccurate and misleading. He claims to have run
a 4 h.p. twin for five years for a total expenditure of £10.
This is absolutely ridiculou. . His licences and taxes,^registra-

tion, etc., must have cost limi £5 15s., which leaves £4 5s.

for tyres, petrol, oil. repairs, insurance, and all the sundry
expenses that occur from time to time, and this over a

period of five years! I have had considerable experience of

motor cycles, having owned six different machines, and say,

unhesitatingly, that it is impossible to do what "Viator'"
claims to have done. I challenge him to publish his|

balance sheet. VERITAS.

Sir,—I have read with great interest the many letters

you have published on this subject, and must lay stress on
the point oi Mr. Pirie's letter that the mileage in some
cases has not been sufficient to give a figure of any value.

In the first place, I am a motor "yclist who visits the '"'.

repairer as seldom as possible, as with many it is the small _'M

sums spent for having valves ground in, various little "a

accessories fitted, and the machine cleaned after a muddy '^

ride that run up the costs for the whole year.

From 1906 until this year I have ridden a 3^ h.p., and it

was not until after many days ')f persuasion and a trial

that I ordered a 1911 2^ h.p., two-speed, chain-drive

A.J.S., as I could not fancy that a 2^ h.p. would have the
reserve of power necessary for extensive riding. I was soon
disillusioned, as one can maintain an average speed of 30

'

m.p.h. and climb any hill. I longed for a better trans-

mission than belt drive, and the chain undoubtedly is better,

as after 11,000 miles my original back chain is still in use,

whilst the front one I renewed after 9,800 miles, eleven

of the rollers having disappeared. Five times I have been '.^

stopped from transmission causes—three times for the small '.J

bolt coming out of the front chain, once the spring clip '?

broke on the coupling link of the back chain, allowing it

to slip out, and once the back chain was thrown off, as it

was very loose, whilst carrying a passenger pillion fashion.

As regards treatment of the chains, I have three times
taken them off, washed them in paraffin, and immersed
them in hot gear grease, which seems to bring the dirt

from under the rollers to the surface of the liquid ; then,

when the mass cools down, take the chain out just before

the grease solidifies.

Again, the chain drive is considerably cheaper from the
renewable point of view.

There is no getting away from the fact that a ?^ h.p.

is much cheaper to run than a 3^ h.p., it being so marked
when petrol and oil consumption and the economy in tyres

are looked into.

I have just sold my machine, therefore the depreciation

is actual, and the other costs shown below are grouped
together as well as possible.

Cost of running 2i- h.p. two-speed A.J.S. 11,490 miles.

Petrol consumption 137 m.p.g. :

Eighty-four gallons of petrol ... ... £5 1

Five gallons of lubricating oil ... 17 6

One T.T. Hutchinson tyre £119 6
Tyre repairs ... .. . ...069
Extra for butted tubes 10
Repair outfit, patches, corset .. ... 5 3

3 16
Front chain, spare link 3 '6

Valves, plugs, carbide 1 12 4
Licence, Inland Revenue, registration... '

' 16
Lamp (Powell and Hanmer), depreciation 7
Overalls, depreciation ... ... ... 5

Hedging gloves .. ... ... ... 019
Overhaul, new piston rings, etc. ... 2 14

Sundries, tools, etc. 9 6
Depreciation on machine ... ... 11

£26 19 1

This works out at approximately 0.562d. per mile.

BASIL ADAMS
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A SIDECAR IN CORNWALL.
THE remarks under this heading should be left

unread by all expert motor cyclists; their

appeal is to the man of little knowledge who
has visions of driving his friends about the country in

a very inexpensive fashion, but regards sidecaring with

suspicion as being difficult and dangerous, and thus

foregoes the pleasures of motoring until he can afford

to purchase a small car.

My experiences of motor cycling can claim only

5,500 miles, over 2,000 x>f which have been with a

sidecar. I am of the type called in motor cycle

circles "potterer"—in other words, I hate having

to do anything save drive, and beyond mending punc-
tures, shortening belts, and clean-

ing plugs -and points, am more or

less helpless. I have not the

slightest desire to encounter the

risks of taking corners very fast,

and though loving pace on a
broad road, a timed hill-climb

would be anathema to me save

as an interested spectator.

An expert and daring driver

could ascend hills at which I

should invariably fail, because he
would attack them more boldly.

Yet there are very few hills, un-

the gear has never given the slightest trouble as I have
kept it well oiled.

Notes on Gears and Belts.

The low gear is not low enough to climb precipices

or start on a very bad hill, and I am convinced that

for the complete comfort of the "potterer" a three-

speed gear is essential. But when one has only two speeds

a lower low gear than the N.S.U. would mean very

slow climbing on average roads: for the few occasions

on which the gear is not low enough, there are many
on which a lowefnvould be a nuisance. After all, if

one fails, the passenger can be put out or the driver

run alongside, and at the worst

both can get out, and, the low gear

being engaged, the driver jog along-

side briskly. I had only to do this

twice—on part of the hill from the

Logan Rock to St. Buryan and be-

tween St. Anthony in Meneage and
Manaccan.
Many accusations have been

hurled against belt transmission, yet

there is no need for trouble if one
uses rubber belts in dry weather
and belts such as the Whittle in wet.

The rubber belt stretches fairly

2. Kynunce Cove and the Lizard Head trom the Rill, St. Mawgan Church, from the road to Mawgan Perth. 3. The Land's End (Peel Point),

less one looks for precipices, which worry me
greatly.

My motor is a ^% h.p. Triumph (1910 free engine),

N.S.U. two-speed gear, and Gloria sidecar, and
my experiences have been chiefly on the Dublin an'd

Wicklow Mountains and about 700 miles in South
Cornwall in August. Barring punctures, the only
involuntary stoppages I have had are slipping belts

(several), once for choked petrol pipe, and the last

—

the only mechanical breakdown I have ever had—
broken crown spindle, the front axle going in con-
sequence. It sounds very terrible, but we subsided
(^uite quietly, and my passenger was not even jolted

Ijadlv. Engine troubles have been completely absent

;

often at first, but gives a sweeter drive ; the leather

belt is harder on the engine pulley and engine, but if

kept properly dressed never slips.

If the potterer desires to explore hilly country, a

two or three-speed gear is absolutely essential, unless

the hills admit of rushmg.

The Cornish Roads.

My Cornish experiences with a sidecar are almost

completely confined to the Land's End and Lizard

peninsulas, where there are comparatively few hills of

single figure gradients, except on by-roads, and yet

hardly a hill which one can take r't hi^h speed.

The onlv two hills between Heiston anri the Lizard
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A Sidecar in Cornwall.—
are very good examples of the typical South Cornwall

hill. A sudden descent, a bridge, a sharp turn to

the right and a still sharper to the left, and an abrupt

ascent. The gradients are not very severe, though I

think the Contour Road Book errs on the side of

leniency, but they are troublesome, because no potterer

will drive very fast round a sharp left-hand corner,

for the only disadvantage which I can see that the

sidecar suffers from, as compared with the small car,

is the risk of upsetting if corners on the sidecar side

are taken too fast.

If care is taken on corners, the sidecar is as safe as

any car. It is faster than the average small car, much
safer in grease (for a rigid sidecar cannot side-slip),

and costs in upkeep about one-third of an 8 h.p.

car, which it can leave far behind.

Much has been written ab6ut the folly of pedals

on a 3^-2 h.p. motor bicycle—if you are going to

attach a sidecar leave them on. There are occasions

on which they will be found, most useful, especially

when one has to slow down on a hill on account of

traffic. A few sharp turns of the pedals assist the

little engine wonderfully and afford heafthy exercise.

So far as my experience goes, it is almost impos-

sible to over-lubricate a 7,% h.p. engine when driving

Avith a sidecar. Someone told me to increase the

supply from one charge in fifteen miles when driving

solo to one in twelve or ten when with sidecar. If

the country is hilly, one in six is not a bit too much
;

one in eight is a good average, with a few extra

charges thrown in on the bad hills,

A Few Hints to Sidecarists.

As there are possibly some readers of this journal

who are less experienced than myself, the previous

and following hints may be of use. If a hill is

encountered on which the driver knows he must
change down, always change before the engine slow.s

down. I am dealing, be it remembered, with a

^% h.p. driven by a novice. Sharp left-hand corners

should be taken slowly, but as closely in as possible,

so as to use the camber of the road. A writer to The
Motor Cycle recently drew attention to the excessive

camber of the roads in Cornwall, and the difficulty

thus caused when passing vehicles, esoecially without

a passenger in the sidecar. My experiences coincide

with his, for even with a passenger bo'h of us had
t;o lean out as far as possible on several occasions in

order to avoid upsetting.

South=west Cornwa'l.
The possession of my " moke " afforded me the most

delightful holiday I have ever had, bringing, as it, did,

Sout.h- western Cornwall to the doors of Carbis Bay,
our abode during August. Then to the joys of the

immediate neighbourhood of St. Ives—not least of

which was the beautiful beach of Carbis Bay, safe,

firm, and affording entrancing views—were added the

joys of visiting what is to me the most fascinating and
most unspoiled corner of England, magnificent in its

rugged coast line, stern though relaxing at times into

lovely coves where the tamarisk groAvs to the water's

edge—a country which everywhere speaks of hoary
antiquity by its many stone monuments of prehistoric

times, and by its venerable churches, veritable haunts
of peace, tells of the faith and hope of the days that

have been, that are, and that are to be.

A.2«

No 60 h.p. motor can bring the tourist to the finest

coast scenery unless he is prepared to walk as well as
to motor. If he is not afraid of some rough walking,
a 3^ h p motor bicA'cle and sidecar will take him
about almost as well as the biggest car, the only differ-

ence being that the car will descend to a few places
where the cycle is best left on the road or in a field

above. It can be so left with absolute safety, for

despite the Cornish reputation in the past for wrecking,
a more honest or more kindly people does not exist.

Cornish Inland Scenery.
That the guide books are fair -to the interior of the

country I deny utterly. [We agree entirely, e.g., the
River Fal, the valleys of the Glyn and Camel, and
all the neighbourhood of the Helford River.

—

^Ed.]

The Lizard and Land's End peninsulas are full of wild
moorland spots, painted with gorse and the glorious
Cornish heath, of old-world villages, bleak and bare
in the Land's End, clad with almost tropical verdure
in the Lizard, such as Manaccan, where roses bloom
in mid-winter. A country as yet untainted by civilisa-

tion, speaking by its many churches of its faith in God,
and by the simplicity and friendliness of its people
of its faith in man ; its coasts presenting on the north
cliffs which challenge the ravages of the Atlantic, on
the south coves where island, jagged rock, and ultra-

marine water conibine to delight the eye far more
wonderfully than pen can tell ; such was re\-ealed to
me and to those whom I drove about by the aid of a
motor bicycle and sidecar. • C.B. '

A REMINISCENCE OF THE SUMMER. Mine Host inspecting tlie steea
at a wayside inn.
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NEW BROUGH SOCIABLE.
A neatly-designed Chain and Beit-driven Tliree-wheeler with Variable Gear.

Broajsida view ot the new 6 h.p. Brough sociable.

LAST week we examined the first of a new pattern
three-wheeled sociable which is being placed
on the market by W. E. Brough and Co., of

Basford, Nottingham, and which- -was to make its

lUhut in competition in a no less severe trial than the
M.C.C. twenty-four hour winter run to Exeter and
back. We were much impressed with the general
design of the machine, which will appeal to that
large section of non-active and elderly motor cyclists

who desire, something more stable than the motor
bicycle for all-weather work, something more com-
fortable and cosy, and withal inexpensive in first,

cost and upkeep. The machine we examined was a

. 6 h.p." ,77 X 88 mm. two-.sea.ter, but early in the-

New. Year the 8 h.p. 85 x 88 mm. type will be
available either in its single or double-seated form.

A Varial le Pulley Gear.
The frame, which is suspended front and rear nn

semi-elKptical springs, is of pressed Vanadiurti steel,

inswept at the front to

enable a good, steering

lock.
.
.-The twinvcylinder

V type air-cooled engine

is mounted in line with
the motion of travel on
two cross members imme-
diately behind th^- front

axle, and drives by rneans

of a chain to an equal-

sized sprocket mounted
on a cross-shaft. On the

latter a gear wheel is

mounted meshing with an-

other gear wheel of equal
size, which in turn drives

a wheel fixed to one flange

of a gin. pulley, enabling

an infinitely variable gear,

the final transmission, as

will be gathered, being by

means of a belt. The operation of this gear is dis-

tinctly ingenious. A shaft passes through the centre

of the pulleys, and on its periphery is formed a slow

pitch worm of special design. At the right-hand end
of the central shaft a gear wheel is mounted meshing
with a quadrant suspended from the crossbar. The
action is as follows : Rotating the central shaft by

means of a side lever performs a double purpose.

The worm causes the right-hand flange to move
laterally, so expanding and contracting the pulley

groove and varying the gear ratio. The gear wheel,

by rolling around the fixed quadrant, causes the whole
pulley to swing radially around the transverse shaft,

thus taking up the belt slackness on the low gears.

Two points in connection with the gear are worthy
of special mention. The connecting link between
the transverse and vertical operating rods has a

tunnel formed for a spiral spring; another spring i.s

The variable

pulley gear.

A. Channel steel frame.
B. Driving chain" from engine.

C. PLxed .pulley flange driven by
and moving radially around
the train of gears.

D. Movable flange operated by a
worm on a central shaft. Chassi _0f the Bi:ou„ii, showing exposed position of the 6 h.p. air-cooled engine.
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New Brough Sociable.—

placed outside and a milled nut provided to adjust

its tension. The object of the springs is to absorb,

all shock or jar to the rider's hand in changing the

gears. The second point applies to the positive nature

of the gear changing. One lever does all the work

;

nothing could be simpler, and a free engine is instantly

obtainable.

Other Features.

Steering is by rack and pinion, and is of sturdy

design. The tubular axle is i3.^in. diameter, and
the steering heads have adjustable ball bearings.

The accessibility of the back wheel is an important
point in the design of a successful three-w'heeler, and
Messrs. Brough have not lost sight of this fact. Five
minutes would be an outside estimate for removing
the Brough driving wheel, for one merely need unscrew
the axle nuts and brake connection and the axle,

.slides out of open jaws formed in the underpart of

the supporting bracket.

The driving chain is adjusted by sliding the engine

bodily forward, the holding-down bolts passing

through slots for the purpose.

The engine starter is by means of a kick-down

pedal inside the body geared up to the engine 2 to i

.

The mudguards are of large dimensions, and splayed

in front. The retarding effect consists of a Raybestos-

lined band brake and a belt rim foot-applied brake.

The dimensions are as follow : Wheelbase, 6ft.

;

length overall, 8ft. 6in. ; track, 3ft. gin.

Altogether, we expect great things of the new
Brough runabout. The. neatly designed flush-sided

body gives it an attractive appearance. The quality

of Brough productions has long since been proved,
and we are looking forward to an extended trial of

the sociable at no distant date.

snowing springing of driving wlieel, channel steel frame, torque rods, and
large sized band brakes.

->—•••—<-

Sutton Coldfield A.C. Two-Day Trial.
{2%^ h.p. Douglas), gold medal (presented by the

Triumph Co.); 3, F. A. McNab (t,% h.p. Trump-
1 Jap), non-stop, bronze medal; 4, J. J. Woodgate
(4. h.p. .Singer), non-stop, bronze medal; 5, H. C.

;

Pickering (21^ h.p. A.J.S.), non-stop, bronze medal;

16,, W. H. Sheldon (3^^ h.p. Regal-Precision), non-

i

stop, bronze medal. - W. H. Sheldon also wins silver

;
medal, for best performance of a novice.

• New-man's performance in the final trial was exceed-

. ingly good, for, despite the difficulties of the course,

Jris total error for the two days was only 2% minutes.

SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. MOTOR CYCLE CHAMPION. H. C. Newman
(3A h.p. Ivy Preciiijn), winner of the Sutton challenge cup and gold medal, and also
Murr.itti Ariiton trophy and gold medal lor best performance in all Sutton Coldlield
A.C. competitions throughout the year.

The re.sult of the week-end reliability trials on the

i6th and 17th inst. is as follows: i, H. C. New-
man (3 '-4 h.p. Ivy-Precision), Sutton challenge cup
and gold medal, also Murratti Ariston trophy and
gold medal for best performance in all club com-
petitions throughout the year; 2, W. B. Gibb

A32

WAYSIDE ADVERTISEMENTS.
Motorists and others using the roads of this country

have their sense of beauty offended every day by the

sight of hoardings advertising motor car necessities

which obtrude themselves on the road. In many
districts the charm of the landscape is quite spoilt by
these advertisement boards, which, unfortunately,

appear to be increasing in number. It is known that

in many cases these boards are erected almost unwil-

lingly by firms compelled to meet the competition of

their rivals, and these firms would be quite ready to

withdraw them if their competitors would agree or

were compelled to do the same. In three counties

—

namely, Hampshire, Gloubestershire, and Surrey—

-

byelaws have been framed to prevent the exhibition

of advertisements " so placed as to disfigure the

natural ' beauty of the landscape," and the General

Committee of the R.A.C. and Associated Clubs has

now resolved to take steps to secure a more general

adoption of such preventive measures.
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All leiiers should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle." 20. Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Second-hand Machines and Agency Conditions.

[6178.]— I am in su]?ix)rt of letter 6134, and tliink it is

a subject which needs ventilation. I have been riding a

particular make for three years, having had three machines.

I have purchased outside my district because I have business

relations with an agent. Am I, therefore, under the new
conditions mentioned by your correspondent, tu be dictated

) by the makers of the machine as to where I shall buy ?

Again, what is to prevent anyone buying a machine from
one of the several largely advertised houses? These firms

invite you to get a quotation from them and offer a good
allosvance for your old machine. It appears to me to be

carrying things too far, and I doubt very much if it is a

good policy, as in my opinion the buying public will not be
dictated to. The agent is being licld in, too, because one
agent may have a large district and not many customers,
while another may have a small district with a large popu-

lation and many customers. From my own point of view, I

intend to buy where I like, and don't intend to be dictated

to by any motor cycle manufacturer, tlie unly ro.'^ult being
that I should change the make of niachiiie. W'ASKA.

Lining on Tanks.

[5179.]—I noticed in Th'- Mulur ('j/ilr of November
oOth that " R.J.D." wishes to know if lining could be
done by an amateur.

I found myself in the same quandary. I wanted to painl

my tank aluminium, with black panels and double thin
lines. The three coats of aluminium paint were easily

applied, but, try as I would, I could not draw straight lines

nttr draw the panels with neat stiaight edges.

By good luck 1 casually me'. tinned the matter to a

chemist where 1 was making a purchase, and he made up
some sort of black paint, which is both water and petrol-

proof when dry. and does not blur when being put on.

It is used with a special pen. also a ruler or straight-edge,
and you line your tank ;is if you were ruling lines on a

piece of paper with an ordinary pen, ruler, and ink, also
you can make the lines as thin as a pin sn' as thick as a

pencil.

As I have had many valuable "tips" from your paper.
I am only too pleased to help a brother motor cyclist. The
name and address of the chem'sts who supplied me is

Roland Bros., 7, Ca.'stle Street, Edinburgh. W.D.

[6180.]—

I

Tolls and Taxes.

it an opportunethink it an opportune time to call the
attention of the motor cycle world to what I consider a
serious item to the financial side of the pas'.inie. I refer
to the tolls on the principal highways, and one in particular,
Bursledon Bridge, situated on the main road between Ports-
mouth and Southampton. All the South Coast traffic from
Brighton to Weymouth passes, or should pass, through this
gate, so it really affects hundreds. One expects to pay
when crossing a river by motive power, such as a floating
bridge, but when a toll is demanded for crossing a struc-
tural bridge not fifty feet long and situated on the King's
highway, I shall have many supporters when I say that
such tolls should be abolished. '^Yith a heavy ta.x on our
shoulders, surely we can claim .some assistaiice to obtain
such an end. Granted that the bridge was erected by a private
company, I maintain that it has paid for itself a hundred
time.=; over {I have paid over £3 during this year), and
should now be thrown open to the public or else acquired

by the Cotinty Council. Of course we cannot expect the

company, who are reaping large dividends, to part willingly

with such a gold mine, which is indifferent to the rise or

fall of stocks and shares, but. with a little pressure to liear

from the right quarter, we might at least obtain some
concession if only in the reduction of the toll, which is at

present e-xtortionate, viz., 3d. single, 4^d. return, available

for day of issue only. ' It is possible to avoid Bur.sledon

Bridge" by going via Botley,._ but even then one is faced

with a toll of 2d. near Bottey, besides the extra five miles

the latter journey entails. Apart from the financial question

of highway tolls, what is more aggravating than stopping

and fumbling for a few coppers, especially when it is raining

and one is nicely snugged down. The question of this toll

might well be looked into by the A. A. and M.U. with

advantage, not only to the motor cycle community, but to

pedal cyclists and motorists as a body. C.R. 1030.

Adjustable Petrol Jets and Chain Drive.

[5181. J— Letter 6123 describes a home-made adjuster or jet

A good manv of us coulil make this if it be satisfactory. I

cannot see that one would get a constant petrol level ; if it

were possible tliere would be no economy in running on a

small hole in adjuster. It seems to me that the regulating

device must be at the top of the jet.

At the Show 1 bought a small spiral spring with a conical

top to slip on jet. When fitting I tilted tlie carburetter a

little to get a good head of spirit. WJiether the much in-

creased power I got is given by the tilt of the carlmretter, or

the coil in atomising the spirit I have not had time to ascer-

tain. At rest there is no dripping of petrol, but the consump-
tion is greater.

Now that chain drive is being discussed, I would like to

point out that a very great many 3^ h.p. owneis use their

machines with sidecar, and without same, say, alternately.

With belt drive, it is a five minutes' job to make one's gear
suitable for both purposes, but what about chain '^ My ideal

for a Oj li.p. for passenger work and solo riding is an enclosed
chain to a Jarge adjustable pulley on the bracket, thence by
belt to the wheel, with a three-speed hub if that hub be cap-

able of !iard wear. R. H. ADAMS.

An Unusual Experience.

[6182.]— I have been a motor cyclist for several years
now, and as a pastime it is undoubtedly unsurpassed, but
when I read in your periodical about the reliability of the

modern machine I cannot help feeling rather sceptical.

For instance, about two months ago I bought-one of the

best sidecar machines on the market, with change-speed gear
box. costing altogether about £100. Now for this sum one
would expect to obtain a reliable machine, but what
happened ?

Riding the combination home, the back voiturette tyre

burst. I had to insert a new inner tube, and the ne.xt

time I took it out the gear lever dropped off in the road.

I took these troubles philosphically, but when on my next
trip the steei-ing head came loose, and I took a flying leap

over the front and landed on my shoulder with £100 worth
of motor cycle and sidecar on top of me, I though I had
just cause of complaint.

The agent I purchased the machine from approached the
makers who disclaimed all responsibility, and duly charged
for the repairs.

I think von will admit that this is enough excitement in

the first fifty miles. SYD. J. TINNE17.
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Continental Touring.

[618i>. j—It is not necessary for motor cyclists ta go to tlie

worry and expense of taking out iiiteniatioual passes when
touring abioad, at any rate in France and Switzerlaild.

Last yeai tne A.A. and M.U. informed me it was
necessary, but I was in a hurry and decided to risk it. I

have noticed tliat most of your contributors wlio have toured

abroad toolc out a pass. Personally, the best thing tn do, I

think, is to join the Touring Club de France for the

modest sum of 5s. (5fr.) a year, which, not only ensures all

lack of trouble at the customs, but politeness and civility

wherever one may go in France. It is a very siniple

matter to get a small photograph of onegelf to fix to the

membership card. It took me not more than a minute to

pass the customs at both Dieppe and Valloske, in the first

case a pennis having to be obtained, and in the second

the number of the machine verified.

This contrasted favourably viith my reception by the

customs at Newhaven on my return. I was detained lor

over half an horr by a fussy under-officiaj, who, in spite of

my travel-stained appearance, my A. A. and M.U. card,

and the name Triumph on my eciually travel-stained machine,
insisted that I might be going to sell it and wished to

weigh it, and goodness knows what besid?s.

It was not till I found the chief customs officer that I

could get out of his clutches. A French visitor would, pro-

bably, have been unable to get away at all that night.

W. D. G. BALTEN.

Do Records appeal to Buyers?

[6184.]—I often wonder what is the use or benefit to

motor cyclists as a body in everlasting breaking of records.

To amateiu-s who do not fully understand, these records must
be terribly misleading. You hear a dealer say to a prospective

customer," " The got the liour record again, so you see

you cannot do better than buy a its the fastest machine
"on the market." The deluded one buys one and finds, he can

only do, say, fifty to fifty-five at the most, and tliis only

for' a short distance. He does not understand how it is,

and fails to understand that the record machine is specially

altered and tuned for the ti'ack, and if it were possible to

buy such a machine he would find neither comfort nor

reliability in riding it after a few miles.

To my mind, there seems more commonsense in doing long

distances on the road on standard machines.
/

But to expect sixty-five miles per hour from one of these is

out of the question, urrless you happen to be fi-ieirdly with
the firm or a " shamateur." Manufacturers should encour-

age more clubs by giving prizes for competition, and let

the amateur members prove what a machine can do, for

they are the men from whom makers get their profit and for

whom they catei. 1 contend that for an ordinary rider to

win a hill-climb on his own machine should be more guide
to a buyer than all this record breaking.

I may take a wrong view, but I fancy jf the man in the

street had the case put before him he would agree with me.
I might conclude by adding that so far as I am con-

cerned it does not interest me in anyway which machine has

broken this or that record, and further it would not influence

me in anyway in purchasing a new mount. _ C.B.E.

Motor Cycle Design.

[6185.]—Several notes have recently appeared in your
colunms, by " Ixion " and others, running over desirable

features in machine design. There is now on the market a

British machine which contains practically all these points,

and it may be worth wlrile to summarise them.
Illustrations were given of a new American machine vi'itli

a cantilever spring seat pillar. My British one standardises

it. The top rail is dropped and the position is very com-
fortable and low. The footboards are five inclies wide and
twenty inches long, curved up comfortably at the front.

" Ixion " had a tilt at gear and brake pedal positions. Tlie

pedals on my machine are just behind the engine, below the
magneto, very handv in use and, I should think, absolutely
safe in case of a fall The machine rests comfortably on the
footboards when leaned over. The toolbag is carried at the
back of the carrier on a second shelf, and is bolted to uprights
at tlie back. The number is painted on the flap.

The belt rim edge is well rounded, and the rira is wide
enough for a lin. belt (the machine is a 3^ h.p.). The trans-
mission is by belt to a two-speed hub gear with variable

engine pulley. There is a small screw in the gear which,

merelj' screwed houie, gives a fixed gear to ride honie on

in tlie unlikely event of gear trouble. The starting is by

handle. Lubrication hy sight drip feed, also two-way pump.
The liack mudguard extends over the belt; the front has

side wings from end to end. The tyres are 26 x 2^iii., and
the sidecar fittings are incorporated in the frame. The lamp
bracket is very strong, and the generator bracket is fitted

on the frame. The priming valve is a needle valve controlled

from the top of the tank, dropping petrol straight into the

compression cock. The front forks are Diuid, and the filler

caps are l^in. diameter, with fine gauze strainer in petrol

opening. The maclune is a Rex. J. STUART WHITE.

The Passenger Question.
[6186.]—^There are few .motor eyclists who do not cherish

two ideals—one, to be able to take a friend on their machine,

the other, to dispense with overalls.

Up to the present the sidecar, chiefly on account of its

speed and low cost, has met the demand best, but the rider

still has to don his o\-eralls. There can be no doubt that

there is a great potential demand for a three or four-wheeler

which wiU not fear comparison with the average motor cycle

on a steep hill. 'and which will approximate to the sidecar

in first cost and ui^keep, Up tO the present the development
of these self-contained vehicles has been along normal com-
mercial lines, as oppiosed to what one might term the forcing

house of racing, to which . we owe the perfection of the

modern motor cycle.

Has not the time come to call upon the A.C.U. to provide

a T.T. race for these vehicles, so that their development
may be fostered to the same extent?
What delightful little vehicles would then appear. The

greatest care would have to be taken to define the limits

beyond which this type must not go. Weight and price

should do this. After these two factors comes, in order of

importance, appearance, steering, and stability, three or four

wheels, and the transmission. For the last three points we
must look to racing for a decisive answer. But it may be
said that (a) three wheels makes the positive drive easy

but good steering difficult
; (h) four wheels makes good

steering easy but (at motor cycle price and weight) involves

belt drive.

In regard to belt drive, it seems as if the geared-up pulley

is going to give it a new lease of life. If the belt drum were
on the inside of the wheel and on separate spokes it would
scarcely be seen. Silence, which is of vital importance,
should be cultivated. H.M.

"^««^

\

^23Jtr>.

JJ

The first lady member of the Leeds Motor Cycle Club—Mu. t. biiulh, whu,
although a motor cyclist of but three months' experience, is a skiiiul manipulator
of her 2^ h.p. three-speed Hobart.
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Winter Mudguarding.

_ [6187.]— I sliall be most liqppy to accept. Mr. Eric Long-
den's cliallengB, and am willing to meet htm on the roughest
day he can choose, and shall welcome a hilly course. The
machine I propose using will be my 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar.

To remove the back wheel I have simply to undo one axle nut.

withdraw two brake pins, and spring the connecting link oi

the chain, therefore I do not anticipate that I shall be tar

behind in this part of the contest, and believe that I can com-
plete the job without unduly soiling my fingers.

ERNEST FRASETTI.

Hill-climbing.

[6188.]—^As Mr. Frank Smith is confident of his ability

to climb any hill on the Clyno, may I suggest the following
loute :

Keswick, Portinscale, Stair, Newlands, Buttermere,
Hunister Pass, Seatoller, Borrowdale, and Keswick.
Although this route is only about twenty-four miles, it

contains two hills that are real teazers, the first up to

Buttermere Hause and the other up Honister.

,
'This latter has never been climbed by a motor cycle,

although many have tried, and, personally, I tlxink it is

beyond the Clyno's power. A. NEWMAN.

' Touring in North Devon.

[6189.]—Without wishing to take up the cudgels on be-

half of " Kuklos "—who is well able to take care of him
self—I must disagree with your correspondent, Mr. h. W.
Spencer, when he says that Malmsmead Bridge is at the
entrance to the Doone Valley, and readers of " Lorna
Doone " should also be well aware that this is incorrect.

The Doone Valley lies three miles to the south of the famous
Malmsmead Bridge, and, e.xcept for the first hundred yards
or so, there is only a footpath leading to it—quite impassable
for motor cyclists. The valley is plainly marked on
Bartholomew's North Devon, sheet No. 35.

FRANK A. REEVES.
[Malmsmead Bridge is at the foot of the valley where the
Bagworthy water joins the Lynn stream. The town of

the Doones was, of course, some distance up this valley.

but it is the same valley, and that is what Mr. L. W.
. Spencer means. Neither he nor anyone else said that

there was a road up John Ridd's famous water slide and
through the Doone Gate.—Ec]

Where to Pay Local Taxation Licences.

[6190.]—The time will shortly arrive, when motor
cyclists will have to pay their annual motor cycle tax.

With the Editor's permission, I should like to ask all my
fellow motorists to pay the money into those counties or

county boroughs which have kept their roads free from the

police trap. It is some consolation to know that, although
the payment of the tax is compvdsory, we can at least " get'

our own back " once a year, and now is the time to do it.

SHAZBAZZIK.

[6191.]—Will you kindly grant me the privilege of

appealing to all motor cyclists to take out their Inland
Revenue licences for the new year in one of the following

"clean counties": Bedford, Cornwall, Derbyshire, Durham,
Hereford, Leicester, Monmouth, North Hants, Rutland,
Suffolk, Wilts., or Westmorland.
By clean, I mean free from the unmanly and un-English

police traps prevalent in the remaining counties.

The hgui'es are not yet available for 1911, but in 1910

all the foregoing were entirely free from traps.

May I ask all London men particularly to avoid payment
in the county of London, which contained twenty-three traps

in that year, Middlesex twenty-seven, and the notoriously

vindictive Surrey the record number of sixty. I am glad

to say that I induced forty-two motor cyclists last year to

ta.ke out their licences in Bedfordshire ; many of them also

registered their machines in that county, whilst several

induced their friends to take out dog and gun- licences in a
similar manner.

It is a matter for much regret that up to the present no
concerted steps have been taken by motorists to organise

themselves into a strong compact bodv, and by these means
make thei,- influence directly felt. W. H. BROWNE.

Are Provincial Shows Wanted?
[6192.]— I have read in trade pb.pers and elsewhere uf

the keen feeling amongst motor cyclists and the retail trade

at, the .studied efforts of the Manufacturers' and Tiaders'

Union tu boycott any exhibition outside Olympia. One
can understand the feelings of these two great sections of

ahe people interested in motor cycling, and without which
the M. and T.U. might shut up shop to-morrow. You will

be interested to hear that the arrangements for the annual

show for Leicester and Midlands gives promise of being

a bigger success than ever, and will be held in Leicester

February 7th-10th of next year. Nearly all available space

is booked, so I do not write with any particular personal

feelings in the matter. HERBERT E. SMITH.
Secretary. Leicester Motor Cycle and Cycle Exhibition.

Analysis of Carbon Deposits.

[6193.]

—

^Ab the substance sent to me by "Archibald"
as cylinder deposit was actually taken from his tobacco
pipe, the presence of road matter proves that Archie is

a "snapper up" of unconsidered trifles dropped by
t/f'Tilhrnen.

When "A.'s" fund of knowledge has been increased so

as to become a positive quantity, he might look at the

analysis of tobacco ash in the third volume of T. E.

Thorpe's "Dictionary of Applied Chemistry," page 860.

He may then see what an exhibition of himself he has

made in his troglodytic effort to be humorous.
The elements found are. all present in ash from tobaeco.

even " ferric oxide and road matter." W. HLDER.

[6194.]—I note in The Motor Cycle a letter signed "Archi-
bald," about an analysis of carbon deposit,

I have looked up Mi. Elder's analysis, and find in it noth-

ing whatever to indicate that it is not "strictly accm'ate."

as "Archibald" states.

Tobacco ash always contains a considerable amount of ferrir

oxide, calcium oxide, and magnesium oxide, and usually

some silica, besides, of course, carbonaceous matter when
obtained from such a source as a pipe bowl, where the

leaf is inpompletely burnt.
The presence nf such matter was naturally attributed by

the analyst to road matter, since engine oil is free from
such mineral substances.

I can assure "Archibald" that 16.90° of residual ash in

his pipe deposit does not indicate adulteration, rather the
contrary in fact. HENRY W. ^NIOSS.

Mndgoarding—Transmission—Silence.

[6195.]—As one who has ridden motor cycles constantly
since 1908 in a general medical practice, I think I can lay

just claim to knowing a thing or two about these machines.
In the above time I have owned ten motor bicycles of

different makes, and have by now naturally very strong
opinions on certain subjects, viz., mudguarding, transmis-
sion, and silencing. I quite agree with the letters written
by " Clericus " and F. T. Marley. Shaft drive is bound
to come into general use, and the sooner it comes the better.

So-called experts condemn it, so did they condemn the pneu-
matic tyre in its early days, but it came and stayed, and so

will the shaft drive. Eric Longden's letter is amusing ; if

the belt is so superior, why was it done away with on cars,

where it could have been fully protected? When, sir, will

you be able to knock out of the head of a certain class of

rider the idea that a silent motor cycle is dangerous to the
public? Is a silent motor car dangerous? Of course not.

I have never had a noisy motor cycle yet, as I have had
them all properly silenced. To compare the unnecessary
noise made by a motor cycle to the—I grant objectionable

—

noise made by a troUey, which is not preventable, is

ridiculous.
" Criticus the Second " is condemned out of his own

mouth. Why should his engine seize and so throw him over
the handle-bars ? To argue like this, one might demand an
extra strong front wheel in case one ran into a wall. I rode

a chain-driven machine many years ago, for two years, with
the greatest satisfaction, and have never had a broken chain,

been over the handle-bars, or had a seized engine.

To conclude, I always ride, and have always ridden, a

silent machine, and have not hurt anyone, and the sooner

everyone is made to ride silent machines the better for the

sport, or whatever it is called. H.T.M., M.D.
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Wimbledon M.C.C.
A meeting will be held during the first week in January,

1912, to found a club for Wimbledon, and elect the officers.

All who wish to join should write to Mr,, E. P. Lyon, 31,
Queen's Road, Wimbledon.

Selby and District M.C.C.
At a preliminary meeting, held at the George Hotel, on the

14th, it was decided to form a club under the above title.

Motor cyclists who are interested should communicate with
the hon, sec Mr, Joshua J. Day. Green Lane. Selby,

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

The above newly formed club held a very successful run to
Diss on Saturday afternoon, the 16tli inst,, tea being served at
headquarters on the return journey. An interesting discussion
was also held the same evening on the various machines
exhibited at the recent dlympia Show, A run was also held
on Boxing Day.

Sydney M.C.C. (N.S.W.)

The above club's non-stop reliability trial to Lithgow, held
rei'ently, proved very successful. There were sixteen starters,

and all arrived at Lithg(5w with the exception of F. Flew
(5 h.p. Koc), who met with an accident at Wentworth Falls,

damaging his machine, and was, in consequence, unable to

continue the journey, R, W. Allen (Sj h.p. -Zenith) and P.

Bayley (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) tied for the best performance, both
completing the journey without loss of points. These riders

have agreed to divide the first and second prizes. D, St.

Clair (5 h.p. Rex) and J. W. Empson (34 h.p. L,M,C.) also

made non-stcip runs, but both lost points through arriving

early at control. During the trip a hill-climbing contest was
lield on Gould's Hill, Boweufels. The i-ourse was about half

a mile in length, the last 100 yards having a gradient of

1 in 6. This event was won by R. \V. Allen (3^- h.p. Zenith).

who negotiated the course in 63s. ; R. Glanlield (3i h.p,

Bradbury) being second, aiid taking 66s. to ascend the hill,

The Grosvenoi- M.C.
The annual meeting will be held at headquarters on

.January 4th, 1912, when officers wil' be elected for the year

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The members' yuletide run to the Dun Cow Hotel, Dun-

church, will start from the corner of Whitley Common, at

3,30 p,m., on Saturday next.

South Birmingham M.C.C.
The first general meeting will be held on January 11th,

1912, at 8.45 p.m., and the first annual dinner on January
17th, both at headquarters, the .\Ieimaid Hotel. Stratfoi-il

Road, Sparkbrook.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.
A library and reading room are to be formed at head

.uarters. 'Ihe club would be glad to receive catalogues from
manufacturers and accessory dealei's to be filed for the use

of members. Tl>tse should be sent to the hon. secretary. Mr.
H. Smith, Royal Hotel, Sutton Coldfield.

Derby and District M.C.C.
The annual dinner took place at the St. James's Hotel

on the 13th inst. There were many excellent speeches. Mr.
Sewell, in replying to the toast of " The Visitors," congratu-
lated the club upon its achievements, and said that it was
a great thing to win The Motor Cj/ch' Cup. The Secretary
mentioned that the Rev. A. Gamble, in addition to presenting

the club with the Henmore Cup, had given a speedometer foi'

use in competitions. The date of the winter run has
been altered to January 20th.

Westmorland M.C.C.
The annual meeting was held on the 8th inst. at tlie

Commercial Hotel. Kendal. Mr. T. H. Armstrong was
elected to the post of treasurer, Mr. C. B. Robinson hon.

secretary, and Mr. H. Goodwin, of Oiton Hall, president,

Bi'igsteei- Brow was provisionally chosen for the annual open
hill climli.

GOmETZ-LE-CHATEL hill-climb. Granvaud driving a La Ponette. winner ot liis class in the French winter hill-climb. This interesting design ol qUhdoar

'was described and illustrated in our issue of November 30th, page 1331.
'
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BROOKLANDS AND THE SIX DAYS'
TRIALS.

A SIDECAR IN CORNWALL.
DESIGN OF RIMS AND TYRE BE > D3,

Tourist Trophy Races, 1912.

Mr. H. P. E. Harding, one _ of the
judges in this year's Tourist Trophy Races,
has very kindly requested th«j A.C.U.
Committee to place the out-of-pocket
expenses to which he was entitled as a
judge to the credit of the fund which is

established to defray the expenses of the
T.T. Kaces for 1912.

Brooklands and the Six Days'.

In connection with next year's annual
1,000 miles reliability trials, Thu Motor
Cycle suggests that the last day's run
be held on Brooklands Track, in the
form of a high-speed reliability trial.

If our suggestion were adopted, it would
mean four days touring on the difficult

West-country roads, one day riding to

Brooklands, and one day on the track.
See our leading article this week.

,

Auckland (N.Z.) M.C.C. HiU-cUml).

This event, the first of its kind held by
the club, attracted a large number of
entries and spectators. The stiff gradient
of the hill and the bad turns put both
machines and riders to a very severe test.

B. E. Jenkins, on a 3^ h.p. L.M.C., made
a fine performance. He rode a standard
touring machine. Results :

1. B. E. Jenkins (3^ h.p. L.M.C.),
36^s. ; figure of merit, 52.83; gold medal.

2. C. E. Atkin (3^ h.p. Triumph),
45s. ; figure of merit, 62.42 ; trophy.

3. F. J. Harris (3i h.p. L.M.C.),
47^3.; figure of merit, 64.11; trophy.

4. S. Brooks (5-6 h.p. Matchless),
35s. ; figure of merit, 64.29 ; fastest time.

English-Dutch Trial.

liY\ei regulations governing the English-

Dutch i\HJ.C. trial appeared in our last

issue (page 11188), and next morning we
began to receive entries from British

motor cyclists, so that presumably this

jnternatio.ial trial in Holland will prove
a popular event. It may be recalled by
.some readers that Me.-;srs. W. Cooper and
\V. Pratt first suggested this trial through
the columns of The Motor Cydc, and on
seeing the regulations in print, have
written offering to captain the amateur
and trade teams respectively, and two
more experienced competition riders could

not be selected. Names received up to

the present are as under :

Pa VATK Owners.
- W. Cooper (Harrow).

V. C. Wasley (Brii^tol).

(;. Smith (Coventry).

]j. A. Baddeley (London).
Tradk Riders.

W. Pratt (London).

J. Woodhouse (Birmingham).

F. W. Barnes (Weybridge).

Gometz-le-Chatel Hill-climl).

In the above event (described on pages
1401-3 last week), A. J. Moorhouse
(Indian) should have been pla<>ed first in

the amateur class with \V. H. Bashall
<.Matchless) s?cond, the times being 28|s.

and 33s. respectively. In the inscription

to the photograph published last week we
pointed out that Moorhouse made second
fastest time of the day ; this he accom-
plished in the unlimited class, the time
being 28|s., Bashall's time in this class

being 28s.—the best.

A.C.C. de France 1912 Programme.
The organisers of the Gometz-le-Chutel

hill-climb, encouraged by the success of the

event described last week, have issued an
ambitious programme for next year. The
events which this club will organise com-
prise the Tour de France reliability trial,

on a circular route which emliraces practi-

callv all the principal towns of France,

and is over 1,500 miles in length. This
event is tor touring motor cycles only.

Track races for one hour and 100 kilo-

metres (62.1 miles), when attempts will be

made to beat records. Attempts on road
records for the kilometre and the mile,

with standing and flying start. A road
race on a properly guarded circuit over a

distance of 155 to 186 miles.

The Feeling Towards Motor Cycles in

Holland.

Mr. Citroen tells us that on the
occasion of the international contest on
August Bank Holiday the Dutch M.C.C.
expects to collect together at least sixty

motor cyclists, and this, he con-

siders, will be a great thing for the

future of the motor cycle pastime in

Holland. In public eyes, he adds, motor
cyclists are still a danger on the open
road in Holland, and the club's en-

deavour is to do what it can to allay

that idea. At present, the Dutch M.C.C.
is doing its utmost to prevent the use

of the silencer cut-out in towns and
villages, and the club looks to the British

competitors to help it in using the

cut-out only on the open road, and only
then if absolutely necessary.

MARRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.

Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Newbury, of Southgate, Lonrton, N., whose mounls respecti.ely are a 31 h.p.Bradbiry and

a 2} li.p. Douglas.

A53
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Running Costs.

A coiTespoiident whose letter appears
this week under " Cost of Running a

J\[otor Cycle," proves lie has ridden
11.490 miles at a cost of a little over a
halfpenny per mile.

Xouring in Switzerland.

Motor cyclists who tour in Switzer-

land will be interested to know that

dating from June 1st next year they will

be able to use the road connecting
Martigny and Chamounix under special

regvilations which will be issued by the

authorities of the Canton du Valais. The
Swiss are coming round.

Stolen Machines.

Between 11 p.m. on the 16th and the
afternoon of the 17th, thieves entered
the premises of Robertson's Motor
Agency, 157b, Great Portland Street,

W., and removed a 5-5 h.p. 1911 Bat
with P. and M. two-speed gear and Rom
tyres. The two-speed gear cover has a
home-made oil flap, and there is a home-
made handle to the oil pump. The
number of the engine is 6520. The victims
of the theft inform us that this is not the
only case which has occurred in the
neighbourhood lately. If this ma^;hine is

offered to any of our readers will they
kindly communicate with Messrs. Robert-
.«on's at the above address.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The third meeting of the session of the
Institution of Automobile Engineers was
held on the 13th inst., when a very able
paper was read by Mr. L. H. Pomeroy,
\Vh. Ex., on " Engine Design for Taking
Advantage of Horse-power Rating Rules,"
the author basing his claims on actual
experience with engines constructed and
run by the Vauxhall Motor Co. Interest-

ing particulars were given of an engine
with a bore of 3.12in., but with a stroke

of uo less than Sin. Copies of the above
paper may be obtained in pamphlet form
price one shilling each. During the
evening it was announced that twenty-
five elections had been taken up since the
last announcement, and also that over
forty applications had been dealt with
by the council that evening.

Dunkeiiy Beacon, or Light on Exmoor.
We all know that the Doone Valley as

described by Blackmore does not exist.

Any tourist who set out to find the Doone
Gate, John Ridd's Waterslide, br Lorna's
Bower^ would return disappointed.

''' Kuklos " goes very thoroughly into the
matter in the Daily News of the 20th
inst.; and considerably amends his pre-

vious statements. He now says he knew
all about the road referred to by our
contributor and shown on the map. So
he may have done, but it looks veryniuch
as if it had escaped his memory.
"Kuklos" appears to have been misled
by the words " r/« the Doone Valley,"
which he seems to have taken absolutely
literally, which we did not. The road in

question passes the bottom of the valley

through which the Bagworthy water
flows, and this was the valley in which
lived Sir Ensor and the rest (according
to Blackmore). We agree with " Kuklos "

that the road through Dunster, Timbers-
combe, arid Wheddon Cross is the better,

but the coast road gives an unequalled
opportunity of seeiirg fine coast scenerv,

A34
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The Popular Motor Cycle.

Mr. F. Warwick, presiding at the
annual meeting of Components, Ltd., at

Birmingham last week, said there was
quite a small boom_ in motor cycles, and
it was likely to assume very considerable
dimensioris. It was a very interesting

question as to whether there was to be
a revival in the fortunes of the cycle
trade due to the motor bicycle. The
present was an age of rapidity" of
transit, and a large majority of those
w-ho could afford it would purchase a
motor cycle in preference to a "push."
cycle. The motor bicycle was no longer
an athletic and speed instrument, but a

handy vehicle for pleasure, travel, and
holiday which could be used by both
sexes.

[MTOl^ E!/IEKfX§

Dec. 30.—Korth West" London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours' Winter Trial

1912. to Gloucester and back.

Jan. 20.—Herts. County M.C.C. Open \-

Trial.

20.—.A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

Mar. 2.,—Auto Cycle Union Open One
Day Trial.

„ 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 30.—Derby and District M.C.C.Open
HiU-cUmb;- - _-

Apl. 5-S.—N.-W. London and Herts.
County M.C.C. Joint Trial
and Open Hill-climb (Yorks.)
and Ladies' Competition.

Enquiries re Second-hand Machines.

A correspondent named S. J. Hewes,
of Brockley, Kent, vi'ho advertised a

2i h.p. Minerva in The Motor Cycle for

£6, received a foolscap sheet of paper con-

taining thirty-six distinct queries as to

the condition and capabilities, of the
machine, all of which showed that the

enquirer had a considerable knowledge of

motor cycles, and did not intend to

buy _" a pig in a poke." At the same
time it is rather a trial to fill up definite

replies to thirty-six queries regarding a
second-hand machine value £5. Motor
cyclists are so keen irrespective of the
price paid for a mount. ....

DECEMBER 28th, igii.

Activity of the R.I.A.

Tlie Roads Improvement Association
has been very active of late, Meetings
have been held of the following centres of

the organisation : Bristol, Yorkshire (North
Riding), Dancashire and Cheshire, and
Sussex. Various recommendations for im-
proving roads, widening roads at bad'
corners, and alterations to narrow bridges-

were forwarded to the authorities.

Altogether the R.I. A. is to be congratu-
lated on the good work it is doing on.
behalf of motor cyclists and road users in
general.

Benefiting a Clean County.

Motorists are evidently bent on show-
ing their disapproval of the un-English
police trap. \Ve have received quite a
number of letters urging our readers to

take out their local taxation licences in
" clean " counties whiciJ were free or
practically free from police traps during
the present year. Some are going
further ajid paying their licence fees for
dogs, guns, carriages, male servants, and
so forth, in the clean counties. 'There
is no law to prevent one from taking
out a licence in any county one chooses,

and so considerably benefiting the funds
of the clean county, whilst still showing
disapproval of the methods of the
" black ". county.

Despatch Carrying in Australia.

A relay ride of great interest and value
will take place next April, under the
auspices of the Dunlop Rubber Co., of

Australasia, from Adelaide to Sydney, a
distance of 1,119 miles. The despatch
carriers will be in three divisions, cyclists,

motor cyclists, and motor cars, with
scheduled speeds of sixteen and a half,

twenty-five, and twenty-eight and a half

miles pec hour respectively. There will be
sixty-four relays of cyclists, twenty-five
of .motor. -cycUsts, and four of cars. The
object of the test is to see which division

will get their despatch through first, the
cyclists having a start of twenty-four
hours from the motor cyclists, and thirty

hours from the autocars. "The Dunlop
Co. are receiving applications from those
wishing to take part from all parts 6i

Southern Australia.

:J

A NEW T.T. MODEL.
3; h.p. Campion-Jap for 1912—a make of machine which is well-known in the Notts, and Derbyshire district.

A T.T. mount is a new departure for the Campion Co.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN CEYLON.
HAVING covered some 3,500 miles this year on

my 1 9 10 T.T. Roadster Triumph, the follow-

ing notes and photographs may be of interest

to riders at home. So far I have found, no hill in

Ceylon on a public road which my machine will not

go up easily, in any weather, on a gear of 5?^ to i,

and I can get up most on a 5 to i gear. This is a

pretty good testimony to the flexibility of the T.T.
engine, when I add that the.

roads are usually only eight

feet wide, and many of the

corners absolute hairpins,

which it is impossible to round
at more than ten to twelve

miles an hour. The gradients,

though very long, are nowhere
really steep, though one or

two short stretches of. i in 8

may be occasionally met with.

The average gradients are i

in 12 or I in 15. Belt drive

is not altogether satisfactory

The Rainfall of Ceylon.
A belt shield is an advantage, and magneto and

sparking plug covers a sine qua non in an island

where the rainfall sometimes reaches 200 inches in

the year, or even more. Nearly all my riding has
been up country, at eie\'ations varying from 1,500 to

6,200 feet above sea level; but I have had some in-

teresting experiences in the low country, especially in

the Monsoon. I have several

times found the roads under
water near Colombo, and had
to put myself and motor cycle

in a catamaran, made of a
dug-out tree trunk with an
outrigger fitted to one side, to

be ferried across the flood.

Again, I have ridden my
machine along the side of the
railway track for three miles,

when the road to my destina-

tion happened to be eijht feet

under water.

in the hills, as one gets a

great deal of wet weather,

which, of course, makes belts

slip at the critical moment

;

.but otherwise I find them last

fairly well, a y&m. rubber lielt

lasting me 1,500 miles, and
lubber-studded tyres on back
wheel about 1,800. The con-

tinuous corner work and brak-

ing when meeting carts, etc..

of course, greatlv shortens the

(1) A low country village near tCe?aIia. on the Colombo-Kandy road.

(2) On the Ginajathena Pass, which riies to a height of 2,400 feet.

(3) Part of the Kelain Valley, about 103 feet above sea level.

(41 The top hairpin corner on the Kadu;annawa Pass. The gradient at
this point is about i in 12.

(5) Colour-sergeant Jobson, of tho Ceylon Phnlini RiOe Corps. He has
ridden his Roc all over the island on duty as instructor to the Volunteers.

Almost any machine will do
for the " potterer " in Ceylon,

but for a man who wants to

eep up a decent average the

more power the better. 1 can
average eighteen miles an

hour over long distances up
country, on give and take

roads, but if 1 had a 5 or 7

h.p. machine I could certainly

raise my average very con-

siderablv.

life of belts and tyres. I consider a two-speed gear
for solo work quite unnecessary on any machine of

354 li.p. and over if fitted with an adjustable pulley

giving an ample range of gears, but a light clutch is

certainly an advantage (though I don't find the need
of one myself). I would not have pedals at any price.

They always hit the ground at corners, and are of

no use that I can see on a modern machine, except

those with clutch in the back hub. Even in this

case handle-start'.rg would be preferable.

Passenger Machines.

Sidecars Have so far not made much headway out

here, but I have seen two castor wheel models, both

fitted to clutch Triumphs, up country, and hear they

are doing very well, the engines being geared, I be-

lieve, about. 6 to I. My ideal machine for this

country would be as follows : 3^ h.p. single, or 6 h.p.

twin, m.o.i.v., low compression engine; semi-automatic

carburetter ; magneto high up and well protected

;
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riie Motor Cycle in Ceylon.—

variable pulley; lin. belt; both bralces on back wheel;

non-skid tyres both wheels ; very low and short frame

;

two sets footrests : tank to hold two gallons of petrol

(depots are usually fifty miles apart) ; and large pan
seat instead of saddle. There are a number of

machines on the market which almost fill the bill, and
nearly all the leading makers are represented out

here. We hope to have some <;ompetitions next year,

and possibly a hill-climb at Christmas. By the way,

I see everyone -is agitating for silent silencers at home.
These would be very nice out here. (I have tried a

5 h.p. Indian which really was silent!) But a cut-out

or exhaust whistle is absolutely necessary, as the

native never hears a motor till it is right on him, and
a horn has no effect, so the noisier the exhaust the

better, except, of course, when on a straight road or

when passing horses or private bungalows.

Dogs and cattle seem to have a great dislike to

motor cycles. The former are not usually dangerous,

but a nuisance, as they pursue one for a considerable

distance ; but cattle are much more dangerous, as they

often charge at one quite unexpectedly, and one has

to be very nippy to get away. A small revolver is the

best tiling for pariah dogs; it is the only thing chat

has any effect on them, but one soon becomes quite

an adept at potting dogs from the saddle.

In conclusion, to anyone coming out to Ceylon I

would say, certainly bring a motor cycle. The
scenery is lovely, and the_roads fairly good. Prices

of petrol vary from Rs. 1/50 per gallon in Colombo
to Rs. 2/50 in out of the way parts, and oil is about
Rs. 4/50 per gallon. Ordinary spares, belts, plugs,

and tyres can be obtained in th^ large towns,- but it'

is as well to bring out spare valves, etc., for one's

own particular machine to avoid waiting two months
for new ones. The Motor Cycle is widely read out

here—long may it continue. "U32."

NOTES ON TYRE MANUFACTURE.
THERE are a few fwints which buyers of motor

cycles would do well to note when selecting

the tyres to be fitted to their machines." -In

the first place, it is unwise to be under-tyred-^that is

to say, the tyres should be of ample size for the work

they have to do ; the cost may be greater in the begin-

ning, but this policy will be found to be cheapest in

the end. Users of sidecars will do well to fit the

650 X 65 mm. car tyres to their back wheels. An
efficient non-skid should also be selected. Steel studs

are good on country roads, but not on the sets and

tramlines found in towns, even when dry. Combina-

tion treads are useful, but personally I prefer an

all-rubber non-skid of sound construction with plenty

of rubber in the tread. These suggestions are, of

course, fairly obvious, but there are other points

which do not so readily occur to the mind.

Most makers are now moulding their tyres under

pressure to the shape they will assume when inflated

on the rim; this is a great advance. If a tyre is

made like a flat band and then bent round, the rubber

is in tension, and when cut will at once open and

admit damp and dirt to the great detriment of the

canvas lining. Of course, cuts in any tyre should

be mended with tyre stopping as soon as discovered,

but if a tyre is made in the right shape and the right

way, these cuts will not open but keep tightly closed.

The Strength of the Beads.

This is a point the importance of which seems fo

have escaped the notice of many makers, but fortti-

nately not all. Of course, all makers think their

beads are sufficiently strong, but some few do not

impress this upon buyers, and in their illustrations

sometimes shoAv sections of tyres in which the bead
'

is apparently most .inadequately attached. I examined

many sections of tyres at Olympia, and -saw several

examples in which only one thickness of canvas sur-

rounded the bead, the other two sections being inside,

where there is little or no strain. One section actually

had two thicknesses outside the bead on one side of

the tyre and only one on the other, showing that one

maker at least did not attach much importance to

this point. -In the cheaper lightweight tyres one
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naturally only found one thickness outside and one
inside, but when there are three layers of canvas in

a tyre two most certainly should surround the bead,
and makers should draw the attention of purchasers
to this point. An additionah strip of thin canvas is

sometimes added—this is a good plan.

A Few Hints to Buyers,
In conclusion, I would advise all buyers to obtain

sections of the tyres they fancy; note the shape they
retain without being held ; then make some cuts with
a knife in different directions (a wet blade will make
this easier), and see if the cuts open when the section

is curved as it would be on the rim (in making this

test, be careful not to bend the tyre more where the

cut has been made than elsewhere, ' or the cut will

open in any case). And, finally, take particular

notice of the canvas outside the beads ; there should
be at least two layers at this point, and these two

FIG.I FiG.2.
Fig. 1.—Bead as it should be made, showing two layers of canvas at the

point A where the strain is. B. Hard rubber of bead.

Fi». 2.—Bead as sometimes made. Note the weakness at A.

layers should surround the tyre; in some cases they

cease just above the bead. If small pieces of rubber

can be pulled off with the finger nails, the tyre should

be rejected at once, for the quality of the rubber is

not Avhat it should be. The rubber should feel smooth
and silky to the touch, never gritty or rough. There
were some few sections at Olympia so excellent in

form, design, and quality of rubber that it would be

hard to select the best, but, on the other hand, several

could at once be discarded as quite unsuitable for

motor cj'cle requirements. Auriga.
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HOW TO PREVENT
SIDE=SL1P.

THE heading of this article is rather ambitious,

as under certain circumstances it is impos-
sible to -prevent side-slip. The subject of

side-slip has had much written about it, and it is not

proposed to enter into the merits and demerits of

various non-skid devices, but to give a few hints as

to how the risk of serious skids can be best avoided.

The first rule to observe is to gear low, and not

to try and ride too slowl)'. A high gear and a slow

powerful kick of the engine are apt to cause the

rear wheel to spin, and this " relative motion " is the

cause of more side-slips than anything else. For the

same reason, it is not advisable to accelerate quickly

in grease. Never apply the brakes suddenly, for to

lock the wheel is as deadly as to let it spin. Keep
as far as possible off the camber of the road, and,

when tramlines have to be crossed, cross them at as

wide an angle as possible. Keep your tyres well

inflated', but not board hard, for, whereas a soft tyre

tends to roll, a board hard one tends to bounce, and
so cause the wheel to spin.

The Importance of Correct Alignment.
Be very careful to see that both wheels are in

line. In many cases a motor cycle frame gets slightly

.strained, especially if occasionally used for sidecar

work. This causes the wheels to stand at different

angles, and should this occur the fault should be

remedied at once, and the repair is best left in the

hands of the maker.

Note that your spring forks have no side play.

This is important, and any shake should be taken up
before it causes an accident. The same applies in

the case of certain spring frames. If belt drive is

used, do not ride with too tight a belt, as it causes

Jumpy running at low speeds.

Frame design has an important bearing on side-

slip, and here is the weak point in the modern very

low saddle position, for though one can more easily

get one's feet to the ground in case of a skid, one

has not the control over the machine that a higher

position gives. The saddle should, also be as far

in front of the rear axle as possible.

A Practical Illustration.

To illustrate these points, the following instance

may be quoted. The writer has been riding a ver)'

low semi-racing machine during the past season, arid,

in spite of the frame being true, the wheels in line,

and although all ordinary precautions were taken,

the machine was distinctly bad in grease. At the

approach of winter, the engine, wheels, tyres, etc.,

were taken out of this frame and put into a com-
paratixely high frame. The new frame was about

lin. longer, but the saddle position was nearly 45'2in.

higher, and a good deal further in advance of the

rear axle. The effect has been to make the machine
quite steadv, e^en in the bad grease we have had
lately, and in spite of the fact that the tread is worn

off the rear tyre, leaving a smooth surface. Remember
that it is a bad plan to carry heavy toolbags on the

handle-bars or front forks—even the generator, if a

heavy one;, is better carried on the frame—as any

unnecessary weight on the bars and forks affects the

steering adversely.

Non^sKid Tyres.

Many and various are the non-skid 'yres now-

marketed, all of which are, of course, " the best," but,

as a matter of fact, it is hard to choose the best

among those produced by several well-known firms.

Probably the best for all-round use are those with

rubber studs or patterns, or a combination of the

two, for though a steel-studded tyre is a more effective

non-skid in certain forms of grease it is often

extremely dangerous for a two-wheeler in tratnlines

or on stone setts. Riders of two and three-speed or

variable geared mounts should not attempt to hold on

to their high gears, when going slow in bad grease,

and owners of clutch machines should be even more
careful than usual. not to let in their clutches with

a bang.

1 have made no reference to corner work, for it i.>

obvious that corners require a certain amount of

care and commonsense when the roads are greasy
;

but it may be as well to add that slowing up gradually

on the throttle is preferable to raising the exhaust

lifter, and dropping it quickly when the throttle is

still open to a fair extent.

General Hints.
" Gear low.

Do not drive fast or too slow; strike the happy
mediuni.

Keep off the camber of the road.

Cross tramlines at as nearly a right angle as

possible.

See that your wheels track.

Avoid side play in your spring forks.

Do not go in for the lowest possible saddle position,

but arrange the saddle so that you can comfortably piit

your feet on the ground, and keep it as far forward as

pos-;ibIe.

Do not carry heavy articles on handle-bars or forks.

Use any good make of non-skid tyre (rubber tread

preferred).

Do not let in your clutch with .1 bang, and do not
" blind round corners.

All motor cyclists ol long standing kn ^w most o|

these tips by heart, but it is hoped that they will uo

of use to the later additions to our ranks, many of

whom I know have been hesitating to buy on arcount

of the supposed terrors of side-slip.

In conclusion, let me add that if reasonable
j

i,f-

cautions be taken and a machine be driven with

ordinary commonsense, there is no reason to prevent

many enjoyable runs, even on greasy roads.

Ubique.

Ml
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects/

Licence for Sidecar.

I have just purchased a second-

J^ hand 8 h.p. Bat and sidecar, and
> after registering the same, the
-SJ licensing authority (Cardiff) sent

me a form to fill in for the licence.

(I have not yet had delivery of the
machine.) This form, which appears to
be a general one and not issued locally,

saj'S that a sidecar requires an
additional licensing fee. I understand
-the one fee of £1 covers both.

Would you please advise me on the
matter.—F.B.

It is usually accepted that the £1 fee

(10s. after October 1st) covers a niotor

bicycle and sidecar, the combination being
regarded as a three-wheeled motor cycle,

but some licensing authorities endeavour
to enforce an additional fee. There does
not, however, appear to be any rule oil

the matter as regards England, though
in Scotland it has been definitely decided
that a motor cycle and attachment count
as one vehicle. See also reply to " Side-

car," Peckham, page 1412 of last week's
issue.

Lightweight (or India.

Briefly I will give you what
special points I require in .

a
motor cycle. (1.) Lightness, to
enablei the machine to be carried
without difficulty in and out of

• boats, the carriers often having to
wade thigh deep through mud. (2.)

Ability to go indefinite distances on
..the low gear, over the worst of roads,
without overheating, the temperature
being 120° in the shade at times. (3.)

Accessibility to all parts, and ability to
go without constant "fiddling" and ad-
justing. These are the chief points.

Do you consider a P. and M. light-

weight would suit my purpose? I should
never want to go more than 20 m.p.h.

;

my weight is under 11 stones. The
chief thing, however, is to be able to

."crawl" for long distances. Can you
recommend the Parsons Rapid repair

kit? Does it take the place of solution

and ypatches?

—

Indian Police.

We'':'can confidently recommend the.

machine mentioned in your letter

It is light, will travel long distances on
the. low gear if driven carefully, and is

accessible, while its reliability is well-

known. The machine would travel com-
fortably at 20 m.p.h. We can thoroughly
recommend the Parsons repair outfit.

A42
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Sidecar Queries.

(1.) Would a 3^ h.p; machine

?^
I

with two-speed gear be satisfac-

tory for sidecar work, more
SJ particularly in the Southern and

Eastern Counties, or (2) would
it be better to get a 5-7 h.p. twin-
cylinder, taking into consideration such
points as cost of upkeep, keeping in

tune, running cost, etc. ? I am the
youngest of novices and do not want
a machine which might give trouble.

It seems to me that a single is so

much more simple than a twin. I
can alter the timing of my present
mount, a 3^ h.p. Bradbury standard,
but very much doubt whetlier I should
be able ..to manage the same job on a
twin. (3.) If I arrive at a decision

in favour of the single, would it be
better to get a new two-speed Brad-
bury or fix, say, a B.S.A. two-speed
to my present mount, a 1911 Standard,
or an Albion in the back hub? (4.)

What would be about the cost in each

of these cases? (5.) Which is the md
economical form of sidecar to run, a^
which is the safest? iVIy intend|
passenger is extremely nervous. (6ff

I shall be glad if you will give me
j'our candid opinion of the Bradbury
machine.—B.P.B.

(1.) The 3^ h.p. machine with two-speed
gear would be satisfactory for sidecar

work in East-Anglia, but not in some of

the Southern Counties, w here steepest hills

abound. (2.) You had better get the
5-7 h.p. twin, preferably chain-driven.

(3.) It would be better to get a new
two-speed, chain-driven machine than to

fix a two-speed gear to your existing
mount. (4.) Of course, it would be
slightly more expensive to buy a new
machine. You may reckon the cost of a
two-speed gear to be roughly £10. (5.)

A rigid sidecar. (5.) We have a high
opinion of the machine referred to here.

It has a larger engine than most single

cylinders, and hence is very suitable tor

sidecar work.

A P/iCING MONSTER AT THE GOMETZ-LE-CHATEL HILL-CLIIMB.

Meuiiot and tiie peculiar design of four-cylinder Rene-Gillet michine on wiiieli he hops] to accomplish
fastest time. The bore and stroke are 90 x 100 mm., and transmission is by two belts. A well-tnown formula
gives the horse power as 22i.
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Trailing Action of Front Wheels.

I. have had an argument with
^1 a friend of niine, and we have
<l decided to abide by your decision.
.—i The argument is this. We both

agree that the front wheels of

machines trail—or most of them. Now
the question is, where and how does
the manufacturer get the point from
where to trail? how does i\e arrive
at it, or the point to see how much
it trails? I say he measures from a
straight line down the liead proper to
the ground. My friend says, down the
forks.

—

Constant Reader.
C

A. Poin; of contact of wheel with ground.
EC. Steering axis, drawn llircugh head.
DE. Grou^.d U..e.

You are right, and your friend is wrong.
The amount of trail is measured from the
point where the steering axis produced
meets the ground. The steering axis 15,

of course, through the centre of the read,
the shape or position of t)ie fork." oaviiig

nothing to do with the matter provided
the steering angle of the he' a and the
position of the wheel is laid o-jt as

described. The accom.p'r.ving sketch
will make all clear. The distance from A
l-o B shows 'he amoi'~t of trail.

Machine for Sioecar.

'^an vo' tkorougiily recom-
mena the (ndian motor cvcle for

ootn soU. and sidecar work, and
(li *oi' a you mind advisi*.. me
whica mudel to get? (2.) Is the

control oi oi.ese machines really as

simple as ' seems to be on paper, and
is it eas^ *t> get used to it after being
used to the f.rdinary two-iever carbu-

retter jjntrol? (3.) Is chain drive better

thar. oeit drive for an all-weather
mrcnine? 4 ) Do the automatic carbu-

retter ann the mechanical lubricator

work well at all speeds, and is the

whole -laciiine simple and reliable?

—

(1.) Yes, we can tliorouglily recommend
tile machine referred i;o in your letter.

The 7 h.p, with two-speed gear is suit-

able for sidecar work, more so than any
other the company sell. (2.) The control

is quite simple, and it is easy to get used
to it. (3.) Opinions differ, but we pre-

fer chain drive for constant sidecar work,
the Indian drive is q^uite satisfactory. (4.)

Both . the automatic carburetter and
mechanical lubricator are thoroughly
satisfactory, and the machine is reliable.

Forth (Glam.) to Sherborne.

I have it in my mind to go
from here (Forth) to Sherborne
in Dorset. (1.) Is it possible to
do the return journey in one
day ? (2.) Also could you kindly

give me names of most important places
on route, and number of mihs ?—A.W.

(1.) We should not think you could get
back iii the day, especially at this time
of the year.» (2.) Your best route would
be as follows : Forth, Pontypridd,
Caerphilly, Newport, Severn Tunnel
Junction (by train to Filnihg under the
river Severn), thence through Bristol,

Whitchurch, Fensford Station, Shepton
IMallet, Ca.^tle Gary, Marston Magna,
to Sherborne. The distance is approxi-
mately ninety-four miles.

Croydon to Manchester.

Please inform me as to the Iiest

and shortest way of recalling Man-
chester from S. Croydon, avoid-
ing London, if possible, and the I ig

towns. I am contemplating
starting at 5 a.m., and wish to finish

the same day. If you could also give
me the distance so much the better.

The machine to be used is a T.T. Ariel-
Swift. I should also like an esti.T.ate

of the approximate time the journey is

likelv to take.—P.W.W.
To avoid London you will have to make a
ratlier long detour, and go through Croy-
don, Castleton, Sutton, Kingston. Houns-
low, and Uxbridge. Thi route is then
Am?rsham. .Aylesbury Buckingham, Tow-
cester, Daventr}, and along Watling Street
to Atherstone, as far as a |Kiint two miles
."('jc'th of Liclitield. (.in through Lichfie'd,

AbcsDts Brom'ey. Uttoxeter. Chcadle,
Leek. MansfieH, Stockport, to Manchester.
If you are staitir.g as early as 5 a.m. you
woL'ld coKsiderablv shorten the distance
by going straight tliroiigh London, and
passing Regent's Park ; go up Finchley
Road, through Barnet to St. Albans. Y'ou
wou'.d find far better roads all the way,
except in the vicinity of Regent's Park,
and not much traffic at so early an hour,
whereas the route to avoid London necessi-

tates byroads and roads on which there
are tramlines. It is a long ride for one
day at this time of the vear. The distance
is approximately 200 miles.

?
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Re-magnetising a Magneto.

1 have been running my
motor cycle for three years, and
I have an idea that the m,agiiets
have lost power, as the spark
is very weak. Is it necessary

to have them remagnetised, and who
is a likely person to do it, and can they
be charged too strongly?—W.W.

"

The magnets of a magneto machine should
keep their magnetism for at least tliree
years, probably longer. If, however, you
have reason to suspect that "the
magnetism is not so strong as it should
hi. wlrich is generally demonstrated by
bad starting and failure to run at slow
speeds, it would be advisable to send
the magneto to the makers, or their
representatives. You cannot over-
magnetise the magnets.

Three-speei Gears.

I have an old 3i h.p. Riley,
wliich I have used tor the past
two years with sidecar and " Fit
All" two-speed gear. As the gear
is now worn, I should be much

obliged if you could give me your
opinion of the advantages and dis-
advantages if any of the following gears
for sidecar work with 3i h.p. Riley
engine ; (1) Armstrong three-speed ; (2)
Sturmey-Archer three-speed.—H.C.F.

Either of the two gears mentioned would
suit your purpose. Of these (1) is a well-
tried article, the top speed is indirect, and
the machine can be started on the stand.
The other is only just placed on the
market, but this has the advantage, in
tha opinion of some, of having the top
speed direct, and engine can be started
with the back wheel on th^ ground.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. G. B." (Birmingham) desires

readers' experiences of the Triumph
(FE modal) for commercial traveller's use.
"A.W.'' (Beckford). Fitting a modern

carburetter to a 1937 four-cylinder F.N.
"E.B.R." (East Putney). P.V. spring

frame with and without sidecar—steadi-
ness in grease and wear of belt.

"W.J.T." (Norton-on-Tees).—1911 two-
stroke Scott wiih sidecar.

"A...J.R." (London). Lincoln Elk,
especially as regards life of engine.

Bell side of the lateit model Z\ h.o. Brown, witn Bowaea iwo-ipeej countei-shafi gear.

A.\'i
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Saddle Spring Arrangement.

The peak A of the saddle is resiliently

supported upon the frame B by double
lever coil springs G. These springs

A

are arranged to project backwardly
beneath the saddle, so that a neat and
effecti-ce construction is arrived at.—J.

B. Brooks and J. Holt, No. 29.669, 1910.

The Garner Exhaust Whistle.

This exhaust whistle is foot-operated,

and does not involve the fitting of any
extraneous operating mechanism. It com-
prises a tube A, having sound holes B,
which is connected by an elbow C to a
branch D secured by a clip E to the
exhaust pipe F, which
is, of course, drilled

to allow the passage of

the exhaust gas. The
con nection between
the elbow C and E^ -

branch D consists of

a screw thread allow-
ing the elbow to be
turned to the most
convenient angle, and
locked by a nut G.
Within the tube A
slides a piston H,
which is normally
forced upwards by a spring J, to close the
sound holes B. When the piston is de-
pressed by the rod K, the sound holes are

^d./TS^

opened, and variation of the distance

between the sound holes and the piston

provides a variation in the tone produced.
—H. Garner and W. J. Parker, No.
11,656, 1911.

The Wooler Transmission System.

This is the patent covering the Wooler
driving gear, which comprises an adjust-
able pulley, mounted upon a rocking
quadrant, pro-

viding for belt

adjustment. The
quadrant A is

mounted upon
the crank case

B, and carries a
counter-shaft C,
upon which is

mounted the
pulley D, the
flange E of ^

which is . mov-
able to vary the

jj p
effective dia- v—

—

meter, and there-

fore the gear
ratio. Motion is

transmitted from
the engine-shaft F to the pulley D by
spur or chain gearing G. The operating
mechanism comprises a hand lever H
pivoted at J and connected to the
counter-shaft through a spring device
contained in the cylinder K, the object

of which is to mini-
mise the shocks of
tr an s mission.
Pivoted on the lever
H is a bell-crank
lever L, having a
sliding guide rod M
at one end, and at
the other end con-
nected to a face
cam N co-operating
with a second face
cam O for the
operation of the
movable pulley
flange E TTi^e parts are so proportioned
that as the lever H is oscillated the face
cams vary the adjustment of the pulley,
and at the same time the quadrant A is

rocked about its pivot to maintain the
belt at the correct tension.—John Wooler,
No. 24,518, 1910.

Valve Construction.

By this construc-
tion the valve stem
is protected from
burning. The head
A is recessed on its

underside, and the
guide B is extended
to a point within
the recess. The
exhaust gas, in

travelling past the
valve, therefore only
impinges on the
guide B, which is

of considerable sec-

tional area, and is

formed with a radi-
ating flange at D,
to dissipate the heat
absorbed from the
burnt gas.—Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd.,
and J. V. Pugh, No. 25,474, 1910.

1912 Peugeot Engine.
A single-cylinder Peugeot engine, with

bore and stroke of 84x80 mm., capacity
499 c.c, is now being handled by Mr.
J. Taylor, Warwick Road, Birmingham.
The new engine has side by side mecha-
nically-operated valves, and weighs 56
lbs. The flywheels are 8in. in diameter,
which should conduce to steady running.
The height of the engine overall is 17in.,

and the width of crank case 9in. It can
be obtained with silencer, magneto, and
bracket and carburetter complete.

A Portland Street Addition.
A new firm known as Robertson's

Motor Agency will shortly be opening
premises at 157b, Great Portland Street,
W. The managing director of the con-
cern is Mr. Robertson-Brown. They
will be agents for the Ivy-Precision,
Norton, and Zenith, also sole agents for
the Turner sidecar. Spare parts will

be stocked of the best known machines,
and especially of J. A. P. and Precision
engines. They will specialise in F.R.S.,
and Miller lamps, and lamp repairs will
be undertaken. Beginners will be speci-
ally catered for. The. firm has also
arranged for a wholesale and retail agency
for the Cowev speedometers. An interest-
ing item in connection with the business is

that the whole staff are practical motor
cyclists and as the staff is increased only
motor cyclists will be engaged.

44&

[?/Si[S[K[L[iir<

New model Peugeot single-cylinder side-by-side

valve engine, 34 x 90 mm.

Corah and G.N. in London.
Godfrey and Applebee, 208, Great

Portland Street, W., have been
appointed sole London agents for the
Corah motor cycle. They have also
been made exclusive West End agents
for Indian motor bicycles, while negotia-
tions for the sole agency for the G.N.
runabout are almost complete. Their
showrooms are well filled with the best
known makes of new and second-hand
motor cycles and sidecars

An All-weather Finish.
A demonstration was held recently at

. Norfolk House, Laurence Pountney HUl,
E.G., of work done by the Marino
Electrolithio process. Various articles,
such as nuts and bolts, were shown
galvanised by this method, which, aa
there is no heat used, allows even steel
springs to be so treated without affecting
their temper. Zinc or any alloy of zinc
may be used, or, in fact, any other metal.
There is no possibility of the metal
peeling_ off afterwards. By its aid
aluminium can be soldered. The joints
are first tinned by the electrolithio pro-
cess, and then ordinary solder can be
used. Readers who are contemplating
overhauling their machines, or wish to
protect the bright parts of their mounts
against the ravages of winter, should
make enquii-ies respecting the process
from the Harvey Electro-Chemical Co.
Ltd., at the alsove address.
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1912 MODELS 1912
PREMIERS. CHATER-LEA.
MATCHLESS. CLYNOS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.

TRIUMPH, 11J09, 'WO speeds £37 IO
PHANOtWEN, 6 h.p. Twin, two speeds £35
TWIN REX, 6 h.p., accumulator ignition £13 IO
PREMIER, 1911, Iree engine, only run

100 miles £45
MINERVA, Twin, 4i h.p., spring forks £15 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., brand new, =ingle-cylinder,

ideal sidecar machine ; listed £48 £36
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

handlestarting,M.O.V.,igii model , . £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

i9'o £42 10
REX, 3j h.p,, spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, igoq model £22 ID
NUMBER, 3J h.p., 1909, two speeds,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
REX, 3! h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition .. £16 10
N.S.U.

, 3 J h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £19 10
N.S.U. , ^^ h.p., magneto, good order .... £16 10
QUADRANT, 34 h.p., magneto, spring forks £15 10
REX, -5 h.p., twin, with forecar £11 10
N.S.U., 3* h.p., M.O. v., magneto £15 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., M.O.V., nice order £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2A h.p., M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
TRIUMPH, 2j h.p £6 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low ... . £8 10
ROYAL STAR, 2^ h.p.. vertical engine .. £5 10
KERRY, 2j b.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, z\ ti-P-) vertical engine, 26in.

v\ lieels £6 10
PREMIER, sh h.p.. 1912. three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 3i h.p.. ior2. three-snccd gear £47 5
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
ARIEL, 3^ h.p.. vertical engine, M.O.V.,

26in. wheels, nice condition £8 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKUN IN EXClIA.NGIi.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX. air-cooled, belt drive, Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 10
STEVENS 4 h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled £11 10

CARS.
DARRACQ, 9 h.p., two-seater £15 15
EAGLE, 14 h.p.. four-cyUnder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
NUMBER, 54 h.p., two-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse ^ £18 10
PHGENIX, 8 h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,

hoods, screen, and lamps £56

IVIDSCEULANEOUS.
Darracq ChasL^is. with wliecls, tyres, steer-

ing gear £5
Gear Box, ihree-spLel an J reverse £4
Longiiemare Cnrburr'iif'r, H.B. conirol. . . . 7/6
Ditto B. & B. and Mr.ac

, 12/6
Back Wheel with Koj 2-spied and fj tyre £5
Twc-lvr Accurnutaiors, w.tut cleaning, eirh 1 '6

New PistOTis, Si ni/in bore each 2/6
New Iwin 1 oc Cv.inder, M.O.V 12 6
Good Rigid Sidecar 57/$
Patterns tor 2 li,p. Water-cooled Kngme . . 30/-
Haiid Shaping MachiTie £3 10
Hand planing Maciiine £3 Q
Carburetters—Longueniare and F.N 4/5
New Aiiiai C ii"ut-ire ti B .^.aol 5/-
Lont; iHanaie-bar^. arup i is ...- 5/6 ^'itt 6/6
Coronet -ilt-iuei- u(. lo ^ h.p. ., 3'i an^l 4/6
XL"ALL Spr:n l-ork= g/g
Gripskm lii.^ltme 'i' lOd. Sin lid. lin. 1/-
Wide Mnden.ir'i im. 2/3; 4in. 2/11 pair.

Handle-bar Watches, wuh liolders 4/3
New Sidecar l-rainc and Wheel 35/-
Trenibiet i„uils, 6/d. Plain .. ...... 2/11
Powell and Hanmer {,1 Lajup „.,„„ 11/6
16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar j., £5
Nearly New Cnrnnpi Sidecar £3 10
New 4* Screw-cutting Lathe.,£9 10 or exchange.
New siin. treadl-^ lathe £3 or exchange

Booth's Motories,
leeighley Mills, Bedford Street North, tiaiilax.

Tel. 1062.

11

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'pRIUMPH. 1910. Outober, 1911 improTements fine
A condition, ys new; £38.—W. Bramley, Cross Gates.

I Leeds.

CLYNOS and Uudges, multi-specdfl ; deliver March

;

book now to secure.—Smith, ilotor Agent, Hor-
|, bury.

1 QllJ 23h.p. Moto-Reve Lightweight, in new condi-
At' tion, mileage 1,000; £30, or ofEer.—17, Peel St..

Accrington.

TVTEW 3;ii.p. Rex, in Jnakiirs' crate.- eost^£48, offer-

dens, Skircoat, Halifax-

ZENITH-GRADUA 1911 machine, run 800 miles,
new condition, Whittle belt: £45. or best ofler.—

Townsend, j^ormanby, Yorks.

1012 Liglitweight, 2ih.T). Precision engine, bought al
At7 Show, never ridaen: cost £36. best over £3(.

get^ it ; getting eidecar machine-—Leacey, Victoria St
Goole.

QEE, Write, or Wire, Gee Merrick; ho's the man foi
t^ IJradburya; in stock, Rudge. K.3-A-. A-J.S.
X SIX., and runabouts-—Merrick's Stores, Listerhillv
Bradford. Tol. : 2459.

Torpedo Precision Lightweight, 2-h.p., Amat
Bosch, with lamps, to.la, and horn, ^plendi'

ulimbor, new September; cost £37, ecU £28.—E. Heard
12. Bridge St., Darken.

Chater spring forks and fittings-

rump. J.A.i?. adjustable pulU-y,
watuwata, tjolbag. enamelled, in colours, only run 35f
iiik's: £42.—Marbland and Co., Deansgate, Bolton.

3ib.p. N S.D". Magneto Motor Cycle, 2t;2ecd gear. fre<

2 engine, new belt, nearly new tyres, eplendii
coadition : £20; can be seen and tried any day by np
pinntment-— G. Hey. Ni^w St., l>enh.,lme, near Bradford

n"^. PARISH. Dotiglas and Bradbiuy agent, ha^* 1911
-i- 2-epeed free engine Doiigla-, £36; Bradburj-. 1910
with sidecar and screen, £36; 5;h-p. Humbcr. 2-spi'pd.
tree engine, £27; 1910 3ih.p. Centaur, free engine, £27
—81, I'M^prgate, Precrton.

"I -ft 11 Burgniu>.-Bradbury, shop-scilcd. £39 ; 2ili.]i

-L*^ 2-^pecd F.N., in splendid order, £32 ; 5.n p
Premier, run 150 miles, £33: 14-guinea Millford rnsti_r

line xidei'ur, hardly used. £11/5.-The Brighoude Mutor
Agency, Bailift'e Bridge. Brighouse.

ouglus, 2-ppecd, lamp, horn, all spares. £36:
T T. Sin;,'er. complete with spring and

rigid forks, touring and racins bMra. npi-odometer, Innip
i pullfys, etc., £40: 1910 2:h.p, Enfield, ±:i:3: 19ir
rriniupii, splundid condition, I.niiip, iioru, etc., £34.—
Tan uud Fox, Ceuiotery Rd.. Sheffield.

19

"I
Qllj Spa-Jap, 3:L.p..

X/ speedometer.

ion Dou
l-O 1911

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon, Denbi^Jh, Plint, Cheshire, Derby
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth,

1 Qll Triumph, 5 months old, perfect condition: £43
-i-iJ —C. White Lodse. Bromborough. Cheshire.

MINFUVA 2;h,p.. in perfect order: barsain, £16/lt).
—Hanloy Garage. Ltd.. Cheap.^ide, Hanley.

SATISFIED USERS.
We can show a pile of testimonials (unsolicited).

Each one represents a delighted owner of one of

our sidecars. Why not add your name to this list,

and do not taJ<e the risk of being disappointed
with inferior makes.

1 perfent order: any trial: new hack
casJi.—Hanlev Garage. Ltd.. Oheapside

F.N., 4-cyI.

tyro: £30,
Hanley-

HUMBER. Sib.p-. 2-*:peea. free ensine, last yenr's
modpl. Id sound order: £35—Hanley Garage, Ltd.

Cheapside. Hanley
Tp.N., ,1909}, 5-6h.p., 4-cyh. mapneto, perfect order

well
casli 20 guineas.—E. Smith, Rutland Sq-. Bake-

1Q11 Ivy-Precision, 3ih.p ,
perfect c->Ddition. with ar-

Xt/ cessoriea; £30.—Noiuunn Whitcbouse, Bridgfown.
Cannock-

pWIN-CYL. Eox, magneto, verv fast, hes not been
' used for some time; £13/10, great barjjain.—
Williams, motor atrent. B;ila.

"I Qll 23h.p. Ttoyal Enfleld. chain drive, 2-.=peed. free
J-*.' ensine, handle stjirtinp, Pirnlops, good as new;
•^nLTifice £35.—Corser, Madeley. Salop.

REX .

ber,

3 Luxe, 1911. 2-speed, Sh.p. twin, new Novem-
and only run 50 mile*, in perfect ronriition

:

fiwncr piven up idea ct sidecar, and Is purplia«*ing lifrbter
iiaL'hinp.— Dr. Turnbull, Whitehall. P..ntp.*hury. Salop,

RUDGE T.T.. July 1911, cond competition machine,
capable 60 milef per honr, and has not be^n

fiiked, spares. £38: 1912 Tariahle ceared Uudses, at £60
and crnaranteed dWiverv- in Febrnarv; standard models
Lumiediate delivery.—Wt-d^e. Willenhall.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, putland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

DOUGLAS, model D. 1911. fine condition; £28 —
Colmore Depot.

SCOTT, 1910. overhauled and put in good order, a
ecarce model,—Colmore Depot. Birmingham.

DOUGLASj modpl E. 1911. 2-.-pced, free enpine. four
boards, in thorouph colnir order nnk a few nn-rth

old, £40; and another, more used. £38.—Cohnore Depot,
27, Colmore Eow. Birmingiiaiu.

MATCHLESS. 3ih.p.. 1911. J.A.P. engine, a tin.
fast machine. run«i better than when new. tnm'i

up and guaranteed in perfect condition; £33 —Columr-
Motor Cycle Depot. 27, Cohnore Eow. Birminsham.

Model £. ModclD.—ni2a.6d.

Insirvciive Cutalogve post free, gicino
illustralioits and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every mode', cert tin lo
snlisfy and stive vioncu for i-uyera. Full of
iinprnvemevts Qtiii/c delachabte joints.
Latest car pattern mudifuards. IVicker, caiic,

or toaeh'buill bodies. Child's reversible seat.

Kxcvllent vpftnlslery.

NOTE front arm which prips main tube ofsldocH,
which is the only correct mechanical method

, nolhing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, BRADBURYS, etc.

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

OREAT OLEARANOE LINE.
New Dunlops, 28x2 and 2}, wired edges .. 10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9

24 X 2 and 2f Beaded Clipper Covers, new . . 8 '6

Best Quality Butt-ended Tubes 7/9
150 New lubes 26 x 2^ 5/11
Rubber-studded Covers, l>est make 25'-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with 13o5ch gear-driven

magneto, brand new troui makers £11 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with magneto £9
1} h.p. CLliMENT GARRARD pattern . . 27/6
3 h.p. l-Al-MR. silencer, etc £3 10
Water-cooled l-AI-NIR with broken crank case £1 10

9 h.p. DA RRACy, water-cooled £9 U
10 h.p. CLHMhNT. two cylinder £12 10

3J h.p. REX, M.CV £3 10

3J h.p. AuTOMOTo £2 I 2 CvcLONt. ui.o.v, £1 15

i2 h.p. Minerva £1 8 sj h.p. Crows ..£35
3 b.p. Quadrant £3 I 2j h.p. Minerva £3 5

E.'>;changcs entertained.

MAGNETGS. MAGNETOS MAGNETOS.
We ha\e a large slock ol the best makes from

&S/6. \oiir old coil and ace. caUen in exciiange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb, secures a new 191 1 B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new 19 11

Amac with variable jet and h.b. controL
DeUverv per return.

In answerinq these advertisements it is dcjtirahle to menlion " Tlt^ Motor Cvr:U** A49
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OIIDER EARLY!
Dora't Pay Premiumsj
1912 P

Rest Terms. Best Dcliverip^.

DEl.lV£hY F.tOM STOCK.

DELIVERIES JAVUXTtV.

NEW HUDSON"

DELIVcRIES JANUlVnV.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

19",
y.s

B.S.A., very little Tised, as new
offers.— 2, Kiny St., Leicester.

£35 cash; no

31i.p. Fafnir, h-b-c,
hauled,

6h.p., excellent condition tbroushout, lamp, ac-
cessories, spareti; £18.—Thomson, Barwell Rd.,

Kirby Muxloe-

ood tyiM, new belt, juat.over-
. spares; £10: seen by appointment. -E. E.

Eyans, Heath Terrace, Leamington

JAMES, T.T model, 3Ah.p., splendid condition, only
done 1,200 miles, new late August; £35.—Cond,

143. Great Charles St., Birmingham,

IQll Humber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, ooni
J-t/ piete tool kit, 2 new belts and snare inner tube.
—8,624, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

with vOr without
all latest impr^;ve-

75, Northumberland

IQll Triumph Mot-or Cycle for sale,
X«J' sidecar, had very little use. al

mentg ; owner buying
Rd., Coventry,

DELIVERIES DECEMBER.
Best Exchange allowances on above or any other makes.

Catalogues post free on request.

« CASH OR EXCHAMGE «

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
1»36Gt. Portland St. LONDO^' V,

it; 1912
Zeniths

Cliflord'd Motories,

-|Q12 Triumph, £48/15, first cheque has
X»^ Eudge, Bradbury, Matchless, pouglae,
handsome present to all cudtomers.-
Eastwood, Notts.

PIGGIN and Cullen.—Trimnph, late 1908, perfect
order, new Palmer back, new Clincher front, new

Brooks guinea carrierbelt.

hag.
headlight,

tools, etc-

;

and generator,
what offers?

TRIUMPH. 1909, first-class condition, re-plated affd
re-ename lied, new Kempshall back,_ headlight and

generator, juet overhauled, spares, and tools; £36,

TEIUMPH, 1909, Cowey speedometer, headlight, and
generator, in good condition. Whittle belt; £34.

SOLE Agents for A-S.L., Nottingham and district,
Piggin and Cullen, Burton St., Nottingham. Tel.:

4512.

2i-h.p., magneto, spare tank, toolbag and
tyres, perfectly sound, thorough good order,

very fast and powerful; £10; cash wanted' urgently.—
Grniinill, Burgh, Lincolnshire.

Scott, brand new, never been used, for inmxedi-
ate delivery, £60 ; splendid opportunity ; also

S.H. 1910 Seott, for £35 ; guaranteed-—Colmore -Depot,
31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. .

SINGER. 3ib.p., 1911-12, with or without N.S-tJ- 2-

speed gear, condition equal to new; price with
spares and gear, £48; without gear £43.—No. 9,041,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

"IQIO 5-7h.p. V.S., and 1911 Montgomery 10 guinea
J- */ sidecar, fitted with Palmer cord tyres, in grand

SINGER,
tools,

19".

condition tliroughout

.

p'ete Tvith many extra;
Market Rasen, Lines-

cost over £70, to be sold, eom-
,
price £45.—Quine, Union Bank,

SECTION V.

Suffolk, Cambridge,Norfolk
and Bedford.

1 Qll Triumph, in perfeet order.-

Huntingdon,

-Lambert, Tlietford.

1 QIO Twin Moto-Eeve, in perfect order and condition,
J-«^ all spares; £18, complete—3a, Bridse St., Cam-
bridge.

LAMBERT,
Trinniphs,

B.S-A., etc.

Tlietford. for early deHveries of 1912
Bradburys, Matcliless, Humbers, Rudges,

NEW Imperial 31-h p., F.B., Olyiupia 1911 Show
model, beautiful machine.— Particulars, Anson Cycle

\Vorlc5, Gt. Yarmouth.

J.SA. ! B.S-A. : ,B.S.A. !
-^ Early deliveries of all

-^-» modeLs of these celebrated machines; second-hand
aachines part payment-—A. F. Garnham and Co., sole
.igents, Ipswich.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, .Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

ZENITH. 1911, 6h.p., delivered September, done under
1,000 iuiles, as new; cost £69/6. £50.—Below.

DOUGLAS. 1910, 2:ii.p..

feet; £26/a0.-Bclow-
thoroughly overhauled, per-

4-CTL. F.N., thoroughly overhauled and re-enamelled

;

f IT/IO':-Clarke'-s Garage, Port Talbot.

HUMBER, 3!h.p.,
£32;iO--Below.

free engine, 2-speea, -good order;

ll/rOTO-ItEyE. ]911^_23h.p., Uttle usecl.asnew.
£45/3. bargain,

rsSFMIEE, 1910. 3Jh.p,
i Garage, Port Talbot.

£32/10.-Below.

ood order

;

£25/10.-Clarke's

1910. perfect condition, rerently oyer-
Douglas; £18.— Deeley. Bromsgrove.

23h.p. Douglas,
•i hauled by

MOTO-REVE -211-p. Twin, late 1909. Continental
front, Clincher back, excellent running order; ac-

cept £18.—Lucy. Aveley House, Stourport.

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1910, condition a3 new,
ppares, new spare belt, large -lamp. Nightingale

whittle : f45.—Boyle, Waterloo St., Swansea.

F.M., 4l h.p., four-cylinder, like new . . . . ... . . £30
REX 5 h.p. de Luxe, new, igri models £60
BRADBURY, 3i h.p., vertical engine, spr. forks £18
PREMIER, 3jh.p., igro, twin, very fast .. £32
MINERVA, 44 h.p., twin, spr. forks, good tyres £22
REX, 5 h.p., igro. model cle Luxe, two speeds £42
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto. Palmer tyres . , £28
REX, igio, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, rgn, y h.p., two speeds, excellent order £51
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, jvery fast £24
TRIUMPH, tgog, 3.* h.p., standard model ..... £32
ARIEL, 1910, 3j h.p., footboards fitted, F.E. £30
N.S.U., igo8, 5i h.p., two speeds, perfect .... £25
TRIUMPH, igo8, 3i h.p., XL'All saddle £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £16
REX, 5 h.p., igioj, two-speed, M.O.V £42
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p. Twin, magneto, pan seat £26
ARIEL, 2.( h.p.; Mghtweight model £10
MATCHL'ESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves £37
ANGLIAN, 2\ h.p., good running order £6
KERRY ABINGDON, rgio, 3ih.p., clutch .. £32
REX, Tqii, 7 h.p., tourist model, very fast. . £37
HUMBER, rgn, 3J h.p., two speeds £37
REX DE LUXE, 3I h.p., two speeds, magneto £24
REX DE LUXE, 3i h.p., igri, as new £44
RUDGE, igT2, clutch models in stock £56
RUDGE, igi2, standard, in stock £49
TRIUMPH, igri, clutch model, as new £44 .

T.A.C., rgro, 7 h.p., four-cylinder, three speeds £45
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., magneto, cream finish £22
TRIUMPH, igri, clutch, Montgomerv sidecar £50
V.S., 5 h.p., 190S, magneto, Tru£faults £32
REX Sidette, 5 h.p., igir model, as new .... £45
N.S.U., 3| h.p., rgio model, like new £28
ANTOINF, s h.p.. footboards, just overhauled £20
HUMBER, 3j h-p., igog, two-speed £32
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1909, footboards £34
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £22
CALTHORPE, 3» 1, p < ii.odcl, as new .. t33
ZENITH, 4h.p. igir model £42
N.S.U., 3i h.p., very low, magneto £17
V.S., 7/9 h.p., two speeds, line sidecar mount £38
SINGER, ai h.p., igii, only done roo, F.E... £47
TRUMP-JAP, gray finish, 19 1 1 model £32

50/- deposit secures

—

LLOYDS, 2 h.p. ..£10 BARTER, 2 J h.p... £8
miNERVA, 2h.p. .. £6 LC 31.0 £10
CUNARD, 3 h.p. . . £10 Kie, 23 h.p. ... S8,

QUADRANT, 1.5 h.p. £8 ANTOliilE, zj h.p. «.,
Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND TRICARS.
REX Litettes, igii models, as new , £50
BROWN u h.p., two speeds, air-cooled .... £16
STAR Car, g h.p., three speeds, engine under
bonnet £25

REXkTTE. fih.D., iate«l model t22
REX Iriette, 5 h.p., free engine £22
BEDELtA Car, loii model, two speeds,

magneto, only done about 300 miles .... £45

GENUINE NIICHELIN TYRES.

Beaded. Wired. Tubes. -

26x2 17/- 16/6 9/6
26 X 2i .... 18,/6 17/6 9/9
26 X 2i .... 21/- 18/6 10/- ..

28 X 2 .... 19/- 17/- . 10/-

28 x-2i .... 19/- — 10/S

Butted tubes 2/- extra.

Carriage paid. All carry makers* guarantee.

Prompt delivery.

1911 REXES. 1911
We have a few ion REXES, all brand new

imd guaranteed, to clear at special prices.

All Models. Write us for prices.

Special exchange allowances,

MAUDES MOTOR MART,
12)6 GREAT PORTLAND STREET,wo l>l O O IX w

Tetephonfc 552 Mayfair
Tir.!c6fame "Abdicate" Londoii *

(l_IS-rS F»OSX RRE.E)

A50 in answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Halifax iVIotor Exchange

16,

'Phone, 766.

Largest Rex Dealers,

WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
Telegrams : " Perfection."

1912 BFADBURY
REX

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

FHE "POPU
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR
£4-

"Supcrbe" type, with bes. lyre apron, etc. . . £6 >

Ditto, with reversible chil I's seal £7
Ditto, with best coach-bailt borly £7 12 6
Improved Quick-dctrxchible Joints arc ftttefl to all

models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any otiier make.

Discouni lu Iru.ic. l:i^xclianges entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 Twin REX Sidettc, in stock £75
1911 3J b.p. Tourist i\EX, done 750 miles £32 10
igii 2] h.p. Two-speed REX Junior £39 10
1911 3I h.p. REX, clutcii model £37 10
1911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
igioVTwin REX DE LUXt, brand NEW 47 Gns.
19

10
'3.I h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, sn-and machine £33 10

1910 ;"" h.p. REX DE LUtE, two speeds £43
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very f.nst £29 ID
igio 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, (ine sidecar machine £42 1J
iQio 3.', h.p. REX, verv fast, special m.nchine .... £27 11
Two sp'ced, free engine Twin REX DE LUXE £27 10
Jl'win hEX DE LuXii, i<occlutcli, wants tuning up £16 10

J908 3i h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £24 10
1907 3i h.D. Maencto REX, spring forks £19 19
5I h.p.'Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £24 10
prand New 3J h.p. REX, spring iorks and pedals . . £31
Brand NewTwin Magneto REX £37 15
aj h.p. rg 10 Two-speed Magneto F.N £27 10
^Iagneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low . . £25
3i h.p. REX, very good order £8 10
3^ h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10
ji h.p. Twin REX, extra good £16 10
Four -cylinder F.N,, magneto, spring forks £13 18
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 19
^^h.p. MINERVA-CHATER-LEA £14 10
3I h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.-b. control £12 10
Twin Mjgnrto MOTO-REVE £17 10
5 h.p. QUADRANT, -spring forks, h.-b. control .. £12 10
3 h.p. HUiVIBER rh.iin firive (9 10
IHOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £14 10

1

WOLF, Lightueight £lO 10;

Easy Payments at Special Rales.

£4 DOWN and 5/- weekly secures prompt
despatch of any of these m^ -

Sih.p. MIN '"Vf-O-iATER-LEA £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, ' heU, •..!>. -intrr.l, sr. forks £12 10
jh.p.ANTOINE, M.O. v., good order, reliable £14 10
Lightweifiht MOTOoACOCHE,

i
r.iv. nins -veil . £14 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT £1C 10
Si h.p. KERRY, £10 10
Iwin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
3j h.p. WOLF,

,
ljV ..,ir

,
i.-h. control £12 10

55 h.p. 1 wni ..tX, line niarhln- £16 10
Jih.p. t«INti<tfA,M.O.V.,2uin. wheels £15 10

CARS.
Is h.p. 4 cyl. BEX REMO, Bosch magneto grand
' ioi.ring car. nanv accessories, sparer £160
lli-ao h.p. 4 -yiinrler'WOLSfcLEY, 2-scater £49 10
5i h.p. singk-c>l. BABY PEUGEOT, :-scatcr .. OFFERS
6h.p. HUMBERETTE, 7 sealer OFFERS

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAUE.
SECTION vn.

Gloucester, Oxford, BucKingliam, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

rQll Latest Mcdel 4-cvl- T.A-C. equal to new^ cost
•y over £80. raluable spares; £A9 nett.—A. Ward.

Home Farm, Ascot.

BEADB0KT (October. 1909). only done 6.500. Kept
perfectly by experienced cliauflieur. nearly new

Palmer cord tyre and tube, Luca<? King of Kcad lamp.
Brooks pannier bap. horn, and .=pare3: £28.—GueterbOi.k,
'17. Upper Belgrave Ed., Bristol.

71i.p. T-A-C; 1911. 4-eyI., 3-?peed. and GrifEcn coach-
built sidecar, complete wita bcod and talc .screen

;

this machine is in first-class order, and bats only been in

owner's possess!. .n 2 montbfs : complete with F.E.S. head
lamp, bcrn, Eom t.vre, tocls, etc. : price 70 {,'nineas. ci

near 'offer: trial witJi pleasure- «ole rea-^on tcr selling

have bought car.—Apply, Chauffeur, c/o Captain Mont
gomerie, l-'arnham Common, near S!oui,'b.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,

and Sussex.

VyiLTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W.

-JTTILT0N.-1911 Triumphs, as
th accessories, £45. £48

ear, £50.

.... 1^- ON.—1911 Bradhurys, as new. with accwsorics
1 V 2-speed i,'ea-4. and sidecars : £50, £55.

ILTON— 1911 Bradbury, standard, with accessories

and CIiater-Loa sidecar : £43.

M.

Kent

new, clutch modeN
another, with side

w
"\;t7ILT0N.— 1911 8h.p. Bat. with P. and M. gear
Vt Gloria sideunr, and acce^'-ries, as new; £68-

WILTON.-
"

» valvea.

WILTON.-
V V week

:

6h.p. Mit'hloss T.T.
line condition; £38.

roadster, orerhea

-1911
£60.

Clyno, brand new, delivered &hov

WILTON.— 4. cri. F.N.'s, eplcndid condition, with
accessories; £20, £22.

WILTON— 1911 Kcny-Abingd..n, with 2-speod Bcnr,

and . pccial Kerry sidecar (cane), with accessories,

OS new; £50.

wILTON.-Moto-Rcvc, 2JU.p.. new; £39.

WII-TON.
VT hvery

WILTON
stock

df

w

-Clyno and Miitilile^s ride SAV- agents
January.

-Rrndbnry ontborised agents; delivery from
1912 models.

£25.ILTON-LiDLoln Elk, new 2Jh.p.

Clyuo, Miiti-hles-s and "Wilton sidecars from

in.s-titlDients arranb'ni

W^^^^:

Victoria, S.\->

tyre.s excel
Below.

W E have a few firkin:! New i.,ii TOURIST and
DE LUXE REAES on hand, and we are pre-
pared to make liDcral allowances for
Second-band Rfxes in ExchanRe.

WILTON.-Exebanpe^ and
lMga"e write for forius--

WILTON Cyile Co. UO Wilton Rd
Ttione: 5115 WLstminstor-

3 h.p Triuiunh, adjustable pulley, li.b.c.,

lent, tools, smart machine ; £] 9/10.-

IQJl ])(jU{?las, like new, nri riddfi 900 miles, com
J. «/ pleto With liimp and bag-i-—BcUw.

05.h.p Eryal Enfield, liaruiy rJdd'ni, perfect condition
'•^4 lamp, tttands, and bag; £29-— Belt.w-

Oih-p Motcr Cycle: JE9: exebnnycrt; rep;nr« promptI,\
'^2 carried out.-Gcd flees, 124, Romfcrd Rd.. Stral
ford.

XTYE'S offer n nearly new 1911 3UiP N-S-U.. latesi
-L* design, spring forks, etc., a barjitiin at £28.

NT1''5 cQfT a nearly new 1911 3ib.p. Bex. Dun!o]i
ytudded tyro^, spring forks, beautiful conditicn

only £?3.

Nl'E'S offer a 1907 Triniuph. SJb.p., inaKQ'
forks, etc-, good tyre.s ; a bar^'ain, ^^2.

"VTYE'S Sale Earg;nin.—A gpnuine 1908 3:h-p. Tri
-1-^ unipb, ju.<t being overhauled, new tyre: a bargain

icto, sprin;^

Nl'E'S Sale Bar?aiu.-1907 SUi.p.
epring fork-s, g^ojd condition

:

N'

and condition periect, only a few weeks old; accept

magneto Quadrant,
£18.

VTTE'S-— 1911 3ib.p. Zenith Gradna, beautiful condi-
-Li tioD, Hutchinrion tyrea, very liitle used: £43.

YE'S have many other bargains for coKh or ex-

change- Send IcT list.

"VOTE'S— 1911 3ih p. New Hudson, nearly new tyre'^,

£49,

NYE'S for BurKaiu.?, 138, Gray's Inn itd-. Holborn,
Lond-u. Tel.: 6299 Hclbcrn-

rQ08i Eree Engine Triuiuph, excellent condition, all

*/ acceasoried; £27.-12, Market Sq-, Hor^bam,
Sudses.

NEW Hudsong, Trinmpbs, Bradhurys ; order now for
early deliveries.—Godfrees, 124, Romford Rd -

Stratford.

ZENITH Gradua, eurly delivery of
ih.'inL-ed arranged.—Storey"*, 337.

don, N.W-

1912 models
Eujtou Rd-, Lon

m"U 5, HEATH ST.,

Htf HAMPSTEAD
, H i^B H H Close to Hampstead

^ Tube Station.

fele^rrams: "Rey Harapstead." Tel. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead

EXTENDED F>AYIVIHNTS
Taken on anv Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
on the Eollowing Igi.; Machines in STOCK:

TERMS: QUARTER DOWi^, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

3RADBURY, tgii. standard 5% extra E.P. £48
3RA0BURY, lyr;, T.T „ £48
BRADBURY, 1912, tree engine £54 10
RUDGE, 1912 standard model No e.Kira I'^.P. £48 15

RUDGE, l9r2T.T
, „ £48 15

RUDGE, r9i2 tree engine „ „ £55
iENlTH, 1912, 31 ll.p., instock „ „ 53 Gns.

ZENITH, 1912, 6 h.p. (io ten days) „ „ 67 Gns.

BAT. rnr2, 3J b.p., two-speed .... „ ,, £59
F.N. , rgra, 2i h.p., two-speed gear ,, „ 45 Gns.

F.N., I9t2. 5-6h.p 50 Gns.

SINGER, 3* h.p., igi2, free engine ,, „ £55
LINCOLN ELK, 1912, 2i h.p 5%extraE.P. £28 10

LINCOLN ELK, rqr2, 3 h.p , £30 10

LINCOLN ELK, rgra, 3.1 h.p „ „ £34
.0U.SLA3, 1112, Model H „ ,, £47
TRIUMPH, I9t2, T.T. Roadster .. „ „ £50
BEDELIA Cars 'in six weeks) 7i% extra E.P. 59 Gns.

G. & N. Runatouts, 8h.p. (in6 weeks) „ „ 87 Gns.

A.C., speed sociable Ivpe (in Feb.) „ „ £87 10

Any otner makes on apniicalion.

Abo\e niacluncs (or immediate delivery.

1911 New Machines to clear at Bargain Pr:ces.

HOBART, 2.S b.p., lightweight, dS model £29

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, {50 model £47

Sole London Agent for the famnus LINCOLN ELK. Finest
value on the market fir quality am rcljaijility. Al models
on view and for immodicte delivery.

Sacnt'-^'and Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.
OUADR/'NT, 3I n.n., nir, gcxxl condition £28
BAT, .S li.p.. good condition, all accessories £28
BAT, S h.p., r9ro, with Millford sidecar £40
"LINCOLN ELK,3i h.p., ion, clutch, and sidecar .. £30
HOBART, 2j h.p., soUed only £29
MOTO-REVK, nit model, twin £19
PRECISION, 2j h.p., 1911, almost new £25
B.R.A., 2:1 h.p., new cylinder vvanted £4 10
F.N., 4\ h.p.. good order £18
F.N., 2j h.p-. two-speed, good condition, r9ii .... £27
F.N., four-cylinder. 1911, almost new £29
F.N., 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, rgjo £22
REX, o b.p., inn. F.E £37
REX, 4 b.p., T.T., twin, 1911 model, splendid order £26
DOUGLAS, 2.} h.p., 1910 .fine order, all accessories S25
UU(.Ti AS, 2i h.i\. r-iio, go'-'d order £23

DOUGLAS, I9ir, Model D, all acces.sorics £26
JOUGLAS, I. ill, two-srced £33
ZENITH, 1910, good order £32
ZENITH, I9H 3S h.p £39 Q
ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p £40
ZENITH, 1911, 31 h.p £42
TRIUMPH, igio," F.E £39
TRIUMPH, 1910, F.E £38

\U Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

£3-10 REY Sidscar £4-10
With I-Iutcniuson or Michetin 26 x aj Tyre and Tube

30/- cxlra.

The famous" REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12,'6 ea'h.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH STREET,
9 HAMRSTEAD.

In answerina these adverlisemrnts it i,s di :rrihlc to mention "The Motor Cyde." A.51'
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"Follow my Leader
OUR " l^t " season's improvements are novw

leing extensively copied by enterprising
makers. TOO L.ATE!!

We are still 12 months ahead.

MODEL DE LUXE. MODEL C.

£5 5 0. with Caue Bodi ±6

MODEL E, MODEL D,
with EeveiBibla and IJetach- with Coach Bailt Body^

.ible Child's Seat. £6100 £700.
Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
[t is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.

NOTH: our front arm v itcn grips the Sideca

CENTRE, nothing lopsided aboit this attachment

OUR quick detachable joint? are i treat.

OUR cranked back axles are extensively copied

OUR design is ihe safest on tne market.

OUR 12 months' guarantee is honestly carried out.

AI.1. COMPLETE with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.
Discount to the Trade.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. &M.*s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT. STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALU
SPRUNO LIKE A CAR.

Round or Car pattern mudguards at customers'
option.

1912 MICHELIN TYRES.
26 X 2}in. Covers 18 6
26 X alia. Tubes 9/9

POST FREE.

TYRES. TYRES. TVkES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2^ .... 18/6
26x2^ Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers .... 25/-
26 X 2 and 26 X 2^ Wired-edge Covers ...... 12/6
Contmental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2i or 2^ 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2iin 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 ., 18/8
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2I 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26X 2^ 9/3
Special Heavy 26 x 2i Tubes, guaranteed .

.

7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags, new -

t h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volta . , , ,

5i II. p. \\aLei-cooled bngine and Clutch ..

New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, Bosch magneto
New 191 1 D.Az Bosch magneto
Light car chassis and tyres

New Toolbags, gx 6x 3 Jin

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .

,

Druid Spring Forks, new
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers . . . ^

New Lamp and Generator, plated

iqT2 Brown and Barlow carbarettors ....
Longuemare Carburetters -. • . r.

Bro\\Ti and Barlow Carburetters

7/6
£7
£7
£11
75/.
£4

4/6
7/6

£2 5

4/11
12/6
29/-

5/-
7/e

-2h.p. Humber, lishtweiglit

:

BARKLERS, Kensin^ton.-
£37 ; in etock.

A NY of above by ea.=7 payments, 5% extra.—John
i-'a. Barker and Co-, HigJi St., Kensingion-

HUMBER, 1911, 2-siDeed, excellent condition, new
belt, tyrea re-treaded, spares: £40.—Jones, Ayteen,

'"astbourne. _
WAND3W0RTH.-Zenlth, latest 1911, 3i-4h-p.

J.A.P., nio.v., magneto, Gradua gear, nearly new;
i-0 guineas.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S.. late " model, S-Bh-p. twin^
niaKueto, Iruflault forks, nearly new, unmarked

:

£29/15.-Below.

STTANDSWORTH.-P-N-, latest 1911 omedl, 6b.p.,
*V magneto, drip feed, just like new; £36.—Below-

WANDSWORTH.—Roc, late type, 5-6h.p. twin, mag-
neto, 2 speeds, show machiue; saerilice £32/10-—

Below.

IXT'ANDSWORTH.-F.N'., 1910 model, 5-6h.p., mag-
» V neto control, intake automatic carburetter, like

.ew; £32/10—Below.
WANDSWORTH.-N-S-TJ., 3ih.p., m-o-y., magneto.

Gradua gear, Palmer tyres, nice order; £18/10.—
Helow-

\X7ANDSW0R.TH.-F.N., 4i-5h-r., 4-cyI., magneto,
» V epring forki, central intake, perfect bargain

;

"22/10.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Griffon, genuine Zedel engine, 5
h.p. twin, magneto, spring foms, rune well

:

t;i6/10.—Below.

WAND3W0RTH.~Rex, 3^.p., new tyres, guaran-
teed; £8/15; exchanges.— waudewortli Motor Ex-

hange, Ebaer St-, Wandsworth.

PEUGEOT, 2ih.p., practically new engine, clinking
good condition, very powerful, B.B., h.b.c. ; £15,

r best ofEer.—Below.

1910, recently overhauled, magneto new.
xcellent ; compelled t

Hutt, 16, Bath Ed-, Bedfor

FARRAR'S
mOTOR EXCHANGE,
19. 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX KG":'p.^'r
Telephone 919.

A59

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
BARKERS, Kensington—3ih.p. Triumph {1912 im-

provements), free engine model; £55; in atock-

BARKERS, Kensington--3ih-p. Singer, free engine
model; £55: in stock.

BARKERS. Kensington.—3ih.p. Premier, free engine
'model; £54/17; in ato^k.

BARKERS, Kensington.—3ih. p. Humber, free engine.
2-speed gear;- £52/10; in stock.

Ci.N.. 5-6h.p.
r 1912 Amac, condition excellent ; compelled t
ell; £23, or best oHer. " " '

^ - -
.'ark, Cbiewjck.

1 Q12 Douglas. Model K., for delivery January: £48
ItJ' leaving England since ordering.—9,194, The Motoi
.'ycle Offlcee, Coventry.

3ih.p. Premier, free engine model, in stoct (5% extrti

2 for easy paym-^nts) ; £54/17-- J. Barker and Co,
i-ensington High St., W.

31h-p. Triumph, 1912 improvements, free" engint
2 model, in otock (5% extra for ea«y -payments)

;

1^55.—John Barker and Co., Kensington High St., W-

LOOKI— 1911 3ih-p. Lincoln Elk, run 900, practicalij

new; £24/10: exchange combination.—76, Londoi
Id.. Kingston-on-Thames-

r.A.C., 1911, improved model, never been on road:
price £66, or offer; owner going abroad.-W.G.R.

; 5. The Broadway, Ealing.

^LEMENT-GARRARD, lih.p., thorough going ordeiO h.b.c. Whittle belt ; 5 guineas, bargain.—F. O
A'ebster, 14, Campbell Rd., Bow.

£9/10.—5-6h.p. twin, Roc clutch, trembler, a.i.v.'e, ne\
tubes, new accumulator. 40 amps, new belt, etc--

r Cooper, 42, High St-, Klthara-

3h.p. Motor Cycle, in good order, accumulator, near!;

new Dunlops and bell: £8/lC;. going abroad.—

L

ilavis, Copthorne Ed., LeatherneaO.

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, new August, in eplendii
condition, and good running order, ample spare

ind tools; £36.—Kersey, Seagull House, Felixstowe.

rRIUMPH, 19113, free engine, new, uuscratched, £1'

worth accessories, ridden few times only: eoet £6^
price £52: bought car.—Lauge, Hurstpierpoint. Sussex

Sib.p. Humber Motor Cycle. 1911, August, compJet
2 with sidecar, fully equipped, spare cover, belt

£42/10; seen by appointment.—S.A.S,, Roselawn, Ne-n

Bamet, N-

IK Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles,

yon can get them at Wauehope's.—Wauchope'e,
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G., just off Lud-
'-'ate Circus.

Druids, B. and B., ^.b.c, good
. . .907.

low, £9; no time-—Chauffeur,

Sib.p. Rex, 1907,
2 tyrea, £13; sidecar, £2/15; 3b-p. Kerry, 1907

engine new, 26ih. wLeelt

Pickwell. Bolney,' Sussex.

31h.p. Triumph, 1911, A-S.L- seat-pillar; guaranteed
2 onlv ridden 1.000 miles, jm^t like new, 5 months

old: £42/10; no cffer^i.—Betts, 126, High St.. Wands-
wnrth. 'Phone: Battersea 1425.

BRAND New Humber, 2-soeed, built in back wheel,
control rods, etc, £7. or cflers ; also several- frames,

wheels, engines, new condition: giving np motor cycling-
— Edward Duke, 37, AUeyn I'ark, Dulwicn.

BROUGii, 1911. 3ih.p., 2 months old, condition as
new, faultless, expert picked engine, complete with

tool kit, horn, etc. ; £40 ; -owner gettins; twin of same
Qiake.—R. Knight, Wingham Bairton. Pjrford, Surrey.

Honest Value
Every Deal.

1912 MACHINES.
1912 3i h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds ..,.,. 67 Gn«.
1912 2I h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds 47 Gns
1912 24 ti.p. A.J.S-, 2 speeds, chain drive 44 Gnf

MOTO-REVES.
Handy in grease, free from vibration, splendid

hill-rlimhers.

igo8 Twin-cylinder, verv good ^. £16
i9ro 23 h.p. Twin, very good ,,,... £22
igii Single-cvLinder, record machine ..;... £22
1910 2| h.p. Twin, very fine order ..,.,,., £23
1910 af h.p. Twill, with ig 11.fittings £24
1909 2i h.p. Twin, 50 X 70 mm £20

All. have magneto, h.-b. control, Dniid forlts,

tooibag, tools, and inllator.

SINGLE-CYLSNDi^R REXES.
1910 3J h.p., fine goer £27
1910 3I h.p., ex tra good £28
3* h.p. lyog bpecM is nig, extra hue £23 0-

3" h.p, 1908 Featherweight Rex. Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
5-6 h.p. 1909 De Luxe, 2 speeds £35
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V i48
5-6 h.p., rgo8, two-speed, and sidecar . .

.-. £32
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model .. £28
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 b.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, igog eng. £32 -0

N.S.U.'s. N.S.U *8 N.S.U.'s-

5i h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B. carb. .. £25

5 h.p. T%vin. Bosch magneto £19
1910 6 h.p., M.O.V., two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
3f h.p. Twin Premier, very fine £25
1911 3i b.p. Singer, clutch mode! «« ., £37
lyii Iwo speew tsraooury, nne t^i C
lyii Lady's Hobart, Armstrong three speeds £35

3J b.D. L.M.C., iqio model £25
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16

3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. & B., spr. forks £16

3i h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, sfHing forks £16

2i h.p. Hum&er, chain drive £7
i|h.p. Minerva, V belt £4 10

3I h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Amac £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 190S Rex and Sidecar £33
/ 9 b.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U. coach-built sidecar £38 C
AU fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

P"^ nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.a&O l/UWll BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3i h.p- Brown Bicar, M.O.V. 26B. wheels £12

iJ h.p. Fafnif, vertical, M.O.V £11

2i h.p. Humber, chain drive, spray carb. .. £7
i| h.p. Minerva, V belt, -pray carburetter . , £5

X»yi nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3^*+ UVlWVn BALANCE WEEKLY
jj h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, h.-lt. control, Bosch mag. £16
^ h.p. Singer, Bosch magneto, h.-b. control £1G
1908 Twhi Moto-Reve, magneto £16

^<5 nniJN J^'^'^""" ftNY OF THESE.^O JUUWil BALANCE "^ WEEKLY
4A-^J h.rt. N.S.U., Hosch mag., h.-b. control £19 0"

igio 2f "h.p. Twin Moto-Reve £22 6
igrt 2 hp. Sinrle-cvlinder MotO-Reve .... £22

igog 2j h.p. Twin Moto-Reve £20

CARS AND TRIC4RS.
5i h.p. Aster Car. 3 speeds and reverse .... £19

5 h.p. Number Car, iwo-se,iter. good g( er £22

;, 11. p. Peugeot Car, two-seater £35
juocai. ..w^^ll mapneio £45

MISCELLANEOUS BAifGAINS.

New Screwcutting Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
Farrar's Sidecar, quick detach joinis £3 15
rarrar's Sidecar, new wicker body £3 15
Portland Sidecar, sCin. wheel £3 10
FuUord Castor VVhecl Sidecar . . ; £5
Prested Accumulators, new, 15 aiup 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. ensine 35/-

In ansiL'cring these advertisements it is desirable to mention

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephoae HALIFAX K^'S'.J'li!)

The Motcfr Cycle."
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Si^OWzV 'BR07^ERS,X.

AH leather.

The strong-

est and most I

durable n I

the market.
Fitted with
spriir:; steel

strip, which
alwavs keeps
it in shape. No. 11 S-l 8c, size 15 ."^ 12, each

3/9. Patent waterproof leather, supported
with spring steel strips. 11S48d each 2/6.

Spare Petrol Can.

Neat and ajmpact. Desicrned
with metal loops for strapping-
to carrier. Enamelled green

with brass stopper.

11617a, 1 gall, size, each 2/6.
11617b. i gall. size, each 2/-.

* A.K." Knee Grips for
Motor cycles.

Give the rider a firm hold on the

machine, thereby leaving the

hands free to manipulate handle-

bar levers. Per pair, 6/6.

Autoclipse' Motor Cycle
Lamp. The finest light giver

and best constructed lamp on
the market. Write for new
'Autoclipse' folder, describ-

ing latest models.

The 'Duco' •Combined Belt Puncb
and Cutter. Punches a hole and cuts the
belt to the correct length in one operation.
The cutting bade is detachable, so that it

Can easily be sharpened when necessary.
Well made and finished in best style. One

size only, suitable for 5 or |in. belt.

Each 4/9.

••ROBI*' SHIELDS.
Keep your hands warm and do not inter-

fere with handle-bar controls. Mackintosh
lined. Prices from 9/6.

Improved English Made 3i in. Centre, Slidi-ig, Screwcuiting, and
Boring Lathe. The ll\ wheel is balanced, and e.vtra heavy ; this, in con-
junction with the lars^-e cone on the headstx-k, makes the lathe very powerful

Testing— Every lathe tested to bear twice the strain that any use could

put upon it. Full specification up request.

No. 770Sb. Bench Lathe only .

.

.

.

.

.

. . £10 10 0.

No. 770Sk. for Treadle or Power .. .. .. .. £13 10 0.

We invite applications for particulars of any kind of toois

The *• Chal-
lenge" Watch
For n.xing o n
handlebar. Nick-
el-plated finish.

Complete with
handlebar a t

-

tachment with
secret fastening,

each 5/9.

Lodge
Motor
Cycle

Sparking

Plug.

Gives the
greatest

The *Duco' Motor Cycle Lamp
The body is made in one piece,

and covered with a heavy coating
of vitrified enamel. This highly
glazed surface needs only an oc-

casional wipe with a damp cloth.

Fitted with mirror lens. No.
llltf.b. Enamelled black vAVa
nickel -plated mounts. 12/- each.

^^^S
We can stroniflv recommend
our " DUCO " Plui;s. Partic-
ulars will be sent on request.

The Bluebird
motor c\ cle tvpe
with clip. Brass

loys nickel 12/-
each. Finished
blue, 2/- e.-itra.

Write for ' Duco'
Booklet.

( GO \

The " CELERIO"
Belt Fastener."

A thorouchlv reliable belt

hook which can be quickly

detached, but will never
slip apart at anv speed,

will fit 5 or t in. belts.

Price 9d. each.

Motor Cycle Tool Bag.
No. 10145a. Metalframe, well

made and stront;. Size 9 x 3J
X 6 in. Each 8/- NOTE—
Latest pattern has one large

purse and
.^^^ no fall

^S front.

"N.A.B." Spring
Seat-pillar for
Motor Cycles.

Supplied for various

weights & diameters.

No. 12125, each 12/6
Spare springs 1/- ea.

tl ANTISEPTIC

''^nd Cleaner

!^TTERmNSOAff

" FLASH,'* Antiseptic Hand
Cleaner. ' Flash ' cieans every
thing better and quicker than
soap, it leaves the skm absolutely
clean and free from injurious and
unhealthy matter ; never chafes or
roughens ; is thoroughly antiseptic

beneficial to the skin, and may be
used with hard, soft, hot, cold, or

saltwater.

ed. and 2 6 per tin

The "Duco" Adjustable ^L.amp
Bracket for Motor Cycles. Supplied for

round or oval clips. Price, each 4/9.
Adjustable in every sense of the word, and
designed for fixing on the front fork girders

and is strong enough to carry the heaviest
lamp. Its chief advantage is'that the lamp

am be tilted to any angle.

MOTOR CYCLE HORN.
No. 11015m. Motor Cycle 2-note Horn, each 4'S
No. noi6n. „ „ 3-note „ large size 7/9
No. ll0»6p. „ „ 3-note „ smallsizeS/-

0==^ _/=

A specially stron.i( and heavy non-skid cover suit-

able for powerful machines, 26 x 2iin., cover 50 '-

uco' Mod-
X Combin-

ation Rub-
ber & Steel

studded Non- Valve Grinding Tools—for Motor Cycles,

skid Iftotor Cycle Specially made with a view to overcomin',' the

Tyre. difficulty of reaching valves that need grindin:.

No. f8722a, plain, 2/- each. No. t3722a, adjust-

able, 2/6 each.

•nc/oA PlI ^Manchester
West End Showrooms : 15. Newman Street. O^tford Street, W. Wholesale: Great Eastern Street, E.G., and Deansgate, Manchester.
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" THE HONOURS OF THE DAY TO THE ENGLISH."
—L'Auto.

Open International Hill Climb, La Course de Cote

de Gometz - le - Chatel, France, December 17th.

it

MADE FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.
Unlimited Class, H. Bashall—FIRST.
Amateur Class, H. Bashall—SECOND. ^

AUX ANGLAIS LES HONNEURS 1)E LA JOURNEE."

Catalogue Free from

H. COLLIER &
SONS, Ltd.,

—L'Auto.

Matchless Motor Works,

PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

3J H.P. SINGLE-CYLINDER ENGINE.

THE HEART of a mobire

IS THE ENGINE.
FIT A

BLUMFIELD*
(The engine which doesn't get tired)

and AVOID .HEART FAILURE
WHEN HILL-CLIMBING !

Messrs. Blum field, Ltd.,

70, Lower Essex St., Birmingham. Sept. 7tli, igii.
Dear Sirs,

I am 'the fortunate possessor of a 3 J " Blum field " Single Engine,
and am pleased to testify to its exceptional merits. It is absolutely
" Conkless " clean, and has a fine reser\'e of power on the worst hills I have
yet encountered. I have never been *' held up" by engine trouble, and
never expect to be. I am more than satisfied, and am delighted to give you
permission to make any use of this testimonial you may wish.

Yours faithfully, T. RICE.

ELUMFIELD, Ltd.,
70, LOWER ESSEX ST., BIRMINGHAM.
Representatives for Alstralia, New Zealand, and South Africa :

Messrs. Scholefield, Goodman and Sons, Birmingham and London.

/«. answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,'"
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THE PREMIER 2^ H.P. LIGHTWEIGHT.
The neatest, cheapest, and most powerful Motor Cycle of its size on the
market. Send to-day for Catalogue and Specifications.

PRICE 36 POUNDS
66 X 72 mm. (246 c.c), Engine with desaxe cylinder, Dunlop Tyres, Lyso Belt,

Bosch Magneto, first-class equipment.

The Premier 3J h.p. single and 3J h.p. even firing twin models represent
just as good value at their respective prices.

THE PREMIER CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.
The largest Cycle Manufacturers in the World.

LONDON

.

20, Holborn Viaduct, E.G.

TRADE

BOURNEMOUTH:
64, Holdeahufst Road.

MARK.

Tn anfu-erino this ndmrlisemenl it is ricsirahle to mention " The_ M/i.lor .Curh" *3
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HEU

111 #^'
Unexcelled,

ALWAYS
The Foremost Lightweight. Fl RST,

Circuit De Melun (127 Miles).

ALCYOIM F8RST.
Gometz le Chatel Hill Climb.

ALCYON 1st, 2nd & 3rd (Class II.)

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

Special Medal for tha IVioBt Meritorious Performance.

12 World's Records w:th a 247 c.c. Engins. 7 in Class A

A.C. SOCIABLES ^^pITred^.^

(limit 275 c.c), 5 in Class B (limit 350 c.c).

A.S.L. IVIOTOR CYCLES.

G. N. HIGGS, 31 , Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London, S.W.

Ride

machine

that saves

your

bones and

nerves.

Briti^ made
throughout.

The alt-sprung ' P V.' affords the most luxurious
motet cycling obtainable Holds the road better
than the < rdinary mount, and is less 1 able to skid

—fartj wh oh can be demonstrated to you. The
inachi;.e lasts longer and costs less to mainta.n
than any other.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

MODEL
No. 3,

S'.h.p J.A.P.

Vibration less

GUINEAS.

Fitted wilh

N.S.U. Two-

Spfe^d Gear

7 Gns. exlra.

Motor Cycles ^^^^
Specifications of 'P V." motor cycles include all the

latest improvements. Fitted with either Druid or

Chat'r Lea Forks ; automatic lubrication, separate
tanks, B & B. carburetter, handlebar control, etc

SEAUE & DE BECKER, LTD.,
162a. Great Portland St.. London. W.
Telesram^: " Brennaboi, London." Telephone : Mayfair 4204.

Garage and Repair Shops 97, 98. 99. Bolsov^r 3l W.

A4 1, answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijde.."
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Tyre Service
The possibilities of the motor cycle were
imperfectly realised before the advent of
the Wood -Milne Steelrubber Tyre.
Users of Wood-Milnes experience more
comfort and a greater security than ever
before at a much low^er cost for tyres.
Sw^eeter running ; no time wasted on tyre
troubles ; no need to slow up on a bit of

grease ; good for all roads and all weathers.

You do not carry spare wheels on motor cycles

—

Wood-Milnes carry you further without cuts than any
other tyres. Again, a slip on a motor cycle means a
spill—inevitably—and most likely a bad one. The
" bite " of the Wood-]Milne cover is marvellous, as there

is the double advantage of the splendid non-.slipping

substance, Steelrubber, combined with the most
efficient non-skid patterns that have ever been devised.

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Designed and built on the same principles as the famous
Wood-Milne Motor Car Tyres, and including the wonder-
fully durable Steelrubber tread. " GRIPRIB," STEEL-
STUDDED, AND RUBBER-STUDDED PATTERNS.

SPECIAL ; equal to Extra-Special of other makes.

EXTRA STRONG; equal to a standard car tyre.

The " Special " is suitable for fast work on medium-weight
machines. The " E.xtra Strong " is suitable for passenger carrj'-

ing machines, and powerful singles. For strenuous work on high
power machines. Extra Strong with Steel Studs is recommended.

Wood-Milne Tubes for Motor Cycles, Endless and Butt-

ended patterns. Wood-Milne Steelrubber Belts for

sure grip. If you golf, Wood-Milne Golf Balls

for distance and steadiness combined are mieqiialled.

Write for full particulars and prices :

BUBBER-STUUDEO

WOOD-MILNE, LTD,, PRESTON, LANCS.
LONDON: Manchester Avenue, E.C. BRISTOL; 36, Narrow Wine Street. GLASGOW:
10, Waterloo Street. BELFAST: Donegall Street. PARIS: 212 ter Boulevard Pereire.

In an^werhuj litis advertixement it is chsirahh to mention " The Motor C'tirlf."
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The CLYNO
thi^nSidecar motorcycle

IT LOOKS RELIABLE-AND
IT IS RELIABLE.

We say—and numerous satisfied owners will fully endorse the statement

—

that the " Clyno " sidecar machine is the best passenger combination

ever offered to the public. We base our claim on indisputable facts

—the performance of the "Clyno" in the A.C.U. Quarterly Reliability

Trials (non-stop every time), in numerous Reliability Trials (highest

award every time^i, on Porlock and Lynton Hills (first sidecar to

vanquish these giants), and in general use (owners invariably satisfied).

The "CLYNO" looks "good," and is as good as it looks. Every detail has been considered

carefully by the manufacturers, who are practical engineers and experienced riders. During 1911,

" Clyno " machines were subjected to the most severe tests it is possible to conceive, and the

iraluable experience thus gained is embodied in the improved models vre are no^v offering for 1912,

IT LOOKS FAST
IT IS FAST.

Don't let another day pass before w^riting for
prices and full particulars.

THE
CLYNO ENGINEERING CO.,
Pelham Street, Wolverhampton.
ftGENTS—LONDON (except S.W.)—The Service Co., Holbom.
LONDON. S.W.—The Wilton Cycle Co., Victoria. MANCHESTER.
—L. F. Harvey & Co., Deansgate. MORECAMBE—Kitchen's

Motor Exchange Co., Ltd.

AND

In answering this advertisement it is desirable- to mention " The Motor Cycle"
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tht nil that litbrxtates vxBzt ^

JVHo Jy 11oil
IS USED AND RECOMMENDED BY

THE MAKERS OF
Clyno B. Mofciloil. M.M. B. Mobiloil.

Douglas B. „ Motosacoclie B.
F.N. T.T. „ N.S.U. B.
Indian T.T. „ Precision B.
Ivy-Precision B. „ P.V. B.
J.A.P. B. „ Rex T.T.
Levis R. Medium „ S.I.A.M.T. B.
L.M.C. B. „ Singer T.T.
Matchless B. „ Trump-Jap B.

Also exclusively used by Mr. C. R. COLLIER when making World's Record ot

91.37 miles per hour.

VACUUM OIL. CO., UTD., CAXTON HOUSE, '\VESTMINSTER, S.W.

^^
Parsons Rapid Repair Kit

Mends Motor Cycle Tyres
Quickly and Easily : : :

. . and those liltle plugs . . . although so simple

in design and in method of application . . . can

never shift or leak. Once properly compressed

they stay tight ... indefinitely. The Parsons

Rapid Repair quarters the time and trouble, and

completely ehminates the mess and uncertainty of

the old method of puncture repair.

Kit consists of piercing tool,

stretclier, closing pliers, and 12
plugs. Weight I lb., size 7x4
(Just right for the. pocket).

PRICE
COMPLETE, 15/-
Descriptive Booklet free.

THE PARSONS NON-SKID CO., LTD.,
23, STORE STREET, LONDON, W.C.

And at 237, Deansgate, Manchester.

In answcrinq tliese advertisements it is desiialle to mention "The Motor Ciide.
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CALTHORPE CONFIDENCE.
It's a feeling as uncommon as it is delightful

—

Motof Cyclists who have ridden other Motor Bicycles tell us it's just

incomparable

—

And it's founded on that "OUT & HOME " quality—the quality which
lifts the CALTHORPE to a place apart from every one of its compet tors—
And, mind you, "CALTHORPE CONFIDENCE" does not mean
increased initial cost—rather is the bicycle that bears that name easier to

buy than any ether that we know, and, when bought, costs less in

up-keep because of its incomparable dependability.

For 1912 there are two models—THE 3| H.P. TOURIST and THE
24 H.P. LIGHTWEIGHT.
You should see them—also the CALTHORPE TWO-SPEED GEAR
AND FREE ENGINE.

Let us send you List.

CALTHORPE MOTOR CYCLE CO., Barn St., Birmingham.

i

M^DBURY&C^lJs WELLINGTON WORKS.
ObDMAM.

In ansutrimi ifie.'C advp.rtiai'mcnts it is <dcsirat>lc to mention " The Motor Oi/cle."
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What, Lubrication!

Wa'ch your Drops (of oil) and the Gallons

will take care of themselves.

Every drop of "RUSOLINE" Motor Oil

counts and has full oiling efficiency.

It gets right between the rubbing
surfaces of the closest fitting bearing,

reduces friction to a minimum, and
gives you an all-round good result. For
motor cycles and other fast revolving

engines try Russell Bros.' products. We
don't sell on our name dilone, but on
the good quality of our goods.

Manufactured under the supervision of

W. RUSSELL
(late oF Price's Patent Candle Co. Ltd., London),

RUSSELL BROS.,
NATUNAL OIL WORKS,

Adams Street, Birmingham.

BY

Fitted

with

AMAC
International Hill Climb, Gometz, France,

DECEMBER 17th, 1911.

Fastest Time of the Day

was made by Mr. H. Bashall on

a Matchless,

AMAC Carburetter

against the pick of the World's

International Riders.

THE ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES, LTD.,

TALFORD STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

Our belief

js that after two years' scientific

experimenting—two years' continuous

testing—we have produced a Motor

Cycle Tyre ot absolu tely unique merit-^

a tyre capable of creating World's

Records in service and efficiency.

The new Tyre
is named the

JOHN BULL
CROSS GROOVE

It Is produced by an entirely new

prficess, and is made in three sizes,

26in. X 2in., 2|in., and 2Mn., and two

strengths, viz.
—"Standard" and

" Tourist Trophy."

Absolute efficiency

has been our sole aim in its production

—

an unequalled service the object we

have ever had before us—consequently

we compete on quality and not, as

others do, on price alone.

Policy

Ours is a "JOHN BULL" proposition—

we offer you the tyre—ALL-BRITISH—

unequalled in material and service

' and, as its price, we ask its true

value.

Your order

We are anxious for your order—not

for the value of it in itself, but for

the repeats and recommendations

which we know will follov/.

Ask your agent for particulars, or, as

a first step, write us for Booklet and

large section.

THE LEICESTER RUBBER CO.,

Cranby Rubber Works, Leicester.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention ' The Motor Ci/ch." A9
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1912

REX SIDETTES
Our Leading Lines.

To the Prospective Purchaser of a

Passenger Machine. ... . . . .

The two most important points to consider are the Engine

and the Two-Speed Gear.

The New Rex 4 h.p. Water-cooled SideUe de Lnxe.

The new Rex engines are of entirely new
construction, and built on the most up-to-

date and practical lines.

The valves are all side by side and inter-

changeable.

The bore and stroke of the 6 h.p. is 77.

V

X 95, and the 4 h.p. 841 x 95.

These new engines have been thoroughly
tested, and we can confidently recommend
and guarantee them without fear. The new
6 h.p. is a revelation of flexibility, reliability,

and reserve of power.

The Rex two-speed gear (made under Roc
license) is now too well known to need much
elaboration here. The great points about a
two-speed gear are, that it should be fool-

proof, reliable, and efficient—THE REX Two
Speed Gear embodies all three points.

The chassis on the Sidettes is splendidly

sprung with both C springs and coiled-springs.

The body is of exclusive design, and is manu-
factured of close woven cane. It is luxurious-

ly upholstered on the lines of the most up-to-

date car, and to ride in either of these Sidettes

is a revelation. The body is on the Torpedo
style, and fitted with side door.

The press were unanimous in their opinion
that at the recen Motor Cycle Show at

Olympia this combination was oiie of the
fmest and most practical exhibits in the Show.

PRICES:

6 h.p. Sidettc - £75.
.,"*«'«- ,^ _ 4h.p. j» £74.

The New 6 h.p. I'win de Luxe Sidette.
Catalogues sent post free on application.

THE REX MOTOR MFG. Co , Ltd., covfntry.

AIO In annverina f/iis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cude."
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CO., LTD.. give early delivery of all
makes and tal<e your prnsent
machine in part paymei t for a new
1912 model. Extended payments if
desired. The fairest terms in the
Kingdom. Hi^h-class second-hand
machines always in slock

Agents for

REX
BBADBURY
ZENITH
HUMBER
DOUGLAS

NEW HUDSON
TRIUMPH
A.C.S.

P. & M.

DOT
ETC., ETC.

London Agents
(Except S.W.)

for the Silent
CLYNO

THE sidecar
machine.

1911 F.E TRIUMPH, many spare? £42
igii TOURIST REX, cost 13 guineas 37 Gns.
1911 Standard BRADBURY, iinscratched . . £40
191J F E. SINGER, exceptionally good £42
1911 TOURIST BAT-J.A.P., 3* h.p £38
1910 SPEED KING REX 5 h.'p. fast £36
19" = h.p. HUMBER, only soiled £33
1911 Stanilard BRADBURY, shop-soils 1 £44 D
1911 Twill WANDERER, brand new £37
1911 WANDERER, sulkIi-cvI., brand new . . £32
1909 MOTO-BEVE, ..xullcnl condilon £19
1910 iS h.p. WANDERER, beautiful order . . £24
1909 Standard TRIUWH, Lamp, tools, etc. . . £28
1911 DOUGLAS, .Model E. 2-spccd, free engine £40
1910 V.S., 2-speed, free engine semi-castor

wheel sidecar to match, speedometer, etc. £46
1910 SCOTT, speedometer, tools very fine . . £42
1910 5 h.p INDIAN, 19H clutch, perfect . . £41
lyio ROYAL ENFIELD, like new £26
1909 P. & M., just overhau ed £37
1910 Twin WANDERER, spring frame £26
1910 Standard TKIUMPH, thorough order . . £34
1910 DOUGLAS, all acre^sories and tools . . £25
1910 F.N. Lig/itwcight, luo speeds, free engine £25
5 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., m.Lciieto, Bat sidecar . . £27
1911 Standard BRADBURY, as new £37 10
1909 BrtAOBURY, wi'h igii cylinder and

piston, 2-spccd gear £34

1910 SCOTT with 1911 imT'rovcments -. £39
1911 REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., and Mills-ruKcrd

191 1 spring wheel sidecar a line com-
bination £45

1911 NORTON, T.T., Cap carburetter £40
1911 2-speed 7 h.p. INDIAN, with sideca-,

accessor es, and spares £60
1911 2-speed 7 h.p. INDIAN, line and fast ..-£43
1911 MOTOSACOCHE, a little beauty £33
loio (late) SCOTT, excellent order £37
i'/09 TOURIST REX, Triujuph carburetter . . £24 D
1910 REX DE LUXE, steefstudded tyre £35
iqio REX DE LUXE, steel-studded tjTc .... £35
Se\eral Accumulator Machines at Clearance Prices-
X911 ZENITH-GRADUA, 6 h.p., and Milford

Radial castor whecj sidecar, nearly new,
complete £67 10

1911 P. & M., only two months on road, un-
scratched, sidecar or solo gears £52 10

1910-11 T.A.C., four cylinders, 3-speed gear,
bucket scat, low and comfortable £40

1911 5 h.p. TOURIST REX, almost new £37
1910 5 h.p. RED INDIAN, good £35
1911 2 h.p. HUMBER, ne.-rlv new £25
into 5 h.p REX DE LUXE, good £35
1909 F E. REX, magneto £25
1909 P. & M., just oycrhauled, and part^

renewed £37

1912 SERVICE' MODELS
292-293,

Telegrams : '' Admittedly, London."

1909 P. & M., as above, slightly later model £39

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON. W.C.

Telephone : 260 Central and 2071 City,

HARRODS WILL SUPPLY
ANY STANDARD

MAKE OF MOXOR OYOLE
ON THEIR UNIQUE AND EASY SYSTEM OF

DE^FE^RRE^D PAYMENTS.
Briefly, the system is as follows:

One-tourlh of the purchase price is payable on delivery, the balance being paid in equal monthly instalments. Harrod*s clients thus

have the full use of the machine from the date of first instalment, and enjoy its use while paying for it out of income without having had
to disturb capital.

For further particulars or expert advice, write MOTOR CYCLE DEPT., HAfiBODS Ltd., LONDON, S.W. (^/^I;";?,,^^;^?,';)

''LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1912.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.

Telephone

:

2Y5.

Telegrams :

"ELK." LINCOLN.

31 h.p., £34-0-0.
3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

2:1 h.p., £23 -10 - 0.

AH Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. "Druid" Spring

Forks.

.. Sole London Ag:ent:

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5, Heatfi Street,

Harapstead, London, N.W.

In ansxcfriuQ these arh'erti-'^cmt'nt'y if ^^ rh-'irafj/f fo im Lifion " TJn Mnlnr C'l/r],,''
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H Dapp? flew

9B

SINGE
M§TOE CYCLES
The Embodiment of highest

quaHty.

3| h.p. Roadster
Supplied in 4 models.

2i h.p. Lightweight
Supplied in 7 models.

Write for list.

SIKGER & Co. (1909), Ltd.,
COVPNTjl^'k. —

London 17, Holborn Viaduct,
Showrooms : B.C.

—an oldf old wish^ embodying kindly

thoughts* Happiness is sought by all^

but found by few. Wishes cannot

make happiness, but many material

things can contribute towards it, A
reliable motor bicycle is one of these,

and in so far as motor cycling is con-

cerned every owner of a SINGER is

assured of happiness and contentment.

To all Singer riders we m^ust therefore

wish prosperity and good fortune in all

other matters of lifeduringthecoming year,

while to those motor cyclists who have

not yet tried the Singer, we would say :

Get one NOW and by so doing

ensure for yourselves all the pleasures

that a well designed and dependable

motor cycle can bring.

In aiifwerina tJiis advertisement it is desirable to mention, "The Motor C'l/de."
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I APPRECIATION
... OF - - -

SCOTTS.
" Leeds.

' Dear Sirs,—I must thank you for your
courtesy in the way you have met me in this

exchange, and I can assure you of my best
eodeavours to try and introduce any customers
to you that I may meet from time to time."

AU Machines Guaranteed.

SOLO MOUNTS.
RUDGE, free engine, 1911, from works

July, in splendid condition throughout.
Gold Medal Winner— winner, Brittain £45

BRADBURY, standard model from works
June, not done 500 miles, unscratched.
Gold Medal—winner, Brittain £39

RUDGE, standard model, new May last,

done abonf «fv) miles Gold Medal

—

u inner, Brittain £40
PORTI.AN J, Pen-ie M engine. 3* h.p., loii,

Bosch magneto, rubber non-skid tyres,

new iNUrcii 1 1st. iinle^m ' rirefullv used £32
DOUGLAS, 1911, lightweight, rubber-

studded tyres, a little treat £30
N.S.U., 4i h.p,. twin, 2-speed gear, Bosch

magneto, very fast £24
N.S.U., ^'i

li.r*.. r •->-. M-'CTneto, h.b.c., good
and sound throughout £21

HUMBER, 3^ h.p., two speeds, Bosch mag-
neto, handle stirting, free engine, etc. £29

N.S.U., 3 h.p., imffdcto N.S.U. patent cir-

buretter very good tyres . . . .- £18
REX, igii, brm ' new twin.^all improve-

ments, standard £38
REX, s li.p., I lO ,, spring forks, adjustable

pulley ; £26
REX DE LU>1-, I o V.' 5-6 h.D., 2-spced

gear, variable puUey springs £33
REXSPEE0KlN<i,3j n.p., especially built

for the Isle of Man Races, chain drive £25
REX DE LUXE, -s h.p., Bosch, twin-cyl.,

handle starting £23
RIP, Pcuf;eot engine, low built, racy £^2
LLOYDS, 2 h.p., smartly finished £8
ADVANCE, 6 h.p., magneto twin cylinder,

B. & B. carburetter £18

SPECIAL OFFER.
REX, 2\ h.p., vertical engine, Longuemarc

carburetter, spring seat, beU drive . . £5

SIDECAR MACHINES

.

REX, 5-6 h.p., 1911, M.O. valve?, two
speeds, free eneine : specia' built side-

car ; very luxurious £42 10
HUMBE^, 3^ li.p-, Koc two speeds, handle

st.-irting, and free engine £34
REXDE LUXE, ^-^b p.. too?, two speeds,

variable pulley £38
MlWErtVA, S li.r.. Koc two speeds, handle

staining, torpedo tank, grey finish, all

i-nprovements, Mills-I'"ulford side-ar £47 10
PHELON & MOOiE, ^ >oi, two speeds,

handle starting, complete with side-

car, condition tliroughout as new, .... £45
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., good sidecar £15

CARS.
PEUGEOT, two speeds and reverse, bucket

seats, wheel steering, good running
order £25

CARBURETTERS

.

BINKS' Two jet Carb\iretters, immediate
deliveries, standard size 43 '-

10/- allowed on old carouietters in part payment.

AGENTS For RUDGES, ZENITHS, etc.

RUDGE delivery from stock.

SCOTT, two-stroke, May.

ZENITH, February. BRADBURY, January.

Let us send you particulars.

SCOTT'S,
Victoria. Motor House,

POWELL r^ EET, HALIFAX.
Telephone; 433 National.
Telegrams : "Scott, Powell street, Halifax."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TOTT'^NHAiI.-1912 Models; definite deliveries;

Bradburys—2-speed, T.T. free engine; Humherp—
lightweight twin, 3-speed 3jn.p. 2-speed. 3ih p. standard;
Eud-re-Whitwcrt'--^— 3.J),p. >tan.dard. S-'h.p iree eu-me;
all from stock: TriumpLi,'?. February r Clyno, four weeks:
early deliveries ]iat,= Matehless, and AC. Sociables;
cash or exchange —Below-

T0TTFNHAM.~191i models in stock for immediate
delivery, new ; heavy reduction on shcp-?oile(i

marhineb: Bradbury, free engine. 2-speed, and sraudard
mtidels

:
Triumph, standard ; Ruage-Wnitworth, tree

I'ngiae.—Below.

TOTTENHAM.— 1911 models. second-hand-3ih.p.
HuLuber, 2-speed gear, £42 1Julv) : ditto. £^2; 1910

models—2-! peed Humber, 3^h.p.. £35; ditto. £33; Hoc,
ah p.. 2-gpeetI. £32 ; FN. lightweight, 2speed, £32

:

Motosacoche, F-E-, £24 ; miscellaneous—3;h. p. M.M C .

lagneto. £20; Ajn.p. Fafnir, mag:aeto, £27; 5h,p. twin
Kerry, magneto. £20; N.S.U.. twin. 6h.p., variable gear.
£28; ditto. S-^p^ed gear. £28; Triumph. 3h p , £17:
trir-ars—4ih.p. Kiley, 3ih.p. Triumph, all good, £12 each
to clear; cash. ea=y teron. or exchange.—Stam f-ord Hill
Motor Co.. 128. High Ed., South Tottenham. 'Phone:
1982.

"I
Q12 New Hudson. Premier. Enfield. Bradbury,XU Rover, Huiubor, and Triumph motor tvcles for

early delivery; Matthless in 6 weeks from order; ca.'ili

ir easy terms; exi'hanges for any machine arransed,
best val.'.e allowed; Chater-Lea Duo cars built to order;
speed gear conversions, overhauling, and repairing carried
out: all work guaranteed; moderate ctarge^; e>ti!nnte.-
irladly siven ; 10 years' motor cycle experience.—Wallace
Motor Cycle Co., 36, Clarence St.. Kingston-on-Thames

Somerset,

SECTION IX.

Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

DOUGLAS. 1912,
list pc-it free.-

51h-p. T%vin
2 neto, B

all models; any dote delivery given;
-Sloflat. Yeovil.

N.STJ.. fitted with late.<t Boscli mag-
and B-. hb.e., tyred and condition pcr-

Humber. I'aignt^n.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

FOE Sale, or cscLnngo for twin, 3;h.p.
1910, fixed geur, perlcct.-Clurk,

IF You Want to Buy or want to :

tricar, sidecar, or anything

Humber. 'iite

The Square,

rQ12
Ariels and Triumphs: book orders now: second-

•y hand magneto machines wanted —Chrictic Bros
Garage, St- Andrews.

3lb p. Calthorpe, Pre^-I^ion. new September, flifio new
2 nunl' p belt. Hntchiu-^nn tyres, all perfect; mnst

eell : £34.-Lind. Whitburu. N.B.

ell a motor bicyle.
n fonneotion wit!

the motor trade, you should at on-e cult at Dickie':!,

cue of the larcest mutor exrliange placers in Scotland.—
IMckie's Garage, 68. Bothwell Cir-us. G'asgow.

"1 Q12 Sole Agents for Douglas. New Hudr^on, Zenith.
-L *y Rover, and Kerry-^bingdon : early delivery
i:uar!inteed : exchanges ; sidecarfl and second - hand
Machines in stock; acce^^crie:? of ever" dP-'=criplion ; send
irz list of barsu ins.—Dundee Motor and Cycle Co.,
Nethergate, Dundee.

4LEXANnER'3 Mot-:r Exchange. 272-274, Great
We^^ten Rd.. Glasu'ow, agents for Indian. B.o.A,.

Rat. Rex, Hex-Tap. Tnuup, Royal Fnfield: Wiliiam-;on.
^clfe, S.I.A M.T., Levis 2-stroke. Norton, Lincoln Elk.
C;mcelet sidecar : Scotland's largest motor cycle dealers;
lists on aoplication.

^GOTLAND'S Motor Cycle Experts and largest seller.*.

'J —We are now becking orders for 1912 inudels;
"^ndian. Dougla.^, Zenith. B.S-A.. Premier, Rex. P. nnd
M.. Lincoln "Plk, N.S.U. . Moto-Rpve. Norton. Jame:^,
'toe, Enfield. Trump. Brudhnry. K^rry: liberal e.\"harge
cffers and fair treatment.—Alexander's Motor Exchange,
Lothian Rd., Fdiuburgh.

A LENANOFR'3 Motor Exchange, 113 and 115.
fi. Lothian Rd.. Edinbunrh.-Agents for Indian.
i^ouglo- B.S.A.. Zenith. Rex. Trump. Eos-Jap. P. and
M . Eoval Enfleld, Nf rt n. Brndburv. \\ illiainsou.

fLAM-T.. Levis 2-,4roke, Eolfc, Lincoln Flk: liberal

ex'hange offers; over 100 meter cycles in ttocU: Scrt-
Iii-d's motor cycle experts and largest dealers; eend for
lists.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

ollier's Mm%,
Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Bradbury 3J HJ>

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

£8
deposit and 10/- weeklv secures—
Magneto Triumph £25 10

5j li.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, mag. .

.

£24 10
Pour-cvlinder F.N., magneto £19 19

li h.p. Mapieto Rex £19 19

TvMii Moto-Reve £i9 19

F.N. Magneto LiRhtweight £19 19

XXXXXXXp<XXXXXXXXX

REX.
did

w
Slh-p.,

sidec£
bucket seat^, wheel steeiiQir. 'af^t. ?plen-
r; trial; f32/10.—Act_.n, Belvedere-

magneto. 2 speeds.
Ebner St., Wands-

EX Litette. 6-8h.p. twin, w.c-,

free engine, as new; £29.-1
worth.

4ih.p. Rover Tricar, w.c, wheel steering, coach-built.
2 z speeds, etc.. 1911 B. and B. fitted, just been

overhauled at cn^t cf £9. good tj-re^ , any trial; £18—
idDCy Jeffery. The Hill Farm, Exning. Newmarket.

6 h.p Tricar, Antoine twin-cyl engine, magneto icniti^n,
h.b.c. 2 speed.^, Palmer cord tyres all wheels^ coacU-

luilt seat, Brooks patent
;rey : a_ bargain to cltri

priDi
£24.-

eat at ba^k, painted
Turvey and Co., Tue

Motor House. Sunderland,

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
GlEDEE Frame Sidecars, uniane designs, from £8.—

F.N- Repairs Dept., Hisibury Barn, N.

FOE Comfort, ttiere 16 no doubt about it, the Pythian
^idernr [Morrison's patent) is the b&.t Get par-

ticulars.—Clarke Bros. (Leicester). Ltd., Lejce.gter.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

igro 3l h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH, VERY HOT . . £38 10

1^10 / h.p. lis in REX, .il.o.V £3/ 10

s J h.p. N.S.U., Iree engine and sidecar £33 10
M,igiicto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, and Montglomery Sidecar . . £25
REX, loio -s-l li.p.. •hotst.ifl" «29 19

5i h.p. Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £27 10

i li.p. ijio twin rtkX, speial inaciiiiie £2d 10

it h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19

2} h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring for]<s £10 10

I 10 3i h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10

lOlo t'wo-speed F.N. Lightweight, h.-b. control. .. . £27 10

3 n.p. HUMBER, chain drive £7 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V £14 10

1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks . £24 10

K107 sib. p. Magneto REX, sprin,! forks i.19 19
ij h.p. WOLF Lightweight, h.b. conlroi £10 10
51 h.p. Tourist ..cA, uruul new £2J 10
icjto Twin ,>t:X DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10
New Twin REX, cnnlilever seat 36 Gns.
Twin REX DE LUXE, and Sidecar £27 10
MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 19
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight £14 10
3i h.p. MINERV* 'orpedo tank £14 10
F.N. Ligliiweighl 'ii^j^ncto, spring forks £13 13'

REX Twin. •!} h.p. - .t'ng forks, fast £19.10
FEX, 3! h.D. i'-ritig i.,rks. Dunlop non-skids tT! 10
igti 3J h.p Tourist "=f £32 10
iqjl i wm REX DE LUXE £46 10
IQII Sinizie-cvimuej 1 ...j-sfeed REX, 300 miles .. £32 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Brand New ion 35 h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns.

„ „ 1911 2j h.p. 2-speed REX Junior .. 50 Gns.

„ „ igtl 3i h.p. Free-engine REX 43 Gns.

„ iQit 35h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gns.

Also 1911 New 2-speed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration G3 Gns.

Discount to Cash Buyers.

Exchanaes eiiteriainecl.

In antv':rin(i l/icxc adverliscnunti it is desirable -to mention " Thp. Motor Cycle" >^5i
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A TIMELY
TALK
to winter riders.

The weather is tntserable, and if you
appreciate real comfort awheel during

the winter months, ensure it ly the fitment

of a P.M C. Sidecar—with this Sidecar,

you will be absolutc-y immune from
side-slip, even upon greasy tram lines

and s one sets—and the ease with which
the machine can be manipulated in traffic

without taking ike feel off the foot rests

gives added comfort and confidence of

control. The ease of ditachment, light

weight, and scientific coitstruction, make
the PM.C. the most practical and. efficient

Sidecar on the market.

Price, Coachbuilt, £7 12 6

„ Wicker, A 5 17 6

Our 1912 Catalogue, contaiaing a com-
plete range of Sidecars, will be of interest

to you. Copy <^ent post free on application.

THE PREIVIIER MOTOR
COiyiPANY, LTD.,

ASTON fiOAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams—" Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone—Central 4310.

Patent 1442

With our Quiclifit CoupIIubb any side-

car can lie attached m sixty seconds, and
detaclied in forty seconds, SINGLE-
HANBED. NO TOOLS KEQUIRED.
SAFER than ordinary littings— no nuts to

come off or bolts to "strip." Tlie strain on
frame tnbes is ereatly reduced. Price 30/ the

set oE thi'ee c- uplin a, to fit (my malte. 5/.

allowed on old Httinga (any maJce).

SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
MIUJJLETON'S— Wliolpsale, retail sklet'ai - immufac

turers; repairs, ex<j]iau;,'es, seeond-haiid--.—"Watson
St., Newini^OD Green, London, N. 'Phone IJalston 2126

SIDKCABS.-MonJgomcry 1912 models; finest stock
in London: agents supplied; write for list.—Phelon

and Moore, Ltd.,. 4, Percy St., Tottenham Court lid.,
tw — .

MILLFOBD Eidd Sidecar, 1911-12, latest qniel; der ;

taehable joints, torpedo wicker body, storm apron, I

new tyre; f9.-No 9,043, TM Motor Cycle Offices, Gov-!
entry.

MILLS-FULFOBD 1911 £14/14 Cane Sidecar, in
good' condition, a lamp and spare steel studded

non-skid tyre, beautiful cjndition ; eacritice 9 guineas
the lot.—15, Ranelagh Gardens, Barnes.

TOTTENHAM.— Sidecars, 1911. nicely npholstered
fit anv machine, £3/10/6;- quick detachable,

£3/17/6; MiUford Herald, £6/6.-Stainford Hill Jlotoi

Co., 128. Mish Ed., Tottenham. 'Phone 1982 Totteii
ham.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
019/10.—5-6h.p. ttrin and sidecar, 1911 Amac, gocd^ condition ; rare chance-—59, 'We&t Rd.. Shoebury-
nees-

BROWN. 3ihp., with eidecar; £26; will exchange
with cash for higher power.—Roberts,. -Gap" Rd.,

^AimblL•don.

8h.p. Bat, 1911, in splendid condition, with Millford
sidecar; cotjt £69710, £55, or near offer.—Hitch-

ings and Son, Evej^ham-

5ih.p- N-S'TJ., 2-speed, Montpomery castor wheel sile-
2 car, perfect, all accessories; £35.—Cjllinson, 12.

Wellington St., Chorley.

3ih.p- Hnmber, 1910, 2-ppeed, handle starting, witl
2 handsome sidecar, all in splen^-id condition; £35

sacrifice.— 128, High Rd., South Tottenham.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 6-7h.p., latest 1911. with free
engine and sidecar, perfect combination, ridden

550 miles: sacrifice £52/10. — Bradburj', builder, 34,
Cemetery Rd., Sheffield-

TRIUMPH, 1907. overhauled, adjustable pulley, tools,

no extras, Montgomery spring wheel sidecar, tane
body, 1910; £33/10. or .sell separate.—Parke, 7. Liver-
pool Rd. South, Birkiale.

8h-p- Minerva, eidecar, Mabdn, Whittle, Contiuentals,
new accumulators, F.R.S. and Lucas lamps, plating,

enamelling, unscratuhed, fcotboards : any trial here

;

nearest £32.—Ingham, Oakfleld, Newpjrt, Mon.

BAT-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1911. with Brown sidecar. Chafer-
Lea, quick detachable fittings, 2-speed gear, F-R-S-

lamps, etc-. pra<-'tir>aliv new; owner bought car.-Box"
No. L5,231. The Motor Cycle Offlces, 20, Tudor St., E-C.

PHELON-MOORE 1909^^. and iUi..-u.u spring wheel
sidecar, 2-speed, luggage hoard, all spares, new

chain, 2s- Palmer cord on back wheel, lately overhauled
and enamelled; 40 guineas; seen by appointment.—
James, Micklegate. Kewferry Rd.. Northwcod.

P.
and M.. late 1910,- extra forks, valve, horn, Luf-'ae

King of Road lamp, back rest, Montgjmery spring
wheel sidecar, art cane body, all in splendid condition,
not uiueh used: best offer over £56 secures; sell separ-
ate.—Hudson. 34, Lawn Av., Burley-in-Wharfedalc.

SINGER. 3ih.p., 1911, practically identical with 1912,
free engine clutch in huh, N.SU. 2-speed gear,

Millford ri^id sidecar, torpedo front run about 1.500
miles, new last May, lin. belt, spare- cover and tube,
valve, etc., complete ; cost over £70. £57/10.-9,042,
Tfip. Motor Cycle dficee, Coventry.

IQll Indian Tivin, 7h.p., with Mills-Fulford sidecar,Xv 2 speeds, free engine, unexampled set of acces-
saries s:iich as Rushmore searchliglit. Klaxon horn, Jones"
speedometer, etc., full kit of tools aud .spares, new inner
tnbes for spares; accept £55 complete.—Brocke, 3.

Lewisham Bridge, S-E- Tel. : 1061 Lee Green.

A PERFECT Combination, comprising 5-6h.p. 4-cyl

F.N- motor cycle, with 2-spfied gear, extra strong
back wheel, and Cliater-Lea art cane sidecar, with -ipeci-

ally sprung detachable wheel, fitted with quiukly detach-

able couplings to machine, fittings and accessories com-
prising spare valves (two of each) a set of new plugs,

spare ' outer cover, and two butt-ended tubes. Lucae
searchlight and generator, Ccwey speedometer, triple

hooter, vulcanite covers to sparking pings, and several

other items, all the latest, and in perfect condition;
tliorcugh examination allowed: cash price £60.—Apply,
Norris, 1. Lambert Rd., N. Finchley. N-

QUADCAHS.
SABELLA Duocar, new in July, engine 8h.pr J.A.P..

2 new Palmer cord tvres and tubes on back wheels,
2 F.R.S. headlights. 2 Lucas small car lamps, electric

tail light, and generator, flue hill-climber, splendid con-
dition-—Annesley Cooke, Milf jrd, Surrey.

CARS FOR SALE.
"B /\-12h.p. Leader. 2-feater, 4-cyl., shaft drive, goodX" tyrc-s and order; £40; motor cycle part-—Coriiish,
Ciediton.

i /^-12h.p. Switt, side entrance, only run 6,000 miles,
A.\y 5 C-A Y- electric lamps, drive anrwhere; bargain,
£150.—McJItonald, 11. Duun St., Paisley.

"8 Q08 15h.X). Humber. .double landanlet, gate change,
XtJ 2 ignitions, Stepne''. new tyres, screen, and ex-
teu'^inn; £100.— 3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

Start the New YearWell
by getting in touch with me and securing one of- my
*' Perfect Second-hand Motor Cypres,*' or, if you require a

new machine, no matter what m?ke, delivered when you
require it, I f.m your man. I keep adding names of satisfied

clients to my weekly list. If you ha\'e any doubts as to our

straightforward way of doing business, vou ought to send

to us for one of these, and get in touch with an uninter-

ested adviser. Ask who we are, and how we conducted

our bii=iness transartions with them. If vou arc irear

enough to ms, giv'* us a call. \^'e wnn't rrcs- you tn buy,

but we think, after a i.ersonal inspection, that you wil!

agree vnih. us in saying, " We se'l 0"lv gwa i^ntaed p.er.eci

motor cycles." Our Second-hand Motor vcles can be

trusted to give you entire satisfiction. If they don't,

send them back, and we will return your money. We
cannot speak fairer than this. Our 1912 models are now
arriving, and we shall be delighted to ha « your order.

Please don't forget, if you have a motor cvcle now and
want to exchange, we are the best firm i 1 the. trade for

you to get well served by. Expert tssistai e and advice

gratis. Send me your encuiry new, aid s^ne shall have

our best attention. Compliments o the season to you all,

and good luck !

The following Machines actually in Stock for S i!e- or

Exchange.

1912 MODELS.
List Price

RUDGE, 3J h.p., free engine model, pedal engine

starter £55

RUDGE, T.T.model, special £18.15

SINGER, 4h.p., 2-speed bracket gear £i5

BR!\DBURY, 3^ h.p., -2-speed £55
NE V HUDSON, 3-i h.p., -3-speed gear ". £59, 17.

PiiEMIER, 3* h.p., 3-speed gear £58
CLVMO, 5-6 h.p., the sidecar machine £63
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, with sidecar £84
DOUGLAS, 2-J h.p., the perfect lightweight, free

engine, 2-speed, kick starter £50
1911 MODELS, BRAND NEW.

Owing to late arrival we have the following New
Machines left oyer. Same are not shop-soiled. Only jusl

receivefl from makers.
PREMIER, sJb.p., free engine model ;

list, ^^54 r^s.

WhatOfTersT
BRADBURY,-3i h.p., fixed engine model, list, £48.-

What Offers?

No Reasonable Offer refused for Above.

HIGH-CLASS SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
rgii 6 h.p. ZENITH, free engine and Gradua gear,

complete with lamp, horn, tools, spares, etc.,

guaranteed as new, and not run Soo miles ; also

Montgomery £12 los. sidecar," with storm-

apron. Price, complete £80
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., "the Sidecar Machine," igrr

model, and guaranteed as new in every detail

;

Palmer rubber-studded t>T-es, 2-5peed gear

and free engine, kick starting device, enameiled

grey, fitted with Millford radial castor, torpedo

front, sidecar (the cost of the sidecar alone was
£20), all tools, spares, etc.; very silent and
powerful machine. Price £65

roio 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, perfect £35

1911 3-i h.p. BRADBURY, T.T. model, a gift £35 _

roio 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine model £40 0^^

igii 3^ h.p. IVY-PRECISION, just as new £33
igir 3-i h.p. RUDGE, splendid order £36

1910 SCOTT, new t^Tes, B.E. tubes, good order . . £35

1909 VINDEC SPECIAL, two speeds, magneto,
complete with sidecar £29

1909 3^ h.p. MINERVA, magneto £17
rgri 7 h.p. SPEED KING KEX, as new £38 0;
igio 2? h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD £26 0.
MOTOSACOCHE, i^ h.p., 1910 model, perfect £18 :

All above machines can be inspected any dav, at any
time. Every machine sold by us is guaranteed in perfect

order. No- rubbish sold from our establish nent.

Every Motor Cyclist shouid have our Sid car List

STANDARD, £4 lOs. SPECIAL, £5 5s.

DE LUXE, £6 6s.

CANOELET, DUNKLEY, MILLFORD, etc., supplied to

order promptly. _

1 am Sole District Agent for

—

RUDGE, BRADBUtit CLYNO, MATCHLESS,
ENFIELD, PjtEMlER, OVER, B.S.A., DOUGLAS,
NEW HUDSON, and SINGER

200 1912 MODELS FOR GJAj{ANTEED DELIVERIES.

OUR SPECIALITY, " EXCHANGES."

Get my List before you decide. Buy from the firm with

a Thirty Years' Untaraished Reputation. Call and see

our Stock. _ .

'.

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
The Motor Cycle Mart,

HASLINGDEN, Lanes.
,
Wires

;

I _
" Cordingley, Haslingden."

'Phone

:

2Y, Haslingden.

A54 In (ffiswering tliese. p elvertise7n.ents ii is desirable to mention " The Motor Cifde,^*-
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ACCESSORBES
YOU MUST HAVE.

HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES.

The dry battery that
costs practically half

that 01 accumula-
tors ; no charging

—

always ready ; clean
and dry. There is no
doubt as to its

efficiency and relia-

bility—allow us to

deal with your
particular require-
ments.

Prices from 6/6 each.

ARMOURED LAMP CONNECTOR.

Fig. No. 380.
For any type
of gas lamp

—

r e n e w a b le

ends and
proof against
any possible
damage. Non-
rusting.

Price 1/- each.

OIL or GREASE INJECTOR.

Fig. 313. Special short type for chain or

gear-driven motor cycles. A very handy
accessory.

Price 1/6 each.

H.H. CDILS.

Fig. No. 3. Specially
designed for use with dry
batteries

; absolutely re-

liable, and guaranteed
I'onsumption only onc-
Liith of an ampere.

Price 13/6 each.

H.H. ALL-METAL SWITCH.

"^^^^i^ Fig. No. 432. A
new type of
handle-bar com-
bined switch and
cut nut — ex-
tremely simple
and never gives
magneto or coiifortrouble ; suitable

ignition.

Price 2/6 each,

H.H. SPARKING PLUG COVER.

Fig. No. 245 and
2.%6. Tiiis co/cr is

absolutely fi r e -

proof, damp proof,
and unbreakable

;

made in two sizes to suit
all tj-pes of sparking
plugs, indispensabb to
all motorists. Note the
price

—

Price 61. each,
size.

either

Our New Supplementary List contains
full particulars of these and other us-^ful
H.H. Accessories sent post free on request.

A. H. MM 115-117,

CANNON STREET
LONDON, E.C

PALMER,
free.

CARS FOR SALE.
-Bedelia cars, 56, 66, 86, 96 guineas

PALMRR—The home of the Bedelia; in stock:
mediate deti\Trv given by

ol Bedeliaa lor thePALMER— Sole conceseionnaire
British Emp-.,-

PALMER.-rCoujplete illustrated catalogue per return;
motor cycles taken part payment Bedelias.

PALMER—Write, 'phone, wire, cr better call, see, and
try the famous Bedelia.

PALMER.—£2J down and balance 12 monthly insta
menti 50/- aei-urea UnCful car.

PALMER.-lSh.p. Ford, 2-3eater. 4-cyI., live oxle.
dual, screen, lamps, hood; £55.

PALMER—30h. p. Napier Chassis, G-cyl,
steel frame; £85. '

PALMER.-6h.p.
cyl. ; bargain,

PALMER.-8-lOh.p.
live axle; £65.

Ions chassis,

2-3eater, live axle, single-

H umber, side entrance, 4-cyl-,

Huinber,
£35.

PALM'^R-—aoh.p. Napier, side entrance. 6-cyI,,
model, live axle, splendid car; £275.

PALMER.—40hp. Napier limousine,
tion, wheel control: bar^'ain, £3

6-cy!..

£185.

lat:

dual igni-

PALMn;R.-24-30h.p niotnr 'bus, double deck, 4-cyI.,

dual, irate. live axle: £195.

PALMER,-10-12hp. D'^trioi-i.

neto. lire axlo, low built;
r 2.«oateF, 4-cyI.,

£65.

PALMER.-5-6h.p.
wheel eteerin;;,

PALMER.-8h.p.
delivered new

wanted.

Tradef*m!in's Carrier, water-cooled,
2-speed ; cheap, £35.

Duocar, J. A.P. engine. luaBnoto,
in Sei'teuiber, very tust ; ofier>

PALMER.-10-12h.p. TTnic, 2-seotcr. 2-cyI.,

live axle; cheap, £60.

PALMFR.-3;h.p. Korry-Abini;don tricar,

low built, h.b.c. ; cheap. £16.

PALMER.-18-24h.p. Trnuel., .=idc

runs beautifully; bar^'iiin, £45.

PALMER.— 10-12h. p. HuruiHl. lone chassis,
live iixle, requires tyres; vheap. £35.

PALMER.-40-50h.p. Charrnn Touring
dnitl. fast and nowerful; £100.

PALMER,-10-12lip. Napier Van,
finit laundry; £50.

PALMER.-8-lOh.p. Aires', side
magneto, hood, screen; £55.

magneto,

2-specd,

entrance, 4-cyI.,

2 -cyl-.

Cor, 4-cyl..

2-pj-l., solid tyres,

entraDce, lire o:Ele.

PALMEB.-20-241i.p.
neto, gate change.

sinmis landaulet, 4-cyI.,

live iixle: £65.
mfly

torpedo,
magneto;

2-scater.
£145.

PALMER.-8-lOhp. IJarraeq.
model, brand new, 2-cyl..

PALJIER.—25hp Motobioc, side entrance, magneto,
very roomy body; clearance £55,

Humbrr.
,'atc; £125.

linionsinPALMER— 20.30h.p. Bt^c-toc

late uiodol. dual, live axle,

J!>ALMER.—All above and many others, with huge
itr^k of new and secoud-hand accessories; special

ow pricci : seen at

PALMER.—L N. Palmer's GamRe, 9n. Trevolynn Rd..
Merton Tram Tenuinas, Tooting- 8 mina. Ballmm

L B,S.C.Rly. 'I'hone 208 Strcntham. Easy terms; ex
changiS.

ACT.sTRfAN Daimler, 4-cyI., dual ignition, side en
trance. «liaft transmission, scats 5. 1 .ng, low. hand

>onie i-ar. £S5. to clear; smallei car wanted— 128. High
Rd., South Tottenham.

ENGINES.
J.A-P. Twin, v., water-cooled, fiutomatir; _valv-e3,

umaKneto,
The Bioailway,

complete

:

Ealing
otter—W-G-K

APPLIANCES.

witl,

15.

MAGNETOS, hiijli tension. Britlsli luadc. and guar-
anteed: £2/17/6: .isl. free—Miller and Co-. 16,

1

IGNITION
h
/€

yarrow Wine St. Bristol

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts, warranted pure, flttpH

return posrt 1/6 each; screws lor Bosch magnetot
?fi p;iir —'Williams. 16. -Wellington St.. Woolwich.

MAtJNFTOS. Coils, and
magnrtifijng, re-vindiuc.

umnlators repaired; re
re-platiuisiug; repairer?

to trade; eatuloirue.-The Hiirh Tension Co.. Brownlow
Workrt, la, Guildford St., London 1409 Uolborn.

ELECTRICAL Ignition " ;Spon). -Batteries-Coils-
Auto Tremblerfi—Magnetos—High and Low Ten

fiiun—Faults and Repairs;
Tension Co., aa above.

post free 3/4.—The High

JEBRON. registered 291,298. greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, eerews., rockers,

coils, cures misfiring; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws fit

J Bosch magneton, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised, 2/6
each.

JEBRON Contacts used by Mesj^r.^. Collier Bros., Col
ver, Martin, in making world's records; Jebron

fitted return post.

Kent.
-Jebron. 38. Herbert Ed., Plumstead,

Patch.

! pOPU-
way amongst
cyclists of

combating the puncture

fiend is by the aid of the

Para faced " RELIANCE *'

These handy commodities are ob-

tainable in the form of a compact yet

complete outfit, together with other ac-

cessories for use in puncture repairing-

THE *CHEMICO'
RELIANCE

REPAIR OUTFIT
contains a plentiful supply of RELIANCE
PATCHES, RUBBER SOLUTION,
CHALK, SANDPAPER, etc., and packed
in a handsome box Qtted with patent

fastener.

PRICE
COMPLETE,

2 -

each.

THE
'CHEMICO'
ROLLER
OUTFIT
is designed to meet
a long felt want
viz., an outfi'. that

shall be noiseless.

Contains RELI-
ANCE PATCHES,
RUBBER SOLU-
TION, CHALK,
CANVAS, etc.,

each in separate re-

ceptacle rendering

theoutfit absolute-

ly noiseless. Rolls up into compact foim

for the toolbag and kept closed by con-

cealed springs.

PRICE, 3/- each

The County Chemical Co.. Ltd.,

Bradford St., Birmingham.
DUBLIN.

EDA.
LONDON. MANCHESTER. GLASGOW.

CAEDIFF.

In answerinq these adverthcvfiils it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyclt." All
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MIRAC-

ULOUS.
Not quite, but nearly so, is the
saving effected by the use of our
speciality over" your worn cover.
In many cases the cover would
be useless without the

LOMAX
BAND.

Fill your name and address in

space below, cut out, and post
to us, and we shall know you
wantfull particulars. Or, better
still, enclose Postal Orders or
cheque, 21/6, and start to save
money right away.

Name ._•

Address

Sj^e of old cover Make

FOR BEADED EDGE COVERS ONLY.

BRITISH COLONIES-Extra for postage, 2/-

London Address 244, HIGH HOLBORN.
ANY AGENT OR FA'^''->^ W" • " '""LY,

BUT BE SURE YOU GET A L^WAX BA?I \

PUNCTURE-PRCO
DURABLE,
ECONOMICAL
NON-SKID.

Best Chrome

Leather

ani

Steel Studs
,

B^ ^
?«*• eT

Jf/

ff^'

'iJ

•"'i V:i

S^^j'

less 5% for cash

with order, in

sizes,

24, 26, 2S, or 30 ins.

by 1 5, 2, 2}, or 2} ins.

LOMAX TYRE COMPANY,
(LepL VN), William St, BIRMINGHAM.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETO. Coil and Accumulator Rppnirs.—Any

make, rewindint,', remacrnetisin?, repairers to the
trade; all wort guaranteed.—Torrance and Runbaten,
Motor Ignition Specialists, Nelson Works, Back Nelson
St., Oxford Rd., Mimeliepter. Tel. : 1368 Central.

I TYRES.
TTEES. Tyres, at wholesale prices; send for lists —

Clarion Tyre Co., 64, Parade, Birmingham.

UNUSED 26x2i Avon Combination Studded Cover;
listed 44/-, sacrifice. 32/6.—CoUet, Burnett At..

Bradford.

'"pTEES. Tyre?., ITyres.—All leading makes of. covers
-»• and tubes stocked; best allowances for old tyres in
exchange.—Service Co., 292. High Holboin. W

C

SPECIAL! Very special! Extra special !—Hutchin-
son studded tyres, brand new, about 10 only; 26x2

15/-, 26x2i 15/6: subject unsold: approval.—Maudes*.

CONTINENTAL Cover, studded. 26x2i, brand new,
30/- ; Hutchinson studded passenger type cover,

unused, but slightly .mailed, 26x2iin., 32/6.—Maudes'.
136, Great Portland' St.. London. W.

ASLATT Tyre Stepping; no vulcanising, no outside
bands; try it; satisfaction guaranteed; l/lj, j-ost

free--Afilatt Company, 52. Bullar Rd-, Bitterne Park.
Southamiiton.

BASTONE'S, London, lor value in covers and tubes:
see last weelc's advert—216 and 217, Pentonville

Rd., Kine's Cross, London. N- Tel.: 2481 North: T A-

:

Bast-one's. London.

Q/?x2i Dunlop Cover, witli extra heavy Bates re-^" tread, unused. 21/-; Clincher studded, splendid
order, 12/6; Rirhes tubes, 5/- and 8/6: Dunlop, 26x2i.
butt end, new; 1911 Bo-icb contact breajier, for single,

new, ofEeia.—Coatea, Ainsdale.

BELTS.
D ASTONE'S. LoDcJon, lor value in BeltinB.

BASTONE'S.—Leather and clirome belting, I. }. S, and
lin., lia., 1/1. 1/2. and 1/4 per ft.: special lint

I'f leather beltinp. \, 9d. per ft.—215 and 217. Penton
rille Rd , KinK's Cross, London, N. Tel.: 2481 Nortlj
T.A- : Bastone'8. London-

JEEVICE Leather BeltinB.-Britain'a best, thn most^ flexible, durable, and penerally satijfaitory bell

iiade: hundreds in use; usual life 10.000 miles; priee,
,in 1/0 Sin. 2/-, Sin. 2/5, lin. 2/6, fastener ineludtd-
ill other belts stocked and sold al lowest prices.—Ser
vice Co.. 292. Hisrh Holboin, W.C.

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOB
SALE, TO BE LET, OH WANTED.
GOOD Old-established Cycle and Motor Bnsiness; sick-

ness cause of leavins.—Box 9,164, Thz Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
YOUNG Man, enthusiastic motor cyclist, wanted, as

sales agent by well-known firm of runabout makers

;

unique opportunity for the right man.—Bos 9,195, The
Motor Cycle Olfieea, Coventry.

MOTOR Cycle Mechanic, second in charge workshop

:

good wages, eon.-;tant job; only first-class applicantr;

ronsidered : foreigT with factory experience preferred

;

Dublin.—No. 9,138. lae Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

PREMIUM Apprentice required by manufacturers in

London of motor engines, also motor cycles com-
plete: moderate premium; good opportunity of learning
the trade through3ut-—Apply, Bos L5,248, The Motor
Cycle OiEces, 20. Tudor St., E.G.

SITUATIONS WANTED,
MOTOR Cyclist, commercial, now working newspaper

publicity, would enjoy pushing good iiir>tnr or cycle

line.—R-J.O.. 130. Brixton Rd-, London, SW.

INSURANCE.
OBTAIN Particulars of A-C-U., Lloyds, A.A. in

snrances ii^sued by Bass. Insurance Broker, Bit^hop's

Stortford.

ADVICE on Insurance; premiums from 20/-.—Fred
Cawood, 16, Change Alley, Sheffield, and 32. Royal

Exchange, City Sq., Leeds-

WANTED.
WANTED, a 1911 model E. Douglas for cash--3a,

Britlge St-. Cambridge.

WANTED, Lady^a eecond-hand motor cycle, in good
condition.—Kerruish. 52. Bold St.. Liverpool.

WANTED, sidecar, good make, quick fit joints.—
Lowest price to 84. Gainsbro* Grove, Neweastle-

COWET Speedometer, perfect order, to fit 1911 Tri-

umph.—Fitzgerald, 6, Salmon Terrace, South
Shields.

5 to 8h.p. Twin Engine, condition no object ; cheap
for cash.—Box 9,187, The Motor Cycle Office;

Coventry-

WANTED, magneto motor cycle, in exchange for a
12 guinea liigh grade 3-speed gent's push cycle

and little i_Q«h, one requiring small repaira not objected
to-—12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sussex.

IN THE

NEW YEAR
Get the nabit
of writing to
or calling at

X X X X X X

THE HOUSE
Where YOU
Are Sure To
SEE WHAT
YOU WANT

And
WANT What
YOU SEE.

We have iarge
contracts for

early deliveries

of—
P. & M. A.C. SOCIABLE.

NEW HUDSON 3-SPEED.
TRIUMPH CLUTCH MODEL.

BRADBURY CLUTCH and 2-SPEEDS.
RUDGE CL'IitGH and 2-SPEEDS.

ZENITH GRADUA, 3} and 6 H.P.

KiOTOSACOCH E. A.J.S., 2i and 5 H.P. MODELS
CLYNOS, 5 H.P., and

SIDECARS OF ALL BEST MAKES.

ASK FOR OUR
100 PAGE
ACCESSORY

LIST.

FULL OF THE
GOODS ALL
MOTOR
CYCLISTS
REQUIRE.

TORPEDO SPARE PETROL
TANK.

Fits on top tube of frame, suits

any. Useful for London-
Exeter Trials.

Quart 6/- J-Gal. 8/-

NMtfiMPS FOROlD
1000

rgia Models Now Ready. looo ft. :

Sets complete . . ;
»S/e :

Your old lamp taken in part payment.

TAYLOR'S ARCTIC JACKETS.

D.B. frieze lined fleece, wind
cuffs, excellent wearing quality,

from stock or to measure .

.

27/6 and 33/8

Stout quality mackintosh suits,

very durable, double breasted,

wind cuffs, separate legs, com-
plete . . 25/6

North Road tronser overalls,

with scat, splendid quality, 21 /-

Without seat <3/6

North Road double texture

jackets, very tough 24/-

ASBESTOL HORSE-HIDE
GLOVES.

Lined, fingers and laced wrists, 5/9.

Ditto, wool wrists, 6/6.
Ditto, finger and thumb only, 7/6.

Ditto, long gauntlets, 10/6.

Guaranteed to stand heat, steam,

water, and washing.

TAYLOR'S HANDLE-BAR SHIELDS
cover all control levers and completely
protect hands.

Best leather lined fur 22/6 pair,

,, mackintosh hned fur 15/6 „
Durable mackintosh hned doth . . . . 9/6 „
Write for a copy ol

TAYLOR'S TYRE TABLES.
Full of useful information.

The new tyi2 prices ot all Tyres in all sizes and
weights. Saves money every time Tyres are

renewed.

H. TAYLOR
REX AGENTS fOK SPARE PARTS.
HOME AGENTS FOR CEYLON
MOTOR CYCLING CXUB,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,
LONDON, W.C.

'Phone; Wires:
Central 10957. " Dynametro, London."

& CO.,

A56 In answerina these advertisc-menis it is 'desirahle to mention "The Molar Cycle.'
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rAXTols BEDELIA
TORREDO TWO-SEATER

WINNER [TaIsH interna-
tional HILL CLIMB m France

December 17th, 1911.

The BEDELIA is V\e original DUOCAR. First

in 1909, foremcst ever since.

WANTED.
WANTED, powerful twin, low built, magneto, 1908

or 1909; approval, deposit. — T. A. Morris,
Bourne.

PERFECT N.S.U. Gear, for N-S-U. adjustable pulley
preferred ; deposit system.—S elby, Hazelmere, Brom-

ley, Keut.

PHANOMOBILE "Wanted, 2-5euter, gmnl nit^fir.—Full
particulars, letter only. R. Lee. 4, Murtiueuu Rd..

LnndoD. N
WANTED, a few 2-*;pped RexGJi, in part payment for

new 1912 Bradburys-—Collierd' Aloturies, Wcot-
gate, Halifax.

A Good Magneto Motor Cyelo fur immediate cm.'jIi :

price must be low.—Apply, Nye'e. 138, Gray's Inn
Rd., Holborn. London.

WANTED, tbree new 1912 free pnifiiie Triumphs;
lowest price for easli.—Apply. S- Smitli, 72.

Albert Rd., Colne. Lanes.

SPEEDOMRTER, for Douglao. perfoct condition;
spot cash : approval-—I'Qrticulurs to l''urucs3, Oe-

borne House, Atherj^tone.

MILLFORD or Montgomery Sidecar, 191] pattern,
wauted: give tull partir-ulars, state lowest price.—

Woods, Aabpark, Carrick-on-Suir.

TO the Trade.-Wanted. 1912 Douglas. Endge, Zeniths,
Clyno, Bat-Jap. all models; dtute best cash tiirma

and date delivery.—HitL-Uens. Ltd-, Morecambe-

WANTED, 2 or fl-cyl. eogim'. to suit small car. mag
neto preferred : also radiator, pump, etc- ; stait

lowest price.-Heath, Winwici; R<1., Warrington-

RUDGE. 1911, free engine, perfect order, Tvith or
without sidecar: £35, or under.—I'articulars, 1-

Hnpwood, 2, Beaufort Rd-, Stourw^od, Bournemouth-

P.
and M.. Scott, Douglas, Triuuipli.—Harroda, Ltd

.

are anxious to buy more of tliese mokea from
lu'ents who can spare thein—Reply. Harrods. Lid. New
iLtor Showrooms iCadogan Rooms), Ba^il St.. S W.

WANTED, motor cycle. 1911 or 1912. 6-8b.p. 2
or 3 =peed^. i^ith or witlioiit sidBCar, and cash.

in esf'hange for 2-8eater car, 16b. p.. mas^nclo. Stepacy.
liood. si-reen, lamp^. etc.. or sell. £90.—Bos, No. 9,154.
The M"tor Cycle Offices, Coventry

WANTED. 50 cood second-liand mngueto machined,
for fpot cash, or w<^ will accept saiue in part pay-

ueut for new 1912 models; all leading mates' in stock

-

LMid all particulars witn lowe*t price to Cordinplcy, The
Motor Cycle Mart. Haslingden, Lanca. Tel.: 2T

TO Traders and others.— Wanted to buy, for cash, 1912
P. and M-'s £60; Sirtt> 10% oti list: Triimiplj-.

j% above cost ; Mor-an ninaDOUt*. 10% ofl list; al-o
nougla;*. Rudge-Wiiitworth, Zeniths, nnd Clynof at satiB-
cai tory discount over cost; &tute delivery.— Kitchen's,
Morecambe

WANTED. 100 motor cycles, to sell on commission
of 5%. including garage nnd cleaning; cash ad-

aaces made at all times: large demand and good sh.iw-
rooms; prompt payment guaranteed : bankers' refer-
ices supplied.—Hi^hen'3 Motor Exchange Co-, Ltd-,
uston Rd., Morecambe

EXCHANGE.
r ADY'S and Gent's Cycles, new, for motor cycle, or
^ sell £14.-10. Fonlds St.. Harrowford, Lanca-

10 3?h.p. Quadraot Engine- £5/10, or would ex-
change for ff.>oa sidecar.- Uower. Halkirk, Caith-19

Others may be Good,

BUT

TheGARHER

Remember ! Order your B delia early to avoid

disaPfOintmsnt.

Bede<ia Tyres.
By placing; a contract, we can supply a Michelin

tyre for Eedelia cars at 19/6.

Illustrat d Catalogue free.

Sole C oncessio inaires :

L. N. PALMER & CO.,
9a, Trevelyan Road,

Merlon Tram Terminus,

footing.
Telegrams :

" Palmer's Garage, Tooling
'Piione : 203 Slreitham.

IMMEDIATE DEHI^ERIES.

EASY P'AYIViENTS.

Motor cycles taken in part pay.nent.

6 b, p. Aster Engine, excellent order, exchange 6b,

p

Fafnir, 2-cyl., oi eetl, £14.—Jackson. New Rd..
KendaL

NEW 50 Guinea Upright Iron Grand Piano, for 1911
rjumpn. or similar make.-Haydn Burditt, Dei*-

borough.

K-61i.p. Twin Rex Tricar, new tyres, h.b.c, free engine.
t^ ! ji"d starting, etc; £18, offers—27. Bryn Ud..
Aherkenflff.

Ri;S, M, del de Luxe, twin tyros, clutch, perfect order,
fnr tricar or grnaU car.—Rendell. Pembury, Tua-

hridtre Wells.

3ib.p Eex Engine, thorough good order, for new or
4 gotKi rJeioud-haod magneto, suit fljh.p. twin

ilinerva.— Endersen. Tralee.

EXCHANGE 4-cyL F.N., magneto, good condition,
fftr siajrle-ryl., magneto, kuoicn make, or selL -.i.6.

—Shurey. Gt Knollyn St.. Reading.

EXCHANGE youV present mouiit for a new 1912
model ; best deliverie.^; largest allowances.—Maudes'.

136. Great Portland St.. London. W.

i]>ilh.p. Humber. chain drive, good tyres, in running
'^4 order: exchange for 1912 carburetter and mag-
iictn. suitable for 2ih.p. Ariel.—\Yood Bros-, Wellgate,
Clithcroe.

T Qll N'ew Tourlet and 2-=peed Rexe:^ for other makes-
J-«/ Send particulars of vour mm-liinc and receive our
-urprise quotation per return.—Motor Exchange, West-
^'ate. Halifax-

CASH given for magneto motor cycles, or allowed in

p-irt exchange for new macbine; hi?he5t value

1,'iven.—Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248, Bishops-
gate. London. E.C-

ERARD Grand Piano, pplendld condition, offered In

'exchance for motor cycle to take sidecar, free en-

gine, maenetc—Particulars. Sebley. 4. Criterion Build-

ings, Croufb End. N".

IS

The BEST

M.C. ALARM.

ORDER ONE AT ONCE
FOR YOUR 1912

MACHINE.

FITS ANY SIZE OF EXHAUST
PIPE.

First-class English

Job,
and

Tito Price is Right.

Nickel Plated .^ .. .. 12/6

Post free, 12/11

Dull Black Plated 13/6

Post free, 13/11

Write us for Literature

—

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
MOSELEY MOTOR WORKS,

TelmoniB- BIRIVilNGHAM
•lierendable. MoMley." Dl ril»llll«nMITI.

'Phones—South 8 (2 lines).

Showrooms: 78, New St., Birmingham.

London Sfockists

—

The Service Co., 292, l-lulbom. W.C,
Bransom, Kent & Co,, Great Eastern Street.

C. Lohmanh, Great Eastern Street,

Brown Bros,, Ltd,, Great Eastern Street,

In answering these adverliiemettts it is desaaUe to mail'wn " I'lM Motor Cycle'. *57
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•The
Straight

Firm." A 'The
Straight

Firm."

SATISFACTION
.-. CERTAIN .-.

in all dealings with

GODFREY

&

APPLEBEE
Whether yonr purchase
is a new or a second-
band machine.

Every monnt sold is
gaaranteed.

No doctored or patched-
np motor cycles.

Early deliveries of all

the leading 1912 models.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE gent's Resal cycle, vciy good condition,

. new maliogany liornli^ss £4/4 fj-Jiimophone, ior 3^
h.p. magneto motor cycle, cash adju^tiiicut.—B. Winiip,
fislmionger, Luton, Beds. •

/

CAMEKAS taken in exchange fnr new motor cycles
of any make, or ive supply cauRTiL-i and tuke your

motor cycle in payment :' write u^.—Telia Camera Co.,
£8. Hich Holborn, W.C.

EXCHANGE Magnificent Upiiiiht Iron Grand Piano.
perfect instrument, cost £60, 20 yoars' warrauty,

for modern magneto motor bike,
70. Verdori St., Sheffield.

'gODFREE & APPLEBEE, ltd.,]
' Sole Agents for Scott and Trump-J.A.P.
Special Agents for Indian, Bradbury,

and Zenith.

208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.
Telegrams : " Gofrabike, London."
Telephone No. : Mayiair 4.350.

value £30.—Hawding

EXCHANGE 15 Hands Driving
quiet, etylish, and fast.

IMare, 5 years, eonnd,
. . and 5-spoed Enfield

bicycle, for new lishtweiglit motor bicycle. New Hudson
or Douglas H. preferred-—Sauudcr=, iJromure, Eiikcud-
briglit.

REPAIRERS.
"pRElIIER Motor Co. for all rcpairs-

PREMIER Motor Co. for Antoine parts.-Aston Rd-,
Birmingham.

ANTOINE" Cylinder?, Pidon.s, etc.: prompt delivery.—
Premier Motor "Co-, Aston Rd., Birmingham.

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pi.stons

fitted, 24/-: oldest "engines restored to highest
vitality.—Premier Motor. Birmingham.

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated ; irreproach-
able work; quotations free for all repairs--^Pre-

mier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd-, Birmingham.

HITTALL, Leading Repairers.-Contractors to WarW Office,

ryHITTALL, Welding Experts-

W HITTALL for reboring
iug, rebushing; old

N°

THE STEADY STRIDE,
Without respite,

Like rising tide,

Precedes Fluxite.

Egsential in every Toolkit Is

FLUXITE
the paste flux that

SimpliflGS Solderiiig
Anyone can use it The practical man wlll^ have

FLUXITE.
Of Ironmongers, etc., in Gd., 1/-, and 2/- Tins.

T"^ "FLUXITE" SOLDERING SET
contains a detachable soldering iron with ventilated

metal handle, a pocket soldermg lamp, solder, Fluxile,

etc. A compact, serviceable set, with which ordinary
soldering work can be done by anyone.

Price 4-/6. Sample set, post paid, 4-/9,

— AUTO CONTROUUER CQ., —
210y Vienna. Road, Bermondsey, S.E.

Pianges, crank cases,

mcc^Jasful

in aluminium; work returned inside 7 days

and new pistons; overhaul
engines made new ; frame

alterations; lowest prices, consistent with perfect work-
ship : estimates free ; absolute promptness ; repairs
guaranteed.-Whittall Machinists Co-, 27, Whittall St..

Birmingham.

OT a single complaint the whoic season speaks for

itself, doesn't it-—Criterion Co., Below.

SPEED.—Cylinders ground, and pistons fitted complete,
18/6, inclusive. All repairs and replacements send

to Criterion Motor Co.. Criterion Mews, Upper HoUoway,
London, N.

VALVES.—Nickel ptee! valves, any size, 3/6; per pair

6/-.—Cardigan Motor, Co., Kiikatall Rd-, Leeds.

HtJBBARDS for motor and motor cycle tyre repairs
and extra bande.-The Hubbard Tyre Co., Ilford,

MACHINES thoroughly overhauled and tuned up
from 15/- inclusive-- Godfrees. 124. Romford Rd.,

Stratford.

CRACKED Cylinders, etc... of motors successfully re-

paired by Lea's metallurgical process. — Lea and
Son. Engineers, Runcorn.

"YIELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, iron and ahi-

and maeliined ; crackedminium cases repaired
valve seatings a speciality.

/COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-ground [guaranteed to
*--.' OOlin.), new pistons fitted, complete, ralves,

bushings, engines completely overhauled.

QCORED Cylinders filled in and re-ground to existing
*w pi!^tJns; compression restored--West London Weld-
ing Co-, Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel-: 536.

TLINDERS Bore J, new pistons, rings, valves, in
fact, all parts for replaceuaent.—Aneott, Key Hill

Drive, Hockley, Birmingham..

RITSEL Cast-iron Headed Valves, any ensine, 3/9;
nickel steel, 4/6; despatched same day-—Broad-

hurst, Staflord St.. Leicester-

welding, machining,
tube bending.—Wat

-

N.

PLANO-CONVEX Lenses project a beam of light

straight ahead; 24in.-3iin., 1/9; 4in., 2/6; 4iin.,

3'-.—Payne. Metehley Lane.

C^

MIDDLFTON'S.-For repairs,

overhauling, twi-ted frames,
3on St., Newington Green, London,

Harborne.

Works, Bristol.-Our speci-
cylinders, fitting new

We are giving great satis-

KINGSWOOD EngineeriuL
ality, re-boring and grindini

pistons and rings, from 24/--

faction.

T.A.C. Repairs and Parts.—Early models brought up-
to-date, fitted with new improved 1911 engme

:

£25; estimates free.—H-K. Dcpt., Oakley AYorks, South-
tield Rd., Aeton. W.

FULHAM Motor and Engineering Co. Petcrbcrougli

Rd., Parr^on's .Green.—Lock up garages; repairs of

every description, cur or motor cycle ; accumulators
charged on premises.—Call or 'Phone. Putney 1056.

MAGNETO. Coil, and Accumulator Repairs; every

type of magneto repaired and guaranteed at lowest

prices in 2 days; 4-cyI- P-N- magneto repairs a" speciality

;

re-magnptisihg, 3/6.—Fellows, 26). Clarges St., Mayfair 1

CCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power; cylinders
rebored and new pistons fitted; guaranteed fit,

4-l.OOOin-. bears 13 stone on pedal ; write for list.—

;

Gradior Machine Co.. Compression Specialists, Stafford. ,

Repairs Dept, Highbury Barn, N. — 4-cyl.

clutches: wo. covers, from 25/6: magneto guards.
4/-; speed gears; front wheel stands, 6/-; exhauet
whistles: magneto repairs. Trade machine work and I

general repairs. Estimates and lists freQ. I

1912 1VIODELSI
are booking up fast. Order now to secure

Early Delivery.
SOLE BIRMINGHAM AGENT FOR

C k Y N O S .

Tlie Machine for Sidecar Work. Orders- musli
be placed at once for delivery before April,]

Wholesale or retail District Agent foiHUM BERS.
I specialise in these machines. The 3}- two-
speed model is undoubtedly the best value in'

the trade. The T.T. Twin is the fastest ini

the world of its size. Prices from £37 to £52i|

SOLE DISTRICT AGENT for

TRIUMPHS. BRADBURYS. ZENITHS.
ENFIELDS. JAMES. ALLDAYS.
A.J.S. NEW HUDSONS. SINGERS. J
ARIELS. TRUMP-J.A.P. REX-J.A.P.

Deliveries Guaranteed for January.'
jAny Motor Cycle Supplied. :

Demonstrations and Exchanges ATrangcd.-, ';

MONTGOMERY & CANOELET SIDECABS'
IN STOCK.

A FEW SPECIAL BARGAINS.
1910 DOUGLAS, new condition £25
1911 DOUGLAS, two-speed model ^£35 i]

1911 BRADBURY, T.T. model, very fast £35 01

loii NUMBER, two-speed, excellent order £37 10:

iQi I HUMBER, 3j pedal model, as new '.£32 0!

1911 NUMBER, 2 h.p. Lightweight £27- t(l|

19 II ENFIELD, 2i, chain drive, shop soiled £35 Q
1911 ARIEL, 3*, brand new £37 10

19 1 1 JAMES, T.T. model, KempshaUs £32 Oi

1910 ENFIELD, splendid condition £25
IQ09 TRIUMPH, ^i standard model £27 1)

Others from £12 IO3. to £45.

P. J. EVANS,
nnOTOR DEPOT,

SPARKHILL, BIRMIINK3HAM.
Telephone: 13, Victoria.

DON'T FORGET
The Best Source
in Britain for . .

1912
SCOTTS
TRIUmPHS
DOUGLAS
ZENITHS
and
ENFIELDS

ER[g S. MYERS,
"NO WORRY" DEPOT,

BRADFORD.

F^i,
*?*•*&

A5S In answerina these advei-tisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle."
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H.A.L.
HAVE THE FOLLOWINB WIACHINES IN STOCK

FOR IMlVIEDIATE DELIVERY.

NEW MACHINES.
RUDGE, 3j h.p., dutch model £55
BRADBURY, 1912, }i h.p., 2-speed model £55
BRADBURY, 3} h.p., standard modej £48
ARNO, 1912,- T.T. model £45
H.A.L., 3i h.p., Peugeot engine, shop-soiled . . £40
MOTO-REVE, 1910, 2j h.p., £42 model, shop-

soiled £30
MOTO-REVE, 1911,2 h.p,, single 27and36Gn$.
MOTO-REVE, 1911, 2 h.p., single, shop-soiled £25
SIDECARS from 5 Gns.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
BAT, 1911, 8 h.p., with art cane sidecar £50
INDIAN, igii, 7 h.p., free engine £45
ZENITH-GRADUA, 1911, 3i h.p., splendid con-

dition £42
INDIAN, 191 1, 5 h.p., free engine £40
TRIUMPH, jglo, 3J h.p., free engine £38
MINERVA, 1910, Ardennes model, 2-speed, mag-

neto, with sidecar £40
P. & M., 1909, 3i h.p., with 2-speed gear, and

sidecar £38
KERRY-ABINGDON, 1911, 3i h.p., with sidecar £36
BRADBUkY, 1910, 3! h.p., 2-spccd gear £35
BRADBURY, 1911, T.T. model, splendid con-

dition £35
HUMBER, 1909, "3i h.p., 2-speed, magneto,

with sidecar £34
REX, 1910, 7 h.p.. Speed King £32
ARNO, rgii, 3J h.p., as new £32
PREMIER, 19:0, 3} h.p., splendid condition .. £30
A.S.L., 1916, 3i h.p., good condition £28
DOUGLAS, 1910, 2j h.p £25
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3j h.p., magneto £22
BROWN, 1908, powerful, low built, magneto . . £20

• HANDLE-BAwS.—Triumph and other patterns,
new, I'm. and lin. stem ; 5/-.

Large stock of BELTS, HORNS, LAMPS, and all

Accessories.

HOLBORN AUTOCHANGE. Ltd.,
100, Hl^'h Holborn, W.C.

Telephone, 3010 City. (Opposite Holborn Empire.)

H
MISCELLANEOUS.

GODS and Screens for sidecars from 47(6.—FN.
Rc'paire Dept-, Highbury Barn, N.

ANTOINE Crank Case, flywheels, piston rod, pulley,
etc.: 16K— 1, Western Av., Burnley.

3iIN. Screw-rutting Lathe, 3 feet gap bed; £5; list

2 L. free.—Patrick, Oxford St., Leeds.

COVEES—Special calico, from 10 by 61t.. 3/2.—
Moore, Lauderdale Buildings. Aldersgate, London.

AEON Clutch, Colonial model, hardly used; 57/6;
suits 1911 Trimuph.—Walker, Church Lane, Liver-

X
THE BREAT SCOTTISH

HOUSE
of Rossleig-h, Limited,

IS NO^ BOOKING FOR EARLY
DELIVERY THE FOLLOWING
MOTOR CYCLES.
DELIVERY DATES GUARANTEED.

Agencies for

EDINBURGH & DISTRICT.
Triumph. Ciyno. Number.
Scott. Matchless. New Hudson.

Millford Sidecars.

Agencies for

GLASGOW &
>> Douglas. Zenith.

Scott.

Clyno.

M
pool.

TRANSFERS^/- dozen. lining 1/6, lesistration num-
bers 1/-.—Eumbold Transfers, 52, Green St., Forest

Gate-

i^'^UAM'^S. £2/10: wheels, 17/6 pair; complete spring
J- fork. 30/-; iilQstrated copyright list free.— Millard,
Belvedere.

"

WARM Lined Black I/eather Knickere, almost new;
10/-: pair electric side lamp:?, 10/-; approval.—

Torrenfl, Toufjlial.

DYNAMO. 16 volts, 16/-- PH. lamp, generator. 7/-;
wanted, lin. Watawata or Wliittle--371, King St-,

Sirhowy, Tredegar.

ANTOINE and Keiecom Cylinders, crana cases, timing
wlieeis, and all parts from stock.—Crypto Co-, 14,

Murtiiiier St-. W
TRY Aslatt Tyre Stopping: none better; 1/1'.. post

free— Aslatt Company, 52, Bullar Rd., Bitterne
Park. SoLitliampton.

DOWNWARD Foot -Pressure lifts machine on kick-
up stand : 12/6 ; fits any make; approval-—F.N.

Repairs Dept., Highbury Barn, N.

0/?x2l Loiiiax Non-.skid Band, new, 16/6; 6h.p.
f^ 'J Antoine engine, new cylinder, piston, £6 ; or
exchange.— 17, Peel St., Accrington.

Iilbp. Minen'a Engine, pulley, eilencer. surface car-
4 bnretter. and tank combined, oil pump ; 50/-.—

Nowell. 106, St. Stephen's Rd.. Preston.

LATHE. 5in. centres. 5ft. bed. with tool^, £6; also
tool cabinet, with t i<U tor woodwc rk, £4; soon any

time.— 56, Leigham Court Rd.. Streathnm-

LOOivI— 1912 motor cycles from £27, complete;
frame.'i, tanks, wheels, alterations, etc : list per

return.—J^irkiand and Co.. Deansgate, Bolton.

LOMAX 26in X2jin. Band, done 40 miles. 17/6:
pair new canvas legging.s. leather lined, small and

shapely. 6/6.—Truscctt, M on s Hotel, Li-^keard.

MAUDES' for anything in the accessory line; prices
rock b' ttom- Note a^few very .•^pei-ial lines below;

all on arproval; money refunded if not satisfactory.

HANDLK-BARS.-Long handle-bars, stout gauge,
bo-rt plated; straight 5/6. oroppcd 6/6; approval.

SILENCERS. —Silent silencers, no back pressure, suit
up to 6ii.p engines; our price 3/3: approvul,

BELTING.—Rubber and canvas belting. Note our
prices: Jin- 8d. fx., Jin. lOd., lin. lid. per It.; ap'

proval.

COILS.—Special CA-V- high-speed trembler coils,
guaranteed 12 months; our price 12/-; approval-

WATCHES —Handle-bir watches, with clips, guaran-
ti^ed. 3/9: Kuntll rubber handle grips, our price

l/l D'-T pair; approval.

FOOTRESTS. nintod end^. rubber covered, very strong,
fit any machine; 3/6 per pair; approval.

CARRIERS.—Tubular carriers, extra strong, enomelled,
complete with clips; 4/6: approval-

LAMPS. — Rushmore pattern searchlights, divided
glasses. 4i.in. face, separate generator; complete,

12/6 : approval.

MAGNT^TOa.—Good allowances on coil and accumu-
lator pets for Bosch latest 1912 watertight mag-

netos; allowances on other magnetos. i

BELTING.-Lyso belt, lin. 2/4 I 2/1, { 1/9 per foot;
'

4d. a foot allowed on old belts.

DISTRICT,
New Hudson.

Matchless P. & M.
Millford Sidecars.

Agencies for

ABERDEEN & DISTRICT.
b Douglas and New Hudson.

ylROSSLEIGH, LIMITED,
fsCOTLAND'S LARGEST MOTOR DEALERS.

EDINBURGH.—32, Shandwick Place.

1, York Buildings.

49, South Clerk Street.

GLASGOW.—250, Buchanan Street.

ABERDEEN.—383, Union Street.

In answer'uKj the.

s I'RTNG Forks, Matchless attachments, all new;
price 12/6 per pair-

M

ACCUMTJLATORS.-Fuller 20 amp. hour accumu-
lators, 17/6: 8/6 allowed on old accumulator.

TOOL KITS—Special offer of tool kits, to^la. includ-
ing King Dick spanner and belt punch, B.S A.

spanner, screw-driver, file, pliers, set hex spanner.-,
centre punch, lO-way spanner, tyre lever, and screw-
driver, complete in best qualitv leather toolbag; 12/9:
trv one on approval.

HORNS.—Triumph pattern. 4/6: 2-note. 5/6: 3-Dote,
6'9: Tolicr. 6/6: post or bugle horn, 10/-; Serpen-

tine, with du-^t screen. 7/o.

ArJDKS' Motor Mart (the Cheap Shop), 136, Great
Portland St.. London. W.

OAA- S^** -244. .244, Stepped Piston Ilini;^
,/Wtttrfit 84mm. Triumph (after slight wear) dead:
al-o 85mm-: 2/ each. Gradior Machine Co-. Staff'. rd.

NEW Harvey-Frost Baby Vulcaniser. £3/10: Mabon
clutch, fits Rex, 35/-: new rim brake. 5/6: twin

Rex frame, 52/6: 3h.p. Steven.^ engine. £2/15: high
ten-ion magneto. 21/-.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax.

W/ATERPROOF Motor Suitfi, double texture and oil-

Vt skin, complete, 21/-; trouser fronted overalls,

12/6; accidents to our waterproofci .aused througb riding
repaired free-—Para Rubber Co-, waterproof specialist.^.

John Bright St., Birmingham.

•>a advertisements it is desiroLla tn mention " The. lifolor Cycle."

Any 1912

MOTOR CYCLE
supplied for CASH,
by EXCHANGE or on

EASY PAYMENTS.
Early delivery guaranteed.

Phone—" Mayfair 5767."

Castings of
CYLINDERS,

PISTONS. RINGS,
BUSHES. Etc..

for REPAIRS.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,

BIRMIiMGHAM.

THE. "SINKS" S I L, E N C E R.
This celebrated Silencer can
now be obtained tor Motor
Cycles. Pri:e 25/-
Always sent on approial.

^'JfSiSti'^SUii No small holes. Cannot
choke. No back pressure.

No noise. More power. Pre-
vents heating.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Phoenix Works, ECCLES.

A59
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The most important point
to be borne in mind when buying a second-
li;mti motor cycle, is that unless the machine
'': in perfect order you will llnd yourself

faced witti the alternative
of either ridint: a machine in an unsatisfactory
condition, ormaking^ repairs and replacements,
which will bring the total cost up to an
amount you did not anticipate, and have
probably not provided for. This would make
your purchase a very questionable bargain.

You can ensure satisfaction
by entrusting us with your order. We
minutely overhaul every second-hand machine
we offer for sale, and are, therefore, in a
position to guarantee their condition.

May we send you our list ?

eastern"'garage.
4IS

FOREST GATE, E.

'Phone : 10 Stratford.

'Grams : Egaraco, London.

SIEMENS
20/-

Non-trembler Coil and Battery.

SIEMENS-OBACH

DRY BATTERY
IGNITION.

23/-
Trembler Coil and Battery.

WOOLWICH.

MISCELLANEOUS.
EXHAUST Whistl.?. brand new, 3/9; Jones ppecdo-

moter. perfect, £2; Lueas Kins' of the Road head-
Ihght. complete, 30/-.— \\. oones, 64, Khosddu Ed.,
Wrexham.

31.b.p. V\'ater-cooled White anil Poppe Engine, £4/10;
2 2-=peed sear box, for handle starting. £1/10.—

:tamford Hill Motor Co., 128. High Rd., S. Tottcnliam.
Phoue: 19&2.

PISTON Rings 9d-, valves 2!-, postage extra; specially
made to order; material, accuracy, and qnicl;

'lespotcJi guaranteed.—W. E. i'oole, Grove Lane, Hauds-
wortii, Birmingbam.

CLEARANCE Sale.-Large stock new tyres, belt?,
lamps, toolbags- tools, to be cleared; send a p.c for

what you want, and I will quote per return.—Reg. Sam-
•ion, Ladywood Rd-^ Eirmingham-

EVERYTHING Made in Tank^." radiators, bonnets,
. and wings-exeopt a fortune —A- I'hiilip^, 150 and

152, Soutliwark I'ark Rd.. Bermond;-:ey. Ji^namelliug and
oxy-acetylene welding at 112, Lynton Ed.. S.E.

LAMP, Kerry searchlight and generator, never been
used, list price 26/- ; - Lvcett's special B toolbag,

itted 2 interior boxes, new. in May last;.what offers?—
,'o. L5,247, The Motor ^ycLe Officas, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

RUSHMORE Pattern Gin. Mirror Lens Swivel Car
Searchlight, with bracket and separate generator,

jeen used on fast sidecar combination: 35/-, or nearest.
-Hall. 67, Wimborne Ed., Winton, Eoiunemoutb,

^ULLEYS for any motor. De Dion, M.M.C., 6/6; An-
-i- toine. Rex, N.S.U., Brown's, 5/6; Triumph, Pen-
eot, Sarolea, Minerva, Fal'nir, Kerry-Abingdon 4/9

:

viotosacocbe, 4/-; plated, guaranteed; carriage paid.—

J

.'erkins. High Ed., Leyton. London.

rHE Eagle Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 1 Shep-
herd's Bush Ed., undertake the building of com-

ilete machined or any part^ to customers' own designs
lid requirements; expert advice and quotations given
ree; repaiis to motor cycles a speciality.

LAMPS--Best allowances given for old lamps in part
exchange for new. We are the cliief agents for the

L-'.E.S. and Magneto Voltalite; large stock of Lucas,
?. and H-, and Solar lamps; special ofl!er, Service mirror
ens lamp, with generator, 17/6.—The Service Co., Ltd-,
:92 and 293, High Hulborii, W.C-

PERFECTLY New Difierontial Back Axle, 3ft. 9in.,
suit any drive, 50/-; front axle, 26X2-i wheels,

brake?, and steering, 35/-: 2^h.p. De iJion pattern en-
gine, good condition. 30/-: J.A.P. automatic carburetter,
1911. 3 jets, little used, 25/-; Amac carouretter, h-b-c,
15/-; two 30x2 Peter Union tyres, unused, 7/6 each;
or exchange 26x2i good tyres and detachable tubes, lin
\VhittIe-—Lister, St. Ann's Ed., Eotherham

DO Not Discard your old engine, but have it made
equal to new with our extensive up-to-date plant

;

engines re-bushed witji bronze from 12/-: cylinders re-

bored and ground from 6/6; pistjns, new, from 5/6;
rings, 9d. : connecting rods from 7/6; valves, inlet, from
176; exhaust. 2/6; pulleys supplied from 3/6; any part
appertainimr to cycle or car made to sketch or pattern:
accuracy gnaranteed; quotationfl by leturn.—East Lou-
don Engineering Works, 527, High Ed., Leytonstone.

STEWART- Speedometer, for 870 wheel, £2: Sh.p
De Dion engine, cylinder cracked, carburetter, coil,

silencer, pump, and water tank, £10: frame of above
car, wheels, and steeriug, £2; 2-+:peed and reverse De
Dion gear box. £5/10: small gear box, 2-speed, metal-to-,
metal clutches, not quite complete, gcod order. 15/-; large
pair C springs, 5/-; differential- and cog wheels 4 h.p.
De Dion. 15/-; bucket seat and cushion, coach-built.
5/-; flat radiator for tricar^ 5/-.—D. Jones, 73, Calverley
Rd., Tunbridge Wells.

ANGLIAN 2-epecd Tricar Gear, fitted Chater 5a
frame,. £5; 11 feet ^in.Xiin. Reuolds chaiu, new,.

12/6; Brooks BlOO, 7/6; adjustable forecar, wicker,
basket, good condition, 25/-: pair brass tricar lamps
and generator, 20/-; new 26in.x2in. Du-ilop tyre and
tube, 12/6: 26x2 front wheel, 4/6: 85x85 Kelecom
cylinder, piston, and flywheels, 25/-; 3 nickel steel
valves, 7/6 ; 2ih.p. Clement-Garrard motor cycle, com-
plete with S-speed gear, good condition, £6/10.—Hamil-
ton, 116. Almada St.. Hamilton.

DA2 Leather Magneto Covers, 2/6; Oilskin overalls,
3/11: front wheel stand, 7/6; Stanley belt hooks,

4id. : Eadiolene. 9d. ; Bosch plugs, 2/9; Bowden triple
levers, 8/6; Bowden double levers, 5/9; B.B- jets, 2/3 a
ease; compression taps. 8d. : Roni burners, 6id. ; 2-way
switches, 1/3; I Whittle belting, 3/1 foot; I Ly.>=o belt-
n-, 1/7 foot; I Dunlop belting, 2/3 foot; Stanley belt
fasteners, 10;d. : Abingdon belt punches, 1/3; contact
breakers, 3/3; Patcliquick outfits, lOid.; sidecars frouj
£5/10 : number plates, 7d. : footrests, 4/6 pair: foot
boards, 7/- pair; h.b. magneto controls. 8/6: mudguards.
3in- wide, 2/6 pair : mudguards, 4in- wide, 3/9 pair

;

handle-bare, 5 patterns. 5/6 to S'lO: motor cycle lamp-^.
15 patterns, from 11/-; beaded belt rims," any size.
5/6; swan-neck seat pins, 3/9; spring seat pins, _u/o:
drip feed lubricators, 5/3; double texture waterproof
-nits. 26/3; double texture overalls, 8/6; double breasted
cilekiu .jackets, 6/9; tanks made to order from 13/6:
<ei.ond-hand motor bicycles,. £5/10 to £40; 26x2i-' steel-

studded covers, 35/-; belt rim brakes. 15/6: domed valvt-

cat '^'2: enamelling, plating, repairs, pulleys, made ti.

uuy partem. Catalogue out of print; new enlarged edi-
tion ready January.—M.C. Dept., Metropolitan Machin-
ists Co., Ltd.. 248, Bishopsgate, London, E.G.

SPHINX
markB-II

StGuked by

nil Agents and

Garages
.

thvougliLut

iho

KHigdom.
Makers :

The SPHINX Mfg. Co., Bradford St, BIRMINGHAM.

NYE'S
Important Notice.

After January i, 1912, our ONLY ADDRESS"
wiU be 16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD, LONDON, adjoining the Totten-
ham and Euston Roads, and nearly opposite
Oetzmann's. Trams and motor 'buses pass the
door, and the Tube Station is one minute's walk.

Owiug to our rapidly increasing business, Nye's
have been compelled to take these much larger

and most central showrooms. In consequence,
Nye's have a large stock of

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

to dispose of ^ VERY LOW RATES. See
small advertisements. List and exchange teems free,

Nye's for early delivery of

1912 MACHINES.
Book now for ZENITHS, DOUGLAS (in stock),

BRADBURYS, B.S.A., CLYNO, MATCHLESS,
HUMBERS, BEDELIAS, etc., etc.

Nye's Exchange Terms are unequalled. Ouo-
tations by return of post.

.Nye's also supply New Machines on Easy Payments.

Nye's Specialities^ 1912 COWEYS in stock.

MaboQ Gears, Clutches, etc.

Present Address—138, Gray's Inn Road,
Holborn, LONDON.

New Address—16, Hampstead Road, Tot-

tenham Court Road, LONDON.
Telephone : 6299 Holborn,

a6o In answering these adcertiscmtnU it is 'deslrahh to mention " Tlie Motor Ci/de.^'
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.eSTABUSMEOZOVEARfr IN TMttlEARI
OFTHtTRADF

CLEARANCE
of a few Showroom Samples.

AU late I «| I I Models.

AH delivered during the few wedcs prior to the
Olympia Show.

New 1911 SCOTT, showroom sample.

New 1911 TRIUMPH, showroom sample.

New 19 1 1 DOUGLAS, showroom sample.

New i^ii IND1A>V, showroom sample.

New 1911 PREMIER, showroom sample.

New 1911 MATCHLESS, showroom sample.

MISCELLANEOUS.
,

JONES Speedometer (without odometer), excellent con-]
diiioi), 18/ b : Leauiiuston Pillion ubair, spring

mishion, cost 26/-, 16/6: Triumph 1910 front huh, eciu-

plete, 300 mile?. 6/-.—MLGi'.vray. Iiiverinuie, Ai^s, Oban. I

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLKMKNTGARRAED Genuine Parts; oDsoipte parts,

a'lV 'Jirilie fluplicated.— i''rank Walters. 163, Liu
wood lid., dai (i.'W.irtii

THE ,A..B.O.
SEPARATE
BRACKET

GENERATOR,
AND LAMP

Jn Nickel-Plated
or Dead Black
PRICE : complete 25/-

From a given quan-

tity of carbide tlie

A.B.C. GENERA-
TOR will produce

from 10 to 20 per

cent, more gas than

any other make of

the sime capacity,

and so ensures a bet-

ter light, of longer

life, at less cost.

/Isk for OUT boohlei,

of Agents everywhere

or

These Guards give complete protection

from mud. They are made of strong light

metal, and are easily attached or removed.

Will not rattle.

Awarded a Gold Medal, Turin Exhibition, 1911.

Motor Lists post free.

C. W. BLUEMEL & BROS.,
wo LSI ON, Nr. Coventry.

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.
6ft. X 3ft. X 6ft. high, £1 9 6

6tt.x4ft.x7ft ,. 115
Stt.xSft.x7ft. „ 2 12 6

9ft. x7fl.x7ft. „ 3 12 6
12ft.x8ft.x7i(t. „ 5 5
Wide doulfld doors (H3 illiia

tni eil) Z/bestra
rriccsnreonr.ii Stainca ^tfttioti

These houses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted

toijether in a few mmutes.
The\ are made ot sound,
wed-seasonel malchi^oard.

and complete with floor.

Window can be any desired Size. Roots of Stonitlex Felt.

We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum, which

renders it damp and vermin proof.

t nlalojiiic, with pnrticiilnrs of otlior sizes, free.

iW. GARDAM & SONS. LTD.. The Wharl, 3TAINE8

THE D-ALL FASTENER.
Roller bearings of hardened steel give it a flfxibility

over all others. It is the easiest to attach, detach, or

adjust. From all agents.

Also the new D-ALL TROUSER GUARD.

In answirlng these advntiscwnU it is dcsiruhh to mention ''The. Motor Curie."' AfSt
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iiltL'U:Tli|- I

SPECIAL PATCHES
iiiii

'SEVERi''
)

WoM-Tcoi^m^
LIN PACKETS 1/- 1/Q 3/- a SA EACH.

34,8 96 NEWHALL St BIRMINCHAM

Have YOU Tried
THE "STANDARD"?

All Sizes, 1/- each

HERWiN CANNY & CO.,
36, William St., WOOLWICH.

EARLY DELIVERY
1912 Models.

TRIUMPH, PREMIER, DOUGLAS,
B.S.A.. and HUMBER (JAN.) NEW
HUDSON and MATCHLESS (FEB.)

There is going to be a
tremendous demand.

"DO IT NOW."
Exchanges arranged.

TOM NORTON, LTD.,
The Palace of Sport,

-LLANDRINDOD WELLS.-

^i^SURMp
Any Horse Power

PREMIUM 20/-

I
and

upwards,
according to individual requirements.

Special facilities for
TRIUMPH and other well-

known makes.

THEFT, BURGLARY, THIRD PARTY Risk&,
TRANSITj ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE, FIRE, etc.

A postcard stating details of machine (value, l.p,,
make, if sidecar used), will ensure prompt quotatiorfe.

Agents appointed where not represented,
quotations on application to :

Special

DOLAMORE, EVANS & CO. (insurance Brokers),

199, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
(late of 7, Fenchurch Avenue, E.C.)

Phone—2363 Mayfair. Wires—iiromaios.

PAT.N

l3«8/03

Forward cywie & Motor Co., 7 & 9, Edmund St., B'ham &

CHEAP MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES
THK

BEST IN ENGLAND.
Write for illustrated
catalogue iJost free to

South Western
Timber Co., |'

35, West HiU, . 'JJtJ

Wandsworth, London

Phone; Battersea 787.

THE

CANOELET
SIDECAR.

Patentees and Manufacturers

:

MEAD & DEAKIN,
Ladypool Road,

Sparkbrook, BIRMINQHAM.

Suitable for Peugeot and other Engines.

J. TAYLOR, Motor Works, Warwi:k Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

The MOTOSACOCHE
is the Lightweight for next year.

Send for illustrated matter
showing wonderful improvements.

Sole Hampshire Agents : CONDAC MOTOR DEPOT;
West Southbourne, Bournemouth.

ALL THE BEST iVIAKES.

Each one a pleasure to own.

We give prompt deliveries.

P. & M., BAT, BRADBURY,
INDIAN, IVY, B.S.A.,
CLYNO, SCOTT, DOUGLAS,
CALTHORPE, and the
HAZLEWOOD 2^ h.p.

3-speed J.A .P.

Exchanges with pleasure.

E M B R CYCLE & MOTOR CO.,

Holdsrness Road, HULL.

DELIVERY IN JANUARY.

A.J.S.
PICKERING BROS. & DARBY, Belgrave Garage,

233, Bristol Street, BIRMINGHAM.

&A.N *==
'" STS .-'

S^K ROBERt.W.COANri^JT^'^X
«eES 2|9,0OSWELL ^'.i LONOON.CC

LARGE i SMALL IN PURE& HARDENEDFOR Kti-M- -M-iaJ^DES.

Crz In answcruia these advcrlisemenls it is desirable to mention "The

IRON CYLINDERS ALSO REPAIRED.

Motor Cycle."
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467 MILES
EVERY DAY FOR SIX DAYS ON ONE

Stanley Dermatine

This is tbe six days' record by IVIr. Jack

Guzzwell, riding 2,801 miles in six days.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

BAMBER'S
mOTOR CYCLE GARAGE.
MOTOR CYCLES BUILT TO

ORDER FROM £35.

4 h.p. BAMBER, J.A.P.
free ens^ine, £50.

We BUILD MOTOR CYCLES to
suit you. Let us know what you
want and vje give you a price.
REMEMBER, we are not new at
the game.

ESTABLISHED 1892.

A Large Stock of Second-hand— Motor Cycles for Sale cheap.

—

BAMBER'S GARAGE,
Liverpool Road,

BIRKDAL.E, L.ANCS.

^

GYLINDERrS

jiE^V^PtSTtSs FITTED
- H-ii"- coniPLETie. '

MotoV»Cycle £| gg^ gj. inclusive.

SIMPLE FACTS.

A.B.
costs 12/6.

The N.A.B. will

ensure yo u r

tyres lasting
double the time.

The N.A.E. will

last you five
years.

The N.A.B. there-

fore saves its

cost twice over,
and you have
five years of
comfort free.

When ordering state
size of piliar stem anj

weight of rider.

RELIANCE WORKS CO., LTD.,
SOUTHAm F»TOI>J.

Donlltave a Funeral.

Try a SENTINEL SWITCH
instead— it's cheaper.

Riders who use magneto machines should have
perfect control over the ignition : you canhoi get
this by lifting the exhaust, or by using a spring
contact aflair—whai you want is a Switch with
a quick easy action, one that will fly ofi, or on,
with a touch of the finger, ' leaving your hands
free for brakes and other trouble.

The Sentinel does all this, and, what's more,
it's just the. smartest fitting ever fixed on a
handle-bar, not a bit unsightly—made of solid
brass, with real stay-on plating. Suitable for
Battery or Magneto Ignitioa^-try one.

m^ 3/9

Post

Free.

THE BOWEN & ODERY MFG. CO.,

62, NEW CROSS RD., LONDON, S.E.

l^E^o Motor Cycle
inflator. .

HANDY, RELIABLE, and CO flPACT lin. dlam.
Barrel Nickel Plated. Braided Connection.

LAYSTALL
REPAIR
WORKS,

34) Queon St.,
Cheapaide, . .
LONDON, E.C.

Eneino* completely Overhaulei*.

THE
It

ADVANCE
Adjustable Pulley.

ADJUSTED IN FIVE SECONDS.
NO BELT REMOVED.
NO TOOLS REQUIRED.
ANY GEAR AT WILL.
FITS ANY MAKE.

Wnie lo' particulars lo : J""- No.ania/OT.

The ADVANCE Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.

NORTHAMPTON.

SILENCER.
gjlence Without

OSS of Power.

7 DAYS' FREE
TRIAL.

J.C. Lye:i& Co., Lid.

Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding
IN ALL METALS.

Sound worlc, quick delivery, reasonable prices. We
are practical engineers anfl welders of 30 years'

experience—n o t novices. Once tried, custom
assured. Also manufacturers of welding plants, and
welding and blowpipes.

OXV.ACETYLENE \A/ELDING,
349, Lillie Road, Fuinam Cross, LONDON.

A splendid opportunity
to acquire a fast mount
for a moderate outlay

f

==^

We have for immediate disposal a few
SPECIAL T.T. SINGLES & TWINS
(500C.C. and 75OC.C.) used only in

competition work. They are very
fast—and reliable.

N.S.U.
MOTOR CO., LTD.,
186, Gt. Portland St.. London.W.

'^ ^

Sole Manchester Agents

BAT, GLYNO, & A.J.S.

L. F. HARVEY & CO.,
227, Deansg^ate, Manchester.

PREMIER
CLYNO
JAMES
BAT

SOLK .\GIiNr.

HODGSON,
THE CYCLE MAN,

10, HOfiTON RD.,

BRADFORD.
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CLARKE'S
NEW CENTURY MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,

ST. AI.BANS.
Early deliveries of all First-class Makes.

1912 MODELS.

"UKANTES" POPULAR
FRONT WHEEL STANDS

(Also Back Stands).

EITHER T/G PAIR.
Smith, North & Priestlaad,

Premier Works, Ellis St.,

BIRMINGHAM,
Established 1S7S.

ENGLAND.

OVERHAULING !

!

DOES YOUR ENGINE REQUIRE IT?
THE HOLIDAYS AND FINE WEATHER WILL SOON

COME ROUND.
I SUBMIT DETAILED ESTIMATES.

vl. TAYLOR, Wlotor Works,
— Warwick Road, BIRIVIINGHAIVI.

—

(Sole Agent for '* Peugeot " Engines.)

ORDER
YOUR
1912
MOUNT
NOW.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE.

LONDON, E.C..
where Price Suits, Value
Satisfies, and Deliveries are
Reliable—ALWAYS.

Genuine Birminghatn

"QUADRANTS."
A Large Stock o^ Parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

REG. SAMSON,
LADYWOOD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

1

TRADE PRICES.
For Cylinders, Pistons, Rings, Connecting Rods. Shaft>
Flywheels, Crank Cases. Bushes, Gear Wheels, Cam?
Nickel Steel Valves and Pulleys, Price list on appliCuHon

CYLINDERS REBORED
Up to 76 ram. with new piston and ringSi

Latest two-ring type pistons, 3/- extra,

14/-

NOBLE & CO., General and Automobile Enginesrs,

8 and 11. Surrey Row. Blackiriars Road, LONDOH. S.E

The All J.A.P. MOTORS. British.

Copy of unsolicited testimonial peceived from
Mr. A. S. BRIGHT,

Glazebrook, 52, Elfindale Road, Heme Hill, S.E.,

16/5/1 1.

Dear Sirs,—On Saturday last I was entered for the South Eastern Club's Hill

Climb. On the Friday" I was unfortunate enough to have "an accident and to

damage the engine. Unable to effect repairs in the time, I took my courage in

both hands, and got Mr, Dixon, of the New Hudson Co., to wire you to afford

me facilities. I arrived at 5.30 a.m., Saturday, and demanded an engme you
had not in stock, but you kindly put a. fitter on assembling what parts you
had. At Q.25 I left in a taxi with an engine incompletely assembled and
untimed, minus valve caps and some other oddments, and which had never
smelt gas, let alone having been run on the testing bench. I had wired to

Mr. Dixon to get the other parts to Heme Hill and I met him at the station.

We erected the machine in the train and timed it on the railway platform.

This machine, untested and untried, made fastest time in the lightweight class,

and secured a silver medal in the single cylinder touring class. 1 think this is i

a very striking testimony to the magnificent work and accuracy of finish you
must put in. That an engine which, five hours ago was pieces of iron, should

j

beat in open competition carefully adjusted and timed machines, on one of the
stiffest hills I have encountered, is • an achievement of which you may well

be proud.
Yours faithfully

Messrs. J. A. Prestwich & Co.

(Signed) A. S. BRIGHT.

I A Pfe^twich & Co Northumberland Park, Tottenham, London, N.

Does not lift the valve.

RELYABULL
Valve Cotter Extractor

MOTE,—Lilts the spring but holds the val\e.

Leaves both hands free.

Does not lift the vaive.

Motor Cycle size, 3/" plated.

OF ALL AGENTS.

The Nottingham Factoring Co.

•£•/».• if]. • 1. •

The Lightweight Motor Cycle.

Zk hPM 35 Gns. 2i h.p., 38 6ns.

Sole Agents for Great Britain and tlie Colonies,

RADIUM S.I.A.M.T., LIMITED, 336,
Gray's Inn Road, W.C. f^"'JISf»^'°")

A64 In answering these advertisements it is desirable t.n m.pntion " The Motor Cycle."
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See this ?
The woikmansbip and finish of the B. awl
B. Carburetter are the best obtaiuiible.

INCREASE THE

POWER
OF

YOUR ENGINE.

Standard Model

^- -vV
.>^^: V

Lightweight iVlodel.

THE "MILLENNIUM"

MOTOR PULLEY

DRAWER
enables you to remove tKe Dullevs of bicycle motors

frorr. the shsft; •.v-itKuut risk of damaging the motors.

Our Iviotor Pulley Drawer is adjustable to fit all

pulleys m general use from 3in. to 6m. diameter.

Simple and easj' to use. This is a tool which
will last for many a day.

Price

Weight. 9 lbs.

LAKE & ELLIOT,
LTD.,

Manufacturers of
'Millcimium ' Tools
and Accessories fou

.Motor C::»s, Motoi?
Cycles, and Cyck-s,

Albion Works,
BRAINTREE,

ESSEX.

H O Tm^ E V O I D ^1^ F M IE V O I D Xi^ F ^ROUBLE
— MOTORS. —

t> and b h.p. Models

The Finest JIachine ill the World for

Design, Workmanship, and Finish.

North Staffs. Hill Climb.

H. R. WeKings •DOT" Fastest Time

Manchester R Pliability Trial 110 miles.

E. V. Stevens. First.

&UKUFACTURERS AND pAlENTLL.-

—

Deansgate,
Manchester.

P.C wUl fetch Usu
H. Reed i^ Co.,'

FIVE SHILLINGS
I'

is not a large sum, but it will secure! tor you

Touring Membership of the
]

AUTO CYCLE UNION,
which entities you to the numerous sterling advantages,

iyCLC!JL\G—

FREE LEGAL DEFENCE
—

:

AND

TOURING PRIVILEGES.
NO ENTRANCE FEE

Headquarters 89, Pall Mall, S.W.

Why Stop to Repair
PuN'CTi'Rts When the use oi Fir.max will

enable vou to reach your journey's end, what-
ever the distance, even thougii you: Tyres
are badly punctured.

FIRMAX
is not a Liquid, and does not interfere with
patching. Price per set for Motor Cvcle. 5/-,

post tree, with full instructions and testi-

monials direct. Irom Maker;.

FIRMAX Ltd.. Yeovil, England.
Firmaxhas been s.i'anied the Royal Aulo;nobiUClub certtficalt:.

In answering t/itse advertisements it is d';.nrahle to mpnfwri ''The. Motor Cycle.
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Are you nervous ?
If you are, probably that is why you do not enjoy motor cycling, or. it may be. why you have never taken up this

fascinating means of locomotion. We make a special appeal this week to such as you, because we know from wide
experience that the special features of the shaft-driven lightweight

2* h.p. Motor Cycle

are capable of developing your powers of self-possession. How can it do this ? Brie.^y, by its lightness, which renders
it sensitive to steering ; by its perfect balance and proportion which enable it to be handled with ease in even the
most awkward places ; by its automatic devices, such as the carburetter and lubrication, which relieve your mind and
attention of the important functions performed b.v them ; by its wonderful simplicity of handle-bar control, the operation
of which would in a short time become second-nature to you impossible to rnake a mistake ; and last, but not
least, by its powerful brakes. Your safety, as well as your pleasure, is thoroughly ensured if you ride this machine.
Our Illustrated Booklet, which is supplied free, will tell you much more fully about the great advantages possessed
by this F.N. machine.

Write for the Booklet.

TWO GOLD MEDALS AWArvDED F.N. MOTOR CYCLES
in the LONDON-EDINBURGH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

The F.N. MOTOR AGENCY, 106, Gt. Portland St., LONDON, W.
Telephone—Gerrard S048. Tcleyrams—" Efcmno, Loadoa.**

Repair Works—KELVIN ROAD, HIGHBURY, N.

The F.N. MOTOR DEPOT, 43, Palmerston Road, Boscombe.

f RALMER

A FINE TRIBUTE
to the DURABILITY of the

PALMER
the SCIENTIFIC TYRE.

Mr. Harry A. Cooper,

Grove Cottage, Keston, Kent, writes:

29th May, 1911.

"You will no doubt remember that I had a pair

of your Cord Tyres on December 20th to fit on
to my new Bradbury. These have now done
7,000 miles and until last week 1 did not have a

puncture. I have never had a suspicion of a side slip.

During the M.C.C. Mid-Winter Run to Exeter and back I was as comfortable as in a train

and never touched my tyres once.

The following trials vouch for the Reliability of your tyres.

M.C.U. 24 hours' run to Exeter and Back. December 26th and 27th, Gold Medal.

January Quarterly Trial. First Class Certificate and fastest time up Westerham.
Kentish Hill Climbing Tour. February 26th, "Motor Cycling" of February 28th says : Star
Performance on Cudham and Hogs Trough Hills was made by H. A. Cooper.

April 29th. Purley Club Hill Climb, fastest time of the day.

May 13th. South Eastern Open Hill Climb, 1st in class 3 for T.T. Models and second

fastest time of day.

I am certain that for Reliability and Speed your tyres cannot be beaten.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

The Palmer Tyre Ltd., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C

I

Printed and Publishtd by the l^oprietots, Ilii-fe & boss Limited, 20 Tudor Street, London, EX., and Co\entr;',
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